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INTRODUCTION.
THE

work believes that a people who have patronised those publications which treat of other countries, would readily en
one
We have general and particular histories, many of them abounding in ex
that
was
courage
altogether devoted to our own country.
cellent matter
but as yet we have no book of reference on subjects relating entirely to America.
Almon published in England during
the revolutionary war his
REMEMBRANCER,&quot; a collection of facts in regard to that conflict, remarkable for candor and correctness ; but
this is out of print.
The next book of reference is NILES REGISTER: the public are much indebted to this indefatigable and able editor
for his historical treasures, which are truly great
but his periodical, on account of the expense, cannot circulate so generally as to dif
fuse the intelligence that it contains among all classes ; and he has not, from the pressure of passing events,
gone much into our early an
editor of this

;

&quot;

;

nals.
The intention of the editor of this work is plainly this to search, with competent assistance, the records of the discovery and set
tlement of this country, and to give in a cheap but handsome form the rich materials that are to be found scattered throughout the United
States.
He will commence his labors with the lives of the early adventurers who explored unknown countries, and particularly this.

There is a direct connexion between them, if some only prepared the way for others. We therefore shall present the whole chain of
events which have operated in any way to our existence and welfare as a people.
Chronology has been called the eye of history, and we
shall be careful to give correct dates for all the incidents we enumerate.
back
to the fountains of our history, we shall follow the
Going

may have a panoramic view, as it were, of all that regards our origin, progress, and
distinguished minds in every age of our history shall not be forgotten, and, when practicable, some of their men
The reader need not fear that the subject will be soon exhausted ; for Time, who destroys all
tal efforts shall be furnished the reader.
things else, makes new matter for the historian, not only in the birth of events, but in opening the long hidden mines of
The
streams to the present time, in order that our readers
present situation.

Our

knowledge.

writer from whose works these biographies were taken, deserves the title of the father of American history,
lie was a man of genius, a
scholar of extensive erudition, a divine of a holy life, and a lover of his country.
He established a historical society, and produced several
He wrote with a more polished pen than his cotemporaries, and showed them the worth of historical knowledge, and at
historical works.

same time gave them an example of the manner in which history should be written. The name of Jeremy Belknap, D. D., is
sponsor
been said, and more. This great historian did not live to fill up his outline, which embraced
adventurers, statesmen,
philosophers, divines, warriors, authors, and other remarkable characters, comprehending a recital of the events connected with their Hvei
and actions
what has been done, is well done and we shall supply a portion of the deficiency from other sources. In fine, we shall use

the

for all that has

&quot;

;&quot;

every exertion

to

make

is given to the
undertaking, a valuable collection of American history, biography, elo
interspersed with anecdotes of olden time, and of revolutionary days, to amuse as well as
we shall come down to the present time without a particle of party spirit, and strive to give a true
There is an advantage in many respects in this method of presenting history and polite lit
occur.

the work, if encouragement

quence, polite literature, science, and
In our history
to instruct the reader.

statistics

record of events as they have or may
erature to the public, as we have an opportunity of being optimists, and selecting that which will make the strongest impression on the mind of
the reader. There are epochs in our history which have not often been distinctly marked by writers.
shall endeavor to point them out
There is a philosophy of history which should be studied while we are endeavoring to fix the facts in our memory. Cause and effect have

We

the same connexion in the growth of a nation as in that of a blade of grass, and are

much more

clearly

open

to

our investigation.

EDITOR.

BIRON.

all which
they could eipect, from a rough soil,
cold climate, led them at an
early period to the
science and practice of navigation.
They built their
ves-sels with the best of oak, and constructed them in
a manner as to encounter the storms and billows
of the northern ocean. They covered them with decks
and furnished them with high forecastles and sterns.

BIRCH, a natlre of Norway His discovery of Iceland and
Greenland An account of his voyage Character and ap
pearance of the natives.

TH*

Norway and Denmark,
were distinguished by the name of

ancient inhabitants of

collectively taken,
Normans. Their situation near the coast of the sea, and
the advantages which that element presented to them

beyond

ed to trim their

in a

tion.

8u&amp;lt;-h

I

They made use

of sails as well as oars, and had learn

sails to the wind, in almost any direc
In these arts, of
building ships and of navigation,
to the
people bordering on the

they were superior

diterranean sea,

and used

who depended

Me

chiefly

on their oai,

only with a fair wird.
About the end of the eighth and beginning of the
ninth century, the Normans made themselvf s famous
by their predatory excursions. England, Scotland, Iresails

AMERICA
Shetland islands, were objects of
land, the Orkney and
and
lonft of their piratical expe
their depredations
which
ditions A. D. 8B1, ihoy discovered an island,
and snow,
.from its. lofty mountains, covered with ice
Ii? a few years after
oblafned the name, of Iceland.
which was continually aug
they planted a colony thtrc;
mented by migrations from the neighboring countries.
Within the space of thirty years 889, a new country si
tuate to the west, was discovered, and from its verdure
received the name of Green
during the summer months,
This was deemed so important an acquisition,
land.
of ERIC KAUDE or RED HEAD, a
that, under the conduct
Danish chief, it was soon peopled.
The emigrants to these new regions were still in
flamed with the passion for adventure and discovery.
An Icelander of the name HERIOLF and his son BIRON*
i&amp;gt;i

;

,

.

made

a

sake of

About

;

;

being
land, he supposes that

He made

no longer stay at either of these places
when by a northeast course
lhan till the storm abated
he hasted to Greenland. The discovery was no sooner
known there, than LEIF the son of ERIC, who, like his
adven
father, had a strong desire to acquire gloiy by

of the

His

On

the

first

;

and

ot
persevering industry, effected a discovery
more friendly to the views

of commercial adventurers.
fifteenth century, was
Even Greenland itself, in
known to the Danes and Normans only by the name of
and they did not recover their know
lost Greenland
th&amp;gt;-

;

its ex
ledge of it, till after the English had ascertained
istence by their voyages to discover a northwest pass
to the Pacific Ocean, and the Dutch had coasted it

age

m

pursuing of whales.

the

:

land which

his

this continent, in a climate

mouth of the former, among many smaller,
and before the
there lies one large island, called Fogo
mouth of the latter, another called the New World.
Either of these will sufficiently answer to the situation

new

country.
course was southwest.

this

fore the

;

1002, in search

;

having discovered America before Columbus, yet
merit of
discovery cannot in the least detract from the
For there is no reason to
that celebrated navigator.
the Nor
suppose that Columbus had any knowledge of
man discoveries which long before his time were for
recollected
gotten, and would perhaps never have been
if lie had not
by the astonishing exertions of his genius

N. E. part of Newfoundland, which is most
there is a long
directly accessible fiom Greenland,
are two bays, the one called
range of coast, in which
Gander Bay, and the other the Bay of Exploits. Be

On

;

men

New

and by such seamen

Normans

to confirm, and none
yet there are many circumstances
to disprove the relation given of the voyages of Biron.
But if it be allowed that he is entitled to the honour of

;

coast.

vessel, carrying twenty-five

accounts of

From a careful perusal of the
foundland, preserved by those painful collectors Ilakand of other memoirs respecting that
luyt and Purchas,
and from inspecting
island and the coast of Labrador
the most approved maps of those regions, particularly
one in the American Atlas, delineated agreeably to the
actual surveys of the late celebrated navigator, Capt.
James Cook, the following observations occur.
first

flat

for his pilot, sailed in

Newfound

northern ocean, with

in use,

are smd to have been
though they
knew nothing of the magnetic needle.
Upon the whole, though we can come to no positive
conclusion in a question of such remote antiquity ;

Columbus.

country, free from rocks,
but covered with thick woods, and an island near the

and taking Biron

either a part of

it is

land or tome place oil the northern coast of the gull
of St. Lawrence &quot;but whether grapes are found in either
of those countries he cannot say. However, he noeins
so fully persuaded of the facts, that he. gives it as his
the
opinion, that the Normans weie, strictly speaking,
first dcovercrs of America, nearly five centuries before

1001, their ships were separated by a storm.
Biron arrived in Norway, he heard that his fa
ther was gone to Greenland, and he resolved to follow
him; but another storm drove him to the southwest,

tures, equipped a

as the

&quot;

When

a

lation.

&quot;

to different countries for the
the beginning of the llth cen

ern than the eastern parts of the

such vessels as were then

thot they could see the sun full
Pontoppidan says
but Crantz tells us that
six hours in the shortest day
the sun rose on the shortest day at eight of the clock,&quot;
was
the sun
and Forster that
eight hours above the
that Winland must
horizon,&quot; from which he concludes
and
be found in the 49th degree of northern latitude
in a southwesterly direction from Green
from its

tury

where he discovered

HISTORY.

&quot;

voyage every year
traffic.

N

other writers, so thai it is hardly possible to entertain
the least doubt concerning the authenticity of the re

MADOC

.

MADOC, Prince of Wales His supposed discovery of America
An account of his voyage examined The improbability
of

Ilia

supposed discovery

THIS person

is

&hov\ii.

supposed

to

have discovered Ameri

be
ca, and brought a colony of his countrymen hither,
The story of
fore the discovery made by Columbus.

described in the account of Biron s second voyage. his
be saw, he found nothing but flat rocks and ice, with
emigration from Wales is thus related by Hakluyt,
its
He therefore gave it the name of Into each of these bays, runs a river, which has
whose book was first published in 1589, and a second
out any verdure.
de
in
49lh
lie
the
lakes
both
these
and
in
a
head
lake,
Afterwards he came
edition of it in 1000.
Helldand, which signifies rocky.
of north latitude.
the son of Owen Gwyn&quot;The voyage of Madoc,
to a level shore, without any rocks, but overgrown with gree
after its
of
Newfoundland
accounts
The
earliest
This
he
West Indies
neth, prince of North Wales, to the
woods, and the sand was remarkably white.
of a fishery on its
establishment
and
the
he
saw
of
the History of Wales,
discovery
the year 1170, taken out
named Markland or woody. Two days after,
have respect chiefly to the lands about Trinity
Doctor of Diviland again, and an island lying before the northern coast,
lately published by M. David Powel,
the parallels of 48
Here he first landed and thence sailing and Conception Bays, between
nitie.&quot;
coast of it.
and 49. These lands are represented as producing
ri
&quot;After the death of Owen Gwynneth, his sons fell
westward, round a point of land, found a creek or
strawberries, whortleberries, raspberries, pears, wild at debate who should inherit after him.
For the eldest
ver into which the ship entered.
The
in very great plenty.
son born in matiimony, Edward or lorwerth Drwydion,
On the banks of this river, were bushes bearing cherries, and hazel nuts,
salmon
stored
with
said to have been well
was counted unmeet to govern, because of the manne
sweet berries the air was mild, the soil fertile, and the rivers are
The natives, who inhabited a bay lying
fine and trout.
and llowcl, that took upon him all
river well stored wilh fish among which were very
upon his face
thi
and
came
of
occasionally
Trinity,
the rule, was a base sou begotten of an Irish woman.
At the head of this river was a lake, on to the northward
salmon.
broad
breasted
as
described
are
ther in their canoes,
the shore of which they resolved to pass the winter,
Therefore, David gathered all the power he could and
the
with black eyes, and without beards
came against llowel, and fighting wilh him, slew him ;
and erected huts for their accommodation. One of and upright,
some had
of different colours
was
heads
on
their
hair
and afterward enjoyed qu:etly the whole land of North
their company, a German named Tyrkur having strag
some brown, and others yellow. In this variety Wales, until his brother lorwcrlh s son came to age.
into the woods, found grapes ; from which he black,
gled
differed from the other savages of North America,
told them, that in his
MADOC, another of Owen Gwynnelh his sons leit the
country, they made wine. they
black hair, unless it be grown gray
land in contention between his brethren, and prepared
From this circumstance, Leif the commander of the who have uniformly
the place Winland dat Gode, the Good with age.
certain ships with men and munition, and sought adven
party, called
The climate- is represented as more mild in the win tures
the coast of Ire
\Viue Country.
by sea. sailing west, and leaving
in
the
colder
but much
land so far north thai he came to aland unknown, where
An intercourse being thus opened between Green ter than tliat of England islands of
are
which
reason of the vast
ice,
he saw many strange things.
land and Winland, several voyages were made, and spring, by
on the banks.
This land must needs be some part of that country
Many islands driven into the bays or grounded
the new country was further explored.
the
between
of
coast
Labrador,
On the northeastern
of which the Spaniards affirm themselves to be the first
were found near the coast, but not a human creature
U are
harbors
excellent
56
53
and
of
many
finders since Hanno s time. [&quot;For by reason and order
was seen till the third summer, 1004, when three boats latitudes
The seas are full of cod, the rivers of
and islands.
to the which Madoc came,
constructed with ribs of bone, fastened with thongs or
cosmographie, ihis land
is said to be
climate
the
and
salmon
with
abound
wilh skins, each boat containing
must need.-, be some part of Nova llispania or Florida.]
twigs and covered
St.
Lawrence.
of
the
in
than
more
mild
From the diminu
gulf
manifest that that country was long
it is
three men, made their appearance.
accounts of vines Whereupon
Nothing is said in any of thrsu
IJritams discovered, afore [either] Colum
tive size of these people, the Normans denominated
[before]
by
that some which were brought
bus [or Americus Vesputius] led any Spaniards
them Scralings,* and inhumanly killed them all but or grapes, excepting
If any evidence can
had thriven well.
one who escaped and collected a large number of his rom England
thither.
drawn from the comparison between the countries of
on their invaders. The
Of ihe voyage and return of that Madoc ihere be
countrymen, to make an attack
and New-England it may be observed
Newfoundland
that
so
much
with
their
fables feigned, as the common people do use, in
spirit
Normans defended
ships
many
arc
and
berries
that all the above mentioned fruits
distance of place and length of time, rather to augment
the assailants were obliged to retire.
of
eastern
New-Eng- than diminish, but sure it is /hat there he was. And af
found in the northern and
parts
After this, a colony of Normans went and settled
and as far as Nova Scotia, in the latitudes of 44 ter he had returned home and declared the pleasant
at Winland, carrying on a barter trade with the Seraitalthat
and
grapes (vitis valpina, vilis
but a controversy arose in the colony, and 45 ;
and fruitful countries thai he lud seen without inhabi
lings for furs
are known to grow wherever these fruits are
and upon the contrary part, for what wild and
tants
which induced some to return to Greenland. The hrusca,)
found.
barren ground his brethren and nephews did murther
others dispersed and mixed among the Scrslinga.
in
to
in
bis
1608,
Du
Monts
Acadia,
speaks
voyage
oue another, he prepared a number of ships and got
In the next century, 1121, Eric, bishop of Green
of grapes in several places ; and they were ill such
a benevolent design to re
with him such men and women as were desirous to
land, went to Winland, with
on the isle of Orleans in lat. 47 that it was first live in
and taking leave of his friends, took
cover and convert his countrymen who had degenerated plenty
quietness
called the island of Bacchus.* Though there is no dnect
Greenland
his journey thitherwards again.
into savages. This prelate never returned to
and poaitite testimony of grapes in the island of New
Therefore it is to be presupposed, that he and hi*
nor was any thing more heard of Winland, lor several
for il appearfoundland, it is by no means to be concluded that there
inhabited part of those countries
centuries.
people
Nor is it improbable that grapes, though
none.
that in Acuzamil,
This account of the discovery of Winland is taken were
eth, by Francis Lopez de Gomara,
as
not
to
so
have
been
scarce,
found there, might
and other places, the people honored the cross. \\ here
from Pontoppidan s History of Norway, Crantz s once
as were
a late History of Northern merit notice, in such general descriptions,
that Christians had been there
History of Greenland, and
by it may be gathered,
adventurers.
the
first
But because this
The facts given by
English
Rcinhold Forster.
before the coming of the Spaniards.
Voyages, by Dr. John
Newfoundland
and
Greenland
between
distance
The
were not many, they followed the manner* of
are said to have been collected from a
great num
and people
and
Iceland
between
than
not
Norway
is
greater
ber of Icelandic Manuscripts by Thormond Thorthe land Ihey came to, and used the language they
Jonas and many there could be no more difficulty in navigating the west- found ihere.
fosus, Adam von Bremen, Arngnm

m

:

;

,

:

;

;

&quot;

,

;

;

&amp;gt;c

;

;

;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

* HIB name

is

Bispelled by different authors Biron, Biorn,

otm, and Biatrn.
(

Cul sucks, chips

dwarfs

* It is also said that Mr. Ellis met with the vine about the
and compares the Iruil o
English settlements at Hudson s Bay,
levant. Morse s Un. Cieo. vol. i. p. 64
it to the currants of the

The words

included in chrolohets
s voyages.

second edition of llakluyt

[

]

are omitted in th

BIOGRAPHIES OF THK EARLY DISCOVERERS.
This Miidoc arriving in that western country un
to the which he came in the year 1170, left most of
his people there, ami returning back for more of his
own nation, acquaintance and friends, to inhabit that
fair and large country, went thither again, with ten
&quot;

;

I am of opin
sails, as I find noted by Gutyn Owen.
ion that the land whereto he came, was some part of
Mexico ;* the causes which make me think so be

these.

;

of that
report of the inhabitants
descended from
country, which affirm that their rulers
a strange nation, that came tliither from a far country
which thing is confessed by Mutezuma, King of that
of his people
country, in an oration made for quieting
Hernando
Ht his submission to the King of Castile
Cortez being then present, which is laid down in the
of the West In
chronicles of the

The common

&quot;

1.

nn:.-&amp;gt;t

&quot;

;

;

is.&quot;

;

;

conquest

Spanish

dies.

;

names of places used
in that country even to this day do argue the same
as when they tr.lk together, they use the word Gu-ran-

The

2

British words and

;

.

;

cer
do, which is hearken, or listen. Also they have a
tain bird with a white head, which they call penguin.
But the island of Currocso. the
that is white head.
river of Guyruiur, and the white rock of Pmuygn.
which lie all British or Welch words, do manifestly

show

that

was

it

that country,

which Madoc and

;

;

his

inhabited.&quot;

people

Cannina Meredith filii Rliesi mentionem faciende Madoco filio Oweni Gwynncdd et de sua na-

&quot;

tia

the end of the last and in the beginning of the pres
mand of the fleet and the prince Zichmni, aiming at
ent century bore the name of Madokaicando.
A vil the sovereignty of the sea, undertook an expedition
One westward, because that some fishermen had discovered
lage on Pe!,ubecot river was Madincankcc.
branch of the river St. John, which runs into the bay rich and populous islands in that quarter.
of Funda is Mrdnclack, and another is MedocscenccaThe report of the fishermen was, that above a
sis.
The advocates of this opinion may avail them thousand miles westward from Frisiand. to which
selves as far as they can of this coincidence, but in distance they had been driven
by a tempest, there was
rny apprehension it is too precarious to be the basis an island called Estotiland, which they had discovered
of any just conclusion.
before
that
six men in one boat
twenty-six years
Alter all that has been, or can be said on the sub
were driven upon the island, and being taken by the
observe with the critical reviewers, that if inhabitants were brought into a fair and populous
ject, we
Madcc left Wales and discovered any other country city that the king of that place sent for many inter
it must
always remain uncertain where that country preters, but none was found who could understand
Dr. Robertson thinks, *if he made any discovery the language of the fishermen,
except one who could
at nil it might be Madeira, or one of the Azores.
speak Latin, and he had formerly been cast ashore
The hook ofHakluyt, in which the original story is on the island that on his reporting their case to tho
preserved, was written in the reign of Queen Eliza
king, he detained them five years, in which time they
that one of them visited diver*
beth, and in the time of her controversy with Spain. learned the language
The design of his bringing forward the voyage of Ma parts of the island, and reported that it was a very
doc appears, from what he says of Columbus, to have rich country, abounding with all the commodities of
the world
that it was less than Iceland, but far more
been, the asserting of a discovery prior to his, and con
sequently the right of the Crown of England to the fruitful, having in the middle a very high mountain,
at
that
lime
of
America
a
from
which
originated four rivers.
warmly
sovereignty
point
The remarks
contested between the two nations.
The inhabitants were described as very ingenious,
which the same author makeson several othervoyages, having all mechanic arts. They had a peculiar kind
and in the king s library
evidently tend to the establishment of that claim. of language and letters
But if the story of Biron be true, which (though Hak- were preserved Latin books, which they did not under
luyt hns said nothing of it) is better authenticated than stand.
They had all kinds of metals (but especially
this of Madoe, the right of the Crown of Denmark, is gold, with which they mightily abounded.)
They
on the principle of prior discovery, superior to either held traffic with the people of Engroenland, from
of them.
whence they brought furs, pitch, and brimstone. They
Perhaps the whole mvstery may be unveiled, if we had many great forests, which supplied them with
advert to this one circumstance, the time when Hak- timber for the
building of ships, houses, and fortifica
luvt s book was first published, national prejudice might tions.
The use of the loadstone was not known ,
a
even
with
so
a
to
convert
honest
but these fishermen, having the mariners compass,
writer,
prevail
Welch fable into a political argument, to support, were held in so high estimation, that the king sent
to
a
the
claim
of
his
them with twelve barks to a country at the southward
against
powerful rival,
sovereign
the dominion of this continent.
called Drogio, where the most of them were killed and
devoured by cannibals but one of them saved himself
by showing the savages a way of taking fish by nets,
ZENO His rank and birth He sails on a voyage of discovery in much greater plenty than by any other mode before
known among them. This fisherman was in so great
Is overtaken by a tempest
Arrives at Frisiand Difficul
ties with the natives
Death of Nicolo Zeno His brother An- demand with the
princes of the country, that they fre
tunio takes the command.
quently made war on each other for the sake of gain
In this manner he passed from one to an
IT is well known that the Venetians were reckon
ing him.
ed among the most expert and adventurous of the other, till in the space of thirteen years he had lived
maritime nations.
In that republic the family of with twenty-five different princes, to whom he com
municated his
miraculous art of fishing with nets.
ZKNO or
is not only very ancient, and of high
He thus became acquainted with every part of the
rank, but celebrated for illustrious achievements.
Nicolo Zeno having exhibited great valor in a war country, which he described to be so extensive as to
merit the name of a nac world.
The people were rude
wi;h the Genoese, conceived an ardent desire, agree
that he and ignorant of the use of clothing, though their cli
ably to the genius of his nation, to travel
mate
w
nations
and
as
and
afforded beasts for the chase.
In
cold,
might, by his acquaintance with foreign
their hunting and wars they used the bow and the
languages, vender himself more illustrious and use
ful.
With this view he equipped a vessel at his own lance but they knew not the use of metal.
Farther to the southwest the air was said to be
expense, and sailed through the straits of Gibraltar to
the noithward, A.
1380, with an intention to visit more temperate and the people more ci\il.
They
but by a slorm which lasted dwelt in cities, built temples, and worshipped idols, to
Britain and Flanders
of
whom
was
on
the
Fris
offered
he
cast
coast
human
victims
and
they
away
many days,
they had
iand.
plenty of gold and silver.
1 he fisherman having become fully acquainted
The prince of the country. Zichmni (or as Purchas
with the country, meditated a return. Having fled
spells it, Ziehmui), finding Zeno an expert seaman,
gave him the command of his fleet, consisting of thir through the woods to Drogio. after three years some
boats arrived from Estotiland, in one of which he em
teen vessels, of which two only were rowed with oars
one was a ship, and the rest were small barks. barked for that country and having acquired con
With this fleet he made conquest and depredations siderable property, he fitted out a bark of bis own and
in Ledovo and Iloso, and other small islands several
returned to Frisiand.
Such was the report of the fisherman upon hear
barks laden with fish being a p:Tt of his capture.
Xicolo wrote to his brother Antonio Zeno at Venice, ing of which Zichmni resolved to equip his fleet and
inviting him to Frisiand, whither he went and being go in search of the new country Antonio Zeno being
taken into the service of Ziciinnii, continued with him the second in command.
But the preparation for
The fleet sailed on an expedition to the voyage to Estoliland was begun in an evil hour ;
fourteen years.
but the fisherman, who was to have been the pilot, died
Estland, where they committed great ravages
hearing that the King of Norway was coming against three days before their departure.&quot;
them with a superior fleet, they departed, and were
However, taking certain mariners who had sailed
driven bv a Morm on shoals, where part of the fleet was with the fisherman, Zichmni, began the intended
a voyage.
When he had sailed a small distance to the
wrecked, and the rest were saved on Grisland,
westward, he was overtaken by a storm which lasted
great island, but not inhabited.
Zicliinni then determined to attack Iceland, which eijlit days, at the end of which they discovered land,
but finding it well which the natives called Icaria.
They were numer
belonged to the King of Norway
ous anil formidable and would not permit him to come
fortilied and defended, and his feet being diminished,
this
built
a
fort
From
in Bress, one of seven
on shore.
he retired and
place they sailed six days to the
small islands, where he left Nicolo and returned to westward with a fair wind; but a heavy gale from
the southward drove them four days before it, when
Frisiand.
In the next spring Zeno, with three small barks, they discovered land, in which was a volcano.
The
sailed to the northward on discovery, and arrived at air was mild and temperate, it being the height of
Engroenland. where he found a monastery of Fri summer. They took a great quantity of fish, of sea
A part who penetrated the
ars, and a church dedicated to St. Thomas, situate fowl and their eggs.
near a volcano, and heated by w arm springs flowing country as far as the foot of the volcano, found a spring
a certain water, like pitch,
from which issued
from the mountain.
After the death of Nicolo, which happened in which ran into the sea.&quot;
They discovered some of
about four years, Antonio succeeded him in the com- the inhabitants, who were of small stature and wild

Vixit bic Meredith

vigatione in terras incognitas.
annum Domini, 1477.

cir-

citer

Madoc
lawn

wedd

wyf, rnwyedtc

L enau,

Owen Gwynedd,

Ni ynwm dir, fy enaid oedd
Na da inawr, ond y moroedd.
t

These verses

I

received of

learned friend,

my

M.

William Camdcn.

;

TIIK
&quot;

SAME

IS

ZENO.

ENGLISH.

I am the son of Owen Gwynnedd,
stature large and comely grace adorned.
lands at home, nor store of wealth me please,
mind was whole to search the Ocean seas.

Madoc

With

No

My

Haklurt is contained all the
which I have been able to find re
of America by the
specting the supposed discovery
Welch. The account itself is confused and contra
In this extract from

original information

ZEM

country discovered by Madoc is said
dictory.
without inhabitants and yet the people whom
to be
followed the manners of the land,
lie carried thither
and used the language they found there.&quot; Though
the Welch emigrants lost their language, yet the au
thor attempts to prove the truth of his story by the
in the American
preservation of several Welch words
Among these he is unfortunate in the choice
tongues.
all birds of
of &quot;penguin a bird with a v kite head
that name on the American shores having black or

The

&quot;

:

&quot;

;

;

D

;

;

dark brown heads, and the name penguin is said to
have been originally pinduegine, from their excessive

;

fatness.

Among

the proofs which

some

late writers

have ad

Ma
support of the discovery of America by
Welch was
this, that a language resembling the
and
spoken by a tribe of Indians in North Carolina,
that it is still used by a nation situate on some of the
of
the.
If that part
western waters of the

duced
doc is

in

:

;

Mississippi.

;

account preserved by Hakluyt be true, that the Ian
of
guage was lost, it is in vain to offer an argument

;

I

this kind in support of the truth of the story; but a
of the
question may here arise, How could any report
loss of their language have been transmitted to Eu

rope at so early a period
An attempt has lately been made to ascertain the
truth of this piece of history by IJr. John Williams, I
have not seen the book itself, but if the critical review
ers may be credited, no new facts have heiMi adduced
if Madoc once reached
It is remarked by them, that
America, it is difficult to explain how he could return
home, and it would be more improbable that he should
arrive in America a second time of which there is not
the slightest evidence.&quot;
They also observe, that if
Madoc sailed westward from Wales, the currents
would rather have carried him to Nova Scotia than to
the southward.
The mentioning of Nova Scotia reminds me of some
words in the native language of that country which
begin with two syllables resembling the name of Madoc.
A sachem of the Penobscot tribe who lived in

;

I

;

;

&quot;

;

*

&quot;

;

j

&quot;

i

1

j

j

i

&quot;

* In the second
edition,
the

West

Bitted

Indies

;

word Mexico is changed for
and the two following paragraphs are
ttie

;

AMERICAN HISTORY.
approach of the strangers, hid themtelves in their caves.
Having found a good harbour,
Zichmni intended to make a settlement but his people
opposing it, he dismissed part of the fleet under

and who,

at the

;

Zeno, who returned to Frisland.

The

particulars of this narrative

were

first

written

by Antonio Zcno in his letters to his brother Carlo,
Venice from some fragments of which a compilation
was made by Francisco Marcolini, and preserved by
Kamusio. It was translated by Richard Hackluyt, and
of the second edition of his
printed in the third volume
From it Ortelius has made
collection, page 121, &c.
an extract in his Thcatrum Orbia.
Dr. Forster has taken much pains to examine the
whole account, both geographically and historically.
The result of his inquiry is, that Frisland is one of the

at

;

Orkneys

;

that Porlaml

the cluster of islands called

is

Faro, and that Estland is Shetland.
At first, indeed, he was of opinion that &quot;the coun
existed at that
tries, described by the Zenos actually
time, but had since been swallowed up by the sea in a
on the
founded
This opinion he
great earthquake.&quot;
middle of the
probability that all the high islands in the
as is evident wiih respect
sea are of volcanic origin
;

Faro islands

to Iceland and the

in the

North Sea

;

the

Azores, Tenerine, Madeira, the Cape de Verds, St. He
lena and Ascension in the Atlantic the Society Islands,
Otaheite, Easter, the Marquesas and other islands in
This opinion he was induced to relinquish,
the Pacific.
so great a revolution must have lelt
partly because
but
behind it some historical vestiges or traditions
;

&quot;

;&quot;

knowledge of the Runic lan
the
guage suggested to him a resemblance between
names mentioned by Zeno and those which arc given
and
the
to some of the islands of Orkney, Shetland
principally because his

Hebrides.

However presumptuous

call in
it may appear to
an
opinion of so learned and diligent
and geo
inquirer, on a subject which his philological
to examine with
graphical knowledge must enable him
I
the greatest precision
yet from tho search which

the

question

;

have had opportunity to make,

it

probable
to me that his first opinion was right, as far as it
Porland.
My reasons
respects Frisland, and perhaps
arc these

appears

:

Dr. Forster says that Frisland was much larger
and Hakluyt in his account of Zeno s
than Iceland
Nei
lugger than Ireland.&quot;
voyage, sneaks of it as
ther of these accounts can agree with the supposition
is
340
Iceland
for
of its being one of the Orkneys
Ireland is 310 in length,
miles long, and 200 wide.
and 184 in breadth But Pomona, the mainland of the
1.

;

&quot;

;

than the existence of shoals or rocks in the places
where these islands once were known to be 1 In a map
prefixed to Crantz s history of Greenland, there is
marked a very extensive shoal between the latitudes of
59 and 60, called &quot;The sunken land of Buss.&quot; Its
longitude is between Iceland and Greenland, and the
Some are of
author speaks of it in these words
opinion that Frisland was sunk by an earthquake, and
that it was situate in those parts where the sunken land
which the seamen
of Buss is marked in the maps
cautiously avoid, because of the shallow ground and
&quot;

:

only proof which can now be produced of this
the actual existence of rocks and shoals
in or near the name place.
Of this, it is happily in my
power to produce the evidence of two experienced
shipmasters, of incontestible veracity, now living. The
first is Isaac Smith of Maiden near Boston, from whose
In a
log-hook I have made the following extract

must be

&quot;

:

voyage from Petersburg to Boston, in the ship Tho
mas and Sarah, belonging to Thomas Russell, Esq. of
Boston, merchant, Thursday, August 11, 1785, course
W. N. W. wind W. S. W. At 4 A. M. discovered
a large rock ahead, which for some time we took to be
turbulent waveo.&quot;
Respecting Buss Island, I have met with no other a ship under close-reefed topsail. At 7, being within
account than what is preserved by Purchas in his two miles, saw breakers under our lee, on which ac
abridgment of the journal of James Hall s voyages count wore ship. There are breakers in two places,
In his first voyage, bearing S. E.
from Denmark to Greenland.
one a mile, the other two miles from the
A. D. 1605, he remarks thus
Being in the latitude rock. It lies in lat. 57* 38 longitude West from Lon
of 59 and a half degrees, we looked to have seen Buss don 13 36 and may be discovered five
leagues off.
Island
but I do verily suppose the same to be placed
sounded and had fifty-six fathom. The rock ap
charts.&quot;
In
his
se
in a wrong latitude in the marine
pears to be about one hundred yards in circumference,
cond voyage (1606) he saw land, which he supposed and fifty feet above water.
It makes like a
hay-stack
to be Buss Island, lying more to the westward than black below and white on the
The other is Na
top.&quot;
and
next
the
t is
in the marine charts
thaniel
Goodwin
of
day,
Boston, who, in his homeward pas
placed
were in a great currrent sage from Amsterdam, on the 15th of August,
viz. July 2d, he writes,
1793,
to
set
between
which
I
S.
S.
saw
the
same
rock.
W.,
suppose
setting
According to his observation
Buss Island and Frisland over toward America.&quot;
was
however
on
that
a
little
it
lies
(which
dubious)
day
In a fourth voyage, made in 1612, by the same
lat. 57
48 and Ion. 13 40
He passed within
James Hall, from England, for the discovery of a north two miles of it to the southward, and saw breaker? to
west passage, of which there is a journal written by the northward of it. Its appearance he describes in the
John Gatanbe, and preserved in Churchill s Collections, same manner with Smith,
Prom these authorities I am
inclined to
they kept a good look out, both in going and returning,
;

;

&quot;

:

,

,

We

;

&quot;

;&quot;

&quot;

We

.

,

for the

island of Frisland, hut could not see

In a
laid down beit.

:nap prefixed to this voyage, Frisland is
:ween the latitude of 61 Q and 62 P , and Buss in the lati

In Gratonbe s journal the distance be
tude of 57*.
tween Shetland and Frisland is computed to be 2tiO
eagues the southernmost part of Frisland and the
lorthernmost part of Shetland ate said to be in the
same latitude. There is also a particular map of Fris.and preserved by Purchas, in which are delineated se
the two islands of Iloso and
veral towns and cities
Ledovo are laid down to the westward of it, and ano
ther called Stromio to the eastward.
In a map of the North Seas, prefixed to an anony
mous account of Greenland, in Churchill s Collections,
we find Fribland laid down in the latitude 62 g between
;

;

Iceland and Greenland.

We

have, then, no reason to doubt the existence of
these islands as late as the beginning of the last century.
At what lime they disappeared is uncertain but that
.heir place has since been occupied by a shoal, we have
;

also credible testimony.
The appearance and disappearance of islands in the
but 22 miles long, and 20 wide.
Besides former
2. Frisland was seen by Martin Frobisher in each of Northern Sea is no uncommon thing.
In the
his three voyages to and from Greenland in the years events of this kind, there is one very recent.
In his first voyage he took his year 1783, by means of a volcanic eruption, two islands
1576, 1577 and 1578.
of the Shetland were produced in the sea near the S. E. coast of Ice
departure from Foula, the westernmost
and after sailing W. by land. One was supposed to be so permanent that the
Islands, in latitude 60? 30
N. fourteen days, he made the land of Frisland, king of Denmark sent and took formal possession of it
W. N. W. distance 16 leagues, in latitude s part of his dominions but the ocean, paying no re
&quot;bearing
61.&quot;
In Ms second voyage he sailed from the Ork
gard to the territorial claim of a mortal sovereign, has
in his watery bosom.
neys W. N. W. twenty-six days, before he came since reabsorbed it
which he thus de
These reasons incline me to believe that Dr. Forswithin making of Frisland
tcr s first opinion was well founded, as far as it respects
scribes
;

Orkneys,

The

fact

is

,

;

&quot;

;&quot;

:

We

it to
Frisland.
4th.
perfect, and knew
&quot;July
in lat. 60 and a half
He supposes Porland to be the cluster of islands
be Frisland.
of called Faro.
But Porland is said to he south of Fris
deg. and were fallen in with the southernmost part
whereas the Faro Islands he northwest of Ork
It is thought to be in bigness nut inferior to land
this land.
The learned
England ; and is called of some authors West Frisland. ney, which he supposes to be Frisland.
I think it lieth more west than any part o( Europe. It ex- doctor, who is generally very accurate, was not aware
tendcth lo the north very far, as seemed to us, and ap- of this inconsistency.
Nicolo
In the account which Hakluyt has given of Martin
peareth by a description set out by two brethren.
and Antonio Zeni who being driven out from Ireland Frobisher s third voyage, we find that one of his ships,
about 200 years since, were ship-wrecked there. They the Buss of Bndgewatcr, in her return fell in with land
have in their sea charts described every part and for fifty leagues S. E. of Frisland, which (it is said) was
the southernmost part of which
never found before,&quot;
so much of the land as we have sailed along, compar
it
Along the coast of thisvery agreeable. lav in lat. 57 and a half deg.
ing their charts with the coast, we find
All along this coast the ice lieth as a continual bulwark, island, which they judged to extend twenty -five leagues,
and so defendeth the country that those who would they sailed for three days. The existence of tins land
if
but yet allows that
In his third voyage he Dr. Forsler seems to doubt
land there incur great danger.&quot;
The inhabitants it was then really discovered it must have sunk after
found means to land on the island.
Their tenls were made of wards into the sea, as it has never been seen again or
fled and hid themselves.
have been mistaken in their
skins, and their boats were like those of Greenland. else these navigators must
From these well authenticated accounts of Frisland, reckoning.&quot;
If such an island or cluster of islands did not exist
and its situation so far westward of the Orkneys and
be the
Shetland, it seems impossible that Dr. Foreter s second in the situation described by Frobisher, it might
for the southernmost part of Fris
Porland of Zeno
opinion can be right.
the
3. One of the reasons which led the doctor to give land lay in the latitude of 60 and a half deg.
of this land in 57 and a half deg.
dp his first opinion, that these lands once existed, but southernmost part
It was probably called
bad disappeared, was, that so great a revolution must in a direction S. E. from it.
If no person escaped
Buss by the English, from the name of Frobisher s
have left some vestige behind.
to tell the news, what better vestige can there be, vessel which discovered it.

made land
Found ourselves

;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

;

;

;

strongly
shoal denominated
the sunken land
of Buss. &quot;is either a part of the ancient Frisland or of
some island in its neighborhood and that the rock and
believe that the

&quot;

;

ledges seen by Smith and Goodwin belonged to the
If these conclusions be
clusler once called Porland.
admitted, there can be no suspicion of fiction in the
it
of
far
as
as
Zeno,
respects Prince Zichmni and
story
:iis
expeditions. Shetland may then well enough aoree
with Estland, which is described by Haklint as laying
&quot;between Frisland and Norway.&quot;

The
the

Zeno s relation
now known,

only place which in

same name, by which

it is

called by

is

Iceland

is

;

though there can be no doubt that Engroenland, or
where,
Engroveland is the same with Greenland
according to Crantz, there was once a church dedicated
to St. Thomas, and situate near a volcano and a hot
;

spring.

But the question is, where shall we find Estotiland !
it cannot be any other
Dr. Forster is positive that
country than Winland (discovered in 1001), where the
The
Latin books seen
made
a
settlement.
Normans
there by the fisherman, he supposes to have been the
ibrary of Eric, Bishop of Greenland, who went thither
He
n the twelfth century to convert his countrymen.
is also of
opinion that this fisherman had the use of the
magnetic needle, which began to be known in Europe
He
about the year 1302 before the time of the Zenos.
also thinks that the country called Drogio is the same
&quot;

rVith

Florida.

some of the old maps, particularly in Sanson s
French Atlas, the name Estotiland is marked on the
but the pompous description of
country of Labrador
it be Labrador or New
it by the fisherman, whether
foundland, exceeds all the bounds of credibility, and
abuses even the license of a traveller. The utmost ex
tent of Zichmni s expedition, in consequence of the
fisherman s report, could not be any further westward
than Greenland, to which his description well agrees.
The original inhabitants were short of stature, half
and between the years 1380
wild, and lived in caverns
and 1384 they had extirpated the Normans and the
In

;

;

monks

of St.

Thomas.

The

discovery of Estotiland must therefore rest on
but the description of it,
the report of the fisherman
of Drogio, and the country southwest of Drogio must
be ranked in the fabulous history of America, and
would probably have been long since forgotten if
Chrstopher Columbus had not madn his grand dis
from the merit of which, his rivals and the
covery
e mcmies of the Spanish nation have uniformly endea;

;

oured

U&amp;gt;

detract.

CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS
Ilia reasons for seeking India in th
His first voyage Ilia second voyage His third voy.
His
fourth
age
voyage Dirticultiea, privations, and the
hardships he underwent He ia wrecked on JamaiCH His
death and character.

CltmTOPER COI.CMBVS
weal

adventures, which have already been spoken of,
we
result of accident than design
are now entering on one founded in science and con-

THE

were more the

;

BIOGRAPHIES OP THE EARLY DISCOVERERS.
an adventure which, whether
ducted by judgment
we regard its conception, its execution, or its conse
quences, will always reflect the highest honour on

an

him who
About

part of the circumference of the globe.

;

projected it.
the middle of the fifteenth century, when the
Portuguese under the conduct ol Prince Henry, and
afterward of King John II., were pursuing their dis
coveries along the western shore of Africa, to find a
passage by the south to India, a genius arose, whose
memory has been preserved with veneration in the
pages of history, as the instrument of enlarging the
regions of scicence and commerce beyond any of his

and as

westward as the Azores or Western
space, though now known
be more than half, he supposed to be but one third
;

to

far

The remaining

Islands.

If this

space

were an open sea, he imagined it might be easily sail
ed over
and if there were any land extending eastwardly beyond the known limits of Asia, he supposed
that it must be nearer to Spain by the west, than by
;

the east.
For, it was then a received opinion that the
continent and islands of India extended over one third
that another
part of the circumference of the globe
third part was comprehended between India and the
CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS, a native of western shore of Spain ; therefore it was concluded,
predecessors.
the republic of Genoa, was born in the year 1447, and that the eastern part of India must be as near to Spain
at the age of fourteen entered on a seafaring life, as as the western part. This opinion
though now known
to he erroneous, yet
the proper sphere in which his vigorous mind was des
being then admitted as true, made
it
tined to perform exploits which should astonish man
appear to Columbus very easy and practicable to
He was educated in the sciences of geometry discover India in the west. He hoped also that be
kind.
and astronomy, which form the basis of navigation
tween Spain and India, in that direction, there might
and he was well versed in cosmography, history and be found some islands ty the help of which, as rest
His active and enterprising genius, ing places in his voyage, he might the better pursue
philosophy.
though it enabled him lo comprehend the old systems, his main design. The probability of the existence of
yet would not sutler him to rest in their decisions, land in that Ocean, he argued, partly from the opinion
of philosophers, that there was more land than sea on
however sanctified by time or by venerable names
but determined to examine them by actual experiment, the surface of the globe
and partly from the necessi
he first visited the seas within the polar circle, and ty of a counterpoise in the west, for the immense
afterwards those parts of Africa which the Portu
quantity of land which was known to be in the east.
Another source, from which he drew his conclu
guese had discovered, as far as the coast of Guinea
the authority of learned men, who had
and by he time he had attained the age of thirty-sev sion, was,
affirmed the possibility of sailing from the western
en, he had from his own experience received the ful
coast
of
that
the
of
lest conviction
the ancients respect
Spain, to the eastern bounds of India. Some
opinion
ing the torrid and frigid zones was void of any just of the ancient Geographers had admitted this for truth,
and one of them, Pliny, had affirmed that forty days
foundation.
When an old system is found erroneous in one were sufficient to perform this navigation. These
authorities fell in with the theory which Columbus
point, it is natural to suspect it of farther imperfec
had formed and having, as early as 1474, communi
tions and when one difficulty is overcome, others ap
Such was the case with Co cated his ideas in writing to Paul, a learned physician
pear less formidable.
lumbus and his views were accelerated by an inci of Florence, he received from him letters of that date,
dent which threatened to put an end to his life.
Dur confirming his opinion and encouraging his design ;
ing OTIC of his voyages, the ship in which he sailed accompanied with a chart, in which Paul had laid
took fire, in an engagement with a Venetian galley, down the city of Quisay (supposed to be the capital
and the crew were obliged to leap into the sea to of China) but little more than two thousand leagues
westward from Lisbon, which in fact is but half the
avoid perishing in the flames.
In this extremity Co
Thus, by arguing from true principles, and
lumbus, by the help of a floating oar, swam upwards distance.
of two leagues to the coast of Portugal near Lisbon, by indulging conjectures partly well founded and part
and met with a welcome reception from many of his ly erroneous, Columbus was led to the execution of a
plan, bold in its conception, and, to his view, easily
countrymen who were settled there.
At Lisbon ho married the daughter of Perestrello, practicable for great minds overlook intermediate ob
an old seaman, whit had been concerned in the dis stacles, which men of smaller views magnify into in
superable difficulties.
covery of Porto Santo and Madeira from whose jour
The third ground on which he formed his ideas was
nals and charts he received the highest entertainment.
the testimony of mariners
a class of men who at
Pursuing his inquiries in geography, and observing
what slow progress the Portuguese made in their at that time, and in that imperfect state of science, were
too
he be
prone to mix fable with fact and were often mis
tempts to find a way round Africa to India,
gan to reflect that as the Portuguese travelled so far led by appearances, which they could not solve. In
the
sea, between Madeira and the Western Islands,
southward, it were no less proper to sail westward,&quot;
and that it was reasonable to expect to find the desir pieces of carved wood and large joints of cane had
been discovered, which were supposed to be brought
ed land in that direction.
Branches of pine trees, a covered
It must here be remembered that India was in part
by westerly winds.
known to the ancients, and that its rich and useful canoe, and two human bodies of a complexion differ
productions had for many centuries been conveyed into ent from the Europeans and Africans had been found
Some navigators had
Europe, either by caravans through the deserts of on the shores of these islands
Syria and Arabia, or by the way of the Red Sea, affirmed, that they had seen islands not more than a
There
This lu hundred leagues westward from the Azores.
through Kgypt into the Mediterranean.
crative commerce had been successively engrossed by was a tradition, that when Spain was conquered by the
Moors in the eighth century, seven Bishops, who were
tlic Phenecians, the Hebrews, the Egyptians, the As
their country, had built seven cities and
syrians, the Pahnyrenes, the Arabians, the Genoese, exiled from
and the Venetians. The Portuguese were then seek churches, on an island called Antilla which was sup
to be not more than two hundred leagues west
ing it by attempting the circumnavigation of Africa; posed
and their expectation of finding it in that direction of the Canaries and it was said that a Portuguese
was grounded on ancient historical traditions that a ship had once discovered this island, but could never
voyage had been formerly made by the orders of Ne- find it again. These stories, partly true and partly
cho King of Egypt, from the Red Sea, round the fabulous, had their cflect on the mind of Columbus.
southern part of Africa, to the straits of Hercules and He believed that islands were to be Ibund, westward
that the same route had been traversed by Hanno the of the Azores and Canaries
though according to his
Carthaginian, by Eudoxus the Egyptian, and others. theory, they were at a greater distance than any of
;

;

;

;

;

;

1

&quot;

I

;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

;&quot;

&quot;

;

;

and he bad a genius of that kind, which make*
use of speculation and reasoning only as excitement*
to action.
He was not a closet projector, but an
enterprising adventurer ; and having established hi*
theory on principles, he was determined to exert him
self to the utmost to demonstrate its truth
by experi
ment. But deemingthe enterprise too great to be under
taken by any but a sovereign state, he first applied (a*
it is
said) to the Republic of Genoa, by whom his pro
He then proposed
ject was treated as visionary.*
his plan to John II.
King of Portugal, who, though a
Prince of good understanding and of an
enterprising
selves,

disposition, yet was so deeply engaged in prosecuting
discoveries on the African coast, with a view to find

a

round that continent and had been
an expense without any considerable suc
cess, that he had no inclination to accept the term*
which Columbus proposed. Influenced however by
the advice of Calzadilla, a favourite courtier, he pri
vately gave orders to a ship, bound to the islands of
Capede Verd, to attempt a discovery in the west but
through ignorance and want of enterprise, the navi
gators, after wandering for some time in the ocean
and making no discovery, reached their destined port
and turned the project of Columbus into ridicule.
Disgusted with this base arifice, he quitted Portu
gal, and went to Ferdinand, King of Spain, having

way

;

had imagined. His candor led
adopt an opinion from Pliny respecting float
the
help of which he accounted for the
ing islands, by
appearances related to him, by his marine brethren.
It is not improbable that the large islands of floating
or
ice, driven from the Polar Seas to the southward
the Fog Banks, which form many singular appearan
ces resembling land and trees, might have been the
true foundation of this opinion and of these reports.*
It is not pretended that Columbus was the only per
By the help of reason,&quot; he argued io this man
ner That the earth and sea composed one globe or son of his age who had acquired these ideas of the
iere.
This was known by observing the shadow of form, dimensions and balancing of the globe but he
Hence he concluded that was one of the few who had begun to think for them
earth in lunar eclipses.
be
it might
travelled over from east to west, or from
* The
account of a curious deception, extracted
West to east. It had been explored to the east by from the following
Gentleman s Magazine, may elucidate the above ob
come European travellers as far as Cipango, or Jap servations

The Portuguese had consumed about

half a

century

in making various attempts, and had advanced no far
ther on the western coast of Africa, than just to cross
the equator, when Columbus conceived his great deaign of finding India in the west.
The causes which led him to entertain this idea are
distinguished by his son, the writer of his life, into
natural reason, the authority of writers,
these three
and the testimony of sailors.&quot;

;

;

previously sent his brother to England to solicit the
But being taken by pirates,
patronage of Henry VII.
and detained several years in captivity, Bartholomew
had it not in his power to reveal his project to Henry,

Christopher Columbus had succeeded in Spain.
Before this could be accomplished, he had various
obstacles to surmount and it was not till alter seven
years of painful solicitation that he obtained his re
till

;

quest.

The

objections

made to the proposal of Columbian,
men in Spain, to whom the con

by the most learned

sideration of it was referred, will give us some idea of
One
the state of geographical science at that time.
objection was, How should he know more than all tha
wise and skilful sailors who had existed since the cre
Another was the authority of Seneca, who
ation !
had doubted whether it were possible to navigate tha
ocean at any great distance from the shore but ad
mitting that it were navigable, they imagined, that
three years would be required
to
perform tho
;

A third was,
voyage, which Columbus proposed.
that if a ship should sail westward on a round
globe, she would necessarily go down, on the oppo%ite side, and then it would be impossible to return,
because it would be like climbing up a hill, which
no ship could do with the strongest wind. A fourth
objection was grounded on a book of St. Augustine,
in which he had expressed his doubt of the existence
of antipodes and the possibility of going from ona

March 4, 1743 9, ai two in the afternoon, made land,
which bore N.E. seven leagues distance by estimation at five
lacked, being about three leagues from said island, wind E. S,
&quot;

E. lat.liy observation 49 deg. 40 min.

;

Ion.

24

deg.

30 min.,

W. and S. E. about
from the Lizard. This island stretches
On the south side fine val
5 leagues long, and 9 miles wide.
leys and a great number of birds.
March 5, said island bore IV. three leagues. N. W. a reef of
rocks three miles. This day a ship s mast came along side:
N&amp;gt;

Oi, the south point o! said island is a small marshy island.
A copy cfmy journal on board the snow St. Paul, of Loudon, bound from South Carolina to London.
&quot;

&quot;

WIU.IAM OTTON,

Commander.&quot;

P. S. Captain Otton thought he saw a lant on. the island,
nd would have gone ashoi-e, but had unfortunately stove his

boat
&quot;

;

;

to India

at so vast

some time

before.*

Commodore Rodney

is

commissioned

to

go

in

quest of an

island, which, according to the report ol a maoterofatjhip, and
some others, on examination before the lords ol the Admiral
300 leagues west of England.
ty, lies about 50* N. and about
1

Murdock Mackenzie, an

excellent mathematician, fli&
author nf the sea charts of the Orkney and Lewis islands, at
tends him in the Culloden sloop, to bring back an account of
what discoveries he may make. As this island lies out of the

Capt.

his contemporaries

him

to

;

&quot;

;

:

r

;

;

oolwU h he had been cruising ten days in quest of an isumd,
nd the nuui ai the top mast-head were more than opce deceiv
ed with what the sailors call fog-banks. About the 6th or 7th
lay the crew observed branches of trea with their leaves on,
ind {lights of gulls, and pieces of shipwreck, which are geneally regarded as certain signs of an adjacent shore, but could
Gent. Mag. for 1751, p. 73o ; for 175$, p.
lot discover any.&quot;
:

S3, IS9.
N. B.

The

island,

marked

in the

Dutch maps, could not hava

been mistaken for this imaginary island, being but a singU
It jsihe same that is describedin the fcteofZeno.
agc

rook.
Si.

1

AMERICAN HISTORY.
As

other.

of

the

this

writing
hemisphere to the
Holy Father was received the sanction of the church
to contradict him was defined heresy.
For such reasons, and by such leasoners, the pro

|

but by the in
posal of Columbus was at first rejected
fluence of John Perez, a Spanish priest, and Lewis
Santangcl, an officer of the King s household, Queen
;

Isabella was persuaded to listen to his solicitation,
and after he had been twice repulsed, to recall him to
Court; when she offered to pawn her jewels to defray
Uie expense of the equipment, amounting to no more
which sum was advanced by Santthan 2500 crowns
Thus, to
angel, and the Queen s jewelry was saved.
;

the generous decision of a female mind,

we owe

the

discovery of America.
The condition stipulated

between Ferdinand and
Isabella on the one part, and Columbus on the other
That he, his heirs and successors,
part, were these
should hold the ollice of Admiral in all those islands
that he
and continents which he should discover
should be Viceroy and Governor of the same, with
&quot;

:

j

;

power of nominating three associates, of whom their
majesties should appoint one. That he should have one
tenth part of the nctt proceeds of all the gold and sil
ver, precious stones, spice and other merchandize
that he, or a deputy of his own
which should be found
appointing, should decide all controversies respecting
the trade
that he should be at one eighth part of the
expense of equipping the first fleet, and should receive
one eighth part of the profits
The necessary preparations being made, and a year s
provision laid in, on the 3d of August, 1492, Columbus
sailed from Palos, a port of Spain, on the Mediterran
ean, with three vessels, one of which was called a carrack, and the other two caravels,* having on board the
;

;

&quot;

whole, ninety men.
Having passed through the straits
of Giberalter, he arrived at the Canaries, on the 12th
of the same month, where he was detained in refitting
one of the caravels, end taking in wood and water, till
the 6th of September, when he sailed westward on his
voyage of discovery.
.
This voyage, which is now considered as an easy and
pleasant run, between the latitudes of 20 and 30 de
grees, with a trade wind, was then the boldest attempt
which had ever been made, and rilled the minds of the
best seamen with apprehension.
They were going di
rectly from home, arid from all hope of relief, if any ac
cident should befall them. No friendly port nor human
Every bird
being was known to be in that direction.

which flew in the air, every fish which appeared in the
sea, and every weed which floated on its surface, wa^
regarded with the most minute attention, as if the fate
of the voyage depended on it.
A phenomenon which
had never before been observed struck them with terror.
The magnetic needle appeared to vary from the pole.

I

Hispaniola), leaving behind him a colony of thirty-nine
men, furnished with a year s provision, and lodged in a
fort which have been built of the timber saved from the
wreck. During his passage, he met with a violent tem
In this
pest which threatened him with destruction.
extremity he gave an admirable proof of his calmness
and foresight.
He wrote on parchment an account of
his discoveries, wrapt it in a piece of oil cloth, and in
it
in
a
closed
cake of wax, which he put into a tight
cask and threw into the sea.
A.nother parchment, se
cured in the same manner, he placed on the stern, that
if the ship should sink, the cask might float, and possi
bly one or the other might be driven on shore, or taken op
But this precaution
at sea by some future navigator.
He arrived safe in Spam, in March,
proved fruitless.
1493, and was received with the honors due to his merit.
The account which Columbus gave of his new dis
coveries, the specimens of gold and other valuable productions, and the sight of the natives which he earned
from the West Indies to Spain, were so pleasing that
But first
the court determined on another expedition.
obtain the sanction of the Pope,
it was necessary to
and by an imaginary line,
who readily granted it
drawn from pole to pole, at the distance of one hundred
leagues westward of the Azores, he divided between
the crowns of Spain and Portugal, all the new countries
;

giving the
already discovered or to be discovered
western part to the former, and ihe eastern to the latter.
was
in
case
that they
No provision however
made,
;

should meet, and their claims should interfere on the
The bull containing this
opposite side of the globe.
famous but imperfect line of demarkation, was signed
by Alexander VI. on the second day of May, 1493
and on the 28th of the same month, the King and
Queen of Spain, by a written instrument, explained and
confirmed the privileges and powers which they had be
fore granted to Columbus, making the office of Vice
roy and Governor of the Indies hereditary in his fami
On the 25th September following he sailed from
ly.
Cadiz, with a fleet of seventeen ships, great and small,
and
well furnished with all necessaries for the voyage
having on board 1500 people, with horses, cattle, and
;

;

implements to establish plantations.
Sunday, the third of November,

On

he discovered an
island, to which in honor of the day, he gave the name
Afterward he discovered in succession
of Dominica.
other islands, which he called Marigalaute. Guadaloupe,
Montserrat, lledonda, Antigua, St. Martin s St. Ursu
On the 12th of November he came
la, and St. John.
to Navidad, on the north aide of Hispaniola, where he
but he had the
had built his fort, and left his colony
mortification to find that the poople were all dead, and
fort
had
been
that the
destroyed.
The account given by the natives of the loss of the
;

mutiny among his men which by a due mixture of re
solution and lenity, he had the address to quell.
He
then endeavoured to establish discipline among his own
;

and to employ the natives in cutting roada
Whilst he was present, and able
through the woods.
to attend to business, things went on so
prosperously
that he thought he might safely proceed on his discove
people,

ries.

In his former voyage he had visited Cuba
but was
uncertain whether it were an island or a part of some
He therefore passed over to its eastern ex
and coasted its southward side, till he found
tremity
himself entangled among a vast number of small
;

continent.
;

which

beauty and fertility he called
but the dangerous rocks
and shoals which surrounded them, obliged him to
stretch farther to the southward
by which means he
discovered the island of Jamaica, where he found wa
ter and other refreshments for his men, who were al
most dead wilh famine. The hazards, fatigue, and dis
tress of this voyage, threw him into a
lethargic disorder,
from which he had just recovered, when he returned to
his colony and found it all in confusion, from the same
causes which had proved destructive to the first.
In his absence, the licentiousness of the Spaniards
had provoked several of the chiefs
four of whom had
united to destroy them, and had actually commenced
hostilities, in which twenty Spaniards were killed.
islands,

Garden of

the

for their

the

Queen

;

;

;

Columbus collected his people, put them into the best
order, and by a judicious combination of force and
stratagem gained a decisive victory, to which the horses
and dogs did not a little contribute.
At his return to Hispaniola, he had the pleasure of
meeting his brother Bartholomew, whom he had not
seen for several years, and whom he
supposed to have
been dead. Bartholomew was a man of

equal knowledge,
and prudence with himself. His
had
endured
a
severe
trial
in
their long sepa
patience
ration.
He had many obstacles to surmount before ho
could get to England and obtain access to the king.
He was at Paris when he heard of the success of his
brother s first enterprise
who had gone on the second
before Bartholomew could get to
Spain. On his arrival
and
there,
being introduced to the court, he was ap
to
the
command
of three ships, which weia
pointed
destined to convey supplies to the colony
and he ar
rived whilst Cristopher was absent on his
voyage to
Cuba and Jamaica. Columbus appointed his brother
experience, bravery

;

;

to

command

at Isabella, whilst

he went into the inte

rior part of the island to perfect his
conquest,
duce the natives to subjection and tribute.

and

re

The Indians were so unused to collect gold dust in
such quantities as their conquerors demanded it. that

they offered to plant the immense plains of Hispaniola,
and pay an equivalent in corn. Columbus was struck with
colony, was, that they fell into discord among them
the
usual
of
women
on
would
the
selves,
controversy,
subjects
They began
apprehend
compass
magnanimity of the proposal and in consequence
that having provoked a chief, whose name
and the trade wind which and gold
moderated the tribute. This did not satisfy the avarice
prove an unfaithful guide
wafted them along with its friendly wings, they feared was Canaubo, he carne against them with a superior of his fellow adventurers, who found means to
complain
that some of the natives, of him to the
would obstruct their return.
force, and destroyed them
king s ministers, for his negligence in ac
To he twenty days at sea, without sight of land, was in attempting to defend them, had been killed, and quiring the only commodity, which they thought de
what the boldest mariner had never before attempted. others were then ill of their wounds which, on in served the name of riches. The Indians then desisted
At the expiration of that time, the impatient sailors be spection, appeared to have been made with Indian from planting their usual quantity of corn, and
attemp
ted to subsist chiefly on animal food. This
gan to talk of throwing their commander into the ocean, weapons.
experiment
and returning home. Their murmurs reached his ears
Columbus prudently forbore to make any critical in proved injurious to themselves as well as their
conque
but his active mind was never at a loss for expedients, quiry into the matter; but hasted to establish another rors and it was
computed, that within four years, from
even in the greatest extremity.
the discovery of the island, one third part of its inha
By soothing, flattery, colony in a more eligible situation, to the eastward
and artifice, by inventing reasons for every uncommon which he called Isabella, after his royal patroness. He bitants
perished.
The complaint against Columbus so wrought on
appearance, by promising reward to the obedient, and a had many difficulties to contend with, besides those
the jealous mind of King Ferdinand, that John
gratuity to him who should first discover land, in addition which unavoidably attend undertakings of such novel
Aguato what the king had ordered and by deceiving them in ty and magnitude.
Nature indeed was bountiful the do, who was sent in 1495, with
supplies to the colony,
the ship s reckoning, he kept them on their course for six
soil and climate produced vegetation with a
on his conduct. This man
rapidity to had orders to act as a
that

to

their

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

teen days longer.
In the night of the llth of October,
he himself saw a light, which seemed to be on shore,
and on the morning of the 1 2th, they had the joyful
sight of land, which proved to be the island of Guauahana, one of the cluster called Bahamas, in the 2oth

degree of north latitude.
Thus in the space of thirtysix davs, and in the 45th
of his age, Columbus completed a voyage which
year
he had spent twenty years in projecting and executing;
a voyage which opened to the Europeans a new world
which gave a new turn to their thoughts, to their spirit
of enterprise and of commerce
which enlarged the
empire of Spain, and stamped with immortality the
;

;

name

of Columbus.
After spending several months in sailing from one
island to another in that vast archipelago, which, from
the mistakes of the age received the nameof the West in
dies. Columbus returned to Spain witii the two smaller
vessels (the larger having been wreck on the island of
*

A carrack was

a vessel with a deck, a caravel had none

which the Spaniards had not been accustomed.
From
wheat sown at the end of January, full ears were ga
The stones of fruit, the
thered at the end of March.
slips of vines, and the joints of sugar cane sprouted in
seven days, and many other seeds in half the time.
This was an encouraging prospect but the slow ope
rations of agriculture did not meet the views of san
;

spy

behaved with so little discretion, as to seek matter of
accusation, and give out threats against the Admiral.
At the same time, the ships which he commanded
being
destroyed by a hurricane, he had no means left to re
turn
till Columbus,
knowing that he had enemies at
;

home and nothing
rit,

m

to support himself but his own me
resolved to go to Spain with two caravels, himsell

The numerous followers of Coone and Aguado in the other.
guine adventurers.
Having appointed
lumbns, some of whom were of the best families in proper persons to command the several forts
his bro
Spain, had couctived hopes of suddenly enriching ther Bartholomew to superintend the whole, and his
themselves, by the precious met.ils of those new re
brother James to be next in authority
he set sail on
and were not disposed to listen to his recom the tenth of March, 1496, and after a
gions
perilous and te
mendations of patience aad industry in cultivating the dious
voyage in the tropical latitudes, arrived at Cadiz
natives
were
earth. The
on the 1 1th of June.
displeased with the licentious
who endeavored to keep
ness of their new neighbours
His presence at Court, with the gold and other val
them in awe by a display of force. The explosion of uable articles which he carried home, removed, in
the sight of men mounted on horses, some measure, the
tire arms, and
prejudices which had been excited
were at first objects of terror but use had rendered against him. But his enemies,
though silent, were
them less formidable. Columbus, overburdened with not idle and in a court where
phlegm and languor
care and fatigue, fell sick, and at his recovery, found a
a
to
the
of
proved
spirit
clog
enterprise, they found it
;

;

;

;

;

;
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ot difficult to obstruct his

views

;

which notwithstand

miliating confinement, he was delivered to Fonseca,
Bishop of Badajos, who had been the chief instigator
of all these rigorous proceedings, and to whom had
been committed the affairs of the Indies.
Not content with robbing Columbus of his liberty,

ing all discouragements, were still painted to the dis
covery of a way to India by the west.

The men were armed with swords of wood, in which
Their provision
sharp flints were strongly fixed.
was maise and roots, and they used the berries of co
coa as money.
When the Admiral inquired for gold,
this prejudiced ecclesiastic would have
deprived him they pointed to the west, and when he asked lor a
of his well earned reputation of having first discovered strait
which
he
by
might pass through the land, they
the new continent.
With the accusations which Co pointed to the east. From the specimens of colored
lumbus had sent home against Roldan, he had trans cloth, he
imagined, that they had come from India and
mitted an account of the discovery of the coast of Pa
he hoped to pass thither, by the strait which they de
ria, which he justly supposed to be part of a continent.
scribed.
Pursuing his course to the east and south,
Ojeda, an active officer, who had sailed with Columbus he was led to the gulf of Darien
and visited several
in his second
was
at
Court when these dis harbors, among which was one which he called Porto
voyage,
and
saw
the
discove
of
the
Bello
but
he found no passage extending through,
patches arrived,
draught
He then returned to the westward, and
ry, with the specimens of gold and pearls, which the the land.
Admiral had sent home. Being a favorite of Fonseca, landetl on the coast of
Veragua where the beauty
he easily obtained leave to pursue the discovery.
and fertility of the country invited him to begin a
Some merchants of Seville were prevailed upon to plantation, which he called Beleui but the natives,
with which, in 1499, Ojeda follow
a fierce and formidable race, deprived him of the ho
equip four ships
ed the track of Columbus, and made land on the coast nor of first establishing a
colony on the continent, by
of Paria.
Amerigo Vespucci, a Florentine merchant, killing some of his people and obliging him to retire
well skilled in geography and navigation, accompani
with the others.
ed Ojeda in this voyage and by publishing the first
At sea, he met with tempestuous weather of long
book and chart, describing the new world obtained the continuance, in which his ships were so shattered,
honor of having it called AMERICA. This however did that with the utmost difficulty he kept them above
not happen till after the death of Columbus.
Several water, till he ran them ashore on the island of Jamai
other adventurers followed the same track, and all ca.
By his extraordinary address, he procured from
supposed that the continent which they had seen, was the natives two of their largest canoes ; in which two
of his most faithful friends, Mendez and Fiesco, ac*
part of India.
As soon as it was known, that Columbus was ar companied by some of his sailors and a few Indians
rived at Cadiz, Nov. 5, 1500, in the disgraceful situa
embarked for Hispaniola.
Alter encountering the
tion above mentioned, the king and queen, ashamed
greatest difficulties in their passage, they carried tid
of the orders which they had given, commanded him to ings of his misfortune to Ovando, and solicited his aii
be released, and invited him to court, where they apol
The merciless wretch detained them eight months
ogized for the misbehaviour of their new Governor, without any answer, during which time, Columbus suf
and not only promised to recal him, but to restore to fered the severest harships from the discontent of his

He now demanded

eight ships, to carry supplies to
his colony, and six to go on discovery.
These de
mands were complied with, and he began his third
voyage on the thirtieth of May, 1498. He kept a
course so far to tlie southward, that not only his men,

but his provisions and water suffered greatly from ex
The first land he made after leaving
cessive heai.
the Isles of Cape de Verd, was a large island which
he named Trinidad, from its appearance in the form
of three mountains.
He then passed through a nar

row

;

;

and whirlpool into the gulf of Paria where
observing the tide to be rapid, and the water brackish,
he conjectured that ae land on the western and south
ern sides of the guj
was part of a continent and
that the fresh water proceeded from some great rivers.
The people on L e coast of Paria were whiter than
those of the islan s.
They had about their necks
plates of gold at;d irings of pearl which they readily
for
es
of
tin and brass, and little bells
pie
exchanged
and when they were questioned whence they obtained
the gold and pearls, they pointed to the west.
The Admiral s provision not allowing him to stay
long in this place he passed again through that dan
gerous slrait, to which he gave the name of the Drag
on s Mouth and having satisfied himself, that the
land on his left was a continent, he steered to the N.
W. discovering Margarita and several other islands
in his course and on the thirtieth of August arrived
at the harbour of St. Domingo, in Hispaniola; to
which place his brother had removed the colony in his
absence, in consequence of a plan preconcerted be
tween them.
Wearied with incessant care and watching, in this
strait

the people said they had
brought from the westward.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

the Admiral all his effects.
Columbus could not for
dangerous voyage, he hoped now to enjoy repose in
stead of which he found his colony much reduced by get the ignominy.
He preserved the fetters, hung
deaths
many of the survivors sick, with a disease, them up in his apartment, and ordered them to be bu
the peculiar consequence of their debauchery; and a ried in his grave.
Instead of reinstating him in his government ac
large number of them in actual rebellion.
They had
formed themselves into a body
they had gained over cording to the original contract, the king and queen
many of the Indians, under pretence of protecting sent Ovando, to Hispaniola, to supersede Bovadilla
them and they had retired to a distant part of the is and only indulged Columbus in pursuing his darling
land, which proved a resort for the seditious and discon
project, the discovery of India by the west, which he
tented.
Their commander was Francis Roldan, who still hoped to accomplish. He sailed again from Ca
had becu Chief Justice of the colony; and their num diz, on the fourth of May, 1502
with four vessels,
ber was so considerable, that Columbus could not carrying one hundred and forty men and boys
of
command a force sufficient to subdue them. He which number were his brother Bartholomew and his
therefore entered into a negotiation, by offering a par
son Ferdinand, the writer of his life.
don to those who would submit, and liberty of return
In his passage to the Caribbee islands, he found his
These offers, largest vessel, of seventy tons, unfit for service and
ing to Spain to those who desired it.
however impolitic, proved successful. Roldan him therefore went to St. Domingo, in hope of exchang
self accepted them, and persuaded others to do the ing it for a better and to seek shelter from a storm
same then, being restored to his office, he tried and which he saw approaching. To his infinite surprise
condemned the refractory, some of whom were put to and mortification, Ovando would not admit him into
A fleet of thirty ships was then ready to
the port.
death.
An account of this mutiny was sent home to Spain sail for Spain, on board of which Roldan and Bovadil
by Columbus and another by Roldan. Each had la were prisoners. Columbus informed Ovando of the
their advocates at court, and the cause was heard by prognostics which he had observed, which Ovando
Roldan and his men were ac disregarded, and the fleet sailed. Columbus then laid
the king and queen.
cused of adultery, perjury, robbery, murder, and dis three of his vessels under the lee of the shore, and,
with great difficulty, rode out the tempest. His broth
turbing the peace of the whole island whilst Colum
bus was charged with cruelty to individuals, aiming er put to sea and by his great naval skill saved the
Of the fleet bound to 8pain.
at independence, and engrossing the tribute.
It was
ship in which he sailed.
insinuated, that not being a native of Spain, he had eighteen ships were lost, and in them perished Roldan
no proper respect for the noble families, who had be and Bovadilla.
The enemies of Columbus gave out that he had
come adventurers and that the debts due to them
and such was
the storm by the art of magic
It was
could not be recovered.
suggested, that if raised
come remedy were not speedily applied, there WAS the ignorance of the age, that the story was believed.
contributed the more to its credit, was, that
danger that he would revolt, and join wilh some other What
and that to compass Uiis design, he had con one of the worst ships of the fleet, on board of which
prince
cealed the real wealth of the colony, and prevented were all the effects wliich had been saved from the
ruined fortune of Columbus, was the first which
the conversion of the Indians to the Catholic faith.
These insinuations prevailed on the jealousy of Fer arrived in Spain. The amount of these effects was
four thousand pesos of gold, each of the value of
dinand, and even staggered the constancy of Isabella.
The remark which Ferdinando
They resolved to appoint a judge, who should exam eight shillings.&quot;
and if he should find the Ad Coltunbus makes on this event, so destructive to the
ine facts on the

company, and a want of

;

lity

provisions.
By the hospita
first received such supplies,
able to spare
but the long continuance

of the natives, he at

as they were
of these guests had diminished their store, and the
insolence of the mutineers gave a check of their friend
In this extremity, the fertile invention of Co
ship.

;

;

;

lumbus suggested nn expedient which proved suo

;

He knew that a total eclipse of the moon.
hand, which would be visible in the evening.
On the preceding day, he sent for the principal In
dians, to speak with them, on a matter of the utmost
importance.
Being assembled, he directed his inter
preter to tell them, that the GOD of heaven, whom he
worshipped, was angry with them for withholding pro
visions from him, and would punish then with famine
and pestilence as a token of which, the moon would
in the evening, appear of an angry and bloody color.
Some of them received his speech with terror, and oth
ers with indifference
but when the moon rose, and
the eclipse increased as she advanced from the hori
came
in
zon, they
crowds, loaded with provisions, and
begged tin? Admiral to intercede with God, for the re
moval of his anger. Columbus retired to his cabin ;
and when the eclipse began to go off, he came out
and told them, that he had prayed to his God, and
had received this answer that if they would be good
for the future, and bring him provision as he should
want, God would forgive them and as a token of it,
the moon would put on her usual brightness.
They
cessful.

;

was

;

;

;

at

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

gave him thanks, and

and
promised compliance
whilst he remained on the island there was no more
want of provision.
At the end of eight months, Ovando sent a small
vessel to Jamaica, with a cask of wine, two flitches ot
baton, and a letter of compliment and excuse, which
and without waiting for an an
the officer delivered
swer, weighed his anchor the same evening and sail

;

;

;

;

;

ed back to Hispaniola.

The men who adhered

to

Co

lumbus and were with him on board the wrecks, won
dered at the sudden departure of the vessel, by which
Columbus, never at a loss
they expected deliverence.
for an evasion, told them that the caravel was too
I am eatistied, it was the
small to take the whole company, and he would not
accusers of his father, is,
hand of Gon, who was pleased to infatuate them
go without them. This fiction had the desired effect;
for had those who adhered to him resumed their patience
that they might not hearkea to good advice
thev arrived in Spain, they had never been punished but the mutineers became so insolent that it was ne
In the contest ten
as their crimes deserved, but rather favored and pre
cessary to subdue them by force.
*
of them were killed.
Porras, their leader, was made
ferred as being the Bishop s friends.
Bartholemew Co
the
others
After this storm, and another which followed it, prisoner and
escaped.
Columbus having collected his little squadron, sailed lumbus and two others of the Admiral s party were
on discovery toward the continent and, steering to wounded, of whom one died.
&quot;

spot
For this purpose thev
miral guUiy, to supersede him.
sent Francis Bovadilla, a man of noble rank, but
whose poverty alone recommended him to the office.
Furnished with these powers, he arrived at St. Do
mingo, when Columbus was absent ; took lodgings in
invited accusers to appear against him;
his house
seized on his effects, and finally sent him and both his
brothers to Spain in three different ships, but all loaded
:

&quot;

;

;

with irons.
The master of the ship

;

;

1

;

I

whieh the Admiral sailed the southwest, came to an island called Guajiania,
had
much respect for him, that, when he had got to twelve leagues from the coast of Honduras, where he
but Columbus met with a large covered canoe, having on board
eea, he offered to take off his fetters
of cotton cloth of diwrs colors, which
nobly declined, that he would permit that honor to be several pieces
done to him, by none but his sovereign. In this hu
Ll.ap. 83
in

The

|

so

fugitives,

having

lost

their

leader, thought

;

!

;

j

&quot;

j

It

best to submit
and on the next day sent a petition to
the Admiral, confessing their fault, and promising
This promise ihey confirmed bv an oath, of
fidelity.
which the imprecation was singular
they renounce4
;

AMERICAN HISTORr.
in case of failure, any absolution from Priest, Bishop,
and all benefit
Or Pope, at the time of their death
from the sacraments of the chuich consenting to be
buried like heathens and infidels in the open field.&quot;
The Admiral received their submission, provided that
Porras should continue prisoner, and they would accept
* commander of his appointment, as long as they should
;

;

remain on the

island.

At length a vessel, which Mendez had been per
mitted to buy, with the Admiral s money, at HispaniOn their
ola, came to Jamaica, and took them off.
arrival at St. Domingo, August 13, 1504, Orindo
treated
the
Admiral
with
and
affected great joy,
how of respect but he liberated Porras, and threat
ened with punishment the faithful adherent! of Olumbus. As soon as the vessel wa refitted, the Ad
miral took leave of his treachrous host, and, with
&amp;gt;

;

t

his

son, and servants

brother,

embarked

for

Spain.
which the

After a long and distressing voyage, in
at St. LUCK, in May,
ship lost her masts, he arrived
1505.
had
been
dead ahoot
Isabella
His patroness
ytar
rer
and with her had expired all the favor which h
Worn
out with
Ferdinand.
Court
of
in
th
enjoyed
sickness and fatigue, disgusted with the insincerity of
;

and the hghiinss of hit courtiers,
yew in fruicle solicitation
lingered out
till death relwreA him
from
for his violated rights
died at VaUdolid, on tlie twen
all his vexations.
and
tieth of May, 1506, in the 59th year of his age
was buried in the cathedral of Seville, with this inhis sovereign,

Columbus

;

H

;

icription

on

his tomb.

Translated thus

I.&quot;

he was endeavoring to depress,
Writers of different countries have
character of

treated

the

Columbus according

either national or personal.

It is

to their prejudices,
surprising to observe,

how

and that even
these perjudices hare descended
at th distance of three centuries, there are some, who
affect to deny him the virtues for which he vas conspi
cuoue, and the merit of originating a discovery, which
an honor to human reason.
His humanity has been
called in question, because he carried dogs to the West
;

i

Indies, and employed them in extirpating the natives.
The truth is, that in his second expedition he was ac

companied by a number of gentlemen of the best fa
milies in Spain
and many more would have gone if it
;

had been possible to accommodate them.
These gen
tlemen carried with them &quot;horses, asses and other
beasts which were of a great use in a new plantation.&quot;
The conflict which Columbus had with the natives was
in consequence of the disorderly conduct of these
who, in his absence, had taken their goods,
Spaniards
abused their women, and committed other outrages,
Indians
which the
could not endure, and therefore
made war upon them. In this war he found his colony
when
he
returned
from his voyage to Cuba
engaged
and there was no way to end it, but by pursuing it with
vigour. With two hundred Spaniards, of whom twenty
were mounted on horses followed by as many dogs,&quot;
he encountered a numerous body of Indians, estimated
at one hundred thousand, on a large phin.
He divided
his men into two parties, and attacked them on two
sides
the noise of the fire arms, soon dispersed them,
and the horses and dogs prevented them from rallying
and thus a complete victory was obtained.
In this in
stance alone, were the dogs used against the natives.
followed
their
masters
into
the
field, and
They naturally
the horses to which they were accustomed but to sup
;

&quot;

;

To

Castile and Leon,
Columbus gave a New

life

;

When this
any body might have done as well as
story was told to Ferdinand, he could not but admire
the grandeur of that spirit, which at the same time

;

A

Castillo, ya Leon,
Nuetn Mundo djo Colon.

In the

Many things
every pilot can steer the same course
appear easy when once performed, though before, they
were thought impossible. Remember the scoffs that
were thrown at me, before I put my design in execution.
Then it was a dream, a chimery delusion now, is what

of this remarkable

World.

man

there

n oo

defi

a truly
ciency of any quality which can constitute
His genius was penetrating, nd his
great character.*
judgment solid. He had acquired a* much knowledge
of the sciences as could be obtained at that day ; and
he corrected what he had learned, by hi own observa

;

;

His constancy and patience were equal to the
most hazardous undertakings. His fortitude surmount pose that Columbus transported them to the West In
ed many difficulties and hi invention extricated him dies, with a view to destroy the Indians, appears alto
His prudence enabled him gether idle, when it is considered that the number is
out of many perplexities.
whilst he reckoned only at twenty.
to conceal or subdue his own infirmities
Excepting in this instance,
took advantage of the passions of others, adjusting his where he was driven by necessity, there is no evidence,
behaviour to his circumstances temporizing, or acting that he made war on the natives of the West Indies
tions.

;

;

;

;

;

on the contrary, he endeavoured as far as possible to
His fidelity to the ungrateful Prince, whom he treat them with justice and gentleness. The same can
served, and whose dominions he enlarged, must render not be said of those who succeeded him.
him forever conspicuous as an example, of justice ; and
Attempts have also been made to detract from his
his attachment to the Queen, by whose influence he merit as an original discoverer of the New World.
was raised and supported, will always be a monument The most successful candidate, who has been set up as
with vigour, as the occasion required.

of his gratitude.
To his other excellent qualities

may be added

his

He always entertained, and on proper occasions
expressed, a reverence for the Deity, and a firm confi
dence in his care and protection. In his declining
chief sup
days, the consolations of religion were his
piety.

port

and

;

Lord,

his

last

words were,

commend my

I

&quot;

Into

thy hands,

O

spirit.&quot;

The
may be

persecution and injustice which he suffered,
traced up to the contract, which he insisted on,
That a
before he engaged in the plan of discovery.
foreigner should attain so high a rank as to be Viceroy
for life, and that the honor of an Admiral should be
hereditary in his family, to the exclusion of all nobles
of Spain, was more than their pride and jealousy could

and they constantly endeavoured to depreciate
the only foundation on which his honors
his merit
were erected.
There is a story recorded by Peter Martyr, a con
temporary historian, which exemplifies their malice, and
endure

;

;

After the death
his ingenuity in rising superior to it.
of the Queen, the nobility affected to insinuate, that
his discoveries

were more the

result of accident

and

of any well concerted measures.
One day at a public dinner, Columbus having borne
much insulting railery on that head, at length called

good

than

fortune,

for an egg, and asked whether any of them could set
it
They all confessed it to be
upright on its little end.

Columbus

flatted

it

the

MARTIN BEHAIM

of Nurenberg, in
Germany. His claim to a prior discovery has been so
well contested, and the vanity of it so fully exposed by
the late Dr. Robertson, that I should not have thought
of adding any thing to what he has written, had not a
memoir appeared in the second volume of Transactions
of the American Philosophical Society at Philadel
phia, in which the pretensions of Behaim are revived
by M. OTTO who has produced some authorities which
a rival

to

him,

is

King John

I. of
but Philip did not di
Portugal
1467, and was immediately succeeded by his son
Charles, surnamed the Bold, then thirty-four years of
age. There could therefore have been no interregnum,
and if
nor female regent, after the death of Philip
there had been, the time of Benaim s visit will not cor
that being placed in 1459, eight yeara
respond with it
before the death of Philip.
Such a mistake in point of
fact, and of
chronology, is sufficient to induce a suspi
cion that the
of
archives
Nuremberg&quot; are too defi
cient in accuracy to be depended on as authorities.
With respect to the discovery of Fayal, in 1460, M.
Otto acknowledges that it is
contrary to the received
for the first of the Azo
and well he might
opinon
the second,
res, St. Maria, was discovered in 1431
St. Michael, in 1444; the third, Terceira, in 1445;
and before 1449, the islands, St. George, Graciosa,

of

;

till

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;&quot;

;

Fayal and Pico, were known to the Portuguese. How
it
may be that Behaim settled in the island
Fayal and lived there twenty years
yet his claim
to the discovery of it must have a better foundation
than the
archives of Nuremberg,&quot; before it can be
ever, true

o&quot;f

;

&quot;

admitted.

The genuine account of the settlement of Fayal,
and fhe interest which Behaim had in it, is thus related
by Dr. Forster, a German author, of much learning and
good
&quot;

credit.

After the death of the infant

Don Henry, which

1466, the island of Fayal was made a pre
sent by his sister, Isabella, Duchess of Burgundy, to
Jobst von Hurter, a native of Nuremberg.
Hurter
went in 1466, with a colony of more than 2000 Flemof
both
to
his
of
the
isle
sexes,
mings
Fayal.
property,
The Duchess had provided the Flemish emigrants with
all necessaries for two
and
the
soon
in
years,
colony
About the year 1486, Martin Behaim mar
creased.
ried a daughter of the Chevalier Jobst von Hurter, and
had a son by her named Martin.
Jobst von Hurter, and
Martin Behaim, both natives of Nuremberg, were lords
of Fayal and Pico.&quot;
The date of the supposed discovery of America, by
Behaim, is placed by M. Otto, in 1484, eight vears be
fore the celebrated voyage of Columbus.
In the sam
year we are told that Alonzo Sanchaz de Huclva was
driven by a storm to the westward for twenty-nine days
and saw an island of which at his return he gave an in
formation to Columbus.
From l,oth these supposed
discoveries this conclusion is drawn.
That Columbus
would never have thought of this expedition to AmeWhether
ica, had not Behaim gone there before him.&quot;
it be
supposed that Behaim and Sanchaz sailed in the
same ship, or that they made a discovery of two diffe
rent parts of America, in the same year, is not easy to
understand from the authorities produced
but what
destroys the credibility of this plausible tale, is, that

happened

in

;

&quot;

;

Columbus had formed

his theory,

and projected

his

voy

as appears by his cor
age, at least ten years before
respondence with Paul, a learned physician of Florence,
;

which bears date

Columbus

in

1474.

made

It is

uncertain

what time

at

King of
but it in
Portugal, to fit him out for a western voyage
certain that after a negoriation with him on the subject,
and after he had found out the secret and unsuccessful at
tempt, which had been made to anticipate a discovery ;
first

his

application

to

the

;

he quitted that kingdom in disgust, and went into
Nuremberg, an imperial city of Spain, in the latter end of the year 1484. The au
Germany, and which appear to him, to establish in thority of these facts is unquestioned and from them
the clearest manner a discovery of America anterior to it
fully appears, that a prior discovery of America, by
that of Columbus.
Behaim or Sanchaz. made in 1484, could not have been
It is conceded that Behaim was a man of
learning the foundation of the enterprise of Columbus.
and enterprise that he was contemporary with Colum
M. Otto speaks of letters written by Behaim in 1486,
was
his friend
bus, and
that he pursued the same in the German
arch
language, and preserved in the
studies and drew the same conclusions
that he was ives of
Nuremberg,&quot; which support his claim to a prior
John
II.
in
As these letters are not produced, no cer
employed by King
making discoveries
discovery.
and, that he met with a deserved honor for the import
tain opinion can be formed
but from
concerning them
ant services which he rendered to the crown of Portu
the date of the letters, and from the letters, and from
But there are such difficulties attending the story the
gal.
which
Behaim actually performed in the
voyages
of his discovering America, as appear to me
two preceding years, we may with gieat probability
insuper
able. These I shall state
together with some remarks suppose that they related to the discovery of Congo,
on the authorities produced by M. Otto.
in Africa; to which Behaim has an uncontroverted
;

he had obtained from

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

;

;

;

;

;

The

first

of his authorities contains seveftl asser

which are contradicted by other histories; (1.)
Isabella, daughter of John, King of Portugal,
reigned afler the death of Philip, Duke of Burgundy,
surnamed the Good. (2.) That this lady, when
regent
of the Duchy of Burgundy, and Flanders, Behaim
paid
tions

That

claim.
I will

now

state the facts relative to this event partly

from the authorities cited by M. Otto

;

and partly from

others.

striking
gently,
Dr. Robertson places the discovery of Congo and
shell till it stood upright on the table.
The company,
Benin in 1483, and with him Dr. Forster agrees.
with a disdainful sneer, cried out,
Any body might a visit in 1459. And (3 j That having informed her of The authors of the Modern Universal History speak
have done
Yes, (said Columbus) but none of
designs, he procured a vessel in which he made the of two
voyages to that coast; the first in 1484, the
you thought of it so I discovered the Indies, and now disrovery of the island of Fayal, in 14GO.
second in 1485 both of which were made by Diego
It is true that
Philip, Duke of Burgundy and Flin
Cam, who is said to have been one of the most ex
Some of these observations are taken from Dr. Campbell s
ders, surnamed the Good, married Isabella the
daughter pert sailors and of an enterprising genius.
From the
account of European duttlemeni in America. Vol. 1. ch. viii.

impossible.

&quot;

&quot;

it.&quot;

;

;

o
2
o
o
^

o
o
a
a

BIOGRAPHIES OF THE EARLY DISCOVERERS.
chronicle of Hartman Schedl, as quoted by M. Otto,
we are informed, lhat Behaim sailed from Cam, in
these voyages, which are described in the following
**
These two, by the bounty of heaven, coast
terms.
the
ing along the southern ocean, and having crossed
equator, got into the other hemisphere; where, facing
to the eastward, their shadows projected towards the
No words could be more
south, and right hand.&quot;
completely descriptive of a voyage from Portugal to
Congo, as any person mav be satisfied by inspecting
a map of Africa but how could M. Otto imagine that
the discovery of America was accomplished in such a
Having finished their cruise (con
voyage as this ?
tinues Schedl) in the space of 26 months, they returnwith
the loss of many of their seamen,
cj to Portugal,
by the violence of tbe climate.&quot; This latter circum
stance also agrees very well with the climate of the
African coast ;* but Schedl says not a word of tbe
discovery of America.
M. Otto goes on to tell us that the most positive
proof of the iireat services rendered to the crown of
Portugal bv Behaim, is the recompense bestowed on
him bv Kinjj John II.
who, in the most solemn
his court.
manner, knighted him in the presence of
Then follows a particular detail of the ceremony of
installation, as performed on the 18th of February.
reward
14S5. and M. Otto fairly owns lhat this was
1*
for the discovery of Congo.
Now let us bring the
detached parts of the story together.
Behaim was knihled on the 18th of February,
1485, fur the discovery of Congo, in which he had
been employed 26 months preceding; having within
that time made two voyages thither, in company with
Die no Cam. A It will follow then that the whole of the
preceding years, 14S4 and 1483, were taken up in these
two voyages. This agrees very well with the ac
counts of the discovery of Congo, in Robertson and
Forster, and does not disagree with the modern univer
sal history, as far as tbe year 1484 is concerned
which unfortunately is the year assigned for Behaim s
discovery of that part of America called Brazil, and
his sailing even to the straits of Magellan.&quot;
The only thing to Mr. Ottos s memoir which bears
any resemblance to a solution of this difficulty is this.
may suppose that Behaim, engaged in an ex
pedition to Congo, was driven by the winds to Fernanbouc, and from thence by the currents toward ihe
coast of Guiana. r
But supposition without proof!
will avail little
and supposition against proof will
avail nothing.
The two vovages to Congo are ad
mitted.
The course is descried the time is deter
mined and both of these are directly opposed to the
supposition of his being driven by winds and currents
to America.
For if he had been driven out of his
course and had spent
several years in examiningthe
American islands, and discovering the strait which bears
the name of Magellan
and if one of those years was
the year 148-i. then be could not have spent 26 months
preceding February 1485, in the discovery of Congo
but of this we have full and satisfactory evidence the
discovery of America therefore must be given upThere is one thing further in this memoir which de
serves a particular remark, and that is the reason as
signed by M. Otto, for which the King of Portugal
declined the proposal of Columbus to sail to India by
tbe west.
The refusal of John II. is a proof of the

undertaking
be

that he should

;

&amp;lt;ili

&quot;

;

&quot;a

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

;

&amp;gt;

;

;

We

&quot;

!

;

&quot;

I

;

;

been any foundation for
Letters

Columbus, coJicerning the

al

LETTEU

ready procured of the existence of a new continent,
which offered him only barren lands, inhabited by un

To

health.

of Castile, in answer to another he
his highness s order,

*

Si-f Erookes s Ga /fitteer, Benin.
Dieen is the Spanish name of James,

Cam

in

;

authors.

upon

this

your demands.

The

;

by
and I

sent him, which
copy of the letter is

send you another sea chart like that
will satisfy

me

wrote to

same account
I

this.

To Ferdinand

Martinez, canon of Lisbon,
ci&amp;gt;in

|

Paul

the

;

Physi-

;

wi-theth health.

AM very glad to hear of the familiarity you have
and
with your most serene ami magnificent king
though I have very often discoursed concerning the
short way there is from hence to the Indies, where the
slice is produced, by sea. which I look upon to be
I

!

i

j

j

i

Latin Jacobus, and

.

with marble bridges over it, of a great
length and breadth, and adorned with abundance of
This country deserves as well as any other
pillars.
and there may not only be great
to be discovered
profit made there, and many things of value found,
but also gold, silver, all sorts of precious stones, and
spices in abundai.ee, which are not brought into our
And it is certain, that many wise men, philo
parts.
sophers, astrologers, and other persons skilled in all
arts, and very ingenious, govern that mighty province,
and command their armies.
From Lisbon directly westward, there are in the
chart 26 spaces, each of which contains -50 miles, to
the most noble and vast city of Quisay. which is
100 miles in compass, that is 35 leagues; in it there
The name signifies a hea
are ten marble bridges.
of which wonderful things are reported,
venly city
as to the ingenuity of the people, the buildings and
This space above mentioned is almost
the revenues.
This city is in the pro
the third part of the globe.
vince of Mango, bordering on that of Cathay, where
the king for the most part resides.
From the island Anlilla, which you call the seven
cities, and of which you hare some knoiclcdge, to the
most noble island of Cipango are ten spaces, which
make 2500 miles, or 225 leagues which island
abounds in gold, pearls and precious stones and you
must understand, they cover their temples and paSo that for want of
laces with plates of pure gold.
knowing the way, all these things are hidden and
concealed, and yet may be gone to with safety.
Much more &quot;might be said, but having told
what is most material, and you being wise and judi.
;

;

;

f

j

unsheth

PKP.OEIVE vour noble and earnest desire to sail to
those parts where the spice is produced and therefore
in answer to a letter of yours, I send you another let
ter, which some days since I wrote to a friend of mine,
and servant to the King of Portugal, before the wars

&quot;

mul

;

I

of&quot;

In Pnri ijjuesc, Jago.
is in Latin, Camus or Canus. and
in Spanish, Cano these differeut names are found in different

I

things of the

;

to Christopher-

Christopher Culumbut, Paul the physician

me many wonderful

river only,

of the Indies.

disi-occri/

told

towns and cities founded along the hanks ol
the rivers
and that there were 200 cities upon one

it.

from Paul, a Physician of Florence,

He

titude of

;

*

whom

vers.

;

;

Rome.

to

Besides, there came an ambassador to Pope Eugenus IV. who told him the great friendship there was
between those princes, their people and the Chris
I discoursed with him a long while upon the
tians.
several matters of the grandeur of the royal structures,
and of the greatness, length and breadtu of their rt

Why

!

;

the knowledge, constancy and spirit of the Admiral,
After wandering many day* upon the sea, they turned back to the islands of Cabo Verde, laughing at the

coming

Portugal.
are we searching
In answer to the question,
the archives of an imperial city for the causes of an
event, which took place in the western extremity of
M. Otto gives us to understand, that
Europe
from the fourteenth to the sixteenth centuries, the
Germans were the best geographers, the best histo
Not to derians, and most enlightened politicians.&quot;
tiact from the merit of the German literati of those
to a learned
ages, I think we may give equal credit
German author of the present age, Dr. John Reinto
have
a
who
hold Forster
appears
thorough under
standing of the claims not only of his own countrymen, but of others. In his indefatigable researches
into the discoveries which have been made by all na
tions, though he has given due credit to the adven
tures of Behaim in Congo and Fayal, yet he has not
which he cer
said one word of his visiting America
tainly would have done, if in his opinion there had

|

to carry supplies to the islands
of Cabo Verde, he sent it that way which the Admi
ral proposed to go.
But those
he sent wanted

;

;

j

which was

;

&quot;

!

3 caravel,

j

;

;

;

This knowledge is supposed
conquerable savajjes.
to have been derived from the discoveries made bv
Behaim. But, not to urge again the chronological
difficulty with which this conjecture is embarrassed, I
will take notice of two circumstances, in the life
Columbus, which militate with this idea. The first
Columbus had proposed a western
is, that when
the king,
voyage to King John and he declined it,
by the advice of one l)r. Calzadilla, resolved to send rt
caravel privately, to attempt that which Columbus had
proposed to him because in case those countries
were so discovered, he thought himself not obliged to
bestow any trroat reward. Having speedily equipped

renew the discourse of his enterprise

;

it

west, that product being generally ascribed to the east;
because those who shall sail westward will always find
Lisbon and as soon as it was known that he had those places in the west and they that travel by lane
come from the Indies, the people thronged to see the eastward will ever find those places in the east. Th,
natives whom he had brought, anil hear the news so strait lines that lie lengthways in the chart, show tb.9
.Some of distance there is from west to east ; the others cross
that the caravel would not contain them.
them praising God for so great a happiness others them, show the distance from north to south. I have
storming that they had lost the discovery through their also marked down in the said chart, several places in
India, where ships might put in upon any storm, or
king s incredulity.&quot;
When the king sent for Columbus, he was doubt contrary winds, or any other accident unforeseen.
Moreover to give you full information of all those
ful what to do; but to take off all suspicion that he
came from his conquests, he consented.&quot; At the in places which you are very desirous to know you
the king offered him all that he required for must understand, that none but traders live or reside
terview,
the service of their Catholic Majesties, though he in all those islands, and that there is as great number
thought, that forasmuch as he had been a captain in of ships and seafaring people with merchandise, as in
To which any other part of the world particularly in a most
Portugal, that conquest belonged to him.
noble port called Zarton, where there are every year a
the Admiral answered, that he knew of no such agree
ment, and that he had strictly observed his orders, hundred large stiips of pepper loaded and unloaded,
of
which were not to go to the mines
Portugal, [the besides many other ships that take in other spice.
This country is mighty populous, and there are
Had John II. heard of
gold coast] nor to Guinea.&quot;
Behaim s voyage to a western continent, would he not many provinces and kingdoms, and innumerable cities
have claimed it by priority of discovery, rather than under the dominion of a prince called the Kham,
\vho for the
by the commission which Columbus had formerly which name signifies, King of Kings
borne in his service ! Had such a prior discovery most part resides in the province of Cathay. His
been mnde, could it have been concealed from the peo
predecessors were very desirous to have commerce
And would they have been angry and be in amity with Christians and 200 years
ple of Lisbon ?
These since, sent ambassadors to the Pope desiring him to
that the king had lost it by his incredulity
circumstances appear to me to carry sufficient evi- send them many learned men and doctors to teach
but by reason of some obstacles the
dience, that no discovery of America prior to that of them our faith
Columbus had come to the knowledge of the King of ambassadors met with, they returned back, without

j

and wise prince had

to render

This account does not
being stopped by the king.&quot;
agree with the supposition of a prior discovery.
interview which Co
is
an
The other circumstance
lumbus had with the people of Lisbon, and the King
For
of Portugal, on his return from his first voyage.
it so
happened th;it Columbus on his return was by
stress of weather obliged to take shelter in the port of

&quot;

lhat politic

yet I have resolved
more easy and intelligible, to show this
a
such
as
are
used
in navigation ;
way upon chart,
and therefore I send one to his majesty, made and
drawn with my own hand wherein is set down the
utmost bounds of the west, from Ireland in the north,
to the farthest part of Guinea, with all the islands that
lie in the way.
Opposite to which western coast isdescribed the beginning of the Indies, with the islands
and places whither you may go, and how far you may
bend from the north pole toward the equinoctial, and
for how long a time; that is, how many leagues you
may sail before vou come to those places most fruitful
in all sorts of spice, jewels, and precious stones.
Do
not wonder if I term that country where the spice grows
sensible of the figure of the world

there should,

;

&quot;

knowledge which

was impossible

but not being so diligent to put this in execution, as
the Admiral was in getting away, he lost that good
opportunity the Admiral, about the end of the year
1484, stole away privately out of Portugal for fear of

;

;

it

seas.&quot;

Afterward,
king being sensible how faulty
they were whom he had sent with the caravel, had a
mind to restore the Admiral to his favor, and desired

.

&quot;

and saying

;

in those
&quot;the

I

;

any land

9

shorter than that you take by the coast of Guinea; yet
vou now tell me that his highness would have me
make out and demonstrate it, so as it may be understood
and put in practice. Therefore, though I could better
show it him with a globe in my hand, and make him

j

]

yo&amp;lt;

cious,

1

am

satisfied there is

you understand, and therefore

nothing of
I

will not

what
b? more pro
it

but

Thus much may serve to satisfy yocr curiosity,
lix.
it being as much as the shortness of time and my bu-
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me to say. So I remain most
ready to satisfy and serve his highness to the utmost
in all the commands he shall lay upon me.
sincss would permit

FLORENCE, June

25. 1474.

BETTER
To

Christopher Columbia,

Paul

(

|

II.

the

Physician wisheth

heull/i.

RECEIVED your letters with the things you sent
me, which I shall take as a great favor, and commend
your noble and ardent desire of sailing from east to
west, as it is marked out in the chart I sent you,
which would demonstrate itself better in the form of a

am

glad

down

is

of Lorraine, who took the title of the king of
It was probably
Sicily, and who died Dec. 10,1508.
published about the year 1507, for in that year he

a shorter way might be found from England to India,
by the northwest.
Having communicated his project
to the king, it was favorably received
and on the
fifth of March 1490, a commission was
granted to

;

pursuing that discovery.
Cabot, by his knowledge of the globe,

Duke

John Cabot, and Ins three sons, their heirs and dep
them liberty to sail to all ports of east,
west, and north, under the royal banners, and en
&quot;

He

died at the Island ofTercera in 1514, aged
about 63 years, or agreeably to another account, at
Seville, in 1512.
As he published the first book and chart, describing
the new world, and as he claimed the honor of first
discovering the continent, the new world has received

pilot.

well understood, and that the voyage
not only possible but true, certain, hono

it is

advantageous, and most glorious among all
You cannot be perfect in the knowledge
Christians.
of it, but by experience and practice, as I have had in
great measure, and by the solid and true information
of worthy and wise men, who have come from those
and from merchants who
to this court of Rome
rable, very

uties, giving

to discover countries of the heathen unknown
signs
to Christians ; to set up the kind s banners there
to
occupy and possess as his subjects, such places as
could
them
the
rule
subdue
and
giving
jurisdic
they
tion of the same, to be holden on condition of paving
to the king, as often as the\ should arrive at Bristol
;

;

;

from him the name of America. His pretensions how
ever to this first discovery do not seem to be well sup
ported against the claims of Columbus, to whom the
imnor is uniformly ascribed by the Spanish historians,
1498.
and who first
Horrcru,
parts
have traded long in those parts and arc persons of good who
compiled his general history of America from the
the
So
that
when
said
isperform
reputation.
voyage
most authentic records, says, that Amerigo never made
ed, it will be lo powerful kingdoms, and to the most but two
voyages, and those were with Ojeda in 1499
noblo cities and provinces rich and abounding in all and
1501, and that his relation of his other voyages
things we stand ill need of, particularly in all sorts of was proved to be a mere imposition.
This charge
spice in great quantities, and store of jewels.
needs to be confirmed by strong proof, for Amerigo s
This will moreover be grateful to those kings and hook was
within
ten
of
the
published
years
period as
princes, who are very desirous to converse and trade signed for his first voyage, when the facts must have
with Christians of these our countries, whether it be been fresh in the memories of thousands. Besides the
for some of them to become Christians, or else to have
improbability of his being guilty of falsifying dates, as
communication with the wise and ingenious men of he was accused, which arises from this circumstance,
these parts, as well in point of religion, as in all scien
it is very possible, that the Spanish writers might have
ces, because of the extraordinary account tbey have
felt a national resentment against him fur having de
of the kingdoms and government of these parts.
serted the service of Spain. But the evidence against
For which reasons, and many more that might be the
Neither
honesty of Amerigo i.s very convincing.
alleged, I do not at all admire, that you who have a Martyr nor Benzoni, who were Italians, natives of the
great heart, and all the Portuguese nation, which has same country, and the former of whom was a con
ever had notable men in all undertakings, be eagerly
temporary, attribute to him the first discovery of the
bent upon performing this voyage.
continent.
Martyr published the first, general history
of the new world, and his epistles contain an account
All the
of all the remarkable events of his time.
AMERICUS VESPUCIUS. His birth ami education His scientific
Hcrrera
historians are against Amerigo.
researches His account of his voyage to America The first Spanish
him the testimony of Ojeda as given in
account of America published liy him The reason of this brings against
a judicial inquiry.
Continent being named America He has no claim to the dis
Fonseca, who gave Ojeda the li
covery.
cense for his voyage, was not reinstated in the direc
AMERICUS VESPUCIUS, or more properly Amerigo tion of Indian affairs until after the time, which Ame
Vespucci, a Florentine gentleman, from whom Ame
rigo assigns for the commencement of his first voy
Other circumstances might be mentioned and
rica derives its name, was born March 9, 1451, of an age.
His fattier, who was an Italian mer the whole mass of evidence it is difficult to resist.
ancient familv.
The book of Amerigo was probably published about a
chant, brought him up in this business, and his profes
sion led him to visit Spain and other countries. Being year after the death of Columbus, when his pretensions could be advanced without the fear of refutation
eminently skilful in all the sciences subservient to na
from that illustrious navigator. But however this
vigation, and possessing an enterprising spirit, he be
came desirous of seeing the new world, which Colum controversy may be decided, it is well known, that the
bus had discovered in 1492. He accordingly entered honor of first discovering the continent belongs neith
as a merchant on board the small fleet of four ships, er to Columbus nor to Vespucci, even admitting the
relation of the latter; but to the Cabots, who sailed
equipped by the merchants of Seville and sent out un
der the command of Ojeda. The enterprise was sanc
from England.
A life of Vespucci was published at
a
license.
tioned by
Florence by Bandani, 1745, in which an attempt is
royal
;

(at which place only they were permitted to arrive,)
in wares and merchandise, one fifth part of all their

with exemption from all customs and duties on
such merchandise as should be brought from their
gains

s

After the grantingof this commission, the king gave
orders for fitting out two caravels for the purpose of
the discovery.
These were victualled at the public
expense and freighted by the merchants of London
and Bristol, with coarse cloths and other articles of
traffic.
The whole company consisted of three hun
dred men.
With this equipment, in the beginning of May,
;

1-197,*

5S-&quot;

his

son Sebastian sailed Irum

;

southwest not expecting tit find any
land, till they should arrive at Cathay, the northern
part of China, from whence they intended to pass
southward to India.
On the 24th of June, very early in the morning,
which,
they were surprised with the sight of land
being the first that they had seen, they called Prima
The description of it is given in these words.
Vista.
The island which lit-th out before the land, he called
St. John, because it was disfnvert d on the day of St.
The inhabitants of lias island
John, the Buptiat.
wear beasts skins. In ilieir wars they use bows, ar
The
rows, pikes, darts, \\eoJen clubs, and
soil is barren in some places and yieldcth little fruit
but is full ofwhite bears and stags, far greater than

course to the

;

;

&quot;

slin&amp;lt;r$.

;

;

It yieldeth plenty offish, and those very great,
There are soles above a yard
as seals and salmons
but especially there is grea t abundance of
in length
that kind of fish which the savages call Bacaiao.
In the same island are hawks and eagles, as
(Cod.)
The inhabitants
black as ravens; also partridges.
had plenty of copper.&quot;
This land is generally supposed to be some part of
and Dr. Foster thinks
the island of Newfoundland
that the name, Prima VUta, was afterwards changed
to Bona Vista, now the northern cape Trinity B;*y, in
Peter Martyr s account is. that Calatitude 48^ 50

j

;

;

.

!

and there is a small
bot called the land, Bacahios
island olfthp south cape of Trinity Bay, which bears
that name
Mr. Prince, in his chronology ^ /iting
Galvanus for an authority,) says, that the land die;

&quot;

after his

John Cabot and

Bristol towards the northwest, till they reached the
where meeting with floating ice, and
latitude of
the weather being severely cold, they altered their

I

AMERICUS VESPUCIUS.

made to support his pretensions.
first
The relation of his four voyages
published about the year 1507, was republished in the
Novus Orhis, fol. 1555. His letters were publishe

:

discoveries.&quot;

;

According to Amerigo s own account be snriled from
Vadiz, May, 20, 1497, and returned to the same port
October 15, 1498, having discovered the coast of PaIf tin*
ria and passed as far as the gulf of Mexico.
statement is correct, he saw ihc continent before Co
lumbus; but it? correctness has been disproved, and
Jhe voyage of Ojeda was not made until H!)9, which
Amerigo cally his second voyage, falsely representing
that he himself had the command of six vessels.
He
sailed
20, 1490, under the command of Ojoda,
to
the Antilla islands, and thence to the
and proceeded
coast of Guiana and Venezuela, and returned to Cadiz
After bis return, Knvinuel, king of
in Nov. 1500.
Portugal, who was jealous of the success and glory
of Spain, invited him to his kingdom, and gave him
the command of three ships to make a third voyage of

supposed that

;

went from Lisbon to Seville, and King Ferdinand ap
pointed him to draw sea charts with the title of chief

globe.
I

with men of science ns well as a desideratum in the
mercantile interest.
The way was then supposed to
be opened
and the specimens of gold which Colum
bus had brought home, excited the warmest desire of

II.

I

laid

formed the resolution of returning to Portugal, where
he arrived June 14, 1504.
As he carried home with
him considerable quantities of the Brazil wood, and
It
other articles of value, he was received with joy.
was soon after this period, that he wrote an account
of his four voyages.
The work was dedicated Rene

death at Florence.

:

W

If this were
covered by Cabot was in latitude 45 \
true, the first discovery was made en the peninsula of
Nova Scotiu ; and as they coasted the
nrthward, they must have gone into the gulf St. Lawrcncc, in pursuit of their northwest passage.
THE economical disposition of Henry VII. King of, The best accounts of the voyage preserved by HakEngland, induced him to preserve tranquillity in his luyt and Pun-has, say nothing of the latitude of Pribut speak of their sailing northward after
dominions, which greatly contributed to the increase ma Vista
J
iStowe, in his
and to bring thither they had made the land, as far as C?
of commerce and manufactures
merchants from all parts of Kurope. The Lombards chronicle, says it way on the north side of Terra de
He sailed from Lisbon May 10,1501, and and the Venetians were remarkably numerous: the Labradore.&quot; This course must have carried them far
discovery.
ran down the coasts of Africa as far as Sierra Leone former of whom had a street in London appropriated up the strait which separates Greenland from the con
tinent of America.
and the Coast of Angola, and then passed over to to them and called by their name.
Brazil in South America, and continued his discove
etching to the northward,
Among the Venetians resident there at that time
the
(lie month of July
in
all
and
the
the sci
ries to the south as far as Patagonia.
He then re was John Cabot, a man perfectly skilled
men became uneasy, and the runnnanders found it
turned to Sierra Leone and the coast of Guinea, and ences recpiisile to form an accomplished manner.
entered a^ain the port of Lisbon, September 7, 1502. He had three sons, Lewis, Sebastian, and (Sam-tins, iucessav\ to return to Uacalaos.
Having here rethe land southKing Emanuel, highly gratified by his success, all of whom he educated in the same manner. Lew- freshed themselves, they coasted
the same latitude with the
equipped for him six ships, with which he sailed on his is and Sanctius became eminent men, and settled, the ward till they came into
Of Sebastian a
fourth and last voyage, May 10, 1503. It was his ob
one at Genoa, the other at Venice.
There is no good account of this voyage written hy any con
farther account will lie given.
ject to discover a western passage to the Molucca isl
temporary author. It is therefore collected from several who
ands. HP passed the coasts of Africa, and entered the
The famous discovery made by Columbus caused have set down facts without much order or precision. Toreof i-oncih- their comrmliciious, and deduce conclusions from wha
bay of All Saints in Brazil. Having provision for only great admiration and much discourse in the court
,
,
,
they have related, requires much trouble, and leaves an unceir20 months, and being detained on the coast of Brazil Henry, amongthe merchants ot ,.,
England. 1 a find a .. lh ly wjl|l
,!,
particular circumstances, though tb
,,,,,,.,
by bad weather and contrary winds five months, he way to India by the west, had long been a problem nrun ipal facts are well ascertained.

JOHN CABOT AND SEBASTIAN CABOT

JOHN CABOT and

Sebauian Kins Henry VII. grants
on a voyage
John Cabot a commission He sails with his s
of laud Description uf it Tbey
Appearance
ofdiscovery
return to England Sebastian sails on a voyajre of discovery
his son

&quot;

My

|

;

j

.

;

j
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j

ath&amp;lt;
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;
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C,

according to some no farther
when their provisions falling short, they rethan 39
turned to England bringing three of the savages as a
They were clothed with the skins
prcsentto the kin?
but after two years,
of beasts, and lived on raw flesh
were seen in the king s cuurt clothed like Englishmen,
1
and could not be discerned from Englishmen.
Nothing more is said of John (Jabot, the father;
and some historians ascribe the whole of this discove
but at the time of this voyage
ry to Sebastian only
h e could not have been more than twenty years old,
when though he might accompany his father, yet he
was too young to undertake such an expedition him
The voyage having produced no specimens of
self.
in a controversy
gold, and the king being engaged
with Scotland, no farther encouragement was given
to the spirit of discovery.
After tin; king s death, Sebastian Cabot was invitp,l to Spain, and was received in a respectful maruier
In their
by Kin? Ferdinand and Queen Isabella.
service he sailed on a voyage of discovery to the
and having
southern parts of the New Continent
visited the coast of Brazil, entered a great river to
which hi; gave the name of Rio do la Plata. He sail
ed up this river one hundred and twenty leagues and
found it divided into many branches the shores of
straits of Gibaralter

36,

,

;

S

OF THE

A

R I, Y

DISCOVERERS.

voyage of Columbus to the West Indies though
probably Cabot might not have known it, till after he
had made the same discovery.
first

I

!

&quot;

JAMES

:

JAMKS CAKTIER

;

;

which were inhabited by numerous

1

peop!,

.

made other voyages, of which no par
He was honored by Fer
ticular memorials remain.
dinand with n commission of Grand Pilot; and was
His residence was
one of the council of the Indies.
His character was gentle,
in the city of Seville.
His employment was the draw
friendly and social.
After this

lie

all the new
ing of charts; on which he delineated
Peter Mar
discoveries made by himself and others.
tyr speaks of him as a friend with whom he loved fa
miliarly to converse.
In his advanced age, he returned to England, and
resided at Bristol.
By the favor of the Duke of Som
erset, he was introduced to King Edward VI. who
took great delight in bis conversation, and settled on

him a pension of

annum

4r/.

for

life.

He

1067,
per
of a company of merchants,
associated for the purpose of making discoveries of
unknown countries. This is a proof of the great es
teem in which he was held as a man of knowledge
and experienced in his profession. He had a strong
I

3.s-.

was appointed governor

C A RT

I

E R

.

;

pails

In 1521, John Verazzani, a Florentine, in the ser
ranged the coast of the new continent
from Florida to Newfoundland, and gave it the name

vice of France,

o( Pfew France.
In a subsequent voyage he was cut
to pieces and devoured by the
savages,
It is remarkable that the three
great European
kingdoms, Spain, England and France, made use of
three Italians to conduct their discoveries; Columbus
a Genoese
al;d Verazzani, a
Cabot, a Venetian
Florentine.
This is a proof that among the Italians,
there were at that time persons superior in maritime
knowledge to the other nations of Europe though
the penurious spirit of those republics, their mutual
jealousy and petty wars, made them overlook the
benefits resulting from extensive enterprises, and leave
the vast regions of the new world to be occupied by
of Verazzani having produced no ad

;

cry being found conducive to the commercial interest,
it was at
length conceived; that a plantation in the

neighborhood of the banks might be advantageous.
This being represented to King Francis I. by Chabot
the Admiral, JAMEC CARTIER t of St. Malo, was com
missioned to explore the country, with a view to find

;

;

j

;

;

him would carry him to Hochelega, the capital ofthe
whole country.
After spending sometime in exploring the northern
in the
coast, to find an opening to the northward
beginning of September, he sailed up the river, and

;

:

discovered several islands
one of which, from tho
multitude of filberts, he called Coudres and another,
from the vast quantity of grapes, he named Bacchus,
(now Orleans.) This island was full of inhabitants
who subsisted by fishing.
When the ships had come to anchor between the
;

;

;

;

;

I

;

;

I

|

;

;

si&amp;lt;rn

;

;

young savages, Tiagnoagni and Domn&amp;lt;rain answered
him. reporting a!! which they had seen in France,

;

j

A

with

bread

and

wine,

and they parted mutually

pleased.
.

arms of France and
,

name

which he appeared to be pleased. Then approach
ing the Captain, who held out his hand, he kissed it,
and laid it round his own neck, in token of friend
Cartier. on his part, entertained Donacona
ship.
at

1

its

W. side ofthe island and the main, Curlier went
on shore with his two young Savages.
The people
ofthe country were at first afraid of them but hear
ing the youths speak to them in their own language,
they became sociable, and brought eels anil other fish,
with a quantity of Indian corn in ears, for the refresh
ment of their new guests; in return for which, they
were presented with such European baubles as wer
pleasing to them.
The next day, Donaconn, the prince of the plact
came to visit them, attended by twelve bouts but
keeping ten of them at a distance, he approached
wi h two only, containing sixteen men.
In the true
spirit of hospitality, he made a speech, accompanied
with significant gestures, welcoming the French to
The
his country and offering his service to to them.
N.

&quot;

It is supposed that the island of Cape Breton took
from the Bretons, the fishermen Brittany,
f His name is sometimes written (^uartier.

King,

him a more ample equipment. Three
procure
ships, one of 120, one of HO and one of 40 tons, wero
destined to perform another voyage, in the ensuing
spring ; and several yourig men of distinction entered
as volunteers, to seek adventures in the
vv world.
When they were ready to sail, the whole company,
after the example of Columbus, went in
procession to
church, on Whitsunday, \\ here the Bishop of St. Malo
pronounced his Missing on them. They sailed on the
19th of May 1530. Meeting with tempestuous weath
er, the ships were separated
and did not join again,
till Cartier in the
largest ship arrived at Bird Island ;
where he again filled his boats with fowls, and on tho
2Glh of July was joined by the other vessels.
From Bird Island they pursued the same course as
in the preceding summer
and having come into the
gulf on the western side of Newfoundland, gave it tho
name of St. Lawrence. Here they saw abundance of
whales.
Passing between the island of Assumption
(since called Anticosti) and the northern shore, they
sailed up the great river, till they came to a branch on
the northern side, which the young natives who were
on board called Sagucnay the main river they told

m

dition to the revenue of France, all further attempts
to perfect his discoveries were laid aside ; hut the fish-

shield, with the

;

for

others.

&quot;

tho
tho

discoveries made in this
voyage excited farther
and the vice Admiral IVTelleraye represent
Carlier s merits to the
so favorably as to

ed

;

was suspended a

which they

The

curiosity

;

place Cartier performed the ceremony of taking pos
session for the King of France.
cross of thirty feet
On this cross
high was erected on a point of land.

direction, by

;

I

one of the most extraordinary men of the
age in which he lived.
By his ingenuity and indus
try, he enlarged the bounds of science and promoted
the interest of the English nation. Dr. Campbell sup
poses it was he who first took notice of the variation
ofthe magnetic needle.
It had been observed in the

was

signs, that the cross

back, at his return the next spring.
From Graspe. he sailed so far into the Great River
afterward called St. Lawrence, as to discover land on
the opposite side
but the weather being boisterous,
and the current setting against him, he thought it
best to return to Newfoundland, and then to France ;
where he arrived safe in the harbor of !- t. Malo, on
the fifth of September.

;

old.

was

;

~&amp;gt;.&amp;gt;G,

He was

that the land

without his leave.

by which
ship and making him several presents
means, they so prevailed on him, that he permitted
Cartier to carry two of bis sons, young men. to Franca
on the security of a promise that he would bring them

;

years

it,

They thought it proper however to conciliate
man s good will, by entertaining him onboard

land.

;

them

old

;

;

signs to

modities.

;

a place for a colony.
On the 20th of April 1531, he sailed from St. Malo
with two ships of sixty tons, and 122 men and on the
tenth of May came in sight of BonavisU, on the itland
of Newfoundland.
But the ice which lay along the
shore obliged him logo southward and he entered a
to
which
he gave the name of St. Catharine
harbor
where he waited for fair weather, and fitted his boats.
As soon as the season would permit he sailed north
But though Ihis, as well as all other at
penetration.
tempts of the kind, proved ineffectual to the principal ward, and examined several harbors and islands, on
end in view, yet it was the means of opening a trade the coast of Newfoundland in one of which he found
such a quantity of birds, that in half an hour, two
with Russia, which proved very beneficial to the com
boats were loaded with them and after they had eat
pany.
The last, account which we have with Sebastian is, en as many as they could, live or six ba.rrcls full were
that in 1
when a company were sending out a ves sailed for e.ich ship. \ his place was called Bird Island.
sel called the Search thrill, under the command of
Having passed Cape de Grat, the northern extre
hr Governor made mity of the laud he entered the straits of Bcdlisle and
Stephen D .irrough, for discovery
a visit on board
which is thus related in the journal visited several harbors on the opposite coast of Lab
of the voyage as preserved by Hakluyt.
The
rador, one of which he called Carlier s Sound.
The 27th of April, being Monday, the Riht harbor is described as one of the best in the world
our
came
aboard
the
land
is
as
Sebastian
Cabota
but
he
to
which
Cain
pin
Worshipful
stigmatized
place
was banished no vegetation being produced amon&amp;lt;j
nace, at Gravesend accompanied with divers gentle
men and gentlewomen who, af .er they had viewed the rocks, hut thorns and moss. Vet, had as it v. as.
our pinnace, and tasted of such cheer as we could
here were inhabitants in it, v\ ho lived bv catchinc
make them, went ashore, giving to our mariners right seals, and seemed to be a wandering tribe
liberal rewards.
In circumnavigating the great island of Newfound
The good old gentleman Master
Cabota gave to the pnor most liberal alms, wishing land, they found the weather in general cold
but
thcrn to pray for the good fortune and prosperous suc
when they had crossed the gulf in a southwesterly diAnd then at rectjon to the continent, they came into a deep bay,
cess of the Search thrift, our pinnace.
the
ofSt. Christopher, he and his friends ban
where the climate was so warm, that they named it
in the com
were
that
and made me and them
queted
Baye de Chaleur, or the Bay of Heat. Here were
had
to
see
that
he
cheer
and
for
several kinds of wild berries, roses and meadows of
pany great
very joy
the towardness of our intended discovery, he entered grass.
In the fresh waters they
caught salmon in
into the dance
himself, among the rest of the young urvnt plenty.
and lusty company ; which being ended he and his
searched
in
vain
for
a
Having
passage through the
friends departed, most gently commending us to the bay, they quitted it, and sailed
along the coast east
ward, till they came to the smaller bay of Gaspe
governance of Almighty Goo.
where they sought shelter from a tempest, and were
According to the calculation of his age by Dr Camp
detained twoKo days in the month of July.
bell, he must at that time have been about eighty
In this

made

might again find the port; and they promised toreturn the next year, and to
bring iron and other com

&quot;

persuasion that a passage mi^ht he found to China by
the northeast,and warmly patronized the attempt made
by Sir Hugh Willoughby in 15n3 to explore the north
There is still extant a
ern seas for that purpose.
complete set of instructions drawn and subscribed by
Cabot, for the direction of the vovage to Cathay,
which affords the clearest proof of his sagacity and

s skin,

They then informed him by
intended only as a mark of

Tiioruu the English did not prosecute the discove
ry made by the Cabot.s, nor avail themselves ofthe on
ly advantages which it could have afforded them
yet
their neighbours of Brittanny,
Normandy and Bis
and
the
track
of
those
adventurers
cay wisely pursued
took vast quantities of cod on the banks of Newfound

The voyages

bear

and that they should not have

his,

ered His interview with the natives Danaeona The In
dian Chief His straliiL eni Reception of Cartier and his
company by the Indians Character, habits, anil customs of
the Indians Cyrtier makes further discoveries Raging of
the scurvy in his company
Cartier takes possession of the
country He returns to France with two nf the natives Cartier ayain sails
The natives inquire after their brethren
Kindness ol the Indians.

;

:

in a

on a voyage of discovery Comes in
Account of his voyaue Chaleur Bay discov

sisht oMani!

;

;

He

11

words Vice le Roy de France. Before it, the peo
with their hands extended,
ple kneeled, uncovered
and their eyes lifted toward heaven.
The natives,
who were present, beheld the ceremony at first with
silent admiration
but after a while, an old man, clad
the

;

The

next day Cartier went up in his boat to find a
harbor for his ships; the season bpinu so far ad
vanced that it became necessary to secure them. At
the west end of the isle of Bacchus, he found
a
&quot;

goodly and

pleasant sound, where

is

a

little

r .ver

AMERICAN
about three fathoms deep at high water.
he gave the name of St. Croix, and dctermin-

Mid haven

To this

1

I

;

pass in his boats up the river to Hochelaga.
and invented several
loth to part with him
;

Among others,
men in black and

artifices to prevent his going thither.
to dress three of his

hands on them and repeating some devotional pas
sages from a service book, which he had in his pock
et ; accompanying his ejaculations with significant
The na
gestures, and lilting up his eyes to heaven.
tives attentively observed and imitated all his motions.
Having performed this ceremony, he desired the
men, women and children to arrange themselves in
separate bodies. To the men he gave hatchets, to the
women beads, and to the children rings. He then or
dered his drums and trumpets to sound, which highly

Hochelaga.
the woods on the margin of the river were
many vines loaded with white grapes, than which
nothing could be a more welcome sight to French
men, though the fruit was not so delicious as they

Among

;

their children to

and such as were of proper age were accepted.
The water at that time of the year being low, their

Jhern,

passage was rendered difficult but by the friendly as
sistance of the natives they surmounted the obstruc
tions. On the 25th of September they passed the rap
ids between the islands in the upper part of the lake
Angoleme, (now called St. Peters) and on the. second
of October they arrived at the island of Hochelaga;
where they had been expected, and preparations were
;

a

was of a round

in

To

prepare

it

for eating,

:

Primus, Dri gratia, FRAM ORUM
rcgnat.
The same day being a day of festivity, the two
Do
N oung savages. Taignoagni and Domagaia, with
nacona the chief of the place, came on board the ships,
and were partly prevailed on and partly constrained
A handsome (ireto accompany Cartier to France.
sent was made to the family of Donacona, but it was
with great reluctance that his friends parted with him;
though Cartierpromised to bring him again at the end
On the sixth of May they fulled
of twelve months.
and having touched at
from the Port of St. Croix
s
in
Peter
St.
Newfoundland, they arrived at St. Malo in France the sixth of July, 1536.
Whether Cartier performed his vow to God, the
certain it is, however, that
history does not tell us
he did not perform his promise to his passengers. The
-Ncizeal for adventures of this kind began to abate.
The advan
nor silver were earrieil home.
their
and
tages of the fur trade were not fully understood
the prospect of benefit from cultivation in the short
overbalan
summer of that cold climate, was greatly
ced, by the length and severity of a Canadian winter.
The natives had been so often told of the necessity of
baptism in order to salvation, that on their arrival in
France, they were at their own request baptised but
]{&amp;lt;x,

hail

;

mounted cannon.

;

&quot;old

(tobacco) which they preserved in pouches made of
It was very offen
skins and smoked in stone pipes.
but the natives valued it as con
sive to the French
to
the
preservation of their health.
tributing much
Their houses appeared to be well supplied with pro
visions.
Among other things which were new to the
French, they observed the scalps of five men, spread

;

;

;

These were taken from
and dried like parchment.
their enemies the Toudamani, who came from the
south, and were continually at war with them.
Beinc* determined to spend the winter among those
traded with them for the provis
friendly people, they
ions which they could spare, and the river supplied
was
hard frozen.
them with fish till it
In December the scurvey began to make its ap
among the natives, and Cartier prohibited all
but it was not long before his
intercourse with them

pearance

neither of them lived to see their native land again.
The report which Cartier brought home, of the
fine country bcvond the Lakes, had however made
such an impression on the minds of some, that, at

another expedition was pro
Roche, Lord of Roberval,
was commissioned by the King as his Lieutenant,
Tliis iriM was called liy the natives, Amelia or Hai.t-da

the end of four years,
jected.

;

;

it.
uncon
It raged with
above two months, and by the middie of February, out of one hundred and ten persons,
and eight or ten had died.
fifty were sick at once,
In this extremity Cartier appointed a day of solemn

own men were taken with

they pounded it
it with water,

it on hot stones.
Besides corn they had beans,
squashes and pumpkins.
They dried their fish and
j

Francis de

la

as iha
it to have been the Sassafras; tin
leaves were used with ihe tiark, in the winter, it must havs
been an overseen. The dress ofthe tnrk were also applied
From these circumstances am
tci the sore U-^s ofthe patient.
inclined to think that it was the spruce pine (pinus canadeiisis)
88
manner
same
used
in
the
which is
by the Inolans, ana such
have learntdofthem. Spruce netT is well known to be a pow
erful anti-scorbutu: and the bark oftllis and ofthe while P O
serves as a cataplasm for wounds and sores.

Mr Haklnyt supposes

I

trolled violence for

baked

preserved them in troughs. These people lived chiefly

;

next day Uonacona invited them to his resi
dence, where they were entertained with the usual fes
They ob
tivity and made the customary presents.
served that these people used the leaves of an herb

wooden mortars, and having mixed

sick.&quot;*

This remedy presently came into use, on board the
ships; and its good effects were so surprising, that
within one week they were completely healed of the
anil some who had venereal complaints of
scurvey
long standing were also cured by the ssme means.
The severity of the winter having continued four
months without intermission, at the return of the sun
the season became milder, and in April the ice began
On the third of May, Cartier took pos
to break up.
session of the country by erecting a cross, thirty-live
feet high, on which w;is hung a shield, bearing the
arms of France, with this inscription FRANCICUS

The

encompassed with three lines
f palisades, through which was one entrance, well se
cured with stakes and bars. On the inside was a ram
part of timber, to which were ascents by ladders, and
heaps of stones were laid in proper places for defence.
In the town were about fifty long huts built with
stakes and covered with bark.
In the middle of each
hut was a fire, round which were lodging places, floor
ed with bark and covered with skins.
In the upper
part was a scaffold on which they dried and preserved
their corn.

;

;

companions
and rampart, on which they

form,

;

;

the legs of the

side, called Fouctz. On the eleventh they
arrived at the Port de St. Croix, and found that their
bad enclosed the ships with a palisade

laga.

been shrunk and his knees swol
and his gums rotten
but he was
then recovered, and told Cartier of a certain tree
the
leaves and bark of which he had used as a remedy.
Cartier expressed his wish to sec the tree: telling
him that one of his people had been allrctcd with the
same disorder.
Two women were immediately dis

&quot;

on the north

As they

vy, his sinews had
len, his teeth loose,

patched, who brought ten or twelve branches, and
showed him how to prepare the decoction; which
was thus, to boil the bark and the leaves to drink
and to put the dregs on
of the liquor every other day

The visit being finished, the natives accompanied
the French to their boats, carrying such as were weary
on their shoulders. They were loth to part with their
of the river
guests, and followed them along the shore
to a considejable distance.
On the 4th of October, Cartier and his company
In passing down the river,
departed from Hochelaga.
they erected a cross on the point of an island, which,
with three others, lay in the mouth of a shallow river,

proceeded, they passed through
groves of oak, from which acorns were fallen and lay
thick on the ground.
After this they came to fields
of ripe corn, some of which was gathered.
In the
midst of these fields was situate the town of Hoche
It

;

;

;

retained.

thousand persons came to meet them, singing and
dancing, the men on one side, the women on the oth
Presents of
er, and the children in a distinct body.
fish and other victuals were brought, anil in return
were given knives, beads and other trinkets. TinFrenchmen lodged the first night in their boats, and
the natives watched on the shore, dancing round their
fires during the whole night.
The next morning Cartier, with twenty-five of his
company, went to visit the town, and were met on the
way by a person of distinction, who bade them wel
come. To him they gave two hatchets and two knives,
and hung over his neck a cross which they taught him
to kiss.

:

j

;

;

About

;

,

that it ran through two or three great lakes,
beyond which was a sea of fresh water, to which they
knew of no bounds and that on the other side of the
mountains there was another river which ran in a
contrary direction to the southwest, through a coun
try full of delicious fruits, and free from snow and ice;
th;U there was found such metal as the Captain s
silrcr whistle and the haft of the dagger belonging to
one of the company which was gilt with gold. Being
shown some copper, they pointed to the northward,
and said it came from Sagnenay. To this bill Cartier
gave the name of Montreal, which it has ever since

months

;

reception.

;

\

j

;

had been used to taste in their own country. Along
who made
the banks were many huts of the natives
signs of joy as they passed presented them with fish
carried them
piloted them through narrow channels
ashore on their backs, and helped them to get ofif their

them a welcome

I

,

pleased the company and set them to dancing.
Being desirous of ascending the hill, under which
the town was built, the natives conducted them to the
summit; where they were entertained with a most
extensive and beautiful prospect of mountains, woods,
islands and waters.
They observed the course of the
and the na
river above, and some falls of water in it
tives informed them that they might sail on it for three

;

to give

&quot;

;

his

the god of Hocbclaga, that his couniry was so full
of snow and ice, that whoever should adventure
The artifice
thither would perish with the cold.
afforded diversion to the French, but was too thin to
and
deceive them.
Cartier determined to proceed
on the nineteenth of September, with his pinnace
and two boats, began his voyage up the river to

humiliation and prayer.
crucifix was placed on a
and as many as were able to walk went in pro
cession, through the ice iind snow, singing the seven
penitential psalms and performing other devotional
exercises.
At the close of the solemnity Carticr
made a vow, that if it would please God to pcrr.iit
him to return to France, he would go in pilgrimage to
our Lady of Roquemado.
But it was necessary to
w atch as well as pray. To prevent the natives from
knowing their weak and defenceless state, he obliged
all who were able, to make as much noise as
possible
with axes and hammers
and told the natives that
his men were all busily employed, and that he would
not suffer any of them to go from the ships till their
work was done. The ships were fust frozen up from
the middle of November to the middle of March
the
snow was four feet deep, and higher than the sides ot
the;
above
the
ice.
The
of
the
winter
ex
ships
severity
ceeded all u Inch they had ever experienced the scur
still
men
had lUllen victims to
vy
raged
twenty-five
weak and low in spirits,
it, and the others were so
that they despaired of ever seeing their native couniry.
In the depth of this distress and despondency. Cartier, who had escaped the disease, in walking one day
on the ice, met some of the natives, among whom was
Domagaia, one of the young men who had been with
him to France and who then resided with his countrymen at St;ul;icona. He had been sick with the scurtree,

;-.

;

made

A

from home.

;

white skins, with horns on their heads, and their fa
ces besmeared with coal, to make them resemble in
fernal spirits.
They were put into a canoe and
passed to the ships
brandishing their horns and
Ucnacona,
making an unintelligible harrangue.
with his people, pursued and took them, on which
they fell down as if dead.
They were carried ashore
into the woods, and all the savages followed them.
A long discourse ensued, and the conclusion of the
farce was, that these demons had brought news from

Some presented

far

;

Dona

aground.

and seldom went

them, rubbing their hands and faces, weeping with joy
at their arrival, and bringing their children to be
touched by the strangers. They spread mats for them
on the ground, whilst the men seated themselves in a
large circle on the outside. The king was then brought
into a litter on the shoulders of ten men, and placed
on a mat next to the French Captain. He was about
of distinction but a
fifty years old, and had no mark
which
coront-t made of porcupines s quills dyed red
he tookofl and gave to the Captain, requesting him to
rub his arms and legs which were trembling with the
Several persons, blind, lame and withered
palsy.
as if they
with age, were also brought to be touched
supposed that their new guests were messengers from
heaven invested with a power of healing diseasi
Cartier gratified them as well as he could, by laying

;

i&amp;gt;oatswhen

fishing,

;

;

;

and

the lower parts of the river were more giv
en to hunting, and considered the Lord of Hochelaga
as their sovereign, to whom they paid tribute.
When the new guests were conducted to an open
square in the centre of the town the females came to

As Carder the trees, was a growth of wild hemp.
tier was returning to his ships, he had another spe
cimen of the hospitable manners of the natives. A
company of people, of both sexes, met him on the
shore of the little river, singing and dancing up to
In return for their courtesy, he
their knees in water.
gave them knives and beads and they continued their
music till he was beyond hearing it.
When Cartier had brought his ships to the har
bor and secured them, he intimated his intention to

he contrived

tillage

Those on

)d there to lay up his ships.
Near this place was a village called Stadacona, of
It was environed
Which Donacona was the lord.
with forest trees, some of which Imre fruit anil un

cona was

by

STORY.

HI

j

;

BIOGRAPHIES OF THE EARLY
Governor in Canada and
Hockelaga

was appointed

When

his pilot,

with the

;

and Cartier

command

of

five

a century.
The last account of Roberval
1519, he sailed with his brother on some

is

that, in

voyage of
discovery, and never returned.
de
In this fiist visit, which the natives
of Canada re
ceived from the
positive,
Europeans, we have a striking instance
he sailed from St. Malo on the 23d of
1540.
of their primitive manners.
May
The winds were adverse and the
Suspecting no danger,
tedious.
and influenced by no fear,
they embraced the stranger
The ships were scattered, and did notvoyage
arrive at the with unaffected
Their
huts
joy.
were open to re
place of their destination till the 23d of August when ceive
him, their fires and furs to
give warmth and rest
they came to the port of St. Croix in the river of Can
to his
weary limbs their food was shared with him or
ad a
in
exchange for his trifles they were ready with
The first inquiry made by the natives was for thei given
their simple medicines to heal his
diseases and his
countrymen who had been&quot; carried away. The an
wounds; they would wade through rivers and climb
swer was, that Donacona was dead, and that the oth
rocks and mountains to
guide him in his way and they
ers had become
great Lords, were married in France
would remember and requite his kindness more
than it
and refused to return. Neither sorrow nor resent
deserved.
ment were shown on this occasion
but a secret jeal
for them
set
Unhappily
too
they
high a value on
ousy, which had been long working, received
their new guest.
strength
Imagining him to be of a heavenly
from an answer so liable :o
suspicion.
were extravagant and
origin,
they
unguarded in their
The history of this voyage
first attachment, and from some
being imperfect, it is no
specimens ofhis su
possible to say. in what particular manner this
jealou
periority, obvious to their senses, they expected more
Cartier made another excursion,
sy operated.
h-.n
up the
ought ever to be expected from beings of the
river
and pile lied on a
place about four leagues above same species.
But when the mistake was discover
St. Croix to
lay up three of his vessels for tie winter.
and
the stranger whom
ed,
they adored proved to be
The other two he sent back to
France, to inform the no more than human,
having the same inferior desires
Kinfe of what they had done and that Roberval had and
with
themselves
passions
when
ships.
they were ready to sail, Roberval
not finished his preparations, and wag therefore
tained.
The King s orders to Cartier bein&amp;lt;r

had

them

;

;

;

;

not arrived.
At the new harlxiur, which he had chosen for his
ships, was a small river, runninn in a
serpentine
course to the south.
On the eastern side of its en
trance was a high and
on
the
steep clilf;
top of which,
they built a fort and called it Charleburo-.
the

Below,

ships were drawn up and fortified, as
they had been
in the firmer winter which
he spent here.
Not far
from the fort were some rocks
containing chrystals
they denominated diamonds and on the shore
were picked up certain
specks of a yellow substance,
;

;

which

their imaginations refined into
gold.
found in abundance
and a kind of

Iron ore
was
black slate
with veins of an
apparent metallic substance.
In what manner thev
passed the winter, the defec
tive accounts which we have
do not inform us.
In the
spring of the following year, Cartier and his
company
having heard nothing of Roberval
and concluding
that they were abandoned
by their friends and exposto perish in a climate the
most severe, and amonir
people whose conduct toward them was totally chana
ed, determined to return to France.
Acc ordingfy
;

;

having set sail, at the breaking up of the ice,
they ar
rived in the harbor of St. John s
in

Newfoundland,
June where
they met Roberval. who
.ith three
and
two
ships
hundred persons, male and
female, had sailed from Rochelle in
and were
April
on their way to establish a
Carcolony in Canada.
tier went on board Roberval s
ship, and showed him
liumonds and gold which he had found but
told
sometime

in

;

;

;

j..

,&quot;r

bhged him

hoslilc d
&quot;PMtion

to quit the
country ;
represented to him as capable of

of the natives had
which however he

profitable cultivation
LOberval ordered him to return to
Canada; but Car
er privately sailed out of the
harbor in the niht,and
his
pursocd
voyage to France.

Mortified

and disappointed,

Roberval continued

some time longer at St. John s before he
proceeded,
and about the end of
arrived at
r

had

July

quitted.

There

the place which
he erected a fort oa a

commanding eminence, and another

at its foot

;

in

which were deposited all the
provision.ammunition.artillery, implements of
husbandry, and other materials
lor the intended

colony.
In September, two vessels were sent
back to France,
to carry
specimens of chrvstal. and fetch provisions
lor tbe next
year the stores which they had brought
being much reduced.
By the help of the fish which
they tool; in the river, and the game which
they pro
cured from the
well husbandino
savages; and
;

by
hc-ir
provisions, they lingered out a tedious winter
having suffered much from the scurvy, of which about
them died. In addition to this
distress, Robirval exercised such
severity in his government, that
one man was
hanged, several were laid in irons, and
f both sexes underwent
the discipline of the
.

In April the ice
began to
of June he
proceeded

n&quot;h

break up
and on the
up the river; leaving De
;

two were

the

directed his march.

;

;

;

killed,
others escaped, and report
ed to their
countrymen that the iMrrun of fire had
invaded their territories;
upon which the smaller towns
were deserted and the
natives hid in the woods
met
with a Spaniard of the
Having
party of Nar
vaez, who had been wrecked on the
coast, and had been
live yean a
captive with the Indians, Soto made
use ol him as a
messenger to them to inquire for gold
and silver: and wherever
he could receive any infor:ion
respecting these precious metals, thither he

His manner of
marching was this; The horsemen
imed bags of corn
and other provisions the foot-men
marched by ihe side of the
horses, and the swine were
riven before them. When
they first landed they had
nmecn female swine, which
in two years increased
to several hundreds
the warmth of the climate
being
;

;

avorable to their
propagation, and, the forests yielding

them a plenty of

food.

The

first summer and
winter were spent in the
pe
ninsula of Honda, not far from
the bay of Apalache
Mia the beginning of the
following pring, having
sent back his vessels to

Cuba

part ofhis

men

for supplies,

and

left

a

at the
port, where he expected the ships
he marched towards the north and east
in
especially
they search of a place called
found their confidence
Yupaha, where he had been
misplaced and their generous informed there was
gold.
then the rage of
friendship ill requited
In this march he crossed the
jealousy ex
river Altamaha, and
tinguished the virtue of benevolence and they
the Ogechee, and
strug
probably
came, as he was informed,
gled to rid themselves of him, as an enemy, whom within two
of
days
the
journey
bay of St. Helena,
they had received into their bosom as a friend.
where the Spaniards had been
On the other hand, it was too common for the Eu
severafyearE before. In
this march he staid not
more than a week in any
ropean adventurer to regard the man of nature as an one
place.
nferior being; and whilst he availed himself ofhis
He then set his face northward, and
having passed
strength and experience, to abuse his confidence, and a
hilly country, came to a district called
Chalaque,
repay his kindness with insult and injury to stigmauch is supposed to be the
now called Che
country
ize him as a heathen and a
savage, and to bestow on rokee, on the upper branches of tUe river
Savannah.
lim the epithets of deceitful,
lne e he turned
treacherous, and cruel
vetlirard, in search of a place call
hough he himself had first set the example of these ed Lhiaha, and in this route he
crossed the Allegany
letestable vices.
ridge, and came to Chiaha, where his horses and men
being excessively fatigued, he rested
thirty days. The
horses fed in a
meadow, and the people lay under the
FIBMNANDO DE SOTO His expedition Hi adventures He trees, the weather
and
the natives in
hot,
being
very
penetrates into Ihe interior of the country His difficulty with
This was in the months of
peace.
the Im.mns Encounter with the Indians in which
and June.
May
many are
killed
His death.
During their abode there Ihey heard of a country call
ed
The travels and transactions of this adventurer are
Chisca, where was copperand another metal of the
same color. This
f so little importance in the
country lay northward, and a party
history of America, that
was
sent with Indian
should not have thought them
guides to view it. Their report
worthy of notice had
that the mountains were
not been, that some gentlemen of
was,
impassable, and Soto
ingenuity and
did not
have
had
to
recourse
to
the
earning
attempt
proceed any farther in that direction.
expedition of this
From
a
as
a
means
careful
of
the
of
the
paniard
inspection
solving
question respectmaps in the Ame
ng the mounds and fortifications, of a regular con rican Atlas, I am inclined to think that the place where
struction, which within a few years past have been Soto crossed the mountains was within the
thirty-fifth
discovered in the thickest shades of the American degree of latilude.
In Delisle s
map. a village called
forest.*
Though the opinion seems to have been Canasaga is laid down on the N. W. side of the Allegany, or (as it is sometimes called) the Apalachian
candidly given up by one of the writers who attempt
of mountains, in that latitude
ed to defend it
and Chiaha is
yet as what was published on the ridge
said
in koto s
subject may have impressed some persons with an
journal to be five days westward from
to return,

;

;

;

I

;

.

&quot;

FERDINANDO DE SOTO.

;

;

;

idea that these works were of
European fabric, I shall
briefly relate the history of Solo s march
and the dif
ficulties which atlend the
supposition that he was the
builder of any of these fortifications.
After the conquest of Mexico and Peru, in the be
ginning of the sixteenth century, the inextinguishaable thirst for gold, which had seized the
Spanish ad
venturers, prompted them to search for that bewitch
ing metal vt hercver there could be any prospect of
finding it. Three unsuccessful attempts had been made
;

in Florida, by Ponce, Gomez, and JS arvaez
but hecause these adventurers did not
penetrate the interior
of
ihe
continent, FERDI.VAXDO DE SOTO, Govern
parts
or of Cuba, who had been a
companion of the Pizarros in their Peruvian expedition, and had there
amas
sed much wealth, projected a march into
Florida, of
which country he had the title of
Adelantado, or Pre
sident.
He sailed from the port of Havannah,
May
18, 1539. with nine vessels, six hundred men.t two
hundred and thirteen horses, and a herd of
swine, and
arrived on the 30th of the same month in the
bay of
Espiritu Santo, on the western coast of the peninsula
of Florida.
Being a soldier of fortune and determined on con
;

he immediately pitched his
camp and secured it.
foraging parly met with a few Indians who resisted

quest,

A

Canasaga,

To ascertain the situation of Chiaha, we must ob.
serve that it is said to be
subject to Ihe Lord of Cosa,
which is situate on an eastern branch of the
Mobile;

and Solo

sick men came dinmthe river from Chiaha
This river could be none but a branch of the
.Mobile; and his course was Ihen turned toward the
smith. In Ihis march he
passed through Alibama, Tahse, Tascalusa, names which are still known and
marked on the maps, lill he came to the town of Mavilla, which the French pronounce Mouville and Mas

in bouts.

was then a walled town, but the walls wre
The inhabitants had conceived a
disgust to
Spaniards, which was augmented by an outrage

bille.

It

of wood.
the

committed on one of their chiefs, and
finally broke out
in a severe conflict, in which two thousand of
the in
nocent natives were slain, and
of
the Spaniards
many
killed and wounded, and the town was
burnt.
This
was in Ihe latter end of October.
It is probable that Soto intended to
pass the winter
in the neighborhood of that
village, if he could have
on
terms
with the Indians
kept
friendly
fbr there he
could have had a communication with Cuba.
There
he heard that the vessels which he had sent to Cuba
for supplies were arrived at
Ochus(Ptnsacola,) where
he agreed to meet them; but he
k.-pt this information
secret, because he had not yet made
any discoveries
which his Spanish friend* would think
worthy of re
The country about him was
gard.
populous and hos
tile, and,
being void of gold or silver, was not an ob
;

Kpyeze, h ls Lieutenant, to command in his absence
If the render wishes to see a
particular investigation ol this
with orders to embark for
France, if he should not re
hypothesis, t* may consult the American Magazine, primeil at
turn by the middle of
for December 17S7,
New-York,
July.
January and February 1788,
and
some
As the account of the
Birasei|uent numbers compared Kith the Columbian
expedition tnds here, we can Magazine, printed at
Philadelphia, for September and Xovrin- ject for him to possess at the risk of
only remark that the
losing his army,
colony was broken up; and no
of which above an hundred had
farther
He
t In Prince s Chronology it is said that Solo had 900
attempt was made by the French to establish
already perished.
men, but
he
Purchas
for
after
themselves in Canada, till after the
quotes
his aulhorky, in whose book the cum
therefore,
slaying twenty-eight days for the re
expiration of half ber ii
ix hundwd.
ofhis
covery
wounded, determined on a retreat.
:

&quot;

AMERICAN HISTORY.
In this retreat it has been supposed that he penetra
The trutli is, that
ted northward, beyond the Ohio.
he began his march from Mavilla, a village near the
mouth of the Mobile, on the 18th of November, and
on the 17th of December arrived at Chicaca, an In
dian village of twenty houses, where they remained
till the. next April.
The distance, the time, the nature of the country,
the course and manner of the inarch, and the name of
the village, all concur to determine this winler station
of Soto to be a village of the Chitketaif Indians, sit
uate on the upper part of the Yasou, a branch of the
from
Mississippi, about eighty league? northwestward
Mobile, and not less than one hundred and forty
leagues south-westward from the Muskingum, where
the great fortifications, which gave rise to this inquiry
are found.
From Chicaca, in the spring, he went
westward, and crossed a river within the thirty-fourth
degree of latitude, which he called Rio Grande, and
which is now known to he the Mississippi.
On the western side of the Mississippi, after ramhling all summer, he spent the next winter, at a place
called Autiamqiie, where he enclosed his camp with
With
a wall of timber, the work of three days only.
three
in this enclosure he lodged safely during
months ; and in the succeeding spring, the extreme
fatigue and anxiety which he had suffered, threw him
into a fever, of which he died. May 21, 1542, at GnaTo prevent his death from being known to the
coya.
Indians, his body was sunk in the middle of a river.
His Lieutenant, Louis de Moscosco, continued to
ramble ou the western side of the Mississippi, till the
when worn with fatigue, disappoint
next summer
ment, and loss of men. he built seven boats, called
brigantines, on the Mississippi, in which, the shatter
ed remnants, consisting ot three hundred and eleven,
returned to Cuba, in September, 1513.
The place where Soto died is said to have been on
the bank of the lied river, a western branch of the
;

The place where the rem
Mississippi, in hit. 31.
nant of his army built their vessels and embarked for
Cuba, is called in the journal Minoya. They were
seventeen days in sailing down Ihe river, and they
computed the distance to be two hundred and fiftv
leagues.*

From this account, faithfully abridged from Pnrchas
and compared with the best maps, I am fully persua
ded that lite whole country through which Solo trav
elled on the eastern side ot the
Mississippi is compre
hended within Florida, Georgia and South Carolina
and that he never went farther northward than the
35th
35th de
degree of latitude, which is distant two degrees
southward
southward from any part of the Ohio.
The conclusion then is, that he could not have been the builder of
;

those fortifications still remaining in that part of the
continent which lies N. W. of the Ohio.
Nor indeed
can any works which he erected for the security of his
them
camp be subsisting at this time for the best
were made of wood, ami were intended to cover his
men and protect his horses and swine only during one
winter.
o&quot;f

;

The works which have

so much excited curiosity
and conjecture, are far more numerous, extensive and
durable.
are
found
in
various and distant pla
They
ces, in the interior part of the continent, on both sides
of the Mississippi; on the Ohio and its branches; on

James and Potowmack

rivers

in

Virginia

;

the

in

country of the Six Nations, and on the shores of
Lake Erie where they arc exceedingly numerous.
The most obvious mode of solving the question re
specting them, is by inquiry of the present natives.
;

But the structures are too ancient for their tradition
the oldest and wisest men know nothing of their orig
inal.
The form ami materials of these works, indi

;

men superior to the
present race, in improvement, in design, and in that
patience which must have accompanied the labor of
erecting them.
cate the existence of a raee of

Trees which have been found growing on them
have been cut down, and from indubitable marks, are
known to have been upwards of three hundred years
old
nor were these the first
growth upon them.
The mounds and ramparts are constructed of earth,
and have acquired a firmness and solidity, which ren
der it probable that they are the work of some remote
who had different ideas
age and some other people
of convenience and were better
acquainted wish the
arts ot defence
and in fact were much more, numer
:

,

;

ous than the ancestry of those natives, of
our fathers have hail
any knowledge.
* Mr.

I

nnix,

rurchas, from

in

whom we or
It

is

to

be

hisclm. imlosy, says 4HO, in figures but
says &quot;two hundred and fifty.&quot;

whom he quotes,

;

and after long solicitation, being assisted by somo
friends, he set sail from Plymouth with five ships, car

and are cul
hopcd that the persons who now occupy

these singular buildings are
tivating the lands where
some at
found, will preserve, as far as (hey are able,
least of these monuments of unknown ages; that as
and
of
time,
may
they have long resisted the ravages
researches of the present genera
possibly bailie the
of
as
subsist
specsubjects
tion,
unimpaired

they

rying two hundred and sixty men, on the eleventh of
15.SI3
and on the eleventh of July arrived off tlbay of St. John, on the eastern coast ot Newfoundland
Thirtv-six fishing vessels were then in the harbor,
who refused him admittance. He prepared to enter
bv force of arms; but previously sent in his boat with
on sight of
his commission from Queen Elizabeth

June

may

ulation to our posterity.

;

;

HUMPHREY GILBERT.

which they submitted, and lie sailed into the port.
The intention of this voyage was to take forma! pos
session of the island, and oi the fishery on i(s bajiks,
for the crown of England. This w;;s. done in the fol

sails on a voyage ofilisruvery, ai-rnmpanieil liy a
niiinher of gentlemen of rank mid fortuneThey get reduced
one another Seizure of a French vessel with
devour
They
HUMPHREY GILBERT He ohthe

Master Hnre

English
pruvision by
tains a commission from Queen Elizabeth He sails and is
pul linck His dithculovertaken by a sionn Is hlk f-d
He ajr ain sets sail with live ships and arrives in Amer
[JP.J
lakes
He
icaHis reception
imssessinn in the name of the
Queen He establishes lawn He sails cm his return Loss
-of the Delight Loss of the vessel with Gilbert on board.
of Newfoundland by the C aAFTER the
I

lowing manner

On Monday

I&quot;

had

among

the

his tent pitched

&amp;lt;,wn

;

English,

i-&amp;gt;n

Thru a turf
read, and interpreted to the foreigners.
and a twig were ileli\ered to him, which I.e r.-tci-.cd

But whilst one ad

met with many severe checks.

Admiral Gilbert

on shore, in sight ol all the ship
and being attended by his
ping
people, sum
moned the merchants and masters of \issels. both
Englishmen and others to be present ;tl the ceremony.
When they were all assembled, his ci mi; iswr.:,

discovery

bots, the passion for adventure,

:

Ihe fifth of AugHft,

venturer after another was returning home from an
unsuccessful voyage, intended to penetrate unknown
seas to China foreigners were reaping the benefit of

with a ha/le wand.

Immediately, proclau. alien wa.3
of his commission from Ihe Queen,
the crown of Euglard. if the
he
took
for
their partial discoveries.
possession
Within the first forty years we have no account of harbor of St. John, and two hundred hvrucs every
to prosecute the way round it.
any attempt made by the English
He then published three laws, for the governs cnt
that in 1536,
liscovery of the new continent, except
two vessels containing one hundred and twenty per of the territory. By the first, public woi-ship was es
sons, of whom thirty where gentlemen of education tablished according to Ihe mode of the church of Eng
Master Hore land. By the second, the attempting of any thii;g [ireand character, under the conduct of
a voyage to Newfoundland; but judicial to her Majesty s title w as deeliiri J Ire.isen. ac
London&quot; made
so little oi the na
cording to Ihe laws of England. 1 v he thin!, !..- ut
they were so ill provided, and knew
ture of the country, that they suffered the extremity tering of words to the dishonor of her Majesfv was to
be punished with the loss of cars ai,d the o lii .-cation
of famine.
For, notwithstanding the immense quan
of property.
tities of fish and fowl to be found on those coasts
nests
The proclamation being finished, nssent ahd obedi
of birds
they were reduced so low as to watch the
were signified by loud acclamations. A pill.tr was
ence
fish
which
of prey and rob them of the
they brought
To collect this scanty supply, erected, bearing a plate of lead, on which the Queen s
ID feed their young.
and several of tie merchants
with a mixture of roots and herbs, the men dispersed arms were engravi n
themselves in Ihe woods, until several of them were took grants of land, in see farm on which they might
cure their fish, as they had done belore.
It was at first thought they were devoured
missing.
A tax of provision, by her Majesty s authority, wns
bv wild beasts; but it was found that they met with a
more tragical fate; the stronger having killed the levied on all Ihe ships. This tax wns reaihlv paid;
weaker and feasted on their llesh. In the ruidst of besides which, the Admiral received presents nf \\ine,
this distress, a French ship arriving wilh a supply of
fruit, and other refreshments, chiefly from the Portu
returned to Eng
guese.
provisions, they took her by forehand
This formal possession, taken by Sir Humphrey
land
leaving to Ihe Frenchmen their own smaller
Gilbert, in crliscquence of the discovery by the Cabots,
vessels, and dividing the provision between them.
the
foundation of the right and title of the crown of
was
made
to
is
act
of
King
piracy
Complaint of this
Henry VIII; who know ing the miseries of the unfor England to the territory of Newfoundland and to the
fishery on its banks.
tunate crew, instead of punishing them, paid the dam
As far as the time would permit, a survey w;is made
age out of his own coiTers.
Within the succeeding forty years, the English had of Ihe country one principal object of uhii h v.-is the,
begun to make some advantage by the fishery and in discovery of mines anil minerals. The tnineralogist
honest and re
l57S,the state of it is thus described. &quot;There are about was a Saxon, who is characterized as
This man brought to Ihe Admiral first a
one hundred sail of Spaniards who come to take cod; ligious.
who make it. all wet, and dry it when they come home; specimen of iron, then a kind of ore, which, on th.i
besides twenty or thirty more, who come from Biscay peril of his life, he protested lobe silver.
The Adimto kill whales for train. These be better appointed lor ral enjoined secrecy, and sent it on board;
luliii
munition
than
other
na
to
and
furniture
of
have
it assayed, when
sra.
any
they should gel
shipping
The company being dispersed abroad, ^on.e were
tion .save the English ; who commonly are lords of the
harbors. As touching their tonnage, I think it may be taken sick and (lit d smue hid themselves in he w nods,
near five or six thousand. Of Portugals, there are not with an intention to go home, by the first opportunity;
above fiflv sail, whose tonnage may amount to three anil others cut one of the vessels out of the harbor and
Of the French na carried her oil.
ih.iusaiid, anil they make all wet.
the most of
tion are about one hundred and fifty sail
Oo the yoth of August, Ihe Admiral. haMiig col
their shipping is \ory small, not past fort} tons; among lected as many of his men as could be found.
or
which some are great and reasonably well appointed
dered one of his vessels to stay arid lake nil il:e sick ;
so
as
well
the Span
better than the Portugals, and not
set sail with three ships; the
elighl, tin Hind and
iards
the burden of them may be about seven thous
the Squirrel.
He coasted along Ihe southern part of
and. The English vessels have increased in fouryears the island, wilh a view to make Cape Bretou und tho
n m thirty to fifty sail.
The trail e which our nation Isle ol Sable; on which last, he had heaid that eallle
hath to Iceland, niakelh, that the English arc not there and swine had been landed by the Portuguese, thirty
in such numbers as olher nations.
years be-fore.
The next year (1579) Queen Elizabeth granted to
Being entangled among shoals and involved in
Sir Humphrey Gilbert, a patent for the discovering, fogs, the Delight struck on a sand bank nnd was lost.
occupying and peopling of such remote, heathen and Fourteen men only saved themselves in a hin:t; tho
barbarous countries as were not actually possessed by loss of the Saxon refiner was particularly nolcd, and
any Christian people.&quot; Inconsequence of this grant nothing farther was heard of ihe siher ore. This
many of his friends joined him, and preparations were misfortune determined ihe Admiral lo return to Eng
made for an expedition, which promised to he highly land, without attempting to make any farther d -coBut before Ihe licet was ready, some veries, or to take possession of any olher part of
advantageous.
On his passage, he met wilh bad weattur.
Gilbert America.
declined and retracted -their engagements.
wish a few companions, sailed but a violent storm, in The Squirrel frigate in which Sir Humphrey sailed,
was overloaded on her deck
which one of the ships foundered, caused them to re
but he persisted in
This misfortune involved him in debt and he Making his passage in her, notwithstanding ihe rcturn.
had no way to satisfy the demands of his creditors, monstrances of his friends&quot;, in the Hind, who would
but by grants of land in America. By such means the have persuaded him to sail with them.
From the
country was not likely to be peopled, nor the conditions circumstance of his reluming from his first voyage
to
its
was
of his patent fulfilled.
He
without accomplishing
object, it had been reported
obliged therefore
sell his estate before he could make another attempt
that he was afraid of the sea
had he yielded to tin

made, that by virlue
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BIOGRAPHIES OF THE EARLY DISCOVERERS.

15

July came into shoal waters where the odoriferous Could there be a more engaging specimen of generoui
smell of flowers indicated the land to be near, though hospitality 1
When the wind abated, and the vessels were near not within sight. On the fourth they saw land along
These people were characterised as gentle, loving
void of guile and treachery
enough, the Admiral was seen constantly slitting in which they sailed forty leagues before they found an and faithful
living af
the stern with a book in his hand.
On the 9th of entrance. At the first opening, they cast anchor, (July ter the manner of the golden age caring only to feed
September, he was seen for the last time; and was 13,) and having devoutly given thanks to God, for their themselves, with such food as the soil alTordeth, and
heard by the people in the Hind to say,
are as safe arrival on the coast, they went ashore in their boats, to defend themselves from the cold, in their short
In the following and took possession in the name of Queen Elizabeth. winter. *
near heaven by sea as by land.
The place where they landed was a sandy island,
No farther discovery was made ofthe country by
night, the lights of his ship suddenly disappeared.
The people in he other vessel kept a good louk out for called Wococon,* about sixteen miles in length and six these adventurers. From the natives they obtained
the
On
the
remainder
of
the
full
in breadth,
of cedars, pines, cypress, sassafras, some uncertain account of its geography,
him, during
voyage.
andofaship
twenty-second of September, they arrived, through and other trees
among which were many vines load which had been wrecked on the coast between twen
much tempest and peril, at Falmouth. But nothin; ed with grapes. In the woods they found deer and ty and thirty years before. They carried away two
more was scon or heard of tin: Admiral.
hares
and in the waters and marshes various kinds of the natives, Wanchese and Manteo and arrived in
Whilst his zeal for the interest of the Crown, and of fowl but no human creature was seen till the the west of England about the middle of
September.
the settlements of its American dominions, has been third day
whim a canoe, with three men, came along
The account of this discovery was so welcome to
iias been blamed for his te
One of them landed and, without any Queen Elizabeth, that she named the country Virgin
by the shore.
largely commended
own and other men s fortunes fear or precaution, met the Europeans and addressed ia either in memory of her own virginity, or because
merity in lavishing
in the prosecution of his designs.
This is not the them in a friendly manner, in his own language. They it retained its virgin purity, and the people their pri
ve him mitive simplicity.
only instance of a waste of property in consequence carried him on board one of their vessels
of sanguine expectations
About this time Ualeigh was elected knight of the
which, though ruinous to a shirt and some other trifles, and regaled him with
the first adventurers, has produced solid advantages to meat and wine.
He then returned to his canoe and shire, for his native county of Devon and in the
their sui cesaor.s.
with his companions went a fishing.
When the ca Parliament which was held in the succeeding winter,
Or Forster has a remark on one of the incidents of noe was tilled, they brought the fish on shore and di he caused a bill to be brought into the House of Com
tills
vided them into two heaps ; making signs, that each mons to confirm his patent tor the discovery of foreign
voyage which is worthy of repetition and remem
brance.
It is very clear (says he) in the instance of ofthe vessels should take one.
After much debate, the bill was carried
countries.
the Portuguese having stocked the Isle of Sable with
The next day, several canoes came in which were through both houses, and received the royal assent.
domestic auinals, that the discoverers of the new world forty or fifty people, and amung them was
Grangam- In addition to which, the Queen conferred on him the
were men uf humanity desirous of providing for such meo, brother of Wingina King of the country who order of Knighthood.
unfortunate p.iple as might happen to be cast away was confined at home by the wounds, which he had
A second expedition being resolved on, Sir Richard
on those coasts. The false policy of modem times is received in battle, with a neighbouring Prince. The Grenville himself took the command, and with seven
callous and tyrannical, exporting dogs to devour them. manner of his-approach was fearless and
respectful. vessels, large and small, sailed from Plymouth, on the
Are these the happy consequences of the so much lie left his boats at a distance ; and came along the ninth of April, 1585. They went in the usual course
boasted enlightened state of the present age, and re
where they
shore, accompanied by all his people, till he was abreast by the Canaries and the West Indies
finement of manners, peculiar to our times 1
Father of the ships. Then advancing with four men only, took two Spanish prizes
and, after narrowly escap
of mercies, when will philanthropy again take up her who
spread a mat on the ground, he sat down on one ing shipwreck on Cape Fear, arrived at Wococon the
abode in the breasts of men, of Christians, and the end and the four men on the other. When the English 26th of June.*
rulers of this earth
The natives came, as before, to bid them welcome
went on shore, armed, he beckoned to them to come and
which they did, and lie made signs of joy ami to trade with them.
sit by him
Manteo, whom thev had
and friendship, striking with his hand on his head and brought back proved a faithful guide, and piloted them
\V A L T E R R A L E I G H,
In an excursion of eight
breast, and then on theirs, to show that they were all about from place to place.
None of his people spoke a word and when ihe clays with their boats, they visited several Indian vil
one.
GRE VILLE
on
the
islands
and
on
the main, adjoining to
English ollered them presents, he took them all into lages,
WALTER RALFianRpIntive of Gilbert Obtains a commig- his
own possession making signs that they were his Albemarle Sound. At one place, called Aquascogok,
fiinn from QIIHIPH Eli/Hbi-th
He sails for America Their
arrival
Gi an^animeo, the Indian chief Description of an seavants and that all which they had, belonged to him. an Indian stole from them a silrercup. Inquiry being
Indian illagii Hospitality ami kindness of the natives Re
After this interview, the natives came in great num
made, the offender was detected and promised to re
turn nf R-jlc-L h and hi a party in England with two natives
store it
but the promise being not speedily perform
bers and brought skins, coral, and materials for dyes
named by Elizabeth Another expedition under
ed, a hasty and severe revenge was taken, by the orders
f Sir
the oimnmnd
Kichard Grenvi
Their arrival in but when Granganimeo was present, none were per
America Riijhiui
of Grenville Ilia return Death of mitted to trade, bul himself and those who had a piece of Grenville; the town was burnt and the corn dfrdetermines on a revenire He isen- of
Gransanimen
copper on their heads. Nothing pleased him somuch st roved in the fields, (July 16) whilst the affrighted
solicitation of his friends, the
indelible.

stigma might have heen
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n&amp;lt;*ina

nared hy the English and killed Departure ofthe English
Anotner expedition Their arrival A dispute in the com
pany Governor of Virginia returns to Euirlarid to solicit
supplies His ill-success Disappointments and losses of Ra
leigh
Departure of the Governor tor Virginia His arrival
Kind* the colony deserted and in ruins He returns to England~Jjitroductioii of Tobacco in Europe Anecdote of Sir
Waller Ralri-h.

as a tin plate, in which he

interest,

;

|

it

to

be.&quot;

Taking advantage ofthe Gulf Stream, they apand on the second of
jproached the c;ast of Florida
;

!

woods

for

From

safety.

this

ill

it most
prudent to pass the night in their
which they launched and laid at anchor. At ihi

boat,

f

she

was much

grieved

;

but rinding

all

her solicitation,

ineffectual, she ordered the victuals in the pots to be
on board, with mats to cover the people from the

put

and appointed several persons of both sexes
keep guard on the beach during the whole night.
rain

;

to

one of those which
is nineniliy supposed tu
of Uhemarle sound, on the coast M
Barlow, in hi:- letter to Sir W. Raleigh, preserved
with seven oilier*, went in fiboi.it
hy Hakluyl, savs, that
twenty &quot;miles into the river Occam, am!, the evening follow
ing, caim. t an inland called Roanoke, distant from the har
bor Ity whieh he entered, seven leasmes at the north end
.Mr. Siitli, v. lio wrote tin- h^mry of
thereof was a vill ure.&quot;
Virginia, ami whu acknowledges that lit had hot s^t-a this letter in English but in a Latin translation, supposes that tin- is
land Woronni must lie between cape Hattera^ ;tml ripe- Kt-ar,
and that the distance miiibt be 30 It-a^iie*. But it app.-ac* from
Barlow s letter tlmt ihe boat went in one day ami came in tliP
the dblaure
twice
evening to the north LIU! of Rosimke
meiiiioned, nure in miles and o;ice in leagues. I ire no reason
Barlow.
to
Stith
s
in
admit
therefore, to
conjecture
opposition
Still) however apppears to have been a very clo,e and accurate
impiii L-r, as far as his materials and opportunity periniued.
is made of Indian corn beaten in a morlur and .-?f Honriny
boiled either by ii-vif or in ihe
parated from. the bran j then
bruih of meat.
I.-IUILL!

s

!)&amp;lt;

mouth

.N&quot;i

CaroiiM.i.

i

Of the colony left in Virginia, Ralph Lane was ap
He was a military man, of con
pointed Governor.
siderable reputation in (he service.
Philip Amadas,
who had commanded in ihp first voyage, was Admiral.
the
chose
island
of
Uoanoke in the mouth of
They
Albt mark Sound, as the place of their residence and
their chief employment was to explore and survey the
country, and describe the persons and manners of its
For these purposes, Sir Walter Raleigh
inhabitants.
had sent John Withe, an ingenious painter ; and
Thomas Heriot, a skilful mathematician, atid a man
both of whom performed theij:
of curious observation
parts with fidelity and success.!
1

i

|

;

|

ever thought

i

I

j

;

:

The farthest discovery which they made to the
southward of Koanokc was Secotan, an Indian town
between ihe rivers of Pamptico ami Ne*js, distant
To the northward they went about
eighty tongues.
forty leagues, to a nation called Chesepeags, on a
small river now called Elisabeth, which falls into
*

In&quot;,

&quot;

1

i

;

found

!

;

lie

&quot;

their clothes,

;

Ui&quot;

to strengthen his

their feet

;

same time the Queen granted him another
patent to license the vending of wine, throughout the
kingdom that by
profits thence arising he might
be able to bear the expense o! his intended plan of
Further

and

ordered
their boat to be drawn ashore and their oars to be se
cured and then seated them with venison, fish, fruits,
and homony t \\ hilst they were at supper, some of
her men came in from hunting, with their bows and
arrows in their bands on which her guests began to
but she ordered their bows to be
mistrust danger
and
taken from ihrin, and their arrows to be broken
The English howthen turned them out at the gate.

or natiuu.
About the

engaged the assistance of two wealthy kinsmen. Sir
Uicha.nl Grenville and William Sanderson.
They
provided two barks, anil having well furnished them
with men aiv.l provisions, put them under the comijidiul of Philip Amadas and Arthur Barlow, who sail
ed from the west of England, April 27, 1584.
They took the usual route by the way of the Canaries and the West Indies
the reason of which is thus
expressed in the account of this vovage written by
because *ve doubted that the current of the
Uarlow,
bay ofMexico between the cape of Florida and Havanna had been of greater force than we afterwards

the

i

washed

tality,

_,

colonization.

fled to

:

half brother,

;

people

it

;

;

by the mother s side, to Sir
Humphrey Gilbert, and was at the expense of filling
out one ofthe ships of his squadron.
Notwithstand
ing the unhappy f.ite of bis brother, he persisted in his
...
of
.
design
a
making a settlement in America. Being
^ a
favorite in the court of Queen Elizabeth, he obtained
a patent, bearing date tbe 25th of March, 1581, for
the discovering and planting of any hinds and countrifri which were not
possessed by any Christian prince

hung

;

;

was

a hole and

judged act of violence, may be dated the misfortunes
and failure of this colony.
to
visit him at his
and invited them
Leaving one hundred and eight persons to attempt a
village, on the
settlement. Grenville proceeded wilh his fleet to the
north end of an isiand called Rounuke.
where he received a visit from
This village consisted of nine houses, built of cednr, island of Hatteras
and fortified with sharp palisades. When the English Graniranimeo, and then Failed for England. On the
13th of September he arrived at Plymouth; with a
arrived there in their boat, Granganimeo was absent
but his wife entertained them with the kindest hospi- rich Spanish prize which he had taken on the passage.

TIIK distinguished figure, which the life of Sir Wal
ter Raleigh makes in the history of England renders
unnecessary any other account of him here, than what
and particularly
respects bis adventures in America
iu Virginia
f which colony he is acknowledged to
have bt on the unfortunate founder.
lie

made

over his breast, as a piece of defensive armour.
He
supplied them every day with venison, fish, and fruits,

;

[

i:&amp;gt;

Mr. Stun mistakes

in

spying

May

20,

and Sir William

who copies lor him, adopts the same mistake.
The ilra\vin2H which Mr Wiihc made were engraven and
printed at Frankfort (lofX)) by Theodore De Bry. They repKfHli,
t

resented the persons and habits of the natives,

their

employ

ments, diver-ions, and superstitions.
these, the prims
ia Beverly s history ofViruima arc copied,
Mr. Heriot wrou- a topographical (h scription of the country
.UK! its nacural-histury, which in preserved inllakluyfy cnJlertion
vol. iii. Oil !. U v.a* tranelau d into L;itin. and published by De
Bry in Iii.- collection .f vnynifes. It h-i.^ been supposed itmt Rak-ii h himself came
Virginia wijli this colony. This is a misrounded on a mistranslation of a jmssugc in Ht-rior.s nartuki:,
&quot;Theactions ot tlioso
raiive. I; h thus c \presae-d in English
lio have lii-en hy Sir Waller K:i!HL h t-in-rriii employed.
Fr&amp;lt;&amp;gt;m

n&amp;gt;

(.

:

r

Tj.
.
1

Widterum
.2-

Kali yh, in

&quot;-

.sum. Suth.
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Chesepeag bay, below Norfolk. To the westward
they went up Albemarle Sound and Chowan river,
about forty leagues, to a nation called Chowanogs
whose king, Menatonona, amused them with a story
of a copper mine and a pearl fishery in search of
which they spent so much time and HO exhausted
their provisions, that they were glad to eat their dogs
before they returned to Roanoke.

driven hack by ships of superior force, to the great
mortification of their patron, and the ruin of b s colony.
These disappointments were a source of vexation

;

;

During
died and
;

object of their inquiry was, to find, through some open*ings which appeared in it, a passage to India and China.
For this purpose several expensive and unsuc
cessful voyages were made
and every hint which

!

i

He

j

to Raleigh.
had expended forty thousand pounds,
of his own and other men s money, in pursuit of his
He
favorite object, and his gains were yet to come.

therefore

made an assignment

of his patent (March

;

throw any light on the subject was eagerly
sought and attended to hy those who considered itg

could

importance.
JOHN DE FUCA

7,

Thomas Smith, and other merchants and ad
Granganimeo venturers, among whom was Governor White, with a

this excursion, their friend
his brother Wingina discovered his hostile

return of Ml. Lane
disposition toward the colony. The
and his party, from their excursion, gave a check to
but he secretly laid a plot for
his malice for a while
their destruction ; which being betrayed by the EngThis
ish, they seized all the boats on the island.
brought on a skirmish, in which five or six Indians
much
were killed, and the rest fled to the woods. After
;

jealousy and dissimulation on both sides, Wingina
was drawn into a snare and with eight of his men,
fell a sacrifice to the resentment of the English.
In a few days after Wingina s death, Sir Frances
Drake, who had been cruising against the Spaniards
in the West Indies, and had received orders from the
Queen to visit this colony, arrived with his fleet on
the coast
and by the unanimous desire of the people,
took them all off and carried them to England, where
;

;

they arrived in July 1586.
Within a fortnight after the departure of this unfor
tunate colony, Sir Richard Grenville arrived with three
ships for their relief.
Finding their habitation abanboned, and being unable to gain any intelligence of
them, he landed fifty men on the island of Roanoke,
plentifully supplied with provisions for two years, and
then returned to England.
The next year (1587) three ships were sent, under

was a Greek, born in the island of
He had been em
Cephalonia, in the Adriatic gulf.
ployed in the service of Spain, in the West Indies, as
a mariner and pilot, above forty years.
Having lest
his fortune,
amounting (as he said) to sixty thousand

1589) to

donation of one hundred pounds for the propagation
of the Christian religion in Virginia.
Being thus dis
engaged from the business of colonization he had full
scope for his martial genius in the war with Spain.
His assignees were not so zealous in the prosecu
;

when the Acapulco ship was taken, by Capt.
Cavendish, an Englishman; and being disappointed
of the recompense which he had expected from the
court of Spain he returned in disgust to his native
country, by the way of Italy that he might spend the
evening of his life, in peace and poverty, among his

ducats,

the spring of
tion of their business.
It was not
1590, that Governor White could return to his colony.
Then, with three ships, he sailed from Plymouth, and
passing through the West Indies in quest of Spanish
15th of August.
prizes, he arrived at Hatteras on
From this place they observed a smoke arising on the
them some hope that
island of Roanoke, which
till

;

;

friends.

&quot;the

At Florence he met with John Douglas, an English
man, and went with him to Venice. There. Douglas
introduced him to Michael Lock, who had been Con
sul of the Turkey company at Aleppo, and \\us then
A. D. 1590 )
f
occasionally resident in Venice,
In conversation with Mr. Lock. De I uea g;ive him

gave

the colony was there subsisting; on their coining to
the place, they found old trees and grass burning, but
no human being.
On a post of one of the houses they
saw the word Croa/an, which gave them some hope,
that at the island of that name they should find their
friends.
They sailed for that island which lay

the following account of his adventurer,.
That he had been sent by the Viceroy of Mexico,
as pilot of three small vessels, to discover the straits of
through
Anian, on the western coast of A erica
which, it was conjectured that a passage might be
found, into some of the deep bays on the eastern side
of the continent.
This voyage was frustrated, hy the
misconduct of the commander, and the mutiny of the
&quot;

:

southward of Hatteras but a violent storm arising, in
which they lost their anchors, they were obliged to
nor was
quit the inhospitable coast and return home
;

!

;

;

any thing afterward heard of the unfortunate colony.
The next year (1591) Sir Richard Grenville was
mortally wounded in an engagement with a Spanish
fleet
and died on board the Admiral s ship, where he seamen.
was a prisoner.
In 1592 the Viceroy sent him again, with the com
of mand of a caravel and a
the command of John White, who was appointed Gov
Raleigh, though disengaged from the business
pinnace, on the same enter
own
at
his
N. he
To colonizing Virginia, sent five times
ernor of the colony, with twelve Counsellors.
expense prise. Between the latitudes of 47 and 48
the
but
to
seek
for
and
his
friends
for
the
relieve
them Raleigh gave a charter of incorporation
persons discovered an inlet, into which he entered rnd sailed
in
business
a
whom
he
more
was
to
build
on
the
the
entrance
of
which
ordered
them
At
he
more than twenty days.
employed, having
profitable
great
city
Raleigh,
the West Indies, either went not to the place, or were headland, with an exceeding high pinnacle or spired
river Chesepeag, the northern extent of the discovery.
Within the strait, the land stretch
After narrowly escaping shipwreck on Cape Fear they forced from it by stress of weather, it being a tempes
rock, like a pillar.
The last ed N. W. and N. E. and also E. and S. E. l! was
arrived at Hatteras, on the 22d of July, and sent a party tuous region, and without any safe harbor.
to Roanoke to look for the second colony of fifty men. attempt which he made, was in 1602 the year before much wider within, than at the entrance, and contain
They found no person living, and the bones of but one his imprisonment an event which gatified the malice ed many islands. The inhabitants were clad in the
The huts were standing, but were overgrown of his enemies, and prepared the way for his death skins of beasts. The land appeared to be fertile like
dead.
In conversing with some of which was much less ignominious to him than to his that of New Spain, and was rich in gold and silver.
with bushes and weeds.
the natives, they were informed, that the colony had sovereign, King James I, the British Solomon; suc
Supposing that he had accomplished the intention
been destroyed by Wingina s people, in revenge of his cessor to Elizabeth, the British Deborah.*
of the voyage and penetrated into the North Sea but
Vir
in
settle
a
to
This
unfortunate
death.
colony
not being strong enough to resist the force of the nu
attempt
will always merous
he re
Mr. White endeavored to renew a friendly inter
ginia, was productive of one thing which
savages, who appeared on the shores
course with those natives but their jealousy rendered render it memorable, the introduction of tobacco into turned to Acapulco. before the expiration of the year. *
them implacable. He therefore went across the water England. Cartier, in his visit to Canada fifty years
Such was the account given by De Fuca anil Mr.
to the main with a party of twenty-five men, and before, had observed that the natives used this weed Lock was so impressed with the sincerity of the rela
came suddenly on a company of friendly Indians, who fumigation, but it was an object of disgust to French tion and the advantages which his conntn men might
men. Ralph Lane, at his return in 1586, brought it derive from a knowledge of this strait, that he earnest
were seated round a fire, one of whom they killed be
and Raleigh, who was a man of
first into Europe
fore they discovered the mistake.
him to enter into the service of Queen El:/ly urged
Two remarkable events are mentioned as happening gaiety and fashion, not only learned the use of it him abeth, and perfect the discovery. He succeeded bo far,
even
and
the
circles
but
it
into
introduced
at this time one was the baptism of Manteo, the faith
self,
polite
as to obtain a promise from the Greek, though sixty
Some
ful Indian guide
the other was the birth of a female the Queen herself gave encouragement to it.
years old, that if the Queen would furnish him witli
still
remembered.
it
are
stories
one
of
the
council
humourous
of
Ananias
Dare,
child, daughter
respecting
one ship, of forty tons, and a pinnace, he would un
which, being the first child born in the colony, was Raleigh laid a wager with the Queen, that he would dertake the voyage. He was the n ore easily persua
determine exactly, the weight of smoke which issued ded to this,
named Virginia.
hy a hope that the Queen would make him
By this time (August 21) the ships had unloaded from his pipe. This he did by first weighing the to some recompense for the loss of his fortune by Capt.
When the Queen paid the Cavendish.
their stores and were preparing to return to England. bacco and then the ashes.
It was evident that a further supply was necessary,
wager, she pleasantly observed, that many laborers
Mr. Lock wrote to the Lord Treasurer Cecil, Sir
and that some person must go home to solicit it.
A had turned their gold into smoke, but that he was the Walter Raleigh and Mr. Ilakhtyt, requesting that they
dispute arose in the Council on this point, and after first who had converted smoke into gold.
would forward the scheme, and that one hundred
much altercation, it was determined, that the Governor
It is also related that a servant of Sir Walter, bring
to bring De Fuca to Eng
pounds might he advanced
he
was
oi
ale
into
his
as
was the most proper person to be sent on this errand. ing a tankard
smoking land. The scheme was approved, but the money was
study
The whole colony joined in requesting him to proceed, his pipe, and reading, was so much alarmed at the not advanced. Lock was so much engaged in it, that
promising to take care of his interest in his absence. appearance of smoke, issuing out of his mouth, that he would have sent him to England at his own expense,
With much reluctance he consented, on their subscrib he threw the ale into his face, and ran down to alarm but he was then endeavoring to recover at law, his
the family, crying out that his master was on fire.
ing a testimonial of his unwillingness to quit the plan
demands from the Turkey company, and could not
tation
He accordingly sailed on the 27th of August,
King James had so refined a taste, that he not only disburse the money. The pilot therefore returned to
and arrived in England the following November.
held this Indian weed in great abhorrence himself, but
and Lock kept up a correspondence
The nation was in a state of alarm and apprehension endeavored, by proclamations and otherwise, to pre Cephalonia
with him, till 1602, when he heard of his death.
on account of the war with Spain, and of the invinci
But all his zeal
vent the use of it among his subjects.
Though this account, preserved by Purclias. bears
ble armada, which had threatened it with an invasion.
and authority could not suppress it. Since his time sufficient marks of authenticity yet it has been re
Sir Walter Raleigh was one of the Queens Council it has become an important article of commerce, by
fabulous for nearly two centuries; and is
jected as
of war, as were also Sir Richard Grenville and Mr. which individuals in Europe and America, as well as treated so even
Late
by the very candid Dr. Foster.
Lane. Their time was wholly taken up with public colonies and nations, have risen to great opulence.
existence ot
voyages however, have established the
consultations, ami Governor VVhite was obliged to
be
considered
and De Fuca is no longer to
the strait
wait, till the plan of operations against the enemy
as an impostor
though the gold and silver in his ac
could he adjusted and carried into execution.
Jons DE FUCA A native of Greece An account of his adven count were but conjectural.
to
tures anil discoveries given hy himself Locke endeavors
The next spring, Raleigh and Grenville, who had the
The strait which now bears his name is formed
procure De Kuca a commission. Remarks.
command of the militia in Cornwall, and were training
land, which is supposed to be the continent of
by
was
the
existence
of
continent
a
western
them for the defence of the kingdom, being stronglv
America on one side and by a very extensive clussolicited by White, provided two small barks, which known to the maritime nations of Europe, one great
Its southern entrance
tcr of Islands on the other.
sailed from Biddeford on the 22d of
*AB a specimen of the language r,i thai time, lei tlie reader
April 1583.
much hn^hlne:-* beyond
conceit of subjects dazz.leil with
These vessels had commissions as ships of war, and take tlie following extract from Ptirclias.
He [i. e. King James] is beyond comparison a mere trans our victorious Deborah, not inset alone, but as peace is moro
being more intent on gain to themselves, than relief to cendent, beyond all liis predecessors, princes of this re;ilm
excellent than war, ana Solomor. than David ill this also thai
the colony, went in chase of prizes, and were both beyond the neighboring princes of his own time; beyond the he is, and we enjoy hia present sunshine.&quot;
;
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lies in lat.

his hand, came to him,
his service.

20 X. long. 124 \V. horn Greenwich,

about seven leagues wide.
On the larboard
side, which is composed of islands, the land is very
mountainous
rising abruptly in high and sharp peaks.
On the starboard side, is a point of iand terminating in a
Within the en
remarkably tall rock, called the pillar.

and

is

;

I

i

I

fully*

,

!

;

I

.

;

[

us to treat the relations of foreign voyages with decent
The circumnavigation of Africa by the ancient
Pheniciang, was for several ages deemed fabulous by
the learned Greeks and Romans.
But iis credibility

&amp;lt;

;

respect.

was fully established by the Portuguese discoveries in
the fifteenth century.
In like manner the discoveries

;

i

De Fuca and De

Fonte, which have long been stig
matized by geographers as pretended, and marked in
their maps as imaginary, are now known to have been
founded in truth, though from the imperfection of in
struments or the inaccuracy of historians, the degrees
and minutes of latitude and longitude were not pre
cisely marked, and though some circumstances in their
accounts are but conjectural.
Farther discoveries may

on the subject, and though, per
passage by sea from the Atlantic into
may not exist yet bays, rivers and lakes
are so frequent in those northern regions of our conti
nent, that an inland navigation may be practicable.
It has been suggested that the
company of English
merchants who enjoy an exclusive trade to Hudson s
Bay have, from interested motives, concealed their
knowledge of its western extremities. Whether there
be any just foundation for this censure, I do not
pre
tend to determine
but a survey is now said to be
from
it
which
is hoped, that this
making,
long contested
question of a N. W. passage wilt receive a full solution.

&quot;
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;
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j
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BARTHOLOMEW GOSNOLD.
Indians

I

j

His Voyage to America His ar
Description of the Sea-coast Visit of the
Abandonment of the Colony by the English.

rival in Virginia

THE unfortunate issue of Raleigh s attempt to make
a settlement in America,
together with the war with
Spain, which continued for several years, gave a check
to the spirit of
In the beginning of the
colonizing.
seventeenth century it was revived by BARTHOLOMEW
GOSXOLD, an intrepid mariner in the west of England.
At whose expense he undertook his voyage to the north
ern part of Virginia does not
but on the 26th
appear
of March 1602, he sailed from Falmouth in Cornwall,
in a small bark with
men.
Instead of goinir
thirty-two
by the way of the Canaries and the West Indies, he
as
far
north
as
the
winds
would
kept
permit, and was
the first Englishman who came in a direct course to
this part of America.
On the 14th of May they made the land, and met
with a shallop of
European fabric, in w nkh were eight
savages, one of whom was dressed in European clothes,
from which they concluded that some unfortunate fish
ermen of Biscay or Brittany had been wrecked on the

j

I

j

I

I

I

|

I

i

next day they had again sight of land, which
appeared like an island, by reason of a large sound
which lay between it and the main. This sound
they
called Shole Hope.
Near this cape they took a great
number of cod, from which circumstance
named
they
the land Cape Cod.
It is described as a low
shore, in the lat. 42.
found the sand very

The

of

cop|&amp;gt;cr

*OL.

sandy

captain went on shore and
young Indian, with plates
hanging to his ears, and a bow and arrows in

deep.

1.

1

A

as a safe place to build their fort.
little to the northward of this large island lay a small one. half a mile in
compass, and full of cedars. This they called Hill s

Nenimissett

present circumference is about four
miles, but it has doubtless been diminished since Gosnold s time, by the force of the tides which set into and
out of the bay with great rapidity.
Its natural produc;

j

not yet learned.

The

cliff

named Dover

is
supposed to be. the eastern
which was called by the natives
Onky Tonky. and is now corrupted iiuo Uncle Tiinmy.
The rockv ledge is called Rattlesnake Neck. Hill s
Hap consists now of two very small islands, called
Wiekprcke .s. There is every appearance that these,
were formerly united, and there are now a few cedars
on them.
Hap s Hill, on the opposite part of the main,
is a small elevated island, of an oval
form, near the
mouth of a river which passes through the towns of
Wareham and Rochester. It is a conspicuous object

heail of a smail island
j

They sail to Virginia Difficulties in the company Smith is
taken prisoner by the Indians He is condemned to death
lie is saved by POCAHONTAS, daughter of the Indian Chief
His release His Discoveries Smith is made President
of Virginia His Fame among the Indians His
singular
Discipline His Return to England His Voyage to North
Virginia His Writings His Death.

THOUGH the early part of the life of this extraordi
man was spent in foreign travels and adventures

nary
i

which have no reference

to

America, yet the incidents
his character, and give
such a tincture to his subsequent actions, and are withal
so singular in themselves, that no reader (it is pre
sumed) will censure the introduction of them here as
of that period so .strongly

mark

;

;

(

His travels and adventures on the Continent
He joins the Austrian army His Encounter with the
Turks Smith is made Prisoner He is sold as a slave
His escape and return to England He meets Gosnold

its

and pleasant situation answer well to his descripand deer are frequently seen and hunted upon
it
but none were ever known to have been on the
great island, now called Martha s Vineyard, which is
above twenty miles in length, and was always full of
inhabitants.
For v.-hat reason and at what time the
name was transferred from the one to the other, I have
lion

I

JOHN SMITH

Hap. On the opposite shore appeared another similar
eleva .ion to which they gave the name of Hap s Hill.
By this description of the coast, it is evident that the
sound into which Gosnold entered was Buzzard s Bay.
The island which he called Martha s Vineyard, was not
that which now goes by that name, but a small island,
the eastermost of those which are known
by the name
of Elizabeth s Islands.
It is called
by the Indians

tions

I

coast.

The

JOHN SMITH.

A

I

BARTHOLOMEW GOSNOLD

;

;

j

where De Fonte placed the Archipelago of St. Lazarus.
The entrance of this strait has been visited by the
fur ships.
It lies in lat. 54
35 and long 131 \V.
These recent and well established facts may induce

light

M

:

;

W.

BOWDOIN, of Boston, to whom I am indebted for these
remarks on Gosnold s journal, which is extant at large
To this point of in Purchas s collections.
it, came suddenly into shoal water.
land they gave the name of Point Care
it is nowNear the southwest end of Naushaun is a large fresh
called Sandy Point, and forms the south-eastern ex
pond such an one as answers Gosnold s description,
tremity of the county of Barnstable, in Massachusetts. excepting that there is no islet in the middle of it. The
shore is sandy
but what revolution may have taken
Finding themselves surrounded bv shoals and break
ers, they lay at anchor till they had examined the coast place within the space of almost two centuries
past, we
and soundings in their boat during which time some cannot say.
of the natives made them a visit.
hilst some of Gosnold s men labored in
One of them had
building a
a plate of copper over his breast, a foot in
length and fort and storehouse on the small island in the pond, and
half a foot in breadth
the others had pendants of the a flat boat to go to it, he crossed the
in
his vessel
bay
same metal at their ears they all had pipes of tobacco, and discovered the mouths of two rivers one was that
of which they were very fond.
near which lay Hap s Hill, and the other, that on the
In surveying the coast they discovered breakers
lying shore of which the town of New Bedford is now built.
off a point of land, which they denominated Gilbert s
After five days absence, Gosnold returned to the
Point
it is now called Point
Gammon, and forms the island and was received by his people with great cere
eastern side of the harbor of Hyennes.
mony, on account of an Indian chief and fifty of his
On the 19th they passed the breach of Gilbert s men who were there on a visit. To this chief they
Point, in four and five fathoms of water, and anchored presented a straw hat and two knives
the hat he little
a league or more to the westward of it.
Several hum
regarded, but the knives were highly valued.
They
mocks and hills appeared, which at first were taken to feasted these savages with fish and mustard, and di
be islands
these were the high lands of Barnstable verted themselves with the effect of the mustard on
and Yarmouth.
their noses.
One of them stole a target but it was
To the westward of Gilbert s Point appeared an restored. They did not appear to be inhabitants, but
occasional visitants at the island, for the sake of gather
opening, which Gosnold imagined to have a commu
nication with the supposed sound which he had seen ing shell fish.
Four of them remained after the others
westward of Cape Cod he therefore gave it the same were gone, and helped the English to
dig the roots of
name, Shole Hope ; but rinding the water to be no sassairas, with which, as welt as the furs which they
more than three fathoms deep, at the distance of a bought of the Indians, the vessel was loaded.
After spending three weeks in preparing a store
league, he did not attempt to enter it. From this open
and in coasting house, when they came to divide their provision, there
ing the land tended to the south-west
it, they came to an island, to which
they gave the name was not enough to victual the ship, and to subsist the
of Martha. s \ tncyard.
This island is described as planters till the ship s return. Some jealousy also arose
distant eight leagues from Shole Hope, five miles in about the intentions of those who were
going back ;
full
of wood, vines, and and after five day s consultation they determined to give
circuit, and uninhabited
berries here they saw deer and took abundance of cod.&quot; up their design of planting and return to
On
England.
From their station off this island, where they rode in the eighteenth of June they sailed out of the bay through
eight fathoms, they sailed on the 24th, and doubled the the same passage by which they had entered it and on
cape of another island, next to it which they called the twenty-third of July they arrived at Exmouth, in
Dover ChtF. This course brought them into a sound, the west of England.
where they anchored for the night, and the next morning
Gosnold s intention was to have remained with a
sent their boat to exam ne another
cape which lay be part of his men, and to nave sent Gilbert, the second in
tween them and the main, from which projected a ledge command, to England, for farther supplies but half of
of rocks a mile into the sea, but alt above water, and so small a company would not have been a sufficient
not dangerous. Having passed round them, they came number to resist the savages, had they been disposed
to anchor again in one of the finest sounds
they had to attack them.
ever seen ; and to which they gave the name of GosAfter his return to England he was indefatigable in
noid s Hope.
On the northern side of it was the main his endeavors to forward the settling of a colony in
and on the southern, parallel to it, at the distance of America, and was one of those who embarked in the
four leagues, was a lar^e island, which
they called next expedition to Virginia., where he had the rank of
On this island a counsellor, aud where he died in the year 1607.
Elizabeth, in honor of their uueen.
determined
to
take
they
up their abode, and pitched
upon a small woody islet in the middle of a fresh pond,
1

De Fonte, a .Spanish admiral, dis
in 1640
the existence of which has also been
treated as fabulous.
The cluster of islands, called by
the British seamen, Queen Charlotte s, and
by the
Americans, Washington s Islands, are in the very spot

new

company took

i

;

\

be that of

haps, a N.
the Pacific

his

called by its Indian name Nauthe property of the Honorable JAMES

;

su]&amp;gt;-

throw

Gosnold and

now

j

;

.

of

w.,ich

;

ard N. W. en
compassing a large cluster of islands, among which is
situate Nootka Sound, and comes into the Pacific
ocean again mlatitude 51 15 , long. 128 40 This ex
tremity of the strait is called its northern entrance, and
w wider than the southern.
Another strait has been lately seen which is
posed
covered

on

;

;

to

is

;

j

;

not yet

shaun, and

I

grows wider, extending to the S. E.,
N. and N. W. and is full of islands.
On the E. and
N. E. at a great distance are seen the tops of moun
but the ships
tains, supposed to be on the continent
trading lor furs have not penetrated far to the east
ward the sea otters being their principal object, and
the land furs of small consideration. l or this reason
is

!

island

their abode, is

up

the 16th they coasted the land southerly, and at
the end of twelve leagues discovered a
point with
breakers at a distance
and in attempting to double
;

trance, the passage

the eastern boundary of the inland sea
The strait turns to the N.
explored.

The

and in a friendly manner offered

Cn

to navigators.

impertinent.
lie was horn at Willoughby, in Lincolnshire, in the
From the rirst dawn of reason, he dis
year 1579.*

covered a roving and romantic genius, and delighted in
extravagant and daring actions among his schoolfel
lows.
When about thirteen years of age, he sold his
books and satchel, and his puerile trinkets, to raise
money, with a view to convey himself privately to sea;
but the death of his father put a stop for the present to
this attempt, and threw him into the hands of
guardians,
*

trait

This

on

is

his

dtlermmed by an

map

of

New

inscription

England

&quot;

annexed

-Etat 37.

This portrait represents him clad
are these verses:

in

to his por

Anno

1616.&quot;

armour, and under

Such are the lines that show thy face ; but those
That show thy grace and ylory brighter bee;
Thy faire discoveries and fovvle overthrowes
Of salvages much civilized by thee,
Best show thy spirit, and to it glory win,
So thou art brasse without, but golde within.&quot;
&quot;

tt
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who endeavored

check the ardor of his genius by
Being put ap
confining him to a comptiog house.
prentice to a merchant at Lynn, at the age of fifteen,
he at fir-st conceived hopes that his master would send
to

in his service, but this hope failing, he quitted
his master, and with only ten shillings in his pocket,
entered into the train of a young nobleman who was

him to sea

At Orleans he was discharged
attendance on Lord Bertie, and had n.ouey
With this money he
given him to return to England.
visited Paris, and proceeded to the Low Countries,
where he enlisted as a soldier, and learned the rudi
ments of war, a science peculiarly agreeable to his ar
dent and active genius.
Meeting with a Scots gentle
travelling to France.

from

his

man abroad, he was persuaded to pass into Scotland,
with the promise of being strongly recommended to
King James but being baffled in this expectation, he
returned to his native town, and finding no company
there which suited his taste, he built a booth in a wood,
and betook himself to the study of military history and
tactics, diverting himself at intervals with his horse and
lance
in which exercise he at length found a compa
nion, an Italian gentleman, rider to the Earl of Lin
coln, who drew him from his sylvan retirement to Tat-

bet.

He

had :;oon an opportunity of making the expert-

Eberspaught being besieged by the Turks in
the strong town of Olimpach, was cut off from all in
telligence and hope of succour from his friends. Smith
proposed his method of communication to Baron Kizel,
who approved it, and allowed him to put it in practice.*
He was conveyed by a guard to a hill within view of
the town, and sufficiently remote from the Turkish
camp. At the display of the signal, Kbcrspaught knew
and answered it, and Smith convcj ed to him this intel
ligence,
Thursday night, I will charge on the East
at the alarm sally thou.&quot;
The answer was, I will.&quot;
Just before the attack, by Smith s advice, a great num
ber of false iires were made on another quarter, which
divided the attention of the enemy and gave advantage
to the assailants; who, being assisted by a sally fiom
the town, killed many of the Turks, drove others into
the river, and threw succours into the place, which

I

ment.

of vanity as void of truth, that he had conqufrcd in
battle a Bohemian nobleman, and presented him to her
as a slave.
The present ], roved more acceptable to the lady than

intended.
She could speak Italian and
language, not only informed her of his
and
but
conversed with her m so pleas
country
quality,
ing a manner as to gain her atfect ions. Ifae connexion
proved JO tender, that to secure him for herself and to
prevent his being ill used or sold again, she sent him to
her brother, the Basha of Nalbraitz, in the country of
the Cambrian Tartars, on thr- borders of the sea of

her

lord

Smith,

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

in that

Her pretence was, that he should there learn
Asoj.h.
the manners and language as we!! as religion of the
Tartars.
By the terms in which she wrote, to her bro

he suspected her design, and resolved to disapher.
Within an hour after Smith s arrival he
was stripped his head and beard were shaven, an iron
he was clothed witii a
obliged the enemy the next day to raise the siege, collar was put about his neck
This well conducted exploit, produced to our young coat of hair cloth, and driven to labor among other
He had now no hope of redemption.
adventurer, the command of a company, consisting ot ChrisUan slaves.
two hur.drcd and
horsemen in the regiment of but from the love of his mistress, who was at a great dis
Count Meldrick, a nubleinan of Transylvania.
tance, and not likely to be informed of his misfortune
The regiment in which he, served being engaged in the hopeless condition of his fellow-slaves could not
tcreal.
several hazardous enterprises, Smith was foremost in alleviate his despondency.
In the depth of his distress, an opportunity presented
Having recovered a part of the estate which his father all dangers and distinguished himself both by his inge
had left him, he put himself into a better condition than nuity and by his valor; and when Meldrick left the for an escape, which to a person of a less courageous
and
set
off
on
his
in
the
winter
of
and
into
the
service
of
his
and
native
adventurous spirit would have proved an aggravation
before,
travels,
Imperial army,
again
passed
the year 1596, being then only seventeen years of age. prince, Smith followed him.
of misery.
He was employed in threshing at a grange,
His first stage was Flanders, where meeting with a
At the siege of Regal, the Ottomans derided the in a large field about a league from the house of his
Frenchman who pretended to be heir to a noble family, slow approaches of the Transylvanian army, and sent a tyrant, who in his daily visits treated him with abusive
he, with his three attendants, prevailed upon Smith to challenge, purporting that the Lord Turbisha, to .divert language, accompanied with blows and kicks.
This
go with them to P rance. In a dark night they arrived the ladies, would fight any single captain of the Chris was more than Smith could bear, wherefore watching
at St. Valeryin Picardy, and, by the connivance of the tian troops.
The honor of accepting this challenge an opportunity when no other person was present, he
ship master, the Frenchmen were carried ashore with being determined by lot, fell on Captain Smith ; who, levelled a stroke at him with his threshing instrument,
the trunks of our young traveller, whilst he was left on meeting his
Then hiding his body in the
antagonist on horseback, within view of which despatched him.
board till the return of the boat.
In the mean time the ladies on the battlements, at the sound of music straw and
shutting the doors, he filled a bag with gram,
had
the
out
of
his
the
and
in
and
a
short
time
killed
they
began
encounter,
conveyed
reach,
him, mounted the Basha s horse, and betaking himself to the
baggage
were not to be found. A sailor on board, who knew and bore away his head in triumph to his general the desert, wandered for two or three
days, ignorant of thu
the villains, generously undertook to conduct him to Lord Moyzes.
way, and so fortunate as not to meet with a single per
Mortaine where they lived, and supplied his wants till
The death of the chief so irritated his friend Grualgo, son who might give information of his thi/tit.
At
their arrival at the place.
Here he found their friends, that he sent a particular challenge to the conqueror, length he came to a post erected in a cross road, by the
from whom he could gain no recompense
but the who, meeting him with the same ceremonies, after a marks on which he found his way to Muscovy, and in
smart combat took oil his head also.
Smith then in sixteen days arrived at Exapohs on the river Don,
report of his sufferings induced several persons of dis
tinction to invite him to their houses.
his turn sent a
message into tne town, informing the where was a Russian garrison, the commander of which
to
his
and
not
travels,
Eager
pursue
caring to receive ladies, that if they wished for more diversion, they understanding he was a Christian, received him cour
favors which he was unable to requite, he left his new should be welcome to his head, in case their third
took off his iron collar, and gave him letters
teously
friends, and went from port to port in search of a ship champion could take it.
This challenge was accepted to the other governors in that region.
Thus he tra
of war.
In one of these rambles, near Dinan, it was by Bonamolgro, who unhorsed Smith and was near velled
through part of Russia and Poland, till he got
his chance to meet one of the villains who had robbed
the
But
in
a
critical
mo
back
to
friends
in
his
gaining
victory.
remounting
receiving presents
Transylvania
him.
Without speaking a word, they both drew and ment, he gave the Turk a stroke with his faulchion in his
way from many persons of distinction, among
Smith having wounded and disarmed his
antagonist, which brought him to the ground, and his head was whom he particularly mentions a charitable lady, Caladded to the number. For these singular exploits he mata,
obliged him to confess his guilt before a number of per
being always proud of his connexion with that
sons who had assembled on the occasion.
was honored with a military procession, consisting of sex, and fond of
acknowledging their favors. At LeipSatisfied with his victory, he retired to the seat of an six thousand men, three led
horses, and the Turks
sic he met with his colonel, Count Meldrick, and Sigisthe
Earl
of
had
heads
been brought
on the points of three lances. With this cere tnund,
acquaintance,
Ploycr, who
prince of Transylvania, who gave him 1500
up in England, and having received supplies from him, mony Smith was conducted to the pavillion of his ge ducats to repair his losses. With this money he was
he travelled along the French coast to Bayonne, and neral, who, after
embracing him, presented him with a enabled to travel through Germany, France, and Spam,
from thence crossed over to Marseilles
visiting and horse richly furnished, a scymitar and belt worth three and having visited the kingdoms of Morocco, he returned
hundred ducats, and a commission to be major in his
observing every thing in his way which had any refer
by sea to England having in his passage enjoyed the
ence to naval or military architecture.
The prince of Transylvania, after the cap pleasure of another naval engagement. At his arrival
regiment.
At Marseilles he embarked for Italy, in company ture of the place, made him a present of his
set
in his native country he had a thousand ducats in his
picture
with a rabble of pilgrims.
The ship was forced by a in gold, and a pension of three hundred ducats per
purse, which, with the interest he had remaining
tempest into the harbor of Toulon, and afterwards was annum, and moreover granted him a co it of arms bear
England, he devoted to seek adventures and make dis
obliged by a contrary wind to anchor under the little ing three Turks heads in a shield.
The patent was coveries in NORTH AMERICA.
island of St. Mary, off Nice, in
The bigotry of admitted and recorded in the college of Heralds in
Savoy.
Bartholomew Gosnold. having conceived a favorable
the pilgrims made them ascribe their ill fortune to the
England, by Sir Henry Segar, garler-king-at-arms. idea of America, had made it his business on his return
of
a
heretic
on
board.
Smith
was
cursed
presence
They devoutly
always proud of tiiis distinguishing honor, to England, to solicit assistance in prosecuting disco
Smith, and his Queen Elizabeth, and in a fit of pious and these arms are accordingly blazoned in the frontis
veries.
Meeting with Captain Smith, he readily entered
He swam to the island, piece to his history, with this motto,
rage Ihrew him into the sea.
into his views, the employment being exactly suited to
and the next day was taken on board a
of
St.
Malo
Vincero
cst
vivere.&quot;
ship
his enterprising genius.
Having engaged Edward Ma
which had also put in theie for shelter. The master
After this, the Transylvanian army was defeated
ria Wingfield, a merchant, Robert Hunt, a clergyman,
by
of the ship, who was well known to his noble friend, a
body of Turks and Tartars near Uotenton, and many and several others, they prevailed upon a number of
the Earl of Ployer, entertained him
kindly, and carried brave men were slain,
among whom were nine English noblemen, gentlemen, and merchants, to solicit a patent
him to Alexandria in Egypt from thence he coasted and
Scotch officers, who, after the fashion of that &quot;day, from the crown, by which the adventurers to Virginia
the Levant
and on his return had the
high satisfaction had entered into this service from a
became subject to legal direction, and had the support
religious zeal to
of a naval engagement with a Venetian
ship, which drive the Turks out of Christendom, Smith was
and encouragement of a wealthy and respectable cor
Smith was set wounded in this battle and
they took and riHed of her rich cargo.
His poration which was usually styled the South Virginia
lay among the dead.
on shore at Antibes, with a box of a thousand
chequins habit discovered him to the victors as a person of con- Company, or the London Company, in distinction from
(about two thousand dollars), by the help of which, he
they used him well till his wounds were the Plymouth Company, who superintended the arTairs
made the tour of Italy, crossed the Adriatic and tra
The date of their patent was April
healed, and then sold him to the Basha Bogal. who of North Virginia.
velled into Stiria, to the seat of Ferdinand, Archduke
sent him as a present to his mistress
10, 1COS, and on the 19th of the following December,
Tragabigzanda
of Austria.
Here he met with an English and an Irish at
Constantinople, accompanied with a message, as full three ships, one of one hundred tons, another of forty,
Jesuit who introduced him to Lord
Eberspaugbt, Baron
and one of twenty, fell down the river Thames for Vir
* The method
is this: First, three torches are shown in a
and
other
officers of distinction, and here he
Kizel,
The commander was Christopher Newport, an
lino equi-distant from cacti
other, winch are answered by ginia.
found full scope for his genius
for the
Emperor being three others in the same rn:uincr: then the message being experienced mariner. They had on board the necessary
then at war with the Turks, he entered into his
written as hi iefly as possible, and the alph^Set divided into two
and their orders
army
persons and provisions for a colony
as a volunteer.
parts, the letters from A to L are sit-mlied by showing and
one light, as often as there are letters from A to that for government were sealed in a box, which was not to
He had communicated to Eberspaught a method of hiding
letter which you moan.
The letters from M to Z by two be opened till they should arrive in Virginia.
conversing at a distance by signals made with torches, lights in the same manner. The end of a word is signified
The ships were kept in the Downs by bad weather
which being alternately sli
and hidden a certain iiy showing three lights. At every letter, the light stands till six
weeks, and afterwards had a tempestuous voyage.
the other party may write it down and answer
number of limes, designated
by his signal,
every letter of the alpha
whicli is one lijjllt.
They took the old route by the Canary and Canbbe*
;

ther,

|

point

;

;

|
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;
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Islands,

and did not make

tne entrance of

The

being almost ready to return, it was
thought proper that some decision should he had re
the
His accusers
specting
allegations against Smith.

Chesapeake

Bay till the 26th of April, 1607. From the beginning
of their embarkation there was a jealousy and dissen
sion among the company. Smith and Hunt were friends,
and both were envied and suspected by the others.

Hunt was

;

and

to fire at

them.

The

af

their idol

among them

;

the rest fled again to the

woods, from whence they sent a deputation to offer
peace and redeem their god.
Smith, having in his
hands so valuable a pledge, was able to bring them to
own
terms
he
that
six of them should
hig
stipulated
come unarmed, and load his boat with corn, and on this
condition he would be their friend and give them
These stipulatious werehatchets, beads and copper.
faithfully performed on both sides ; and the Indians, in
addition, presented them with venison, turkies and other
birds, and continued singing and dancing till their de

I

;

;

;

parture.

The success of this attempt encouraged him to repeat
in the course of
by land and water
which he discovered several branches of James river,
and particularly the Chickahamony, from whose fertile
banks he hoped to supply the colony with provision.
But industry abroad will not make a flourishing planta
tion without economy at home.
What he had taken
pains and risked his life to provide, was carelessly
and wantonlessly expended ; the traffic with the natives
being under no regulation, each person made his own
bargain, and by outbidding each other, they taught the
Indians to set a higher value on their commodities, and
to think themselves cheated when they did not all get
the same prices.
This bred a jealousy and sowed th*
seeds of a quarrel with them, which the colony were in
his excursions

;

;

;

;

poor condition to maintain, being at variance among
themselves.
The shallop being again fitted for a trading voyage,
whilst Smith was abroad on one of his usual rambles,
and the people being discontented with the indolence
of Katclilfe, their President, and the long sickness of
a

;

Martin, Wingfield and Kendal, who had been displaced,
took advantage of Smith s absence, and conspired with
some malecontents to run away with the vessel and go
to England.
Smith returned unexpectedly, and the
To prevent its execution, re
plot was discovered.
course was had to arms, and Kendal was killed, Ano
ther attempt of the same kind was made by liatcliffe
but Smith found means to
himself, assisted by Archer
defeat this also.
He determined to keep possession of
the country, the value of which was daily rising in his
estimation *iot only a.s a source of wealth to individuals,
and he knew that great
but as a grand national object
undertakings could not be accomplished without labor

;

;

;

;

:

and perseverance.

;

As the autumn advanced, the waters were
with innumerable wild-fowl, which, with the
of corn, beans and pumpkins, procured from the
changed hunger into luxury, and abated the

covered
addition
Indians,

rage for

Smith had been once up the
river Chickahamony, but because he had not penetrated
to its source, exceptions were taken to his conduct as
too dilatory.
This imputation he determined to remove.
In his next voyage he went so high that he was obliged
to cut the trees which had fallen into the river, to make
abandoning the country.

;

as far as his boat could swim.
He
left her in a safe place, ordering his men not to
two
of
return
then
and
her
until
his
them,
taking
quit
two Indians for guides, he proceeded in one of their
canoes to the mcado .vs at the river s head and leav
ing his two men with the canoe, he went with his In
dian guides across the meadows.
party of 300
Indians below, had watched the motions of the boat.
his

I

way through

then

j

;

I

i

;

!

A

;

t

&amp;lt;;

They first surprised the straggling crew, and made one
of them prisoner, from whom they learned that Smith
was above. They next found the two men whom he
had left with the canoe asleep by a (ire, and killed them
then having discovered Smith, they wounded him in
the thigh with an arrow.
Finding himself thus assaulted and wounded, he bound one of his Indian guides
with his garters to his left arm, and made use of him as
a shield, whilst he despatched three of his enemies and
;

;

;

men

;

;

;

his

frighted natives fled to the woods, whilst the party
searched their houses, in which they found plenty of
corn
but Smith did not permit his men to touch it,
expecting that the Indians would return and attack
them.
They soon appeared, to the number of sixty or
seventy, formed into a square, carrying their idol OKER,
composed of skins, stuffed with moss, and adorned
with chains of copper.
They were armed with clubs
and targets, bows and arrows, and advanced
singing
to the
The party received them with a volley
charge.
of shot, which brought several of them to the
ground,

affected commisseration, and pretended to refer him to
the censure of the company in England, rather than to

judicious and patient his office secured him expose him to legal prosecution which might injure his
from insult. Smith was ardent and industrious, cour reputation or touch hia life.
Smith, who knew both
teous in his deportment, but liberal in his language. their malice and their impotence, openly scorned their
On some suggestions that he intended to usurp the pretended pity and defied their resentment. He had
government, and that his confederates were dispersed conducted himself so imexceptionably in ever)- employ
among the companies of each ship, he was made a pri ment which had been allotted to him, that he had ren
soner from the time of their leaving the Canaries, and dered himself very popular and his accusers had by a
was under confinement when they arrived lu the Che different conduct lost the affections and confidence of
When the box was opened, it was found that the people. Those who had been suborned to accuse
sapeake,
Bartholomew Gosnold, John Smith, Edward M. Wing- him acknowledged their fault, and discovered the secret
He de
arts which had been practised against him.
field, Christopher Newport, John Hatchff, John Martin.
manded a trial, and the issue was, that the president
and George Kendal were named to be of the council
but
who were to choose a president from among themselves was adjudged to pay him two hundred pounds
for one year and the government was vested in them. when his property was seized in part of this satisfaction,
Matters of moment were to be &quot;examined by a jury, Smith generously turned it into the common store for
Such an action could not
but determined by the major part of the council, in the benefit of the colony.
which the president had two voices.&quot; When the coun but increase his popularity. Many other difficulties had
cil was sworn,
Wingfield was chosen president, and a arisen among them, which, by the influence of Smith
declaration was made of the reasons for which Smith and the exhortation of Hunt, their chaplain, were
Smith
was not admitted and sworn among the others.
brought to a seemingly amicable conclusion.
Seventeen days from their arrival were spent in was admitted to his seat in the council, and on the next
The Sunday they celebrated the communion. At the same
seeking a proper place for their first plantation.
southern point of the bay was named Cape Henry, and tima the Indians came in, and voluntarily desired peace.
the northern Cape Charles, in honor of the two sons of With the good report of these transactions Newport
King James. To the first great river which they dis sailed for England, on the 23d of June, promising to
covered they gave the name of their sovereign and the return in twenty weeks with fresh supplies.
The colony thus left in Virginia consisted of one
northern point of its entrance was called Point Com
fort, on account of the good channel and anchorage hundred and four persons, in very miserable circum
which they found there. On the flats they took plenty stances, especially on account of provisions, to which
of oysters, in some of which were pearls
and on the calamity their long voyage did not a little contribute,
both as it consumed their stock, and deprived them of
plain they found large and ripe strawberries, which af
the opportunity of towing seasonably in the spring.
forded them a delicious repast.
Having met with five of the natives, they invited them Whilst the ships remained, they could barter with the
but after their departure, each man s
to their town, Kecoughtan, where Hampton is now sailors for bread
built.
Here they were feasted with cakes made of In allowance was half a pint of damaged wheat and as
much barley per day. The river, which at the flood
dian corn, and regaled with tobacco and a dance. In re
turn they presented the natives beads and other trinkets. was salt, and at the ebb was muddy, afforded them their
Proceeding up the river, another company of Indians only drink it also supplied them with sturgeon and
This kind of food, with their continual labor
Their chief, Aparnatica, holding in shell-fish.
appeared in arms.
one hand his bow and arrow, and in the other a pipe of in the heat of summer, and their frequent watchings by
the bare ground to
tobacco, demanded the cause of their coming
they night in all weathers, having only
made signs of peace, and were hospitably received. On lie on, with but slight covering, produced diseases
the 13th of May they pitched upon a peninsula, where among them, which, by the mouth of September, car
the ships could lie in six fathom water, moored to the ried off fifty persons, among whom was Captain Gos
trees, as the plaoc of their intended settlement.
Here nold. Those who remained were divided into three
they were visited by Paspiha, another Indian chief, who watches, of whom, not more than five in each were
All this time the president,
being made acquainted with their design, offered them capable of duty at once.
as much land as they wanted, and afterwards sent them Wingfield, who had the key of the stores, monopolized
a deer for their entertainment.
On this spot they the few refreshments which remained, and was meditat
ing to de&ert the plantation privately m the pinnace,
pitched their tents, and gave it the name of James
and remove to the wt;st Indies.
These things rendered
town.
Every man was now employed either in digging and him so hateful to the rest, that they deposed him, and
elected Itatcliffe in his room they also removed Kendal
planting gardens, or making nets, or in cutting and riv
The president at first from his place in the council so that by the middle of
ing timber to reload the ships.
would admit of no martial exercise, nor allow any September, three members only were left.
fortifications to be made,
Ratcliffe, being a man of no resolution nor activity,
excepting the boughs of
trees thrown together in the form of a half moon. Cap
committed the management of affairs abroad to Smith,
tain Newport took Smith and
twenty more with him in whom his confidence was not misplaced. At the
to discover the head of James river.
In six days they same time the Indians in their neighborhood brought in
arrived at the falls, and erecting a cross, as they had at a plentiful supply of such provisions as they had, which
Cape Henry, took possession of the country in the revived their drooping spirits and Smith seeing the
name of King James. In this route they visited Pow- necessity of exertion to secure themselves and provide
His for the approaching winter, partly by his animating
HATA.V, the principal Indian chief, or emperor.
town consisted of twelve houses, pleasantly situated on speeches, but more by his example, set them to work
a hill, before which were three islands, a little below in mowing and binding thatch, and m buildiug and
In these exercises he bore a large
the spot where Richmond is now built.
Captain New covering houses.
share, and in a short time got a sufficiency of houses to
port presented a hatchet to this prince, which he grate
and when some of his Indians mur make comfortable lodgings for all the people excepting
fully received
mured at the coming of the English among them, he himself. This being done, and the provisions whicli
silenced them by saying, &quot;why should we be offended
the natives had brought in being expended, he picked a
best hands and embarked in a shallop
they hurt us not, nor take any thing bv force
they number of the
want only a little ground, \\hich we can easily spare.&quot; which they had brought from England, to search thi
This appearance of Jnendship was not much relied on, country fur another supply.
th
The party which accompanied Smith
when, at their return to Jamestown, they found that the
company had been surprised at their work by a party of cursion consisted of six men, well armed, but ill pro
What was
Indians, who h,d killed one and wounded seventeen vided with clothing and other necessaries.
others.
A double-headed shot from one of the ships wanting m equipment was to be supplied by resohad cut otf a bough of a tree, which falling among the lution and address and Smith s genius was equal to
Indians, terrified and dispersed them.
This incident the attempt, They proceeded down the river to Kcobliged the President to alter the plan of the fort, coughtwi. [Hampton] where the natives, knowing the
which was now a triangular palisade with a lunette at needy state of the colony, treated them wi;h contempt,
each angle, and five pieces of artillery were mounted offering an ear of corn m exchange tor a musket or a
on the works, which were completed by the 15th of sword, and in like proportion for their scant and tatJune.
It was also found
Finding that courtesy and gentle
necessary to exercise the men tered garments
at arms, to mount
guard and be vigilant for the In- treatment would not prevail, and that nothing was to
djans would surprise and molest
and moreover prostragglers, whilst by be expected in the way of barter,
their superior agility
voked by their contempt, Smith ordered his boat to be
they would escape unhurt.
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drawn on shore and

ships

i

!

j

j

]

;

wounded some

otiiers.

He was

retreating to his canoe,

when, regarding his enemies more than his footsteps,
he suddenly plunged with his guide into an oozy creek,
and stuck fast in the mud. The Indians, astonished at
his bravery, d.d not approach him till, almost dead with
cold, he threw away his arms, and begged them to draw

A

2(1

out, which they did and led him to the lire, where
This sight admo
his slain companions were lying.

him

nished him what he was to expect.

benumbed

Being revived by

j

chafing his

chief,

Opecankanough,king of Pamaunkce,

presented his ivory compass and

dial.

to

The

whom

u c AN n
i

i

fi

T o n y.

!

he

vibrations

a lof Y strain, spoke to him nm
he greatness of such men as
:

e to

common

lke

people for tnlies

:

lay

u

ia

not u^ri-e-

we are, to uaiie
down therefore at

;

!

.

;

,
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arms,
upon
The king consented
Her tender entreaties preva
prevailed.
tened him to a tree, and prepared to despatch him with that Smith should live, to make hatchets for him, and
their arrows.
At this instant, the chief holding up the ornaments for her.
Two days, after, Powhatan caused him to be brought
compass, which he esteemed as a divinity, they laid
aside their arms, and forming a military procession, led to a distant house
where, after another threatening, he
him in triumph to their village Orapaxe. The order of confirmed his promise, and told him he should return to
a
their march was thus
they ranged themselves in a the fort, and send him two pieces of cannon, and grind
stone
for which he would give him the country of CaSingle file, the king in the midst, before him were borne
Twelve
the arms taken from Smith, and his companions
next pahousick, and for ever esteem him as his son.
after the king came the prisoner, held by three stout guides accompanied him, and he arrived at Jamestown
two
When they the next day According to the stipulation,
guns
savages, and on each side a file of six.
but having
arrived at the
the old men, women and children and a large grindstone were offered them
village,
came out to receive them after some manoeuvres, in vain tried to lift them, they were content to let them
which had the appearance of regularity, they formed remain in their place.
Smith, however, had the guns
themselves round the king and his prisoner into a cir loaded, and discharged a volley of stones at a tree co
The report and effect confounded
cle, dancing and singing, adorned with paint, furs and vered with icicles.
but being pacified with a few toys, they returned,
feathers, brandishing their rattles, which were made of them
After three dances, they dis carrying presents to Powhatan and his daughter of such
the talcs of rattlesnakes.
After this ad
and Smith was conducted to a long hut, guarded things as gave them entire satisfaction.
persed,
by forty men. There he was so plentifully feasted venture, the young princess, Pocahontas, frequently
and the re
with bread and venison, that he suspected their inten visited the plantation with her attendants
tion was to fatten and eat him.
One of the Indians, to freshments which she brought from time to time proved
whom Smith had formerly given beads, brought him a the means of saving many lives, which otherwise would
garment of furs to defend him from the cold. Another, have been lost.
Smith s return happened at another critical juncture.
whose son was then sick and dying, attempted to kill
Smith being The colony was divided into parties, and the malcon
him, but was prevented by the guard.
conducted to the dying youth, told them that he had a tents were again preparing to quit the country. His
medicine at Jamestown which would cure him, if they presence a third time, defeated the project in revenge
Would let him fetch it but they had another design, for which they meditated to put him to death, under
which was to surprise the place, and to make use of him pretence that he had been the means of murdering the
t* a guide.
To induce him to perform this service, they two men who went with him in the canoe but by a
piomised him his liberty, with as much land and as proper application of valor and strength, he put his ac
many women as would content him. Smith magnified cusers under confinement, till an opportunity presented
he difficulty and danger of their attempt, from the for sending them as prisoners to England.
The misfortunes and mismanagements of this Vir
ordnance, mines and other defences of the place, which
exceedingly terrified them and to convince them of the ginian colony during the period here related, seem to
truth of what he told them, he wrote on a leaf of his have originated partly in the tempers and qualifications
pocket-book an inventory of what he wanted, with some of the men who were appointed to command, and partly
directions to the people at the fort, how to affright the in the nature and circumstances of the adventure.
messengers who went to deliver the letter. They re There could be no choice of men for the service but
turned in three days, reporting the terror into which among those who offered themselves; and these were

At

all

the house, a row of his counsellors, painted and adorned once, all your goods, and I will give you the full value
Smith perceived the snare, and warned
with feathers and shells.
At Smith s entrance a great f r hem.&quot;
shout was made.
The queen of Aparnatos brought him Newport of it but he, thinking to outbrave the saPowhawater to wash his hands, and another served him with a a g e prince, displayed the whole of his store.
bunch of feathers instead of a towel. Having feasted tan hen set such a price on his corn, that not more
tnan
four
bushels could be procured; and the ncceshim after their manner, a long consultation was held,
which being ended, two large stones were brought in sar.v supplies could not have been had, if Smith s go
nlu9
ever
on one of which his head was laid, and clubs were
ready at invention, had not hit on an artifice
At this critical moment which proved successful. He had secreted some trilifted up to beat out his brains.
and among them a parcel of blue hroils. which,
Pocahontas, the king s favorite daughter, flew to him, Hes,
it
and laid her own
took his head in her
seemingly in a careless way, he glanced in tiic eyes of

of the needle, and the fly under the glass, which they
could see but not touch, afforded them much amuse
ment and Smith, having learned some of their lan
guage, partly by means of that, and partly by signs
entertained them with a description of the nature and
Uses of the instrument and gave them such a lecture
on the motions of the heavens and earth as amazed
them, and suspended for a time the execution of their

purpose.

m

elevated above the floor of a large hut, in the midst of
which was a fire at each hand of the prince sat two
beautiful girls, his daughters, and along each side of
;

limbs, he called for the

their

v. r,

length, curiosity being satiated, they fas

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

\

i

Powhatan. The bait caught him ; and he earnestly
desired to purchase them.
Smith, in his turn, raised
the value of them,
extolling them as the most precious
jewels, resembling the color of the sky, and proper
Powonly for the noblest sovereigns in the universe.
haian s imagination was all on fire
he made
;

;

;

ture.

;

;

;

;

;

large

offers.
Smith insisted on more, and at length suffered
himself to be persuaded to take between two and three
hundred bushels of corn for about two pounds of bine
beads, and they parted in very good humour, each one
In a sub
being very much pleased with his bargain.
sequent visit to Opecankanouh, King of I amaunkee,
the company were entertained with the same kind of
splendor and a similar bargain closed the festivity
by
which means, the blue beads grew into such estima
tion, that none but the princes and their families were
able to wear them.
Loaded with this acquisition, they returned to. lamestown where an unhappy tire had consumed several of
their houses, with much of their provisions and furni

Mr. Hunt,

apparel and
escaped from it with
This misfortune was

the chaplain, lost his

library in this conflagration, and
only the clothes on his back.

the ship staying in port fourteen weeks,
for the voyage home, so con
tracted their stock of provisions, that before the winter

severely

felt

;

and reserving enough

was gone, they were reduced to great extremity, and
many of them died. The cause of the ship s detention
for so long a time was this
In searching for fresh wa
:

ter

in the

neighborhood of Jamestown, thev had dis

covered in a rivulet some particles of a yellowish isinjjglass, which their sanguine imaginations had relined
into gold dust.
The zeal for this precious matter was
so strong, that in digging, washing and
packing it to

complete the lading of the ship, all other cares were
absorbed. This was a tedions interval to C apt. Smith
;

judgment condemned their folly, his patience was
exhausted, and his passion irritated, and the only re
compense which he had for this long vexation, was the
pleasure of sending home Wingfiuld and Archer, when
the ship departed.
The other ship arrived in the spring, arid notwith
and when they produced the previously strangers to each other, as well as different
they had been thrown
Some of them standing a long and unavoidable detention in the West
things for which he had written, the whole company in their education, qualities and habits.
were astonished at the power of his divination by the had been used to the command of ships, and partook of Indies, brought them a comfortable supply of provisions
the roughness of the element on which they wore bred. They took advantage of the opening season, to rebuild
speaking leaf.
their houses and chapel, repair the palisades, and
After this they carried him through several nations, It is, perhaps, no great
plant
compliment to Smith, to say
corn for the ensuing summer, in all which works the
inhabiting the banks of the Potowinack and Rapahanock, that he was the best qualified of thrni for command
and at length brought him to Painannkec, where they since the event proved that none of them who survived example and authority of Smith, were of eminent ser
performed a strange ceremony, by which they intended the first sickness, had the confidence of the people in vice. Every man of activity was fond of him, and
to divine, whether his intentions towards them were
It is certain that his resolution prevented those of a contrary disposition were afraid of him.
It
any degree.
The manner of it was this early tho abandonment of the place the first year his enter was proposed that he should go into the country of the
friendly or hostile.
in the morning a great tire was made in a lontr house,
prising spirit led to an exploration of the country, and Monacans, beyond the falls of James river, that thev
and a mat spread on each side, on one of which he was acquainted them with its many advantages ; his capti might have some news of the interior parts to send
and
the guard retired.
and the home to the company but a fray with the Indians de
placed,
Presently, an Indian vity produced an intercourse with the savages
tained him at Jamestown, till the ship sailed for
priest, hideously painted, and dressed in furs and snake supplies gained from them, chiefly by means of his ad
Eng
came
and
after
a
of
dress,
the
uncouth
skins,
skipping in,
variety
krpt
people, alive till the second arrival of the land, laden chiefly with cedar, but not without another
noises and gestures, drew a circle with meal round the ihips from England.
The Virginians, therefore, justly specimen of the yellow dust, of which Martin was so
fire
then came in three more in the same frightful regard him, if not as the father, yet as the saviour of fond, that he took charge of the packages himself and
An accession of above one hun
returned to England.
dress, and after they had performed their dance, three that infant plantation.
others.
In the winter of 1607, Capt. Newport arrived from dred men, among whom were several goldsmiths and
They all sat opposite to him in a line, the chiefAfter singing a song, accompanied England in Virginia.
The other ship, commanded by refiners, had been made to the colony by the two last
priest in the midst.
with the music of their rattles, the chief-priest laid down Capt. Nelson, which sailed at the same time, was dis ships, and a new member, Matthew Scrivener, was
five grains of corn, and after a short
masted on the American coast, and blown off to the added to the council.
speech, three more
this was repeated till the fire was encircled.
Then West Indies. The supplies sent by the company were
Having finished the necessary business of the season,
the
incantation, he laid sticks between the received in Virginia with the most cordial avidity ; but and despatched the ship, another voyage of discovery
continuing
divisions of the corn.
The whole day was spent, in the general license given to the sailors, to trade with was undertaken by Captain Smith and fourteen others.
these ceremonies, with fasting, and at night a feast was the savages, proved detrimental to the
planters, as it They went down the river in an open barge, June 10,
of
the
beast
meats
which they had. The same raised the prices of theic commodities so high, that a 1608, in company with the ship, and having parted with
prepared
tricks were repeated the two
following days. They told pound of copper would not purchase, what before could her at Cape Henry, they crossed the mouth of the bay,
him that the circle of meal represented their country, be bought for an ounce. Newport himself was not and fell in w ith a cluster of islands without Cape Charles,
the circle of corn the sea shore, and the s .icks his coun free from this
sea- to which they gave the name of Smith s Isles, which
spirit of profusion, so common to
Then re-entering the hay they laitdcd
they did not acquaint him, or he has not acquainted faring men, which he manifested by sending presents they still bear.
try
us, with the result of tlic operation, but he observed that of various kinds to Powhatan, intending thereby to on the eastern neck, and were kindly received by Acothe gunpowder which they had taken from him, was laid give him an idea of the rcrandcur of the English nation. mack, the
prince of that peninsula, a part of which still
h,
From thence they coasted the; eastern
which he made to this prince, under the con bears his name.
up among their corn, to he planted the next spring.
After these ceremonies, they brought him to the em duct of Smith, he was received and entertained with an shore of the bay, and landed sometimes on the main.
who
received
him
in
the
and at other times on the low islands, of which thev
but in trading with
royal state, clothed equal snow of magnificence
peror Powhatan,
in a robe of racoon skins, seated on a kind of tnrone. savage chief, lie found himself outwitted.
Powhatan, found many, but none fit for habitation. They proceeded
his

;

;

:

;

;

;

:

;

:

;

I

;
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BIOGRAPHIES OF THE EARLY DISCOVERERS.
up the bay

to the

pvestern shore,

ward, and

northward and crossed over to the
they coasted to the south
route discovered the mouths of the

precious metals in the country, but of discovering the
South Sea, from the mountains at the head of James
river
and it was thought, that the journey thither,
For the
might lie performed in eight or ten days.
purpose of making this capital discovery, they put on
board Newport s ship, a barge capable of being taken

|

down which

in this

of a reddish earth which they found there, and from its
resemblance to bole-ammoniac, they gave it the name
of Bolus river, and it is so named in all the early maps
of the country ; but in the latter, it bears the Indian
name Patapsco on the north side of which is now the
town of Baltimore. They sailed thirty miles

and put together again at pleasure. This
barge was lo make a voyage to the head of the river,
then to be carried in pieces across the mountains, and
to descend the rivers which were supposed to run
westward to the South Sea. To facilitate this plan, it

without seeing any inhabitant*
i
fi
.i
...-_,&quot;..
j_j
but on entering a creek found themselves surrounded
Smith prepared for
by Indians who threatened them.
an encounter; out on firing a few guns, tiie Indians,
.

terrified at

made
One of

the noise,

changed hostages.

was necessary

:

.

i

company was by

All things being prepared for the
proposed interview.
ceremony of coronation, the present was brought from
the boats
the basin and ewer were deposited, the bed
and chair were set up, the scarlet suit and cloak were
put on, though not till Namontac (an Indian youth
whom Newport had carried to England and brought
back again), had assured him that these habiliments
would do him no harm but they had great difficulty in
persuading him to receive the crown, nor would he
bend his knee, or incline his head in the least degree
After many attempts, and with actual pressing on he
shoulders, they at last made him stoop a little and put
;

Powhatsn, through
must be made; and as

means of winning him, a

royal present was brought
over, consisting of a basin and ewer, a bed and furnia
suit
of scarlet clothes, with a
ture. a chair of state,
cloak and
crown, all which were to be presented

this

means carried to the habitation of their prince, and the
whole were kindly used. They learned that it was by
direction of Powhatan that the Indians were in arms,

I

to gain the favor of

hose country the passage

!

signs of peace, and enthe

;

to pieces,

;

flourishing
up the Potowmack,

from any of my people, they have deceive&quot;! you.&quot; Then
with a stick he drew a plan of that region on the
ground and after many compliments the conference
ended.
The present being put on board the boats, was car
ried down James river and up the Pamaunkee, whilst
Newport, with fifty men, went across by land and met
the boats, in which he
passed the river, and held the

1

;

on that side. One
great rivers, which fall into the bay
in particular attracted much of their attention, because

&quot;

;

&amp;gt;

to
i

him

in

due form

;

and the crown placed on

much solemnity as possible. To a
who knew the country and its inhabitants so

his

head, with as

pcr-

son

well

and had attempted to surprise them from this circum as Snath, this project appeared chimerical, and the
stance thev were led to suspect that Powhatan had means whereby it was to be carried on, dangerous.
been informed of this expedition, by the discontented With a small quantity of copper and a few beads, he
had obliged to stay in could have kept Powhatan in good humor, and made
part of the colony whom Smith
an advantage of it for the colony, whereas a profusion
the country when they would have deseited it.
It was Smith s invariable custom, when he met with of presents he knew would but increase his pride and
The project of travelling over unknown
the Indians, to put on a bold face, as if they appeared insolence.
desirous of peace to demand their arms, and some of mountains with men already weakened by sickness,
if
of
their
and
worn
out
with fatigue, in a hot climate, and in the
their children as pledges
sincerity
they
if not, as
midst of enemies, who might easily cut off their retreat,
complied, he considered them as friends
In the course of this voyage, he collected was too romantic even for his sanguine and adventurous
enemies.
some furs, and discovered some colored earths, winch spirit. His opinion upon the matter cannot be exthe savages used as paints, but found nothing of the pressed in more pointed language, than he used in a
If the quartered boat was
At the mouth of the Rappahinock, the letter to the company.
mineral kind.
boat grounded, and whilst they were waiting for the burned to ashes, ime might carry her in a bag, but as
tide, they employed themselves in sticking with their she is, five hundred cannot, to a navigable place above
His dissent however was ineffectual, and
swords the fishes which were left on the flats. Smith the falls.
having struck his sword into a stingray, the fish raised when he found that the voice of the council was for exits tail, and with its sharp indented thorn, wounded ecuting it, he lent his assistance to effect as much of it
him in the arm. This wound was extremely painful, as was practicable.
and he presently swelled to that degree, that they ex
Previously to their setting out, he undertook, with
pected him to die, and he himself gave them orders to four men only, 10 carry notice to Powhatan of the. inisland.
But
the
on
a
cnded
him
surgeon,
bury
neighboring
present, and invite him to come to Jamestown,
the help of that he might receive it there.
Dr. Russel, having probed the wound,
Having travelled by
a certain oil, so allayed the anguish and swelling, that land twelve miles to Werocomoco, on Pamunky (York)
Smith was able to eat part of the fish for his supper. river, where he expected to meet Powhatan, and not
From this occurrence, the place was distinguished by finding him there, whilst a messenger was despatched
his daughter Pocahontas, enterthe name of Stingray Point, which it still bears.
thirty miles for him
On the 21st of July, they returned to Jamestown. tained Smith and his company with a dance, which for
Having, with the colored earths which they had found, its singularity, merits a particular description.
In an open plain, a fire being made, the gentlemen
disguised their boat and streamers, their old companions
were alarmed at their approach, with the apprehension were seated by it. Suddenly a noise was heard in the
this
was
a
of
trick
of an attack from the Spaniards
adjacent wood, which made them fly to their arms, and
Smith s to frighten the old president, who had rioted seize on two or three old men, as hostages for their
on the public stores, and was building a house in the own security, imagining that they were betrayed.
woods, that he might seclude himself from the sickly, I pon this the young princess came running to Smith,
On Smith s arri and passionately embracing him, offered herself to be
discontented, quarrelsome company.
val, they signified their desire of investing him with the killed, if any harm should happen to him or his compa
Ratclifl e being deposed, it fell to him of ny.
Her assurances, seconded by all the Indians pregovernment.
and having recommended Scrivener to preside sent, removed their fears. The noise which had alarmed
course
in his absence, he entered on another voyage of dis
them was made by thirty girls, who were preparing for
Immediately they made their
covery, being determined to spare no pains for a full the intended cerpmonv.
exploration of the country.
appearance, with no other covering than a girdle of
From the 24th of July to the 7th of September, green leaves and their skins painted, each one of a difwith twelve men in an open barge, he ranged the bay fcrent color.
Their leader had a pair of buck s horns
of Chesapeake, as far northward as the falls of Susque- on her head, an otter s skin as her girdle, and another
the
that
flow
into
the
all
rivers
arm
a
bow and arrow in the other hand, and
on
one
hannah, entering
bay,
and examining their shores. In some places the na- a q\ii\erat her back. The re^t of them had horns on
Their idea their heads, and a wooden sword or start in their hands.
tives were friendly, and in others jealous.
from With shouting ami Mngmii thev formed a ring round the
of the strange visitors, was, that they had come
under the world to take their world from them.&quot; fire, and performed a circular dance for about an hour,
Smith s constant endeavor was to preserve peace with after which they retired in the same order as they had
them but when he cauld not obum corn in the way advanced
The dance was followed by a feast, at
of traffic, he never scrupled to use threats, ar.d in some which the savasrc nymphs were as
with their
eager
cases violence, and by one or the other method he pre- caresses as with their attendance and this being ended,
vailed so as to bring home a load of provisions for his tl.ey conducted the gentlemen to their lodging by the
discontented companions, wiio without his efforts would light of fire-brands.
not have been able to live.
Sickness and death were
The next day Powhatan arrived, and Smith delivered
r
the message from his father. Newport, (as he always
very frequent, and the latest comers we e most affect
ed by the disorders of the climate.
That he had brought him
called him) to this effect
Smith was now established in the presidency, by the from the King of England, a royal present, and wished
election of the council and the request of the company: to see him at Jamestown, that he might deliver it to
but the commission gave to a majority of the council him
promising to assist him in prosecuting his rethe
whole power. Newport, at his third arrival, venge against the Monacans, whose country they
brought over two new members, and Ratchffe having would penetrate even to the sea beyond the monnutill a seat,
To which the savage prince with equal subthough deposed from the presidency, Smith tains.
was obliged in some cases to comply with their opi- tilty and haughtiness, answered. If your king has sent
nions, contrary to his own judgment, an instance of me a present, I also am a king, and am on my own
which will now be exhibited.
1 will stay here eight davs.
Your father must
land.
The Virginia Company in London, deceived by false come to me I will not go to him, nor to your fort,
and
misled
their
own
the
I
am
to
As
for
able
Monacans,
reports,
by
sanguine imaginarevenge myself,
tions, had conceived an expectation not only of finding If you have heard of salt water beyond the mountains,

on.
Instantly, a signal being given, the men in the
boats fired a volley, at which fhe monarch started with
horror, imagining that a design was forming to destroy
him in the summit of his glory but being assured that
it

;

;

,

;

,

James, he desired Newport to present him his old fur
mantle and deer-skin shoes, which, in his estimation,

were doubtless

a full equivalent ; since all this finery
prevail on the wary chief to allow them
guides for the discovery of the inland country, or to
Thus disappointed,
approve their design of visiting it.

could

!

Smith,

who had no mind

to

go on such

a fruitless

errand, tarried at the fort with eighty invalids to reload
the ship, whilst Newport with all the council, and one

hundred and twenty of the healthiest men, began their
transmontane tour of discovery. They proceeded in
their boats to the falls at the head of the river
from
thence they travelled up the country two days and a
and
discovered
two
towns
of
the
half,
Monacans, the
inhabitants of which seemed very indifferent towards
them, and used them neither well nor ill.
They took
one of their petty princes and led him bound to guide
them.
Having performed this march, they grew wearried and returned, taking with them in their way back
certain portions of earth, in which their refiner preThis was all
tended that he had seen signs of silver.
the success of their expedition ; for the savages had
concealed their corn, and they could neither persuade
them to sell it. nor find it to take it by force. Thus
they relumed to Jamestown, tired, disappointed, hun
gry and sick, and had the additional mortification of
being laughed at by Smith for their vain attempt.
The Virginia Company had not only a view to the
discovery of the South Sea, but also to establish manu
factures in their colony ; and for this purpose had sent
over a number of workmen from Poland and Germany,
who were skilled in the making pot-ashes and glass,
well as p.tch and tar.
Had the country been full of
people, well cultivated and provided with all the necessaries for carrying on these works, there might have
been some prospect of advantage but in a new region,
the principal objects are subsistence and defence;

,

;

b&amp;gt;
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;
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these will necessarily occupy the first adventurers to
the exclusion of all others.
However, Smith was of BO
generous a dis|Ksit!on, and so indefatigable in doing

;

|

what he apprehended

|

to be his

his employers, that as soon as
his fruitless attempt to find the

&quot;

i

i

duty, and in gratifying

Newport returned from
South Sea, he set all who

were able lo work, that he might, if possible, answer
Those who were
the expectation of the company.
skilled in the manufactures, he left under the care of the
council, to carry on their works ; whilst he took thirty

I

;

not

they returned to Jamestown, determined to proceed
without his assistance.

&quot;

;

was meant

as a compliment, his fears subsided, and
in return for the baubles of royalty received from King
it

I

;

21

I

;

of the most active with him, about five miles down the
this being,
river, to cut timber, and make clapboards
as he well knew, an employment the most certain of
success.
Among these were several young gentlemen,
whose hands not having been used to labor, were blistered by the axes, and this occasioned frequent expre*-

!

:

j

&quot;

:

]

sions of impatience and profaneness.
Smith caused tlie number of every

;

,

!

&quot;

!

i

them,
to

be

taken down daily, and at night, as many canns of water
This discipline was no
to bo poured inside his sleeve.
it so lessened the number
less singular than effectual
of oaths, that scarcely one was heard in a week, and
;

;il

;

To punish
man s oaths

it

made them

perfectly

good humored, and

re-

At his return to the fort.
conciled them to their labor.
he found, not only that business had been neglected, but
much provision consumed, and that it was necessary
for him to undertake another expedition for corn.
He,

AMERICAN HISTORY.
went up the Chickahamony with two boats ties of the poor victim prevailed on hi humanity, he
and eighteen men, and finding the Indians not in a led him prisoner to Jamestown.
humor for trading, hut rather scornful and insolent, he
This intrepid behavior struck a dread into the sa
told them that he had come not so much for corn, as to
vages, and they began to believe what he had often told
levenge his imprisonment, and the murder of his two them, that his God would protect him against all their
men, some time before. Putting his crew in a posture power, whilst he kept his promise which was to pre
of attack, the Indians fled, and presently sent messen
serve peace with them as long as they should refrain
gers to treat of peace for the obtaining which, he made from hostilities, and continue to supply him with corn.&quot;
them give him an hundred bushels of corn, with a quan An incident which occurred about the same time, con
An Indian having
tity offish and fowls; and with this supply he kept the firmed their veneration for him.
stolen a pistol from Jamestown, two brothers, who
colony from starving, and preserved the ship s provi
sions for her voyage to England.
At her departure, were known to be his companions, were seized, and one
she carried such specimens as could be had of tar, was held as hostage for the other, who was to return in
twelve hours with the pistol, or the prisoner was to be
pitch, turpentine, soap-ashes, clapboards, and wainscot
and at Point Comfort met with Scrivener, who had hanged. The weather being cold, a charcoal lire was
been up the Pamaunkce for corn, and had got a quan kindled in the dungeon, which was very close, and the
therefore,

far from
abandoning it as worthless his aim was tho
and by exploring, he had dis
roughly to explore it
covered what advantages might be derived from it
to
;

]

;

;

produce which, time, patience, expense, and labor,
were absolutely necessary.
He had fairly represented
these ideas to his employers
he had spent three years
in their service, and from his own observations had
drawn and sent them a map of the country and he
had conducted their atiairs as well as the nature of cir
cumstances would permit.
He had had a disorderly,
factious, discontented, disappointed, set of men to con
in the face of the
trol, by the help of a few adherents
native lords of the soil, formidable in their numbers and
knowledge of the country, versed in stratagem, tena
cious of resenlme nt, and jealous of strangers. To court

&quot;

;

;

;

;

;

;

them by presents, was to acknowledge their superiority,
vapor had so suilocated the prisoner, that on the return and inflate their pride and insolence. Though savages,
of his brother at the appointed time with the pistol, he they were men and not children.
Though destitute of
was taken out as dead. The faithful savage lamented science, they were possessed of reason, and a sufficient
his
fate
in
the
most
to
con
of
art.
know
how
To
to
Smith,
Virgini
distressing agony.
degree
manage them, it was
The harvest of 1608 had fallen short both among the sole him, promised, if they would steal no more, that necessary to be personally acquainted with them and
new planters and the natives and the colony was in he should be recovered. On the application of spirits it must be obvious, that a person who had resided se
debted to the inventive genius and indefatigable perse and vinegar, he showed signs of life, but appeared de veral years among them, and hnd been a prisoner with
verance of Smith for their subsistence during the suc
lirious
this grieved the brother as much as his death. them, was a much better judge of the proper method*
As long as the rivers were open, he Smith undertook to cure him of this also, on the repeti of treating them, than a company of gentlemen at
ceeding winter.
The delirium several thousand miles distance, and who could know
kept the boats continually going among the natives for tion of the promise to steal no more.
such supplies as could be obtained; and he never would being only the effect of the spirits which he had swal them only by report.
Smith had certainly the interest
return empty, if any thing were to he had by any means lowed, was remedied by a few hours sleep
and being of the plantation at heart, and by toilsome experience,
in his power.
Whilst abroad in these excursions, he dismissed, with a present of copper, they went away, had just learned to conduct it, when he found himself
nd his men were obliged frequently to lodge in the believing and reporting that Smith was able to bring the so obnoxious to his employers, that a plan was con
when
the
woods,
ground was hard frozen and covered dead to life. The effect was, that not only many stolen certed to supersede him, and reinstate, with a share of
with snow
and their mode of accommodating them
things were recovered, and the thieves punished, but authority, those whom he had dismissed from the ser
selves was, first to dig away the snow and make a fire
that peace and friendly intercourse were preserved, and vice.
when the ground was dried and warmed, they removed corn brought in as long as they had any, whilst Smith
The Virginia Company had applied to the king t
the fire to one side, and spread their mats over the warm remained in Virginia.
recall their patent and grant another
in virtue of
for their bed, using another mat as a screen from
He was equally severe and resolute with his own which, they appointed Thomas Lord de la Wane,
of pocones, a red root, used in dying ; these being
taken on board, Captain Newport returned to England
the third time, leavin,
about two hundred persons in
tity

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

rtwind

when the ground cooled, they shifted the fire
again by thus continually changing their position, they
kept themselves tolerably warm through many cold
and it was observed, that those who went on
nights
this service and submitted to these
hardships, were ro
bust and healthy, whilst those who stayed at home were

men, and finding many of them inclining to be idle,
and this idleness in a groat measure the cause of their
that
frequent sickness and death, he made an order,
he who would not work should not eat, unless he were
disabled by sickness
and that every one who did not

;

;

;

always weak and

sickly.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

arms, as being there in perfect security,) he retired
in the evening, and formed a design to surprise Smith
and his people at their supper anil had it not been for
the affectionate friendship of Pocahontas, it would pro
This amiable girl, at the
bably have been effected.
risk of her life, stole from the side of her fathe/, and
in
the
dark
passing
through the woods, told Smith with
tears in her eyes of the plot, and then as privately re
When the Indians brought in the supper
turned.
Smith obliged them to taste of every dish his arms

I

his

men

vigilant

;

and though

came

In a subsequent visit to Opecancanough, by whom
he formerly was taken prisoner, this prince put on the

semblance of friendship, whilst
with bows and arrows.

The

his

trick

men

lay in

ambush

being discovered by

one of Smith

s party, and communicated to him, he re
solutely seized the king by his hair, and holding a pistol
to his breast, led him trembling to the ambush, and there,
with a torrent of reproachful and menacing words,
obliged him to order those vcrv people, not only to lay
down their arms, but to load him with provisions. After

they made an attempt to murder him in his sleep.
and to poison him, but both failed of success. The
chief of Paspilui meeting him alone in the woods, armed
only with a sword, attempted to shoot him, but he
closed with the savage, and in the struggle both fell
into the river
where, after having narrowly
this,

escaped
drowning, Smith at last prevailed to gripe him by the
and
would
cut
have
oil
his
but
the
cntreathroat,
head,
;

;

most favorable to their recovery. A mutinous spirit
the
soon broke out, and a scene of confusion ensued
detachment had been sent to the southward, to look for new comers would not obey Smith, because they sup
the long lost colony of Sir Walter Raleigh, but without posed his commission to be supcr&efled
the new com
success.
mission was not arrived, and it was uncertain whether
Such was the state of the Virginia colony when Cap the ship which carried it would ever be seen or heard
tain Samuel Areal arrived on a trading voyage, and of
Smith would gladlv have withdrawn and gone back
to England, but his honor was concerned in maintain
brought letters from the company in England, com
plaining of their disappointment, and blaming Smith as ing his authority till he should be regularly superseded,
the cause of it.
They had conceived an ill opinion of and his spirit would not sutler him to be trampled on
him from the persons whom he had sent home, who re- by those whom he despised. 1 pon due consideration,
presented him as arbitrary and violent towards the colo- he determined to maintain his authority as lar as he
nists, cruel to the savages, and disposed to traverse the was able
waiting some proper opportunity to retire,
he laid
views of the adventurers, who expected to grow rich some of the most insolent of the new comers
ith the more moderate he consulted
very suddenly.
by the heels.&quot;
There was this disadvantage attending the business what was best to be done and, as a separation seemed
of colonization in North America at that day, that the to be the best remedy, and it had been in contcmplaonly precedents which could be had were those of the tion to extend the settlements, some were induced to
Spaniards who had treated the natives with extreme ?o up to the Kails, others to Nansemond, and others ko
Smith s year being almost expired, he
cruelty, and amassed vast sums of cold and silver. Point Comfort.
Whilst the English adventurers detested the mentis by offered to resign to Martin, who had been one of the
winch the Spaniards had acquired their riches, they still old council, but Martin would not accept the command
expected that the same kind uf riches might be acquired he, therefore, kept up the form, and as much as he could
by other means it was, therefore, thought politic to be of the power of government, till an accident, which had
gentle in demeanor and lavish of presents towards the nearly proved fatal to his life, obliged him to return to
natives, as an inducement to them to discover tne riches England.
On his return from the new plantation at the Falls,
On these principles, the orders of
of their country.
the Virginia Company to their servants were framed
sleeping by night in his boat, a bag of gunpowder took
But experience had taught Smith, the most discerning fire, and burnt him in a most terrible manner. Awak
and faithful of all whom they had employed, tluit the. ing in surprise, and finding himself wrapped in flames,
country of Virginia would not enrich the adventurers in he leaped into the water, and was aimost drowned, be
At his return
the time and manner which they expected
yet he was fore his companions could recover him.
;

:

;

and

;

on, they paid such attention to husbandry, as to have
thirty or forty acres cleared and fit for planting ; and a

;

divers sets of messengers, one after another during the night, under pretence of friendly inquiries, they found them so well prepared, that nothin
was attempted, and the party returned in safety.

;

;

his

in readiness,

;

;

;

;

;

there

Thomas

George Somers, admiral

gather as much food in a day as he did himself, should
be banished.&quot; A recent attempt having been made to
run away with the boats, he ordered, that the next per which were embarked five hundred persons, men,
son who should repeat this offence, should be hanged. women, and children.
Gates, Somers, and Newport,
By firmness in the execution of these laws, and by the had each a commission, investing either of them who
concurrent force of his own example, in laboring con might first arrive, with power to call in the old, and
The fleet sailed from
tinually, and distributing his whole share of European set up the new, commission.
provisions and refreshments to the sick, he kept the England in May, 1609, and by some strange policy, the
This
colony in such order, that, though many of them mur three commanders were embarked in one ship.
mured at his si verity, they all became very indus ship being separated from the others in a storm, was
trious ; and withal so healthy, that of two hundred per
wrecked on the island of Bermuda another foundered
and when the remaining seven arrived in Vir
sons, there died that winter and the next spring no at sea
more than seven. In the space of three months, they ginia, two of which were commanded by Katcliffe and
made
a
of
had
had Archer, they found themselves destitute of authority ;
tar, pitch, and pot-ashes
quantity
produced a sample of glass
dug a well in the fort
though some of them were full enough of prejudice
built twenty new houses
The ships
provided nets and wiers for against Smith, who was then in command.
erected a block-house on the- isthmus of James had been greatly shattered in their passage, much of
fishing
town another on Hog Island and had begun a for their provision was spoiled, many of their people were
tress on a commanding eminence. As the spring came sick
and the season in which they arrived was not the

The supplies procured by trading being insufficient,
and hunger very pressing, Smith ventured on the dan
g erous project of surprising Powhatan, and carrying oft
hiis whole stock of provisions.
This Indian prince had
formed a similar design respecting Smith and for the
purpose of betraying him, had invited him to his scat,
promising, that if he would send men to build him a
house after the English mode, and give him some guns
and swords, copper and heads, he would load his boat
with corn.
Smith sent him three Dutch carpenters,
who treacherously revealed to him the design which
Smith had formed. On his arrival with forty-six men,
he found the prince so much on his guard, that it was
Havin,g spent the
impossible to execute his desig
day ir. conversation, (in the course of which Powhatan
had in vain endeavored to persuade Smith to lay aside

were

Sir

Sir
Gates, lieutenant-general
Sir Thomas Dale, marshal ;
Sir Ferdinando Waiman, general of horse
and Cap
tain Newport, (the only one of them who had seen the
The adventurers having, by
country) vice-arniral.
the alteration of their patent, acquired a reinforcement
both of dignity and property, equipped nine ships
in

general,

&quot;
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BIOGRAPHIES OF THE EARLY DISCOVERERS.
this distressed condition,
to Jamestown,
and Archer conspired to murder him in his
in

Ratcliffe

of this base transaction

sailed in 1615.
Having proceeded about
one hundred and twenty leagues, they were separated
in a storm ; the smaller one commanded by Capt.
Thomas Uermer pursued her voyage but Smith hav
ing lost his masts was obliged to put back under a jurymast to Plymouth. There he put his stores on board
a small bark of sixty tons, and thirty men, of whom
sixteen were to assist him in beginning a new colony.
Meeting with an English pirate, his men would have
had him surrender but though he had only four guns,
and the pirate thirty-six, he disdained to yield. On
speaking with her, he found the commander and some
of the crew to be his old shipmates, who had run away
with the ship from Tunis, and were in distress for pro
visions
they offered to put themselves under his com
mand, but he rejected the proposal and went on his
Near the Western Islands he fell in with two
voyage.
French pirates his men were again thrown into a
panic, and would have struck, but he threatened to
blow up the ship, if they would not fight and by firing
a few running shot, he escaped them also.
After this
about twenty-two years of age ; her person was grace
he was met by four French-men-of-war, who had orders
had
ful and her deportment
end
She
He showed them
from their sovereign to seize pirates.
pleasing.
gentle
been taught the English language and the Christam his commission under the great seal but they perfi
She
and
the
name
of
Rebecca.
suffered
his ship to
detained
him
whilst
religion,
baptized by
they
diously
had heard that Smith was dead, and knew nothing to escape in the night, and return to Plymouth.
They
the contrary, till she arrived in England.
knew his enterprising spirit, and were afraid of his mak
The fame of an Indian princess excited great curio ing a settlement in New England, so near to their co
and Smith had the address to write a lony of Acadia ; and they suspected, or at least pre
sity in London
handsome letter to the queen, setting forth the merits tended to suspect, that he was the person who had
of his friend, and the eminent services she had done to broken
up their fishery at Port Royal (which was really
him and the colony of Virginia. She was introduced done by Captain Argal) the year before.
the queen and royal family
When their cruise was finished, they carried him to
by the Lady dc la Warre
received her with much complacency, and she proved Rochelle
and notwithstanding their promises to allow
herself worthy of their notice and respect.
At her first him a share of the prizes which they had taken whilst
interview with Smith she called him father
and be he was with them, they kept him as a prisoner on
cause he did not immediately return the salutation and board a ship at anchor.
But a storm arising, which
call her child she was so overcome with grief, that she drove all the
people below, he took the boat, with an
hid hrr face and would not speak for some time.
She half pike for an oar, thinking to make his escape in the
was ignorant of the ridiculous affectation which reigned night. The current was so strong that he drifted to
in the court of James ; which forbad Smith assuming sea, and was near
By the turn of the tide
perishing.
and when he got ashore, on a marshy island, where some fowlers
the title of father, to the daughter of a king
informed of it she despised it passionately declaring, found him in the morning almost dead with cold anC
that she loved him as a father, and had treated him as
He gave them his boat to carry him to
hunger.
such in her o.vn country, and would be his child wherever Rochelle, where he learned that the ship which had
her
she went.
Tho same pedantic affection caused
taken him, with one of her prizes, which was very rich,
husband to be looked ujon as an offender, for having, had been driven on shore in lhat storm, and lost, with
a
of
invaded
the
her
though
mysterious rights
subject,
captain and one half of the men.
This marriage,
Here he made his complaint to the judge of the
royalty in marrying above his rank.
however, proved beneficial to the colony, as her father Admiralty, and produced such evidence in support of
had thereby become a friend to them, and when she his allegations, that he was treated with fair words
came to England, he sent with her Lttamaccomac, one but it does not appear that he got any recompense.
of his trusty counsellors
whom he enjoined to inquire He met here and at Bourdeaux with many friends,
for Smith, and tell him whether he was alive.
Ano both French and English, and at his return to Eng
ther order which he gave him was, to bring him the land, published in a small quarto, an account of his two
number of people in England ; accordingly, oa his land last voyages, with the depositions of the men who were
To this
in the ship when he was taken by the French.
ing at Plymouth, the obedient savage began his ac
count by cutting a notch on a long stick for every per
book he prefixed his map of New England and in it
son whom he saw but soon grew tired of his employ
with
its
of
the
country,
many advan
gave a description
ment, and at his return told Powhaton that they ex- tages, and the proper methods of rendering it a valuable
ceedfd the number of leaves on the trees. A third acquisition to the English dominions. When it was
command from his prince was. to see the God of Eng printed, he went all over the west of England, giving
and endeavoring to
land, arid the king, queen, and princes, of whom Smith copies of it to all persons of note
had told him so much; and when he met with Smith, excite the nobility, gentry, and merchants, to engage
He with earnestness in the business of colonizing America.
he desired to be introduced to those personages.
had before this seen the king, but would not believe it
He obtained from many of them fair promises, and was
because the person whom they pointed out to him had complimented by tho Plymouth Company with the title
not given him any thing.
Vou gave Powhatan,&quot; of Admiral of New England. But the former ill suc
said he to Smith,
a white dog, but your king has cess of some too sanguine adventurers, had made a
me
Mr.
Holfe
was preparing to re deep impression, and a variety of cross incidents, baffled
give
nothing.&quot;

memory

bed; but among the Americans, and succeeding adventurers suf
they employed, hud not courage to fered on account of it.
Smith s old soldiers would have taken off
At Smith s return to England he put in at Plymouth,
fire a pistol.
but he thought it prudent to pass by the where, relating his adventures, and communicating his
their heads
sentiments to Sir Ferdtnando Gorges, he was intro
offence, and take this opportunity, as there was no sur
geon in the country, of returning to England. As soon duced to the Plymouth Company of adventurers to
Nor.h Virginia, and engaged in their service. At
as his intention was known, the council appointed Mr
Percie to preside in his room, anil detained the ship London he was invited by the South Virginia Company
but made use of his engage
three weeks, till they could write letters, and frame to return to their service
He at length sailed for Eng ment with the Plymoulh adventurers as an excuse for
complaints against him.
of
much
their
invitation.
From this circumstance
about
the
latter
end
land,
September, 1000;
declining
it seems,
that they had been convinced of his for
regretted by his few friends, one of whom has left this
In all his proceedings he made mer fidelity, notwithstanding the letters and reports
character of him.
which they had formerly received to his disadvan
justice his first guide, and experience his second; hat
ing baseness, sloth, pride, and indignity, more than any tage.
He never would allow more for himself than
dangers.
During his stay in London, he had the very singu
and upon no danger would send them lar pleasure of seeing his friend Pocahontas, the daugh
for his soldiers
He would ter of Powhatan. Having been made a prisoner in
where he would not lead them himself.
never see us want what he had, or could by any means Virginia, she was there married to Mr. John Kolfe,
He would rather want than borrow ; or and by him was brought to England. She was then
get for us.

whom

the assassin

;

23

was long preserved which he

;

;

&quot;

;

starve,

words

;

than not pay.
He loved action more than
and hated covetousness and falsehood worse

His adventures were our
than death.
loes our deaths.&quot;

lives;

and

his

;

;

Ix&amp;gt;rd

;

;

I

;
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voyage was to take whales, to examine a mine of gold,
and another of copper, which were said to be there
and if either, or both of these should fail, to make up
the cargo with fish and furs.
The mines proved a fic
tion, and by long chasing tho whales to no purpose,
;

;

but whilst the
they lost the best season for fishing
seamen were engaged in these services, Smith, in one
of his boats with eight men, ranged the coast, east and
west, from Penobscot to Cape Cod
bartering with
the nativeR for beaver and other furs, and making ob
servations on the shores, islands, harbors and head
lands
which, at his retnrn to England, he wrought
into a map, and presenting it to prince Charles, after
wards the royal martyr, with a request that he would
give the country a name, it was for the first time called
;

;

,

;

;

;

;

&quot;

The prince also made several alter
names which Smith had given to particu
For instance, he had called the name of

England.

turn with his wife to Virginia, when she was taken ill
and died at Gravesend
leaving an infant son, Thomas
Kolfe. from whom arc descended several families of
the Turkish lady to whom he had been formerly a slave note in Virginia, who hold their lands by inheritance
at Constantinople
and the three islands which lie off from her.
the Cape, the Turks Head, in memory of his victory
Smith had conceived such an idea of the value and
over the three Turkish champions, in his Transylvanian importance of the American continent, that he was
adventures.
The former, Charles, in filial respect to fully bent on the business of plantation, rather than
his mother, called Cape Anne, which name it has ever
In this he agreed with
fishing and trading for furs.
since retained
the name of the islands has long since his friend Sir fYrdinando
Gorges, and th lew other
oeen lost
and another cluster to which he gave his active members of the council of Plymouth, but it had
own name, Smith s Isles, and which name the prince become an unpopular theme One colony had been
did not alter, are now. and have for more than a cen
dr.ven home from Sagadahock bv the severity of the
so that the most season and the deaths of their leaders. Men who were
tury been called the Isles of Shoals
pointed marks of his discoveries on the coast of New- fit for the business were not easily to be obtained,
England, have, either by his own complaisance to the those who had formerly been engaged were discouson of his sovereign, or by force of time and accidents
raged, and it required great strength of mind as well as
become obsolete. When he sailed for England in ue liberality of purse, to set on foot another experiment.
of the ships, he left the other behind to complete her After much trouble in
endeavoring to unite persons of
The mas opposite interests, and stimulate those who had sus
lading, with orders to sell the fish in Spain.
of the natives tained former losses to new
ter, Thomas Hunt, decoyed
twenty-four
attempts, he obtained one
on board, and sold them in Spam for slaves. The ship of two hundred tons, and another of
with
fifty,
lar places.

;

;

;

ations in the

;

;

;

New

;

;

There needs no better testimony to the truth of this
character, than what is related of the miserable colony
Without government, without
after he had quitted it.
prudence, careless, indolent and factious, they became
a prey to the insolence of the natives, to the diseases of
Within sir months, their
the climate and to famine.
number was reduced from five hundred to sixty and
when the three commanders, who had been wrecked
on Bermuda, arrived, 1610, with one hundred and fifty
men in two small vessels, which they had built o. t of
lie ruins of their ship, and the cedars which grew on
the island
they found the remnant of the colony in
such a forlorn condition, that without hesitation, they
determined to abandon the country, and were sailing
down the river, when they met a boat from the
de le Warre, who had come with a fleet to their relief.
By hi-s persuasion they resumed the plantation, and to
this fortunate incident may be ascribed the full esta
blishment of the colony of Virginia.
Such a genius as Smith s could not remain idle. He
was well known in England, and the report of his valor
and his spirit of adventure, pointed him out to a num
ber of merchants, who were engaged in the American
fishery, as a proper person to make discoveries on the
coast of North Virginia.
In April. 1614, he sailed
from London with two ships, and arrived at the island
of Monahigon in latitude 43 1-2, as it was then com
The design of the
puted, where he built seven boats.

;

that promontory, which forms the eastern entrance of
Massachusetts bay, Tragabigzanda after the name of

;

;

;

;

;

;

!

all his

attempts.

However, his experience and advice were of emi
The open frankness and gene
nent service to others.
all the encourage
rosity of his mind led him to give
ment which he could to the business of fishing and
for which purpose, in 1622,
planting in New England
he published a book, entitled, &quot;New England s Tryals,&quot;
some extracts from which are preserved by Purchas.
No man rejoiced more than myself in the establish
,

ment of

the colonies

Plymouth and

of

Massachu

setts.

When

news

of the massacre of the Virginian
in England,
planters by the Indians, 1622, arrived
Smith was all on tire to go over to revenge the insult.
the

He made an offer to the company that if they would
allow him one hundred soldiers and thirty sailors, with
the necessary provisions and equipments, he would
range the country, keep the natives in awe, protect the

and make discoveries, of the hitherto un
and for his own risk and
of America
pro
pains would desire nothing but what he would
duce from the proper labor of the savages.&quot; On thif
planters,

known

parts

;

&quot;

AMERIC

34
but the pusillaproposal the company was divided,
nimous and avaricious parly prevailed and gave him
that the charges would he too great
this answer,
that the planters ought
that their stock was reduced
to defend themselves
hut, that if he would go at his
own expense, they would give him Icurc, provided he
(Such an
would give them one-half of the pillule.
answer could he received only with contempt.
When the king in 1GM, instituted a conuirixsion for
the reformation of Virginia, Smith, by desire of the
commiss loners, gave in a relation of his former proceed
and his opinion and advice respect
ings in the colony,
of remedying the defects :n go
ing the proper methods
vernment, and carrying on the plantation with a pros
These with many other papers he
pect of success.*

j

;

&quot;

i

;

I

;

;

j

I

:

collected and published
1627,
the title of &quot;The General History of Virginia, New
the
The narrative part is
and
Sonicr
Isles.&quot;
England,

made up of journals and letters of those who were concerned with him in the plantation, intermixed with his
own observations. His intimate friend, Mr. i urchus,
had published most of them two years before in h^

...

,

Y.

G ham plain anchored at a place called Quebec, which in
the language of the country signified a strait ; and ihia
was thought to be a proper situation for a fort and set

but two years after.
13y a note in Joselyn s voyage,
it
appears that he died in 1631, at London, in the liltysecond year of his age.
It would have
given singular pleasure to the cornpilcr of these memoirs, if he could have learned trom
any credible testimony that Smith ever received any
recompense for his numerous services and sufferings.
The sense which lie h;id of this matter, in 1G&quot;7, shall
he given in his own words.
J have spent live years,
and more than five hundred pounds, in the service of
Virginia and New England, and in neither of them
have I one foot of laud, nor the very house I built, nor
ground I digged v, ith my o ^ n hands; but I see
those countries share;! before me by those who know

tlement.
He heard of no mines but one of copper, tar
to the northward.
\Vith this information he returned to
France, in the month of September.
On the eighth of JNovt-nihrr in (he same year, King
Henry granted to the Sieur De Moms, a gentleman oT
Ins bed-chamber, a patent, constituting him lieutenantActutia, from the for
general ol iiil the territory of
tieth to the forty-sixth dcjjrue of north latitude, with
power lo subdue the inhabitants and convert them to
tho Christian faith.
This patent was published in all
the maritime
n.s of 1 ruiice; arid De Munts
having

them only by my

rincout,

L

!

t

said

descriptions.

He
H?

j

His Patent

^

fnr

Acadia

lor a pilot,

Monsieur De

I

out-

for a long time desirous to visit

prt&amp;gt;-

&quot;^

*&quot;***

1

**w t/eain -..-

.

who had been

On the 6th of May, they arrived at a harbor on the
southeast side oi ti.i; pcmn.iulu oi Acudia, wnere they
found ono of their coimlrymtn, UOSM^HO!, trading witn
the Indians without license.
They seized lus ship and
cargo; leaving turn only fhu poor consolation of giving
his name to the harbor where he was taken.
The
viHions found in lus ship wen; u seasonable supply, add
the
must
been
abandoned.
without them
have
enterprise

n

:

Samuel Complain

America.

His Fort at St. Croix
SAHUKI. CHAMI-I.AIN

POUTRIHCOURT

quits Acadia

&amp;gt;%-.

equipped two vt sst \* sailed for hi-s new govern rnent
on the 7th of .March, 1004, taking with him the afore

MONTS, POUTKIN COURT,

B E MONTS

1

true Travels, Adventures and Observations of
T
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,,,,
1 lus work is preserved entire
Captain John .Smith.
,

ft

CHAMFLAIN.
|

.

T

at
large in his general history of Virginia,
the Soiner islands, and New England.&quot;
This was probdhly his last publication, for he lived

]JF,

In 1629, at the request of Sir Robert Cotton, he published a history of the early part of his life, entitled,
.

S

you may read

1

&quot;Pilgrims.&quot;

&quot;The

II I

&quot;

under

in a thin folio,

in

AX

&quot;

&quot;&quot;

.-~.^..

A
lhe Discovery of Canada
Carticr, tho This
..
[lace is now called Liverpool.
French continued trading to that country lor furs, and
From Port Koaaipnol they coasted the peninsula to
on the bunks of Newfoundland] Cape Breton, the
the conclusion he made some addition to the history of fishing
southwest, and having doubled (Jape -Sable, came
ami Acac ia, where they found many excellent and con to anchor in the
bay of iSt. Marv, where Aubry, a priest,
Virginia, Bermuda, New England, and the West In
venient
winch
Canseau
was
dis
harbors, among
early
dies, respecting things which had come to his know
going ashore, was lost in the woods, and a Protestant was
as
a
suitable
for
the
place extremely
fishery.
with having murdered him, became they had
lie tinguished
ledge after the publication of his general history.
One Savalct, an old manner, who frequented that port, charged
sometimes had warm disputation on religious subjects.
stated the inhabitants of Virginia in 1628 at live thou
had
before
160!)
made
no
less
than
forty-two voyages They waited for him several days, tiring guns and
Their
sand, and their cattle about the same number.
to those parts.
sounding trumpets, but in vain; the noise oi the sea
produce was chiefly tobacco but those few who at
IV.
of
France,
Henry
King
perceived the advantages was so great, that no other sound could be heard.
tended to their gardens had all sorts of fruit and vege
nn&amp;gt;ht arise to his
which
from
a
farther
explo
kingdom
tables in great abundance and perfection.
From New
Concluding that he was dead, they quitted the place
ration of the northern parts of America
and therefore after sixteen
days, intending to examine that extensive
England they received salted fish but of fresh fish their
Own rivers produced enough, besides an infinite quantity gave encouragement to those who were desirous of bay on the west of their peninsula, to which they gave
In 1598, the Marquis de la the name of La
making adventures.
of fowl ; as their woods did of deer and other game
Buye Francoise but which is now
Ro he &amp;lt;*tahd a commission of Lord-lieutenant, and called the
The priest was afterwards
JBay of Fundy.
They had two brew houses but they cultivated the
f
Ind.an corn in preference to the European gram. Their! undertook a^voyage with a view to establish a colony, found alive but almost starved to death.
in the

from

it

second volume of Churchill s Collections, and
the former part of this account is compiledIn

i&amp;gt;y

i

;

;

;

.

;

.

!

;

tigland is, that the country li u
been represented by adventurers from the West of England, as rocky, barren, and desolate but that since his
account of it had been published, the credit of it was so
raised, that forty or fifty sail wont thither annually on
That nothing had been
fishing and tiading voyages.

On the eastern side of this bay they discovered a
narrow strait, into winch they entered, and soon tound
themselves in a .spacious bason, environed with lulls,
from which descended streams of fresh water ; and be
tween the hills ran a fine navigable river, which they

.

of

ort

llls &quot;uaeablfl

&amp;gt;

crew, to sul

swine with which the place had been stocked by the
Portuguese, for the relief of shipwrecked seamen. The
reason given for choosing tins forlorn place for the disembarkation of his colony, was, that they would be out
done to any purpose in establishing a plantation, till of all danger from tiie sava -. till lie should find a
better situation for them on the continent, when he pro
about an hundred Brownists went to New Plymouth
Whether he ever
whose humorous ignorance caused them to endure a mised to return and take them oi}
reached the continent is uncertain, but he never again
wonderful deal of misery with infinite patience.&quot;
saw the isle of Sable. Returning to France he en
He then
the
of his American ail-

f

called I/Equillc.

:

1

i

j

I

It

was bordered with

ferule

mea

dows, and full of delicate fiah.
Poutrincourt, charmed
with the beauty of the place, determined here to make
his residence, and having received a grant of it from
De Monts, gave it the name of Port lioyal [Anna

&quot;

;

.

recapitulates

history

ventures in the following terms.
Now to conclude gaged in the wars, was made a prisoner by the Duke
the travels and adventures of Captain .Smith
how first oi Merc en r, and soon after d;ed. The wretched exiles
subsisted on such things as the place afforded, and
he planted Virginia, and was set ashore with a hundred
men in the wild woods how he was taken prisoner by clothed themselves with the skins of seals. At the end
of seven years. King Henry, in compassion, sent a fish
the savages, and by the King of Pamaunky, tied to a
erman to bring them home. Twelve only were then
tree to be shot to death
led up and down tho country
alive.
The fisherman, concealing from them the gene
to be shown for a wonder; fatted as he thought fora
rous intention of their sovereign, took all the skins
sacrifice to their idol, before whom they conjured three
which
they had collected as a recompense for his ser
then
days, with strange dances and invocations
vices, some of which being black foxes were of great
brought before their Emperor Powhatan, who com
manded him to be slain how his daujrhtdr Pocahontas value. The king had them brought before him in their
seal skin habits and long hoards,
lie pardoned their
saved his life, returned him to Jamestown, relieved him
former crimes, and made each of them a present of fifty
and his famished company, winch was but eight and
how he dis crowns. When they discovered the fraud of the fish
thirty, to possess those large dominions
instituted a process against him at law,
covered all the several nations on the rivers fallim* into erman, they
how he was stun- almost to and recovercd Iai S e damages by means of which they
the Bay of Chesapeake
so much property as to enter into the same
death by the poisonous tail of a fish called a stingray
ra
how he was blown up with gunpowder and returned to
\
:
,,,
king also granted to PontgnTC dc Chauvm, an
England to be cured
^he
&quot;sive
privilege of trading at I adousac, the mouth
Also how he brought New England to the subiec- *JC
of tho rivcr S g uenay
to
* l*
na
two
tion of the kingdom of Great Britain
his fights with
and was preparing lor a laird when he was
the pirates, left alone among French men-of-war, and voyages,
ly death.
his ship ran from him
his sea-fights for the French prevented
The next voyager of any note was SAMUEL CIIAMtheir bad usage of him
how
against the Spaniards
a man of a noble family; who, in
in France, in a little boat, he escaped them
was adrift pi.Aix, of Brouage ;
1603, sailed up the river of Canada, as far as Cartier
all such a stormy
night at sea by himself, when thirteen
had gone in 1535.
lie made many inquiries of the
French ships were split or driven on shore by the isle
natives concerning their country, its rivers, falls, lakes,
Rhee, the general and most of his men drowned
and
itu/icti.
mountains
The result of his inquiry was,
to whom he all honor and
when
brought
*

:

;

;

;

;

;

,

;

;

JW,

;

,

polis.]

From Port Royal, De Monts sailed farther into the
It was a
high rock,
great bay, to visit a copper mine.
on a promontory, between two bays.
lhe
[Mems.j
copper, though mixed with stone, was very pure, re
sembling that called Kozette copper.
Among these
stones they found chrystals, and a certain shining stone
of
the.se
stones
were sent
of a blue color.
Specimens
to the king.
In farther

examining the bay they came to a great
which they called St. John s, full of islands, and
swarming with fish. Up tins river they sailed fifty
leagues, and were extremely delighted with the vast
By this
quantity of grapes which grew on its banks.
river they imagined that a shorter communication might
be had with the iiaye de Chaleur and the port ol Ta-

river,

dousac, than by the sea.

From

John they coasted the bay south
till
they came to an island in the middle of a
Find
which Champlam had previously explored.
ing its situation sale and convenient, De Monts resolved
To this
there to build a fort and pass the winter.
island he gave the name of St. Croix;* because that
the river St.

westerly,
river

1

&amp;lt;^

;

.

I

.

;

;

;

;

;

God,

him

safe on shore to the admiration of

praise,

all

_

___.

*

Agreeably to Smith s advice to these commissioners,
Charles I. at his accession dissolved the company, in

King

S&tUSS&TSl^^^ S^SlU^
own
tag

all

patents and processes lo issue in his

ha

who escaped;

name.

|
,

communication was formed by means of two

a

iroquois towards the
west there were more and
greater lakes of fresh water, to one of which they knew
and that to the northward there was an inlimits
,

with the conntry of the

lakes,

south

&quot;

;

that towards the

,

land sea of salt water.

In the course oi this voyage,

* This is a station of much
importance. It has given riso
to a controversy between the Tinted Slates and the JinUsn
government, which is nut ytl t jr.ninrtled. I shall therefore
{rive a description of tins island and its surrounding waters,
from a translation oi Mark Lest/arbors history of Die voyages
ol De Monts, in whu L he lam&amp;lt;-il M as eim-i^rd, and therefore
had seen the place wlurh he des-cribes. This translation is to
be found at lar^e in Churchill s Collections, vol. viii. 7J6. and
an ihridj ment of it in I urchas *, Pilgrims, vol. v. 1019.
&quot;Leaving St. Joint s river, they cuiiif, following the coast
twenty leagues iroin that place, to a great river, which is
properly sea, [i. e. halt water] where they Ibrtitied themselves
in a little island seated in the midst of this river, which the
said Ciiamplain had been to discover and view. Ana, seeing
it strong by nature, and of easy defence and keeping ; l&amp;gt;esides
that the season began to slide a\\ay, and thcrctoiu it was bermveful to provide of lodging, without running any farther,
they resolved to make Hieir abode there.
14
Before we speak ol the ship s reiu&quot; o F -aJv-^ it is meet
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two leagues higher there were brooks which

He therefore determined to return, which ha
danger.
did by the shortest and most direct course
and after a
perilous voyage, in which the rudder was again broken,
and the bark narrowly escaped shipwreck, he arrived
at Port Royal on the 14th of November.

&quot;came
mill to grind it than the hand-mill, which required hard
fall within this large branch of the bea.&quot;
and continual labor. The savages were so averse to
winter
and
the
suffered
The
this exercise, that they preferred hunger to trie task of
proved severe,
people
so much by the scurvy, that thirty-six of them died
grinding corn, though they were offered half of it in
the remaining forty, who were all sick, lingered till the payment.
Six men only died in the course of this
spring, (1605,) when they recovered by means of the winter.
fresh vegetation.
The remedy which Cartier had found
In the &quot;spring of 1606, Dupont attempted to find
in Canada was here unknown.
what De Monts had missed in the preceding year, a
As soon as his men were recovered, De Monts re more southerly settlement. His bark was twice forced
solved to seek a comfortable station in a wanner cli
back with adverse winds : and the third time was driven
mate.
The
Having victualled and armed his pinnace, he on rocks and bilged at the mouth of the port.
sailed along the coast to Norombago, a name which had men and stores were saved
but the vessel was lost.
been given by some European adventurers to the Bay These fruitless attempts proved very discouraging but
of Penobscot
from thence he sailed to Kennebec, Dupont employed his people in building a bark and shal
Casco, Saco, and finally came to Maleharrc, as Cape lop, that thry might employ themselves in visiting the
Cod was then called by the French. In some of the ports, whither their countrymen resort to dry their fish,
places which he had passed, the land was inviting , and till new supplies should arrive.
but the
De Monts and Poutnncourt were at that time in
particular notice was taken of ihe grapes
|

cross- wise to

1

;

;

;

j

I

The manner

which they spent the

in

|

;

by previously hunting or fishing, or purchasing
and game of the natives, who constantly resided
among them, and were extremely pleased with their
manners.
Four only died in this winter and it is remarked
that those were
The winter
sluggish and fretful.&quot;
was mild and fair. On a Sunday in the middle of Ja
nuary, after divine service, they
sported and had music
on the river
and the same month they went two
leagues, to tee their corn-field, and dined cheerfully in
the sun shine.

ready to

On

into the river.

They

also erected a water-mill,

to France.

trees and burn

to St.

them

in kilns,

by which means they ob

tained a sufficiency.

On
tined

Ascension day a vessel arrived from France, des
to

bring supplies

;

a large share of which, the
their voyage.

crew had ungenerously consumed during

The

letters brought by this vessel informed them that
company of merchants, associated with De Monts,
was discouraged and that their ship was to be em

the

;

The reason of this
ployed in the fishery at Canseau.
proceeding was. that contrary to the king s edict, the
Hollanders had intruded themselves into their fur trade
Canada, having been conducted by a
treacherous Frenchman
in consequence of which toe
had
revoked
the exclusive privilege which he had
king
to
DC
Monts
for
ten
The avarice of these
given
years.
Hollanders was so great, that they had opened the
graves of the dead, and taken the beaver skins in which

in the river of

;

Two

visited his people and stole a hatchet.
guns were
In his return he saw seve
fired at them and they fled.

male and female, carrying the corpses had been buried. This outrage was so
and hiding them- highly resented by the savages at Canseau, tiiat they
selves as he and his company passed.
He was killed the person who had shown the places where the
alarmed at this strange appearance but much more so, dead were laid.
This news was extremely unwel
when early the next morning a shower of arrows came come, as it portended the destruction of the colony.
two of whom were killed and
Poutrincourt however was so well pleased with his
flying among his
The savages having taken situation, that he determined to return to it, though
several others wounded.
and it was in vain to pursue them. none but his own family should accompany him.
their revenge, fled
He
The dead were buried at the foot of the cross and was very desirous to see the issue of his attempt at
whilst the funeral service was performing, the savages agriculture, and therefore detained the vessel as
long
were dancing and yelling in mock concert at a conve as he could, and employed his bark in small voyages
nient distance, but within hearing.
\Vhen the French about the bay, to trade for furs and gather specimens
retired on board their bark, the savages took down the of iron and copper to be transported to France.
\Vheu
cross, dug up the bodies and stripped them of their they were all ready to sail, he tarried eleven days lon
grave clothes, which they carried off in triumph.
ger than the others, that he might carry home the first
This unhappy quarrel gave Poutrincourt a bad idea fruits of his harvest
Leaving the buildings ahd part
of the natives.
He attempted to pass farther round the of the provision with the standing corn, as a present to
cape, but was prevented by contrary winds, ai.d forced the friendly natives, he finally sailed from Port Royal,
tiack to the same harbor, where the savages offering to on the 1 th of August, and joined the other vessels at
from vvr.ich place he proceeded to France,
trade, six or seven of them were seized and put to Canseau
death
where they arrived n the latter end of Seplemi. or.
The next day another attempt was made to sail far
Specimens of the wheat, rye barley, and oi.ts were
but the wind came against them.
ther
At the dis shown the king; which, with other productions of
tance of six or seven leagues they discovered an island; the country, animal and mineral, were so highly
ccptbut the w ind would not permit them to approach it
the
able, that he renewed and continued to De M
it the name of Douteuse, or Doubttherefore
of
for
that
he
have
it in
beavers,
they
gave
privilege
trading
might
ful.
This was probably either Nanruckct or C apa- his power to establish a colony.
In consequence of
\\ock.nowcalled Martha s Vineyard; and if so, the which the next spring several families were sent to re
contest with the Indians was on the south shore of new the plantation, who found that the savages had
Cape Cod, where are several harbors and streams of gathered several barrels of the corn which had been left
To the harbor where he lay, he gave the standing and had reserved one for their friends whom
fresh water.
ral

parties of the savages,
their children

away

and

their corn,

;

are small.

us prepare and hoist up sails. Mons. de Poutrincourt made the voyage into these parts, with some men
of good sort, not to winter there but as it were to seek out
his seat, and find out a land that might like him.
Which he
having done, had no need to sojoume there any longer. So
then, the ships being ready for the return, he shipped him
self, and those of his company in one of them.
&quot;During the foresaid navij; ration, Mons. de Monts his peo
ple, did work about the fort; which he seated at the end of
the island, opposite to the place where he had lodged his
cannon. Which was wisely considered, to the end to com
mand the river up and down. But there was? an inconve
nience
the said fort did lie toward the north, and without
any shelter, but of the trees that were on the isle shore,
which all about he commanded to be kept and not cut
let

|&amp;gt;eople,

;

;

;

;

drwn.
&quot;

1

;

;

,

.

;

|

j

j

,

2*

the bark both

;

1

opening of the spring (1607) they began

In April they began to build two barks, in which
they might visit the ports frequented by the fishermen,
and learn some news from their mother country, as
well as get supplies for their subsistence.
Having no
pitch to pay the seams, they were obliged to cut pine

;

i

first

;

home

were obliged to come to anchor, at the distance of three
leagues from the land. The boat was then sent ashore to
find a harbor of fresh water ; which by the information
of one of the natives was accomplished.
Fifteen days
were spent in this place during which time a cross was
erected, and possession taken for the King of France
as De Monts had done two years before at Kennebec.
When the bark was repaired and ready to sail. Poutrin
court took a walk into the country, whilst his people
were baking bread. In his absence some of the natives

;

the

which nut only saved them much hard labor at the
The
hand-mill, but gave them more time for fishing.
fish which they took were called
herrings and pilchards
of which they pickled several hogsheads to be sent

Croix, and thence sailed along the coast, touching at
many harbors in their way till they arrived in sight of
the Cape, the object of their voyage.
Being entangled
among the shoals, their rudder was broken and they

;

Seinf r
By a gentlemen who resided several years in those parts, I
have been informed, that an island which answers to the de
scription lies in the eastern part of the Bay of Passamaquoddy ; and theie the liver St. Croix was supposed to be by the
commissioners who negotiated the peace in 1783, who had
Mitchel s map before thorn ; but in a map of the coast of New
England and Nova Scotia, published in London, 1787, by Ro
bert Sayer, and said to be drawn by Captain Holland, the
river St. Croix is laid down at the western part of the bay ;
the breadth of which is about six or seven leagues.

came

De Montu and
Poutrincourt, Cham-

Dupont returned to France; whilst
Champdore and others crossed the bay

;

The most urgent things being done, and hoary snowy
father being come, that is to say winter, then they were
forced to keep within doors, and to live every one at his
home. During which time, our men had three special dis
commodities in this island, want of wood (for that which was
iii the said isle was
spent in buildings), lack of fresh water,
and the continual watch made by ni^hr, fearing some surprise
from the savages that had lodged themselves at the fyot of
said island, or some othei enemy. For the malediction and
rage of many Christian? is such, that one must take heed of
them much more than of infidels. When they haJ need of
water or wood, they were constrained to cross over the
river, which is thrice as broad of every side as the river of

the 28th of August, the ship and
In the ship,
Port Royal.

plain,

fair

Now

At

to prepare gardens ; the produce of which was extreme
ly grateful ; as were also the numberless fish which

sail.

sailed from

to tell you, how hard the isle of St. Croix is to be found out,
to them that were never there. For there are so many isles
and great bays to go by [from St. John s] before one be at it,
that 1 wonder how one might ever pierce so iar as to find it.
There are three or four mountains, eminent above the
others, on the sides ; but on the north side, from whence
the river runneth down, there is but a sharp pointed one,
about two leagues distant. The woods of the mainland are

**

&quot;

;&quot;

;

;

and admirable high, and well grown, as in like mruiner is
the grass. There is right over against the island fresh water
brooks, very pleasant and agreeable; where divers of Mons.
De Monts men did their business, and builded there certain
cabins. As for the nature of the ground, it is most excellent,
and most abundantly fruitful. For the said MOMS. De Monts
having caused there some piece of ground to be tilled, and
the same sowed with rye he was not able to tarry for the
and notwithstanding the grain
maturity thereof to reap it
fallen hath grown and increased so wonderfully, that two
years after, we reaped and did gather of it as fair, big, and
weighty as in France, which the soil has brought forth with
out any tillage
and yet at this present [160tfJ it doth con
tinue still to multiply every year.
&quot;The said island contameth some half a league in circuit,
and at the end of it, on the sea side, there is a mount, or
small hill, which is, as it were, a little isle, severed from the
other, where MODS, de Monts his cannon were placed. There
is also a little chappel, built after the savage fashion.
At the
foot of which chappel there is such store of muscles as is
wonderful, which, may be gathered at low water, but they

;

&quot;

;

;

to

fish

France, preparing, amidst every discouragement, for
another voyage.
On the thirteenth of May. they sailed
from Rochelle, in a ship of one hundred and fifty tons
and on the 27th of July arrived at Port Koyal, in the ab
sence of Dupont, who had left two men only to guard
In a few days he arrived, having met with
the fort.
one of their boats which they had left at Canseau, and
great was the joy on both sides at their meeting.
and having
Poutrincourt now began his plantation
cleared a spot of ground, within fifteen days he sowed
and
of
several sorts
garden vegetables.
European corn
But notwithstanding the beauty and fertility of Port
Monts
had
a
desire
to find a better
De
still
Royal,
place to the southward. He therefore prevailed on Pou
trincourt to make another voyage to (Jape Malebarre ;
and so earnest was he to have this matter accomplished,
that he would not wait till the next spring, but prepared
a bark to go to the southward as soon as the ship was

:

was

his day,

;

New liouses were erected at
ings were left standing.
the mouth of the river which runs into the basin of
Port Royal
there the stores and |&amp;gt;eople were lodged ;
and De MonU having put bis aiidir.s in as good order
as possible, in the month of September embarked tor
France, leaving Dupont as his lieutenant, with Champlain and Champdore to perfect the settlement, and ex
plore the country.
During the next winter they were plentifully sup
plied by the savages with venison, and a great trade
was carried on for furs. Nothing is said of the scurvy
but they had short allowance of bread not by reason
of any scarcity of corn, but because they had no other

third winter

At

L

;

;

festive.

be caterer and steward, for one day, during
which he wore the collar of the order and a napkin, and
earned a staff. After supper he resigned his accoutre
ments, with the ceremony of drinking a cup of wine, to
the next in succession.
The advantage of this institu
tion was, that each one was emulous to be
prepared for
turn

;

savages appeared numerous, unfriendly and thievish.
De Monte company being small, lie preferred safety to
pleasure, and returned lirst to St. Croii, and then to
Port Royal
where he found Dupont, in a ship from
France, with fresh supplies, and a reinforcement of
The stores which had been deposited at
forty men.
St. Croix were removed across the bay, but the build

and

the principal table, to which fif
teen persons belonged, an order was established, by the
name of
order de bon temps.
Every one took his
social

I

;

name

of Port Fortune.

!

was now

It
season and no prospect ap
peared of obtaining any better place for a settlement ;
had
two
he
wounded
men whose lives were m
besides,

late in the

I

they expected to return.
The revocation of the exclusive patent given to De
Monts, was founded on complaints made by the mas
ters of fishing vessels, that the branch of commerce in

AMERICA?* HISTORY.
which they were engaged would be ruined. When bly supplied, that they had but seven ounces of bread
to a man for a day.
A squadron from France, with
this patent was restored, it was limited to one year
and on this condition, that he should make an estab provision for their relief, entered the river but, after
This
lishment in the river St. Lawrence.
De Monta there pome resistance, was taken by the English.
fore quitted his connexion with Acadia, and the com
disappointment increased the distress of the colony and
pany of merchants, with whom he had been connected, obliged Champlain to capitulate. He was carried to
fitted out two ships for the port of Tadousac, in 1603.
France in an English ship and there found the minds
The fur trade was of very considerable value, and the of the people divided, with regard to Canada ; some
company made great profits but De Monts finding thinking it not worth regaining, as it had cost the
their interests hurt by his connexion with them, with
government vast sums, without bringing any return
drew from the association.
others deeming the fishery and fur trade to be great
Poutrincourt resolving to prosecute his plantation at national objects, especially as they proved to be a nur
Port Royal, the grant of which had been confirmed to sery for seamen.
These sentiments, supported by the
nim by the king, sent Bicncourt, his son, to Franco, solicitation of Champlain, prevailed; and by the treaty
a
One con of St. Germain s, in 1632, Canada, Acadia and Cape
(160S) for
supply of men and provisions.
dition of the grant was, that attempts should be made Breton were restored to France.
to convert the natives to the Catholic faith, it was
The next year Champlain resumed his government,
therefore necessary
)
engage the assistance of some and the company of New France were restored to tliuir
ecclesiastics.
The first who embraced the proposal former lights and privileges. A large recruit of inhabi
were the Jesuits, by whoc zealous exertions a contri tants, with a competent supply of Jesuits, arrived from
bution was soon made for the purpose
and two of France and with some difficulty a mission was estab
their order, Biard and Masse, embarked for the new lished among the Ilurons
and a seminary of the order
It was not
In the midst of this prosperity
plantation.
long before a controversy arose was begun at Quebec.
between them and the proprietor, who said
it was his
Champlain died, in the month of December, 1635 and
part to rule them on earth, and theirs only to guide was succeeded the next year by De Montmagny.

sition, manners and customs of the natives ; their
government, alliances, enemies, force and methods of

;

His chief associate in this plan of discovery, was
John Popham, Lord Chief Justice of the King s
Bench, who, by his acquaintance with divers noblemen,
and by their interest at court, obtained from King
James a patent for making settlements in America,
which was now divided into two districts, and called
North and South Virginia. Tin: latter of tlie.se dir-uicts
was put under the care of certain noblemen, krugUtp.
and gentlemen who were styled the London Company ;
the former under the direction of others in Bristol,
Exeter and Plymouth, who were called the Plymouth
Company, because thuir meetings were usually tu:id
Sir

I

;

j

!

t

there.

By the joint efforts of this company, of whirh Popham and Gorges were two of the mo^t enterprising
members, a ship, commanded by Henry Chalong, was

;

;

!

;

After his departure for France, his
son Biencourt, disdaining to be controled by those
whom he had invited to reside with him, threatened
them with corporeal punishment, in return for their
It became necessary then that
spiritual anathemas.
The Jesuits removed to Mount
they should separate.
Desart, where they planted gardens and entered on
the business of their mission, which they continued till
heaven.&quot;

Champlain

is

characterized as a

man

of good sense,

volatile, active,
strong penetration and upright views
He aided the Hurons
enterprising, firm and valiant.
in their wars with tho Iroquois, and personally engaged
in one of which he was wounded.
in their battles
His zeal for the propagation of the Catholic religion
was so great that it was a common saying with him,
the salvation of one soul was of more value than
that
the conquest of an empire.&quot;
;

;

&quot;

1613 or 1614; when Sir Samuel Argal from Virginia
broke up the French settlements in Acadia.
In the
encounter one of these Jesuits was killed and the
other was made prisoner.
Of the other Frenchmen,
some dispersed themselves in the woods and mixed
with the savages
some went to the river St. Law FEHDINANDO GOHOES His
perseverance His defence before
rence and strengthened the settlement which Chamthe Commons His complaint against the Dutch His ex
loss
His
misfortunes
and douth JOHN MASON
had
made
there
and
others
returned
to
France.
pense
plain
is connected with Gorges
His plantation at Piscataqua
Two advantages were expected to result from es
His great expense and loss Massachusetts Colony esta
one
tablishing a colony in the river St. Lawrence
blishedIndependency of the Colony suspected Province
of Maine Its plan of government Protected by Massachu
was an extension of the fur trade, and another was the
setts Purchased by Massachusetts.
of
the
to
tho
westward,
lakes,
hope
penetating
through
Pacific ocean, and finding a nearer communication
know nothing concerning Gorges in the early
with China.
One of the vessels sent by the company part of his life. The first account we have of him, is
of merchants, in 160S, to that river was commanded the discovery which he made of a plot which the Karl of
by Charnplain. In his former voyage he had marked Essex had laid to overthrow the government of Queen
the strait above the Isle of Orleans, as a proper situa
Elizabeth, the tragical issue of which is too well Known
tion for a fort ; because the river was there contracted to be here
Gorges, who had been privy to
repeated.
in its breadth, and the northern shore was
high and the conspiracy at first, communicated his knowledge
He
arrived
there in the beginning of of it to Sir Walter
commanding.
Raleigh, his intimate friend, but the
July, and immediately began to clear the woods, to enemy and rival of Essex.
build houses, and prepare fields and gardens.
Here he
There was not only an intimacy between Raleigh
pent the winter, and his company suffered much by and Gorges, but a similarity in their genius and employ
the scurvy.
The remedy which Cartier had used, was ment both were formed for intrigue and adventure
not to be found, or the savages knew nothing of it.
It both were
indefatigable in the prosecution of their san
is supposed that the former inhabitants had been extir
and both were naval commanders.
guine projects
pated, and a new people held possession.
During the war with Spain, which occupied the last
In the spring of 1609, Champlain, with two other
years of Queen Elizabeth, Gorges, with other adven
Frenchmen and a party of the natives, went up the turous spirits, found full employment in the navy of
river, now called Sorel, and entered the lakes, which lie their mistress.
When the peace, which her successor,
toward the south, and communicate with the country James I. made in 1604,
put an end to their hopes of
of the Iroquois.
To the largest of these lakes Cham- honor and fortune by military enterprises, Sir Ferdihis
own
which
it
has
erer
since
re
nando was appointed Governor of Plymouth, in Devon
name,
plain gave
tained.
On the shore of another which he called Lake shire. This circumstance, by which the spirit of ad
Sacrament, now Lake George, they were discovered venture might seem to have been repressed, proved
by a company of the Iroquoia, with whom thev had a the occasion of its breaking out with fresh ardor,
skirmish.
Champlain killed two of them with his mus
though in a pacific and mercantile form, connected
ket.
The scalps of fifty were taken and brought to with the rage for foreign discoveries, which after some

FERDINANDO GORGES,
JOHN MASON.

;

an&amp;lt;l

;

;

WE

;

;

;

in triumph.
In the autumn, Champlain went to France, leaving
and in 1G10 he returned to
Capt. Pierre to command

France, with very extensive powers.
This commission
was confirmed by Lewis XIII; and Champlain was
continued in the government of Canada.
religious

A

built with stone

in search of a northwest
passage to India.
This navigator having mistaken his course, fell in with
a river on the coast of America, which, by his descrip
tion, must h .ive been either Kennebec, or Penobscot.
From thence he brought to England, five of the natives,
and arrived in the month of July. 1605, in the harbor
of Plymouth, where t jorges commanded, who im
Their
mediately took three of them into his family.
names were Matiida, Sketwarroes and Tasquantum
they were all of one language, though not of the same
tribe.
This accident proved the occasion, under God s

Weymonth

;

Quebec, to perfect the colony, of which he may be con
sidered as the founder.
After the death of Henry IV, he obtained of the
Queen Regent, a commission as lieutenant of New

controversies, which prevailed in
set
France, augmented the number of colonists.
tlement was made at Trois Hivieres, and a brisk trade
was carried on at Tadoosac. In 1626, Quebec began
to assume the faco of a city, and the fortress was re

]

|

i

;

country

;

;

pany, as to strengthen their resolution of prosecuting
their enterprise.
It was determined to send over a
large number of
For this purpose
people sufficient to begin a colony.
George Popham was appointed president
Raleigh
Edward Marlon, master of ordnance
Gilbert, admiral
;

;

;

Ehs Best, marshal;
Davis, serjeant-major
Mr. Seamen, secretary ; James Davies. commander of
the fort
Gome Carew, si-archer. All these were to
be of the council
and besides these, the colony consisted of one hundred men, who were styled planters.
Robert

;

;

;

They

sailed from

in

Plymouth

two

ships.

May

31, 1607,

and having fallen in with the island of Monahigon, Au
gust 11, landed at the mouth of Sagadahock, or Kenne
bec river, on a peninsula, where they erected a store
house, and having fortified it as well as their circum
stances would admit, gave it the name of Fort St.
George.

By means of two natives whom they brought with
them to England, viz. Sketwarroes, sent by Gorges,
and Dehamida, by Popham, they found a cordial wel
come among the Indians, their sachems offering to con
duct and introduce them to the Bashaba, or great chief,
whose residence was at Penobscot, and to whom, it
was expected, that all strangers should make their ad
dress.*

The

president, having received

several invitations.

was preparing to comply with their request, and had
advanced some leagues on his way, but contrary winds
interruption, had again seized the English nation.
Lord Arundel, of Wardour, had employed a Captain and bad weather obliged him to return, to the great

Quebec

The

and sailed in August, 1606, for the discovery
from which the savages hnd been
The
brought, and two of them were put on board.
orders given to the master were to
keep in as high a
latitude as Cape Breton till he should discover tho
main land, and then to range the coast southward till
he should iind the place from which the natives had
been taken.
Instead of observing these orders, the
captain falling sick on the passage, made a southern
course, and lirst arrived at the island of Porto Rico,
where he tarried some time for the recovery of his
health
from thence, coining northwardly, he full in
with a Spanish fleet from the Havannah, by whom the
ship was seized and carried to Spain.
Captain Prynnc, in another ship which sailed from
Bristol, with orders to find Chalong, and join with him
in a survey of the coast, had better success
for
though
he failed of meeting his consort, yet he carried home a
account
of
the
and
coasts, rivers,
harbors,
particular
with other information relative to the country, which
made so deep an impression on the minds of the com
fitted out,

of the

&quot;

to

theae inquiries served to feed a

try.

;

him

result of

sanguine hope of indnlging bis genius and advancing
his fortune by a more
thorough discovery of the :oun-

;

;

The

war.

;

;

i

providence, of preparing the way for a more perfect dis
cover, than had yet been made of this part of North

but the people were divided in their America.
religious principles, and the Ilugonot party prevailed.
Having gained the affections of these savages by
In this divided state, (1629) the
colony was attacked kind treatment, he found them very docile and intelli
an armament from England under the conduct of
and from them he learned by inquiry, many par
by
gent
Sir David Kirk.
He sailed up the river St. Lawrence, ticulars concerning their country, its rivers, harbors,
tnd appeared before Quebec, which was thrm so misera islands, fish and other animals
the numbers, dispo
;

j

;

;

grief of the sachems,

The Bashaba
son to

his

who were

hearing

visit

of their

the president,

to have attended him.

disappointment, sent

and

settle a trude for

furs.

The

December, leav
ships departed
England
ing behind them only 45 persons of the new colony.
The season was too far advanced before their arrival
for

in

begin planting for that year, if there had been ground
They had to subsist on the pro
prepared for tillage.
visions which they had brought from England, and the
The seve
fish and game which the country afforded.
and
rity of an American winter was new to them
to

;

*

The

war J

H

i-

i.ii

as fir

.i

ot&quot;

Ptmobscot was a prince snpeimr

n

rank

sachems westas Naumkee^ [Salem], acknowledged subjection

sachems

to the

of the several tribes.

All the

He is froiucntly mentioned in the accounts of the
the Tarravoyages to Now England but was killed
tenes in 1613, hefore any effectual settlement was made in
the country. We have no account of any other Indian chief
in these noithern par s of America, whose authority was so
to him.
first

;

l&amp;gt;y
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same winter was un

:

their fish

j

Virginia, by some unforeseen accidents failed of suc
cess.
Gorges, however, had his mind still invariably

bent on his original plan, and every incident which
to lavor his views, was eagerly improved for
that purpose.
Being possessed of the journals and let

seemed

and of all the information
which could be had, and being always at hand to attend
the meetings of the company, he contrived to keep
alive their hopes, and was the prime mover in all their
ters of the several voyagers,

transactions.

;

this time, Captain Thomas Dermer, who
in the American fishery, and had

About

been employed

had
en

tered fully into the same views, offered his services to
assist in prosecuting the discovery of the country.

He

was

at

Newfoundland, and Gorges prevailed on the
to send Captain

Edward

Rocraft, in a ship, to
company
New England, with orders to wait there till he should
be joined by Dermer.
Hocraft, on his arrival, met with
a French interloper, which he seized, and then sailed
with his prize to South Virginia.
In the mean time
Dermer went to England, and having conferred with
Gorges and the company on the intended discovery,
went out in a ship which Gorges himself owned, hop

;

ing to meet with Rocraft, but
not finding him.

was much perplexed

al

Having ranged and examined every part of the coast,
and made many useful observations, which he trans

&quot;

mitted to Gorges, he shaped his course for Virginia,*
where Rocraft had been killed in a quarrel, and his bark
sunk.
Dermer being thus disappointed ofhis consort,
and of his expected supplies, returned to the north
ward.
At the island of Capawock, he met with Epe

now, who knowing him to be employed by Gorget,
and suspecting that his errand was to bring him back to
England, conspired with his countrymen, to seize him
and his companions, several of whom were killed in the
fray, Dermer defended himself with his sword, and es
caped, though not without fourteen wounds, which
obliged him to go again to Virginia where he died.
The loss of this worthy man was the most discourag
ing circumstance which Gorges had met with, as he
himself expresses it,
made him almost resolve never
to intermeddle again in any of these courses,&quot;
But he
had in fact so deeply engaged in them, and had so
many persons engaged with him. that he could not re

;

;

;

&quot;

treat with honor, whilst any hope of success remained.
Soon after this, a prospect began to open from a quar
it was least
expected.
patent of 1607, which divided Virginia into two
colonies, expressly provided that neither company should
begin any plantation within one hundred miles of the
other.
By this interdiction the middle region of North
America was neglected, and a bait was laid to attract
the attention of foreigners.
The adventurers to South Virginia had prohibited all
who were not free of their company from planting or
trading within their limits ; the northern company had

ter

where

The

that the prisoner completely effected his escape.
Thus
having left the ship s company to follow their usual oc
the golden dream vanished, and the ship returned with
cupation on the coast, travelled into the land, and meet
out having performed any services adequate to the ex
ing with the savages who had before returned to Ame
rica, by their assistance became acquainted with such pense of her equipment.
The Plymouth Company were much discouraged by
particulars as Gorges wished to know.
Mr. Vines and his companions were received by the the ill success of this adventure but the spirit of emu
Indians with great hospitality, though their residence lation between them and the London Company proved
among them was rendered hazardous, both by a war very serviceable to the cause in which they were jointly
which raged among them, and by a pestilence which engaged.
For these having sent out four ships under
the command of Michael Cooper, to South Virginia,
accompanied or succeeded it.
This war and pestilence are frequently spoken of by January, 1615, and Captain John Smith, who had been
the historians of New England as remarkable events employed by that company, having returned to
Engin the course of Providence, which prepared the way land, and
engaged with the company at Plymonth,
for the establishment of an European colony.
Con their hopes revived. Sir Ferdinando Gorges, in concerning the war, we know nothing more than this, that cert with Dr. Sutliffe, Dean of Exeter, and several
;

made no such

by this means it happened
regulations
South Virgin a ships could fish on the northern
coast, whilst the other company were excluded from all
the privileges in the southern parts.
The South Vir
ginians had also made other regulations in the manage

i

;

that the

ment of

I

their business, which, the

were desirous

I

effectual

I

was begun by the Tarratenes, a nation who resided
These formidable people sur
eastward of Penobscot.
prised the Bashaba, or chief sachem, at his head quar
ters, &nd destroyed him with all his family
upon which

in war,

don and Plymouth Companies on voyages of profit;
and furs came to a good market in Europe,
but all the attempts which were made to colonize North

;

others, equipped two vessels, one of two hundred, the
fifty tons, on board of which (besides the com
pliment of seamen) were sixteen men who were destined

it

t

he passed along the
engaged
coast to Virginia, and from thence returned to England,
by the wav of Spain, where he disposed of the fish,
which he had taken in the voyage.
After this, ships were sent every season by the Lon
finding the natives

and Uieir bones were found several years after lying
though it was
commonly severe in England, yet that circumstance about the villages where they had resided. The extent
By of this pestilence was between Penobscot in the east,
being unknown could not alleviate their distress.
some accident their storehouse took fire, and was con and Narraganset in the west. These two tribes es
sumed with the greater part of their piuvisions, in the caped, while the intermediate people were wasted and
middle of the winter and in the spring of 1688, they destroyed.
The information which Vines obtained for Sir Ferhad the additional misfortune to lose their president,
Captain Popham, by death. The ship which their dinando, though satisfactory in one view, produced no
\\ hilst
friends in England by their united exertions sent over real advantage proportionate to the expense.
he was deliberating by what means he should farther
with supplies, arrived a few days after with the me
lancholy news of the death of Sir John Popham, which prosecute his plan of colonization, Captain Henry Harhappened while she lay waiting for a wind at Plymouth. ley, who had been one of the unfortunate adventurers
The command of the colony now devolved on Gilbert, to Sagadahock, came to him, bringing a native of the
but the next ship brought an account of the death of Island Capawock, now called Martha s Vineyard, who
had been treacherously taken from his own country by
his brother, Sir John Gilbert, which obliged him to re
turn to England, to take care of the estate to which he one of the fishing ships and shown in London as a sight.
These repeated misfortunes and disap Gorges received this savage, whose name was Epenow,
succeeded.
pointments, operating with the disgust which the new with great pleasure and about the same time reco
colonists had taken to the climate and soil, determined vered Assacumet, one of those who had been sent in
them to quit the place. Accordingly, having embarked the unfortunate voyage of Captain Chalong. These
with their president, they returned to England, carrying two Indians at first scarcely understood each other ;
with them, as the fruit of their labor, a small vessel, but when they had grown better acquainted, Assacumet
which they had built during their residence here, and informed his old master of what he had learned from
thus the first colony which was attempted in New Eng
Epenow concerning his country. This artful fellow
had invented a story of a mtne of gold in his native
land, began and ended in one year.
The country was now branded as intolerably cold, island, which he supposed would induce some adven
and the body of the adventurers relinquished the de turer to employ him as a pilot, by which means he
Sir Francis Popham, indeed, employed a ship hoped to get home, and he was not disappointed in his
sign.
for some succeeding years in the fishing and fur trade
expectation.
but he, at length became content with his losses, and
Gorges had engaged the Earl of Southampton, then
none of this company but Sir Ferdmando Gorges, had commander of the Isle of Wight, to advance one hun
the resolution to surmount all discouragements. Though dred pounds, and Captain Hobson another hundred, and
With this assistance,
he sincerely lamented the loss of his worthy friend, the also to go on the discovery.
Chief Justice, who had zealously joined him in these Harley sailed in June, 1614, carrying with him several
but
labors
hitherto fruitless,
as to land soldiers and the two before mentioned Indians,
;
expensive,
yet,
the coldness of the clime (he says.) he had too much with a third named Wanape, who had been bent to
in
the
world
to
be
with
such
a
On the arrival of the
blast, Gorges from the Isle of Wight.
experience
frighted
as knowing many great kingdoms and large territories ship, she was soon piloted to the island of Capawock,
more northeily seated, and by many degrees colder, and to the harbor where Epenow was to perform his
were plentifully inhabited, and divers of them stored promise. The principal inhabitants of the place, with
with no better commodities than these parts afford, if some of his own kinsmen, came on board, with whom
like industry, art and labor be used.&quot;
he held a conference, and contrived his escape.
They
Such persevering ardor in the face of so many dis departed, promising to return the next day with furs
couragements, must be allowed to discover a mind for traffic.
Epenow had pretended that if it were
formed for enterprise, and fully persuaded of the prac
known that he had discovered the secrets of his coun
of
the
but the company were
ticability
undertaking.
try, his life would be in danger
When he found that he could not be seconded in his careful to watch him and to prevent his escape, had
for
a
of
the
dressed
him
in
could easily be laid
which
attempts
thorough discovery
country by
long clothes,
and hold of, if there should be occasion.
His friends ap
others, he determined to carry it on by himself
for this purpose he purchased a ship, and engaged with peared the next
morning in twenty canoes, and lying
a master and crew to go to the coast of New England at a distance, the captain called them to come on board,
for the purpose of fishing and traffic, the only induce
which they declining, Epenow was ordered to renew
ment which seafaring people could have to undertake the invitation. He, mounting the forecastle, hailed
On board this ship he put RICHARD them as he was directed, and at the same instant,
such a voyage.
VINES, and several others of his own servants, in though one held him by the coat, vet being strong and
whom he placed the fullest confidence, and whom he heavy, he jumped into the water. His countrymen
hired ai a great expense to stay in the country over the then advanced to receive him, and sent a shower of
These persons arrows into the ship, which so disconcerted the crew,
winter, and pursue the discovery of it.
observed that the

way
With

to
to

imitate.

do

this,

northern

They thought

company
the

most

was

to procure an exclusive
Gorges, ever active to pro

this view,
patent.
mote the interest which he had espoused, solicited of
the crown a new charter, which, by the interest of his

other of

March, 1615, when friends m court, was after some delay obtained. By
twenty leagues, the this instrument, forty noblemen, knights and gentlemen,
the council esta
a leak
which were incorporated by the style of
quarrelled among themselves for the sovereignty and large ship had lost her masts, and
m these dissensions many of them as well as of their obliged them to put back undersprung
in the county of Devon, for the
jury masts to Ply- blished at Plymouth,
le
Of
what
and
of
New
kind
the
From
mouth
tnence Smith sailed again. (June 24) m a planting, ruling
unhappy peo|
perished.
particular
governing
England in
but bark of sixty tons, carrying the same sixteen men ; but America.&quot; The date of the charter was November 3,
pestilence was, we have no certain* information
it seems to have been a disorder
The territory subject to their jurisdiction was
peculiar to the Indians, on this second voyage, was taken by four French rnen- 1*520.
for Mr. Vines and his companions, who were intimately of-war, and carried to France.
The vessel ot fifty tons, from the 40th to the 48tli degree of north latitude, and
conversant with them, and frequently lodged in their which had been
This charter is the foundation of all
separated from him pursued her voyage, from sea to sea.
wigwams, were not in the least degree affected by it, and returned in safety but the mam design of the voy- the grants which were made of the country of New
though it swept off the Indians at such a prodigious age, which was to etiect a settlement was frustrated.
England.
rate, that the living were not able to bury the dead.
Before this division was made, a number of families,
The same year (October) Sir Richard Hawkins, by
* Mr. iVookin
he had discoursed with some old authority of the Plymouth Company, of which he was who were styled Pu.nta.ns, on account of their seeking
says, that
Indians who were then youths, who told him, that the bodies
for that year, visited the coast of New Eng
* It is said that lie was the first who
of the sick were all over exceeding yellow, (which they de- president
passed the whole ex.
trribed by pointing to a yellow garment.) both before they land, to try what services he could do them in searching tent of Long Island Sound, and discovered that it was nut
the
died and afterwards.&quot;
but on his arrival, connected with the continent. This was in 1619.
country, and its commodities
to begin a colony inNew England.
they had sellcd one hundred and

;

all

the other

sachems who were subordinate

to him.
;

;

I

;

I

;

:

i

;

i

&quot;

;

AMERICAN HISTORY.
a farther reformation of the Church of England, whic h
they could not obtain, and who had retired into Holland
to avoid the severity of the penal laws against dissen
The Dutch
ters, meditated a removal to America.
were fond of retaining them as their subjects, and made

them large

oilers, if they

would

settle

m

some of

their

but they chose rather to rofcide
transmarine territories
in the dominions of their native prince, if they could
have liberty of conscience. They had, by their agents
negotiated with the South Virginia Company, and obtaineA a permission to transport themselves to America,
within their limits
but as to liberty of conscience,
though they could obtain no indulgence from the crown
under hand and seal, yet it was declared, that
die
king would connive at them, provided they behaved
;

;

&quot;

As

was

the favor which the spirit
of the time would allow, they determined to cast them
selves on the care of Divine Providence, and venture
peaceably.&quot;

to

America.

this

all

After several disasters,

they arrived at
Cape Cod in the 42d degree of north latitude, a place
remote from the object of their intention, which was

Hudson

s river.

and bribed

The Dutch had

theic

their pilot not to carry

eye on that place,

them

thither.

It

was

season when they arrived
their permission
from the Virginia Company was of no use here
and
having neither authority nor form of government, they
were obliged for the sake of order, before they disem
barked, to form themselves into a body politic, by a writ
ten instrument. This was the beginning of the colony
of New Plymouth; and this event happened (Nov. 11
1620) a few days after King James had signed the
These circum
patent for incorporating the council.
late in the

;

;

called to England, the supplies which he expected to

have received having laiied.
This failure was owing
to one of those cross accidents whjdi continually befell
the Council of Plymouth.
Though the erection of
this board was really beneficial to the nation, and gave
a proper direction to the spirit of colonizing, yet they
to
struggle witii the opposing interests ol various

had

by the colony to England, Sir F.
in the aifair, and a grant was

being despatched

;

;

;

;

;

;

sidies to bring in a bill against monopolies.
The House being resolved into a committee, Sir

Ferdinando Gorges was called to the

bar,

where the

speaker informed him, that the patent granted to the
Council of Plymouth was complained of as a grievance
that under color of planting a colony, they were pursu
;

;

that

and
to be regarded before all personal considerations
therefore they required that the patent be delivered to
the House.
Gorges answered, that he was but one of
;

the

company,

others

;

that

inferior in rank and abilities to many
he had no power to deliver it, without

their consent, neither

in fact,

was

it

m

his custody.

Being asked where it was, he said, it was for aught he
accordingly made (1623) to John Pierce, in trust for knew, still remaining m the crown-oflicc, where it had
the colony.
This was their (irst patent they after been left for the amendment of some errors. As to
wards (1629) had another made to William Bradford the general charge he answered
that he knew not
and his associates.
how it could be a public grievance ; since it had been
One end which the council had in view, was, to pre undertaken for the advancement of religion, the en
vent the access of unauthorised adventurers to the coast largement of the bounds of the nation, the increase of
of New England. The crews of their ships, in their trade, and the employment of many thousands of peo
intercourse with the natives, being far from any esta
that it could not be a monopoly ; for though a few
ple
blished government, were guilty of great licentious
only were interested in the business, it was because
ness.
Besides drunkenness and debauchery, some many could not be induced to adventure where their
flagrant enormities had been committed, which not only losses at first were sure, and their gains uncertain
injured the reputation of Europeans, but encouraged and, indeed, so much loss had been sustained, that
natives to acts of hostility.
To remedy these evils most of the adventurers themselves were weary that
the council thought proper to appoint an officer to exer
as to the profit arising from the fishery it was never in
cise government on the coast.
The first person who tended to be converted to private use, as might appear
was sent in this character, was Captain Francis West, by the offers which they had made to all the maritime
who finding the fishermen too licentious ar.d robust to be cities in the West of England that the grant of exclu
controlled by him, soon gave up this ineffectual com
sive privileges made by the crown, was intended to
mand. They next appointed Captain Robert Gorges, regulate and settle plantations, by the profits arising
a son of Sir Ferdinando.
He was like his father, of from the trade, and was in effect no more than many
an active and enterprising genius, and had newly re gentlemen and lords of manors in England enjoyed
turned from the Venetian war.
He obtained of the without oll ence. lie added, that he was glad of an
council a patent for a tract of land on the northeastern opportunity for such a parliamentary inquiry, and if
side of Massachusetts Bay, containing thirty miles in
of colo
they would take upon themselves the business
length and ten in breadth, and by the influence of his nization, he and his associates would be their humble
and
of
his
kinsman
Lord
without
Edward Gorges, he servants as far as lay m their power,
father,
any retro
was despatched with a commirsion to be Lieutenant- spect to the vast expense winch they had already in
general and Governor of New England.&quot;
They ap curred in discovering and taking possession ot the
pointed for his council the aforesaid West, with Chris
country, and bringing matters to their tlien present
He alao desired, that if any th.ng further
topher Levet, and the Governor of New Plymouth for situation.
the time being.
Gorges came to Plymouth in 1023, was to be inquired into, it might be given him m detail
published hid commisson, and made some efforts to with liberty ol answering by his counsel.
execute it.
He brought over with him as u chaplain
A committee was appointed to examine the patent
William Morrell, -in Episcopal clergyman. TLU was and make objections which wore delivered to Gorges;
;

;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

;

essay for the establishment of a general go

accompanied with a declaration from the speaker that
vernment
New England, and .Morrell was to have he ought to look upon this as a favor. Gorges having
in
as
had
in
draw up
civd
ecclesiastical,
superintendence
Gorges
acknowledged the favor, employed counsel to
affairs
but he made no use of his commission at answers to the
ilis counsel were Mr.
objections,
Plymouth and only mentioned it in his conversation (afterwards Lord) Finch, and Air. Caltrup, afterwards
about the time of his departure.*
This general go attorney-general to the court of Wards. Though m
vernment was a darling object with the Council of Ply causes where the crown and parliament are concerned
mouth, but was much dreaded by the planters of New as parties, counsel are often atraid of wading deeper
England however all the attempts which were made than they can salely return yet Gorges was satisfied
to carry it into execution failed of success.
Gorges, with the conduct of his counsel, who fully answered the
alter about a year s residence in the country, and hold
these
in point of law and justice
objections, both
ing one court at Plymonrh, upon a Mr. Wcston who answers being read, the House asked what further he
had begun a plantation at \Vessagussc% (Woymoulh) had to
in
say, upon winch he added some observations
where Gorges himself intended a settlement, was rethe following effect
point of policy to
* This Morrell
That the adventurers had been at great cost and
appears to have been a diligent inquirer into
the state and circumstances of ltu country, its natural pro
to employ many
to enlarge the king s dominions
pains
ductions ami advantages, the manners, customs, and govern
and laborers to settle a flou
ment of the natives the result of his observations lit! wrought seamen, handicraftsmen,
advance religion in these savage
into a poem, which he printed both in Latin and English.
rishing plantation, and
first

in

;

;

;

;

;

:

l

;

;

:

;

tions

;

Gorges interested himself

the

;

nation, and far exceeding

were to be given up, the fishery must inevitably
sorts oi persons.
be lost, and the honor, as well as interest of the nation,
The Company of South Virginia, and indeed the greatly sutler that the mischief already done by the
mercantile interest in general, finding themselves ex
persons who were foremost in their complaints was in
cluded from the privilege ol fishing and traffic, com
tolerable
in their disorderly intercourse with
for
The com the savages, they had been guilty of the greatest ex
plained of this institution as a monopoly.
mons of England were growing jealous of the royal cesses of debauchery and knavery, and m addition
and wishing to restrain it the granting to all these immoralities, they had furnished them
prerogative
charters of incorporation with exclusive advantages ol
with arms and ammunition
by which they were ena
commerce was deemed a usurpation on the rights of bled to destroy the peaceable fishermen, and had
the people.
Complaints were hrst made to the king become formidable enemies to the planters.
in council
but no disposition appeared there to coun
He further added, that he had, m zeal for the inter
tenance them,
it happened however, that a parliament est of his country, deeply engaged his own estate, and
was called for some other purposes (February 1G24) sent one of his sons to the American coast, besides en
in which Sir Edward Cook was chosen speaker of the
this he
couraging many of his friends to go thither
Commons, lie was well known as an advocate for hoped would be an apology for his earnestness m this
the liberties of the people, and an enemy to projectors. plea, as if he had shown less warmth, it might have
The king was at first in a good humor with his par been construed into negligence and ingratitude.
These pleas however earnest and rational, were to no
liament, and advantage was taken of a demand for sub

though they respected him as a
ing private gains
interest was
though then wholly person of worth and honor, yet the public

stances served the interest of both,
unknown to each other. The council, being informed
of (In: establishment of a colony within their limits,
were fond of taking them into their protection, and the
colony were equally desirous of receiving that protec
tion as far as to obtain a grant of territory.
An agent

matters of the highest consequence to the
all the advantage winch could
be expected from a simple course of fishing, which
must soon have been given over, for that so valuable a
country could not long remain unpossessed either by
the French, Spaniards, or Dutch
so that if the planta
countries

The Parliament presented to the king the
purpose.
grievances of the nation, and the patent for New Eng
land was the first on the list.
Gorges, however, had
taken caie that the king should be previously acquainted
and James was so
with the objections and answers
jealous of the prerogative, that though he gave his as
sent to a declaratory act against monopolies
general,
However, m defeiyet he would not recall the patent.
ence to the voice of the nation, the council thought fit
to suspend their operations.
This proved for a while,
discouraging to the spirit of adventure, and occasioned
;

m

the recalling Robert Gorges from his government.
But the Parliament having proceeded with more free

dom and

boldness

in their

complaints than suited the
them in haste, before

feelings of James, he dissolved

they could proceed to measures for remedying the dis
orders in church and state, which had been the subject
of complaint
and some of the more liberal speakers
were committed to prison. This served to damp the
of
reformation, and prepared the way for another
spirit
colony of emigrants to New England.
About the same time, the French ambassador put in
a claim in behalf of his court to these territories, to
which Gorges was summoned to answer before the king
and council, which he did in so ample and convincing a
manner, that the claim was lor that time silenced.
Gorges then, in the name of the Council of Plymouth,
complained of the Dutch, as intruders on tne English
possessions in America, by making a settlement oi.
Hudson s river. To this the Stales made answer, that
if
any such things had been done it was without their
order, as they had only erected a company for the WestIndies.
This answer made the council resolve to
prosecute their business and remove their intruders.
Hitherto Gorges appears in the light of a zealous, in
but neither
defatigable and unsuccessful adventurer
his labors, expense, nor ill success were yet come to a
;

;

conclusion.
To entertain a just view of Sir Ferdinando Gorges,
we must consider him both as a member ol the Council
of Plymouth, pursuing the general interest of American
and at the same time as an adventurer
plantations
undertaking a settlement of his own in a particular part
;

of the territory which was subject to the jurisdiction ot
the council.
Having formed an intimacy with Captain
John Mason, governor of Portsmouth, in the county ot
and
Hants, \vho was also a member of the councd
having (1022) jointly with him procured from the coun
cil a grant of a large extent of country, winch thev
;

called Laconia, extending from the river Mernmack to
Sagadahock, and from the ocean to the lakes and rivei

suc
of Canada, they indulged sanguine expectations
From the accounts given ot the country by some
cess.
romantic travellers, they had conceived an idea of it au
a kind of terrestial paradise, not only capable of pro
ducing all the necessaries and conveniences of life but
as already richly furnished by the bountiful hand ol na
ture.
The air was said to be pure a/id salubrious the
country pleasant and delightful, full of goodly forests,
&amp;gt;1

;

fair

valleys,

and

fertile

plains

;

abounding

in

vines,

the
chcsnuts, walnuts, and many other sorts of fruit
rivers stored with tish and environed with goodly men
dows full of timber trees. In the great lake lLake
Champlain) it was said were four islands, full of plea
;

woods and meadows, having great store ol stags,
sallow deer, elks, roebucks, beavers and oti.et game
and these islands were supposed to be commodiously
sant

;
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which has ever since produced an uninterrupted Promote of Maine, and of which he was made Lord
succession of serviceable men in church and state.
Palatine w: ith the same powers and
privileges as th
The great number of people who nocked to this new Bishop of Durham in the County Palatine o f Durham,
was thought to be less than 100 miles distant from the
sea coast
and there was some secret expectation that plantation, raised an alarm in England. As they had In virtue of these powers, he constituted a
government
mines and precious stones would be the reward of their manifested their discontent with the ecclesiastical within his said province, and
incorporated the plantaand
attention
to
the
business
of
disco
it
was
that
aimed
at
inlion
at
into
a
the
goverimient.
they
name of Garpatient
diligent
suspected
Agamenticus
city, by
Such were the charms of Laconia
ti-pciulciu-c, and would throw off their allegiance to the grana, of which his cousin, Thomas Gorges, was mayor,
very.
It has been before observed that Gorges had sent crown.
Tills jealousy was so strong, that a royal who resided there about two
and
then returned
years,
over Richard Vines, with some others, on a discovery, order was made to restrain any from coming hither to England. The council for the administration of
to prepare the way fora colony. The place wlach Vines who should ixx first take the oath of allegiance and government were Sir Thomas
Josselyn, Knight, Rich
ard Vines, (Steward.) Francis
pitched upon was at the mouth of the river Saco. supremacy, and obtain a license for their removal.
Champernoon (a nephew
To refute this jealons cavil against the planters of to Gorges,) Henry Josselyn, Richard Bonilon, William
Some years after, another settlement was made on the
river of Agamenticus by Franris Norton, whom Gorges New England, we need only to observe, that at the Hooke, and Edward
Godfrey.
time when they began their settlement, and for many
sent over with a number ol oilier people, having pro
The plan which he formed for the government of his
cured for them a patent of 12.000 acres on the east side years after, the lands which they occupied were ob
was
this
It
was to be divided into eight
province
of the river, and 12.000 more on the west side his son, jects of envy both to the Dutch and French.
The counties, and these into sixteen hundreds, the hundreds
Ferdinando Gorges being named as one of the grantees; Dutch claimed from Hudson, as far as Connecticut were to be subdivided into parishes and
tythings, as
this was the beginning of the town of York.
Norton river, where they had erected a trading house. The the people should increase. In the absence of the
pro
was a lieutenant-colonel, and had r-med himself to that French claimed all the lands of -New England and prietor a lieutenant was to preside. A chancellor was
rank from a common soldier by his own merit. In this the governor of Port Royal, when he wrote to Governor constituted for the decision of civil causes a treasurer
company were several artificers, who were employed in Winthrop, directed his letters to him as governor of to receive the revenue, a marshal for managing tho
Had the New Eng militia, and a marshal s court, for criminal matters an
tmikling saw-mills, and they were suppl.ed with cattle the English at Boston in Acadia.
and other necessaries for the business of getting lumber land planters thrown off their subjection to the crown admiral, and admiral s court, for maritime causes a
of
a prey to one or master of ordnance and a
the
same
time
a
must
have
become
About
settlement was
These officers
(viz. 1623)
England they
secretary.
Of this they were were to be a standing council. Eight deputies wcr
begun at the river Piscataqua by Captain Mason and the other of these rival powers
to be elected, one from each county, by the inhabitants,
several other merchants, among whom Gorges had a well aware, and if they had entertained any idea of in
share.
Th principal design of these settlements was dependency, which they certainly did not (nor did thctr to sit in the same council and all matters of moment
to establish a permanent fishery, to make salt, to trade mtcctssors liU driven to it by Britain herself) it would were to be determined by the lieutenant with advice of
with the natives, and to prepare lumber for exportation. have been the most impolitic thing in the world to have the majority.
This council were to appoint justices, to
Agriculture was but a secondary object, though in avowed it, in the presence of neighbors with whom give licenses for the sale of lands subject to a rent of
connected.
itself the true source of all opulence and all subsis
four pence or sixpence per acre.
When any law was
they did not wish to
This jealousy, however groundless, had an influence to be enacted or repealed, or puhlic
tence.
money to be
These attempts proved very expensive and yielded on the public councils of the nation, as well as on the raised, they were to call on the counties to elect each
sentiments
of
and
contributed to increase two deputies,
DO adequate returns. The associates were discouraged,
to join with the council in the perform
individuals,
and dropped off one after another, till none but Gorges the prejudice which had been formed against all who ance of the service
but nothing is said of their voting
nd Mason remained. Much, patience was necessary, were concerned in the colonization of New England. as a separate house. One lieutenant and eight justices
Tiie merchants still considered the Council of Ply
but in this case it could be grounded only on enthusi
were allowed to each county ; two head constables to
asm.
It was not possible in the nature of things that
one constable and four tythingmen to
mouth, as monopolizing a lucrative branch of trade. every hundred
their interest should be advanced by the manner in The South Virginia Company disrelished their exclu
and in conformity to the institutions of
every parish
which they conducted their business. Their colonists sive charter, and spared no pains to get it revoked. King Alfred, each tythingman was to give an account
came over either as tenants or as hired servants. The The popular party in the Commons regarded them as of the demeanor of the families within his tything to
produce of the plantation could not pay their wages, supporters of the prerogative, and under the royal the constable of the parish, who was to render the same
The high church party were incensed to the head constables of the hundred, and they to the
and they soon became their own masters. The charge influence.
of making a settlement m such a wilderness was more against them as enemies of prelacy, because they had lieutenant and justices of the county
who were to
take cognizance of all misdemeanors
than the value of the lands when the improvements were favored the settlement of the Puritans within their ter
and from them
made overseers were appointed, but they could not ritory and the king himself suspected that the colo an appeal might be made to the proprietor s lieutenant
hold the tenants under command, nor prevent their nies in New England had too much liberty to consist and council.
Forms of government, and plans of settlement, are
changing places on every discontent. The proprietors with his notions of government.
Gorges was looked
much more easily drawn on paper, than carried into
themselves never came in person to superintend their upon as the author of all the mischief; and being pub
execution.
Few people could be induced to become
interests, and no regular government was established to licly called upon, declared, &quot;that though he had ear
For these reasons. nestly sought the interest of the plantations, yet he tenants in the neighborhood of such a colony as Mas
punish offenders or preserve order.
though Gorges and Mason expended from first to last could not answer for the evils which had happened by sachusetts, where all were freeholders. No provision
more than twenty thousand pounds each, vet they only them.&quot; It was extremely mortifying to him to find was made for public institutions schools were un
opened the way for others to follow, and the money was that after all hio exertions and expenses in the service known, and they had no ministers, till in pity to their
of the nation, he had become a very unpopular charac
lost to them and their jwsteriiy.
deplorable state, two went thither from Boston on t
Whilst their private interest was thus sinking in ter, and had enemies on all sides.
voluntary mission, and were well received by them.
To
the
of
these
he
the
The
the
council
of
which
were
America,
difficulties,
remedy
reputation
they
projected
resig
city of Gorgeana, though a lofty name, was in fact
members lay under such disadvantage in England as nation of the charter to the crown and the division of bnt an inconsiderable village and there were only a
tended to endanger their political existence.
As they the territory into twelve lordships, to be united under few houses in some of the best places for navigation.
The people were without order and morals, and it was
had been incorporated for the purpose not merely of one general governor. As the charter of Massachu
said of some of them, that
granting lands, but of making actual plantations in setts stood in the wav of this project, he, in conjunc
they had as many shares
America, they were fond of encouraging all attempts tion with Mason, petitioned the crown for a revocat on in a ifom/ztt, as they had in a fishing boat.&quot; Gorges
from whatever quarter, which might realize their views of it. This brought on him the ill will of those colo himself complained of the prodigality of his servants,
and expectations.
nists also, who from that time regarded him and Mason and had very little confidence in his own sons, for
The ecclesiastical government at this time allowed as their enemies. Before the council surrendered their whose aggrandizement he had been laboring to estab
no liberty to scrupulous consciences for which rea charter, they made grants to some of their own mem lish a foundation. He had indeed erected saw-milU
son, many who had hitherto been peaceable members bers, of twelve districts, from Maryland to St. Croix, and corn-mills, and had received some acknowledgment
of the national church, and wished to continue such, among which the district from Piscataqua to
Saga- in the way of rents, but lamented, that he had not
finding that no indulgence could be granted, turned dahock, extending one hundred and twenty miles reaped the
happy success of those who are their own
their thoughts towards America, where some of their northward into the country, was assigned to Gorges. stewards, and the disposers of their own affairs.&quot;
How long Gorges continued in his office as Gover
brethren hid already made a settlement.
They first In June, 1635, the council resigned their charter, and
purchased of the Council of Plymouth a large territory, petitioned the king and the lords of the privy council nor of Plymouth, does not appear from any materials
and afterward obtained of the crown a charter, by which for a confirmation of the several proprietary grants, within my reach. In 1625, he commanded a ship of
Sir war in a squadron under the Duke of Buckingham,
they were constituted a body politic within the realm. and the establishment of a general government.
In June, 1630, they brought their charter to America, Ferdinando Gorges, then three score years of age, was which was sent to the assistance of France, under pre
But
and began the colony of MiHiUchusclt*. This proved the person nominated to be the general governor. tence of being employed against the Genoese.
an effectual settlement, and the reasons which rendered About this time, Mason, one of the principal actors in suspicion having arisen that they were destined to assist
it so were the zeal and ardor which animated their ex
this atl air, was removed by death
and a ship, which Louis against his Protestant subjects at Rochelle, aj
ertions ; the wealth which they possessed, and which was intended for the service of the new
government, soon as they were arrived at Dieppe, and found that
fell and broke in launching.
A quo wa-rranto was they had been deceived, Gorges was the first to break
they converted into materials for a new plantation
but principally the presence of tlie adventurers them
The
issued against the Massachusetts charter, but the pro
his orders and return with his ship to England.
selves on the spot, where their fortunes were to be ex
ceedings upon it were delayed, and never completed. others followed his example, and their zeal for the Pro
pended and their zeal exerted. The difference between An order of the king in council, was also issued in testant religion was much applauded.
a man s doing business by himself and by his substi
When the civil dissensions in England broke out
1637, for the establishment of the general government,
and Gorges was therein appointed governor but the into a war, Gorges took the royal side; and thoujjK
tutes, was never more fairly exemplified than in the
conduct of the Massachusetts planters, compared with troubles in Scotland and England, at this time grew then far advanced in years, engaged personally in the
that of Sir Ferdmando Gorges
what the one had very serious and put a check to the business. Soon service of the crown. He was in Prince Rupert s army
been laboring for above twenty years without any suc
and when that city
at the siege of Bristol, in 1643
after, Archbishop Laud and some other lords of coun
was retaken in 1645 by the Parliament s forces, he was
cess, was realized by the others in two or three years
cil, who were zealous in the affair, lost their authority,
in five, they were so far advanced as to be able to send and the whole
His political principles
project camo to nothing.
plundered and imprisoned.
when
out a colony from themselves to begin another at Con
Gorges, however, obtained of the crown in 1630, a rendered him obnoxious to the ruling powers, and
necticut
and iu less than ten, they founded an uni- confirmation of his own grant, which was styled the it was necessary for him to appear before the commissituated for habitation and traffic, in the midst of a fine
This lake
lake, abounding with the most delicate fish.
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loners for foreign plantations, he was
upon and consequently discouraged.

severely frowned

ing.

They gave

command

the

large opening, and a narrow river,

of the expedition to

HENRY HUDSON,

to the

west

;

the

a seamen of enlarged views and long channel between Bergen Neck and Staten Island. A*
whose knowledge and intrepidity they the boat was returning, it was attacked by some ot the
experience
could safely confide
and whose enterprising spirit natives, in two canoes.
One man, John Colman, was
was exceeded by none, and equalled by few of his con killed he was buried on a point of land, which, from
that circumstance, was railed Co!man
It la
son, John Gorges, who, whether discouraged by his fa
temporaries.
point.
When the ship which they had destined for the voy probably Sandy Hook, within which the ship lay.
ther s ill success, or incapacitated by the severity of
On the llth, they sailed through the Narrows, and
the times, took no care of the province, nor do we find age was ready, Hudson with his crew, according to the
any thing memorable concerning him. Most of the custom of seamen in that day, went to church, in April found a good harbor secure from all winds.&quot; The

The time of his death is uncertain he is spoken of
in the records of the piovince of Maine as dead in June,
1647.
Upon his decease, his estate fell to his eldest

in

;

;

;

;

&quot;

commissioners who had been appointed to govern the 19, 1607, and there partook of the Lord s Supper. On
and the remaining inhabitants, in the 1st of May he sailed from Gravesend ; and or. the
province deserted it
1649, were obliged to combine for their own security. 21st of June discovered land, in lat. 73, on the eastern
In 1651 they petitioned the Council of State, that they coast of Greenland, which he called Huld wtlh Hfrpe.
His design was to explore the whole coast of Green
might be considered as part of the Commonwealth of
England. The next year, upon the request of a great land, which he supposed to be an island, and, if possi
part of the inhabitants, the colony of Massachusetts, ble, to pass round it, or else directly under the pole.
took them under their protection, being supposed to be But having sailed as far as the lat. of 82, he found the
within the limits of their charter some opposition was sea obstructed by impenetrable ice, and was obliged to
made to this step, but the majority submitted or ac return to England, where he arrived on the 15th of
and considering the difficulties of the times, September.
quiesced
and the unsettled state of affairs in England, this was
By this voyage more of the eastern coast of Green
land was explored than had ever before been known
the best expedient for their security.
On the death of John Gorges, the propriety de and the island, afterward called Spitzbergen, was first
scended to his son, Ferdinando Gorges, of Westmin- discovered. It also opened the way to the English,
ter, who seems to have been a man of information and after them to the Dutch, to prosecute the whale
and activity. He printed a description of New Eng fishery in those northern seas.
The next year the same company of adventurers re
land in 1658, to which he annexed a narrative written
by his grandfather from which this account is chiefly solved to make another attempt, and sent Hudson again
He sailed on the
compiled but another piece which in some editions is to find a passage to the northeast
tacked to these, entitled,
Wonder working Provi 22d of August, 1608. The highest latitude to which
was unfairly ascribed to Sir Ferdinando ho advanced in this voyage, was 75 30
After having
dences,&quot;
Gorges, though written by a Mr. Johnson, of Woburn, made several attempts to pass between Spitzbergen
and Nova Xembla, which he found impracticable, the
in New England.
On the restoration of King Charles II. Gorges pe season was so far spent, and the winds so contrary,
titioned the crown, complaining of the Massachusetts that he had not time to try the strait of Waygats, nor
colony for usurping the government of Maine, and ex
Lumley s Inlet and therefore thought it his duty to
In 1664 commissioners save victual, wages, and tackle, by a speedy return.&quot;
tending the boundary lines.
were sent to America, who finding the people in the He arrived at Gravesend on the 20th of August.*
After his return from his second voyage he went
province of Maine divided in their opinions with respect
to matters of government, appointed justices in the over to Holland, and entered into the service of the
and about the same time Dutch. Their East India Company fitted out a ship
king s name to govern them
the proprietor nominated thirteen commissioners, and for discovery, and put him into the command, t
He
prepared a set of instructions, which were entered on sailed from Amsterdam on the 25th of March, 16094
the records of the province.
The highest latitude which he made in this voyage
But upon the departure
was 61 46
of the royal commissioners, the colony resumed its ju
where he found the sea in the neighbor
risdiction over them.
These two sources of govern hood of Nova Zembla so filled with ice, and covered
ment kept alive two parties, each of whom were always with fogs, that it was impossible to pass the strait of
ready to complain of the other and justify themselves.
Waygats to the eastward. He therefore tacked and
An inquiry into the conduct of Massachusetts had steered westerly, toward Greenland intending to fall
been instituted in England, and the colony was ordered in with Buss Island, which had been seen by one of
to send over agents to answer the complaints of Frobisher s ships in 1578
but when he came into the
Gorges, and Mason, the proprietor of New Hampshire. latitude where it was laid down, he could not find it.
who had jointly proposed to sell their property to the
He then steered south-westerly passed the banks
crown, to make a government for the Duke of Mon- of Newfoundland among the French ships which were
mouth. This proposal not being accepted, the colony fishing, without speaking with any of them and sailed
themselves took the hint, and thought the most effec along the coast of America. In this route he disco
tual way of silencing the complaint would be to make vered Cape Cod and landed there
then pursued his
a purchase.
The circumstances of the province of course to the south and west making remarks on the
Maine were such as to favor their views. The Indians soundings and currents, till he came to the entrance of
had invaded it ; most of the settlements were destroyed Chesapeake Bay.
Here he plied off and on for several
or deserted, and the whole country was in trouble
the days, and then -turned again to the northward.
In his return along the coast, on the 28th of August,
colony had afforded them all the assistance which was
in their power, and they had no help from any other he discovered the
great bay, now called Delaware, in
In
the height of this calamity, John Usher, the latitude of 39 5
In this bay he examined the
quarter.
was
to
with
Mr.
for
Esq.,
employed
negotiate
Gorges
soundings and currents, and the appearance of the land
the purchase of the whole territory, which was effected but did not
on
shore.
go
in the year 1 677.
The sum of twelve hundred and fifty
From this bay, passing along a low marshy coast
pounds sterling was paid for it, and it has ever since skirted with broken islands, on the 2d September he
been a part of Massachusetts. It is now formed into saw high hills to the northward ; which I
suppose were
two counties, York and Cumberland but the District the Neversmks in New
Jersey.
of Maine, as established by the laws of the United
On the 4th of September, he came to an anchor in
States, comprehends also the counties of Lincoln,
very good harbor&quot; in the latitude 40 30 which is
Washington, and Hancock extending from Piscata- the bay within Sandy Hook. On the 6th. the boat was
to
St.
Croix
a
qua
territory large enough when fully sent to survey what appeared to be the mouth of a
This was the strait called
peopled, to be formed into a distinct State.*
river, distant tour leagues.
the Narrows, between Long Island and Staten Island
here was a good depth of water
and within was a

next day, they turned against a N. W. wind, into the
mouth of the river, wh.ch bears Hudson s name and
came to anchor two leagues within it. On these two

;

;

days, they were visited by the natives, who brought
corn, beans, oysters and tobacco.
They had pipes of
and earthen pots, iu
copper, in which they smoked
which they dressed their meat.
Hudson would not
;

&quot;great

he advanced, the land

tances, in each day s run, as set down in the journal, it
appears that Hudson sailed fifty three leagues. To this
the
distance, the river was navigable for the ship
boat went up eight or ten leagues farther
but found
the bottom irregular, and the depth not more than seven
feet.
It is evident therefore that he
penetrated this
river, as far as where the city of Albany now stands.
The farther he went up the river, the more friendly
and hospitable the natives appeared.
They gave him
skins in exchange for knives and other trifles.
But as
he came down, below the mountains, the savages wero
thievish and troublesome, which occasioned
frequent
quarrels, in which eight or nine of them were killed.
The land on the eastern side of the river near its mouth,
was called Manaliata.
On the 4th of October he came out of the river ;
and without anchoring in the bay, stood out to sea and
;

;

&quot;

1

.

&quot;

;

;

;

steering directly for Europe, on the 7th
rived
in the range of Dartmouth in

November

ar

&quot;

Devonshire.&quot;

Here

the journal ends.
The discoveries made by

;

Hudson in this remarkable
voyage, were of great mercantile consequence to his
It
has
been
sold the coun
said, that he
employers.
&quot;

or rather his right to it, to the Dutch.&quot;
This how
ever is questionable.
The sovereigns of England and
France laid equal claim to the country, and it is a mat

try,

;

;

which requires some discussion, whether the Hol
landers were, at that time, so far admitted into the
community of nations, as to derive rights which would
be acknowledged by the other European powers. How
ever, whilst they were struggling for existence
ter

;

;

among

were growing

the nations, they

;

adventures

;

;

and

rich

by their mercantile

this capital discovery,

made

at their

expense, was a source of no small advantage to them.
had, for some time before, cast an eye on the fur
trade
and had even bribed some Frenchmen to admit

They

;

;

them

into the traffic at

Acadia and

St.

Lawrence. The

discovery of Hudson s river gave them, at once, an en
trance of above fifty leagues into the heart of the Ame
rican continent
in a situation where the best furs
could be procured without any interruption from eithei
the French or the English. The place indeed
lay within
the claim of both these nations
Acadia extended from
the latitude of 40 to 48
and Virginia from 34 to
45
but the French had made several fruitless at
and had but
tempts to pass southward of Cape Cod

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

&quot;a

just

,

began

their plantations at

The English had made some

;

Acadia and

St.

Lawrence.

efforts to establish colo

nies in Virginia, one of which was struggling for exist
ence, and others had failed, both in the southern and
northern division.
Besides, King James, by a stroke
of policy peculiar to himself, in dividing
Virginia be

;

;

;

tween the North and South Companies, had interlocked
each patent with the other
and at the same time interdicteil the patentees from planting within one hundreil
miles of each other. This uncertainty, concurring with
other causes, kept the adventurers at such a distance,
that the intermediate country, by far the most valuable,
none of
lay exposed to the intrusion of foreigners
whom knew better than the Dutch, how to avail them

* In the
journal of this

voyage, written by Hudson himself,
the following remark. &quot;June 15, lat.
7 This morning
one of oui company looking overboard saw a mermaid, and
calling up some of the company to see her, one more came up,
am! by lhat time she was close to the ship s side, looking ear
nestly on the men. A little after a sea mine and overturned
her.
From the naval upward her back and breasts were like
a woman, (as they say that saw her,) her body as big as one
of us ; her skin very white, and long hair hanging down be
In her going down they saw her tail,
hind, of color blark.
whirh was like tho tail of a porpoise, and speckled like 8
mackerel. Their names that saw her were Thomas Hilles,
75&quot;

As

salmons.&quot;

1

;

is

store of

&quot;

;

sails on a voyage of
discovery arrives
Sandy Hook The first attempt to sail up the river made
by him Hostility of the natives He returns to England
He again sails Mutiny Hudson s misfortunes.

;

on both sides was high, till it came very mountainous.
This high land had many point*, the channel was nar
row, and there were many eddy winds.
From a careful enumeration of the computed dis

;

at

up

which he found about a mile wide and of a
good depth, abounding with tish, among which were
the river

;

HENRY HUDSON He

to stay on board by
night.
the 12th to the 19th September, he sailed

From

;

HENRY HUDSON.

them

suffer

;

.

NoTWiTHSTANnmo the fruitless attempts which had
neen made to find a passage to India by the north, the
but it was supposed, that un
irjea was not given up
der the direction of some
prudent, resolute and expe
selves of the ignorance or inattention of their neighbors
rienced commander, the object might yet be attained
in pursuit of gain.
society of wealthy and sanguine adventurers in and Robert Raynor. Purchas, iv. 575.
But whether it can at this time be determined or i.ot
t This is said on the authority of Dr. Foster. The journal
England, believed the practicability of the passage and
say* nothing of it. It was written by Robert Jnet his mate. by what means the Hollanders acquired a title to the
with a resolution and liberality almost
unexampled,
i Smith in. his history of New York, following Oldmixon
certain it is, that they understood and purraised the money to
carry on this expensive undcrtak- and other secondhand authorities, places this voyage in 1G08. country
But a.s the journals of Hudson s four voyages are extant in sued the advantage which this discovery opened to
* Now State of
Maine.
them.
With n four years, a fort and tradmg-hou&fl
Purchas, I take all dates from them.
;

A

;

;

;

!

BIOGRAPHIES OF THE EARLY DISCOVERERS.
were erected on the spot where Albany is now built
most savage inhumanity turned them adrift. This is
and another fort on the S. W. point of the island, the last account of Hudson. Whether he, with hie
where the city of New York now stands, by a company unhappy companions, perished by the sea, by famine, or
of merchant* who had procured from the States- by the savages, is unknown.
The conspirators put the ship about to the eastward
general a patent for an exclusive trade to Hudson s
river.
and hasted to get out of the bay. Near Cape Digges,
The transactions between Hudson and his Dutch they met with seven canoes of the savages, by whom
The perfidious Green was killed,
employers are not stated in the accounts of his voy
they were attacked.
Dr. Foster says that he offered to undertake and three others wounded, of whom two died in a few
ages.
another voyage in their service, but that they declined days.
The miserable remnant pursued their course
*.t,
upon which he returned to England and again en homeward, and suffered much by famine but at length
tered into the service of the company, who had before arrived in Ireland, and from thence got to England.
This account of the unfortunate end of Hudson and
employed him,
The former attempts for a northern passage having the return of the ship, is taken from a narrative written
been made in very high latitudes, it was now deter by Abacuc Pricket, whom the mutineers preserved, in
mined, to seek for one, by passing to the westward of hope that by his connexion with Sir Dudley Digges,
Greenland, and examining the inlets of the American one of the owners, they should obtain their pardon.
comment. For this purpose a ship was tilted out, and
The most astonishing circumstance in this horrid
the command was given to Hudson; but unhappily, act of cruelty, is the oath by which the
conspirators
the company insisted that he should uke with him as bound themselves to execute their
the form of
plot
.in assistant, one Colburne, a
it is
very able and expe
preserved by Pricket, and is in these words.
rienced serunan
Their great confidence in Colburne s
You shall swear truth, to GOD, your prince and
skill excited Hudson s envy
and after the ship had country you shall do nothing but to the glory of GOD
fallen down the river, he put him on board a pink, and the
good of the action in hand, and harm to no
bound up to London, with a letter to the owners, con man.&quot; It is to he hoped, that the absurdity, hypocrisy,
pnd then proceeded and blasphemy of this transaction will ever be unpartaining the reasons of his conduct
on his voyage. [April 22, 1610.] This rash step rallcllt d m the history of human depravity
the
crew
an
of
disobedience,
which was
END OF VOL. I.
gave
example
so severely retaliated on himself, as to prove the cause
;

;

to

terity.

SIR

Tenaciousness of King James.

Virginia

;

;

ALL which

is known with certainty of this
gentleman
was a London merchant, of great wealth and
influence, Governor of the East India and Muscovy
Companies, and of the company associated for the dis

that he had beer, sent
covery of a northwest passage
(1604) ambassador from King James to the Emperor
of Russia
that he was one of the assignees of Sir
;

;

!

made

beginning of the colony of Virginia has been
related in the life of Captain John Smith
to whose
ingenuity, prudence, patience, activity, industry and

eastern

resolution,

but found great

;

dissensions

its

subsistence during the hrst three years

is

It would have been either
principally to be ascribed.
deserted by the people, or destroyed by the natives,

amomr

which he could not appease without much

!

exertions,

difficulty.

;

to the living.
was a warm friend of

[

He

Captain John Smith, who,
account of Virginia, speaks of him with respect,
as a diligent and careful overseer, especially in sending
and
supplies to the colony during his residence there
after his return to England,
he depended on Sir
Thomas and the council for those accounts of the co
lony which he has inserted in his history, subsequent to

;

i

;

in his

;

;

j

that period.
In a dedication prefixed to a narrative

:

;

&quot;

;

earth.

man

his portion

;

which some devoured

at

gave
once and

others preserved.

The
N.

time

The

ship being afloat, he began to sail toward the
to pursue the
when,
object of his voyage
21, 1611) a conspiracy which had been some
in fermentation, broke out into
open mutiny.

W.

&amp;lt;June

;

displaced mate and

lie

in this world, yet nothing that you
ever did or suffered, more honors you in the eye* of all
that are godly-wise, than your faithful and unwearied
prosecution, your continual and comfortable assistance
of those foreign plantations.&quot;

worthy reputation

But though

flattered

and complimented by his ad

mirers, yet he had enemies both among the
England and the colonists in Virginia, By

;

company ia
some of his

associates he was accused of favoring the growth of to
bacco in the colony, to the neglect of other staple com

;

equal

burden

;

;

the spring came on, the birds disappeared,
snd their provisions fell short. To still the clamor
among the discontented. Hudson injudiciously divided
the remaining stores, into
each
shares, and

And know

further, for your comfort, that though
on you and a few more, yet are there
many honorable and worthy men of all sorts who will
never shrink from you.
Go on, therefore, with courage
and constancy
and be assured, that though by your
honorable emhassages and employments, and by your
charitable and virtuous courses you have gained a

the

;

When

of the ship

wreck of Sir George Somers on the Island of Bermuda,
Sir Thomas is complimented in the following manner
Worthy sir, if other men were like you, if all as able
as you are were as willing, we should see a flourishing
Christian church and commonwealth in Virginia.
But
let this be your consolation, there is one that is more
able and willing than you, even the God of heaven and

;

;

;

It is

had he not encouraged the former by his unremitted
and struck an awe into the latter by his mi
Having doubled the southern promontory of Green litary address and intrepidity.
The views ol the adventurers in England were in
land, he steered N. W. for the American continent.
In this passage he was so entangled with floating ice, tent on present gain
and their strict orders were to
that he almost despaired of
But at preserve peace with the natives. Neither of these
getting clear.
Cultivation is the first object in all
length with much labor and peril, he forced his way could be realized.
this requires time and industry
and
through the strait and into the bay which bears his name. new plantations
The farther he advanced, the greater were the murmur- till the wants of the people could be supplied by their
He removed his mate and boat- o*n labor, it was necessary to have some dependence
ings among his men.
swain and put others in their places.
This disci- on the natives for such provisions as they could spare
not
rendered
him more unpopular, but in from their own consumption and when the supply
pline
only
flamed the displaced officers with bitter lesentment could not be obtained by fair bargain, it was thought
against him.
necessary to use stratagem or force. Those who were
The whole summer having been spent in examining on the spot were the best judges of the tune and occa
the eastern and southern extremities of the
deep and sion of using those means ; but they were not permitted
extensive by which he had discovered
The company of adventurers
in October it to judge for themselves.
was too late to return the discovery was yet incom undertook to prescribe rules, to insist on a rigorous ex
He had taken but ecution of them, and to form various projects which
plete, and he was loth to leave it.
naif a year s provision from England.
In short, they ex
could never be carried into effect.
It was there
fore necessary to husband what was left, and procure pected more from their colony than it was possible for
more by hunting which was done in great plenty, by it to produce in so short a time, with such people as
reason of the numerous flights of fowl which succeed
they sent to reside there, and in the face of so many
ed each other through the winter.
dangers and difficulties, which were continually pre
In November the ship was frozen up.
Soon after sented to them.
the gunner died, and a controversy took
After the arrival of Captain Newport in England
place about
Hudson was partial to Henry from his third voyage, the Company of South Virginia,
dividing his clothes.
Green, a young man of a debauched character, whom disappointed and vexed at the small returns which the
he had taken on board and whose name was not on ships brought home, determined on a change of system,
the ship s books.
This young man ungenerously took they solicited and obtained of the crown a new charter
part with the discontented, and lost Hudson s favor.
(May 23, 1609), and took into the company a much
They had to struggle with a severe winter, and had greater number of adventurers than before. Not less
accommodations, which produced scorbutic and rheu than six hundred and fifty-seven names of persons are
matic complaints.
These were relieved by a decoc inserted in the charter, many of whom were noblemen,
tion of the buds of a tree filled with a balsamic
and gentlemen of fortune, and merchants besides
juice
the liquor was drank, and the buds
of mechanics in the
applied to the litty-six incorporated companies
swelled joints.
This i* supposed to have been the city of London and room was left lor tiie admission
of more. Tue government at home was vested in a
Populut Balsamifera.
his crew,

but he never came to America.
unfortunate for the memory of Sir Thomas
Smith, that both the company and colony of South
Virginia were distracted by a malevolent party spirit ;
and that he was equally an object of reproach on the
one hand and of panegyric on the other. To decide on
the merit or demerit of his character, at this distance
of time, would perhaps require more evidence than can
be produced
but candor is due to the dead as well as

gland

;

;

the inhabitants

s patent, and thus became interested in
the colony of Virginia.
He had been treasurer of the
under
their first charter, and presided in all
company
the meetings of the council and of the company in En

THE

part of Iceland.
Sailing along its
southern shore, in sight of the volcanic mountain
Hecla. he put into a harbor in the western part of the
island
where he met with a friendly reception from
the

;

Walter Raleigh

INTRODUCTION.

He went round the north of Scotland, through the
Orkney and Faro islands, and on the 1 1th of May

that he

is,

;

of his ruin.

THOMAS SMITH.

THOMAS SMITH He is calumniated Decree of Chancery
in his favor
He resigns his office of Treasurer of the Vir
ginia Company Two thousand acres of Land granted to
him in Virginia Sir EJwin Sandys, Treasurer of the Vir
ginia Company Lotteries Supplies obtained by them for

SIR

&quot;

;

31

be holden during life. This may seem a
strange way of appointing office s in a new colony, especially when the charter gave the council power to re
voke and discharge them.
But it is probable that the**
gentlemen had friends in the company who where per*
sons of wealth and influence, and who thought the
offices not worthy of their acceptance, unless
they
could hold them long enough to make their fortunes.
The example of Columbus might have served as a pre
cedent, who had the office of admiral of the West In
dies, not only for life, but as an inheritance to his pos

were

;

modities whi?h the country was equally capable of pro
council of fifty-two persons, named in the charter ; at ducing.
It was also alleged, that instead of a body of
the head of which was Sir Thomas Smith, the foriuei laws agreeable to the English constitution, a book had
treasurer and all vacancies which might happen in the been printed and dedicated to him, and sent to Virginia
council, were to be filled by the vote of a majority of by his own authority, and without the order or consent
laws written in blood
This council in Eng- of the company, containing
the company legally assembled.
land had the power of appointing governors and other which, though they might serve for a time of war, being
laws
and
from
in
and
of
translated
the
marshal law of the United
orlicers to reside
Virginia,
making
mostly
the colony. Netherlands, yet were destructive of the liberties of
giving instructions for the government of
In consequence of this power, the treasurer and coun- English subjects, and contrary to the express letter of
For this reason many people in Eng
the royal charter.
cil constituted the following oificers
land were deterred from emigrating to Virginia, and
Sir Thomas West, Lord Delaware, Captain-general
;

1

&quot;

;&quot;

:

boatswain, accompanied by
the infamous Green and others rose and took com
Sir Thomas Gates, Lieutenant-general ; Sir George
mand of the ship. They put Hudson, his son, the car Somers, Admiral
Captain Christopher Newport.
and five others, most of Vice-Admiral Sir Thomas Dale, High Marshall and
penter, the mathematician
whom were sick and lame, into the shallop with a Sir Ferdmamlo Wainman, General of Horse.
small quantity of meal, one
Several other gentlemen, whose names are not men
gun and ammunition, two
or three spears and an iron pot ; and then with the tioned, were appointed to other othces, all of which
;

j

in the colony were unjustly put to death.
the colony, the clamor against him was still
louder.
It was there said, that he had been most scan

many persons
In

;

;

,

;

not corrupt, in the matter of sup
period called the
starving
the allowance for a man was only eight ounces

dalously negligent,

;

plies
;

;

time,&quot;

that

if

in a certain

AMERICAN HISTORY.
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man which provoked

of meal and a half pint of pease jier day, and that nei
that famine obliged
ther of them were fit to be eaten
many of the people to fly to the savngcs for relief, wlio
that
desertion
being retaken were put to death for
others were reduced to the necessity of stealing, which
with
extreme
by his sanguinary laws was punished

judgments

;

and infirm, who were unalile to
work, were denied the allowance, and famished for
;

want
earth,

;

that the sick
that

some

in

dug holes

these extremities

and hid themselves

till

they perished

;

the Lord, and pulled

down

Thomas Smith continued
when the prejudice

1619

fortune, of approved fidelity and indefatigable industry ;
an excellent sea commander, having been employed in

his

them.&quot;

of treasurer
so
against him becamr
strono-, that by the interest of the Earl of Warwick,
who hated him, his removal was in contemplation. At
the same time, Sir Thomas, being advanced in years
and infirmities,
rich, and having a sum.Sir

I ll

;

rigor

u|x&amp;gt;n

the navy of Queen Khzabeih, and having distinguished
himself in several actions against the Spaniards in the
West Indies. At the time of his appointment to be

in his office

I

;

Admiral of Virginia, he was above siuy years of age.
His seat in Parliament was vacated by hi acceptance
He died in the service of
of a colonial commission.
tbe colony (1010) at Bermuda, highly esteemed and

I

having grown
.,
,_ . India
i_.i:.. (-_._
Con
ciency of business as governor of the East
an office of .so
pany, thought it prudent to retire from
much trouble
great a responsibility, attended witb so
and accordingly sent in his re
and so little advantage
His friends would
signation to the Council of Virginia.
but he was in
have dissuaded him from this measure
flexible.
Sir Edwin Sandys was elected his successor
,

in the

that the

so lamentable,&quot; that they were con
scarcity was
strained to cat dogs, cats, snakes, and even human
corpses ; that one man killed his wife, and put her flesh
These ca
in pickle, for which lie was burnt to death.
lamities were by the colonists so strongly and point
laid to the charge of the treasurer, that when they
&quot;

greatly regretted.

a

in

commander

in

NEWPORT was

the

American

a

mariner of

seas.

ttie

He

Spaniards

the

in

West

Indies, whrre. with three or lour ships, he plun
dered and burned some towns, and took several prizes,
He was a vain, empty, con
with a considerable booty.

;

edly

experience

conducted an expedition against

;

gentleman of good understanding, and great appli
At his motion, a gratuity of 2.OOO

cation to business.

had found a marc which had been killed by the Indians,
and were boiling her flesh for food, they wished Sir
Thomas was in the same kettle. A list of these grie
vances was presented to King James and in the eon-

ability and
had been a
the navy of Elizabeth, and, in 1595, had

CHRISTOPHKI;

;

was granted to Sir Thomas. eeited man, and very fond of parade, by the adhad been in office upwards of twelve years, in vantage of going to and fro, he gamed the confidence
which time the expenses of the pianmi in had amounted of the council and company m England and whatever
Some traits of his
rd that he left he proposed was adopted by them.
and though he had dec
elusion of the petition, they begged his majesty, that to 80.000/.
been given in tbe life of Captain John
rather than be reduced to live under the like govern
4,0007. for his successor to begin with, yel it was found character have
ment again, he would send over commissioners to hang on examination, that the company was in debt to a Smith. In 1651 he imported fifty men, and seated
them on a plantation, which he called Newport s News.
them.&quot;
greater amount than that sum.
In answer to these accusations, it was said, that the
Several ways were used for the raising of supplies Daniel Gutiliiii came with a cargo of cattle from Ire
One was by land, and settled first on this plantation. He after
to carry on the colonization of Virginia.
original ground of all these calamities was the unfortu
ano wards removed to New England.
nate shipwreck of a vessel loaded with supplies, on the the subscriptions of the members of the company
SIB THOMAS DM.K is said to have been a gentleman
This happened at a time when ther was by the voluntary donations of other people
Island of Bermuda.
To him was
vo of much honor, wisdom and experience.
Captain John Smith was disabled ami obliged to quit and a third was by lotteries.
Subscriptions, if not
entrusted the execution of the laws sent over by Sir
the colony, which had been supported in a great mea- luntarily paid were recoverable by law
but this me
Another source of the mischief thod was tedious and expensive. Donations were pre Thomas Smith which, though perhaps necessary at
ure by his exertions.
was the indolence of the colonists themselves who carious, and though liberal and well intended, yet they that time, (1611) when so many turbulent and refracbe governed, yet were subversive
regarded only the present moment, and took no care sometimes consisted only of books and furniture for tory persons were to
of that freedom which Englishmen claimed as their
This indolence was so great, that they churches and colleges, and appropriations for the edu
for the future.
would eat their fish raw rather than go to a small dis cation of Indian children. Lotteries were before this birthright, and gave loo much power into the hands of
tance from the water for wood to dress it. When there time unknown in
but so great was the rage a governor.
Though his administration was marked
England
was a plenty of sturgeon in the river, they would not for this mode of raising money, that within the space of with rigor and severity, yet be did much towards ad
On a high neck of land in
take any more than to serve their present necessity, six years the sum of 2U,000/. was brought into the trea- vancing the settlements.
he
though they knew the season was approaching when sury. This was the real and substantial food with James river, named Varina, he built a town which
nor did they take care to which
these fish return to the sea
The authority on called Henrico, in honor of Prince Henry, the remains
Virginia was nourished.&quot;
wrote his history
preserve their nets, hut suffered them to perish for want which the lotteries were grounded was the charter of of which were visible when Mr. Stith
Another cause was the dis King James (1609). and so tenacious was this monarch (1746.) On the opposite side of the river he made, a
of drying and mending.
honesty of those who were employed in procuring corn of his prerogative, that in a subsequent proclamation he plantation on lands, from which he expelled the In
Bermuda. He staid in Vir
from the natives for having accomplished their object, vainly interdicted the
spcakmg against the Virginian dians, and called it New
some of them Lottery.&quot; Yet when the House of Commons (1621) ginia about five years, and relumed to England (1616)
they went to sea, and turned pirates
after which there is no farther account of him.
united with other pirates, and those who got home to
began to call in question some of the supposed rights
Of SIR FERIIINANDO WAINMAN, nothing is said but
England, protested that they were obliged to quit Vir of royalty, these lotteries and the proclamation which
Besides, it was said that enforced them were complained of and presented that he died soon after his arrival m Virginia with
ginia for fear of starving.
when ships arrived with provision, it was embezzled among the grievances of the nation. On that occasion Lord Delaware, in the summer of 1610.
When the new charter of Virginia was obtained, th
that he
by the mariners, and the articles intended for traflic an apology was made by the king s friends,
a fleet,
with the Indians, were privately given away or sold lor never likrit the lotteries, but
gave way to them, because council and company immediately equipped
a trifle and some of the people venturing too far into tie was told that
lo carry supplies of men and women, with provision!
Virginia, could not subsist without
their villages were surprised and killed.
and other necessaries to the colony. The fleet con
them
and when the Commons insisted on their com
The story of the man eating his dead wife was pro plaint, the monarch revoked the license by an order of sisted of seven ships, in each of which, beside the cap*
pagated in England by some of the deserters but when council in consequence of which the treasury of the tain, went one or more of the counsellors or other
t was examined afterwards
and though there was a dispute
officers of the colony
by Sir Thomas Gates, it company was almost without resources.
about rank between two officers, Somers and Gates,
proved to be no more than this. One of the colonists
who hated his wife, secretly killed her then, (o con
they were placed in one ship with Newport, the third
LORD DELAWARE, SIR
ceal the murder cut her body in pieces, and hid them
in command.
The Governor-general, Lord Delaware,
in different parts of the house.
When the woman was
GATES, SIR GEORGE SOMERS, CAPTAIN did not sail with this fleet but waited till the next
CHRISTOPHER NEWPORT, SIR
The names of the
missed, the man was suspected his house was search
year, to go with a further supply.
To excuse his guilt,
DALE, SIR FERDINANDO WAINMAN.
ed, and the pieces were found.
ships and their commanders were as follows
he pleaded that his wife died of hunger, and that he LORD DELAWARE arivesin
The Sea-Adventure, Admiral Sir George Somers,
Virginia He builds two forts on
His house was again search
James river He leaves Virginia arrives at the Western with Sir Thomas Gates, and Captain Christopher New
daily fed on her remains.
in
He
removes
to
Daniel
Gookin
settles
Islands
Virginia
on which he was ar
ed, and other food was found
port ; the Diamond, Captain Radchfie and Captain
New England SIR THOMAS DALE, Governor of Virginia
raigned, confessed the murder, and was put to death
King the Falcon, Captain Martin and Master Nelson
His energetic proceedings His character as Governor
the
the Blessing, Gabriel Archer and Captain Adams
SIR THOMAS GATES His arrival in Virginia as Governor
being burned, according to law.
to
Admiral
of
His
return
SIR
GEORGE
calumniated
both
in
SOMERS,
Kngiand
the Lion,
Though
England and America,
Unity, Captain Wood and Master Pett
Virginia Dispute with Gates about rank lie is wrecked
Sir Thomas Smith did not want advocates
and his
the Swallow, Captain Moone and
on Bermuda Island He arrives in Virginia His death, Captain Webb
character for integrity was so well established in Eng
hnrial, and monument
Christopher Newport, commander Master Soiners.
in the Na\ y of Queen Elizabeth
New York first -settled
land, that when some of the company who had refused
The fleet was attended by two smaller vessels, one
Sin FKKDINANDO WAINMAN His arrival in Virginia His
to advance their quotas, pleaded his negligence and
of which was a ketch, commanded by Matthew Fitch,
death Death of Lord Delaware.
avarice in their excuse, the Court of Chancery, before
the other a pinnace, in which went Captain Davies and
whom the affair was carried, gave a deciee against
THE history of these persons is so blended, that a Master Davios.
them, and they were compelled to pay the sums which separate account of each cannot be written from any
This fleet sailed from Plymouth on the second day
materials in my possession.
Their characters, how
of June, 1609.
they had subscribed.
Though their orders were not to go
The charges against him were equally levelled against ever, may be distinguished in a few words, before I by the old route of llie Canaries, and the West Indies,
council
and
a
decla
the
company and by their order
proceed to the history of their united transactions in the but to steer directly for Virginia, yet they went as far
ration was published, in which the misfortunes of the
southward as the twenty-sixth degree of latitude ;
employment of the company and colony of Virginia.
are
thus
Cast
the
Lord DKI.\WAKE is said to have been a worthy peer where the heat was so excessive, that many of the peo
colony
up
summarily represented.
want
of
store
ot
idle
of
an
ancient
a
a
man
of
and
of
line
In two ships, thirtygovernment,
family
reckoning together,
parts
ge ple were taken with calentures.
ness, their expectations frustrated by the traitors, their nerous disposition
who took much pains, and was at two persons died others sutlered severely, and one
market spoiled by the mariners, their nets broken, the a great expense to establish the colony, in the service of vessel only was free from sickness.
dee.r chased, their boats lost, their hogs killed, their which he suffered much in his health, and
The whole, fleet kept company till the twenty-fourth
finally died
trade with the Indians forbidden, some of their mer at sea (1618,) m his second
voyage to America, in or of July, when they supposed themselves to be within
ded, some murdered, and most by drinking the brackish near the mouth of the bay which bears his name.
eight days sail of Virginia, stretching to the northwest,
water of James Fort, weakened and endangered
Sir THOMAS GATKS was probably a land officer, and crossing the Gulf Stream.
On that day, began a
famine and sickness by all these means increased. Here IKSIWCCII him and Sir
George Somcrs, there was not violent tempest from the northeast, accompanied with
at home the monies came in so slowly, that the Lore that coniial
harmony which is always desirable between a horrid darkness, which continued forty-four hoi rs.
Delaware could not be despatched till the colony was men who are egaged in the same business.
Except In this gale the fleet was scattered. The Admiral s
worn and spent with difficulties. Above all, havint ing this, Mo .hmg is said to his disadvantage.
ship, on board of winch was the commission for tho
neither ruler nor preacher, they feared neither Ood nor
SOUKKS was a gentleman of rank and new government, with the three principal officers, wa
Sir
acres of land in Virginia
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BIOGRAPHIES OF THE KARLY DISCOVERERS.
island of

wrecked on the

The

at sea.

dered

one

tressed, arrived

Bermuda.

The ketch

foun

remainder, much damaged and dis
after another in James river, about

of Lord Delaware, in June, 1610,

able to stand, delivered

On

and of order.

company who

&quot;

\

I

;

Islands were uninhabited, and had the

;

sailed

till

;

;

;

Edward Brewster, to prevent their departure. On re
ceiving these letters, the governor ordered the anchors
to be weighed, and the wind,
being easterly, brought
them back in the night, to their old quarters at James-

health so

town.

tained great relief from the fresh fruits of the country ;
but he was advised not to hazard himself again in Vir
ginia, till his health should be more perfectly restored,

the Lord s day, June 10, the ships came to an
chor before the town.
As soon as Lord Delaware

months

much

impaired, that he

was obliged

in

nine

Nevis
winds
the Western Islands, where he ob

to quit the country, intending to go to
warm baths. By contrary

for the benefit of the

he was forced to

came on shore, he fell down on his knees, and con by a voyage to England. Sir Thomas Dale and Sir
tinued some time in silent devotion.
He then went to Thomas Gates having previously gone at different
church, and after service, his commission was read, times to England, the government was again left in the
w hich constituted him governor and captain-general hands of Mr. Percy a gentleman of a noble family
&quot;

;

i

of the colony and plantation of VirSir Thomas Gates delivered up his commis

during his
ginia.&quot;

sion and

called the Patience, the other the

during their abode on this
island, they had morning and evening prayers daily
divine service was performed and two sermons were
preached every Lord s day, by their chaplain, Mr.
Bucke. One marriage was celebrated, and two chil
Five of the company
dren were born and baptized.
The murderer was
died, one of whom was murdered.
put under confinement, but escaped, and hid himself
among the woods and rocks, with another offender, till
the departure of the company, when they were left
behind.
Many of the people were so well pleased with
the place, that they were with difficulty prevailed on to

remarked,

in

They
together,
by contrary winds they
were driven among the shoals of Nantucket and Cape
had in the town would be spent in ten.
It being seed Cod
whence Argal found his way back to Virginia,
There
time, the Indians had no corn to spare, and they were and was despatched to the Potowmack for corn.
so hostile that no treaty could be holden with them. he found Henry Spelman, an English youth, who had
The sturgeon had not yet come into the river, and been preserved from the fury of Powhatan. by his
many of the nets were useless. No hope remained of daughter Pocahontas. By his assistance Argal pro
and after mature deliberation, cured a supply of corn, which he carried to Jamestown.
preserving the colony
it
was determined to abandon the country.
Sir George Sorners. after long struggling with con
The
nearest place where any relief could be obtained was trary winds, was driven to the northeastern shore of
Newfoundland
thither they proposed to sail, and there America
where he refreshed his men, then pursued
they expected to meet the fishing vessels from Eng- the main object of his voyage, and arrived safely at
There he began to collect the swine, and
land, on board of which the people might be distributed Bermuda.
and get passages home, when the season of fishing prepare their Cesh for food but the fatigues to which
should be completed.
he had been exposed by sea and land, proved too severe
Having taken this resolution, and buried their ord for his advanced age, and he sunk under the burden.
nance at the gate of the fort, on the seventh of June, Finding his time short, he made a proper disposition of
at beat of drum, the whole
company embarked in four his estate, and charged his nephew, Matthew Somers,
It was with
pinnaces.
difficulty that some of the peo- who commanded under him, to return with the provi
but sion to Virginia.
But the love of his native country
pie were restrained from setting fire to the town
the governor, with a select company, remained on prevailed.
Having buried the entrails at Bermuda, he
shore till the others had embarked, and he was the last carried the corpse of his uncle to
England, and deposi
that stepped into the boat.
About noon they came to ted it at \\~hitchurch in Dorsetshire. A monument
sail, and fell down with the ebb, that evening, to Hog was afterwards erected at Bermuda to the memory of
Island.
The next morning s tule brought them to this excellent man.* The town of St. George was
Mulberry Island Point where, lying at anchor, they named for him, and the islands were called Somcr Is
discovered a boat coming up the river with the flood. lands.
The return of this vessel gave the first account
In an hour s time the boat came along side tne gover
in England of the discovery of those islands.
nor s pinnace, and proved to be an express from the
Virginia, thus left destitute of so able and virtuous a
Lord Delaware, who had arrived, with three ships and friend, was soon after deprived of the presence of its
a supply of provision, two days before, at Point Com
Governor, Lord Delaware.
Having built two forts at
fort
where the captain of the fort had informed him the mouth of James river, and another at the falls
of the intended evacuation
and having rendered his goverment respectable in the
and his lordship imme
diately despatched his skiff with letters by Captain view both of the English and Indians, he found his

On

from some vessel wrecked on the island.
Here they remained nine months. The two senior
officers lived apart, and each, with the assistance of
the men, built a vessel of the cedars which grew on
the island, and the iron and cordage saved from the
Sir George Somers labored with his own
wreck.
hands, every day till his vessel was completed.
One

It

accompanied by Captain Samuel Argal,

;

But when the people
reputation of being enchanted.*
were on shore they found the air pure and salubrious,
and fruits of various kinds growing in luxuriant plenty
and perfection. The shore was covered with tortoises,
the sea abounded with fish, and in the woods thev
found wild hogs, which it is supposed had escaped

was

thirty tons,

another.

;

safely landed.

of these vessels
Deliverance.

stores

;

,

In this dreadful extremity,
fell asleep.
George discovered land the news of which awoke
and revived them, and every man exerted himself to do
At length the ship struck ground in such a
his duty.
position between two rocks, at the distance of half a
mile from the shore, that the people and a great part of

The Bermuda

The

;

of them

were

that the pro

;

;

the cargo

was found

of exertion.

;

;

Sir

it

mode

;

ken tradesmen, rakes and libertines, footmen, and such
others as were much titter to ruin a commonwealth than
This lewd company
to help 10 raise or maintain one.
were led by their seditious captains into many mischiefs
and extravagancies. They assumed the power of disand conferred it someposing of the government
times on one and sometimes on another.
To-day the
o!d commission must rule, to morrow the new, and the
All was anarchy and distraction.&quot;
next day neither.
Such being the character of the people, there could
not have been any great hope of success, if the whole
fleet had arrived in safety.
The admiral s ship had on board a great quantity of
She was separated from the fleet in the
provision.
Rtorm, and spr;uig a leak at sea, so that with constant
pumping and hailing, they could scarcely keep her
bove water for t!irce days and four nights
during
wh ch time Sir George Somers did not once leave the
The crew, worn out with fatigue and
quarter-deck.
despairing of life, broached the strong liquors, and took
leave ofeach other with an inebriating draught, till

many

his
I

a strict examination,

this

brought over in the fleet might have kept them alive,
with prudent management, for the greater part of a
year; but within thut time it would be necessary to
The Bermuda Islands were full of
provide more.
hogs, and Sir George Somcn offered to go thither with
a party to kill and salt them.
This offer was readily
accepted, and he embarked in his own cedar vessel of

visions brought by the two pinnaces, would serve the
people not more than sixteen days, and that what they

arrived at this time, the follow
A
ing description is given by a native Virginian.
preat part of them consisted of unruly sparks, packed
off, by their friends, to escape a worse destinv at home.
The rest were chiefly made up of poor gentlemen, bro

the

up the old patent, with

commission.

dependence could be placed on any supply of

pp. visions from

;

in Virginia for many years after, by the name of
But the want of provision was
the starving time.&quot;
the
not
only deficiency ; there was a total want of prin

Of

No

at

tionate prayer by Mr. Bucke, the new commission was
read and the former president, Mr. Percy, then scarcely

wus

known

ciple

lands.&quot;

;

provisions brought by these ships were insuffi
This defi
cient for the colony and the passengers.
detrimental, and occasioned the
ciency proved
miseries and reproaches which have been already men
The space of ten months from August, 1600,
tioned.
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they reaped not so much corn fiom the labors of thirty
men, as three iiien could have produced, on their own

the rocks,

Point Comfort, and two days after at James
town.
The colony, reduced to sixty pel sons, in A
sickly, mutinous and starving condition, gave them a
mournful welcome.
The new governor. Sir Thomas
Gates, caused the bell to be rung, ai.d summoned the
whole company to the church where, alter an affec
first,

The

arrivii

among

difficulty

the next day got clear of the land, and ehaped their
course for Virginia where they arrived on the twcnt)

the middle of August.

to the

some

after encountering

life,

the

colony

seal.

On

this occasion,

Lord

Delaware made a public address to the people, blaming
them for their former idleness and misconduct, and exhorting them to a contrary behavior, lest he should be
obliged to draw the sword of justice against delin
quents, and cut them off; adding, that he had rather
spill his own blood to protect them from injuries.
Having displaced such men as had abused their
power, and appointed proper persons to office, he

that

;

assigned to every man his portion of labor, according
to his capacity
among which the culture oi. mines was
;

some Frenchmen having been imported
forgotten
for the purpose.
There had been no division of the
and the
lands, but all was common property
riot

!

;

;

was considered

colony

and a good

heart, but of very

moderate

abilities.

At

the time of Lord Delaware s departure (March
28, 1611) the colony consisted of above two hundred
people, most of whom were in good health and well

but when Sir Thomas Dale arrived, in less
provided
than two months, (May 10,) with three ships,
bringing
an addition of three hundred people, he found the old
colonists again relapsing into the former state of indo
lence and penury.
Depending on the public store,
they had neglected planting, and were amusing them
selves with bowling and ottrer diversions in the streets
of Jamestown.
Nothing but the presence of a spirited
governor, and a severe execution of his orders, could
induce these people to labor.
The severities exer
cised upon them were such as could not be warranted
The consequences were disby the laws of England.
;

as one great family, fed daily out of
the public store.
This monument wa-s erected about ten years after his
Their employments were under the
remains of the useless cables, and a small quantity of! direction of the government, and the produce of their death by Nathaniel Butler, then governor of Bermuda, of
which the following account is given hy Captain Smith, in his
tar saved from the wreck.
The upper seams were labors was brought into the common stock. The In history of Virginia and the Somer Islands, p. 193.
secured with lime made of calcined stones and shells, dians were so troublesome, that it would not have been
Finding accidentally a little cross erected in a bye place
slaked with fresh water and softened with the oil of prudent for the people to disperse, till they should be among many bushes, and understanding that there was buried
the heart and entrails of Sir George Somers, he resolved to
tortoises
This cement soon became dry and firm. better able to defend themselves, or till the savages Itave a better
memory to so worthy a soldier. So finding a
The wild hogs served for sea-stores, being preserved should be more friendly. They were therefore lodged great marble stone, brought out of England, he caused
it by
masons
to
be
with salt, crystallized on the rocks.
wrought handsomely and laid over Ihe
within the fortifications of Jamestown ; their
working which he environed with a square wall of hewn stone, place,
tombOn the tenth of May, 1610, the company, consistin and fishing parties, when abroad, were well armed or like
whereon he caused to be engraved this epitaph he had
;
of one hundred and twenty persons, embarked, and guarded ; their situation was hazardous ; and the
composed.
pros
In the year sixteen hundred and eleven,
of
the
pect
improvement, considering the character of
Noble Sir George Somers went hence to heaven ;
* &quot;Whereas it is
The most honost
reported that this land of Bermudas, with majority, was not very flattering.
Whose
well tried worth that held him still employ d,
the islands about it, are enchanted and kept by evil and wicked and industrious would
Gave him the knowledge of the world so wide.
scarcely take so much pains in
God grant that we a
spirits ; it is a most idle and false report.
Hence
twas by Heaven s decree, that to this place,
as they would have done for themselves in a
week,
have broutjht no wicked spirits with us, or that there come
He brought new guests and name, to mutual grace;
one after us ; for we found nothing there so ill as ourselves
day presuming that however the harvest prospered,
At last his soul and body being to part,
(Jordan s News from Bermuda, 1613.
the general store must maintain them ;
which
means
He here bequeathed his entrails and his heart,&quot;
by
quit these pleasant islands.
The lower seams of the vessel

|

were calked with the

!

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

I
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ministration of them, were the subject of bitter remontrance and com plaint.
The adventurers in England were still in a state of

disappointment and when Sir Thomas Gates arrived
without hriiiging any returns adequate to their expecta
tions, the council entered into a serious deliberation
whether to proceed in their adventure or abandon the
;

Lord Delaware

s arrival in

England

IS

TO 11

V.

No reliance co:jld he placed on such a proinjuries.
mise.
The negotiation was broken, aud the king was
oifended. The next spring (1018) another attempt was
made, accompanied with threatening on the part of the
English ; and stratagem on the part of the Indians.

content and insurrection in some, and servile acqui
Sir Thomas Dale was esteemed as
escence in others.
a man who miuhl safely he entrusted with power; b;it
the Laws hy which he governed, and his rigorous ad

enterprise.

II

cast a

But, the
deeper gloom on the melancholy prospect.
representations of these gentlemen, delivered m council
aud confirmed by oath, served to keep up their spirits,
and induce them still to renew their exertions.
The substance of these ref
^presentations was, that
the country was rich in itself,
but that time and inIf,
dustry were necessary to make its wealth profitable to
the adventurers ; that it yielded abundance of valuable

l

It

is

there

observed, that

&quot;several

descended from her.&quot;
her son,
The descent is thus traced by Mr. Stith
trees
in
Thomas
was
educated
Kolfe,
woods, as oak, walnut, ash, sassafras, mulberry
England, and came
for silk worms, live oak, cedar and fir for shipping, and over to Virginia, where he became a man of fortune
that on the banks of the Potowmack there were trees and distinction, and inherited a large tract of land which
large enough for masts; that it produced a species of nad been the property of his grandfather, Powhatan.
wild hemp tor cordage, pines which yielded tar, and a lie left an only daughter, who was married to Colonel
His son, Major John Boiling, was
vast quantity of iron ore
besides lead, antimony, and Robert Boiling.
father to Colonel John Bulling, whose five daughters
other minerals, aud several kinds of colored earths
that in the woods were found various balsams and were married to Colonel Richard Randolph, Colonel
other medicinal drugs, with an immense quantity of John Fleming, Dr. William Gay, Mr. Thomas ElSuch was the state of
dndge, and Mr. James Murray.
myrtle-berries for wax ; that the forests and rivers har
bored beavers, otters, foxes and deer, whose skins the family in 1747.
The reconciliation between Powhatan and the Eng
were valuable articles of commerce; that sturgeon
might be taken in the greatest plenty in five noble lish awakened the fears of the Indians of Chickahorivers
and that without the bay, to the northward, was mony, a formidable and free people. They were go
verned by an assembly of their elders, or wise men,
an excellent fishing bank for cod of the best quality
families of note in Virginia are

;

;

;

;

;

that

the soil

was

that
sugar-cane?, oranges, lemons, almonds and rice
the winters were so mild that cattle could get their food
abro-id, and that swine could be fatted on wild fruits
that the Indian corn yielded a most luxuriant harvest
end in a word, that it wts &quot;one of the goodliest coun
tries (says Purchas), promising as rich entrails as any
kingdom of the earth, to which the sun is no nearer a
a neighbor.&quot;
Lord Delaware further assured them, that notwith
standing the ill state of his health, he was so far from
shrinking or giving over the enterprise, that he was
;

mand from

Sir

Thomas

Dale,

who

retired to Varina

reside there.

who came to
The design

reside, or brought others to
of it was to encourage emi

Besides this, there were two other method*
of granting lands.
One was a grant of merit. When
any person had conferred a benefit, or done a service to
the colony, it was requited by a grant of land which
The other was
could not exceed two thousand acres.
gration.

called the adventure of the purse.
Every person
paid twelve guineas into the company s treasury
entitled to

who
was

one hundred acres.

After some time, this liberty of taking grants

was

abused; partly by the ignorance and knavery of sur
veyors, who often gave draughts of land without ever
iCtually surveying them, but describing them hy natu
and partly
ral boundaries, and allowing large measure
by the indulgence of courts, in a lavish admittance of
of
came
into
claims.
When a master a ship
court, and
made oath that he had imported himself with so many
seamen and passengers, an order was issued granting
him as many rights of fifty acres and the clerk had a
fee for each right.
The seamen at another court \\ould
make oath, that they had adventured themselves so
many times into the country, and would obtain an order
;

;

as

many

rights, lotics

quotics.

The

planter

who

;

;

Land speculators became
was precluded.
possessed of immense tracts, too large for cultivation ;
and the inhabitants were scattered over a great extent
The
of territory in remote and hazardous situations.
ill effects of this
dispersion were, insecurity from the
an imperfect mode of
a habit of indolence
and his deputies.
savages
2. That they should neither kill nor destroy any of
ultivation
the introduction of convicts from Eng
the English nor their stray cattle, but bring them homo. land, and of slaves from Africa.
3. That they should always be ready to furnish the
The same year (1616), Sir Thomas Dale returned to
English with three hundred men against the Spaniards England, carrying with him Pocahontas, the wife of Mr.
The motive of his
or any other enemy.
Rolfe, and several other Indians.
4. That they should not enter any of the English return was to visit his family and settle his private
settlements without previously sending in word that affairs, after having spent five or six years in the service
He is characterized as an active, faithful
of the colony.
they were New Englishmen.
5. That every bow-man at harvest should bring into governor, very careful to provide supplies of corn, rather
So much had these sup
the store two measures [two one-half bushels] of corn, by planting than by purchase.
that the colony was
as a tribute, for which he should receive a hatchet.
plies incieascd under his direction,
6. That eight elders ,pr chiefs should see all this able to lend to the Indian princes several hundred
and that bushels of corn, and take mortgages of their land in
performed, or receive punishment themselves
He would allow no tobacco to be planted till
for their fidelity, each one should receive a red coat, a payment.
He was
and
should a sufficiency of seed-corn was in the ground.
copper chain, and a picture of King James,
in ranging and exploring the country,
also
assiduous
be accounted his noblemen.
very
Though this transaction passed whilst Sir Thomas and became extremely delighted with its pleasant and
He had so high an opinion of it,
Gates was at the head of the government, and residing fertile appearance.
within the colony, yet nothing is said of his assenting that he declared it equal to the best parts of Europe, if it
Dale Appears to were cultivated and inhabited by an industrious people.*
to it, or giving any orders about it.
districts

;

;

;

and

erecting a town, Henrico, and
improving his plantation at New Bermuda
.
In the beginning of the next year (1612), Captain
Argal, who had carried home Lord Delaware, came
again to Virginia with two ships, and was again sent to
of which he procured four
the Potowmack for corn
There he entered into an ac
teen hundred bushels.
quaintance with Japazaws, the sachem, an old friend of
Captain Smith, and of all the English who had come to

employed himself

each person

brought the imported servants would do tho same, and
These
procure an order for as many times fifty acres.
grants, after being described by the surveyors in the
above vague and careless manner, were sold at a small
aud whoever was able to purchase any consi
price
derable number of them, became entitled to a vast
By such means the original intention
quantity of land.
of allotting a small freehold to each emigrant was frus
trated
and the settlement of the country in convenient

To prevent this,
lony to reduce them under his yoke.
they sent a deputation to Sir Thomas Dale, to excuse
their former ill-conduct, and submit themselves to the
Sir Thomas was pleased with
English government.
the olicr, and on a day appointed went with Captain
Argal and fifty men to their village, where a peace was
concluded on the following conditions.
1. That they should forever be called [Tossentessas]
New Englishmen, and be true subjects of King James

willing to lay all he was worth on its success, and to
return to Virginia with all convenient expedition.
Sir Thomas Gates was again sent out with six ships,
three hundred men, one hundred cattle, two hundred
He arrived in
swine, and large supplies of every kind.
the beginning of August, 1611, and received the com

About two years after (1616), a method of g-anting
lands in freeholds, and in lots of fifty acres, vas intro
duced into Virginia. This quantity was allowed to

for

their liberty ; but on tho reconciliation, they apprehend
ed that he might make use of the friendship of the co

;

disappeared.

Powhatan
i

;

will,

who

also bore the character of priests.
They hated
as a tyrant, and were always jealous of his
They had taken advantage of
design to subject them.
he dissension between him aud the English to assert

favorable to the cultivation of vines,

freedom and property ; but merely by tenancy at
It is, however, ob
which produces dependence.
served, that this small encouragement gave some prent content, and the fear of coming to want gradually

it

This proved equally ineffectual. At length it was an
nounced to Powhatan, that John Kolfe, an English
ob
gentleman, was in love with Pocahontas, and had
tained her consent, aud the license of the governor to
marry her. The prince was softened by this intelli
gence, and sent one of his chiefs to attend the nuptial
After this event Powhatatr was friendly
solemnity.
and a free trade was
to the colony as long as he lived
carried on between them and his people.
f he visit which this lady made to England with her
h^^batid, and her death, which happened there in tho
uioorn of her youth, have been related in the life of
a
Smith.
Captain

all

tion, ihey paid

;

j

further service ; and lor this exerr(&amp;gt;a yearly tribute of three barrels and a
These farms were not
half of corn to the public siure.
held by a tenure of common soocage, whi^h carries with

empted from
j

in

;

America. In his territory Pocahontas, the daughter
The reason of her quit
of Powhatan, was concealed.
Certain it
ting the dominion of her father is unknown.
is, that he had been in a state of hostility with the
since
the
of
Smith
and
that the
ever
departure
colony
frequent depredations and murders committed by the
;

Indians on the English, were in the highest degree
painful to this tender-hearted princess.
Argal con
He
trived a plan to get her into his possession.
bargained with Japazaws to bring her on board the ship
under pretence of a visit in company with his own wife
fhen dismissing the sachem and his wife with the pro
mised reward, he carried Pocahontas to Jamestown,
where she hat! not been since Captain Smith had left
the colony.
message was sent to Powhatan to inform him
lhat his daughter was in their hands, and that she might
be restored to him, on condition that he would deliver
up all the English whom he held as captives, with all
the arms, tools, and utensils which the Indians had
stolen, and furnish the colony with a large quantity of
;

A

;

have been the most active and enterprising man and
on Gates s return to England in the spring of 1614,
the chief command devolved on him.
The experience of five years had now convinced all
thinking men among the English, that the colony would
never thrive whilst their lands were held in common,
and the people were maintained out of the public
In such a case there is no spur to exertion
stores.
the industrious person and the drone fare alike, and the
The
former has no inducement to work for the latter.
;

;

time prescribed in the king s instructions for their tra
in a common stock, and bringing all the fruits of

ding

their labor into a

common

store,

was

expired.

An

al

SAMUEL ARGAL,
AND
GEORGE YEARDLEY.

SIR
SIR

SAMUEL ARGAL

sedition to the Northern part of Virginia
Atracks the Fi^.^n at Mount Desart Takes Possession of
and
Fort
Takes
their
destroys Port Royal His Conference
with Biencourt Visits the Dutch at Hudson s river Dutch
Governor surrenders to him His Voyage to England Ap
pointed Deputy-governor of Virginia Arrives in Virginia
Revives discipline Becomes odious by his rigor Charged
with peculation He is superseded Escapes by aid of the
Earl of Warwick Commands a ship against the Algerines
Knighted byKing James His character GEORGE YEARD
LEY, governor of Virginia Encourages the cultivation of
Tobacco Attacks the Chickahomony Indians Superseded
by Argal Appointed Governor-General of Virginia Resigns
Resumes Hie Government His Death.
*-&quot;.

teration was then contemplated, but the first measure
This proposal threw him into much perplexity
Three acre:
for though he loved his daughter, he was loth to give so adopted did not much mend the matter.
much for her redemption. After three months he sent only were allotted to each man, as a farm, on which he
have no account of Captain ARGAL before the
back seven of the captives, with three unserviceable was to work eleven months for the store, and one
fish for sturyear 1609, when he came to Virginia to
muskets, an axe, a saw, and one canoe, loaded with month for himself; and to receive his proportion out of
* Since the
foregoing sheets were printed, I have found the
He also sent word, that when they should de the common stock. Those who were employed on Sir
corn.
brief account of Sir George Somers, in Fuller s
One following
liver his daughter, he would send them five hundred Thomas Dale s plantation had better terms.
Worthies of England, p. 282
month s labor only was required, and they were ex
pusbels pf corn, and make full satisfaction for all
George Somors, Knight, was bom in or near Lrme, in

corn.

;

WE

&quot;

past

BIOGRAPHIES OF THE EARLY DISCOVERERS.
geon and trade with the colony. This trade was then
but b^ing a kinsman of Sir Thomas Smith,
prohibited
his voyage wa connived at, and the provisions and
wine which he b.-oeght wsrs a welcome relief to the

He was

colony-

there

when

land, and made a
on the minds of

made way fora patent, which
William Alexander, in 1621,
ly which he granted him the whole territory of Acadia,
and yet the French con
by the name of Nova Scotia
tain

it

is,

however, that

King James gave

it

to Sir

to particular persons, he was
charged with converting to his own use, what remained
of the public stores; with depredation and waste of the
and with many offences in
revenues of the company
matters of state and government. At first the company
were so alarmed, as to think of an application to the
crown for redress but on further consideration, they
wrote a letter of reprehension to him, and another of

tinued their occupacy.

On his return towards Virginia, with his prizes, Ar
caped from the. tempest, arrived without their comman
and he continued to make voyages in the ser gal visited the settlement which the Dutch had made at
ders
vice of the colony, and for his own advantage, till he Hudson s river, near the spot where Albany is now
was made deputy-governor, ur.dor Lord Delaware.
built, and demanded possession ; alleging that Hudson
The principal exploit in which ho was engaged, was being an English subject, though in the service of Hol
an expedition to the northern part cf Virginia.*
Sir land, could not alienate the lands which he had disco
Thomas Dale, having received some information of the vered which were claimed by the crown of England,
intrusion of the French and Dutch wilhm the chartered and granted by charter to the company of Virginia.
limits of Virginia, sent Argal, ostensibly on a trading The Dutch governor, Hcndrick, Christiaens, being uu_ ,u _
.1
j
-.1.
__
_i_i_ *
i. _
__
*._
.!__
:*_ J i_:
i*
and1 C,_L
able to make any resistance, quietly submitted himself
fishing voyage to the northward; but with order
to seek for, and dispossess intruders.
No account of and his colony to the Crown of England, and was per
this force is mentioned by any writer.
Having visile ! mitted to remain there. But on the arrival of a rein
forcement the next year, they built another fort, on the
several parts of the coast of North Virginia, and ob
tained the best information in his power, he arrived at south end of the island Manhattan, where the city of
the island now called Mount Dcsart, in the District of New York now stands, and held the country for many
Maine where two Jesuits, who had been expelled from years, under a grant from the States-general, by the

;

;

;

complaint to Lord Delaware, whom they supposed to
be at the head of the colony, requesting that Arr;al might

;

be sent to England, to answer the charges laid against
him.
Both these letters fell into Argal s hands. Convinced

I

.

.

&amp;gt;

_

i

i

..

lence, had

made

French ship and

a plantation,

and

for their inso

built a

A

fort.

were then lying in the harbor.
Most of the people were dispersed, at their various em
and
were unprepared to receive an enemy.
ployments,
Argul at once attacked the vessels with musquetrv,
and made an easy conquest of them.
One of the Jecuits was killed in attempting to level one of the ship s
guns against the assailants. Argal then landed, and

summoned

bark,

rison

but

was denied

it

;

was

he determined

short,

make

to

the

most of

;

;

requested time

on which the gar

abandoned the

caped

name

The commander

the fort.

for consultation,

that his time

it for his own interest.*
Having assumed the
care of his lordship s estate in Virginia, he converted
the labor of the tenants, and the produce of the land to
is own use.
But Edward Brewster, who had been
appointed overseer of the plantation, by his lordship s
name of New Netherlands.
orders before his death, endeavored to withdraw them
The next spring (10 14) Argal wont to England, and from Argal s sen-ice, and employ them for the benefit
two years after. Sir Thomas Dale followed him, leaving of the estate. When he threatened one who refused
George Yeardley to govern the colony in his absence. tooU-y him, the fellow made his complaint to the
It had been a
grand object with Dale to discourage the governor Brewster was arrested, tried by a courtbut his successor, in compliance martial, and sentenced to death, in consequence of the
planting of tobacco
with the humor of the peoplo, indulged them in culti
aforesaid law of Sir Thomas Smith.
Sensible of the
When the colony was extreme severity of these laws, the court which had
vating it, in preference to corn.
in want of bread, Yeardley sent to the Indians of Chick- passed the sentence, accompanied by the clergy, went
ahomony for their tribute, as promised by the treat v in a body to the governor, to intercede for Brewster s
made with Dale. They answered, that they had paid life , which, with much difficulty they obtained, on this
his master
but that they had no orders, nor any incli
condition, that he should quit Virginia, ne-er more to
nation to obey him.
Yeardley drew out one hundred return and should give his oath, that he would, neither
of his best men, and went against them. They received in England, nor elsewhere, say or do any thing to the
him in a warlike posture and after much threatening dishonor of the governor. On his
England, he
on both sides, Yeardley ordered his men to fire was advised to appeal to the company and the prose
Twelve of the natives were killed, and as many were cution of this appeal, added to the odium which Argal
made prisoners, of whom two were Elders of Senator?
incurred, determined them to send over a new goFor their ransom, one hundred bushels of corn were v-jmor, to examine the complaints and accusations on

;

Port Royal, by the governor, Biencourt,

to his disadvantage,
Besides a great

his best friends.

number of wrongs

;

the shattered fleet, es

deep impression

fort, and, by a private passage, es
to the woods.
Argal took possession in the
of the crown of England, and the next day the

;

;

people came

in, and surrendered themselves, and their
He treated them with polite
commission, or patent.
ness, giving them leave to go either to France, in the
fishing vessels, which resorted to the coast, or with him

;

;

to Virginia.

|

The other Jesuit, Father Biard, glad of an opportu
nity to he revenged on Biencourt, gave information of
his settlement at Port Royal, and offered to pilot the
vessel thither.
Argal sailed across the Bay of Fundy,

the tribute.
Three boats were
loaded for Jamestown, one of which was overset in the
passage, and eleven men, wita her whole cargo, were
lost.
The natives were so awed by this chastisement,
the
landed
men.
and, entering
harbor,
forty
gun that they supplied the colon} with such provisions as
was fired from the fort, as a signal to the people aboard; they could spare from their own stock, or procure by
but Argal advanced with such rapidity, that he found hunting; and being thus supplied, the colonists gave
the fort abandoned, and took possession.
He then themselves chiefly to the planting of tobacco.
where he viewed
sailed up the river with his boats
In 1617, Captain Argal was appointed deputy-go
their fields, their barns and mill
these he spared
but vernor of the colony under Lord Delaware, and admiral
at his return he destroyed the fort, and defaced the of the adjacent seas.
When he arrived, in M;iy, he
arms of the Ivmg of France.
found the palisades broken, the church fallen down, arid
was
of
fresh
water
but the market-square
Biencourt
at this time surveying the country at the well
spoiled
a distance; but was called home suddenly, and requested and the streets of Jamestown were pl.mtrd wilh tobacco,
a conference with the English commander. Tncy met and the people were dispersed, wherever they could
in a meadow, with a few of their followers.
After an rind room to cultivate that precious weed; the value of
ineffectual assertion of rights, equally claimed by both, which was supposed to be much augmented by a new
Biencourt proposed, if he could obtain a protection mode of cure, drying it on lines, rather than fermenting
from the Crown of England, and et the obnoxious Je it in heaps. Trie author of tins discovery was a Mr.
suit into his possession, to divide the fur trade, and dis
Lambert and the effect of it was a great demand
close the mines of the country
but Argal refused to from England for lines, which afterwards became a
make any treaty, alleging that his orders were only to capital article of traffic.
and threatening, if he should find him
To counteract the ill effects of Ycardley s indul
dispossess him
there again, to use him as an enemy. Whilst they were gence, Argal revived the severe discipline which was
in conference, one of the natives came up to them, and grounded on the martial laws, framed by Ins patron, Sir
in bn-ken French, with suitable gestures, endeavored Thomas Smith
a specimen of which may be seen in
He fixed the advance on to mediate a peace wondering that persons, who seem
following edicts.
ed to him, to be of one nation, should make war on imported from England, at twenty-live per cent, ariu ^h(each other.
This affecting incident served to put them price of tobacco at three shillings per pound the pe
both into good humor.
nalty for transgressing this regulation was three years
No person was allowed to fire a gun, except
As it was a lime of peace between the two
^is, slavery.
the only pretrxt for this expedition, was the mtr\-&quot;&quot;i of in his own defence, against an enemy, till a now supply
the French into limits claimed by the English,
virtue of ammunition should arrive
on penalty of one year
of prior discovery. This mode of dispossessing them slavery. Absence from church on Sundays and holibeen censured, as
contrary to the Law cf Na- days, was punished by laying the offender neck and
It was,
fcns, because inconsistent with their poace.&quot;
heels, for one whole night, or by one wec k s
hi wever, agreeable to the powers granted in the char- the second offence, by one month s ; and the th.rd bv
of
1609
and
even
the
seizure
the
ves
tci
of
French
Private trade with the savages,
year s slavery.
sels, on board of which was a lar:;e quantity of pro- or teaching them to use the arras, was punishable by
__
_!_.!_!.
f.
*...*
1
1
.1
vision, clothing, furniture, and trading goods, was also death.
warranted by the same charter. There is no evidence
These and similar laws were executed with such
that this transaction was either approved by the Court rigor, as to render the
deputy-governor odious to thr
of England, or resented by the Crown of France
cer- colony.
They had entertained a hope of deliverance,
.ed
by the_expected arrival of Lord D .-.
w -us a lamb upon land, and a lion at sea. fro n iigl:tnd for Virginia (April, InlS) in a
Dorsetshire. II
;
that few could anger hi:n and on enterSo patient on
After VO ichiri^ ;it tiu;
containing two hundred people.
ing a ship as if he had assumed a new nature, -so passionate Western Islands, a succession of contrary winds, and
that few could please ln-n. Whitcliurch, when lua corpse k
ti ,. ltllor
,.,,.,. ,i the
,h
weather
had
was deposited, is distant tliree rimes from Ly.ne.
protracted
voyage for sixteen we^ks,
* The
time of this voya^J is not accurately m ,-ntionftd ; but during which time, many of the people fall sk k, and
so veral dales and transactions, I thinfcf with about
ft^Mmparing
thirty died, amon^ whom was Lord Delaware.
Mr. rnnce) thai it iim^t liavft been m t:ie su.Ti:[ir*r o: Ihl3.
r
ews was kno VI c-tirst
rtv s fata
V
Certainly it was hr, nrp Ariral w.is made depiity-vrcrnnr, in
i
biU^the
16JT though some writers liavu pluc-jJ it after that period.
report ol Argal s injurious conduct had gone to Ungpaid, in addition to

the spot.

Tun person chosen to execute this commission, was
Yeardley, his rival, who, on this occasion, was knighted,
and appointed governor-general of the colony, where ho

A

arrived in the spring of

partner in

;

;

;

;

!

expect.

The character of Captain
who were concerned in the
ment of

;

own
j

;

;

s;

s

*

ment.&quot;
i

1

..

!

;

:

|

|

;

j

.

!

.

h&amp;lt;r

L-

s!n&amp;gt;re.

.

j

;

^

.

-

rr&amp;gt;-

Nothing more is known of him, but that after quitVirginia, he was employed in 1620, to command a
ship of war, in an expedition against the Algerhies and
1623, he was knighted by King James.
About the same time that Lord Delaware d.ed a! sea,
ti:i--

j

.

j

m

the great Indian prince PowhaMn, diH at his seat
He was a person of excelVirginia. (April. 1G18 )*
:: ilural tiiinnts,
penetrating and cr; /ty, and a co n-

but totally
all the ari.s of savage policy
He was siicvoid of troth, iuslice. and magnanimity.
rr-ed -d bv hts second brother Opitchapan
who, b^in;;

p .ete master of

-

,

&amp;gt;&quot;

&quot;&quot;Jiina

:

;

;

il

^crcpid and inactive,
*

i

&quot;

*

*

j

..

;

lution,&quot;

&quot;

_

and cruel

a man of good sense, of great industry and reso
when the company warned
and says, that
him peremptorily, to exhibit his accounts, and make
answer to such, things as they had charged against him,
he so foiled and perplexed all their proceedings, and
iTave them so much trouble and annoyance, that they
were never able to bring him to any account or punish-

him

c&quot;3

;

interest, rapacious, passionate, arbitrary,

pushing his unrighteous gains by all means of extortion
Mr. Stub, who, from the best infer
and oppression.
ination which he could obtain, at the distance of more
than a century, by searching the public records of the
colony, and the journals of the company, pronounces

;

;

;

is-

careful to provide for the people, and keep them con
On the other hand, he is described
stantly employed.
as negligent of the public business, seeking only his

;

j

Virginia,

Argal, like that of most
colonization and govern
On the one
differently drawn.

hand, he is spoken of as a good mariner, a civil gentleliian, a man of public spirit, active, industrious, and

;

m

1619

of Warwick, who was Argal s friend and
trade, had taken care lo give him informa
tion of what was doing, and to despatch a small vessel,
which arrived before the new governor, and carried off
By this manoeuvre, and by
Arg:il with all his effects.
virtue of his partnership with the earl, he not only es
caped th* Bended examination in Virginia, but secured
the greater part of hi
property, and defrauded the
company of that restitution which they had a right to

The Earl

Tnr

WrU

s

nne year

r

rr Ti-.ilo^h, who
j Yirjdnia,
1

l.wj

co&amp;gt;-

was soon obscured bv

is ?.!so

may

memorable

liir.

s-ine-

for the ileitii or Sir

be considered as

the founder u{

AMERICAN HISTORY.
and ambition of his younger brother OpeBoth of them renewed and confirmed
chancariough.
the peace which Powhatan had made with the colony
Opechancanough finally engrossed the whole power of
government for the Indians do not so much regard the
order of succession, as brilliancy of talents, and intre
pidity of mind in their chiefs.
To ingratiate themselves with the prince and attach
him more closely to their interest, the colony built a
With this, he
house for him, after the English node.
rior abilities

;

;

was so much

pleased, that he kept the keys continually

in bis hands, opening and shutting the doors many times
in a day and showing the machinery of the locks, to his
own people and strangers. In return for this favor, he

English to seat themselves at any
place on the shores of the rivers, where the natives had
no villages, and entered into a further treaty with them
1 or the
discovery of mines and for mutual friendship and
liberty to the

gave

price of a wife should have the precedence of all other
debts of recovery and payment, because, of all kinds
of merchandise, this was the most desirable.&quot;
To this salutary project of the company, King James
was pleased to add another, which he signified to the
treasurer by a letter, commanding them to send to Vir
ginia one hundred dissolute persons, convicted of
crimes, who should be delivered to them by the knightmarshal.
The season of the year (November) was unfavorable for transportation
but so peremptory was
the king s command, and so submissive the temper of the
company, that they became bound for the subsistence
of these wretches till they could sail, which was not
till
February The expense of this equipment was 4000/.
On this transaction, Mr. Stith, who takes every op-

his spirits dejected, and his health
impaired
degree that he became unfit for business, and
requested a dismission from the c. res of government.
His commission expired in November, 1021, but he
continued in the colony, was a member of the council,
and enjoyed the respect and esteem ot the people.

weakened,
to that

j

1

;

During this short administration, many new settlemcnts were made on James and York rivers, and the
planters being supplied with wives and servants be;an
to think themselves at home, and to take pleasure in
cultivating their lands

but they neglected to provide

;

their defence, placing too great confidence in the
continuance of that tranquillity which they had long
for

j

enjoyed by their treaty with the Indians.
j

portunity to expose the weak and arbitrary government
Those
of King James, makes the following remarks.
who know with how high a hand this king carried it even
with bis parliaments, will not be surprised to find him
thus unmercifully insult a private company, and load
them against all law, with the maintenance and extra
ordinary expense of transporting such persons as he:
And I cannot but remark,
thought proper to banish.
how early that custom arose of transporting loose and
dissolute persons to Virginia, as a place of punishment

WYAT.

SIR FRANCIS

&quot;

This treaty was at the request of Opechan
canough engraven on a brass plate, and fastened to one
of the largest oaks, that it might be always in view, and
held in perpetual remembrance.
Yeardley, being rid of the trouble of calling Argal to
account, applied himself to the business of his govern
The first thing he did was to add six new mem
ment.
bers to the council, Francis West, Nathaniel Powel,
John Pory, John Ralfe, William WicUham, and Sam
uel Maycock.
The next was to publish his intention to
call a General Assembly, the privileges and powers of
which were defined in his commission. He also granted
defence.

SIR FRANCIS
of Vir-rima
colonists

by the

WYAT

Succeeds Yeardley in the government
Deceived by the Indian chiefs Massacre of the
He opposes the changeof government attempted

He returns

Crown

WHEN

Sir

to Ireland.

George Yeardley requested

a dismission

from the burden of government, the Earl
ton recommended
as his successor.

to the

company Sir Fiancis Wyat,
a young gentleman of a

He was

good family, in Ireland, who, on account of his eduraand disgrace
which though originally designed for tion, fortune and integrity, was every way equal to the
has
the advancement and increase of the colony, yet
place, and was accordingly chosen,
For
He received from the company a set of instruction
certainly proved a great hindrance to its growth.
it hath laid one of the finest countries in America unwhich were intended to be a permanent directory (or
In these it
der the unjust scandal of being another Siberia, fit only the governor and council of the colony.
to the oldest planteis a discharge from all service to the for the reception of malefactors, and the vilest of the was recommended to them, to provide for the service
So that few have been induced willingly to of God, according to the form and discipline of the
colony, but such as was voluntary, or obligatory by the people.
witii a confirmation of transport themselves to such a place
and our younger Church of England
laws and customs of nations
to administer justice according to
all tiieir estates, real and personal, to be holden in the
to protect the natives, and cultisisters, the northern colonies, have accordingly profited the laws of England
same manner as by English subjects. Finding a great thercby. For this is one cause that they have out- vate peace with them; to educate their children and
to encou
scarcity of corn, he made some amends for his former stripped us so much in the number of their inhabitants, to endeavor their civilization and conversion
The first year and in the goodness and frequency of their towns and rage industry to suppress gaming, intemperance, and
error by promoting the cultivation of it.
of his administration (1619) was remarkable for very cities.&quot;
excess in apparel
to give no oll ence to any other
to build
to harbor no pirates
In the same year (1620) the merchandise of human prince, slate, or jicnpln
great crops of wheat and Indian corn, and for a great
to
not less than 300 of whom flesh, was further augmented, by the introduction of fortifications
to cultivate corn, wine, and silk;
mortality of the people
died.
A Dutch ship brought twenty of search for minerals, dyes, g ims, medical drugs and
negroes from Africa.
In the month of July of this year, the first General them for sale; and the Virginians, who had but jnst to &quot;draw off the people from the excessive planting of
Assembly of the colony of Virginia rnet at Jamestown.* emerged from a state of vassalage themselves, began tobacco.&quot;
The deputies were chosen by the townships or boroughs, to be the owners and masters ol slaves.
ho
Immediately on Wyat s arrival, (October,
no counties being at that time formed. From this cir
The principal commodity produced in Virginia be- sent a special message to Opitchapan and Opechancacumstance the lower House of Assembly was always sides corn, was tobacco an article of luxury much in nough, by .Mr. George Thorpe, a gentleman of note in
afterwards called the House of Burgess, till the revolu
demand in the north of Europe. Great had been the the colony, and a great friend to the Indians, to contion in 17? (5.
In this assembly, the governor, council diilicultics attending this trade, partly from the jealousy firm the former treaties of peace and friendship. They
and burgesses sat in one house, and jointlv
debated of the Spaniards, who cultivated it in their American both expressed great satisfaction at the arrival of the
all matters,
and Mr. Thorpe imagined that ho could
thought expedient for the good of the colonies
partly from the obsequiousness of James to new governor
The laws then enacted were of the nature that nation and partly from his own squeamish aver- perceive an uncommon degree of religious sen.bility
colony.
of local regulations, and were transmitted to England sion to tobacco, against the use of which, in his princely in Opechancanough.
That artful chief so far imposed
It wisdom, he had written a book.*
for the approbation of the treasurer and company.
on the credulity of this good gentleman, as to persuade
is said that they were judiciously drawn up
but no
The Virginia Company themselves were opposed to him that he acknowledged his own religion to br wrung
its cultivation, and readily admitted various projects
that he desired to bo instructed m the Christian docvestige of them now remains.
from
their
at
the
of
twelve
for encouraging other productions, of more immediate trine, and that he wished for a more friendly and lainiThus,
expiration
years
of
first
the
the
As
the
to
mankind.
He also confirmed a
use
and
benefit
intercourse with the English.
liar
settlement,
privilege
Virginians
enjoyed
country naturally
a colonial legislature, in which they were represented yielded mulberry trees and vines, it was thought that former promise of sending a guide to show them some
But all these pretences srrved
by persons of their own election. They received as a silk and wine might be manufactured to advantage, mines above the falls.
and To facilitate these projects, eggs of the silk-worm were only to conceal a design which be had long meditated,
favor, what they might have claimed as a right
with minds depressed by the arbitrary system under procured from the southern countries of Europe
books to destroy the whole English colony,
which they had been held, thanked the company for this on the subject were translated from foreign languages
The peace which had subsisted since the marriage of
favor, and begged them to reduce a compendium, with persons skilled in the. management of silk-worms and Pocaliontns lud lulled the English into security, and
s
the
of
suitable
his majesty
laws
and to crown disposed them to extend their plantations along the
the cultivation of vines were engaged
approbation,
England
for Virginia
giving this as a reason, that it was not fit all, a royal order from King James, enclosed in a letter banks of the rivers, as far as the Potowmack, in situafor subjects to be governed by any laws, but those from the treasurer ami council, was sent over to Vir- tions too remote from each other.
Their houses wero
which received an authority from their sovereign.
But no ex- open and free to the natives, who became acquainted
inia, with hih expectations of success.
,,
n.
.._.!__
!.
__
.,.!
(.,-:.
.1.
_ r
_..:._ _ t
It seems to have been a general sentiment among ertions nor
authority could prevail, to make the cultiva- with their manner of living, their hours of eating, of
these colonists, not to make Virginia the place of their tion o( tobacco yield to that of silk and wine
and labor and repose, the use of their arms and tor.ls. and
permanent residence, but after having acquired a for after the trade of the colony was laid open and the frequently borrowed their boats, forthe convenience of
For Dutch had free access to their purls, the growth of! fishing and fowling, and to pass the rivers. This lainitune by planting and trade, to return to England
this reason, most of them were destitute of families,
tobatco received such encouragement, as to become liarity was pleasing to the English, as it indicated a
which had been always recomand ha d no natural attachment to the country. To the grand staple of the colony.
spirit of moderation,
;
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remedy

this

material defect, Sir.

Edwin Sandys

the

new

treasurer, proposed to the company to send over a
freight of young women, to make wives for the planters.

At this time, the company in England was divided mended by the company in England to tho planters
the Eyrl of Warwick was at the head and, as it afforded a favorable symptom of the civihzainto two parties
;

;

and the Earl of Southampton of the other,
This proposal with several others made by that emi The former was the least in number, but had the ear
nent statesman, was received with universal applause
and their virulence was
and support of the king
and the success answered their cxpections. Ninety directed against Yeardley, who had intercepted a
girls,
young and uncorrupt,&quot; were sent over at one packet from his own secretary, Pory, containing the
time (IG20); and sixty more, &quot;handsome and well
had been prepared
proofs of Argal s misconduct, which
recommended&quot; at another (1621.)
These were soon to bo used against him at his trial
but which the
blessed with the object of their wishes.
The price of secretary hail been bribed to convey to his close friend
a wife, at first, was one hundred and twenty pounds of the Earl of Warwick.
The governor, being a man ol
tobacco, but as the number became scarce, the price a mild and gentle temper, was so overcome with the
was increased to one hundred and fifty pounds, the value opposition and menaces of the faction, which were
of which in money was three shillings per pound.
By a publicly known in the colony, th.it his authority was
subsequent act of assembly, it was ordained, that &quot;the
of one,

;

j

their leaders,

their secret

who

;

*

*

Beverley

l! .iO.

(p. 35)

Hut

records, says

14W.

tiic first Assembly was called
had morn ;u-curakdy searched the
and the second in
UlQ li. st was in UU

says that

is

Tiiis hook is entitled
printed in u fnlio VMlu:ne
&quot;

A
o!

!

|

Counterblast to Tobacco,&quot; and
In
tl .o works of Kin? J.-i.nt-s.

.

it

was

enmity into a blaze.

me

devil aVtcr dinner.

Among

tho natives

was a

tall, handsome, young chief, renowned
courage and success
ll^
in war, and excessively lond of finery in dress,
Indian name was Nematanow ; but by the English ho
was called Jack of the Feather. Coming to the store
of one Morgan, he there viewed several toys and orna
ments, which were very agreeable to the Indian taste ,
and persuaded Morgan to carry them to I umunky,
Mor
where he assured him of an advantageous trdlii
gan consented
go with him but was murdered bj

frequently visited the

English,
fo

tt&amp;gt;

,

regalo

but, by them, or
designed to conceal the most san
;

-..

Stith, \vlio
tluit

and conversion of the natives

guinary intentions.
In the spring of the next year, (1622) an opportunity
offered to throw off the mask of friendship, and kindlo

;

&quot;

In

tion

i

the way.

;

BIOGRAPHIES OF THE EARLY DISCOVERERS.
Nematanow came

In a few days,

again to the store,
and being interrogated

cap on his head
who attended there, what was become
of their master, he answered that he was dead.
The
boys seized him, and endeavored to carry him before a
magistrate but his violent resistance, and the insolence
with Morgan

s

by two stout

lads,

;

j

i

\

;

of his language, so provoked them, that they shot him.
The wound proved mortal and when dying, he earnestly requested of the boys, that the manner of his
death might be concealed from his countrymen, and that
he might be privately buried among the English.
;

;

came as usual to the houses of the English,
game and fish to sell, and sat down with them
breakfast.
So general was the combination, and so

the Indians

bringing

deep the plot, that about one hour before noon, they fell
on the people in the tields and houses and, with their
cir
own tools and weapons, killed indiscriminately, persons
ns
of all ages, sexes and characters
inhumanly mangling
u ig
their dead bodies, and
over
with
all
them,
triumphing

|

it

i,,

,

!

of an Indian, and put his whole
party to Sight.
Several other parties were dispersed by the
firing of a
or
single gun,
by the presenting of a gun, even in the

skull

!

;

This arbitrary mandate so astonished the company,
when they met, it was read over three times, as if
Then a long
they had distrusted their own ears.
siknce ensued
and when the question was called for,
twenty-six only voted for a surrender, and one hundred
and twelve declared against it.
These proceedings gave such an alarm to all who
were concerned in the plantation or trade of the colony,
that some ships which were
preparing to sail were stop
ped ; but the king ordered them to proceed declaring
that the change of
government would injure no man s
At the same time ho thought it proper to
property.
appoint commissioners to go to Virginia, and inquire
into the state of the colony.
These were Sir John
Harvey, afterwards governor, John Pory, who had been
secretary, Abraham Percy, Samuel Matthews, and John

.

that

|
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;
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&quot;

.
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.

;

;

&quot;

many

;

;

;

ammunition and ordnance ;
many
what boats and barges what bridges and public works
how the colony standeth in respect of the savages what
When the news of the massacre was carried to Eng hopes may be truly conceived of the plantation and the
land, the governor and colonv were considered as sub- means to attain these hopes.&quot; The governor and coun
-* of Virginia were ordered to afford their best assist
jects of blame, by those very persons who had aKvaya
ways cil
but no copy of their
enjoined them to treat the Indians with mildness, ance to the commissioners
instructions was delivered to them.
___

;

I

i

what, cuttle, arms,
;

;

;

;

;

i

..5&quot;

i

;

;

;

.

,

;

i

* Tlie six
plantations to which the government ordered the
people to retire, were, Shirley Hundred, Flowerda Hundred,

;

w

The subjects of their inquiry were How
which of them be public
plantations there he
and which private ; what people, men, women and cliilthere
be
in
each
what fortifications, or
dren,
plantation
what place is best to be fortified what houses and how
Jefferson.

power of evangelical

truth

;

!

be nominated by the governor and assistants
in England, and to be
approved by the king in council ;
and that all proceedings should be subject to the royal
direction.&quot;
The company was ordered to assemble and
resolve whether they would submit, and resign their
charter
4nd in default of such submission, the king
*

;

l

,

signified his determination to proceed for recalling their
charter, in such manner as to him should seem meet.

,

.J&quot;?,

;

]

;

.

The transactions of these commissioners were always
but the result of them was made
kept concealed
known by
an order of Council, (October, 10231 which
J
\
/
set forth,
That his majesty having taken into his
princely consideration the distressed state of Virginia,
occasioned by the ill government of the company, had
resolved by a new charter, to appoint a governor and
twelve assistants to reside in England
and a gover
nor with twelve assistants to reside in Virginia
the
former to be nominated by his majesty in council
the
;

j

.&quot;;&quot;!

;

;

I

.

plainly showed not only
but the turn
disposition of the king
be given to the inquiry.
On the arrival

latter to

;

on the human mind, must not bo considered as
void of reality, because not exposed to public observa

a very-discouraging intro

and

&quot;

j

i

arbitrary

was

;

;

tt-}

;

;

I

;

!

;

ard Sutton, Sir William Pitt, Sir Henry Bouchier, and
Sir Henry Spilman, or any four of them, to inquire
into all matters respecting Virginia, from the
beginning
of its settlement.
To enable them to carry on this inquiry, all the
books and papers of the company were ordered into the
custody of the commissioners their deputy-treasurer
was arrested and confined and all letters which should
arrive from the colony, were, by the king s command,

laid before the
privy council.

&quot;

do by his own. As soon given by Powhatan, and his successors, to the colo
morning, Chanco gave notice of: nists yet they rather affected to consider the country
what was intended, to his master; who,
and bo:h these
having secured as acquired by discovery or conquest
his own house, gave the alarm to his
The
neighbors, and sent ideas were much favored by the English court, t
an
to Jamestown.
civilization of the natives was a very desirable object
^express
Three handled and fortv-nine people* fell at this but those who knew them best,, thought that they could
J
_r ___!_
general massacre Tof which number, six were members not be civilized till they were first subdued; or till
of tiie co incil.
one of these were more lamciui.d ll.eir priests were destroyed
than Mr George Thorpe.
This gentleman was one of
It is certain that many pious and charitable persons
the best friends of the Indians, and had been earnestly in
England were very warmly interested in their con
concerned in the business of
version.
instructing and evange
Money and books, church plate and other
them.
He had left a handsome estate, and an furniture were liberally contributed. A college was in
lizing
honorable employment in England, and was
to the support of which
appointed a fair way of being founded
chief manager ol a plantation and a seminary,
designed lands were appropriated and brought into a state of cul
for il.i; maintenance and education of young Indians, ii
tivation.
Some few instances of the influence of gosa
He had been remarkably kind and generous pel princijiplcs on the savage mind, particularly PocaVirginia.
to l!i,.ui: a nd it was by his exertion, that the house
_ was
houtas ani
_.id Chanco, gave sanguine hope of success;
built, in which
Opechancanough took so much pleasure, and even the massacre did not abate the ardor of that
Just before las death, he was warned of his
The
danger, by hope, in the minds of those who had indulged it.
one of his servants, who immediately made his
escape
experience of almost two centuries has not extinguish
but Mr. Thorpe would not believe that
they intended ed it and, however discouraging the prospect, it is best
him any harm, and thus fell a victim to their
His for the cause of virtue that it never should be abandon
fury.
There may be some fruit, which though not splen
ed.
* Th number slain at the
did nor extensive, yet may correspond with the ge.iius
several plantations ; from Cap
tain S. null s history, p. 14 J.
of a religion, which is compared by its author, to
At C-.pl.tm John Berkley s plantation, seated at tlie Falling
*
&quot;leaven hid m the meal.
The

;

topics of complaint, and were so represented
to the king and his privy council, that a commission
issued, under the great seal, to Sir William Jones,
Sir Nicholas Fortescue, Sir Francis Gofton, Sir Rich

was

;

to great straits.
unrelenting severity with which this war was
prosecuted by the Virginians against the Indians, trans
mitted mutual abhorrence to the posterity of both and
procured to the former the name of the lontr knife,&quot;
by which they are still distinguished in the hieroglyphic
language of the natives,
Though a general permission of residence had been

I

his master, as he intended to
ns he was gone in the

Creek, sixty-six :nilcs from Juines city, liirnself and twentyone others at Master Thomas Sheffield s plantation, three
miles from the Falling Creek, himself anil twelve others at
fieilhco Islands, two miles from Sheilield s plantation, six
slain of the college people, twenty milos from
Henrico, se
venteen at Cm.rles city, and of Captain Smith s men, jive
at the next adjoining. plantation,
eight; at William Fajrar a
house, ton ;il lincklcy Hundred, rifty miles from Charles
city, Master George Thorpe and ten more
at Westover a
mile from Brickley, two at Master John West s
two at Captain Nathaniel West s plantation, twoplantation,
al Rich
ard Owen s house, himself and six
more; at Lieutenant
Cibb s plantation, twelve at Master Owen Macar 3 house
himsell and three more; at Martin s
Hundred, seven miles
from James rity, .seventy-three at another
place, seven; at
I!
s
nt
n fil t
at M
s hou se,
?!
:. .
.
??

came such

which would
of a ship from Virginia, her packets were seized, and

The

I:

I

Virginia, he never could be induced to fulfil this promise.
The calamities which had befallen the colony, and
the dissensions which had agitated the company, be

the

and the pe oplc were reduced

woman.
Jamestown was preserved by the fidelity of Chanco,
a young Indian convert, who lived with Richard Pace,
and wai treated by inn as a son.
The brother of this
Indian came to lie with him, the
night before the maseacre, and revealed to him the plot, urging him to kill
ot a

for their protection ; but though frequently soin England, and the colony iu

by the company

to be intercepted.
This
duction to the business,

themselves and escaping the pursuit, the Engresolved to dissemble with them in their own way.
To this they were further impelled
by
_^ the fear of famine
t
As seed-time came on, both sides thought it necessary
to relax their hostile operations and attend to the busi
ness of planting.
Peace was then offered by the Eng
but when the corn
lish, and accepted by the Indians
began to grow, the English suddenly attacked the Indians in their fields, killed many
J of them, and destroyJ
ed their corn. The summer was such a scene of confusion that a sufficiency of food could not be obtained,

was generally suc
cessful.
Several houses were defended, and some few
of the sssailanls slain
One of Captain Smith s old
,]-_.
-ly-,-.,
,..,1,..
soldiers, Nathaniel Causic, though wounded, split the

hand

England,
lieitcd

in hiding

;

&quot;,-.!

!

!

lish

;

the expressions of frantic joy.
Whore any resistance was made

several persons of fortune largely contributed.
The
king lent them twenty barrels of powder, and a quantity
of unserviceable arms from the towrr, and promised
to levy four hundred soldiers, in the several counties of

;

I

;

87

However, ships were despatched with a supply of pro
visions, to which the corporation of London as well as

;

As soon as this transaction was known, Opcchancanough demanded satisfaction but being answered that
the retaliation was just, he formed a plan for a
general
massacre of the English, and appointed Friday, the
twenty-second day of March, for its execution but he
dissembled his resentment to the last moment. Parties
of Indians were distributed through the colony, to at
tack every plantation, at the same hour of the day,
when the men should be abroad and at work. On the
evening before, and on the morning of that fatal day,
co

corpse was mangled and abused, in a manner too shocking to be related.
One effect of this massacre was the ruin of the ironworks, at Falling Creek, where the destruction was so
complete, that, of twenty-four people, only a boy and
The superintendent
girl escaped by hiding themselves.
of this work had discovered a vein of lead ore, which
he kept to himself but made use of it, to supply himself and his friends with shot.
The knowledge of this
was lost by his death for many years. It was again
The place
found by Colonel Byrd, and again lost.
was a third time found by John Chiswell and the mim
is now, or has been
to
lately, wrought
advantage..
Another consequence of this fatal event, was an or
der of the government, to draw together the remnant of
the people into a narrow compass.
Of eighty planta
tions, all were abandoned but six, which lay contiguous.
at the lower part of James river.*
The owners or
overseers, of three or four others refused to obey the
anil
entrenched themselves, mounting cannon for
order,
their defence.!
The next effect was a ferocious war. The Indians
were huntr-d like beasts of prey, and as many as could
be found were destroyed. But as they were very expert

I

=&quot;&quot;
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Jamestown, Paspiha, Ki.motan, Southampton.
* Those persons who refused
order were Mr

|

j

1
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citvlug the date, the extent

md tlie

co.-npensatioi ..

After the departure of the commissioners, a writ of
Quo Warranto was issued by the court of Kmo- s Bench
aaainst the company
and upon
10, 1623)
(November iv/,
} inuvcmocr
lu-.i; aiiu
^e representation of the attorney-general that no do-

I
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&quot;

&quot;
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AMERICAN HISTORY.
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In the beginning of 1624 the commissioners arrived
Virginia, and a General Assembly was called, not at

designs as secret
as possible.
But notwithstanding all the precautions
which had been taken, to prevent the colony from get
their request

;

for they kept alt

their

ting any knowledge of the proceedings in England,
they were by this time, well informed of the whole, and
had copies of several papers which had been exhibited

against them.

speaker, which was no sooner read, than the compa
ny s petition was ordered to be withdrawn.
However singular this interference on the one hand,
and compliance on the other may now appear, it was
usual at that time for the king to impose liis mandates,
and for the Commons, who knew not the extent of

to

the 14th of February,

what had been alleged, in a spirited
and appointed John Porentis, one

and masterly style
of the council, to go to England as their agent, to soli
cit the cause of the colony.
This gentleman unhappily
died on his passage
but their petition to the king and
their address to the privy council were delivered, in
which they requested that in case of a change of the
government they might not again fall into the power of
Sir Thomas Smith, or his confidants ; that the gover
nors sent over to them might not have absolute autho
and
rity, but be restrained to act by advice of council
above all, that they might
have the liberty of General
Assemblies, than which nothing could more conduce to
the public satisfaction and utility.
They complained
that the short continuance of their governors had been
;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;
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BARTHOLOMEW OOSNOLD

His voyage to Virginia Discover*
His interview and traffic with the natives
England Accompanies John Smith to Virginia
His death MARTIN PKIHG Sails for North
Virginia Dis
covers Fox Islands Enters Massachusetts bay Interview
with the natives Returns to England His second
Voyage
BARTHOLOMEW GILBERT His voyage to Virginia He is
killed by the natives
GEOIKJE WEYMOUTH Sails for Ame
rica Discovers George s Islands and I entecost Harbor
Kidnaps some of the natives.

Cape Cod
Sails

own rights, to obey though not without the ani
madversions of the most intelligent and zealous mem
their

bers.

The Assembly, which met on
drew up answers

BARTHOLOMEW COSNOLD* MARTIN RING, BAR
THOLOMEW GILBERT, GEORGE WEYMOUTH.

;

The

royal

prerogative

was held

-

inviolably sa

the indiscretions of a subsequent reign reduced
an object of contempt.
In this instance, the
Commons, however passive in their submission to the
crown, yet showed their regard to the interest of the
complainants as well as of the nation, by petitioning the
king that no tobacco should be imported, but of the
growth of the colonies. To this James consented, and

cred,
it to

till

a proclamation

was issued accordingly.

The commissioners, on

their return

for

THE
in

the

voyages made to America, by these navigators,
beginning of the seventeenth century, may be

considered as the leading steps to the colonization of
New England. Excepting the fishery at Newfound
land, the Europeans were at that time in actual
posses
sion of no part of North America
thoi-gh the English
claimed a right to the whole, by virtue of
dis
;

from Virginia,

that the people sent to inhabit
reported to the king,
there were most of them, by sickness, famine and mas
&quot;

sacre of the savages, dead
that those who were liv
ing were in necessity and want, and in continual danger
from the savages
but that the country itself appeared
to be fruitful, and to those who had resided there
some time, healthy that if industry were- used, it
would produce divers staple commodities, though for
sixteen years past, it had yielded few or none that this
neglect must fall on the governors and company, who
had power to direct the plantations
that the said plan
tations were of great importance, and would remain a
of
monument
to
his
lasting
posterity
majesty s most
;

;

prior

The attempts which Raleigh had made,

to
covery.
colonize the southern part of the
territory, called Vir
had
failed
but
he
and
his
associates
ginia,
enjoyed .in
exclusive patent Irom the Crown of England, for the
whole coast and these adventurers obtained a license,
;

;

under this authority,
ments.

to

make

their

voyages and

settle

;

BARTHOLOMEW GOSNOLD was an active, intrepid,
and experienced mariner, in the west of
lie
England,
had sailed in one of the ships employed by Kajrigh, to
and
was
convinced
that
there must be a
Virginia
shorter and safer way, across the Atlantic, than the
usual route, by the Canaries and the West India Is
lands.
At whose expense he undertook his voyage to
the northern part of Virginia, does not
but
appear
that it was with ibe approbation of Sir Waller
Ralcigli
future governors.
ter (1GUH) had been pursued, much better effect had and b:s associates, is evident from an account of thu
The Assembly was very unanimous in their proceed been produced than by the alteration thereof into so voyage wli~h was presented to him.
the 20th of March, 1602, Gosnold sailed from
ings, and intended, like the commissions, to keep popular a course, and among so many hands as it then
them secret. But Pory, who had long been versed in was, which caused much confusion and contention.&quot;
Falmouth, in a small bark, the tonnage of which is not
the arts of corruption, found means to obtain copies of
C)n this report, the king, by a proclamation, (July mentioned, carrying thirty-two persons, of whom cigiit
all their acts.
Edward Sharpies, clerk of the council, 15) suppressed the meetings ol the company and, till were mariners, t The design of the voyage was to find
was afterwards convicted of bribery and breach of trust, a more perfect settlement could be made, ordered a a direct and short course to Virginia and. upon the
of a proper scat for a plantation, twelve of tha
for which he was sentenced to the pillory, and lost one
privy council to sit every Thursday, at the house of Sir discovery
of his ears.
Thomas Smith for conducting the affairs of the colony. company were to return to England, and twenty to re
The commissioners, finding that things were going in Soon after, viz. in Trinity term, the Quo Warriinto main in America; till further assistance and supplies
could be sent to them.
the Assembly contrary to their wishes, resolved to
open was brought to trial, in the court of king s bench
The former part of this design was accomplished, as
some of their powers with a view to intimidate them
judgment was brought against the company, and the
far as the winds and other circumstances would
and then endeavored to draw them into an explicit sub charter was vacated.
permit.
mission to the revocation of their charter.
But the
This was the end of the Virginia Company, one of They went no farther southward, than the 37th decree
of
within
had
the
wisdom
of
St.
and
tirmness
to
evade
latitude,
one
the the most public spirited societies which had ever been
of the Wes&quot;crn
Assembly
sight
Mary,
In the 43d degree they
Mr. Stith, who had Islands.
proposal, by requesting to see the whole extent of their engaged in such an undertaking.
approached the con
commission. This being denied, they answered, that searched all their records and
tinent
of
which
first
America,
discovered
on tlio
concludes
his
they
papers,
when the surrender of their charter should be demanded
14th of May, after a passage of seven weeks.
The
history by observing that they were
gentlemen of
by authority, it would be time enough to make a reply. very noble, clear, and disinterested views, willing to weakness of their bark, and their ignorance of the route,
made them carry but little sail or they might have
The laws enacted by this Assembly are the oldest spend much of their time and monty. and did
actually
which arc to be found in the records of the colony.
arrived some days sooner.
They judged that they had
expend more than 100, OOO/. of their own fortunes,
They contain many wise and good provisions. One of without any prospect of present ga:n or retribution, in shortened the distance 500 leagues.
them is equivalent to a Bill of Rights, defining the
It
is
not
easy to determine, from the journal, what
advancing an enterprise which they conceived to be of
Oldmixon says it
powers of the Governor, Council, and Assembly and very great consequence to tlicir country.&quot;
part of the coast they first saw.
the privileges of the people, with regard to taxes, bur
was
the
north
side of Massachusetts Bay.
No sooner \vus the company dissolved, than James
The de
dens and personal services.* The twenty-second of issued a new commission
in
the
in
docs,
some
scription
journal
respects, agree
(August 26) for the govern
March, the day of the massacre, was ordered to be ment, of the colony. In it, the lustory of the plantation with the coast, extending from Cape Ann to Marblesolemnized as a day of devotion.
was briefly recited. Sir Francis Wyat was continued head, or to the rocky point of Nahant.
Whilst these things were doing in the colony, its
From a rock, which they called Sai-agc Ruck, a
governor, with eleven assistants or counsellors, Francis
enemies in England were endeavoring, by means of West, Sir
George Yeardley, Gror;;e Sandys, Roger shallop of European fabric came off to them in which
some persons who had returned from Virginia, to injure Smith,
were eight savages two or three of whom were dressed
llalph llamor. who \i.\t\ been of the former
the character of the governor
in European habits.
but he was sufficiently council, wilh the addition of Joliu Martin, John Har
From these circumstances, they
the
of
concluded
that some fishing vessel of
other
vindicated, by
testimony
persons, who as
Biscay had been
vey, Samuel Matthews, Abraham Percy, Isaac Madi
and
that
serted, on their own knowledge, the uprightness of his son, and William
the
crew
were destroyed by the natives.
there,
The governor and coun
Claybornc.
These
invited
them
to
proceedings, and declared upon their honor and con
cil were
the
people, by signs,
stay, but
appointed during the king s pleasure, witli
harbor being naught, and doubting the weather,&quot; they
science, that they esteemed him just and sincere, free authority to rule the
colony, and punish offenders, as
from all corruption and private views. As ho had re
did not think proper to accept the invitation.
fully as any governor and council niijiht have done.
In the night they stood to the southward, and tho
quested leave to quit the government at the expiration No assembly wjs int tiMoiu d or allowed, because the
of his commission, the company took up the matter
next morning, found themselves &quot;embayed with a
king supposed, agreeable to the report of the commis
and when Sir Samuel Argal was nominated as a candi
like an
so popular a course&quot; was one cause of mighty headland,&quot; which at first appeared
sioners, that
date in competition with him, there appeared but
reason of a large sound, which lay between
eight the late calamities; and in: hatt d the existence of such island, by
votes in his favor, and sixty-nine for the continuance a
it and the mail
a
Within
of
this land, they
league
body within any pan of his dominions, especially
of Wyat.
when they were disno.-fd to inquire into their own came to anchor in fifteen fathoms, and took a very
The Parliament assembled in February, 1624, and
and
redress
the
of
the
* The account of Gosnold s
rights,
people.
grievances
voyage and discovery, in tiie
the company
After the death of J;i:nes, which happened on the first volume of this work, is so eiroueous, from the misin
finding themselves too weak to resist the
encroachments of a prince, who had engrossed almost 27th of March,
his run ami successor, Charles, formation which I had received, that I thought it best to
write the whole of it anew. Tiie former mistakes are her
the whole power of the State,
his
that
applied to the House of issued a
The first year they were raw
very disadvantageous.
and inexperienced, and generally in ill health, through a
change of climate. The second, they began to under
stand something of the affairs of the colony
and the
third, they were preparing to return.&quot;
To the honor of Governor Wyat, it is observed, that
he was very active, and joined most cordially in prepar gracious and happy government, if the same were prose
arid was very far from desiring cuted 10 those ends for which
ing these petitions
they wore first undertaken;
absolute and inordinate power, either in himself or in that if the provisions and instructions of the first char
&quot;

;

;

;

;

;

;

&quot;On

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

lf&amp;gt;2&quot;&amp;gt;,

Commons
fended

for

The king was

protection.

at this attempt,

and sent

highly of

a prohibitory letter to the

* At. this time women were
scarce and much in request,
it was common for a
won.an to connect herself with
more than one man at a time by which means great uneasi
ness arose between private persons, and much trouble to the

and

;

was

therefore ordered, &quot;That every minis
ter should give notice in his church, that what man or wo
man soever should use any word or speech, tending to a
coiiu.icl of marriage to two sevora, persons at one
time, al
though not precise and le:il, should either undergo corpo
real piiiiislv.ncnt, or pay a fine, accordins to the *n:ality of the
u.icn.ier
-[Huh. 1*1

government,

&quot;-

It

resolution,
proclamation, expressing
the colony and government of Virginia should depend
immediately on himself, without the intervention of
He also followed the ex
any commercial company.
ample of his father, in making no mention of a repre
sentative assembly, in any of his subsequent commis
sions.

Governor Wyat, on the death of his father, Si
George Wyat, having returned to Ireland, tb govern
ment of Virginia fell airain
the hands of
r George.
i

inu&amp;gt;

V eaidley.
liut, ins d&cuh happening withir the year
IGii. he was succeeded bv Sir Joliu ilar.e-

corrected, parti) from Uie best information which I rouid ob
tain, after tho most assiduous inquiry; hut principal!) from
ruy own observations on the spot; compared with UK- journal
of the voyage, more critic illy examined than before.
t The names of the persoiis who went in tins v, V.iqe. a
far as I can collect them, are as follows.
Bartholomew GosJohn
nolxl, commander ; Bartholomew Gilbert, second o liter
the next ve:n wi li
Alltel; Kobort Sullerne he went
Prmg he \\ as afterwards a clergyman; Willum sireelc;
Gabriel Archer, gentleinan and KI..II :-:
he afterwards
went to Virginia Archer s Hope, near Wi!lianist&amp;gt;urK,ta named
fr -m him ; Jaines Hosior
he wrole in account of the voyago
-ii-i pn Msiued :t to
Sir Waiter Rahnsih ; Juliu lliierlen, 04
- Tucker, from whom the shoil cal s*
lire eio i;
:

;

aym

.

I

i

j(.

* ToiTkjr is

named.

i

BIOGRAPHIES OF THE EARLY DISCOVERERS.
From this circumstance, the
enrat quantity of cod.
It is described as a low
land was named Cape Cod.

is
overgrown with wood and rubbish. The
are oak, ash. beech walnut, witch-hazel, syssaf
rage and cedars, with divers others of unknown names.
The rubbish is wild peas, young sassafrage, cherry
trees, vines, eglantine (or
sweet-briar), gooseberry
bushes, hawthorn, honeysuckles, with others of the like
The herbs and roots are strawberries, rasps,
quality.

Tlie lofty promontory to which he gave iLe i:a:ne of
an object too singular and
is Gay Head
entertaining to pass unobserved, nriJ far superior in
magnitude to any other cliif on any of these islands.

c. without
alexarider, surrin, tansy,
Touching the fertility of the soil, by our own
experience, we found it, to be excellent; for, sowing

near

&quot;

It

woods

in tlie lati
sandy shore, but without danger, and lying
tude of 42.
Capt. Gosnold with Mr. Bricrton and
three men, went to it and found the shore bold and the
A young Indian, with copper pensand very deep.
dants in his ears, a bow in his band, and arrows at his
back, came to them, and in a friendly manner offered

j

j

|

;

j

bis service
but, as they were in haste to return to the
with him.
ship, they had little conference
On the IGtb, they sailed by the shore southerly and,
at the end of twelve leagues, saw a point of land, with

ground

Dover C /ijJ,

e

;

some English

pulse,

almost half a

foot.

it

sprouted out

in

into shoal water

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

;

;

within the land.
In coasting along to the westward, they discovered
an island, on which the next day (22) they landed. The
A disinhabited
description of it in the journal is this
island
from Shoal Hope it is eight leagues
in cir
cuit it is five miles, and hath forty-one degrees and one
The place most pleasant for we
quarter of latitude.
&quot;

:

;

;

;

found

it

berries,

of

full

wood,

vines, gooseberry bushes, hurt-

raspiccs, eglantine [sweet-briar,] &c.

Here

we had

cranes, herns, shoulers, geese, and divers other
birds
which there, at that time, upon the dills, being
eandy with some rocky stones, did breed and had young.
Here we rode in eight
In this place we saw deer.
where we took great store of
fathoms, near the shore
;

;

This
cod, as before at Cape Cod, but much better.
island is sound, and hath no danger about
They
s
from
the
Vmcyard,
great
gave it ;he name of Martha
number of vines which thev found on it.
From this island, they passed (on the 24th) round a
it.&quot;

very high and distinguished promontory; to which they
**
gave the name of Dover Cliff and came to anchor in
a fair sound, where they rode all night.&quot;
Between them and the main, which was then in sight,
lay a
ledge of rocks, extending a mile into the sea
but all above water, and without danger.&quot; They went
the
western extremity of this ledge, and came to
round
in eight fathoms of water, a quarter of a mile from the
shore, in one of the stateliest sounds that ever they had
seen.&quot;
This they called Gosnold s Hope. The north
,

side of it was the main land stretching east and west,
distant four leagues from the island, where they came
to anchor, to which they
in honor of their queen.

gave the name of Elizabeth,

On the 2Sth of May, they held a council, respecting
the place of their abode, which they determined to be
&quot;in
the west part of Elizabeth Island, the north-east
The island is thus
part running out of their ken.&quot;
In the western side, it admitteth some
sandy coves, so girded, as the water in
some places meetcth to which the Indians from the
main, do oft^n resort for fishing crabs.
There is eight
fathom very near the shore, and the latitude is 41 10
The breadth of the island from sound to sound, in the
western part, is not passing a mile, at most
altogether
unpeopled and disinhabited.
described.
creeks or

&quot;

;

.

j

well with Malebarre, or Sandy Point, the south-eastern
The shoal
extremity of the county of Barnstable.
water and breach, which he called Tucker s Terror,

correspond with the shoal and breakers commonly
called the Pollock Hip, which extends to the southcast of this remarkable point.
To avoid this danger, it being late in the day, he
stood so far out to sea, as to overshoot the eastern en
trance of what is now called the Vineyard sound. The
land which he made in the night was a white cliff on
the eastern coast of Nantucket, now called Sankoty
Head. The breach which lay off Gilbert s Point, I
take to be at the Bass Rip and the Pollock Rip, with
the cross riplings which extend from the south-east ex
Over these riplings there is a
tremity of that island.
depth of water, from four to seven fathoms, according
to a late map of Nantucket, published by Peleg Coffin,
That Gosnold did not enter the
Esq., and others.
Vineyard Sound, but overshot it in the night, is demon
strated by comparing his journal with that of Martin

a passage from
Pring, the next year
cited in its proper place.
;

his

Mencmsha

anchoring place was probably

m or

Bight.

to the Urj, e island which now hear*
That
questions which remain in obscurity.
Gosnold at first took the so .ithern side of this Itfrge
island to be the main, is evident.
When he doubled
the cliff at its western end, he knew it to be an island;
but gave no name to any part of it, except the Cliff.*
&quot;The
ledge of rocks extending a mile into the sea,&quot;

are

it,

;

;

and

the

one fortnight culled by Gosnold,

In this island is a pond of fresh water, in circuit
from which two miles
on one side not distant from the sea thir;y
In the centre of it is a
they extricated themselves by standing off to sea. This yards.
rocky islet, containing
the breakers, near an acre of ground, full of wood and rub!.^h, on
point they named Point Care, and
and
Tucker s Terror^ from the person who first discovered which we began our fort
place of abode, and made
the danger. In the night they bore up towards the land, a punt or fiat-bottoaied boat to pass to and fro over
The &quot;next day, the fresh water.
and acme to anchor in eight fathoms.
On the north side, near adjoining fo Elizabeth, is
(17th) seeing many breakers about them, and the wea
an islet, in compass half a mile, full of cedars, by me
ther being foul, they lay at anchor.
On the 18th, the weather being clear, they sent their called Hill s Hop ; to the northward of which, in the
boat to eound a beach, which lay off another point, to middle of an opening on the main, appeared another
which they gave the name of Gilbert s Pond. The like it, which I called ffap s Hill.&quot; When Captain
and Gosnold with divers of the company went in the shal
ship remained at anchor the whole of this uay
some of the natives came from the shore in their canoes lop towards Hill s Hap, to view it and the sandy cove,
to visit them.
These people were dressed in skins, and they found a bark canoe, which the Indians had quitted
one of them had a for fear of them. This they took and brought to Eng
furnished with pipes and tobacco
of
They appeared more timorous land. It is not said that they made any acknowledg
breast-plate
copper.
ment or recompense for it.
tban those of Savage Rock, but were very thievish.
Before I proceed in the account of Oosnold s tran
When the people in the boat returned from sounding,
sactions, it is necessary to make some remarks on the
they reported a depth of water from four to seven fa
thoms, over the breach which the ship passed the next preceding detail, which is either abridged or extracted
This
day, (19th) and came to anchor again above a league from the journal written by Gabriel Archer.
beyond it. Here they remained two days surrounded journal contains some inaccuracies, which may be cor
by scools of rish and flocks of aquatic birds. To the rected by carefully comparing its several parts, and by
northward of west, they saw several hummocks, which actual observations of the places described. I have
but when they taken much pains to obtain information, by consulting
they imagined were distinct islands
sailed towards them, (on the 21st) they found them to the best maps, and conversing or corresponding with
But for my greater satisfac
be small hills within the land. They discovered also pilots and other persons.
an opening, into which they endeavored to enter, sup
tion, I have visited the island on which Gusnold built
his house and fort, the ruins of which are still visible,
posing it to be the southern extremity of the sound be
tween Cape Cod and the main land. But on examina though at the distance of nearly two centuries.
That Gosnold s Cape Cod is the promontory which
tion the water proving very shoal, they called it Shoal
Hope, and proceeded to the westward. The coast was now bears that name, is evident from his description.
ran
the
full of people, who
shore, accompanying The point which he denominated Care, at the distance
along
and many smokes appeared of twelve leagues southward of Cape Cod, agrees very
the ship as she sailed

came suddenly

;

into which he entered after doubling
western extremity of the \ mcyard

sound
is

For what reason, and at what time, the name of Mar
tha s Vineyard was transferred from the small island so

In attempting to double this

breakers at a distance.

point, they

fair

clifT,

Sound

nuts,

count.

;

&quot;

this

;

which

shall

be

between

his anchoring ground and the man, is that re
markable ledge, distinguished by the name of tlie Sow
and Pigs. The
stately sound&quot; which he entered,
after passing round these rocks, is the mouth of Buz
zard s Bay
and the Island Elizabeth, is the western
most of the islands which now go by the name of Eli
&quot;

;

zabeth s Islands.
Its Indian name is Cutty hunk, a
contraction of Poo-cut-oh-hunk-un-noh, which signifies
a thing that lies out of the water.
The names of the
others are Nashawena, Pasque, Naushon, Nemmisset,
and Pemquese, besides some of less note.
In this island, at the west end, on the north side, is
a pond of fresh water, three quarters of a mile in length,
and of unequal breadth but if measured in all its sinu
In the
osities, would amount to two miles in circuit.
middle of its breadth, near the west end, is a &quot;rocky
islet, containing near an acre of ground.&quot;
To this spot I went, on the 20th day of June, 1797,
in company with several gentlemen,! whose curiosity
;

and obliging kindness induced them to accompany me.
The protecting hand of Nature has reserved this favorite spot to herself.
Its fertility and its productions are
exactly the same as in Gosnold s time, excepting tho
wood, of which there is none.
Every species of what
he calls &quot;rubbish,&quot; with strawberries, peas, tansy, and
other fruits and herbs, appear in rich abundance, un
had the
molested by any animal but aquatic birds.
supreme satisfaction to find the cellar of Gosnold s
storehouse
the stones of which were evidently taken
from the neighboring beach
the rocks of the islet be
less
moveable, and lying in ledges.
ing
The whole island of Cuttyhunk has been for many
but I was informed by Mr.
years stripped of its wood
Greenill, an old resident farmer, that the trees which
formerly grew on it, were such as are described in
The soil is a very fine garden
Gosnold s Journal.
mould, from the bottom of the vallies to the top of the
hills, and affords rich pasture.

We

;

;

;

The

length of the island is rather more than two
The beach be
its breadth about one mile.
tween the pond and the sea is twenty-seven yards wide.
It is so
high and firm a barrier, that the sea never flows
into the pond, but when agitated by a violent gale from
the north-wost.
The pond is deep in the middle. It
has no visible outlet.
Its fish are perch, eels and tur
miles,

and

and it is frequented by aquatic birds, both wild
and domestic.
On the north side of tlie island, connected with it by
a beach, is an elevation, the Indian name of which is
ties

;

Either this hill, or the little island of Pem
Copicut.
quese, which lies a mile to the northward, is the place

which Gosnold called Hill s Hap. Between Copicut
which he saw, but did not enter, and
Cuttyhunk is a circular sandy cove, with a narrow
and to which he gave the name of Shoal Hope, agrees entrance.
Hap s Hill, on the opposite shore of the
very well with the open shore, to the westward of the

The

little

large opening

island of

The

island

hears the

Muskeget.
which he called Martha s Vineyard, now
of No-Man s Land.
This is clear from

name

Vineyard and shot at. Tlie horns of these animals have
been ploughed up several times on the west end of tlie island
If one deer could swim across Vineyard Sound, why not
more 1 No-Man s Land is four miles from the Vineyard, and
if the deer could cross the Sound 7 miles, why not from the
Vineyard to No-Man s land?&quot;
* The reader will
give tlie following conjecture as much
weight as it deserves
The large island is frequently called Martin s Vineyard, es
pecially by the old writers. This is commonly supposed to
be a mistake. But why T Captain Pring s Christian name
was Martin, and this island has as good a right to the apella
tion of Vineyard as the other, being equally productive of
vines. The names Martha and Martin are easily confounded,
and as one island only was supposed to he designated by

account of its size, five miles in circuit its distance
from Shoal Hope, eight leagues, and from Elizabeth
the safety of approaching it on a
Island, live leagues
sides
and the small, but excellent cod, which are
The only
always taken near it in the spring months.
material objection is, that be found deer upon the island
but this is removed by comparing his account with the
journal of Martin Pring, who the next year, found deer
in abundance on the large island, now called the Vine
Tlie Vineyard, it was natural to give it to the greater. The
I have had credible testimony, that deer have lesser became
yard.
disregarded, and not being inhabited or claimed
been seen swimming across the Vineyard Sound, when by any, it was supposed to belong to NO MAN, and was called
No-Man s Land. In an old Dutch map, extant, in Ogilby s
pursued by hunters. This island was a sequestered
history of America, p. 168, the name of Martha s Vineyard is
spot, where those deer who took refugo upon it, would given to a small island lying southward of Ehzabet Eyl ; and
the name of Texel is civen to the large island, which is now
probably remain undisturbed and multiply.*
called The Vineyard. The situation of the small island agreei
* Tlie
following information was given to me by Benjamin with that of No-Man s Land.
his

;

;

:

;

;

Basset, Esq. of Chilmnrk.
tlie

year 1720,

t
tlie

last

deer was seen on the

Noah Webster,

Esq. of

New

Mr, John Spooncr, Mr. Allen, a

York

pilot, of

;

Captain Tollman,

New

Bedford.,
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who should return to England. Whilst
these subjects were in debate, a single Indian came on
board, from whose apparently grave and sober deport
ment they suspected him to have been sent as a spy.
after the ship went to Hill s Hap, out of
In a few

a round elevation, on a
Rocks, between the

as well as those

main, distant four leagues,
of land, near tlie Dumplm
is

point

rivers of Apooneganset and I ascarnanset, in the town
ship of Dartmouth.
From the south side of Cuttybunk, the promontory
of Gay head, which Gosnold called Dover Cliff, and

which lie named Martha s Vineyard, lie in
No other
view, and appear to great advantage.
objects, in that region, bear any resemblance to them,
a ledge
nor
is
there
of
them
or to the description given
of rocks projecting from any other island a mile into
the island

the sea.
\Vhilst Gabriel Archer, and a party, generally con
rocky islet of
sisting of ten, labored in clearing the
wood, and building a store-house and fort, Captain
Gosnold and the rest of the company were employed
cither in making discoveries, or fishing, or collecting
sassafras.
On the 31st of May, he went to the main
land, on the shore of which he was met by a company
of the natives, &quot;men, women, and children, who, with

courteous kindness, entertained him, giving him
skins of wild beasts, tobacco, turtles, hemp, artificial
strings, colored, [wampum,] and sach like things as
all

;

they
Elizabeth, passed by Dover Cliff, sailed to the island
which they had called Martha s Vineyard, arid employed
themselves in taking young geese, cranes, and herns.
The next day they set sail for England and, after a
arrived at Exrnouth, in
pleasant passage of five weeks,

stately groves, flowery

delightful en
principal disco

meadows, and running brooks, afforded
tertainment to the adventurers.

The

south

It being beheld very goodly groves and woods, and sundry sorts
hich they fled.
and cut their bow-string
But meeting with no sassafras, we left
of beasts.
late in the day, and the weather stormy, this
ere obliged to pass the night in the woods, and did these places, with all the aforesaid islands, shaping our
The whole party course for Sarage Ruck, discovered the year before by
not reach the fort till the next day.
subsisted on shell-lish, ground nuts, and herbs, till the Captain Gosnold.&quot;
From this description, I conclude, that after they had
on board. A new consulta
ship came and took them
Those who had been most passed the islands as far westward as Casco Bay, the
tion was then holdcn.
and the unani eastermost of the four inlets which they entered was
resolute to remain, were discouraged
The two next were Kenthe mouth of the river Saco.
mous voice was in favor of returning to England.
the westermost, and the
doubled the rocky ledge of nebunk and York rivers
On the 17th of June,

&quot;

The

&quot;

;

good depth. Coming out again, as we sailed
expended
party
Four of them went in search of shell-fish, and divided west, we lighted on two other inlets, which we found
One to pierce not far into the land. The fourth and most
themselves, two and two, going different ways.
of these small parties was suddenly attacked by four westerly was the best, which we rowed up ten or
In all these places we found no people,
Indians in a canoe, who wounded one of them in the twelve miles.
arm with an arrow. His companion seized the canoe, but signs of fires, where they had been. Howbeit, wo

:

them.&quot;

and esteemed better than those usually taken at
Newfoundland,
Having passed all the islands, they ranged the coast
to the south-west, and entered four inlets, which are
The most easterly was barred at
thus described
but having passed over the bar, we ran up
the mouth
for a certain space found very
and
it
for five miles,
plenty,

:

days

a load of cedar, and was
sight of the fort, to take in
there detained so much longer than they expected, that
their provision.
at the fort had
the

full

they had about

|

one
very which they made, was of two good harbors
of which I take to be Apooneganset, and the other Paswhich
the
round
between
which
lies
hill,
camanset,
they called Hap s Hill.
They observed the coast to
extend five leagues further to the south-west, as it
As they spent but one day
does, to Seconnet Point.
in this excursion, they did not fully explore the main,
though from what they observed, the land being bro
ken, and the shore rocky, they were convinced of the
existence of other harbors on that coast.
On the 5th of June, an Indian chief and fifty men,
armed with bows and arrows, landed on the island.
Archer and his men left their work, and met them on
the beach.
After mutual salutations, they sat down,
and began a traffic, exchanging such things as they had,
to mutual satisfaction.
The ship then lay at anchor, a
Gosnold seeing the Indians approach the
league off.
island, came on shore with twelve men, and was re
ceived by Archer s party, with military ceremony, as
their commander.
The captain gave the chief a straw
hat and two knives.
The former he little regarded
the latter he received with great admiration.

;

The reason of their
the river Piscataqua.
at that sea
finding no people, was that the natives were
son (June) fishing at the falls of the rivers; an-1 the
at or near the
vestiges of fires marked the places
mouths of the rivers, where they had resided and taken
In steering
fish in the earlier months of the spring.
best,

;

;

Devonshire.

was

Thus failed the first attempt to plant a colony in for Savage Rock, they must have doubled Cape Ann,
North Virginia the causes of which are obvious. The which brought them into the bay of Massachusetts, on
the northern shore of which, I suppose Savage Rock to
loss of Sir Walter Raleigh s Company, in South Vir
and the same causes be situated.
ginia, was then recent in memory,
It seems that one principal object of their voyage
might have operated here to produce the same effect.
iassafras, which was esteemed a highly
Twenty men, situated on an island, surrounded by was to collect sas:
In several parts of these jour
other islands and the main, and furnished with six medicinal vegetable.
weeks provisions only, could not maintain possession of nals, and in other books of the same date, it is celebra
a territory to which they had no right against the force ted as a sovereign remedy for the plague, the venereal
One
of its native proprietors. They might easily have been disease, the stone, strangury and other maladies.
cut off, when seeking food abroad, or their fort might of Gosnold s men had been cured by it, in twelve hours
have been invested, and they must have surrendered at of a surfeit, occasioned by eating greedily of the bel
discretion, or have been starved to death, had no direct lies of dog-fish, which is called a &quot;delicious meat.&quot;
The prudence of their
The journal then proceeds
assault been made upon them.
Going on the main at
retreat is unquestionable to any person who considers Savage Rock, we found people, with whom he 4iad no
conversation, because here also we could find no
their hazardous situation.
into that great
During this voyage, and especially whilst on shore, sassafras. Departing hence, we bare
the whole company enjoyed remarkably good health. gulf which Capt. Gosnold overshot the year before
side thereof.
on
the
north
and
finding people
They were highly pleased with the salubrity, fertility, joasting
In a subsequent visit, they became better acquaint
Gosnold was Not yet satisfied in our expectation, we left them and
and apparent advantages of the country.
At dinner, they so enthusiastic an admirer of it, that he was indefati sailed over, and came to anchor en the south side, in
ed, and had a larger trade for furs.
entertained the savages with fish and mustard, and
of a the latitude of forty one degress and odd minutes
gable in his endeavors to forward the settlement
The effect of the mustard colony in conjunction with Captain John Smith. \Vith where we went on land, in a certain bay, which was
gave them beer to drink.
on the noses of the Indians afforded them much diver him, in 1607, he embarked in the expedition to South called Whitson Bay, by the name of the worshipful mas
sion.
One of them stole a target, and conveyed it on Virginia, where he had the rank of a counsellor. Soon ter, John Whitson, then mayor of the city of Bristol,
board his canoe
when it was demanded of the chief, after his arrival, by excessive
in the extremity and one of the chief adventurers.
Finding a pleasant
fatigue
it was
No demand was made of the summer heat, he fell a sacrifice, with fifty others
it Mount Aldieorlh, for master
immediately restored.
:ljoining, we called
of the birch canoe, which Gosnold had a few days be
mea
s
a
furthcrer
of the voy
the
chief
and
Aldworth
Robert
to the insalubrity of that climate,
sake,
scanty
fore taken from the Indians.
When the chief and his sure and bad quality of the provisions with which that age, as well with his purse as with his travel. Here we
;

.

c

&quot;

:

;

;

;

;

retinue
staid

took their leave, four or

and helped the adventurers

five

of the Indians

lad sufficient quantity of sassafras.&quot;
In another part of this journal, Whitson Bay is thus
At the entrance of this excellent haven,
described
we found twenty fathoms of water, and rode at our ease
In seven fathoms, being land-locked; the haven winding
and it is in latitude
in compass like the shell of a snail
also ob
of forty-one degrees and twenty minutes.
we
could
find
no
sassafras
but in sandy
that
served

unfortunate colony was furnished.
The discovery made by Gosnold, and especially the
shortness of the time in which his voyage was per
formed, induced Richard Hackluyt, then Prebendary
of St. Augustine s Church in Bristol, to use his influ
ence with the major, aldermen, and merchants of that
mercantile city, to prosecute the discovery of

to dig the roots of

sassafras, with which, as well as furs and other produc
tions of the country, the ship was loaded for her home
ward voyage. Having performed this service, the In
dians were invited on board the ship, but they declined

&quot;

:

;

We

the invitation, and returned to the main.
This island opulent,
had no fixed inhabitants
the natives of the opposite the northern
The first step was to
parts of Virginia.
shore frequently vistcd it, for the purpose of gathering obtain
This
round
permission of Raleigh and his associates.
shell-li
which its creeks and coves abounded.
was undertaken and accomplished
Hackluyt, in con
oy mcKinyt,
Dmplisned by
Though this company had no design to make a set
All these Indians had ornaments of copper.
When junction of John Angel and Robert Salterne, both of tlement in America, yet considering that the place
the adventurers asked them, by signs, whence they ob
whom had been with Gosnold to America. The next where they found it convenient to reside, was full of
tained this metal, one of them made answer, by digging was to equip two vessels
one a ship of fifty tons, nhabitants, they built a temporary hut, and enclosed it
& hole in the ground, and pointing to the main from
ed the Speedwell, carrying thirty men the other a (vith a barricade, in which they kept constant guard by
which circumstance it was understood that the adjacent bark of twenty-six tons, called the Discoverer, carrying day and night, whilst others were employed in collectIn the course of thirteen men.
The commander of the ship iwas Martin
country contained mines of copper.
* The
The
following note is from Peleg Coffin. Esq.
almost two centuries, no copper has been there dis
and his mate, Edmund Jones. The bark was haven here
Pring,
odescribed must have been that of Edgartown. No
covered
was
much
a
more
useful
whose
mate
William
ommanded
iron,
metal,
other cout J with propriety be represented as winding or land
though
Browne,
by
Salterne was the principal agent, locked, as is truly the harbor of Edgartown, generally called
wholly unknown to the natives, is found in great Samuel Kirkland.
The question, whence did they obtain copper or supercargo and was furnished with various kinds Oldtown.&quot;
plenty.
To this I subjoin an extract of a letter from the Rev
is yet without an answer.
of clothing, hardware, and trinkets, to trade with the Joseph Tliaxtar, minister of Edgartown, dated Nov. 15, 1797
It is evident to me, and others better acquainted than I
Three weeks wore spent in clearing the islet, dig natives. The vessels were victualled for eight months,
am, with whom I have consulted, that Pring, as soon as he
ging and stoning a cellar, building a house, fortifying it and sailed on the 10th of April, 1603, a few days after
passed the sandy point of Monumoy [Malebarl. bore to tke
with pallisadcs, and covering it with sedge, which then the death of Queen Elizabeth.
westward, and came through what is called Butler s Hole
in
on
the
within
that he kept the North channel, till he got as far as Fal
sides of the pond.
great plenty
grew
During
They went so far to the southward, as to be
mouth, and that he then crossed over into Oldtown harbor,
fell
this time, a survey was made of their
of
of
Azores
and
in
the
the
June,
provisions. sight
beginning
in every respect to his description, except
which
After reserving enough to victual twelve men, who in with the American coast, between the 43d and 44th in the corresponds
depth of water at the entrance of the harbor, there are
were to go home in the bark, no more could be left degrees of latitude, among those numerous islands which now but fourteen fathoms in the harbor there are seven
an idea, whether there is now
with the remaining twenty than would suffice them for cover the district of Maine.
One of these they and a half. I would suggest
of water at the entrance as in 1G03? It is
the same
six weeks
and the ship could not return till the end named Fox Island, ftom some of that species of animal certain tiiatdepth
the shoals shift, and that Cape Poge, within the
of the next autumn,
This was a very discouraging which they saw upon it.
the sea thirty or forty
Among these islands, in the memory of man, has been washed into
From this circumstance, the difference in the depth ol
rods.
circumstance.
-..-..mouth of Penobscot Bay, they found good anchorag
e
There are several
be easily accounted for.
water
may
t
-------- ,, they
., .....
..
land being
.......
jealousy also arose respecting the profits of the and fishing.
6 -...~j judged
j
6
& rocky,
lills ^joining to the
pleasant
p]( asant lull!
harbor, and to this day plenty
ehips s lading those who staid behind claiming a shaie, proper for the drying of cod, which they took in great O f sassafras.
;

&quot;*

.

;

;

;

|

j

&quot;

;

;

j

!

;

&quot;

;

;

;

I

I

;

A

&quot;

.

.

,

;
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BIOGRAPHIES OF THE EARLY DISCOVERERS
The Indians frequently
ing sassafras in the woods.
visited ihcm in parties, of various numbers, from ten
to a hundred.
They were used kindly, had trinkets
presented lo them, and were fed with English pulse ,

wind sprang up, and on the 2()ih he saw land in the
40th degree of latitude.
His object was to fetch the
mouth ol Chesapeake Bay but the wind being adverse,

;

;

after

of

The

of music, and
round an English youth, who
But they
played on an instrument called a gittcrne.
were gieatlv terrified at the parking of two English
mastiffs, which always kept them at a distance, when
the people were tired of their company.
natives were excessively fond

The grow th of

the place consisted of sassafras, vines,
beech, birch, cherry, hazel, walnut,

the departure of which

was accelerated by

&quot;

;

them to come out, which they
on their defence. Captain Pring,
with wo men only were on board the ship ; as soon as
he perceived the danger, he secured the ship as well as
he could, and lirud one of his great guns, as a signal to the
laborers in the woods, who were reposing after their
The
fatigue, depending on the mastiffs for protection.
dogs hearing the gun, awoke their masters, who, then
hearing a second gun, took to their arms, and came to
At the sight of the men and
the relief of the guard.
dogs, the Indians desisted from their purpose, and
arlecting to turn the whole into a jest, went off laugh
ing without any damage on either side.
In a few days after, they set fire to tile woods where
Indians called to

refused, and stood
I

;

Plague.&quot;

the follow

had hitherto been on friendly terms
with the adventurers but seeing their number lessened
and one of their vessels gone, and those who remained
dispersed at their several employments, they came one
day, about noon, to the number of one hundred and
lorty, armed with bows and arrows, to the barrieado,
where four men were on guard with their muskets.

after passing

them, they arrived in the river
Thames, about the end of September, when the city
of London was
most grievously infected with the

ing incident.
The Indians

The

seven, eight, nine, ten fathoms, upon a clay ooze, very
tough, where is good mooring even on the rocks, by
Named it Pentecost harbor.
the chtf side.
QUERY 4. Do these marks agree with Sagadahock
or Musqueto harbor or St. George s Island
or if not

;

Islands

of various kinds, and aquatic birds in great plenty.
By the end of July they had loaded their bark with
After which they
sassafras, and sent her to England.
made as much despatch as possible in lading their ship,

j

I

i&amp;gt;ore

;

fish

two in the morn
A. M. saw land

A

;

The land animals were
maple, holly and wild plum.
stags and fallow deer in abundance, bears, wolves, foxes,
and
lusernes,* porcupines,
dogs with short noses. t
The waters and shores abounded with fish and shell

;

!

panied by Thomas Canner, a gentleman of Bernard s
Inn, Richard Harrison, mate, Henry Kenton, surgeon,
and Derrick, a Dutchman, went on shore, leaving two
boys to keep the boat.
Immediately after they had
entered the wood, the savages attacked, pursued and
killed every one of them
two of them tell in sight
of the boys, who had much difficulty to prevent the In
dians from hauling the boat on shore.
With heavy hearts they got back to the ship whose
crew, reduced to eleven, including the boys, durst not
make any further attempt but steered for the Western

in a ring

cedar, oak, ash,

for several days, the necessity
obliged them to come to anchor
it

about a mile from the shore, where there was an ap
pearance of the entrance of a river.
On Friday, the 29th of July. Captain Gilbert accom

tain.

would dance

beating against

wood and water

till

:

the 6th of July he quitted the islands, and steer
ed for Virginia.
In four days he got into the Gulf
Alter which the
Stream, and was becalmed five days.

;

high.

Stood off

then stood in again.
At e ght.
again bearing N. E. It appeared a mean high land, be
ing as we afterwards found it an island of no great
About noon came to anchor on the north
compass.
side in forty fathoms, about a league from shore.
Named the island St. George.
QUERY 2. Could this island be Scgunn or Monhcor if neither, what island was it
gati
Whilst we were on shore on the island our men on
hoard caught thirty large cod and haddock.
From
hence we discerned many islands, and the main lund
extending from W. S. W. to E. N. E.
great way
up into the mam, as it then seemed, we discerned rery
high mountains; though the main seemed but low
land.
The mountains
X. N. E. from us.
QUERY 3. What mountains were these?
19.
Being Whitsunday, weighed anchor at twelve
o clock, and came along to the other islands more ad
joining to the main, and in the road directly to the
mountains, about three leagues from the first island
found a safe harbor, defended from all winds, in an ex
cellent depth of water for ships of any burthen in six,
ing

On

their own food being chiefly tish.
They were adorned
their bows, arrows and quivers
with plates of copper
were very neatly made and their birchen canoes were
considered as great curiosities, one of which, of seven
teen feet in length and four in breadth, was carried
home to Bristol, as a specimen of their ingenuity.
Whether it was bought or stolen from them is uncer

41

wind and the scj

several of the islands, taking in ligum-vitae, tortoises,
and tobacco.

;

After the peace which King James made with Spain
in 1604, when the passion for the
discovery of a north
west passage was in full vigor, a ship was sent from
England by the Earl of Southampton and Lord Arundel of Wardor, with a view to this object.
The com-

with what harbor do they agree
SO.^Went ashore, found water issuing from springs
down the rocky cliffs, and dug pits to receive it.
Found, at no great depth, clay, blue, red and white.

mander of

the ship was George Weymouth.
He sailed from the Downs on the last day of March, 1605, and
came in sight of the American coast on the 13th of
May, in the latitude of 41 degrees 30 minutes.

or three hooks caught cod and haddock enough for the
ship s company three days.
The captain, with 14 men armed, marched
24.
through two of the islands, one of which we guessed to

Being there entangled among shoals and breakers, he
quitted this land, and at the distance of fifty leagues, dis
covered several islands, to one of which he gave the

be four or five miles in compass, and one broad. Abun
dance of great muscles, some of which contained peails.
One had 14 pearls in it.

name

of St.

island he

George.

Within three leagues of

!

Good

and lumps.

With two

The captain with 13 men departed in the shal
leaving the ship in harbor.
The shallop returned, having discovered a great
31.
river trending far up into the main.
30.

this

came

into a harbor, which he called Pentecost
sailed up a noble river, to which it does

lop,

harbor
and
not appear that he gave any name, nor docs he mention
any name by which it was called by the natives.
The conjectures of historians respecting this river
;

lobsters, rock-fish, plaise,

QCKRY

5.

What

was

river

this?

Indians came and traded with us.
Point
ing to one part of the main, eastward, they signified to
us that the Bashabe, their king, had plenty of furs, and
much tobacco.
N. B. Here Weymouth kidnapped five of the na

June

1.

have been various. Oldmixon supposes it to have
been James river in Virginia, whilst Beverly, who aims
to correct him, affirms it to have been Hudson s river
Neither of them could have made these
in New York.
mistakes, if they had read the original account in Pur- tives.
1 1.
Passed up into the river with our ship about 26
the sassafras grew, to the extent of a mile.
These chas with any attention. In Smith s history of Virginia
an abridgment of the voyage is given, but in so miles.
alarming circumstances determined Pring to retire.
After the people had embarked, and were weighing slight and indefinite a manner as to afford no satisfac
Observations by the Author of the Voyage, Jamei
the anchors, a larger number than ever they had seen, tion respecting the situation of the river, whether it
Rosier.
first
disco
about two hundred, came down to the shore, and some were northward or southward from the land
vered.
The first and chief thing required for a plantation
in their canoes came off to the ship, apparently to in
To ascertain tiiis matter I have carefully examined is a bold coast, and a fair land to fall in with. The
vite the adventurers to a longer continuance.
It was
not easy to believe the invitation friendly, nor prudent Wevmouth s journal and compared it with the best next is a safe harbor for ships to ride in.
for more perfect satisfaction, I gave an ab
The first is a special attribute of this shore, being
to accept it.
They therefore came to sail, it being the maps hut
After a passage of five weeks, by the stract of the voyage with a number of queries to Capt. free from sands or dangerous rocks, in a continual
9th of August.
and ou John Foster Williams, an experienced mariner and good depth, with a most excellent land-fall as can be
route of the Azores, they came into soundings
commander of the Revenue Cutter, belonging to this desired, which is the first island, named St. George.
the 2d of October arrived at King Road, below Bris
u For the
who has very obligingly communicated to me his
second, here are more good harbors for
port
tol, where the bark had arrived about a fortnight before
Both of these ships of all burthens than all England can afford. Tho
This whole voyage was completed in six observations made in a late cruize.
them.
are here subjoined.
river, as it runneth up into the main very nigh forty
Its objects were to make discoveries, and to papers
months.
miles, towards the Great Mountains, beareth in breadth
No instance of aggression
collect furs and sassafras.
on the part of the adventurers is mentioned, nor on the
Abstract of the Voyage of Captain George Wcy- a mile, sometimes three-fourths, and a half a mile is
of the bark.
the
mouth to the Coast of America, from the printed the narrowest, where you shall never have less than
part of the natives, till after
sailing
At the same time that Martin Pring was employed
Purchas s Pilgrims, part iv. four or five fathoms, hard by the shore but six, seven,
Journal, extant
On both sides, every
went
on
a
far
GILBERT
in his voyage, BARTHOLOMEW
eight, nine, ten at low water.
page
half mile, very gallant coves, some able to contain al
ther discovery to the southern part of Virginia, having
A. D. 1605, March 31. &quot;Captain George Wey
most one hundred sail of ships the ground is an ex
it also in view to look for the lost colony of Sir Walter
He sailed from Plymouth, May 10, 1603, mouth sailed from England in the Archangel, for the cellent soft ooze, with tough clay for anchor hold and
Raleigh.
northern part of Virginia, as the whole coast of North
in the bark Elizabeth, of fifty tons, and went by the way
ships may lie without anchor, only moored to the shore
with a hawser.
of Madeira to the West Indies, where he touched at America was then called.
It floweth fifteen or eighteen feet at high water.
May 13.- Arrived in soundings 160 fathoms.
14.
In
five
or
six
* &quot;Liiseme, Lucem, a beast near the
Here are made by nature, most excellent places,
leagues distance shoaled the water
bigness of a wolf
from
one
hundred
to
five
between
red
and
of color
fathoms, saw from the mast
brown, something inayled like acat,
as docks to grave and careen ships of all burthens, se
and mingled with black spots bred in Muscovy, and is a rich head a whitish sandy cliff, N. N. W. 6
leagues many cure from all winds.
furre.&quot;
[Vide Minsheu in verbum Furre.
breaches nearer the land
the ground foul, and depth
The river yieldcth plenty of salmon, and othei
Could this animal be the racoon T Josselyn gives the name
from
six
to
fifteen
fathoms.
Parted
from the fishes of great bigness.
of iuserne to the wild cat.
varying
t As the existence of this species of animal lias been land.
Latitude 41 degrees 30 minutes.
The bordering land is most rich, trending all along
doubted, I must remark, that it is several times mentioned
15.
Wind between W. S. W. and S. S. W. In on both sides, in an equal plain, neither mountainous
by the earliest adventurers, and twice in Pring s Journal.
want of wood and water. Land much desired, and nor rocky, but
Josselyn, who was a naluralist, and resided several years in
verged with a green border of grass ;
the eastern parts of New England, gives this account of it
therefore sought for it icherc the wind would best
suffer which may be made good feeding ground, being plenti
*
I know of but one kind of beast in New England produced
us.
ful like the outward islands, with fresh water, which
oy equivocal generation, and that is the Indian dog, begotten
QCERV 1. As the wind then blew, must not the streameth down in many places.
between a wolf and a fox, or between a fox and a wolf;
which they made use of, taming them and bringing them up course be to the north and east
As we passed with a gentle wind, in our ship, up
to hunt with but since the English came among them, they
10.
In almost fifty
this river, any man may conceive with what admiration
leagues ran, found no land
have gotten store of our dogs, which they bring up and keep
the
charts
erroneous.
we
all
consented in joy
in as much subjection as they do their wives.&quot; [Josselyn s
being
many who had been tra
17.
Saw land which bore N. N. E. a great gale of vellers in sundry countries, and m the most famou* rivoyage! to the N E p. 94
&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

i

&quot;

m

;

16F&amp;gt;9.

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

:

&quot;

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

!

;

;

;

AMERICAN HISTORY.
This confusion of names occasions no sn
Sankoty Head [Nantucket.] With the wind at W. S.
prrprefer it before our river of Thames, becau.-e it is V\ and S. S. W. he could have fetched into this bay, plexity to inquirers into the geography and early his
England s richest treasure ; but we did all wish those [Boston] and must have seen Cape Cod, had the wea
tory of this country.
excellent harbors, good depths, continual convenient ther been clear.
But,
he
and
to
be
as
well
for
The
land
saw
op
the
I
think
must
be
the
17th,
therein,
breadth,
small-tide-gates,
our country s good, as we found them here then I island Monhegan, as no other island answers the de
would bo ;diy affirm it to be the most rich, beautiful, scription. In my last cruise to the eastward, I sound JOHN ROBINSON His Birth and Education Minister of a
Congregation of Dissenters His Congregation persecuted
Urge, secure harboring river that the world aiibrdcth.&quot; ed, and had thirty fathoms, about one league to the
Removes with his Church to Amsterdam His deputation
12.
Our captain manned his shallop with seven northward of the island. The many inlands he saw,
with Episcopitis His Church contemplates a Removal
Apply to tile Virginia Company Preaches to them previous
teen men, and ran up to the cndde of the river, where and the main land, extending from W. S. W. to E. N.
1o Removal
Hiif affectionate leave o r those who emharkeil
we landed, leaving six to keep the shallop. Ten of us, E. agree with that shore the mountains he saw bear
for America
His Death, Character, and Posterity
with our shot, and some armed, with a boy to carry ing N. N. E. were Penobscot Hills or Mountains ; for
THE first effectual settlements of the English in New
powder and match, inarched up the country, towards the from the place where I suppose the ship lay at anchor,
mountain*, which we described at our first falling in the above mountains bear N. N. E.
England were made by those, who, after the reforma
The harbor where he lay with his ship, and named tion, dissented from the establishment of the Episcopal
with the land, and were continually in our view.
To
some of them the river brought us so near, as we judg Pentecost harbor, is, I suppose, what is now culled Church, who suffered on account of their dissent, and
ed ourselves, when we landed, to be within a league of George s Island Harbor, which bears north from Mon sought an asylum froin their sufferings.
Uniformity
them but we found them not, having marched well hegan, about two leagues which harbor and islands was insisted on with such rigor, as disgusted many
conscientious
ministers
four
with
his
I think, tolerable well, and
and
of
the
Church of
and
three
hills.
Where
miles,
nigh
agree
descriptions,
people
passed
great
fore, because the weather was hot, and our men in the name, George s Islands, serves to confirm it.
England, and caused that separation which has ever
their armor, not able to travel far and return to our
When the captain went in his boat and discovered a since subsisted. Those who could not conform to the
oinnace at night, we resolved not to travel further.
great river trending far up into the main, I suppose he establishment, but wished for a more complete reforma
We no sooner came a board our pinnace, return went as far as Two Bush Island, about three or four tion, were at first distinguished by the name of Puri
ing down towards our ship, but we espied a canoe com
leagues from the ship, from thence he could discover tans ; and among these the most rigid were the
a fiery
Hrownists, so called from Robert Brown,
ing from the farther part of the codde of the river, cast- Penobscot bay.
ward. In it were three Indians, one of whom we had
Distance from the ship to Two Bush Island is about young clergyman,&quot; who, in 1580, headed a zealous
before seen, and his coming was very earnestly to im
ten miles
from Two Bush Island to Owl s Head, nine party, and was vehement for a total separation.
But
from Owl s Head to the north end of Long his zeal, however violent, was void of consistency for,
portune us to let one of our men go with them to the miles
from the north end of in his advanced years, he conformed to the church
Kashahe, and then the next morning he would come to Island, twenty-seven miles
our ship with furs and tobacco.&quot;
Long Island to Old Fort Pownal, six miles and from whilst others, who more deliberately withdrew, retained
N. B
They did not accept the invitation, because the Old Fort to the head of the tide, or falls, in Penob their separation, though they became more candid and
scot river, thirty miles
whole number, eighty-two moderate in their principles. Of these people a con
they suspected danger from the savages, having de
tained five of their people on board to be carried to miles.
gregation was formed, about the year 1602, near the
I
England.
suppose he went with his ship, round Two Bush confines of the counties of York, Nottingham.
who chose for their ministers, Richard Clif
13.
two o clock in the morning, taking ad
Island, and then sailed up to the westward of Long Lincoln
&quot;By
vantage of the tide, we went in our pinnace up to that Island, supposing himself to be then in the river the ton and John Robinson.
of
Mr.
the
river
Robinson
was born in the year 1576, but the
which trendcth west into the main, mountains on thu main to the westward extending near
part
and we carried a cross to erect at that point, (a thing as high up as Belfast bay. I think it probable that he place of his birth is unknown. He was probably edu
never omitted by any Christian travellers.)
and he i? said
Into that anchored with his ship off the point which is now cated in the University of Cambridge
to have been
a man of a learned, polished, and modest
called the Old Fort Point.
river, we rowed by estimation, twenty miles.
What profit or pleasure is describad in the former
The codde of the river, where he went with his shal spirit pious and studious of the truth largely accom
for the lop, and marched up in the country, toward the moun
part of the river, is wholly doubled in this
plished with gifts and qualifications suitable to be a
breadth and depth is such, that a ship, drawing seven
tains, I think must be Belfast bay.
shepherd over this flock of Christ.&quot; Before his election
teen or eighteen feet of water, might have passed as
The canoe that came from the farther part of the to this office, he had a benefice, near Yarmouth, in
far as we went with our shallop, and much farther, be
codde of the river, eastward, with Indians, I think it Norfolk, where his friends were frequently molested by
cause we left it in so good depth.
From the place of probable, came from Bagaduce.
the bishop s officers, aad some were almost ruined by
our ship s riding in the harbor, at the entrance into the
The word codde is not common but I have often prosecutions in the ecclesiastical courts.
in
The reigning prince, at that time, was James I. than
Sound, to the farthest point we were in this river, by heard it as,
the
codde
of the bay,&quot; meaning
up
our estimation, was not much less than threescore miles. the bottom of the bay.
I
the whom, a more contemptible character never sat on the
suppose what he calls
British throne. Educated in the principles of Presbyte[That is, as I understand it, from Pentecost harbor codde of the river,&quot; is a bay in the river.
The latitude of St. George s Island harbor, accord rianism, in Scotland, he forgot them all on his advance
they went in the ship forty miles, to the codde of the
river
and thence in the shallop, or pinnace, twenty ing to Holland s map, is forty-three degrees
Flattered
forty-eight ment to the throne of the three kingdoms.
miles up the west branch.]
minutes, which is nine leagues more north than the ob
by the bishops he gave all ecclesiastical power into
QUERY 6 What is meant by codde 1 It appears to servation made by Captain Wcymouth.
their hands, and entrusted
sycophants with the manage
be an old word.
ment of the State whilst he indolently resigned him
Boston, October 1, 1797.
\verc so pleased with this river, and so loth to
self to literary and sensual
in the former
indulgencies
I made the
SIR,
foregoing remarks, while on my of which he was a
forsake it, that we would have continued there wil
in the latter an
pedant
last cruize to the. eastward.
epicure.
If any farther information
two
for
bread
and
cheese
to
The
of
the Puritans was conducted with
days, having only
lingly
prosecution
is
necessary, that is in my power to give, you may com
eat.
But the tide not suffering it, we came down with
in
the
former
of
his
unrelenting severity
mand me.
part
reign,
the ebb.
conceived that the river ran very far into
when Bancroft was Archbishop of Canterbury. Abbot,
I am, with
respect, Sir, you obedient humble ser
the land, for we passed six or seven miles altogether
who
him
was
them
but
favorable
to
succeeded
when
JOHN FOSTER WILLIAMS.
vant,
Laud came into power, they were treated with every
fresh icater, (whereof we all drank) forced up by the
REV. DR. BELKNAP.
mark of insult and cruelty.
flowing of the salt water.
14.
Robinson s congregation did not escape persecution
Weymouth s voyage is memorable, only for the dis
warped our ship down to the river s
of
and
Penobscot
and
for
the
there
came
to
anchor.
mouth,
river,
covery
decoying of five by separating from the establishment and forming an
of
15.
the
natives
his
a
on
board
whom
he
and
with
breeze
from
the
carried
to
ship,
Still exposed to the
Weighed anchor,
independent church.
penalties of
Three of them were taken into the family the ecclesiastical law,
land, came to our watering place, in Pentecost harbor, England.
they were extremely harrassed
of Sir Ferdmando Gorges, then governor of Plymouth, some were thrown into
and filled our cask.
prison, some were confined to
Our captain upon a rock in the midst of this har in Devonshire. The information which he gained from their own houses; others were
obliged to leave their
bor, made his observation by the sun, of the height, them, corroborated by Martin Pring, of Bristol, who farms and suspend their usual
Such was
occupations.
made a second voyage in 1606, (and prosecuted the their distress and
latitude, and variation, exactly, upon all his instru
that
an emigration to some
perplexity,
ments, viz. astrolabe, semisphcre, ring, and cross-staff, discovery of the rivers in the District of Maine) pre
foreign country seemed the only means of safety.
anil an excellent variation
The latitude he pared the way for the attempt of Sir John Popham and Their first views were directed to Holland, where the
compass.
found 43 degrees 20 minutes, north
the variation, 11 others to establish a colony at Sagadahock, in 1607; spirit of commerce had dictated a free toleration of
an account of which attempt, and its failure, is already religious opinions a blessing, which neither the wis
degrees 15 minutes, west.&quot;
N. B.
In this latitude no part of the American given in the life of Sir Ferdinando Gorges.
dom of politicians, nor the charity of clergymen had
coast lies, except
In the early accounts of this country wo find the admitted into any other of the
Cape Porpoise where is only a boat
European States. But
harbor.
The rivers nearest to it are on the south, names of Mavoshcn and Norumbcga. Mavoshen was the ports of their own country were shut against them,
Kennebunk, a tide river of no great extent, terminating a name for the whole District of Maine, containing nine they could get away only by seeking concealment and
in a brook
and on the north, Saco. the navigation of or ten rivers the westernmost of which was Shawako- giving extravagant rates for their passages and fees to
which is obstructed by a bar at its mouth, arid by a tock, (written by the French Chouakoet and by the the manners.
fall at the distance of six or seven miles from the sea.
The easternmost was Quibequesson,
In the autumn of 1606, a company of these dissen
English, Suco.)
Neither of these could be the river described in Wey- which I take to be eastward of Penobscot, but cannot ters, hired a ship at Boston in Lincolnshire to
carry
laouth s Journal.
His observation of the latitude, or say by what name it is now called. Norumbcga was them to Holland. The master promised to be
ready
the printed account of it, must have been erroneous.
a part of the same district, comprehending Penobscot at a certain hour of the day, to take them on
board,
ID&quot;
Captain Williams will be so obliging as to put bay and river but its eastern and western limits are with their families and effects.
They assembled at the
down his remarks on the above abstract in writing, for not described.
but
he
them.
Afterwards
he came
place
disappointed
the use of his humble servant,
It is also to be noted that the river Penobscot was
in the night
and when they were embarked, betrayed
JEREMY BEI.KNAP.&quot;
sometimes called Pernaquid, though this latter name is them into the hands of searchers, and other otlicere ;
Boston, Aug. 4, 1797.
now restricted to a point or neck of land which lies who, having robbed them of money, books and other
Captant Williatn s Answer.
&quot;The first land
Penobscot is articles, and treated the women with indecency, car
Captain Wcymouth saw, a whitish about six leagues to the westward.
tliiidv cliff, W. N. W. sir
ried them bark into the town, and exposed them ay a,
leagues, must have been called by the French, Pentagoct.
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BIOGRAPHIES OF THE EARLY DISCOVERERS.
ar
versy was so bitter, that the disciples of the one would sist of more members than can conveniently meet to
laughing spectacle
the magistrates, who used them with scarcely hear the lectures of the other. Robinson, though gether for worship and discipline.
(2.) That every
raigned before
but could not release them, without an order he preached constantly three times in the week, and was church of Christ is to consist only of such as appear to
civility
of the king and council. TiU this arrived, they suffered much engaged in writing, attended the discourses of believe in and obey him.
(3.) That any competent
a month s imprisonment seven were bound over to the each ; and became master of the arguments on both number of such have a right, when conscience obliged
sides of the controverted questions.
assizes, and the others were released.
Being fully per them, to form themselves into a distinct church. (4.)
The next spring (1608) they made another attempt, suaded of the truth of the Calvinian system, and openly That this incorporation is, by some contract or cove
to
in
the
zeal
then
his
and
abilities
rendered
him formi nant, expressed or implied. (5.) That being thus incor
harbor,
and hired a Dutch vessel,
lying
preaching it,
The place agreed on was an un dable to the Arminians which induced Episcopius to porated, they have a right to choose their own officers.
take them on board.
Hull and Grimsby, re publish several theses, and engage to defend them (6.) That these officers are Pastors, or
frequented common, between
teaching Elders,
mote from any houses. The women and children, with against all opposers.
Ruling Elders and Deacmis
(7.) That elders being
Men of equal abilities and learning, but of different chosen or ordained have no power to rule the church
the baggage were sent down the river in a small bark,
and the men agreed to meet them by land but they sentiments, are not easily induced to submission es but by consent of the brethren. (8.) That all elders ar,d
came to the place a day before the ship arrived. The pecially in a country where opinion is not fettered and all churches are equal in respect of powers and pri
water being rough, and the women sick, they prevailed restrained by the ruling power.
Polyander, aided by vileges.
(9.) With respect to ordinances, they held
on the pilot of the bark to put into a small creek, where the ministers of the city, requested Robinson to accept that baptism is to be administered to visible believers
and took the challenge. Though his vanity was flattered by the and their infant children but they admitted
they lay aground, when the Dutchman came
only the
one boat load of the men on board. Before he could request, yet being a stranger, he modestly declined the children of communicants to baptism.
That the
of
armed
men
over
combat.
But
their
Lord
s
send for the others, a company
appeared
pressing importunity prevailed
Supper is to be received sitting at the table ;
on horseback which so frightened him, that he weighed his reluctance and judging it to be his duty he, on a whilst they were in Holland, they received it every
sea.
Some
of
Arminian
to
with
the
fair,
set
held
a
Lord
s
That ecclesiastical censures were wholly
wind
the
and.
anchor,
put
public disputation
being
day,
Day.
the men who were left behind, made their escape
spiritual, and not to be accompanied with temporal
professor, in presence of a very numerous assembly.
It is usual, on such occasions, for the partizans on
(10.) They admitted no holy days but the
others, who went to the assistance of the women, were
penalties.
with them apprehended, and carried Irom one justice both sides to claim the victory for their respective Christian Sabbath, though they had occasionally days of
but the justices, not knowing champions.
Whether it were so, at this time, cannot fasting and thanksgiving. And, finally, they renounced
of the peace to another
what to do with so many helpless and distressed per be determined, as we have no account of the contro all right of human invention or imposition in religious
sons, dismissed them
Having sold their houses, cat versy from the Armiman party. Governor Bradford, matters.
tle and furniture, they had no homes to which they who was a member of Robinson s church, and proba
Having enjoyed their liberty in Holland eight or nine
could retire, and were therefore cast on the charity of bly present at the disputation, gives this account of it
years, in which time they had become acquainted with
to
sea
without
and
foiled
the
as
hurried
He
defended
the
Those who were
so
the country and the manners of its inhabitants, they
their friends.
truth,
opposer,
The reasons
their families, and destitute even of a change of clothes, to put him to an apparent nonplus in this great and began to think of another removal (1617).
endured a territle storm, in which neither sun, moon, public audience. The same he did a second and a of which, were these. (1.) Most of them had been
This storm drove third time, upon the like occasions which, as it caused bred .o the business of husbandry in England but in
nor stars appeared for seven days.
them far to the northward, and they very narrowly es many to give praise to God, that the truth had so fa Holland, they were obliged to learn mechanical trades,
After fourteen days they arrived at mous a victory, so it procured for Mr. Robinson much and use various methods for their subsistence, which
caped foundering.
Amsterdam, where the people were surprised at their respect and honor from these learned men and others.&quot; were not so agreeable to them as cultivation. (2.) The
When Robinson first went to Holland, he was one language, manners and habits of the Dutch were not
the tempest having been very severe, and
deliverance
much damage having been sustained, both at sea, and of the most rigid separatists from the Church of Eng rendered pleasing by familiarity and, in particular,
He had written in defence of the separation, in the loose and careless manner in which the Sabbath
land.
in the harbors of the continent.
was regarded in Holland, gave them great offence.
This forlorn company of emigrants were soon after answer to Dr. William Ames,* whose name, in the pe
of
After (3.) The climate was unfavorable to their health many
families.
The
remainder
tulance of his wit, he had changed to Amiss.
joined by their wives and
summer
Mr.
with
Dr.
Ames
and
the
he
met
of them were in the decline of life
in
his
removal
to
their children, op
the church went over,
Holland,
following
Robinson, witn a few others, remained to help the Mr. Robert Parker, an eminent divine of Wiltshire, pressed with labor and disease, became infirm, and the
who had been obliged to fly thither from the terrors of vigor of nature seemed to abate at an early agp.
weakest, till they were all embarked.
At Amsterdam, they found a congregation of their the High Commission Court, under the direction of (4.) The licentiousness in which youth was indulged,
countrymen, who had the same religious views, and Archbishop Bancroft. In a free conversation with these was a pernicious example to their children ; some of
Their minister was John gentlemen, Robinson was convinced of his mistake, whom became sailors, others soldiers, and many were
had emigrated before them.
nor could their parents re
Smith, a man of good abilities, and a popular preacher, submitted to the reproof of Dr. Ames, and became, dissolute in their morals
These people fell into ever after, more moderate in his sentiments respecting strain them, without giving offence and incurring re
but unsteady in his opinions.*
In a book which he published, (1610) he proach.
These considerations afforded them the
Fearing that separation.
controversy, and were soon scattered.
the infection might spread, Robinson proposed to his allowed and defended the lawfulness of communicating melancholy prospect, thut their posterity would, in time,
to
much
word
and
to which, though
the
with the Church of England,
become so mixed with the Dutch, as to lose their in
church a further removal
prayer,&quot;
that is, in the extempore prayer, before the sermon, terest in the English nation, to which they had a natural
their disadvantage, in a temporal view, they consented
removed
nor
in
the
indiscri
at
in
the
use
of
the
and strong attachment. (5.) They observed, also, that
not
and after one year spent
Amsterdam, they
liturgy,
though
Yet he would many other English people, who had gone to Holland,
to Leyden, where they continued eleven years. During minate admission to the sacraments.
and either reallow the pious members of the Church of England, and suffered in their health and substance
this time, their number so increased, by frequent emi
that they had in the church of all the Reformed churches to communicate with his turned home to bear the inconveniencics from which
grations from England,
For
church
three hundred communicants.
declaring that he separated from no church
they had fled, or were reduced to poverty abroad.
At Leyden, they enjoyed much harmony among but from the corruptions of all churches. This book these reasons, they concluded that Holland was not a
themselves, t ar.d a friendly intercourse with the Dutch; gained him the title of Semi-separatist, and was so of country in which they could hope for a permanent and
fensive to the rigid Brownists of Amsterdam, that they agreeable residence.
who, observing their diligence and fidelity in their busi
The question then was, to what part of the world
ness, entertained so great a respect for them, that the would scarcely hold communion with the Church of
in the seat of justice,
Ltyden. These were called Robinsonians and Inde- should they remove, where they might expect freedom
magistrates of the city (1619),
Pro
the
French
which
the burdens under which they had formerly groaned,
some
of
but
the
name
from
havin^ occasion to censure
they distinguished
by
pendents;
and the blessings of cm! and religious liberty, which
themselves, was, a Congregational Church.
testants, who had a church there, made this public de
Their grand principle was the same which was after
&quot;These English have lived among us ten
claration.
theyhad lately enjoyed.
The Dutch merchants being apprised of their discon
we never had any suit or accusation wards held and defended bv Chillingworth and Hoadley,
years, and yet
are
contain
continual.&quot;
the
made them large offers, if they would go to some
but
that
the
them
of
tent,
by
your quarrels
inspiration,
Scriptures, given
against any
The year (1609) in which Mr. Robinson went to true religion that every man ha$ a right to judge for of their foreign plantations but their attachment to the
Sip
of Jacobus Ar- himself of their meaning
to try all doctrines hy them, English nation and government was invincible.
Leyden, was remarkable for the death
this time, raised the fame of
mihius, one of the D:vinity Professors of the University and to worship God according to the dictates of his own Walter Raleigh had. about
fertile
of
America, betweenBetween his suceessor, Episcopius, and enlightened conscience. They admitted, for truth, Guivia, a rich and
of that c ty.
country
the other theological professor, Polyander, there was the doctrinal articles ofthe Church of England, as well the tropics, blessed with a perpetual spring, and pro
could
which
France.
Swit
ductive
of
the
doctrine
of
churches
in
the
Reformed
as of
Geneva,
satisfy the wauls of.
much opposition the former teaching
every thing
The contro- zerland, and the United Provinces allowing all their man, with little labor. To this country, the views
Arminius. and the other that of Ualvin.
members free communion, and differing from them some of the most sanguine were directed but consi
* Mr. Xeal
says, that lie refined on the principles oftli3
Brownists, and at last declared for the Baptists that he left onlv in matters of an ecclesiastical nature.
Respect- dering that in such warm climates, diseases were genea
Amsterdam, and settled wilh
partj iLeTden whore, beiiijj
no church ought to con- rated, which often proved fatal to European constituing these, they held, (1.) That
at a loss for u proper au.uiuislrator of baptism, he first plunged
and tnat thcu nearest neighbors would lie ihe
* Dr. Ames ras educated at CainbricK-e. unHer the hrnous ^ ons
iii
then performed the ceremony on others which
!:
h:n
In 1600 he
and became Fellow of Christ s College
Spaniards, who, though they had not actually occupied
yarned him the name of Se-ba;&amp;gt;ti-,t. After this he embraced Perkins,
e gentl
ave ollence to the
gentlemen of the Univer^Uy, by preach
the priiti ipk-s of Annimus, and published a oook, wliich Koar.d might
the country,
yet claimed it as their own. ,-,
..
tunAim
nd uiue
dic
and
uruijwt -jut ii torumCurtis ai
ana to avoid
avuju prosecution
answered in 11:11: bul Smith soon after died, and his in? againsti cr.r.ds
biu.c
;o ..
Holland. _.
first settled
_ fit
.. ttie _
He
easily dispossess them, as they had the trench ot
Hayue,
w
-, fled to
:is dissolved.
conformity,
congregation
tiie
was
invited
States
nf
Frifslaud
to
the
of
this
tie
the
Florida
whence
hy
major part disappro-ved
proposal.
t Governor I!u:rUr.i-on (I prfftnme thrretgh inattention)
that chair of Theological Professer at Francker, which he
has misrepresented this matter, (vol. II. 451) lw saving,
They t h en turned their iho-i^hts towards liut part of
in the twelve ye*rs of Ih_ir residence in Holland, tiicy had
under
the
America,
comprehended
general name o
contention uniivi^ thc.nseh es, divided, and became two
acute. He wrote several treatises against the Ann- tians, Virginia.
There, if they should join the colony alreajy
Thy two ririrches of Smith and Robinson
chii-jlit-*.&quot;
He afterwards re- established, they must s-ibni-t to the gevcnuiiunt (It
beside* his finnou* Mydulhi Thboio-iu-.
M*ted distinctly and unromiecUMly before they quitted Eng
land. It win t.i avoid contention Unit the latter removed
If ihoy should atierr.pt a neihe Church of England.
;r di
from Amstcrdii n, where the f .rmcr fell to pieces. Not the
to the multitude.
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the church of l.cyden, anpc-irs in any ol our firs! hist&amp;lt;ni;un ; but there is the fullest
No division took
tt sMinony ol the coi.tidiy in all ot them.
QIPCP. til! the onii ?ra i.ii
pirt at them to Anu rica. when the
juU 31 harmony ou- love \vere maail estcd on Uic occasiou.
l^aat evidence of contention,
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t
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Kra
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His wi-jo\v
!!W3.
This was prevented by his death,
fnmily afterwards came over, and Ins. posirTity Imvp been

larrl.
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plantation, the horrors uf a wilderness, and the cruellies
its
savage inhabitants were presented lo tle;r view.
It was answered, that the Dutch had be^n to plani

of

&quot;f

i

within

t:;edc-

biuii^ and were

unmolested;

tiisi

ail
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but
great undertakings were attended with difficulties
that the prospect of danger did not render the enter
;

that, should they remain in Holland,
they were not free from danger, as a truce between the
United Provinces and Spain, which had subsisted 12
years, was nearly expired, and preparations were mak
that the Spaniards, if successful
ing to renew the war
might prove as cruel as the savages and that liberty,
both civil and religious, was altogether precarious
in Europe.
These considerations determined their
views towards the uninhabited part of North America,
claimed by their native prince, as part of his domi
nions
and their hope was, that by emigrating hither,
they might make way for the propagation of the Chris
tian religion in a heathen land, though (to use their own
phrase)
they should be but as stepping-stones to
others,&quot; who might come after them.

prise desperate

;

;

;

;

These things were first debated in private, and after
wards proposed to the whole congregation, who, after
mature de-liberation, and a devout address to Heaven,
determined to make application to the Virginia Com
pany in London, and to inquire whether King James
would grant them liberty of conscience in his American
dominions.
John Carver and Robert Cushman were
appointed their agents on this occasion, and letters
were written by Mr Robinson, and Mr. Brewster, their

name of the congregation, to Sir
Edwin Sandys and Sir John Worstenholme, two prin
cipal members of the Virginia Company.
In those letters they recommended themselves as pro
wean
per persons for emigration, because they were,
ed from the delicate milk of their own country, and so
ruling elder, in the

&quot;

inured to the difficulties of a strange land, that no small
things would discourage them, or make them wish to
return home
that they had acquired habits of fruga
and were united iu a so
lity, industrv, and self-denial
lemn covenant, by which they were bound to seek the
of
the
whole
welfare,
company, and of every individual
Thny also gave a succinct and candid ac
person.&quot;
count of their religious
and practices, for the
principles
information of the king and his council.
The answer which they received was as favorable as
The Virginia Company promised
they could expect.
them as ample privileges as were in their power to
It was
grant.
thought prudent not lo deliver iheir let
ter to the king and council
but application was made
to Sir Robert Norton, Secretary of State, who em
his
interest with Archbishop Abbot
and hy
ployed
means of his mediation, the king promised to connive at
their religious practices
but he denied them toleration
under the great seal. With an answer, and some
;

;

;

;

;

private encouragement,
land.

the

agents returned to Hol

was impossible for them to transport themselves
America without assistance from the merchant ad

It

to

you follow me no farther than you have seen me
follow the Lord Jesus Christ.
If God reveal any thing to you by any other instru
ment of his, lie as ready to receive it, as ever you were
for I am verily
to receive any truth by my ministry
persuaded I am very confident, that the Lord has more
that

&quot;

;

For my
truth yet to break forth out of his holy word.
the condition of the
part, I cannot sufficiently bewail
Reformed churches, who are come to a period in re
and will go, at present, no farther than the in
The Lutherans can
struments of their reformation.
not be drawn to go beyond what Luther said whatever
part of his will our good God has revealed unto Calvin,
ligion,

:

And the Calvinthey will rather die than embrace it.
isls, you see, stick fast where they were left, by that
great man of God, who yet saw not all things.

I

the Episcopal Church,
by whose governors he and his
friends were treated with
unrelenting severity, yet
when convinced of his error, he

openly acknowledged
it, and by experience and conversation with
good men,
he became moderate and charitable, without
abating his
zeal for strict and real religion.
It is always a si Mi of
a good heart, when a man becomes mild and candid as
he grows in years.
This was eminently true of Mr
Robinson.
He learned to esteem all good men of
every religious persuasion, and charged his flock to
maintain the like candid and benevolent conduct. His
sentiments respecting the Reformers as expressed in
his valedictory discourse, will entail immortal honor to
memory ; evidencing his accurate discernment, bis

his

inflexible honesty,

good conscience.

This is a misery much to be lamented
for though
they were burning and sinning lights in their times, yet
hut
they penetrated not into the whole counsel of God
were they now living, would be as willing to embrace
farther light, as that which they first received.
I be
seech you, remember, it is an article of your church
that you be ready to receive whatever truth
covenant,
shall bo made known to you, irom the written word of
GOD.&quot;
Remember that, and every other article of

and

Ins fervent zeal

He was

and a
an emi

for truth

also possessed

m

nent degree of the talent of peace-makins, and was
happy in composing differences among neighbors and
in families
so that peace and unity were preserved in
his congregation.
It is said that &quot;such was the reci
procal love and respect between him and his Hock, that
it
might be said of them as it was said of the Emperor
Marcus Aurclius and the people of Rome, that it via*
hard to judge, whether he delighted more in
having
such a people, or they in having such a pastnr.&quot;
Be
But
I must, hcrewithal, exhort
sacred
covenant.
sides
his
moral and theological
your
singular abilities
to
take
heed
what
receive
as
truth.
Examine
he
was
and
in
civil
you
you
matters,
very discerning
prudent
it, consider it, and compare it with other scriptures of
affairs, and able to give them good advice in reg tfd to
truth before you receive it
for it is not possible that
their secular and political conduct.
He was highly es
the Christian world should cor.ie so lately out of such teemed, not only by his own llock, but
by the magistracy
thick anti-Christian darkness, and that perfection of and clergy of Levdun, who
gave Him the iue ol one of
their churches, in the chance] of which he was buried
knowledge should break forth at once.
I must also advise you
to abandon, avoid, and
Mr. Prince, who visited tiut city m 1714, says that the
shake oil the name of Hrointiits.
It is a mere nick
most ancient people then living told him Iroin their
name ; and a brand for the making religion, and the parents, that the w hole cuy and university regarded him
as a great and good man, whose death tnev sincerely
professors of it, odious to the Christian world.&quot;
Having said this, with seme other things relating to lamented and that they honored his funeral with their
their private conduct, he devoutly committed them to
presence.
the care and protection of Divine Providence.
This event proved the dissolution of the church over
On the 21st of July, the intended passengers quitted which he had presided at Leyden. Some
them re
Leyden, to embark at Delfthuvcn, to which lace they moved to Amsterdam, somu to other parts of tho
were accompanied by many of their brethren and Netherlands, and others came to New Englai.d, among
Ills sou Isaac
friends, several of whom had come from Amsterdam to whom were his widow and children.
take their leave of them.
The evening was spent, till lived to the age of ninety, and left male posterity in the
and the next moin- county of ijarnstable.
very late, in friendly conversation
ing, the wind being fair, they went on board ; where
Mr. Robinson, on his knees, in a most ardent and affec
&quot;

;

;

;

m

;

&quot;

;

ol&quot;

]

;

tionate prayer, again committed them to their divine
Protector, and with many tears they parted.
After their arrival
England, he kept up a

m New

and when any of
correspondence with them
them went to Europe, they were received by him with
the most cordial welcome.
The ditlicuhies v\hich then
attended a voyage across the Atlantic, the expense ol
an equipment for a new colony, and the hardships
friendly

JOHN CARVER.

JOHN CARVER

Appointed agent hy the English settlers at
Ley&amp;lt;ifh
SupeimifiiUs the equipments lur cmigrutionAiiikes un cxiurbion
CJiosen Gmtriior
the Conij/aii;.
&quot;1&quot;

;

1

iom Cape CuJ

tivus

to look lor a honour Skirinibli \\iiti ti,o naL.uuls on Clark s U;h.nu Mukcs a seUlt n.ent at

Pijinuuili Hi.* Mcknews ami itcovory iiia interview with
His duiiLii, ciiAi uclcr, iintl pobltiily Jiis iword
in the cabinet of the liiMuneu.! Suciuiy.
Mass;ii&amp;gt;)c:|L

WE

have no particulars of the life of Mr. Cirver,
venturers in England. Further agency and agreements necessarily incident to a plantation in a distant wilder
were necessary. The dissensions of the Virginia Com ness, proved a burden almost too great for those who previous to his appointment as one of tiie agents ol tho
At that
Leyden.
pany were tedious and violent and it was not till after came over. They had a hard struggle to support them English Congregational Church
two whole years, that all the necessary provisions and selves here, and pay the debts which they had con ume he was in high esteem, as a grave, pious, prudent,
tracted
uhiUt those who remained in judicious man, and sustained the oliire of a deacon.
arrangements could be made for their voyage.
England
In the beginning of 1620, they kept a solemn day of Holland, were in general too poor to bear the expense In the iutttrs written by Sir Ldwm Sandys, of tho
when Mr. Robinson delivered a discourse from of a removal to America, without the help of their Virginia Company, lo .Sir. Kobmson. the agents are
frayer,
in which he endeavored to re
brethren who had come before them.
These things said to have earned themselves with good discretion.&quot;
Samuel, xxiii. 3, 4
The business ol the agency was long delayed itv the
move their doubts, and confirm their resolutions
It
prevented Mr. Robinson from gratifying his earnest
the company oi \ n^irna,
had been previously determined, that a part of them desire to visit his American brethren, and their equally discontents, and factions
should go to America, and prepare the way for the ardent wish to see him, till he was removed by death by the removal of their former treasurer, Sir Thomas
others
and that if the major part should con3&quot;iit to lo a better country.&quot;
Smith, and the enmity between him and Sir Kd Atn
He continued with his church at Leyden, in good Sandys, his successor. At length, a patent was o\totherwise IILgo, the pastor should go with them
but by theaduce of
should remain in Holland.
It was found on examina
tained, under the company s seal
health, and with a fair prospect of living to a more ad
r
some friends, it was taken in the name of John \Vmtion, that though a major part was willing to go, yet vanced age, till Saturday, the 22d of February, lti 2.
cob, a religious gentleman, belonging to the fdiiuiy of
therefore, the when he was seized with an inward ague
which, how
they could not all get ready in season
greater number being obliged to stay, they required Mr. ever distressing, did not prevent his preaching twice on the Countess of Lincoln, who intended to accompany
Robinson to stay with them. Mr. Brewster, the ruling the next day. Through the following week his disor the adventurers to America, This patent and the pro
elder, was appointed to go with the minority, who were der increased in malignity, and on Saturday, March 1, posals of Thomas Wcston of London, merchant, and
to be an absolute church of themselves, as well as put an end to his valuable life
in the fiftieth year of other persons, who appeared friendly to the design,
those that should stay
were carried to Leyden, in the autumn of 1019, for
the height of his reputation and useful
with this proviso, that, as any his age, and
At tl.e same Uma
should go over or return, they should be reputed as ness.
the consideration ol the people.
Mr. Robinson was a man of a good genius, quick (here was a plan forming for a new council in t;iu went
members, without farther dismission or testimonial.
and ti&amp;gt;hery ol
t
the
alion,
The ol hers were to follow as soon as possible.
plan
superintend
penetration, ready wit, great modesty, integrity and of England.
In July, they kept another day of prayer, when Mr. caudor.
North Virginia, the name of which was changed .to
His classic literature uud acuteness in dispu
Robinson preached to them from Ezra viii. 21, and con tation were acknowledged by his adversaries. His New Kngland. To this expected establishment, Wcs
cluded his discourse with an exhortation, which bi rallies manners were easy, courteous and obliging.
H s ton, and the other merchants began to incline, chiefly
noble spirit of Christian liberty, and gives a just idea preaching was instructive and affecting.
Though in from the hope of present gai hy the fishery. Thi*
of the sentiments of this excellent divine, whose charity his younger years he was rigid in his separation from caused some embarrassment, and a variety of opinions
was the more conspjcuous, because of his former nar
but considering that the council for New Knglaud wa
*
row principles, and the general bigotry of the Reformed
Morton, in his Memorial (p. 8fi) says, that his and their not yet incorporated, and that if they should wait for
adversaries had lori# hern plotting how they might hinder his that event,
ministers and chnivlits of that day.
they might be detained another year, before

m

;

m

;

&quot;

;

m

;

;

:

&amp;gt;,

;

;

&quot;

;

m

;

i

&amp;gt;

.

&quot;

&quot;

Breihren, (said he.)

we

are

now

quickly to part

from one another, and whether I may ever live to see
face on earth any more, the God of Heaven
only
your
knows but whether the Lord hath appointed that or
not, 1 charge you befoie God and his blessed angels.
;

coining to

New

England.&quot;

Ilulclmibon (vol.

II. p,

454) says,

he was prevented by disappointments from these in Eng
who undertook to provide tor the passage of him and
Wheilier these disappointments were
his Congregation.&quot;
designed or unavoidable, cannot now be determined.* Candor
would lead us to suppose the lattnr. But Ihe former suppo
&quot;

land,

sition is within the limits of credibility.

which time the war between the Dutch and the Spa
niards might bo renewed, the majority concluded to
take the patent which had beenobt-nned from the Com
pany of South Virginia, and emigrate to some place
near Hudson s river which was within their territory
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himself went over
The next spring,
to Leyden, where the people entered into articles of
to
agreement with him, both for shipping and money,

(1620) Weston

Carver and Cushman
assist in their transportation.
were again sent to London, to receive the money and

AVhen they came there, they
irovide for the voyage.
Ifound the other merchants so very penurious and severe,
that they wore obliged to consent to some alteration
which though not relistied by their con
the articles
stituents, yet were so strongly instated on, that without
in

;

them, the whole adventure must have been
The articles, with their amendments, were these.
The adventurers and planters do agree, that
&quot;(1.)
every person that goeth, being sixteen year old and
and that ten pounds
upward, be rated at ten pounds
be accounted a single share. (2.) That he that goeth
in person, and furmsheth himself out with ten pounds,
cither in money or other provisions, be accounted as
frustrated.

;

having twenty pounds in stock, and in the division shall
receive a double share.
(3.) The persons transported
and the adventurers shall continue their joint stock and
some un
partners-hip, the space of seven years, except
expected impediments do cause the whole company to
which
time
all profits and
otherwise
agree
during
;

beneiiis that are gotten by trade, traffic, trucking, work
ing, (Uhing, or any other means, of any other person or

persons, shall remain still in the common stock, until
the division.
(4.) That at their coming there, they
shall choose out such a number of persons, as may
furnish their ships and boats, for fishing upon the sea ;
employing the rest, in their several faculties, upon the
as building houses, tilling and planting the
land
ground, and making such commodities as shall be most
useful for the colony.
(5.) That at the end of the
;

seven years, the capital and profits, viz. the houses,
lands, ^oods and chattels be equally divided among the
adventurers
if any debt or detriment concerning this
adventure*
(6.) Whosoever cometh to the colony
;

hereafter, orputteth any thing into the stock, shall, at
the end of the seven years be allowed proportionally to
the time of his so doing.
(7.) He that shall carry his

servants, shall be allowed for
every person, now aged sixteen years, and upwards a
or if ho provide them ne
single -share in the division
cessaries, a double share, or if they be between ten
wife,

or

children, or

;

years old and sixteea, then two of them to be reckoned
for a person, both
in transportation
and division.
(8.) That such children as now go, and are under ten
of
have
no
other
share
in
the
division, than
years
age,
(9.) That such persons
fifty acres of unmanurt d land.
as dit; before the seven years be expired, their execu
tors to

have

their parts or shares, at the division ; pro
the time of their life in the colony.

portionally to

(10 ) That all such persons as are of the colony, are
to have meat, drink and apparel out of the common
Block and goods of the said colony.&quot;
The difference between the articles as first agreed
on, and as finally concluded, lay in these two points
the houses
(1 ) In the former, it was provided that
and lands improved, especially gardens and home&quot;

should remain undivided, wholly to the planters
end of the seven years
but, in the latter, the
houses and lands were to be equally divided.
(2.) In
the former, the planters were
allowed two days in

fields,

at the

;&quot;

&quot;

the wc-ck, for thuir own private employment, for the
comfort of themselves and families, especially such as

had them

care for.&quot;
In the latter, this article
was wholly omitted.
On these hard conditions, and with this small en
couragement, the pilgrims of Leyden, supported by a
pious confidence in the Supreme Disposer of all things,
and animated by a fortitude, resulting from the steady
principles of the religion which they professed, deter
mined to cast themselves on the care of Divine Provi
to take

dence, and embark for America.

With the proceeds of their own estates, put into a
common stock, and the assistance of the merchants, to
whom they had mortgaged their labor and trade for
even years, two vessels were provided.
One in Hol
land, of sixty tons, called the Speedwell, commanded
a
which
was
to trans
intended
hy
Captain Reynolds,
port some of them to America, and there to remain in

and stores, and other necessary
and the value of the trading venture
preparations
which they .carried was seventeen hundred pounds
Mr. Weston came from London to Southampton, to
see them despatched.
The Speedwell, with the pas
sengers having arrived there from Leyden, and the
necessary officers being chosen to govern the people
and take care of the provisions and stores on the voy
both ships, carrying one hundred and twenty pas
age
sengers, sailed from Southampton on the fifth day of

pended

among

;

the servants,

as good as another, it was
thought proper, by *he most
judicious persons, to have recourse to natural law
and that, before disembarkation, they should enter into
;

an association, and combine themselves in a political
To this they
body, to be governed by the majority.
consented
and, after solemn prayer and thanksgiving,
a written instrument
being drawn, they subscribed it
with their own hands, and, by a unanimous vote, chose
John Carver their governor for one year.
The instrument was conceived in these terms. &quot;In
the name of God, amen.
whose names are under
written, the loyal subjects of our dread
sovereign Lord,
the
of
James,
King
by
grace
God, of Great Britain,
France and Ireland, King, Defender of the Faith, &c.
having undertaken for the glory of God, and the ad
vancement of the Christian faith, and honor of our
King and country, a voyage to plant the first colony in
the northern parts of Virginia, do,
by these presents,
solemnly and mutually, in the presence of GOD and of
one another, covenant and combine ourselves together
into a civil body politic, for our better
ordering and
preservation, and furtherance of the ends aforesaid ;
and, by virtue hereof, to enact, constitute and frame
such just and equal laws and ordinances, acts, consti
tutions and offices, from time to time, as shall be thought
moot meet and convenient for the general good of the
colony, unto which we promise all due subjection and
obedience.
In witness whereof, we have hereunto sub
scribed our names, at Cape Cod, the eleventh day of
.November, in the year of the reign of our sovereign
Lord, King James of England, France and Ireland, the
Anno
eighteenth, and of Scotland the fifty-fourth.
domini 1020.&quot;*

;

;

August, 1620.
They had not sailed many leagues, down the channel,
before Reynolds, master of the Speedwell, complained
that his vessel was too leaky to proceed.
Both ships
then put in at Dartmouth, where the Speedwell was
searched and repaired and the workmen judged her
On the twenty-first of Au
sufficient for the voyage.

We

;

and, having sailed in com
pany about one hundred leagues, Reynolds renewed
nis complaints against his ship
declaring, that by con
stant pumping he could scarcely keep her above water;
on which, both ships again put back to Plymouth.
Another search was made, and no defect appearing, the
leaky condition of the ship was judged to be owing to
general weakness, and she was pronounced unfit
gust, they put to sea again

45

who had been received on board
in England,
purporting that when on shore they should
be under no government, and that one man would be

in provisions

;

;

the voyage.
About twenty of the passengers went
shore.
The others, with their provisions, were re
ceived on board the May-flower; and, on the sixth of
for

on

September, the company, consisting of one hundred
and one passengers, (besides the ship s officers and

crew) took their last leave of England, having consumed
a whole month in these vexatious and expensive delays.
The true causes of these misadventures did not then
One was, that the Speedwell was overmasted
appear.
which error being remedied, the vessel afterwards made
But the principal
several safe and profitable voyages.
who hav
cause was the deceit of the master and crew
ing engaged to remain a \\hole year in the service of
the colony, and apprehending hard fare in that employ
ment, were glad of such an excuse to rid themselves
;

Government being thus

on a
armed men were sent
on shore, as soon as the weather would permit, to fetch
wood and make discoveries. They returned at night
and made report,
with a boat load of juniper wood
of the bargain.
that they found the land to be a narrow neck having
The May-flower, Jones, proceeded with fair winds
and then met with the harbor on the one side, and the ocean on the other;
in the former part of her voyage
jad weather and contrary winds, so that for several that the ground consisted of sand-lulls, like the Downs
The ship labored so in Holland that in some places the soil was black
days no sail could be carried
that the trees were oak, pine,
much in the sea, that one of the main beams sprung, earth, a spit s depth
that
of the passengers. sassafras, juniper, birch, holly, ash, and walnut
fears
and
distress
which renewed the
They had then made about one-hall of their voyage, the forest was open and without underwood; that no
and the chief of the company began a consultation with inhabitants, houses, nor fresh water were to be seen.&quot;
the commander of the ship, whether it were better to This account was as much as could be collected in
But one of the passengers hav- one Saturday s afternoon. The next day they rested.
proceed or to return.
Whilst they lay in this harbor, which was the space
on board a large iron screw, it was applied to the
Mam, and forced it into its place. This successful of five weeks, they saw great flocks of sea-fowl and
The master
effort determined them to proceed.
whales, every day playing about them.
No other particulars ol this long and tedious voyage and mate, who had been acquainted with the fishery, in
that
but that the ship being leaky, and the the northern seas of Europe, supposed
are preserved
they might,
wet that one in that time, have made oil, to the value of three or lour
people close stowed, were continually
for cod,
in
the
season
It
was
too
late
died
at
sea
thousand
of
Samuel
Fuller,
pounds.
young man, a servant
and that one child was born, and called Occauus ; he and, indeed, they caught none but small fish, near the
The margin of the sea was so
was son of Stephen Hopkins.
shore, and shell-fish.
On the ninth of November, at break of day, they shallow, that they were obliged to wade ashore and,
to be the white sandy cliiis of the weather being severe, many of them took colds and
inade land, which
;

regularly established

truly republican principle, sixteen

;

&quot;

;

;

I

;

&quot;

;&quot;

;

;

;

;

;

proved

coughs, which, in the course of

This landfall being further northward than
the ship to
they intended, they immediately put about
the southward ; and, before noon, found themselves
among shoals and breakers.* Hud they pursued their
southern course, as the weather was fine, they might,

Cape Cod.

the

winter, proved

mortal.
* The names of the subscribers arc placed in the folio-wine
but Mr. Prince, with his usual
order by Secretary Morton
accuracy, has compared the list with Governor Bradford s
MS History, and added their titles, and the number of each
one s family which came over at this time; observing that
some left the whole, and others part of their families, either
England or Holland, who camu over afterwards. He has
also been so curious as to note those who brought their wives,
marked wilh a (t), and those who died before the end of next
March, distinguished by an asterism (*).
Mr. Stephen Hopkiits.t
8
Mr. John Carver,t
Edward Tilly.t
Mr. William Bradford, t
John Till;,:
Mr. Edwarl Wmslow,t
Francis Cook,
Mr. William Brewster.t
Thomas Rogers,
Mr. Isaac Allerton.t
*Thomas Tmker,i
Captain Miles Standish,t
*John llidgdale.t
John Alden,
*Edward Fuller,t
Samuel
Mr.
Fuller,
*Joha Turner,
*Mr. Christopher Martin.t
Francis Eaton, t
*Mr. William Mullins,t
*
James Chilton,t
*Mr. William White,t
*John Crackston,
[besides a son born in Cape
John Billington.t
Cod harbor, and named
*Moses Fletcher,
Peregrine.]
*John Go.vlman,
1
Mr. Richard Warren,
;

in a few hours more, have found an opening, and passed
to their original desafely to the westward, agreeably
But having
sian, which was to go to Hudson s river.
been so long at sea, the sight of any land was welcome
the new danger was formida
10 women and children
ble
and the eagerness of the passengers to be set or.

m

;

;

These circumstances, coincid
shore was irresistible.
of the master, who had been
ing with the secret views
of the Dutch \\ est
promised a reward by some agents
India Company, if he would not carry them to Hudson s
river, induced him to put about to the northward.
The
Before night, the ship was clear of the danger.
next day they doubled the northern extremity of the

Cape, (Race- Point) and, a storm coining on, the ship
was brought to anchor in Cape Cod harbor, where she
their service, one year, for fishing and other uses.
from winds and shoals.
lay perfectly secure
Another of one hundred and eighty tons, called the
This harbor, being in the forty-second degree of north
John Howland, [of Carver s
May-flower, was chartered by Mr. Cushman in London, latitude, was without the territory of the South Virginia
family.!
and sent round to Southampton in Hampshire, whither Company. The charter which these emigrants had Gilbert Wiaslow,
*
Edmund Margeson,
Mr. Carver went to superintend her equipment. This received from them, of course became useless.
Peter Brown,
vessel was commanded by a Cautain Jones, and after Some symptoms of faction, at the same time, appearing *
t
Richard Britteridge,
discharging her passengers in America, was to return
George Soule, [oi Edward
* These shoals lie olf the south-east extremity of the cape,
Wmsiow s family-]
to England.
Seven hundred pounds slerl.ng were exwhich was c:d!ud by Gosnold, Point Care, by thu Duicit and * Richard Clarke,
* Here
J
something seem* Lo be wanting which cannot now FriMirh, Malubarrc, and is r.ow known by ihe tuineof Sandy Richard Gardiner,

*Ucflrory Priest,

Williams,

&quot;Thomas

*.)ohn Ailerlon.

*Thom:is English,

Edward

Edward

Poty,

Leister, [buili of

Ilopkin

To

s

family

Stephen

)

aliiersuns,

lul

i

* tu.pplied.

Pomi,

Ol&quot;

whom were

subscribers,

il
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;

a new and
necessary in an enterprise of this kind, in
and preparation,
Bavage country. After consultation
sixteen men were equifwd with musket and ammuni

tion, sword and corslet, under the command of Captain
Miles Standish, who had William Bradford, Stephen
War.
Hopkins and Edward Tilly for his Council of
After many instructions given, they were rather per
mitted than ordered to go, and the time of their ab
sence was limited to two days.
When they had travelled one mile by the shore, they
saw five or six of the natives, who, on sight of them,
Jled.
They attempted to pursue and, lighting on
;

them till night but the thickets
of their ar
through which they had to pass, the weight
mor, and their debility, after a long voyage, made them
these nim
to
an unequal match, in point of travelling,
their track, followed

;

ble sons of nature. They rested, at length, by a spring,
which afforded them the first refreshing draught of
American water.

The

discoveries

made

in this

march were few, but

In one place they found a deerthe bending of a young tree to the earth,
with a noose under ground, covered with acorns. Mr.
Bradford s foot was caught in the trap, from which his
companions disengaged him, and they were all enter

novel and amusing.
trap,

made by

In another
tained with the ingenuity of the device.
and, in
place they came to an Indian burying-ground
found
a
an
earthen
of
one
the graves, they
mortar,
pot,
a bow and arrows, and other implements, all which they
be
because
would
not
they
very carefully replaced
But
guilty of violating the repositories of the dead.
when they found a cellar, carefully lined with bark and
covered with a heap of sand, in which about four bush
;

;

seed-corn in ears were well secured, after reason
ing on the morality of the action, they took as much of
the corn as they could carry, intending, when they
should find the owners, to pay them to their satisfac
tion.
On the third day they arrived, weary and wel
come, where the ship lay, and delivered their corn into
the common store.
The company resolved to keep it
els of

and to pay the natives the full value, when
they should have opportunity.
When the shallop was repaired and rigged, twentyfuur of the company ventured on a second excursion to

for seed,

same place, to make a further discovery having
Captain Jones for their commander, with ten of his
seamen and the ship s long-boat. The wind being
high, and the sea rough, the shallop came to anchor
under the land, whilst part of the company waded on
shore from the long-boat, and travelled, as they sup
posed, MX or seven miles, having directed the shallop
to follow them the next morning.
The weather was
very cold, with snow, and the people, having no shelter,
took such colds as afterwards proved fatal to many.
Before noon the next day the shallop took them on
board, and sailed to the place which they denominated
Cold Harbor.* Finding it not navigable for ships, and
consequently not proper for their residence, after shoot
ing some geese and ducks, which they devoured with
soldier s stomachs,&quot; they went in search of seed-corn.
The ground was frozen and covered with snow but
the cellars were known by heaps of sand
and the fro
zen earth was penetrated with their swords, till they
This for
gathered corn to the amount of ten bushels.
tunate supply, with a quantity of beans preserved in
the same manner, they took on the same condition as
the

;

&quot;

;

;

before
in six

;

and,

months

it is

remarked by Governor Bradford, that
they paid the owners to their entire

after,

The

acquisition of this corn, they al
ways regarded as a particular favor of Divine Provi
dence, without which the colony could not have sub
satisfaction.

eighteen who remained, marched, as they sup
posed, five or six miles into the woods, and returning
another way, discovered a mound of earth, in which

On opening it, nothing
they hoped to find more corn.
appeared but the skull of a man, preserved in red earth,
the skeleton of an infant, and such arms, utensils and
ornaments, as are usually deposited in Indian graves.
Not far distant were two deserted wigwams, with their
furniture and some venison, so ill preserved that even
On the arrival of
soldier s stomachs could not rclioh it.
the shallop, they returned to the ship, the

first

of

De

cember.
During their absence, the wife of William
White had been delivered of a son, who, from the cir
cumstances of his birth, was named Peregrine.*
At this time they held a consultation respecting their
future settlement.
Some thought that Cold Harbor
might be a proper place, because, though not deep
enough for ships, it might be convenient for boats, and
because a valuable fishery for whales and cod might be
The land was partly cleared of wood
carried on there.
It was
and good for corn, as appeared from the seed.
But the prin
also likely to be healthful and defensible.
cipal reasons were, that the winter was so far advanced
as to prevent coasting and discovery, without danger
of losing men and boats
that the winds were variable,
and the storms sudden and violent that by cold and
wet lodgings the people were much affected with
coughs, which, if they should not soon obtain shelter

Mr. Priai-e conjectures this place to have been Barnslable
Ihit neither the time nor distance
harbor, (p.
canagiee
with this conjecture. BarnsliWe is more than fifty miles from
land a distance which they could not
Cape Cod harbor
bave Travelled aji I back again in three saort daysofNovtMulx&amp;gt;r.
I rattier think, tu .ur
inquiry of a gentleman well acquainted
with Cape Cod, that Cold Harbor is this moutb. of Paomct
Creek, between Tniro and Wellieet ; and the description given
in Monrt s K-olTitkm corresponds with this idea.
Paomet is a
tide harbor lor buals, distant between three and four
leagues
from the harbor of Cape Cod. Sue Collections of Historical
Socretv for J7W. Vol. III. p. 196
;

wind and

the flood tide carried

them

into

full

;

would prove mortal that provisions were daily consum
ing and the ship must reserve sufficient for her home
ward voyage, whatever became of the colony.

;

;

cold

made

shore,

best to go to a place called Agathey had heard
of an excellent harbor, good fishing, and a better soil
for planting.
To this it was answered, that there might
Robert
possibly be as good a place, nearer to them.
Coppin, their pilot, who had been here before, assured
them, that he knew of a good harbor and a navigable
river, not more than eight leagues across the bay to

a

fire

They

necessary.

and with some

therefore got on
fire, and rested

diificulty kindled a

in safety.

it

In the morning they found themselves on a small
uninhabited island, within the entrance of a spacious
Here they staid all the next day (Saturday)
bay.}:
drying their clothes, cleaning thnr arms, and repairing,
The following
as well as they could, their shallop.
day, being the Christian Sabbath, they rested.

wam, twenty leagues northward, where

On Monday, December llth, they surveyed and
in the shape.
sounded the bay, which is described to be
a good harbor for shipping, larger then
of a fish hook
two
small
islands
that of Cape Cod
containing
out inhabitants ; innumerable store of fowls, different
As they
sorts of fish, besides shell-fish in abundance.
marched into the land. they found corn fields ami
brooks, and a very good situation for building.&quot; \\ itli

the whole, they resolved to send
the shallop round the shore of the bay on discovery, but
not beyond the harbor of which Coppin had informed
the westward.

cove

;

;

Others thought

oars, the

of breakers, and it being dark they were
in
danger of being driven on shore. The pilot confessed
that he knew not the place
but a stout seaman, who
was steering, called to the rowers to put about and lowhard.
This effort happily brought them out of the cove,
into a fair sound, and under a point of land, where tlity
came safely to anchor. They were divided in then
but about midnight,
opinions about going on shore
the severity of thu
the wind shifting to the north-west
a

;

&quot;

Upon

;

witl&amp;gt;-

;

them.

On Wednesday, the sixth of December, Governor
Carver, with nine of the principal men, well armed, and
the same number of seamen, oi which Coppin was one,
went out in the shallop. The weather was so cold,
that the spray of the sea froze on their coats, till they
were cased with ice,
like coats of iron.&quot; They sailed
by the eastern shore of the bay, as they judged, six or
At
seven leagues, without finding any river or creek.
ua
length they saw
tongue of lund.t being flat off from
the shore, with a sandy point
they bore up to gam the
point, and found there a fair income, or road of a bay,
a
over
at
the
narrowest, arid two or three
being
league
in length
but they made right over to the land before
them.&quot;
As they came near the shore, they saw ten or
twelve Indians cutting up a grampus, who, in sight of
them, ran away, carrying pieces of the fish which they
had cut. They landed at a distance of a league or
more from the grampus, with great difficulty, on ac
count of the flat sands.
Here they built a barricade,

this joyful

news they returned

to the

company

;

a;;J

on the 16th of December the ship came to. anchor m
the harbor, with all the passengers, except four, who

&quot;

Cape Cod
Having surveyed the land, as well as the season
would permit in three days they pitched upon a hij;h
ground on the southwest side of the bay, which wa
L ucleared of wood, and had formerly been planted.
a very sweet brook in
der the south side of it, was
the entrance of which the shallop and boats could be
died at

;

;

&quot;

;

secured, and many delicate springs of as good wv.tur as
On the opposite side ot the brouk
could be drank.&quot;
was a cleared field, and beyond it a commanding cunncnce, on which they intended to lay a pUlrbnu, and
mount their cannon.
They went immediately to work, laying out houseand carrying
and placing sentinels, lay down to rest.
lols, and a street
felling, sawing, riving
The next morning, Thursday, December 7th, they timber and before the end of December, though much
of U\o,
the
death
divided themselves into two parties
interrupted by stormy weather, by
eight in the shal
of their number, they had
lop, and the rest on shore, to make further discovery of and the sickness of many
a bay without erected a storehouse, with a thatched roof, in which
this place, which they found to be
either river or creek coming into
They gave it the their goods were deposited under a guard. Two rows
name of GratnpnK Bat/, because they saw many fish of of houses were begun, and as fast as they could he co
that species. They tracked the Indians on the sand, and vered, the people, who were classed into .mietccii fami
On Lord s
found a path into the woods, which they followed a great lies, came ashore, and lodged in them.
way, till they came to old corn fields and a spacious day, the 31st of December, they attended divine seiThey ranged the vice, for the first time on shore, and named the place
burying-ground, inclosed with pales.
wood till the close of the dav, and then came down to PLYMOUTH partly because this harbor was so called
the shore to meet the
s map, published three or four years
shallop which they had not seen in Captain Smith
since the morning. At high water she put into a creek
before, and partly in remembrance of the very kind and
and, six men being left on board, two came on shore
* Morton
This is tbought to be a place called Namsays,
and lodged with their companions, under cover of a skeket.&quot; A rreek which now bears the name of SkaXit, Me.*
between Eisthiiin and Harwich; distant about three or four
barricade and a guard.
miles westward from Niiuset the seat of a tribe of luhan.-,,
On Friday, December 8th, they rose at five in the who
(as they afterwards learned) made this attack.
;

;

;

&quot;

it.&quot;

|

;

;

;

t&amp;gt;y

two

&quot;

Captain Jones in the shallop went back to the ship
with the corn and fifteen of the weakest of the
people
intending to send mattocks and spades the next day.
&amp;lt;4).

;

;

sisted.

*

morning, to be ready to go on board at high water. At
the dawn of duy they were surprised with the war-cry
of the natives, and a flight of arrows. They immediately
seized their arms, and on the first discharge of musketry
all the Indians fled, but one stout man, who stood three
shots behind a tree, and then retired, as they suppose*!
wounded They took up eighteen arrows, headed either
with brass, dccrs horns, or birds claws, which they sent
as a present to their friends in England. This unwelcome
reception, and the shoal water of the place,* determined
them to seek further. They sailed along the shore as
near as the extensive shoals would permit, but saw no
harbor.
The weather began to look threatening, and
Coppin assured them that they might reach the harbor,
The
of which he had some knowledge, before night.
wind being south-easterly they put themselves before it. I
After some hours it began to rain the storm increasing,
their rudder broke, their mast sprung, and their sails
fell overboard.
In this piteous plight, steering with

women The

On Monday, the thirteenth of November,
went ashore, under a guard, to wash their clothes and
The
the men were impatient for a further discovery.
been cut down and stowed between
shallop, which had
decks, needed repairing, in which seventeen days were
Whilst this was doing, they proposed that
employed.
Much caution was
excursions might be made on foot.
the

* The
following account of him is extracted from the Bos
ton Newsletter of July 31, I7UJ, boinj the fifteenth number of
the ur.st newspaper printed in New
Marshfield,
England.
July 22: Captain 1 eie^Tine White, of this tov*n, aired eightythree years and eijlit months, died here the SUl l instant. He
was vigorous and of a comely a^eet, to the last; wus tlie
on of William \Vlnte, and Susanna his wife, born 00 board
the May-flower, Capt;un Jenes, commandt-r, in Gape Cod
harbor, November, Iii20, the first Englishman born in New
Englajid, Although he was in the former part of his life ertnwagant, yet he was much reformed in his last years, and
died hopefully.&quot;
t This
tongue of land&quot; is Billingsgate Point, the western
shore of \YcL1ccl harbor..
&quot;

&quot;

t Tile distance directly across the hay from Skakiti* about
twelve leagues ; in IMnce s Ajmals it is said they saile 1 lifteen
leagvies.

t This island has ever since home the name t.f Clark s
Island, from the mate of the ship,, tne first man who stepped
oc;\veen
on shore. The cove where they were in danger,
the Gurnet Head, and Saguish Point, at the entrance uf Ply.
lie&amp;gt;

mouth Bay.
^ The rock on which they

first

stepped as

ior*1 ,

at

high

water is now enclosed with a wharf. The upper part olit
has been separated from the lower part, and druwn :;tio t!i*t
public square of tho town of Plymouth, \vlicre it is dis
tinguished by the name of The Forcfjthei 3 llncl. Thn 22d
of December (Geoigiau style) is regarded by the ncoo.e oa

Plymouth a* a fcotivaL

BIOGRAPHIES OF THE EARLY DISCOVERERS.
which (hey had received from the journey to the eastward, and had learned of the fisher
frieniily treatment
inhabitants of Plymouth, the last port of their native men to speak broken English.
He was received with kindness and hospitalitv, and
country from which they sailed.
At this time some of the people lodged on shore, he informed them, that by the late pestilence, and a
nd others on board the ship, which lay at the distance ferocious war, the number of his countrymen hdd been
and when the tide so diminished, that not more than one in twenty re
of a mile and a half from the town
was out, there could be no communication between mained that the spot where they were now seated
them.
On the 1-tth of January, very early in the was called Patukset, and though formerly populous,
it had died of the
pestilence.&quot;
morning, as Governor Carver and Mr. Bradford lay yet every human being in
sick in bed at the storehouse, the thatched roof, by This account was confirmed by the extent of the fields,
means of a spark, caught on fire, and was soon con the number of graves, and the remnants of skeletons
sumed but by the timely assistance of the people on lying on the ground.
The account which he gave of himself, was, that
shore, the lower part of the building was preserved.
Here were deposited their whole stock of ammunition, he had been absent from home eight moons, part of
the
time among the Nausets, their nearest neighbors at
but happily the fire did not
and several loaded guns
The fire was seen by the people on board the southeast, who were about one hundred strong, and
reach them.
more lately among the Wompaneags at the westward,
the ship, who could not come on shore till an hour af
that he had heard of the attack
alarmed at the appear who were about sixty
were
terwards.

went, were kindly received, and treated with gtoundnuts and tobacco.
The sachem then returned to his head-quarters, dis
tant about forty miles
but Squantum and Samoset re
mained at Plymouth, and instructed the people how to
their
dress
it with
and
corn,
plant
herrings, of which an

&quot;

;

;

into the brooks.
The ground
which they planted with corn was twenty acres. They
sowed six acres with barley and peas the forrnef
but the latter were parched
yielded an indifferent crop
with the heat, and came to nothing.
Whilst they were engaged in this labor, in which all
were alike employed, on the 5th of April, (the day on
which the ship sailed for England) Governor Carver

immense quantity came

;

;

;

;

&quot;

came out of

the field, at noon,
complaining of a pain in
caused bv the heat of the sun.
It soon de
him
of
his
and
in
a few days
senses,
prived
put an end

;

They

greatly

his head,

to the great grief of tliis infant plantation.
buried with all the honors which could be
shown to the memory of a good man by a grateful peo
The men were under arms, and fired several volple.
lies over his grave.
His affectionate wife, overcome
with her loss, survived him but six weeks.
Mr. Carver is represented as a man of great prudence,
He had a good estatn
integrity, and firmness of mind.
in England, which he spent in the emigration to Hol
land and America.
He was one of the foremost in ac
tion, and bore a large share of sufferings in the service
of the colony, who confided in him as their friend and
to his

;

;

and benevolence, were emi
character ; and it is particularly re
marked, that in the time of general sickness, which befel the colony, and with which he was affected, after he
had himself recovered, he was assiduous in attending
the sick, and performing the most humiliating service*
for them, without any distinction of persons or charac
father.

nent

;

;

ters.

;

;

;

Cape
ship
The
saved, and the provisions and goods.
natives kept their eye on them till they found an op
portunity to kill all but three or four, and divide their
The captives were sent from one tribe to ano
goods.
One of them learned so much of their
ther, as slaves.
language, as to tell them that &quot;God was angry with

men were

them for their cruelty, and would destroy them, and
They answered
give their country to another people.
that
He re
they were too many for God to kill.&quot;
if
ever
that
were
so
plied,
they
many, God had many
to
of
kill
them
which
were
then
ways
they
ignorant.&quot;
When the pestilence came among them, (a new disease,
the
remembered
the
probably
yellow fever,) they
Frenchman s words and when the Plymouth settlers
arrived at Cap Cod, the few survivors imagined that
the other part of his prediction would soon be accom
Soon after their arrival, the Indian priests or
plished.
powows convened, and performed their incantations in
a dark swamp three days successively, with a view to
curse and destroy the new comers.
Had they known
*

&quot;

&quot;

;

which raged among them, they would
doubtless have rejoiced in the success of their endea
vors, and might very easily have taken advantage of
their weakness to exterminate them
But none of
them were seen till after the sickness had abated
though some tools, which had been left in the woods,
were missing, which they had stolen in the night.
On the sixteenth of March, when the spring was so
far advanced as to invite them to make their gardens, a
avage came boldly into the place alone, walked through
the street to the rendezvous or storehouse, and pro
nounced the words Welcome Englishmen ! his name
the mortality

;

was Samoset
*

The exact

;

he belonged to a place distant

bill

is follows
In December, 6
In January,
8
In February, 17

five

days

of mortality as collected by Mr. Prince,

is

:

In March,

Of

these,

2J

were subscribers

23

were women, children and servants

the

and

13

Total, 44

44

civil

to

compact.

should

come

to him.

the house, at Marshfield.

The memory

of Governor Carver is still held in es
a ship belonging to Plymouth now bears his
name and his broadsword is deposited, as a curiosity,
in the cabinet of the Historical Society, at Boston.

teem

WILLIAM BRADFORD.
WILLIAM BRADFORD His Birth and Education Removes to
Amsterdam Accompanies the Adventurers to New Eng
land His Wife Drowned Ciiosen Governor of New Ply
mouth Conspiracy of the Indians He adopts Measures of

Edward Winslow immediately

Defence Surrenders the Patent to the Colony
and Character His Descendants.

alone, carrying a present in his hand, with the go
vernor s compliments, desiring to see the sachem, and

Masassoit left Winslow in
enter on a friendly treaty.
the custody of his brother, to whom another present was
of
his
men, unarmed, descend
made, and taking twentv
ed the hill towards the brook, over which lay a log bridge.
aptain Miles Standish, at the head of six men, met

WILLIAM BRADFORD was born

in 1588, at Ansteran obscure village in the North of England.
His
when
he
was
young, he was educated,
parents dying
first by his grand-parents, and afterwards by his uncles,

His paternal inheritance
but he had no other learning but
such as generally falls to the share of the children of
in the practice of agriculture.

!

was considerable

At twelve years of age, his mind became seriously
impressed by divine truth, in reading the Scriptures ;
and as he increased in years, a native firmness enabled
him

to vindicate his opinions against opposition. Being
stigmatized as a Separatist, he was obliged to bear the
frowns of his relatives, and the scoff of his neighbors ;
but nothing could divert or intimidate him from attend
and con
ing on the ministry of Mr. Richard Clifton,
which he and Mr.
necting himself with the church over
Robinson presided.
When he was eighteen years old, be joined in then
and was one of the
attempt to go over to Holland,
seven who were imprisoned at Boston, in Lincolnshire,
but he
as is already related in the life of Robinson
was soon liberated on account of his youth. He was
also one of those who, the next year, fled from Grimsby
Common, when part of the company went to sea, and

;

us, but

be comprised

That when

their

men

they should leave their bows and arrows
as we should leave our pieces when we
behind them
came to them. (7.) That in doing thus, King JAMES

came

to us,

;

;

would esteem him as

his friend

and

ally.&quot;

were taken by the pursuivants.
After some time, he went over to Zealand, through
and was no sooner set on shore,
various difficulties
than a malicious passenger in the same vessel, accused
him before the Dutch magistrates, as a fugitive from
But when they understood the cause of hit

The conference being

ended, and the company hav
ing been entertained with such refreshments as the
This
place afforded, the sachem returned to his camp.
on
treaty, the work of one day, being honestly intended
both sides, was kept with fidelity as long as Masassoit
lived, but was afterward broken by Philip, his successor.
The next day Masassoit sent for some of the English
to visit him.
Captain Standish and Isaac Allerton
Mr. Prince says that Ma-sass-o-it is a word of four syl
and was so pronounced by the ancient people of Ply
mouth. This remark is confirmed by the manner in which
it is spelled in some parts of Mr. Wuislow s Narrative, Masas-o-wat.

part

;

England.

him protection, and permission
emigration, they gave
to join his brethren at Amsterdam.
being impossible for him to prosecute agriculture
Holland, he was obliged to betake himself to Borne
and being then under age, he put himother business
self an an apprentice to a French Protestant, who
It

*

lables,

;

husbandmen.

That if any unjustly warred against him, we would aid
him
and if any warred against us, he should aid us.
(5 ) That he should certify his neighbor confederates
(0.)

His Deatb

field,

lim at the brook, and escorted him and his train to one
of the best houses, where three or four cushions were
The
placed on a green rug, spread over the floor.
governor came in, preceeded by a drum and trumpet,
the sound of which greatly delighted the Indians.
After mutual salutations, he entered into conversation
The arti
with the sachem, which issued in a treaty.
cles were, &quot;(1.) That neither he nor his should injure
if
he
should
send the
of
s.
That
our
(2.)
they did,
any
offender, that we might punish him.
(3.) That if our
tools were taken away, he should restore them.
(4.)

wrong

;

;

went

of this, that they might not
in the conditions of peace.

Piety, humility,

traits in his

One of his grandsons lived to the age of one hundred
and two years and about the middle of the present
century (1755) he, his son, grandson, and great grand
son, were all, at the same time, at work in the same
field, whilst an infant of the fifth generation was within

&amp;gt;r

;

life,

He was

because two men, who had strolled into the made on them by the Nausets at Namskcket ; that
woods, were missing, and they were apprehensive that these people were full of resentment against the Euro
In the peans, on account of the perfidy of Hunt, master of an
the Indians had made an attack on the place.
who had some years before the pesti
evening the strollers found their way home, almost English vessel,
lence decoyed some of the natives, (twenty from Patuk
dead with hunger, fatigue and cold.
The bad weather and severe hardships to which this set and seven from Xauset) on board his ship, and sold
company were exposed, in a climate much more rigor them abroad as slaves that they had killed three Eng
ous than any to which they had ever been accustomed, lish fishermen, besides the Frenchmen aforementioned
He also gave information
with the scorbutic habits contracted in their voyage, in revenge for this affront.
and by living so long on shipboard, caused a great of the lost tools, and promised to see them restored ;
Before the month and that he would brine the natives to trade with them.&quot;
mortality among them in the winter.
Samoset being dismissed with a present, returned
At some
of April, nearly one half* of them died.
times, the number of the sick was so great, that not the next day with five more of the natives, bringing
more than six or seven were fit for duty, and these were the stolen tools, and a few skins for trade. They were
The dismissed with a request to bring more, which they pro
almost wholly employed in attending the sick.
Samoset feigned himself sick,
and Cap mised in a few days.
ship s company was in the same situation
but as his companions did not return at
tain Jones, though earnestly desirous to get away, and remained
was obliged to stay till April, having lost one half of his the time, he was sent to inquire the reason.
On the 22nd he returned, in company with Squanto
men.
Squantum, a native of Patukset, and the only one
By the beginning of March, the governor was so far
hen living. He was one of the twenty whom Hunt
recovered of his first illness, that he was able to walk
he had been sold in Spam, had lived
lad carried away
three miles, to visit a large pond which Francis Biln London with John Slany Merchant, Treasurer of the
Imgton had discovered from the top of a tree on a hill.
had learned the English
At first it was supposed to be part of the ocean but Newfoundland Company
it
nguage, and came back to his native country with the
proved to be the head water of the brook which runs
shermen.
These two persons were deputed by the
It has ever since borne the name of the
by the town.
sachem of the \Vompaneags, Ma-sa$s-o-it,* whose re
first discoverer, which would otherwise have been for
sidence was at Sowams or Pokanoket, on the Narragotten.
Hitherto they had not seen any of the natives at this ganset Bay, to announce his coming, and bring some
In about an hour, the sachem,
hce. The mortal pestilence which raged through the skins as a present.
with his brother Qua-de-qui-nak, and his whole force of
country, four years before, had almost depopulated it.
One remarkable circumstance attending this pestilence sixtv men, appeared on the hill over against them.
was not known till after this settlement was made. A Squantum was sent to know his pleasure, and returned
Cod. The with the sachem s request, that one of the company
had been wrecked on
French
ance,

,

in

;

i
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Massachusefs. Though some of the petty with the seeds of other esculent vegetables, in great
sachems were disposed to be jealous of the new c
plenty.
their mutual connec
The arrival of two ships with a new colony, sent out
lony, and to disturb its peace, yet
of its preserva
the
means
but without provision?, was an
tion
with
Masassoit
proved
by Thomas Wcston,
he was not very successful.
When the Church of Leyden contemplated a re tion as a proof of which, nine of the sachems volun additional misfortune. Some of these people being
subscribed an instrument sick, were lodged in the hospital at Plymouth till they
moval to America, Bradford zealously engaged in the tarily came to Plymouth, and
of submission in the following terms, viz.
weie so far recovered as to join their companion?,
first company, in lf!20,
undertaking, and came with the
Whilst the ship lay in that harbor, he
September 13, Anno Domini 1621. Know all who seated themselves at Wessagusset, since called
to Cape Cod.
names are un Weymouth.
was one of the foremost in the several hazardous at men by these presents, (hat we, whose
The first supply of provisions was obtained from tho
for the seat of the colony derwritten, do acknowledge ourselves to be the loyal
tempts to find a proper place
of
Great-Britain
of which thirty-five came this spring,
France, fishing vessels
m one oi which, he, with others of he principal per subjects of King James, king
witness
&c.
In
In August, two ships ar
and Ireland, Defender of the Faith,
Irom England to the coast.
sons, narrowly escaped the destruction which threat
On his return from this excursion whereof, and as a testimonial of the same, we have rived with trading goods which the planters bought at
ened their
to that of

As soon as he at
of silk-dying.
taught him the art
tained tlic years of manhood, he sold his (laternar estate
in England, and entered on a commercial life, in which

&amp;lt;

;

;

I

;

shallop.
to the ship with the joyful news of having found an
harbor, and a place for settlement, he had the mortifi

subscribed our names, or marks, as followeth

Ohquarnehud,

Cawnacome,

to succeed him
colony cast their eyes on Bradford
hut being at that time so very ill, that his life was de
waited for his recovery, and then in
spaired of, they
He was in the thirtyvested him with the command.
his wisdom, piety, fortitude, and
third year of his age
as to merit the
goodness of heart, were so conspicuous
Carver had been alone
sincere esteem of the people.
command. They confided in his prudence, that he
would not adventure on any matter of moment without
the consent of the people, or the advice of the wisest.
To Bradford they appointed an assistant, Isaac Allerin
ton, not because they had not the same confidence
h ni, but partly for the sake of regularity, and partly oti

;

;

&quot;

;

;

m

;

;

;

;

!

reign.

One of the first acts of Bradford s administration,
was, by the advice of the company, to send Edward
AVinslow and Stephen Hopkins to Masassoit, with
Squanto for their guide. The design of this embassy
was to explore the country, to confirm the league, to
learn the situation and strength of their new friend, to

were continually in fear of the. Tarratenes, who fre
quently came from the eastward in a hostile manner,
and robbed them of their corn.
In one of these pre
datory invasions, Nancpashamet, a sachem, had been
his body lay buried under a flame, surrounded
slain
;

\

presents, to apologize for some misbehavior,
to regulate the intercourse between them and the In
dians, and to procure seed-corn for the next planting
season.
These gentlemen found the sachem at Pokanoket,*
miles from Plymouth.
about
They delivered the
carry

some

forty

and satisfied them
presents, renewed the friendship,
selves respecting the strength of the natives, which did
not appear formidable, nor was the entertainment which
The marks of
they received cither liberal or splendid.
desolation and death, by reason of the pestilence, were
very conspicuous, in all the country through which they
bat they were informed that the Narraganscts,
passed
who resided on the western shore of the bay of that

.

;

name, were very numerous, and

that the pestilence had

not reached them.
After the return of this embassy, another was sent
to Nauset, to recover a boy who had straggled from
Plymouth, and had been taken up by some of the In
dians of that place.
They were so fortunate as to re
cover the boy, and to make peace with Aspinet the
sachem, when they paid for the seed-corn which they
had taken out of the ground at Paotnct, in the preced
ing anttinir,.
During this expedition an old woman,
who had never before seen any white people, burst into
tears of grief and rage at the sight of them.
She had
lost three sons by the perfidy of Thomas Hunt, who
decoyed them, with others, on board his ship, and sold
them for slaves. Squanto, who was present, told her
that he had been carried away at the same time
that
Hunt was a bad man that his countrymen disapproved

Quadequma,

Nattawahunt,

Huttainoidcn,
Caunbatant,
from
Obbatinua,
Chikatabak,
Apannow.&quot;
procure corn and beans, with the goods purchased
Hobamak, another of these subordinate chiefs, came the ships. Governor Bradford undertook this service,
and took up his residence at Plymouth, where he having Squanto for his guide and interpreter who was
Be
continued as a faithful guide and interpreter as long as taken il) on the passage, and died at Manomoik.
he lived.
The Indians of the island of Capawock, fore his death, he requested the governor to pray for
s
or
Mar
which had now obtained the name of Martha
that he might go to the Englishman s God.&quot;
him,
tin s Vineyard, also sent messengers of peace.
In these excursions, Mr. Bradford was treated by
of
and the trade was con
much
of
the
Massachusetts, the natives with great respect
Bay
Having heard
both from the Indians and the English fishermen, Go
ducted, on both parts, with justice and confidence. At
vernor Bradford appointed ten men, with Squanto, and Nausct, the shallop being stranded, it was necessary to
two other Indians, to visit the place, and trade with put the corn, which had been purchased, in stack and
the natives.
On the 18th of September, they sailed leave it covered with mats and sedge, in the care of the
in a shallop, and the next day got to the bottom of the Indians, whilst the governor and his party came home,
It remained there from November
bay, where they landed under a cliff,* and were kindly fifty miles on foot.
received by Obbatinewa, the sachem who had sub
and when another shallop was sent, it was
to January
scribed the submission at Plymouth a few days before. found in perfect safety, and the stranded shallop was
He renewed his submission, and received a promise of covered.
assistance and defence against the Squaw Sachem of
At Namaskct, [Middle-borough] an inland place, ho
Massachusetts, and other enemies.
bought another quantity, which was brought home,
The appearance of this bay was pleasing. They saw partly by the people of the colony, and partly by the
The Indian women their men disdaining to bear burdens.
the mouths of two rivers which emptied into it.
islands were cleared of wood, and had been planted
At Manomet, [Sandwich] he bargained for more,
but most of the people who had inhabited them either which he was obliged to leave till March, when Cap
were dead, or had removed. Those who remained tain Standish went and fetched it home, the Indian

cation to hear that, during his absence, his wife had
and was drowned.
accidentally fallen into the sea,
After the sudden death of Governor Carver, the infant

account of his precarious health. They appointed hut
one, because they were so reduced in number, that to
have made a greater disproportion between rulers and
and they knew that
people would have been absurd
it would always be in their power to increase the num
Their voluntary combination
ber at their pleasure.
was designed only as a temporary expedient, till they
should obtain a charter under the authority of their sove

Tho
disadvantage, giving beaver in exchange.
summer being dry, and the harvest short, it became
the natives, to
necessary to make excursions among
a great

:

by an intrenchmcnt and palisade. A monument on the
top of a hill designated the place where he was killed.
Having explored the bay, and collected some beavrr,
the shallop returned to Plymouth, and brought so good
a report of the place, that the people wished they had
been seated there.
But having planted corn and built
huts at Plymouth, and being there in security from the
natives, they judged the motives for continuance to be

Many of their posterity
stronger than for removal.
having judged otherwise.
a
arrived
from England, with thir
In November,
ship
Unhappily
ty-five passengers, to augment the colony.
they were so short of provision, that the people of Ply
mouth were obliged to victual the ship home, and then
put themselves and the new comers to half allowance.

j

Before the next spring, (1622) the colony began

to feel

In the height of this distress,
the rigor of famine.
the governor received from Canonicus, Sachem ol
Narraganset, a threatening message, in the emblematic
style of the ancient Scythians

;

a bundle of arrows,

The whole
bringing it down to the shallop.
thus purchased, amounted to twenty-eight
s
hogsheads of corn and beans of which Wcston peo
as they had joined in the purchase.
ple had a share,
In the spring [1623] the governor received a mes

women

quantity

;

on which occa
he was sick
sage from Masassoit that
sion it is usual for all the friends of the Indians to visit
;

Mr. Winslow again
them, or send them presents.
went to visit the sachem, accompanied by Mr. John
Hamden,* and they had Hobamak for their guide and
The visit was very consolatory to their
interpreter.
sick friend, and the more so, as Winslow carried him.
some cordials, and made him broth after the English
mode, which contributed to his recovery. In return
for this friendly attention, Masassoit communicated to

llobamak intelligence of a dangerous conspiracy then
in agitation among the Indians which he had been soli
Its object was nothing less than the total
cited to join.
extirpation of the English, and it was occasioned by
the imprudent conduct of Wcston s people in the Bay
The Indians had it in contempla
of Massachusetts.

make them the first victims, and then to fall on
Masassoit s advice was that
the people of Plymouth.
the English should seize and put to death the chief con
he named
and said that this would
spirators, whom
tion to

;

bound with the skin of a serpent. The governor sent prevent the execution of the plot. Hobamak commu
an answer in the same style, the skin of the serpent fill
nicated this secret to Winslow as they were returning
The Narragansets, alraid of and it was reported to the governor.
ed with powder and ball.
and here the cor
its contents, sent it back unopened
On this alarming occasion the whole company were
assembled in court, and the news was imparted to them.
respondence ended.
Ac Such was their confidence in the governor, that they
It was now judged proper to fortify the town.
cordingly it was surrounded with a stockade and four unanimously requested him, with Allerton, his assistant,
flankarts
a guard was kept by day and night, the com
The
to concert the best measures for their safety.
pany being divided into four squadrons. A select result was to strengthen the fortifications, to he vigi
number were appointed, in case of accidental fire, to lant at home, and to send such a force to the Bay of
mount guard with their backs to the fire, to prevent a Massachusetts, under Captain Standish, as he should
Within the stockade was judge sufficient to crush the conspiracy. An Indian
surprise from the Indians.
his conduct, and that the English at Plymouth would enclosed the top of the hill, under which the town was who had come into the town was suspected as a spy,
This declaration, accom built, and a sufficiency of land for a garden to each and confined in irons.
not offer them any injury.
Standish with eight chosen
a small present, appeased her anger, though family.
The works were begun in February and fin men, and the faithful Hobamak, went in the shallop to
panied by
it was impossible to remove the cause of her
ished in March.
Wesson s plantation, having goods as usual to irqde
grief.
It was fortunate for the colony that they had secured
At this time the famine was very severe. Fish and with the Indians. Here he met the persons who haa
the friendship of Masassoit for his influence was found spring waters were the only provision on which the peo
been named as conspirators, who personally insulted
He was regarded and reve ple subsisted. The want of bread reduced their flesh
to be very extensive.
* In Winslow s
a gen
Journal, Mr. llamden is said to be
renced by all the natives, from the bay of Narraganset yet, they had so much health and spirit, that, on hcaV- tleinan of London, who then wintered with us, anil desired
to
see
much
the
I
this
to
same
be
the
country.&quot;
suppose
mg of the massacre in Virginia, they erected an addi person who
* This was a
general name for the northern shore of the tional
distinguished hirnselt by his opposition to the
on
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Narraganset. Hay, between Providence and Taunt on rivers,
and comprehending the present townships of Uristol, Warren.
ajld Harrington, in the State of Rhode Island, and Swanzey
In Massachusetts. Its northern extent is unknown. The
punctual seats of the sachem were at Sowams and Kikemuit.
The former is a neck of land formed by the confluence of
and Palmer s rivers ; the latter is Mount Hope

fort on the top of the
which the guns were mounted

them for a place of worship.
were planted with corn and
;

k

Supposed

to be

Copp

hill,

with a

&quot;

il

flat roof,

legal and ar! itiary demands
King Charles I. lie hiid pro.
England with Oliver Crom
vionsly (103?) embarked for
well, Sir Arthur Hasleng and others; but llu-y were pr.
ol&quot;

;

the lower story served
Sixty acres of ground

their

s Hill in

the

gardens were sown

town

of Boston.

New

vented from coming by the king s
proclamation against
disorderly transporting his majesty s subjects to the planta.
lions in America.&quot; Haniden was born in Ij94, and was .went/
years old at the time of his being at Plymouth, in 1633
&quot;
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which seven
and threatened him. A quarrel ensued,
of the Indians were killed. The others were so struck
with terror, that they forsook their houses and retreatal to the swamps, where many of them died with cold
and hunger th survivors would have sued for peace,
Raton s people
hut Ier afraid to go to Plymouth.
were so apprehensive of the consequences of this afand
the people
fair, that they quitted the plantation
of Plymouth, who offered them protection, which they
would not accept, were glad to be rid of such trouble
in

W

;

;

i

;

!

i

i

j

;

,

;

;

j

i

;

!

r

which they had hitherto experienced
owing to the increase of their numbers, and
the scantiness of their supplies from Europe; but
mode of laboring in common, and
principally to their

was

1

i

&quot;

any

voluntary frame and

7

the report of this transaction was carried to their bre
thren in Holland, Mr. Robinson, in his next letter to
the governor, lamented with great concern and ten
O that you had converted some, before you
derness.
killed

liis

|

chem, the whole conspiracy was annihilated. But when

The

of Masassoit,

|

a handful of brave
spirited conduct of
conformity to the advice of the friendly sa

Thus, hy the

had

gift

subjection to the Crown of England, and his having
In a declaration published
taken protection of them.
|by them in 1636, they asserted their &quot;lawful right in
respect of vacancy, donation. ami purchase of the natives,&quot;which, together with their patent from the crown,
through the Council of New England &quot;formed the warrantablc ground and foundation of their government, of

i

some neighbors.
...En, in

make orders, ordinances and constitutions,
as well for the lietter government of their affairs here,
(in England) and the receiving or admitting any to hi
or their society ; as also for the hotter government of
his or their people, at sea, in going thither, or returning from thence and the same to he put in execution,
by such officers and ministers as he or they shall authorise anil depute provided, that the said laws be not
repugnant to the laws of England, or the frame of gomaking laws and disposing ol lands.&quot;*
In the same patent was granted a large tract border- vernment by the said president and council hereafter
ing on the river Kennebeck, where they had carried on to be established.
At that time, a general government over the whole
a traffic with the natives for furs, as they did also at
Connecticut river.which was not equally beneficial, be- territory of New England, was a favorite object with
but after
the
The
fur
cause there they had the Dutch for rivals.
council, which granted these patents
trade was found lo be much more advantageous than several attempts, it finally miscarried, to the no small
the fishery.
Sometimes they exchanged corn of their! joy of the planters, who were then at liberty to govern
own growth, for furs but European coarse cloths, themselves,
In the formation of the laws of New Plymouth, re
hardware, and ornaments, were good articles of trade
when they could command them.
gard was had, &quot;primarily and principally, to the ancient
For, though some parts of
The Company in England, with which they were platform of God s law.
Losses that system were peculiar to the circumstances of the
Lc
connected, did not supply them in plenty.
&quot;the
whole
son
s
of
were
not
were sustained by sea the returns
Jacob, yet
being grounded on the
adequate
to their expectations they became discouraged threw principles of moral equity,&quot; it was the opinion of our
many reflections on the planters, and finally refused first planters, not at Plymouth only, but in Massachu
them any farther supplies but still demanded the debt setts, New Haven, and Connecticut, that &quot;all men,
due from them, and would not permit them to connect especially Christians, ought to have an eye to it, in the
The framing of their political constitutions.&quot; A secondary
themselves in trade with any other persons.
was had to the liberties granted to them by
planters complained lo the Council of New England, regard
After the expiration of the their sovereign, and the laws of England, which they
but obtained no redress.
seven years (1628) for which the contract was made, supposed
any impartial person might discern, in the
of the book of the laws of the colony.
eight of the principal persons in the colony, with four perusal
At first they had some doubt concerning their right
of their friends in London, became bound for the ba
lance and from that time took the whole trade into of punishing capital crimes. A murder which happened
These were obliged to take up mo in 1030, made it necessary to decide this question. It
their own hands.
human
ney at an exorbitant interest, and to go deeply into was decided by the divine law against shedding
blood, which was deemed indispensable. In 1636, their
trade at Kennebeck, Penobscot, and Connecticut
from the

pestilence,

;

scarcity

partly

intothe public store an
putting the fruit of their labor
error, which had the same effect here, as in Virginia,
To remedy this evil, as far as was consistent witlt their
engagements, it was agreed in the spring of 1623 that
every family should plant for themselves, on such
ground as should be assigned to them by lot, without
nny division for inheritance and that in the time of
harvest a competent portion should be brought into
the common store, for the maintenance of the public
officers, fishermen and such other persons as could not
This regulation gave a
be employed in agriculture.
and children cheerfully
spring to industry the women
went to work with the men in the iields, and much
than
ever
before.
more corn was planted
Having but
one boat, the men were divided into parties of six or
the shore
seven, who took their turns to catch fish
afforded them shell fish, and ground nuts served them
When any deer was killed the flesh was
for bread.
Water fowl came
divided among the whole colony.
in plenty at the proper season, but the want of boats

j
i

I

;

i

i

;

;

;

:

;

;

&quot;

1

;

by

;

which means, and their own great industry and econo code of laws was revised, and capital crimes were
and defined. In 1671. it was again re
my, they were enabled to discharge the debt, and pay enumerated
The
for the transportation of thirty five families of their vised, and the next year printed, with this title,
Book of the General laws of the Inhabitants of the
friends from I*evden, who arrived in 1629.
a title very similar
The patent had been taken in the name of Mr. Brad- jurisdiction of New Plymouth
and the event proved that to the codes of Massachusetts and Connecticut, which
ford, in trust for the colony
When the num- were printed at the same time by Samuel Green, at
thuir confidence was not misplaced.
prevented them from being taken in great numbers. her of people was increased, and new townships were Cambridge.
in
the
third
the
The piety, wisdom, and integrity of Mr. Bradford,
summer,
Thus they subsisted, through
erected, the General Court, in 1640, requested that he
To this were such prominent features in his character, that he
latter end of which two vessels arrived with sixty pas- would surrender the patent into their hands.
The harvest was plentiful and after this he readily consented and by a written instrument, was annually chosen governor as long as he lived, ex
seno-ers.
time they had no general want of food, because they under his hand and seal, surrendered it to them
re cepting three years, when Mr. Winslow, and two,
had learned to depend on their own exertions, rather serving for himself no more than his proportion, by when Mr. Prince, were chosen and even then, Mr.
than on, foreign supplies.
This was done in open court, Bradford was the first in the list of assistants, which
previous agreement.
The combination which they made,before their land and the patent was immediately re-delivered into his gave him the rank of deputy-governor. In 1624, they
of
the
first
foundation
their
chose five assistants, and in 1633, seven
was
the governor
at
go custody.
Cape Cod,
ing
vernment but. as they were driven to this expedient by
Whilst they were few in number, the whole body of having a double vote. These augmentations were made
necessity, it was intended to subsist no longer than till associates or freemen assembled for legislative, exe at the earnest request of Mr. Bradford, who strongly
In 1634-, the governor recommended a rotation in the election of a governor;
they could obtain legal authority from their sovereign. cutive and judicial business.
As soon as they knew of the establishment of the Coun- and assistants were constituted a Judicial Court, and but could not obtain it for more than five years in thirtyand never for more than two years in succession.
cil of New England, they applied for a patent; which afterward, the
offences, five
Supreme Judiciary. Petty offe
His argument was,
that if it were an honor or be
was taken in the name of John Pcirce, in trust forthe. a nd actions of debt, trespass and damage, not ex
well
and
that
were
if it
he
saw
seated,
;,, for ty shillings, were tried by the selectmen of each nefit, othersbeside himself should partake of it
they
colony. When
that there was a prospect of success to their undertak town, with
of appeal to the next Court of As- were a burthen, others beside himself should help to
their knowledge, but in their sistants.
The first Assembly of Representatives was bear it.
Notwithstanding the reasonableness and
ing, he went, without
name, and solicited the council for another patent, of held in 1639, when two deputies were sent from each equity of his plea, the people had a strong attachment
In 1649 Plymouth to him. and confidence in him, that they could not be
intending to keep it to himself, and town, and four from Plymouth.
greater extent
allow them no more than he pleased, holding them as was restricted to the same number with the other persuaded to leave him out of the government.
In pur towns.
For the last twelve years of his life, he was annu
his tenants, to sue and be sued at his courts.
These deputies were chosen by the freemen
suance of this design, having obtained the patent, he and none were admitted to the privilege of freemen, ally chosen without interruption, and served in the of
named
the
loaded
of governor. His health continued good till the au
which
he
fice
a
but such as were twenty-one years of age, of sober
Paragon
ship,
Ixmght
her with goods, took on board upwards of sixty passen and peaceable conversation, orthodox in the funda* tumn of 1556, when it began to decline; and as the
for the colony of New mentals of
next spring advanced, he became weaker, but felt not
gers, and sailed from London,
religion, and possessed of twenty pounds
any acute illness till the beginning of May.
Plymouth. In the Downs, he was overtaken by a tem rateable estate.
so damaged the ship, that he was obliged
After a distressing day, his mind was, in the follow
pest, which
By the former patent, the Colony of Plymouth was
where she lay seven weeks, and empowered to &quot;enact such laws as should most befit ing night, so elevated with the idea of futurity, that he
to put her into dock
In
Decem
God has given me
one
hundred
said
to his friends in the morning,
her repairs cost him
a slate in its nonage, not rejecting, or omitting to ob
pounds.
ber, 1622, he sailed a second time having on board one serve such of the laws of their native country, as would a pledge of mv happiness in another world, and the
hundred and nine persons but a series of tempestuous con ,|uce to their good.&quot; In the second
the first fruits of eternal glory.&quot; The next day, being the
patent,
weather which continued fourteen days, disabled his power of government was granted to William Brad- 9th of May, 1657, he was removed from this world by
These re- f, )r j ;lll j l,i s associates, in the following terms.
To death, in the sixty-ninth year of his age, to the imship, and forced him back to Portsmouth.
&quot;

;

;&quot;*

;

1

;

;

;

;

:

;

i

;

&quot;

;

lil&amp;gt;erty

1

;

;

;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

peated disappointments proved so discouraging to him,
that he was easily prevailed upon by the Company of
Adventurers, to assign his patent to them for five hun
dred pounds. The passengers came over in other ships.
In 1629, another patent of larger extent was solicited
by Isaac Alierton, and taken out in the name of Wil
liam Bradford, his heirs, associates, and assigns.&quot; This
confirmed their title (as far f.s the Crown of
latent continued
patent
England could confirm it) to a tract of land bounded
on the east and south by the Atlantic Ocean, and by
lines drawn west from the rivulet of Conuhassvt, and
north from the river of Narraganset, which lines meet
in a point comprehending all the country called
kanoket. To this tract they supposed they had a prior
title from the depopulation of
great part of it by a
No. 4.

1639, after the termination of the Peo,nod war, Masasihfin changed his name lo Woosamequen, brought
his son, Mnnanam,
Plymouth, anil desired that the league
which IIP had formerly made, might be renewed and invio
The sachem and his son volunlardy promised
lable.
Iii

soil,v.

ho had

u&amp;gt;

,

|

llieir successors, iliac they would not need
unjustly raise any quarrels or do any wrong
and
....&quot;kethem lo war against the colony
natives
...,..., L,.
ui r
pro
or convey any of their land,
lni,t ( |,,.y would not give, se
or
to
ur
person:
a,iy person
possessions whatever,
territory

themselves and

&quot;

lessly

nor

t .
otiier
i,,..i.,

:

l

,

|

w

m *V-

j

I

!

;

p,

lafM shmi
ratify

M| ,

tiie ^th an
send or appoint.
^,&quot;,1

l

d

I

and confirm ihe

,,-,,

mortal.
j

r

,(.,,

w

such^a-filie

t

wrung

saUl&quot;

fovern

did thi
league, and promise

The whole conn

aforesaid

oppwe

rtwra.&quot;
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Opvernor Hulchinson, wilh unaccoumable carelessness,
has asserted, (Vol. II. 463J that they never established any dis
code or body of laws
grounding his assertion on a pas
sage in Hubbard s MS history, which implies no such
ihinff. The quotation, imperfectly given by Huchinson, is cor
tinct

;&quot;

rectly as follows, (p.

50)

they intended lo he governed by were the laws
which they were willing lo be subject to,
though in t foreign land and have since lhal time, continued
in lhal mind for the general, adding only some particular muni
in such canes where the common laws
cipal laws of thrir own,
and matiue-i of England rould not well reach, or afford Iheic
of the place possibly on the same
difficulties
help in emergent
lhal Pacavius somelimes advised his neighbors of
&quot;round
old maislrates, till they could
Iheir
to
cashier
not
Capua
aree on belter lo place in iheir nxmi. So did Ihese choose to
abide hy the laws of England, till they could be provided of bet&quot;

The laws

of England

;

llie

;

;
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under much apprehension, but as nothing Iran- tended to blame him for his precipitancy. Davison aomouth. but the neighboring colonies four* of which Aspired, they concluded lhat the governor had only gone quainted the council with the whole transaction they
he lived to see established, beside that of which he was Jon board to carry his own letters and felt themselves knew the queen s real sentiments, and persuaded him
secure.
to send the warrant to the Earls of Kent and ShrewBone of the principal founders.
In one of the intercepted letters, Lvford had written bury, promising to justify his conduct, and take the
In addition to what lias been said of Mr. Bradford s
he
was
a
sensible
to
the
he
that
1m
discontent
-d
of
the
it
adventurers,
blame on themselves. These earls attended the exobserved,
friends,
character,
may
part
man, ofa strong mind, a sound judgment, and a good thai he and Oldharn intended a reformation in Church edition of Alary but, when Elizabeth heard of it, she
memory. Though not favored with a learned education, and Slate. Accordingly they began to institute a scpa affected surprise and indignation threw all the blame
he was much inclined to study and writing. The rate church; and when Oldhani was summoned to take on the innocent secretary, and committed him to the
French and Dutch languages were familiar to him, and his turn at a military watch, he not only refused com- tower; where he became the subject of raillery from
he attained a considerable knowledge of the Latin and pliance, but abused Captain Standish, and drew his those very counsellors who had promised to counte
Greek but he more assiduously studied the Hebrew, [knife, upon him
For this he was imprisoned and nance and protect him He was tried in the star cham
because he said, that he would see with his own eves both he and Ly ford were brought to trial, before the ber, and fined ten thousand pound, which being rigor
the ancient oracles of God, in their native beauty/
whole company. Their behavior was insolent and ob- ously levied upon him, reduced him to poverty.*
He had read much of history and philosophy, but stinate. The governor took pains to convince them of
During these misfortunes, Brewster faithfully ad
He was able to ma- their folly, but in vain. The letters were then pro- hered to him, and gave him all the assistance of which
theology was his favorite study.
nage the polemic part of it with much dexterity and duced their adherents were confounded and the ovi- he was capable. When he could no longer serve him
was particularly vigilant against the sectaries which |dcnce of their factious and disorderly conduct being he retired into the north of England, among his old
infested the colonies though by no means severe or satisfactory, they were condemned, and ordered to ho friends, and was very highly esteemed by those who
intolerant, as long as they continued peaceable wish- banished from the plantation. Lyford was allowed six were most exemplary for religion.
Being possessed
ing rather to foil them by argument, and guard the] months for probalion; but his pretences proved hypo of a handsome property, and having some influence,
their
than
to
and
he
was
to
After
several
he
the
made
use
of
both
in
cause of religi
tenets,
critical,
people against receiving
obliged
depart.
suppress
promoting
them by violence, or cut them off by the sword of ma removals he died in Virginia. Oldham having returned on, and procuring persons of good character, to serve
Mr. Huhbard s character of him is, that he after banishment, his second expulsion was conducted in the office of ministers to the parishes in his neigh
gistracy.
was a person of great gravity and prudence, of sober in this singular manner. A guard of musketeers was borhood.
principles, and for one of that persuasion, (Brownists,) appointed. through which he was obliged to pass; every
By degrees he became disgusted with the imposition
one was ordered to give him a blow on the hinder parts of the prelatical party, and their severity toward men
very pliable, gentle, and condescending.&quot;
He wrote a history of Plymouth people and colonv, with the butt end of his musket then he was conveyed of a moderate and peaceable dispositinn. This led
beginning with the first formation of the church, in to the water side, where a boat was ready to carry him him to inquire critically into the nature of ecclesiasti
cal authority
and having discovered mHch corruption
1602, and ending in 1646. It was contained in a folii away, with this farewell, go and, mend your manners
volume of 270 pages. Morton s Memorial is an abridg This discipline had a good effect on him; he made his in the constitution, forms, ceremonies, and discipline of
ment of it. Prince and Hutchinson had the use of it, submission, and was allowed to come and go on tra the Established Church, he thought it his duty to with
and the manuscript was carefully deposited with Mr. ding voyages. In one of these, he was killed by the draw from its communion, and join with others of the
Prince s valuable collection of papers, in the library of Pequod Indians, which proved the occasion of a war same sentiments in the institution ofa separate church;
the Old South church in Boston, which fell a sacrifice with that nation.
of which the aged Mr. Clifton and the younger Mr.
to the unprincipled fury of the British army, in the
Mr. Bradford had one son by his first wife ; and by Robinson were appointed pastors. The newly formed
year
He also his second, Alice Southworth, whom he married in society met, on the Lords days, at Mr. Brewster *
1775, since which time it has not been seen.
had a large book of copies of letters relative to the af- 1623, he had two sons and a daughter. His son Wil house where they were entertained at his expense,
fairs of the colony, a fragment of which was, a few liam, born in 1624, was
deputy governor of the colony with much affection and respect, as long as they could
years ago, recovered by accident,! and published by after his father s death, and lived to the age of 80 as assemble without opposition from their adversaries.
the Historical Society. To the fragment is subjoined appears by his grave-stone in Plymouth church-yard,
But when the resentment of their hierarchy, height
another, being a
descriptive and historical account of One of his grandsons, and two of his great grandsons ened by the countenance and authority of James, the
in
it
be
were
of
verse
which
if
not
counsellors
Massachusetts.
of Elizabeth, obliged him to seek refuge ill
Several
other
of
successor
New-England,
graced
with the charms of poetry, yet is a just and affecting his descendants have borne respectable characters, and a foreign country
Brewster was the most forward to
narrative, intermixed with pious and useful reflections. have been placed in stations of honor and usefulness. assist them in their removal. He was one of those who
Besides these, he wrote, as Dr. Mather savs, some One of them, William Bradford, has been deputy go- went on board of a vessel, in the night at Boston in
significant things, for the confutation of the errors oflvernor of the State of Rhode Island, and a Senator in Lincolnshire, (as already related in the life of Robin
the times by which it appears, that he was a person the Congress of the United States. Two others, Alden son ;) and being apprehended by the magistrates, he
ofa good temper, and free from that rigid spirit of se- Bradford, anil Gamaliel Bradford are members of the was the greatest sufferer, because he had the most
When liberated from confinement, he first
Historical Society.
paration, which broke the Separatists to pieces.&quot;
property.
In his office of chief magistrate, he was prudent,
assisted the weak and poor of the society in their em
barkation, and then followed them to Holland.
temperate and firm. He would suffer no person to
His family was large, and his dependents numerous;
trample on the laws, or disturb the peace of the colony WILLIAM
His Education Enter* the service of
BREWSTER,
During his administration there were frequent acces
Davisi
-Honored by the States of Holland Removes to his education and mode of living were not suited to a
sions of new inhabitants some of whom were at first
Holland Sets up a Prinunc
Office
Removes to America mechanical or mercantile life, and he could not prac
Printing Or
Officiates as a Preacher His d eath and character.
The hardships
tice agriculture in a commercial city.
refractory but his wisdom and fortitude obliged them
THE place of this gentleman s birth is unknown
to pay a decent respect to the laws and customs of the
which he suffered in consequence of this removal were
One particular instance is preserved. A The time of it was A.D 1560. He received his edu grievous and depressing; but when his finances were
country.
company of young men, newly arrived, were very un cation at the University of Cambridge, where he be exhausted, he had a resource in his learning and abili
willing to comply with the governor s order for working came seriously impressed with the truth of religion, ties. In Leyden he found employment as a tutor ; the
on the public account. On a Christmas day, they ex which had its genuine influence on his character, youth of the city and university came to him for in
cused themselves, under pretence that it was against through his whole life.
struction in the English tongue and by means of the
After leaving the University, he entered into the ser Latin, which was common to both, and a grammar of
their conscience to work. The governor gave them no
other answer than, that he would let them alone, till vice of William Davison, a courtier of Queen Elizabeth, his own construction, they soon acquired a knowledge
In the course of the and her ambassador in Scotland and in Holland who of the English language. By the help of some friends,
they should be better informed.
day, he found them at play in the streets, and com found him so capable and faithful, that he reposed the he also set up a printing-office, and was instrumental
manding the instruments of their game to be taken from utmost confidence in him. He esteemed him as a son, in publishing several books against the hierarchy,
them, he told them, that it was against his conscience and conversed with him in private, both on religious which could not obtain a license in England.
to suffer them to play, whilst others were at work and and political subjects, with the greatest familiarity
His reputation was so high in the church of which
that if they had any
religious regard to the day, and when any thing occurred which required secresy, he was a member, that they chose him a ruling elder,
should
show
Brewster
was
in
the
exercise
his
confidential
friend.
of
devotion
at
and confided in his wisdom, experience and integrity,
it,
they
home. This gentle reproof had the desired effect, and
When the Queen entered into a league with the to assist in conducting their temporal as well as eccle
United Provinces, (1584) and received possession of siastical concerns, particularly their removal to Ame
prevented a repetition of such disorders.
His conduct toward intruders and false friends was several towns and forts, as security for her expenses in rica. With the minority of the church he came over,
equally moderate, but finn and decisive. John Lyford defending their liberties Davison, who negociated the and suffered all the hardships attending their settle
bad imposed himself upon the colony as a minister, be matter, entrusted Brewster with the keys of Flushing, ment in this wilderness. He partook with them of la
ing recommended by some of the adventurers. At one of those cautionary towns and the States of Hol bor, hunger and watching his bible and his arms were
first his behavior was
and he was always ready for
plausible, and he was treated with land were so sensible of his merit, as to present him equally familiar to him
respect but it was not long, before he began, in con with the ornament of a golden chain.
any duty or suffering to which he was called.
cert with John ( &amp;gt;ldham, to excite a faction.
He returned as ambassador to England, and conti
The go
For some time after their arrival, they were desti
vernor watched them and when a ship was about sail nued in his service, till Davison,
expecting and hoping that
having incurred the tute of a teaching elder
ing for England, it was observed that Lyford was very hypocritical displeasure of his arbitrary mistress, was Mr. Robinson, with the remainder of the church, would
in
Brewster frequently officia
busy
writing letters, of which he put agreat numbe r imprisoned, fined, and ruined. Davison is said to follow them to America.
on board. The governor in a boat followed the ship have been a man of abilities and
could be persuaded to
integrity, but easy to ted as a preacher, but he never
to sea, and by favor of the master, who was a friend !be imposed upon, and for that
was
made
the
administer
sacraments, or take on him the pastoral
very reason
to the colony, examined the letters, some of which he inWhen Mary, the unfortunate office though it had been stipulated before his deSecretary of State.
tereepted, and concealed.
Lyford and Oldham were Queen of Scotland, had been tried and condemned, parture from Holland. that those who first went should
and theparliament of England had petitioned their so
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These

four colonies were Massachusetts, Connecticut,
vereign for her execution.. Elizabeth privately ordered
New-Haven, and Rhode Island.
Vi
0l
a Je h
rri&amp;gt;nt
WhiCh hC
f It was accidentally seen in a grocers shop at Halifax, NoB Scolls, by Jame.i Clarke, Esq a corresponding member of sent
s en t him
hin with
;h itt to
i
tb
,;
f
the
chancellor
to 1have
the great
the Historical Society, and by him transmitted to Boston.
seal

D

W
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annexed.

Having performed
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&&quot;
!&quot;
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For a particular account of Davison, and a

rj r
Kippu-. \&amp;gt;here the character
this duty, she prc-| piopsr colors, p. 4 i*
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Elizabeth

full vindication

is

drawn
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j&IOGRAPHIES OF THE EARLY DISCOVERERS.
The Church of Plymouth had no regular minister till
be an absolute church of themselve*, as well as those
who staid
and it was one of thei
eir principles, that four years alter the death of Mr. Robinson, and nine
In 1629, they
the brethren who elected, had the po
jower of ordaining years after their coming to America.
settled Ralph Smith, who continued with them about
to office.
The reason of his refusal was his extreme diffidence; five years, and then resigned. He is said to have been
being unwilling to assume any other office in the a man of low gifts, and was assisted three years by
church than that with whicli he had been invested by Roger Williams, of bright accomplishments, but oiIhe whole body. This plea might have some force du- fensive errors.
In 163S, they had John Reyner.
an
ring Robinson s life, by whose advice he had been pre-lableand godly man, of a meek and humble spirit, sound
vailed upon to accept the office of ruling elder; but after in the truth, and unreproveahle in his lite and converhis death there was less reason for it. and his decli- sation.
He continued with them till 1G51, when he
ning to officiate was realty productive of very disagree- removed to Dover, in New Hampshire, where he spent
the remainder of his life.
able effects.
A spirit of faction and division was excited in th,
During his ministry at Plymouth, elder Brewster,
an
of
different
sentiments
church, partly by
having enjoyed a healthy old age, died on the sixteenll
.
persons
of April, 1644, being then in the eighty fourth year of
characters, who came over from England, and parti
He was able to continue his ecclesiastical
by uneasy and assuming brethren among themselves. his age.
Such was the notoriety and melancholy appearance functions, and his field labor, till within a few days of
of those divisions, that their friends in England seri- his death, and was confined to his bed but one day.
He had been remarkably temperate, through his
ously admonished them, and recommended to them
to let their practice in the church be complete and whole life, having drank no liquor but water,till within
For many months together
full; to permit all who feared God, to join thorn- the last five or six years.
selves to them without delay
and to let all divine or- he had, through necessity, lived without bread; having
di nances be used completely in the church, without nothing but fish for his sustenance, and sometimes was
Yet, being of a pliant and cheerful
longer wailing upon uncertainties, or keeping a gap .destitute of that.
temper, he easily accommodated himself to his circum
open fijr opposites.
With this salutary advice they did not comply and stances. When nothing but oysters or clams were set
one groat obstacle to their compliance was the liberty on his table, he would give thanks, with his family,
that they could
suck of the abundance of the seas,
of&quot;
prophesying,* which was allowed not only to the
and of the treasures hid in the sand.&quot;
elders, but to such private members as were
gifted
He was a man of eminent piety and devotion not
In Robinson s apology,* this principle is explained in a
;&quot;

1

From this negotiation, though conducted on their
i!h great discretion and
part
ability, they returned un
successful to Leyden, Jn May, 1618.
They met with

&quot;

&quot;

*

&quot;

)

no

...

1

I

|

Company, who

people determined to transport themselves to this country, rely in? upon James promise that he would
and Mr. Cushit, though not expressly tolerate them

1

i

\

indeed from the Virginia

:

|

1

difficulty

were willing to grant them sufficient territory, with a
ample privileges as they could bestow but the prag
matical James, the pretended vicegerent ot the
Deity,
refused to grant them that
liberty in religious matters,
which was their principal olrject. This persevering

|

.
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(afterward the first governor of New Plymouth) were
sent over to England, as their agents, to
agree with the
Virginia Company for a settlement, and To obtain, if
possible, a grant of liberty of conscience in their in
tended plantation, from King James.

j

i

;

.

man was

again despatched to England in February,
1619, with Mr. William Bradford, to agree with the
Virginia Company on the terms of their removal and

i

i

I

&quot;

;ettlemenl.

After much difficulty and delay, they obtained a
patent in the September following upon which, part
of the church at Ix&amp;gt;yden, with their elder, Mr. Brew
ster, determined lo transport themselves as soon as
possible. Mr. Cushman was one of the agents in Eng
land to procure money, shipping and other necessaries
for the voyage, and embarked with them at Southhamptnn, August 5th, 1620. But the ship, in which
he sailed, proving leaky, and after twice putting into
port to repair, being condemned AS unfit to perform tho
voyage, Mr. Cushman with his family, and a number
of others, were obliged, though reluctantly, to rrlinquish the voyage for that time, and return to London.
Those in the other ship proceeded and made their set
tlement at Plymouth in December, 1620, where Mr.
Cushman also arrived in the ship Fortune from London
on the 10th of November, 1621, hut took passage in
the same ship back again, pursuant to the directions of
the merchant adventurers in London, (who fitted out
the ship, and by whose assistance the first settlers were
transport ed) to give them an account of the plantation.
He sailed from Plymouth December 13th, 1621 and
arriving on the coast of England, the ship, with a cargo
valued at .500 sterling, was taken by the French.
Mr. Cushman, with the crew, was carried into France;
but arrived in London in the February following.
During his short residence at Plymouth, though a /nerc
lay character, he delivered a discourse on the sin and
danger of self love,which was printed in London(1622)
and afterward, re-printed in Boston, (17*24) and again
at Plymouth. (1785 )
And though his name is not
prefixed to either of the two former editions, yet un
questionable tradition renders it certain that he was the
author, and even transmits to us a knowledge of tho

;

;

,

]

;

1

&quot;

&quot;

;

very cautious manner: the exercise of the gill was
and whiUt
subject to the judgment of the minister
thry were under his superintendence, their prophesy ings
were conducted with tolerable regularity hut when

prolix, hut full

ers

in his public pray

esteeming it his duty, lo strengthen and encou
rage the devotion of others, rather than to weary them
with long performances.
On days of fasting and hu
miliation, he was more copious, but equally fervent.
As an instance of this, it is observed, that in 1623, a
drought of six weeks having succeeded the plantin
season, in July a day was set apart for fasting and
The morning was clear and hot, as usual,
prayerbut after eight hours employed in religious exercises,
the weather changed, and before the next
morning, a
gentle rain came on, which continued, with intermis
sions of fair and warm weather, fourteen days,
by
which the languishing corn revived. The neighbor
the
ing Indians observed the change, and said that
Englishman s God was a good God.&quot;
In his public discourses, Mr. Brewster was very
clear and distinguishing, as well as pathetic addressig himself first to the understanding, and then to the
affections of his audience
convincing and persuadin
them of the superior excellency of true religion. Such
a kind of teaching, was well adapted, and in
many in
stances effectual, to the real instruction and benefit of
his hearers.
What a pity that such a man could not
have been persuaded to take on him the pastoral office
In his private conversation, he was social, pleasant,
and inoffensive yet when occasion required, he exer
cised that fortitude which true virtue inspires, but
mixed with such tenderness, that his reproofs &
gave no

;

;

they came to practice on this principle where they had
not that advantage, the consequence was prejudicial to
the establishment of any regular ministry among them.
The preachments of the gifted brethren produced
those discouragements, to the ministers, that almost
,11
left the colony, apprehending themselves driven
awav by thn neglect and contempt, with which the
This practice
people on tliis occasion treated them.&quot;
was not allowed in any other church in New England,
that
of
Plymouth.
except
Beside the liberty of prophesying, and public con
ference, there were several other peculiarities in their
practice, which they learned from the Brownists, and
in which they differed from many of the Reformed
churches.
They admitted none to their communion
without either a written or oral declaration of their
faith and religious experiences, delivered before the
whole church, with liberty fur every one to ask ques
tions till they were satisfied.
They practised ordina
tion by the bands of the brethren. They disused the
I,ord s prayer and the public reading of the Scriptures
They did not allow tlie reading of the psalm before
singing, till, in compassion to a brother who could not
read, they permitted one of the elders or deacons to
read it line by line, after it had been previously ex
They admitted no children
pounded by the minister
to baptism, unless one, at least of the parents, were
and they account
in full communion with the church
ed all baptized children proper subjects of ecclesiasti
cal discipline. Whilst in Holland, they had the Lord s
Supper every Sabbath but when they came to Ame
rica, they omitted it till they could obtain a minister,
and then had it monthly. Most of these practices
were continued for many years, and some are yet ad
hered to, though others Lave been gradually laid aside.

and comprehensive

j

!

;

;

&quot;

;

:

Wr

!

ence.

His compassion towards the distressed was an emi
nent trait in his character and if they were suffering
for conscience sake, he judged them, of all others, most
deserving of pity and relief.
Nothing was more dis
gusting to him than vanity and hypocrisy.
In the government of the church, he was careful to

;

it

was

delivered.

Mr. Cushman, though he

seems to have been equally lamented by their bereaved
and suffering friends there. He was zealously en
gaged in the prosperity of the plantation, a man of
activity and enterprise, well versed in business, re

;

;

where

spot

constantly corresponded with his friends here, and was
very serviceable to their interest in London, never re
turned to the country again ; but, whilst preparing for
in the year 1626.
Tho
it, was removed to a better,
news of his death, and Mr. Robinson s, arrived at the
same time, at Plymouth, by Captain Standish, and

;

spectable in point of intellectual abilities, well accom
preserve order and purity, and to suppress contention. plished in scriptural knowledge, an unaffected profes
Had his diffidence permitted him to exercise the pas sor, and a steady sincere
The
practiser of religion.
toral office, he would have had more influence, and
design of the above mentioned discourse was to keep
intruders at a proper distance.
kept
up that flow of public spirit, which, perhaps, began then
We learn from thn Apostle Paul, (1 Cor. xiv. 3) that he
He was owner of a very considerable library, part of to abate, hut which was
who prnpnesieih, speakeih to men edification, and exhortation,
thought necessary for their
and comfort whicli to perform convenienlly, comes within the which was lost, when the vessel in which he embarked preservation and security.
The policy of that entire
of
a
few
of
or
three
in
but
the
two
multitude, haply
Compass
was plundered at Boston in Lincolnshire. After his
community of interests which our fathers established,
each of our churches. Touching prophecy, then, we think the
books
his remaining
were valued at fortv-three and which this sermon was
same that the Synod of Eti.bden (1571) hath decreed in these death,
designed to preserve, is,
Words
Let the order of prophecy be ofeserved according to pounds, in silver, as appears by the colony records, nevertheless,
justly questionable. The love of separate
Paul s institution. Into the fellowship of this work, are in be where a catalogue of them is preserved.
property, for good and wise purposes, is strongly im
admitted, not only the ministers, but the teachers, elders,
So far from being un
and deacons, yea, even of the multitude, who are willing
planted in the heart of man.
in confer their gift, received of God, to the common utility
favorable to a reasonable generosity and public spirit,
of the church hut so as they first be allowed, hy the judg
ROBERT CUSHMAN Embarks for America Returna to Eng it better enables us to display them, and is not less con
ment of the ministers and others
[Robinson s Apology,
landArrives at Plymuulh Delivers a Discourse on Se lf sistent with the precepts of Scripture, rightly under
chap. vjii.
Love Sails for Eiigland Taken by the French -his Death stood, than with the dictates of reason.
This is evi
Governor Wmlhrop, and Mr- Wilson, minister of Boston,
and character.
made a visit to Plymouth, in October, 16-^2, and kept Sabdenced by the subsequent conduct of this very peo
The following account of the afternoon exercise
bath there
ROBERT CUSHMAX was a distinguished character ple. In the year 1623, departing a little from their first
IB preserved in
WlnibmjPa JntnrnaJ, p. 44.
that collection of worthieswho quitted England svstem,
In the afternoon, Mr. Roger Williams, according
thr-lr among
they agreed that every family should plant
custmn, propounded a question&quot;, ia which the pastor, Mr. Smith, on account of their religious difficulties, and settled for themselves
bringing in a competent portion at
d
and after him w ith Mr John Robinson, their
pastor, in the city of harvest, for the maintenance of public officers, fisherafterwards
a
removal
to
America, men
and in all other things to go on in the gentdM. Than the e ldcr dSired Yhe gorerner of MuMdu!ftu I-*} ^&quot;- Proposing
and Mr. Wilson m speak to k, which ihey did. When this! in the vear 1617, Mr. Cushman. and Mr. John Carver, raj wa y, (as they term it) as before ; for this purpose
was ended, the deacon, Mr. Knller, put the
aim,, mlfor a
assigned to every
cun^rct
r^hman wai nnl. ished
in I/MJ,
1733^1
aj family a parcel of land,
earn
the governor
mind of their duty of contribution: upon which
Lven this
and all the re^t went down to the deacon s seat and pill into Plymouth, as ar. Appendix to the third edition -f his Discourse year only, in proportion to their number.
Self Love. It waa written by John Davis, Esq.
ihe bag, ar.U then returned&quot;
temporary division, as Governor Bradford,in his minu*&quot;
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:

ROBERT CUSHMAN.
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AMERICA N
has a vory good effect ; makes
script history,
even the women and
fill industrious
gives content
children now go into the field to work, and much more]
In the spring of the year
corn is planted than ever.
102 1, the people being still uneasy, one acre of land
was given to each, in fee-simple no more to be given,
j

1

j

;

the expiration of the seven years. In the year 1027,
the interest of the adventurers in

when they purchased

England, in the plantation, there was a division and
allotment of almost all their property, real and personal; twenty acres of tillage land to each, besides
what they field before the meadows and the trade
;

only, remaining in common.
Thus it is observable, how men, in spite of their
principles, arc naturally led into that mode of conduct,
which truth and utility, ever coincident, point out.

I

S

TO RV

.

and consume one another, through their em
ways and contentions be you. therefore
Will not a few ashamed of it, and win them lo peace, both with your
idle drones spoil the whole stock of laborious bees
selves, and with one another, by your peaceable exam
So one idle belly, one miirinurcr, one eomplainer, one! ples, which will preach louder to them, than ifyou could
dishearten
a
whole
self-lover, will weaken and
colony. cry in their barbarous language; so also shall you bo
Great matters have been brought to pass, where men an encouragement to many of your Christian friends,
have cheerfully, as with one heart, hand and shoulder, in your native country, to come to you, when they hear
of your peace, love and kindness.
But. above all, it
gone about it, both in wars, buildings and plantations
but where every man seeks himself, all cometh to no- shall go well with your soul*, \\hen that God of peace
and unity shall come to visit you \\ith death, as he
thing.
14
The country is yet raw, the land untilled the ci hath done many of your associates, you being found
We arc com of him, not in murmuring*, discontent, and jars, but
ties not builded
the cattle not settled.
passed about with a helpless and idle pcople,the natives in brotherly love, arid peace, nrav be translated from
of the country, which cannot, in any comely or com this wandering wilderness, unto that joyful and heav
We enly Canaan.&quot; Amen.
fortable manner, help themselves much less us.
also have been very chargeable to many of our loving
friends which helped us hither, and now again supplied
lilt,

or daily eat
ulations,

shall not the

|

I

I

!

;

;

,

;

;

;

;

fathers deserve the highest commendation for pro
secuting, at the hazard of life and fortune, that reforma
So that before we think of gathering riches, we
tion in religion, which the Church of England left im us.
nust even in conscience think of requiting their charge,
taking for this purpose, the Sacred .Scrip
perfect
ot
tures, as their only guide, they travelled in the path
love, and labor and curses be on that profit and gain
which aimeth not at this.
irnt h, and appealed to a most noble anil unerring stan
Besides, how many of OUT
dard but when from their reverence to this divine dear friends did here die at our first entrance many of

Our

;

,

!

j

tilt

II

some weighty piece of timber,

lift

vessel, if one stand still and do not.
test be weakened and disheartened !

i

;

;

to

together

observes,&quot;

:

;

!

;

to them, no doubt, for want of good lodging, shelter, and
authority, in matters of religion, they were inclined
esteem it the only guide, in all the affairs of lift 1 , and comfortable things; and many more may go after them
Is this then, a time for
attempted to regulate their civil polity upon church quickly, if cart; be not taken.
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EDWARD WISSLOW

His Hirth and Education Travel* on
to America
His visit to Masassoit
Returns to England Sails again l -r Plymouth Sent
as Agent to England Committed to the Flcel Prisonthe Continent

Removes

Returns to New England anu chosen Governor
Chosen Commissioner of tin; United Colonies Sent by
Cromwell against the Spaniards Dies on the passage to
Jamaica Account of his Descendants.

Released

Tins eminently useful person was the eldest son of
begin to seek themselves? Paul saith, that a gentleman of the same name, of Droitwich, in Wor
in the, last days shall be lovers of themselves (2 cestershire, where he was born in 1594.
Of his edu
rable difficulties.
The end of civil society is the security of the tempo Tim. iii. 2 ;) but it is here yet but the first days, and cation and first appearance in life wo. have no know
world.
It
is
now
of
this
new
In
the
of
not
the
the
course
his
travels
on
of
of
all
as
it
the
continent
and
ral liberty
man,
were,
happiness
dawning
ledge.
prosperity
and perfection which he is capable of attaining, for therefore no time for men to look to get riches, brave Europe, he became acquainted with Mr. Robinson and
which other means are appointed. Had not our fa clothes, dainty fare but to look to present necessities. the church under his pastoral care at Lcydrn, where he
To this church he joined himself,
It is now no time to pamper the flesh, live at ease, settled and married.
thers placed themselves upon such a footing, with re
but rather to and wilh them he continued til! their removal to Ame
spect to property, as was repugnant to the nature of snatch, catch, scrape, and hoard up
man, and not warranted by the true end of civil so- open the doors, the chests, and vessels, and say, bro rica. He came hither with the first company, and hi*
that I name is the third in the list of those who subscribed the
ciety, there would probably have been no just ground of ther, neighbor, friend, what want ye f anything
it is yours to command, to covenant of incorporation, before their disembarkation
complaint of a want of real and reasonable public spi have ] make bold with it
and the necessity of the exhortation and reproof, do yon good, to comfort and cherish you and glad I at Cape Cod. His family then consisted of bis wife
rit
and three other persons. He wns one of the company
contained in Mr. Cushrnan s discourse, would have arn that I have it for you.
Let there be no prodigal son to come forth and who coasted the bay of Capo Cod, and discovered th
been superseded. Their zeal, their enterprise, and
and when the .Sachem Masassoit
their uncommon sufferings in the prosecution of their say, give me the portion of lands and goods that ap harbor of Plymouth
arduous undertaking, render it morally certain, that pertaineth to me, and let me shift for myself. It is came to visit the strangers, he offered himself as a
Israel was hostage, whilst a conference was held and a treats
they would have ever cheerfully performed their duty yet too soon to put men to their shifts
Their contemporaries might censure seven years in Canaan, before the land was divided was made with the savage prince.
in this respect.
His wife died soon after his arrival and in the fol
them for what they did not, but their posterity must unto tribes, much longer before it was divided unto
ever admire and revere them for what they did exhibit. families; and why wouldest thou have thy particular lowing spring, he married Susanna, the widow of Wil
After the death of Mr. Cushman, his family came portion, but because thou thinkest to live better than liam White, and mother of Peregrine, the first English
over to New England. His son, Thomas Cushman, thy neighbor, and scornest to live so meanly as he 1 child born in New England.
This was the first mar
succeeded Mr. Brewster, as ruling elder of the Church but who, I pray thce, brought this particularizing first riage solemnized in the colony (May 12, 1021.)
of Plymouth, being ordained to that office in 1649 into the world
Did not Satan who was not content
In June, he went in company with Stephen Hopkins
He was a man of good gifts, and frequently assisted in to keep that equal state with his fellows, but would to visit Sachem Masassoit at Pokanoket. The design
on
the
stars
1
Did
not
he
also
entice
the
and
catechiz
set
his
throne
above
of
this visit is related in Bradford s life. The particu
carrying
public worship.preaching
ing. For it was one of the proiessed principles of that man to despise his general felicity and happiness, and lar circumstances of it may properly be detailed here,
**
to choose none for go- go try particular know\edge of good and evil
church, in its first formation,
Nothing in the very words of Winslow s original narrative.
&quot;We set forward, the 10th of June, about nine in
yerning elders, but such as were able to teach.&quot; He in this world doth more resemble heavenly happiness,
continued in this office till he died, in 1691, in the than for men to live as one, being of one heart, and the morning our guide [Ti^quantum] resolving that
one soul neither any thing more resembles hellish night to rest at Namasket,a town under Masassoit, and
eighty fourth year of his age.
The above mentioned discourse of Mr. Robert Cush horror, than for every man to shift for himself, for if conceived by us to be very near, because the inhabit
man, in 1621, may be considered as a specimen of the it be a good mind and practice, thus to affect particu- ants flocked so thick, on every slight occasion among
*
The occasion was lars,m/nc and thinc^ then it should be best also for God us but we found it to be fifteen English miles. On
prophesyings&quot; of the brethren.
the exhortations and reproofs are not less to provide one heaven for thee, and another for thy the way, we found ten or twelve men, women and chil
singular
so
but were adapted to the then state of society. neighbor.
dren, which had pestered us till we were weary of
Some specimens may not be disagreeable, and are
But some will say, If all men will do them perceiving that (as the manner of them all is)
Objection.
here
with
this
therefore
inserted.
their endeavors, as I do, I could be content
where victuals is easiest to be got, there they live, es
*
Now, brethren, I pray you remember yourselves, generality but many are idle and slothful. and eat up pecially in the summer ; by reason whereof, our bay
and know that you are not in a retired monastical other s labors, and therefore it is best to part, and then affording many lobsters, they resort every spring tide
course, but have given your names and promises one to every man may do his pleasure.
thither, and now returned with us to Namasket.
If others be idle and thou diligent, thy fellowship, Thither we came about three in the afternoon the in
another, and covenanted here to cleave together in the
service of God and the king. What then must you do T provocation, and example. may well help to cure that ma habitants
entertaining us, with joy, in the best manner
May you live as retired hermits, and look after nobody! lady iojUhcrn, being together but being asunder, shall they could, giving us a kind of bread, called by them
must
seek
still
the
wealth
of
one
not
be
more
and
and
shall
not
another; they
Nay, you
beg Mazium, and the spawn of shad, which then they got
jdle,
gentry
and inquire, as David, how liveth such a man how is gary be quickly the glorious ensigns of your common in abundance insomuch as they gave us spoons to
he clad how is he fed 1 He is my brother, and my wealth
eat them
with these they boiled musty acorns,
associate
we ventured our lives together here, and
Be not too hasty to say men are idle and slothful. but of the shad we ate heartily. They desired one of
hail a hard brunt of it
and we are in league together. All men have not strength, skill, faculty, spirit, and our men to shoot at a crow, complaining w hat
damage
Is his labor harder than mine 1 surely I will ease him. courage to work alike. It is thy glory and credit, that
their corn by them
who shooting
they sustained
Hath he no bed to lie on] I have two I ll lend him thou canst do so well, and his shame and reproach, and killing, they much admired it, as other shots on
one.
Hath he no apparel ? I have two suits, I ll give that he can do no better and are not these sufficient other occasions.
him one of them. Eats he coarse fare, bread and wa rewards to you both ?
After this Tisquantum told us, we should hardly
ter! and have I better] surely we will part stakes.
If any be idle apparently, you have a law and go
in one day reach Pakanokick,
moving us to go eight
He is as good a man as I, and we are bound each to vernors to execute the same, and to follow that rule of miles farther,where we should find
more store and betso that his wants must be my wants, his sor the
other
apostle, to keep back their bread, and let them not ;er victuals.
Being willing to hasten our journev, we
rows my sorrows, his sickness my sickness, and his eat; go not therefore
whispering, to charge men with went, and came thither at .setting-sun where we found
welfare my welfare for I am as he is. Such a sweet idleness but
go to the governor and prove them idle many of the men of Namasket fishing at a ware
sympathy were excellent, comfortable, yea, heavenly, and thou shall see them have their deserts
.vhich they had made on a river, which belonged to
and is the only maker and conserver of churches and
There is no grief so tedious as a churlish compan ;hem, where they caught abundance of bass. These
commonwealths.
ion.
Bear ye one another s burdens,and be not a bur welcomed us also, gave us of their fish, and we them
It wonderfully encourageth men in their duties, den one to another.
Avoid all factions, frowardness. of our victuals, not
doubting but we should have enough
when they see the burthen equally borne but when singularity, and withdraw
and cleave fast to the wherever we came.
There we iojged in the open
some withdraw themselves, and retire to their own par Lord, and one to another, ings,
for houses they had none, though they spent
continually so shall you he fields
ticular ease, pleasure or profit, what heart can men a notable
The head of this river
precedent to these poor heathens.whose eyes the most of the summer there
bare to go oa in their business 1 When men are come are
upon you, and who very brutishly and cruellv do is reported to be not far from the place of our abode
ideas, they erred,
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**
The next day bi-ing Thursday, many of their sa above three miles- from Mat tunny st,* his dwelling place.
many towns, it being a good
length. The ground is very good on both sides, it be-;chcms or petty governors came to see us, and many of {Althlough he were but a hollow hearted friend To us, I
for the most part cleared. Thousands of men have their men also.
tliis hi enter into more
They went lo their manner of games thought no lime so fit
friendly
lived there, which died in a great plague, not loin for skins and knives.
challenged them to shoot terms with him, and the rest ot the sachems there
since
and pity it was and is to see so many goodly for skins, hut they durst not only they desired to see alxxiU hoping, through th; birthing of God, it would
fields and so well seated, without men to dress the one of us shoot at a mark; who
shooting with hail-shot, be a means in that unsettled slate, to settle their afTeelions townrdsus and though it wore somewhat
they wondered to see the mark so full of holes.
dangerThe next morning we brake our fast, and took our
About one o clock, Masassoit brought two fishes ous, in respect of our personal saft-ty, yet esteeming it
leave and departed being then accompanied with six th;it he had shot they were like bream, but three times the best means, leaving tin* event to God in his
mercy,
savages.
Having gone about six miles by the river s so big, and better meat. [Probably the lish called Ta- I resolved to put it in practice, if Mr. llamden and
These being boiled, there were at least forty. Hohamock durst attempt It with me, whom I found
side, at a known shoal place, it being low water, they taug.J
So we went towaid Mattapuyst.
Kpake to us to put ofF our breeches, for we must wade that looked for a share in them the most eat of them, willing
In the way, Kohamock manifesting a troubled
through Here let me not forget the valor and courage This meal only, we had in two nights and a day and
uf some of the savages, on the opposite side of the had not one of us brought a partridge, we had taken spirit, brake forth into these speeches.
Neen woma.vn
*
river
for there were remaining alive only two men, our journey fasting.
Very importunate he was with &ffVttvff,
My loving .Sachem many have I
both aged. These two, spying a company of men en- us to stay with him longer; but we desired to keep known hut never any like thee
Then turning to
tcring the river, ran very swiftly, and low in the grass, the sabbath at home and feared we should
light- me. he said, whiUt I lived, I should never see his like
to. meet us at the bank
where, with shrill voices, and headed for want of sleep; for what with bad lodging, among the Indians. He was no liar, he was not
great courage, standing, charged upon us with their; barbarous sinking, (for they use to sing themselves to bloody and cruel like other Indians in anger and pasdemanded
what
we were, supposing us to sleep) lice and tleas within doors, and musketoes with- sion he was soon reclaimed easy to be reconciled tobows, they
be enemies, and thinking to take advantage of us in out, we could hardly sleep, all the time of our being ward such as had ollbnded him ruled by reason, in
(he water
but seeing we were friends, they welcom- there
and we much feared that if we should stay any such measure as he would not scorn the advice of mean
ed us with such food as they had and we bestowed a longer, we should not be able to recover home for want men and that he governed his men better with few
small bracelet of beads on them,
Thus far, we are of strength.
strokes than others did with many truly loving where
44
On FridayJ morning,beforc
sure, the tide ebbs and flows.
vea._ he feared we had not a faithful friend
sun-rising,
o1
o we took our he loved *.
.
Having here again refreshed ourselves, we pro- leave and departed. Masassoit being both grieved and left among the Indians.showinghow often he restrained
ceeded on our journey, the weather being very hot ; ashamed, that he could not better entertain us.
Re- their malice. He continued a long speech, with such
yet the country so well watered, that a man could taining Tisquantum lo send from place to place, to pro- signs of lamentation and unfeigned sorrow, as would
scarce be dry, but he should have a spring at hand to cure truck for us. he appointed another [guide] Toka- have made the hardest heart relent.
cool his thirst, bfsidt* small rivers in abundance. The, mahamon in his place, whom we found laithful before
At length we came to Mattapuyst,and went loth*
sachem s place ConbuUnt was not at home, but at
savages will not willingly drink but at a spring-head, and after upon all occasions.&quot;
When we came to any small brook, where no bridge
This narrative gives us a just idea of the hospitality Pokanokick, five or six miles
The squaw sachem
was, two of them desired to carry us through of their and poverty of the Indians.
They gladly entertain gave us friendly entertainment. Here we inquired
own accord also fearing we were or would be weary, strangers with the best they can afford but it is again concerning Massassowat; they thought him dead;
Those but knew no certainty. Whereupon I hired one to go
they offered to carry our pieces, [guns ;] also, if we familiar to them to endure long abstinence.
would lay off any of our clothes, we should have them who visit them must be content to fare as they do, or with all exhibition to Pokanokick, that we migbt know
carried
and as the one of them had found more spc- carry
the certainty thereof,and withal to acquaint Conbutant
irrv their own provisions and share it with them.
cial kindness from one of the messengers, and the
r. Winslow s next excursion was
by sea to Mona- with our being there. About half an hour before sunother savage from the other, so they showed their higon, an island near the mouth of Penobscot Bay, to setting the messenger returned, and told us that he was
thankfulness accordingly in affording us all help and procure a supply of bread from the lishing vessels, who not yet dead, though there was no hope that we should
furtherance in the journey.
Upon this, we were much revived,
(resorted to the eastern coast in the spring of 1622. tind him living.
*
As we passed along, we observed that there were This supply, though not large, was freely given to the and set forward with all speed, though it was late withfew places by the river, but had been inhabited by suffering colony and being prudently managed in the in night when we got thither. About two o clock, that
reason whereof, much ground was clear save of weeds distribution, amounted to one quarter of a pound for afternoon, the Dutchman had departed, so that, in that
which grew higher than our heads. There is much each person, till the next harvest. By means of this respect, our journey was frustrate,
When we came thither, we found the house so full
good timber, oak, walnut, fir, beech, and exceeding excursion, the people of Plymouth became acquainted
with the eastern coast of which knowledge they after- of men, as we could scarce get in, though they used
great chesnut trees.
wards
traffic
with
their
best diligence to make way for us.
we
to
a
town
availed
a
beneficial
&quot;Afterward
came
of Masassoit s,
They were
themselves, for
!in the midst of their charms for him, making such a
where we eat oysters, and other fish. From thence jthe natives.
In the spring of the year 1623, Mr. Winslow made hellish noise, as distempered us that were well, and,
we went to Pockanokick, but Masassoit was not at
home. There we staid,, he being sent for. When a second visit to the sachem, on account of his sick- (therefore unlike to ease him that was sick. About him
news was brought of his coining, our guide, Tisquan- ness the particular circumstances of which are thus were six or eight women, who chafed his arms and legs
to keep heat in him.
When they had made an end of
turn, requested that at our meeting, we would dis- given in his own words.
One of us going to charge his:
News came to Plymouth that Massassowat* was their charming, onefold him that his friends the Engcharge our pieces
piece, the women and children, through fear ran away like to die, and that at the same time there was a Dutch lish were come to see him. Having his understanding
and could not be pacified till he laid it down again ; ship driven o high on the shore, before his dwelling, left, though his sight wholly gone, he asked who was
who afterward were better informed by our interpreter. by stress of weather, that till the tides increased, she come they told him Winsnup ;) for they cannot pro
in place of it ;)
Masassoit being come, we discharged our pieces! could not begot olT. Now it being a commendable nounce the letter L but ordinarily
and saluted him, who, after their manner, kindly wel- manner of the Indians, when any, especially of note, he desired to speak with me. When I came to him
to
told
him
of
he
forth
his
hand to me,
and they
comcd us. and took us into his house, and set us doown arc dangerously sick, for all that profess friendship
it,
put
therefore it was which I took then he said twice, though very inwardby him, where, having delivered our message and [pre- them to visit them in their extremity
I ankeen, Winsnmer ar( tbou Winslow!
sents, and having put the coat on his back, and the thought
professed friend- ly,
thought meet, that as we had ever pro
chain about his neck, he was not a little proud to be- ship.so we should now maintain the same, by observing swered ahhe, that is, yes, Then he doubled these
Matla necn wmickwiet namcn \\insnowT
hold himself, and his men also to see their kill&quot; so this their laudable custom; and the rather, because words,
we desired to have some conference with the Dutch, that is to say, O Winslow, I shall never see thee
bravely attired.
Then I called Hobamock, and desired him to
For answer to our message, he told us we were not knowing when we should have so fit an opportu- again
tell Masassoit, that the governor hearing of his sickwelcome and he would gladly continue that peace nity.
that
been
To
ness.vvas
and friendship which was between him and us and
there,
end, myself having formerly
sorry for the same ; and though, by reason of
for his men, they should no more pester us, as they and understanding in some measure the Dutch tongue, many businesses, he could not himself come, yet he
had done also that he would send to Paomet, and the governor [Bradford] again laid this service on my- had sent me, with such things for him as he thought
to administer to most likely to do him good in this extremity ; and
(self, and fitted me with some cordials
help u.s to seed-corn, according to our request.
This being done, his men gathered near to him. to him having one Mr. John Hamden, a gentleman of whereof if he pleased to take, I would presently give
whom he turned himself and made a great speech the London, who then wintered with us. and desired much him which he desired and, having a confection of
ol my knife,
meaning whereof (as far as we could learn) was, that ,to see the country, for my comfort, and Hobamock for many comfortable conserves, on the point
So we set forward, and lodged the first 1 gave him some, which I could scarce get through hin
he was commander of the country, and that the people our guide.
should bring their skins to us.
He named at least night at Namaskat, where we had friendly entertain teeth when it was dissolved in his mouth, he swallowed the juice of it, whereat those that were about
thirty places&quot;; and their answer was confirming and merit.
&quot;The
next day, about one o clock, we came to a him were much rejoiced, saying he had not swallowed
applauding what he said.
He then lighted tobacco fnr us, and fell to dis- ferry in Conbatant st country, where, upon discharge any thing in two days before. Then I desired to see
coursing of England and of the king, marvelling that of mv piece, divers Indians came to us. from a house! his mouth, which was exceedingly furred, and his
of the not far oil
Also&quot; he talked
he could live with mt a wife.
They told us that Massassowat was dead, tongue swelled in such a manner.that it was not possiFrenchmen; bidding us not to suffer them to come to land that day buried and that the Dulch would be gone ble for him to eat such meat as they had. Then I
and scraped his tongue; after which
Narrowhigansct for it was King James s country. before we could get thither, having hove off their ship washed his mouth,
and ho was King James s man. It grew late, but he already. This news struck us blank but especially I gave him more of the confection, which he swallowed
Then he desired lo drink; I
with more readiness.
for indeed he had not any, be- Hobamock. who desired me to return with all speed
offered us no victuals
dissolved sonic of it in water, and gave him thereof;
ing so newly c ime home. So we desired to go to rest. 1 told him I would first think of it. considering now,
He laid us oil the bed with himself and his wife; they that he being dead, Conbalant, or Corbitant, was the and within half an hour.tliis wrought a great alteration
at the one end, and we at the other ; it being only most likely to succeed him, and that we were not in him, and presently after his sight began to come to.
Then I gave him more, and told him of a mishim.
planks, laid a foot from the ground, and a thin mat
Thus it is spelt in Winslow s narrative.
~~
upon them. Two more of his chief men, for want of
t III* nanift is spelt Corbitant. Conbatant, and Conbutant.
room, pressed by and upon us so that we were worse Thls forry js pr0 b H
A neck of land in the township of Swanzcy, commonly
the same wlncli is now called Blade s
wearied of our lodging, than of our journey.
pronounced Maitapoiset.
Ferry, in Swanzcy.
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AMERICAN HISTORY.
drink,
nap we had by the way, in breaking A bottle
which the governor also srnt him, saying, if he would
of his men to Plymouth, I would send forj
send
more of the same also for chickens, to make him
broth, and for other things which I knew were good for
him, and would stay the return of the messenger,
This he took marvellous kindly, and appointed some
who were ready to go by two o clock in the morning.
a lettcr.declaring our
against which time I made ready
good success, and desiring such things as were proper.
He requested me that I would the next day take my
and make him such pot
piece, and kill him some fowl,
tage as he had eaten at Plymouth, which I promised
but his stomach coming to him, I must needs make
him some without fowl, before I went abroad. I
Caused a woman to bruise some corn and take the
flour from it, and set the broken corn in a pipkin, (for
of&quot;

when

by the same influence, he was chosen governor,*
one year.
Mr. Winslow was a man of great activity and reso
lution, and therefore well qualified to conduct enter*
He frequently
prizes for the benefit of the colony.
went to Penobscot, Kennebeck, and Connecticut ri
vers, on trading voyages, and rendered himself useful
and agreeable to he people.
In 1635, he undertook another agency in England
for the colonies of Plymouth and Massachusetts
part
on
ly on occasion of the intrusions which were made
the territory of New England, by the French on the
east, and by the Dutch on the west and partly to an
swer complaints, which had been made to the go
vernment against the Massachusetts Colony, by Tho
mas Morton, who had been twice expelled for his mis
lor

&quot;any

;

;

j

I

;

:

;

behavior.
At that time, the care of the colonies

When the day
Ihey have earthen pots of all sizes.)
broke, we went out to seek herbs, (it being the middle ted to a

of March) but could not find any but strawberry leaves,
of which I gathered a handful and put into the same,
and because I had nothing to relish it, I went forth
again und pulled up a sassafras root, and sliced apiece
and boiled it, till it had a good relish. Of this broth I
gave him a pint, which he drank and liked it well after
That
this his sight mended, and he took some rest.
morning he caused me to spend in going among the
sick in the town, re ,uesting me to wash their mouths,
and give them some of the same I gave him. This
pains I took, willingly, though it were much offensive
to me.
When the messengers were returned, finding his
Bto ach come to him, he would not have the chickens
killed, but kept them for breed. Neither durst we give
him any physic, because he was so much altered, not
doubting of his recovery if he were careful. Upon his

Now I
recovery he brake forth into these speeches
see the English arc my friends, and love me whilst I
this
kindness
have
showed
I
will
never
live,
they
forget
me.
At our coming away, he called Hobamock to
him, and privately told him of a plot of the Massachu

We

&quot;

]

For
poration there for the prosecution of the design.
this purpose, an act of Parliament was passed (1649)
a
in
for
incorporating
society
Kngland
propagating
the Gospel in New England.&quot; The commissioners of
the United Colonies were constituted a Board of Cor
respondents, arid distributors of the money, xvhich was
supplied in England by charitable donations from all
the cities, towns, and parishes in the kingdom.
By
the influence and exertions of both these respectable
ministers
were
the
Indians
of
bodies,
supported among
New England the Bible and other books of piety were
translated into the Indian tongue, and printed for their
use ; and much pains were taken by several worthy
ministers, and other gentlemen to in.slniet the Indians,
and reduce them to a civilized life. This bociety is
still in existence, and, till the revolution in America,
they kept up a Board of Correspondents at Boston*, but
Of this
since that period it has been discontinued.
&quot;

was commit

bishops, lords, and gentlemen,
It was
of whom Archbishop Laud was at the head.
also in contemplation to establish a general govern
ment in America, which would have superseded the
charters of the colonies.
Winslow s situation at that time, was critical, and
In his petition to the comlis treatment was severe.
nissioners, he set forth the encroachments of the

;

&quot;

Mr. Winslow had great advantage in this huainem,
from the credit and esteem which he enjoyed with that
have no account of the particulars of thin
party.
by his prudent
agency, but only in general, that
management, he prevented any damage, and cleared
the colony from any blame or dishonor.&quot;
One design of the confederation of the colonies, waa
[to promote the civilization of the Indians, and their con
version to the Christian religion.
In this great and
good work, M r. Winslow was from principle, very zea
lously engaged. In England, he employed his interest
and friendship with members of the Parliament, and
other gentlemen of quality and fortune to erect a cor
I

number of

:

Kronen and Dutch, and prayed for a special warrant
English Colonies to defend themselves against
;ill
Governor Winthrop censured
foreign enemies.
ill advised
because such precedents
ihis petition, as
their
th it they should do
liberties
:iiight endanger
nothing, but by commission out of England.&quot;
The petition, however, was favorably received by
some of the Board. Winslow was heard several times
in support of it, and pointed out a way in which the ob
ject might have been attained without any charge to
&quot;

to the

&quot;

;

;

corporation, at its first establishment, Mr Winslow
was a very active and faithful member in England
where his reputation was great, and his abilities highly
valued by the prevailing party, who found him so much
employment there, and elsewhere, that he never re
;

the Crown, by furnishingsome of the chief men of the
colonies with authority, which they would exercise at
their own expense, and without any public national dis
turbance. This proposal crossed the design of George
and Mason, whose aim was to establish a general go
setts against Weston s colony, and so against us. But vernment
and the archbishop who was engaged in
he would neither join therein, nor give way to any of their interest, put a check to Winslow s proposal, by
him
to
With this lie charged
his.
acquaint me, by the questioning him on Morton s accusation, for hi-? own
way, that I might inform the governor. Being fitted personal conduct in America. The offences alleged
for our return, we took leave of him, who returned against him were, that he, not being in holy orders,
many thanks to our governor, and also to ourselves, for but a mere layman, had taught publicly in the church,
our labor and love the like did all that were about and had officiated in the celebration of marriages. To
So we departed.&quot;
him.
the fornier,Winslow answered, * that sometimes, when
In the autumn of the same year, Mr. Winslow went the church was destitute of a minister, he had exercis
to England as agent to the colony, to give an account ed his gift for the edification of his brethren.
To the
of their proceedings to the adventurers, and procure latter, &quot;that though he had officiated as a magistrate
such things as were necessary. Whilst he was in Eng in the solemnizing of marriage, yet he regarded it only
that the people of Plymouth had
land, he published a narrative of the settlement and as a civil contract
transactions of the colony at Plymouth, under this title, for a long time been destitute of a minister, and were
Good news from New England, or a relation ol compelled by necessity to have recourse to the magis
things remarkable in that plantation, by E. Wins- trate in that solemnity that this was not to them a no

turned to

:

New

England.

When

Oliver Cromwell (1655) planned an expedi
tion against the Spaniards in the West Indies, and
sent Admiral Penn and General Venables to execute
to superintend
it, he appointed three commissioners
and direct th( ir operations of which number Winslow was the thief; the other two were Richard Hoidrip, and Edward Blagge. Their object was to attack
St. Domingo, the only place of strength which the

;

:

;

Spaniards had

in Hispaniola.

The commanders

disagreed in their tempers and
views, and the control of the commissioners was of no

;

The

avail.

were landed

1

tioops, ill appointed and badly provided}
nt too great a distance from the city, and

way in the woods. Worn with hunger and
heat ami fatigue, they were routed by an incon

lost their
thirst,

siderable numl er of Spaniards; six hundred were killed,
and the remnunt took refuge on board their vessels.
To compensate as far as possible for this unfortunate
event, the fleet sailed for Jamaica, which surrendered
But Mr. Winslow, who par
without any resistance.
velty, having been accustomed to it in Holland where took of the chagrin of the defeat, did not enjoy the plea
he himself had been married by a Dutch magistrate, in sure of the victi ry. In the passage between Hispanio
the state house.
On this honest confession, the arch la and Jamaica, the heat of the climate threw him into
bishop pronounced him guilty of the crime of separa a fever which, operating with the dejection of his
tion from the national church, and prevailed on the mind, put an nd to his life on the Sth of May, 1655,
Board to consent to his imprisonment. He was there in the sixty -tiu-tyear of his age. His body was com
fore committed to the Fleet prison, where he lay con
mitted to th 1 deep, with the honors of war, forty-two
fined seventeen weeks.
But after that time, on peti guns being fired by the fleet on (hat occasion.
The following well-meant but inelegant verses were
tioning the Board, he obtained release.
At his return to
England, the colony showed written by one of the passengers on board the same
;

&quot;

;

low.&quot;

This narrative is abridged in Purchas s Pilgrims, and
has been of great service to all succeeding historians.
To it, he subjoined an account of the manners arid
customs, the religious opinions and ceremonies of the
Indian natives which, being an original work and now

1

;

(

;

inserted in the Appendix.
rarely to be found,
In the following spring (March 1624) Mr. Winslow
returned from England, having been absent no longer
than six months bringing a good supply of clothing
and other necessaries, and, what was of more value
than any other supply, three heifers and one bull ; the
first neat cattle brought into New-England.
The sameyear,he went again to England, where he
had an opportunity of correcting a mistake which had
been made in his former voyage. The adventurers,
had then, in the same ship with the cattle, sent over
John Iwford, as a minister who was soon suspected
a person unfit for that office..
of
When Mr.
Winslow went a^ain to England, he imparted this sus
the
and at a meeting of
adventurers, it appear
picion
ed on examination th-it Lvford had bren a minister in
where his conduct had been so bad as to
Ireland
is

New

;

respect, by choosing him ship in which he died.
succeeding year (1G36.) In this
The eight h of May, west from Spaniola shore,
office he conducted himself greatly to their satisfaction.
God took from us our grand commissioner,
In 1644 he was again honored with the same ap
Winslow by name a man in chiefest trust,
Whose life vas sweet and conversation just
pointment, and in the intermediate years, was the first
Whose parts and wisdom most men did excel;
on the list of magistrates.

him the highest degree of
their governor for the

&quot;

;

;

An honor

When

the colonies of New England entered into a
confederation for their mutual defence, in 1643, Mr.
Winslow was chosen one of the commissioners on be
of Plymouth, and was continued in that office till
IGio, \\hen he was solicited by the Colony of Massa
ehusetts, to go a^ain to England to answer to the com
plaints of KatiHiel Gorton and others, who had charged
them with religious intolerance and persecution. The
limes being changed, and the Puritans being in power,

to his place, as all

can

tell.&quot;

Before his departure from New-England, Mr Winslow had made a settlement on a valuable tract of land
in Marshfield, to which he gave the name of Carswel),
probably from a castle and seat of that name in Staffordshire. His son, Josiah Winslow, was a magistrate
and governor of the colony, and general of the Newhim to quit that kingdom and that the adven
obi
England forces, in the war with the Indians, called Phi
turers bad been imposed upon, bv false testimony con
He died in Ifi30. Isaac, the son of Josiah
lip s war.
cerning him. With this discovery, Mr. Winslow came
Winslow. sustained the chief civil and military offices in
back to Plymouth in 16*5, and found thn court sitting,
the county of Plymouth, after its incorporation with
* The
following note from Governor Winlhmp s Journal is
on the affair of Oldham. who had returned, aflnr ba
and was President of the Provincial
Mr. KJwaid Win.-Oow was chosen Massachusetts
worthy of observation.!
The true characters of these impostors be governor of Plymouth. Mr. Uradford having been governor Conne.il. He died in 1738. John Winslow, the son
nishment.
luhoiit U-n [twelve years,] and now
were
thus
both
from
the
importunity
pot
discovered, they
of Isaac, was a captain in the unfortunate expedition to
ing
expelled
Tins singular trait in Bradford * character, of which there is
plantation.
the fullest evidence, sufficiently invalidates an insinuation Cuba in 1740. and afterward an officer in the British
About the same time, Governor Bradford having :of nuU hinson, that Winslow s
abroad
employment
pre- service* and major-general in several expeditions to
ed s. competition between HrudforJ and him for the
prevailed on the people of Plymouth to choose five as [ven
Kennebeck, No\a Scotia, and Crown Point. He died
s place.&quot;!
.governor
in 1774, ajje.d 71.
sistants, instead of one, Mr. Winslow was first elected
His son, Dr Isaac Winslow. is now
llutftiinson wis a governor of a different charater
to this office in whirh he was continued till Iti:l3,
in
t Wlnthrop s Journal, 47.
of the family estate at Marshfield.
Hatch. Hut. II. 457.
By
;
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OF THE EARLY DISCOVERERS.

&quot;BIOGRAPHIES

Being sent on a trading voyage to Matarhiest, [be
tween Barnstable and Karmouth. Feb. 1623] a severe
storm came on,during the first night, by which thehard with ice and Captain Standish with his
bor was filled
party was obliged to lodge in one of the huts of the

the fnvor of tliis gentleman, the letter books and journals of his tele father, Major general Winslow, with
many ancient family papers, containing a fund of ge
nuine information, lire deposited in the library of the
There are several other reputa
Historical Society.
ble branches of this family in

New

i

Upon this, Captain Standish inaHe choice of eight mer*.
and would not take more, because he would prevent
jealouKV.

On

the next day, before he could go,

one* of Weston

came

us with a pack on hi
back, who made a pitif uhinrration of their lamentable
of the Indians carriage whose
savages. They came together in a considerable num- and weak estale, and
ber,and under the mask of friendship.promised to supply boldness increased abundantly, insomuch as they would
oftheir
him with corn. Standish suspecting, by their number, take their victuals out
pots, and eat before their
that their intention was hostile, would not permit his faces vea, if in anv tiling they gainsayed them, they
men to lie down all at once, but ordered them to sleep were ready to hold a knife at their breasts. He said
and watch by turns. In the morning, a discovery was that, to give them content, they had hanged onet of the
made that some things had been stolen from his shallop. company, who had stolen their corn, and yet they re
The. captain immediately went with his whole force, garded it not that another of them had turned savage;
of the sa that their people had mostly forsaken the town, and
consisting of six men, surrounded the house
chem lanough, and obliged him to find the thief and made their rendezvous where they got their victuals,
restore the stolen things This resolute behavior struck besause they would not take pains to bring it home
them with awe the trade went on peaceably, and when tliat they had sold their clothes for corn, and were ready
the harbor was cleared the shallop came off with a load to perish with hunger and cold, and that they were dis
of corn, and arrived safely at Plymouth.
persed into three companies, having scarcely any pow
As this relation was grievous to us, so
of a conspiracy, which der and shot.
This was the first

England and Nova

s

company

to

;

Scotia.

;

MILES STANDISH.
MILKS STAKDISH A Soldier in the Netherlands Embarks
for America
Compels Corbitant to submit His resolute
conduct with the Indians II;s Expedition to Wessagusset
and. Cape Ann Mr. Hubbard s Observations relating to
Mr. Robinson s Letter Standish returns to Plymouth
l nm
Expedition against Morton His settlement at Danbury
His Death and Descendants Stith s Remarks on sending

;

;

Convicts to Virginia.

;

THIS intrepid soldier, the hero of New England, as
JohnSmiih was of Virginia, was a native of Lancashire,
but the date of his birth is
in the north of England
Descended from the younger branch
not preserved.
heir apparent to a
of a family of distinction,* he was
de
great estale of lands and livings, surreptitiously
tained from him,&quot; which compelled him to seek subsis
he
had
an
small
in
stature,
tence for himself. Though
active genius, a sanguine temper, and a strong consti
These qualities led him to the profession of
tution.
arms and the Netherlands being, in his youth, a the

suspicion

some time been forming among the Indians, to
destroy the English. In the following month [March]
he had another specimen of their insolence at Manowhither he went to fetch home the corn which
met,&quot;
Governor Bradford had bought in the preceding au
tumn. The captain was not received with that welcome
which the governor had experienced. Two Indians
from Massachusetts were there, one of whom had an
iron dagger, which he had gotten from some of Wesatre of war. he entered into the service of Queen Eliza
ton s people at Wessagusset, [Weymouth] and which
and after the truce, settled
beth, in aid of the Dutch
he gave to Canacum, the Sachem of Manomet, in the
with the English refugees at Leyden.
view of Standish. The present was accompanied with
Stand
to
a
removal
America,
When they meditated
a speech, which the captain did not then perfectly un
was
of
their
not
a
member
church,
ish, though
thought
That the English
derstand, but the purport of it was,
a proper person to accompany them. Whether he joined were too
strong for the Massachusetts Indians to attack
them at their request or his own motion, does not ap without
help from the others because if they should
in their
pear but he engaged with zeal and resolution
cut off the people in their bay. yet they feared that those
the first company in
enterprise, and &quot;embarked with
of Plymouth would revenge their death. He therefore
1620.
invited the sachem to join with them, and destroy both
was
On their arrival at Cape Cod, he
appointed colonies. He
magnified his own strength and courage,
went
who
of
sixteen
of
the
first
commander
men,
party
and derided the Europeans, because he had seen them
_-_- their set- die,
and when they began
ashore on discovery
An
and makin:
crvintr
ilie, crving
making
J sour faces, like children.
tlement at Plymouth, he was unanimously chosen j^.^- of p aomet was res ent, who had
formerly been
p
several 1 1In
commander.
or
chief
military
captain,
the same kinjness.ofiering
frien(]
ndly.. an j nmv professe&amp;lt;1
terviews with the natives he was the first to meet them, his
on board the shallop,
personal service to get the corn
and was generally accompanied with a very small
such
work before: and inviting
neverdone
hehad
though
number of men, selected by himself.
the captain to lodge in his hut, as the weather was cold.
After the league was made with Masassoi one of Standish
but though earn
passed the night by his fire,
his petty sachems, Corbilant, became discontented, and
pressed to take his rest, kept himself continually
was meditating to join with the Narragansets against estly
in motion, and the nextday, by the help of the squaws,
the English. Standish, with fourteen men and a guide,
It
his corn on board, and returned to Plymouth.
went to Corbitant s place, (Swanzey) and surrounded got
was afterward discovered that this Indian intended to
his house but not finding him at home, they inform
kill him, if he had fallen asleep.
ed his people of their intention of destroying him, if he
About the same time, happened Mr. Winslow s visit
of
in
his
rebellion.
should persist
Corbitant, hearing
to Masassoitin his sickness, and a full discovery of the
his danger.made an acknowledgment to Masassoit.and
had

;

for

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

;

;

,,,^11

-

;

.

&quot;&quot;,

and the
gave us good encouragement to proceed
fair the next day, March 25, Captain
Standish being now fitted, set forth for Massachusetts.
The captain being come to Massachusetts, went
first to the ship, but found neither man nor dog there
in.
On the discharge of a musket, the master and
it

&quot;

some others showed themselves, who were on shore

saluta
gathering ground-nuts and other food. After
Captain Standish asked them how they durst so
such
live
in
and
leave the ship,
security?
They an
swered, like men senseless of their own misery, that
them
they feared not the Indians, but lived and suffered
to lodge with them, not having a sword nor a gun, or
needing the same. To which the captain replied, that
if there were no cause, he was glad. But upon furthei
whom John San
inquiry, understanding that those in
ders had reposed most confidence were at the planta
tion. thither he went and made known the Indians pur
and told them
pose, and the end of his own coming ;
that if they durst not stay there, it was the intention ot
the governor and people of Plymouth, to receive them
tion,

His name was Phinehas Pratt an Indian followed him
kill him, but by missing his way, he escaped and got into
Plymouth. This man was living in 1677, when Mr. Hubbari)
wrote his histwry. The Indian who followed him went to
Manomet, and on his return, visited Plymouth, where be
:

|

,

to

was

entreated his mediation with the English for peace.
He was soon after [Sept. 13, 1621] admitted with eight
other chiefs, to subscribe an instrument of submission
to the English government.
In every hazardous enterprise, Capt. Standish was
readv to put himself fjreuiost, whether the objects were
animated by
discovery, traffic, or war and the people,
his example, and confiding in his bravery and fidelity,
thought themselves safe under his command.

*

ly and impi
These were
them.
disgusted with them, but despised
Their overseer, John
destined to be the first victims.
to Monhegan, to meet the fishermen,
Sanders.was

Tho nice and dark the point appear.
Quoth Ralph, it may hold up and clear;
That sinners may supply the place
Of suffering saints, is a plain case.

at their coining to the coast, and get some provisions.
inso
During his absence, the Indians had grown more

On one man

1

Justice gives sentence

to collect relative to

the

as follows
Henry Standish, a Franciscan, D. I), of Cambridge, Bishop
of St. A saph, before the Reformation, was a bigot to Popery.
he peti
Falling down on his knees, before Kine Henry VIH.
tioned him to continue the religions establishment of his ances
tors.
This prelate died, A. D. 1535, at a very advanced age.
John Standish, nephew to Henry, wrote a book against the
translation of the bible into the English Language : and pre
sented it to the Parliament. He died
1556, in the reign of
family of Standish,

is

:

m

Who

Queen Mary.

l

distant. Wigan is 9 miles north
Warnugton,
See Camden s Map of Lancashire, [zard i
Hide of the county.

em

Bay,

the guiltless in their stead.

;

out of doctrine, could cut use,
s lives as well as shoes.

Sent to our elders an envoy.
Complaining sorely of the breach
Of league, held forth by brother Patch,
Against the articles in force
Between both churches, his and ours
For which he crav d the saints to render
offender.
Into his hands, or hang
But they, maturely having weighed,
They had no more hut him of the trade
A man that serv dthem, a double
Capacity, to teacll and cobble,
Resolv d to spare him, yet to do
;

th&quot;

;

m

;

The

Indian Hogan Mogan, loo,
did
Impartial justice, in his stead
Hang an old Weaver, that was bed-rid,
Then, wherefore may not you be skipp d.

bring with him.

In his
Sir Richard Standish, of Whittle, near Charley.
* Manornet is the name of a creek or rivor which runs
before 1695,
grounds a lead mine was discovered, not long
of Buz
Near the same place is a through the town of Sandwich, into the upper part this and
and wrought with good success
Between
zard
s Bav, formerly called Manomet Bay.
quarry- of Mill-stones.
his
received
and
went
Standish
which
The village of Standish, and a seat called Standish-Hall, Scusse Creek (into
for more than a century, has been
_-e situate near the river Douglas, in Lancashire, between corn) is the place which,
commua
form
to
cut
to
through,
as
of
proper
the towns of Charley and Wigan, which are about 6 miles thought
to Buzon the south- mcatlon bv- a navigable canal, from Barnstable Bay
of

times,

s crimes.

Not out of malice, but mere zeaj
Because he was an Infidel ,
The mighty Tottipotimoy

;

to

many

England use.

This precious brother, having slain
In time of peace, an Indian,

open

whose head he had orders

New

And mend men

as they lay for others ; therefore that he should pretend
trade as at other times but first to go to the English,
and acquaint them with the plot and the end of his own
towards
eoming.that bv comparing it with their carriage
them, he might better judge of the certainty of it, and
more fitly take opportunity to revenge the same but
should forbear, if it were possible, till such time as he
could make sure of Wittuwamat, a bloody and bold
villain,

another

Of whom the churches ha\-e less need
As lately happened. In a town,
There liv d a Cobbler, and but one,

A

have been able

of

Choice malefactors to excuse,

And hang

^m

them

for

Our brethren

|

I

;

was really
story much otherwise, as if the person hanged,
of the rest. Yet, it is possi
guilty of stealing, as were many
him
that most
on
not
be
executed,
ble, that justice might

&quot;

which

some

:

force
lent than before ; and it
W&quot;hen the town of Plymouth [1622] was enclosed
should be sent thither, as well to protect the colony as
and fortified, the defence of it was committed to the to crush the
the commander
conspiracy. Standish was
of
captain, who made the most judicious disposition
as this was hiscapilalexploit.it may
~
of the r
; and
party
their force. He divided them into four squadrons, apo s t satisfactory and entertaining to give the acto command ;
pointing those whom he thought most fit.
nt g{ j( as relale j |,v Mr Winslovv in his narrative
and ordered every man, on any alarm, to repair to his
The 23d of March [1623] being a yearly Court
under his proper of
respective station, and put himself
dav,we came to this conclusion; that Captain Standish
select company was appointed, in case of
ficer.
should take as many men as he thought sufficient to
accidental fire, to mount guard, with their backs to the
make his party good, against all the Indians in Massa
of an enemy
fire, that they might prevent the approach
chusetts Bay; and becausejt is impossible to deal with
during the conflagration.
defiance, but to take them in such traps
in
* All

this matter, is as follows.
report, pretended, in way of satla-

account of

s

as

him that did the theft but in his stead,
hanged a poor decrepit old man, that was unserviceable to
the company, and burdensome to keep alive This was the
ground of the story, with which the merry gcnlleman that
wrote the poem called Hudibras, did in his poetical fancy,
make so much sport. The inhabitants of Plymouth tell the

was necessary that some

j

Hubbard

The company,

faction, to punish

gone

;

put in irons.

t Mr.

,

;

;

wind coming

And

in

your room another whipp d

?&quot;

caricatured as & srui
..-..
- most ridiculously
The
,.. story
-:---.
, is here
U po n the churches of New England. I do not
had
any church at all ; they
people of Weston s plantation
were a set of needy adventurers, intent only on gaining a
obtained
&quot;he
that
pateo,
Neal
subsistence. Mr,
says,
under pretence of propagating the discipline of the Church at
i

j

England in America.
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These men an- the captain returned to the plantation ; where he re
they could be better provided for.
nwered that they could expect no better, and it was leased the women and took not their beaver coats from
of God s mercy that they were not killed before his them, nor suffered the least discourtesy to be offered
coming, desiring that he would neglect no opportunity them.
*
Now were Weston s people resolved to leave the
to proceed
hereupon he advised them to secrecy and
to order one third of their company that were farthest plantation, and go to Monhegan, hoping to get passage
The
oft to come home, and on pain of death to keep there, and return [to England] with the fishing ships.
that for his own part, he durst live
ain told them,
t
himse!If allowing them a pint of Indian corn, to a man, captain
there with fe:wer men than they were
for a day, though that was spared out of our seed.
yet since they
The weather proving very wet and stormy, it was the were otherwise minded, according to his orders from
the governor and people of Plymouth, he would help
longer before he could do any thing.
In the meantime an Indian came to him and! them with corn, which he did, scarce leaving himself
could
to
what
he
more than brought them home. Some of them disliked
but
rather
gome
furs,
get
brought
from the captain than to trade; and though the captain to go to Monhegan and desiring to go with him to
and seeing
carried things as smoothly as he could, yet at his re Plymouth, he took them into the shallop
turn, the Indian reported that he saw by his eyes that the others set sail, and clear of Massachusetts Bay, he
he was angry in his heart, and therefore began to sus took leave and returned to Plymouth, bringing the head
This caused one 1 eck- of Wittuwamat, which was set up on the fort.*&quot;
pect themselves discovered.
This sudden and unexpected execution, had so
sout, who was a Pinese [chief] being a man of a notable spirit, to come to Hobamock, [Standish s Indian terrified and amazed the other people who intended to
guide and interpreter] and tell him that he understood join with theMassachusencks against us, that they forthe captain was come to kill himself and the rest of sook their houses, running to and fro like men disTell him, said he, we know it, but tracted
the savages there
living in swamps, and other desert places,
but let him and so brought disease upon themselves, whereof many
fear him not, neither will we shun him
Aspibegin when he dare, he shall not take us at unawares. are dead as Canacum, Sachem of Manomet
Many times after, divers of them, severally or a few net, of Nauset and lanough, of Mantachiest. This
would
where
of
these
came
to
the
in
the
midst
sachem, [lanough]
distractions,
they
plantation,
together,
whet and sharpen the points of their knives before his said, the God of the English was offended with them,
From one of
face, and use many other insulting gestures and and would destroy them in his anger.
Among the rest, Wittuwamat bragged of these places, a boat was sent with presents to the gospeeches.
but the
the excellency of his knife, on the handle of which was vernor, hoping thereby to work their peace
But, said he, I haveanother boat was lost, and three of the people drowned
only
pictured a woman s face
and
killed
both
French
one
none
of
them
so that
at home, wherewith I have
escaped, who returned
s face on it. and by and durst come
man
and
that
hath
a
us.&quot;
English,
among
Further he said of
The Indian who had been confined at Plymouth, on
by, these two must be married.
that knife which he there had, Hinnam namen, hin- his examination, confessed the plot in which five per
sons were principally concerned, of whom two were
nain michen, matta cuts, that is to say, by and by
killed.
should see, by and by it should eat, but not speak. Al
He protested his own innocence, and his life
Pecksout being a man of greater stature than the cap- was spared on condition that he would carry a niessa
tain, told him,
though you are a great captain, yet to his sachem, Obtakiest, demanding three of Weston s
little man
though I be no sachem, yet men, whom he held in custody. A woman returned
you are hut a lil
I am a man of great strength and courage.
Thcsc|with his answer, that the rnen were killed before the
things the captain observed, but for the present, bore message arrived, for which he was very sorry.
Thus ended Weston s plantation, within one year
them with patience.
On the next day, seeing he could not get many of after it began. He had been one of the adventurers to
them together at once, hut Pecksout and Wittuwamat Plymouth but quitted them, and took a separate pabeing together, with another man, and the brother of tent; and his plantation was intended to rival that of
Wittuwamat, a youth of eighteen, putting many tricks Plymouth. He did not come in person to America, till
on the weaker sort of men, and having about as many of after the dispersion of his people, some of whom he
his own men in the sameroom,thecaptain gave the word found aiiKing the eastern fishermen, and from them he
to his men and the door being fast shut, he begun him- first heard of the ruin of his entcrprize. In a storm, he
self with Pecksout, and snatching the knife from his was cast away between the rivers of Pascataqua and
neck, after much struggling killed him therewith ; the Merrimack. and was robbed by the natives of all which
rest killed Wittuwamat and the other man the youth he had saved from the wreck.
Having borrowed a suit
It is incredible how many of clothes from some of the
they took and hanged.
people at Pascataqua, he
wounds these men received, before they died, not mak came to Plymouth where, in consideration of his ne
ing any fearful noise, but catching at their weapons, cessity, the government lent him two hundred weight
and striving to the last. Hobamock stood by as a spec of beaver, with which he sailed to the eastward, with
tator, observing how our men demeaned themselves such of his own people a were disposed to accompany
which being ended, he, smiling, brake him. It is observed that he never repaid the debt but
in the action
forth and said, Yesterday Pecksout bragged of his with enmity and reproach.
own strength and stature, and told you that though
The next adventure in which we find Captain Stanyou were a great captain, yet you were but a little dish engaged, was at Cape Ann, where the fishermen
man ; but, to day, I see you are big enough to lay him of Plymouth had in 1624 erected a stage, and a com
on the ground.
pany from the west of England in the following year
There being some women at the same time there, had taken possession of it. Standish was ordered from
Captain Standish left them in the custody of Westons Plymouth with a party to retake it but met a refusal.
people, at the town and sent word to another com- The controversy grew warm, and high words passed on
pany to kill those Indian rnen that were among them both sides. But the prudence of Roger Conant, agent
These killed two more himself with some of his own for the west countrymen, and of Mr. Pierce, master of
men, went to another place and killed another but their ship.prevented matters from coming to extremity.
through the negligence of one man, an Indian escaped, The ship s crew lent their assistance in building anowho discovered and crossed their proceedings.
ther stage, which the Plymouth fishermen accepted in
lieu of the former, and thus peace and harmony were
iCaptain Standish took one half of his men wilh o
s
two
of
Weston
and
or
Hohamock, still seekin^ them. restored. Mr. Hubbanl, who has preserved the memoAt length they espied a file of Indians, making toward ry of this affair, reflects orrcaptain Standish in the folthem and there being a small advantage in the ground lowing manner He had been bred a soldier in the low
by reason of a hill, both companies strove for it. Cap countries, and never entered into the school of Christ,
i .....
..
tain Standish got it, whereupon the Indians retreated,
r of John the
Baptist or if ever he was there, he had
and took each man his tree, letting fly their arrows forgot his first lessons, to oiler violence to no man, and
amain, especially at himself and Hnhntnnck. Where- to part wilh the cloak, nither than needlessly contend
upon Hobamock cast off his coat, and chused them so for the coat, though taken away without order. A
fast, that our people were not able to hold way with little
chimney is soon fired so was the Plymouth capm. They could have but one certain mark, the arm tain, a man of very small stature,
yet of a very hot and
id half the face of a notable villain
as he drew [his angry temper.
The fire of his passion, soon kindled,
w] at Captain Standish, who with another, both dis- &quot;This may excite
in some
an objection to the hucnargcd at him and brake his arm
Whereupon they
f
S
fled into a swamp; when they were in the thicket,
|f
or^t o
s nf^ar
ti
So ami public justice, they observed the rusiums and laws, of
they parlied hut got. nothing but foul language.
our captain dared the sachem to come out and fight tlio Ens-hili union. As lato as the yir 1747, th heads of
like a man, showing how base and woman like he was.
! ^&quot;^
most ?
b
^.,,
uintcd !- ssn
in tonguing it as he did but he refused and fled. So twecn London anS Westminster.

and blown up into a flame by hot words, might easily
have consumed all, had it not been seasonably
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Two ships which had come with supplies to the co
lony the same year (1625) returned in the autumn with
In one of these Standish
cargoes of fish and furs.
embarked as agent for the colony. and arrived safely in
England the other was captured by a Turkish ship
of war, and the loss of her valuable
cargo was a severe
blow to the colony. He arrived in a verv unfortunate
time the plague raging in London, carried off more
than forty thousand people in the space of one year.
Commerce was stagnated, the merchants and members
of the council of New-England were dispersed and no
meeting could be holden. All which Captain Standish
could do, was, by private conference, to prepare the
way for a composition with the company of adventurers,
and by the help of a few friends, with great trouble and
danger, to procure a small quantity of goods for the co
lony, amounting to 1501. which he took up at the exor
bitant interest of 50 per cent.
With this insufficient
but welcome supply, he returned to Plymouth, in the
of
1626
the
sorrowful
news of the
spring
bringing
death of Mr. Robinson and Mr. Cushman.
Several attempts were, about this time, made to
form plantations, within the Bay of Massachusetts, at
Cape Ann and Pascataqna. Among these adventur
ers was one Captain Wollaston,
a man of considera
ble parts, and with him three or four more of some
eminence, who brought over many servants and much
He pitched on the southern side of the
provisions.&quot;
bay, at the head of the creek, and called an adjoining
hill Mount Wollaston,
[Quincy.] One of his company
was Thomas Morton,
pettifogger of Furnival s
who
had
some property of his own, or of other
Inn,
men committed to him. After a short trial, Wollaston, not finding his expectations realized, went to Virand being betginia, with a great part of the servants
ter pleased with that country, sent for the rest to come
to him.
Morton thought this a proper opportunity to
make himself head of the company and. in a drunken
;

;

;

best apology for Captain Standish is, that as a
he had been accustomed to discipline and obe

dience that he considered himself as the military ser
vant of the colony, and received his orders from the
governor and people.
Sedentary persons are not al
ways the best judges of a soldier s merit or feelings.
Men of his own profession will admire the courage of
Standish, his promptitude and decision in the execution
of his orders. No one ha charged him either with fai
lure in point of obedience or of wantonly
exceeding the
limits of his commission.
If the arm of flesh were ne
to
establish
the
cessary
rights and defend the lives and
property of colonists in a new country, surrounded with
enemies and false friends, certainly such a man as
Standish, with all his imperfections, will hold a high
rank among the worthies of New-England
Mr.
Prince does not scruple to reckon him among those he
roes of antiquity,
who chose to suffer affliction with
the people of God; who through faith subdued
king
doms, wrought righteousness, obtained promises,
the
mouths
of
valiant
in
lions.waxed
stopped
fight, and
turned to flight the armies of the aliens
and even
Mr. Hubbard.in another part of his history, says that
Captain Standish &quot;was a gentleman very expert in
military service by whom the people were all willim*
to be ordered in those concerns.
He was likewise im
proved [employed] to good acceptance and success in
affairs of the greatest moment in that
colony, to whose
interest he continued firm and stedfastto the last, and

;

t

WcssagusMt

;

i

;

transactions at

&quot;to

j

;

news of the

where Standish had killed the Indians, was carried to
Europe, Mr. Robinson from Leyden wrote to the
Church of Plymouth,
consider the disposition of
their captain, who was of a warm temper.
He hoped
the Lord had sent him among them for good, if thcv
used him right but he doubted whether there was not
wanting that tenderness of the life of man, made after
God s image, which was meet and he thought it
would have been happy ifthey had converted some,
before they had killed any.&quot;

;

|

the

j

!

frolic, persuaded them to depose Filchcr, the lieutenant, and set up for liberty and equality.
Under this influence they soon became licentious and
debauched.
They sold their goods to the natives for
mrs lau gh bem the use of arms, and emploved them
in hunting.
They invited and received fugitives from
all the
neighboring settlements and thus endangered
l
cir safety, and obliged them to unite their
strength in
;

opposition to them.

Captain Endicott.from Naumkeae,

BIOGRAPHIES OF THE EARLY DISCOVERERS.
made them a visit, and gave them a small check, by pounds sterling per annum into money, he. embarked
cuttinc down a May-pole, which- they had erected as a for New England, in the forty-third year of his age and
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But when other gentlemen of learning and
influence had taken offence at his lenity, and adopted
but it arrived a^ Salem with the Massachusetts charter, June an opinion that a stricter discipline was necessary, he
central point of dissipation and extravagance
was reserved for Captain Standish to break up their 12, 1630. Within five days, he, with some of the prin submitted to their judgment, and strictly adhered to
admoni
After
infamous combination.
repeated friendly
cipal persons of the colony travelled through the woods the proposals which were made to support the dignity
tions, which were disregarded, at the request and joint twenty miles, to look out a convenient situation for a of government.by an appearance of union and firmness,
expense* of the scattered planters, and by order of the town, in some part of the Bay of Massachusetts. Some and a concealment of differences and dissentions
Government of Plymouth,he went to MouutWoIlaston, of them built their huts on the north side of Charles among the public officers.
His delicacy was so great, that, though he could not
and summoned Morton to surrender Morton prepared river, [Charlestown] but the governor, and most of the
for his defence, armed his adherents, heated them with assistants pitched upon the peninsula of Skatpntut and without incivility decline accepting gratuities from di
lived there the first winter, intending in the
liquor, and answered Standish with abusive language.
spring to vers towns, as well as particular persons, for his public
But, when he stopped out of his door, to take aim at build a fortified town, but undetermined as to its situa services, yet he took occasion in a public speech, at
with
one
seized
his
musket
tion.
the
sixth
of
the
On
resolved
to for- his third election to declare, that
he received them
his antagonist,
December, they
captain
hand and his collar with the other, and made him pri tifv the isthmus of that peninsula but changing their with a trembling hand in regard of God s word, and his
soner. The others quietly submitted. No blood was shed minds before the month expired, they agreed upon a own infirmity,&quot; and desired them, that for the future
nor a gun fired. They were all conducted to Plymouth, place about three miles above Charlestown, which they they would not be offended, if he should wholly refuse
and then sent to England where Morton was treated called first Newtown, and afterwards Cambridge, where such presents.
with less severity than he deserved, and was permitted they engaged to build houses the ensuing spring. The
In the year 1634, and the two years following, he
rest of the winter they suffered much by the severity was left out of the magistracy.
to return and disturb the settlements, till the establish
Though his conduct,
to
when
retired
of
the
and
to
he
were obliged
live upon acorns, from his first engaging in the service of the colony, had
ment of the Massachusetts colony,
season,
and
there
ended
his
and
shell
fish.
One
of
the
sort
been
the
days.
Piscataqua,
ground-nuts,
poorer
envy of some, raised a
irreproachable, yet
After this encounter, which happened in 1628. we :oming to the governor to complain, was told that the suspicion of his fidelity, and gave him a small taste of
have no particular account of Captain StandUh. He last batch was in the oven, but of this he had his share. what, in other popular governments, their greatest be
is not mentioned in the account of the Pequot war, in They had appointed the 22d of February for a fast but nefactors have had a large share of.
An inquiry hav
1637. He was chosen one of the magistrates or assist
before it came, a ship arrived with provisions, and they ing been made of his receipts and disbursements of the
As he turned it into a day of thanksgiving.
ants of Plymouth Colony as lontj as he lived.
public moneys, during his past administration, though
advanced in years, he was much afflicted with the stone
In the spring of 1631, in pursuance of the intended it was conducted in a manner too harsh for his delicate
he
in
then
and the strangury
died
1G5G. being
very plan, the governor set up the frame of an house at sensibility, yet he patiently submitted to the examina
where he had a tract Newtown the deputy governor also built one, and re tion of his accounts, which ended to his honor. Upon
old, at Duxbury, near Plymouth
of land, which to this day is known by the name of moved his family.
About this time Chicketawbu, the which occasion he made a declaration which he con
chief of the Indians in that neighbourhood, made a visit cluded in these words
In the things which I ofler,
Captain s Hill.
He had one son, Alexander, who died in Duxbury. to the governor, with high professions of friendship. I refer myself to the wisdom and justice of the Court,
The late Dr. Wheeloek, founder of Dartmouth College, The apprehension of danger from the Indians abated, with this protestation, that it repenteth me not of my
and Mr. Kirkland, Missionary to the Indians, were de and the scheme of a fortified town was gradually laid cost and labor bestowed in the service of this Com
One of his grandsons was in pos aside though if it had been retained, the peninsula monwealth but I do heartily bless the Lord our God,
scended from him.
session of his coat of mail, which is now supposed to would have been a situation far preferable to Newtown. that he has been pleased to honor me so far as to call
but his sword is preserved in the Cabinet of The governor took down his frame and removed it to for any thing he hath bestowed upon me, for the ser
be lost
the Historical Society, of which one of his descendants, Shawmut, which was finally determined upon for the vice of his church and people here
the prosperity
Juhn Thornton Kirkland, is a member. His name is metropolis, and named Boston.
whereof, and his gracious acceptance, shall be an
still venerated, and the merchants of Plymouth and
The three following years he was continued, by an abundant recompense to me.&quot;
Boston have named their ships after him. His poste nual election, at the head of the government, for which
The same rare humility and steady equality of mind,
rity chieliy reside in several towns of the county of office he was eminently qualified, and in which he shone were conspicuous in his behavior, when a pretence was
with a lustre, which would have done him honor in a lar raised to get him left out of the government, lest by
Plymouth.
ger sphere and a more elevated situation. He was the the too frequent choice of one man, the office should
father, as well as the governor, of an infant plantation. cease to be elective, and seem to be his by prescription.
I
P,
His time, his study, his exertions, his influence and his This pretence was advanced even in the election ser
FIRST GOVERNOR OF MASSACHUSETTS.
interest were all employed in the public service.
His mons and when he was in fact reduced to a lower
JOHN WINTHROP His birth and ancestry First Governor of wisdom, patience and
magnanimity were conspicuous station in the government, he endeavoured to serve the
the Colonies His Character Examination of his accounts
in the most severe trials, and his exemplary behaviour people as faithfully as in the highest, nor would he suf
His humility, firmness, and deci
arid honorable result
as a Christian added a splendor to all his rare qualifica
fer any notice to be taken of some undue methods,
sion His difficulties with Mrs. Hutchinson and her fol
firm
and
correct
conduct
lowersHis
with the Church at tions. He maintained the
dignity of a governor with the which were used to have him left out of the choice.
Boston His opinions of Democracy, Magistracy and Li
condescension of a gentleman, and was so de An instance of this rare temper, and the happy fruit
berty His pecuniary embarrassments and a!!!ictions His obliging
There was a time when
death Preservation&quot; of his picture in the Senate Chamber servedly respected and beloved, that when Archbishop of it, deserves remembrance.
of Massachusetts His posterity.
Laud, hearkening to some calumnies raised against the he received a very angry letter from a member of the
THIS worthy gentleman was descended from a family country on account of their Puritan principles, sum Court, which having read, he delivered back to the
I am not
remarkable for its attachment to the reformed religion, moned one Mr. Cleaves before King Charles I. in hopes messenger with this answer
willing to keep
from the earliest period of the Reformation. His grand* of getting some accusation against the governor, he by me such a matter of provocation.&quot; Shortly after,
was compelled by the scarcity
father, Adam Winthrop, was an eminent lawyer and gave such an account of his laudable deportment in his the writer of this letter
lover of the Gospel, in the reign of Henry VIII. and station, and withal of the devotion with which prayers of provision, to send to buy one of the governor s cathe begged him to accept it as a gift, in token of
brother to a memorable friend of the Reformation, in were made, both in private and public, for the king, tie
On which the gentleman came to him
the reign of Mary I. in whose hands the Martyr Phil- that Charles expressed his concern, that so worthy a his good will.
as
Mr.
should
this acknowledgment
be
no
with
better accomoSir, your overcoming
Winthrop
pot left his paper, which make a considerable part of person
the History of theMartyrs. His father, AdamWinthrop, dated than in an American wilderness.
yourself, hath overcome me.&quot;
But though condescending and gentle on every occa
He was an example to the people of that frugality,
was a gentleman of the same profession and character.
Governor Winthrop was born at the family seat at decency and temperance which were necessary in their sion of personal ill-treatment, yet where the honor of
Groton, in Suffolk, June 12, 1587, and was bred to the circumstances, and even denied himself many of the government or religion, and the interest of the people
law, though he had a strong inclination to theological elegancies and superfluities of life, which his rank, and were concerned, he was equally firm and intrepid, standstudies. At the age of eighteen he was made a justice fortune gave him a just title to enjoy, both that he might ing foremost in opposition to those whom he judged to
of the peace, and his virtues became conspicuous. He set them a proper example, and be the better enabled be really public enemies, though in the disguise of warm
was exemplary in his profession as an upright and im to exercise that liberality in which he delighted, even, and zealous friends. Of this number was the famous
of himself and jAxxi HUTCHINSOX, a woman of a masculine undeipartial magistrate, and in his private character as a in the end, to the actual impoverishment
He had wisdom to discern, and fortitude to his family. He would often send his servants on some standing and consummate art,who held private lectures
Christian.
do right in the execution of his office and as a gentle errand, at meal times, to the houses of his neighbors, to the women at her house, in which she advanced these
man, was remarkable for liberality and hospitality. to see how they were provided with food and if there doctrines, viz. That the Holy Ghost dwells personally
These qualities- rendered him dear to men of sobriety was a deficiency, would supply them from his own ta in a justified person, and thatsanctification does not evi
and religion, and fitted him to engage in the great and ble. The following singular instance of his charity, dence justification.&quot; Those who held with her were
difficult work of founding a colony.
mixed with humor, will give us an idea of the man. said to be under a covenant of grace,&quot; and those who
When the design of settling a colony in NewEngland In a very severe winter, when wood began to be scarce opposed her under a covenant of works.&quot; Into those
was by some eminent persons undertaken, this gentle in Boston, he received private information, that a two denominations the whole colony began to be divi
man was, by the consent of all, chosen for their leader. neighbor was wont to help himself from the pile at his ded. Her adherents prevailed in 1636, to choose for
Does he,&quot; said the governor,
call him to governor, HENRY VANE,* a young gcHtleman of an ap
Having converted a fine estate of six or seven hundred door.
me, and I will take a course with him that shall cure parently grave and serious deportment, who had just
* From the bill of
The man appeared, and the gover arrived from England, and who paid great attention to
expense, sent to the Council of New him of stealing.&quot;
England, may be seen the number and ability of the planta
Friend it is a cold winter, this woman, and seemed zealously attached to her disnor addressed him thus.
tions in 1628.
are
and I hear you
meanly provided with wood, you
21. 10
Plymouth contributed
*
[Salem]
2
to
10
are
welcome
This person, so well known afterwards in England, w
Naumkeag,
help yourself at my pile till the winter
2
10
Piscataquack, [Mason s Company]
And then merrily asked his friend whether thus characterized by Lord Clarendon
is over.&quot;
Mr. Jeffrey and Burslem,
1
A man of great natural parts and of very profound dis
he had not put a stop to the man s stealing
1
10
Nantascot,
simulation, of a quick conception and ready, sharp and weighty
Mr. Thomson. [Squantum neck]
In the administration of justice, he was for temper expression. He had an unusual aspect, a vultum clausum
15
Mr. Blackston, [Boston]
that though no man could make a guess of what he intended,
ing the severity of law wi .h the exercise of mercy.
Mr. Edward Hilton, [Dover]
1
think tnere was something in him extraorHe judged that in the infancy of a plantation, justice yet madeandmen
his whole life ma .le good that imagination.
dinary,
should be administered with more lenity than in a set- There need no more bo said of his ability, than that he was
Itled state.
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AMERICAN HISTORY.
Winthrnp, then deputy governor,
tinguishing tenets.
not only differed in sentiment, but saw the pernicious
influence of this controversy with regret, and feared,
that if it were suffered to prevail, it would endanger the
In the heat of the controver
existence of the colony.
sy, Wheelwright, a zealous sectarian, preached a ser
mon, which not only carried these points to their utmost
length, but contained some expressions which the Court
laid hold of as tending to sedition, for which he was
examined but a more full inquiry was deferred for that
Some warm brethren of Boston petitioned the
time.
;

Court in Wheelwright s favor, reflecting on their pro
ceedings, which raised such a resentment in the Court
that a motion was made for the next
against the town
election to be made at Cambridge. Vane, the governor,
having no negative voice, could only show his dislike by

Winthrop, the deputy
refusing to put the question.
governor, declined it, as being an inhabitant of Boston
the question was then put by Endicot of Salem, and
carried for the removal.
At the opening of the election, (May 17, 1637) a pe
tition was again presented by many inhabitants of Bos
ton, which Vane would have read previous to the
choice.
AVinthrop, who clearly saw that this was
a contrivance to throw all into confusion, and spend
in
the day
debate, that the election might be prevented
until
for that time, opposed the reading of the
petition
the election should be over. Vane and his party were
strenuous, but Winthrop called to the people to divide,
and the majority appeared for the election. Vane still
;

Winthrop said he would proceed without
The election was
him, which obliged him to submit.
carried in favor of Winthrop and his friends. The seron
Vane to the place of election,
jeants who had waited
threw down their halberds, and refused to attend the
he
elected
took no other notice of the
newly
governor;
affront, than to order his own servants to bear them be
fore him, and when the people expressed their resent
ment, he begged them to overlook the matter.
The town of Boston being generally in favor of the
new opinions, the governor grew Unpopular there, and
a law which was passed this year of his restoration to
refused,

till

increased their dislike. Many persons who were
to favor those opinions, were expected from
to prevent whose settlement in the country,
laid a penalty on all who should entertain
any
strangers, or allow them the use of any house, or lot,
above three weeks, without liberty first granted. This
severe order was so ill received in Boston, that on the
governor s return from the Court of Cambridge, they
all refused to go out to meet him, or to show him
any
token of respect.
The other towns on this occasion
increased their respect towards him, and the same sum
mer, in a journey to Ipswich, he was guarded from
office,

opposed
England,
the Court

uneasy brethren, and his general condescending and
obliging deportment, so restored him to their affections,
that he was held in greater esteem than before as a
proof of this, upon occasion of a loss which he had
sustained in his temporal estate, they made him a pre
sent, amounting to several hundred pounds.
A warm dispute having arisen in the General Court,
concerning the negative voice of the Upper House, the
;

and

off the yoke,

lose their liberty

honor and power of authority.
his kind of argument

by murmuring at the

&quot;

was

frequently urged by the
fathers of NewEngland in justification of their severity
toward those who dissented from them. They main
tained that all men had liberty to do right, but no liber
ty to do wrung. However true this principle may be in
I

point of morality, yet in matters of opinion, in modes of
governor published his sentiments in writing, some pas faith, worship, and ecclesiastical order, the question is,
he
took
occasion
who shall be the judge of right and wrong ? and it is too
of
which
sages
giving great offence,
at the next meeting of the Court in a public speech to evident from their conduct, that they supposed the
tell them
that as to the mtttlcr of his writing, it was power of judging to be in those who were vested with
a principle destructive of liberty of con
according to his judgment, which was not at his own authority
disposal, and that having examined it by the rules of science, and the right of private judgment, and big with
all the horrors of
The exercise of such
reason, religion, and custom, he saw no cause to re
persecution.
tract it
but as for the manner, which was wholly his authority they condemned in the high church party, who
was
had
own, he was ready to acknowledge whatever
oppressed them in England ; and yet, such is the
blameablc.
He said, that what he wrote was on great frailty of human nature, they held the same principles,
and
from
and
and
to
himself
others
vindicate
practised the same oppressions on those who dis
provocation,
unjust aspersions, yet he ought not to have allowed a sented from them. Winthrop, before he left England,
distemper of spirit, nor to have been so free with the was of more Catholic spirit than some of his brethren
after he had come to America, he fell in with the
reputation of his brethren that he might have main
tained his cause without casting any reflection on them, reigning principle of intolerancy, which almost all the
and that he perceived an unbecoming pride and arro- Reformers unhappily retained as a relict of the persecu
gancy in some of his expressions, for which he desired ting church, from which they had separated but as he
By this condescending advanced in life, he resumed his former moderation ;
forgiveness of God and man
spirit, he greatly endeared himself to his friends, and and in the time of his last sickness, when Dudley, the
his enemies were ashamed of their opposition.
deputy-governor pressed him to sign an order for the
He had not so high an opinion of a democratical go banishment of a person who was deemed heterodox,
vernment as some other gentlemen of equal wisdom he refused, saying, that
he had done too much of
&quot;

;

;

;

;

;

!&quot;

&quot;

and goodness

*

work already.
Having devoted the greatest part of his inlerest to
the service of the public, and suffering imtny losses by
necticut, were about forming their government, he accidents, and by leaving the maniioement of his pri
warned them of this danger in a friendly and faithful vate affairs to unfaithful servants, whilst his whole
letter, wherein are these remarkable words: &quot;The time and attention were employed in the pulilic busi
best part of a community is always the least and of ness, his fortune was so much impaired, that sonic
that best part the wiser is still less ; wherefore the old years before his death, he was obliged to sell the most
canon was, choose ye out judges, and thou shalt bring of his estate for the payment of an accumulated dcbtthe matter before the judge.&quot;
He also met with much affliction in his family, having
These troubles,
In 1645, when he was deputy governor, a great dis
buried three wives and six children.
turbance was raised by some petitioners from Hing- joined to the opposition and ill treatment which he
of
vs
some
of
the
ith from
ham, who complained that the fundamental laws
frequently met
people, so preyed
England were not owned in the colony as the basis of upon his nature, already much worn by the toils and
government that civil privileges were denied to men, hardships of planting a cqlony in a wiltieiness, that he
and perceived a decay of his faculties seven years before
merely for not being members of the churches
they could not enjoy divine ordinances because they he reached his grand climateric and often spoke of hib
belonged to the Church of England. With these com approaching dissolution, with a calm resignation to the
At length, when he had entered the
or, will of Heaven.
plaints, they petitioned for liberty of conscience
but plainly perceived a danger in refer
ring matters of counsel and judicature to the body of
the people ; and when those who had removed to Con
;

that

;

;

;

could not be granted, for freedom from taxes
and military services ; the petition concluded with a
menace, that in case of a refusal, complaint would be
had to the Parliament of England. This petition gave
much offence, and the petitioners were cited to Court,
town to town with more ceremony than he desired.
and fined as
movers to sedition.
Winthrop was
The same year a synod was called to determine on active in their prosecution but a party in the House of
the controverted points, in which assembly Winthrop, Deputies was so strong in their favor as to carry a vote,
though he did not preside, yet as the head of the civil requiring him to answer for his conduct in public; the
magistracy ,was obliged often to interpose his authority, result of which was, that he was honorably acquitted.
which he did with wisdom and gravity, silencing pas Then resuming his seat, he took that opportunity pub
sionate and impertinent speakers, desiring that the di licly to declare his sentiments on the questionsconcernvine oracles might be allowed to express their own ing the authority of the magistracy, and the liberty of
You have called us,&quot; said he, to office,
meaning, and be appealed to for the decision of the the people.
controversy; and when he saw heat and passion prevail but being called, we have our authority from God, it is
in the assembly, he would adjourn it,that time might be the ordinance of God, and hath the image of God
allowed for cool consideration, by which prudent man stamped on it
and the contempt of it hath been vin
agement, the synod came to an amicable agreement in dicated byGod with terrible examples of his vengeance.
the
errors
of
the
But the work was When you choose magistrates, you take them from
condemning
day.
not wholly done, until the erroneous persons were among yourselves, men subject to the like passions
banished the colony. This act of severity the Court with yourselves.
If you see our infirmities, reflect on
thought necessary for the peace of the Commonwealth. your own, and you will not be so severe on ours. The
Toleration had not then been introduced into any of covenant between us and you is, that we shall govern
the Protestant countries, and even the wisest and best you and judge your causes according to the laws of
men were afraid of it as the parent of all error and God* and our best skill. As for our skill, you must
mischief.
run the hazard of it
and if there be an error, not in
Some of the zealous opinionists in the church of the will, but the skill, it becomes you to bear it. Nor
Boston, would have had the elders proceed against the would I have you mistake in the point of your liberty
governor in the way of ecclesiastical discipline, for his There is n liberty of corrupt nature, which is inconsis
activity in procuring thesentcnceof hanishmenton their tent with authority, impatient of restraint, the grand
brethren. Upon this occasion in a well judged speech enemy of truth and peace, and all the ordinances of
to the congregation, he told them that
though in his God are bent against it. But there is a civil, moral,
private capacity, it was his duty to submit to the cen- federal liberty, which is the proper end and object of
sure of his brethren, yet ho was not amenable to them authority, a liberty for that only which is JL ST and GOOD.
for his conduct as a magistrate, even though it were For this liberty you are to stand with your lives and
unjust. That in the present case, he had acted accord whatever crosses it, is not authority, but a distemper
This liberty is maintained in a way of sub
ing to his conscience and his oath, and by the, advice of thereof.
the elders of the church, and was
and the authority set over you will
fully satisfied that it jection to authority,
would not have been consistent with the public peace in all administrations for your good, be quietly subo have done otherwise.&quot; These reasons satisfied the nitted to by all but such as have a disposition to shake
if that

3

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

;

a cold,
sixty-third year of his age, a fever occasioned Iry
after one month s confinement, put an end to his life

on the 26th of March, 1649.
The island called Governor

s Island, in the harbor
of Boston, was granted to him, and still remains in the
possession of his descendants. His picture is preserved
in the senate-chamber, with those of other ancient
governors. The house in which he lived, remained till
1775, when, with many other old wooden buildings, it

He
pulled down by the British troops for fuel.
kept an exact journal of the occurrences and transac
This
in
it.
the
his
residence
tions in
colony during
journal was of great service to several historians, par
It is still in
Hubbard,
Mather, and Prince.
ticularly
possession of the Connecticut branch of his family, and
was published at Hartford in 1790. It affords a more
exact and circumstantial detail of events within that
was

period,

than any compilation which has been or can be
the principles and conduct of this truly
it

made from

;

great and good man, therein appear in the light which
while his abilities for the ar
he himself viewed them
duous station which he held, the difficulties which he
had to encounter, and his fidelity in business, are dis
played with that truth and justice in which they ought
;

to appear.

He

had

five

sons living at his decease,

all

of

whom,

notwithstanding the reduction of his fortune, acquired
and possessed large property, and were persons of emi
nence.
Many of his posterity have borne respectable
characters, and filled some of the principal places of
trust

and usefulness.

&quot;

JOHN WINTHROP,

F

.

R.

S

.

GOVERNOR OF CONNECTICUT.

;

chosen to cozen and deceive a whole nation [the Soots]
to excel in craft and cunning which he
4ld with a notable pregnancy anil dexterity.&quot;

which was thought

* It must ho observed, that \\\t\ Mosaic law
at that
time considered as the Keiiera! standard, and most of the
were
founded
on
it,
laws of the country
w:&amp;gt;s

His hirth anil
education His removal to New England Obtains a Charter Incorporating t onneoticut and New llaven Governor
of the colony of Connecticut Elected Fellow of th
Royal Societv His death.

JOHN WINTHHOP, Governor of Connecticut

JOHN WINTHROP, eldest son of Governor Winthrop,
his first wife, was born at Groton, in Suffolk, Fell.
His tine genius was much improved by I
1?, 1005.

by

BIOGRAPHIES OF
of Cambridge, and
Dublin, and by travelling through most of the Europen kingdoms, as far as Turkey. He came to New
England with his father s family, Nov. 4, 1031 and
though not above twenty-six vears of age, was by the
unanimous choice of the freemen, appointed a magistrate of the colony, of which his father was governor.
He rendered many services to the country, both at home
and abroad, particularly in the year 163-1, when returning to England, he was by the stress of weather, for-

vert

liberal education, in the universities

in

his

T it E

service, and
state.

EARLY DISCOVERERS.
employed him in several writing, but

weighty matters of

;

it

was ever

i

;

!

i

j

&quot;

I

;

j

,

where meeting with many
persons at the house of Sir John Closworthy, he
had an opportunity to promote the interest of the co
their means.
lony,
1 he next year he came back to New England, with
powers from the Lords Say and Erooke, to settle a
plantation on Connecticut river. But finding that some
worthv persons from Massachusetts had already re
moved, and others were about removing to make a set
tlement on that river at Hartford and Vv ethersfield, he affected the mind of James, that he not only continued
gave them no disturbance but having made an ami him on the list of Privy Counsellors, but created him
cable agreement with them, built a fort at the mouth Baron of Baltimore, in the county of Longford, in
of the river, and furnished it with artillery and stores Ireland.
Whilst he was Secretary of State and one of the
which had been sent over, and began a town there,
which, from the two Lords who had a principal share committee of trade and plantations, he obtained from
This fort the king, a patent for the south-eastern peninsula of
in the undertaking, was called Saybrook.
kept the Indians in awe and proved a security to the Newfoundland, which he named the Province of Avafrom Avalonius, a monk, who was supposed to
on
the
tivor.
Ion
planters
When they had formed themselves into a body politic have converted the British King Lucius, and all
they honoured him with an election to the magistracy, his court to Christianity; in remembrance of which
luul afterward chose him governor of the colony. At event, the Abbey of Glastonbury was founded at
the restoration of King Charles II. he undertook a voy- Avalon, in Somersetshire.
Sir George gave his
to England, on the behalf of the people both of province this name, imagining it would be the 6rst
adand
New
Haven
his
in
North
America
onneclicut
where the Gospel would be
and, by
prudent
place

ced into Ireland

does not appear that

After the death of fir George, the patent Was again
By the interest of Sii Robert, then Earl of Salisbury,
he was appointed one of the clerks of the council, and drawn in the name of his eldest son, Cecil, Lord Balti
received the honor of knighthood (1617 ;) and in the more, and passed the seals on the 28th of June, 1632.
in Latin, the patentee is
following year was made Secretary of State, in the The original draught being
Terra Marice, alias
room of Sir Thomas Lake. Conceiving the Duke of called Cccilius and the country
Buckingham to have been instrumental in his prefer- Maryland,&quot; in honor of Henrietta Maria, the Queen
consort of Charles I.*
mcnt, he presented him with a jewel of great value
From the great precision of this charter the powers
but the duke returned it, with a message that he owed
which it gives to the proprietor, and the privileges and
iiis advancement to his own merit and the good pleasure of his sovereign, who was fully sensible of it. exemptions which it grants to the people, it is evident
His great knowledge of public business, and his dili that Sir George himself was the chief penman of it.
gence and fidelity in conducting it, had rendered him One omission was soon discovered no provision was
very acceptable to the king.who granted him a pension made, that the laws should be transmitted to the sove
The com
of i.UOO. out of the customs.
reign for his approbation or disallowance.
missioners of trade and plantations made a represen
In 1624.he conscientiously became a Roman Catho
of
of
to
the
House
tation
this defect
Commons, in 1633,
lic, and having freely owned his principles to the king,
This ingenuous confession so and an act of Parliament was proposed as the only
resigned his office.

;

influcn-

it

printed.

1

tial

!&amp;lt;v

|

;

.

remedy.

The

;

1

powers of government, superior to any plantation which
had been settled in America. During this negotiation,
at a private conference with the king, he presented his
majesty with a ring, which King Charles I. had given
This present rendered him very
to his grandfather.
acceptable to the king, and greatly facilitated the busi
The people, at his return, expressed their gra
ness.
titude to him by electing him to the office of governor,
for fourteen years together, till his death.
Mr. Winthrop s genius led him to philosophical in
and his opportunities for conversing with learn
ed men abroad, furnished him with a rich variety of
knowledge, particularly of the mineral kingdom and
there arc some valuable communications of his in the

quiries,

;

preached.
At Fcrryland, in his Province of Avalon, he built a
and spent 25,0001. in advancing his planta
But it was so
tion, which he visited twice in person.
annoyed by the French, that though he once repulsed
and pursued their ships, and took sixty prisoners yet,
be found his province so much exposed to their insults,
and the trouble and expense of defending it so very
great, that he was obliged to abandon it, and be con
tent with the loss of what he had laid out, in the im
provement of a territory, the soil and climate of which
were considered as unfavorable to his views.
Being still inclined to form a settlement in America,
whither he might retire with his family and friends, of
the same religious principles, he made a visit to Virgi
nia, the fertility and advantages of which had been
highly celebrated and in which he had been interested,
as one of the adventurers. But the people there, being
Protestants of the Church of England, regarded him
;

&quot;

;

tury.

Twelve years before the date of the charter, (1620,)
John Porey, sometime secretary of Virginia, who had

but that they had not extended their
tian, a philosopher, and a public ruler, procured him of the islands
the universal respect of the people under his govern plantations to the northward of the river Potowmack
ment and his unwearied attention to the public busi although the country there was equally valuable with
ness, and great understanding in the art of government, that which they had planted.
was of unspeakable advantage to them. Being one of
When he returned to England, he applied to King
the commissioners of the United Colonies of New Eng Charles I. for the grant of a territory northward of the
land, in the year 1676, in the height of the first general Petowmack and the king, who had as great an affec
Indian war, as he was attending the service at Boston, tion for him as had his father James, readily complied
ha fell sick of a fever, and died on the 5th of April, in with his request. But owing to the tedious forms of
the seventy -first year of his age, and was honorably public business, before a patent could be completed
buried in the same tomb with his excellent father.
and pass the seals, Lord Baltimore died at London
on the 15th of April, 1632, in the 51st year of his
;

sailed into the northern part of the Bay of Chesapeake,
reported that he found near one hundred English people
very happily settled there, and engaged in a fur trade
with the natives.
In the year before the date of the
charter, (1631,) King Charles had granted a license
under the privy seal of Scotland, to Sir William

;

;

;

The character of this &quot;nobleman is thus drawn.
Though he was a Roman Catholic, he kept himself

LEONARD CALVERT.

His birth and education In the service
of Sir Robert Cecil He is made Secretary of State He
receives a pension from King James Bi cofni-s a Catholic
Created Baron of Baltimore He attempts a settle-

&amp;gt;be

disengaged from all interests, behaving with such
moderation and propriety, that all parties were pleased
...jti,
1
One &amp;gt;mp!ained of him He was a man
.
of great good sense, not obstinate in his opinions, takinff as much pleasure in hearing the sentiments of
others as in delivering his own. Whilst he was Secretary of State, he examined all letters, and carried to
the king every night an exact and well digested account fact, that the occupancy of the Swedes was prior to
He agreed with Sir John Popham in the that period. In consequence of the license given to
of affairs.
design of foreign plantations but differed in the man Cle\ borne, he and his associates had made a settlement
ner of executing it.
Popham was for extirpating the
original inhabitants, Calvert was for civilizing and con*
The former was for present profit the
Ogilby says that a blank was left for the name of the t*rveiling them.
&quot;

GEORGE CALVERT

&quot;

|

j

i

j

S&1Lr*S5?^S^^^S^r^I^^
CECIL CALVERT He
Ma-

j

receives a Patent of
Appoints his brother. Leonard,
CALVERT Conducts settlers to the

Character
rvland Settles the Colony

(Sovemor
Colony

LEONARD

;

!

;

GEORGE CAIVERT was descended from

a noble

Alexander, proprietor of Nova Scotia, and to William
Cleyborne, counsellor and secretary of Virginia, to
trade in those parts of America, for which there had
not been a patent granted to others and sent an order
to the governor of Virginia to permit them freely to
In consequence of which, Sir John Har
trade there.
vey and his council, in the same year, had granted to
said Cleyborne, a permission to sail and traffic to
the
adjoining plantations of the Dutch, or to any
English plantation on the territory of America.&quot; At
nothing is said in these instruments of the Swedes, who
first planted the shores of the Bay of Delaware, it has
been inferred by the advocates of Baltimore, that they
had not settled there previous to the charter of Mary
land though the family of Penn insisted on it as a
;

age.

(LoKDS BALTIMORE.)

by the degree aforesaid,

first

;

;

GEORGE CALVERT, CECILIUS CALVERT,

All

;

fine house,

philosophical transactions, which procured him the
honor of being elected a Fellow of the Royal Society.
He had also much skill in the art of physic and gene
rously distributed many valuable medicines among the with a jealous eye, on account of Ms religion and by
people, who constantly applied to him whenever they their unwelcome reception of him, he was discouraged
had need, and were treated with a kindness that did from settling within their jurisdiction.
In visiting the Bay of Chesapeake, he observed that
honor to their benefactor.
His many valuable qualities as a gentleman, a Chris the Virginians had established trading houses on some
;

thus described.

to the true meridian
Thence
fountains of the river Potowmack.
following the course of said river to its mouth, where
it falls into the
Bay of Chesapeake. Thence on a
right line, across the bay to Watkin s Point ; with all
the islands and islets within these limits.
This region was erected into a province and the
In con
proprietor was invested with palatine honors.
junction with the freemen or their delegates he had
legislative, and, in person, or by officers of his own
appointment, he had executive powers. He had also
the advowson of churches, the erection of manors, bo
roughs, cities, and ports
saving the liberty of fishing
and drying fish which was declared common to all the
king s subjects. The charter provided, that if any
doubts should arise concerning the sense of it, such an
interpretation should be given as would be most favora
ble to the interest of the proprietor.
The territory is said to be in the parts of America
not yet cultivated, though inhabited by a barbarous
should
people,&quot; and it is provided, that the province
not be holden or reputed as part of Virginia, or of any
other colony, but immediately dependant on the Crown
of England.&quot;
These clauses, together with the con
struction put on the fortie th degree of latitude, proved
the ground of long and bitter controversies, one of
which was not closed till after the lapse of a cen

right line,

of the

!

;

is

between the
ocean on the east, and the Bay of Chesapeake on the
west, and divided from the other part, by a right line
drawn from Watkin s Point, in the aforesaid bay, on
Thence to
the west, to the main ocean on the east.
that part of Delaware Bay on the north, which lieth
under the fortieth degree of north latitude from the
Thence in a
equinoctial, where New England ends.

;

dress, obtained from the king a charter, incorporating
both colonies into one, with a grant of privileges, and

province of Maryland

that part of a peninsula in America, lying

fa-

mily of Flanders, and born at Kipling in Yorkshire,
f 1582 )
He received his education at Trinity College,
in Oxford, ami after taking his Bachelor s degree, latter for reasonable expectation, and for employing
At governors who were not interested merchants, but un(1597) travelled over the continent of Europe.
he was for granting liberties
his return to England, in the beginning of the reign of concerned gentlemen
James I. he was taken into the office of Sir Robert ;with caution, leaving every one to provide for himself
Sir
Robert
of
State
and
when
was
own
and
not to depend on a common
Cecil, Secretary
industry,
;by his
advanced to the Lord High Treasurer, he retained Cal- [interest. He left something respecting America in
i

;

which Lord Baltimore intended to have filled with
Crescentia. But when the king asked him for a name, he
complaisantly referred it to his Majesty s pleasure, who proposed the name of the queen, to which his lordship could not
but consent.
He also says, that the second Lord Baltimore was chritened Cecil, in honor (if his father s patron; but was etattmtt
bv the name
Ctcilius
ritory,

;

;

i

ol&quot;

AMERICAN

eo

on the Isle of Kent, far within the limits of Maryland other part,
and claimed a monopoly of the trade of the Chesapeake. to quit the
;

1

I

the next harvest

S
;

T

RV

.

WILLIAM

when they promised

Hoi h
place, and resign it wholly to them.
parties entered into a contract to live together in a

!

it
is said, sent Burgesses lo the Lepeople,
jnslature of Virginia, and were considered as subject
to its jurisdiction, before the establishment of Maryland.
After receiving the charter, I/onl Baltimore began to

till

H

These

,

PIKH
{

or, if any injury should be done, on
friendly manner
either side, the offending party should make salisfacUion.
Calvert having given them what he deemed a

,

,
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N-st-

in

-lie

i

liuakers

valuable consideration, with which they appeared to lie
:.,:-..
Prnno Ivanla
before PsrllaTm-nl Receive*
*eltlcmeiit
Henda a idler lo the Indians
term*
Ill
collei- -tine and
for
content, they readily quitted a nuuilx-r of their hou
Irannporting a colony
a number of Quaker* for Arrwr.ra Amvea
with
Embarks
others
At first. In- intended to go in person hut ud n-tm-d
America
and, it beinff the season tor
Name* I.I* M-ltUrotnt
at NVmraMIr Goe* lo Chester
Thus on the 27th
afterward changed his mini, and appointed hii brother planting, holh parties went to work.
Philadelphia- Specimen of hi* *lyle of preachinz Id* de
-iM
a
He
book oil tlir liberty of
KmLeonard Calvert, governor, with two assistants, Jcre- of March, 1634, the English colony took peaceatile
pubiiithea
pailure
conscience Su*pected of belnir. an nt-my to h. ,i William
my Haw v and Thomas Comwallis. These, with about posoesaion of the country of Maryland ami gave to the
He I* involved in debt Hi* pru&amp;lt;l-rl incajurtft Sign* a
two hiiiiilred persons, of good families and of the Ho- town the name of Hi. Mary, and to the creek on which
new charter Return* to EnglandIf:* eml/srrlmenlt
Hi* death.
man Catholic persuasion, embarked at Cowes at the it was situate, the name of St. (i forge
The desire of quieting the natives, by giving tin-in a
Isle of Wight, and on the twenty-second of November,
THK FOCKUEE of Pennsylvania wan the grandson of
l.inlI d.i.i, and after a circuitous
vojftf* through the West reasonable arid satisfactory compensation for iln-ir
Captain Giles Penn, an English Consul in the Medi
India islands, touching first at Barbadocs and then at is a trait in the character of the first planters, which terranean, and the son of Sir William Penn. n Admi
s they came to anchor before Point will always do honor to their memory.
St.
ral of the English navy, in the protectorate of Crom
Christopher
It was a fortunate circumstance for these adventu- well, and in the reign of Charles II. in whirh office
Comfort in Virginia, on the twenty-fourth of February,
Voato
of
lo
to
their
the
Indiana
delivered
he rendered very important service* to the nation,
arrival,
Jamestown,
1634; and, on going up
irers, that, previous
(jow-rnor Harvey, the letters which the king had comoco, had resolved to quit their country, ami retire particularly hy the conquest of Jamaica from the
The governor and his council to the westward, that they might be free from the in- Spaniards, and in a naval victory OTCT the Dutch,
wriit&amp;lt; 11
in their favor.
received tin-in witli that civility which was due to the Icursions of the Susquehanocks. a powerful and warlike William was liom Octol&amp;gt;er 14. lf.14. in the pariah uf
to nation, residing between the Uaya of Chesapeake and St. Catharine, near the tower of Ixmil./n. educate&amp;lt;l at
command of their sovereign hut they resolved
mainUin the rights of the prior settlement
They af- Delaware, who frequently invaded them, and carried off Chigwcll. in Kssex, and at a private school in Iximlon ;
Home had actually re- an ,| in the fifteenth year of his age entered as a sluforded to the new colony supplies of provision for do tbeir provisions and women.
mestic use, but considered them as intruders on their movej. and cithers were preparing to follow, but were ,|cnt am] gentleman conimoTier of Christ Chnrch in
to
remain
another
season, by the presence Oxford.
territory, and as obstructing that traffic, from which encouraged
the
His genius was bright, his disposition sober arid ituthey had derived and expected to derive much advan of the Knglish They lived on friendly terms with
rJious. and being possessed of a lively imagination and
tage.
colony tliemen assisted them in hunting ami fishing
On the 3d of March, Calvert with bis colony pro- the women taught them tomanage the planting and cul- a warm heart, the first turn of his mind toward* relilure of corn, and making it into bread and they were gious subjects, wan attended with circumstances borceetled in the Bay of Chesapeake, lo the northivar.l,
entercd the Potowmack, up which he sailed twelve compensated for their labor and kindness in such tools dcring cm enthusiasm
Having received his first
an
According to impressions from the preaching of Thomas
leagues, and came lo anchor under an island, which he |and trinkets as were pleasing to them.
in
the
the
itinerant Quaker, he conceived a favorable opinion of
named fit. Clrmtnt. Here he fired his canon, erected their promise, they quilted
place wholly,
and
the
and
luid
full
of
that
which
Sathe
and
refinements
ami
took
in
the
name
of
the
sect,
a cross,
quiet poscolony
rising
following year,
possession,
flights
viour of the world and the King of Kngland.&quot; Thence session.
lied him, while, at the university, in conjunction with
At his first settlement in this place, Calvert erected a some other students, to withdraw from the esiablihei)
he went with his pinnaces fifteen leagues higher lo the
Indian town of Potowmack, on the Virginian side of house, and mounted a guard forthe security of his people worship, and hold a private meeting, where they
The discipline/
tin- nver, now called New Marlborough ; where he was and stores. He was.soon after, visited by Sir John Mar- preached and prayed their own way.
received in a friendly manner by the guardian regent, vev and by several of the Indian princes. At an enter- of the university being very strict in such matters, he
of
one
Wcrowance
of the ships, the
was fined for the sin of nonconformity this nerved to
Thence he tammeril on board
tin- prince of the country ticing a minor.
ailed twelve leagues farther, to the town of Piscata- Patuxent was seated between the Governor of Virginia fix him more firmly in his principles and habita, and
of
of
his
own
One
and
the
on
the
he
found
where
subjects exposed his singularity more openly to the world. Hin
Maryland side;
Maryland
governor
Henty
way,
Plttt, an Englishman, who had resided severe! years coming on board and seeing his sovereign in that situa- conduct being then deemed obstinate, he was, in the
among the natives), and was held by them in great es- tion, started with surprize. thinking him a prisoner.as he sixteenth year of his age, expelled as an incorrigible
He procured an interview between Calvert had been once before,lo the Virginians. 1 he prince rc/e offender against the laws of uniformity.
teem.
On his return home, he found hu father highly
and the. Wcrowance or lord of the place, and oflicia- fromlhc table and satisfied the Indian that he was safe,
led as ihcir interpreter.
Calvert, determining to pur- which prevented his affectionate subject from leaping incensed against him. As neither remonstrances, nor
as
Werobe had attempted
This
sue a course of conduct founded on pacific ami hono- into the water,
threatening*, nor Urnr* could divest him of his relirable intention*, asknd the WerowandsV whet her he was wance was so much please,) with the conduct of Cal- gious attachments, he was. for a while turned out of
that
his
other
counvert
and
after
should
settle
in
his
that
he
and
his
many
compliments the house; but by the influence of his mother he waji
willing
people
people,
I love the
I will not he said to them, at parting,
His answer was short and prudent
English so so Tar reslored to favor as to be sent to France, in
try.
bid you lo go, nor lo stay ; but you may use your own well, lhal if I knew they would kill me, I would com- company wilh some persons of quality, with a view to
Here he
discretion
This interview was held on board the mand my people not to revenge my death because I unbend his mind, am] refine his manners
governor s pinnance ihe natives on shore crowded lo am sure they would not kill tne, but through my learnt the language of the country, and acquired such a
after two
the water s edge, to look after their sovereign, and own fault.&quot;
polite and courtly behaviour, that bis father,
The colony had brought with them English meal years alnicnce, received him wilh joy, hoping that the
were not satisfied of his safety, till he stood up and
was
found
Indian
at
was
He
to
but
corn
in
both
wishes
attained.
then
bowed himself
they
great plenty,
object of his
Having made this discovery of the river, and con Barbadoe* and Virginia and by the next spring, tin v admitted into Lincoln s Inn, where he studied law till
vinccd the natives that his designs were amicable, the were able lo export one thousand bushels to New the plague broke out in 1605, when he returned to hi*.
arid Newfoundland
for which they received father s house.
governor not thinking it advisable to make his first set- England
About this time (I66fi) the king s coffers being low,
Ucment soliifh up tin- river, sailed down lo the ships, dried fish and other provisions in return
They proThe nalives, cured cattle, swine and poultry from Virginia. They and claims for unrewarded services being importunate,
taking Fleet with him for a guide.
who, when they first saw the ships, and heard Hie were very industrious in building houses ami making grants were frequently made of (amis in Ireland and
guru, bid fled from Ht. Clement s island and its gardens ; in which they sowed the seeds of European the merits of Sir William Penn being not the least conand hail the pleasure of seeing spicuous, he received a valuable estate in the county of
oeigfaborbood, returned to their habitationa. and seem- esculent vegetables
ed to repose confidence in their new friends; but them come to high perfection.
They suffered much Cork, ami committed the management of it to bis ion,
Here he
tbis was not deemed a proper stal ion. I rider the con- in their health by the fever and ague, and many of then in the twenty second year of his age.
duct of Fleet, the governor visited a creek on the north- them died ; but when the survivors were seasoned to met with his old friend I/OP, and immediately attached
crn side of the Potowmack, about four leagues from its the climate, and had learned the use of indigenous himself to the society of Quakers, though at that time
This might
mouth, where was an Indian tillage, surrounded by medicinal remedies, they enjoyed their health much they were subject to severe persecution
Calvert went on belter. The country had so many natural advantages. have operated as a discouragement to a young gentlccorn-fields, and called Voooomaeo.
Ins that it soon liecame |IOT&amp;gt;U|OUS. Many Roman Catholic man of such quality and cxprctalions.eirperiarlv as fan
shore, and acquainted the prince of the
place with
of
intention who was rather reserved in his answer, but families from England resorted thither, ami the pro- exposed himself thereby to the renewed
displeasure
entertained him fn a friendly manner, and gave him a
with a degree of wisdom and generosity, then a parent who loved him. had not the integnty and li-rjprietor
lodging in his own bed
unparalleled but in Holland, after having established vor of his mind induced him to sacrifice all worldly
On the next day, he showed Calvert the country ; the Christian religion upon the footing of common law, considerations to the dictates of his conscience,
wiiich pleased him so well, that he determined there to granted liberty of conscience and equal privileges to
It was not long before ho wns apprehended at a re.
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and with eighteen other*, comcvHrcntiile..
ligious
but upon bis
milled lo prison by ihc mayor of Cork
writing a handsome address to the Earl of Orrery Lord
n
of
Inch
he
President
Munsler.in
very sensibly pleaded
for liberty of conscience, and professed his desire of a
of
tumultuous and diand
his
abhorrence
a
peaceable,
*
he
The namci of in* principal men in the. clonv were, tin- proprietor
fprielor a subsidy of fifteen pounds of tobacco, on respectful separation from the established worship,
Georfs Cslvert, brother to ttie proprietor and *ove
as a testimony of their gratitude for his was discharged.
This second stroke of persecution
every poll,
Richard Osrsrd,
Henry
He assoEdward Winter,
great charge and solicitude, in maintnining the gov- engaged him more closely to the Quakers.
Nichols* Fa-rfac,
Frederick Winter,
Thtima.* Dorrell,
enmwnt, in protecting the inhabitants in tin ir rii liU, cirttcj openly with them, and bore, with calmness am)
John M.
bestowed
whinh during patience, the cruel abuse which was liberally
and for reimbursing his vast expense
John xandert,
William Sayie,
the two first years exceeded forty thousand pounds on that singular party.
John Hatter,
John lull,
Edward Crwftsld,
His father being informed, of lib conduct,
sterling.

fix his abode
anil treated with the prince about
pur- ~..
i.:_
chasing the place. Calvert presented him and his prin
cipal men with English cloth, axes, hoes and knives ;
and they consented that their new friends should re
side in one part of their town, ami Ihemst-lves in the
;
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lands
security of property
were given in lots of fifty acres, to every emigrant, in
Under such advantages the peoabsolute foe simple.
pie thought themselves so happy. hat in an early period
,f the.ir colonial existence,
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AMERICAN HISTORY.
with the grants already made to them. The peninsula
between the bays of Chesapeake and Delaware had
been planted by detached companies of Swedes, FinIt was first by force,
landers, Dutch, and English.
and afterwards by treaty, brought under the dominion
of the Crown of England. That part of it which
bordered on the Delaware was within the Duke of

|

Bui parts in the seven of the freemen, met in Provincial
the character of proprie- Council and Assembly. In this code we find that eel brated declaration which has contributed more than any
thing else to the prosperity of Pennsylvania,viz &quot;That
all persons living in the province, who confess and acto be the
knowledge the ONE almighty and eternal
and hold
creator, upholder, and ruler of the world

any other American colony.

in

unprecedented

Penn distinguished between

;

and governor, urging the necessity of supporting
government with dignity, and that by complying with
this expedient, they would be freed from other taxes,
Such distinctions are very convenient to a politician,
and by this insinuation the point was carried upon
which it was remarked, (perhaps too severely,) that
less of the man of God now appeared, and more of the

tor

i

.

i

Goi&amp;gt;

:

Fork s patent, while that which joined on the Chesa
peake was within the grant to Lord Baltimore.
The Duke s ajrent consented that Penu should have
the land west of Delaware and north of Newcastle,
consideration of the red-ton he had to expect favor
from his majesty.&quot; Lord Baltimore s agent petitioned
that Penn a grant might be expressed to lie north of
Susquehannuh fort, and of a line drawn east and west
from it, and that he might not be allowed to sell anus
and ammunition to the Indians. To these restrictions
Penn had no objection.

;

peaceably and
justly in civil society, shall iri no ways be molested for
man of the world.&quot;
their religious persuasion or practice in matters of faith
for and worship
nor shall they be ccmtpi.llcd at any time
According to the powers given by the charter,
the
and
within
to
province,
regulating
governing property
frequent or maintain any religious worship, place oz
he entered into certain articles with the purchasers and ministry whatever.&quot; To which was added another
Con equally conducive to the welfare of society. &quot;That
adventurers (July 1 1 1 68 1 ) which were entitled
These related to the lav according to the good example of the primitive Chris
ditions and Concessions.&quot;
ing out roads, city and country lots the privilege of tians, and the case of t tie creation, every first day of the
water courses the property of mines and minerals week, called the I^ord s Day, people shall abstain from
the reservation of timber and mulberry-trees the terms their common daily labor, that they may the better dis
of improvement and cultivation
the traffic with the pose themselves to worship God, according to their
Indians, and the means of preserving peace with them
understandings.&quot;
of preventing debtors, and other defaulters from mak
These laws were an original compact between the
ing their escape and of preserving the morals of the governor and the freemen of the colony. They appear
planters, by the execution of the penal laws of Eng to he founded in wisdom and equity, and some of them
have been copied into the declarations of rights pre
land, till an Assembly should meet.
These preliminaries being adjusted, the first colony fixed to several of the present republican constitution!
to
and
under his authority, came over
America,
began in America. The system of government which Penn
their settlement above the confluence of the Schuylkill produced has been regarded as an Utopian project but
with the Delaware. By them the proprietor sent a let though in some parts visionary and impracticable, yet
themselves obliged in conscience to

live

&quot;

&quot;in

;

&quot;

,

;

:

;

;

The draught

of a charter being prepared, it was sub
mitted to lord chief justice North, who was ordered to
provide by fit clauses for the interest of the king and
the encouragement of the planters.
While it was un
der consideration, the Bishop of London petitioned
that Perm might be obliged by his patent to admit a
chaplain of his lordship s appointment, at the request
of any number of the planters. The giving a name to
the province was left to the king.
The charter, consisting of twenty-three sections,
penned with all the appearance of candor and sim
was signed and sealed by King Charles II.,
plicity,&quot;
on the 4th of March, 1681. It constitutes William
Penn, and his heirs, true and absolute proprietaries of
the province of Pennsylvania, saving to the crown their
allegiance and the sovereignty. It gives him, his heirs
and their deputies, power to make laws for the good
and happy government of the country,&quot; by advice
of the freemen, and to erect courts of justice for the
execution of those laws, provided they be not repugnant
to the laws of England.
For the encouragement of
planters, they were to enjoy the privileges of English
the
same
duties
in trade and no taxsubjects, paying
as were to be levied on them, but by their own Assem
blies or by acts of Parliament. With respect to religion,
no more is said than what the Bishop of London had
suggested, that if twenty inhabitants should desire a
preacher of his lordship s approbation, he should be
allowed to reside in the province.
This was perfectly
agreeable to Mr. Penn s professed principles of liberty
of conscience but it may seem rather extraordinary
that this distinguished leader of a sect, who so point
edly denied the lawfulness of war, should accept the
powers given him in the sixteenth article of the charter,
to levy, muster, and train all sorts of men to
pursue
and vanquish enemies to take and put them to death
the
laws
of
war
and
to
do every thing which be
by
longed to the office of captain-general in an army.&quot;
Mr. Peun, for reasons of state, might find it conve
nient that he and his heirs should be thus invested with
the power of the sword, though it was impossible for
him or them to exercise it, without first apostatizing

;

;

;

;

the GREAT it was liberal and popular, calculated to gain adventu
informing them that
GOD had been pleased to make him concerned in their rers with a prospect of republican advantages. Some
and that the king of the country of its provisions, particularly the rotation of the coun
part of the world
where he lived had given him a great province therein cil, have been adopted by a very enlightened body of
but that he did not desire to enjoy it without their con American legislators, after the
of accntury.
expiration
sent that he was a man of peace, and that the people The experiment is now in operation, and without ex
whom he sent were of the same disposition but if any periment nothing can be fairly decided in the political,
difference should happen between them, it might be any more than in the physical world.
adjusted by an equal number of men chosen on both
Having by the help of Sir William Jones, and other
ter to the Indians,

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

;

With this letter, he appointed commissioners
with the Indians, about purchasing land, and
promised them that he would shortly come and con
verse with them in person.
About this time (Nov. 1681) he was elected a Fel
low of the Royal Society.
The next spring he completed a frame of govern
ment (April 25, 1682) with the express design
to
support power in reverence with the people, and to
secure the people from the abuse of power.&quot;
It is
prefaced with a long discourse on the nature, origin,
use and abuse of government
which shows that he
had not only well studied the subject, but that he was
fond of displaying his knowledge.
By this frame of government, there was to be a Pro
vincial Council, consisting of seventy-two persons, an
swering to the number of elders in the Jewish sanhe

gentlemen of the long robe constructed a plan of go
vernment for his colony, Mr. Penn prepared to make
the voyage to America, that he might attempt the ex

sides.&quot;

to treat

ecution of it.
A part of the lands comprehended within his grant had
been subject to the government, which was exercised by
the deputy of the Duke of York. To prevent any diffi
culty, he thought it convenient to obtain from the Duke
a deed of sale of the Province of Pennsylvania, which he
did on the 21st of August, 1682 and by two subsequent
deeds, in the same mouth, the Duke conveyed to him
the town of Newcastle, situate on the western side of
the Delaware with a circle of 12 miles radius from the
centre of the town, and from thence extending south
erly to the Hoar Kills, at Cape Her.lopen, the western
which tract
point of the entrance of Delaware Bay
contained the settlements made by the Dutch, Swedes,
and Finns. This was called the territory, in distincdrim, who were to be divided into three classes
twenty-four to serve for three years, twenty-four for tinction from the province of Pennsylvania, and was
two years, and twenty-four for one year the vacan divided into three counties, Newcastle, Kent and Sus
cies thus made to be supplied by new elections
and sex.
after seven years, every one of those who went off
At this time the penal laws against dissenters were
yearly, were to be incapable of re-election for one executed with rigor in England, which made many of
from their religious profession.
that all the Quakers desirous of
or following
year following. This rotation was intended
The charter being thus obtained, he found himself might be fitted for government, and have experience of Penn into America, whereaccompanying
they had a prospect of the
authorized to agree with such persons as were disposed the care and burthen of
Of this council two-thirds most extensive liberty of conscience. Having chosen
to be adventurers to his new province.
By a public were to be a quorum, and the consent of two-thirds of some for his particular companions, he embarked with
advertisement, he invited purchasers, and described this quorum was to be had in all matters of moment
them in August 1682, and from the Downs, where the
the country with a display of the advantages which but in matters of lesser moment one-third
might be a ship lay waiting for a wind, he wrote an affectionate
might be expected from a settlement in it. This indu quorum, the majority of whom might determine. The letter to his friends, which he called
a farewell to
ced many single persons, and some families, chiefly distinction between matters of moment and of lesser
a pleasant passage of six weeks,
England.&quot; After
they
of the denomination of Quakers, to think of a remo moment was not defined
nor was it declared who came within sight of the American
coast, and were re
val,
number of merchants and others formed them- was to be judge of the distinction. The
governor was freshed by the land breezes, at the distance of twelve
(elves into a company, for the sake of
The coun leagues. As the ship sailed up the Delaware, the in
encouraging the not to have
negative but a treble voice.
ettlement and trade of the country, and purchased cil were to
prepare and propose bills to the General habitants came on board, and saluted the new gover
twenty thousand acres of his land. They had a presi Assembly, which were to be published thirty days be nor with an air of joy and satisfaction. He landed at
dent, treasurer, secretary, and a committee of twelve, fore its meeting. When met, the
Assembly might de Newcastle, and summoned the people to meet him,
who resided in England and transacted their common liberate eight days, but on the ninth were to give their when
possession of the soil was given him in the legal
business.
Their objects were to encourage the manu assent or dissent to the
and he entertained them with a
proposed bills two-thirds of form of that day
facturers of leather and glass, the
cutting and sawing them to be a quorum. With respect to the number of speech, explaining the purpose of his coming, and the
of timber, and the whale-fishery.
the Assembly, it was provided, that the first
year all views of his government assuring them of his inten
The land was sold at the rate of twenty pounds for the freemen in person might
compose it afterward a, tion to preserve civil and religious liberty, and cxhortthousand
acres.
who
rented
lands
were
to
of
two
every
They
hundred, which might be increased ing them to peace and sobriety. Having renewed
delegation
pay one penny yearly per acre. Servants, when their to five hundred.&quot; The governor, with the council to the commissions of their former jagistrates, he went
lermswerc expired, were entitled to fifty acres,subjcct be the supreme executive, with a
parental and pruden- to Chester, where he repeated the same things, and reto two shillings per annum
and their masters were tial authority, and to be divided into four departments ceived their
The Swedes appointed
congratulations.
allowed fifty acres for each servant so liberated, but of
eighteen each one of which was called a commit- a delegate to compliment him on his arrival, and to
to
four
or if the master
ubject
shillings per annum
&quot;untations, another of justice and safety, anoth- assure him of their affection and
fidelity.
ihould give the servant fifty acres out of his own diof trade and revenue, and another of manners, eduAt this time the number of inhabitants was about
jcr
vision, he might receive from the proprietor one bun- cation and arts.
three thousand.
The first planters were the Dutch,
dred acres, subject to six shillings per annum.
In
To this frame of government was subjoined a body and after them the Swedes and Finns. There had
every hundred thousand acres, the proprietor reserved of fundamental laws, agreed upon by Penn and the ad- been formerly
disputes among them, but for above
ten for himself.
venturers in London, which respected moral, political, twenty years they had been in a state of peace.
The
The quit rents were not agreed to without difficulty.
and
economical
matters
which
were
not
to
be
altered
Dutch
were
settled
on the hay, and applied themselves
j
Tlie purchasers remonstrated against them asa
burden, but by the consent of the governor, or his heirs, and six chirlly to trade at Newcastle they had a court-house
;
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BIOGRAPHIES OF THE EARLY DISCOVERERS.
and a place of worship. The Swedes and Finns lived
Their
higher up the river, and followed husbandry.
settlements were Christina, Tenecum, and Wicoco at
pach of which they had a church. They were a plain,
robust, sober and industrious people, and most of them
had large families. The colony which Pcnn had sent
the year before, began their settlement above Wicoco, and it was by special direction of the propricThe province was divitor, called PmL-inELrHiA.
into three connties, Chester, Buckingham, and

Somo

of their Chiefs made him a voluntary present
of the land which they claimed
others sold it at a
The form of one of these treaties is
;
stipulated price.
thus described, in a letter which he wrote to his friends
in England.
The kin; s;it in the middle of a half
moon, and had his council, old and wise, on each hand.
at
a
little
Behind,
distance, sat the young ones, in the
same figure. Having consulted and resolved the business, the king ordered one of them to speak to me.
He stood up, came to me, took me by the hand.saluted
._*..!
1.
i _
I
1
me in .1
the name of the king, told me he was ordered
Philadelphia.
Three principal objects engaged the attention of Mr. by the king to speak to me. and that now it was not he
|

;

;

;

j

i

1

glected their duty in these respects. Several purchase!
were made before Penn s time in New-Jersey. Mr.
Penn himself, in one of his letters, speaking of the
_.
!_!._.
1
L_1__J
quarrels between the Dutch and the Swedes, who had
occupied the lands on the Delaware before him, says,

1

1

:

1

1

I

I

63

no person shall buy land of any Indian, without license first had and obtained of the General Court.&quot;
Other regulations respecting traffic with them were
made at the same time, which bear the appearance,
not only of justice and moderation, but of a parental
regard to their interest and property.
J\or is it to be supposed that other Europeans ne&quot;

j

[

.

.1TV.L1.LC,

.

:

!

looked on
ase and
_

a month after his arrival, he called a General Assembly
t Chester,
when the constitution, which had been
formed in England, was to undergo an experiment.
The freemen both of the province and territory were

purcould

which would once have bought twenty miles, not now .not have occupied them without the consent of the
buying two. During the time this person was speak- Indians, who were very numerous, and could easily
.
c .1
.
i.;__
_;ing, not a man of them was observed to whisper or have extirpated them, or prevented their settlement.
smile. When the purchase was agreed, great promises It is probable that this Dutch purchase is referred to in
summoned to compose this Assembly in person. In- passed between us of kindness and good neighborhood, that part of Penn s letter before quoted, where he
of which, thev elected twelve members in each and that the English and Indians must live in love, as speaks of the land at that time, (1683) as dearer&quot;
Which done, another! than formerly. for how could this have been ascertained
county, amounting in all to seventy-two, the precise long as the sun gave light.
number, which by the frame of government was to made speech to the Indians in the name of all the sa- but by comparing his with former purchases 1
The elections were accom- chems, first to tell them what was done, next to charge
It may then be proper to consider Mr. Penn as hav
compose one house only
panied by petitions to the governor, importing that the them to love the Christians, to live in peace with me ing followed the examples of justice and moderation,&quot;
fswness of the people, their inability in estate, and un- and my people, and that they should never do
which had
set by former Europeans, in their con
H-..I
11
-.
*i
.
skilfulness in government, would not permit them to
my people any wrong. At every sentence of which duct toward the natives of America and as having
nerve in so lar;re a council and assembly, and therefore they snouted, and said Amen, in their way.
The pay united his example with theirs, for the imitation of
it was their desire that the twelve now returned from or
This will give us the true
presents I made them, were not hoarded by the par succeeding adventurers.
each countv, might serve both for Provincial Council ticular owners, but the neighboring kings and clans idea of his merit, without detracting from the respect
and General Assembly, with the same powers and pri being present when the goods were brought out. the due to those who preceded him in the arduous work of
vileges which by the charter were granted to the parties chiefly concerned consulted what and to whom colonizing America.
whole.&quot;
To every king, then, by the
Mr. Penn easily foresaw that the situation of his
they should give them.
The members were accordingly distributed into two hands of a person, for that work appointed. was a pro province, and the liberal encouragement which he had
houses three out of each county made a council, portion sent, sorted and folded, with that gravity which given to settlers, would draw people of all denomina
idmirable.
Then that king subdivided it in like tions thither, and render it a place of commerce he
consisting of eighteen, and the remaining part formed
an assembly of fifty-four. In this assembly was passed in-inner among his dependants, they hardly leaving therefore determined to lay the plan of a capital city,
the act of settlement, in which the frame of govern themselves an equal share with one of their
which in conformity to his catholic and pacific ideas,
subjects.
ment made in England, being styled a prolialionary art,
Mr. Pcnn was so happy as to succefd in his
he called Philadelphia. The cite of it was a neck of
was so far changed. as that three persons of each county
to gain the go^xl will of the Indians.
They land between the river Delaware on the east and the
jdcavors
on the west and
might coinpase the council, and fix the assembly, have frequently, in subsequent treaties many years--SchuvJkill,
Hiding Creek, a branch
--..
..
*
...!..
.:
_
i:
._&quot;i..
/-After several other variations, explanations
and addiand he designed that the city should extend from one to
after, expressed great veneration for his memory
tions, requested by the Assembly, and yielded tobv the to perpetuate it, they have given to the successive the other, the distance being two miles. This spot was
governor, the aforesaid charter, and frame of govern- governors of Pennsylvania the name of Oitax, which chosen on account of the firm soil, the gentle rising
ment was
recognised and accepted, as if with these] signifies a Pen.
By this name they are commonly from each river towardsthe midst, thenumerous springs,
alterations it was supposed to be complete.&quot;
The known and addressed in the speeches made by the Six the convenience of coves capable of being used as
...-.
is
the
General
of
the
Nations
in
all
their
treaties.
Assembly
styled
docks, the depth of water for ships of burthen, and the
Assembly
province of Pennsylvania and the territories thereunto
One part of his agreement with the Indians was, good anchorage. The ground was sun-eyed, and a
11
th.it they should sell no lands to any person but to him
belonging.
plan of the intended city was drawn by ThomasHolme,
Thus the lower counties, at this time, manifested self or his agents another was, that his agents should survevor-general. Ten streets, of two miles in length,
their willingness to be united with the province of not occupy nor grant any lands, but those which were were laid out from river to river, and twenty streets of
Pennsylvania but the proprietor had not received fairly purchased of the Indians. These stipulations one mile in length, crossing them at right angels. Four
from the crown, any right of jurisdiction over that were confirmed by subsequent acts of Assembly and squares were reserved for common purposes,one in each
territory, though the Duke had sold him the right of every bargain made between private persons and the quarter of the citv, and in the centre, on the most ele
soil
and it was not in the power of the people, as Indians without leave of the proprietor, was declared vated spot, was a larger square often acres, in which
The charter which Mr. Penn had obtained of were lobe built a state-house, a market-house, a schoolsubjects of the King of England, to put themselves void.
under any form of government, without the royal the crown, comprehended a far greater extent of terri- house and a place of worship. On the side of each river
The want of this, with the operation of lory, than it was proper for hinTat first to purchase of it was intended to build wharves and ware-houses, and
authority.
other causes, produced difficulties, which afterward the natives.
from each front street nearest to the rivers, an open
rendered this union void and the three lower counties
He did not think it for his interest to take any more space was to be left, in the descent to the shores, which
had a separate Assembly, though under the same gov at once than he had a prospect of granting away to set would have added much to the beauty of the city. All
ernor.
tlers.
But his colony increased beyond his expecta owners of one thousand acres were entitled to a city
Mr. Penn s next object was to treat with Ihe natives. tion, and when new tracts were wanted, the Indians lot, in the front streets, or in the central high street,
The benevolence of his disposition led him to exercise rose in their demands. His first purchases were made and before each house was to be an open court, planted
and the goods delivered on these with rows of trees. Smaller purchasers were to be
great tenderness toward them, which was much increas at his own expense
ed by an opinion which he had formed, and which he occasions, went by the name of presents. In a course accommodated in the other streets and care was ta
openly avowed, that they were descendants of the ten of time when a tre:tv and a purchase went on together, ken in all, that no building should encroach on the
dispersed tribes of Israel. He travelled into the coun the governor and his successors made the speeches, street lines. This last regulation has been always at
try, visited them in their cabins, was present at their and the Assembly were at the expense of the presents. tended to, though in some other respects the plan has
feasts, conversed with thorn in a free ami familiar When one paid the cost, and the other enjoyed the been either disregarded or not completed.
manner, and gained their affection by his obliging car profit, a subject of altercation arose between the pro
The city was begun in 168?, and within less than a
But on prietary and the popular interests, which other causes year, eighty houses and cottages were built, wherein
riage, and hie frequent acts of generosity.
merchants and mechanics exercised their respective oc
public occasions, he received them with ceremony, and contributed to increase and inflame.
transacted business with solemnity and order.
The purchases which Mr. Penn made of the Indians cupations
and they soon found the country around
In one of his excursions in the winter, he found a were undoubtedly fair and honest
and he is entitled them so well cultivated by the planters, as to afford
chief warrior sick, and his wife preparing to sweat to praise for his wise and peaceable conduct toward them bread and vegetables, while the venison, fowl
But there is euch a thing as over rating true and fish, made an agreeable variety with the salted pro
him, in the usual manner, by pouring water on a heap them.
of hot stones, in a closely covered hut, and then plung- merit.
He has been celebrated by a late author, as visions which they imported. Penn himself writes,
set an example of mode- with an air of cheerfulness, that he was well contented
ing him into the river, through a hole cut in the ice. having in these purchases
To divert himself during the sweating operation, the ration and justice in America, which was never thought with the country,and the entertainment which he found
ch ef sang the achievements of his ancestors, then his of before bv the
It had been a common in it.
This letter is among his printed works, and in
1
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Europeans.&quot;

indeed
colony of Massachusetts, that no person shall they were exposed. Their circumstances were
ami persecution
put any of the Indians from their planting grounds, or peculiar they had suffered contempt
in the enjoyment
fihing places; and that upon eomplaintand proof in England, and were now at rest ;
of government the
thereof, thev shall have relief in any of the courts of of liberty, under a popular form
a fair bargain with justice, as the English have.&quot; To prevent frauds in eyes of the world were upon them their former enethat.mies were watching their conduct, and would have
(private bargains, uV. as ordered by the same act,

not
The sentiment was rational, and such as often
occujrred to the sagacious among the natives;
cannot
not sup[
suppose it was disugweahJe to Mr.Penn, whoso
view was to impress them with an idea of his honest
!&quot;

in the

&quot;

We

and pacific intentions, and o make
tbem.

;

;

;

j
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was

Baltimore, therefore, concluded to
parties.
therefore his desire that they should be moderate in derive an advantage from precision, whilst Penn
After Penn s
in adversity. The wished to avail himself of uncertainty.
prosperity, as they had been patient
Lord Baltimore, and had
concluding words of this address may give us a speci arrival in America, he visited
An
account of
a conference with him on the subject.
men of his style and manner of preaching.
a person pre
friends, remember that the Lord hath brought you upon this conference taken in short hand by
the stage he hath now tried you with liberty, yea, and sent, with a statement of the matter in debate, were sent
with power he hath put precious opportunities into by Lord Baltimore to England, and laid before the
and do Lords of Trade and plantations in April, 1683. Upon
hands have a care of a perverse

been glad of an opportunity

them

to reproach

;

it

&quot;

Penn

to both

;

My

;

;

!

;

spirit,
your
not provoke the Lord by doing those things by which
the inhabitants of the land that were before you,
in
grieved his spirit ;* but sanctify God, the living God
your hearts, that his blessing may fall and rest as the
shall
on
and
Then
dew of Heaven
your offspring.
you
it be seen to the nations, that there is no enchantment
but your
nor
divination
Jacob,
against Israel
against
tents shall be goodly and your dwellings glorious.
In the spring of 1683, a second Assembly was held
in the new city of Philadelphia, and a great number of
laws were passed. Among other good regulations, it

s character.
This ingenuous acknowledgment,
from a gentlemen of so much information, and so de
termined an enejny to Popery, is one of the best evi
dences which can be had, of Mr. Penn s integrity in
but the current of popular prejudice was
this respect
at that time so strong, that it was not in the power of
so great and good a man as Doctor Tillotson to turn it.
Had Mr. Penn fallen in with the discontented part
of the nation, and encouraged the emigration of those
who dreaded the consequences of King James open
profession of Popery, he might have made large addi
tions to the numbers of his colonists, and greatly in
creased his fortune
but he had received such assu
rances from the king, of his intention to introduce
universal toleration, that he thought it his duty to wait

:

which letters were written to both, advising them to
come to an amicable agreement. This could not be
done and therefore, they both went to England,
;

and laid their respective complaints before the Board
of Trade. Baltimore alleged that the tract in question,
was within the limits of his charter, and had always
been so understood, and his claim allowed until dis for the enlargement which his brethren must experience
The words of his charter were, to from the expected event. His book on liberty of con
turbed by Penn.
that part of Delaware bay on the north, which lies science, addressed to the king and council, had not
under the 40th degree of northerly latitude from the been published many days, before the king issued a
Penn, on the other hand, affirmed that general pardon, and instructed the Judges of Assize on
equinoctial.
was enacted, that to prevent lawsuits, three arbitrators, Lord Baltimore s grant was of lands not inhabited by their respective circuits to extend the benefit of it to
that the land the Quakers in particular.
In consequence of this,
called peace-makers, should be chosen by every county the subjects of any Christian prince
had been confined
court, to hear and determine small differences between in question was possessed by the Dutch and Swedes about thirteen hundred of them, who
man and man. This Assembly granted to the go prior to the date of the charter of Maryland that a in the prisons, were set at liberty. This was followed
vernor an impost on certain goods exported and im surrender having been made by the Dutch of this by a declaration for liberty of conscience, and for sus
in 1664, the country had ever pending the execution of the penal laws against dis
ported, which he, after acknowledging their goodness, territory to King Charles,
was pleased for the encouragement of the traders, since been in possession of the Duke of York. The senters, which was an occasion of great joy to all de
examined the evi nominations of them. The Quakers, at tbfir next
freely to remit.&quot; But the most distinguished act of Lords at several meetings, having
this Assembly, was their acceptance of another frame dences on both sides, were of opinion that the lands general meeting, drew up an address of thanks to tho
of government which the proprietor had devised, which bordering on the Delaware did not belong to Lord Bal king, which was presented by Mr. Penii
The declaration of indulgence, being a specimen of
was in part conformed to the first, in part modified timore, but to the king. They then proceeded to settle
7th of November, 1685, it that dispensing power, which the house of Stuart were
according to the act of settlement, and in part essen the boundary, and on the
was determined, that for avoiding further differences, fond of assuming, and being evidently intended to favor
tially different from both.&quot; The most material altera
tions were the reducing the number of the Assembly the tract of land lying between the liver and bay of De the free exercise of the Popish religion, gave an alarm
from seventy-two to fifty-four, and the giving the go laware, and the eastern sea, on the one side, and Che to the nation, and caused very severe censures on those
vernor a negative in lieu of a treble voice in acts of sapeake bay on the other side, be divided into two who, having felt the benefit of it, had expressed their
terms of affection and respect. The Qua
thankful&quot; acceptance of this se
Their
equal parts by a line from the latitude from CapeHen- gratitude in
legislation.
cond charter, was a proof of his great ascendency over lopen, to the 40th degree of northern latitude, and that kers in particular became very obnoxious, and the pre
one half thereof lying towards the Bay of Delaware and judice against Penn as an abettor of the arbitrary max
them, and the confidence which they placed in him
but these changes were regarded by some as a depar the eastern sea, be adjudged to belong to his majesty, ims of the court, was increased
though on a candid
ture from the principles on which the original compact and that the other half remain to the Lord Baltimore, view of the matter, there is no evidence that he sought
To this decision any thing more than an impartial and universal liberty
as comprised within his charter.
was grounded.
The state of the province at this time has been Lord Baltimore submitted, happy that he had lost no of conscience.*
It is much to be regretted, that he had not taken this
compared to that of&quot; a father and his family, the latter more, since a quo warranto had been issued against his
But the decision, like many others, left room critical opportunity to return to Pennsylvania. His con
the former revered charter.
united by interest and affection
was
carried
on
their
which
for the wisdom of his institutions and the indulgent use for a farther controversy,
by
troversy with Lord Baltimore had been decided by the
The council, and his pacific principles ought to have led him
of his authority. Those who were ambitious of repose, respective successors for above half a century.
found it in Pennsylvania ; and as none returned with question was concerning the construction of &quot;the 40th to acquiesce in their determination, as did his antago
an evil report of the land, numbers followed.
All degree of latitude,&quot; which Penn s heirs contended was nist. He had accomplished his purpose with regard to
s the completion of the his brethren, the Quakers, who, being delivered from
partook of the leaven which they found the commu the beginning, and Baltimore
their difficulties, were at liberty either to remain in the
nity wore the same equal face no one aspired, no one 40th degree, the difference being sixty-nine miles and
was oppressed industry was sure of profit, knowledge a half.
kingdom, or follow him to America. The state of the
s
for
The other cause of Mr. Penn departure
of esteem, and virtue of veneration.&quot;
When we con
Eng province was such as to require his presence, and he
resumed his oflice, and carried
template this agreeable picture, we cannot but lament land proved a source of much greater vexation, and might at this time have
involved consequences injurious to his reputation and on his business in Pennsylvania, with the greatest pro
that Mr. Penn should ever have quitted his province
His concern for his suffering brethren indu bability of spending the remainder of his days there in
but after residing in it about two years, he found him- interest.
Belf urged by motives of interest as well as philanthro ced him to use the interest which he had at court for usefulness and peace.
The revolution which soon followed, placed him in
He arrived in the month of August, and
py, to return to England. At his departure in the sum their relief.
mer of 1684, his capital city, then only of two years the death of Charhs, which happened the next Febru a very disagreeable situation. Having been a friend to
was supposed to be an enemy to William.
standing, contained nearly three hundred houses, and ary, brought to the throne James II. under whom, when James, he
two thousand inhabitants besides which there were Lord-high-admiral, Penn s father had commanded, As he was walking one day in Whitehall, he was ar
twenty other settlements begun, including those of the and who had always maintained a steady friendship rested and examined by the lords in council, before
Dutch and Swedes. He left the administration of with the son. This succession rather increased than whom he solemnly declared, that he loved his country
government in the hands of the Council and Assem diminished his attachment to the court but as James and the Protestant religion above his life, and that he
but that King James
a Papist, and the prejudices had never acted against either
bly, having appointed five commissioners to preside in openly professed himself
of a great part of the nation against him were very had been his friend, and his father s friend, and that he
his place.
The motives of his return to England were two. high, it was impossible for his intimate friends to thought himself bound in justice and gratitude to be a
The jealous policy of that day had no
controversy with lord Baltimore, the proprietor of escape the imputation of being popishly affected. Penn friend to him.
Maryland, concerning the limits of their respective had before been suspected to be u Jcsuit,and what now ear for sentiments of the heart. He was obliged to finci
his
for
his
him
securities
to
fix
the
a
concern
his
who
were
suf
contributed
for
was,
appearance at the next term, and
brethren,
stigma upon
patents, and,
the succeeding term, in the last dav of which,
fering by the operation of the penal laws against dis writing a book on liberty of conscience, a darling prin thence to
senters from the Established Church.
ciple at court, and vindicating the Duke of Bucking nothing having been specially laid to his charge, he
The controversy with Lord Baltimore originated in ham, who had written on the same subject Another was acquitted.
The next year (1690) he was taken up again on sus
Before Penn came to America, he had circumstance which strengthened the suspicion was,
this manner.
written to James Frisby and others, at their plantations his taking lodgings at Kensington, in the neighborhood picion of holding correspondence with the exiled king.
on Delaware Bay, then reputed a part of Maryland, of the court, and his frequent attendance there, to so The lords requiring security for his appearance, he
to King William in person, who was inclined
advising them, that as he was confident they were licit the liberation of his brethren who now filled the appealed
to acquit him, but to please some of the council, he
within his limits, they should yield an obedience to the prisons of the kingdom.
laws of Maryland. This warning served as a pretext
He endeavored to allay these suspicions by publish was for awhile held to bail and then acquitted.
Soon after this, his name was inserted in a procla
to some of the inhabitants of Cecil and Baltimore ing an address to his brethren, in which he refers to
counties, who were impatient of control, to withhold their knowledge of his character, principles and wri- mation, wherein eighteen lords and others were charged
the payment of their rents and taxes. Lord Baltimore tings, for eighteen years past, and expresses his love of, with adhering to the enemies of the kingdom
but no
and his council ordered the military officers to assist moderation, and his wish that the nation might not be- evidence appearing against him, he was a third time
the
of
s
Court
the sheriffs in the execution of their duty which was come .&quot;barbarous for Christianity, nor abuse one anoth- acquitted by
King Bench.
After erfor God s sake.&quot; But what gave him the greatest pain
iccomplished, though with great difficulty.
*
had
enterPenn
s
that
his
friend
Doctor
Tillotson
an
universal
had
Markham,
a
with
Lord
was,
this,
chanty, if the asserting an impartial
worthy
agent,
meeting
Baltimore at the village of Upland, which is now Itained the same suspicion, and expressed it in his con liberty of conscience, if doing tc others as one woiLd to
done by, and an open avowing and steady practising of these
called Chester, where a discovery was made by a versation.
To him he wrote an expostulatory letter, things, in all times, and to all parties, will justly lay a man
quadrant, that the place was twelve miles south of the and the Doctor frankly owned to him the groundofhis under the reflection of being a Jesuit or Papist, 1 must not
40th degree of latitude, a circumstance before unknown apprehension, which Penn so fully removed, that Doc only submit to the character, but embrace it and I can beai
it with more pleasure than it is possible foi them with anj
his mistake, and
Probably alluding to the ten tribes of Israel, from whom tor Tillotson candidly acknowledged
justice to give it to me.&quot; [Penn s Let to Sec. Popple, Oct
he supposes the Indians to be descended.
made it his business on all occasions to vindicate 24, 1688.
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BIOGRAPHIES OF THE EARLY DISCOVERERS.
Being now at liberty, he meditated a return to Penn- in both, without any reference to the charter of Penn
sylvania.
sylvania, and published proposals for another emigra
Ho hat! proceeded so jar as to olitain
It being a time of war between England and France.
tion of seltlers
frmi the Secretary of State an order for a convoy but and the province of New York being much exposed It
his voyage was prevented by a fourth accusation, on the incursions of the Indians in the French interest, the
the oath of a person whom the Parliament afterward principal object which Fletcher had in view, was to prodeclared a chr.it and impostcr: a warrant was issued cure supplies for the defence of the country, and the
for apprehending him, and he narrowly escaped an ar- support of those Indians who were in alliance with the
rest, at his ret urn from the funeral of his friend, George En glish. The assembly insisted on a confirmation of their
He then thought laws, as a condition oi their granting a supply, to which
Fox, on the 16th of January, 1691
it
prudent to retire, ami accordingly kept himself con- he consented, during the king s pleasure. They would
have gone farther, and demanded a redress of griecealed for two or three years, during which lime he em
but Fletcher having intimated to them that
ployed himself in writing several pieces, one of which vances
Maxims and Reflections relating to the con the king might probably annex them to New York, and
entitled
I

;

;

I

!

I

A

irrevocable.
provisional article was added, that if
in three years, the representatives of the province and
territories should not join in legislation, each county of
the province might choose eight persons, and the city

1

|

|

I

|

Philadelphia two, to represent them in one Assemof the territory the same number
Assembly. On the 28th of Octothey knowing themselves unable to maintain a contro- Jber, 1701, this charter was accepted bv the representaversy with the crown, submitted for the present to hold lives of the province
previous to which (viz. on the
their liberties by courtesy, and voted a supply.
On 25th) the city of Philadelphia was incorporated by
another application of the same kind, they nominated another charter, and the government of it committed to
collectors in their bill, which he deemed inconsistent a Mayor and Recorder, eight Aldermen and twelve
with his prerogative, and after some altercation
The persons in each of these
dis-jCommon Councilmen.
solved them
offices were appointed by name in the charter, who
In 1696, William Markham, deputy-governor under were empowered to choose successors to themselves
Fletcher, made a similar proposal, hut could obtain no annually, and to add to the number of Aldermen and
supply, till an expedient was contrived to save their pri- Common Councilmen so many of the freemen as the
A temporary act of settlement was passed, whole court should think proper.
vileges.
These two charters were the last public acts of Mr.
subject to the confirmation of the proprietor, and then
a grant was made of three hundred pounds; but as Penn s personal administration in Pennsylvania. They
they had been represented by some at New-York, as were done in haste, and while he was preparing to rehaving acted inconsistently with their principles in; embark for England, which he did immediately on
granting money to maintain a war. they appropriated the; signing them The cause of his sudden departure was
the relief of those friendly Indians who had an account which he had received, that a bill was about
grant to
suffered by the war.&quot; The request was repeated every to be brought into Parliament, for reducing ihe propriebut the infancy, tary and chartered governments to an immediate deyear, as Jong as the war continued
In his speech to the Assempoverty, and embarrassments of the province were al- pendence on the crown.
The peace of Ryswick in bly, he intimated his intention to return and settle
ledgeil for non-compliance.
169$. put an end to these requisitions.
among them with his family but this proved to be his
Thus the province of Pennsylvania, as well as its last visit to America. He sailed from Philadelphia in
proprietor, experienced many inconveniences during the end of October, and arrived in England about the
their long separation of fifteen years; and it is some- middle of December, 1701.
The bill in Parliament,
what singular to remark, that whilst they were em- which had so greatly alarmed him, was by the sr.Iicilaployed in an ineffectual struggle with the royal gover tion of the friends of the colonies postponed and finally
nor and his deputy; he, whom Montesquieu styles the lost.
In about two months. King William died, and
;

human

being the result of much observa
tion and experience, has been much celebrated, and has
editions. In 1693. bv the me
several
passed through
diation of several persons of rank, he was admitted to
appear before the king in council, where he so main
tained his innocence of what had been alleged against
him, that he was a fourth time honorably acquitted.
The true cause of these frequent suspicions was the
conduct of his wife; who being passionately attached
to the queen, consort of James.&quot; made a practise to vi
sit her at
t. Germains
every year, and to carry to her
such presents as she could collect from the friends of
the unhappy royal family.
Though there was no po
duct of

life,
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ter.

and by the peculiar dif
which he had been exposed, he had run him-

his continual expenses,

I

some years, on landed security. This, he said.
would enable him to return to America, and bring a
What answer
large number of inhabitants with him.
was given to this request, does not appear, but fnun
his remaining in England six or seven years after,
may he concluded that he received no encouragement

i

1

|

I

[

i

American Lvcurgus, was engaged in his darling work Queen Anne came to the throne, which brought Penn
of religions controversy and of itinerant preaching! again into favor at court, and in the name of the sothrough England. Wales, and Ireland.
icietv, of which he was at the head, he presented to
In AuguM. 1699, he embarked with his family, and her an address of congratulation,
after a tedious passage of three months, arrived in
He then resumed his favorite employ ment of writing,

for

i

I

j

it

I

Bv reason of this long voyage, they preaching, and visiting the societies of Friends in Eng
which during that land, till the year 1707. when he found himself in
the
in
volved in a suit at law with the executors of a person
colony.
He did not find the people so tractable as before.
who had formerly been his steward. The cause was
Their minds were soured by his long absence, by the [attended with such circumstances, that though many
conduct of his deputies and the royal governors their thought him ill used, the Court of Chancery did not
system of laws was incomplete, and their title to their give him relief; which obliged him to live within the
lands insecure. After much time spent in trying their rules of the fleet prison for about a year till the matter
Pennsylvania.

The low circumstances of the escaped a
must have rendered it impossible to com- time raged

of this kind from them.
first settlers,

ply with such a request.

Pennsylvania had experienced many inconveniences
from his absence.
The Provincial Council having no
steady hand to hold the balance, had fallen into a con-

;

I

;

his fortune, he requested his friends in Pennsylvania,
that o-ne hundred of them would lend him
100 each,

;

:

connexion or correspondence between Penn s
f.unilv and the king s, yet this circumstance gave color
to the jealousy which had been conceived; but the
death of his wife which happened in February, 1694,
He married a se
put an end to all these suspicions.
cond wife in 1696. a daughter of Thomas ( allow hill.
of Biistol, bv whom he hail four sons and one daugh

By

;

1

litical

self deeply into debt.
He had lost 7000 before the
revolution, and .4000 since
besides his paternal estate in Ireland, valued at .450 per annum. To repair

f

bly, and each county
to constitute another

[

,

&amp;gt;

ficnlties to

fi5

of English subjects and the practice of other American
cnlonies.
The privileges before granted were con
firmed, and some of their most salularv laws were in
cluded in the body of the charter all which were de
clared irrevocable, except by consent of six-sevenths of
the assembly with the governor; hut the clause respecling liberty of conscience was declared absolutely

1

pestilential distemper,

;

1

troversy respecting their several powers and privileges,
ami Moore, one ot lhe proprietary officers, had been im- tempers and penetrating their views, he found it most was accommodated. After this he made another cirpeached of high misdemeanors. Disgusted with their advisable to listen to their remonstrances. Five sf s- cuitous journey among his friends, and in the year
1710 took a handsome seat at Rushcornbe in Bucking
disputes. and dissatisfied with the constitution which sions of assembly were held during his second
he had framed and altered, Penn wrote to his commis- deuce with them; his expressions in his
public speeches hamshire, where he resided during the remainder of
sioners (lt&quot;iH!i) to require its dissolution but the As- were soothing and
captivating, and he promised to do his life.
At his departure from Philadelphia, he left for his
sembly. perceiving the loss of their privileges, and of every thing in his power to render them happy. They
the rights ol the people to be involved in frequent
of
him
that in case of his future absence, he deputy, Andrew Hamilton, whose principal business
inno-| requested
The commissioners would appoint for his deputies men of integrity and was to endeavor a re union of the province and terrivations, opposed the surrender.
themselves were soon after removed by the proprietor,
property, who should be invested with full powers to torv, which being ineffectual, the province claimed
who appointed for his deputy John BUekweM, an officer grant and confirm lands, and instructed to give true the privilege of a distinct Assembly.
trained under Cromwell, and completely versed in the measure
and that he would execute such an instruOnMr. Hamilton s death. John
i

I

|

i

j

;

|

Evanswasappointod

;

|

He

De- ment as would secure their privileges and possessions. in 1704 to succeed him. His administration was one
cember. 16SS, by a display of the power of the pro- To these requests he seemed to consent, and with the unvaried scene of controversy and uneasiness.
The
prietor, and by endeavoring to sow discord among the most flattering complaisance desired them to name a territory would have received the charter, and the gofreemen.
Unawed by his insolence, they were firm in person for his substitute, which they with equal polite- vernor warmly recommended an union. but the province
defence of their privileges, whilst at the same time they ness declined.
would not hearken to the measure. They drew up a
made a profession of peace and obedience. He impri
In May. 1700, the charter was surrendered by six statement of their grievances, and transmitted to the
soned theSpeakcr of theAssembly which had impeached parts in seven ofthe assembly, under a solemn promise
in which
proprietor a long and bitter remonstrance,
Moore, and by a variety of artifices evaded the grant- of restitution with such alterations and amendments as they charge him With not performing his promises, but
He delayed as long as pnssi- should be found necessary. When a new charter was by deep laid artifices evading them and with neglecting an Habeas Corpus.
blc the meeting of a new
Assembly and when they en- iu debate, the representatives of the lower counties jng to get their laws confirmed, though he had received
tered on the subject of grievances, he
prevailed on snm&amp;lt;\ wanted to obtain some privileges peculiar to them- great sums of money to negociate the business. They
ol the members to withdraw from their seats, that there selves, which the others were not
took a retrospective view of his whole conduct, and
willing to allow.
rnightnolbeaquorum.Thoremaindervotedthat hiscon- The members from the territory therefore refused to particularly blamed his long absence from 1684 to
duct was treacherous, and a strong
prejudice was Con- join, and thus a separation was made ofthe Province! Ifi99, during which the interest of the province was
reived not only against the
deputy, but the proprietor of Pennsylvania from the three lower counties.
sinking, which might have been much advanced, if he
who had appointed him. The province also fell under! In this new charter, the people had no voice in the had come over according to his repeated promises,
the royal displeasure.
Their laws had not been pre election of counsellors whoever afterwards served in They complained that he had not affixed his seal tothe
sen ted
ir
liapprobation, and the new king and queen
capacity were appointed by the proprietor, but they last charter; that he had ordered his deputy to call aswere not proclaimed in Pennsylvania for a long limp had no
power of legislation. The executive was vested semblies by his writs, and to prorogue and dissolve
after their accession
but the administration of governto himself
solely in him, and he had a negative on a!! theii laws, them at his pleasure tiiat he Had reserved
ment was continued in the name of the exiled monarch
the other hand the assembly had the right of ongi- though in England, an assent to bills passed by his
Al what time the alteration was made, we cannot be
nating laws, which before had been prepared for their
eputy, by which means three negatives were put on
certain
but in the year 16II2. the king and
queen took deliberation. The number of members was four from their acts, one by the deputy governor, another by the
the government of the
colony into their own hands, and each county, and more if the governor and Assembly proprietor, and a third by the crown. They also added
appointed Colonel Fletcher, governor of New-York should
They
invested with all the ito their list of grievances, the abuses and extortions of
and Pennsylvania, with equal
powers and prerogatives powers of a legislative body, according to the rights the secretary, surveyor, and other officers, which might
arts ot intrigue.

began

his administration in
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AMERICAN HISTORY.

BIOGRAPHIES OF THE EARLY DISCOVERERS.
ami

no

on them. time of

less thankful,

bestowing many gifts
any are visited with sickness, iheir friends re
unto them for their comfort, and continue with
If they
*Piem oftentimes till their death or recovery.
die, thev stay a certain time to mourn for them. Night
and morning thev perform this duty, many days alter
the burial, in a most doleful manner, insomuch as though
it be ordinary and the note musical which
they take
from one another and altogether yet it will draw tears
their
and
almost
from
ours
But
if they
from
also.
eyes
recover, then because their sickness was chargeable,
they send corn and other gifts unto them, at a certain
appointed time, whereat they feast and dance, which
When they&quot;bury the dead, they
they call commoro.
is

his correction,

When

sort

than in his offence and punish

C7

reason of the contrary only experience teaches us
that if it do exceed England, it is so little as must re
quire better judgments to discern it. And for the win
ter, I rather think (if there be difference) it is both shar
per and longer in New-England than Old and yet the
want of (hose comforts in the one, which I have en
joyed in the other, may deceive my judgment also. But
in my best observation, comparing our own conditions
with the relations of other parts of America, I cannot
conceive of any to agree better with the constitutions
of the English, not heing oppressed with the extremity
of heat, nor nipped by biting cold, by which means,
Messed be Cod, we enjoy our health, notwithstanding
these difficulties we have undergone, in such a measure
...*
would have been admired had we lived in England
with the like means.
The day is two hours longer
than here when at the shortest, and as much shorter
;

]

j

As

wear breeches and stock
which is made of deer
skins, and have shoes of the same leather. They wear
also a deer e-skin loose about them like a cloak, which
for their apparel, they
ings in one, like some Irish,

;

In this habit they
they will turn to the weather side.
travel
but when they are at home, or come to their
journey s end, they presently pull off their breeches,
stockings and shoes, wring out the water, if they be
wet, and dry them, and rub or chafe the same Though
these be off, yet have they another small garment which
covereth their secrets. The men wear also, when they
go abroad in cold weather, an otter, or fox-skin on
sow up the corpse in a mat, and so put it in the earth their right arm but only their bracer on the left
if the party be a sachem, they cover him with many cu
Women, and all of that sex, wear strings about their
rious mats, and bury all his riches with him, and en
legs, which men never do.
close the grave with a pale. If it be a child, the father
The people arc very ingenious and observative they when at the longest.
will also put his own most special jewels and orna
The soil is variable, in some places mould, in some
keep account of time, bv the moon, and winters or
ments in the earth with it; also he will cut his hair, summers thev know divers of the stars bv name in clay, and others a mixed sand, &c. The chiefest
ami disfigure himself very much in token of sorrow. particular they know the North Star, and call it Maske, grain is the Indian maise, or Guinea wheat the seed
If it he the man or woman of the house they will pull which is to say the Bear ; also they have many names [time bcginneth in the middle of April, and continueth
down the mats, and leave the frame standing, and bury for the winds. They will guess very well at the wind [good till the midst of May. Our harvest beginnrth
them in or near the same, and either remove thuir and weather beforehand, by observations in the hcav with September. This corn increascth in gr^at meaens.
dwelling or give over house-keeping.
They report also, that some of them can cause sure, but is inferior in quality to the same in Virginia,
The men employ themselves wholly in hunting, and the wind to blow in what part they list can raise the reason I conceive is because Virginia is far holler
other exercises of the bow, except at some times they storms and tempests, which they usually do, when they than it is with us, it requiring great ht-t to ripen. But
take some pains in fishing.
The women live a most intend the death or destruction of other people, that by whereas it is objected against New-England, that corn
slavish life they carry all their burdens set and dress reason of the unseasonable weather, tlif v mav take ad- will not grow there except the ground be manured with
their corn, gather it in, and seek out for much of their vantage of their enemies in their houses.
At such fish I answer, lhat where men set with fish (as with
food beat and make ready the corn to eat, and have times they perform their greatest exploits, and at such us) it is more easy so to do than to clear ground, and
all household care
v\
v\ ithout some five or six years, and so
ith any, they keep
seasons, when they are at enmity
lying upon them.
begin anew,
The younger sort reverence the elder, and do all more careful watch than at other times.
as in A irginia and elsewhere.
Not but that in some
As for their language, it is very copious, large, and places, where they cannot be taken with ease in such
mean offices, whilst they are together, although they
be strangers. Boys and girls may not wear their hair difficult, as yet we cannot attain to any great measure abundance, the Indians set four years together without
like men and women, but are
thereof; but can understand them, and explain our-! them, and have as good corn or belter than we have,
distinguished thereby.
A man is not accounted a man till he do some no selves to their understanding by the. help of those that that set with them though indeed I think if we had
table act, or show forth such courage and resolution as daily converse with us.
cattle to till the ground, it would be more profitable
And though there be difference in an hundred miles and better agreeable to the soil to sow wheat, rye, barbecometh his place. The men take much tobacco, but
for boys so to do, they account it odious.
distance of place, both in language and manners, yet lev, peas and oats, than to set maise, which our Indians
All their names are significant and variable; for not so much but that they very well understand eachicall Eieachim f for we have had experience that they
when they come to the state of men and women, they other. And thus much of their lives and manners.
like and thrive well
and the other will not be proalter them according to their deeds or
Instead of records and chronicles they take this cured without good labor and diligence, especially at
dispositions.
course
When amyid is taken in marriage, she first cutteth
where any remarkable act is done, in memory seed time, when it must also be watched by night, to
her hair, and after weareth a covering on her head, til of it, either in the place, or by some pathway near ad- keep the wolves from the fish, till it be rotten, which
her hair lie grown out. Their women are diversely dis- joining, they make a round hole in the ground about a will be in fourteen days, yet men agreeing together,
posed, some as modest as they will scarce talk one with foot deep, and as much over, which when others pass- and taking (heir turns, it is not much.
another in the company of men
Much might be spoken of the benefit that may come
being very chaste ing by behold, they inquire the cause and occasion of
also yet other some are light, lascivious and wanton, Ihe same, which being once known, they arc careful to to such as shall plant here, by trading with the Indians
If a wnmaii have a bad husband, or cannot affect him, acquaint all men, as occasion servcth therewith
and for furs, if men take a right course for obtaining the
and there be war or opposition between that and anv let such holes should* be filled or grown up by any ac- same for I dare presume upon that small experience
other people, she will run away from him to the con- cident, as men pass by, they will oft renew the same
1 have had to allnni, that the English, Dutch and French
trary parly, and there live, where they never come un by which means many things of great antiquity arc return yearly many thousand pounds profit by trade
welcome for where are most women there is greatest fresh in memory. 80 that as a man travelleth, if he only, from that island on which we are seated.
can understand his guide, his journey will be less te-l
Tobacco may be there planted, but not with that
When a woman hath her monthly terms, she sepa- iious, by reason of many historical discourses which profit as in some other places, neither were it profitwill be related to him.
ratei.li herself from all other
and
liveth
certain
able
there to follow it, though the increase were equal,
company,
For that continent on which we are, called New because fish is a better and richer commodity, and
days in a house alone after which, she washeth her
self, and all lhat she hath touched or used, and is again England,
although it hath ever been conceived by the more necessary, which mav be, and there are had in as
received to her husband s bed or family. For adultery, English to be a part of the main land adjoining lo Vir- oreat abundance as in any other part of the world ;
the husband will beat his wife and put her away, if he ginia, yet by relation of the Indians it should appear to witness the west country merchants of England, which
for they affirm confidently that it is an return incredible gains yearly from thence.
And if
please. Some common strumpets there are, as well as be otherwise
in other places
but they are such as either never mar island, and that cither the Dutch or French passthroughj they can so do, which here buy their salt at a great
ried, or widows, or put away for adultery
for no man from sea to sea between us, and Virginia, and drive a charge, and transport more company to make their |
will keep such a one to wife.
great trade in the same. The name of that inlet of the voyage than will sail their ships, what may the planters
In matters of unjust and dishonest dealing, the sa sea they call Mohcgan, which I take to be the same expect when once they are seated, and make the most
chem examineth ami punisheth the same. In case of which we call Hudson s river,up which Master Hudson of their salt there, and employ themselves at least eight
went many leagues, and for want of means (as I hear) months in fishing, whereas the other fish but four, and
theft, for the first offence, he is disgracefully rebuked
for the second, beaten by the sachem, with a cudgel on left it undiscovered.
For confirmation of this their (have their ship lie dead in the harbor all the time,
the naked back for the third, he is beaten with many opinion thus is much though Virginia be not above an whereas such shipping as belong to plantations may
strokes, and hath bis nose slit upwards, that thereby all hundred leagues from us,yet they never heard of Pair- take freight of passengers or cattle thither, and have
men may know and shun him. If any man kill another Aa/an, or knew that any English were planted in his their lading provided against they come ? I confess
he must likewise die for the same.
The sachem not country, save only by us and Tisguantum, who went we have come so far short of the means, to raise such
only passeth sentence upon malefactors, but executeth thither in an English ship and therefore it is more returns, as with great difficulty we have preserved our
the same with his own hands, if the party be then pre probable, because the water is not passable for them lives
insomuch as when I look back upon our condisent if not, sendeth his own knife in case of death, who are very adventurous in their boats.
tion, and weak means to preserve the same, I rather
Then for the temperature of the air, in almest three admire at God s mercies and providence in our pre
in the hands of others to perform the same.
But if
the offender be to receive other punishment, he will riot years experience I can scarce distinguish New Eng- servation, than that no greater things have been
same
but
But though our beginning have been
eive the
from the sachem himself, before land, from Old England, in respect of heat and cold, effected by us.
whom, being naked, lie kneeleth. and will not oiler to frost, snow, rain, wind, &c. Some object because our thus raw, small and difficult, asthou hast seen, yet he
run away, though he beat him never so much, it heing plantation lieth in the latitude of two and forty, it must (same God that hath hitherto led us through the former
a greater disparagement for a man to cry during the needs be much hotter.
I confess I cannot give the I
hope will raise means to accomplish the latter
;
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END OF THE BIOGUAP11IBS OF THE EARLY DISCOVERERS.

THE

HISTORY OF SOUTH AMERICA
BY WILLIAM ROBERTSON,

EDITOR
HAD intended

S

D. D.

PREFACE.

after the publication of the
BIOGRAPHIES OF THE EARLY DISCOVERERS,&quot; from the pen of that elegant scholar, Dr. Belknap, to have commenced
directly on the history of North America, but from a consultation with several profound historians friendly to this work, I have been induced to change rnv mind, and to
This admirable work has been popular in both hemispheres. He was a writer
who orna
publish previously the History of South America, by Dr. Robertson.
I

&quot;

&quot;

mented every thing he touched.&quot; He was indefatigable in his researches, and brought to his work a high sense of truth and fairness. He was honest, eloquent,
and philosophical. He filled a large space in the literary world, and time has not diminished a particle of his fame. His work has passed the ordeal of criticism,
and is now a text book in our schools, and probably will long remain so.

When

the publishers have got out this

work from the pen ofl)r. Robertson, I shall begin the general history of the United States, going back
Union and Independence, and then come down to a late period in our military and civil affairs, I

the colonies and trace their eventful course to

to the origin of all

after this is

shall,

accomplished, turn to our historical miscellanies, in which our libraries are opulent, and select for the reader such works as may throw light on particular passages
of American history. No other than standard works will be given as text, and the editor will hold himself responsible for the matter contained in his own notes
;

this,

when we come

to our

Revolutionary History will be copious.

PREFACE.

as a very fortunate circumstance to that early period of its history towards which mv
to whom I had the hon attention was directed. are so numerous, that thev alone
or of being personally known, and with whose liber according to one account, fill the largest apartment in
ality of sentiment, and disposition to oblige, I was well ihe Archive; and, according to another, they compose
( anacquainted, was appointed ambassador to the court of eight hundred and seventy three large bundles.
Madrid.
Upon applving to him, I met with such a re scious of possessing, in some degree, the industry
ception as satisfied me that his endeavors would be which belongs to an historian, the prospect of such a
employed in the most proper manner,in order to obtain treasure excited my most ardent curiosity. But the
the gratification of my wishes and I am perfectly sen prospect of it is all that I have enjoyed.
Spain, with
sible, that what progress I have made in my inquiries an excess of caution, has uniformly thrown a veil over
among the Spaniards, ought to be ascribed chit-fly to her transactions in America. From strangers they are

work,

for

IN fulfilling the engagement which I had come under
to the Public, with respect to the History of America,
it was
my intention not to have published any part of
the work until the whole was completed.
The pre
sent state of the British colonies has induced me to
alter that resolution.
While they are engaged in civil

I

considered

it

me when Lord Grantham,

war with Great Britain, inquiries and speculations con
cerning their ancient forms of policy and laws, which
exist no longer, cannot be interesting.
The attention
and expectation of mankind are now turned towards their knowing how much his lordship interested him
their future condition.
In whatever manner this un self in my success.
But did I owe nothing more to Lord Grantham than
happy contest may terminate, a new order of things
must arise in North America, and its affairs will as
e advantage which I have derived from his attention
sume another aspect. I wait with the solicitude of a ,n engaging Mr. Waddilove, the chaplain of his embas
good citizen, until the ferment subside.and regular go sy, to take the conduct of my literary inquiries in Spain,
vernment be re-established, and then I shall return to the obligations I lie under to him would be very great
this part of my work, in which I had made some pro During five years that gentleman has carried on re
gress. That, together with the history of Portuguese icarches for my behoof, with such activity, persever
America, and of the settlements made by the several lance and knowledge of the subject, to which his attennations of Europe in the West India Islands, will com tion was turned, as have filled me with no less asto
nishment than satisfaction. He procured for me the
plete my plan.
The three volumes which I now publish contain an greater part of Ihe Spanish books, which I have con
account of the discovery of the New World, and of the sulted
and as many of them were printed early in the
progress of the Spanish arms and colonies there. This sixteenth century, and are hecome extremely rare, the
is not only the most
splendid portion of the American collecting of these was such an occupation as alone re
story, but so much detached as by itself to form a per quired much time and assiduity. Tohisfriendly atten
fect whole, remarkable for the unity of the
subject. As tion I am indebted for copies of several valuable manu
the principles and maxims of the Spaniards in planting scripts, containing facts and details which I might have
colonies, which have been adopted in some measure by searched for in vain in works that have been made pub
every nation, are unfolded in this part of mv work ; it lie.
Encouraged by the inviting good will with which
will serve as a proper introduction to the history of all Mr. Waddilove conferred bis favors, I transmitted to
the European establishments in America, and convey him a set of queries, with respect both to the customs
such information concerning this important article of and policy of ihe native Americans, and the nature of
policy, as may be deemed no less interesting than cu several institutions in the Spanish settlements, framed
rious.
in such a manner that a Spaniard might answer them
In describing the achievements and institutions of without disclosing any thing that was improper to be
the Spaniards in the New World, I have departed in communicated to a foreigner. He translated these into
many instances, from the accounts of preceding his Spanish, and obtained from various persons who had
torians, and have often related facts which seem to resided in most of the Spanish colonies, such replies
have been unknown to them. It is a duty I owe th as have afforded me much instruction.
Public to mention the sources from which I have deri
Notwithstanding those peculiar advantages with which
ved such intelligence which justifies me either in pla my inquiries were carried on in Spain, it is with regret
in
anew
liirht.or in forming anv new I am
d to add, that their success must be ascribed
cing transactions
opinion with respect to their causes and effects. This to the beneficence of individuals, not to any commu
I
with
&amp;lt;rreater
as
it
will
af
nication
satisfaction,
duty
perform
by public authority.
By a singular arrange
ford an opportunity of expressing my gratitude to those merit of Phillip If. the records of the
Spanish monarchy
benefactors who have honored me with their counte are deposited in the Arrfiivo of Simancas, near Valla
nance and aid in my researches.
doliii, at the distance of a hundred and twenty mites
As it was from Spain that I had to expect the most from the seat of government and the supreme courts
The papers relative to America, and
important information, with regard to this part of my [justice.
;

;

i

ubli&amp;lt;M

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;t

chif!l&amp;gt;

concealed with peculiar solicitude.
Kven to her own
subjects the Archivo of Simancas is not opened with
out a particular order from the crown and, after ob
taining that, papers cannot he copied without paying
fees of office so exorbitant that (he
expense exceeds
what it would he proper to bestow, when the gratifica
tion of literary curiosity is Ihe only object
It is to be
;

hoped, that the Spaniards will at last discover this sys

tem of concealment to be no less impolitic than illiber
al.
From what I have experienced in the course of my
inquiries, I am satisfied, that upon a mure minute
scrutiny into their early operations in the New World,
however reprehensible the actions of individuals may
appear, the conduct of the nation will he placed in a
more favorable light.
In other parts of Europe very different sentiments
Having searched, without success in Spain,
prevail.
(or a letter of Cortes to Charles V., wrillen soon after
he landed in the Mexican Empire, which has not hith
erto been published it occurred to me. that as the
Emperor was getting out for Germany at the time when
the messengers from Cortes arrived in Europe, the let
ter with which they were intrusted might possibly be
I com
preserved in the Imperial library at Vienna.
;

municated this idea to Sir Robert Murray Keith, with
I have
long had the honor to live in friendship,
and I had soon the pleasure to learn, that upon his ap
plication her Imperial Majesty had been graciously
pleased to issue an order, that not only a copy of that
letter (if it were found), but of any other papers in the
library which could throw light upon the History of
America, should be transmitted to me. The letter
from Cortes is not in the Imperial library hut an auihentic copy, attested hy a notary, of the letter written
the magistrates of the colony planted by him at Vera
Cruz, which I have mentioned, p. 210, having been
fonud. it was transcribed, and sent to me.
As this
ctler is no less curious, and as little known as that
which was the object of my inquiries, I have given
some account, in its proper place, of uhnt is most wor

whom

;

&amp;gt;y

thy of notice in

it.

Together with

it, I

received a copy

SOUTH
letter from Cortes, containing a long account of
his expedition to Honduras, with respect to which I did
not think i: necessary to enter into any particular de

of a

I

wh Hi

My

I

I

69

.

to authenticate

whatever

1

1

trios

which they now

inhabit.

{

We

were carried on with

1

and success. In examining into the near
est communication between our continent and that ol
America, il became of consequence to obtain authentic
information concerning the disc ivories of the Russians
in their navigation from Kamschatka towards the coast
Accurate relations of their first voyage,
of America.
in 1T41, have been published by Muller and (iineiin.
equal

MER CA

have endeavored

l&amp;lt;Mis

h:;ve described.

inquiries at St. Petersburg
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and likewise those curious Mexican paintings.
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A

Neither history nortrathem.
relate. The longer I reflect on the nature of historical jdition furnishes such information concerning these remote events, as enables us to trace with any certainty,
composition, the more I am convinced that this scrupurace in the infancy of soaccuracy is necessary. The historian who records the operations of the human
the events of his own time is credited in proportion to ciety.
the opinion which the Public entertains with respect to
may conclude, however, that all the earlv migra
He who tions of mankind wcp made by land. The
which
his means of information and his veracity.
delineates the transactions of a remote period, has no surrounds the habitable earth, as well as the various
title to claim assent, unless he produces evidence in arms of the sea which separate one region from another
Without this he may write an though destined tnjfacilitate the communication between
proof of his assertions.
amusing tale, but cannot be said to have composed an distant countries, seem, at first view, to be formed to
In those sentiments I have been check the progress of man. and to mark the bounds of
authentic history.
confirmed by the opinion of an Author, whom his in that portion of the gK.be to which nature had confined
It was
deservedly him.
long, we may believe, before men at
dustry, erudition, and discernment, have
eminent hist
tempted to pass these formidable barriers, and became
placed in a high rank among the most
rians of the age. Imboldened by a hint from him. I have so skilful and adventurous as to commit themselves to
the mercy of the winds and waves, or to quit their naI
published a catalogue of the Spanish books which have;
This practice was frequent in the last ecu- itive shores inquest of remote and unknown regions.
consulted.
Navigation and ship-building are arts so nice and
turv, and was considered as an evidence of laudable!
that they require the ingenuity, as well as
industry in an author in the present, it may, perhaps, complicated,
be deemed the effect of ostentation; but, as many of [experience, of many successive ages to bring them to
those hooks are unknown in Great Britain, I could not any degree of perfection. From the raft or canoe, which
otherwise have referred to them as authorities, without first served to carry a savage over the river that ob
to

facility

Several foreign authors have entertained an opinion that
court of Russia studiously conceals the progress
which has been made by more recent navigators, and
suffer? the pub .ic to be. amused with false accounts of
Such conduct appeared to me unsuitable
their route
to those liberal sentiments, and that patronage of sci
ence, for which the present sovereign of Russia is emi
nor could I discern any political reason, that
nent
might render it improper to apply for information con
cerning the late attempts of the Russians to O(MMI a
the,

t&amp;gt;cean
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;
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communication between Asia and America. My in encumbering the page with an insertion of their full structed him in the chase, to the construction of a vessel
to follow me in capable of conveying a numerous crew with safety to
genious count.rvman. Dr. Rogerson. first physician to titles. To any person who may choose
the Empress, presented my request to Her Imperial this path of inquiry, the catalogue must be very useful. a distant coast, the progress in improvement is immense.
Mv readers will observe, that in mentioning sums of Many efforts would be made, many experiments would
Majesty, who not only disclaimed any idea of conceal
ment, but instantly ordered the journal of Captain Kre- money, I have uniformly followed the Spanish method be tried, and much labor as well as invention would be
In America, the peso fiicrlc, employed, before men could accomplish this arduous
nit/in, who conducted the only voyage of discovery of computing by pcsus.
The rude and imperfect
duro is the onlv one known and that is always and important undertaking.
made by public authoritv since the year 1741, to
translated, and his original chart to be copied for my meant when any sum imported from America is met.- state in which navigation is still found among all naThe peso foerte, as well a other coins, has lions which are not considerably civilized, corresponds
I3v consulting them. I have been enabled to give tioned.
a more accurate view of the progress and extent of the \aricd in its nu literary vain- Inf. I have been advised, with this account of its progress, and demonstrates that
Russian Discoveries than has hitherto been commurii- without attending to such minute variations, toconsider in early times the art was not so far improved as to
as equal to four shillings and si v pence of our money, [enable men to undertake distant voyages, or to attempt
cated to the public.
jit
From other quarters I have received information of It is lo be remembered, however, that in the sixteenth remote discoveries.
As soon, however, as the art of navigation became
i. c. the
quantity
great utility and importance. M le Chevalier de Pinto, centurv, the effective value of a peso,
the minister from Portugal to the courl of (Ireat Bri- of labor which it represented, or of goodswhich it would known, a new species of correspondence among men
It is from this era that we must date the
tain, who commanded for several years at Matagrosso. purchase, was five or six times as much as at present, took place.
of such an intercourse between naN. B. Since this edition was pi;t into the press, a
a settlement of the Portuguese in the interior part of
[commencement
Men
Brazil, where the Indianslire numerous, and their ori- History of Mexico, in two volumes in quarto. translated lions as deserves the appellation of commerce.
Saverio Cla- are, indeed, far advanced in improvement before comginal manners little altered by intercourse with Euro- from the Italian of the Abbe de Francesco
From a person who is almerce becomes an object of great importance to them,
peans, was pleased to send me very full answers to vigero, has been published.
some queries concerning the character and institutions native of New Spain, who has resided forty years in They must even have made some considerable progress
of the natives of America, which hU polite reception that country, and who is acquainted with the Mexican (towards civilization, beforethey acquired the idea of pro
of an application made to him in my name encouraged language, it was natural to expect much new informa perty, and ascertain it so perfectly as to be acquainted
me to propose. These satisfied me, that he had con- lion. Upon perusing his work, however, I rind lhal it with the most simple of all con:racls,ihat ..f exchanging
barter one rude commodity for another.
But as
templated with a discerning attention the curious oh- contains hardly any addition to the ancient History of! by
and Herrera, soon as this important right is established, and every
jects which his situation presented to his view, and I the Mexican cmpire.as related by Acosta
feels
that
he
has
an
exclusive
title
to
individual
have often followed him as one of my best instructed but what is derived from the improbable narratives and
posfanciful conjectures of Torquemada and Boturini. Ha- sess or to alienate whatever he has acquired by his own
guides.
wants
and
of
his
nalabor
and
the
state
of
the
M Suard to whose elegant translation of the History ving copied their splendid descriptions
dexterity,
ingenuity
high
of the Reign of Charles V I owe the favorable recep- of civilization in the Mexican empire, M. Clavigero. in ture suggest to him a new method of increasing his
tionof that work on the continent, procured me answers the abundance of his zeal for Ihe honor of his native acquisitions and enjoyments, by disposing of what is
to the same queries from M. de Bougainville, who had country, charges me with having mistaken some points, superfluous in his own stores, in order to procure what
is
necessary or desirable in those of other men. Thus
opportunities of observing the Indians both of North and with having misrepresented others in the history
and South America, and from M. Godin le Jeune, who of it. When an author is &quot;conscious of having exerted a commercial intercourse begins, and is carried on
resided fifteen yearsamonglnjiansin Quito. and twenty industry in research, and impartiality in decision, he among the members of the same community,
By de
es possess
that neighboring tribe
years in ( avenue. The latter are more valuable from may, without presumption, claim what praise is due grees, they discover
ye;
having been examined by M. de la Cpndamine. who. a to these qualities, and he cannot be insensible to any what they themselves want, and enjoy comforts of
few weeks before his death. made some short additions accusation that tends to weaken the force of his which they wish to partake. In the game mode, and
to them, which may he considered as the last efVirt of claim. A feeling of this kind has induced me to exam- upon the same principlcs.that domestic traffic is carried
ine such strictures of M. Clavij/ero on my history of on within the society, an external commerce is eslathat attention to science which occupied a long life.
Mv inquiries
n fined to one re ginn in America, as merited any attention, especially as these blished with other tribes or nations. Their mutual inAmerica
Governor Hutchinson took the trouble of are made by one who seemed to possess the means ofi terest and mutual wants render this intercourse desir
Mr. obtaining accurate information and to show that the able, and imperceptibly introduce the maxims and la\N a
recommending the consideration of my queries
Hawley and Mr. Brainerd, two protestant missionaries greater part of them is destitute of any just founda which facilitate its progress and render it secure. But
employed among the Indians of the Five Nations, who tion. This I have done in notes upon the passages in no very extensive commerce ran take place between
favored me with answers which discover a considerable my History which gave rise to his criticisms,
contiguous provinces, whose soil and climate being
Remote
nearly the same yiatl similar production*
College of Edinburgh, March 1, 17t*3.
knowledge of the people whose customs they describe.
countries cannot convey their commodities iiy land, to
From William Smith,
the ingenious historian of
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enter upon

BOOK

received some useful ioformalion. When
the History of our Colonies in North

I.

those places where, on account of their rarity, they are
and become valuable. It is to navigation that
men are indebted for the power of transporting the su
perfluous stock of one part nf the earlh to supply the
wants of another. The luxuries and blessings ot a par
ticular climate are no longer confined to itself alone,
lbutthe enjoyment of them is communicate! to the
most distant regions.
j,, proportion as tl.e knowledge of the advantages dedesired,

Prn?rt*sp of Navigation amon
ilis nveriea as pivparatnry
n

America, I shall have occasion to acknowledge how
much I have been indebted to many other gentlemen

jinrlecti

the anrJpt.ts
tlmse of the
-ns of ancient navigation and truu_r

View

of their

motion::*

i

.i|&amp;gt;

uy

Im-

Doctrine

nf thf xcni s Further ilHcm erip? ehfvkeJ by liie irruption
of that country.
lui -haroLis
naiiniia
Geiterapliioal knowle iirp still
From the valuable collection of Voyages made by
Alexander Dalrymple. Esq with whose attention to
ce
miles
e\i -nile:l Iiy travellers
the History of Navigation and Discovery the Public
the East
|irinnwil by
lie iiirei.iiim of il. e mariner n compass
Kirst
is \ypll acquainted,! have received some verv rare bonks,
regular plan
particularly two large volumes of Memorials, partly
ul MIL tlte Western-roast of Africa
Hi pe s of discovering a
manuscript and partly in print, which were presented
w mine tothe Kast Indies Aiit-m|3 to accomplish this
to the court of Spain durinji the reigns of Philip III
s ol Success.
Pr
and Philip IV. From those I have learned many curi
ous particulars with respect tothe interior state oftboj
THE progress of men, in discovering ami peopling
Spanish colonies, and the various schemes firmed f.ir the various parts of the earth, has been extremely slow,
their improvement.
As thjs collection of Memorials Several ag;ts elapsed before they removed far from
formerly Ix-longe to the Colbert Library, [ have quo- those mild and fertile regions in which they were orited them by that title.
ginaliv p! iced by their Creator. The occasion of Ujeir
All those books and manuscripts I have consulted first general dispersion is known
but we are unacwith that attention which the respect due from an An miatnlcd with the course of their mior.itions. or the
Ihor to the Public, required
and by minute reference * time when they tuok possession of the diiferent counni&quot;
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navigalionand commerce continued

lo

spread

toe intercourse among nat ions extended.
J he anibltion of conquest, or the necessity of procuring new set|tlemems. were no longer the sole moiives of visiting
The desire of gain became a new indistant lands.
crntivc to activity, roused adventurers, and sent them
forth upon long voyages, in search of countries whose
products or wants might increase that circulation which
j

I

!

1

i

nourishes and gives vigor to commerce. 1 ratle proved
a great source of discovery it opened unknown seas,
penetrated into new regions, and contributed more
thai) any other cause to bring men acquainted with th
;
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situation, tin nature an. I commodities of the different
parts of the globe. Hut even after a regular commerce

several

1

j

j

S

HISTORY&quot;

commodious harbors towards the bottom of the parture about six hundred and four years before the
after the example uf tin* Egyptian**, Christian era, from a port in the Red Sea, doubled tho

Arabian Gulf.thev,

:

mthcrn promontory of Africa, and after a vox aye of
world, alternations wore con- established a regular intercourse with Arabia and t!i
three years returned by the Straits of Gades to the
eiderahly civilized, and the sciences arid arts werecul- continent of India on the one hand, and with the
mouth
of the Nile.
continued
From
these
eastern coast of Africa on the other.
Eudoxus of Cyzicus is said to
tivaled with ardor and success, navigation
to be so imperfect, that it can hardly be said to have countries they imported many valuable ctmiinodilio have held the same course, and to have accomplished
advanced b.-yoml the infancy of its improvement in unknown to the rest of the world, and during a louy the same arduous undertaking.
These voyages, if performed in the manner which I
the ancient world.
period engrossed that lucrati\e branch of commerc
have related, niHv justly be reckoned the greatest effort
Among all the nations of antiquity, the structure of without a rival. [8]
The vast wealth which the Phenecians acquired by of navigation in the ancient world; and if we attend to
their vessels was extremely rude, anil their method of
workingthem very defective. They were unacquainted monopolmtij the trade carried on in the Red Sea, in the imperfect state of the art at that time, it is difficult

was

established in

the,

I

with several principles and operations

in

cited their

navigation,

neighbors the Jews, under the prosperous to determine whether we should most admire be courage and sagr.citv with which the design was formed. or
the conduct and good fortune withwhieh itwasexecuted.
But unfortunately ail the original arid authentic
accounts of the Phenician and Carthaginian voyages,
whether undertaken by public authority or in pros-eculion of their private trade, have perished.
The infor
mation which we receive concerning them from the
Greek and Roman authors is not only obscure and in
I

1

which are now considered as the firstelements on which reigns of David and Solomon, to aim at- being admitted
that science is founded.
Though that property of the to some shave of it. This they obtained, partly by
magnet by which it attracts iron was well known to the their conquest of I .lumea, which stretches along the
ancients, its more important and amazing virtue ot Red Sea, and partly by their iiii ance with Hiram, kin*:
had entirely escaped their obser- of Tyre.
Solomon fated out fleets, which, under the
pointing to the p
v ition.
Destitute of this faithful guide, which now direction of Phenecian pilots, sailed from the Red Sea
to
Tarsbish
the
with
so
much
in
the
un
and Ophir.
conducts
These, it is probable, were
certainty
pilot
bounded ocean during the darkness of night, or when ports in India and Africa, which their conductors were
the heavens are covered with clouds, the ancients had accustomed to frequent and from them the Jewish
no other met hoi] of regulating their course than by ob ships returned with such valuable cargoes as suddenly
serving the sun and stars. Their navigation was of con diffused wealth and splendor through the kingdom of
sequence uncertain and timid. They durst seldom quit Israel. But the singular institutions of the Jews, the
sight of land, but crept along the coast, exposed to all observance of which was enjoined by their divine Le
the dangers, and retarded by all the obstructions, una- gislator, with an intention of preserving them a sepa
ar oid able in holding such an awkward course. An in rate people, un in fee ted by idolatry, formed a national
&amp;gt;!es

we except a short narrative ot llanno s
of suspicions authority.
Whatever ac
quaintance with the remote regions of the eaith the
Phenicians or Carthaginians rnay have acquired, was
concealed from the rest of mankind with a mcreanlite
jealousy.
Every thing relative to the course of their
navigation was not only a mvstery of trade, but a secret
credible length of time was requisite for performing lharacter, incapable of that open and liberal intercourse of state.
Extraordinary facts are related concerning
voyages which are now finished in a short space. Even with strangers which commerce requires. According their solicitude to prevent oilier nations from penetrain the mildest climates, and in seas the least tempes
ly, this unsocial genius of the people, together with
ing into what they wished should remain undivulged,
tuous, it was only during the summer monlhs that the the disasters which befell the kingdom of Israel, pre Many of their discoveries seem, accordingly, to have
vented
the
which
been
out
of
iheir
harbors.
The
remainder
commercial
their
monarchs
la
ancients ventured
spirit
scarcely known beyond the precincts ot their own
The navigation round Africa, in particular, is
of the year was lost in inactivity. It would have been bored to introduce and to cherish, from spreading states.
The Jews cannot be numbered among recorded by the Greek and Roman writers ralherasa
deetiH .l most inconsiderate rashness to have braved the iimong them.
he nations which contributed to improve navigation, strange amusing ale, \\ Inch they did not comprehend or
fury of the winds and waves during winter.
did not believe, than as a real transaction which en
While both the science and practice of navigation |or to extend discovery.
But though the instructions and example of the larged heir knowledge and influenced their opinions. [9J
continued to be so defective, it was an undertaking of
no small difficulty and danger to visit any remote re Phenicians were unable to mould the manners and As neither the progress of the Phenician or Carthaginian
Under every disadvantage, how temper of the Jews, in opposition to the tendency of discoveries, nor the extent of their navigation, were
gion of the earth.
ever, the, active spirit of commerce exerted itself. The their laws, they transmitted the commercial spirit with communicated to the rest of mankind, all memorials of
accurate, but

expedition,

if

is

I

t

Egyptians, soon after the establishment of their mon
archy, are said to have opened a trade between the
Aral-ian Gulf, or Red Sea, and the western coast of
the great Indian continent.
The commodities which
they imported from the East, were carried by land from
the Arabian Gulf to the banks of ihe Nile, ami con
But if
veyed down that river to the Mediterranean.
the Egyptians in early times applied themselves to
commerce, their attention to it was of short duration.
The fertile soil and mild climate of Egypt produced the
necessaries and comforts of life with such profusion,
as rendered its inhabitants so independent of other
countries, that it became an established maxim among
ih it people, whose ideas and institutions differed in
almost everv point from those of other nations, to re
nounce all intercourse with foreigners. In conse
quence of this, they never went out of their own coun
they held all seafaring persons in detestation, as
try

facility,

and

own descendants the] their extraordinary skill in naval aflairsseem in a great
The commonwealth of Carthage ap-j measure to have perished, when the maritime power

in full vigor, to their

Carthaginians.

and naval affairs, with no less ardor, in- of the former was annihilated by Alexander s conquest
genuity, and success, than its parent state. Carthage of Tyre, and the empire of the latter was overturned
cany nvalK il and soon surpassed Tyre in opulence and by the Roman arms.
power, but seems not to have aimed at obtaining any
Leaving, then, theobscureand pompous accountsof
share in the commerce with India.
The Phenicians thePlicnicianand Carthaginian voyages to tbr curiosity
satisbad engrossed this, and had such a command of the and conjectures of antiquaries, history must
Red Sea as secured to them the exclusive possession lied with relating the progress of navigation and discoof that lucrative branch of trade.
The commercial very among the Greeks and Romans, which, though lees
It is evident that the
activity of the Carthaginians was exerted in another splendid, is better ascertained.
direction.
Without contending for the trade of iht Phenicians, who instructed the Greeks in many other
plied to trade

j

j

|

res&amp;gt;t

j

!
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East with their mother country, they extended their useful sciences and arts, did not communicate to them
Fol- that extensive knowledge of navigation which they
navigation chiefly towards Ihe west and north.
lowing the course which the Phenicians had opened, themselves possessed nor did the Romans imbibe that
they passed the Straits of Gades, and pushing their commercial spirit and ardor for discovery which dis*
discoveries far beyond those of the parent state, visited tinguished their rivals the Carthaginians.
Though
not only all thecoasts of Spain, nut those of Gaul, and Greece be almost encompassed by the f-ea, which form
at
into
At
the
same
time
harbors
and
and
their
own
last
Britain.
that
and
commodious
ed
harbors, penetrated
impious
profane;
fortifying
many spacious bays
It was they acquired knowledge of new countries in this part though it be surrounded by a great number of fertile
they denied strangers admittance into them.
in the decline of their power.and when their veneration of tlie globe, they gradually carried their researches to- islands, yet, notwithstanding such a favorable situation
for ancient maxims had greatly abated, that thev again wards the south.
They made considerable progress which seemed to invite that ingenious people to apply
opened their ports, and resumed any communication by land into the interior provinces of Africa, traded themselves to navigation, it was long before this art
with foreigners.
with some of them, and subjected others to their em attained any degree of perfection among them. Their
The character and situation of the Phenicians were pire. They sailed along the, western coast of that early voyages, the object of which was piracy rather
as favorable to the spirit of commerce and discovery as great continent almost to the tropic of Cancer, and than commerce, were so inconsiderable that ihe expe
those of the Egyptians were adverse to it. They had planted several colonies, in order to civilize the natives dition of the Argonauts fruin the coast of Thessaly to
no distinguishing peculiarity in their manners and in and accustom them to commerce. They discovered the Euxine Sea, appeared such an amazing erlort of
stitutions they were not addicted to any singular and the Fortunate Islands, now known by the name of the skill and courage, as entitled the conductors of it to be
unsocial form of superstition t^y could mingle with Canaries, the utmost boundary of ancient navigation ranked among the demigods, and exalted the vessel in
other nations without scruple or reluctance. The terri- in the western ocean.
which they sailed to a place among the heavenly con
Nor was the progress of the Phenicians and Cartha stellations. Even at a later period, when the Creeks
tory which they possessed was neither large nor fertile.
Commerce was the only source from which they could ginians in their knowledge of the globe, owing entirely engaged in the famous enterprise against 1 roy, their
derive opulence or power.
Accordingly, the trade to the desire of extending their trade from one country knowledge in naval affairs seems not to have been much
Comm
carried on by the Phenicians of Sidon and Tyre, was to another.
was followed by its usual improved. According to the account of Homer, the
more extensive and enterprising than that of any state effects among both these people. It awakened
only poet to whom history ventures to appeal, and who
The genius of the Phenicians, ositv, enlarged the ideas and desires of men, and inci- by his scrupulous accuracy in describing the manners
in the ancient world.
r
as well as the object of their policy and the spirit of let! them to bold enterprises.
A oyages were under- iand arts of early ages, merits this distinction, tho science
their laws, were entirely commercial.
They were a taken, the sole object of which was to discover new of navigation ut that lime, had hardly advanced beyor d
The Greeks in Ihe heroic age seem
people of merchants, who aimed at the empire of the countries, and to explore unknown seas. Such, during its rudest state.
Their ships not only the prosperous age of the Carthaginian republic, were to have been unacquainted with the use of iron, the
sea, and actually possessed it.
all
the
in
the
of
but
the
famous
Hanno
and
Hirnilco.
serviceable
all the metals, without which no
Both
of
most
Mediterranean,
ports
frequented
they
navigations
were the first who ventured beyond the ancient boun their fleets were equipped by authority of the senate, considerable progress was ever made in the mechanical
darics of navigation, and, passing the Straits of Gades, and at public expense.
Hanno was directed to steer arts. Their vessels were of inconsiderable burden, and
In towards the south, along tho coast of Africa, and he mostly without decks. They had only one mast, which
visited the western coasts of Spain and Africa.
many of the places to which they resorted, they planted seems to have advanced much nearer the equinoctial was erected or taken down at pleasure. They were
Himilco had it in strangers to the use of anchors. All their operations
colonies, and communicated to the rude inhabitants line than any former navigator.
some knowledg&quot; of their arts and improvements, charge to proceed toward the north, and to examine in sailing were clumsy and unskilful. They turned
While they extended their discoveries towards the the western coasts of the European continent. Of the their observations towards stars, which were improper
north and the west, they did not neglect to penetrate
jsnme nature was the extraordinary navigation of the for regulating their course, and their mode of observing
into the more opulent and fertile regions of the south Phenicians round Africa.
A Phenician ilcet, we are them was inaccurate and fallacious. \Vhcn they had
east.
themselves
masters of;tuld, fitted out by Kecho king of Egypt, took its de- finished a voyage they drew their paltry barke ashore.
and
Having rendered
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ns savages do their canoes, and these remained on dry Hope, commerce, particularly tfiat of the East Indies,
land until the season of returning to sea approached, continued to flow in the channel which the sagacity
It is not then in the early heroic ages of Greece that and foresight of Alexander had marked out for it.
we can expect to observe the science of navigation,
Hi-* ambition was not satisfied with having opened to
and the spirit of discovery, making any considerable the Greeks a communication with India by sea he
During that period of disorder and igno- aspired to the sovereignty of those regions which furprogress.
ranee, a thousand causes concurred in restraining cu- nished the rest of mankind with so many precious corn-

I

to provincials, and to citizens of the lowest ciass. Even
after the subversion of liberty, when the severity and

haughtiness of ancient manners began to ahate, com
merce did not rise into high estimation among the Ro
mans. The trade of Greece, r gvpt. and the other con
quered countries,continucd to be carried on in its usuul
channels, af.erthey were reduced into the form of Ro

j

;

j

!

man provinces. A-s Rome was the capita! of the world,
and enterprise within very narrow hounds.
rj.i.linrs, and conducted his armv thither by land. En
But the Greeks advanced with rapidity to a state o! torprising. however, as he was, lie may bo said rather and the seatof government, all the wealth and valuable
Government, in to have viewed than to have conquered that country productions of the provinces flowed naturally thither.
greater civilization and refinement.
its most liberal and perfect form, began to be estab
He did not, in his progress towards the Ea;i, advance The Romans, satisfied with this, seem to have suffered
tisht-d in ttieir different communities
equal laws and hevund the hanks of the rivers that fall into the Indus, commerce to remain almost entirely in the bands of the
is now the western
regular police were gradually introduced the sciences
boundary ofthe vast conli- natives of the respective countries. The extent, how
and arts which are useful or ornamental in life were
f India.
Amidst the wild exploits which distin ever, of the Roman po\\er, which reached over the
carried to a high pitch of improvement and several
C:
he pursued measures that greatest part of the known world, the vigilant inspec
this part of his history
y,
ofjguish
the Grecian commonwealths appl
applied to commerce with mark the superiority of his genius as well as the extent tion of the Roman magistrates, and the spirit of the
such ardor ami success, that they were considered, in of hisvieivs. He had penetrated as far into India as to! Roman government, no less intelligent than active,
the ancient world, as maritime powers of the first rank confirm his opinion of its commercial importance, and jjave such additional security to commerce as animated
Even then, however, the naval victories of the Greeks to perceive that immense wealth might he derived from it with new vigor. The union among nations was
must be ascribed rather to the native spirit of the peo intercourse with a country where the arts of elegance, never so en tire, nor the intercourse so perfect, as within
ple, and to that courage which the enjoyment of liberty having been more early cultivated, were arrived at the hounds of this vast empire. Commerce, under the
greater perfection than in any other part of the earth. Roman dominion, was not obstructed by the jealousy
inspires, than to any extraordinary progress in the sci
ence of navigation. In the Persian war, those exploits, Full of this idea, he resolved to examine the course of of rival states, interrupted hy frequent hostilities, or
which the genius ofthe Greek historians has rendered navigation from tlie mouth of the Indus to the bottom limited by partial restrictions.
One superintending
so famous, were performed by fleets composed cbieflv of the Persian Gulf; and, if it should be found practi power moved and regulated the industry of mankind,
of small vessels without decks the crews of which cable, to establish a regular communication between and enjoyed the fruits of their joint efforts.
rushed for wan! with impetuous valor, but little art, to them. In order to affect this, he proposed to remove
Navigation felt its influence, and improved under it.
board those ofthe enemy. In the war of Peloponnesus, the cataracts, with whichthe jealousy of the Persians, As soon as the Romans acquired a taste fortheluxuries
their ships seem still to have been of inconsiderable bur
and their aversion to correspondence with foreigners, of the E.ist, the trade with India through Egypt was
den and force. The extent of their trade, how highlv had obstructed the entrance into the Euphrates to pushed with new vigor, and carried on to greater exsoever it may have been estimated in ancient times, carry the commodities of the East up that river, and jtent. By
frequenting the Indian continent, navigators
was in proportion to this low condition of their marine. the Tigris, which unites with it, into the interior parts became acquainted with the periodical course of the
The maritime states of Greece hardly carried on anv of his Asiatic dominions while, hy the way of the winds, which, in the ocean that separates Africa from
commerce bevond the limits of the Mediterranean sea. Arabian Gulf and the river Nile, thev might be con- India, blow with little variation during one half of the
Their chief intercourse was with the colonies
their veycd to Alexandria, and distributed to the rest of the year from the east, and
(luring the other half blow with
countrymen planted in the Lesser Asia, in Italy, ant! [world. Nearchus, an officer of eminent abilities, was equal steadiness from the west. Encouraged by obsometimes
visited
Sicilv.
the
of
out
for
of
intrusted
the
command
of
the
fleet
fitted
with
dia
icily.
They
ports
Egypt,
serving this, the pilots who sailed from Egypt to Indi
e southern provinces of Gaul, and of Thrace
or. (this expedition. He performed this voyage, which was abandoned their ancient slow and dangerous cours
urse
the
traded
that
through
with
the
deemed
an
so
arduous
and
the
as
soon
as
western
the
monsoon
coast,
passing
Hellespont, they
along
and,
important,
enterprise
countries situated around the Euxine sea
Amazing Alexander reckoned ic one of the most -extraordinary set in. took their departure from Ocelis, at the mouth
instances occur ot their ignorance, even of those coun- events which
Inconsiderable
his
and stretched boldly across the
of
the
Arabian
Gulf,
reign.
distinguished
tries which lay within the narrow precincts to which as it
may now apprar,it was at that time an undertak- ocean. The uniform direction of the wind, supplying
their navigation was confined.
When the Greeks had ing of no little merit and difficulty. In the prosecu- the place of the compass, ami rendering the guidance
assembled their combined fleet against Xerxes at E*nna
tion of it. strikin&quot; instances occur of the small progress
of the stars less necessary, conducted them to the port
s
r
o
they thought it un advisable to sail to Samos, because which the Greeks bad made in naval knowledge. [4] of Musiris.on the western shore of the Indian continent.
they believed the distance between that island and Havingnever sailedbeyondthe boundsof theMediterra- There thev took on board their cargo, urd, returnin;
the
Egina to be as great as the distance between Egina nean, where the ebb and flow of the sea are hardly per- with the eastern monsoon, finished their voyage to th
and the Pillars of Hercules. They were either utterly Iceptible. when tiny first observed this phenomenon at Arabian Gulf within the year. This part of India, no\
with
all
the
of
the
the
the
mouth
of
it
to
them
a
the Indus,
unacquainted
parts
globe beyond
appeared
prodigy, known by tbenarneof the Malabar coast, seems to have
Mediterranean sea, or what knowledge they hadof them hy which the gods testified the displeasure of heaven been the utmost limit of ancient navigation in that
was founded on conjecture, or derived from the infor- against their enterprise. [5] During their whole course, (quarter of the globe. What imperfect knowledge the
mation of a few persons whom curiosity and the love of they seem never to have lost sight of land, hut followed ancients had of the immense countries which stretch
science had prompted to travel by land into the Upper the bearings of the coast so servilely, that they could bevond this towards the East,
they received from a few
Asia, or by sea into Egypt, the ancient seats of wis- not avail themselves of those periodical winds which adventurers who had visited them by land. Such exdom and arts. After all that the Greeks learned from facilitate navigation in the Indian ocean. Accordingly cursions were neither frequent nor extensive, and it is
them, they appear to have been ignorant of the most they spent no less than ten months in performing this
probable that, while the Roman intercourse with India
important facts on which an accurate and scientific voyage, which. from the mouth of the Indus to that of subsisted, no traveller ever penetrated further than to
the PersianGulf. does not exceed twenty degrees.
It
knowledge of the globe is founded.
banks of the Ganges [G]. The fleets from Egypt
The expedition ot Alexander the Great into the East is probable that amidst the convulsions and frequent jthe
which traded at Mneins.were loaded it is true, with the
the
considerably enlarged
sphere of navigation and of revolutions in the East, occasioned by the contests spices and other rich commodities of the continent and
geographical knowledge among the Greeks. That ex- among the successors of Alexander, the navigation to islands of the further India but these were brought to
man,
traordinary
notwithstanding the violent passions India by the course which Nearchus had opened was that port, which became the staple of the commerce
which incited him at some times to the wildest actions discontinued. The Indian trade carried on at Alexan- between the east and west,
by the Indians themselves
and the most extravagant enterprises, possessed talents dria, not only subsisted, hut was so much extended, in canoes hollowed out of one tree. The
Egyptian and
which fitted him, not only to conquer, but to govern the under the Grecian monarchs of Egypt, that it proved a Roman merchants, satisfied with
acquiring those com
ivorld. He was capable of framin&quot; those hold and ori
great source of the wealth which &quot;distinguished their modities in this manner, did not think it necessary to
ginal schemes of policv, which gave a new form to hu kingdom.
explore unknown seas, and venture upon a dangerous
man affairs. The revolution in commerce, brought
The procrress which the Romans made in navigation navigation, in quest of the countries which produced
about by the force of his genius, is hardly inferior to and discovery, was still more inconsiderable than that them. But
though the discoveries of the Romans hi
that revolution in empire occasioned by the success of ofthe Greeks. The
genius of the Roman people, their India were so limited, their commerce there was such
his arms It is probable that the opposition and efforts
military education. arid the spirit of their laws, concur as will appear considerable, even to the pre.-ent age. in
of the republic of Tyre, which checked him so long in red in
estranging them from commerce and naval af which the Indian trade has been extended far beyond
the career of his victories, gave Alexander an opportu- fairs.
It was the
necessity of opposing a formidable the practice or conception of any preceding period.
of
the
vast
resources
of
a
maritime
not
the desire of extending trade, which first We are informed
nity
observing
[tow- rival,
hy one author of credit. that the com
er, and conveyed to him some idea ofthe immense prompted them to aim at maritime
power.
Though merce with India drained the Roman empire every year
wealth which the Tyrians derived from their commerce they soon perceived, that in order to
the
uniof more than four hundred thousand pounds; and by
acquire
As soon as be versa) dominion after which they aspired, it was neces- another, that one hundred and twenty ships sailed anespecially that with the East Indies
had accomplished the destruction of Tyre, and reduced jsary to render themselves masters ofthe sea,
they still nually from the Arabian Gulf to that country.
Egypt to subjection, he formed the plan of rendering considered the naval service as a subordinate station,
The discovery of this new method of sailing to Inthe empire which he proposed to establish, the centre [and reserved for it such citizens as were not of a rank dia. is the most considerable
improvement in navigation
of commerce as well as the seat of dominion.
With to be admitted into the legions. In the history ofthe made during the continuance of the Roman power.
this view he founded a
great city, which he honored Roman Republic, hardly one event occurs that marks But in ancient times, the knowledge of remote counhis own name, near one of the mouths of the river attention to
navigation any further than it was instru- tries was acquired more frequently by land than by sea:
wjth
that
the
Mediterranean
Nile,
sea, and the neighbor- mental towards conquest.
When the Roman valor [7] and the Romans, from their peculiar disinclination
by
hood of the Arabian Gulf, U might command the trade and discipline bad subdued all the maritime states to naval affairs,
may be said to have neglected totally
both ot the East and West. This situation was chosen known in the ancient world; when Carthage. Greece, the latter,
though a more eauv and expeditious method
with such discernment, that Alexandria soon became and Egypt had submitted to their
the
Romans
of
The
however, of their victopower,
discovery.
progress,&quot;
the chief commercial city in the world.
Not only du- did not imbibe the commercial spirit ofthe conquered rious armie s through a considerable portion of Europe,
ring the subsistence of the Grecian empire in Egypt nations. Among that people of soldiers, to have ap- Asia, and Africa, contributed greatly to extend discoand in the East, but amidst all the successive revolu- plied to trade would have been deemed a degradation
very bv land, and gradually opened the navigation of
tions in those countries from the time of the Ptolemies to a Roman citizen.
They abandoned the mechanical new and unknown seas. Previous to the Roman conto the discovery of the
navigation by the Cape of Good aris,conmierce, and navigation, to slaves, to freed men, quests, the civilized nations of antiquity had little com*
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SOUTH AMERICA
fromthek ngth of the journey, and the dangers to

which information concerning a large
I

the Italian merchants, notwithstanding the violent anwhich Christians and the
tipathv to each other with
followers of Mahomet were then possessed, repaired to
Alexandria, and enduring, from the love of gain, the
insolence anil exactions of the Mahometans,established
From that period the
a lucrative trade in that port.
commercial spirit of Italy became active and enterpri
Venice, Genoa, Pisa, rose from inconsiderable
sing.
towns to be populous and wealthy cities. Their naval
power increased their vessels frequented not only all
the ports in the Mediterranean, but venturing sometimes
beyond the straits, visited the maritime towns of Spain.
;

and, by
France, the Low Countries, and England
to
distributing their commodities over Europe, began
communicate to its various nations some taste fur the
valuable productions of the East, as well as some ideas
;

73

district of the globe al-

On

name of Japnn.

.

his return, he astonished his con-

Christendom havingbeen alarmed with the accounts factures, and the extent of their trade, as rose far
e rapid progress of the Tartar arms under Zengis above the conception of an uninformed age
About half a century after Marco Polo [1322.] Sir
ivhan [121G,J Innocent IV., who entertained most ex
alted ideas concerning the plenitude of his own power, John Mandeville, an Englishman, encouraged bv his
uid the submission due to his injunctions, sent Father example,! ted most of the countries in the Eastwhich
fohn de Piano Carpini, at the head of a mission of he had described, and, like him, published an account
The narrations of these early travellers
Franciscan monks, and Father Ascolino, at the head of of them.
nicans, to enjoin Kayuk Kahn, the grandson of abound with many wild incoherent tales, concerning
Zengis, who was then at the head of the Tartar em- giants, enchanters, and monsters. But they were not
to embrace the Christian faith, and to desist from from that circumstance less acceptable to an
ignorant
The haughty de age, which delighted in what was marvellous. The
lesolating the earth by his arms.
scendant of the greatest conqueror Asia had ever be- wonders which they told, mostly on hearsay, filled ths
The facts which they re
icld, astonished at this strange mandate from an multitude with admiration.
.talian priest, whose name and jurisdiction were alike lated from their own observation attracted the attention
unknown to him, received it with the contempt which of the more discerning. The former, which may be
merited, though he dismissed the mendicants who considered as the popular traditions and fables of the
delivered it with impunity. But as they had penetra- countries through which they had passed, were Gradu
ed into the country by different routes, and followed ally disregarded as Europe advanced in knowledge.
some time the Tartar camps, which were alwavs in The latter, however incredible some of them may have
motion, thfy had an opportunity of visiting a great part appeared in their own time, have been confirmed by the
)f Asia.
Carpini, who proceeded by the way of Poland observations of modern travellers. Bv means of both,
All

&amp;gt;ire,

I

t

of manufactures and arts, which were then unknown
beyond the precincts of Italy.
While the cities of Italy were thus advancing in
their career of improvement, an event happened, the
most extraordinary, perhaps, in the history of mankind,
which, instead of retarding the commercial progress of md Russia, travelled through its northern provinces as
The martial :ar as the extremities of Thibet. Ascolino, who seems
the Italians rendered it more rapid.
and inflamed bv to have landed some where in Svria, advanced through
spirit of the Europeans, heightened
is southern provinces into the interior parts of Persia.
to attempt the deliver
religious zeal, prompted them
Not long after, [1253] St. Louis of France conance of the Holy Land from the dominion of Infidels.
Vast armies composed of all the nations in Europe, tributed further towards extending the know led g
marched towards Asia upon this wild enterprise. The which the Europeans had begun to acquire of those
&quot;or

Genoese, the Pisans, and Venitians, furnished the
transports which carried them thither. They supplied
them with provisions and military stores. Besides the
immense sums which they received on this account,
they obtained commercial privileges and establish
ments of great consequence in the settlements which
the Crusaders made in Palestine, and in other provin
From those sources, prodigious wealth
ces of Asia.
This
flowed into the cities which I have mentioned.
was accompanied with a proportional increase of pow
er and, by the, end of the Holy \Var, Venice in parti

posed
[information as directed to that particular course in
which these were afterwards carried on
While this spirit was gradually forming in Europe, a
Some designing impostor, who took fortunate discovery was made, which contributed more
.listant regions.
advantage of the slender acquaintance of Christendom than all the eiTorts and ingenuity of the preceding acres
with the stale and character of the Asiatic nations, [to improve and to extend navigation. That wonderful
liaving informed him that a powerful Khan of the Tar property of the magnet, by which it communicates such
tars had embraced the Christian faith, the monarch virtue to a needle or slender rod of iron as to point toistened to the tale, with pious credulity, and instantly wards the poles of the earth, was observed.
The use
resolved to send ambassadors to this illustrious con which might he made of this in directing navigation
of
to
attack
their
com
was
with
a
view
him
That
hut
now
vert,
valuable,
enticing
immediately perceived.
mon enemy the Saracens in one quarter, \vhik- he foil familiar instrument, the mariner s compass was con
upon them in another. As monks were the only per structed. When by means of it navigators found that,
sons in thatage who possessed such a degree of know at all seasons and in every place, they could discover
the north and south with so much ease and accuracv.it
ledge as qualified them for a service of this kind
employed in it Father Andrew, a Jacobine, who was became no longer necessary to depend merely on the
followed by Father William de Rubruquis, a Francis light of the stars and the observation of the sea coast.
can. With respect to the progress of the former, there They gradually abandoned their ancient timid and
is no memorial extant.
The journal of the latter has lingering course along the shore, ventured boldly into
been published.
He was admitted into the presence the ocean, and reiving on this new guide, rould steer
of Mangu. the third Khan in succession from Zengis, in the darkest night, and under the most cloudv sky,
and made a circuit through the interior parts of Asia, with a security and precision hitherto unknown. The
more extensive than that of any European who had compass may be said to have opened to man the do
hitherto explored them.
minion of the sea, and to have put him in full possesTo those travellers whom religious zeal sent forth to sion of the earth, by enabling him to visit every part of
visit Asia, succeeded others who ventured into remote lit.
Flavio Gioia, a citizen of Almafi, a town of con*
countries from the prospect of commercial advantage, sidorablc trade in the kingdom of Naples, was the au
or from motives of mere curiosity. The first and most thor of this great discovery, about the year one thou
eminent of these was Marco Polo, a Venetian of
sand three hundred and two.
It hath been often the
noble family.
early in trade [1265,] fate of those illustrious benefactors of mankind who
Having
according to the custom of his country, his aspiring have enriched science and improved the arts by their
mind wUbcd for a sphere of activity more extensive inventions, to derive more reputation than benefit from
than was afforded to it bv the established traffic carried the happy efforts of their genius. But the lot of Gioia
on in those ports of Europe and Asia which theVeni- has been still more cruel through the inattention or
tians frequented.
This prompted him to travel into ignorance of contemporary historians, he has heendeunkriown countries, in expectation of opening; a com- frauded even of the fame to which he had such a just
meroial intercourse with them more suited to the san title.
receive from them no information with re
spect to his profession, his character, the precise time
guine ideas and hopes of a young adventurer.
As hU father had already carried some European when he made this important discovery , or the accidents
commodities to the court of the great Khan of the and inquiries which led to it. The knowledge of this
Tartars, and had disposed of them to advantage, he event, though productive of greater eflccts than any
resorted thither.
Under the protection of Kuhlay recorded in the annals of the human race. is transmitted
Khan, the most powerful of all the successors of Zen- to us without any of those circumstances which can
But
he continued his mercantile peregrinations in gratify the curiosity that it naturally awakens.
ijis,
Asia upwards of twenty-six years and during that though the use of the compass might enable the Italians
time advanced towards the east, far beyond the utmost to perform the short voyages to which they were acboundaries to which any European traveller had ever customed with greater security and expedition, its inproceeded. Instead of following the course of Carpini fluence was not so sudden or extensive as immediately
and Rubriquis, along the vast unpeopled plains of! to render navigation adventurous, and to excite a spirit
Many causes combined in preventing
Tartary, he passed through the chief trading cities in of discovery.
the more cultivated parts of Asia, and penetrated to! this beneficial invention from producing its full effect
Cambalu, or Peking, the capital of the great kingdom instantaneously. Men relinquish ancient habits slowly
with reluctance. They are averse to new experiof Cathay, or China, subject at that time to the suejand
The
cessors of Zengis. He made more than one voyage merits, and venture upon them with timiditv.
on the Indian ocean he traded in many of the islands commercial jealousy of the Italians, it is probable lafrom which Europe had long received spiceries and bored to conceal the happy discovery of their countryThe art of steering by the
other commodities which it held in high estimation, men from other nations.
though unacquainted with the particular countries to compass with such skill and accuracy as to inspire a
full confidence in its direction, was acquired gradually,
which it was indebted for those precious productions
and he obtained information concerning several coun- Sailors unaccustomed to quit the sight of land, durst
tries which he did not visit in person, particularly the! not launch out at once and commit themselves to unisland Zipongri, probably the same now known by the known eeas. Accordingly, near half a century elapsed
I

1

!

i

I

peans began to be sensible of wants with which they
were formerlv unacquainted; new desires were excited;
and such a taste for the commodities and arts of other

among them, that they not
only encouraged the resort of foreigners to their har
bors, but Iteg.iu to perceive the advantages and neces
to commerce themselves.
sity of applying
This communication, which was opened betweei
Europe and the western provinces of Asia, encouragec
several person., to advance far beyond the countries in
which the Crusaders carried on their operations, arid
to travel bv land into the more remote and opulent re

countries gradually spread

much

and they were not only insensibly dis
attempt new discoveries, but received such
;

1

with remote regions, which formerly they knew only
by name, or by the reports of ignorant and credulous
an opportunity of observing tht
pilgrims. They had
manners, the arts, and the accommodations of peo
themselves.
This intercourse
pie more polished than
between the East and West subsisted almost two cen
The adventurers who returned from Asia,
turies.
communicated to their countrymen the ideas which
they bad acquired, and the habits of life they had con
The Euro
tracted by visiting more refined nations.

of Egypt, to Europe, with

to

In&quot;

i

way

;

were enlarged

!

:

ten years, by the

however, the curiosity of mankind WHS excited with
respect to the remote parts of the earth their ideas

I

cular became a great maritime state, possessing an ex
tensive commerce and ample territories. Italy was not
the only country iu which the crusades contributed to
revive and diffuse such a spirit as prepared Europe
for future
By their expeditions i^.to Asia.
the other European nations became well acquainted

gions of the East. The wild fanaticism, \vhich seems
at that period to have mingled in all the schemes of in
dividuals, no less than in all the counsel of nations,
first incited men to enter upon those long and danger
ous peregrinations. They were afterwards undertaken
from prospects of commercial advantage, or from mo
tives of mere curiosity.
Benjamin, a Jew of Tudela,
in the kingdom of Navarre, possessed with a superveneration
for
the
law of Moses, and solicitetitious
ous to visit his countrymen in the East, whom he
ped to find in such a state of power and opulence as
mi fiit redound to the honor of his sect, set out from
Spain, in the year 1160, and travelling by land to Contantinople, proceeded through the countries to the
north of the Euxineand Caspian Seas, asfaras Chinese
Tartary. From thence he took his route towards the
south, and after traversing various provinces of the
further India, he embarked on the Indian Ocean, visited
several of its islands, and returned at the end of thir-
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from the time of Gioia s discovery, before navigators heightened among the Portuguese. A fierce civil war ting discovery, and who was animated with ardor that
occasioned would persevere in spite of obstacles and repulses
any seas which they had not becnaccus towards the close ofthe fourteenth century,
tomed to frequent.
by a disputed succession, augmented the military Happily for Portugal, she found all those qualities in
The first appearance of a holder spirit may be dated ardor of the nation, and formed or called forth men Henry Duke of Viesco, the fourth son of King John, by
from the voyages of the Spaniards to the Canary or f such active and daring genius as are fit for bold Philippa of Lancaslcr.sisterof Henry IV king of Eng.
Fortunate Islands.
By what accident they were led undertakings The situation of the kingdom.bounded land. That prince, in his early youth, having accomto the discovery of those small isles, which lie near five on every side by the dominions of a more powerful panied his father in his expedition to Barbary, distin
hundred miles from the Spanish coast, and above a hun neighbour, did not afford free scope to the activity of guished himself by many deeds of valor. To the mar
dred and fifty miles from the coast of Africa, contempora the Portuguese by land, as the strength of their mon tial spirit, which was the characteristic of every man of
middle of archy was no match for that of Castile. But Portugal noble birth at that time, he added all the accomplish
ry writers have not explained. But, about the
the fourteenth century, the people of all the different was a maritime state, in which there were many com ments of a more enlightened and polished age.
some cultivated the arts and sciences, which were then un
kingdoms into which Spain was then divided, were ac modious harbors the people had begun to make
customed to make piratical excursions thither; in or progress in the knowledge and practice of navigation, known and despised by persons of his rank. He ap
der to plunder the inhabitants, or to carry thorn off as and the sea was open to them, presenting the only plied with peculiar fondness to thestudy of geography;
Clement VI., in virtue of the right claimed field for enterprise in which they could distinguish and by the instruction of able masters, as well as by
slaves.
the accounts of travellers, he early acquired such know
by the Holy See to dispose of all countries possessed themselves.
Such was the state of Portugal, and such the dis ledge of the habitable globe, as discovered the great
by Infidels, erected those isles into a kingdom in the
the possibility of finding new and opulent countries, by
year one thousand three hundred and forty four, and position of the people when John I., surnamcd
conferred it on Lewis de la Cerda, descended from the Bastard, obtained secure possession of the crown by sailing along Ihe coast of Africa. Such an object wag
But that unfortunate prince, the peace concluded with Castile, in the year one formed to awaken the enthusiasm and ardor of a youth
royal familv of Castile.
He was a prince ful mind, and he espoused with the utmost zeal the
destitute of power to assert his nominal title, having thousand four hundred and eleven.
never visited the Canaries. John de Bethencourt, a of great merit, who, by superior courage and abilities, patronage of a design which might prove as beneficial
Norman baron, obtained a grant of them from Henry had opened his way to a throne which of right did not as it appeared to be splendid and honorable. In order
III. of Castile.
Bethencourt, with the valour and good belong to him. He instantly perceived that it would be that he might pursue this great scheme without inter
fortune which distinguished the adventurers of his impossible to preserve public order, or domestic tran- ruption, he retired from court immediately alter his re
country, attempted and effected the conquest and the quility, without finding sonic employment for the rest turn from Africa, and fixed his residence at Sagres,
possession of the Canaries remained for some time in less spirit of his subjects. With this view he assembled near Cape St. Vincent, where the prospect of the At
his family, as a fief held of the crown of Castile. Pre a numerous fleet at Lisbon, composed of all the ships lantic ocean invited his thoughts continually towards
vious to this expedition of Belhencourt, his country which he could fit out in his own kingdom, and of many his favorite project, and encouraged him to execute.it.
men settled in Normandy are said to have visited the hired from foreigners. This great armament was des In this retreat he was attended by some of the mosl
coast of Africa, and to have proceeded far to the soutli tined to attack the Moors settled on the coast of Bar learned men in his country, who aided him in his re
ofthe Canary Islands [I3b 5] But their-rTSyages thither
While it was equipping, a few vessels searches. He applied for information to the Moors of
bary [1412. ]
neem not to have been undertaken in consequence ot were appointed to sail along the western shore of Af Barbary, who were accustomed to travel by land into
any public or regular plan for extending navigation rica, bounded by the Atlantic ocean, anil to discover the interior provinces of Africa in quest of ivory, gold
and attempting new discoveries. Thev were either the unknown countries situated there. From this in dust, and other rich commodities. Heconsulted the Jews
excursions suggested by that roving piratical spirit considerable attempt, we may date the commencement settled in Portugal. By promises, rewards r iid marks of
which descended to the Normans from their ancestors, of that spirit of discovery which opened the barriers respect, he allured into his service several persons, fo
or the commercial enterprises of private merchants, which had so long shut out mankind from the know
reigners as well as Portuguese, who were eminent for
which attracted so little notice that hardly any memo ledge of one half of the terrestrial globe.
their skill in navigation. In taking those preparatory
rial of them is to be found in contemporary authors.
s
on
tin
sent
forth
these
At the time when John
ships
steps, the great abilities of the prince were seconded
In p. general survey of the progress of discovery, it is new voyage, the art of navigation was still very imper by his private virtues. His integrity, his affability, hU
ul icient to have mentioned this event and leaving
fect.
Though Africa lay so near to Portugal, and the respect for religion, his zeal for the honor of his coun
among those of dubious existence, or of small import (Vrlilily of the countries already known on that con try, engaged persons of all ranks to applaud his de
ance, we may conclude, that though much additional tinent invited men to explore it more fully, the Portu sign, and to favor the execution of it.
His scheme*
information concerning the remote regions ofthe East guese had never ventured to sail beyond Cape J\ cn. were allowed, by the greater part of his countrymen,
had been received by travellers who visited them by That promontory, as its name imports, was hitherto to proceed neither from ambition nor the desire of
land, navigation at the beginning ofthe fifteenth ecu considered as a boundary which could not be passed
wealth, but to flow from the warm benevolence of a
tury had not advanced beyond the state to which it But the nations of Europe had now acquired as mucl: heart eager to promote the happiness of mankind, and
had attained before the downfall of the Roman em knowledge as emboldened them to disregard the pre which justly entitle him to assume a motto for his de
pire.
judices and to correct the errors of their ancestors vice, that described the quality by which he wished la
At length the period arrived, when Providence de The long reign of ignorance, the constant enemy of be distinguished, the talent of doing foud.
creed that men were to pass the limits within which
Hisfirst effort, as is usual at the commencement of
every curious inquiry and of every new undertaking,
The light of science any new undertaking, was extremely inconsiderable.
they had been so long confined, and open to themselves was approaching to its period.
a more ample field wherein to display their talents, began to dawn. The works of the ancient Greeks and He fitted out a
single sljip [1418,] and giving the com
their enterprise, and courage.
The first considerable Romans began to be read with admiration and profit. mand of it to John Gonzales Zarco and Tristan Vaz,
efforts towards this were not made by any of the more The sciences cultivated
by the Arabians were introdu two gentlemen of his household, who voluntarily offered
powerful states of Europe, or by those who had ap ced into Europe by the Moors settled in Spain and to conduct the enterprise, he instructed them to use
plied to navigation with the greatest assiduity and suc Portugal, and by the Jews, who were very numerous theirutmoftt efibrtsto double Cape Bojador.and thence
cess. The glory of leading the way in this new career in both these
kingdoms.
Geometry, astronomy, and to steer towards the south.
They, according to the
was reserved for Portugal, one ofthe smallest and least
geography, the sciences on which the art of navigation mode of navigation which still prevailed, held their
of
the
powerful
European kingdoms. As the attempts is founded, became objects of studious attention. The course along the shore and by following that direc
of the Portuguese to acquire the knowledge of those memory of discoveries made by the ancients, was re tion,
they must have encountered almost insuperable
ofthe
parts
globe with which mankind were then un vived, and the progress of their navigation and com difficulties in attempting to pass Cape Bojador.
But
not
and
extended
the
art
of
acquainted,
only improved
merce began to be traced. Some ofthe causes which fortune came in aid to their want of skill, and prevented
but
roused
such
a
of
and
navigation,
have obstructed the cultivation of science in Portugal, the voyage from being altogether fruitless. A sudden
spirit
curiosity
enterprise as led to the discovery of the New World, during this century and the last did not exist, or did squall of wind arose, drove them out to
id wheu
of which I propose to write the history, it is
not
necessary
operate in the same manner, in the fifteenth cen they expected every moment to perish, landed them on
to take a full view of the rise, the
and
suc
to
the
at
that
seem
an
unknown
and
which
from
their
progress,
island,
[9]
tury
Portuguese
period
happy escape they
cess of their various naval operations.
It was in this have
kept pace with other nations on this side of the named Pur to Santo. In the infancy of navigation, the
School that the discoverer of America was trained
in
,iiv.
UI
of
this
small
island
Alps
5,1,1., literary
..j pursuits.
|,
discovery
appeared a matter of such
and unless we trace the steps by which his instructors
As the genius ofthe age favored the execution of moment, that they instantly returned to Portugal with
and guides advanced, it will be impossible to compre
at new undertaking, to which the peculiar state of the good tidings, and were received
by Henry with tha
hend the circumstances which suggested the idea, or ...e
country invited the Portuguese it proved success- applause and honor due to fortunate adventurers. Thi
facilitated the execution, of his great
The vessels sent on the discovery doubled that faint dawn of success filled a mind ardent in the purful.
design.
Various circumstances prompted the Portuguese to formidable
Cape, which had terminated the progress of suit of a favorite object, with such sanguine hopes ai
exert their activity in this new direction, and enabled former
Next year
navigators, and proceeded a hundred and sixty were sufficient incitements to proceed.
them to accomplish undertakings apparently superior miles
beyond it, to Cape Bojador. As its rocky clifls, [1419] Henry sent rut three ships under the same
to the natural force of their
The
of
stretched
a
which
considerable way into the Atlantic, commanders, to whom he joined Bartholomew Peresmonarchy.
kings
Portugal, having driven the Moors out of their domin appeared more dreadful than the promontory which Irellou, in order to take possession of the island which
ions, had acquired power as well as glory, by the suc
had
the
When they began to settle in
they
passed.
Portuguese commanders durst not they had discovered.
cess of their arms, against the Infidels.
By their vic attempt to sail round it, but returned to Lisbon, more Porto Santo, they observed towards the south a fixed
tories over them, they had extended the roval authori
satisfied with having advanced so far, than ashamed of spot in the horizon like a small black cloud.
By de
was ori having ventured no further.
ty beyond the narrow limits within which
grees, they were led to conjecture that it might be
ginally circumscribed in Portugal, as well as in other
Inconsiderable as this voyage was, it increased the land and steering towards it, they arrived at a con
feudal kingdoms. They had the command of the na
passion for discovery which beganto arise in Portugal. siderable island, uninhabited and covered with wood,
tional force, could rouse it to act with united
vigour, The fortunate issue of the king s expedition against the which on that account they called Madeira. As it wag
and, after the expulsion ofthe Moors, could employ it Moors of Barbary added strength to that
spirit in the Henry s chief object to render his discoveries useful to
without dread of interruption from any domestic
enemy. nation, and pushed it on to new undertakings. In or his country, he immediately equipped a fleet to carry a
the
hostilities
carried
on
for
several
cen
By
perpetual
der to render those successful, it was necessary that colony of Portuguese to these islands [1420 ]
By hi
turies against the Mahomctans,the martial and adven
they should be conducted by a person who possessed provident care, they were furnished not only with th
turous spirit which distinguished all the
abilities
of
what
was
who
attainable,
European
seeds, plants and domestic animals common in Eu
capable
discerning
pations during the middle ages, was improved and enjoyed leisure to form a regular
system for prosecu- rope but, us be foresaw that the warmth of the cIV
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mate and fertility of the soil would prove favorable to he applied to the Pope, and represented, in pompous [fifteen hundred miles of the coast of Africa were
To an age acquainted with the efforts of
the rearing of other productions, he procured slips of terms, the pious and unwearied zeal with which be had covered.
the vine from the island of Cyprus, the rich wines of exerted himself during twenty years, in discovering navigation in its state of maturity and improvement,
which were then in great request, and plants of the unknown countries, the wretched inhabitants of which these essays of its early years must necessarily appear
had been lately were utter strangers to true religion, wandering in feeble and unskilful. But inconsiderable as they may
sugar-cane from Sicily, into which it
introduced. These throve so prosperously in this new heathen darkness, or led astray by the delusions of he deemed, they were sufficient to turn the curiosity of
was im Mahomet. He besought the holy father, to whom, as the European nations into a new channel, to excite an
country, that the benefit of cultivating them
wine of Ma the vicar of Christ, all the kingdoms of the earth were enterprising spirit, and to point the way to future dis
mediately perceived, and the sugar and
deira quickly became articles of some consequence in subject, to confer on the crown of Portugal a right to coveries.
all the countries possessed by infidels, which should be
Alphonso, who possessed the throne of Portugal at
the commerce of Portugal.
As soon as the advantages derived from this first discovered by the industry of its subjects, and subdued the time of prince Henry s death, was so much engaged
He entreated him to enjoin in supporting his own pretensions to the crown of Cas
settlement to the west of the European continent began by the force of its arms.
all Christian powers, under the highest penalties, not tile, or in carrying on his expeditions against
the
to be felt, the spirit of discovery appeared less chimeri
Moors of Barbary, that, the force of his kingdom being
laudable, en
cal, and became more adventurous By their voyages to molest Portugal while engaged in this
to Madeira, the Portuguese were gradually accustomed terprise, and to prohibit them from settling in any of exerted in other operations, he could not prosecute the
He committed the
to a bolder .navigation, and, instead of creeping ser the countries which the Portuguese should discover. discoveries in Africa with ardor.
into the open sea. In He promised that in all their expeditions, it should be conduct of them to Fernando Gomez, a merchant in
vilely along the coast, ventured
to spread the know
Lisbon, to whom he granted an exclusive right of com
consequence of taking this course, Giliancz, who com- the chief object of his countrymen
mamlci! one of prince Henry s ships, doubled Cape Bo ledge of the Christian religion, to establish the au merce with all the countries of which prince Henry
of the Holy See, and to increase the flock of had taken possession, l. nder the restraint and oppres
jador [ 14:13. J the boundary of the Portuguese naviga thority
As it was by improving with sion ofa monopoly, the spirit of discovery languished.
tion upwards of twenty years, and which had hitherto the universal pastor.
This successful voyage, dexterity every favorable conjuncture for acquiring It ceased to be a national object, and became the con
been deemed unpassabfe.
which the ignorance of the age placed on a level with new powers, that the court of Home had gradually cern ofa private man more attentive to his own gain
xtended its usurpations, Eugene IV., the Pontiff to Mban to the glory of his country. Some progress, howthe most famous exploits recorded in history, opened a
new sphere to navigation, as it discovered the vast con whom this application was made, eagerly seized the ever, was made. The Portuguese ventured at length
to cross the line, and, to their astonishment,
tinent of Africa, still washed by the Atlantic ocean,
ipportunity which now presented itself He instantly [1471.]
and stretching towards the south. Part of this was icrceived that, by complying with Prince Henry s re found that region of the torrid zone, which was supthe Portuguese advanced within the quest, he might exercise a. prerogative no less flatter- posed to be scorched with intolerable heat, to be not
soon explored
in its own nature than likely to prove beneficial in only habitable, but populous and fertile.
discovered the
tropics, and in the space ofa few years
A bull was accordingly issued, in John II , who succeeded his father Alphonso [1481,1
river .Senegal, and all the coast extending from Cape it* consequences.
which, after applauding in the strongest terms the past possessed talents capabk? both of forming and executBlanco to Capo de Verd.
As part of his revenues, while
Hitherto the Portuguese had been guided in their eflbrts of the Portuguese, and exhorting them to pro- ing great designs.
discoveries, or encouraged to attempt them, by the ceed in that laudable career on which they nad entered, prince, had arisen from duties on the trade with the
turned his
li^ht and information which they received from the he granted them an exclusive right to all the countries newly discovered countries, this naturally
works of the ancient mathematicians and geographers. which thev should discover, from Cape Xon to the attention towards them, and satisfied him with respect
to their utility and importance.
In proportion as hi
But when they began to enter the torrid zone, the no continent of India.
tion which prevailed among the ancients, that the heat
Extravagant as this donation, comprehending such a knowledge of these countries extended, the possession
which reigned perpetually there was so excessive as to large portion of the habitable globe, would now appear, of them appeared to be of greater consequence. While
render it uninhabitable, deterred them, for some time, even in Catholic countries, no person in the fifteenth the Portuguescprnceededalongthe coast of Africa. from
from proceeding. Their own observations, when they century doubted that the Pope in the plenitude of his Cape Nun to the river of Senegal, they found all that
and thinly inhabited
first ventured into this unknown and formidable region, apostolic power, had a right to confer it. Prince Henry extensive tract to be sandy. barren
tended to confirm the opinion of antiquity concerning \vassoon sensible of the advantages which he derived hyawretchedpeopleprofessingtheMahometanreligion,
His schemes were authorized and subject to the vast empire of Morocco. But to the
the violent operation of the direct rays of the sun. As from this transaction.
The south of that river, the power and religion of the Maho
far as the river Senegal, the Portuguese had found the and sanctified by the bull approving of them.
coast of Africa inhabited by people nearly resembling spirit of discovery w as connected with zeal for religion, metans were unknown. The country was divided into
When they advanced to the which in that age was a principle of such activity and small independent principalities, the population was
the Moors of liarbary.
south of that river, the human form seemed to put on viuor as to influence the conduct of nations. All Chris considerable, the soil fertile, and the Portuguese soon
a new appearance. They beheld men with skins black tian princes were deterred from intruding into those Jiscovered that it produced ivory, rich gums, gold, and
valuable commodities.
By the acquisition of
as ebony, with short curled hair, flat noses, thick lips, countries which the Portuguese had discovered, or
and all the peculiar features which are now known to from interrupting the progress of their navigation and these, commerce was enlarged, and became more ad
venturous.
Men, animated and rendered active by tha
distinguish the race of negroes. This surprising altera conquests. [IOJ
The fame of the Portuguese voyages soon spread certain prospect of gain, pursued discovery with great
tion they naturally attributed to the influence of heat,
er Europe.
Men long accustomed to circumscribe er eagerness than when they were excited only by
and if they should advance nearer to the line, they bemind within curiosity and hope.
pan to dread that its effects would be still more violent. the activity and knowledge of the human
This spirit derived no small reinforcement of vigor
Those dangers were exaggerated and many other ob the limits to which they had been hitherto confined,
were astonished to behold the sphere of navigation so from the countenance of such a monarch as John. De
jections against attempting further discoveries were
and a prospect opened of visiting claring himself the patron of every attempt towards
proposed by some of the grandees, who, from igno suddenly enlarged,
un discovery, he promoted it with all the ardor of his
rance, from envy, or from that cold timed prudence regions of the globe the existence of which was
which rejects whatever has the air of novelty or enter known in former times. The learned and speculative grand uncle, prince Henry, and with superior power.
The effects of this were immediately felt. A powerful
s reasoned and formed theories concerning those unex
prise, had hitherto condemned all prince Henry
after discovering the
schemes.
They represented, that it was altogether pected discoveries. The vulgar inquired and won fleet was fitted out [1484.J which
while enterprising adventurers crowded from kingdoms of Benin and Congo, advanced above fifteen
chimerical to expect any advantage from countries dered
situated in that region which the wisdom and expe everv part of Europe, soliciting prince Henry to employ hundred miles beyond the line, and the Portuguese, for
rience of antiquity had pronounced to be unfit for the hem in this honorable service.
Many Venetians and the first time, beheld a new heaven, and observed the
John was not only so
habitation of men that their forefathers, satisfied with Genoese, in particular, who were at that time superior stars of another hemisphere.
science of naval affairs, entered licitous to discover, hut attentive to secure the posses
cultivating the territory which Providence had allotted to all other nations in the
them, did not waste the strength of the kingdom by aboard the Portuguese ships, and acquired a more per sion of those countries. He built forts on the coast of
that fect and extensive knowledge of their profession in that Guinea he sent out colonies to settle there; he es
fruitless projects in quest of new settlements
new school of navigation. In emulation of these fo tablished a commercial intercourse with the more pow
Portugal was already exhausted by the expense of
the Portuguese exerted their own talents. erful kingdoms; he endeavored to render such as were
attempts to discover lands which either did not exist. reigners,
Pri
feeble or divided tributary to the crown of Portugal.
or which nature destined to remain unknown; and was The nation seconded the designs of the prince.
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drained of men, who might have been employed in un
dertakings attended with more certain success, and
productive of greater benefit. But neither their appeal
to the authority of the ancients, nor their reasonings
concerning the interests of Portugal, made any im
pression upon the determined philosophic mind of
The discoveries which he had already
prince Henrymade, convinced him that the ancients had little more
than a conjectural knowledge of the torrid zone. He
was no less satisfied that the political arguments of
his opponents, with respect to the interest of Portugal,
were malevolent and ill founded. In those sentiments
___ brother
_____
Pedro.
he was strenuously supported
_^ his
ri______ by
who governed the kingdom as guardian of their nephew Alphonso V., who had succeeded to the throne
during his minority [1438] and, instead of slackenening his efforts, Henry continued to pursue his discoveries with fresh ardor.

vate merchants formed companies [1446,] with a view Some of the pettv princes voluntarily acknowledged
Others were compelled to do
to search for unknown countries. The Cape de Verde themselves his vassals.
Islands, which lie off the promontory of that name, so by force of arms. A regular and well digested sys
were discovered [1449,] and soon after the isles called tem was formed with respect to this new object of po
Azores.
As the former of these are above three hun licy, and by firmly adhering to it he Portuguese pow
ablished upon a
dred miles from the African coast, and the latter nine er and commerce in Africa were

hundred miles from any continent, it is evident by their
venturing so boldly into the open seas, that the Portu
guese had by this time unproved greatly in the art of

solid foundation.

their constant intercourse with tht
ople of Af
e know
the Portuguese gradually acquired
navigation.
ledge of those parts of that country w hich they had not
While the passion for engaging in new undertakings visited. The information which they received from the
was thus warm and active, it received an unfortunate natives, added to what they had observed in their own
heck hy the death of prince Henry [1463,1 whose su- voyages, began to open prospects more extensive, and
more important than
Iperior knowledge had hitherto directed all the opera- to suggest the idea of schemes
tions of the discoverers, and whose patronage had en- those which had hitherto allured and occupied them.
But notwithstanding They had detected the error of the ancients concerning
eouraged and protected them.
all the advantages which they derived from these, the the nature of the torrid zone. They found as they prohis
life
did
not
advance in their ut- |ceeded southwards, that the continent of Africa, instead
Portuguese during
But in order to silence all themurmursof opposition, most progress towards the south, within five degrees of of extending in breadth, according to the doctrine of
he endeavored to obtain the sanction of the highest the equinoctial line; and after their continued exer- Ptolemy, atthattimethe oracle andguide of the learned
With this view tions for half a century, [from 1412 to 1463,] hardly in the science of geography, appeared sensibly to conauthority in favor of hi operations.
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tract itself, and
upon the trade of India, together with exact maps of his career on that element which conducted him to so
duced them togivr credit to the accounts of the ancient the coasts on which he had touched and from what much glory. His early voyages were to those purls in
Phenician voyages round Africa, which had long been
deemed fabulous, and led them to conceive hopes, that

to

bend towards the

east.

This

in

|

;

by following the same route, they might arrive at the
East Indies, and engross that commerce which has
been the source of wealth and power to every nation
The comprehensive genius of prince
possessed of it.
Henry, as we may conjecture from the words of the
Pope s bull, had early formed some idea of this naviga
But though* his countrymen, at that period, were
tion.
incapable of conceiving the extent of his views and
schemes, all the Portuguese mathematicians and pilots
now concurred in representing them as well founded
and practicable. The king entered with warmth into
their sentiments, and began to concert measures for
this arduous and important voyage.

:onntbf its fishery. As navigation, in every direction, was
heroine enterprising, lie proceeded beyond that
island, the Thule of the ancients, and advanced several
Having satisfied hia
degrees within the polar circle.
curiosity, by a voyage which tended mure to enlarge
his knowledge of naval affairs than to improve his for
latnous sea-cap
tune, he entered into the service of
tain of his own name and family.
This man com
was requisite to prepare their minds for this dangerous manded a small squadron lilted out at his own expense,
and extraordinary voyage. The courage, however, and by cruising sometimes against the Mahometans,
and authority of the monarch gradually dispelled the sometimes against lheVenetians,lhe rivjilsof his coun
vain fears of his subjects, or made it necessary to con try in trade, had acquired buth wealth and reputation.
ceal them.
As John thought himself now upon the With him Columbus continued for several years, no
eve of accomplishing (hat great design which had been Inss distinguished for his courage than fur his expe
the principal object of his reign, bis earnestness in rience as a sailor. At length, in an obstinate engage
ment ofl* the coast of Portugal, with some Venetian
prosecuting it became so vehement, that it occupied
his
^.-icbly laden from the Low Countries,
thoughts by day and bereaved him of sleep through
the night. While he was taking every precaution that the vessel on boar*J which he served took fire, together
his wisdom and experience could suggest, in order to with one ofthe enemy s ships to which it was fast grap
ensure the success of the expedition, which was to de pled. In this dreadful extremity his intrepidity and pre
cide concerning the fate of his favorite project, (he sence of mind did not forsake him. He threw himself
fame of tiic vast discoveries which the Portuguese bad into the sea, laid hold of a floating oar, and by the sup
of it, and his dexterity in swimming, he reached
already mnde, the reports concerning the extraordinary port
tlie shore, though above two leagues distant, and o aintelligence which they had received from the East,
and the prospect of the voyage which they now medi ved a life reserved (or great undertakings.
As soon as he recovered strength fur the journey, he
tated, drew the attention of all the European nations,
report, with the discoveries

which Diaz had

lately

made,

th
hardly any shadow of doubt with respect to
But tin
possibility of sailing from Euiope to India.
storms
whic
vast length of the voyage, and the furious
Diaz had encountered near the Cape of Good Hope
alarmed and intimidated the Portuguese to such a de
be
gree, although by long experience they were now
come adventurous and skilful mariners, that some time
left

Before his preparations for this expedition were
accounts were transmitted from Africa, that
various nationsalongthecoast had mentioned a mighty
kingdom situated on their continent, at a great distance
towards the east, the king of which, according to their
The
description, professed the Christian religion.
Portuguese monarch immediately concluded, that this
be
the
of
to
whom
the
Euro
must
Abyssinia,
emperor
peans. seduced by a mistake of Rubruquis, Marco Polo,
and other travellers to the East, absurdly gave the name
of Prester, or Presbyter John and as he hoped to re
ceive information and assistance from a Christian
prince, in prosecuting a scheme that tended to propa
gate their common faith, he resolved to open, if possi
With this view,
ble, some intercourse with his court.
he made choice of Pedro de Covillam, and Alphonso
de Payva, who were perfect masters of the Arabic lan and held them in suspense and expectation. By some,
guage, and sent them to the East to search for trfc resi the maritime skill and navigation of the Portuguese
dence of this unknown potentate, and to make him were compared with those of the Phenician s and Car
Others formed
proffers of friendship. They had in charge likewise to thaginians, and exalted above them.
procure whatever intelligence the nations which they conjectures concerning the revolutions which the suc
visited could supply, with respect to the trade of India. cess of the Portuguese schemes might occasion in the
and the course of navigation to that continent.
course of trade, and the political state of Europe.
While John made this new attempt by land, to ob The Venetians began to be disquieted with the appre
tain some knowledge of the country which he wished hension of losing their Indian commerce, the mono
8O ardently to discover, he did not neglect the prosecu poly of which was the chief source of their power
tion of this great design by sea.
The conduct of a as well as opulence, and the Portuguese already en
voyage fur this purpose, the most arduous and import joyed in fancy the wealth of the East. But during this
ant which the Portuguese had ever projected, was com (interval, which gave such scope to the various work
mitted to Bartholomew l)i;iz [I486] an officer whose ings of curiosity, of hope, and of fear, an account
sagacity, experience, and fortitude, rendered him equal was brought to Europe of an event no less extraor
He stretched boldly towards the dinary than unexpected, the discovery of a Ps ew
to tho undertaking.
south, and proceeding beyond the utmost limits to World situated on the West
and the eyes and admi
which his country men had hitherto advanced. discovered ration of mankind turned immediately towards that
near a thousand miles of new country.
Neither the great object.
danger to which he was exposed, by a succession of
violent tempests in unknown seas, and bv the frequent
II.
mutinies of his crew, nor the calami ties of a fa mine which
he suffered from losing his storeship, could deter him Birth and education of Columbus acquires naval skill in the
service
of
conceives
Puitugal
hopes of reaching the East
from prosecuting bis enterprise. In recompense of his
Indies by holding a westerly course his system founded
labors and perseverance, he at last descried that lofty
on ihe iilen.s of the* ancients, and knowledge of their naviga
finished,

;

;

BOOK

promontory which bounds Africa to the south. But to
descry it was all that he had jn his power to accomplish.

The

violence of the winds, the shattered condition of
and the turbulent spirit of the sailors, com
pelled him to return after a voyage of sixteen months,
in which he discovered a far greater extent of
country
his ships,

than any former navigator,
Diaz had called the pro
montory which terminated hisvoyage Capo Tormentoso,
or the stormy Cape but the king, bis master, as he
now entertained no doubt of having found the long de
sired route to India, gave it a name more
inviting, and
of a better omen, The Cape of Good Hope.
Those sanguine expectations of success were con
firmed by the intelligence which John received over
land, in consequence of his embassy to Abyssinia.
Covillam and Payva, in obedience- to their master s in
From that
structions, had repaired to Grand Cairo.
city they travelled along with a caravan of Egyptian
merchants, and embarking on the Red Sea, arrived at
Aden, in Arabia. There they separated Payva sailed
directly towards Abyssinia; Covillam embarked for the
East Indies, and having visited Calecut, Goa, and oth
er cities on the Malabar coast, returned to Sofalo, on
the east side of Africa, and thence to Grand Cairo,
which Payva and he had fixed upon as their place of
;

;

and on the discoveries of the

Portuguese his ne
gotiations with different courts obstacles which he hail m
surmount in Spain Voyage of discovery difficulties suc
cess return to Spain
Astonishinant of mankind on this
ill
-rnvery of a n* \v wi rid Papal grant of it Second voy
age Colony settled Further discoveries War with the
Indians First tax imposed on them Third voyage He dincovers the Continent State of the Spanish colon? Errora
in the first system of colonizing
Voyage of the Portu
guese to the East Indies by the Cape of Good Ht&amp;gt;pe Ef
fects of this
discoveries made by privdte adventurers in the
New World Name of America given to it Machinations
against Columbus disgraced and tent in chains to EuHis discoveries dis
ropo Fourth voyage of Columbu
tion

asters

death.

AMONG
veries

now

repaired to Lisbon, whore many of his countrymen were
They soon conceived such a favorable opinion
of bis merit, as well as talents, that they warmly so
licited him to remain in that kingdom, where his naval
skilland experience could not (ail of rendering him con
To every adventurer animated fit her with
spicuous.
curiosity to visit new countries, or with ambition to dis
tinguish himself, the Portuguese .service was at hat time
extremely inviting. Columbus listened with a favorable
ear to the advice of his friends, and having gained the
esteem uf a Portuguese lady, whom lie married iixed
his residence in Lisbon.
This alliacce, instead of de
settled.

I

taching him from a seafaring life, contributed to enlarge
the sphere of his naval knowledge, and to excite a de
sire of
extending it still further. His wife- was a daugh
ter of Bartholomew Perestrello, one of the captains em
ployed by prince Henry in his early navigations, and
who, under his protection, had discovered and planted
the islands of Porto Santo and Madeira. Columbus got
possession ofthe journals and charts of this experienced
navigator; and from them he learned the course which
the Portuguese had held in making their discoveries,
as well as the various circumstances which guided or
encouraged them in their attempts. The study of these

and while
soothed and inflamed his favorite passion
he contemplated the maps, and read the descriptions
of the new countries which Perestrcllo had seen, his
impatience to visit them became irresistible. In order
;

to indulge

it,

he made a voyage to Madeira, and con

tinued during several years to trade with that island,
with the Canaries, the Azores, the settlements in Gui
nea, and all the other places which the Portuguese had
discovered on the continent of Africa.
By the experience which Columbus acquired, during
such a variety of voyages to almost every port of the
globe with which at that time any intercourse was car
ried on by sea, he was now become one of the mo

the foreigners whom the fame of the discothe Portuguese had allured into their

made by

cestors having betaken themselves for subsistence to a new and bolder undertaking. The mind of Columbus,
seafaring life. Columbus discovered in bis early youth naturally inquisitive, capable of deep reflection, and
the peculiar character and talents which mark out a turned to speculations of this kind, was so often em
man for that profession. His parents, instead of ployed in revolving the principles upon which the Por

thwarting this original propensity of his mind, seem to tuguese had founded their schemes of discovery, and
have encouraged and confirmed it by the education the mode on which they had carried them on, that ho
rendezvous.
After acquiring some know gradually began to form an idea of improving upon their
Unfortunately the former was cruel! v which they gave him.
in
murdered
Abyssinia but Covillam found at Cairo ledge ofthe Latin tongue, the only language in which plan, and of accomplishing discoveries which hitherto
two Portuguese Jews, whom John, whose provident science was taught at that time, he was instructed in they had attempted in vain.
To find out a passage by sea to the East Indies, was
sagacity attended to every circumstance that could fa geometry, cosmography, astronomy, and the art of
cilitato the execution of his schemes, had
despatched drawing. To these he applied with such ardor and the important object in view at that period. From the
after them, in order to receive a detail of their proceed
time that the Portuguese doubled Cape de Verd, this
predilection, on account of their connexion with navi
ings, and to communicate to them new instructions. gation, his favorite object, that he advanced witli rapid was the point at which they aimed in all their naviga
discoveries in
with an
all their
uieir umuuveri
of mem.
the siuuy
them.
Thus
i nus quaunru,
he tions,
and in comparison wiui
uons, ana
By one of these Jews, Covillarn transmitted to Portu pronciency
study 01
qualified, ne
proficiency in me
The fertility
gal a journal of his travels by sea and laud, his remarks went to sea at the age of fourteen [1401], and be^an, Africa appeared inconsiderable
;
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were thoroughly

its most accurate that the people of Europe had received well as his personal good qualities,
riches of India had been known for many ages
in high at that period with respect to the remote parts of the known, and as the former rendered it probable that
spices and other valuable commodities were
of the East, Columbus drew a just conclusion. He contended his scheme was not altogether visionary, the latter exrequest throughout Europe, and the vast wealth
of India stretched empted him from the suspicion of any sinister intenVenitians, arising from their having engrossed this Ithat, in proportion as the continent
it towards the East, it must, in consequence of the tion in proposing it.
But how
Accordingly, the king listened
trade, had raised the envy of all nations.
the islands to him in the most gracious manner, and referred the
&amp;gt;herical
figure of the earth, approach near to
intent soever the Portuguese were upon discovering a
new route to those desirable, regions, they searched for hich had lately been discovered to the west of Africa: consideration of his plan to Diego Ortis, Bishop of
^euta, and two Jewish Physicians, eminent cosmoglat the distance from the one to the other was probait only by steering towards tile south, in hopes of arri
and that the most direct as aphers, whom he was accustomed to consult in mateast after they had
y not very considerable
ving at India by turning to the
ers otthis kind. As in Genoa,
This
ell as shortest course to the remote regions of the East
sailed round the further extremity of Africa.
igno^nce hadcpposed
as to be found by sailing due west. [12] This notion *nd disappointed Columbus in I/isbon, lie had to
course was still unknown, and even if discovered, was
incoming the vicinity of India to the western parts of onibat with prejudice, an enemy no less formidable.
of such immense length, that a voyage from Europe to
was countenanced by some eminent The persons according to whose decision his scheme
,tr continent,
India must have appeared at that period an undertaking
as to be adopted, or rejected, had been the chief di
ritors amon r the ancients, the sanction ol whose auuncertain issue. More
and of
;

I

I

j

;

;

extremely arduous,
very
limn half a century had been employed in advancing
from Cape Non to the equator a much longer space
of time, might elapse hefoir the more extensive naviga
tion from that to India could be accomplished. These
reflections upon the uncertainty, the dangcr.and tediousness of the course which the Portuguese were pursuing.
na urally led Columbus to consider whether a shorter
and more direct passage to the East Indies might not
be found out. After revolving long and seriously every
circumstance suggested by his superior knowledge in
;

the theory as well as the practice of navigation

:

after

comparing attentively the observations of modern pilots
with the hints and conjectures of ancient authors, he at
last concluded, that by sailing directly towards tht
west, across the Atlantic ocean, new countries, whicl
of India
probably formed a part of the great continent
must infallibly be discovered
de
Principles and arguments of various kinds, and
rived from diiferent sources, induced him to adopt this
it was new and ex
opinion, seemingly as chimerical as
The spherical figure of the earth war.
traordinary.
known, and its magnitude ascertained with some degrci
From this it was evident, that the con
of accuracy.
tinents of Europe, Asia,and Africa. as far as they wen
known at that time, formed but a small portion ot tlu
It was suitable to our ideas con
terraqueous globe.
the wisdom and beneficence of the Author o

cerning
Nature, to believe that the vast space still unexplorci
was not covered entirely by a waste unprofitable ocean
but occupied by countries fit for the habitation of man
It appeared likewise extremely probable that, the con
tinent on this side of the globe was balanced hy a pn
portional quantity of land in the other hemisphere
These conclusions concerning the existence ofanoth
continent, drawn from the figure and structure of th
globe, were confirmed by the observations and conjee

A Portuguese pilot. ha\
turej of modern navigators.
ing stretched further to the west than was usual at tha
time, took up apiece of timber artificially carved floa
ing upon the sea and as it was driven towards him b
a westerly wind, he concluded that it came from som
unknown land situated in that quarter. Columbus
brother-in-law had found to the west of the Madeir
isles, a piece of timber fashioned in the same mam,e
and brought by the same wind and had seen likewis
canes of an enormous size floating upon the waves
which resembled those described by Ptolemy as pro
After a cours
ductions peculiar to the East Indies.
of westerly winds, trees torn up by the roots wci eofte
driven upon the coast of the Azores; and at one timi
the dead bodies of two men, with singular feature:
resembling i, either the inhabitants of Europe nor
Africa, were cast ashore there.
As the torce of this united evidence, arising fror
;

;

&amp;lt;

theoretical

Columbus

t

was necessary, in that age, to procure a favoraAristotle thought it prole reception to any tenet.
able that the Columns of Hercules, or Straits of Giblority

rectors of the Portuguese navigations, and had advised
o search for a passage to India, by steering a course

which Columbus recommendmore certain. They could not,

lirectlv opposite to that

were not far removed from the East Indies, and
lat there might be a communication by sea between
lem.
Seneca, in terms still more explicit, affirms,
iat with a fair wind one might sail from Spain to India
a few days. The famous Atlantic islands described
Plato, and supposed by many to be a real country,
evond which an unknown continent was situated, is
distance from
epresented by him as Iving at no great
all these particulars, Columbus,
Ipain. After weighing
i whose character the modesty and diffidence of true
enius were united with the ardent enthusiasm of a
rest with such absolute assurance,
irojector, did not
ither upon his own arguments, or upon the authority
jf the ancients, as not to consult such of his cotemloraries as were capable of comprehending the nature
f the evidence which lie produced in support of his
As early as the year one thousand fourhunlion.
Ired and seventy four, he communicated his ideas con-

d as

altar,

shorter and

berefore, approve of his proposal without submitting
o the double mortification of condemning their own

heory, and acknowledging his superior sagacity. Afer teasing him with captious questions, and starting
nnumerable objections, with a view of betraying him
into such a particular explanation of his system as
might draw from him a lull discovery of its nature,
they deferred passing a final judgment with respect to
t.
In the mean time they conspired to rob him of the
hnnorand advantages which he expected from the suc
cess of his scheme, advising the king to despatch a
vessel secretly, in order to attempt the proposed disco
the course which Colum
ery, by following exactly
bus seemed to point out.
John, forgetting on this oc
casion the sentiments becoming a monarch, meanly
adopted this perfidious counsel. But the pilot chosen
to execute Columbus s plan had neither the genius nor
new countries,
the fortiludc of its author.
Contrary winds arose, no
:erning the probability of discovering
sailing westward, to Paul. a physician of Florence, emi- sighl of approaching land appeared, his courage failed,
and he returned to Lisbon, execrating the project aa
icnt for his knowledge of cosmography, and who. Iron
he learning as well as candor which he discovers ir equally extravagant and dangerous.
lis reply. appears to have been well entitled to the con
Upon discovering this dishonorable transaction, Co
He warm!} lumbus felt the indignation natural to an ingenious
idence which Columbus placed in him.
in con
mind, and in the warmth of his resentment determined
ipproved of the plan, suggested several facts
lirmation of it, and encouraged Columbus to persevere to break off all intercourse with a nation capable of
re
must
and
\\bich
He instantly quitted the
such flagrant treachery.
nan undertaking so laudable,
louud so much to the honor of his country and the kingdom, and landed in Spain towards the close of the
As
Benefit of Europe.
year one thousand four hundred and eighty-four.
To a mindless capable of forming and of executing he was now at liberty to court the protection of any
reagreat designs than that of Columbus, all those
patron whom he could engage to approve of his plan,
and observations and authorities would have and to carrv it into execution, he resolved to propose
&amp;lt;onings
ived only as the foundation of some plausible and it in person to Ferdinand and Isabella, who at that time
fruitless theory, which might have furnished matter governed the united kingdoms of Castile and Aragoru
But But as he had already experienced the uncertain issue
for ingenious discourse or fanciful conjecture.
with his sanguine and enterprising temper speculation of application to kings and ministers, he took the pre
led directly to action.
Fully satisfied himself with caution of sending into England his brother Bartheto lomew, to whom he had
fully communicated his ideas,
respect to the truth of his system, he was impatient
bring it to the test of experiment, and to set out upon in order that he might negotiate at the same time with
this
The first step towards
a voyage of discovery.
Henry VII. who was reputed one in the most saga
was to secure the patronage of some of the considera cious as well as opulent princes in Europe.
such
an
of
in
It was not without reason that Columbus entertained
ble powers
undertaking
Europe capable
enterprise. As long absence had not extinguished the doubts and fears with respect to the reception of his
affection which he bore to his native country, he wished proposals in the Spanish court.
Spain was at that
that it should reap the fruits of his labors and inven- juncture engaged in a dangerous war with Granada,
\Viththis view, he laid his scheme before the the last of the Moorish kingdoms in that country.
tion.
senate of Genoa, and, making his country the first ten- The wary and suspicious temper of Ferdinand was
Isa
der of his service, offered to sail under the banners of not formed to relish bold or uncommon designs.
the republic in quest of the new regions which he ex- bella, though more generous and enterprising* w as
so under the influence of her husband in all her actions.
for su
But ooiumnus
LJUI
Columbus nau
had resuieu
resided lor
iccted to discover.
pected
i

l&amp;gt;j

j

r

years in foreign parts, that his countrymen were
abilities and character
and,
though a maritime people, were so little accustomed
could
no
idea
of
form
to distant voyages, that they
just
the principles on which he founded his hopes of suc

many

principles and practical observations, le
to expect the discovery of new countries
i

the western ocean, other reasons induced him to be
lieve that these must be connected with the continei
of India.
Though the ancients had hardly ever pene
trated into India further than the banks of the Giirtge
yet some Greek authors had ventured to describe tl
As men are prone, ar
provinces beyond that river.

magnify what is remote or unknown, tht
represented them as regions of an immense exten
Ctesias allirmed that India was as large as all the re
of Asia.
Onesicritus, whom Pliny the naturalist f
lows, contended that it was equal to a third part of tt
habitable earth. Nearchus asserted, that it would take
four months to march in a straight line from one ex
The journal of Marco
tremity of India to the other.
Polo, who had proceeded towards the East far beyond
the limits to which any European had ever advanced,
seemed to confirm these exaggerated accounts of the
ancients. By bis magnificent descriptions of the kingdoms of Cti hay and Cipango df\d of many other countries the names of which were unknown in Europe,
From
India appeared to be a region of vast extent.
these accounts, which, however defective, were the!
at liberty, to

t

[

The Spaniards had

j

hitherto

made no

efforts to

extend

navigation beyond its ancient limits, and had beheld
the amazing progress of discoveiy among their neigh
bors the Portuguese without one attempt to imitate or
to rival them. The war with the infidels afforded an
cess.
They inconsiderately rejected his proposal, as ample field to the national activity and love of glory.
the dream of a chimerical projector, and lost forever Under circumstances so unfavorable, it was impossiopportunity of restoring their commonwealth to sible for Columbus to make rapid progress with a na
its ancient splendour.
tion naturally slow and dilatory in forming all its reso
Having performed what was due to his country, lutions. His character, however,was admirably adapted
Columbus was so little discouraged by the repulse to that of the people whose confidence and protection
which he had received, that instead of relinquishing he solicited. He was grave, though courteous in his
He deportment circumspect in his words and actions, irhis undertaking he pursued it with fresh ardor.
made his next overture to John II. king of Portugal. in reproacable in his morals, and exemplary in his attenwhose dominions he had been long established, and tion to all the duties and functions of religion. By
whom he considered on that account, as having the qualities so respectable, he not only gained many prisecond claim to his service. Here every circumstance vate friends, but acquired such general esteem, that,
seemed to promise him a more favorable reception notwithstanding the plainness of his appearance, suithe applied to a monarch of an enterprising genius, no able to the mediocrity of his fortune, he was not conincompetent judge in naval affairs, and proud of patro- jsidered as a mere adventurer, to whom indigence had
His suggested a visionary project, but was received as a
nisiug every attempt to discover new countries

unacquamte

;

;

!

;

j

I

I

:

,

subjects were the most experienced navigators in person to whose propositions serious attention wasdue.
Ferdinand and Isabella, though fully occupied by
Europe, and the least apt to he intimidated either by
the novelty and boldnessof any maritime expedition. theiroperationsagainst the Moors, paid so much regard
;

;

]

In Portugal, the professional

skill

of Columbus, as, to Columbus, as to remit the consideration of his plan
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rs
to the queen * confessor, Ferdinand de Talavera, He
consulted such of his countrymen as were supposed
best qualified to decide with respect to a subject of this
But true science had hitherto made so little
kind.
se
progress in Spain, that the pretended philosophers,
lected to judge in a matter of such moment, did not
which
first
Columbus
principles upon
comprehend the
founded his conjectures and hopes. Some of them
from mistaken notions concerning the dimensions of
the globe, contended that a voyage to those remote
parts of the east which Columbus expected to discover,
could not be performed in less than three years.
Others concluded, that either he would find the ocean
to he of infinite extent, according to the opinion of some
ancient philosophers or.if he should persist in steering
towards the west beyond a certain point, that the con
vex figure of the globe would prevent his return, and
that he must inevitably perish in the vain attempt to
open a communication between the two opposite hem
Even
ispheres which nature had forever disjoined.
without deigning to enter into any particular discussion.
many rejected the scheme in general, upon the credit
of a maxim, under which the ignorant and unenterpri
That it is pre
sing shelter themselves in every age.
sumptuous in any person, to suppose that he alone pos
esses knowledge superior to all the rest of mankind
united.&quot;
They maintained, that if there were really
any auch countries as Columbus pretended, they could
not have remained so long concealed, nor would the
wisdom and sagacity of former ages have left the glory
of this invention loan obscure Genoese pilot.
It required all Columbus s patience and address to
negotiate with men capable of advancing such strange
He had to contend not only with the
propositions.
obstinacy of ignorance, but with what is still more in
After innu
tractable, the pride of false knowledge.
;

&quot;

S

HISTORY OF
invitation to court from Isabella,

lagementhi Spain, resolved to visit the cuJrt of England
in person, in hopes of meeting with a more favorable
He had already made preparations
reception there.
for this purpose, and taken measures for the disposal

an unexpected

like

ray of light, had opened such prospects of success as
encouraged him to hope that his labors were at an end
but now darkness and uncertainly returned, and his
mind firm as it was, could hardly support the -shock of
;

when Juan

Perez,
of his children during
He withdrew in deep
the guardian of the monastery of Kabid.i, nt-ar Palos, such an unforeseen reverse.
in whicli they had been educated, earnestly solicited [anguish from court, with an intention of prosecuting
him to defer his journey for a short time. Perez was bis voyage to England as his last resource.
About that time Granada surrendered, and Ferdinand
a man of considerable learning, and of some credit
with queen Isabella, to whom lie was known personally. and Isabella, in triumphal pomp, took possession of a
He WHS warmly attached to Columbus, with whose city [Jan. 2, 1489.] the reduction of which extirpated
he had many opportunities a foreign power from the heart of their dominions, and
ability as well as integrity
of being acquainted.
Prompted by curiosity or by rendered them master, of all the provinces extending
accurate examination of from the bottom of the Pyrenees to the frontiers of
friendship, he entered upon an
As the flow of spirits which accompanied
his system, in conjunction with a physician settled in Portugal.
the neighborhood, who was a considerable proficient in success elevates t ie mind, and renders it enterprising,
mathematical knowledge. This investigation satisfied Quinlanilla and Santangel T the vigilant and discerning
them so thoroughly, with respect to the solidity of the patrons of Columbus, took advantage of this favorable
founded his opinion, and situation, in order to make one effort more in bt- half of
principles on which Columbus
the probability of success in executing the plan which their friend. They addressed themselves to Isabella
be proposed, that Perez, in order to prevent his coun and after expressing some surprise, that she, who bad
of the glory and benefit which always been the munificent patroness of generous un
try from being deprived
must accrue to the patrons of such a grand enterprise, dertakings, should hesitate so long to countenance the
ventured to write to Isabella, conjuring her to consider most splendid scheme that had ever been proposed to
the matter anew with the attention which it merited. any monarch they represented to her, that Columbus
his absence,

;

;

;

the representations of a person whom she was a man of a sound understanding and virtuous cha
Perez to repair immedi racter, well qualified, by his experience in navigation,
respected, Isabella desired
in which, on account as well as his knowledge of geometry, to form just ideas
ately to the village of Santa Fe,
of the siege of Granada, the court resided at that time, with respect to the structure of the globe and the situa
that, by offering lo risk his
that she might confer with him on this important tion of its various regions
The first effect of their interview was a own life and fortune in the execution of his scheme, he
subject.
ac- gave the most satisfying evidence both of his integrity
gracious invitation of Columbus back to court,
sum to equip and hope of success that the sum requisite for equip*
:ompanied with the present of a small
him for the &quot;journey. .As there was now a certain ping such an armament as he demanded was incousi
would speedily derable, and the advantages which might accrue from
prospect that the war with the Moors
that he demanded no
be brought to a happy issue by the reduction of Gra his undertaking were immense
merable conferences, and wasting five years in fruitless nada, which would leave the nation at liberty to engage recompense for his invention and labor, but what was
of
to
arise
from
the countries which he should discover ;
endeavors to inform and to satisfy judges so little capa in new undertakings this, as well as the mark
ble of deciding with propriety, Talavera at last made roval favor, with which Columbus had been lately that, as it was worthy of her magnanimity to make this
noble,
with
to
euch an unfavorable report to Ferdinand and Isabella. honored, encouraged his friends
attempt to extend the sphere of human know
greater
appear
RS induced them to acquaint Columbus, that until the confidence than formerly in support of his scheme. ledge, and to open an intercourse with regions hitherto
war with the Moors should he brought to a period, it The chief of these, Alonza de Quinlanilla, compt unknown, so it would aflbrd the highest satisfaction to
would be imprudent to engage in any new and exten roller of the finances in Caslile, and Luis dc SanUin- her piety and zeal, after re establishing the Christian
revenues in Aragon, faith in those provinces of Spain from which it had been
sive enterprise.
gel, receiver of the ecclesiastical
Whatever care was taken to soften the harshness of whose meritorious zeal in promoting this great design long banished, to discover a new world, to which shw
entities their names loan honorable place in history, might communicate the light and blessings of divine
this declaration, Columbus considered it as a final re
But, happily for mankind, introduced Columbus to many persons of high rank, truth that if now she did not decide int-tmitlv, the op
jection of his proposals.
tlu.i Columbus
that superiority of genius, which is capable of forming and interested them warmly in his behalf.
portunity would be irretrievably lost
But it was not an easy matter lo inspire Ferdinand was on bis way to foreign countries, whore some prince
great and uncommon designs, is usually accompanied
He still regarded Colum more fotunate or adventurous, would close with bis
with an ardent enthusiasm, which can neither bo cooled tvith favorable sentiments.
in or
proposals and Spain would for ever bewail that fatal
by delays nor damped by disappointment. Columbus bus s project as extravagant and chimerical and
was of this sanguine temper. Though he felt deeply der to render the efforts of his partisans ineffectual he timidity which had excluded her from the glorv and
with
new
this
the cruel blow given to his hopes, and retired immedi had the address to employ, in
advantages that she had once in her power lu have
negotiation
who had formerly pronounced enjoyed.
ately from a court where he bad been amused so long him, some of the persons
r
\ hese forcible
with vain expectations, his confidence in the justness his scheme to be impracticable. To their astonishment,
arguments, urged bv persons of such
of his own system did not diminish, and his impatience Columbus appeared before them with the same confi- authority, and at a juncture so well chosen, produced
to demonstrate the truth of it by an actual experiment dent hopes of success as formerly, and insisted upon the desired effect. They dispelled all Isabella s doubts
became greater than ever. Having courted the protec the same high recompense. He proposed that a email and fears; she ordered Columbus to be instantly retion of sovereign states without success, he applied fleet should be fitted out, under bis command, tu at- called, declared her resolution of employing him on lit*
next to persons of inferior rank, and addressed succes tempt the discovery, and demanded to be appointed own terms, and regretting the low estate of her fi
of all the seas and lands nances, generously offered to pledge her own jewels
sively the l)ukes of Medina Sidonia and Medina Cell, hereditary admiral and viceroy
were
of
and which lie should discover, and to have the tenths of the in order to raise as much money as might be needed
who,

Moved by

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

|

possessed
power
though subjects,
opulence more than equal to the enterprise which he
projected. His negotiations with thorn proved as fruit
less as those in which he had been hitherto engaged
for these noblemen were either as little convinced by
Columbus s arguments as their superiors, or they were
afraid of alarming the jealousy and offending the pride
of Ferdinand, by countenancing a scheme which he had
;

rejected.

Amid the painful sensations occasioned by such a
succession of disappointments, Columbus bad to sus
tain the additional distress of having received no ac
counts of his brother whom he bad sent to the court of
England. In his voyage to that country, Bartholomew
had been so unfortunate as to fall into the hands of pi
rates, who having stripped him of every thing detained
him a prisoner for several years. At length he made
his escape, and arrived in London, but in such extreme
indigence, that be was obliged to employ himself, du
ring a considerable time in drawing and selling maps,
in order to pick up as much money as would purchase
a decent dress in which he might venture to appear at
court.
He then laid before the king the proposals with
which be had been intrusted by his brother; and not
withstanding Henry s excessive caution and parsimony,
which rendered him averse to new or extensive under
takings, he received Columbus s overtures with more

approbation than any monarch to
therto been presented.

whom

they had hi

Meanwhile, Columbus being unacquainted with his
now no prospect ofcncour-

brother s fate, and having

from them, settled irrevocably upon Min iu making preparations for the voyage. Santantjel, in
and his descendants. At the same time, he offered a transport of gratitude, kissed the queen s hand, arid,
to advance the eighth part of the sum necessary forac- in order to save her from having recourse to such a
complisbing his design, on condition that he should be nonliving expedient for procuring money, engaged lo
advance immediately the sum that was requisite.
entitled to a proportional share of benefit from the ad
Columbus had proceeded some leagues on his jour
venture.
If the enterprise should totally miscarry, he
made no stipulation for any reward or emolument what ney, when the messenger from Isabella overtook him.
ever.
Instead of viewing this conduct as the clearest Upon receiving an account of the unexpected resolu/itlence of his full persuasion with respect to the truth tion in bis favor, he returned directly to Santa Fe,
of his own system, or being struck with that magna- though some remainder of diffidence st ill minuted itself
nimity whicli. after so many delays and repulses, would with bis joy. But the cordial reception which he met
stoop to nothing inferior to its original claims, the per- with from Isabella, together with the near prospect of
sons with whom Columbus treated began meanly local- setting out upon that voyage which had so lonw been
culate the expense of the expedition, and the value of the object of bis thoughts and wishes, soon effaced the
the reward which he demanded. The expense, mode remembrance of all that be had suffered in Spain during
rate as it was, they represented to be too great for eigbt tedious years of solicitation and suspense. The
Spain in the present exhausted state of its finances. negotiation now went forward with fiicilitv and tiesThey contended that the honors and emoluments patch, and a treaty of capitulation with Columbu
claimed by Columbus were exorbitant, even if he should signed on the 17th of April, one thousand four hundred
and if, and ninety-two. The chief articles of it were:
1.
perform the utmost of what be had promised
all his sanguine hopes would prove illusive, such vast Ferdinand and Isabella, as sovereigns of the ocean,
concessions to an adventurer would be deemed not (constituted Columbus theirhigh admiral in all the Feas,
In this imposing islands, and continents, which should he discovered by
only inconsiderate, but ridiculous.
his industry; and stipulated that be and his heirs for
garb of caution and prudence, their opinion appeared
so plausible, and was so warmly supported by Ferdi- ever should enjoy tins office, with the same powers and
nand, that Isabella declined giving any countenance to prerogatives w hiclt belonged to the high admiral of Casthe negotiation with ;tile within the limits of his jurisdiction.
2.
Columbus, and abruptly broke
They aphim which she had begun.
pointed Columbus their viceroy in all the islands and
all
the
than
which
he
should
to
Columbus
continents
discover
but
This was more mortifying
if, for the
disappointments which he hud hitherto met with. The better adiuiiiitttration of affairs, it would hereafter b
profits arising
If

j

j

;

|

oil&quot;

;

1

SOUTH
necessary to establish a separate governor in any of
those countries thev authorized Columbus to name
three persons of whom they would choose one for th;it
and the dignity of viceroy with all its immu
office
;

;

nities, was likewise to be hereditary in the family of Co
3. They granted to Golumbue and his heirs
lumbus.
for ever the teuih of the free profits accruing from the
which he
productions and commerce of the countries

4. They declared, that if any con
should discover.
to any
troversy or lawsuit should arise with respect
mercantile transaction in the countries which should be
discovered, it should be determined by the sole au
thority of Columbus, or of judges to be appointed by
5. They permitted Columbus to advance onehim.
eighth part tif what should be expended in preparing
fur the expedition, and in carrying on commerce with
the countries which he should discover, and entitled
him, in return to one eighth part of the profit.
Though the name of Ferdinand appears enjoined
xvitli that of Isabella in this transaction, his distrust of
Columbus was stil! so violent that he refused to take
any part in the enterprise as king of Aragon. As the
whole expense of the expedition was to be defrayed by
the crown of Castile, Isabella reserved for her subjects
of that kingdom an exclusive right to all the benefits
which might redound from its success.
As soon as the treaty was signed. Isabella, by her
attention and activity in forwarding the preparations for
the voyage, endeavored to make some reparation to
Columbus tor the time which he had lost in fruitless so
licitation.
By the twelfth of May, all that depended
upon her was adjusted and Columbus waited on the
king and queen in order to receive their final instruc
tions. Every thing respecting the destination and con
duct of the voyage they committed implicitly to the
But that thev might avoid
disposal of his prudence.
giving any just cause of offence to the king of Portu
to approach near to
gal, thev strictly enjoined him not
the Portuguese settlements on the coast of Guinea, or
in any of the other countries to which the Portuguese
claimed right as discoverers. Isabella had ordered the
ships of which Columbus was to take the command to
be fitted out in the port of Palos a small maritime town*
As the guardian Juan,
in the province of Andalusia.
Perez, to whom Columbus had already been so much
indebted, resided in the neighborhood of this place, he,
by the influence of that good ecclesiastic, as well as by
his own connection with the inhabitants, not only rais
ed among them what he wanted of the sum that he
was bound by treaty to advance, but engaged several
The chief
of them to accompany him in the voyage.
of these associates were three brothers of the name ol
Pinzon, of considerable wealth, and of great experi
ence in naval affairs, who were willing to hazard their

lumbus steered directly for the Canary Islands, and
arrived there [Aug. 13] without any occurrence that
would have deserved notice on any other occasion.
But, in a voynge of such expectation and importance,
The
every circumstance was the object of attention.
rudder of the Pinda broke loose the day after she left
the harbor and that accident alarmed the crew, no toss
superstitious than unskilful, as a certain omen of the
Even in the
unfortunate destiny of the expedition.
short run to the Canaries, the ships were found to be
so crazy and ill appointed, as to be verv improper for
a navigation which was expected to be both long anil
Columbus refitted them, however, to the
dangerous
hesl ofhis power; and having supplied himself with
fresh provisions, he took bis departure from
Gomera^
one of the most westerly of the Canary Islands, on the
sixth day of September.
Here the voyage of discovery may properly be said
to begin
for Columbus, holding his course due west,
left immediately the usual tract of navigation, and
stretched into unfrequented and unknown seas. The
iirst day, as it was very calm, he made but little way
but on the second he lost sight of the Canaries; and
many of the sailors, dejected already, and dismayed,
when they contemplated the boldness of the undertak
ing, began to beat their breasts, and to shed tears, as if
Columbus com
they were never more to behold land.
forted ihem with assurances of success, and the pros
pect of vast wealth in those opulent regions whither
This early discovery of the
he was conducting them.
must
spirit of his followers taught Columbus that he
prepare to struggle not only with the unavoidable diffi
culties which might be expected from the nature of bis
undertaking, but with such as were likely to arise from
the ignorance and timidity of the people under bis com
mand and he perceived that the art of governing the
minds of men would be no less requisite for accom
plishing the discoveries which lie had in view, than
naval skill and undaunted courage.
Happily for him
self, and for the country by which he was employed,
he joined to the ardent temper and inventive genius of
a projector, virtues of another species which are rarely
He possessed a thorough know
united with them.
ledge of mankind, an insinuating address, a patient
perseverance in executing any plan, the perfect gov
ernment of his own passions, and the talent of acquir
All these
ing an ascendant over those of other men.
;

;

;

the armament was not suitable either to the dignity of
the nation by which it was equipped, or to the impor
tance of the service for which it was destined. It con
sisted of three vessels. The largest, a ship of no conbiderabk burden, was commanded by Columbus, as
admiral, who gave it the name of Santa Mana, out of
respect for the Blessed Virgin, whom he honored with
Of the second, called the Pinta,
singular devotion.
Marlon Pin/on was captain, and his brother Francis
The third, named the Nigna, was under the
pilot.

;

1

Yanez Pinzon. These two were

burden or force to large
boats. The squadron, if it merits that name, was vic
tualled for twelve months, and had on board ninety
men, mostly sailors, together with a, few adventurers
who followed the fortune of Columbus, and some gen
tlemen of Isabella s court, whom she appointed to ac
company him. Though the expense of the undertaking
was one of the circumstances winch chiefly alarmed
the court of Spain, and retarded so long the negotiation
with Columbus, the sum employed in lilting out this
squadron did not exceed four thousand pounds.
As the art of ship-building in the fifteenth century
was extremely rude, and the bulk of vessels was accommodated to the short and easy voyages along the
coast which they were accustomed to perform, it is a;
light vessels hardly superior in

\

;

i

of
proof of the courage, as well as enterprising genius
Columbus, (bat he ventured, with a fleet so unfit for a
distant navigation, to explore unknown seas, where he
had no chart to guide him, no knowledge of the tides
and currents, and no experience of the dangers to,
which he might be exposed. His eagerness to accom
so long engrossed his
plish the great design which had
thoughts, made him overlook or disregard every circumstance that would have intimidated a mind less ad-

!

\

forward the preparations with

}

the third day of August,
year one thousand four hundred and ninety-two,
set
a
little
before
Columbus
sail,
sunrise, in presence
of a vast crowd of spectators, who sent up their sup
plications to Heaven for the prosperous issue of the
voyage, which they wished rather than expected. Co

and fortunes in the expedition.
But after ail the efforts of Isabella and Columbus,

He pushed

such ardor, and was seconded so effectually by the
persons to whom Isabella committed the superinten
dence of tbin business, that everything was soon in
readiness for the voyage. But as Columbus was deeply
[impressed with sentiments of religion, he would not
set out upon an expedition so arduous, and of which
one great object was to extend the knowledge of the
Chrihtian faith, without imploring publicly the guidance
and protection of Heaven. With this view, he, toge
ther with all the persons under bis command, marched
in solemn procession to the monastery of Rabida.
After confessing their sins, and obtaining absolution,
they received the holy sacrament from the hands of the
guardian, who joined his prayers to theirs for the suc
cess of an enterprise which he bad so zealously pa
j

Next morning, beingFridny

lives

venturous.
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in the

j

of Vincent
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tronized.
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With this view, though they
gress which they made.
run eighteen leagues on the second dav after they left
Gomera, he gave out that they had advanced only fif;teen, and he uniformly employed the same artifice of
reckoning short during the whole voyage. By the fourjteenth of September the fleet was above two hundred
leagues to the west of the Canary Isles, at a greater dis
tance from land than any Spanaird had been be fore that
time. There they were struck with an appearance no
less astonishing than new.
They observed that the
ex
magnetic needle, in their compasses, did not
actly to the polar star, but varied towards the west ;
arid as they proceeded, this variation increased.
This
appearance, which is now familiar, though it .still re
mains one of the mysteries of nature, into the cause
of which the sagacity of man has not been able to pen
etrate, filled the companions of Columbus with ter
ror.
They were now in a boundless and unknown
ocean, far from the usual course of navigation nature
itself seemed to be altered, anil the only guide which
they had left was about to fail them. Columbus, with no
less quickness than ingenuity, invented a reason for
this appearance, which, though it did not satisfy him
self, seemed so plausible to them, that itdispelled their,
fears or silenced their murmurs.
He still continued to steer due west, nearly in the
same latitude with the Canary Islands. In this course
he came within the sphere of the trade wind which
blows invariably from east to west, between the tropics
and a few degrees beyond them. He advanced before
this steady gale with such uniform rapidity that it wae
\Vhcn about four
seldom necessary to shift a sail.
hundred leagues to the west of the Canaries, he found
the sea so covered with weeds, that it resembled a
meadow of vast extent, and in some places they were
so thick as to retard the motion of the vessels.
This
new alarm and dis
-strange appearance occasioned
The sailors imagined that they were now ar
quiet.
rived at the utmost boundary of the navigable ocean ;
that these floating weeds would obstruct their further
progress, and concealed dangerous rocks, or some
large track uf land, which had sunk, they knew not
how, in that placr. Columbus endeavored to per
suade them that what had alarmed ought rather to
have encouraged them, and WHS to be considered as a
At the same time, a brisk
sign of approaching land.
Several birds
gale arose, and carried them forward.
were seen hovering about the ship [13.] and directing
their flights towards the west.
The desponding crew
resumed some degree of spirit, and began to entertaip
\

.

i
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;

fresh hopes.

Upon the first of October they were, according to
the admiral s reckoning, seven hundred and seventy
leagues to the west of the Canaries but lest his men
should be intimidated by the prodigious length of the
navigation, he gave out that they had proceeded only
five hundred and eighty four leagues, and fortunately,
;

for Columbus, neither his own pilot, nor those of the
other ships, had skill sufficient to correct this error, and
discover the deceit.
They had now been above three
weeks at sea they bad proceeded far bejond what
former navigators had attempted or deemed possible ;
all their prognostics of discovery, drawn ironHhe flight
of birds and other circumstances, had proved fallacious;
the appearances of land, with which their own cre
dulity or the artifice of their commander had from time
;

time flattered and amused them, had been altogether
and their prospect of success seemed now to
These reflections occurred
be as distant as ever.
Dften to men who had no other object or occupation
qualities, which formed him to command, were accom
discourse
concerning the intention
panied with that superior knowledge of hisprofession, than to reason and
which begets confidence in times of difficulty and dan and circumstances of their expedition. They made

ger. To unskilful Spanish sailors, accustomed only to
coasting voyages in the Mediterranean, the maritime
science of Columbus, the fruit of thirty years experi
ence, improved by an acquaintance with all the inven
As soon
tions of the Portuguese, appeared immen.se.
as they put to sea, he regulated every thing by his sole
he superintended the execution of every
authority
order and allowing himself only a few hours for sleep,
he was at all other times upon deck. As his course lay
through seas, which had not formerly been visited, the
sounding line, or instruments for observation, were
After the example of the
continually in bis hands.
Portuguese discoverers, he- attended to the motion of
tides and currents, watched the flight of birds, the ap
pearance of fishes, seaweeds, and of every thing that
floated on the waves, and entered every occurrence,
with a minute exactness, in the journal which he kept.
As the length of the voyage could not fail of alarm
ing sailors, habituated only to short excursions, Coendeavored to conceal from ttiein the real pro
;

;

to

illusive,

impression at first upon the ignorant and timid, and
extending by degress to such as were better informed
or more resolute, the contagion spread at length from
From secret whispers or niurmurings,
ship to ship.
they proceeded to open cabals and public complaints.
They taxed their sovereign with inconsideratecredulity
in paying such regard to the vain promises and rash
conjectures of an indigent foreigner, as to hazard the
lives of so many of her own subjects in prosecuting a
chimerical scheme.
They affirmed that they had fully

performed their duty, by venturing so far in an unknown
and hopeless course, and could incur no blame for re
fusing to follow any longer a desperate adventurer to
certain destruction.
They contended, that it wae ne
cessary to think of returning to Spain, while their crazy
vessels were still in a condition to keep the sea, but
expressed their fears that the attempt would prove vain,
as the wind, which hitherto have been so favourable to
their course, must render it impossible to sail in an op
AH agreed that Columbus should be
posite direction.
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which tlicir after public prayers for success, he ordered the sails to
compelled by force to adopt a measure on
Common safety depended. Some of the more auda be furled, and tiie ships to lie to, keeping strict watch,
cious proposed, as the most expeditious and certain lest they should be driven ashore in the night. During
niethod of retting rid at once of his remonstrances, to this interval of suspense and expectation, no man shut
throw him into the sea, heing persuaded that, upon his eyes, all kept upon deck, gazing intently towards
that quarter where they expected to discover the land,
their return to Spain, the death of an unsuccessful pro
would excite little concern, and he inquired into which had been so long the object of their wishes.
jector,
About two hours before midnight, Columbus, standwith no curiosity.
Columbus was fully sensible of his perilous situa ing on the forecastle, observed a light at a distance,
He had observed, with great uneasiness, the. and privately pointed it out to Pedro Gultieres, a page
lion.
Guttierez perceived it, and
fatal operation of ignorance and of fear in producing! of the Queen s wardrobe.
disaffection among his crew, and saw that it was now calling to Salcedo. comptroller of the fleet, all three
He retained, saw it in motion, as if it were carried from place to
ready to burst out into open mutiny.
however, perfect presence of mind. He affected to- place. A little after midnight the joyful sound of land!
seem ignorant of their machinations. Notwithstanding .imd ! was heard from Ihe Pinta, which kept always ahead of theother ships.
the. agitation and solicitude of his own mind, he ap
But, having been so often de-

Spaniards, and with transports of joy received from
them hawksbelU, glass beads, or other baubles, in re
\v Inch
they gave such provisions as they had,
and some cotton yarn, the only commodity of value

turn for

Towards evening, Columbus
returned to bis ship, accompanied by many of the islanders in their boats, which they called Cannes, and
though rudely formed out of the trunk of a single tree,
Thus, in
they rowed them with surprising dexterity.
the first interview belween ihe inhabitants of the old
that they could produce.

i

]

new worlds, every thing was conducted amicably,
and to their mutual satisfaction. The former, enlightened and ambitious, formed aheady vast ideas
with respect to the advantages which they might delive from the regions that began to open to their view,
The latter, simple and undiscerning, had no foresight
was now of the calamities and desolation which were approach-

j

.

peared xvith a cheerful countenance, tike a man satisfied
with the progress he had made, and confident of suc
Sometimes he employed all the arts of insinua
cess.
Sometimes he endeavored
tion to soothe his men.
to work upon their ambition or avarice, by magnificent
descriptions of the fame and wealth which they were
On other occasions he assumed a
about to acquire.
tone of authority, and threatened them with vengeance

from their sovereign, if, by their dastardly behavior,
they .should defeat this noble effort to promote the
glory of God, and to exalt the Spanish name above
that of everv other nation. Even with seditious sailors,
the words of a man whom they had been accustomed
to reverence, were weighty and persuasive, and not
only restrained them from those violent excesses
which they meditated, hut prevailed with them to ac
company their admiral for some time longer.

As they proceeded, the indications of approaching
land seemed to he more certain, and excited hope in

The birds began to appear in (lucks,
making towards the south-west. Columbus, in imiut-,
lion of the Portuguese navigators, who find been
guided, in several of their discoveries, hy the motion
of birds, altered his course, from due west towards
that quarter whither they pointed their flight.
But,
after holding on for several days in this new direction,
without any better success than formerly, having seen
no object, during thirty days, but the sea and the skv,
the hopes of his companions subsided faster than they
their fears revived with additional force
had risen
impatience, rage, and despair, appeared in every coun
All
sense of subordination was lost
the
tenance.
officers, who had hitherto concurred with Columbus in
opinion, and supported his authority, now took part
with the private men
they assembled tumultuously
on the deck, expostulated with their commander,
mingled threats with their expostulations, and required
him instantly to tack about and to return lo Europe.
Columbus perceived that it would be of no avail to
have recourse to any of his former arts, which, having
been trie.l so often, had lost theii effect
and that it

proportion.

anil

;

ceived by fallacious appearances, every man
become slow of belief, and waited in all the anguish of ing llicir country.
As
Columbus, who now assumed the title and authority
.tncertainty and impatience for the return of day.
soon as morning dawned [Oct. 12], all doubts and fears of admiral and viceroy, called the island which he had
were dispelled. From every ship an island was seen discovered Sun Salruiiur. It is better known by the
about two leagues to the north, whose fiat and verdant name of Giiimahani, which the natives gave to it, and
of that large cluster of islands called the Luc-ay?,
fields, well stored with wood, and watered with many is one
It is situated above three thousand
rivulets, presented the aspect of a delightful country, or Bahama isles.
The crew of ihe Pinta instantly began the Te Dcvm, miles to the west of Gomera from which the squadron
is ahvmn of thanksgiving to God, and were joined by took its departure, and only four degrees to the south
so little had Columbus deviated from the wcslthose of the other ships, with tears of joy and transports of it
of congratulation. This office of gratitude to Heaven, crly course, which he had chosen as the most proper,
Columbus employed the next day in visiting, the
was followed by an act of justice to their commander,
They threw themselves at the feet of Columbus, with coasts of the island and from ihe universal poverty of
be perceived that this was not the rich
feelings of self condemnation mingled with reverence, the inhabitants,
to
They implored him to pardon their ignorance, incre- country for which he sought. But, conformably
had created him so much theory concerning the discovery of those regions of
Julity, and insolence, which
the east, he concluded
unnecessary disquiet, and had so often obstructed the Asia which stretched towards
San Salvador was one of the isles which geograprosecution of bis well concerted plan and passing, in that
,he warmth of their admiration, from one extreme lo pliers described as situated in the great ocean adjacent
Having observed that most of the pcoplo
another, they now pronounced the man, whom they had to India.
whom he had seen wore small plates of gold, by way
so
reviled and threatened, to be a
;

,

;

i

;

j

;

hi&quot;

;

lately
person inspired by Heaven with sagacity and fortitude more than of ornament, in their nostrils, he eagerly inquired where
They pointed towards
a
in
order
to
human,
design so far beyond they got thai precious metal.
accomplish
and made him comprehend by signs, lha
the ideas and conception of all former ages.
jthe south,
As soon as ihc sun arose, all their boats were manned L&quot;dd abounded in countries situated in that quarter,
and armed. They rowed towards the island with their Thither he immediately determined to direct his course,
colors displayed, with warlike music, and other martial, in full confidence of finding there those opulent regain
of his voyage, and would
pomp. As they approached the coast, they saw it which had been ihe object
He took
covered with a multitude of people, whom the novelty be a recompense for all Ins toils and dangers.
of the spectacle had drawn together, whose attitudes along with him seven of the natives ol San Salvador,
and gestures expressed wonder and astonishment at that, by acquiring ihe Spanish language, they might
and those innocent
the strange objects which picsented themselves to serve as guides and interpreters
their view.
Columbus was the first European who] people considered it as a maik of distinction whtu
set foot in the New World which he had discovered, they were selected to accompany him.
He saw several islands, and touched at three of the
He landed in a rich dress, and with a naked sword in
his hand.
His men followed, and kneeling down, largest, on which he bestowed the names of St. Mary
and Isabella. But. a
they all kissed the ground which they had so long de- of the Conception, Fcinandina,
sited to see.
They next erected a en;; i.i.-i. ai:d pros- [their soil, pi^iiuctions, and inhabitants nearly resem
bled those of S:*n Salvador, be made no slay in any of
trating themselves before it, returned thanks to
them.
He inquhcd every where (or gold, and the t-i^i.*
for conducting their voyage to such a happy
was impossible to rekindle any zeal for the success of They then took solemn&quot;p ssession of the count! v. for hat were uniformly made byway of answer, confirnieJ
the expedition amo.Mg men in whoso breasts fear hail the crown of Castile and Leon, with all the formal!- him in the opinion that it was brought litm the south.
He saw tha: lies which the Portuguese were accustomed tu obsci
Ir.llirv.i ii tln.i conie, and toon uiscovned a coun
extinguished every generous sentiment.
extensive, not perfectly level,
it was no less vain to think of employing either gentle
in acts of this kind, in their new eliscoverie:;.
try which appeared very
or severe measures to quell a mutiny so general and so
The Spaniards, while thus employed, were surround like il.ose which he
already visited, but so diversi
and plains,
It was
violent.
necessary, on all these accounts, to ed by many of the natives, who gazed in silent admi fied v\ ith rising grounds, hills, rivers, woods,
soothe passions which he could no longer command, ration upon actions which they could not comprehend, that he was uncertain whether il might prove an island,
and to give way to a torrent too impetuous to be and of which they did not foresee the conseemences. or part of the continent. The natives ol San Salvador,
He promised solemnly to his men that he The dress of the Spaniards, the whiteness cf their whom he had on boaid, called il (. / ; Columbus
checked.
would comply with their request, provided they would skins, their beatds, their arms, appeared strange and gave it the name of Juana. He entered the mouth ol
accompany him, and obey his command for three days surprising. The; vast machines in which they had a large river with his squadron, all the inhabitants fled
But ,.s
traversed the ocean, that seemed to move upon the to the mountains as he approached the shore.
longer, and, if during that time, land were not dis
covered, he would then abandon the enterprise, and waters with
ihe ships in that place, be sent
wings, and uttereil a dreadful sound re he resolved lo careen
ihe
with one of
direct his course towards Spain.
people of
sembling thunder, accompanied with lightning ami some Spaniards, together
Enraged as the sailors were, and impatient to turn smoke, struck them with such terror, that they began San Salvador, to view the interior part of the country.
the shute.
their faces again toward their native country, this pro
to respect their new guests as a superior order of be
They having advanced about sixty miles from
Nor ings, and concluded that they were childien of the reported, upon their return, thai theseil was richer and.
position did not appear to them unreasonable.
did Columbus hazard much in confining himself to a Sun, who had descended to visit the earth.
moie cultivated than any they had hitherto discovered
term so short. The presages of discovering land were
The Europeans were hardly less amazetl at the scene that, besides many scallered cottages, they had foui.d
now so numerous and promising, that he deemed them now before them. Every herb, and shrub, and tree, one village, containing above a thousand inhabitants
For some days the sounding line reached was different from those which flourished in Europe. that the people, though naked, seemed to be more ininfallible.
the bottom, and the soil which it brought up indicated The soil seemed to be rich, but bore few marks of cul tellioenl than those of San Salvador, but bad Healed
land to he at no great distance.
The flocks of birds tivation. The climate, even to the Spaniards, felt th.
hem with the same respectful atlention, kissini theii
as sacred beings allied lo
increased, and were composed not only of sea-fowl, but warm,
though extremely delightful. The inhabitants feet, and honoring them
of such land birds as could not he supposed to fly far
them to cat a certain
appeared in the simple, innocence of nature, entirely heaven ; that they had given
from the shore. The crew of the Pinta observed a cane naked. Their black hair,
of which resembled roasted chestnuts.
long and uncurled, floated root, the taste
called ma,zr,
floating, which seemed to have been newly cut, and upon their shoulders, or was bound in tresses around [arid likewise a singular species of corn
likewise a piece of timber artificially carved.
The their heads. They had no beards, and every part of their which, either when roasted whole or ground into meal,
tailors aboard the Nigna took up the branch of a tree bodies was
that there seemed to be no
perfectly smoolh. Their complexion was of was abundantly palalable
with red hurries, perfectly fresh.
The clouds around adusky copper color.their features singular, rather than four-foote d animals in the country, but a species of
the setting sun assumed a new appearance
the air
Though dog, which could not bark, and a creature resembling
disagreeable, their aspect gentle and timid.
had
was more mild and warm, and during the night the not tall, they were well shaped and active. Their
rabbit, but of a much smaller size; that they
[a
wind became unequal and variable. From all these faces, and several
some ornaments of gold anjong the people,
parts of their body, were fantasli- observed
symptoms, Columbus was so confident of being near jcally painted with glaring colors. They were shy at but of no great value.
of the eleventh of October,
had
with tome of ILu
land, that on the
These
with the
hut soon
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SOUTH AMERICA.
natives to accompany them, who informed Columbus,
that the gold of which they made their ornaments was
found in Cabarijtaii..
By this word they meant the
middle or inland part of Cuba but Columbus, being
to
ignorant of their language, as well as unaccustomed
their pronunciation, and his thoughts running conti
the discovery
nually upon his own theory concerning
of the East Indies, he was led, by the resemblance of

81

the vicinity of the countries which ho had discovered

men, all approved of the design and from impatience
under the fatigue of a long voyage, from the levity in-

I

;

to the remote parts of Asia
and in full expectation of!
reaching soon those regions which had heen the object
of his voyage, he directed his course towards the east.
He put into a commodious harbor, which he called St.
Thomas, and found that district to be under the government of a powerful cazique, named Guacanahari, who,
as he afterwards learned, was one of the five sovereigns
of
the
He imthat
they spoke
great Khan, among whom the whole island was divided.
sound, to suppose
and imagined th.it the opulent kingdom of Catliaij, de mediately sent- messengers to Columbus, who in his
This name delivered to him the present of a mask curiously
scribed bv Marco Polo, was not very remote.
induccu him to employ some time in viewing the coun fashioned with the ears, nose and mouth of beaten gold,
He visited almost every harbor, from Porto del and invited him to the place of his residence, near the
try.
of Cuba, to the eastern harbor now called Cape Francois some leagues towards
Principe, on the north coast
Columbus despatched some of his officers to
extremity of the island but, though delighted with the the east.
beauty of the scenes which every where presented visit this prince, who, as he behaved himself with greater
themselves, and amazed at the luxuriant fertility of the dignity, seemed to claim more attention.
They re
made a more lively turned with such favorable accounts both of the country
soil, both which, from their novelty,
he
did
not
rind
and
of
the
as
made
Columbus
people,
impatient for
impression upon his imagination [14],
sufficient to satisfy either that interview with Guacanahari to which he had be
gold in such quantity as was
;

from the hopes of amassing wealth in
a country which afforded such promising specimens of
its riches, many offered
voluntarily to be among the
number of those who should remain,
Nothing was now wanting towards the execution of
this scheme, but to obtain the consent of Guacanahari
and his unsuspicious simplicity soon presented to the
admiral a favorable opportunity of proposing it.
Columbus having, in the best manner he could, by broken
tural to sailors, or

;
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words and signs, expressed some curiosity to know tho
cause which had moved the islanders to fly with such

!

precipitation

the avarice of his followers, or the expectations of the
The people of the
court to wh.ch he was to return.
country, as much astonished at hi3 eagerness in quest
of gold as the Europeans were at their ignorance and
pointed towards the east, where an island

the incursions of certain people, whom he called Car
nbr.ans, who inhabited several islands to the south-east.
These he described as a fierce and warlike race of men,
who delighted in blood, and devoured the flesh of the
prisoners who were t-o unhappy as to fall into their

hands

invited.

Ke

upon the approach of his ships, thecazique
that the country was much infested by

informed him

:

;

and us the Spaniards

at their first

appearance

were supposed to be Carribeans, whom the natives,
twenty-fourth of December, with a fair wind, and the however numerous, durst not face in battle, they had
sea perfectly calm
and as, amidst the multiplicity of recourse to their usual method of securing their safety,
:iis
occupations, he had riot shut his eyes for two days, by dying into the thickest and most impenetrable woods.
simplicity,
which they called Hiti/ti was situated, in which that he retired at midnight in order to take some repose, Guacanahari, while speaking of those dreadful invaders,
Colum having committed the helm to the pilot, with strict in discovered such symptoms of terror, as well as such
metal was more abundant than among them.
consciousness of the inability of his own people to re
bus ordered his squadron to bend its course thither
junctions not to quit it for a moment. The pilot, dread
to
be
the
first ing no danger, carelessly left the helm to an
but Marlon Alouso 1 iiizon, impatient
unexpe sist them, as led Columbus to conclude that he would
the
treasures
which
this
rienced
cabin
and
the
carried
a
of
cur
not be alarmed at the proposition of any scheme which
who should take possession
boy,
ship,
away by
com rent, was dashed against a rock. The violence of the afforded him the prospect of an additional security
country was supposed to contain, quitted his
He ran up to the deck. against their attacks. He instantly offered him the as
of all the admiral s signals to shock awakened Columbus.
panions, regarcliess
There all was confusion and despair. He alone re sistance of the Spaniards to repel his enemies he en
slacken sail until they should corne up with him.
Columbus, retarded by contrary winds, did not reach tained presence of mind. He ordered some of the sai gaged to take him and his people under the protection
He called the port lors to take a boat, and carry out an anchor astern but of the powerful monarch whom he served, and offered
Hayti till the sixth of December.
where he first touched St. Nicholas, and the island itself instead of obeying, theymade off towards the Nigna, to leave in the island such a number of his men as
He then com should be sufficient, not only to defend the inhabitants
Espagnola, in honor of the kingdom by which he was which was about half a league distant.
employed and it is the only country, of those he had manded the masts to be cut down, in order to lighten from future incursions, but to avenge their past wrongs.
name that he the ship but all his endeavors were too late the ves
The credulous prince closed eagerly with the pro
yet discovered, which has retained the
gave it. As he could neither meet with the Pinta, nor sel opened near the keel, and filled so fast with water posal, and thought himself already safe under the pa
with
the
who
(led
in
that
its
loss
was
inevitable.
The smoothness of the tronage of beings sprung from heaven, and superior in
have any intercourse
inhabitants,
the woods, he soon quitted sea, and the timely assistance of boats from the Nigna, power to mortal men.
The ground was marked out
great consternation towards
As soon as the for a small fort, which Columbus called Nauidad, boSt. Nicholas, and, sailing along the northern coast of enabled the crew to save their lives.
A deep
the island, he entered another harbor, which he called islanders heard of this disaster, they crowded to the cause he had landed ihere on Christmas day.
Conception. I [ere he was was more fortunate; hispeople shore, with their prince Guacanahan at their head. In ditch was drawn around it. The ramparts were fortified
overlook a woman who was (lying from them, and after stead of taking advantage of the distress in which they with pallisadcs, and the great guns, saved out of the
In ten days
admiral s ship, were planted upon them.
treuling her wilh great gentleness, dismissed her with beheld the Spaniards, to attempt any thing to their de
a present of such toys as they knew were most valued triment, they lamented their misfortune with tears of the work was finished that simple race of men labor
The description which she gave to sincere condolence. Not satisfied with this unavailing ing with inconsiderate assiduity in erecting this first
in those regions.
sailed for this purpose

from

St.

Thomas, on

the

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

her countrymen of the humanity and wonderful quali
expression of their sympathy, 1 ney put to sea a number
ties of the strangers; their admiration of the trinkets, of canoes, and under the direction of the Spaniards,
and
with
exultation
their
which she showed
eagerness assisted in saving whatever could be got out of the
removed all their wreck and by the uniled tabor of so many hands,
to participate of the same favors
almost every thing of value was carried ashore.
As
fears, and induced many of them to repair to the har
bor.
The strange objects which they beheld, and the fast as the goods were landed, Guacanahari in person
baubles which Columbus bestowed upon them, amply took charge of them.
By his orders they were all de
tlieir wishes.
They nearly posited in one place, and armed sentinels were posted,
gratified their curiosity and
resembled the people of Guanahani and Cuba. They who kept the multitude at a distance, in order to pre
were naked like them, ignorant and simple and seemed vent them not only from embezzling, but from inspect
lo be equally unacquainted with all the arts which ap
ing too curiously what belonged to their guests. [15]
but they Next morning this prince visited Columbus, who was
pear most necessary in polished societies
were gentle, credulous, and timid, to a degree which now on hoard the Nigna, and endeavored to console him
rendered it easy to acquire the ascendant over them, for his loss, by offering all that he possessed to repair
especially as their excessive admiration led them into it.
The condition of Columbus was such that he stood
the same error with the people of the other islands, in
He had hitherto procured no
believing the Spaniards to be more than mortals, and in need of consolation.
descended immediately from heaven. They possessed intelligence of the Pirita, and no lonerer doubted hut
gold in greater abundance than their neighbors, which that his treacherous associate had set sail for Europe, in
they readily exchanged for bells, beads, orpins; and order to have the merit of carrying the first tidings of
iu this unequal traffic hoth parties were highly pleased, the extraordinary discoveries which had been made, and
oach considering themselves as gainers by the trans to preoccupy so far the ear of their sovereign, as to rob
action.
Here Columbus was visited by a prince or him of the glory and reward to which he was so justly
He appeared with all the entitled. There remained but one vessel, and that the
cazuiue of the country.
pomp known among a simple people, being carried in smallest and most crazy of the squadron, to traverse
sort
of
a
palanquin upon the shoulders of four men, such a vast ocean, and carry so many men hack to
Kach of those circumstances was alarming,
and attended by many of his subjects, who served him (Mirope.
His deportment was grave and and filled the mind of Columbus with the utmost so
with great respect.
The desire of overtaking Pinzon, and of ef
stately, very reserved towards his own people, but with licitude.
He facing the unfavorable impressions which his misrepre
Columbus and the Spaniards extremely courteous
gave the admiral some thin plates ol gold, and a girdle sentations might make in Spain, made it necessary to
of curious workmanship, receiving in return presents return thither without delay.
The difficulty of taking
of small value, but highly acceptable to him.
such a number of persons on hoard the Nigna confirmed
Columbus, still intent on discovering the mines him in an opinion which the fertility of the country, and
which yielded gold, continued to interrogate all the na the gentle temper of the people, had already induced
tives with whom he had any intercourse, concerning him to form.
He resolved to leave a part of his crew
their situation.
They concurred in pointing out a in the island, that by residing there, they might learn
mountainous country, which they called Ctbao, at some- the language of the natives, study their disposition, ex
distance from the sea, and further towards the east. amine the nature of the country, search for mines, preStruck with this sound, which appeared to him the pare for the commodious settlement of the colony which
amc with Cipango, the name by which Marco Polo, he purposed to return, and thus secure and facilitate
and other travellers to the east, distinguished the the acquisition af those advantages which he expected
island of Japan, he no longer doubted with respect to from his discov eries.
When he mentioned this to his
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of their own servitude.
During this time,
his caresses and liberality, labored to in
natives
entertained
crease the high opinion which the
But while he endeavored to inspire
of the Spaniards.

monument

Columbus, by

;

;

;

them with confidence
wished likewise

power

to

in their disposition to

punish and

do good, he

them some

striking idea of their
destroy such as were the objects

to give

With this view, in presence of a
of their indignation.
vast assembly, he drew up his men in order of battle,
and made an ostentatious but innocent display of the
sharpness of the Spanish swords, of the force of their
their cross-bows.
These
spears, and the operation of
rude people, strangers to the use of iron, and unac
quainted with any hostile weapons but arrows of reed
pointed with the bones of fishes, wooden swords, and
in the fire, wondered and trembled.
javelins hardened
Before this surprise or fear had time to abate, he ordered

;

;

I
!

the great guns to be fired.

The sudden

explosion struck

them with such

terror that they fell flat to the ground,
covering their faces with their hands ; and when they
effect of the bullets among the
beheld the

astonishing

[

towards which the cannon had been pointed, they
concluded that it was impossible to resist men, who had
the command of such destructive instruments, and who
came armed with thunder and lightning against their
enemies.
After giving such impressions both of the beneficence
and power of the Spaniards, as might have rendered it
easy to preserve an ascendant over the mmds of the
trees,

|

j

|

natives, Columbus appointed thirty-eight of his people
He intrusted the command of
to remain in the island.
de Arado, a gentleman of Cordova, in
these to

Diego

which he himself had
vesting him with the same powers
and furnished
received from Ferdinand and Isabella
him with every thing requisite for the subsistence or
He strictly enjoined
defence of this infant colony.
them to maintain concord among themselves, to yield
;

i

unreserved obedience to their commander, to
I

\

j

|

avoir!

violence or exaction,
giving offence to the natives by any
to cultivate the friendship of Guacanahari, but not to
in small parput themselves in his power by straggling
the fort.
He promised
ties, or marching too far from
to visit them soon with such a reinforcement of strength
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They soon knew it to be St. Mary, one of the Azores
or western isles, subject to the crown of Portugal,
try,
the mean time he engaged to mention their names to There, after a violent contest with the governor, in
which Columbus displayed no less spirit than prudence,
the king and queen, and to place their merit and ser
he obtained a supply of fresh provisions, and whatever
vices in the most advantageous light.
One circumstance, however, greatly
he needed.
Having thus taken every precaution for the security else
The Pmta, of which he had lost sight
of the colony, he left Navidad on the fourth of January, disquieted him.
of
the hurricane, did not appear
he
one thousand four hundred and ninety-three, and steer on the first day
discovered and gave names to dreaded for some time that she had foundered at sea,
ing towards the east,
had
his
and
that
all
her
crew
the
island.
northern
coast
of
afterwards,
perished
most of the harbors on the
On the sixth ho descried the Pmta, and soon came up former suspicions recurred, and he became apprchcnhad
borne
sive
that
Pinzon
than
six
weeks.
of
more
a
after
with her,
away for Spain, that he
separation
Pinzon endeavored to justify his conduct by pretending might reach it before him, and by giving the first acthat he had been driven from his course by stress of count of his discoveries, might obtain some share of his
weather, and prevented from returning by contrary fame.
In order to prevent this, he left the Azores as soon
winds.
The &quot;admiral, though he still suspected his per
At no great
fidious intentions, and knew well what he urged in his as the weather would permit [Feb. 24].
own defence to be frivolous as well as false, was so distance from the coast of Spain, when near the end of
the
reach
of any dis
sensible that this was not a proper time for venturing his voyage, and seemingly beyond
another storm arose, little inferior to the former in
upon any high strain of authority, and felt such satis aster,
and after driving before it during two days and
faction in this junction with his consort, which delivered violence
him from many disquieting apprehensions, thmt, lame as two nights, he was forced to lake sheller in the river
Pinzon s apology was, he admitted of it without diffi Tagus [March 4].
Upon application to the King of
him to favor. During his absence Portugal, he was allowed to come up to Lisbon and,
culty, and restored
from the admiral, Pinzon had visited several harbors in notwithstanding the envy which it was natural for the
the island, had acquired some gold by trafficking with Portuguese to feel, when they beheld another nation
the natives, but had made no discovery of any impor
entering upon that province of discovery which they had
hitherto deemed peculiarly their own, and in its first
tance.
as might enable thorn to take full possession of the coun
In
and to reap all the fruits of their discoveries.

fortitude had

I

j

conducted their countrymen, by a route
concealed from past apes, to the knowledge of a new
world.
Ferdinand and Isabella received him clad in
their royal robes, and seated
upon a throne, under a
When he approached, they stood
magnificent canopy.
up, and raising him as he kneeled to kiss their hands,

commanded him

to take his seat upon a chair
prepared
and to give a circumstantial account of his
He delivered it with a gravity and composure
voyage.
no less suitable to the disposition of the Spanish
nation than to the dignity of the audience in which he
spoke, and with that modest simplicity which characterizes men of superior minds, who, satisfied with
having performed great actions, court not vain applause
When he
by an ostentatious display of their exploits.
had finished his narration, the king and queen, kneeling
down, offered up solemn thanks to Almighty God for
the discovery of those new regions, from which thev
expected so many advantages to flow in upon the king
doms subject to their government. [17] Every mark of
honor that gratitude or admiration could suggest was
conferred upon Columbus. Letters patent were issued,
confirming to him and to his heirs all tne privileges
contained in the capitulation concluded at Santa Fe
his family was ennobled
the king and queen, and
after their example the courtiers, treated him on everr
with all the ceremonious respect paid to
But what pleased him
persons of the highest rank.
but
their
Co
fume,
eclipsing
most, as
essay not only rivalling
gratified his active mind, bent continually
lumbus was received wilh all the marks of distinction upon great objects, was an order to equip, without
due to a man who had performed things so extraordi- delay, an armament of such force as might enable him
The king admitted him into his not only to take possession of the countries which he
nary and unexpected.
presence, treated him with the highest respect, and had already discovered, but to go in search of those
listened to the account which he gave of his voyage more opulent
regions which he still confidently exWhile Colum- pected to find.
with admiration mingled with regret.
bus, on his part, enjoyed the satisfaction of describing
While preparations were making for this expedition,
the importance of his discoveries, and of being now the fame of Columbus s successful
voyage spread over
able to prove the solidity of his schemes to those very Europe, and excited
general attention. The multitude,
persons, who, with an ignorance disgraceful to them- struck with amazement when they heard that a new
selves, and fatal to their country, had lately rejected world had been found, could
hardly believe an event so
them as the projects of a visionary or designing adven- much above their conception. Men of science, catrcrer.
pable of comprehending the nature, and of discerning
Columbus was so impatient to return to Spain, that the effects of this great discovery, received the account
On the fifteenth of it with admiration and joy. They spoke of bis
ho remained only live days in Lisbon.
of March he arrived in the port of Palos, seven voyage with rapture, and congratulated one another
months and eleven days from the time when he set out upon their felicity in having lived in the period when,
As soon as the ship was by this exlraordinary event, the boundaries of human
thence upon his voyage.
discovered approaching the port, all the inhabitants of knowledge were so much extended, and such a new
Palos ran cagerl&quot; to the shore, in order to welcome field of inquiry and observation opened, as would lead
their relations and fellow-citizens, and to hear tidings mankind to a
perfect acquaintance with the structure
When the prosperous issue of it was and production s of the habitable globe. [IS] Various
of their voyage.
beheld
the
the
known, when they
strange people,
opinions and comet-lures were formed concerning the
unknown animals, and singular productions, brought new found countries, and what division of the earth
from the countries which had been discovered, the they belonged to.
Columbus adhered tenaciously to
The his original opinion, that they should be reckoned a
effusion of joy was general and unbounded.
Columbus was part of those vast regions in Asia, comprehended
bells were rung, the cannon fired
received at landing wilh royal honors, and all ihe people under the general name of India.
This sentiment was
in solemn procession, accompanied him and his crew to confirmed by the observations which he made conthe church, where they returned thanks to Heaven, cerning the productions of the countries he had diswhich had so wonderfully conducted and crowned with covered
Gold was known to abound in India, and he
uccess a voyage of greater length and of more im- had met with such promising samples of it in the
in
any former age. islands which he visited, as led him to believe that
portance than had been attempted
On-the evening of the same day, he had the satisfaction rich mines of it might he found.
Cotton, another
ot seeing the Pinta, which the violence of the tempest production of the East Indies, was common there.
had driven far to the north, enter the harbor.
The pimento of the islands he imagined to be a specie*
The first care of Columbus was to inform the king of the East Indian pepper. He mistook a root, sonieand queen, who were then at Barcelona, of his arrival what resembling rhubarb, for that valuable drug, which
and success.
Ferdinand and Isabella, no less as- was then supposed to be a plant peculiar to the East
tonished than delighted with this unexpected event, Indies.
The birds brought home by him were adorned
desired Columbus, in terms the most respectful and with the same rich plumage which distinguishes those
The alligator of the one country appeared
Haltering, to repair immediately to court, that from his of India.
own mouth Ihey might receive a full detail of his extra- to be the same with the crocodile of the other. After
During his journey weighing all these circumstances, not only the Spaordinary services and discoveries.
to Barcelona, the people crowded from the
adjacent niards, but the other nations of Europe, seem to have
him
where
with admiration adopted the opinion of Columbus.
The countries
country, following
every
His entrance into the city was con- which he had discovered were considered as a part of
and applause.
In consequence of this notion, the i:ame of
ducted, by order of Ferdinand and Isabella, with pomp India.
suitable to the great evenf, which added such dis
Indies is given lo them by Ferdinand and Isabella, in
The people whom he a ratification of their former agreement, which was
tinguishing lustre to their reign.
Even after the
brought along with him from the countries which he granted to Columbus upon his return.
had discovered, marched first, and by their singular error which gave rise to this opinion was detected, and
complexion, the wild peculiarity of their features, and the true position of the New World was ascertained,
uncouth finery, appeared like men of another species, the name has remained, and the appellation of Wat
Next to them were carried the ornaments of gold, Indies is given by all the people of Europe to ilia
fashioned by the rude art of the natives, the grains of country, and that of Indians to its inhabitants.
The name by which Columbus distinguished the
trold found in the mountains, and dusl of Ihe same
,
After these appeared countries which he had discovered was so mviling, the
metal gathered in the rivers.
the various commodities of the new discovered conn- specimens of their riches and fertility which he proColum- duced were so considerable, and the reports of his
tries, together uuh their curious productions.
bus himself closed the procession, and attracted the companions, delivered frequently with the exaggeration
eyes of all the spectators, who gazed with admiration natural to travellers, so favorable, as to excite a
on the extraordinary man, whose superior sagacity and wonderful spirit of enterprise among the Spaniard*.
!
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;

for him.
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;
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:

;
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:

j

:

;

;

From the condition of his ships, as well as the tem
now found it necessary to
per of his men, Columbus
The former having suf
hasten his return to Europe.
a
fered much during voyage of such an unusual length,
were extremely leaky. The latter expressed the ut
most impatience to revisit their native country, from
which they had been so long absent, and where they
Ac
had things so wonderful and unheard-of to relate.
he directed his
cordingly, on the sixteenth of January,
course towards the north-cast, and soon lost sight of
land.
He had on board some of the natives, whom he
had taKen from the different islands which he d;scoand besides the gold, which, was the chief ob
vere.1
of research, he had collected specimens of all the
ject
productions which wore likely to become subjects ot
;

commerce in
known birds,

the several countries, as well as many uuother natural curiosities, which might
air&quot;

attract the attention of the learned, or excite the wonder
The voyage was irosperous to the four
of the people.

teenth of February, and he had advanced near five hun
dred leagues across the Atlantic ocean, when the wind
to rise, and continued to blow with increasing
which terminated in a furious hurricane. Every
thing that the naval skill and experience of Columbus
could devise was employed in order to save the ships.
But it was impossible to withstand the violence of the
storm, and, as they were still far from any land, de
The sailors had recourse
struction seemed inevitable.
to prayers to Almighty God, to the invocation of saints,

began

rage,

vows, and charms,

to every thing that religion dic
suggests to the affrighted mind of
man. No prospect of deliverance appearing, they aban
doned themselves to despair, and expected every mo
ment to be swallowed up in the waves. Besides the
passions which naturally agitate and alarm the human
mind in such awful situations, when certain death, in
one of his most terrible forms, is before it, Columbus
had to endure feelings of distress peculiar to himself.
He dreaded that all knowledge of the amazing disco
mankind
veries which he had made was now to perish
were to be deprived of every benefit that might have
been derived from the happy success of his schemes,

to

tates, or superstition

;

and

his

own name would descend

to posterity as that

of a rash deluded adventurer, instead of being transmit
ted with the honor due to the author and conductor of
the most noble enterprise that had ever been undertaken.
These reflections extinguished all sense of his own per
Less aifected with the loss of life than
sonal danger.
solicitous to preserve the memory of what he had at
tempted and achieved, he retired to his cabin and wrote
upon a parchment a short account of the voyage which
he had made, of the course which he had taken, of the
situation and riches of the countries which he had dis
covered, and of the colony that he had left there. Hav
ing wrapped up this in an oiled cloth, which he en
closed in a cake of wax, he put it into a cask carefully

topped up, and threw

ome
much

into the sea, in hopes that
fortunate accident might preserve a deposit of so
importance to the world. [16]
it

At length Providence interposed
served for other services.

to save a life re

The wind

abated, the sea

;

though uncertain what

it

was,

they

made towards

it.

;

;

it.
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became calm, and on the evening of the fifteenth, Co
lumbus and his companions discovered land and

,
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SOUTH AMERICA.
little accustomed
were impatient to set out upon

to

Though

their voyage.

teers of e.-cry raak solicited to be employed.

In carrying on this necessary work, Columbus had
not only to sustain all the hardships, and to encounter
the difficulties, to which infant colonies arc
exposed
when they settle in an uncultivated countrv, but he had
to contend with what was more
the
lazi
insuperable,
ness, the impatience, and mutinous disposition of hit

visited

Volun
Allured

by thg inviting prospects which opened to their am
bition and avarice, neither the length nor danger of the
Ca.tious as Ferdinand
navigation intimida ed them.
was. and averse to every thing new or adventurous, he
srems to have catched the same sp rit with his sub
Under its influence, preparations for a second
jects.
expedition wire carried on with rapidity unusual in
not inSpain, anl to an extent that would be deemed

The
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successively Dominica, Marigalante, Guadaloupe, Antigua, San Juan de Puerto Hico, and several
other islands, scattered in his way as he advanced to

naval expeditions, they

all

wards the north-wett.

All these he found to be inahited by that fierce race of people whom Guacanahari had painted in such frighful colors.
His descrip1

ons Eppeared not to have been exaggerated. The
never attempted to land without meeting
w
a reception as discovered the martial and
and in their habitations
daring spiiit of the natives
were found relics of those horrid feasts which they had
consisted of made upon the bodies of their enemies taken in war.

followers.

By the enervating influence of a hot climate,
the natural inactivity of the Spaniards seemed to in
crease.
Many of them were gentlemen, unaccustomed
to the fatigue of bodily labor, and all had
in

t

S,j;.niards
th such

:

engaged

the enterprise with the sanguine hopes excited by the
splendid and exaggerated description of their country
men who returned from the first voyage, or by the mis

conside able in the present age.
But as Columbus was eager to know the state of
seventeen ships, some of which were of good burden.
It had on board fifteen hundred persons, among whom the colony which he had planted, and to supply it with
were ma iv of noble families, who had served in the -necessaries of which he supposed it to be in want,
The greater part of thetc, being he made no stay in any of those islands, and proceeded
honorable stations
When he arrived
destined to remain in the country, were furnished with directly to Hispar.iola [Nov. 22].
every thing requisite for conquest or settlement, with off Navidad, the station in winch he had left the thirtyail kinds of European domestic animals, with such
eight men under the command of Arada, he was
eeds and plants as were most likely to thrive in the astonished that none of them appeared, and expected
climate of the West Indes with utensils and instruments every moment to see them running with transports ot
Full of solicitude
of every sort, and wilh such artificers as might be joy to welcome their countrymen.
at out their safety, and
most useful in ;^n infant colony.
foreboding in his mind what had
tl.is
fleet
and
well
as
befallen
he
rowed
to
land.
All the na
formidable
was,
But,
them,
provided
instantly
Ferdinand and Isabella did not rest their title to the tives from whom he might have received information
But the fort which he had built was entirely
possession of the newly discovered countries upon its had fled.
The example of the Portuguese, as demolished, and the tattered garments, the broken arms
operations alone.
and utensils scattered aboui it, left no room to doubt
.veil as the superstition of the age. made it necessary
While
to obtain from the Koman pontiff a grant of those terri
concerning the unhappy fate of the garrison.
The Pope, as the the Spaniards were shedding tears over those sad
tories which they wished to occupy.
vicar and representative of Jesus Chrst, was supposed to memorials of their fellow-citizens, a brother of the
From him Columbus
have a right of dominion over all the kingdoms of the caziquc Guacanahari arrived.
jceived a particular detail of what had happened after
earlh.
Alexander VI., a pontiff infamous for every reo
the
throne
his
is
familiar intercourse
which
filled
from
the
island.
The
crime
Papal
depart
departure
disgraces humanity,
As he was born Ferdinand s subject, of the Indians with the Spaniard? tended gradually to
at that time.
and very solicitous to secure the protection of Spain, diminish the superstitious veneration with which their
in order to facilitate the execution of his ambitious first appearance had inspired that simple people.
By
schemes in favor of his own family, he was extremely their own indiscretion and ill conduct, the Spaniards
By an act speedily effaced those favorable impressions, and soon
willing to gratify the Spanish munarchs.
of liberality which cost him nothing, and that served to convinced the natives, that they had all the wants, and
As soon as the
establish the jurisdictions and pretensions of the Papal weaknesses, and passions of men.
See, he granted in full right to Ferdinand and Isabella powerful restraint which the presence and authority of
the
Columbus imposed was withdrawn,
all the countries inhabited by Infidels, which they had
garrison threw
and, in virtue oi that off all regard for the officer whom he had invested with
discovered, or should discover
power which he derived from Jesus Christ, he conferred command. Regardlesof the prudent instructions which
dn the crown of Castile vast regions, to the possession he had given them, every man became independent,
The gold,
of which he himself was so far from having any title, and gratified his desires without control.
that he was unacquainted with their situation, and the women, the provisons of the natives, were all the
As it was necessary prey of those licentious oppressors. They roamed in
ignorant even of their existence.
to prevent this grant from interfering with that formerly small parties over the island, extending their rapacity
made to the crown of Portugal, he appointed that 9 and insolence to every corner of it. Gentle and timid
as the people were, those unprovoked injuries at length
line, supposed to be drawn from pole to pole, a hun
dred leagues to the westward of the Azores, should exhausted their patience, and roused their courage.
the
them
in
serve as a limit between
plentitude The cazique of Cibao, whose country the Spaniards
and,
of his power, bestowed all to the east of this imaginary chiefly infested on account of the gold which it con
line upon the Portuguese, and all to the west of it tained, surprised and cut olf several of them, while they
upon the Spaniards. Zeal for propagating the Chris straggled in as perfect securitv as if their conduct had
He then assembled his
tian faith was the consideration employed by Ferdinand been altogether inoffensive.
fleet

|

taken opinion of Columbus, that the country which he
had discovered was cither the Cipango of Marco Polo,
or the Ophir, from which Solomon imported those pre
cious commodities which suddenly diffused such eitraordmary riches through his kingdom. But when, in
stead of that golden harvest which they had expected
to reap without toil or pains, the Spaniards saw that
their prospect of wealth was remote a? well as uncer
tain, and that it could not be obtained but by the slow
and persevering efforts of industry, the disappointment
of those chimerical hopes occasioned such dejection of
mind as bordered on despair, and led to general discon
tent,
lu vain did Columbus endeavor to revive their
spirits by jointing out the fertility of the soil, rnd ex
hibiting the specimens of gold daily brought in from
different parts of the island.
They had not patience to
wait for the gradual returns which the former might
yield, and the latter they despised as scanty and incon
siderable. The spirit
disaffection spread, and a con
spiracy was formed, which might have been fatal to
Columbus and the colony. Happily he discovered it;
and seizing the ringleaders, punished some of them,
sent others prisoners into Spain, whithur he despatched
twelve of the ships which had s&erved as transports, with
an earnest request for a reinforcement of men and a

j

of&quot;

a large supply
of provisions.
jpply ol
i

1494] Meanwb ile, in order to banish that idleness
by allowing his people leisure to brood over

which,

their disappointment, nourished the spirit of discontent,
Columbus planned several expeditions into the interior

part of the country.

;

command

;

in soliciting

this

bull,

and

is

mentioned by Alexander

In order to mani
as his chief motive for issuing it.
fest some concern for this laudable object, several
friars, under the direction of Father Boyl, a Catalonian
monk of great reputation, as apostolical vicar, were

!

!

the prince his son, and the chief persons of his court,
Those first fruits of the
standing as their godfathers.

New World

have not been followed by such an in
men wished, and had reason to expect.
Ferdinand and Isabella having thus acquired a title,
which was then deemed completely valid, to extend
liieir discoveries and to establish their dominion over
such a considerable portion of the globe, nothing now

crease as pious

I

|

retarded the departure of the fleet.
Columbus was
extremely impatient to revisit the colony which he had
left, and to pursue that career of glory upon which he
had entorcd. He set sail from the bay of Cadiz on the

int&amp;lt;

I

I

twenty-fifth of September, and touching aguin at the
island of Gomcra, he steered further towards the south

than in his former voyage.

holding this course, he
enjoyed more steadily the benefit of the regular winds,
which reign within the tropics, and was carried towards
a large cluster of islands, situated considerably to the
east of those which he had already discovered.
On
the twenty-sixth day after his departure from Gornera
[Nov. 2], he made land. It was one of the. Carnbbee
cr Leeward Islands, to which he gave t.he name of
Uescada, on account of the impatience of his crew to
discover some part of the New World.
After this he

I

i

By

!

|

!

J

1
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sent a detachment, under the

no tame animals themselves, were unacquainted with
that vast accession of power which man bath acquired
They supposed
subjects, and surrounding the fort, set it on fire. by subjecting them to his dominion.
Some of the Spaniards were killed in defending it them to b? rational creatures. They imagined that
the rest perished in attempting to make their escape the horse and the rider formed one animal, with whose
Guacanahari, whom speed they were astonished, and whose impetuosity and
by crossing an arm of the sea.
But while
all their exactions had not alienated from the Spaniards,
strength they considered as irresistible.
in
Columbus endeavored to inspire the natives with a
took arms in their behalf, and,
endeavoring to pro
tect them, had received a wound, by *hich he was dread of his power, he did not neglect the arts of gain
He adhered scrv.pustill confined.
ing their love and confidence.
Though this account was far from removing the sus- lously to the principles of integrity and justice in all
picions which the Spaniards entertained with respect his transactions with them, and treated them, on every
to the fidelity of Guacanahari, Columbus perceived so occasion, not only with humanity but with indulgence.
the description given
clearly that this was not a proper juncture for inquiring The district of Cibao answered
It was mountainous and uncultiinto his conduct with scrupulous accuracy, that he re- of it by the natives.
was gathered
jected the advice of several of his officers, who urged vated, but in every river and brook gold
him to seize the person of that prince, and to revenge either in dut or in grains, some of which were of conhad
never
The
Indians
the death of their countrymen by attacking his subjects, siderable size.
opened any
lie represented to them the necessity of securing the mines in search of gold. To penetrate into the bowels
to refine the rude ore, were operations
of
and
of
some
of
the
in
order
to
the
earth,
friendship
potentate
country,
facilitate the settlement which they
nded, and the too complicated and laborious for their talents and inin some dcspe- dustry, and they had no such high value for gold as to
of
the
natives
to
Unite
danger
driving
rate attempt against them, by such an ill-timed and un- put their ingenuity and invention upon the stretch in orThe small quantity of that precious
Instead of wasting his time der to obtain it.
availing exercise of rigor.
in punishing past wrongs, he took precautions for pre- metal which they possessed, was either picked up in
With this view, he made the beds of the rivers, or washed from the mountains
venting any future injury.
But
choice of a situation more healthy and commodious than by the heavy rains that fall within the tropics.
that of Navidad.
He traced out the plan of a town in from those indications, the Spaniards could no longer
that the country contained rich treasures in its
a large plain near a spacious bay, and obliging every
[doubt
In
soon to be masters.
person to put his hand to a work on which their com- bowels, of which they hoped
inon safety dcpci.dcd, the houses and ramparts wore order to secure the command of this valuable province,
soon so far advanced, by their united labor, as to afford Columbus erected a small fort, to which he gave the
them shelter and security. Thi* rising city, the first name of St. Thomas, byway of ridicule upon some of
that the Europeans founded in the New World, he his incredulous followers, who would not believe that
named Isabella, in honor of his patroness the Queen of the country produced gold, until they saw it with their
own eyes, and touched it with their hands.
Castile.
;

appointed to accompany Columbus, and to devote
The In
themselves to the instruction of the natives.
dians whom Columbus had brought along with him,
having received some tincture of Christian knowledge,
were baptized with much solemnity, the king himself,

He

Alonzode Ojeda,

a vigilant and enterpris
ing officer, to visit the district of Cibao, which was said
to yield the greatest quantity of gold, and followed him
in person with the main body of his troops.
In this ex
pedition he displayed all the pomp of military magni
ficence that he could exhibit, in order to strike the
He inarched with colors
imagination of the natives.
flying, with martial music, and with a smal! body of
cavalry that paraded sometimes in the front and some
times in the rear. As those were the first horses which
appeared in the New World, they were objects of terror
no less than of admiration to the Indians, who, having

of

;
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The account of those promising appearances
wealth in the country of Cibao came very seasonably to
comfort the desponding colony, which was affected
with distresses of various kinds. The stock of provisions which had been brought from Europe was
what remained was so much cormostly consumed
rupted by the heat and moisture of the climate as to be
the natives cultivated so small a
almost unfit for use
portion of ground, and with so little skill, that it hardly

Paris he received an account of the extraordinary hitherto avoided with the
greatest solicitude.
Unequal
discoveries which his brother had made in his first voy- as the conflict
may seem, between the naked inhabiand
that
he
was
then
to
embark
on
a
tants
seof
the
New
World armed wilh clubs, sticks
age.
preparing

of

cond expedition.

Though this naturally induced him
pursue his journey with the utmost despatch, the adu~r~
u~ reached
,.-u,.,i e
,_
miral vhad1 sailed for Hispaniola before
he
Spain,
Ferdinand and Isabella received him with the respect
due to the nearest kinsman of a person whose merit
and services rendered him so conspicuous
and as they

hardened

to

j
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knew what

yielded what was sufficient for their own subsistence
the Spaniards of Isabella had hitherto neither time nor
leisure to clear the soil, so as to reap any considerable

in the fire, wooden swords, and arrows
pointed with bones or flints, and troops accustomed to
u~ j:..-.:~i:_- and
.1
_ ...:j_.i -.:.L .L _
the
discipline,
provided with the instruments of
destruction known in the European art of war, the situation of the Spaniards was far from
being exempt
from danger.
The vast superiority of the natives in

A

consolation his presence would afford to his number compensated many defects.
handful of
brother, they persuaded him to take the command of men was about to encounter a whole nation.
One
three ships, which they had appointed to carry provi
adverse event, or even any unforseen delay in deter
sions to the colony at Isabella.
mining the fate of the war, might prove fatal to the

;

own industry. On all these accounts,
He could not have arrived at any juncture when Co
they became afraid of perishing with hunger, and were
a scanty allowance.
At the same lumbus stood more in need of a friend capable of assist
time, the diseases predominant in the torrid zone, and ing him with his counsels, or of dividing witli him the
For although the
which rage chiefly in those uncultivated countries where cares and burdens of government.
the hand of industry had not opened the woods, drained provisions now brought from Europe afforded a tem
the marshes, and confined the rivers within a certain porary relief to the Spaniards from the calamities of
Alarmed at famine, the supply was not in such quantity as to sup
channel, began to spread among them.
the violence and unusual symptoms of those maladies, port them long, and the island did not hitherto yield
Giey exclaimed against Columbus and his companions what was sufficient for sustenance.
They were threatin the former voyage, who, by their splendid but deceit- tened with another danger, still more formidable than
ful descriptions of Hispaniola, bad allured them to
quit the return of scarcity, and which demanded more imNo sooner did Columbus leave the
Spsin for a barbarous uncultivated land, where they mediate attention.
must cither be cut off by famine, or die of unknown island on his voyage of discovery, than the soldiers unSeveral of the officers and persons of der Margarita, as if they had been set free from disdistempers.
Innote, instead of checking, joined in those seditious cipline and subordination, scorned all restraint.
Father Boyl, the apostolical vicar, was stead of conforming to the prudent instructions of Cocomplaints.
one of the most turbulent and outrageous. It required lumbus, they dispersed in straggling parties over the
all the authority and address of Columbus to re-estaisland, lived at discretion upon the natives, wasted
;h
subordination and tranquillity in the colony. their provisions, seized their women, and treated that
Threats and promises were alternately
employed for inoffensive race with all the insolence of military opthis purpose ; but
nothing contributed more to soothe pression.
the malecontents than the prospect of
As long as the Indians had any prospect that their
finding, in the
mines of Cibao, such a rich store of treasure as would sufferings might come to a period by the voluntary debe a recompense for all their sufferings, and efface the parture of the invaders, they submitted in silence, and
dissembled their sorrow
but they now perceived that
memory of former disappointments.
When, by his unwearied endeavors, concord and the yoke would be as permanent as it was intolerable,
order were so far restored that he could venture to The Spaniards had built a tovn, and surrounded it with
leave the island, Columbus resolved to pursue his dis
ramparts.
They had erected forts in different places,
It was
coveries, that he might be able to ascertain whether They had enclosed and sown several fields.
apthose new countries with which he had opened a com
parent that they came not to visit the country, but to
munication were connected with any region of the settle in it.
Though the number of those strangers
earth already known, or whelhe.r they were to be consi
was inconsiderable, the state of cultivation among
dered as a separate portion of the globe hitherto un- these rude people was so imperfect, and in such
visitcd.
He appointed his brother Don Diego, with exact proportion to their own consumption, that it was
the assistance of a council of officers, to govern the with difficulty they could afford subsistence to their
island in his absence
and gave. the. command of a body new guests.
Their own mode of life was so indolent!
of soldiers to Don Pedro Margarita, with which he was and inactive, the warmth of the climate so
enervating,
to visit the different parts of the island, and endeavor the constitution of their bodies
naturally so feeble, and
to establish the authority of the
.Spaniards among the so unaccustomed to the laborious exertions of indusinhabitants.
Having left them very particular instruc try, that they were satisfied with a proportion of food
tions with respect to their conduct, he
weighed anchor mazingly small. A handful of maize, or a little of the
on the 24th of April, with one ship and two small barks insipid bread made of the cassadaroot. was sufficient to
under his command. During a tedious voyage of full five support men whose strength and spirits were not ex
hausted by any vigorous efforts either of body or mind.
months, he had a trial of almost all the numerous hard
The Spaniards, though the most abstemious of all the
ships to which persons of his profession are exposed, with
out making any discovery of importance, except the island European nations, appeared to them
excessively vora
of J
As he ranged along the southern coast of cious. One Spaniard consumed as much as several
Cuba, [19] he was entangled in a labyrinth formed by Indians. This keenness of appetite surprised them so
an incredible number of small islands, to which he gave much, and seemed to be so insatiable, that they
sup
the name of the Queen s Garden.
In this unknown posed the Spaniards had left their own country because
course, among rocks and shelves, he was retarded by it did not produce as much as was requisite to gratify
contrary winds, assaulted with furious storms, and their immoderate desire of food, and had coi
ong
alarmed with the terrible thunder and lightning which them in quest of nourishment.
Self-preservation
is often almost incessant between the
At prompted them to wish for the departure of guests who
tropics.
his crew, exhausted wasted so fast their slender stock of
The
length his provisions fell short
provisions.
with fatigue as well as hunger, murmured and threat injuries which they suffered added to their
impatience
ened, and were ready to proceed to the most desperate for this event.
had
They
long expected that the Spa
extremities against him.
Beset with danger in such niards would retire of their own accord.
They now
various forms, he was obliged to keep continual watch, perceived that, in order to avert the destruction with
to observe every occurrence with his own
eyes, to issue which they were threatened, either by the slow con
every order, and to superintend the execution of it. On sumption of famine, or by the violence of their oppres
no occasion was the extent of his skill and experience sors, it was necessary to assume
courage, to attack
as a navigator so much tried.
To these the squadron those formidable invaders with united force, and drive
owed its safety. But this unremitted fatigue of body, them from the settlements of which they had
violently
and intense application of mind, overpowering his con taken possession.
fruits of their

Conscious that success depended on the
Spaniards.
vigor and rapidity of his operations, Columbus in

reduced already to

stantly assembled his forces.
They
to a very small number.
Diseases,
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Such were the sentiments which universally pre
though naturally vigorous and robust, brought
on a feverish disorder, which terminated in a lethargy, vailed among the Indians, when Columbus returned to
that deprived him of sense and
memory, and had almost Isabella. Inflamed, by the unprovoked outrages of
the Spaniards, with a degree of rage of which their
proved fatal to his life.
But, on his return to Hispaniola [Sept. 27], the sud
gentle natures, formed to suffer and submit, seemed
den emotion of joy which he felt upon meeting with his hardly susceptible, they waited
only for a signal from
brother Bartholomew at Isabella, occasioned such a their leaders to fall
upon the colony. Some of the
flow of spirits as contributed
greatly to his recovery. caziques had already surprised and cut off several
It was now thirteen
The dread of this impending danger uni
years since the two brothers, whoin stragglers.
ted the Spaniards, and re-established the authority of
similarity of talents united in close friendship, had se
from
each
and
other,
parated
during that long period Columbus, as they saw no prospect of safety but in
there had hern no intercourse between them. Bartho
It
committing themselves to his prudent guidance.
lomew after finishing his negotiation in the court of was now
necessary to have recourse to arms, the emhad
set
out
for
of
the
of
which
England
way
France. ploying
Spain by
against the Indians Columbus had

taught them the art either of curing these, or the
twoprecautions requisite for guarding against them
thirds of the original adventurers were dead, and
many of those who survived were incapable of service.
The body which took the field [March 24, 1495] consisted only of two hundred foot, twenty horse, and
and how strange soever it may
twenty large dogs
seem to mention the last as composing part of a military force, they were not perhaps the least formidable
and destructive of the whole, when employed against
naked and timid Indians. All the caziques on the
island, Gucanahari cxccpted, who retained an inviolable
;

i

;

were reduced

engendered by
the warmth and humidity of the country, or occa
sioned by their own licentiousness, had raged
among
them w ith much violence
experience had not yet

;

attachment to the Spaniards, were in arms to oppose
Columbus, with forces amounting, if we may believe
the Spanish historians, to a hundred thousand men,
Instead of attempting to draw the Spaniards into the
fastnesses of the woods and mountains, they were so
imprudent as to take their station in the Vega Heal,
the most open plain in the country.
Culumbns did not
allow them time to perceive their error, or to alter their
He attacked them during the night, when
position.
undisciplined troops are least capable of acting with
union and concert, and obtained an easy and bloodless
The consternation with which the Indians
victory.
were filled by the noise and havoc made by the firearms, by the impetuous force of the cavalry, and the
fierce onset of the dogs was so great, that they threw

down

their

sistance.

weapons, and

Many were

fled

slain

;

without attempting re
more were taken pri-

and reduced to servitude [20] and so thoroughly were the rest intimidated, that from that moment they abandoned themselves to despair, relinquishing all thoughts of contending with aggressors whom
soners,

;

deemed invincible.
Columbus employed

they

several

months

in

marching

through the island, and in subjecting it to the Spanish
government, without meeting wilh any opposition.
He imposed a tribute upon all the inhabitants above
Each person who lived in those
the age of fourteen.
as obliged to pay
where gold was
quarterly as much gold dust as filled a hawk s bell ;
from those in other parts of the country, twenty-five
pounds of cotton were demanded. This was the first
districts

regular taxation of the Indians, and served as a pre
cedence for exactions still more intolerable. Such an

imposition

was extremely contrary

to

those

maxims

which Columbus had hitherto inculcated with respect
But intrigues were
to the mode of treating them.
carrying on in the court of Spain at this juncture, in
order to undermine his power, and
discredit his
operations, which constrained him to depart from his

own system

Several unfavorable
of administration.
accounts of his conduct, as well as of the countries
discovered by him, had been transmitted to Spain.
Margarita and Father Boyl were now at court, and in
order to justify their own conduct, or to gratify their
attention for
resentment, watched with malevolent
every opportunity of spreading insinuations to hif

Many of the courtiers viewed his growing
Fonseca,
reputation and power with envious eyes.
of
archdeacon
Seville, who was intrusted with the
chief direction of Indian affairs, had conceived such
an unfavorable opinion of Columbus, for some
reason which the contemparary writers ha*ve not men
tioned. that he listened with partiality to every invec

stitution,

detriment.

tive against him.

It

was not easy

for

an

unfriendeo&amp;gt;

stranger, unpractised in courtly arts, to Counteract the

i

Columbus saw
machinations of so many enemies.
that there was but one method of supporting his own
He must
credit, and of silencing all his adversaries.
produce such a quantity of gold as would not only
with
had
to
the richrespect
reported
justify what he

SOUTH AMERICA.
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of the country, but encourage Ferdinand and

The
persevere in prosecuting his plans.
necessity of obtaining it forced him not only to impose
this heavy tax upon the Indians, but to exact payment
and may be pleaded in ex
of it with extreme rigor
cuse for his deviating on this occasion from the mildness
and humanity with which he uniformly treated that
Isabella

different

to

voyage.

as
the parallel of twenty-two degrees of latitude
experience had not yet discovered the more certain and
expeditious method of stretching to the north, in order
to fall in with the south-west winds.
By this ill ad
vised choice, which, in the infancy of navigation be
tween the New and Old World, can hardly be imputed
to the admiral as a defect in naval skill, he was ex
in

;

unhappy people.

The

labor, attention, and foresight which the Indians
to employ in procuring the tribute de

were obliged

manded

of them, appeared the most intolerable of

ception of deriving any benefit from tho? production*
of the New World which have since yielded such
but had formed mag
large returns of wealth to Europe,
nificent ideas, and entertained sanguine hopes with re
spect to the riches contained in the mines which had
been discovered, a band of workmen, skilled in the
various arts employed in digging and refining the pre
All these emigrants were
cious metals, was
provided.
to receive pay and subsistence for some years, at the

Europe, Columbus held a course
from that which he had taken in h:s former
He steered almost due east from Hispaniola,

In returning to

;

public expense.
Thus i ar the regulations
adapted to the end in view.

fatigue and danger, in a perpetual
struggle with the trade winds, which blow without
Notwith
variation from the east between the tropics.

all

to

posed

evils, to men accustomed to pass their days in a care
less improvident indolence.
They were incapable of

such a regular and persevering exertion of industry,
and felt it such a grievous restraint upon their liberty,
that they had recourse to an expedient for obtaining
deliverance from this yoke, which demonstrates the
excess of their impatience and despair. They formed

infinite

that

provisions began to fail, the crew was reduced to the
scanty allowance of six ounces of bread a day for
each person.
The admiral fared no better than the
meanest sailor. But, even in this extreme distress, he
retained the humanity which distinguishes his charac
ter, and refused to comply with the earnest solicitations
of his crew, some of whom proposed to feed upon the

;

entertained with respect to the voracious appetite of
the Spaniards, they concluded the execution of it to be
With this view they suspended all
very practicable.
the operations of agriculture
they sowed no maize,
they pulled up the roots of the manoic or cassada Indian prisoners whom they were carrying over, and
which were planted, and retiring to the most inacces others insisted to throw them overboard, in order to
sible parts of the mountains, left the uncultivated lessen the consumption of their small stock.
He re
This desperate resolution pro
plains to their enemies.
presented that they were human beings, reduced by a
duced in some degree the effects which they expected. common calamity to the same condition with them
The Spaniards were reduced to extreme want but selves, and entitled to share an equal fate. His
they received such seasonable supplies of provisions authority and remonstrances dissipated those wild
from Europe, and found so many resources in their ideas suggested by despair. Nor had they time to
own ingenuity and industry, that they suffered no great recur as he came soon within sight of the coast of
The wretched Indians were the victims Spain, when all their fears and suflerings ended.
loss of men.
of their own ill-concerted policy.
Columbus appeared at court with the modest but
great multitude
of people, shut up in the mountainous or wooded part determined confidence of a man conscious not only of
of the country, without any food but the spontaneous integrity but of having performed great services. Fer
productions of the earth, soon felt the utmost distresses dinand and Isabella, ashamed of their own facility in
of famine.
This brought on contagious diseases and lending too favorable an ear to frivolous or unfounded
in the course of a few months more than a third part accusations, received him with
such distinguished
of the inhabitants of the island perished, after expe
marks of respect as covered his enemies with shame.
The censures and calumnies were no more heard of
riencing misery in all its various forms.
But while Columbus was establishing the founda at that juncture. The gold, the pearls, the cotton, and
tions of the Spanish grandeur in the New World, his other commodities of value which Columbus produced,
enemies labored with unwearied assiduity to deprive seemed fully to refute what the maleconter.ts had
him of the glory and rewards which, by his services propagated with respect to the poverty of the country.
and sufferings, he was entitled to enjoy. The hard By reducing the Indians to obedience, and imposing a
ships unavoidable in a new settlement, the calamities regular tax upon them, he had secured to Spain a
occasioned by an unhealthy climate, the disasters at
large accession of new subjects, and the establishment
By
tending n voyage in unknown seas, were all represented of a revenue that promised to be considerable.
as the effects of his restless and inconsiderate ambi
the mines which he had found out and examined, a
tion.
His prudent attention to preserve discipline and source of wealth still more copious was opened. Great
subordination was denominated excess of rigor
the and unexpected as those advantages were, Columbus
which he inflicted upon the mutinous and rcjiresented them only as preludes to future acquisitions,
Sumshments
were
to
These
accusa
and as the earnest of more important discoveries,
isorderly
imputed
cruelty.
tions gained such credit in a jealous court, that a com
which he still meditated, and to which those he had
missioner was appointed to repair to Hispaniola, and already made would conduct him with ease and cer
to inspect into the conduct of Columbus.
By the re tainty.
commendation of his enemies, Aguado, a groom of
The attentive consideration of all these circum
the bedchamber, was the person to whom this im
stances made such an impression, not only upon Isa
But in this choice they bella, who flattered with the idea of being the patron
portant trust was committed.
seem to have been more influenced by the obsequious ess of all Columbus s enterprises, but even upon
attachment of the man to their interest, than by his Ferdinand, who having originally expressed his dis
Purled up with such sudden approbation of his schemes, was still apt to doubt
capacity for the station.
elevation. Aguado displayed, in the exercise of this of
of their success, that they resolved to supply the
fice, all the frivolous self-importance, and acted with colony of Hispaniola with every thing which could
all the disgusting insolence which are natural to little
render it a permanent establishment, and to furnish
minds, when raised to unexpected dignity, or employed Columbus with such a fleet, that he might proceed to
in functions to which they are not equal.
By listen search for those new countries of whose existence he
seemed to be confident. The measures most proper
ing with eagerness to every accusation against Colum
for accomplishing both these designs were concerted
bus, and encouraging not only the maiecontent Spa
with Columbus.
niards, but even the Indians, to produce their griev
Discovery had been the sole object
and though,
ances, real or imaginary, lie fomented the spirit of of the first voyage to the New World
dissension in the island, without establishing any
in the second, settlement had been proposed, the pre
regu
lations of public utility, or that tended to redress the cautions taken for that purpose had either been inmany wrongs, with the odium of which he wished to sulficient, or were rendered ineffectual by the mutinous
load the admiral s administration.
As Columbus felt spirit of the Spaniards, and the unforeseen calamities
Now a plan was to be
sensibly how humiliating bis situation must be, if he arising from various causes.
should remain in the country whiles such a partial in
formed of a regular colony, that might serve as a
model in all future establishments. Every particular
spector observed his motions and controlled his juris
diction, he took the resolution of returning to Spain, in was considered with attention, and the whole arranged
order to lay a full account of all his transactions,
with a scrupulous accuracy.
The precise number of
par
ticularly with respect to the points in dispute between adventurers, who should be permitted to embark was
him and his adversaries, before Ferdinand and Isabella, fixed. They wore to be of different ranks and pro
from whose justice and discernment he expected an fessions, and the proportion of each was established
He committed according to their usefulness and the wants of the
equal and a favorable decison. [1496J
the administration of affairs,
A suitable number of women were to be
during his absence, to colony.
Don Bartholomew, his brother, with the title of Ade- chosen to accompany these new settlers. As it was
lantado, or Lieutenant-Governor.
By a choice less the first object to raise provisions in a country where
fortunate, and which proved the source of many cala
scarcity of food had been the occasion of so much
mities to the colony, he appointed Francis Itoldan chief distress, a considerable
body of husbandmen was to
be carried over.
As the Spaniards had then no conjustice, with very extensive power?.
;

engage voluntarily

to

settle

in

a

country whose noxious climate had been fatal to so
many of their countrymen. Columbus proposed to
transport to Hispaniola such malefactors as had been
convicted of crimes which, though capital, were of a
and that for the future a
nature
loss atrocious

standing the almost insuperable difficulties of such a
navigation, he persisted in his course with his usual
patience and firmness, but made so little way that lie
was three months without seeing land. At length his

a .scheme of starving those oppressors whom they durst
uot attempt to expel and from the opinion which they

few would

were prudent, and well
But as it was foreseen

;

the offenders usually sent to the
condemned to labor in the mines

certain proportion of
galleys, should

be

which were to be opened. This advice, given without
due reflection, was as inconsiderately adopted. The
prisons of Spain were drained, in order to collect
members for the intended colony and the judges em
powered to try criminals were instructed to recruit it
It was not, however, with
by their future sentences.
;

such materials that the foundations of a society,
destined to be permanent, should be laid.
Industry,
sobriety, patience, and mutual confidence, are indis
pensably requisite in an infant settlement, where purity
of morals must contribute more towards establishing
order than the operation or authority of laws.
But
when such a mixture of what is corrupt is admitted
into the original constitution of the political body, the
vices of those unsound and incurable members will
probably infect the whole, and must certainly be pro
This the
ductive of violent and unhappy effects.
and the other Eu
Spaniards fatally experienced
ropean nations having successively imitated the practice
of Spain in this particular, pernicious consequences
have followed in their settlement., which can be im
puted to no other cause.
Though Columbus obtained, with great facility and
despatch, the royal approbation of every measure and
regulation that he proposed, his endeavors to carry
them into execution were so long retarded, as must
have tired out the patience of any man less accustomed

;

;

A

;

;

to

encounter and surmount

difficulties.

Those delays

were occasioned

partly by that tedious formality and
spirit of procrastination, with which the Spaniards con
duct business, and partly by the exhausted state of the
treasury, which was drained by the expense of celebra
ting the marriage of Ferdinand and Isabella s only son
with Margaret of Austria, and that of Joanna, their se
cond daughter, with Philip Archduke of Austria ; but
must be chiefly imputed to the malicious arts of Co
lumbus s enemies. Astonished at the reception which
he met with upon his return, and overawed by his pre

;

sence, they gave way, for some time, to a tide of favor
too strong for them to oppose. Their enmity, however,
was too inveterate to remain long inactive. They re
sumed their operations and by the assistance of Fonseca, the minister for Indian affairs, who was now pro
moted to the Bishopric of Badajos, they threw in so
;

many

obstacles to protract the preparations for

Colum

bus

s expedition, that a year elapsed before he could,
procure two ships to carry over a part of the supplies

;

destined for the colony, and almost two years were
spent before the small squadron was equipped, of which
he himself was to take the command.
[1498.] This squadron consisted of six ships only,
of no great burden, and but indifferently provided for a
The voyage which he
long or dangerous navigation.
now meditated was in a course different from any he
he
was
had undertaken.
As
fully persuaded that tho
fertile regions of India lay to the south-west of those
countries which he had discovered, he proposed, as the
most certain method of finding out these, to stand di
rectly south from the Canary or Cape de Verd islands,
until he came under the equinoctial line, and then to
stretch to the west before the favorable wind lor such
a course, which blows invariably between the tropics.
With this idea he set sail [May 30], and touched first
at the Canary, and then at the Cape de Vcrd islands
From the former ho despatched three of his
[July 4].
Hisships with a supply of provisions for the colony
paniola; with the other three, he continued his voyage
towards the south.
No remarkable occurrence hap
pened until they arrived within five degrees of the line
There they were becalmed, and at the
[July 19].
same time the heat became so excessive that many of

m
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their

wine caska burst, the liquors

in others soured,
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and their provisions corrupted. The Spaniards, who that they might neither languish in inactivity, nor have
leisure to form new cabals, inarched into those parts of
bad never ventured so far to the south, wrre afraid tha
the island which his brother had not yet visited or re
and began to apprehend
the ships would take
duced to obedienre. AH the people were unable to re
reality of what the ancients had taught concerning th
destructive qualities of that torrid region of the globe
sist, they submitted every where to the tribute which
They wore relieved, in some measure, from their fear. he imposed. But they soon found the burden to be so

engaging to grant such ae should desire it the liberty
of returning to Spain, he allured all those unfortunate
adventurers, who, from sickness and disappointment,
were disgusted with the country. By promising to
re-establish Koldan in his former office, he soothed his
pride; and, by complying with most of his demands in
by a seasonable fall of rain. This, however, though so intolerable that, overawed as they were by the superior behalf of his followers, he satisfied their avarice. Thus,
heavy and unintennitting that the men could hardh power of their oppressors, they tonk arms against them. gradually and without bloodshed, but after many tedi
ous negotiations, he dissolved this dangerous combina
keep the deck, did not greatly mitigate the intenseness Those insurrections, however, were not formidable.
of the heat.
The admiral, who with his usual vlgilanci conflict with timid and naked Indians was neither dan tion, which threatened the colony with ruin: and re
stored the appearance of order, regular government
had in person directed every operation from the begin gerous nor of doubtful issue.
But while the a d elan lad o was employed against and tranquillity.
ning of the voyage, was so much exhausted by fatigue
In consequence of this agreement with the muti
and want of sleep, that it brought on a violent lit of the them in the field, a mutiny of an aspect far more
The ring neers, lands were allotted them in different parts of tbe
All these circum
alarming broke out among the Spaniards.
gout, accompanied with a fever.
stances constrained linn to yield lo the importunities of leader of it was Francis Roldan, whom Columbus bad island, and the Indians settled in each district were
his crew, and to alter his course to the north-west, in placed in a station which required him to be the guar
appointed to cultivate a certain portion of ground for
turbu
the use of those now masters [141*9].
The performorder to reach some of the Caribbee islands, where he dian of order and tranquillity in the colony.
lent and inconsiderate ambition precipitated him into mance of this work was substituted in place of the
might relit, and be supplied with provisions.
On the first of August, the man stationed in the this desperate measure, so unbecoming his rank. The tribute formerly imposed and how necessary soever
such a regulation might be in a sicklv and feeble
round top surprised them with the joyful cry of Land ! arguments which he employed to seduce his country
They stood toward it, and discovered a considerable men were frivolous* and ill founded. He accused Co colony, it introduced among the Spaniards the; Rfpart^
lumbus and his two brothers of arrogance and severity
micntofi, or distributions of Indians established by thorn
inland, which the admiral called Trinidad, a name it
in all their .settlements, which
still retains.
It lies on the coast of Guiana, near the
pretended that they aimed at establishing an inde
brought numberless
mouth of the Orinoco. This, though a river only of pendent dominion in the country; he taxed them with calamities upon that unhappy people, and subjected
off
of
the
them
to
the
most
This was not
in
New
an
intention
of
the thin
the
thjrd or fourth magnitude
World, far
Spaniards by
cutting
part
grievous oppression.
:he o(ily bad effect of the insurrection in llispmiola;
It
passe
any of the streams in our hemisphere.
lunger and fatigue, that they might more easily re
surpasses
he represented it as it prevented Columbus from prosecuting his discove
rolls towards the ocean such a vast body of water, and duce the remainder to subjection
rushes into it with such impetuous force, that when it
mworthy of Castihans, to remain the tame and passive ries on the continent, as self- preservation obliged him
meets the tide, which on thatcoast rises to an uncommon slaves of these Genoese adventurers. As men have to keep near his person his brother the adelantado, and
he sailors whom he intended to have employed nfthat
height, their collision occasions a swell and agitation of always a propensity to impute the hardships of which
Lne waves no less surprising than formidable.
In this
As soon as his affairs would permit, be sent
hey feel the pressure to the misconduct of their rulers; service.
as every nation views with a jealous eye the power and some of his ships to Spain with a journal of the voy
conflict, the irresistible torrent of the river so far pre
vails, that it freshens the ocean many leagues with its exaltatJon^f foreigners, Roldan s insinuations made a
age which he had made, a description of the new coun
Ills character tries which lie bad discovered, a chart of the coast
flood.
Columbus, before he could conceive the dan
.eep impression on his countrymen.
nd rank added weight to them.
A considerable num- along which he had sailed, and specimens of the gold,
ger, was entangled among these adverse currents and
of the Spaniards made choice of him as their
ho pearls, and other curious or valuable productions
tempestuous waves, and it was with the utmost diffi
a
arms
that
he
narrow
which
strait,
eader; and, taking
culty
escaped through
against the adclantado and which he had acquired by trafficking with the natives.
appeared so tremendous that he called it La Boca del lis brother, seized the king s magazine of provisions, At the same time he transmitted an account of the in
As soon as the consternation which tins occa
nd endeavored to surprise the fort at St. Domingo. surrection in Hispaniola
he accused the mutineers
Drairo.
sioned permitted him to reflect upon the nature of an
This was preserved by the vigilance and courage of not only of having thrown the colony into such violent
)on Diego Columbus.
The mutineers were obliged convulsions as threatened its dissolution, but of having
appearance so extraordinary, hu discerned in it a source
of comfort and hope.
He justly concluded that such a o retire to the province of Xaragua, whore they con- obstructed every attempt towards discovew and im
vast body of water as this river contained, could not be
inucd not only to disclaim the adclantado s authority provement, by their unprovoked rebellion against
xcited the Indians to throw oil the superiors, and proposed several regulations for the
hcmselvess, but
supplied by any island, but must flow through a coun
-okc.
better government of the island, as well as the ex
try of immense extent, and of consequence that he was
now arrived at that continent which it had long been
Such was the distracted state of the colony when tinction of that mutinous- spirit, which, though sup
(he object of his wishes to discover.
He was astonished pressed at present, might soon burst out with addi
Full of this idea,
Columbus landed at St. Domingo.
he stood to the west along the coast of those provinces
o find that the three ships which he had despatched tional rage.
Roldan and his associates did not neglect
which are now known by the names of Para and Cu- rom the Canaries were not yet arrived. By the un- to convey to Spam, by the same ships, an apology foi
mana. He landed in several places, and had some in
kilfulness of the pilots, and the violence of currents, their own conduct, together with their recrimination!!
tercourse with the people, who resembled those of IHshey had been carried a hundred and s.^ty miles to the upon the admiral and his brothers.
Unfortunately for
vest of St. Domingo, and forced to take shelter in a the honor of Spain and the happiness of Columbus, tbe
pamola in their appearance and manner of life. They
.arbor of the province of Xaragua, where Roldan and latter gained most credit in the court of P crdinand atul
wore, as ornaments, small plates of gold, and pearls of
considerable value, which they willingly exchanged foi
is seditious followers were cantoned.
Roldan care- Isabella, and produced unexpected effects.
But, previous to the relating of these, it is proper to
European toys. They seemed to possess a better un
ully concealed from the commanders of the ships his
nsurrection against the adelantado, and, employing his take a view of some events, which merit attention,
derstanding and greater courage than the inhabitants of
the islands.
The country produced four-footed animals
tmost address to gain their confidence, persuaded both on account of their own importance, and their
of several kinds, as well as a great variety of fowls and
iom to set on shore a considerable part of the new connection with the history of the New World. \Vhiie
fruits.
The admiral was so much delighted with its ettlers whom they brought over, that they might pro- Columbus was engaged in his successive voyages to
eed by land to St. Domingo.
It required but few the west, the spirit of discovery did not, languish in
beauty and fertility, that, with the warm enthusiasm of
a discoverer, he imagined it to be the Paradise described
rguments to prevail with those men to espouse his Portugal, the kingdom where it first acquired vigor,
in Scripture, which the Almighty chose for the residence
ause.
They were the refuse of the jails of Spain, to and became enterprising. Self-condemnation and ne
of man while he, retained innocence that rendered him
vhom idleness, licentiousness, and deeds of violence glect were not the only sentiments to which the success
and they returned eagerly to a course of Columbus, and reflection upon their own imprudence
worthy of such a habitation. [21] Thus Columbus vere familiar
had the glory not only of discovering to mankind the
f life
nearly resembling that to which they had been in rejecting his proposals, gave rise among the Porti*existence of a now World, but made considerable pro
ccustomed.
The commanders of the chips perceiv- guese. They excited a general emulation to surpass
and was the
gress towards a perfect, knowledge of it
ng, when it was too lute, their imprudence in disem- his performances, and an ardent desire to make some
first man who conducted the Spaniards to that vast
With
arking so many of their men, stood away for St. reparation to their country for their own error.
continent which has been the chief seat of their empire,
)omingo, and got safe into the port a few days after this view, Emanuel, who inherited the enterprising ge
and the source of their treasures in this quarter of the
ic admiral
but their stock of provisions was
nius of his predecessors, persisted in their grand scheme
The shattered condition of his ships, scarcity vasted during a voyage of such long continuance that of openrjg a passage to the East Indies by the Cap*
globe.
of provisions, his own infirmities, together with the im
of Good Hope, and soon after his accession to the
icy brought little relief to the colony.
patience of his crew, prevented him from pursuing his
By this junction with a band of such bold and dos- throne equipped a squadron for that important voyage,
discoveries any further, and made it necessary to bear
erate associates, Roldan became extremely formidable, lie gave the command of it to Vasco de Gama, a man
nd no less extravagant in his demands.
away tor Hispitniola. In his way thither he discovered
Columbus, of noble birth, possessed of virtue, prudence, and coithe islands of Oubagua and Margarita, which -afterwards
bough filled with resentment at his ingratitude, and rage, equal to the station. The squadron, like aUtho^
became remarkable for their pearl-fishery. When he
ighly exasperated by the insolence of his followers, fitted out for discovery in the infancy of navigation,
arrived at Hispaniola [Aug. 30], he was wasted to an
nade no haste to take the field.
He trembled at tbe was extremely feeble, consisting only of three vessels,
extreme degree, with fatigue and sickness hut found
m-ilher burden nor force adequate to the service.
noughts of kindling the (lames of a civil war, in wlii-h,
the affairs of the colony in such a situation as afforded
vhatever party prevailed, the power and strength ol A e the Europeans were at that time little acquainted
him no prospect of enjoying that repose of which he
oth must be so much wasted as might encourage tbe with the course oi the trade-winds and periodical moi&amp;gt;
stood sn much in need.
ommon enemy to unite and complete their dt-struc- soons, which render navigation in the Atlantic ocean
Many revolutions had happened in that country during ion. At the same time., he observed, hat the prf ju as well as in the sea that separates Africa from India,
His brother, the adelautado, in conse
lus absence.
ices and passions which incited the iebe!s to take at some seasons easy, and at others not only dangerous
nit almost
quence oi an advice which the admiral gave before his
rms, had so far infected those who still adhered to
impracticable, the time chosen for Gama s
departure, had removed the colony from Isabella to a
un, that many of them were adverse, and all cold to departure was the most improper during the whole
more commodious station, on the opposite side of the
I rom such sentiments, with
ic service.
He set sail from Lisbon on the ninth of July,
respect to /ear.
i.-laml, and laid the foundation of St.
:ie
1497], and standing towards the south, had to strug
Domingo, which
public interest, as well as from this view of his own
was long the most considerable European town in the situation, be c-hoso to negotiate rather than to fight. gle for four months with contrary winds before IIP
New World, and the seat of the supreme courts in the By a seasonable proclamation, offering free pardon to could reach the Cape of Good IIopo. Here their vioAs soon as the Spaniards such as should merit it by returning to their duty, he ence began to abate [Nov. 20] and during an intejSpanish dornin Ons there.
were established 111 his new settlement, the addantado, made impression upon some of the malccontents. By val of c ul in weather, Gama doubled that formidable
I
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SOUTH AMERICA.
One of the first propositions of this
so long been the boundary uf to themselves.
promontory, which had
kind was made by Alonzo de Ojeda, a gallant and ac
his course towards the north
navigation, and directed
He touched at several tive officer, who had accompanied Columbus in his
east, along the African coast.
second voyage.
His rank and character procured him
and after various adventures, which the Portu
ports
enconiums such credit with the merchants of Seville, that they
guese historians relate with high but just
could obtain
upon his conduct and intrepidity, he came to anchor undertook to equip four ships, provided he
before the city of Melinda.
Throughout all the vast the royal license, authorising the voyage. The power
countries which extend along the coast of Africa, from ful patronage of the Bishop of Badajos easily secured
Without
the river Senegal to the confines of Zanguebar, the success in a suit so agreeable to the court.
Portuguese had found a race of men rude and unculti consulting Columbus or regarding the rights and juris
and
the
which
he
had
arts
and
diction
vated, strangers to letters, to
commerce,
acquired by
capitulation in
no less in one thousand four hundred and ninety-two, Ojcda was
dilfering from the inhabitants of Europe
In order to
their features and complexion than in their manners permitted to set out for the New World.
and institutions. As they advanced from this, they direct his course, the bishop communicated to him the
observed, to their inexpressible joy, that the human admiral s journal of his last voyage, and his charts of
the countries which he had discovered.
form gradually altered aud improved; the Asiatic fea
Ojeda struck
tures began to predominate, marks of civilization out into no new path of navigation, but adhering ser
had taken, arrived
appeared, letters were known, the Mahometan religion vilely to the route whieh Columbus
was established, and a commerce far from being incon on the coast of Paria [May]. He traded with the na
At that time several vessels tives, and, standing to the west, proceeded as far as
siderable was carried on.
Gama now Cape de Vela, and ranged along a considerable extent
from India were in the port of Melinda.
had touched.
pursued his voyage with almost absolute certainty of of coast beyond that on which Columbus
success, and under the conduct of a Mahometan pilot, Having thus ascertained the opinion of Columbus, that
arrived at Calecut. upon the coast of Malabar, on the this country was a part of the, continent, Ojeda re
twenty-second of May, one thousand four hundred und turned by way of Hispaniola to Spain [October], with
;

ninety-eight.

What

he beheld of the wealth, the po-

pulousness, the cultivation, the industry, and arts of
this highly civilized country, far surpassed any idea
that he had formed, from the imperfect accounts which
But as he
the Europeans had hitherto received of it.

possessed neither sufficient force to attempt a settle
ment, nor proper commodities with which he could
carry on commerce of any consequence, he hastened
back to Portugal, with an account of his success in per

some

reputation as a discoverer, but with little benefit
to those who had raised the funds for the expedition.
Amerigo Vespucci, a Florentine gentleman, accom
In what station he served
panied Ojeda in this voyage.
but as ho was an experienced sailor, and
is uncertain
eminently skilled in all the sciences subservient to
,

seems to have acquired such authority
companions, that they willingly allowed him
to have a chief share in directing their operations during
Soon after his return, he transmitted an
forming a voyage, the longest, as well as most difficult, the voyage.
that had ever been mude since the first invention of account of his adventures and discoveries to one of his
He landed at Lisbon on the fourteenth of countrymen and laboring with the vanity of a traveller
navigation.
September, one thousand four hundred and ninety-nine, to magnify his own exploits, he had the address and
two years two months and five days from the time he confidence to frame his narrative so as to make it ap
left that port.
pear that he had the glory of having first discovered the
Thus, during the course of the fifteenth century, continent in the New World.
Amerigo s account was
mankind made greater progress in exploring the state. drawn up not only with art, but with some elegance.
of the habitable globe, that in all the ages which had It contained an amusing history of his voyage, and ju
navigation, he

among

his

;

elapsed previous to that period.

The

spirit

of discovery,

and cautious, moved within a very nar
row sphere, and made its efforts with hesitation and
timidity.
Encouraged by success, it became adven
In the
turous, and boldly extended its operations.
course of its progression, it continued to acquire vigor,
and advanced at length with a rapidity and force which
burst through all the limit within which ignorance and
fear had hitherto circumscribed the activity of the
humun race. Almost fifty years were employed by the
feeble at

first

dicious observations upon the natural productions, the
inhabitants, and the customs of the countries which he
had visited. As it was the first description of any part

of the New World that was published, a performance
so well calculated to gratify the passion of mankind for
what is new and marvellous, circulated rapidly, and
The country of which
was read with admiration.

Amerigo was supposed to be the discoverer, came
The caprice of
gradually to be called by his name.
mankind, often as unaccountable as unjust, has per
universal
consent of na
By the
petuated this error.

creeping along the coast of Africa (roin
Cape Non to Cape de Vcrd, the latter of which lies tions, America is the name bestowed on this new quar
The bold pretensions of a fortunate
twelve
In ter of the globe.
only
degrees to the south of the former.
of the New World
less than thirty years they ventured beyond the equi
imposter, have robbed the discoverer
The name of
noctial line into another hemisphere, and penetrated to of a distinction which belonged to him.
and man
the southern extremity of Africa, at the distance of Amerigo has supplanted that of Columbus
forty-nine degrees from Cape de Verd.
During the kind may regret an act of injustice, which, having re
last seven years of the century, a New World was dis
ceived the sanction of time, it is now too late to re
covered in the west, not inferior in extent to all the dress. [22]
parts of the earth with which mankind were at that
During the same year, another voyage of discovery
Columbus not only introduced the
time acquainted.
In the East, unknown seas and was undertaken.
countries w ere found out, and a communication, long spirit of naval enterprise into Spain, but all the first
t
desired, but hitherto concealed was opened between adventurers who distinguished themselves in this new
Europe and the opulent regions of India. In compa career were formed by his instructions, and acquired m
rison with events so wonderful and unexpected, all that his voyages the skill and information which qualified
had hitherto been deemed great or splendid faded them to imitate his example. Alonso Nigno, who had
away and disappeared. Vast objects now presented served under the admiral in his last expedition, fitted
themselves.
The human mind, roused and interested out a single ship, in conjunction with Christopher
by the prospect, engaged with ardor in pursuit of them, Guerra, a merchant of Seville, and sailed to the coast
This voyage seems to have been conducted
of Paria.
and exerted its active powers in a new direction.
This spirit of enterprise, though but newly awakened with greater attention to private emolument than to any
All the general or national object.
in Spain, began soon lo operate extensively.
Nigno and Guerra, made
but they brought
attempts towards discovery made in that kingdom had no discoveries of any importance
hitherto been carried on by Columbus alone, and at the home such a return of gold and pearls as inflamed their
expense of the Sovereign. But now private adven countrymen with the desire of engaging in similar ad
turers, allured by the magnificent descriptions he gave ventures
of the regions which he had visited, as well as by the
Soon after [Jan. 13, 1500], Vincent Yanez Pinzon.
specimens of their wealth which he produced, offered one of the admiral s companions in his first voyage,
He stood boldly
to tit out squadrons at their own risk, and to go in sailed from Palos with four ships.
The Spanish court, whose towards the south, and was the first Spaniard who ven
quest of new countries.
scanty revenues were exhausted by the charge of its tured across the equinoctial line but he seems to have
expeditions to the New World, which, though they landed on no part of the coast beyond the mouth of the
All these navi
opened alluring prospects of future benefit, yielded u Maragnon, or river of the Amazons.
very sparing return of present profit, was extremely gator:, adopted the erroneous theory of Columbus, and
willing to devolve the burden of discovery upon its believed that the countries which they had discovered
It seized with
were part of the vast continent of India.
subjects.
joy an opportunity of render
ing the avarice, the ingenuity, and efforts of projectors
During the last year of the fifteenth century, that
instrumental in promoting designs of certain advantage fertile district of America, on the confines of which
to the public, though of doubtful success with respect Piuzon had stopped short, was mace fully discovered.

Portuguese

in

;

;

.

;

successful voyage of Gama to the East Indies
having encouraged the King of Portugal to fit out a
fleet so powerful as not only to carry on trade but to
attempt conquest, he gave the command of it to Pedro
Alvarez
In order to avoid the coast of Africa,
Cjibral_
where he was certain of meeting with variable breezes
or frequent calms, which might retard his voyage,
Cabral stood out to sea, and kept so far to the west,
that, to his surprise, he found himself upon the shore
of an unknown country, in the tenth degree beyond&quot;

The

the line.

He

imagined

at first that

it

was some

island

ocean, hitherto unobserved
but, pro
ceeding along its coast for several days, he was led
to
that
a
so
extensive
formed
believe,
gradually
country
a part of some great continent.
This latter opinion
was well founded. The country with which he fell in
in the Atlantic

;

belongs to that province in South America now known
by the name of BrusiL He landed and having formed
a very high idea of-tltf furtiiky of the soil, and agreeableness of the climate, he took possession of it for the
crown of Portugal, and despatched a ship to Lisbon
with an account of this event, which appeared to be no
C ohmibus s
less important than it was unexpected.
discovery of the New World was the effort of an active
;

genius enlightened by science, guided by experience,
and acting upon a regular plan executed with no less
But from this adventure
courage than perseverance.
of the Portuguese, it appears that chance might have
that great design which it is now the
pride of human reason to have formed and perfected.
If the sagacity of Columbus had not conducted man
kind to America, Cttbral, by a fortunate accident, might

accomplished

have led them, a few years

later, to

the

knowledge of

that extensive continent.

While

the Spaniards and Portuguese,

by those suc

cessive voyages, were daily acquiring more enlarged
ideas of the extent and opulence of that quarter of the

globe which Columbus had made known to them, he
himself, far from enjoying the tranquillity and honor*
with which his services should have been recompensed,
was struggling with every distress in which the envy
and malevolence of the people under his command, or
the ingratitude of the court which he served, could in
volve him.
Though the pacification with Koldan broke
the union and weakened the force of the mutineers, i
did not extirpate the seeds of discord out ol the island.
Several of the malccontents continued in arms, refusing

He and his brothers were
to submit to the admiral.
obliged to take the field alternately, in order to check
The per
their incursions, or to punish their crimes.
petual occupation and disquiet which this created, pre
vented him from giving due attention to the dangerous
machinations of his enemies in the court of Spain.
good number of such as were most dissatisfied with his
administration had embraced the opportunity of return
ing to Europe with the ships which he despatched from

A

The final disappointment of all their
St. Domingo.
hopes inflamed the rage of these unfortunate adventur
Their po
ers against Columbus to the utmost pitch.
verty and distress, by exciting compassion, rendered
their accusations credible, and their complaints mteresting.
They teased Ferdinand and Isabella incessantly
with memorials, containing the detail of their own
grievances, and the articles of their charge against Co
Whenever either the king or queen appeared
lumbus.
in public, they surrounded them in a tumultuary man
ner, insisting with importunate clamours for the
ment of the arrears due to them, and demanding

pay
ven
geance upon the author of their sufferings. They in
sulted the admiral s sons wherever they met them, re
proaching them as the offspring of the projector, whose
fatal curiosity had discovered those pernicious regions
which drained Spain of its wealth, and would prove the
These avowed endeavors of the
grave of its people.
malecontents from America lo ruin Columbus, were
seconded by the secret but more dangerous insinuations
of that party among the courtiers, which had always
thwarted his schemes, and envied his success and cre
dit.

Ferdinand was disposed
willing but with

a partial

to listen, not only with a
to these accusations.

ear,

Notwithstanding the flattering accounts which Colum
bus had given of the riches of America, the remittances
from it had hitherto been so scanty that they fell far
short of defraying the expense of the armaments fitted
The glory of the discovery, together with th
out.
was all that
prospect of remote commercial advantages,
efforts which
Spain had yet received in return for the
But time had already diminished the
she had made.

sensations of joy which the discovery of a New
alone was not an object
Ths
to satisfy the cold interested muid of Ferdmand.
first

World occasioned, and fame
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commerce was then so little understood that,
where immediate gain was not acquired, the hope of
moderate returns, was
Ferdinand considered Spain, on
totally disregarded.
nature of

distant benefit, or of slow and
this account, as

having lost by the enterprise of

Colum

bus, and imputed
for

it to his misconduct and
incapacity
government, that a country abounding in gold had

Even Isa
yielded nothing of value to its conquerors.
bella, who from the favorable opinion which she enter
tained of Columbus had uniformly protected him, was
shaken

length by the

at

number and boldness of

his

accusers, and began to suspect that a disaffection so
general must have been occasioned by real grievances
which called for redress. The Bishop of Badajos, with
his usual animosity against Columbus,
encouraged these
iuspicions, and continued them.
As soon as the queen began to give way to the
torrent of calumny, a resolution fatal to Columbus
was taken. Francis de jjovadijla^ a knight of Calatrava, was appointed to repair to Hispaniola, with full
powers to inquire into the conduct of Columbus, and
if he
shoijd find the charge of maladministration

.proved, to supersede him, and assume the government
of the island.
It was
impossible to escape condem
nation, when this preposterous commission made it the
interest of the judge to pronounce the person whom

ho was sent

to try,

now composed

all

Though Columbus had

guilty.

the dissensions in the island

though
he had brought both Spaniards and Indians to submit
he
had
made
peaceably to his government
though
such effectual provision for working the mines, and
cultivating the country, as would have secured a con
siderable revenue to the king, as well as large profits
to Individuals ; Bovadilla, without designing to attend
to the nature or merit of those services, discovered
from the moment that he landed in llispaniola, a de
termined purpose of treating him as a criminal.
lie
took possession of the admiral s house in St. Domingo,
from which its master happened at that time to be
absent, and seized his effects, as if his guilt had been
he rendered himself master of
already fully proved
the fort and of the King s stores by violence
he re
;

;

;

;

quired

all

governor

;

persons to acknowledge him as supreme
he set at liberty the prisoners confined by

the admiral,

and summoned him

to

appear before his

in order to answer for his conduct ; trans
mitting to him, together with the summons, a copy of
the royal mandate, by which Columbus was enjoined
to yield implicit obedience to his commands.

tribunal,

Columbus, though deeply affected with the in
gratitude and injustice of Ferdinand and Isabella, did
not hesitate a moment about his own conduct.
He
submitted to the will of his sovereigns with a respect
Silence, and repaired directly [October] to the
court of that violent and partial judge
they had
ful

S
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name and country, one man still retained a proper
sense of the great actions which Columbus had per
formed, and was touched with the sentiments of vene

The voyage of Bastidas was prosperous and
places.
But both tended
lucrative, that of Ojeda unfortunate.
to increase the ardor of discovery ; for in
proportion

and pity due to his rank, his age, and his merit. as the Spaniards acquired a more extensive knowAlonzo de
the captain of the vessel on board Hedge of the American continent, their idea of its
Valcjo,
opu
which the admiral was confined, as soon as he was lence and fertility increased.
ration

clear of the island, approached his prisoner with great
respect, and offered to release him from the fetters

with which he was unjustly loaded.
No,&quot;
replied
Columbus with a generous indignation,
I wear these
irons in consequence of an order from my
sovereigns.
They shall find me as obedient to this as to their other
injunctions.
By their command I have been confined,
and their command alone shall set me at liberty.&quot;
&quot;

&quot;

Nov. 23.] Fortunately the voyage to Spam was
As soon as Ferdinand and Isabella
extremely short.
were informed
Columbus was brought home a
and
in
chains, they perceived at once what
prisoner
universal astonishment this event must occasion, and
what an impression to their disadvantage it must make.
All Europe, they foresaw, would be tilled with indig
nation at this ungenerous requital of a man who had
tha&quot;.

performed actions worthy of the highest recompense,
and would exclaim against the injustice of the nation,
to which he had been such an eminent benefactor, as
well as against the ingratitude of the
princes whose
Ashamed of their
reign he had rendered illustrious.
own conduct, and eager not only to make some repara
tion for this
injury, but to efface the stain which it
might fix upon their character, they instantly issued
orders to set Columbus at
[Dec. 17,] invited

him

to court,

liberty
to enable

and remitted money

him

to

ap
he
entered the royal presence, Columbus threw himself
pear there in a

manner

suitable to his rank.

at the feet of his
sovereigns.
time silent ; the various

When

He

remained for some
passions which agitated his

mind suppressing

his power of utterance.
At length
he recovered himself, and vindicated his conduct in a
long discourse, producing the most satisfying proofs of
his own integrity as well as
good intention, and evidence,
no less clear, of the malevolence of his enemies, who,
not satisfied with having ruined his fortune, labored to

deprive him of what alone was now left, his honor and
his fame.
Ferdinand received him with decent
civility,

and Isabella with tenderness and respect.
They both
expressed their sorrow for what had happened, disa
vowed their knowledge of it, and joined in promising
him protection and future favor. But
though they in
stantly degraded Bovadilla, in order to remove from
themselves any suspicion of having authorized his
violent proceedings,
they did not restore to
his jurisdiction and
privileges as viceroy

countries which he had discovered.
to appear the
avengers of Columbus

Before these adventurers returned from their voy
was equipped, at the public expense, foi
carrying over Ovando, the new governor, to Hispa
niola.
His presence there was extremely requisite, ;n
order to stop the inconsiderate career of Bovadilla,
whose imprudent administration threatened the settle
ment with ruin. Conscious of the violence and iniquity
of his proceedings against Columbus, hf continued to
nake it his sole object to gain the favor and support of
his countrymen, by
accommodating himself to their
With this view, he esta
passions and prejudices.
ages, a fleet

blished regulations in every point the reverse of those
to the prosperity

which Columbus deemed essential

of the colony.
Instead of the severe discipline neceusary in order to habituate the dissolute and corrupted
members of which the society was composed, to the
restraints of law and subordination, he suffered them to
enjoy such uncontrolled license as encouraged the
wildest excesses.
Instead of protecting the Indians,
he gave a legal sanction to the oppression of that un
He took the exact number of such a*
happy people.
survived their past calamities, divided them into dis

m

tinct classes, distributed them
property among lus
adherents, and reduced all the people of tiie island *to a
stale of complete servitude.
As the avarice of the
Spaniards was too rapacious and impatient to try any
method of acquiring wealth but that of searching for
gold, this servitude became as grievous as it was

un&amp;gt;-

The

Indians were driven in crowds to the moun
tains, and compelled to work in the mines, by masters
who imposed their tasks without mercy or discretion.
Labor so disproportioned to their strength and former
habits of life, wasted that feeble race of men with such
rapid consumption, as must have soon terminated in
the utter extinction of the ancient inhabitants of the

just.

country.

The necessity of applying a speedy remedy to those
disorders hastened Ovando s departure,
lie had the
command of the most respectable armament hitherto
fitted out for the New World.
It consisted of
thirtytwo

ships, on board of which two thousand five hundred
persons embarked with an intention of settling in the
country. [1502.] Upon the arrival of the new governor
with this powerful rcmforceinet to the colony, Uovadilia

Columbus resigned
ol&quot;

Though

those
willing

his charge,

and was commanded

to return in

stantly to Spain, in order to answer for his conduct.
Roldan and the other ringleaders of the mutineers, who

s wrongs, that had been most active in opposing Columbus, were re
A pro
jealousy which prompted them to invest quired to leave the island at the same time.
authorized to try him.
Bovadilla, without admitting liovadilla with such authority, as put it in his
power clamation was issued, declaring the natives to be free
him into his presence, ordered him instantly to be ar to treat the admiral with
indignity, still subsisted. subjects of Spain, of whom no service was to be ex
rested, to be loaded with chains, and hurried on board They were afraid to trust a man to whom
they had pected contrary to their own inclination, and without
a ship. Even under this humiliating reverse of fortune, been so
and retaining him at court paying them an adequute price for their labor. With
highly indebted
the firmness of mind which distinguishes the character under various
pretexts, they appointed Nicholas de respect to the Spaniards themselves, various regula
of Columbus did not forsake him.
Conscious of his Ovando, a knight of the
military order of Alcantara, tions were made, tending to suppress the licentious
own integrity, and solacing himself with reflecting governor of Hispaniola.
spirit which had been so fatal to the colony, and to
Columbus was deeply affected with this new injury, establish that reverence for law and order on which so
upon the great things which he had achieved, he en
dured this insult offered to his character, not only with which came from hands that seemed to be
employed ciety is founded, and to which it is indebted for its in
composure but with dignity. Nor had he the con in making reparation for his past sufferings. The crease and stability. In order to limit the exorbitant
solation of sympathy to mitigate his sufferings.
Bo sensibility with which great minds feel every
were supposed to make by
thing that gain which private persons
vadilla had already rendered
himself so extremely implies any
suspicion of their integrity, or that wears working the mines, an ordinance was published, direct,
popular, by granting various immunities to the colony, the aspect of an affront, is exquisite.
Columbus had ing all the gold to be brought to a public smeltingby liberal donations of Indians to all who applied for experienced both from the Spaniards, and their un
house, and declaring one-half of it to be the property ot
and
the
reins
of
them,
by relaxing
discipline and generous conduct exasperated him to such a degree that the crown.
that
the
who
were
he
could
no longer conceal the sentiments which it
government,
While these steps were taking for securing the tran
Spaniards,
mostly
adventurers, whom their indigence or crimes had com
excited.
\Vherever he went he carried about with quillity and welfare of the colony which Columbus had
to
abandon
their
native
the
as
a
of
pelled
him,
memorial
their ingratitude, those fetters- planted, he himself was engaged in the unpleasant em
country, expressed
most indecent satisfaction with the disgrace and im with which he had been loaded.
They were constantly ployment of soliciting the favor of an ungrateful court,
prisonment of Columbus.
They flattered themselves hung up in his chamber, and he gave orders, that when and notwithstanding all his merit and services, he so
that now they should enjoy an uncontrolled
He demanded, in terms of the original
licited in vain.
liberty more he died they should be buried in his grave.
suitable to their disposition and former habits of life.
1501.] Meanwhile the spirit of discovery, notwith
capitulation in one thousand four hundred and ninetyAmong persons thus prepared to censure the proceed standing the severe check which it had received by the two, to be reinstated in his office of viceroy over the
and to asperse the character of Columbus, ungenerous treatment of the man who first excited it in countries which ho had discovered.
ings,
By a strange fa
Bovadilla collected materials for a charge against him.
Spain, continued active and vigorous.
[January] Ro- tality, the circumstance which he urged in support of
All accusations the most
as
as
well
incon
improbable
dcrigo de Bastidas, a person of distinction, fitted out his claim, determined a jealous monarch to rejvct it.
No informer, however, infa two ships in copartnery with John de la Cosa, who hav The greatness of his discoveries, and the prospect of
sistent, were received.
mous, was rejected. The result of this inquest, no less ing served under the admiral in two of his
voyages was their increasing value, made Ferdinand consider the
indecent than partial, he transmitted to
At the deemed the most skilful
in Spain.
steered concessions in the capitulation as extravagant and im
Spain.
They
pilot
aine time he ordered Columbus, with his two brothers,
He was afraid of intrusting a subject with the
directly towards the continent, arrived on the coast of politic.
to be carried thither in fetters
and, adding cruelty to Paria, and, proceeding to the west, discovered all the exercise of a jurisdiction that now appeared to be so
insult, he confined them in different ships, and excluded coast of the
province now known by the name of extremely extensive, and might grow to be no less for
them from the comfort of that friendly intercourse Tierra Firmo, from
Cape de Vela to the Uulf of Da- midable. He inspired Isabella with the same suspi
which might have soothed their common distress. ricn. Not
and under various pretexts, equally frivolous
long after Ojeda, with his former associate cions
But while the Spaniards in Hispaniola viewed the
Amerigo Vespucci, set out upon a second voyage, and unjust, they eluded all Columbus s requisition* to
and
insolent
of
Bovadilla with a and,
arbitrary
proceedings
being unacquainted with the destination of Bas
perform that which a solemn compact bound them to
general approbation, which reflects dishonor upon their tidas, held the sirne course and touched at the same accomplish.
After attending the court of Spain fur

whom

illiberal

;

;

;

SOUTH AMERICA.
near two years, as an humble suitor, he found it impossible to remove Ferdinand s prejudices and appre
and perceived at length that he labored in
hensions
;

when he urged

a claim of justice or merit with an
interested and unfeeling prince.
But even this ungenerous return did not discourage
him from pursuing the great object which first called
forth his inventive genius, and excited him to attempt
To open a new passage to the East Indies
discovery.
was his original and favorite scheme. This still en
and either from his own obser
grossed his thoughts
vations in his voyage to Paria, or from some obscure
uint of the natives, or from the accounts given by Bastidas and de la Cosa of their expedition, he conceived
an opinion that beyond the continent of America there
was a sea which extended to the East Indies, and
hoped to find some strait or narrow neck of land, by
which a communication might be opened with it and
the part of the ocean already known.
By a very for
tunate conjecture, he supposed this strait or isthmus to
Full of this idea,
be situated near the Gulf of Darien.
though he was now of an advanced age, worn out with
and broken with infirmities, he offered, with
fatigue,
the alacrity of a youthful adventurer, to undertake a
vovage which would ascertain this important point, and
perfect the grand scheme which from the beginning he
Several circumstances con
proposed to accomplish.
curred in disposing Ferdinand and Isabella to lend a
favorable ear to this proposal.
They were glad to have
vain,

;

the preteit of any honorable employment for removing
from court a man with whose demands they deemed it
services it was indecent
impolitic to comply, and whose

Though unwilling to reward Columbus,
neglect.
they were not insensible of his merit, and from their ex
perience of his skill and conduct, had reason to give
credit to his conjectures, and to confide in his success.
To these considerations, a third must b,e added of still
to

I

1

;

;

;

witnesses of this occurence, it made a different im
From an opinion which vulgar admiration
is
apt to entertain with respect to persons who have
distinguished themselves by their sagacity and inven
tions, they believed Columbus to be possessed of
supernatural powers, and imagined that he had conjured
up this dreadful storm by magical art and incantations
in order to be avenged of his enemies.
Columbus soon left Hispaniola [July 14], where he
met with such an inhospitable reception, and stood
towards the continent. After a tedious and dangerous
voyage, he discovered Guania, an island not far distant
from the coast of Honduras. There he had an intervie* with some inhabitants of the continent, who ar
rived in a large canoe.
They appeared to be a people

;

were nt only for creeping along the coast, or crossing
from one side of a bay to another, Memloz, a Spaniard,
and Fieschi, a Genoese, two gentlemen particularly
attached to Columbus, gallantly offered to set out for
Hispaniola, upon a voyage of above thirty leagues.
This they accomplished in ten days, after surmounting
incredible dangers, and enduring such fatigues, that
several of the Indians who accompanied them sunk
under it, and died.
The attention paid to them by the
governor of Hispaniola was neither such as their cou

pression.

influence.
About this time the Portu
guese fleet, under Cabral, arrived from the Indies and
by the richness oC its cargo, gave the people of Europe
a more perfect idea than they had hitherto been able to
The
form, of the opulence and fertility of the East.
Portuguese had been more fortunate in their disco
veries than the Spaniards.
They had opened a com
munication with countries where industry, arts, and
and where commerce had been more civilized, and who had made greater progress in
elegance flourished
longer established, and carried to greater extent than the knowledge of useful arts than any whom he had
Their first voyages thither hitherto discovered.
of
the
earth.
in any region
In return to the inquiries which
yielded immediate as well as vast returns of profit, in the Spaniards made, with their usual eagerness, con
commodities extremely precious and in great request. cerning the places where the Indians got the gold which
Lisbon became immediately the seat of commerce and they wore by way of ornament, they directed them to
wealth while Spain had only the expectation of remote countries situated to the west, in which gold was found
benefit, and of future gain from the western world. in such profusion that it was applied to the most com
mon uses. Instead of steering in quest of a country
Nothing, then, could be more acceptable to the Spa
niards man Columbus s offer to conduct them to the so inviting, which would have conducted him along the
East, by a route which he expected to be shorter, as coast of Yucatan to the rich empire of Mexico, Colum
well as less dangerous than that which the Portuguese bus was so bent upon his favorite scheme of finding out
Even Ferdinand .was roirsed by such a the strait which he supposed to communicate with the
had taken.
Indian ocean, that he bore away to the east towards
prospect and warmly approved of the undertaking.
But interesting as the object of this voyage was to the gulf of Darien. In this navigation he discovered
the nation, Columbus could procure only four small all the coast of the continent, from Cape Gracia?
a
barks, the largest of which did not exceed seventy tons Dios to a harbor which, on account of its beauty and
in burden, for performing it.
Accustomed to brave security, he called Porto Bcllo. He searched in vain
danger, and to engage in arduous undertakings with for the imaginary sirait, through which he expected to
and though he
inadequate force, he did not hesitate to accept the make his way into an unknown sea
command of this pitiful squadron. His brother Bar went on shore several times, and advanced into the
tholomew, and his second son Ferdinand, the historian country, he did not penetrate so far as to cross the nar
of his actions, accompanied him.
He sailed from row isthmus which separates the Gulf of Mexico from
Cadiz on the ninth of May. and touched, as usual, at the great Southern ocean.
He was so much delighted,
the Canary islands
from thence he proposed to have however, with the fertility of the country, and conceived
stood directly for the continent
but his largest vessel such an idea of its wealth from the specimens of gold
was so clumsy and unfit for service, as constrained produced by the natives, that he resolved to leave a

more powerful

69

warning, which merited the greatest attention, was hausted with falizne, and destitute of provisions. wa
One of
regarded as the dream of a visionary prophet, who unwilling or unable to execute his commands.
he was obliged to abandon ano
arrogantly pretended to predict an event bevond the his ships perished
The fleet set sail for Spain. ther, as unfit for service and with the two which
reach of human foresight.
Next night the hurricane came on with dreadful im remained, he quitted that part of the continent, which,
Columbus, aware of the danger, took pre in his anguish, he named the Coast of Vexation, and
petuosity.
The bore away for Hispaniola. New distresses awaited
cautions against it, and saved his little squadron.
fleet destined for~ Spain met with the fate which the him in his voyage.
He was driven back bv a violent
rashness and obstinacy of its commanders deserved. tempest from the coast of Cuba, his ships fell foul of
Of eighteen ships two or three only escaped. In this one another, and were so much shattered by the shock
general wreck perished Bovadilla, Roldan, and the that with the utmost difficulty they readied Jamaica
greater part of those who had been the most active in [June 2-1], where he was obliged to run them aground,
The measure of his
persecuting Columbus, and oppressing the Indians. to prevent them from sinking.
Together with themselves, all the wealth which they calamities seemed now to be full. He was cast ashore
had acquired by their injustice and cruelty was swal
upon an island at a considerable distance from the only
lowed up. It exceeded in value two hundred thousand settlement of the Spaniards in America. His ships
sum
at
that period, and sufficient were ruined beyond .he possibility of being
pesos ; an immense
repaired.
not only to have screened them from any severe To convey an account of his situation to Hispaniola
their
secured
and
without
into
but
to
have
them
this
it
was
in vain
conduct,
scrutiny
appeared impracticable
a gracious reception in the Spanish court.
Among to expect relief. His genius, fertile in resources, and
the ships that escaped, one had on board all the effects most vigorous in those perilous extremities when feeble
of Columbus which had been recovered from the ruins minds abandon themselves to despair, discovered the
of his fortune.
Historians, struck with the exact dis
only expedient which afforded any prospect of deliver
crimination of characters, as well as the just distri
ance.
He had recourse to the hospitable kindness of
bution of rewards and punishments, conspicuoi-s in the natives, who, considering the Spaniards as beings
those events, universally attribute them to an imme
of a superior nature, were eager, on every occasion, to
From them he obtained two
diate interposition of Divine Providence, in order to minister to their wants.
avenge the wrongs of an injured man, and to punish of their canoes, each formed out of the trunk of a single
the oppressor.* of an innocent people.
Upon the tree hollowed with fire, and so misshapen and awkward
In these, which
ignorant and superstitious race of men, who were as hardly to merit the name of boats.

rage merited, nor the distress of the persons from whom
Ovando, from a mean jealousy of
they came required.
Columbus, was afraid of allowing him to set foot in

This ungenerous
the island under his government.
passion hardened his heart against every tender sen
services
and misfor
timent which reflection upon the

;

tunes of that great man, or compassion for his own
fellow-citizens, involved in the same calamities, must
have excited. Mendez and Fieschi spent eight months
in soliciting relief for their

;

the

their

diately acquainted the governor with the destination of
his voyage, and the accident which had
obliged him to
alter his route.
He requested
to enter the

permission

harbor, not only that he might negotiate the exchange
of his ship, but that he might take shelter during a vio
lent hurricane, of which he discerned the
approach

from various prognostics which his experience and
On that account,
sagacity had taught him to observe.
he advised him likewise to put off for some days the
f
the fleet bound for Spain.
But Ovando
departure
refused his request, and despised his counsel.
Under
circumstances in which humanity wo aid have afforded
to
a
Columbus
was
denied
admittance
stranger,
refuge
into a cuantry of which he had discovered the ex
istence tnd acquired the possession.
His salutary
6*

small colony upon the river Belen, in the province of
Veragua, under the command of his brother, and to
return himself to

Spain [1503],

in

order to procure

what was requisite for rendering the establishment per
manent.
But the ungovernable spirit of the people
under his command, deprived Columbus of the glory
of planting the first colony on the continent of Ame
rica.
Their insolence and rapaciousness provoked the
natives to take arms
and as these were a more hardy
and warlike race of men than the inhabitants of the
islands, they cut off part of the Spaniards, and obliged
the rest to abandon a station which was found to be
;

to suspect that they

had mis

ray of hope which had broke in upon them, made
condition appear now more dismal.
Despair,

heightened by disappointment, settled in every breast.
Their last resource had failed, and nothing remained
but the prospect of ending their miserable days among
naked savages, far from their country and their friends.
in a transport of rage, rose in open mu
threatened the life of Columbus, whom they re
proached as the author of all their calamities, seized

The seamen,
tiny,

ten canoes, which they had purchased from the Indians,
and, despising his remonstrances and entreaties, made
At the
off with them to a distant part of the island.

;

bear away for Hispaniola, in hopes of exchang
ing her for some ship of the fleet that had carried out
Ovando. When he arrived at St. Bomingo [June 29],
he found eighteen of these ships ready loaded, and on
the point of departing for Spain.
Columbus imme

most timorous began

The

;

to

associates,

carried in their daring attempt [1504]. At length, even
the most sanguine concluded that they had perished.

;

him

commander and

without any prospect of obtaining it.
During this period, various passions agitated the
mind of Columbus and his companions in adversity.
At first, the expectation of speedy deliverance, from
the success of Mendez and P ieschi s voyage, cheered
After some time
the spirits of the most desponding.

j

same time the natives murmured

at the long residence
As their industry
of the Spaniards in their country.
was not greater than that of their neighbors in Hispa
burden
of supporting so
niola, like them they found the

intolerable.
They be
stangers to be altogether
reluctance, they fur
nished them with a sparing hand, and threatened to
withdraw those supplies altogether. Such a resolution

many
gan

to bring in provisions with

must havo been quickly fatal to the Spaniards. Their
safety depended upon the good will of the Indians
;

and unless they could revive the admiration and reve
rence with which that simple people had at first

beheld them, destruction was unavoidable. Though
the licentious proceedings of the mutineers had in a
This repulse, the first that the Spaniards met with great measure effaced those impressions which had
from any of the American nations, was not the only been so favorable to the Spaniards, the ingenuity of Co
lumbus suggested a happy artifice, that not only re
misfortune that befell Columbus
it was followed by a
succession of all the disasters to which navigation is stored but heightened the high opinion which die
Furious hurricanes with violent storms of Indians had originally entertained of them.
By his
exposed.
thunder and lightning, threatened his leaky vessels skill in astronomy, he knew that there was shortly to
He assoiubled all the
with destructicn
while his discontented crew, ex- be a total eclipse of the moon.
untenable.

;

;
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around him on the day
principal persons of the district
before it happened, and, after reproaching them for their
fickleness in withdrawing their affection and assistance

from men

whom

they had lately revered, he told them,
that the Spaniards were servants of the Great Spirit
who dwells in heaven, w-ho made and governs the
that he, offended at their refusal to support men
were the objects of his peculiar favor, was prepar

world

who

;

ing to punish this crime with exemplary severity, and
that very night the moon should withhold her light, and
appear of a bloody hue, as a sign of the divine wrath
and an emblem of the vengeance ready to fall upon
them. To this marvellous prediction some of them
listened with the careless indifference peculiar to the
others, with the credulous asto
people of America

HISTORY OF

S

when

the ships appeared, whose arrival Columbus had
promised with great address, though he could foresee
it
with little certainty.
With transports of joy the

for

who considered exemption from toil as ez
treme felicity, scori.ec] every allurement and reward
The Spaniards
by which they were invited to labor.
had not a sufficient number of hands either to work
the mines or to cultivate the soil.
Several of the first
colonists who had been accustomed to the service of
natives,

Spaniards quitted an island in which the unfeeling jea
lousy of Ovando had suffered them to languish above
a year, exposed to misery in all its various forms.
When they arrived at St. Domingo [Aug. 13], the
governor with the mean artifice of a vulgar mind, that
labors to atone for insolence by servility, fawned on

the Indians, quitted the island, when deprived of those
instruments, without which they knew not how to
carry on any operation. Many of the new settlers who
came over with Ovando, were seized with the distem

man whom he

envied, and had attempted to ruin.
He received Columbus with the most studied respect,
him
in
own
his
house, ar:d distinguished him
lodged
But amidst those overwith every mark of honor.
the

acted demonstrations of regard, he could not conceal
the hatred and malignity latent in his heart.
He set
But when the moon at liberty the captain of the mutineers, whom Colum
nishment natural to barbarians.
began gradually to be darkened, and at length appeared bus had brought over in chains to be tried for his
of a red color, all were struck with terror.
They ran rimes and threatened such as had adhered to the
admiral with proceeding with a judicial inquiry into
with consternation to their houses, and returning in
Columbus submitted in silence to!
stantly to Columbus loaded with provisions, threw them their conduct.
at his feet, conjuring him to intercede with the Great what he could not redress
but discovered an extreme
Spirit to avert the destruction with which they were impatience to quit a country which was under the juthreatened.
Columbus, seeming to be moved by their risdiction of a man who had treated him, on every ocThe casion, with inhumanity and injustice. His preparaentreaties, promised to comply with their desire.
went
lions were soon finished, and he set sail for Spam with
off, the moon recovered its splendour, and
eclipse
from that day the Spaniards were not only furnished two ships [Sept. 12].
Disasters similar to those which
with
but
had
the
with
natives,
profusely
provisions,
super
accompanied him through life continued to pursue
stitious attention, avoided
One of his vessels being
every thing that could give him to the end of his career.
them offence.
the
disabled, was soon forced back to St. Domingo
During those transactions, the mutineers had made other, shattered by violent storms, sailed several hunrepeated attempts to pass over to Hispaniola in the dred leagues with jury-masts, and reached with ditlicanoes which they had seized.
But, from their own culty the port of St. Lucar [December].
misconduct or the violence of the winds and currents,
There he received the account of an event the most
their efforts were all unsuccessful.
Enraged at this fatal that could have befallen him, and which comThis was the death of his pa
disappointment, they marched towards that part of the pleted his misfortunes.
island where Columbus remained,
threatening him with troness Queen Isabella [Nov. 9], in whose justice, hu

pers peculiar to the climate, and in a short space above
a thousand of them died.
At the same time, the
exacting one-half of the product of the mines, as th*
royal share, was found to be a demand so exorbitant
that no adventurers would
engage to work them upon
such terms.
In order to save the colony from rum,

I

;

I

;

Ovando ventured to relax the rigor of the royal edicts
He made a new distribution of the Indians
[1505].
among the Spaniards, and compelled them to labor, for

;

\

a stated time, in digging tiie mines, or in
cultivating
the ground ; but in order to screen himself from tht

imputation of having subjected them again to servitude,
he enjoined their masters to pay them a certain sum,
as the price of their work.
He reduced the royal
share of the gold found in the mines from the half to
the third part, and soon after lowered it to a fifth, at
which it long remained.
Notwithstanding Isabella s
tender concern for the good treatment of the Indians,

1

;

and Ferdinand

s eagerness to
improve the royal revenue, Ovando persuaded the court to approve of both
these regulations,

!

But the Indians, after enjoying respite from oppression, though during a short interval, now felt the

1

new

insults and dangers.
While they were advancing,
an event happened, more cruel and
afflicting than any
which
he
dreaded
from them. The governor
calamity
of Hispaniola, whose mind was still filled with some
dark suspicions of Columbus, sent a small bark to Ja
maica, not to deliver his distressed countrymen, but to
Lest the sympathy of those
spy out their condition.
whom he employed should afford them relief, contrary
to his intention, he
gave the command of this vessel to
Escobar, an inveterate enemy of Columbus, who, ad
hering to his instructions with malignant accuracy, cast
anchor at some distance from the island, approached
the shore in a small boat, observed the wretched plight

of the Spaniards, delivered a letter of empty compli
to the admiral, received his answer, and de
When the Spaniards first descried the vessel
parted.
standing towards the island, every heart exulted, as if
the long expected hour of their deliverance had at
but when it disappeared so suddenly,
length arrived

ments

;

sunk into the deepest dejection, and all their
Columbus alone, though he felt
hopes died away.
most sensibly this wanton insult which Ovando added
to his past neglect, retained such composure of mind
as to be able to cheer his followers.
He assured them
that Mendez and Fieschi had reached Hispaniola in
that they would speedily procure ships to carry
safety
them off; but as Escobar s vessel could not take them
all on board, that he had refused to go with her, be
cause he was determined never to abandon the faithful
companions of his distress. Soothed with the expecta
tion of speedy deliverance, and delighted with his appa
they

;

more

to their preservation
safety, their spirits revived, and he

rent generosity in attending

than to his own
regained their confidence.
Without this confidence he could not
the mutineers, who were now at hand.
vors to reclaim those desperate men had
to increase their frenzy. Their demands

have resisted
Al! his endea

no effect but

became every
intentions more vio

day more extravagant, and their
lent and bloody.
The common safety rendered it ne
Columbus,
cessary to oppose them with open force.
who had been long afflicted with the gout, could not
take the

field.

Ills

brother, the adelantado, inarched

against them [May 20].

The
They quickly met.
mutineers rejected with scorn terms of accommoda
were
which
once
more
offered
and
rushed
tion,
them,
on boldly to the attack. They fell not upon an enemy
to
receive
them.
In
the
first sliock, se
unprepared
most daring leaders were slain. The
adelantado, whose strength was equal to his courage,
closed with their captain, wounded, disarmed, and took

veral of their

At sight of this, the rest fled with a
prisoner.
dastardly fear suitable to their former insolence. Soon
after, they submitted in a body to Columbus, and bound

him

themselves by the most solemn oaths to obey all his
commands.
Hardly was tranquillity re-established

manity, and favor he confided as his last resource.
None now remained to redress his wrongs, or to re
ward him for his services and sufferings, but Ferdinand, who had so long opposed and so often injured
him.
To solicit a prince thus prejudiced against him
was an occupation no less irksome than hopeless. In

I

I

plied Ferdinand with petition after petition, demanding
the punishment of his oppressors, and the restitution of

all

Ferdinand amused him with fair words and unmeaning
Instead of granting his claims, he proposed
promises.
expedients in order to elude them, and spun out the
affair with such apparent art, as plainly discovered his
intention that it should never be terminated.
The de
clining health of Columbus flattered Ferdinand with the
of
soon
from
delivered
an
hopes
being
importunate sui

and encouraged him

to persevere in this illiberal
in his expectations.
Dis-

Nor was he deceived

gusted with ingratitude of a monarch whom he had
served with such fidelity and success, exhausted with
the fatigues and hardships which he had endured and
broken with the infirmities which these had brought
upon him, Columbus ended his life at Valladolid on
:he twentieth of May, one thousand five hundred and
six, in the fifty-ninth

year of his age.

He

died with a

when

their minds are most violently agitated, and
powers and passions are called forth. Hence
the operations of war, and the struggles between con
tending states, have been deemed by historians, ancient
as well as modern, a capital and important article in
the annals of human actions.
But in a contest be
tween naked savages, and one of the most warlike of
the European nations, where science,
courage, and dis
cipline on one side, were opposed by ignorance, timi
and
disorder
on
the
a
nther,
dity,
particular detail of
events would *e as unpleasant as unmstructive.
If
the simplicity and innocence of the Indians had inspired

ture

the privileges bestowed upon him by the capitula
tion of one thousand four hundred and ninety-two.
ail

tor,

to be so galling that they made seve
This the
attempts to vindicate their own liberty.
Spaniards considered as rebellion, and took arms in
order to reduce them to subjection.
When war is
carried on between nations whose state of improvement is in any degree similar, the means of defence
bear some proportion to those employed in the attack ;
and in this equal contest such efforts must be made,
such talents are displayed, and such passions roused,
as exhibit mankind to view in a situation no less strik
ing than interesting. It is one of the noblest functions
of history to observe and to delineate men at a jr.nc-

yoke of bondage
ral

this, however, was Columbus doomed to employ the
close of his days.
As soon as his health was in some
degree re-established, he repaired to court ; and though
he was received there with civility barely decent, he

plan.

compel them to work, retarded, it is true
some time the progress of improvement. The

hibitcd to

their

&amp;lt;

1

i

I

the Spaniards with humanity, had softened the pride of
superiority into compassion, and had induced them to
World, instead of
improve the inhabitants of the

New

1

|

oppressing them, some sudden acts of violence, like
the too rigorous chastisements of impatient instructors,
But,
might have been related without horror.
fortunately, this consciousness of superiority operated

magnanimity which in a different manner. The Spaniards were advanced
distinguished his character, and with sentiments of so far beyond the natives of America in improvement
that
}iety becoming
supreme respect for religion which of every kind, that they viewed them with contempt.
le manifested in every occurrence of his life.
They conceived the Americans to be animals of an in
ferior nature, who were not entitled to the rights and
In peace they subjected them to
privileges of men.
III.
In war they paid no regard to those laws
servitude.
State of the colony in Hispaniola New war with the Indiana
a tacit convention between contending na
Cruelty of the Spaniards Fatal regulations concerning which, by
the condition of the Indians Diminution of that people
tions, regulate hostility, and set some bounds to its
Discoveries and settlements First colony planted on the rage.
They considered them not as men fighting in
Continent Conquest of Cuba Discovery of Florida of the
defence of their liberty, but as slaves who had re
South Sea Great
raised

composure of mind suitable

to the

\

BOOK

expectations
by tlus Causes of
disappointment with respect to these for so:.te time Con
troversy concerning the treatment of the Indians Contrary
decisions Zeal of the ecclesiastics, particularly of Lus
Casas Singular proceedings of XimenesNeirroes imported
into America Las Casas idea of a new colony permitted
to
attempt it unsuccessful Discoveries towards the
West Yucatan Campeachy-New Spain-preparations for
invading it.

WHILE Columbus was employed

in his last voyage,
events worthy of notice happened in Hispa
niola.
The colony there, the parent and nurse of all
the subsequent establishments of Spain in the New
World, gradually acquired the form of a regular and
The humane solicitude of Isabella
prosperous society.
to protect the Indians from oppression, and particularly

several

the proclamation by which

the

Spaniards were pro-

Their caziqucs, when
volted against their masters.
taken, were condemned, like the leaders of banditti, to
the most cruel and ignominous punishments
and all
their subjects, without regarding the distinction of
;

ranks established among them, were reduced to the
same state of abject slavery. With such a spirit and
sentiments were hostilities carried on against the
cazique of Higuey, a province at the eastern extremity
of the island.
This was occasioned by the perfidy of
the Spaniards, in violating a treaty which they had
made with the natives, and it was terminated by
hanging up the cazique, who defended his people with
bravery so far superior to that of liis countrymen, as
entitled

him

to a better fate.

The conduct of Ovando,

in another part of the island.

SOUTH AMERICA.
was still more treacherous and cruel. The province
which extends from the fer
anciently named Xaragua,
tile plain where Leogane is now situated to the western
extremity of the isUtid,

was subject

to a

imposed tasks upon them which, though not trreatir
than Euro|&amp;gt;eans might have performed with ease, wer
so disproportioned to their strength, that many sunk
under the fatigue, and ended their wretched days.
Others, prompted by impatience and despair, cut short

He established equal laws and, by executing them with impartiality, accustomed the people
of the colony to reverence them. He founded several new

and others by their intercourse with the Europeans,
who communicated to them some of their peculiar ma

female ca-

named Anacoana,

highly respected by the natives.
She, from that partial fondness with which the women
of America were attached to the Europeans (the cause
zique,

;

of which shall he afterwards explained), had always
courted the friendship of the Spaniards, and loaded
them with benefits. But some of the adherents of
Roldan having settled in her country, were so much the Indians.
|

i

I

j

exasperated at her endeavoring to restrain their ex
cesses, that they accused her of having formed a plan
to throw off the yoke, and to exterminate the Spaniards.
Ovando, though he knew well what little credit was
due to such profligate men, marched, without further
three hundred foot and
inquiry, towards Xaragua, with
To prevent the Indians from taking
seventy horsemen.
alarm at this hostile appearance, he gave out that his sole

was

intention

men had been

to visit

to

Anacoana,

whom

his country

]

own

lives with a violent hand.

Famine, brought
to abandon the culture
of their lands, in order to labor in the mines, proved
fatal to
many. Diseases of various kinds, some occa
sioned by the hardships to which they were exposed,

on by compelling such numbers

;

|

;

commodity was

the great occupation of the inhabitants
of Hispamola, and the most considerable source of their
wealth.

Several
necessary, gave his assent to the proposal.
vessels were fitted out for the Lucayos, the comman
ders of which informed the natives, with whose lan

The prudent endeavors of Ovando, to promote the
welfare of the colony, were powerfully seconded by
Ferdinand.
The large remittances which he received
fmm the New World opened his eyes, at length, with

guage they were now well acquainted, that they came
from a delicious country, in which the departed ances
tors of the Indians resided, by whom they were sent to

I

|

the kindness of simple hospitality, and amused with
the games and spectacles usual among the Americans

upon occasions of mirth and festivity. But amidst the
security winch this inspired, Ovando was meditating
the destruction of his unsuspicious entertainer and her
and the mean perfidy with which he exsubjects
ecutrd this scheme, equalled his barbarity in forming
it.
Under color of exhibiting to the Indians the pa
rade of a European tournament, he advanced with his
the house in which
troops, in battle array, towards
Anacoana and the chiefs who attended her were as

respect to the importance of these discoveries, which
he had hitherto alFected to undervalue.
Fortune, and

own address, having now extricated him out of
those dirriultiea in which he; had been involved by the
death of his queen [1507], and by his disputes with his
son-in-law about the government of her dominions, he
had full leisure to turn his attention to the affairs of
America. To his provident sagacity Spain is indebted

his

;

The

;

their

The
ladies, completed the desolation of the island.
towns in different parts of theisland, and alluied inhabit- Spaniards, being thus deprived of the instruments which
ants to them by the concession of various immunities
they were accustomed to employ, found it impossible
He endeavored to turn the attention of the Spaniards to to extend their improvements, or even to carry on the
some branch of industry more useful than that of searching works which they had already begun [1508]. In order
for gold in the mines. Some slips of the sugarcane having to provide an immediate remedy for an evil so alarm
been brought from the Canary islands by way of experi ing, Ovando proposed to transport the inhabitants of
ment, they were found to thrive with such increase in the the Lucayo islands to Hispanioia, under pretence that
rich soil and warm cilmate to which they were trans
they might be civilized with more facility, and instruct
planted, that the cultivation of them soon became an ed to greater advantage in the Christian religion, if they
Extensive plantations were be- were united to the Spanish colony, and placed under the
object of commerce.
gun sugarworks, which the Spaniards called ingcmos, immediate inspection of the missionaries settled there.
from the various machinery employed in them, were Ferdinand, deceived bv this artifice, or willing to con
erected, and in a few years the manufacture of this nive at an act of violence which policy represented as

much

indebted, in the most respect
ful manner, and to regulate with her the mode of levyAnacoing the tribute payable to the king of Spam.
ana, in order to receive this illustrious guest, with due
honor, assembled tlie principal men in her dominions,
and advancing at the
to the number of three hundred
head of these, accompanied by a great crowd of persons of inferior rank, she welcomed Ovando with
songs and dances, according to the mode of the
country, and conducted him to the place of her resi
dence.
There he was feasted for some days, with all

so
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Vast fortunes were created, of a sudden,
Others dissipated, in ostentatious profusion,
by some.
what they acquired with facility. Dazzled by both,
new adventurers crowded to America, with the most
eager impatience, to share in those treasures which had
enriched their countrymen
and, notwithstanding the
mortality occasioned by the unhealthmess of the climate.
the colony continued to increase,
Ovando governed the Spaniards with wisdom and
justice not inferior to the rigor with which he treated
able sum.

for

many

of those

regulations which gradually formed

descendants to resort thither, to partake of
the bliss enjoyed there by happy spirits.
That simple
people listened with wonder and credulity ; and, fond
of visiting their relations and friends in that happy re
invite their

gion, followed

the Spaniards with eagerness.

By

this

forty thousand were decoyed into His
panioia, to share in the sufferings which were the lot of
the inhabitants of that island, and to mingle their groans
artifice

above

and tears with those of that wretched race of men.
The Spaniards had, for some time, carried on their
operations in the mines of Hispanioia with such ardor
as well as success, that these seemed to have en
The spirit of discovery
grossed their whole attention.

took possession of all the that system of profound but jealous policy, by which
The horsemen en she governs her dominions in the New World. He
village.movements were the object erected a court distinguished by the title of Casa. de
These
compassed
of admiration, without any mixture of fear, until, upon Contratarion, or Board of Trade, composed of persons languished
and, since the last voyage of Columbus,
been concerted, the Spaniards sud eminent for rank and abilities, to whom he committed no enterprise of any moment had been undertaken.
signal which had
This board as
But as the decrease of the Indians rendered it impossi
denly drew their swords, and rushed upon the Indians, the administration of American sffairs.
ble to acquire wealth in that island with the same
defenceless, and astonished at an act of treachery sembled regularly in Seville, and was invested with a dis
which exceeded the conception ol undesigning men. tinct and extensive jurisdiction. He gave a regular form rapidity as formerly, this urged some of the more
All her attend
In a moment Anacoana was secured.
to ecclesiastical government in America, by nominating adventurous Spaniards to search for new countries,
Fire was set to the archbishops, bishops, deans, together with clergymen where their avarice
ants were seized and bound.
might be gratified with morp
and without examination or conviction, all these of subordinate ranks, to take charge of the Spaniards es- facility. Juan Ponce de I.eon, who commanded undei
house
unhappy persons, the most illustrious in their own, tablished there, as well as of the natives who should em- Ovando in the eastern district of Hispanioia, passed
Anacoana brace the Christian faith, but notwithstanding the obse- over to the island of St. Juan de Puerto Rico, which Co
country, were consumed in the tiames.
was reserved for a more ignominious fate. She was quious devotion of the Spanish court to the papal see, lumbus had discovered in his second voyage, and pene
carried in chains to St. Domingo, and. after the for
such was Ferdinands solicitude to prevent any foreign trated into the interior part of the country. As he
mality of a trial before Spanish judges, she was con
power from claiming jurisdiction, or acquiring influ found the soil to be fertile, and expected, from some
the
evidence
01
those
men
who
had
demned, upon
ence, in his new dominions, tnat he reserved to the symptoms, as well as from the information of the in
very
crown of Spain the sole right of patronage to the bene habitants, to discover mines of gold in the mountains,
betrayed her, to be puohcly hanged.
Overawed and humbled by tins atrocious treatment fices in America, and stipulated that no papal bull or Ovando permitted him to attempt making a settlement
of their princes and nobles, who were objects of their mandate should be promulgated there until it was pre
in the island.
This was easily effected by an officer
In a
highest reverence, the people in all the provinces of viously examined and approved of by his council. With eminent for conduct no less than for courage.
Hispamola submitted, without further resistance to the the same spirit of jealousy, he prohibited any goods to few years Puerto Rico was subjected to the Spanish
Upon the death of Isabella all the re- be exported to America, or any person to settle there government, the natives were reduced to servitude ;
Spanish yoke.
and being treated with the same inconsiderate rigor
gulations tending to mitigate the rigor of their servi- without a special license from that council.
The small gratuity paid to them
tude were forgotten.
But, notwithstanding this attention to the police and as their neighbors in Hispanioia, the race of original
as the price of their labor was withdrawn, and at the welfare of the colony, a calamity impended which inhabitants, worn out with
fatigue and sufferings, was
same time the tasks imposed upon them were increased threatened its dissolution. The original inhabitants, soon exterminated.
About the same time Juan Diaz de Splis, in conjunc
Ovando, without any restraint, distributed on whose labor the Spaniards in Hispanioia depended
[1506],
Indians among his friends in the island.
Ferdinand, for their prosperity, and even their existence, wasted so tion with Vincent Yancz Pinzon, one of G olumbus s
had
left
will
one-half
of
the
to whom the queen
re
fast that the extinction of the whole race seemed to be original companions, made a voyage to the continent.
by
venue arising from the settlements in the New World, inevitable. When Columbus discovered Hispanioia. They held the same course which Columbus had taken
conferred grants of a similar nature upon his courtiers, the number of its inhabitants was computed to be at as far as the island of Guanaios
but, standing from
as the least expensive mode of rewarding their ser
least a million.
They were now reduced to sixty thou thence to the west, they discovered a new and exten
sembled.

infantry

avenues which led to the
the house.

;

:i

;

;

i

|

;

They farmed out the Indians, of whom they
were rendered proprietors, to their countrymen set
and that wretched people, being
tled in Hispanioia
vices.

;

labor in order to satisfy the rapacity of
both, the exactions of their oppressors no lousier knew
But, barbarous as their policy was. and
any bounds.

compelled

to

of Hispanioia, it produced, for
time, very considerable effects.
By calling forth
the force of a whole nation, and exerting itself in one
of
the
mines
was
carried on with
direction, the working
amazing rapidity and success. During several years
fatal to the inhabitants

some

the gold brought into the royal smelting-houses in Hispaniola amounted annually to four hundred and sixty

thousand pesos, above a hundred thousand pounds sterling; which, if we attend to the great change in the
since the beginning of th.e sixteenth
tentury to the present tunes, must appear a consider-

value of

This consumption sive province, afterwards known by the name of Yuca
of the human species, no less amazing than rapid, was tan, and proceeded a considerable way along the coast
The natives of of that country. Though nothing memorable occurred
the effect of several concurring causes.
in this voyage, it deserves notice, because it led to dis
the American islands were of a more feeble constitu
For the same reason
tion than the inhabitants of the other hemisphere. They coveries of greater importance.
could neither perform the same work nor endure the the vogage of Sebastian de Ocampo must be men
same fatigue with men whose organs were of a more tioned. By the command of Ovando he sailed round
The listless indolence in which Cuba, and first discovered with certainty, that this
vigorous conformation.
which Columbus once supposed to be a
they delighted to pass their days, as it was the effect of country,
part
of the continent, was a large island.
their debility, contributed likewise to increase it, and
This voyage round Cuba was one of the last occurrendered them from habit, as well as constitution, incaThe food on which they subsisted rences under the administration of Ovando. Evei
pable of hard labor.
the death of Columbus, his son, Don
accustomed
since
were
and
afforded little nourishment,
they
Diego, had
been employed in soliciting Ferdinand to grant him the
to take it in small quantities, not sufficient to invigorate
to the efforts of offices of viceroy and admiral in the New World, to
a languid frame, and render it
The Spaniards, without attending to gether with all the other immunities and profits which
active industry.
in the constitution of the Americans j descended to him by inheritance, in conscience of the
those
sand

I

I

|

j

|

in the

space of fifteen years.

e&amp;lt;]ual

money

I

peculiarities

ROBERTSON
original

capitulation

with

his

fjther.

Hut

if

Though

these

and revenues appeared so considerable to
Ferdinand, that, at the expense of being deemed un
ho had wrested them from
just as well as ungrateful,
Columbus, it was not surprising that he should be
on his son.
Accordingly
unwilling to confer them
Don Diego wasted two years in incessant but fruitless
at length
of
he
endeavored
this,
Weary
importunity.
to obtain hy a legal sentence what he could not pro
He
cure from the favor of an interested monarch
commenced a suit against Ferdinand before the coun
and that court, with
cil which managed Indian affairs
reflects honor upon its proceedings,
integrity which
decided against the king, and sustained Don Diego s
dignities

all

the other

Even after
stipulated in the capitulation.
this decree Ferdinand s repugnance to put a subject in
privileges

thrown
possession of such extensive rights might have
in new obstacles, if Don Diego had not taken a step

which interested very powerful persons in the success
The sentence of the council of the
Indies gave him a title to a rank so elevated, and a
fortune so opulent, that he found no difficulty in con
Don
cluding a marriage with Donna Maria, daughter of
Ferdinand de Toledo, great comtnendator of Leon,
and brother of the duke of Alva, a nobleman of the
The duke
first rank, and nearly related to the king.
and his family espoused so warmly the cause of their
their
solicita
new ally, that Ferdinand could not resist
tions [1509].
He recalled Ovando, and appointed
Don Diego his successor, though even in conferring
for he
this favor he could not conceal his jealousy
allowed him to assume only the title of governor, not
that of viceroy, which had been adjudged to belong
of his claims.

;

HISTORY OF

discovered the mam
had hitherto made no settlement in any part of it
What had been so long neglected was now seriously
with considerable vigor
though the
attempted.
was neither formed by the crown,
plan for this purpose
nor executed at the expense of the nation, but carried
;

had already made two voyages as a discoverer, by
which he acquired considerable reputation, but no
But his character for intrepidity and conduct
wealth.
him associates, who advanced the
easily procured
the charges of the experequisite to defray
About the same tune. Diego de Nicuessa, who

feeble colony at Santa Maria el Antigua, on the Gulf
of Darien, under the command of V asco Nugnez de

The scheme

.

I

Don Diego

quickly repaired to Ilispaniola, attended
whom the courtesy
of the Spaniards honored with the title of vice-queen,
and a numerous retinue of persons of both sexes born
his brother, his uncles, his wife,

of good families.
nificence hitherto

He

lived with a splendor and
World
unknown in the

New

mag
;

and

be accumulated upon the unfortunate combined to com
The loss of their ships by various
plete their ruin.
accidents upoji an unknown coast, the diseases pe
culiar to a climate the most noxious in all America,
the want of provisions unavoidable in a country imper
fectly cultivated, dissension among themselves, and the
incessant hostilities of the natives, involved them in a
succession of calamities, the bear recital of which
strikes one with horror.
Though they received two
considerable reinforcements from
Hisparuola, the
greater part of tnose who had engaged in this unhappy
expedition pcnsheo\ in less than a year, in the most
few who survived settled as a
extreme misery.

on by the enterprising

money
dition.

took

spirit
its rise from

of private

adventurers.

Alonso de Ojeda, who

A

had acquired a large fortune in Hispaniola, formed a Balboa, who. in the most desperate exigencies, dis
Ferdinand encouraged both
and played such courage and conduct as first gained the
similar design.
advance he smallest sum, he confidence of his countrymen, and marked him out as
though he refused to
was extremely liberal of titles and patents. He erected their leader in more splendid and successful under
two governments on the continent, one extending from takings. Nor was he the only adventurer in this ex
the Gulf of Daricn, and the other from pedition who will appear with lustre in more important
(Jape de Vela to
Francisco Pizarro was one of Ojeda s com
that to Cape Gracias a Dios. The former was given to scenes.
Ojeda fitted out a ship panions, and in this school of adversity acquired or
Ojeda, the latter to Nicuessa.
and two hrigantincs, with three hundred men Nicuessa unproved the talents which fitted him for the extraor
six vessels with seven hundred and eighty men.
They dinary actions which he afterwards performed. Hersailed about the same time from St. Domingo for nan Cortes, whose name became still more famous,
In
order
to
their respective governments.
give their had likewise engaged early in this enterprise, which
roused all the active youth of Hispaniola to arms but
title to those countries some appearance of validity,
several of the most eminent divines and lawyers in the good fortune that accompanied him in his subse
Spain were employed to prescribe the mode in which quent adventures interposed to save him from the dis
them.
There is asters to which his companions were exposed. He
they should take possession of
was taken ill at St. Domingo before the departure of
not in the history of mankind any thing more sin
or extravagant than the form which they devised the fleet, and detained there by a tedious indisposition.
;

;

;

gular

for this purpose.

They

instructed those invaders, as
to declare to the

soon as thev landed on the continent,

to him.

by

S

ten years since Columbus had
land of America, the Spaniards

was about

i&amp;gt;nd

I

;

claim of the viccroyalty, together with

it

to
natives the principal articles of the Christian faith
acquaint them in particular, with the supreme jurisdic
tion of the Pope over all the kingdoms of the earth;
to inform them of the grant which this holy pontiff had
made of their country to the king of Spain to require
;

;

them to embrace the doctrines of that religion which

Notwithstanding the unfortunate issue of this expe
Spaniards were not deterred from engaging
in new schemes of a similar nature.
When wealth is
acquired gradually by the pcrserving hand of industry,
or accumulated by the slow operations of regular com
dition, the

merce, the means employed are so proportioned to the
end attained, that there is nothing to strike the imagi
nation, and little to urge on the active powers of the

and to submit to
enjoy the honors the Spaniards made known to them
If
and rewards due to his inventive genius, of which he the sovereign whose authority they proclaimed.
The colony itself the natives refused to comply with this requisition, the
himself had been cruelly defrauded.
terms of which must have been utterly incomprehen
acquired new lustre by the accession of so many in
habitants, of a different rank and character from most sible to uninstructed Indians, then Ojeda and Nicnessa
ere authorized to attack them with fire and sword
of those who had hitherto migrated to America, and
many of the most illustrious families in the Spanish to reduce them, their wives and children, to a state of
and to compel them by force to recognise
settlements are descended from the persons who at servitude
that time accompanied Don Diego Columbus.
the jurisdiction of the church, and the authority of the
No benefits accrued to the unhappy natives from monarch, to which they would not voluntarily subject
this change of governors.
Don Diego was not only themselves. [23]
As the inhabitants of the country could not at once
authorized by a royal edict to continue the repartimicntos, or distribution of Indians, but the particular yield assent to doctrines too refined for their uncul
number which he might grant to every person, accord tivated understandings, and explained to them by in
He terpreters imperfectly acquainted with their language
ing to his rank in the colony, was spccitied.
availed himself of that permission
and soon after he as they did not conceive how a foreign priest, of whom
landed at St. Domingo, he divided such Indians as they had never heard, could have any right to dispose
were still unappropriated, among his relations and of their country, or how an unknown prince should
claim jurisdiction over them as his subjects
attendants.
they
was to comply fiercely opposed the new invaders of their territories.
The next care of the new

mind to uncommon efforts. But when large fortunes
when gold and
were created almost instantaneously
when
pearls were procured in exchange lor baubles

Ojeda and Nicuessa endeavoured to effect by force
what they could not accomplish by persuasion. The
contemporary writers enter into a very minute detail in
but as they made no dis
relating their transactions

most extirpated the race, many of the Spanish plant
I have already observed, finding it
ers,
impossible
to carry on their works with the same vigor and profit,
were obliged to look out for settlements in some coun
wasted by oppression.
try where people were not yet

the family of

Columbus seemed now

to

;

;

;

;

;

;

governer

with an instruction which he received from the king,
about settling a colony in Cubagua, a small island
which Columbus had discovered in his third voyage.
Though this barren spot hardly yielded subsistence to
its wretched inhabitants, such quantities of those oys
ters which produce pearls were found on its coast, that
it did not
long escape the inquisitive avarice of the
Spaniards, and became a place of considerable resort.
fortunes
were acquired by the fishery of pearls,
JLarge
which was carried on with extraordinary ardor. The
Indians, especially those from the Lucayo islands, were
arid this dangerous and
compelled to dive for them
unhealthy employment was an additional calamity
which contributed not a little to the extinction of
that devoted race.
About this period, Juan Diaz de Solis and Pinzon
;

set out, in conjunction, upon a second voyage.
stood directly south, towards the equinoctial

They
line,

which Pinzon had formerly crossed, and advanced as
far as the fortieth

They
degree of southern latitude.
find that the continent of America
hand
vast
ex
right
through all this
tent of ocean.
They landed in different places, to
take possession in name of their sovereign
but though.
the country appeared to be extremely fertile and in
viting, their force was so small, having been fitted out
rather for discovery than making settlements, that they
left no
Their vovage served,
colony behind them.
however, to give the Spaniards more exalted and
adequate ideas with respect to the dimensions o this
new quarter of the globe.

were astonished to
stretched on their

;

;

covery of importance, nor established any permanent
settlement, their adventures are not entitled to any

;

;

the countries which produced these rich commodities,
defended onlv by naked savages, might be seized by
the first bold invader
objects so singular and alluring
roused a wonderful spirit of enterprise among the
Spaniards, who rushed with ardor into this new path
While
that was opened to wealth and distinction.
this
warm and vigorous, every attempt
spirit continued
either towards discovery or conquest was applauded,
and adventurers engaged in it with emulation. The
passion for new undertakings, which characterizes the
age of discovery in the latter part of the fifteenth and
beginning of the sixteenth century, would alone have
been sufficient to prevent the Spaniards from slopping
But circumstances peculiar to
short in their career.
Hispaniola, at this juncture, concurred with it in ex
The rigorous
tending their navigation and conquests.
treatment of the inhabitants of that island having al
;

(&amp;gt;s

Others, with

whom

the inconsiderate

levity natural to
a sudden flow,

men

had
squandered in thoughtless prodigality what they ac
Spanish arms
quired with ease, and were driven by necessity to em
ships, distinguishes every effort of
They found the natives in those countries of which bark in the most desperate schemes, in order to re
From all these causes, when Don
trieve their affairs.
they went to assume the government, to be of a cha
racter very different from that of their countrymen in Diego Columbus proposed [1511] to conquer the island
the islands.
They were free and warlike. Their ar of Cuba, and to establish a colony there, many persons
rows were dipped in a poison so noxious, that every of chief distinction in Hispaniola engaged with ala
wound was followed with certain death. In one en crity in the measure. He gave the command of the
counter they slew above seventy of Ojeda s followers, troops destined for that service to Diego Valasquez,
and the Spaniards, for the first time, were taught to one of his father s companions in his second voyage,
Nicuessa and who, having been long settled in Hispaniola, had
dread the inhabitants of the New World.
was opposed by people equally resolute in defence of acquired an ample fortune, with such reputation for
their possessions.
Nothing could soften their ferocity. probity and prudence, tlsat he seemed to he well quali
Though the Spaniards employed every art to soothe fied for conducting an i-xpeJition of importance. Three
them, and to gain their confidence, they refused to hold hundred men were deemed sufficient for the conquest
hundred miles in length,
any intercourse, or to exchange any friendly office, of an island of above seven
But tney were of tho
with men whose residence among them they considered and tilled with inhabitants.
as fatal to their liberty and independence [1510]. This same unwarlike character with the people of Hispa
They were not only intimidated by the appearimplacable enmity of the natives, though it rendered niola.
the general history of a period
where romantic valor, struggling with incredible hard

considerable place in

upon

wealth pours

in

with

the&quot;

an attempt to establish a settlement in their country
extremely difficult as well as dangerous, might have
been surmounted at length by the perseverai.ee of the
and their
Spaniards, by the superiority of their arms,
But every disaster which can
skill in the art of war.

pnce of their new enemies, but unprepared to resist
them.
For though, from the time that the Spaniards
took possession of the adjacent island, there waa
reason to expect a descent on their territories, none
of the small communities into which Cuba was di-

SOUTH AMERICA.
own decommon

vidcd, had cither made any provision for its
fence, or had formed any concert for their
The only obstruction Ihe Spaniards
safety.

j

met with

a cazique, who had fled
and haJ taken possession of the eastern extrestood
upon the defensive at their first
mity of Cuba. HP
to drive them back to their
landing, and endeavored
His feeble troops, however, were soon broken
ships.
and dispersed ; and he himself being taken prisoner,
of the
Velasquez, according to the barbarous inasim
who had taken
Spaniards, considered him s a slave
nd condemned him to the
his master,
arms

from His-

was from Hatuey,

i

!

i

(

!

i

j

I

i

any

i

&quot;

i

&quot;

;

j

A

&amp;lt;

j

&quot;

:

may meet

I

|

with one of that accursed
of vengeance struck

|

dreadful example

the poopie of Cuba with such terror that they scarcely
gave any opposition to the progress of their invaders
and VeUsquei, without the loss of a man, annexed
this extensive and fertile island to the Spanish mo

;

j

;

j

I

;

narchy,

j

The facility with which this important conquest was
completed served as an incitement to other undertalcin^s... Juan Ponce de Leon, having acquired both fame
and wealth by the reduction of Puerto Rico, was im
patient to engage in

some new

He

enterprise.

j

it.&quot;

j

fitted

out three ships at his own expense, for a voyage of discoverv f 1512], and his reputation soon drew together a
He directed his course
respectable body of followers.
towards the Lueayo islands and after touching at se
veral of them, as well as of the Bahama isles, he stood

i

!

;

;

1

to the south-west, and discovered a country hitherto
unknown to the Spaniards, which he called Florida,
cither because he fell in with it on Palm Sunday, or on

j

t

i

He at
gay and beautiful appearance
tempted to land in different places, but met with such
vigorous opposition from the natives, who were fierce
and warlike, as convinced him that an increase of force
account of

was

its

a settlement.
Satisfied with
having opened a communication with a new country, of
value
and
he
conceived
whoso
rery san
importance
guine hopes, he returned to Puerto Rico through the
channel now known by the name of the Gulf of Florida.
It was not merely the passion of searching for new
to

requisite

effect

:

|

j

.

|

j

:

;

&amp;gt;

;

A

of discovery, and rendered it more active.
among the natives of Puerto Rico.
Bimmi, one of the Lucayos, there

|

I

tradition prevailed
that in the isle of

was a fountain

I

|

]

renew

of such wonderful virtue as to

youth and recall the vigor of every person who
bathed in its salutary waters.
In hopes of finding this
grand restorative. Ponce de Leon and his followers
ranged through the islands, searching with fruitless so
licitude and labor for the fountain which was the chief
the

That a tale so fabulous
should gam credit among simple and uninstructed In
dians is not surprising.
That it should make any im
object of their expedition.

pression upon an enlightened people appears in the
The fact, however,
present age altogether incredible.
and the most authentic Spanish historians
is certain
_.:
*!_
1|_- _/ iU _
._
_1
mention this extravagant sally of their credulous coun;

_

trymen.
in a

their

.

The Spaniards

.1

.

at that period

.

were engaged

career of activity which gave a romantic turn to
imagination, and daily presented to them strange

A New World

and marvellous objects.
their view.

They

visited

whose existence mankind
ception.

islands

was opened to
and continents, of
had no con

in former ages

In those delightful countries nature

I

I

j

seemed

assume another form every tree and plant and ani
mal was different from those of the ancient hemisphere.
They seemed to be transported into enchanted ground;
and after the wonders which they had seen, nothing, in the
warmth and novelty of their admiration, appeared to
them so extraordinary as to be beyond belief. If the
rapid succession of new and striking scenes made such
impression even upon the sound understanding of Co
to

I

i

countries that prompted Ponce do Leon to undertake
he was influenced by one of those visionthis voyage
ary ideas, which at that time often mingled with the
spirit

;

j

&quot;

This;

;

j

\

When Hatuey was fastened to the stake, a
flames
Franciscan friar, laboring to convert him, promised
him immediate admittance into the joys of heaven, if
Are there
he would embrace the Christian faith.

race.&quot;

for

,

j

against

place vdiere

Nor was bravery
daring courage [1513].
his only merit
he was prudent in conduct, generous,
their election, that he despatched one of his officers to affable, and possessed of those
popular talents which,
Spain, in order to solicit a royal commission, which in the most desperate undertakings, inspire confidence
invest
the
him
with
a
title
to
comand secure attachment. Even after the junction of the
supreme
might
legal
mand. Conscious, however, that he cuuid not expect volunteers from Htspaniola, he was able to muster only
success from the patronage of Ferdinand s ministers, a hundred and ninety men for his expedition.
But
with whom he was unconnected, or from negotiating in they were hardy veterans, inured to the climate of
a court to the arts of which he was a stranger, he en- America, and ready to follow him
danthrough every
deavored to merit the dignity to which he aspired, and gcr. A thousand Indians attended them~to carry their
aimed at performing some signal service that would provisions and, to complete their warlike array, they
secure him the preference to every competitor.
Full took with them several of those fierce dogs, which were
of this idea, he made frequent inroads into the adjacent no less formidable than destructive to their naked
country, subdued several of the caziques, and collected enemies.
a considerable quantity of gold, which abounded more
Balboa sel out upon this important expedition on the
in that part of the continent than in the islands.
In first of September, about the time that the
periodical
one of those excursions, the Spaniards contended with rains began to abate. He proceeded by sea, and with
such eagerness about the division of some gold, that out any difficulty, to the territories of a cazique whose
but no sooner did he begin
they were at the point of proceeding to acts of violence friendship he had gained
against one another.
young cazique who was pre- to advance into the interior part of the country, than
sent, astonished at the high value which they set upon he was retarded by every obstacle, which he had reason
a thing of which he did not discern the use, tumbled to apprehend, from the nature of the territory, or the
the gold out of the balance with indignation
and turn- disposition of its inhabitants.
Some of the caziques,
**
ing to the Spaniards,
Why do you quarrel (says he) at his approach, fled to the mountains with all their
about such a trifle !
If you are so passionately fond of
people, and carried off*or destroyed whatever could
Others collected
gold, as to abandon your own country, and to disturb afford subsistence to his troops.
the tranquillity of distant nations for its sake, I will their subjects, in order to oppose his progress
and he
conduct you to a region where the metal which seems quickly perceived what an arduous undertaking it was
to be the chief object of your admiration and desire is to conduct such a body of men
through hostile nations,
so common that the meanest utensils are formed of
across swamps, and rivers, and woods, which had never
been passed but by straggling Indians.
But by shar
Transported with what they heard, Balboa and his com
panions inquired eagerly where this happv country lay, ing in every hardship with the meanest soldier, by apand how they might arrive at it.
He informed them pearing the foremost to meet even danger, by promisthat at the distance of six suns, that is, of six days
ing confidently to his troops the enjoyment of honor and
towards
the
should
discover another riches superior to what had been attained by the most
south, they
journey,
ocean, near to which this wealthy kingdom was situa- successful of their countrymen, he inspired them with
ted
but if they intended to attack that powerful state, such enthusiastic resolution, that they followed him
When they had penetrated a good
they must assemble forces far superior in number and without murmuring.
strength to those with which they now appeared.
way into the mountains, a powerful cazique appeared
This was the first information which the Spaniards in a narrow pass, with a numerous body of his subjects,
received concerning the great southern ocean, or the to obstruct their progress.
But men who had suropulent and extensive country known afterwards by the mounted so many obstacles, despised the opposition of
name of Peru. Balboa had now before him objects such feeble enemies. They attacked them with impe
suited to his boundless ambition, and the enterprising tuosity, and, having dispersed them with much case
ardor of his genius.
He immediately concluded the and great slaughter, continued their march. Though
ocean which the cazique mentioned, to be that for their guides had represented the breadth of the isthmus
which Columbus had searched without success in this to be only a journey of six days, they had already spent
part of America, in hopes of opening a more direct twenty-five in forcing their way through the woods and
communication with the East Indies and he conjee- mountains. Many of them were ready to sink under
tured that the rich territory which had been described such uninterrupted fatigue m that sultry climate, seveto him must be part of that vast and opulent region of ral were taken iQ of the dysentery and other diseases
the earth.
Elated with the idea of performing what so frequent in that country, and all became impatient to
great a man had attempted in vain, and eager to accom- reach the period of their labors and sufferings. At length
plish a discovery which he knew would be no less ac- the Indians assured them, that from the top of the next
ceptable to the king than beneficial to his country, he mountain they should discover the ocean which was the
was impatient until he could set out upon this enter- objcct of their wishes. When, with infinite toil, they
prise, in comparison of which all his former exploits ap- had climed up the greater part of that steep ascent,
But previous arrangement and Balboa commanded his men to halt, and advanced
peared inconsiderable.
He be- alone to the summit, that he might be the first who
preparation were requisite to ensure success.
gan with courting and securing the friendship of the should enjoy a spectacle which he had so long desired,
He sent some of his officers to As soon as he beheld the South Sea stretching in endneighboring caziques.
Hispatiiola with a large quantity of gold, as a proof of less prospect below him, he fell on his knees, and, lift
his past success, and an earnest of his future hopes.
ing up his hands to heaven, relumed thanks to God,
By a proper distribution of this, they secured the favor who had conducted him to a discovery so beneficial to
of the governor, and allured volunteers into the service. his country, and so honorable to himself.
His followA considerable reinforcement from that island joined ers, observing his transports of joy, rushed forward to
him, and he thought himself in a condition to attempt join in his wonder, exultation, and gratitude.
They
the discovery.
held on their course to the shore with great alacrity,
The isthmus of Darien is not above sixty miles in when Balboa, advancing up to the middle in the waves
breadth-, but this neck of land which binds vogether with his buckler and sword, took possession of that
the continents of North and South America, is strength
ocean in the name of the king his master, and vowed
ened by a chain of lofty mountains stretching through to defend it with these arms, agamst all his. enemies.
its whole extent, which render it a barrier of solidity
Tha . part of the great Pacific or Southern ocean
sufficient to resist the impulse of two opposite oceans, which BaUmo first discovered, still retains the. name of
The mountains are covered with forests almost inac- the Gulf of St. Michael, which he gave to it. and is SH
cessible.
The valleys in that moist climate where it tuated to the east of Panama. From several of the
rains during two-thirds of the year, are marshy, and so petty princes, who governed in the districts adjacent to
frequently overflowed that the inhabitants find it neces- that gulf, he extorted provisions and gold by force ot
Others sent them to him voluntarily. To these
sary, in many places, to build their houses upon trees, arms.
in order to be elevated at some distance from the damp acceptable presents, some of the caziques added a conand he learned from them,
soil, and the odious reptiles engendered in the putrid siderable quantity of pearls
waters.
Large rivers rush down with an impetuous with much satisfaction, that pearl oysters abounded in
current from the high grounds.
In a region thinly in
the sea which he had newly discovered.
habited by wandering savages, the hand of industry had
Together with the acouisitiori of this wealth, which
done nothing to mitigate or correct those natural Jisad- served to soothe and encourage his followers, he revamages. To march across this unexplored country ceived accojnts which confirmed his sanguine hopes ol
with no other guides but Indians, whose fidelity could future and more extensive benefits from the expedition
be little trusted, was, on all those accounts, the bold- All the people on the coast of the South Sea concurred
est enterprise on which the Spaniards had hitherto in informing him that there was a mighty and opulent
ventured in the New World.
But the intrepidity of kingdom situated at a considerable distance toward*
Balboa was such as distingaished him among his conn- the south-euat, the inhabitants of whieh had tame aniIn order to give the Soatheir burdens.
trymen, at a period when ever)- adventurer was conspi- mal* to
cuous

1

1

.

in that
after some pause,
Spaniards,&quot; says k,
Yes,&quot; replied
legion of bliss which you describe
and
are
ibe monk,
but only such as
worthy
good.&quot;
Tiie best of them,&quot; returned the indignant cazique,
I
will
not
nor
neither
worth
have
go to a
goodness

03

Ihe voluntary suffrage of his associates, was so extreme]y desirous to obtain from the crown a confirmation of

I

:

lumbus, that he boasted, of having found the seat of
Paradise, it will not appear strange that Pones de Leon
should dream of discovering the fountain of youth.
Soon after the expedition to Florida, a discovery of
much greater importance was made in another part of
America.
Balboa having been raised to the governtnent of the small colooy at Santa Maria in Darien, by

i

;

i

;

j

,

,
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j
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[1517.] After surmounting many obstacles, and enduring
a variety of those hardships, which were the portion of
the conquerors of America, he at length finished four
small bngantineB. In these, with three hundred chosen
men, a force superior to that with which Pizarro after-

As his reconciliation with Bal
sage from Pedranaa,
boa had never been cordial, the progress which his sonPedrarias in-law was making revived his ancient enmity, and
added to its rancour.
He dreaded the prosperity and
elevation of a man whom he had injured so deeply. He
suspected that success would encourage him to aim at
independence upon his jurisdiction ; and so violently
did the passions of hatred, fear, and jealousy operate
his mmd, that, in order to gratify his vengeance,
he scrupled not to defeat an enterprise of the greatest

upon

moment

to his country.
Under pretexts which were
but plausible, he desired Ualboa to postpone his
order
voyage for a short time, and to repair to Acla,
that he might have an interview with him.
Balboa,
false,

m

with the unsuspicious confidence of a man conscious of
no crime, instantly obeyed the summons
but as soon
as he entered the place. he was arrested by order of Pedra
rias, whose impatience to satiate his revenge did not suf
fer him to languish long in confinement.
Judges were im
mediately appoint ed to proceed to his trial. An accusation
of disloyalty to the king, and of an intention to revolt
Sen
against the governor was preferred against him.
;

De- tence of death was pronounced

and though the judges
second* d by the whole colony, inter
ceded warmly for his pardon, Pedrarias continued inex
orable
and the Spaniards beheld, with astonishment
and sorrow, the public execution of a man whom they
universally deemed more capable than any one who
had borne command in America, of forming and acc&nv

.

Manv who

passed

;

it,

;

plishing great designs.

ch

it

his death, the expedition

Upon

had planned was relinquished.
Pedranaa,
was notwithstanding the violence and injustice of his pro
ceedings, was not only screened from punishment by

which

tie

the powerful patronage of the Bishop of

Burgos and

Suou after
other courtiers, but continued in power.
he obtained permission to remove the colony from its
unwholesome station of Santa Maria to Panama, on the
and though it did not
opposite side of the isthmus
gain much in point of healthfulnesa by the change, the
exactions, commodious situation of this new settlement contribu
ted greatly to facilitate the subsequent conquests of the
Spaniards in the extensive countries situated upon the
;

Southern Ocean.

During these transactions

in

Darien [1515], the his

tory of which it was proper to carry on in an uninter
rupted tenor, several important events occurred with
respect to the discovery, the conquest, and government

of other provinces in the

New

Ferdinand was

World.

he fitted out two
order to attempt such a
voyage, and gave the command of them to Juan Diaz
de Soils, who was deemed one of the most skilful navi
He stood along the coast of South
gators in Spain.
America, and on the first of January, one thousand five

thousand

Iran as,

rive

ships at his

hundred and

own

expepse,

fifteen

in

hundred and sixteen, entered a river which he called
Janeiro, where an extensive commerce is now carried
on.
From thence he proceeded to a spacious bay,
the South which he supposed to be the entrance into a strait that
communicated with the Indian Ocean but, upon ad
;

vancing further, he found it to be the mouth of Rio de la
Plata, one of the vast rivers by which the southern con
In endeavoring to make
tinent of America is watered.
a descent in this country, De Solis and several of his

crew were
to

slain by the natives, who, in sight of tho
ships, cut their bodies in pieces, roasted and devoured
them.
Discouraged with the loss of their commander,

treat

and

terrified at

Spaniards set

this

sail

shocking spectacle, the surviving
Europe, without aiming at anv

for

further discovery.
Though this attempt proved abor
It turned the attention
tive, it was not without benefit.

Even

simple garb, which corresponded so ill with the expectations and wishes of
his new guests, Balboa received them with dignity.
The fame of his discoveries had drawn so many adven
turers from the islands, that he could now muster four
At the head of those daring
hundred and tifty men.
veterans, he was more than a match for the forces
which Pedrarias brought with him.
But, though his
with reeds.

in

this

1

tion and exhortations of the Bishop of Darien, they were brought of ingenious men to this course of navigation, and pre
to a reconciliation ; and, in order to cement this union pared the way for a more fortunate voyage, by which, a

more

firmly. Pedrarias agreed to give his daughter in
The first effect of
marriage to Balboa.
[1516.]
their concord was., that Balboa was permitted to make
several small incursions into the country.
These he
conducted with such prudence, as added to the reputation which he had already acquired.
Many -advenIroops murmured lordly at the injustice of the king in turers resorted to him, and, with the countenance and
their
and
commander,
superseding
complained that aid of Pedrurias, he began to prepare for his expedition
In order to accomplish this, it was
strangers would now reap the fruits of their toil and to the South Sea.
success. Balboa submitted with implicit obedience to necessary to build vessels
capable of conveyiug his
|

few years posterior to this period, the great design
Ferdinand had in view was accomplished.

thai

the Spaniards were thus actively errployed
extending their discoveries and settlements in Ame
rica, they still considered Hispamola as their principal
Don Diego Co(colony, and the seat of government.
lumbus wanted neither inclination uor abilities to have
rendered the members of this colony, *ho were -nost
immediately under his jurisdiction, prosperous
all his
But he was circumscribed
operations
happy.

Though

in

(

i

m
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mination admitted the principles upon which the Do
Ferdinand, whose mind as well as body
protection.
minicans founded their opinion, they renewed their ef was much enfeebled by his distemper, was greatly
obtain relief for the Indians with additional alarmed at this charge of impiety, which at another
boldness and zeal.
At length, in order to quiet the juncture he would have despised. He listened with
sures, and to dispute his authority. The most valuable colony, which was alarmed at their remonstrances and deep compunction to the discourses of Las Casas, and
was that of! censures, Ferdinand issued a decree of his privy coun- promised to take into serious consideration the mean*
prerogative which .he govenor possessed
- ;1 r11110
*
:J
settled in the cil [1513],
But
declaring, that after mature consideration of redressing the evil of which he complained.
distributing Indians among the Spaniards
island.
The rigorous servitude of those unhappy men of the Apostolical Bull, and other titles by which the death prevented him from executing his resolution
having been but little mitigated by all the regulations crown of Castile claimed a right to its possessions in Charles of Austria, to whom all his crowns devolved,
in their favor, the power of parcelling out such neces- the New World, the servitude of the Indians was war- resided at that time in his paternal dominions in the
that un- Low Countries.
Las Casas, with his usual ardor, presary instruments of labor at pleasure, secured to the ranted both by the laws of God and of man
In order to less they were subjected to the dominion of the Spa- pared immediately to set out for Flanders, in order to
govcrnor great influence in the colony.
created a new office, with niards, and compelled to reside under their inspection, occupy the ear of the young monarch, when Cardinal
strip him of this, Ferdinand
the power of distributing the Indians, and bestowed it it would be impossible to reclaim them from idolatry, Ximcnes, who, as Regent, assumed the reins of goupon Rodrigo Albuquerque, a relation of Zapata, his or to instruct them in the principles of the Christian vernmert in Castile, commanded him to desist from
that no farther scruple ought to be entertained the journey, and
Mortified with the injustice as faith
conridentml minister.
engaged to hear his complaints in
well as indignity of this invasion upon his rights, in a concerning the lawfulness of the rcpartimtentos, as the person.
could
no
lemain
and
council were willing to take the charge of
He accordingly weighed the matter with attention
longer
king
point so essential, Don Diego
in a place where his power and consequence were al- that upon their own consciences
and that therefore equal to its importance
and as his impetuous mine!
most annihilated. He repaired to Spain with the vain the Dominicans and monks of other religious orders delighted in schemes bold and uncommon, he soor.
hopes of obtaining redress. Albuquerque entered upon should abstain for the future from those invectives fixed upon a plan which astonished the ministers
his office with all the rapacity of an indigent adventurer which, from an excess of charitable but ill-informed trained up under the formal and cautious administration
He began with taking the zeal, they had uttered against that practice.
of Ferdinand.
Without regarding either the rights of
impatient to amass wealth.
That his intention of adhering to this decree might Don Diego Columbus, or the regulations established
exact number of Indians m the island, and found that
from sixty thousand, who in the year one thousand five be fully understood, Ferdinand conferred new grants by the late king, he resolved to send three persons to
hundred and eight survived after all their sufferings, of Indians upon several of his courtiers [25].
But, in America as superintendents of all the colonies there,
These order that he might not seem altogether inattentive to with authority, after examining all circumstances on.
they were now reduced to fourteen thousand.
he threw into separate divisions or lots, and bestowal the rights of humanity, he published an edict, in which the spot, to decide finally with respect to the point in
them upon such as were willing to purchase them at he endeavored to provide for the mild treatment of the question. It was a matter of deliberation and dehracy
the highest price.
to phoose men qualified for such an important station.
By this arbitrary distribution several Indians under the yoke to which he subjected them
of the natives were removed from their original habita
he regulated the nature of the work which they should As all the laymen settled in America, or who had been
he prescribed the mode in consulted in the administration of that department,
tions, many were taken from their ancient masters, and be required to perform
ail of them
had given their opinion that the Spaniards could not
subjected to heavier burdens, and to more which they should be clothed and fed, and gave direc
in
order
to
reimburse
their
new
tions
with
their
instructions
in the principles keep possession of their new settlements, unless they
intolerable labor,
pro
respect to
calamities
the
of
Those
additional
were allowed to retain their dominion over the Indians,
completed
prietors.
Christianity.
But the Dominicans, who from their experience of he saw that he could not rely on their impartiality, and
misery, and hastened on the extinction of this wretched
what was past judged concerning the future, soon per determined to commit the trust to ecclesiastics. As
and innocent race of men.
The violence ot these procedm^s, together with the ceived the mcfficacy of those provisions, and foretold, the Dominicans and Franciscans had already espoused
fatal consequences which attended them, not only ex- that as long as it was the interest of individuals to treat opposite sides in the controversy, he, from the same
cited complaints among such as thought themselves the Indians with rigor, no public regulations could ren- principle of impartiality, excluded both these fraternities
aggricved, but touched the hearts of all who retained der their servitude mild or tolerable.
They considered from the commission. He confined his choice to the
From the time that ec it as vain, to waste their own time and strength in at monks of St. Jerome, a small but respectable order in
any sentiments of humanity.
clesiastics were sent as instructors into America, they tempting to communicate the sublime truths of religion Spain.
With the assistance of their general, and in
perceived that the rigor with which their countrymen to men whose spirits were broken and their faculties concert with Las Casas, he soon pitched upon three
treated the natives, rendered their ministry altogether impaired by oppression.
Some of them in despair, re persons whom he deemed equal to the charge. To them
fruitless.
The missionaries, in conformity to the mild quested the permission of their superiors to remove to he joined Zuazo, a private lawyer of distinguished pro
the continent, and to pursue the object of their mission bity, with unbounded power to regulate all judicial
spirit of that religion which they were employed to pub
lish, early remonstrated against the maiims of the
among such of the natives as were not hitherto cor proceedings in the colonies. Las Casas was appointed
and
condemned rupted by the example of the Spaniards, or alienated by to accompany them with the title of protector of the
planters with respect to the Americans,
the rrpartimicntos, or distributions, by which they were their cruelly from the Christian faith.
Such as re Indians.
as
no
less con
as
slaves
to
their
mained in Hispaniola continued to remonstrate, with
To vest such extraordinary powers, as might at once
conquerors
given up
overturn the system of government established in the
trary to natural justice and the precepts of Christianity decent firmness, against the servitude of the Indians.
than to sound policy.
The Dominicans, to whom the
The violent operations of Albuquerque, the new dis New World, in four persons, who, from their humble
instruction of the Americans was originally committed, tributor of Indians, revived the zeal of the Dominicans condition in life, were little entitled to possess this high
were most vehement in testifying against the rcparLi- against the rcpartimicntos, and called forth an advocate authority, appeared to Zapata, and other ministers ol
mientos.
In the year one thousand tive hundred and for that oppressed people, who possessed all the cou
the late king, a measure so wild and dangerous, that
eleven. Montesino, one of their most eminent preachers, rage, the talents, and activity requisite in supporting they refused to issue the despatches necessary for car
This was Bartholemew de rying it into execution. But Ximenes was noi of a
inveighed against this practice, in the great church of such a desperate cause.
St. Domingo, with all the impetuosity of popular elo
las Casas, a native of Seville, and one of the clergy
temper patiently to brook opposition to any of his
Don Diego Columbus, the principal officer of men sent out with Columbus in his second voyage to schemes. He sent for the refractory ministers, and ad
quence.
the colony, and all the laymen who had been his Hispamola, in order to settle in that island.
He early dressed them in such a tone that in the utmost conster
The superintendents,
hearers, complained of the monk to his superiors; but adopted the opinion prevalent among ecclesiastics, nation they obeyed his orders.
with their associates Zuazo and Las Casas, sailed for
they, instead of condemning, applauded his doctrine as with respect to the unlawfulness of reducing the na
aud
seasonable.
The
that
demonstrate
the
tives to servitude
and
he might
St. Domingo.
Franciscans, influ
equally pious
Upon their arrival, the first act of their
enced bv the spirit of opposition and rivalship which sincerity of his conviction, he relinquished all the authority was to set at liberty all the Indians who had
subsists between the two orders, discovered some in
Indians who had fallen to his own share in the division been granted to the Spanish courtiers, or to any person
clination to take part with the laity, and to espouse the of the inhabitants among their conquerors, declaring not residing in America.
This, together with the in
Hut as they could not that he should ever bewail his own misfortune and formation which had been received from Spain con
defence of the rcparlimicntos.
with decency give their avowed approbation to a system guilt, in having exercised for a moment this impious cerning the object of the commission, spread a general
of oppression so repugnant to the spirit of religion, they dominion over his fellow-creaturs.
From that time alarm. The colonists concluded that they were to be
endeavored to palliate what they could not justify, and he became the avowed patron ol the Indians and by deprived at once of the hands with which they carried
alleged, in excuse (or the conduct of their countrymen, his bold interpositions in their behalt, as well as by the on their labor, and that, of consequence, rum was un
that it was impossible to carry on any improvement in respect due to his abilities and character, he had often avoidable.
But the fathers of St. Jerome proceeded
the colony, unless the Spaniards possessed such do
the merit of setting some bounds to the excesses of with such caution and prudence as soon dissipated all
minion over the natives that they could compel them to his countrymen.
He did not fail to remonstrate their fears. They discovered, in every step of theii

by the suspicious policy of Ferdinand, who on every oc
casion, and under pretexts the most frivolous, retrenched
his privileges, and encouraged the treasurer, the judges,
and other subordinate officers to counteract his mea

forts to
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and conduct, a knowledge of the world, and of affairs*
;
though he soon found that attention to his own interest which is seldom acquired in a cloister and displayed
rendered this rapacious officer deaf to admonition, he a moderation as well as gentleness still more rare
did not abandon the wretched people whose cause he among persons trained up in the solitude and austerity
He instantly set out for Spain, with of a monastic life. Their cars were open to informa
had espoused.
men as continued to hold the natives in servitude. the most sanguine hopes of opening the eyes and tion from every quarter they compared the different
both parties applied to the king for his decision in a softening the heart of Ferdinand, by that striking accounts which they received and, after a mature
matter of such importance.
Ferdinand empowered a picture of the oppression of his new subjects which consideration of the whole, they were fully satisfied
committee of his privy council, assisted by some of the he would exhibit to his view.
that the state of the colony rendered it impossible tc
most eminent civilians and divines in Spain, to hear the
He easily obtained admittance to the king, whom he adopt the plan proposed by Las Ca&as, and recom
With much mended by the Cardinal. They plainly perceived that
deputies sent from Hispaniola in support of their re- found in a declining state of health.
After a long discussion, the specu
freedom, and no less eloquence, he represented to him. the Spaniards settled in America were so few in num
spective opinions.
lative point in controversy was determined in favor of all the fatal effects of the repartirnicntus in the New ber, that they could neither work the mines which bad
the Dominicans, the Indians were declared to be a free World, boldly charging him with the guilt of having been opened, nor cultivate the country
that they de
but authorized this impious measure, which had brought pended for effecting both upon the labor of the native**
people entitled to all the natural rights of men
this
decision, the rcpni timirntos
notwithstanding
misery and destruction upon a numerous and innocent and, if deprived of it, they must instantly relinquish
continued upon their ancient footing.
As this deter- racq of men, whom Provideuce had placed under his their conquests? or give up all the advantages wiuct

warmly against the proceedings of Albuquerque

labor.

The Dominicans,

regardless of such political and
jiterested considerations, would not relax in any degree
l!
of
their
sentiments, and even refused to ab
rigor
solve, or admit to the sacrament, such of their country

,
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they derived from them

;

that

HISTORV OF

S

Spanish courtiers who had been dissatisfied with the Cardinal s administration,
joined Laa
Casas in censuring the scheme of sending superinten

no allurement was so as well
aversion of the

powerful as to surmount the natural
Indians to any laborious effort, and that nothing but the
to work
and
authority of a master could compel them
if they were not
kept constantly under the eye and dis

s the

and passions was

irresistible

the fathers of St. Jerome, together with their associate
Zuazo, were recalled.
Rodengo de Figueroa, a lawyer

instruction, nor observe those rites of
Upon
Christianity which they had been already taught.
all those accouuts, the superintendents found it neces
suffer the
sary to tolerate the repa.rtimir.nlos, and to

of

to religious

some eminence, was appointed

chief judge of the

island, and received instructions, in
the request of Las Casas, to examine

Las Ca?cs now despaired of procuring any

compliance with
once more, with

treatment of the natives

:

and

in the

mean

I

possibility of carrying

;

I

on any improvements

I

,

America

unless the Spanish planters could command the labor of
the natives, was an insuperable objection to his plan of
In order to provide
treating them as free subjects.
some remedy for this, without which he found it was in

his plan,

|

along with him in some distinguishing garb, which did
not resemble the Spanish dress, that they might appear
lo the natives to be a different race of menj rom those
who had brought so many calamities upon their coun
From this scheme, of which I have traced only
try.
the great lines, it is manifest that Las Casas had formed
ideas concerning the method of treating the Indians,
similar to those by which the Jesuits afterwards carried
on their great operations in another part of the same
continent.

to resign
ing under a mortal distemper, and preparing

ese merchants foi
they were the first

twenty-five

thousand ducats, and

who brought

into a regular form that

Flemish favorites, who zealously patronised his scheme
merely because it had been rejected by the Spanish
ministers.
They prevailed with their master, who had

extent.

But the Genoese merchants [1518], conducting

their

with the rapacity of monopolists,
demanded such a high price for negroes, that the numwas natural at his age, he consulted them with respect her imported into Hispaniola made no great change
and they, upon the state of the colony. Las Casas, whose zeal
to ail the transactions in his new kingdom
with an indiscreet eagerness, intruded themselves into was no less inventive than indefatigable, had recourse
He
every business, and seized almost every department of to another expedient for the relief of the Indians.
The direction of American affairs was observed, that most of the persons who had settled hi
administration.
operations, at

first,

\

;

the absurdity of all the maxims hitherto adopted
to the government of America, particu
administration&quot; of Ferdinand, and
larly during the
pointed out the defects of those arrangements which

Ximenes had

introduced.

odious to the Flemings.
lities

They

of

|

I

!

suitable

premiums

to

remove

thither.

These, as they

The memory of Ferdinand was were accustomed to fatigue, would be able to perform
The superior virtues and abi the work to which the Indians, from the feebleness of

Ximenes had long been

the object of their envy.

fondly wished to have a plausible pretext for con
the measures both of the monarch and of the

demning

minister, and of reflecting some discredit on their poli
The friends of Don Utego Columbus,
tical wisdom.

orders for carrying

their constitution, were unequal, and might soon become
But though Hispaniola
useful and opulent citizens.
stood much in need of a recruit of inhabitants, having
been visited at this time with the small-pox, which
swept off almos all the natives who had survived their

it

into execution, but restricted the

to three hundred miles along the
allowing him, however, to extend
it as far as he pleased towards the interior part of the
country.
This determination did not pass uncensured. Almost
every person who had been in the West Indies exclaimed against it, and supported their opinion so con-

sons of noble families, allured by the prospect of ac
quiring sudden wealth or desperate adventurers, whom
their indigence or crimes forced to abandon their native
land.
Instead of such men, who were dissolute, rapa
cious, and incapable of that sober persevering industry
which is requisite in forming new colonies, he proposed
to supply the settlements in
Hispaniola and other
parts of the New World with a sufficient number of
laborers and husbandmen, who should be allured by

territory allotted

coast of

;

them

with respect

men chosen by recommendation of the
Flemings was perfectly conformable to their sentiments.
They warmly approved of Las Casas s plan, and gave
decision of

therto in America, were sailors and soldiers employed
in the discovery or conquest of the country ; the younger

;

to the Imperial dignity, to refer the
lately been raised
consideration of this measure to a select number of his

and Las Casas having excepted
privy (Counsellors
the council of the Indies, as
against the members of
were all excluded. The
partial and interested they

;

an object too alluring to escape their attention. Las
Casas observed their growing influence and though
projectors are usually too sanguine to conduct their
schemes with much dexterity, he possessed a bustling,
indefatigable activity, which sometimes accomplishes
its purposes with greater success than the most ex
He courted the
quisite discernment and address.
Flemish ministers with assiduity. He represented to

avail-

them to the arts of civil life, and
render them capable of its functions.
But to the bishop of Burgos, and the council of the
Indies, this project appeared not only chimerical, but
dangerous in a high degree. They deemed the fa
culties of the Americans to be naturally so limited, and
their indolence so excessive, that every attempt to in
struct or to improve them would be fruitless.
They
contended, that it would be extremely imprudent to
a
give the command of country extending above a thou
sand miles along the coast to a fanciful presumptuous
enthusiast, n stranger to the affairs of the world, and
unacquainted with the arts of government. Las Casas,
far from being discouraged with a repulse, which he
had reason to expect, had recourse once more to the

for slaves between Africa and America,
which has since been carried on to such an amazing

nobility had accompanied their sovereign to Spain.
From that warm predilection to his countrymen, which

supposed that the Europeans, by

destitute, might train

commerce

took posssion of the government, and, by the death of
Ximenes, lost a minister whose abilities and integrity
entitled him to direct his affairs.
Many of the Flemish

He

ing themselves of that ascendant which they possessed
in consequence of their superior progress in science
and improvement, might gradually form the minds of
Americans to relish those comforts of which they were

;

his authority to the young king, who was daily ex
Charles arrived,
pected from the Low Countries.

colony composed of husbandmen, laborers, and eccle
siastics.
He engaged in the space of two years to
civilize ten thousand of the natives, and to instruct
them so thoroughly in the arts of social life, that fro:n
the fruits of their industry an annual revenue of fifteen
In ten years
thousand ducats should arise to the king.
he expected that his improvements would be so far
advanced as to yield annually sixty thousand ducats,
He stipulated, that no soldier or sailor should ever be
;

them worthy of this high trust.
Las Casas alone was dissatisfied. The prudential five hundred and eleven, Ferdinand permitted the im
consideration which influenced the superintendents portation of them in greater numbers.
They were
made no impression upon him. He regarded their found to be a more robust and hardy race than the na
wlea of acommodating their conduct to the state of the tives of America.
They were more capable of endur
colony, as the maxim of an unhallowed timid policy, ing fatigue, more patient under servitude, and the labor
which tolerated what was unjust because it was of one negro was computed to be equal to that of four
beneficial.
He contended that the Indians were by Indians. Cardinal Ximenes, however, when solicited
nature free, and, as their protector, he required the to encourage this commerce, peremptorily rejected the
-- J
superintendents not to bereave them of the common proposition, because he perceived the iniquity of reduc
They received his most viru ing one race of men to slavery, while he was consult
privilege of humanity.
lent remonstrances without emotion, but adhered firmly ing about the means of restoring liberty to another.
The Spanish planters did not But Las Casas, from the inconsistency natural to men
to their own system.
bear with him so patiently, and were ready to tear him who hurry with headlong impetuosity towards a favorite
in pieces for insisting in a requisition so odious to point, was incapable of making this distinction. While
them.
Las Casas, in order to screen himself from he contended earnestly for the liberty of the people
their rage, found it necessary to take shelter in a con
born in one quarter of the globe, he labored to enslave
and perceiving that all his efforts in America the inhabitants of another region and in the warmth
vent
were fruitless, he soon set out for Europe, with a fixed of his zeal to save the Americans from the yoke, pro
resolution not to abandon the protection of a people nounced it to be lawful and expedient to impose one
still heavier
whom he deemed to be cruelly oppressed.
upon the Africans. Unfortunately for the
Had Ximenes retained that vigor of mind with latter, Las Casas s plan was adopted. Charles granted
Casas
must
Las
a patent to one of his Flemish favorites, containing an
which he usually applied to business,
have met with no very gracious reception upon his exclusive right of importing four thousand negroes into
the
Cardinal
to
But
he
found
return
America. The favorite sold his patent to some Geno
languish
Spain.
;

a pernicious system from being introduced there, though
he had failed of success in his attempts to overturn it
whcre it was already established.
Full of this idea, he

and that no Spa
permitted to settle in this district
niard whatever should enter it without his permission.
He even projected to clothe the peopie whom he took

humanity than to the princi
pugnant
As early as the year one thousand
ples of religion.
five hundred and three, a few negro slaves had been
sent into the New World.
In the year one thousand
to the feelings of

forming
a well as his sagacity in pitching upon persons whose
wisdom, moderation, and disinterestedness rendered

in the

ern frontier of that province now known by the namo
of Santa Martha.
He proposed to settle there with a

;

in

making

applied for a grant of the unoccupied country stretching
along the seacoast from the Gulf of Pana to the west

ments of equity and gentleness towards the unhappy
Zuazo, vain to mention his scheme, Las Casas proposed to
people upon whose industry they depended.
in his department, seconded the endeavors of the purchase a sufficient number of negroes from the Por
He reformed the courts of justice tuguese settlements on the coast of Africa, and to
superintendents.
in such a manner as to render their decisions equitable transport them to America, in order that they might be
as well as expeditious, and introduced various regula
employed as slaves in working the mines and cultivattions which greatly improved the interior policy of the ing the ground.
One of the first advantages which the
and
that
his
conduct
The satisfaction which
colony.
Portuguese had derived from their discoveries in Africa
of the superintendents gave was now universal among arose from the trade in slaves.
Various circumstances
and all concurred in reviving this odious commerce, which had
the Spaniards settled in the New World
admired the boldness of Ximenes in having departed been long abolished in Europe, and which is no less re
from the ordinary path of business

daily

;

time to do

in

But such discoveries
continent as gave a high idea
both of its extent and populousness.
In all those vast
and
regions there was but one feeble colony planted
a
small
on
the
isthmus
of
Darien, the na
except
spot
tives still occupied the whole country.
This opened a
new and more ample field 4or the humanity and zeal of
Las Casas, who flattered himself that he might prevent
there as not to admit of a curs.

were

every thing in his power to alleviate their sufferings,
and to prevent the extinction of the race.
This was all that the, zeal of Las Casas could proThe iincure at that juncture in favor of the Indians.

best treatment compatible with a state of servitude.
For this purpose, they revived former regulations, they
prescribed new ones, they neglected no circumstance
and by
that tended to mitigate the rigor of the yoke

relief for

the Indians in those places where the Spaniards were
The evil was become so inveterate
already settled.

the utmost attention, the point in controversy between
him and the people of the colony, with respect to the

Indians to remain under subjection to their Spanish
masters.
They used their utmost endeavors, howover, to prevent the fatal effects of this establishment,
and to secure to the Indians the consolation of the

their authority, their example, and their exhortations,
they labored to inspire their countrymen with senti

his projects.

;

natural listlesscipline of a superior, so great was their
ness and indifference, that they would neither attend

long continued oppression and though Las Casas had
the countenance of the Flemish ministers, this scheme
was defeated by the bishop of Burgos, who thwarted all
;

This union of so many interests
and in consequence of it

dents to America.

;

I

:

him

Cumana;

and with such plausible reasons, as made it
advisable to pause and to review the subject more deCharles himself, though accustomed, at this
liberately.
period of his life, to adopt the sentiments of his
fidently,

I

\

I

early
ministers with

such submissive deference as did not
promise that decisive vigor of mind which distinguished
his riper years, could not help suspecting that the eagerness with which the Flemings took part in every affair
flowed from some improper motive, and began to dis
cover an inclination to examine

in

person into the state

SOUTH AMERICA.
Of the question concerning the character of the Ame
An
of treating them.
ricans, and the proper manner
this inquiry with great advantage
opportunity of making
the
Quevcdo,
bishop of
soon occurred [June 20].
to the conti
Uarien, who had accompanied Pedrarias

nent in the year one thousand rive hundred and thirteen,
where the court theu
happened to land at Barcelona,
It was quickly known that his sentiments
resided.
and disposition of the Indians
concerning the talents
and Charles na
differed from those jf Las Casas
:

concluded that by confronting two respectable
their residence in America, had
persons who, during
turally

observe the manners of the people whom
he might be able to discover
they pretended to describe,
which of them had formed his opinion with the greatest
discernment and accuracy.
A day for this solemn audience was appointed. The
and took
emperor appeared with extraordinary pomp,
the palace. His
nis seat on a throne in the great hall of
Don Diego Columbus,
courtiers attended.
full leisure to

principal

admiral of the Indies, was summoned to be present.
The bishop of Darien was called upon first to deliver
his opinion.
He, in a short discourse, lamented the
of so
fatal desolation of America by the extinction

he acknowledged that this
some degree, to the extensive
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some

of the Spaniards in Hispaniola fitted out vessels
In places
to cruise along the coast of the continent.

where they found themselves inferior in strength, they
traded with the natives, and gave European toys in
exchange for the plates of gold worn by them as omaments but, whenever they could surprise or overpower the Indians, they carried them off by force, and
In those predatory excursions
sold them as slaves.
h atrocious acts of violence and cruelty had been
committed, that the Spanish name was held in detesta
\\ hencver any ships aption all over the continent.
peared, the inhabitants either fled to the woods, or
rushed down to the shore in arms to repel those hated

tics to
j

of their tranquillity.
They forced some
parties of Ihe Spaniards to retreat with precipitation
and in the violence of their re
they cut off others
sentment against the whole nation, they murdered two

|

I

sta-

He made the best provision in his power for the
and subsistence of his followers, but as his utmost efforts availed little towards securing cither the
one or the other, he relumed to Hispaniola, in order to
solicit more effectual aid for the
preservation of men
who, from confidence in him, had ventured into a post
of so much danger.
Soon after his departure, the natives, having discovered the feeble and defenceless state
of the Spaniards, assembled secretly, attacked them

I

|

with the fury natural to

men

many

exasperated by

in-

juries, cut oil a good number, and compelled the rest to
fly in the utmost consternation to the island of

The

Cubagua.

colony settled there on account of the pearl
fishery, catching the panic with which their countrymen
had been seized, abandoned the island, and not a Spa

;

ainall

niard remained in any part of the continent, or adjacent
islands, from the Gulf of Paria to the borders of Darien.

Dominican missionaries, whose zeal had prompted
them to settle in the province of Cumana. This out

Astonished at such a succession of disasters, Las Casas

was ashamed

rage againsr persons revered for their sanctity excited
such indignation among the people of Hispaniola, who.
notwithstanding all their licentious and cruel proceed
ings, were possessed with a wonderful zeal for religion,

to

show

his face after this fatal termination

schemes.

He

shut himself up in the

convent of the Dominicans

at St.

Domingo, and soon

of

all

after

a superstitious respect for

its ministers, that they
exemplary punishment, not only
of
that
crime, but upon the whole
upon the perpetrators
With this view, they gave the command of live
ships and three hundred men to Diego Ocampo, with
orders to lay waste the country of Cumana with rire
and sword, and to transport all the inhabitants as

determined

wretched

safety

;

a:id

in that

tion.
J

;

disturbers

which he must be exposed

his splendid

assumed the

Though

habit of that order.

the expulsion of the colony from

Cumana

one thousand five hundred and
twenty-one, I have chosen to trace the progress of Las
must be imputed, in
the
Casas
s
of
Spaniards
negotiations from their first rise to their final
rigor and inconsiderate proceedings
issue without interruption.
His system was the object
but declared that all the people of the New World
in
the
or
of
and
continent
attentive discussion
and though his efforts
the
long
whom he had seen either in
in behalf of the oppressed Americans, partly from his
a race of men marked
islands, appeared to him to be
This armament Las Casas own rashness and imprudence, and partly from the male
for servitude, slaves to Hispaniola.
out, by the inferiority of their talents,
volent opposition of his adversaries, were not attended
end whom it would be impossible to instruct or improve, found at Puerto Rico, on its way to the continent
with that success which he promised with too sanguine
unless they were kept under the continual inspection and as Ocampo refused to defer his voyage, he imme
Las Casas, at greater length and with diately perceived that it would be impossible to attempt confidence, great praise is due to his humane activity,
of a master.
more fervor, defended his own system. He rejected the execution of his pacific plan in a country destined which gave rise to various regulations that were of some
benefit to that unhappy people.
I return now to the
with indignation the idea that any race of men was ;o be the seat of war and desolation.
He as
In order to provide against the effects of this un
history of the Spanish discoveries as they occur in the
born to servitude as irreligious and inhuman.
for
St.
serted that the faculties of the Americans were not fortunate incident, he set sail directly
Domingo order of time.
that they were
but unimproved
11], leaving his followers cantoned out among
&quot;April
Diego Velasquez, who conquered Cuba in the year
naturally despicable,
of
re
in
Rico.
From
the planters
Puerto
in the principles
many concurring one thousand five hundred and eleven, still retained the
capable of receiving instruction
and
arts
which
Las
Casas
met
with
in
the
the
causes,
as well as of acquiring
industry
reception
government of that island, as the deputy of Don
ligion,
which would qualify them for the various offices of Hispaniola was very unfavorable. In his negotiations Diego Columbus, though he seldom acknowledged his
for the relief of the Indians, he had censured the con
superior, and aimed at rendering his own authority al
social life, that the mildness and timidity of their nature
Under his prudent adminis
rendered them so submissive and docile, that they duct of his countrymen, settled there with such honest together independent.
He severity as rendered him universally odious to them. tration, Cuba became one of the most flourishing of
with a gentle hand.
might be led and formed
the Spanish settlements.
The fame of this allured
intentions in proposing the scheme They considered their own ruin as the inevitable con
professed that his
now under consideration were pure and disinterested sequence of his success. They were now elated with thither many persons from the other colonies, in hopes
and though from the accomplishment of his designs hope of receiving a large recruit of slaves from Cu of finding either some permanent establishment 01
some employment for their activity. As Cuba lay to
inestimable benefits would result to the crown of mana, which must be relinquished if Las Casas were as
would receive, sisted in settling his projected colony there. Figucroa, in the west of all the islands occupied by the Spaniards,
Castile, he never had claimed, nor ever
consequence of the instructions which he had received and as the ocean which stretches beyond it towards
any recompense on that account.
with his in Spain, had made an experiment concerning the that quarter had not hitherto been explored, these cir
Charles, after hearing both, and consulting
informed
capacity of the Indians, that was represented as decisive cumstances naturally invited the inhabitants to attempt
ministers, did not think himself sufficiently
He collected in His new discoveries. An expedition for this purpose, in
to establish any general arrangement with respect to against the system of Las Casas.
but as he had perfect confi
the state of the Indians
paniola a good number of the natives, and settled them which activity and resolution might conduct to sudden
dence in the integrity of Las Casas, and as even the in two villages, leaving them at perfect liberty, and wealth, was more suited to the genius of the age than
scheme to be of such with the uncontrolled direction of their own actions. the patient industry requisite in clearing ground and
bishop of Darien admitted his
should he made ol its effects, But that people, accustomed to a mode of life ex
manufacturing sugar.
Instigated by this spirit, seve
importance that a trial
he issued a patent [1522], granting him the district of tremely different from that which takes place wherever ral officers, who had served under Pedrarias in Darien,
Cumana formerly mentioned, with full power to es civilization has made any considerable progress, were entered into an association to undertake a voyage ol
tablish a colony there according to his own plan.
incapable of assuming new habits at once.
Dejected discovery.
They persuaded Francisco Hernandez CoiLas Casas pushed on the preparations for his voyage with their own misfortunes as well as those of their dova, an opulent planter in Cuba, and a man of distin
with his usual ardor.
But, either from his own inex
country they exerted so little industry in cultivating guished courage, to join with them in the adventure,
of affairs, or from the secret the ground, appeared so devoid of solicitude or foresight and chose him to be their commander.
Velasquez not
perience in the conduct
who
universally in providing for their own wants, and were such stran
only approved of the design, but assisted in carrying it
opposition of the Spanish nobility,
rob
in
their
that
ihe
on.
As
that
to
the
veterans
from
Darien
an
institution
were
affairs,
dreaded the success of
might
conducting
gers
arrangement
extremely indi
them of the industrious and useful hands which culti Spaniards pronounced them incapable of being formed gent, he and Cordova advanced money for purchasing
to live like men in social life, and considered them as three small vessels, and furnished them with
vated their estates, his progress in engaging husband
every thing
men and laborers was extremely slow, and he could children, who should be kept under the perpetual tute requisite either for tratlic or for war. A hundred and
and
to
of
to
themselves
in
wisdom
ten
men
embarked
on
two
hundred
board
of
than
and
sailed iron)
on
more
accompany
them,
lage
persons
superior
not prevail
St. Jago de Cuba, on the eighth of
him to Cumana.
sagacity.
February, one thou
With this
sand five hundred and seventeen.
his zeal.
Notwithstanding all those circumstances, which alien
By the advice of
Nothing, however, could damp
slender train, hardly sufficient to take possession of ated the persons in Hispaniola to whom Las Casas applied their chief pilot, Antonio Alaminos, who had served
such a large territory, and altogether unequal to any from himself and from his measures, he, by his activity and under the first admiral Columbus, they stood directly
effectual attempt towards civilizing its inhabitants, he perseverance, by some concessions and many threats, west, reiving on the opinion of that great navigator,
The first place at which he touched was the obtained at length a small body of troops to protect him who uniformly maintained that a westerly course would
set sail.
There he received an account and his colony at their first landing. But upon his re lead to the most important discoveries.
island of Puerto Rico.
On the twenty-first day after their departure from St.
of a new obstacle to the execution of his scheme, more turn to Puerto Rico, he found that the diseases of the
he had hitherto encountered. climate had been fatal to several of his people and Jago, .hey saw land, which proved to be Cape Caloche,
insuperable than any
When he left America, in the year one thousand live that others having got employment in that island, ret u- the eastern point of that large peninsula projecting from
hundred and sixteen, the Spaniards had little inter sed to follow him. With the handful that remained, the continent of America, which still retains its origihe set sail and landed in Cumana.
course with any part of the continent except the coun
Ocampo had exe nal name of Yucatan. As they approached the shore,
But as every cuted his commission in that province with such bar five canoes came of! full of people decently clad in coitries adjacent to the Gulf of Darien.
an astonishing spectacle to the Spainternal industry began to stagnate in IIis- barous rage, having massacred many of the inhabitants, ton garments
species of
the rapid decrease of the natives, sent others in chains to Hispaniola, and forced the rest niards, who had fourd every other part of America pospaniola, when, by
Cordova endeavored by
the Spaniards were deprived of those hands with which to flv for shelter to the woods, that the people of a small sessed by naked savages.
carried on their operations, this colony, which he had planted at a place which he named
presents to gain the good will of these people.
they had hitherto
a
desolated
various expedients for supplying Toledo, were ready to perish for want in
They, though amazed at the strange objects now pre
prompted them to try
Considerable numbers of negroes were country.
There, however, Las Casas was obliged to sented for the lirst time to their view, invited the Spa
that loss.
-he
their
exorbitant
of
fix
his
deserted
both
residence, though
troops niards to visit their habitations, with an appearance ol
by
price,
imported but, on account
many of the planters could not afford to purchase appointed to protect him, and by those under the corn- cordiality. They landed accordingly, and as they adIn order to procure slaves at an easier rate, mand of Ocampo, who foresaw and dreaded the calami- vanced into the countrv, they observed with new wonthem.

many

of

its

inhabitants

;

;

to

inflict

happened

in the year

;

;

;

;

;

;

|
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;
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But they soon
der some large houses built with stone.
found that, if the people of Vucatan had made progress
in improvement beyond their countrymen, they were
likewise more artful and warlike.
For though the
received Cordova with many tokens of
caztque
friendship, he hud posted a considerable body of his
subjects in ambush behind a thicket, who, upon a signal
given by him, rushed out and attacked the Spaniards
with great boldness, and some degree of martial order.
At the first flight of their arrows, fifteen of the SpaniardH
were wounded ; but the Indians were struck with such
terror by the sudden explosion of the fire arms, and so
surprised at the execution done by them, by the cross
bows, and by the other weapons oi their new enemies,
that they fled precipitately.
Cordova quitted a country
where he had met with such a tierce reception, carry
ing of! two prisoners, together with the ornaments of a
small temple which he plundered in his retreat.

S
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gained the victory with difficulty, and were confirmed
in their opinion that the inhabitant* of this country

would prove more formidable enemies than any they
had met witii in other parts of America.
From Po
tonchan they continued their voyage towards the
west, keeping as near as possible to the shore, and
casting anchor every evening, from dread of the dan
gerous accidents to which they might bo exposed in an
unknown sea. During the day their eyes were turned
continually towards land, with a mixture of surprise and

This was the longest as well as the most successful
voyage which the Spaniards had hitherto made in th
New World. They had discovered that Yucatan was
not an island as they had supposed, but
part of the
From Potonchan they
great continent of America.
had pursued their course for many hundred miles
along
a coast formerly
unexplored, stretching first towards
the west, and then
to
the
north
all
the
counturning
try which they luni discovered appeared to be no less
valuable than extensive. As soon, as Alvarado reached
Cuba, Velasquez, transported with success so far be
yond his most sanguine expectations, immediately des

[

;

]

I

I

wonder

at the beauty of the country, as well as the
novelty of the objects which they beheld.
Many vil
lages were scattered along the coast, in which they
could distinguish houses of stone that appeared white
and lofty at a distance.
In the warmth of (heir admira
tion, they fancied these to be cities adorned with
and one of the soldiers happen
towers and pinnacles

:

a person of confidence to
carry this important
intelligence to Spain, to exhibit the rich productions of
the countries which had been discovered by his means,

patched

and

to solicit such an increase of
authority as might
enable and encourage him to attempt the conquest of
them. Without waiting for the return of his messenger,
or for the arrival of Grijalva, of whom he was become
so jealous or distrustful that he was resolved no
longer
to employ him, he
began to prepare with such a power
ful armament as
might prove equal to an enterprise of
so much danger and importance.

;

ing to remark that this country resembled Spain in ap
pearance, Grijalva, with universal applause, called it
New Spain, the name which still distinguishes this
extensive and opulent province of the .Spanish empire

He

continued his course towards the west, without
losing sitrht of the coast, and on the sixteenth day ar
rived at Campeachy.
There the natives received them
but the Spaniards were much sur
hospitably
that
on
the
extensive
coast along which they
alt
prised,
liad sailed, and which they imagined to be a large

m

America [27.] They landed in a river which the
natives called Tabasco [June 9] and the fame of their
But as the expedition upon which Velasquez was now
victory at Potonchan having reached this place, the
As their cazique not only received them amicably, but bestowed intent terminated in conquests of greater moment than
island, they had not observed any river. [26]
water had began to fail, they advanced, in hopes of find presents upon them of such value, as confirmed the what the Spaniards had hitherto achieved, and led them
and at length they discovered the mouth high ideas which the Spaniards had formed with respect to the knowledge of a people, who, if compared with
ing a supply
These ideas those tribes of America with whom
of a river at Potonchan, some leagues beyond Cam- to the wealth and fertility of the country.
they were hitherto
were raised still higher by what occurred at the place acquainted, may be considered as highly civilized it is
peachy.
Cordova landed all his troops, in order to protect where they next touched. This was considerably to proper to pause before we proceed to the history, of
but not
the west of Tabasco, in the province since known by events
the sailors while employed in filling the casks
extremely different from those which we have
There they were received with already related, in order to take a view of the state of
withstanding this precaution, the natives rushed down the name of Guaxaca.
upon them with such fury and in such numbers, that the respect paid to superior beings. The people per the New World when first discovered, and to contem
forty-seven of the Spaniards were killed upon the spot, fumed them, as they landed, with incense of gum copal, plate the policy and manners of the rude uncultivated
and one man only of the whole body escaped unhurt. and presented to them as offerings the choicest delica tribes that occupied all the parts of it with which the
Their commander, though wounded in twelve different cies of their country.
They were extremely fond of Spaniards were at this time acquainted.
places, directed the retreat with presence of mind equal trading with their new visitants, and in six days the
to the courage with which he had led them on in the Spaniards obtained ornaments of gold of curious work
IV.
engagement, and with much difficulty they regained manship, to the value of fifteen thousand pesos, in ex
After this fatal repulse, nothing remained change for European toys of small price.
The two View of America when first discovered, and of the manners
their ships.
and policy* of its most uncivilized inhabitants Vast extent
but to hasten back to Cuba with their shattered forces. prisoners whom Cordova had brought from Yucatan,
of America grandeur of the objects it presents to view its
In their passage thither they sufferer! the most exqui
had hitherto served as interpreters but as they did not
mountains rivers lakes its form favorable to commerce
site distress for want of water, that men, wounded and understand the language of this country, the Spaniards
temperature predominance of cold causes of this un
cultivated unwholesome its animals soil Inquiry how
sickly, shut up in small vessels, and exposed to the learned from the natives by signs, that they were sub
was peopled various theories what appears
America
heat of the torrid zone, can be supposed to endure. jects of a great monarch called Montczurna, whose do
most probable Condition and character of the Americans
Some of them, sinking under these calamities, died by minions extended over that and many other provinces.
All, the Mexicans and Peruvians oxcepted, in the stat
the way
of savages Inquiry confined to the uncivilized tribes
Cordova, their commander, expired soon Leaving this place, with which he had so much reason
various causes of this
Difficulty of obtaining information
after they landed in Cuba.
to be pleased, Grijalva continued his course towards the
Method observed in the inquiry I. The bodily constitution
He landed on a small island [June 19], which
Notwithstanding the disastrous conclusion of this west.
of the Americans considered -II. The qualities of their
minds III. Their domestic state IV. Their political stata
expedition, it contributed rather to animate than to damp he named the Isle of Sacrifices, because there the Spa
and institutions V. Their system of war and public secu
a spirit of enterprise among the Spaniards.
They had niards beheld, for the first tune, the hortid spectacle of
VI. The arts with which they were acquainted
rity
discovered an extensive country, situated at no great human victims, which the barbarous superstition of the
VIII. Such sin
VII. Their religious ideas and institutions
distance from Cuba, fertile in appearance, and possessed natives offered to their gods.
He touched at another
gular and detached customs as are not reducible to any p/
the former heads IX. General review and estimate of their
by a people far superior in improvement to any hitherto small island, which he called St. Juan de Ulua. From
virtues and defects.
known in America. Though they had carried on little this place he despatched Pedro de Alvarado, one of his
commerciRl intercourse with the natives, they had officers, to Velasquez, with a full account of the im
TWENTY-SIX years had elapsed since Colnmbus had
brought off some ornaments of gold, not considerable portant discoveries which he had made, and with all conducted the people of Europe to the New World.
in value, but of singular fabric.
These circumstances, ;he treasure that he acquired by trafficking with the During that period the Spaniards had made great pro
related with the exaggeration natural to men desirous natives.
After the departure of Alvarado. he himself, gress in exploring its various regions.
They had vi
sited all the islands scattered
in different clusters
of heightening the merit of their own exploits, were with the remaining vessels, proceeded along the coast
more than sufficient to excite romantic hopes and ex as far as the river Panuco, the country still appearing to through that part of the ocean which flows in between

more

;

;

;

;

;
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;

:

Great numbers offered to engage in a new
Velasquez, solicitous to distinguish him
self by some service so meritorious as might entitle
him to claim the government of Cuba independent of
the admiral, not onJy encouraged their ardor, b .it at his
own expense fitted oat four ships for the voyage. Two
hundred and forty volunteers, among whom were severai persons of rank and fortune, embarked in this en
The command of it was given to Juan de
terprise.
Grijalva, a young man of known merit and courage,
with instructions to observe attentively the nature of
the countries which he should discover, to barter for
gold, and, if circumstances were inviting, to settle a
lie sailed from St.
colony in some proper station,
Jago dc Cuba on the eighth of April, one thousand live
hundred and eighteen. The. pilot, Alammos, held the
same course as in the former voyage but the violence

3e well peopled, fertile,

pectations.

North and South America.

and opulent.

Several of Grijalva s officers contended that it was
not enough to have discovered those delightful regions,

expedition.

or to have performed, at their different landing-places,
the empty ceremony of taking possession of them for

crown of Castile, and that iheir glory was incom
nn .ess they planted a colony in some proper sta:ion, which might not only secure the Spanish nation a

the

plete,

Booting in the

country, hut

with the reinforcements

which they were certain of receiving, might gradually
subject the whole to the dominion of their sovereign.
But the squadron had now been above five months at
the greatest part of their provisions was exhausted,
and what remained of their stores so much corrupted

sea

;

to be almost unfit for
others were
they had lost some men by death
the country was crowded with people who
sickly
seemed to he intelligent as well as brave and they
were under the government of one powerful monarch,
who could bring them to act ag-iinst their invaders with
united force.
To plant a new colony under so many
circumstances of disadvantage, appeared a scheme too

the heat of the climate, as

use

:

;

;

;

of the currents carrying the ships to the south, the first
land which they made was the island of C ozurnsl, to
the east of Yucatan.
As all the inhabitants fled to the

;

woods and mountains at the approach of the Spaniards,
tlicy made no
stay there, and without any remark
loni&amp;gt;

able occurrence they reached Potonchan on the opposite
side of the peninsula.
The desire of avenging thci

perilous to lie attempted.
Grijalva, though possessed
of ambition and co-irage, was destitute of the superior
talents capable of forming or executing such a great
lie judged it more prudent to return to Cuba,
plan,
haying fulfilled the purpose of his voyage, and accomail that the armament which he commanded en
abled him to perform.
He returned to St. Jago dc
Cuba, on the twenty-sixth of October, from which he

countrymen, who h:id been slam there, concurred with
their ideas of good policy, in prompting them to land,
that they might chastise the Indiana of that district with
such exemplary rigor as would strike terror into all the
But though they disembarked all
people round them.
their troops, and carried ashore, some field pieces, the
such
Indians fought with
courage, that the Spaniards had taken his departure about FIX mouths before.
|

They had sailed along the
astern coast of the continent from the river De la
Plata to the bottom of the Mexican Gulf, and had found
that it stretched without interruption through this vast
portion of the globe.
They had discovered the great
Southern Ocean, which opened new prospects in that
quarter.
They had acquired some knowledge of the
coast of Florida, which led them to observe the contiand though
lent as it extended in an opposite direction
hey pushed their discoveries no further towards the
North, other nations had visited those parts which they
;

,

The English in a voyaoo the motives and
dected.
success of which shall be related in another part of this
History, had sailed along the coast ol America from
and the Portu
Labrador to the confines of Florida
;

Indies,
guese, in quest of a shorter passage to the
iad ventured into the northern seas, and viewed the
where
I
have
chosen
same regions. Thus, at the period
o take a view of the state of the New \Vorld, its exen t was known almost from its northern extremity to
hirtv-fivc degrees south of the equator. The countries
which stretch from thence to the southern boundary ol
\merica, the great empire of Peru, and the interior
state of the extensive dominions subject to the sove
reigns of Mexico, were still undiscovered.
When we contemplate the New AVorld, the first cir
cumstance that strikes us is its immense extent. It
was not a small portion of the earth, so inconsiderable
.hat it
might have escaped the observation or research
of former ages, which Columbus discovered. He made
tnown a new hemisphere, larger than cubcr Europe,
Ea.&amp;gt;t

SOUTH AMERICA.
or Asia, or Africa, the three noted divisions of the aneient continent, and not much inferior in dimensions to
a third part of the habitable globe.
America is remarkable, not only for its magnitude,
It stretches from the northern
but for its
position.
above fifteen
polar circle to a high southern latitude,
hundred miles beyond the furthest extremity of the old

A

continent on that side of the line.
country of such
extent passes through all the climates capable of be
coming the habitation of man, and fit for yielding the
various productions peculiar either to the temperate or
to the torrid regions of the earth.
Next to the extent of the New World, the grandeur
of the objects which it presents to view is most apt to
Nature seems here to
strike the eye of an observer.
have carried on her operations upon a larger scale and
V ith a bolder hand, and to have distinguished the fea
The
tures of this country by a peculiar magnificence.
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art, an inland navigation may be carried on through
all the provinces from the river De la Plata to the Gulf
Nor is this bountv of nature confined to the
of Paria.
southern division of America
its northern continent
abounds no less in rivers which are navigable almost to
their sources, and by its immense chain of lakes provi
sion is made for an inland communication, more exten
sive and commodious than in any quarter of the globe.
The countries stretching from the Gulf of Dancn on
one side, to that of California on the other, which form
the chain that binds the two parts of the American con

and

;

tinent together, arc not destitute of peculiar advantages.

cold, and

violent inroads into the southern provin
ces, in that part of the glol.c.
Other causes, no less remarkable, diminish iho active
its

power of heat in those parts of the American contin
ent which lie between the tropics.
In all that portion
of the globe, the wind blows in an invariable direction
from east to west.
As this wind holds its course
across the ancient continent, it arrives at the countries
stretch alona the western shores of Africa, in
flamed with all the fiery particles which it had coljected from the sultry plains of Asia, and the burning
sands in the African deserts
The coast of Africa is,
accordingly the region of the earth which feels the most
fervent heat, and is exposed to the unmitigated ardor of the

which

Their coast on one side is washed by the Atlantic
Ocean, on the other by the Pacific. Some of their
But this same wind, which brings such
rivers flow into the former, some into the latter, and torrid zone.
secure to them all the commercial benefits that may an accession of warmth to the other countries lying
between the river of Senegal and Cafraria, traverses
result from a communication with both.
But what most distinguishes America from other the Atlantic Ocean before it reaches the American
shore.
It is cooled in its passage over this vast body
mountains in America are much superior in height to parts of the earth is the peculiar temperature of its cli
Even the mate, and the different laws to which it is subject with of water, and is felt as a refreshing gale along the
those in the other divisions of the globe.
the base of respect to the distribution of heat and cold.
can coast of Brazil, [31] and Guiana, rendering these
plain of Quito, which may be considered as
the Andes, is elevated further above the sea than the not determine with precision the portion of heat felt in countries, though among the warmest in America,
This stupendous ridge of the any part of the globe, merely by measuring its distance temperate, when compared with those which lie op
top of the Pyrenees.
Andes, no less remarkable for extent than elevation, from the equator. The climate of a country is affected, posite to them in Africa. [32] As this wind advances
rises in different places more than one-third above the in some degree, by its elevation above the sea, by the m its course across America, it meets with immense
Peak of Tenenffe, the highest land in the ancient he extent of continent, by the nature of the soil, the height plains covered with impenetrable forests, or occupied
where
misphere. The Andes may literally be said to hide their of adjacent mountains, and many other circumstances. by large rivers, marshes, and stagnating waters,
The influence of these, however, is from various causes it can recover no considerable degree of heat. At
the storms often roll, and the thun
heads in the clouds
from north to
der bursts below their summits, which, though exposed less considerable in the greater part of the ancient con
length it arrives at the Andes, which run
and from knowing the position of any country south through the whole continent. In passing over
to the rays of the sun in the centre of the torrid zone, tinent
ale covered with everlasting snows. [29]
there, we can pronounce with greater certainty what their elevated and frozen summits, it is so thoroughly
From these lofty mountains descend rivers, propor- will be the warmth of its climate, and the nature of its cooled, that the greater part of the countries beyond
them hardly feel the ardor to which they seem exposed
tionably large, with which the streams in the ancient productions.
The maxims which are founded upon observation of by their situation. In the other provinces of America,
comment are not to be compared, either for length of
our hemisphere will not apply to the other.
In the from Tierre Ferine westward to the Mexican empire,
course, or the vast body of water which they roll to
wards the ocean. The Maragnon, the Orinoco, the New World, cold predominates. The rigor of the the heat of the climate is tempered, in some places,
above the sea, in others,
Plata in South America, the Mississippi and St. Lau
frigid zone extends over half of those regions which by the elevation of the land
should be temperate by their position.
rence in North America, flow in such spacious chan
Countries by their extraordinary humidity, and in all, by the enor
The islands
nels, that long before they feel the influence of the tide, where the grape and the fig should ripen, are buried mous mountains scattered over this tract.
or moun
they resemble arms of the sea rather than rivers of fresh under snow one half of the year and lands situated of America in the torrid zone are either small
in the same parallel with the most fertile and best cul
water. [29]
tainous, and are fanned alternately by refreshing sea
The lakes of the New World are no less conspicuous tivated provinces in Europe, are chilled with perpetual and land breezes.
for
than its mountains and rivers.
The causes of the extrordinary cold towards the
There is frosts, which almost destroy the power of vegetation.
grandeur
As we advance to those parts of America which southern limits of America, and in the seas beyond it,
nothing in other parts of the globe which resembles the [.10]
prodigious chain of lakes in North America.
They lie in the same parallel with provinces of Asia and cannot he ascertained in a manner equally satisfying.
may properly be termed inland seas of fresh water Africa, blessed with a uniform enjoyment of such genial It was long supposed that a vast continent, distin
and even those of the second or third class in magni warmth as is most friendly to life and vegetation, the guished by the name of Terra Australia Incognita,
tude are of larger circuit (the Caspain Sea excepted) dominion of cold continues to be felt, and winter reigns, lay between the southern extremity of America and
The same principles which ac
than the greatest lake of the ancient continent.
though during a short period, with extreme seventy. the Antarctic pole.
The New World is of a form extremely favorable to If we proceed along the American continent into the count for the extraordinary degree of cold in the
commercial intercourse. When a continent is fonned, torrid zone, we shall find the cold prevalent in the New northern regions in America, were employed in order
like Africa, of one vast solid mass, unbroken by arms World extending itself also to this region of the globe, to explain that which is felt at Cape Horn and the ad
of the sea penetrating into its interior parts, with few and mitigating the excess of its fervor.
While the jacent countries. The immense extent of the south
ern continent, and the large rivers which it poured into
large rivers, and those at a considerable distance from negro on the coast of Africa is scorched with unremit
each other, the greater part of it seems destined to re ting heat, the inhabitant of Peru breathes an air equally the ocean, were mentioned and admitted by philo
main for ever uncivilized, and to be debarred from any inilrl and temperate, and is perpetually shaded under a sophers as causes suliiciuit to occasion the unusual
active or enlarged communication with the rest of man
canopy of gray clouds, which intercepts the fierce beams sensation of cold, and the still more uncommon ap
kind.
When, like Europe, a continent is opened by of the sun, without obstructing his friendly influence. pearances of frozen seas in that region of the globe.
inlets of the ocean ol great extent, such as the Medi
Along the eastern coast of America, the climate, But the imaginary continent to which such influence
for in vain, and the
or when, like Asia, its coast is
terranean and Baltic
though more similar to that of the torrid zone in other was ascribed, having been searched
broken by detp bays advancing far into the country, parts of the earth, is nevertheless considerably milder space which it was supposed to occupy having been
such as the Black Sea, the Gulfs of Arabia, of Persia, than in those countries of Asia and Africa which lie found to be an open sea, new conjectures must be
of Bengal, of Siam, and of Leotang
when the sur in the same latitude. If from the southern tropic we formed with respect to the causes of a temperature of
rounding seas are filled with large and fertile islands, continue our progress to the extremity of the Ame climate, so extremely different from that which we ex
and the continent itself watered with a variety of navi rican continent, we meet with frozen seas, and coun perience in countries removed at the same distance
from the opposite pole. [33]
tries horrid, barren, and scarcely habitable for cold
gable rivers, those regions may be said to possess what
ever can facilitate the progress of their inhabitants in much sooner than in the north.
After contemplating those permanent and character
commerce and improvement.
In all these respects
Various causes combine m rendering the climate of istic qualities of the American continent, which arise
America may bear a comparison with the other quarter* America so extremely different from that of the an from the peculiarity of its situation, and the disposition
The Gulf of Mexico, which flows in be cient continent. Though the utmost extent of Ame of its parts, the next object that merits attention is its
of the globe.
tween North and South America, may be considered as rica towards the north he not yet discovered, we know condition when first discovered, as far as that de
a Mediterranean sea, which opens a maritime commerce that it advances much nearer to the pole than either pended upon the industry and operations of man.
Both these have large seas to the The effects of human ingenuity and labor are more ex
with all the fertile countries by which it is encircled. Europe or Asia.
The islands scattered in it are inferior only to those in north, which are open during part of the year and tensive and considerable than even our own vanity is apt
the Indian Archipelago, in number, in magnitude, and even when covered with ice, the wind that blows over at first to imagine.
When we survey the face of the
value.
As we stretch along the northern division of them is less intensely cold than that which blows over habitable globe, no small part of that fertility and
the American hemisphere, the Bay of Chesapeak pre
land in the same high latitudes.
But in America the beauty which we ascribe to the hand of nature, is the
sents a spacious inlet, which conducts the navigator far land stretches from the river St. Laurence towards the work of man.
His efforts, when continued through a
into the interior parts of provinces no less fertile than pole, and spreads out immensely to the west.
A chain succession of ages, change the appearance and im
extensive and if ever the progress of culture and popu
mountains
of enormous
covered with snow and ice, prove the qualities of the earth. As a great part of
lation shall mitigate the extreme rigor of the climate in runs through all this dreary region.
The wind, in pas the ancient continent has long been occupied by na
the more northern districts of America, Hudson s Bay sing over such an extent of high and frozen land, be
tions far advanced in arts and industry, our eye is acmay become as subservient to commercial intercourse comes so impregnated with cold, that it acquires a jstomed to view the earth in that form which it
in that quarter of the globe, as the Baltic is in Europe. piercing keenness, which it retains in its
progress through assumes when rendered fit to be the residence of a
The other great portion of the New World is encom warmer climates, and it is not entirely mitigated until numerous race of men, and to supply them with
Over all the continent nourishment.
passed on every side by the sea, except one narrow it reach the Gulf of Mexico.
neck which separates the Atlantic from the Pacific of North America a north-westerly wind and exces
But in the New World, the state of mankind was
Ocean and though it be not opened by spacious bays sive cold are synonymous terms. Even in the most ruder, and the aspect of nature extremely different.
or arms of the sea, its interior parts are rendered ac
the
moment
that
the
wind
veers to that quarter, Throughout all its vast regions, there were only two
sultry,
cessible by a number of large rivers, fed by so many its
penetrating influence is felt in a transition from heat monarchies remarkable for extent of territory, or dis
To this powerful tinguished by any progress in improvement. The rest of
auxiliary streams, flowing in such various directions, to cold no less violent than sudden.
that almost without any aid from the hand of
industry cause we may ascribe the extraordinary dominion of this continent was possessed by small independent tribes.
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destitute of arts and industry, and neither capable to cor
rect the effects nor desirous to meliorate the condition of
that part of the earth allotted to them for their habitation.
Countries occupied by such people were almost in the

samestateas

if

time of
lific

Im

they had been without inhabitants.

mense

forests covered a great part of the uncultivated
earth ; and a? the hand of industry had not taught the river:
to run
piopcr channel, or drained off the stagnating

j

ma

water, many of the most fertile plains were overflowed
In, the
with inundations, or converted into marshes.
southern provinces, where the warmth of the sun, the
moisture of the climate, and the fertility of the soil,
combine in calling forth the most vigorous powers of
vegetation, the woods are so choked with its rank luxu
riance as to be almost impervious, and the surface of
the ground is hid from the eye under a thick covering
In this state of wild
of shrubs and herbs and weeds.
unassisted nature, a great part of the large provinces in
South America, which extend from the bottom, of the

Andes

to the sea,

still

remain.

The European

colonies

same uncultivated

aspect, and, in proportion as the
climate increases, appears more desolate
and horrid. There the forests, though not encumbered
with the same exuberance of vegetation, are of im
mense extent
prodigious marshes overspread the
of human activity in any
plains, and few marks appear
or embellish the earth.
No won
to
cultivate
attempt
der that the colonies sent from Europe were astonished
It.
at their first entrance into the New World.
ap
;

all parts of America, must
have great influence
upon the nature of its so.l countries lying in the same
parallel with those regions which never feel the ex
treme rigor of winter in the ancient continent, are

in

;

frozen over in America during a great part of the year.
Chilled by this intense cold, the ground never acquires

warmth

sufficient to ripen the fruits which are found in
the corresponding parts of the other continent.
If we
wish to rear in America the productions which abound

any particular district of the ancient world, we must
advance several degrees nearer to the line than in the
other hemisphere, as it requires such an increase of
heat to counterbalance the natural frigidity of the soil
and climate. [38] At the Cape of Good Hope, seve
ral of the
plants and fruits peculiar to the countries
within the tropics are cultivated with success whereas,
at St.
Augustine in Florida, and Charles Town in
South Carolina, though considerably nearer the line,
cannot
be brought to thrive with equal certainty,
they
[39]
But, if allowance be made for this diversity in
in

;

;

Ame

to penetrate through the woods and marshes of
where at every step, they observed the extreme

rica,

between the uncultivated face of nature, and
which it acquires under the forming hand of in

difference

[34]

;

The

labor and operations of man not only improve
and embellish the earth, but render it more wholesome

and friendly to life.
When any region lies neglected
and destitute of cultivation, the air stagnates in the
woods putrid exhalations arise from the waters the
surface of the earth, loaded with rank vegetation, feels
not the purifying influence of the sun or of the wind ;

Guayaquil, snakes and vipers are hardly less numerous.
Carthagena is infested with numerous flocks of bats,
which annoy not only the cattle but the inhabitants.
In the islands, legions of ants have at different times

;

consumed every vegetable production, [37] and

left

had been burned with
fire.
The damp forests and rank soil of the countries
on the banks of the Orinoco and Maragnon teem with
almost every offensive and poisonous creature which
the power of a sultry sun can quicken into life.

the malignity of the distempers natural to the climate
increases, and new maladies no less noxious are en
Accordingly, all the provinces of America,
gendered.

when

have been less vigorous in her productions. The
animals originally belonging to this quarter of the
globe appear to be of an inferior race, neither so robust
nor so fierce as those of the other continent. America
gives birth to no creature of such bulk as to be com
pared with the elephant or rhinoceros, or that equals
the lion and tiger in strength and ferocity- [35]
The
7 apyr of Brazil, the largest quadruped of the ravenous
tribe in the New World, is not larger than a calf of
six months old.
The Puma and Jaguar^ its fiercest
beasts of prey, which Europeans have inaccurately
denominated lions and tigers, possess neither the
undaunted courage of the former, nor the ravenous

;

When
peared to them waste, solitary, and uninviting.
the English began to settle in America, they termed
the countries of which they took
possession, The
Wilderness.
Nothing but their eager expectation of
finding mines of gold could have induced the Spaniards

;

New

we find some distinguishing peculiarities,
the description of which belongs to those who write their
In general we may observe, that
particular history.
the moisture and cold, which predominate so remarkably
provinces

The bears, the the degree of heat, the soil of America is naturally as
transported thither by the Europeans.
As the
wolves, the deer of America, are not equal in size to rich and fertile as in any part of the earth.
those of the Old World.
Most of the domestic ani country was thinly inhabited, and by a people of little
mals, with which the Europeans have stored the pro
induirtry, who had none of the domestic animals which
vinces wherein they settled, have degenerated with civilized nations rear in such vast numbers, the earth
The vege
respect either to bulk or quality, in a country whose was not exhausted by their consumption.
temperature and sod seem to be less favorable to the table productions, to which the fertility of the soil gave
birth, often remained untouched, and, being suffered to
strength and perfection of the animal creation. [36]
The same causes which checked the growth and the corrupt on its surface, returned with increase into its
of
the
more
noble
wore
bosom.
As trees and plants derive a great part of
animals,
vigor
friendly to
the propagation and increase of reptiles and insects. their nourishment from air and water
if they were not
Though this is not peculiar to the New World, and destroyed by man and other animals, they would ren
those odious tribes, nourished by heat, moisture, and der to the earth more, perhaps, than they take from it,
Thus the unoccu
corruption, infest every part of the torrid zone
they and feed rather than impoverish it.
multiply faster, perhaps, in America, and grow to a pied soil of America, may have gone on enriching for
more monstrous bulk.
As this country is on the many ages. The vast number as well as enormous
whole less cultivated and less peopled than the other size of the trees in America, indicate the extraordinary
When the Euro
quarters of the earth, the active principle of life wastes vigor of the soil in its native state.
its force in productions of this inferior form.
The air peans first began to cultivate the New World, they were
is often darkened with clouds of insects, and the
astonished at the luxuriant power of vegetation in its
ground covered with shocking and noxious reptiles. virgin mould and in several places the ingenuity of
The country around Porto Bello swarms with toads in the planter is still employed in diminishing and wasting
such multitudes as hide the surface of the earth.
At its superfluous fertility, in order to bring it down to a

rigor of the

art.

Nature was not only less pro
World, but she appears likewise to

discovery.

America which stinted the
growth, and enfeebled the spirit, of its native animals,
have proved pernicious to such as have migrated into
it
voluntarily from the other continent, or have been

;

dustry and

its

the

in

qualities in the climate of

a country possessing almost every advantage of situa
tion and climate.
As we advance towards the north
ern provinces of America, nature continues to wear

that

OF*

cruelty of the latter.
They are inactive and timid,
hardly formidable to man, and often turn their backs
upon the least appearance of resistance. The same

have cleared and cultivated a few spots along the
coast
but the original race of inhabitants, as rude and
indolent as ever, have done nothing to open or improve

the

HISTORY

ferent kinds of animals spread over the face of the
earth, only about one-third existed in America at the

the earth entirely bare as

discovered, were found to be remarkably
This the Spaniards experienced in every
unhealthy.
expedition into the New World, whether destined for
conquest or settlement.
Though by the natural con
stitution of their bodies, their habitual temperance, and
the persevering vigor of their minds, they were as
much formed as any people in Europe for active ser
vice in a sultry climate., they felt severely the fatal and
and pernicious qualities of those uncultivated regions
through which they marched, or where they endeavored
to plant colonies.
Great numbers were cut off by the
unknown and violent diseases with which they were
infected.
Such as survived the destructive rage of
those maladies, were not exempted from the noxious
first

The

birds of the

if it

New World

are not distinguished
and charactcristical as

qualities so conspicuous
;hose which we have observed in its quadrupeds.
Birds are more independent of man, and less affected
jy

state

fit

for profitable culture.

[40]

Having thus surveyed the state of the New World
at the time of its discovery, and considered the peculiar
features and qualities which distinguish and character
ize

it,

the next inquiry that merits attention
1
By what course did

was America peopled

is.

How

mankind

migrate from the one continent to the other? And in
what quarter is it most probable that a communication

was opened betwetn them!

We

know with infallible certainty that all the human
race spring from the same source, and that the descend
ants of one man, under the protection, as well as in
obedience to the command of Heaven, multiplied and
replenished the earth.

But neither

the annals nor the

changes which his industry and labor make traditions of nations reach back to those remote ages, in
upon the state of the earth. They have a greater which they took possession of the different countries
cannot trace the
propensity to migrate from one country to another, where they are now settled.
and can gratify this instinct of their nature without branches of this first family, or point out with certainty
or
d
Hence the number of birds com the time and manner in which they divided and spread
difficulty
ingcr.
mon to both continents is much greater than that of over the face of the globe. Even among the most en
and
even
such as are peculiar to America lightened people, the period of authentic history is ex
quadrupeds
and every thing prior to that is fabu
nearly resemble those with which mankind were ac
tremely short
the

&amp;gt;y

We

;

;

influence of the climate.
They returned to Europe,
according to the description of the early Spanish his

similar regions of the ancient hemisphere.
birds of the torrid zone, like those of

It is not surprising, then, that the
lous or obscure.
unlettered inhabitants of America, who have no solici

torians, feeble, emaciated, wiih languid looks, and the same climate in Asia and Africa, are decked in
complexions of such a sickly yellow color as indicated plumage which dazzles the eye with the beauty of its
the unwholesome temperature of the countries where colors
but nature, satisfied with clothing them in this
they had resided.
gay dress, has denied most of them that melody of
The uncultivated state of the New World affected sound and variety of .notes which catch and delight the

tude about futurity, and little curiosity concerning what
is
passed, should be altogether unacquainted with
their own original.
The people on the two opposite
coasts of America, who occupy those countries in Ame
rica which approach nearest to the ancient continent are
so remarkably rude, that it is altogether vain to search
among them for such information as might discover the
whom
place from whence they came, or the ancestors
Whatever light has been thrown
they are descended.
on this subject is derived not from the natives of Ame
rica, but from the inquisitive genius of their conquerors.
When the people of Europe unexpectedly discovered
a New World, removed at a vast distance from every
part of the ancient continent which was then known,
and filled with inhabitants whose appearance and man
ners differed remarkably from the rest of the human

quainted

in

The American

;

not only the temperature of the air, but the qualities
of its productions.
The principle of life seems to have
been less active and vigorous there than in the ancient
continent.
Notwithstanding tho vast extent of Ame
rica, and the variety of its climates, the different
species of animals peculiar to it are much fewer in
than those of the other hemisphere.
In the
proportion
islands there were only four kinds of quadrupeds
known, the largest of which did not exceed the size of
a rabbit.
On the continent, the variety was greater
and though the individuals of each kind could not fail
of multiplying exceedingly when almost unmolested
by men, who were neither so numerous, nor so united
in society, as to be formidable enemies to the animal
creation, the number of distinct species must still bo
considered as extremely small.
Of two hundred dif
;

The

birds of the temperate climates there, in the
as in our continent, arc less splendid in
their appearance ; but, in compensation for that defect,
ear.

same manner

they have voices of greater compass, and more melo
In some districts of America, the unwhole
dious.
some temperature of the air seems to be unfavorable
even to this part of the creation. The number of birds
is less than in other countries, and the traveller is
struck with the amazing solitude and silence of its
!

forests.

It

is

remarkable,

however,

that

America,

where the quadrupeds are so dwarfish and dastardly,
should produce the Condor which is entitled to pre
eminence over all the flying tribe, in bulk, in strength,
and

in

courage.
soil in a continent so extensive as America,
In each of its
must, of course, be extremely various.

The

01&quot;

species, the question concerning their original became
The
naturally an object of curiosity and attention.
theories and speculations of ingenious men with respect
to this subject, would fill many volumes but are often so;

wild and chimerical,

that, I

should offer an insult to the

SOUTH AMERICA.
understanding of rny readers, if I attempted either mi
refute them.
Some have
nutely to enumerate or to
presumptuously imagined, that the people of America
were not the offspring of ll.e same common parent

people, some customs which, as they do
not flow from any natural want or desire peculiar to
their situation, may be denominated usages of arbitrary
institution.
If between two nations settled in remote
parts of the earth, a perfect agreement with respect to
any of these should be discovered, one might be led lo

among every

with the rest of mankind, but that they formed a sepa
race of men, distinguishable by peculiar features
in the constitution of their bodies, as well as in the
Others concharacteristic qualities of their minds.
lend, that they are descended from some remnant of
survived
of
the
who
inhabitants
ihe antediluvian
earth,
rate

If,
suspect that they were connected by some affinity.
for example, a nation were found in America that con
secrated the seventh day to religious worship and rest,
we might justly suppose that it had derived its knowthe deluge which swept away the greatest part of the ledge of this usage, which is of arbitrary institution,
human species in the days of Noah and preposter from the Jews. But, if it were discovered that another
ously suppose rude, uncivilized tribes, scattered over nation celebrated the first appearance of every new
an uncultivated continent, to be the most ancient race moon with extraordinary demonstrations of joy, we
There is hardly any nation should not be entitled to conclude that the observation
of people on the earth.
to which some anti
of this monthly festival was borrowed from the Jews,
from the north to the south
has not but ought to consider it merely as the expression of that
quary, in the extravagance of conjecture,
The Jews, joy which is natural to man on the return of the planet
ascribed the honor of peopling America.
The in
the Canaanites, the Phoenicians, the Carthaginians, the which guides and cheers him in the night.
ancient
are
in
times,
Greeks, the Scythians,
supposed stances of customs, merely arbitrary, common to the
The Chinese, inhabitants of both hemispheres, are, indeed, so few
to have settled in this western World.
and so equivocal, that no theory concerning the popu
the Swedes, the Norwegians, the Welsh, the Spa
niards, are said to have sent colonies thither in later lation of the New World ought to be founded ujjon
and on various occasions. them.
ages, at different periods
3. The theories which have been formed with respect
Zealous advocates stand forth to support the respective
and though they rest upon no to the original of the Americans, from observation of
claims of those people
better foundation than the casual resemblance of some their religious rites and practices, are no less faiiciful
When the religious
customs, or the supposed affinity between a few words and destitute of solid foundation.

I

1

I

;

[

the advantages which men enjoy by their dominion over
the inferior animals, they can neither subsist without

the nourishment which these afford, nor carry on any
considerable operation independent of their ministry
and labor. Accordingly, the first care of the Spaniards,
when they settled
America, was to stock it with all
the domestic animals of Europe
and if, prior to them,
the Tyrians, the Carthaginians, the Chinese, or any
other polished people, had taken possession of that con
tinent, we should have found there the annuals peculiar
to those regions of the globe where they were originally
seated.
In all America, however, there is not one ani
mal, tame or wild, which properly belongs to the warm
or even the more temperate countries of the ancient
continent.
The camel, the dromedary, the horse, the
cow, were as much unknown in America as the ele
From which it is obvious, that the
phant or the lion.
people who first settled in the western world did not
issue from the countries where those animals abound,

)&amp;gt;ole,

m

;

;

in their different languages, much erudition and more
to little purpose, in defence

opinions of any people are neither the result of rational
inquiry, nor derived from the instructions of revelation,
Barbarous
they must needs be wild and extravagant.
nations are incapable of the former, and have not been
blessed with the advantages arising from the latter.
Still, however, the human mind, even where its opera
tions appear most wild and capricious, holds a course
so regular, that in every age and country the dominion
of particular passions will be attended with similar ef
fects.
The savage of Europe or America, when filled
with superstitious dread of invisible beings, or with in
quisitive solicitude to penetrate into the events of fu
turity, trembles alike with fear, or glows with impa
He has recourse to rites and practices of the
tience.
same kind, in order to avert the vengeance which he
supposes to be impending over him, or to divine the
secret which is the object of his curiosity. Accordingly,
the ritual of superstition in one continent seems, in
many particulars, to be a transcript of that established
in the other, and both authorize similar institutions,
sometimes so frivolous as to excite pity, sometimes so
But without
bloody and barbarous as to create horror.

Eal have been employed,

Those regions of conjecture

of the opposite systems.
and controversy belong not to the historian. His is a
more limited province, confined by what is established

by certain or highly probable evidence. Beyond this
I shall not venture, in offering a tew observations
which may contribute to throw some light upon this
curious and

much

agitated question.

There are authors who have endeavored by mere
conjecture to account for the peopling of America.
Some have supposed that it was originally united to
the ancient continent, and disjoined from it by the
1.

ehock of an earthquake, or the irruption of a deluge.
Others have imagined, that some vessel being forced
item its course by the violence of a westerly wind,
the American
.might be driven by accident towards
coast, and have given a beginning to population in
But with respect to all those
that desolate continent.
systems, it is in vain either to reason or inquire, be
Such
cause it is impossible to come to any decision.
events as they suppose arc barely possible, and may
That they ever did happen, we have
have happened.
no evidence, either from the clear testimony of history,
or from the obscure intimations of tradition.
2. Nothing can be more frivolous or uncertain than

peopled by any colony from the more southern nations
of the ancient continent.
None of the rude tribes set
tled in that part of our hemisphere can be supposed to
have visited a country so remote. They possessed
neither enterprise, nor ingenuity, nor power that could
prompt them to undertake, or enable them to perform
such a distant voyage. That the more civilized nations
in Asia or Africa are not the progenitors of the Ameri
cans, is manifest not only from the observations which
I have
already made concerning fheir ignorance of the
most simple and necessary arts, but from an additional
circumstance. Whenever any people have experienced

and where men, from having been long accustomed to
their aid, would naturally consider it not only as bene
ficial, but as indispensably necessary to the improve
ment, and even the preservation of civil society.
6. From considering the animals with which Ame
rica is stored, we may conclude that the nearest point
of contact between the old and new continents is to
wards the northern extremity of both, and that there
the communication was opened, and the intercourse
All the extensive countries
carried on between them.
in America which he within the tropics, or approach
near to them, are filled with indigenous animals of
various kinds, entirely different from those in the cor
But the
responding regions of the ancient continent.
northern provinces of the New World abound with
many of the wild animals which are common in such
parts of our hemisphere as lie io a similar situation.
The bear, .the wolf, the fox, the haxe, the deer, the
roebuck, the elk, and several other species, frequent
the forests of North America, no less than those in the
It seems to be evident,
north of Europe and Asia.
then, that the two continents approach each other m

supposing any consanguinity between such distant na
tions, or imagining that their religious ceremonies were
conveyed by tradition from the one to the other, we

eithej united, or BO nearly
ascribe this uniformity, which in many instances this quarter, and are
seems very amazing, to the natural operation of super adjacent that these animals might pass from the one
stition and enthusiasm upon the weakness of the human to the other.
7. The actual vicinity of the two continents is
mind.
If we suppose two tribes, though placed in
continent.
4. We may lay it down as a certain principle in this clearly established by modern discoveries, that the
the most remote regions of the globe, to live in a cli- inquiry, that America was not peopled by any nation chief difficulty with respect to the peopling of America
mate nearly of llie same temperature, to be in the same of the ancient continent which had made considerable is removed. While those immense regions which

may

the attempts to discover the original of the Americans
merely by tracing the resemblance between their man
ners and those of any particular people in the ancient

st&amp;gt;
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state of society, and to resemble each other in the de
gree of thnir improvement, they must feel the same
wants, and exert the same endeavors to supply them.
The same objects will allure, the same passions will

The inhabitants of the New
progress in civilization.
World were in a state of society so extremely rude as
to be unacquainted with those arts which are the first
in its advance towards im
essays of human ingenuity
Even the most cultivated nations of Ame
provement.
to
were
rica
many of those simple inventions
strangers
which were almost coeval with society in other parts of
the world, and were known in the earliest periods of
From
civil life with which we have any acquaintance.

eastward from the river

stretch

Kamchatka were unknown

Oby

to the sea -o/

.or imperfectly explored,
the north-east extremities of our hemisphere were
to
be
so
far
distant
from any part of the
supposed
New World, that it was not easy to conceive how any
animate them, and the same ideas and sentiments will
communication should have been carried on between
The character and occupations
arise in their minds.
them.
Cut the Russians, having subjected the west
of the hunter in America must be litte different from
ern part of Siberia to their empire, gradually extended
those of an Asiatic who depends for subsistence on the
their knowledge of that vast country, Dy advanc.ing
tribe of savages on the banks of the Danube
ichase.
must nearly resemble one upon the plains washed by this it is manifest, that the tribes which originally mi towards the east into unknown provinces. These
Instead then of presuming from this grated to America, came oil from nations which must were discovered by hunters in their excursions after
the Mississippi.
between them, we have been no less barbarous tlian their posterity, at the game, or by soldiers employed in levying the taxes ;
similarity, that there is any affinity
.should only conclude that the disposition and manners lime when they were first discovered by the Europeans, and the court of Moscow estimated the importance of
of men are formed by their situation, and arise from the For, ai though the elegant or refined arts may decline or those countries, only by the small addition which they
The moment that perish, amidst the violent shocks of those revolutions made to its revenue. At length Peter the Great
state of society in which they live.
His enlightened, comthe Russian throne.
begins to vary, the character of a jxjOjile must change. aiul disasters to which nations are exposed, the neces- ascended
In proportion as it advances in improvement, their- eary arts .of life, when once they have been introduced jirehcnsive mind, intent ur*ea,evejy circumstance that
manners jefine, their powers and talents are called amenjj any people, are never lost. None of the vicis could aggrandize his empire, or render his rcigii illus
In every part of the earth, the progress of man situdes in human affairs affect these, and they continue trious, discerned consequences of those discoveries
forth.
and we can trace him in to be practised as long as the race of men exists. If which had escaped the observation of his ignorant pre
hath been nearly the same
Me perceived that in proportion as the
his career from the rude simplicity of savage Life, until ever the use of iron had been known to the savages of decessors.
he attains the industry, the arts, and the elegance of America, or to their progenitors
if ever they had em- regions of Asia extended towards the east, they must
There is nothing wonderful, then, ployed a plough, a loom, or a forge, the utility of tlwsc approach nearer to America that the communication
polished society.
in the similitude between the Americans and the bar
inventions would have preserved them, and it is impos- between the .two continoets, which had long been
Had Lafitau, Garcia, sible that they should have been abandoned or forgotten. searched for iu vain, would probably be found in this
barous nations of our continent.
and many other authors .attended to this, they would
may conclude, then, that the Americans sprung quarter and that by opening it, some part of the
not have perplexed a subject, which they pretend to from some people, who were themselves in such an wealth and commerce of the western world might be
and unimproved stage of society, as to be unac- made to flow into his dominions by a new channel.
illustrate, by their fruitless endeavors to establish an
early
in grand
affinity between various races of people, in the old and quainted with all those necessary arts, which continued Such an object suited a genius that delighted
new continents, upon no other evidence than such a re to be unknown among their posterity when first visited scheiiu-s. Peter drew up instructions with his own
semblance in their mariners as necessarily arises from by the Spaniards.
hand for prosecuting this design, and gave orders fox
There are, it is true,
the similarity of their condition.
5. Jt appears no less evident that America was not carrying it into execution
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his- from the eastern extremity of Asia was planned, and
adopted his ideas and pursued
whom the Russian court employed captain Krcntizin and Lieutenant Levashefi wtrc apso many dim- pointed to command the two vessel* fitted out for that
in this service had to struggle witn
En- purpose. In their voyage outward they held nearly the
culties that their progress was extremely slow.
same course with the former navigators, they touched
counted liv some faint traditions among the poeple of
he same islands, observed their situation and proSiberia concerning a successful voyage in the year
ductiona more carefully, and discovered several new
one thousand six &quot;hundred and forty-eight, round the
is
ith which Hehring and Tschirikow had not
north-east promontory of Asia, they attempted to
[
He )n
Vessels were lilted out, with
hough they did not proceed so far to the
follow the same course.
to revisit the country which Behring and
this view, at different time*, from the rivcis Lena and
nature seems Tschirikow supposed to he part of the American conKolyma but in a frozen ocean, which
in a course considerably to the
not to have destined for navigation, they were exposed tincntj yet, by returning
of theirs, they corrected some capital mistakes
to many disasters, without being able to accomplish north
No vessel fitted out by the Russian into which their predecessors had fallen, and have contheir purpose.
court ever doubled this formidable Cape; [41] we attributed to facilitate the progress of future navigators in
indebted for what is known of those extreme regions those seas. [42]
Thus the possibility of a communication between
of Asia, to the discoveries made in excursions by land.
In all those provinces an opinion prevails, that there the continents in this quarter rests no longer upon mere
are countries of great extent and fertility which lie at conjecture, but is established by undoubted evidence.
no considerable distance from their own coasts. These Some tribe, or some families of wandering Tartars,
and from the restless spirit peculiar to their race, might
the Russians imagined to be part of America
several circumstances concurred not only in confirming migrate to the nearest islands, and, rude ag their know
them in this belief, but in persuading them that some ledge of navigation was, might, by passing from one
remote. to .lie other, reach at length the coast of America, and
portion of that continent could not bo very
Trees of various hinds unknown in those naked regions give a beginning to population in that continent. The
nce between the Marian or Ladrone islands and the
of Asia, are driven upon the coast by an easterly wind. distanc
By the same wind, floating ice is brought thither in a nearest land in Asia, is greater than that between the
of America which the Russians discovered, and
few days
flights of birds arrive annually from the part
same quarter and a tradition obtains among the in the coast of Kamchatka and yet the inhabitants of
of
an
intercourse formerly carried on with those islands are manifestly of Asiatic extract.
If,
habitants,
some countries situated to the east.
notwithstanding their remote situation, we admit that
After weighing all these particulars, and comparing the Marian islands were peopled from our continent,
the position of the countries in Asia which had been distance alone is no reason why we should hesitate
about admitting that the Americans may derive their
discovered, with such parts in the northwest of Ame
rica as were already known, the Russian court formed original from the same source
It is probable that fu
a plan, which would have hardly occurred to a nation ture navigators in those seas, by steering further to the
less accustomed to engage in arduous undertakings, north, may find that the continent of America approach
and to contend with great difficulties. Orders were es still nearer to Asia. According to the information
issued to build two vessels at the small
village of of the barbarous people who inhabit the country about
the
Ochotz, situated on the sea of Kamchatka, to sail on a the north-east promontory of Asia, there lie?,
of
voyage
discovery.
Though that dreary uncultivated coast, a small island, to which they &fiil in less than a
furnished
that
a
could
be
From
that
can
continent
of use in con day.
region
nothing
descry
they
large
structing them, but some larch trees
though not only which, according to their description, is covered with
the iron, the cordage, the sails, and all the numerous forests, and possessed by people whose language they
articles requisite for their equipment, but the
do not understand.
provi
By them they are supplied with
sions for victualling them were to be carried
through the skins of martens, an animal unknown in the north
the immense deserts of Siberia, down rivers of difficult ern parts of Siberia, and which ia never found but in
If we could rely on
navigation, and along roads almost impassible, the countries abounding with trees.
mandate of the sovereign, and the perseverance of the on this account, we might conclude that the American
Two ves continent is separated from ours only by a narrowpeople, at last surmounted every obstacle.
sels were finished, and, under the command of the strait, and all the difficulties with respect to the com
and
What could
Tschirikow, sailed from Kam munication between them would vanish.
Captains Behring
chatka, in quest of the New World in a quarter where be offered only as a conjecture, when this history was
it had never been approached.
first
their
is
now
known
to
be
certain.
The near
They shaped
published,
course towards the east
and though a storm soon approach of the two continents to each other, has been
separated the vessels, which never rejoined, and many discovered, and traced in a voyage undertaken upon
disasters befell them, the expectations from the voyage principles so pure and so liberal, and conducted with so
were not altogether frustrated. Each of the com much professional skill, as reflect lustre upon the reign
manders discovered land, which to them appeared to of the sovereign by whom it was planned, and do honor
be part of the American continent and, according to to the officers intrusted with the execution of it. [43]
It is likewise evident from recent discoveries, that an
their observation, it seems to be situated within a few
Each intercourse between our continent and America might
degrees of the north-west coast of California.
his
set some of
people ashore but in one place the be carried on with no less facility, from the north-west
As early as the ninth century,
inhabitants fled as the Russians approached
in ano
extremities of Europe.
ther, they carried off those who landed, and destroyed [A. D. 830,] the Norwegians discovered Greenland,
their boats.
The violence of the weather, and the dis and planted colonies there. The communication with
tress of their crews, obliged both captains to quit this that country after a long interruption was renewed in
In their return they touched at se
the last cerAury.
Some Lutheran and Moravian mis
inhospitable coast.
veral islands which stretched in a chain from east to sionaries, prompted by zeal for propagating the Chris
west between the country which they had discovered tian faith, have ventured to settle in this frozen and un
and the coast of Asia. They had some intercourse cultivated region. To them we are indebted for much
with the natives, who seemed to them to resemble the curious information with respect to its nature and inhabi
North Americans. They presented to the Russians tants.
learn that the north-west coast of Green
the calumet^ or pipe of peace, which is a symbol of land is separated from America bv a very narrow
universal
the
of
strait
at
the bottom of the bay, into which this
North
Amethat,
friendship
among
people

His

&quot;successors

The

plan

America from the norlh of
demonstrated.
If ihe Norwegians, in a barbarous age. when science had not begun to dawn ill
the north of Europe, possessed such n;.val skill as to
open a communication with Greenland, their ancestors,
as much addicted to roving by sen. as the Tartars am
the possibility of peopling

1

officers

j

Europe

j

I

I

.

to wandering by land, might, at some more remote
period, accomplish the same voyage, and settle a colony
there, whose descendants might, in progress of time, mi
But if, instead of venturing to sail
grate into America.
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directly
that the

;

j

oil&quot;

certain features

:

m

common

to the

whole

race.

It is

re

tiiS&quot;

traditions of the Mexicans concerning their own origin,
which, imperfect as they are, were preserved with more
accuracy, and merit greater credit, than those of any
people in the New World.
According to them, their
ancestors came from a remote country situated to the
The Mexicans point out their
north-west of Mexico.
various stations as they advanced from this into tho
interior provinces, and it is precisely the same route
which they must have held if they had been emigrants
from Asia.
The Mexicans, in describing the appear

|

;

:

;

ance of

their progenitors,

their

manners and habits of

at that period, exactly delineate those of the rude
Tartars from
I
suppose them to have sprung
life

whom

Thus have I finished a Disquisition which has been
deemed of so much importance that it would have been

We

I

;

j

improper to omit it in writing the history of America.
I have ventured to
inquire, but without presuming to
decide.
Satisfied with offering conjectures, I pretend
not to establish any system.
When an investigation
is, from its nature, so intricate and obscure, that it is
to
arrive
at
conclusions
which are certain.
impossible
there may be some merit in pointing out such as arc

highly probable that they are uni
ted
that the inhabitants of the two countries have probable.
some intercourse with one another that the Esquimaux
The condition and character of the American nations,
of America perfectly resemble the Greenlanders in their at the time when they became known to the Europeans,
that some sailors deserve more attentive consideration than the inquiry
aspect, dress, and mode of living
The latter is merely an obA- ho had
acquired the knowledge of a few words in the concerning their original.
the former is one of the most impor
Greenlandisn language, reported that these were un ject of curiosity
derstood by the Esquimaux
that, at length [A. D. tant as well as instructive researches which can occupy
In order to complete
17G-1,] a Moravian missionary, well acquainted with the the philosopher or historian.
of
Greenland, having visited the country of tlic history of the human mind, and attain to a perfect
language
the Esquimaux, found, to his astonishment, that they knowledge of its nature and operations, we must conthat template man in all those various situations wherein he
spoke the same language with the Greenlanders
must follow him in his progress
they were in every respect the same people, and he has been placed.
was accordingly received and entertained by them as a through the different stages of society, as he gradually
advances from the infant state of civil life towards its
friend and a brother.
strait

conducts,

it

is

;

New Archipelago have
time by the Russian hun
ters, the court of St. Petersburg}*, during a period of
more than forty years, seems to have relinquished every
thought of prosecuting discoveries in that quarter.
But in the year one thousand seven hundred and sixtyThe sovereign
eight it was unexpectedly resumed.
who had been lately seated on the throne of Peter the
the
and
talents
of her illustriGreat, possessed
genius
Though

have performed

We

I

them.

to

markable, that in every peculiarity, whether in their per
sons or dispositions, which characterize the Americans,
they have some resemblance to the rude tribes scatter
ed over the north-east of Asia, but almost none to tho
nations settled in the northern extremities of Europe.
may, therefore, refer them to the former origin, and
conclude that their Asiatic progenitors, having settled
in those parts of America where the Russians have
covered the proximity of the two continents, spread
This account of the
gradually over its various regions.
progress of population in America coincides with the

;

peculiar to

known

j
8. Though it be
possible that America may have rc
ceivcd its first inhabitants from our continent, either by
the north-west of Europe, or the north-east of Asia,
there seems to be good reason for supposing that iho
progenitors of ail the American nations from Capo
Horn to the southern confines of Labrador, migrated
from the latter rather than the former. Tin; Esquimaux
are the only people in America, wtio in their aspect
or character, bear any resemblance to the northern
They are manifestly a race of men disEuropeans.
tinct from all the nations of tho American continent, in
Their ori
language, in disposition, and habits of life.
ginal, then, may warrantably be traced up to that source
which I have pointed out.
But among all the other in
habitants of America, there is such a striking sirnilr*
tude in the form of their bodies and the qualities of
their minds, that
notwithstanding the diversities occa
sioned by the influences of climate, or unequal pro
gress in improvement, we must pronounce them to be
descended from one source.
There may be a variety
in the shades, but we can every where trace the same
Each tribe has something peeulia*
original colour
which distinguishes it, but in ail of them we discern

;

of arbitrary institution

is

every age.

;

and a usag

men

enterprising race oi

;

rica,

from their own coast to Greenland, we suppose

Norwegians held a more cautious course, and
advanced from .Shetland to the Feroe islands, and froirv
them to Iceland, in all which they had planted colonies ;
their progress may have been so gradual, that this na
vigation cannot be considered as cither longer or more
hazardous than these voyages which that iiardy and

I

]

;

is

the islands of this

been frequented since

;

that

Ous predecessor.
During the operations of the most
arduous and extensive war in which the Russian empire was ever engaged, she formed schemes and exe
cuted
to which more limited abilities
undertakings,
would have been incapable of attending but amidst the
leisure of pacific times.

A

new voyage

of discovery

;

j

;

;
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By these decisive facts, not only the consanguinity
of the Esquimaux and Greenlanders is established, but

We

must observe at each pematurity and decline.
nod, how the faculties of his understanding unfold we
;

(

SOUTH AMERICA.
The

must attend to the efforts of his active powers, watch
the various movements of desire and affection, as they
rise in his breast, and mark whither they tend, and with
The philosophers and his
what ardor they are exerted
torians of ancient Greece and Koine, our guides in this
as well as every other disquisition, had only a limited view
of this subject, as they had hardly any opportunity of sur
state.
In all
veying man in his rudest and most early
those regions of the earth with which they were well ac

great degree of civilization.
But the discovery of the New World enlarged the
to our
sphere of contemplation, and presented nations
view, in stages of their progress much less advanced

m

the infancy of social life, while they feel but imperthe force of its ties, and have scarcely relmThat state of primeval
.quished their native liberty.
fectlv

]

I

Their government and manners will fall na
under our review in relating the discovery and
conquest of the Mexican and Peruvian empires and
we shall have there an opportunity of contemplating
the Americans in the state of highest improvement to
turally

;

their character, their manners,
and institutions, the state of society was nearly simi
lar, and so extremely rude, that the denomination of
In a general his
be
to them all.
tavaac

may

in

applied

would be highly improper to describe
the condition of each petty community, or to investi
gate every minute circumstance which contributes to
form the character of its members. Such an inquiry
would lead to details of immeasurable and tiresome
tory of America,

it

extent.
The qualities belonging to the people of all the
different tribes have such a near resemblance, that they
may be painted with the same features. Where any

circumstances seem to constitute a diversity in their
character and manners, worthy of attention, it will be
sufficient to point these out as they occur, and to in
quire into the cause of such peculiarities.
It is extremely difficult to procure satisfying and au
thentic information concerning nations while they re
main uncivilized. To discover their true character un
der this rude form, and to select the features by which

they are distinguished, requires an observer possessed
of no less impartiality than discernment.
For, in every
stae of society, the faculties, the sentiments, and de
sires of men arc so accommodated to their own state,
that they become standards of excellence to themselves,
they affix the idea of perfection and happiness to those

attainments which resemble their own, and, wherever

and enjoyments to which they have been
accustomed are wanting, confidently pronounce a peo
and miserable. Hence the mutual
ple to be barbarous
contempt with which the members of communities,
unequal in their degrees of improvement, regard each
the objects

10.1

America, and who

;

observing the striking spectacle presented to their view.
Neither the age in which they lived, nor the nation to
whiih they belonged, had made such progress in true sci
The
ence, as inspires enlarged and liberal sentiments.
conquerors of the New World were mostly illiterate
been proposed with equal confidence, and uncommon
which
should
adventurers, destitute of all the ideas
have directed them in contemplating objects so extreme powers of genius and eloquence have been exerted, in
were acquaint order to clothe them with an appearance of truth.
ly different from those with which they
As all those circumstances concur in rendering an
ed.
Surrounded continually with danger or struggling
with hardships, they had little leisure, anil less capacity, inquiry into the state of the rude nations in America
for any speculative inquiry.
Eager to take possession intricate and obscure, it is necessary to carry it on with
When guided in our researches by the intel
of a country of such extent and opulence, and happy caution.
in finding it occupied by inhabitants sc incapable to de
ligent observations of the few philosophers who have
fend it, they lustily pronounced them to be a wretched visited this part of the globe, we may venture to decide.
and were When obliged to have recourse to the superficial re
order of men, formed merely for servitude
more employed in computing the profits of their labor, marks of vulgar travellers, of sailors, traders, bucaneers,
than in inquiring into the operations of their minds, or and missionaries, we must often pause, and comparing
The detached facts, endeavor to discover what they wanted
the reasons of their customs and institutions.
Without indulging conjecture, or
persons who penetrated at subsequent periods into the sagacity to observe.
interior provinces, to which the knowledge and devas
betraying a propensity to either system, we must study
with equal care to avoid the extremes of extravagant
tations of the first conquerors did not reach, were ge
brave and enterprising admiration, or of supercilious contempt for those man
nerally of a similar character
in a high degree, hut so uninformed as to be little quah- ners which we describe.
In order to conduct this inquiry with greater accu
iied either for observing or describing what they beheld.
Not only the incapacity but the prejudices of the racy, it should be rendered as simple as possible. Man
Spaniards rendered their accounts of the people of existed as an individual before he became the member
after
Soon
America extremely defective.
they of a community ; and the qualities which belong to him
planted colonies in their new conquests, a differ- under his former capacity should be known, before we
treatment
of proceed to examine those which arise from the latter
ence in opinion arose with respect to the
the natives.
One party, solicitous to render their ser relation. This is peculiarly necessary in investigating
the manners of rude nations.
Their political union is
vitude perpetual, represented them as a brutish, obsti
so incomplete, their civil institutions and regulations so
nate race, incapable either of acquiring religious know
few, so simple, and of such slender authority, that men
ledge, or of being trained to the functions of social life
The other, full of pious concern for their conversion, in this state ought to be viewed rather as independent
contended that, thougli rude and ignorant, they were agents, than as members of a regular society. Th
character of a savage results almost entirely from his
gentle, affectionate, docile, and by proper instructions
and regulations migkt be formed gradually into good sentiments or feelings as an individual, and is but little
Christians and useful citizens.
This controversy, as I influenced by his imperfect subjection to government
I shall conduct
have already related, was carr.ed on with all the warmth and order.
my researches concerning
which is natural, when attention to interest on the one the manners of the Americans in this natural order,
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proceeding gradually frora what

hand, and religious zeal in the other, animate the disMost of the laity espoused the former opiputants.
were advocates for the
nion
all the ecclesiastics

is

simple to what

is

more complicated.

The

bodily constitution of
regions now under review.
III. Their domestic
II. The qualities of their minds,
an
IV. Their political state and institutions.
to magnify the virtues or aggravate the defects of the state.
Those repugnant ac V. Their system of war, and public security. VI. The
Americans far beyond truth.
VII. Their re
counts increase the difficulty of attaining a perfect arts with which they were acquainted.
VIII. Such singular de
knowledge of their character, and render it ne ligious ideas and institutions.
tached customs as are not reducible to any of the for
cessary to peruse all the descriptions of them by Spa
mer heads. IX. I shall conclude with a general review
nish writers with distrust, and to receive their informa
and
estimate of their virtues and defects.
tion with some grains of allowance.
The
I. The bodily constitution of the Americans.
Almost two centuries elapsed after the discovery of
America, before the manners of its inhabitants attract human body is less affected by climate than that of any
other animal.
Some animals are confined to a parti
ed, in any considerable degree, the attention of philo
At length they discovered that the contem cular region of the globe, and cannot exist beyond it
sophers.
the Ameri
others, though they maybe brought to bear the injuries
plation of the condition and character of
cans, in their original state, tended to complete our of a climate foreign to them, cease to multiply when
knowledge of the human species might enable us to carried out of that district which nature destined to be
fill
up a considerable chasm in the history of s pro their mansion. Even such as seem capable of being
and lea/1 to speculations no less curious than naturalized in various climates feel the effect of every
gress
They entered upon this new field of study remove from their proper station, and gradually dwin
important.
with great ardor
but, instead of throwing light upon dle and degenerate from the vigor and perfection pe
Man is the only living creature
the subject, they have contributed in some degree to culiar to their species,
Too impatient to whose frame is at once so hardy and so flexible,
involve it in additional obscurity.
and began to erect that he can spread over the whole earth, become the
inquire, they hastened to decide
and multiply un
systems, when they should have been searching for inhabitant of every region, andlhrive
Struck der every climate.
facts on which to establish their foundations.
Subject, however, to the general
law of Nature, the human body is not entirely exempt
of
in the human spe
with the
I

;

and we

the

shall uniformly find that, accordingly as
author belonged to either of these parties, he is apt

latter

;

shall

consider,

Americans

in

I.

those

:

;

i

;

;

;

appearance

degeneracy

cies throughout the
World, and astonished at be
holding a vast continent occupied by a naked, feeble,
and ignorant race of men, some authors, of great name,
have maintained that this part of the globe had but

from the operation of climate and when exposed to
the extremes either of boat or cold, its size or vigor

the sea, and become tit for the
residence of man ; that even1 thing in it bore marks of
and
that its inhabitants, lately called
a recent original ;
into existence, and still at the beginning of their ca

World

lately

New

;

diminishes.

The

emerged from

Polished nations, conscious of the advantages
which they derive from their knowledge and arts, are
in
reer, were unworthy to be comparexl with the people of
apt to view rude nations with peculiar scorn, aud.
Others have
the pride of superiority, wiJl hardly allow cither their a more ancient and improved continent.
cli
occupations, their feelings, or their pleasures, to be imagined, that, under the influence of aa unkindly
worthy of men. It has seldom been the lot of com mate, which checks and enervates the principle of life,
munities, in their early and unpolished state, o fall man never attained in America the perfection which
under the observation of persons endowed with force belongs to his nature, but remained an animal of an
of mind superior to vulgar prejudices, and capable of inferior order, defective in the vigor ol his bodily frame,
in the
contemplating man, under whatever aspect he appears, and destitute of sensibility, as well as of force,
In opposition to both these,
with a candid and discerning eve.
operations of his mind.
other.

other philosophers have supposed that man arrives at
his highest dignity and excellence
long before he reaches
a state of refinement
and, in the rude simplicity of
savage life, displays an elevation of sentiment, an inde
pendence of mind, and a warmth of attachment, for
which it is vain to search among the members of po
lished societies.
They seem to consider that as the
most perfect state of man which is the least civilized.
They describe the manners of the rude Americans with
such rapture, as if they proposed them for models to the
test of the species.
These contradictory theories have

;

cieties.

with some diversity

visited

;

than those wherein they have been observed in our con
tinent.
In America, man appears under the rudest
\Ve
form in which we can conceive him to subsist.
behold communities just beginning to unite, and may
examine the sentiments and actions of human beings

-which they ever attained.
At present, our attention and researches shall be
turned to the small independent tribes which occupied
Among these, though
every other part of America.

first

had opportunity of beholding its various tribes while
entire and unsubdued, and before any change had been
made in their ideas or manners by intercourse with a
race of men rr.uch advanced beyond them in improve
ment, were far from possessing the qualities requisite for

quainted, civil society had made considerable advances,
and nations had finished a good part of their career be
The Scythians and
fore they began to observe them.
Germans, the rudest people of whom any ancient au
authentic
to
us
an
thor has transmitted
account, pos
sessed flocks and herds, had acquired property of va
rious kinds, and, when compared with mankind in their
attained to a
primitive state, may be reckoned to have

simplicity, which was known in our continent only by
the fanciful description of poets, really existed in the
other.
The greater part of its inhabitants were stran
gers to industry and labor, ignorant of arts, imperfectly
acquainted with the nature of property, and enjoy
ing almost \\ithout restriction or control the blessings
which flowed spontaneously from the bounty of nature.
There were only tw nations in this vast continent
which had emerged from this rude state, and had made
any considerable progress in acquiring the ideas, and
adopting the institutions, which belong to polished so

Spaniards,

who

ferent

|

|

|

appearance of the inhabitants of the New
the discoverers with such astonishment

they were apt to imagine them a race of men dilfrom those of the other hemisphere. Their complexion is of a reddish brown, nearly resembling the
The hair of their heads is always
color of copper.
black, long, coarse, and uncurled.
They have no
beard, and every part of their body is perfectly smooth.
Their persons are of a full siie, extremely straight, and
Their features are regular,
well pro;K&amp;gt;rtioned. [44]
though often distorted by absurd endeavors to improve
the beauty of their natural form, or to render their aspect
more dreadful to their enemies. In the islands, where
fo-ir-fooied animals were both few and small, and tie
tha

j

first

filled
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earth yielded her productions almost spontaneously,
the constitution of the natives, neither braced by tho
active exercises of the chase, nor invigorated by the
labor of cultivation, was extremely feeble arid languid.
On the continent, where the forests abound with game
of various kinds, and the chief occupation of many

was

tribes

to

pursue

greater firmness.

the human frame acquired
however, the Americans were

it,

Still,

more remarkable

for agility than strength.

They

re

sembled beasts of prey, rather than animals formed tor
labor. [45]
They were not only averse to toil, but in
and when roused by force from llicir
capable of it
native indolence, and compelled to work, they sunk
under tasks which the people of the other continent
would have performed with ease. This feebleness of
;

was universal among the inhabitants of
those regions in America which we are surveying, and
as characteristic of the species
be
considered
may
constitution

there.

beardless countenance and smooth skin of the
American seems to indicate a defect of vigor, oc
He is destitute
casioned by some vice in his frame.
This pecu
of one sign of manhood and of strength.
which the inhabitants of the New World are
liarity, by
distinguished from the people of all other nations, can

The

not be attributed, as some travellers have supposed, to
For though the food of
their mode of subsistence.
many Americans be extremely insipid, as they are
with
the use of salt, rude
altogether unacquainted
tribes in other parts of the earth have subsisted on
aliments equally simple, without this mark of degra
dation, or any apparent symptom of a diminution in
their vigor.

As

the external forms of the Americans lead us to
natural debility in their
appetite for food has been
as a confirmation of this

food which

men consume

varies according to the temperature of the climate in
Which they live, the degree of activity which they
exert, and the natural vigor of their constitutions.
Under the enervating heat of the torrid zone, and when
men pass their days in indolence and case, they requre less nourishment than the active inhabitants of
But neither the warmth
temperate or cold countries.
of their climate, nor their extreme laziness, will ac
count for the uncommon defect of appetite among the
Americans. The Spaniards were astonished with ob
serving this, not only in the islands, but in several
The constitutional temperance
parts of the continent.
of the natives far exceeded, in their opinion, the absti
nence of the most mortified hermits while, on the
other hand, the appetite of the Spaniards appeared to
the Americans insatiably voracious ; and they affirmed,
that one Spaniard devoured more food in a day than
Was sufficient for ten Americans.
proof of some feebleness in their frame, still more
of the Americans to the
striking, is the insensibility
charms of beauty, and the power of love. That passion
which was destined to perpetuate life, to be the bond of
social Union, and the source of tendernsss and joy, is
the most ardent in the human breast.
Though the
perils and hardships of the savage state, though exces
:

A

sive fatigue on some occasions, and the ditliculty at all
times of procuring subsistence, may seem to be adverse
to

this passion,

and to have a tendency to abate

its

vigor, yet the rudest nations in every other part of the
globe seem to feel its influence more powerfully than

the inhabitants of the

with

all

and the

New

World.

The negro glows

warmth of desire natural to his climate
most uncultivated Asiatics discover that sensi

the

;

which, from their situation on the globe, we
But the Americans
should expect them to have felt.
ere, in an amazing degree, strangers to the force of this
In every part of the New
first instinct of nature.
World the natives treat their women with coldness and
indifference
are
neither the objects of that ten
They
der attachment which takes place in civilized society,
nor of that ardent desire conspicuous among rude na
tions.
Even in climates where this passion usually
acquires its greatest vigor, the savage of America
views his female with disdain, as an animal of a leas
He is at no pains to win her favor by
noble species.
the assiduity of courtship, and still less solicitous to
bility,

Mission
preserve it by indulgence and gentleness.
aries themselves, notwithstanding the
austerity of mo
nastic ideas, cannot refrain from expressing their as
tonishment at the dispassionate coldness of the Ame
rican young men in their intercourse with (he other sex.
Nor is this reserve to be ascribed to any opinion which
they entertain with respect to the merit of female chas
That is an idea too refined for a savage, and sug
tity.

II I

S

T

OF

KV

this solely to

he

frame.

a stranger.
But in inijuiries
is

mental qualities
a

more common

concerning either the bodily or

ot particular races of men, there is not
or more seducing error, than that of

ascribing to a dingle cause, those characteristic peculiarites which are the effect of the combined operation
of
many causes. The climate and soil of America
diifer in so many respects from those of the other
hemisphere, and this difference is so obvious and
striking, that philosophers of great eminence have
laid hold on this as sufficient to account for what is
peculiar in the constitution of its inhabitants.
They
rest on physical causes alone, and consider the feeble
frame and languid desire of the Americans, as con
sequences of the temperament of that portion of the
But the influences of
globe which they occupy.
political and moral causes ought not to have been
These operate with no less effect than
overlooked.
that on which many philosophers rest as a full explana
tion of the singular appearances which have been men
tioned.
A\ herever the state of society is such as to
create many wants and desires, which cannot be satis
fied without regular exertions of industry, the body
accustomed to labor becomes robust and patient of
In a more simple state, where the demands
fatigue.
of men are so few and so moderate that they may be

almost without any eil ort, by the spontaneous
productions of nature, the powers of the body are not
called forth, nor can they attain their proper strength.
The natives of Chili and of North America, the two
gratified,

temperate
hunting,

suspect that there is some
frame, the smallness of their
mentioned by many authors
The quantity of
suspicion.

S

gested by a delicacy of sentiment and affection to which

regions in the

New

may bo deemed an

World, who live by
and vigorous race,

active

when compared with

the inhabitants of the isles, or of
those parts of the continent where hardly any labor is
The exertions of a
requisite to procure subsistence.
hunter are not, however, so regular, or so continued,
as those of persons employed in the culture of the
and
earth, or in the various arts of civilized life
though his agility may be greater than theirs, his
If another direction
strength is on the whole inferior.
were given to the active powers of man in the New
;

World, and

his force augmented by exercise, he might
acquire a degree of vigor which he does not in his pre
sent state possess.
The truth of this is confirmed

Wherever

any physical defect or degradation in their

accordingly observed, that in those countries of
the fertility of the soil, the mild
ness of the climate, or some further advances which
the natives have made in improvement, the means of
subsistence are more abundant, and the hardships of
savage life are less severely felt, the animal passion of
the sexce becomes more ardent.
Striking examples of
this occur among some tribes seated on the banks of
rivers
with
well
stored
food, amon^r others who
great
are masters of hunting grounds abounding so much
with game, that they have a regular and plentiful supply
of nourishment with little labor.
The superior degree
of security and affluence which those tribes enjoy is
followed by their natural effects.
The passions im
the human frame by the hand of nature ac
planted
new tastes and desires are
quire additional force
formed the women, as they are more valued and ad
become
more
attentive
to dress and ornament ,
mired,
the men beginning to feel how much of their own hap
piness depends upon them, no longer disdain the arts
of winnhig their favor and affection.
The intercourse
of the sexes becomes very different from that which
takes place among their ruder countrymen
and as
hardly any restraint is imposed on the gratification of
desire either by religion or laws or decency, the disso
lution of their manners is excessive.
Notwithstanding the feeble make of the Americans,
hardly any of them are deformed, or mutilated, or dafective in any one of their senses. All travellers have been
struck with this circumstance, and have celebrated the
uniform symmetry and perfection of their external figure.
Some authors search for the cause of this appearance
in their physical condition.
As the parents are not ex
hausted or over fatigued with hard labor, they suppose
that their children are born vigorous and sound. They
imagine that, in the liberty of savage life, the human
body, naked and unconfmc-d from its earliest age, pre
serves its natural form aud that all its limbs and mem
bers acquire a
proportion than when fettered with
It is

America where, from

m

;

;

;

;

juster

artificial restraints,

which

stint its

growth and distort

shape.
Something, without doubt, may be ascribed
but the true reasons
to the operation of these causes
of this apparent advantage, which is common to all sa
its

;

by experience.
gradually accustomed to hard labor, their constitutions
become robust, and they have been found capable of
performing such tasks, as seemed not only to exceed
the powers of such a feeble frame as has been deemed
peculiar to their country, but to equal any effort of the

deeper, and are closely interwoven
vage nations,
The infancy
with the nature and genius of that state.
of man is so long and so helpless, that it is extremely
Their
difficult to rear children among rude nations.

natives either of Africa or of Europe. [46]
The same reasoning will apply to what has been ob
served concerning their slender demand for food.
As

The
countries, and shift often from place to place.
care of children, as well as every other laborious task,
The distresses and hard
is devolved upon the women.
ships of the savage life, which are often such as can
hardly be supported by persons in full vigor, must be
Afraid of under
fatal to those of more tender age.
taking a task so laborious, and of such long duration,
as that of rearing their offspring, the women, in some
parts of America, procure frequent abortions by the use
of certain herbs, and extinguish the first sparks of that
life which they are unable to cherish.
Sensible that
only stout and well formed children have force of con
stitution to struggle through such a hard infancy, other
nations abandon and destroy such of their progeny as
appear feeble or defective, as unworthy of attention.
Even when they endeavor to rear all their children
without distinction, so great a proportion of the whole
number perishes under the rigorous treatment which
must be their lot in the savage state, that few of those
who labored under any original frailty attain the age of

a proof that

this

the

Americans have been

should be ascribed as

much

to their

extreme indolence, and often total want of occupation,
as to any thing peculiar in the physical structure of their
bodies, it has been observed, that in those districts
where the people of America are obliged to exert any
of activity, in order to procure subsis
employed in severe labor,
their appetite is not inferior to that of other men, and
in some places, it has struck observers as remarkably

unusual

effort

tence, or wherever they are

voracious.

The

operation of political and moral causes is still
in modifying the degree of attach
sexes. In a state of high civilization,
inflamed
this passion,
by restraint, refined by delicacy,
and cherished by fashion, occupies and engrosses the
It is no longer a
heart.
simple instinct of nature; sen
timent heightens the ardor of desire, and the most ten
der emotions of which our frame is susceptible soothe
and agitate the soul. This description, however, ap
plies only to those, who, by their situation, are exempt
ed from the cares and labors of life.
Among persons
of inferior order, who are doomed by their condi
tion to incessant toil, the dominion of this passion is

more conspicuous
ment between the

less violent

their solicitude

to

subsistence,
nature, leaves
second call.
But if the
nature of the intercourse between the sexes varies so
much in persons of different rank in polished societies,
the condition of man while he remains uncivilized must
occasion a variation still more apparent.
may
well suppose, that amidst the hardships, the dangers,
and the simplicity of domestic life, where subsistence
;

and to provide
little

for the first

procure

demand of

leisure for attending to its

We

always precarious and often scanty, where men are
almost continually engaged in the pursuit of their ene
mies, or in guarding against their attacks, and where
neither dress nor reserve arc employed as arts of female
is

allurement, that the attention of the Americans to their
women would be extremely feeble, without imputing

lie

means of subsistence are not only scanty, but precarious.
Such as live by hunting must range over extensive

manhood. Thus in polished societies, where the mean*
of subsistence are secured with certainty, and acquired
with ease; where the talents of the mind are often of
more importance than the powers of the body children
are preserved notwithstanding their defects or defor
In rude na
mity* and grow up to be useful citizens.
tions, such persoms are either cut off as soon as they
a
to
themselves and to
burden
are born, or, becoming
But
the community, cannot Ion;? protract their lives.
in those provinces of the New World, where, by the
establishment, of the Europeans, more regular provision
has been made for the subsistence of its inhabitants,
;

and they are restrained from laying violent hands on.
their children, the Americans are so far from being
eminent for any superior perfection in their form, that
one should rather suspect some peculiar imbecility in
the race, from the extraordinary number of individuals
who are deformed, dwarfish, mutilated, blind, or deaf.

How

for hie soever the constitution of the

American*

may be. i: is remarkable that thrrc is less variety in
the human form throughout the New World than in the

SOUTH AMERICA.
When Columbus and the other
ancient continent.
discoverers first visited the different countries of Ame
rica which lie within the torrid zone, they naturally
expected to find people of the same complexion with
those iu the corresponding regions of the other hemi
To their amazement, however, they disco
sphere.
and the
vered that America contained no negroes
rause of this singular appearance became as much the
was
wonder.
In
fact
itself
of
of
as
the
curiosity
object
what part or membrane of the body that humor resides
which tinges the complexion of the negro with a deep
blark, it is the business of anatomists to inquire and
describe.
The powerful operation of heat appears
manifestly to be the cause which produces this striking
All Europe, a great
variety in the human species.
part of Asia, and the temperate countries of Africa,
All the
ore inhabited by men of a white complexion.
torrid zone in Africa, some of the warmer regions
adjacent to it, and several countries in Asia, are tilled
If we survey the
with people of a deep black color.
nations of our continent, making our progress from
cold and temperate countries towards those parts
which are exposed to the intluence of vehement and
unremitting heat, we shall find that the extreme white
that its
ness of their skin soon begins to diminish
color deepens gradually as we advance
and, after
of
shade,
passing through all the successive gradations
But in
terminates in a uniform unvarying black.
the
of
heat
is
checked
and
where
America,
agency
abated by various causes, which I have already ex
plained, the climate seems to be destitute of that force

;

;

vation applies equally to the

Negroes and Indians.

some

children of a color that does not belong to the

served.

In order to form a complete idea with respect to the
constitution of the inhabitants of this and the other he
misphere, we should attend not only to the make and
vigor of their bodies, but consider what degree of health

;

effects on the human
color of the natives of the torrid zone in
hardly of a deeper hue than that of the peo

which produces such wonderful

they enjoy, and to what period of longevity they usually
arrive.
In the simplicity of the savage state, when
man is not oppressed with labor, or enervated by luxury,
or disquieted with care, we are apt to imagine that this
life will flow on almost untroubled by disease or suffer
ing, until his days be terminated in extreme old age by
the gradual decays of nature.
find, accordingly,
among the Americans, as well as among other rude

;

The
is

anomalous progeny of the

The same mother who produces

with respect to the people described by Wafer, the
Albinos and the Kackcrlakes ; they are a degenerated
and from some
breed, not a separate class of men
disease or defect of their parents, the peculiar color and
debility which mark their degradation are transmitted
to them.
As a decisive proof of this, it has been
observed, that neither the white people of Darien, nor
the Albinos of Africa, propagate their race
their
children are of the color and temperament peculiar to
the natives of their respective countries. [43]
The. second district that is occupied by inhabi
tants
in
from the other people of
differing
appearance
America, is situated in a high northern latitude, extend
ing from the coast of Labrador towards the pole, as far
as the country is habitable.
The people scattered over
those dreary regions are known to the Europeans by
the name of Esquimaux.
They themselves, with that
idea of their own superiority, which consoles the rudest
and most wretched nations, assume the name of Keralit, or Men.
They are of a middle size, and robust,
with heads of a disproportioned bulk, and feet as re

;

America

;

race, brings forth the rest with a complexion peculiar
to her country.
One conclusion may then be formed

;

frame.

10A
have visited this part of America since the time of Ma
gellan, and have had interviews with the natives; though
some have affirmed, that such as they saw were of gi
gantic stature, and others have formed the same con
clusion from measuring their footsteps, or from viewing
the skeletons of their dead
yet their accounts vary
from each other in so many essential points, and are
with
so
circumstances
mingled
many
manifestly false or
On the
fabulous, as detract much from their credit.
other hand, some navigators, and those among the most
eminent of their order for discernment and accuracy,
have asserted that the natives of Patagonia, with whom
they had intercourse, though stout and well made, are
not of such extraordinary size as to be distinguished
from the rest of the human species. [49] The exist
ence of this gigantic race of men seems, then, to be one
of those points in natural history, with respect to which
a cautious inquirer will hesitate, and will choose to sus
pend his assent until more complete evidence shall de
cide whether he ought to admit a fact, seemingly in
consistent with what reason and experience have dis
covered concerning the structure and condition of man,
in all the various situations in which he has been ob

but they see
they can hardly bear the light of the suu
clearly by moonlight, and are most active and gay in
the night.
No race similar to this has been discovered
in any other part of America.
Cortes, indeed, found
some persons exactly resembling the white people of
Darien among the rare and monstrous animals which
Montezuma had collected. But as the power of the
Mexican empire extended to the provinces bordering
on the isthmus of Darien, they were probably brought
thence.
Singular as the appearance of those people
may be, they cannot he considered as constituting a
distinct species.
Among the negroes of Africa, as
well as the natives of the Indian islands, nature some
times produces a small number of individuals, with all
the characteristic features and qualities of the white
The former are called Albnias by
people of Darien.
the Portuguese, the latter Kackcrlahcs by the Dutch.
In Darien the parents of those Whites are of the same
color with the other natives of the country and this obser

ple in tho more temperate parts of their continent.
Accurate observers, who had an opportunity of viewing
the Americans in very different climates, and in pro

vinces far removed from each other, have been struck
with the amazing similarity of their figure and as
pect. [47]

But though the hand of nature has deviated so little
from one standard in fashioning the human form in
America, the creation of fancy hath been various and
The same fables that were current in the
extravagant.
ancient continent, have been revived with respect to
the New World, and America too has been peopled
with human beings of monstrous and fantastic app*earance.
The inhabitants of certain provinces were de

We

people, persons whose decrepid and shrivelled form
seems to indicate an extraordinary length of life. But
as most of them are unacquainted with the art of num
bering, and all of them as forgetful of what is past, as
they are improvident of what ia to come, it is impossi
ble to ascertain their age with any degree of precision.
It is evident that the period of their longevity must vary
considerably, according to the diversity of climates,

and their different modes of subsistence. They seem,
however, to be every where exempt from many of the
distempers which afflict polished nations. None of the
maladies, which are the immediate offspring of luxury,
ever visited them
and they have no names in their
languages by which to distinguish this numerous train

Their complexion though swarthy, by
being continually exposed to the rigor of a cold climate,
inclines to the European white, rather than to the cop
those of others per color of America, and the men have beards which
scribed to be pigmies of three feet high
to be giants of an enormous size.
Some travellers are sometimes bushy and long. From these marks of
others distinction, as well as from one still less equivocal, the
published accounts of people with only one eye
pretended to have discovered men without heads, whose affinity of their language to that of the Greenlanders,
The which I have already mentioned, we may conclude,
eyes and mouths were planted in their breasts.
variety of Nature in her productions is indeed so great, with some degree of confidence, that the Esquimaux
that it is presumptuous to set bounds to her fertility, are a race different from the rest of the Americans.
cannot decide with equal certainty concerning
and to reject indiscriminately every relation that does
not perfectly accord with our own limited observation the inhabitants of the third district, situated at the south
and experience.
But the other eitreme, of yielding a ern extremity of America. These are the famous 1 tUa.hasty assent on the slightest evidence to whatever has gvnians, who during two centuries and a half, have af
the appearance of being strange and marvellous, is still forded a subject of controversy to the learned, and an

markably small.

;

;

of adventitious evils.

;

But whatever be the situation in which man is placed,
is born to suffer
and his diseases in the savage
state, though fewer in number, are, like those of the
he

whom he nearly resembles in his mode of life,
violent and more fatal.
If luxury engenders and
nourishes distempers of one species, the rigor and dis
tresses of savage life bring on those of another.
As
animals

We

more unbecoming a philosophical inquirer
period, men are more apt to be betrayed
their

weakness

in believing too

much,

;

as, in

in believing too little.
In proportion as science
Extends, and nature is examined with a discerning eye,
the wonders which amused ages of ignorance disappear.
The tales of credulous travellers concerning America,
are forgotten
the monsters which they describe have
and those provinces where
been searched for in vain
they pretend to have found inhabitants of singular forms
are now known to be possessed by a people nowise
different from the other Americans.
Though those relations may, without discussion, be
rejected as fabulous, there are other accounts of
varieties in the human species in some parts of the
New World, which rest upon better evidence, and
merit more attentive examination.
This variety has
been particularly observed in three different districts.
The first of these is situated in the isthmus of Daricn,
near the centre of America.
Lionel Wafer, a traveller
possessed of more curiosity and intelligence than we
should have expected to find in an associate of Bucca
neers, discovered there a race of men few in number,
but of a singular make. They are of low stature,
according to his description, of a feeble frame, incapa
ble of enduring fatiaue.
Their color is a dead milk
white
not resembling that of fair people among the
Europeans, but without any tincture of a blush or san
Their skin is covered with a tine
guine complexion.
the hair of their heads,
hairy down of a chalkv white
their eyebrows, and eye-lashes, are of the same hue.
Their eje are of a singular form, and so weak that
;

i

!

strength in proportion to their enormous size.
Among
several tribes of animals, a disparity in bulk as considerable may be observed. Some large breeds of horses
and dogs exceed the more diminutive races in stature
and strength, as far as the Patagonian is supposed to
But
rise above the usual standard of the human body.
animals attain the highest perfection of their species
only in mild climates, or where they find the most nutritive food in greatest abundance.
It is not then in
the uncultivated waste of the Magellanic regions, and
among a tribe of improvident savages, that we should
expect to find man possessing the highest honors of his
race, and distinguished by a superiority of size and
vigor, far beyoud what he has reached in any other part
The most explicit and unexceptionable
of the earth.
evidence is requisite, in order to establish a fact repug
nant to those general principles and laws, which seem
to affect the human frame in every other instance, and
to decide with respect to its nature and qualities. Such
evidence has not hitherto been produced.
Though se
veral persons, to

whose testimony great respect

la

due.

in this state are

wonderfully improvident, and their

means of subsistence precarious, they often pass from
extreme want to exuberant plenty, according to the

;

;

:

men

known

region of America, which extends from
the river de la Plata to the Straits of Magellan. Their
proper station is in that part of the interior country
which lies on the banks of the river Negro but in the
hunting season, they often roam as far as the straits
which separate Tierra del Fuego from the main land.
The first accounts of this people were brought to Eu
rope by the companions of Magellan, who described
them as a gigantic race, above eight feet high, and of
but least

rogance

;

more

They are supposed to
object of wonder to the vulgar.
be one of the wandering tribes which occupy the vast

every

into error by
than by their ar

;

i

r

|

vicissitudes of fortune in the chase, or in consequence
of the various degrees of abundance with which the
earth affords to them its productions in different seasons.
Their inconsiderate gluttony in the one situation, and
their severe abstinence in the other, are equally perni
cious.
For though the human constitution may be ac
customed by habit, like that of animals of prey, to to
lerate long famine, and then to gorge voraciously, it is
not a little affected by such sudden and violent transi
tions.
The strength and vigor of savages are at some

seasons unpaired by what thev suffer from a scarcity of
food ; at others they are afflicted with disorders arising
from indigestion and a superfluity of gross aliment.
These are so common, that they may be considered as
the unavoidable consequence of their mode of subsis
numbers in the prime ol
ting, and cut off considerable
life.

They

|

are likewise extremely subject to

consump

and paralytic disorders,
brought on by the immoderate hardships and fatigue
which they endure in hunting and in war; or owing to
to the inclemency of the seasons to which they are con
In the savage state, hardships and
tinually exposed.
tions, to

pleuritic, asthmatic,

fatigue violently assault the constitution.
societies, intemperance
to determine which of
effect, or

tends most to abridge

ence of the fonner

is

In polished

underuuncs it.
It is not easy
them operates with most fatal

human

certainly

life.

The

most extensive.

influ

The

pernicious consequences of luxury reach only a few
membeis in any community the cistresses of savage
life are felt
by all. As far as I can judge, after very
minute inquiry, the general period of human life ia
;
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shorter among savages than in well regulated arid in
dustrious societies.
One dreadful malady, the severest scourge with
which, in this life, offended Heaven chastens the indul
gence of criminal df sire, seems to have been peculiar
to the Americans,
By communicating it to their con
querors, they have not only amply avenged their own
wrongs, but, by adding this calamity to those which
formerly imbittered human life, they have, perhaps,
more than counterbalanced all the benefits which Kurope has derived from the discovery of the New World.

This distemper, from the country in which it first raged,
or from the people by whom it was supposed to have
been spread over Kurope, has been sometimes called
the Neapolitan, and sometimes the French disease. At
its first appearance, the infection was BO malignant, its
symptoms so violent, its operation so rapid and fatal, as
to baffle all the efforts of medical skill.
Astonishment

and

accompanied this unknown affliction in its
progress, and men began to dread the extinction of the
human race by such a cruel visitation. Experience,
and the ingenuity of physicians, gradually discovered
remedies of such virtue as to cure or to mitigate the evil.
During the course of two centuries and a half, its viru
lence seems to have abated considerably.
At length,
in the same manner with the leprosy, which
raged in
Europe for some centuries, it may waste its force and
and in some happier age, this western in
disappear
fection, like that from the east, may be known only by
terror

;

description. [50]
II.

After considering what

appears to

be pecu

liar in the
bodily constitution of the Americans, our at
tention is naturally turned towards the powers snd

As the individual advances
imbecility of the infant state to
vigor and maturity of understanding, something similar
to this may be observed in the
progress of the species.
&quot;With
respect to it, too, there is a period of infancy,
during which several powers of the mind are not un
qualities of their minds.
from the ignorance and

OF

S

exertions in other directions cannot be very conThe objects towards which reason turns,
and the disquisitions in which it engages, must depend
the
state
in which man is placed, and arc sug
upon
Disquisitions,
gested by his necessities and desires.
\\hich appear the most necessary and important to men
in one state of society, never occur to those in another.
Among civilized nations, arithmetic, or the art of num
bering, is deemed an essential and elementary science
and in our continent, the invention and use of it reaches
back to a period so remote as is beyond the knowledge
of history.
But among savages, who have no property
to estimate, no hoarded treasures to count, no variety of
or
objects
multiplicity of ideas to enumerate, arith
metic is a superfluous and useless ait.
Accordingly,
its

;

siderable.

:

j

;

capable of the functions and entitled to the pririlrge*
of humanity.
Since that time, persons more enlight
ened and impartial than the discoverers 01 conquerors
oi America, have had an
opportunity of contemplating
the most savage of its inhabitants, and tht-y have been
astonished and humbled with observing how nearly man
in this condition approaches to the brute creation. But
in severer climates, where subsistence cannot be
pro
cured with the same ease, where men must unite more
closely, and act with greater concert, necessity calls
forth their talents and sharpens their invention, so
that the intellectual powers are more exercised and im
The North American tribes, and the natives
proved.
of Chili, who inhabit the temperate regions in the two
districts
of America, are people of cultivated and
great

among some

tribes in America it seems to be quite un
enlarged understandings, when viewed in comparison
There are many who cannot reckon further with some of those seated in the islands, or on the
than three
and have no denomination to distinguish banks of the Maragnon and Orinoco. Their occupa

known.

;

any number above

Several can proceed as far as
When they would convey an
idea of any number beyond these, they point to the
of
hair
their head, intimating that it is equal to them, or
with wonder declare it, to be so great that it cannot be
reckoned.
Not only the Americans, but all nations
while extremely rude, seem to be unacquainted with
the art of computation.
As soon, however, as they
acquire such acipiaintaace or connexion with a variety
of objects, that there is frequent occasion to combine
or divide them, their knowledge of numbers increases,
so that the state of this art among any people may be
considered as one standard by which to estimate the
The Iroquoise, in North
degree of their improvement.
America, as they are much more civilized than the
rude inhabitants of Brazil, Paraguay, or Guiana, have
it.

ten, others to twenty.

made

tions are

more various, their system of policy, as well
more complex, their arts more numerous,

as of war,

But even among them, the intellectual powers are ex
tremely limited in their operations, and, unless when
turned directly to those objects which interest a savage,
no estimation. Both the North Americans
and Clulese, when not engaged in some of the functions
belonging to a warrior or hunter, loiter away their time
in thoughtless indolence, unacquainted with any other
subject worthy of their attention, or capable cf occupy
ing their minds. If even among them reason is so much
circumscribed in its exertions, and never arrives, in-its
are held in

highest attainments, at the knowledge of those general
principles and maxims which serve as the foundation of
science, we may conclude that the intellectual powers
of man in the savage state are destitute of their proper
object, and cannot acquire any considerable degree of

greater advances in this respect
though
does not extend beyond a thou
vigor and enlargement.
From the same causes, the active efforts of the mind
sand, as in their petty transactions they have no occa
sion for any higher number.
The Cherokee, a less are few, and on most occasions languid. If we ex
considerable nation on the same continent, can reckon amine into the motives which rouse men to activity in
folded, and all are feeble and defective in their opera
only as far as a hundred, and to that extent have names civilized life, and prompt them to persevere in fatiguing
tion.
In the early ages of society, while the condition for the several numbers
the smaller tribes in their exertions of their ingenuity or strength, we shall find
of man is simple and rude, his reason is but little exer
that they arise chiefly from acquired wants and appe
neighborhood can rise no higher than ten. [51]
and
his
desires move within a very narrow
In other respects, the exercise of the understanding tites.
These are numerous and importunate
cised,
they
Hence
arise
two
remarkable
characteristics
rude
nations
is
still
more
limited.
The
first
of
sphere.
among
keep the mind in perpetual agitation, and in order to
the human mind in this state.
Its intellectual powers ideas of every human being must he such as he receives gratify them, invention must be always on the stretch,
are extremely limited
its emotions and efforts are by the senses.
But in the mind of man, while in the and industry must he incessantly employed. But the
few and languid.
Both these distinctions are con savage state, there seem to be hardly any ideas but desires of simple nature are few, and where a favor
Tin objects around him able climate yields almost spontaneously what suffices
spicuous among the rudest and most unimproved of what enter by this avenno.
the American tribes, and constitute a
Such as may be subservient to gratify them they scarcely stir the soul, or excite
striking part of are presented to his eye.
their description.
Hence the people of several
to his use, or can gratify any of his appetites, attract any violent emotion.
What, among polished nations, is called speculative his notice he views the rest without curiosity or at tribes in America waste their life in a listless indolence.
Satisfied with considering them under that To be free from occupation, seems to be all the enjoy
reasoning or research, is altogether unknown in the tention.
rude state of society, and never becomes the occupa
They will continue
simple mode in which they appear to him, as separate ment towards which they aspire.
tion or amusement of the human faculties, until man and detached, he neither combines them so as to form whole days stretched out in their hammocks, or seated
be so far improved as to have secured, with certainty, general classes, nor contemplates their qualities apart on the earth in perfect idleness, without changing their
the means of subsistence, as well as the possession of from the subject in which they inhere, nor bestows a posture, or raising their eyes from the ground, or ut
leisure and tranquillity.
The thoughts and attention of thought upon the operations of his own mind concern tering a single word.
a savage are confined within the small circle of objects ing them.
Thus he is unacquainted with all the ideas
Such is their aversion to labor that neither the hope
which have been denominated universal-, or abstract, or of future good, nor the apprehension of future evil can
immediately conducive to his preservation or enjoy
ment.
Every thing beyond that escapes his observa of re. flection. The range of his understanding must, of surmount it. They appear equally indifferent to both,
Like a mere course, be very confined, and his reasoning powers be discovering little solicitude, and taking no precautions
tion, or is perfectly indifferent to him.
This is so re- to avoid the one or to secure the other. The cravings
animal, what is before his eyes interests ai.d affects employed merely on what is sensible.
him what is out of sight, or at a distance, makes little maikably the case with the ruder nations of America, of hunger may rouse them but as they devour, with
we
afterwards
shall
There are several people in America, that their language, (as
find) have little distinction, whatever will appease its instinctive
impression.
whose limited understandings seem not to be capable of not a word to express any thing but what is material or demands, the exertions which these occasion are of
Destitute of ardor, as well as variety
forming an arrangement for futurity neither their soli corporeal. Time^ space, substance, and a thousand short duration.
citude nor thc ir foresight extend so far.
They follow terms, of thosepresent abstract and universal ideas, are of desire, they feel not the force of those powerful
naked savage, cower springs which give vigor to the movements of the mind,
blindly the impulse of the appetite which they feel, but altogether unknown to them.
are entirely regardless o-f distant consequences, and ing over the fire in his miserable cabin, or stretched un
and urgL- the patient hand of industry to persevere in
even of those removed in the least degree from imme der a few branches which afford him a temporary shel
its efforts.
Man] in some parts of America, appears in
diate apprehension.
While they highly prize such ter, has as little inclination as capacity for useless spe a form so rude that we can discover no effects of his
His thoughts extend not beyond what activity, and the principle of understanding, which
things as serve for present use, or minister to present culation.
Like
enjoyment, they set no value upon those which are not relates to animal life and when they are not directed should direct it, seems hardly to be unfolded.
the object of some immediate want.
When, on the towards some of its concerns, his mind is totally inac the other animals he has no fixed residence he has
to
him
shelter
from
the
tive.
Jn
situations
either
erected
no
habitation
a
Oarnbhee
feels
himself
dis
where
no
effort
extraordinary
inclemency
approach of the evening,
posed to go to rest, no consideration will tempt him to of ingenuity or labor is requisite, in order to satisfy the of the weather; he has taken no measures for securing
he
neither
sows
certain
subsistence
nor
is
demands
of
nature
the
of
the
mind
are
but
when
he
sell his hammock.
in
the
But,
reaps
simple
morning
powers
roams about as led in search of the plants and fruits
sallying out to the business or passtime of the day, he so seldom roused to any exertion, that the rational fa
and in quest
will part with it for the slightest toy that catches his culties continue almost dormant and uncxcrcised. The which the earth brings forth in succession
At the close of winter, while the impression of numerous tribes scattered over the rich plains of South of the game which he kills in the forest, or of the fish
fancy.
what he has suffered from the
of the cli iiate, is America, the inhabitants of some of the islands, and of which he catches in the rivers.
likewise

even

;

their arithmetic

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

A

;

;

;

;

;

rigor

This description, however, applies only to some tribes.
on the continent, come under this
Their vacant countenance, their staring Man cannot continue long in this state of feeble and
He was made for industry and
unexprcssive eye, their listless inattention, and total uninformed infancy.
the succeeding season
but, as soon as the weather ignorance of subjects which st-emed to be the first action, and the powers of his nature, as well as the
becomes mild, he forgets what is past, abandons his which should occupy the thoughts of rational beings, necessity of his condition, urge him to fulfil his des
work, and never thinks of it more until the return of made such impression upon the Spaniards, when they tiny.
Accordingly, among most of the American na
that they considered tions, especially those seated in rigorous climates, some
first beheld those rude people,
cold compels him, when too late, to resume it.
efforts are employed, and some previous precautions
If in concerns the most interesting, and seemingly them as animals of an inferior order, and could not be
The career of
are taken, for securing subsistence.
It re
lieve thnt they belonged to the human species.
the most simple, the rrason of man while rudo and des
titute of culture, differs so little from the thoughtless quired the authority of a papal bull to counteract this regular industry is begun and the laborious arm has
were made the first essays of its powers. Still, however,
pinion, and to convince them that the Americans
levity of children, or the improvident -mytijict ofanimaX
fresh in the

mind of the North American, he

sets

him

self with vigor to prepare materials for erecting a com
fortable hut to protect him against the inclemency of
;

several fertile regions
description.

H AMERICA.
the improvident and slothful genius of the savage state
those more improved
Even

predominates.

among
deemed ignominious and

It
degrading.
is only 10 work of a certain kind that a man will deign
The greater part is devolved entirely
to put his hand.
upon the women. One half of the community remains
inactive, while the other is oppressed with the multi

tribes, labor is

tude and variety of
dustry

is

partial,

its

occupations.

Tims

their in

and the foresight which regulates

107

admit of no doubt.
To despise and to degrade the fcmale sex is a characteristic of the savage state in every
Man proud of excelling in strength
part ofthe globe.
and in courage, the chief marks of pre-eminence among
rude people, treats woman, as an inferior, with disdain.
The Americans, perhaps from that coldness and insenas peculiar to their
sibility which has been considered
constitution, add neglect and harshness to contempt.
The most intelligent travellers have been struck with

j

!

i

j

i

it is
j

j

|

j

I
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A remarkable instance of this occurs this inattention of the Americans to their women. It
arrangement with respect to their manner is not, as I have already observed, by a studied display
of living.
They depend for their subsistence, during of tenderness and attachment that the American at
one part of the year, on fishing during another, on tempts to gain the heart ofthe woman whom he wishes
to marry.
Marriage itself, instead of being a union of
hunting
during a third, on the produce of their agri
culture.
Though experience has taught, them to fore affection and interests between equals, becomes among
see the return of those various seasons, and to make them the unnatural conjunction of a master with his
Eome provision for the respective exigencies of each, slave. It is the observation of an author whose opinions
wives
they either want sagacity to proportion this provision are deservedly of great weight, that wherever
are purchased their condition is extremely depressed.
to their consumption, or are so incapable of any com
mand over their appetites, that, from their inconside They become the property and the slaves of those who
In whatever part of the globe this custom
rate waste, they often feel tlie calamities of famine as buy them.
What prevails, the observation holds. In countries where
severely as the rudest of the savage tribes.
some progress, women when pur
they surfer one year does not augment their industry, refinement has made
chased are excluded from society, shut up in se
or render them more provident to prevent similar dis
This inconsiderate thoughtlessness about questered apartments, and kept under the vigilant
tresses.
of sloth, guard of their masters.
In ruder nations they are
futurity, the effect of ignorance and .he cause
accompanies and characterizes man in every stage of degraded to the meanest functions. Among many
savage life and, by a capricious singularity in his ope people of America the marriage contract is properly a
The man buys his wife of her parents.
rations he is then least solicitous about supplying his purchase.
wants, when the means of satisfying them are most Though unacquainted with the use of money, or with
such commercial transactions as take place in more
precarious, and procured with the greatest difficulty.
improved society, he knows how to give an equivalent
[62]
for any object which he desires to possess.
In some
III. After viewing the bodily constitutions of the Ame
ricans, and contemplating the powers of their minds, we places, the suitor devotes his service for a certain time
in
others
are led, in the natural order of inquiry, to consider to the parents of the maid whom he courts
them as united together in society. Hitherto our re he hunts for them occasionally, or assists in cultivating
in others, he
their fields and forming their canoes
searches have been confined to the operations of under
now offers presents of such things as are deemed most
standing respecting themselves as individuals
In
they will extend to the degree of their sensibility and valuable on account of their usefulness or rarity.
return for these he receives his wife
and this circum
afiVct:on towards their species
Tint domestic state is the fust and most simple form stance, added to the low estimation of women among
The union of the sexes among savages, leads him to consider her as a female servant
of human association.
different animals is of longer or shorter duration in whom he has purchased, and whom he has a title to
In all unpolished nations, it is
proportion to the ease or difficulty of rearing their off treat as an inferior..
Among those tribes where the season of true, the functions in domestic economy which fall
spring.
or
to
the
share
of women are so many, that they
naturally
infancy is short, and the young soon acquire vigor
Nature com are subjected to hard labor, and must bear more than
agility, no permanent union is formed.
But in
mits the care of training up the offspring to the mother their full portion of the common burden.
America their condition is so peculiarly grievous, and
alone, and her tenderness, without any other assist
But where the state of their depression so complete, that servitude is a name
ance, is equal to the task.
A wife
infancy is long and helpless, and the joint assiduity of too mild to describe their wretched state.
both parents is requisite in tending their feeble pro among most tribes is no better than a beast of burden,
While
geny, there a more intimate connexion takes place, destined to every office of labor and fatigue.
and continues until the purpose of nature be accom the men loiter out the day in sloth, or spend it in
plished, and the new race grow up to full maturity. amusement, the women are condemned to incessant
As the infancy of man is more feeble and helpless than toil. Tasks are imposed upon them without pity, and
that of any other animal, and he is dependent during a services are received without complacence or grati
much longer period on the care and foresight of his tude. Every circumstance reminds women of this
They must approach their lords
parents, the union between husband and wife came mortifying inferiority.
early to be considered not only as a solemn but as a with reverence
they must regard them as more ex
permanent contract. A general state of promiscuous alted beings, and are not permitted to eat in their
intercourse between the sexes never existed but in the presence.
There are districts in America where this
In the infancy of society when dominion is so grievous, and so sensibly felt, that
imagination of poets.
men, destitute of arts and industry, lead a hard preca some women, in a wild emotion of maternal tender
rious life, the rearing of their progeny demands the ness, have destroyed their female children in their
attention and efforts of both parents
nd if their infancy, in order to deliver them from that intolerable
union had not been formed and continued with this bondage to which they knew they were doomed. Thus
Ac the first institution of social life is perverted. That
view, the race could not have been preserved.
cordingly in America, even among the rudest tribes, state of domestic union towards which nature leads the
a regular union between husband and wife was univer
human species, in order to soften the heart to gentleness and humanity, is rendered so unequal as to estabsal, and the rights of marriage were understood and
In those districts where subsistence was lish a cruel distinction between the sexes, which forms
recognised.
Bcanty, and the difficulty of maintaining a family was the one to he harsh and unfeeling, and humbles the
In other to servility and subjection.
great, the man confined himself to one wife.
warmer and more fertile provinces, the facility of
It is
owing, perhaps, in some measure, to this state
food
of
concurred
with
the
influence
cli
of depression, that women in rude nations are far from
procuring
no

ment

They feel the power of this
and as long as their progeny
continue feeble and helpless, no people exceed them in
tenderness and care.
But in rude nations the depen
dence of children upon their parents is of shorter con

entirely as soon as their offspring attain maturity.
Little instruction fits them for that mode of life to

which they are destined. The parents, as if their duty
were accomplished, when they have conducted their
children through the helpless years of infancy, leave
them afterwards at entire liberty. Even in their ten
der age, they seldom advise or admonish
they never
chide or chastise them.
They suffer them to be abso
lute masters of their own actions.
In an American
hut, a father, a mother, and their posterity, live toge
ther like persons assembled by accide.it, without seem
;

ing to feel the obligation of the duties mutually arising
from this connection. As filial love is not cherished
by the continuance of attention or good offices, the
recollection of benefits received in early infancy is too
faint to excite it.
Conscious of their own liberty, and
impatient of restraint, the youth of America are accus
tomed to act as if they were totally independent. Their
parents are not objects of greater regard than other per
sons.
They treat them always with neglect, and often
with such harshness and insolence as to fill those who
have been witnesses of their conduct with horror. Thus
the ideas which seem to be natural to man in his sa
vage state, as they result necessarily from his circum
stances and condition in that period of his progress,
affect the two capital relations in domestic life.
They
render the union between husband and wife unequal.
of
the
shorten
the
and
weaken
the
force
duration
They

;

connection between parents and children.
IV. From the domestic state of the Americans, the

I

transition to the consideration of their

1

ment and

I

with

The vigor of their constitution is exbeing prolific.
hausted by excessive fatigue, and the wants and dis
tresses of savage life are so numerous as to force them
to take various precautions in order to prevent too rapid
an increase of thcit progeny.
Among wandering tribes,

levity and caprice,
on very slight pretexts, or such as depend chiefly upon hunting for subsistence,
and often without assigning any cause.
the mother cannot attempt to rear a second child until
But in whatever light the Americans considered the the first has attained such a degree of vigor as to be in
of
this
aa
either
or
From this
contract,
obligation
perpetual
only some measure independent of her care.
as temporary
the condition of women was equally hu- motive it is the universal practice ofthe American
Whether man has been im women to suckle their children during several years
nuhating and miserable.
proved by the progress of arts and civilization in society, and, as they seldom marry early, the period of their
is a question wh;ch, in the wantonness of
disputation, fertility is over before they can finish the long but liehas been agitated among philosophers.
That women cessary attendance upon two or three children. Among
are indebted to the refinements of polished manners, some of the least
polished tribes, whose industry and
for a happy change in their state, is a point which can
foresight do not extend so far as to make any regular

together

their natural

to dissolve

it

!

I

:

:

I

;

j

When men must

;

;

prompted them

their offspring.
full force,

in its

civil life by pre
vious discipline and education, when the knowledge of
abstruse sciences must be taught, and dexterity in in
tricate arts must be acquired, before a young man is
prepared to begin his career of action, the attentive
feelings of a parent are not confined to the years of in
fancy, but extend to what is more remote, the esta
blishment of his child in the world.
Even then his
solicitude does not terminate.
His protection may still
be requisite, and his wisdom and experience still prove
useful guides.
Thus a pcnnanent connexion is formed
parental tenderness is exercised, and filial respect re
But in the
turned, throughout the whole course of life.
simplicity of the savage state the affection of parents,
like the instinctive fondness of animals, ceases almost

;

cies,

to

tinuance than in polished societies.
be trained to the various functions of

;

;

nursing a child, all hope of preserving its life fails,
is buried
together with her in the same grave.

iastinct

;

[

it

emotions of parental tenderness.
But though necessity compels the inhabitants of
America thus to set bounds to the increase of their
families, they are not deficient in affection and attach

;

inducing the inhabitants to increase the
of their wives.
In some countries the mar
in others, the im
riage-union subsisted during life
patience of the Americans under restraint of any spe

is

and

abandon or destroy them. Thus their experience of
the difficulty of training up an infant to maturity, amidst
the hardships of savage life, often stifles the voice of
nature among the Americans, and suppresses the strong

;

in

she

to

;

;

number

;

As the parents are frequently exposed to want by their
own improvident indolence, the difficulty of sustaining
their children becomes so great that it is not uncommon

less limited.

in the chief

mate

subsistence, it is a maxim not to
burden themselves with rearing more than two children
and no such numerous families as are frequent in civi
lized societies are to be found among men in the savage
state.
When twins are born, one of them commonly
is abandoned, because the mother is not equal to the
task of rearing both. [53]
When a mother dies while
provision for their

j

;

j

i

i

civil

govern

In every in
quiry concerning the operations of men when united
together in society, the first object of attention should
be their mode of subsistence.
Accordingly as that va
The in
ries, their laws and policy must be difffctent.
stitution suited to the ideas and exigencies of tribes
which subsist chiefly by fishing or hunting, and which
have as yet acquired but an imperfect conception of
any species of property, will be much more simple than
those which must take place when the earth is culti
vated with regular industry
and a right of property,
not only in its productions, but in the soil itself, is.
political institutions is natural.

;

completely ascertained.
All ihe people of America,
long to the former class.

now under review, be
But though they may all be

comprehended under the general denomination of sa
vage, the advances which they had made in the art of
procuring to themselves a certain and plentiful sub
On the extensive plains
sistence were very unequal.
of South America man appears in one of the r Jdesl
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wound with those envenomed

shafts

mortal.

slates in which he has ever

been observed, or perhaps
Several tribes depend entirely upon the
subsistence.
They discover no
bounty of nature for
solicitude, they employ little foresight, they scarcely
exert any industry to secure what is necessary for their
The Tupai/ers, of Brazil, the (Sutueros, of

slightesr

can

If they only pierce the skin, the blood fixes and con
geals in a moment, and the strongest animal falls
Nor does this poioon, notwith
tionless to the ground.

Tierra Finne, the Caiguas, the Alums, and several
other people of Paraguay, are unacquainted with every
They neither sow nor plant.
species of cultivation.
Even the culture of the manioc, of which cassada bread
18 made of is an art too intricate for their ingenuity, or
The roots which the
too fatiguing to their indolence.

perfect safety, and retain its native relish and qualities.
All the nations situated upon the banks of the Marag
non and Orinoco are acquainted with this composi
tion, the chief ingredient in which is the juice extracted

exist.

support.

earth produces spontaneously
the fruits, the berries,
and the seeds wliich they gather in the woods
toge
ther with lizards and other reptiles, which multiply
;

;

amazingly with the heat of the climate in a fat soil,
moistened by frequent rains, supply them with food
At other times they sub
during some part of the year.
sist by fishing
and nature seems to have indulged the
laziness of the South American tribes by the liberality
with wliich she ministers in this way to their wants.
;

is

mo

standing its violence and subtlety, infect the flesh of
That may be eaten with
the animal which it kills.

In
from the root of the curare, a species of withe.
other parts of America they employ the juice of the
it
with
and
the
same
for
m&nchffmUe
operates
purpose,
no less fatil activity. To people possessed of those
secrets the bow is a more destructive weapon than the
skilful hands, does great execution
the birds and beasts which abound in the forests

musket, and, in their

among

of America.
But the

life

of a hunter gradually leads

man

to a

more advanced. The chase, even where prey is
abundant, and the dexterity of the hunter much im
The vast rivers of that region in America abound with proved, affords but an uncertain maintenance, and at
The lakes some seasons it must be suspended altogether. If a
an infinite variety of the most delicate fish.
and marshes formed by the annual overflowing of the savage trusts to his bow alone for food, he and his
waters are filled with all the different species, where family will be often reduced to extreme distress. [56]
they remain shut up, as in natural reservoirs, for the
use of the inhabitants. They swarm in such shoals,
that in some places they are catched without art or in
In others, the natives have discovered
dustry. [54]
a method of infecting the water with the juice of cer
tain plants, by which the fish are so intoxicated that
they float on the surface, and are taken with the hand.

state

Hardly any region of the earth furnishes man sponta
In the mildest
neously with what his wants require.

and most fertile soils, his own industry
and foresight must be exerted in some degree to
Their experience
secure a regular supply of food.
of this surmounts the abhorrence of labor natural to
savage nations, and compels them to have recourse to
climates,

sistence, arising from cultivation,
scanty among the Americans, that,

of their usual

failure

success

in

was so

limited and
upon any accidental
hunting, they were

often reduced to extreme distress.

mode of subsisting was conside
None of the large animals which
continent were known there.
Only four

In the islands, the
rably

different.

abound on the

species of quadrupeds, besides a kind of small dumb
in the islands, the biggest of which did not
exceed the size of a rabbit.
To hunt such a diminutive

dog existed

prey was an occupation which required no effort either
of activity or courage.
The chief employment of a
hunter in the isles was to kill birds, which on the con
tinent are deemed ignoble game, and left chiefly to the
This want of animals, as well as
pursuit of boys.
their peculiar situation, led the islanders to depend
Their
principally upon fishing for their subsistence.
rivers, and the sea with which they are surrounded,
At some par
supplied them with this species of food.
ticular seasons, turtle, crabs, and other shellfish abound
ed in such numbers that the natives could support them
selves with a facility in which their indolence delighted.
At other times, they ate lizards and various reptiles of
odious forms.
To fishing the inhabitants of the islands
added some degree of agriculture. Maize, [59] manioc,
and other plants were cultivated in the same manner
as on the continent.
But all the fruits of their indus
try, together with what their soil and climate produced
spontaneously, afforded them but a scanty maintenance.

Though

their

demands for food were very sparing, they
was sufficient for their own con

hardly raised what

If a few Spaniards settled in any district,
sumption.
such a small addition of supernumerary mouths soon
exhausted their scanty stores, and brought on a famine.
Two circumstances common to all the savage na
pendent of any production of the earth raised by their
own industry. But throughout all America, we scarcely tions of America, concurred with those which I have
meet with any nation of hunters which does not prac already mentioned, not only in rendering their agntise some species of cultivation.
cnlture imperfect, but in circumscribing their power in
The agriculture of the Americans, however, is nei all their operations. They had no tame animals and
ther extensive nor laborious.
As game and fish are they were unacquainted with the useful metals.
their principal food, all they aim at by cultivation is
In other parts of the globe, man, in his rudest state,
to supply any occasional defect of these.
In the south
appears as lord of the creation, giving law to various
ern continent of America, the natives confined their tribes of animals, which he has tamed and reduced to
tions of activity or talents with those of the latter, peo
industry to rearing a few plants, which, in a rich soil subjection.
The Tartar follows his prey on the horse
and warm climate, were easily trained to maturity. which he has reared; or tends his numerous herds,
ple in that state appear to possess neither the same de
The petty nations The chief of these is maize, well known in Europe by which furnish him both with food and clothing the
gree of enterprise nor of ingenuity.
adjacent to the Maragnon and Orinoco are manifestly the name of Turkey or Indian wheat, a grain extremely Arab has rendered the camel docile, and avails himself
the most inactive and least intelligent of all the Ameri
the Laplander has formed
prolific, of simple culture, agreeable to the taste, and of its persevering strength
cans.
The second is the reindeer to be subservient to his will and eren
affording a strong hearty nourishment.
None but tribes contiguous to great rivers can sus the manioc, which grows to the size of a large shrub the people of Kamchatka have trained their dogs to
tain themselves in this manner.
The greater part of or small tree, and produces roots somewhat resembling labor. This command over the inferior creatures is
the American nations, dispersed over tne forests with parsnips. After carefully squeezing out the juice, these one of the noblest
prerogatives of man, and among the
which their country is covered, do not procure subsis roots are grated down to a fine powder, and formed greatest efforts of his wisdom and power. Without
tence with the same facility. For although these forests, into thin cakes called casstulu bread, which, though this his dominion is incomplete.
He is a monarch
As who has no subjects, a master without servants, and
especially in the southern continent of America, are insipid to the taste, proves no contemptible food.
stored plentifully with game, considerable efibrts of ac
the juice of the manioc is a deadly poison, some au
must perform every operation by the strength of his
Ne thors have celebrated the ingenuity of the Americans in own arm. Such was the condition of all the rude na
tivity and ingenuity are requisite in pursuit of it.
incited
the natives to the one, and taught them the converting a noxious plant into wholesome nourish
tions in America.
Their reason was so little improved,
cessity
other. Hunting became their principal occupation; and ment.
But it should rather be considered as one of the or their union so incomplete, that they seem not to
as it called forth strenuous exertions of courage, offeree, desperate
for
subsistence
to
which
have
been
conscious
of the superiority of their nature,
expedients
procuring
and of invention, it was deemed no less honorable than necessity reduces rude nations or, perhaps, men were and suffered all the animal creation to retain its liberty,
This occupation was peculiar to the men. led to the use of it by a progress in which there is without establishing their own authority over any one
necessary.
One species of manioc is alto species. Most of the animals, indeed, which have
They were trained to it from their earliest youth.
nothing marvellous.
bold and dexterous hunter ranked next in fame to the gether free of any poisonous quality, and may be eaten been rendered domestic in our continent, do not exist
but those peculiar to it are neither
distinguished warrior, and an alliance with the former without any preparation but that of roasting it in the in the New World
is often courted in
preference to one with the latter. embers.
This, it is probable, was first used by the so fierce nor so formidable as to have exempted them
Hardly any device, which the ingenuity of man has dis Americans as food and, necessity having gradually from servitude. There are some animals of the same
covered for ensnaring or destroying wild animals, was
But the rein-deer, which
taught them the art of separating its pernicious juice species on both continents.
unknown to the Americans. While engaged in this from the other species, they have by experience found has been tamed and broken to the yoke in the one
favorite exercise, they shake off the indolence
The bison of
peculiar it to be more prolific as well as more nourishing. [67] hemisphere, runs wild in the other.
to their nature, the latent powers and vi^or of their The third is the
plantain, which, though it rises to the America is manifestly of the same species with the
minds are roused, and they become active, persevering, height of a tree, is of such
The latter,
quick growth, tha-t in less horned cattle of the other hemisphere.
and indefatigable. Their sagacity in finding their prey than a
year it rewards the industry of the cultivator even among the rudest nations in our continent, have
and their address in killing it are equal. Their reason with its fruit. This, when roasted,
and, in consequence of his
supplies the place been rendered domestic
and their senses being constantly directed towards this of bread, and is both
palatable and nourishing. [58] dominion over them, man can accomplish works of
one object, the former displays such fertility of inven
The fourth is the pofaftic, whose culture and qualities labor with greater facility, and has made a great addi
tion and the latter acquire such a
The fifth tion to his means of subsistence. The inhabitants of
degree of acuteuess are too well known to need any description.
as appear almost incredible.
discern
the
foot
is pimcntn, a small tree
They
yielding a strong aromatic many regions of the New World, where the bison
The Americana, who, like other inhabitants of abounds, might have derived the same advantages
steps of a wild beast, which escape every other eye, spice.
and can follow them with certainty through the
It
not of a nature so indocile, but that it
from it.
pathless warm climates, delight in whatever is hot and of poig
forest.
If they attack their
game openly, their arrow nant flavor, deem this seasoning a necessary of life, might have been trained to be as subservient to man
seldom errs from the mark if they endeavor to cir and
But a savage, in that uncultivated state
mingle it copiously with evejy kind of food they as our cattle.
cumvent it by art, it is almost impossible to avoid their take.
wherein the Americans were discovered, is the enemy
toils.
Such are the various productions, which were the of the other animals, not their superior. He waste*
Among several tribes, their young men were
not permitted to marry until they had
given such proofs chief object of culture among the hunting tribes on the and destroys, but knows not how to multiply or to
of their skill in hunting as put it
beyond doubt that they continent of America; and with a moderate exertion govern them.
were capable of providing for a family. Their
This, perhaps, is the most notable distinction be
ingenuity, of active and provident industry these might have
always on the stretch, and sharpened by emulation as yielded a full supply to the wants of a numerous peo
tween the inhabitants of the Ancient and New Worlds,
well as necessity, has struck out
many inventions ple. But men, accustomed to the free and vagrant and a high pre-eminence of civilized men above such
which greatly facilitate success in the chase. The life of hunters, are
The greatest operations of man
incapable of regular application to as continue rude.
most singular of those is the
discovery of a poison, in labor, and consider agriculture as a secondary and infe
changing and improving the lace of nature, as well as
which they dip the arrows
employed in hunting. The rior occupation. Accordingly, tho provision for sub his most considerable efforts
cultivating the earth.

Some

have ingenuity enough to preserve
them without salt, by drying or smoking them upon
hurdles over a slow fire.
The prolific quality of the
rivers in South America, induces many of the natives
to resort to their banks, and to depend almost entirely
for nourishment on what their waters supply with such
In this part of the globe hunting seems not
profusion.
to have been the first employment of men, or the first
effort of their invention and labor to obtain food.
They
were fishers before they became hunters
and as the
of
the
former
do
not
call
for
occupations
equal exer
[55]

tribes

In particular situa
culture, as subsidiary to hunting.
tions, some small tribes may subsist by fishing, inde

;

;

:

:

;

;

A

;

;

;

i

:

m
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are accomplished by means of the aid which he re
ceives from the animals that he has tamed, and em
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they pursue, or fall upon some better method of proBeasts of prey are by
curing food than by hunting.
nature solitary and unsocial, they go not forth to the
chase in herds, but delight in those recesses of the
forest where they can roam and destroy undisturbed.
nation of hunters resembles them both in occupation

It is by their
that he subdues
ploys in labor.
strength
the stubborn soil, and converts the desert or marsh into
But man, in his civilized state, is so
a fruitful field.
accustomed to the service of the domestic animals,
that he seldom reflects upon the vast benefits which
It we were to
he derives from it.
suppose him, even
when most improved, to be deprived of their useful
ministry, his empire over nature must in some mea
sure cease, and he would remain a feeble aiiimil, at a
loss how to subsist, and incapable of attempting such
arduous undertakings as their assistance enables him
to execute with ease.
It is a doubtful point, whether the dominion of man
over the animal creation, or his acquiring the useful
nvtals, has contributed most to extend his power.
The era of this important discovery is unknown, and
in our hemisphere very remote.
It is only by tradition,
or by digging up some rude instruments of our fore

or constitutes superiority on the other, is unknown. All
are freemen, all feel themselves to be such, and assert
with firmness the rights which belong to that condition,
This sentiment of independence is imprinted so deeply
L
in their nature that no change of condition can eradi
cate it, and bend their minds to servitude.
Accus
tomed to be absolute masters of their own conduct,
and havthey disdain to execute the orders of another
ing never known control they will not submit to correction. [63]
Many of the Americans, when they
found that they were treated as slaves by Spaniards,
died of grief many destroyed themselves in despair.

I

|

:

A

They cannot form into large commu
ger.ius.
because it would be impossible to find subsistence and they must drive to a distance every rival
who may encroach on those domains, which thev consider as their own.
Tliis was the state of all the Ame
rican tribes
the numbers in each were inconsiderable,
over
countries of great extent
though scattered
they
were far removed from one another, and engaged in
the
word
hostilities
or
In
America,
perpetual
rivalship.
tuition is not of the same import as in other parts of
the globe.
It is applied to small societies, not exceed
perhaps, two or three hundred persons, but occuand in
nities,
;

;

|

I

;

;

4.

;

I

I

;

in conjunction with whom thev act
and
they follow and reverence such as excel in conduct and

companions

cal union. [64]
tablished.
The

harvest in common.
Among some tribes, the increase
of their cultivated lands is deposited in a public gra
nary, and divided among them at stated times, accord
ing to their wants. [62]
Among others, though they

No

visible

form of government

is

es

names of magistrate and subject are
not in use.
Every one seems to enjoy his natural
If a scheme of public
independence almost entire.
utility be proposed, the members of the community are

to choose whether they will or will not
it into execution.
No statute im
service
as a duty, no compulsory laws oblige
poses any
them to perform it. All their resolutions are voluntary,
and flow from the impulse of their own minds. The
first step towards establishing a public jurisdiction has
The right of
not been taken in those rude societies.
revenge is left in private hands. If violence is com
mitted, or blood is shed, the community does nof
assume the power either of inflicting or of moderating
It
the punishment.
belongs to the family and friends
of the person injured or slam to avenge the wrong, or
to accept of the reparation offered by the aggressor.
If the elders interpose, it is to advise, not to decide,
and it is seldem their counsels are listened to
for,
it is deemed
pusillanimous to suffer an offender to es
left at liberty

assist in carrying

I

;

destined for culture required the united
and was a work of much time and
This was the business of the mes, and
great toil.
their indolence was satisfied with
it in a
performing
The labor of cultivation was
ery slovenly manner.
left to the women, who, after digging, or rather stirring
the field, with wooden mattocks, and stakes hardened
in the fire, sowed or planted it
bnt they were more
indebted for the increase to the fertility of the soil than
to their own rude industry.
Agriculture, even when the strength of man is se
conded by that of the animals which he has subjected
-to the yoke, and his
power augmented by the use of the
various instruments with wincn the discovery of metals
has furnished him, is still a work of great labor
and it
is with the sweat of his brow that he renders the earth
It is not wonderful, then, that
fertile.
people destitute
of both these advantages should have made so little
cultivation, that they must be considered as
progress
depending for subsistence on fishing and hunting, rather
than on the fruits of their own labor.
From this description of the mode of subsisting

;

But during the intervals between such com
mon efforts they seem scarcely to feel the ties of politi

valor.

;

field

the people in this state, government can
authority, and the sense of civil sub-

;

;

of a small

little

ordination must remain very imperfect.
While the
idea of property is unknown, or incompletely con
ceived
while the spontaneous productions of the earth,
as well as the fruits of industry, are considered as belonging to the public stock, there can hardly be any
such subject of difference or discussion among the
members of the same community, as will require the
hand of authority to interpose in order to adjust it.
Ossession a
Where the right of separate and exclusive possessio
not introduced, the great object of law and jurisdic
diction
When the members of a tribe are
does not exist.
called into the field, either to invade the territories of
when they are
their enemies, or to repel their attacks
engaged together in the toil and dangers of the chase,
they then perceive that they are part of a political body.
They are conscious of their own connexion with the

I

ing,

pylng provinces, greater than some kingdoms in EuThe country of Guiana, though of larger extent
rope.
than the kingdom of France, and divided among a
fathers, that we learn that mankind were originally un
to
acquainted with the use of metals, and endeavored
greater number of nations, did not contain above twentysupply the want of them by employing Hints, shells, five thousand inhabitants. In the provinces which bor
and
hard
for
the
same
other
der
on the Orinoco, one may travel several hundred
bones,
substances,
pur
poses which metals serve among polished nations. miles in different directions, without finding a single
Nature completes the formation of some metals. hut, or observing the footsteps of a human creature.
Gold, silver, and copper, are found in their perfect In North America, where the climate is more rigorous,
state in the clefts of rocks, in the sides of mountains, and the soil less fertile, the desolation is still
greater.
or the channels of rivers.
These were accordingly the There, journeys of some hundred leagues have been
But iron, made through uninhabited plains and forests. [60J As
metals first known, and first applied to use.
the most serviceable of all, and to which man is most long as hunting continues to be the chief employment
is
never
discovered
in
its
form
its of man, to which he trusts for subsistence, he can
indebted,
perfect
hardly
gross and stubborn ore must feel twice the force of be said to have occupied the earth. [61]
2. Nations which
in
a
are
fire, and go through two laborious processes, before it
depend upon hunting
great
becomes fit for use. Man was long acquainted with measure strangers to the idea of property. As the ani
the other metals before he acquired the art of fabricat
mals on which the hunter feeds are not bred under his
ing iron, or attained such ingenuity as to perfect an inspection, nor nourished by his care, he can claim no
invention, to which he is indebted for those instruments right to them while they run wild in the forest. Where
wherewith he subdues the earth, and commands all its game is so plentiful that it may be catched with little
inhabitants.
But in this, as well as in many other re trouble, rnen never dream of appropriating what is of
small value, or of easy acquisition.
Where it is so
spects, the inferiority of the Americans was conspicu
ous.
All the savage tribes, scattered over the conti- rare, that the labor or danger of the chase requires the
JMmt and islands, were totally unacquainted with the united efforts of a tribe, or village, what is killed is a
metals which their soil produces in great abundance, common stock belonging equally to all, who, by their
if we except some trifling quantity of gold, which they skill or their
courage, have contributed to the success
picked up in the torrents that descended from their of the excursion. The forest or hunting-grounds are
Their devices deemed the property of the tribe, from which it has a
mountains, and formed into ornaments.
to supply this want of the serviceable metals *vere ex
titte to exclude every rival ration.
But no individual
The most simple opera arrogates a right to any district of these in preference
tremely rude and awkward.
tion WAS to them an undertaking of immense, difficulty to his fellow-citizens.
They belong alike to all and
and labor. To fell a tree with no other instruments thither, as to a general and undivided store, all repair
than hatchets of stone, was employment for a month. in quest of sustenance.
The same principles by which
To form a canoe into shape, and to hollow it, con they regulate their chief occupation extend to that
sumed years and it frequently began to rot before which is subordinate. Even agriculture has not intro
Their operations in agri
duced among them a complete idea of property. As
they were able to finish it.
culture were equally slow and defective.
In a country the men hunt, the women labor
together, and after they
covered with woods of the hardest timber, the clearing have shared the toils of the seed time, they enjoy the

Among

assume

;

cape with impunity, resentment
lasting.

The

&&amp;gt;

implacable and ever
among savages is
They do not aim at

is

object of government

than domestic.
maintaining interior order and police by public regula
tions, or the exertions of any permanent authority, but
labor to preserve such union among the members of
their tribe, that they may watch the motions of their
lay up separate stores, they do not acquire such an ex
clusive right ef property, that they can^fnjoy superfluity enemies, and act against them with concert and vigor.
while those around them suffer want.
Such was the form of political order established
Thus the dis
In
tinctions arising from the inequality of possessions arc among the greater part of the American nations.
unknown. The terms rich or poor enter not into their this state were almost all the tribes spread over the pro
and being strangers to property, they are vinces extending eastward of the Mississippi, from the
language
unacquainted with what is the great object of laws and mouth of the St. Lawrence to the confines of Florida.
policy, as well as the chief motive which induced man- In a similar condition were the people of Brazil, the inkind to establish the various arrangements of regular habitants of Chili, several tribes of Paragua and Guiana,
and in the countries which stretch from the mouth of
government.
3.
People in this state retain a high sense of equality the Orinoco to the peninsula of Yucatan. Among such
and independence. Wherever the idea of property is an infinite number of petty associations, there may
not established, there can he no distinction among men peculiarities which constitute a distinction, and mark
but what arises from personal qualities.
These can be the various degrees of their civilization and improveBut an attempt to trace and enumerate these
conspicuous only on such occasions as call them forth tnent.
into exertion.
In times of danger, or in affairs of in- would be vain, as they have not been observed by perthe minute and delicate cirtrieacy. the wisdom and experience of aoc are consult- sons capable of discerning
ed, and prescribe the measures which ought to be pur- cumstances which serve to discriminate nations rethe
rude*American tribes, the form and genius sued. When a tribe of
in their general character and
among
savages takes the field against scmbling one another
of their political institutions may be deduced, and we the enemies of their
The description which I have given of the
country, the warrior of most ap- features.
are enabled to trace various circumstances of distinction
which
took place among those rude
proved courage leads the youth to the combat. If they political institutions
between them and more civilized nations.
go forth in a bodv to the chase, the most expert and tribes m America, concerning which we have received
1.
They were divided into small independent com adventurous hunter is foremost, and directs their mo- the most complete information, will apply, with little
munities.
While hunting is the chief source of sub tions. But durincr seasons of
to every people, both in its northern and
tranquillity and inaction, variation,
sistence, a Tast extent of u-rntory is requisite for support- when there is no occasion to
who have advanced no further in
display those talents, all southern division,
of agriculing a small number of people. In proportion as men mul
pre-eminence ceases. Every circumstance indicates that civilization than to add some slender degree
tiply and unite, the wild animals on which they depend all the members of the community are on a level.
They ture to fishing and hunting.
for lood diminish, or fly at a greater distance from the are clothed in the same
Imperfect as those institutions may appear, several
simple garb.
They feed on the
haunts of their enemy.
The increase of a societv in same plain fare. Their houses and furniture, are exactly tribes were not so far advanced in their political prothis state is limited by its own nature, and the mem
similar.
No distinction can arise from the inequality of gross. Among all those petty nations which trusted for
bers of it must either disperse, like the game which
subsistence entirely to fishing and hunting without anjr
Whatever forms
on one

efforts of a tribe,

rather foreign
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possessions.

dependence

part,

ROBERTSON

no
species of cultivation, the union was 50 incomplete, and
their sense of mutual dependence so feeble, that hardly
any appearance of government or order can be discerned
Their want** are few, their obin their

proceedings.
of pursuit simple, they form into separate tribes,

ject

belong the Californians, several of the
small nations in the extensive country of Paragua, some
of the people on the banks of the Orinoco, and on the
river St. Magdalene, in the new kingdom of Granada.

|

I

this class

But though among these last mentioned tribes there
was hardly any shadow of regular government, and
even among those which I first- described its authority
is slender and confined within narrow bounds, there
were, however, some places in America where govern
ment was carried far beyond the degree of perfection
which seems natural to rude nations. In surveying the
political operations of

man, either in his savage or ci
discover singular and eccentric insti
tutions, which start as it were from their station, and
so wide, that we labor in vain to bring them
fly
within the general laws of any system, or to account
for them by those principles which influence other com
munities in a similar situation. Some instances of this
occur among those people of America whom I have in
cluded .under the common denomination of savage.
These are so curious and important that I shall describe
them, and attempt to explain their origin.
In the New World, as well as in other parts of the
globe, cold or temperate countries appear to be the fa
vorite seat of freedom and independence.
There the
vilized state,

we

off&quot;

There men,
mind, like the body, is firm and vigorous.
conscious of their own dignity, and capable of the
greatest efforts in asserting it, aspire to independence,
and their stubborn spirits stoop with reluctance to the

yoke of servitude. In warmer climates, by whose in
fluence the whole frame is so much enervated that pre
sent pleasure is the supreme felicity, and mere repose

HISTORY OF
arts that the idea of property
degree in the one community,

mandates as the oracles of heaven, and pretended to
possess the [tower of regulating the seasons, and of dispensing rain or sunshine according as their subjects
stood in need of them.
In some parts of the southern continent, the power
of the caziques
seems to have been as extensive as in
eiq
the isles.
In Bogota, which is now a province of the
new kingdom of Granada, there was settled a nation

the desire of pre-eminence excites the enterprising ;
dominion is courted by both and passions unknown to
man in his savage state prompt the interested and am
bitious to encroach on the rights of their fellow-citizens.

j

j

in

life,

sisted chiefly

The

by agriculture.

was introduced among them, and
laws,

handed down by

tradition, and
lived in towns which

great care.

They
when compared with those in other parts of Ame
They were clothed in a decent manner, and their
houses may be termed commodious when compared
large

rica.

A

A

;

;

;

flowers.

sents

This

uncommon pomp was

or taxes received

supported by pre
from his subjects, to whom

their prince

sumed extensive

authority.

It is not easy to point out the circumstances, or to
discover the causes which contributed to introduce and
establish among each of those people a form of govern

Among the Natchez, a powerful tribe now extinct,
formerly situated on the banks of the Mississippi, a dif
ference of rank took place, with which the northern
were altogether unacquainted.
Some families
were reputed noble, and enjoyed hereditary dignity.
Tlie body of the people was considered as vile, and
formed only for subjection.
This distinction was
marked by appellations which distinguished the high
elevation of the one state, and the ignominious depres
sion of the other.
The former were called Respect

their conquerors sufficient to guide us in this inquiry.
If the transactions of
people unacquainted with the use
of letters were not involved in impenetrable obscurity,
we might have derived some information from this do
mestic source.
But as nothing satisfactory can be
gathered either from the accounts of the Spaniards, or
from their own traditions, we must have recourse to

tribes

able

tho latter, the

Stinkards.

The

order to explain the irregular appear
of the people whom I have
As all those tribes which had lost their
native liberty and independence were seated in the tor
rid zone, or in countries approaching to it, the climate
may be supposed to have had some influence in forming
their minds to that servitude which seems to be the
his subjects are so absolutely a-t his disposal, that if any
But
destiny ol man in those regions of the globe.
one has incurred his displeasure, the offender conies though the influence of climate, more powerful than
with profound humility and offers him his head.
Nor that of any other natural cause, ia not to be overlooked,
doca the dominion of the Chiefs end with their lives
that alone cannot be admitted as a solution of the point
their
their favorite wives,
The operations of mind are so complex
together in question.
principal officers,
with many domestics of inferior rank, are sacrificed at that we must not attribute the form which they assume
their tombs, that they may be attended in the next to the force of a
single principle or cause.
Although
world \y the same persons who served them in this
despotism be confined in America to the torrid zone,
and such is the reverence in which they are held, that and to the warm regions bordering upon it, I have
those victims welcome death with exultation, deeming already observed that these countries contain various
it a
tribes, some of which possess a high degree of free
recompense of their fidelity and a mark of distinc
tion to be selected to
accompany their deceased mas dom, and others are altogether unacquainted with the
ter.
Thus a perfect despotism, with its full train of restraints of government. The indolence and timidity
superstition, arrogance, and cruelty, is established among peculiar to the inhabitants of the islands, render them
the Natchez, and, by a singular
fatality, that people has so incapable of the sentiments or efforts necessary for
tasted of the worst calamities incident to
polished na
maintaining independence, that there is no occasion to
tions, though they themselves are not far advanced be- search fur any other cause of their tame submission to
Fond the tribes around them in
and
the
will of a superior.
The subjection of the Natchez,
civility
improvement,
in
Hispaniola, Cuba, and the larger islands, their ca- and of the people of Bogota, seems to have been the
The dig consequence of a difference in their state from that of
tiqucs or chiefs possessed extensive power.
nity was transmitted by hereditary right from father to the other Americans.
They were settled nations, re
sou.
Its honors and
prerogatives were considerable. siding constantly in one place.
Hunting was not the
Their subjects paid great respect to the
caziques, and chief Occupation of the former, and the latter seem
executed their orders without hesitation or reserve.
hardly to have trusted to it for any part of their subsist;

whom

great Chief, in

the supreme authority was vested, is reputed to
be a being of superior nature, the brother of the sun,
the solo object of their worship.
They approach this
great Chief with religious veneration, and honor him as
the representative of their deity.
His will is a law, to
which all submit with implicit obedience.
The lives of

;

;

Motives, with which rule nations are equally tinac
quainted, induce the ppople to submit tamely to the
usuiped authority of their superiors. But even among
nations in this state, the spirit of subjects could not have
been rendered so obsequious, or the power of rulers so
unbounded, without the intervention of superstition.
By its fatal influence the human mind, in every stage*
of its progress, is depressed, and its native vigor and
Whoever can acquire the
independence subdued.
&quot;direction of this formidable engine, is secure of domi
nion over his species.
Unfortunately for the people
whose institutions are the subject of inquiry, this power
was in the hands of their chiefs. The caziques of the
isles could put what responses they pleased into the
mouths of their ( crnis or gods and it was by their

secured by
observed with
may be termed

with those of the small tribes around them.
The effect
of this uncommon civilization were conspicuous.
Go
vernment had assumed a regular form.
jurisdiction
was established, which took cognizance of different
distinction
crimes, and punished them with rigor.
of ranks was known
their chief, to whom the Spa
niards gave the title of monarch, and who merited that
name on account of his splendour as well as power,
He was attended by
reigned with absolute authority.
officers of various conditions
he never appeared in
he was carried in
public without a numerous retinue
a sort of palanquin with much pomp, and harbingers
went before him to sweep the road and strew it with

conjectures

in

ances in the
mentioned.

political state

;

;

idea of property

ment so different from that of the tribes around them,
and so repugnant to the genius of rude nations.
If the
persons who had an opportunity of observing them in
their original state had been more attentive and more
discerning, we might have received information from

jection, pay to a master.

;

its rights,

proceed from north to south along tho continent of which, though far less advanced than the people of
America, we shall find the power of those vested with Bogota in their progress towards refinement, the free
dom and independence natural to man in his savage
authority gradually increasing, and the s]
In Florida, the state was much abridged, and their caziques had as
pie becoming more tame and passive.

guished by peculiar ornaments, they enjoyed preroga
tives of various kinds, and were treated by their subjects
with that reverence which people accustomed to sub

ence.

number, and more improved in
than any in America, except the
Mexican and Peruvians. The people of Bogota sub

more considerable

the various arts of

was such an object of veneration that none
of them presumed to look him directly in the face, or
is enjoyment, men acquiesce, almost without a strug
ever approached him but with an averted countenance.
Accordingly, if we There were other tribes on the same continent, among
gle, in the dominion of a superior.

authority of the sachems, caziques, or chiefs, was not
only permanent, but hereditary.
They were distin

Both had made such progress in agriculture and
was introduced in some
and fully established in
the other.
Among people in this state, avarice and
ambition have acquired objects, and have begun to ex
ert their power
views of interest allure the selfish

distinguished by peculiar ornaments, and
preserve or augment the veneration of the
people, they had the address to call in the aid of superstiuon to uphold their authority.
They delivered their

order to

and act together, from instinct, habit, or conveniency,
rathcr than from any formal concert and association,

To

S

They were

;

j

interposition, and in their name, that they
tribute or burden on their people.
The

imposed any

same power

and prerogative, was exercised by the great chief of the
Natchez, as the principal minister as well as the repre
The respect which
sentative of tho Sun. their deity.
the people of Bogota paid to their monarchs was like
wise inspired by religion, and the heir apparent of the
kingdom was educated in the innermost recess of their
principal temple, under such austere discipline, and with
such peculiar rites, as tended to fill his subjects with
high sentiments concerning the sanctity of his cha
Thus supersti
racter, and the dignity of his station.
tion, which in the rudest period of society, is cither
altogether unknown* or wastes its force in childish un
meaning practices, had acquired such an ascendant
over those people of America, who had made some
little
progress towards refinement, that it became the
chief instrument of bending their minds to an untimely
servitude, and subjected them, in the beginning of their
political career, to a despotism hardly less rigorous than
that which awaits nations in the last stage of their cor
ruption and decline.
V. After examining the political institutions of the
.ude nations in America, the next object of attention
is

their art of war, or their provision for public security
The small tribes dispersed over America

and defence.

are not only independent and unconnected, but
perpetual hostilities wiih one another.

in

engaged

Though

mostly strangers to the idea of separate property,
vested in any individual, the rudest of the American
nations are well acquainted with the rights of each
community to its own domains. This right they hold
to be perfect and exclusive, entitling the possessor to

As
oppose the encroachment of neighboring tribes.
it is of the utmost
consequence to prevent them from
destroying or disturbing the game in their hunting
grounds, they guard this national property with a jealous
But as their territories are extensive, and
attention.
the boundaries of them not exactly ascertained, innu
merable subjects of dispute arise, which seldom termi
Even in this simple and pri
nate without bloodshed.
initive state of society, interest is a source of discord,
and often prompts savage tribes to take arms in order
to repel or punish such as encroach on the forests or
for subsistence.
plains to which they trust
But

interest

is

not either the most frequent or the

most powerful moti\ e of the incessant hostilities among
These must be imputed to the paseioo
rude nations.
of revenge, which rages with such violence in the breast
of savages, that eagerness to gratify it may be con
sidered as the distinguishing characteristic of men in
Circumstances of powerful
their uncivilized siate.
nllucnce, both in the interior government of rude tribes,

mo

in their external operations against foreign
concur in cherishing and adding strength to a pas
the rigbt
sion fatal to the general tr.inqmllity.
of redressing his own wrongs is left in tho hands 01

and

nies,

When

with exquisite sensi
exercised with unrelenting ran
bility, and vengeance
cor.
No time can obliterate the memory of an of
fence, and it is seldom that it can be expiated but by

every individual, injuries are

felt

In carrying on their public
the blood of the offender.
wars, savage nations are influenced by the same ideas,
and animated with tho. same spirit, as in prosecuting
In small communities, every mau
private vengeance.
is touched with the injury or affront offered to the body
of which he is a member, as if it were a personal attack

SOUTH AMERICA.
The desire of revenge
or safety.
upon
is communicated from breast to breast, and soon kindles
As feeble societies can take the field only
into rage.
in small parties, each warrior is conscious of the imporhis

own honor

tance of his own arm, and let-Is that to it is committed
a considerable portion of the public vengeance.
War,
which between extensive kingdoms is carried on with
with
all
small
tribes
little animosity, is prosecuted by
The resentment of
the rancor of a private quarrel.
It may
nations is as implacable as that of individuals.
bc dissembled or suppressed, but is never extinguished
and often, when least expected or dreaded, it bursts out
When polished nations have
with redoubled furv.
obtained the glory of victory, or have acquired an addilion of territory, they may terminate a war with honor.
But savages are not satisfied until they extirpate the
community which is the object of their hatred. They
If they engage
but to destroy.
light, not to conquer,
in hostilities, it is with a resolution never to see the
face of the enemy in peace, but to prosecute the quarThe desire of vengeance is
rel with immortal enmitv.
the first and almost the only principle which a savage
This grows up
instils into the minds of his children.
and as his attention is
with him as he advances in life
directed to few objects, it acquires a degree of force
unknown among men whose passions are dissipated
and weakened by the variety of their occupations and
The desire of vengeance, which lakes pospursuits.
session of the heart of savages, resembles the instiuclive rage of an animal rather than the passion of a
man. it turns, with undisceming fury, even against
If hurt accidentally by a stone,
inanimate objects.
they ofien seize it in a transport of anger, ar.d endeavor
If struck with an
to wreak their vengeance upon it.
arrow in a battle, they will tear it from the wound, break
and bite it with their teeth, and dash it on the ground.
AVith lespect to their, enemies their rage of vengeance
knows no bounds. When under the dominion of tliis
animals.
passion, man becomes the most cruel of all
He neither p.ties, nor forgives, nor spares.
The force of this passion is so well understood by
tbe Americans themselves, that they always apply to it
If the
in order to excite their people to take arms.
elders of any tribe attempt to rouse their youth from
sloth, iJ a chief wishes to allure a band ol warriors to

Ill

a inarch of some hundred miles through dreary forests,
or during a long voyage upon their lakes and rivers,
Thcir armies are not encumbered with baggage or
Each warrior, besides his arms, carmilitary stores.
ries a mat and a small bag of pounded maize, and with
\\ hile
these is completely equipped for any service.
at a distance from the enemy s frontier, they disperse

j

!

j

,

the

game which

;

;

j

I

[

j

I

,

i

;

,

flames.

pursued,
serve for

j

all

their

j

motions

]

j

j

deem

i

,

;

I

[

[

I

,

i

I

is

fall victims to their rage. [70] they carry
those strange trophies in triumph.
These they
as
monuments, not only of their own prowess,
preserve
but of the vengeance which their arm has inflicted upon

I

the people who were objects of public resentment,
They are still more solicitous to seize prisoners. Du-

j

ring their retreat,
the prisoners are
and treated with

!

1

if

have

,

But when we

reflect that many of these tribes, on occasions which call for extraordinary efforts, not only defend themselves with obstinate resolution, but attack
their enemies with the most daring courage, and that
they possess fortitude of mind superior to the sense of
danger or the fear of death, we must ascribe their

,

alone, and march several hundred miles to surprise and
cut off a straggling enemy. [65]
Tue exploits of a
noted warrior, in such solitary excursions, often form
the chief part in the history of an American cam[66] and their elders connive at such irregular
paign
sallies, as they tend to cherish a martial spirit, and acto

enterprise

|

I

I

;

commence
community
tion u[ion any member to

;

i

meet them

at the door, and if they receive them, their
sufferings are at an end.
They arc adopted into the
family, and, according to their phrase, are seated upon
the mat of the deceased.
They assume his name, they
hold the same rank, and are treated thenceforward with

:

!

j

]

some other cause than constitutional
The number of men in each tribe is so small, all
timidity.
But the difficulty of rearing new members amidst the hard- or

imposes no obhga-

take part in the w ar.
Each
own conduct, and his
engagement in the service is perfectly voluntary.
The maxims by which they regulate their military
operations, though extremely different from those which
take place among more civilized and populous nations,
are well suited to their own political state, and the nature of the country in which they act.
They never
take the field in numerous bodies, as it would require a
effort
of
and
than
is usual
industry
greater
foresight
among savages, to provide foi their subsistence during
individual

is still

without being sensibly weakened, the military operations of the Americans more nearly resemble those of

the resolution of the

hostilities

master of his

!

!

other nations.
The Brazilians, as well as the tribes
situated upon. the banks of the river De la Plata, often
take the field in such numerous bodies as deserve the
name of armies. They defy their enemies to the com-

and maintain the conflict
with that desperate ferocity which is natural to men
who. having no idea of war but that of exterminating
bat.

!

engage

in regular battles,

;

;

|

the tenderness due to a father, a brother, a
husband,
But, il either from caprice or an unrelentdesire
of
the
women of
family refuse
ing
revenge,

i

|

U)

.

a friend.

accept

doom

is

oi

the

fixed.

any
is offered to them, his
can
then
save him front
power

prisoner

Ao

who

torture and death.

^

rule their lot is ia
suspense, the prisoners thcm^
selves appear altogether unconcerned about what
may
befall them.
They talk, they eat, they sleep, as if they
were perfectly at ease, and no danger impending,
When the fatal sentence is intimated to them, they receive it with an unaltered countenance, raise their

1

I

to

moment,

and
and

upon a signal given, their

be tortured to death, in order to satiate the revenge of
the conquerors
some to replace the members which
the community has lost in that or former wars.
They
who are reserved for this milder fate, are led to the huts
of thoe whose friends have been killed.
The women

|

.

constrained to follow him

in a

they pass, with a sudden and unaceountable transition, from the depths of sorrow to the transports of joy; and begin to celebrate their victory with
all the wild exultation of a barbarous
The
triumph.
fate of the prisoners remains still undecided.
The old
men deliberate concerning it. Some are destined to

j

is

But

tears cease

i

habitual caution to

aud danger.
when a war is national, and undertaken by public autho- ships and dangers of savage life is so great, that the
The elders life of a citizen is extremely precious, and the preservaslow.
the
deliberations
are
formal
and
rity,
assemble, they deliver their opinions in solemn speeches, tion of it becomes a capital object in their policy,
they weigh with maturity the nature of the enterprise, Had the point of honor been the same among the
and balance its beneficial or disadvantageous couse- feeble American tribes as among the powerful nations
qucnces with no inconsiderable portion of [wlaical dis- of Europe, had they been taught to court fame or viecernment or sagacity. Their priests and soothsayers tory in contempt of danger and death, they must have
Hre consulted, and sometimes tuey ask the advice even been ruined by maxims so ill adapted lo their conBut wherev-er their communities are more
of their women.
If the determination be for war, they dition.
A leader offers to populous, so that they can act with considerable force,
prepare for it with much ceremony.
conduct the expedition, and is accepted. But lio man and can sustain the loss of several of their members
people

fallen in the service,
accompanied with words
seem to express the utmost anguish

grief.

I

j

their

unmolested,

actions which

;

;

custom

it

tion of their rage against their enemies, follow Tamentalions for the loss of such of their own countrymen aa

,

;

;

they hope to effect

commonly exempt from any insult,
some degree of humanity, though

approach their own frontier, some of their number are
despatched to inform their countrymen with respect to
the success of the expedition.
Then the prisoners be
The
gin to feel the wretchedness of their condition.
women of the village, together with the youth who have

i

prepared to oppose them, they usually

[67J and they never boast of a
stained with the blood of their own countrymen. To fall in battle, instead of being reckoned an
honorable death, is a misfortune which subjects the
memory of a warrior to the imputation of rachncss or
victory

;

A

if

guarded with the most strict attention.
But after this temporary suspension, the rage of the
As soon as they
conquerors rekindles with new fury.

it

Their spirits cry against us they must
be appeased. Let us go and devour the people by imprudence. [68]
whom they were slain. Sit no longer inactive upon
This system of war was universal in America and
your mats lift the hatchet, console the spirits tii the the small uncivilized tribes, dispersed througli all its
different regions and climates,
dead, and tell them that they shall be avenged.&quot;
display more craft than
Animated with such exhortations, the youth snatch boldness in carrying on their hostilities. Struck with
their arms m a transport of fury, raise the song of war, this conduct, so opposite to the ideas and maxims of
and burn with impatience to imbrue their hands in the Europeans, several authors contend that it flows from
blood of their enemies.
Private chiefs often assemble a feeble and dastardly spirit peculiar to tlie Americans,
small parties and invade a liostile tribe without con- which is incapable of any generous or manly exertion.
single warrior,
suiting the rulers of the community.
prompted by caprice or revenge, will take the field

who

those

home

loss of his followers,

&quot;

clean.

place where they rest at night, and after marching some
hundred miles to suprise an enemy, are often surprised
themselves, and cut oil while sunk in as profound
sleep as if they were not within reach of danger,
If,
notwithstanding this negligence and security,
which often frustrate their most artful schemes, they
catch the enemy unprepared, they rush upon them with
the utmost ferocity, and tearing off the scalps of all

I

most prudent to retire. They regard it as extreme folly to meet an enemy who is on his guard, not attained to the age of bearing arms, assemble, and
upon equal terms, or to give battle in an open field. forming themselves into two lines, through which the
The most distinguished success is a disgrace to a prisoners must pass, beat and bruise them with sticks
leader if it has been purchased with any considerable or stones in a cruel manner.
After this first gratifica-

lollow him in invading an enemy s country, the most
persuasive topics of their martial eloquence are drawn
from revenge.
The bones of our countrymen,&quot; say
lie uncovered ; their bloody bed has not been
they,

washed

patience under restraint, and such their caprice and
presumption, that it is rarely they can be brought to
conform themselves to the counsels and directions of
their leaders.
They never station sentinels around the

j

they hope to effect a retreat without being
they carry off some prisoners, whom they rea more dreadful fate.
But if, notwithstanding
address and precautions, they find that their
are discovered, that the enemy has taken the

alarm, and

nations.

;

,

If

:

which assumo

acting singly, display an amazing degree of address ill
concealing their own motions, and discovering those
of an enemy, yet it is remarkable that, when
they take
the field in parties, they can seldom be
brought to co
serve the precautions most essential to their own secuSuch is the difficulty of accustoming savages to
rity.
such is their imsubordination, or to act in concert

I

\Var
mander, and the highest pride of his followers.
and hunting are their only occupations, and they conduct both with the same spirit and the same arts.
They follow the track of their enemies through the
forest.
They endeavor to discover their haunts, they
lurk in some thicket near to these, and, with the
patience of a sportsman lying in wait for game, will
continue in their station day after day until they can
rush upon their prey when most secure, and least able
to resist them.
If they meet no straggling party of the
enemy, they advance towards their villages, but with
such solicitude to conceal their own approach, that they
often creep on their hands and feet through the woods,
and paint their skins of the same color with the
withered leaves, in order to avoid detection.
If so
fortunate as to remain unobserved, they set on fire the
enemies huts in the dead of night, and massacre the
inhabitants as they fly naked and defenceless from the

;

name of

in those petty societies

But though vigilance and attention are the qualities
chiefly requisite where the object of war is to deceive
and to surprise
and though the Americans, when

I

through the woods, and support themselves with the
they kill, or the fish which they catch,
As they approach nearer to the territories of the nation which they intend to attack, they collect their
Even in
troops, and advance with greater caution.
their hottest and most active wars they proceed wholly
by stratagem and ambuscade.
They place not their
To
glory in attacking their enemies with open force.
surprise and destroy is the greatest merit of a coin-

,

j

what took place

I

|

I

1

j

;

;

In the
enemies, never give or take quarter. [69]
powerful empires of Mexico and Peru, great armies
were assembled, frequent battles were fought, and the
theory as well as practice of war were different from;
their

!

death song, and prepare to suffer like men.
Their
conquerors assemble as to a solemn festival, resolved to
the
(ortuude
of
the
to
the
utmost
put
captive
proof,
A scene ensues, the bare description of which is enough
to chill the heart with horror, wherever men have been
accustomed, by milder institutions, to respect their
species, and to melt into tenderness at the sight of
human sufferings. The prisoners are tied naked to a
All
slake, but so as to be at liberty to move round it.
who are present, men, women, and children, rush upon

them

like furies.

Every species of torture

that the rancor of revenge

can invent.

their limbs with red hot irons, some
with knives, others tear their Ilesh

is

applied

Some burn

mangle their bodies
from their bones,

ROBERTSON
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and rend and twist

pluck out their nails by the roots,
their sinews. They yie with one another

in refinements
of torture.
Nothing sets bounds to their rage but the
dread of abridging the duration of their vengeance by
and such 13 their
hastening the death of the sufferers
cruel ingenuity in tormenting, that, by avoiding indus
triously to hurt any vital part, they often prolong this
Jn spite of ail that
scene of anguish for several days.
they surfer, the victims continue to chant their death
song with a firm voice, they boast of their own ex
they insult their tormentors for the want of skill

HISTORY OP

S

is
brought forth with prcat solemnity, he views
the preparations for the sacrifice with as much indiffer
if he himself was not the victim, and
meeting

ence as

his fate with

undaunted firmness,

is

despatched with a

The moment he falls, the women seize
single blow.
the body and dress it for the feast.
They besmear

;

with the blood,

their children

bosoms

in

a hatred of their enemies,

&quot;

&quot;

A

naked arms together, and place a burning coal
between them, in order to try who first discovers such

chief, in a rage, puts

their

a period to their sufferings, by despatching them with
dagger or club.
This barbarous scene is often succeeded by one no
less shocking.
As it is impossible to appease the fell
spirit of revenge which rages in the heart of a savago,
this frequently prompts the Americans to devour those
unhappy persons who have been the victims of their
In the ancient world, tradition has preserved
cruelty.
the memory of barbarous nations of cannibals, who fed

on human flesh. But in every part of the New World
there were people to whom this custom was familiar.
It prevailed in the southern continent, in several of the
islands, and in various districts of North America.
Even in those parts where circumstances with which
we are unacquainted had in a great measure abolished
this practice, it seems formerly to have been so well
known that it is incorporated into the idiom of their
language.
Among the Iroquois, the phrase by which
they express their resolution of making war against an
&quot;Let
us go and eat that nation.&quot;
If they
enemy is,
solicit the aid of a neighboring tribe, they invite it
to
eat broth made of the flesh of their enemies.&quot; [71]

Nor was

the practice peculiar to rude unpolished tribes;
the principle from which they took rise is so deeply
rooted in the minds of the Americans, that it subsisted in
Mexico, one of the civilized empires in the New World,

and relics of it may be discovered among the more
It was not scarcity -of food,
mild inhabitants of Peru.
as some authors imagine, and the importunate cravings
of hunger, which forced the Americans to those horrid

The

first

prompted men

to this

barbarous action.

devoured none but prisoners taken
in war, or such as they regarded as enemies. [72]
Women and children who were not the objects of en
mity, if not cut off in the fury of their first inroad into a
hostile country, seldom suffered by the deliberate ef
fects of their revenge.
The people of South America gratify their revenge
in a manner somewhat different, but with no less unre
Their prisoners, after meeting at their
lenting rancor.
first entrance with the same rough
reception as
fiercest tribes

among

the North Americans, are not only exempt from injury,
but treated with the greatest kindness.
They are
feasted and caressed, and some beautiful young women
are appointed to attend and solace them.
It is not
easy to account for this part of their conduct, nnless
we impute it to a refinement in cruelty. For, while

they seem studious to attach the captives to life, by
supplying them with every enjoyment that can render
it
On a
agreeable, their doom is irrevocably fixed.
day appointed the victorious tribe assembles, the pri

This invincible con

;

man

But wherever the fortitude of
patience to sustain
is not roused to exertion
by their ideas
of honor, their feelings of pain are the same with those
of the rest of mankind. [74]
Nor is that patience
der sufferings for which the Americans have been BO
The con
justly celebrated, a universal attainment.
stancy of many of the victims is overcome by the ago
nies of torture.
Theirweakness and lamentations com
plete the triumph of their enemies, and reflect disgrace
the

Americans

ut&amp;gt;-

own country.
perpetual hostilities carried on among the Ameri
can tribes are productive of very fatal effects.
Even
in seasons of public tranquillity, their imperfect industry
docs not supply them with any superfluous store of pro
visions
but when the irruption of an enemy desolates
their cultivated lands, or disturbs them in their hunt
ing excursions, such a calamity reduces a community,
naturally improvident and destitute of resources, to ex
treme want.
All the people of the district that is inva
upon

their

The

;

ded are frequently forced to take refuge in woods and
mountains, which can afford them little subsistence, and
where many of them perish. Notwithstanding their ex

of captain or chief, are accommodated to this idea of
manliness.
They are not displays of valor, but of pa
tience ; they are not exhibitions of their ability to
offend, but of their capacity to suffer.
Among the
tribes on the banks of the Orinoco, if a warrior aspires
to the rank of captain, his probation begins with a
long
fast, more rigid than any ever observed by the most ab
stemious hermit.
At the close of this the chiefs assem

enjoy any interval of peace, the loss of men among
them is considerable in proportion to the degree of
Thus famine and the sword combine in
population.
All their communities are
thinning their numbers.
and
feeble,
nothing now remains of several nations
which were once considerable, but the name.
Sensible of this continual decay, there are tribes

each gives him three lashes with a large whip,
applied so vigorously that his body is almost flayed, and
if he
betrays the least symptoms of impatience or even
sensibility he is disgraced for ever, and rejected as un
worthy of the honor to which he aspires. After some
interval, the constancy of the candidate is proved by a

exhausted, by adopting prisoners taken in war, and by
The
this expedient prevent their total extinction.
Re
practice, however, is not universally received.

ble,

&quot;

revenge

I

improved and polished.

stancy he has been taught to consider as the chief dis
tinction of a man, and the highest attainment of i war
rior.
The ideas which influence his conduct, and the
passions which take possession of his heart, are few.
They operate of course with more decisive effect than
when the mind is crowded with a multiplicity of objects,
or distracted by the variety of its pursuits
and when
every motive that acts with any force in forming the sen
timents of a savage, prompts him to suffer with dignity,
he will bear what mi^ht seem to be impossible for hu

All the trials customary cessive caution in conducting their military operations,
impatience as to shake it off.
in America, when a youth is admitted into the class of and the solicitude of every leader to preserve the lives
warriors, or when a warrior is promoted to the dignity of his followers, as the rude tribes in America seldom

his

Human flesh was
repasts on their fellow-creatures.
never used as common food in any country, and the
Various relations concerning people who reckoned it
among the stated means of subsistence, flow from the
The rancor of
credulity and mistakes of travellers.

highly

order to kindle in their

which is never extin
guished, and all join in feeding upon the flesh with
amazing greediness and exultation. To devour the
body of a slaughtered enemy they deem the most com
ploits,
their
friends
and
warn
them
in avenging
Wherever
relations, they
plete and exquisite gratification of revenge.
of the vengeance which awaits them on account of this practice prevails, captives never escape death, but
what they are now doing, and excite their ferocity by they are not tortured with the same cruelty as among
the most provoking reproaches and threats.
To dis tribes which are less accustomed to such horrid
play undaunted fortitude, in such dreadful situations ia feasts. [73]
the noblest triumph of a warrior.
To avoid the trial by
As the constancy of every American warrior may
a voluntary death, or to shrink under it, is deemed in
be put to such severe proof, the great object of military
famous and cowardly. If any one betray symptoms of education and discipline in the New World is to form
When nations carry on war
timidity, his tormentors often despatch him at once the mind to sustain it.
with contempt, as unworthy of being treated like a with open force, defy their enemies to the combat, and
those
endure
without
a
man. Animated with
ideas, they
vanquish them by the superiority of their skill or cou
groan what it seems almost impossible that human. nature rage, soldiers are trained to be active, vigorous, and en
to
be
not
insensible
should sustain.
But in America, where the genius and
They appear
only
terprising.
to pain, but to court it.
maxims of war are extremely different, passive fortitude
Forbear,&quot; said an aged
chief of the Iroquois, when his insults had provoked one is the quality in highest estimation.
Accordingly, it is
of his tormentors to wound him with a knife,
forbear early the study of the Americans to acquire sentiments
these stabs of your knife, and rather let me die by fire, and habits which will enable them to behave like men
that those dogs, your allies, from beyond the sea, may when their resolution shall be put to the proof.
As the
learn by my example to suffer like men.&quot;
This magni- youth of other nations exercise themselves in feats of
mity of which there are frequent instances among the activity and force, those of America vie with one
American warriors, instead of exciting admiration, or another in exhibitions of their patience under sufferings.
calling forth sympathy, exasperates the fierce spirits of They harden their nerves by those voluntary trials, and
their torturers to fresh acts of cruelty.
Weary, at gradually accustom themselves to endure the sharpest
length of contending with men whose constancy of pain without complaining.
hoy and a girl will bind

mind they cannot vanquish, some

flows from a priciple of honor, instilled
early and culti
vated with such care, as to inspire man in his rudest
state with an heroic magnanimity, to which
philosophy
hath endeavored in vain to form him, when more

soner
:

which endeavor

to recruit

their national force

when

sentment operates more powerfully among savages
Far the greater part of
than considerations of policy.
their captives was anciently sacrificed to their ven
more excrutiating trial. He is laid in hammoc with geance, and it is only since their numbers began to
his hands bound fast, and innumerable multitude of decline fast, that they have generally adopted milder
venomous ants, whose bite occasions exquisite pain, maxims. But such as they do naturalize renounce for
and produces a violent inflammation, arc thrown upon ever their native tribe, and assume the manners as well
him.
The judges of his merit stand around the ham as passions of the people by whom they are adopted eo
moc, and, while these cruel insects fasten upon the entirely, that they often join them in expeditions
Such a sudden transi
most sensible parts of his body, a sigh, a groan, an in against their own countrymen
voluntary motion, expressive of what he suffers, would tion, and so repugnant to one of the most powerful in
exclude him for ever from the rank of captain.
Even stincts implanted by nature, would be deemed strange
after this evidence of his fortitude, it is not deemed to among many people
but among the members of small
be completely ascertained, but must stand another test communities, where national enmity is violent and deep
more dreadful than any he has hitherto undergone rooted, it has the appearance of being still more unac
He is again suspended in his hammoc, and covered countable. It seems, however, to result naturally from
with leaves of the palmetto.
A fire of stinking herbs the principles upon which war is carried on in America.
is kindled underneath, so as he
may feel its heat and be When nations aim at exterminating their enemies, no ex
involved in its smoke.
Though scorched and almost change of prisoners can ever take place. From the mo
suffocated, he must continue to endure with the same ment one is made a prisoner, his country and his friends
patient insensibility.
Many perish in this rude essay consider him as dead. [75] He has incurred indellible
of their firmness and courage, but such as go through disgrace by suffering himself to be surprised or to be
it with
and were he to return home, after
taken by an enemy
applause, receive the ensigns of their new dig
nity with much solemnity, and are ever after regarded such a stain upon his honor, his nearest relations would
as leaders of approved resolution, whose behavior in not receive or even acknowledge that they knew him.
the most trying situations will do honor to their coun
Some tribes were still more rigid, and if a prisoner re
In North America the previous trial of a warrior turned, the infamy which he hud brought on his country
try.
is neither so formal nor so severe.
Though even there. was expiated, by putting hirn instantly to death. As
before a youth is permitted to bear arms, his patience the unfortunate captive is thus an outcast from his
and fortitude are proved by blows, by lire, and by in own country, and the ties which bound him to it are
sults more intolerable to a haughty spirit than both.
irreparably broken, he feels less reluctance in forming
The amazing steadiness with which the Americans a new connexion with people, who, as an evidence of
endure the most exquisite torments, has induced some their friendly sentiments, not only deliver him from a
authors to suppose that, from the peculiar feebleness of cruel death, but offer to admit him to all the rights of a
;

j

;

their frame,

their sensibility is not so acute as that of
;

as

women, and persons

of a relaxed
habit, are observed to be less affected with pain than
robust men, whoso nerves are more firmly braced.
But the constitution of the Americans is not so different
in its texture from that of the rest of the human species
It
as to account for this diversity in their behavior
other people

fellow-citizen.

The perfect

similarity of

manner* among

the union, and
savage nations facilitates and completes
induces a captive to transfer not only his allegiance, bnt
into the bosom of which
his affection to the

community

he

is

received.

But though war be the chief occupation of men in
their rude state, and to excel in it their highest din-

)
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pride, their inferiority is always manifest
when they engage in competition with polished nations.
Destitute of that foresight winch discerns and provides

tinction

and

I

for remote events, strangers to the union and mutual
confidence requisite in forming any extensive plan of
operations, and incapable of t*;c subordination no less
requisite in carrying such plans into execution, savage
nations may astonish a disciplined me my by their valor,
but seldom prove formidable lo him bv the;r conduct
and whenever the contest is of Ion;; continuance, iim^r.
The empires of Peru and
yield to supenor art. [7 JJ
Mexico, though their progress in civilization, \\hen
;

11*

person was

the distinction of a warrior, us well as one
of his most -T MC .is occupations. [77]
In one part of
their dress, v\h:ch at first sight appears the most sin
gular and capricious, the Americans have discovered

an arrangement could not have taken lace.
If their
sensibility had been apt to have taken alarm, they
would not have trusted the virtue of their women
amidst the temptalions anil opportunities of such a
pro

considerable sagacity in providing against the chief
inconvpuiencios of thrir climate, which is often sultry
and moist to excess. AH the dilierent tribes, which
remain unclothed, are accustomed to anoint and rub
their bodies \\i~.h the grease of aninuls, with viscous
gums. .nd with oils of dmorent kinds. By this they

miscuous intercourse. At the same lime, the perrx ual
concord, which reigns in habitations where so many
families are crowded together, is surprising:, and affords
a striking evidence that thev must be
people of either
a very gentle, or of a very
hlegmatic temper, who in
such a situation, are unacquainted with animosity,

[.

j

J

;

check that profuse perspiration, which in the torrid
zone wastes the vigor of the frame, and abridges the
measured by the European or Asiatic standards. \\as in period of human life. By this, too, they provide a de
considerable, acquired such an ascendancy over the fence ag.vnst the extreme moisture d.iring the rainy
rude tribes around them, that they subjected most of season [78] They likc.vise, at certain seasons, tenithem with great facility to their power. When the per paint of different colors with those unctuous substances, and bedaub themselves plentifully v.iih that
people of .Europe overran the various provinces of Ame
Nei composition.
Sheathed with this impenetrable varnish,
rica, this superiority was still more conspicuous.
the
natives
could
nor
number
of
the
ther
repei their skins arc not only protected from the penetrating
courage,
I lie alienation and enmity, pre
a handful of invader?.
heat of the sun, but as all the innumerable tribes of
valent among barbarians, prevented them froui uniting insects have an antipathy to the smell or t,asie of that
in any common scheme of defence, and while each mixture, they arc delivered from their teasing persecu
tribe fought separately, all were subdued.
tion, which amidst forests and marshes, especially in
VJ.
The arts of rude n:itio:is unacquainted with the the wanner regions, would have been altogether intoise of metals, hardly merit a:iy attention on their own
.:: in a state of
perfect nakedness.

brawling, and d:scord.
j

1

object lo dress that will engage the at
tention of a savage, is to prepare some habitation which
may ailbrd him shelter by day, and a retreat at night.

arise from the manner in which his body is
affected by the heat, or cold, or moisture of the climate
under which he lives; and ins first care will be to pro
vide some covering for ins own defence. In the warmer

is connected with his ideas of personal dig
whatever bears any reference to his military cha
the
racter,
savage warrior deems an object of import
ance. Whatever relates only to peaceable and inactive
life, he views with indifference.
Hence, though fimcaliy attentive to dress, he is little solicitous about the

and more mild climates of America, none of the rude
To most of them nature had not
tribes were clothed.
even suggested any idea of impropriety in being altoge
ther uncovered. As under a mild climate there was little
need of anv defence from the injuries of rhe air, and
their extreme indolence shunned every species of labor
to which it was not urgrd by absolute necessity, all the
inhabitants of the isles, and a considerable part of the
people on the continent, remained in this state of naked
Others wore satisfied with some slight co
simplicity.
But though naked,
vering, such as decency required.
They dressed their hair in
they wore not unadorned.

weapons known to the rudest nations. All
these, however, are of use only in close encounter. But
men wished to annoy their enemies while at a distance,

Whatever

many

Thev

different forms.

and they sne.it
to great pain, in orruneii
;

t

|

fastened bits of gold, or

shells, or shining stones, in their ears, their noses and
cheeks.
They stained their skins with a great variety

of figures

nity,

&amp;gt;

much

time, and s ibmiUod
thoir persons in ihis fan
!iowe*
which f nds c!,Jless

tastic

manner

*,..-.

y,

j

.

i

&quot;r,

1

occupation for ingenuity and invention in nations where
dress has become a complex and intricate art, is
circumscribed within so narrow bounds, and confined
to so few articles among naked savages, that they are
not satisfied with those simple decorations, and have a
wonderful propensity to alter the natural form ol their
bodies, in order to render it (as tliev imagine) more
This practice was universal
perfect and beautiful.
among the rudest of the American tribes. Their ope
rations for that purpose begin as soon as an infant is
born.
By compressing the bones of the skull, while
still soft
and flexible, some flatten the crown of their
heads
some .squeeze them into the shape of a cone ;

I

I

I

,

tions are perfectly simple, their domestic utensils are
few and rude. Some of the southern tribes- had dis
covered the art of forming vessels of earthern ware, and
baking them in the sun, so as they could endure the
fire.
In North America, they hollowed a piece of hard
wood in the form of a kettle, and filling it with water,

vast plains,

rivers

by putting red-hot stones into it.
they used in preparing part of
their provisions
and this may be considered as a step
towards refinement and luxury
for men in their rudest
state were not acquainted with any method of dressing
their victuals but by roasting them on the fire ; and

brought

!

]

among several tribes in America, this is the only spe
cies of cookery yet known.
But the masterpiece of
art, among tiie savants of America, is the construction
of the canoes.
An i squimaux, shut up in his boat of

i

I

j

:

1

;

every day in adorning and painting their husbands and
could bestow little attention upon ornamenting thornselves. Among a race of men so haughty as to despise,
or so cold as to neglect them, the women naturally be
came careless and slovenly, and the love of finery and
show, which had been deemed their favorite passion,
was confined chiefly to the other sex. Tn dock his
VOL. i.
8.

for li.c reception of different families, wlii -h dwell to
gether under the same roof, [SO] a:;d often around a
common fire, without separate apartments, or any kind
of screen or partition between the spaces which they
As soon as men have acquired
respectively occupy.
distinct, ideas of properly
or when they are so much
attached to their females, as to \\a*ch llic:n with care
families
and iealo jsy
of course divide and settle in
separate houses, \\hcre they can secure and puard
;

;

vessels

;

i

|

to boil,

;

|

accustorncd to look down as a slave.
It was when the
warr.or had in view to enter the council of his nation,
or to take the field against itri enemies, that hi assumed
his choicest ornaments, and d-.-cked his j/cr:o;i with the
nicest care.
The decorations of the women wore few
and simple
whatever was precious or splendid wis
reserved for the men.
In several tribes the women
were obliged to spend a considerable part of their time

it

These

[83]

J

,

fasten stones, about

fist,

or hunting, the chief exertions of their invention, [ 2]
as well as industry, were nj-.turall
dire^od ivvards
these objects.
With respect to ovtry thir^ else, their
wants and desires were so limited, that their invention
was not upon the stretch. As their food and habita

through the forest in quest of game, sojourn in tempo
which they erect with little labor, and aban
The inhabitants of those
don without any concern

j

They

to each end of a leather thong of
eight
and swing these round their heads, throw
them with such dexterity, that they seldom miss the
object at which they aim.
Among people who had hardly any occupation but war

the size of a

feet in length,

;

;

to themselves.

pon peculiar

rary huts,

which are deluged by the overflowing of
during the heavy rains that fall periodically be
tween the tropics, raise houses upon piles fastened in
the ground, or place them among the boughs of trees,
and are thus safe amidst that wide extended inundaSuch were the fir^t
tion which surrounds them.
essays of the rudest Americans towards providing
themselves with habitations.
But even among tribes
which are more improved, and whose residence is become altogether fixed, the structure of their houses is
They arc wretched huts.
extremely mean and simple.
others mould thorn as much as possible into a square sometimes of an oblong and sometimes of a circular
and
often
the
lives
of
their
intended
for
form,
figure
shelter, with no view to
they
pos
endanger
merely
The
terity by their violent and absurd efforts to derange the elegance, and little attention to conveniency.
But in doors are so low that it is necessary to bend or to
plan of nature, or to improve vipon her designs.
all their
attempts either to adorn or to new model their creep on the hands and fuel in order to enter them.
persons, it seems to have been less the object of the They are without windows, and have a large hole in
Americans to pieaso, orto appear beauti u!, than to give the middle of the roof, to convey out the smoke. To
an air of dignity and terror to their aspect.
Their at
follow travellers in oiher minute circumstances of tiieir
tention to dress iiad more reference to war than to gal
descriptions, is not only beneath the dignity of history,
The
rank
difference in
and estimation between but would be foreign to ihe object of my researches.
lantry.
the two sexe.-i was so groat, as seems to have extin
One circumstance merits attention, as it is singular,
in
some
their
solicitude to appear and illustrates the character of the peojiic.
Some of
measure,
guished,
The man deemed it beneaih him to their houses are so large as to contain accommodation
mutually amiable.
adorn his person, for the sake of one on v.hom he \va:- for fourscore or a Ir.mdred persons.
These arc built

and the bow and srrow it the most early invention for
this purpose.
Tins weapon is in the hands of people
whose advances in improvement are extremely incon
siderable, and is familiar to the inhabitants of every
It is remarkable, however, that
quarter of the globe.
some tribes in America were &o destitute of art and
and ingenuity; that they had not attained to the disco
very of this simple invention, and seem to have been
unacquainted with the use of any missile weapon. The
sling, though in its construction not more complex than
the bow, and among many nations of
equal antiquity,
was little known to the people of North America, or
the islands, but appears to have been used
by a few
tribes in the southern continent. [SI]
The people, in
some provinces of Chili, and those of Patagonia, to
wards the southern extremity of America, use a wea

;

i

&quot;ng

\

Savage naelegance or disposition of his habitation.
lions, far from that state of improvement, in which the
mode of living is considered as a mark of distinction,
and unacquainted with those wants, which require a
variety of accommodation, regulate the construction
of their houses according to their limited ideas of
Some of the American tribes were so ex
necessity.
tremely rude, and had advanced so little beyond the
primaeval simplicity of nature, that they had no houses
at all.
During the day, they take shelter from the
at night
scorching rays of the sun under thick trees
they form a shed with their branches and leaves. [IS]
In the rainy season they retire into caves, formed by
the h?:.d of Nature, or hollowed oat by their own indust;,
Others, who have no tixed abode, and roam

proper arms with which to assault or repel an enemy,
i his,
accordingly, has early exercised the ingenuity
and invention of all rude nations. The first offensive
weapons were doubtless such as chance presented, and
the first efforts of art lo improve upon these, were ex

mal, are

The next

feel, will

provision for his dress and habi-

will perceive die
necessity of preparing

savage

Clubs made of some
tremely awkward aiid simple.
heavy wood, stakes hardened in the fire, lances whose
heads were armed with nint or the bones of some ani

:

account, but arc worthy of some notice, as far as they
serve to display the genius and manners of man in this
The first distress a savage must
stage of his progress.

some

After making
tation, a
I

!

[

whalebone, covered with Ihe skins of seals, can brave
that stormy ocean on which the barrenness of his country compels him to depend for the chief part of his
subsistence.
The people of Canada venture upon their
rivers and lakes in boats made of the bark of trees, and
so light that two men can carry them, wherever shal
lows or cataracts obstruct the navigation. [84] lo
these frail vessels they undertake aiid accomplish long
The inhabitants of the isles and of tho
voyacjes.
so jti.cm comment fon;i their canoes by hollowing the
trunk of a large tree, with infinite labor; and though
in appearance they arc extremely awkward and un\viciuv, they paiidle and steer them with such dexterity,
that

Europeans,

at

vveii

acquainted with all the improve
have been astonished

in the science of navigation,
the rapidity of their motion,

ments

their evolutions.

so large

employed

Tiic

and the quickness of
pirogues, or war boats, arc

-r

to carry lorty or ritlv men ; their eanoca,
in fishing and in short
voyages ore less capa

as

The form as well as materials of all these va
This sigular mode oi cious
to preserve.
well adapted to the service for
among several people of America, may there rious kinds of vessels.
which they are destined and the more minutely they
fore be considered not only ES the effect of their im
but as a proof of are examined, the mechanism of their structure, as well
perfect notions concerning property,
If as neatness of their fabric, will
inattention, and indiilerence towards their women.
appear the more sur
whatever they wish

.

habitation

i

;

such
they had not been accustomed to perfect equality,

prising.
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But, in everv attempt towards industry among the
Americans, one striking quality in their character is
They apply 10 work without ardor, carry
conspicuous.
it on with little activity, and, like children, are casilv
diverted from it.
Kven in operations which seem the
most interesting, and where the most powerful motives

it

to the imperceptible progress of vegetation.

spend so

often

a

in

themselves

many years
forming
with age before they finish it.
They
begins to rot
one part of a roof to decay and perish, be

it

in

situations so formidable, that the mind,

]

own weakness, has no resource but in
guidance and protection of wisdom and power
Dejected with calamities
superior to what is human.
which oppress him, and exposed to dangers which he
cannot repel, the savage no longer relics upon himself;
he feels his own impotence, and sees no prospect of
sensible of

j

its

the

discovered by the light of nature, is established.
The
one respects the being of a (iod, the other the imrnorol
ideas
of
the
soul.
To
discover
the
the
uncultahty
tivatcd nations under our review, with regard to those
important points, it is not only un object of curiosity,

They

canoe, that

natural calamities which frequently desolate the earth,
and terrify its inhabitants, may be traced among many
rude nations. [S8]
But besides this, the disasters and
dangers of savage life are so many, and men often find

people whose sentiments they were endeavoring to discover, have bestowed much unprofitable labor in researches of this nature. [86 J
There are two fundamental doctiines, upon which
the whole system of religion, as far as it can be

urge them to vigorous exertions, they labor with a lan
Their work advances under their
guid listlessness.
hand with such slowness, that an eye witness compares
will
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they are accompanied, or the theories which they build
upon them. Several pious writers, more attentive to
the importance of the subject than the condition of the

I

being extricated, but by the interposition of some un
seen arm.
Hence, in all unenlightened nations, the
but may afford instruction.
To those two articles I first rites or practices which bear any resemblance to acts
shall confine my researches
of religion, have it for their object to avert evils which
leaving subordinate opi
The Manitous or Okkts of the
nions, and the detail of local superstitions, to more men suffer or dread.
minute inquirers. Whoever has had any opportunity North Americans were amulets or charms, winch they
of
examining into the religions opinions of persons in imagined to be of such virtue as to preserve the perthe inferior ranks of life, even in the most enlightened sons who reposed confidence in them from any disasand civilized nations, will tind that their system of belief trous event, or they were considered as tutelarv spirits,
is derived from instruction, not discovered
by inquiry. whose aid they might implore in circumstances of disThat numerous part of the human species, whose lot is tress. The Ccmjs of the islanders were reputed by
labor, whose principal and almost sole occupation is to them to be the authors of every calamity that atilicta
secure subsistence, views the arrangement and ope- the human race
they were represented under the most
rations of nature with little reflection, and has neither frigluful forms, and religious homage was paid to them
leisure, nor capacity for entering into that path of with no other view than to appease these furious deities.
refined and intricate speculation which conducts to the Even among those tribes whose religious system was
knowledge of the principles of natural religion. In the more enlarged, and who had formed some conception of
benevolent beings, which delighted in conferring bene
early and most rude, periods of savage life, such dis
When the intel fits, as well as of malicious powers prone to inflict evil ;
quisitions are altogether unknown.

will suffer

The slightest manual
they complete the other.
operation consumes an amazing length of time, and
what in polished nations would hardly be an effort of
industry, is among savages an arduous undertaking.
This slowness of the Americans in executing works of
every kind may be imputed to various causes.
Among
savages, who do not depend for subsistence upon the
efforts of regular industry, time is of so little impor
tance that they set no value upon it
and provided
fore

,

,

,

I

;

they can finish a design, they never regard how long
The tools which they em
they are employed about it.
ploy are so awkward and defective that every work in
which they engage must necessarily be tedious. The

|

;

j

hand of the most industrious and skilful artist, were it
furnished with no better instrument than a stone hatchet,
a shell, or the bone of some animal, would lind it dilfiIt is by length
cult to perfect the most simple work.
of labor that lie must endeavor to supply his defect of
But above all, the cold phlegmatic temper pe
power.
culiar to the Americans, renders their operations languid.
It is almost impossible to rouse them from that habitual
indolence to which they are sunk
and unless when
engaged in war or in hunting, they seem incapable of ex
Their ardor of application
erting any vigorous effort.
is not so
great as to call forth that inventive spirit

powers are just beginning to unfold, and their
feeble exertions are directed towards a few objects

appears as the offspring of fear, a nd
were employed to avert calamities. They
were persuaded that their good deities, prompted by
thr:
beneficence of their nature, would bestow every

lectual
first

superstition

still

all its efforts

of primary necessity and use
when the faculties of the
mind are so limited as not to have formed abstract or
when language is so barren as to be blessing in their power, without solicitation or acknow
general ideas
destitute of names to distinguish any thing that is not ledgement
and their only anxiety was to soothe and
it is
perceived by some of the senses
preposterous to deprecate the wrath of the powers whom they regarded
expect that man should be capable of tracing with ac- as the enemies of mankind.
which suggests expedients for facilitating and abridg curacy the relation between cause and effect or to
Such were the imperfect conceptions of the greater
labor
will
to
a
task
after
return
ing
They
day
day,
iiippose that lie should rise from the contemplation of part of the Americans with respect to the interposition
but all their methods of executing it are tedious and the one to the knowledge of the other, and form just of invisible agents, and such, almost universally, was
Even since the Europeans have commu conceptions of a Deity, as the Creator and Governor the mean and illiberal object of their superstitions.
operose. [85]
nicated to them the knowledge of their instruments, and of the universe.
The idea of creation is so familiar, Were we to trace back the ideas of other nations to
taught them to imitate their arts, the peculiar genius of wherever the mind is enlarged by science and illuini- that rude state in which history first presents them to our
the Americans is conspicuous in every attempt they Dated with revelation, that wo seldom reflect how pro- view, we should discover a
surprising resemblance in
make. They may be patient and assiduous in labor, found and abstruse this idea is, or consider what pro- their tenets and practices and should be convinced,
that in similar circumstances, the faculties of the hu
they can copy with a servile and minute accuracy, but gress man must have made in observation and re
discover little invention and no talents for despatch. search, before he could arrive at any knowledge of this man mind hold nearly the same course in their
proIn spite of instruction and example, the spirit of the elementary principle in religion.
several
ress, and arrive at almost the same conclusions. The
Accordingly,
race predominates
their motions are naturally tardy, tribes have been discovered in America, which hav
impressions of fear are conspicuous in all the sysmid it is in vain to urge them to quicken their pace idea whatever of a Supreme Being, and no rites of ic- terns, of superstition formed in this situation. The
the
in
the
icork
an
In
Inattentive
to
that
America,
Among
Spaniards
of
ligious worship.
magnificent spec- most exalted notions of men rise no higher than to a
dian is a phrase by which they describe any thing, in taclc of beauty and order
presented to their view, un- perplexed apprehension of certain beings, whose power,
the execution of which an immense time has been em
accustomed to reflect either upon what they them- though supernatural, is limited as well as partial.
selves are, or to inquire who is the author of their exployed and much labor wasted.
But, among other tribes, which have been longer
VII. No circumstance respecting rude nations lias istence, men, in their
state, pass their days like united, or have made greater progress in improvement,
savage :.i..i
tl, _
1__
___ j .1
_it__._
i-.i
been the object of greater curiosity than their religious the animals around them, without knowledge or vene we discern
some feeble pointing towards more just and
tenets and rites
and none, perhaps, has been so im ration of any superior power.
Some rude tribes have adequate conceptions of the power that presides in
not in their language any name for the Deity, nor have nature.
perfectly understood, or represented with so little fide
They seem to perceive that there must be
Priests and missionaries are the persons who the most accurate observers hoen able to discover
lity.
any some universal cause to whom all things are indebted
have had the best opportunities of carrying on this practice or institution which seemed to imply that they for their
If we may judge by some of their
being.
inquiry among (lie most urcivilizcd of the American recognised his authority, or were solicitous to obtain expressions, they appear to acknowledge a divine power
tribes.
Their minds, engrossed by the doctrines of his favor. [87J
It is however
men
in
the
to
be
the
maker
of
the world, and the disposer of all
only among
their own religion, and habituated to its institutions, most uncultivated state of nature, and while their intel- events.
They denominate him the Great Spirit. But
are apt to discover
something which resembles those lectual faculties are so feeble and limited as hardly to these ideas arc faint and confused, and when tncy atobjects of their veneration, in the opinions and rites of olcvate them above the irrational creation, that we dis- tempt to explain them, it is manifest that among them
Whatever they contemplate they view cover this total insensibility to the impressions of any the word spirit has a meaning very different from that
every people.
;

;

;

;

;

;
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;

;
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through one medium, and draw and accommodate it to
their own system.
They study to reconcile the insti
tutions which fall under their observation to their own
creed, not to explain them according lo the rude notions,
of the people themselves.
They ascribe to them ideas

From

their

own

llut

even when we make our choice of conductors
we must not follow them with

implicit faith.

An

inquiry into the religious notions of
rude nations is involved in peculiar intricacies, and we
must often pause in order to separate the facts which
our informers relate from the reasonings with which

lion of

j

j

;

;

interpre

vith the greatest care,

j

But the human mind, formed for religion, soon opens
reception of ideas, which are destined, when
corrected and refined, to be the great source of conso~

i

and ceremonies, they have
concluded that these people had some knowledge of the

doctrine of the Trinity, of the incarnation of the Son of
God, of his expiatory sacrifice, of the virtue of the crojs,
and of the efficacy of the Sacraments. Insuch unintelligent and credulous guides we can place little confidence,

in

power.

to the

which they are incapable of forming, and suppose them
to bo acquainted with principles and facts, which it is
impossible that they should know.
Hence, some missionarics have been induced to believe, that even
among
the most barbarous nations in America,
they had dis
covered traces, no less distinct than
amazing, of their
acquaintance with the sublime mysteries and peculiar
institutions of Christianity.
tation of certain expressions

which we employ it, and that they have no concepany deity but what is corporeal. They believe
their gods to be of the human form, though of a nature
more excellent than man, and retail such wild mcohelalion amidst the calamities of life.
Among some of, rent fables concerning their functions and operations,
the American tribes, still in the infancy of improve- as arc
altogether unworthy of a place in history. Even
inent, we discern apprehensions of some invisible and among these tribes, there is no established form of
These apprehensions are originally public wors iip there are no temples erected in honor
powerful beings.
indistinct and perplexed, and seem to be
and no ministers peculiarly consecra
suggested of their deities
rather by the dread of impending evils than to flow from ted to their service.
They have the knowledge, how
While nature holds ever, of several superstitious ceremonies and practices
gratitude for blessings received.
ou her course with uniform and undiMurbcd regularity, handed down to them by tradition, and to ht-se they
men enjoy the benefits resulting from it, without in- have recourse with a childish credulity, when roused
But every deviation by any emergence from their usual insensibility, and
quiring concerning its cause.
from this regular course rouses and astonishes them. excited to
acknowledge the power, and to implore the
\\hen they behold events to which they are not accus- protection of superior beings.
The tribe of the Natchez, and the people of Bogota.
lomed, they search for the reasons of thinn with eager
Their understanding is unable to penetrate had advanced beyond the other uncultivated nations cf.
curiosity.
into lliesc
but imagination, a more forward and ardent America in their ideas of religion, as well as in their
It
and it is no less difficult to cxfaculty of the mind, decides without hesitation.
political institutions
ascribes the extraordinary occurrences in nature to the
plain the cause of this distinction than of that which
influence of invisible beings, and supposes that the we have already considered.
The Sun was the chiet
thunder, the hurricane, and the earthquake are effects
In
object of religious worship among the Natchez.
ol the.r interposition.
So. no such confused notion of ihe;r temples, which were constructed with some magor
invisible
with
various ornaments,, RO
spirituul
power, superintending over those niiieence, and decorated
invisible

I

,

;

:

i

i

;
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j

;
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SOUTH AMERICA.
of architecture, they preserved
cording
a perpetual tire, as the purest emblem of their divinity.
Ministers were apjx&amp;gt;intcd to watch and feed this sacred
flame.
The first function of the great chief of the
nation, every morning, was an act of obeisance to the
Sun and festivals returned at stated seasons, which
were celebrated by the whole community with solemn

is

i

I

;

This is the most refined species
but unbloody rites.
of superstition known in America, and perhaps one of
The Sun
the most natural as well as most seducing.
the apparent source of the joy, fertility, and life,
and while the human mind.
diffused through nature
;

essays towards inquiry, contemplates and
admires his universal and animating energy, its admi
ration is apt to stop short at what is visible, without
aud pays that adoration
eaching to the unseen cause
to the most glorious and beneficial work of God, which
in its earlier

|

!

\

I

;

i

due only to him who formed it. As fire is the purest
and most active of the elements, and in some of its
the Sun, it was, not
qualities and effects resembles
of his powerful
improperly, chosen to be the emblem
is

operation.

The

!

ancient Persians, a people far superior

in every respect, to that rude tribe
describing, founded their religious

whose

rites

I

m

in the history of human alfairs.
Among the people of Bogota, the

were, likewise, the

r.hief

1

am

system on similar
and established a form of public worship,
than
that
of any people
ess gross and exceptionable
iirinciples,
This surprising
destitute of guidance from revelation.
sentiment between two nations, in such
coincidence
different stales of improvement, is one of the many
singular and unaccountable circumstances which occur

prehend the cause, it naturally fancies that there
something mysterious and wonderful in their origin.
Alarmed at events of which it cannot discern the
issue or the consequences, it has recourse to other
means of discovering them than the exercise of its own
is

1

sagacity.
!

I

Their

to deliver its oracles to

men.

They
augurs, and magicians, who

are the only soothsayers,
profess the sacred anil important art of disclosing
is hidden from other eyes.

i

whar
system of religion was more regular and complete,
They had
though less pure, than that of the Natchez.
But, among rude nations, who pay no veneration to
temples, altars, priests, sacrifices, and that long train of
ceremonies, which superstition introduces, wherever any superintending power, and who have no established
she has fully established her dominion over the minds rites or ministers of religion, their curiosity to discover
of men.
But the rites of their worship are cruel and what is future or unknown, is cherished by a different
bloody.
They oiTercd human victims to their deities, principle, and derives strength from another alliance.
and many of their practices nearly resembled the bar As the diseases of men in the savage state, are (as has
barous institutions of the Mexicans, the genius of which been already observed) like those of the animal crea
we shall have an opportunity of considering more atten tion, few, but extremely violent, their impatience under what they suffer, and solicitude for the recovery of
tively in its proper place.
With respect to the other great doctrine of religion, health, soon inspired them with extraordinary reverence
the
of
the
the
sentiments
for such as pretended to understand the nature of their
soul,
concerning
immortality
of the Americans W(;re more united
the human mind maladies, and to be possessed of knowledge sufficient
even wh n least improved a:,d invigorated iiy c ilture, to pre_ ;vc or deliver thvin from their sadden and fatal
shrinks from the thoughts of annihilation, and looks for
effects.
These insurant pretenders, however, were
ward with hope and expectation to a state of future ex such utter strangers to the structure of the human
istence.
This sentiment, resulting from a secret con
frame, as to be equally unacquainted with the causes
sciousness of its own dignity, fro:n an instinctive long- of its disorders, and the manner in which they will ter
Kig after immortality, is universal, and may be deemed minate.
Superstition, mingled frequently with some
natural.
Upon this are founded the most exalted portion of craft, supplied what they wanted in science.
1

i

;

into the
laboring with fruitless jnxiety to penetrate
To discern
mysteries of the divine administration.
and to worship a superintending power, is an evidence
of the enlargement and maturity of the human under
standing a vain desire of prying into futurity is the
error of its infancy, and a proof of its weakness.
From this weakness proceeded likewise the faith of
the Americans in dreams, their observation of omens,
their attention to the chirping of birds, and the cries of
animals, all which they suppose to be indications of future events; and if any one of these prognostics is deemed
unfavorable, they instantly abandon the pursuit of those
measures on which they are most eagerly bent.
VIII. But if we would form a complete idea of the
uncultivated nations of America, we must not pass unobserved some singular customs, which, though nni-

i

;

Wherever

superstition is so established as
to form a regular system, this desire of penetrating into
Divination
the secrets of futurity is connected with it.
becomes a religious act. Priests, as the ministers of

1

Sun and Moon heaven, pretend

objects of veneration.
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reckoned among the necessaries in their simple fined to one object. They had recourse to it in every
mode of life. In some provinces, upon the decease of situation of danger or distress. When the events of
a cazique or chief, a certain number of his wives, of his war were peculiarly disastrous, when they met with
unforeseen disappointment in hunting, when inundafavorites, and of his slaves, were put to death and in
terred together with him, that he might appear with tbns or drought threatened their crops with destruc
the same dignity, in his future station, and waited upon tion, they called upon their conjurors to begin their
This persuasion is so deep incantations, in order to discover the causes of those
by the same attendants.
rooted that many of the deceased person s retainers calamities, or to foretell what would be their issue.
offer themselves as voluntary victims, and court the Their confidence in this delusive art gradually increased,
as a and manifested itself in all the occurrences of life.
privilege of accompanying their departed master,
It has been found difficult, on some
When involved in any difficulty, or about to enter upon
high distinction.
occasions, to set bounds to this enthusiasm of affection- any transaction of moment, every individual regularly
a
favorite
leader consulted the sorcerer, ami depended upon his instruc
ate duty, and to reduce the tram of
to such a number as the tribe could afford to spare. [89] tions to extricdle him from the former, as well as to
uncivilized
as
well
as
other
Even among the
the
direct his cono.nct in the latter.
Americans,
Among
nations, many of the rites and observances which bear rudest tribes in America, superstition appears in this
some resemblance to acts of religion, have no con form, and divination is an art in high esteem. Long
nection with devotion, but proceed from a fond desire before man had acquired such knowledge of a deity as
The human mind is most apt inspires reverence, and leads to adoration, we observe
of prying into futurity.
to feel and to discover this vain curiosity, when him stretching out a presumptuous hand to draw aside
As that veil with which Providence kindly conceals its
its own powers are most feeble and uninformed.
and we find him
tonished with occurrences of which it is unable to com
purposes from human knowledge

mode

to their

1

1

1

!

and characteristic, could not be reduced, with
propriety, to any of the articles into which I have di
vided my inquiry concerning their manners.
versal

I

I

Among savages, in every part of the globe, the love
of dancing is a favorite passion.
As, during a great
part of their time, they languish in a state of inactivity
and indolence, without any occupation to rouse or in
terest them, they delight universally in a pastime which
calls forth the active powers of their nature into exer

j

:

T .t? Spaniards, when they first visited America,
were astonished at the fondness of the natives for dancing, and beheld with wonder a people, coid and unanimated in most of their other pursuits, kindle into
life, and exert themselves with ardor, as often as this

i

1

!

I

nor
hopes of man in his highest state of improvement
has nature withheld from him this soothing consolation,
\\ e
in the most early and rude period of his progress.
can trace this opinion from one extremity of America
;

!

I

]

:

;

|

;

j

;

[
1

;

1

!

;

in

number of captives, and devoured
These notions were so prevalent that cians of

they gave rise to a universal custom, which is at o:ice
the strongest evidence that the Americans believe in a
future state, and the best illustration of what they

A? they imagine, that departed spirits
expect there.
begin their career anew in the world whither they are
g one, that their friends may no , enter upon it defence
le
ess and unprovided, they bury together with the bodies
of the dead, their bow, their arrows, and other weapons
used in hunting or war thev deposit in their tomb*
the skins or stuffs of which tncy make garments, Indian
corn, manioc, venison, domestic utensils, and whatever

them, indeed,

;

tortured the greatest
flesh.

Among

|

their country of spirits, to the skilful hunter, to t!ie ad
venturous and successful warrior, and to such as had

their

recurred.

i

!

;

Americans, accordingly allotted the highest place,

amusement

j

!

:

and obscure,
nowhere un
savage tribes do

The most uncivilized of its
AH
not apprehend death as the extinction of being.
entertain hopes of a future and more happy state, where
shall
be
for
ever
from
the
calamities
which
they
exempt
imbitter human life in its present condition.
This fu
ture state they conceive to be a delightful country,
blessed with perpetual spring, whose forests abound
with game, whose rivers swarm with fish, where famine
is never felt, and
uninterrupted plenty shall be enjoyed
without labor or toil.
But as men, in forming their first
imperfect ideas concerning the invisible world, suppose
that there they shall continue to feel the same desires,
and to be engaged in the same occupations, as in the
present world
they naturally ascribe eminence and
distinction, in that state to the same qualities and
The
talents which arc here the objects of their esteem.

favorite

!

dancing ousiht not to be denominated an amusement.
They imputed the origin of diseases to supernatural It is a serious and important occupation which mingles
If any
influence, and prescribed or performed a variety of in every occurrence of public or private life.
intercourse be necessary between two Amencan tribes,
mysterious rites, which they gave out to be of such effi
in a solemn dance,
cacy as to remove the most dangerous and inveterate the ambassadors of the one approach
maladies.
The credulitv and love of the marvellous, and present the calumet or emblem of peace the
natural to uninformed men, favored the deception, and sachems of the other receive it with the same ceremony.
an enemy, it is by a dance
prepared them to be the dupes of those impostors. If war is denounced against
Among savages, their first physicians are a kind of expressive of the resentment which they feel, and of
meditate.
If the wrath of
the
which
what
is
know
vengeance
they
conjurors or wizards, who boast that they
Incantations, their gods is to be ap|x ased, or their beneficence to be
past, and can fortell what is to come.
if they
sorcery, and mummenes of diverse kinds, no less celebrated
rejoice at the birth of a child, or
the death of a friend, they have dances appro
strange than frivolous, arc the means which they employ mourn
and rely
to expel the imaginary cause? of malignity
priated to each of these situations, and suited to the
different sentiments with which thev are then animated.
ing upon the efficacy of these, they predict with con
fidence what will be the fate of their deluded patients. If a person is indisposed, a dance is prescribed as the
Thus superstition, in its earliest form, flowed from the most effectual means of restoring him to health and
solicitude of man to be delivered from present distress, if he himself cannot endure the fatigue of such an exernot from his dread of evils awaiting him in a future cise, the physician or conjuror performs it in his name,
as if the virtue of his activity could be transferred to hia
life, and was originally ingrafted on medicine, not on
One of the firsi and most intelligent histo patient.
religion.
AH their dances are imitations of some action and
rians of America, was struck with this alliance between
the art of divination and that of physic, among the peo
though the music by which they are regulated is ex
But this was not [&amp;gt;ecuhar to them. tremely simple, and tiresome to the ear by its dull mo
ple of Hispamola.
The AleztJt, the Piaytu, the Autnwins, or whatever notony, some of their dances appear wonderfully ex
was the distinguishing name of their diviners and pressive and animated. The war dance is, perhaps,
It is the representation of a comthe most striking.
charmers in other parts of America, were all the physi

to the other, in some regions more faint
in others more perfectly developed, but

known.

l

cise.

;

their respective tribes, in the same manner as
As their function led them
the Bnlntos of Ili-paniola.
to apply to the human mind when enfeeblt-d by sick

and as they found it, in that season of dejection,
prone to be alarmed with imaginary fears, or amused
with vain hopes, they easily induced it to rely with
.irtue of their spells, and
implicit confidence on
the certainty of their pred cLons.

j

|
1

ness,

,

th&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

:

Whenevof

;

1

acknowledge the reality of supernaturai power and discernment in one instance, they ha^e
The Americans d d
a propensity to admit it in others.
long suppose the efficacy of conjuration to be con
nr&amp;gt;

.f.en

j

plete

American campaign.

riors

from their

The departure of

village, their

march

into the

the war-

enemy

s

country, the caution with which they encamp, the address with which they station some of their party in
ambush, the manner of surprising the enemy, the noise
and ferocity of the combat, the scalping of those wh
arc slain, tne seizing of prisoners, the triumphant return
of the conquerors, and the torture of the victims, are
enter with such
successively exhibited. The performers
their ges
enthusiastic ardor into their several parts
tures, their countenance, their voice, are so wild and
;

so well adanted to their various situations, that Euro-
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amusements keeps the mind in continual occupation,
tl.e ifcs.ie for
strong drink is regulated in a great mea
sure by the climate, and increases or diminishes accord
In warm reing to the variations of its temperature.
.ions, the delicate and sensible frame of the inhabitants
docs not require the stimulation of fermented liquors,
In colJ r countries, (lie constitution of the natives,
more robust and more sluggish, stands in need of

peans can hardly believe it to be a mimic scene, or
view it without emotions of fear and horror.

Cut however expressive some of

the

American

dances may be, there is one circumstance in the:))
remarkable, and connected with the character of the
of other
songs, the dances, the amusements
nations, expressive of the sentiments which animate
their hearts, are often adapted to d. splay or exci!,.
Aijion
Among
sensibility which mutually attached the sexes.
pome people, such is the ardor of this passion, that love
of
and
and as
is almost the sole object
festivity
joy

The

race.

I

;

|

;

;

women

arc permitted to join in the
entertainment is still the

same, and no movement or gesture is expressive of at
tachment, or encourages familiarity.
An immoderate love of play, especially at games of
hazard, which seems to be natural to all people unac
to the occupations of
regular industry, is
universal among the Americans.
The same
causes, vvhi\:h so often prompt persons in civilized life,
who are at the;r case, to have recourse to this pastime,
render it the delight of the savage.
The former are in
dependent of labor, the latter do not feel the necessity
of it
and as both are unemployed, they run with transis

minds.

interesting enough to stir and to
Hence the Americans, who at

i

other times are so indifferent, so phlegmatic, so silent,
and animated with so few desires, as soon as they en

gage

in

play

become

rapacious, impatient, noisy, and

almost frantic with eagerness.
Their furs, their do
mestic utensils, their clothes, their arms, are staked at
the gaining table, and when all is lost,
high as their
sense of independence is, in a wild emotion of despair
or of hope, they will often risk their personal liberty
upon a single cast. Among several tribes, such gaming
parties frequently recur, and become their most ac
ceptable entertainment at every great festival.
Super

;

which is apt to take hold of those passions
which arc most vigorous, frequently lends its aid to
confirm and strengthen this favorite inclination.
Their
conjurors are accustomed to proscribe a solemn match
at play as one of the most efficacious methods of
ap
peasing their gods, or of restoring the sick to health.
From causes shnihar to those which render them
fond of play, the Americans are extremely addicted to
drunkenness.
It seems to have been one of the first
stition,

;

i

exertions of human ingenuity to discover some
compo
sition of an
and there is hardly
intoxicating quality
nation
so
or
so
destitute
of
rude,
any
invention, as not
;

to have

succeeded

in

this

fatal research.

barbarous of the American

;

The most

have been so un
and even those which
knowledge, as to be unacquainted
with the method cf giving an inebriating
strength to
liquors by fermentation, can accomplish the same end
other
means.
The
by
people of the islands of North
America, and of California, used, fur this purpose, the
nnoke of tobacco, drawn up with a certain instrument
into the nostrils, the. finnc-i of which ascending to the
bmn, they felt all the transports and phrensy uf imoxi-

;

tribes

fortunate as to attain this art
are so deficient in

|

;

thr&amp;gt;

|

l

i

,

I

!

&amp;lt;!om

New

cation. [911
In ;,lmo&amp;lt;t ever,- other
part of
World, the natives possessed the art of extracting an
intoxicating liquor from maize or the manioc root, the

;

j

!

ainoii&amp;lt;*

same substances which

they convert in!o bread.
The.
operation by which they effect this nearly n-vmhlrs the
common one of brewing, b;;t with this difference, that,
in place of yeast, they
a nauseous infusion of a
certain quantity of maize or manioc chewed
by thru
women. The saliva faccites a vigorous fermentation,

;

&amp;gt;

and

a few days the
Junior becomes lit for drinking.
not disagreeable to the taste, and, when swallowed
in large quantities, is of an
This
intoxicating quality.
is the general
beverage of iho Americans, which, they
distinguish by various n imes, ar.d for which they feel
eucb a violent and insatiable desire as it is not
easy
eitljej to conceive or describe.
Among polished na
tions, where a succession of various functions and

;

!

;

|

whatever

to quicken and animate it.
But
liq
gei.erous liquors
afnong savages, the desire of something that is of power
to intoxicate is in
All the
every situation the same.
people of America, if we except some small tribes near
the Straits of Magellan, whether natives of the torrid
zone, or inhabitants of its more temperate regions, or
placed by a harder fate in the severe climate towards
its northern or southern
extremity, appear to be equally
under the dominion of this appetite.
Such a similarity
of taste, among people in such different situations,
must be ascribed to the influence of some moral cause,
and cannot be considered as the effect of any physical
or constitutional want.
While engaged in war or in

;

;

their

;

|

like

to

him to it. The same hardships and ^illciiUv of
procuring subsistence, which deter savages, in some
cases, from rearing their children, prompt them to de
Tne di-clining state of the
stroy the aged and infirm.
files

1

;

customed

agitate

are apt to consider as congenial with our frame, the
condition of man in the savage state leads and recon-

;

festival, the character of the

port

1

;

;

occasions, the

and however shocking it may be to those sentiments of
tenderness and attachment, which, in civilized life, we
!

one K as helpless as the infancy of the other.
The
former are no lcs unable than the latter to perform the
functions that belong to a warrior or hunter, or to en
dure those various distresses in which
savages are so
often involved by their own want of
foresight and in
Their
relations
feel
this
and, incapable of atdustry.
tending to the wants or weaknesses of others, their im
under
an
additional
burden
patience
prompts them to
extinguish that life which they find it difficult to sus
tain.
This is not regarded as a deed of cruelty, but as
an act of mercy. An American, broken with years and
infirmities, conscious that he can no longer depend on
the aid of those around him, places himself
contentedly
the chase, the savage is often in the most interesting in his grave
and it is by the hands of his children or
and
all
the
of
his
nature
arc
toused
nearest
relations that the thong is pulled, or the blow
situations,
powers
to the most vigorous exertions.
But those animating inflicted, which releases him for ever from the sorrows
scenes are succeeded by long intervals of repose, of life.
IX. After contemplating the rude American tribes
during which the warrior meets with nothing that he
deems of sufficient dignity or importance to merit his in such various lights after taking a view of their cus
attention
He languishes and mopes in this season of toms and manners from so many different stations,
indolence.
The posture of his body is an emblem of nothing remains hut to form a general estimate of their
the state of his mind.
In one climate, cowering over character compared with that of more
polished nations.
the fire in his cabin
in another, stretched under the A human
being, as he comes originally from the hand
shade of some tree, ho dozes away his time in sleep, of nature, is every where the same.
At his first ap
or in an
unthinking joyless inactivity not far removed pearance in the state of infancy, whether it be among the
from it.
As strong liquors awake him from this torpid rudest savages or m the most civilized nation, we can
slate, give a brisker motion to his spirits, and enliven discern no quality which marks any distinction or su
him more thoroughly than cither dancing or gaming, periority.
The capacity of improvement seems to be
his love of them is excessive.
A savage, when not the same and the talents he may afterwards acquire,
as well as the virtues he may be rendered capable of
engaged in action, is a pensive melancholy animal
but as soon as he tastes, or has a prospect of
tasting, exercising, depend, in a great measure, upon the state
the intoxicating draught, he becomes
To this state his
gay and frolic- of society in which he is placed.
some.
Whatever be the occasion or pretexts on which mind naturally accommodates itself, and from it receives
the Americans assemble, the
In proportion to the wants
meeting always termi discipline and culture.
nates in a debauch.
Many of their festivals have no which it accustoms a human being to feel, and the
other object, and they welcome the return of them with functions in which these
engage him, his intellectual
As they arc not accustomed to re powers are called forth. According to the connexions
transports of joy.
strain any appetite,
set
no
bounds
to
this.
The
which
it
establishes
between
him and the rest of his
they
riot often continues without intermission several
It is
species, the affections of Ins heart are exerted.
days
and whatever may be the fatal effects of their excess, only by attending to this great principle that we can
they never cease from drinking as long as one drop of discover what is the character of man m every different
The persons of greatest eminence, the period of his progress.
liquor remains.
most distinguished warriors, and the chiefs most re
If we apply it to savage life, and measure the attain
nowned for their wisdom, have no greater command ments of the human mind in that state
by this standard,
of themselves than the most obscure members of the we shall find,
according to an observation which I have
Their
for
community.
eagerness
present enjoyment already made, that the intellectual powers of man must
renders them blind to its fatal consequences
and be extremely limited in their operations. They are
those very men, who in other situations seem to pos
confined within the narrow sphere of what he deems
sess a force of mind more than human, are m this innecessary for supplying his own wants. Whatever has
stance inferior to children, in farsight as well as con
not some relation to these neither attracts his attention,
sideration, and mere slaves of brutal appetite.
When nor is the object of his inquiries. But however narrow
their passions, naturally strong, are
the bounds may be within which the knowledge of a
heightened and in
flamed by drink, they arc guilty of the most enormous
savage is circumscribed, he possesses thoroughly that
It was not com
outrages, and the festivity seldom concludes without small portion which he has attained.
deeds of violence or bloodshed.
municated to him by formal instruction he does not
amidst
this
wild
there
is
one circum
But,
attend to it as a matter of mere speculation and curi
debauch,
stance remarkable; the women, in most of the Ame
it
is the result of his own observation, the fruit
osity
rican tri!:es, are not permitted to partake of it. [1)2] 01 his own
experience, and accommodated to his con
Their province is to prepare the liqo.ir, \a serve it about dition and
While employed in the active
exigencies.
to the
guests, and to take care of their husbands and occupations of war or of hunting, he often finds himself
friends when their reason is overpowered.
This ex- in difficult and perilous situations, from which the
elusion of the women from an
He is
enjoyment so highly efforts of his own sagacity must extricate him.
value:! by savages, m.iy be
justly considered as a mark frequently engaged in measures, where every step de
of their inferiority, and as an additional evidence of that
pends upon his own ability to decide, where he must
contempt with which they were treated in the New rely solely upon Ibis own penetration to discern the
World.
The people of North America, when first dis- dangers to which he is exposed, and upon his own wisin providing against them,
covered, were not acquainted with any intoxicating
In consequence of
but as the Europeans
drink
early found it their in- this, he feels the knowledge which he possesses, and
terest to supply them with
drunkenefforts
which
he
and
cither
in deliberation or
makes,
spirituous liquors,
ness soon became as universal among them as
action rests on himself alone.
their countrymen to the south
and their women, hav
As the talents of individuals are exercised and im
ing acquired this new taste, indulge it with as little proved by such exertions, much political wisdom is said
to iie displayed in
decency ami moderation ys the men.
conducting the affairs of their small
It were endless to enumerate all the detached cuscommunities.
The council of old men in an American
toms which have excited the wonder of travellers in tribe, deliberating upon its interests, and
determining
America but I cannot omit one seemingly as singular with respect to peace or war, has been compared to the
as any that has been mentioned.
When their ]ijr.e.nts senate in more polished republics. The proceedings
and other relations become oid, or U lor under am dis- of the former, we are told, arc often no less formal and
which their slender knowledge of tile healing sagacious than those of the latter.
Great political
temp
art cannot remove, the Ameri. hns cut short their da\ s
wisdo:n is exhibited in pondering the various measures
with a violent hand, in order to be relieved f.oui the proposed, aiw in balancing their
probable advantages
burden of supporting and tc.uuig them.
I nis
the evas of which they ir.ay be productive.
pnielv
prevailed ainong the ruder Uil:rs m every part of the Much atMress and eloquence are employed by the
continent, fro.n Hudson s Bay la the river Uc la Plata: Jea Jcrs, \\lto asp-re at
acquiring such confidence with
I

rude nations are strangers to delicacy, and unaccuatomcd to disguise any emotion of their minds, their
dances arc often extremely wanton and indecent,
Such is the Calcutta, of which the natives of Africa
arc so passionately fond
and such the feats of the
dancing girls which the Asiatics contemplate with so
much avidity of desire. But among the Americans,
more cold and indifferent to their females, from causes
which I have already explained, the passion of love
mingles but little with their festivals and pastimes.
Their songs and dances are mostly solemn and mar
tial
they are connected with some of the serious and
and, having no relation to love
important affairs of life
or gallantry, are seldom common to the two sexes, but
executed by the men and women apart. [OOJ
If, on

some
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countrymen, as to have an ascendant in those assemblics.
But, among savage tribes, the field for di.shere
be extensive.
playing political talents cannot

other as

their
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a burden, or Uyiiig a rcstraim upon

,1.

already remarked the influence of this hard
unfeeling temper upon domestic, li c, with respect to
the connection between husband and wife, aa well ES
yt between
Its eiiecls are 1:0
part-nts and children.
-ve

the idea of private property is incomplete, anJ no cri
minal jurisdiction is established, there is hardly any
Vi I:
fund, on of internal government !o exorcise.

j

J

are engaged.
\Yi:h them war is a system of craft, in
which they tru&t for success to stratagem more than to
open force, ai,d have their invention continually on the
stretch to circumvent and
As
surprise their enemies.
hunters, it is their constant object to ensnare in order

it
they iiiav dcsiroy.
Accordingly, art and cunnine
...
-&amp;lt;&quot;.:.
n .!!rtvc;\&amp;gt;^i!/ o&quot;:.-c-rvtd as
conspicuous, in the performance c-i tiiose mutual Iwve
distinguishing chaIleus of tenderness which the infinnities of our nature ncieristies of i.U suv.,i.s.
The people of the rude
among sr;,arav triin: whire tniinty is in.,
v.
tri
hen
uf
without
imciui;sexact.
some
s.
tribes
of Ainerii
hostilities are earned on H!:IIOSI
tor their artifice and
cny
Ciitly
Among
ill
be few joints of public cotK-er.i to, ii(..r number are s&amp;lt;MZvd with any violent disease, they duplicity.
H-intbly secret m forming iheir meaof
that
are
abandoned
around
careand
all
their
dures,
them
with
a
with
thcin, \vbo,
ncigblxirs
by
department
rhey pnrsuc
a&amp;lt;ijust
gcncnilly
patient underiating atless of their recovery, rly in the utmost eo:i-tc rnauoi
their atlairs winch may be denominated foreign, ca inoi
tcntion, and tiierc is no refinement of d. stimulation
be so intricate as to require milch refined policy ;n con- irom the supposed danger of infect. on. Ij .it e\ei; where which they cannot enip .oy, in order to ensure success.

there

is

iio

commerce,

arid

t-c&amp;lt;ircciy

!

any intercourse

1

i

.

.

,

-

.

bt&amp;lt;
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:

!

;

i

i

i

make them forgi t what li.ey enner-rest relations will olten refuse to sb-

of the sufferers, or to
of prc.-cnt passion. They
vages to act from the impulse
have neither foresight nor temper to form complicated
future conduct. Tin,
to
their
arrangements with respect
consultations of the Americans, indeed, are so frequent,
and their negotiations arc so many, [93] and so long
an cxtraordiprotracted, as to give their proceedings
But this is not owing so much
nary aspect of wisdom
to the depth of their schemes, as to the coldness and
of their temper, which render them slow in dc-

d.ire.

phlegm

If

termming.

we except

the

Their

celebrated league, that

united the Five Nat.ons in Canada, into a federal rewhich sha.il he considered in its proper place,
we can discerfi few such traces of political wisdom,
the
amon
rude American tribes, as discover any great
degree of foresight or extent of intellectual abilities,
public,

persons, in all different rank.9, no indication of it
transpired during that long period no man betrayed his
trust, or. by an
unguarded look, or rash word, gave rise
to any suspicion of what v.as intended.
The dissimulatiou a;id craft of individuals is no less remarkable than
that of nations.
When set upon deceiving, they wrw
themselves up so artificially, that it is impossible to
&amp;lt;

.

mit to the smallest inconvenieaey, or to part with the
least trifle, however much it may tend to their accoinSo little is the breast of a savage
modation or relief.
susceptible of those sentiments which prompt men to
that feeling attention which mitigates the calamities of
human life, that, in some provinces of America, the
Spaniards have found it necessary to enforce the commou duties of humanity by positive laws, and to oblige
husbands and wives, parents and children, under severe
penalties, to take care of each other during their sickness.
The same harshness of temper is still more conspicuous in their treatment of the animal creation,
Prior to their intercourse with the people of Europe,

;

;

penetrate into their intentions, or to detect their designs.

But

there be defects or vices peculiar to the
savage
likewise virtues which it
inspires, and
qualities, to the exercise of which it is
if

state, there are

good
,

The bonds

j

j

friendly.

of society

so loose upon the members of
tribes, that they hardly feel
rcsiramt.
Hence
the
any
spirit of independence, which
is the
of
a
and
which lie considers as the
pride
savage,
unalienablc prerogative of man.
Incapable of control,
sit

more rude American

the

North Americans had some tame dogs, which acEven among them, we shall find public measures more companied them in their hunting excursions, and served
of their them with all the ardor and fidelity peculiar to the spe- and disdaining to
frequently directed by the impetuous ferocity
acknowledge any superior, his mind,
:nt which trie though limited in its powers, and
But, instead of that fond attachment
youth, than regulated by the experience and wisdom of cies.
erring in many of its
hunter naturally feels towards those useful companions pursuits, acquires such elevation by the consciousness
their eld men.
As the condition of man in the savage state is unfa- of his toils, they requite their services with neglect, of its own freedom, that he acts on some occasions
vorable to the progress of the understanding, it has a seldom feed, and never caress them. In other provinces with astonishing force, and perseverance, and dignity.
As independence nourishes this high spirit among
tendency likewise, in come respects, to check the ex- the Americans have become acquainted with the doerciso of affection, and to render the heart contracted, mestic animals of Europe, and availed ihemsclves of savages, the perpetual wars in which they are engagei
is
sense
call
of
a
a
their
observed
that
it forth into action.
the
mind
service
but
it
IB
Such long intervals of trauThe strongest fooling in
savage
universally
they
lit- has sacrificed so small a
his O .vn independence.
always treat them harshly, and never employ any me- quillity as are frequent in polished societies are una member of thod either for breaking or managing them, but force known in the savage state.
Their enmities, as 1 have
portson ot his na amil libe-fly lv becoming
In every part of the deportment of man observed, arc implacable and immortal.
The valor of
sociotv, that he remains, iu a great degree, the sole and cruehy.
He often takes his resolu- in his savage state, whether towards his equals of the the young men is never allowed to rust in inaction.
master of his own actions.
t ons
alone, without consulting or feeling any connec- human species, or towards the animals below him, we The hatchet is always in the hand, either for attack or
In many of his recognise the same character, and trace the operations defence.
Even in their hunting excursions, they must
tioii wiih the persons around him.
from the rost of a mind intent on its own gratifications, and regu- be on their guard against surprise from the hostile
operations he stands as much detached
lated by its own caprice, with little attention or sensi- tribes by which they arc surrounded.
of his species as if he had formed no union with them,
Accustomed to
Conscious how little he depend* upon oiher men, he is bihty to the sentiments and feelings of the beings around continual alarms, they grow familiar with danger couEven
him.
becomes
a
care-less
indifference.
an
habitual
virtue, resulting naturally
rage
*tpt to view them with
After explaining how unfavorable the savage state from their situation, and strengthened by constant ex
tho force of Ins mind contributes to increase this unconcern
and as he looks not beyond himself in dehherat- is to the cultivation of the understanding, and to the ertions. The mode of displaying fortitude may not be
ing with respect to the part which lie should act, his improvement of the heart, I sho; Id not have thought it the same in smill and rude communities, as in more
Their system of war,
solicitude abo-;t die consequences of it seldom extends necessary to mention what may be deemed its lesser powerful and civilized states.
He pursues his own career, and indulges his defects, if the character of nations, as well as of in- and standard of valor may be formed upon different
further.
own fancy, without inquiring or regarding whether what dividuals, were not often more distinctly marked by principles but in no situation does the human mind
he does be agreeable or oliensjve to others, whether circumstances apparently trivial than by those of greater rise more superior to the sense of danger, or the dread
A savage frequently placed in situations of of death, than in its most simple and uncultivated
they may derive benefit or receive hurt from it. Hence moment.
the ungovernable c:iprice of savages, their impatience danger and distress, depending on himself alone, and state.
Another virtue remarkable among savages, is attachtheir
to
auder any species of restrain;,
sup- wrapped up in his own thoughts and schemes, is a seinability
His attention to others is incut to the community of which they are members
prcss or moderate any inclination, the scorn or neglect rious melancholy animal.
The range of his own ideas is narrow. Hence From the nature of their political union, one might ex
with which they receive advice, their high estimation of small.
Among that taciturnity which is so disgusting to men accus- pect this tie to be extremely feeble. But there are cirthemselves, and tlieir contempt of otlu:r men.
them. the pride of independence produces almost the tomed to the open intercourse of social conversation, cumstances which render the influence, even of their
v.- in a more- advanced
When they are not engaged in action, the Americans loose mode of association, very powerful. The Ameri
same edicts \vit.i IMU-R can tribes are small
combined against their neighbors,
state of societv; ij refers evtry tuing to a man himself, often sit whole days in one posture, \vitliout opcnin
r 1:1 v. h:i
\\
tlieir lips.
t.:- v
o forth to war. or tn the cruse, in prosecution of ancient enmities, or in
it leads him to be inJiticrrn! ul-o :t the man:
avenging rehis actions m.ay aiTcct oiher nifii, a:id renders the gra- tliev usually march in a line at some distance from one cent injuries, their interests and operations are ii.either
The same numerous nor complex. These are objects whic h the
tificatio-.i of his o.vn wishes the measure and end o!
another, and without exchanging a word.
conduct.
profound silence is observer], when they row together in uncultivated understanding of a savage can cornpreof
His heart is capable of forming connections
the
hardness
a
canoe.
It
is
when
are
animated
be
rnnuted
thesame
c
v.ise
miv
To
only
they
by intoxi- bend.
He assents with warmth
heart and insensibility remarkable mall savage nations. eating liquors, or roused by the jollity of the festival which are so little dilfused.
to public measures, dictated by passions similar to
and dance, that they become gay and conversible.
Tilt-it minds, roused o::lv Uv s .ron^ emotions, are liitie
To the same causes may be imputed the refined those which direct his own conduct. Hence the ardor
of ironlie, delicate, or tender affections
susceptible
r
Tm ir u.iion is so incomplete lh.it ea jh individual acts cunning with which they form and execute their with which individuals undertake the most perilous
Men who are not habituated to a liberal vice, when the community deems it necessary. Hence
as if he retained all his natural rights entire and undi- schemes.
mini.-hed.
If a favor is conferred upon him, or any communication of their own sentiments and wishes, are their fierce and deep rooted antipathy to the public
Hence their zeal for the honor of their
beneficial service is performed on his account, he re
apt to be to distrustful as to place little confidence in enemies.
ceives it with much satisfaction, because it contributes others, and ;o have recourse to an insidious crafl m tribe, and that love of their country, which prompts
brave
to
but
this
sentiment
extends
no
them
In civilized life,
to his enjoyment
danger that it may triumph, and to endure
accompli*!. !!!_ their own purposes.
yorul hi.iisclf. it cxdu.s no sense of obligation, he nei- those persons who lw Uieir situations have but a few tb.e most exquisite torments, without a groan, that it
ther feels gratitude, nor thinks of making any *eturn.[94] objects of pursuit on which their minds incessantly p.iav not be disgraced.
in fvi-ry *i Motion where a human
Even among pt-r o:is tbn ino^t closely connected, the d,\e!I, are :no5t remarkable for low artifice in currying
iSi
being can
oifiwhich strengthen attach- 0:1 their ii-.ile projects.
exchange of
Among savages, whose views be placed even m the most unfavorable, there are virthere are affections
ment, mollify the hc.nl, and sweeten the imcrcojn-e of) a e c-i u!lv cu:i!;ued, and their attention no less perse- lues whic peculiarly belong to it
ideas of independence veri g. tho-e circumstances must o^cr.ite
which it ..lls forth there is a species of happiness
Ti
lent.
life, is not !rc
which it yields. Nature, with the most beneficent in
cr.\e.i\ liy. and gradually accustom them to a d.slng
among the Ami ricaiu o ^ii a t^il-en reserve, \\ i:c!i
[ in
s
forms the mind to its condi
a ii si
her.
The force
tention, conciliates en
keeps tiiC in
subtlety in all their irans.ictions.
or
tu
the kieas and wishes of man t-xtt- nd not beyond
tiiis
relations are mutually af^i.-j to nuku any de:nand,
increased by habits \\hit:h t lt-y acq-iiro iii c.:i ry- lion
the
it
ltconsidtrj-r-d
wiieroin
thdt
of
to
slmuld
state
wl.ucjb lie ;s habituated.
&quot;What
jiolicit any service, k-st
by
tliey
aocit-ty
iugou the twc ino^t interesting operations
the
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presents as objects of contemplation or enjoyment,
fills and satisfies his mind, ami lie can hardly conceive
any other rnodo of life to he pleasant, or even tolerable.
The Tartar, accustomed to roam over extensive plains,
and to subsist on the product of his herds, imprecates
upon his enemy, as the greatest of all curses, that he
may be condemned to reside in one place, and to be
The rude Ameri
nourished with the top of a weed.
cans, fond of their own pursuits, and satisfied with
their own lot, are equally unable to comprehend the
intention or utility of the various accommodations,
which, in more polished society are deemed essential
Far from complaining of their
to the comfort of life.
own situation, or viewing that of men in a more im
proved state with admiration or envy, they regard thornselves as the standard of excellence, as brings the best
entitled, as well as the most perfectly qualified to enjoy
it

Unaccustomed

real

restraint

to

happiness.
any
upon
their will or their actions, they behold with amazement
the inequality of rank, and the subordination which takes
place in civilized life, and consider the voluntary sub
mission of one man to another as a renunciation no less
base than unaccountable, of the first distinction of hu
Void of foresight as well as free from care
manity.
themselves, and delighted with that state of indolent
security, they wonder at the anxious precautions, the
unceasing industry, and complicated arrangements of
Europeans, in guarding against distant evils, or provid
and they often exclaim against
ing for future wants
their preposterous follv, in thus multiplying the troubles
and increasing the labor of life. This preference of
their own manners is conspicuous on every occasion.
Even the names, by which the various nations wish to
he distinguished, are assumed from this idea of their
own pre-eminence. The appellation which the Iroquois
;

to themselves is the chief of men,
Caraibc, the
original name of the fierce inhabitants of -the WindThe Cheywt.rd Islands, signifies the warlike people.
rokees, from an idea of thc-ir own superiority, call the

give

Europeans Nothing, ;, or
1

the accursed race,

and as

sume to themselves the natnc of the bclorcd people.
The same principle regulated the notions of the other
Americans concerning the Europeans for although at
they were filled with astonishment at their arts,
and with dread of their power, they soon carnc to abate
their estimation of men whose maxims of life were so
different from their own.
Hence they called them the
;

first

froth of the sea,

men

without father or mother.
They
they had no c i;;fr, of their own,
supposed,
and therefore invaded that which belonged to oiliers
or that, being destitute of the necessaries of life at
home, they were obliged to roam over the ocean, in or
der to rob such as were more amply provided.
Men thus satisfied with their own condition are far
tha*

cithc&quot;

;

from any inclination

HISTORY OF

S

In evc-rv part of the earth where
man exists, the power of climate operates, with deci
sive influence, upon his condition and character.
In
those countries which approach near to the extremes
their

of heat or cold, this influence

is

!

he has uniformly attained the greatest perfec
tion of which his nature is capable, in the temperate

There his constitution is most
regions of the globe.
vigorous, his organs most acute, and his form most
beautiful.
There, too, he possesses a superior extent
of capacity, greater fertility of imagination, more enter
prising courage, and a sensibility of heart which gives
birth to desires, not only ardent, but persevering.
In
this favorite situation he has displayed the utmost ef
forts of his genius, in literature, in policy, in com

|

in societies

men

The

more improved.

1

1

\

!

arc continually

!

1

Some nations in Brasil were
of mind and bravery in war.
The people of the isthmus of Darien boldly met the
Spaniards in the field, and frequently repelled those
formidable invaders.
Other instances miht be proIt is not by attending to
duced.
any single cause or
principle, how powerful and extensive soever its infiu-

;

no less eminent

for vigor

ence may appear, that we can explain the actions, or
account for the character of men.
Even the law of
climate,

more

universal, perhaps, in

its

operation than

any that affects the human species, cannot be applied,
in judging of their conduct, without
many exceptions.

talents of civilized

exerted in rendering their

own

more comfortable
and by their ingenuity
and inventions, they can in a great measure supply the
defects, and guard against the inconveniences of any
climate.
But the improvident savage is allccted by
He takes
every circumstance peculiar to his situation.
no precaution either to mitigate or to improve it. Like
a plant or an animal, he is formed by the climate under
which he is placed, and fee s the full force of its influ
condition

tfd

their possession. [9G]

ir,

j

j

merce, in war, and in all the arts which improve or
embellish life.
This powerful operation of climate is felt most sen
sibly by rude nations, and produces greater effects than

iiiliab.

by the Carnbbrcs, a fierce race of men, nowise rcncinIn his second
liling their feeble and timid neinhbois.
expedition to the New World, he found this inforrnation lo be just, and was himself a witness of their
intrepid valor- [V)5] The same character they have main
tained invariably in all subsequent contests with the
and ever, in our own times we have
people of Europe
seen them make a gallant stand in defence of the last
l
territory w iich the rapacity of the invaders had left
;

find that
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WHEN

Grijalva [1518.] returned to Cuba, ho found
the armament destined to attempt the conquest of that

country which he had discovered almost complete.
avarice, had urged Velasquez
to hasten his preparations
and
such a prospect
having
of gratifying both, he had advanced considerable sums
out of his private fortune towards defraying the ex
At the same titnn, he ex
penses of the expedition.
rich

Not only ambition, but

;

ence.
In surveying the rude nations of America, this natu
ral distinction between the inhabitants of the
temperate erted his influence as governor, in engaging the most
and torrid zones is very remarkable.
They may, ac distinguished persons in the colony to undertake the
The one service. [97] At a timu when the spirit of the Spanish
cordingly, be divided into two great classes.
comprehends all the Xorth Americans from the river nation was adventurous .o excess, a number of soldiers,
St. Laurence to the Gulf of Mexico, together with the eager to embark in any daring enterprise, soon
ap
But it \vjs not so easy to find a person quali
people of Chili, and a few small tribes towards the peared.
To the other fied to take the command in an expedition of so much
extremity of the southern continent.
importance; and the character of Velasquez, who had
belong all the inhabitants of the islands, and those set
tled in the various provinces
province which extend from the the right of nomination, greatly increased the difficulty
isthmus of Darien almost
lmost to the southern confines of of the choice.
Though of most aspiring ambition, and
13 radii,
not destitute, of talents for government, he possessed
In the for
along the cast side of the Andes.
neither such courage, nor such vigor and activity of
mer, which comprehends all the regions of the tempe
rate zone that in America are inhabited, tho human mind, as t.o undertake iii person the conduct of the
to
be
armament which he was preparing. In this emharrassmore
The
species appears manifestly
perfect.
natives are more robust, more active, more intelligent, ing situation, he formed the chimerical scheme, not
and more courageous.
u deputy, but of
They postoss, in the most emi only of achieving jn-cat exploitnent degree, that force of mind, and love of indepen
securing to himself the glory of conquests which were
In the execution of this plan,
dence, which I have pointed out as the chief virtues of to be made by another.
1

1

1

I

I

,

\

I

&amp;gt;

man

in his

savage

They have defended

state.

liberty with persevering fortitude against the

have been used to wean a savage from his own customs,
and to render the accommodations of polished society
familiar to him; even where he has been allowed to
taste of those pleasures, and iias been honored with
those distinctions, which are the chief
objects of our
desire, he droops and languishes under the restraint of
laws and forms, he seizes the first opportunity of break
ing loose from them, and returns with transport to the
forest or the wild, where he can
enjoy a careless and

for

the other rude nations of

their

Europeans,

America with

the greatest case.
The natives of the tempera to zone
arc the only people in the New World who arc indebted
their

freedom

to

their

own

The North

valor.

Americans, though long encompassed by three formi
dable European powers, still retain part of their ordinal
possessions, and continue to exist as independent na
tions.
The people of Chili, though early invaded, still
maintain a gallant contest with the Spaniards, and
have set bounds to
the

their

warmer regions, men

encroachments whereas, in
more feeble in their frame,
;

are

less vigorous in the efforts of their minds, of a gentle
but dastardly spirit, more enslaved by pleasure, and
have finished a laborious delineation of the more sunk in indolence.
Accordingly, it is in the tor
character and manners of the uncivilized tribes scat
rid zone that the Europeans have most
completely
tered over the vast continent of America.
In this, I established their dominion over America
the most
aspire not at rivalling the great masters who have fertile and desirable provinces in it are subjected to
and if several tribes there still enjoy inde
painted and adorned savage life, cither in boldness of their yoke
I pendence, it is either because
design, or in the glow and beauty of their coloring.
they have never be*-n
am satisfied with thn more humble merit of having per attacked by an enemy already satiated with conquest.
sisted with patient industry, in
viewing my subject in and possessed of larger territories than he was able to
many various lights, and collecting from the most accu occupy, or because they have been saved from oppres
rate observers such detached, and often minute fea
sion by their remote and inaccessible situation.
tures, as might enable me to exhibit a portrait that
Conspicuous as this distinction may appear between
resembles the original.
the inhabitants of those different
it
is not,
regions,
Before I close this part of my work, one observation however, universal.
Moral and political causes, as I
more is necessary, in order to justify the conclusions have formerly observed, aHect the
disposition and cha
which I have formed, or to prevent the mistakes into racter of individuals, as well as
nations, still more
which such as examine them may fall.
In contemplat
There arc,
powerfully than the influence of climate.
the
inhabitants of a country so widely extended as
ing
accordingly, some tribes, m various parts of the torrid
America, great attention should be piid to the diver zone, possessed of courage, high spirit, and the love of
The independence, in a degree InrJly inferior lo the natives
sity of clitn,nes under which they are placed.
influence of this I have pointed out witn
respect to of more temperate climates. \Vcarc too little acquainted
several important particulars which have hern the ob- wil.h the
history of these people, to be able to trace the
of research
but, even whore it has not been ircn- several circumstances in their
progress and condition,
lioned, it ought not to be overlooked,
The provinces to which they are indebted for this remarkable pre
of America arc of such different
The fact, nevertheless, is* certain
As
temperament, that eminence.
tliis alone is sufficient to constitute, a distinction botween
early as tlie first voyage of Columbus, ho received

uncontrolled freedom.
I

;

;

;

|

so conspicuous as to

Whether we consider man merely
eye.
as an animal, or as being endowed with rational pow
ers which lit him for activity and speculation, we shall

who subdued

|,&quot;.&amp;lt;1

1

strike every

to relinquish their own habits, or
to adopt those of civilized life.
The transition is too
violent to be suddenly made.
Even where endeavors

Thus

information that several of the islands were

inhabitants.

he fondly aimed

at

He was
reconciling contradictions.
commander of intrepid resolu

solicitous to choo.sc a

and of superior abilities, because he knew these
be requisite in order to ensure success but. at the
time, from the jealousy natural to little minds, ho
wished this pen-on to be of a spirit so tame and obse
But
quious as to be entirely dependent on his will.
when he came to apply those ideas in forming an
opinion concerning the several officers who occurred
to his thoughts as worthy of being intrusted with the
command, he soon perceived that it was impossible to
find such incompatible qualities united in one character.
Such as were distinguished for courage and talents
were too high spirited to be passive instruments in his
hands.
Those who appeared more gentle and tracta
ble were destitute of capacity, and unequal to the
This augmented his perplexity and his fears.
charge.
lie deliberated long and with much solicitude, and was
still wavering in his
choice uhcn Amador do Lares,
the royal treasurer in Cuba, and Andres Duera. his own
tion,

to

;

same

two persons in whom he chiefly confided,
were encouraged by this irresolution to propose a new
and tlu y supported their recommendation
candidate
with such assiduity and address, that, no less fatally
secretary, the

;

for

Velasquez than happily

for their country,

it

proved

successful.

The man whom they pointed out to him was Fer
He was born at Mcdcllin, a small town
nando Cortes.

Es .rcmadura, m the year one thousand four hundred
and eighty-five, and descended from a family of noble
blood, but of very moderate fortune.
Being originally
destined by his parents to the study of law, as the most
likely method of bettering his condition, he was sent
early to the university of Salamanca, where he imbibed
But he was soon disgusted
so:ne tincture of learning.
with an academic life, which did not suit his ardent and
restless genius, and retired to Mcdellm, v.hcrc he gave
himself up entirely to active sports and martial exer
in

At this period of life he was so impetuous, so
overhearing, and so dissipated, that his father was gUd
cises

SOUTH AM KIUOA.
ds rapidity that he set sail from St.
Jago de Cuba on the
comply with his inclination, and sent him abroad
There were in that age two eighteenth of November. Velasquez accompanying
an adventurer in arms.
conspicuous theatres, on which such of the. Spanish him to the shore, and taking leave of liim with an
their appearance of
perfect friendship and confidence, though
youth as courted military glory might display
one in Italy, under the command of the Great he had secretly given it in charge to some of Cortes
valor
Cortes pre
tne other in the New World.
officers, to keep a watchful eye upon every part of their
Captain
ferred the former, but was prevented by indisposition commander s conduct.
Cortes proceeded to Trinidad, a small settlement on
from embarking with a reinforcement of troops sent to
Naples,
rpon this disappointment he turned his the same side of the island, where he was joined by
the
was
allured
several
whither
he
views towards America,
adventurers, and received a supply of provisions
by
from and military stores, of which his stock was still very
prospect of the advantages which he might derive
He had hardly left St. Jago, when the
the patronage of Ovando, [98] the governor of His- incomplete.
landed at jealousy which had been working in the breast of Ve
When
pamola, who was his kinsman.
St. Domingo, in one thousand five hundred and four, lasquez grew so violent that it was impossible to sup
The armament was no longer under his own
his reception was such as equalled his most sanguine press it.
several eye and direction
and he felt that as his power over
hopes, and he was employed by the Governor in
honorable and lucrative stations.
These, however, did it ceased, that of Cortes would become more absolute.
nut satisfy Itis ambition
and, in the year one thousand Imagination now aggravated every circumstance which
the rivals of Cortes
five hundred and eleven, he obtained permission to had formerly excited suspicion
accompany Diego Velasquez in his expedition to Cuba, industriously threw in reflections which increased his
and with no less art than malice they called su
In this service tie distinguished himself so much, that, fear
notwithstanding some violent contests with Velasquez, perstition to their aid, employing the predictions of an
All these,
occasioned by trivial events unworthy of remembrance, astrologer in order to complete the alarm.
he was at length taken into favor, and received an am
by their united operation, produced the desired effect.
ple concession of lands and of Indians, the recompense Velasquez repented bitterly of his own imprudence, in
usually bestowed upon adventurers in the New World. having committed a trust of so much importance to a
Though Cortes had not hitherto acted in high com- person whose fidelity appeared so doubtful, and hastily
mand, he had displayed such qualities in several scenes despatched instructions to Trinidad, empowering Verof difficulty and danger, as raised universal expecta
dugo, the chief magistrate there, to deprive Cortes of
But Cortes had already made such
tion, and turned the eyes of his countrymen towards his commission.
him as one. capable of performing great things. The progress in gaining the esteem and confidence of his
turbulence of youth, as soon as he found objects and troops, that, finding officers as well as soldiers equally
occupations suited to the ardor of his mind, gradually zealous to support his authority, he soothed or intimi
subsided and settled into a habit of regular indefatigable dated Verdugo, and was permitted to depart from Trini
The impetuosity of his temper, when he dad without molestation.
activity.
came to act with his equals, insensibly abated, by being
From Trinidad Cortes sailed for the Havana, in or
kept under restraint, ami mellowed into a cordial der to raise more soldiers, and to complete the victual
These qualities were accom ling of his fleet. There several persons of distinction
soldierly frankness.
panied with calm prudence in concerting his schemes, entered into the service, and engaged to supply what
with persevering vigor in executing them, and with, provisions were still wanting
but as it was necessary
what is peculiar to superior genius, the art of gaining to allow them some time for performing what they had
the confidence and governing the minds of men.
that
he ought no longer
sensible
To! promised, Vslasquez,
all which were added the inferior accomplishments that
to rely on a man of whom he had so openly discovered
a grace
strike the vulgar, and command their respect
his distrust, availed himself of the interval which this
ful
jerMjn, a winning aspect, extraordinary address in unavoidable delay afforded, in order to make one at
martial exercises, and a constitution of such vigor as tempt more to wrest the command out of the hands of
to be capable of enduring any fatigue.
He loudly complained of Vcrdugo s conduct,
Cortes.
As soon as Cortes was mentioned to Velasquez by accusing him either of childish facility, or of manifest
his two confidants, he flattered himself that he had at treachery, in suffering Cortes to escape from Trinidad.
length found what he hud hitherto sought in vain, a Anxious to guard against a second disappointment, he
man with talents for command, but not an object for sent a person of confidence to the Havana, with pe
Neither the rank nor the fortune of Cortes, remptory injunctions to Pedro Barba, his lieutenantjealousy.
as he imagined, was such tha*. he could aspire at inde
governor in that colony, instantly to arrest Cortes, to
He had reason to believe that by his own send him prisoner to St. Jarjo under a strong guard,
pendence.
readiness to bury ancient animosities in oblivion, as and to countermand the sailing of the armament until
well as his liberality in conferring several recent favors, he should receive further orders
He wrote likewise
he had already gained the good will o f Cortes, and to the principal officers, requiring thorn to assist Barba
But
hoped, by this new and unexpected mark of confidence, in executing what he had given him in charge.
before the arrival of this messenger, a Franciscan friar
that he might attach him for ever to his interest.
Cortes, receiving his commission [Oct. 23,] with the of St. Jago had secretly conveyed an account of this

with transports of military applause, accompanied with
threats and imprecations against all who should pre
sume to call in question the jurisdiction of their ge
neral, or to obstruct the execution of his designs.

to

!

Every thing was now ready for their departure but
though this expedition was fitted out by the united ef
fort of the Spanish power in Cuba
though every settle
ment had contributed its qr.ota of men and provisions ;
though the governor had laid out considerable sums,
and each adventurer had exhausted his stock, or strain
ed his credit, the poverty of the preparations was such
as must astonish the present age, and bore, indeed, no
resemblance to an armament destined for the conquest
;

;

;

;

;

(

1

\

j

I

of a great empire.

,

;

;

;

j

;

;

j

;

falconets.

With

Bartholomew de Olmedo,

expedition. Cortes, forewarned of the danger, had time
His first step
to take precautions for his own safety.
was to find some pretext for removing from the Havana
Diego de Ordaz. an officer of great merit, but in whom,
on account of his known attachment to Velasquez, he
could not confide in this trying and delicate juncture.

equip themselves in a manner tuiteu to their rank. [^9]
Inottohsive, and even laudable as this conduct was, his
to
disappointed competitors \\cre malicious enough
give

it

a turn to his disadvantage.

him as aiming already, with

I.

tile

They represented

disguise, at establish

and en
ing an independent authority over his troops,
deavoring to secure their respect or love by his osten
tatious and interested liberality.
They reminded Ve
lasquez of his former dissensions with the man in
whom he now reposed so much confidence, and toretold that Cortes would be more apt to avail himself of

power which ihe governor was inconsiderately
than to
putting in his hands, to avenge past injuries
These insinuations made
requite recent obligations.
such impression upon the suspicious mind of \ ehsquez, that Cortex s^on o .^rvt-u &amp;gt;omo s.mptoins o!
a growing alienation and d. struct in his behavior, and
was advised by Lares a::d l.Hiero to hasten his depar
ture before these should becoiut: so confirmed as to
break out with open violence.
Fully sensible of this
forward his preparations with such
danger, he
the

urged

who

;

ill

provided train did Cortes

enthusiasm always mingled with the spirit of adventure
in the New World, and, by a combination still more
strange, united with avarice, in prompting the Spaniards
to all their enterprises, a large cross was displayed in
their standards, with this inscription, Let us follow the
cross, fur under this sign we shall conquer.

So powerfully were Cortes and

his followers anima
with both these passions, that no less eager to
plunder the opulent country whither they wern bound,
than zealous to propagate the Christian faith among its
inhabitants, they set out, not with the solicitude natu
ral to men going upon dangerous services, but with
hat confidence which arises from security of success,
and certainty of the divine protection.
As Cortes had determined to touch at ever) place
where Grijalva had visited, he steered directly towards
there he had the good fortune
the island of Cozurncl

ted

;

to

redeem Jerome de Aguilar,

a Spaniard,

who had been

This man
ei^ht years a prisoner among the Indians.
was perfectly acquainted with a dialect of their lan
a
extent
of
country,
large
guage understood through
and possessing besides a considerable share of prudence
and sagacity, proved extremely useful as an interpreter.

a

acted as chaplain to the

He gave him the command of a vessel destined to take
on board some provisions in a small harbor beyond Cape
Antonio, and thus made sure of his absence without
seeming to suspect his fidelity. \^ hen he was gone,
Cortes no longer concealed the intentions of Velasquez
from his troops and as officers and soldiers were
equally impatient to set out on an expedition, in pre
paring for which most of them had expended all their
fortunes, they expressed their astonishment and indig
nation at that illiberal jealousy to which the governor
was about to sacrifice, not only the honor of their ge
neral, but all their sanguine hopes of glory and wealth.
With one voice they entreated that he would not aban
don the important station to which he had such a good
title.
They conjured him not to deprive them of a
loader \\ho.n they followed with such well founded con
fidence, and otft-red to shed the la^t drop of their Mooil
Cortes was easily in
in maintaining his authority.
duced to comply with what he himself so ardently tieHe swore that he would never desert soldiers
sired.
who had given him such a signal proof of their attach
ment, and promised instantly to conduct them to that
rich country which had been so long the object of their
This declaration was received
thoughts and wuhcs.

and

make war upon a monarch
whose dominions were more extensive than all the
kingdoms subject to the Spanish crown. As religious

;

interesting transaction to
monk of the same order,

this slender

set sail [Feb. 10, 1519.] to

;

own house, appeared in a military dress, and assumed
His utmost in
all the ensigns of his new dignity.
fluence a-id activity were exerted in persuading many
of his friends to engage in the service, and in urging
All his own
forward the preparations for the voyage.
funds, together with what money he could raise by
mortgaging his lands and Indians, were expended in
stores and provisions, or in supply
purchasing military
unable lo
ing the wants of such of his oil:cer&amp;gt; as were

consisted of eleven ves

open barks. On board of these
were six hundred and seventeen men of which five
hundred and eight belonged to the land service, and a
hundred and nine were seamen or artificers. The sol
diers were divided into eleven companies, accord
to each of which
ing to the number of the ships
Cortes appointed a captain, and committed to him
the command of the vessel while at sea, and of the
men when on shore. [100] As the use of fire arms
among the nations of Europe was hitherto confined to
a few battalions of regularly disciplined infantry, only
thirteen soldiers were armed with muskets, thirty-two
were cross-bow men, and the rest had swords and
Instead of the usual defensive armour, which
spears.
must have been cumbersome in a hot climate, the sol
diers wore jackets quilted \\ith cotton, which csperience had taught the Spaniards to be a sufficient pro
tection against the weapons of the Americans.
They
had only sixteen horses, ten small field pieces, and four

:

warmest, expressions of respect and gratitude to the
governor, immediately erected his standard before his

fleet

;

tons, and the rest small

,

I

The

the largest of a hundred tons, which was digni
fied by the name of Admiral ; three of seventy or eighty
sels

[

From Cozumel, Cortes proceeded to the river of Ta
basco [March 4,] in hopes of a reception as friendly as
Grijalva had met with there, and of finding gold in the
same abundance but the disposition of the natives,
from some unknown cause, was totally changed. After
repeated endeavors to conciliate their good will, he was
constrained to have recourse to violence.
Though the
forces of the enemy were numerous, and advanced with
routed
with preat
were
extraordinary courage, they
;

.

The loss
slaughter in several successive actions.
which they had sustained, and still more the astonish
ment and terror excited by the destructive effect of the
fire arms, and the dreadful appearance of the horses,
humbled

their fierce spirits,

and induced them to sue

the King of Castile as
sovereign, and granted Cortes a supply of provi
sions with a present of cotton garments, some gold,
for peace.

They acknowledged

their

and twenty female

slaves. [101]
Cortes continued his course to the westward, keep
ing as near the shore as possible, in order to observe
but could discover no proper place for
the country
As he
landing until he arrived at St. Juan de L lua.
entered this harbor, [April 2,] a large canoe full of peo
wore two who seemed to be persons
ple, among whom
of distinction, approached his ?hip with signs of peace
and amity. They came on board without fear or dis
trust, and addressed him in a most respectful manner,
but in a language altogether unknown to Agnilar,
Cortes was in the utmost perplexity and distress at it
;
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event of which ho instantly foresaw the consequences,
and already felt the hesitation and uncertainty with
which lie should carry on the great schemes which he
meditated, if, in his transactions with the natives, he
must depend entirely upon such an imperfect, ambigu
ous, and conjectural mode of communication as the
But he did not remain long in his emuse of signs.
a fortunate accident extricated
Darrassing situation
him when his own sagacity could have contributed lit
;

One of the female slaves, whom
towards his relief.
he had received from the cazique of Tabasco, happened
to be present at the first interview between Cortes and
tle

new guests. She perceived his distress, as well
as the confusion of Agnilar
and, as she perfectly un
derstood the Mexican language, she explained what
they had said in the Yucatan tongue, with which AguiThis woman, known afterwards
lar was acquainted.
the name of Donna Marina, and who makes a con
his

;

by

spicuous figure in the history of the New World,
about by small causes
great revolutions were brought
and inconsiderable instruments, was bom in one of the

where

provinces of the Mexican Empire.

Having been

sold
as a slave in the early part of her life, after a variety
of
the
of adventures she fell into the hands
Tabascans,
and had resided long enough among them to acquire
without losing the use of her own
their

language
Though it was both tedious and troublesome to con
verse by the intervention of two different interpreters,
Cortes was so highly pleased with having discovered
this method of carrying on some intercourse with the
to
people of a country into which he was determined
of his joy he consi
penetrate, that in the transports
dered it as a visible interposition of Providence in his
favor.

He now learned that the two persons whom he had
received on board of his ship were deputies from Teutile and Pilpatoe, two officers intrusted with the goWernment of that province by a great monarch whom
and that they were sent to
they called Montezuma
;

inquire what his intentions were in visiting their coast,
and to oiler him what assistance he might need, in
order lo continue his voyage.
Cortes, struck with the
of those people, as well as the tenor of the

appearance
message, assured them, in respectful terms, that he
appioached their country with most friendly sentiments,
and came to propose matters of great importance to
the welfare of their prince and hi:- kingdom, which he
would unfold more tully. in person, to the governor and
the general.
Next moi-nn--, wi aout .vailing or a:iy
answer, he landed his troops, his ..urses, and artillery
;

aiiu,

auving cl.usen proper ground, began to erect huts

for his

men, and

to fortify his

camp.

The

natives, in

stead of opposing the entrance of those fatal guests
into their country, assisted them in all their operations
with an alacrity of which they had ere long good rea

son to repent.
Next day Teutile and Pilpatoe entered the Spanish
camp with a numerous retinue and Cortes, consider
;

ing them as the ministers of a great monarch entilled
to a degree of attention very different from that which
the Spaniards were accustomed to pay the petty caziques with whom they had intercourse in the isles,
lie in
received them with much formal ceremony.
formed them, that he came as ambassador from Don
Carlos, of Austria, King of Castile, the greatest
monarch of the East, and was intrusted with proposi
tions of such moment, that he could impart them to
none but the Emperor Montezuma himself, and there
fore required them to conduct him, without loss of
The Mexican
time, into the presence of their master.
officers could not conceal their uneasiness at a request
which they knew would be disagreeable, and which
they foresaw might prove extremely embarrassing to
their sovereign, whose mind had been hlied with many
disquieting apprehensions ever since the former appear
ance of the Spaniards on his coasts.
JJut before they
attempted to dissuade Cortes from insisting on his
demand, they endeavored to concdiatc his good will by
entreating him to accept of certain presents, which, as
humble slaves of Montezuma. they laid at his feet.
They were introduced with great parade, and consisted
of tine cotton cloth, of plumes of various colors, and
of ornaments of gold and silver to a considerable value
the workmanship of which appeared to be as curious
is the materials were rich.
The display of these pro
;

duced an effect very different from what the Mexicans
intended. Instead of satisfying, it increased the avidity
of the Spaniards, and rendered them so eager and impa
tient to become masters of a country which abounded
with such precious productions, that Cortes could
hardly listen with patience to the arguments which Pilpa
toe and Teutile employed to dissuade him from visiting

S
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the capital, and in a haughty determined tone, he in
sisted on his demand of being admitted to a personal
audience of their sovereign.
During this interview,

declared, in a manner more resolute and peremptory
than formerly, that he must insist on his first demand,
as he could not without dishonor, return to his own
country, until he was admitted into the presence of the

!

had
painters, in the train of the Mexican chiefs,
in delineating, upon white
cotton cloths, figures of the ships, the horses, the artil
the soldiers, and whatever else attracted their

some

prince whom he was appointed to visit in the name of
The Mexicans, astonished at seeing
his sovereign.
any man dare to oppose that will which they were ac
customed to consider as supreme and irresistible, yet
afraid of precipitating their country into an open rup
ture with such formidable enemies, prevailed with Cor
tes to promise that he would not remove from his pre
sent camp until the return of a messenger whom thev
sent to Montezuma for further instructions.
The firmness with which Cortes adhered to his origi

been diligently employed
lery,

When Cortes observed this, and was
eyes as singular.
informed that these pictures were lo be sent to Mon
tezuma, in order to convey to him a more lively idea
of the strange and wonderful objects now presented to
their view than any words could communicate, he re
solved to render the representation still more animating
such a spectacle as might
interesting, by exhibiting
awful impression
give both them and their monarch an
of the extraordinary prowess of his followers, and the
The trumpets, by his
irresistible force of their arms.
the troops, in a moment,
order, sounded an alarm

and

;

nal proposal should naturally have brought the negotia
tion between him and Montezuma to a speedy issue, as
it seemed to leave the Mexican monarch no choice, but
either to receive

friend, or to

oppose him openly as an enemy. The latter was what
might have been expected from a haughty prince in pos
session of extensive power.
The Mexican empire at
this period was at a pitch of grandeur to which no so

in

;

the artillery, pointed towards the thick woods
which surrounded the camp, were tired, and made
dreadful havoc among the trees. The Mexicans looked
on with that silent amazement which is natural when
the mind is struck with objects which are both p. w fill and
above its comprehension.
But, at the explosion of the

strength

him with confidence as a

I

order of battle, the infantry performed such
martial exercises as were best suited to display the
the horse, in various
effect of their different weapons
evolutions, gave a specimen of their agility and

formed

Though it
ciety ever attained in so short a period.
had subsisted, according to their own traditions, only
a hundred and thirty years, its dominion extended from
the North to the South Sea, over territories stretching,

;

with

some

small

interruption,

above

five

hundred

leagues from east to west, and more than two hundred
from north to south, comprehending provinces not in
the
ferior in fertility, population and opulence, to any
The people were warlike and enterpris
torrid zone.
of
monarch
and
the authority
the
unbounded,
ing
his revenues considerable.
If, with the forces which
assembled
in
such an empire,
have
been
suddenly
might
Montezuma had fallen upon tho Spaniards while en
camped on a barren unhealthy coast, unsupported by
any ally, without a place of retreat, and destitute of
provisions, it seems to be impossible, even with all the
advantages of their superior discipline and arms, that
they could have stood the shock, and they must either
have perished in such an unequal contest, or have aban

cannon, many of them fled, some fell to the ground,
and all were so much confounded at the sight of men
whose power so nearly resembled that of the gods, that
Cortes found it difficult to compose and reassure them.
The painters had now many new objects on which o
exercise their art, and they put their fancy on the
stretch in order to invent fig-jres and symbols to repre
sent the extraordinary things which they had seen.

m

;

Messengers were immediately despatched to Monte
with those pictures, and a full account of every

zuma

thing that had passed since the arrival of the Spaniards,

and by them Cortes sent a present of some European
curiosities to Montezuma, which, though of no great
value, he believed would be acceptable on account of doned the enterprise.
As the power of Montezuma enabled him to take this
their novelty.
The Mexican monarchs, in order to ob
tain early information of every occurrence in all the spirited part, his own dispositions were such as seemed
Of all the princes who
corners of their extensive empire, had introduced a re
naturally to prompt him to it.
finement in police unknown at that time in Europe. had swayed the Mexican sceptre, he was the most
They had couriers posted at proper stations along the haughty, the most violent, and the most impatient of
His subjrrfs looked u,j to him with awe, and
and as these were trained to agility by control.
principal roads
The former he governed with
his ent .iv. s with terror.
a regi;i:ir education, and relieved one another at mode
rate disUncc-s, they conveyed intelligence with surpris
unexampled rigor hut they were impressed with such
Though the capital in which Montezuma an opinion of his capacity as commanded their respect
ing rapidity.
resided was above a hundred and eighty miles from St. and, by many victories over the latter, he had spread
Juan de Ulua, Cortes presents were carried thither, and far the dread of his arms, and had added several con
But though his
an answer to his dcnunds received in a few days. siderable provinces to his dominions.
The, same officers who had hitherto treated with the talents might be suited to the transactions of a state so
as the Mexican empire, and suffi
Spaniards were employed to deliver this answer but imperfectly polished
as they knew how repugnant the determination of their cient to conduct them while in their accustomed course,
master was to all the schemes and wishes of the Spa
they were altogether inadequate to a conjuncture so ex
nish commander, they would not venture to make it traordinary, and did not qualify him either to judge with
known until they had previously endeavored to soothe the discernment, or to act with the decision requisite in
and mollify him.
For this purpose they renewed tiieir such trying emergence.
From the moment that the Spaniards appeared on
negotiation, by introducing a train of a hundred Indians
The his coast, he discovered symptoms of timidity and em
loaded with presents sent to him by Montezuma.
Instead of taking such resolutions as
barrassment.
magnificence of these was such as became a great mo
narch, and far exceeded any idea which the Spaniards the consciousness of his own power, or the memory of
were
his
former
had hitherto formed of his wealth.
exploits, might have inspired he deliberated
They
placed
on mats spread on the ground in such order as showed with an anxiety and hesitation which did not escape the
them to the greatest advantage. Cortes and his officers notice of his meanest courtiers. The perplexity and
viewed with admiration the various manufactures of the discomposure of Montezuma s mind upon this occacotton stuffs so fine, and of such delicate sion, as well as the general dismay of his subjects, were
country
the impression which the Spaniards
texture as to resemble silk
pictures of animals, trees, not owing wholly to
and other natural objects, formed with feathers of dif had made bv the novelty of their appearance and the
Its origin may be traced up to a
ferent colors, disposed and mingled with such skill and terror of their arms.
There was an opinion, if we
elegance as to rival the .vyrk:; of tho pencil in truth and more remote source.
earliest
anil most authentic Spanish
IJut what chicilly attracted their may believe the
beauty of imitation.
almost
universal
of
eves were two large plates of a circular form, one
historians,
among the Americans, that
massive gold representing fhs sun, the other of silver, some dreadful calamity was impending over their heads,
an emblem of the ir.oan. [10% \
These were accompa from a race of formidable invaders, who should come
nied with bracelets, collars, rings, and other trinkets of from regions towards the rising sun, to overrun and
Whether this disquieting ap
gold and that nothing might be wanted which could give desolate their country.
the Spaniards a complete idea of whit the country afford
prehension flowed from the memory of some natural
ed, with some boxes filled with pearls, precious stones, calamity which had afflicted that part of the globe, and
and grains of gold umvrought, as they had been found impressed the minds of the inhabitants with supersti
in the mines or rivers.
(Jorl.es received all these with an tious fears and forebodings, or whether it was an ima
appearance of profound veneration for the monarch by gination accidentally suggested by the astonishment
were
whom they
bestowed.
But when the Mexicans, which the first sight of a new race of men occasioned,
presuming upon this, informed him that their master, it is impossible to determine. But as the Mexicans
though he had desired him to accept of what he had sent were more prone to superstition thin any people in the
New World, they were more deeplv aneetcd by the
as a token of regard lor that monarch whom Cortes re
r
presented, would not give his consent that foreign troops appearance of the Spaniards, whom thei credulity iushould approach nearer to his capitol, or even allow them siantly represented as the instrument destined to bring
Under
to continue longer in his dominions, the Spanish general about this fatal revolution which they dreaded.
;

;

;

.?

;

i

;

;

;
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ments of the whole anny.

those circumstances it ceases to be incredible that a
iiaudt.il of adventurers should alarm the monarch of a
great empire, and

all his s-jbjects.

ing to his original demand, refused to obey the order
enjoining him to leave the country, Montezuma assumed
some degree of resolution and in a transport of rage
natural to a fierce prince unaccustomed to meet with
;
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he deemed essential to the public safety, with the same
dutiful fidelity as if he were
addressing his royal mas
ter
that the security of a colony settled in a
great
whose
had
empire,
sovereign
already discoverrd his
hostile intentions, depended upon arms, and the
efficacy
of these upon the subordination and
discipline preserved

listened to this rcmon-

strance without any appearance of emotion, and as he
well knew the temper and wishes of his soldiers, and
foresaw how they would receive a proposition fatal at

.

Notwithstanding the influence of this impression,
when the messenger arrived from the Spanish camp
with an account lhat the leader of the strangers, adher-

He

;

once to all the splendid hopes and schemes which they
had been forming with such
complaceny, he carried his

t

dissimulation so far as to seem to
relinquish his own
measures in compliance with the request of Ordaz, and
issued orders that the army should be in readiness next

,

the troops ; that his right to command
rived from a commission granted by the

As soon as this was
(lay to re-embark for Cuba.
any opposition to his will, he threatened to sacrifice known, the disappointed adventurers exclaimed and
But his doubts threatened the emissaries of Cortes, mingling with
those presumptuous men to his gods.
and fears quickly returned and instead of issuing or- them, inflamed their rage ; the ferment became general
all deders to carry his threats into execution, he again called the whole catnp was almost in open mutiny
Feeble manding with eagerness to see their commander. Corhis ministers to confer and offer their advice.
and temporising measures will always be the result tes was not slow in appearing ; when, with one voice,
when men assemble to deliberate in a situation where officers and soldiers expressed their astonishment and
The Mexican counsellors took no indignation at the orders which they had received. It
they ought to act.
effectual measure for expelling such troublesome in- was unworthy, they cried, of the Castillian courage to
truders, and were satisfied with issuing a more positive be daunted at the first aspect of danger, and infamous

,

;

;

;

was de
governor of
Cuba ; and as that had been long since revoked, the
lawfulness of his jurisdiction might well be questioned;
that he might be
thought to act upon a defective or
even a dubious title ; nor could
they trust an army
which might dispute the powers of its
general, at a
juncture when it ought implicitly to obey nis orders ;
that, moved by these considerations, he now resigned all
his authority to them, that
they, having both right to
choose, and power to confer full jurisdiction, might ap
one
in
the
s
point
king name to command the army in
its future
operations ; and as for his own part, such
was his zeal for the service in which they were en
gaged, that he would most cheerfully take up a pike with

among

;

;

i

:

(

them to leave the country but to fly before any enemy appeared. For their parts,
accompanied with a present of they were determined not to relinquish an enterprise the same hand that laid down the general s truncheon,
such value as proved a fresh inducement to remain that had hitherto been successful, and which tended so and convince his fellow-soldiers, that
though accus
there.
visibly to spread the knowledge of true religion, and to tomed to command, he had not forgotten how to obey.
Meanwhile, the Spaniards were not without solici- advance the glory and interest of their country. Happy Having finished his discourse, he laid the commission
Vide, or a variety of sentiments, in deliberating con- under his command, they would follow him with ala- from Velasquez upon the table, and, after kissing his
cernmg their own future conduct. From what they had cnty through every danger in quest of those settlements truncheon, delivered it to the chief magistrate, and
already seen, many of them formed such extravagant and treasures which he had so long held out lo their withdrew.
but if he chose rather to return to Cuba, and
The deliberations of the council were not long, as
ideas concerning the opulence of the country, that des- view
pising danger or hardships when they had in view trea- tamely give up all his hopes of distinction and opulence Cortes had concerted this important measure wi h his
sures which appeared to be inexhaustible, they were to an envious rival, they would instantly choose another confidants, and had prepared the other members with
Others, estimating the general to conduct them in that path of glory which he great address for the part which he wished them to
eager to attempt the conquest.
take.
His resignation was accepted and as the unin
power of the Mexican empire by its wealth, and enu- had not spirit to enter.
injunction,

requiring

;

this they preposterously

j

!

;

:

I

,

;

i

1

i

;

merating the various proofs which had occured of its
being under a well regulated administration, contended
that it would be an act of the wildest frenzy to attack
such a state with a small body of men. in want of
provisions, unconnected with any ally, and already en-

|

!

ieebled by the diseases peculiar to the climate, and the
Cortes secretly aploss of several of their number.
plauded the advocates for bold measures, and cherished
their romantic hopes, as such ideas corresponded with
his own, and favored the execution of the schemes

they, by their unanimous suffrage, elected
justice of the colony, and captain-general of
and
army,
appointed his commission to be made out
in the king s name, with most ample
powers, which
were to continue in force until the royal pleasure should
be fnrther known. That this deed might not be deemed
for

,

its

the machination of a junto, the council called
together
the troops, and acquainted them with what had been
resolved.
The soldiers, with eager applause, ratified
the choice which the council had made
the air re
sounded with the name of Cortes, and all vowed to
;

s::ed their blood in support of his authority.
Cortes, having now brought his intrigues to the
sired issue, and shaken off his

S^.-iard,
^esh ardor, h.^ a.igmal pUiii Ji Oj-orauui, ai:d doubted
iiot to conduct them, in the career of victory, to such
independent fortunes as their valor merited.
Upon
this declaration, shouts of applause testified the excess
to
taken
with
be
of their joy.
The measure seemed

unanimous consent; such as secretly condemned

;

it

being obliged to join in the acclamations, partly to concoal their disaffection from their general, and partly to
avoid the imputation of cowardice from their fellowsoldiers.

]

!

de

mortifying dependence
on the governor of Cuba, accepted of the commission,
which vested in him supreme jurisdiction, civil as well
as military over the colony, with many professions of
Torespect to the council and gratitude to the army.
gether with this new command, he assumed greater
to
and
exercise
more
extensive powers.
dignity,
began
Formerly he had felt himself to be only the deputy of a
he
acted
as
the
now
subject
representative of his so
The adherents of Velasquez, fully aware of
vereign.
what would be the effect of this change in the situation
of Cortes, could no longer continue silent and passive
spectators of his actions.
They exclaimed openly
against the proceedings of the council as illegal, and
those
of
the
as
mutinous.
army
Cortes, inagainst
stantly perceiving the necessity of giving a timely check
to such seditious discourse by some vigorous measure,
arrested Ordaz, Escudero, and Velasquez de I^eon, the
ringleaders of this faction and sent them prisoners
aboard the fleet, loaded with chains. Their dependants,
astonished and overawed, remained quiet ; and Cortes,
more desirous to reclaim than to punish his prisoners,
who were officers of great merit, courted their friend
ship with such assiduity and address, that the reconci
;

;

i

command,

him chief

h&quot;

;

thev almost forgot that the armament had been fitted
out by the authority and at the expense of another.
During these intrigues, Teutile arrived with the present from Montpzuma. and, together with it. delivered
the ultimate order of that monarch to depart instantly
and when Cortes, instead of
out of his dominions
complving, renewed his request of an audience, the
Mexican turned from him abrubtly, and quitted the
camp with looks and gestures which strongly expressed
Next morning, none of
his surprise and resentment.

ments were what he himself had inspired, and the
warmth of expression satisfied him that his followers
had imbibed them thoroughly.
He affected, however,
to be surprised at what he heard, declaring that his orders to prepare for embarking were issued from a persuasion that this was agreeable to his troops that, from
deference to what he had been informed was their inclination, he had sacrificed his own private opinion,
which was firmly bent on establishing immediately a
settlement on the sea coast, and then on endeavoring
to pen-jlrate into the interior part of the co ..itry; that
now he was convinced of his error; and as
j.i:.oeived
that they wrc .inline
I vr ih the (??nc rout
spirit which
breathed in u.^.v true
lie v.. . ^ resume, wi:!:

diers.

insinuate himself into their favor, and by his affable
manners, by well timed acts of liberality to some, by
inspiring all with vast hopes, and by allowing them to
trade privately with the natives, [103] he attached the
greatcr part of his soldiers so firmly to himself, that

terrupted tenor of their prosperity under his conduct
afforded the most satisfying evidence of his abilities

;

which he had formed. From the time that the suspicions of Velasquez broke out with open violence in the
attempts to deprive him of the command, Cortes saw
the necessity of dissolving a connec ion which would
obstruct and embarrass all his operations, and watched
for a proper opportunity of coming to a final rupture
with him.
Having this in view, he had labored by
every art to secure the esteem and affection of his sol-

With his abilities for command, it was easy to
gain their esteem and his followers were quickly satisfied that they might rely, with perfect confidence, on the
conduct and courage of their leader. Nor was it more
difficult to acquire their affection. Among adventurers
nearlv of the same rank, and serving at their own expense, the dignity of command did not elevate a general above mingling with those who acted under him.
Cortes availed himself of this freedom of intercourse to

Cortes, delighted with their ardor, took no offence at
the boldness with which it was uttered.
The senti-

Without allowing his men time to cool or to reflect,
Cortes set about carrying his design into execution,
In order to give a beginning to a colony, he assembled
the principal persons in his army, and by their suffrage
elected a council and magistrates, in whom the government was to be vested. As men naturally transplant
the institutions and forms of the mother country into
their new settlements, this was framed upon the model
The magistrates were dis
of a Spanish corporation.
tinguished by the same names and ensigns of office,

!

j

1

!

;

I

and were to exercise a similar jurisdiction. All the
persons chosen were most firmly devoted to Cortes,
and the instrument of their election was framed in the
and on the most trying
king s name, without any mention of their dependence liation was perfectly cordial
The two principles of avarice and en- occasions, neither their connection with the governor
on Velasquez.
thusiasm, which prompted the Spaniards to all their of Cuba, nor the memory of the indignity with which
the natives, who used to frequent the camp in ^reat enterprises in the New World, seem to have concurred they had been treated, tempted them to swerve from
numbers in order to barter with the soldiers, and to in suggesting the name which Cortes bestowed on his an inviolable attachment to his interest. In this, as
settlement.
He called it, The Rich Toicn of the well as his other negotiations at this critical conjuncture,
bring in provisions, appeared. All friendly correspond- i:ifant
which decided with respect to his future fame and forence seemed now to be at an end, and it was expected True Cross.
commence.
first
The
every moment that hostilities would
This,
meeting of the new council was distin- tune Cortes owed much of his success to the Mexican
a
transaction
of
moment.
As
soon
been
occahave
foreseen,
great
gold, which he distributed with a liberal hand both
guished by
though an event that might
and among his friends and his opponents.
sioned a sudden consternation among the Spaniards, as it assembled, Cortes applied for leave to enter
Cortes, having thus rendered the union between
which emboldened the adherents of Velasquez not only approaching with many marks of profound respect,
and his %rmy
which added dignity to the tribunal, and set an example himself
indissoluble, by
enpasrirrw it to
to murmur and cabal against their general, but to
J
J
.......
to remonstrate openly against of reverence for its authority, he began a long harangue, join him m disclaiming any dependence on the governor
point one of their number
his imprudence in attempting the conquest of a mighty in which, with much art, and in terms extremely of Cuba, and in repeated acts of disobedience to his
to urge thf ne- flattering to persons just entering upon their new func- authority, thought he now might venture to quit Ihe
empire with such inadequate force, and
to refit the fleet tion, he observed, that as the supreme jurisdiction over camp in which he had hitherto remained, and advance
cessity of returning to Cuba, in order
and augment the army. Diego de Ordaz, one of his the colony which they had planted was now vested m into the country. To this he was encouraged by an
Some Inhe considered them as clothed with the au- event no less fortunate than seasonable.
principal officers, whom the malecontents charged with this court,
dians having approached his camp in a mysterious manthis commission, delivered it with a soldierly freedom thority and representing the person of their sovereign
and bluntness, assuring Cortes that he spoke the senti- that accordingly he would communicate to them what ner, were introduced into his presence. He found that
1
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they were sent with a proffer of friendship from the
cazique of Zempoalla, a considerable town at no great
distance
and from their answers to a variety of ques
tions which he put to them, according to his usual
practice in every interview with the people of the
country, lie gathered, that their master, though subject
to the Mexican empire, was impatient of the yoke, and
filled with such dread and hatred of Montezuma, that
nothing could he more acceptable to him thin any
prospect of deliverance from the oppression under
which he groaned. On hearing this, a ray of light and
He saw that
hope broke in upon the mind of Cortes.
the great empire which he intended to attack was neither
;

perfectly united, nor its sovereign universally beloved.
concluded, that the causes of disaffection could not

He

be confined to one province, but that in other corners
there must be malecontents, so weary of subjection, or
so desirous of change, as to be ready to follow the
standard of any protector.
Full of those ideas, on
which he began to form a scheme that time and more
perfect information concerning the state of the country

enabled him to mature, he gave a most gracious recep
tion to the Zcmpoallans, and promised soon to visit
their cazique.
In order to

perform this promise, it was not ne
cessary to vary the route which he had already fixed
for his march.
Some officers, whom he had employed
to survey the coast, having discovered a village named
about
Quiabislan,
forty miles to the northward, which,
both on account of the fertility of the soi! and commodiousness of the harbor, seemed to be a more pro
per station for a settlement than that where he was
Zemencamped, Cortes determined to remove thither.
in his way, where the cazique received him
poalla lay
in the manner which he had reason to expect
with
gifts and caresses, like a man solicitous to gain his
good will with respect approaching almost to adora
tion, like one who looked up to him as a deliverer.
From him he learned many particulars with respect to
the character of Montezuma, and the circumstances
which rendered his dominion odious.
He was a tyrant.
as the cazique told him with tears, haughty, cruel, and
suspicious; who treated his own subjects with arro
gance, ruined the conquered provinces by excessiAC
exactions, and often tore their sons and daughters from
them by violence the former to he offered as victims
to his gods
the latter to be reserved as concubines
for himself or favorites.
Cor^s, in reply to hirr rt;

;

;

;

fully insinuated, that one grr;,i object of thr ?. niiui da
in visiting a country so remote from their own, was to
redress grievances, and to relieve the oppressed
and
1
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them no hope of

safety but in
attaching themselves inviolably to the Spaniards, they
soon completed their union with them, by formally
themselees to be vassals of the same
rebellion, as

open

left

acknowledging
monarch. Their example was followed by the Totothe mountainous
naqiies, a fierce people who inhabited
They willingly subjected them
part of the country.
offered
to accom
and
selves to the crown of Castile,
his march towards
pany Cortes, with all their forces, in
when every thing was ready for execution, they were
Mexico.
Cortes had now been above three months in New betrayed by one of their associates.
and though this period had not been dis
Though the good fortune of Cortes interposed so
Spain
tinguished by martial exploits, every moment had been seasonably on this occasion, the detection of this con
employed in operations which, though less splendid, spiracy filled his mind with most disquieting appre
were more important. By his address in conducting hensions, and prompted him to execute a scheme which
He perceived that the spirit of
his intrigues with bis own army, as well as his sagacity he had long revolved.
still
lurked among his troops
in carrying on his negotiations with the natives, he disaffection
that
future
success.
hitherto
checked
the
foundations
of
his
had already laid
by the uniform success of his
though
But whatever confidence he might place in the plan schemes, or suppressed by the hand of authority va
which he had formed, he could not but perceive, that rious events might occur which would encourage and
He observed, that many of his men, weary
as his title to command was derived from a doubtful call it forth.
The in of the fatigue of service, longed to revisit their settle
authority, he held it by a precarious tenure.
and that upon any appearance of exjuries which Velasquez had received were such as ments in Cuba
would naturally prompt him to apply for redress to iraordinary danger or any reverse of fortune, it would
and such a representation, be impossible to restrain them from returning thither,
their common sovereign
he foresaw, might be given of his conduct that, he had He was sensible, that his forces, already too feeble,
could bear no diminution, and that a very small defec
reason to apprehend, not only that he might be de
tion of his followers would oblige him to abandon the
graded from his present rank, but subjected lo punish
ment.
Before he began his inarch, it was necessary enterprise.
After ruminating often, and with much
to take the most effectual precautions against this im
solicitude, upon those particulars, he saw no hope of
pending danger. With this view he persuaded the success but in cutting off all possibility of retreat, ami
magistrates of the colony at Vcra Cruz to address a in reducing his men to the necessity of adopting the
letter to the king, the chief object of which was to same resolution with which he himself was animated,
either to conquer or to perish.
With this view he
justify their own conduct in establishing a colony in
but as he durst not
dependent on the jurisdiction of Velasquez. In order determined to destroy his fleet
to accomplish this, they endeavored to detract from his venture to execute such a bold resolution by his single
merit in fitting out the two former armaments under authority, he labored to bring his soldiers to adopt hia
Cordova and Grijalva, affirming that these had been ideas with respect to the propriety of this measure.
His address in accomplishing this was not inferior to
equipped by the adventurers who engaged in the ex
They contended the arduous occasion in which it was employed. He
peditions, and not by the governor.
j

;

|

;

;

;

;

!

that the sole object of Velasquez was to trade or barter
with the natives, not to attempt the conquest of
They asserted that
Spain, or to settle a colony there.

,

New

Cortes

and the

officers

1

defrayed the greater part of the expense of fitting out
the armament.
On this account, they humbly reqvi^-ied their sovereign to ratify what they had done in
h s name, and ;o confirm Cortes t.i the supreme comn..md by l.is royal commission.
That Charles might
be induced to grant more readily what they demanded,

I

;

|

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

tin&quot;

victims, as an expiation for their guilt in pre
suming to hold intercourse with those strangers whom
the emperor had commanded to leave his dominions

;

instead of obeying the order, the
caziqucs made them
prisoners, treated them with great indignity, and as their
superstition was no less barbarous than that of the

Mexicans, they prepared to sacrifice them lo their
From this last danger they were delivered by
gods.
the interposition of Cortes, who manifested the utmost
horror at

the mention of such a deed.

caziqucs. having

now been pushed

The two

to an act of such

j

|

.

j

for their departure

wnrmlv attached to his interest. The caziquc of Zempoalln supplied him with provisions, and with two hun
dred of those Indians called Tamftncs, whose ofllce, in
a country where tame animals were unknown, was to

i

are described minutely, itnd with proal honor some
of the Spaniards, it is said, hud been eye-witnesses of Lhu.se
barbarous rites. To the letter is subjoined a catalou^u and
description of the presents sent to the emperor. That pub
lished by Geinura, Cron. c. 2 .t, seems to have been copied
from it. Pet, Martyr describes many of Die articles in his
;

De

Insuiis

nuper inventis,

p. 351,

&c.

commotion was appeased without bloodshed, and con

chiefly of such as from age or infirmity were less fit for
active service, ht; left as a garrison in Villa Rica, under
thr command of Esruliinte, an officer of mrrit, and

In this letter it is asserted, that though a considerable
of Spaniards have been wounded in thoir various
enr.ouni.crs with t!ic people ol Tobasoo, not one of them died,
an. I all hail recovered in a very sh:&amp;gt;rl time.
This .suoina to
confirm what I observe in p.
i-niicernnitj the
ni-e:f-;;nion
of the offensive weapon* u-vd by the Americans. In this
letter, the human sarriliees offered by the Mo\ieans to Ihcir

(

:

cord perfectly re-established.
Cortes began his march from Zempoalla. on the six
teenth of August, with five hundred men, fifteen horse,
The rest of his troops, consisting
and six field pieces.

an

*

treatise,

the altars and to

chief temple of Zempoalla, and
in their place to erect a crucifix and an image of the
The people beheld this with astonish
Virgin Mary.
ment and horror the priests excited them to arms
hut such was the authority of Cortes, and so great the
in the

ascendant which the Spaniards had acquired, that the
I

number

deitii S

his soldiers to overturn

destroy the idols

;

unexpected event occasioned a general alarm. Some
soldiers and sailors, secretly attached to Velasquez, or

lr&amp;gt;;!,

that distinguishes his character.
Though
hitherto he had neither time nor opportunity to explain
to the natives ihe errors of their own superstition, or to
instruct them in the principles of the Christian faith, he

commanded

passage thither

While a vessel was preparing

pr. -donee

j

j

of the colony, were appointed to carry this present to
Castile, with express orders not to touch at Cuba in
th&amp;lt;:ir

persuaded some that the ships had suffered so much by
having been long at sea, as to be altogether unfit for
service
to others he pointed out what a seasonable rcinforccment of strength they would derive from the
junction of a hundred men, now unprofitably employed
as sailors
and to all he represented th*1 necessity of
fixing their eyes and wishes upon what was before
them, without allowing the idea of a retreat once to
With universal consent the ships
enter their thoughts.
were drawn ashore, and after stripping them of their
sails, rigging, iron works, and whatever else might be
of use, they were broke in pieces.
Thus, from an ef
fort of magnanimity, to which there is nothing parallel
in history, five hundred men voluntarily consented to be
shut up in a hostile country, filled with powerful and
unknown nations and. having precluded everv means
of escape, left themselves without any resource but
their own valor and perseverance.
the alacrity of his
Nothing now retarded Cortes
troops and the disposition of his allies were equally fa
vorable.
All the advantages, however, derived from
the latter, though procured by much assiduity and ad
dress, were well nigh lost in a moment, by an indis
creet sally of religious zeal, which on many occasions
precipitated Cortes into actions inconsistent with the
;

who served under him had

;

human

;

i

they gave him a pompous description of the country
of its riches, the number
having encouraged him to hope for this interposition which they had discovered
in due time, he continued his march to Quiabislan.
of its inhabitants, their civilization and arts
they re
The spot which his officers had recommended as a lated the progress which they had already made in
proper situation, appeared to him to bo so well chosen, annexing some parts of the country situated on the sea
that he immediately marked out
and mentioned the
ground for a town. coast to the crown of Castile
The houses to be erected were only huts but these schemes which they had formed, as well as the hopes
were to be surrounded with fort-fications of sufficient which they entertained, of reducing the whole to sub
As jection.* Cortes himself wrote in a similar strain and
strength to resist the assaults of an Indian army.
the finishing of those for
rations was essential to the as he knew that the Spanish court, accustomed to the
existence of a colony, and of no less importance in exaggerated representations of every new county by
its discoverers, would
prosecuting the designs which the leader and his fol
give little credit to their splen
lowers meditated, both in order to secure a place of did accounts of New Spain, if these were not accom
and
to
a
their
communication
with
the
with
such
retreat,
panied
preserve
specimen of what it contained
sea, every man in the army, officers as well as soldiers, as would excite a high idea of its opulence, he
put his hand to the work, Cortes himself setting them solicited his soldiers to relinquish what they might
an example of activity and perseverance in labor. The claim as their part of the treasures which had hitherto
Indians of Zempoalla and Quiabislan lent their aid; been collected, in order that the whole might be sent
and this petty station, the parent of so many mighty to the king. Such was the ascendant which he iiad
settlements, was soon in a state of defence.
acquired over their minds, and such their own romantic
While engaged in this necessary work, Cortes had expectations of future wealth, that an army ol indigent
several interviews with the caziques of
Zempoalla and and rapacious adventurers was capable of this generous
Quiabislan; and availing himself of their wonder and effort, and ottered to their sovereign the richest present
astonishment at the new objects which they daily that had hitherto been transmitted from the New World.
beheld, he gradually inspired them with such a high [101 ] Portocarrero and Montejo, the chief magistrates

opinion of the Spaniards, as beings of a superior order,
and irresistible in arms, that,
relying on then-protection.
they ventured to insult the Mexican power, at the very
name- of which they were accustomed to tremble.
Some of Montezuma s officers having appeared to levy
the usual tribute, and to demand a certain number of

intimidated at the prospect of the dangers unavoidable
attempting lo penetrate into the heart of a great em
formed the design of
pire with such unequal force,
seizing one of the brigantines, and making their escape
to Cuba, in order to give the governor such intelligence
as might enable him to intercept the ship which was to
earn the treasure and despatches to Spain. This con
spiracy, though formed by persons of low rank, wai
conducted with profound secrecy
but af the moment
in

carry burdens, and to perform all servile labor.
They
a great relief to the Spanish soldiers. \\ho hither

wove
I

to had been obliged not only to carry their own baorgage, but to drag along the artillery by main force. He

SOUTH AMERICA.
lel in the

choose persons of such note as might prove
however,
Nothing me
hostages for the fidelity of their master.
morable happened in his progress, until he arrived on
to

is

witn the caziques of Zempoalla. Though less civilized
than the subjects of Montezuma, they were advanced
in improvement far beyond the rude nations of America
whose manners we have described. They had made
considerable progress in agriculture
they dwelt in
they were not strangers to some species
large towns
of commerce; and in the imperfect accounts of their
institutions and laws, transmitted to us by the early
Spanish writers, we discern traces both of distributive

and of criminal jurisdiction in their interior po
But still, as the degree of their civilization was
incomplete, and as they depended for subsistence not
on agriculture alone, but trusted for it in a great mea

justice
lice.

great slaughter, without allowing it to approach the
The Tlascalans convinced by sad experience
carnp.
that their priests had deluded them, and satisfied that
they attempted in vain either to deceive or to vanquish
enemies, their fierceness abated, and they began

their

attention.

small battallion.

many

to incline seriously to peace.

Singular as this

may seem,

it is

out injury, but often with presents of European toys,
and renewed their offers of peace after every victory
this lenity amazed people, who, according to the exter
minating system of war known in America, were ac
customed to sacrifice and devour without mercy ail the
captives taken in battle, and disposed them to entertain
favorable sentiments of the humanity of their new ene
mies.
But, on the other hand, as Cortes had seized
who brought provisions to hid
fifty of their countrymen
camp, and supposing them to be spits, had cut off their

not

;

vantage which they might have derived from their num
and the impetuosity of their attack, by their constant

;

bers,

spirited

This
solicitude to carry off the dead and wounded.
point of honor, founded on a sentiment of tenderness
natural to the human mind, and strengthened by anxiety
lo preserve the bodies of their countrymen from being
devoured by their enemies, was universal among the

mer, they were involved in perpetual hostilities, and
had but a slender and occasional intercourse with
neighboring states. The latter inspired them with such
detestation of servitude, that they not only refused to
stoop to a foreign yoke, and maintain an obstinate and
successful contest in defence of their liberty against
the superior power of the Mexican empire, but they
guarded with equal solicitude against domestic tyranny

I

this bloody spectacle, added to the terror occa
sioned by the fire-arms and horses, filled them with
dreadful impressions of the ferocity of their invaders.
This uncertainty was apparent in the mode of
[106]

hands

Attention to this pious oifice
people of New Spain.
occupied them even during the heat of combat, broke
their union, and diminished the force of the impression
which they might have made by a joint effort.
Not only was their superiority in number of little
avail, but the imperfection of their military weapons
rendered their valor in a great measure inoffensive.
After three battles and many skirmishes and assaults,
not one Spaniard was killed in the field.
Arrows and
spears, headed with flint or the bones of fishes, stakes

;

and disdaining to acknowledge any master, they lived
under the mila and limited jurisdiction of a council
elected by their several tribes.
Cortes, though he had received information concern
ing the martial character of this people, flattered him
self that his professions of delivering the oppressed
from the tyranny of Montezuma, their inveterate enmity
to the Mexicans, and the example of their ancient allies
the Zempoallans, might induce the Tlascalans lo grant
him a friendly reception. In order to dispose them to
this, four Zempoallans of gre -it eminence were sent

the fire, and wooden swords, though
weapons among naked Indians, were easi
turned aside by the Spanish bucklers, and could

hardened

in

ly

;

said they, &quot;you are
addressing the Spaniards.
divinities of a cruel and savage nature, we present to
drink
their blood and eat
you five slaves, that you may
their flesh.
If you are mild deities, accept an offering
If you are men,
of incense and variegated plumes.
here is meat, and bread, and fruit to nourish you.&quot; The
peace, which both parties now desired with equal ardor,^
was soon concluded. Tlie Tlascalans yielded them
selves as vassals to the crown of Castile, and engaged
He took
to assist Cortes in all his future operations.
&quot;If,&quot;

I

destructive

penetrate the cscaupiles, or quilted -jackets, the republic under his protection, and promised to
which the soldiers wore. The Tlascalans advanced defend their persons and possessions from injury or
boldly to the charge, and often fought hand to hand. violence.
This treaty was concluded at a seasonable juncture
Many of the Spaniards were wounded though all slight
The fatigue of service among a
cannot be imputed to any want of courage or for the Spaniards.
ly, which
a multitude of
strength in their enemies, but to the defect of the arms small body of men, surrounded by such
enemies was incredible. Half the army was on duty
with which they assailed them.
Notwithstanding the fury with which the Tlascalans every night, and even they whose turn it was to rest,
attacked the Spaniards, they seemed to have conducted slept always upon their arms, that they might be ready
to run to their posts on a moment s warning.
their hostilities with some degree of barbarous genero
Many
sity.
They gave the Spaniards warning of their hostile of them were wounded a good number, and among
these
Cortes
labored
under
the
and as they knew that their invaders wanted
intentions
himself,
distempers pre
valent in hot climates, and several had died since they
provisions, and imagined perhaps, like the other Ame
from
Vera
because
it
set
out
Cruz.
that
had
left
their
own
ricans,
Notwithstanding the supplies
country
they
did not afford them subsistence, they sent to their camp which they received from the Tlascalans, they were
a large supply of poultry and maize, desiring them to often in want of provisions, and so destitute ot the
eat plentifully, because they scorned to attack an enemy necessaries most requisite in dangerous service, that
enfeebled by hunger, and it would be an affront to their they had no salve to dress their wounds, but what was
gods to oiler them famished victims, as well as dis composed of the fat of the Indians whom they had
Worn out with such intolerable toil and hard
agreeable to themselves to feed on such emaciated slain.
and when
ships, many of the soldiers began to murmur,
prey.
When they were taught by the first encounter with they reflected on the multitude and boldness of their
It required the
their new enemies, that it was not easy to execute this enemies, more were ready to despair.
threat
when they perceived, in the subsequent en utmost exertion of Cortes s authority and address to
gagements, that notwithstanding all the efforts of their check this spirit of despondency in its progress, and to
own ralor, of which they had a very high opinion, not reanimate his followers with their wonted sense of
one of the Spaniards was slam or taken, they began to their own superiority over the enemies with whom they
The submission of the Tlascalans,
conceive them to be a superior order of beings, against had to contend.
whom human power could not avail. In this extremity, and their own triumphant entry into the capital city,
reverence paid to
they had recourse to their priests, requiring them to where they were received with the
reveal the mysterious causes of such extraordinary beings of a superior order, banished at once from the
events, and to declare what new means they should minds of the Spaniards all memory of past sufferings;
hardly

ambassadors, to request in his name, and in that of
their cazique, that they would permit the Spaniards to
pass through the territories of the republic in their way
to Mexico.
But instead of the favorable answer which
was expected, the Tlascalans seized the ambassadors,
and, without any regard to their public character, made

m

|

;

;

A

I

{

|

in his capital, that, notwithstanding all his professions,
he courted the friendship of a monarch
they both

whom

The imprudent

scalans,

The Tlascalans, though addicted to war,
inexplicable.
were like all unpolished nations, strangers to military
order and discipline, and lost in a great measure the ad

of the qualities
Like them they were
natural to men in this state.
like them, too, they were high
fierce and revengeful
In consequence of the for
and independent.

hated and feared.

some extraordinary movement among

the Tla
In a moment the troops were
gave the alarm.
underarms, and sallying out, dispersed the party with

serving

There are some circumstances, however, in this war,
They were at a loss, however, in what manner to
which are memorable, and merit notice, as they throw address tiie strangers, what idea to form of their cha
of the people of New- racter, and whether to consider them as beings of a
light upon the character both
Though the Tlasca gentle or of a malevolent nature. There were circum
Spain, and of their conquerors.
such
numerous
armies as ap stances in their conduct which seemed to favor each
the
field
lans brought into
the Spaniards, they opinion.
On the one hand, as the Spaniards constantly
to
overwhelmed
sufficient
have
pear
were never able to make any impression upon their dismissed the prisoners whom they took, not only with

;

narrow precincts, and little accustomed to any inter
course with foreigners, is apt to consider every stranger
as an enemy, and is easily excited to arms. They con
cluded, from Cortes s proposal of visiting Montezuma

But Cortes had greater vigilance and di*

cernment, than to be deceived by the rude stratagem*
of an Indian army.
The sentinels at his outposts, ob

;

command no

;

At the
preparations for sacrificing them to their gods.
order to op
same time they assembled their troops,
pose those unknown invaders if they should attempt to
make their pa^sa^e good by force of arms. Various mo
tives concurred in precipitating the Tlascalans into this
resolution.
fierce people, shut up within its own

surprised.

render the recital of a combat interesting, where there
no equality of danger and when the narrative closes
with an account of thousands slain on the one side,
while not a single person falls on the other, the most
labored descriptions of the previous disposition of the
troops, or of the various vicissitudes in the engagement,

The inhabitants of that pro
the confines of Tlascala.
vince, a warlike people, were implacable enemies of the
Mexicans, and had been united in an ancient alliance

sure to hunting, they retained

123

New

\Vorld.
The Spanish historians describe
those successive battles with great pomp, and enter
into a minute detail of particulars, mingling many ex
aggerated and incredible circumstances [105] with such
as are real and marvellous.
But no power of words can

offered likewise a considerable body of his troops, but
Cortes was satisfied with four hundred ; taking care,

zeal of Cortes in

violating the temples in Zempoalla, filled the Tlasca
lans with horror ; and as they were no less attached to
their superstition than the other nations of New Spam,

they were impatient to avenge their injured gods, and
to acquire the merit of offering up to them as victims,

;

those impious men who had dared to profane thr.ir al
tars
thev contemned the small number of the Spa
niards, as they had not yet measured their own strength
with that of these new enemies, and had no idea of the
superiority which they derived from their arms and dis
;

I

cipline.

Cortes, after waiting some days in vain for the re
turn of his ambassadors, advanced [Aug. 30,] into the
Tlascalan territories.
As the resolutions of people
who delight in war arc executed with no less prompti
tude than they are formed, he found troops in the field
ready to oppose him.
Thry attacked hi:n with great
intrepidity, and in the first encounter, wounded some of
the Spaniards, and killed two horses
a ioss, in their
situation, of great moment, because it was irreparable.
of
From this specimen
their courage, Cortes *aw I he
His army
necessity of proceeding witn caution.
marched in close order he chose ihe stations where
he hailed, with attention, and fortified crery camp with
eitraordinary &quot;ire.
During fourteen days he was ex

employ

with respect to their
dispelled every anxious thought
future operations, and fully satisfied them that there
was not now any power in America able to withstand

in order to repulse those formidable invaders.

The

priests, after many sacntices and incantations, de
That these strangers were the
livered this response
:

their arms.

offspring of the sun, procreated by his animating energy
in the regions of the east ; that, by day, while cherished

with ihe influence of his parental beams, they were in
vincible ; but by night, when his reviving heat was
withdrawn, their vigor declined and faded like the herbs
in the nuKl, and they dwindled down into mortal men.
Theories ie&s plausible have gamed credit with more
enlightened nations, and have influenced their conduct.
In consequence of this, the Tlascalans, with the impli
cit confidence of men who fancy themselves to be under
posed to almost uninterrupted assaults, ihe Ttascalana the guidance of Heaven, acted in contradiction to one
advancing with numerous armies, and renewing the at of their most established maxims in war, and ventured
tack, in various forms, with a decree of valor and
perse- to attack the enemy, with a strong body, in the night
verence to which the Spaniards had seen nothing paral
time, in hopes of destroying them when enfeebled and

Cortes remained twenty days in Tlascala,

;

|
I

;

!

in

order

to allow his troops a short interval of repose after such
hard service.
During that time he was employed in

J

|

1

1

transactions and inquiries of great moment with respect
In his daily conferences with
lo his future schemes.
the Tldscalan chiefs, he received information concernstate of the Mexican
ing every particular relative to the
which could
empire, or lo the qualities of its sovereign,

be of use in regulating his conduct, whether he should
be obliged to act as a fnendorasan enemy. As he found
that thu antipathy of his new allies to the Mexican na
tion was no less implacable than had been represented,
and perceived what benefit he might derive from ttifl

ROBERTSON
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Every thing in the appearance and conduct of their
They
guests was to them mutter of wonder. [107]
gazed with admiration at whatever the Spaniards did,
and, fancying them to lie of heavenly origin, were caver
not only to comply with their demands, but to antici

;

;

They

;

in his

;

i

rate religious zeal with which Cortes was animated no
less than the other adventurers of the age.
They all

children of the principal citizens retiring in great hurry
and that six children had been sacrificed
every night
in the chief temple, a rite which indicated the execu
At
tion of some warlike enterprise to be approaching.
the same time, Marina the interpreter received informa
of
whose
confi
an
Indian
woman
tion fiom
distinction,
dence she had gained, that the destruction of her friends

themselves as instruments employed by
Heaven lo propagate the Christian faith, and the less
they were qualified, either by their knowledge or morals,
for such a function, they were more eager to discharge
The profound veneration of the Tlascalans for the
it.
Spaniards having encouraged Corles to explain to some
of their chiefs the doctrines of the Christian religion,
and to insist that they should abandon their own super
stitions, and embrace the faith of their new friends,
they, according to an idea universal among barbarous
nations, readily acknowledged the truth and excellence
of what he taught
hut contended, that the Tcules of
Tlascala were divinities no less than the God in whom
considered

;

Cortes continued, nevertheless, to urge his
a tone of authority, mingling threats with
his arguments, until the Tlascalana could hear it no
longer, and conjured him never to mention this again,
lest the gods should avenge on their heads the guilt of
Cortes, asto
having listened to such a proposition.
nished and enraged at their obstinacy, prepared to exe
cute by force what he could not accomplish by persua
sion, and was going to overturn their altars and cast
down their idols with the same violent hand as at Zempoalla. if Father Bartholomew de Olrnedo, chaplain to
the expedition, had not checked his inconsiderate im
He represented the imprudence of such an
petuosity.
attempt in a large city newly reconciled, and filled with
he declared,
people no less superstitious than warlike
that the proceeding at Zernpoallu had always appeared

formed of

it,

they should obtain an ample recompense for
services and sufferings.

the

infantry

;

that

the fatal

all

their

Hitherto they had met with no enemy to oppose their
progress, though several circumstances occurred which
led

them

to

suspect that some design was formed to

them

off.

Many messengers

arrived

successively from Montezuma, permitting them one day
to advance, requiring them on the next to retire, as his

was

feur.s

alternately prevailed

which seems

this infatuation,

;

to

and so wonderful
be unaccountable

hour was now on any supposition but

Cortes, alarmed
hand, and their ruin unavoidable.
concurring evidence, secretly arrested three of
the chief priests, and extorted from them a confession,
that confirmed the intelligence which he had received.
As not a moment was to be lost, he instantly resolved
to prevent his enemies, and to inflict on them such

in

fully satisfied that tho coun
beyond any conception which they had
and flattered themselves that at length

rich

hopes or

overwhelm

shipped.

was

dug, and slightly covered over, as traps into which the
horses might fall that stones or missive weapons were
collected on the tops of the temples, with which to
;

;

try

surprise and cut

;

;

the Spaniards believed
and as that Being was entitled
to the homage of Europeans, so they were bound to
revere the same powers which their ancestors had wor

They were now

creased.

that a body of Mexican troops lay con
that somo of the streets were
cealed near the town
barricaded, and in others, pits or deep trenches were

was concerted

;

demand

neral to persist in his arduous undertaking, the soldiers

;

offered, accordingly, to accom
inarch to Mexico, with all the forces
of the republic, under the command of their most expe
rienced captains.
But, after bestowing so much pains on cementing
this union, all the beneficial fruits of it were on the
point of being lost by a new effusion of that intempe

pate their wishes.

HISTORY OP

were no less animated by observations more obvious to
In descending from the mountains of
from some superstitious hope that the gods would not their capacity.
suffer this sacred mansion to be defiled, without pour
Chalco, across which the road lay, the vast plain of
to their view.
When they
ing down their wrath upon those impious strangers, who Mexico opened gradually
first beheld this prospect, one of the most striking and
ventured to insult their power in the place of Us pecu
when they observed
liar residence
or from a belief that he himself might beautiful on the face of the earth
fertile and cultivated fields stretching further than the
there attempt to cut them off with more certain suc
when they saw a lake resembling the
cess, under the immediate protection of his divinities.
eye could reach
Cortes had been warned by the Tlascalans, before sea in extent, encompassed with large towns, and dis
he set out on his march, to keep a watchful eye over covered the capital rity rising upon an island in the
the
He himself, though received into the middle, adorned with its temples and turrets
the Cholulans.
town with much seeming respect and cordiality, ob scene so fur exceeded their imagination, that some be
the
of
fanciful descriptions
romance were rea
served several circumstances in their conduct which lieved
Two of the Tlascalans, who were lized, and that its enchanted palaces and gilded domes
excited suspicion.
as
from
the
the
Chowere
to
their
others
could hardly
at
some
distance
town,
presented
sight
encamped
lulans refused to admit their ancient enemies within .s persuade themselves that this wonderful spectacle was
any thing more than a dream. [109] As they advanced,
precincts, having found means to enter in disguise, ac
quainted Cortes that they observed the women and their doubts were removed, but their amazement in

unpolished men, were, of their own accord, disposed to
run from the extreme of hatred to that of fondness.

pany Cortes

S

Monte
principal temple than even in that of Mexico.
zuina seems to have invited the Spaniards thither, cither

aid of such powerful confederates, he employed all his
powers of insinuation in order to gain their confidence.
Nor was any extraordinary exertion of these necessary.
The Tlascalans, with the levity of mind natural to

that of a superstitious dread of
beings of a superior nature, that

at

the Spaniards, as

at this

Cortes was almost at the gates of the capital, before the
monarch had determined whether to receive him as a
But as no sign
friend, or to oppose him as an enemy.
of open hostility appeared, the Spaniards, without re

garding the fluctuations of Montezuma s sentiments,
continued their march along the causeway which led to
Mexico through tbe lake, with great circumspection and
and Zempoallans were drawn up in a large court, which the strictest discipline, though without seeming to sus
the
of
centre
had been allotted for their quarters near
pect the prince whom they were about to visit.
the
When they drew near the city, about a thousand
the town
the Tlascalans had orders to advance
magistrates and several of the chief citizens were sent persons, who appeared to be of distinction, came forth
On a signal to meet them, adorned with plumes and clad in mantles
for, under various pretexts, and seized.
Each of these in his order passed by
of fine cotton.
given, the troops rushed out and fell upon the multi
tude, destitute of leaders, and so much astonished, that Cortes, and saluted him according to the mode deemed
most respectful and submissive in their country. They
the weapons dropping from their hands, they stood mo
While the Spa announced the approach of Montezuma himself, and
tionless, and incapable of defence.
niards pressed them in front, the Tlascalans attacked soon after his harbingers came in sight. There appeared
first two hundred persons in a uniform dress, with large
them in the rear. The streets were filled with blood
not
to
was
him
and
that
The temples, which afforded a re plumes of feathers, alike in fashion, marching two and
to
shed and death.
precipitate
unjust
religion
be propagated by the sword, or infidels to be converted treat to the priests and some of the leading men, were two, in deep silence, barefooted, with their eyes fixed
by violence that other weapons were to he employed set on fire, and they perished in the flames. This scene on the ground. These were followed by a company of
in this ministry
patient instuction must enlighten the of horror continued two days
during which, the higher rank, in their most showy apparel, in the midst
understanding, and pious example captivate the heart, wretrhcd inhabitants suffered all that the destructive of whom was Montezuina, in a chair or litter richly orna
before men could be induced to abandon error, and rage of the Spaniards, or the implacable revenge of their mented with gold, and feathers of various colors. Four
embrace the truth. Amidst scenes where a narrow Indian allies could inflict.
At length the carnage of his principal favorites carried him on their shoulders,
ininded bigotry appears in such close union with op
ceased, after the slaughter of six thousand Cholulans, others supported a canopy of curious workmanship over
and
and
humane
Before him marched three officers with rods
without the loss of a single Spaniard.
Cortes then re
his head
cruelty, sentiments so liberal
pression
soothe the mind with unexpected pleasure; and at a leased the magistrates, and, reproaching them bitterly of gold in their hands, which they lilted up on high at
time when the rights of conscience were little under
for their intended treachery, declared, that as justice certain intervals, and at that signal all the people bowed
stood in the Christian world, and the idea of toleration was now appeased, he forgave the offence, bvit required their heads, and hid their faces, as unworthy to look on
unknown, one is astonished to find a Spanish monk of them to recall the citizens who had fled, and re-esta so great a monarch. When he drew near, Cortes dis
ihe sixteenth century among the first advocates against blish order in the town. Such was the ascendant which mounted, advancing towards him with officious haste,
The the Spaniards had acquired over this superstitious race and in a respectful posture. At the same time Monte
persecution, and in behalf of religious liberty.
remonstrances of an ecclesiastic, no less respectable of men, and so deeply were they impressed with an opi zuma alighted from his chair, and, leaning on the arms
for wisdom than virtue, had their proper weight with nion of their
superior discernment, a well as power, of two of his near relations, approached with a slow
He left the Tlascalans in the undisturbed that, in obedience to this command, the city was in a and stately pace, his attendants covering the streets
Cortes.
exercise of their own rites, requiring only that they few days filled again with
people, who, amidst the with cotton cloths, that he might not touch the ground.
should desist from their horrid practice of offering hu
ruins of their sacred buildings, yielded respectful ser
Cortes accosted him with profound reverence, after the
man victims in sacrifice.
He returned the salutation, accord
vice to men whose hands were stained with the blood European fashion.
of their relations and fellow-citizens. [108]
Cortes, as soon as his troops were fit for service, re
ing to the mode of his country, by touching the earth
solved to continue Ins march towards Mexico, notwith
From Cholula, Cortes advanced directly towards with his hand, and then kissing it. This ceremony,
the customary expression of veneration from inferiors
standing the earnest dissuasivesof the Tlascalans, who Mexico [Oct. 29], which was only twenty leagues dis
In every place through which he passed, he was towards those who were above them in rank, appeared
represented his destruction as unavoidable if he put tant.
him&elf in the power of a prince so faithless and cruel received as a person possessed of sufficient power to such amazing condescension in a proud monarch, who
as Montezuma.
As ho was accompanied by six thou deliver the empire from the oppression under which it scarcely deigned to consider the rest of mankind as of
sand Tlascalans, he had now the command of forces groaned and the caziques or
governors communicated the same species with himself, that all his subjects
which resembled a regular army
They directed their to him all the grievances which they felt under the ty firmly believed those persons, before whom he humbled
course towards Cholula [Oct.. 13]
himself in this manner, lo be something more than hu
Montezuina, who rannical government of Montezuma. with that unre
had at length consented to admit the Spaniards into his served confidence which men naturally repose in su man. Accordingly, as they marched through the crowd,
When Cortes (irst observed the seeds the Spaniards frequently, and with much satisfaction,
presence, having informed Cortes that he had given perior beings.
Orders for his friendly reception there.
Cholula was a of discontent in the remote provinces of the empire, heard themselves denominated TcuUs, or divinities.
considerable town, and though only five leagues distant hope dawned upon his mind
Moi&amp;gt;
but when he now disco
Nothing material passed in this first interview.
from Tlascala, was formerly an independent state, but vered such symptoms of alienation from their monarch tezuma conducted Cortes to the quarters which he had
had been lately subjected to the Mexican empire. This neor the seat of government, he concluded that the prepared for his reception, and immediately took leave
was considered by all the people of New Spain as a vital parts of the constitution were affected, and con of him, with a politeness not unworthy of a court more
holy place, the sanctuary and chief seat of their gods, to ceived the most sanguine expectations of overturning refined.
You are now,&quot; says he, with your brothers
which pilgrims resorted from every province a no a a state whose natural strength was thus divided and in your own house refresh yourselves alter your fa
While those reflections encouraged the ge tigue, and be happv until 1 return.&quot; The place allotgreater Dumber of human victims were olfureil in its impaired.
dreadful vengeance as might strike Montezuma and his
For this purpose, the Spaniards
subjects with terror.

;

;

;

;
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;

;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;
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;

SOUTH AMERICA.
But they were

the Spaniards for their lodging, was a house
It was surrounded
built by the father of Montezuma.
wall, with towers at proper distances, which
served for defence as well as for ornament, and its apart
ments and courts were so large as to accommodate
The first
both the Spaniards and their Indian allies.
care of Cortes was to take precautions for his security,
the
different
the
so
as
to
command
by planting
artillery

by a stone

avenues which led

by appointing a large division
of his troops to be always on guard, and by posting
sentiuels at proper stations, with injunctions to ob
serve the same vigilant discipline as if they were in
sight of an enemy s camp.
In the evening, Montezuma returned to visit his
guests with the same pomp as in their first interview,
and brought presents of such value, not only to Cortes
and to his officers, but even to the private men, as
proved the liberality of the monarch to be suitable to
the opulence of his kingdom.
A long conference en
sued, in which Cortes learned what was the opinion
of Montezuma with respect to the Spaniards.
It
was an established tradition, he told him, among the
Mexicans, that their ancestors came originally from a
remote region, and conquered the provinces now sub
to

it,

I

colony

country, promising that at

some

equal to

future pe

it

and

after

revolving the matter with deep
attention, he fixed upon a plan no less
extraordinary
than daring.
He determined to seize Montezuma
in
;

and to carry him as a prisoner to the
Spa
nish quarters.
From the superstitious veneration of
the Mexicans for the
person of their monarch, as well
as their implicit submission to his will, he

his palace,

spacious, that forty or fifty thousand persons carried on
traffic there.
In this city, the pride of the New World,
and the noblest monument of the industry and art of

hoped, by
power, to acquire the supreme
or, at least, with such a sa
cred pledge in his hands, he made no doubt of
being
secure from any effort of their violence.
This he immediately proposed to his officers.
The
having Montezuma

in his

direction of their affairs

;

timid startled at a measure so
audacious, and raised
objections.
scious that

might amnse or astonish the Spaniards, they felt the
utmost solicitude with respect to their own situation.
From a concurrence of circumstances, no less unex
pected than favorable to their progress, they had been
allowed to penetrate into the heart of a powerful king
dom, and were now lodged in its capita] without bavins
once met with open opposition from its monarch. The
Tlascalans, however, had earnestly dissuaded them
from placing such confidence in Montezuma, as to enter
a city of such peculiar situation as Mexico, where that
prince would have them at mercy, shut up as it were
in a snare, from which it was
impossible to escape.
They assured them that the Mexican priests had, in the
name of the gods, counselled their sovereign, to admit
the Spaniards into the capital, that he
might cut them
off there at one blow with
perfect security.
They now

;

own

all

man, while unacquainted with the use of iron, and des
titute of aid from any domestic animal, the
Spaniards;,
who are most moderate in their computations, reckon
that there were at least sixty thousands inhabitants.
But how much soever the novelty of those objects

that after they were settled there,
ject to his dominion
the great captain who conducted this
returned
to his
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placed in a regular manner, on the
banks of the canals which passed through the city, in
some of its districts, or on the sides of the streets
which intersected it in other quarters. In several
places were large openings or squares, one of which,
allotted for the great market, is said to have been so

tod to

The more

intelligent

and resolute, con

was

the only resource in which there
ap
peared any prospect of safety, warmly approved of it,
and brought over their companions so
to
the
cordially
it

same opinion, that it was agreed instantly to make the
At his usual hour of visiting Montezuma,
attempt.
Cortes went to the palace,
accompanied by Alvarado,
Sandoval. Lugo, Velasquez de Leon, and Davila, five
of his principal officers, and as
many trusty soldiers.

Thirty chosen men followed, not in regular order, but
sauntering at some distance, as if they hud no object
but curiosity
small parties were posted at
proper in
tervals, in all the streets leading from the Spanish
and the remainder of his troops,
quarters to the court
with the Tlascalan allies, were under arms
ready to
Cortes and his attendants
sally out on the first alarm.
were admitted without suspicion the Mexicans
retiring,
as usual, out of respect.
He addressed the monarch
in a tone very different from that which he had
employ
ed in former conferences, reproaching him bitterly as
the author of the violent assault made
the
upon
Spa
niards by one of his officers, and demanded
re
;

;

assume the go
and laws that
from what he had heard and seen of Cortes and his
followers, he was convinced that they were the very perceived too plainly, that the apprehensions of their
that, by break
persons whose appearance the Mexican traditions and allies were not destitute of foundation
that accordingly he ing the bridges placed at certain intervals on the cause
prophecies taught them to expect
had received them not as strangers, but as relations of ways, or by destroying part of the causeways them
the same blood and parentage, and desired that they selves, their retreat would be rendered impracticable,
public
might consider themselves as masters in his dominions, and they must remain cooped up in the centre of a paration for the loss which they had sustained by the
for both himself and his subjects should be
hostile city, surrounded by multitudes sufficient to death of some of their
to
ready
companions, as well as for the
comply with their will, and even to prevent their wishes. overwhelm them, and without a possibility of receiv insult offered to the great prince whose servants they
Cortes made a reply in his usual style, with
aid
from
their
allies.
Montezuma
to
were.
had,
indeed,
confounded
at this
ing
Montezuma,
respect
unexpected ac
the dignity and power of his
received them with distinguished respect.
But ought cusation, and changing color, either from consciousness
sovereign, and his inten
tion of sending him into that
they to reckon upon this as real, or to consider it as of guilt, or from feeling the indignity with which he was.country
artfully endea
Even if it were sincere, could they promise treated, asserted his own innocence with o-reat earnestvoring so lo frame his discourse, that it might coincide feigned
as much as possible with the idea which Montezuma on its continuance !
Their safety depended upon the ness, and, as a proof of it,
gave orders instantly to bring
of
a
bad formed concerning the origin of the Spaniards. will
monarch in whose attachment they had no Qualpopoca and his
accomplices prisoners to Mexico*
Next morning, Cortes aud some of his principal at reason to confide and an order flowing from his caprice, Cortes replied with
seeming complaisance, that a deor a word uttered by him in passion,
tendants wereadmitted to a public audience of the em
might decide irre- claration so respectable left no doubt remaining in hia
The
three
their
fate.
were
in
own
but
vocably concerning
that something more was
peror.
subsequent days
mind,
employed
to
These reflections, so obvious as to occur to the satisfy his followers, who would never be requisite
viewing the city the appearance of which, so far supe
convinced
rior in the order of its buildings and the number of its meanest soldier, did not escape the
of
that
Montezuma
did
not
harbor
hostile
vigilant sagacity
intentions against
Before he set out from Cholula, Cortes them, unless as an evidence of his confidence and at
inhabitants, to any place the Spaniards had beheld in their general.
America, and yet so little resembling the structure of had received advice from Villa Rica, that Qualpo
tachment, he removed from his own palace, and took
a European city, filled them with
poca, one of the Mexican generals on the fron
surprise and admira
up his residence in the Spanish quarters, where he
tion.
tiers, having assembled an army in order to attack some
should be served and honored as became a
great mo
of
the
whom
the
Mexico, or Tenuchtitlan, as it was anciently called
The first mention of so strange a proposal be
people
Spaniards had encouraged to narch.
the
throw
off
the
Mexican
is
Escalante
had
situated
in
a
marched
reaved Montezuma of speech, and almost of motion.
natives,
by
yoke,
large plain, environed
that At length
by mountains of such height that, though within the out with part of the garrison to support his allies
indignation gave him utterance, and he
torrid zone-, the temperature of its climate is mild and
had
in
the
ensued,
which,
engagement
That persons of his rank were
though
haughtily answered,
healthful.
All the moisture which descends from the Spaniards were victorious, Escalante with seven of his not accustomed
voluntarily to give up themselves as
and were he mean enough to do so, his subhigh grounds, is collected in several lakes, the two men, had been mortally wounded, his horse killed, and prisoners
one Spaniard had been surrounded by the enemy and
largest of which, of about ninety miles in circuit, com
jects would not permit such an affront to be offered to
municate with each other.
The waters of the one are taken alive that the head of this unfortunate captive, their sovereign.&quot; Cortes,
unwilling to employ force,
fresh, those of the other brackish.
On the banks of after being carried in triumph to different cities.
endeavored alternately to soothe and to intimidate him.
the latter, and on some small islands
order
to
convince
the
and having continued
people that their invaders were The altercation became warm
adjoining to them,
the capital of Montezuma s
The not immortal, had been sent to Mexico. Cortes, though above three hours, Velasquez
empire was built.
:quez de Leon, an impetuous
access lo the city was by artificial causeways or streets alarmed with this intelligence, as an indication of Mon
and gallant voung man, exclaimed with impatience,
\-ITl
_
T
formed of stones and earth, about thirty feet in breadth. tezuma s hostile intentions, had continued his march.
waste more time in vain
Whv
l,ct us either seize
As the waters of the lake during the rainy season over But as soon as he entered Mexico he became sensible, him instantly, or stab him to the heart.&quot; The threat
flowed the flat country, the&e causeways were of consi
that, from an excess of confidence in the superior valor
ening voice and fierce gestures with which these words
derable length.
That of Tacuba, on the west, extended and discipline of his troops, as well as from the disad were uttered, struck Montezuma. The
Spaniards, he
a mile and a half; that of
Ttpcaca, on the north-west, vantage of having nothing to guide him in an unknown was sensible, had now proceeded so far, as left him no
three miles
that of Cuoyacan, towards the south, six country, but the defective intelligence which he had
His own danger was
hope that they would recede.
miles.
On the east* there was no causeway, and the received from people with whom his mode of coinmu- imminent, the
He saw both,
necessity unavoidable.
In each of mcation was very imperfect, he had pushed forward and abandoning himself to his fate,
city could be approached only by canoes.
complied with their
these causeways were
into a situation where it was difficult to continue, and
at
openings
proper intervals,
request.
through which the waters flowes, and over these beams from which it was dangerous to retire.
His officers were called.
He communicated lo
Disgrace, and
of timber were laid, which
was
the
certain
covered
ruin,
of
with
being
earth, perhaps
consequence
attempt- them his resolution.
Though astonished and afflicted,
the causeway or street had
the latter.
The
success
of
his
where
a
uniform
ing
not
to
the
will of their master,
every
enterprise depended they presumed
ap
question
As the approaches to the city were singular, upon supporting the high opinion which
pearance.
people of but carried him in silent pomp, all bathed in tears, to
its construction was remarkable.
Not only the temples New Spam had formed with respect to the
th( irresistible
the Spanish quarters.
When it was known that the
of their gods, but the houses
of his arms.
Upon the first symptoms of timi- strangers were conveying away the Emperor, the peo
belonging to the monarch, power
and to persons of distinction, were of such dimensions, dny on his part, their veneration would cease, and
pie broke out into the wildest transports of grief and
in
whom
that,
fear alone restrained
comparison with any other buildings winch Montezuma,
present, rage, threatening the Spaniards with immediate de
hitherto had been discovered in America,
would
let
loose
him
the
whole force of his cm- struclion, as the punishment
upon
they might be
justly due to their impious
termed magnificent. The habitations of the common pire. At the same time, he knew that the counteBut as soon as Montezuma a] pcarcd, with
audacity.
nance
oi
his
own
the
huts
of
was
to
be
other
obtained
people ^verc mcaivrescmbling
Indians.
sovereign
only by a seeming gayety of countenance, and waved his hand,
a series of victories, and that
* I am
and upon his declaring it lo
nothing but the merit of the tumult was hushed
indebted to M. fT,v:~ero for correct!:), an error of
Importance in my description of Mexico. From tlie east. extraordinary success could screen his conduct from be of his own choice that he went to reside for some
riod his descendants should visit them,
vernment, and reform their constitution

;
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censure of irregularity.
From all these considcralions, it was necessary to maintain his station, and to
extricate himself out of the difficulties in which one bold
another stil
step had involved him, by venturing
the

incut of the length of those
caaseways differs
tint wlucli I have adopted from F. Tornbio.

somew hat
CUvig.
g.

11.

froni
p. 72.

1

bolder.

The

I

upon

situation

was

trying, but his

mind was

i

time

his

new

among
friends, the multitude, taught to
revere every intimation of their
sovereigns s pleasure,
quietly dispersed.
.Thus was a powerful prince seized by a few strangers
in the midst of his
capital, at noondav. and carried 08
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nothing parallel
the success
respect to the temerity of the attempt, or
and were not all the circumstances
of the execution
of this extraordinary transaction authenticated by the
most unquestionable evidence, they would appear so
tory

;

wild and extravagant as to go far beyond the bounds
of that probability which must be preserved even in
fictitious narrations.

Montezuma was

received in the Spanish quarters
with all the ceremonious respect which Cortes had
He was attended by his own domestics,
promised.
and served with his usual state.
His principal officers
had free access to him, and he carried on every func
tion of government as if he had been at perfect liberty
The Spaniards, however, watched him with the scru
pulous vigilance which was natural in guarding such

an important prize, [110] endeavoring at the same
time to sooth and reconcile him to his situation by
every external demonstration of regard and attachment.
But from captive princes, the hour of humiliation and
suffering is never far distant.
Qualgonoca, his son,
and five of the principal officers who served under
him, were brought prisoners to the capital [Dec. 4], in
consequence of the orders which Montezuma had
issued.

The Emperor gave them up

to Cortes, that

he might inquire into the nature of their crime, and
determine their punishment.
They were formally tried
by a Spanish court martial and though they had acted
no other part than what became loyal subjects and
brave men, in obeying the orders of their lawful sove
;

and in opposing the invaders of their country,
they were condemned to be burnt alive.
The execu
tion of such atrocious deeds is seldom
long suspended.
The unhappy victims were instantly led forth. The
reign,

pile

on which they were

weapons
.defence.

laid was composed of the
collected in the royal magazine for the public
An innumerable multitude of Mexicans be

S
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success, and presuming on the ascendant which he had
acquired over the minds of the Mexicans, thought
nothing too bold for him to undertake, or too dangerous
to execute.
But, in one view, these proceedings, how
ever repugnant to justice and humanity, may have

JEIisa prisoner, without opposition or bloodshed.
to this event, either with
contains

as

i

flowed from that artful policy which regulated every
part of Cortes s behavior towards the Mexicans.
They
had conceived the Spaniards to be an order of beings
It was of the utmost consequence
superior to men.
to cherish this illusion, and to keep up the veneration
Cortes wished that
the
which it inspired,
shedding
blood of a Spaniard should be deemed the most heinous
of all crimes
and nothing appeared better calculated
to establish this opinion than to condemn the first
Mexicans who had ventured to commit it to a cruel
death, and to oblige their monarh himself to submit to
a mortifying indignity as an expiation for being acces
sary to a deed so atrocious. [Ill]
The rigor with which Cortes punished the
1520.]
unhappy persons who first presumed to lay violent
;

hands upon his followers, seems accordingly to have
made all the impression that he desired. The spirit
of Montezuma was not only overawed but subdued.
During six months that Cortes remained in Mexico, the
monarch continued in the Spanish quarters with an ap
pearance of as entire satisfaction and tranquillity as if
lie had resided there not from constraint, but through
choice.
His ministers and officers attended him as
He took cognisance of all affairs; every order
usual.
was issued in his name.
The external aspect of
government appearing the same, and all its ancient
forms being scrupulously observed, the people were so
sensible of any change, that they obeyed the
mandates of their monarch with the same submissive
little

Such was the dread which both
subjects had of the Spaniards, or
which they held them, that no
to deliver their sovereign from con

reverence as ever.

Montezuma and

his

such the veneration
attempt was made

in

held, in silent astonishment, the double insult offered
to the majesty of their empire, an officer of distinction
committed to the flames by the authority of strangers
for having done what he owed in
duty to his natural

finement; and though Cortes, relying on this ascendant
which he had acquired over their minds, permitted him
not only to visit his temples, but to make
ex
hunting
cursions beyond the lake, a guard of a few Spaniards
and the arms provided by the foresight: of carried with it such a terror as lo intimidate the multi
sovereign
their ancestors for avenging public
wrongs, consumed tude, and secure the captive monarch.
before their eyes.
Thus, by the fortunate temerity of Cortes in seizing
But these were not the most shocking indignities Montezuma, the Spaniards secured at once to them
which the Mexicans had to bear. The Spaniards, con selves more extensive authority in the Mexican Empire
vinced that Qualpopoca would not have ventured to than it was possible to have acquired in a long course
attack Escalante without orders from his master, were of time
and they exercised more abso
by open force
not satisfied with inflicting vengeance on the instrument lute
sway in the name of another, than they could have
employed in committing that crime while the author of done in their own. The arts of polished nations, in
it
escaped with impunity. Just before Qualpopoca subjecting such as are less improved, have been nearly
was led out to suffer, Cortes entered the apartment of the same in every period. The system of screening a
Montezuma. followed by some of his officers, and a foreign usurpation, under the sanction of authority de
and approaching the rived from the natural rulers of a country, the device
soldier, carrying a pair of letters
monarch with a stern countenance told him, that as of employing the magistrates and forms already esta
the persons who were now to
undergo the punishment blished as instruments to introduce a new dominion, of
which they merited, had charged him as the cause of which we are apt to boast as sublime refinements in
the outrage committed, it was necessary that he like
policy peculiar to the present age, were inventions of a
wise should make atonement for that guilt then turn
more early period, and had been tried with success in
the West long before they were practised in the East.
ing away abruptly, without waiting for a reply, com
manded the soldier to clan the fetters on his legs. The
Cortes availed himself to the utmost of the powers
orders were instantly executed. The disconsolate mon
which he possessed by being able to act in the name of
arch, trained up with an idea that his person was sacred Montezuma.
He sent some Spaniards, whom he judged
and inviolable, and considering this profanation of it as best
qualified for such commissions, into different parts
the prelude of immediate death, broke out into loud of the
empire, accompanied by persons of distinction,
lamentations and complaints.
His attendants, speech
horn Montezuma appointed to attend them, both as
less with horror, ft-11 al his feet,
bathing them with their guides and protectors.
They visited most of the pro
tears
and, bearing up the letters in their hands, en
vinces, viewed their soil and productions, surveyed with
deavored with officious tenderness to lighter* their pres particular care the districts which yielded gold or silver,
sure.
Nor did their grief and despondency abate, until pitched upon several places as proper stations for future
Cortes returned from the execution, and with a cheer
Colonies, and endeavored to prepare the minds of the peo
ful countenance ordered the fetters to be taken off.
While they
ple for submitting to the Spanish yoke.
As Montezuma s spirits had sunk with unmanly dejec were thus employed, ( ortes, in the name and by the
tion, they now rose into indecent joy
and with an un
of
of
some
the princi
Momczmna, degraded
authority
becoming transition, he passed at once from the anguish pal officers in the empire, whose abilities or indepen
of dc.snair to transports of gratitude and
expressions of dent spirit excited his jealousy, and substituted in their
fondness towards his deliverer.
persons less capable or more obsequious.
;

;

;

;

;

;

In those transactions, as
represented by the Spanish
we search in vain for the qualities which
other
To usurp
distinguish
parts of Cortes s conduct.
a jurisdiction winch could not
belong to a stranger,

place

One

thing still was wanting to complete his security.
wished to have such command of the lake as might
ensure him a retreat if, either from levity or disgust,
the Mexicans should take arms against him, and break

nistorians,

He

who assumed no

down

higher character than that of an am
bassador from a foreign prince, and, under color of it,
to inflict a capital
on men whose conduct

punishment

entitled them to esteem, appears an act of barbarous
To put the monarch of a great kingdom in
cruelty.
and, after such ignominious treatment, suddenly
lo release him, seems to be a
display of power no less
inconsiderate than wrnton.
According to the common
relation, no account can be
given eul.er of the oneaction or the other but that Cortes, intoxicated with
iroii.&amp;gt;,

in
cutting down and preparing timber.
assistance, the Spanish carpenters soon
two brigantines, which afforded a frivolous
to the monarch, and were considered

employ others

to

With

their

completed

amusement

by

Cortes as a certain resource

he should be obliged to

if

retire.

Encouraged by so many instances of the monarch s
tame submission to his will, Cortes ventured to put it
to a proof still more trying.
He urged Montezuma to
acknowledge himself a vassal of the king of Castile, to
hold his crown of him as superior, and to subject his
dominions to the payment of an annual tribute.
With
this requisition, the last arid most humbling that can be
made to one possessed of sovereign authority, Monte

zuma was so obsequious as to comply. He called to
gether the chief men of his empire, and in a solemn
harangue, reminding them of the traditions and prophe
cies which led them to expect the arrival of a people
sprung from the same stock with themselves, in order
to take possession of the supreme power, he declared
his belief that the Spaniards were this promised race;
that therefore he recognised the right of their monarch
govern the Mexican empire that he would lay hia
at his feet, and obey him as a tributary.
While

to

;

crown

uttering these words, Montezuma discovered
he was affected in making such a sacrifice.

how deeply
Tears and

Overawed
groans frequently interrupted his discourse.
and broken as his spirit was, it still retained such a
sense of dignity as to

feel

that

pang which pierces

when constrained to resign inde
The first mention of such a resolution

the heart of princes

pendent power
struck the assembly dumb with astonishment.
This
was followed by a Midden murmur of sorrow, mingled
with indignation, which indicated some violent irruption
of rage to be near at hand.
This Cortes foresaw, and
seasonably
his

interposed to prevent it by declaring that
to deprive Montezuma of

master had no intention

the royal dignity, or to make any innovation upon the
constitution and laws of the Mexican empire.
This

assurance, added to their dread of the Spanish power
and to the authority of their monarch s example, extort
ed a reluctant consent from the assembly. [112] The
act of submission and homage was executed with the
formalities which the Spaniards were pleased to pre
scribe.

Montezuma,

at the desire of Cortes,

accompanied

this profession of fealty and homage with a magnificent
present to his new sovereign ; and after his example

The
subjects brought in very hbr-ral contributions.
now collected all the treasures which had
been either voluntarily bestowed upon them at different
times by Montezuma, or had been extorted from hia
iiis

Spaniards

and having melted the
people under various pretexts
gold and silver, the value of these, without including
and
ornaments
of
various
kinds, which were
jewels
preserved on account of their curious workmanship,
amounted to six hundred thousand pesos. The sol
diers were impatient to have it divided, and Cortes
A fifth of the whole was
complied with their desire.
Another fifth
rirst set
apart as the lax due to the king.
was allotted to Cortes as commander in chief. The
sums advanced by Velasquez, by Cortes, and by some
of the officers, towards defraying the expense of fitting
out the armament, were then deducted.
The remain
der was divided among the army, including the garri
son at Vera Cruz, in proportion to their different ranks.
After so many defalcations, the share of a private man
This sum fell so
did not exceed a hundred pesos.
;

far

below

their

sanguine expectations that some sol

diers rejected it with scorn, and others murmured so
loudly at this cruel disappointment of their hopes, that
it
required all the address of Cortes, and no small ex
The comertion of his liberality, to appease them.
destitute of
piaints of the army were not altogether

foundation.
As the crown had contributed nothing to
wards the equipment or success of the armament, it
was not withont regret that the soldiers beheld it sweep
away so great a proportion of the treasure purchased
What fell to the share of the
by their blood and toil.
to the ideas of wealth in
general appeared according
Some of
the sixteenth century, an enormous sum.

Corles s favorites had secretly appropriated to their
use several ornaments of gold, which neither paid
the royul fifth, nor were brought into account as part of
It was, however, so manifestly the
Iluvinrr frequently entertained his prisoner the common stock.
accomplish.
with pompous accounts of the European marine, and art interest of Cortes at this period to make a large remit
of navigation, lie awakened his curiosity to see those tance to the king, that it is highly probable those con
moving palaces which made their way through the wa cealments were not of great consequence.
Under pretext of gratifying this de
The total sum amassed by the Spaniards bears no
ter, without oars.
sire, Cortes persuaded Montezuma to appoint some of proportion to the ideas which might be formed, either
his subjects to fetch part of the naval stores which the by reflecting on the descriptions given by historians of
Mexico, or by considering the
Spaniards had deposited at Vera Cruz to Mexico, and the ancient splendor of

ihe bridges or causeways.
This, too, his own
address, and the facility of Montezuma, enabled him to

own
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But among carpenters were appointed
superintend the work.
trod:ir;Liuns of its mines in
the ancient Mexicans, gold and silver were not the Cortes flattered himself that during this interval he
Mandards bv which the worth of other commodities might cither find means to avert, the threatened danger,
and destitute of the artificial value de- or receive such reinforcements as would enable him
\.us estimated
jived from th s circumstance, were no further in request to despise it.
Almost nine months were elapsed since Portocarrcro
tan as they famished materials for ornaments and trin
kets.
These were either consecrated to the gods in and Montejo had Bailed with his despatches to Spajn
their temples, or were worn as marks of distinction by and he daily expected their return with a confirmation
Without this, his contheir princes and some of their most eminent chiefs. of his authority from the king
As the consumption of tl e precious metals was incon dition was insecure and precarious and after all the
it
which
he
had
as
to
done,
siderable, the demand for them was not such
might be his doom to
put great things
either the ir.gcnuity or industry of the Mexicans on bear the name and suffer the punishment of a traitor.
the stretch in order to augment their store.
They Rapid and extensive as his progress had been, he could
were altogether unacquainted with the art of working not hope to complete the reduction of a great empire
the rich mines with which their country abounded. with so small a body of men, which by this ti;ne diseases
What gold they had was galheied m the beds of the of various kinds considerably thinned nor could he

modern

times.

&quot;to

|

;

t

;

j

i

!

;

j

j

;

rivers, native,

The utmost
wash

and ripened into a pure metallic state

effort of their labor in

down by

search of

it

was

to

from the
mountains, and to pick out the grains of gold which sub
sided
and *:ven this simple operation, according to
the report of the persons whom Cortes appointed to
survey the provinces where there was a prospect of
earth carried

the

torrents

apply for recruits to the Spanish settlements in the
islands, until he received the royal approbation of his

proceedings.

command

of this formidable body, which, in the infancy
of the Spanish power in America, merits the appellation
of an armv, in Pamphilo dc Narvaez, with instructions
to seize Cortes and his principal officers, to send them
prisoners to him, and then to complete the discovery
and conquest of the country in his name.
After a prosperous voyage, Narvaez landed his men

without opposition m*-ar St. Juan de Ulua [April].
Three soldiers, whom Cortes had sent to search for
mines in that district, immediately joined him. By
this accident he not only received information concern
ing the progress and situation of Cortes, but, as these
soldiers had made some progress in the knowledge of
the Mexican language, he acquired interpreters, by
whose means he was enabled to hold some intercourse
with the people of the country.
But, according to the
low cunning of deserters, they framed their intelligence
with more attention to what they thought would be
and re
agreeable than lo what they knew to be true
presented the situation of Cortes to be so desperate,
;

While he remained in this cruel situation, anxious
about what was past, uncertain with respect to the and the disaffection of his followers to be so general,
as increased the natural confidence and presumption of
future, and by the late declaration of Montezuma, op
Narvaez.
His first operation, however, might have
pressed with a new addition of cares, a Mexican cou
From rier arrived with an account of some ships having ap taught him not to rely on their partial accounts. Hav
rinding mines, they performed very unskilfully.
all those causes, the whole mass of gold in possession
Cortes, with fond credulity, ing sent to summon the govr-rnor of Vera Cruz to sur
peared on the coast.
Aa silver is rarely imagining that his messengers were returned from render, Guevara, a priest whom he employed in that
of the Mexicans was not great.
found pure, and the Mexican art was too rude lo con
Spain, and that the completion of all his wishes and service, made the requisition with such insolence, that
duct the process for refining it in a proper manner, the hopes was at hand, imparted the glad tidings to his Sandoval, an ollicer of high spirit, and zealously at
Thus, companions, who received them with transports ot tached to Cortes, instead of complying with his de
quantity of this metal was still less considerable.
mands, seized him and his attendants, and sent them
though the Spaniards had exerted all the power which mutual gratulation. Their joy was not of long conti
;

they possessed in Mexico, and often with indecent ra
pacity, in order to gratify their predominant passion,

and though Montezuma had fondly exhausted his trea
sures, in hopes of satiating their thirst for gold, the pro
duct of both, which probably included a great part of
the bullion in the empire, did not rise in value above
what has been mentioned. [113J
But however pliable Montezuma might be in other
matters, with respect to one point he was inflexible.
Though Cortes often urged him, with the importunate
zeal of a missionary, to renounce his false gods, and to
embrace the Christian faith, he always rejected the pro
position with horror.

cans,

was formed

Superstition,

into

among

the

Mexi

such a regular and complete sys

tem, that its institutions naturally took fast hold of the
mind ; and while the rude tribes in other parts of

Ame

were

induced to relinquish a few notions and
und arbitr
o
as hardly to merit ihc name
rites,
tif a
public religion, .he MeAicaii^ adhered tenaciou&iy
rica

easily

loo&amp;gt;e

.

mode

of worship, which, however barbarous,
was accompanied with such order and solemnity as to
render it an object of the highest veneration.
Cortes,
rinding all his attempts ineffectual to shake the conwas
so
of
much
at
his ob
Montezuma,
otancy
enraged
stinacy, that in a transport of zeal he led out his sol
to their

diers to throw

down

the idols in the grand temple by

arms in defence of their
and the people crowding with great ardor to sup
port them, Cortes s prudence overruled his zeal, and
induced him to desist from his rash attempt, after dis
lodging the idols from one of the shrines, and placing
in their stead an image of .lie Virgin Mary. [1 14J
From that rno nent the Mexicans, who had permitted
the imprisonment of their sovereign, and suffered the
without a struggle began to me
exactions of
force.

But the

priests taking

altars,

ditate

how

strangers
they might expel or destroy the Spaniards,

and thought themselves called upon to avenge their in
The priests and leading men held fre
sulted denies.

nuance

A

courier from Sandoval,

whom

Cortes had

appointed to succeed Escalanle in command of Vera
Cruz, brought certain information that the armament
was fitted out by Velasquez, governor of Cuba, and
instead of bringing the aid which they expected, threat
ened them with immediate destruction.
The motives which prompted Velasquez to this
violent measure are obvious
From the circumstances
of Cortes s departure, it was impossible not to suspect
his intention of throwing oifall dependence upon him.
His neglecting to transipit any account of his opera

like enemies, but as friends,
severity of Sandoval, set them
immediately at liberty.
By this well timed clemency,

and,

condemning the

seconded by caresses and presents, he gained their con
fidence, and drew from them such particulars concern
as gave him a
ing the force and intentions of Narvaez,
view of the impending danger in its full extent.
He
had not to contend now with half naked Indians, nd
match for him in war, and still more inferior m the
arts of policy, but to take the field against an
and martial discipline equal to his

at last

number

Cuba, strengthened this suspicion, which was
confirmed beyond doubt by the indiscretion of
the officers whom Cortes sent to Spain.
They, from
some motive which is not clearly explained by the con
temporary historians, touched ^t the island of Cuba,
contrary
t

,

.

/!

t,o

e&amp;gt;ns

the perernptorv

not

Velasqur

r&amp;gt;r-J

n.-Jy

rs
their general.
By
learned that Cortes and
oi&quot;

iiu.i lormali; renouncing all connection
him, had established an independent colony in
New Spain, and were soliciting the
to confirm
but he obtained par
their proceedings by his authority
ticular information concerning the opulence of the
country, the valuable presents which Cortes had re
ceived, and the inviting prospects of success that

ins tumj-vers,

with

km&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

;

army in

own, in
under the sanction of royal
authority and commanded by an officer of known braHe was informed that Narvaez, more solicitous
very.
to gratify the resentment of Velasquez than r**entive to
the honor or interest of his country, had begun his in
tercourse with the natives, by representing him and his
followers as fugitives and outlaws, guilty of rebellion
against their own sovereign, and of injustice in invading
and had declared that his chief
the Mexican empire
far superior, acting

;

object in visiting the country was to punish the Spa
niards who had committed these crimes, and to rescue
the

that the

;

;

;

;

now

All
power,
raged in the bosom of Velasquez.
with united force, excited him to make an ex
traordinary effort in ordei to be avenged on the author
of his wrongs, and to wrest from him his usurped au
Nor did he want the appear
thority and conquests.
ance of a good title to justify such an attempt. The agent
whom he sent to Spain with an account of Grijalva s
and
voyage, had met with a most favorable reception
from the specimens which he produced, such high exthe
formed
were
concerning
opulence of
pect:;tious

his

these,

armament was completed, consisting of eighteen

ships

an iil-timrd attempt to change or oppose it
and re
which had on board fourscore horsemen, eight hundred
a
plied, with ereat composure, that he had already begun foot soldiers, of which eighty were musketeers, and
to prepare for returning to his own country ; but as he hundred and twenty cross-bow men, together with a
had destroyed the vessels m which he arrived, some train of twelve pieces of cannon. As \ elacqucz s ex
time was requisite for buildm? other ships.
This ap perience, of the fatal consequence of commuting to
A number of Mexicans were sent another what he ought to have executed himself, had
peared reasonable.
era
to
to \
Cruz
cut down timber, and some Spanish not rendered him more enterprising, he vested the

.

courage

Mexicans from oppression. He soon perceived
same unfavorable representations of his charac
opened to his view. Every passion which can agitate ter and actions had been conveyed to Montezuma, and
an ambitious mind
shame, at having been so grossly that Narvaez had found means to assure him, that as
overreached indignation, at being betrayed by the the conduct of those who kept him under restraint was
man whom he had selected as the object of his favor highly displeasing to the King his master, he had it in
and confidence gritf, for having wasted his fortune to charge not only lo rescue an injured monarch from
aggrandize an enemy and despair of recovering so fair confinement, but to reinstate him in the possession of
Animated with
an opportunity of establishing his fame and extending his ancient power and independence.

;

;

chains to Mexico.
Cortes received them not

tions to

quent consultations with Montezuma for this purpose.
Hut as it might prove fatal to the captive monarch to
attempt either the one or the other by violence, he was
willing to try more gentle means.
Having called
Cortes into his presence, he observed, that now, as all New Spain, that Velasquez was authorized to prosecute
the purposes of his embassy were fully accomplished, the discovery of the country, and appointed governor of
the gods had declared their will, and the people signi5ed it during life, with more extensive power and privileges
their desire, that he and his followers should instantly than had been granted to any adventurer from the time of
With this he required them Columbus. Elated by this distinguishing mark of favor,
depart out of the empire.
to comply, or unavoidable destruction would fall sud
and warranted to consider Cortes not only as intruding
denly on their heads. The tenor of this unexpected upon his jurisdiction, but as disobedient lo the royal man
requisition, as well as the determined tone in which it date, he determined to vindicate his own rights, and
was uttered, left Cortes no room to doubt, that it was the honor of his sovereign by force of arms. [ 1 15] His
the result of some deep scheme concerted between ardor in carrying on his preparations was such as might
Montezuma and his subjects. He quickly perceived have been expected from the violence of the passions
that he might derive more advantage from a seeming with which he was animated ; and in a short lime an
compliance w:th the monarch s inclinations, than fro;n

in

this prospect of being set free from subjection to stran
gers, the Mexicans in several provinces began openly
10 revolt from Cortes, and to regard Narvaez as a de
liverer no less able than willing to save them.
Monte
zuma himself kept up a secret intercourse with the new
commander, and seemed lo court him as a person su

perior in power and dignity lo those Spaniards whom
he had hitherto revered as the first of men. [116]
Such were the various aspects of danger and diffi
culty which presented themselves to the view of Cortes.
No situation can be conceived more trying lo the capa

and firmness of a general, or where the choice of
the plan which ought lo be adopted was more difficult,
If he should wait the approach of Narvaez in Mexico,

city

seemed to be unavoidable for, while the
Spaniards pressed him from without, the inhabitants,
whose turbulent spirit he could hardly restrain with alt
his authority and attention, would eagerly lay hold on
such a favorable opportunity of avenging all their
If he should abandon the capital, set the
wrongs.
monarch at liberty, and to march out to meet
destruction

;

captive
the enemy, he must at once forego the fruits of all his
toils and victories, and relinquish advantages which
could not be recovered without extraordinary efforts
and infinite danger.
If, instead of employing force, he
should have recourse to conciliating measures, and at
the natural
an accommodation with Narvaez

tempt

;

consciousness
haughtiness of that officer, augmented by
of his present superiority, forbade him to chersii any
Af .cr re\ul^ii:^ overy
sanguine hope of success.

*
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under whose immediate protec-

scheme with deep attention, Cortrs fixed upon that the Kmpcror himself,
tion he and his adherents had placed their infant
which in execution was most hazardous, but, if success
fruitless.
The inall these attempts
himself and to his colony
proved
ful, would prove most beneficial to
and with the decisive intrepidity suited to tercourse, however, which this occasioned between the
country
two parties, proved of no small advantage to Cortes,
to make one bold ef
desperate situations, determined
fort for victory under every disadvantage, rulher than as it afforded him an opportunity of gaining some of;
sacrifice his own conquests and the Spanish interests Narvaez s officers by liberal presents, of softening
|

j

I

i

;

I

;

j

in

others by a semblance of moderation, and of dazzling
al! by the appearance of wealth among bis troops, most
of his soldiers having converted their share of the Mexi
can
into chains, bracelets, and other ornaments,

Mexico.

But though he foresaw

contest must be
would have been not only

that the

terminated finally by arms, it
indecent but criminal to have marched against his coun
trymen, without attempting to adjust matters by an
In this service he employed Olamicable negotiation.
medo, his chaplain, to whose character the function
who
was well suited, and
possessed, besides, such pru
dence and address as qualified him to carry on the se
cret intrigues in which Cortes placed his chief confi
dence.
Narvacz rejected with scorn every scheme of
accommodation that. Olmedo proposed, and was with
hands on him
difficulty restrained from laying violent
and his attendants. He met, however, with a more
favorable reception among the followers of Narvacz, to
many of whom he delivered letters, cither from Cortes
or his officers, their ancient friends and companions.
Cortus artfully accompanied these with presents of
ring?, chains of gold, and other trinkets of value, which
inspired those needy adventurers with high ideas of tho
wealth that he had acquired, and with envy of their
good fortune who were engaged in his service. Some,
from hopes of becoming sharers in those rich spoils, de
clared for an immediate accommodation with Cortes.
Others, from public spirit, labored to prevent a civil
war, which, whatever party should prevail, must shalte,
and perhaps subvert the Spanish power in a country

where

t

it

was

Narvaez

so imperfectly established.

gold
which they displayed with military ostentation. Nar
vaez and a little junto of his creatures excepted, all the
army leaned towards an accommodation with their
countrymen. This discovery of their inclination irritat
In a trans
ed bis violent temper almost to madness.
port of rage, he set a price upon the head of Cortes,
and of his principal officers and having learned that
he was now advanced within a league of Zempoalla
with his small body of men, he considered this as an
insult which merited immediate chastisement, and
marched out with all his troops to ofler him battle.
But Cortes was a leader of greater abilities and ex
perience than, on equal ground, to fight an enemy so
far superior in number, and so much better appointed.
Having taken his station on the opposite bank of the
river de Canoas, where he knew that he could not be
attacked, he beheld the approach of the enemy without
It was
concern, and disregarded this vain bravade.
then the beginning of the wet season, and the rain had
poured down, during a great part of the day, with a

had labored

in vain to appease.

He left a hundred and fifty men in the capital, [May,]
under the command of Pedro do Alvarado, an oflicer
of distinguished courage, for whom the Mexicans had He forsaw that the enemy would naturally give them
conceived a singular degree of respect.
To the cus selves up to rcposf n^tor their fatigue, and that, judging
tody of this slender garrison he commit rd a groat ~: v, of the conduct o; others b\ iioir own effeminacy, they
with all the wealth he had amassed, aad, what was ci would ue( in themselves p-: ioctly secure at a sea.son so
1
lufii
or
Ho resolved, therefore, to fall upon
etill
ctica.
greater importance, the person of t * imprisoned
monarch. His utmost art was employed in concealing them in the dead of night, when the suprise and terror
from Montezuma the real cause of his march.
He of this unexpected attack might more than compensate
His soldiers, sensible
labored to persuade him, that the strangers who had the inferiority of his numbers.
that no resource remained but in some
arrived
were
his
friends
and
lately
desperate effort
fellow-subjects
and that, after a short interview with them, they would of courage, approved of the measure with such warmth,
The that Cortes, in a military oration which he addressed
depart together, and return to their own country.
captive prince, unable to comprehend the designs of to them before they began their march, was more
the Spaniard, or to reconcile what he now heard with solicitous to temper than to inflame their ardor.
He
At the head of the
the declarations of Narvaez, and afraid to discover any divided them into three parties.
symptom of suspicion or distrust of Cortes, promised first he placed Sandoval intrusting this gallant officer
with the most dangerous and important service, that of
to remain quietly in the Spanish quarters, and to culti
vate the same frcindship with Alvarado which he had seizing t!:e enemy s artillery, which was planted before
maintained
with
him.
Cortes, with seeming the principal tower of the temple where Narvaez had
uniformly
confidence in this promise, hut relying principally upon fixed his head-quarters.
Christoval de Olid com
the injunctions which he had given Alvarado to guard manded the second, with orders to assault the tower,
his prisoner wilh the most scrupulous
Cortes hiirrself convigilance, set and lay hold on the general.
out from Mexico.
ducted the third and smallest division, which was to
His strength, even after it was reinforced bv the act as a body of reserve, and to support the other two
junction of Sandoval and the garrison of Vera Cruz, as there should be occasion.
Having passed the river
did not exceed two hundred and fifty men.
As he de Canoas, which was much swelled with the rains,
hoped for success chiefly from the rapidity of his mo not without difficulty, the water reaching almost to
their chins, they advanced in profound silence, withtions, his troops were not encumbered cither with bag
gage or artillery. But as he dreaded extremely the out beat of drum, or sound of any wailike instrument
impression which the enemy might make with their each man armed with his sword, his dagger, and his
Narvaez, remiss in proportion to
cavalry, he had provided against this danger with the Chinantlan spear.
his security, had posted only two sentinels to watch
foresight and sagacity which distinguish a great com
mander.
Having observed that the Indians in the the motions of an enemy whom he had such good
One of these was seized by the ad
province of Chiuanlla used sprars of extraordinary cause to dread.
the other made his
length and force, he armed his soldiers with these, and vanced guard of Corps s troops
accustomed them to that deep and compact
the precipi
airange- escape, and, hurrying to the town with all
ttipnt which the use of this formidable
weapon, the tation of fear and zeal, gave such timely notice of tho
best perhaps that was ever invented for defence,
s approach, that there was full leisure to have
enemy
enabled them to assume.
But, through the arro
prepared for their reception.
&quot;With
this small but linn
Cortes
advanced gance and infatuation of Narvaez, this important interbattalion,
towards Zempoalla, of which Narvaez had taken
He imputed this alarm to the cowardice
val was lost.
pos
session.
During his march, he made repeated attempts of the sentinel, and treated with derision the idea of
towards some accommodation with his
But being attacked by forces so unequal to his own. The
opponent.
Narvacz requiring that Cortes and his followers should shouts of Cortes s soldiers,
rushing on to the assault,
instantly recognise his title to be governor of New convinced him at last that the danger which he de
in
of
virtue
the powers which he derived from
The rapidity with which they adSpain,
spised was real.
and Cortes refusing to submit to
Velasquez
any vance.d was such that only one cannon could be fired
which
was
not
founded
on
a
authority
commission from before Sandoval s party closed with the enemy, drove

1

own

Wherever
artillery was pointed against them.
they turned their eye, they beheld lights gleaming
the
of
the
through
obscurity
night, which, though pro
ceeding only from a variety of shining insects that
abound

in moist and sultry climates, their affrighted
imaginations represented as numerous bands of muske
teers advancing with kindled matches to the attack.
After a short resistance, the soldiers compelled their of
ficers to capitulate, and before morning all laid down
their arms, and submitted quietly to their conquerors.
This complete victory proved more acceptable, as it
was gained almost without bloodshed, only two sol

diers being killed on tho side of Cortes, and two offi
cers, with fifteen private men of the adverse faction.
!

|

j

|
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j
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own soldiers. This latter proposition, seconded by
a seasonable distribution of some presents from Cortes,
and liberal promises of more, opened prospects so
agreeable to the romantic expectations which had in
vited them to engage in this service, that all, a few
partisans of Narvaez excepted, closed with it, and vied
with each other in professions of fidelity and attacivment to a general, whose recent success ha given
them such a striking proof of hie abilities for c T.y.idnd.
Thus, by a series of events no less fortunate than un
common. Cortes not only escaped from perdition which
seemed inevitable, but, when he had least reason to
expect it, was placed at the head of a thousand Spa
niards, ready lo follow wherever he should lead them.
Whoever reflects upon the facility with which this vic

|

tory was obtained, or considers with what sudden and
unanimous transition the followers of Narvaez ranged

;

J

themselves under the standard of his rival, will be apt
to ascribe both events as mucn to the intrigues as to
the arms of Cortes, and cannot but suspect that the
ruin of Narvaez was occasioned no less by the treach
ery of his own followers, than by the valor of the

enemy.
J

:

i

j

i

j

i

;

;

But in one point the prudent conduct and good for
tune of Cortes were equally conspicuous.
If, by the
rapidity of his operations after he began his march, he
had not brought matters to such a speedy issue, even
this decisive victory would have come too late to have
saved his companions whom he left in Mexico. A few
days after the discomfiture of Narvaez, a courier arrived
with an account that the Mexicans had taken arms,
and. having seized and destroyed the two briganlmes
which Cortes had built in order to secure toe command
of the lake, and attacked the Spaniards in their quar
ters, had killed several of them, and wounded more,
their magazine of provisions, and
had reduced to
carried on hostilities with surh fury, that though Aivarddo arid his men defended themselves with undaunt
ed resolution, they must either be soon cut off by fa
mine, or sink under the multitude of their enemies.
This revolt was excited by motives which rendered it
still more
Ou the departure of Cortes foi
alarming.
Zempoalla, the Mexicans flattered themselves that th
as&amp;gt;hcs

;

;

Cortes treated the vanquished not like enemies, but as
country men and friends, and offered either to send
them back directly to Cuba, or to take them into his
service, as partners in his fortune, on equal terms with
his

1

;

resounded among the troops of Cortes.

sallied out with their leader now main
tained the conflict feebly, and began to surrender.
Among the remainder of his soldiers, st.it toned in two
smaller towers of the temple, terror and confusion pre
vailed.
Tho darkness was so great, that they could
not distinguish between their friends and foes.
Their

repining at hardships which were become familiar to
them, that they were still fresh and alert for service.

i

front,

Those who had

The very cirpermitted them to retire to Zempoalla.
cnxistancc which induced them to quit the field, encouraged Cortes to form a scheme by which he hoped
at once to terminate the war.
He observed that his
hardy veterans, though standing under the torrents
which continued to fall without a single tent or any
shelter whatsoever to cover them, were so far from

;

conducted and added
new vigor to the attack. The compact order in which
this small body pressed on, and the impenetrable front
which they presented with their long spears bore down
all opposition before it.
They hud now reached the
gate, and were struggling to burst it open, when a sol
dier having set fire to the reeds with which ihe tower
was covered, compelled Narvaez to sally out. In the
first encounter he was wounded in the
eye with the

of victory

The followers of
violence peculiar to the torrid zone.
Narvaez, unaccustomed to the hardships of military
murmured
so
much
at
service,
being thus fruitlessly
exposed, that, from their unsoldicrliko impatience, as
well as his own contempt of bis adversary, their general

dis

;

Cortes himself rushing to the

spear, and, falling to the ground, was dragged down
the steps, and in a moment clapped in fetters.
The cry

;

regarded both, and by a public proclamation denounced
Cortes and his adherents rebels and enemies to their
Cortes, it is probable, was not much sur
COMntry.
and
prised at the DDtractable arrogance of Narvaez
after having given such a proof of his own pacific dis
position as might justify his recourse to other means,
he determined to advance towards an enemy whom he

them from their guns, and began to force their wav up
tho steps of the tower. Narviiez, no less brave in action
then presumptuous in conduct, armed himself in haste,
and by his voice and example animated his men to the
combat Olid advanced to sustain his companions and

1

,

j

long-expected opportunity of restoring their sovereign
to liberty, and of vindicating their country from the
odious dominion of strangers, was at length arrived
that while the forces of their oppressors were divided,
and the arms of one party turned against the other, they
Con
might triumph with greater facility over both.
sultations were held, and schemes formed with this in
The Spaniards in Mexico, conscious ol theil
tention.
;
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own

feebleness, suspected and dreaded those machina
tions.
Alvarado, though a gallant officer, possessed

places of the slain, and, meeting with the same fate,
were succeeded by others no less intrepid and eager for

neither that extent of capacity nor dignity of manners,

vengeance.

by which Cortes had acquired such an ascendant over
the minds of the Mexicans, as never allowed them to
form a just estimate of his weakness or of their own
Alvarado knew no mode of supporting his
strength.

experience, seconded by the disciplined valor of his
troops, were hardly sufficient to defend the fortifica
tions that surrounded the post where the Spaniards

Authority but force.
disconcert the plan?

|

Instead of employing address to
to soothe the spirits of the Mexi
cans, he waited the return of one of their solemn festi

I

When the principal persons in the empire were
dancing, according to custom, in the court of the great
and
temple, he seized all the avenues which led to it
;

allured partly by the rich ornaments which they wore
in honor of their gods, and ] artly by the facility of cut
ting off at once the authors of that conspiracy which he

;

imminent as

He

to

admit

his forces,

all

tion to the Spaniards

was not confined

to the

was

still

in

The

Mexicans was greatly augmented by
fresh troops, which poured in continually from the
country, and their animosity was in no degree abated.
They were led by their nobles, inflamed by the exhor

capital.

The principal inhabitants had deserted the towns
no person of note appearing
through which he passed
to meet him with the usuul respect
no provision was
made for the subsistence of his troops ; and though he
was permitted to advance without opposition, the soli
tude and silence which reigned in every place, and the
horror with which the people avoided all intercourse
with him. discovered a deep rooted antipathy that ex
;

;

force of the

tations of their priests, and

Ibught in defence of their
temples and families, under the eye of their gods, and
in presence of their wives and children.
Notwith
standing their numbers, and enthusiastic contempt of
danger and death, wherever the Spaniards could close
with them, the superiority of their discipline and arms
But in narrow
obliged the Mexicans to give way.

cited the most just alarm.
But implacable as the en
mity of the Mexicans was, they were so unacquainted
with the science of war, that they knew not how to take
the proper measures either for their own safety or the

and where many of the bridges of communica
were broken down, the Spaniards could seldom

streets,

tion

come

bridges,

to a fair rencounter with the enemy, and, as they
advanced, were exposed to showers of arrows and
stones from the tops of houses.
After a day of in
cessant exertion, though vast numbers of the Mexicans

and

fell,

Uninstructed by their
Spaniards.
former error in admitting a formidable enemy into their
of
capital, instead
breaking down the causeways and

destruction of the

by which they might have enclosed Alvarado
and have effectually stopped the career
of Cortes, they again suffered him to march into the
city [June 24] without molestation, and to take quiet

and part of the city was burnt, the Spaniards weary
with the slaughter, and harrassed by multitudes which
successively relieved each other, were obliged at length
to retire, with the mortification of having accomplished
nothing so decisive as to compensate the unusual cala
mity of having twelve soldiers killed, and above sixty
wounded. Another sally, made with greater force, was
not more effectual, and in it the general himself was
wounded in the hand.
Cortes now perceived, too late, the fatal error into
which he had been betrayed by his own contempt of the
Mexicans, and was satisfied that he could neither main
tain his present station in the centre of a hostile city,
nor retire from it without the most imminent danger.
One resource still remained, to try what effect the in
terposition of Montezuma might have to soothe or over

his party,

possession of his ancient station.
The transports of joy with which Alvarado and his
soldiers received their companions cannot be expressed.
Both parties were so much elated, the one with their
seasonable deliverance, and the other with the great

which they had achieved, that this intoxication
of success seems to have reached Cortes himself ; and
he behaved on this occasion neither with his usual
He not only neglected to visit
sagacity nor attention.
Montezuma, but embittered the insult by expressions
Juli of contempt for that unfortunate
prince and his
The forces of which he had now the command
people.
appeared to him so irresistible that he might assume a
higher tone, and lay aside the mask of moderation under
exploits

awe his subjects. When the Mexicans approached
which lie had hitherto concealed his designs. Some next morning to renew the assault, that unfortunate
Mexicans, who understood the Spanish language, heard prince, at the mercy of the Spaniards, and reduced to
the contemptuous words which Cortes uttered, and, the sad necessity of becoming the instrument of his
reporting them to their countrymen, kindled their rage own disgrace, and of the slavery of his people, [117J
anew.
They were now convinced that the intentions advanced to the battlements in his royal robes, and
of the general were equally bloody with those of Alva
with all the pomp in which he used to appear on solemn
At sight of their sovereign, whom they had
rado, and that his original purpose in visiting their occasions.
country had not been, as he pretended, to court the long been accustomed to honor, ami almost to revere
alliance of their sovereign, but to attempt the conquest as a god, the weapons dropped from their hands, every
of his dominions.
They resumed their arms with the tongue was silent, all bowed their heads, and many pros
additional fury which this discovery inspired, attacked trated themselves on the ground. Montezuma addressed
a considerable body of Spaniards who were marching them with every argument that could mitigate their
towaids tiie great square in which the public market rage, or persuade them to cease from hostilities. When
was held, and compelled them to retire with some loss. he ended his discourse, a sullen murmur of disappro
Emboldened by this success, and delighted to find that bation ran through the ranks to this succeeded re
and the fury of the multitude
their oppressors were not invincible, they advanced the proaches and threats
next day
extraordinary martial pomp to assault rising in a moment above every restraint of decency or
the Spaniards in their quarters.
Their number was respect, nights of arrows and volleys of stones poured
formidable, and their undaunted courage still more so. in so violently upon the ramparts, trial before the Spa
Though the artillery pointed against their numerous nish soldiers, appointed to cover Montezuma with their
battalions, crowded together m narrow streets, swept bucklers, had tune to lift them in his defence, two ar
off multitudes at every
though every blow rows wounded the unhappy monarch, and the blow of
discharge
On
of the Spanish weapons fell with mortal effect upon a stone on his temple struck him to the ground.
their naked bodies, the impetuosity of the assault did seeing him fall, the Mexicans were so much astonished,
nrt abate.
Fresh men rushed forward to occupy the that with a transition not uncommon in popular tumults,
j

;

;

;

n.

i

9

moment from one extreme

to the other,

remorse succeeded

and

important service.
Every invention known in the Eu
ropean art of war, as well as every precaution suggested
by his long acquaintance with the Indian mode of fight
But he found
ing were employed to ensure success.
an enemy prepared and determined to oppose him.

set out instantly

and returned from Zcmpoalla with no
less rapidity than he had advanced thither.
At Tlascala
he was joined by two thousand chosen warriors. On
entering the Mexican territories, he found that disaffec
with

abilities

unbroken, and loudly execrated their
giving such easy credit to the delu
sive promises of their new leader.
But surprise and
Some immediate and
complaints were of no avail.
extraordinary effort was necessary to extricate them
selves out of their present situation.
As soon as the
approach of evening induced the Mexicans to retire in
compliance with their national custom of ceasing from
hostilities with the setting sun, Cortes began to prepare
for a sally, next day, with such a considerable force as
might either drive the enemy out of the city, or com
pel them to listen to terms of accommodation.
He conducted in person the troops destined for this
vigor

caping but such as made their way over the battlements
of the temple.
An action so cruel and treacherous
filled not only the city, but the whole empire with in
AH called aloud for vengeance
dignation and rage.
and regardless of the safety of their monarch, whose
life was at the mercy of the Spaniards, or of their own
danger in assaulting an enemy who had been so long
the object of their terror, they committed all those acts
of violence of which Cortes received an account.
the danger appeared so
neither of deliberation nor delay.

Cortes

were stationed, into which the enemy were more than
once on the point of forcing their way.

own weakness

upon them, unarmed and unsuspicious
of any danger, and massacred a great number, none es
fell

To him

efforts of

Cortes beheld with wonder the implacable ferocity
of a people who seemed at first to submit tamely to
the yoke, and had continued so long passive under it.
The soldiers of Narvaez, who fondly imagined that
they followed Cortes to share in the spoils of a con
quered empire, were astonished to find that they were
involved in a dangerous war with an enemy whose

&amp;gt;r

vals.

dreaded, he

The utmost

they passed in a

to insult, and they fled with horror,
the vengeance of heaven were
pursuing the crime
which they committed. The Spaniards without molestation carried Montezum i to his apartments, and Cortes

as

!

if

hastened thither to console him under his misfortune.
But the unhappy monarch now perceived how low he
was sunk and the haughty spirit which seemed to have
been so long extinct, returning, he scorned to survive
this last humiliation, and to
protract an ignominious
life, not only as the prisoner and tool of his enemies,
but as the object of contempt or detestation among his
In a transport of rage he tore the bandages
subjects.
from his wounds, and refused, with such obstinacy, to
take any nourishment, that he soon ended his wretched
days, rejecting with disdain all the solicitations of the
;

Spaniards to embrace the Christian faith.
Upon the death of Montezuma, Cortes, having lost
hope of bringing the Mexicans to an accommodation,
saw no prospect of safety but in attempting a retreat,
and began to prepare for it.
But a sudden motion of
all

the

Mexicans engaged him

new

conflicts.

They

took possession of a high tower in the great
which overlooked the Spanish quarters, and
there a garrison of their principal warriors, not
niard could stir without being exposed to their

temple

ill

placing
a Spa
missile

From this post it was necessary to dislodge
weapons.
them at any risk and Juan de Escobar, with a nume
rous detachment of chosen soldiers, was ordered to
;

make

the attack.
But Escobar, though a gallant offi
cer, and at the head of troops accustomed to conquer,
and who now fought under the eyes of their country

men, was

thrice repulsed.
Cortes, sensible that not
only the reputation but the safety of his army depended
on the success of this assault, ordered a buckler to bo
tied to his arm, as he could not manage it with his
wounded hand, and rushed with his drawn sword into
the thickest of the combatants.
Encouraged by the
presence of their general, the Spaniards returned to the
charge with such vigor, that they gradually forced their
way up the steps, and drove the Mexicans to the plat
form at the top of the tower. There a dreadful car
nage began when two young Mexicans of high rank,
;

observing Cortes as he animated his soldiers by his
voice and example, resolved to sacrifice their own lives
in order to cut off the author of all the calamities which
desolated their country.
They approached him in a
suppliant posture, as if they had intended to lay down
their arms, and seizing him in a moment, hurried him
towards the battlements, over which they threw them
selves headlong, in hopes of dragging him along to be
dashed in pieces by the same fall.
But Cortes, by his
strength and agility, broke loose from their grasp, and
the gallant youths perished in this generous though

un

successful attempt to save their country.*
As soon as
the Spaniards became masters of the tower, they set
to it, and, without farther molestation, continued
the preparations for their retreat.
This became the more necessary, as the Mexicans
fire

were so much astonished

at the last effort of the
Spa
nish valor, that they began to change their whole sys
tem of hostility, and, instead of incessant attacks, en
deavored, by barricading the streets and breaking down

the causeways, to cut off the communication of the Spa
niards with the continent, and thus to starve an enemy
whom they could not subdue. The first point to be de

termined by Cortes and his followers, was, whether they
should march out openly in the face of day, when they
could discern every danger, and see how to regulate their
own motions, as well as how to resist the assaults of the
enemy or, whether they should endeavor to retire se
;

cretly in the night I The latter was preferred, partly from
hopes that their national superstition would restrain the
Mexicans from venturing to attack them in the night, and
partly from their own fond belief in the predictions of a
private soldier, who having acquired universal credit by
a smattering of learning, and his pretensions to astro

logy, boldly assured his countrymen of success, if they
made their retreat in this manner. They began to

move, towards midnight, in three divisions. Sandoval
Pedro Alvaradp and Velasquez de Leon
led the van
had the conduct of the rear and Cortes commanded
in the centre, where he placed the prisoners, among
whom were a son and two daughters of Montezuma,
together with several Mexicans of distinction, the artil
lery, the baggage, and a portable bridge of timber in;

;

M. Clavigcro has censured
this gallant action of the

me

with asperity

two Mexicans, and

for relating
for supposing

1
that there were battlements round the temple of Mexico
related the attempt to destroy Cortes on the authority ef Her.
dec. 2. lib. x. c. 9. arid of Torquemado lib. iv. c. 69. 1 followed
them likewise in supposing the uppermost platform of the
temple to be encompassed by aba tiement or rail.
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over the breaches in the causeway.
interpreters was of such essential
the causeway importance, had m;ide their escape.
profound silence along
The first care of Cortes was to find some shelter for
which led to Tacuba, because it was shorter than any
his wearied troops
for as the Mexicans infested them
of the rest, and, lying most remote from the road to
wards Tlascala and the sea-coast, had been left more on every side, and the people of Tacuba began to take
entire by the Mexicans.
They readied the first breach arms, he could not continue in his present station. He
and havin it without molestation, hoping that their retreat was directed his march towards the rising ground,
situated on an emiundiscovered.
ing fortunately discovered a temple
he
found
not only
But the Mexicans, unperceived, had not only watched nence, took possession of it. There
the shelter for which he wished, but, what was no less
all their motions with attention, but had made proper
While the wanted, some provisions to refresh his men and though
attack.
dispositions for a most formidable
in the the enemy did not intermit their attacks throughout the
Spaniards were intent upon placing their bridge
from makbreach, and occupied in conducting their horses and day, they were with less difficulty prevented
with a ing any impression.
During this time Cortes was enartillery along it, they were suddenly alarmed
tremendous sound of warlike instruments, and a gene ga ged in deep consultation with his officers, concernin their retreat.
ral shout from an innumerable multitude of enemies
fug the route which they ought to take
Tlasof arrows They were now on the west side of the lake.
the lake was covered with canoes
flights
and showers of stones poured in upon them from every cala, the only place where they could hope fora friendly
to
the
east
of
the Mexicans rushing forward to the charge reception, lay about sixty-four miles
quarter
Mexico so that they were obliged to go round the
with fearless impetuosity, as if they hoped in that mo
ment to be avenged for all their wrongs. Unfortunately north end of the lake before they could fall into the
Tlascalan soldier undertook
the wooden bridge, by the weight of the artillery, was road which led thither.
to be their guide, and conducted them through a counso fast into the stones and mud, that it was im

tended to be

whose function

laid

They marched

as

&amp;gt;

in

j

i

;

with a stroke of his lance, wounded the Mexican geOne of the
neral, and threw him on the ground.
Spanish officers, alighting, put an end to his life, aisd

|

i

!

The moment that
hold of the imperial standard.
and the standard, towards which all
fell,
directed their eyes, disappeared, a universal panic
struck the Mexicans
and, as if the bond which held
laid

j

their leader

j

;

;

them together had been dissolved, every ensign was
lowered, each soldier threw away his weapons, and all
The Spafled with precipitation to the mountains.
niards unable to pursue them far, returned to collect
the spoils of the field, which were so valuable as to be
some compensation for the wealth which they had
for in the enemy s army were most of
lost in Mexico

i

I

I

;

;

;

I

;

;

A

wedged

remove it. Dismayed at this accident, the
se
Spaniards advanced with precipitation towards the
cond breach. The Mexicans hemmed them in on
possible to

increasing
the sixth day they arrived near to Otumba, not
far from the road between Mexico and Tlascala. Early

next morning they began to advance towards it, flying
and,
parties of the enemy still hanging on their rear
their
amidst the insults with which they accompanied
npam
exclaimed
that
often
Marina
remarked
hostilities,
they
with exultation,
Go on, robbers go to the place
where you shall quickly meet with the vengeance due
;

fell
ignominiously, the victims of their own
inconsiderate avarice.
Amidst so many disasters, it
consolation to find that Agmlar and

their flight,

was some
*
In

Nochetriste
New Spain

Marina,

is

the

name by which

it is still

distinguished

j

I

I

&quot;

;

The meaning of this threat the Spa
not comprehend, until they reached the
summit of an eminence before them. There a spacious valley opened to their view, covered with a vast
The
army, extending as far as the eye could reach.
Mexicans, while with one body of their troops they
harassed the Spaniards in their retreat, had assembled their principal force on the other side of the lake
and inarching along the road which led directly to
Tlascala, posted it in the plain of Otumba. through
which they knew Cortes must pass. At the sight of
this incredible multitude, which they could survey at
to

your

crimes.&quot;

niards

did

!

j

!

once from the rising ground, the Spaniards were asBut
tonished, and even the boldest began to despair.
Cortes, without allowing leisure for their fears to acquire strength by reflection, after warning them briefly
that, no alternative now remained but to conquer or to
die, led
i

|

them

instantly to the charge.

waited their approach with unusual

Such

fortitude.

The people
only safe, but had remained unmolested.
of 2empoalla and the adjacent districts had discovered
no symptoms of defection. The Tlascalans continued
faithful to their alliance.

j

I

j

j

,

;

dispersed

one quarter, new
combatants advanced from another, and the Spaniards,
though successful in every attack, were ready to sink
under those repeated efforts, without seeing any end of
At that time Cortes
their toil, or any hope of victory.
observed the great standard
the empire, which was
and
carried before the Mexican general, advancing
fortunately recollecting to have heard, that on the fate
of it depended the event of every battle, he asscmbled a few of his bravest officers, whose horses

But while these gave way

in

of&quot;

;

were

still

capable of service, and, placing himself at

On

their martial spirit, easily

,

however was the

talions.

as eminent for perseverance as for enterprise, was still
bent on accomplishing his original purpose, of subjecting
Severe
the Mexican empire to the crown of Castile.
and unexpected as the check was which he had reccived, it did not appear to him a sufficient reason for

hopes

The Mexicans

superiority of the Spanish discipline
and arms, that the impression of this small body was
and whichever way its force was directed,
irresistible
their most numerous batit
penetrated and

At a juncture when the
destroyed in the mountains.
life of every Spaniard was of importance, such losses
were deeply felt. The schemes which Cortes was
to him.
meditating rendered them peculiarly afflictive
While his enemies, and even many of his own fol
lowers, considered the disasters which had befallen him
as fatal to the progress of his arms, and imagined that
a coun
nothing now remained but speedily to abandon
with unequal force, his mind,
try which he had invaded

he had already
relinquishing the conquests which
made, or against resuming his operations with better
The colony at Vera Cruz was not
of success.

;

of distinction

;

their spirits

On

assembled at Tacuba. But when the morning dawned,
and discovered to the view of Cortes his shattered
battalion reduced to less than half its number, the sur
vivors dejected, and most of them covered with wounds,
the thoughts of what they had sull ercd, aod the remem
brance of so many faithful friends and gallant followers
who had fallen in that night of sorrow,* pierced his
soul with such anguish, that while he was forming their
ranks, and issuing some necessary orders, his soldiers
observed the tears trickling from hisjeycs, and remarked
with much satisfaction, that while attentive to the duties
of a general, he was not insensible to the feelings of
a man.

;

was depressing

hement, and the ascendant which Cortes had acquired
over the chiefs of the republic so complete, that, far
from entertaining a thought of taking any advantage of
the distressed situation in which they beheld the Spa
niards, they received them with a tenderness and cor
all their suspicions.
diality which quickly dissipated
Some interval of tranquillity and indulgence was now

;

;

officers

calans to the Mexican name was so inveterate,, their
desire to avenge the death of their countrymen so ve

;

with part of his soldiers
who had broke through the enemy, but found many
more overwhelmed by the multitude of their aggres
and heard the piteous
sors, or perishing in the lake
lamentations of others, whom the Mexicans, having
taken alive, were carrying off in triumph to be sacrificed
to the god of war.
Before day, all who had escaped

many

They marched

respite,

;

He met

retreat

little

and wasting their strength, their situation required the
not only that the Spaniards
most vigorous and unremitting exertions of courage and absolutely necessary
Amidst those complicated distresses, one might give attention to the cure of their wounds, which
activity.
circumstance supported and animated the Spaniards. had been too long neglected, but in order to recruit
Their commander sustained this sad reverse of fortune their strength, exhausted by such a long succession of
His presence of mind fatigue and hardships. During this, Cortes learned
with unshaken magnanimity.
never forsook him
his sagacity foresaw every event, that he and his companions were not the only Spaniards
and his vigilance provided for it. He was foremost in who had felt the effects of the Mexican enmity. A
which was marching from
every danger, and endured every hardship with cheer considerable detachment
fulness. The difficulties with which he was surrounded Zcmpoalla towards the capital, had been cut orl by th
seemed to call forth new talents and his soldiers, people of Tepeaca. A smaller party, returning from
Tlascala to Vera Cruz, with the share of the Mexican
though despairing themselves, continued to follow him
and
with
confidence in his abilities.
gold allotted to the garrison, had been surprised

;

perished [118], and among these Velasquez de Leon,
who having forsaken the party of his kinsman, the go
vernor of Cuba, to follow the fortune of his compa
nions, was, on that account, as well as for his superior
merit, respected by them as the second person in the
army. All the artillery, ammunition, and baggage, were
lost
the greater part of the. horses, and above two
thousand Tlascalans, were killed, and only a very small
rtion
of the treasure which they had amassed was
pc
saved. This, which had been always their chief
object,
proved a great cause of their calamity for many of the
soldiers having so overloaded themselves with bars of
gold as rendered them unfit for action, and retarded

days with

the very time that famine

Fresh warriors instantly filled the place of
euch as fell. The Spaniards, weary with slaughter,
find unable to sustain the weight of the torrent that
poured in upon them, began to give way. In a moment
the confusion was universal ; horse and foot, officers
and soldiers, friends and enemies, were mingled to
and while all fought and many fell, they could
gether
hardly distinguish from what hand the blow came.
Cortes, with about a hundred foot soldiers and a
few horse, forced his way over the two remaining
breaches in the causeway, the bodies of the dead ser
ving to fill up the chasms, and reached the main land.
Having formed them as soon as they arrived, he re
turned with such as were yet capable of service to
assist his friends in their retreat, and to encourage them,
by his presence and example, to persevere in the efforts
lence.

fatal

thinly peopled.

I

in

in front, in rear, in flank, with great boldnoes, as they now knew that they were not invincible.
Nor were the fatigue and danger of those incessant con
As
flicts the worst evils to which they were exposed.
the barren country through which they passed afforded
to feed on
hardly any provisions, they were reduced
berries, roots, and the stalks of green maize ; and at

;

this

cultivated and

ill

mountainous,

they
Next day [July 8], to their great joy, they entered the Tlascalan territories.
But amidst their satisfaction in having got beyond
the precincts of a hostile country, they could not look
forward without solicitude, as they were still uncertain
tory.

i

them closely

All
arms, or the superiority of their other weapons.
Mexico was now in anns and so eager were the people
on the destruction of their oppressors, that they who
were not near enough to annoy them in person, impa
tient of the delay, pressed forward with such ardor as
drove on their countrymen in front with irresistible vio

In

all

in others

their principal warriors dressed out in their richest orhad been inarching to assured vienaments as if

and under continual what reception they might meet with fiom allies to
different from
alarms, numerous bodies of the Mexicans hovering whom they returned in a condition very
around them, sometimes harassing them at a distance that in which they had lately set out from their do
Tlas
with their missile weapons, and sometimes attacking minions.
Happily for them, the enmity of the

;

it.

some places marshy,

for six

every side and though they defended themselves with
their usual courage, yet crowded together as they were
on a narrow causeway, their discipline and military skill
were of little avail, nor did the obscurity of the night
permit them to derive great advantage from their fire

requisite to effect

try in

their head, pushed forward towaids ne standard witt
an impetuosity which bore down every thing before it.
A chosen body of nobles, who guarded the standard,
made some resistance, but were soon broken Cortes,

[

!

]

|

!

roused to arms, and inflamed with implacable hatred of
Ho
the Mexicans, Cortes depended for powerful aid.
had still the command of a body of Spaniards, equal in
number to that with which he had opened his way into
the centre of the empire, and had taken possession of
so that with the benefit of greater expethe
capital ;
rience, as well as

more perfect knowledge of

the

coun

he did not despair of quickly recovering all that ho
had been deprived of by untoward events,
Full of this idea, he courted the Tlascalan chiefs
with such attention, and distributed among them so liof Otumba, that he was secure of
berally the rich spoils
of the republic,
obtaining whatever he should require
He drew a small supply of ammunition and two or three
He destores at Vera Cruz.
field-pieces from his
confidence with four ships of
spatched an officer of
Narvaez s fleet to Hispaniola and Jamaica, to engage
adventurers, and to purchase horses, gunpowder, and
As he knew that it would be
other military stores.
vain to attempt the reduction of Mexico, unless he
could secure the command of the lake, he gave orders
try,

SOUTH AMERICA.
the

!

,

[

|

,

Cuba. Though Cortes, long practised
of command, employed arguments, entreaties,
and presents to convince or to soothe them though
his own soldiers, animated with the spirit of their
he found their
leader, warmly seconded his endeaTOrs
fears too violent and deep rooted to be removed, and
ihc utmost he could effect was to prevail with them to
defer their departure for some time, on a promise
that he would, at a more proper juncture, dismiss such
as should desire it.
directly to

;

During several

I

i

constructing the brigantines, he
kept his troops constantly employed in various expedi
tions against the adjacent provinces, all of which were
conducted with a uniform tenor of success. By these, his
his preparations for

;

men became

again accustomed to victory, and resumed
wonted sunsc of superiority the Mexican power
v, as weakened
the Tlascalan warriors acquired the
habit of acting in conjunction with the Spaniards
and
;

;

;

the chiefs of the republic delighted to see their country
enriched with the spoils of all the people around them;

and astonished every day with fresh discoveries of the
irresistible prowess of their allies, they declined no ef

j

support them.
All those preparatory arrangements, however, though
thr most prudent and efficacious which the situation of
Cortes allowed him to make, would have been of little
avail without a reinforcement of Spanish soldiers.
Of
this he was so deeply sensible, that it was the chief ob
and yet his only pros
ject of his thoughts and wishes
fort requisite to

;

pect of obtaining it from the return of the officer whom
he 1-ad sent to the isles to solicit aid, was both distant
arid uncertain.
But what neither his own sagacity nor
power could have procured, he owed to a series of
fortunate and unforeseen incidents.
The governor of
Cuba, to whom the success of Narvaez appeared an
event of infallible certainty, having sent two small ships
after him with new instructions, and a supply of men

and military

whom

j

;

months, while he waited for the supplies of men and
ammunition which he expected, and was carrying on

their

!

j

;

subjection.

promises which had seduced other adventurers and,
as if the spirit of revolt had been contagious in New
Spain, they likewise abandoned the master whom they
1521.] As soon as Cortes entered the enemy s terriwere bound to serve, and enlisted under Cortes. Nor tones, he discovered various preparations to obstruct
was it America alone that furnished such unexpected his progress. But his troops forced their way with lit
aid
a ship arrived from Spain, freighted by some pri
tle
difficulty, and took posession of Tezeuco, the se
vate merchants with military stores, in hopes of a pro
cond city of the empire, situated on the banks of the
fitable market in a country, the fame of whose opulence lake about twenty miles from Mexico.
Here he deter
began to spread over Europe. Cortes eagerly pur mined to establish his head-quarters, as the most pro
chased a cargo which to him was invaluable, and the per station for launching his brigantines, as well as for
In order to ren
crew, following the general example, joined him at making his approaches to the capital.
Tlascala.
der his residence there more secure, he deposed the
From those various quarters, the army of Cortes was cazique, or chief, who was at the head of that commu
augmented with a hundred and eighty men, and twenty nity, under pretext of some defect in his title, and sub
horses, a reinforcement too inconsiderable to produce stituted in his place a person whom a faction of the
any consequence which would have entitled it to have nobles pointed out as the right heir of that dignity.
been mentioned in the history of other parts of the Attached to him by this benefit, the cazique and his
But in that of America, where great revolu adherents served the Spaniards with inviolable fidelity.
globe.
tions were brought about by causes which seemed to
As the preparations for constructing the brigantines
bear no proportion to their effects, such small events advanced slowly under the unskilful hands of soldiers
rise into importance, because they were sufficient to and Indians, whom Cortes was obliged to employ in
decide with respect to the fate of kingdoms.
Nor is it assisting three or four carpenters who happened for
tho least remarkable instance of the singular felicity tunately to be in his service
and as he had not yet
conspicuous in many passages of Cortes s story, that received the reinforcement which he expected from
the two persons chiefly instrumental in furnishing him Hispaniola, he was not in a condition to turn his arms
with those seasonable supplies, should be an avowed directly against the capital.
To have attacked at this
enemy who aimed at his destruction, and an envious period, a city so populous, so well prepared for defence,
rival who wished to supplant him.
and in a situation of euch peculiar strength, must have
The first effect of the junction with his new fol exposed his troops to inevitable destruction. Three
lowers was to enable him to dismiss such of Narvaez s months elapsed before the materials for the brigantines
soldiers as remained with reluctance in his service. were finished, and before he heard any thing with re
After their departure, he still mustered five hundred spect to the success of the officer whom he had sent
and fifty infantry, of which fourscore were armed with to Hispaniola.
This, however, was not a season of
muskets or crossbows, forty horsemen, and a train of inaction to Cortes.
He attacked successively several
nine field-pieces
At the head of these, accompanied of the towns situated around the lake and though all
thousand
Tlascalans and other friendly Indians, the Mexican power was exerted to obstruct his opera
by ten
Cortes began his march towards Mexico, on the twen
tions, he either compelled them to submit to the
of
December, six months after hia disastrous Spanish crown, or reduced them to ruins. The in
ty-eighth
retreat from that city.,
habitants of other towns he endeavored to conciliate
Nor did he advance to attack an enemy unprepared by more gentle means and though he could not hold
to receive him.
Upon the death of Montezuma, the any intercourse with them but by the intervention of
Mexican chiefs, in whom the right of electing the em interpreters, yet, under all the disadvantages of that
peror was vested, had instantly raised his brother tedious and imperfect mode of communication he had
His avowed and inveterate acquired such thorough knowledge of the state of the
Quetlavaca to the throne.
enmity to the Spaniards would have been sufficient to country, as well as of the dispositions of the people,
that he conducted his negotiations snd intrigues with
gain their suffrages, although he had been less dis
He had an im astonishing dexterity and success. Most of the cities
tinguished for courage and capacity.
mediate opportunity of showing that he was worthy of adjacent to Mexico were originally the capitals of small
their choice, by conducting in person those fierce independent states
and some of them having been but
attacks which compelled the Spaniards to abandon his lately annexed to the Mexican empire, still retained the
capital ; and as soon as their retreat afforded him any remembrance of their ancient liberty, and bore with
respite from action, he took measures for preventing impatience the rigorous yoke of their new masters.
their return to Mexico, with prudence equal to the Cortes,
having early observed symptoms of their dis
affection, availed himself of this knowledge to gain
spirit which he had displayed in driving them out of it.
As from the vicinity of Tlascala, he could not be un their confidence and friendship. By offering with con
acquainted with the motions and intentions of Cortes, fidence to deliver them from the odious dominion of
he observed the storm that was gathering, and began the Mexicans, and by liberal promises of more indul
He repaired what the gent tieatment if they would unite with him against
early to provide against it.
Spaniards had ruined in the city, and strengthened it their oppressors, he prevailed on the people of several
with such new fortifications as the skill of his subjects considerable districts, not only to acknowledge the
was capable of erecting. Besides filling his magazines King of Castile as their sovereign, but to supply the
with the usual weapons of war, he gave directions to Spanish camp -with provisions, aud to strengthen his
make long spears headed with the swords and daggers army with auxiliary troops. Gautimozin, on the first
taken from the Spaniards, in order to annoy the appearance of defection among his subjects, exerted
He summoned the people in every province himself with vigor to prevent or to punish their revolt ;
cavalry.
of the empire to take arms aga;nst their oppressors, and but, in spite of his efforts, the spirit continued to
as an encouragement to exert themselves with vigor, spread.
The Spaniards gradually acquired new allies,
he promised them exemption from all the taxes which and with deep concern he beheld Cortes arming against
his predecessors had imposed.
Bnt what he labored his empire those very hands which ought to have been
with the greatest earnestness was, to deprive the active in its defence, and ready to advance against the
Spaniards of the advantages which they derived from capital at the head of a numerous body 01 lus own
!

That the malecontenU might have no leisure to
brood over the causes of their disaffection, he resolved
He pro
instantly to call forth his troops into action.
posed to chastise the people of Tepeaca for the outrage
which they had committed and as the detachment
which they had cut off happened to be composed mostly
of soldiers who had served under Narvaez, their com
panions, from the desire of vengeance, engaged the
more willingly in this war. He took the command in
person, [August] accompanied by a numerous body of
Tlascalans, and in a space of a few weeks, after various
encounters, with great slaughter of the Tepeacans, re
to

Montezuma, a young man of such high
reputation for abilities and valor, that in this dangerous
era s, his countrymen, with one voice, called him to
the supreme command.
son-in-law of

:

!

;

province

In his stead the
brought upon them by their invaders.
Mexicans raised to the throne Guatimozin, nephew and

,

;

;

that

malignity,

;

in the arts

duced

fatal

,

and, waxing gradually more audacious, they, in a body
offered a remonstrance to their general against the im
prudence of attacking a powerful empire with his shat
tered forces, and formally required him to lead them

back

mercy of their countrymen [Oct. 28].
was not proof against the splendid hopes and
;

|

and dangers
engage
of war.
As the same motives had induced them to
enter into their new engagements with Cortes, they no
sooner became acquainted with the nature of the ser-

adventures in which their own imprudence had involved
them, happy in having made their escape, trembled at
the thoughts of being exposed a second time to similar
calamities.
As soon as they discovered the intention
of Cortes, they began secretly to murmur and cabal,

them

upon
Their fi

the

in the hardships

Such
vice, than they bitterly repented of their choice.
ot them as had the good fortune to survive the perilous

with

their

delity

;

inclination to

151

They unadvisedly made
;

least

little

Castile.

a cruel succession of disasters, famine compelled
to venture into Vera Cruz, and cast themselves

attention, he was taking
those necessary steps towards the execution of his
measures, an obstacle arose in a quarter where it was

But while, with provident

The spirit of
expected, but most formidable.
discontent and mutiny broke out in his own army.
Many of Narvaez s followers were planters rather than
soldiers
and had accompanied him to New Spain
with sanguine hopes of obtaining settlements, but with

crown of

was unknown in that quarter of
attempt on the northern provinces, where the country the globe until it was introduced oy the Europeans,
was poor, and the people fierce and warlike anJ after and may be reckoned among the greatest calamities

lo prepare in the mountains of Tlascala. materials for
be carried
ouilding twelve brigantiues, so as they might
thither in pieces ready to be put together, and launched
when he stood in need of their service.

|

|

the

friendship

of the Tlascalans, by endeavoring to

subjects.

all connexion with
While, by those various methods, Cortes was gradu
avowed enemies of the gods ally circumscribing the Mexican power in such a man
whom they worshipped, but who would not fail to sub ner that his prospect of overturning it seemed neither
ject them at last to the same yoke which they were to be uncertain nor remote, all hi* schemes were well
now inconsiderately lending their aid to impose upon nigh defeated by a conspiracy no less unexpected than
to join.
Suon alter, throe ships of more considerable others. These representations, no less striking than dangerous. The soldiers of Narvacz had never united
force came into the harbor separately. These
belonged well founded, were urged so forcibly by his ambassa
perfectly with the original companions of Cortes, nor
to an armament fitted out by Francisco de Garay,
go dors, that it required all the address of Cortes to pre did they enter into his measures with the same cordial

stores, the

officer

command on

the coast, artfully decoyed
them into the harbor of Vera Cruz, seized the vessels,
and easily persuaded the soldiers to follow the siandard
of?, more able leader than him whom they were destined

pointed

to

persuade that people to renounce

Cortes had ap-

men who where

not only

j

:

vernor of Jamaica, who, being possessed with the rage
of discovery and conquest which animated every Spaniard settled in America, had long aimed at
intruding
into some district of New Spain, and dividing with
Cortes the glory and g*in of annexing that empire to

i

vent their making a dangerous impression.
But while Quetlavaca was arranging his plan of de
fence, with a degree of foresight uncommon in an

American, his days were cut short by the small-pox.
This distemper, which raged at that time in New Spam

Upon every occasion that required any extraor
dinary effort of courage or of patience, uieiT Spirits
were apt to sink and now, on a near view of what
they had to encounter, in attempting to reduce a city
so inaccessible as Mexico, and defended by a numerous

zeal.

;

ROBERTSON

JSS

who
rmy, the resolution even of those among them
had adhered to Cortea when he was deserted by their
to
Their fears led them
associates, began to fail.
pre
sumptuous and unsoldierlike discussions concerning
the propriety of their general s measures, aud the im
of their success.

probability

ceeded

to

From

these

censure and invectives, and

at last

they pro

began

to

they might provide for their own safety,
of which they deemed their commander to be totally
Antonia Villefagna, a private soldier, but
negligent.
bold, intriguing, and strongly attached to Velasquez, art
deliberate

fully

how

growing spirit of disaffection. His
the rendezvous of the malecontents,
many consultations, they could discover

fomented

quarters

vhere,

this

became

after

no method of checking Cortes in his career, but by
assassinating him and his most considerable officers,
end conferring the command upon some person who
wuuld relinquish his wild plans, and adopt measures

S

HISTORY OF

Sandoval made the disposition
great

propriety,

placing the

for their

Tanmics

to hazard the attack
and hoping to supply by numbers
what he wanted in force, he assembled such a multitude
of canoes as covered tlie face of the lake. They rowed
on boldly to the charge, while the brigantines, retarded
by a dead calm, could scarcely advance to meet them.
But as the enemy drew near, a breeze suddenly sprung
up in a moment the sails were spread, the brigantines,
with the utmost ease, broke through their feeble oppo
nents, overset many canoes, and dissipated the whole
armament with mich slaughter, as convinced the Mexi
cans, that the progress of the Europeans in knowledge

progress with
in

;

the centre,

one body of warriors

in the front, another in the rear,
with considerable parties to cover the flanks. To each
of these he joined some Spaniards, not only to assist
hem in danger, but to accustom them to regularity and

A body so numerous, and so much en
cumbered, advanced leisurely but in excellent order
and in some places, where it was confined by the woods
jr mountains, the line of march extended above six
niles
Parties of Mexicans frequently appeared hoverng around them on the high grounds but perceiving
10 prospect of success in
attacking an enemy continu
ally on his guard, and prepared to receive them, they
did not venture to molest him
and Sandoval had the
lory of conducting safely to Tezeuco, a convoy on
subordination.

;

;

and arts rendered their superiority greater on this new
element than they had hitherto found it by land.
From that time Cortes remained master of the lake,
and the brigantines not only preserved a communication
between the Spaniards in their different stations, though
at considerable distance from each other, but were em
ployed to cover the causeways on each side, and keep
off the canoes when they attempted to annoy the troops
Cortes formed the
as they advanced towards the city.
mgantines in three divisions, appointing one to cover
each of the stations from which an attack was to be
carried on against the city, with orders to second the

;

;

vhich

all

the future operations of his

countrymen de-

&amp;gt;ended.

more

This was followed by another event of no less moFour ships arrived at Vera Cruz from Hispaniola, with two hundred soldiers, eighty horses, two
and a considerable supply of ammutile officers to succeed them in command, were all
&amp;gt;attering cannon,
named and the conspirators signed an association, by lition arid arms. Elevated with observing that all his
which they bound themselves with most solemn oaths, jreparatory schemes, either for recruiting his own army, operations of the officer who commanded there. From
to mutual 6delity.
But on the evening before the ap or impairing the force of the enemy, had now produced all the three stations he pushed on the attack against
but in a manner so very difheir full effect, Cortes impatient to begin the siege in
.he city with equal vigor
pointed day, one of Cortes e ancient followers, who
had been seduced into the conspiracy, touched with brm, hastened the launching of the brigantines. To erent from the conduct of sieges in regular war, that he
limself seems afraid it would appear no less improper
compunction at the imminent danger of a man whom acilitate this, he had employed a vast, number of In
ho had long been accustomed to revere, or struck with dians for two months, in deepening the small rivulet .han singular to persons unacquainted with his situawhich runs by Tezeuco into the lake, and in forming it ;ion. Each morning his troops assaulted the barricades
horror at his own treachery, went privately to his gene
ral and revealed to him all that he knew.
nto a canal near two miles in length; [119] and which the enemy had erected on the causeways, forced
Cortes,
though deeply alanned, discerned at once what conduct .hough the Mexicans, aware of his intentions, as well their way over the trenches which they had dug, and
was proper in a situation so critical. He repaired in as of the danger which threatened them, endeavored through the canals where the bridges were broken
town, and endeavored to penetrate into the heart of the
stantly to Villefagna s quarters, accompanied by some &quot;requently to interrupt the laborers, or to burn the
of his most trusty officers.
The astonishment and jrigantines, the work was at last completed. On the city, in hopes of obtaining some decisive advantage
confusion of the man at this unexpected visit antici
;wenty-eighth of April, all the Spanish troops, together which might force the enemy to surrender, and termi
but when the obstinate valor of
Cortes, while his with the auxiliary Indians, were drawn up on the banks nate the war at once
pated the confession of his guilt.
attendants seized the traitor, snatched from his bosom of the canal
and with extraordinary military pomp, he Mexicans rendered the efforts of the day ineffectual,
rendered more solemn by the celebration of the most :he Spaniards retired in the evening to their former
a paper, containing the association, signed by the con
Thus their toil and danger were in some
Impatient to know how far the infection sacred rites of religion, the brigantines were launched. quarters.
spirators.
the Mexicans repairing
extended, he retired to read it, and found there names As thev fell down the canal in order, Father Olmedo measure continually renewed
which filled him with surprise and sorrow. But aware Blessed them, and gave each its name. Every eye fol
n the night what the Spaniards had destroyed through
a
at
such
the
lowed them with wonder and hope, until they entered the day, and recovering
how dangerous a strict scrutiny might prove
posts from which they had
But necessity prescribed this slow and
juncture, he confined his judicial inquiries to Villefagna the lake, when they hoisted their sails and bore away driven them.
alone.
As the proofs of his guilt were manifest, he Before the wind. A general shout of joy was raised
untoward mode of operation. The number of his troops
was condemned after a short trial, and next morning all admiring that bold inventive genius, which, by were so small that Cortes durst not, wiih a handful of
he was seen hanging before the door of the house in means so extraordinary that their success almost ex
men, attempt to make a lodgment in a city where ho
which he had lodged. Cortes called his troops together, ceeded belief, had acquired command of a fleet, with might be surrounded and annoyed by such a multitude
and having explained to them the atrocious purpose ot out the aid of which Mexico would have continued to of enemies. The remembrance of what he had already
set the Spanish power and arms at defiance.
the conspirators, as well as the justice of the punish
suffered by the ill judged confidence with which he had
Cortes determined to attack the city from three dif ventured into such a dangerous situation, was still fresh
ment inflicted on Villefagna, he added, with an appear
The Spaniards, exhausted with fatigue,
ance of satisfaction, that he was entirely ignorant with ferent quarters from Tepeaca on the north side of the
his mind.
lake, from Tabuca on the west, and from Cuyocan to
were unable to guard the various posts which they daily
respect to all the circumstances of this dark transac
torn
had
wards
the
south.
These
as
the
when
towns
were
situated
on
the
and
arrested,
tion,
traitor,
suddenly
though their camp was filled with Indian
gained
and swallowed a paper which probably contained an principal causeways which led to the capital, and in auxiliaries, they durst not devolve this charge upon
account of it, and under the severest tortures possessed tended for their defence.
He appointed Sandoval to them, because they were so little accustomed to disci
such constancy as to conceal the names of his accom command in the first, Pedro de Alvarado in the second, pline, that no confidence could be placed in their vigi
This artful declaration restored tranquillity to and Christoval de Olid in the third allotting to each a lance. Besides this, Cortes was extremely solicitous to
plices.
many a breast that was throbbing, while he spoke, with numerous body of Indiarf auxiliaries, together with an preserve the city as much as possible from being de
and by equal division of Spaniards, who, by the JL .iction of the stroyed, both because he destined it to be the capital of
consciousness of guilt and dread of detection
it
this prudent moderation, Cortes had the advantage of troops from Hispaniola, amounting now to
might remain as a
eighty-six his conquests, and wished that
monument of his glory. From all these considerations,
having discovered, and of being able to observe such horsemen, and eight hundred and eighteen foot soldiers
of his followers as were disaffected
while they, flat
of whom one hundred and eighteen were armed with he adhered obstinately, for a month after the siege was
The train of artillery consist opened, to the system which he had adopted. The
tering themselves that their past crime was unknown, muskets or cross-bows.
endeavored to avert any suspicion of it by redoubling ed of three battering cannon, and fifteen field-pieces. Mexicans, in their own defence, displayed valor which
their activity and zeal in his service.
He reserved for himself, as the station of greatest im was hardly inferior to that with which the Spaniards
Cortes did not allow them leisure to ruminate on portance and danger, the conduct of the brigantines, attacked them.
On land, on water, by night and by
what had happened and as the most effectual means each armed with one of his small cannon, and manned
succeeded to another. Several
day, one furious conflict
of preventing the return of a mutinous spirit, he deter
more wounded, and all were
with twenty-five Spaniards.
Spaniards were killed,
mined to call forth his troops immediately to action.
As Alvarado and Olid proceeded towards the posts ready to sink under the toils of unintermitting service,
Fortunately, a proper occasion for this occurred with
which were rendered more intolerable by the injuries of
assigned them [May 10], they broke down the aque
out his seeming to court it.
He received intelligence ducts which the ingenuity of the Mexicans had erected the season, the periodical rains being now set in with
that the materials for building the brigantines were at for
conveying water into the capital, and, by the dis their usual violence.
Astonished and disconcerted with the length and dif
length completely finished, and waited only for a body tress to which this reduced the inhabitants, gave a be
The com ginning to the calamities which they were destined to ficulties of the siege, Cortes determined to make one
of Spaniards to conduct them to Tezeuco.
mand of this convoy, consisting of two hundred fool suffer. Alvarado and Olid found the towns of which great effort to get possession of the city, before he re
soldiers, fifteen horsemen, and two field-pieces, he gave they were ordered to take possession deserted by their linquished the plan which he had hitherto followed, and
With this
to Sandoval, who, by the vigilance, activity, and cou
inhabitants, who had ficd for safety to the capital, where had recourse to any other mode of attack.
Guatimoziti had collected the chief force of his empire, view he sent instructions to Alvarado and Sandoval to
rage which he manifested on every occasion, was grow
ing daily in his confidence, and in the estimation of his as there alone he could hope to make a successful stand advance with their divisions to a general assault, and
The service was no less singular than against the formidable enemies who were approaching took the command in person puly 3] of that posted on
fellow-soldiers.
consistent with the general security.
Despair
The hour for perpetrating
inspired them with courage.
the crime, the persons whom they destined as victims,

nent.

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

important
age, the

;

the beams, the planks, the masts, the cord
the ironwork, and all the infinite variety

sails,

of articles requisite for the construction of thirteen
brigantines, were to be carried sixty miles over land

through a mountainous country, by people who were
unacquainted with the ministry of domestic animals, or
the eid of machines to facilitate any work of labor
The Tlascalans furnished eight thousand Tameites, ai
inferior order of men destined for servile tasks, to earn
the materials on their shoulders, and appointed fifteen
thousand warriors to accompany and defend them

Animated by his presence,
the causeway of Cuyocan.
of the Mexicans was to destroy the and the expectation of some decisive event, the Spa
fleet of brigantines, the fatal effects of whose
operations niards pushed forward with irresistible impetuosity.
they foresaw and dreaded.
Though the brigantines, They broke through one barricade after another, forced
en
after all the labor and merit of Cortes in
forming them, their way over the ditches and canals, and, having
were of inconsiderable bulk, rudely constructed, and tered the city, gained ground incessantly in spite of
manned chiefly with landsmen hardly possessed of skill the multitude and ferocity of their opponents. Cortes,
enough to conduct them, they must have been objects though delighted with the rapidity of his progress, did
of terror to a people unacquainted with any navigation not
he might still find it necessary to re
forget that
but that of their lake, and possessed of no vessel larger treat and, in order to secure it, appointed Julicn d
than a canoe.
Necessity, however, urged Guatimozin Alderete, a captain of chief note in the troops which
to assault him.

The

first

effort

;

SOUTH AMERICA.
he had received from Hispaniola, to fill up the canals and
gaps in the causeway as the main body advanced. That
officer, deeming it inglorious to be thus employed, while
his companions were in the heat of action and the ca

reer of victory, neglected the important charge com
mitted to him, and hurried on, inconsiderately, to min
The Mexicans, whose mili
gle with the combatants.
tary attention and skill wore daily improving, no sooner

ohserved this than they carried an account of it to their
monarch.
Guatimozin instantly discerned the consequence of
the error which the Spaniards had committed, and, with
admirable presence of mind, prepared to take advantage

of

He commanded

the troops posted in the front to
slacken their efforts, in order to allure the Spaniards to
push forward, while he despatched a large body of
it.

chosen warriors through different -attest*, some by land,
and others by water, towards the great breach in the
causeway which had been left open. On a signal
which he gave, the priests in the principal temples
struck the great drums consecrated to the god of war.
No sooner did the Mexicans hear its doleful solemn
sound, calculated to inspire them with contempt of death,
and enthusiastic ardor, than they rushed upon the ene
with frantic rage.
The Spaniards, unable to resist
men urged on no less by religious fury than hope of
success, began to retire, at first leisurely, and with a
good countenance but as the enemy pressed on, and

my

;

their

own

impatience to escape increased, the terror
and confusion became so genera], that when they ar
at
the
rived
gap in the causeway, Spaniards and Tlascalans, horsemen and infantry, plunged in promis
cuously., vti ile the Mexicans rushed upon them fiercely
from every side, their light canoes carrying them through
In
shoals which the brigantines could not approach.

vain did Cortes attempt to stop and rally his flying
fear rendered them regardless of his entreaties
troops
or commands.
Finding all his endeavors to renew the
combat fruitless, his next care was to save some of
those who had thrown themselves into the water but
while thus employed, with more attention to their situtkxi than to his own, six Mexican captains suddenly
laid hold of him, and were hurrying him off in triumph;
and though two of his officers rescued him at the ex
pense of their own lives, he received several dangerous
wounds before he could break loose. Above sixty
and what rendered the
Spaniards perished in the rout
disaster more atHicting, forty of these fell alive into
*he hands of an enemy ne~er known to show mercy to
;

;

;

a captive.

The approach

of night, though

it

delivered the de

jected Spaniards from the attacks of the enemy, ushered
an what was hardly less grievous, the noise of their bar
barous triumph, and of the horrid festival with which
they celebrated their victory.
Every quarter of the

was illuminated the great temple shone with such
peculiar splendor, that the Spaniards could plainly see
the people in motion, and the priests busy in hastening
the preparations for the death of the prisoners. Through
tlie gloom, they fancied that
they discerned their com
panions by the whiteness of their skins, as they were
and
to
dance before the image
Btript naked,
compelled
city

;

of the god to whom they were to be offered.
They
heard the shrieks of those who were sacrificed, and
that
could
each
thought
they
distinguish
unhappy vic
tim by the well known sound of his voice.
Imagina

which had already declared against the timozin might escape unperceived. But they made
and several which had hitherto this attempt upon a leader of greater
Spaniards, augmented
sagacity and disremained inactive, took arms, with enthusiastic ardor, cern ncnt than to be deceived by their arts.
Cortes,
to execute the decree of the gods.
The Indian auxilia suspecting their intention, and aware of what moment
ries who had joined Cortes, accustomed to venerate it was to defeat it,
the
officer
on
appointed Sandoval;
the same deities with the Mexicans, and to receive tho whose vigilance he could most
perfectJy rely, to take
the provinces,

;

responses of their priests with the same implicit

attempted in

of the brigantines, with strict injunctions

watch everv motion of the enemy.

to

to

certain destruction.
Even the fidelity of the Tlascalans was shaken, and the Spanish troops were left

almost alone

command

the

faith,

abandoned the Spaniards as a race of men devoted

Sandoval, at

charge, observing some large canoes
crowded with people rowing across the lake with ex
traordinary rapidity, instantly gave the signal to chase.
Ci arcia
llolguin, who commanded the swiftest sailing
tentive to

Cortes, finding that he
vain to dispel the superstitious fears of

in their stations.

by argument, took advantage, from
who had framed the prophecy
in fixing its accomplishments so near at hand, to give a
He suspended
striking demonstration of its falsity.

the

brigantinc, soon overtook them,
on the foremost canoe, which

his confederates

the imprudence of those

fire

and was preparing to
seemed to carry some

whom all the rest followed and obeyed. At
once the rowers dropped their oars, and all on board,
all military
operations, during the period marked out throwing down their arms, conjured him with cries and
Under cover of the brigantines, which tears to forbear, as the emperor was there. Holgum
by the oracle.
and Guatimozin, with a dig
kept the enemy at a distance, his troops lay in safety, eagerly seized his prize
and the fatal term expired without any disaster.
nified composure, gave himself up into his hands, re
Many of his allies, ashamed of their own credulity, questing only that no insult might be offered to the
returned to their station.
Other tribes, judging that empress or his children.
When conducted to Cortes,
the gods, who had now deceived the Mexicans, had he appeared neither with the sullen fierceness of a bar
decreed finally to withdraw their protection from them, barian, nor with the dejection of a supplicant.
I
and such was the levity of a sim have done,&quot; said he, addressing himself to the Spanish
joined his standard
what became a monarch. I have defended
ple people, moved bv every slight impression, that in a general,
short time after such a general defection of his con
my people to the last extremity. Nothing now re
Take this dagger,&quot; laying his hand
federates, Cortes saw himself, if we may believe his mains but to die.
own account, at the head of a hundred and fifty thou on one which Cortes wore, plant it in my breast, and
sand Indians.
Even with such a numerous army, he put an end to a life which can no longer be of use. *
found it necessary to adopt a new and more wary sys
As soon as the fate of their sovereign was known,
tem of operation. Instead of renewing his attempts to the resistance of the Mexicans ceased and Corte*
become master of the city at once, by such bold but took possession of that small part of the capital which
dangerous efforts of valor as ho had already tried, he yet remained undestroyed [Aug. 13]. Thus terminated
adc his advances gradually, and with every possible the siege of Mexico, the most memorable event in the
It continued seventy-five days,
precaution against exposing his men to any calamity conquest of America.
As the hardly one of which passed without some extraordinary
similar to that which they still bewailed.
effort of one party in the attack, or of the other in the
Spaniards pushed forward, the Indians regularly re
As soon as they defence of a city, on the fate of which both knew that
paired the causeways behind them.
As the struggle
jot possession of any part of the town, the houses the fortune of the empire depended.
were instantly levelled with the ground. Day by day, here was more obstinate, it was likewise more equal
the Mexicans, forced to retire as their enemies gained than any between the inhabitants of the Old and New
The great abilities of Guatimozin, the num
ground, were hemmed in within more narrow limits. Worlds.
Gautimozin, though unable to stop the career of the ber of his troops, the peculiar situation of his capita^
enemy, coutinned to defend his capital with obstinate so far counterbalanced the superiority of the Spaniard*
The in arms and discipline, that they must have relinquished
rcsoluton, and disputed every inch of ground.
Spaniards not only varied their mode of attack, but, by the enterprise if they had trusted for success to them
orders of Cortes, changed the weapons with which selves alone.
But Mexico was overturned by the
they fought.
They were again armed with the long jealousv of neighbors who dreaded its power, and bv
the
ivolt of subjects impatient to shake off its yoke,
Chinantlan spears which they had employed with such
success against Narvaez
and, by the firm array in I3y their effectual aid, Cortes was enabled to accom
which this enabled them to range themselves, they re plish what, without such support, he would hardly have
ventured to attempt.
How much soever this account
pelled, with little danger, the loose assault of the Mexi
cans incredible numbers of them fell in the conflicts of the reduction of Mexico may detract, on tha ono
which they renewed every day. While war wasted hand, from the marvellous relations of some Spanish
without, famine began to consume them within the writers, by ascribing that to simple and obvious causes
The Spanish brigantines having the entire com which they attribute to the romantic valor of their
city.
mand of the lake, rendered it almost impossible to con countrymen, it adds, on the other, to the merit and
vey to the besieged any supply of provisions by water. abilities of Cortes, who, under every disadvantage, ac
The immense number of his Indian auxiliaries enabled quired such an ascendant over unknown nations, as to
Cortes to shut up the avenues to the city by land. render them instruments towards carrying his schemes
The stores which Guatimozin had laid up were ex into execution. [121]
The exultation of the Spaniards, on accomplishing
hausted by the multitudes which had crowded into the
this arduous enterprise, was at first excessive.
But
capital to defend their sovereign and the temples of
person

;

&quot;

;

*

&quot;

;

;

:

Not only tlie people, but persons of the
rank, felt the utmost distresses of famine.
they suffered brought on infectious and mortal

was quickly damped by the cruel disappointment of
those sanguine hopes which had animated them amidst
so many hardships and dangers.
Instead of the inex

unfeeling melted into distempers, the last calamity that visits besieged cities,
tears of compassion, and the stoutest heart trembled and which filled up the measure of their woes.
.at the dreadful
But, under the pressure of so many and such various
spectacle which they beheld [120 ]
irit of Guatimozin remained firm and unCortes, who, besides all that he felt in common with evils, the
11 e rejected witli scorn every overture of
his soldiers, was oppressed with the additional load of subdued.
anxious reflections natural to a general on such an un peace from Cortes and, disdaining the idea of sub
expected calamity, could not, like them, relieve his mitting to the oppressors of his country, determined
mind by giving vent to its anguish. He was obliged not to survive its ruin. The Spaniards continued their
At length all the three divisons penetrated
io assume an air of tranquillity, in order to revive the progress.
spirit and hopes of his followers. The juncture, indeed, iuto the groat square in ihe centre of the city, and
The made a secure lodgment there [July 27.] Threerequired an extraordinary exertion of fortitude.
Mexicans, elated with their victory, sallied out next fourths of the city were now reduced and laid in ruins.
morning to attack him in his quarters. But they did The remaining quarter was so closely pressed, that it
not rely on the efforts of their own arms alone.
They could not long withstand assailants, who attacked it
sent the heads of Spaniards whom they bad saeridecd fcom their new station with superior advantage, and
to the leading men in the adjacent provinces, and as
more assured expectation of success. The Mexican
sured them that the god of war, appeased by the blood nobles, solicitous to save the life of a monarch \\hom
of their invaders, which had been shed so plentifully they revered, prevailed on Guatimozin to retire from a
on his altars, had declared with an audible voice, that place where resistance was now vain, that he might

haustible wealth which they expected from becoming
masters of Montezuma s treasures, and the omameuta
of so many temples, their rapaciousness could only

tion added to what they really

mented

its

horror.

saw

or heard,

and aug

this

their gods.

highest

What

The most

collect an inconsiderable booty amidst ruins and desola
tion.
Guatimozin, aware of his impending fate, had
ordered what remained of the riches amassed by hia
ancestors to be thrown into the lake. The Indian auxi
liaries, while the Spaniards were engaged in conflict
with the enemy, had carried off the most valuable part
The sum to be divided among the coaof the spoil.
querors was so small that many of them disdained to
accept of the pittance which fell to their share, and all
murmured and exclaimed some against Cortes and
his confidants, whom they suspected of having secretly
use a large portion of the
appropriated to their own
riches which should have been brought into the com
mon stock others, against Guatimozin, whom they
accused of obstinacy in refusing to discover the place
where he had hidden his treasure.

;

in eight

days time those hated enemies

should be

destroyed, and peace and prosperity re-established in the empire.
prediction uttered with such confidence, and in
terms so void of ambiguity, gained universal credit
among a people prone to superstition. The zeal of
finally

A

a

;

;

rouse the more distant provinces of the empire to arms,
Arguments, entreaties, and promises were employed
and maintain there a more successful struggle with the in aider to soothe them, but with so little effect, that
In order to facilitate the execution of; Cortes, from solicitude to check this growing spipublic enemy.
*. .
i
the
this measure, they endeavored to amuse Cortes with rit of discontent, gave way to a deed which stains
j
Without regarding tne
actions.
was
of
attention
while
his
overtures .. submission, that,
glory of all his great
\r
of Guatimozin, or feeling anv reverenc*
employed in adjusting the articles of pacification, Gua- former dignity
i

&quot;

,

,

!
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could

tualled for at least
to a minister

with the invincible

His fellow-sufferer,
the anguish, turned a de

overcome by the violence of

his master, which seemed to implore
jected eye towards
But the
all that he knew.
his
c
permission to reveal
on him a look of authority
high spirited prince, darting
mingled with scorn, checked his weakness by asking,
Over
&quot;Am I now reposing on a bed of flowers
awed by the reproach, the favorite persevered in his
dutiful silence and expired. Cortes, ashamed of a scene
BO horrid, rescued the royal victim from the hands of
1&quot;

his torturers,

dignities

and

and prolonged a

life

reserved for

new

in

sufferings.

idea,

Cape

is

still

ranked among the highest

ander VI.

;

The

merchants, without attending to this

discussion, engaged eagerly in that lucrative and allur
The
ing commerce, which was now open to them.
Portuguese, alanned at the intrusion of such formidable

remainder of his followers,
to his scheme, he con

remonstrated and negotiated in Europe, while
obstructed the trade of the Spaniards by
Charles V., not sufficiently instructed
with respect to the importance of this valuable branch

rivals,

in Asia, they

force of arms.

of commerce, or distracted by the multiplicity of his
schemes and operations, did not afford his subjecti
At last, the low state of his finan
proper protection.
ces, exhausted by the efforts of his arms in every part
of Europe, together with the dread of adding a new
war with Portugal to those in which he was already en
gaged, induced him to make over his claim of the Mo
luccas to the Portuguese for three hundred and fifty
thousand ducats.
He reserved, however, to the crown
of Castile the right of reviving its pretensions on re
payment of that sum but other objects engrossed his
attention and that of his successors
and Spain was
finally excluded from a branch of commerce in which
it was
engaging with sanguine expectations of profit.
Though the trade with the Moluccas was relin
quished, the voyage of Magellan was followed by com
mercial effects of great moment to Spam.
Philip II.,
in the year one thousand five hundred and
sixty-four,

winding dangerous channel, to which he gave his own
name, and where one of his ships deserted him, the
great Soulhern Ocean opened to his view, and with
tears of joy he returned thanks to Heaven for having
thus far crowned his endeavors with success.
But he was still at a greater distance than he ima
He sailed during
gined from the object of his wishes.
three months and twenty days in a uniform direction
towards the north-west without discovering land. In
this voyage, the longest that had ever been made in the
unbounded ocean, he suffered incredible distress. His
stock of provisions was almost exhausted, the water
became putrid, the men were reduced to the shortest
allowance with which it was possible to sustain life, and
the scurvy, the most dreadful of all the maladies with
which sea-faring people are inflicted, began to spread
among the crew. One circumstance alone allbrded reduced those islands \\hich he discovered m the East
them some consolation they enjoyed an uninterrupted ern ocean to
subjection, and established settlements
course of fair weather, with such favorable winds that there
between which and the kingdom of New Spain
Magellan bestowed on that ocean the name of Pacific, a regular intercourse, the nature of which shall be ex
which it still retains.
When reduced to such extre plained in its proper place, is still carried on. I return
mity that they must have sunk under their sufferings, now to the transactions in New Spain.
fell
in
with
a
cluster of small but fertile islands
At the time that Cortes was acquiring such exten
they
[March 6,] which allbrded them refreshments in such sive territories for his native country, and preparing the
that
their
health
was
soon
re-established.
abundance,
way for future conquests, it was his singular fate not
From these isles, which he called l)c lus Liulrones, he only to be destitute of any commission or
authority
from the sovereign whom he was serving with such
proceeded on his voyage, and soon made a more im
portant discovery of the islands now known by the successful zeal, but to be regarded as an undutiful and
name of the Philippines. In one of these he got into seditious
subject.
By the influence of Fonscca. Bishop
an unfortunate quarrel with the natives, who attacked of Burgos, his conduct in
assuming the government of
him with a numerous body of troops well armed and New
Spain was declared to he an irregul.ir usurpation,
he
while
fought at the head of his men with his usual in contempt of the royal authority
and Christoval de
valor, he fell [April 26] by the hands of those barba
Tapia received a commission, empowering him to
with
several
of
his
officers.
rians, together
principal
supersede Cortes, to seize his person, to confiscate his
The expedition was prosecuted under other com effects, to make a strict
scrutiny into his proceedings,
manders.
After visititing many of the smaller isles and to transmit the result of all the
inquiries carried on
scattered in the eastern part of the Indian ocean, they in New
to
the
Council of the Indies, of wl icb
Spain
;

;

years, to reject two grand schemes for this purpose,
the execution of which would have been attended with
a great accession of glory to themselves, and of power
to their kingdom.
In consequence of some ill founded
prejudice against Magellan, or of some dark intrigue

;

;

;

j

in the roll

first encompassed the earth
they expected to
derive great commercial advantages from this new and
boldest effort of their maritime skill.
The men of
science among them contended, that the Spice Islands,
and several of the richest countries in the East, were
so situated as to belong of right to the crown of Cas
tile, in consequence of the partitions made by Alex

tinued his Toyage towards the south, and at length dis
covered, near the fifty-third degree of latitude, the
rnouth of a strait, into which he entered, notwithstand
ing the murmurs and remonstrances of the people un
der his command.
After sailing twenty days in that

This was the original and favorite
the Eastern Ocean.
his hopes
project of Columbus, and Magellan founded
of success on the ideas of that great navigator, con
of
his own
the
result
firmed by many observations,
naval experience, as well as that of his country
men in their intercourse with the East. But though
the Portuguese monarchs had the merit of having first
awakened and encouraged the spirit of discovery in
that age, it was their destiny, in the course of a few

name

having

overawed but not reconciled

;

;

the

th

of eminent and successful navigators.
The naval
glory of Spain now eclipsed that of every other nation ;
and by a singular felicity she had the merit, in the
course of a few years, of discovering a new continent
almost as large as that part of the earth which was for
merly known, and of ascertaining by experience the
form and extent of the whole of the terraqueous globe.
The Spaniards were not satisfied with the glory of

;

With

Magellan of

;

his

of his ships, headed by their officers, rose in open mu
tiny, and insisted on relinquishing the visionary project
of a desperate adventurer, and returning directly to
Spam. This dangerous insurrection Magellan sup
pressed, by an effort of courage no less prompt than
intrepid, and inflicted exemplary punishment on the
ringleaders.

fate deprived

ascribed to him not only the honor of having formed
the plan, but of having surmounted almost every ob
and in the present age
stacle, to the completion of it

for strait was not situated there, and continued his
course towards the south.
On the thirty-first of March
he arrived in the Port of St. Julian, about forty-eight
degrees south of the line, where he resolved to winter.
In this uncomfortable station he lost one of his squa
and the Spaniards suffered so much from the
dron
excessive rigor of the climate, that the crews of three

to his claim, he
not only stated his past services, but offered to add to
them by conducting his countrymen to the Molucca or
which he
Spice Islands, by holding a westerly course
contended would bo both shorter and less hazardous
than that which the Portuguese now followed by the
of Good Hope, through the immense extent of

himself by offering to execute, under the patronage of
Spain, that scheme which he had laid before the court
of Portugal, the accomplishment of which, he knew,
would wound the monarch against whom he was exas
In order to establish
perated in the most tender part.
tiie
justness of his theory, he produced the same argu
ments which he had employed at Lisbon acknowlcd Ting, at the same time, that the undertaking was both
arduous and expensive, as it could not be
attempted
but with a squadron of considerable
force, and vic

Though an untimely

satisfaction of accomplishing this great undertaking,
his contemporaries, just to his memory and talents,

;

more favorably

after

Lucar on tho
seventh of September,
one^thousand five hundred and
the
seventy-two, having sailed round
globe in tlic Jpace
of three years and twenty-eight days.

twelfth of January, [1520.]
That spacious opening
through which its vast body of water pours into the At
lantic allured him to enter
but after sailing np it for
some days, he concluded from the shallowiiess of the
stream and the freshness of the water, that the wished-

But as his general
natural to a high spirited soldier.
would not grant his suit, and he expected greater jus
tice from his sovereign, whom he knew to be a good
In
judge and a generous rewarder of merit, he quitted
In order to in
dia abruptly, and returned to Lisbon.

Good Hope, and

Portuguese, by the Cape of

disasters and sufferings he arrived at St.

and inlet for that communication
with the Southern Ocean which he wished to discover,
that he did not reach the river De la Plata till the

had been undertaken and

which contemporary historians have not explained,
Emanuel would neither bestow the recompense which
he claimed, nor approve of the scheme which he pro
posed and dismissed him with a disdainful coldness
intolerable to a man conscious of what he deserved,
and animated with the sanguine hopes of success pe
culiar to those who are capable of forming or of con
In a transport ot
ducting new and great undertakings.
resentment, [1517] Magellan formally renounced his
allegiance to an ungrateful master, and Hod to the court
of Castile, where he expected that his talents would be
more justly estimated. He endeavored to recommend

;

in searching every bay

Ferdinand Magalhaens, or Magellan, a Portuguese
served several
gentleman of honorable birth, having
un
years, in the East Indies, with distinguished valor,
der the famous Albuquerque, demanded the recompense
which he thought due to his services, with the boldness

to listen

discovered by sailing in an opposite direction
There,
and in the adjacent isles, the Spaniards found a people
acquainted with the benefits of extensive trade, and
willing to open an intercourse with a new nation. They
took in a cargo of the precious spices, which are the
and with
distinguished production of these islands
that, as well as with specimens of the rich commodities
the
other
countries
which
had
visited,
yielded by
they
the Victory, which, of the two ships that remained of
the squadron, was most fit for a long voyage, set scil
for Europe, [Jan. 1522] under the command of Juan
Sebastian del Cano.
He followed the course of the

Ma

As this is one of the most splendid
accomplished.
events in the history of the Spanish discoveries, and
has been productive of effects peculiarly interesting to
those extensive provinces which Cortes had now sub
account of its rise
jected to the crown of Castile, the
and progress merits a particular detail.

duce Emanuel

prehend how the Spaniards, by holding a westerly
course, had arrived at that sequestered si at of their
most valuable commerce, which they then selves had

sailors, in whose experience, as more extensive,
After touching
gellan placed still greater confidence.
at the Canaries, he stood directly south towards the
equinoctial line along the coast of America, but was so
long retarded by tedious calms, and spent so much time

covery.
He did not know, that during the progress of his
Victorious arms in Mexico, the very scheme, of which

form some

touched at the great Island of Borneo, [Nov. 8] anJ
at length landed in Tidorc, one of the Moluccas, to th
astonishment of the Portuguese, who could not com

On the tenth of August, one thousand five hundred
and nineteen, Magellan sailed from Seville with five
ships, which, according to the ideas of the age, were
deemed to be of considerable force, though the burden
of the largest did not exceed one hundred and twenty
tons.
The crews of the whole amounted to two hun
dred and thirty-four men, among whom were some of
the most skilful pilots in Spam, and several Portuguese

;

to

two

who was

tain general.

The fate of the capital, as both parties had foreseen,
The provinces submitted
decided that of the empire.
one after another to the conquerors. Small detach
ments of Spaniards marching through them without in
to the great
terruption, penetrated in different quarters
Southern Ocean, which, according to the ideas of Co
lumbus, they imagined would open a short as well as
easy passage to the East Indies, and secure to the
crown of Castile all the envied wealth of ihose fertile
and the active mind of Cortes began already
regions
to form schemes for attempting this important dis

he began

HISTOfvY OF

Fortunately, he applied
years.
not apt to be deterred either by
the boldness of a design, or the expense of carrying it
into execution.
Cardinal Ximcnes, who at that time
directed the affairs of Spain, discerning at once what
an increase of wealth and glory would accrue to his
country by the success of Magellan s proposal, listened
Charles V., on his ar
to it with a most favorable ear.
rival in his Spanish dominions, entered into the measure
with 110 less ardor, and orders were issued for equip
ping a proper squadron at the public charge, of which
the command was given to Magellan, whom the king
honored with the habit of St. Jago and tlie title of Cap

which he had displayed, he subjected
the unhappy monarch, together with his chief favorite,
to torture, in order to force from them a discovery of
the royal treasures, which it was supposed they had
Guatimozin bore whatever the refined cru
concealed.
for those -virtues

inflict,
elty of his tormentors
fortitude of an American warrior.

S

;

i

;

;
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A

few weeks their -sovereign, or the mutiny of slaves against their
Bishop of Burgos was president
Under the sanction of those ill founded maxafter the reduction of Mexico, Tapia landed at Vera master.
Cruz with the royal mandate to strip its conqueror of ims, they violated every right that should be held sacred
But Fonseea between hostile nations. After each insurrection, they
his power, and treat him as a criminal.
the

had chosen a very improper instrument to wreak his
vengeance on Cortes. Tapia had neither the reputa

people, in the provinces which
they subdued, to the most humiliating of all conditions,
that of personal servitude.
Their chiefs, supposed to
be more criminal, were punished with greater severity,
and put to death in the most ignominious or the most

the hi^h command to
which he was appointed.
Cortes, while Ire publicly ex
pressed the most respectful veneration lor the em
tion nor the talents that suited

;

commotions in Spain, which had disquieted the be
The
ginning of Charles s reign, were just appeased.
ministers had leisure to turn Uicir attention towards
The account of Cortcs s victories
foreign affairs.
The extent and
filled his countrymen with admiration.
value of his conquests became the object of vast and
Whatever stain he might have con
interesting hopes.
tracted, by the irregularity of the steps which he took
in order to attain power, was so fully effaced by the
eplcndor and merit of the great actions which this had
enabled him to perform, that every heart revolted at the
thought of inHicting any censure on a man whose ser
vices entitled him to the highest marks of distinction.
7 he public voice declared warmly in favor of his pre
tensions
and Charles, arriving in Spain about this
time, adopted the sentiments of his subjects with a
ardor.
youthful
Notwithstanding the claims of Velasnal

|

Mexico [1524],

at the high authority which Cortes ex
ercised, and could not conceive that the mode of admi

excruciating

promises, he at length prevailed upon that weak man
to abandon a province which he was unworthy of goTerning.
But notwithstanding the fortunate dexterity with
which he had eluded this danger, Cortes was so sensi
ble of the precarious tenure by which he held his

t&amp;gt;e

,

their

conferences, in which he sometimes had recourse to
threats, but more frequently employed bribes and

requesting, in recompense for all his services, the ap
in
probation of his proceedings, and that he might
trusted with the government of those dominions, which
bis conduct and the valor of his followers had added
to the crown of Castile.
The juncture in which his
The inter
deputies reached the court was favorable.

,

various departments of public business at
Madrifl, were so much elevated with their promotion,
that they thought they were called to act a
part of the
first
But being accustomed to the
consequence.
minute formalities of office, and having contracted the
narrow ideas suited to the sphere in which they had
hitherto moved, they were astonished on
arriving in

mode that the insolence or the cruelty of nistration, in a country recently subdued and settled,
conquerors could devise. In almost every district must be different from what took place in one where
of the Mexican empire, the progress of the Spanish tranquillity and regular
government had been long esta
arms is marked with blood, and with deeds so atrocious blished.
In tlicir letters, they represented Cortes as
as disgrace the enterprising valor that conducted them an ambitions tyrant, who, having
usurped a jurisdiction

peror s authority, secretly took measures to defeat the
effect of his commission ; and having involved Tapia
and his followers in a multiplicity of negotiations and

power, that he despatched deputies to Spam [May 15,]
with a pompous account of the success of his arms,
with further specimens of the productions of the coun
the ear
try, and with rich presents to the emperor, as
nest of future contributions from his new conquests

common

reduced the

stations in

lu the country of Panuco, sixty caziques
or leaders, and four hundred nobles were burnt at one
time.
Nor was this shocking barbarity perpetrated in
to success.

any sudden
is

sally of rage, or

by

a

commander of

was

inferior

the act of Sandoval, an officer whose
entitled to the second rank in the annals of

note.

It

name

New

Spain, and executed after a solemn consultation with
Cortes
and to complete the horror of the scene, the
children and relations of the wretched victims were as
sembled, and compelled to be spectators of their dying
It seems
agonies.
hardly possible to exceed in horror
this dreadful
but it was followed
example of severity
by another, which affected the Mexicans still more
as
it
them
a
most
sensibly,
gave
feeling proof of their
own degradation, and of the small regard which their
haughty masters retained for the ancient dignity and
On a slight suspicion, con
splendor of their state.
firmed by very imperfect evidence, that Guatimozin had
formed a scheme to shake off the yoke, and to excite
his former subjects to take arms, Cortes, without the
(formality of a trial, ordered the unhappy monarch, togcther with the caziques of Tezeuco and Tacuba, the
two persons of greatest eminence in the empire, to be
hanged and the Mexicans, with astonishment and
horror, beheld this disgracaful punishment inflicted upon
persons to who:n they wore, accustomed to look up
with reverence hardly inferior to that which they paid
to the gods themselves. [122]
The example of Cortes
;

;

;

and

his principal officers encouraged and justified per
sons of subordinate rank to venture upon committing
Nuno de Guzman, in particular,
greater excesses.
stained, an illustrious narnt by deeds of peculiar enor
mity and rigor, in various expeditions which he con
ducted.
the
of
and
the
of
One circumstance, however, saved the Mexicans
Bishop
cjUf^z,
partial representations
Cortes
the
emperor appointed
captain general from further consumption, perhaps from as complete as
Burgos,
and governor of New Spain, judging that no person that which had depopulated the islands. The first con
was so capable of maintaining the royal authority, or of querors did not attempt to search for the precious
establishing good order both among his Spanish and metals in the bowels of the earth. They were neither suf
Indian subjects, as the victorious leader whom the for
ficiently wealthy to carry on the expensive works which
mer had long been accustomed to obey, and the latter are requisite for opening those deep recesses where
had been taught to fear and to respect.
nature ha concealed the veins of gold and silver, nor
Even before his jurisdiction received this legal sanc- sufficiently skilful to perform the ingenious operations
of
a
to
exercise
all
the
fiion, Cortes ventured
powers
by which those precious metals are separated from their
governor, and, by various arrangements, endeavored respective ores.
They were satisfied with the more
o render his conquest a secure and beneficial acquisi simple method, practised by the Indians, of washing
He determined to establish the the earth earned down rivers and torrents from the
tion to bis country.
seat of government in its ancient station, and Lo raise mountains, and collecting the grains of native metal de
and having conceived posited there. The rich mines of New Spa
Mexico ajjain from its ruins
Spain, which
high ideas concerning the future grandeur of the state have poured forth their treasures with such profusion
of which he was laying the foundation, he began to re
on every quarter of the globe, were not discovered for
build its capital on a plan which hath gradually fanned several years after the conquest. By that time [1552],
At the &c.], a more orderly government and police were in
the most magnificent city in the New World.
tame time, he employed skilful persons to search for troduced into the colony experience, derived from
of
the
and
mines, in different parts
country,
opened former error*, had suggested many useful and humane
some which were found to be richer than any which regulations for the protection and preservation of the
the Spaniards had hitherto discovered in America. Indians
and though it then became necessary to in
He detached his principal ollicers into the remote pro crease th number of those employed in the mines, and
;

;

superior to law, aspired at independence, and, by his
exorbitant wealth and extensive influence,
might ac
complish those disloyal schemes which he apparently
meditated.
These insinuations made such deep im
pression upon the Spanish ministers most of whom had
been formed to business under the jealous and rigid ad
ministration of Ferdinand, that unmindful of all Cortes s
past services, and regardless of what he was then suf
fering in conducting that extraordinary expedition, in
which he advanced from the lake of Mexico to the
western extremities of Honduras, [123] they infused
the same suspicions into the minds of their master, and
prevailed on him to order a solemn inquest to be made
into his conduct [1525], with powers to the licentiate
Ponce de Leon, intrusted with that commission, to
seize bis person, if he should find that expedient, and
send him prisoner to Spain.
The sudden death of Ponce de Leon, a few days
after his arrival in

New

Spain, prevented the execution

But as the object of his appoint
ment was known, the mind of Cortes was deeply wound
ed with this unexpected return for services which far
exceeded whatever any subject of Spain had rendered
He endeavored, however, to main
to his sovereign.
of this commission.

tain his station, and to recover the confidence of the
But every person in office, who had arrived
court.

from Spain since the conquest, was a spy upon his con*
duct, and with malicious ingenuity gave an unfavorable
The apprehensions
representation of all his actions.

A

of Charles and his ministers increased.
new com
mission of inquiry was issued [1528], with more ex
tensive powers, and various precautions were taken in
order to prevent or to punish him, if he should be so
presumptuous as to attempt wtiat was inconsistent
Cortes beheld the ap
with the fideJity of a subject.
proaching crisis of his fortune with all the violent emo

mind conscious of high de
and receiving unworthy treatment. Cut though
some of his desperate followers urged him to assert his
own rights against his ungrateful country, and with a
hold hand to seize that power which the courtiers mean
ly accused him of coveting, he retained such self-cornmand, or was actuated with such sentiments of loyalty,
as to reject their dangerous counsels, and to choose
the only course in which he could secure his own dig
from his duty. He resolved
nity, without departing
tions natural to a haughty
sert,

not to expose himself to the ignominy of a trial in that
country which had been the scene of his triumphs; but,
without waiting for the arrival of his judges, to repair
directly to Castile, and commit himself and his cause
to the justice and generosity of his sovereign.
Cortes appeared in his native country with the splei&amp;gt;

dour that suited the conqueror of a mighty kingdom.
He brought with him a great part of his wealth, many
jewels and ornaments of great value, several jcu*ious
productions of the country, [124] and was attended by
some Mexicans of the first rank, as well as by the most
Hie arrival in Spain
considerable of his own officers.
a species of labor more pernicious removed at once every suspicion and fear that had been
;

;

them to settle there, not only
by bestowing upom them large tracts of land, hut by
granting them the same dominion over the Indians, and
the same right to their service, which the Spaniards
had assumed in the islands.
Tt was not however, without difficulty that the Mexi
can empire could be entirely reduced into the form of
a Spanish colony.
Enraged and rendered desperate by

they were engaged

vinces, and encouraged

oppression, the natives often forgot the superiority ot
their enemies, and ran to arms in defence of their
liberties.
In every contest, however, the European
But fatally for the hovalor and discipline prevailed.
nor of their country, the Spaniards sullied the glory redounding from these repeated victories by their mode
of treating the vanquished people.
After taking Guatimozin, and becoming masters of his capital, they sup
posed that the king of Castile entered on possession of
all the rights of the captive monarch, and affected to
consider every effort of the Mexicans to assert their
independence, as the rebellion of vassals against

in

human

constitution, they suffered less hardship
or diminution than from the ill judged, but less exten
to the

entertained with respect to his intentions.

The em

now

nothing to apprehend from the de
like a person whom con
signs of Cortes, received him
sciousness of his own innocence had brought into the
peror, having

schemes of the first conquerors.
While it was the lot of the Indians to suffer, their
new masters seemed not to have derived any consider presence of his master, and who was entitled, by the
Ac eminence of his services, to the highest marks of dis
able wealth from their ill conducted researches.
sive,

cording to the usual fate of first settlers in new colonies,
to encounter danger and to struggle
it was their lot
the fruits of their victories and toils
ivith difficulties
were reserved for times of tranquillity, and reaped by
successors of great industry, but of inferior merit. Tti
early h storiaus of America abound with accounts of
In
the sufferings and of the poverty of its cone
iquerors.
more grievous
New Spain, their condition was rendered m
by a peculiar arrangement. When Charles V. advanced
Cortes to the government of that country, he at the
same time appointed certain commissioners to receive
and administer the royal revenue there, with mdependThese men, chosen from interior
ent jurisdiction.
;

1

j

&amp;lt;swn

j

The order of St. Jago, the title
tinction and respect.
of Marquis del Valle de Guaxaca, the grant of an am

New Spain, were successively bestowed
and as his manners were correct and elenant, although he had passed the greater part of his life
aiuoivr rough adventurers, the emperor admitted him to
the same familiar intercourse with himself, that was
first rank.
enjoyed by noblemen of the
But, amidst those external proofs of regard, symp
toms of remaining distrust appeared. Though Cortes
in
pie territory

upon him

;

reinstated in the government
earnestly solicited to be
of New Spain, Charles, too sagacious to commit suck

an important charge

to a

man whom

he had once BU
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him again with
pected, peremptorily refused to invest
powers which he might find it impossible to control.
Cortes, though dignified with new titles, returned to
Mexico [1530], with diminished authority. The mili
tary department, with powers to attempt new discoYeries, was left in his hands but the supreme direction
of civil affairs was placed in a board called The Au
At a subsequent period, when,
dience of New Spain.
upon the increase of the colony, the exertion of authority
more united and extensive became necessary, Antonio
de Mendoza, a nobleman of high rank, was sent thither
as Viceroy, to take the government into his hands.
This division of power in New Spain proved, as was
unavoidable, th source of perpetual dissension, which
imbittered the .ife of Cortes, and thwarted all his
;

schemes.

As he had now no

opportunity to display
his active talents but in attempting new discoveries, he
formed various schemes for that purpose, all of which
bear impressions of a genius that delighted in what was
bold and splendid.
He early entertained an idea, that,
either by steering through the Gulf of Florida along the
east coast of North America, some strait would be
found that communicated with the western ocean ; or
that, by examining the isthmus of Darien, some passage
would be discovered between the North and South
Seas.
But having been disappointed in his expecta
tions with respect to both, he now confined his views
to such voyages of discovery as he could make from
the ports of New Spain in the South Sea.
There he
fitted out successively several small squadrons, which
cither perished in the attempt, or returned without
making any discovery of moment. Cortes, weary of
intrusting the conduct of his operations to others, look
the command of a new armament in person [1536]
;

and, after enduring incredible hardships, and encoun
tering dangers of every species, he discovered the large
peninsula of California, and surveyed the greater part
of the gulf which separates it from New Spain.
The
discovery of a country of such extent would have re
flected credit on a common adventurer
but it could
add little new honor to the name of Cortes, and was
;

far from satisfying the sanguine
expectations which he
had formed. Disgusted with ill success, to which he
bad not been accustomed, and weary of contesting with

adversaries to

whom

he considered

be opposed, he once more sought
tive country [1540].
But his reception there

it

as a disgrace to

for redress in his

was very

different

from

na
that

which gratitude, and even decency, ought

to have se
of his ancient exploits was
in
a
or
measure,
already,
great
forgotten
eclipsed by
the fame of recent and more valuable conquests in
another quarter of America.
No service of moment
was now expected from a man of declining years, and
who began to be unfortunate. The emperor behaved
to him with cold civility
his ministers treated him

cured

for him.

The merit

;

sometimes with neglect, sometimes with insolence.
His grievances received no redress his claims were
and after several years spent in
urged without effect
fruitless application to ministers and
judges, an occu
the most irksome and
mortifying to a man of
pation
nigh spirit, who had moved in a sphere where he
was more accustomed to command than to solicit,
Cortes ended his days on the second of December, one
thousand five hundred and forty-seven, in the
sixtysecond year of his age. His fate was the same with
;

;

S
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Accordingly, several armaments were fitted out in
order to explore and take possession of the countries to
the east of Panama, but under the conduct of leaders
whose talents and resources were unequal to the at

As the excursions of those adventurers did not
tempt.
extend beyond the limits of the province to which the
Spaniards have given the name of Tierra Firme, a
mountainous region covered with woods, thinly inha
bited, and extremely unhealthy, they returned with dis
mal accounts concerning the distresses to which they
had been exposed, and the unpromising aspect of the
places which they had visited.
Damped by these tid
ings, the rage for discovery in that direction abated ;
and it became the general opinion that Balboa had
founded visionary hopes, on the tale of an ignorant In
understood, or calculated to deceive.
1524.] But there were three persons settled in Pa
on
whom the circumstances which deterred others
nama,
made so little impression, that, at the very moment
when all considered Balboa s expectations of discover
ing a rich country, by steering towards the east, as chi
merical, they resolved to attempt the execution of his
scheme.
The names of those extraordinary men were
Francisco Pizarro, Diego de Almagro, and Ilemando
Pizarro was the natural son of a gentleman of
Luque.
an honorable family by a very low woman, and accord
ing to the cruel fate which often attends the offspring
of unlawful love, had been so totally neglected in his
youth by the author of his birth, that he seems to have
destined him never to rise beyond the condition of his
mother.
In consequence of this ungenerous idea, he
dian,

ill

set him, when bordering on manhood, to keep hogs.
But the aspiring mind of young Pizarro disdaining that

ignoble occupation, he abruptly abandoned his charge,
enlisted as a soldier, and after serving some years in
Italy, embarked for America, which, by opening such a
boundless range to active talents, allured every adven
turer whose fortune was not equal to his ambitious

There Pizarro early distinguished himself.
thoughts.
With a temper of mind no less daring than the consti
tution of his body was robust, he was foremost in every
danger, patient under the greatest hardships, and unsub
dued by any fatigue. Though so illiterate that he could
not even read, he was soon considered as a man formed

command. Every operation committed to his con
duct proved successful, as, by a happy but rare con
junction, he united perseverance with ardor, and was
as cautious in executing as he was bold in forming his
By engaging early in active life, without any
plans.
resource but his own talents and industry, and by de
pending on himself alone in his struggles to emerge
from obscurity, he acquired such a thorough knowledge
of affairs, and of men, that he was fitted to assume a
to

superior part in conducting the former, and in govern
ing the latter.

Almagro had as little to boast of his descent as Pi
zarro.
The one was a bastard, the other a foundling.
Bred, like his companion, in the camp, he yielded not
him in any of the soldierly qualities of intrepid valor,

to

indefatigable activity, or insurmountable constancy in
enduring the hardships inseparable from military service
in the
World. But in Almagro these virtues

New

were accompanied with the openness, generosity, and
men whose profession is arms in
Pizarro, they were united with the address, the craft.,
and the dissimulation of a politician, with the art of
that of all the persons who
distinguished themselves in concealing his own purposes, and with sagacity to pene
the discovery or conquest of the New World.
Envied trate into those of other men.
Hernando de Luque was an ecclesiastic, who acted
by his contemporaries, and ill requited by the court
which he served, he has been admired and celebrated both as priest and schoolmaster at Panama, and,
by
by succeeding ages. Which has formed the most just means which the contemporary writers have not de
estimate of his character, an impartial consideration of scribed, had amassed riches that
him
with
inspired
his actions must determine.
thoughts of rising to greater eminence.
Such were the men destined to overturn one of the
most extensive empires on the face of the earth. Their
VI.
candor, natural to

;

BOOK

History of the conquest of Peru by Pizarro and of the dis
sensions andcival wars of the Spaniards in that
countryOrigin, progress, and effects of these.

1523.] FROM the time that Nugnez de Balboa dis
covered the great Southern Ocean, and received the
first obscure hints
concerning the opulent countries with
which it might open a communication, the wishes and
schemes of every enterprising person in the colonies of
Darien and Panama were turned towards the wealth of
those unknown regions.
In an age when the
spirit of
adventure was so ardent and vigorous, that
large for
tunes were wasted, and the most
alarming dangers
braved, in pursuit of discoveries merely possible, the
faintest ray of hope was followed with an
eager expec

and the slightest information was sufficient to
such perfect confidence as conducted men to
the most arduous
undertakings. [125J

tation,

inspire

confederacy for this purpose was authorized by Pedrarias, the governor of Panama.
Each engaged to em
ploy his whole fortune in the adventure.
Pizarro, the
least

wealthy of the three, as he could not throw so

large a

sum

as his associates

to take the

into

the

commsn

stock,

department of greatest fatigue and
clanger, and to command in person the armament which
was to go first upon discovery. Almagro otlered to
conduct the supplies of provisions and reinforcements
of troops, of which Pizarro
might stand in need. Luque
was to remain at Panama to negotiate with the go
vernor, and superintend whatever was carrying on for
the general interest.
As the spirit of enthusiasm uni
formly accompanied that of adventure in the New
World, and by that strange union both acquired an
increase of force, this confederacy, formed
by ambition
and avarice, was confirmed by the most solemn act of

engaged

Luque celebrated mass, divided a consecrated
religion.
host into three, and, reserving one part to himself,
gave
the other two to his associates, of which they partook ;
and thus, in the name of the Prince of Peace, ratified
a contract of which plunder and bloodshed were the ob
jects.

The attempt was begun

with a force more suited to
humble condition of the three associates than to the
greatness of the enterprise in which they were engaged.
Pizarro set sail irom Panama [Nov. 14], with a single
vessel of small burden and a hundred and twelve men.
But in that age, so little were the Spanish acquainted
the

with the peculiarities of the climate in America, that the
time which Pizarro chose for his departure was the most

improper in the whole year the periodical winds, which
were then set in, being directly adverse to the course
which he proposed to steer. After beating about for
seventy days, with much danger and incessant fatigue,
Pizarro s progress towards the south-east was not
greater than what a skilful navigator will now make in
as many hours.
He touched at several places on the
coast of Tierra Firme, but found every where the sime
uninviting country which former adventurers had de
scribed the low grounds converted into swamps by an
the higher, covered with im
overflowing of rivers
few inhabitants, and those fierce and
pervious woods
hostile.
Famine, fatigue, frequent rencounters with
the natives, and, above all, the distempers of a moist,
sultry climate, combined in wasting his slender band
of followers.
[1525.] The undaunted resolution of
their leader continued, however, for some time, to sus
tain their spirits, although no sign had yet appeared of
discovering those golden regions to which he had pro
mised to conduct them. At length he was obliged to
abandon that inhospitable coast, and retire to Chuchama,
opposite to the pearl islands, where he hoped to re
ceive a supply of provisions and troops from Panama.
But Almagro, having sailed from that port with
seventy men, stood directly towards that part of the
continent where he hoped to meet with his associates.
Not finding them there, he landed bis soldiers, who, in
searching for their companions, underwent the same
distresses, and were exposed to the same dangers,
which had driven them out of the country.
Repulsed
at length by the Indians in a sharp conflict, in which
their leader lost one of his eyes by the wound of aa
arrow, they likewise were compelled to re-embark.
Chance led them to the place of Pizarro s retreat,
where they found some consolation in recounting toeach other their adventures, and comparing their suffer
As Almagro had advanced as far as the river
ings.
St. Juan [June 24,] in the province of Popayan, where
both the country and inhabitants appeared with a more
promising aspect, that dawn of better fortune was suf
;

;

;

;

determine such sanguine projectors not to
scheme, notwithstanding all that they had
suffered in prosecuting it. [1~6]
1526.] Almagro repaired to Panama in hopes of re
But what he and
cruiting their shattered troops.
Pizarro had suffered gave his conntrymen such an un
ficient

to

abandon

their

favorable idea of the service, that it was with difficulty
Feeble as tiiis reinforce
he could levy fourscore men.
ment was, Almagro took the command of it, and, hav
ing joined Pizarro, they did not hesitate about resum

After a long scries of disasters
ing their operations.
and disappointments, not inferior to those which they
had already experienced, part of the armament reached
the Bay of St. Matthew, on the coast of Quito, and
landing at Tacamez, to the south of the river of Emeraulds, they beheld a country

more champaign and

fer

than any they had yet discovered in the Southern
Ocean, the natives clad in garments of woollen or cot
ton stuff, and adorned with several trinkets of gold and
tile

silver.

But notwithstanding those favorable appearances,
magnified beyond the truth, both by the vanity of tho
persons who brought the report from Tacamez, and by
the fond imagination of those who listened to them,
Pizarro and Almagro durst not venture to invade a
country so populous with a handful of men enfeebled

They retired to the smal
by fatigue and diseases.
island of Gallo, where Pizarro remained with part of
the troops, and his associates returned to Panama, in
hopes of bringing such a reinforcement as might enable
them to take possession of the opulent territories whose
existence seemed to be no longer doubtful.
But some of the adventurers, less cnteprising, or less
hardy, than their leaders, having secretly conveyed
lamentable accounts of their sufferings and losses to
their friends at Panama, Almagro met with an unfavora
ble reception from Pedro de los Rios, who had suc
ceeded Pedrarias in the government of that settlement.

SOUTH AMERICA.

13?

have attained to the com-

After weighing the matter with that cold economical companions seemed now
fancied that
prudence which appears the first of all virtues to per pletion of their most sanguine hopes, and
all their wishes and dreams of rich domains, and inex
sons whose limited faculties are incapable of conceiv
concluded an expe haustible treasures, would soon be realized.
ing or executing great designs, he
But with the slender force then under his command,
dition, attended with such certain waste of men, to be
so detrimental to an infant and feeble colony, that he Pizarro could only view the rich country of which he
He ranged,
not only prohibited the raising of new levies, but de
hoped hereafter to obtain possession.
however, for some time along the coast, maintaining
spatched a vessel to bring home Pizarro and Ins com
Almagro and Luque, every where a peaceable intercourse with the natives,
panions from the island of Gallo.
visitants than the Spa
though deeply affected with those measures, which they no less astonished at their new
could not prevent, and durst not oppose, found means niards were with the uniform appearance of opulence
of communicating their sentiments privately to Pizarro, and cultivation which they beheld. f!527.] Having
and exhorted him not to relinquish an enterprise that explored the country as far as requisite to ascertain the
was the foundation of all their hopes, and the only importance of the discovery, Pizarro procured from the
means of re-establishing their reputation and fortune, inhabitants some of their Llamas or tame cattle, to
which were both on the decline. Pizarro s mind, bent which the Spaniards gave the name of sheep, some
&quot;old
and silver, as well as some specimens
with inflexible obstinacy on all its purposes, needed no vessels of &
He peremptorily of their other works of ingenuity, and two young men,
incentive to persist in the scheme.
refused to obey the governor of Panama s orders, and whom he proposed to instruct in the Castilian language,
employed all his address and eloquence in persuading that they might serve as interpreters in the expedition
But the incredible which he meditated. With these he arrived at Panama,
his men not to abandon him.
calamities to which they had been exposed were still towards the close of the third year from the time of his
No adventurer of the age suffered
so recent in their memories, and the thoughts of re
departure thence
their families and friends, after a long absence, hardships or encountered dangers which equal those to
to

visiting

minds, that when
Pizarro drew a line upon the sand with his sword, per-,
mining such as wished to return home to pass over it,
only thirteen of all the daring veterans in his sen-ice
had resolution to remain with their commander.
This small but determined band, whose names the
Spanish historians record with deserved praise, as the
rushed with such joy into

their

to whose persevering fortitude their country is
persons
indebted for the most valuable of all its American pos

sessions, fixed their residence in the island of Gorgona.
This, as it was further removed from the coast than
Gallo, and nninhabited, they considered as a more

secure retreat, where, unmolested, they might wait for
supplies from Panama, which they trusted that the
activity of their associates would be able to procure.
Almagro and Luque were not inattentive or cold
solicitors, and their incessant importunity was seconded
by the general voice of the colony, which exclaimed
loudly against the infamy of exposing brave men, en

and chargeable with no
error but what flowed from an excess of zeal and
courage, to perish like the most odious criminals in a
Overcome by those entreaties and ex
desert island.
to send a
postulations, the governor at last consented
But that he might not
small vessel to their relief.
seem to encourage Pizarro to any new enterprise, he
would not permit one landman to embark on board

gaged

of

in

the public

service,

it.

time, Pizarro and his companions had re
months in an island infamous for the most
unhealthy climate in that region of America. [127]

By

this

mained

five

During all this period, their eyes were turned towards
Panama, in hopes of succour from their countrymen
but worn out at length with fruitless expectations, and
saw
dispirited with suffering hardships of which they
no end, they, in despair, came to a resolution of com
mitting themselves to the ocean on a float, rather than
continue in that detestable abode.
But, on the arrival
of the vessel from Panama, they were transported with
Their
such joy that all their sufferings were forgotten.
and, with a rapid transition not un
hopes revived
of
life
natural among men accustomed by their mode
to sudden vicissitudes of fortune, high confidence suc
induced
to
extreme
Pizarro
easily
dejection,
ceeding
not only his own followers, but the crew of the vessel
from Panama, to resume his former scheme with fresh
ardor.
Instead of returning to Panama, they stood to
wards the south-east, and, more fortunate in this than
in any of their past efforts, they, on the twentieth day
after their departure from Gorgona, discovered the
;

;

coast of Peru.
After touching at several villages near
the shore, which they found to be nowise inviting, they
landed at Turnbez, a place of some note about three
degrees south of the line, distinguished for its stately
temple, and a palace of the Incus or sovereigns of the
There the Spaniards feasted their eyes with
country.
the first view of the opulence and civilization of the
Peruvian empire.
They beheld a country fully peo
pled, and cultivated with an appearance of regular in
the natives decently clothed, and possessed of
dustry
ingenuity so far surpassing the other inhabitants of the
New WorM as to have the use of tame domestic ani
mals.
But what chiefly attracted their notice was
such a show of gold and silver, not only in the orna
of
ments
their persons and temples, but in several ves
sels and utensils for common use, formed of those pre
;

cious metals, as left no room to doubt that they aboun
ded with profusion in the country. Pizarro and his

9*

j

j

;

\

I

prime of

them

and of such

abilities

and courage as fitted
in his subsequent

distinguished part

1530.] On his arrival at Panama, Pizarro found Al
magro so much exasperated at the manner in which he

had conducted his negotiation, that he not only refused
to act any longer in concert with a man by whose per
fidy he had been excluded from the power and honors
to which he had a just claim, but labored to form a new
association, in order to thwart or to rival his former
confederate in his discoveries.
Pizarro, however, had
more wisdom and address than to suffer a rupture so

Neither the splendid relation that Pizarro

gave of the incredible opulence of the country which
he had discovered, nor his bitter complaints on account
of that unreasonable recall of his forces, which had

to all his schemes, to become irreparable.
By
offering voluntarily to relinquish the office of adelantado. and promising to concur in soliciting that title,
fatal

out of his power to attempt making any settle
ment there, could move the governor of Panama to
swerve from his former plan of conduct. He still con
tended, that the colony was not in a condition to invade
such a mighty empire, and refused to authorize an expe
dition which he foresaw would be so alluring that it
might ruin the province in which he presided, by an
effort beyond its strength.
His coldness, however, did
not in any degree abate the ardor of the three asso
ciates
but they perceived that they could not carry
their scheme into execution without the countenance
put

life,

to take a

transactions.

which he was exposed during this long period. The
patience with which he endured the one, and the forti
tude with which he surmounted the other, exceed what
ever is recorded in the history of the New World,
where so many romantic displays of those virtues occur.
1528.]

1529.] Inconsiderable as the body of men was which
Pizarro had undertaken to raise, his funds and credit
were so low that he could hardly complete half the
number
nd after obtaining his patents from the
crown, he was obliged to steal privately out of the port
of Seville, in order to elude the scrutiny of the officers.
who had it in charge to examine whether he had fulfilled the stipulations of his contract.
Before his departure, however, he received some supply of money
from Cortes, who having returned to Spain about this
time, was willing to contribute his aid towards enabling
an ancient companion, with whose talents and courage
he was well acquainted, to begin a career of glory simi
lar to that which he himself had finished.
He landed at Nombre de Dios, and marched across
the isthmus to Panama, accompanied by his three brothers, Ferdinand. Juan, and Gonzalo, of whom the first
was born in lawful wedlock, the two latter, like him
self, were of illegitimate birth, and by Francisco de
Alcantara, his mother s brother.
They were all in the

it

with an independent government for Almagro, he gra
dually mitigated the rage of an open-hearted soldier,
which had been violent, but was not implacable. Luque,
highly satisfied with having been successful in all his
own pretensions, cordially seconded Pizarro s endea
vors.
A reconciliation was effected, and the confede
racy renewed on its original terms, that the enterprise

should be carried on at the

;

common

expense of the
it should be

associates, and the profits accruing from

of superior authority, and must solicit their sovereign
to grant that permission which they could not extort

equally divided

Even

among them.

and the utmost efforts of
from his delegate. With this view, after adjusting their interest, three small vessels, with a hundred and
among themselves that Pizarro should claim the station eighty soldiers, thirty-six of whom were horsemen, comol governor, Almagro that of lieutenant-governor, and posed the armament which they were able to fit outLuque the dignity of bishop in the country which they But the astonishing progress of the Spaniards in Ameproposed to conquer, they sent Pizarro as their agent rica had inspired them with such ideas of their own
to Spain, though their fortunes were now so much ex
superiority, that Pizarro did not hesitate to sail with
hausted by the repeated efforts which they had made, this contemptible force, [Feb. 1531,] to invade a great
the
small
in
that they found some difficulty
borrowing
empire, Almagro was left at Panama, as formerly, to
sum requisite towards equipping him for the voyage.
follow him with what reinforcement of men he should
and new be able to muster. As the season for embarking was
Pizarro lost no time in repairing to court
as the scene might be to him, he appeared before the properly chosen, and the course of navigation between
emperor with the unembarrassed dignity of a man con Panama and Peru was now better known, Pizarro com
and he conducted pleted the voyage in thirteen days though by the force
scious of what his services merited
his negotiation with an insinuating dexterity of address, of the winds and currents he was carried above a hun
which could not have been expected either from his dred leagues to the north of Tumbez, the place of his
His feeling descrip destination, and obliged to land his troops in the bay of
education or former habits of life.
Without losing a moment, he began to
tion of his own sufferings, and his pompous account of St. Matthew.
the country which he had discovered, confirmed by the advance towards the south, taking care, however, not
specimens of its productions which he exhibited, made to depart far from the sea shore, both that he might
such an impression both on Charles and his ministers, easily effect a junction with the supplies which he ex
that they not only approved of the intended expedition, pected from Panama, and secure a retreat in case of
but seemed to be interested in the success of its leader. any disaster, by keeping as near as possible to his ships.
Presuming on these dispositions in his favor, Pizarro paid But as the country in several parts on the coast of
As Peru is barren, unheallhful, and thinly peopled as the
little attention to the interest of his associates.
the pretensions of Luque did not interfere with his Spaniards had to pass all the rivers near their mouth,
own, he attained for him the ecclesiastical dignity to where the body of water is greatest and as the impruFor Almagro he claimed only the dence of Pizarro, in attacking the natives when he
which he aspired.
command of the fortress which should be erected at should have studied to gain their confidence, had forced
Tumbez. To himself he secured whatever his bound- them to abandon their habitations ; famine, fatigue,
He was appointed [July and diseases of various kinds brought upon him and his
less ambition could desire.
inferior to those which they
26] governor, captain-general, and adelantado of all the followers calamities hardly
AMiat they
their former expedition.
country which he had discovered, and hoped to conquer, had endured in
and now experienced corresponded so ill with the alluring
with supreme authority, civil as well as military
with full right to all the privileges and emoluments description of the country given by Pizarro, that many
His began to reproach him, and every soldier must have
usually granted to adventurers in the New World.
become cold to the service, if even in this unferjurisdiction was declared to extend two hundred leagues
to tile region of Peru, they had not met with some apalong the coast to the south of the river St. Jago ;
be independent of the governor of Panama and he pearances of wealth, and cultivation, which seemed to
At length they
had power to nominate all the officers who were to justify the report of their leader.
In return for those concessions, reached the province of Coaque [April 14] ; and havserve under him.
of the natives,
settlement
the
which cost the court of Spain nothing, as the enjoy- ing surprised
principal
ment of them depended upon the success of Pizarro s they seized their vessels and ornaments of gold and
own efforts, he engaged to raise two hundred and fifty silver, to the amount of thirty thousand pesos, with
all their doubts,
men, and to provide the ships, arms, and warlike stores other booty of such value as dispelled
crown of Castde and inspired the most desponding with sanguine hopss.
requisite towards subjecting to the
Pizarro himself was so much delighted with this rick
the country of which the government was altotted him.
after their reunion,
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ecunng the objects of first necessity in an infant state,
by providing food, raiment, and habitations for the rude
people of whom he took charge, Manco Capac turned
his attention towards introducing such laws and policy
ble sum to several persons of influence in that province, as might perpetuate their happiness.
By his institu
in hopes of alluring adventurers by this early display of tions, which shall be more particularly explained here
after, the various relations in private life were estab
the wealth which he had acquired. Meanwhile, he con
lished, and the duties resulting from them prescribed
tinued his inarch along the coast, and disdaining to em
the natives but force, he with such propriety, as gradually formed a barbarous
ploy any means of reducing
In public administra
attacked them with such violence in their scattered people to decency of manners.
habitations, as compelled them either to retire into the tion, the functions of persons in authority were so pre
of those under
the
subordination
interior country, or to submit to his yoke. This sudden cisely defined, and
maintained with such a steady hand,
appearance ol invaders, whose aspect and manners their jurisdiction
were so strange, and whose power seemed to be so that the society in which he presided soon assumed the
irresistible, made the same dreadful impression as in
aspect of a regular and well governed state.
other parts of Aincnca. Pizarro hardly met with resist
Thus, according to the Indian tradition, was founded
ance until he attacked the island of Puna in the bay of the empire of the Incaa or Lords of Peru. At first its
As that was better peopled than the coun extent was small. The territory of Manco Capac did
Guayaquil.
But within
not reach above eight leagues from Cuzco.
try through which he had passed, and its inhabitants
fiercer and less civilized than those of the continent, its narrow precincts he exercised absolute and uncon
trolled
as
their
dominions
His successors,
authority.
they defended themselves with such obstinate valor,
that Pizarro spent six months in reducing them to sub- extended, arrogated a similar jurisdiction over the new
ection.
From Puna he proceeded to Tumbez, where subjects which they acquired the despotism of Asia
The Incas were not only
the distempers which raged among his men compelled was not more complete.
him to remain for three months.
obeyed as monarchs, but revered as divinities. Their
While he was thus employed, he began to reap ad blood was held to be sacred, and, by prohibiting inter
to spread the fame of his marriages with the people, was never contaminated by
vantage from his attention
Two different detachments mixing with that of any other race. The family, thus
first success to Coaque.
arrived from Nicaragua [1532], which, though neither separated from the rest of the nation, was distinguished
exceeded thirty men, he considered as a reinforcement by peculiarities iu dress and ornaments, which it was
The monarch himself
of great consequence to his feeble band, especially as unlawful for others to assume.
the one was under the command of Sebastian Benalca- appeared with ensigns of royalty reserved for him alone;
and received from his subjects marks of obsequious
zar, and the other of Hernando Soto, officers not in
ferior in merit and reputation to any who had served in homage and respect which approached almost to adora
tipoil,

which he considered as the

first fruits

of a land

with treasure, that he instantly despatched
abounding
one of his ships to Panama with a large remittance to
Almagro and another to Nicaragua with a considera
;

;

From Tumbez he proceeded to the river
America.
Piura [May 16], and in an advantageous station near
the mouth of it he established the first Spanish colony
m Peru to which he gave the name of St. Michael.
As Pizarro continued to advance towards the centre
of the Peruvian empire, he gradually received more
full information concerning its extent and policy, as

tion.

But,
their

among

the Peruvians, this

monarch seems

to

unbounded power of

have been uniformly accompa
It
the good of their subjects.

nied with attention to
was not the rage of conquest, if we may believe the
accounts of their countrymen, that prompted the Incas
to extend their dominions, but the desire of diffusing
well as the situation of it? affairs at that juncture. the blessings of civilization, and the knowledge of the
arts which they possessed, among the barbarous people
he
could
not
have
Without some knowledge of these,
conducted his operations with propriety and without whom they reduced.
During a succession of twelve
a suitable attention to them, it is impossible to account monarchs, it is said that not one deviated from this
for the progress which the Spaniards had already made, beneficent character.
When the Spaniards first visited the^ coast of Peru,
or to unfold the causes of their subsequent success.
At the time when the Spaniards invaded Peru, the in the year one thousand five hundred and twenty-six,
dominions of its sovereigns extended in length, from Huana Capac, the twelfth monarch from the founder of
He is represented
north tc south, above fifteen hundred miles along the the state, was seated on the throne
Its breadth, from east to west, was as a prince distinguished not only for the pacific virtues
Pacific Ocean.
much less considerable being uniformly bounded by peculiar to the race, but eminent for his martial talents.
the vast ridge of the Andes, stretching from its one ex
By his victorious arms the kingdom of Quito was sub
Peru, like the rest of the New jected, a conquest of such extent and importance as
tremity to the other.
almost
doubled the power of the Peruvian empire.
small
was
World,
independent
originally possessed by
tribes, differing from each other in manners, and in He was fond of residing in the capital of that valuable
and
their forms of rude policy. All, however, were so little province which he had added to his dominions
civilized, that, if the traditions concerning their mode notwithstanding the ancient and fundamental law of
of life, preserved among their descendants, deserve the monarchy against polluting the royal blood by any
credit, they must be classed among the most unimproved foreign alliance, he married the daughter of the van
She bore him a son named
savages of America.
Strangers to every species of quished monarch of Quito.
cultivation or regular industry, without any fixed resi
Atehualpa, whom, on his death at Quito, which seems
to have happened about the year one thousand five
dence, and unacquainted with those sentiments and ob
ligations which form the first bonds of socLtl union, hundred and twenty-nine, be appointed his successor in
they are said to have roamed about naked in the forests, that kingdom, leaving the rest of his dominions to HuWith which the country was then covered, more like ascar, his eldest son by another of the royal race.
wild beasts than like men.
After they had struggled Greatly as the Peruvians revered the memory of a
for several ages with the hardships and calamities which monarch who had reigned with greater reputation and
are inevitable in such a state, and when no circumstance splendor than any of his predecessors, the destination
seemed to indicate the approach of any uncommon of Huana Capac concerning the succession appeared so
effort towards improvement, we are told that there ap
repugnant to a maxim coeval with the empire, and
peared, on the banks of the lake Titi:ica, a man and founded on authority deemed sacred, that it was no
woman of majestic form, clothed in decent garments. sooner known at Cuzco than it excited general disgust.
They declared themselves to be children of the Sun, Encouraged by those sentiments of his subjects, Huassent by their beneficent parent, who beheld with pity car required his brother to renounce the government of
the miseries of the human race, to instruct and to re
Quito, and to acknowledge him as his lawful superior.
claim them.
At their persuasion, enforced by reve But it had been the first care of
to gain a
Atahualpa
rence for the divinity in whose name they were sup
large body of troops which had accompanied his father
posed to speak, several of the dispersed savages united to Quito. These were the flower of the Peruvian war
;

;

;

;

together, and, receiving their commands as heavenly
injunctions, followed them to Cuzco, where they settled,
and began to lay the foundations of a city.

Manco Capac and Mama Ocollo, for such were the
names of those extraordinary personages, having thus
collected some wandering tribes, formed that social
union which, by multiplying the desires and uniting the
efforts of the human species, excites
industry and leads

improvement. Manco Capac instructed the men in
agriculture, and other useful arts. Mama Ocollo taught
the women to spin and to wuave.
By the labor of the
one sex, subsistence became less precarious ; by that
of the other, life was rendered more comfortable.
After
to

riors, to

whose

valor

Huana Capac had been indebted

he attempted to exterminate the royal race, bv patting
to death all the children of the Sun descended from
Manco Capac, whom he could seize either by force or

From a political motive, the life of his un
stratagem.
fortunate rival Huascar, who had bern taken prisoner
in a battle which decided the fate of the empire, wa
prolonged for some time, that by issuing orders in his
name, the usurper might more

easily establish his

own

authority.

When
this civil

Pizarro landed

in

war raped between

Had

he

the bay of St. Matthew,
the two brothers in its

made any hostile

attem} t in his
former visit to Peru, in the year one thousand rhe him
dred and twenty-seven, he must then have encou itered
the force of a powerful state, united under a monarch
possessed of capacity as well as courage, and unem
barrassed with any care that could divert him from op
greatest fury.

But at this time, the two compe
posing his progress.
titors, though they received early accounts of the arri
val and violent proceedings of the Spaniards, were so
intent upon the operations of a war which they deemed
more interesting, that they paid no attention to the
motions of an enemy, too inconsiderable in number to
excite any great alarm, aud to whom it would be easy,
as they imagined, to gi\e a
sure.

check when more

at lei

By this fortunate coincidence of events, whereof
Pizarro could have no foresight, and of which, from his
defective mode of intercourse with the people of the
country, he remained long ignorant, he was permitted
to carry on his operations unmolested, and advanced
to the centre of a great empire before one effort of its
power was exerted to stop his career. During their
progress, the Spaniards had acquired some imperfect
knowledge of this struggle between the two contend

The first complete information with
ing factions.
respect to it they received from messengers whom Hu
ascar sent to Pizarro in order to solicit his aid against
Atahualpa, whom he represented as a rebel and a usur
Pizarro perceived at once the importance of this
per.
intelligence, and foresaw so clearly all the advantages
which might be derived from this divided state of the
kingdom which he had invaded,

that without
waiting
reinforcement which he expected from Panama,
he determined to push forward, while intestine discord
put it out of the power of the Peruvians to attack him
with their whole force, and while, by taking part, ns
circumstances should incline him. with one of the com
petitors, he might be enabled with greater case to crush
for the

Enterprising as the Spaniards of that age were

both.

in all their operations against

Americans, and

distin

guished as Pizarro was among his countrymen for dar
ing courage, we can hardly suppose that, after having
proceeded hitherto slowly, and with much caution, he
would have changed at once his system of operation,
and have ventured upon a measure so hazardous, with
out some new motive or prospect to justify it.
As he was obliged to divide his troops, in order to
leave a garrison in St. Michael, sufficient to defend
a station of equal importance as a place of retreat
in case of any disaster, and as a port for
receiving
any supplies which should come from Panama, he be
gan his march with a very slender and ill-accoutred
train of followers.
They consisted of sixty-two horse
men [128J, and a hundred and two foot soldiers, of
whom twenty were armed with cross bows, and three
with muskets.
He directed his course towards Caxa
malca, a small town at the distance of twelve days*
march from St. Michael, where Atahualpa was en
camped with a considerable body of troops. Before he
had proceeded far, an officer despatched by the Inca
met him with a valuable present from that prince, ac
companied with a proffer of his alliance, and assurance;
of a friendly reception at Caxamalca
Pizarro, accor
ding to the usual artifice of his countrymen in Ame

pretended to come as the ambassador of a ven
powerful monarch, and declaring that he was now ad
vancing with an intention to offer Atahualpa his aid
against those enemies who disputed his title to the
rica,

throne.

As the object of the Spaniards in entering their
country was altogether incomprehensible to ihe Peru
vians, they had formed various conjectures concerning
against him in hostile array.
Thus the ambition of two young men, the title of it without being able to decide whether they should
the one founded on ancient
usage, and that of the other consider their new guests as beings of a superior na
asserted by the veteran troops, involved Peru in a civil ture, who had visited them from some beneficent mo
war, a calamity to which, under a succession of vir
tive, or as formidable avengers of their crimes, and
tuous princes, it had hitherto been a stranger.
The continual
In such enemies to their repose and liberty.
a contest the issue was obvious.
The force of arms professions of the Spaniards, that they came to en
triumphed over the authority of laws.
Atahualpa re lighten them with the knowledge of truth, and lead
mained victorious, and made a cruel use, of his victory. them in the way of happiness, favored the former opi
Conscious of the defect in his own title to the crown, nion
the outrages which they committed, their rapalor all his victories.

alpa

first

eluded

his

Helving on their support, Atahubrother s demand, and then marched

;

SOUTH AMERICA.
and cruelty, were awful confirmations of the
While in this state of uncertainty, Pizarro s

tus&amp;gt;nesF

tetter.

declaration of his pacific intentions so far removed all
the Inca s fears that he determined to give hi n a friendly
In consequence of this resolution, the Spa
reception.
niards were allowed to march in tranquillity across

the sandy desert between St. Michael and Motupe,
where the most feeble effort of an enemy, added to
ihe unavoidable distresses which they suffered in pass
ing through that comfortless region, must have proved

From Motupe they advanced
them. [129]
towards the mountains which encompassed the low
country of Peru, and passed through a defile so narrow
and inaccessible, that a few men might have defended
But here likewise, from
it
against a numerous army.
fatal

to

the same inconsiderate credulity of the Inca, the Spa
niards met with no opposition, and took quiet posses
sion of a fort erected for the security of that important
station.
As they now approached near to Caxamalca,
Atahualpa renewed his professions of friendship and,
aft an evidence of their sincerity, sent them
presents of
greater value than the former.
On entering Caxamalca, Pizarro took possession of
a large court, on one side of which was a house which
ihe Spanish historians call a palace of the Inca, and on
the other a temple of the Sun, the whole surrounded
with a strong rampart or wall of earth.
When he had
;

posted his troops in this advantageous station, he des
patched his brother Ferdinand and Hernando Soto to
the camp of Atahualpa, which was about a league dis
tant from the town. He instructed them to confirm the
declaration which he had formerly made of his pacific
disposition, and to desire an interview with the Inca,
that lie might explain more fully the intention of the

Spaniards in visiting his country.
They were treated
with all the respectful hospitality usual among the Pe
ruvians in the reception of their most cordial friends,
to visit the Spanish commander
next day in his quarters. The decent deportment of
the Peruvian monarch, the order of his court, and the
reverence with which his subjects approached his per
son and obeyed his commands, astonished those Spa
niards .vho had never met in America with any thing

and Atahualpa promised

more

dignified

tribe.

But

than the petty cazique of a barbarous
eyes were still powerfully attracted
by the vast profusion of wealth which they observed in
the Inca s camp.
The rich ornaments worn by him and
his attendants, the vessels of gold and silver in which
the repast offered to them was served up, the multitude
of utensils of every kind formed of those precious
metals, opened prospects far exceeding any idea of
opulence that a European of the sixteenth century could
form.
On their return to Caxamalca, while their minds
were yet warm with admiration and desire of the wealth
which tiiey had beheld, they gave such a description of
it to their
countrymen as confirmed Pizarro in a reso
their

lution which he had already taken.
From his own ob
servation of American manners during his long service

New

World, as well as from the advantages
which Cortes had derived from seizing Montczuma. he
knew of what consequence it was to have the Inca in
his power. For this purpose, he formed a
plan as daring
in the

as

was

Notwithstanding the character
that he had assumed of an ambassador from a
powerful
monarch, who courted an alliance with the Inca, and
in violation of the repeated oilers which he had made to
him of his own friendship and assistance, he determined
it

perfidious.

himself of the

to avail

unsuspicious simplicity with
his professions, and to seize
the person of the Inca during the interview to wliich he
had invited him.
He prepared for the execution of his
scheme with the same deliberate arrangement, and with
as little compunction as if it had reflected no
disgrace
on himself or his country. He divided his cavalry into
three small squadrons, under the command of his bro
ther Ferdinand, Soto, and Benalcazar
his infantry
were formed in one body, except twenty of most tried
courage, whom he kept near his own person to support
him in the dangerous service, which he reserved for
himself; the artillery, consisting of two field-pieces, and

which Atahualpa relied on

;

139

slowly, that the Spaniards became impatient, and apprehensive that some suspicion of their intention might
In order to remove this,
be the cause of this delay.
Pizarro despatched one of his officers with fresh assur

of the monarch increased the precipitate flight of his
j

quarter, and with deliberate

At length the Inca
ances of his friendly disposition.
First of all appeared four hundred men,
approached.
in a uniform dress, as harbingers to clear the way before
him.
He himself, sitting on a throne or couch adorned
with plumes of various colors, and almost covered with
with precious stones,
plates of gold and silver enriched
was carried on the shoulders of his principal attend
Behind him came some chief officers of his
ants.
Several bands of
court, carried in the same manner.
and
singers and dancers accompanied this cavalcade
the whole plain was covered with troops, amounting to
more than thirty thousand men.
As the Inca drew near the Spanish quarters, Father
Vincent Valverde, chaplain to the expedition, advanced
with a crucifix in one hand, and a breviary in the other,
and in a long discourse explained to him the doctrine

on the Inca. [131]
plunder of the field was rich beyond any idea
which the Spaniards Itad yet formed concerning the
wealth of Peru
and they were so transported with the
value of the acquisition, as well as the greatness of
their success, that they passed the night in the extrava
gant exultation natural to indigent adventurers on such
an extraordinary change of fortune.
At first the captive monarch could hardly believe a
But
calamity which he so little expected to be real.
he soon felt all the misery of his fate, and the dejection
into which he sunk was in proportion to the height of
Pizarro, afraid of
grandeur from which he had fallen.
losing all the advantages which he hoped to derive from
the possession of such a prisoner, labored to console
him with professions of kindness and respect, that cor
to lay hold

The

;

;

of the creation, the fall of Adam, the incarnation, the
sufferings and resurrection of Jesus Christ, the appoint
ment of St. Peter as God s vicegerent on earth, the
transmission of his apostolic power by succession to the

Popes, the donation made to the King of Castile by
Pope Alexander of all the regions of the New World.
In consequence of all this, he required Atahualpa to

responded

in the

morning [Nov. 16], the Peruvian camp
liut as Atahualpa was solicitous to
appear with the greatest splendor and magnificence in
his

all

in motion,

first

interview with the strangers, the preparations

witli his actions.

By

residing

among

the

Inca quickly discovered their ruling
passion, which indeed they were in nowise solicitous to
conceal, and, by applying to that, made an attempt to
recover his liberty.
He offered as a ransom what as

faith, to acknowledge the su
preme jurisdiction of the Pope, and to submit to the
King of Castile as his lawful sovereign promising, if
lie
complied instantly with this requisition, that the tonished the Spaniards, even after all they now knew
The apart
Castilian monarch would protect his dominions, and concerning the opulence of his kingdom.
ment in which he was confined was twenty-two feet in
permit him to continue in the exeicise of his royal au
to
this
undertook
to fill it
should
refuse
sixteen
in
breadth
he
if
he
and
but
obey
impiously
length
thority
summons, he denounced war against him in his mas with vessels of gold as high as he could reach. Pizarro
ter s name, and threatened him with the most dreadful closed eagerly with this tempting proposal, and a line
was drawn upon the walls of the chamber, to mark ihe
effects of his vengeance.
This strange harangue, unfolding deep mysteries, stipulated height to which the treasure was to rise.
and alluding to unknown facts, of which no power of
Atahualpa, transported with having obtained some
eloquence could have conveyed at once a distinct idea prospect of liberty, took measures instantly for fulfilling
to an American, was so lamely translated by an unskilful his part of the agreement, by sending messengers to
with the idiom of the Spa
Cuzco, Quito, and other places, where gold had been
interpreter, little acquainted
nish tongue, and incapable of expressing himself with amassed in largest quantities, either for adorning the
that
of
the
its
Inca,
general temples of the gods, or the houses of the Inca, to bring
propriety in the language
tenor was altogether incomprehensible to Atahualpa. what was necessary for completing his ransom directly
Some parts in it, of more obvious meaning, filled him to Caxamalca. Though Atahualpa was now in the
His reply, how custody of his enemies, yet so much were the Peruvians
with astonishment and indignation.
He began with observing, that accustomed to respect every mandate issued by their
ever, was temperate.
he was lord of the dominions over which he reigned by sovereign, that his orders were executed with the great
and added, that he could not est alacrity. Soothed with hopes of recovering his
hereditary succession
conceive how a foreign priest should pretend to dispose liberty by this means, the subjects of the Inca were
of territories which did not belong to him that if such afraid of endangering his life by forming any other
and though the force of the em
a preposterous grant had been made, he, who was the scheme for his relief
refused to confirm it that he had no pire was still entire, no preparations were made, ami
rightful possessor,
no army assembled to avenge their own wrongs or those
inclination to renounce the religious institutions esta
nor would he forsake the ser
The Spaniards remained in Caxa
of their monarch.
blished by his ancestors
Small detachments
vice of the Sun, the immortal divinity whom he and malca tranquil and unmolested.
his people revered, in order to worship the God of the of their number inarched into remote provinces of the
with any opposition,
Spaniards, who was subject to death that with respect empire, and, instead of meeting
to other matters contained in his discourse, as he had were every where received with marks of the most
never heard of them before, and did now understand submissive respect. [132]
Inconsiderable as those parties were, and desirous as
their meaning, he desired to know where the priest had

embrace the Christian

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

j

learned

things

so

&quot;

extraordinary.

In this

Pizarro might be to obtain some knowledge of the in
terior state of the country, he could not have ventured
upon any diminution of his main body, if he had not
about this time [December,] received an account of

book,&quot;

answered Valverde, reaching out to him his breviary.
The Inca opened it eagerly, and, turning over the
is silent
it to his ear
This,&quot; says he,
and threw it with disdain to the
nothing
The enraged monk, running towards his coun
ground.
trymen, cried out, &quot;To arms, Christians, to arms the
it

:

me

tells

&quot;

&quot;

leaves, lifted

;

s having landed at St. Michael with such a
reinforcement as would almost double the number ol
his followers.
The arrival of this long expected suc
cour was not more agreeable to the Spaniards than

Almagro

;&quot;

;

word of God

is

insulted

those
se impious dogs.
i

J

;

avenge

this profanation

on

[180]

alarming

to tire,

,

the horse sallied out fiercely to the charge, the infantry

The Peruvians, astonished
rushed on sword in hand.
at the suddenness of an attack which they did not ex
pect, and dismayed with the destructive effect of the
fire-arms,

and the

irresistible

impression of the cavalry,

nobles crowded around him with officious zeal, and
fell in numbers at his feet, while they vied one with
another in sacrificing their own lives, that they might
cover the sacred person of their sovereign, the Spa

were so tedious that the day was far advanced niards soon penetrated to the royal seat and Pizarro,
before he began his march.
Even then, lest the order seizing the Inca by the arm, dragged him to the ground.
of the procession should be
deranged, he moved so and carried him as a prisoner uTrus quarters. The fate

the

Inca.

He saw

the

power of

his

and as he knew neither the source
whence they derived their supplies, nor the means by
were
which they
conveyed to Peru, he could not foreto what a height the inundation that poured in upon
While disquieted
his dominions might rise [1533].
with such apprehensions, he learned that some Spa
niards, in their way to Cuzco, had visited his brother
Huascar in the place where he kept him confined, and
that the captive prince had represented to them the
as an inducement to
justice of his own cause, and,
of treasure
espouse it, had promised them a quantity
which Atahualpa had engaged to
greatly beyond that
If the Spaniards should listen to
pay for his ransom.
this proposal, Atahualpa perceived his own destruction
and suspecting that their insatiable
to be inevitable
thirst for gold would tempt them to lend a favorable
car to it, he determined to sacrifice his brother s life
and his orders for this
that he might save his own
all his other commands,
purpose were executed, like

who, du

music struck up, the cannon and muskets began

to

enemies increase

ig this long conference, had with
difficulty restrained his soldiers, eager to seize the rich
had now so near a view, immedi
spoils of which they
At once the martial
ately gave the signal of assault.
izarro,

bowmen, were placed opposite to the avenue fled with universal consternation on every side, without
All were com
al tempting either to annoy the enemy, or to defend
by which Atahualpa was to approach.
manded to keep within the square, and not to move themselves. Pizarro, at the head of his chosen band,
until the signal for action was
advanced directly towards the Inca; and though his
given.
Early

ill

Spaniards, the

the cross

was

The

Spaniards pursued them towards every
and unrelenting barbarity
continued to slaughter wretched fugitives, who never
once offered to resist. The carnage did not cease un
til the close of
Above four thousand Peruvians
day.
were killed. Not a single Spaniard fell, nor was one
wounded but Pizarro himself, whose hand was slightly
hurt by one of his own soldiers, while struggling eagerly
followers.

;

;

;

for this

;

1

with scrupulous punctuality.
Meanwhile, Indians daily arrived

at

Caxamalca from

ROBtrtTSON
different parts of the kingdom, loaded with treasure.
A great part of the stipulated quantity was now
amassed, and Atahualpa assured the Spaniards that the
the whole from being
only thing which prevented
of the provinces where
brought in, was the remoteness
But such vast piles of gold pre
it was deposited.
to the view of needy soldiers, had
sented

continually
so inflamed their avarice, that

S

HISTORY OF

Pizarro had bestowed upon the private men the large
endeavored to
gratuity which I have mentioned, and
soothe their leader by presents of great value, they

continued dissatisfied.

still

They were apprehensive,

that as long as Atahualpa remained a prisoner, Pizarro s
soldiers would apply whatever treasure should be ac

make up what was wanting

quired, to

of the quantity

under that pretext ex
it was impossible any
stipulated for his ransom, and
to obtain possession clude them from any part of it.
They insisted eagerly
longer to restrain their impatience
Orders were given for melting on putting the Inca to death, that all the adventurers
of this rich booty.
down the whole, except some pieces of curious fabric in Peru might thereafter be on an equal footing.
Pizarro himself began to be alarmed with accounts
After setting
reserved as a present for the emperor.
of forces assembling in the remote provinces of the
to the crown, and a hundred thou
apart the fifth due
sand pesos as a donative to the soldiers which arrived empire, and suspected Atahualpa of having issued or
These fears and suspicions
with Ahnagro, there remained one million five hundred ders for that purpose.
and twenty-eight thousand five hundred pesos to were artfully increased by Philippillo, one of the In
The festival of St. James dians, whom Pizarro had carried off from Tumbez in
Pizarro and his followers.
was the day cho the year one thousand five hundred and twenty-seven,
[July 25], the patron saint of Spain,
The func
sen for the partition of this enormous sum, and the and whom he employed as an interpreter.
manner of conducting it strongly marks the strange tion which he performed admitting this man to familiar
alliance of fanaticism with avarice, which I have more intercourse with the captive monarch, he presumed,
his
than once had occasion to point out as a striking fea
notwithstanding the meanness of his birth, to raise
of
ture in the character of the conquerors of the New affections to a Coya, or descendant of the Sun, one
World. Though assembled to divide the spoils of an Atahualpa s wives and seeing no prospect of gratify
innocent people, procured by deceit, extortion, and ing that passion during the life of the monarch, he en
a solemn invocation deavored to fill the cars of the Spaniards with such
cruelty, the transaction began with
of the name of God, as if they could have expected the accounts of the Inca s secret designs and preparations,
of as might awaken their jealousy, and excite them to cut
guidance of heaven in distributing those wages
In this division above eight thousand pesos, him off.
iniquity.
While Almagro and his followers openly demanded
at that time not inferior in effective value to as many
to the share the life of the Inca, and Philippillo labored to rum him
pounds sterling in the present century, fell
of each horseman, and half that sum to each foot by private machinations, that unhappy prince inadvert
soldier.
Pizarro himself, and his officers, received ently contributed to hasten his own fate.
During his
confinement he had attached himself with peculiar
dividends in proportion to the dignity of their rank.
There is no example in history of such a sudden affection to Ferdinand Pizarro and Hcrnando Soto
nor was ever who, as they were persons of birth and education
acquisition of wealth by military service,
a sum so great divided among so small a number of superior to the rough adventurers with whom they
soldiers.
Many of them having received a recompense served, were accustomed to behave with more decency
Soothed with
for their services far beyond their most sanguine hopes, and attention to the captive monarch.
were so impatient to retire from fatigue and danger, in this respect from persons of such high rank, he de
But in the presence of the
order to spend the remainder of their days in their na
lighted in their society.
This
tive country in case and opulence, that they demanded governor he was always uneasy and overawed.
their discharge with clamorous importunity.
Pizarro, dread soon came to be mingled with contempt. Among
sensible that from such men he could expect neither all the European arts, what ho admired most was that
and per of reading and writing and he long deliberated with
enterprise in action nor fortitude in suffering,
suaded that wherever they went the display of their himself, whether he should regard it as a natural or ac
In order to determine this, he desired
riches would allure adventurers, less opulent but more quired talent.
one of the soldiers, who guarded him, to write the
hardy, to his standard, granted their suit without reluct
This he
ance, and permitted above sixty of them to accompany name of God on the nail of his thumb.
his brother Ferdinand, whom he sent to Spain with an showed successively to several Spaniards, asking its
account of his success, and the present destined for meaning and to his amazemeent, they all, without
At length
the emperor.
hesitation, returned the same answer.
The Spaniards having divided among them the trea Pizarro entered ; and, on presenting it to him, he
sure amassed for the Inca s ransom, ne insisted with blushed, and with some confusion was obliged to ac
them to fulfil their promise of setting him at liberty. knowledge his ignorance. From that moment Atahu
But nothing was further from Pizarro s thoughts. alpa considered him as a mean person less instructed
During his long service in the New World, he had than his own soldiers and he had not address enough
imbibed those ideas and maxims of his fellow-soldiers, to conceal the sentiments with which this discovery
which led them to consider its inhabitants as an in inspired him. To be the object of a barbarian s scorn,
ferior race, neither worthy of the name, nor entitled to not only mortified the pride of Pizarro, but excited
the rights of men.
In his compact with Atahualpa, he such resentment in his breast, as added force to all the
had no other object than to amuse his captive with such other considerations which prompted him to put the
a prospect of recovering his liberty, as might induce Inca to death.
But in order to give some color of justice to this
him to lend all the aid of his authority towards collect
Having now accom violent action, and that he himself might be exempted
ing the wealth of his kingdom.
from standing singly responsible for the commission of
plished this, he no longer regarded his plighted faith
and at the very time when the credulous prince hoped it, Pizarro resolved to try the Inca with all the formali
Pizarro
to be replaced on his throne, he had secretly resolved ties observed in the criminal courts of Spain.
to bereave him of life.
Many circumstances seem to himself, and Almagro, with two assistants, were ap
have concurred in prompting him to this action, the pointed judges, with full power to acquit or to con
most criminal and atrocious that stains the Spanish demn an attorney-general was named to carry on the
name, amidst all the deeds of violence committed in prosecution in the king s name counsellors were cho
and clerks
sen to assist the prisoner in his defence
carrying on the conquests of the New World.
Pizarro had seized the Inca in imitation of were ordained to record the proceedings of court.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Though

Cortes s conduct towards the Mexican monarch, he did
not possess talents for carrying on the same artful plan
of policy.
Destitute of the temper and address re
quisite for gaining the confidence of his prisoner, he
never reaped all the advantages which might have been
derived from being master of his person and authority.
Atahualpa was, indeed, a prince of greater abilities and
discernment than Montczuma, and seems to have pene
trated more thoroughly into the character and inten
tions of the Spaniards.
Mutual suspicion and distrust
The strict
accordingly took place between them.
attention with which it was necessary to guard a cap
tive of such importance, greatly increased the fatigue
The utility of keeping him appeared
of military duty.
inconsiderable
and Pizarro felt him as an encum
brance, from which he wished to be delivered.
Almagro and his followers had made a demand of
an equal share in the Inca s ransom ; and
though
;

Before
still

this

strange tribunal, a charge was exhibited
It consisted of various articles

more amazing

;

that Atahualpa, though a bastard, had dispossessed the
owner of the throne, and usurped the regal
rightful
power that he had put his brother and lawful sove
;

had not
reign to death; that he was an idolater, and
only permitted but commanded the offering of human
that he had a great number of concubines
sacrifices
that, since his imprisonment he had wasted and cmbezthe
7,lci!
royal treasures, which now belonged of right

witnesses were examined
but as they delivered therf
evidence in their native tongue, Pbilippillo had it in hi
power to give their words whatever turn best suited
his malevolent intentions.
To judges pre-determined
in their opinion, this evidence appeared sufficient.
;

They pronounced Atahualpa
him

and condemned

guilty,

alive.
Friar Valverde prostituted tbe
authority of his sacred function to confirm this sen
tence, and by his signature warranted it to be just.
Astonished at his fate Atahualpa endeavored to avert

to

be burnt

by tears, by promises, and by entreaties that he
might be sent to Spain, where a monarch would be the
arbiter of his lot.
But pity never touched the unfeel
He ordered him to be led in
ing heart of Pizarro.
and what added to the bitterness
stantly to execution
of his last moments, the same monk who had just rati
fied his doom, offered to console and attempted to con
vert him.
The most powerful argument Valverde em
ployed to prevail with him to embrace the Christian
it

;

was

promise of mitigation in his punishment.
of a cruel death extorted from the trembling
The ceremony
victim a desire of receiving baptism.
was performed and Atahualpa, instead of being burnt,
faith,

a

The dread

;

was strangled

at the stake.

Happily for the credit of the Spanish nation, even
the profligate adventurers which it sent forth to
conquer and desolate the New World, there were per
sons who retained some tincture of the Castihan gene
rosity and honor. Though, before the trial of Atahualpa,
Ferdinand Pizarro had set out for Spain, and Soto wag
sent on a separate command at a distance from Caxamalca, this odious transaction was not carried on with
Several officers, and
out censure and opposition.
among those some of the greatest reputation and most
remonstra
respectable families in the service, not only

among

ted but protested against this measure of their general,
as disgraceful to their country, as repugnant to every
maxim of equity, as a violation of public faith, and &

usurpation of jurisdiction over an independent monarch,
But their laudable endea
which they had no title.
vors were vain.
Numbers, and the opinion of such as
held every thing to be lawful which they deemed advan
History, however, records even
tageous, prevailed.
the unsuccessful exertions of virtue with applause; and
the Spanish writers, in relating events where the valor
of their nation is more conspicuous than its humanity,
have not failed to preserve the names of those who
to

this laudable effort to save their country from the
infamy of having perpetrated such a crime.
On the death of Atahualpa, Pizarro invested one of
his sons with the ensigns of royalty, hoping that a
young man without experience might prove a more pas
sive instrument in his hands than an ambitious monarch,
who had been accustomed to independent command.
The people of Cuzco, and the adjacent country, ac
knowledged Manco Capac, a brother of Huascar, as
Inca.
But neither possessed the authority which be
The violent convul
longed to a sovereign of Peru.
sions into which the empire had been thrown, first by
war
between
the
two
the civil
brothers, and then by the
invasion of the Spaniards, had not only deranged the
order of the Peruvian government, but almost dissolved
its frame.
When they beheld their monarch a captive
in the power of strangers, and at last suffering an igno
minious death, the people in several provinces, as if
they had been set free from every restraint of law and
decency, broke out into the most licentious excesses.
So many descendants of the Sun, after being treated
with the utmost indignity, had been cut off by Atahu
in the state diminish
alpa, that not only their influence
ed with their number, but the accustomed reverence

made

for that sacred race sensibly decreased. In consequence
of this state of things, ambitious men in different parts
of the empire aspired to independent authority, and

usurped jurisdiction to which they had no title. Th
general wlio commanded for Atahualpa in Quito, seized
the brother and children of his master, put them to a
cruel death, and, disclaiming any connection with eithei
Inca, endeavored to established a separate kingdom foi
himself.

The Spaniards vviih pleasure beheld the spirit of dis
cord diffusing itself, and the vigor of government re
They considered those
laxing among the Peruvians.
disorders as symptoms of a state hastening towards its
Pizarro no longer hesitated to advance
that he had incited his subjects to dissolution.
to the conquerors
On these heads of towards Cuzco, and he had received such considerable
take arms against the Spaniards.
accusation, some of which are so ludicrous, others so reinforcements, that he could venture, with little dan
;

;

;

absurd, that the effrontery of Pizarro, in making them
the foundation of a seriovis procedure, is not less sur
did this strange court go on to
prising than his injustice,
of a great empire, over whom it had
try the sovereign
With respect to each of the articles,
no
jurisdiction.

ger, to penetrate

country.

so

into the interior part of the
of the wealth acquired at Caxa-

far

The account

malca operated as he had foreseen.
brother Ferdinand, with the

whom

he had given

No

officers

sooner did his

and soldiers to

their discharge after the partition
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ransom, arrive at Panama, and display they met with a body, not of Indians, but of Spaniards,
Pizarro having
their riches in the view of their astonished countrymen, drawn m hostile array against them.
than fame spread the account with such exaggeration received an account of Alvarado s armament, had de
tached
some
to
settlements
on
the
South
with
all
the
Sea,
oppose this formi
Almagro
troops
Spanish
through
dable invader of his jurisdiction
and these were joined
that the governors of Guatimala, Panama, and Nicara
Alvarado,
by Benalcazar and his victorious party.
gua, could hardly restrain the people under their juris
diction, from abandoning their possessions, and crowd
though surprised at the sight of enemies whom he
did not expect, advanced boldly to the charge.
But,
ing to that inexhaustible source of wealth which seem
ed to be opened in Peru. In spite of every check and by the interposition of some moderate men in each
and the
regulation, such numbers resorted thither, that Pizarro party, an amicable accommodation took place
began his march at the head of five hundred men, after fatal period when Spaniards suspended their conquests
to
of
their
imbrue their hands in the blood
countrymen,
leaving a considerable garrison in St Michael, under
The Peruvians had as was postponed a few years. Alvarado engaged to
the command of Benalcazar.
sembled some large bodies of troops to oppose his pro return to his government, upon Almagro s paying him
But they a hundred thousand pesos to defray the expense of his
Several fierce encounters happened.
gress.
a few Spa
armament. Most of his followers remained in the
terminated like all the actions in America
niards were killed or wounded
the natives were put country
and an expedition, which threatened Pizarro
10 flight with incredible slaughter.
At length Pizarro and his colony with ruin, contributed to augment its
forced his way to Cuzco, and took quiet possession of strength.
The riches found there, even after all
that capital.
1534.] By this time Ferdinand Pizarro had landed
that the natives had carried off and concealed, either in Spain.
The immense quantities of gold and silver
a
which
from
he imported [135] filled the kingdom with no
superstitious veneration for the ornaments of
their temples, or out of hatred to their rapacious con- less astonishment than they had excited in Panama
Pizarro was received by
queiors, exceed in value what had been received as and the adjacent provinces.
But as the Spaniards were now the emperor with the attention due to the bearer of a
Atahualpa s ransom.
accustomed to the wealth of the country, and it came present so rich as to exceed any idea which the Spa
niards had formed concernJRg the value of their acqui
to be parcelled out among a great number of adven
turers, this dividend did not excite the same surprise, sitions in America, even after they had been ten years
either from novelty, or the largeness of the sum that masters of Mexico.
In recompense of his brother s
fell to the share of each individual. [133]
services, his authority was confirmed with new powers
During the march to Cuzco, that son of Atahualpa and privileges, and the addition of seventy leagues,
whom PizarT) treated as Inca, died and as the Spa extending along the coast, to the southward of the
niards substituted no person in his place, the title of territory granted in his former patent.
Almagro re
Manco Capac seems to have been universally recog ceived the honors which he had so long desired. The
of the Inca

s

;

;

;

;

;

;

nised.

While his fellow-soldiers were thus employed, Benal
cazar, governor of St. Michael, an able and enterprising
officer, was ashamed of remaining inactive, and impato have his name distinguished among the disco
verers and conquerors of the New World.
The sea
sonable arrival of a fresh body of recruits from Panama

UcDt

and Nicaragua put

it in his
power to gratify this pas
leaving a sufficient force to protect the infant
settlement intrusted to his care, he placed himself at
the head of the rest, acd set out to attempt the reduc

sion,

tion of Quito, where, according to the report of the na
tives, Atahualpa had left the greatest part of his trea
sure.
Notwithstanding the distance of that city from
St. Michael, the difficulty of marching through a moun
tainous country covered with woods, and the frequent

and

fierce attacks of the best troops in

Peru commanded

a skilful leader, the valor, good conduct, and
perse
verance of Benalcazar surmounted every obstacle, and
he entered Quito with his victorious troops.
But they
met with a cruel mortification there. The natives now
acquainted to their sorrow with the predominant pas
sion of their invaders, and knowing how to disappoint
it, had carried off all those treasures, the prospect of
which had prompted them to undertake this arduous
expedition, and had supported them under all the dan
gers and hardships wherewith they had to struggle in

by

it

on.

carrying
Benalcazar was not the only Spanish leader who
attacked the kingdom of Quito.
Tbc fame of its
riches attracted a more powerful enemy.
Pedro de
Alvarado, who had distinguished himself so eminently
in the conquest of Mexico, having obtained the govern
ment of Guatimala as a recompense for his valor, soon
became disgusted with a life of uniform tranquillity, and
longed to be again engaged in the bustle of military
The glory and wealth acquired by the con
service.

querors of Peru heightened this passion, and gave it
a determined direction.
Believing, or pretending to
believe, that the kingdom of Quito did not lie within
the limits of the province allotted to Pizarro, he resolved
4o invade it.
The nigh reputation of the .eoirunander
allured volunteers from every quarter.
He embarked
with five hundred men, of whom above two hundred
were of such distinction as to serve on horseback. He

.landed at Puerto Viejo, and without sufficient know
ledge of the country, or proper guides to conduct him,

attempted to march directly to Quito, by following the
course of the river Guayoquil, and crossing the
ridge
the Andes towards its head.
But in this route, one
of the most impracticable in all America^ his
troops
endured such fatigue in forcing their way through
forests and marshes on the low grounds, and sufii-rcd
so much from excessive cold when they
began to as
cend the mountains, that before they reached the plain
of Quito, a fifth part of the men and half their horses
died, and the rest were so much dispirited and worn
aut. as to be ahnost unfit for service. [1341
There

x&amp;gt;f

tinguishes his character, to introduce a form of regular
government into the extensive provinces subject to his
authority.
Though ill qualified by his education to
enter into any disquisition
concerning the principles of
and little accustomed by his former habits
of life to attend to its arrangements, his natural
civil policy,

saga

city supplied the

He

want both of science and experience.

distributed the country into various districts

;

he

and
appointed proper magistrates to preside in each
established regulations
concerning the administration of
the collection of the royal revenue, the work
justice,
ing of the mines, and the treatment of the Indians,
extremely simple, but well calculated to promote the
;

But though, for the present, he
public prosperity.
adapted his plan to the infant state of his colony, hit
aspiring mind looked forward to its future grandeur.
He considered himself as laying the foundation of a
great empire, and deliberated long, and with much soli
what place he should fix the seat of govern
Cuzco, the imperial city of the Incas, was
situated in a corner of the empire, above four hundred
miles from the sea, and much further from Quito, a
province of whose value he had formed a high idea.
No other settlement of the Peruvians was so conside
citude, in

ment.

name of a town, or to allure the
But in marching
Spaniards to fix their residence in it.
through the country, Pizarro had been struck with the
beauty and fertility of the valley of Rimac, one of the
most extensive and best cultivated in Peru. There,
on the banks of a small river of the same name with
the vale which it waters and enriches, at the distance
of six miles from Callao, the most commodious harbor
in the Pacific Ocean, he founded a
city which he des
tined to be the capital of his
government, [Jan. 18,
title of Adelantado, or
was
conferred
He
it
the
name
of
Ciudad
de los Reyes,
1535.]
governor,
upon
gave
him, with jurisdiction over twp hundred leagues of either from the circumstance of having laid the first
country, stretching beyond the southern limits of the stone at that season when the church celebrates the
Ferdinand himself did festival of the Three Kings, or, as is more probable, in
province allotted to Pizarro.
not go unrewarded.
He was admitted into the mili honor of Juana and Charles, the joint sovereigns of
tary order of St. Jago, a distinction always acceptable Castile. This name it still retains among the Spaniards
to a Spanish gentleman, and soon set out on his return in all legal and formal deeds
but it is better known
to Peru, accompanied by many persons of higher rank to foreigners by that of Lima, a corruption of the an
than had yet served in that country.
cient appellation of the valley in which it is situated.
Some account of his negotiations reached Peru be Under his inspection, the buildings advanced with such
fore he arrived there himself.
Almagro no sooner rapidity, that it soon assumed the form of a city, which,
learned that he had obtained the royal grant of an inde
by a magnificent palace that he erected for himself, and
pendent government, than pretending that Cuzco, the by the stately houses built by several of his officers,
imperial residence of the Incas, lay within its boun
gave, even in its infancy, some indication of its subse
daries, he attempted to render himself master of that quent grandeur.
Juan and Gonzalez Pizarro pre
In consequence of what had been agreed with
important station.
Each of the contending parties Pizarro, Almagro began his march towards Chili ; and
pared to .oppose him.
and
the
as
he possessed in an eminent degree the virtues most
was supported by powerful adherents,
dispute
was on the point of being terminated by the sword, admired by soldiers, boundless liberality and fearless
when Francis Pizarro arrived in the capital. The re courage, his standard was followed by five hundred an4
conciliation between him and Almagro had never been seventy men, the greatest body of Europeans that had
cordial.
The treachery of Pizarro in engrossing to hitherto been assembled in Peru. From impatience to
himself all the honors and emoluments, which ought to finish the expedition, or from that contempt of hardship
and danger acquired by all the Spaniards who had serve!}
have been divided with his associate, was always pre
The former, conscious of long in America, Almagro, instead of advancing along
sent in both their thoughts.
his own perfidy, did not expect forgiveness
the latter the level country on the coast, chose to march across
feeling, that he had been deceived, was impatient to the mountains by a route that was shorter indeed, but
be avenged
and though avarice and ambition had almost impracticable. In this attempt his troons wer
induced them not only to dissemble their sentiments, exposed to every calamity which men can suffer, frora
but even to act iu concert while in pursuit of wealth fatigue, from famine, and from the rigor of the climate in
and power, no sooner did they obtain possession of those elevated regions of the torrid zone, where the de
these, than the same passions which had formed this gree of cold is hardly inferior to what is felt within the
rable as to merit the

;

;

;

temporary union, gave rise to jealousy and discord.
each of them was attached a small band of inte
rested dependants, who, with the malicious art peculiar
to such .Dicn, heightened their suspicions, and magni
fied every appearance of offence.
But with all those
seeds of enmity in their minds, and thus assiduously
was
so
cherished, each
thoroughly acquainted with the
abilities and courage of his rival, that they equally
The
dreaded the consequence of an open rupture.
fortunate arrival of Pizarro at Cuzco, and the address
mingled with firmness wbjob be manifested in hi* ex
postulations with Almagro and his partisans, averted

To

A

new reconciliation took
that evil for the present.
the chief article of which was, that Almagro
place
and if he did
should attempt the conquest of Chili
not find in that province an establishment adequate to
his merit and expectations, Pizarro, by way of indem
nification, should yield up to him a part of Peru. This
;

;

new agreement, though confirmed [June

12] with the

polar circle.

Many

of them perished

when they descended into the
new difficulties to encounter.

;

and the survivors
of Chili, had

fertile plains

7 hey found

there a race

men

very different from the people of Peru, intrepid,
hardy, independent, and in their bodily constitution, as
well as vigor of spirit, nearly resembling the warlike
tribes in North America.
Though filled with wonder
at the first appearance of the Spaniards, and still more
astonished at the operations of their cavahy and the
effects of their fire-arms, the Chilese soon recovered,
so far from their surprise, as not only to defend them
selves with obstinacy, but to attack their new enemies
with more determined fierceness than any American
The Spaniards, how
nation had hitherto discovered.
of

ever, continued to penetrate into the country, and col
lected some considerable quantities of gold ; but were

so far from thinking ef making any settlement amidst
such formidable neighbors, that in spite of all the expe
rience and valor of their leader, the final issue of the

was expedition still remained extremely dubious, when they
were recalled from it by an unexpected revolution at
observed with as little fidelity.
Soon after he concluded this important transaction, Peru. The causes of this important event I shall en
deavor to trace to their source.
Pizarro marched back to the countries on the sea coast
So many adventurers had flocked to Peru from every
and as he now enjoyed an interval of tranquillity undis
turbed by any enemy, either Spaniard or Indian, he Spanish colony in America, and all with such high etwhich dis- pectations of accumulating independent, fortunes a/t
applied himself with that persevering ardor,
same sacred solemnities

as

their first contract,

;

ROBERTSON
men

possessed with notions so extrava
gant, any mention of acquiring wealth gradually, and
by schemes of patient industry, would have been not
In order to find
only a disappointment but an insult.
occupation for men who could not with safety be al
lowed to remain inactive, Pizarro encouraged some of
the most distinguished officers who had lately joined
him, to invade different provinces of the empire, which
the Spaniards had not hitherto visited.
.Several large
bodies were formed for this purpose
and about the
time that Almagro set out for Chili, they marched into
remote districts of the country. No sooner did Manco
Capac, the Inca, observe the inconsiderate security of
the Spaniards in thus dispersing their troops, and that
only a handful of soldiers remained in Cuzco, under
Juan and Gonzalez Pizarro, than he thought that the
once, that, to

;

happy period was at length come for vindicating his
own rights, for avenging the wrongs of his country, and
extirpating its oppressors.
Though strictly watched
by the Spaniards who allowed him to reside in the
palace of his ancestors at Cuzco, he found means of
communicating his scheme to the persons who were to
be intrusted with the execution of it. Among people
accustomed to revere their sovereign as a divinity,
every hint of his will carries the authority of a com
and they themselves were now convinced, by

mand

;

the daily increase in the number of their invaders, that
the fond hopes which they had long entertained of their
All per
voluntary departure were altogether vain.
ceived that a vigorous effort of the whole nation was
requisite to expel them, and the preparations for it
were carried on with the secrecy and silence peculiar to

Americans.
After some unsuccessful attempts of the Inca to
his escape, Ferdinand Pizarro
happening to arrive
Cuzco [1536], he obtained permission
from him to attend- a great festival which was to be ce
lebrated a few leagues from the capital. Under pretext

lost
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Juan Pizarro, the best beloved of

all

the brothers,

Worn out
together with some other persons of note.
with the fatigue of mcesfant duty, distressed with want of
provisions, and despairing of being able any longer to
resist

an enemy whose numbers daily increased, the
became impatient to abandon Cuzco, in hopes

soldiers

cither of joining their countrymen, if any of them yet
survived, or of forcing their way to the sea, and finding

officers labored in vain to dispel, Almagro
denly in the neighborhood of Cuzco.

appeared sud

his principal officers.

The accounts

transmitted to Almagro concerning
the general insurrection of the Peruvians, were such as
would have induced him, without hesitation to relin
quish the conquest of Chili, and hasten to the aid of his

But in this resolution he was confirmed
countrymen.
by a motive less generous, but more interesting. By
the same messenger who brought him intelligence of
the Inca a revolt, he received the royal patent creating
him governor of Chili, and defining the limits of his
jurisdiction.
Upon considering the tenor of it, he

deemed

it manifest
beyond contradiction, that Cuzco
lay within the boundaries of his government, and he
was equally solicitous to prevent the Peruvians from

recovering possession of their capital, and to wrest it
out of the hands of the Pizarros.
From impatience to
accomplish both, he ventured to return by a new route
;

and

in marching through the sandy plains on the coast,
he suffered from heat and drought, calamities of a new
species hardly inferior to those in which he had been
involved by cold and famine on the summits of the

Andes.

1537.] His arrival at Cuzco was in a critical mo
ment.
The Spaniards and Peruvians fixed their eyes
upon him with equal solicitude. The former, as he
did not study to conceal his pretensions, were at a loss
of that solemnity, the great men of the empire were whether to welcome him as a deliverer, or to take
pre
assembled.
As soon as the Inca joined them, the cautions against him as an enemy. The latter, know
standard of war was erected
and in a short time all ing the points in contest between him and his country
the fighting men, from the confines of Quito to the men, flattered themselves that they had moro to hope
frontier of Chili, were in arms.
Many Spaniards, liv than to dread from his operations. Almagro himself,
ing securely on the settlements allotted them, were unacquainted with the detail of the events which had
massacred.
Several detachments, as they marched happened in his absence, and solicitous to learn the
pre
carelessly through a country which seemed to be tamely cise posture of affairs, advanced towards the capital
submissive to their dominion, were cut off to a man. slowly, and with
Various nego
great circumspection.
An army amounting (if we may believe the Spanish tiations with both parties were set on foot. The Inca
writers) to two hundred thousand men, attacked Cuzco, conducted them on his part with much address.
At
which ihe three brothers endeavored to defend with first he endeavored to
gain the friendship of Almagro
Another and after many fruitless overtures, despairing of any
only one hundred and seventy Spaniards.
formidable body invested Lima, and kept ihe governor cordial union with a
Spaniard, he attacked him by sur
There was no longer any communi prise with a numerous body of chosen troops. But the
closely shut up.
cation between the two cities
the numerous forces of
Spanish discipline and valor maintained their wonted
the Peruvians spreading over the country, intercepted
The Peruvians were repulsed with such
superiority.
and
as
the
every messenger
parties in Cuzco and slaughter that a great part of their arrny dispersed, and
Lima were equally unacquainted with the fate of their Almagro proceeded to the gates of Cuzco without
countrymen, each boded the worst concerning the interruption.
The Pizarros, as they had no longer to make head
other, and imagined that they themselves were the only
the Peruvians, directed all their attention to
persons who had survived the general extinction of the
;

;

;

;

against

wards their new enemy, and took measures to obstruct
Spanish name in Peru
It was at Cuzco, where the Inca commanded in
per his entry into the capital.
Prudence, however, re
Dur strained both parties for some time from turning their
son, that the Peruvians made their chief efforts.
arms against one another, while surrounded by com
ing nine months they carried on the siege with inces
sant ardor, and in various forms
and though they dis
mon enemies who would rejoice in the mutual slaugh
not
the
same
undaunted
Different schemes of accommodation were pro
played
ferocity as the Mexican ter.
conducted
some
of
their
in
a
warriors, they
Each endeavored to deceive the other, or to
operations
posed.
manner which discovered greater sagacity, ami a genius
The generous,
affable
corrupt his followers.
.

;

susceptible of improvement in the military art.
not only observed the advantages which the Spa
niards derived from their discipline and their weapons,

tmt they endeavored to imitate the former, and turned
the latter against them.
They armed a considerable
body of their bravest warriors with the swords, the
and
bucklers, which they had taken from the
spears,
Spanish soldiers whom they had cut oil in different
of
the
These they endeavored to mar
parts
country.
shal in that regular compact order, to which
experience
had taught them that the Spaniards were indebted for
their irresistible force in action.
Some
in the

appeared

with

Spanish muskets, and had acquired skill and
resolution enough to use them.
few of the boldest,
among whom was the Inca himself, were mounted on
the horses which
had taken, and advanced briskly to
they
the charge like Spanisli cavaliers,with their lances in the

field

A

was more by their numbers, however, than by those
imperfect essays to imitate European arts and to employ
Ero|&amp;gt;ean arms, that the Peruvians annoyed the Spaniards
[136]. In spite of the valor, heightened by despair, with
which the three brothers defended Cuzco, Manco
Capac
recovered possession of one half of his capital
and in
tfaeir various efforts to drive him out of
it, the Spaniards

rest. It

;

large

a country which had chosen soldiers passed the river by night [July 12], fell
While they were upon his camp by surprise, broke his troops before they
Spanish name.
brooding over those desponding thoughts, which their had time to form, and took him prisoner, together with
fatal to the

at that time in

They

;

some means of escaping from
been so

make

wore

posted on the banks of the river Abancay to oppo
their progress
Almagro, however, wished rather to
gain than to conquer them, and by bribes and proThe fidelity
mises, endeavored to seduce their leader.
of Alvarado remained unshaken
but his talents for
war were not equal to his virtue. Almagro amused
him with various movements, of which he did not com
detachment of
prehend the meaning, while a

open,

By the sudden route of this body, the contest be
tween the two rivals must have been decided, if Al
as well how to improve as how to
Kodrigo Orgognez, an officer of great
abilities, who
having served under the Constable
Bourbon, when he led the imperial army to Home, had
been accustomed to bold and decisive measures, ad

magro had known
gain a victory.

him instantly to issue orders for putting to death
Ferdinand and Gonzalo Pizarros, Alvarado, and a few
other persons whom he could not hope to gain, and to
march directly with his victorious troops to Lima, befare
But
the governor had time to prepare for his defence.
Almagro, though he discerned at once the utility of the
counsel, and though he had courage to have carried it
into execution, suffered himself to be influenced by
vised

sentiments unlike those of a soldier of fortune grown
old in service, and by scruples which suited not the
chief of a party who hid drawn his sword in civil war.
Feelings of humanity restrained him from shedding the
and the dread of being deemed
blood of his opponents
a rebel deterred him from entering a province which
the king had allotted to another.
Though he knew
that, arms must terminate the dispute between him and
to
that
shun
mode of deci
Pizarro, and resolved not
sion
yet, with a timid delicacy, preposterous at such
a juncture, he was so solicitous that his rival should be
fca
considered as the aggressor, th
quietly
back to Cuzco, to wait his approach.
Pizarro was still unacquainted with all the interest
ing events which had happened near Cuzco. Accounts
of Ahnagro s return, of the loss of the capital, of the
death of one brother, of the imprisonment of the other
;

:

m_ar&amp;lt;;b&amp;lt;&quot;i

two, and of the defeat of Alvarado, were brought to
Such a tide of misfortunes almost over
at once.
whelmed a spirit which had continued firm and erect
But the neces
under the rudest shocks of adversity.
to his own safety, as well as the de
sity of attending
sire of revenge, preserved him from sinking under it.
He took measures for both with his wonted sagacity.
As be had the command of the seacoast, and expected
considerable supplies both of men and military stores,
it was no less his interest to gain time, and to avoid
action, than it was that of Almagro to precipitate ope
rations, and to bring the contest to a speedy issue. He
had recourse to arts which he had formerly practised with

him

success and Almagro was again weak enough to suffer
himself to be amused with a prospect of terminating
their differences by some amicable accommodation.
;

varying his overtures, and shifting lus ground as
it
suited his purpose, sometimes sorming to
yield to every thing which his rival could desire, and
then retracting all that he had granted, Pizarro dexter
ously protracted the negotiation to such a length, that,

By

often as

though every day was precious to Almagro, several
months elapsed without coining to any final agreement.
While the attention of Almagro. and of the officers
with whom he consulted, was occupied in detecting

temper of Almagro gained many adherents of the Pi
and eluding the fraudulent intentions of the governor,
zarros, who were disgusted with tiicir harsh, domineer
ing manners.
Encouraged by this defection, he ad Gonzalo Pizarro and Alvarado found means to corrupt
vanced towards the city by night, surprised the senti the soldiers to whose custody they were committed,
nels, or was admitted by them, and, investing the house and not only made their escape themselves, but per
where the two brothers resided, compelled them, after suaded sixty of the men who formerly guarded them to
an obstinate defence, to surrender at discretion
Fortune having thus delivered
Al- accompany their flight.
magro s claim of jurisdiction over Cuzco was univer one of his brothers, the governor scrupled not at one
act of perfidy more to procure the release of the other.
sally acknowledged, and a form of administration esta
blished in his name.
He proposed that every point in controversy bctwcea
Two or three persons only were killed in this first Almagro and himself should be submitted to the deci
act of civil hostility but it was soon followed by scenes sion of their sovereign
that until his award was known,
more bloody. Francisco Pizarro having dispersed the each should retain undisturbed possession of whatever
Peruvians who had invested Lima, and received somo part of the country he now occupied; that Ferdinand
considerable reinforcements from
Hispamoiaand Nica Pizarro should be set at liberty, and return instantly to
ragua, ordered five- hundred men, under the command Spain, together with the officers whom Almagro pur
of Alonzo de Alvarado, to march to Cuzco, in hopes of posed to send thither to represent the justice of his
Obvious as the design of Pizarro was in those
relieving his brothers, if they and their garrison were claims.
not already cut off by the Pcruvi:ins.
This body, propositions, and familiar us his artifices might now
which at that period of the Spanisli power in America have been to his opponent, Almagro, with a credulity
must be deemed a considerable force, advanced near approaching to infatuation, relied on his sincerity, and
these terms.
to the capital before they knew that
they hud any enemy concluded an agreement on
more formidable than Indians to encounter. It was
The moment that Ferdinand Pizarro recovered his
with astonishment that they beheld thtir countrymen liberty, the governor, no longer fettered in his opera
;

;

SOUTH AMERICA.
tions by anxiety about his brother s

life,

The

threw off every

to dread that the
advantage which the disu-

t

;

j

|

determined who should be master of Peru. The ra
pidity of his preparations suited such a decisive resolu
tion.
Seven hundred men were soon ready to march
towards Cuzco. The command of these was given to

;

;

whom

he could perfectly confide
for the execution of his most violent schemes, as they
were urged on, not only by the enmity flowing from the
but ani
rivalship between their family and Almagro,
mated with the desire of vengeance, excite*! by recol
lection of their own recent disgrace and sufferings.
After an unsuccessful attempt to cross the mountains
In the direct road between Lima and Cuzco, they
inarched towards the south along the coast as far as
Nasca, and then turning to the left, penetrated through
the defiles in that branch of the Andes which lay be
tween them and the capital.
Almagro, instead of
hearkening to some of his officers, who advised him to
attempt the defence of those difficult passes, waited the
Two
approach of the enemy in the plain of Cuzco.
reasons seem to have induced him to take this resolu
in

,43

must cease, and there was reason

of executing the resolution

;

;

two brothers,

instead

which they had formed, retired quietly after the battle Indians might improve the
was over and in the history of the New World, there nion of the Spaniards presented to them, and extirpate
is not a more
But the evil was
striking instance of the wonderful ascend- hoth the victors and vanquished.
ant which the Spaniards had acquired over its inhabi- more apparent than the remedy.
Where the informatants, than that, after seeing one of the contending par- tion which had been received was so defective and susties ruined and dispersed, and the other weakened and picious, and the scene of action so remote, it was
fatigued, they had not courage to fall upen their enc- almost impossible to chalk out the line of conduct that
mies, when fortune presented an opportunity of attack- ought to be followed
and before any plan that should
be approved of in Spain could be carried into execuing them with such advantage.
Cuzco was pillaged by the victorious troops, who tion, the situation of the parties, and the circumstances

to
disguise which his concern for it had obliged him
assume. The treaty was forgotten pacific and con
it was in
ciliating measures were no more mentioned
the field he openly declared, and not in the cabinet,
by arms and not by negotiation, that it must now be

hi*

Indians,

found there

considerable booty, consisting partly of
and partly of the
wealth amassed by their antagonists from the spoils of
Peru and Chili. But so far did this, and whatever the
bounty of their leader could add to it, fall below the
high ideas of the recompense which they conceived to
be due to their merit, that Ferdinand Pizarro, unable to
gratify such extravagant expectations, had recourse to
the same expedient which his brother had employed on
a

the gleanings of the Indian treasures,

a similar occasion, and endeavored to find occupation
for this turbulent assuming spirit, in order to prevent it
from breaking out into open mutiny. With this view,
he encouraged the most active officers to attempt the
discovery and reduction of various province* which had
not hitherto submitted to the Spaniards.
To every
standard erected by the leaders who undertook any of
those new expeditions, Tolunteers resorted with the
ardor and hope peculiar to the age.
Several of Almagro s soldiers joined them, and thus Pizarro had the
satisfaction of being delivered both from the importunity of his discontented friends, and the dread of his
ancient enemies.
Almagro himself remained for several months in cusFor although
todv, under all th*1 anguish of suspense.
his doom was determined by the Pizarros from the moment that he fell into their hands, prudence constrained

His followers amounted hardly to five hundred,
and he was afraid of weakening such a feeble body by
His
sending any detachment towards the mountains.
cavalry far exceeded that of the adverse party, both in
number and discipline, and it was only in an open coun

,

of affairs, might alter so entirely as to render its effect*
extremely pernicious.
Nothing therefore remained, but to send a person to
Peru, vested with extensive and discretionary power,
who, after viewing deliberately the posture of affairs
with his own eyes, and inquiring upon the spot into
the conduct of the different leaders, should be authorized to establish the

j

he

state,
j

:

|

|

government

in that

form which

deemed most conducive

j

and

to the interest of the parent
the welfare of the colony.
The man se-

lectcd for this important charge was Christoval Vaca
de Castro, a judge in the court of royal audience at

Valladolid ; and his abilities, integrity, and firmness
His instructions, though ample,
justified the choice.
were not such as to fetter him in his operations. Ac-

cording to the different aspect of affairs, he had power
to take upon him different characters.
If he found the
governor still alive, he was to assume only the title of
judge, to maintain the appearance of acting in concert
with him, and to guard against giving any just cause
of offence to a man who had merited so highly of his
But if Pizarro were dead, he was intrusted
country.
with a commission that he might then produce, by which
he was appointed his successor in the government of
Peru.
This attention to Pizarro, however, seems to
have flowed rather from dread of his power than from
them to defer gratifying their vengeance, until the sol- any approbation of his measures for, at the very time
dicrs who had served under him, as well as several of that the court seemed so solicitous not to irritate him.
thcir own followers in whom they could not perfectly his brother Ferdinand was arrested at Madrid, and con
As soon as they set out upon fined to a prison, where he remained above twenty
confide, had left Cuzco.
their different expeditions, Almagro was impeached of years.
The
treason, formally tried, and condemned to die.
1540.] While Vaca de Castro was preparing for his
sentence astonished him
and though he had often voyage, events of great moment happened in Peru.
braved death with undaunted spirit in the field, its ap- The governor, considering himself, upon the death of
proach under this ignominious form appalled him so Almagro, as the unrivalled possessor of that vast emmuch, that he had recourse to abject supplications un- pire, proceeded to parcel out its territories among the
He besought the Pizarros conquerors and had this division been made with any
worthy of his former fame.
to remember the ancient friendship between their bro- degree of impartiality, the extent of country which he
thex and him, and how much he had contributed to the had to bestow was sufficient to have gratified his friends,
he reminded them of the and to have gained his enemies. But Pizarro con
prosperity of their family
ducted this transaction, not with the equity and candor
humanity with which, in opposition to the repeated re
monstrances of his own most attached friends, he had of a judge attentive to discover and to reward merit,
Large
spared their lives when he had them in his power he but with the illiberal spirit of a party leader.

tion.

try that he could avail himself of that advantage.
The Pizarros advanced without any obstruction, but
what arose from the nature of the desert and horrid

As soon as they
regions thro .igh which they marched.
reached the plain, both factions were equally impatient
to bring this long protracted contest to an issue.
Though countrymen and friends, the subjects of the
*ame sovereign, and each with the royal standard dis
and though they beheld the mountains that
played

I

!

;

;

eurrounded the jJain in which they were drawn rp, co
vered with a vast multitude of Indians assembled to
enjoy the spectacle of their mutual carnage, and pre
pared to attack whatever party remained master of the
field
so fell and implacable was the rancor which had
taken possession of every breast, that not one pacific
counsel, not a single overture towards accommodation
proceeded from either side. Unfortunately fur Alma
gro, he was so worn out with the fatigues of service, to
which his advanced age was unequal, that, at this crisis
of his fate, he could not exert his wonted activity, and
he was obliged to commit the leading his troops to Or
gognez, who, though an officer of great merit, did not
possess the same ascendant either over the spirit or
affections of the soldiers, as the chief whom they had conjured them to pity his age and infirmities, and to districts, in parts of the country most cultivated and
suffer him to
the wretched remainder of hie days populous, were set apart as his own property, or granted
long been accustomed to follow and revere.
pass
The conflict was fierce, and maintained by each in bewailing his crimes, and in making his peace with to his brothers, his adherents, and favorites. To oth,Oa the side of Heaven. The entreaties, says a Spanish historian, of ers, lots less valuable and inviting were assigned. The
party with equal courage [April 26].
Almagro were more veteran soldiers, and a larger pro- a man so much beloved touched many an unfeeling followers of Almagro, amongst whom were many of
of
but
these
were
counterbalanced by heart, and drew tears from many a stern eye.
But the the original adventurers to whose valor and persevecavalry
portion
Pizarro s superiority in numbers, and by two compa- brothers remained inflexible.
As soon as Almagro ranee Pizarro was indebted for his success, were to
nic- of well disciplined musketeers, which! on receiving knew his fate to be inevitable, he met it with the dig
tally excluded from any portion in those lands, toward
an account of the insurrection of the Indians, the em nity and fortitude of a veteran. He was strangled in the acquisition of which they had contributed so largely.
As the use of fire arms prison, and afterwards publicly beheaded. He suffered As the vanity of every individual set an immoderate
peror had sent from Spain.
was not frequent among the adventurers in America, in the seventy-fifth year of his age, and left one son by value upon his own services, and the idea of each coit
hastily equipped for service, at their own expense, this an Indian woman of Panama, whom, though at that cerning the recompense due to them rose gradually t
small band of .soldiers regularly trained and armed, was time a prisoner in Lima, he named as successor to his a more exorbitant height in proportion as their conr
a novoltr in Peru, and decided the fate of the day. government, pursuant to a power which the emperor quests extended, all who were disappointed in their
well u-jd granted him.
Wnerever it advanced, the weight of a heavy
expectations exclaimed loudly against the rapaciousand
The partisans of
sustained lire bore down horse and foot before it
1539.] As, during the civil dissensions in Peru, all ness and partiality of the governor.
to
and
animate
with
was
the
of
the
intercourse
detail
Almagro murmured in secret, and meditated revenge,
rally
Spain
suspended,
Orgognez, while he endeavored
bis troops, having received a dangerous wound, the extraordinary transactions there did not soon reach the
Rapid as the progress of the Spaniards in South
The barbarity of the conquer court. Unfortunately for the victorious faction, the first America had been since Pizarro landed in Peru, their
route became general.
The officers
ors stained the glory which they acquired by this com
intelligence was brought thither by some of Almagro *s avidity of dominion was not yet satisfied.
of difplex victory. The violence of civil rage hurried on officers, who left the country upon the ruin of their to whom Ferdinand Pizarro gave the command
some to slaughter their countrymen with indiscriminate cause and they related what had happened, with every ferent detachments, penetrated into several new proand though some of them were exposed to
the meanness of private revenge instigated circumstance, unfavorable to Pizarro and his brothers, vinces
cruelty
others to single out individuals as the objects of tlu;ir Their ambition, their breach of the most solemn engage- great hardships in the cold and barren regions of the
not inferior amidst
vengeance.
Orgognei and several officers of distinc- ments, their violence and cruelty, were painted with Andes, and others suffered distress
lion were massacred in cold blood
above a hundred all the malignity and exaggeration of party hatred, the woods and marshes of the plains, they made diswhich
not
and
coveries
and forty soldiers fell in the field a large proportion, Ferdinand Pizarro, who arrived soon after, and appeared
conquests
only extended their
where the number of combatants was few, and the heat in court with extraordinary splendor, endeavored to knowledge of the country, but^ added considerably to
in the New World.
Pedro de
the contest soon over.
Almagro, though so feeble efface the impression which their accusation had made, the territories of Spain
and to justift;y his brother and himself by representing [VaUivia reassumed Almagro s scheme of invading
that he could not bear the motion of a horse, had in
t
atmressor.
The emperor
and his minis- Chili, and notwithstanding the fortitude of the natives
sisted on being carried in a litter to an eminence which Almagro
._ as the
=0
i
From thence, in the tcrs, though they could not pronounce which of the in defending their possessions, made such progress m
overlooked the field of battle.
almost agitation of mind, he viewed the various move
contending factions was most criminal, clearly discerned the conquest of the country, that he founded the city
*
i
.-:.- i- ^K-w.
.
It was obvious of St. Jago, and gave a beginning to the establishment
ions.
ments of both parties, and at last beheld the total defeat the fatal tendency of their dissension:
But of all
of his own troops, with all the passionate indignation that while the leaders, intrusted with the conduct of of the Spanish dominion in that province.
a veteran leader __H accustomed to victory.
He_, two infant colonies, employed the arms which should the enterprises undertaken about this period.^that of
.of _
...
j.
endeavored to save himself by flight, but was taken have been turned against the common enemy, in de- Gonzola Pizarro was the most remarkable, The gowho ssems to have resolved that no persen i*
Ijstroymg one another, all attention to the public good Ternor,
prisonej, and guarded with the strictest vigilance.
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Peru should possess any station of distinguished emi
nence or authority but thos-e of his own family, had

S

HISTORY OP
solution to execute

Extravagant as those tales were, they gave
an opinion, that a region abounding with gold,
of Quito, of his distinguished by the name of El Dorada, and a com
deprived Benalcazar, the conqueror
command in that kingdom, and appointed his brother munity of Amazons, were to be found in this part of
He instructed the world and such is the propensity of mankind to
Gonzalo to take the government of it.
him to attempt the discovery and conquest of the coun believe what is wonderful, that it has been slowly and
the Andes, which, according to the with difficulty that reason and observation have ex
try to the east of
The voyage, however, even when
information of the Indians, abounded with cinnamon ploded those fables.
and other valuable spices. Gonzalo, not inferior to stripped of every romantic embellishment, deserves to
ambitious be recorded not only as one of the most memorable
any of his brothers in courage, and no less
of acquiring distinction, eagerly engaged in this dilli- occurrences in that adventurous age, but as the first
He set out from Quito at the head of event which led to any certain knowledge of the exten
cult service.
three hundred and forty soldiers, near one half of whom sive countries that stretch eastward from the Andes to
were horsemen with four thousand Indians to carry the ocean.
No words can describe the consternation of Pizarro,
In forcing their way through the de
their provisions.
of cold when he did not find the bark at the confluence of the
files, or over the ridges of the Andes, excess
and fatigue, to neither of which they were accustomed, Napo and Maragnon, where he had ordered Orellana
at
to wait for him.
He would not allow himself to sus
proved fatal to the greater part of their wretched
The Spaniards, though more robust, and pect that a man, whom he had intrusted with such an
tendants.
inured to a variety of climates, suffered considerably, important command, could be so base and so unfeeling
and lost some men but when they descended into the as to desert him at such a juncture. But imputing his
low country, their distress increased. During two absence from the place of rendezvous to some unknown
months it rained incessantly, without any interval of accident, he advanced above fifty leagues along the
The banks of the Maragnon, expecting every moment to see
fair weather long enough to dry their clothes.
immense plains upon which they were now entering, the bark appear with a supply of provisions [1541]. At
either altogether without inhabitants, or occupied by length he came up with an officer whom Orellana had
the rudest and least industrious tribes in the New left to perish in the desert, because he had the courage
Worlc, yielded little subsistence. They could not ad- to remonstrate against his perfidy. From him he learned
tarice a step but as they cut a road through woods, or the extent of Orellana s crime, and his followers per
made it through marshes. Such incessant toil, and ceived at once their own desperate situation, when
The spirit of the
continual scarcity of food, aeem more than sufficient deprived of their only resource.
But the stoutest hearted veteran sunk within him, and all de
to have exhausted and dispirited any troops.
manded to be led back instantly. Pizarro, though he
fortitude and perseverance of the Spaniards in the six
Allured by frequent assumed an appearance of tranquillity, did not oppose
teenth century were
insuperable.
before
But he was now twelve hundred
but false accounts of rich countries
them, they their inclination.
the banks miles from Quito and in that long march the Spaniards
persisted in struggling on, until they reached
of the Coca or Napo, one of the large rivers whose encountered hardships greater than those which they
waters pour into the Maragnon, and contribute to its had endured in their progress outward, without the
There, with infinite labor, they built a alluring hopes which then soothed and animated them
grandeur.
Hunger compelled them to
bark, which they expected would prove of great utility under their sufferings.
in conveying them over rivers, in procuring provisions, feed on roots and berries, to eat all their dogs and
and in exploring the country. This was manned with horses, to devour the most loathsome reptiles, and even
the command of Francis Orellana, to gnaw the leather of their saddles and swordbclts.
fifty soldiers, under
The stream car Four thousand Indians, and two hundred and ten Spa
the officer next in rank to Pizarro.
ried them down with such rapidity, that they were soon niards, perished in this wild disastrous expedition,
followed
who
far ahead of their countrymen,
slowly and which continued near two years and as fifty men were
aboard the bark with Orellano, only four score got back
with difficulty by land.
At this distance from his commander, Orellana, a to Quito. These were naked like savages, and so
young man of an aspiring mind, began to fancy himself emaciated with famine, or worn out with fatigue, that
and transported with the predominant they had more the appearance of spectres than of men.
independent
But, instead of returning to enjoy the repose which
passion of the age, he formed the scheme of distinguish
ing himself as a discoverer, by following the course of his condition required, Pizarro, on entering Quito, re
the Maragnon until it joined the ocean and by survey
ceived accounts of a fatal event that threatened cala
This mities more dreadful to him than those through which
ing the vast regions through which it flows.
scheme of Orellana s was as bold as it was treacherous. he had passad. From the time that his brother made
that partial division of his conquests which has been
For, if he be chargeable with the guilt of having vio
lated his duty to his commander, and with having mentioned, the adherents of Almagro, considering
abandoned his fellow soldiers in a pathless desert, themselves as proscribed by the party in power, no
where they had hardly any hopes of success, or even longer entertained any hope of bettering their condition.
of safety, but what were founded on the service which Great numbers in despair resorted to Lima, where the
his crime is in some house of young Almagro was always open to them, and
they expected from the bark
measure.balanced by the glory of having ventured upon the slender portion of his father s fortune, which the
a navigation of near two thousand leagues, through governor allowed him to enjoy, was spent in affording
unknown nations, in a vessel hastily constructed, with them subsistence. The warm attachment with which
green timber, and by very unskilful hands, without pro
every person who had served under the elder Almagro
But his courage devoted himself to his interests, was quickly transferred
visions, without a compass, or a pilot.
visited.
rise

which this connection inspired,
the authority which the ascendant that he
was known to have over the mind of his pupil gave him.
On Sunday the twenty-sixth of June, at mid-day, tho
tions with all the zeal

and with

;

&quot;

!&quot;

were

in arms at different stations ready to support
them.
Though Pizarro was usually sorrounded by
such a numerous train of attendants as suited the mag
nificence of the most opulent subject of the age in
which he lived yet as he was just risen from table,
and most of the domestics had retired to their own;

apartments, the conspirators passed through the twoouter courts of the palace unobserved.
They were at
the bottom of the stair-case before a page in waiting
to
who
was
his master,
could give the alarm
conversing
The governor,
with a few friends in a large hall.
whose steady mind no form of danger could appal,
starting up, called for arms, and commanded Francisco
de Chaves to make fast the door. But that officer,
who did not retain so much presence of mind as to obey
this prudent order, running to the top of the stair-case,
wildly asked the conspirators what they meant, and
Instead of answering, they
whither they were going \
stabbed him to the heart, and burst into the hall Some.
of the persons who were there threw themselves from

windows others attempted to fly and a few draw
ing their swords followed their leader into an inner
The conspirators, animated with having
apartment.
the object of their vengeance now in view, rushed for
ward after them. Pizarro, with no other arms than his
the

:

;

sword and buckler, defended the entry and. supported
by his half brother Alcantara, and his little knot of
;

he maintained the unequal contest with intre

friends,

and with the vigor of
pidity worthy of his past exploits,
a youthful combatant.
Courage cried he, com
panions we are yet enow to make those traitors repent
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

!

But the armor of the conspirators
audacity.&quot;
protected them, while every thrust they made took
Alcantara fell dead at his brother s feet his
effect.
other defenders were mortally wounded. The governor,
so weary that he could hardly wield his sword, and no
of their

;

longer able to parry the many weapons furiously aimed
at him, received a deadly thrust full in his throat, sunk
to the ground, and expired.
As soon as he was slain, the assassins ran out into
the streets, and, waving their bloody swords, pro
Above two hundred;
claimed the death of the tyrant.
of their associates having joined them, they conducted

;

man

in solemn procession through the city,
and, assembling the magistrates and principal citizens,
them
to acknowledge him as lawful suc
compelled

young Almagro

hood, and possessed all the qualities which captivate the
Of a graceful appearance, dex
affections of soldiers.
terous at all martial exercises, bold, open, generous,
and as his
he seemed to be formed for command
made frequent descents on both sides of the river, father, conscious of his own inferiority from the total
sometimes seizing by force of arms the provisions of want of education, had been extremely attentive to have
and sometimes him instructed in every science becoming a gentleman
the fierce savages seated on its banks
procuring a supply of food by a friendly intercourse the accomplishments which he had acquired heightened
After a long series of dan
with more gentle tribes.
the respect of his followers, as they gave him distinc
In
gers, which he encountered with amazing fortitude, tion and eminence among illiterate adventurers.
and of distresses which he supported with no less this young man the Almagrians found a point ol union
ocean
where
new
he
reached
the
to
him
as
their
which they wanted, and. looking up
[137,]
magnanimity,
These he likewise surmounted, head, were ready to undertake any thing for his ad
perils awaited him.
and got safely to the Spanish settlement in the island vancement. Nor was affection for Almagro their only in
of Cubagua ; from thence he sailed to Spain.
The citement ; they were urged on by their own distresses.
vanity natural to travellers who visit regions unknown Many of them, destitute of common necessaries. [138]
to the rest of mankind, ard the art of an adventurer and
weary of loitering away life, a burden to tlieir chief,
solicitous to magnify his own merit, concurred in or to such of their associates as had saved some rem
prompting him to mingle an extraordinary proportion nant of their fortune from pillage and confiscation,
of the marvellous in the narrative of his voyage.
He longed impatiently for an occasion to exert their acti
pretended to have discovered nations so rich that the vity and courage, and began to deliberate how they
roofs of their temples were covered with plates of gold
might be avenged on the author of all their misery.
and described a republic of women so warlike and Their frequent cabals did not pass unobserved and
powerful, as to have extended their dominion over a the governor was warned to be on his guard against
considerable tract of the fertile plains which he had men who meditated some desperate deed, and had re

The palace of
cessor to his father in his government.
Pizarro, together wilh the houses of several of his ad

;

herents, was pillaged by the soldiers, who had the satis
faction at once of being avenged on their enemies, and
of enriching themselves by the spoils of those through

;

;

all

season of tranquillity and repose in all sultry climates,
Herrada, at the head of eighteen of the most deter
mined conspirators, sallied out of Almagro s house, in
complete armor and, drawing their swords, as they
advanced hastily towards the governor s palace, cried
out,
Long live the King, but let the tyrant die
Their associates, warned of their motions by a signal,

;

age of

it.&quot;

;

;

to the

&quot;

perfectly safe, as long as every man in
that I can in a moment cut off any hea&amp;lt;l

it is

:

This
to harbor a thought against
security gave the Almagrians full leisure to digest and
and Juan de Hcrrado,
ripen every part of their scheme
an officer of great abilities, who had the charge of Als
direction
of thfiir consulta
magro education, took the

;

who was now grown up

life

Peni knows
which dares

:

to his son,

either from the native in

&quot;

my

;

Committing him
alacrity supplied every defect.
self fearlessly to the guidance of the stream, the Napo
bore him along to the south, until he reached the great
channel of the Maragnon.
Turning witb it towards
He
the coast, he held on his course in that direction.

But

consequence, he disregarded the admonitions of hia
friends.
Be in no pain,&quot; said he carelessly, about

;

and

it.

trepidity of his mind, or for contempt of persons whose
poverty seemed to render their machinations of little

to

all the wealth of Peru had passed.
boldness and success of the conspiracy, as well

whose hands

The

name and

as the

many

popular qualities of Almagro, drew
his standard.
Every adventurer of

soldiers to

who were dissatisfied with Pizarro
desperate fortune,
(and from the lapaciousness of bis government in tin)
latter years of his life the number of malecontents was
considerable), declared without hesitation in favor of
Almagro, and he was soon at the head of eicht hundred
of the most gallant veterans in Peru.
As Ins youth
and inexperience disqualified him from taking the com
mand of them himself, he appointed Hernvla to act as
all

But though Almagro speedily collected such
general.
a respectacle force, the acquiescence in his government

was

;

[

I

;

j

I

far

Pizarro hail left many
memory was dear the barbarons
man to whom his country was so

from being general.

friends to

whom

ftssaisination

his

of a

highly indebted,

filled

;

every impartial person with hor-

SOUTH AMERICA
Almagro, as well as with a gallant spirit worthy of a better cause, and de
The carnage was great in pro
the doubtful title on which he founded his pretensions, serving another fate.
The officers portion to the number of the combatants. Many of the
led others to consider him as a usurper.
who commanded in some provinces refused to recog vanquished, especially such as were conscious that
nize his authority until it was confirmed by the em
they might be charged with being accessary to the
In others, particularly at Cuzco, the royal assassination of Pizarro, rushing on the swords of the
peror.
standard was erected, and preparations were begun in enemy, chose to fall like soldiers rather than wait an
order to revenge the murder of their ancient leader.
Of fourteen hundred men, the
ignominious doom.
Those seeds of discord, which could not have lain total amount of combatants on both sides, five hundred
long dormant, acquired great vigor and activity when lay dead on the field, and the number of the wounded
After a was siill greater.
the anval of Yaca de Castro was known.
If the military talents displayed by Vaca de Castro,
long and disastrous voyage, he was driven by stress of
both in the council and in the field, surprised the ad
weather into a small harbor in the province of Popayan
nd proceeding from thence by land, after a journey no venturers in Peru, they were still more astonished at
In his his conduct after the victory.
A? he was by nature a
less tedious than difficult, he reached Quito.
way he received accounts of Pizarro s death, and of rigid dispenser of justice, and persuaded that it required
He
followed
it.
the events which
immediately examples of extraordinary severity to restrain the licen
upon
produced the royal commission appointing him governor tious spirit of soldiers so far removed from the seat of
and government, he proceeded directly to try his prisoners
of Peru, with the same privileges and authority
his jurisdiction was acknowledged without hesitation as rebels.
Forty were condemned to suffer the death
Their
by Benalcazar, adelantado or lieutenant-general for the of traitors, others were banished from Peru.
emperor in Popayan, and by Pedro de Puelles, who, in leader, who made his escape from the battle, being
the absence of Gonzalo Pizarro, had the command of betrayed by some of his officers, was publicly beheaded
Vaoa de Castro not only in Cuzco and in him the name of Almagro, and the
the troops left in Quito.
assumed the supreme authority, but showed that he spirit of the party, was extinct.
possessed the talents which the exercise of it at that
During those violent convulsions in Peru, the empe
uncture required.
By his influence and address he ror and his ministers were intently employed in prepa
to
soon assembled such a body of troops as not only
ring regulations, by which they hoped not only to re
set him above all fear of being exposed to any insult establish tranquillity there, but to introduce a more
from the adverse party, but enabled him to advance perfect system of internal policy into all their settle
from Quito with the dignity which became his charac
ments in the New World. It is manifest from all the
ter.
By despatching persons of confidence to the dif events recorded in the history of America, that, rapid
ferent settlements in Peru with a formal notification of and extensive as the Spanish conquests there had been,
were not carried on by any regular exertion of the
nis arrival and of his commission, he communicated to
they
nis countrymen the royal pleasure with respect to the national force, but by the occasional efforts of private
government of the country. By private emissaries, he adventurers. After fitting out a few of the first arma
ments for discovering new regions, the court of Spain,
excited such officers as had discovered their disappro
to manifest their duty during the busy reigns of Ferdinand and Charles V.,
bation of Almagro s
proceedings,
to their
the person honored the former the most intriguing prince of the age, and
sovereign by supporting
with his commission. Those measures were productive the latter the most ambitious, was encumbered with
of great effects.
Encouraged by the approach of the such a multiplicity of schemes, and involved in war
new governor, or prepared by his machinations, the with so many nations of Europe, that he had not lei
loyal were confirmed in their principles, and avowed sure to attend to distant and less interesting objects.
them with greater boldness the timid ventured to The care of prosecuting discovery^or of attempting
and with such
declare their sentiments
the neutral and wavering, conquest, was abandoned to individuals
Gliding it necessary to chose a side, began to lean to ardor did men push forward in this new career, on which
that which now appeared to be the safest as well as the novelty, the spirit of adventure, avarice, ambition, and
most just.
the hope of meriting heaven, prompted them with com
Almagro observed the rapid progress of this spirit of bined influence to enter, that in less than half a cen
which
and in order to give an effec
disaffection to his cause
tury almost the whole of that extensive empire
tual check to it before the arrival of Vaca de Castro, Spain now possesses in the New World, was subjected
he set out at the head of his troops for Cuzco, [1542.] to its dominion.
As the Spanish court contributed
where the most considerable body of opponents had nothing towards the various expeditions undertaken in
erected the roval standard, under the command of Pe
America, it was not entitled to claim much from their
dro Alverez Holguin.
During his march thither, Her- success. The sovereignty of the conquered provinces,
rada, the skilful guide of his youth and of his counsels, with the fifth of the gold and silver, was reserved for
and from that time bis measures were conspicu the crown
died
every thing else was seized by the asso

The ignominious

tot.

birth of

!

I

The emperor and

;

in his cloister, or

occupied in religious functions, his
zeal in behalf of the former objects of his pity was so
far

perienced adversary by a very simple stratagem, avoided
an engagement, and etfected a junction with Alvarado,
an officer of note, who had been the first to declare
against Almagro as a usurper.
Soon after Vaca de Castro entered their camp with
and erecting
the troops which he brought (rom Quito
the royai standard before his own tent, he declared that,
as governor, he would discharge in person all the func
tions of general of their combined forces.
Though
formed by the tenor of his past life to the habits of a
assumed
sedentary and pacilic profession, he at once
the activity and discovered the decision of an otficer

many actions shocking to humanity. But as his
views extended far beyond those of Las Casas, he per
ceived that relieving the Indians from oppression was
but one step towards rendering his possessions in the
New World a valuable acquisition, and would be of
little avail, unless he could circumscribe the power and
so

usurpations of his own subjects there. The conquercis
of America, however great their merit had been towards
their country, were mostly persons of such mean birth,
and of such an abject rank in society, as gave no dis
The exorbitant
tinction in the eye of a monarch.
wealth with which some of them returned, gave um
brage to an age not accustomed to see men in inferior

In the infancy of those
their extent as well as their value

when
was unknown, many irregularities escaped observation,
and it was found necessary to connive at many excesses.

The conquered people were

;

destructive

among

its

rapacity,

frequently pillaged with

their country parcelled out
in exorbitant shares, far ex

and

new masters

ceeding the highest recompense due to their services.
The rude conquerors of America, incapable of forming

upon any general or extensive plan
of policy, attentive only to private interest, unwilling
to forego present gain from the prospect of remote or
to amass
public benefit, seem to have had no object but
sudden wealth, without regarding what might be the
consequences of the means by which they acquired it.
But when time at length discovered to the Spanish
court the importance of its American possessions, the
their establishments

Knowing his strength
long accustomed to command.
to be now far superior to that of the enemy, he was
Nor
impatient to terminate the contest by a battle.
did tliu followers of Almagro, who had no hopes of
obtaining a pardon for a crime so atrocious as the mur
der of the governor, decline that mode of decision.
They met at Chupaz, [Sept. 16,] about two hundred
miles from Cuzco, and fought with all the fierce ani
mosity inspired by the violence of civil rage, the ran

seized

which

of

their successful valor merited.

settlements,

He

had
every province
scription, the devastation
been visited by the Spaniards.
The emperor was deeply afflicted with the recital of

;

demnify them for what they had expended in equipping
themselves (or the service, and the conquered territory
was divided among them, according to rules which cus
tom had introduced, as permanent establishments which

from an increased knowledge of

scenes which he had beheld had made a deep impres
sion, he described the irreparable waste of the human
species in the New World, the Indian race almost to
tally swept away in the islands in less than fifty years,
and hastening to extinction on the continent with the
same rapid decay. With the decisive tone of one
strongly prepossessed with the truth of his own system,
he imputed all this to a single cause, to the exactions
and cruelty of his countrymen, and contended that
nothing could prevent the depopulation of America, bet
the declaring of its natives to be freemen, and treating
them as subjects, not as slaves. Nor did he confide
for the success of this proposal in the powers of his
In order to enforce them, he composed
oratory alone.
the destruction of Ame
his famous treatise
concerning
rica, in which he relates, with many horrid circum
stances, but with apparent marks of exaggerated de

;

forces far inferior to those of the opposite party, was
descending towards the coast at the very time that
Almagro was on his way to Cuzco, deceived his inex

that,

maxims
With the
concerning the treatment of the Indians.
moving eloquence natural to a man on whose mind the

;

ciates in each expedition as their own right. The plun
der of the countries which they invaded served to in

from abating,

their sufferings, its ardor had augmented.
eagerly this opportunity of reviving his favorite

;

;

were so sensible of

empire, the feebleness of government in the new colo
nies, the avarice and audacity of soldiers unaccustomed
to restraint, prevented these salutary regulations from
The evil
operating with any considerable influence.
continued to grow, and at this time the emperor found
an interval of leisure from the affairs of Europe to take
it into attentive consideration.
He consulted not only
with his ministers and the members of the council of
the Indies, but called upon several persons who had
resided long in the New World to aid them with the
result of their experience and observation. Fortunately
for the people of America, among these was Bartholo
mew de las Casas, who happened to be then at Madrid
on a mission from a Chapter of his order at Chiapa.
Though since the miscarriage of his former schemes
for the relief of the Indians, he had continued shut up

;

ous for their violence, but concerted with little sagacity,
and executed with no address. Holguin, who, with

his ministers

and so solicitous to prevent the extinction of the
Indian race, which threatened to render their acquisi
tions of no value, that from time to time various laws,
which I have mentioned, had been made for securing
to that unhappy people more gentle and equitable treat
ment.
But the distance of America from the seat of
this,

;

;

to what they felt or to what they were able to
perform,
pined away and perished so fast, that there was reason
to apprehend that Spain, instead of possessing countries
peopled to such a degree as to be susceptible of pro
gressive improvement, would soon remain proprietor
only of a vast uninhabited desert.

i

I

condition elevated above their level, and rising to emu
late or to surpass the ancient nobility in splendor. The
territories which their leaders had appropriated to them
selves were of such enormous extent [139], that, if the
country should ever be improved in proportion to the
of the soil, they must grow too wealthy and too
fertility
It
appeared to Charles that this
powerful for subjects.
abuse required a remedy no less than the other, and that
the regulations concerning both must be enforced by a
more vigorous than had yet been
mode of

government

introduced into America.
With this view he framed a body of laws, containing
necessity of new-modelling their whole frame became
obvious, and in place of the maxims and practices pre
many salutary appointments with respect to the consti
tution and powers of the supreme council of the Indies,
valent among military adventurers, it was found requi
cor of private enmity, the eagerness of revenge, and site to substitute the institution: of regular govern
concerning the station and jurisdiction of the royal au
the administra
diences in different parts of America
the last efforts of despair.
Victory, after remaining ment.
One evil in particular called for an immediate reme- tion of justice the order of government, both ecclesi
long doubtful, declared at last for Vaco de Castro.
The superior number of his troops, his own ii.trepidity. dv. The conquerors of Mexico and Peru imitated the astical and civil. These were approved of by all ranks
and the martial talents of Francisco de Carvajal, a fatal example of their countrymen settled in the islands, of men. But together with them were issued the folveteran officer formed under the great captain in the and employed themselves in searching for gold and sil- lowing regulations, which excited universal alarm, and
That as the
Similar occasioned the most violent convulsions
.vars of Italy, and who on that day laid the foundation ver with the same inconsiderate eagerness.
The natives employed in this labor rcpartwucnlus or shares of land seized by several per
of his future fame in Peru, triumphed over the bravery effects followed.
of liis opponents, though, led on by young Almagro by masters, who in imposing tasks had no regard either sons appeared to be excessive, the royal audiences are
i

;

;

i

&quot;

:

i

Ko.

10.
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reduce them to a moderate extent That
empowered
lands
upon the death of any conqueror or planter, the
and Indians granted to him shall not descend to his
to

:

That the
or children, but return to the crown
Indians shall henceforth be exempt from personal ser
vice, and shall not be compelled to carry the baggage
of travellers, to labor in the mines, or to dive in the

widow

:

That the stated tribute due by them to
pearl fisheries
their superior shall be ascertained, and they shall be
paid as servants for any work they voluntarily perform
That all persons who are or have been in public offices,
:

:

ecclesiastics of every denomination, all hospitals and
monasteries, shall be deprived of the lands and Indians
allotted to them, and these be annexed to the crown
That every person in Peru, who had any criminal con
cerns in the contest between Pizarro and Almagro
should forfeit his lands and Indians.&quot;
All the Spanish ministers who had hitherto been in
trusted with the direction of American affairs, and who
were best acquainted with the state of the country, re
monstrated against those regulations as ruinous to their
all

:

They represented, that the number
of Spaniards who had hitherto emigrated to the New
World was so extremely small, that nothing could be
expected from any effort of theirs towards improving
that
the vast regions over which they were scattered
infant colonies.

;

the success of every scheme for this purpose must de
pend upon the ministry and service of the Indians,
whose native indolence and aversion to labor, no pros
could surmount
pect of benefit or promise of reward
that the moment the right of imposing a task, and ex
mas
acting the performance of it, was taken from their

;

every work of industry must cease, and all the
sources from which wealth began to pour in upon Spain
must be stopped for ever. But Charles, tenacious at
all times of his own opinions, and so much impressed
at present with the view of the disorders which reigned
in America, that he was willing to hazard the applica
ters,

even of a dangerous remedy, persisted in his reso
That they might be car
lution of publishing the laws.
ried into execution with greater vigor and authority, he
authorized Francisco Tello de Sandoval to repair to
tion

Mexico

as Visitculor, or superintendent of that country,

to co-operate with Antonio de Mendozo, the vice
roy in enforcing them.
appointed Blasco Nugnez
Vela to be governor of Peru, with the title of viceroy ;
and in order to strengthen his adminstrc.tion, he esiab-

and

He

lished a court of royal audience in Lima [1543], in
which four lawyers of eminence were to preside as

judges.

The viceroy and superintendent sailed at the same
and an account of the laws which they were to
time
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license and
operations with greater
than any body of adventurers in the New
World. Amidst the general subversion of law ani)
order, occasioned by two successive civil wars, when
each individual was at liberty to decide for himself,
without any guide but his own interest or passions,
this turbulent spirit rose above all sense of subordina
tion.
To men thus corrupted by anarchy, the intro
duction of regular government, the power of a viceroy,
and the authority of a respectable court of judicature,
would of themselves have appeared formidable re
straints, to which they would have snbmitted with rcuctance.
But they revolted with indignation against
the idea of complying with laws, by which they were to
be stripped at once of all they had earned so hardly
carried on

all their

irregularity

As

during many years of service and suffering.
account of the new laws spread successively through
the different settlements, the inhabitants ran together,
the

women

in tears,

the

men

and the

exclaiming against
the injustice and ingratitude of their sovereign in deof their pos
and
unheard
unconvicted,
Driving them,
the recompense due
Is this,&quot; cried they,
who, without public aid, at their own ex
pense, and by their own valor, have subjected to the
crown of Castile territories of such immense extent
and opulence 1 Are these the rewards bestowed for
for having encoun
laving endured unparalleled distress,

sessions.

&quot;

&quot;

to persons,

tered every specious of danger in the service of their
Whose merit is so great, whose conduct
country!
las been so irreprochable, that he may not be con
demned by some penal clause in regulations, conceived
in terms as loose and comprehensive, as if it had been
intended that all should be entangled in their snare ]

so little solicitous was he to prevent these from
aug
menting, that, on entering the capital, he openly avowed
that he came to obey the orders of his
sovereign, not
to dispense with his laws.
This harsh declaration wa
accompanied with what rendered it still more intole
in
rable, haughtiness
deportment, a tone of arrogance
and decision in discourse, and an insolence of office
to
men
little accustomed to hold civil autho
grievous
rity in high respect.
Every attempt to procure a sus

pension or mitigation of the new laws, the viceroy con
sidered as flowing from a spirit of disaffection that
tended to rebellion.
Several persons of rank were con&quot;med, and some put to death, without any form of trial.
Vaca de Castro was arrested and notwithstanding tha
;

dignity of his former rank, and his merit, in having
prevented a general insurrection in the colonv, he
was loaded with chains, and shut up in the common
ail.

But however general the indignation was against such
proceedings, it is probable the hand of authority would
lave been strong enough to suppress it, or to prevent it
Bursting out with open violence, if the malecontents
lad not been provided with a leader of credit and emi
nence to unite and to direct their efforts.
From the
time that the purport of the new regulations was known
in Peru, every Spaniard there turned his
eyes towards
Gonzalo Pizarro. as the only person able to avert the
ruin with which they threatened the colony.
From all
quarters, letters and addresses were sent to him, con
him
to
stand
forth
as
their
common
juring
protestor,
and offering to support him in the attempt with their
lives and fortunes.
Gonzalo, though inferior in talents
to his other brothers, was equally ambitious, and of
The behavior of an ungrateful
courage no less daring.
court towards his brothers and himself dwelt continu
Ferdinand a state prisoner in Eu
ally on his mind.

Every Spaniard of note in Peru has held some public
and all, without distinction, have been con
strained to take an active part in the contest between
Were the former to be robbed rope, the children of the governor in custody of the
the two rival chiefs.
of their property because they had done their duty 1 viceroy, and sent aboard his fleet, himself reduced to
Were the latter to be punished on account of what the condition of a private citizen in a country for the
Shall the conquerors of this discovery and conquest of which Spain was indebted
they could not avoid]
of distinction, to his family
these thoughts prompted him to seek for
great empire, instead of receiving marks
be deprived of the natural consolation of providing for vengeance, and to assert the rights of his family, of
their widows and children, and leave them to depend which he now considered himself as the guardian and
But as no Spaniard can easily surmount that
for subsistence on the scanty supply they can extort the heir.
We ire not able now,&quot; veneration for his sovereign which seems to be inter
from unfeeling courtiers]
to explore unknown regions in quest woven in his frame, the idea of marching in arms against
continued they,
the royal standard filled him with horror. He hesitated
our constitutions debili
of more secure settlements
tated with age, and our bodies covered with wounds, long, and was still unresolved, when the violence of the
office,

&quot;

;

are no longer fit for active service ; but still we pos
sess vigor sufficient to assert our just rights, and we
will not tamely suffer them to be wrested from us.&quot;

By discourses of this sort, uttered with vehemence,
The entry of and listened to with universal approbation, their pas
enforce reached America before them.
Sandoval into Mexico was viewed as the prelude of sions were inflamed to such a pitch that they were preand began to
The unlimited grant of liberty to the
for the most violent measures
general ruin.
Indians affected every Spaniard in America without
;ared
old consultations in different places, how they might
distinction, and there was hardly one who might not on oppose the entrance of the viceroy and judges, and pre
some pretext be included under the other regulations, vent not only the execution but the promulgation of
and suffer by them. But the colony in New Spain the new laws. From this, however, they were diverted
had now been so long accustomed to the restraints of by the address of Vaca de Castro, who flattered them
with hopes, that, as soon as the viceroy and judges
law and authority under the steady and prudent admin
istration of Mendoza, that, how much soever the spirit should arrive, and had leisure to examine their petitions
and remonstrances, they would concur with them in
of the new statutes was detested and dreaded, no at
tempt was made to obstruct the publication of them by endeavoring to procure some mitigation in the rigor of
The magis laws which had been framed without due attention
any act of violence unbecoming subjects.
trates and principal inhabitants, however, presented cither to the state of the country, or to the sentiments
dutiful addresses to the viceroy and superintendent, of the people.
A greater degree of accommodation to
representing the fatal consequences of enforcing them. these, and even some concessions on the part of go
Happily for them, Mendoza, by long residence in the vernment, were now become requisite to compose the
country, was so thoroughly acquainted with its state, present ferment, and to soothe the colonists into sub
that he knew what was for its interest as well as what mission, by inspiring them with confidence in their
and Sandoval, though new in office, dis superiors.
But without profound discernment, con
it could bear
played a degree of moderation seldom possessed by per ciliating manners, and flexibility of temper, such a plan
sons just entering upon the exercise of power.
The viceroy possessed
They could not be carried on.
engaged to suspend, for some time, the execution of none of these. Of all the qualities that fit men for high
what was offensive in the new laws, and not only con command, he was endowed only with integrity and cou
sented that a deputation of citizens should be sent to rage
the former harsh and uncomplying, the latter
Europe to lay before the emperor the apprehensions of bordering so frequently on rashness or obstinacy, that,
his subjects in New Spain with respect to their ten
in his situation, they were defects rather than virtues.
dency and effects, but they concurred with them in From the moment that he landed at Tumbez [March
their
moved
the
sentiments.
Charles,
supporting
by
4], Nugnez Vela seems to have considered himself
opinion of men whose abilities and integrity entitled merely as an executive officer, without any discretionary
them to decide concerning what fell immediately under (lower and regardless of whatever he observed or
their own view, granted such a relaxation of the rigor heard
concerning the state of the country, he adhered
of the laws as re-established the colony in its former to the letter of the regulations with unrelenting rigor.
In all the towns through which he passed, the natives
tranquillity.
In Peru the storm gathered with an aspect still more were declared to be free, every person in public office
fierce and threatening, and was not so soon dispelled. was
and as an ex
deprived of his lands and servants
The conquerors of Peru, of a rank much inferior to ample of obedience to others, he would not suffer a
those who had subjected Mexico to the Spanish crown, single Indian to he employed in carrying his own bag
further removed from the inspection of the parent state,
Amazement anil
gage- in his march towards Lima.
and intoxicated with the sudden acquisition of wealth, consternation went before him as he approached and
;

;

;

;

;

,

;

viceroy, the universal call of his countrymen, and the
certainty of becoming soon a victim himself to the
severity of the new laws, moved him to quit his resi

dence

at

Chuquisaca de

la

Plata,

and repair

to

Cuzco.

All the inhabitants went out to meet him, and received
him with transports of joy as the deliverer of the colony.
In the fervor of their zeal, they elected him procuratorgeneral of the Spanish nation in Peru, to solicit the
repeal of the late regulations.
They empowered him
to lay their remonstrances before the royal audience in
Lima, and upon pretext of danger from the Indians,
authorized him to march thither in arms [1544].
Un
der sanction of this nomination Pizarro took possession
of the royal treasure, appointed officers, levied soldiers,
seized a large train of artillery which Vaca de Castro

had deposited in Gumanga. and set out for Lima as if he
had been advancing against a public enemy.
Disaffec
tion having now assumed a regular form, and
being
united under a chief of such distinguished name,
many
and a consi
persons of note resorted to his standard
;

derable part of the troops, raised by the
viceroy to
oppose his progress, deserted to him in a body.
Before Pizarro reached Lima, a revolution had

hap

there, which encouraged him to proceed with
almost certainty of success.
The violence of the vice
roy s administration was not more formidable to the
Spaniards of Peru than his overbearing haughtiness was
odious to his associates, the judges of the roval au
dience.
During their voyage from Spain, some symp
toms of coldness between the viceroy and them began
to appear.
But as soon as they entered upon the ex
ercise of their respective offices, both parlies were so

pened

much exasperated by

frequent contests, arisina from
interference of jurisdiction and contrariety of opinion,
that their mutual disgust soon grew into
open en
The judges thwarted fhe vicerov in every mea
mity.
sure, set at liberty prisoners whom he had confined, jus
tified the malecontents, and applauded their remon

At a time when both departments of govern
ment should have united against the approaching enemy,
they were contending with each other for superiority,
strances.

ITie

judges

at length prevailed.

The

viceroy, univer

sally odious, and abandoned even by his own guards,
was seized in his palace [Sept. 18], and carried to a
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island on the coast, to be kept there until h
could be sent home to Spain.
The judges, in consequence of this, having assumed
the supreme direction of affairs into their own hands,
issued a proclamation suspending the elocution of the
obnoxious laws, and sent a message to Pizarro, requir
ho could
ing him, as they had already granted whatever
to Lima
request, to dismiss his troops, and to repair
with fifteen or twenty attendants.
They could hardly
would tamely
expect that a man so daring and ambitious
comply with this requisition. It was made, probably,
with no such attention, but only to throw a decent
&quot;iesert

own conduct for Cepeda, the president
of the court of audience, a pragmatical and aspiring
lawyer, seems to have held a secret correspondence
veil over their

;

with Pizarro, and had already formed the plan, which
he afterwards executed, of devoting himself to his ser

.
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military men were attached to his family, his troops
were so nunif rons, that the viceroy, unable to face them,
retreated towards Quito.
and
Pizarro followed him
;

long march, through a wild, mountainous country,
hardships, and encountered difficulties,
which no troops but those accustomed to serve in AmeThe
rica could have endured or surmounted. [140]
viceroy had scarcely reached Quito, when the vanguard
of Pizarro s forces appeared, led by Carvajal, who,
though near fourscore, was as hardy and active as
Nugnez ^ ela,
any young soldier under his command.
instantly abandoned a town incapable of defence, and,
with a rapidity more resembling a flight than a retreat,
marched into the province of Popayan. Pizarro continued to pursue but, finding it impossible to overtake
From thence he despatched
him, returned to Quito.
Carvajal to oppose Centeno, who was growing formi
dable in the southern provinces of the empire, and he
himself remained there to make head against the vice

those which are courted with so much eagerness in Eu
By establishing orders of knighthood, with pri
vileges and distinctions resembling those in Spain, you
a gratification upon the officers in your
bestow
may
Nor is it
service, suited to the ideas of military men.
to your countrymen only that you ought to attend
rope.

:

in that

suffered

;

j

,

:

;

endeavor to gain the natives.
By marrying the Coya
or daughter of the Sun next in succession to the crown,
you will induce the Indians, out of veneration for the

j

i

blood of their ancient princes, to unite with the Spa.
niards in support of your authority.
Thus, at the head
of the ancient inhabitants of Peru, as well as of the
new settlers there, you may set at defiance the power of
Spain, and repel with ease any feeble force which it can
send at such a distance.&quot; Cepeda, the lawyer, who was
now Pizarro s confidential counsellor, warmly seconded

.

j

j

j

Carvajal s exhortations, and employed whatever learn
ing he possessed in demonstrating, that all the founders
of great monarchies had been raised to pre-eminence,
not by the antiquity of their lineage, or the validity of
roy.
By his own activity, and the assistance of Benalca- their rights, but by their own aspiring valor and per
unexpected,
He now beheld the supreme power within his reach. zar, Nugnez Vela soon assembled four hundred men in sonal merit
Pizarro listened attentively to both, and could not
Nor did he want courage to push on towards the object Popayan. As he retained, amidst all his disasters, the
which fortune presented to his view. Carvajal, the same elevation of mind, and the same high sense of his conceal the satisfaction with which he contemplated
disdain
the
advice
of
some
the
he
with
But, hap
object that they presented to his view.
rejected
prompter of his resolutions, and guide of all his actions, own dignity,
fixed his eye upon it as the only end at which of his followers who urged him to make overtures of pily for the tranquillity of the world, few men possess
had
of
that
it
was
that
of
and
extent
function
to
Instead
of
the
inferior
accommodation
aim.
abilities,
to
mind,
Pizarro ought
Pizarro, declaring
only
superior strength
which are capable of forming and executing such daring
of procurator for the Spanish settlements in Peru, he by the sword that a contest with rebels could be de
With this intention he marched back to Quito schemes, as cannot be accomplished without overturn
openly demanded to be governor and Captain-general cided.
Pizarro relying on the superior number, and ing the established order of society, and violating those
of the whole province, and required the court of au
[1546.]
At still more on the discipline and valor of his troops, ad- maxims of duty which men are accustomed to hold
dience to grant him a commission to that effect.
The battle sacred. The mediocrity of Pizarro S talents circum
the head of twelve hundred men, within a mile of vanced resolutely to meet him [Jan. 18].
Lima, where there was neither leader nor army to op was fierce and bloody, both parties fighting like men scribed his ambition within more narrow limits. In
it the authority of
who knew that the possession of a great empire, the stead of aspiring at independent power, he confined his
pose him, such a request carried with
But the judges, either from unwilling fate of their leaders, and their own future fortune, de- views to the obtaining from the court of Spain a con
a command.
But Pizarro s vete firmation of the authority which he now possessed
ness to relinquish power, or from a desire of preserving pended upon the issue of that day.
some attention to appearances, hesitated, or seemed to rans pushed forward with such regular and well directed and for that purpose he sent an officer of distinction
hesitate, about complying with what he demanded. force, that they soon began to make impression on their thither, to give such a representation of his conduct,
The viceroy, by extraordinary exertions, in and of the state of the country, as might induce the
Carvajal, impatient of delay, and impetuous in all his enemies.
seized se
which the abilities of a commander and the courage of emperor and his ministers, either from inclination or
operations, marched into the city by night,
veral officers of distinction obnoxious to Pizarro, and a soldier were equally displayed, held victory for some from necessity, to continue him in his present station.
he fell, pierced with many
While Pizarro was deliberating with respect to the
hanged them without the formality of a trial. Next time in suspense. At length
followers became gene
part which he should take, consultations were held in
morning the court of audience issued a commission in wounds and the route of his
the emperor s name, appointing Pizarro governor of ral.
They were hotly pursued. His head was cut off, Spain, with no less solicitude, concerning the measures
Peru, with full powers, civil as well as military, and he and placed on the public gibbet in Quito, which Pizarro which ought to be pursued in order to re-establish the
The troops assembled by Centeno emperor s authority in Peru. Though unacquainted
entered the town that day with extraordinary pomp, to entered in triumph.
were dispersed soon after by Carvajal, and he himself with the last excesses of outrage to which the maletake possession of his new dignity.
to
the
Oct. 28.] But amidst the disorder and turbulence compelled to fly
mountains, where he remained contents had proceeded in that country, the court had
which accompanied this total dissolution of the frame for several months concealed in a cave. Every person received an account of the insurrection against the
in Peru, from the frontiers of Popayan to those of Chili, viceroy, of his imprisonment, and the usurpation of the
of government, the minds of men, set loose from the or
and by his fleet, under Pedro de government by Pizarro. A revolution so alarming
with such submitted to Pizarro
dinary restraints of law and authority, acted
s
that events no less extraordi
Hinojosa, he had not only the urrivalled command of called for an immediate interposition of the emperor
capricious irregularity,
But as he was fully occupied
but had taken possession of Panama, abilities and authority.
nary than unexpected followed in rapid succession. the South Sea,
at that time in Germany, in conducting the war against
Pizarro had scarcely begun to exercise the new and placed a garrison in Nombre de Dios, on the oppo
which rendered him master of the famous league of Smalkalde, one of the most inte
powers with which he was invested, when he beheld site side of the isthmus,
The vice the only avenue of communication between Spain and resting and arduous enterprises in his reign, the care of
formidable enemies rise up to oppose him.
was used at that period.
providing a remedy for the disorders in Peru devolved
roy having been put on board a vessel by the judges of Peru, that
After this decisive victory, Pizarro and his follow
the audience, in order that he might be carried to
upon his son Philip, and the counsellors whom Charles
at
the
had appointed to assist him in the government of Spain
Quito and during
Spain under custody of Juan Alvarez one of their own ers remained for some time
number as soon as they were out at sea, Alvarez, first transports of their exultation, they ran into every during his absence. At first view, the actions of Pi
either touched with remorse, or moved by fear, kneeled excess of licentious indulgence, with the riotous spirit zarro and his adherents appeared so repugnant to the
down to his prisoner, declared him from that moment usual among low adventurers upon extraordinary suc duty of subjects towards their sovereign, that the
to be free, and that he himself, and every person in the cess. But amidst this dissipation, their chief and his con
greater part of the ministers insisted on declaring them
the legal representative of fidants were obliged to turn their thoughts sometimes instantly to be guilty of rebellion, and on proceeding to
ship, would obey him as
their sovereign.
Nngnez Vela ordered the pilot of to what was serious, and deliberated with much soli- punish them with exemplary rigor. But when the fer
the vessel to shape his course towards Tumbez, and as citude concerning the part that he ought now to take. vor of their zeal and indignation began to abate, innu
than in merable obstacles to the execution of this measure pre
soon as he landed there, erected the royal standard, and re
Carvajal, no less bold and decisive in council
sumed tiis functions of viceroy. Several persons of note, the field, had from the beginning warned Pizarro, that sented themselves. The veteran bands of infantry, the
to whom the contagion of the seditious spirit which in the career on which he was entering, it was vain to strength and glory of the Spanish armies, were then
that he must either employed in Germany.
a middle course
Spain, exhausted of men and
reigned at Cuzco and Lima had not reached, instantly think of holding
avowed their resolution to support his authority. The boldly aim at all, or attempt nothing. From the time money bv a long series of wars, in which she had been
violence of Pizarro s government, who observed every that Pizarro obtained possession of the government of involved by the restloss ambition of two successive
monarchs, could not easily equip an armament of suffi
individual with the jealousy natural to usurpers, and Peru, he inculcated the same maxim with greater earn
who punished every appearance of disaffection with estness. Upon receiving an account of the victory at cient force to reduce Pizarro. To transport any re
him in a tone still more spectable body of troops to a country so remote as
unforgiving severity, soon augmented the number of Quito, he remonstrated with
You have usurped,&quot; said he. in a letter Peru, appeared almost impossible. While Pizarro con
the viceroy s adherents, as it forced some leading men peremptory.
While he was written to Pizarro on that occasion. the supreme tinued master of the South Sea, the direct route by
in the colony to fly to him for refuge.
An
Dios and Panama was impracticable.
power in this country, in contempt of the emperor s Nombre do
gathering such strength at Tumbez, that his forces be
marched in hos- attempt to march to Quito by land through the new
gan to assume the appearance of what was considered commission to the viceroy. You have
of
and
the
tile array against the royal standard
province
Popayan,
as an army in America, Diego Centeno, a bold and ac
you have attacked kingdom of Granada,
tive otricer, exasperated by the cruelty and oppression the representative of your sovereign in the field, have across regions of prodigious extent, desolate, unhealthy,
hostile
be at
fierce
and
would
not
that
or
inhabited
tribes,
Think
the province of defeated him, and cut off his head.
by
of Pizarro s lieuienant-governor
tended with insurmountable danger and hardships. The
Charcas, formed a conspiracy against his life, cut him ever a monarch will forgive such insults on his dignity
or that any reconciliation with him can be cordial or passage to tiic South Sea by the Straits of Magellan
off, and declared for the viceroy.
and so little known in
sincere.
Depend no longer on the precarious favor of was so tedious, so uncertain,
1545.] Pizarro, though alarmed with those appear
Assume yourself the sovereignty over a that age, that no confidence could be placed in any effort
another.
ances of hostility in the opposite extremes of the em
was not disconcerted. He prepared to assert the country to the dominion of which your family has a carried on in a course of navigation so remote ana pre
pire,
both of discovery and con carious.
arid title founded on the
to which he had attained, with the
Nothing then remained but to relinquish the

The imprisonment

of the viceroy, the usurpation
of the judges, together with the universal confusion
and anarchy consequent upon events so singular and
opened new and vast prospects to Pizarro.
vice.
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authority,

spirit

rights

It is in your power to attach every Spaniard in
officer accustomed to command, and quest.
marched directly against the viceroy as the enemy who Peru of any consequence inviolably to your interest,
was nearest as well as most formidable. As he was by liberal grants of land and Indians, or by instituting
titles of honor similar to
ojr of the
public revenues in Peru, and most of the ranks of nobility, and creating

conduct of an

.

.
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svstem which the ardor of their loyalty had first sugg estcd, and to attempt by lenient measures what could
It was manifest from Pizar
not be effected by force.
ro s solicitude to represent his conduct in a favorable
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that

had ever taken the

field in

Peru.

;

;

this negotiation, no less
was important, depended entirely on
the abilities and address of the person to whom it
After weighing with much at
should be committed
it

tention the comparative merit of various persons, the
Spanish ministers fixed with unanimity of choice upon
Pedro dc la Gasca, a priest in no higher station than
the

men, the best equipped

;

jsurped authority.
The success, however, of

that of counsellor to

HISTORY OF

Gasca, on his part, perceiving that force must be
employed in order to accomplish the purpose of hia
mission, was no less assiduous in collecting troops from
that he came Nicaragua, Carthagena, and other settlements on the
peace, not as a minister of vengeance
and with such success, that he was soon in
to redress all their grievances, to revoke the laws which continent
a condition to detach a squadron of his fleet, with a
had excited alarm, to pardon past offences, and to re
establish order and justice in the government of Peru. considerable body of soldiers, to the coast of Peru
His mild deportment, the simplicity of his manners, the [April]. Their appearance excited a dreadful alarm
sanctity of his profession, and a winning appearance and though they did not attempt for some time to make
The any descent, they did morn effectual service by setting
of candor, gained credit to his declarations.
veneration due to a person clothed with legal authority, ashore in different places persons who dispersed copies
and acting in virtue of a royal commission, began to of the act of general indemnity, and the revocation of
revive among men accustomed for some time to the late edicts
and who made known every where
nothing more respectable than a usurped jurisdiction. the pacific intentions, as well as mild temper, of the
The effect of spreading this information
president.
Hinojosa, Mexia, and several other officers of distinc
All who were dissatisfied with Pizar
tion, to each of whom Gasca applied separately, were was wonderful.
for
some ro s violent administration, all who retained any senti
gained over to his interest, and waited only
ments of fidelity to their sovereign, began to meditalw
decent occasion of declaring openly in his favor.
This the violence of Pizarro soon afforded them. revolt.
Some openly deserted a cause which they now
As soon as he heard of Oasca s arrival at Panama, deemed to be unjust. Centeno, leaving the cave in
though he received, at the same time, an account of which he lay concealed, assembled about fifty of his
the nature of his commission, and was informed of his former adherents, and with this feeble half-armed band
offers not only to render every Spaniard in Peru easy advanced boldly to Cuxco.
By a sudden attack in the
concerning what was past, by an act of general oblivion, night-time, in which he displayed no less military skill
but secure with respect to the future, by repealing the than valor, he rendered himself master of that capital,
obnoxious laws
instead of accepting with gratitude though defended by a garrison of five hundred men.
his sovereign s gracious concessions, he was so much Most of these having ranged themselves under his ban
exasperated on finding that he was not to be continued ners, he had soon the command of a respectable Body

of veneration for his sovereign.
By a proper applica
tion to these, together with some such concessions as
should discover a spirit of moderation and forbearance
In government, there was still room to hope that he
might be yet reclaimed, or the ideas of loyalty natural
to Spaniards might so far revive among his followers,
that they would no longer lend their aid to uphold his

delicate than

S

met with a similar reception from Hinojosa, whom
Pizarro had intrusted with the government of that
town, and the command of his fleet stationed there.
In both places he held the same language, declaring
that he was sent by their sovereign as a messenger of

that notwithstanding the excesses
light to the emperor,
of which he had been guilty, he still retained sentiments

Inquisition.

Though

in

;

no

public office, he had been occasionally employed by go
vernment in affairs of trust and consequence, and had

conducted them with no less skill than success dis
playing a gentle and insinuating temper, accompaniedwith much firmness probity, superior to any feeling of
and a cautious circumspection in con
private interest
certing measures, followed by such vigor in executing
them as is rarely found in alliance with the other.
These qualities marked him out for the function to
which he was destined. The emperor, to whom Gasca
was not unknown, warmly approved of the choice, and
;

;

;

;

it to
him in a letter containing expres
sions of good will and confidence, no less honorable to
the prince who wrote, than to the subject who received
it.
Gasca, notwithstanding his advanced age and fee
ble constitution, and though, from the apprehensions

communicated

his station a? governor of the country, that he in
stantly resolved to oppose the president s entry into
Peru, and to prevent his exercising any jurisdiction
To this desperate resolution he added another
there.

of troops.
Pizarro, though astonished at beholding one enemy
approaching by sea, and another by land, at a time when
he trusted to a union of all Peru in his favor, was of a
He sent a new deputation to spirit more undaunted, or more accustomed to the
highly preposterous.
Spain to justify this conduct, and to insist, in name of vicissitudes of fortune, than to be disconcerted or ap
all the communities in Peru, for a confirmation of the
As the danger from Centeno s operations was
palled.
government to himself daring life, as the only means the most urgent, he instantly set out to oppose him.
The persons intrusted Having provided horses for all his soldiers, he inarched
of preserving tranquillity there.
But every morning he found
with this strange commission, intimated the intention with amazing rapidity.
in

natural to a man, who, during the course of his life,
had never been out of his own country, he dreaded the
effects of a long voyage, and of an unhealthy climate,

did not hesitate a moment about complying with the
will of his sovereign.
But as a proof that it was from
this principle alone he acted, he refused a bishopric
which was offered to him in order that he might appear
in Peru with a more dignified character
he would ac
cept of no higher title than that of President of the
Court of Audience in Lima; and declared that he
would receive no salary on account of his discharging*
All he required was, that the
the duties of that office.
expense of supporting his family should be defrayed by
and as he was to go like a minister of peace
the public
with his gown and breviary, and without any retinue
but a few domestics, this would not load the revenue
with any enormous burden.
But while he discovered such disinterested modera
tion with respect to whatever related personally to him-

of Pizarro to the president, and required him, in his
name, to depart from Panama and return to Spain.
They carried likewise secret instructions to Hinojosa,
directing him to offer Gasca a present of fifty thousand
pesos, if he would comply voluntarily with what was
demanded of him and if he should continue obstinate,
to cut him off, either by assassination or poison.
Many circumstances concurred in pushing on Pizarro
to those wild measures.
Having been once accus
tomed to supreme command, he could not bear the
Conscious
thoughts descending to a private station.
of his own demerit, he suspected that the emperor
studied only to deceive him, and would never pardon
His chief conthe outrages which he had committed.
fidants, no less guilty, entertained the same apprehen
The approach of Gasca without any military
sions.
force excited no terror.
There were now above six
thousand Spaniards settled in Peru and at the head
of these he doubted not to maintain his own indepen
dence, if the court of Spain should refuse to grant what
he required.
But he knew not that a spirit of defec
tion had already begun to spread among those whom
he trusted most.
Hinojosa, amazed at Pizarro s pre
cipitate resolution of setting himself in opposition to
the emperor s commission, and disdaining to be his in
strument in perpetrating the odious crimes pointed out

;

|

;

;

1

he demanded his official powers in a very different
tone. He insisted, as he was to be employed in a coun
try so remote from the seat of government, where he
could not have recourse to his sovereign for new in
self,

|

and as the whole suc
structions on every emergence
cess of his negotiations must depend upon the confi
dence which the people with whom he had to treat
could place in the extent of his powers, that he ought
to be invested with unlimited authority
that his juris
diction must reach to all persons and to all causes;
that he must be empowered to pardon, to punish, or to
reward, as circumstances and the behavior of different
men might require that in case of resistance from the
malecontents, he might be authorized to reduce them
to obedience by force of arms, to levy troops for that
purpose, and to call for assistance from the governors
of all the Spanish settlements in America.
These
;

;

;

;

in his secret instructions, publicly recognised the title
of the president to the supreme authority in Peru.

The

under

his

command

did the same.

Such

the contagious influence of the example, that it
reached even the deputies who had been sent from

powers, though manifestly conducive to the great ob
jects of his mission, appeared to the Spanish ministers
to be inalienable prerogatives of royalty, which ought
not to be delegated to a subject, and they refused to
But the emperor s viewjs were more en
grant them.
As, from the nature of his employment, Gasca
larged.
must be intrusted with discretionary power in several
points, and all his efforts might prove ineffectual if he
was circumscribed in any one particular, Charles scru
pled not to invest him with authority to the full extent
that he demanded.
Highly satisiied with this fresh
proof of his master s confidence, Gasca hastened his
departure, and, without either money or troops, set out
to quell a formidable rebellion.
On his arrival at Nombre de Dios [July 27], he
found Herman Mexia, an officer of note posted there,
by order of Pizarro, with a considerable body of men,

But Gasca
oppose the landing of any hostile forces.
appeared in such pacific guise, with a train so little for
midable, and with a title of no such dignity as to ex
cite terror, that he was received with much respect.
From Nombre de Dios he advanced to Panama, and

officers

was

Peru

;

and at the time when Pizarro expected to hear
Gasca s return to Spain, or of his death, he

either of

received an account of his being master of the fleet, of
Panama, and of the troops stationed there.
154? .] Irritated almost to madness by events so
unexpected, he openly prepared for war and in order
to give some color of justice to his arms, he appointed
the court of audience in Lima to proceed to the trial of
Gasca, for the crimes of having seized his ships,
;

seduced his
proceeding

officers,

in their

and prevented

his deputies

to Spain.
in virtue of the
royal

voyage

from

Ccpeda, though
commission, did

acting as a judge
not scruple to prostitute the dignity of his function by
finding Gasca guilty of treason, and condemning him
to

death on that account.

Wild and even

ridiculous

proceeding was, it imposed on the low
terate adventurers, with whom Peru was filled,

as

to

this

illi

by

the semblance of a legal sanction warranting Pizarro
to carry on hostilities against a convicted traitor.

|

Joldiers accordingly resorted from every quarter to his
standard, and he was soon at the head of a thousand

force diminished, by numbers who had left him
and though he became suspicious to
during the night
excess, and punished without mercy all whom he sus
to be
pected, the rage of desertion was too violent
checked.
Before he got within sight of the enemy at
Huarina, near the lake of Titiaca, he could not muster
more than four hundred soldiers. But these he justly
considered as men of tried attachment, on whom he
They were indeed the boldest and
might depend.
most desperate of his followers, conscious, like him
self, of crimes for which they could hardly expect for
success of
giveness, and without any hope but in the
their arms.
With these he did not hesitate to attack
to his own
double
Centeno s troops, [Oct. 20,] though
in number.
The royalists did not decline the combat.
It was the most obstinate and bloody that had hitherto
been fought in Peru. At length the intrepid valor of
Pizarro, and the superiority of Carvajal s military ta
lents, triumphed over numbers, and obtained a com
The booty was immense, [141] and the
plete victory.
treatment of the vanquished cruel.
By this signal suc
cess the reputation of Pizarro was re-established and

his

;

;

being now deemed invincible in the field, his army in
creased daily in number.
But events happened in other parts of Peru, which
more than counterbalanced the splendid victory at Hua
rina.
Pizarro had scarcely left Lima, when the citi
zens, weary of his oppressive dominion, erected the
royal standard, and Aldana, with a detachment of sol
diers from the fleet, took possession of the town.
About the same time, Gasca landed at Tumbez with
five hundred men.
Encouraged by his presence, every
settlement in the low country declared for the king
situation of the two parties was now perfectly
Cuzco and the adjacent provinces were pos
reversed
sessed by Pizarro all the rest of the empire, from Quito,
southward, acknowledged the jurisdiction of the presi

The

;

;

dent.

As

his

numbers augmented

fast,

Gasca advanced

His behavior still
into the interior part of the country.
continued to be gentle and unassuming; he expressed
on every occasion, his ardent wish of terminating the
contest without bloodshed.
More solicitous lo reclaim
than to punish, he upbraided no man for past offences,
but received them as a father receives penitent children
Though desirous
returning to a sense of their duty.
of peace, he did not slacken his preparations for war.
He appointed the general rendezvous of his troops in
the fertile valley of Xauxa, on the road to Cuzco.
There he remained for some months, not only that he
might have time to make another attempt towards an
accommodation with Pizarro, but that he rai^ht train
his new soldiers to the use of arms, and accustom them

SOUTH AMERICA.
to the discipline of a camp, before he led them against
a body of victorious veterans.
Pizarro, intoxicated
with the success which had hitherto accompanied his
arms, and elated with having again near a thousand

men

under his command, refused to listen to any terms,
although Cepeda, together with several of his officers,
and even Carvajal himself, [142] gave it as their ad
vice, to close with the president s offer of a general
indemnity, and the revocation of the obnoxious laws.
Gasca, having tried in vain every expedient to avoid
imbruing his hands in the blood of his countrymen,
began to move towards Cuzco [Dec. 29] at the head
of sixteen hundred men.
Pizarro, confident of victory, suffered the royalists
to pass ail the rivers which lie between Guamanga
and Cuzco without opposition, [1548] and to ad
vance within four leagues of that capital, flattering
himself that a defeat in such a situation as rendered

escape impracticable would at once terminate the war.
He then marched out to meet the enemy, and Carvajal
chose his ground, and made the disposition of the troops
with the discerning eye and profound knowledge in the
As the
art of war conspicuous in all his operations.
two armies moved forward slowly to the charge, [April
In that of
9,] the appearance of each was singular.
of men enriched with the spoils ot
Pizarro,

composed

the most opulent country in America, every officer, and
almost all the private men, were clothed in stuffs of silk,

M9

follows his standard for pay. Every adventurer in Peru
considered himself as a conqueror, entitled by his ser
vices, to an establishment in that country which had
been acquired by his valor. In the contests between
the rival chiefs, each chose his side as he was directed

own judgment

He

joined his com
and disdained
to degrade himself by receiving the wages of a merce
It was to their sword, not to pre-eminence in
nary.
office, or nobility of birth, that jnost of the leaders
whom they followed were indebted for their elevation
and each of their adherents hoped, by the same means,
to open a way for himself to the possession of power

by

his

mander

as a

or affections.

companion of

his fortunes,

whom

he had united, and violate the
engagements under which he had come. The viceroy
Nugnez Vela was ruined by the treachery of Cepeda
and the other judges of the royal audience, who were
bound by the duties of their function to have supported

the bodies of troops brought
into the field by the different leaders who contended for
superiority, not one man acted as a hired soldier, that

the associates with

perate fortune, yet in all

|

The chief advisers and companions of
Gonzalo Pizarro s revolt were the first to forsake him,
and submit to his enemies.
His fleet was given up to
Gasca by the man whom he had singled out among his

his authority.

officers to

intm&l with that important command.

On

the day that was to decide his fate, an
army of veterans,
in sight of the
enemy, threw down their arms without
striking a blow, and deserted a leader who had often

conducted them to victory.
Instances of such general
and avowed contempt of the
principles and obligations
which attach man to man, and bind them
together ia
social union, rarely occur in
and wealth.
It ia only where
history.
But though the troops in Peru served without any men are far removed from the seat of government,
regular pay, they were raised at immense expense. where the restraints of law and order are little felt,
Among men accustomed to divide the spoils of an opu where the prospect of gain is unbounded, and where
lent country, the desire of obtaining wealth acquired immense wealth may cover the crimes by which it is
incredible force.
The ardor of pursuit augmented in acquired, that we can find any parallel to the levity, the
Whore all were in rapaciousness, the perfidy, and corruption prevalent
proportion to the hope of success.
tent on the same object, and under the dominion of the among the Spaniards in Peru.
same passion, there was but one mode of gaining men,
On the death of Pizarro, the malecontents in every
Officers of name and corner of Peru laid down their arms, and tranquillity
or of securing their attachment.
;

influence, besides the promise of future establishments,
received in hand large gratuities from the chief with
whom they engaged. Gonzalo Pizarro, in order to
raise a thousand men, advanced five hundred thou

seemed

to

But two very

be perfectly re-established.

remained to occupy the presi
and
or brocade, embroidered with gold and silver
The one was to find immediately
were
adorned
their horses, their arms, their standards,
such employment for a multitude of turbulent, and dar
That of Gasca, sand pesos. Gasca expended in levying the troops ing adventurers with which the country was filled, as
with all the pride of military pomp.
was
no
lesj
what
exhibited
which he led against Pizarro nine hundred thousand might prevent them from exciting new commotions.
though not so splendid,
He himself, accompanied by the archbishop pesos. The distribution of property, bestowed as the The other, to bestow proper gratifications upon those
striking.
of Lima, the bishops of Quito and Cuzco, and a great reward of services, was still more exorbitant. Cepeda, to whose loyalty and valor he had been indebted for his
number of ecclesiastics, marching along the lines, bless as the recompense of his perfidy and address, in per success. The former of these was in some measure
to a resolute dis
ing the men, and encouraging them
suading the cour of royal audience to give the sanction accomplished, by appointing Pedro de Valdivia to pro
of its authority to the usurped jurisdiction of Pizarro, secute the conquest of Chili
and by empowering Diego
charge of their duty.
When both armies were just ready to engage, Ce received a grant of lands wh ch yielded an annual in Centeno to undertake the discovery of the vast regions
peda set spurs to his horse, galloped off, and surren come of a hundred and fifty thousand pesos. Hinojosa, bordering on the river De la Plata. The reputation of
Garcilasso de la who by his early defection from Pizarro, and surrender those leaders, together with the hopes of acquiring
dered himself to the president.
Vega, and other officers of note, followed Ins example. of the fleet to Gasca, decided the fate of Peru, obtained wealth, and of rising to consequence in some unex
The revolt of persons in such high rank struck all with a district of country affording two hundred thousand plored country, alluring many of the most fndigent and
amazement.
The mutual confidence ori which the pesos of yearly value. While such rewards were dealt desperate soldiers to follow their standards, drained off
union and strength of armies depend, ceased at once. out to the principal officers, with more than royal mu
no inconsiderable portion of that mutinous spirit which
Distrust and consternation spread from rank to rank. nificence, proportional shares were conferred upon those Gasca dreaded.
Some silently slipped away, others threw down their of inferior rank.
The latter was an affair of greater difficulty and to
Such a rapid change of fortune produced its natural be adjusted with a more attentive and delicate hand.
arms, the greatest number went over to the royalists.
It
effects
Pizarro, Carvajal, and some leaders, employed author
gave birth to new wants and new desires. The rcparlimientoi, or allotments of lands and Indians
to stop them, but in vain. Veterans, long accustomed to hardship and toil, ac
which fell to be distributed, in consequence of the death
ity, threats, and entreaties,
In less than half an hour, a body of men, which might quired of a sudden a taste for profuse and inconsiderate or forfeiture of the former possessors, exceeded two
have decided the fate of the Peruvian empire, was dissipation, and indulged in all the excesses of military millions of pesos of yearly rent.
Gasca, when now
The riot of low debauchery occupied absolute master of this immense property, retained tho
Pizarro, seeing all irretrievably lost, licentiousness.
totally dispersed.
still
ried out in amazement to a few officers,
some; a relish for expensive luxuries spread among others. same disinterested sentiments which he had originally
What remains for us to The meanest soldier in Peru would have thought him professed, and refused to reserve the smallest portion
faithfully adhered to him,
one
of
&quot;Let us rush,&quot;
do!&quot;
and at a time when of it for himself
But the number of claimants was
them, &quot;upon self degraded by marching on foot
replied
the enemy s firmest battalion, and die like Romans.&quot; the prices of horses in that country were exorbitant, great
and whilst the vanity or avarice of every indi
he
had
not
such
a
of
with
reverse
fixed
the
value
of his ovm services, and esti
each
insisted
on
furnished
with
one
before
vidual
he
fortune,
Dejected
being
and with a lame
would take the field. But though less patient under mated the recompense which he thought due to him,
spirit to follow this soldierly counsel,
ness disgraceful to his former fame he surrendered to the fatigue and hardships of service, they were ready to the pretensions of each were so extravagent that it was
Gasca listened to them one
one of Gasca s officers.
face danger and death with as much intrepidity as ever
Carvajal, endeavoring to es
impossible to satisfy all.
and animated by the hope of new rewards, they never by one, with the most patient attention and that he
cape, was overtaken and seized.
Gasca, happy in this bloodless victory, did not stain failed, on the day of battle, to display all their ancient might have leisure to weigh the comparative merit of
their several claims with accuracy, he retired, w ith the
it with cruelty.
Pizarro, Carvajal, and a small number valor.
of the most distinguished or notorious offenders, were
Together with their courage, they retained all the archbishop of Lima and a single secretary, to a village
Pizarro was beheaded the day after ferocify by which they were originally distinguished. twelve leagues from Cusco.
There he spent several
punished capitally.
He submitted to his fate with a com Civil discord never raged with a more fell spirit than days in allotting to each a district of lands and number
he surrendered.
atone
desirous
to
in
Peru.
To
all
the
of
in
to
his idea of their past ser
Indians,
by repen
among the Spaniards
passions
proportion
posed dignity, and seemed
The which boually envenom contests among countrymen, vices and future importance. But that he might get be
tance for the crimes which he had committed.
end of Carvajal was suitable to his life. On his trial avarice was added, and rendered their enmity more yond the reach of the fierce storm of clamor and rage,
When the sentence adjudging rancorous. Eagerness to seize the valuable forfeitures, which he foresaw would burst out on the publication of
he offered no defence.
him to be hanged was pronounced, lie carelessly re expected upon the death of every opponent, shut the door his decree, notwithstanding the impartial equity witla
One can die but once.&quot; During the interval against mercy. To be wealthy was of itself sufficient which he had framed it, he set out for Lima, leaving
plied,
between the sentence and execution, he discovered no to expose a man to accusation, or to subject him to the instrument of partition sealed up, with orders not
On the slightest suspicions, Pizarro con to open it for some days after his departure.
sign either of remorse for the past, or of solicitude about punishment.
the future
The indignation excited by publishing the decree of
scoffing at all who visited him, in his usual demned many of the most opulent inhabitants in Peru
sarcastic vein of mirth, with the same quickness of to dealh.
Carvajal, without searching for any pretext partition [Aug. 24] was not less than Gasca had eiThe number pccted. Vanity, avarice, emulation, envy, shame, rage,
repartee and gross pleasantry as at any other period of to justify his cruelty, cut off many more.
his life.
Cepeda, more criminal than either, ought to of those who suffered by the hands of the executioner and all the other passions which most vehemently agi
merit
of
havincr
to
have shared the same fate but the
what fell in the field [143] tate the minds of men when both their honor and their
was not much inferior
deserted hi? associates at such a critical moment, and and the greater part was condemned without the forma
interest are deeply affected, conspired in adding to its
It broke out with all the ftiry of
with such decisive effect, saved liim from immediate lity of any legal trial.
violence.
military in
He wao sent, however, as a prisoner to
The violence with which the contending parties treat solence. Calumny, threats, and curses, were poured
punishment.
He was accused of in
ed their opponents was not accompanied with its usual out openly upon the president.
Spain, and died in confinement.
In the minute details which the contemporary histo
attendants, attachment and fidelity to those with whom gratitude, of partiality, and of injustice.
Among sol
The ties of honor, which ought to be held diers prompt to action, such seditious discourse would
rians have given of the civil dissensions that raged in they acted.
Peru, with little interruption, during ten years, many sacred among soldiers, and the principle of integrity, have Ixjen soon followed by deeds no less violent, and
circumstances occur so striking, and which indicate interwoven as thoroughly in the Spanish character as they already began to turn their eyes towards some dis
such an uncommon state of manners as to merit par in that of any nation, seem to have been equally for contented leaders, expecting them to stand forth in
ticular attention.
Even regard for decency, and the sense of redress of their wrongs. By some vigorous interposi
gotten.
Though the Spaniards who first invaded Peru were shame were totally lost. During their dissensions, tions of government, a timely check was given to this
of
mutinous spirit, and the danger of another civil waf
of the lowest order in society, and the greater part
there was hardly a Spaniard in Peru who did not aban
Aose who afterwards joined them were persons of des don the party which he had originally espoused, betrjy was averted for the present.
;

interesting objects
dent s attention.

still

.

;

wlx&amp;gt;

&quot;

;

;

;

;

:

&quot;

;

;

;
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Gasca, however, perceiving that the flame
1549.]
tvas suppressed, rather than extinguished, labored with
soothe the malecontents, by
bestowing large gratuities on some, by promising repartimientos, when they fell vacant, to others, and by talivit that the public security
roesing and flattering all.
might rest on a foundation more stable than their good
affection, be endeavored to strengthen the hands ot his
successors in office, by re-establishing the regular ad
the utmost assiduity to

He
ministration of justice in every part of the empire.
introduced order and simplicity into the mode of col
He issued regulations con
lecting the royal revenue.
to
cerning the treatment of the Indians, well calculated
protect them from oppression, and

to provide for their

instruction in the principles of religion, without depriv
from their
ing the Spaniards of the benefit accruing
labor.
Having now accomplished every object of his
to
a private
mission, Gasca, longing to return again
station, committed the government of Peru to the court

ROBERTSON S HISTORY OF
BOOK VII.
View

of the institutions and manners of the Mexicans and
Peruvians Civilized states in comparison of other Ame
ricans Recent origin of the Mexicans Facts which prove
their progress in civilization View of their policy in its va
rious branches nf their arts
Facts which indicate a small
progress in civilizationWhat opinion should be formed on
comparing those contradictory facts Genius of their re
ligionPeruvian monarchy more ancient its policy found
ed on religion Singular cttects of tins Peculiar state of
property aimmf* the Peruvians Their public works and

the rude tribes in the New World, and the
polished states of the ancient, and to determine how far
they had risen above the former, as well as how much
they fell below the latter.

of&quot;

ners, will exhibit the human species to the contempla
tion of intelligent observers in a very singular stage of

;

m

;

;

;

;

;

industry,
and the royal authority was gra
in Peru
&s
there
established
as
in
other
dually
firmly
Spanish
olnnie*

m

between

Mexico was first subjected to the Spanish crown.
But our acquaintance with its laws and mariners is not,
from that circumstance, more complete.
What I have
arts- roads
bridges buildings Their un warlike spirit
View of other dominions of Spain in America Cirialoa and remarked concerning the defective and inaccurate infor
Chili
Tucuut
an
and
Honduras
Y
uc
Sonora California
mation on which we must rely with respect to the con
inan Kingdom
Tierra Firme Now Kingdom of GranaJa.
dition and customs of the savage tribes in America,
of
of
the
two
Mexico
As the conquest
great empires
may be applied likewise to our knowledge of the Mexi
and Peru forms the most splendid and interesting pe can
Cortes, and the rapacious adventurers
empire.
riod in the history of America, a view of their political who
accompanied him, had not leisure or capacity to en
institutions, and a description of their national man
rich either civil or natural
with new observa

of audience, and set out for Spain [Feb. 1, 1550]. As, ita progress. [144]
When compared with other parts of the New World,
of the four last years,
during the anarchy and turbulence
Mexico and Peru may be considered as polished
there had been no remittance made of the royal reve
state*.
Instead of small, inpedendent, hostile tribes,
nue, he carried with him thirteen hundred thousand
and order struggling for subsistence amidst woods and marshes,
pesos of public money, which the economy
of his administration enabled him to save, after paying strangers to industry and arts, unacquainted with sub
ordination, and almost without the appearance of regu
all the expenses of the war.
He was received in his native country with universal lar government, we find countries of great extent sub
Both jected to the dominion of one sovereign, the inhabitants
admiration of his abilities and of his virtue.
Without army, or collected together in cities, the wisdom and foresight
were, indeed, highly conspicuous.
with a train so simple, that only of rulers employed in providing for the maintenance
fleet, or public funds
three thousand ducats were expended in equipping him, and security of the people, the empire of laws in some
of religion recog
he set out to oppose a formidable rebellion.
By his measure established, the authority
address and talents he supplied all those defects, and nized, many of the arts essential to life brought to some
seemed to create instruments for executing his designs. degree of maturity, and the dawn of such as are orna
He acquired such a naval force as gave him the com mental beginning to appear.
But if the comparison be made with the people of
mand of the sea. He raised a body of men able to
the ancient continent, the inferiority of America in
Cope with the veteran bands which gave laws to Peru.
He vanquished their leader, on whose arms victory had improvement will be conspicuous, and neither the Mex
icans nor Peruvians will be entitled to rank with those
hitherto attended, and in place of anarchy and usurpa
nations which merit the name of civilized.
The people
tion, he established the government of laws, and the
But the praise be of both the great empires in America, like the rude
authority of the rightful sovereign.
stowed on his abilities was exceeded by that which his tribes around them, were totally unacquainted with the
After residing in a country where useful metals, and the progress which they had made
tirtue merited.
wealth presented allurements which had seduced every in extending their dominion over the animal creation
was inconsiderable. The Mexicans had gone no fur
person who had hitherto possessed power there, he re
turned from that trying station with integrity not only ther than to tame and rear turkeys, ducks, a species of
After distributing among small dogs, and rabbits.
untainted but unsuspected.
By this feeble essay of inge
his countrymen possessions of greater extent and value nuity, the means of subsistence were rendered some
what
more plentiful and secure than when men depend
than had ever been in the disposal of a subject
any
on hunting but they had no idea of attempting
age or nation, he himself remained in his original state solely
to
subdue
the more robust animals, or of deriving any
of poverty
and at the very time when he brought such
a large recruit to the royal treasury, he was obliged to aid from their ministry in carrying on works of labor.
The Peruvians seem to have neglected the inferior ani
apply by petition for a small sum to discharge some
and had not rendered any of them domestic ex
petty debts which he had contracted during the course mals,
Charles was not insensible to such dis
of his service.
cept the duck ; but they were more fortunate in taming
Gasca was received by him with the the Llama, an animal peculiar to their country, of a form
interested merit.
most distinguishing marks of esteem and being pro which bears some resemblance to a deer, and some to
moted to the bishopric of Palencia, he passed the re a camel, and is of a size somewhat larger than a sheep.
mainder of his days in the tranquillity of retirement, Under the protection of man, this species multiplied
Its wool furnished the Peruvians with clo
respected by his country, honored by his sovereign, greatly.
It was even employed as a
and beloved by all.
thing, its flesh with food.
beast of burden, and carried a moderate load with
Notwithstanding all Gasca s wise regulations, the
It was never used for
In a much patience and docility.
tranquillity of Peru was not of long continuance.
and the breed being confined to the moun
country where the authority of government had been draught
almost forgotten during the long prevalence of anarchy tainous country, its service, if we may judge by inci
and misrule, where there were disappointed leaders ripe dents which occur in the early Spanish writers, was not
for revolt, and seditious soldiers ready to follow them, very extensive among the Peruvians in their original
state.
Several sue
it was not difficult to raise combustion.
In tracing the line by which nations proceed towards
cessive insurrections desolated the country for some
But as those, though tierce, were only transient civilization, the discovery of the useful metals, and the
years.
of dominion over the annual creation, have
storms, excited rather by the ambition and turbulence acquisition
of particular men, than by general or public motives, been marked as steps of capital importance in their
In our continent, long after men had attained
the detail of them is not the object of this history. progress.
These commotions in Peru, like every thing of extreme both, society continued in that state which is denomi
Even with all that command over
Violence either in the natural or political body, were nated barbarous.
and by carrying off the corrupted nature which these confer, many ages elapse before
not of long duration
humors which had given rise to the disorders, they con industry becomes so regular as to render subsistence
tributed in the end to strengthen the society which at secure, before the arts which supply the wants and fur
nish the accommodations of life are brought to any
first they threatened to destroy.
During their fierce
contests, several of the first invaders of Peru, and considerable degree of perfection, ami before any idea
many of those licentious adventurers whom the fame is conceived of various institutions requisite in a well
The Mexicans and Peruvians, with
of their success had allured thither, fell by each other s ordered society.
Each of the parties, as they alternately pre out knowledge of the usual metals, or the aid of domes
hands.
tic
labored
under disadvantages which must
animals,
vailed in the struggle, gradually cleared the country
of a number of turbulent spirits, by executing, pro have greatly retarded their progress, and in their high
Men less est state of improvement their power was so limited,
scribing, or banishing their opponents.
and their operations so feeble, that they can hardly be
enterprising, less desperate, and more accustomed
considered as having advanced beyond the infancy of
to move in the path of sober and peaceable
settled

to give such a view of the constitution of the interior
police of each as may enable us to ascertain their place
the political scale, to allot them their proper station

civil life.

;

After this general observation concerning the most
singular and distinguishing circumstances in the state
f both the
great empires in America, I shall endeavor

history

They undertook their expedition in quest of one
object, and seemed hardly to have turned their eyca
towards any other.
Or, if during some short interval
of tranquillity, when the occupations of war ceased, and
tions.

the ardor of plunder was suspended, the institution*
and manners of the people whom they invaded, drew
their attention, the
inquiries of illiterate soldiers were

conducted with so little sagacity and precision, that the
accounts given by them of the policy and order esta
blished in ihe Mexican monarchy are superficial, con
It is rather from incidents
fused, and inexplicable.
which they relate occasionally, than from their own de
ductions and remarks, that we are enabled to form* some
idea of the genius and manners of that people.
The
obscurity in which the ignorance of its conquerors in
volved the annals of Mexico,

was augmented by the

who succeeded them- As the me
events was preserved among the Mexi

superstition nf those

mory of past

cans by figures painted on skins, on cotton cloths, on
a kind of pasteboard, or on the bark of trees, the early
missionaries, unable to comprehend their meaning, and
struck with their uncouth forms, conceived them to be
monuments of idolatry, which ought to be destroyed in
order to facilitate the conversion of the Indians.
Ju

obedience to an edict issued by Juan dc Xummaraga,
a Franciscan monk, the first
bishop of Mexico, as many
records of the ancient Mexican story as could be col
lected were committed to the flames.
of this fanatical zeal of the monks who

In
first

consequence
visited

New

Spain (which their successors soon began to lament),
whatever knowledge of remote events such rude monu
ments contained was almost entirely lost, and no infor
mation remained concerning the ancient revolutions and
policy of the empire, but what was derived from tradition,
or from some fragments of their historical paintings that
escaped the barbarous researches of Zummaraga. From
the experience of all nations it is manifest, that the me
mory of past transactions can neither be long preserved,
nor be transmitted with any fidelity, by tradition. The

Mexican paintings which

are supposed to have served
as annals of their empire, are few in number, and of
ambiguous meaning. Thus, amidst the uncertainty of
the former, and the obscurity of the latter, we must

glean what intelligence can be collected from the scanty
materials scattered in the Spanish writers.*
In the first edition, I observed that inconsequence of the
destruction of the ancient Mexican paintings, occasioned by
the zeal of Zummaraga, whatever knowledge they might have
conveyed was entirely lost. Every candid reader must have
perceived that the expression was inaccurate; as in a few
lines afterwards I mention someancient paintings to be still ex
M. Clavigero, not satisfied with laying hold of this inac
tant.
curacy, which 1 corrected in the subsequent editions, labors to
render it more glaring by the manner in which he quotes the
remaining part of the sentence. He reprehends with great
asperity the account which I gave of the scanty materials for
writing the ancient history of Mexico. Vol. I. Account of
Writers, p. xxvi. Vol. I1.3bO. My words, however, are almost
the same with those of Torquemada, who seems to have been
better acquainted with the ancient monuments of the Mexi
cans than any Spanish author whose works I have seen.
Lib. xiv.c. 6.
M. Clavigero himself gives a description of the
destruction of ancient paintings in almost the same terms I
have used and mentions :is an additional reason ot there being
so small a number of ancient paintings known to the Spaniards,
that the natives have become so solicitous to preserve
conctal them, that it is
diili /ult, n not impossible, to make
them part without- of them.&quot; Vol. I. 407. H. 1 J4. No point can
be more ascertained than that few ot the Mexican historical
paintings have been preserved. Though several Spaniards
have carried on inquiries into the antiquities of the Mexican
empire, no engravings from Mexican paintings have been com
municated to the public, except those
rurchas Gemelli
It affords me some satisfaction, that
Crirreri, and !*orenzana.
in the course of my researches 1 have discovered two collec
tions of Mexican paintings winch were unknown to former
nquirers. Tlie cut which I published \s an exact copy of the
-triginal, and gives no high idea of the progress which the
Mexicans had made in the art of painting. I cannot conjecture
what could induce M. Clavinoro to express some dissatisfac
tion witlnne for having published it without the same colors
it nas in the original
painting, p. xxix. H
might have recol
lected, that neither Purchas, nor Gemelli Carren, nor Lore w;

an&amp;lt;i
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SOUTH AMERICA.
account of the Mexicans themAccording
Their
aeivcs, their empire was not
long duration.
to the

t&amp;gt;f

country, as they relate, was originally possessed, rather
than peopled, by small independent tribes, whose mode
of life and manners resembled those of the rudest sava
But about a period cor
ges which we have described.
responding to the beginning of the tenth century in the
Christian era, several tribes moved in successive mi
grations from unknown regions towards the north and
north-west, and settled in different provinces of Ana-
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the separate and exclusive
and that
possession of any object was hardly known
among all it was extremely limited and ill defined.
that the idea of a title

to

;

But

Mexico, where agriculture

and industry had
between property
in land and
Both
property in goods had taken place.
be
transferred from one person to another by
might
sale or barter
both might descend by inheritance.
Every person who could be denominated a freeman had
This, however, they held by various
property in land.
Some possessed it in full right, and it de
huat, the ancient name of New Spain.
These, more tenures.
civilized than the original inhabitants, began to form scended to their heirs.
The title of others to their
them to the arts of social life. At length, towards the lands was derived from the office or dignity which they
commencement of the thirteenth century, the Mexi enjoyed
and when deprived of the latter, they lost
Both these modes of occu
cans, a people more polished than any of the former, possession of the former.
advanced from the border of the California!! gulf, and pying land were deemed noble, and peculiar to citizens
took possession of the plains adjacent to the great lake of the highest class.
The tenure bv which the great
near the centre of the country.
After residing there body of the people held their property, was very dif
about fifty years, they founded a town, since distin ferent.
In every district a certain quantity of land was
guished by the name of Mexico, which, from humble measured out in proportion to the number of families.
beginnings, soon grew to be the most considerable city This was cultivated by the joint labor of the whole
in the New World.
The Mexicans, long after they its produce was deposited in a common storehouse, and
in

made some

progress, the distinction

;

;

;

were established

in their

new

among them according

divided

to their respective exi
of the Calpullee, or associa

possessions, continued,
like other martial tribes in America, unacquainted with

gencies.

regal dominion, and were governed in peace, and con
ducted in war, by such as were entitled to pre-eminence

could not alienate their share of the common
estate
it was an indivisible
permanent property, des

But among them, as
by their wisdom or their valor.
in other states whose power and territories become ex
the
centered
at last in a s-mtensive,
supreme authority
and when the Spaniards under Cortes in
gle person

tined for the support of their families.
In consequence
of this distribution of the territory of the state, every
man had in interest in its welfare, and the happiness
of the individual was connected with the public secu

vaded the country, Montezmna was the ninth monarch
in order who had swayed the Mexican sceptre, not by

rity.

:

hereditary right, but by election.
Such is the traditional tale of the Mexicans concern
ing the progress of their own empire.
According to
From the first mi
this, its duration was very short.
gration of their parent tribe, they can reckon little more
than three hundred years.
From the establishment of

monarchical government, not above a hundred and
thirty years according to one account, or a hundred
and Kisety-seven according to another computation,
had elapsed.
If, on one hand, we suppose the Mexi
can state to have been of higher antiquity, and to have
subsisted during such a length of time as the Spanish
accounts of its civilization \\ould naturally lead us to
conclude, it is difficult to conceive how, among a peo
ple who possessed the art of recording events by pic
tures, and who considered it as an essential part of
their national education, to teach their children to re
peat the historical songs which celebrated the exploits
of their ancestors, the knowledge of past transactions
should be so slender and limited.
If, on the other

hand,

we adopt

their

own system

with respect to the

antiquities of their nation, it is no less difficult to ac
count either for that improved state ef society, or for

the extensive dominion to which their empire had at
tained when first visited by the Spaniards.
The in
fancy of nations is so long, and, even when every cir

cumstance

is favorable to their
progress, they advance
so slowly towards any maturity of strength or policy,
that the recent origin of the Mexicans seems to be a
strong presumption of some exaggeration in the splen
did descriptions which have been giver* of their govern

ment and manners.
But it is not by theory

or

that

conjectures
history
decides with regard to the state or character of nations.
It produces facts as the foundation of
every judgment
which it ventures to pronounce.
In collecting those
which must regulate our opinion in the present inquiry,
some occur that suggest an idea of considerable pro
gress in civilization in the Mexican empire, and others
which seem to indicate that it had advanced but little
beyond the savage tribes around it. Both tJiall Le ex
hibited to the view of the reader, that, from
comparing
them, he may determine on which side the evidence

preponderates.
In the Mexican empire, the right of private
property
perfectly understood, and established in its full
extent.
several
we
have
tribes,
Among
savage
seen,

was

zana, thought it necessary to color the prints which they hare
published, and they have never been censured on Hint ac
count. He may rest assured, that though the colors in toe
paintings in II, e Imperial Library are remarkably bright, they
are laid on without art, and without
any of that regard to
light and shade, or the riilrs of perspective,&quot; which M. Clavigero requires. Vol. II. 378. If the public express any de
sire to have the seven paintings still in my possession
engraved,
I am ready to comuiunirate them.
The print published by
Gemelli Carreri, of tiie route of the ancient Mexicans when
they travelled towards the lake on which they built tbe capi
tal of their empire, (Churchill, Vol. IV. p. 4S1.) is the most
finished monument of art brought from the New
World, and
yet a very slight inspection of it will satisfy every one, that
tbe annals of a nation conveved in this manner must be
very
caeagre and imperfect
&quot;

.

The members

tions,

out

more numerous and minute

into

subdivisions.
Among the Mexicans, this separation of the arts neces
sary in life had taken place to a considerable extent.
The functions of the mason, the weaver, the goldsmith,
the painter, and of several other crafts, were carried on

Each was

by different persons.

To

his calling.

it

alone

his

regularly instructed in
was confined,

industry

ami by assiduous application to one object,
together
with the persevering patience peculiar to Americans,
their artisans attained to a
of
neatness
and per
degree
fection in work, far beyond what could have been ex
from
the
rude
tools
which
pected
they employed.
Their various productions were brought into commerce;
and by the exchange of them in the stated markets
held in the cities, not only were their mutual wants
supplied, in such orderly intercourse as characterizes
an improved state of society, but their
industry was
daily rendered persevering and inventive.
The distinction of ranks established in the Mexican
empire, is the next circumstance that merits attention.
In surveying the savage tribes of America, we ob
served, that consciousness of equality, and impatience
of subordination, are sentiments natural to man in the
infancy of civil life.
During peace, the authority of a
superior

but

is

hardly

felt

among them, and even

in

war

it

families

Strangers to the idea of
property, the difference in condition lesulting from the
Birth or titles confer no
inequality of it is unknown.
pre-eminence it is only by personal merit and accom
plishments that distinction can be acquired. The form
of society was very different among the Mexicans.
The great body of the people was in a most humiliating
state.
considerable number, known by the name of
Mayagucs, nearly resembled in condition those peasants
who, under various denominations, were considered
during the prevalence of the feudal system, as instru
ments of labor attached to the soil. The Mayaqtifs
could not change their place of residence without per
mission of the superior on whom they depended. They
were conveyed, together with the lands on which they
were settled, from one proprietor to another and were

this

bound

;

Another striking circumstance, which distinguishes
Mexican empire from those nations in America
we have already described, is the number and great
the

ness of

its

cities.

While

society continues in a rude

state, the wants of men are so few, and they stand so
little in need of mutual assistance, that their induce

Their
to crowd together are extremely feeble.
industry at the same time is so imperfect, that it can
not secure subsistence for any considerable number of

ments

settled in one spot.
They live dispersed, at
period, from choice, as well as from necessity, or
utmost assemble in small hamlets on the banks

at the

which supplies them with food, or on the
plain left open by nature, or cleared by
own labor. The Spaniards, accustomed to this

of the

river

border of
their

some

mode

of habitation among all the savage tribes with
which they were hitherto acquainted, were astonished,
on entering New Spain, to find the natives residing in
towns of such extent as resembled those of Europe.
fervor of their admiration, they compared
Zempoalla, though a town only of the second or third
size, to the cities of greatest note in their own country.

In the

first

^ hen,

afterwards, they visited in succession Tlascala,
Cholula, Tacuba, Tezeuco, and Mexico itself, their
amazement increased so much, that it led them to con
vey ideas of their magnitude and populousness border
Even when there is leisure
ing on what is incredible.
for observation, and no interest that leads to deceive,
conjectural estimates of the number of people in cities
are extremely loose, and usually much exaggerated.
It is not surprising, then, that Cortes and his com

panions, little accustomed to such computations, and
powerfully tempted to magnify, in order to exalt the
merit of their own discoveries and conquests, should
have been betrayed into this common error, and have
raised their descriptions considerably above truth.
For
this reason, some considerable abatement ought to be
made from their calculations of the number of inhabi
tants in the Mexican cities, and we may fix the stan
dard of their population much lower than they have

is

little

acknowledged.

;

A

;

to cultivate the ground, and to perform several
kinds of servile work.
Others were reduced to the
lowest form of subjection, that of domestic servitude,
and felt the utmost rigor of that wretched state.
Their
condition was held to be so vile, and their lives deemed
of so little value, that a person who killed one of these
slaves was not subjected to any punishment.
Even
those considered as freemen were treated by their

The
haughty lords as beings of an inferior species.
nobles, possessed of ample territories, were divided
into various classes, to each of which peculiar titles of
honor belonged.
Some of these titles, like their lands,
descended from father to son in perpetual succession.
Others were annexed to particular offices, or conferred
The
during life as marks of personal distinction.
monarch, exalted above all, enjoyed extensive power
and supreme dignity. Thus the distinction of ranks
was completely established, in a line of regular subor
dination, reaching from the highest to the lowest mem
Each of these knew what he
ber of the community.
The people, who
could claim, and what he owed.
were not allowed to wear a dress of the same fashion,
or to dwell in houses of a form similar to those of the
nobles, accosted them with the most submissive reve
the presence of their sovereign, they durst
eyes from the ground, or look him in the

rence.

In

not

their

lift

face.
The nobles themselves, when admitted to an
audience of their sovereign, entered barefooted, in
mean garments, and, as his slaves, paid him homage
This respect, due from in
approaching to adoration.
done but still they will appear to be cities of such feriors to those above them in rank, was prescribed
consequence as are not to be found but among people with such ceremonious accuracy, that it incorporated
who have made some considerable progress in the arts with the language, and influenced its genius and idiom.
of social life. [145]
From their accounts, we can The Mexican tongue abounded in expressions of reve
The style and appellations used
hardly suppose Mexico, the capital of the empire, to rence and courtesy.
have contained fewer than sixty tiiousand inhabitants. in the intercourse between equals would have been so
The separation of professions among the Mexicans is unbecoming in the mouth of one in a lower sphere,
a symptom of improvement no less remarkable.
Arts, when he accosted a person in higher rank, as to be
It is only in societies, which
in the early ages of society, are so few and so simple, deemed an insult. [146]
that each man is sufficiently master of them all, to time and the institution of regular government have
The moulded into form, that we find such an orderly ar
gratify every demand of his own limited desires
savage can form his bow, point his arrows, rear his hut, rangement of men into different ranks, and such nice
and hollow his canoe, without calling in the aid of any attention paid to their various rights.
The pint of the Mexicans, thus familiarized and
hand more skilful than his own. Time must have aug
mented the wants of men, and ripened their ingenuity, bended to subordination, was prepared for submitting
But the description of
before the productions ol art became so compjicated m to monarchical government.
their policy and laws, by the Spaniards who overturned
their structure, or so curious in their fabric, that a par
ticular course of education was requisite towards form
them, are so inaccurate and contradictory, that it it
difficult to delineate the form of their constitution with
to expertness in contrivance and work
ing the artificer
Sometimes they represent the monIn proportion as refinement spreads, the any precision.
manship.
distinction of professions increases, and they branch archs of Mexico as absolute, deciding according la
;
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the order cf his march, the number of his followers, the
he attacked, the scalps and captives which
enemy
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I

Compared with those awkward essays of their savage
countrymen, the paintings of the Mexicans may be con
sidered as works of coni]&amp;gt;osition and design.
They
were not acquainted, it is true, with any other method

I

j

I

:

of recording transactions than that of delineating the
But they
objects which they wished lo represent.
could exhibit a more complex series of events in pro
and
describe, by a proper disposition of
gressive order,
figures, the occurrences of a king s reign from his ac
cession to his death
the progress of an infant s edu
cation from its birth until it attain to the years of mathe different recompenses and marks of distinc
tcrity
tion conferred upon warriors, in proportion to the
;

by shedding the blood

were

essay of men in their progress towards discovering the
art of writing.
The defects in this mode of recording
transactions must have been early felt. To
paint every
occurrence was from its nature a very tedious opera
tion
and as affairs became more complicated, and

the

victory.

events multiplied in any society, its annals must have
swelled to an enormous bulk. Besides this, no objects
could be delineated but those of sense
the concep
tions of the nv.nd had no corporeal form
and as long
as picture writing could not convey an idea of these, it
must have been a very imperfect art. The necessity
of improving it must have roused and sharpened inven
tion
and the human mind, holding the same course in
the New World as in the ( )ld, might have advanced by the
same successive steps, first, from an actual picture to
the plain hieroglyphic
next to the allegorical symbol
then to the arbitrary character
until, at length, an
alphabet of letters was discovered, capable of expressing all the various combinations of sound employed in
In the paintings of the Mexicans we accordspeech.
;

;

;

;

;

j

i

I

progress was begun among
them.
Upon an attentive inspection of the plates,
which I have mentioned, we may observe some ap
proach to the plain or simple hieroglyphic, where some
principal part or circumstance in the subject is made to
stand for the whole
In the annals of their kings, pub
lished by Purchas, the towns conquered by each are
uniformly represented in the same manner by a rude
delineation of a house
but in order to point out the
particular towns which submitted to their victorious
this

j

|

i

i

i

arms,

was made by repeating it. Larger
numbers were expressed by a peculiar mark and they
had such as denoted all integral numbers, from twenty
;

to eight thousand.

JO*

The

short duration of their empire

Spain appears

proof of a considerable progress in regular government
and police, is one of those facts in the history of the
New World which seems to have been admitted with
out due examination or sufficient evidence.
The Spa
nish historians, in order to magnify the valor of their

countrymen, are accustomed

to represent the dominion
as stretching over all the provinces of
New Spain from the Northern to the Southern Ocean.
But a great part of the mountainous country was pos
sessed by the Otomies, a fierce uncivilized people, who
seem to have been the residue of the original inhabi
tants.
The provinces towards the north and west of
of their enemies.
In battle they Mexico, were occupied by the Ctitchcmeeas, and other
and it was by tribes of hunters.
None of these recognised the Mex
taking prisoners
that they estimated the glory of ican monarch as their
Even in the interior
superior.
was ever ransomed or spared. and more level country, there were several cities and

of

Montezuma

:

|

provinces which had never submitted to the Mexican
Tlascala, though only twenty-one leagues from
yoke.
the capital of the empire, was an independent and hos
tile republic.
Cholula, though still nearer, had been
subjected only a short time before the arrival of the
Spaniards.
Tepeaca, at the distance of thirty leagues
from Mexico, seems to have been a separate state,
institutions we discover traces of that barbarous dis
governed by its own laws. Mechoacan, the frontier of
The four which extended within forty leagues of Mexico, was a
position which their system of war inspired.
chief counsellors of the empire were distinguished by
powerful kingdom, remarkahle for its implacable enmity
titles, which could have been assumed only by a peo
to the Mexican name.
By these hostile powers the
who
in
blood. [151]
This ferocity of Mexican empire was circumscribed on every quarter,
ple
delighted
character prevailed among all the nations of New and the high ideas which we are apt to form of it from
The Tlascalans, the people of Mecho
Mechoacan, and the description of the Spanish historians, should be con
Spain.
other states at enmity with the Mexicans, delighted siderably moderated.
In consequence of this independence of several states
equally in war, and treated their prisoners with the
same cruelty. In proportion as mankind combine in in New Spain upon the Mexican empire, there was not
social union, and live under the influence of equal laws any considerable intercourse between its various
pro
and regular policy, their manners soften, sentiments of vinces.
Even in the interior country not far distant
humanity arise, and the rights of the species come to from the capital, there seems to have been no roads to
be understood.
The fierceness of war abates, and facilitate the communication of one district with ano
even while engaged in hostility, men remember what ther and when the Spaniards first attempted to peneThe savage fights to de- (rate into its several provinces, they had to open their
they owe one to another.
The former neither way through forests and marshes. Cortes, in his ad
stroy, the citizen to conquer.
nor
the
latter
has acquired sensibility venturous march from Mexico to Honduras, in 1525,
pities
spares,
which tempers his rage. To this sensibility the Mexi met with obstructions, and endured hardships little infe
and among rior to those with which he must have struggled in the
cans seem to have been perfect strangers
them war was carried on with so much of its original most uncivilized regions of America. In some places
barbarity, that we cannot but suspect their degree of he could hardly force a passage through impervious
civilization to have been very imperfect.
In others
woods, and plains overflowed with water.
Their funeral rites were not less bloody than those he found so little cultivation, that his troops were fre
On the death of any dis quently in danger of perishing by famine. Such facts
of the most savage tribes.
tinguished personage, especially of the emperor, a cer- correspond ill with the pompous description which the
tain number of his attendants were chosen to accom- Spanish writers give of Mexican police and industry,
pany him to the other world and those unfortunate and convey an idea of a country nearly similar to lhat
victims were put to death without mercy, and buried possessed by the Indian tribes in North America. Here
in the same tomb.
and there a trading or a war path, as they are called in
Though their agriculture was more extensive than North America, led from one settlement to another
that of the roving tribes who trusted chiefly to their but
generally there appeared no sign of any established
bow for food, it seems not to have supplied them with communication, few marks of industry, and fewer
such subsistence as men require when engaged in monuments of art.
efforts of active industry.
The Spaniards appear not
proof of this imperfection in their commercial
to have been stnick with any superiority of the Mexi
intercourse no less striking is their want of money, or
cans over the other people of America in bodily vigor. some universal standard by which to estimate the value
The discovery of this is among the
Both, according to their observation, were of such a of commodities.
feeble frame as to be unable to endure fatigue, and the steps of greatest consequence in the progress of na
tions.
Until it has been made, all their transactions
* The Mexican mode of
computing tune, and even other
must be so awkard, so operose, and so limited, that we
particular relating to their chronology, have been consider
M.
Ac.
elucidated
vol.
i.
vol.
ii.
S88;
225,
ably
by
Clavigero,
may boldly pronounce that they have advanced but a lit
The observations and theories of the Mexicans concerning tle
way in their career. The invention of such a com
thos* subjects discover a greater progress in speculative
our hem*mercial standard is of such high antiquity
science than we find among any people in the New World.
;

)

and sometimes

the computation

captive

New

I

;

for this purpose.
By means of these, they computed
the years of their kings reigns, as well as the amount
of tribute to be paid into the royal treasury. The
figure
of a circle represented unit ; and in small numbers,

No

universal in

All were sacrificed without mercy, and their flesh
devoured with the same barbarous joy as among the
fiercest savages.
On some occasions it arose to even
wilder excesses.
Their principal warriors covered
themselves with the skins of the unhappy victims, and
danced about the streets, boasting of their own valor,
and exulting over their enemies.
Even in their civil

;

numbers, that we discern any attempt to exhibit ideas
which had no corporeal form. The Mexican painters
had invented artificial marks, or signs of contention,

chiefly intent on
number of these

was

against a burdensome increase of progeny,
though necessary, as I have already observed, among
savages, who from the hardships of their condition, and
the precariousness of their subsistence, find it impossi
ble to rear a numerous family, can hardly be supposed
to have continued
among a people who lived at ease
and in abundance.
The vast extent of the Mexican empire, which has
been considered, and with justice, as the most decisive

;

sent things, not words.
They exhibit images to the
eye, not ideas to the understanding.
They may there
fore be considered as the earliest and most imperfect

practice that

caution

completed
they added five days to the year.
These, which were
properly intercalary days, they termed supernumerary
or watte ; and as they did not
belong to any month, no
work was done, and no sacred rite performed on them
they were devoted wholly to festivity and pastime.*
This near approach to philosophical accuracy is a re
markable proof, that the Mexicans had bestowed some
attention upon inquiries and speculations to which men
in a very rude state never turn their
thoughts.
Such are the most striking particulars in the manners
and policy of the Mexicans, which exhibit them to view
as a people considerably refined.
But from other cir
cumstances, one is apt to suspect that their character,
and many of their institutions, did not differ
greatly
from those of the other inhabitants of America.
Like the rude tribes around them, the Mexicans were
incessantly engaged in war, and the motives which
prompted them to hostility seem to have been the
same.
They fought in order to gratify their vengeance

which they had performed. Some singular
specimens of this picture writing have been preserved,
which are justly considered as the most curious monu
ments of art brought from the New World. The most
valuable of these was published by Purchas in sixty-six
It is divided into three
The first con
plates.
parts.
tains the history of the Mexican empire under its ten
monarchs.
The second is a tribute roll, representing
what each conquered town paid into the royal treasury.
The third is a code of their institutions, domestic, po
Another specimen of Mexican
litical, and military.
painting has been published in thirty-two plates, by the
To both is annexed a
present archbishop of Toledo.
full explanation of what the
figures were intended to
represent, which was obtained by the Spaniards from
Indians well acquainted with their own arts.
The
style of painting in all these is the same.
They repre

it.
The Mexicans seem even to have made some adranees beyond this, towards the use of the more figurative and fanciful hieroglyphic.
In order to describe a
monarch who had enlarged his dominions by force of
a
ornamented
with darts, and
arms, they painted
target
placed it between him and those towns which he sub
But it is only in one instance, the notation of
dued.

A

to favor this opinion.
The Mexican women gave suck
to their children for several
years, and dining that time
This pre
they did not cohabit with their husbands.

;

exploits

peculiar emblems, sometimes natural objects,
artificial figures, are
In the
employed.
tribute-roll published by the Archbishop of Toledo, the
house which was properly the picture of the town, is
omitted, and the emblem alone is employed to represent

Mexican empire.

polished nations. [150]
Their mode of computing time may be considered
as a more decisive evidence of their
progress in im
provement.
They divided their year into eighteen
months, consisting of twenty days amounting in all
to three hundred and
But as they observed that
sixty.
the course of the sun was not
in that time,

among

;

that

153

&amp;gt;

|

ture times.

ingly perceive

1C A

prevented the Mexicans from advancing further in that strength of one Spaniard exceeded that of several InThis they imputed to their scanty diet, on poor
long course which conducts men from the labor of de- dians.
Uneating real objects, to the simplicity and ease of fare, sufficient to preserve life, but not to give firmness
Their records, notwithstanding to their constitution.
Such a remark could hardly
alphabetic writing.
some dawn of such ideas as might have led to a more have been made with
respect to any people furnished
a
can
DC
as
little
more
than
considered
The difficulty
perfect style,
lentifully with the necessaries of life.
species of picture-writing, so far improved as to mark which Cortes found in procuring subsistence for his
their superiority over the
tribes
of
America
small
of
; hut
who
to
were
cften
constrained
savage
soldiers,
body
still so defective as lo
prove that they had not proceed- live on the spontaneous productions of the earth, seems
ed far beyond the first stage in that progress which to confirm the remark of the
Spanish writers, and
must be completed before any people can be ranked gives
no high idea of the state of cultivation in the

To those simple annals he trusts
he brought home.
for renown, and soothes himself with hope that by their
means he shall receive praise from the warriors of fu

;
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phore, and

beyond the era of authentic hiswith the existence of
tory, as lo appear almost coeval
The precious metals seem to have been early
society.

employed

rises so far

for this

purpose

;

and from

their

I

permanent

value, their divisibility, and many other qualities, they
are better adapted to serve as a common standard than
anv other substance of which nature has given us the
command. But in the
World, where these metals

I

New

S

HISTORY OF

ors,thcreare notany ruins which can be considered as
monuments of their ancient inafjniticence.
Kven in a village of the rudest Indians, there are
buildings of greater extent and elevation than common
Such aa are destined lor holding the
dwelling houses.
council of the tribe, and in which all assemble on occasions of public festivity, may be called stately cdi-

But according to tlie just remark of an author, whosf
ingenuity has illustrated, and whose eloquence ha*
adorned, the histury of America, this buppoaition ia in
itself as improbable as the attempt would nave been a a
dacious.
Who, among the destroyers of this great em
was so enlightened by science, or so attentive lo
pire,
the progress and operations of men in social life, as to
frame a fictitious system of policy so well combined
and so consistent, as that which they delineate in their

As among the
lices, when compared with the rest.
Mexicans the distinction of ranks was established, and
Where could
accounts of the Mexican government
exigencies of rude tribes, or of monarchies imperfectly property was unequally divided, the number of distin
All their commercial inter
civilized, did not call for it.
guished structures in their towns would of course be they have borrowed the idea of many institutions in
But these legislation and police, to which, at that period, there was
course was carried on by barter and their ignorance greater than in other parts of America.
of any common standard by which to facilitate that seem not to have been either to solid or magnificent as nothing parallel in the nations with which they were
exchange of commodities which contributes so much to merit the pompous epithets which some Spanish au- acquainted ? There was not, at the beginning of the
sixteenth century, a regular establishment of posts for
It is probable that,
towards the comfort of life, may be justly mentioned thors employ in describing them.
as an evidence of the infant state of their policy. But though more ornamented, and built on a larger scale, conveying intelligence to the sovereign of any kingdom
even in the New World the inconvenience of wanting they were erected with the same slight materials which iii Europe. The same observation will apply to what
some general instrument of commerce began to be felt the Indians employed in their common buildings, [153] the Spaniards relate with respect to the structure of the
uud some efforts were making towards supplying that and Time, in a space much less than two hundred and city of Mexico, the regulations concerning its police,
defect.
The Mexicans, among whom the number and fifty years, may have swept away all remains of them and various laws established for the administration of
of the community.
justice, or securing the happiness
greatness of their cities gave rise to a more extended [164].
From this enumeration of facts, it seems, upon the Whoever is accustomed to contemplate the progress of
commerce than in any other part of America, had be
of it, discover a
gun to employ a common standard of value which ren whole, to be evident, that the slate of society in Mexico nations will often, at very early stages
As cho was considerably advanced beyond that of tiie savage premature and unexpected dawn oi those ideas which
dered smaller transactions much more easy.
But it is no less gave rise to institutions that are the pride and orna
colate was the favorite drink of persons in every rank tribes which we have delineated.
Even m a state as
of life, the nuts or almonds of cacao, of which it is manifest that, with respect to many particulars, the ment of its most advanced period.
Mexican empire, the happy
composed, were of such universal consumption, that, Spanish accounts of their progress appear to be highly imperfectly polished as the
excited
or aided by
There is not a more frequent or a more genius of some sagacious observer,
in their stated markets, these were willingly received embellished.
Thus they fertile source of deception in describing the manners circumstances unknown to us, may have introduced
in return for commodities of small price.
came to be considered as the instrument of commerce and arts of savage nations, or of such as are imperfectly institutions which are seldom found but in societies
and the value of what one wished to dispose of was civilized, than that of applying to them the names and highly refined. But it is almost impossible that the
estimated by the number of nuts of the cacao, which phrases appropriated to the institutions and refinements illiterate conquerors of the New World should have
When the leader of a small tribe, or formed in any one instance a conception of customs and
This seems to be of polished Hie.
he might expect in exchange for it.
the utmost length which the Americans had advanced the head of a rude community, is dignified with the laws beyond the standard of improvement in their own
Or if Cortes had been capable of
towards the discovery of any expedient for supplying name of King or Emperor, the place of his residence age and country.
And if the want of it is to be held, can receive no other name than that of his palace and this, what inducement had those by whom lie was super
the use of money.
\\ hy should Corita,
on one hand, as a proof of their barbarity, this expe- whatever his attendants may be, they must be called seded to continue the deception
Under such appellations they acquire, in our or Motolinea, or Acosta, have amused their sovereign
client for supplying that want should be admitted, on his court.
the other, as an evidence no less satisfying of some estimation, an importance and dignity which does not or their fellow-citizens with a tale purely fabulous!
The illusion spreads and giving a
In one particular, however, the guides whom we
progress which the Mexicans had made m refinement belong to them.
and civilization beyond the savage tribes around them. false color to every part of the narrative, the imagina must follow have represented the Mexicans to be more
tion
is
so
much carried away with the resemblance, barbarous, perhaps, than they really were. Their reli
In sueh a rude state were many of the Mexican pro
Even that it becomes difficult to discern objects as they gious tenets and the rites of their worship are described
vinces when first visited by their conquerors.
their cities, extensive and populous as they were, seem really are.
The Spaniaids, when they first touched on by them as wild and cruel in an extreme degree. Re
more fit to be the habitation of men just emerging the Mexican coast, were so much struck with the ap ligion, which occupies no considerable place in the
from barbarity, than the residence of a polished people. pearance of attainments in policy and in the arts of life, thoughts of a savage, whose conceptions of any su
The description of Tlascala nearly resembles that of far superior to those of the rude tribes with which they perior power are obscure, and his sacred rites few as
an Indian village.
A number of low straggling huts, were hitherto acquainted, ihat they fancied they had at well as simple, was formed, among the Mexicans, into
scattered about irregularly, according to the caprice of length discovered a civilized people in the New World. a regular system, with its complete train of priests,
each proprietor, built with turf and stone, and thatched This comparison between the people of Mexico and emplcs, victims, and festivals.
This, of itself, is a
with reeds, without any light but what they received by their uncultivated neighbors, they appear to have kept clear proof that the state of the Mexicans was very
But
a door, so low that it could not be entered upright. In constantly in view
and observing with admira different from that of the ruder American tribes.
Mexico, though from the peculiarity of its situation, the tion many things which marked the pre-eminence from the extravagance of their religious notions, or the
of the former, they employ, in desciibing their im
disposition of the houses was more orderly, the struc
barbarity of their rites, no conclusion can be drawn
Nor docs perfect policy and infant arts, such terms as are ap with certainty concerning the degree of their civiliza
ture of the greater part was equally mean.
the fabric of their temples, and other public edifices, plicable to the institutions of men far beyond them hi tion.
For nations, long after their ideas begin to en
Both these circumstances concur in de large, and their manners to refine, adhere to systems of
appear to have been such as entitled them to the high improvement.
of early
praise bestowed upon them by many Spanish authors. tracting from the credit due to the descriptions of Mexi
superstition founded on the crude conceptions
As far as one can gather from their obscure and inaccu can manners by the early Spanish writers. By draw ages. From the genius of the Mexican religion we
rate descriptions, the great temple of Mexico, the most ing a parallel between them and those of people so
may, however, form a most just conclusion with respect
famous in New Spain, which has been represented as much less civilized, they raised their own ideas too to its influence upon the character of the people. The
a magnificent building, raised to such a height, that the high.
By their mode of describing them, they conveyed aspect of superstition in Mexico was gloomy and atro
ascent to it was by a flight of a hundred and fourteen ideas to others no less exalted above truth.
Later cious.
Its divinities were clothed with terror, and de
steps, was a solid mass of earth of a square form, faced writers have adopted the style of the original histo
They were exhibited to the
lighted in vengeance.
Its base on each side extended rians, and improved
partly with stone.
upon it. The colors with which people under detestable forms, which created horror.
as
feel
and
it advanced
De
Soils
delineates the character and describes the The
of other destruc
ninety
decreasing gradually
figures of serpents, of tigers, and
in height, it terminated in a quadrangle of about thirty actions of Montezuma, the splendor of his court, the tive animals, decorated their temples.
Fear was the
were
a
shrine
of
the
and
two
laws
where
and
of
his
votaries.
are
their
the same that he only principle that inspired
feet,
Fasts, mor
placed
deity,
policy
empire,
All the must have employed in exhibiting to view the monarch tifications, and
altars on which the victims were sacrificed.
penances, all rigid, and many of them,
and institutions oi a highly polished
other celebrated lemples of New Spain exactly resem
people.
excruciating to an extreme degree, were the means
Such structures convcv no
But though we may admit, that the warm imagination
bled that of Mexico. [lo2J
employed to appease the wrath of their gods, and the
and one can of the Spanish writers has added some embellishment Mexicans never approached their altars without spnnkhigh id-ea of progress in art and ingenuity
them with blood drawn from their own bodies.
hardly conceive that a form more rude and simple could to their descriptions, this will not justify the decisive
have occurred to a nation m its first efforts towards and peremptory tone with which several authors pro
But, of all offerings, human stcnfices were deemed the
nounce all their accounts of the Mexican power, policy, most acceptable. This religious belief mingling with
erecting any great work.
Greater skill and ingenuity were displayed, if we and laws, to be the fictions of men who wished to de- the
implacable spirit of vengeance, ajid adding now
in
of
believe
the
the
houses
the
There are force to it, every captive taken in war was brought to
ceive, or who delighted in the marvellous.
may
Spanish historians,
There
and
in
those
of
the
few
historical
facts
that
can be ascertained by evidence the temple, was devoted as a victim to the deity, and
principal nobility.
emperor,
some elegance of design was visible, and a commodious more unexceptionable, than may be produced in support sacrificed with rites no less solemn than cruel. [155]
ot
the
was
attended
to.
Bui
of
the
material
articles
in
the description of the Mexi
The heart and head were (he portion consecrated to
arrangement
apartments
if buildings corresponding lo such descriptions had ever can constitution and manners.
the warrior, by whose prowess the prisoner
Eye-witnesses relate the gods
existed in the Mexican cities, it is probable that some what they beheld.
.Men who had resided among the had been seized, carried off the body to feast upon it
remains of them would still be visible. From the man
Under the impression of ideas so
Mexicans, both before and after the conquest, describe with his friends.
ner in which (Jortes conducted the siege of Mexico, we institutions and customs which were familiar to them.
dreary and terrible, and accustomed daily to scone? of
can indeed easily account for the total destruction of Persons of professions so different that objects must bloodshed rendered awful by religion, the heart of man
whateverhad any appearance of splendor in that capital, have presented themselves to their view under every must harden and be steeled to every sentiment of huBui as only two centuries and a half have elapsed since various aspect
The spirit of the Mexicans was accordingly
soldiers, priests, and lawyers, all
nanity.
the conquest of New Spain, it seems altogether incro- concur in their testimony.
Had Cortes ventured unfeeling and the genius of their religion so far coun
dible that in a period so short, every vestige of this to impose upon his
sovereign, by exhibiting to him terbalanced the influence of policy and arts, that not
boasted elegance and grandeur should have disappeared; a picture of imaginary manners, there wanted not
withstanding their progress in both, their manners, in
ai d that in the other cities, particularly in those which
enemies and rivals who were qualified to detect his stead of softening, became more fierce.
To what cir
di 1 not suffer by the destructive hand of the conquer- deceit, and who would have
in
it.
it was owing that
cumstances
rejoiced
superstition assumed
exposing
abound most, the use of them was not known.
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such a dreadful form among the Mexican*, we have information.
Manco Capac and his consort, taking lightened and directed, as they believed, by the divinity
not sufficient knowledge of their history to determine. advantage of the propensity in the Peruvians to super- whom they adored, prompted them to their duty
tho
that
13ut its influence is visible, and produced an effect
stition. and particularly of their veneration for the Sun, dread of
punishment, which they were taught to conThe
is singular in the history of the human species.
pretended to be children of that glorious luminary, and aider as unavoidable vengeance inflicted by offended
manners of the people in the New World, who had to deliver their instructions in his name, and by autho- Heaven, withheld them from evil.
made the greatest progress in the arts of policy, were, ntv from him. The multitude listened and believed,
The system of superstition, on which the Incas inhat reformation in policy and manners the Peruvians
in several respects, the most ferocious, and the bar
rafted their pretensions to such high authority, was of
barity of soinc of their customs exceeded even those of ascribe to those founders of thnr empire, and how, from a genius very different from that established among the
the precepts of the Inca and his consort, their ances- Mexicans.
the savage state.
Manco Capac turned the veneration of his
The empire of Peru boasts of a higher antiquity than tors gradually acquired some knowledge of those arts, followers entirely towards natural objects. The Sun,
that of Mexico. According to the traditionary accounts and some relish for that industry, which render sub
as the great source of light, of joy, and fertility in the
collected by the Spaniards, it had subsisted four hun
sistence secure and life comfortable, hath been formerly creation attracted their
The Moon
principal homage.
But related.
dred years, under twelve successive monarchs.
Those blessings were originally confined and Stars, as co-operating with him, were entitled to
the knowledge of their ancient story, which the Peru
within narrow precincts
hut in process of time, the secondary honors.
Wherever the propensity ii; the
vians conld communicate to their conquerors, must successors of Manco Capac extended their dominion human mind to acknowledge and to adore some
supe
have been both imperfect and uncertain. [156] Like over all the regions that stretch to the west of the rior power takes this direction, and is employed in con
Andes from Chili to Quito, establishing in every pro templating the order and beneficence that really exists
the other American nations, they were totally unac
in nature, the spirit of
Wherever
quainted with the art of writing, and destitute of the vince their peculiar policy and religious institutions.
superstition is mild.
The most singular and striking circumstance in the imaginary beings, created by the fancy and the fear-; of
only means by which the memory of past transactions
Even Peruvian government is the influence of religion upon men, are supposed to preside in nature, and become the
can be preserved with any degree of accuracy.
among people to whom the use of letters is known, its genius and laws. Religious ideas make such a fee- objects of worship, superstition always assumes a more
the era where the authenticity of history commences ble impression on the mind of a savage, that their effect severe and atrocious form.
Of the latter we have an
That upon his sentiments and manners is hardly
is much posterior to the introduction of writing.
the Mexicans, of the former among the
percepti-j example among
noble invention continued every where to be long sub
ble
Among the Mexicans, religion, reduced into a people of Peru. The Peruvians had not. indeed, made
servient to the common business and wants of life, be
regular system, and holding a considerable place in such progress in observation or inquiry, as to have
a
view
fore it was employed in recording events, with
their public institutions, operated with conspicuous effi
attained just conceptions of the Deity
nor was there
of conveying information from one age to another. But cacy in forming the peculiar character of that people. in their language any proper name or
appellation of the
in no country did ever tradition alone carry down histo
But in Peru, the whole system of policy was founded Supreme Power, which intimated that they had formed
rical knowledge, in any full continued stream, during on religion.
The Inca appeared not only as a legisla any idea of him as the Creator and Governor of the
a period of half the length that the monarchy of Peru tor, but as the
messenger of Heaven. His precepts world.
is said to have subsisted.
were received not merely as the injunctions of a supe
But by directing their veneration to that glorious lu
The Qitipos. or knots on cords of different colors, rior, but a? the mandates of the Deity. His race was minary, which, by its universal and vivifying energy, is
which are celebrated by authors fond of the marvellous, to be held sacred and in order to preserve it distinct, the best emblem of Divine beneficence, the rites and
as if they had been regular annals of the empire, imper
without being polluted by any mixture of less noble observances which they deemed acceptable to him were
fectly supplied the place of writing.
According to the blood, the sons of Manco Capac married their own innocent and humane. They offered to the Sun a part
obscure description of them by Acosta, which Garci- sisters, and no person was ever admitted to the throne of those productions which his genial warmth had called
lasso de la Vega has adopted with little variation and who could not claim it by such a pure descent.
To forth from the bosom of the earth, and reared to matuno improvement, the quipos seem to have been adevice those Children of the Sun, for that was the appellation rity. They sacrificed, as an oblation of gratitude, some
for rendering calculation more expeditious and accu
bestowed upon all the offspring of the first Inca, the of the animals which were indebted to his influence for
rate.
By tiie various colors different objects were people looked up with the reverence due to beings of a nourishment. They presented to him choice specimens
Thus superior order. They were deemed to be under the of those works of ingenuity which his light had guided
denoted, and by each knot a distinct number.
an account was taken, and a kind of register kept, of immediate protection of the deity from whom they the hand of man in
But the Incas never
forming.
the inhabitants in each province, or of the several issued, and by him every order of the
reigning Inca stained his altars with human blood, nor could they
But as these was supposed to be dictated.
conceive that their beneficent father, the Sun, would be
productions collected there for public use.
From those ideas two consequences resulted. The delighted with such horrid victims [157] Thus the
knots, however varied or combined, no moral or ab
stract idea, no operation or quality of the mind could
authority of the Inca was unlimited and absolute in the Peruvians, unacquainted with those barbarous rites
be represented, they contributed little towards pre
most extensive meaning of the words. Whenever the which extinguish sensibility, and suppress the feelings
serving the memory of ancient events and institutions. decrees of a prince are considered as the commands of of nature at the sight of human sufferings, were formed
By the Mexican paintings and symbols, rude as they the Divinity, it is not only an act of rebellion, but of by the spirit of the superstition which they had adopted,
were, more knowledge of remote transactions seems impiety, to dispute or oppose his will.
Obedience be to a national character more gentle than that of any
to have been conveyed than the Peruvians could derive comes a
and as it would be profane people in America.
duty of religion
from their boasted quipos.
Had the latter been even to control a monarch who is believed to be under the
The influence of this superstition operated in the
of more extensive use, and better adapted to supply guidance of Heaven, and presumptuous to advise him, same manner upon their civil institutions, and tended
the place of written records, they perished so generally,
remains
but
to
submit
with
to
correct in them whatever was adverse to gentleness
nothing
implicit respect.
of char.icter.
The dominion of the Incas, though the
together with other monuments of Peruvian ingenuity, This must necessarily be the effect of every govern
in the wreck occasioned by the Spanish conquest, and ment established on
pretensions of intercourse with most absolute of all despotisms, was
mitigated
the civil wars subsequent to it, that no accession of
Such accordingly was the blind sub by its alliance with religion. The mind was not hum
superior powers.
All the zeal of mission which the Peruvians yielded to their sove
liilht or knowledge, comes from them.
bled and depressed by the idea of a forced subjection
Garcilasso de la Vega, for the honor of that race of
The persons of highest rank and greatest to the will of a superior obedience, paid to one who
reigns.
monarchs from whom he descended, all the industry of power in their dominions acknowledged them to be of was believed to be clothed with Divine authority, was
hip researches, and the superior
and in testimony of this, when willingly yielded, and implied no degradation. The
advantages with which a more exalted nature
he carried them on, opened no source of information admitted into their
presence, they entered with a bur- sovereign, conscious that the submissive reverence of
unknown to the Spanish authors who wrote before him. den upon their shoulders, as an emblem of their servi- his people flowed from their belief of his heavenly
In his Royal Commentaries, he confines himself to tude, and willingness to bear whatever the Inca was descent, was continually reminded of a distinction
illustrate what they had related concerning the antiqui
pleased to impose.
Among their subjects, force was which prompted him to imitate that beneficent power
ties and institutions of Peru ; and his illustrations, like not
Every officer which he was supposed to represent. In consequence
requisite to second their commands.
their accounts, are derived entirely from the tradition
intrusted with the execution of them was revered, and, of those impressions, there hardly occurs in the tradiary tales current among his countrymen.
acconlmg to the account of an intelligent observer of; tional history of Peru, any instance of rebellion against
Very little credit then is due to the minute details Peruvian manners, he might proceed alone from one the reigning prince, and among twelve successive
which have been given of the exploits, the battles, the extremity of the empire to another without meeting monarchs there was not one tyrant.
Even the wars in which the Incas engaged were carfor, on producing a fringe from the royal
conquests, and private character of the early Peruvian opposition
monarchs.
We can rest upon nothing in their story as horla, an ornament of the head peculiar to the reigning ried on with a spirit very different from that of other
authentic, but a few facts so interwoven in the system Inca, the lives and fortunes of the people were at his American nations.
They fought not, like savages, to
of their religion and policy, as preserved the memory
disposal.
destroy and to exterminate; or, like the Mexicans, to
of them from being lost
and upon the description of
Another consequence of establishing government in glut blood-thirsty divinities with human sacrifices.
such customs and institutions as continued in force at Peru on the foundation of
to reclaim and civilize the
religion was, that all crimes They conquered, in order
the time of the conquest, and fell under the immediate were
They were not considered vanquished, and to diffuse the knowledge of their own
punished capitally.
observation of the Spaniards.
By attending carefully as transgressions of human laws, but as insults offered institutions and arts. Prisoners seem not to have been
to these, and endeavoring to separate them from what to the Deity.
Each, without any distinction between exposed to tiie insults and tortures which were their lot
be
to
fabulous
or
of
doubtful
The Incas took
appears
authority, 1 have such as were slight and such as were atrocious, called in every other part of the New World.
labored to form an idea of the Peruvian government for vengeance, and could be
expiated only by the blood the people whom they subdued under their protection,
and manners.
of the offender.
Consonantly to the same ideas, pun- and admitted them to a participation of all the advantaThe people of Peru, as I have already observed, had ishment followed the trespass with inevitable certainty, ges enjoyed by their original subjects. This practice,
not advanced beyond the rudest form of savage life, because an offence against Heaven was deemed such a so repugnant to American ferocity, and resembling the
when Manco Capac, and his consort Mama Ocollo, high enormity as could not be pardoned. Among a humanity of the most polished nations, must be ascribed,
Who these people of corrupted morals, maxims of jurisprudence like other peculiarities which we have observed in the
appeared to instruct and civilize them.
extraordinary personages were, whether they imported so severe and unrelenting, by rendering men ferocious Peruvian manners, to the genius of their religion. The
their system of legislation and knowledge of arts from and
to any other object
desperate, would be more apt to multiply crimes Incas, considering the homage paid
some country more improved, or, if natives of Peru, than to restrain them. But the Peruvians, of simple than to the heavenly powers which they adored as imhow they acquired ideas so far superior to those of the manner and unsuspicious faith, were held in such awe pious, were fond of gaining proselytes to their favorite
The idols of every conquered province were
jieopie whom they addressed, are circumstances with by this rigid discipline, that the number of offenders system.
Veneration for monarchs en- carried in triumph to the great temple at Cuico, and
ftapect to which the Peruvian tradition conveys no was extremely small.
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Peruvians were
by certain de

placed there as trophies of the superior power of the
The
divinity who was the protector of their empire.
were treated with lenity, and instructed in the

state, the invention and industry of the
called forth to extraordinary exertions,

religious tenets of their new masters, that the conqueror
might have the glory of having added to the number of
the votaries of his father the Sun.

rivers that flow

The state of property in Peru was no less singular
than that of religion, and contributed, likewise, towards
All the
giving a mild turn of character to the people.
lands capahle of cultivation were divided into three
One was consecrated to the Sun, and the pro
shares.
duct of it was applied to the erection of temples, and

like torrents.
A great part of the low country is sandy
In order
and barren, and never refreshed with rain.
to render such an unpromising region fertile, the inge
to
various
recourse
expedi
nuity of the Peruvians had
ents.
By means of artificial canals, conducted with
much patience and considerable art from the torrents

people

fects peculiar to their climate and soil.
All the vast
from the Andes take their course east

ward to the Atlantic Ocean. Peru is watered only by
some streams which rush down from the mountains

vey to us a high idea of the power possessed by their
ancient monarchs.
These, however, were not the noblest or most useful
works of the Incas. The two great roads from Cuzco
to Quito,
extending in an uninterrupted stretch above
fifteen hundred miles, are entitled to still
higher praise
The one was conducted through the interior and moun
tainous country, the other through the plains on tho
sea coast.
From the language of admiration in which
some of the early writers express their astonishment
when they first viewed those roads, and from the more

pompous description of later writers, who labor to sup
port some favorite theory concerning America, one
might be led to compare this work of the Incas to the
iiublic
famous military ways which remain as monuments ol
nca, and was set apart as the provision made by the riched the soil by manuring it
community for the support of government. The third fowls, of which they found an inexhaustible store on all the Roman power but in a country where there was
and largest share was reserved for the maintenance of the islands scattered along the coasts. In describing no tame animal except the llama, which was nevei
the people, among whom it was parcelled out. Neither the customs of any nation thoroughly civilized, such used for draught, and but little as a beast of burden,
individuals, however, nor communities had a right of practices would hardly draw attention, or be mentioned where the high roads were seldom trod by any but a
but in the history of the human foot, no great degree of labor or art was re
exclusive property in the portion set apart for their use. as in any degree remarkable
They possessed it only for a year, at the expiration of improvident race of men in the New World, they are quisite in forming them. The Peruvian roads were
which a new division was made in proportion to the entitled to notice as singular proofs of industry and of only fifteen feet in breadth, and in many places so
All art.
The use of the plough, indeed, was unknown to slightly formed, that time has effaced every vestige ol
rank, the number, and exigencies of each family.
those lands were cultivated by the joint industry of the the Peruvians.
They turned up the earth with a kind the course in which they ran. In the low country,
community. The people summoned by a proper officer, of mattock of hard wood. Nor was this labor deemed little more seems to have been done than to plant trees
repaired in a body to the fields, and performed their so degrading as to be devolved wholly upon the women. 01 to fix posts at certain intervals, in order to mark the
common task, while songs and musical instruments Both sexes joined in performing this necessary work. proper route to travellers. To open a path through the
cheered them to their labor.
By this singular distri Even the children of the Sun set an example of indus mountainous country was a more arduous task. Emi
with their own nences were levelled, and hollows filled up. and for tho
bution of territory, as well as by the mode of cultivat
try, by cultivating a field near Cuzco
ing it, the idea of a common interest, and of mutual hands, and they dignified this function by denominating preservation of the road it was fenced with a bank ol
Each indi it their triumph over the earth.
turf.
At proper distances, Tambos, or storehouses,
subserviency, was continually inculcated.
vidual felt his connexion with those around him, and
The superior ingenuity of the Peruvians is obvious, were erected for the accommodation of the Inca and
furnishing what

was

requisite towards celebrating the
rites of religion.
The second belonged to the

that

poured across

their country, they
lar supply of moisture to their fields.

conveyed

a

regu
[158]
They en
with the dung of sea

;

;

knew

that he

depended on

their friendly aid

for

what

A

state thus constituted may
increase he was to reap.
be considered as one great family, in which the union
of the members was so complete, and the exchange of
good offices so perceptible, as to create stronger at
tachment, and to bind man to man in closer intercourse
than subsisted under any form of society established in
From this resulted gentle manners and
America.
mild virtues unknown in the savage state, and with
which the Mexicans were little acquainted.
But, though the institutions of the Incas were so
framed as to strengthen the bonds of affection among
their subjects, there was great inequality in their con
dition.
The distinction of ranks was fully established
in Peru.
A great body of the inhabitants, under the
denomination of Yanacnnas, were held in a state of
servitude.
Their garb and houses were of a form dif
ferent from those of freemen.
Like the Tamencs of

Mexico, they were employed in carrying burdens, and
in performing every other work of drudgery.
Next to
them, in rank, were such of the people as were free,
but distinguished by no

Above them were

official

raised those

or hereditary honors.
whom the Spaniards

likewise, in the construction of their houses and public
In the extensive plains which stretch along
buildings.
the Pacific Ocean, where the sky is perpetually serene,

and the climate mild,

their

houses were very properly

But

of a fabric extremely slight.

where rain
known, and

in the higher regions,

where the vicissitude of seasons is
their rigor felt, houses were constructed
with greater solidity.
They were generally of a square
falls,

form, the walls about eight feet high, built with bricks
hardened in the sun, without any windows, and the
door low and straight.
Simple as these structures
were, and rude as the materials may seem to be of
which they were formed, they were so durable that
many of them still subsist in different parts of Peru,

long after every monument that might have conveyed
to us any idea of the domestic state of the other Ame
rican nations has vanished from the face of the eaith.
But it was in the temples consecrated to the Sun, and
in the buildings destined for the residence of their monarchs, that the Peruvians displayed the utmost extent
of (heir art and contrivance.
The descriptions of them
by such of the Spanish writers as had an opportunity
of contemplating them, while in some measure entire,

from the ornaments worn in their ears.

might have appeared highly exaggerated, if the ruins
which still remain did not vouch the truth of their rela
tions.
These ruins of sacred or royal buildings are
found in every province of the empire, and by their fre
power
of the Sun, who, by their high descent and peculiar quency demonstrate that they are monuments of a
privileges, were as much exalted above the Orejones, powerful people, who must have subsisted, during a
as these were elevated above the people.
period of some extent, in a state of no inconsiderable
Such a form of society, from the union of its mem improvement.
They appear to have been edifices
bers, as well as from the distinction in their ranks, was various in their dimensions
some of a moderate size,
favorable to progress in the arts.
But the Spaniards, many of immense extent, all remarkable for solidity,
having been acquainted with the improved state of and resembling each other in the style of architecture.
various arts in Mexico several years before they disco
The temple of Pachacamac, together with a palace of
vered Peru, vere not so much struck with what they the Inca, and a fortress, were so connected
together as
observed in the latter country, and describe the ap
to form one great structure above half a
league in cir
of
there
with
less
warmth
of
ad
cuit.
In this prodigious pile, the same singular taste
pearances
ingenuity
The Peruvians, nevertheless, had advanced in building is conspicuous as in other works of the
miration.
far beyond the Mexicans, both in the necessary arts of Peruvians.
As they were unacquainted with the use
life, and in such as have some title to the name of ele
of the pulley, and other mechanical powers, and could
not elevate the large stones and bricks which they em
gant.
In Peru, agriculture, the art of primary necessity in ployed in building to
any considerable height, the walls
social life, wcs more extensive, and carried on with of this edifice, in which
they seem to have made their
The Spa greatest effort towards magnificence, did not rise above
greater skill than in any part of America.
niards, in their progress through the country, were so twelve feet from the ground.
Though they had not
fully supplied with provisions of every kind, that in the discovered the use of mortar or of anv other cement in
relation of their adventures we meet with few of those
building, the bricks or stones were joined with so much
dismal scenes of distress occasioned by famine, in nicety, that the seams can
hardly be discerned, [lod]
which the conquerors of Mexico were so often involved. The apartments, as far as the distribution of them can
The quantity of soil under cultivation was not left to be traced in the ruins, were ill disposed, and afforded
the discretion of individuals, but regulated by public little accommodation.
There was not a single window
in any part of the building
and as no light could enter
authority in proportion to the exigencies of the commu
Even the calamity of an unfruitful season was but by the door, all the apartments of largest dimen
nity.
but little felt
for the product of the lands consecrated sions must either have been
perfectly dark, or illumi
to the Sun, as well as those set apart for the Incas, nated by some other means.
But with all these, and
being deposited in the Tambos, or public storehouses, many other imperfections that might be mentioned in
it remained there as a stated
provision for times of their art of building, the works of the Peruvians which
As the extent of cultivation was determined still remain must be considered as stupendous efforts
scarcity.
with such provident attention to the demands of the of a people unacquainted with the use of iron, and con
call Orcjoncs,

Tbey formed what may be denominated

the order of
peace as well as war held every office of
or trust.
And the head of all were the children

nobles, and

in

;

;

;

his attendants, in their progress through his dominions.
From the manner in which the road was

originally

formed in this higher and more impervious region, it
has proved more durable
and though, from the inat
tention of the Spaniards to every object but that of
working their mines, nothing has been done towards
keeping it in repair, its course may still be traced.
Such was the celebrated road of the Incas and even
from this description, divested of every circumstance
of manifest exaggeration or of suspicious aspect, it
must be considered as a striking proof of an extraordi
nary progress
improvement and policy. To the
savage tribes of America, the idea of facilitating com
munication with places at a distance had never occured.
;

;

m

To

the Mexicans

most

was hardly known.

it

civilized countries in

Europe,

Even

in the

men had advanced

refinement, before it became a regular object ol
national police to form such roads as render intercourse
commodious. It was a capital object of Roman policy
to open a communication with all the provinces of their
extensive empire by means of those roads which are
justly considered as one of the noblest monuments both
of their wisdom and their power.
But during the long
far in

reign of barbarism, the Roman roads were neglected or
and at the time when the Spaniards entered
destroyed
;

Peru, no kingdom in Europe could boast of any work
of public utility that could be compared with the
great
roads formed by the Incas.
The formation of those roads introduced another im
provement in Peru equally unknown over all the rest of
America.
In its course from south to north, the road
of the Incas was intersected by all the torrents which
roll from the Andes towards the Western Ocean.
From the rapidity of their course, as well as from tbe
frequency and violence of their inundation, these were
not fordable.
Some expedient, however, was to be
found for passing them.
The Peruvians from their
unacquaintance with the use of arches, and their in
ability to work in wood, could not construct bridges
either of stone or timber.
But necessity, the parent of
invention, suggested a device which supplied that de
fect.
formed
cables
of great strength, by twist
They
ing together

which

some of

the pliable withs, or osiers, with

abounds

six of these cables they
stretched across the stream parallel to one another, and
made them fast on each side. These they bound firmly
together by interweaving smaller ropes so close as to
form a compact piece of net-work, which being covered
with branches of trees and earth, they passed along it
with tolerable security. [160]
Proper persons were
their country

;

appointed to attend at each bridge, to keep it in repair,
and to assist passengers.
In the level country, where
the rivers became deep and broad and still, they are

passed in balzas, or floats in the construction, as well
as navigation of which the ingenuity of the Peruvians
appears to be far superior to that of any people in Ame
rica.
These had advanced no further in naval skill
than the use of the paddle or oar
the Peruvians ven
tured to raise a mast, and spread a sail, by means of
which their balzas not only went nimbly before the
;

;

SOUTH AMERICA.
wind, hul could veer and tack with great celerity.
Nor wtre the ingenuity and art of the Peruvians con
fined solely to objects of essential utility.
They had
made some progress in arts, which may be called ele
They [Assessed the precious metals in greater
gant.
abundance than any people of America. They obtained
gold in the same manner with the Mexicans, by searching in the channels of rivers, or washing the earth in
which particles of it were contained. But in order to
procure silver, thcv exerted no inconsiderable degree
of skill and invention.
They had not, indeed, attained
the art of sinking a shaft into the bowels of the earth,
and penetrating to the riches concealed there but they
hollowed deep caverns on the banks of rivers and the
sides of mountains, and emptied such veins as did not
In other places,
dip suddenly beyond their reach.
where the vein lay near the surface, they dug pits to
such a depth, that the person who worked below could
throw out the ore, or hand it up in baskets. They had
discovered the art of smelting and refining this, either
by the simple application of tire, or, where the ore was
more stubborn or impregnated with foreign substances,

as

have merited no small degree of
estimation, on account of the neatness of the work
trinkets are said

manship

,

The
are

less closely

men

asso-

their

;

]

:

!

.

j

I

;

;

j

as well as the intrinsic value of the materials,
latter,

!

!

]

:

eem

more simple

i

sels ol earthen ware of different forms
hatchets, and
other instruments, some destined for war, and others
for labor.
Some were of flint, some of copper, har
dened to such a degree by an unknown process, as to
Had
supply the place of iron on several occasions
the use of those tools, formed of copper, been general,
the progress of the Peruvians in the arts might have
been such as to emulate that of more cultivated nations.
But either the metal was so rare, or the operation by
which it was hardened so tedious, that their instru
ments of copper were few, and so extremely small, that

;

I

|

.

have been employed only in slighter
But even to such a circumscribed use of this
imperfect metal, l\x Peruvians were indebted for their

they
works.

the Mexicans.

i

to

America were well acquainted
but had scarcely any conception of the
former, most of the silver vessels and trinkets were
melted down, and rated according to the weight and
fineness of the metal in the division of the spoil.
In other works of mere curiosity or ornament, their
ingenuity has been highly celebrated. Many specimens
of those have been dug out of the Guacas, or mounds
of earth, with which the Peruvians covered the bodies
of the dead.
Among these are mirrors of various di
mensions, of hard shining stones highly polished ; ves

the

|

lint as the conquerors of

with the

greater part of them was reduced to subjection during
the first part of the sixteenth
century, by private adventurcrs, who fitted out their small armaments either in

manners, and the Hispaniola or in Old Spain and were we to follow
fewer their wants.
The crafts of common and most each leader in his progress, we should discover the
necessary use in life i!o not, in such a state, become so same daring courage, the same persevering ardor, the
complex or difficult as to render it requisite that men same rapacious desire for wealth, and the same capacity
should be trained to them by any particular course of for enduring and surmounting every thing in order to
All the arts, accordingly, which were of attain it, which distinguished the operations of the Spa
education.
niards in their greater American
But, inconquests.
daily and indispensible utility, were exercised by every
Peruvian indiscriminately.
None but the artists em- stead of entering into a detail, which, from the simiof
the transactions, would
conor
of
mere
almost
a repein
works
ornament,
larity
ploycd
curiosity,
appear
stituted a separate order of men, or were distinguished tition of what has been already related, I shall satisfy
from other citizens.
myself with such a view of those provinces of the
From the want of cities in Peru, another consequence Spanish empire in America, which have not hitherto
followed.
There was little commercial intercourse been mentioned, as may convey to my readers an adeamong the inhabitants of that great empire. The ac- quate idea of its greatness, fertility, and opulence.
of
I begin with the countries
tivity of commerce is coeval with the foundation
contiguous to the two
cities; and from the moment that the members of any great monarchies of whose history and institutions I
have
some
in
one
and
shall
then briefly describe
account,
given
place,
community settle in considerable numbers
The citizen must de- the other districts of Spanish America. The jurisdicits operations beco
:ome vigorous.
tion of the viceroy of New Spam extends over several
those
who
cultivate
for
on
the
labor
of
subsistence
pend
the ground.
Thcv, in return, must receive some equi- provinces which were not subject to the dominion of
valent.
Thus mutual intercourse is established, and the Mexicans. The countries of Cinaloa and Sonora
the productions of art are regularly exchanged for the that stretch along the east side of the Vermilion Sea,
fruits of agriculture.
In the towns of the Mexican em- or Gulf of California, as well as the immense king
doms of New Navarre, and New Mexico, which bend
pire, stated markets were held, and whatever could
towards the west and north, did not acknowledge the
supply any want or desire of man was an object of
commerce. But in Peru, from the singular mode of sovereignty of Montezuma, or his predecessors. These
the people regions, not inferior in magnitude to all the Mexican
dividing property, and the manner in which
were settled, there was hardly any species of commerce empire, are reduced some to a greater, others to a less
carried on between different provinces and the com- degree of subjection to the Spanish yoke.
They exmunity was less acquainted with that active intercourse, tend through the most delightful part of the temperate
zone
their
soil
in
remarkable
fertile
to
and
and
an
incentive
which is at once a bond of union
;
is,
;
general,
all their productions, whether animal or vegetable, are
improvement.
But the unwarlike spirit of the Peruvians was the most perfect in their kind. They have all a communimost remarkable as well as the most fatal defect in cation either with the Pacific ocean, or with the Gult
The greater part of the rude nations of Mexico, and are watered by rivers which not only
their character.
of America opposed their invaders with undaunted enrich them, but may become subservient to commerce,
The The number of Spaniards settled in these vast countries
ferocity, though with little conduct or success.
Mexicans maintained the struggle in defence of their is indeed extremely small. They may be said to have
But if
liberties, with such persevering fortitude, that it was subdued rather than to have occupied them.
with difficulty the Spaniards triumphed over them. the population in their ancient establishments in AmePeru was subdued at once, and almost without resist- rica shall continue to increase, they may gradually
and the most favorable opportunities of regain- spread over those provinces, of which, however inviance
have not hitherto been able to take full pew
ing their freedom, and of crushing their oppressors, ling, they
were lost through the timidity of the people. Though session.
One circumstance may contribute to the speedy po
the traditional history of the Peruvians represents a
the Incas as warlike princes, frequently at the head of pulation of some districts.
Very rich mines both of
armies, which they led to victory and conquest, few gold and silver have been discovered in many of the
symptoms of such a martial spirit appear in any of their regions which I have mentioned. Wherever these are
of the Spaniards. opened, and worked with success, a multitude of peo
operations subsequent to the invasion
The influence, perhaps, of those institutions which rcn- ple resort. In order to supply them with the necessadered their manners gentle, gave their minds this un- ries of life, cultivation must be increase 1, artisans of
various kinds must assemble, and industry as well as
manly softness; perhaps the constant serenity and
mildness of the climate may have enervated the vigor wealth will be gradually diffused.
Many examples of
of their frame; perhaps some principles in their go- this have occured in different parts of America since they
the
dominion
of
the
fell
under
Spaniards.
Populous vilvernment, unknown to us, was the occasion of this
Whatever may have been the cause, lages and large towns have suddenly arisen amidst uninpolitical debility.
and there is not an instance in his- habitable wilds and mountains and the working of mines
tlie fact is certain
far from being the most proper object towards
tory of any people so little advanced in refinement, so though
This character which the attention of an infant society should be
totally destitute of military enterprise.
has descended to their posterity. The Indians of Peru turned, may become the means both of promoting use
are now more tame and depressed than any people of ful activity, and of augmenting the number of people.
America.
Their feeble spirits, relaxed in lifeless inac A recent and singular instance of this has happened,
of any bold or manly ex- which, as it is but little known in Europe, and may be
tion, seem

by placing

many of the utensils employed in the functions of com
mon life were made of it. Several of those vessels and

among

ciate,

;

it
in Final! ovens or furnaces, on high
grounds, so artificially constructed that the draught of
air performed the function of a bellows, an engine with
which they were totally unacquainted. By this simple
device, the purer ores were smelted with facility, and
the quantity of silver in Peru was so considerable, that
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In consequence of this state of imperfect union, the
separation of professions in Peru was not so complete

!

to

&amp;gt;

superiority to the other people of America in various
arts.
The same observation, however, may be applied
to them, which I formerly made with
respect to the

,

;

;

From several specimens of Pe
ruvian utensils and ornaments, which arc deposited in
the roya! cabinet of Madrid, and from some preserved
in dirlcrcn collections in other parts of Europe, I have
reason to believe that the workmanship is more to be
admired on account of the rude tools with which it was
executed, than on account of its intrinsic neatness and

arts of the Mexicans.

hardly capable

ertion.

But, besides these capital defects in the political
and that the Peruvians, though the most state of Peru, some detached circumstances and facts
elegance
improved of all the Americans, were not advanced be occur in the Spanish writers, which discover a consideA cruel
rable remainder of barbarity in their manners.
yond the infancy of arts.
But notwithstanding so many particulars, which custom, that prevailed in some of the most savage
seemed to indicate a high degree of improvement in tribes, subsisted among the Peruvians. On the death
Peru, other circumstances occur that suggest the idea of the Incas, and of other eminent persons, a consideof a society still in the first stages of its transition from rable number of their attendants were
put to death,
barbarism to civilization.
In all the dominions of the and interred around their Guacas, that they might aplucas, Guzco was the only place that had the appear
pear in the next world with their former dignity, and
ance, or was entitled to the name, of a city.
Every be served with the same respect. On the death of
;

j

j

j

The
productive of great effects, merits attention.
Spaniards settled in the provinces of Cinaloa and Sodisturbed
the
nora had been long
by
depredations of
some fierce tribes of Indians. In the year 1765, the
incursions of those savages became so frequent and so
that the Spanish inhabitants, in despair,
the Marquis de Croix, viceroy of Mexico,
for such a body of troops as might enable them to drive
those formidable invaders from their places of retreat

destructive,

applied

to

|

But the treasury of Mexico was so
the large sums drawn from it, in
order to support the late war against Great Britain, that
where else the people lived mostly in detached habita Huana Capac. the most powerful of their monarohs, the viceroy could afford them no aid. The respect due
tions, dispersed over the country, or, at the utmost, above a thousand victims were doomed to accompany to his virtues accomplished what his official power
settled together in small villages.
But until men are him to the tomb. In one particular their manners ap- could not effect. He prevailed with the merchants of
most New Spain to advance about two hundred thousand
brought to assemble in numerous bodies, and incorpo
pear to have been more barbarous than those of
1

in the mountains.

much exhausted by

|

I

I,

rated in such close union as to enjoy frequent inter
course, and to feel mutual dependence, they never im

rude

Though acquainted with

tribes.

the use

of

of the expedition,
pesos for defraying the expenses
officer of abilities
and

fire

The war was conducted by an

preparing maize and other vegetables for food, they
bibe perfectly the spirit, or assume the manners of devoured both flesh and fish
astonperfectly raw, and
In a country of immense extent, with
social life.
to the
only Dished the Spaniards with a practice repugnant
one city, the progress of manners, and the improvement ideas of all civilized
people.
either of the necessary or more refined arts, must have
But though Mexico and Peru are the possessions of]
been so slow, and carried on under such disadvantages,
in the New World, which, on account both of
in

an&amp;lt;

I

!

|

that

it

is

more surprising

adTinced so
proceed

far in

further.

the

Peruvians should have

refinement, than that they did not

Spain

I

and present

;

being protracted for three years chiefly by the
the mountains,
difficulty of pursuing the fugitives over
almost impassable, it
^ through defiles which were
terminated, in the year 1771, in the final submission of
the tribes which had been so long the object of terror
In the course of this service,
to the two provinces.
after

!

have attracted the greather other dominions there are far from the Spaniards marched through countries into which
est attention
The they seei, not to have penetrated before that time, and
being inconsiderable either in extent or value.

their ancient

;

state,

J

j

i
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discovered mines of such value as was astonishing even
to men acquainted with the riches contained in the

At Cmeguilla, in the
mountains of the New World.
of fourteen
province of Sonora, they entered a plain
of only six
leagues in extent, in which, at the depth
a size,
of
such
teen inches, they found gold in graina
(hat some of them weighed nine marks, and in such
with a few laborers,
quantities, that in a short time,
they collected a thousand marks of gold in grains, even
without taking time to wash the earth that had been
be so rich, that persons of skill
dug, which appeared to
computed that it might yield what would be equal in va
Before the end of the year
lue to a million of pesos.
1771, above two thousand persons were settled in Cineof proper magistrates, and
guilla, under the government
As several
the inspection of several ecclesiastics.
in
richness
to that of Cinenot
inferior
other mines,
both in Sonora and Cinagnilla, have been discovered,
[161] it is probable that these neglected and thinly
inhabited provinces may soon become as populous and
valuable as any part of the Spanish empire of Ame
loa,

rica.

The peninsula of California, on the other side of the
Vermillion Sea, seems to have been less known to the
ancient Mexicans than the provinces which 1 have men
It was discovered by Cortes in the year 1536.
tioned.
During a long period it continued to be so little fre
quented, that even its form was unknown, and in most
charts it was represented as an island, not as a penin
sula. [162]
Though the climate of this country, if we
may judge from its situation, must be very desirable,
the Spaniards have made small progress in peopling it.
Towards the close of the last century, the Jesuits, who
had great merit in exploring this neglected province,
and in civilizing its rude inhabitants, imperceptibly ac
quired a dominion over it as complete as that which
they possessed in their missions in Paraguay, and they
labored to introduce into it the same policy, and to
In order to
govern the natives by the same maxims.
prevent the court of Spain from conceiving any jea
and
of
their
designs
operations, they seem stu
lousy
diously to havo depreciated the country, by represent
ing the climate as so disagreeable and unwholesome,
and the soil as so barren, that nothing but a zealous
desire of converting the natives could have induced
them to settle there. Several public spirited citizens
endeavored to undeceive their sovereigns, and to give
them a better view of California but in vain. At
length, on the expulsion of the Jesuits from the Spa
nish dominions, the court of Madrid, as prone at that
juncture to suspect the purity of the Order s intentions,
as formerly to confide in them with implicit trust, ap
;

Don Joseph Galvez, whose abilities have since
raised him to the high rank of minister for the Indies,
His account of the country
to visit that peninsula.
was favorable he found the pearl fishery on its coast
pointed

;

be valuable, and he discovered mines of gold of a
From its vicinity to Cinavery promising appearance
loa and Sonora, it is probable that, if the population of
these provinces shall increase in the manner which I
to

hare supposed, California may, by degrees, receive
from them such a recruit of inhabitants, as to be no
longer reckoned among the desolate and useless districts
of the Spanish empire.
On the east of Mexico, Yucatan and Honduras
was comprehended in the government of New
Spain, though anciently they can hardly be said to
hve formed a part of the Mexican empire. These
large provinces, stretching from the bay of Campeach beyond Cape Gracios a Dios, do not, like
the ott or territories of Spain in the New World, de
rive their value either from the fertility of their soil,
but they produce in
or the richness of their mines
greater abundance than any part of America, the log
wood tree, which, in dying some colors, is so far pre
ferable to any other material, that the consumption of
it in
Europe is considerable, and it has become an arti
cle in commerce of great value.
During a long pe
riod, no European nation intruded upon the Spaniards
in those provinces, or attempted to obtain any share in
this branch of trade.
Hut after the conquest of Ja
maica by the English, it soon appeared that a formida
ble rival was now seated in the neighborhood of the
Spa
One of the first objects which tempted
nish territories.
;

the English settled in that island, was the
great profit
arising from the logwood trade, and the facility of
Some
wresting some, portion of it from the Spaniards.

adventurers

from Jamaica made the

first
attempt at
the south-east promontory of Yucatan,
and by cutting logwood there carried on a gainful
traffic.
When most of the trees near the coast in that
placn were felled, they removed to the island of Trist,

Cape Catoche,
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soil in America lies uncultivated, and some of its mo {
bay of Campeachy, and in later times their prin
The promising mines remain unwrought. Strange as thi
been in the bay of Hondun.s.
Spaniards alarmed at this encroachment, endeavored neglect of the Spaniards to avail themselves of advan
hy negotiation, remonstrances, and open force, to pre
tages which seemed to court their acceptance may ap
vent the English from obtaining any footing on that pear, the causes of it can be traced.
The only inteiBut
after
of
the
American
continent.
course
of Spain with its colonies in the South Sea was
part
struggling
a
the
disasters
of
the
carried
on
two
the
it
for
more
than
centuries
annual fleet to
against
century,
by
during
last war extorted from the court of Madrid a reluctant
Porto Bello.
All the produce of these colonies was
consent to tolerate this settlement of foreigners in t^re shipped in the ports of Callao or Arica in Peru, for
heart of its territories.
The pain which thie bumbling Panama, and carried from thence across the isthmus.
concession occasioned seems to have prompted the All the commodities which they received from the mo
Spaniards to devise a method of rendering it of little ther countries were conveyed from Panama to the same
harbors.
Thus both the exports and imports of Chili
consequence, more effectual than all the efforts of ne
The logwood produced on the passed through the hands of merchants settled in Peru-.
gotiation or violence.
hcre
the
soil
is
west coast of Yucatan, w
and in both
drier, is in These had of course a profit on each
quality far superior to that which grows on the marshy transactions the Chilese felt their own subordination
are
settled.
where
the
and
no
direct
intercourse
w/h
the
grounds
By encourag
English
having
parent state,
ing the cutting of this, and permitting the importation they depended upon anolher province for the disposal
of it into Spain without paying any duty, such vigor of their productions, as well as for the supply of their
has been given to this branch of commerce, and the wants.
Under such discouragements, population could
logwood which the English bring to market has sunk so not increase, and industry was destitute of one chief
much in value, that their trade to the bay of Honduras incitement. But now that Spain, from motives which
has gradually declined [163] since it obtained a legal I shall mention hereafter, has adopted a new system,
and carries on her commerce with the colonies in the
sanction
and, it is probable, will soon be finally aban
doned.
In that event, Yucatan and Honduras will South Sea by ships which go round Cape Horn, a
become possessions of considerable importance to Spain. direct intercourse is opened between Chili and the mo
ther country.
The gold, the silver, and the other com
Still further east than Honduras lie the two pro
modities of the province, will be exchanged in its own
vinces of Costa Rica and Veragua, which likewise be
but both have harbors for the manufactures of Europe.
Chili may
long to the viceroyalty of New Spain
been so much neglected by the Spaniards, and are ap speedily rise into that importance among the Spwiish
settlements to which it is entitled by its natural advan
parently of such small value, that they merit no par
It may become the granary of Peru, and the
ticular attention.
tages.
The most important province depending on the vice- other provinces along the Pacific Ocean. It may sup
The Incas had established ply them with wine, with cattle, with horses, with
royalty of Peru is Chili.
their dominion in some of its northern districts
but in hemp, and many other articles for which they now de
the greater part of the country, its gallant and high pend upon Europe.
Though the new system has been
spirited inhabitants maintained their independence. established only a few years, those effect3 of it begin
The Spaniards, allured by the fame of its opulence, alreadv to be observed. If it shall be adhered to with
early attempted the conquest of it under Diego Alma- any steadiness for half a century, one may venture to
gro ; and after his death Pedro dc Valdivia resumed foretell that population, industry, and opulence will ad
the.
Both met with fierce opposition. The vance m this province with rapid progress.
design.
To the east of the Andes, the provinces of Tiicuman
former relinquished the enterprise in the manner I have
mentionnd.
The latter, after having given many dis and Rio dc la Plata border on Chili, and like it were
These regions
plays both of courage and military skill, was cut off, dependent on the viceroyalty of Peru.
together with a considerable body of troops under his of immense extent stretch m length from north to south
command. Francisca de Villagra, Valdivia s lieute above thirteen hundred miles, and in breadth more
thousand.
This country, which is larrer than
nant, by his spirited conduct checked the natives in than
their career, and saved the remainder of the Spaniards most European kingdoms, naturally forms itself into*
from destruction.
By degrees all the champaign coun two great divisions, one on the north and the other on
the south of Rio de la Plata. The former comprehend3
try along the coast was subjected to the Spanish do
minion.
The mountainous country is still possessed Paraguay, the famous missions of the Jesuits, and se
But as disputes have long sub
the
veral other districts.
Puelches, Araucos, and other tribes of its ori
by
sisted between the courts of Spain and Portugal, con
ginal inhabitants, formidable neighbors to the Spa
niards with whom during the course of two centuries, cerning its boundaries, which, it is probable, will be
they have been obliged to maintain an almost perpetual soon finally ascertained, either amicably or by the de
nostihty, suspended only by a few intervals of insecure cision of the sword, I choose to reserve my account of
this northern division, until 1 enter upon the history of
That part of Chili, then, which may properly be Portuguese America, with which it is intimately con
deemed a Spanish province, is a narrow district ex nected and in relating it, I shall be able, from authen
tended along the coast from the desert of Atacamas to tic materials supplied both by Spain and Portugal, to
the island of Chiloe, above nine hundred miles.
Its give a full and accurate description of the operations
climate is the most delicious in the New World, and is and views of the Jesuits, in rearing that singular fabric
lardly equalled by that of any region on the face of the of policy in America, which has drawn so much atten
earth.
Though bordering on the Torrid Zone, it never tion, and has been so imperfectly understood. The
latter division of the province contains the governments
Feels the extremity of heat, being screened on the cast
the Andes, and refreshed from the west by cooling of Tucuman and Buenos Ayres. and to these I shall at
sea breezes.
The temperature of the air is so mild and present confine my observations.
The Spaniards entered this part of America by the
equable, that the Spaniards give it the preference to
and though a succession of cruel
that of the southern provinces in their native country. river De la Plata

in the

cipal station has

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

l&amp;gt;eace.

;

;

The

them

attempts to establish
they were encouraged to persist
n the design, at first by the hopes of discovering mines
n the interior country, and afterwards by the necessity
of occupying it, in order to prevent any other nation
from settling there, and penetrating by this route into
But except at Buenoi
their rich possessions in Peru.
Ayres, they have made no settlement of any conse
all the vast space which I have mentioned.
in
quence
There are indeed, scattered over it, a few places on
which they have bestowed the name of towns, and to

of the soil corresponds with the benignity
of the climate, and is wonderfully accommodated to
European productions. The most valuable of these,

disasters befell

fertility

their

corn, wine, and oil, abound in Chili as if they had been
native to the country.
All the fruits imported from

Europe attained to full maturity there. The animals
of our hemisphere not only multiply, but improve in
this delightful region.
The horned cattle are of larger
size than those of Spain.
Its breed of horses surpasses,
both in beauty and spirit, the famous Andalusian race,
from which they sprung.
Nor has nature exhausted her
she has stored its
bounty on the surface of the earth
bowels with riches.
Valuable mines of gold, of silver,
of copper, and of lead, have been discovered in various
parts of it.

dominion

in

in their early

it,

which they have endeavored to add some dignity, by
but they are no bcttel
erecting them into bishoprics
than paltry villages, each with two or three hundred
inhabitants.
One circumstance, however, which war

;

;

A

country distinguished by so many blessings, we not originally foreseen, has contributed to render this
of considerable impor
apt to conclude, would early become a favorite district, though thinly peopled,
The province of Tucuman, together \\ ith thi
station of the Spaniards, and must have been cultivated tance.
of
the
Pfata, instead of being cowith peculiar predilection and care.
Instead of this, a country to the south
In all this extent vered with wood like other parts of America, formf
great part of it remains unoccupied.
The
of country, there are not above eighty thousand white one extensive open plain, almost without a tree.
inhabitants, and about three times that number of Ne .soil is a deep fertile mould, watered by many streams
The most fertile descending from the Andes, and clothed in perpetual
groes and peoole of a mixed race.

may be

:

|

]

;

SOUTH AMERICA.

that it is probable they will still retain this
branch of trade, and Carthagena continue to be a city
of great importance.
The provinces contiguous to Santa Martha on the
east, was 6rst visited by Alonso de Ojeda, in the year
1499 and the Spaniards, on their landing there, having
observed some huts in an Indian village, built upon
water
piles, in order to raise them above the stagnated
which covered the plain, were led to bestow upon it
the name of Venezuela, or little Venice, by their usual
propensity to find a resemblance between what they
discovered in America, and the objects which were

familiar to

;

s*&amp;gt;

decline.

But the wealth now collected there

tvitia

will

soon

is rare and
extraordinary, the value of the gold
usually collected in this country, particularly in the
provinces of Popayan and Choco, is of considerable
amount.
Its towns are populous and flourishing. The
number of inhabitants in almost every part of the coun

Cultivation and industry of various
try daily increases.
kinds begin to he encouraged, and to prosper.
con
siderable trade is carried on with Carthagena, the pro
duce of the mines, and other commodities, being con
veyed down the great river of St. Magdalene to that
On another quarter, the New Kingdom of Gra
city.
nada, has a communication with the Atlantic by the
river Orinoco
but the country which stretches along

A

;

banks towards the east, is little known, and imper
fectly occupied by the Spaniards.
its
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;
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of this region were further advanced in improvement sions, mentioned the disastrous influence under which
the connection of the Americans with the people of our
than any people in America but the Mexicans and Pe
ruvians, they defended themselves with great resolution hemisphere commenced, both in the islands and in
and good conduct. The abilities and perseverence of several parts of the continent, and have touched upon
Wherever
Benalcazar and Quesada surmounted all opposition, various causes of their rapid consumption.
America had resolution to take arms
though not without encountering manv dangers, and the inhabitants of
reduced the country into the form of a Spanish pro in defence of their liberty and rights, many perished in
the unequal contest, and were cut off by their tierce iuvince.
But the greatest desolation followed after the
of Granada is so far elevated vidcrd.
The New

Kingdom

above the level of the sea that, though it approaches
almost to the equator, the climate is remarkably tern-

The fertility of its valleys is not inferior
perate.
that of the richest districts in America, and its higher
yield gold and precious stones of various kinds,
into the bowels of the earth that
Grounds
t is not by digging

j

to

this

gold

is

found

;

it is

mingled with the soil near the
it by
repeated washing
is earned on wholly by

employment for itself, and may be turned surface, and separated from
Its harbor is with water.
Tliis operation
advantage into some new channel.

rind or create

what

But unfortunately they committed the
execution of their plan to some of those soldiers of View of the interior government, commerce, &c. of the Spa
nish colonies Depopulation of America first effects of
fortune with which Germany abounded in the sixteenth
their settlementsnot the consequeuce of any system of
century. These adventurers, impatient to amass riches,
policy nor to be imputed to religion Number of Indiaju
that they might speedily abandon a station which they
Fundamental maxims on which the Spa
still remaining
nish system of colonization is founded Condition of differ
soon discovered to be very uncomfortable, instead of
ent orders of men in their colonies Chape tones Creoles
planting a colony in order to cultivate and improve the
Negroes Indians Ecclesiastical state and policy Cha
racter of secular and regular clergy Small progress of
country, wandered from district to district in search of
Christianity among the natives Mines, chief object of their
mines, plundering the natives with unfeeling rapacity,
attention Mode of working these their produce Effects
or oppressing them by the imposition of intolerable
of encouraging this species of industry Other com
tasks.
In the course of a few years, their avarice and
modities of Spanish America First effects of this new
of
the
in
with
which
those
commerce with America on Spain Why the Spanish,
exactions,
Spa
comparison
colonies have not been as beneficial to the parent state as
niards were moderate, desolated the province so com
ttiose of other nations
Errors in the Spanish system of
pletely, that it could hardly afford them subsistence,
regulating this commerce confined to one port carried on
and the Velsers relinquished a property from which the
annual
lleets
Contraband
trade Decline of Spain both
by
in population and wealth Remedies proposed View
inconsiderate conduct of their agents left them no hope
the wisereguI&UOlU 0! Ifce Bourbon princes A new and
of ever deriving any advantage.
When ihe wretched
more liberal system introduced beneficial effects of this
remainder of the Germans deserted Venezuela, the
probable consequences Trade between New Spain and the
but notwith
Philippine! Revenue of Spain from America whence it
Spaniards again took possession of it
arises to what it amounts.
standing many natural advantages, it is one of their
AFTER tracing the progress of the Spaniards in their
most languishing and unproductive settlements.
The provinces of Caraccas and Cumana are the last discoveries and conquests during more than half a cen
of the Spanish territories on this coast
but in relating tury, I have conducted them to that period when their
the origin and operations of the mercantile company in authority was established over almost all the vast re
which an exclusive right of trade with them has been gions in the Xew World still subject to their dominion.
vested, I shall hereafter have occasion to consider their The effect of their settlements upon the countries of
which they took possession, the maxims which they
state and productions.
The New Kingdom of Granada is entirely an inland adopted in forming their new colonies, the interior
This important addition was structure and policy of these, together with the influ
country of great ertent.
made to the dominions of Spain about the year 1536, ence of their progressive improvement upon the parent
by Sebastian dc Benalcazar and Gonzalo Xnnenes de state, and upon the commercial intercourse of nations,
Quesada, two of the bravest and most accomplished are the objects to which we now turn our attention.
The
The first visible consequence of the establishments
officers employed in the conquest of America.
former, who commanded at that time in Quito, attacked made by the Spaniards in America, was the diminution
tonishit from the south
the latter made his invasion from of the ancient inhabitants, to a degree equally
I have already, on different occa
Santa Martha on the north. As the original inhabitants ing and deplorable.

tile.

affected by the change in the Spanish system of trade
with America, which has withdrawn from it the desira
ble visits of the galeons, as to feel at least a temporary

They made some attempts

littlu

and opulence.

debted for their prosperity, aad even their existence.
The provinces of Carthagena and Santa Martha
stretch to the eastward of the isthmus of Darien. The
country still continues mountainous, b lt its valleys

its inhabitants was so much favored by this
arrangement, that it soon became one of the most popu
There
lous, opulent, and beautiful cities in America.
is, however, reason to apprehend that it has reached its
far
highest point of exaltation, and that it will be

in Europe.

for

Some districts yield gold with
remarkably populous.
a profusion no less wonderful than that in the vale of
Cineguilla, which I have formerly mentioned, and it is
often found in large pclitas, or grains, which manifest
the abundance in which it is produced.
On a rising
ground near Pamplona, single laborers have collected
in a day what was equal in value to a thousand
pesos.
A late governor of Santa Fe brought with him to Spain
a lump of pure gold, estimated to be worth seven hun
dred and forty pounds sterling.
This, which is per
haps the largest and finest specimen ever found in the
New World, is now deposited in the royal cabinet of
Madrid.
But without founding any calculation on

success.
The final re
duction of the province was accomplished by means
very different from those to which Spain was indebted
The
for its other acquisitions in the New World.
ambition of Charles V. often engaged him in operations
of such variety and extent, that his revenues were not
sufficient to defray the expense of carrying them into
execution.
Among other expedients for supplying the
deficiency of his funds, he had borrowed large sums
from the VeUers of Augsburg, the most opulent mer
chants at that time in Europe.
By way of retribution
for these, or in hopes, perhaps, of obtaining a new toan,
he bestowed upon them the province of Venezuela, to
be held as an hereditary fief from the crown of Castile,
on condition that within a limited time they should ren
der themselves masters of the country, and establish a
Under the direction of such persons, it
colony there.
might have been expected that a settlement would have
been established on maxims very different from those
of the Spaniards, and better calculated to encourage
such useful industry, as mercantile proprietors might
have known to bo the most certain source of prosperity

;

merce of

them

to settle there, but with

;

As the
ing the other species of labor than Indians.
natives in the New Kingdom of Granada are exempt
from that service, which has wasted their race so ra
pidly in other parts of America, the country is still

;

m

slaves

though the chill subterranean air has
been discovered, by experience, to be so fatal to them,
that they cannot be employed with
advantage in tho
deep silver mines, they are more capable of perform

Negro

vinces,

Peru, by supplying it with cattle, horses,
and mules, but to carry on a commerce no less benefi
From both,
cial, by the exportation of hides to Europe.
But its
the colony bas derived great advantages.
commodious situation for carrying on contraband trade
While the
has been the chief source of iu prosperity.
court of Madrid adhered to its ancient system, with
river
respect to its communication with America, the
De la Plata lay so much out of ihc course of Spanish
risk of
navigation, that interlopers, almost without any
Eu
being either observed or obstructed, could pour
that
in
such
they not
quantities,
ropean manufactures
only supplied the wants of the colony, but were con
When
veyed into all the eastern districts of Peru.
the Portuguese in Brazil extended their settlements to
the banks of Rio de la Plata, a new channel was
opened, by which prohibited commodities flowed into
the Spanish territories with still more facility, and in
This illegal tratHc, however detri
greater abundance.
mental to the parent state, contributed to the increase
f the settlement which had the immediate benefit of it,
and Buenos Ay res became gradually a populous and
What may be the effect of the altera
opulent town.
tion lately made in the government of this colony, the
nature of which shall be described in the subsequent
Book, cannot hitherto be known.
All the other territories of Spain in the New World,
the islands cxcepted, of whose discovery and reduction
I have formerly given an account, are comprehended
under two great divisions the tonner denominated the
kingdom ot Tierra Firme, the provinces of which stretch
along the Atlantic, from the eastern frontier of Xew
Spain to the mouth of the Orinoco the latter, the New
Kingdom of Granada, situated in the interior country.
With a short view of these I shall close this part of my
work.
To the east of Veragua, the last province subject to
the viceroy of Mexico, lies the isthmus of Darien.
Though it was in this part of the continent that the
Spaniards first began to plant colonies, they have made
no considerable progress in peopling it. As the coun
try is extremely mountainous, deluged with rum during
a good part of the year, remarkably unhcalthful, and
contains no mines of great value, the Spaniards would
probably have abandoned it altogether, if they had not
been allured to continue by the excellence of the har
bor of Porto Bello on the one sea, and that of Panama
on the oilier. These have been called the keys to the
communication between the north and south sea, be
tween Spain and her most valuable colonies. In con
sequence of this advantage, Panama has become a con
The peculiar noxiousness
siderable and thriving town.
of its climate has prevented Porto Bcllo from increas
As the intercourse with
ing in the same proportion.
the settlements in the Pacific Ocean is now carried on
by another channel, it is probable that both Porto Bello
and Panama will decline, when no longer nourished
and enriched by that commerce to which they were in
trade with

begin to expand, are well watered, aiul extremely fer
Pedro de Heredia subjected this part of America
It is
to the crown of Spain about the year 1532.
thinly peopled, and of course ill cultivated. It produces,
however, a variety of valuable drugs, and some pre
cious stones, particularly emeralds.
But its chief im
portance is derived from the harbor of Carthagena. the
safest and best fortified of any in the American do
In a situation so favorable, com
minions of Spain.
merce soon began to flourish. As early as the year
1514, it seems to have been a town of some note. But
when Carthagena was chosen as the port in winch the
should first begin to trade on their arrival from
ftlcous
urope, and to which they were directed to return, in
order to prepare for their voyage homeward, ihe com
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so safe, and so conveniently situated for receiving com
modities from Europe, its merchants have been so long
accustomed to convey these into all the adjacent pro

In this rich pasturage, the horses and cattle
imported by the Spaniard? from Europe have multiplied
This has
to a degree which almost exceeds belief.
enabled the inhabitants not only to open a lucrative

verdure.

j

j

j

j

j

;

sword was sheathed, and the conquerors were settled
It was in the islands, and in those pro
in tranquillity.
vinces of the continent which stretch from the Gulf of
Trinidad to the confines of Mexico, that the fatal effect*
of the Spanish dominion were first ano/most sensibly
All these were occupied either by wandering
felt.
tribes of hunters, or by such as had made but small
and industry. When they wciu
progress in cultivation
masters to take UD a tired res
compelled by their new
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when tasks were
to regular labor
to their strength,
imposed upon them disproportioncd
and were enacted with unrelenting severity, they pos
sessed not vigor either of mind or of body to sustain
this unusual load of oppression.
Dejection and de
Fa
their lives by violence.
spair drove many to end
In all those exten
more.
tigue and famine destroyed
the original race of inhabitants wasted
sive
dencc, and to apply

regions,

away

;

in

some

it

was

and, on

;

totally extinguished.

In

for tins

Mexi

of carrying their baggage,

provisions, and military stores.
But neither the rage nor cruelty of the Spaniards
was so destructive to the people of Mexico and Peru,
as the inconsiderate policy with which they established

The former were temporary
their new settlements.
the latter was a pertalamities, fatal to individuals
:

which, with gradual consumption, wasted
When the provinces of Mexico and Peru
the nation.
were divided among the conquerors, each was eager to
obtain a district from which he might expect an in
evil,

stantaneous recompense for all his services.
Soldiers,
to the carelessness and dissipation of a

to carry on any plan
military life,
of regular cultivation, nor patience to wait for its slow
Instead of settling in the valleys
but certain returns.

had neither industry

occupied by the natives, where the fertility of the soil
would have amply rewarded the diligence of the plat ter,
they chose to fix their stations in some of the moun
tainous regions, frequent both in New Spam and in
To search for mines of gold and silver was the
Peru.

attempts to incorporate with them have been always
fruitless, and often fatal to the natives.
Impatient of
restraint, and disdaining labor as a mark of servility,
they either abandoned their original seats, and sought
for independence
mountains and forests inaccessible

m

to their oppressors, or
perished when reduced to a stale
In the
repugnant to their ancient ideas and habits.

adjacent to Carthagena, to Panama, and to
the desolation is more general than
even in those parts of Mexico and Peru of which tho
Spaniards have taken most full possession.
But the establishments of the Spaniards in the New
World, though fatal to its ancient inhabitants, were
made at a period when that monarchy was capaM*. of
forming them to best advantage.
By the union of all
its petty
kingdoms, Spain was become a powerful state,
to
so
an
Its monarchs, hav
equal
great
undertaking.

districts

Buenos Ayres,

ing extended their prerogatives far beyond the limits
which once circumscribed the regal power in every
kingdom of Kurope, were hardly subject to control,
either in concerting or in executing their measures.
In every wide-extended empire, the form of govern
ment must be simple, and the sovereign authority Such,
that its resolutions may be taken with
promptitude, and
may pervade the whole with sufficient force. Such
was the power of the Spanish monarchs when they
were called to deliberate concerning the mode of
establishing their dominions over the most remote pro
vinces which had ever been subjected to any European
state.
In this deliberation, they felt themselves under
no constitutional restraint, and that, as independent

own resolves, they might issue the
edicts requisite for modelling the government of the
new colonies, by a mere act of prerogative.
This early interposition of the Spanish crown, in
masters of their

puted wholly to the indigent and often unprincipled
adventurers, whose fortune it was to be (he conquerors
and first planters of America, who, by measures no less
inconsiderate than unjust, counteracted the edicts of
their sovereign, and have brought disgrace upon their

In order to

many hands

that the service of the natives

repeated.

;

The prospects which
chief object of their activity.
this opens, and the alluring hopes which it continually
with the spirit of en
presents, correspond wonderfully
and adventure that animated the first emigrants
push
were wanted,

purpose were numerous, and often

;

accustomed

terprise
to America in every part of their conduct.
forward those favorite projects, so

practise the mechanic arts, and fill most of the inferior
stations in society.
As the inhabitants both of Mexico
to a fixed residence, and to
a certian degree of
regular industry, less violence was
in
their
to
aome conformity with the
requisite
bringing
European modes of civil ife. But wherever the Spa
niards settled among the s:
-age tribes of America, their

and Peru were accustomed

dictated hy hu
After their possessions in the New World
manity.
hecame so extensive as might have excited some ap
prehensions of difficulty in retaining their dominion
over them, the spirit of their regulations was as mild as
when their settlements were confined to the islands
alone.
Their solicitude to protect the Indiana seerns
rather to have augmented as their acquisitions increased:
and from ardor to accomplish this, they enacted, and
endeavored to enforce the execution of laws, which ex
cited a formidable rebellion in one of their colonies,
and spread alarm and disaffection through all the rest.
But the avarice of individuals was too violent to be
controlled by the authority of laws.
Rapacious and
daring adventurers, far removed from the seat of go
vernment, liltle accustomed to the restraints of military
discipline while in service, and still less disposed to re
spect the feeble jurisdiction of civil power in an infant
colony, despised or eluded every regulation that set
bounds to their exactions and tyranny. The parent
state, with persevering attention, issued edicts to preof the Indians
the colonists, re
:nt the
oppression
gardless of these, or trusting to their distance for im
punity, continued to consider and treat them as slaves.
The governors themselves, and other officers employed
in the colonies, several of whom were as indigent and
rapacious as the adventurers over whom they presided,
were too apt to adopt their contemptuous ideas of the
and, instead of checking, encou
conquered people
raged or connived at their excesses. The desolation of
the New World should not then be charged on the
court of Spain, or be considered as the effect of any
It
system of policy adopted there.
ought to be im

;

mament

occasions, which I have mentioned, their
interposed, in the most vigorous exer

They were framed with wisdom, and

worthy of a better fate, great numbers fell m the field
and there, as well as in Peru, still greater numbers
of attending the Spanish
perished under the hardships
annies in their various expeditions and civil wars, worn
toil

HISTORV Op

tions, to protect the people of America from the op
Their regulations
pression of their Spanish subjects.

co, where a powerful and martial people distinguished
their opposition to the Spaniards by efforts of courage

out with the incessant

many
was

authority

S

became

They were accordingly com
indispensably requisite.
habitations in the plains,
pelled to abandon their ancient
and driven in crowds to the mountains. This sudden
transition from the sultry climate of the valleys to the
chill penetrating air peculiar to high lands in the torrid
zone exorbitant labor, scanty or unwholesome nourish
ment, and the despondency occasioned by a s-pecies of
oppression to which they were not accustomed, and of

order to regulate the policy and trade of its colonies,
is a
peculiarity which distinguishes their progress from
that of the colonies of any other European nation.
When the Portuguese, the English, and French took
possession of the regions in America which they now
occupy, the advantages which these promised to yield
were so remote and uncertain, that their colonies were
sulfered to struggle through a hard infancy, almost
without guidance or protection from the parent state.
But gold and silver, the first productions of the Spanish
settlements in the New World, were more alluring, and
immediately attracted the attention of their monarchs.
Though they had contributed little to the discovery, and
almost nothing to the conquest of the Now World, they
and
instantly assumed the function of its legislators
having acquired a species of dominion fotnierlv un
known, they formed a plan for exercising it, to which
the history of human affairs,
nothing similar occurs
The fundamental maxim of the Spanish jurispru
dence, with respect to America, is to consider what hasbeen acquired there as vested in the crown, rather than
in the state.
By the bull of Alexander VI., on which,

country.

With still -greater injustice have many authors re
presented the intolerating spirit of the Roman Catholic
religion, as the cause of exterminating the Americans,
and have accused the Spanish ecclesiastics of ani
mating their countrymen to the slaughter of that inno
cent people, as idolaters and enemies of God.
But
the first missionaries who visited America, though

;

which they saw no end, affected them nearly as much weak and illiterate, were pious men. They early es
as their less industrious countrymen in the islands. poused the defence of the natives, and vindicated their
They sunk under the united pressure of those calami character from the aspersions of their conquerors, who,
In describing them as incapable of being formed to the
ties, and melted away with almost equal rapidity.
this, together with the introduction of
the small-pox, a malady unknown in America, and ex
tremely fatal to the natives, the number of people both
in New Spain and Peru was so much reduced, that in
a few years the accounts of their ancient population

offices of civil

life, or of comprehending the doctrines
of religion, contended, that they were a subordinate
race of men, on whom the hand of nature had set the
mark of servitude. From the accounts which I have
given of the humane and persevering zeal of the Spa

appeared almost incredible. [164]

nish missionaries,

consequence of

Such are the most considerable events and causes
which, by their combined operation, contributed to de
Without attending to these, many
populate America.
authors, astonished at the suddenness of the desolation,
have ascribed this unexampled event to a system of
policy no less profound than atrocious. The Spaniards,
as they pretend, conscious of their own inability to oc
cupy the vast regions which they had discovered, and
foreseeing the impossibility of maintaining their au
thority over a people infinitely superior to themselves
in number, in order to preserve the possession of Ame
rica, resolved to exterminate the inhabitants, and, by
converting a great part of the country into a desert,
endeavored to secure their own dominion over it. [1C5]
But nations seldom extend their views to objects so
and for the honor
remote, or lay their plans so deep
of humanity we may observe, that no nation ever de
The
liberately formed such an execrable scheme.
Spanish monarchs, far from acting upon any such sys
tem of destruction, were uniformly solicitous for the
With Isabella,
preservation of their new subjects.
;

;

m

m

protecting the helpless Hock com
mitted to their charge, they appear in a light which re
flects lustre upon their function.
They were ministers
of peace, who endeavored to wrest the rod from the
hands of oppressors
To their powerful interposition
the Americans were indebted for every regulation tend

I

its
great charter, Spain founded its right, all the re
gions that had been or should be discovered were

as

The clergy in
ing to mitigate the rigor of their fate.
the Spanish settlements, regular as well as secular, are
still considered
by the Indians as their natural guardians, to whom they have recourse under the hard
ships and exactions to which they arc too often ex

bestowed as a free

They and

their

gift

upon Ferdinand and

Isabella.

successors were uniformly held to be

the universal proprietors of the vast territories which,
ihe arms of their
World.
subjects conquered in the

New

From them

grants of land there flowed, and to them
The leaders who conducted the
they finally returned.
various expeditions, the governors who presided over
the different colonies, the officers of justice, and the
ministers of religion, were all appointed by their autho

posed. [167]
But, notwithstanding the rapid depopulation of Ame
rica, a very considerable number of the native race still
remains both in Mexico and Peru, especially in those
parts which were not exposed to the first fviry of the
Spanish arms, or desolated by the first efforts of their
In Guatimala, Chiapa,
industry, still more ruinous.
Nicaragua, and the other delightful provinces of the

rity,

all

at their pleasure.
The people
infant settlements were entitled to no

and removeable

who composed

privileges independent of the sovereign, or that served
as a barrier against the power of the crown.
It is true,
that when towns were built, and formed into bodies
corporate, the citizens were permitted to elect their

Mexican empire, which stretch along the South Sea,
the race of Indians is still numerous.
Their settle
ments in some places are so populous as to merit the own magistrates, who governed them by laws which
zeal for propagating the Christian faith, together name of cities. [168J
In the three audiences into the community enacted.
Even in the most despotic
With the desire of communicating the
knowledge of which New Spain is divided, there are at least two mil states, this feelilc spark of liberty is not extinguished.
the
and
consolations
of
to
lions of Indians; a pitiful remnant, indeed, of its an
But in the cities of Spanish America, this jurisdiction
truth,
religion,
people desti
tute of spiritual light, were more than ostensible mo
cient population, but such as still forms a body of poo- is merely municipal, and is confined to the
regulation
tives for encouraging Columbus to
his
their own interior commerce and
disco
in
number
to
that
inhabiof
of
all
the
other
In what
attempt
pie superior
police.
veries.
Upon his success, she endeavored to fulfil her tants of this extensive country. [169] In Peru several ever relates to public government, and the general in
terest, the will of the
is law.
No
pious purpose, and manifested the most tender concern districts, particularly in the kingdom of Quito, are oc
to secure not only religious instruction, but mild treat
ment, to that inoffensive race of men subjected to her
crown. [166] Her successors adopted the same ideas
;

sovereign
political
In other provinces power originates from the people.
All centres in tho
cupied almost entirely by Indians.
they are mingled with the Spaniards, and in many of crown, and in the officers of itjs nomination.
their settlements are almost the only persons who
When the conquests of the Snaniards in America
j

SOUTH AMERICA.
were completed,

their

monarchs,

in

and reserve with which it confers
Courts of Audience are remarkable.

forming the plan of

internal policy for their new dominions, divided them
into two immense governments, one subject to the

they

viceroy of New Spain, the other to the viceroy of
Peru.
The jurisdiction of the former extended over
all the provinces belonging to Spain in the northern
division of the American continent.
Under that of the
latter, was comprehended whatever she possessed in

may remonstrate

;
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power on the

They may

the event

in

but,

this

right of conquest, and conscious not only of the feebleitcss of their infant settlements, but aware of the dif
ficulty in establishing their dominion over regions so
extensive, or in retaining so many reluctant nations
under the yoke, they dreaded the intrusion of strangers ;

advise,

of a direct

between their opinion and the will of the viceroy, what he determines must be carried into execution,
and nothing remains for them, but to lay the matter they even shunned their inspection, and endeavored to
belbre the kin^ and the Cou
of the Indies.
But to keep them a-t a distance from their coasts. This spirit
be entitled to remonstrate, and inform against a person of jealousy and exclusion, which at first was natural,
South America. This arrangement, which, from the before whom all others must be silent, anJ tamely sub- and perhaps necessary, augmented as their possessions
beginning, was attended with many inconveniencios, mil to his decrees, is a privilege which adds dignity to in America extended, and the value of them came to
became intolerable when the remote provinces of each the Courts of Audience. This is further augmented be more fully understood. In consequence of it, a
by another circumstance.
viceroy ally hei an to improve in industry and popula
Upon the death of a vice system of colonizing was introduced, to which there had
tion.
The people complained of their subjection to a roy, w lthout any provision of a successor by the king, hitherto been nothing similar among mankind. In the
superior, whose place of residence was so distant, or the supreme power is vested in the Court of Audience ancient world, it was not uncommon to send forth co
so inaccessible, as
But they were of two kinds only. They were
most excluded them from any in resident in the capital of the viceroyalty and the senior lonies.
tercourse with the seat of government.
The authority judge, assisted by his brethren, exercises all the func- either migrations, which served to disburden a state of
of the viceroy over districts so far removed from his own lions of the viceroy while the office continues vacant. its superfluous subjects, when they multiplied too fast
or they were
eye and observation, was unavoidably both feeble and ill In matters which come under the cognizance of the for the territory which they occupied
directedAs a remedy for those evils, a third vice- Audiences, in the course of their ordinary jurisdiction, military detachments, stationed as garrisons in a con
The colonies of some Greek repub
royalty has been established in the present century, at las courts of justice, their sentences are final in every quered province.
Santa Fe de Bogota, the capital of the new kingdom of! litigation concerning property of less value than six lics, and the swarms of northern barbarians which set
the
of
thousand
tled
in
different
which
extends
over
the
but
when
the
in
exGranada,
jurisdiction
pesos;
dispute
parts of Europe, were of the first spe
subject
whole kingdom of Tierra Firme and the province of ceeds that sum, their decisions are subject to review, cies. The Roman colonies were of the second. In
i hose
Quito,
viceroys not only represent the person and may he carried by appeal before the royal Council the former, the connection with the mother country
of their sovereign, but possess_his regal prerogatives of the Indies.
quickly ceased, and they became independent states.
within the precincts of their own governments in their
In this council, one of the most considerable in tbe In the latter, as the disjunction was not complete, the
turnout extent.
Like him, they exercise supreme au
monarchy for dignity and power, is vested the supreme dependence continued. In their American settlements,
thority in every department of government, civil, mili
government of all the Spanish dominions in America. the Spanish monarchs look, what was peculiar to each,
tary, *nd criminal.
They have the sole right of nomi It was first established by Ferdinand in the year 1511, and studied to unite them. By sending colonies to
nating the persons who huld many offices of the highest and brought into a more perfect form bv Charles V. in regions so remote, by establishing m each a form ol
and
the
occasional privilege of supplying the year 1524.
inferior policy and administration, under distinct go
Its jurisdiction extends to every de
importance,
those which, when they become vacant by death, are in partment, ecclesiastical, civil, military, and commer
vernors, and with peculiar laws, they disjoined them
the royal gift, until the successor appointed by the cial.
AH laws and ordinances relative to the govern from the mother country. By retaining in their own
The external pomp of their govern ment and police of the colonies originate there, and hands the rights of legislation, as well as that of im
king shall arrive.
ment is suited to its real dignity and power. Their must be approved of by two-thirds of the members be posing taxes, together with the power of nominating
oourts are formed upon the model of that of Ma
fore they are issued in the name of the
All the the persons who tilled every department of executive
king.
drid, with horse and ioot guards, a household regularly offices, of which the nomination is reserved to the government, civil or military, they secured their de
crown, are conferred in tins council.
To it each per pendence upon the parent state. Happily for Spain,
established, numerous attendants, and ensigns of com
mand, displaying such magnificence as hardly retains son employed in America, from the viceroy downwards, the situation of her colonies was such as rendered it
the appearance of delegated authority.
is accountable.
It reviews their conduct, rewards their
Almost
possible to reduce this new idea into practice.
But as the viceroys cannot discharge in person the services, and inflicts the punishments due to their mal all the countries which she had discovered and occu
functions of a supreme magistrate in every part of their versations.
within
the
Before it is laid whatever intelligence, pied, lay
The productions of that
tropics.
extensive jurisdiction, they are aided in their govern
either public or secret, is received from America
and large portion of the globe are different from those of
ment by oiiicers and tribunals similar to those in Spain. every scheme of improving the administration, the po- Europe, even in its most southern provinces. The
The conduct of civil affairs in the various provinces and lice, or the commerce of the colonies, is submitted to qualities of the climate and of the soil naturally turn
districts. in:o which the Spanish dominions in Ame
its consideration.
From the first institution of the the industry of such as settle there into new channels.
rica are divided, is committed to magistrates of various Council of the Indies, it has been the constant
object When the Spaniards first took possession of their
orders and denominations some appointed by the king, of the Catholic monarchs to maintain its authority, and dominions in America, the precious metals which
others by the viceroy, but all subject to the command to make such additions from time to time, both to its they yielded were the only object that attracted
of the latter, and amenable to his jurisdiction. The power and its splendor, as might render it formidable their attention.
Even when their efforts began to
administration of justice is vested in tribunals, known to all their subjects in the New World.
Whatever take a better direction, they employed themselves
the
name
of
and
formed
almost
the
model
of
in
Audiences^
by
upon
wholly
degree
public order and virtue still remains in that
rearing such peculiar productions
of the court of Chancery in Spain.
These are eleven country, where so many circumstances conspire to relax of the climate as, from their rarity or value, were
in number, and
as
to
districts
of
chief
the
and
to
the
demand
in
the mother country.
be
ascribed
Allured
former,
in
latter,
dispense justice
many
corrupt
may
into which the Spanish dominions in America are di
a great measure to the wise regulations and
vast prospects of immediate wealth, they dis
vigilant by
vided. fl/0]
The number of judges in the Court of inspection of this respectable tribunal.
dained to waste their industry on what was less
Audience is various, according to the extent and im
As the king is supposed to be always present in his lucrative, but of superior moment. In order to render
of their jurisdiction.
The station is no less Council of the Indies, its meetings are held in the place
impossible to correct this error, and to prevent them
portance
honorable than lucrative, and is commonly filled by where he resides.
Another tribunal has been instituted from making any efforts in industry which might interin order to regulate such commercial affairs, as
persons of such abilities and merit as render this tri
required fere with those of the mother country, the estabiishbunal extremely respectable.
Both civil and criminal the immediate and personal inspection of those ap- ment of several species of manufactures, and even the
causes come under their cognizance, and for each pe- pointed to superintend them.
This is called Casa dela culture of the vine or olive, are prohibited in the Spaculiar judges are set apart.
Though it is only in the Coniratacion, or the house of trade, and was established nish colonies, [171] under severe penalties. They
most despotic governments that the sovereign exercises in Seville, the port to which commerce with the New must trust entirely to the mother country for the ob
in person the formidable
Their clothes, their furni
It jects of primary necessity.
prerogative of administering World was confined, a? early as the year 1501.
justice to his subjects, and, in absolving or condemn
may be considered both as a hoard of trade, and as a ture, their instruments of labor, their luxuries, and eveii
In the former capacity it takes a considerable part of the provisions which they con
ing, consults no law but what is deposited in his own court of judicature.
breast; tho-ieh, in all the monarchies of Europe, ju
the intercourse of sume were imported from Spain.
cognizance of whatever relates
During a great part
dicial authority is committed to the
magistrates, whose Spain with America, it regulates what commodities of the sixteenth century, Spain, possessing an extensive
decisions are regulated by known laws and established should be exported thither, and has the
inspection of commerce and flourishing manufactures, could supply
forms
the Spanish viceroys have often attempted to such as arc received in return.
It decides con corn iii? with ease the
growing demands of her colonies from
intrude themselves into the seat of justice, and, with an the departure of the fleets for the West Indies, the her own stores.
The produce of their mines and planambition which their distance from the control of a freight and burden of the ships, their
was
tation-s
But all that
equipment and
given in exchange for these.
rendered
bold,
have
at
a
which
In
the
latter
destination.
the
it
colnnies
with
received, as well as all that they (jave, was
superior
aspired
power
capacity,
judges
thfir master does not venture to assume.
In order to respect to every question, civil, commercial, or crimi
conveyed in Spanish bottoms. No vessel belonging to
check a us irj ation which must have annihilated usiice nal, arising in consequence of the transactions of the colonies was ever permitted to carry the commodi
and security in the Spanish colonies, in subjecting the Spain with America and in both these
Even the commercial in
departments ties of America to Europe.
lives and property of all to the will of a
.s decisions are exempted from the review of
single man, the
any court tercourse of one colony with another was either abso
viceroy* have been prohibited m the most explicit but that of the Council of the Indies.
lutely prohibited, or limited by many jealous restric
terms, by repeated laws, fium interfering in the judicial
Such is the great outline of that system of govern- tions. All that America yields flows into tiie ports of
of
tbe
Courts
of
ment which Spain has established in her American Spain all that it consumes must issue from them. No
Audience, or from de
proceedings
To enumerate the various subordinate board foreigner can enter its colonies without express per
livcring an opinion, or giving a voice, with respect to colonies.
beiore
them.
litigated
In
some
and
officers employed in the administration of
no vessel of any foreign nation is received
any point
particular
justice, mission
cases, in which any question of civil right is involved,
the public revenue, and in regulating the into their harbors
and the pains of death, with confis
[in collecting
even the political regulations of the viceroy may be interior
to describe their differ
cation of moveables, are denounced against every inha
police of the country
Thus the
brought under the review of the Court of Audience, ent functions, and to inquire into the mode and effect bitant who presumes to trade with them.
which in thosr instances may be deemed an inter of their
would prove a detail no less intri colonies are kept m a state of perpetual pupilage and
operations
mediate power placed between him and the people, as cate th;i:i minute and
by the introduction of this commercial dependence, t
uninteresting.
a constitutional barrier to circumscribe his jurisdiction.
The first object of the Spanish monarchs was to se refinement in policy of which Spain set the first exam
But as le^al restraints on a person who represents the cure the
productions of the colonies to the parent state, ple to European nations, the supremacy of the parent
tovercign, and is clothed with his authority, are little by an absolute prohibition of any intercourse with state hath been maintained over remote colonies during
wnted to tbe penius of Spauish policy t^* b*sita ioa
nations.
foreign
They look possession of America bv two centuries and a half.
collision
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Such arc the
monarehs seem

maxims

to

capital
to have attended in

which the Spanish
forming their new

But they could not plant with
settlements in America.
and from
the same rapidity that they had destroyed
many concurring causes, their progress has been ex
void
which
their
tremely slow in tilling up the immense

I

.

;

As soon

as the rage for
discovery and adventure began to abate, the Spaniards
opened their eyes to dangers and distresses which at

devastations had occasioned.

The nu

they did not perceive, or had despised.

first

merous hardships with which

the

members

of infant

colonies have to struggle, the diseases of unwholesome
climates fatal to the constitution of Europeans; the
difficulty of bringing a country covered with forests
the want of hands necessary for labor in
into culture
some provinces, and the slow reward of industry in
all, unless where the accidental discovery of mines
enriched a few fortunate adventurers, were evils uni
;

versally felt and magnified.
Discouraged by the view
of these, the spirit of migration was so much damped,
that sixty years after the discovery of the
World,

New

provinces is com
puted not to have exceeded fifteen thousand. [172]
The mode in whicli property was distributed in the
Spanish colonies, and the regulations established with
respect to the transmission of it, whether by descent
or by sale, were extremely unfavorable to population.
In order to promote a rapid increase of people in any
new settlement, property in land ought to be divided into
small shares, and the alienation of it should be rendered
But the rapaciousness of the Spanish
extremely easy.
conquerors of the New World paid no regard to this
fundamental maxim of policy
and, as they possessed
power which enabled them to gratify the utmost extra
vagance of their wishes, many seized districts of great
extent, and held them as cncomiendas.
By degrees
they obtained the privilege of converting a part of these
into Mayorasgos, a species of fief, introduced into the
Spanish system of feudal jurisprudence, which can
neither be divided nor alienated.
Thus a great portion
of landed properly, under this rigid form of entail, is
withheld from circulation, and descends from father to
son unimproved, and of little value either to the pro
In the account which I
prietor, or to the community.
have given of the reduction of Peru, various examples
occur of enormous tracts of country occupied by some
of the conquerors.
The excesses in other provinces
were similar for, as the value of the lands which the
was
Spaniards acquired
originally estimated according
to the number of Indians which lived upon them, Ame
rica was in general so thinly peopled, that only districts
of great extent could afford such a number of laborers
as might be employed in the mines with any prospect
of considerable gam.
The pernicious effects of those
radical errors in the distribution and nature of property
in the Spanish settlements are felt through every de
partment of industry, and may be considered as one
great cause of a progress in population so much slower
than that which has taken place in better constituted
the

number of Spaniards

in all

its

;

;

colonies. [173]

To this we may add, that the support of the enor
mous and expensive fabric of their ecclesiastical esta
blishment has been a burden on the Spanish colonies,
which has greatly retarded the progress of population

and industry. The payment of tithes is a heavy tax
on industry and if the exaction of them be not regu
lated and circumscribed by the wisdom of the civil
But,
magistrate, it becomes intolerable and ruinous.
instead of any restraint on the claims of ecclesiastics,
:

the inconsiderate zeal of the Spanish legislators admit
ted them into America in their full extent, and at once

imposed on their infant colonies a burden which is in
no slight degree oppressive to society, even in its most

As

ment

early as the year 1501, the pay
of tithes in the colonies was enjoined, and the

mode

of

state.

improved

it

regulated by law.

Every

article

of primary

necessity, towards which the attention of new settlers
must naturally be turned, is subjected to that grievous
exaction.
Nor were the demands of the clergy con
fined to articles of simple and easy culture.
Its more
artificial and operose productions, such as
sugar, indigo,
and cochineal, were soon declared to be titheable
and thus the industry of the planter was taxed hi every
;

stage of

progress, from its rudest essay to its high
To the weight of this legal imposi
est improvement.
tion, the bigotry of the American Spaniards has made
its

j
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nourished and given vigor to productive labor hi growing colonies.
But so fertile and inviting are the regions of Ame
rica, which the Spaniards have occupied, that, notwithstanding all the circumstances which have checked
and retarded population, it has gradually increased,
and filled the colonies of Spain with citizens of various
orders.
Among these, the Spaniards who arrive from
Europe, distinguished by the name of ( hapetoncs, are
From the jealous atten
the tirst in rank and power.
tion of the Spanish court to secure the dependence of the
colonies on the parent state, all departments of conse

and in
filled by persons sent from Europe
order to prevent any of dubious fidelity from being em
ployed, each must bring proof of a cleat descent from
a family of Old Christiana, untainted with any mixture
of Jewish or Mahometan blood, and never disgraced
In such pure hands
by any censure of the Inquisition.
power is deemed to DC safely lodged, and almost every

quence are

;

function, from the viceroyaUy downwards, is committed
to them alone.
Every person, who, by his birth or re
sidence in America, may be suspected of any attach

ment

or interest adverse to the mother country, is the
object of distrust to such a degree, as amounts nearly
to an exclusion from all offices of confidence or autho
rity. [174]
By this conspicuous predilection of the

Chapetones are raised to such pre-eminence
America, that they look down with disdain upon
other
order of men.
every
The character and state of the Crcolrs, or descend
ants of Europeans settled in America, the second class
of subjects in the Spanish colonies, have enabled the
court, the
in

that they
ans, and

can no longer be distinguished from Europe

become entitled to all their privileges. It is
chiefly by this mixed race, whose frame K* remarkably
robust and hardy, that the mechanic arts arc carried on
in the Spanish settlements, and other active functions*
in society are discharged, which the two higher classes
of citizens, from pride, or from indolence, disdain to
exercise
The Negroes hold the fourth rank among ihe inhabi
Tin; introduction of
tants of the Spanish colonies.
that unhappy part of the human species into America,
together wiih their services and Bufferings there, shall
re they are
be fully explained in another place
mentioned chiefly in order to point ouf a peculiarity in
in several
their situation under the Spanish dominion,
of their settlements, particularly in Now Spam, Ne
They
groes are mostly employed in domestic service.
form a. principal part in the train of luxury, and are
;

1

cherished and caressed by their superiors, to whose
vanity and pleasures they are equally subservient.
Their dress and appearance are hardly less splendid
than that of their masters, whose manner* they imitate,
Elevated by this dis
and whose passions they imbibe.
tinction, they have assumed such a tone of superiority
over the Indians, and trt-at them with such insolence
and scorn, that tbe antipathy between the two races has

become implacable. Even in Peru, wh*-re Negroes
seem to be more numerous, and are employed in held
work as well as domestic service, they maintain their

ascendant over the Indians, and the mutual hatred of
one to the other subsists with equal violence. Tlie
laws have industriously fomented this aversion, to
Chapetones to acquire other advantages hardly less which accident gave rise, and, by most rigorous injunc
considerable than those which they derived from the tions, have endeavored to prevent every intercourse
partial favor of government.
Though some of the Cre- that might form a bond of union between the two races.
olian race are descended from the conquerors of the Thus, by an artful policy, the Spaniards derive strength
New World though others can trace up their pedigree from that circumstance in population which is the weak
ness of other European colonies, and have secured, aa
to the noblest families in Spain
though many are pos
associates and defenders, those very persons who else
sessed of ample fortunes
yet, by the enervating influ
where are objects of jealousy and terror.
ence of a sultry climate, by the rigor of a jealous go
The Indians form the last and most depressed order
vernment, and by their despair of attaining that dis
tinction to which mankind naturally aspire, the vigor of of men in ihe country which belonged to their dncestors.
their minds is so entirely broken, that a great part of I have already traced the progress of the Spanish ideas
them waste life in luxurious indulgences, mingled with with respect to the condition and treatment of that peo
and have mentioned the most important of their
an illiberal superstition still more debasing.
ple
more early regulations, concerning a matter of so much
Languid and unenterprising, the operations of an ac
tive extended commerce would be to them so cumber
consequence in the administration of their new domi
But since the period to which I have brought
some and oppressive, that in almost every part of Ame nions
rica they decline engaging in it.
The interior trallic of down ihe history of America, the information and ex
every colony, as well as any trade which is permitted perience acquired during two centuries have enabled
with the neighboring provinces, and with Spain itself, the court of Spain to make such improvements in this
is carried on
who, as the part of its American system, that a short view of the
chietiy by the Chapetones
recompense of their industry, amass immense wealth, present condition of the Indians may prove both curious
while the Creoles, sunk in sloth, are satisfied with the and interesting.
revenues of their paternal estates.
By the famous regulations of Charles V. in 1542,
From this stated competition for power and wealth which have been so often mentioned, ihe high preten
between those two orders of citizens, and the various sions of the conquerors of the New World, who con
;

;

;

;

;

service they
passions excited by a rivaUhip so interesting, their sidered its inhabitants as slaves to whose
hatred is violent and implacable.
On every occasion, had acquired a full right of property, were finally abro
symptoms of this aversion break out, and the common gated. From that period, the Indians have been re
of sub
appellations which each bestows on the other are as puted freemen, and entitled to the privileges
contemptuous as those which flow from the most deep- jects. When admitted into this rank, it was deemed
rooted national antipathy.
The court of Spain, from a just that they.should contribute towards the support and
refinement of distrustful policy, cherishes those seeds improvement of the society wln;:h had adopted them as
But as no considerable benefit could be ex
of discord, and foments this mutual jealousy, which not members.
only prevents the two most powerful classes of its sub
pected from the voluntary efforts of men unacquainted
and averse to labor, the court of
jects in the New World from combining against the with regular industry,
to fix and secure, by propei
parent state, but prompts each, with the most vigilant Spain found it necessary
to exact from
zeal, to observe the motions and to counteract the regulations, what it thought reasonable
With this view, an annual tax was imposed
schemes of the other.
them.
The third class of inhabitants in the Spanish colonies upon every male, from the age of eighteen to fifty anil
and at the same time the nature as well as the extent of the
is a mixed race, the
either of a
;

offspring

European

a Negro, or of a European and Indian, thu former
called Mulattocs, the latter Mestizos.
As the court of
Spain, solicitous to incorporate its rlew vassals with its
ancient subjects, early encouraged the Spaniards settled
in America to
marry the natives of that country,
several alliances of this kind were formed in their in
fant colonies.
But it has been more owing to licen
tious indulgence, than to compliance with this injunc
tion of their sovereigns, that this mixed breed has multi
plied so greatly as to constitute a considerable part of

The
the population in all the Spanish settlements.
several stages of descent in this race, and the gradual
variations of shade until the African black or the copper

which they might be required to perform, waa
This tribute vanes in dif
ascertained with precision.
but if we take that pan! in New
ferent provinces
amount is nearly four
Spain as a medium, its annual
countries whore,
no exorbitant sum
shillings a head
services,

;

m

;

the source of wealth, the value of money is ex
Tin* ri^ht of levying th s tribute
tremely low. [175]
In America, every Indian is either an
ikewise varies.
is

at

mmediate vassal of the crown, or depends upon sonve
to whom the district in which he resides huis
jeen granted for a limited time, under the denomina
In the former case, about
tion of an encomieTida.
subject

three-fourths of the tax

is

paid into the royal treasury

;

America brighten into a European complexion, in the latter, the same proportion of it belongs to the
many voluntary additions. From their fond delight in are accurately marked by the Spaniards, and each dis holder of the grant. When Spain first took possession
the external pomp and parade of religion, and from tinguished by a peculiar name.
Those of the first and of America, the greater part of it was parcelled out
second generations are considered and treated as mere .mong its conquerors, or those who first settled there,
superstitious reverence for ecclesiastics of every deno
As
,nd but a small portion reserved for the crown.
mination, they have bestowed profuse donatives on Indians and Negroes
but in the third descent, tinchurches and monastarics,and have unprofitably wasted characteristic hue of the former disappears and in the those grants, which were made for two lives only, re
a large proportion of that wealth, which might have fifth, the deeper tint of the latter is so entirely effaced, verted successively to the sovereign, he had it in his
color of

;

;
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such districts as are inhabited by Indians subjected to
by
proSpanish
power
his own revenue by valuable of that cruel system of extermination, which they have the Spanish government, and living under its protecprietors, or to augment,
Of these, tne latter has been fre- been charged with adopting and if we admit that the tion. The third are employed in instructing and conannexations. [116]
the number ot Indian? now depending necessity of securing subsistence for their colonies, or verting those fiercer tribes which disdain submission to
quently chosen
the Spanish yoke, and live in remote or inaccessible
immediately on the crown is much greater than in the the advantages deiived from working the mines, give
them a rieht to avail themselves of the labor of the In- regions to which the Spanish arms have not penetrated,
first stage after the conquest, and this branch of the
dians, we must allow, that the attention with which So numerous are the ecclesiastics of all those various
royal revenue continues to extend.
The benefit arising from the services of the Indians they regulate and recompense that labor is provident orders, and such the profuse liberality with which many
In no code of laws is greater solicitude of them are endowed, that the revenues of the church
accrues either to the crown, or to the holder of the and sagacious.
cwomicnda, according to the same rule observed in the displayed, or precautions multiplied with more prudent in America are immense. The Romish superstition
in the New World,
payment of tribute. Those services, however, which concern, for the preservation, the security, and the hap- appears with its utmost pomp
can now be legally exacted, are very different from the pincss of the subject, than we discover in the collection Churches and convents there are magnificent, and richly
But those latter adorned and on high festivals, the display of gold and
tasks originally imposed upon the Indians. The nature of the Spanish laws for the Indies.
of the work which they must perform is defined, and regulations, like the more early edicts which have been silver, and precious stones, is such as exceeds the con
An ecclesiastical establish
en equitable recompense is granted for their labor. already mentioned, have too often proved ineffectual ception of a European.
The stated services demanded of the Indians may be remedies against the evils which they were intended to ment so splendid and extensive is unfavorable, as has
divided into two branches
They are either employed prevent. In every age, if the same causes continue to been formerly observed, to the progress of rising coloFrom the ini- nies but in countries where riches abound, and the
in works of primary necessity, without which society operate, the same effects must follow.
cannot subsist comfortably, or are compelled to labor mense distance between the power intrusted with the people are so delighted with parade that religion must
in the mines, from which the Spanish colonies derive execution of laws, and that by whose authority they assume it in order to attract their veneration, this proIn consequence of are enacted, the vigor even of the most absolute go- pensity to ostentation has been indulged, and becomes
their chief value and importance.
less pernicious.
tile former, they are obliged to assist in the culture of vernment must relax, and the dread of a superior, too
The early institution of monasteries in the Spanish
in remote to observe with accuracy or to punish with de
maize, and other grain of necessary consumption
in erecting edifices of public utility
Notwithstanding the colonies, and the inconsiderate zeal in multiplying them,
tending cattle
spatch, must insensibly abate.
In
have been attended with consequences more fatal.
and in forming high roads
but numerous injunctions of the Spanish monarch, the In
in building bridges
should be to en
they cannot be constrained to labor in raising vines, dians still suffer, on many occasions, both from the every new settlement, the first object
to con
olives, and sugar-canes, or any species of cultivation avarice of individuals, and from the exactions of the courage population, and to incite every citizen
tribute towards augmenting the number and strength
which has for its object the gratification of luxury or magistrates who ought to have protected them unrea
commercial profit. In consequence of the latter, the sonable tasks arc imposed the term of their labor is of the community.
During the youth and vigor of
while there is room to spread, and sustenance
Indians are compelled to undertake the more unplea
prolonged beyond the period fixed by law, and they society,
with amaz
is
with
sant task of extracting ore from the bowels of the earth, groan under many of the insults and wrongs which are
procured
facility, mankind increase
and of refining it by successive processes, no less un- the lot of a dependent people. [ISO] From some in ing rapidity. But the Spaniards had hardly taken pos
Tvholesome than operose. [177]
formation on which I can depend, such oppression session of America, when, with a most preposterous
The mode of exacting both these services is the same, abounds more in Peru than in any other colony. But policy, they began to erect convents, where persons of
under a vow to defeat the
and is under regulations framed with a view of render it is not general. According to the accounts even of both sexes were shut
of nature, and to counteract the first of her
ing it as little oppressive as possible to the Indians. those authors who are most disposed to exaggerate the purpose
which ascribes
They are called out successively in divisions, termed sufferings of the Indians, they, in several provinces, laws. Influenced by a misguided piety,
Milas, and no person can be compelled to go but in enjoy not only ease but affluence
they possess large transcendant merit to a state of celibacy, or allured by
the prospect of that listless ease which in sultry cli
In Peru, the number called out must not farms
his turn.
they are masters of numerous herds and flocks
exceed toe seventh part of the inhabitants in any dis and, by the knowledge which they have acquired of mates is deemed supreme felicity, numbers crowded
into
those mansions of sloth and superstition, and are
trict.
In Xew Spain, where the Indians are more nu
European arts and industry, are supplied not only with
As none but persons of Spanish ex
lost to society.
merous, it is fixed at four in the hundred.
During the necessaries but with many luxuries of life.
what time the labor of such Indians as are employed in
After explaining the form of civil government in the tract are admitted into the monasteries of the New
evil is more sensibly felt, and every monk
agriculture continues, I have not been able to learn. Spanish colonies, and the state of the various orders of World, the
But in Peru, each mi to, or division, destined persons subject to it, the peculiarities in their ecclesi or nun may be considered as an active person with
(178 J
for the mines, remains there six months
and while astical constitution merit consideration. Notwithstand drawn from civil life. The impropriety of such foun
either to diffuse his favors
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engaged in this service, a laborer never receives less
than two shillings a day, and often earns more than

No Indian, residing at a greater
than thirty miles from a mine, is included in

double that sum.
distal

the mita, or division employed working it
nor arc the
inhaliiuuiU of tne low.country exposed now to certain
as
were
at
first
when
under
the do
destruction,
they
minion of the conquerors, by compelling them to remove
fruni titat warm climate to the cold elevated regions

towns are en

tirely subject to the Spanish laws and magistrates ; but
in their own villages they are governed by caziques,

some

of

whom are

With this view, he solicited Alex
ander VI. fora grant to the crown of the tithes in all
the newly-discovered countries, which he obtained on

vows.

condition of his making provision for the religious in
Soon after Julius II. con
struction of the natives.
ferred on him and his successors, the right of patronage,
and the absolute disposal of all ecclesiastical benefices
But these Pontiffs, unacquainted with the value
there.
of what he demanded, bestowed these donations with
an inconsiderate liberality, which their successors have
In consequence
often lamented, and wished to recall.
of those grants, the Spanish monarchs have become in
In them the
effect the heads of the American church.
Their nomi
administration of its revenues is vested.
nation of persons to supply vacant benefices is instantly

where minerals abound. [179]
live in the principal

dations in any situation where the extent of territory
requires additional hands to improve it, is so obvious,
that some Catholic states have expressly prohibited
any person in their colonies from taking the monastic

nion in America.

;

The Indians who

the Spa
ing the superstitious veneration with which
niards are devoted to the Holy See, the vigilant and
him to take
jealous policy of Ferdinand early prompted
precautions against the introduction of the Papal domi

the descendants of their ancient lonis,

are named by the Spanish viceroys.
These
regulate the petty affairs of the people under them, ac
to
maxims
of
transmitted
to them by
cording
justice
tradition from their ancestors.
To the Indians this
in
such
hands,
affords
some
friendly
jurisdiction, lodged
consolation
and so little formidable is this dignity to confirmed by the Pope. Thus, in all Spanish America,
their new masters, that they often allow it to descend authority of every species centres in the crown. There
For the further relief of men so no collision is known between spiritual and temporal
by hereditary right.
much exposed to oppression, the Spanish court has jurisdiction. The King is the only superior, his name
appointed an officer in every district with the title of alone is heard of, and no dependence upon any foreign
Protector of the Indians.
It is his function, as the
power has been introduced. Papal bulls cannot be
name implies, to assert the rights of the Indians to admitted into America, nor are they of any force there
as
their
defender
in
the
courts
of
and, until they have been previously examined and approved
appear
justice
by the interposition of his authority, to set bounds to of bv the royal council of the Indies and if any bull
tlic encroachments and exactions of his
countrymen. should be surreptitiously introduced and circulated in
A certain portion of the reserved fourth of the annual America without obtaining that approbation, ecclesias
tribute is destined for the salary of the caziques and tics are required not only to prevent it from taking
another is applied to the maintenance of effect, but to seize all the copies of it, and transmit
protectors
the clergy employed
the instruction of the Indians. them to the council of the Indies.
To this limitation
Another part seems to be appropriated for the benefit of the Papal jurisdiction, equally singular, whether we
of the Indians themselves, and is applied for the
consider the age and nation in which it was devised, or
pay
ment of their tribute in years of famine, or when a par the jealous attention with which Ferdinand and his sucticular district is affected by any extraordinary local cessors have studied to maintain it in full force,
Spain
Besides this, provision is made by various is indebted, in a great measure, for the uniform trancalamity.
laws, th.it hospitals shall be founded in every new set- quillity which has reigned in her American dominions.
dement for the reception of Indians. Such
The hierarchy is established in America in the same
hospitals!
have, accordingly been erected, both for the
indigent form as in Spain, with its full train of archbishops, bishand infirm, m Lima, in Ctizco. and in Mexico, where ops. deans, ai.d other dignataries. The inferior clergy
he Indians are treated with tenderness and humanity.
are divided into three classes, under the denomination

others

sions,

of a

have conceived such a high opinion of monas
that no regulations can restrain their zeal
and, by the excess of their ill judged bounty, religious
houses have multiplied to a degree no less amazing than
tic sanctity,

[

persons long accustomed, by their education, to the
retirement aud indolence of academic life are more
ircapable of active enterprise, and less disposed to
strike into new paths than any order of men, the eccle
siastical adventurers by whom the American church is
recruited, are commonly such as, from merit or rank in
little prospect of success in their own counAccordingly, the secular priests in the New
World are still less distinguished than their brethren in
Spain for literary accomplishments of any species and
though, by the ample provision which has been made
life,

;

;

m

American church, many of its members enjoy
and independence which are favorable to the
cultivation of science, the body of secular clergy has
one
hardly, during two centuries and a half, produced
author whose works convey such useful information, or
for the

the ease

|

j

Spain.

In those regula-

have

trv.

;

provinces belonging to

pernicious to society. [181.]
In viewing the state of colonies, where not only the
number but influence of ecclesiastics is so great, the
character of this powerful body is an object that merits
considerable part of the secu
particular attention.
lar clergy in Mexico and Peru are natives of Spaiu.

As

i

me

;

A

j

and

so adverse to the increase and prosperity of

illiterate,

;

[

the Spaiush monarchs, on some occa
have been alarmed with the spreading

the influence of superstition than their countrymen ;n
Europe, and directed by ecclesiastics more bigoted and

;

are the leading principles in the jurisprudence
policy by which the Indians are now governed in

spirit

to

their colonies, that they have endeavored to check it.
But the Spaniards in America, more thoroughly under

;

Such

Even
seem

1

:

:

i

possess such a degree of merit, as to be ranked among
those which attract the attention of enlightened naBut the greatest part of the ecclesiastics in the
tions.
On the discovery oi
Spanish settlements are regulars.
America, a new field opened to the pious zeal of the

monastic orders

;

Do -trincros, and Misnonerta.

The

first

are

|

j

i

and, with a becoming alacrity, they

immediately sent forth missionaries to labor in it. The
where the Spa- first attempt to instruct and convert the Americans wai
parish priests in those parts of the country
The second have the charge of made by monks and as soon as the conquest ol an/
niards have settled.
of Curtis.

;
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province was completed, and its ecclesiastical cstablishmcnt began to assume some form, the Popes per-

1

1

mitted the missionaries of the four mendicant orders,
as a reward for their services, to accept of parochial
charges in America, to perform all spiritual functions,
and to receive the tithes and other emoluments of the
benefice, without depending on the jurisdiction of the
-ij__-i.-.
!.:__. .- u:
_.
bishop of the diocess, or being subject to his censures.
In consequence of this, a new career of usefulness, as
well as new objects of ambition, presented themselves.
Whenever a call is made for a fresh supply of mission
aries, men of the most ardent and aspiring minds, im
patient under the restraint of a cloister, weary of its
insipid uniformity, and fatigued with the irksome repe
tition of its frivolous functions, otter their service with

New World

&amp;lt;i

:\&amp;lt;;r

;

in quest of

and distinction.
Nor do they pursue distinction
without success.
The highest ecclesiastical honors,
as well as the most lucrative preferments in Mexico
and Peru, are often in the hands of regulars
and it
is chiefly to the monastic orders that the Americans are
indebted for any portion of science which is cultivated

;

;

siastics

from

They

are almost the only Spanish eccle

whom we

I

have received any accounts

1

,

either of the civil or natural history of the various proin America.
Some o( them, though deeply
linged with the indelHule superstition of their profes
sion, have published books which give a favorable im
The natural and moral his
pression of their abilities.
tory ol the New World, by the Jesuit Acosta, contains
more accurate observations, perhaps, arid more sound
science, than are to be found in any description of re
mote countries published in the sixteenth century.
But the same disgust with monastic life, to which
America is indebted for some instructors of worth and
abilities, filled it with others of a very ditFerent cha

Tinces

j

j

th&amp;lt;u

The giddy, the profligate, the avaricious, to
the poverty and rigid discipline of a convent are
intolerable, consider a mission to America as a release

racter.

whom

There they soon ob
from mortification and bondage.
and far removed by their
tain some parochial charge
situation, from the inspection of their monastic su
periors, and exempt, by their character, from the juris
;

diction of their diocesan, they arc hardly subjected to
any control.
According to the testimony of the most
zealous catholics, many of the regular clergy in the

Spanish settlements are not only destitute of the virtues

becoming their profession, but regardless of that exter
nal decorum and respect for the opinion of mankind,
which preserve a semblance of worth where the reality
Secure of impunity, some regulars, in
is wanting.
contempt of their vow of poverty, engage openly in
commerce, and are so rapaciously eager in amassing
wealth, that they become the most grievous oppressors
of the Indians whom it was their duty to have protected.
Others, with no less flagrant violation of their vow of
chastity, indulge with little disguise in the most disso
lute licentiousness. [182]

Various schemes have been proposed for redressing
Several per
enormities so manifest and so offensive.
sons, no less eminent for piety than discernment, have
contended, that the regulars, in conformity to the
canons of the church, ought to be confined within the
walls of their cloisters, and should no longer be per
mitted to enroach on the functions of the secular clergy.
Some public-spirited magistrates, from conviction of
its being necessary to deprive the regulars of a privilego bestowed at first with good intention, but of
which time and experience had discovered the per
nicious effects, openly countenanced the secular clergy
The
in their attempts to assert their own rights.
priace
EsquiUehc, viceroy of Peru under Phillip
III., took measures so decisive and effectual for cir
cumscribing the regulars within their proper sphere as
truck them with general consternation. [183J
They
had recourse to their usual arts. They alarmed the
the
of
the
proceedings
superstitious, by representing
viceroy as innovations fatal to religion.
They em
ployed all the refinements of intrigue in order to gain

D

persons in power and seconded by the powerful influence of the Jesuits, who claimed and enjoyed all the
;

r

;

ur&amp;lt;;

liberty

among them.

of men so brutish as to he jnctipahio of
understanding
the first principles of religion.
A council held at, Lima
on
account of this IUC-HJMMIV. tbry ought
decreed, that,
none but secular priests, sub|ect to the jurisdiction of to be excluded from the s.icrdimvil, of tin: Eucharist.
their diocesans, shall be
to
vacant
benefices,
Paul
III., by his famous bull i:.-:uvd in the year
presented
Though
If this
entiled to
regulation is earned into execution with ateadi- 1537, declared therm to be rational o-r,,;nn
ness in any degree proportional to the wisdom with all the privileges of Chiistians
yet a/icr the lapse of
which it is framed, a very considerable reformation may two centuries, during which they h-.ive hcc-ii members
take place in the ecclesiastical state of Spanish Ame- of the church, so imperfect
their attainments in
rica, and the secular clerg
gradually become a knowledge that very *ew possess such
portion of spi
The deportment of many ritual discernment as to be deemed
respectable body of
i.y of beinf
i Voiti ihi.s
ecclesiastics, even at present, seems to be decent anil admitted to the holy communion.
idea of
exemplary otherwise we can hardly suppose that they their incapacity and imperfect knowledge of religion,
would be held in such high estimation, and possess such when the zeal of Philip II. csUhhthcd the inquisition
a wonderful ascendant over the minds of their coun
in America in the year 1570, the Imlniid were
exempted
from the jurisdiction of that severe tnir-siid. and still
trymen throughout all the Spanish settlements.
But whatever merit the Spanish ecclesiastics in continue under the inspection of ihcir d uo saiis. Even
America may possess, the success of their endeavors in after the most perfect instruction, tivn hnili is held to
communicating the knowledge of true religion to the be feeble and dubious and though some of them have
Indians, has been more imperfect than might have been been taught the learned languages, and Iwve gone
expected, either from the degree of their zeal, or from through the ordinary course of academic education with
the dominion which they had acquired over that people. applause, their frailly is still so much su&amp;gt;pcclcd, that
For this, various reasons may be assigned. The first few Indians are either ordained priesU, or received into
missionaries, in their ardor to make proselyte? admitted any religious order. [184]
the people of America into the Christian church with
From this brief survey some idna may be formed of
out previous instruction in the doctrines of religion, and the interior state of the Spanish colonies
The various
even before they themselves had acquired such know productions with which they supply and enrich the mo
ledge in the Indian language, as to be able to explain to ther country, and the system of commercial intercourse
the natives the mysteries of faith, or the precepts of between them, come next in order to be explained.
If
duty.
Resting upon a subtle distinction in scholastic the dominions of Spain in the New World bad been ol
theology, between that degree of assent which is such moderate extent as bore a due proportion to the
founded on a complete knowledge and conviction of parent state, the progress of her colonising iniiihi have
of other na
duty, and that which may be yielded when both these been attended with the same benefit as
are imperfect, they adopted this slrange practice, no tions.
But when, in less than half a century, her incon
less inconsistent with the spirit of a
siderate
rapacity had seized on countries larger than all
religion which ad
dresses itself to the understanding of men, than repug
Europe, her inability to fill such vast regions with in
nant to the dictates of reason.
As soon as any body habitants sufficient for the cultivation of them was so
of people overawed by dread of the Spanish power, obvious, as to give a wrong direction to ;ill the efforts
moved by the example of their own chiefs, incited by of the colonists. They did not form compact settle
levity, or yielding from mere ignorance, expressed the ments, where industry, circumscribed within proper
limits, both in its views and operations, is conducted
slightest desire of embracing the religion of their con
While this rage with that sober persevering spirit which gradually con
querors, they were instantly baptized.
of conversion continued, a single clergyman baptized verts whatever is in its possession to a proper use. and
in one day above five thousand Mexicans, and did not derives thence the greatest advantage.
Instead of this,
desist until he was so exhausted by fatigue that he the Spaniards, seduced by the boundless prospect which
to
divided
was unable to lift his hands. In the course of a few opened
their possessions in America
them,
As their number
year? after the reduction of the Mexican empire, the into governments of great extent.
sacrament of baptism was administered to more than was too small to attempt the regular culture of the im
mense provinces which they occupied rather than peo
four millions.
Proselytes adopted with such inconsi
derate haste, and who were neither instructed in the pled, they bent their attention to a few objects that
nature of the tenets to which it was supposed they had allured them with hopes of sudden and exorbitant
given assent, nor taught the absurdity of those which gain, and turned away with contempt from the hutnthey were required to relinquish, retaincdnlieir venera- uler paths of industry, which lead more slowly, but with
tion for their ancient superstitions in full force, or greater certainty, to wealth and increase of national
mingled an attachment to its doctrine and rites with strength.
Of all the methods by which riches may be acquired,
that slender knowledge of Christianity which they had
These sentiments the new converts trans that of searching for the precious metals is one of the
acquired.
mitted to their posterity, into whose minds they have most inviting to men who are either unaccustomed to
sunk so deep, that the Spanish ecclesiastics, with all the regular assiduity with which the culture of the earth
their industry, have not been able to eradicate them. and the operations of commerce must be carried on, or
The religious institutions of their ancestors, are still who are so enterprising and rapacious as not to be sa
remembered and held in honor by many of the Indians, tisfied with the gradual returns of profit which they
and whenever they think yield.
both in Mexico and Peru
Accordingly, as soon as the several countries
themselves out of reach of inspection by the Spaniards, in America were subjected to the dominion of Spain,
this was almost the only method of acquiring wealth
they assemble and celebrate their idolatrous rites.
But this is not the most (insurmountable obstacle which occurred to the adventurers by whom they were
Such provinces of the continent as dkl
to the progress of Christianity among the Indians. The conquered.
powers of their uncultivated understandings are so not allure them to settle, by the prospect of their afford
Those in
limited, their observations and reflections reach so little ing gold and silver, were totally neglected.
beyond the mere objects of sense, that they seem hardly which they met with a disappointment of the sanguine
Even
to have the capacity of forming abstract ideas, and expectations they had formed, were abandoned.
To such men the value of the islands, the first fruits of their disco
possess not language to express them
the sublime and spiritual doctrines of Christianity must veries, and the first object of their attention, sunk so
The nu much in their estimation, when the mines which had
be, in a great measure, incomprehensible.
merous and splendid ceremonies of the Popish worship been opened in them were exhausted, that they were
catch the eye, please and interest thorn
but when deserted by many of the planters, and left to be occu
All crowded to
their instructers attempt to explain the articles of faith pied by more industrious possessors
those
are
with which
external observances
connected, Mexico and Peru, where the quantities of gold and sil
though the Indians may listen with patience, they so ver found among the natives, who searched for them
with little industry and less skill, promised an unex
little conceive the meaning of what they hear, that their
acquiescence does not merit the mime of belief. Their hausted store, as the recompense of more intelligent
prohibiting regulars of every denomination froin taking
the charge of any parish with the cure of souls ; and
declaring that on the demise of the present incumbents,

.s

|

..

eagerness, and repair to the
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which belonged to the Mendicant orders in indifference is still greater than their incapacity. At and persevering efforts.
America, they made a deep impression on a bigoted tentive only to the present moment, and engrossed by
During several years, the ardor of their researches
The ancient practice was the objects before them, the Indians so seldom reflect was kept up by hope rather than success. At length,
prince and a weak ministry.
The abuses which it occasioned continued upon what is past, or take thought for what is to come, the rich silver mines of Pctosi in Peru were accident
tolerated
to increase, and the corruption of monks, exempt from that neither the promises nor threats of religion make ally discovered in the year 1545 by an Indian, as he
restraints
of discipline, and the inspection of any much impression, upon them
the
and while their foresight was clambering up the mountains in pursuit of a llama
At last, as the rarely extends so far as the next day, it is almost im which had strayed from his flock. Soon after, the
superior, became a disgrace to religion.
veneration of the Spaniards for the monastic orders be- possible to inspire them with solicitude about the con
mines of Sacotecas in New Spain, little inferior to the
to abate, and the power of the Jesuits was on the cerns of a future world.
From that time succes
Astonished eqnally at their other in value, were opened.
fRn
ochne, Ferdinand VI. rentured to apply th
slowness of comprehension, and at their insensibility, sive discoveries have been made in both colonies, and
effectual remedy, by issuing aji edict [June 23, 1757.&quot; some of the early missionaries pronounced them a race silver mines are now so numerous, that the working of
privileges

;

SOUTH AMERICA.
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them, and of some few mines of gold in the provinces pernicious industry, as is now employed in alluring Spain, and in several other provinces thoy are killed
of Tierru Firme, and the new kingdom of Granada, has them towards it.
and the slaughter
Projects of mining.&quot; says a good merely for the sake of their hides
become the capital occupation of the Spaniards, and is judge of the political conduct of nations, &quot;instead of at certain seasons is so great, that the stench of th
inreduced mlo a system 1:0 less complicated th-m
replacing the capital employed in them, together with carcasses, which are left in the field, would infect the
To deacnhe the nature of the various orca, the ordinary profit of stock, commonly absorb both capi- air, if large packs of wild dogs, and vast, flocks of
trrestir^r.
of
the
la]
and profit. They are the projects, therefore, to \gaHinazos, or American vulture s, the most voracious
bowels
of
them
the
mode
from
the
extracting
earth, ami to explain the several processes by which which, of all others, a prudent lawgiver, who desired to of all the feathered kind, did not instantly devour
The number of those hides exported in every
ihe mculs are separated from the substances wiih increase the capital of his nation, would least choose to them.
which they are mingled, either by the action of fire, or give any extraordinary encouragement, or to turn to- fleet to Europe, is very great, and is a lucrative branch
ov.ers of mtrr^ry, is the province of wards them a greater share of that capital than would of commerce.
the aUrartivi:
Almost all these may be considered as staple com
the natural philosopher or chymist, rather than of the go to them of its own accord.
Such, in reality, is the
absurd confidence which ail men have in their own modities peculiar to America, and different, if we
historian.
except
The exuberant profusion with which the mountains good fortune, that wherever there is the least proba that last mentioned, from the productions of the mother
as
of the New Work! poured forth their treasures
bility of success, too great a share of it is apt to go to country.
But in the Spanish colonies.
tonished luav.kn.ii, who nad been accustomed hitherto them of its own accord.&quot;
When the importation into Spain of those various
to receive a penurious supply of the precious metals government is studious to cherish a spirit which it articles from her colonies first became active and conrom the more scnn y stores contained in the mines of should have labored to depress, and, by the sanction of siderable, her interior industry and manufactures were
the ancient hemisphere.
According to principles of Us approbation, augments that inconsiderate credulity in a state so protperous, that with the product of these
computation, which appear to be extremely moderate, which has turned the active industry of Mexico and she was able both to purchase the commodities of the
1
been regularly Peru into such an improper channel.
To this may be New World, and to answer its growing demands. Untiie quanta ; of
gold and silver that has
entered in the ports of Spam, is equal in value to four, imputed the slender progress which Spanish America :Icr the reigns of Ferdinand and Isabelh, and Charlci
million:* .-Turi.njr annually, reckoning from the year has made, during two centuries and a half, either in
V., Spain was one of the most industrious countries in
Her manufactures in wool, and flax, and
1492, in which America was discovered to the present useful manufactures, or in those lucrative branches of Europe.
time.
Tois. ;n two hundred ai:d eighty-three years, cultivation which furnish the colonies of other nations silk, were so extensive, as not only to furnish what was
millions.
and
with
their
commodities.
In
with
sufficient for her own consumption, but to afford a sur
amounts to eleven hundred
thirty-two
staple
comparison
Immense ;*s li;^ sum is, the .Spanish writers contend, the precious metals every bounty of nature is so much plus for exportation. When a market for them, for
that
this
idea
of
their
value
has
that as nu:-;h more oi;ifht to be added to it in considera
despised,
extravagant
merly unknown, and to which she alone had access,
been extracted from the mingled with the idiom of language in America, and opened in America, she had recourse to her demestic
tion of treasure
mines, at.ii imported fraudulently into Spain without the Spaniards settled there, denominate a country rich, store, and found there an abundant supply. [187]
By this account, Spain has not from the fertility of its soil, the abundance of its This new employment must naturally have added viva
paying d-ity lo ti.e King.
drawn f:n!M the New World a supply of wealth crops, or the exuberance of its pastures, but on account city to the spirit of industry. Nourished and invigo
amounting at least to two thousand millions of pounds of the minerals which its mountains contain. In quest rated by it, the manufactures, the population, and
of these, they abandon the
sterling. [ l S3]
delightful plains of Peru and wealth of Spain, might have gone on increasing in the
The mines, which have yielded this amazing quan Mexico, and resort to barren and uncomfortable regions, same proportion with the growth of her colonies. Nor
of
the
where
have
of the largest towns which was the state of the Spanish marine at this
not
worked
at
the
built
some
expense
they
tity of treasure, are
period less
crown or o! ilie public. In order to encourage private they possess in the New World. As the activity and flourishing than that of Us manufactures. In the be
a
look
this
direc
and
works
of
the
who
discovers
of
the
sixteenth
the
is
said
to have
adventurers,
enterprise
Spaniards originally
person
ginning
century, Spain
new vein is entitled to the property of it. Upon lay tion, it is now so difficult to bend them a different way. possessed above a thousand merchant ships, a number
of working probably far superior to that of any nation in
ing his cUnn to such a discovery before the governor that although, from various causes, the gain
Europe
mines is much decreased, the fascination continues, anil in that age.
o! tiie province, a certain extent of land is measured
By the aid which foreign trade and domes
almost every person, who takes any active part in the tic industry give reciprocally to each other in their pro
otf, and a certain number of Indians allotted him,
under the oblig. U;o:i of his opening the mine within a commerce of New Spain or Peru, is still engaged in gress, the augmentation
both must have been rapid
and extensive, and Spain might have received the samo
limited time, and of his paying the customary duty to some adventure of this kind. [18f]
But though mines are the chief object of the Spa accession of opulence and vigor from her acquisitions
Invited by the
the King fur \\hiit it shall produce.
and en- niards, and the precious metals which these yield form in the New World that other powers have derived from
facility with which such grants are obtained,
of
success
in
this
the
souie
their colonies there.
striking examples
coura^cd by
principal article in their commerce with America
But various causes prevented this. The same thing
line of ad\ future, not only the sanguine and the bold, the fertile countries winch they possess there abound
but the timid and diffident, enter upon it with astonish- with other commodities of such value, or scarcity, as to happens to nations as to individuals.
Wealth, which
With vast objects always in view, fed con- attract a considerable degree of attention. Cochineal flows in gradually, and with moderate increase, feeds
ing ardor.
is a
production almost peculiar to New Spain, of such and nourishes that activity which is friendly to com
linuallywi ih hope, and expecting every moment that
fortune will unveil her secret stores, and give up the demand in commerce that the sale is always certain, merce, and calls it forth into vigorous and well con
wealth which thoy contain to their wishes, they deem and yet yields such profit as amply rewards the labor ducted exertions but when opulence pours in suddenly,
The and care employed in rearing the curious insects of and with too full a stream, it overturns all sober plans
every other occupption insipid and uninteresting.
charms of ihis pursuit, like the rage for deep play, are which this valuable drug is composed, aud preparing it of industry, and brings along with it a taste for what is
so bewitching, and take such full possession of the for the market.
Quinquina, or Jesuits Bark, the most wild and extravagant and daring in business or in ac
Such was the great and sudden augmentation of
mind, as even to give anew bent to the natural tern- salutary simple, perhaps, and of most restorative virtue, tion.
Under its influence the cautious become enter- that Providence, in compassion to human infirmity, has power and revenue that the possession of America
per.
made
is found only in Peru, to which
Powerful
as
this
known
unto
and
the
covetous
and some symptoms of its per
man,
prising,
profuse.
brought into Spain
charm naturally is, its force is augmented by the arts of it affords a lucrative branch of commerce. The Indigo nicious influence upon the political operations of that
an order of men known in Peru by the cant name of of Gautimala is superior in quality to that of any pro monarchy soon began to appear. For a considerable
These are commonly persons of desperate vince in America, and cultivated to a considerable ex time, however, the supply of treasure from the New
Marchers.
and the goniua of
fortune, who. availing themselves of some skill in tent.
Cacao, though not peculiar to the Spanish colo- World was scanty and precarious
mineralogy, accompanied with the insinuating manner mes, attains to its highest state of perfection there, and, Charles V. conducted public measures with such pruand confident pretentious peculiar to projectors, ad from the great comsumption of chocolate in Europe, as dence, that the effects of this influence were little perdress the wealthy and the credulous.
By plausible de well as in America, is a valuable commodity. The ceived. But when Philip II. ascended the Spanish
than any throne, with talents far inferior to those of his father,
scriptions of the appearances which they have disco- Tobacco of Cuba, of more exquisite flavor
the Sugar raised in and remittances from the colonies became a
yered of rich veins hitherto unexplored
by producing, brought from the New World
regular
when requisite, specimens of promising ore by affirm that island, in Hispamola, and in New Spam, together and considerable branch of revenue, the fatal operation
with
of
various
be
mentioned
that
success
is cer
with
an
of
this
in
assurance,
the
state
of
the
kinds,
may
drugs
among
rapid change
ing,
imposing
kingdom, both
tain, and that the espen.se must be trifling, they seldom the natural productions of America which enrich the on the monarch and his people, was at once conspicu
To these must be added an ous. Philip, possessing that spirit of undaunted assi
An association is formed; a sin,
fail to
Spanish commerce.
persuade.
sum is advanced by each copartner the mine is article of no inconsiderable account, the exportation of duity which often characterizes the ambition of men of
opened the searcher is intrusted with the sole direc- hides for which, as well as for many of those which I moderate talents, entertained such a high opinion of his
Uon of every operation; unforeseen difficulties occur T| have enumerated, the Spaniards are more indebted to own resources that he thought nothing too arduous for
new demands of money are made but, amidst a sue- the wonderful fertility of the country, than to their own him to undertake. Shut up himself in the solitude of the
The domestic animals of Escurial, he troubled and annoyed all the nations arouiid
cession of disappointments and delays, hope is never foresight and industry.
extinguished, and the ardor of expectation hardly Europe, particularly horned cattle, have multiplied in him. He waged open war with the Dutch and English
For it is observed, that if any person once en- the New World with a rapidity which almost exceeds he encouraged and aided a rebellious faction in France
abates.
t&rs this seducing path, it is almost impossible to return, belief.
A few years after the Spaniards settled there, he conquered Portugal, and maintained armies and gar
his ideas alter, he seems to be possessed with another the herds of tame cattle became so numerous that their risons in Italy. Africa, and both the Indies.
By such
visions of imaginary wealth are continually be- proprietors reckoned them by thousands.
Less atten- a multiplicity of great and complicated operations, pur
spirit
fore his eyes, and he thinks, and speaks, and dreams of tion being paid to them as they continued to increase, sued with ardor during the course of a long reign
suffered to run wild
and spreading over a Spain was drained both of men and monev
Undet
nothing else.
they were
_ r i__
ii
i.._
__:i j _i:_
i.
_.i
- r
-i1 1 r
Such ie the spirit that must be formed, wherever the country of
boundless extent, under a mild climate and the weak administration of his successor, Philip III.,
of
imactive exertions
any society are chiefly employed in covered with rich pasture, their number became
[A. D. 1611,] the vigor of the nation continued to de
workmg nxmes of sold and silver. No spirit i? more mense. They range over the vast plains which extend crease, and sunk into the lowest decline, when the
adverse to such improvements in agriculture and com- from Buenos Ayres towards the Andes, in herds of inconsiderate bigotry of that monarch expelled at once
merce as render a nation really opulent. If the system thirty or forty thousand and the unluckv traveller who near a million ol his most industrious subjects, at the
of administration in the Spanish colonies had been once falls in among them, may proceed several days very time when the exhausted state of the kingdom
founded upon principles of sound policy, the power and before he can disentangle himself from among the required some extraordinary exertion of political wis
ingpnuitv of the legislator would have been exerted crowd that covers the face of the earth, and seems to dom to augment its numbers, and to revive its strength
as mucn ardor in restraining its subjects from such have no end.
They are hardly less numerous in New Early in the seventeenth century, Spam felt such
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diminution in the number
her armies she was obliged to contract
Her flourishing manufactures were
her operations.
Her fleets, which had been the ter
fallen into decay.
Her extensive fo
ror of all Europe, were ruined.
of her people, that

bility to recruit

The trade between diflerreign commerce was lost.
ent parts of her own dominion was interrupted, and
the ships which attempted to carry it on were taken
and plundered by enemies whom she once despised
Even agriculture, the primary object of industry in
every prosperous state, was neglected, and one of thp
most

fertile

countries in Kurope hardly raised what

sufficient for the support of its

own

was

inhabitants.

In proportion as the population and manufactures of
the parent state declined, the demands of her colonies
continued to increase.
The Spaniards, like their monarchs, intoxicated with the wealth which poured in
annually upon them, deserted the paths of industry to
which they had been accustomed, and repaired with
eagerness to those regions from which this opulence
issued.
By this rage of emigration another drain was
opened, and the strength of the colonies augmented by
All those emi
exhausting that of the mother country.
grants, as well as the adventurers who had at first setin America, depended absolutely upon Spain for
En
almost every article of necessary consumption.

fled

gaged in more alluring and lucrative pursuits, or pre
vented by restraints which government imposed, they
ouM not turn their own attention towards establishing
the manufactures requisite for comfortable subsistence.
They received (as I have observed in another place)
their clothing, their furniture, whatever ministers to the
ease or luxury of life, and even their instruments of
labor, from Europe.
Spain, thinned of people and de
creasing in industry, was unable to supply their grow
She had recourse to her neighbors.
ing demands.
The manufactures of the Low Countries, of England,
of France, and of Italy, which her wants called into
existence or animated with new vivacity, furnished in
abundance whatever she required. In vain did the
fundamental law, concerning the exclusion of foreignerg from trade with America, oppose this innovation.
Necessity, more powerful than any statute, defeated its
operation, and constrained the Spaniards themselves to
concur in eluding it. The English, the French, and
Dutch, relying on the fidelity and and honor of Spanish
merchants, who lend their names to cover the deceit,
end out their manufactures to America, and receive
the exorbitant price for which they are sold there, either
in specie, or in the rich commodities of .he New World.
Neither the dread of danger, nor the allurement of
profit ever induced a Spanish factor to betray or de
fraud the person who confided in him and that probity,
which is the pride and distinction of the nation, con
tributes to its ruin.
In a short time, not above a twen
tieth part of the commodities exported to America was
of Spanish growth or fabric.
All the rest was the
property of foreign merchants, though entered in the
name of Spaniards. The treasure of the New World
may be said henceforward not to have belonged to
Before it reached Europe it was anticipated as
Spain.
the price of goods purchased from foreigners.
That
wealth which by an internal circulation, would have
spread through each vein of industry, and have con
veyed life and movement to every branch of manufac
ture, flowed out of the kingdom with such a rapid
course as neither enriched nor animated it.
On the
other hand, the artisans of rival nations, encouraged
by this quick sale of their commodities, improved so
much in skill and industry as to be able to afford them
at a rate so low, that the manufactured of Spain, which
could not vie with theirs either in quality or cheapness
This destructive
of work, were still further depressed.
commerce drained oil the riches of the nation faster
and more completely than even thn extravagant schemes
of ambition carried on by. its monarchs.
Spain was
so much astonished and distressed at beholding her
American treasures vanish almost as soon as they were
imported, that Philip III., unable to supply what was
requisite in circulation, issued an r diet, by which he
endeavored to raise copper money to a value in cur
and the lord of the
rency nearly equal to that of silver
Peruvian and Mexican mines was reduced to a .vretchcd
expedient, which is the last resource of petty imporerishrd states.
;

;

Thus the possessions of Spam in America have not
proved a source uf population and of wealth to her in
same manner as those of other nations. In the
countries of Europe, where the spirit of industry sub
sists in full vigor, every person settled in such colonies
aa are similar in their situation to those of Spain, is
supposed to give employment to three or four at home
\lie
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in supplying nis wants.
But wherever the mother
country cannot afford this supply, every emigrant may
be considered as a citizen lost to tho community, and

strangers must reap
demands.
Such has been the

all

the benefit of answering his

internal state of Spain from the
of the sixteenth century, and such her inability
to supply the prowing wants of her colonies.
The
fatal effects of this disproportion between their demands,
and her capacity of answering thorn, have been much
increased by the mode in which Spain has endeavored
to regulate the intercourse between the mother country
arid her colonies.
It is from her idea of monopolising
the trade with America, and debarring her subjects
there from any communication with foreigners, that all

crowded with opulent merchants from every corner
of Peru and the adjacent provinces.
fair id
opened,
the wealth of America is exchanged for the manufac
tures of Europe
its
term
of
and, during
prescribed
forty days, the richest traffic on the face of the earth i
begun and finished with that simplicity of transaction,
arc

A

;

and that unbounded confidence, which accompany ex
tensive commerce. [IS8J
The Flota holds its course
to Vera Cruz.
The treasures and commodities of
New Spain, and the depending provinces, which were
deposited at Puehla de los Angeles, in expectation of
its arrival, are carried thither
and the ( ornmercial
operations of Vera Cruz, conducted in the same man
ner with those of Porto Bello, are inferior to them only
in
Both Heels,
soon as they
importance and value.
her jealous and systematic arrangements have arisen. have completed their cargoes from America, rendez
These are so singular in their nature and consequences vous at the Havana, and return in company to Europe.
In order to secure
The trade of Spain with her colonies, while thus fclas to merit a particular explanation.
the monopoly at which she aimed, Spain did not vest tered and restricted, came necessarily to be conducted
the trade with her colonies in an exclusive company, a with the same spirit, and upon the same principles as
that of an exclusive company.
Being confined to a
plan which has been adopted by nations more commer
cial, and at a period when mercantile policy was an
single port, it was of course thrown into a few hands,
and
almost
the
whole
of
it
was
and
to
have
of
been
ought
gradually en&amp;lt;*ro?sed by
object
greater attention,
The Dutch gave up the whole a small number of wealthy houses, formerly in Seville,
better understood.
These by combinations, which
trade with their colonies, both in the East and West and now in Cadiz,
The English, the they can easily form, may altogether prevent that com
Indies, to exclusive companies.
French, the Danes, have imitated their example with petition which preserves commodities at their natural
and by acting in concert, to which they arw
respect to the East Indian commerce; and the two price
former have laid a similar restraint upon some branches prompted by their mutual interest, they may raise or
of their trade with the New World.
The wit of man lower the value of them at pleasure. In consequence
close

;

a-&amp;gt;

;

of European goods in America is
and often exorbitant. A hundred, two
and
even
three hundred per cent., are profits
Hundred,
not uncommon in the commerce of Spain with lu-r colon cs.
From the same engrossing spirit it frequently
lappens that traders of the second ordor, whose warelouses do not contain a complete assortment of coin*inodities for the American market, cannot purchase
from the more opulent merchants such goods as they
want at a lower price than that for which they are

cannot, perhaps, devise a method for checking the pro
gress of industry and population in a new colony more
effectual than this.
The interest of the colony, and of
the exclusive company, must in every point be diame
and as the latter possesses such ad
trically opposite

of

this,

Iways

;

the price
high,

unequal contest, that it can prescribe
terms of intercourse, the former must
not only buy dear and sell cheap, but must suffer the
mortification of having the increase of its surplus stock
discouraged by those very persons to whom alone it
eold in the colonies.
With the same vigilant jealousy
can dispose of its productions.
Spain, it is probable, was preserved from falling into that an exclusive company guards against the intrusion
this error of policy by the high ideas which she early of the free trader, those overgrown monopolists endea
formed concerning the riches of tho New World. Gold vor to chock the progress of every one whose
This restraint of the Ame
nd silver were commodities of too high a value to vest croachments they dread.
a monopoly of them in private hands.
The crown rican commerce to one port not only affects its domes
A monopo
wished to retain the direction of a commerce so invit tic state, but limits its foreign operations.
ing ; and, in order to secure that, ordained the cargo list may acquire more, and certainly will hazard iesn,
of every ship fitted out for America to be inspected by by a confined trade which yields exorbitant profit, than
the officers of the Cos a de Contratar.nm in Seville be
by an extensive commerce in which he receives only a
moderate return of gam.
It is often his interest not to
fore it could receive a license to make the voyage
its
a
and that, on
return,
report of the commodities enlarge, but to circumscribe the sphere of his activity ;
which it brought should be made to the same board and instead of calling forth more vigorous exertions of
commercial industry, it may be the object of his atten
before it could be permitted to land them.
In conse
By some such
quence of this regulation, all the trade of Spain with tion to chock and set bounds to them.
maxim the mercantile policy of Spain seems to have
the New World centred
in ihe port of Seville,
originally
and was gradually brought into a form, in which it has regulated its intercourse with America.
Instead of
continued, with littlu variation, from the middle of the furnishing tho colonies with European goods in such
sixteenth century almost to our own times.
For the quantity as might render both the price and the profit
greater security of the valuable cargoes sent to Ame- moderate, the merchants of Seville and Cadiz seem to
rica, as well as for the more easy prevention of fraud, have supplied them with a sparing hand, that the eagerthe commerce of Spain with its colorm-s is carried on ness of competition, among customers obliged to purThese chase in a scanty market, might enable the Spanish facby fleets which sail under strong convoys.
tors to dispose of their cargoes with exorbitant gain,
fleets, consisting of two squadrons, one distinguished
by the name of the Golcmis, the other by that of the About the middle of the last century, when the cxclur
Flo/a, are equipped annually.
Formerly they took sive trade to America from Seville was in its rnojtt
their departure from Seville
but as the port of Cadiz flourishing state, the burden of the two united squahas been found more commodious, they have sailed dronsof the Galeons and Flola did not exceed twcntyvven. thousand five hundred tons.
The supply which
from it since the year 1720.
The Caleons destined to supply Ticrra Firme, and such a fleet could carry must have been very inadequate
demands
of
and
the kingdoms of Peru and Chili, with almost every to the
those populous
extensive colo
article of luxury or necessary consumption, that an nies, which depended upon it for all the luxuries and
of
the
necessaries
of
life.
can
touch
first
at
demand,
Cartha&amp;lt;jcna,
many
Opulent people
and then at Porto Bt llo. To the former, the merchants
Spain early became sensible of her declension from
and many respectable rind vir
of Santa Martha, Caraccas. the Now Kingdom of Gra
her former prosperity
The latter tuous citizens employed their thoughts in devising me
nada, and several orher provinces, resort.
is the
great mart for the rich commerce of Peru and thods for reviving the decaying industry and commerce
Chili.
At the soason when the Galoons are expected, of their country. From the violence of the remedies
the product of all the minos in these, two kingdoms, to
proposed, we may judge how desperate and fatal the
Some, confounding a violation of
malady appeared.
gether with their other valuable commodities, is trans
sea
to Panama.
From thence, as soon as police with criminality against the state, contended
ported by
the appearance of the fleet from Kurope is announced, that, in order to check illicit commerce, every person
they are conveyed across the isthmus, partly on mules convicted of carrying it on should be punished with
and partly down the river Chatjre to Porto Bello. This death, and confiscation of all his effects.
Others, for
paltry village, the climate of which, from tho pernicious getting the distinction between civil offences ard acts
union of excessive heat, continual moisture and the of impiety, insisted that contraband trade shouk1 be
tho cognizance
putrid exhalations arising from a rank soil, is more fatal ranked among the crimes reserved for
of the Inquisition
to life than any perhaps in the known world, is imme
that such as were guilty of U might
From being uie residence be tried and punished according to the secret and sum
diately filled with peojile.
of a few Negroes and Mulatlocs, and of a miserable mary form in which that dreadful tribunal exercises lU
three
month?, Porto Bello as jurisdiction.
Others, unmstructed by observing the
garrison relieved every
sumes suddenly a very different aspect, and its streets pernicious effects of monopolies in every country where
vantages

in this

at pleasure the

er&amp;gt;-

;

i

i

,

j

;

;

;
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SOUTH AMERICA.
they have been established, have proposed to vest
trade with America in exclusive companies, which
terest would render the most vigilant guardians of
Spanish commerce against the encroachment of

the
in

the
the

interlopers.

Besides these wild projects, many schemes, better
But
digested and more beneficial, were suggested.
under the feeble monarchs with whom the reign of the
Austrian line in Jvpam closed, incapacity and indecision
are conspicuous in everv department of government.
Instead ol taking for their model the active administra
tion of Charles V., they affected to imitate the cautious
and destitute of
procrastinating wisdom of Philip II.
his talents, they deliberated perpetually, but determmec
;

No remedy was

nothing.

which the national

applied to the evils undo
commerce, domestic as well

languished.

foreign

a*&amp;gt;

These

continued to in
dominions more extensive
evils

and Spam, \\iih
more opulent than any European state, possessec
neither vigor, nor money, [189J nor industry.
A
crease

;

ajid

length, the violence of a great national convulsion
roused the slumbering genius of Spain.
The efforts o
the two contending parties in the civil war kindled b)
the dispute concerning tiie succession of the crown at
the beginning of this century, called forth, in some de

While
gree, the ancient spirit and vigor of the nation.
tnen were thus forming, capable of adopting sentiments
more

which had influenced the coun
monarchy during the course of a century.
Spam derived Jrom an unexpected source the means ol
The various powers
availing r.self of their talents.
liberal than those

cils of the

who favored the pretensions either of the Austrian or
JJourbon candidate for the Spanish throne, sent formi
dable fleets and armies to their support
France, Eng
land, and Holland remitted immense sums to Spam.
;

in the provinces which became the
Part of the American treasure, of
which foreigners had drained the kingdom, flowed back
From tins era one of the most intelligent Spa
thither.
nish authors dates the revival of the monarchy; and,
however humiliating the truth may be, he acknowledges,
that it is to her enemies his country is indebted for the
acquisition of a fund of circulating specie in some mea
sure adequate to the exigencies of the public.
As soon as the Bourbons obtained quiet possession of
the throne, they discerned this change in the spirit of
the people and in the state of the nation, and took ad
for although that family has not
vantage of it
given
monarchs to Spam remarkable for superiority of genius,
they have all been beneficent princes, attentive to the

These were spent
theatre of war.

privilege of sending

market will open. These ships sail round
Cape Horn, and convey directly to the ports in the
South Sra the productions and manufactures of Europe,
for which the people settled in those countries were for
merly obliged to repair to Porto Bello or Panama.
These towns, as has been formerly observed, must
gradually decline, when deprived of that commerce to
which they owed their prosperity. This disadvantage,
lowever, is more than compensated by the beneficial
profitable

effects of this new arrangement, as the whole continent
of South America receives new supplies of European
commodities with so much regularity, and in such
abundance, as must not only contribute greatly to the
lappmess, but increase the population of all the colo
nies settled there.
But as all the register ships desand the squadron itself, reduced from ined for the South Seas must still take their departure
uothing [1737]
fifteen thousand to two thousand tons, served hardly
&quot;rom
Cadiz, and are obliged to return thither, this
any purpose but to fetch home the royal revenue iranch of the American commerce, even in its new
and improved form, continues subject to the restraints
arising from the fifth on silver.
hile Spam observed those encrachments, and felt of a species of monopoly, and feels those pernicious
so sensiblv their pernicious effects, it was impossible effects of it which I have already described.
not to make some effort to restrain tham.
Nor has the attention of Spain been confined to regu
Her first
expedient was to station ships of force, under the appel- lating the trade with its more flourishing colonies; it
.ation of guarda cosfas, upon the coasts of those pro
has extended likewise to the reviving commerce in
vinces to which interlopers most frequently resorted. those settlements where it was neglected, or had
As private interest concurred with the duty which they decayed. Among the new tastes which the people of
owed to the public, in rendering the officers who com Europe have acquired in consequence of importing the
manded those vessels vigilant and active, some check productions of those countries which they conquered
was given to the progress of the contraband trade, America, that for chocolate is one of the most uni
The use of this liquor, made with a paste
hough in dominions so extensive and so accessible by versal.
sea, hardly any number of cruisers was sufficient to formed of the nut or almond of the cacao tree com
This intcr- pounded with various ingredients, the Spaniards first
guard against its inroads in every quarter.
and it has appeared to
uption of an intercourse which had been carried on learned from the Mexicans
vith so much facility, that the merchants in the British them, and to the other European nations, so palatable,
colonies were accustomed to consider it almost as an so nourishing, and so wholesome, that it has become a
allowed branch of commerce, excited murmurs and commercial article of considerable importance.
The
These, authorized in some measure, and cacao tree grows spontaneously in several parts of the
complaints.
endered more interesting by several unjustifiable acts torrid zone
but the nuts of the best quality, next to
f violence committed by the captains of the Spanish
those of Guatimala on the South Sea, are produced in
the
rich
guarda costas, precipitated Great Britain into a war
plains of Caraccas, a province of Tierra Kirme.
with Spain [1739]
in consequence of which the latter In consequence of this acknowledged superiority in the
ibtained a final release from the Assiento, and was left quality of cacao in that province, and its communication
t liberty to
regulate the commerce of her colonies with the Atlantic, which facilitates the conveyance to
without being restrained by any engagement with a Europe, the culture of the cacao there is more exten
sive than in any district of America.
But the Dutch,
oreign power.
As the formidable encroachments of the English on by the vicinity of their settlements in the small islands
heir American trade, had discovered to the Spaniards of Curazoa and Buenos Ayres, to the coast of Carac
he vast Consumption of European goods in their colo- cas, gradually engrossed the greatest part of the cacao
trade.
The traffic with the mother country for this
ies, and taught them the advantage of accommodating
and such
heir importations to the occasional demand of the valuable commodity ceased almost entirely
anous provinces, they perceived the necessity of de- was the supine negligence of the Spaniards, or the de
that they were
ising some method of supplying their colonies, dif- fects of their commercial arrangements,
erent from their ancient one of sending thither periodi- obliged to receive from the bands of foreigners this pro
That mode of communication had been duction of their own colonies at an exorbitant price.
al fleets.
ound not only to be uncertain, as the departure of the In order to remedy an evil no less disgraceful than per
jaleons and Flota was sometimes retarded by various nicious to his subjects, Philip V., in the year 17*8,
iccidents, and often prevented by the wars which granted to a body of merchants an exclusive right to
aged in Europe but long experience had shown it to the commerce with Caraccas and Cumana, on condition
be ill adapted to afford America a regular and timely of their employing, at their own expense, a sufficient
The scarcity of European number of armed vessels to clear the coast of interlo
supply of what it wanted.
This society, distinguished sometimes by the
goods in the SpanisU settlements frequently became pers.
their price rose to an enormous
excessive
name of the Company of Guipuscoa, from the province
height
ivhich it is established, and sometimes by
the vigilant eye of mercantile attention did not fail to
observe tins favorable opportunity
an ample supply that of the Company of Caraccas, Irom the district
^
was poured in by interlopers from the English, the A. nerica to which it trades, has carried on its operations
and when the Galeons at with such vigor and success, that Spain has recovered
French, and Dutch islands
which she had suflength arrived, they found the markets so glutted by an important branch of commerce
fered to be wrested from her, and is plentifully supplied
ttxis illicit commerce, that there was no demand for the

sents, connived

at the fraud.

[190]

Thus, partly by

operations of the company, and partly by the
activity of private interlopers, almost the whole trade
of Spanish America was engrossed by foreigners.
The
immense commerce of the Galeons, formerly the pride
of Spain, and the envy of other nations, sunk to
the

;

;

;

loii^er necessary.

more extraordinary

m

;

;

injunctions were therefore issued [1713.] prohibiting
tLe admission of foreign vessels into any port of Peru
ox Chili, and a Spanish squadron was employed to
clear the South Sea of intruders, whose aid was no

the

Flota sail, by merchants in Seville or Cadiz, upon
obtaining a license from the council of the Indies, for
which they pay a very high premium, and are destined
for those ports in America where
any extraordinary
demand is foreseen or expected. By this expedient,
such a regular supply of the commodities for which
there is the greatest demand is conveyed to the Ame
rican market, that the interloper is no longer allured by
the same prospect of excessive
gain, or the people in
the colonies urged by the same necessity to
engage in
the hazardous adventures of contraband trade.
In proportion as experience manifested the advanta
this mode, the number of
;es of carrying on trade
and at length, in the year
register ships mcreased
1748, the Galeons, after having been employed up
wards of two centuries, were finally laid aside. From
that period there has been no intercourse with Chili and
Peru but by single ships, despatched from time to time
as occasion requires, and when the merchants expect a

m

Louis XIV. granted the privilege of this lucrative com
merce, engaged in it with vigor, and carried it on upon
principles very different from those of the Spaniards.
They supplied Peru with European commodities at a
moderate price, and not in stinted quantity. The
goods which they imported were conveyed to every
province of Spanish America in such abundance as
had never been known in any former period.
If this
intercourse had been continued, the exportation of
commodities
from
must
have
ceased,
European
Spain
and the dependence of the colonies on the mother
have
been
at
an
end.
The
most
country
peremptory

it

These are fitted out during the inter
register ships.
vals between the stated seasons when the Galeons and

^

happiness oi their subjects, and solicitous to promote
it.
It was.
accordingly, the first object of Philip V. to
suppress uu innovation which had crept in during the
course of the war. and had overturned the whole system
of the Spanish commerce with America.
The English
and Dutch, by their superiority in naval power, having
acquired such command of the sea as to cut off all
intercourse between Spain and her colonies, Spain, in
order to furnish her subjects in America those necessa
ries of life without which they could not exist, and as
the only means of receiving from thence any part of
their treasure, departed so far from the usual
rigor of
its maxims as to
open the trade with Peru to her allies
The merchants of St. Malo, to whom
the French.

groaled

vessels, which, mooring in some neighboring creek,
supplied her clandestinely with fresh bales of goods to
The inspectors of the fair,
replace such as were sold.
and officers of the revenue, gained by exorbitant pre

commodities with which they were loaded.
In ordei
to remedy this,
Spain has permitted a considerable part
of her commerce with America to be carried on by

;

;

But though, on the cessation of the war which was
terminated by the treaty of Utrecht, Spain obtained
rr-lief from one encroaciimnnt on her commercial systhe was exposed to another which she deemed
As an inducement that midit
hardly less pernicious.
prevail with Queen Anne to conclude a peacr, which
France and Spam desired with equal ardor, Philip V.,
not only conveyed to Great Britain the Assiento, or
contract fo,- supplying the Spanish colonies with Ne
groes, which had formerly been enjoyed by France, but

167

annually to the fair of Porto Bello a ship of five hun
dred tons, laden with European commodities.
In con
sequence of this, British factories were established at
\
era
Buenos
Cruz,
Carthagena, Panama,
Ayres, and
other Spanish settlements.
The veil with which Spain
had hitherto covered the state and transactions of her
colonies was removed.
The agents of a rival nation,
residing in the towns of most extensive trade, and o]
chief resort, had the best
opportunities of becoming
acquainted with the interior condition of the American
provinces, of observing their stated and occasional
wants, and of knowing what commodities might be im
In con
ported into them with the greatest advantage.
sequence of information so authentic and expeditious,
the merchants of Jamaica and other English colonies
who traded to the Spanish main were enabled to assort
and proportion their cargoes so exactly to the demands
of the market, that the contraband commerce was car
ried on with a
in any
facility and to an extent unknown
former period. This, however, was not the most fatal
consequence of the Assiento to the trade of Spain.
The agents of the British South Sea Company, under
cover of the importation which they were authorized to
make by the ship sent annually to Porto Bello, poured
in their commodities on the
Spanish continent without
limitation or restraint.
Instead of a ship of five hun
dred tons, as stipulated in the treaty, they usually em
ployed one which exceeded nine hundred tons in bur
den.
She was accompanied by two or three smaller

;

;

;

:

I

I

;

:
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in half a loading of

for although,
may appear
to he one of those monopolies whose tendency is to
check the spirit of industry instead of calling it forth to
new exertions, it has been prevented from operating in
this manner by several salutary regulations framed upon

tution

;

HISTORY OF

such commodities as are the pro
duct of Spain, and most in demand in the ports whither
are. bound.
In return for these, they may bring
they
home to Corugna an equal quantity of American pro
ductions.
This may be considered as the first relaxa
tion of those rijjid laws, which confined the trade with

with an article of extensive consumption at a moderate
Not only the parent state, but tho colony of
Garaccas, has derived great advantages from this insti

price.

at the first aspect,

S

it

New World

single port, and the first attempt
to admit the rest of the kingdom to some share in it.
In the
It was soon followed
by one more decisive.

the

and on purpose to obviate
foresight of such bad etlects,
The planters in the Caraccas are not left lo
them.
depend entirely on the company, either for the importa

to a

each of these yields peculiar productions, the reciprocal
to the
exchange of which might have
happiness
of their respective inhabitants, or have facilitated their
in
so
solicitous
was
the
Council
of
industry,
progress
the Indies to prevent their receiving anv supply of their
wants but by the periodical fleets Irom Europe, that,
order to guard against this, it cruelly debarred the Spa
niards in Peru, in the southern provinces oi New Spain,
n Guatimala, and the new kingdom of (Jranada, from
such a correspondence with their follow subjects a
.ended manifestly to their mutual prosperity.
Of all
the numerous restrictions do vised by Spam for securing
the exclusive trade with hrr American settlements,
none perhaps was more illiberal, none seisms to hav
jeen more sensibly felt, or to have produced more
lurtful effects.
This grievance, coeval w.th the settle
ments of Spain in the countries situated on the Pacific
In the year 1774, Charlea
Jcean, is at last redressed.
[II.
published an edict, granting to the four great pro
vinces which I have mentioned the privilege of a free
trade with each other. [192] What may be the etfccta
of opening this communication between countries des
a;l&amp;lt;!cd

m

ar 1765, Charlos III. laid open the trade to the wind
ward Islands, Cuba, Ilispamola, Porto Rico, Margarita,
tion of European commodities or the sale of their own and Trinidad, to his subjects in every province of Spain.
The inhabitants of the Canary islands He permitted them to sail from certain ports in each
reductions.
ave the privilege of sending thither annually a register province, which are specified in the edict, at any sea
and from Vera Cru7., in son, and with whatever cargo they deemed most proper,
ship of considerable burden
New Spain, a free trade is permitted in every port com without any other warrant than a simple clearance from
In conse
the custom-house of the place whence they took their
prehended in the charter of the company.
He released them from the numerous and
quence of this, there is such a competition, that both departure.
with respect to what the colonies purchase and what oppressive duties imposed on goods exported to Ame
they sell, the price seems to be lixcd at its natural and rica, and in place of the whole substituted a moderate
The company has not the power of tax of six in the hundred on the commodities sent from
equitable rate.
Ho allowed them to return either to the same
Spain.
raising the former, or of degrading the latter, at plea
and accordingly, since it was established, the port, or to any other where they might hope for a more tined by their situation for reciprocal iiUfrrorrsc, car*sure
in
increase of culture, of population, and of live stock,
advantageous market, and there to enter the homeward not yet be determined by experience. They can hardly
Tne motive* for
This ample Tail of being beneficial and extensive.
the province of Caraccas, has been very considerable. cargo on payment of the usual duties.
all the fences
granting this permission arc manifestly no less laudable
[191]
privilege, which at once broke through
But as it is slowly that nations relinquish any system which the jealous policy of Spam had been laboring for than the principle on which it is founded is hbnral and
which time has rendered venerable, and as it is still two centuries and a half to throw round its commercial joih discover the progress of a spirit in Spam, far ele
more slowly that commerce can be diverted from tho intercourse with the Now World, was soon after ex vated above the narrow prejudices and maxima on
channel in which it has long been accustomed to flow, tended to Louisiana, and to the provinces of Yucatan which her system for regulating the trade and conduct
and Campcuchy.
ing the go\ernment of her colonies was originally
Philip V., in his new regulations concerning the Ame
The propriety of this innovation, which may be con- founded.
rican trade, paid such deference to the ancient maxim
At the same time that Spain has been intent on in
of Spain, concerning the limitation of importation from
idered as the most liberal effort of Spanish legislation,
Prior to the edict in troducing regulations, suggested by more enlarged
the New World to one harbor, as to oblige both the has appeared from its effects.
benefit views of policy, into her system of American commerce,
register ships which returned from Peru, and those of favor of the free trade, Spain derived hardly any
the Guipuscoan Company from Caraccas, to deliver from its neglected colonies in Hispaniola, Porto Rico, she has not been inattentive to the interior government
Its commerce with Cuba of her colonies.
Since his reign, Margarita, and Trinidad.
their cargoes in the port of Cadiz.
Here, too, there was nvich room for
sentiments more liberal and enlarged begin to spread in was inconsiderable, and that of Yucatan and Cam- reformation and improvement and Don Joseph (ialvez,
The spirit of philosophical inquiry, which it is peachy was engrossed almost entirely by interlopers who has now the direction of the department of Indian
Spain.
the glory of the present age to have turned from frivo
But as soon as a general liberty of trade was permitted, affairs in Spain, has enjoyed the best opportunities, iiot
lous or abstruse speculations to the business and affairs the intercourse with those provinces revived, arid has only of observing the defects and corruphon in the po
of men, has extended its influence beyond the Pyre
gone on with a rapidity of progression of which there litical frame of the colonies, but of discovering the
After being employed seven
In less sources of those evils.
In the researches of ingenious authors concern
nees.
are few examples in the history of nations.
of
the
errors
and
than ten years, the trade of Cuba has been more than years in the New World on an extraordinary mission,
nations,
ing the police or commerce
Even in those settlements whero, from the and with very extensive powers, as inspector-general
defects of the Spanish system with respect to both met tripled.
after visiting in person the remote pro
of New Sptin
every eye, and have not only been exposed with seve
languishing state of industry, greater eilorts were re
rity, but are held up as a warning to other states. The
quisite to restore its activity, their commerce has been vinces of Cinaloa, Sonora, and California, and making
i;;

;

;

;

;

;

Spaniards, stung with the reproaches of these authors,
or convinced by their arguments, and admonished by
several enlightened writers of their own country, seem
at length to have discovered the destructive tendency
of those narrow maxims, which, by cramping com
merce in all its operations, have so long retarded its
It is to the monarch now on the throne that
progress.
Spain is indebted for the first public regulation formed
in consequence of such enlarged ideas.
While Spain adhered with rigor to her ancient maxim
concerning her commerce with America, she was so
much afraid of opening any channel by which an illicit
trade might find admission into the colonies, that she
almost shut herself out from any intercourse with them
but that which was carried on by her annual fleets.
There was no establishment, for a regular communica
tion of either pvibhc or private intelligence, between
the mother country and its American settlements. From
the want of this necessary institution, the operations of
the state, as well as the business of individuals, were
retarded or conducted unskilfully, and Spain often re
ceived from foreigneis her first information with respect
to very interesting events in her own colonies.
But
though this defect in police was sensibly felt, and the
for
it was obvious, that
remedy
jealous spirit with which
the Spanish monarchs guarded the exclusive trade,
restrained them from applying it.
At length Charles
III. surmounted those considerations which had de

It is computed that surh a number of ships
already employed in the free trade, that the tonnago
of them far exceeds that of the (ialeons and Flota at
The
the most flourishing era of their commerce.
benefits of this arrangement are not confined to a few
merchants established in a favorite port. They arc
diffused through every province of the kingdom
and,
by opening a new market for their various productions

From thence

letters are

through tho kingdoms

and

New

Spain.

conveyed

;

consumption of sugar

countries in

of

intelligence

the

New

the

most proper

is
perhaps as great, in
inhabitants, as that of

much that the number of judges of
which they were originally composed has been found
to
the
inadequate
growing labors and duties of the
office, and the salaries settled upon them have been
decmrd

for rearing the

;

I

i

tendency of

ill

Europe, the Spaniards were obliged to purchase of
and had the mortification to see their coun
try drained annually of great sums on that account,
lint, if that spirit which the permission of free trade
has put in motion shall persevere in its efforts with the
same vigor, the cultivation of sugar m Cuba and Porto
Rico may increase so much, that in a few years it is
probable that their growth of sugars_may be equal to

in

foreigners,

the

demand

of the

a

new

vinces-

somewhat of the
to the commerce

vast

nies, to

rigor of her ancient laws, with respect
of the mother country with the colo

pormit a more

to

the dignity of the

liberal intercourse of

one colony

As

station.

a

foi both,

distribution of

government

in its

American pro

Even since the establishment of a third
in the new kingdom of Granada, so great
in the

Now

vicethe

in

World,

several places subject to the jurisdiction of each
viceroy were at such an enormous distance from the
that

capitals in which they resided, that neither their atte;*Some provinces
tion nor authority could reach so far.
subordinate to the viceroy of
Spain lay above two

New

There were countries
thousand miles from Mexico.
subject to the viceroy of Peru still further from Luna.
The people in those remote districts could hardly U
benefit of civil government.
Tho
oppression and insolence of its inferior ministers they
often feel, and rather submit to these in silence tlwn
involve themselves in the expense and trouble of r*sortina to the distant capital, where alone thry can find
As a remedy for this, a fourth viceroyaity tiaa
redress.
been erected, [Aug. 1776] to the jurisdiction of win 1
are subjected the provinces of Rio de la Plata, BUCIIUJ.

said to enjoy the

.

Ay res,

km&amp;lt;jHotn.

Spain has been induced, by her experience of the
consequences resulting from having relaxed

beneficial

dominions of Spam, from which equal advantages must
redound to the political and mercantile interest of

inferior

he obtained a royal edict, establishing
an additional number of judges in each Court of Au
dience, with higher titles, and more ample appoint
ments.
To the same intelligent minister Spain is indebted for

remedy

But though possessed of royalty
\Vorld whose soil and climate extent of the Spanish dominions

judged institutions in America, and
such the pressure of improper taxes in Europe, that
Spain has lost almost entirely this branch of industry,
winch has enriched other nations.
This commodity,
which has now become an article of primary necessity
fatal

packet boats

throughout

its

sugar-cane ; though the
domestic culture of that valuable plant in the kingdom
of Granada was once considerable
such has been the
are

onco in two months to Rio de la Plata, for the
accommodation of the provinces to the east of the
Andes. Thua provision is made for a speedy and cer
circulation

Spain

;

has increased so

any European kingdom.

ail

tain

in

number of

proportion to the

in smaller vessels to

less regularity

and

and manufactures, must encourage and add vivacity to
the industry of the fanner and artificer.
Nor docs the
kingdom profit only by what it exports it derives ad
vantage likewise from what it receives in return, ar.d
has the prospect of being soon able to supply itself
with several commodities of extensive consumption,
for which it formerly depended on foreigners.
The

Hello, and transmitted by post
of Tierra Firrnt;, Granada, Peru,

With no

several

is

;

terred his predecessors, and in the year 1764 appointed
packet boats to be despatched on tho first day of each
month from Coru^na to the Havana or Porto Rico.

Vera Cruz and Porto

important alterations in the state of the police
revenue
he began his ministry with a general
In
reformation of the tribunals of justice in America.
consequence of the progress of population and wealth
in the colonies, the business of the Conrts of Audience

doubled.

Potosi. St. Cuz dc
towns of Mendoza and St.

Paraguay, Tucuman.

\

Sierra Charcas, and the
By this well judged arrangement two advan
All the inconveniencies occasioned
tages are gamed.
by the remote situation of those provinces, which h:-d
been long felt, and long complained of. are m a jirrat

Juan.

With this new arrangement a scheme with another. By one of the jealous maxims of the measure removed. The countries most distant from
commerce has been more immediately old system, all thfi provinces situated on the South seas Lima are separated from the viceroyalty of Peru, aod
connected.
Each of the packet boats, which are ves were prohibited, under the most severe penalties, from united under a superior, whose seat of government *l
sels of soino cousiderable burden, is allowed to take
holdmg any commuuicauou wuli out another. Though Buenos Avres will be commodious and acce*aib!e.

the kingdom.
of extending

i

SOUTH AMERICA.
The contraband trade with the Portuguese, which was
become so extensive as must have put a final stop to
the exportation of commodities from Spain to her
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monarchs of the Austrian line, its progress must appear globe. In the infancy of this trade, it was carried on
but experience havconsiderable, and is sufficient to alarm the jealousy, and with Callao, on the coast of Peru
to call forth the most vigorous efforts of the nations
ing discovered the impropriety of fixing upon that as
southern colonies, may be checked more thoroughly, now in possession of the lucrat ve trade which the Spa- the port of communication with Manila, the staple of
One circumstance the commerce between the East and West was removed
ind with greater facility, when the supreme magistrate, niards aim at wresting from them.
render those exertions of Spain an object of more from Callao to Acapulco, on the coast of New Spain,
by his vicinity to the places in which it was carried on, may
After various arrangements it has been brought into
can virw its progress and effects with his own eyes. serious attention to the other European powers.
They
Don Pedro Zevallos, who has been raised to this new are not to be ascribed wholly to the influence of the a regular form. One or two ships depart annually from
the
other
crown
and
its
sentiments
and
of
of
ministers.
The
to those
spirit
Acapulco, which are permitted to carry out silver to
dignity, with appointments equal
state and the the people seem to second the provident care of their the amount of rive hundred thousand pesos; but they have
viceroys, is well acquainted both with the
The nation hardly any thing else of value on board in return for
interests of the countries over which he is to preside, monarchs, and to give it greater effect.
By has adopted more liberal ideas, not only with respect to which they bring back spices, drugs, china, and japan
having served in them long, and with distinction.
In all the later Spa
this dismemberment, succeeding that which took place commerce, but domestic policy.
wares.caiicoes, chintz, muslins, silks, and every precious
at the erection of the viceroyalty of the new kingdom nish writers, defects in the arrangement of their country article with which the benignity of the climate, or the
of Granada, almost two-third parts of the territories ori
concerning both are acknowledged, and remedies pro- ingenuity of its people has enabled the East to supply
are now lopped posed, which ignorance rendered their ancestors inca- the rest of the world.
For some time the merchants
ginally subject to the viceroys of Peru,
off from their jurisdiction.
pable of discerning, and pride would not have allowed of Peru were admitted to participate in this traffic, and
have
send
of
them
to
confess.
the
a
New Spain
The limits of the viceroyalty
[193] But after nil lhat
annually
ship to Acapulco, to wait the
Spaniards might
likewise been considerably circumscribed, and with no have done, much remains to do. Many pernicious insti- arrival of the vessels from Manila, and receive a proless propriety and discernment. Four of its most remote tutions and abuses, deeply incorporated with the system porlional share of the commodities which they irnand New Na of internal policy and taxation, which has been long es- ported. At length the Peruvians were excluded from
provinces, Sonora, Cinaloa, California,
varre, have been formed into a separate government. tablu;hed in Spain, must be abolished before industry this trade by most rigorous edicts, and all the commodities from the East reserved solely for the consumption
The Chevalier de Croix, who is intrusted with this and manufactures can recover an extensive activity.
Still, however, the commercial regulations of Spain of New Spain,
command, is not dignified with the title of viceroy, nor
with respect to her colonies are too rigid and systcmaIn consequence of this indulgence, the inhabitants of
does he enjoy the appointments belonging to that rank
The legis- that country enjoy advantages unknown in the other
but his jurisdiction is altogether independent on the tical to be carried into complete execution.
The erection ot this last lature that loads trade with impositions too heavy, or Spanish colonies. The manufactures of the East are
viceroyalty of New Spain.
government seems to have been suggested riot only by fetters it by restrictions too severe, defeats its own not only more suited to a warm climate, and more
the
remote
situation of those pro- intention, and is only multiplying the inducements to showy than those of Europe, but can be sold at a lower
of
the consideration
vinces from Mexico, but by attention to the late disco- violate its statutes, and proposing a high premium to price; while, at the same time, the profits upon them
Countries encourage illicit traffic.
The Spani
vcries made there which I have mentioned.
Spaniards, both in Eu- are so considerable as to enrich all those who are emcontaining the richest mines of gold that have hitherto rope and America, being circumscribed in their mutual ployed either in bringing them from Manila or vending
been discovered in the New World, and which proba- intercourse, by the jealousy of the crown, or oppressed them in New Spain. As the interest both of the buvei
blv may rise inio greater importance, required the im
by its exactions, have their invention continually on the and seller concurred in favoring this branch of com
mediate inspection of a governor to whom they should stretch how to elude its edicts. The vigilance and in
merce, it has continued to extend in spite of regulations
As every consideration of genuity of private interest discover means of effecting concerted with the most anxious jealousy to circum
be specially committed
scribe it.
Under cover of what the laws permit to be
duty, of interest, and of vanity, must concur in prompt- this, which public wisdom cannot foresee nor public
This spirit, counteracting that of imported, great quantities of India goods are poured
ing those new governors to encourage such exertions authority prevent.
into
the
Amethe
markets
of New Spain [194] and when the
of
with
the laws, pervades the commerce
as tend to diffuse opulence and prosperity through
Spain
provinces committed to their charge, the beneficial rica in all its branches and from the highest depart- Flota arrives at Vera Cruz, from Europe, it often finds
The the wants of the people already supplied by cheaper and
e fleets cf this arrangement may be considerable. Many mcnts in government descends to the lowest.
districts in America, lone depressed bv the languor and very officers appointed to check contraband trade are more acceptable commodities.
There is not, in the commercial arrangements of
feebleness natural to provinces which compose the ex- often employed as instruments in carrying it on and the
tremitics of an overgrown empire, may he animated boards instituted to restrain and punish it are the chan
Spain, any circumstance more inexplicable than the
with vigor and activity when brought so near the seat nels through which it flows.
The king is supposed, by permission of this trade between New Spain and the
of power as to feel its invigorating influence.
the most intelligent Spanish writers, to be defrauded, Philippines, or ir3re repugnant to its fundamental
Such, since the accession of the princes of the house by various artifices, of more than one half of the revenue maxim of holding the colonies in perpetual dependence
and as long on the mother country, by prohibiting any commercial
of Bourbon lo the throne of Spain, has been the pro
which he ought to receive from America
gress of their regulations, and the gradual expansion of as it is the interest of so many persons to screen those intercourse that might suggest to them the idea of re
and
to
the
commerce
the
of
them will ceiving a supply of their wants from any other quarter.
their views with respect
goveru- artifices from detection,
knowledge
How many ordinances,&quot; says This permission must appear still more extraordinary.
im nt of their American colonies. Nor has their atten never reach the throne.
tion been so entirely engrossed by what related to the Corita,
how many instructions, how many letters from from considering that Spain herself carries on no direct
more remote parts of their dominions, as to render our sovereign, are sent in order to correct abuses and trade with her settlements in the Philippines, and grants
them neglectful of what was still more important, the how little are they observed, and what small advantage a privilege to one of her American colonies which she
To me the old observation ap- denies to her subjects in Europe. It is probable that
reformation of domestic errors and defects in policy, is derived from them
r
Fully sensible of the causes to which the declension of pears just, that where there are many physicians and the colonists, who originally took possession of the
fSjiam from her former prosperity ought to be imputed, many medicines, there is a want of health; where there Philippines, having been sent out from New Spain,
are many laws and many judges, there is want of jus- began this intercourse with a country which they contliey htive made it a great object of their policy to re
vive a spirit of industry among their subjects, anti to ticeT We have viceroys, presidents, governors, oydors, sidered, in some measure, as the parent state, before the
arid
to
inanulactures
their
and thousands of alguazils abound court of Madrid was aware of its consequences, or
perfection
give such extent
corrigidors, alcaldes
DS may enable them to supply the demands of America every where; but notwithstanding all these, public could establish regulations in order to prevent it. Many
from their own stock, and to exclude foreigners from a abuses continue to multiply.&quot; Time has increased the remonstrances have been presented against this trade,
branch of commerce which has been so fatal to the evils which he lamented as early as the reign of Philip as detrimental lo Spain, by diverting into another chan
A spirit of corruption has infected all the colonies nel a large portion of that treasure which ought to How
kingdom. This they have endeavored to accomplish II.
bv a variety of edicts issued since the peace of Utrecht. of Spain in America.
Men far removed from the seat into the kingdom, as lending lo give rise to a spirit of
of of government
impatient to acquire wealth, that they independence in the colonies, and to encourage innu
They have granted bounties for the encouragement
J
u
some branches of industry
they have lowered the may return speedily from what they arc apt to consider merable frauds, against which it is impossible to guard,
in transactions so far removed from the inspection of
al
taxes on others
they have entirely prohibited, or have as a state of exile in a remote unhcalthful country
But as it requires no slight effort of po
loaded with additional duties, such foreign manufactures lured by opportunities too tempting to be resisted, and government.
as come in competition with their own
they have seduced by the example of those around them; find litical wisdom and vigor to abolish any practice which
stituted societies for the improvement of trade and their sentiments of honor and of duty gradually relax. numbers are interested in supporting, and to which
ihey have planted colonies of husband- In private life they give themselves up to a dissolute time has added the sanction of its authority, the com
agriculture
men in some uncultivated districts of Spain, and divided luxury, while in their public conduct they become un- merce between New Spain and Manila seems to be as
them the waste fields they have had recourse mindful of what they owe to their sovereign and to considerable as ever, and may be considered as one
to every expedient devised by commercial wisdom
chief cause of the elegance and splendor conspicuous
their country.
commercial jealousy, for reviving their own industry,
Before I close this account of the Spanish trade in in this part of the Spanish dominions.
and discountenancing that of other nations. These, America there remains one detached but important
But notwithstanding this general corruption in the
Soon after his accession colonies of Spain, and the diminution of the income be
to be mentioned.
however, it is not my province to explain, or to inquire branch of
into their propriety and effects.
There is no effort of to the throne, Philip II. formed a scheme of planting a longing to the public, occasioned by the illicit importa
legislation more arduous, no experiment in policy more colony in tlic Philippine islands which had been ne- tions made by foreigners, as well as by the various
than
an
nuceitain
and he ac- frauds of which the colonists themselves are guilty in
attempt to revive the spirit of indus- glccted since the time of their discovery
with the parent state, the Spanish mo
tiv where it has declined, or to introduce it where it is
complishcd it by means of an armament fitted out from their commerce
unknown.
Nations, already possessed of extensive New Spain [1564J.
Manila, in the island of Lucoma, narchs receive a very considerable revenue from their
commerce, enter into competition with such advantages, was the station chosen for the capita! of this new esta- American dominions. This arises from taxes of various
derived from the large capitals and extensive credit of blishment.
From it an active commercial intercourse kinds, which may be divided, into three capital branches,
as sovereign,
Jicir merchants, the dexterity of their manufacturers,
begun with the Chinese, and a considerable number of The first contains what is paid to the king,
and the alertness acquired by habit in every depart that industrious people, allured by the prospect of gain, or superior lord of the New World to this class belongs
ment of business, lhat the state which aims at rivalling settled in the Philippine islands under the Spanish pro- the duty on thu gold and silver raised from the mines,
or supplanting them, must expect to struggle with many lection.
They supplied the colony so amply with all and the tribute exacted from the Indians the former
If the the valuable productions and manufactures of the East is termed by the Spaniards the right of signiory, the
difficulties, and be content to advance slowly.
The second brauell
as enabled it to open a trade with America, by a course latter is the duty of vassalage.
quantity of productive industry, now in Spain, be com
pared with thai of the kingdom under the last listless of navigation the longest from land to land on our comprehends the numerous duties upon commerce
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which accompany and oppress

it

in

every step of

its

from the greatest transactions of the whole
merchant to the petty traffic of the vender by re
tail.
The third includes what accrues to the king, as
h ;ad of the church, and administrator of ecclesiastical
funds in the New World.
In consequence of this he
receives the first fruits, annates, spoils, and other spi
progress,

sale

ritual

revenues. levied

by the apostolic chamber

;

munities, a permission to eat several kinds of prohibited
food during Lent, and on meagre days.
The monks
employed in dispersing those bulls extol their virtues
with all the fervor of interested eloquence
the people,
ignorant and credulous, listen with implicit assent and
every person in the Spanish colonies, of European, or
;

;

deemed

mixed

race, purchases a bull, which is
essential to his salvation, at the rate set upon

Creolian, or
it

by government. [195]
What may be the amount of those various funds, it
is almost impossible to determine with
The
precision.
extent of the Spanish dominions in America, the jea
lousy of government, which rr.ndcrs them inaccessible
to foreigners, the mysterious silence which the Spaniards
are accustomed to observe with respect to the interior
state of their colonies, combine in covering this subject
But an
with a veil which it is not easy to remove.

supporting the external and permanent order of govern
ment is defrayed by the crown. The viceroys have,
besides, peculiar appointments suited to their exalted
station.
The salaries fixed bv law are indeed extremely
moderate that of the viceroy of Peru is only thirty
thousand ducats
and that of the viceroy of Mexico
Of late they have been raised
twenty thousand ducats.
lu forty thousand.
These salaries, however, constitute but a small part
of the revenue enjoyed by the viceroys.
The exercise
of an absolute authority extending to every department
of government, aiid the power of disposing of many lu
crative offices, afford them many opportunities of accu
To these, which may lie considered
mulating wealth.
as legal and allowed emoluments, large sums are often
added by exactions, which, in countries so far removed
from the seat of government, it is not easy to discover,

j

and impossible to restrain.
By monopolising some
branches of commerce, by a lucrative concern in others,
by conniving

merchants, a viceroy may
revenue as no subject of any Eu

at the frauds of

raise such an annual

From ihe single article
ropean monarch enjoys. [199]
of presents made to him on ihe anniversary of his Xunieday (which is always observed as a high festival), I am
informed that a viceroy has been known to receive sixty
thousand pesos.
According to a Spanish saying, the
legal revenues of a viceroy are unknown, his real profits
depend upon his opportunities and his conscience. Sen
sible of this, th
kings of Spain, as I have formerly
observed, grant a commission to their viceroys only for
a few years.
This circumstance, however, renders
them often more rapacious, and adds to the ingenuity
and ardor wherewith they labor to improve every mo
ment of a power which they know is hastening fast to a
;

tablishment. [196]
Pern, it is probable, yields a sum
not inferior to this and if we suppose that all the other
regions of America, including the islands, furnish a third
share of equal value, we shall not perhaps be far wide
from the truth if we conclude that the net public reve
nue of Spain, raised in America, does not exceed a mil
lion and a half sterling.
This falls far short of the immens-e sums to which suppositions, founded upon con
;

to

human

frailty,

there are instances of virtue that re

mains unseduced.
In the year 1772, the Marquis de
Croix finished the term of his viceroyalty in New Spain
with unsuspected integrity ; and, instead of bringing
home exorbitant wealth, returned with the admiration
and applause of a grateful people, whom his govern
ment had rendered happy.

NOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS.

jecture, have raised the Spanish revenue in America.
It is remarkable, however,
[197]
upon one account.
NOTE [1]. PAGE 70. Tyre was situated at such a
Spain and Portugal are the only European powers who
derive a direct revenue from their colonies.
All the distance from the Arabian Gulf, or Red Soa, as made
it
impracticable to convey commodities from thence to
advantage that accrues to other nations from their Ame
This induced the Phoeni
rican dominions arises from the exclusive enjoyment of that city by land carriage.
their trade
but besides this, Spain has brought her cians to render themselves masters of Rahiorrura or
colonies towards increasing the power of the state, and, Rhtnocolura, the nearest port in the Mediterranean to
the Red Sea.
They landed the cargoes which they
in return for protection, to bear a
proportional share of
ihe common burden.
purchased in Arabia, Ethiopia, and India, at Elath, the
the sum which I have
to be safest harbor in the Red Sea towards the North
:

Accordingly,
computed
the amount of the Spanish revenue from America arises
wholly from the taxes collected there, and is far from
being the whole of what accrues to the king from his
dominions in the New World. The heavy duties im
posed on the commodities exported from Spain to
America [198], as well as what is paid by those which
she sends home in return
the tax upon the Negro
slaves with which Africa supplies the New World, to
gether with several smaller branches of finance, bring
large sums into the treasury, the precise extent of
which I cannot pretend to ascertain.
But if the revenue which Spain draws from America
bo great, the expense of administration in her colonies
In every department, even of
bears proportion to it.
her domestic police and finances, Spain has adopted a
and
more encumbered with a
system more complex,
variety of tribunals and a multitude of officers, than
;

that of any European nation in which the sovereign
From the jealous spirit
posseses such extensive power.
with which Spain watches over her American settle
ments, and her endeavors to guard against fraud in pro
vinces so remote from inspection, boards and Officers
have been multiplied there with stil! more anxious at
tention.

In a country

where the expense of

living is

great, the salaries allotted to

every person in public
office must be high, and must load the revenue with an
immense burden. The parade of government greatly
augments the weight of it. The viceroys of Mexico,
Peru, and the new kingdom of Granada, as representa
tives of the king s person, among people fond of osten
tation, maintain all the state and dignity of royalty.
Their courts are formed upon the model of that a*. Ma
drid, with horse and foot guards, a household regularly
established, numerous attendants, and ensigns of power,
displaying such pomp as hardly retains the appearance
of&quot;

a delegated authority.

All the expense incurred by

1

j

i

;

no less accurate than it is cu
been published of the royal revenue in
New Spain, from which we may form some idea with
respect to what is collected in the other provinces.
According to that account the crown does not receive
from all the departments of taxation in New Spain period and short as its duration is, it usually allords
above a million of our money, from which one half sufficient time for repairing a. shattered fortune, or for
must be deducted as the expense of the provincial es creating a new one. But even in situations so trying
account, apparently

rious, has lately

|

;

in

and is entitled likewise to the profit arising
from the sale of the bull of Cruzado.
This bull, which
is
published every two years, contains an absolution
from past offences by the Pope, arid, among other im

Europe
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Thence they were carried by land to Rhinocolura, the
distance not being very considerable
and, being roshipped in that port were transported to Tyre, and dis
tributed over the world,
Strabon. Geogr. edit. Oasaub.
lib. xvi.
Diodor. Sicul. Biblioth. Ilistor. edit.
p. 1128.
;

Wesselingii,

NOTE

[2].

lib.

i.

p.

70.

|

I

From this he advanced to another promontory,
mas.
which he named The South Horn, and which is mamde Tres Puntas, about five decrees north
ffistly (Jape
of the line
All the circumstances contained in the
short abstract of his journal, which is handed down TU
us, concerning the appearance and state of the coun
tries on the coast of Africa, are continued and illustrdted by a comparison with the accounts of modern
Even those circumstances which, from
navigators.
their seeming improbability, have been produced to invalidate the credibility of his relation, tend to colirm it.
He observes, that in the country to the south of L ernc,
profound silence reigned through the day ; but during

a

the nii^ht innumerable h res were kindled alone; the
banks of the rivers, and the air resounded with the
The same
noise of pipes mid drums and cries of joy.
The ex
thing, as Kamusio observes, still takes- pl.ice.

cessive heat obliges the Negroes to take shelter in tl.o
As soon as
woods, or in their housus, during the day.
the sun sets, they sally out, and by torchlight enjov the
pleasure of music and dancing, in which they spend the
Ramus. i. 113. F. In another plare, he men
night.
tions the sea as burning with torrents of fire,
\\hat
occurred to M. Adarison, on the same coast, may ex
;t
this
As soon/ says he, &quot;as the hun dipped
beneath the horizon, and night overspread the earth
with darkness, the sea lent us its friendly li^ht. While
the prow of our vessel ploughed the foaming surges, it
seemed to set them all on fire. Thus wu sailed in a
luminous inclosure, which surrounded u& like a lar^ O
circle of rays, from whence darted in the wake of* the
Voy. to Senegal, p.
ship a long stream of a light.&quot;
176.
This appearance of the sea, observed bv Hunter,
has been mentioned as an argument a^am.st the autiu iiIt is, however, a phenomenon
ticity of the Periplus.

plain

:

very common in warm climates.
Captain COOK S
second voyage, vol. i. p. 15.
The Periplus of H.mao
lias been translated, and every point with respect to it
has been illustrated with much learning and ingenuity,
in

a

work published by Don Pedr. Rodrig. Campoentitled, AnUguedad maritima d^ Cartage, con

mancs,
el

Periplo de su General llatmon traducido e illustrado.

Mad. 1756,

NOTE.

4to.

[3J. p.

70.

the Phoenicia na and of

Long after the navigation ot
Kudoxus round Africa, Pol v bins,

the most intelligent and best informed historian of
antiquity, and particularly distinguished by his aUuntioti to
geographical researches, affirms, thai it was not,

known,

in his time,

whether Africa was

a

continued

stretching to the bouth, or whether K was
encompassed by the sea.
Polybii Hist lib. ui Ph:iy
the naturalist asserts, that there can be no communica
tion between the southern and northern tei liberate.
/ones.
Phnii Hist. Nalur. edit, in usum. Delph. 4iu.
ii.
If they had given full cr*-d:t tu ti.e
lib.
c. 68.
accounts of those voyages, the: former could not ha,c
entertained such a doubt, the latter could not have
Strabo mentions the voy
delivered such an opinion.
age of Eudoxus, but treats it as a fabulous ule. lib. tu
to his account of it, no oihei
p. 155; and, according
Strabo
judgment can be formed with respect to
seems not to have known any thing with certainty com
and
state
of
the
the
form
souihtrn
corning
parts ot
Africa.
Geogr. lib. x\ii. p. 1180.
Ptolemy, the most
inquisitive and learned of all the ancient geographers,
was equally unacquainted with any parts of Africa situ
ated a few degrees beyond the equinoctial line
lor lit*
supposes that tins, great continent was not surrounded
by the sea, but that it stretched, without interruption,
and he so far mistakes its true
towards the south pole
figure that he describes the continent as becoming
broader and broader as it advanced towards the sou .li.
Brietii Parallels
Ptolernsei Geogr. lib. iv. c. 9.
(jeo^r,
veteris ct nova?, p. 86.

continent

it&quot;

The Peri plus Hannonis
monument of the Carthaginian

p. 70.

is

the

skill in
only authentic
naval affairs, and one of the most curious fragments
The learned and indus
transmitted to us by antiquity.
trious Mr. Dodwcll, in a dissertation prefixed to the
Pcripltis of Hanno, in the edition of the Minor Geogra

phers published at Oxford, endeavors to pro^e that this
is a spurious work, the composition of some Greek,
who assumed Hanno s name. But M. de Montesquieu,
in his 1 Esprit des Loix, lib. xxi. c. 8. and M. de Bou
gainville, in a dissertation published torn. xxvi. of the
Memoires de 1 Academie des Inscriptions, &c. have
established its authenticity by arguments which to me
Ramusio has accompanied his
appear unanswerable.
translation of this curious voyage with a dissertation

Racolte de Viaggi, vol. i. p.
tending to illustrate it.
1 12.
M. de Bougainville has, with great learning and
treated the same subject.
It appears that Hanmode of ancient navigation, under
took this voyage in small vessels so constructed that
he could keep close in with the coast.
Ho sailed from
Gedes to the island of Cerne in twelve days. This is
probably what is known to the moderns by the name of
It became the chief station of the
the Isle of Arguim.
and M. de Bougainville
Carthaginians on that coast
contends, that the cisterns found there are monuments
of the Carthaginian power and ingenuity.
Proceeding
from Oerne, and still following the winding of the
in
seventeen days, at a promontory
coast, he arrived
which he called The West Hum, probably Cape Paliability,

no, according to the

;

;

;

NOTE

[4].

p 71.

A

fact

recorded

by Siraho

verv strong and singular proof ot the igno
rance of the ancients with respect to the situation ol tiie
\\ hen Alexander marched
various parts of the earth.

affords a

along the banks

ot

the Ilydaspes

and Acesine, two

of

the rivers which fall into the Indus, he observed that
there were many crocodiles in those rivers, and that the
country produced beans of the same species with those

which were common in Kgypt. From these circum
stances he concluded that he had discovered the sou re
of the Nile, and prepared a fleet to sail down the Hyto Kgypt.
Strab. Cicogr. lib. xv. p. 1020.
This amazing error did not arise from any ignorance oi
for we arc ijigeography peculiar to that monarch
lornied by tStrabo, that Alexander applied with particu
d.ispcs

;

order to acqnire the knowledge of this
science, and Iwd accurate maps or descriptions of iho
lar attention in

SOUTH AMERICA.
Lib. ii. p. 12
countries through which he marched.
But in his age the knowledge of the Greeks did n
uf
the
Mediterranean.
extend beyond the limits

NOTE

[5]. p. 71.

As

the flux

and reflux of the se

remarkably great at the mouth of the river Indu
would render the phenomenon more formidable
the Greeks.
Varen Gcogr. vol. i. p. 251.
is

this

I
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known

Sontnn/m Scipimns, c. 6. Gemimis, a Greek philosohcr,
contemporary wilh Cicero, delivers the same doctrine,
not in a popular work, but in his Kuraywy^ as tyatvoptva,
*
a treatise purely scientific.
he, &quot;of the southern temperate

When we
zone and

speak,&quot;

its

;

\

says

!

inhabitants,

in Portugal
when the
people of that country began their voyages of discovery,
More than a century elapsed before it was introduced
by John III., whose re?gn commenced A. D. 1521.

in the fifteenth century,

i

NOTE [10]. p. 75. An instance of this is related by
and concerning those who arc called antipodes, it must
be alwavs understood, that we have no certain know- Hakluyt. upon the authority of the Portuguese historian
Some English merchants having
ledge or information concerning the southern temperate Garcia de Rescnde.
But from the resolved to open a trade with the coast of Guinea, John
zone, whether it be inhabited or not.
which
II.
the
of Portugal despatched ambassadors to Edward IV.,
spherical figure of the earth, and the course
sun holds between the tropics, we conclude that there, in order to lay before him the right which he had acis another zone situated to the south, which enjoys the
quired by the Pope s bull to the dominion of that coun
same degree of temperature with the northern one try, and to request of him to prohibit his subjects to pro
Edward was so much
which we inhabit.&quot; Cap. xiii. p. 31. ap. Pctavii Opus secute their intended voyage.
de Doctr. Temper, in quo Uranologium sive Systemata satisfied with the exclusive title of the Portuguese, that
The opinion of he issued his orders in the terms which they desired.
var. Auctorum. Amst. 1705. vol. 3.
Pliny the naturalist, with respect to both these points, Hakluyt, Navigations, Voyages, and Traffics of the
I

J

1

\

NOTE

[6]. p. 71.

-It

is

probable that the ancient

were seldom induced to advance so far as the mouth o
the Ganges, either by motives of curiosity or views o
commercial advantage. In consequence of this, thn
ide:i concerning the position of that great river was ver\
erroneous.
Ptolemy places that branch of the Ganges
which he distinguishes by the name of the Great Mouth
in the hundred and forty-sixth degree of longitude froi
But it
bis first meridian in the Fortunate Islands.

true

longitude,

determined; by

that meridian, is nov
astronomical observations, to be only a

computed from

hundred and five degrees. A geographer so eminent
must have been betrayed into an error of this magni
tude by the imperfection of the information which ht
am
had received concerning those distant regions
;

this affords a striking proof of the intercourse with then
With respect to the countries
being extremely rare.

of India beyond the Ganges, his intelligence was

stil

more

I shal
defective, and his errors more enormous.
have occasion to observe, in another place, that he has
placed the country of the Seres, or China, no less than

M

sixty degrees further east than its true position.
d Anville, one of the most learned and intelligent of the
modern geographers, has set this matter in a clear light,

two dissertations published m Mem. de
des Inscript. &c. torn, xxxji. p. 573. 604.
in

1

Academ

NOTE [7]. p. 71. --It is remarkable, that the dis
coveries of the ancients were made chiefly by land
those of the moderns are carried on chiefly by sea.
The progress of conquest led to the former, that of
commerce to the latter. It is a judicious observation
of Strabo, that the conquests of Alexander the Great
made known the East, those of the Romans opened the
West, and those of Mithridates King of Pontus the
N onh. Lib. i. p. 26. When discovery is carried on
by land alone, its progress must be slow and Us opera
tions confined.
When it is carried on only by sea, its
sphere may be more extensive, and its advances more
but it labors under peculiar defects.
rapid
Though
;

;

it

may make known

the position of different countries,
far as these are deter

and ascertain their boundaries as
mined by the ocean, it leaves us

in ignorance with re
Above two centuries and
spect to their interior state.
a half have elapsed since the Europeans sailed round
the southern promontory of Africa, and have traded in
most of its ports
hut, in a considerable part of that
great continent, they have done little more than survey
its coasts, and mark its
Its interior
capes and harbors.
;

regions are

in

a great

measure unknown.

The an

who had

a very imperfect knowledge of its
coasts, except where they are washed by the Medi
terranean or Red Sea, were accustomed to penetrate
into its inland provinces, and, if we may rely on the
testimony of Herodutus and Diodorus Sicuius, had ex
Un
plored many parts of it now altogether unknown.
less both modes of discovery be united, the
geographi
cal knowledge of the earth must remain incomplete and
cients,

inaccurate.

within the tropics, must appear so singular and absurd,
that it may not be unacceptable to some of my readers
to produce evidence of their holding this opinion, and
to account for the
apparent inconsistence of their
theory with their experience.
Cicero, who had beetowed attention upon every part of philosophy known
to the ancients, seems to have believed that the torrid
zone was uninhabitable, and, of consequence, that there
could be no intercourse between the northern and

southern temperate zones.
He introduces Afncanus
thus addressing the younger Scipio
You see this
&quot;

:

earth encompassed, and as it were bound in by certain
zones, of which two. at the greatest distance from each
other, and sustaining the opposite poles of heaven, arc
frozen with perpetual cold
the middle one, and the
two
largest of all, is burnt with the heat of the sun
;

;

are habitable
to

was the same
There are five divisions oi the earth,
All that portion which lies
which are called zones.
near to the two opposite poles is oppressed with vehenent cold and eternal frost.
There, unblessed with
he aspect of milder stars, perpetual darkness reigns, or
at the utmost, a feeble light reflected from surrounding
snows.
The middle of the earth, in which is the orbit
of the sun, is scorched and burnt up with flames and
Between these torrid and frozen districts
fiery vapor.
ie two other
portions of the earth, which are temperate
on account of the burning region interposed, there
Thus Heaan be no communication between them.
*

English, vol

:

NOTE
may be

part.

[11]. p. 76.

ii.

p. 2.

The

time of Columbus

s

death

nearly ascertained by the following circum
stances.
It
appears from the fragment of a letter ad

dressed by him to Ferdinand and Isabella, A. D. 1501,
that he had at that time been engaged forty years in a
In another letter he informs them that
seafaring life.
he went to sea at the age of fourteen
from those facts
it
Life of
follows, that he was horn A. D. 1447.
Chnsta. Columbus, by his son Don Ferdinand.
Churc
hill s Collection of Voyages, vol. ii. p. 484, 485.
:

;

&amp;gt;ut,

Lib.
en has deprived us of three parts of the earth.&quot;
c. 68.
Strabo delivers his opinion to the same
The portion of the
fleet, in terms no less explicit
arth which lies near the equator, in the torrid zone, is
endered uninhabitable by heat.&quot; Lib. ii. p. 154. To
iese I might add the authority of many other respectale philosophers and historians of antiquity.
In order to explain the sense in which this doctrine
vas generally received, we may observe, that Panneides, as we are informed by Strabo, was the first who
ivided the earth into five zones, and extended the
mits of the zone which he supposed to be uninhabilale on account of heat beyond the tropics.
Aristotle,
s we learn likewise from Strabo, fixed the boundaries
f the different zones in the same manner as they are

ii.

NOTE

i.

The spherical figure of the earth
[12]. p. 77.
to the ancient geographers.
They invented

was known

&quot;

:

the method, still in use, ol computing the longitude and
latitude of different places.
According to their doc

the equator, or imaginary line which encom
passes the earth, contained three hundred and sixty
degrees these thev divided into twenty-four parts, or
The country of
hours, each equal to fifteen degrees.
the Sera or Sina, being the furthest part of India
known to the ancients, was supposed by Marinus Tyrius, the most eminent of the ancient geographers before Ptolemy, to be fifteen hours, or two hundred and
twenty-five degrees to the east of the first meridian,
Ptolema-i
passing through the Fortunate Islands.
If this supposition was well
But the progress of Geogr. lib. i. c. 11.
efined hy modern geographers.
iscovery having gradually demonstrated that several founded, the country of the Seres, or China, was only
gions of the earth which lay within the tropics were nine hours, or one hundred and thirty-five degrees west
and the naviga
ot only habitable, but populous and fertile, this induced from the Fortunate or Canary Island
ter geographers to circumscribe the limits of the torrid tion in that direction was much shorter than by the
Marco
one.
It is not easy to ascertain with precision the course which the Portuguese were pursuing.
From a passage in Polo, in his travels, had described countries, particu
oundaries which they allotted it.
of
the
island
of
or
author
as
far
as
I
is
the
larly
know,
trabo, who,
Cipango
Zipangri, supposed to be
only
ntiquity from whom we receive any hint concerning Japan, considerably to the east of any part of Asia
known to the ancients. Marcus Pauhis de Region.
lis subject. I should conjecture, that those who calcuOf course, this
ted according to the measurement of the earth by Oriental, lib. ii. c. 70. lib. iii. c. 2.
ratoslhencs. supposed the torrid zone to comprehend country, as it extended further to the east, was still
The conclusions of Co
ear sixteen degrees, about eight on each side of the nearer to the Canarv Islands.
|iiator; whereas such as followed the computation of lumbus, though drawn from inaccurate observations,
If the suppositions of Marinus had been
osidoiiius allotted about twenty-four degrees, or some- were just.
hat more than twelve degrees on each side of the well founded, and if the countries which Marco Polo
Strabo. lib ii. p. 151. Ac- visited, had been situated to the east of those whose
quator to the torrid zone.
rding to the former opinion, about two-thirds of that longitude Marinus had ascertained, the proper and nearortion of the earth which lies between the tropics was! est course to the East Indies must have been to steer
Herrcra, dec. 1. lib. i. c. 2. A more exonsidered as habitable ; according to the latter, about directly west.
ie-half of it.
With this restriction, the doctrine of tensive knowledge of the globe has now discovered
e ancients concerning the torrid zone appears less the great error of Marinus, in supposing China to be fif
isurd
and we can conceive the reason of their as- teen hours, or two hundred and twenty-five decrees
and that even Ptolemv
east from the Canarv Islands
irting this zone to be uninhabitable, even after they
ad opened a communication with several places within was mistaken, when he reduced the lonoitude of China
e tropics.
When men of science spoke of the torrid to twelve hours, or one hundred and eighty degrees.
zone, they considered it as it was limited by the defi- The longitude of the western frontier of that vast cmnition of geographers to sixteen, or at the utmost to pire is seven hours, or one hundred and lifteen degrees
But Oolumand as they knew almost nothing from the meridian of the Canary Islands.
twenty-four degrees
of the counU-ies nearer to the equator they might still sup- bus followed the light which his age affoided, and relied
were at that time
pose them lobe uninhabitable. In loose and popular dis- upon the authority of writers, who
course, the name of the torrid zone continued to be given regarded as the instructors and guides of mankind
to al! that portion of the earth which lies within the tro- the science of geography,
pics. Cicero seems to have been unacquainted with those
NOTE [13]. p. 79. As the Portuguese, in making
ideas of the later geographers; and, adhering to the
division of Parmemdes, describes the torrid zone as their discoveries, did not depart far from the coast of
Some of the ancients rejected Africa, they concluded that birds, whose flight they obthe largest of the five.
the notion concerning the intolerable heat of the torrid served with great attention, did not venture to any conzone as a popular error. This we are told by Plutarch diderable distance from land. In the infancy ol navrwas the sentiment of Pythagoras ; and we learn from gation it was not known that birds oCten stretched their
In satlStrabo, that Eratosthenes and Polybius had adopted flight to an immense distance from any shore.
birds are often
the same opinion, lib. ii. p. 154.
Ptolemy seems to ing towards the West Indian Islands,
have paid no regard to the ancient doctrine and opinions seen at the distance of two hundred leagues from the
Sloane s Nat. Hist, of Jamaica, vol. i.
nearest coast.
concerning the toind zone.
30.
Catesby saw an owl at sea when the ship
p.
NOTE [9]. p. 74. The court of Inquisition, which six hundred leagues distant from land. Nat. Hist, of
Hist. Naturelle dc M. Buffon,
and of lite- Carolina, pref. p. 7.
checks a
of liberal
trine,

;

i

I

;

I

j

i

;

;

NOTE [8]. p. 72. The notions of the ancients con
cerning such an excessive degree of heat in the torrid
zone as rendered it uninhabitable, and their persisting
in this error long after they began to have some com
mercial intercourse wilh several parts of India lying

podes

!

;

as,

the people in the southern one are anti

with

whom we

have no

connection.&quot;

I

|

[

;

!

m

!

!

,

wu

|

effectually
spirit
rary improvement, wherever

it

is

inquiry,
established,

,

was

un-

torn. xvi. p. 32.

From which

it

appears that this indi
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cation of land, on which Columbus sunns lo have relied with some confidence, was extremely uncertain,
This observation is confirmed by Capt. Cook, the most
extensive and experienced navigator of any age or naNo one yet knows (says he) to what distance
lion.
any of the oceanic birds go to sea for my own part, I

|

&quot;

;

do not believe that there is one in the whole tribe that
can be relied on in pointing out the vicinity of land.&quot;
Voyage towards the South Pole, vol. i. p. 275.

j

i

i

S

HISTORY OF

selves in such distress, cursed not only their coining
along with me, hut that fear and awe of me which
prevented thorn from returning, as they often had
resolved to have done.
But besides all this, my
sorrow was greatly increased by recollecting that I had
left my two sons at school at Cordova, destitute of
friends, in a foreign country, when it could not in all
probability be known that I had done such services as

I

I

I

might induce your Highnesses to remember them.
And though I comforted myself with the iaith that our
NOTE [14]. p. 81. In a letter of the Admiral s to Lord would not permit that which tended so much to
Ferdinand and Isabella, he describes one of the har- the glory of his Church, and whi^h I had brought about
bors in Cuba with all the enthusiastic admiration of a with so much trouble, to remain imperfect, yet I conI discovered a river which a galley sidered, that, on account of my sins, it was hi will to
discoverer.
might easily enter the beauty of it induced me to deprive me of that glory which I might have attained in
While in this confused state, I thought on
sound, and I found from five to eight fathoms of water. this world.
Having proceeded a considerable way up the river, the good fortune which accompanies your Highnesses.
The beauty of and imagined that although I should perish, and the ves
every thing invited me to settle there.
the river, the clearness of the water through which I sel be lost, it was possible that you miht somehow
could sec the sandy bottom, the multitude of palm come to the knowledge of my voyage, and the success
For that reason I wrote
trees of different kinds, the tallest and finest I had with which it was attended.
seen, and an infinite number of other large and flou
upon parchment with the brevity which the situation
which I pro
rishing trees, the birds, and the verdure of the plains required, that 1 had discovered the lands
are so wonderfully beautiful, that this country excels mised, in how many days I had done it, and what course
I had followed.
I mentioned the goodness of the coun
all others as far as the day surpasses the night in
brightness and splendor, so that I often said that it try, the character of the inhabitants, and lhat your
wonld be in vain for me to attempt lo give your High Highnesses subjects were left in possession of all that
had discovered.
ness a full account of it, for neither my tongue nor niy
Having sealed this writing, I adand indeed I am so Iressed it to your Highnesses, and promised a thou
pen could come up to the truth
sand
ducats
to
much amazed at the sight of such beauty, that I know
any person who should deliver it sealed.
so that if any foreigner found it, the promised reward
not how to describe
Life of Columb. c. 30.
might prevail on them not to give the information to
NOTE [15J. p. 81. The account which Columbus another. I then caused a great cask to be brought to
ne, and wrapping up the parchment in an oiled cloth,
gives of the humanity and orderly behavior of the na
tives on this occasion is very striking.
the king and afterwards in a cake of wax, I put it into the cask,
All
(says he in a letter to Ferdinand and Isabella) having and having stopped it well, I cast it into the sea.
been informed of our misfortune, expressed great grief .he men believed that it was some act of devotion.
for our loss, and immediately sent aboard all the peo
Imagining that this might never chance to be taken up,
we soon un as the ships approached nearer to Spain, I made another
ple in the place in many large canoes
loaded the ship of every thing that was upon deck, as &amp;gt;acket like the first, and placed it at the top of the
so that, if the ship sunk, the cask remaining
the king gave us great assistance
he himself, with his
brothers and relations, took all possible care that every above water might be committed to the guidance of
thing should be properly done, both aboard and on shore.
And, from time to time, he sent some of his relations
NOTE [17]. p. 82 Some Spanish authors, with the
weeping, to beg of me not to be dejected, for he
would give me all that he had. I can assure your meanness of national jealousy, have endeavored to deHighnesses, that so much care could not have been .ract from the glory of Columbus, by insinuating that
taken in securing our effects in any part of Spain, as ie was led to the discovery ol tne New World, not by
iis own inventive or
all our property was put together in one place near his
enterprising genius, but by infor
palace, until the houses which he wanted to prepare for mation which he had received.
According to their ac
the custody of it were emptied. He immediately placed count a vessel having been driven from its course by
a guard of armed men, who watched during the whole easterly winds, was carried before them far to the
night, and those on shore lamented as if they had been west, and landed on the coast of an unknown country,
much interested in our loss. The people are so affec from which it returned with difficulty the pilot and
tionate, so tractable, and so peaceable, that I swear to three sailors being the only persons who survived the
your Highnesses, that there is not a better race of distresses which the crew suffered from want of pro
men, nor a better country in the world. They love visions and fatigue in this long voyajje. In a few days
their neighbor as themselves
their conversation is the after their arrival, all the four died
but the pilot hav
sweetest and mildest in the world, cheerful and always ing been received into the house of Columbus, bis in
accompanied with a smile. And although it is true timate friend disclosed to him before his death, tinthat they go naked, yet your Highnesses may be as- secret of the discovery which he had accidentally made,
eured that they have many very commendable customs ; and left him his papers containing a journal of the voy
the king *s served with great state, and his behavior is age, which served as a guide to Columbus in his unHO decent that it is pleasant to see him, as it is likewise tertaking.
Gomara, as far as I know, is the first au
to observe the wonderful memory which these people thor who published this story.
Hist. c. 13.
Every
have, and their desire of knowing every thing, which circumstance is destitute of evidence to support it.
leads them to inquire into its cause and effects.&quot; Life Neither the name of the vessel nor its destination is
of Columbus, c. 32.
It is probable that the
Some pretend that it belonged to one of the
Spaniards known.
were indebted for this officious attention to the opinion seaport towns in Andalusia, and was sailing either to
which the Indians entertained of them as a superior the Canaries or to Madeira; others, that it was a Bisorder of beings.
others, a Portuguese
cayner in its way to England
The name of the
ship trading on the coast of Guinea.
NOTE [16]. p. 82. Every monument of such a pilot is alike unknown, as well as lhat of the port in
man as Columbus is valuable. A letter which he wrote which he landed on his return. According to some, it
to Ferdinand and Isabella, describing what passed on was in Portugal
according to others, in Madeira, or
this occasion, exhibits a most striking picture of hia the Azores.
The year in which this voyage was made
is no less uncertain. Monson s Nav. Tracts. Churchill
intrepidity, his humanity, his prudence, his public spi
u I would have been less iii. 371.
No mention is made of this pilot, or his dis
rit, and
courtly address.
concerned for this misfortune had I alone been in dan coveries, by And. Bernaldes, or Pet. Martyr, the con
both because my life is a debt that I owe to the temporaries of Columbus.
Herrcra, with his usual
ger,
Supreme Creator, and because I have at other time.* judgment, passes over it in silence. Oviedo takes no
&quot;

j

:

i

|
1

;

it.&quot;

;

:

&amp;gt;oop,

;

;

;

The Spaniards

are not the only people who hav
question Columbus s claim to the honor of
discovered
America.
Some German authors
having
ascnbed this honor to Martin Behaim their cuurilrynnu.
He was of the noble family of the Behaim* of .Schwai zbach, citizens of the first rank in the Imperial town of
Nuremberg. Having studied under the celebrated John
Muller, better known by the name of Regiomontanut,
he acquired such knowledge of cosmography as excited
a desire of exploring those regions, tlie situation and
qualities of which he had been accustomed, under tha*
able master, to investigate and describe
Under the
patronage of the Dutchess of Burgundy he repaired to
Lisbon, whither the fame of the Portuguese discoveries
nvited all the adventurous spirits of the age.
Tlu-re,
as we learn from Herman Schedel, of whose Chronoc-on
was printed at Nuremit, a German translation
icrg, A. D. 1493, Ins merit as a comographer raised
lim, in conjunction with Diego Cano, lo the command
called in

of a squadron fitted out for discovery in the year 14&JJ.
In that
voyage he is said to have discovered the king
dom of Congo. He settled in the kingdom of Fayal,

one of the Azores, and was a particular friend of Co
lumbus.
Hcrrera, dec. 1. lib. i. c. 2.
Magellan had
a terrestrial globe made by Behaim, on which he de
monstrated the course that he proposed to hold in
search of the communication with the South Sea, which
lie afterwards discovered,
Gomara Hist. c. 19. HerIn the
rera, dec. 11. lib. ii. c. 19.
visited his relations in Nuremberg,
a

his

ovn

year 1492, Behuiin
left wilh them

and
hand, which is

still

preserved

archives of the family.
Thus far the story
of Martin Bebaim seems to be well authenticated ; bvtt
the account of his having discovered any purl of ::.*
New \\ orld appears to be merely conjectural.
In the first edition, as I had at that tune hardly any
knowledge of Behaim but what I derived from a
lous dissertation De vero Novi Orhis Inventore,&quot;

among

the

frivi&amp;gt;-

pnl&amp;gt;-

Frankfort, A. D. 1714, by Jo. Frid. Stuvcwas induced, by the authority of Htrrera. to
that
Behaim was not a native of Germany ;
uppose
but from more full and accurate information, communi
cated to me by the learned Dr. John Keinhold Forster,
I am now satisfied that
I was mistaken.
Dr. Forstcr
has been likewise so good as to favor me with a copy
of Behairn s map, as published by Doppulmayer in Lit*
i hematicians
account of the
and Artists of Nurem
From this nap the imperfection of costnograberg.
that period is manifest.
[hical knowledge
Hardly
one place is laid d Ti in its true situation.
Nor can
I discover from it
y reason to suppose that Behaim
had the least know
ge of any region in America, lie
sland to which he gives the name
delineates, indeed,
of St. Brandon.
This, it is imagined, may
lie
part of Guiana, supposed at first to be an island,
places it in the same latitude with the Cape \ erd isles,
and I suspect it to be an imaginary island which has
been admitted into some ancient maps on no better
authority than the legend of the Irish St. Brandon, or
Brendan, whose story is so childishly fabulous as to bo
unworthy of any notice. Girald. Cambrcnsis ap. Missingham Florilcgium Sanctorum, p 427.
The pretensions of the Welsh to the discovery of
America seern not to rest on a foundation much moro
solid.
In the twelfth century, according to Powell, a
dispute having arisen among the sons of Owen Guvneth, King of North Wales, concerning the succession
lo his crown, Madoc, one of their number, weary of
this contention, betook himself to sea in quest of it

lishcd

at

riius, I

M

;

.

more quiet settlement. He steered due west, leaving
Ireland to the North, and arrived in an unknown coun
try, which appeared to him so desirable, that he re

;

turned to Wales and carried thither several of his
This is said to have hajn
adherents and companions.
pened about the year 1170, and after that, he and his
But it is to be observed,
colony were heart! of no more.
lhat Powell, on whose testimony the authenticity of
this story rests, published his history above four centu
ries from the dale of the event which he relates. Among
a people as rude and as illiterate as the Welsh at thai
period, the memory of a transaction so remote must

;

been exposed to the most imminent hazard. But what tice of this report, but considers it as a tale tit only to
Hist. lib. ii. c. 2.
As Columbus
gave me infinite grief and vexation was, that after it amuse the vulgar.
had pleased our Lord to give me faith lo undertake this held his course directly west from the Canaries, and
enterprise, in which I had now been so successful, that never varied it, some later authors have supposed that
my opponents would have been convinced, and the this uniformity is a proof of his bein^ guided by some
But they do not recollect the
glory of your Highnesses, and the extent of your ter
previous information.
it should
ritory, increased by me
please the Divine principles on which he founded all lus hopes of
Majesty to stop all by my death. All this would havo cess, that by holding a westerly course he must ccrbeen more tolerable had it not been attended with the tainly arrive al those regions of the cast described bv the
loss of those men whom I had carried with me,
upon ancients. His (inn belief of his own system led him to
promise of the greatest prosperity, who, seeing them- take that course, and to pursue it without deviation.

map drawn with

;

1

hare been very imperfectly preserved, and would re
quire to be confirmed by some author of greater credit,
and nearer to the era of Madoc s voyage than Powell.
Later antiquaries have indeed appealed to the testi
mony of Meredith ap Kees, a Welsh bard, who died
But he too lived at such a distance uJ
A. D. 1477.
lime from the event, that he cannot be considered as a
witness of much more credit than Powell.
Besides,
his verses, published by Hakluyt, vol. m. p. 1.. convey
no information, but that Madoc, dissatisfied with his*
;K

iuetic situation, emnlorcd himself

in

searching the

SOUTH AMERICA.
we

admit the
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ocean for new possessions.
Spain, and had the best opportunity to be exactly indoes not follow that
formed with respect to all public transactions and yet
authenticity of Powell s story, it
neither in his Decads, the first general history published
the unknown country which Madoc discovered by steer
of the New World, nor in his Epistle, which contain
as to leave Ireland to the
ing west, in such a .course
The naval skill of lachrytnis prse gaudio temperasse, quando literas ads- an account of all the remarkable events of hi? time,
north, was any part of America.
Uie Welsh in the twelfth century was hardly equal to pexisti meas quibus, de antipodum orbe latenti hacle- does he ascribe to Vespucci the honor of having first
Bcnzoni went as an adven
If he made any discovery at all, it is nus, te certiorem feci, mi stiavissime Pomponi, insinu- discovered the continent.
such a voyage.
more probable that it was Madeira, or some other of asti. Ex tuis ipse literis colligo, quid senscris. Sen- turer to America in the year 1541, and resided there a
virum
summa
Welsh
sisti
considerable
time.
rein
He
of
the
The affinity
autem, tantique
fecisti, quanti
the western isles.
language
appears to have been animated
doctrina insignitum decuit.
Quis namque cibus subli- with a warm zeal for the honor of Italy, his native
with some dialects spoken in America, has been men
tioned as a circumstance which confirms the truth of mibus prsestari potcst ingeniis, isto suavior 1 quod con- country, and yet does not mention the exploits and dis
Madoc s voyage. But that affinity has been observed dimentum gratius ^ A me facio conjecturam. Beati coveries of Vespucci. Herrera, who compiled his
in so few instances, and in some of these is so obscure, sentio spiritus meos, qnando accitos alloquor pmdentes general history of America from the most authentic re
or so fanciful, that no conclusion can be drawn from aliquos ex his qui ab ea redeunt provincia.
Implicent cords, not only follows those early writers, but accuses
the casual resemblance of a small number of words. animos pecuniarum cumulis augendis miscri avari, libi- Vespucci of falsifying the dates of both the voyages
There is a bird, which, as far as is yet known, is found dmibus obscceni nostras nos mentes, postquam Deo which he made to the New World, and of confounding
from Port Desire plcni aliquando fuerimus, contemplando, hujuscemodi the one with the other, m order that he might arrogate
only on the coasts of South America,
rerum notitia demulciamus.&quot; Epist. 152, Pomponio to himself the glory of having discovered the continent.
It is distinguished by the
to the Straits of Magellan.
Her. dec. 1. hb. iv. c. 2. He asserts, that in a judicial
name of Penguin. This word in the Welsh language Lseto.
Almost all the authors who favor
inquiry into this matter by the royal fiscal, it was
signifies W/iitehead.
NOTE [19]. p. 84. So firmly were men of science, proved by the testimony of Ojeda himself, that he
the pretensions of the Welsh to the discovery of Ame
of the affi
touched at Hispaniola when returning to Spain from his
in that age, persuaded that the countries which Colum
rica, mention this as an irrefragable proof
in this bus had discovered were connected with the East In
first voyage
whereas Vespucci gave out that they re
nity of the Welsh language with that spoken
But Mr. Penant, who has given dies, that Benaldes, the Cura de los Palacios, who turned directly to Cadiz from the coast of Paria, and
region of America.
a description of the Penguin, observes that all the birds seems to have been no inconsiderable proficient in the touched at Hispaniola only in their second voyage and
so that we must re
of this genns have black heads,
knowledge of cosmography, contends that Cuba was that he had finished the voyage in five months whereas,
sign every hope (adds he) founded on this hypothesis not an island, but a part of the continent, and united to according to Vespucci s account, he had employed
in
the
New
World.&quot;
the dominions of the Great Khan.
This he delivered seventeen months in performing it.
of retrieving the Cambrian race
Viaggio primo de
Besides this, as his opinion to Columbus himself, who was his guest
Herrera
Philos. Transact, vol. Iviii. p. 91, &c.
Vespucci, p. 36. Viag. secundo, p. 45.
for some time on his return from his second voyage
if the Welsh, towards the close of the twelfth century,
gives a more full account of this inquest in another
Her. dec.
had settled in any part of America, some remains of and he supports it by several arguments, mostly founded part of his Decads, and to the same effect.
Columbus was in Hispaniola when
the Christian doctrine and rites must have been found on the authority of Sir John Mandeville. MS. penes me. 1. lib. vii. c. 5.
among their descendants, when they were discovered Antonio Gallo, who was secretary to the magistracy of Ojeda arrived there, and had by that time come to an
about three hundred years posterior to their migration; Genoa towards the close of the fifteenth century, pub
agreement with Roldan, who opposed Ojeda s attempt
a period so fchort that, in the course of it, we cannot lished a short account of the navigations and discoveries to excite a new insurrection, and, of consequence, his
well suppose that all European ideas and arts would of his countryman Columbus, annexed to his Opuscula voyage must have been posterior to that of the ad
Lord Lyttleton, in his notes to Historica de Rebus Populi Genuensis in which he miral. Life of Columbus, c. 84. According to Ves
be totally forgotten.
the fifth book of his History of Henry II., p. 371, has informs us, from letters of Columbus which he himself pucci s account, he set out on his first voyage May
examined what Powell relates concerning the discove had seen, that it was his opinion, founded upon nautical 10th, 1497. Viag. primo, p. 6. At that time Co
ries made by Madoc, and invalidates the truth of his observations, that one of the islands he had discovered lumbus was in the court of Spam preparing for his voy
was distant only two hours or thirty degrees from Cat- age, and seems to have enjoyed a considerable degree
story by other arguments of great weight.
The pretensions of the Norwegians to the discovery tigara, which, in the charts of the geographers of that of favor. The affairs of the New World were at this
of America st-fin to be better founded than those of the age, was laid down, upon the authority of Ptolemy, lib. juncture under the direction of Antonio Torres, a friend
Germans or Welsh. The inhabitants of Scandinavia vii. c. 3, as the most easterly place in Asia. From this of Columbus. It is not probable that, at that period, a
were remarkable in the middle ages for the boldness he concluded, that if some unknown continent did not commission would be granted to another person to an
and extent of their maratime excursions. In 874, the obstruct the navigation, there must be a short and easy ticipate the admiral by undertaking a voyage which he
Norwegians discovered and planted a colony in Iceland. access, by holding a westerly course, to this extreme himself intended to perform. Fonseca, who patronized
Muratori Scriptores Rer. Italica- Ojeda, and granted the license for his voyage, was not
In 982, they discovered Greenland, and established region of the East.
recalled to court, and reinstated in the direction of
From that, some of their naviga rum, vol. xxiii. p. 304.
settlements there.
Indian allairs, until the death of Prince John, which
tors proceeded towards the west, and discovered a
NOTE [20]. p. 84. Bernaldes, the Cura or Rector happened September, 1497, (P. Martyr, Ep. 182,)
country more inviting than those horrid regions with
which they were acquainted.
According to their re de los Palacios, a contemporary writer, says, that five several mouths posterior to the time at which Vespucci
but hundred of these captives were sent to Spurn, and sold pretends to have set out upon his voyage.
A life of
presentation, tliis country was sandv on the coasts,
but that, by the change Vespucci was published at Florence by the Abate Banin the interior parts level and covered with wood, on publicly in Seville as slaves
4to.
It is a work of no merit, writ
which account they gave it the name of Hctlc-ltind, of climate and their inability to bear the fatigue of labor, dini, A. I).
He contends
ten with little judgment and less candor.
and Mark-html, and having afterwards found some they all died in a short time. MS. pcucs me.
for his countryman s title to the discovery, of the con
plants of the vine which bore grapes, they called it
The credit of this story rests, as far as I
NOTE [21]. p. 86. Columbus seems to have, formed tinent with all the blind zeal of national partiality, hut
Win-land.
learn
know, on the authority of the sapa, or chronicle
King some very singular opinions concerning the countries produces no new evidence to support it.
or
The violent swell and from him that Vespucci s account of his voyage was
Snorro
Olaus, composed by
Sturlonides,
Stitrlusons, which he had now discovered.
and
led
him
as
the
D.
1697.
waters
on
the
coast
of
Trinidad
ublished
as
at
A.
of
the
Stockholm,
year 1510,
probably
early
published by Perinskiold,
agitation
As Snorro was born in the year 1179, his chronicle to conclude this to be the highest part of the terraque sooner. Vita di Am. Vt.sp. p. 52. At what time tho
that
various
circumstances
of
be
about
two
centuries
after
the
event
and
he
name
AM&quot;ERICA came to be first given to the New
ous
compiled
imagined
might
globe,
World is not certain.
which he relates. His account of the navigation and concurred in proving that the sea was here visibly ele
discoveries of ISiorn, and his companion Litf, is a very vated.
Having adopted this erroneous principle, the
It is impossible
NOTE [23.] p. 92. The form employed on this
rude confused tale, p. 104. 110. 326.
apparent beauty of the country induced him to fall in
to discover from him what part of America it was in with a notion of Sir John Mandeville, c. 102, that the occasion served as a model to the Spaniards in all their
It is so extraordi
which the Norwegians landed. According to his ac terrestrial paradise was the highest land in the earth
subsequent conquests in America.
count of the length of the days and nights, it must have and he believed that he had been so fortunate as to dis
nary in its nature, and gives us such an idea of the pro
of
it
as
the
abode.
Nor
we
to
think
of
the
and
the
been as far north
latitude, cover this happy
fifty-eighth degree
ought
ceedings
principles upon
Spaniards,
Oil some part of the coast of Labradore, approaching
strange that a person of so much sagacity should be which they founded their right to the extensive domi
or
of
in
the
New
certhe
such
a
fabulous
nions
which
near to the entry of Hudson s Straits.
influenced
World, that it
opinion
reports
Grapes
by
they acquired
I Alonso de
Columbus and the other disco- well merits the attention of the reader.
tainly are not the production of that country. Torfeus author as Mandeville.
eupposes that there is an error in the text, by rectify- verers were obliged to follow such guides as they could Oji da, servant of the most high and powerful kings of
Castile and Leon, the conquerors of barbarous nations,
ing of which the place where the Norwegians landed find and it appears from several passages in the manu
But script of Andr. Bernaldes, the friend of Columbus, that their messenger and captain, notify to you, and declare
rnay be supposed to be situated in latitude 49^.
neither is that the region of the vine in America. no inconsiderable degree of credit was given to the tes
in as ample form as I am capable, that God our Lord,
From perusing Snorro s tale, I should think that the timony of Mandeville in that age. Bernaldes frequently who is one and eternal, created the heaven and the
ituation of Newfoundland corresponds best with that
earth, and one man and one woman, of whom you and
quotes him, and always with respect.
of the country discovered by the Norwegians. Grapes,
we, and all the men who have been or shall be in the
not
tlic
But as it has come to pass
are
of
87.
is
that barren inland.
It
remarkable that neither world, are descended.
NOTE [22]. p.
however,
production
Other conjectures are mentioned by M. Mallet, latrod. Gomara nor Oviedo, the most ancient Spanish histo through the number of generations during more than
a 1 IIist. de Dannem. 175, &c.
I am not sufficiently
rians of America, nor Herrera, consider Ojeda, or his five thousand years, that they have been dispersed into
dillerent parts of the world, and are divided into various
acquainted with the literature of the north to examine companion Vespucci, as the first discoverers of the con
them.
It seems manifest, that if the
Norwegians did tinent of America. They uniformly ascribe this honor kingdoms and provinces, because one country was not
discover any part of America at that period, their at
to Columbus.
Some have supposed that national re able to contain them, nor could they have found in one
therefore
tempt to plant colonies proved unsuccessful, and all sentment against Vespucci, for deserting the service of the means of subsistence and preservation
Ciod our Lord gave the charge of all those people to one
knowledge of it was soon lost.
Spain, and entering into that of Portugal, may have
he constituted the lord and
prompted these writers to conceal the actions which he man named St. Peter, whom
NOTE [18]. p. 82. Peter Martyr, ab Angleria, a performed. But Martyr and Benzoni, both Italians, head of all the human race, that all men, in whatever
faith or place they
in
whatever
or
Milanese gentleman, residing at that time in the court could not be warped by the same prejudice.
Martyr place they are born,
Hu
(W Spain, whose letters contain an account of the trans- was a contemporary author
he resided in the court o 4 are educated, might yield obedience unto him

But even

if

actions of that period, in the order wherein they occurred, describes the sentiments with which he himself
and his learned correspondents were affected in very
Prae Uetitia prosiluisse te, vixque a
striking terms
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hath subjected the whole world to his jurisdiction, and
commanded him to establish his residence in Home, as
the most proper place for the government of the worl l.
He likewise promised and gave him power to establish
his authority in every other part of the world, and to

HISTORY OF

S

jilobe, there is no river or stream of water in Yucatan.
This peninsula projects from the continent a hundred
not extend above
leagues, but, where broadest, does

NOTE [30], p. 99 Newfoundland, part of Nova
Scotia, and Canada, are the countries which he in the
same p3rallel of latitude with the kingdom of France ;

|

|

I

and in every part of these the water of the rivers is
five leagues.
It is an extensive plain, not only
without mountains, but almost without any inequality frozen during winter to the thickness of several feet ;
of ground.
The inhabitants are supplied with water the earth is covered with snow as deep; almost all the
durin
find it in abun- birds fly
from pits,,....,
_ they dig
and, wherever
,_ them,
..j
jg that season from a climate where they
The country of the Kskimaux, part of
It is probable, from all those circumstances, [could not. live.
that this country was formerly covered by the sea. Labrador, and the countries on the south of Hudson s
His- Bay, are in the same parallel with Great Britain
Herrerae Descriptio Indix Occidentals, p. 14.
and
toire Naturcllc, par M. de Bnffon, torn. i. p. 593.
yet in all these the cold is so intense that even the industry of Europeans has not attempted cultivation.

twenty

and govern all Christians, Moors, Jews, Gentiles,
ji dgc
and all other people of whatever sect or faith they may
be.
To him is given the name of Pope, which signi
fies admirable, great father and guardian, because he is
Those who lived
the father and governor of all men.
in the time of this holy father obeyed and acknowledged
him as their Lord and King, and the superior of the
The same has been observed with respect to
universe.
NOTE [27]. p. 98 M. Clavigero censures me for
them who, since his time, have been chosen to the pon
the Spaniards who sailed with Cor
Thus it now continues, and will continue to having represented
tificate.
dova and Grijalvn, as fancying in the warmth of their
the end of the world.
imagination, that they saw cities on the coast of
One of these Pontiffs, as lord of the world, hath Yucatan
adorned with towers and cupolas, I know not
made a grant of these islands, and of the Tierra Firme what translation of
my history he has consulted (lor
of the ocean sea, to the Catholic Kings of Castile, Don
his quotation from it is not taken from the original,)
Ferdinand and Donna Isabella, of glorious memory, and
but I never imagined that any building erected by
their successors, our sovereigns, with all they contain,
the Americans could suggest the idea of a cupola ur
as is more fully expressed in certain deeds passed upon
dome, a structure which their utmost skill in architec
that occasion, which you may see if you desire it.
ture was incapable of rearing.
My words are, that
Thus His Majesty is King and lord of these islands, and
they fancied the villages which thev saw Irorn their ships
of the continent, in virtue of this donation
and, as
to be cities adorned with towers and pinnacles/
King and lord aforesaid, most of the islands to which
pinnacles I meant some elevation above the rest of
his title hath been notified, have recognised His Ma- By
the building
and the passage is translated almost lite
to
him
and
now
obedience
and
yield
subjection
jeaty,
from Herrera, dec. 2. lib. iii. c. 1.
In almost all
and rally
as their lord, voluntarily and without resistance
the accounts of new countries given by the Spanish
instantly, as soon as they received information, they
,

&amp;lt;i&amp;lt;iui,i:.

[

I

;
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NOTE

Acosta is the first philosopher,
know, who endeavored to account for the
different degrees of heat in the old and new continents
Hisby the agency of the winds which blow in e-ien.
toire Moral. Arc. lib. ii. and iii.
M. de Butfon adopts
this theory, and has not
only improved it by new ob

&quot;

;

servations, but has

own

continue

to

;

thought the country, along the coast of
which they held their course, entitled to the name of

associates

New

coming
below

-.
-

perform that to which you are bound and
and His Majesty, and I in bis name, will re
obliged
ceive you with love and kindness, and will leave you,
your wives and children, free and exempt from servi
;

and

tude,

in

same manner

enjoyment of

the

ail

in the

you possess,

the inhabitants of the islands.

as

Be

this, His Majesty will bestow upon you many
But if you will
privileges, exemptions, and rewards.

sides

not comply, or maliciously delay to obey my injunction,
then, with the help of God, I will enter your country by
force, I will carry on war against you with the utmost
biect yoi
violence, I will subject
you to the yoke of obedience to
take your wives and
the Church and King, I wi
children,

and

will

make them

slaves,

and

sell or dis

pose of them according to His Majesty s pleasure I
will seize your goods, and do you all the mischief in
my power, as rebellious subjects, who will not acknow
And I pro
ledge or submit to their lawful sovereign.
test, that all the bloodshed and calamities which shall
follow are to be imputed to you, and not to His Ma
who serve under me;
jesty, or to me, or the gentlemen
and as I have now made this declaration and requisi
tion unto you, I require the notary here present to
grant me a certificate of this, subscribed in proper
;

form.&quot;

Herrera, dec.

1. lib. vii. c.

14.

Balboa, in his letter to the king,
[24]. p. 94.
observes that of the hundred and ninety men, whom he
took with him, there wore never above eighty fit for
So much did they stiffer from
service at one time.
Horrcra, dec.

1. lib. x.

NOTE

Fonseca, Bishop of Palencia, the
[25]. p. 95.
hun
principal director of American Affairs, had eight
the commcndator Lope de
dred Indians in property
Conchillos, his chief associate in that department,
and other favorites had considerable
eleven hundred
;

;

numbers.

They

sent

overseers to the islands, and
Herrera, dec.

hired out those slaves to the planters.
1. lib. ix. c. 14.
325.
p.

NOTE
fully

[26]. p. 98.

Though America

height of the most elevated

,

I

I

j

Peak of

^e p
of

-

Tenerifie, according to the measurement
Feuille, is thirteen thousand one hundred and

The height of Chimboraxo, the
seventy-eight feet.
most elevated point of the Andes, is twenty thousand
two hundred and eighty feet
no less than seven thou
sand one hundred and two feet above the highest moun
tain in the ancient continent.
Voyage do D. Juan
IJlloa, Observations Astron. et Physiq. torn. ii. p. 114.
The line of congelation on Chimborazo, or that part of
the mountain which is covered perpetually with snow, is
no less than two thousand four hu ndced feel from its summil.
Prevot Hist. Gener. des \ oyages, vol. m. p. 636.
;

cold.

;

.

NOTE [29]. p. 99. As a particular description makes
a stronger impression than general assertions, I shall

new

objects were first presented to bis
resided in Europe, and read in books of his
tory or geography, that the mouth of the river de la
Plata was a hundred and fifty miles in breadth, I con
sidered it as an exaggeration, because in tbis hemis

While

I

I

wh.it of its

approached

its

mouth,

I

is

more

plenti

supplied with wnter than the other regions of the

,

.

i

;

hi-at.

...... that on
..
-.
...
accountv of ...^
the transpallti
lowing
B circumstance
,,.^
r:ncy of the sea, its surface cannot be heated 10 ^r. .
degree by the sun s rays; whereas the ground, si.L
jected to their influence, very soon acquires grout heat,
When, therefore, the wind blows over a torrid coiitjbut
nent, it is soon raised to a heat almost intolerable
during its passage over an extensive ocean, it is & ..,
so
that
on
its
arrival at the furthest
dually cooled

,.

:

,

it

;

i

own

But the great power of the sea to mitiVate the heat
of the wind or air passing over it, proceeds from the fol

we have no example

of such vast rivers
When
had the most vehement desire
to ascertain the truth with
my own eyes and I found
the matter to he exactly as it was
This I
represented.
deduce particularly from one circumstance When we
took our departure from Monte Video, a fort situated
rnore than a hundred miles from the mouth of the river,
and where its brendth is considerably diminished,
_.:i_j _
_
_
__ i__/*_
i*
i .1
sailed a complete day before we discovered the land on
the opposite side of the river
and when we were in
the middle of the channel, we could not discern land
on either side and saw nothing but Ihc sky and water
as if we had been in some great ocean.
Indeed we
should have taken it to be sea, if the fresh water of the
Yhich was turbid like the Po, had not satisfied

phere

.

which usually blow in the months of November, De
cember, and part of January.
On the other hand, when a warm wind blows over
land, it heats the surface, which must therefore ceaso
to abate the fervor of the wind.
But the same wind
blowing over water, agitates it, brings up the colilrt
water from below, and thus is continually losing aume-

give one of Rio dc la Plata by an eye-witness, P. Cattanco, a Modenesse Jesuit, who landed at Buenos
Ayres in 1749, and thus represents what he felt when
&quot;

From thos
ise principles may be
explained the severity
of winter frosts in extensive continents
their mildnes*
in small islands
and the superior rigor of winter in
those parls of N&amp;lt;mh Amrrica with W7lich wc ari bt st
In the north-west parts of Europe, the
acquainted.
severity of winter is mitigated by the west winds,
;

j

such

warmer watf r

than the

it,

bein&amp;lt;r

:

NOTE

hunger, fatigue, and sickness.
P. Mart, decad. 226.
c. 16.

The

Pyrenees is, according to M. Cassini. six
thousand six hundred and forty-six feet.
The height
of the mountain Gemmi, in the canton of Berne, is
en thousand one hundred and ten feet. The height of
joint in the

-

well, and

[23]. p. 99

heavier

specifically

descends; what is warmer supplies its place,
which, as it comes to be cooled in its turn, continues
to warm the air which passes over it, or to diminish its
cold.
This change of the superficial water and suc
cessive ascent of that which is wanner, and the conse
successive
abatement of coldness in the air, is
quent
aided by the agitation caused in the sea by the mecha
nical action of the wind, and also by the molionof the
tides.
This will go on, and the rigor of the wind will
continue to diminish until the whole water is so far
cooled, that the water on the surface is no longer re
moved from the action of the wind fust enough to hinder it from utiny aiivoirt;u
arrested wjr
frost.
TTUCIICWI tho
LIIV
by 111/01.
---------- zes, the wind is no lunger warmed by the
.ater from below, and it goes on with undiminiohcd

Spain.

NOTE

is

;

come, by
and will

&quot;Z.

you

reasonable in order that you may
acknowledge the Church as the superior and guide of
the universe, and likewise the holy father called the
Pope, in his own right, and his Majesty, by his appoint
ment, as King and sovereign lord of these Islands, and
and
..u that ,-u
of u,e
u,
the Tierra
I, em, rums,
Firme
you consent that. the
and preach to you
aforesaid holy
holy fathers shall declare
Tr
j
If you do this, you act
the doctrines above mentioned.
take such time as

will

on all the seventy of intense frost.
companions first beheld an Indian village of greater
Let the same wind blow over an extensive and deep
in
the
beheld
than
had
islands,
magnitude
any they
sea
the superficial water must be immediately cooU-d
Grand
Cairo.
B.
name
of
it
the
they dignified
by
to a certain
and the wind proportionally
From the same cause Giijalva and his warmed. But degree,
Diaz, c.
the superficial and colder uatrr, be

;

that

it

his

;

it,

blow in the same direction,
over a surface

age, this

;

all

free will, without

you may more perfectly comprehend

to
to

already cooled,
pass
warmth of admiration is degrees,
suffer no longer any abatement of its own keenness.
and led them to describe these nuw ob
conspicuous
Thus, as it advances over a large tract of land, it brings
AV hen Cordova anil
jects in the most splendid terms.

discoverers in that

any recompense
or gratuity, became Christians, and continue to be &o
and His Majesty having received them graciously
under his protection, has commanded that they should
be treated in the same manner as his other subjects and
vassals.
You arc bound and obliged to act in the same
manner. Therefore I now entreat and require you to
and
consider attentively what I have declared to you
that

amazing powers of

his

in even- inquiry concerning the tem
perature of various climates.
When a cold wind blows over land, it must in it?
passage rob the surface of some of its beat.
By int-ana
of this the coldness of the wind is abated.
But if it

;

these, of their

employed

much importance

;

;

I

descriptive eloquence in embellishing it and placing it
in the most striking light.
Some remarks may be
added, which tend to illustrale more fully a doctrine of

&quot;

obeyed the religious men sent by the King to preach
and
them, and to instruct them in our holy faith

[31]. p. 99.

as far as

|

;

;

shore

fit for
respiration.
principles will account for the suhrv heats of
continents
in
the
torrid zone
for the mild cli
large
mate of islands in the same latitude ; and for the
it

is

again

Thosc

;

rior
in-

warmth

supe

in

summer which large

the temperate

continents, sitimu-d
or colder zones of the earth, enjoy

vhen compared with

that

of islands.

The

heat of a
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which cover America, and hinder the excessive cold.
In travelling from Indostan to Thibet,
the ground, are a great cause the ascent to the summit of the Boutan Mountains is
The
of the temperate climate in the equatorial parts.
very great, but the descent on the other side is not in
and the equal proportion. The kingdom of Thibet is an ele
ground, not being heated, cannot heat the air
Account
leave?, which receive the rays intercepted from the vated region, extremely bare and df-solate.
ground, have not a mass of matter sufficient, to absorb of Thibet, by Mr. Stewart, read in the Royal Society,
The extraordinary cold in low latitudes in Ame
heat enough for this purpose.
Besides, it is a known p. 7.
a rica cannot be accounted for by the same cause.
Those
fact, that the vegetative power of a plant occasions
in proportion to the heal
regions are not remarkable for elevation. Some of them
perspiration from the leaves
to which they are exposed
and, from the nature of are countries depressed and level.
a cold in the
The most obvious and probable cause of the supe
evaporation, this perspiration produces
Thus the effect rior degree of cold towards the southern extremity of
leaf proportional to the perspiration.
with
it
is
of the leaf in heating the air in contact
America, seems to be the form of the continent there.
prodi
For those observations, which Its breadth gradually decreases as it stretches from
giously diminished.
St. Antoma southwards, and from the bay of St. Julian
Uirow much additional light on this curious sunject,
am indebted to my ingenious friend, Mr. Robison, to the Straits of Magellan its dimensions are much
of contracted.
On the east and west sides it is washed
professor of natural philosophy in the university
From its southern
by the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.
Edinburgh.
point it is probable that a great extent of sea without
NOTE [32]. p. 99. The climate of Brazil has been any considerable tract of land, reaches to the Antarctic
described by two eminent naturalists, Piso and Mar
pole. In whichever of these directions the wind blows,
it is cooled before it
approaches the Magellanic regions,
grave, who observed it with a philosophical accuracy
nor is the land
for which we search in vain in the accounts of many by passing over a vast body of water
it
as
tem
there
Both represent
of such extent, that it can recover any considera
other provinces in America.
of
the
climate
with
ble
it.
These cir
when
of
heat
in
its
over
compared
degree
progress
perate and mild
Africa.
They ascribe this chiefly to the refreshing cumstances concur in rendering the temperature of
wind which blows continually from the sea. The air the air in this district of America more similar to that
is not only cool, but chilly through the night, insomuch of an insular, than to that of a continental climate, and
that the natives kindle tires every evening in their huts. hinder it from acquiring the same degree of summer
Mar- heat with places in Europe and Asia in a correspondent
Piso do Mcdicina Brasiliensi, lib. i. p. 1. &c.
The north wind is the only one that
gravius Histor. Rerum Natural. Brasilia?, lib. viii. c. 3. northern latitude.
reaches this part of America, after blowing over a great
Nieuhoff, who resided long in Brazil, con
p. 264.
Churchill s Collection, vol. ii. continent.
But from an attentive survey of its posi
firms their description.
26.
Gumilla, who was a missionary many years tion, this will be found to have a tendency rather to
p.
a
river
The southdiminish than augment the degree of heat.
Oronoco, gives
among the Indians upon the
similar description of the temperature of the climate ern extremity of America is properly the termination
P. Acugna of the immense
there. Hist, de 1 Oronoque, torn. 1. p. 26.
ridge of the Andes, which stretches
felt a very considerable degree of cold in the countries nearly in a direct line from north to south, through the
Relat. vol. ii. p. whole extent of the continent.
CHI the batiks of the river Amazons.
The most sultry re
56.
M. Biet, who lived a considerable time in Cay gions in South America, Guiana, Brazil, Paraguay, and
enne, gives a similar account of the temperature of that Tuccuman, lie many degrees to the east of the Magel
climate, and ascribes it to the same cause.
Voyage de lanic regions. The level country of Peru, which enla France, Equinox, p. 3,3.0.
Nothing can be more joys the tropical heats, is situated considerably to the
diliere.it from these descfTptions than that of the burn
west of them. The north wind then, though it blows
ing beat of the African coast given by M. Adanson. over land, does not bring to the southern extremity of

woods, and marshes in those countries of
America which lie between the tropics. Origen de los

forests

rivers, lakes,

sunbeams from heating

Indies, lib. ii. c. 5.
4, 5.
to which Gonzalez Pizarro

;

;

to Senegal, passim.

America an increase of heat collected in its passage
over torrid regions
but before it arrives there, it must
lave swept along the summits of the Andes, and becomes impregnated with the cold of that frozen region.
Though it be now demonstrated that there is no
southern continent in that region of the globe which it
was suj/i 1 t-cd to occupy, it appears to be certain from

upon

French frigates were sent
[3D], p. 99
In lati
a voyage of discovery in the year 1739.

tude 44 south, they began to feel a considerable de
In latitude 48, they met with islands
gree of cold.
of float ing ice.
Histoire des Navigations aux Terres
Dr. Halley fell in
Australes, torn. ii. p. 256, &c.
Commo
with ice in latitude 59.
Id. torn. i. p. 47.
dore Byron, when on the coast of Patagonia, latitude

50

33 south, on the

midsummer

fifteenth of

December, which

is

part of the globe, the twenty-first
of December being the longest day there, compares the
climate to that of England in the middle of winter.
Voyages by Hawkesworth, i. 25. Mr. Banks having
landed on Terra del Fuego, in the Bay of Good Sucin that

Cajitd.L COOK S discoveries, that there is a large tract
of him roar the south pole, which is the source of most
Vol.
of the* jce spread over the vast southern ocean.
Whether the influence of this
p. 2aO, 239, &c.
remote frozen continent may reach the southern extrenity of

America, and

affect

its

climate,

is

in the sixteenth of January, which
to the month of July in our hemisphere,

latitude

55,

;

;

;

is the
largest known quadruped, and the
tusks which were found, nearly resembled, both in form_
and quality, the tusks of an elephant, it was concluded
that the carcasses deposited on the Ohio were of that
But Dr. Hunter, one of the persons of our
species.
age best qualified to decide with respect to this point,
having accurately examined several parcels of tusks,
and grinders, and jaw-bones, sent from the Ohio to
London, gives it as his opinion that they did not belong
to an elephant, but to some huge carnivorous animal of
Phil. Transact, vol. Iviii. p. 34.
an unknown

|

Bones of

species.
the same kind,

and as remarkable for their
have been found near the mouths of the great
Strahlcnrivers Oby, Jeniseia, and Lena in Siberia.
lierg,Dcitript. nf North and East Parts of Europe and
size,

The

elephant seems to be confined
and never multiplies
beyond it. In such cold regions as those bordering on
the frozen sea, he could not live.
The existence of
such large animals in America might open a wide field
for conjecture.
The more we contemplate the face of
nature, and consider the variety of her productions, the
more we must be satisfied that astonishing changes

Asia,

I

in

his

p.

402, &c.

range

to the torrid zone,

have been made in the terraqueous globe by convul
sions and revolutions, of which no account is preserved
in history.

NOTE

not unworthy of attention.
tic

NOTE

atest

&quot;

;

&quot;

attempting

an inquiry

M. Condamine is one of the
[34]. p. 100.
and most accurate observers of the interior state
After descending from the Andes
of South America.
corresponds
two of his attendants died in one night ol extreme cold, says he,) one beholds a vast and uniform prospect of
and all the party were in the most imminent danger of water and verdure, and nothing more. One treads
Id. ii. 51,52.
By the fourteenth of March, upon the earth, but docs not see it as it is so entirely
perishing.
corresponding to September in our hemisphere, winter covered with luxuriant plants, weeds, and shrubs, that
was set in with ri^or, and the mountains were covered it would require a considerable degree of labor to clear
with SLOW.
Ibid. 72.
Relation abregee d un
Captain Cook, in his voyage it for the space of a foot.&quot;
towards the South Pole, furnishes new and striking Voyage, &c. p. 43. One of the singularities in the
instances of the extraordinary predominance of cold in forests is a sort of osiers, or withes, called bcjucos by
Who would have thought the Spaniards, liancs by the French, and nibhcs by the
tiiis region of the globe.
(says he) that an island of no greater extent than Indians, which are usually employed as ropes in Ame
seventy leagues in circuit, situated between the latitude rica. This is one of the parasitical plants, which twists
of 54 and 55, should in the very height of summer about tlio trees it meets with, and rising above their
be, in a manner, wholly covered, many fathoms deep, highest branches, its tendrils descend perpendicularly,
with frozen snow hut more especially the S. W. coast ? strike into the ground, take root, rise up around another
The very summits of the lofty mountains were cased tree, and thus mount and descend alternately. Other
with snow and ice
but the quantity that lay in the tendrils are carried obliquely by the wind, or some ac
valleys is incredible ; and at the bottom of the bays, the cident, and form a confusion of interwoven cordage,
coast was terminated by a wall of ice of considerable which resembles the
of a ship.
Bancroft, Nat.
rigging
Vol. ii. p. 217.
These withes arc often as ihick
Hist, of Guiana, 90.
Leight.&quot;
In some places of the ancient continent, an extraor
Id. p. 75.
as the arm of a man.
M. Boguer s account
dinary degree of cold prevails in very low latitudes. of the forests in Peru perfectly resembles this descrip
Mr. Bogle, in his embassy to the court of the Delai tion. Voyages au Peru, p. 16. Oviedo gives a similar
Lama, passed the winter of the year 1774, at Cham- (Inscription of the forests in other parts of America.
He often found the Hist. lib. ix. p. 144. 0. The country of the Mnxos is
nanning, iu latitude 31 39 N.
thermometer in his room twenty-nine degrees under the so much overflowed, that they are obliged to reside on
s
scale
and in the middle the summit of some rising ground during some part of
Fahrenheit
freezing point by
iif April the standing waters were all frozen, and heavy
the year, and have no communication with their coun
bowers of snow frequently fell.
The extaordmary trymen at any distance. Lettres Kdil iantca, torn. x. p.
elevation of the country seems to be the cause of this \S7
Garcia gives a full and just description of the
ce8,

in

march

the elephant

;

Two

NOTE

incredible hardships

NOTE [35]. p. 100. The animals of America seem
not to have been always of a size inferior to those in
other quarters of the
globe. From antlers of the moosedeer which have been found in America, it appears to
have been an animal of great size.
Near the banks of
the Ohio, a considerable number of bones of an im
mense magnitude have been found. The place where
this
discovery has been made lies about one hundred
and ninety miles below the junction of the river Scioto
with the Ohio.
It is about four miles distant from the
banks of the (utter, on the side of the marsh called the
Salt lick.
The bones lie in vast quantities about five
or six feet under ground, and the stratum is visible in
the bank on the edge cf the Lick.
Journal of Colonel
George Croglan, MS. penes me. This spot seems to
be accurately laid down by Evans in his map.
These
bones must have belonged to animals of enormous bulk;
but naturalists being acquainted with no living creature
of such size, were at first inclined to think they were
mineral substances.
Upon receiving a greater number
of specimens, and after inspecting them more narrowly,
they are now allowed to be the bones of an animal. As

:

Voyage

The

was exposed

into the country to the east of the Andes,
convey a very striking idea of that part of America in
its
Garcil. de la Vega,
original uncultivated state.
Royal Comment, of Peru, part ii. book iii. c. 2 5.
to

[36]. p. 100.-~This degeneracy of the domes
European animals in America may be imputed to

some of these causes.

In the Spanish settlements,
which are situated either within the torrid zone, or in

countries

bordering upon

it,

the increase of heat

and

diversity of food prevent sheep and horned cattle from
attaining the same size as in Europe.
They seldom
become so fat, and their flesh is not so juicy, or of such

Iu North America, where the climate
favorable, and similar to that of Europe, the
of
thu
quality
grasses which spring up naturally in their
Mitchell, p. 151.
pasture grounds is not good.
Agri
culture is still so much in its infancy, that artificial
food for cattle is not raised in any quantity.
During a
delicate flavor.
is

more

winter, long in many provinces, and rigorous in all, no
proper care is taken of their cattle. The general treat
ment of their horses and homed cattle is injudicious
and harsh in all the English colonies. These circum
stances contribute more, perhaps, than any thing pecu
-to the degeneracy of
liar in the
quality of the climate,
breed in the horses, cows, and sheep of many of the

North American provinces.

NOTK [37]. p. 100. .In the year 1518, the island of
Hispaniola was afflicted with a dreadful visitation of
those destructive insects, the particulars of which Herrera describes, and mentions a singular instance of the
superstition of the Spanish planters. After trying vari
ous methoxls of exterminating the ants, they resolved
to implore protection of ftio saints
but as the calamity
was new, they wore at a loss to find out the saint who
;

could give them the most effectual aid.
They cast
lots in order to discover the patron whom they should
invoke.
The lots decided m favor of St. Saturamu

ROBERTSON
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They celebrated his festival with great solemnity, and
lo
immediately, adds the historian, the calamity began
abate.
Hen-era, dec 2. lib. iii. c. 15. p. 107.

NOTF [38]. p. 100. Tho author of Rechcrehes Phithis difference
losophiques sur les Americains supposes
in heat to be eqnal to twelve degrees, and that a place
in the old continent is
thirty decrees from the equator
as warm as one situated eighteen degrees from it in
America, torn. i. p. 11. I)r. Mitchell, after observa
thirty years, contends that the
difference is equal to fourteen or fifteen degrees of lati

tions carried

tude.

on during

Present State, &c.

p.

257.

NOTE [39J. p. 100. January 3d, 176!), Mr. Bertram,
near the head of St. John s river, in East Florida, ob
served a frost so intense that in one night the ground
was frozen an inch thick upon the batiks of the river.
The limes, citrons, and banana trees, at St. Augustin,
were destroyed. Bertram s Journal, p. 20. Other in
stances of the extraordinary operations of cold in the
southern provinces of North America are collected by
Present State, p. 206, &c.
Dr. Mitchell.
February
7th, 1747, the frost at Charleston was so intense, that
bottles
of
hot
water
two
a person having carried
quart
to bed, in the morning they were split to pieces, and
In a
the water converted into solid lumps of ice.
kitchen where there was a fire, the water in a jar in
which there was a live large eel, was frozen to the bot
tom.
Almost all the orange and olive trees were de

Description of South Carolina, 8vo. Lond.

stroyed.

1761.

NOTE

[40]. p. 100.

A

remarkable instance of

this

where

S

HISTORY OF

afterwards anchored.
The olher ship wintertd
Alashka, which was supposed to be an island, though
Kre
return, that his course lay through the middle of what it be in fact a part of the American continent.
nitzin accordingly returned without knowing that either
Behring and Tschirikow had supposed to be a conti
and
that
had
been
on
the
of
America
which
he
found
to
be
an
of
his
coast
and
nent,
open sea,
they
ships
had mistaken rocky isles for the headlands of a conti
this is the more surprising, because Captain Cook has
nent.
informed us that Alashka is understood to be a great
It is probable, that the countries discovered in
1741, towards the east, do not belong to the American continent, both by the Russians and the natives of
continent, but are only a continuation of the chain of Oonolashka.
islands.
The number of volcanos in this region of the
According to Krenitzin, the shipJ which had win
Karnt- tered at Alashka had hardly sailed 30 to the eastward
There are several
globe is remarkable.
chatka, and not one of the islands, great or small, as far of the harbor of St. Peter and St. Paul in Kamtchatka
as the Russian navigation extends, is without them. but, according lo the more accurate charts of Captain
n
Many arc actually burning, and the mountains in all Cook, it had sailed no less than 37 17 to the eastward
hear marks of having been once in a state of eruption. of that harbor. There is nearly the same mistake of 5
Were I disposed to admit such conjectures as have in the longitude which Krenitzm assigns to Oonolashka.
found place in other inquiries concerning the peopling It is remarkable enough, that in the chart of those seas,
of America, I might suppose that this part of the earth, put into the hand of Captain Cook by the Russians on
having manifestly suffered violent convulsions from that island, there was an error of the same kind, ant
have very nearly of the same extent.
earthquakes and volcanos, an isthmus, which
41
But what is of most consequence to be remarked
formerly nnitcd Asia to America, has been broken, and
formed into a cluster of islands by the shock.
on the subject is, that the discoveries of Captain Cook
It is singular, that at the very time the Russian navi
have fully verified Dr. Robertson s conjecture that it

Robison.

Cook

But

in 1769, Krenitzin, after wintering in
the island Alaxa, stood so far towards the north in his

at

;

&quot;

m

;

ma&amp;gt;-

gators were attempting to make discoveries in the
north-west of America, the Spaniards were prosecuting
In 17G9, two
the same design from another quarter.
small vessels sailed from Loretto in California to ex
plore the coasts of the country to the north of thai
peninsula.
They advanced no further than the port of
Monte-Rey, in latitude 36. But, in several successive
expeditions fitted out from the port of St. Bias in New
Galicia, the Spaniards have advanced as far as the lati

probable that future navigators in those seas, by
steering farther to the north than Behring and Tschiri
kow or Krenitzin had done, may find that the continent
of America approaches still nearer to that of Asia. See
It has accordingly been found that these two
p. 102.
is

continents, which in the parallel of 5o, or that of
southern extremity of Alashka, are about four hundred

th&amp;lt;!

leagues asunder, approach continually to one another
as they stretch together toward the north, until, within
less than a degree from the polar circle, they arc ter

tude 58.
Ga.-e.ta. dc Mailrid, March 19, and May 14,
1776.
But as the journals of those voyages have not
been
yet
published, I cannot compare their progress
with that of the Russians, or show how near the navi
gators of the two nations have approached to each

in Dutch
level,
and so low, that during the rainy seasons it is usually
This ren
covered with water near two feet in height.
ders the soil so rich, that on the surface, for twelve other.
It is to be hoped that the enlightened minister
inches in depth, it is a stratum of perfect manure, and who has now the direction of American utlairs in Spain,
as such has been transported to Barbadoes.
On the will not withhold this information from the public.
banks of the Essequibo, thirty crops of ratan canes
have been raised successively whereas in the West
NOTE [43]. p. 102. Our knowledge of the vicinity
Indian islands not more than two is ever expected from of the two continents of Asia and America, which was
the richest land.
The expedients by which the planters very imperfect when I published the History of America
endeavor to diminish this excessive fertility of soil are in the year 1777, is now complete.
Mr. Coxe s
various.
Bancroft, Nat. Hist, of Guiana, p. 10, &c. account of the Russian Discoveries between Asia and
America, printed in the year 1780, contains many curi
NOTE [41]. p. 102. Mullcr seems to have believed, ous and important facts with respect to the various
without sutlicient evidence, that the Cape had been attempts of the Russians to open a communication with
and the imperial academy the New World. The history of the great voyage of
doubled, torn. i. p. 11, &c.
of St. Pctersburgh give some countenance to it by the Discovery, begun by Captain Cook in 1776, and com
manner in which Tschukolskm-noss is laid down in pleted by Captains Clerk and Gore, published in the
But I am assured, from undoubted year 1780, communicates all the information that the
their charts.
authority, that no Russian vessel has ever sailed round curiosity of mankind could desire with regard to this
that cape
and as the country of TsJiiilhi is not subject
ubject.
to the Russian empire, it is very imperfectly known.
At my request, my friend, Mr. Playfair, Professor of
Mathematics in the University of Edinburgh, has com
NOTE [42]. p. 102. Were this the place for enter pared the narrative and charts of those illustrious navi
ing into a long and intricate geographical disquisition, gators with the more imperfect relations and maps of
many curious observations might arise from comparing the Russians. The result of this comparison I comthe accounts of the two Russian voyages and the charts municate in his own words, with much greater contiof their respective navigations.
One remark is appli dcnce in his scientific accuracy, than I could have vencable to both.
cannot rely with absolute certainty tnred to place in any observations which I myself might
on the position which they assign to several of the pla have made upon the subject.
ces which they visited.
The weather was so extremely
The discoveries of Captain Cook in his last voyage
and the have confirmed the conclusions which Dr. Robertson
foggy, that they seldom saw the sun or stars
of
the
islands
and
was
continents
had
position
drawn, and have connected together the facts from
supposed
commonly determined by reckoning, not by observa which they were deduced. They have now rendered
tion.
Behring and Tsehirikow proceeded much fur it certain that Behring and Tschirikow touched on the
ther towards the east than Krenitzin.
The land dis coast of America in 1741. The former discovered
covered by Behring, which he imagined to be part of land in latitude 58, 28
and about 236 east from
the American continent, is in the 236th degree of lon
Ferro.
He has given such a description of the Bay in
gitude from the first meridian in the isle of Fcrro. and which he anchored, and the high mountain to the west23 of latitude. Tschirikow came upon the ward of it which he calls St. Elias, that though the]
in 58

occurs

Guiana, a country every

;

;

;

j

1

|

We

i

&quot;

!

;

j

1

[

i

minated by two capes only thirteen leagues distant.
east cape of Asia is in latitude 66 6 and in lon
22 cast from Greenwich the western
gitude 190
extremity of America, or Prince of Wales Cape, is in
latitude 65 46
and in longitude 191 45
Nearly in
the middle of the narrow strait (Behring s Strait) which
separates these capes, are the two islands of St. Diomede, from which both continents may be seen. Cap
tain King informs us, that as he was sailing through this
strait, July 5, 1779, the fog having cleared away, he
enjoyed the pleasure of seeing from the ship the conti
nents of Asia and America at the same moment, to

The

;

.

,

gether with the islands of St. Diomcde lying between
them. Cook s Voy. vol iii. p. 244.
Beyond this point the strait opens towards the
Arctic Sea, and the coasts of Asia and America diverge
so fast from one another, that in the parallel of 69
Ib.
they are more than one hundred leagues asunder.
To the mouth of the strait there are a num
p. 277.
ber of Islands, Clerk s. King s, Anderson s, etc. which,
as well as those of St. Diomede, may have facilitated
the migrations of the natives from the one continent to
the other.
Captain Cook, however, on the authority
of the Russians at Oonolashka. and for other good rea
sons has diminished the number of islands which had
been inserted in former charts of the northern ArchipelagoHe has also placed Alashka, or the promontory which
stretches from the continent of America IS. W. towards
Kamtchatka, at the distance of five degrees of loiigitudc farther from the coast of-Asia than it was reckoned
&quot;

by the Russian navigators.
The geography of the Old and
&quot;

therefore equally

I

i

1

and the latter 65 degrees.
But from the
chart of Krenitzen s voyage, it appears that he did not
sail further towards the east than to the 208th
degree,
and only 32 decrees from Petropawlowski.
In 1741,
Behring and Tschirikow, both in going and returning,
held a course which was mostly to the south of that
chain ot islands, which they discovered
and observing
the mountains and rugged aspect of the headlands
which they descried towards the north, they supposed
the,m to be promontories belonging lo some part of the
;

American continent, which,

as they fancied, stretched
as far south as the latitude 56.
In this manner they
are laid down in the chart published bv Mullcr, am
likewise in a manuscript chart drawn
a mate ol
t&amp;gt;v

Behring

s

ship,

communicated

to

me

by Mr. Professor

in

The basis of
former observations has been established.
the map of the Russian empire, as far as regarded
Kamtchaika, and the country of the Tschntzki, was the
position of four places, Yakutsh, Ochotz, Bolchen-sk,
and Petropawlowski, which had been determined by
account, of his voyage is much abridged in the English the astronomer Krassilnicow in the year 1744. Noy.
But the accu
translation, Captain Cook recognised the place as he Comment. Petrop. vol. iii. p. 463, &c.
sailed along the western coast of America in the year racy of his observations was contested by M, EngtU,
1778.
The isle of St. Hermogenes, near the mouth of and M. Robert dc Vaugondy Coxe, Append, i. No. 2.
Cook s river, Schutnagins isles on the coast of Alashka, p. 267. 272. and the former of these geographers veiv
and Foggy Isle, retain in Captain Cook s chart the turcd to take away no less than 28 degrees Irom tlic
names which they had received from the Russian navi- longitude, which on the faith of Krassihncow s observa
Cook s Voy. vol. ii. p. 347.
tions, was assigned to the eastern boundary of the Kugator.
Tschirikow came upon the same coast about 2
sian empire.
With how little reason this was done,
30 farther south than Behring, near the Mount Edge- will appear from considering that our British naviga
cumbe of Captain Cook.
tors, having determined the position of Petropawlowski
Wilh regard to Krenitzin, we learn from Coxe s by a great number of very accurate observations, found
Account of the Russian Discoveries, that he sailed the longitude of that port 158 43 E. from Greenwich,
from the mouth of the Kamtchalka river with two ships and its latitude 53 1
agreeing, the first 10 less tiiau
in the year I76S.
Wilh his own sliip he reached the seven minutes, and ilu second to less than lull a mi
island of Oonolashka, in which there had been a Rus
nute, with the calculations of the Russian astronu.ner
sian settlement since the year 1762, where he wintered a coincidence which, in the situation of so remote a
probably in the same harbor or bay where Captain place, does not leave an uncertainty of more thjn lour
,

his departure,

made

;

j

name coast in longitude 241. latitude 56. Muller. i.
248. 249.
The former must have advanced 60 degrees
from the port of Pctropjwlowski. from which he took

New World

indebted to the discoveries

memorable voyage and as many errors have
been corrected, and many deficiencies supplied, b
means of these discoveries, so the accuracy of some
this

j

|

;

1

&quot;

&quot;

;

SOUTH AMERICA.
of science,
English miles, and which, lor the credit
The chief error
deserves to be particularly remarked.
in the Russian maps has been in not extending the
boundaries of that empire sufficiently towards the east.

For as there was nothing

out any tendency to curl.

At the first aspect
southern American appears to be mild and innocent,
but on a more attentive view, one discovers in his

connect the land of the
Tschutzki and the north-cost point of Asia with those
ascer
places whereof the position had been carefully
tained, except the imperfect accounts of Behring s and
Synd s voyages, considerable errors could not fail to
be introduced, and that point was laid down as not
more than 23 2 east of the meridian of Petropaw-

NOTE

;

Amazons,

;

form

;

accompanied Captain Cook in his last voyage. To
render the expedition more extensively useful, an emi
nent naturalist is appointed to attend Captain Billings.
Six years will be requisite for accomplishing the purposes
of the voyage, Coxe s Supplement to Russian Disco-

&c.
have had such

opportunity of observing the natives of America, in
various districts, as Don Antonio UIlo
In a work
lately published by him, he thus describes the characteristical features of the race
A very small fore
head, covered with hair towards its extremities, as far
as the middle of the eye-brows; little eves; a thin
nose, small and betiding towardsv the upper lip
the
&quot;

:

;

countenance broad; the cars large;
air
very
the limbs well turned, the feet
black, lank, and coarse
and altogether
small, the body of just proportion
smooth and free from hair, until old age. when they
Noacquire some beard, but never on the cheeks.&quot;
ticias American as. &c. p. 307.
M. le Chevalier de
;

;

who

resided several years in a
part of America
visited, gives a sketch of the gene
ral aspect of the Indians there.
Thev are all clipper
color with .so.me diversity of shade, not in
proportion to
their distance Irom the equator, but accordin&quot; to the
degree of elevation of the territory which ihey inhabit.
Those who live in a high country are fairer than those
in the marshy low lands, on the coast.
Their face is
round, further removed perhaps, than that of any peo
Their forehead is small, the
ple from an oval shape.
extremity of their ears far from the face, their
thick,
Pinto,

which Ulloa never

&quot;

lips

their nose

penes me.

Don Antonio Ulloa, who visited
and Chili, the kingdom of New
Granada and
of tlie provinces&quot; bordering on the
Mexican Gulf, while employed
s
service with
ployed in the same
the French Mathematicians during the space of ten
years, and who afterwards had an opportunity of view
that if vie have seen
ing the North Americans asserts
one American, we may be said to have seen them all,
their color and make are so nearly the same.&quot;
Notic.
Americanas. p. 328. A more early observer. Pedro
le Cieca de Leon, one of the conquerors of Peru, who
had likewise traversed many provinces of America, af
firms that the people, men and women, although there
is such a multitude of tribes or nations as to be almost
innumer.ible, and such diversity of climates, appear
nevertheless like the children of one father and mother.
Chronica del Peru, parte i. c. 19.
There is, no doubt,
certain combination of features, and peculiarity of
aspect, which forms what may be called a European or
Asiatic countenance.
There must likewise be one
that may he denominated American, common to the
whole race. This may be supposed to strike the tra
,

j

by astronomical observations, the position of each place
worth notice. The conduct of this important enter
prise is committed to Captain Billings, an English offi
cer in the Russian service, of whose abilities for that
station it will be deemed the best evidence, that he

travellers

MS.

it.

NOTE [47], p. 105.
a great part of Peru

It is

and America, which Captain Cook did not visit, to ex
amine more accurately the islands which stretch from
one continent almost to the other, to survey the north
east coast of the Russian empire, from the mouth of the
Kovyma, or Kolyma, to the North Cape, and to settle,

Few

ascend that river against the rapidity of

found equal to a task of such persevering fatigue, as
the Portuguese have experienced
and yet the Indians
being accustomed to this labor from their infancy, per

Letter from Mr. Samwell, Scot s

[44]. p. 103.

to

the same crew they proceed to
San Pablo, which is eight hundred leagues distant. No
crew of white people, or even of Negroes, would be
the stream, and with

entirely frozen over in the winter ;
so that, during that season, the continents, with respect
to the communication between thc i, may be consi

NOTE

The

Indians
in warm climates, such as those on the coasts of the
South Sea, on the river of Amazons, and the river Ori
noco, are not to he compared for strength with those
in cold countries
and yet, says he, boats daily set out
from Para, a Portuguese settlement on the river of

tlie strait is

veriqs, p. 27,

.

actly in proportion to their habits of labor.

;

probable that this interestmg portion of geographical knowledge will, in the
course of a few years, receive farther improvement.
Soon alter the publication of Captain Cook s last vo
yage, the great and enlightened Sovereign of Russia,
attentive to every thing that may contribute to extend
the bounds of science, or to render it more accurate,
formed the plan of a new voyage of discovery, in order
to explore those parts of the ocean lying between Asia

M

lifir-on

Galibis and other tribes on the Oronoco, observes, that
the vigor of constitution among the Americans is ex

;

land.&quot;

are given

;

In speaking of the
peached among his countrymen.
country towards the southern extremity of America.
is it
Not
By what Indians,&quot; says he,
possessed ?
&quot;

&quot;

sided

-

for 1788, p. 604.

Amazing accounts

Godin Lc Jcune, who re
[40]. p. 104.
years among the Indum.s of Peru and
Quito, ap.d twenty vears in the French colony of Cay
enne, in which there is a constant intercourse with the

NOTE

by ice during winter.
Mr. Samwell confirms this account of his superioroilicer.
1
At this place, viz. near the latitude of 66 N. the
two coasts are only thirteen leagues asunder, and about
midway between them lie two islands, the distance
from each to either shore is short of twenty miles. At
this place the natives of Asia could find no difficulty in
passing over to the opposite coast, which is in sight of
Tht-t in a course of years such an event
their own.
would happen, either through design or accident, cannot
The canoes which we saw among
admit of a doubt.
the Tschutzki were capable of performing a much
longer voyage and, however rude they may have
been at some distant period, we can scarcely suppose
them unequal to a passage of six or seven leagues.
People might have been carded over by accident on
They might also have travelled
floating pieces of ice.
for we have? reason to be
across on sledges or on foot
rica are usually joined together

Magazine

104.

[45]. p.

Ad.iir
persevering speed of the Americans.
relates the adventures of a Chickkasah warrior who
ran through woods and over mountains, three hundred
computed miles, in a day and a half and two nights.
Hist of Amor. Ind. 396.

;

dered as one

I

of the

Coxe, App. i. No. 2. By the observations- of
Captain King, the difference of longitude between Pethat is,
tropawlowski and the East Cape is 31 9
8 T greater than it was supposed to be by the Rus
It appears from Cook s and King s
sian geographers.
Voy. iii p. 272, that tho continents of Asia and Ame

and seven inches in height. Phil. Trans, vol. lx.
These, however, seem to have been the very
p. 22.
people whose size had been rated so high in the year
1764 for several of them had beads and red baizo of
the same kind with what had been put on board Cap
tain Walhs s ship, and he naturally concluded that they
had got these from Mr. Byron.
Havvkesw. i. In 1767
they were again measured by M. Bougainville, whose
account differs little from that of Captain Wallis. Voy.
129.
To these I shall add a testimony of great weight.
In the year 1762, Don Bernardo Ibcrrnez du Echavarri
accompanied the Marquis de Valdelirios to Buer.os
lie is a very
Ayres, and resided there several years,
intelligent author, and his reputation for veracity unim-

five

countenance something wild, distrustful, and sullen.&quot;
MS. penes me. The two portraits drawn by hands
very different from those of common travellers, have a
near resemblance.

lowski.

lieve that

177

and sleek, and with
They have no hair on any

always thick

is

part of their body but the head.

to

&quot;

Their hair

tance.

flat, their eyes bUck, or of a chcsnut color,
email, but capable of discerning objects at a great disvoc. i.
13.

&quot;several&quot;

&quot;

who are supposed
have from many eye-wit
nesses, who have lived among those Indians, and traded
much with them, a true and accurate description of

certainly by the fabulous Patagonians
to

occupy

this

district.

I

They are of the same stature with the
I never saw one who rose in
Spaniards.
height two
varas and two or three inches,&quot; i. c. about 80 or 81 332
inches English, if Echavarri makes his computation
This agrees nearly
according to the vara of Madrid.
with the measurement of Captain Wallis.
Key no JeMr. Falkner, who resided as a mission
suitico, 238.
ary forty years in tho southern parts of America, says
that the Patagonians. or Puelches. are a large bodied
but I never heard of that gigantic race which
people
others have mentioned, though I have seen persons of
all the different tribes of southern Indians.&quot;
.Introd.
M. Dobrizhoffer, a Jesuit, who resided eighteen
26.
vears in Paraguay, and who had seen great numbers o(
ho various tribes which inhabit the countries situated
ipon the Straits of Maui-llan. confirms in every point,
the testimony of his brother missionary Falkner.
Dojrizhoffer enters into some detail with respect to the
opinions of several authors, concerning the stature of
the Patagonians.
Having mentioned the reports of
some early travellers with regard to the extraordinary
size of some bones found on that coast which were
their persons.

;

and having endeavored to show
.upposed to be human
these bones belonged to some large marine or
[and animal, he concludes,
de hisce ossibus crede
;

that

&quot;

juicquid libnent,

gigantibus
vol.

ii.

dummodo. me

desinas

p. 19,

haberc.&quot;

suasore, Patagones pro
Hist, de Abissonibus,

&c.

NOTE

Antonio Sancbes Ribeiro, a
[50]. p. 106.
learned and ingenious physician, published a disserta
tion in the year 1765, in which he endeavors to prove
that this disease was not introduced from America, but

took its rise in Europe, and was brought on by an epi
demical and malignant disorder.
Did I chose to enter
into a disquisition on this subject, which I should not
have mentioned if it had not been intimately connected
with this part of my inquiries, it would not be difficult
veller at first sight, while not only the various shades, to point out some, mistakes with respect to the facts
which distinguish people of different regions, but the upon which he founds, as well as some errors in the
which he draws from them. The rapid
peculiar features which discriminate individuals, escape consequences
the notice of a transient observer.
But when persons communication of this disease from Spain over Eu
who had resided so long among the Americans concur rope, seems however to resemble the progress of an
in bearing testimony to the similarity of their appear
epidemic, rather than that of a disease transmitted by
The first mention of it is in the year 1493,
ance in every climate, we may conclude that it is more infection.
remarkable than that of any other race.
See likewise and before the year 1497, it had made its appearance
in most countries of Europe, with such alarming symp
Garcia Origen de los Indies, p. 54. 242.
Torquemada
toms as rendered it necessary for the civil magistrates
Monarch. Indiana, ii. 571.
Since the
to interpose, in order to check its career.
NOTE. [4-8] p. 105. M. le Chevalier de Pinto ob publication of this work, a second edition of Dr. San
It
serves, that in the interior parts of Brazil, he had been chez s Dissertation has been communicated to me.
informed that some persons resembling the white peo
contains several additional facts in confirmation of his
but that the breed did opinion, which is supported with such plausible argu
ple of Darien had been found
not continue, and their children became like other Ame
ments, as render it a subject of inquiry well deserving
This race, however, is very imperfectly known. the attention of learned physicians.
ricans.
MS. penes me.
NOTE [51]. p. 106. The people of Otaheite have no
;

NOTE

[49], p.

105.

The

testimonies of different

travellers concerning the Patagonians,
lected and stated with a considerable

have been col
degree of accu

racy by the author of Recherchcs Philosophiques, &.c.
torn. i. 281, &c. iii. 181, &c.
Since the publication
of his work, several navigators have visited the Magel-

denomination
is

for

any number above two hundred, which
Voyages by Hawkes-

sufficient for their transactions.

worth,

ii.

228.

As the view which 1 have given
[52]. p 107.
of rude nations is extremely different from that exhi
lanic regions, and like their predecessors, differ very bited by very respectable authors, it may be proper to
widely in their accounts of its inhabitants
By Com produce some of the many authorities on which I found
The manners of the savage tribes in
modore Byron and his crew, who sailed
the my description.
through
common size of the Patagonians
be eight feet, and many of them much
Phil. Transact, vol. Ivii p. 78.
By Captaii

Straits in 1764. the

was estimated
taller.

lo

Wallis and Carteret, who actually measured them in
1766, they w*c found to be from six feet to six fee

NOTE

America have never been viewed by persons more ca
pable of observing them with discernment, than tho
France and Spain, in the
philosophers employed by

M.
year 1735, to determine the figure of the earth.
Jorge Jnan, reBouguer, D. Antonio d Ulloa, and

D

ROBERTSON

178
sided long among the natives of the least civilized proM. de la Condamine had not only the
vinccs in Peru.
same advantages with them for observation, but, in his
of
voyage down the Maragnon, he had an opportunity
the various nations seated on its
inspecting the state of
of
South
the
continent
banks, in its vast course across

There is a wonderful resemblance in their
character of the Americans.
representation of the
They are ali extremely indolent,&quot; says M. Bouguer,
they pass whole days sitting in the
they are stupid
without moving, or speaking a single word,

j

|

;

not easy to describe the degree of their indifference
One does not well
lor wealth, and all its advantages.
It is

propose to them, when one would
It is vain to
persuade them to perform any service.
ofl er them money
they answer, that they are not hun
If one considers
Voyage au Perou, p. 102
gry.&quot;
them as men, the narrowness of their understanding
seems to be incompatible with the excellence of the
BOU|.
Thrir imbecility is so visible that one can hardly
form an idea of them different from what one has of the

know what motive

to

;

&quot;

is
But of this the un
capable of increase.
derstanding of the Caraibs seems to be hardly suscep
tible.
If sound philosophy and religion did not afford
us their light, if we were to decide according to the
first
impression which .be view of that people makes
upon the mind, we should be disposed to believe that
they do not belong to the same species with us. Their
it
their souls
ap
stupid eyes are the true mirror
Their indolence is ex
pears to be without functions.
treme they have never the least solicitude about the
ot&quot;

&quot;

place,

HISTORY OF

imperfect,
j

America.

iaini)&quot;

S

j

to

is

succeed

th.Lt

which

is present.&quot;

j

M. de la
Martinique, p. 44, 45. 51.
Bordc. T ertre, and Rochcfort, confirm this description.
The characteristics of the Californians,&quot; says P.
as well as of all other Indians, are stupidity
Venegas,
Voyage

a

la

&quot;

and

insensibility

;

want of knowledge and

reflection

;

an
inconstancy, impetuosity, and blindness of appetite
excessive sloth, and abhorrence of all labor and fatigue
an excessive love of pleasure and amusement of every
;

;

kind,

;

;

a

fine,

;

;

;

ind^Terence

all

;

the endeavors of the wisest persons

abandon

;

no ex

Nor have

they the least no
tion of pursuing such intentions as will procure them
them
some
future
or
selves
against future
guard
good,
.tretch of their faculties.

pedient which can induce them
which
ignorance, or lay aside thaj careless negligence
Their will is proportional to their faculties, and
disconcert the prudence and disappoint the care of such evils.
as are attentive to their welfare.&quot;
Voyage d Ulloa, all their passions move in a very narrow sphere.
Of those singular qualities he pro bition they have none, and are more desirous of being
torn. i. 335. 356.
The objects of ambi
accounted strong than valiant.
duces many extraordinary instances, p. 336. 347.
M. de la Condamine, is the basis of tion with us, honor, fame, reputation, titles, posts, and
sensibility,&quot; says
I leave others to determine,
distinctions of superiority, are unknown among them
the American character.
whether this should be dignified with the name of so that this powerful spring of action, the cause of so
with that of stupidity.
It arises,
much seeming good and real evil in the world, has no
apathy, or disgraced
This disposition of mind, as it gives them
without doubt, from the small number of their ideas, power here.
Gluttons up to an amazing languor and lassitude, their lives fleet
which do not extend beyond their wants.
even to voracity, when they have wherewithal to satisfy ing away in a perpetual inactivity and detestation of
their appetite.
Temperate, when necessity obliges labor, so it likewise induces them to be attracted by the
them, to such a degree, that they can endure want first object which their own fancy, or the persuasion of
Pusillanimous another, places before them, ; and at the same time ren
without seeming to desire any thing.
and cowardly to excess, unless when they are rendered ders them as prone to alter their resolutions with the
Averse to labor, indifferent same facility. They look with indifference upon any
desperate by drunkenness.
to every motive of glory, honor, or gratitude
occupied kindness done them ; nor is even the bare remembrance
de of it to be expected from them. In a word, the un
entirely by the object that is present, and always
termined by it alone, without any solicitude about fu
happy mortals may be compared to children, in whom
or of reflection abandon
the developement of reason is not completed.
They
turity ; incapable of foresight
a nation who never arrive at
ing themselves when under no restraint, to a puerile may indeed bo called
i.
Transl.
immode
of
about
and
Hist,
manhood.&quot;
which
California,
English
they express by frisking
joy,
without object or design, they 64. C7.
Mr. Ellis gives a similar account of the want
rate fits of laughter
of the people
pass their life without thinking, and grow old without of foresight and inconsiderate disposition
Voyage, p. 194, 195.
advancing beyond childhood, of which they retain all adjacent to Hudson s Bay.
the defects.
If this description were applicable only
The incapacity of the Americans is so remarkable,
to the Indians in some provinces of Peru, who are that negroes from all the different provinces of Africa
are observed to be more capable of improving by in
slaves in every respect but the name, one might be
lieve, that this degree of degeneracy was occasioned by struction.
They acquire the knowledge of several par
to

that gross

Am

&quot;In

&quot;

;

;

;

;

Americans cannot comprehend.

dependence to which they are reduced the
example of the modern Greeks being proof how far ser
But the In
vitude may degrade the human species.
dians in the missions of the Jesuits, and the savages

ticulars

who still enjoy unimpaired liberty, being as limited in
their faculties, not to say as stupid, as the other, one
cannot observe without humiliation, that man, when
abandoned to simple nature, and deprived of the advan

of rational discernment.

the servile

;

NOTB

Hence

which

the

the negroes, though slaves, value themselves as

order of beings, and look down upon the
Americans with contempt, as void of capacity and

a superior

Ulloa Notic.

Americ. 322,

323.

them with the

is

that,

without any

hands.&quot;

p.

138.

art, they may
In the Orinoco

(says P. Gumilla,) besides an infinite variety of other
fish, tortoise or turtle abound in such numbers, that I

cannot find words to express it.
I doubt not but that
such as read my account will accuse me of exaggera
tion
but I can allirrn that it is as difficult to count
them as to count the sands on the banks of that river.
One may judge of their number by the amazing con
:

sumption of them for all the nations contiguous to
the river, and even many who are at a distance, flock
thither at the season of breeding, and not only find
sustenance during that time, but carry off great num
bers both of the turtles and of their eggs.&quot;
Hist, de
Orenoque, ii. c. 22. p. 59. M. I)e la Condamine con
;

1

firms their accounts,

p.

159.

NOTE [55]. p. 108. Piso describes two of those
It is
plants, the Cururuape. and the Guajana-Timho.
remarkable, that though they have this fatal effect upon
fishes,

they are so far from being noxious to the

human

species, that they are used in medicine with success.
Bancroft mentions another, the
Piso, lib. iv. c. 88.
Hiarree, a small quantity of which is sufficient to ine
briate all the fish to a considerable distance, so that in
a few minutes they float motionless on the surface of

the

water, and are taken with ease.
p. 106.

Nat. Hist, of

Guiana,

NOTE [56]. p. 108. Remarkable instances occur of
the calamities which rude nations suffer by famine.
Alvar Nugnez Cabcca de Vaca, one of the must gal
lant and virtuous of the Spanish adventurers, resided
almost nine years among the savages of Florida. They
were unacquainted with every species of agriculture.
Their subsistence was poor and precarious.
&quot;They
chiefly (says he) upon roots of different plants,
which they procure with great difficulty, wandering
Sometimes
from place to place in search of them.
they kill game, sometimes they catch fish, but in such
small quantities, that their hunger is so extreme as com
pels them to eat spiders, the eggs of ants, worm?,
lizards, serpents, a kind of unctuous earth, and, I am
persuaded, that if in this country there were stones,
They preserve the bones
they would swallow these.
of fishes and serpents, which they grind into powder
and eat.&quot; The only season when they do not suffer
much from famine, is, when a certain fruit, which he
This is the same with the Opuncalls Tunas, is ripe.
tia, or prickly pear, of a reddish and yellow color, with
a sweet insipid taste.
They are sometimes obliged to
travel far from their usual place of residence in order
live

In
Naufragios, c. xviii. p. 20, 21, 22.
another place he observes, that they are frequently
c.
xriv.
three
without
food,
reduced to pass two or
days
to find them.

p.

27.

NOTE [57]. p. 108. M. Fermm has given an accu
rate description of the two species of manioc, with an
account of its culture, to which he has added some
experiments, in order to ascertain the poisonous quali
from that species which he
the Spaniards it is
known bv the name of Yitcti brata. Descr. de Surin.
ties of the juice extracted

calls the bitter cassava.

torn.

NOTE [53]. p. 107. Dobrizhoffer, the
know who has resided among any tribe

of the fish in \1,
so extraordinary as to merit
In the Maragnon (says P. Acugna)

South America

particular notice.
fish are so
plentiful,

take

The number

[54], p. 108.

rivers of

j

however trifling or brutal pusillanimity and, in
most wretched want of every thing which con
brutes.
Nothing disturbs the tranquillity of their souls, stitutes the real man, and renders him rational, inven
to disasters
and to prosperity. tive, tractable, and useful to himself and society. It is
equally insensible
Though half naked, they are as contented as a monarch not easy for Europeans, who never were out of their
Riches do not attract them own country, to conceive an adequate idea of those
in his most splendid array.
in the smallest degree, and the authority of dignities to people
for, even in the least frequented corners of the
which they may aspire are so little the objects of their globe, there is not a nation so stupid, of such contracted
ideas, arid so weak both in body and mind, as the un
ambition, that an Indian will receive with the same in
Their understanding comprehends
difference the office of a judge (Alcade) or that of a happy Californians.
abstract ideas, and
hangman, if deprived of the former and appointed to the little more than what they see
latter.
Nothing can move or change them. Interest much less a chain of reasoning, being far beyond their
has no power over them, and they often refuse to per
power so that they scarce ever improve their first
form a small service, though certain of a great recom
ideas, and these are in general false, or at least inade
Fear makes no impression upon them, and re quate. It is in vain to represent to them any future
pense.
Their disposition is so singular that advantages which will result to them from doing or
spect as little.
there is no method of influencing them, no means of abstaining from this or that particular immediately pre
which is proof sent the relation of means and ends being beyond the
rousing them from that
against

is born with
any deformity, they will not, if they
can possibly avoid it. bring it to be baptised, and it is
with difficulty they can be brought to rear it,
Arriaga
Extirpac. de la Idolat. del Peru, p. 32, 33.

child

;

;

moment which

rigorous acts of mortification, in order to avert the ca
lamities with which they are threatened.
When a

i.

p.

Among

66.

last traveller

NOTE [58]. p. 108. The plantain is found in Asia
of the ruder
Oviedo contends,
as well as in America.
Americans, has explained so fully the various reasons and Africa,
Amaz. 52, 53. M. de Chanvalon, an intelligent and which have induced their women to suckle their child that it is not an indigenous plant of the New World,
the
Island
of
into
Hispaniola, in
in 1751, ren long, and never to undertake rearing such as were but was introduced
philosophical observer, who visited Martinico
de Berlanga, and that
feeble or distorted, and even to destroy a considerable the year 1516, by Father Thomas
and resided there six years, gives the following de
it from the Canary Islands, whither the
It is not the red color of number of their offspring, as to throw great light on he transplanted
scription of the Caraibs
Hist, de original slips had been brought from the East Indies.
their complexion, it is not the singularity of their fea
the observations I have made, p. 144. 154.
So deeply were Oviedo, lib. viii. c. 1. But the opinion of Acosta and
tures, which constitutes the chief&quot; difference between Abissonibus, vol. ii. p. 107. 221.
it an American
plant,
them and us. It is their excessive simplicity it is the these ideas imprinted in the minds of the Americans, other naturalists, who reckon
Acosta Hist. Nat. lib. iv.
Their reason is not that the Peruvians, a civilized people when compared seems to be better founded.
limited degree of their faculties.
rude
tribes in America, who
It
was
cultivated
21.
I
am
descri
by
whose
manners
more enlightened or more provident than the instinct of with the barbarous tribes
The reason of the most gross peasants, that bing, retained them ; and even their intercourse with had little intercourse with the Spaniards, and who were
brutes.
which disposes men to bor
of the negroes brought up in the parts of Africa most the Spaniards has not been able to root them out. destitute of that ingenuity
from foreign nations. Gumil. iii.
remote from intercourse with Europeans, is such, that When twins are born in any family, it is still considered row what is useful
we discover appearances of intelligence, which, though as an orninous event, and the parents have recourse to 186. Wafer s Voyage, p. 87.
tages resulting from education and society, differs but
little from the brute creation.&quot;
Voyage de la Riv. de

&quot;

:

:

I

SOUTH AMERICA.
NOTE

It is remarkable that Acosta,
[59]. p. 108.
one of the most accurate and best informed writers
concerning the West Indies, affirms that maize, though
cultivated in the continent, was not known in the

T/9

would be extremely dangerous to encroach upon it.
As far as I can see or can learn, there
is not one tribe of Indians in South America
among
whom the community of goods which has been so highly
The circumstance m the govern
islands, tiic inhabitants of which had none but cassada extolled is known.
Hist. Nat. lib. iv. c. 16.
But P. Martyr, in ment of the Jesuits, most irksome to the Indians of
bread.
the h rst book of his tirst Decad, which was written in Paraguay, was the community of goods which those
the year 14b3, upo,i the return of Columbus from his fathers introduced.
This was repugnant to the original
lirst
voyage, expressly mentions maize as a plant which ideas of the Indians.
They were acquainted with ihe
the islanders cultivated, and of which they made bread, rights of private exclusive property, and they submit
7.
Goinara likewise asserts that they were ac
ted with impatience to regulations which destroyed
Gener. them.&quot;
Histor.
M. le Cheval, de Pinto, MS. penes me.
quainted with the cukuic of maize.
Oviedo describes n.aize without any intima
Actual possession (says a missionary who resided
cap.
was
to
Hisnot natural
tion of its being a plant that
several years among the Indians of the five nations)
Lib. vu. c. 1.
but, whenever a possessor
panioia.
gives a right to tiie soil
property, that

it

1

NOTE

i-

.telligent observers.

where

it

It lies in a

region of the globe

must enjoy a very favorable climate, as

i

it

!

stretches from the 10th to the 38th degree of southern
latitude.
It is of great extent, and Jrom its square
form must be much more than equal to all Europe.

The people who

(

;

|

inhabit

the various parts of

it

appear

one race. They are evidently ruder than most
of the Americans, and have made still less progress in
improvement and the arts of life. There is not the
to be of

appearance of cultivation in any part of this vast
The inhabitants are extremely few, so that the
Their tribes are still
country appears almost desolate.
more inconsiderable than those of America. They
for
subsistence
almost
entirely on fishing. They
depend
do not settle in one place, but roam about in quest
Both sexes go stark naked.
Their habi
of food.
tations, utensils, &c. are more simple and rude than
those of the Americans.
Voyages by Hawkesworlh,

&quot;

I

The description of the political
[64]. p. 109.
state of the people of Cinaloa perfectly resembles that
of the

5. lib.

i.

industry

heads of

are

their

authority appears
i

I

missionary

They have
who resided
Nor is there

families

or

chiefly in war,

villages

;

but

Cum primum

their

and the expeditions

This authority the caziques
against their enemies.
obtain not by hereditary right, but by their valor in
war, or by the power and number of their families and

me. qui non semel, turn peditum turn cquitum copias
mgentes, in aciem instructas hie conspexi, tanta nunquam voluptatc videndis peditum legionibus armis fulgentibus, quanta turn pugnantibus istis percussum
luisse.
Lery Hist. Navigat. in Brasil. an de Bry, iii.

relations.
their

207, 208, 209.

&quot;

NOTE [70]. p. 111. It was originally the practice
of the Americans, as well as of other savage nations, to
cut off the heads of the enemies whom they slew, and
to carry them away as trophies.
But, as they found

i

;

these cumbersome in their retreat, which they always
make very rapidly, and often through a vast extent of
country, they became satisfied with tearing off their

This custom, though most prevalent in North
America, was not unknown among the Southern tribes.
Lozano, p. 79.
scalps.

Chiquitos, por P. Juan, Pair. Fernandez, p. 32, 33.
Thus, under very different climates, when nations are
in a similar state of society, their institutions and civil
i

is
:

The terms of the war song
[71]. p. 112
be dictated by the same fierce spirit of revenge.
I
go to war to revenge the death of my brothers ; I
I shall exterminate ; I shall burn my enemies;
shall kill
I shall devour their heart,
I shall bring away slaves
I shall tear off their
dry their flesh, drink their blood ;
skulls.&quot;
Bossu s Tra
scalps, and make cups of their

NOTE

seem

government assume the same form.

;

&quot;I

;

known, the idea of an exclusive rigl.t of property to the
I am continued in this
fruits of them is introduced.
pathless woods, over hills and mountains, through huge
opinion by accounts which I have received concerning
F cane swamps, exposed to the extremities of heat and
the state of property among the Indians in very dif
the vicissitude of seasons, to hunger and thirst.
ferent regions of America.
The idea of the natives cold,
c,
L -f
f
Such u their overboiling revengeful temper, that they
of Brazil concerning property is. that if any person cul
contemn all those things as imaginary tnnes, if
utterly
tivate a field, he alone ought to enjoy the produce of
they are so happy as to get the scalp of the murderer,
If an indi
it, and no other has a title to pretend to it.
or enemy, to satisfy the craving ghosts of their de
vidual or family go a hunting or fishing, what is caught
Adair s Hist, of Amer. Indians,
ceased relations.&quot;
belongs to the individual or to the family, and they
ISO.
communicate no part of it to any but to their cazique, p.
or to such of their kindred as happen to be indisposed.
111.
In the account of the
NOTE
j

I am informed,
i.
p. 102.
I can rely, that as the
by persons on whose testimony
nuo UD^AOM
niuv-ii has*Hecreased
nil; Indian
the
iiiuiuu tribes
ill
Ul people
UCULJ1C in
nUlllUt.1 of
number
soners arc nQW
flf
It is considered as better policy to spare and
dcath.
Those dreadful scenes which I have
to adopt them.
described occur now so rarely, that missionaries and
traders who have resided long among the Indians, never
were witnesses to them.

vels through Louisiana, vol.

j

!

&quot;

\

\

\_

-

,

to

&quot;

have known the Indians
[65]. p. 111.
(says a person well acquainted with their mode of life)
to go a thousand miles for the purpose of revenge, in

NOTE

vel rabidos et

ut

furiosos quosquo superarent.
hostes conspexere, in magnos atque editos ululatus perreperunt.
Haec gens adeo fera est et
truculenta, ut tantisper dum virium vel tantillum restat,
continuo dimicent, fugamque nunquarn capessant.
Quod a natura illis inditum esse reor. Testor inte:ea
tate,

go

political

Sometimes they owe their pre-eminence to
eloquence in displaying their own exploits.&quot;
The state
Hibas Histor. de las Triumph, &c. p. 11.
of the Chiquitos in South America is nearly the same.
They have no regular form of government or civil
but in matters of public concern they listen to the
jlife,
The
advice of their old men, and usually follow it.
dignity of Cazique is not hereditary, but conferred ac
The
cording to merit, as the reward of valor in war.
union among them is imperfect. Their society resem
bles a republic without any head, in which every man
is master of himself, and, upon the least disgust, sepa
rates from those with whom he seemed to be con
nected.&quot;
Relacion Historical de las Missiones de los
I

NOTE

as any species of agriculture or regular

;

vernment, to restrain them in any part of their conduct.
It is true that they acknowledge certain caziques, who

c. 11.

I strongly suspect that a com
[62]. p. 109.
munity of goods,and an undivided store, are known only
among the rudest tribes of hunters ; and that as soon

North America.

long among them) to punish any crime.
among them any species of authority, or

:

Herrera, dec.

inhabitants of

neither laws nor kings (says

We

habitant.

terms.
Ego cum Gallo altero. paulo curiosius, magno
nostro periculo (si enim ab hostibus capti aut lesi fuissemus, devorationi fuissemus devoti,) barbaros nostros
in militiam euntes comitari volui.
Hi, numero 4000
capita, cum hostibus ad littus deccrtarunt, tanta feroci-

NOTE

NOTE

wards the mountains, A. D. 1730, travelled fifteen days
without meeting with a human creature. Nat. Hist, of
North Carolina, 389. Diego de Ordas, in attempting
to make a settlement in South America, A. D. 1532,
marched fifty days through a country without one in

;

;

velled

bed, or a tew leaves, exposed to the wind, the rain, and
Lettr. Ediliantes, ii. 360.
all the injuries of the air.&quot;
Dr. Bicknell, in an excursion from North Carolina to

most solicitude, whether they may expect resistance or
up his views. But I never not, and until they are perfectlv secure of the event,
heard of any formal conveyance from one Indian to they will not venture upon un attack: so that, when
another in their natural state. The limit of every canton they do give the assault, they are certain of success,
is circumscribed
These spies, in order that
that is, they are allowed to hunt as far and free from all danger.
as such a river on this hand, and such a mountain on the they may not be observed, will creep on all four like
but if they are discovered, make
other. This area is occupied and improved by individuals cats in the night
and their families individuals, not the community, have their escape with much dexterity. But, although they
the use and profit of their own labors, or success in never choose to face the Spaniards, if they be sur
rounded in any place whence they cannot escape, they
MS. of Mr. Gideon Hawley, penes me.
hunting.&quot;
will fight with desperate valor, and sell their lives very
of
be
Lozano Descript. del Gran Chaco, p. 78.
dear.&quot;
NOTE [63]. p. 109. This difference
temper
tween the Americans and Negroes is so remarkable,
NOTK [69]. p. 111. Lcry, w ho was an eye-witness
that it is a proverbial saying in the French islands,
Regarder un sauvage de travers, c est le battre le of the proceedings of the Toupinambos, a Brasilian tribe,
battre un Negre, c est le nourrir.&quot; in a war against a powerful nation of their enemies,
battre, c est le tuer
describes their courage and ferocity in very striking
Tertre, ii. 490.
that he voluntarily gives

&quot;

I

622, &c.
This, perhaps, is the country where man
has been discovered in the earliest stage of his pro
gress, and exhibits a miserable specimen of his condiIf this
noii and powers in that uncultivated stale.
country shall be more fully explored by future navi
gators, the comparison of the manners of its inhabilants with those of the Americans will prove an in
structive article in the history of the human species.

obliged to open a passage across thick
forests, through bushes, and underwood filled with briars
Sometimes we had to pass through deep
and thorns.
After
marshes, in which we sunk up to the middle.
being fatigued through the day, we had the earth for our

;

particular spot of ground on which he designs in future
to build or plant, no man has a right to incommode
him, much less to the fruit of his labors, until it appears

:

iii.

we were

rather be called thieves than

never make head against the Spa
niards, unless when they can assault them by stealth,
or have guarded against any mischance by spies, who
may be called indefatigable they will watch the set
tlements of the Spaniards for one, two, or three years,
observing by night every thing that passes with the ut
soldiers, for they

;

region.

times

But they may

niards.

it,

it.

;

least

P. Gabriel Marest, who tra
[61], p. 109.
from In? station among the Illinois to Michilimackinac, thus describes the face of the country
have inarched twelve days without meeting a
Sometimes we found ourselves
single human creature.
in vast meadows, of which we could not see bound
aries, through which there flowed many brooks and
Some
rivers, but without any path to conduct us.

to quit

fit

as he

the ideas of the North

in Gran Chaco, in South America,
perfectly
similar to those of the Iroquois.
They are much ad
dicted to war (says he), which they carry on frequently
among themselves, but perpetually against the Spa

another has as good right to lake it
This law, or custom, respects not
who left
only the particular spot on which he erects his house,
but also his planting-ground.
If a man has prepared a
sees

former

people

;

j

j

Holland,
[60]. p.
country which
formerly was only known, has lately been visited by
a

As

111.

[68]. p.

liis

388.

other nations in the New World. A judicious mission
ary has given a view of the military operations of the

&quot;8.

New

p.

Americans, with respect to the mode of carrying on
war, are generally known, I have founded my observa
tions chiefly upon the testimony of the authors who de
scribe them.
But the same maxims took place among

&quot;

109.

Adair,

exploits.

]&amp;gt;.

NOTE

from the rank which he had acquired by

i

J

,

I

j

!

I

^

,

I

If

any person

in the village

come

to their hut,

he may

[66]. p.
great
the Algonquins
and Iroquois, the achieve6
o7 p iskk&quot;retV rflmous chre7ofUre Algonquins,

NOTE

war between

down

But
freely, and eat without asking liberty.
this is the consequence of their general principle of hos
pitality ; for I never observed any partition of the in
sit

I

ment7

i

All the travellers who have
[72]. p. 112.
most uncivilized of the American tribes,

visited the

It is confirmed by two remarkable cirin this.
performed mostly by himself alone, or with one or two agree
De la Potherie, i. curnstances, which occurred m the conquest of diHerent
companions, make a capital figure.
into Jlorida
crease of their fields, or the produce of the chase,
Colden s Hist, of Five Nations, 125, &c. provinces. In the expedition of Narvaez
297, &c.
which I could consider as the result of any idea con
in the year 1528, the Spaniards were reduced to such
On the contrary, they
NOTE [67]. p. 111. The life of an unfortunate extreme distress by famine, that, in order to preserve
cerning a community of goods.
are so mucJ attached to what they deem to be their leader is often in danger, and he is always degraded their own lives, they ate such of their companions as
;

i

!

!

i

i

j

ROBERTSON

ISO
This appeared so shocking to the
happened
natives, who were accustomed to devour none but pri
soners, that it filled them with horror and indignation
Torquemada Monarch, ind. ii.
against the Spaniards.
584.
Naufragios de Alv. Nugnes Cabcca de Vaca,
]
c. xiv. p. 15.
During the siege of Mexico, though the
Mexicans devoured with greediness the Spaniards and
Tlascalans whom they took prisoners, the utmost rigor
of the famine which they suffered could not induce
them to touch the dead bodies of their own countrymen.
Hern. Diax del Castillo Conquist. de la N. Espagna, p.
to die.

156.

NOTE [73]. p. 112
Many singular circumstances
concerning the treatment of prisoners among the people
of Brasil, are contained in the narrative of Staduis, a
German

otiicer in the service of the

lished in the year 1550.

lie

Toufinambus, and remained

Portuguese, pub
was taken prisoner by the

captivity nine years.
He was often present at those horrid festivals which he
describes, and was destined himself to the same cruel

M

NOTE

have followed that
Though
which
opinion concerning the apathy of the Americans,
appeared to me most rational, and supported by the au
I

most respectable authors, other theories

have been formed with regard to it, by writers of great
D. Ant. TJlloa, in a late work, contends
eminence.
that the texture of the skin and bodily habit of the Ame
such, that they are less sensible of pain than
He produces several proofs of
the rest of mankind.
this, from the manner in which they endure the most
ricans

so far the start of others

in

;

;

.

191.

NOTE [79]. p. 113. Some tribes in the province of
Dinaloa, on the gulf of California, seem to be among
America united in the social state.
.he rudest peopU
&quot;of

NOTK [85]. p. 113. A remarkable proof of this is
reduced by Ulloa. In weaving hammocks, coverlets,
nd other coarse cloths which they are accustomed to
manufacture, their industry has discovered no more

They neither cultivate nor sow they have no houses
method than to take up thread alter thread,
n which they reside.
Those in the inland country sub expeditious
md, after counting and sorting them each time, to pass
sist by hunting
those on the scacoast chiefly by fishhe woof between them, so that in finishing a small
Both depend upon the spontaneous productions
ng.
of those stuffs they,, frequently spend more than,
of the earth, fruits, plants, and roots of various kinds. _)iece
.wo years.
Voyage, i. 336. Bancroft gives the same
[n the rainy season, as they have no habitations to afof the Indians of Guiana, p. 255.
Accoi^ithem shelter, they gather bundles of reeds, or description
to Adair, the ingenuity and despatch of the North
and binding them together at one end, ng
strong grass
American Indians are not greater, p. 422. From one
they open them at the olher, and fitting them to their of the
engravings of the Mexican paintings in Purchas,
;

;

&quot;ord

;

dry for several hours.
During the warm season, they
ibrm a shed with the branches of trees, which pro
When
tects them from the sultry rays of the sun.
xposed to cold they make large fires, round which they
Historia de los Triumphos de
sleep in the open air.
Nuestra Santa Fe entre Gentres las mas Barbaras, &c.
por. P.

And. Perez de Ribas,

p. 7,

vol.

iii.

I

1106,

p.

think

it

probable that the people of

Mexico were unacquainted with any better or more
A loom was an inven
expeditious mode of weaving.
tion beyond the ingenuity of the most improved Ame
ricans.
In all their works they advance so slowly, that
one of their artists is two months at a tobacco-pipe
with his knife before he finishes it.
Adair, p. 423

&c.

NOTE

is

The

[86]. p. 114.

article

of religion in P.
to 347 .edious

These houses resemble barns. Lafitau s Mceur? des Sauvages extends
NOTE [80J. p.
We have measured some which were a hundred and pages in quarto.
113.

!

Above a
paces long, and twenty paces broad.
Wilson s
hundred persons resided in some of them.&quot;
Account of Guiana. Purch. Pilgr. vol. iv. p. 1263.
by surgeons in Brasil. An Indian, they say, never
Ibid. 1291.
&quot;The Indian houses,&quot;
says Mr. Barrere,
complains under pain, and will bear the amputation of
have a most wretched appearance, and arc a striking
MS.
a leg or an arm without uttering a single groan.
image of the rudeness of early times. Their huts are
penes me.
commonly built on s-omc rising ground, or on the banks
112 This is an idea natural to all of a river, huddled sometimes together, sometime:
NoTF.^75]. p.
Their aspect
rude nations. Among the Romans, in the early periods
traggling, and always without any order.
One sees nothing but
of their commonwealth, it was a maxim that a prisoner is melancholy and disagreeable.
what is hideous and savage. The uncultivated field:
turn dccessisse videtur cum captus est.&quot;
Digest,
And afterwards, when the pro have no gayety. The silence which reigns there,
lib. xlix. tit. 15. c. 18.
unless when interrupted by the disagreeable notes of
gress of refinement rendered them more indulgent with
or cries of wild beasts, is extremely dismal.&quot;
respect to this article, they were obliged to employ two birds,
fictions of law to secure the property, and permit the Rclat. de la France Equin. p. 146.
the one by the Lex Cornelia, and
return of a captive
NOTE [81]. p. 113. Some tribes in South America
the other by the Jus Postliminii. Heinec. Elem. Jur.
ii.
Civ. sec. ord. Pand.
p. 294.
Among the Negroes can send their arrows to a great distance, and with con
No ransom was ever accepted siderable force, without the aid of the bow. They
the same ideas prevail.
As soon as one is taken in war, he is make use of a hollow reed, about nine feet long and
for a prisoner.
and he is so in effect to his coun an inch thick, which is called a Sarbacanc. In it they
reputed to be dead
try and his family.
Voy. du Cheval. des Marchais, i. lodge a small arrow, with some unspun cotton wound
about its great end this confines the air, so that they
p. 369.
can blow it with astonishing rapidity, and a sure aim,
NOTE [76]. p. 113. The people of Chili, the most to the distance of above a hundred paces. These small
arrows are always poisoned. Fermin. Desc. de Surin. i.
gallant and high-spirited of all the Americans, are the
only exception to this observation.
They attack their 65. Bancroft s Hist, of Guiana, p. 281, &c, The Sarenemies in the open field their troops are ranged in bacane is much used in some parts of the East Indies.
their battalions advance to the charge
regular order
NOTE [82]. p. 113. I might produce many instances
The North
not only with courage, but with discipline.
Americans, though many of them have substituted the of this, but shall satisfy myself with one taken from
the
Eskimaux.
Their greatest ingenuity (says Mr.
European fire-arms in place of their own bows and
arrows, still adhere to their ancient maxims of war, Ellis) is shown in the structure of their bows, made
and carry it on according to their own peculiar system. commonly of three pieces of wood, each making part
But the Chilese nearly resemble the warlike nations of of the same arch, very nicely and exactly joined
Europe and Asia in their military operations. Ovalle s gelhcr. They are commonly of fir or larch ; and as
this wants strength and elasticity, they supply both by
Relation of Chili.
Lozano
Church. Coll. iii. p. 71.
Hist. Parag. i. 144, 145.
bracing the back of the bow with a kind of thread, or
line, made of the sinews of their deer, and the bow
NOTK [77]. p. 1 13. Herrera gives a remarkable string of the same materials. To make them draw
In Yucatan, the men are so solictious more stiffly, they dip them into water, which causes
proof of this.
both the back of the bow and the string to contract, and
about their dress, that they carry about with them mir
and as they
rors, probably made of stone, like those of the Mexi
consequently gives it the greater force
cans, Dec. iv. lib. iii. c. 8, in which they delight to practice from their youth, they shoot with very great
view themselves
but the women never use them dexterity.&quot;
Voyage to Hudson s Bay. p. 134.
Dec. iv. lib. x. c. 3. He takes notice that among the
Noticias Americancruel chirurgical operations, &c.
The same observation has been made
as, p. 313, 314.

some nations get

gress, and

circumstances nearly titular, that we must ascribe
ihis to some evrnta in their story, or to some pecuh
arity in their situation, with which we are unacquainted.
The people in the island of Otaheite, lately discovered
in the South Sea, far excel most of the Americans in
the knowledge and practice of the arts of ingcnuit),
and yet they had not in\ ented any method of boiling
water and having no vessel that could hear the fire.
iist. de Peru, i. p. 15, IB.
they had no more idea that water could be made hot,
NOTK [78J. p. 113. 1 have ventured to call this than that it could be made solid. Voyages by Hawkesnode of annoiniing and painting their bodies, the dress worth, i. 4GB. 484.
of the Americans.
This i* agreeable to their own
diom.
As they never stir abroad if they are not comNOTE [84]. p. 1 IS. ---One of these boats, which
they excuse themselves when in
)letely annointed
Ould carry nine men, weighed only sixty pounds,
his situation, by saying that they cannot appear be
iosnol. Kelat. des Voy. a la Virgin, llec. de Voy. an
cause they are naked.
Gumilla, Hist, dc I Orenoque. \ord, totn. v. p. 403.

leads, they are covered as with a large cap, which, like
a penthouse, throws off the rain, and will keep them

&&amp;lt;:.

[74]. p. 112.

thority of the

HISTORY OF

in

But le saved his life by his
fate with other prisoners.
Do Bry,
extraordinary efforts of courage and address.
&.c.
dc Lery, who accompanied M. de
iii.
p. 34,
Vilhigagnon in his expedition to Brasil in the year
1550, and who resided some time in that country,
of import
agrees with Stadiua in every circumstance
He was frequently an eye-witness of the man
ance.
treated
their
ner in which the Brasilian?
prisoners. De
Several striking particulars omitted by
Bry, iii. 210.
Purch.
them, are mentioned by a Portuguese author.
Pilgr. iv. 1204,

S

stones in them, or to adorn their heads with plumes of
In some provinces
feathers.
Dec. vii. lib. ix. c. 4.
of Peru, though that empire had made considerable
progress in civilization, the state of women was little
.VII the toil of cultivation and domestic
improved.
work was devolved upon them, and they were not per
mitted to wear bracelets, or oilier ornaments, with which
karate
he men were fond of decking themselves,

fifty

&quot;

;

;

NOTE [87]. p. 114. I have referred the reader to
several of the authors who describe the most uncivilized
Their testimony is uniform. That
nations in America.
of P. Ribas concerning the people of Cinaloa coin
I was extremely attentive (says
cides with the rest.
he), during the years I resided among them, to ascer
tain whether they were to be considered as idolaters
&quot;

;

and

may be affirmed with the most perfect exactness,
among some of them there may be traces

of idolatry, yet others have not the least knowledge of
God, or even of any false deity, nor pay any formal adora
tion to the Supreme Being who exercises dominion over
tho world
nor have they any conception of the provi
;

dence of a Greater, or Governor, from whom they expect
in the next life the reward of their good or the punish
ment of their evil deeds. Neither do they publicly join
Ribas Triuniphos, &c.
in any act of divine worship.&quot;
16.

p.

NOTE

[88].

p.

114.

The people

of Brasil were so

affrighted by thunder, which is frequent and aw
in their country, as well as in other parts of the

much
ful

;

;

it

that though

torrid zone, that it was not only the object of religious
reverence, but the most expressive name in their lan

guage

Deity was Tmipan, the same by which

for their

Piso de Medec.
they ^distinguished thunder.
Nieuhoff. Church. Coll. ii. p. 132.
p. 8.

Brasil,

;

&quot;

NOTE [89]. p. 115. By the account which M. Dumont, an eyc-witnesss, gives of the funeral of the great
chief of the Natchez, it appears that the feelings of the
persons who suffered on that occasion were very differ
Some solicited the honor with eagerness others
ent.
labored to avoid their doom, and several saved their
As the Indian Brahmins
lives by flying to the woods.
to the women who are to
give an intoxicating draught
be burned together with the bodies of their husbands,
which renders them insensible of their appraching fate,
the Natchez obliged their victims to swallow several
a similar effect.
large pills of tobacco, which produces
Mem. de Louis, i. 227.
;

;

;

Punches, in the new kingdom o:
Granada, none but distinguished warnors were per
mitted either to pierce their lips and to wear green

fierce tribe of the

NOTE [83]. p. 113. Necessity is the great prompte
and guide of mankind in their inventions. There is
however, such inequality in some parts of their pro

NOTE
in

[90]. p. 115.

dances instituted

On some
for the

occasions, particularly

recovery of persons

who

are indisposed, they are extremely licentious and inde
Dc la Potherie Hist. &c, ii. p. 42. Charlev. N.
cent.

Fr.

iii.

p.

But the nature of

319.

monly such as

I

have described.

their

dances

is

com

SOUTH AM Kill C A.
NOTE

[91].

p.

conquered and exterminated the ancient inhabitants,
took possession of their hinds, and of their women.
Hence they call them
Rochefort, 334.
Ti-rlro, 310.
selves Btnuircc, which siginifies a man come from

The

115.

seated on the banks of the

Olhomacoas, a tribe
Orinoco, employ for the

It
a composition which they call Yupa.
formed of the seeds of an unknown plant reduced to
burned and pulverized. Tha
powder, and certain shells

same purpose
is

when drawn up

effects of this

intoxi

I

observation holds
of the southern tribes, there
p;irt
are some in which the intemperance, of the women is as
Bancroft s Nat. Hist, of
excessive as that of the men.

Thqncrh

this

prolix, minule, confused narrative of all Cortcs s opera
tions, in such a rude vulgar style as might be expected

soldier.
But as he relates transacwhich he was witness, and in which he perbeyond sea. Labat, vi. 131. Accordingly, the Carib formed a considerable part, his account bears all tho
bees still use two distinct languages, one peculiar to marks of authenticity, and is accompanied with such a
the men, and the other to the women.
Tcrtre, 361. pleasant na.vit:lc, with such interesting details, with sucii
The language of the men has nothing common with amusing vinity, and yet so pardonable in an old soldier
Tho dialect of the who had been (as he boasts) in a hundred and nineteen
that spoken in the large islands.
women considerably resembles it. Labat, 129. This battles, as renders his book one of the most singular
strongly cotifinns the tradition which I have mentioned. that is to be found in any language.
The Caribbees themselves imagine that they were a
Pet. Martyr ab Arigleria, in a treatise De Insnlis
colony from the Galtilns, a powerful nation of Guiana, nuper mventis, added to his Decades de Rebus Oceaniin South America.
Rochefort, 348. cis et Novo Orbe, gives some account of Cortcs s ex
Tertre, 361.
But as their fierce manners approach nearer to those of pedition. But he proceeds no further than to relate
the people in the northern continent, than to those of what happened after his first landing.
This work,
the natives of South America; and as their language which is brief and slight, scemg to contain the informa
has likewise some affinity to that spoken in Florida, tion transmitted by Cortes in his first despatches, em
their origin should be deduced rather from the former bellished with several particulars communicated to the
than from the latter.
Labat, 123, &c.
Herrera, dec. author by the officers who brought the letters from
i.
lib. ix. c. 4.
In their wars, they still observe their Cortes.
ancient practice of destroying all the males, and pre
But the book to which the greater part of modern
serving the women either for servitude or for breeding. historians have had recourse for information concerning
NOTE [97]. p. 197. Our knowledge of the events the conquest of New Spain, is Historia de la Conquista
which happened in the conquest of New Spain, is dc Mexico, por D. Antonio de Soiis, first published A.
derived from sources of information more ongnmlfcfid D. 1684.
I know no author in
any language whose
authentic than that of any transaction in the history of literary fame has risen so far beyond his real merit.
America.
The letters of Cortes to the Emperor De Solis is reckoned by his countrymen one of the
Charles V. are an historical monument, not only first purest writers in the Castilhan tongue ; and if a
in order of time, but of the greatest authMiticity and
foreigner may venture to give his opinion concerning a
value.
As Cortes early assumed a command indepen matter of which Spaniards alone are qualified to judge,
dent of Velasquez, it became necessary to convey such he is entitled to that
But though his language
praise.
an account of his operations to Madrid, as might pro be correct, his taste in composition is far from being
cure him the approbation of his sovereign.
His periods are so much labored as to be often
just.
The first of his despatches has never been made stiff, and sometimes tumid the figures which he em
1519.
It
was
from
Vera
sent
Cruz, July 16th,
public.
ploys by way of ornament are frequently trite or im
As I imagined that it might not reach the Emperor proper, and his observations superficial. These ble
until he arrived in Germany, for which he set out early mishes, however,
might easily be overlooked, if he were

from an

illiterate

I

tions of

I

cation

NOTK [92]. p. 115.
true among the greater

j

j

into the nostrils are so

madness rather than

violent that they resemble
36.
Ciumillu, i.

181

!

j

Guiana,

p.

275.

NOTE [93]. p. 116. Even in the most intelligent
writers concerning the manners of tho Americans, one
meets with inconsistent and inexplicable circumstances.
The Jesuit Charlevoix, who, in consequence of a
controversy between his order and that of the Francis
cans, with respect to the talents and abilities of the

North Americans, is disposed to represent jhcir intel
lectual as well as moral qualities in the most favorable
asserts, that they are engaged in continual nego
light,

tiations with thrir

neiiihliors,

*

behooves

and conduct these with

At

the most refined address.

the

same time he adds,

envoys or plenipotentiaries to
exert their abilities and eloquence, for, if the terms
which they offer are not accepted, they had need to
It frequently happens that a
stand on their guard.
blow with the hatchet is the only return given to their
The envoy is not out of danger, even if
propositions.
he is so fortunate as tn avoid the stroke he may ex
to be burnt.&quot;
Hist.
pect to be pursued, ami, if taken,
N. Fr. iii. 251. What occurs, p. 147, concerning the
manner in which the Tlascalans treated the ambassa
dors from Zempoalla, corresponds with the fact related
Men capable of such acts of violence
by Charlevoix.
seem to be unacquainted with the first principles upon
which the intercourse between nations is founded and
instead of the perpetual negotiations which Charlevoix
mentions, it seems almost impossible that there should
be any correspondence whatever among them.
that

it

their

;

;

NOTE [94]. p. 117. It is a remark of Tacitus con
Gaudent muneribus, scd nee
cerning the Germans,
0. 21.
An
data imputant, nee acceptis obhgantur.
author who had a good opportunity of observing the
principle which leads savages neither to express grati
tude for favors which they had received, nor to expect
any return for such as they bestowed, thus explains
&quot;

If (say they) you give me this, it is be
their ideas
cause you have no need of it yourself; and as for rne,
to me.&quot;
I never
part with that which I think necessary
Hist, des Plantes de la
Memoire sur le Galibis
Guiane Francoise par M. Aublet, Loin ii. p. 110.
&quot;

;

And Bernaldes, the contempo
[95]. p. US.
rary and friend of Columbus, has preserved some cir
cumstances concerning the bravery of the Caribbees,

NOTE

which are not mentioned by

Don Ferdinand Columbus,

whose works have
been published. A Caribbean canoe, with four men,
two women, and a bov, fell in unexpectedly with the
fleet of Columbus in his second voyage, as it was steer

or the other historians of that period

At first they were struck
ing through their islands.
almost stupid with astonishment at such a strange
from
the spot for above an
moved
and
hardly
spectacle,
hour.
Spanish bark, with twenty-five men. advanced

A

towards them, and the

fleet

gradually surrounded them,

so as to cut off their communication with their shore.
&quot;

When

(says

the

they

saw

that

it

was impossible to escape
arms with un

historian), they seized their

daunted resolution, and began the attack.
I use the
expression with undaunted resolution, for they were
few, and beheld a vast number ready to assault them.

They wounded

several of the Spaniards, although they
had targets, as well as other defensive armour ; and
even after their canoe was overset, it was with no little
difficulty and danger that part of them were taken, as

;

order to receive the Imperial
search for a copy of this
despatch, both in Spain and in Germany, but without
success.
This, however, is of less consequence, as it
could not contain any thing very material, being writ
ten so soon after Cortes arrived in New Spain.
But,
in searching for tho letter from Cones, a copy of one
from the colony of Vera Cruz to the Emperor has been
discovered in the Imperial library at Vienna.
Of this
I have
given some account in its proper place, see p.
122.
The second despatch, dated October 30th, 1520,
was published at Seville A. D. 1522, and the third and
fourth soon after they were received.
Latin trans
lation of them appeared m Germany A. D. 1532.
Rain

the year 1520, in

crown

;

I

made

diligent

A

musio soon

after

made them more

generally known, by
Thev con
inserting them in his valuable collection
tain a regular and minute history of the expedition,
with many curious particulars concerning the policy

and manners of the Mexicans. The work does honor
to Cortes
the style is simple and perspicuous
but as
it was
manifestly his interest to represent his own ac
;

;

tions in the fairest light, his victories are probably ex
aggerated, his losses diminished, and his acts of rigor

and violence softened.
The next in order is the Chronica dc la Nueva
Espagna, by Francisco Lopez de Gomara, published
A. D. 1554.
Gomara s historical merit is considera
ble.
His mode of narration is clear, flowing, always
and
sometimes elegant. But he is fre
agreeable,
and as he was the
quently inaccurate and credulous
domestic chaplain of Cortes after his return from New
Spain, and probably composed his work at his desire,
it is manifest that he labors to
magnify the merit of his
hero, and to conceal or extenuate such transactions as
were unfavorable to his character. Of this, Herrera
accuses him in one instance, Dec. ii. lib. iii. c. 2, and
it is not once only that this is
He writes,
conspicuous.
however, with so much freedom concerning several
measures of the Spanish Court, that the copies both of
his Historia de las Indias, and of his Chronica, were
called in by a decree of the Council of the Indies, and
they were long considered as prohibited books in
;

they continued to defend themselves, and to use their
hows with areat dexterity while swimminc in the sea.&quot;
Hist, de U. Fern, y Ysab. MS. c. 119.

it is only of late that license to
Spain
print them has
been granted.
Pinelo Biblioth. 589.
The Chronicle of Gomara induced Bernal Diaz del
Castillo to compose his Historia Verdadera de la ConNOTE [96], p. 118. A probable conjecture may be quista de la Nueva Espagna. He had been an adven
formed with respect to the cause of the distinction in turer in each of the expeditions to New Spain, and was
character between the Caribbees and the inhabitants of the companion of Cortes in all his battles and
perils

the larger islands.
be a separate race.

The former appear manifestly to
Their langwage is totally different

from that of their neighbors in the large islands. They
themselves have a tradition, that their ancestors came
originally from some part of the continent, and, having

;

When

he found that neither he himself, nor many of his
fellow soldiers, were once mentioned by Gomara, but
that the fame of all their exploits was ascribed to Cor
tes, the gallant veteran laid hold of his pen with indig
nation,

and composed

his true history.

It

contajns a

not defective with respect to all the great qualities of
an historian.
Destitute of that patient industry in re
search which conducts lo the knowledge of truth ; a
stranger to that impartiality which weighs evidence with
cool attention
and ever eager to establish his favorite
system of exalting the character of Cortes into that of
a perfect hero, exempt from error, and adorned with
he is less solicitous to discover what was
every virtue
true than to relate what might appear splendid.
When
he attempts any critical discussion, his reasonings are
fallacious, and founded upon an imperfect view of facts.
Though he sometimes quotes the despatches of Cortes,
he seems not to have consulted them
and though he
sets out with some censure on Gomara, he
frequently
prefers his authority, the most doubtful of any, to that
of the other contemporary historians.
But of all the Spanish writers, Herrcra furnishes the
fullest and most accurate information
concerning the
conquest of Mexico, as well as every other transaction
of America.
The industry and attention with whtf
he consulted not only the books, but the original paper
and public records, which tended to throw any light
upon the subject of his inquiries, were so great, arid he
usually judges of the evidence before him with so much
;

;

;

impartiality
the

among
tions.

If,

and candor, that his Decads may be ranked
most judicious and useful historical collec
by attempting to relate the various occur

rences in the

New World

in

a strict

chronological

arrangement of events in his work had no
been rendered so perplexed, disconnected, and obscure
that it is an unpleasant task to collect from different
parts of his book, and piece together the detached
shreds of a story, he might justly have been ranked
among the most eminent historians of his country.
He gives an account of the materials from which he
composed his work, Dec. vi. lib. iii. c. 19.
order, the

NOTE

[98]. p. 119.

Cortes purposed to have gone

Ovando when he set out for his govern
year 1502, but was detained by an accident.

in the train of

ment

m the

As he was attempting in a dark night to scramble up
to the window of a lady s bedrchamber, with whom he
carried on an intrigue, an old wall, on the top of which
he had mounted, gave way, and he was so much bruised
Gomara.
by the fall as to be unfit for the voyage.
Cronica dc la Nueva Espagna, cap. 1.

NOTE
in the

Cortes had two thousand pesos
[99]. p. 11 9.
hands of Andrew Duero, and he bonowed four
Those- sums are about equal m value to
hundred pounds sterling but as the price of

thousand.
fifteen

;

m

every thing was extremely high
America, they made
but a scanty stock when applied towards the equipment
of a military expedition.
Herrera, dec. ii. lib. iii c ii.
B. Diaz,

c.&quot;

30.
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HISTORY OF

Relat. ap. Kamus. 111.228.;
those gallant the third battle 150,000.
[100. J p.
and
officers, which will often occur in the subsequent story, Bernal Diaz del Castillo, who vvns an eye witness,
in all the actions of this war, thus reckons
ere Juan Velasquez de Leon, Alonso Hernandez engaged
o
their number!
in the first battle, 3000, p. 43 ; in the
Portnc.-irrrro, Francisco de Montejo, Christov.il de Olid,
in the third battle 50,000,
Juan de Esealante, Francisco de Morla, Pedro dc Al- second battle 6000, ibid
Gomara, who was Cortes s chaplain after his
varado, Francisco de .Salceda, Juan de Escobar, Gines p. 45.
Cortes himself commanded the Capitana, return to Spain, and published his Cramca in 1552,
de Nortes.
Francisco de Orozco, an officer formed follows the computation of Cortes, except in the se
or Admiral.
in the wars of Italy, had the command of the artillery. cond battle, where he reckons the Tlascalans at 00,000,
It was manifestly the interest of Cortes to
The experienced Alaminos acted as chief pilot.
p. 49.

NOTE

The names of

119.

j

I

j

-

i

c&amp;gt;

j

:

;

magnify his

own

dangers and exploits.

For

it

;

&quot;

&quot;

person whom Gomara mentions as having appeared on
a mottled grey horse, was the glorious apostle Signer
San Jago, or, Signor San Pedro, and that I, as being a
This I know, that
sinner, was not worthy to see him.
I saw Francisco de Morla, on such a horse, but as an
unworthy transgressor, did not deserve to see any of
the holy apostles.
It may have been the will of God,
that it was so as Gomara relates, but until I read his
Chronicle, I never heard among any of the conquerors
that such a thing had happened.&quot;
Cap. 31.

NOTE

Several Spanish historians re
late this occurrence in such terms as if they wished it
should he believed that the Indians, loaded with the
presents, had carried them from the capital, in the same
fihort space of time that the couriers performed that
This is incredible, and Gomara mentions a
journey.
[102.] p. 120.

circumstance which shows that nothing extraordinary
happened on this occasion. This rich present had been
prepared for Grijalva, when he touched at the same
place some months before, and was now ready to be
delivered, as soon as Montezuma sent orders for that
Gomara Cron. c. xxvii. p. 28.
purpose.
According to B. Diaz del Castillo, the value of the
silver plate representing the moon was alone above
twenty thousand pesos, above five thousand pounds

.

;

&quot;

p. 64. b.

was

NOTE [101.] p. 1J9. In those different conflicts, only by the merit of extraordinary services that he could
the Spaniards lost only two men, but had a considerable hope to atone for his irregular conduct in assuming an
Bern. Diaz, though abun
number wounded.
Though there be no occasion for independent command.
recourse to any supernatural cause to account cither dantly disposed to place his own prowess, and that of
for the greatness of their victories, or the smallness of his fellow-conquerors, in the most advantageous point
their loss, the Spanish historians fail not to ascribe of light, had not the same temptation to exaggerate
both to the patronage- of St. Jago, the tutelar saint of and it is probable that his account of the numbers ap
The assembling of an
their country, who, as they relate, fought at the head of proaches nearer to the truth.
their countrymen, and, by his prowess, gave a turn to army of 150,000 men, requires many previous arrange
Gomara is the first who men ments, and such provisions for their subsistence as
the fate of the battle.
The
It is amusing to seems to be beyond the foresight of Americans.
tions this apparition of St. James.
observe the embarrassment of B. Diaz de! Castillo, oc degree of cultivation in Tlascala does not seem to have
casioned by the struggle between his superstition and been so great as to have furnished such a vast army
lis veracity.
The former disposed htm to believe this with provisions. Though this province was so much
fcietter cultivated than other regions of New Spain that
miracle, the latter restrained him from attesting it.
,t was
called the country of bread, yet the Spaniards
that all our exploits and vic
acknowledge,&quot; says he,
tories are owing to our Lord Jesus Christ, and that in in their march suffered such want, that they were obli
this battle there was such a number of Indians to every ged to subsist upon Tunas, a species of fruit which
one of us, that if each had thrown a handful of earth grows wild in the fields. Herrera, dec. ii. lib. vi. c. 6.
they might have buried us, if by the great mercy of
God we had not been protected. It may be that the

so unacquainted with the art of composition as to he
lie relates in
incapable of embellishing his narrative.
a simple and rude style what passed in his own mind
and that of his fellow soldiers on that occasion u and
let it not be thought
that I should
strange,&quot; says he,
ivrite in this manner of what then
happened, for it
ought to be considered, that it is one thing to relate,
another to have beheld things that were never before
seen, or heard, or spoken of amoiif men.&quot;
Cap. (H,

182

NOTE

126.
B. Diaz del Castillo, gives us
fatigue and hardships they underwent
in performing this and other parts of duty.
During the
nine months that they remained in Mexico, every man,

[110]. p.

some idea of the

without any distinction between oflicers and soldiers,
slept on his arms in his quilted jacket and gorget.
Thty
lay on mats, or straw spread on the floor, and o.ich was
obliged to hold himself as alert as if he had been on
became so habitual to me,
This,&quot; adds lie,
guard.
that even now, in my advanced age, I always sleep in
my clothes, and never in any bed. When I x i.sit my
Enr.omienda, I reckon it suitable to my rank to have a
bed carried along with my other baggage, but I never
go into it but, according to custom, I lie in my clothe*,
and walk frequently during the night into the open air
&quot;

&quot;

;

to

view the

stars, as

I

was wont when

in

service.&quot;

Cap. 108.

NOTE [111], p. 126. Cortes himself, in his second
Jcspatch to the Emperor, does not explain the motives
which induced him either to condemn Qualpopoca to the

These unhappy victims are flames, or to put Montezuma in irons. Ramus. iii. 23fi.
It seems improbable B. Diaz is silent with
said to be persons of distinction.
respect to his reasons for the
and the only cause he assigns for the latter
that so great a number as fifty should be employed as former
So many prisoners had been taken and dis was, that he might meet with no interruption in exe
spies.

NOTE

[106], p.

:

123.

i

;

missed, and the Tlascalans had sent so many messages
to the Spanish quarters, that there appears to be no
reason for hazarding the lives of so many considerable
people in order to procure information about the posi
The barbarous manner
tion and state of their camp.
which Cortes treated a people unacquainted with the
laws of war established among polished nations, appears
so shocking to the later Spanish writers, that they di
minish the number of those whom he punished so cru
Herrera says, that he cut off the hands of seven,
elly.
Dec. ii. lib. ii. c. 8.
and the thumbs of some more.
De Solis relates, that the hands of fourteen or fifteen
were cut off, and the thumbs of all the rest. Lib. 11.
20.
But Cortes himself, Relat. p. 228. b. and after
him Gomara, c. 48, affirm, that the hands of all the
off.
fifty were cut
.

cuting the sentence pronounced against Qualpopoca,
xcv. p. 75.
But as Montezuma was his prisoner, and
absolutely in his power, he had no reason to dread him,
and the insult offered to that monarch could have no

c.

but to irritate him unnecessarily.
Gomara sup
poses that Cortes had no other object than to occupy
effect

Montezuma with his own distress and sufferings, that
he might give less attention to what befel Qualpopoca.
Cron. c. 89.
Herrera adopts the same opinion. Dec.
lib. viii. c. 9.
But it seems an odd expedient, in
order to make a person bear one injury, to load him witli
another that is greater. De Solis imagines, that (, nrtrs
had nothing else in view than to intimidate Monteznma,
so that he might make no attempt to rescue the victims
from their fate
but the spirit of that monarch was so
submissive, and hn had so tamely given up the prisoners
to the disposal of Cortes, that he had no cause to ap
If the explanation
prehend any opposition from him.
which I have attempted to give of Cortcs s proceedings
on this occasion be not admitted, it appears to me, that
they must be reckoned among the wanton and barba
rous acts of oppression which occur too often in the his
tory of the conquest of America.
;

NOTE [107]. p. 124. The horses were objects of
the greatest astonishment to all the people of New
At first, they imagined the horse and the rider,
Spain.
like the Centaurs of the ancients, to he some monstrous
animal of a terrible form ; and supposing that their food
was the same as that of men, brought flesh and blood
sterling.
to nourish them.
Even after they discovered their
NOTE [112]. p. 126. De Solis asserts, lib. iv c :t,
NOTE [103.] p. 121. This private traffic was di mistake, they believed the horses devoured men in hatrectly contrary to the instructions of Velasquez, who tie, and, when they neighed, thought that they were that the proposition of doing homaoe to the king of
It was not the interest of the
enjoined, that whatever was acquired by trade should demanding their prey.
Spain came from Montezuma himself, and was made in
be thrown into the common stock.
But it appears Spaniards to undeceive them.
Herrera, dec. ii. lib. vi. order to induce the Spaniards to depart out of his domi
He describes his conduct on this occasion as if
that the soldiers had each a private assortment of toys
11.
nions.
and other goods proper for the Indian trade, and Cortes
it had been founded upon a scheme of
profound policv,
NOTE [108]. p. 124. According to Bart, de las and executed with such refined address as to deceive
gained their favor by encouraging this underhand barter.
But there is no hint or circumstaive
B. Diaz, c. 41.
Casas, there was no reason for this massacre, and it Cortes himself.
was an act of wanton cruelty, perpetrated merely to in the contemporary historians, Cortes, Diaz, or Go
NOTE [104]. p. 122. Gomara has published a cata strike terror into the people of New Spain. Kelac. de mara, to justify this theory. Montezuma, on other occa
But the zeal of Las Casas sions, discovered no such extent of art and abilities.
logue of the various articles of which this present con la destruyc. p. 17, &c.
P. Martyr ah Angleria, who often leads him to exaggerate.
sisted.
Cron. c. 49.
In opposition to him, The anguish which he felt in performing this humbling
saw them after they were brought to Spain, and who Bern. Diaz, c. 83, asserts, that the first missionaries ceremony is natural, if we suppose it to have been in
seems to have examined them with great attention, sent into New Spain by the Emperor, made a judicial voluntary.
But, according to the theory of De Solis,
gives a description of each, which is curious, as it con inquiry into this transaction ; and, having examined the which supposes that Montezuma was executing what
the
which
Mexicans
of
there
was
a
himself
had
he
Cholula, found that
proposed, to have assumed an appear
veys some idea of the progress
priests and elders
De Insulus nu- real conspiracy to cut off the Spaniards, and that the ance of sorrow would have been preposterous, ami
bad made in several arts of elegance.
account given by Cortes was exactly true. As it was inconsistent with his own design of deceiving tlie Spa
per inventis Liber, p. 354, &c.
the object of Cortes at that time, and manifestly his niards.
NOTK [105], p. 123. There is no circumstance in interest, to gain the good will of Montezuma, it is im
the history of the conquest of America which is more probable that he should have taken a step which tended
NOTE [113]. p. 127. In several of the provinces,
questionable than the account of the numerous armies so visibly to alienate him from the Spaniards, if he had the Spaniards, with all their industry and influence,
In others, they procured only a
brought into the field against the Spaniards. As the not believed it to be necessary for his own preservation. could collect no gold.
war with the republic of Tlascala, though of short du At the same time, the Spaniards who served in America, few trinkets of small value.
Montezuma assured
ration, was one of the most considerable which the had such contempt for the natives, and thought them Cortes, that the present which he offered to the king ol
Spaniards waged in America, the account given of the so little entitled to the common rights of men, that Castile, after doing homage, consisted of all the trea
The only Cortes might hold the Cholulans to be guilty upon sure amassed by his father ; and told him, that he bar
Tlascalan armies merits some attention.
The severity of the already distributed the rest of his gold and jewels ainonp
authentic information concerning this is derived from slight and imperfect evidence.
the Spaniards.
B. Diaz. c. 104.
three authors.
Cortes in his second despatch to the punishment was certainly excessive and atrocious.
Gomara relates
de
la
that all the silver collected amounted to 500 marks
Fronlera, Oct. 30,
Emperor, dated at Segura
83.
the
number
of
their
al
c.
This
thus
estimates
in
124.
This
is
taken
Cron.
with
the
account
NOTE 1109]. p.
1520,
troops ;
description
agrees
given hj
the iiret battle 6000; in the second battle 100,000; in most literally from Bernal Diaz del Castillo, who was Cortes, that the royal fifth of silver was 100 marks

j

j

SOUTH AMERICA.
bo mat the sum total of sliver was
Kclat. 239. 13.
rate of eight ounces a mark,
only 4000 ounces, at the
which demonstrates the proportion of silver to gold to
small.
have been exceedingly

After the indignity with which he
vered from them.
had been treated, such an affection is incredible and
even De Soils is obliged to acknowledge, that it must during three ;nomhs, is so great, that it requires so
he looked upon as one of the miracles which God had inucli foresight and arrangement to collect these, and
wrought to facilitate the conquest, lib. iv. c. 7. The lay them up in magazines, so -as to be certain of a regutruth is, Montezuma, however much overawed by his lar supply, that one can hardly believe that this could
dread of the Spaniards, was extremely impatient to re- be accomplished in a country where agriculture was so
cover his liberty.
imperfect as in the Mexican empire, where there were
no tame animals, and by a people naturally so improviNOTE [117]. p. 129. These words I have borrowed dent, and so incapable of executing a complicated plan,
;

|

NOTK [US], p. 127. De Soils, lib. iv. c. 5. calls in
question the truth of this transaction, from no better
reason than that it was inconsistent with that prudence
w inch distinguishes tlie character of Cortes. But he

i

have recollected the impetuosity cl his zeal at
which was no less imprudent. He asserts,
tnat tht evidence for it rests upon the testimony of B.

ought

to

|

most improved Americans
The Spaniards,
their care and attention, fared very poorly, and
were often reduced to extreme distress for want of proB. Diaz, p. 142.
Cortes Rclat. 271. D.
think there is hardly any writer in the age who ought to visions.
be ashamed of acknowledging himself to be the author Cortes on one occasion mentions slightly the subsist
ence of his army
of it.
and, after acknowledging that they
were often in great want, adds, that they received sup
from
the
NOTE [118], p. 130. The contemporary historians plies
people of the country, of fish, and ot
differ considerably with respect to the loss of the Spa- some fruit, which he calls the cherries of the country.
B. Diaz says that they had cakes of maize, ana
Cortes in his second despatch Ibid.
niards. on this occasion.
and when the season of these was
Relat. serasas de la lierra
to the Emperor, makes the number only 150.
But it was manifestly his over, another fruit, which he calls Tunis ; hut their
ap. Ramns. iii. p. 249. A.
the
interest, at that juncture, to conceal from the court of most comfortable subsistence was a root which
Spam the full extent of the loss which he had sustained Indians use as food, to which he gives the name of
De Soils, always studious to diminish every misfortune Quilitcs, p. 142. The Indian auxiliaries had one
that befell his countrymen, rates their loss at about two means of subsistence more than the Spaniards.
They
hundred men. Lib. iv. c. 19. B Diaz affirms that fed upon the bodies of the Mexicans whom they killed
Cortes Relat. 176. C. B. Diaz confirms
in battle.
they lost 870 men, and that only 440 escaped from
Mexico, c. 128. p. 108. B. Palafox, Bishop of Los his relation, and adds, that when the Indians returned;
to their own country, they carried wita
Angeles, who seems to have inquired into the early tran- from Mexico
saclions of his countrymen in New Spain will/ great them large quantities of fiesh of the Mexicans salted or
attention, confirms the account of B. Diaz with respect dried, as a most acceptable present to their friends, that
to the extent of their loss.
Virtudes del Indio, p. 22. they might have the pleasure of feeding upon the bodies
*.
c-i
__.
_:_r. .:___!_ _ icrr
1~ _. -.!
Gomara states their loss at 450 men. Cron. c. 109. of their enemies in their fetivals, p. 157. De Soli?,
Some months afterwards, when Cortes had received who seems to consider it as an imputation of discredit
several reinforcements, he mustered his troops, and to his countrymen, that they should act in concert with
found them to be only 590.
Relat. ap. Ramus. iii. auxiliaries who fed upon human flesh, is solicitous to
Now, as Narvaez brought 880 men into prove that the Spaniards endeavored to prevent their
p. 255. E.
New Spain, and about 400 of Cortes s soldiers were associates from eating the bodies of the Mexicans, lib.
But he has no authority for this from the
then alive, it is evident that his loss, in the retreat from v. c. 24.
Mexico, must have been much more considerable than original historians. Neither Cortes himself nor B.
and on
B. Diaz, solicitous to magnify the Diaz seems to have had any such scruple
what he mentions.
many occasions they mention the Indian repasts, which
dangers and sutlenngs to which he and his fellow con
were become familiar to them, without any mark of
were
have
their loss
from the anonymous Account of the European Settlements in America, published by Dodsley, in two volumes 8vo. a work of so much merit, that I should

Tl.ifcala,

IJiaz del Castillo, of Ciomara, and of Herrera.
They
concur, indeed, in mentioning this inconsiderate step

;

all

which Cortes took

;

and they had good reason

Cortes himself relates

so, for

despatch to tho Emperor,
Core.

this exploit in his
and seems to glory

to do
second
in

as

i

tiic

with

all

i

;

it.

Ramus. hi. 140. D. This is one in
among many, of De Solis s having consulted

Relat.

stance,

18.1

But the quantity of provisions necessary for ihe suliMstence of such vast multitudes assembled in one place,

with little attention the letters of Cortes to Charles V.
from which the most authentic information with respect
to his operations must be derived

1

;

|

NOTE

Herrera and de Solis suppose
to equip this armament
against Cortes by the account which he received from
bpain concerning the reception 01 the agents sent bv the
colony of Vera Cruz, and the warmlh with which Fonseca Bishop of Burgos had espoused his interest, and
[114].

p.

127.

Velasquez was encouraged

tiiat

condemned

|

the proceedings of Cortes.

Herrera, dec.
But the chro
nological order of events refutes this supposition. Portocarrero and Moutejo sailed from Vera Cruz, July 26,
1519.
Herrera, dec. li. lib. v. c. 4.
They landed at
ii.

lib. is. c.

18.

De

Solis. lib. iv. c. 5.

Lucar

in October, according to Herrera, Ibid.
P. Martyr, who attended the court at that time,

St.

j

I

j-.

But
and

communicated every occurrence of moment

to his cor
respondents day by day, mentions the arrival of these
agents for the first time in December, and speaks of it
as a recent event.
All the historians
Epist. 650
agree that the agents of Cortes had their first audience
of the Emperor at Tordesiilas, when he went to that
town to visit his mother in his way to St. Jago de Com-

posteila.

Herrura, dec.

ii.

De

lib. v. c. 4.

Solis,

;

lib.

querors

But the Emperor set out from Valladolid for
TordesiHas on the llth of March, 1520 and P. Mar
iv. c. 5.

but, in

having seen at that time the presents
The armament under
Epist. 1665.
Narvaez sailed from Cuba in April 1520. It is mani
fest then that Velasquez could not receive any account

mentions

made

exposed,

my

opinion,

it

may
exaggerated
cannot well be estimated at less
;

abhorrence.

*O

than 600 men.

;

tyr

. i.

for the

sistence for

his

NOTE

to Charles.

132.

of what passed in this interview at Tordesiilas previous
to his hostile preparations against Cortes.
His real
motives seem to be those which I have mentioned.

strangers.
diana, vol.

p.

Torquemada viewed them.
i.

p.

of the difficulty
&quot;

Monarq. In

531.

The

p.

133.

and on others,

that there

were so many

thousand houses in this or that town, no regard is to be
as he has no awtnonty lor it,
paid to his enumeration,
tho numbers not being in reality the fifth of what he

of Alvarado on
the causeway of Tacuba was the nearest to the city.
Cortes observes, that there they could distinctly observe

[120].

food

find in the

auxiliaries,

NOTE

patent appointing him Adclantado of New Spain,
with such extensive powers, bears date November 13,
15-19.
Herrera. dec. ii. lib. iii. c. 11
He might re
ceive it about the beginning of January.
Gomara takes
notice, that as soon as this patent was delivered to him,

The

this additional stock of

was hardly possible to procure sub
armies amounting to such m-mbers as we
it

Perhaps the best solution
Spanish writers.
is, to adopt the opinion of B. Diaz del
the His/anadurcs pnmtartless
of
all
Castillo, the most
When- Gomara (says he) on some occasions
lieos.
relates, that there were so many thousand Indians our

Some remains

of this great
work arc still visible, and the spot where the brigantines were built and launched is still pointed oat to

[119].

Even with

Indians,

station

what passed when

their countrymen were sacrificed. relates.
If we add together the different numbers
Ramus. iii. p. 273. E.
B. Diaz, who be
which he mentions, that country would contain more
But
C. 129.
he began to equip a fleet and levy forces.
Cron. c.96. longed to Alvando s division, relates what he beheld millions than there are in Castile.&quot;
with his own eyes.
C. 151. p. 148. b. 149. a.
Like a though some considerable deduction should certainly be
NOTE [116]. p. 127. De Solis contends, that as man whose courage was so clear as to be above suspi made from the Spanish accounts ot the Mexican lorces,
Narvaez had no interpreters, he could hold no inter cion, he describes with his usual simplicity the impres they must have been very numerous for nothing but
Before an immense superiority in number could have enabled
course with the people of the provinces, nor converse sion which this spectacle made upon him.
with them in any way but by signs, that it was equally (says he) I saw the breasts of my companions opened, them to withstand a body of nine hundred Spamatds,

Relat. ap.

;

&quot;

impossible for him to carry on any communication with
Montezuma. Liv. iv. c. 7. But it is upon the au
thority of Cortes himself that I relate all the particulars

their hearts yet fluttering, offered to an accursed idol,
and their flesh devoured by their exulting enemies ; I

conducted by a leader of such

was accustomed

correspondence both with Montezuma and
with h;s subjects in the maritime provinces.
Relat.
Ramus. iii. 244. A. C. Cortes affirms that there was
a mode of intercourse between Narvaez and the Mexi
cans, but does not explain how it was carried on. Bernal Diaz supplies this defect, and informs us that the

but with high

NOTE [122]. p. 135. -In relating the oppressive aad
cruel proceedings of the conquerors of New Spain, i
have not followed B. de las Casas as my guide. His

of Narvaez

s

to enter a battle not only without fear,
But from that time I never ad

spirit.

vanced to fight with the Mexicans without a secret hor
ror and anxiety
my heart trembled at the thoughts of
the death which I had seen them suffer.&quot;
He takes
care to add, that as soon as the combat began, his ter
ror went off; and indeed, his adventurous bravery on

account of them, Relat. de

;

who joined Narvaez acted as interpre every occasion is full evidence of this. B. Diaz, c.
a.
having acquired a competent knowledge of the 156. p. 157.
With his usual minuteness he men
language, c. 1 10.
NOTE [121]. p. 133. One circumstance in this siege
tions their names and characters, and relates, in chapter
The merits particular notice. The account which the Spa
122, how they were punished for their perfidy.
Spaniards had now resided above a year among the nish writers give of the numerous armies employed in
Mexicans ; and it is not surprising that several among the attack or defence of Mexico seems to be incredible.
them should have made some proficiency in speaking According to Cortes himself, he had at one time
their language.
This seems to have been the case. 150,000 of auxiliary Indians in his service. Relat.
Both B. Diaz, who was Ramus. ill. 275. E. Gomara asserts that they were
Herrera, dec. 2. lib. x. c. 1.
Cron. c. 136Herrera. an author of
present, and Herrera, the most accurate and best in- above 200,000.
iorrned of all the Spanish writers, agree with Cortes in higher authority, says they were about 200,000.
Dec.
None of the contemporary writers
his account of the secret correspondence carried on with iii. lib. i. c. 19.
Montezuma
Dec. 2. lib. x. c. 18, 19.
De Solis ascertain explicitly the number of persons in Mexico
seems to consider it as a discredit to Cortes, his hero, during the seige. But Cortes on several occasions
that Montezuma should have been ready to engage in mentions the number of Mexicans who were slain, or
a correspondence with Narvaez. He supposes that who perished for want of food and, if we may rely on
monarch to have contracted such a wonderful affection those circumstances, it is probable that above two hunfor the Spaniards, tha.t he was not solicitous to be deli
died thousand must liave been shut up in the town.
ters,

j

i

I

;

;

as Cortes.

Dcstruyc.

p. 18,

&c.

is

from the testimony of
Gomara who wrote under his
of the punishment
eye, that I have taken rny account
of the Panucans, and they relate it without any dis
his usual custom,
B. Diaz, contrary
approbation.
mentions it only in general terms, c. 162.
Herrem,
manifestly exaggerated.
Cortes himself, and of

three deserters

!

la

abilities

It is

U&amp;gt;

to extenuate this barbarous action of his.
countrymen, though he mentions 63 caziques, and 400
solicitous

men

of note, as being

condemned

to the flames, asserts

30 only were burnt, and the rest pardoned. Dec.
But this is contrary to the testimony
3. lib. v. c. 7.
of the original historians, particularly of Gomara, whom.
it
appears he had consulted, as he adopts several of his.
The pumshaient ot Gaaexpressions in this passage.
timozin is related by the most authentic of the Spanisn
that

I

writers.

Torquemada has extracted from a

history o;

Mexican tongue, an account
of this transaction, more favorable to Gautimozin than
Mon. Indiana, i. 575.
that of the Spanish authors.
According to the Mexican account, Cortes had scarcely
a shadow of evidence to justify such a wanton act of
B. Diaz affirms, that Gautiraozm and iu
cruelty.

Tezeuco, composed

in the

ROBERTSON

184

and unjust,

p.

200.

b.

201.

execute

a.

The motive for undertaking
expedition was, to punish Christoval de Olid, one
of his ulKcers who had revolted against him, and aimed
Cortes
at establishing an independent jurisdiction.
regarded this insurrection as of such dangerous exam
the abilities and popularity of
ple, irnd dreaded so much
its author, that in person he led the body of troops
He marched, according to
destined to suppress it.
Gomara, three thousand miles, through a country
abounding with thick forests, rugged mountains, deep
rivers, thinly inhabited, and cultivated only in a few
What he suffered from famine, from the hos
places.
from the climate, and from hard
tility of the natives,
ships of every species, has nothing in history parallel
to it, but what occurs in the adventures of the other
Cor
discoverers and conquerors of the New \Vorld.
tes was employed in this dreadful service above two
and though it was not distinguished by any
years
splendid event, he exhibited, during the course of it,

NOTE

HISTORY OF

S

seventeen years in
it, having served during
America, and having visited in person most of the pro
vinces concerning which he had occasion to write.
But only the first part of his chronicle has been printed.
It contains a
of Peru, and several of the

fellow-sufferers asserted Ihcir innocence with their last
breath, and that many of the Spanish soldiers con
demned this action of Cortes as equally unnecessary

[123]. p. 135.

this

description
adjacent provinces, with an account of the institutions
and customs of the natives, and is written with so little
art, and such an apparent regard for truth, that one
lust regret the loss of the other parts of his work.

This loss is amply supplied by Don Augustine Zarate,
ho published, in 1555, his Historia del Descubrimiento
Zarate was a
y Conqucsta de la Provincia del Peru.
man of rank and education, and employed in Peru, as
His history,
comptroller-general of the public revenue.
whether we attend to its matter or composition, is a
as
had
an
merit
he
book of considerable
opportunity
to be well informed, and seems to have been inquisitive
with respect to the manners and transactions of the
Peruvians, great credit is due to his testimony.
Don Diego Fernandez published his Historia del
Peru in 1571. His sole object is to rehto the dissen
sions and civil wars of the Spaniards in that empire.
As he served in a public station in Peru, and was well
acquainted both with the country and with the principal
greater personal courage, more fortitude of mind, more actors in those singular scenes which he describes, as
other period or he
possessed sound understanding ao4 greatimpartiality,
perseverance and patience than in any
scene in his life.
Herrera, dec. 3. lib. vi. vii. viii. ix. his work may be ranked among those of the historians
Gomara, Cron. c. 163177. B. Diaz, 174190. most distinguished for their industry in research, or
Were one to write a life of their capacity in judging with respect to the events
Cortes, MS. penes me.
Cortes, the account of this expedition should occupy a which they relate.
In
a
The last author who c-an be reckoned among the
general history of America,
splendid place in it.
as the expedition was productive of no great event, contemporary historians of the conquest of Peru is Garthe mention of it is sufficient.
cilasso de la Vega, Inca.
For though the first part of
his work, entitled Commentaries Reales del Origin de
NOTE [124]. p. 135. According to Herrera, the las Incas lieies del l*crv. was not published sooner
treasure which Cortes brought with him, consisted of than the year 1609, seventy-six years after the death
fifteen hundred marks of wrought plate, two hundred of Atahualpa the last Emperor, yet as he was born in
thousand pesos of fine gold, and ten thousand of in
Peru, and was the son of an officer of distinction
ferior standard, many rich jewels, one in particular among the
Spanish conquerors, by a Coya, or lady of
worth forty thousand pesos, and several trinkets and the roval race, on account of which he always took the
ornaments of value. Dec. 4. lib. iii. c. 8. lib. iv. c. 1. name of Inca as he was master of the language spoken
He afterwards engaged to give a portion with his by the Incas, and acquainted with the traditions of his
Gomara Cron. countrymen, his authority is rated very high, and often
daughter of a hundred thousand pesos.
The fortune which he left his sons was very placed above that of all the other historians. His
c. 237.
considerable.
But, as we have before related, the sum work, however, is little more than a commentary upon
divided among the conquerors, on the first reduction of the Spanish writers
the Peruvian story, and composed
Mexico, was very small. There appears, then, to be of quotations taken from the authors whom I have
of
that
the
accusations
Corfor
some reason
mentioned.
This is the idea which he himself gives of
suspecting
tes s enemies were not altogether destitute of founda
Nor is it in the account of facts only
it, lib. i. c. 10.
him
with
to
his
tion.
Even in explaining the
that he follows them servilely.
having applied
They charged
own use a disproportionate share of the Mexican spoils institutions and rites of his ancestors, his information
with having concealed the royal treasures of Monte- seems not to be more perfect than theirs.
His ex
zuma and Guatimozin ; with defrauding the king of his planation of the Quipos is almost the same with that of
fifth
and robbing his followers of what was due to Acosta. He produces no specimen of Peruvian poetry,
them.
Herrera, dec. 3. lib. viii. c. 15. dec. 4. lib. iii. but that wretched one which he borrows from Bias
Some of the conquerors themselves entertained Valera, an early missionary, whose memoirs have never
c. 8.
Lib. ii. c. 1.5.
As for composition,
suspicions of the same kind with respect to this part of been published.
B. Diaz, c. 157.
his conduct.
arrangement, or a capacity of distinguishing between
what is fabulous, what is probable, and what is true,
NOTE [125]. p. 136. In tracing the progress of the one searches for them in vain in the commentaries of
the Inca.
His work, however, notwithstanding its
Spanish arms in New Spain, we have followed Cort
His despatches to great defects, is not altogether destitute of use. Some
himself as our most certain guide.
the Emperor contain a minute account of his operations. traditions which he received from his
countrymen are
But the unlettered conqueror of Peru was incapable of preserved in it. His knowledge of the Peruvian lan
:

;

;

NOTE

this time horses had
[128]. p. 138.
tiplied greatly in the Spanish settlements on the
;inent.
Cortes began his
in the

By

mul
con-

When

expedition
year
1518, though his armament was more considerable
;han that of Pizarro, and composed of persons superior
n rank to those who invaded Peru, he could

procure

no more than sixteen horses.

NOTE [129] p. 139. In the year 1740, D. Ar,t.
Ulloa and D. George Juan travelled from Guayaquil to
Motupe by the same route which Pizarro took. From
the description of their journey, one may form an idea
of the difiiculty of his march.
The sandy plains be
tween St. Michael de Pieura and Motupe extend 90
without
without
a
miles,
water,
tree, a plant, or any
green thing, on a dreary stretch of burning sand. Voy
age, torn.

i.

p.

399, &c.

NOTE [130]. p. 139. This extravagant and unsea
sonable discourse of Valverde has been censured by
all historians, and with
15,it
justice.
though he seems
to have been an illiterate and bigotted monk, nowise
resembling the good Olmedo, who accompanied Cortes;
the absurdity of his address to Atahualpa must not be
His harangue is evidently
charged wholly upon him.
a translation or paraphrase of that form, concerted by a
junto of Spanish divines and lawyers in the year 1509,
for explaining the right of their king to the sovereignty
of the New World, and for directing the officers em
ployed in America how they should take possession of
See Note 23. The sentiments
any new country.
contained in Valverde s harangue must not then be im
puted to the bigotted imbecility of a particular man,
but to that of the age. But Gomara and Benzoni relate
one circumstance concerning Valverde, which, if au
thentic, renders him an object not of contempt only
but of horror.
They assert, that during the whole ac
tion Valverde continued to excite the soldiers to slaugh
ter, calling to them to strike the enemy not with the

Gom. Cron.
edge but with the points of their swords.
c. 113.
Benz. Histor. Nov. Orbis, lib. iii. c. 3. Such
behavior was very different from that of the Roman
Catholic clergy in other parts of America, wiiere they
uniformly exerted their influence to protect the In

and

dians,

moderate the ferocity of

to

their country-

T&amp;gt;f

;

;

relating his own exploits. Our information with respect
to them, and other transactions in Peru, is derived,

however, from contemporary and respectable authors.
The most early account of Pizarro s transactions in
Peru was published by Francisco de Xerez, his secre
It is a simple, unadorned narrative, carried down
tary.
no further than the death of Atahualpa, in 1533 for
the author returned to Spam in 1534, and, soon after
he landed, printed at Seville his short History of the
;

Conquest of Peru, addressed to the Emperor.
Don Pedro Sancho, an officer who served under Pizarro, drew up an account of his expedition, which was
translated into Italian by Ratnusio, and inserted in his
valnable collection, but has never been published in its
Sancho returned to Spain at the
original language.
same time with Xercz. Great credit is due to what
both these authors relate concerning the progress and
but the residence of the Spa
operations of Pizarro
niards in Peru had been so short, at the time when they
left it, an*i| their intercourse with the natives was so
slender, that their knowledge of the Peruvian manners
;

and customs

is

very imperfect.

The next contemporary historian is Pedro Cieza de
Ijeon, who published his Cronica del Peru at Seville in
had finished all that he purposes in the
general division of his work, it would have been the
most complete history which hud been published of any
1553.

r&amp;lt;&amp;gt;gin

If lie

in the

New

World.

He WHS wll

qualified to

guage has enabled him to correct some errors of the
Spanish writers, and he has inserted in it some curious
facts taken from authors whose works were never pub
lished, and are now lost.

NOTE [131]. p. 139. Two different systems have
been formed concerning the conduct of Atahualpa.
The Spanish
their

writers, in order to justify the violence of
all the Inca s profes

countrymen, contend that

and that his intention
sions of friendship were feigned
in agreeing to an interview with Pizarro at Caxamalca.
was to cut off him and his followers at one blow that
;

;

purpose he advanced with such a numerous
body of attendants, who had arms concealed under
their garments to execute this scheme.
This is the
account given by Xeres and Zcrate, and adopted by
Herrera.
But if it had been the plan of the Inca to
destroy the Spaniards, one can hardly imagine that he
would have permitted them to march through the desert
of Motupe, or have neglected to defend the passes in
the mountains, where they might have been attacked
If the Peruvians inarched
with so much advantage.
to Caxamalca with an intention to fall upon the Spa
for this

inconceivable that of so great a body of
for action, not one should attempt to
resistance, but all tamely suffer themselves to be

niards,

it

is

men, prepared

make

butchered by an enemy whom they were armed to at
tack.
Atahualpa s mode of advancing to the interview
has the aspect of a peaceabla procession, not of a mili
of the hardships which they endured, and of the un
He himself and his followers were in
tary enterprise.
healthy climate in the regions which they visited, from their habits of
ceremony, preceded, as on days of so
the extraordinary mortality that prevailed among them.
unarmed harbingers. Though rude nations
Pizarro carried out 1 12 men, Almagro 70.
In less lemnity, by
arc frequently cunning and false ; yet if a scheme of
than nine months 130 of these died.
Few fell by the
and treachery must be imputed either to a
sword most of them were cut off by diseases. Xeres, deception
monarch that had no great reason to be alarmed at a
p. 180.
visit from strangers who solicited admission into his
presence as friends, or to an adventurer so daring and
NOTE [127]. p. 137. This island, says Herrera, is so little scrupulous as Pizarro, one cannot hesitate in
rendered so uncomfortable by the unwhoiesomeness of determining where to fix the presumption of guilt.
its climate, its impenetrable woods, its rugged moun
Even amidst the endeavors of the Spanish writers to
tains, and the multitude of insects and reptiles, thut it palliate the proceedings of Pizarro, one plainly perceives
is seldom any soiter
of
is em
than
that
that
it was his intention, as well as his interest, to
epithet
infernal
The sun is almost never seen seize the Inca, and that he had taken measures for
ployed in describing it.
there, and throughout the year it hardly ever ceases to that purpose previous to any suspicion of that mo
rain.
Dec. iii. lib. x. c. 3. Dampier touched at this narch s designs.
island in the year 16S5
and his account of the climate
Garcilasso de la Vega, extremely solicitous to vindi
Vol. i. p. 172.
is not more favorable.
He., during his cate his countrymen the Peruvians, from the crime of
cruise on the coast, visited most of the places where having concerted the destruction of Pizarro and his
Pizarro landed, and his description of them throw-slight followers, and no less afraid to charge the Spaniards
on the narrations of the early Spanish historians.
with improper conduct towards the Inca, has framed

NOTE

One may form an

[126]. p. 136.

;

;

idea both

SOUTH AM ERIC
nother system.
He relates, tbat a man of majestic
form, with a long beard, and garments reaching to the
ground, having appeared in a vision to Viracocha, the
eighth Inca, and declared that he was a child of the

1S5

A.

hands, robbed the Temple of part of this valuable trcasure
and such was the reverence of the natives for
their persons, that though they beheld this act of sacriwith
astonishment, they did not attempt to prevent
lege
or disturb the commission of it.
Zarate, lib. ii. c. 6.
Sancho ap. Ramus. iii 375. U.

&amp;lt;

[

;

Sun, that monarch built a temple in honor of this per
son, and erected an image of him, resembling as nearly
as possible the singular form in which he had exhibited
himself to his view. In this temple divine honors were

NOTE [138] p. 142. Herrera gives a striking pic
Twelve gentlemen, who had
ture of their indigence.
been officers of distinction under Almagro, lodged in
the same house, and having but one cloak among them,

NOTE

Herrera. the
[1331. p. 141.
According .1 to f:
r ft
r.
...
f.f.L
of Cuzco after setting apart&quot;the King s fftlt,
was divided among 480 persons. Each received 4000
-1

P. i. lib. iv.
paid to him by the name of Viracocha.
c. 21. lib. v. c. 22.
When the Spaniards first appeared
in Peru, the length of their beards, and the dress they
wore, struck every person so much with their likeness
to the image of Viracocha, that they supposed them to

.

spoil

vi.

I

was worn

alternately by him who had occasion to apwhile the rest, from the want of a decent

in public,

Their former
dress were obliged to keep vithin doors.
friends and companions were so much afraid of giving
offence to Pizarro, that they durst not entertain, or

c. 3.

entitled to a share far greater than that of the private
be children of the Sun, who had descended from hea
men, the sum total must have risen much beyond what
ven to earth. All concluded that the fatal period of I have mentioned. Gomara, c. 123, and Zarate, lib.
the Peruvian empire was now approaching, and that ii. c. S, satisfy themselves with asserting in general, that
the throne would be occupied by new possessors. Ata- the plunder of the Cuzco vas of greater \dlue than
hualpa himself, considering the Spaniards as messen- the ransom of Atahualpa.
g^rs from heaven, was so far from entertaining any
NOTK [134]. p. 141. No expedition in the New
thoughts of resisting them, that he determined to yield
From these Wond was. conducted with more persevering courage
implicit obedience to their commands.
sentiments flowed his professions of love and respect. than hat of Alvarado, and in none were greater hard
To those were owing the cordial reception of Solo and ships endured. Many of the persons tr.gaged in it
Ferdinand Pizarro in his eamp, and the submissive re were, like iheir leader, veterans who had served under
verence wilh which he himself advanced to visit the Cortes, inured to all the
Such
rigor of American war.
but from the gross of my readers as have not an
Spanish general in his quarters
opportunity of perusing

it

pear
j

This amounts to 1.920,000 pesos. Dec. v.
But as the general and other officers were

pesos.
lib.

which distinguishes the one sex, mingled with the senand tenderness peculiar to the other. Lettre
sibility
J
de
M. Godin a M. de la Condamine.

One may conceive what
even converse with them.
was the condition, and what the indignation of men
and
once accustomed to power
opulence, when they
felt themselves
poor and despised, without a roof under
which to shelter their heads, while they beheld others,
whose merits and services were not equal to their.-,
Dec. 6. lib.
living in splendor in sumptuous edifices.

i

I

NOTE

;

ignorance of Philipillo, the interpreter, the declaration
of the Spaniards, and his answer to it, were so ill ex
plained, that, by their mutual inability to comprehend
each other s intentions, the fatal rencontre at Caxamalca, with all its dreadful consequences was occasioned.
It is remarkable, that no traces of this superstitious
veneration of the Peruvians for the Spaniards are to be
found either in Xeres, or Sarcho, or Zarate, previous
to the interview

visited

Caxamalca

at

mer served under

Pizarro at

Pern soon

the

after

and yet the two

;

march

account which D. Ant. Ulloa gives of his own journey
in 1736, nearly in the same route.
Voy. torn. i. p.
178, &c., or that of M. Bouguer, who proceeded from
Puerto Viejo to Quito by the same road which Alvarado took.
He compares his own journey with that of
the Spanish leader, and by the comparison gives a most
striking idea of the boldness and patience of Alvarado

for

that time, and the latter
If either the
conquest.

Inca himself, or his messengers, had addressed the
Spaniards in the words which Garcilasso puts in their
mouths, they must have been struck with such submis
sive declarations
and they would certainly have
availed themselves of them to accomplish their own
Garcilasso hirrtfcelf,
designs with greater facilitv.
though his narrative of the intercourse between the
Inca and the Spaniards, preceding the rencontre at Caxamalca, is founded on the supposition of his believing
them 10 be Viracochas, or divine beings, p. ii. lib. i. c.
17, &c., yet, with his usual inattention and inaccuracy,
he admits in another place that the Peruvians did not
recollect the resemblance between them and the god

of their sufferings by Zarate,
idea of the nature of their
from the sea-coast to Quito, by consulting the

may form some

in forcing his

de

way through

so

many

obstacles.

j

|

NOTE

I

]

|

j

I

!

Voyage

[135]. p. 141.-

According

I

All the Spanish writers i!edistresses nl both parties,

very minutely. Zarate observes, that hardly any parallel
to it occurs in history, cither with respect to the length
of the retreat, or the ardor of the pursuit.
Pizarro,
according to his computation, followed the viceroy upwards of three thousand miles. Lib. v. c. 10. 26

NOTE [142]. p. 14. It amounted, according to
Fernandez, the best informed historian of that period,
Lib. ii.
to one million four hundred thousand pesos.

Perou.j. 28, &c.

NOTE

[140]. p. 147.

scribe his march, and the

to Herrera, there

was entered on account of

;

Herrera, whose accuracy en

greater than that of the Archbishop of TolcJo, the
Dec. 7. lib. vi. c. 3.
best endowed see Europe.

the striking description

or Herrera,

[139]. p. 145.

him to great credit, asserts, that Gonzalo Pizarro
possessed domains in the neighborhood of Chuquesaca
dc la Plata, which yielded him an annual revenue
titles

c.

the king in gold, 155,300
(eacli 8 minces) of silver, be-

79.

pesos, and 5,400 marks
sides several vessels and ornaments,

NOTE [142]. p. 149. Carvajal. from the beginning,
some of gold and
on account of private persons, in had been an advocate for an accommodation with Gasca.
Finding Pizarro incapable of holding that bold
gold 499.000 pesos, and 54,000 marks of silver. Dec.
course which he originally suggested, he recommended
o. lib. vi. c. 13.
to him a timely submission to his sovereign ss the
NOTE [136]. p. 142, The Peruvians not only imi safest measure. When the president s oflers WCIP first
communicated to Carvajal,
tated the military arts of the Spaniards, but had re
By our Lady, (sav He in
course to devices of their own.
As the cavalry were that strain of buffoonery which was familiar o him,)
He give? fiem both
Viracocha, until the fatal disasters subsequent to the the chief objects of their terror, they endeavored to the priest issues gracious bulls.
defeat at Caxamalca. andfthen only began to call them render them incar.able of
and cheap let us not only accept them, but
acting by means of a long good
Viracochas.
P. i. lib. v. c. 21.
This is confirmed by thong with a stone fastened to each end.
Fernandez,
This, when wear them as rcliques about our necks.&quot;
!

i

others

of silver

:

I

&quot;

I

;

!

i

Herrera, dec. v. lib.
of America, if we

ii.

12.

In

many different parts
the Spanish writers,
considered as divine beings who

c.

believe

may

countrymen were
had descended from heaven.
But in this instance, as
in many which occur in the intercourse between na
tions whose progress in refinement is very unequal, the
ideas of those who used the expression were different
from those who heard it.
For such is the idiom of the
Indian languages, or such is the simplicity of those
their

who speak

when they see any thing with
which they were formerly unacquainted, and of which
not
do
know
the
they
origin, they say that it came
down from heaven. Nugnez. Ram. iii. 327. C.
The account which I have given of the sentiments
and proceedings of the Peruvians, appears to be more
natural and consistent than either of the two preceding,
and is better supported by the facts related by the con
them, that

temporary historians.
According to Xeres,

were

the

number

of the slain

seven thousand.
Ram. iii. 274. D. By Garcilasso s account, live thousand were massacred.
P. ii.
lib. i. c. 25.
The number which I have mentioned,
six or

being the medium between the extremes,
be nearest the truth.

NOTE

[132].

king proof of

p.

139.

Nothing can be

may

a

probably

more

stri

than that three Spaniards travelled
from Caxamalca to Cuzco.
The distance between

them

is six

this,

hundred miles.

In every place throughout
were treated with all

this great extent of country, they

the honors which the Peruvians paid to their
sovereigns,
and even to their divinities.
Under pretext of amass
ing what

was wanting

demanded the
the Temple of

i

i

[

|

i

;

I

i

200, two thousand Peruvians

p.

Sancho makes

killed.

thrown by a skilful hand, twisted about the horse and lib. ii. c. 63.
its rider, and
entangled them so as to obstruct their
NOTE [143]. p. 149. During the rebellion of Gonmotions.
Herrera mentions this as an invention of their
own. Dec. 5. lib. viii. c. 4. But as I have observed, p. zalo Pizarro, seven hundred men were killed in battle,
were hanged or beheaded,
J113, this weapon is common among several barba- and three hundred and eighty
Above three hundred 01
rous tribes towards the extremity of South America
Herrera, dec. 8. lib. iv. c. 4.
and it is more probable that the Peruvians had observed these were cut off by Carvajal. Fernandez, lib. ii. c.
Zarate makes the number of those put to a vio
the dexterity with which they used it in hunting, and 91.
on this occasion adopted it themselves. The Spaniards lent death live hundred. Lib. vii. c 1
were considerably annoyed by it. Herrera, ibid. Ano
NOTE [144]. p. 150 In my inquiries concerning
ther instance of the ingenuity of the Peruvians deserves
mention.
By turning a river out of its channel, they the manners and policy of the Mexicans, I have re
overflowed a valley, in which a body of the enemy ceived much information from a large manuscript of
was posted, so suddenly, that it was with the utmost Don Alonso de Conta, one of the judges in the Court
In the year 1553, Philip II.,
Herrera, of Audience at Mexico.
difficulty the Spaniards made their escape,
dec. 4. lib. vin. c. 5.
in order to discover the mode of levying tribute from
his Indian subjects, that would be most beneficial to
NOTE [137]. p. 142. Herrera s account of Orr.lla- the crown, and least oppressive to them, addressed a
na s voyage is the most minute and apparently the most mandate to all the Courts of Audien-.-o m America, encertain queries which he proposed
accurate.
It was probably taken from the
journal of joining them to answer
Orellana himself.
But the dates are not distinctly to them concerning the ancient form of government
His navigation down the Coca, or Napo, established among tbe various nations of Indians, and the
marked.
and he arrived at the mode in which they had been accustomed to pay taxes
began early in February, 1541
mouth of the river on the 26th of August, having spent to their kings or chiefs. In obedience to this mandate,
near seven months in the voyage.
M. de la Conda Corita, who had resided nineteen years in America,
mine in the year 1743, sailed from Cuenca to Para, a fourteen of which he passed in New Spain, composed
He acquaints his
settlement of the Portuguese at the mouth of the river, the work of which I have a copy.
a navigation much longer than that of Orellana, in less sovereign, that he made it an object, during his resi
than four months.
Voyage, p. 179. But the two ad dence in America, and in all its provinces which he had
venturers were very differently provided for the voy
visited, to i
ently into the manners and cusiat tie had conversed for this pur
This hazardous undertaking to which ambition toms of the natives
age.
and con
prompted Orellana, and to which the love of science pose with many aged and intelligent Indians,
led M. de la Condamine, was undertaken in the year sulted several of the Spanish Ecclesiastics, who under
17
by Madame Godin des Odonais from conjugal stood the Indian language most perfectly, particularly
affection.
The narrative of the hardships which she some of those who landed in New Spain soon after the
Corita appears to be a man of some learn
suffered, of the dangers to which she was exposed, and conquest
of the disasters which befell her, is one of the most ing, and to have carried on his inquiries with the dilihe pretends. Greater
singular and affecting stories in any language, exhibit- gencc and accuracy to which
ing in her conduct a striking
picture of the fortitude credit is due to his testimony from one circumstance.
ig pic
I

for the ransom of the Inca, they
plates of gold with which the walls of
the Sun in Cuzco wcrr adorned ; and

though the priests were unwilling to alienate those sa
cred ornaments, and the people refused to violate the
shrine of their God, the three Spaniards, with their own

|

;

j

1

;

&amp;lt;39,

I

ROBERTSON

186
His work was not composed with a view

to publica

support of any particular theory, but contains
simple though full answers to queries proposed to him
officially.
Though Herrera does not mention him
among the authors whom he had followed as guides in
bis history, I should suppose, from several facts of whicli
he takes notice, as well as from several expressions
which he uses, that this memorial of Corita was not
unknown to him.
tion, or in

The early Spanish writers
[145]. p. 151.
were so hasty and inaccurate in estimating the numbers
of people in the provinces and towns in America, that
it is impossible to ascertain that of Mexico itself with
Cortes describes the extent
any degree of precision.

NOTE

and populousness of Mexico
imply that it was not inferior

in general terms, which
to the greatest cities in

S

HISTORY OF

Mexican ingenuity, gives a particular description of
Along one o^ the causeways, says he, by which
they enter the city, are conducted two conduits, com
posed of clay tempered with mortar, about two paces in
In one of them is
breadth, and raised about six feet.
conveyed a stream of excellent water, as large as the
of
a
into
the
of
centre
the city, and supplies
man,
body
of
it.

the inhabitants plentifully.
The other is empty, that
it is
necessary to clean or repair the former, the
stream of water may be turned into it.
As this conduit

all

when

passes along two of the bridges, where there are breeches
in the
causeway, through which the salt water of the
lakes flows, it is conveyed over them in
pipes as large
as the body of an ox, then carried from the conduit to
the remote quarters of the
city in canoes, and sold to
the inhabitants.
Relat. ap. Ramus. 241. A.

Gomara is more explicit, and affirms, that
NOTE [149]. p. 152. In the armoury of the royal pa
Europe.
there were 60,000 houses or families in Mexico. Cron. lace of Madrid are shown suits of
armour, which are
c. 78.
Herrera adopts his opinion, Dec. 2. lib. vii. c. called Montezuma s.
They are composed of thin lac
and the generality of writers follow them implicitly
13
In the opinion of very
quered copperplates.
intelligent
without inquiry or scruple.
According to this account, judges, they are evidently eastern. The forms of the
the inhabitants of Mexico must have been about 300,000. silver ornamr.its
upon them, representing dragons, &c.
Toiquemada, with his usual propensity to the marvel may be considered a confirmation of this.
They are
lous, asserts, that there were 120,000 houses or fami
infinitely superior, in point of workmanship, to any effort
lies in Mexico, and consequently about 600,000 inha
of American art. The
received from
;

Lib.

bitants.

iii.

c.

23.

But

in a very judicious ac

count of the Mexican empire, by one of Cortes s officers,
the population is lixcd at 60,000 people.
Ramusio,
iii. SOU. A.
Even by this account, which probably is
much nearer the truth than any of the foregoing,

Mexico was

NOTE

a great city.

P. Torribio de Benavente that I am indebted for this curious observation.
Palafbx, Bishop of Cindad de la Puebla Los Angeles,
confirms ami illustrates it more fully.
The Mexican

[146].

p.

151.

It is to

the only language in which a termination
indicating respect, silavas rcvcrcntiales y dc cortesia,
be
affixed
to every word.
may
By adding the final syl
lable ~m or azin to any word, it becomes a
ex

(says he)

is

proper
pression of veneration in the mouth of an inferior.
If,
in speaking to an equal, the word Father is to be used,
it is Tat!, but an inferior says
Tatzin.
One priest

speaking to another, calls him Teupixjiie; a person of
inferior rank calls

him Teopixcetzin.

The name

of the

emperor who reigned when Cortes invaded Mexico,
was Montezunui but his vassals, from reverence, pro
nounced it Montczumazin.
Torribio, MS. Palaf.
Virtudes del Indio, p. 65.
The Mexicans had not only
reverential nouns, but reverential verbs.
The manner
in which these are formed from the verbs in common
use is explained by D. Jos. Aug. Aldama y Guenara in
his Mexican Grammar, No. 188.
;

NOTE. [147] p. 152. From comparing several pas
sages in Corita and Herrera, we may collect, with some
degree of accuracy, the various modes in whicli the Me
xicans contributed towards the support of government.
Some persons of the first order seem to have been ex
empted from the payment of any tribute, and as their
only duty to the public, were bound to personal service
in war, and to follow the banner of their
with

sovereign

their vassals.

2.

The immediate

vassals of the

crown

were bound not only

to personal militrry service, but
paid a certain proportion of the produce of their lands in
kind.
3. Those who held offices of honor or trust
paid a certain share of what they received in

consequence

of holding these.

Each Capullce, or association,
part of the field allotted to it, for the
behoof of the crown, and deposited the produce in the
5. Socne part of whatever was brought
royal granaries.

cultivated

4.

some

to the public markets, whether fruits of the earth, or the
various productions of their artists and manufacturers,
was demanded for the public use, and the merchants

Spaniards probably

them

the Philippine islands.
The only unquestionable
specimen of Mexican art, that I know of in Great Bri
tain, is a cup of very fine gold, which is said to have
belonged to Montezuma. It weighs 5oz. 12dwt. Three

drawings of it were exhibited to the Society of Anti
A man s head is represented
quaries, June 10, 1765.
on this cup.
On one side the full face, on the other
the profile, on the third the back
parts of the head.
The relievo is said to have been produced by punching
the inside of the
cup, so as to make the representation
of a face on the outside.
The features are gross, but
represented with some degree of art, and certainly too

rude for Spanish
This cup was pur
workmanship.
chased by Edward Earl of Oxford, while he
lay in the
harbor of Cadiz with the fleet under his command, and

now

in the possession of his
grandson, Lord Archer.
indebted for this information to
my respectable
and ingenious friend Mr.
In the sixth vo
Barnngton.
lume of the Archaeologia, p. 107, is
published an account
of some masks of Terra Cotta,
brought from the bury
ing ground on the American continent, about seventy
miles from the British settlement on the
Mosquito shore.
They are said to be likenesses of chiefs, or other emi
nent persons.
From the descriptions and engravings
of them, we have an additional
proof of the imperfect
is
I

am

The rst is a map, or representation of
progress of the ancient Mexicans on their first ar
rival in the country, and of the various stations in which
they settled, before they founded the capital of their
The second is a Chro
empire in the lake of Mexico.
nological Wheel, or Circle, representing the manner in
which they computed and marked their cvcle of
fiftytwo years. He received both from Don Carlos de Siguenza y Congorra, a diligent collector of ancient
copper-plates.

,

th

Mexican Documents.

But as it seems now to be a
received opinion (founded, as far as I know, on no
good
that
Carreri was never out of
evidence),
and that
Italy,

famous Giro del Mundo is an account of a fictitious
voyage, I have not mentioned these paintings in the
text.
They have, however, manifestly the appearance
of being Mexican
productions, and are allowed to be
so by Boturini, who was well
qualified to determine
whether they were genuine or supposititious, M. Clavigero likewise admits them to be genuine paintings of
the ancient Mexicans.
To me they always appeared
to be so,
though from my desire to rest no part of my
narrative upon questionable
authority, I did not refer
his

to them.
The style of painting in the former is consi
derably more perfect than any other specimen of Mexi
can design
but as the original is said to have been
much defaced by time, I suspect that it has been impiovcd by some touches from the hand of a European
artist.
The Chrono
Carreri, Churchill, iv. p. 487.
logical Wheel is a just delineation of the Mexican mode
of computing time, as described
by Acosta, lib. vi. c.
2.
It seeins to resemble one which that learned Je
;

had seen

and if it be admitted as a genuine monu
;
proves that the Mexicans had artificial or arbi
trary characters, which represented several thinss be
sides numbers.
Each month is there represented by a.
symbol expressive of some work or rite peculiar to it.

suit

ment,

it

The third specimen of Mexican painting was disco
vered by another Italian.
In 1736, Lorenzo Boturini
Benaduci set out for New Spain, and was led by se
veral incidents to study the
language of the Mexicans,
and to collect the remains of their historical monuments,
lie
nine years in his researches, with the en
gersisted
thusiasm of a projector, and the patience of an anti
In 1746, he published at Madrid, Idea dc una
quary.
Nueva Historia General de la America Septentrional,
containing an account of the result of his inquiries ;
and he added to it a catalogue of his American Histori
cal

Museum, arranged under

thirty-six different heads.
New History appears to me the work of
a whimsical credulous man.
But his catalogue of

His idea of a

Mexican maps, paintings, tribute-rolls, calendars, &c.
is much
Unfor
larger than one could have expected.
tunately a ship, in which he had sent a considerable
NOTE [150]. p. 153. The learned reader will per part of them to Europe, uas taken
by an English pri
ceive how much I have been
indebted, in this part of vateer during the war between Great Britain and Spaio,
my work, to the guidance of the Bishop of Gloucester, which commenced in the year 1739 and it is probable
who has traced the successive steps by which the hu
that they perished by falling into the hands of
ignorant
man mind advanced in this line of its progress, with captors. Boturini himself incurred the
displeasure of
much erudition, and greater ingenuity. He is the first, the Spanish court, and died in an
hospital at Madrid.
as far as I know, who formed a rational and consistent The
history of which the Idea, &c. was only a prospec
theory concerning the various modes of
The remainder of his Mu
tus, was never published.
writing prac
tised by nations,
to
the
various degrees of seum seems to have been
Some part of it
according
dispersed.
their improvement.
L)iv. Legation of Moses, iii. 69,
came into the possession of the present Archbishop of
&c. Some important observations have been added Toledo, when he was
and he
primate of New Spain
by M. le President de Brasses, the learned and intelli
published from it that curious tribute-roll which I have
gent author of the Traite de la Formation Mecanique mentioned.
des Langues, torn. i. 295, &c.
The only other collection of Mexican paintings, as
As the Mexican paintings are the most curious far as I can learn, is in the
Imperial Library at Vienna.
state of arts

amo ig

the Americans.

;

:

monuments extant

of the earliest mode of
writing, it
not be improper to
give some account of the means
by which they were preserved from the general wreck
of every work of art in
America, and communicated to
will

the public.
For the most early and complete collec
tion of these
published by Purchas, we are indebted to
the attention of that curious
Don

By order of their Imperial Majesties I have obtained
such a specimen of these as I desired, in fight paint
ings made with so much fidelity, that I am informed
the copies could hardly be distinguished from the
origi
nals.

According to a note

in this

Codex Mcxicanus,

it

appears to have been a present from Emmanuel, King
of Portugal, to Pope Clement VII. who died A. D.
1533.
After passing through the hands of several il
lustrious proprietors, it fell into those of the Cardinal

who paid this were exempted from every other tax.
inquirer, Hakluyt.
The Mayeques or adscripti glelm, were bound to Antonio Mendoza, viceroy of New Spain, having
deemed
those
cultivate certain districts in every province, which
paintings a proper present for Charles
may
be considered as croicn Itnds, and brought the increase V., the ship in which they were sent to Spain was of fSaxe-Eisenach, who presented it to the Emperor
taken
a
French
into public storehouses.
by
cruiser, and they came into the pos
These paintings are manifestly Mexican,
Thus the sovereign received
Leopold.
some part of whatever was useful or valuable in the session of Thevet, the King s geographer, who, having but they arc in a style very different from any of the
travelled
himself
into
the
New
Workl, and described former. An engraving has been made of one of them,
country, whether it was (lie natural production of the
soil, or acquired by the industry of the people.
What one of its provinces, was a curious observer of whatever in order to gratify such of my readers as may deem
6.

tended to

manners of the Americans. On this an object worthy of their attention. Were it an
were purchased by Hakluyt, at that time
object of sufficient importance, it might perhaps be
chaplain of the English ambassador to the French possible, by recourse to the plates of Purchas, and the
court
and being left by him to Purchas, were
pub Archbishop of Toledo, as a key, to form plausible con
lished at the desire of the learned
antiquary, Sir Henry jectures concerning the meaning of this picture. Many
Spelman. Purchas, iii. 1065. They were translated of the figures are evidently similar. A. A. are targets
from English into French by Melchizcdeck Thevenot, and darts, almost in the same form with those
eighteen pence or two shillings a head.
published
and published in his collection of
B. B. are figures
voyages. A. D. 1683. by Purchas, p. 1070, 1071, &c.
NOTB [148]. p. 152. Cortes, who seems to have
The second specimen of Mexican picture-writing of
temples, nearly resembling those in Purchase, p.
much astonished at this, as with any instance was published by Dr. Francis Geraelli Carreri, in two 1109 and
Plate II. C
1113, and in Lorenzana.
ach contributed towards the support of
government
to have been inconsiderable.
Corita, in answer
to one of the queries put to the Audience of Mexico
by
Philip H., endeavors to estimate in money the value of
what each citizen might be supposed to pay, and does
not reckon it at more than three or four reals, about

seems

illustrate the

his death, they

;
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Sec vol. iii. p. 1109,
a bale of mantles, or cotton cloths, the figure of structed in the same manner.
vhich occurs in almost every plate of Purchas and 1110, 1113.
E.
E.
seem
to
be
Mexican
E.
Loreuzana.
cap
NOTE [1531. p. 154. Not only in Tlascala andTetains in their war dress, the fantastic ornaments of
which resemble the figures in Purchas, p. 1110, 1111, peaca, but even in Mexico itself, the houses of the peo
I should suppose this picture to be a tribute2113.
ple were mere huts built with turf or mud, or the
branches of trees.
roll, as their mode of noting numbers occurs frequently.
They were extremely low and
D. D. D.. &c. According to Boturini, the mode of slight, and without any furniture but a few earthen ves
Like the rudest Indians, several families resided
computation by the number of knots was known to the sels.
aut having any separate apartMexicans as well as to the Peruvians, p. 85, and the under the same roof, without
manner in which the number of units is represented in ments. Ilerrera, dec. 2. lib. vii. c. 13. lib. x. c. 22.
dec. 3. lib. iv. c. 17.
the Mexican paintings in my possession seems to con
Torquem. lib. iii. c. 23.
firm this opinion.
They plainly resemble a string of
NOTE [154]. p. 154. I am informed by a person
knots on a cord or slender rope.
Since I published the former edition, Mr. Waddilove, who resided long in New Spain, and visited almost
who is still pleased to continue his friendly attention to every province of it, that there is not, in all the extent
the Library of that vast empire, any monument or vestige of any
procure me information, has discovered, in
of the Escurial, a volume in folio, consisting of forty building more ancient than the conquest, nor of any
sheets of a kind of pasteboard, each the size of a roifi- bridge or highway, except some remains of the cause
is

have been

I

.

mon sheet of writing paper, with great variety of un
couth and whimsical figures of Mexican paiming, in
with an explanation in Spanish
very, fresh colors, and
The first twenty-two sheets are the
lo most of them.
About the middle of
signs of the months, days, &c.

to that gate of Mexico by which
Cortes entered the city.
MS. penes me. The author
of another account in manuscript observes, &quot;That at
this day there does not remain even the smallest ves
tige of the existence of any ancient Indian building,

each sheet are two or more large figures for the month,
surrounded by the signs of the days. The last eighteen
sheets arc not so filled with figures.
They seem to be
Ac
si&quot;ns
of Deities, and images of various objects.
cording to this Calendar in the Escarial, the Mexican
vcar contained 236 days, divided into 22 months of 13
Each day is represented by a different sign,
days.
taken from some natural object, a serpent, a dog, a
The signs of days in the
lizard, a reed, a house, &c.
Calendar of the Escurial are precisely the same with
Boturini.
those mentioned by
Idea, etc. p. 45.
But,

public or private, either in Mexico or in any province
of New .Spain.
I have travelled, says he, through all

way from Guadaloupe

the countries adjacent to them, viz.

Galicia,

New

observed any monument worth notice, except some
ruins near an ancient village in the valley de Casas
Grandes, in lat. N. 3. 46 long. 258. 24 from the
island of Teneriffe, or 460 leagues N. N. \V. from
Mexico.
He describes these ruins minutely, and they
appear to be the remains of a paltry building of turl
and stone, plastered over with white earth or lime.
A
missionary informed that gentleman, that he had dis
covered the ruins of another edifice similar to the for
mer, about a hundred leagues towards N. \V. on the
hanks of the river St. Pedro. MS. penes me.
These testimonies derive great credit from one cir
.

we may give credit to that author, the Mexican year
contained 360 days, divided into 18 months of 20 days.
The order of days in every month was computed, ac
cording to him, first by what he calls a tridccennary
if

.

one day, nay, on some oc-

;

exclusive of other victims, were slaughtered annually.
Mon. Ind. lib. vii. c. 21. The most respectable au
thonty in favor of such high numbers is that of Zu
murraga, the first Bishop of Mexico, who, in a letter to
the chapter-general of
_. his order,
,
A. D. 1631, asserts,
that the Mexicans sacrificed
annually twenty thousand
j

j

(.,

Davila. Tcatro Eccles.
Ei
126.
In opposition
these accounts, B. de las Casas observes, that if

victims.
to all

there had

been such an annual waste of the human

species, the country could never have arrived at that

degree of populousness for which it was remarkable
when the Spaniards first landed there. This reasoning
is
If the number of victims in all the provinces
just.
of New Spain had been so great, not only must popu
lation have been prevented from increasing, but the
human race must have been exterminated in a short
time.
For besides the waste of the species by such
numerous sacrifices, it is observable that wherever the
fate of captives taken in war is either certain death or
perpetual slavery, as men can gain nothing by submit
ting speedily to an enemy, they always resist to the
uttermost, and war becomes bloody and destructive to

Las Casas positively asserts, (hat the
more than fifty or a hundred
See his dispute with Sepulveda,
year.

the last degree.

Mexicans never

sacrificed

persons in a
Cortes
subjoined to his Brevissima Relacion. p. 105.
does not specify what number of victims was sacrificed
but B. Diaz del Castillo relates that, an in
annually
quiry having been made with respect to this by the
Franciscan monks who were sent into New Spain im
mediately after the conquest, it was found that aboi:t
two thousand five hundred were sacrificed every yeai
in Mexico, C. 207.
;

NOTE

155.
It is hardly necessary to ob
Peruvian Chronology is not only ob
scure, but repugnant to conclusions deduced from the
cumstance, that they were not given in support of any most accurate and extensive observations, concerning
particular system or theory, but as simple answers to the time that elapses during each reign, in any given
It is probable, how
The medium has been found
succession of Princes.
queries which I had proposed.
ever, that when these gentlemen assert that no ruins or not to exceed twenty years.
According to Acosta and
monttrnents of any ancient work whatever are now to Garcilasso de la Vega, Huana Capac, who died about
he discovered in the Mexican empire, they meant that the year 1527, was the twelfth Inca. According to
there were no such rums or monuments as conveyed this rule of computing, the duration of the Peruvian
any idea of grandeur or magnificence in the works of monarchy onght not to have been reckoned above two
its ancient inhabitants.
For it appears from the testi hundred and forty years ; but they affirm that it had

progression of days from one to thirteen, in the same
manner as in the Calendar of the Escurial. and then by
a septenary progression of days from one to seven,
making in all twenty. In this Calendar, not only the
signs which distinguish each day, hut the qualities sup-

po^cd to he peculiar to each month are marked. There
are certain weaknesses which seem to accompany the
human mind through every stage of its progress in ob
Slender as was the knowledge
servation and science.
of the Mexicans in astronomy, it appears to have been
with
already connected
judicial astrology. The fortune
and character of persons born in each month are sup
posed to be decided by some superior influence pre
Hence it is foretold
dominant at the time of nativity.
in the Calendar, that all who are born in one month
will be rich, in another warlike, in a third luxurious, &c.
The pasteboard, or whatever substance it may be on
which the Calendar in the Escurial is painted, seems,
by Mr. Waddilove s description of it, to resemble nearly
that in the Imperial Library at Vienna.
In several
particulars the figures bear some likeness to those in
The figures marked
the plate which I have published.
D, which induced me to conjecture that this painting
might be a tribute-roll similar to those published by
Purchas and the Archbishop of Toledo, Mr. Waddilove
and I have such confi
supposes to be signs of days
dence in the accuracy of his observations, as to con
It appears, from
clude his opinion to be well founded.
the characters in which the explanations of the figures

New

Biscay, New Mexico, Sonora, Cinaloa, the New King
dom of Leon, and New Santandero. without having

in

less than

ii.

-

,

sacrificed

no

Dec. iii. lib.
twenty thousand.
c. 16.
Torquemada goes beyond both in extravafor
he
asserts
that
thousand
children,
gance
twenty
casions,

mony

of several Spanish authors, that in Otumba, Tlas-

cala, Cholula, &c. some vestiges of ancient buildings
are still visible.
Villa Segnor Theatro Amer. p. 143.

[156].

serve, that

p.

the.

subsisted four hundred years.

Vega,

lib.

i.

Acosta, lib. vi. c. 19.
each reign is ex
years, instead of

By this account
medium to thirty-three

c. 9.

tended at a
308. 353.
D. Fran. Ant. Lorenzana, formerly Arch twenty, the number ascertained by Sir Isaac Newton s
but so imperfect were the Peruvian tra
observations
bishop of Mexico, and now of Toledo, in his introduc
tion to that edition of the Cartas de Relacion of Cor
ditions, that though the total is boldly marked, the
tes, which he published at Mexico, mentions some ruins number of years in each reign is unknown.
which are still visible in several of the towns through
which Cortes passed in his way to the capital, p. 4, &.c.
NOTE [157]. p. 155. Many of the earliest Spanish
But neither of these authors gives any description of writers assert that the Peruvians offered human sacri
them, and they seem to be so very inconsiderable, as fices.
Xeres, p. 190. Zarate, lib. i. c. 11. Acosta, lib.
to show only that some buildings had once been there. v. c. 19.
But Garcilasso de la Vega contends, that
The large mount of earth at Cholula, which the Spa though this barbarous practice prevailed among their
niards dignified with the name of temple, still remains, uncivilized ancestors, it was totally abolished by the
but without any steps by which to ascend, or any facing Incas, and that no human victim was ever offered in
of stone.
It appears now like a natural mount, covered
This assertion, and the plausi
any temple of the Sun.
with grass and shrubs, and possibly it was never any ble reasons with which he confirms it, are sutfcient to
Torquem. lib. iii. c. 19. I have received refute the Spanish writers, whose accounts seem to be
thing more.
are written, that this curious monument of Mexican a minute description of the remains of a temple near founded entirely upon report, not upon what they them
In one ot
art has been obtained soon after the conquest of the Cuernavaca, on the road from Mexico to Acapulco. selves had observed.
Vega, lib. ii. c. 4.
Empire. It is singular that it should never have been It is composed of large stones, fitted to each other as their festivals, the Peruvians offered cakes of bread
mentioned by any Spanish author.
nicely as those in the buildings of the Peruvians, which moistened with blood drawn from the arms, the eye
arc hereafter mentioned.
At the foundation it forms a brows, and noses of their children. Id lib. vii. c. 6.
NOTE [151]. p. 153. The first was called the Prince
of twenty-five yards
but as it rises. in height it This rite may have been derived from their ancient
of the Dcathful Lance
the second the Divider of square
diminishes in extent, not gradually, hut by being con
of sacrificing human
practice, in their uncivilized state,
Men the third the Shedder of Blood ; the fourth the
tracted suddenly at regular distances, so that it must
Lord of the Dark-house. Acosta, lib. vi. c. 25.
have resembled the figure B. in the plate.
It termina
NOTE [152]. p. 154. The temple of Cholula, which ted, it is said, in a spire.
NOTE [158] p. 156. The Spaniards have adopted
was deemed more holy than any in New Spain, was
both those ciistoms of the ancient Peruvians.
They
likewise the most considerable.
But it was nothing
NOTE [155.] p. 154 The exaggeration of the Spa have preserved some of the aqueducts or canals, made
more than a mount of solid earth. According to Tor- nish historians, with respect to the number of human in the days of the Incas. and have made new ones, by
quemada, it was above a quarter of a league in circuit victims sacrificed in Mexico, appears to be very great. which they water every field that they cultivate. Ulloa
at the base, and rose to the height of forty fathoms.
According to Gomara, there was no year in which Voyage, torn. i. 422. 477. They likewise continue to
19.
Even M. Clavigero acknow twenty thousand human victims were not offered to the use guana, or the dung of sea-fowls, as manure. Ulloa
Mon. Ind. lib.
Mexican Divinities, and in some years they amounted gives a description of the almost incredible quantity of
ledges that all the Mexican temples were solid struc
Cron. c. 229.
tures, or earthen mounts, and of consequence cannot to fifty thousand.
The skulls of those it in the small islands near the coast. Ibid. 481.
be considered as any evidence of their having made unhappy persons were ranged in order in a building
NOTE [159]. p. 156. The temple of Cayambo, the
any considerable progress iu the art of building. Clavig. erected for that purpose, and two of Cortes s officers,
ii. 207.
who had counted them, informed Gornara that their palace of the Inca at Callo in the plain of I/acalunga,
From inspecting various figures of temples in the number was a hundred and thirty-six thousand. Ibid, and that of Atun-Cannar, are described by Ulloa, torn,
Hcrrera s account is still more incredible, that i. 286, &c. who inspected them with great care.
M.
paintings engraved by Purchas. there seems to be some c. 82.
reason for suspecting that all their temples were conjj the number of victims was so
a curious memoir concerning
great, that five thousand de Condamine published
;

I

:

;

;

;

ROBERTSON

I.S8

Mem.

the rains of Atun-Caimar.

de

1

Academie

dr

Acosti describes the
Berlin, A. D. 1746, p. 435.
Lib. vi. c.
ruins of Cuzco, which he had examined.

S

STOUT OF

HI

for defraying the expense of the armament.
copies of this Noticia, arc very rare in Madrid

wh

have obtained one,

ch

hits

enabled

me

to

The
but

;

1

According to
14.
Garcilasso, in his usual style, gives pompous and cate these curious facts to the public.
this account, there was found in the mine Yecorato in
confused descriptions of several temples and other pub
I)on. Cinaloa a grain of gold of twenty-two carats, which
Lib. iii. c. I.e. 21. lib. vi. c. 4.
lic edifices.
which weighed sixteen marks four ounces four ochavas this
/apata, in a large treatise concerning Peru,
has not hitherto been published, communicates some was sent to Spain as a present fit for the king, and is
information with respect to several monuments of the now deposited in the royal cabinet at Madrid.
ancient Peruvians, which have not been mentioned by
NOTE [162]. p. 158. -The uncertainty of geogra
MS. pciics me. Articulo xx. Ulloa de
other authors.
with respect to this point is remarkable, for Cor
scribes some of the ancient Peruvian fortifications, phers
tes seems to have surveyed its coasts with great accu
which were likewise works of great extent and solidity.
Tom. i. 391. Three circumstances struck all those racy. The Archbishop of Toledo has published from
the original in the possession of the Marquis del Valle,
the vast size of the stones which the Peru
observers
Acosta the descendant of Cortes, a map drawn in 1541, by the
vians employed in some of their buildings.
pilot Domingo Castillo, in which California is laid
feet
was
;

;

measured one, which
long, eighteen
thirty
and yet, he adds, that in
broad, and six in thickness
the fortress at Cuzco there were stones considerably
It is difficult to conceive how the Peruvians
larger.
could move these, and raise them to the height even of

down

;

twelve

feet.

fection of the

The second circumstance
Peruvian art, when applied

is,

to

the imper

working

in

By the patience and perseverance natural to
Americans, stones may be formed into any shape,
rubbing one against another, or by the use
timber.

merely by

of hatchets or other instruments made of stone ; but
with such rude tools little progress can be made in
The Peruvians could not mortise two
carpentry.
or give any degree of union or stability
beams
together,

any work composed of timber. As they could not
form a centre, they were totally unacquainted with the
use of arches in building nor can the Spanish authors
conceive how they were able to frame a roof for those
ample structures which they raised.
The third circumstance is a striking proof, which all
the monuments of the Peruvians furnish, of their want
of ingenuity and invention, accompanied with patience
no less astonishing. None of the stones employed in
those works were formed into any particular or uniform
them fit for being compacted
stripe, which could render

as a peninsula, stretching out nearly in the same
which is now given to it in the best maps

direction

The Indians took them as they
from the mountains, or were raised out of the quar
ries.
Some were square, some triangular, some con
Their art and industry were emvex, some concave.
nloyod in joining them together, by forming such hol
lows in the one as perfectly corresponded to the projec
This tedious operation,
tions or risings in the other.
which might have been so easily abridged by adapting
the surface of the stones to each other, either by rub
bing, or by their hatchets of copper, would be deemed
incredible, if it were not put beyond doubt by inspect
It
gives them a
ing the remains of those buildings.
together in building.

fell

There
very singular appearance to a European eye.
no regular layer or stratum of building, and no one
At
stone resembles another in dimensions or form.
the same time, by the persevering but ill-directed indus
all joined with that minute
try of the Indians, they are
Ulloa made this ob
nicety which I have mentioned.
servation concerning the form of the stones in the for
tress of Atun-Cannar.
Voy. i. p. 387. Penito gives
is

[160]

156.

p.

All the trade of Cuzco is carried on
pass along them.
by means of such a bridge over the river Apurimac.
i.
torn.
358.
more simple contrivance was
Ulloa,
f.
basket, in
employed in passing smaller streams

A

:

A

was placed, being suspended from
a strong rope stretched across the stream, it was
pushed or drawn from one side to the other. Ibid.
which the

NOTE

traveller

[161].

p.

153.

My

information with respect

to those events is taken

from Noticia breve de la expedicion militar de Sinora y Cinaloa, su exito fehz, y
vantojoso estailo, en quo por consecuentia de ello, se

han puesto ambas provincias, published at Mexico,
June 17th, 1771, in order to satisfy the curiosity of the

[16,1] p. 160

idea,

man

lib.

viii.

c

for

;

just causes.

A strong proof of this occurs
[166]. p. 160.
testament of Isabella, where she discovers the
most tender concern for the humane and mild usage of
the Indians.
Those laudable sentiments of the queen
have been adopted in the public law of Spain, and serve
as the introduction to the regulations contained under
the title Of the good treatment
liecoof the Indiana,
NOTE

in the

pil. lib. vi. tit. x.

NOTE

p. 1GO.

[167]

In the seventh Title oi

the

first

sion either with

Yucatan and the English trade
Honduras is almost at an end.
side of

:

in the

Bay

of

NOTE

only do

and humane

respect to their persons or propertv.

commit to them this honorable
but the ecclesiastics of America

the laws
office,

actually exercise

it.

Innumerable proofs of this might be produced from
But I rather refer to Gage, as ho
Spanish authors.

P. Torribio de Benevente,
enumerated ten causes of the was not disposed to ascribe any merit to the popish
rapid depopulation of Mexico, to which he gives clergy to which they were not fully entitled.
Survey,
the name of the Ten Plagues.
Many of these are not p. 142. 192, &c. Henry Hawks, an English mer
or

[161.]

Motohnca,

100

p.

has

peculiar to that province.
This disease

Spain

1.

The

introduction of the

brought into New
the year 1520, by a Negro-slave, who attended

small pox.
in

Narvaez

in ins

ffirms,

that one

was

first

Torribio
expedition against Cortes.
half of the people in the provinces

with this distemper died.
To this mortality,
occasioned by the small pox, Torqucmada adds the de
structive effects of two contagious distempers which
raged in the year 1545 and 1576. In the former
800,000, in the latter, above two millions perished, ac
cording to an exact account taken by order of the vice
Mon. Ind. i. 642- The small pox was not
roys.
introduced into Peru for several years after the invasion
visited

of the Spaniards but, there, too, that distemper proved
very fatal to the natives. Garcia Origin, p. 88. 2. The
numbers who were killed or died of famine in their war
with the Spaniards, particularly during the siege of

chant, who resided five years in New Spain previous to
the year 1572, gives the same favorable account of the
Hakluyt, iii. 466.
popish clerjry.
By a law of Charles
V. not only bishops, hut other ecclesiastics, are em
to inform and admouish the civil
magistrates,
any Indian is deprived of his just liberty and rights
lib. vi. tit. vi. ley 14
and
thus
were con
Recopilac.

powered
if

;

.

stituted legal protectors of the Indians.
Some of the
Spanish ecclesiastics refused to grant absolution to such

of their countrymen as possessed Encomicndas, and
considered the Indians as slaves, or employed them in
working their mines. Gonz. Uavil. Teatro. Eccles. i.
157.

;

The

great famine that followed after the
reduction of Mexico, as all the people engaged, either
on one side or other, had neglected the cultivation of

Mexico.

3.

Something similar to this happened in all
the other countries
conquered by the Spaniards.
4. The grievous tasks imposed by the Spaniards upon
their lands.

5. The
the people belonging to their Repartimientos.
oppressive burden of taxes which they were unable to
pay, and from which they could hope for no exemption.

Mexico, which Cortes
urged on with such precipitate ardor as destroyed an

bridges which bend with
the wind, and are considerably agitated by the motion
of every person who passes along them, is very fright
But the Spaniards have found them to be
ful at first.
the easiest mode of passing the torrents in Peru, over
which it would be difficult to throw more solid struc
tures either of stone or timber.
They form those
hanging bridges so strong and broad, that loaded mules

obsei-

Even Montesquieu has adopted
18.
But the passion ot that
sometimes
rendered him inatten
great
system
tive to research
and from his capacity to refine, he
was apt, in some instances, to overlook obvious and
this

The logwood cut near the town of St. Francis of CamNot
peachy is of much better quality than that on the other

immense

The appearance of those
their own weight, wave with

s

;

6. The numbers employed in collecting the gold carried
down by the torrents from the mountains, who were
forced from their own habitations, without any pro
me.
According to M. de Condamine, there were regu
lar strata of building in some parts of Atun-Cannar, vision made for their subsistence, and subjected to all
which he remarks as singular, and as a proof of some the rigor of cold in those elevated regions. 7. The

NOTE

NOTE

and confirms several of Torribio
which he refers. MS. penes me.

book of the Rccopilacion, which contains the laws
the powers and functions of archbishops
NOTE [163.] p, 1581 am indebted for this fact to concerning
and bishops, almost a third part of them relates to what
M. L Abbe Raynal, torn, iii, 103 and upon consulting
is incumbent upon them as
guardians of the Indian*.
an intelligent person, long settled on the Mosquito
and points out the various methods in which it is their
shore, and who has been engaged in the logwood trade,
duty to interpose, in order to defend them from oppres
I find that ingenious author has been well informed.

a similar description of the fortress of Cuzco, the most
Zapata MS. penes
perfect of all the Peruvian works.

progress in improvement.

vations, to

;

and the point where Rio Colorada enters the gulf is
marked with precision. Hist, de Nueva Espagna, 327.

to

;

illustrates

communi

labor of

rebuilding

number of people
8. The number of
people condemned to servitude, under various pretexts,
incredible

and employed in working the silver mines. These,
marked by each proprietor with a hot iron, like his
9. The
cattle, were driven in herds to the mountains.
nature of the labor to which they were subjected there,
the noxious vapours of the mines, the coldness of the
climate, and scarcity were so fatal, that Torribio
affirms the country round several of those mines, par
ticularly near Guaxago, was covered with dead bodies,
the air corrupted with their stench, and so many vul
tures and other voracious birds hovered about for their
prey, that the sun was darkened with their flight.
10. The Spaniards, in the different expeditions which
they undertook, and by the civil wars which they car
of the natives whom they
them as Tamemcs, or carriers of
This last mode of oppression was particu
burdens.
From the number of
larly ruinous to the Peruvians.
ried on, destroyed
compelled to serve

Indians

who

many

perished in Gonzalo Przarro

into the countries to the east of the

s

expedition

Andes, one may

form some idea of what they sutTcred in similar ser
Tor
vices, and how fast they were wasted by them.
merchants, who had furnished the viceroy with money ribio, MS. Corita, hi has Breve y Summaria Relacion,

NOTE [168]. p. 160. According to Gage, Chiapa
dos Indos contains 4000 families
and he mentions it
only as one of the largest Indian towns in Amtrica, p.
;

104.

NOTE [169.] p. 160 It is very difficult to obtain an
accurate account of the state of population in those
kingdoms of Europe where the police is most perfect,
and where science has made the greatest progress. In
Spanish America, where knowledge is still in its in
and few men have leisure to
engage in re
searches merely speculative, little attention has been
fancy,

paid to this curious inquiry. But in the year 1741,
Philip V, enjoined the viceroys and governors of tho
several provinces in America, to make an actual
survey
of the people under their jurisdiction, and to transmit
a report concerning their number and occupations.
In
consequence of this order, the Comie de Fuen-Clara,
of
Jos. Antonio de
Viceroy
Spain, appointed
Villa Segnor y Sanchez to execute that commission in

New

D

New

From the reports of the magistrates in
Spain.
the several dislricts, as well as from his own observa
tions and long acquaintance with most of the
pro
vinces, Villa Segnor published the result of his in
His report, however,
quiries in his Tentro Americano.
Of the nine diocesses, into which tho
is
imperfect.

Mexican empire has been divided, he has published an
account of

five onlv, viz. the
archbishop of Mexico,
the bishoprics of Puebla de los Angeles, Mcchoacan,
Oazaca and Nova Ualicia. The bishoprics of Yu

catan, Verapaz, Chiapa, and Guatimala, arc entirely
omitted, though the two latter comprehend countries
which the Indian race is more numerous than in auv

m

New Spain. In his survey of the extensive
part o-t
diocess of Nova Galicia, the situation of tho different
Indian villages is described, but he specifies the num
The Indians
ber of people only in a small part of it.
of that extensive province, in which the Spanish domi
nion
the

is

imperfectly established, are not registered with
as in other parts of New Spain. Ac

same accuracy

cording to Villa Segnor, the actual state of population
in the five diocesses above mentioued is of Spaniards,
in the diocesses of.
Begroes, mulattoes, ami mestizos,

SOUTH AMERICA.
But I have
authors whom I thought worthy of credit.
obtained an enumeration of the inhabitants of the towns
in the province of Quito, on the accuracy of which
and I commuicate it to the public, both to
I can rely
and to j-ectify the mistaken notion
gratify curiosity,
which I have mentioned. *St. Francisco de Quito con
tains between 50 and 60,000 people of all the different

Families.

105,202
30,600
30,840
7,296
16,770

Mexico
I.os

Angeles
Meclioacan

Oaxaca
Nova Galicia

;

190,708
the rate of five to
ber is

At

a.

family, the total

num
933,540

Indian families in the diocess of Mexico

119,511

88,240
36,196
44,222
6,222

Los Angeles
Mechoacaii

Oaxaca

Nova

Galicia

294,391

At

the rate

of five

We

1,471,955.

to a family, the total

may

number

on
rely with great certainty

is

thi

of Indians, as it is taken
computation of the number
from the Motriculu, or register, according to which

As four diocesses
the tribute paid by them is collected.
of nine are totally omitted, and in that of Nova Galicia
numbers are imperfectly recorded, we may conelude that the number of Indians in the Mexican empire

,

|

number separately. But he generally blends them
But from the proportion observable in those
each is marked, as well
places, where the number of
j

persons

Betancourt y Figueroa
Dcrecho, &c. p. 5, 6. But, notwithstanding such re
peated recommendations, preferment in almost every
remarkable
Besides the city, there are in the Qorrcgimicnto line is conferred on native Spaniards.
races.
in the prin
proof of this is produced by the author last quoted.
twenty-nine euros or parishes established
From the discovery of America to the year 1637, three
of which has smaller hamlets de
cipal villages, each
of these are mostly hundred and sixty-nine bishops, or archbishops, have
pending upon it. The inhabitants
St. Juan de Pasto has between been appointed to the different dioceses in that coun
Indians and mestizos.
6 and 8000 inhabitants, besides twenty-seven depend
try, and of all that number only twelve were Creoles,
This predilection for Europeans seems still to
St. Miguel de Ibarra, 7000 citizens and p, 40.
ent villages,
The district of Havalla, between 18 and continue. By a royal mandate, issued in 1776, the
ten villages.
20.000 people. The district of Tacuna, between 10
hapter of the cathedral of Mexico is directed to nomi
and 12,000. The district of Ambato, between 8 and nate European ecclesiastics of known merit and abili
The city ties, that the King may appoint them to supply vacant
10.000, besides sixteen depending villages
MS, penes me.
of Riobamba, between 16 and 20,000 inhabitants, and benefices.
The district of Chimbo, be
nine depending villages.
NOTE [175]. p. 162. Moderate as this tribute may
tween 6 and 8000. The city of Guayaquil, from 16
to 20,000 inhabitants, and fourteen depending villages. appear, such is the extreme poverty of the Indians in
r ne district of Atuasi, between 5 and 6000 inhabitants, many provinces of America, that the exacting of it is
The city of Cuenza, be- intolerably oppressive. Pegua Itiner. par Paroches da
an(j four Jepending villages.
t ween 23 and
30,000 inhabitants, and nine populous Indios, p. 192.
8 to
depending villages. The town of Laxa, from
NOTE [176]. p. 163. In New Spam, on account of
in,000 inhabitants, and fourteen depending villages.
This degree of population, though slender if we con the extraordinary merit and services of the first con
sider the vast extent of the country, is far beyond what querors, as well as the small revenue arising from the
I have omitted to mention, in country previous to the discovery of the mines of Sa3 C0 mmonly supposed.
in Spa- catecas, the enc&miendax were granted for three, and
j. g
p r0 p e r place, that Quito is the only province
n gn America that can be denominated a manufacturing sometimes for four lives.
Recopil. lib. vi, tit. ii. c.
coun try ; hdts, cotton stuffs, and coarse woollen eloihs 14, &c.
are made there in such quantities as to be sufficient not
NOTE [177], p, 163. D. Ant. UUoa contends, that
only for the consumption of the province, but to furnish
a considerable article for exportation into other parts of working in mines is not noxious, and as a proof of this
informs us, that many Mestizos and Indians, who do
I know not whether the uncommon
Spanish America.
be considered as the not belong to any Repartimiento, voluntarily hire them
industry of this province should
and several of the Indians, when the
cause or the effect of its~populousness. But among selves as miners
the ostentatious inhabitants of the New World, the legal term of their service expires, continue to work
But his
from Europe is so in the mines of choice. Eiitretcn. p. 265.
passion for every thing that comes
this occupa
violent, that I am informed the manufactures of Quito opinion concerning the wholesomeness of
and
tion is contrary to the experience of all ages
are so much undervalued as to be on the decline.
wherever men are allured by hijjh wages, they will en
NOTE [170]. p. 161. These are established at the gage in any species of labor, however fatiguing o/ per
D. Hern. Carillo Altamirano relates
St. Domingo in the island of His- nicious it may be,
following places
Lima in Peru, Panama a curious fact incompatible with this opinion. Where
paniola, Mexico in New Spain.
in Tierra Firme, Santiago in Guatimala, Guadalaxara ver mine s are wrought, says he, the number of Indiana
but in the province of Campejchy. where
in New Galicia, Santa Fe in the New Kingdom of decreases
Granada, La Plata in the country of Los Charcas, St. there are no mines, the number of Indians has increased
a
third since the conquest of America, though
more
than
Francisco de Quito, St. Jago de Chili, Buenos Ayres.
To each of these are subjected several large provinces, neither the soil nor climate be so favorable as in Peru
lu another memorial
and some so far removed from the cities where the or Mexico. Colbert Collect.
cour t s are fixed, that they can derive little benefit from presented to Philip III. in the year 1609, Captain Juan
The Spanish writers commonly Gonzales de Azevedo asserts, that in every district of
th e j r jurisdiction.
reckon up twelve Courts of Audience, but they include IV ru where the Indians are compelled to labor in the
that of Manilla, in the Philippine islands.
mines, their numbers were reduced to the half, and in
some places to the third, of what it was under the viceNOTE [171]. p. 161. On account of the distance of royalty of Don Fran. Toledo in 1581. Colb. Collect.
Peru and Chili from Spain, and the difficulty of carryNOTE [178]. p. 163. As labor of this kind cannot
bulk as wine and oil across
ing commodities of such
the isthmus of Panama, the Spaniards in those provinces be prescribed with legal accuracy, the tasks seem to be
but in a great measure arbitrary, and, like the services ex
have been permitted to plant vines and olives
wine or oil acted by feudal superiors in vinea. prato, aitt messe.
they are strictly prohibited from exporting
(
any of the provinces on the Pacific Ocean, which frotn their vassals, are extremely burdensome, and often
are j tl such a situation as to receive them from Spain, wantonly oppressive.
Pagna Itiner. par Paroches de
Indios.
Reco. lib. i. tit. xvii. 1. 1518.

,
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a guess concerning the state
According to
Spain and Peru.
an account which I have reason to consider a accu
rate, the number of copies of the hull of Cruzada ex
ported to Peru on each new publication, is, 1,171,953;
informed that but
I am
to New Spain, 2,649, 326.
few Indians purchase bulls, and that they are sold
and those of mixed
chiefly lo the Spanish inhabitants,
to that the number of Spaniards, and people of
race

form

I

New

j

:

i

g

;

mode

NOTE [172]. p. 162. This computation was made
by Benzoni, A. D. 1550, fifty-eight years after the dis
many of the towns in covery of America. Hist. Novi Orbis, lib. iii. c. 21. But
some idea of the extent as Benzoni wrote wilh the spirit of a malecontent, dis
Spanish America mav give us
of population, and correct the inaccurate but popular posed to detract from the Spaniards in every particular,
notion entertained in Great Britain concerning the it is probable that his calculation is considerably too
weak and desolate state of their colonies. The city of low.
Mexico contains at least 150,000 people. It is remark
able thatTorquemada,who wrote his Monarqum Indiana
NOTK [173]. p. 162.-j-My information with respect
about the year 1C12, reckons the inabitants of Mexico to the division and transmission of property in the Spa
8000
In
and
The Spanish authors do
ot that time to be only 7000 Spaniards
nish colonies is imperfect.
Tuebla de los Angeles con not explain this fully, and have not perhaps attended
Lib. iii. c. 20.
dians.
of
a
mixed
and
above
to
the
effects
of
their own institutions and
tains
60,000 Spaniards,
people
sufficiently
ViUa Stgnor, p. 247. Guadalaxaca contains laws. Solorzano de Jure Ind. (vol. ii. lib. ii. 1. 16,)
race.
above 30,000 exclusive of Indians. Ibid. ii. 200. Lima explains in some measure the introduction of the tenure
De Cosme Buena Descr. de Peru, of Maijwasgo, and mentions some of its effects. Villa
contains 54,000.
mixed

race, will amount, by this
tion, to at least three millions.
Tim number of inhabitants in

Carthagcna contains 25,000.
Bueno, 17S7.
25,000.
Popayan
1764.

of compaia.-

Potosi contains
contains above

Segnor takes notice of a singular consequence of

He

observes, that in

some

it.

of the best situations in the

Towns of a second class are
The cities in the most thriving

city of Mexico, a good deal of ground is unoccupied,
or covered only with the ruins of the houses once erec

settlements of other European nations in America can
not be compared wilh these,
Such are the detached accounts of the number of
scattered in
people in several towns, which I found

and adds, that as this ground is held by
ted upon it
right of Mai/oraxgo, and cannot be alienated, that de
solation and those ruins become perpetual, Teatr.
Amer. vol. i. p. ol.

still

A

;

the viceroyalty
year 1701, the protector of the Indians in
of Peru computed that 6 12, 780 paid tribute to the king.
As all females, and persons under age are exempted
from this tax in Peru, the total number of Indians
MS. penes me.
ought by that account to be 2,449,120.
i shall mention another mode by which one may

20,000.

natives of Spain aud America.

:

Perhaps the latter ought not to be
reckoned ubovc 500,000 to a million of the former.
Defective as this account may be, I have not been
able to procure such intelligence concerning the num
ber of people in Peru, as might enable me to form any
wilh respect to the degree
conj.-cture equally satisfying
I have been informed that in the
of its population.
that of Spaniards.

a

On the

contrary, there are many Ccdulas, which recommend
the conferring places of trust indiscriminately on the

;

New

as from the account of the state of population in
that the number
Spain by other authors, it is manifest
of a mixed race for exceeds
and
of

at least

no law that excludes

;

their

of population in

is

civil or ecclesiastic.

j

together.

compute, or

There

j

i

the four diocesses omitted, the number of Spaniards,
and of those of a mixed race, may probably amount to
In some places Villa Segnor dis
a million and a half.
and the three inferior
tinguishes between Spaniards
races of negroes, mulattocs, and mestizos, and marks

,

[174], p. 162.

f

exceeds two millions.
The account of the number of Spaniards, &c. seems
Of many places, Villa
not to be equally complete.
Segnor observes in general terms, that several Spaniarda, negroes, and people of mixed race, reside there,
we
without specifying their number.
If, therefore,
make allowance for these, and for all who resided in

negroes

NOTK

Creoles from oiliccs culler

Ulloa,

i.

287.

more numerous.

;

NOTI

[179].

p.

163.

The

turn of service

known

in.

Peru by the name of Mtta is called Tanda in New
There it continues no longer than, a week at a.
Spain.

No person is called to serve at a greater dis
tance from his habitation than 24 miles.. This arrange
ment is less oppressive to the Indians than that esta
blished in Peru.
Memorial of Hern. Carillo Altamirauo.
Colbert Collect.
time.

NOTE

The strongest proof of thisthe laws themselves.
By the
multitude and variety of regulations to prevent abuses,
we may form an idea of the number of abuses that pre
[180]. p. 163.

may be deduced from

Though the laws have wisely provided that no
Indian shall be obliged to serve in any mine at a greater
distance from his place of residence than thirty miles
we are informed, in a memorial of D. Hernan Carillo
Altamirano presented to the king, that the Indians of
Peru are often compelled to serve in mines at the dis
tance of a hundred, a hundred and fifty, and even two
hundred leagues from their habitation. Colbert Col
lect.
Many mines are situated in parts of the country
so barren and so distant from the ordinary habitation*
of the Indians, that thr necessity of procuring laborers
vail.

;

ROBERTSON

190
to

the Spanish monarclis to
regulations in several instances,

work there has obliged

dispense with their own
and to permit the viceroys to compel the people of more
Escalona
remote provinces to resort to those mines.
But. in justice to them,
Gazophyl. Perub. lib. i. c. 16.
it should be observed that they have been studious to
alleviate this oppression as

much

as possible, by enjoin

HISTORY OF

S

monastic discipline and from the tone of their defence,
one may conclude that the charge brought against them

partake of the sacrament of the altar, but that Indian
priests are so numerous that they may be counted

:

was not

French colonies the
same as in the
Spanish settlements, and the same consequences have
destitute of truth.

state of the regular clergy

M.

followed.

hundreds

nearly the

Bict, snpei^ir of the secular priests ii
less appearance of piety

Cayenne, inquires, with no

to employ every method in order to
ing the viceroys
induce the Indians to settle in some ]Arl of the country
Id. ibid.
adjacent to the mines.

j

than of candor, into the causes of this corruption, and
imputes it chiefly to the exemption of regulars from the
lo the
jurisdiction and censures of their diocessans
and to their
temptations to which they are exposed
a
after
320.
It
is
in
commerce.
NOTE [181]. p. 163. Torquemada,
remarkable,
long engaging
Voy. p.
enumeration which has the appearance of accuracy, that all the authors who censure the licentiousness of
concludes the number of monasteries in New Spain to the Spanish regulars with the greatest severity, concur
Mon. Ind lib. xix. c. 32. The in vindicating the conduct of the Jesuits. Formed
be four hundred.
number of Monasteries in the city of Mexico alone was, under a discipline more perfect than that of the other
Villa Scgnor T heat. Amer. monastic orders, or animated by that concern for the
in the year 1745, fifty-five.
i. 34.
Ulloa reckons up forty convents in Lima and honor of the society which takes such full possession of
mentioning those for nuns, he says that a small town every member of the order, the Jesuits, both in Mexico
of persons and Peru, it is allowed, maintain a most irreproachable
might be peopled out of them, the number
Gentil. i. 34.
shut up there is so great.
Voy. i. 429. Philip III. in decency of manners. Frezier, 223.
a letter to the Viceroy of Peru, A. D. 1620, observes, The same praise is likewise duo to the bishops and
Frez. I!ml.
that the number of convents in Lima was so great, that most of the dignified clergy.
volume of the Gazette dc Mexico for tho years
covered more ground than all the rest of the city.

by

and among these have heen many hundreds
of rectors, canons, and doctors, and, as
report goes,
even a very learned bishop. At present there arc
many
priests, and not a few rectors, among whom there have
been three or four our own pupils.&quot; Vol. II. 348, Ac

In the

is

;

owe it, therefore, as a duty to the public as well as
to myself, to consider each of these
points with care,
and to explain the reasons which induced
to adopi
I

me

;

,

the opinion which I have
published
I knew that in the Christian church there is no distinction of persons, but that men of
every nation, v. :,o

;

embrace the

religion of Jesus, are equally entitled tc
every Christian privilege which they are quahtied tc
receive.
I knew
likewise that an opinion prevailed,
not only among most of the
Spanish laity settled in
America, but among &quot;many ecclesiastics (I use t

i

|

}

!

;

ii

words of Herrcra, dec. ii. lib.
15), that the In
dians were not perfect or rational men, and were n.,i
possessed of such capacity as qualified them to partake
of the sacrament of the altar, or of
any other benefit ol
lour religion.&quot;
It was
against this opinion that I, a-*
Casas contended with the laudable zeal which I have
A
they
Tor- 172S, 1729, 1730, having been communicated to me, described in Books III. and VI.
Lib. iii. c. 16.
But as the Bishop ol
Solorz. lib. iii c. 23. n. 57.
New
in
I
a
confirmation
of
what
I
find there
have Darien, Doctor Sepulvida, and other respectable eccle
striking
quem. lib. xv. c. 3. The first monastery
after
illiberal
four
the
of
low
advanced concerning
siastics, vigorously supported the common opinion con
years only
spirit
supersti
Spain was founded A. D. 1525,
tion prevalent in Spanish America.
From the news cerning the incapacity of the Indians, it became neces
the conquest.
Torq. lib. xv. c. 16.
the
of
nation
one
learn
what
are
the
o
Gonzalez
to
Gil
Davila,
complete papers
sary, in order to determine the point, that the authority
any
may
According
establishment of the American church in all the Spa jects which chiefly engross its attention, and which of the Holy See should be interposed and accordingly
. :_.
:_TU_ o_._..._
_r if _:
The
Gazette of
Mexico p au [ TJT j ssue j a bull, A. D, 1537, in which, after
nish settlements was, in the year 1649, 1 patriarch, G appear to it most interesting.
2 abbots, 5 is filled almost entirely with accounts of religious func condemning the opinion of those who hold that the In
archbishops, 32 bishops, 346 prebends,
Teatro Ecclcsiastico tions, with descriptions of processions, consecrations dians, as being on a level with brute beasts, should he
royal chaplains, 840 convents.
de las Ind. Occident. Vol. i. Pref. When the order of churches, beatifications of saints, festivals, autos de reduced to servitude, he declares that they were really
Civil or commercial affairs, and even the men, and as such were capable of
of Jesuits was expelled from all the Spanish dominions, fe, &c.
embracing tho Chris
the colleges, professed, houses, and residences which it transactions of Europe, occupy but a small corner in tian religion, and participating of all its blessings.
My
were thirty, in this magazine of monthly intelligence. From the titles account of this bull, notwithstanding the cavils of
possessed in the province of New Spain
Quito sixteen, in the New Kingdom of Granada thir of new books, which are regularly inserted in this Clavijcro, must appear just to every person who takes
and my account is the same
teen, in Peru seventeen, in Chili eighteen, in Paraguay Gazette, it appears that two-thirds of them are treatises the trouble of perusing it
Collection of scholastic theology or of monkish devotion.
with that adopted by Torquemada, lib. xvi. c. 25, and
in all, a hundred and twelve.
eighteen
tomadas
sobre
General de Providencias hasta aqui
by Garcia, Orig. p. 311. But even after this decision,
NOTE [183], p. 161. Solorziino, after mentioning so low did the Spaniards residing in America rate tho
estranamento, &c. de la Compagnia, part i. p. 19.
in
all
these
of
the
and
novices
the
morals
of
some
with
The number of Jesuits, priests,
capacity of the natives, that the first council of Lima
corrupt
regular clergy,
that cautious reserve which became a Spanish layman (I call it by that name on the authority of the best
amounted to 2245. MS. penes me.
Spa
nish authors) discountenanced the admission of Indians
in teaching on a subject so delicate, gives his opinion
In the year 1644 the city of Mexico presented a peti
lib.
xvi.
c.
20.
tion to the king, praying that no new monastery might very explicitly, and with much firmness, against com- to the holy communion
In
Torquem.
He produces the New Spain the exclusion of Indians from the sacrament
be founded, and that the revenues of those already mitting parochial charges to monks.
Ibid.
After two centuries
established might be circumscribed, otherwise the reli
testimony of several respectable authors of his country, was still more explicit.
the property of the both divines and lawyers, in confirmation of his opinion. have elapsed, and notwithstanding all the
improvement
gious houses would soon acquire
whole country. The petitioners request likewise, that De Jure Ind. ii. lib. iii. c. 16. A strikim proof of the that the Indians may he supposed to have derived from
alarm excited by the attempt of the Prince d Esqudache their intercourse with the Spaniards during that period,
the bishops might be laid under restrictions in confer
u:
!n parochial
were at that time in New to exclude the regulars from
cures, is con- we are informed by D. Ant. Ulloa, that in Peru, where
ring holy orders, as there
without any living. tained in the Colbert collecti
tion of pipers.
Several as will appear in the sequel of this note, thev are sup
Spain above six thousand clergymen
These abuses must have been enormous memorials were presented to the king by the procura posed to be better instructed than in New Spain, their
Ibid. p. 16.
indeed, when the superstition of American Spaniards tors for the monastic orders, and replies were made to ignorance is so prodigious that very few are permitted
was shocked, and induced to remonstrate against them. these in name of the secular clergy. An eager and to communicate, as being altogether destitute of the
even rancorous spirit is manifest on both sides in tl:
Solorz.
Polit.
requisite capacity.
Voy. i. 341, &c.
Ind. i. 203.
NOTE [182]. p. 166. This description of the man conduct of this dispute.
not
have
ventured
I
should
With
to
the
exclusion
of
from
the
Indians
ners of the Spanish clergy
respect
NOTE [184.] p. 164 Not only the native Indians, priesthood, either as seculars or regulars, we may obto give upon the testimony of Protestant authors alone,
as they may be suspected of prejudice or exaggeration. tiut the Mestizos, orchildren of a Spaniard and Indian, serve that while it continued to be the common opinion
than were originally excluded from the priesthood, and re
that the natives of America, on account of their
incapa
Gage, in particular, who had a better opportunity
of Spanish fused admission in ,0 any religious order.
But by a city, should not be permitted to partake of the holy
any Protestant to view the interior state
America, describes the corruption of the church which law issued Sept. 2Sth, 1588, Philip II. required the sacrament, we cannot suppose that they would he
he had forsaken with so much of the acrimony of a new prelates of America to ordain such mestizos born m clothed with that sacred character which entitled them
When Torquemada
convert, that I should have distrusted his evidence, lawful wedlock, as they should find to be properly to consecrate and to dispense it.
to take the vows in any
Binposed his Monarquia Indiana it was almost a centhough it communicates some very curious and striking qualified, and to permit them
But Benzoni mentions the profligacy of eccle monastery where they had gone through a regular tury after the conquest of New Spain and yet in his
facts.
Some regard finno it was still the general practice to exclude Indians
siastics in America at a very early period after their noviciate.
Recopil. lib. i. tit. vii. 1. 7.
M. Frozier, seems to have been paid to this law in New Spiin ^rom holy oidcrs. Of this we have the most satisfying
Hist. lib. ii. c. 19. 20.
settlement there.
own
a
an intelligent observer, and zealous for his
religion, but none in Peru.
Upon
representation 06 tma to evidence.
Torquemada having celebrated the virtue*
manners of the Spanish ecclesias Charles II. in the year 1097, ho issued a new edict, and graces of the Indians at great length, aad with all
paints the dissolute
in
colors
of
and
his
the
observation
the
it,
tics in Peru, particularly the regulars,
stronger
professing
enforcing
complacency of a missionary, he starts as an objec
&c. M. desire to have all his subjects, Indians and mestizos, tion to what he had asserted,
If the Indians really
than I have employed.
Voy. p. 51.
Correal as well as Spaniards, admitted to the enjoyment of the possess all the excellent qualities which you have de
Gentil confirms this account.
Voy. i. 34.
same privileges. Such, however, was the aversion scribed, why are they not penujjted to assume the reli
concurs with both, and adds many remarkable circum
stances.
Why are they not ordained priests and
Voy. i. 61. 155. 161. I have good reason to of the Spaniards in America to the Indians and their gious habit
race, that this seems to have produced little eifect
believe that the manners of the regular clergy, particu
bishops, as the Jewish and Gentile converts were in
Acosta for in the year 1795 Philip V. was obliged to renew the primitive church, especially as they might be em
indecent.
larly in Peru, are still extremely
But so un- ployed with such superior advantage to other persons
himself acknowledges that great corruption of manners the injunction in a more peremptory tone.
had been tho consequence of permitting monks to surmountable are hntrod and contempt of the Indians in the instruction of their countrymen!&quot; Lib.xvii.c. i:i.
In answer to this objection, which establishes, in the
forsake the retirement and discipline of the cloister, and among the Peruvian Spaniards, that the present king
to mingle again with the world, by undertaking the has been constrained to enforce the former edicts most unequivocal manner, what was the general prac
De Pnrcur. Ind. Salute, anew, by a law published September 11, 1774. Real tice at that period, Torquemada observes, that although
charge of thelndian parishes.
He mentions particularly those Cedilla, MS. -pen s me.
lib. iv. c. 13, &c.
by their natural dispositions the Indians are well fitted
vices of which I have taken notice and considers the
Ciavigero has contradicted what I have related for a subordinate situation, they are destitute of all the
as
so
that
to
the
ecclesiastical
state
of
the
he leans
Indians, par
formidable,
concerning
qualities requisite in any station of dignity and autho
temptations to them
and that they are in general so addicted to
the opinion of those who hold that the regular clergy ticularly their exclusion from the sacrament of the eu- rity
Lib. v. c. charist, and from holy orders, either as seculars or re
drunkenness, that upon the slightest temptation one
should not be employed as parish priests.
Even the advocates of the regulars admit, that gulars, in such a manner as cannot fail to make a deep cannot promise on their behaving with the decency sui
20.
many and great enormities abounded among the monks impression. He, from his own knowledge, asserts, table to the clerical character. TJie propriety of ex
that in New Spain not onlv are Indians permitted to cluding them from it, on these accounts, was, he obof different orders, when set free from the restraint of
!
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:
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SOUTH AMERICA.
which does not pay duty, may be stated thus
high.
According to Ilerrera there was not above a
third of what was extracted from Potosi that paid the
Dec. 8. lib, ii. c. 15.
Solorzano asserts
convinced of his mistake in a public disputation with king s fifth.
the learned and most religious Father D. Juande Gaona, likewise, that the quantity of.silver which is fraudulently
and his retraction is still extant. Torquemada indeed circulated, is far greater than that which is regularly

power but Spain had colonies of any value in the New
World. Spain could supply her settlements there with

acknowledges, as M. Ciavigero observes with a degree
of exultation, that in his own time some Indians had
been admitted into monasteries
but, with the art of a
disputant, he forgets to mention that Torquemada spe
of
and
takes notice that
cifies only two examples
this,
in both instances those Indians had been admitted by

it

served, so well justified by experience, that when a forei^ner of great erudition, who came from Spain, conlemned the practice of the Mexican church, he was

silver

j

I

stamped, after paying the
lib. v.
p. 846.

fifth.

De

Ind. Jure, vol.

ii.

the productions of her

the hands of her

[186]. p.

165.

When

the mines of Potosi
1545, the veins were so

in

the fabrics

wrought by

exclusion o[ foreign manufactures was proper, because
Then Spain might lay
might be rendered effectual.
heavy duties upon goods exported to America, or im
ported from

NOTE

soil,

artisans, and ail she received in,
return for these belonged to herself alone.
Then the

;

were discovered

own

own

it,

and might impose what

restraints she

deemed proper upon a commerce entirely in her own
;ands.
But when time and successive revolutions had

the yair
near the surface, that the ore was easily extracted, and occasioned an alteration in all those circumstances,
so rich that it was refined with little trouble and at a when the manufactures of Spain began to decline, and
The sim the demands of America were supplied by foreign fasmall expense, merely by the action of fire.
the arics, the original maxims and regulations of Spain
ple mode of refining by fusion alone continued until
Indians ill all the Spanish settlements, I concluded that year 1574, when the use of mercury in refining silver, should have been accommodated to the change in her
Those mines having situation. The policy that was wise at one period be
they .were not admitted into the ecclesiastical order, as well as gold, was discovered.
which is held in the highest veneration all over the New been wrought without interruption for two centuries, came absurd in the other.&quot;
the veins arc now sunk so deep, that the expense ol
World.
NOTE [188]. p. 166. No bale of goods is ever
But when M. Ciavigero, upon his own knowledge extracting the ore is greatly increased. Besides this,
Both are
asserted facts so repugnant to the conclusion I had the richness of the ore, contrary to what happens in opend, no chest of treasure is examined.
formed, I began to distrust it, and to wish for further most other mines, has become less as the vein continued received on the credit of the persons to whom they be
The vein has likewise diminished to such a long and only one instance of fraud is recorded, dur
information.
In order to obtain thus, I applied to a to dip.
Spanish nobleman, high in olfice, and eminent for his degree, that one is amazed that the Spaniards should ing the long period in which trade was carried on with
this liberal confidence.
different
has
me
AH the coined silver that was
Other rich mines have been suc
abilities, who, on
occasions,
permitted
persist in working it.
to have the honor and benefit of corresponding with cessively discovered, but hi general the value of the brought from Peru to Porto-bello in the year 1654 was
found to be adulterated, and to be mingled with a fifth
I have been favored with the
ores has decreased so much, while the expense of ex
him.
following answer
What you have written concerning the admission of tracting them has augmented, that the court of Spain part of base metal. The Spanish merchants, with sen
Indians into holy orders, or into monasteries, in Book in the year 1736 reduced the duty payable to the king timents suitable to their usual integrity, sustained the
All the quicksilver used in whole loss, and indemnified the foreigners by whom
VIII., especially as it is explained and limited in Note from zfufth to a tenth.
LXXXVIfl. of the quarto edition, is in general accu Peru is extracted from the famous mine of Guanca- they were employed. The fraud was detected, and
The crown has the treasurer of the revenue in Peru, the author of it,
rate, and conformable to the authorities which you belica, discovered in the year 1563.
And although the congregation of the council reserved the property of this mine to itself; and the was publicly burnt. B. Ulloa. Ketablis. de Manuf.,
quote.
resolved and declared, Feb. 13. A. D. 1082, that the persons who purchase the quicksilver pay not only the &c. liv. ii. p. 102.
circumstance of being an Indian, or mulatto, o mes
price of it, but likewise a fifth, as a duty to the king.
But in the year 1761 this duty on quicksilver was abo
NOTE [189.] p. 167 Many striking proofs occur ol
tizo, did nut disqnalily any person from ln.-mg admitted
into holy orders, if he was possessed of what was re
the scarcity of money in Spain.
Of all the immense
lished, on account of the increase of expense in work
xv.
Ulloa, Entretenimientos, xii
quired by the canons to entitle him to that privilege
Voy sums which have been imported from America, the
ing mines.
tnis only proves such ordinations to be legal and valid age, i. p. 505. 523.
In consequence of this abolition amount of which I shall afterwards have occasion to
of the fifth, and some subsequent abatements of price, mention, Moncada asserts, that there did not remain in
(of which Solor/.ano and the Spanish lawyers and his
torians quoted by him, Pol. Ind. lib. ii. c. 29, were per
which became necessary on account of the increasing Spain, in 1619, above two hundred millions of pesos,
one &quot;half in coined money, the other in plate and
suaded), but it neither proves the propriety of admitting expense of working mines, quicksilver which was for
Indians into holy orders, nor what was then the com
Restaur de Espagna, disc. lii. c. 1. Uzmerly sold at eighty pesos the quintal, is now delivered jewels.
mon practice with respect to this but, on the contrary, by the king at the rate of sixty peso*. Campoinanes, tariz, who published his valuable work in 1724, con
it shows that there was some doubt
The duty on gold is re tends, that in money, plate, and jewels, there did not
concerning the or Educ. Popul. ii. 132, note.
duced to a twentieth, or five per cent. Any of my remain a hundred million. Theor. &c. c. 3. Canidaining of Indians, and some repugnance to it.
Since that time there have been some examples of readers who are desirous of being acquainted with the potnanes, on the authority of a remonstrance from the
\Ve have now at mode in which the Spaniards conduct the working of community of merchants in Toledo to Philip III., re
admitting Indians into holy orders.
Madrid an aged priest, a native of Tlascala. His name their mines, and the refinement of the ore, will find an lates, as a certain proof how scarce cash had become,
is D. Juan Cenlo de Castilla
Aquihual Cattehuttle, accurate description of the ancient method by Acosta, that persons who lent money received a third of the
descended of a cazique converted to Christianity soon lib. iv. c. 1
sum which they advanced as interest and premium
13, and of their more recent improve
after the conquest.
He studied the ecclesiastical sci ments in the metallurgic art, by Gamboa Comment, a Educ. Popul. i. 417.
ences in a seminary of Puebla de los Angeles.
He las ordenanz. de Minas, c. 22.
was a candidate, nevertheless, for ten years, and it re
NOTE [190.] p. 167 The account of the mode in
much
interest
before
Abren
would con
NOTE [187] p. 165. Many remarkable proofs oc which the factors of the South Sea company conducted
quired
Bishop
sent to ordain him.
This ecclesiastic was a man of cur of the advanced state of industry in Spain at the the trade in the fair of Porto-bello, which was opened
The number of to them by the Assiento, I have taken from Don Dion.
unexceptionable character, modest, self-denied, and beginning of the sixteenth century.
with a competent knowledge of what relates to his cities in Spain was considerable, and they were
peopled Alcedo y Herrera, president of the court of Audience

mistake.
Relying upon the authority of Torquemada
with regard to New Spam, and of Ulloa with regard to
Peru, and considering the humiliating depression of the

;

:

;

;

&quot;

I

clerical functions.

He came

to

Madrid above

far

thirty-

beyond the proportion

that

was common

in

The causes of this I have explained.
parts of Europe.
Hist, of Cha. V. p. 68.
Wherever cities are populous
that species of industry which is peculiar to them in

they should find an inclination to enter into the ecclesi

creases
artificers and manufacturers abound.
The
effect of the American trade in
to these
giving activity
is manifest from a
In the year 1545,
singular fact.
while Spain continued to depend on its own industry
for the supply of its own colonies, so much work was
bespoke from the manufacturers, that it was supposed
they could hardly finish it in less than six years. Campom, i. 406. Such a demand must have put much in

New

state, they might embrace it, and perform its
functions with the greatest benefit to their
countrymen,
whom they could address in their native tongue. He
lias obtained various
regulations favorable to his scheme,

particularly that the first college which became vacant
in consequence of the exclusion of the Jesuits should

be set apart for this purpose.
But neither these rcc*ulations, nor any similar ones inserted in the laws of the
Indies, have produced any effect, on account of objec
tions and representations from the
greater part of per
sons of chief consideration employed in New

requisite.

According

to the

accounts of

the information of other

persons

this ecclesiastic,

who have

and

resided in

the Spanish dominions in America,
you may rest as
sured, that in the kingdom of Tierra Firme no such
is
known
as
either
an
Indian
secular priest or
thing
monk ; and that in
Spain there are very few eccle

New

siastics of

sio

being composed at the commencement of the
war which broke out between Great Britain and Spain,

may, in some instances, discover a
natural at that junc
portion of the acrimonious spirit
His detail of facts is curious ; and even
ture.
in the year 1739,

admit
English authors confirm it in some degree, by
were practised in the
ting both that various frauds
transactions of the annual ship, and that the contra
band trade from Jamaica, and other British colonies,

to no fewer than IB, 000 looms in silk or woolen
work, and that above 130,000 persons had occupation
;,,
carrying on these manufactures.
Campom. ii. 472.
But so rapid and pernicious was the operation of the
causes which I shall enumerate, that before Philip III.

ended

his reign the

looms

in Seville

were reduced

a

tation,

ment
|

was

;

dustry in motion, and have excited extraordinary ef
forts.
Accordingly, we are informed, that in the begin
ning of Philip II. s reign, the city of Seville alone,
where the trade with America centered, gave employ

Spain.

their opposition be well founded or not is a
problem difficult to resolve, and towards the solution
nf
winch
*A modifications
.^A\K,t; n ~ f are
,
of which sBvpml
several itittnuttinni
distinctions and

in Quito,

:

astical

Whether

Don Dionyand governor of that province.
person of such respectable character foi
his testimony in any
probity and discernment, that
but greater credit is
point would be of much weight
due to it in this case, as he was an eye-witness of the
transactions which he relates, and was often employed
in detecting and authenticating the frauds which he de
It is probable, however, that his represen
scribes.

other

four years ago with the eole view of
soliciting admis
sion for the Indians into the colleges and seminaries in
Spain, that if, after being well instructed and tried,

was become enormously great. But for the credit of
the English nation it may be observed, that those frau
dulent operations are not to be considered as deeds of
the company, but as the dishonorable arts of their
The company itself sustained a
factors and agents.
considerable loss by the Assiento trade.
Many of its

to

400. Uztariz, c. 7.
Since the publication of the

servants acquired immense fortunes.
nol. deduct, ii. 388.

first edition, I have the
satisfaction to find iny ideas
concerning the early com

Anderson Chro-

mercial intercourse between Spain and her colonies

Indian race.

In Peru, perhaps, the number confirmed and illustrated
NOTE [191] p. 168. Several facts with respect to
by D. Bernardo Ward, of the
may be greater, as in that country there are more In Junto de Comercio at Madrid, in his Proi/icto Econo- the institution, the progress, and the effects of this
dians who possess the means of
Under the reigns of Charles V. company, are curious, and but little known to English
acquiring such a mico, part ii. c. i.
learned education as is
the manufactures of Spain readers.
necessary for persons who and Philip
Though the province of Venezuela, or Casays he,
&quot;

II.&quot;

and of the Low Countries subject to her dominion raccas, extends four-hundred miles along the coast, and
were in a most flourishing state. Those of France and is one of the most fertile in. America, it was so much
NOTE [185].
Uzlariz, an accurate and cau- England were in their iTifancy.
.
The republic of the neglected by the Spaniards, that during the twenty
p. 165.
tious calculator, seems to admit, that the
No European years prior to the establishment of the company, only fiva
quantity of United Provinces did not then exist.
aspire to the clerical

character.&quot;

I

.

i
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from Spain to that province and, during to interior
police, taxation, agriculture, manufactures
sixteen years, from 170B to 1722, not a single ship and trade, domestic as well as
foreign, is examined in
arrived from Ihe Caraccas in Spain.
Noticias de Iteal the course of these works
and there are not many
Campania de Caraccas, p. 28. During this period authors, even in the nations most eminent forcommer
Spnin must have been supplied almost entirely with a cial knowledge, who have carried on their inquirie
with
more thorough knowledge of those various sub
large quantity of cncao, which it consumes, by foreign
ers.
]3efore the erection of the company neither to
jects and a more perfect freedom from vulgar am
bacco nor hides were imported from Caraccas into national
prejudices, or who have united more happilv
Ibid. p. 117.
Since the commercial opera- the calm researches of
Spain
philosophy with the ardent zea
lions of the company, begun in the year 1731, the im
of a public spirited citizen.
Theee books are in high
of
cacao into Spain has increased
and it is a decisive
portation
amazingly. estimation among the Spaniards
evidence of the progress of their own ideas, that they
During thirty years subsequent to 1701, the in
ber of fanrgaa of cacao (each a hundred and ten are
capable of relishing an author whose sentiments
are so liberal.
pounds) imported from Caraccas was 643.215. Du
to
the
numbar
1731,
ring eighteen years subsequent
of fanegas imported was 869,247
and if we sup
NOTE [194]. p. 169. The galeon rmplovid in that
pose the importation to be continued in the same pro
trade, instead of the six hundred tons to which it is
portion during the remainder of thirty years, it will limited by law. Recop. lib. xlv. 1 15, is commonly from
amount to 1,448,746 fanegas, which is an increase ol twelve hundred to two thousand tons burden. Tin
Id. p. 148.
805,531 fanrs tm.
During eight year ship from Acapulco, taken by Lord Anson, instead o,
subsequent to 1756, there have been imported into the 500.000 pesos permitted by law, had on boart
.Spain by the company 88,482 arrohas (each twenty-five
1,313,843 pesos, besides uncoined silver equal in
and hides to the number of value to 43,611
Anson s Voy. 384.
pounds) of tobacco
pesos more.
Id. 161.
Since the publication of the No
177,354.
ticias de Compania, in 1715, its trade seems to be on
NOTE [195], p. 169. The price paid for the bull
the increase.
During five years subsequent to 1769, varies according to the rank of different persons
it has
of
cncao into Spain, Those in the lowest order who are servants or slaves,
imported 179,156, fiinesas
36,208 armlias of tobacco, 75,490 hides, and 221,432 nay two reals of plate, or one shilling other Spaniards
in
ii.
162.
The last ar pay eight reals, and those in public office, or who hold
pesos
specie.
Campomanes,
ticle is a proof of the
growing wealth of the colony. It encomiendas, sixteen reals. Solorz. de Jure Ind. vol.
receives cash from Mexico in return for the cacao, with
lib. iii. c. 25.
According to Chilton, an English
which it supplies that province, and this it remits to merchant who resided
long in the Spanish settlements,
ships sailed

;

;

;

;

1

;

Spain, or lays out in purchasing European goods. But,
besides this, the most explicit evidence is
produced,
that the quantity of cacoa raised
:ie
province is
double what it yielded in 1731
the number of its live
stock is more than treble, and its inhabitants much
aug
mented.
The revenue of the bishop, which arises
wholly from tithes, has increased from eight to twenty
thousand pesos.
Notic. p. 60.
In consequence of
the augmentation of the
quantity of cacao imported into
its
has
decreased
from
Spain,
price
eighty pesos for
the fantfm to forty.
Ibid. 61.
Since the publication
of the first edition, I have learned that
includ
;

Guyana,

ing all the extensive provinces situated on the banks of
Orinoco, the Islands of Trinidad and Margarita are.
added to the countries with which the company of Ca
raccas had liberty of trade by their former charters
Real Cedula. Nov. 19, 1776. But I have likewise been
informed, that Ihe institution of this company has not
been attended with all the beneficial effects which I
have ascribed to it. In many of its operations the illi
beral aud oppressive spirit of monopoly is still
conspi
cuous.
But in order to explain this, it would be neces
to
enter
into
minute
sary
details, which are not suited
to the nature of this work.

the bull of

Cruzado bore a higher

price in the year
then sold for four reals at the lowest.
The price seems to have varied at
Hakluyt, iii. 461.
different periods.
That exacted for the bulls issued in
r

l.

)70, being

;he last

The

following facts give a view of the increase
of trade in the settlements to which the new
regulations

extend.
Prior to the allowance of free trade, the
duties collected in the custom house at the Havanna
were computed to be 104,208 pesos annually.
During
the five years proceeding 1774, they rose at a medium
to 308,000 pesos a year.
In Yucatan the duties have
arisen from 8000 to 15,000.
In Hispaniola, from
to

The

total

5600.

In Porto Rico, from 1200 to 7000.
value of goods imported from Cuba into

Spain was reckoned, in 1774, to be 1,500,000 pesos.
oniil. i. 450, &c.

Educ. 7

New

Peru.

There wore issued

for

Bulls at 10 pesos each
at 2 pesos each

-

-

3,552,081)

sum amounts

to 819,161 sterling.; and if we
the profit accruing from the sale of 50011
quintals of quicksilver, imported from the mines of
Almadan, in Spain, on the King s account, and what

This
add to

it

accrues from the Atcria, and some other taxes which
Villa Segnor does not estimate, the public revenue in

new Spain may well be reckoned above a million
pounds sterling money. Thcat. Mex. vol. i. p. 38, &c.
According to Villa Segnor, the total produce of the.
Mexican mines amounts at a medium to eight millions
of Pesos in silver annually, and to 5912 marks of
gold.
Ibid. p. 44.
Several branches of the revenue have
been explained in the course of the history
some uf
which there was no occasion of mentioning, require
;

.1

The

right to the tithti in tile
vested in the crown of Spain, by a bull

particular illustration.

New World

is

Charles V. appointed them to he

of Alexander VI.

One fourth is allotted
applied in the following manner
to the
bishop of the diocess, another fourth to the deau
:

and chapter, and other

The

officers of the cathedral.

Two
remaining half is divided into nine equal parts.
of these, under the denomination of los dos Novcnos
rcales, are paid to the crown, and constitute a branch
of the royal revenue.
The other seven parts are
applied to the maintenance of the parochial clergy, the
and support of churches, and other pious
uildirrg

at

1

at

2

New

Spain

...
...
-

peso each
reals each

-

-

-

22,601
164,220
2.462,500

average fo fifteen per cent.
i.ey,

Avendano,

i.

The

vol.

2,649,325

Recopil.

lib. viii. tit.

xiv.

p. 188.

i.

Avcrio, or tax paid on account of convovs to

and from America, was first
Diake filled the New \Yorld
It
expedition to the South Sea.

guard the ships sailing

mposed when

to

Sir Francis

with terror by his
to two per cent, on the value of goods.
\vcndano, vol. i. p. 189. Recopil. lib. ix. tit. ix.
:.ey, 43, 44.
I have not been able to
procure any accurate detail
the several branches of revenue in Peru later than
he year 1614.
From a curious manuscript containing
a state of that viceroyalty in all its departments, pre
sented to the Marquis of Montes-Claros by Fran,

amounts

For Peru
16 pesos 4j reals each
3 pesos 3 reals each
at 1 peso 5j reals each
at 4 reals each
at 3 reals each
at

3

at

14,202
78,822

410,325
668,601

had access to proper information, his testimony with
No such
respect to this point merits great credit.
accurate detail of the Spanish revenues in any part of
America has hitherto been published in the English
language and the particulars of it may appear curious
and interesting to some of my readers.

&amp;gt;f

/opez Caravantes, accomptant-general in the tribunal
of Lima, it appears that the public revenue, as nearly
s I can compute the value of the money in which

Caravantes states his accounts, amounted
4s.

11&amp;lt;/.

m

Expenses of government

-

-

ducats

at

2.372.7B8
1,242,992

to
.

The total

in sterling

From

the bull of Cruzado, published every
two years, there arises an annual revenue

in

pesos
the duty on silver
the duty on gold
tax on cards

From
From
From
From

-

-

tax on pulque, a drink used by the

Indians

From
From

150,000
700,000
60.000
70,000

-

-

tax on stamped paper

on
on
on
ditto on
ditto on
ditto on
ditto on
ditto

ice

ditto

leather

ditto

gunpowder
salt

-

copper of

alum

-

-

Mechoachan

-

Juego de

-

-

gallos
the half of ecclesiastical anuats
k&amp;gt;s

v

-~

-

161,000
41,000
15,522
2,500
71,550
32,000
1,000
6,500
21,100
49,000
1,381,172

free

revenue

1,129,7711
-

money

583,303
305,508

Expenses of government

Net
But several

;

the other Discurso sobre la Education
Popular de los
Artesanos y su Fomento
the former published in
1774, and the latter in 1775, afford a striking proof of
this.
Almost every point of importance with respect

Net

;

From
NOTE [193]. p. 169. The two treatises of Don From
Pedro Rodriguez Campomanes, Fiscal del real Consr.ju From
y Supremo (an officer in rank and power nearly similar From
to that of Attorney-General in England), anJ Director From
of the Royal Academy of History, the one entitled From
Discurso sohre el Fomento de la Indnstria Popular
From
;

mint

-

;

These are either the ports of chief trade
Popul. p. 41.
in their respective districts, or those most
conveniently
situaled for the exportation of their respective
produc

2500

Alcavala, or duty on sale of goods
the Ahnajorifasgo, custom house the

68,800
650,000
721,875
373,333
357,500

-

uses.
AvenLey, 23, &c,
Rccopil. lib. i. tit. xvi.
numbers dano Thesaur. Indie, vol. i. p. 184.
7
hc
Alcai
ala. is a
levied
an
excise
on
the
duty
by
Spam and
sale of goods.
In Spain it amounts to ten per cent,
.n America to four
Salorzano, Polit. Indi
per cent.
ana, lib. vi. c. 8.
Avendano, vol. i. 186.
The Almajorifasco, or custom paid in America on
4
goods imported and exported, may amount on an

;

;

&c.

royal ninths of bishoprics,
the tribute of Indians

PretUdacion will appear from the ensuing table,

;

;

From
From
From
From
From

will give some idea of the proportional
of the different classes of citizens in

which

NOTE [192]. p. 168. This first experiment made
by Spain of opening a free trade with any of her colo
1,171,953
nies, has produced effects so remarkable, as to merit
some further illustration. The towns to which this
NOTE. [196] p. 1G9. As Villa Segnor, to whom we
liberty has been granted, are Cadiz and Seville, for the
Alicant and Carthagena, for are indebted for this information contained in his Theaprovince of Andalusia
Valencia and Murcia
ro Americano, published in Mexico A. D. 1746, was
Barcelona, for Catalonia and
Aragon Santandor, for Castile Corugna, for Oalicia
iccompant-gencral in one of the most considerable
and Gijon, for Asturias.
Append, ii. a la Educ. departments of the royal revenue, and by that means

tions.

1,381,172

;

free

to

revenue

277,735

be omitted

in this
appear
amputation, such as the duty on stamped paper, lea
ner, ecclesiastical annats, &c. so that the revenue ol
eru may be well supposed equal to that of Mexice.
In computing the expense of government in New

Spain.

I

may

articles

take that of Peru as a standard.

Thero

annual establishment for defraying the charge ol
dministration exceeds one half of the revenue colected, and there is BO reason for supposing it to be less
n New Spain.
I have obtained a calculation of the total amount of
the Phitie
public revenue of Spain from America and
which, as the reader will perceive from the
ie

ppines,

wo

last articles, is

more recent than any of

Icavalas (Excise) and Aduanas (Customs),
&c. in pesos fuertes
)uties

on gold and

silver

-

the former.

2,500,000
3.000,000
5,500,000

THE
Brought forward
Bull of Cruzado
Tribute of the Indians By sale of quicksilver
s account, and
Paper exported on the king
sold in the royal warehouses

Stamped
duties

Deduct

5.!&amp;gt;00,000

NOTE

200,000

1,000,000

of, at the rate of one real
Plata for each mark the trade of Acapulco, and the coast

From

la

------

suits

300,000

may be computed
500,000

From

other revenues formerly belonging
to that order

Total
in sterling

author

400,000
12,000,000

money .2,700,009

at thirty millions

four shillings and sixpence
7,425. 0001. sterling, the king s

a

at

conversant

long

amounts

peso,

of which

sum

stration.

these

According

dc L lloa,

to Bern,

extensive must yield a considerable revenue.
Manuf. et du Commerce d Esp. ji. 151.
He computes the value of goods exported annually
from Spain to America to be about two millions and a

Retablis. de

half sterling, p. 97.

NOTE [199]. p. 169. The Marquis de Serralvo,
according to Gage, by a monopoly of salt, and by em
barking deeply in the manilla trade, as well as in that
to Spain, gained annually a million of ducats.
In one
year he remitted a million of ducats to Spain, in order
to purchase from the Conde Olivarcs, and his crea
He
tures, a prolongation of his government, p. 61.
was successful in his suit, and continued in office from
1624 to 1635, double the usual time.

of pesos, which, at

fifth

Ifi9.

trade so

to

(if that

were regularly paid) would be 1,485,0001. But from
this sum must be deducted what is lost by a fraudulent
withholding of the fifth due to the crown, as well as
the

Total

An

198]. p.

f

foreign goods exported from Spain to America pay
duties of various kinds, amounting in all to more than
25 per cent. As most of the goods with which Spain
supplies her colonies arc foreign, such a tax upon a
all

;

500,000
200,000

ing trade from province to province
Assienio of Negroes
From the trade of Mathe, or herb of Para
the Je
guay, formerly monopolized by

[197]. p. 169.

1,350,000

commercial speculation has computed, that from the
mines of New Spain alone the king receives annually,
as his fifth, the sum of two millions of our money.
Harris, Collect, of Voy. ii. p. 164.
According to this
calculation, the total produce of the mines must be ten
a sum so exorbitant, and so little cor
millions sterling
responding with all accounts of the annual importation
from America, that the information on which it is
founded must evidently be erroneous. According to
Campomanes, the total product of the American mines

and other small
paper, tobacco,
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NOTE

expense of administra
remains net free revenue

in

Duty on coinage
de
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OF

half, as the

tion, and there

1,000,000
2,000,000

300,000

------

HISTORY&quot;

necessary for defraying the expense of admini
Edue. Popular, vol. ii. p. 131. note.
Both

sums

are considerable.
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EDITOR
HAVING presented
works which

will hold a high

nies which in

little

two interesting works,

to our readers

rank in the estimation of

&quot;

Belknap

many

more than two centuries have grown up

PREFACE.

S

Biographies of the Early Discoverers of

s

generations yet unborn,
into a great nation,

we

whose

shall

now begin

history will

Robertson

s

History of South

America,&quot;

good earnest, upon the History of the North American Colo
hereafter be sought for, not only by Americans, but
civilized
by every

Several writers of distinction have

made

great researches

the worm-eaten pages of manuscripts, pamphlets, and partial histories to obtain a

Foreigners have taken a deep interest

present growth.

which often

rises to eloquence.

As

but has not
preface, promised more,
should reach us before

and discriminating, than James Grahame, Esq. He writes without prejudice, in a style of neatness and
perspicuity
he has only given us two volumes of his work, which contain the events of the first half
but
in his
century of our

we have

yet,

up

A

men.

it,

reprinted the two on our table,

we

but

we

we

are informed that a continuation of his labors will soon be
published.

shall lose

in

presenting

We

it

to

our readers

stars

in the

From

we augur

time to

cessary to carry forward the history of particular states,

boundary partly because
the influence of the British Revolution did not imme
and
extend
to
them,
diately
partly in order to exhibit a
complete view of certain interesting transactions, of
13.

this precise

;

should not arrive in season,

of supplying,

works

we

Many valuable
amazingly scanty.
and statistics both of
and of the whole North American

shall

draw

history is attracting

now about being formed

favorably for the results.

There

is

all

in the city

no danger

these works

;* a defect the more discreditable, as
these works have long enjoyed a high repute at the seats
of learning on the continent of Europe, and as the
greater part of them might be procured without diffi
culty in London or from America.
After borrowing all the materials that I could so pro

cure, and purchasing as many more as I could find in
Britain, my collection proved still so defective in many
respects, that in the hope of enlarging it, I undertook a

and in the library of this place,
journey to Gottingen
as I had been taught to expect, I found an ampler col;

*In the Advocates Library of Et .inburgh, for example,
is not a single separate history of Rhode Island, Con
New Hampshire, Maine, Maryland, New Jersey, or
Pennsylvania there is not one of the statistical works of
Pitkinor Seybert and although there are the first volumes,
respectively, of Hutchinson s History of Massachussetts,
and of Hazard s Historical Collections, none of the posterior
volumes of these interesting works have ever been procured.
But the negative catalogue of the Advocates Library, in this
department, is too copious for further quotation.

there

necticut,

;

;

|

]

To the British Museum I am indebted for the perusal of
several works of very great rarity; particularly Demon s
description of New York, and Archdale s Description of Caro
lina.
But tliis collection, tliousrh much richer than the Ad
vocates Library, is yet exceedingly defective in American

illustrative of the history

particular states

is

American

commonwealth

concerning the early history of many of these provinces,
which the public libraries of Great Britain are capable
is

an additional volume

requires them.

;

I.

if it

If

way although of different magnitude and brightness
time we shall add some notes when we think the text

which the account would otherwise be broken and de
A second performance, for which I have
fective.
already collected a considerable mass of materials, will
further history of these earlier states,
I
the
THE composition which now deliver to the public, embrace
is the first of a threefold series of works, which, when together with the rise and progress of those which were
till the commencement
of the
completed, will form The History of the United States subsequently formed,
This second work, which like
the Plantation of the English American Revolution.
of North America, from
Colonies to the Establishment of their Independence. the present, will occupy, I believe, two volumes, I con
My plan is restricted to the history of those provinces sider the most difficult and important portion of my
Two additional volumes, I trust, will enable
of North America (originating all except New York labors.
and Delaware, from British colonization,) which, at the me to complete my general plan, and embrace the his
era of the American Revolution, were included in the tory of the revolutionary war, and the establishment
the illustration of the rise and forma
and consolidation of the North American Republic.
United States
In the collection of materials for the composition of
tion of this great republic, being the end of my labors.
The present work, the first of the projected series, this work, I have been obliged to incur a degree of
embraces the rise of such of those States, comprehended labor and expense, which, had I originally foreseen, I
Consi
within my general plan, as were founded prior to the doubt if I could have ventured to encounter.
British Revolution in 1688, and traces their progress dering the connection that so long subsisted between
In some instances I have found it ne
Great Britain and the American States, the information
till that
epoch.

VOL.

but

milky

PREFACE.

somewhat beyond

;

are happy to find that the
subject of

the character and talents of the persons zealously engaged in the praiseworthy undertaking

Every history adds something to enlighten the public. Like
on each other and increase the glory of the hemisphere of knowledge.

of doing too much.

shed a lustre

no time

believe will afford an abundant supply.

society for collecting and preserving the neglected or half forgotten events of the revolutionary and late war,

From

New York.

has,

history,

to this time fulfilled

our matter from other approved sources which
classes of

in the subject,

knowledge of the rise and progress of this nation from its beginning up to iti
and several of them have written on it with great candor and ability. Among these historians no

in the estimation of the judicious

one stands higher,

of

&quot;

in

nation under the sun, as most of the reform going on in the world sprung from the influence of our institutions.

amoug

and

America,&quot;

!

liistory.
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scriptural testimony to the riches of divine grace,
the reflected lustre of human virtue.

lection of North American literature, than any or indeed
From the
ull the libraries of Britain could supply.
resources of the Gotlirrgcn Library, aided by the
administrators are always wil
liberality with which its
to render it subservient to the purposes of literary

and

The most

important requisite of historical composi
and that in which, I suspect, they are commonly
most defective, is truth a requisite, of which even
ling
the greatest advantage and the sincerity of the historian is insufficient to assure us.
inquiry, 1 have derived
In tracing ascertained and important facts, either back
of
his
Yet even this admirable repository
assistance.
and I have still to lament ward in o tlieir original, or forward into their operation,
tory is not entirely perfect
on either hand, a
my inability to procure some works illustrative of the historian frequently encounters,
my subject, which, whatever may be their value, it perplexing variety of dissimilar causes and diverging
would have been satisfactory to have had an opportu effects; among which it is no less difficult than im
of action,
Hopkin s History of Providence in portant to discriminate the peculiar springs
nity of perusing.
Vanderdonck s History of New Netherlands, and to preserve the moral stream of events. Indis
particular,
and Holm s History of Sweduland in America, are criminate detail would produce intolerable fatigue and
books which I have been hitherto unable to procure. confusion while selection inevitably infers the risk of
The learned Ebelinghas characterized the first of these error. The sacred historians often record events with
and that I am not little or no reference to their historical pedigree and
as a book not easily met with
be inferred, I have thus given to some parts of the only history that
chargeable with negligent inquiry, may
from the fact, that I have succeeded in procur is infallibly authentic, an appearance of improbability,
tions,

;

;

;

;

think,

which the more reasoning productions of uninspired
narrators have pxchanged, at least as frequently, for

works which Ebeling con
ing and consulting various
fesses his inability to obtain, besides many of whose

Even
existence he seems not to have been aware.*
those which for the present I am obliged to dispense
with, as well as various other works of infrequent oc
currence and applicable to a later portion of time, I
still hope to procure for the elucidation of the vast and

It may be thought an
misrepresentation.
imprudent avowal, and yet I have no desire to conceal,

substantial

that, in examining and comparing historical records, I
have often been forcibly reminded of Sir Robert Waipole s assurance to his son, that &quot;History must be
Happily, this apophthegm applies, if not ex
false.&quot;*
but clusively, at least most forcibly to that which VValpole

my second composition.
History addresses her lessons to all mankind
when she records the fortunes of an existing people,
it is to them that her admonitions are especially di
There has never been a people on whose
rected.
character their own historical recollections were calcu
varied subject of

:

probably regarded as the main trunk of history, but
which is really the most insignificant branch of it,
the intrigues of cabinets, the secret machinations and
designs of ministers, and the contests of trading poli

more animating or salutary influ
ence, than the nation whose history I have vindertaken

ticians.

lated to exercise a

In surveying the contests of human beings, it is dif
ficult, or rather it is impossible, for a man of like feel
ings with themselves, to escape entirely the contagion
of those passions which the contests arose from or
Thus partialities are secretly insinuated
engendered.

to relate.

In national societies established after the manner of
the United States of North America, history does not
The origin
begin with obscure or fabulous legends.
of the nation, and the rise and progress of all its in
The people may
stitutions, may be distinctly known.
obtain an accurate and familiar acquaintance with the
character of their earliest national ancestors, and of

into the

I hope I am
and
sufficiently on my guard
apprehensions of it are moderated by the recollec
tion that there is a wisdom which is divinely declared
to be without partiality, and without
hypocnsy, and
attainable by all who seek it in sincerity from its hea

So much, at the same
piety and invigorating virtue.
time, of human weakness and imperfection is discerni
ble in the conduct, or is attested by the avowals of
these eminent men, and so steady and explicit was
their reference

were enabled

to

heavenly

aid, for all the

good they

to perform or attain, that the admiration

they so strongly claim never exceeds a just subordina
tion to the glory of the Most High, and enforces the

am

indebted to the private collections of various indivi
duals for the perusal of some very rare and not less interest
ing works and in particular I beg leave to acknowledge the
kindness witli which the valuable library of the late George
Chalmers was submitted to my examination, by his nephew
end executor, Mr. James Chalmers of London.
I

;

With

we

partial views,

posite partialities of

encounter the op

com

antagonists, and by mutual

mission and perception of injustice, render each other s
It should be the great
misapprehensions incurable.
end of his history to correct the errors by which expe
and this end I have
rience is thus rendered useless
proposed, in humble reliance on Divine Guidance, to
:

pursue.
Hastings, January, 1627.
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OOK

I.

VIRGINIA.

CHAPTER
CABOT despatched by Henry

I

.

the Seventh

visits the

Coast 08

North America Neglect of Henry to profit by Cabot s
covery and of his immediate Successors Reigii of Eliza
beth favorable to maritime Ad ventures Rise of the Slave
Trade Sir Walter Raleigh projects a colony in North
l&amp;gt;i

fails
Elizabeth names the
first
Expedition
CouTitry Virginia Greenville despatched by Raleigh
Misfortunes of the Co
establishes a Colony at. Roanoak
lonists
their Return
Use of Tobacco introduced in

America

Farther Efforts of Raleieh terminate unsuccess
s
Accession of James to the English Crown G
Voyage its Effects James divides North America between
two Companies Tenor of their Charters Royal (..ode of
Laws The first Body of Colonists emfarked by the Lon
don Company arrive in the Bay of Cheapeak found

England

r

&amp;gt;snold

fully

James Town

Dissenlions of the Colonists Hostility of
the Indians Distress and Confusion of the Colony Servi
ces of Captain Smith he is taken Prisoner by the Indians
his Liberation
he preserves the Colony The Colonists de
ceived by Appearances of Gold Smith Surveys the Bay
of
CheeapeaK elected President of the Colony New
Charter Lord Delaware appointed Governor Newport,
Gates, and Somers sent out to preside till Lord Delaware s
Arrival are wrecked o.i the Coast of Bermudas Captain

Smith Returns to England.

was on the

August, 1492, a little before
Columbus, undertaking the
most memorable enterprise that human genius ever
planned or human skill and courage ever performed,
set sail from Spain for the discovery of the western
world.
On the 13th of October, about two hours
IT

third of

sun-rise, that Christopher

before midnight, a light in the island of San Salvador
was descried by Columbus from the deck of his vessel,
and America for the rirst time beheld by European
I am far from thinking or from desiring it should he
Of the vast and important consequences that
eyes.*
thought, that every part of the conduct of America depended on this spectacle, perhaps not even the com
but
throughout these controversies to which I have alluded, prehensive mind of Columbus was fully sensible
was pure and blameless. Much guile, much evil pas to the end of time, the heart of
every human being
and
dishonored
of
the
sion, violence,
many
who reads the story will confess the interest of that
injustice,
councils and proceedings of the leaders and assemblies eventful moment, and
partake the feelings of that illus
of America
and it was the conduct of one of the trious man. On the
following day, the adventurers,
States, the most renowned for piety and virtue, that preceded by their commander, took possession of the
suggested to her historian the melancholy observation, soil and a connexion that was to subsist for ever was
that in all ages and countries communities of men established between
Europe and America. The cross
have done that, of which most of the individuals of was
and
planted on the shores of the western world
whom they consisted would, acting separataly, have in the hour that witnessed this great re-union of man
But
masses
been ashamed.
are justly kind, the knee was bowed to that
mingled
Being who has pro
denominated from the elements and qualities that pre- claimed himself the brother of the whole human race,
in
their
and
and
composition ;
sages
patriots and the author of a common salvation to all the ends
ponderate
will be equally voted out of the world if we can never of the earth.
the
wisdom
lineaments
of
worth
and
under
The intelligence of this successful voyage was re
recognize
There exists in ceived in
the rags of mortal imperfection.
Europe with the utmost surprise and admira
some romantic speculative minds, a platonic love of tion. In
England, more especially, it was calculated
liberty, as well as virtue, that consists with a cordial to produce a very powerful impression, and to awaken
While Columbus was
disgust for every visible and actual incarnation of either at once emulation and
;

;

&quot;f

regret.

*

Horace Walpole

works.

A

curious illustration of his
torical inaccuracy was related by the late President Jefferson
The Abbe Raynal, in his
to an intelligent English traveller.
History of the British Settlements in America, has recounted
a remarkable story which implies the existence of a particu
Some Americans being in company
lar law in New England.
with the Abbe at Paris, questioned the truth of the story, al
leging that no such law had ever existed in New England.
The Abbe maintained the authenticity of his history, till he
was interrupted by Dr. Franklin, who was present, and after
I can
listening for some time in silence to the dispute, said,
account for all this you took the anecdote from a newspaper,
of which I was at that lime editor, and, happening to be very
short of news, I composed and inserted the whole story.&quot;
Hall s Travels in Canada arid the United States, p. 382, 363.
t Hutchinson s History of Massachusetts, vol. i. p. 156.
This observation referred to the dispute between Massachu
setts and the confederated States of lS w England in 1649.
:

*

perfection.

*

j

;

;

;

and their

a model so richly
fraught with the instructions of wisdom and the incite
ments of duty. The memory of the saints and heroes
whom they claim as their natural or national ancestors
and the
will bless all those who account it blessed
ashes of their fathers will give forth a nobler influence
than the bones of the prophet of Israel, in reviving

produced and continued in the world by unwilling
ness or inability to make candid concessions, or indeed
to admit in an
to
distinguish candor from sincerity
adversary the excellence that condemns our vehement
hate
in a friend or hero, (he defects that sully the
pleasing image of virtue, that diminish our exultation,
bid us cease from man, and shew us the end of all
is

;

A

to preserve with sacred care

;

venly source.

first syllable of recorded time, has
nobler model of
ever had the honor of producing.
human character could hardly be proposed to the inha
lants of New England, Pennsylvania, and others of the
North American States, than that which their own early

honor

;

my

a North American may feel grateful exultation in
avowing himself the native of no ignoble land, but of
a land that has yielded as great an increase of glory to
God and of happiness to man, as any other portion of

history supplies.

feel

dilection,

city,

their interest

I

1 am sensible of a
strong predilection in
favor of America, and the colonial side in the great
controversies between her people and the British go
vernment, which must occupy so prominent a place in
the ensuing pages.
Against the influence of this pre

;

once

in balancing opposite testimony,
sure, though secret means of

readers.

;

It is at

and

;

I am not desirous of con
such partialities within myself; and
if my consciousness of their existence should not ex
empt me from their influence, I hope the avowal, at
least, will prevent the error from extending to my

cealing that

every succeeding generation through which the inheri
tance of the national name and fortunes has devolved
When this interesting knowledge is
to themselves.
blended with the information that their existence as a
people originated in the noblest eiibrts of wisdom,
fortitude, and magnanimity, and that every successive
acquisition by which their liberty and happiness have
been extended and secured, has arisen from the exer
cise of the same qualities, and evinced their faithful
respect for an
preservation and unimpaired efficacy,
and the pledge of virtue
tiquity becomes the motive
the whole nation feels itself ennobled by ancestors
whose renown will continue to the end of time the
and the love
honor or reproach of their successors
of virtue is so interwoven with patriotism and with
national glory, as to prevent the one from becoming a
other a splendid or mis
seliish principle, and the
If an inspired apostle might with
chievous illusion.
complacency proclaim himself a citizen of no mean

the world, since the

mind

partialities find a
exerting their influence.

these

of these principle:)
and which, when not corrected by
sense and experience, conducts to endless error or in
curable misanthropy.
Whoever examines the histories of individuals or
communities, must expect to be disappointed and per
Much error
plexed by numberless inconsistencies.

s

proposing his schemes with little prospect of success
at the court of Spain, he had despatched his brother
* Dr. Robertson is of
opinion that the Ancients had no notion
of the existence of the western world, and has collected from
ancient writers many proofs, not only of ignorance, but of most
barbarous error respecting the territorial resources of the
earth Hist, of America, B. I. Yet a Roman writer, to whoa*
sentiments ho has not adverted, is supposed to have proprkesied the discovery of America 1400 years before this even!
took place. The passage occurs in one of Seneca s tragedies.
:

&quot;Venient

amus

Secula sens, quibus oceanus
Vincula rerum laxet, et ingens
Pa teat tellus, Tiphysique novos
Di-tegal orbcs; nee sit terris
Ultima Thule.&quot;
MKDUA. Act

II.
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Bartholomew to the court of Henry the Vllth in Eng- lingly have resumed his voyages in the service of Eng
land, there to solicit patronage and offer the fruits of land, hut he found that in his absence the king s ardor
Seated on a throne
discovery. Bartholomew was taken prisoner by pirates, for discovery had greatly abated.
and after a long detention was reduced to such poverty which he had gained by conquest in a country exthat on his arrival in London he was compelled, by the hausted by civil wars, involved in hostilities with Srotlabor of his hands, to procure the means of arraying land, and harassed by the insurrections of his
subjects
himself in habiliments suited to his interview with a and the machinations of pretenders to his crown,
j

i

[

j

j

On

monarch.

such slight circumstances the fates of

nations, at times, seem
they are over-ruled, not

Henry had

i

little

leisure for the execution of distant pro-

depend while in reality. jects and his sordid disposition found little attraction
by circumstances, but by in the prospect of a colonial settlement, which was not
that Being who arranges and disposes circumstances likely to be
productive of immediate pecuniary gain.
in harmony with the predeterminations of his own He was
engaged, loo. at this time, in negotiating the marwill.
The propositions of Bartholomew were favora- riage of his son with the daughter of Ferdinand of Spain,
but before a definitive arrange- and must, therefore, have felt himself
bly received by Henry
additionally disinment was concluded, Bartholomew was recalled by the clir:ed to pursue a project that could not fail to give
intelligence that his brother s plans had at length been umbrage to this jealous prince, who claimed the wholi
sanctioned and adopted by Ferdinand and Isabella of continent of America, in virtue of a donation from the
Nor were the subjects of Henry in a condition
Spain.
Pope.
If the cautious temper and frugal disposition of to avail themselves of the
ample field that Cabot s disto
contributed
diminish
his
for
the
Henry
regrets
covery had opened to their enterprise and activity,
abandonment of a hazardous and expensive undertak- The civil wars had dissipated wealth, repressed com
ing, the astonishing success with which its actual pro- merce, and even excluded the English people from
secution by others had been attended, revived the for- sharing in the
general improvement which the nations
mer projects of his mind, and whetted it to a degree of of Europe had now begun to experience. All the adenterprise that showed him both instructed and pro
vantages, then, that England, for the present, derived
voked by his disappointment. In this disposition he from the voyage of Cabot was, that
right of property
the
to
of
listened readily
one Gabato or Ca which is supposed to arise from priority of
proposals
discovery
in
a
Bristol
from
consi
Venetian, residing
who,
a right which, from the extent of the territory, the mild
bot,
the
discoveries
of
Columbus
towards
the
southness
of
its
climate, and the fertility of its soil, afforded
dering
west, had formed the opinion that lands might like- an ample
of advantageous colonization.
But
prospect
wise be discovered towards the north-west, and now from the circumstances in which the nation was
placed,
offered the king to conduct an expedition in this direc- or rather from the
of
that
Providence
which
designs
lion.
Henry, prompted by his avarice and stung by governs circumstances, and renders them subservient to
his disappointment, eagerly embraced the proposals of the destinies of nations and individuals, was
England
Cabot, and not only granted him a commission of dia- prevented from occupying this important field, till the
covery, but, on two subsequent occasions, issued simi- moral and religious advancement which her people
lar commissions for the discovery and appropriation of were soon to
undergo, had qualified her to become the
unknown territories.
Cabot finding that Henry
parent of North America.
The commission to Cabot, the only one which was had abandoned his colonial projects, soon after trans
of
was
ferred
his
services
to
the
and the English
interesting
productive
consequences,
granted
Spaniards
on the 5th of Nfarch, 1495, (about two years after the seemed contented to surrender their discoveries and
return of Columbus from America,) and empowered the discoverer to the
superior fortune of that successful
this adventurer and his sons to sail under the
The only immediate fruit that England de
flag of people.
England in quest of countries yet unoccupied by any rived from his enterprise is said to have been the imchnstian state
to take possession of them in the name
portation from America of the first turkeys* that had
of Henry, and plant the English banner on the walls ever been seen in
Europe.
of their castles ar.d cities, and to maintain with the in
It is remarkable, that of these first expeditions to the
habitants a traffic exclusive of all competitors, and western world,
by Spain and England, not one was
under the condition of pay either projected or commanded by a citizen of the state
exempted from customs
ing 3 fifth part of the free profit on every voyage to which supplied the subordinate adventurers, defrayed
About two years after the date of his com- the expense of the equipment, and reaped the benefit
the crown.
ri tnt ^ o_u_. ...:L l-:_
n
mission, [1497,] Cabot, with his second son, Sebas- of the enterprise.
The honor of the achievement was
tian, embarked at Bristol, in a ship furnished by the thus more widely distributed.
The Spanish adventurand
was
attended
four
small vessels equipped ers were conducted
king,
by
by Columbus, a native of Genoa
of
the
that
merchants
Sebastian
Cabot
by
city.
and
ap- the English, by John Cabot, a citizen of Venice
pears to have greatly excelled his father in genius and though Sebastian Cabot, whose superior genius soon
and it is to him alone that historians assumed the chief direction of the
nauiical science
had
himenterprise,
have ascribed all the discoveries with which the name self been born in
England, it was by the experience
of Cabot is associated.
an d instructions of his father that his genius had been
The navigators of that age were not less influenced trained to naval affairs, and it was to the father that
by the opinions than incited by the example of Co- the projection of the voyage was due, and the chief
lumbus, who erroneously supposed that the islands he command intrusted.
Happily for the honor of the
had discovered in his first voyage were outskirts or
and
English nation, the parallel extends no farther
of
and
not
far
remote
India,
from the the treatment which the two discoverers experienced
dependencies
Indian continent.
Influenced by this notion, Sebastian from the countries that had
employed them, differed as
Cabot conceived the hope that by steering to the northwidely as the histories of the two empires which they
west he might fulfil the design, and even improve the
contributed
to
found.
Columbus was
respectively
performance of Columbus, and reach India by a shorter loaded with chains in the country which he had the
course than his predecessor had taken.
Pursuing this glory of discovering, and died the victim of ingratitude
track, he discovered the islands of Newfoundland and and
disappointment among the people whonf he had
St. John
and still continuing to hold a westerly conducted to so much wealth and renown. Cabot,
soon
reached
the
continent
of
North
course,
America, after spending some years in the service of Spain, also
and sailed along it
and returning, in his old
froinjhe confines of Labrador to experienced her ingratitude
the coast of Virginia.
Thus conducted by Cabot, who age, to England, he obtained a kind and honorable re
was himself guided by the genius of Columbus, did
from
the
nation
which
had, as yet, derived only
ception
the English achieve the honor of
barren hopes, and a seemingly relinquished title from
being the second na
tion that had visited the western world, and the first his
He received the dignity of knighthood,
expedition.
that had discovered that vast continent that stretches the
appointment of Grand Pilot of Kngland, and a pen
from the Gulf of Mexico towards the North Pole. For sion that enabled him to
spend his old age in circum
it was not till the
following year [1498] that Columbus, stances of honor and comfort.
in his second voyage, was enablad to
From this period till the reign of Elizabeth, no gene
complete his own
discovery, and proceed beyond the islands he had first ral or deliberate design was formed in
England for the
visited, to the continent of America.
acquisition of territory, or the establishment of colo
Cabot, disappointed in his main object of finding a nies in America.
the
of
During
reign
Henry the Vlllth,
western passage to India returned to
England to relate the vigor and attention of the English government were
the discoveries he had already effected, without at
to
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tempting either by settlement or conquest to gain a
He would wilfooting on the American continent.*
*

Churchill s Collection ofVoyaies, iii.211. He
composed,
on his return, a chart of Ihe whole Norlh American continent
This interesting document (attached to which was a
portrait
of the Navigator, and a briel account of his
voyage) was long

suspended in the Privy Gallery at Whitehall, and is supposed
to have perished by the fire which destroyed that Gallery, in
the reign of William the Hid. Entick sGen. Hist, of the Late

War,

vol.

i.

p. 189.

Why this bird received the name it enjoys in England,
has never lieen satisfactorily explained. By the French it
was called C d ltide,&quot;on account of its American original;
America being then generally termed Western India.
&quot;

I

years absorbed by the wars and intrigues of
the continent
and the innovations in religious doc
trine and ecclesiastical constitution that attended its
close, found ample employment at home for the minds
of the king, and of the great bulk of the people.
It was
during this reign that the full light of the Reformation
broke forth in Germany, and was rapidly diffused over
Europe. Henry, at first, resolutely opposed himself to
the adversaries of the church of Rome, and even at
tempted, by his pen, to stem the progress of the inno
vations.
But his subsequent controversy with the
Papal See excited and sanctioned a spirit of inquiry
for

many

;

his own subjects, which
spread far beyond his
expectations and desires, and eluded all Ins attempts to
control and restrain it.
discussion of the preten
sions of the church of Rome naturally begot inquiry
into her doctrines
for her grand pretensions to infal
libility formed the only authority to which many of these
doctrines were indebted for their reception.
The very

among

A

;

had been employed (says an ingenious philoso
weave the whole of the popish institutions
into one coherent system, and to make every super
stitious device repose on the authority and conduce to
the aggrandisement of the church of Rome, now con
tributed to accelerate and complete her downfall.
Ia_
a system so overgrown with abuses, the spirit of in
quiry, wherever it obtained admission, could not fail to
detect error
and even a single instance of such de
art that

pher) to

;

by loosening the corner-stone of
shook the whole edifice to its foundation.
tection,

infallibility,

The pro
of inquiry exercised a powerful and
spirit
salutary influence on the character and fortune of every
nation in which it gained admission.
subject of in
tellectual exercise had at length been found, that could
interest the dullest, and engross the most vigorous
faculties
the contagion of fervent zeal and earnest
a universal promotion
inquiry was rapidly propagated
of mind attended the spread of the reformed doctrines,
and every nation into which they flowed was elevated
in the scale of moral and intellectual being.
Intro
duced into England by the power of a haughty, ca-

gress of this

A

;

;

piicious, and barbarous tyrant, whose object was not
the emancipation of his subjects, but the deliverance

of himself from a power which he wrested from the
Pope only to exercise with his own hands it was some
time before these doctrines worked their way into the
minds of the people, and, expelling the corruptions and
adulterations of the royal teacher, attained their full
Besides leavening
maturity of influence and vigor.
the national creed with much of the ancient super
stition, Henry encumbered the national worship with
many of the popish institutions retaining whatever
was calculated to prove a useful auxiliary to royal au
thority, or to gratify the pomp and pride of his own
sensual imagination.
In the composition of the ec
;

:

he preserved the powerful hierarchy,
and in the solemnities of worship the gorgeous cere
monial of the church of Rome.
But he found it

clesiastical body,

easier to establish ecclesiastical constitutions, than to
limit the stream of human opinion, or stay the heavenly

shower by which it was slowly but gradually reinforced
and in an after age, the repugnance
and enlarged
that manifested itself between the constitution of the
and the religious sentiments of the
church
English
;

English people, produced consequences of very great
importance in the history of England and the settle
ment of America.
The rupture between Henry the VHIth and the Rofnan see removed whatever obstacle the popish dona
tive to Spain might have interposed to the appropriation
of American territory by the English crown
but of
the two immediate successors of that monarch, the one
the
other
renounced
thi?
and
i(.
advantage,
neglected
During the reign of Edward the Vlth, the court of the
or
minor
was
distracted
faction,
by
occupied
by
royal
and the attention of the king
the war with Scotland
and people was engrossed by the care of extending and
confirming the establishment of the prolestant doc
Introduced by Henry, and patronized by Ed
trines.
ward, these doctrines multiplied their converts with a
savored somewhat of the weight of human
that
facility
:

;

authority, and the influence of secular interests ; till,
under the direction of Providence, the same earthly
power that had been employed to facilitate the intro
duction of truth, was pr rmitted to attempt its suppres

The royal authority, which Henry had blindly
made subservient to the establishment of the protestant doctrines, was now employed bv Mary with equal

sion.

sift and
purify the protcstant body, to separate the genuine from the unsound,
and to enable the true believers, by more than mortal

blindness as an instrument to

&amp;gt;q

fortitude, faithfulness,

and patience,

to

make

full

proof
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not more justly obnoxious to reproach, than the wine
which often wastes the strength it was given to restore,
restoring the connexion between
church of Rome, and united in marriage to Philip of or the food which sometimes abridges the life it was
tics to refrain from con
meant to prolong. The inflexible pride and deliberate
Spain, was bound by double
It was not tyranny of these adventurers, their arrogant disregard
America.
testing the Spanish claims on
obstacles
created
that the
till the
by of the rights of human nature, and calm survey of the
reign of Elizabeth,
the pretensions of Spain were finally removed, and the desolation of empires and destruction of happiness and
of
that
with
the
power, so life, is rendered the more striking and instructive by
designs
prospect of collision
the humility of their own original circumstances, which
far from appearing objectionable, presented the strong
seemed to level and unite them by habit and sympathy
est attractions to the rninds of the English.
Whence we reasonably
But, although during this long period the occupation with the mass of mankind.
of America had been utterly neglected, the naval re
conclude, that the illusions of royalty are not indispen
sources adapted to the formation and maintenance of sably requisite to distend the heart with pride and to
colonies were diligently cultivated in England, and a harden it with cruelty, and that Pyrrhus and Alexander
vigorous impulse was communicated to the spirit of were composed of the same materials with Cortes and
Under the directions of Cabot, Pizarro. The conquests of the Spaniards were ac
commercial enterprise.
in the reign of Henry the VHIth, the English mer
complished with such rapidity, and followed with such
chants visited the coast of Brazil, and traded with the barbarous oppression, that a very few years sufficed not
In the reign of Ed
ettlements of the Portuguese.
only entirely to subjugate, but almost wholly to extir
ward the Vlth, the fisheries on the banks of New pate, the slothful and effeminate idolaters whom it was
The set
foundland, which had been previously established, were the will of God to destroy by their hands.
extended and encouraged and an association of ad tlements that were founded in the conquered countries
venturers for the discovery of new countries was incor
produced, from the nature of the soil, a vast influx of
Even Mary contributed to gold and silver into Spain, and finally exercised a most
porated by royal charter.
she
of
the
national
spirit
promote this direction
pernicious influence on the liberty, industry, and pros
founded the Corporation of Merchants to Russia, and perity of her people. But it was long before the bit
endeavored to protect their traffic, by establishing a ter harvest of this golden shower was reaped and in
friendly relation with the sovereign of that country. an age so ignorant of political science, it could not be
During her reign, an attempt highly creditable to the foreseen through the pomp and renown with which the
national energy, and not wholly unsuccessful, was made acquisition of so much empire, and the administration
and a commercial intercourse of so much treasure, seemed to invest the Spanish
to reach India by land
was established with the coast of Africa. Many symp monarchy. The achievements of the original adven
toms conspired to indicate with what steady vigor and turers, embellished by the romantic genius of Spain,
and softened by national partiality,* had now occupied
persevering ardor the people of England might be ex
pected to improve every opportunity of exercising and the pens of Spanish historians, and excited a thirst for
a
and
how
rank
their
resources,
high
they similar projects, and hopes of similar enrichment in
extending
were destined to hold in the scale of nations, when the every nation where the tidings were made known. The
strength of their character should be thoroughly deve
study of the Spanish language, and the acquaintance
loped by the progress of their recent improvement, and with Spanish literature which the marriage of Philip
the principles and policy of their government should and Mary introduced into England, awakened the more
more happily concur with the genius and sentiments of active spirits in this country to similar views and pro
the people.
jects, and gave to the rising spirit of adventure a
The Spaniards in the meantime Had extended their strong determination towards the continent of Ame
settlements over the continent of South America, and rica.
achieved an extent of conquest and accession of trea
The reign of Elizabeth was productive of the first
sure that dazzled the eyes and excited the emulation of attempts that the English had ever made to establish
all Europe.
The more active spirits among the Spa a permanent settlement in America. But many causes
nish people, restrained at home by the illiberal genius contributed to enfeeble their exertions for this
purpose,
of their government, eagerly rushed into the outlet of and to retard the accomplishment of this
great design.
enterprise presented to them on the vast theatre of The civil government of Elizabeth in the commence
Mexico and Peru. The paganism of the natives of ment of her reign was highly acceptable to her sub
these regions allured the invasion of bigots long wed
and her commercial policy, though frequently
jects
ded to a faith that recognised compulsion as an instru perverted by the interests of arbitrary power, and the
ment of conversion and their wealth and effeminacy principles of a narrow and erroneous system, was in
not less powerfully tempted the cupidity of men in the main, perhaps, not less laudably designed than ju
whom pride inflamed the desire of riches, while it in diciously directed to the cultivation of their resources
Thus every prospect that and the promotion of their prosperity. By permitting
spired contempt of industry.
could address itself prevailing to human desires, or a free exportation of corn, she promoted at once the
to the peculiarities of Spanish character, contributed to agriculture and the commerce of
England and by
promote that series of rapid and vigorous invasions, by treaties with foreign powers, she endeavored to esta
which the Spaniards overran so large a portion of the blish commercial relations between their subjects and
continent of South America.
The real and lasting her own.t Sensible how much the strength and safety
effect of their acquisitions has corresponded in a man
of the state and the prosperity of the people must de
ner very satisfactory to the moral eye, with the charac
pend on a nava! force, she took every means to encou
ter and merit of the achievements by which they were rage
and so much increased the shipping
navigation
The history of the expeditions which termi of the kingdom both by building large vessels herself,
earned.
nated in the conquest of Mexico and Peru displays, and by promoting ship-building
among the merchants,
perhaps, more strikingly than any other portion of the that she was styled by her subjects the Restorer of
records of the human race, what amazing exertions the* naval glory, and the Queen of the northern seas.
Ri
mind of man can prompt him to attempt, and sustain gidly just in discharging the ancient debts of the crown,
to
endure
how
he
is
him
as well as in fulfilling all her own
signally
capable of misdi
engagements, yet
recting the energies with which his Creator has endowed forbearing towards her people in the imposition of
him and how fatally disposed to exercise them, more taxes frugal in the expenditure of her resources, and
vigorously in the commission of wickedness than the yet evincing a steady vigor in the prosecution of well
the policy of her civil
practice of virtue.
Wholly revolted from God, in the directed projects
government
darkness of a disordered nature, and never wholly re
at once conveyed the wisest lessons to her
subjects,
turning in this life to an entire subordination, men seem
* Truth is
and the pro
proverbially the daughter of Time
to be capable of obtaining a more perfect
co-operation verb has been remarkably verified
by the progress of human
of their active faculties, and more extensive contribu
opinion with respect to the conduct of the Spanish conquer
tion of the resources of their nature to the production ors of South America. Some specimens of the ignorance that
of evil than to the prosecution of good.*
prevailed at a pretty late period in England on this subject
To consider will
be found in Note II.
the courage, the patience, the vigor, the fortitude,
t She obtained from John Basilides, the czar of Muscovy, a
evinced by the conquerors of South America, in con
patent which conferred the whole trade of his dominions on
junction with the sordid, unjust, and barbarous ends to the English. With this grant the tyrant, who lived in con
which they were made subservient, might degrade these tinual dread of a revolt of his subierts, purchased from Eliza
beth the assurance of an asylum from their fury in England.
virtues for ever in our esteem, if we did not recollect But his son Theodore revoked
it, and answered to the Queen s
that energy is the gift of God, and the abuse of it the remonstrances, that he was determined to rob neither his own
nor
to monopolies what
foreigners
subjects
by
invention of man
subjecting
and that genius and valor, even.
should be free to all mankind. Camden. p. 493. So superior
when employed to debase and oppress mankind, are was the commercial policy which
natural justice taught this
harbariarv, to the system which Elizabeth derived from hr
* If some
examples in the history of the world, and even in boasted
learning and renowned ability, and \\lnch loaded the
the Colonization of (Northern) America, seem to
dispute this freedom and industry of her people with
patents, monopolies,
position, they can only turn a universal into a general maxim.
and exclusive companies

This prince
England and the

of Christian character and divine grace.

|

|

I

respected.

|

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

and happily concurred with the general frame of their
sentiments and character.
Perhaps there never was a
human being (assuredly never a woman) so little amiable, who, as a sovereign, was so popular and so much

I

During a reign so favorable to commercial enterthe spirit that had been long growing up in the
minds of the English was called forth into vigorous
Under the patronage of
and persevering exertion.
Dudley, Earl of Warwick, and conducted by Martin
Frobisher, an expedition was despatched for the dis
covery of a north-west passage to India; but after ex
ploring the coasts of Labrador and Greenland, Frobisher
was compelled to return with the tidings of disappomtprise,

[1578.] If the ardor of the English

wasdampcd

ay the result of this enterprise, it was quickly revived
by the successful expedition of Sir Francis Drake,
who, with a feeble squadron, undertook and accom

the same enterprise that for sixty years had
formed the peculiar glory of the Portuguese navigator
ing
Magellan, and obtained for England the honor of beinj
the second nation that had completely circumnaviga ted
A general enthusiasm was excited by this
the globe.
splendid achievement, and a passion for naval exploits
laid hold of the spirits of almost all the eminent leaders
plished

of the age.

But still no project of effecting a permanent settle
ment abroad had been entertained or attempted in
The happiness that was enjoyed by the
England.
subjects of Elizabeth enforced those attractions that
bind the hearts of men to their native land, and which
are rarely surmounted but by the experience of in
tolerable hardships at home, or the prospect of sudden
enrichment abroad.* But the territory of North
rica held out none of the allurements that had invited

Ame

and rewarded the Spanish adventurers it presented
no hopes but of distant gain, and invited no exertions
;

but of patient industry.
The prevalence of the protestant doctrines in England, and the increasing in
fluence of a sense of religion on the minds of the peo
ple, disinclined many to abandon the only country
where the Reformation appeared to be securely esta
blished ; engrossed the minds of others with schemes
for the improvement of the constitution and ritual of

and probably repressed in some
their national church
ardent spirits the epidemical thirst of adventure, and
reconciled them to that moderate competency which
the state of society in England rendered easily attaina
ble, and the simplicity of manners preserved Irom con
;

tempt.

But if the immediate influence of religious principle
was unfavorable to projects of emigration, it was to the
further development of this noble principle that Eng
land was soon to be indebted for her greatest and
most illustrious colonial establishment. The ecclesithe
astical policy of Elizabeth was far from giv
same general satisfaction that her civil government
afforded to her subjects.
Inheriting the arrogant tem
per, the lofty pretensions, and ambitious taste of her
father, with little of his zeal and none of his bigotry,
religious considerations often mingled with her policy

;

but religious sentiments had but little, if any, influence
on her heart. Like him, she wished to adapt the es
tablishments of Christianity to the pomp and vanity of
and by a splendid hierarchy
royalised human nature
and gorgeous ceremonial, mediate an agrcemant be
tween the loltiness of her heart and the humility of the
But the persecution that the English piotrsgospel.
lants had undergone from Mary had not only deepened
and purified the religious sentiments of a great body of
the people, but associated with many of the ceremonies
retained in the national church the idea of poperv and
This repugnance be
the recollection of persecution.
tween the sentiments of the men who now betjan to
be termed puritans, and the ecclesiastical policy of the
English government, continued to increase during the
whole reign of Elizabeth but as the influence which
of America did not
it exercised on the colonization
appear till the following reign, I shall defer the further
account of it till we come to trace its effects in the
rise and progress of the colonies of New England.
During this reign, there was introduced into Eng
land a branch of that inhuman traffic in negro slaves,
which aftarwarda engrossed so large a portion of her
commercial wealth and adventure, and converted a nu
merous body of her merchants .into a confederacy of
robbers, and much of what she termed her trade into
;

;

Who

*
is lie that hatli judgment, courage, and any industry
or quality, with, understanding, will leave his country, hi*
at
home, his certain estate, his friends, pleasures, liberty,
hopes
nnd the preferment that England doth afford to all degrees,
were it not to advance his fortunes hy enjoying his dcacrU !*
B. vi.
Smith s Hist, of Virginia,
&amp;lt;tc.

NORTH AMERICA.
The
acts of deliberate fraud and atrocious violence.
first Englishman who brought this guilt upon himself
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an opportunity of sharing the blessings of civil
society and the Christian religion.
It is believed, in
and his country was Sir John Hawkins, who after deed, and seems consonant with probability, that Haw
wards attained so much nautical celebrity, and was kins, so far from intending that the negroes whom he
created an admiral and treasurer of the British navy. sold should be consigned to a state of perpetual slavery,
His father, an expert English seaman, having made expected that they would be advanced to the condition
several voyages to the coast of Guinea, and from of free servants whenever their labors had yielded to
thence to Brazil and the West Indies, had acquired their masters an equivalent for the expense of their
The queen appeared to be satisfied with his
considerable knowledge of these countries, which he purchase.
transmitted to his son in the copious journals of his account, aud dismissed him with the assurance that,
voyages and observations, which he left behind him at while he and his associates acted with humanity and
In these compositions he described the justice, they should enjoy her countenance and protec
his death.
soil of America and the West Indies as endowed with tion.
The very next voyage that Hawkins undertook,
extraordinary richness and fertility, but utterly neg
The natives of demonstrated still more clearly the deceitfulness of
lected from the want of cultivators.
that
unction which he had applied to his conscience,
toil
of
agri
Europe were represented as unequal to the
culture in so sultry a climate
but those of Africa as and the futility even of those intentions of which the
In
Forcibly fulfilment seemed to depend entirely on himself.
peculiarly well adapted to this employment.
struck with these remarks, Hawkins deduced from his passage he met with an English ship of war, which
tfiem the project of transporting Africans into the joined itself to the expedition, and accompanied him
western world
and having drawn up a plan for the to the coaot of Africa. On his arrival, he began as
execution of this design, he laid it before some of his formerly to traffic with the negroes, and endeavored,
opulent neighbors, and solicited their approbation and by reiteration of his former topics of persuasion, to
A subscription was opened and speedily induce them to embark in his vessels. But they had
concurrence.
completed by Sir Lionel Ducket, Sir Thomas Lodge, now become reserved and jealous of his designs, and
Sir William Winter, and others, who plainly perceived as none of their neighbors had returned, they were
the vast emolument that might be derived from such a apprehensive that the English had killed and devoured
traffic.
By their assistance Hawkins was enabled to them ; a supposition which, however offensive to the
set sail for Africa in the year 1562, and, having reached English, did greatly and erroneously extenuate the in
The
Sierra Leone,* he began his commerce with the negroes. humanity of which they had been actually guilty.
While he trafficked with them in the usual articles of crew of the ship of war, observing the Africans back
ward
and
suspicious, began to deride the gentle and
barter, he took occasion to give them an inviting de
dilatory methods of proceeding to which Hawkins con
scription of the country to which he was bound, con
fined
himself, and proposed having immediate recourse
trasting the fertility of its soil and the enjoyments of
to violence and
The sailors belonging to
its inhabitants with the barrenness of Africa and the
compulsion.
his own fleet joined with the crew of the man of war,
poverty of the African tribes.
Finding that the unsus
the proposal, began to make prepara
pecting negroes listened to him with implicit belief, and, applauding
tions for carrying it into effect.
Hawkins protested
and were greatly delighted with the European luxu
ries and ornaments which he displayed to them, he against such unwarrantable cruelty, and vainly endea
vored to prevail on them to desist from their purpose
offered, if any of them were willing to exchange their
destitute circumstances for a happier condition, to the instructions of the queen and the dictates of con
science were ineffectually cited to men whom he had
transport them to this more bountiful region, where he
initiated in piracy and injustice, and who were not able
assured them of a kind reception, and of an ample par
to discover the moral superiority of calm
treachery over
ticipation of the luxuries with which he had made them
violence
They pursued their design, and
acquainted, as the certain recompense of easy labor. undisguised
The negroes were ensnared by his flattering promises, after several unsuccessful attacks, in which many of
and three hundred of them, accepting his offer, con them lost their lives, the cargo was at length completed
On by force and barbarity. Such was the origin of the
sented to embark along with him for Hispaniola.
the night before their embarkation, they were attacked English branch of the slave trade, which I have related
and Hawkins hastening with his the more minutely, not only on account of the remarka
by a hostile tribe
crew to their assistance, repulsed the assailants, and ble and instructive circumstance that attended the
carried a number of them as prisoners on board his commencement of the practice, [See Note 1] but on
The next day he set sail with his mixed account of the influence which it subsequently exer
Tessels.
cised on the colonization and condition of some of the
cargo of human creatures, and during the passage
treated the negroes who had voluntarily accompanied provinces of North America.
The spirit of adventure which had been excited in
him in a different manner from his prisoners of war.
On his arrival at Hispaniola he disposed of the whole England found a more inviting scene for its exertion in
the southern than in the northern
regions of America
cargo to great advantage, and endeavored to inculcate
on the Spaniards who bought the negroes, the same and when, after twenty years of peace, Elizabeth was
involved
in
hostilties
with Philip, the prospect of
distinction in the treatment of them which he himself
had observed.
But having now put the fulfilment of enrichment and renown by the plunder of the Spanish
a
colonies
new
career, which was eargerly em
his promises out of his own power, it was not permit
opened
braced and successfully prosecuted by the enterprising
ted to him so to limit the evil consequences of his per
and the Spaniards having purchased all the Afri spirit of adventurers of all ranks in England. Accord
fidy
cans at the same rate, considered them as slaves of the ingly, for many years, the most eminent and popular
ame condition, and consequently treated them alt exploits of the English were performed in the predatory
wars which they waged with the colonies and colonial
alike.
Even in scenes so unfavorable
When Hawkins returned to
with a rich commerce of Spain.
to
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England

freight of pearls, sugar, and ginger, which he had re
ceived in exchange for his slaves, the success of his

the

to

production or display of the better qualities of
nature, the manly character and moral supe

human

voyage excited universal interest and curiosity respect
ing this novel and extraordinary description of trade.
At first the nation was shocked with the barbarous as
and the public
pect of a traffic in the persons of men

riority of the English were frequently and signally
evinced.
Drake and many others of the adventurers
in the same career were men
equally superior to ava

feeling having penetrated into the court, the queen
sent for Hawkins to inquire in what manner this new

ter

rice

aud

;

fear, and who, how willing
in quest of wealth,

danger

soever to encoun
it not valuable

thought

to be obtained by cruelty or fraud.
yet it was to this spirit, so unfavorable to in
dustrious colonization, and so strongly attracted to a
more congenial sphere in the south, that North America
down the vengeance of Heaven upon the undertakers.&quot; was indebted for the first attempt to colonize her ter
Hawkins, in reply, assured her that no expedition where ritory. Thus irregular and incalculable (to created
he had the command should any of the natives of wisdom) is the influence of human passions on the
Africa be carried away without their own free will and stream of human affairs.
The most illustrious adventurer in England was Sir
consent, except such captives as might be taken in war
and he declared that so far from feeling any scruple Walter Raleigh, a man endowed with brilliant genius,
unbounded ambition, and unconquerable activity
concerning the justice of his undertaking, he considered
whose capacious mind, strongly impregnated with the
it an act of
humanity to carry men from a worse con
dition to a better
from a state of heathen barbarism enthusiasm, credulity, and sanguine expectation pe

branch of commerce was conducted declaring to him
that
if
any of the Africans were carried away with
out their own consent, it would be detestable, and call

enough

And

;

&quot;

:

;

;

culiar
* It

is

remarkable that this should be the very spot where,

two centuries

after, the most distinguished elTorts of the Eng
lish have been made to promote the liberty and happiness of
the Africans.

13*

could

to
fill,

the age,

no

single

and whose ardent

project,

spirit

however arduous, could absorb.
capacity combined acquirements

however

vast,

no single enterprise,

The

extent of his
that are commonly

spirit, or strip his genius of a single ray.
and the wreck of his pro
served
only to display the exhaustions opulence
jects
and indestructible vigor of that mind, of which no ac
cumulation of disaster nor variety of discouragement
could either repress the ardor or narrow the range.

press his

;

;

esteemed remote, and almost incomputable with each
other.
He was, at once, the most industrious scholar
and the most accomplished courtier of his
age ; a pro
found and indefatigable- projector, yet a gallant soldier;
so contemptible (says an old writer) that he
might have
been judged unfit for action
so active that he seemed
to have no leisure for
Whatever was sub
speculation.
lime and brilliant, touched his kindred soul
and what
ever he undertook, he seemed to have been born for.
Uncontrolled by steady principle and sober calculation,
his fancy and his
passions so far prevailed over his
moral sentiments, as sometimes to sully his character,*
and something of the boundless and transcendent so
mingled with his designs, as frequently to mar his con
duct, and discomfit his undertakings.
But, though
adversity might cloud his fortunes, it could never de

I

frustration of his efforts

Amidst disappointment and impoverishment, pursued
by royal hatred, and forsaken by his popularity, he con
tinued to project and attempt the foundation of em
and in old age and a prison he composed the
pires
History of the World.
Perhaps there never was a
distinguished reputation so much indebted to genius,
and so little to success.
So powerful indeed is the
association that connects merit with success, and yet so
strong the claim of Raleigh to evade the censure that
this rule implies, that it is with the greatest
diffieuhy
that, even amidst uninterrupted disaster, we can bring
ourselves to consider him an unsuccessful man.
He
had unfortunately adopted the maxim that
whatever
is not
is
and
his
mind
extraordinary,
(till
nothing
the last scene of his life) was not sufficiently pervaded
;

&quot;

;&quot;t

by religion to recognize that nobility of purpose which
ennobles the commonest actions, and directs to the
attainment of a dignity that consist less in performing
things great in themselves, than in doing ordinary
What
things with an extraordinary elevation of soul.
ever judgment may be formed of his character, we must
in
acknowledge that
genius he was worthy of the honor
which he may perhaps be considered to have attained,
of originating the settlements that grew up into the

North American republic.
In conjunction with his half-brother and kindred
Sir Humphry Gilbert, Raleigh projected the
establishment of a colony in that quarter of America
which Cabot had visited and a patent for this purpose
was procured without difficulty in favor of Gilbert, from
Elizabeth. [1578]
This patent authorized him to dis
cover and appropriate all remote and barbarous lands
Christian
unoccupied by
powers, and to hold them of
the crown of England, with the obligation of
paying
the fifth part of the produce of all gold or silver mines ;.
it
the
of
to
Elizabeth
permitted
subjects
accompany
the expedition,! and guaranteed to them a continuance
of the enjoyment of all the rights of free denizens of
England ; it invested Gilbert with the powers of civil
and criminal legislation over all the inhabitants of the
but with this provision,
territory he might occupy
that his laws should be framed with as much
conformity
as possible to the statutes and policy of England, and
should not derogate from the supreme allegiance due
spirit,

;

;

*
One of the most formidable charges to which the character
of Raleigh has been exposed is derived from the monstrous
fictions with which his account of Guiana is replete.
But
Hume and the other writers who have loaded him with theguilt of these fictions have very unfairly omitted to nuticethat not one of them is related on Ins own authority, lie has
merely repeated (no doubt in a manner very little creditabla
to his own judgment) the fables that were related to him by
the natives with whom he conversed. Savages and barba
rians are very prone to practice such deceits upon travellers.
The Barbary Moors not only described a petrified city to Bruce,
but persisted in their story till theycame near to the place.
This will remind the classical reader of the
t Lloyd. 671.
vision of aliquid immensum infin):uiitq, that wanned the
fancy of Cicero, but could not actuate his disposition or influ-.
ence his conduct with the same power which it exerted over
the conceptions, the undertakings, and the foi unes 01* U*
To the Englishman may, witn equaljustice, be applied
leigh.
that beautiful apostrophe to the memory of lh
Roman
admirabile posteris vigebis ingenium ; et uno proscnptud
saeculo, proscribes tyrannum omnibus.&quot;
f Strange as it may appear, this provision was absolutely
necessary to evade the obstruction of the existing law of
England. By the ancient law, as declared in the Great Char
ter of King .fohn, all men might go freely out of the kingdom,
saving their faith due to the kins. But no such clause ap-.
pears in the charter of his successor; and during the reign ot
Elizabeth it was enacted, that any subject departing the
realm without a Ik-euse under the Great Seal should forfeit
his personal estate, and lose the profits of his lands for life.
23 Eliz.cap. III. Even now a king of England may enjoin any
of his subjects not to leave the kingdom, or having left it, to
return, and enforce his injunction by the severest penalties.
&quot;
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The endurance of this patent,
to the English crown.
in so far as related to the appropriation of territory,
was limited to six years; and all persons were pro
hibited from establishing themselves within two hun
dred leagues of any spot which the adventurers might
occupy during

that period.

The extraordinary powers thus committed to the
leader of the expedition did not prevent the accession
of a numerous body of subordinate adventurers. Gil
bert had gained distinction by his services both in
France and Ireland and the weight of his character
concurring with the spirit of the times, and powerfully
aided by the zeal of Raleigh, whoso admirable genius
him to obtain an ascendant over the
peculiarly fitted
minds of men, and to spread the contagion of his own
collected a sufficient body of associ
soon
enthusiasm,
ates, and effected the equipment of the first expedition
;

But in the com
of British emigrants to America.
position of this body there were elements very ill fitted
to establish an infant society on a solid or respectable
the officers were disunited, the crew licentious
and happily for the credit of Eng
and ungovernable
land, it was not the will of Providence that the adven
a
Gil
turers should gain
footing in any new region.
bert approaching the continent too far towards the

basis

;

;

was dismayed by the inhospitable aspect of the
his largest vessel was ship
coast of Cape Breton
wrecked
[1580] and two voyages, in the last ol
north,

;

;

which he himself perished,
frustration

of the

finally

enterprise

terminated

in the

and dispersion of the

adventurers.*
But the ardor of Raleigh, neither daunted by diffi
culties nor damped by miscarriage, and continually
refreshed by the suggestions of a fertile and uncurbed
imagination, was incapable of abandoning a project
that had gained his favor and exercised his genius
Applying to the queen, in whose esteem he then held
a distinguished place, he easily prevailed with her to
grant him a patent, in all respects similar to that which
had been previously intrusted to Gilbert. [1584.] Not
less prompt in executing than intrepid in projecting his
schemes, Raleigh quickly despatched two small ves
sels

commanded by Amadas and Barlow,

to visit the

he intended to occupy, and to examine the
accommodations of their coasts, the productions of the
These
soil, and the circumstances of the inhabitants.
districts

avoiding the error of Gilbert in holding too far
north, steered their course by the Canaries, and,
approaching the North American continent by the
Gulf of Florida, anchored in Roanoak hay, which now
makes a part of Carolina. Worthy of the trust reposed
in them, they behaved with great courtesy to the in
habitants, whom they found living in all the rude in
dependence and laborless, but hardy, simplicity of sav
age life, and of whpse hospitality, as well as of the
mildness of the climate and fertility of the soil, they
published the most flattering accounts on their return
officers,

noak, and left them there to attempt, as they best
could, the arduous task of founding and maintaining a
social establishment.
The command of this feeble

body was committed

to

Captain

Lane, assisted by

some persons of note of whom the most eminent were
Amadas, who had conducted the former voyage, and
;

Thomas

Heriot, the celebrated improver of algebraical
calculation, a man whose sense and virtue might have
saved the colony, if they had been shared by his asso

and whose unremitted endeavors to instruct the
savages, and diligent inquiries into their habits and
character, by adding to the stock of human knowledge,
and by extending the example of virtue, rendered the
ciates,

;

;

posed

to reside in all the
extraordinary
Lane and his associates,

nature.

:

;

;

:

r

&quot;A

!

knowledge

;

;

;

a Bible in his hand, and often heard to
say,
lads
we are as near heaven at sea as at land.&quot;&quot;Courage,
t Smith, B. i. Robertson has erroneously stated the num
ber at a hundred and eighty.

expedition, the catalogue, though not very copious, is
by no means devoid of interest.
An important acces
sion was made to the scanty stock of
re

productions of
acquiring a relish for
its properties,
brought a quantity of tobacco wiih them
to England, and
taught the use of it to their country
while they hearkened to his instructions,
men.
Raleigh eagerly adopted, and with the help of
they accom
modated their import to their own depraved notions of some young men of fashion, encouraged the practice,
Divine Nature
they acknowledged that the God of the which soon established and spread itself with a vigor
strangers was more powerful and more beneficent to that outran the help of courtiers, and defied the hiruierhis people than the deities
they served, and discovered ance of kings, and, creating a new and almost universal
a great anxiety to touch and embrace the
Bible, and appetite in human nature, formed an important source
In the hands ol of revenue to England and multiplied the ties that
apply it to their breasts and heads.*
an artful or superstitious priest, such
united Europe with America.*
practices, and dis
But the dwasters that attended this unsuccessful un
positions would probably have produced a plentiful
crop of prentended miracles and imaginary cures, and dertaking did not terminate with the return of Lane and
his followers to
terminated in an exchange of
England. A few days after their de
superstition, instead of a
renovation of nature.
But Heriot was incapable of parture from Roanoak, a vessel, despatched by Raleigh,
flattering or deceiving the savages by encouraging their reached the evacuated settlement with a plentiful sup
and only a fort
he labored ply of whatever they could require
idolatry and merely changing its direction
to convince them that salvation was to be attained
by night after this bark set sail to return from its fruitless
acquaintance with the contents of the Bible, and not by voyage, a still stronger reinforcement of men and pro
an ignorant veneration of the exterior of the book.
By visions arrived in three ships equipped by Raleigh, and
these labors, which were too soon
commanded by Sir Richard Grenvilie. Disappointed
interrupted, and
which have obtained but little notice from the historians of meeting the vessel that had preceded him, and un
of the visible kingdoms of this world, he succeeded in able to obtain any
tidings of ihc colony, yet unwilling
making such impression on the minds of the Indians, to abandon the possession of the country, Grenvilie
that \Vingina, the
landed fifty men at Roanoak, and leaving them in
king, when attacked by a severe dis
pos
order, rejected the assistance of his own priests, and session of an ample supply of provisions, returned to
sent to beg the attendance and
England to communicate the state of affairs and obtain
prayers of tho English
and his example was followed by
many of his subjects. further directions.
But unfortunately for the stability of the settlement,
This succession of disasters excited much
gloomy
the majority of the colonists were much less distin
speculation and superstitious surmise in England, but
could
neither
or
the
than
nor
a
exhaust
vehement im
guished by piety
tho
vanquish
prudence
hopes
by
In the following year [1587] he
their first pursuit resources of Raleigh.
patience to acquire sudden wealth
was gold ; and smitten with the pursuasion that
fitted out and despatched three
under
the
com
ships
every
mand of Captain White, with directions to join tho
part of America was pervaded by the mines that en
riched the Spanish colonies, their chief efforts were small body that Grenvilie had established at Roanoak,
directed to the discovery and attainment of treasures and thenco to transfer the settlement to the
bay of
that happily had no existence.
of which the superior advantages had been
The natives soon dis Chesapeak,
1
_
.
T
the
scovered
in
the
charter
covering
object which they sought with such
proceeding year by Lane.
of incorporation was granted to White and twelve o!
avidity, amused them with tales of a neighboring coun
in
his
more
eminent
as
and
Governor
and
where
Assistmines,
try abounding
associates,
pearl was so plenti
tants of the city of Raleigh, in
ful, that even the walls of the houses
Instructed
Virginia.
glittered with it.
Eagerly listening to these agreeable fictions, the adven
by the calamities that had befallen the former expedi
turers consumed their time and endured
more efficacious means were adopted in tho
amazing hard tions,
ships in pursuit of a phantom, to the utter neglect of equipment of this squadron for preserving and continu
the means of
The stock of provisions was more
providing for their future subsistence. ing the colony.
The detection of the imposture produced mutual sus abundant the number of men greater, and the means
of
their
and
numbers afforded by a competent
picion
disgust between them and the savages, and
recruiting
The intermixture of women. But the full extent of the
finally led to open enmity and acts of bloodshed.
stock of provisions brought from
and on
proceeding calamities had yet to be learned
England was ex

;

my

I

defence or subsistence, the adventurers, now
completely
exhausted and discouraged, unanimously determined to
abandon the country.
In compliance with their united
request, Drake accordingly received them on board his
vessels, and reconducted them to England. [1386.]
Such was the abortiive issue of the first
colony planted
by the English in America.
Of the political consequences that resulted from this

sup

ration expressed by the savages for the
guns, the clock,
the telescopes, and other
implements that attested the
superiority of the colonists, in order to lead their minds
to the great Source of all sense and science.
But

;

with

|

the spirit of
specting North America
mining adven
ture received a signal check
and the use of tobacco,
not
introduced
expedition
wholly unproductive of benefit to man
already
by the Spaniards and Portuguese
The selection of into other parts of Europe, was now imported into
kind, and honor to their Creator.
such a man to accompany and partake the enterprise England. This herb the Indians esteemed their
princi
reflects additional honor on his friend and
pal medicine, and ascribed its virtues to the inhabita
patron Ra
Heriot endeavored to avail himself of the admi
tion of one of those
leigh.
spiritual beings which they

The intelligence diffused general satis
England.
faction, and was so agreeable to Elizabeth, that, in
exercise of the parentage she proposed to assume over
the country, and as a memorial that this acquisition
originated with a virgin queen, she thought proper to
bestow on it the name of Virginia.
This encouraging prospect not only quickened the
diligence of Raleigh, but, by its influence on the public
mind, enabled him the more rapidly to complete his
and he was
preparations for a permanent settlement
soon enabled to equip and despatch a squadron of
the additional supplies
seven ships under the command of Sir Richard Gren- hausted
they had been taught
to expect did not arrive ; and the
ville, one of the most generous spirits of the time, and
hostility of the In
eminent for valor in the age of the brave. But this dians left them no other dependence than on the pre
carious resources of the woods and rivers.
Thus
gallant leader unfortunately was more infected with
straitened for provisions and surrounded
the spirit of predatory enterprise then so
by enemies,
prevalent
the colonists were reduced to the
extremity of distress
among the English, than endued with the qualities
which his peculiar duty required and commencing his and danger, when a prospect of deliverance was unex
to
them by the arrival of Sir Francis
expedition by cruising among the West India islands pectedly presented
and capturing the vessels of Spain, he familiarized his Drake with a fleet which he was conducting home from
a
successful
followers to habits and views very remote from
expedition against the Spaniards in the
pacific
At length he West Indies. Drake agreed to furnish them with a
industry, patience, and moderation.
reinforcement to their numbers, and a liberal
landed a hundred and eight ment
supply of
[Aug. 1585] at Roa
and if this had been effected, it seems
provisions
pro
*
Hakluyt, iii. 143.
Hakluyt has preserved (p. Jl) a very bable that, from the ample aid soon after transmitted
masterly performance from the pen of Sir Humphrey Gilbert,
the colonists
entitled
might have been able to
Discourse to prove a passage by the northwest, by Raleigh,
maintain their footing in America.
to Uin Kast Indies,&quot; Ac. The style of this treatise
But Drake s inten
places
this author on a level with the most
distinguished writers of tions were frustrated by a violent storm which carried
liis age.
In the House of Commons he was
highly admired out to sea the very
ship which he, had freighted with
for his eloquence, ant) not loss esteemed for his
patriotism and
The most admirable feature in his character was these necessary supplies. And as he could not afford
integrity.
his strong and fervent piety.
to
In the extremity of
weaken
his
fleet
at
by a further contribution for their
danger
sea, he was observed silting unmoved in the stern of his ship
to

I

*
Heriot, apml Smith, B. i. p. 11
Heriot has not escaped
the imputation of deism. But from this
charge he was de
fended by Bishop Corbet, who declared that
Heriot s deep
&quot;

mine was without

dross,&quot;

Stith, p. 20.

.

.

i
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A
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;

:

landing at Roanoak in quest of the detachment that
Grtnville had placed there, White and his companions
could find no other trace of them than the significant
memorial presented by a ruined fort and a parcel of
scattered bones.
The apprehensions excited by this

melancholy spectacle were confirmed by the intelli
gence of a friendly native, who informed them that theii
:ountrymen had fallen victims to the enmity of the
Indians.
Instructed rather than discouraged by this
calamity, they endeavored to effect a reconciliation
with the savages
and, determining to remain at Roa
noak, they proceeded to repair the houses and revive
;

the colony.
One of the natives was baptised into the
Christian faith, and, retaining an unshaken attachment
to the English, contributed his efforts to
pacify and
conciliate his countrymen.
But finding themselves
destitute of
to their

many

articles

which they judged essential
in a country covered

comfort and preservation

In the year 1622, that is, thirty-six years after its first
ntroduction into England, and seven years after ltd first
cultivation in an English colony, the annual import of tobacco
nto England amounted to an bundled and forty-two thousand

and eighty-five pounds weight. Stith, p 246. Yet this quanity appears quite insignificant when compajed with Hie pn
sent consumption of tobacco in Britain

NORTH AMERICA.
with forests and peopled only by a few scattered tribes
of savages, the colonists deputed their governor to

them the

and White pro
requisite supplies
On his voyage
purpose to England.
thither, he touched at a port in Ireland, where he is
said to have left some specimens of the potatoe plant
which he hid brought with him from America. But
solicit for

ceeded

for

whether
or,

as

some

;

considerable effort that the London company petformed.
Satisfied with a paltry traffic carried on by a few small
vessels, they made no attempt to take possession of
the country
and at the period of Elizabeth s death,
not a single Englishman was settled in America.
The
exertions of Raleigh, however, had united the views
and hopes of his countrymen, by a strong association,
with settlements in Virginia, and given a bias to the
national mind which only the encouragement of more
favorable circumstances was wanting to develop.
But
the war with Spain, that endured till the close of
Elizabeth s reign, allured men of enterprise and activity
into the career of predatory adventure, and obstructed
the formation of peaceable and commercial settlements.
[1603.] The accession of James to the English
crown, was by a singular coincidence, an event no less
favorable to the colonization of America, than fatal to the
illustrious projector of this design.
Peace was imme
and England, in the en
diately concluded with Spain
joyment of uninterrupted tranquillity, was enabled to

this

this
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mentioned expedition, which was productive of Hakluyt, prebendary of Westminster, a man of eminent
attainments in naval and commercial knowledge, the
nothing but tidings of the destruction of those ad
venturers whom White had conducted, was the most patron and counsellor of many of the English expedi
last

:

memorable importation was due

to him,
writers have maintained, to certain of the-

Raleigh s adventures, it must be
acknowledged that to the enterprise of Raleigh and the
soil of America Great Britain is indebted for her ac
quaintance with the potatoe, and with tobacco, the sta
ple article of diet, and the most cherished as well as
most innocent luxury of a great proportion of her
earlier associates of

people.

White arrived at a juncture the most unfavorable for
All England was now en
the success of his mission.
grossed with the more immediate concern of self-pre
servation
the formidable armada of Spain was prepa
ring to invade her, and the whole naval and military
resources of the empire were under requisition for the
The hour of his counpurposes of national defence.
trv s danger could not fail to find ample employment
for the generous spirit of Raleigh
yet he mingled with
his distinguished efforts to repel the enemy some exer
tions for the preservation of the colony he had planted.
For this purpose, he had with his usual promptitude
equipped a small squadron which he committed to the
conduct of yir Richard Grenville, when the queen in
terposed to detain the ships of force, and to prohibit
:

;

direct to

more bloodless pursuits

the energies matured

a war which had strongly excited the spirit of the
nation without impairing its strength.
From the ina
bility of government in that age to collect and blend all
the resources and wield with its own hand all the dis
in

:

posable force of the empire, war was chiefly productive
of a series of partial efforts and privateering expe

ditions, which widely diffused the allurements of am
Grenville from leaving England at such a crisis. [1588.] bition, and multiplied the opportunities of advancement.
White, however, was enabled to reimbark for America This had been remarkably exemplified in the war with
but yielding to the temptation of Spain and many ardent spirits to which it had supplied
with two vessels
trying his fortune by the way, in a cruise against the opportutiities of animating exertion and flattering as
he
was
beaten
by a superior force, and to cendency became impatient of the restraint and inac
Spaniards,
The colony tivity to which the peace consigned them, and began to
tally disabled from pursuing his voyage.
at Koanoak was therefore left to depend on its own look abroad for a new sphere of enterprise and exertion.
The prevalence of this disposition naturally led to a
feeble resources, which probably the hope of fo
reign succour contributed to render the less available. revival of the projects for colonizing North America,
Whai its fate was may be easily guessed, but never and was the more readily guided into that direction by
was known. [1589.] An expedition conducted by the success of a voyage that had been undertaken in
Wime in the following year found the territory evacu the last year of Elizabeth s reign. Bartholomew Gosated of the colonists
and no further tidings of their nold, who planned and performed this voyage in a small
vessel containing only thirty men, was led by his
destiny were ever obtained.
expe
This last expedition was not despatched by Raleigh, rience in navigation to suspect that the right track had
but by his successors in the American patent.
And not yet been discovered, and that in steering by the
our history is now to take leave of that illustrious man, Canary Islands and the Gulf of Florida, a circuit of
with whose schemes and enterprises it ceases to have at least a thousand leagues was unnecessarily made.
any further connexion. The ardor of his mind was In prosecution of this conjecture, he abandoned the
not exhausted, but diverted by a multiplicity of new southern track, and, steering more to the westward,
and not less arduous undertakings. Intent on peo was the first who reached America by this directer
He found himself further north than any of
pling and improving a large district in Ireland which the course.
queen had conferred on him involved in the conduct Raleigh s colonists had gone, and landing in the region
of a scheme, and expense of an armament for estab
which now forms the province of Massachusetts* bay,
and he carried on an advantageous trade with the natives,
lishing Don Antonio on the throne of Portugal
and freighted his vessel with abundance of rich peltry.
already revolving his last and wildest project of an ex
He visited two adjacent islands, one of which he named
it be
pedition for the discovery of mines in Guiana
came impossible for him to continue the attention and Martha s Vineyard, the other Elizabeth s Island. The
prolong the efforts he had devoted to his Virginia aspect of the country appeared so inviting, and the
Desirous, at the same time, that a project climate so salubrious, that twelve of the crew at first
colony.
which he had carried so far should not be entirely determined to remain there
but reflecting on the
abandoned, and hoping that the spirit of commerce melancholy fate of the colonists at Roanoak, their reso
would preserve an intercourse with Virginia that mi^ht lution failed ; and the whole party reluctantly quitting
terminate in a colonial establishment, he consented to this agreeable quarter, returned to England after an abassign his patent to Sir Thomas Smith, and a company scence of less than four months.
of merchants in London, who undertook to establish
The report of this voyage produced a strong impres
and maintain a traffic between England and Virginia. sion on the public mind, and led to important conse
The patent which he thus transferred had already cost quences. Gosnold had discovered a route that greatly
him the enormous sum of 40.000/., without affording shortened the voyage to North America, and found a
him the slightest return of pecuniary profit yet the healthy climate, a fertile soil, and a coast abounding
He had seen many fruits es
only personal consideration for which he stipulated with with excellent harbours.
the assignees was a small share of whatever gold or teemed in Europe growing plentifully in the woods
silver ore they might eventually discover.
and having sown some European grain, had found it
It is impos
sible to consider the fate of this his earliest and most grow with rapidity and vigor.
Encouraged by his suc
illustrious project
the unrivalled genius to which it cess, and perhaps not insensible to the hope of finding
owed its conception the steady vigor with which it gold and silver or some new and lucrative subject of
was pursued -the insurmountable patience with which commerce in the unexplored interior of so fine a
it was revived from disaster and
disappointment and country, he endeavored to procure associates in an un
the surprising train of incidents by which the
Similar
design dertaking to transport a colony to America.
was so often baffled, and success only brought so near, plans began to be formed in various parts of the king
that it might seem as if by some fatality to elude his dom
but the spirit of adventure was controlled by a
grasp, without acknowledging that the course of this salutary caution awakened by the recollection of past
world is overruled by a higher Power than the wisdom disappointments.
of man, and that human exertion has, in itself, no effi
These projects were powerfully aided by the judici
The same Almighty ous counsel and zealous encouragement of Richard
cacy to accomplish its designs.
Being that enables created agency to advance a certain
* He
appears to have been the second Englishman who
and is glori
length, enjoins that it prevails no farther
landed in New England. The first was Sir Francis Drake,
fied alike
the
of
human
and
the who remained there a few days and tra.led with the natives
efforts,
by
magnitude
in his return from the West Indies in 1586.
failure of human
It is even said
designs.
that Drake persuaded one of the Indian chiefs of that region
It
appeared very soon that Raleigh had transferred to declare his territorrius
to queen Elizabeth.
Oldsubject
his patent to hands
The mixon s Biit. Emji. in Amer. i. 25.
very different from hU own.
;

;

,

;

;

;

:

:

;

|

j

;

tions of discovery,

correspondent of the leaders
the historian of the exploits
[1003.] By his persuasion two ves
they gave
sels were fitted out by the merchants of Bristol, and
despatched to examine the discoveries of Gosnold, and
verify his statement.
They returned with an ample
confirmation of his veracity.
[1605.] A similar expe
rise to.

was equipped and despatched by Lord Arundel
Wardour, which not only produced additional testi

dition

of

mony

same

to the

effect,

but reported so

were removed

;

rous, wealthy,

addi

many

tional particulars in favor of the country, that all

doubts

and an association sufficiently nume
and powerfvil, to attempt a settlement

being soon formed, a petition was presented to the
king for his sanction of the plan and the interposition
of his authority towards its execution.
The attention of James had been already directed
to the advantages that might be derived from colonies,

time when he attemped to civilize the more bar
barous clans of his ancient subjects by planting de
tachments of industrious traders io the Highlands ot
Scotland.
Well pleased to resume a favorite speculalion, and willing to encourage a scheme that opened a
safe and peaceful career to the active
genius of his new
subjects, he listened readily to the application, and,
the
acceded
to the wishes
highly commending
plan,
of its projectors.
Letters patent were issued [1606,]
to Sir Thomas Gates, Sir
George Somers, Richard
Hakluyt, and their associates, granting to them those
territories in America
lying on the sea-coast between
at the

the thirty-fourth and
forty-filth degrees of north latitude,
together with all islands situated within a hundred miles
of their shores.
The design of the patentees is de

clared to be

to make habitation, plantation, and to
deduce a colony of sundry of our people into that part
of America commonly called
and, as the
Virginia
main recommendation of the design, it set forth, that
so noble a work may, by the providence of Almighty
God, hereafter tend to the glory of his Divine Majesty,
in
propagating of Christian religion to such people as
yet live in darkness and miserable ignorance of the
true knowledge and
worship of God, and may in time
bring the infidels and savages living in those parts to
human civility, and to a settled and quiet government.&quot;
The patentees were required to divide themselves into
two distinct companies, the one consisting of London
adventurers, termed the first or southern colony the
second or northern colony composed of merchants be
The territory ap
longing to Plymouth and Bristol.
&quot;

;&quot;

&quot;

propriated to the first or southern colony was generally
called Virginia, and retained that appellation after the
second or northern colony obtained, in 1614, the name

of

New

England.

to transport

to

The adventurers were

authorized
respective territories as many
should be willing to accompany
shipments of arms and provisions

their

subjects as

English
them, and to make
for their use, with
exemption from customs for the
The colonists and their children
space of seven years.
were to enjoy the same liberties and privileges in the
American settlements as if they had remained or were
born in England.*
The administration of each of the
colonies was committed to two boards of council
the
supreme government being vested in a board resident
in England, to be nominated by the king, and directed
by such ordinances as he might enact for their use and
the subordinate jurisdiction devolving on a colonial
council equally indebted to the appointment and sub
;

;

to the instructions of the king.
Liberty to
search for and open mines (which, under all the feudal

jected

governments, were supposed to have been originally
reserved by the sovereign), was conferred on the colon
ists, with an appropriation of part of the produce to
the crown
and the more valuable privilege cf unre
;

strained liberty of trade with other nations was also
extended to them. The president and council within
the colonies were authorised to levy duties on foreign

commodities, which, for twenty-one years, were to be
applied to the use of the adventurers, and afterwards
be paid into the royal exchequer.

to

^

;

the

who conducted them, and

*

This provision (whether suggested by the caution of th
prince or the apprehension of the colonists) occurs in almost
all the colonial charters.
It is, however, omitted in the most
accurate of them all, the charter of Pennsylvania, which was
attentively revised and adjusted by that eminent lawyer the
Lord Keeper Gnlldford. When King William was about lo
renew the charter of Massachusetts, after the Revolution, h:
was advised by the ablest lawyers in England that such a
provision was nugatory ; the law necessarily infeinng thnt
the colonists were Englishmen, and both entitled to the
r ghts and burdened with the duties attached to that ciiurai;ter.
Chalmers s Annals, p 15.
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;han occupied, were
appropriated and disposed of with
out any regard to their pretensions, at least, no juris
diction was assumed over their actions, and, in point
of personal liberty, they were regarded as an independ
ent people.
This was an advance in equity beyond

The terms of this charter strongly illustrates both
the character of the monarch who granted, and the
Neither of
designs of the persons who procured it.
these parties seem to have intended or foreseen the
The arbi
foundation of a great and opulent society.
trary spirit of the royal grantor is discernable in the
subjection of the emigrant body to a corporation in
which they were not represented, and over whose de
There is likewise a
liberations they had no control.
manifest inconsistency between the reservation to the
of
all
the
of
colonists
privileges
Englishmen, and the
assumption of legislative power by the king, the conirol of whose legislative functions constitutes the most
valuable political privilege that Englishmen enjoy. But
we have no reason to suppose that the charter was un
on the contrary, its most
acceptable to the patentees
objectionable provisions are not more congenial to the
character of the king than conformable to the views
which the leading members of that body plainly appear

abode.
They gave to their infant settlement, as well
of the Spaniards, and the ideas of queen as to the neighboring river, the name of their king
Elizabeth, whose patents asserted the jurisdiction of and Jamestown retains the distinction of being the
the English crown and of the colonial laws over the oldest existing habitation of the English in America.
old as well as the new inhabitants of her projected
But the dissensions that broke out among the colo
colonies.
In the criminal legislation of this code, we nists soon threatened to deprive them of all the advanTheir animosities
may observe a distinction which trial by jury has ena
ages of their well-selected station.
.vere powerfully inflamed by an arrangement which, if
bled to prevail over that ingenious and perhaps necest did
not originate with the king, at least evinces a
aiy principle of ancient colonial policy, which intrusted
;hc proconsular governors with the power of inflicting
itrong affinity to that ostentatious mystery and dnftless
irtifice which he affected as the perfection of political
death, but restrained them from awarding less formida
ble penalties, as more likely to give scope to ihe ope
The names of the colonial council were not
lexterity.
If the charter evinced a
;ommunicated to the adventurers when they departed
ration of interest or caprice.
total disregard of political liberty, the code, by intro
rom England but the commission which contained
ducing trial by jury, interwove with the very origin of hem was inclosed in a staled packet, which was diected to be opened within twenty-four hours after their
society a habit and practice well adapted to keep alive
the spirit and principles of freedom.
arrival on the coast of Virginia, when the counsellors
The London company, to which the plantation of the were to be installed in their office, and to elect their
southern colony was committed applied themselves im
own president. The dissensions incident to a long
But though voyage and a body of adventurers rather conjoined than
mediately to the formation of a settlement.
many persons of distinction were included among the united, had free scope among men unaware of the relaions they were to occupy towards each other, and of
iroprietors, their funds at first were scanty, and their
irst efforts proportionably feeble.
Three small vessels, he subordination which their relative stations might
of which the largest did not exceed a hundred tons mply ; and when the names of the council were prolaimed, they were far from giving general satisfaction.
jurthen, under the command of Captain Newport,
brmed the first squadron that was to execute what had Captain Smith, whose superior talents and courage had
5een so long and so vainly attempted, and sailed [Dec.] excited the envy and jealousy of his colleagues, waa
with a hundred and five men destined to remain in excluded from the seat in council which the commis
sion conferred on him, and even accused of traitorous
America.
Several of these were of distinguished fa
milies, particularly George Percy, a brother of the Earl
tesigns so unproved and improbable, that none les
of Northumberland ; and several were officers of repu
&amp;gt;elieved the
charge than the parties who preferred il.
The privation of his counsel arid services in the diffi
tation, of whom we may notice Bartholomew Gosnold
the navigator, and Captain John Smith, one of the most culties of their outset was a serious loss to the coloremarkable persons of an age that was prolific of me
lists, and might have been attended with ruin to tho
morable men.
settlement, if his merit and generosily had not been
:he practice

;

to retain the colony in

dependence upon England

for

supplies of men, and to give free scope to the cu
pidity and the roving spirit of minds undivided by the
hopes and unfixed by the comforts and attachments of
its

domestic

life.

we must esteem

;

;

have adopted.

Their object (notwithstanding the
more liberal designs professed in the charter) was
rather to explore the continent and appropriate its
treasures by the agency of a body of adventurers over
whom they retained a complete control, than to es
The
tablish a permanent and extensive settlement.
instructions to the colonial governors which accom
the
second
sent
out
the
London
shipment
by
panied
company demonstrated (very disagreeably to the wiser
and
to
the
rest), that the
emigrants,
very injuriously
chief objects of their concern were not patient indus
try and colonization, but territorial discovery and im
mediate gain.
In furtherance of these views they
took care, by mixing no women with the first emigrants,
to

wisdom and liberality
enhance our estimate of
Thus at length, after a research fraught with per
the difficulty of his task, and abate our censure of his plexity and disappointment, but I hope not devoid of
.nterest, into the sources of the great transatlantic
performance, if we compare him as a maker of consti
tutions with the most eminent philosopher that England commonwealth, we have reached the first inconsidera
has produced, aided too by the knowledge and experi
ble spring, whose progress, feebly
opposed to innume
ence of an additional century
The materials for this rable obstructions, and nearly diverted in its very out
will
be
when
the
of
our
judgment
supplied
set, yet always continuous, expands under the eye of
progress
history shall have reached the settlement of Carolina
patient inquiry into the majestic stream of American
but I will venture to anticipate it by affirming, that, population.
After the lapse of a hundred and ten
unfortunately for the credit of philosophy, the produc
years from the discovery of the continent by Cabot,
tion of James will rather gain than lose by comparison and twenty-two years after its first
occupation by Ra
with the performance of Locke.
leigh, were the number of the English colonists limited
The king appears to have been more honestly occu to a hundred and five ; and this handful of men pro
pied with genuine colonizing ideas than the patentees. ceeded to execute the arduous task of peopling a re
While their leaders were employed in making prepara mote and uncultivated land, covered with woods and
tions to secure the benefits of the grant, James was marshes, and inhabited only
by tribes of savages and
beasts of prey.
Under the sanction of a charter which
assiduously engaged in the task, which his vanity ren
dered a rich enjoyment, and the well guarded liberties bereaved Englishmen of their most valuable
rights,
of England a rare one, of digesting a code of laws for and banished from the American constitution the first
the colonies that were about to be planted.
This code principles of liberty, were the foundations laid of the
being at length prepared, was issued under the sign colonial greatness of England, and of the freedom and
manual and privy seal of England. [1606.] It enjoined prosperity of America. From this period, or at least
the preaching of the gospel and the observance of di
very shortly after, a regular and connected history
vine worship, in conformity with the doctrines and rites arises out of the progress of Virginia and New Eng
The legislative and execu land, the two eldest born colonies, by whose example
of the church of England.
tive powers within the colonies were vested in the colo
all the others were engendered, and under whose shel
nial councils ; but with this important provision, that ter they were successively planted and reared.*
laws originating there should in substance be consonant
Newport and his squadron, pursuing for some un
Lightly as

of James

s institutions,

it

the

will

.

to the English laws, that they should continue in force
only till modified or repealed by the king or the supreme

known reason

the ancient circuitous track to America,
did not accomplish their voyage in a shorter period than

council in England, and that their penal inflictions
Persons
should not extend to death or demembration.
attempting to withdraw the people from their allegiance
crown
were
to
be
the
to
imprisoned; or, in
English
cases highly aggravated, to be remitted for trial to

Tumults, mutiny, and rebellion, murder and
were to be punished with death and for these
Inferior crimes
the criminal was to be tried by a jury.
were to be punished in a summary way at the discre
Lands were to be
tion of the president and council.
holdcn by the same tenures that were established in

England.
incest,

;

but iprfive years after the settlement of earh
labor and gains was to have
Kindness to the heathen,
place among the colonists.
and the communication of religious instruction to them,
were enjoined. And finally, a power was reserved to
the king and his successors to enact further laws, pro
vided they should be consistent with the jurisprudence
of England.
These regulations in the main are creditable to the
No attempt was made
sovereign who enacted them.
nor right pretended to legislate for the Indian tribes
aiul if the ancient territories which they rather claimed

England

;

colony, a

its mouth.
Strongly impressed with the superior ad
vantages of the coast arid region to which they had
been thus happily conducted, the adventurers unani
mously determined to make this the place of their

community of

;

but its termination was rendered pecu
fortunate by the effect of a storm which over
ruled their destination to Roanoak, and carried them
into the bay of Chesapeak. [April, 1607.]
As they
advanced into the bay that seemed to invite their ap
four

months

;

liarly

proach, they beheld all the advantages of this spacious
haven, replenished by the waters of so many great
rivers that fertilize the soil of that extensive district of
America, and afford, ng commodious inlets into the in

mu

terior parts, facilitate their foreign commerce and
tual communication.
Newport first landed on a pro-

montary forming the southern boundary of the bay,
which, in honor of the Prince of Wales, he named
Cape Henry. Thence coasting the southern shore, he
entered a river which the natives called Powhatan,
and explored its banks for the space of forty miles from
*

only, or at least generally, their accomplishment,
historical prt-dictions of poetry.
The
subsequent progress of America has enabled one of her scho
attention to this stage of her history in the
lars to direct
It is

which produces the
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;ur

following lines
&quot;

:

Ingenium, pietas, artes ac bollica virtus,
profugue venient, et regna illustria. condent;
Et domino- his Virtus erit, et Fortuna mirustra.&quot;

Hue

The jealous suspi
superior to their mean injustice.
cions of the person who had been elected president
estrained the use of arms, and discouraged the con
and a misunderstanding
struction of fortifications
laving arisen with the Indians, the colonists unprefor hostilities, suffered severely from one of the
sudden attacks characteristic of the warfare of these
;

r

&amp;gt;ared

savages.

Newport had been ordered to return with the ships
and as the time of his departure ap-

o England

;

the accusers of Smith, affecting a humanity
hey did not feel, proposed that he should return with
Newport, instead of being prosecuted in Virginia. But,
lappily for the colony, he scorned so to compromise
&amp;gt;roached,

and demanding a trial, was honorably ac
and took his seat in the council.
The fleet had been better victualled than the stores
of the colony
and while it remained with them, the
colonists were permitted to share the abundance en-

his integrity

;

quitted,

;

oyed by the sailors. But when Newport set sail foi
England, [June,] they found themselves limited to
and the
scanty supplies of unwholesome provisions
sultry heat of the climate, and moisture of a country
with
the
defects
of
with
wood, concurring
overgrown
their diet, brought on diseases that raged with fatal
Before the month of September one half
violence.
of their number had perished, and among them was
;

Bartholomew Gosnold, who had planned

the expedi

and eminently contributed to its accomplishment.
This scene of distress was heightened by internal dis
The President was accused of embezzling
sensions.
the stores, and finally detected in an attempt to seize a
and
escape from the colony and its calamities.
pinnace
tion,

At length, in
seemed alike

the extremity of their distress, when ruin
impend from famine, and the fury of

to

the savages, the colony was delivered from danger by
a supply which the piety of Smith is not ashamed to
ascribe to the influence of God in suspending the pas

and controlling the sentiments of men. The
savages, actuated by a sudden change of feeling, pre
sented them with a supply of provisions so abundant as
at once to dissipate their apprehensions of famine and
sions

hostility.

Resuming their spirit, the colonists now proved them
selves not entirely uninstructed by their misfortunes.
In seasons of exigency merit is illustrated, and the
envy that pursues it absorbed by interest and alarm.
Their sense of common and inevitable danger sug-

man whose ta
were most likely to extricate them from the diffi
culties with which they were surrounded.
Every eye
was now turned on Smith, and all willingly devolved
on him the authority which they had formerly evinced

&amp;lt;

ested and enforced submission to the

lents

NORTH AMERICA.
This eminent per
BO much jealousy of his acquiring.
with the
son, whose name will be for ever associated
foundation of civilized society in Amer ca was desrended of a respectable family in Lincolnshire, and
born to a competent fortune. At a very early age his
ardent mind had been s .rongly smitten with the spirit
of adventure that prevailed so powerfully in England
and, yielding to his in
during the reign of Elizabeth
clinations, he had passed through a vast variety of mi
but great reputation, and
litary service, with little gam,
with the acquisition of an experience the more valua
ble that it was obtained without exhausting his ardor
;

;

I

i

;

I

j

At the place appointed for this barbarous execution, he
was again rescued ftom impending fate by the interpo

cessation of his influence,
together with the defects in
the composition of the new body of
emigrants, gave rise
sition of Pocahontas, the favorite daughter of the king, to the most serious mischiefs in the
The res
colony.
who, finding her first entreaties disregarded, threw her traints of discipline were relaxed, and a free traffic per
arms around the prisoner, and declared her determina mitted wilh the natives, who soon began to complain
Her generous af of fraudulent and unequal dealing, and to resume their
tion to st.ve him or die with him.
fection prevailed over the cruelty of her tribe, and the ancient animosity.
In an infant settlement, where
king not only gave Smith his life, but soon alter sent habits of life are unfixed, and habitual submission to
him back to Jamestown, where the beneficence of authority has yet to be formed, the well-being, and in
Pocahontas continued to follow him with supplies of deed the existence of society are much more depend
ent on the manners and moral character of individuals,
provisions that delivered the colony from famine.
After an absence of seven weeks Smith returned to than on the influence of laws.
But in recruiting the
Jamestown, barely in time to prevent the desertion of population of this colony, too little consideration was
the colony.
His associates, reduced to the number of ihown for those habits and pursuits which must every
in a country where where form the basis of national
This arose,
thirty-eight, impatient of farther stay
prosperity.
they had met with so many discouragements, and where as well from the peculiar views of the proprietors, as
thev seemed fated to re enact the disasters of Koanoak, from the circumstances of the English people, whose
were preparing to abandon the settlement and it was working classes where by no means overcrowded, and
not without the utmost difficulty, and alternately em
among whom, consequently, the persons whose indus
ploying persuasion, remonstrance, and even violent try and moderation best fitted them to form a new set
tlement were least disposed to abandon their native
interference, that Smith prevailed with them to relin
The provisions that Pocahontas country. Of the recruits who had lately arrived in the
quish their design.
had sent to him relieved their present wants his ac
colony, a large proportion were gentlemen, a few were
count of the plenty he had witnessed among the savages laborers, and some were jciccllcr* and refiners of gold.
a
and he endeavored, by
revived their hopes
diligent Unfortunately, some of this latter description of artists
improvement of the favorable impressions tie had made soon found an opportunity of exercising their peculiar
the
and
a
by
judicious regulation of the departments of industry, and of demonstrating (but too
upon
savages,
intercourse between them and the colonists, to effect a late) their utter unskilfulness even in the worthless qua
union of interests and mutual participations of advan
lifications they professed.
His generous
small stream of water which issued from a bank
tages between the two races of people.
efforts were successful
he preserved plenty among of sand near Jamestown was found to deposit in its
the English, and extended his influence and repute channel a glittering sediment which resembled golden
among the Indians, who began to respect and consult ore, and was fondly mistaken lur that precious material
If Smith had
their former captive as a superior being.
by the colon, sts.
Only this discovery was wanting to
sought only to magnify his own repute and establish his re-excite the passions which America had so fatally
the
with
have
he
The dedominion,
savages kindled in the bosoms of her first invaders.
passed
might easily
for a demi-god
for they were not more averse to yield
positation of the ore was supposed to indicate the neigh
the allegiance which he claimed for their Creator, than borhood of a mine
was
to
hand
every
explore ;
eager
forward to render it to himself, and to embrace every and considerable quantities of the dust were amassed,
But and subjected to the scrutiny of ignorance prepossessed
pretension he might advance in his own behalf.
no alluring prospect of dominion over men could tempt by the strongest and most deceptive of human passions,
him to iorget that he was the servant ol Uod, or aspire and misled by the blundering guidance of superficial
to be regarded in any other light by his fellow creatures.
pretenders to superior skill.
Captain Smith exerted
He employed his best endeavors to divert the savages himself to disabuse his countrymen, and vainly strove
from their idolatrous superstition, and made them all to stem the torrent that threatened to devastate all
aware that the man whose superiority they acknow
Iheir prospects, and direct to the pursuit of a phantom,
ledged despised their false deities, adored the true God, the industry on which their subsistence must speedily
and obtained from Him, by prayer, the wisdom they depend.
The worthless dust having undergone the un
so highly commended.
The effect of his pious endea skilful assay of the refiners who had recently been united
vors was obstructed by imperfect acquaintance wan to the
colony, was pronounced to be ore of a very rich
their language, and very ill seconded by the conduct of
quality, and from that moment the thirst of gold was
his associates, which contributed to persuade the In
inflamed into a rage that reproduced those extravagant
dians that his religion was something peculiar to him
excesses, but, happily, without conducting to the same
how
self.
The influence, too, of human superiority,
profligate enormities for which the followers of Cortes
ever calculated to impress, is by no means formed to and Pizarro had been distinguished.
All productive
convert the mind.
It is so apt to give a wrong direc
industry was suspended, and the operations of mining
tion to the impressions which it produces, and is so
all the conversation,
occupied
engrossed every thought,
remote from the channel in which Christianity from the and absorbed every effort of the colonists.
The two
beginning has been appointed to flow, that the first and vessels that had brought their late supplies returning to
most successful efforts to convert mankind were made England, the one laden with this valueless dross, and
by men who possessed little of it, and who renounced the other with cedar wood, carried the first remittance
the little they possessed.
Smith, partly from the dilK- that an English colony ever made from America. They
culties of his situation, partly from the defectiveness of carried back with them also some
who had

The vigor of his constitution
or tainting his morals,
had preserved his health unimpaired amidst the general
cickncss ; his undaunted temper retained his spirits
mnbroken, and his judgment unclouded, amidst the ge
neral misery and dejection ; and the ardor of his dis
which once subjected him to the reproach ol
an ani
overweening ambition, was now felt to diffuse
all around
mating glow of hope and courage among
A strong sense of religion predominated in the
him.
mind of this superior man, combined and duly subor
dinated all his faculties, refreshed his confidence, ex
tended and yet regulated his views, and gave dignity
As
to his character, and consistency to his conduct
position,

the direction of the affairs of the colonists, he
could save them
instantly adopted the only plan that
from destruction. Under his directions Jamestown
was fortified by such defences as were sufficient to

suming

;

dint of great
repel the attacks of the savages; and, by
labor, which he was always the foremost to share, the
colonists were provided with dwellings that afforded

;

shelter from the weather, and contributed to restore and
Finding the supplies of the sa
preserve their health.
discontinu. d, he put himself at the head of a

;

vages
detachment of his people, and penetrated into the
and by courtesy and liberality to the tribes
country
whom he found well disposed, and vigorously re
of such as were otherwise
pelling the hostilities
minded, he obtained for the colony the most abundant
;

A

;

Bupplies.

in the midst of his successes he was surprised on an
expedition by a hostile body of savages, who, having
in making him prisoner, alter a gallant and
nearly successful defence, prepared to inriict on him
His eminent laculties
the usual fate of their captives.
did not desert him on this trying occasion. He desired
to speak with the sachem or chief, and, presenting him
with, a manner s compass, expatiated on the wonderful
discoveries to which it had led, described the shape of
the earth, the vastuess of its lands and oceans, the
course of the sun, the varieties of nations, and the sin
made some
gularity of tneir relative positions, which
With equal prudence
of them antipodes to the others.
and magnanimity he refrained from all solicitations for
bis life, which would only have weakened the impres
The savages listened
sion which he hoped to produce.

succeeded

with amazement and admiration.
They had har.dled
the compass, and viewing with surprise the play of the
needle, which they plainly saw, but found it impossible

;

;

!

to touch, iro.n the intervention of the glass, this mar
vellous object prepared their minds for the reception
of those vast impressions by which their captive endea
to gam ascendancy over them.
For an hour
he had finished his harangue they seem to have
remained undecided till their habitual sentiments re
viving, they resumed their suspended puq&amp;gt;ose, and,
having bound him to a tree, prepared to despatch him
But a stronger impression had been
with their arrows.
made on their chief; and bis soul, enlarged for a seaeon by the admission of knowledge, or subdued by the
influence of wonder, revolted from the dominion of ha
bitual ferocity.
This chief was named Opechancanough, and destined at a future period to invest his bar
barous name with horror and celebrity.
Holding up

vored
after

;

he gave the signal of reprieve,
and Smith, though still guarded as a prisoner, was con
ducted to a dwelling where he was kindly treated and
the

compass

in his hand,

plentitully entertained.*
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pass away, while the influence of habit remains. Afier and instruments of husbandry, arrived in two vessels
Universal joy was excited among the
vainly endeavoring to prevail on their captive to betray from England.
the English colony into their hands, they referred his colonists by this accession to their comforts and their
fate to Powhatan, the king or principal sachem of the force.
But, unhappily, the jealousies which danger had
country, to whose presence they conducted him in trt- restrained rather than extinguished, reappeared in this
with
him
much
received
The
the influence of Captain Smith
king
umphal procession.
ray of prosperity
ceremony, ordered a plentiful repast to be set before with the Indians excited the envy of the very persons
sutler
death
him
to
and
then
whose
lives
it
had
him,
by having
adjudged
preserved, and his authority now be
his head laid on a stone and beat to pieces with clubs. gan visibly to decline.
Nor was it long before the

persons

|

and? doubtless, in no small degree, from
blindness and wilful ignorance of the

to the colony wilh the ab
surd appointments of admirals, recorders, chronologcrs,
and justices of the peace a supply as useless to Ame
rica as the remittance of dust was to Europe.
Foreseeing the disastrous issue to which the delu

his instruction,

the stubborn

been invested and sent o ut

persons he attemped to instruct, succeeded no farther
than Henot had formerly done. The savages extended
their respect for the man to a Being whom they termed
the God of Captain Smith/ and some of them ac
knowledged that this Being excelled their own deities
in the same proportion that artillery excelled uows and

I

!

j

But the strongest impressions
I

*
Smith, B. i;i. p. 47. Slth, p. 51. This admirable triumph
and sent to Jamestown to entreat that Smith
of knowledge and genius over barbarity and ferocity has been arrows,
would pray for rain when their idols seemed to refuse
obscured by tlie inaccuracy of Dr. Robertson, who has as
cribed Smith s deliverance on this occasion to his artnice in a supply.
amusing the savages with wonderful accounts of the virtues
[1GOS.] While the affairs of the colony were thus
of tile compass. Marshall, the biographer of Washington.
has transferred this mis-statement into the pages of his prospering under the direction of Captain Smith, a rehistory also. Had Smith resorted to artifice, he would only tntbrecment of a hundred and twenty men, with an
have avaiiv.1 himself of a resource which Columbus had pre- abundant stock of
provisions, and a supply of seeds
vloiuly employed, when he found his advantage in impo^in^
on a savago tn.ro the prediction for the production of an
But Smith s attempt was at once more original and pears not to have uttered a single word to the savages that
ei-lipse.
more honorable. The device of, Columbus nad been success was not strictly true. The triumph was very great ; for it
fully practised by a Roman general, and is related by Livy. was obtained over ferocity inculcated by education and conSrnith, uiiassisle i hy precedent, and guided only by that &quot;in
finned by hauit.and revenge excited by the death of some of
spiration of the Almighty wliich givetil understanding,&quot; ap- the iavajjes whom he had killed in dciending lumself.

sion of the colonists inevitably tended, Captain Smith,
in the hope of preventing some of its most fatal conse
quences, adopted the resolution of extending his re
searches far beyond the range they had hitherto at
tained, and of exploring the whole of ihe great bay of
for the purpose of ascertaining the qualities

i

Chesapeak,
and resources of

territories,

and promoting a bene

:

j

I

14*

its

intercourse with the remoter tribes of its inhabi
This arduous design he executed with his usual
tants.
and while his fellow colonists
resolution and success
were actively engaged in dissipating the hopes of Eng

ficial

I

land, and rivalling the sordid excesses that had charac
terized the adventurers of Spain, he singly sustained
the honor of his country, and, warmed with a nobler
emulation, achieved an enterprise that equal: th most
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When
celebrated exploits of the Spanish discoverers.
\ve compare the slcnderness of the auxiliary means
with the magnitude of the ends
which he
possessed,

which he accomplished, the hardships he endured, and
the difficulties he overcame, we recognize in this
achievement a monument of human power no less emi
nent than honorable, and willingly transmit a model so

warm

genius, to animate the
With
fortitude, and sustain the patience of mankind.
his friend, Dr. Russell, and a small company of fol

well calculated to

the

tenure of their good will,* he preserved order and en
forced morality among a crew of dissolute and discon
tented men
and so successfully opposed his authority
to the temptations to indolence arising from their pre
vious habits and dispositions, and fortified by the com
munity of gains that then prevailed, as to introduce and
maintain a respectable degree of laborious, and even
contented industry.
What one governor afterwards
effected in this respect by the weight of an imposing
rank, and others by the strong engine of martial law,
Smith, without these advantages, and with greater suc
cess, accomplished by the continual application of hi^

t*

1

;

;

magistracy of the colonv, of cnucting all the laws tha
to have place in it, anil nominating til! the officer*
by whom these laws were to be carried into execution

were

Nevertheless, was

and

recruits
i

and they finding themselves
unable to settle this point among themselves, agreed
to embark on board the same vessel, and to be com
thus deliberately hazard
panions during the voyage

between these gentlemen

reasons that rendered

;

it

it

what

proof of the friendly disposition of the Indians, who
came forward with the utmost alacrity, and offered
to fight in defence of the colony.

beneficial to the settlers in

America.
the

These apprehensions, which were dissipated by the
nearer approach of the fleet, gave place to more sub
stantial and more formidable evils arising from the
composition of the reinforcement which it brought
to the colonial body.
great proportion of these
new emigrants consisted of profligate and licentious
youths, sent out by their friends with ihe hope of
changing their destinies, 01 for the purpose of screen

mines of the precious metals. In these hopes they
heen hitherto disappointed
and the state of affairs
in the colony was far from betokening even the retri

A

;

ing them from the justice or contempt of iheir country ;
of indigent gentlemen too proud too beg, and too lazy

work

to

;

tradesmen of broken fortunes and broken
retainers whom the great were eager to
and dependents too infamous to be de~

for this

spirit ; idle
get rid of;

hands,

cently

purpose to remove all authority into their own
and to abolish all jurisdiction originating in
In order to enforce their pretensions, as
America.
well as to increase their funds, they now courted the
of
additional members
and having streng
acquisition
thened their interests by the accession of some per
sons of the highest rank and influence in the nation,
tiiey applied for and obtained a new charter.

more

protected

fitted to

at

horr.e

;

with others,

like

these,

waste and corrupt a commonwealth than

to found or maintain one.
The leaders of this perni
cious crew, though totally unprovided with legal docu
ments entitling them either to assume or supersede
authority proclaimed the changes which the constitu
tion of the colony had undergone, and proceeded to
execute that part of the innovation which consisted
in the overthrow of the colonial presidency and coun

;

[23d May.] If the new charter thus arbitrarily in
troduced showed an utter disregard of the rights of the
colonists who had emigrated on the faith of the original
one its provisions equally demonstrated the intention
of restricting their
privileges and increasiug their de

pendence on the English patentees. The new charter
dignifies
ordinary, and improves was granted to twenty-one peers, ninety-eight knights,
the models that invite the widest imitation, and are and a great multitude of doctors,
esquires, gentlemen,
most level with the opportunities of mankind. Ac merchants, and citizens, and sundry of the corporations
cordingly, when we examine the history of that year
* It was the
testimony of his soldiers and fellow adven
over which the official supremacy of Captain Smit.h turers,
that he was ever fruitful in expedients
says Stith,
was extended, and consider the results of the multifa to provide for the people under his command, whom he would
to
never
suffer
want
any thing he either had or could procure
which
it
details
rious
embraces, we discern a dignity as
that he rather choose to lead than send his soldiers into dan
real, though less glaring than that which invests his
that in all their expeditions he partook the common
ger
celebrated voyage of discovery, and are sensible of con
fare, and never gave a command that he was not ready to execute ** that he would
want rather than borrow, and
sequences even more interesting to human nature than starve sooner than not suffer
pay that he had nothing in him coun
that
which
In
a
small
expedition
any
produced.
terfeit or shy, but was open, honest., and sincere.&quot; Stith adds,
society, where the circumstances of all the members respecting this founder of civilize:! society in North America,
were nearly equal, where power derived no aid from \vluit the son of Columbus has, with a noble elation, recorded
of his father, that
habituated *o naval manners, and
pomp and circumstance, and where he owed his office to the command of though
factious aud licentious men, he was never
to the appointment of his associates, and held it
by the heard to utter an oath.
nobly when

ing and eventually effecting the disappointment of the
main objeet which thrir association
authority was in
tended to secure.
The vessel that contained the triumverate was separated from the Meet by a storm, and

m

I

The patentees, very little concerned about
establishment of a happ) and respectable society,
had eagerly counted on the accumulation of sudden
wealth by the discovery of a shorter passage to the
South Sea, or the acquisition of territory replete with

bution of their heavy expenditure.
The prospect of
a settled and improving state of society at Jamestown,
so far from meeting their wishes, threatened to promote
the growth of habits and interests perfectly incom
Still hoping, therefore, to realize
patible with them.
their avaricious dreams, they conceived it necessary

by the seeming restriction of its sphere it will always
be nobly, as well as usefully employed, and not the less

;

;

[HHli Sept.] chosen president by the council; and.
accepting the office, he employed his influence so suc
cessfully with the savages, that present scarcity was
banished, and exerted his authority so vigorously and
judiciously in the colony, that a spirit of industry and
good order began generally to prevail, and gave pro
mise of lasting plenty and steady prosperity. If we

range more congenial to its excursive vigor, and more
Yet, reflection might per
advantageous to mankind.
suade us that a truly great mind, especially when
united with an ardent temper, will never be contracted

But by an unlucky combination

The residue of
stranded on the coast of Bermudas.*
was incompetent to achieve.
the
Jamctown, but
safely at
squadron arrived
But Smith was nut permitted to complete the work so little were they expected, that when they were
he had so honorably begun.
His administration was first described at sea they were mistaken for enemies
unacceptable to the company in England, for the same and this rumor gave occasion to a very satisfactory

tiad

colonists, which, by confining this active spirit to the
petty details of their government, withdrew it from a

and supplies.

of caution and indiscretion, the same powers were
severally intrusted to Sir Thomas Gates and Six
George Seiners, without any adjustment of precedence

to appreciate, or

While this expedition was in progress, the golden
dreams of the colonists were at length dispelled and
they had awaked to all the miseries of sickness,
scarcity, disappointment, and discontent, when Smith
once moie returned to them, to revive their spirits with
his successes, and relieve their wants by the resources
he had created. Immediately after his return he was

the actions of Smith, during the period of his
presidency, with the enterprise that immediately preceeded his election, it may appear, at first sight, that
the sphere of his exertions was both narrowed and
degraded by this event, and we might almost be
tempted to regret the returning reasonableness of the

m

;

;

compare

,

Eng
it

&quot;

;

provided thai the colonisti

declared that no persons should pass into Virginia bu
sucli as should first have taken the oath of supremacy
The new council appointed Lord Delaware govcrno.
and captain-general of the colony and the hopes
spired by the distinguished rank, and not less eminent
character of this noblninnn, contributed to btrenglhcc
the company by a considerable accession of funds and
associates.
Availing themselves of the favourable
disposition of the public, they quickly equipped a
squadron of nine ships, and sent them out wiih five
hundred emigrants, under the command of Captain
Newport, who was authorized to supersede the exist
ing administration, and to govern the colony till the
arrival of Lord Delaware with the remainder of the

;

;

still

To prevent the doctrines of the church o
Rome from gaining admission into the plantations, was

;

promised the most beneficial results to the Virgi
This was indeed the heroic age of North
nian colony.
America and such were the men, and such the labors,
by which the first foundations of her greatness and
prosperity were appointed to be laid.

it

their posterity should retain all the rights of

lishmen.

m

that

\

;

;

;

;

&quot;

the

;

whose courage and perseverance he was fre
over whom he pos
quently obliged to resuscitate, and
own vigor and activity. Some plots were formed
sessed no other authority than the ascendant of a vigor
ous character and superior mind, he performed, in an against him; but these he detected and defeated with
that occupied out either straining or compromising his authority.
open boat, two voyages of discovery
more than four months, and embraced a navigation of The caprice and suspicion of the Indians assailed him
above three thousand miles. With immense labor and with numberless trials of his temper and capacity
ties that
danger he visited every inlet and bay on both s des of Even Powhatan, notwithstanding the friendly
the Chesapeak, from Cape Charles to the river Susque- united him to his ancient guest, was induced, by the
rivers
to
their
who
de
treacherous
artifices
of
certain
Dutchmen,
hannah he sailed up many of ihe great
serted to him from Jamestown, first to form a secret
falls, and diligently examined the successive territories
into which he penetrated, and the various tribes that conspiracy, and then to excite and prepare open hos
He brought back with him an ac tility against the colonists. [1609.] Some of the fraudpossessed them.
count so ample, and a plan so accurate, of that great ful designs of the royal savage were revealed by the
now comprehended unabated kindness of Pocakontas^ others were detected
portion of the American continent
the provinces of Virginia and Maryland, that all the by Captain Smith, and from them all he contrived to
subsequent researches which ii has undergone have extricate the colony with honor and success, and yet
view and his map has been with little, and only defensive, bloodshed displaying
Only expanded his original
made the groundwork of all posterior delineations, with to the Indians a vigor and dexterity they could neither
than
what the varieties of appro overcome nor overreach a courage that commanded
little other diversity
have necessa
their respect, and a generosity that carried his victory
priation and the progress of settlements
But to come and to see were not his into their minds, and reconciled submission with their
rily effected.
In thus demonstrating (to use his own words)
to overcome was also the purpose of his pride.
only objects
In his
what small cause there is that men should starve or
enterprise, and the attainment of his exertions.
intercourse with the various tribes which he visited, he be murdered by the savages, that have discretion to
manage them with courage and industry,&quot; he be
displayed the genius of a commander in a happy exer
cise of all those talents that overcome the antipathies queathed a valuable lesson to his successors in the
of a rude people, and enforce the respect, and even American colonies, and to all succeeding settlers in
good will, of mankind. By the wisdom and liberality the vicinity of savage tribes and in exemplifying the
with which he negotiated and traded with the friendly, power of a superior people to anticipate the cruel and
and by the courage and vigor with which he repelled vulgar issue of battle, dnd to prevail over an inferior
and overcame the hostile, he never failed to inspire the race without either extirpating or enslaving them, he
savages with the most exalted opinion of himself and obtained a victory which Ca?sar, with all his boasted
his nation, and laid the foundation of an intercourse superiority to the rest of mankind was too ungenerous
lowers,

London, in addition to the former adventurers an*
whole body was incorporrted ly the title of Tin
Treasurer and Company of Adventurers of the City
The bounda
London for the first colony TI Virginia.*
rics of the colony and the power of the corporation
were enlarged the orficca ol president and council it
a new council was csta
Virginia were abolished
blished in England, and the company empowered t(
and to thifill
all
future vacancies in it by election
council was committed the power of new- modelling lh
of

Their conduct soon demonstrated that their title
assume authority was not more defective than their

cil.

to

is

capacity to exercise it.
Investing themselves with the
powers, they were unable to devise any frame of go
vernment, or establish even among themselves any
fixed subordination
sometimes the old commission
was resorted to, sometimes a new model attempted ;
and the chief direction passed from hand to hand in
one uninterrupted succession of presumption and in
The whole colony was involved in distress
capacity.
and disorder by this revolutionary state of its new go
vernment, and the Indian tribes were alienated and exssperaied by the turbulence, injustice, and insolence of
;

&quot;

;

;&quot;

1

the

;

new

settlers

;

* It

&amp;gt;

I

I

was

this disaster, no doubt, which produced the only
which Shakespeare ever makes to the region? of
America. In The Tempest, which was composed about three
years alter lliu period, Ariel celebrates the stormy coa
the still vex d Uermudas.&quot;

allusion

f

i

NORTH AMERICA.
This emergency strongly called on the man who had
eo often rescued the settlement from ruin, again to at
its deliverance; the call was seconded by the

tempt
wishes of the best and wisest of the colonists

;

I

I

and,

the vigor of his own character, as by
the cooperation of these individuals, Smith once more
assumed his natural ascendant and official supremacy,

tided as

much by

close.

were to transport them to
they built the vessels
Jamestown, and might have supplied them with ample
stores for the use of the colony
but they had neglected
these resources, and arrived almost empty-handed, in
the expectation of receiving from the magazines of a
thriving settlement the relief that was now vainly im
plored from themselves by the famishing remnant of
that

their countrymen.
Their disappointment was equalled
only by the difficulty of comprehending the causes of
the desolation they beheld, amidst the mutual and con
But
tradictory accusations of the surviving colonists.
there was no time for deliberate inquiry, or adjustment
of complaints.
It was
determined
to
immediately
abandon the settlement, and with this view they all em
barked in the vessels that had just arrived from Bermu

Their stores were in
das, and set sail for England.
sufficient for so long a voyage ; but they hoped to ob
tain an additional supply at the English
fishing station
on the coast of Newfoundland. Such a horror had

many of them conceived

for the scene of their misery,
that they were importunate with the commanders for
leave to burn the fort and houses in Jamestown.
But
Sir Thomas Gates could not find in their or his distresses

that a longer residence in the colony would speedily
have consigned him to very subordinate office, ar.d
might have deprived the world of that stock of valu
able knowledge, and his own, character of that acces
sion of fame,* which the publication of his travels has
been the means of perpetuating.
Such reflections are

arrive from

;

bers being now cut off, and a memorable lesson afforded
both to the governors who collect,* and the members
who compose such communities, a deliverance no less
signal was vouchsafed by the Disposer of all events,

II.

just when hope was over, and the colony
the very brink of annihilation.
Before the

Gates and

Bermudas

Abandonment of the Colony
prevented by the Arrival of Lord Delaware

determined
His wise Administration his Return to England Sir
Thomas Dale s Administration Martial Law establishedIndian Chiefs Da-ighter seized by Captain Argal inamed

tain-general of the colony, was eminently well fitted for
the exigency of the situation in which he was thus un
To exalted rank, in an age when
expectedly involved.
such distinctions were regarded with much veneration,

ol&quot;

01&quot;

SMITH

:

This promising beginning was all he was permitted to
effect.
Oppressed by diseases occasioned by the cli
mate, he was compelled to quit the country
having
first committed the administration to Mr.
Percy [3].
The restoration of this gentleman to the supreme
command seems to have been attended with the same
relaxation of discipline, and would probably have led
to a repetition of the same disorders, that had so fatally
But happily
distinguished his former government.
for the colony, a squadron that had been
despatched
from England before Lord Delaware s return with &
supply of men and provisions, brought also with it
Sir Thomas Dale, whose commission authorised him,
in the absence of that nobleman, to assume the admin
istration.
This new governor found the colonists fast
relapsing into idleness and penury ; and though he
exerted himself strenuously, and not unsuccessfully,
to restore better habits, yer the loss of Lord Delaware s
imposing rank and authoritative character-was sensibly
felt.
What he could not accomplish by milder means,
he was soon enabled, and compelled to effect by a sys
tem of notable rigor and severity. A code of rules
and articles had been compiled by Sir Thomas Smith,
the treasurer of the company of patentees, from the
martial law of the Low Countries, the most severe and
arbitrary frame of discipline that then existed in the
world
and having been printed by the compiler fot
the use of the colony, but without the sanction or au

was transmitted to him by the
This code did not long remain inope
rative.
Sir Thomas Dale caused it to be proclaimed
as the settled law of the colony
and some conspira
cies having broken out, he enforced its provisions with
thority of the council,

governor.* [4]

;

[

great rigor, but not greater than was judged by all who
witnessed it to have effected the preservation of the
The wisdom and honor of the governor,
settlement.
who thus became the first depositary of these foimidable powers, and the salutary consequences that resulted
from the first exercise of them, seem to have prevented
the alarm which the introduction of a system so de
structive to liberty was calculated to provoke.
Dale

was succeeded in the supreme command by Sir Tho
mas Gates, who arrived with six vessels, containing a
powerful reinforcement to the numbers and resources
of the colonists.
The late and the present governors
were united by mutual friendship and similarity of cha
racter.
Gates approved and pursued the system of
strict discipline and steady but moderate enforcement
of the martial code, that had been introduced
by Dale;
and under the directions of Dale, who continjed in the

he joined a noble demeanor, a disinterested character, country and willingly occupied a subordinate station,
and a manly understanding. The hope of rendering an various bodies of the colonists began to form additional
important service to l.is country, and the generous settlements on the banks of James river and at some
pleasure of cooperating in a great design, had induced distance from Jamestown.
him to exchange his ease and splendor at home for a
[1612.] An application was now made by the com
situation of the difficulties of which he was
perfectly pany of patentees to the king, for an enlargement of
aware and the same firmness and elevation of purpose their charter. The accounts they had received from
preserved him undaunted and unperplexed by the scene the persons who were shipwrecked on Bermudas, of
of calamity he encountered on his arrival in Virginia. the fertility and agrceableness of that
territory im
Stemming the torrent of evil fortune, he carried back pressed them with the desire of obtaining possession
the fugitives to Jamestown, and began his administra
of its resources for the supply of Virginia.!
Their in
tion by attendance on Divine worship ; and
and a new
having held creasing influence enforced their request
a short consultation on the affairs of the settlement, he charter was issued, investing them with all the islands
summoned alt the colonists together, and addressed situated within three hundred leagues of the coast of
tnem in a short but forcible and dignified harangue. Virginia. Some innovations were made in the struc
He justly rebuked the pride, and sloth, and immorality ture and forms of the corporation the term of exthat had produced such disasters, and
*
earnestly recom
Stilh, p. 122.
Nothing can be mure fanciful or erroneous
:

the colony

inhabited by fire
hundred persons, and amply provided with all necessa
ry stores of arms, provisions, cattle, and implements of
agriculture

to

fugitives had

reached the mouth of James river they were met by
Lord Delaware, who arrived with three ships, contain
ing a large supply of provisions, a considerable number
of new settlers, and an ample stock of every
thing re
quisite for defence or cultivation.
This nobleman, who now presented himself as cap

to Mr. Rolfe Right of private Property in Land introduced
Into the Colony Expeditions of Argal against Port Royal
and New York Tobacco cultivated by the Colonists First
Assembly of Representatives convened in Virginia New
Constitution of the Colony Introduction of Negro Slavery
Migration of young Women from England to VirginiaDispute between the King and the Colony Conspiracy
of the Indians Massacre of the Colonists Dissentions of
the London Company The Company dissolved the King
assumes the Government of the Colony his Death
Charles I. pursues his father s arbitrary Views Tyrannical
Government
Sir John Harvey Sir William Berkeley
appointed Governor The popular Assembly restored
Virginia espouses the Royal Cause su xlued by the Long
Parliament Restraints imposod on the Trade of the
Colony Revolt of the Colony Sir William Berkeley re
sumes the Government Restoration
Charles II.

[1609.]

advanced

the delin

;

;

not foreign to the purpose, nor inconsistent with the
dignity of history, which may well be allowed to linger
with interest on the fortunes of this excellent person,
and is well employed in teaching by example how
powerfully an enlargement of our view contributes to
purify the moral aspect of events.

Somers

|

|

any reason for demolishing the buildings, that might
afford shelter to future settlers
and happily, by his
interposition, they were preserved from destruction, and
the colonists prevented from wreaking additional ven
geance on themselves.
For it was not the will of Providence that this set
tlement should perish ; the calamities with which it had
been visited were commissioned to punish merely, but
not utterly to destroy
and the more worthless mem

ot

;

;

Completely disabled by this misfortune, and destitute
of surgical aid in the colony, he was compelled to
resign his command, and take his departure for Eng
land.
He never returned to Virginia again. It was
natural that he should abandon with regret the society
he had so often preserved, the settlement he had con
ducted through difficulties as formidable as the infancy
of Carthage or Rome had to encounter, and the scenes
he had dignified by so much wisdom and virtue. But
our sympathy with his regret is abated by the reflection

and Famine

calamitous state was the colony found by Sir

shipwreck they had encountered had detained them and
their crew for ten months.
The bounty of Nature in
that delightful region maintained them in comfort while

;

Anarchy

this

Thomas Gates, Sir George Somers, and Captain New
port, who at length arrived from Bermudas, where the

;

CHAPTER

rence of disorder by shedding the blood

hunger
Six months after the departure of Smith there
remained no more than sixty persons alive at James
town, still prolonging thMr wretchedness by a vile and
precarious diet, but daily expecting its final and fatal
In

of justice in vain, but to punish the first recur

quents, though he would infinitely rather shed his own
to protect the
He nominated pro
colony from injury.
per officers for every department, and allotted to every
man his particular place and business. This address
was received with general applause and satisfaction ;
and the idle factious humours of a divided multitude
soon appeared to be substantially healed by the splen
dor, unity, and authority of Lord Delaware s admini
stration. [1611] By an assiduous attention to his
duty,
and a happy union of qualities fitted equally to inspire
esteem and enforce submission, he succeeded in main
taining peace and good order in the settlement, in dif
fusing a spirit of industry and alacrity among the colo
nists, and in again impressing the dread and reverence
of the English name on the minds of the Indians.

disease.

;

a Prey to

sword

sued, and completed their misery and degradation by
transforming them into cannibals, and forcing them to
subsist on the bodies of the Indians they had killed, and
of their own companions who perished of
or

and declared his intention of retaining the authority
created by the old commission till a regal revocation
of it and legitimate successors to himself should arrive.
He boldly imprisoned the chief promoters of tumult
and having restored regularity and obedience, he en
deavored to prevent a recurrence of the former mis
chiefs by detaching from Jamestown a portion of the
new colonists to form a subordinate settlement at some
This was an unfortunate step and it is re
distance.
markable that the only signal failure in the policy of
this eminent man seems to have arisen from the only
instance in which he showed a distrust of his own
The detachments which he re
vigor and capacity.
moved from Jamestown conducted themselves so im
prudently as to convert all the neighboring Indians
into enemies, and to involve themselves in continual
The Indians assailed him with
difficulty and danger.
complaints, the detached settlers with requisitions of
counsel and assistance
and Smith, who never spent
in lamenting misfortunes the time that might be em
ployed in repairing them, was exerting himself with
his usual vigor and good sense in redressing these dis
orders, when he received a dangerous wound from the
accidental explosion of a quantity of gunpowder.
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dians, incensed by repeated injuries, ami aware that the
man whom they so much respected had ceased to govejn the colonists, not only refused them all assistance,
but harassed them with continual atta&amp;lt;ks.
Famine en

left

but the sense to improve

its

opportunities

was wanting, and its fortune departed with him. For
a short time the command was intrusted to Mr.
Percy,

;

a man of worth but devoid of the vigor that gives effi
cacy to virtue and the direction of affairs soon fell into
the hands of persons whom their native country had
cast from it as a useless burden or intolerable nuisance.
The colony was delivered up to the wildest excesses of
han Dr. Robertson s account of the introduction of- this
a seditious and distracted rabble, and presented a scene mended a return to the virtues most likely to repair
them
he declared his determination not to hold the system, which without the slightest reason he ascribes to
of not, folly, and profligacy, strongly
the advice of Lord Bacon, an*, in opposition to all evi
invoking vindic
*
Tne fate of this sett lenient probably suggested to Lord dence, represents as the act of the company.
tive retribution, and
speedily overtaken by it.
[1610.]
tlie following passage in his essay on Plantations.
t Stith, p. 126. About this time the patentees promoted a
The provisions were quickly exhausted; and the In- fiacon
It is a shameful and unblessed thing to take the scum of the
subscription among devout persons in London for buildji.g
people, and wicked condemned men, lo be the people witn churches in the colony; but the money was diverted toother
* He
became so famous in England before his death, that whom we plant and not
only so. but it spoileth the planta
purposes, and it was not till some years after that church t
;

[

j

|

;

:

&quot;

cis
U&amp;gt;

MTentures were dramaiised and represented on the stage.

his

own

great annoyance.

Stith, p. 112.

tf

;

for they will ever live like rogues, and not faille work,
;
but be lazy, and do mischief, and i-ptnu victuals.&quot;

tion

were built in Virginia,
231. 300.

Oldmixton

s Brit.

Ernp. in Amer.

t
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of duties on commodities ex
eruption from payment
the company was
was prolonged
ported by them
empowered to apprehend and remand persons returning
violation of their
in
by stealth from the settlement,
the more effectual advancement
engagements and, for
and indemnification of the large sums
of the
;

;

colony

that had been expended on it, license was given to
The lottery
of England.
open lotteries in any part
which was set on foot in virtue of this license, was the
first establishment of the kind that had ever received

brought twentyEngland
public countenance
nine thousand pounds into the treasury of the company,
but loaded it with, the reproach of defrauding the peo
them to play a game in which they must
ple, by alluring
The House of Commons,
certainly be the losers.
which then represented the sense and guarded the mo
this odious
rality of England, remonstrated against
concession of their ignoble sovereign, as a measure
and the license
equally unconstitutional and impolitic
in

it

:

;

was soon

example had
tunes, and the rulers of mankind

after recalled.

Happy

if

their

been copied by later
restrained from polluting their financial administration
in their sub
by a system of chicane, and promoting
habit of mind wiich dissolves in
jects that gambling
the parent even of
dustry and virtue, and is generally
the most attrocious crimes
Notwithstanding the
!

the Bermuda isl
eagerness of the company to acquire
ands, they did not retain them long, but sold them to
certain of their own members, who were erected into
a separate corporation by the name of the Soiner Isl

ands Company.*

The colony of Virginia had once been saved, in the
Pocaperson of its own deliverer Captain Smith, by
hontas the daughter of the Indian king Powhatan.
intercourse
a
She had ever since maintained
friendly
with the English, and she was destined now to render
them a service of the highest importance. A scarcity
obtained
prevailing at Jamestown, and supplies being
from the neighboring In
were often embroiled,

but scantily and irregularly
dians, with whom the colonists

to the Potomac for a
Captain Argal was despatched
Here he learned that Pocahontas was
cargo of corn,
distance from him and
living in retirement at no great
to attain such an
hoping, by possession of her person,
ascendant over Powhatan as would enforce an ample
contribution of provisions, he prevailed on her by some
and then set sail
artifice, to come on board his vessel,
;

its
prosperity on foundations more solid
and respectable than the alliance or dependence of the
Indian tribes.
The industry which had been barely

to establish

kept aiive by the severe discipline of martial law, lan
guished under the discouragement of that community
of property and labor which had been introduced, as
we have seen, by the provisions of the original charter.
As a temporary expedient, this system could not have
been easily avoided and the censure which historians
have so liberally bestowed on its introduction seems to
The impolicy consisted in pro
be quite misplaced.
longing its duration beyond the time when the colony
acquired stability, when modes of hie came to be rixed,
and when the resources of the place and the productive
;

powers of labor being fully understood, the government
might safely and advantageously remit every individual
to the stimuloiis of his own interest and dependence on
his own industry.
But at first it was unavoidable that
the government should charge itself with the support
of its subjects and the regulation of their industry
and that their first experimental exertions should be
and adapted to the rules of a
referred to the
;

principle

system of partnership.
endure,

when

How

long such a system

may

a strong
originated and maintained by
impulse of that Christian spirit which
man to regard his office on earth as that

and general
teaches every
of a steward, his life as a stewardship, and the supe
not the extent of
riority of his powers as designating,
his interest, but the increase of his responsibility, is a
problem to be solved by the future history of mankind.
But as a permanent arrangement, supported only by
municipal law, it attempts an impossibility, and com
mits the enforcement of its observances to an influence
As soon as the
destructive of its own principles.
sense of individual interest and security begins to dis
solve the bond of common hazard, danger, and diffi
intolerable restriction
culty, the law is felt to be an
but as in theory it retains a generous aspect, and its
inconvenience is at first evinced by the idleness and
;

immorality which

ita secret suggestions give scope to.
not to be wondered at that rulers should seek to
remove the effect while they preserve the cause, and
even by additional securities of regulation extinguish
to
every remains of the virtue they vainly attempt
it is

revive.

Jamestown, where she was detained in a
But Powhatan, more in
his misfor
dignant at-such treachery than overcome by
he
tune, rejected with scorn the demand of a ransom
even refused to hold any communication with the rob
de
but
bers who still kept his daughter a prisoner,
clared that if she were restored to him he would forget
the injury, and, feeling himself at liberty to regard thorn
But the
as friends, would gratify all their wishes.
colonists were too conscious of not deserving the per
formance of such promises, to be able to give credit
and the most injurious consequences seemed
to them
which they
likely to arise from the unjust, detention,

versal reliance on the common stock impaired, in every
dividual, the efforts on which its replenishment dejended that the slothful reposed in dependence on
,he industrious, while the industrious were deprived ot
their alacrity by impatience of supporting and confirmand that the most
na the slothful in their idleness

to

state of honorable captivity.

;

;

could no longer continue with advantage nor relinquish
with safety, when all at once the aspect of affairs un
derwent a surprising and beneficial change. During
her residence in the colony, Pocahontas, who is repre
sented as a woman distinguished by her personal at
tractions, made such impression on Mr. llolfe, a young
the settlers, that he
man of rank and estimation

among

offered her his hand, and, with her approbation and the
warm encouragement of the governor, solicited the
consent of Powhatan to their marriage this the old
:

sent
prince readily granted, and
to attend the ceremonial, which

some of his relations
was performed with

of a firm
extraordinary pomp, and laid the foundation
and sincere friendship between his tribe and the Eng
Tins happy event also enabled the colonial go
lish.
vernment to conclude a treaty with the Chiccahomiac
nies, a brave and martial tribe, who consented to

knowledge themselves subjects of the British monarch,
and style themselves henceforward Englishmen, to
assist the colonists with their arms in war, and to pay
an annual tribute of Indian corn.
[1613.] But a material change which now took place
in the interior

arrangements of the colony contributed

* Stitti,
It is said that Waller the poet subsequently
p. 127.
became a partner of this company, and that during his banish

ment from England he resifed .sometime in Bermudas: a
statement that seems to derive some confirmation, from the
minute description of tho scenery and produce of the place
U is a
in his poem, &quot;The Battle of the Somer Islands.&quot;
pity that tlie muse of Waller and of Marvel, which travelled
not
have
ex
should
S3 far across the Atlantic as Bermudas,
tended her range to that illustrious continent whose aspect
was ablo to transform Bisliop Berkeley from a metaphysician
iuto a poet.

abridge

;

;

lonorable

nunity in

would hardly take as much pains for the coma week as he would do for himself in a day.
direction, the evil was redressed by a radi

Under his
a sufficient portion of land
cal and effectual remedy
was divided into lots, and one of them was assigned
:

From that moment,
property to every settler.
obstruction that had relaxed
its incitements and intercepted its recompense, took
of the
vigorous root in Virginia, and the prosperity
colony evinced a steady and rapid advancement. [1614.]
Gates returning to England, the supreme direction
n

Thomas Dale was intrusted, did not embrace the
which he now presumed to invade, and which

territory

French had. peaceably possessed for nedrly ten
years, in virtue of charters from their sovereign Henry
tlie IV th.
Argal easily succeeded in surprising and
plundering a community that were totally unsuspicious
the

and unprepared for defence but leaving
no garrison in the place, the French soon resumed their
station, and the expedition produced no other permanent effect than the recollections it left in the minds of
the French, and the impression it produced on the sen
But a tew years elapsed be
timents of the Indians.
fore an attack on themselves, by their own Indian
neighbors, equally iniquitous and far more fatal avenged
the outrage on Port Royal, and taught the government
of Virginia to detest the policy which it had thus sanc
tioned by its example
Returning from this expedi
tion, Arcal executed a similar enterprise against New
York, which was then in possession ol the Dutch,
whose claim was derived from Captain Hudson s dis
covery or visit to the territory in 1609, when he com
manded one of their vessels, and was employed in
ol hostility,

;

.

But Argal maintained, that Hudson
service.
accrued from his acquisibeing an Englishman, there
and the
sitiori an indefeasible right to his country
Dutch governor being unprepared for resistance, was
declare the colony to be a
compelled to submit and
to Virginia.
dependency of England, and tributary
But another governor arriving soon alter, with better
means of asserting the title of his countrymen, the
concession was retracted, and the English claim suc
their

;

cessfully defied.
to which the increas
[1615.] One of the first objects
colonists was directed, was the cuK
ing industry of the
for the first time
was
now
which
tivation of tobacco,

introduced into Virginia.
King James had conceived
a strong antipathy to the use of this weed, and in hi
celebrated Counterblast against Tabacco, had endea
vored to prevail over one of the strongest tastes of
human nature by the force of fustian and pedantry.
The issue of the contest corresponded better with his
interests than his wishes ; his testimony, though pressed
with all the vehemence of exalted folly, could not pre
vail with his subjects over the evidence of their own
he summoned his prerogative to
senses ; and

though

Sir Thomas &quot;Dale, by his descent from the supreme
direction of affairs to a more active participation in
the conduct of them, was enabled to observe with an
accurate and unprejudiced eye the operation of the
colonial laws on the dispositions of the colonists, and
n particular the utter incompatibility of this regulation
with all the ordinary motives by which human industry
s maintained.
He saw that every one was eager to
evade or
his own share of labor ; that the uni

with her

Sir

full

industry, freed from the

tlie

aid

of his

and prohibited the pollution of
the cultivation of tobacco,* he founj

logic,

English ground by
it
impossible to withstand

importation from abroad
its value and
Incited by
in England.
consumption daily increased
the hopes of sharing a trade so profitable, the colonists
of Virginia devoted their fields and labor almost exclu
Sir Thomas Dale
of tobacco.
sively to the culture
and sensible of tho
observing their inconsiderate ardor,
of the humbler
danger of neglecting the cultivation
but more necessary productions, on which the subsist
ence of the colony depended, interposed his authority
and adjusted
to check the excesses of the planters
between the corn crop and tho
by law the proportion
But after
if every proprietor of land.
tobacco
the

demand

for

it

its

and
rapidly extended,

;

crop
616 ] ms wlse P ol c y was neglected
and the culture of tobacco so
laws forgotten
attention of the settlers that
exclusively occupied the
even the streets of Jamestown were planted with it,
and a scarcity of provisions very soon resulted. In
this extremity they were compelled to renew their ex
the Indians, and involved themselves in
actions
his

and

departure,

U

his

;

upon

which gradually alienated the
disputes and hostilities,
and paved the way to one of
regard of these savages,
those schemes of vengeance which they are noted for
forming with the most impenetrable secrecy, maturing
whose virtue with consummate artifice and executing with unrelenting
again devolved on Sir Thomas Dale,
of
the
with
seems never to have enlarged
enlargement
This fatal consequence was not fully expe
rancor.. t
He continued for two years longer in rienced till after the lapse of one of those intervals
nis authority.
and in his domestic administration con
the colony
vhich to careless eyes appear to disconnect the misbut he launched
tinued to promote its real welfare
induct from the sufferings of nations, but impress
into foreign operations little productive of advantage, reflective minds with an awful sense of that strong un
In Captain Argal, the author broken chain which subsists undisturbed by tune or
and slill less of honor.
of the fortunate seizure of Pocahontas, he found a fit
* The
instrument, and perhaps a counsellor, of designs of a
following preamble to one of his proclamations on
Whereas we, out of
The French settlers this subject is highly characteristic
similar character and tendency.
we had of tile use of tobacco, tending to a general
in
dislike
the
built
Port
in
the
in Acadic had,
Royal
year 1605,
and manners, and
s
bodies
men
both
of
and new corruption
the Bay of Fundy, and had ever since retained quiet nevertheless
the
holding it of the two more honorable that
cultivated
and super
other
vanities
and
of
the
be
successfully
same should
country,
imported among
possession
seas than be peunllled
a friendly intercourse with the neighboring Indians. fluities which come from beyond the
here within the realm, whereby to abuse and
Under tho pretext that the French, by settling in Aca- to be planted
the soil of this fruitful kingdom, did prohibit the
from misemployof it in
die, had invaded the rights derived by the English
Rymer, voj. xvn. p. 233
England,&quot; &c.
planting
the first discovery of the continent, was Argal de
Purchas, i
iv.
147,
164, 168.
s
B.
140,
m
SUth,
t
th!
p.
a
hos
to make
A tru
spatched in a time of profound peace,
1787.
In the year 1615 was published at London,
tile attack on this settlement.
Nothing could be more Discourse of the present State of Virginia,&quot; by Ralph Harnar
Vir
other
merit
has
no
but
The
which
a
tract
than
this
to
the
colony
secretary
enterprise.
unjust or unwarranted
with the enforcement of which alone its scarcity
ginian chatters,
;

;

&quot;

:

&quot;

;

.

NORTH AMERICA.
boih preserves and extends the moral
consequences of human actions.
But a nohU-r pUut than tolwcco was preparing to
and we are now to contemplate the
rise in Vir^mi-i
first indication of that active principle of liberty which
was destine-1 to become the most considerable staple
and appropriate montl produce of America. When
Sir Thomas Dale returned to England, he had com
mitted the government to Mr. George Yeardley, whose
lax administration, if it removed a useful restraint on
the improvident cupidity of the pUnters, enabled them
to taste, and prepared them to value, the dignity of
He was
independence and the blessings of liberty.
succeeded [1617]* by Captain Argal, a man of con
siderable talents and resolution, but seltish, haughty,
and tyrannical. Argal provided with ability for the
wants of the colony, and introduced some useful regu
lations of the tr.iric and intercourse with the Indians
but he encumbered personal liberty with needless and
minute restrict ions, and enforced their observance by
a harsh and constant exercise of martial law.
While
he pretended to promote piety in others by punishing
absence from church with a temporary slavery, he post
poned in his own practice every other consideration to
the acquisition of Wf-alth, whic!i he effected by a pro
fligate abuse of the opportunities of his office, and de
fended by the terrors of despotic authority.
Universal
discontent wjs excited by his administration, and the
complaints of the colonists at length reached the ears
of the company in England.
In Lord Delaware their
interests had always found a zealous friend and pow
distance, and

;

;
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and the English being restrained
England for the approbation of the treasurer and com- cross the Atlantic
pany, and are no longer extant; but they arc declared by the pride and rigidity of their character from that
in
main
to
have
been
the
with
the
native Americans which the
by competent judges
wisely incorporation
and judiciously framed, though (as might reasonably be French and Portuguese have found so conducive to
expected) somewhat intricate and uneyslernatieal.* their interests, and so accordant with the pliancy of
The company sometime after passed an ordinance by their manners and disposition, were generally destitute
which they substantially approved and established this of the comforts a,nd connexions of married life.
Men
!

the Virginian legislature.
They re
served, however, to themselves the creation of a coun
cil of state, which should assist the governor with ad
vice in the executive administration, and should also
and they provid
form a part of the colonial assembly
ed, on the one hand, that the enactments of the assem
till ratified by the
force
of
law
should
not
have
the
bly
court of proprietors in England; and conceded, on the
other hand, that the orders of this court shiuld have
no force in Virginia till ratified by the colonial assem
constitution of

;

early was planted in America that repre
sentative system that forms the soundest political frame
bly.

Thus

which liberty was ever embodied, and at once the
and most efficient organ by which its energies
So strongly ernbued
are exercised and developed.
were the minds of Englishmen in this age with the vi
which
was rapidly advan
gorous spirit of that liberty
cing to a first manhood in their country, that wherever
they settled themselves, the institutions of freedom
took root and grew up along with them.
It had been happy for the morals and the prosperity
in

safest

if her inhabitants, like their brethren in
Massachusetts, had oftener elevated their eye from sub
ordinate agency to the great First Cause, and had re

of Virginia,

;

so situated could not
regard Virginia as a permanent
residence, but proposed to themselves, after amassing
a
of wealth as expeditiously as
possible, to
competency
return to their native country.
Such views are incon
sistent with patient industry, and with those extended
interests that

produce or support patriotism

;

and under

more liberal system which the company had now
begun to pursue towards the colony, it was proposed
to send out a hundred young women of agreeable
per
the

sons and respectable characters, as wives for the set
tlers.
Ninety were accordingly sent, and the specu
lation proved so profitable to the
company, that a repe
tition of it was suggested to the emptiness of their ex
chequer in the following year, [1621,] and sixty mor
were collected and sent over. They wore immediately
disposed of to the young planters, and produced sucn
an accession of happiness to the colony, that the
second consignment fetched a better price than the
first.
The price of a wife was estimated first at a hun
dred and twenty, and afterwards at a hundred and fifty
pounds of tobacco, of which the selling price was then
three shillings per pound
and the subject of the trans
;

action

was held

to impart its

own

dignity to the debt,

which accordingly was allowed to take precedence of
all other
erful advocate
and he now consented, for their deli
engagements.* The young women were not
ferred, in particular, the signal blessing that was now
verance, to resume his former office, and again to un
bestowed on them to the will and gift of God. Li only bought with avidity, but received with such fond
dertake the direction of their affairs.
He embarked for berty so derived acquires at once its firmest and no ness, and so comfortably established, that others were
invited to follow their example, and virtuous sentiments
it becomes
Virginia with a splendid train, but died on the voyage. blest basis
respected as well as beloved
and provident habits spreading daily among tho plan
His loss was deeply lamented by the rolo- the dignity of the origin to which it is referred, influ
[1618. Jt
nists
but it was in the main, perhaps, an advantageous ences the ends to which it is made subservient
and ters, enlarged the happiness and prosperity of thtt
To the blessings of marriage naturally sue
circumstance for them that an administration of such all are taught to feel that k can neither be violated nor colony.
pomp and dignity was thus timeously intercepted, and abused without provoking the Divine displeasure. It ceeded some provision for the benefits of education.
A
sum
of
the improvement of their affairs committed to men and is this preservative principle alone that prevents the
money had been collected by the English
manners nearer the level of their own condition ; and choicest blessings and most estimable qualities from bishops by direction of the king, for the maintenance
of
an
institution
in Virginia for the Christian education
it was no less advantageous to the memory of Lord
cherishing in human hearts an ungrateful and counter
and in emulation of this good -ex
a spirit which led of Indian children
Delaware, that he died in the demonstration of a gene
acting spirit of insolence and pride
various steps were taken by the company to
rous willingness to attempt what it was very unlikely the
Virginians too soon to plant the rankest weeds of ample,
he could have succeeded in effecting. The tidings of tyranny in that, field where the seeds of liberty had wards the foundation of a colonial college, which was
afterwards completed by William and Mary.
his death were followed to England by increasing com
been so happily sown.
It is remarkable that the rise of
The company had received orders from the king to
liberty in America
plaints of the odious and tyrannical proceedings of Arand ihe company having conferred the office of transport to Virginia a hundred idle dissolute persons was nearly coeval with her first dispute with the go
gal
vernment of the mother country, and that the earliest
captain-general on Air. Yeardley, the new governor who were in custody for various misdemeanours in
of those dissensions, which in a
received the honor of knighthood, and proceeded to London, t These men were dispersed through the colo
succeeding generation
the scene of his administration. [1619. J
and the degradation of were destined to wrest America from England, oc
ny as servants to the planters
curred
with
a
Sir George Yeardley, on his arrival in Virginia, to the the colonial character and manners, produced by such
province long distinguished for the ardor
an
was overlooked, in consideration of the of its loyalty to the English crown. With the increas
inexpressible joy of the inhabitants, declared his in
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

them in full possession of the
privileges of Englishmen, by convoking a colonial asThis first legislative body that America ever
eembly.
produced, consisted of the governor, the council, and
burgesses elected by the seven existing boroughs, who,
assembling at Jamestown, in one apartment, conducted
their deliberations with good sense and harmony, and
debated all affairs that involved the general welfare.
The laws which they enacted were transmitted to
tention of reinstating

* This
year died Pocaliontas. She had accompanied her
visit to England, where her history excited uni
versal interest, and the grace and dignity of her manner no
less respect and admiration. Captain Smith introduced her to
the queen, and her society was courted by the most eminent
of the nobility. But the mean soul of the king regarded tier
With jealousy, and expressed alternate murmurs at Rolfe s
presumption in marrying a princess, and alarm at the title
that Ins posterity might acquire to Hie sovereignty of Virginia,
pocahontas died in the faith, and with the sentiments and de
meanor of a Christian. She left a son by Mr. Rolfe, whose
descendants in Virginia unite the blood of the old and new
races of the inhabitants of America, Smith, B. iv. Stith

husband on a

p.

1426.

t This year was productive of an event more interesting
lo the feelings than to the fortunes of the people of America
the deatli of Sir Walter Raleigh. After a career of dazzling
brilliancy, but not of unstained virtue, or unclouded popularity,
he found in the severe affliction of his closing scene a remedy
for the errors of his own character, and the envy and odium
In which they had involved him
and the sun.set of his life,
gilded fay the pure and gentle light of religion, added the
tender respect and compassion of mankind to the various
sentiments winch his history had excited. On the night be
fore his execution he composed some beautiful lines on his
approaching fate. Perhaps calmer contemplation of death
was never eviuCfU than in the passage where he prays that
:

Heaven would

intermixture,
assistance that was derived from them in executing the
plans of industry that were daily extending themselves.
[1620.] Having once associated felons with their la
bors, and committed the cultivation of their fields to
servile hands, the colonists were prepared to yield to
the temptation which speedily presented itself, and to

missioners &quot;for garbling the drug called tobacco, 1
blend in barbarous combination the character of oppres
A with arbitrary powers to seize whatever portions of it
sors with the claims and condition of freemen.
Dutch ship, from the coast of Guinea, having sailed up they might consider of inferior quality, in loading the
James river, sold a part of her cargo of Negroes to importation with a heavy duty, and, at the same time,
and as that hardy race was found more encouraging the import of Spanish tobacco. The com
the planters
harassed by these vexatious regulations, had
capable of enduring fatigue in a sultry climate than pany,
a trade with Holland, and established ware
Europeans, the number was increased by continual opened
of the inhabitants of houses there, to which they sent their tobacco directly
importation, till a large proportion
from Virginia but the king interposed to prohibit such
to a state of slavery by the sel
Virginia were reduced
evasion of his revenue, and directed that all the Vir
fish ingratitude of men who turned into a prison for
tobacco should be brought in the first instance to
others the territory that had proved a seat of liberty ginia
England.
lengthened and acrimonious dispute arose
and happiness to themselves.
between
this feeble
and the colonists and colo
prince
But, about tbis time, another addition, more pro
nial
company. Against the monopoly established in
ductive of virtue and felicity, was made to the number
Few women had as yet ventured to England, they petitioned the House of Commons ;
of the colonists.
and in support of their right to trade directly with Hol
*
Rolfe, apud Smith, B. iv. Stith, p. 160 The Assembly, land, they both contended for the general privilege of
when they transmitted their own enactments to England, re
Englishmen to carry their commodities to the best
quested the general court to prepare a discs t for Virginia of
the laws of England and to procure for it the sanction of the market, and pleaded the particular concessions of their
charter, which expressly conferred on them unlimited
king s approbation, adding,&quot; that it was not tit that his sub
jects should be governed by any other rules than such as re
At length, the dispute was
liberty of commerce.
ceived their influence from him.&quot; Chalmers, p. 44.
adjusted by a compromise, by which the company
t Stith, p 167
Captain Smith observes, that since his de
parture from the colony, the number of felons and vagabonds obtained, on the one hand, the exclusive right of imtransported to Virginia brought such evil report on the place
*
A very different account has been
that some uid choose to be hanged re they would go thither,
Stith, p. 106, 197
and were.&quot; Not long after the massacre in 1022, however, he transmitted to us of the first female emigration to Canada.
there are more honest men now suitors to go, About the middle of the seventeenth century the French Go
remarks, that
than ever have been constrained knaves.&quot; Many persons vernment sent out several ship loads of prostitutes to this pro
have been transported as felons to America whom no com
vince, as wives to the settlers. Though the demand was
munity would be ashamed to recognize as fellow citizens. so pressing that they were all disposed of in less than fifteen
The crews of the first squadron conducted by Columbus to days, the colonists showed more regard lo virtue in selecting
America were partly composed of convicts, pardoned on con
their mates than their government had done in assorting the
dition of undertaking the voyage.
In the reign of Charles II.
cargo. The fattest, we are told, were in most request, being
before the voluntary emigration of the Quakers, a consider
judged least active and volatile (consequently, it was hoped,
able number of these sectaries were transported as felons to
most faithful,) and best able to endure tho cold. NouveauJC
Voyages de La Jlontan, Vol. i, Lettre U,
:

;

A

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

Just at the strolte when my veins start and spread
Set on my soil) an everlasting head,&quot;

It is pleasing to observe how the earlier historians of
rica claim kindred between him and their country, and blend
with their narrative occaMonal reference to his fortunes and

Ame

When we consider the jealousy with winch the king
pursued him, it .seems fortunate for America that his interests
had so long been separated from hers.
fate.

ing industry ol the colony, the produce of its tobaccofields became more than sufficient for the consumption
of England, where its disposal, too, was
severely
hampered by the weak and unsteady counsels of the
king, in granting monopolies for the sale of it, in limit
ing the quantities to be imported, in appointing com
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and engaged, on the
porting tobacco into the kingdom,
other, to pay an import, duly of nmepcnce per pound,
and to send all the produce of Virginia to England.
But a cloud had been for some time gathering over
the colony, and even the circumstances that inudt for
of the planters
cibly indicated the growing prosperity
and enabling ihe storm to burst with
were but

he did not venture to intrust with the plan, were suc
cessively gained over; and all co-operated with that
single-mindedness and intensity of purpose character
istic of a project of Indian
In a tribe of
revenge.

guests soliciting the hospitality of their English friends,
on the evening before the massacre. As the fatal hour
drew nigh, the rest, under various pretences, and with
every demonstration of kindness, assembled around the
detached ind unguarded settlements of ilic colonists ;
and not a sentiment of compunction, not a rash ex
pression of hate, nor an unguarded look of exultation,
liad occurred to disconcert or disclose the
designs of
their well disciplined
ferocity.
The universal destruction of the colonists seemed

savage idolaters, the passions of men are left unpuritiud by the influence of religion, and unrestrained by a
sound or elevated morality and human character is
inviting
more destructive violence on their heads. Externally not subjected to that variety of impulse and impression
The senti
of danger, which it undergoes in cilvihzed society.
t
peace with the Indian?, unapprehensive
and wholly engrossed with the profitable cultivation of ments inculcated, and the dispositions contracted, in
their fertile territory, their increasing numbers had the family and in the tribe, in domestic education and
the province, that no less in public life, in alt the scenes through which the
spread so extensively over
than eighty settlements had already been formed; and savage passes from his cradle to his grave, are the
same there is no contest of opposite principles or
every planter being guided only by his own convenience
or caprice in the choice of his dwelling, and more dispo
conflicting habits to dissipate his mind or weaken its
and the system of morals (if it may
determinations
sed to shun than to court the neighborhood of his coun
be so called) winch he embraces, being the offspring
trymen, the settlements were universally straggling and
of wisdom and dispositions congenial to his own, a
uncompact. The Scriptures, which the colonists re
ceived as their rule of faith, bore ample testimony to seeming dignity arises from the vigor and consistency
the cruelty and treachery of mankind in their natural of that conduct which his moral sentiments never dis
state
and their past experience might have convinced turb or reproach. The understanding, unoccupied by
them that the savages by whom they were surrounded objects suitable to its dignity, and unemployed by va
could claim no exemption from this testimony of Divine riety of knowledge, instead of moderating the passions,
wisdom and truth. Yet the pious labors by which the becomes the instrument of their designs, and the abet
tor of their violence.
Men in malice, but children in
evil dispositions of the Indians might have been over
come, and the military exercises and precautions by understanding it is in the direction of cunning and
dissimulation
that
the
intellectual faculties of savages
which their hostility might have been overawed or re
are chiefly exercised
and such is the perfect harmony
pelled, were equally neglected by the colonists, while,
at the ame time, they contributed to fortify the martial between their passions and their reflective powers, that
habits of the Indians by employing them as hunters, end the same delay which would cool the cruelty of more
cultivated men, serves but to confirm their ferocity,
enlarged their resources of destruction by furnishing
them with fire-arms, which they quickly learned to use and mature the devices for its gratification. Not
with dexterity.
The marriage of Mr. Kolfe and Poca- withstanding the long interval that elapsed between
the formation and the execution of their present enter
hontas had not produced as lasting a good understand
and the perpetual intercourse that subsisted be
ing between the English and the Indians as it had at prise,
first seemed to betoken.
The Indians eagerly courted tween them and the white people, the most impenetra
and so consummate and
a repetition of such intermarriages, and were deeply ble secrecy was preserved
offended with the pride with which the English receded fearless was their dissimulation, that they were accus
tomed to borrow boats from the English to cross the
from their advances, and declined to become the hus
that river, in order to concert and communicate the pro
bands of Indian women. The colonists
;

unavoidable, and was prevented only by the conse
quences of an event which perhaps appeared but of little
consequence in the colony at the time when it took
the conversion of an Indian to the Christian
place

;

the night before the massacre, this man was
to it by his own brother, who communicated
his king and his countrymen to
share in the exploit that would enrich their race with

made privy

to

The exhortation was pow
revenge, and glory.
impress a savage mind but a new
mind had been given to this convert, and as soon aa
his brother left him he revealed the
alarming intelli
gence to an English gentleman in whose house he was
erfully calculated to

cated to the nearest settlers, barely in lime to prevent
the last hour of the perfidious truce from
being the last
hour of their lives.
But the inlelligencc came too late to be more gene

:

At
rally available.
viously fixed for this

sons were cut oil, almost without knowing by whose
hands they fell. The slaughter would have been slill
greater if ihe English, even in sonic of ihose district!
where the warning lhat saved oihers did not reach, had
not flown to their arms with the energy of despair, and
defended themselves so bravely as lo repulse the as
sailants, who almost universally displayed a cowardice
proportioned to their cruelty, and fled at the sight of
arms in the hands even of the women and boys, whom,
If
unarmed, they were willing to attack and destroy.
in this foul and
revolting exhibition of humanity, some
circumstances appear to be referable to the peculiarities
of savage life and education, we shall greatly err if we
overlook, in its more general and important features,

forgot

;

every man, woman, and child in the colony in indis
criminate slaughter.
The death of Powhatan. in
1618, devolved the power of executing a scheme so

gress of their design.
An incident which, though minute, is too curious to
be omitted, contributed to sharpen the ferocity of the
Indians by the sense of recent provocation. There was
a man, belonging to one of the neighboring tribes,

named Nemattanow, who. by his courage, craft, and
good fortune, had attained the highest repute among
nis countrymen.
In the skirmishes and engagements
which their former wars wilh the English produced,
he had exposed his person with a bravery that com
manded their esteem, and an impunity that excited
their astonishment.
They judged him invulnerable,
whom so many wounds seemed to have approached in
vain
and the object of their admiration partook, or at
least encouraged, the delusion which seemed to invest
him with a character of sanctity. Opechancanough,
the king, whether jealous of this man s
reputation, or

the testimony it has given to the deep depravity of fallen
nalure.
The previous massacre of the French protestanls on the day of St. Bartholomew, and the subse

quent massacre of the Irish protestants in 1641, pre
sent, not only a barbarous people, but a civilized nation
and accomplished court, as ihe rivals of these American
savages in perfidy, fury, and cruelty.
The colony had received a wound no less deep and
dangerous, than painful and alarming. Six of the mem
bers of council, and many of the most eminent and re

;

desirous of embroiling the English with the Indians,
sent a message to the governor of the colony, to ac
quaint him that he was welcome to cut Nemattanow s
threat.
Such a representation of Indian character as
this

message conveyed, one would

excited the strongest
minds of the English.

think,

ought

suspicion and distrust

to

have

in

the

spectable inhabitants, were among the slain at some of
the settlements the whole of iheir population hud been
exterminated at others a remnant had escaped the ge
neral destruction by the efforts of despair; and the sur
vivors were impoverished, terrified, and confounded by
a stroke lhat al once bereaved them of friends and for
;

;

Though the offer of the king
was disregarded, his wishes were not disappointed.
contriving and maturing it.
Opechancanough, who
murdered
a planter, was shot by
Nemattanow,
having
succeeded, not only to the supremacy over PowhataTi s
detestable

into

the hands of a

but to his

man

fully

capable of

over ail the neighboring
distinguished by his fearless
courage, his profound dissimulation, and a rancorous
hatred and jealousy of the new inhabitants of America.
tribe,

tribes of

Indians,

influence

was

He renewed the pacific treaty! which Powhatan had
made, and faithfully kept, with the English after the
and he availed
marriage of Pocahontas to Mr. Rolfe
;

himself of the tranquillity it produced to prepare,
during the four ensuing years, his friends and followers
for the several parts they were to act in the
tragedy he
The- tribes in the neighborhood of the
projected.
those
on
the
eastern
shore, whom, on
English, except
account of their peculiar friendship for the colonists* Stith,
p. 210.

To

tho remonstrances of some persons in
the colony against their worship of demons, some of the In
dians of Virginia answered that they believed in two great
spirits, a good and an evil one ; that the first was a being
sunk in the enjoyment of everlasting indolence and ease, who
showered down blessings indiscriminately from the skies,
leaving men to scramble for tlu-m as tbcy chose, and totally
indifferent to their concerns ; but that the second was an
active jealous spirit, whom they were obliged to
propitiate
that he might, not destroy them Ol.lmixton, i. 283.
t Stith, p. 155
Opechancanough, in imitation of the English,
had built himself a house, and was so delighted with the
contrivance ol a lock and key, that he used to spend whole
hours in the repetition of the experiment of locking and unlock
ing his door Oldmixton, i. 239.

one of

his servants in an
to apprehend him.
attempt
Finding the pangs of death coming strong upon him,
the pride, but not the vanity, of the savage was subdued,
and he entreated his captors to grant his two last
requests, one of which was that they would never re
veal that he had been slain by a bullet, and the other,

tune, and showed lhat they were surrounded by legions
of enemies, whose existence they had never dreamt of,

and whose brutality and ferocity seemed to proclaim
them a race of fiends raiher than men.* To ihe mas
sacre succeeded a vindictive and extcnninaling war be
tween the English and the Indians and the colonists
were at lasl provoked to retaliate, in some degree, on
their savage adversaries, the evils of which they had set
so bloody an example, and which seemed to be the only
weapons capable of waging efftclual war upon them.
Yet though a direful necessity might seem to justify or
palliate the measures which it taught the colonists to
apprehend and provide for, their warfare was never
wholly divested of honor and magnanimity.
During
;

would bury him among the English, that the
secret of his mortality might never be known to his
countrymen. The request seems to infer the possibility
of its being complied with, and the disclosure of the
fatal event was no less
imprudent than disadvantageous.
that they

The

Indians were filled with grief and indignation
and Opechancanough infla:ncd their anger by pretend

;

ing to share it.
Having counterfeited displeasure for
the satisfaction of his subjects, he proceeded with
success
to
counterfeit placability for the delusion
equal
of his enemies, and assured the English that the sky

should sooner

But

the plot

this disaslrous period,

college,

now

day was fixed on which
setllcmcnts were at the same instant

the design for erecting a colonial

and many other public

institutions,

was aban

settlemcnls was reduced
from eighty to six
and the affliction of scarcity was
added to the horrors of war.t

doned

than the peace be broken by him.
advanced rapidly to its maturity, and,

fall

at length, the

moment they had pre
execrable deed, the Indians, rais

midday, the

ing a universal yell, rushed at once on the English in
all their scattered
setllcmenls, and buichered men,
women, and children with nndiatinguiahing fury, and
every aggravation of brutal outrage and enormous cru
In one hour, three hundred and forty-seven per
elty.

;

;

;

This planter immediately carried the tidings
residing.
to Jamestown, from whence the alarm was communi

;

;

him the command of

spoil,

;

but it was remem
they had inflicted this mortification
bered by the Indians, who never forgot or forgave an
affront.
Numberless earnest recommendations had
been transmitted from England to attempt the conver
but these recommendations had
sion of the savages
not been enforced by a sufficient attention to the
means requisite for their execution. Yet they were
Some attempts
not wholly neglected by the colonists.
at conversion were made by a few pious individuals,
and the success of one of them undoubtedly mitigated
but these
the dreadful calamity that was impending
efforts were feeble and partial, and the majority of the
colonists had contented themselves with cultivating a
friendly intercourse and intimate acquaintance with the
Indians, who were admitted at all times into their habi
tations, and encouraged to consider themselves as
familiar guests.*
It was in the midst of this free and
unguarded intercourse that the Indians formed, with
cold and unrelenting deliberation, the plan for a gene
ral massacre of the English, which should involve

On

faith.

;

;

the

number of

ihe

;

the English
to be attacked.

all

* II was
long before any of the British colonies were pro
perly on their guard against the characters of men capable
of such consummate treachery, and who
in anger weit not,
like the English, talkative and boisterous, but su..i n and re

The

respective stations of the various troops of assas
sins were assigned to them
and that they might be

&quot;

;

enabled to occupy them without exciting suspicion,
some carried presents of fish and game into the interior
of the colony, and others presented themselves as

Trumbull

I

1

s

44.

vengeful.&quot;
Connecticut,
As far as 1 am able to discover,
t Stith, p. 219. 235. 238.
the retaliatory deceit practised by the colonists in their hoslihtles wilh the Indians has ucen grcully overrated.
TliroUf &
i.

NORTH AMERICA.
When

The

form.

of

alterations

intelligence of this calamity arrived in Eng
land, it excited, with much disapprobation of the defec
tive policy and inefficient precautions of the company,
i powerful sympathy with the danger inrl distress of

lar

the colonists.
By order of the king, a supply of arms
from the Tow.tr was delivered to the treasurer and
and
vessels were despatched with cargoes
company
of such articles as the exigency of the time seemed to
render most pressmgly requisite.
Captain Smith sub
mitted to the company a project, which he offered to
conduct, for effecting the restoration of peace by the
but, though
expulsion or subjugation of the savages

dency which the country party acquired

m

and

;

it

was not

till

after

every class in society, it represented very faithfully
the state of party feeling
the nation
while its
frequent courts afforded a convenient arena in which
the parties tried their strength, and a
powerful organ
by which the prevailing sentiments were publicly
;

insinuated into the counsels of the company [1623] from
the infrequency and irregularity of its more
legitimate
snd various circumstances
theatre, the parliament
in the history of the
and
company tended to

to public opinion in wreaking his displeasure
The murmurs and discontents that were
excited by the intelligence of the massacre, furnished
him with an opportunity which he did not fail to im
prove.
Having signalized his own concern for the
misfortunes of the colony by sending thither a supply
of arms for defence
against the Indians, and by issuing
his orders to the company to despatch an ample supply
of provisions, he proceeded to institute an inquiry into
.he cause of the disaster, and the conduct of the comA commission was directed to certain of the
pany.
English judges and other persons, of distinction, requiring them to examine the transactions of the company since its first establishment, and to report to the
privy council the causes that might seem to them to
have occasioned the misfortunes of the colony, and
the measures most likely to prevent their recurrence.
To obstruct the efforts which the company might have

upon them.

numerous body, and being
composed of able and enterprising men drawn from

At every meeting, the proceedings were
eipressed.
impeded by the intrigues of rival factions, and the
debates inflamed and lengthened by their vehement
altercations.
At every election, the offices of the
company were courted and contested by the most
eminent persons in the state. The distinction betwcen the court party and the country party that was
spreading through the nation, was the more readily

character.
j

j

made

own

vindication, and to discover, if posmatter of accusation against them,
measures sail more violent and arbitrary were resorted
in their

additional

sible,

They

indignantly refused* to sanction the

stigma affixed to their conduct by the order of council,
to surrender the franchises which they Tiad
legally obtaincd, and on the faith of which they had expended
large sums of money, or to consent to the abolition of
a popular government, and deliver up their countrymen
in Virginia to the dominion of a narrow
junto dependent on the pleasure of the king.
In these sentiments
they persisted in spite of all the threats and promises
by which their firmness wa? assailed ; and by a vote,
which only the dissent of Captain Argal and seven of
bis adherents rendered not qmte unanimous, they finally
rejected the king s proposal, and declared their deternu
nation to defend themselves against any process he
might
institute. [1624.]
Incensed at their presumption in disputmg his will, James directed a writ of quo warranto
to be issued against the company, in order to try the
of their charter in the King s Bench.
In the
v.-.lidity
hope of collecting additional proofs of their maladrnmistration, he despatched commissioners to Virginia to
inspect the state of the colony, and lo endeavor to form
a party theie opposed to the pretensions of the com
The commissioners finding the colonial assernpany.
bly embodied, endeavored with great artifice and magniticent promises of military aid, and other marks of
royal favor, to detach them from their connexion with
the company, and to procure an address to the king,
their willingness to submit themselves
expressive of

I

j

]

ence

a

m

|

for the supremacy alike of his wisdom and his
prerogative in complaining to the House of Commons,
eradicated from the mind of James all that partial. ty
to an institution of his own creation, that might have
sheltered it from the dislike and suspicion with which
he regarded the influence of a popular assembly.
But
the same influence that rendered them odious, caused
them also to appear somewhat formidable, and enforced
some attention to equitable appearances, and defer-

a long struggle with their calamities, that they were at
length enabled again to resume their prospects and
extend their settlements.*
More ample supplies, and more active assistance,
would have been rendered to the colonists from Eng
land, but for the dissensions among the patentees,
which had been spreading for a considerable period,
and had at this juncture attained a height tint mani
festly tended to the dissolution of the corporation.

The company was now

company,

shown

were barely saved

the colonists

in the-

company had displayed m their late dispute with him
concerning the restrictions of their tobacco trade, the
freedom with which his* policy had been canvassed in
their deliberation*, the firmness with which hia meaof sures had been resisted, and the contempt they had

;

This arbitrary proceeding excited such surprise and
consternation in the assembled court of proprietors,
that a long and deep silence followed the reading of
the order of council.
But resuming their spirit, they
proposed to defend their rights with a resolution which,
if it could not avert their fate, at least redeemed their

charter

strongly disposed the king to suppress or modify bn
institution that served to cherish public spirit and
disseminate liberal opinions.
The spirit which the

By dint
generally approved, it was not adopted.
the exertions they made
their own behalf, with the
assistance of the supplies that were actually sent to
from perishing with hunger

S07
the

taught all the malcontents to look up to the crown for
such further changes as might remove the. existing ob
structions to their wishes; and the complete ascen

;

them from England,

arbitrary

j

|

&quot;

to his princely pleasure in revoking the ancient patents.&quot;
But their endeavors were unsuccessful. The assem

bly transmitted a petition to the king, acknowledging
their satisfaction to find themselves the objects of his

especial care, beseeching

him

to continue the existing

orm of government, and

soliciting, that if the
be granted to them, it

f

I

military force should
subjected to the control

I

I

of their

promised
might be

own governor and

house of representatives. This was the last assembly
that Virginia was to enjoy for a considerable period,
Its domestic legislation was marked by the same good
fortify
maintain this distinction.
of
the
sense and patriotism that appeared in the reception
Many
proprietors,
dissatisfied with the slender returns that the
which it gave to the propositions of ;he royal commiscolony
had yielded, were disposed to blame (he
sioners.
The governor was deprived of an arbitrary
existing
officers and administration for the
It was
disappointment of
authority which he had hitherto exercised.
their hopes
not a few resented the
enacted that he should no longer have power to withprocurement of
the third charter, the exclusion of
draw the inhabitants from their private labors to his
Captain Smith from
the direction which he had shown himself so veil
ovvn service, and should levy no taxes on the colony
to
exercise, and the insignificance to which
qualified
but such as the general assembly
J should ..impose and
u:...
_r .i._ t A-.
.1
of
were
the
themselves
the
condemned
Indians
they
subjugation
company, appropriate. Various other wise and judicious laws
disregarded by
by the arbitrary en
of
the
the
association
of
a
numerous
and
a
small
but active notwithstanding
largement
approbation
party were enacted, for the reformation of manners, the supand intriguing party, who had labored with earnest but of the proprietors. Smith ascribed the misfortunes of Ort o f divine
worship, the security of civil and politip
unsuccessful rapacity, to engross the offices of the thc colony, and the slenderness of the income that had C al
freedom, the regulation of trafiic with the Indians,
company, to usurp the direction of its affairs, and to been derived from it, to the neglect of military precau- anij tne observance of precautions conducive to the
convert the trade of the colony into their own
tions
the rapid succession of governors, which inprivate
general safety,
ety.
patrimony by monopolies which they bought from flamed the rapacity of their dependents ; the multi
Whether the suit between the king and the company
needy courtiers, naturally ranged themselves on the plicity of offices, by which industry was loaded and was prosecuted to an issue or not, is a point involved
side of the court, and by their
emolument absorbed and, in general, to the inability in some
complaints and misre
uncertainty, and truly of very little importance,
to the king and
of a numerous company to conduct an enterprise so for the issue of a suit between the
presentations
privy council, sought to
king and the sub
interest them in the quarrels, and infect them with sus
and
arduous.
He
recommended
the
annexa
complex
in that
could never be doubtful for a moment.
;

:

to.

All their charters, books, and papers, were seized,

two of

arrested, and all
letters from the colony
intercepted and carried to the
privy council.
Among the witnesses whom the comimssioners examined was Captain Smith, who might
reasonably be supposed to eutertam little favor for the
existing constitution of the company, by which his
career of honor and usefulness had been abridged, and
who had recently sustained the mortification of seeing
his orfer to undertake the defence of the
colony and
their principal officers

,

.

were

i

i

i

j

!

;

j

{
I

:

i

.*

_

;

i

j

;

J

;

j

;

At the head of this least
picions of the corporation.
numerous hut most dangerous faction, was the notori
ous Captain Argal, who continued to
display a ran
corous enmity LO the liberty of the
colony, and hoped
to compass by intrigue and
servility at home the sameobjects which he had pursued by tyranny and violence
abroad.
Sir Thomas Smith too, the
treasurer, whose
arbitrary government we have already
had occasion to notice, encouraged
every complaint
nd proposition that tended to
abridge the privileges of
the colony, and give to its administration a
for

predilection

Icsspopu-

the cloud

ol passion and astonishment that
the massacre
excited, the truth was not easily discerned. Stith serins
to

hav

e cir
as it entitled the colonists to treat
the
slaves, or utterly lo extirpate them. Stith,
p. 233
CTea
Smith recites this barbarous undervalue of-the
massacre
o
to condemn it. Smith, B. iv. See note II.
The come Mi.latn
and cspeciallythe endurance of
cruelty, tend, to inake men
cruel; yet to the honor of the colonists be it
remwnoeTed

inasmuch

-

ject

tion of the colony to the

j

|

*

Even

in

Decei.i&amp;gt;&amp;gt;

was paid

;

warmly commends the active and disinterested elforts of
many of the leading memhers of the company for the advan

1023, the scarcity
fur a hogshaad of

wai so zreat that
mea?; and 31 sYerl

-r.

eistit ciucl e

i

&quot;

m Vir

mia

-

fa*^* *
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;
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101. sterling

age,

crown, the introduction of Well aware of this, the company looked to protection
economy into the frame of its more efficient than the law could afford them, and pre
government, and an abandonment of tho practice of sented a petition to the House of Commons, enume
tiansporting criminals to us shores*.
their grievances, and soliciting redress.
Their
The commissioners did not communicate any of rating
application was entertained by the House so cordially,
their
proceedings to the company, who were first ap- that had it been presented at an earlier period it might
prised of the terms ol the report by an order of the have saved the
but they had deferred this
corporation
and
king
privy council, signifying to them that the mis
last resource till so late a
period of the session, that
fortunes of Virginia had arisen from their
misgovem- there was not time to enter on so wide an inquiry ;
ment, and that, lor the purpose of repairing them, his and
fearing to exasperate the king by preferring odious
majesty had resolved to revoke the old charter and
charges which they could not hope to substantiate, they
issue a new one, which should commit the
of
con
hned
powers
their pleading before the House to the disgovernment to fewer hands. In order to quiet the couragement of their tobacco trade, which the Com
minds of the colonists, it was declared that private pro mons
They
accordingly voted to be a grievance.
perty should be respected, and all past grants of land
gained no other advantage from their complaint, nor
remain inviolate.
An instant surrender of their privi- from their limitation of it. The
at
their
king enraged
leges was required from the company
and, in default presumption, and encourao-cd
by thtMr timidity, issued
of their
were
assured
that
a proclamation, suppressing the courts of the comvoluntary submission, they
hid resolved to enforce lus purpose by process
the^kmg
p^y, ancj committing the temporaray administration
of law.t
of the colonial affairs to certain of his privy counsel*
Biv.
Smith
s
de
answers
to
the
commissioners
Smith,
monstrate lus usual good sense, moderation and humanity, tions, says Slith, that the Muses for the first time opened
greater simplicity and

tage of the colony. Great errors, he observes, had been
committed in the administration of its affairs ; but he declines
t-j particularise the faults of
1
any one individual adding,
have so much ado to amend my own, 1 have no leisure to
look into any ot ier man s particular failings.&quot;
t Suth, p. 308, 304.
it
in U*; imusl of those distrac
&quot;

wn

their lips in North America. One of the earliest literary pro
ductions of the English colonists was a translation of Ovid s
Metamorphoses, composed in 1623 by George Sandys, treasu
rer of the Virginia company.
It was afterwards published in
England, and dedicated to Charles the First. Stith terms it

and L&amp;gt;ryden men
a laudable performance for the times
tions the author with respect in the preface to Ins owq U3113
&quot;

;&quot;

latioris iroia

Ovid,
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lors in conjunction with Sir

The company was

other gentlemen.

and its
crown.*

rights

Thomas Smith and some

and

privileges

thus dissolved,
re-uborbed by the

a most important benefit to the colony, in the removal
of an institution that would have dangerously loaded

and restrained its growing freedom and prosperity.
It
is an observation of the most eminent teacher of
poli

James did not suffer the powers he had resumed to tical science, that of all the expedients that could pos
He issued, very shortly af sibly be contrived to stunt the natural growth of a new
remain long unexercised.
terwards, a special commission, appointing a governor colony, the institution of an exclusive company is the
and twelve counsellors, to whom the entire direction most effectual and the observation is amply confirmed
;

of the affairs of the colony was intrusted.
tion way made of a house of representatives

No men

nor had
the king the slightest intention to permit the continu
ance of any such body. The commission ascribes the
disasters of the settlement to ihe popular shape of the
late system, which had intercepted and weakened the
benefici.il influence of the king s superior understanding,
;

In surveying the consti
by the experience of history.
tutions and tracing the progress of the various colonial
establishments which the nations of Europe have suc

then a violent innovation of the whole British consti
tution, we must conclude, from the provisions which
follow this preamble, that he considered the colonies to
stand in a very diHeront relation to him from ttiat
whicli the territory of Great Britain enjoyed, and to
have descended to him as a personal estate indepen
dent of his crown or political capacity.
For he pro
ceeded to declare, that the whole administration of the
Virginian government should be vested in a council,
nominated and directed by himself, and lesporisible lo
him alojie. \Vhile be expressed the utmost scorn of
the capacity of a mercantile corporation, he did not
disdain to assume its illiberal spirit, and copy its in

formed, we find a close and invariable con
nexion between the decline and the revival of their
terested policy.
Asa specimen of the extent of legisla
prosperity, and the ascendancy and overthrow of sove
The administration of tive authority which he intended to exert, and of the pur
reign mercantile corporations.
and, in strains of the most vulgar and luscious sell- the Dutch and the English East India companies has poses to which he meant to render if subservient, he pro
hibited the Virginians, under the most absurd end frivo
complacency, anticipates the prosperity which the colo demonstrated on a larger and distinctcr scale how in
ny must rapidly attain when blesed with the director consistent the genius of an exclusive company will lous pretences, frum .selling their tobacco lo any persons
With this subversion of liberty, always prove with the liberty and happiness of its sub but certain commissioners appointed by himself to pur
rays of royal wisdom.
Thus the colonists found
there was mingled, however, some attention to the jects, and what powerful temptations, and not less chase it on his own account.
interests of the colonists
for, in consequence of the
powerful means, it possesses of sacrificing their lasting themselves subjected to an administration that com
A sovereign bined the vices of both its prtdeces.-^ors the unlimited
remonstrance of the English parliament, he issued a advantage to its own immediate profit.
proclamation renewing his former prohibit ion ol the company of merchants must ever consider their power prerogative of an arbitrary prints;, with the narrowest
but as an apendage to their trade, and as deriving its maxims of a mercantile corporation
and saw their le
culture of tobacco in England, and restricting the im
and to chief value from the means it gives them to repress gislature superseded, their laws abolish*: J, all the proportation of it to Virginia and the So trier Isles,
This was his competition, to buy cheaply the commodities they ob
tits of their
vessels belonging to British subjects.
industry engrossed, and their only valuable
last public act in relation to the colony
[1625J for hid tain from their subject customers, and to sell as dearly commodity monopolized, by the sovereign who pretend
as possible the articles with which they supply them
ed to have resumed the government of the colony only
intentions of composing a code of laws for its domes
He that is, to diminish the incitement and the reward of in order to blend it uioie perfectly with the rest of the
tic administration were frustrated by his death.
em
an
established
died the first British sovereign of
industry to their subjects, by restricting their facility of British empire.
in America, and closed a reign of which the only
Charles conferred the office of governor of Virginia
acquiring what they need, and disposing of what they
pire
have.
Their mercantile habits prevail over their inte
on Sir George Ycardley, and empowered him, in con
illustrious feature was the colonization which he im
To this favorite object, both the rest as sovereigns, and lead them not only to prefer junction with a council of twelve, lo exercise supreme
pelled or promoted.
to make and execute laws
virtues and the vices of his character proved subser
to impose
transitory profit to permanent revenue, but to adapt authority there
their administration to this preference, and to render and levy taxes
to seize the property of the late com
vient.
If the merit he might claim from his original
of the Virginian colonists, be cancelled by government subservient to the interest of monopoly. pany, and apply it to public uses
and to transport the
patronage
colonists to England, to be tried tiiere for oHences
his subsequent efforts to bereave them of their liberties, They are almost necessarily led to dcvole a large dis
and if his prosecution of the puritans in their native cretionary power on vheir colonial officers, over whom committed in Virginia. The governor and council
country bo but feebly counterbalanced by his willing
they retain at the same time but a very feeble control. were specially directed to exact the oaths of allegiance
his Whether we
ness to grant them an asylum in New England
regard the introduction of martial law and supremacy from every inhabitant of the colony,
connect
to
into
civilize Ireland by colonization,
attempts
Virginia as the act of the company, or (as it really and to conform in every point to the instructions which
him more honorably with the great events of his reign. seems to have been) the act of I he treasurer and the from time to time the king might transmit to them.
Harassed by the turbulent aud distracted state of Ire colonial governors, the prevalence it obtained displays, [1027.] Yeardley s early death prevented the full
land, and averse to resort to military operations, he in either case, tho unjust and arbitrary policy of an ex
weight of his authority from being experienced by the
He died in
endeavored to infuse a new character into its popula clusive company, or the inability of such a sovereign colonists during his short administration.
tion by planting colonies of the English in the six body to protect its subjects against the oppression of the beginning of the year 1G~7, and, two years after,
He prosecuted its officers. How incapable a body of this description was succeeded by Sir John Harvev. During this punorthern counties of that kingdom.
this plan with so much wisdom and steadiness, that in must be to conduct a plan of civil policy on permanent riod, and for many years afier, the king, who seems to
the space of nine years he made greater advances principles, and how strongly its system of government nave inherited his father s prejudices respecting to
towards the reformation of that kingdom than had been must tend to perpetual fluctuation, is evinced by the bacco, continued lo harass the importation and sale of
made in tho four hundred and forty years that had fact, that, in the course of eighteen years, no fewer t by a series of regulations so vexatious, oppressive,
elapsed since the conquest of it was first attempted, than ten successive governors had been appointed to and unsteady, that it is difficult to say whether they
and laid the foundation of whatever affluence and secu preside over the, province. Even after the vigorous excite greater contempt for the fluctuations and caprice
It is difficult spirit of liberty, whicli was so rapidly gaining
rity it has since been enabled to attain.
ground of his counsels, or indignant pity for the wasted pros
to recognise the dogmatical oppressor of the puritans in that age, had enabled the colonists to extort from perity and insulted patience of his people.
and tho weak and arrogant tyrant of Virginia, in the the company the right of enacting laws for the regula
[1629. J Sir John Harvey, the new governor, proved
tion of their own community, still, as the company s a fit instrument in Virginia to carry the king s system
wise and humane legislator of Ireland. Tho expe
rience of such inconsistencies of character, suggests sanction was requisite to give legal establishment to of arbitrary rule into complete execution.
Haughty,
the likelihood of their existing more frequently and the enactments of the provincial legislature, the para
rapacious, and cruel, he exercised an odious autho
candor
and
enforces
mount
with
the
most
offensive
insolence,
aggravated
authority resided with men who had but a tem
rity
extensively than they are displayed
and indulgence and abates the fervor both of inordi porary interest in the fate of their subjects and the every legislative seventy by the rigor of his executive
So
was
his
resources of their territories.
we
nate dislike ami extreme admiration.
therefore,
While,
disposition with the
energy.
congenial
The fall of tho Virginia company had excited the sympathize with the generous indignation which the system he conducted, and so thoroughly did he perso
less sympathy, and the arbitrary proceedings of the historians of America have expressed at the tyrannical nify, as well as administer, tyranny, as not only to atiact, but to engross, in his own person, the odium of
king the less odium in England, from the disappoint
proceedings by which the company was dissolved, we
ments and calamities of which the settlement had been must congratulate their country on an event which, by
hich a large share was undoubtedly due to the prince
More than a hundred and fifty thousand the means that led to it. inculcated an abhorrence of who employed him. Of the length to which he carried
productive.
pounds had been expended on the colony, and upwards arbitrary power, and by its operation overthrew a sys his arbitrary exactions and forfeitures, some notion
of nine thousand inhabitants had been sent to it from tem under which no colony has ever grown up to a may be formed from a letter of instructions by which
Yet at the dissolution of the com vigorous maturity.
the mother country.
the royal committee of council for the colonies in
Charles the First inherited, with his father s throne, England at length thought it prudent to check his ex
pany, the value of the annual imports from Virginia
did not exceed twenty thousand pounds, and its popu
[March] ail the maxims that had latterly regulated his cesses. [July, 1634.] It signified, that the king, of his
lation was reduced to about eighteen hundred persons. colonial policy.
Of this he hastened to give assur royal favor, and for the encouragement of the planters,
The effect of this unprosperous issue in facilitating ance to his subjects, by a series of proclamations which desired that the interests winch had been acquired
the overthrow of this corporation, may be regarded as he issued soon after his accession to the crown, and jnder the corporation should be exempted from for
a fortunate circumstance for America
for however which distinctly unfolded the arbitrary principles he feiture, and that the colonists, &quot;/or the present might
unjust and tyrannical were the designs and proceedings entertained, and the tyrannical administration he had enjoy their estates with the same freedom and privilege
of the king, they were overruled to the production ol determined to pursue.
He declared, that, after ma as they did before the recalling of the patent.&quot;
ture deliberation, he had adopted his father s opinion, might suppose this to be the mandate of an eastern
* It is stated
and indeed the rapaci
by Chalmers, and repeated hy Gordon, Robert
misfortunes
that the
of the colony had arisen entirely sultan to one of his bashaws
son, and Marshall, that m the process of quo warranto, judg
the governor seems hardly more odious
ment was pronounced against the company in June. 1024. Ro from the popular shape of its late administration, and ous tyranny of
bertson refers to the commission in August 1024, which no doubt tho incapacity of a mercantile company to conduct than tho cruel mercy of the prince, who interposed to
contains a clause selling forth that the quo warranio had been even the most
that he mitigate oppression only when it had reached an ciinsignificant affairs of state
issued, and adding, that the charter was now legally annulled. held himself in honor
inflame the wise
engaged to accomplish the work treme which is proverbially liable to
The same form of words occurs in the prior proclamation in
The
with madness, and drive the patient to despair.
that he considered the Ameri
but no judgment of the Court of King s Bench is that James had begun
July, 1624
comment on the letter is, that Harvey
either expressly mentioned or referred to. Captain Smith, on can colonies to be a part of the
royal empire devolved most significant
the other hand, after mentioning the writ of quo warranto, to him with the other
excesses
dominions of the crown that he was neither censured nor displaced for the
refers not to any judgment upon it, but to the proclamation in
was fully resolved to establish a uniform course of go which it commanded him to restrain. The effect, too,
B. iv. p. 168.
Stith
July, as having dissolved the company.
likewise asserts expressly, that this proclamation was issued
and which it was calculated to produce, in ascertaining the
vernment through the whole British monarchy
while the quo warranto was depending, and that no judgment that henceforward the
of the colonists,
government of the colony of rights and quieting the apprehensions
on the quo warranto was ever pronounced, p. 329, 330. It is
should immediately depend upon himself. was counterbalanced hy large and vague grants of ter
very immaterial whether the king accomplished his arbitrary Virginia
purpose by superseduig or porveiUng the forms of law.
But, unless we should suppose that he meditated even ritory within the province, winch (Jhurles inconsidcr
cessively
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NORTH AMERICA.
his courtiers, and which gave rise to
ately bestowed on
numerous encroachments on established possession,

809
domestic constitution was accomplished in this manner,
and not dcfen^d till a later period, when it would probably have been accompanied by a restoration of the

to contemplate the
re-assembling of a parliament , and,
\vell aware of the ill humor which his
government at

|

and excited universal distrust of the validity of lilies, home had excited, he had the strongest reason to dread
and the stability of property. The effect of one of that the displeasure of the commons would be infbmed,
and their worst suspicions confirmed, by complaints and
these grants was the formation ot the state of Mary
land, by dismembering a large portion of territory that descriptions of the despotism that had been exercised
For
had been previously annexed to Virginia.
many in Virginia. There was yet time to soothe the irritaof much discontent tion, and even secure the adherence of a people who,
years this event proved a source
the
and serious inconvenience to
Virginian colonists, in spite of every wrong, retained a generous attachwho had endeavored to improve their trade by restrict ment to the prince whose sovereignty was felt still to
of tobacco of unite them with the parent state
and, from the proing themselves to the exportation only
themselves deprived of pagation of the complaints of colonial grievances in
superior quality, and now found
all the advantage of this sacri6ce by the transference
England, there was every reason to apprehend that the
of a portion of their own territory to neighbors who redres of them, if longer withheld by the king, would
be granted, to the great detriment of his credit and inrefused to unite in their regulations.

!

:

restrictions prescribed by the letter of the royal

Harvey still in possession of ample
and the colonists respecting, or
overawed by, the authority with which he was invested,
Roused,
for a long time endured it without resistance.
committee,

,

|

I

;

|

at length, by reiterated provocation, [1636,] ami imin a transpatient of farther suffering, the Virginians,

;

and the

proved to be very

Charles was filed

meant

liberties, they

:

\

if

they

must prepare

to

;

j

,

irritated the king by disputing, like their fellow-subjects
in England, the validity of his civil or ecclesiastical
and
edicts
they had entered into no contest with him,

a

gene

so tar from commiserating their sutler-

;

;

Had

the

|

.

,

his animosity. Seizing the favorable occasion presented
by the distracted state of the province, he again led his
warriors to a sudden and furious attack, which the co

;

After a long intermission, Charles was forced
i.

14.

in Virginia.
thority to be questioned

open defiance of

,

,

;

and with

a free

]

and mild government, which
I

vance(i so rap idly in prosperity and population, that at
~i: :1
e
-*
-- J --the beginning of the Civil Wars it contained upwards
-

&amp;gt;

&amp;lt;

-

-

&quot;&quot;^

:

power,

this

it

[October,] declaring
having been founded by Englishmen and English
money, and by the authority of the nation, ought to be

supremacy of the state, and rebelled against it; and
that they were now therefoie denounced as notorious
robbers and traitors.
Not only was all connexion prohibited with these refractory colonists, and the council
.
*
of state empowered to send out a fleet and army to
.

!

Incensed at

issued an ordinance,
that the settlement of Virginia

its

,

enforce their obedience to the authority of parliament,
but all foreign states were expressly interdicted from
settlements in America.
trading with any of the English
be supposed that this latter restricIt
miglit reasonably

Opechancanough was taken prisoner ;* and a
peace concluded with the savages, which endured for tion would have created a common feeling throughout
na ,, y years.
all the British colonies of opposition to the English
j t was
But the colonists of Massachusetts were
happy for Virginia that the restoration of its government.
much more cordially united by similarity of politic.
*
Beverley, p. 52. 53. It was the intention of Sir William
sentiments and religious opinions with the leaders of
Berkeley, to have sent this remarkable personage to England
but he was shot after being taken prisoner by a soldier, in re
This transaction will form a part of the History of New
on
had
inflicted
the
calamities
he
sentment of the
province.
c j ose

|

.

:

,

,

j

I

I

;

He liwred under

1

and threatened the kingdom with some great con-

But the parliament having prevailed over all opposi
in England, was not disposed to suffer its au

tion

of twenty thousand inhabitants.
[1641.] By the vigor
and conduct of Sir William Berkeley, the Indian war,
after a few expeditions, was brought to a successful

between them and all the
general war ensued
Indian tribes under the influence of Opechancanough.
U639 But a great chance wasnowathand.whichwas
of the Virginian, with a bloodless
The public discontents
redress of their grievances.
which had for many years been multiplying in England,
were now advancing with rapid strides to a full maturi-

Milton. t

offered a peaceful asylum, and distributed ample tracts
O f j an ,i to a ll w ho sought its protection, the colony ad-

A

paLnce

,

structions

lonists did not repel without the loss of five hundred

VOL.

i

j

;

vulsion.

to

preserving
country, and securing to England an exclusive possesFor this purpose Sir Wils on o f tne colonial trade.
ij am
Berkeley was instructed to prohibit all commerce
w tn ot her na tions, and to take a bond from the master
j

,
|

.

ty,

instructed to re
it to enact a

invite

principles of the British constitution into the internal
government of Virginia, he did not neglect to take preits connexion with the mother
cautions for

,

government of Sir John Harvey been

and awaken their slumbering enmity by suggesting the
hope of revenge. Opechancanouffh, the ancient enen
but
of the colonists, was now far advanced in years
age had not dimmed his discernment, nor extinguished

to reward the

for

Assemblv, and to
the province, and

[1640.] While Charles thus again introduced the

de

[1638.]
continued much longer, it must have ended in the revolt
or the ruin of the colony. So great was the distress it
occasioned, as to excite the attention of the Indians,

men.

;

(

;

;

|

of his
province, than of any other portion

sooner were they apprised of the petition to the House
of Commons than they transmitted an explicit disavowal
and at the same same time presented an address
of it
to the king, acknowledging his bounty and favor to
them, and desiring to continue under his immediate
In the fervor of their loyalty, they enacted
protection.

i

Charles regarded their
ings, orredrcssmg their wrongs,
conduct as an act of presumptuous audacity little short
and all the applications of their deputies
of rebellion
were rejected with calm injustice and inflexible disdain.
He refused even to admit them to his presence, or to
hear a single article of their charges against Harvey
and, having reinstated that obnoxious governor in his
office, [1637.J he sent him back to Virginia, with an
ample renewal of the powers, which he had so grossly
abused.
There, elated with his triumph, and inflamed
with rage, Harvey resumed and aggravated a tyrannical sway that has entailed infamy on himself and disgrace on his sovereign, and provoked complaints so
loud and vehement that they began to penetrate into
England, and produce an impression on the minds of
the people which could not be safely disregarded.
It is in those scenes and circumstances in which men

that

from the government of Virginia, was, undoubtedly, not
the act of the assembly, nor the expression of the preThe assembly had
vailing sentiment in the colony.
tasted the sweets of unrestricted freedom, and were
not disposed to hazard or encumber their system of
liberty, by re-attaching it to the mercantile corporation from which it had been originally derived.
No

,

;

move

The new governor was

discouragement which

|

Defence
his justice.
wrongs
less and oppressed, they appealed to him as their pro
and their appeal was enforced by every cir
tector
impress a just, or

!

;

him nor doubted

Yet

I

justly dissatisfied with the

j

;

that could

j

recalled,
Sir Wil-

were

the puritan doctrines and the preachers of them, whom
they had invited from Massachusetts,* had experienced

;

neither possessed forces nor pretended to privileges
which could alarm his jealousy. They had borne ex
treme oppression (of which he had already evinced his
consciousness) with long patience, and even when
driven to despair, had shown that they neither imputed

rous mind.

j

name of the assembly of Virginia, praying for a restoralion of the ancient patents and government. This petition, though supported by some of the colonists, who

that they were born under moa declaration [1642]
improve the ad- narchv, and would never degenerate from the condition
ministration of justice by introduction of the forms of of their births by being subject to any other govern
The only misfortune attending the manner in
English judicial procedure. Thus, all at once, and when ment.&quot;
hich the Virginians had regained their liberties, was
they least expected it, was restored to the colonists thr
system of freedom which they had originally derived that it thus allied their partial regards to an authority
from the
W hich had been involved which was destimied to be overthrown in the approach
Virginia company
in the same ruin with that corporation, and the recol
no more reward than it
ing civil war, and which could
lection of which had been additionally endeared to them
served their adherence.
During the whole of the
and parliament in England,
by the oppression that had succeeded its overthrow.
struggle between the king
Universal joy and gratitude was excited throughout the they remained unalterably attached to the royal cause;
and
the
king, and after Charles the First had been beheaded, and his
colony by this signal and happy change
who, amidst the hostility that was gathering around him son driven out of the kingdom, acknowledged the
in every other
in
the
was
addressed
language fugitive prince as their sovereign, and conducted their
quarter,
of affection and attachment by this people, seems to government under a commission which he transmitted
have been somewhat struck and softened by the gene
The royal
to Sir William Berkeley from Breda. t
rous sentiments which he had so little deserved; and family, though they had little opportunity, during their
\\hich forcibly proved to him how cheap and easy were exile, [June, 1650,] of cultivating their interest in
the means by which princes may render their subjects
Henrietta
Virginia, were not wholly regardless of it.
And yet so strong were the illu- Maria, the queen mother, obtained the assistance of
grateful and happy.
sions of his self-love, or so deliberate his artifice, that the French
government to the execution of a scheme
in his answer to an address of the colonists, he eagerly
projected by Sir William Davenant, the poet, of emiwas indebted to grating in company with a large body of artificers, whom
ippropriated the praise for which he
their generosity alone, and endeavored to extend the he collected in France, and founding with them a new
The expedition was inter
application of their grateful expressions even to the ad
plantation in Virginia.
ministration which he had abandoned in order to pro- cepted by the English fleet
and Davenant, who was
cure them,
taken prisoner, owed his safety to the friendship of

body of laws

1

cumstance

|

Berkeley, a person not only of superior rank and
predecessor, but distinguished by every
of uppopular virtue of which Harvey was deficient
and
honorable
character, mild and prudent temper,
right

store the Colonial

;

to

evinced.

]

abilities to his

government.

that neither enduring patience nor re
defend them
remonstrance could avail to relax or divert his
spectful
-.
J .!_ .^ -_c .1
._..!.] _Ui_I
and that if they would obtain jusarbitrary purpose
tice to themselves, they must deprive him of the power
The inhabitants of Virginia had never
to withhold it.

their

now

I

and manners at once dignified and engaging. A change,
not less gratifying, was introduced into the system of

founded,

teach his subjects, that

to

their

retain

to

ill

I

Ham

!

duty of representing the grievances of the colony and
But their reliance on
the misconduct of the governor.
the justice of the kin

j

that

Harvey was
government of Virginia committed to

of the king

iJcy

of Harvey, and
port of general rage, seized the person
sent him a prisoner to England, along with two depuown
who
were
ties from their
charged with the
body,

I

body the Virginians
had applied on a former occasion, and the encouragement they had met with increased the probability both
of a repetition of their application and of a successful
issue to it. These considerations alone seem to account
for the sudden and total change which the colonial po-

left

to his tyranny

scope

To

fluence, by the parliament.

hopes had sus amed by the redress of those grievances which would have forced their pretensions, they
endeavored to avail themselves of the avidity with
which every complaint against the king was received by
the Long Parliament, bv presenting a petition in the
their

:

The

exclusive company. To this consummation some of the
members of that body had been eagerly looking forward and notwithstanding the disappointment that

;

;

;

,

I

the

tt^J-fc-.-

wound

--

for several days,

and died with

u i had taken Sir William Berkeley prisoner, I
would not have exposed him as a show to the people.&quot; Perthat he had saved the life of CapUta
he
remembered
haps
Smith, and lorgot the numberless instances m which he had
ot
her~phboners to public deruioa and lingering torexposed

dajm^

ture.

*

i

a, the

.MRj&quot;. ^ndignant
j

England.
t Hume s En ?1 and,vo,,vn, p. SO, Cha.mers, ,,_, Thi,
year a tract was published at London by one Edwa
recommending the culture of silk in Virginia,
Life of
Milton. Encyclopedia Britannica,
t Johnson s
v. 688.
Davenant repaid Milton s kindness after the Restora
a
in
tion.
Covvley,
poem addressed to Davenant, says,
Sure twas the noble boldness of the muse
Did thy desire to seek new worlds infuse.&quot;
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the

commonwealth, than by

identity of commercial

Englishmen.*

The religious
interest with the inhabitants of Virginia.
Ticws that had founded their colonial establishment,

were

own legislature.
efforts of the parliamentary rulers

They
the command of Sir George Ayscue to reduce all their
enemies to submission. The commissioners whom
they appointed to accompany the expedition were fur
nished with instructions which, if they reflect credit on
the vigor of the parliament, convoy a very unfavorable
These
impression of their moderation and humanity.
functionaries were empowered to try, in the first in
stance, the efficacy of pardons and other peaceful
to obedience ;
propositions in bringing the colonists
but if thct-e should prove ineffectual, they were then
to employ every act of hostility to set free the ser
vants and slaves of all the planters who continued re
them with arms to assist in the
fractory, and furnish
Such a plan of hos
subjugation of their masters.
less a war than a massacre, and sug
tility resembles
that an assembly, possessed
gests the painful reflection
of absolute power, and professing the glory of God
of mankind to be the chief ends for
and the
liberty

which they held it, never once projected the liberation
of the negro slaves in their own djminions, except for
the purpose of converting them into an instrument of
bloodshed and conquest.
The English squadron, after reducing the colonies in
Barbadocs and the other islands to submit to the com
[1651.]
monwealth, entered the bay of Chesapeak.
Berkeley, apprised of the invasion, made haste to hire
the assistance of a few Dutch ships which were then

encourage

:

all

appearances, involved a content with

arms of Cromwell and the whole resources of

the

!

England.
Happily for the colony, the distractions that
ensued in England deferred the vengeance which th
ruling powers hud equal ability and inclination to
fl ct
upon it, till tiie sudden and unexpected restoration
r&amp;gt;

j

I

i

of Charles to the throne of his ancestors, [ 1660,] converted their imprudent temerity into meritorious sej*

and enabled them safely to exult in the
singularity
which they long mentioned with triumph, that they had
been the last ol the British subjects who had renounced.
and Ihe first who had resumed their allegiance to uu.
vice,

|

population of the colony amounted to thirty
thousand persons at the epoch of the restoration.
But
Cromwell had now prevailed [ 1653,] over the parliament,
and held the reins of the commonwealth in his vigorous
hands
and though the discontents of the Virginians
were secretly inflamed by the severity of his policy and
the invidious distinctions which it evinced, their ex
that the

i

according to

!

England.
This unjust and injurious treatment kept alive in
Virginia the attachment to the royal cause, which was
farther maintained by the emigrations of the distressed
cavaliers, who resorted in such numbers to Virginia,

of England

as prompt and vigorous as their declarations.
under
quickly despatched a powerful armament

to

planting

of their

The

same time
commodity of

at the

Virginia, the
parliament soon after [1652.] passed an act continuing
all the
tobacco in
royal proclamations against

over every
long regulated all Us policy, and prevailed
And no sooner were the people
other consideration.
of Massachusetts apprised of the parliamentary ordi
nance, than they hastened to enforce its prohibition of
intercourse with Virginia, by a corresponding enact

ment

Willing

the cultivation of the staple

j

;

pression was repressed by

the terror of his

CHAPTER

III.

The Navigation Act

its Impolicy
Discontent and Distress
of the Colonists
Naturalization of Aliens Progress of the
colonial Discontent Indian hostiliue-s
Bacon s Rebellion
Death of IJacon and Restoration of Tranquillity Bill
Attainder passed by the Colonial Assembly Sir William
Berkeley superseded by Colonel Jeffreys Partiality of the
new Governor Dispute vuth tlie Assembly Renewal of

name, and

the energy which he infused into every department of
his administration
and under the superintendence of

of&quot;

;

governors appointed by him, the exterior, at least, of
tranquillity was maintained in Virginia till the period
Discontents Lord Culpeper appointed Governor Severity
of his death.
Warmly attached by similarity of reli
and Rapacity of his Administration An Insurrection
gious and political sentiments to the colonists of MasPunishment of the insurgents Arbitrary Measures of the
Crown James the Second augments the Burdens of the
achusetts, Cromwell indulged them with a dispensa
Colonists Corrupt and oppressive Government of Lord
tion from the commercial laws of the
Long Parliament,
Revolution in Britain CompUlnts of the Co
Etiingham
while he rigorously exacted their observance in
lonies against the former Governors discouraged by Kmj
Virgi
nia.
The enforcement of these restrictions on the
William EIFect of the English Revolution on the American.
Colonies State of Vngima at this Period Population
obnoxious colonists, at a lime when England cowld
Laws Manners.
neither afford a sufficient market to their produce nor
THE intelligence of the restoration soon reached
an adequate supply to their wants, and while Massa
chusetts enjoyed a monopoly of the advantages of which America, and excited in the different colonies very dif
ferent emotions.
In Virginia, whose history we must
they were deprived, strongly impeached the
magi.a-

separately pursue, it was received like the surpri
sing fulfilment of an agreeable dream, and hailed with
acclamations of unfeigned and unbounded joy. These

nimity of the protector and the fearless justice by
which he professed to dignify his usurped dominion,
and proved no less butthensome than irritating to the

still

Such partial and illiberal policy subverts sentiments, confirmed by the graciouu expressions of
nthc minds of subjects those sentiments which facili- esteem and good-will* which the king very readily

Virginians.

1

the administration

late

human

of

affairs

and assure

vouchsafed, excited hopes of substantial favor and ro-

I

compeuse which it was not easy to gratify, and which
the royal and the ascribe
every burden and restriction which views of were fated to undergo a speedy and severe disappomltrading to Virginia, contrary both to
and with more courage than public expediency may impose, to causes that provoke mcnt. For a short time, however, the Virginians were
parliamentary injunctions,
In the minds of the permitted to indulge their satisfaction, and some of the
prudence prepared to oppose this formidable armament; enmity and redouble impatience.
but though he was cordially supported by the loyalists, Virginians it produced not only this evil habit, but other proceedings of the first colonial assembly that was held
who formed the great majority of the inhabitants, he no less unfortunate consequences for retortina the a ter the restoration demonstrate that this event was
Yet dislike with which they found themselves treated, and by no means unproductive of important benefits to
could not long maintain so unequal a contest.
Trial by jury, which had been discontinued
his gallant resistance, though unavailing to repel the encountering the partiality of their adversaries with them
invaders, enabled him to procure favorable terms of prejudices equally unjust, they conceived a violent an
during the usurpation, was now again restored, and
submission to the colony.
By the articles of surren tipathy against all the doctrines, sentiments, and prac judicial proceedings were disencumbered of various
It was enacted
der, a complete indemnity was stipulated for all past tices that seemed peculiar to the puritans, and rejected abuses and considerably improved.
and. the colonists, while they recognised the all communication of the
offences
knowledge that flourished in that no county should send more than two bun
the bosom of the com
and that every district which should
Massachusetts, from hatred of the authority under to the assembly
authority, were admitted into
whose shelter it grew, and of the principles to whose
monwealth, and expressly assured of an equal partici
people an hundred acres of land with as many titheof Eng
At length the dis- able persons,&quot; should acquire the privilege of being
support it seemed to administer.!
pation in all the privileges of the free people
The church of Kngland wa*
In particular it was provided that the general gust and impatience of the inhabitants of Virginia could represented in that body.
land.
Matthews, the last established by law provision was made for its minis
assembly should transact as formerly the affairs of the no longer he restrained. [1658.]
of government, and

the stability

habituates

them

to

&amp;lt;

j

j

i

1

;

i

;

;

I

&quot;

:

settlement, and enjoy the exclusive right of taxation
the people of Virginia shall have a free trade,
and that
as the people of England, to all places and with all
nations.&quot;
Berkeley disdained to make any stipulation
for himself with those whom his principles of loyalty
;

&quot;

Without leaving
taught him to consider as usurpers.
a retired situation, where he
Virginia, he withdrew to
continued to reside as a private individual, universally

governor appointed by Cromwell, dietl nearly at the
same period with the protector and the Virginians,
though not yet apprized of the full extent of their de
liverance, took advantage of the suspension of autho
and having
rity caused by the governor s demise
forced Sir William Berkeley from his retirement, unanihim
to
elected
over
the
mously
preside
colony. t
;

;

Berkeley refusing to act under usurped authority, the
beloved and respected, till a new revolution was again colonists boldly erected the royal standard, and proto call him to preside once more over the colony.
laimed Charles the Second to be their lawful soveBut it was the dependence and not the alliance of reign; thus venturously adopting a measure which,
the colonies, that the rulers of the English common
* Scobel s
Acts, 1651, cap. 22. The g.
germ of this famous syswealth were concerned to obtain ; and in their shame

concluded by their commis
they signally proved with how little equity
absolute power is exercised even by those who have
shown themselves most prompt to resent and most
endurance of its excesses. Hav
vigorous to resist the
from the colonies a recog
ing succeeded in obtaining
nition of the authority which they administered, they
of
measures calculated to
proceeded to the adoption
on England, and to secure
enforce their
less disregard of the treaty

sioners,

dependence

the exclusive possession of their increasing commerce.
With this view, as well as for the purpose of provok
hostilities with the Dutch, by aiming a blow at

ing

their carrying trade, the parliament not only forbore to

repeal the ordinance of the preceding year, which pro
hibited commercial intercourse between the colonies

and foreign

states,

but framed another law which was
of commercial jurisprudence,

islation so early as the
tern of policy occurs in English Legis
year 1381, when it was enacted by the statute of 5 Rich. II.
cap. 3, &quot;that to increase the navy of England, no goods or
merchandizes shall be either exported or imported but only in
,.
11
This enactment was
kmgss subjects.&quot;
subjects.
ships belonging to the king
premature, and soon fell into disuse. An act to revive it to
a limited extent in 1400, was rejected by Henry the Sixth.
t The prejudices of an old cavalier who had acquired the

new ara

I

but with a special exception of such
quakers as might
he transported from England for breach of the laws,

!

The same

principles of government which prevailed
England during this reign constantly extended their
influence, whether salutary
J or baneful, across the Atand the colonies, no longer deemed by the
lantic
court the mere property of the prince, were recognized

i

in
|

.

,

^

[

fJ?fj.*

tSn^nd^libeTs
tromboth!&quot;

British territory, and

pies

which received the sanction of the courts of West-

and
thus 1
h ** f
?&quot;
of English law.
In a variety of cases which involved
this great constitutional
the
ludo-es declared that
point,
virtue of those principles of the common law which
&quot;

Bod

&quot;hflM

s^&quot;*!!

^re^are

when specially named, or wheu necessarily
supposed within the contemplation of the legislature.
The declarations of the courts of lustice were con-

liament

i

^irginia,
inferred from the publication ot a
.hxe,
Public
at London, in the year 1657, entitled

&quot;&amp;gt;&quot;&amp;lt;

band the territories to the state, the plantations were
in all respects like the other subordinate dominions cf
l ^ e crown
an ^ like them equally bound by acts of par-

^

p. 328.

&quot;

^

mM r^e

JThat Cromwell had meditated tnme important changes in
which death prevented him from attempting to re-

considered
,,

;

Chalmers,

,

as extensions of the

and 1 hope we shall not have thorn these
For learning has brought heresy and disohe-

1

,

as subject to parliamentary legislation.
The strong
declarations of the Long Parliament introduced princi-

i

whether by assent to his friends or opposition to his
adversaries, are displayed by Sir William Berkeley in a letter

hundred years.

,

;

gross,

schools nor printing

A

law was shortly after passed against tiie
iportation of quakers under the penalty of rive thou
sand pounds of tobacco on the importers of them ;

colony.

,nnon

de&amp;gt;rnpue^o

;

subscribe an engagement of conformity to the orders
and constitutions of the established church, were permitted to preach either publicly or
privately within the

&quot;

small treatise
good without
and to found the celebratad navigation system of Eng private interest,&quot; written by Dr. Qrttford and dedicated to the
little work tin; Protector is advised to re
In
this
Protector.
This remarkable law enacted that no produc
land.
form the numerous abuses extant in Virginia the disregard
tion of Asia, Africa, or America, should be imported of
and the fraudulent
religion the iwiglect of Education
into the dominions of the commonwealth, but in ves
deahngs of the planters with inn Indians on all which topics
descants
of
this
author
the
very
forcibly,
treatise, as well
to
owners
or
the
of
inhabitants
sels belonging
English
as of the tracts by Hamer, and Williams, and some others,
the English colonies, and navigated by crews of which which t have had occasion to notice
elsewhere, I found copies
the captain and the majority of the sailors should be in the library oi tlio late Georgo Chalmers.

to introduce a

and none but those who had received their ordi
nation from some bishop in England, and who should

ters

,

maybe

&quot;

Sir William Berkeley, who made a journey to England to
congratulate the kin^on his restoration, was received (.t court
with distinguished regard atxi Charles, in honor of his loyal
Virginians, wore at (us coronation a robe manufactured of Vir*

;

gininn silk.

;

I

!

Oldmixon.

This was not the first royal robe that America supplied,
Queen Elizabeth wore agown made of thesilkgrass, of which
Raleigh s colonists sent a quantity to England. Code s Descriptioo of Carolina, p. 93.

NO RTH AMERICA.
amended

firmed and enforced by the uniform tenor of the par
and the colonists soon per
liamentary proceedings
ceived that although the Long Parliament was no more,
it had faithfully bequeathed to its successors the spirit

No sooner was Charles
navigation.
of five
seated on the throne, than they voted a
duty
per cent, on all merchandize exported from, or imported
into, any of the dominions belonging to the crown
and the same session produced the celebrated Nauigntion Act, the most memorable statute in the English
:

\

I

many

other important provisions which are foreign to our present consideration), it was enacted that no commodities should be imported into any British settlement in
Asia, Africa, or America, nr exported from them, but

England or the plantations, and navi
gated by crews of which the masters and three-fourths
of the mariners should be English subjects, under the
that none but
penalty of forfeiture of ship and cargo
natural-born subjects, or such as had been naturalised
should exercise the occupation of merchant or factor
in any English settlement under the penalty of for
feiture of goods and chattels
that no sugar, tobacco,
cotton, wool, indigo, ginger, or woods used in dying,
produced or manufactured in the colonies, should be
shipped from them to any other country than England
tnd to secure the observance of this regulation, the
owners were required before sailing to give bonds with

I

;

j

!

;

sums proportioned

to the rate of their ves-

been termed enumtratci commodities; and when new articles of colonial produce, as the rice of Carolina, or the copper ore
restricted articles have

;

|

and lastingly beneficial to both and eachof theparwhich is founded on the principles of a fair
that an indispo
reciprocity and mutual subservience

solidly

j

of the northern colonies, were raised into importance
and brought into commerce by the increasing industry

ties, is that

;

of the colonists, they were successively added to the
and subjected to the same regulations.
As some

list,

compensation

traints, tte parliament at
them the exclusive supply
its

sition to regard the

for these

commercial

;

re-

of tobacco, by prohibiting
England, Ireland, Guernsey, or JerThe navigation act was soon after enlarged, and

cultivation

ey.

philosophy ever be with the dictates of Divine
But unfortunatelv this coherence has not
always been recognised even by those philosophers
true

in

wisdom.

imposed by a new law, [1663.]
which prohibited the importation of European commoadditional restraint?

F.

.,., in vessels
,.,]. laden
i,,i.n in
Engl.ind, and navigated and manned according to the proTisions of the original statute.
More effectual provi
sion was made by this law for inflicting the penalties
J,ii

a

,,
tKn colonies,
,. n n ,,,,c
into
the
!

except

,

;

whose speculations have tended to its display; and
confining themselves to reasonings, sufficiently clear
and j,,,,^,,,.^ no j oubti Io pl rsons contemplating
human affairs in the simplicity and disinterested ab
straction of theoretical survey, they have neglected to

j

,

;

is

founded were openly avowed

in

a

They

straining the

commerce of her

parent
by
colonies with other na

depresses the industry and productiveness both
of the colonies and of foreign nations
and hence, by

English

tions,

subjects ought to he retained in firm dependence upon
England, and marie to contribute to her advantage in
the employment of English shipping, the vent of

;

enfeebling the demand of foreign purchasers, which
Eng must be proportioned to tiieir ability, and lessening the
lish commodities and manufactures, and the
rendering quantity of colonial commodities actually produced, en
of England a staple, not only of the productions of hances the
price of the colonial produce to herself as
her colonies, but also of such commodities of other well as to the rest of the
world, and so far diminishes its
countries as the colonies themselves might require to
power to increase the enjoyments and augment the inbe supplied with.
Advancing a step further in the luslry O f ner own c j,j zt ns as WC H as of other states.
.

,

|

prosecution of

proceeded
each other

its encroaching
policy, the parliament
to tax the trade of the several colonies with

lie-sides, the

monopoly of

ihe colony trade
produces so
the merchants who carry it on,

high a rate of protit
as to attract into this channel a great deal of the capi
tal that would, in the natural course of
things, be
u&amp;gt;

and as the act of navigation had left all
the colonists at liberty to export the enumerated commodifies from one settlement to another without pay;

)f trade
j irect ed to other branches of
tr;
and in these
uranc hes, the profils must consequ
isequently be augmented
in proportion to the diminished competition of the ca
in them.
But whatever raises in
pitals employed
:

this exemption was
subsequently withdrawn, and they were subjected to a tax equivalent to
what was levied on the consumption of these commo
dities in England.
The system pursued and established by these regu

ing any duty,

any

country the ordinary rate of

profit

higher than

it

other

wise would be, necessarily subjects that country to
England a monopoly of the trade
disadvantage in every branch of trade of which
of her colonies by shutting up evy other channel great
lhe monopoly.
AS not the
Her
er merchants cannot obnonop o y
wh.ch competition might have formed for it, and into
lain , his mgher profit without selling dearer than they
wmch interest might have caused it preferably to flow, _
excited the utmostdistrust and indignation in the minds
* Smith s Wealth of
Nation!, B. iv. cap. 7. The eminent
of the inhabitants of the colonies, and was
philosopher of whose reasoning I have endeavored to present
justly de
nounced by them as a manifest violation of the most a condensed view in tins paragraph of the text, is particularly
obnoxious to the charge of not merely neglecting, but wilfully
sacred and undoubted rights of mankind.
In England
suppressing, the recognition of that continuation which divine
it was
as
a
from an enlarged view of human interests,
of
long applauded
master-piece
political testimony uerives
and actions. In the lirst edition of his
Theory
sagacity, enforced and cherished as a main source of seiitnnenls,
pf Moral Sentiments,&quot; he could not refrain from avowing the
opulence and power, and defended on the plea of that coherence which tie
plainly observed between the doctrines of
expediency which its supposed advantages were held divine revelation, and the sentiments of men in all ages and
o abundantly to demonstrate.
But the philosophy of nations on the subject of sacrifice and foreign intercession.

lations, of securing to

.

.

i

j

Part

II.

t

2.

ad linem.

science ha amply refuted this illiberal iloche expunged
and would long ago have corrected the views and work

political

_tnne,

discontent.

ternal strength,

As

the colonies increase their in

and make advances

in the

possession

and appreciation of national consequence, the disjiosition of their inhabitants to emancipate themselves from
such restraints, is combined with ability to effect their
deliverance, by the very circumstances, and at th
very period, which will involve the trade of the parent
state in the greatest loss and disorder.
And the ad
vantages which the commerce of other nations must
expect from the destruction of the monopoly, unites the
wishes of the whole world with the revolt of the colo
nies, and gives assurance of the most powerful assis
tance to effect

A

it.

better

,

de

claration that, as it was the usage of other nations to
Veep the trade of their plantations to themselves, so
the colonies that were founded and
by

peopled

newed

apology for the system which England
adopted towards her colonies, than the boasted ex
enforce the acceptance of important truths by reference pediency of her measures would thus appear to supply,
be derived from the admitted fact, that her
to those
lose p
principles that derive them from Divine wis- may
doin and connect them with the strongest sanctions of policy on the whole was much less illiberal and op
human duty.
pressive than that which any other nation of Europe
hile the
has ever been known to pursue.
have demonstrated* that a
state
foreign
re

attached to the transgression of the navigation act
and the principles of commercial policy on which the

whole system

interests of others, implies a nar

row and perverted view of our own and that to do as
we would be done by, is not less the maxim of pru
the same time conferred on dence than the
So coherent must
precept of piety.

to the colonies

foreign markets ; and the more so, because in foreign
states much capital has been
forced into these

;

;

The

otherwise would do, both the commodities of
foreign
countries which they import into their own, and the
goods of their Own country which they carry abroad.
The country thus finds herself frequently undersold in

;

I

I

in vessels built in

sels.

sanc

branches by her exclusion of foreigners from her colo
nial trade, which would have absorbed a
part of them.
Thus, by the operation of a monopoly of the colonial
as partialities to themselves, have suffered an illiberal trade, the parent state obtains an overgrowth of one
jealousy of other states to contract the views they have branch of distant traffic, at the expense of diminishing
formed of their own interests, and to induce a line of the advantages which her own citizens might derive
from the produce of the. colonies, and of impairing all
policy of which the operation is to procure a smaller
portion of exclusive gains, in preference to a larger those other branches of nearer trade which, by the
greater frequency of their returns, afford the largest
contingent in the participation of a general advantage
Too gross sighted to use, or too passionate to feel, the and most beneficial excitement to the industry of the
Her commerce, instead of flowing in a
bonds that connect the interests of all the members of countrv.
the great family of mankind, they have accounted the great number of small channels, is taught to run prin
and hence the whole
exclusion of their rivals equivalent to an extension of cipally in one great conduit
the advantages reserved to themselves; committing system of her trade and industry is rendered less
herein the same error that pervades the policy of slave secure.
But the injurious consequences of this exclusive
owners, and leads them to suppose that, to inflict de
system are not confined to its immediate operation
pression and privation on others, is, by necessary con
upon trade. The progress of our history will abun
sequence, to enhance their own elevation and enrich
ment.
In such mistaken policy nations are apt to be dantly show that the connexion which a parent state
seeks to maintain with its colonies by the aid of such
confirmed by the interested representations of the fe
who contrive to extract a temporary and partial advan- a system, carries within itself the principles of its
own dissolution. During the infancy of the colonies,
tage from every abuse, however generally pernicious
and if, in spite of the defects of its policy, the pros a perpetual and vexatious exertion is required from
the parent state to enforce and extend her restrain
perity of the country should be increased by the force
of its natural advantages, this effect will be eagerly ing laws, and endeavors no less unremitting are made
ascribed to the very causes that abridge, though they by the colonies to obstruct or elude their operation.
may be insufficient to prevent it. The discoveries, Every rising branch of trade which is left for a time,
however, which the cultivation of political science has or for ever, free to the colonists, serves by the effect
of contrast, to render more visible the disadvantages of
yielded, have in this respect confirmed the dictates of
their situation in the regulated branches
and every
religion, and demonstrated that, in every transaction
between nations and individuuls, the intercourse most extension of the restrictions affords an occasion of re

commerce and

furety for

211
to

duction of knowledge merely speculative, than exer
cised any visible operation in the improvement of hu
man conduct, or the increase of human happiness.
Nations, biassed by enmities to their neighbors, as well

trade of the colonies completely subject to parliamen
tary legislature, and exclusively subservient to English

By

was thought

that constitute wilful ignorance, the effects of philoso
phy have much more frequently terminated in the pro

commercial deliberations. The
House of Commons determined not only to retain the
commercial system which the Long Parliament had
introduced, but to mature and extend it, to render the

this statute (in addition to

it

but tnat, from the prevalence of various jealousies,
and of those obstinate and passionate prepossessions

its

commercial code.

which

tion,

;

which influenced

the institutions

this

But, misled by science falsely so called,

passage from the subsequent editions of the

M

trade of the colonies

was

for the supposed
advantage of the parent state, whose prosperity they
partook, and by whose power they were defended, their
internal liberty was suffered to grow up under the
shelter of wise and liberal institutions
and even the
commercial restrictions imposed on them were much
less rigorous and injurious than the colonies of France,
Spain. Portugal, and Denmark, were compelled to
undergo from their respective parent countries. The

restrained,

;

trade of the British settlements was not committed,
according to the practice of some of these states, to
exclusive companies, nor restricted, according to the
but, being
practice of others, to a particular port
left free to all the
subjects, and admitted to all the
harbors of England,
a
body of British
employed
traders too numerous and dispersed to admit of their
;

superseding mutual competition, and uniting in a
general confederacy to oppress the colonies and ex
This apology
tort exliorbitant profits to themselves.
obviously very unsatisfactory, as every attempt to

is

It was
injustice must necessarily be.
urgt-d
with a very bad grace by the people of England, and
utterly disregarded by the inhabitant* of America.
In none of the American colonies did this oppres

palliate

system excite greater indignation than in Vir
where the larger commerce and pre-eminent
loyalty of the people rendered the pressure of the
burden more severe, and the infliction of it more
No sooner was the navigation act
exasperating*.
sive

ginia

It was to Virginia alone that Montesquieu s justificatory
principle of the system of restricted trade could be considered
as many degree applicable.
It nas been established,
sa&amp;gt;4
tins writer,
that the mother country alone shall trade ml..e
colonies, and that from very good reason, because the design
of the settlement was the extension of curnuierre, and not ...
*

1

&quot;

&quot;

foundation of a

city, or

of a

new

empire.

Spirit 01

Lawj, H
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known in Virginia, and its effects experienced, than
the colony warmly remonstrated against it as a griev
But, al
ance, and petitioned earnestly for relief.
were accustomed
though the English monarchs

at this

exercise a dispensing power over the laws
period to
in so much that when the court at a later period
ventured to adopt a plan of arhitrary government,
even the act of navigation itself, so great a favorite
with the nation, was suspended for a while by an
;

exertion of this stretch of prerogative ; yet, during
early period of his reign, Charles, unassured of

the

the stability of his throne, and surrounded by minis
was compelled to
ters of constitutional principles,
observe the limits of a legal administration, and to

but it was provisionally subjoined, that this concession
should not be construed to vest alien? with the power
of exercising any function which they were disabled
from performing by the acts of the English parliament
This prudent reference to
relative to the colonies.
a restriction

aliens to
infringe the navigation act.
the precaution was unavailing; and at an after
period many forfeitures of property were incurred,
arid much vehement dispute created, by the traffic

naturalized

But

which aliens

in

the colonies

earned on under the

been received that its
Intelligence having
almost as generally disregarded as
provisions were
detested, and that the colonial authorities were not

by the

to enforce what they saw was so disagreeable
instructions
persons of whom they presided,
were issued to the governors of the settlements, repri

prompt
to the

them lor the
neglects, or rather con
which the law had sustained, and enjoining
tempts,&quot;
and
their future attention to its rigid enforcement
in particular, demonstration was made
in
&quot;

manding

;

Virginia,
of the determined purpose of the English government
to overcome all resistance to the act, by the erection
of forts on the banks of the principal rivers, and the
of vessels to cruise on the coast.
But,

appointment
notwithstanding the threatening measures employed
to overawe them, and the vigilance with which they
were watched, the Virginians contrived to evade the
law, and to obtain some vent to the accumulating
stores of their depreciated produce by a clandestine
trade with the settlement of the Dutch on Hudson s

Their pretensions, though flatly opposed
of navigation, were supported by the
American courts of justice, but uniformly disallowed
governors.
to

the

acts

English government, which, after repeatedly
enforcing the principle that the acts of a provincial
legislature cannot operate against the general juris

prudence of

the

at

empire,

length

prohibited

the

granting of farther denizations.
The discontents in Virginia, so far from being abated
by the lapse of time, were maintained by the constant
pressure of the commercial restrictions, and the repeat
ed attempts to provide more effectually for their en
forcement.
Various additional causes concurred to in

flame the angry feelings of the colonists and a conside
rable native population having now grown up in Virgi
nia, the discontents of these persons were no way
abated by the habitual regard and fond remembrance
;

hi

the proceedings suspended by intelligence of a formida
ble rebellion in the colony.
tax which had
[16/6.J
been imposed hy the assembly to delrav the expense of

A

disdained to allow the intelligence of past insurrections,
or the apprehensions of future rebellion, to quicken,
their diligence, seemed to confirm the assurances of the
factious leaders- of the colonists, that even their last
sacrifice had been thrown away, the tide of
rage and

began again to swell to the point of rebel
did not long wait for additional provocation to
excite, or an able leader to impel, its Jury.
For, to
crown the colonial distress, the war with the Susqoedisaffection
lion.

It

hannah Indians, which had continued to prevail not
withstanding all the governor s attempts to suppress it,
now burst lorlh with redoubled rage, and threatened a
formidable addition of danger, hardship, and expense.
Even the popularity of thuir long-tried and magnani
mous friend, Sir William Berkeley, was overcast bv
the blackness of this cloud of calamities.

The

spirit

with which he had adhert-d to the colony
through every variety of fortune, the earnestness with
which he had remonstrated with the English govern

arid fidelity

ment against

the commercial restraints, and the disinte
restedness he had shown in declining, during the unprosperous state of the colonial finances, to accept the

also

addition which the assembly had made to his emolu
ments, were disregarded, denied, or forgotten. To his
age and incapacity were attributed the burdens of the

the land of their individual nativity. The defectiveness
of their instruction,* prevented the influence of educa

and he was
people, and the distractions of the times
loudly accused of wanting al:ke honesty to resist the

from acting in this respect as a substitute to expe
rience
and they knew little of England beyond the
wrongs which they heard daily imputed to her injustice.

oppressions of the mother country, and courage tc
Such ungrateful
repel the hostility of the savages.
injustice is rarely, if ever, evinced by the people, but
when the insidious acts of factious leaders have im

which emigrants retain

for the

parent state which

is

tion

;

The relief,
inconsiderable, and The Indian hostilities, after infesting the frontiers, be
river.
the discontents, inflamed by the hostilities which the gan to penetrate into the interior of the province and
frontier Indians now resumed, began to spread so wide- while the colonists were thus reduce 1 to defend their
to inspire some veteran soldiers of Cromwell, property at the hazard of their lives, the most alarming
Ij as
who had been banished to Virginia, with the hope of apprehensions of the security of that property were
created by the large and imprudent grants which the
of the colony, and de
rendering themselves masters
A conspiracy, king, after tho example of his father, very lavishly ac
the yoke of England.
livering it from
which has received the name of Birkinkead s Plot, corded to the solicitations of his favorites. [1673.] The
was formed for this purpose but, having been de fate of that parent had warned him to avoid, in general,
rather the arrogance that provoked, than the injustice
tected before the design was ripe, it was easily sup
of Sir William Berkeley, that deserved it
and, in granting these applications,
pressed by the prudence
and with no farther bloodshed than the execution of without embarrassing himself by uny inquiry into their
he
at
once
merits,
four of the conspirators.
indulged the indolence of his dispo
The distress of the colony continuing to increase sition, and exerted a liberality that cost him nothing that
with the increasing depreciation of tobacco, now con he cared for. These grants were not only of such ex
orbitant extent as to be unfavorable to the progress of
fined almost entirely to one market, and the augmenta
however, was

;

;

;

tion of the price of all foreign commodities, now
derivable only from the supplies which one country
could furnish, various efforts were made from time to
time by the colonial assembly for the relief of their

with the king and

tion

authority of general letters of denization granted to
them by the ignorance or inattention of the royal

adopted

a tedious negotiation

ministers, had brought matters to the point of a happT
adjustment, when their expectations were frustrated and

which the colonial
must inevitably have received from the common the deputation, had irritated the discontents which the
was
intended
to guard against the losses and deputation was intended to compost; and when thai
law,
disputes which might ensue from the attempts of the dilatory proceedings of the English government, who
letters of naturaliza

for the enforcement ever, of
interpose his authority
those laws that were most repugnant to his principles
and wishes*. So far from lending a favorable ear
to the petitionover Virginia, Charles and his ministers
measures for carrying the act into strict exe

cution.

who, after

cultivation, but, from ignorance or inaccuracy in the de

of their boundaries, were
frequently made to in
clude tracts of land that had already been planted and
finition

;

posed on their credulity and inflamed tneir passions.
The populace of Holland, when, a few years before
tins

De

period, they tore in pieces their benefactor John
were not only terrified by the progress of

Witt,

their national calamities, but

retainers of the

Orange

deluded by the profligate

party.

To

similar influence

circumstances) were the Virginians
now exposed from the artifice and ambition of .Na
thaniel Bacon.
This man had been trained to the profession of the
law in England, and, only three years before this period,
had emigrated to Virginia.
This short interval had
(and

in

sufficed

similar

to

advance him

to a

conspicuous situation in

the colony, and to indicate the disposition and alents
of a popular leader.
The consideration he derived

from his legal attainments, and the esteem he acquired
by an insinuating address, had quickly procured him a
seat in the council, and the rank of colonel in the

Such a complication of exasperating militia. But his temper was not accommodated to
appropriated.
some extent the injustice circumstances brought the discontents of the colony to subordinate office, and, unfortunately, the discontents
of the colony soon presented him with a
In the beginning of the year 1675, two
with which they were treated, it was enacted by a a crisis.
sphere of
slight
colonial law, that in the payment of debts, country insurrections, which were rather explosions of popular action more congenial to his character and capacity.
creditors should have the priority, and that all courts impatience than the consequence of matured designs, Young, sanguine, eloquent, and daring, he mixed with
of justice should give precedence in judgment to were easily suppressed by the prudence and vigor of the the malcontents, and, by his vehement harangues on
Acts were passed governor, but gave significant intimation of the state the grievances under which they labored, he inflamed
contracts made within the colony.
Retaliating to

constituents.

for restraining the growth of tobacco ; and attempts
were made to introduce a new staple, by encouraging

the plantation of mulberry trees and the manufacture
of silk ; but neither of these designs was successful.

Numerous French protestant refugees being
attracted to Maryland by the naturalization act which
that settlement passed in their favor ia the year 1606,
the
assembly endeavored to recruit the
[1666.]

Virginian

wealth and population of its territories from this source,
by framing, in like manner, a series of laws which em
powered the governor to confer on aliens taking the
oath of allegiance

all

the privileges of naturalization ;t

This was in some measure true as to Virginia,
its first charter professes more enlarged designs; but
not true as to New England, Maryland, or the other

xxi. cap. 17.

though
it

was

posterior settlements of tile English.
* When the
parliament, in 1606, introduced the unjust and
violent act against the importation of Irish cattle into England,
the king was so much struck with the remonstrances of the
Irish people against this measure, that he not only used all Ins
interest to oppose the bill, but openly declared that he could
not give his assent toil with a safe conscience. But the com
mons were resolute, and the king was compelled to submit.
&quot;The spirit, of tyranny,&quot; says Hume, &quot;of which nations are
as susceptible as individuals, had extremely animated the

English to exeit their authority over their dependent

He was im
passions and attracted their favor.
plicated in the insurrection of the preceding year, and
had been taken prisoner, but pardoned by the governor ,
but less affected by the clemency, than encouraged by
the impunity which he had experienced, and sensible
that the avenue to legitimate
promotion was for ever
closed against him, he determined to cast in his lot
with the malcontent party, and, taking advantage of
their present excitation, he now again came forward,
condition in a growing country. Yearly, we suppose, there
come in of servants about 1,500, of which most are English, and addressed them with artifice which their umnfe\v Scotch, and fewer Irish
and not above two or three structed understandings were unable to detect, and
Answers to the Lordsof
ships of negroes in seven years.
eloquence which their untamed passions rendered
the Committee a( Colonies, apud Chalmers, 3. 327. The nu
merous importations of servants mentioned by Sir William utterly irresistible.
Finding that the sentiments most
Berkeley were probably checked by the troubles that preceded prevalent with his auditory were the alarm and indigna
and attended Bacon
on s Rebellion.
eeon. Thee later
aer importations
mporaons tion excited by the Indian ravages, he boldly charged
were more
ore available than the earlierr ones
oes the diseases
s
o
the governor with neglect or incapacity to exert the

and the tendency of public feeling in Virginia.
In the
hope of averting the crisis, and obtaining redress of the
more recent grievances which were provoking and ma
turing it, the assembly despatched deputies to England,

;

;

was

state.&quot;

after tho Revolution of 1688 that the popula
tion of Virginia received any accession from the influx of these
or other foreigners. Jn 1671, Sir William Berkeley thus de
It

not

was requisite for the general safety and,
having expatiated on the facility with which the whole
Indian race might be exterminated, he exhorted them
to take arms in their own defence, and
accomplish the
deliverance they must no longer expect from any other
So acceptable was this address and its author
quarter.
to the disposition of the popular mind, that his exhorta
tion was instantly complied with, and his main
object
no less successfully ell ected
A great multitude pro
ceeded to embody themselves for an expedition against
the Indians, and, electing Bacon to be their
general,;
vigor that

vii. 448.

t

their

till

,

ssfully vindicated by tte

e

Rev. Mr. Orme,

;

NORTH AMERICA.
committed

-elves

.,

.

to

He

his direction.

assured

his arms
them, in rrt ..i null he would never lay down
he had .I.-IM ii-d their sull erings and redressed their
to the
give some color of legitimacy

till

!

precipitate

,ld speedily reach, he applied to
required that turv slio
the &quot;overnor lur an official confirmation of the popular
to march against the
and oiiered

instantly

election,

common enemy.

suspecting his real de

Berkeley,

and try the
it
signs, thouit
prudent to temporise,
but he had to deal with a man
effect of involution
the
him on his
whose own artitice
;

guard against
well aware that prompti
snares of others,
could extricate
alone
tude and resolute perseverance
him with safely or credit from the dangers of his situa
Pressed lor an answer, and rinding that the
tion.
to be soothed by his conciliating
applicants were not
demeanor, Berkeley issued a proclamation, command
in the king s name, to disperse im
ing the multitude,
kept

and who was

of rebellion.
mediately under the pains
Bacon, no more disconcerted by the vigor of this
address than lie had been duped by the negotiation that

marched to Jamestown, at
six hundred of his followers, and sur
house where the governor and assembly
instantly

rounding the
were eiiL agfd

j

|

genuine

j

j

of his own, to which the discontents of his followers
were merely subservient, which extended beyond the
temporary precaution of hostilities with the Indians,

and had already suggested to him a specious plea, on
which he proposed to involve the colony m a war with
the forces of the mother country.
Yet, such was the
with resistance to
spirit of the times, and the sympathy
every branch of an administration which Charles was
daily rendering more and mote odious and suspected,
that,

land,

when this declaration was made known in Eng
it met with
many advocates among the people,

and even within the walls of that parliament whose in
had yet

justice formed the only grievance that Virginia
to

complain of.
Sir William Berkeley, in the mean time, having colected a force from levies among the planters who renained well affected to him, and from the crews of the

English shipping on the coasts, commenced
of attacks on the forces of the usurper, and several
sharp encounters ensued between the parties with

a series

All the horrors of civil war began to

various success.

he demanded

descend on the colony.

commission which his proceedings and retinue
showed how little he either needed or regarded.

ashes by the insurgents

in

their

deliberations,

the

by the dangers that environed
his inability to resist the force

Berkeley, undismayed
him, clearly perceived
of the insurgents, and yet disdained to yield to their
Confronting with invincible courage
prelei.-ions.
the men who had charged him with defect of that
to depart,
virtue, he peremptorily commanded them
an J, when they refused, he presented his breast to
their weapons, and calmly awaited the last extremity of
But the council, more considerate of
their rage.
their own safety, and fearful of driving the multitude
to

hastily prepared a

despair,

commission, by which

Bacon was appointed captain-general of

all

the

forces

of Virginia, and, by dint of the most earnest entreaty,
at length prevailed with the governor to subscribe it.
The insurgents having rewarded their acquiescence
with insulting acclamations, retired in triumph; and
the assembly no sooner felt themselves delivered from
the immediate presence of danger, then, passing from
the extreme of timidity to the height of presumption,
the commission
they voted a resolution annulling
they had granted, as extorted by force, denouncing
Bacon as a rebel, commanding his followers to deliver
and
the militia to arms in de
him

summoning

up.

fence, of the constitution.

They found

too

little

diffi

culty in prevailing with the governor to confirm, by
his sanction, this indiscreet assumption of a vigor
which they were totally incapable of maintaining. The

consequences might have been easily foreseen. Bacon
and his army, (lushed with their recent triumph, and
incensed at this impotent menace, which they de
nounced as the height of baseness and treachery,
returned immediately to Jamestown, and the governor,
unsupported by any effective force that could cope
with the insurgents, retired across the bay to Acomack,
on the eastern shore. Some of the councillers ac

companied him thither; the

rest retired to their

the frame of the colonial

;

seemed

be dissolved, and Bacon took
of the vacant government.

to

possession

The

own

administration

plantations

unresisted

he had thus acquired by the
vigor of his proceedings, Bacon employed with great
address to add strength and reputation to his party.
authority which

To give to this usurped jurisdiction the appearance of
a legal establishment, he called a convention of the gen
tlemen of the country, and prevailed with a numerous
body of them to pledge themselves by oath to support
declaration
his authonty arid resist his enemies.

A

was

published, in the

name

of this body, setting forth

William Berkeley had wickedly fomented a
war among the people, and that, after thus violat

that Sir
civil

ing his trust, he had abdicated the government, to the
that the general
great astomshmont of the country
had raise-1 an army for the public service, and with the
;

public approbation

was
and

;

that

the late governor having, as

reported, falsely informed the king that the general
his followers were rebels, and advised his majesty

to send forces to subdue them, the welfare of the colony
their true allegiance to his most sacred majesty

and

equally required that they oppose and suppress all
forces whatsoever, till the kir.g je fully inform d of the
true state of the case by such persons as should be sent
to him by Nathaniel Bacon, to whom in the interim
all the inhabit juts were
required to take an oath of alle
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was remarked by

the wise, that this declagiance.
ration, which might have been expected to display the
cause of the revolt, mentioned none of the
It

original subjects of discontent ; and, hence, they justly
suspected that the leader of the insurgents hod designs

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

grievances.
to
authority hu l.d acquired, and, perhaps, expecting
ninth-is to the citremity which his interest

preceded 11,
the head of

I

Jamestown was reduced
;

the

estates of the

to

loyalists

son which she appears never to have understood till
the loss of her colonies illustrated its meaning, and the
For, afier every
consequence of disregarding it.
allowance for the ability and artifice of Bacon, it was
manifest that his influence had been originally derived
from the general discontent and irritation occasioned
and it required little
by the commercial restrictions
sagacity to foresee that these sentiments would be ren
dered more inveterate and more formidable by the
growth of the province, and by the increased con
nexion and sympathy with the other colonial settle
ments, which the lapse of time aud the habitual con
sciousness of common interests and grievances would
Had Bacon been a more honest
infallibly promote.
;

and disinterested leader, this lesson would perhap9
have been more clearly expressed, and the rebellion,
it is
probable, would not have ended with himself.
But, instead of sincerely embracing the cause of his
associates, he contrived to render their passions sub
servient to his own ambitious purposes.
The assertors
of the

interests of Virginia

were thus converted into

the partizans of an individual ; aud when his presence
and influence were withdrawn, they perceived at once
that they were embarked in a contest which to them

selves had neither interest nor object.
No sooner were the insurgents disbanded, and the

legitimate

government

restored

than

Berkeley convened the colonial assembly,

Sir

William

to assist,

by

their friends and relatives seized as
postages, and the richest plantations in the province
were laid waste. The governor was compelled, by

its deliberations, in
the re-establishment of public
order.
The acts of this assembly have received from
some writers the praise of moderation, which, no

the rage of his own partizans, to retaliate these exremities, and even to execute some of the insurgents
was
by martial law ; and the animosity of both parties

doubt, they must be admitted to evince in a degree no
less honorable than surprising, if we confine
attention to the circumstance of its having met but e

to a pitch that threatened a war of
The superiority of the insur-

few weeks after Bacon s death, when the memory of
insults and injuries was recent, when the
passions of
the parties were yet warm, and the agitations of the
contest had barely subsided.
By others, they have
been loaded with a reproach which they plaiidy
appear
to deserve, when we recollect that
they were infrac-

were

pillaged,

mounting

rapidly

nutuiil extermination.

jent

foree had

hitherto

confined

of

the efforts

the

oyalists in the field to mere skirmishing engagements
jut the tidings of an approaching armament, which the
;

had despatched from England under Sir John
Jerry, to the assistance of the governor, gave promise
Charles
of a wider range of carnage and desolation.
lad issued a proclamation, declaring Baeon, a traitor
and the sole promoter of the insurrection granting
;

followers who snould forsake him,
and offering freedom to all slaves who would assist in
However elated the loyalists
suppressirg the revolt.
night be with the intelligence of the approaching suc-

jardon to

all

Ins

the leader of the insurgents was no way disnayed by it and his influence over his followers was
unbounded.
Conscious now that his power and his
ife were
indissolubly connected, he determined to
ncounter whatever force might be sent against him.
.or,

;

om

ns of the treaty with the insurgents.
Still, with all
admitted by every one
who is acquainted with the history of civil commotions,
to form a ^(irer mudcl than the records of
any other
people have ever transmitted of the moderation of a
successful party in a civil war.
Bacon, and a few of
tii

their imperfections, they will be

his principal otlict-rs,

who had

perished in the contest,

were attainted ; none of the survivors of the
party
were punished capitally, but a few of the more noted of
them were subjected to tines and disabilities; and
with these exceptions, the promise of
general indemnity

was confirmed by law. An attainder of the dead
seems an arrogant attempt of human power to extend
He was aware, at the same time, of the importance of us arm beyond the bounds of life, to invade with its
of num- vengeance the inviolable dominion of the grave, and
striking a decisive blow while the advantage
jcrs remained with him
and with this view having en- to reclaim to the jurisdiction of delegated authority and
fallible
judgment the offender, who has already been
arged his resources by proclaiming a general forfeiture
of the properly of all who either opposed his pieten- removed by the act of Sovereign Power to abide the
It was
sions or even affected neutrality, he was preparing to decree of us infallible justice.
probably resorted
take the field, when his career was arrested by that to on this occasion m order to assert the vindictive
Power which restrains ike remainder of human icrattt, power of the law, without infringing the indemnity that
and can wither in an instant the uplifted arm of the had been stipulated to the insurgents.
But, in Eng
land, it was regarded as an act of sovereignty beyond
destroyer.
Happily for his country, and to the mani
the competence of a subordinate
fest advantage not less of his followers than his adver
legislature, and held
and all the other acts
saries, Bacon unexpectedly sickened and died. [1677.] to be void from defect of power
;

;

How

entirely

this extraordinary

man had been

the

soul of his party, was strikingly evinced by the effect
of his death on their sentiments and proceedings.

The bands

of their confederacy seemed to he cut asun
der by the loss of their general, and no successor even
to
re-unite them.
To their sanguine hopes
attempted

and resolute adherence to Bacon, succeeded mutual
and universal despondency
eagerness for
battle, and dreams of conquest, gave place to an
earnest concern to secure their own safety, and effect
an accommodation with the ancient government
and,
after a short treaty they laid down their arms, and
submitted to Sir William Berkeley, on condition of
Thus suddenly and provi
receiving a general pardon.

distrust

;

;

dentially was dissipated a tempest that
tend the inevitable ruin of Virginia.

whose

seemed

From

to por

the

man

genius excited and impelled its fury, this
insurrection has been distinguished by the name of
Bacon s Rebellion. It placed the colony for seven
months in the power of that daring usurper, involved
the inhabitants during all that period in bloodshed and
confusion, and was productive of a devastation of pro
perty to the extent of at least a hundred thousand
evil

l

pounds.*&quot;

*

To

the

mother country

it

conveyed a

of the assembly in relation to the
insurgents were dis
allowed by the king as derogatory to the terms of his

proclamation.
re-enacted, by

framed

7070.

OUrnixon,

i.

850257.

Modem

attainder, however, was afterwards
bill to that
effect, which was

passing a

England, and transmitted under the great

seal to the colonial assembly.
The tardy aid which had been detached from

Eng

land to the defence of tho colonial government, did
not reach Virginia till after the complete re-establish
of tranquillity.
With the fleet arrived Colonel
Jefferys, appointed by the king to signify the recal and
succeed to the office of Sir William
who now

ment

Berkeley,
closed in peace an administration of nearly
forty years
and shortly after, closing his life, may be said to have
the
service
of
died in
This gallant and
Virginia.
honorable man was thus spared the mortification of be
the injustice with which the royal
authority was
holding
soon after employed to blacken his fame, and to weaken
all those sentiments of
in
the
loyalty
colony which it
the causes and circumstances of this rebellion, differing ma
terially from that winch 1 have adopted, very discreditable tj
Sir Wiiliam Berkeley, and proportionally favorable tj
Bacon
occurs
the Aendix to the tirst volume of

m

W

les-

n

Deverley,

in

The

Uni

versal History, xli. 358. Sir William Keith s History of Vir
101.
Clialiiiers. 333
335. MO.
ginia, p. 156
AD account of

ham

manies improaiiy.
iamsons islike of Sir WilBcikeley was probably occasioned by the very unfavor.

able opinion which Berkeley had
expressed of tho planter*
ot i\orth Caruiitiii at tlus period.
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no small
had been the great object of his wishes, and
the effect of his administration, to cullivaie. and
in

degree

ravalier
maintain.
Holdingall the principles of an old
endowed with a character well formed to recommend
where the
his principles ; and presiding in a colony
sentiments of the people were congenial with
prevailing
an asylum
his own, he had hoped to make Virginia
;

was languishing

in

Europe
into a young and
might he renovated by transmigration
and expand to a new and more
growing body politic,
13ut this was not the destination
maturity.

where the

that

loyalty

vigorous
of the provinces of America.
Strondy infected with
the prejudices of his age and party, Berkeley was al
to make the most generous exer
more

ways

willing
tions for a people who

committed their interests to his
than to enlighten them with the knowledge
protection,
that would have enabled them more justly to appreciate
and more extensively to administer those interests
The naked republican principle that sub
themselves.
stitutes the respect and approbation of citizens to their
of the reverence and attachment of
magistrate, in place
was held by all the cavaliers
subjects to their sovereign,
and a more favorable specimen of
in utter abhorrence
the opposite principle which they maintained, and of
that mixed system of opinion and sentiment which it
;

be found than in the
produce, will not easily
The courage
administration of Sir William Berkeley.
ous regard he demonstrated for the people, not only
excited their grateful admiration, but recommended to
which
their esteem the generous loyalty to hi? king with
in his
it was
language and demeanor inseparably
and while he claimed their sympathy with his
blended
to their common sovereign, he naturally asserted
tended

to

;

loyalty
his own share in

1

the sentiment as the delegate of the
crown. The exalted distinction which he thought due
to rank and office, he employed to give efficacy to pruai:d tempering
dencc, moderation, and benevolence
of aristocratical elevation with the kindness
the
;

dignity

of a patriarch and the mild courtesy of a gentleman,
his administration realized that elegant resemblance

which many have preferred

more

and substantial

real

many who confess that they find
He
than solid benefaction.
gratifying
a wise legislator, as well as a benevolent and up
and we are informed by the editor
;

equality

:

politeness

was

to

as there are

more

right magistrate
of the laws of Virginia, that the

most judicious and
most popular of them were framed by Sir William
When his death was made known, and he
Berkeley,

was no longer an

object of flattery

or of fear, the

sentiments which the colony
assembly recorded the
entertained of his conduct in the grateful declaration
an excellent and well deserving go
&quot;that he had been
and earnestly recommended his widow to the
vernor
and generosity of the king.*
Happily perhaps
justice
a
for themselves, the bosom of the king was quite
and his administra
such sentiments
stranger to any
;&quot;

;

tion

to dispel instead of
of cavalier loyalty, and to

was calculated

impressions

confirming the
teach the Vir

that the object of their late governor s
ginian colonists
and the animating
homage was a very worthless idol,
of his political creed i mere illusion of his
principle

own generous imagination.
The most remarkable event

that

distinguished the

was the conclusion of
government of Colonel Jefferys
the Indian war. which had raged so long, and contri
of the late
buted, with other causes, to the production
satisfaction.
rebellion, by a treaty which gave universal
This too was the only act of his administration that
Jef
so agreeable.
was attended with

consequences

with Sir John Berry and Colonel Moryferys, together
to inquire into,
son, had been appointed commissioners
and report on, the causes of Bacon s rebellion. They
commenced their inquiries with an avowed preposses
sion in favor of the insurgents, and conducted

with the most indecent

which

The

partiality.
to magnify the

them

temptations

their office presented
importance
of their labors, by new and striking discoveries, and
late
administration, that
to prove, by censure of the
its arbiters in vain, co
they had not been appointed

to produce the malignity and injus
operated, no doubt,
tice which they displayed in a degree that would other
Instead of indemni
wise seem quite unaccountable.
discountenanced the
fying, or even applauding, they

Preface to Moryson s Edition of the
p. 336, 7.
of Virginia. Life of Sir William Berkeley. The very
eminent
of
this
person s life which was identified
great portion
with the history of the colony will seem to excuse, 1 hope, the
The only
his interesting character.
to
this
nllusion
of
length
reference I have observed in his expressions to the state of
own sentiments thereupon,
religion in the colony, or to his
occurs in his answers to the Lords of the Committee of Colo
Our ministers are well paid, and by my
nies, where he says,
consent should be better if they would pray oftener and preach
x\ss.&quot;
Chalmers, p. 328.
*

Chalmers,

Laws

&quot;

who had rallied in the lime of danger round
and, having invited all
person of the governor
who had been engaged in (he insurrection
to come forward and state their grievances without fear,

been exerted

and unequivocally demonstrated the favorable accept
ance which such representations might expect, they
revived in the colony all the angry passions that had
been BO happily composed, and collected a mass of
senseless and inconsistent complaints which had never
been uttered before, and which they compiled into a
body of charges against Sir William Berkeley and his

commended

loyalists

the

;

the persons

While

their folly or malignity thus tended
dissensions of the colonists, their in
temperance involved them in a dispute that united all
parties against themselves.
Having violently taken
the records of the assembly out of the hands of its
clerk, the house, incensed at this insult, demanded sa
and when he appealed to the
tisfaction from Jefferys

council.*

to rekindle the

;

authority of the great seal of England, under which
the commissioners acted, they declared to him, in lan
guage worthy of the descendants of Englishmen, and
the parents of Americans,
vilege could not be

&quot;

that such a breach of pri

commanded under

the great seal,

Because they could not find that any king of England
lad ever done so in former times.&quot;
The spirit of the

assembly

will

appear the more commendable

if

we con

body of regular troops, the first that had
ever been sent to Virginia, were now stationed in the
In
colony under the command of Sir John Berry.
formed of this proceeding, the king, in strains that rival
the arrogance of his father and grandfather, commanded
the governor
to signify the royal indignation at this
&quot;

seditious declaration, and to give the leaders marks
of the royal displeasure.&quot;
Berry and Morygon soon
to

England,

and

state of ferment,

all

leaving

the

colony

parties disgusted and

in

this shurt

and feeble insurrection

powerfully re
It was hut
of
momentary expression
popular impatience created
undoubted
and
the
earnest, though inef
by
suffering
fectual addresses by which the
assembly had recently
solicited from the king a prohibition of the increase of

a

dis

appointed.

To

the other causes of discontent, was added the
burden of supporting the soldiery, who receiving no

wa.&amp;lt;

to an
indulgent consideration.

a

:

tobacco plantations, had both suggested and seemed to
sanction the object to which the violence of the rioters

was

directed.
But to the king it appeared in the
light
of an outrage which his dignity could not suffer to
pass
without a severe vindictive retribution
and Lord Cul
;

pepper, again obeying the royal mandate lo proceed to
Virginia, caused a number of the insurgents to be tried
for
and by a series of bloody executions
high treason
diffused that terror which tyrants denominate
tranquil
thus
enforced a submission, no less unlity.
Having
:

propitious to the colony than the ferment which had
attended his former departure, Lord
Culpepper again
set sail for England, where he was
immediately ordered
into confinement for
without
leave
and on
returning
;

a charge

was

of misappropriating

shortly

after

consequence of

sider that a

after returned

to compose the
public discontent, and pre
serve the peace of the colony
To a mind influenced
liberal
or
by
justice,
susceptible of humane impressions,

the

colonial

before

revenues,

arraigned
jury, and in
their verdict, deprived of his commis
a

sion.

In displacing this nobleman, it was the
injury done
himself, and not the wrongs of the colony, that
Charles intended to redress.
The last net of his royal
authority, of which Virginia was sensible, was the ap
pointment of a successor to Culpepper. in Lord Effingham, [1683.] whose character was very little, if at all,

to

superior, and

pressly

whom, among other instructions, he ex
commanded to suffer no person within the co

lony to make use of a printing press on
or pretence whatsoever.
Along with the

was sent

any occasion
new governor

a frigate, which was appointed to be stationed
on the coast for the purpose of
enforcing a stricter exe
cution of the navigation act than that obnoxious mea

remittances of pay from England, lived at free quar
Their impatience, however, sure had yet been able to obtain.
ters upon the inhabitants.
was mitigated by the friendly and prudent demeanor of
[ins. ).] On the death of Charles the Second, his
an aged officer, and venerable man, Sir Henry Chiche- successor. James, was proclaimed in Virginia with de
monstrations of joy, expressive less of the
as lieutenant governor, the administra
ley, to whom,
acquaint
tion devolved on the death of Jetferys
[1678.] and ance of the colonists with the character of their new
as, during Ins presidency, the large and improvident
sovereign, than of that impatient hopo with which men,
grants of the crown that had been so much complained under the pressure of extreme discontent, are ready to
of were recalled, and some other grievances corrected, hail any change as desirable.
Acclamations much more
a short
gleam of prosperity was shed on the colony, expressive of hope and joy had attended the commence
ment
of
the
of
and an interval
and if the hopes that
preceding reign
comparative repose gave the people
time to breathe before the resumption of tyranny with were entertained on the present occasion were more
a violence which was to endure till the era of the revo
moderate, they were not on that account the less falla
cious.
The colonists soon learned with regret, that in
lution.
his first parliament James had
It was not to the intentions of the
king that the colo
procured the imposition
nists were indebted for the mild administration of Sir of a tax on the consumption of tobacco in
England
Henry Chicheley. Charles had sometime before con and in imploring the suspension of this tax, which
ferred the government on Lord Culpepper, who though threatened still farther lo depreciate their only commo
very willing to accept the important oliice, showe-1 so dity, they descended to an abjrctness of entreaty which
little readiness to
perform the duties of it, that it was produced no other effect than to embitter their disgust
not till he had been reprimanded by tho king for his with the consciousness of unavailing degradation.
neglect, that he at length made his voyage to Virginia. Though the assembly was compelled to present an ad
His administration was conducted with the dress of felicitation to the king on the defeat of Mon^1680.]
same arbitrary spirit that the royal government had mouth s invasion of England, the colonists found an
now begun to exercise without control in the mother opportunity of indulging very different sentiments on
country.
Having wrested from tho assembly the nomi that occasion in the kindness with which they treated
nation of Us own most confidential officer, the secretary those of the insurgents whom James, from a satiety of
who kept its journals having abolished the power it bloodshed, which he termed the plenitude of royal
had hitherto exercised of arbitrating appeals from the mercy, appointed to be transported lo the plantations
decisions of the provincial judicalories
and having and even the assembly paid no regard to the significa
endeavored to silence all complaint of his tyranny by tion of the royal desire that they should frame a law
to prevent these unfortunate
establishing a law that prohibited, under the severest
persons from redeeming
themselves from the servitude to which they had been
penalties, all disrespectful speeches against the gover
This conduct, however, of the colonists
nor or his administration, he returned, after a very consigned.
short stay in Virginia, to enjoy in England the money and their assembly, in so far as it was not prompted
he had contrived to divert from the revenues of the by simple humanity, indicated merely their dissatisfac
colonial government.
Yet on this ignoble lord did the tion with the king s treatment of themselves, and pro
king confer the commission of governor for life, and a ceeded from no participation of their wishes or opinions
in the
The general discontent
designs of Monmouth.
salary twice as large as the emoluments of Sir William
The irritation which his proceedings had was increased by the personal character of the gover
Berkeley.
whom
the
created, sharpened the sense of the hardships which nor, through
rays of royal influence wer
Lord Effiugham, like his predecessor,
the colonists were now enduring from the depressed transmitted.
and at length the public impatience engrafted the vices of a sordid disposition on the arbi
price of tobacco
exploded in a tumultuary attempt to destroy all the new trary administration which he was appointed to conduct.
He instituted a court of chancery, in which he himsell
tobacco plantations that threatened to increase the de
and, besides multiplying and en
presided as judge
pression of price by multiplying still farther the quan
tities of produce.
The insurrection might hancing the fees attached to his own peculiar functions,
[1682.]
he condescended to share with the clerks the meaner
have proceeded to very serious extremities, if the pru
dence and vigor of Sir Henry Chicheley had not again perquisites of ministerial offices. For some time he
contrived to stifle the remonstrances which his extor
:

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

*

The memory of Sir William Berkeley was defended against
the misrepresentations of the commissioners, by his brother
Lord Berkeley (Chalmers, p. 350), and bis fame suffered no
diminution from their report.

tions produced, by
other se
arbitrary imprisonment and
verities ; but at length, the
public displeasure became so

general and uncontrollable, that he found

it

impossible

t

NORTH AMERICA.
from being
earned to England, for which country he in conse
to be pre
order
in
quence resolved himself to embaik,
to prevent ihe complaints of the colony

sent at his

He was accom

own

arraignment. [ 1688.]
whom the assembly hart
panied by Colonel Ludwell.
their agent to advocate the complaints of his
appointed
conduct and urge his removal.
But before the governor and his accuser arrived in
the revolution which the tyranny of James

England,

had transferred the
t
length provoked in that country,
The Virallegiance of all parties to new sovereigns.
in the change,
yiuians, though they readily acquiesced
an
appear to have surveyed with very little emotion,
event which coincided with none of their anticipations,
had
ad to the production of which their concurrence
Whatever might be its remoter
never been demanded.
was forcibly to re
consequences, its immediate effect

mind them of

their

own

insignificance, as

dages of a distant empire, whose

were fated

to follow,

political

the appen

changes thev

but unable to control.

The most

under which they
deep-seated and lasting grievances
labored having proceeded from the nation and the par
liament, were such as the present event gave no pro
Their immediate complaints were
mise of mitigating.
of whom they knew abto be submitted to
sovereigns
and their late experience nad abated
sokitely nothing
their trust in princes, and their hope from changes of
;

The coolness, then, with which the Virginians
royalty.
are said to have regarded the great event of the Eng
minds
lish revolution, so far from implying that their.
were not touched with a sense of freedom, may, with
be referred to the ardor with
greater piobability,
which they cherished a regard for liberty, and the deli
berate reflection with which they combined it. In some
too, the acts of the new government were very

much

respects,
httle calculated to convey to them more satisfactory im
taken place, or to excite
pressions of the change that had
their sympathy with the feelings of that portion of their
it had been effected.
fellow-subjects by whose exertions
LudNotwithstanding the representations of Colonel
well (who himself was gratified with the appointment

of governor of Carolina.) King William, unwilling,
and perhaps unable, to dispossess such of the officcis
of the old government as were willing to transfer their
service to the new, continued Lord
personal and official
but he never
of
in the

Effmgham

Virginia
government
returned thither again, and as long ai his commission
was suffered to endure, the administration was con
ducted by a deputy governor. He was removed in the
still more obyear 1692, and replaced by a successor
iioxious to the colonists. Sir Edmund Andros, whose
;

tyrannical proceedings under the late reigns, in the
more justly
government of other American provinces,
merited a capital punishment than continuance in
remind us that the Eng
If such
office.

appointments

was still composed of many of the per
who had dispensed patronage in the preceding
also in part be accounted for by other
reigns, they may
Of the officers who were thus unde
considerations.
lish,

ministry

sons

local expe
servedly retained, some pretended to great
This was particularly the
rience and official ability.
case with Sir Edmund Andros, whose administration

excused
proved highly beneficial to Virginia. And they
the arbitrary proceedings they had conducted in the
former reigns, by pleading the authority of the sove
had obeyed a plea which
reign whoso command they
to
always finds favor with a king, when not opposed
wrongs which he deems personal to himself. Besides,
the complaints of the colonists were not always accu
for anger is a more copious than discriminating
rate
Justice suffered, as usual, from the passion
accuser.
and partiality with which it was contended for and
of the undiscernthe
artfully availed themselves
;

;

guilty

their accusers, to defeat
ing rage they had provoked in
The insolence
or enfeeble the charges thry preferred.
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In the infancy of a

free state, collisions and disputes
not unfreqiiently arise from the dincordant claims of
the different branches of its constitution, before time

Bcverlcy s History, it appears, that, in 1703, the population of Virginia (exclusive of 800 French
refugees
se.nt over by King William) amounted to 60,606 souls.
has given consistence to the whole, and those limits Of this number, 20,023 were titheablcs
(a denomination
which reason finds it difficult to assign to the respect
embracing all white men above the age of sixteen, and
ive parts, have been determined
the
convenience
all
by
negro slaves, male and female, above that age), and
of practice and the
35,583 children of both races, and white women. Many
authority of precedent.
The revolution of the British government, both in circumstances contributed to
give free scope to the in
its immediate and its remote
operation, was attended crease of the colonial population, and to counterbalance
with consequences
highly beneficial to Virginia, in the influence of commercial restraint and despotic ad
common wilh all the existing states of America. Un ministration. The healthfulness of the settlement had
der the
and the diminution of disease not
patronage, and by the pecuniary aid, of AVil- greatly increased
liam and Mary, the college which had been projected only shut
up the drain that had been originallly created
in the
The by a frequent mortality, but rendered the general strength
reign of James the First was established.
The use of
political institutions under which the manly character more available to the general support.
of Englishmen is formed, had already been planted in tobacco now
and the
prevailed extensively in Europe
the soil to which so
large a portion of their race had diminution of its price was in some degree compen
the literary and religious institutions, by sated by the increased demand for it.
In 1671 it was
migrated
which that character is refined and improved, were computed, that, on an
average, 80 vessels came annu
in
like
and
a
to
from
now,
manner, transported
Virginia
ally
England and Ireland to Virginia for tobacco.
fountain opened within her own territory which pro
In 1675 there were exported from
Virginia above 23,000
mised to dispense to her children the streams of science hogshead? of tobacco, arid in the
following year upward*
and the water of life.
of 2000 more.
In this latter year the customs on to
But the most certain and decisive influence which bacco from
Virginia and Maryland, collected in Eng
the British revolution exercised on the condition of the land, amounted to 135.000/.
Sir William Berkeley
colonies, consisted in the abridgment and almost total rates the number of the militia, in the year 1681, at
overthrow of their dependence on the personal charac
nearly 8000, and adds, that the people were too poor to
ter of the
A conservative principle was afford an equipment of cavalry. In the year 1680 the
sovereign.
infused by this great event into the British constitution militia amounted to 8568, of whom 1300 served as
at home, and into all the shoots from the
Our estimate, however, of the increased
parent stem cavalry.
that had been planted in the settlements abroad.
The wealth which the cavalry establishment seems to indi
permanence and the supremacy which the parliament cate, must be abated by the consideration of the in
creased exertions which the Indian war and Bacon s
acquired in Britain, extended the constitutional superin
tendence of this body to every subordinate organ of rebellion had rendered
In the year 1703,
necessary.
and
if
of
their
in the oppression
we learn from Beverley, that the militia amounted to
popular privileges
the
of
to
America
still
continued
feel
trade,
provinces
9522, of whom 2363 were light horse, and the remain
the harsh dominion, in the security of their legislative der foot and
and that, as few of the planters
dragoons
constitutions they now began to experience the power
were then destitute of horses, it was considered that
ful protection of the
The
still
continued
the
of
them might, if necessary, be con
king
strong.
greater part
to appoint the
In 1722 he calculates the num
governors of Virginia and of some of the verted into dragoons.
other settlements
and men of sordid disjwsitions and bers of the militia at 18,000 men.
Every freeman (a
of weak or profligate character were frequently the denomination
embracing all the inhabitants except the
But the slaves and the indented servants) from sixteen to
objects of this branch of the royal patronage.
sixty
and as the
powers of these officers were abridged and defined
years of age, was enrolled in the militia
and the influence of the colonial assemblies was able to
were
all
accustomed
their
to
shoot
in
lives
the
people
restrain, and even overawe, the most vigorous admini
woods, they were universally expert in the use of fire
stration of the executive functionaries.
Whatever arms. The militia was commanded by the governor,
evil influence a wicked or artful
governor might exert whose salary was 10(KM. a year, till the appointment of
on the harmony of the people among themselves, or Lord
Culptpper, who, on the pica of peerage, procured
their good will towards the authority which he repre
it to be doubled.
he
could commit no serious inroad on the con
sented,
The twelve councillors, as well as the governor, were
stitution of the province over which he presided.
From appointed by the king and a salary of 35U/. was as
this period an equal and
impartial policy distinguished signed to the whole body, which they divided in propor
the British dominion over the American provinces
the tion to the
In
public services which each performed.
diminution of the personal influence of the sovereign all matters of
importance the concurrence of the coun
to
an
end
the
that
of
treatment
were
cil with the
put
inequalities
governor was indispensably requisite. The
produced by the different degrees of favor with which Colonial Assembly was composed of the councillors,
he regarded the religious or political sentiments of the who termed themselves the l.
pper House, and exer
cised he privilege of the English House of Lords, and
people of the respective states, and consequently ex
tinguished, or at least greatly abated, the jealousies the burgesses, who were elected by the freemen of the
A farther respective counties, and performed the functions of the
they had hitherto entertained of each other.
abatement of the mutual jealousies of the states was House of Commons,
receiving wages proportioned to
their services, and derived, like all the other colonial
produced by the religious toleration which the provin
cial governments were henceforward compelled to ob
Until the year 1680.
salaries, from the colonial taxes.
serve.
Even when intolerant statutes were permitted the several branches of the assembly had formed one
to subsist, their enforcement was disallowed
and the deliberative
body but in that year the councillors se
principles cherished in one state could no longer be parated themselves from the burgesses, and formed a
another.
In conjunction with the governor, the
distinct house.
persecuted
have now to transfer our inquiries to the rise of councillors formed the
supreme tribunal of the province ,
the other colonies in North America which were founded from whose
judgments, however, in all cases involving
to
the
British
and
to
trace
Revolution,
antecedently
more than 300(., an appeal lay to to the king and privy
their separate progress till that era.
But before with council of
In 1681 the province contained
England.
our
undivided
attention
from
the
earliest
this,
in 1703 it contained twenty-five.
drawing
twenty counties
of the settlements, I shall subjoin a few particulars of
two
shillings for every hundred acres of
quit rent of
its civil and domestic condition at the period at which
land was paid by the planters to the crown.
\ve have now arrived.
In the year 1688, the piovince contained forty-eight
Notwithstanding the unfavorable circumstances to parishes, embracing upwards of 200,000 acres of ap
which the colony had been exposed in a greater or less
A church was built in every parish,
propriated land.
degree ever since the Restoration, the number of its and a house and glebe assigned to the clergyman, along
The deputies ence is
inhabitants had continued to increase.
erroneous^ and that the statement itself u no less so,
that were sent to Charles the Second in 1675, repre- seems to follow, by very strong inference, from Beverley s
in the text.
There is no reason to doubt the
mentioned
sented the population to amount, at that time, to 50,000 table,
and constantly with it, we cannot
of that table
If their statement were not exaggerated (as accuracy
persons.
:

i

I

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

I

;

;

m

We

A

,

end severity, for example, that had pervaded the whole
of Lord Etfingham s government, had produced many
representations of grievances in which the accusers
had either neglected or been unable to discriminate be
tween the legality of official acts, and the tyrannical
demeanor or malignant motives of the party by whom
Accordingly, while some of
they had been performed.
the remonstrances which the Virginians transmitted to
England by Colonel Ludwell were complied with, there I think it probably was) we must suppose that Bacon s
ivere others that produced only explanations, by which rebellion, and the
subsequent tyranny, gave a very
the Assembly was given 10 understand that it had mis
for I think there
severe check to this rapid increase
taken certain points of English constitutional law.* is no reason to
suppose that the colony contained a
*
number than 50.000 at the Revolution of
Baverley, p. 90. 91. 94. 91i. Chalmers. 347. 8. 359. One of much greater
the grievances compiuiriM of by the assembly of Virginia was, 1688.*
From a table appended to the first edition of,
a

;

!

]

;

that Lord Eltinirham havi:;g, by
proclamation, declared the
royal dissent to an ar.t of assembly which repealed a former
was now in force. This
notice
tlvitlheahro^-Uediaw
Jaw, save
was erroneously deemed oy liie assembly an act of legislation.

*

Dr. Robertson, indeed, states the population of Virginia
Revolution to have exceeded 60,000 persona, and professes to derive his statement from Chalmers. But the referat the

!

:

admit the accuracy of Robertson s estimate, without believ
ing that the colony had added 20,000 to its numbers in the
course of seventeen years, notwithstanding the ravages of
civil war and the distress occasioned by tyrannical govern

ment, and only about 600 to its numbers during fifteen subse
quent years of increased freedom and prosperity:
The AU6e Raynai has so carelessly considered Beverley s
table, as to have added 6000 to its returns, and to have supposed
this the amount of tiie white population alone. This error has
led him to waste his ingenuity in conjecturing the cnuses why
the population of Virginia never afterwards increased fo
ra&amp;gt;

pidly.
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with a stipend, which was fixed by law at 16,000 pounds a negro or mulatto, and any minister celebrating such
of tobacco.
This mode of remuneration obviously marriage was punished with fine and imprisonment. It
tends to give a secular cast to the life and character of will excite the merriment of a satirist, the surprise of
a
the minsters, and to entangle them with concerns re
philosopher, and the indignant concern of a Christian,
mote from their spiritual warfare. The equalization to find, combined with surh inhuman and insolent laws,

which

the dif
it
proposes to effect is quite fallacious
ferent degrees of fertility of different parishes render
ing the burden unequal to the people, and the very dif
;

ferent quality of the tobacco produced
the remuneration unequal to the clergy.
presentation to the livings, prior to the English

in different soils,

injunctions of the worship of that great
pattern of love and humility who commanded his wor
the strictest

shippers to do good to and honor all men
together
with many solemn denunciations and penal enactments
;

The against travelling on Sunday, profane cursing or pro
Revo fanely getting drunk. But thus mankind attempt to
was generally unite what religion has sundered, the service of God

making

belonged to the governor, hut
After the
usurped or controlled by the parishioners.
Revolution it devolved into the hands of parochial ves
lution,

which, though originally elected by the people,
in process of time, to exercise the power of sup
plying vacancies in their numbers by their own appoint
tries,

came,

mammon

sunder what reli
gion has united, the rendering of glory to God and the
demonstration of good will to men.
Justices of the
peace were commanded to hear and determine the com

and the service of

and

to

of servants except slaves, against
various regulations were made for se
curing mild and equitable treatment to indented ser
at the close of their period of service they re
(generally a member of the council) appointed by that vants
of ceived from their masters each a musket, a small sum
prelate, presided over the clergy, with the power
but if during the
convoking, censuring, ond even suspending them in of money, and a quantity of corn
The doctrines and currency of their term of service they should presume
cases of neglect or immorality.

ment.
The bishop of London was accounted the dio
cesan of the province
and a resident commissary

plaints of all
their masters

:

sorts

;

;

;

;

church of England were established bylaw ;
attendance on divine worship at the parochial churches,
and the observance of the sacraments of the church,
enjoined under heavy penalties; the preaching of dis
senters, and the participation in the ordinances of dis

rites of the

senting &quot;Congregations, were prohibited, and subjected
to various degrees of punishment.
There was one

bloody law, which subjected quakers returning from
banishment to the punishment of death
but no exe
cution ever took place in consequence of this enact
ment, and it was repealed soon after the revolution of
1688.
The other law s were not then repealed, but
and though the gtatutethey were no longer enforced
book continued to prohibit the preaching and practices
of dissenters, the prohibition was utterly disregarded,
and liberty of conscience practically realized. Jn 1088,
almost the whole body of the people belonged to the
established church. Other opinions and practices, how
ever, began to arise, and were aided probably by the
influence of the free schools, of which a considerable
number were founded and endowed soon after that pe
riod
and the government being restrained from en
forcing the intolerant laws, endeavored to cherish its
own church establishment by heaping temporal advan
This policy produced its
tages upon its ministers.
usual fruits, and introduced so much indolence and
worthless ness into the order of the state clergy, that
at the era of the American revolution two-thirds of the
inhabitants of Virginia had become dissenters, and
were subject, on that account, to the ban of their own
;

;

;

municipal law.
Of every just and humane system of laws, one main
object should be to protect the weak against the strong,

and

of confirming and perpetuating
the inequalities of condition that trorn time to time
arise from inequalities of
vir
strength, skill, success or
to correct instead

marry without the consent of their master or mis
were punished with an additional year of
servitude.
All persons riotously assembling to the
number of eight or more, for the purpose of destroying
were
tobacco,
subjected to the pains of treason. Every
person, not being a servant or slave, committing adul
to

tress, they

As an in
measure, the Divine agency in the means.
strument of civilization, the preaching of the gospel
will ever he found to disappoint all those who have no
In a civilized and Christian
higher or ulterior views.
land, the great bulk of the people are chnstians merely
in name
reputation, convenience, and habit, are the
;

sources of their profession
vices arfi so disguised,
that the testimonies of Christian preachers
against them
;

often miss their aim

among
way of

influence of real conviction,

even

their Indian neighbors

coming

of the state were liable to be

into the territories

made

slaves by the rolonists ; and we are informed by Mr. Jefferson, that the
practice of enslaving these people did at one time ac
But with the Indian tribes situated in
tually prevail.

and comprehended in the pa
cification effected by Colonel Jefferys, the colonists
maintained relations more approaching to friendship
and equality. The Indians paid, indeed, in conformity
with the treaty of peace, an annual tribute of beaver

immediate

their

vicinity,

skins to the colonial government.
But their territories
were ascertained by the treaty, and guaranteed to them
so securely by law, that all bargains and sales by which
the colonists might acquire or pretend right to any por

i

life,

over

more

or less lasting and

Those who remain unconverted, if they be
profaund.
honestly addressed by their missionaries, are incensed
at the testimony against their cv;I deeds and evil na
and the conduct of many professing chnstians
their civilized
neighbors too often concurs to
mislead and confirm them in error.
But this topic will
derive an ampler illustration from occurrences that re
late to ethers of the North American States, than the
ture

;

among

early history of Virginia is fitted to supply.
Literature was not much cultivated in Virginia,
There was not at this period, nor for many years after,

a single bookseller s
Yet a his
shop in the colony.*
tory of Virginia was written some years after by Bea
native
of
the
who
had
taken
an ac
verley,
province,

later

warn his guest, and to make an express paction with
him, should be reputed to have entertained him from
mere courtesy. All these laws continued in torce long
after the British Revolution.
It would appear, from the first of the statutes, that

seeming service of God

his habits, and forfeit his reputation ; and none,
or at least very few, become professors unless from the

convicted of slander were ordered to be ducked, in
default of their husbands consenting to redeem them
from immersion by payment of a fine. There being
no inns in the country, strangers were entertained at
the houses of the inhabitants, and were frequently in
volved in law-suits by the exorbirant claims of their
hosts for indemnification of the expenses of their enter
tainment for remedy whereof it was enacted, that an
;

a

come

tive

inhabitant neglecting in such circumstances to fore

and

savages, a convert must change his

tery or fornication, was, for the greater offence, fined
1000, for the lesser 500 pounds of tobacco.

Women

:

easily reconciled with, and esteemed a decent livery of,
But
the real service of mammon.
heathens and

part in public affnirs prior to the Revolution of
The first edition of this work in 1705, and a

1688.

edition

Beverley

appended

in

1722,

were published

in

England.

a brief and rather agreeable analist, and has
to his narrative of events an ample account

is

of the institutions of the province, and of the manners
of the colonial and
inhabitants.
He is
aboriginal

m

chargeable witli great ignorance and incorrectness
those parts of his narrative that embrace events occuring in England or elsewhere beyond the immediate
precincts of Virginia.
Only the initial letters of his

name appear on

the title-page of his book, whence
Oldmi.xon was led into the mistake of supposing his
name to have been Bullock ; and in some of the criti
cal catalogues of Germany he has received the erro
neous appellation of Btrd.i A much more enlarged
and elaborate history of Virginia (but unfortunately
carried no further down than the year 1624) was writ
ten at a later period by Stith, also a native of the
pro
vince, and one of the governors of William and Mary
Stith is a candid, accurate and
College.
accomplished
writer
tediously minute in relating the debates in the
Court of Proprietors of the Virginia Company, and
;

their disputes with the king, but generally
impressive

and interesting. A manly and generous spirit pervades
of his work, which was first
published at
every page
Williams burg in 1747.
Beverley warmly extols the hospitality of his coun
trymen a commendation which the peculiar circum
;

stances of their condition renders very generally cre

tion of them, were disallowed and declared null and dible,
This wise and benevolent principle must he sa
though the preamble of one of their laws, which
and every wrong they might sustain at the hands we have already noticed, demonstrates that its
crificed, to a considerable extent, in the code of every void
applica
in the same man
of
of
of
the
colonists
was
is
the
laws
where
admitted.
tion
was
He reproaches them
country
any
punished
slavery
By
by no means universal.
the
sea
ner
as
if it had been done to an Englishman.
all
the
with
into
which
he
ascribes
to tlieir residence in
By
indolence,
Virginia,
colony by
persons brought
or land, not having been Christians in their native aid of a donation from that illustrious philosopher and scattered
dwellings, and their destitution of that col
the
honorable
Robert
Christian
were
to
even
lected
life
which
Boyle,
philanthropist,
country,
though they
subjected
slavery,
invigorates industry, excites active
It
might be converted to Christianity after their arrival. an attempt was made to render the institution, which, thought, and generates adventurous speculation.
slave committing a capital crime was appointed to from its founders, has been called William and Mary may be ascribed also to the influence of
slavery in aug
be tried by commissioners named by the governor, College, subservient to the instruction of the Indians. menting pride and degrading labor. A life like that of
Some young persons belonging to (he friendly tribes the first Virginian colonists, remote from public haunt,
without the intervention of a jury
and if the punish
ment of death were inflicted, indemnification to the received in this manner the elements of civil and reli unoccupied by a crowd of busy purposes, and seques
and the colonists, sensible of the ad
extent of the value of the slave was awarded from the gious education
tered from the intelligence of passing events, is the
In the year 1G09, it vantages they derived from the possession of those who life of those to whom the company of strangers is
public revp.nue to the master.
pe
was enacted that the death of a slave occasioned by might be considered hostages for the pacific demeanor culiarly acceptable. All the other circumstances of
the correction of a master, should not be accounted of their parents, prevailed with some of the more re
such a lot contribute to the promotion of hospitable
As for many of their hours they can find no
since it cannot be presumed,&quot; says the act, mote nations of the Indians to send a few of their habits.
felony
that prepensed malice, which alone makes murder children to drink of the same fountain of knowledge. such inteiesting occupation, so for much of their
super
Hut
as
the
to
their
were
restored
respective fluous produce they can find no more profitable use
pupils
felony, should induce any man to destroy his own es
for
tribes
when
fitted
them
attained
the
that
tate.&quot;
than
the
entertainment
of
visitors.
But experience has amply refuted this perni
The interest which
J
they
age
cious sophistry, which ascribes to absolute power a hunting and other warlike exercises, it is not likely that
* The literature of North America was at this
time mono
institution
im
this
or
to
and
accounts
permanent
produced any general
tendency
repress human irascibility,
polized almost entirely by New England. In Hie beginning of
avarice and selfishness sufficient motives and sureties pression on the character of the Indians, or made any the eighteenth century, when Boston contained live
printingof justice, humanity, and liberality.
Neither infidels adequate compensation for the destructive vices and offices and many bonkse HITS shops, there was but ojie book
s
and mil one in Virginia, Maryland,
nor* negroes, mulattoes nor Indians, were allowed to diseases which the Europeans were unhappily much seller shop in New York,
Neal s History of New England, ti. 5K. From
or Carolina.
and if any person more successful in imparting. Attempts to convert tne Memoirs or Ur. Franklin it appears ttiat even at so lato a
purchase Christian white servants
barbarians very frequently disappoint their promoters
as
the
Christian
white
servants
should
an
year 1670, there was not on good bookseller s
infidel,
period
having
marry
or a negro, mulatto, or Indian.* all such servants were and not those only who have assisted the undertaking shop in Pennsylvania.
t Warden, a latt American writer, has repented thU error,
made free. Any free white person intermarrying with from secular ends, but those also who truly regarding and described as tbe prutiurlion
Kird, \\iul in rtalily was
the Divine glory in the end. disregard, at least in some the first edition of Uevcrley s work.
*
It would not have been easy to induce the framers of this
me
thu!
in
his
father s time it wis no
Mr.
Jem
rson
told
t
law to believe that a time might come wh*n the legislature into the assembly during the revolutionary war; and after uncommon tlmij? for gentlemen to post im-ir servants on the
of Virginia wouM seriously entertain a proposal of promoting,
of
been
main
road
for
the
twice
was
lost
at
the
third
in
ronread,
amicably waylayui&quot; and blinking
having
purpose
tue.

;

A

;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

;

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;t

&quot;

reaHim&amp;gt;;

by a bounty, the marriages of the white inUbitants and the
Indians. Yet a bill for tliis purpose was actually introduced

scqui-nrc of the absence of the member who had introduced
Wirt s Life of Governor Ilenry, p. 241.

it.

houses any travellers who uiiglii chuuce to pahs
Travels in Canada and the United Suu.s, 412.

to their

Hall

s

,
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H men feel in tbe concerns of their fellows, is refined Sparta it has ever held true, that none are so complete!} purchase of the colonists were delivered from the hold
in re- enslaved as tlie slaves of the free.
Human character of a slave ship and the cruelty of the Dutch. When
and extended by crowded and polished society
mote districts, especially if they he inhabited by men is as much corrupted and depraved by the spirit of do- slave? were neither numerous nor formidable, they ap
whose origin or recollections connect them wirh a dis- minion as by the yoke of servitude and slavery is a pear to have been kindly treated ;* and their masters
tant country, it assumes the shape of an intense and state wherein one man rulcth over another to his own perhaps intended to emancipate them at that conve
The same wisdom which assigned to mati his nient season for adjusting the accounts of interest
somewhat indiscriminate curiositv
quality for which hurt.
and conscience, which every added year and every
the Americans have been always distinguished.
duties, adapted them to the deve opement of his under
This addition to their numbers tended still farther to
It was the remarkable and advantageous peculiarity
standing and the refinement of his sensibility.
post
i

;

j

;

I

&amp;gt;a

of their local situation, tnal prevented a people so early
devoted to commerce as the Virginians have been,
from congregating in large towns, and forming crowded
marts of trade. The same peculiarity betonys to that
portion of their original territory that now forms the
province of Maryland, and has there been attended
with the same effect.
The whole of that vast country

pervaded by numerous streams, that impart fertility
and carry the produce they have nourished
From the bay of
to the great highway of nations.
Chesapeak, where all these streams unite, the greater
number of them afford an extensive navigation into the
and the colonists, perceiving
interior of the country
that in order to embark their produce they needed not
to quit their plantations, but mi^ht load the merchant
Bhips at the doors of their country warehouses, dispersed theinsdvcs along the banks of the rivers, and
united the sweets of rural life with the advantages of
is

(

I

;

;

|

j

I

multiplied, the industry of the free
by the extension of slave labor, and

;

and morality they melted

j

Such a mix- racter is evil affected by the contemplation of evil ;
within itself a principle of destruction.
ture tends also to pervert and confound the moral sen- but in both, the taint is obstructed
by delusions that
tunents of all mankind, and to degrade the value of disguise, by humanity that deplores, or by virtue that
those free institutions which are seen to form a canopy labors to mitigate and finally efface the evil.

try

I

j

domestic tyranny, to mock one portion of the people with such liberty and dignity as jailors enjov, and to load all the rest with such fetters as
for the shelter of

;

badge of hopeless poverty, was respected as the certain passport to independence
nor was there among
the free population any distinction of rank which indus
A constant
try and vrtue were unable to surmount.
and general progression, etfectcd without scramble or
and fellow-feelperil
gave a quiet alacrity to life
jng was not obstructed, nor insolence and servility
engendered, by numerous instances of a wide inequality
of condition
they were and are undoubtedly a happy
But how happy had they been, had they
people.
known
their happiness
had they imbibed with
rightly
the sweetness of their lot, the spirit of its author, and
in the abundance of his
goodness recognised the extent

noted for comparative mildness.
should suppose that humanity and
delicacy could not exist in a province where slavery
prevailed, would commit as great a practical error as
an American who should maintain the incompatibility
of the same qualities with those spectacles of vice and
misery exhibited in the great towns and public places
of England.
In both countries, doubtless, human cha

An Englishman who

:

j

important class of society the virtues of Indus-

vince has long been

thus depressed

and
gladiators contributed to the downfall of Rome
indeed, every body politic, compounded of parts so heteiogeneous as freemen and slaves, plainly contains

I

free laborers,

and economy were recommended by prizes both
greater and neaier than any other country has ever preeented.
Labor was so valuable, and land so cheap,
that a very lew years of industry could promote the
laborer to the rank of a proprietor;* none needed to
and none found it practicadespair ot a competence
ble to amass enormous wealth.
Toil, no longer the

is

the safely of the
state is endangered by the strenoth of a body of inter
nal enemies ready to conspire against its tranquillity or
The number of the slaves and
join its first invader. t

or, im
expiration of their periods of service
pressed with the advantages which the country so libe-

this

New

;

;

victs&amp;gt;

To

the deceivableness of
unrighteous

is

There is a continual reciprocation of
suggested
between a master and his slaves. His injustice troduction into Mexico and Peru; George Fox, the
the
evil quato
state
and
most
them
their
and
enthusiastic
of
reformers, demanded
intrepid
consigns
present
hties that this state engenders tend continually to no more of his followers than a
mitigation of its seve
His power effects their degra
and John Locke, the glory of mo
rity in Barbadoes
provoke his irascibility.
dation
dern philosophy, and the champion of religious and
and their degradation at once tempts and faci
poli
Hence the com tical freedom, introduced it- into the fundamental con
litates the excesses of his power.
merce between master and slave exercises and exhibits stitutions of Carolina. Considerations such as these
all that is hateful in human
passion and contemptible are calculated to increase at once our charity for man
in human conduct.
The delicate susceptibility of wo- kind, and our abhorrence of that insidious and formi
men is exposed to the impression of this spectacle, and dable evil which has so signally baffled the penetration
the imitative character of children formed amidst its of the wise, and triumphed over the beneficence of
continual display.
The female slaves lose alike the the humane.
virtues and the rights of women, and introduce into
It is in those colonial
plantations where the residence
of the free inhabitants is merely
rural life the worst vices and most dangerous tempta
temporary, that slavery
of
work
tions of profligate cities.
exhibits
its
worst
features, and prod jce? its most de
Every description
that is committed to the slaves is performed with as basing effects.
Wherever a respectable stationary po
much neglect and indolence as they dare to indulge, pulation of freemen exists, a restraining principle arises
and is so degraded in common estimation, that the poor
to control and qualify those evil
The
consequences.
est freeman disdains to perform it except when he is harsher slave laws have been
long since repealed in
As the numbers of the slaves are Virginia, and the treatment of the slaves in this pro
working for himself.

two grtat sources of national happiness, good morals,
and the facility of gaining by industry a moderate com
The conpetence and a respectable stake in society.
who were transported to the colony, finding none
of the opportunities of confederacy, vice, and shelter,
that large towns afford, either quilled the settlement at

forth to industry

great

evil
j

for a very long period in either of these settlements.
l;fu has
proved highly tavorable to those

mass of humble and respectable

So

Negro slavery lingered long in the settlements of
the puritans in
England, and of the quakers in
Pennsylvania ; LJS Cassis, so distinguished by his
lor
the
its in
unfortunate, first
compassion

as welt as to corrupt the heart
and the happiness of

sensible being.

j

Tula state of

into the

understanding*&quot;

to lower the dignity of rational,

commerce. Except the small town of Williamsburgh,
which succeeded Jamestown as the capital of Virginia,
and Annapolis, the capital of Maryland, no cities grew

rally held

ness.

warp the

j

;

the

pone.

i?

late the

to the land,

up

that reguparticularly visible in the duties

mutual intercourse of men. To violate therein
the law of kindness and the principles of equity, is to

adaptation

{

I

only felons should wear.

I

Such long consequences have

;

The

guilt

and injustice

\

introduction of slavery into a country plants
an evil of which the full mischief is not felt till in an
after age, when it has attained such an extent that its

I

iirst

The other cause to which I have alluded, as having
exercised an unfavorable influence on the
prosperity of
As
Virginia, is the inordinate cultivation of tobacco.
as
and
were
the
Maryland
long
Virginia
only provinces
of North America where this commodity was produced,
their inhabitants devoted themselves almost
exclusively
to a culture which is attended with much inconvenience
to those engaged in it, and no small
to

disadvantage
Tins conside- their country even when moderately pursued.
It re
ration, while it increases our abhorrence of a system quires unusually fatiguing labor from the cultivators,
so fraught with evil and danger, abates the severity of
id
exhausts the fertility of the soil
and as little
[our censure on those to whom the system already ma- food of any kind is raised on the tobacco plantations,
tured by long endurance has unfortunately descended, the men and cattle employed on them are badly fed,
And even with regard to the race who first introduced and the soil gradually impoverished. This evil con
shall not fulfil the duty of fellow-men, if we tinued long to be felt in Virginia
but has been di
it, we
omit to consider the apologies which probably misled minished by the introduction into the markets of Eu
of his claims
their understandings, and veiled from their view the rope of the tobacco produce of territories more
recently
Two causes have contributed in this and others of wickedness they committed and the misery they intro cultivated.
the American provinces, to impede the operation and duced.
The negroes that were first brought to Virgi
II.
abridge the influence of circumstances so favorable to nia were enslaved before they came there, and by the
Of these, by far the most im
happiness and virtue.
THE NEW ENGLAND STATES.
* An illustration of this remark
be derived
may,
perhaps,
an instiportant is the institution of domestic slavery
from the apologetic theory which philosophical siave owners
;

;

extirpation

]

1

becomes almost impossible.

I

:

j

;

;

j

I

;

!

BOOK

;

tution fraught with incalculable evil to the morals, manners, and felicity of every country into which it has
The slaves are reduced to a state
gained admission.

lave lnt roJiiced into the world, that the m-jroes are a sepamen a notion by which the degrada
rale and interior race
tion thai men inflict on tlieir fellows by reducing lliem to the
level of the brute creation, is charged on Hun who made man
of misery and degradation ; to a state which has al- in the linage
the Godhead, and whose word assures us that
ways been found so destructive to virtue, that in many he fashioned all souls alike. Interest and pride harden ttie
lanouao-cs a slave and a thief are expressed bv the heart ; the deceitfuiness of the heart perverts the understandintr ; and men find it agreeable to consider those as brutes
j
rf,
i
i
j
same word.
The
masters are justly loaded with the \&amp;gt;fc Ul ,. thmk t co ,^. ement to treat as such. The best
y
of
all the wretchedness and worthlessness which
refutation of this theory that I have ever seen is the producguilt
tion of an American writer. It occurs in Dr. S. Smith s inter
that state inevitably infers ;
mind
tainted
with
is
every
on the causes of the variety of figure and com
the evil which it engenders and
and sustains esting Essay
ot&quot;

ol&quot;

i

i

i

m

,

j

&quot;

an abatement

displays,
either of happiness or virtue.
Every
whether he term himself citizen or

plexion in the

human

-

&quot;

=-&quot;&amp;gt;

--

species.&quot;

I
tremble for my country,&quot; says Mr. Jefferson, in his obt
when I
servations on the slave population of this province,
God is just that Ills justice cannot sleep for ever;
that
reflect
subject. i a monarch endowed with more uncontrolled that
considering numbers, nature, and natural means only, a
authority than any sovereign in Europe enjoys ; and rcvVuTioToftifeThHiYof
revolution of the wheel of fortune, an exchange of situation is
every country where slavery is admitted, whether it among possible events that it rnaybecorne probable by super
which
calls itself kingdom or republic, is a country subject to natural interference Tiie Almighty has no attribute
can take side with us in such a contest.&quot; Notes on Virginia,
the dominion of tyrants.
Nay, the more liberal its p. 173. Seneca relates that it was once proposod at Rome to
political constitution, the more severe in general is its discriminate the slaves by a peculiar habit ; but it was justly
system of domestic tvrannv : for from the davs of apprehended that there might be some danger in acquainting
J.
them with their own numbers. This information is conveyed to
*
I remember the time when tive pound was leu by a chartthe negroes by their color; and tins color being always a mark
table testator to tne poorof the parish he live t m, and ii lay nine of contempt, even those negroes who become tree in connallied
years before thcexecutorscouldfindonepoorentiugh to be enti- tries where their race is generally enslaved, continue
lied to any part of this legacy ; and at last it was all given to both by the most irritating feeling* and by the sympathy they
in truth be termed tlifc best
must entertain for men of the same compieuon, with ail those
one old woman. So that this
who remain in a stale of bondage.
poor man scuuntryinUie world
Beverley. B. iv. p. 39.

znaster of
master

&quot;

&quot;

a slave,

;

f^

j

;

i

:

:
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i

I

I

i
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&quot;
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CHAPTER

I.

|

j
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Attempts of the Plymouth Company to colonize the Northern
Coasts of America Popham establishes a colony at Fort
Saint George Sufferings and Return of the Colonists
Captain Smiili s Voyage and Survey of the Country wliich
His ineffectual Attempt to con
is named New England
duct a Colony thither The Company relinquish the Design
of colonizing New England History and Character of the

the Brownisis or Independents A Con
Puritans Ri.-e
gregation of Independents retire to Holland they resolve
to settle in America their negotiation with King James
they arrive in Massachusetts and found New Plymouth
Hardships and Virtue of the Colonists Ttmir civil Insti
tutionsCommunity of Property Increase of civil and
ecclesiastical Tyranny in England Project of a new Colony
Salem built Charter of Massachusetts
in Massachusetts
Bay obtained from diaries the First by an Association of
Puritans Embarkation of the Emigrants Arrival at Salem
Their Constitution in Church and State Two Persons
banished from the Colony for Schism Intolerance of some
of the Puritans.
ol&quot;

[1606.]

WHEN

James

the First gave his sanction
district of North

to the project of colonizing the vast

America which was comprehended
der the

name of

Virginia, he

made

at that

time un

a partition of the

* The treatment of slaves ^it Rome,
latterly distinguished
by the most enormous cruelty, was originally kind and hu
mane. PiutarcU. Life of Coriolajius.
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was raised against the land, deterred the company of his countrymen, :nd a^ured them that Hunt s
for some time from any further attempt to erect a settle- treachery had been
reprobated and punished in Eng
ment in Northern Virginia, and produced an impression land, they refused to be pacified, and watching a favor
on the minds of the people very unfavorable to emi able opportunity, attacked and dangerously wounded
For several years, the adven Dormer and many of his party, who, escaping with dif
gration to that territory.
tures of the company were confined to a few fishing ficulty from the hostile region, left bqudnto behind to
voyages to Cape God, and a traffic in peltry and oil enforce at more leisure and with belter success hrs
with the natives.
At length their prospects were topics of apology and conciliation. Disgusted by so

estaterritory between two trading companies, and
Wished the residence of the one at London, and of the
If the object of this partition was
other at Plymouth.
to diminish the inconvenience of monopoly, and dif
fuse the benefit of colonial relations more extensively
in England, the means were very ill adapted to the
end, consequently, the effect was far from correspond

The resources of the adventu
ing with the design.
who had already prepared to undertake colonial
so unequally, and yet so much to
projects were divided
the disadvantage of all parties, that the more powerful
found its vigor and success considerably
company
_ L_j
.__t
_
.1. _
.i
_ L .:i:.
-cr_
abridged, while the weaker, without ability to effect

that

|

cheered by a gleam of better fortune; and the intro-jmany disappointments, the company laid aside all farduction of Captain Smith into their service seemed to ther thoughts of establishing colonies in New England,
betoken more vigorous and successful enterprise.
Sir An insignificant traffic bounded their own adventure*
Ferdinando Gorges, and some other leading members 3nd they made no other exercise of their dominion

rers

i

i

i

_

.

j

I

;

I

&amp;gt;*

over the territory than by disposing of small portions of
the northern quarter of it to private adventurers, who

of the Plymouth Company, justly appreciating the
the purpose of its association, retained only the privi merit of this extraordinary man, made haste to appro
others
from
it.
have
of
priate his valuable services, which the Virginia Coindebarring
attempting
lege
Been that the southern colony, though promoted by a pany had so unworthily neglected. [1614.] Six years
company which reckoned among its members some of after the return of the settlers at Sagahadoc, two ves
j

We

occupied them

in

summer

victualling stations for
there for trade.

as mercantile factories or

the uses of vessels resorting

We have sufficient assurance that the course of this
were despatched, under the command of Captain
Smith arid Captain Hunt, on a voyage of trade and world is not governed by chance and th.it the series
Smith) having of events is regulated by divine ordinance, and adapted
discovery to the company s territories.
concluded his traffic with the natives, left his crew en to wiwe though often inscrutable purposes.
As it could
gaged in fishing on the coast, and, accompanied by only not then be without design, so it seems to have been
eight men, travelled into ihe interior of the country, for no common object that discomfiture was thus ensurveyed its condition, explored with great care and tailed on the counsels of princes, the schemes of the
It was fur no ordvdihgence the whole coast, from Cape Cod to Penob- wise, and the efforts of the biave.
acot, and composed a map, in which its appearance nary people that the land was reserved, and of no com
was accurately delineated. On his return to England, mon qualities or vulgar superiority that it was ordained
he presented his map, with an account of his travels to be the prize.
New England was the destined
and observations, to Prince Charles, who was so asylum of oppressed piety and liberty of conscience
much pleabed with the country, that he bestowed on and its colonization, denied to the pretensions of greatit the name of New
England, which it has ever since ness and the efforts of might, was reserved for men
whom the great and mighty drapised for their littleness,
retained.
The success of Captain Smith s voyage, and the (overcome from their weakness, aud persecuted for their

the richest and most powerful men in the state, and
enjoyed the advantage of being situated in the place
which then absorbed almost all the commercial wealth
and activity of England, was yet enabled, with all these
advantages, to make but slow and laborious advances
The Plymouth company
to a secure establishment.
possessing much narrower resources, and a very infe
rior situation, its efforts were proportionally feeble and

sels

;

i

j

unavailing.

The most eminent members of the Plymouth com
pany were Sir John Popham, Chief Justice of England,
Sir Ferdinando Gorges, the Governor of Plymouth fort,
and Sir John Gilbert, the nephew of the first patentee,
and leader of emigrants to America. Animated by
the zeal of these men. and especially of Popham, who
assumed the principal direction of their proceedings,

|

;

j

i

the Plymouth company very early despatched a small
vessel to inspect their territories; but had soon the
mortification of learning that it had been attacked and
captured by the Spaniards, who still pretended a right
to exclude every other people from the navigation of

favorable accounts that he gave of the country, though integrity.
The recent growth of the Virginian colony,
they contributed not a little to stimulate the vigor of and the repeated attempts to form a settlement in IWw
commercial adventure, could not overcome the general England, naturally turned to this quarter the eyes of
j

j

]

.

aversion to a permanent settlement in the territory, men who felt little reluctance to torsake a country
which the misfortunes of the tirst colonists had created where, for conscience s sake, they bad already incurred
The chief justice and his friencU, in England, and which was appointed to preserve that the loss of all things; whom persecution had fortified
the American seas.
however, were too much bent on the prosecution of corner of the Almighty s creation for the inhabitation to the endurance of hardship, and piety had taught to
their purpose to be discouraged by this disaster.
At of the most faithful and oppressed of his people. The despise it. It was at this juncture accordingly, that
his own expense, Popham quickly despatched another impediments to a colonial establishment in New Eng the project of colonizing New England was undertaken
a body of men of whose rise, senti
and having received a land were greatly increased by the conduct of Hunt. by the puritans
vessel to resume the survey
favorable report of the appearances of the country, he who had been associated with Smith in the laic voyage. ments, and previous history, it is proper that we here
availed himself of the intelligence to raise a sufficient This sordid and profligate man, unwilling that the bene subjoin some account.
Of all the national churches of Europe, which at the
supply of men and money for the formation of a colo fit of the existing narrow traffic with the company s
ny. [1607.] Under the command of his brother, Henry territories, which was exclusively shared by himself and era of the Reformation renounced the doctrine and re
Popham, and of Raleigh Gilbert, brother of Sir John, a few others who were aware of its advantages, should volted from the dominion ol the see of Rome, there
two vessels freighted with a hundred emigrants pro be more generally diffused by the formation of a colony, was none in which the origin of the retortn had been so
i

|

;

;

ceeded to the territory of what was still called Northern
Virginia, and landing in autumn, they took possession
of a piece of ground near the river Sagahadoc, where
The district where they
they built Fort Saint George.
established themselves was rocky and barren, and their
provisions so scanty, that they were obliged, soon after
their arrival, to send back all but forty-five of iheirown
number. The winter proved extremely severe, and
confined this small remnant to their miserable dwelling,
and a helpless contemplation of the dreary waste that
surrounded them.
Disease, the offspring of famine and

resolved to defeat the design by embroiling his coun discreditable, or the immediate proceedings to which
trymen with the natives and for this purpose, having it gave rise so unreasonable and inequitable as the
enticed a number of these people on board his ship, he church of England.
This arose partly from the cir
set sail with them for Malaga, where he had been cumstance of the reform in this church having origi
;

homeward voyage, and sold nated exclusively with the temporal magistrate,* and
The company, in partly from the character of the individual by whom
wickedness, instantly dismissed him from thi interposition of magisterial authority was employed.
but the mischief was done, and ihe next In the Palatinate, in brandenburgh, Holland, Geneva,

ordered to touch on his

them

slaves to the Spaniards.

for

dignant at his
their service

;

New England brought intelli
Un
gence of the vindictive hostilities of the savages.
dismayed by all these difficulties and dangers, Smith
determined
to
make
an
effort
for
the
colonization
the
before
of
the
and,
general gloom
hardship, augmented
and having infused his own resolute
the return of Spring, several of their number, and northern territory
others their president, Henry Popham, had sunk hope and courage into some of the leading patentees,

and Scotland, where

vessel that returned from

the reform proceeded Irom the
general conviction, the doctrine and constitution of the
national church corresponded with the religious sentt-

ments of the people. The biblical Christianity taught
by Calvin and Luther (with varieties occasioned by
variety of human weakness and inequality of attain

;

;

among

With the spring arrived a vessel with
supplies from England, but the intelligence that accom
panied these supplies more than counterbalanced the
for the colonists were now
satisfaction they afforded
informed of the deaths of Chief Justice Popham and
into the grave.

;

he was enabled, by their assistance, to equip a small
squadron, [1615,] and set sail at the head of a body of
Thus far could energy
emigrants for New England.
but in a struggle with fate, farther advance
prevail

ment) superseded the traditional dogmas ot the church
Rome and the primitive simplicity of the presbyte-

of

;

ad ministration (with similiar varieties of similar

origin) superseded the
siastical constitution.

;

ment was impracticable

;

rian

and Captain Smith, having

John Gilbert, the most powerful of their patrons, now accomplished all that man could do, was destined
and most active of iheir benefactors. Their resolution to experience that all was unavailing. The voyage
wa& completely vanquished by so many misfortunes was one uninterrupted scene of disaster. After en
and all exclaiming against longer continuance in scenes countering a violent tempest, by which the vessels had
so dismal, they forsook the settlement and returned to nearly perished, Smith found his authority invaded by
filled with the most dis
the mutinous disposition of his crew
and in this situa
England, [1608,] which thoy
and climate of Northern tion he fell an easy prey to a squadron of French
heartening accounts of the soil
The American historians are careful to note pirates, who confiscated his ships, and detained him
Virginia.
It was
that this disastrous expedition originated with the long in captivity.
aptiv
happy for himself and tor
mankind that he lived to return to his country, and
judge who three years before had presided, with the
most scandalous injustice, at the trial of Kaleigh, write the history of his travels, instead of reaching New
and condemned to an infamous death, the man to England where his blood would probably have stained
whom England and America had been so highly iu- the land which his talent and virtue had contributed to

pompous pageantry
In

England, the

of her eccle

reformation

originating from a very different source, it-* institutions
received a strong tincture irom qualities proportionally

Sir

The same hauglny and imperious disposi
had prompted Henry the Eighth to abolish the
of
the church of Rome in his dominions, regu
authority
lated all his proceedings in constructing a substitute
Abetted by a crew
for the system he had taken away.
of servile dependants and sordid nobles, whom he en
riched with the spoils of the plundered monasteries,
and by a compliant House of Commons, whose prodifferent.

;

tion that

;

It

;

owing

has been asserted by a host of English writers that,
to this interposition of the magistrate, the invasion of

supposed riyhts and established possessions that ensued on
the Reformation was conducted with much greater sobriety
and equity in England than in Scotland. The very reverse,
appears to me a jusier proposition. lleiiry s robberies of th
ecclesiastical orders were the more inequitable in proportion
The Scotch populace rose intumultuous
to their deliberation.
indignation against their oppressors. Henry trampled on the
defenceless, ami arrayed his rapine in, the solemn,* apparel of

Several years afterwards, the com
[1619.]
The frustration of this enterprise, and the evil report pany having discovered that an Indian named Squanto,
one of the persons whom Hunt had kidnapped, had
* One American
writer, however, has been betrayed by
from the Spaniards, and found h.s way to
carelessness into an observation so very different, that he re escaped
as
one
of
the
commanders
of
this unsuccess
presents Raleigh
Britain, acquitted themselves to his satisfaction of the
Marshall s Life of Washington, vol. i. p.
ful expedition.
hft had suffered, loaded him
lim with kindness and
the acts of state. The explosions of popular justice are
This writer lias mistaken Raleigh Gilbert for two persons. Sir injury
,,
back to New England,
id, along with a small sUen ded with a marked violence, and have but a short-lived
Walter was at this time a prisoner in the Tower, under sen sent him
than
more
once
had
I
have
commanded
who
was
in
occasion
to
one
death.
notice
duration. As p;ijpable deviations irom the ordinary line of
of
tence
Dormer,
by
expedition
human action, \\tpiy influence does not afreet general morality.
inaccuracies occurring in the first volume of Marshall s Life structed to avail himself of
Squanto s assistance in re The
of Washington a volume whtrh all who have read the others
actings of despotism cover iheir violence with a grave
the friendship of the Indians.
But although
must regret that he ever published. It has greatly obstructed gaining
disguise and associat ing tlieni with principles and precedents,
the
endeavored
to
minds
conciliate
their evU lalahty permanent.
reader
the popularity of a most excellent and interesting work.
Squanto earnestly
illustrate.

debted.*

&quot;3.

I

I

;

;

&amp;lt;

NORTH AMERICA.
fession of faith veered about with every variation of the
royal creed, he paid no respect whatever, in the insti
tutions which he successively established, to the senti
ments of the body of the people a portion of his sub
jects to whose petitions he once answered, by a public
proclamation, that they were &quot;but brutes and inexpert
him as blind men were to
folk,&quot; and as unlit to advise
His object was to substitute himself
judge of colors.
and his successors as heads of the church in place of
the pope
and for the maintenance of this usurped do
minion, he retained, both in the ceremonies of worship
and the constitution of the ministry, a great deal of the
machinery which his predecessor in the supremacy had
found useful.
The vehemence of his character de
tracted somewhat from the policy of his devices, and
much
abated
their politic appearance by that show
very
of good faith and sincerity which accompanied all his
actions, and which was hut the natural result of sincere
and vehement selfishness, and an undoubting convic
tion of the
superiority of his understanding and the in
While he rigidly denied
fallibility of his judgment.*
the right of private judgment to his
subjects, his own
inordinate exercise of this right continually tempted
;
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and the

fundamental articles of the protcstant fait}
As among tht
recognised and established by law.

posed, at once excited a spirit of speculation akin to
his own, and
practically refuted the only pretence that
could entitle his judgment to the
issent of fal
implicit

men. The pope, expressly maintaining that he
could never be in the wrong, was disabled from correct
both
his own errors and those
ing
bequeathed to him by
lible

his

predecessors.
Henry, merely pretending to the
privilege of Iwing always in the right, defeated this pre
tension by the variety and
inconsistency of the creeds
to which he applied it.
While he insisted on retaining
much of the peculiar dor-trine of the church of Rome,
he attacked, in its
infallibility, a doctrine not only highly
important in itself, but the sole sanction and foundation
of a great many others.
Notwithstanding all his exer
tions, and aided indeed by some
part of his own con
duct, a spirit of religious
to arise

inquiry began
among
the multitude of professors who blindly or
interestedly
had followed the fortunes and the variations of the
royal
creed
and the knowledge of divine truth, combined
:

with an ardent regard

for simplicity of divine

worship

lirst in the
higher classes, spread downwards
through the successive grades of society in this and the

arising

The

following reigns.

administration of inquisitorial
oaths, and the infliction in various instances of
decapi
tation, torture, and burning, for the crime of
heresy
reign, demonstrate how

s

taste and predilections of minds that still hankered after
catholic pageantry.
They rather yielded to the neces
sity of the times, than indulged their own sentiments or

followed out their
and pretty plainly insi
principles
nuated their opinion, that whenever the times could
bear it, a further reformation should be introduced into
;

the establishment,
by inserting a prayer to that purpose
But in this attempt, the rulers of the
Liturgy.

in the

English reformed church encountered a spirit of resist
ance, originating in the protestant body, of which they
considered themselves the heads.
During the late

protestant doctrines had spread far beyond the limits of
own creed anil in their
illegitimate extent had
made numerous proselytes in his court and
kingdom.
The propagation of them was aided by the translation
and diffusion of the
Scriptures, which he vainly
deavored to prevent, and which enabled his
people to
draw truth for themselves unstinted and unadulterated
from its everlasting wells.
The open profession of
these illicit opinions was in
many instances repressed
by the terror of his inflexible cruelty, and by the influ
;

;

;

timents, which were subsequently matured into the
doctrines of the puritans, had
already taken possession
of the minds of some of the
English protestants but
their operation was as
yet neither very powerful nor
extensive.
One of the most powerful indications of
:

s objections
and it was
not without very
great difficulty that his inflexible spirit
condescended to terminate the dispute by a
compro
mise.
The sentiments which had thus received the
;

sanction of a man so
distinguished by the excellence of
his character as well as the eminence of his station in
the church, continued to manifest themselves
through
out the short reign of Edward
and there was scarcely
a rite of the established
or
habit
of
the
worship,
;

clerjy,

that

The defenders
escaped objection and contention.
of the practices that were thus assailed did not contend
ence over his measures which his
lay and clerical cour
that they were of divine
tiers found it
appointment, or in themselves
easy to obtain by feigning implicit submis
sion to his capricious and
The of essential importance. They maintained that they
imperious temper.
temptations which these men were exposed to proved were in themselves inoffensive, and that by long estab
fatal in some instances to their virtue
and several of lishment and inveterate association they had taken pos
session of the reverence of the
them (even the virtuous Cranmer)
people, and attached
thought themselves
their affections to the national
obliged though reluctantly to concur m punishing by
worship.
They admitted
as
useless
fire and
appendages, it was desirable that time
faggot the open profession of the sentiments that,
which they secretly cherished in their own breasts. and reason should obliterate these practices but in
They were afterwards compelled themselves to drink sisted that it would, be both unwise and illiberal to abo
lish them
of the same cup
and enabled lo make some atone
forcibly, and at the risk of unhinging the im
sentiments with which they had
ment to the cause of truth
by the heroism with which, portant
accidentally
connected themselves. This
ui Mary s bloody
reign, they suffered for the doctrines
reasoning was very un
which they had persecuted before.
satisfactory to the puritans, who rejected such tempo
By the death of Henry the Eighth, his protestant sub rizing policy as the counsel of lukewarm piety and
worldly wisdom, and regarded with abhorrence the
jects were exempted from the necessity of farther dissi
mixture of superstitious attractions with the motives to
mulation.
In the reign of Edward the Sixth, the ca
that which should be
tholic doctrines were
entirely a reasonable service, and
expunged from the national creed.
The public disputatidl which ho held with one of his sub- whatever weight the arguments of the prevailing party
CtS 1
be
nnWe-rmnded though unlorlunate Lambert, who may
considered to possess, they
)f
j !T
certainly cannot be
denied
the doctrine
he real presence, was,
perhaps, reganl- allowed to justify thf.ir violent
imposition of observan
ed at the time a
;u-t of admirable zeal and mo.st
generous ces, which at best
condescension. It might have merited this
they regarded as inoffensive, on per
pnilse if the horrid
death by which he revenged the impotence of his
sons who considered them as sinful and
logic, did
;

:

;

I

I

not prove it to have been an
overflowing of arrogance and
vain glory.

One

of his laws (31
Henry VIII. capi. 14.) bears the pre
title of &quot;An act for
abolishing diversity of opi
nions in certain articles concerning the Cnristiaa
t

mmptuous

religion.&quot;

and

ritual

which had been the object of their

and they either
approbation and earnest desire
composed for themselves a formula of religious asso
ciation on a similar model, or entered into communion
with the churches established in the
places where they
resided.
Their opponents, on the other hand,
clung
more firmly than ever to their ancient practices
they
refused to surrender any one of the institutions of the
aith, for the sake of which they had forsaken their
and they plumed themselves on
country
reviving,
amidst the misfortunes of their church at home, an en
tire and accurate mou el of her ordinances in the scene
of their banishment.
Both parties were willing to have
united in church fellowship with each other, if either
could have yielded in the dispute
concerning forms of
office, habits, and ceremonies.
But though each con
sidered itself strongest in faith, neither felt
disposed on
hat account to bear the infirmities of the other
and
hough united in the great fundamental points of chrisam belief, and associated by the common calamity that
endered them fellow-exiles in a
foreign land, their
ruitless controversies
separated them more widely
than they had ever been before, and inflamed them with
;

;

spiritual worship
claimed by Him who is a spirit, and has commanded all
men to worship him in spirit and in truth. These sen

ment, to overcome Hooper

pleasure
continental churches the establishment of a con

:

their enmity to
popish doctrine, they combined an
aversion to those ceremonies which had
proved so sub
servient to popish
which seemed to owe
imposture
their survivance in the national
system to the same
error that had retained so much catholic
and
heresy
which diverted the mind from that

habits appropriated by the church to
the episcopal order.
His protestant opinions had rendered him an exile from
England during the latter part
)f the
preceding reign, and his puritan sentiments had
neen confirmed by the conversation of the
presbyterian

in
regulating for themselves the forms and ordinances
of divine
worship, their ancient disputes naturally re
vived, and were animated by the approach of the two
parties to an equality of numbers that had never before
subsisted between them, and
protracted by the utter
want of a spirit of mutual forbearance, and the absence
of any tribunal from which an authoritative decision
could be obtained.
The puritans beheld with

warm

With

:he superstitious

administration of Queen Mary was productive
of events that tended to revive and disseminate the
puritan sentiments, and at the same time to confirm
the opposition of some of their adversaries.
During
the heat of her
bloody persecution, many of the pro
testants forsook their
and
took
country
refuge in the
protestant states of Germany and Switzerland.
There,

in the

ceremonial rites and clerical habits that had for
ages
been their inveterate associate and distinctive
livery.

their influence that has been transmitted to us was
evinced by Bishop Hooper, who, in the
reign of Edward,
refused to be consecrated to his office in what he deemed

The

stitution

the disaffection that had been cherished in secret
towards the national church had not confined itself to
the doctrines of the establishment, which
many protestams connected in their opinion and esteem with the

rage

and persecution.

In the hope of reconciling the
hypocritical professors.
minds of men as extensively as possible to the system
which they had established, the ministers of Edward
pre

served not only the ecclesiastical constitution which
Henry had retained, but as much of the ancient cere
monial of worship as they thought would gratify the

farther prolonged, or his
sceptre

a protestant successor.
But the
reign of Mary was appointed not only to purify the pro
testant body, by
separating the true from the false or
formal professors, but to radicate
every protestant sen
timent by
exposing it to the fiery test of papal

ship by persecution was still retained, the influence ol
temporal fear and favor contributed, no doubt, to en
cumber the protestant church with many reluctant am

during Henry
fully he had
embraced the character as well as the
teachers, with whom he associated during his residence
pretensions of
abrodd.
the Romish see,t and how
Cranmer and Ridley, who were afterwards
ineffectually he had labored
his lellow martyrs under the
to impose his own
persecution of Mary, reheterogeneous creed on the under
Ercn in his lifetime, the sorted to arguments, threats, entreaties, and imprison
standings of his subjects.
his

been transmitted to

other practices of the
preceding reign, the weak ant
wicked policy of enforcing uniformity of faith and wor

them to partake the satisfaction it seemed to afford
him and the frequent variations of the creeds he im reign
:

Edward had been much

;

I

I

mutual dislike and animosity. On the death of
Mary
both panics returned to England
the one joyfully exto
see
their
ancient
the other
peeling
worship restored
:

|

|

:

more

firmly

wedded

j

to their
puritan

sentiments by the

opportunity they had obtained of freely indulging them,
and entertaining (in common with many wlio had remained at home) an increased antipathy to the habits
and ceremonies which the recent
ascendancy and pro
ceedings of the catholics had strongly associated with
the

odious features

of popish

fraud,

delusion,

and

cruelty.

The hopes which the puritans derived from the ac
cession of Elizabeth were seconded by the
disposition
of many, even of the.ir
opponents among the leading
protestant churchmen, who had weathered the storm at
home. Several of the most distinguished
persons of
this class

expressed the strongest reluctance, in restor
ing the protestant constitution, to interweave with its
fundamental canons, any subordinate regulations that
might be injurious to men endeared to them by their
common calamity, and so recently associated with them
as confessors for the substance, not the mere forms of
Some of the puritans, no doubt, were bent
religion.

on reducing the model of the church to a
conformity
with their own sentiments
and some of their oppo
nents were as eager to prohibit and suppress
every
;

trace of puritan
The majority, however, as
practice.
well as the leading members of both parties were
earnestly desirous to effect an accommodation on the
principles of mutual forbearance, and
willingly agreed

that the

disputed habits and ceremonies should be re

tained in the church, as observances of a
discretionary
and indifferent nature, not to be controverted
by the
one nor enforced by the other, but left to be confirmed

abolished by the silent progress of sentiment and
But the hopes of the zealous and the conces
opinion.
sions of the candid were frustrated
by the character of
the queen ; whose strong hand and

imperious temper
soon defaced the fair prospect of concord and
happi
ness, and involved the people committed to her care in
a long and widening scene of strife,
malignity, and
Elizabeth inherited the haughty character of
pernicious. misery.
But the doctrines of the puritans, whether
supported or her father and his taste for splendid pageantry.
And
not by superior
of
were
overborne
she
had been educated with her brother Edward,
reason,
weight
by though
the weight of superior numbers
and their sentiments and her
understanding had received a strong tincture of
might perhaps have gradually died away if the reign of protestaut opinions, her sentiments powerfully biassed
.

;
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her in favor of the rites, discipline, and even doctrine Whitgift flung himself on his knees before the queen
of the catholics of every thing, in short, that could and implored her to uphold the sinking church, and to
lend an imposing aspcrt to the establishment of which suffer no alteration that would give men leave to say
His humiliation,
she was the supreme head, and increase the strictness that she had maintained an error.
of the dominion which she was resolved to maintain most probably, was prompted rather by flattery than
She publicly thanked one of hr chap fear; for Elizabeth had shown no inclination whatever
over the clergy.
to mitigate an imperious policy so congenial to her own
lains for preaching in defence of the real presence, and
rebuked another for mentioning with little reverence character. The enforcing of implicit deference to her
the popish notion of an inherent virtue in the symbol judgment, and of rigid conformity to the model she had
She desired to make the clergy priests, enacted, was the result of her early and stubborn
of the cross.
and not preachers discouraged their sermons and choice, and maintained with her usual vigor and vehe
would have interdicted them from marriage had she mence of determination. She overbore all opposition
and the primate and his associates being encouraged
not been restrained by the remonstrances of her mi
nister Lord Burleigh.
Disregarding the wishes and proceed in the course they had begun, their zeal enlarg
;

;

;

i

!

|

!

j

i

I

King Edward

s

churchmen and puritans, she restored
constitutions with no other alteration

than the omission of a few passages in the liturgy

which were offensive to the catholics and caused a
law to be framed for the enforcement, by tine, impri
sonment, and deprivation, of a strict uniformity of re
This was the first step in a line of
ligious worshippolicy which the church of England has had deep and
lasting cause to deplore, and which, by compelling
thousands of her best and ablest ministers reluctantly
to forsake her communion, afflicted her with a decay
of internal piety, from which, after the lapse of many
generations, she has even now but imperfectly revived.
But this law was for some time very feebly and im
The queen could not at once find
perfectly enforced.
:

|

j

them beyond all
it flowed, soon transported
bounds of decency and humanity. They were allowed
to establish a court of commissioners for the detection
of non-conformity, which even the privy council remon
ing as

The proceedings
who

tinent in the

gift,

manded

got the spirit they had received, as even in the presence
of their Divine Head to
the invocation of fire

sentiments of so great a body of the
people by whom they were esteemed and beloved.
The House of Commons too showed a desire to pro
Bui
cure some relief for the oppressed puritans.
for the

* In their letters to their friends at home and
abroad, they
not only reprobate the obnoxious institutions, but promise to
withstand them &quot;till they be sent back to lie)!, from whence
they came,&quot; to sow discord, confusion, and vain formality in
the church. Burnet, part iii. p. 314. Neal, i. 40. There
seems to he very little difference between those expres
sions of English bishops and the language of a Scotch preshyterian minister about the same time, who pronounced, in a
sermon, that the Queen of England was no better than an
all kings were the devil s children.&quot;
atheist, and
Spottiswoode s History of the Church of Scotland. The difference
was, that the conduct and language of the one were more con
sistent than those of the other.
&quot;

in the

little

flock of Christians

who were

world committed the same error

;

collected

and so

far for

propose

from heaven on the

men who had

insulted them.

enmity to the Puritans, merely paid

determination which he saw must pre
was no
abject homage which he paid her
than she was universally accustomed to re

that resolute

The

vail.

thing more
ceive
and the observation which
;

it

has seemed to de

rather a peculiarity
in their own manners, than any thing remarkable in the
conduct of their adversary.
Not one of her subjects
ever addressed the queen without kneeling; wherever

serve from

the Puritans, denotes

and
she turned her rye, every one fell on his knees
even in her absence, the nobility, who were alone
thought worthy to cover her table, made three genu
;

flexions every time, they approached or retired from it
performance of their menial duty.* This- was

in the

an exact counterpart of the homage rendered by the
catholics to the Real Presence, which they believed to
and the sentiments which it tended
reside in the Host
to form both in the party receiving, and the parlies who
;

it, were confirmed by the language of Parlia
ment, in which the queen was continually flattered with

rendered
j

and

praises
liar to

attributes

Nor was

lieing.

appropriated to the Supreme
system of manners pecu

this seivilu

On the contrary, it had
the reign of Elizabeth.
to a greater extent under the govern

been carried even

ment of her predecessors

and her ministers frequently
noted and deplored the decay of that fearfulnesa and
reverence of their superiors which had formerly cha
Sense
racterised the inferior estates of the realm.
and reason participated in the ignominy and degrada
tion of manners
arrogance disordered the understand
the senti
ing of the prince, while servility deformed
ments of the people and if Henry the Eighth, by a
that they were
royal proclamation, assured the populace
;

;

;

brutes, the same populace, in their petitions against
his measures, represented the promotion of low-born

persons to public trust and honor, as one of the most
serious and intolerable grievances that they had to cornplain of.

The sentiments which such practices and manners
tended to form in the mind of the queen, enhanced the
who
displeasure with which she regarded the Puritans,
were fated to offend her by their political conduct, as
well as their religious opinions.

Many

of the

more

eminent persons among them obtained seats in Parlia
ment, where they endeavored to revive a spirit of liberty
and direct its energy to the protection of their oppressed
brethren.

Impelled by the severity of the restraints

But

the instances of this spirit were exceedingly rare ; and
it was
not till the
following reigns that it prevailed
either strongly or widely.

In general the oppressed
puritans conducted themselves with the fortitude of
heroes and the patience of saints
and, what is sur
prising, they made more zealous and successful efforts
to maintain their
loyalty, than the queen and the
bishops did to extinguish it.*
Many, in defiance of
;

*

in abetting her

his court to a disposition which she had already evinced
tide of
in the
strongest manner, and swam with the

;

first

bishops,

whose influence with Elizabeth they ascribe

;

very

was mainly and

and particularly to Whitgift,
to his con
But NV hitstant habit of addressing her on his knees.
the

to

sively

;

scientious scruples, the humane concern to which their
families were entitled, and the respect which policy de

this reign

dered them the instruments as well as the apologists
of the queen s ecclesiastical system, have been disposed
to impute the tyrannical features of this system exclu

without the actual profession of popery they could
never- represent as observances essential to salvation,
they committed such oppression as rendered the cere
monies themselves tenfold more obnoxious to those to
whom even indulgent treatment would have failed to
recommend them, and roused the opposition of others
who would willingly have complied with the ceremonial
ordinances if they had been proposed to them merely
as matters of convenient observance, but revolted from

;

rei&amp;lt;;ri.

character.
essentially the off&pring of Elizabeth s own
The Puritan writers, bestowing an undue proportion of
their resentment on the persons whose functions ren

For
people than the observation of necessary things.
.he purpose of
imposing a load of ceremonies, which

;

on the con
parties during their exile
But the whole CIVL

preceeding

and ecclesiastical policy of

lu vain were they reminded
availing to the puritans,
of the maxim of the first rhristian council, which recom
mended the imposition of no greater burthen on the

;

of the queen were, doubtless, cor
by the angry zeal of those churchmen
had partaken of the controversy that had raged

between the two

tin-

a sufficient number of men fitted to sustain the dignity
of episcopal elevation, and yet willing to become the
instruments of her arbitrary designs; nor could all her
efforts for some time excite general strife and ill-will
among men, of whom so many, though differing from
each other on subordinate points, had but lately been
united by community of sentiment and suffering in the
noblest cause that can interest human hearts.
Her them, as fraught with danger and mischief, when it was
first bench of bishops were not only
attempted to bind them on the &amp;lt;:onscience, and place
eager to clear them
selves of the reproach of having composed or approved them on a level with the most sacred obligations.
The most signal fruit of this increased severity was the
the existing laws,* but by a general forbearance to en
force them, enabled the puritan ministers and practices enkindling of great additional zeal and forvor in the
to obtain a considerable footing in the church.
And :ninds of the puritans; a rapid multiplication of their
though she reprimanded the primate Parker for his numbers by stiong sympathy with their courage, and&quot;
compassion for their sufferings and a growing abhor
negligence, and at length stimulated him to the exer
tion of some severities in the enforcement of the act of rence in their body to the order of bishops and the
whole frame of a church which to them was an organ
uniformity, it was far from receiving general execution
and by various acts of connivance on the one side, and of injustice and tyranny. It is certain that the puritans
prudent reserve on the other, the puritans were enabled of those times were exceedingly averse to separate trom
to enjoy some semblance of peace.
and their ministers were still
Their tranquillity the church of England
was lengthened and increased by the succession of more reluctant to abet a schism and renounce their pre
Giindall to the primacy.
The liberal principles and ferments. They willingly allowed her to be a true
humane disposition of this man revolted against the church, and merely claimed indulgence in the matter
of a few ceremonies which did not affect her constitu
tyrannical injustice which he was required to enforce
and at the expense of his own imprisonment and the tion. But the injurious treatment they received, held
disfavor of his temporal sovereign, he prolonged the out a premium to very different considerations, and not
duration of lenient policy, and the peace of the church. only influenced their passions, but stimulated their in
At length, on the death of Grindall, the primacy was quiries and extended their objections. Cast out of the
bestowed on Whitgift, a man of severe temper, a rigid national church, they were forced to inquire if they
votary of the discipline and policy of the church, and could not do without that which they found they could
and were easily led to question if the fea
an implacable adversary of the puritans, against whom not have
he had repeatedly directed the hostility of his pen, and tures of a true church could be discerned in that body,
was eager to be intrusted with the exercise of a more which not only rejected but persecuted them for a con
formidable weapon.
From this period all the force of scientious adherence, in a matter of ceremonial observ
tho law was spent in uninterrupted efforts to vex the ance, to what they believed to be the will of Christ.
A As the puritan principles spread through the mass of
persons, or violate the consciences of the puritans.
numerous body of puritan ministers were deprived of society, and encountered in their progress a greater
their livings
and many of their parishioners were variety of character in their votaries, and of treatment
punished by fine and imprisonment for following their from their adversaries, considerable differences and in
ministry into the fields and woods, where they con
equalities of sentiment and conduct appeared in dif
Great endeavors were used by ferent portions of the puritan body.
tinued to exercise it.
Some of them
the wise and good to move the queen, ere yet it was caught the spirit of their oppressors, and, in words at
too late, to slay the waters of strife she was letting out least, retaliated the unchristian usage they underwent.
upon the land. Burleigh and Walsingham earnestly They combined the doctrines of the New with the
interceded for the suspended ministers, and pressed practices of the Old Testament, in a manner which will
not excite the wonder of those who recollect that the
every consideration of the indulgence due to their con

at length openly disclaimed the national establishment, and were led, by the cruel excesses of
human authority, to the conviction, that human au
of ihe
thority had no proper place in the administration
kingdom of Christ.
dially abetted

strated against as a copy of the Spanish inquisition.
By the assistance of this tyrannical engine, they made
freer course for the severities of the law ; and having

rendered integrity hazardous, they made prudence

sometimes preserved from detection. Many reluct
unweanedly purpromote parliainterference
in behalf of the
mentary
puritans, and cast
the
a
wistful
on
eye
presumptive succession of a
ing
prince who had been educated in a presbyterian society.
anlly abided in the national church,
sum g their ineffectual attempts to

Some
I

u&amp;gt;

entreaties both of

every dangei, followed the preaching of their minister*
highways and fields, or assembled privately in.
conventicles, which the general sympathy, or the connivance of their secret partisans within the church.
into the

Numberless instances might be adduced of the patience
with which they endured the severities of ecclesiastical ven
geance. Nor was their patience and magnanimity less con
spicuous in the endurance of civil tyranny. A puritan having

written a book against the danger which might attend the
marriage of the queen with a popish prince, was condemned to

The instant the blow was
lose his right hand as a libeller.
struck, he took off his hat with his other hand, and, waving it
The puritans were
in the air, cried &quot;God save the qleen.&quot;
much more afraid of the revival of popery in England, than
of the severity of those ecclesiastical laws under which papists
and puritans were equally liable to oppression. To this ex
tent they concurred v/ilh the ecclesiastical policy of Eliza
beth.
*

in 1598 (Strawberry Hill
ceremonial was abolished bv
King James, who, though highly pleased with adulation, fonn 1
himself embarrassed by a mode of displaying it so ill suited lo
liis awkward manners and ungainly appearance

Hentzner

s

Journey into England

edition), a. 50. 51.

ThU abject

NORTH AMERICA.
they eipericnced, to investigate the boundaries of that
and regulating
authority from which they originated,
their sentiments rather by the consequences they fore-

saw than by the precedents that confronted them, they
and obtained
questioned the most inveterate abuses,
the confidence of the people by showing themselves
the indefatigable and fearless defenders of theoppresscd.
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young clergyman, of goixi family, endowed with a rest- libel, and Udall was arraigned for a capital felony.
less, daring character, a fiery temper, and a heart of When he was told by one of the judges that a book re
controversy.
Encountering the wrath of the ecclesias- plete with sentiments so inconsistent with the esta
tics with fiercer wrath, and trampling on their arrogance blished institutions, tended to the overthrowing of the
with more than clerical pride,* he roamed about the state and the rousing of rebellion, he replied,

j

i

j

[

&quot;

j

lords, that

j

far from,

me

;

My

we

for

arid prayers,
The judge
patience and tears.&quot;
offered him his life if he would recant ; and added, that

ance

accelerated the declaration of opinions which were he was
not yet matured in the puritan body, and which, but for &quot;And I

and willing to
Attracting popular favor,
undergo the burden of parliamentary attendance, they
their numbers in the House of
gradually multiplied
Commons, and acquired an ascendant over its delibe
Tlie queen, observing that the Puritans were
rations.
the sole abettors of measures calculated to restrict her

rit

cal abuses.

be

teach that, reform
ing things amiss, if the prince will not consent, the
weapons that subjects are to fight with all, are repent

country inveighing against bishops, ecclesiastical courts,
ceremonies, and ordination of ministers, and exulting,
In the annals of these times, we find them continually above all, in the boast that he had been committed to
in some of which he could not see
supporting petitions in parliament against monopolies, thirty-two prisons,
and advocating motions for reformation of ecclesiasti his hand at noon-day. His impetuous and illiberal spi
i

now ready

am

to

pronounce

ready to receive

it,&quot;

sentence of death.
cried this

magnani

for I protest before God (not
unseasonable interposition and perverting influence, mous man
knowing
might sooner have been ripenetl into the system of the that I am to live an hour) that the cause is good, and
to
receive
[ am
contented
so
The
and
the
the
that
I may
sentence,
bishops applied
independents.
queen
usual remedy of persecution to this innovation, with leave it to posterity how I have suffered fur the cause.&quot;
the peculiarity of even more than the usual evidence of the unfitness of He was condemned to die; and being still urged to
prerogative, was easily led to ascribe
their religious and political opinions to the same source their policy to effect its object.
Supported by power submit to the queen, he willingly expressed his sorrowa malignant aversion to dignities, and impatience of ful arguments, maintained with zeal and courage, and that any of his writings should have given her offence,
Their reluctance to render to the Deity opposed by cruelties that disgraced the name of religion, and disclaimed any sucu wish or intention, but reso
subordination.
that ceremonious homage which the most illustrious the principles of the Browmsts spread widely through lutely refused to disown what he believed to be the
the land.
Brown himself, and a congregation more cause of truth and of liberty of conscience. By the
persons in the land rendered to herself, and their eager
ness to control her prerogative, which nowhere else immediately attached to him, expatriated to Middle- interest of some powerful friends, a conditional pardoa
was obtained for him. but before the terms of it could
in Zealand, where they were permitted to esta
oxperienced resistance, appeared to her the indications burgh,
blish themselves unmolested. But Brown had collected be adjusted, or the queen prevailed on to sign it, he
of an insolent
no less of the
&quot;

his

;

;

Supreme Being

disregard,

His acknowledged vicegerent and around him spirits too congenial to his own, to preserve jdied in prison.
Penry, Greenwood, Barrow,* and
a presumptuous insurrection of spirit their union when the strong hand of oppression was Dennis, of whom the first two were clergymen, and the
withdrawn. The congregation crumbled into parties, others hymen, were soon after tried on similar charges,
against the reverence due to God, and the loyalty due
was soon dissolved
and Brown, returning to and perished by the hands of the executioner. These
the prince.*
Nothing could be more unjust and falla and
cious than this royal reasoning.
The religion, as well England, joined the national church, and, contracting men were offered a pardon if they would retract their
but, inspired by a courage which no earthly
a* the loyalty, of the Puritans, was the less ceremo dissolute habits, ended his days in indolence and con profession
But the doctrines which he had been the motive could overcome, they clung to their principles,
nious, only because it was the more reflective, pro tempt.
and committed their life to its author.
Some others
found, and substantial. To preserve a good conscience, means of introducing to public notice had firmly rooted
themselves in the puritan body, and received daily were hanged for dispersing the writings, and several
they encountered the extremities of ecclesiastical rigor.
In spite of every wrong, they evinced a resolute con accessions to the numbers and respectability of the for attending the discourses, of the Brownists.
Many
more endured the torture of severe imprisonment, and
And neither in votaries.
stancy of regard to their sovereign.
The Brownists did not differ from the church of Eng numerous families were reduced to indigence by heavy
timidated by danger nor dispirited by defeat, they maintamed a continual effort to check the excesses of des land in any of her articles of faith, but they looked upon fines. As the most virtuous and honorable are ever,
her discipline as popish and anti-christian. and all her sa on such occasions, most exposed to danger, every
potic authority, and to rear and cherish the public liber
craments and ordinances as invalid and they renounced stroke of the oppressor s ami is aimed at those very
ties of their country.
Thf.y have been charged with a
eour and caustic spirit, by those who forced them to communion, not only with her, but with every other qualities in his adversaries that constitute his own doand, hence, severities so odious to
eat their bread in bitterness and carry their lives in protestant church that was not constructed on the same fence and security
their hands
of an cntnitv to
and an exclu-i model as their own. Their model was derived from rnankind, and so calculated to unite by the strongest
than of herself.

representative

;

;

;

;

;

j

literature,

;

sivc reference to the Bible, by those who destroyed tne closest imitation of the primitive institutions, as sympathy the minds of the spectators and sufferers to
delineated in scripture.
When a church was to be gether, are more likely to diminish the virtue than the
their writings, committed the press to episcopal licen
By dint of long continuance, and
sers, and deprived them of every source of comfort gathered, all who desired to be members of it, made a numbers of a party.
of the exertion of their influence on a greater variety
and direction but what the Bible could
of an confession of their faith before one another, and
\

supply

signed

;

a covenant by which they
obliged themselves to walk
exaggerated estimate of little things, by those who
made such things the cause of cruel suffering and together in the order of the gospel. Each congrega
enormous wrong of a stern jealousy of civil power, tion formed an independent church, and the admis
sion or exclusion of members resided with the brethren
by those who made it continually their interest to ques
Their church officers were elected from
tion and abridge the authority bv which they were op
composing
and separated to their several ofIt is
pressed
acknowledged by an eminent philoso- among themselves,
nces f preaching the word,
administering their ordiphic historian, who will not be suspected of any undue
nani;es an(i taking care of the poor, by
partiality for these people, that the puritans were thej
fasting and
of civil and religious liberty in England. t pryer and the imposition of the hands of some of the
t was a scion of the same
frescrvers
stock that was destined to! brethren.
They did not allow the priesthood to be a
distinct order, or to invest a man with an indelible cha
propagate these blessings in America.
The minds of a considerable party among the Puri racter but, as the appointment of the church conferred
tans had been gradually prepared to disclaim the autho his function (which in its exercise, too. was limited to
the special body to which he was attached), so the same
rity of the national church, and to deny the lawfulness
of holding communion with it; insomuch, that when authority was sufficient to deprive him of it.
It was
these opinions were first publicly preached by Robert! lawful for any one of the brethren to exercise the liberty
Brown in l,r)86, they rapidly obtained the assent and f prophesying, as it was called, which meant the giv-

of character, they finally divested a great many of the
puritans of the spirit of meekness and non-resistance
for

;

i

.

{

;

which the fathers of the party had been so conspi

But this fruit was not gathered till a subse
and their first effort was hot only to mul
quent reign
tiply the numbers, but to confirm the virtue of the puri
tans.
When persecution had as yet but invigorated
their fortitude without inspiring forocity, a
portion of
this people was happily conducted to the retreat of
America, there to plant and extend the principles of
their noble cause, while their brethren in
England
remained behind to avenge its accumulated wrongs.
cuous.

;

When

the queen

was informed, by Dr. Reynolds, of

the calm piety which these martyrs had displayed, how
they had blessed their persecuting sovereign, and turned
the scaffold to which she had consigned them into an

altar, whence they had prayed for her long and happy
word of exhortation to the people and it was reign, her heart was touched with a sentiment of re
and she expressed regret that she had taken
sual for some of them, after sermon, to ask
the distinction of bestowing his name on a sect which
questions, morse,
reason upon the doctrines that had been
their lives away.
But repentance with all mankind is
derived very little credit from the appellation, was a
preached.
The condition to which the puritans were reduced bv too often but a barren anguish and princes have been
In a speech from ihe throne, she nformeihhe commons (after ,i
,
to bewail, even with tears, the
thelr PP ress rs favored the
a candid c,mfc,,,n ihat she knew nobody who had read
mortality of mul
acceptance of all that was known
or]
reflected as much as herself) that whoever attacked the con- separating and unsocial in the principles of the Brown- titudes whom they were conducting to slaughter, and
of the church, slandered her as its supreme ist teachers; for, while even
stitutions
congregation had to at- the shortness of that life which they were contributing
bead. divinely appointed and that, if tha papists were invete- Bam ki- i,,, r ,^uu
Hi
S
still farther to
so far from
&quot;was
to

open profession of multitudes.

a

Brown, who gained ing

;

j&quot;^

;

;,

,,

&amp;gt;

:

:

1

T

:

maintain any
by P&quot; 1
impossible
modern sectaries were no lew
formidable to all kindly government. She added, thai she was intercourse between iheir churches, or to ascertain how
determined to suppress their overbnldnesa in presumptuously far
they mutually agreed in doctrine and discipline.
Bcanniiiirihe will of God Almighty,
thus presuming, by the
Against these men, in whose characters were united
word of her mouth, to arrest the stayles.* course of thought,
mnre
and practically appropriating the power of thai Being whtt^e
piety, virtue, courage, and loyalty than any other
honor ah pretended to vindicate. D Ewea Account of Queen portion of her
people displayed, did Elizabeth and her
Elizabeth s Parliaments, p. 32S. The cruel l.uv that was
ecclesiastical counsellors direct the whole
fury of the
passed in the thirty-fifth year of the queen s reign, against all
John Udall, one of it ioir ministers, was tried in
recusants in attend the national church, is entitled &quot;~An act to law.
retain her majesty s subjects in their due obedience,&quot; and was the year 1591, for having
a
defence
of the:,
published
Intended, as the preamble declared, to repress the evil prac tenets, which he entitled A Demonstration
of the Disci
tices of &quot;seditious sectaries and disloyal persons,&quot;
synony
pline which Christ hath prescribed, in his Word for the
mous descriptions of guilt in the estimation of Elizabeth.
So absolute indeed was the authority of the crown, that Government of the Church in all Times and Places
f
the precious spark of liberty had been kindled and was pre until t!i World s End.
This, consistently with Eliza
served by the puritans alone and it was to this sect, whoso
beth s declaration, that whoever attacked the church,
principles appear so frivolous and habits so ridiculous, that
slandered the queen, was
the English owe the whole freedom of their constitution.
regarded as a scandalous

rate enemies to her person, the

tni

&quot;

Elizabeth,
abridge.
abating,
increased the legislative severities whose effects she
and was fated never to see her errors
till it was too late to
In the year 1593,
repair them.
a few months after the executions which we have allu
ded to, a new and severer law was enacted against the
This body was not only extending itself
puritans.
but so rapidly adopting the independent
every day,
opinions, that, in the debate which took place in the
House of Commons on the introduction of this law,
Sir Walter Raleigh stated, that the numbers of
pro
fessed Brownists alone then amounted to
twenty thou
The humane arguments, however, which he
sand.

had deplored

;

;

*

This man, while lingering in the dungeon, where he
awaited his faie, presented a supplication lo parliament, which
It was only during
Eneland, vol. v. p. 183. Again,
contains a frightful picture of the horrors of imprisonment in
* His
the next generation that the noble principles of liberty took
grandfather had a charter from Henry the Kighih, that age.
We crave for all of us,&quot; he says, but the liberty
roo% and, spreading themselves under the shelter of puritani confirmed by act of Parliament,
giving him leave to put on either to die openly or to live openly in the land of our naiiviiy.
cal absurdities, became fashionable among the people.&quot; Ibid, his cap in the presence of ihe king, or his heirs, or any lord
The only fault that this historian can find with the ipiriiual or temporal in ihe land, and nol lo pin iioff but for
p. 469.
puritans i^, that they were embued with the only principles his own ease or pleasure.&quot; The cap seems in have transmitted
which can inspire men with a courage insurmountable by any its properties with its privileges to the grandson, of him whose
bum& motive.
arrogance could solicit such a
1

Hume

&quot;

s

&quot;

&quot;

,

;

TH
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derived from this consideration were unavailing to pre
vent the passing of a law, which enacted, that any per
son above sixteen years of age who obstinately refused,
during the space of a month, to attend public worship,
should be committed to prison
that, if he persisted

E
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the supreme head of their establishment, the protector
of its privileges, the fourre of its splendor, the patron
of its dignities
and Whit ft went so far as to de
clare, in the conference at Hampton Court, that un

became RO manifest, that in spite of the king *
proclamations for encouraging mirthful games on Sun
a
bill
was introduced for compelling a more strict
day,
and solemn observance of the day. to which it gave tho

at length

i

;

denomination of the sabbath; and when one member
objected to this as a puritan appellation, and ventured

his

doubtedly
majesty spake by the special assistance
of God s spirit.
This was the, last impulse that Whitand that, if he either refused this condition, or returned gift was able to lend to royal pride end folly. Con
after banishment, he should suffer death as a felon.
If founded at the universal
explosion of puritan senti
this act was not more fortunate than its predecessors ments, which he had flattered himself with the
hope of
in accomplishing the main object of checking the
having almost completely extinguished, his grief and
growth of puritan principles, it effected at least the sub concern so violently affected his aged body as to cause
ordinate purpose of driving a great many of the profes
his death very shortly after.
But he had already con
sors of independency out of England.
One body of tributed to revive the ecclesiastical spirit of Elizabeth
these fugitives was collected about the close of the six
in the mind of her successor
and Jarnes, inflamed
;

three

months

must abjure

in his refusal, he

the realm

;

to justify dancing by a gay misapplication of some
pas
sages in scripture, he was, on the suggestion of Mr.

Pym, expelled the house for his profanity. But we
have now reached the period at which we must forsake
the main stream of the history of the puritans, to follow
the fortunes of that illustrious branch which was des
tined to visit and ennoble the deserts of America.
In
reviewing the strange succession of events which we
teenth century, at Amsterdam, where they flourished with admiration of a church which, like a faithful mir
have beheld, and the various impressions they have
in peace and piety for upwards of a hundred
years. ror, so fairly reflected and illustrated his royal perfec
produced on our minds, it may perhaps occ-ir to some
Others retired to different protestant states on the con
as
a humiliating consideration, that the crimes and fol
tions, became henceforward the determined patron of
tinent, whence with fond delusive hope, they expected the establishment, and the persecutor of all who
op lies, the cruelties and weaknesses which would excite
to be recalled to their native land by the accession of
His natural arrogance, fortified no other sentiments but those of horror, grief, or pity,
posed its institutions.
Elizabeth s successor.
The remainder continued in by such unexceptionable testimony, soared to a height in an angelic beholder, are capable of presenting them
England to fluctuate between the evasion and the vio which nothing but royalty or a disordered understand selves in such an aspect to less purified eyes, as to ex
lation of the law, cherishing with their principles a stern
and he who in Scotland had cite the splenetic mirth even of those whose nature is
ing has ever attained
found himself curbed in every attempt to interfere with degraded by the odious or absurd display.
impatience arising from the galling restraints that im
In the year 1610, a congregation of DrowniMs, driven
peded their expression and yet retained in submission the religious institutions of his own narrow realm, now
by the hopo which in common with the exilea they in
thought himself entitled to dictate the ecclesiastical by royal and ecclesiastical tyranny from their native
dulged of a mitigation of their sufferings oni the demise policy of foreign nations.
Having entered into a dis land, had removed to Leydcn, where they were permit
of the queen.
Some historians have expressed no pute with Vorstius, professor of theology in a Dutch ted to establish themselves m peace under the ministry
*
small wonder at the ungrateful impatience for a new
This excellent per
university, and finding his adversary insensible to the of their pastor, John Robinson
reign that was manifested in the close of Elizabeth s weight of his arguments, he resolved to make him feel son was the father of the Independents, having been
and
at
the
sudden
life,
at least the weight and
and roused the first who realized a middle course between the path
very
disgust which the govern
length of his arm
ment of her successor
But these seem to a degree of energy and
of Brownism and the Presbyienan system
to one or
experienced.
haughtiness to which no
inconsistencies
arose
from
the
same
cause.
Eliza
other foreign concernment was ever able to excite him, other of which the views and desires of the Puritans
ing
beth had exhausted the patience and loyalty of a great he remonstrated so
were
now
The
sentiments which
vigorously with the states of Hol
generally tending.
body of her subjects and the adherence f.o her policy land, that to put an end to his clamor, they submitted he entertained when he first quitted his country, boro
which her successor so unexpectedly manifested, dis to the mean
the
of
the
under
of
which they had
impress
persecution
injustice
deposing and banishing the
With this sacrifice to his insulted losjic, been formed and when he began his ministry at Leyappointed all the hopes by which these virtues had professor.
been sustained.
James was forced to be contented, though he had en den he was a rigid Brownist but after he had seen
The hopes of the puritans were derived from the deavored to rouse his republican allies to more
more of the world, and been enabled lo converse in a
royal
education of the Scottish king, and supported by many
that aa to the burning friendly manner with learned and good men of differ
revenge, by informing them
of his declarations, which were eagerly repeated in of Vorstius for his
blasphemies and atheism, he left ent ecclesiastical denominations, he began to entertain
James had been bred a presbyterian he them to their own Christian wisdom but
a more charitable opinion of those minor differences,
England.
surely never
bad publicly declared that the kirk of Scotland was heretic better deserved the flames.&quot; He did not fail which he plainly perceived iniuht subsist, without in
the purest church in the world, and that the English to reinforce this charitable counsel
jury to the essentials of religion, and without violating
by his own example
Liturgy sounded in his ears like an ill-mumbicd muss. and in the course of his reign burned at the stake two charity, or inciting persecution.
Though he always
On his accession to the English crown, he was eagerly persons who were so unhappy as to entertain the maintained the lawfulness and expediency of separating
assailed by petitions from the puritans
and at first he Arian heresy, and an unfortunate lunatic who mistook from those established protestant churches
among
showed himself so far disposed to attend to their wishes himself for the
which he lived, he willingly allowed them the character
Deity,* and whose frenzy was thus cru
as to appoint a solemn conference between them and
of
true
treated
churches
esteemed
it
to
lawful
communicate
elly
by a much more dangerous and deliberate
the heads of the church party at Hampton Court. But invader of the divine attributes.
If James had not with them in preaching and prayer, though not in the
the hopes inspired by this conference were completely been restrained
sacraments
and
and
the
admitted
their
discipline;
freely
by
growing political ascendancy of
If James had the
disappointed by its result [Jan. 1G04].
puritans, there would probably have been more members to partake the sacrament with his congrega
ever been sincere in preferring a presbyterian to an of such executions in
He did, however, as tion. He maintained that each particular church, or
England.
much as he dared and finding in Bancroft a fit suc society of Christiana, was vested with the power of
episcopal establishment, his opinion was entirely re
versed by the opportunity he now enjoyed of comparing cessor to
choosing its own officers, administering the gospel or
Wlutgift, he made with his assistance so vi
ihem with each other, and by the very different treat
gorous a commencement, that in the setond year of his dinances, and exercising over its own members every
ment he, experienced from the ministers of both. In
and conse
reign three hundred puritan ministers were deprived, necessary act of discipline and authority
Scotland ne had been involved in perpetual contentions
quently, that it was completely independent of all
imprisoned or banished. To prevent the communi
with the clergy, who did not recognise in his regal of
cation of light from abroad, the importation of any classes, synods, convocations and councils.
He ad
fice any supremacy over their church, and who differed
books hostile to the restraints imposed by the laws of mitted tho expediency of synods and councils for tho
from him exceedingly in their estimate of his piety, ca
the realm or the king s proclamations, was forbidden reconciling of differences among churches, and the
Precluded by his poverty under the severest
pacity, and attainments.
to prevent its rise and tendering of friendly advice to them; but denied their
penalties
from a display of royal pomp that might have duzzlcd
repress its spread at home, no books were suffered to competence to exercise any act of jurisdiction, or au
their eyes and hid the man behind the king, he stood be
thoritatively to impose any articles or canons of doc
printed in England without the consent of a com
trine.
These sentiments Mr. Robinson recommended
mittee of bishops or their deputies
plainly revealed to their keen glance, an awkward per
and arbitrary ju
sonification of conceit and pedantry, obstinate but un
risdictions for tho trial of ecclesiastical offences were To esteem by exemplifying, in his life and demeanor,
tho fruits of that spirit by whose
steady, fraught with learning, void of knowledge. They multiplied and extended.
Persons suspected of en
teaching they were
have been accused of disturbing his government by ex
communicated by a character, in which the most
tertaining puritan sentiments, even though they adhered
but it was himself to the church, were
eminent faculties, and the highest attainments, were
ercising a censorial power over it
subjected to fine and imprisonment
that first taught them thus to overstep their functions. for
absorbed by the predominating power of a solemn, af
barely repeating to their families, in the
;

;

;

I

;

;

;

j

;

:

&quot;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Extending his administration into their peculiar pro
where it had no right to penetrate, he seemed to
legitimize as well as provoke their censorial strictures
his
on
intrusion.
Mingling religion with his politics,
he attempted to remodel the church
and the clergy,

vince,

;

mingling politics with their divinity, complained of his
interference and censured his government.
Defending
institutions not less respected than beloved by the peo
obtained
the
and
James
met
ple, they easily
victory;
with the same success in attempting to control the
sentiments of the Scotch, that in his tobacco contro
versy he afterwards experienced in attempting to pre
vail over the senses of the
One of the mi
English.
nisters had gone the length of
all
declaring that
*
and the king retorted
kings were the devil s children
the discourtesy when he found himself safe in
England,
*

;

a Scottish presbytery
by vehemently protesting that
agrees as well with monarchy as God and the devil.&quot;
The sentiments that naturally resulted from offended
&quot;

arrogance and mortified presumption, were expanded
to tlieir amplest plenitude by the hlazn of flattery and
adulation with which the dignitaries of the English
church received him.
By them he was readily hailed

evening,

of the discourses they had heard at fectionate piety.
church during the day, under the pretence that this
Enjoying the counsel and direction of such a pastor,
constituted the crime of irregular preaching.
Some of and blessed with an adequate sense of his value, the
the puritans having conceived the design of withdraw
English congregation remained for ten years at I^eyin harmony with each other, and at peace with
ing to Virginia, where they hoped that distance would dcn,
their neighbor*.
at least mitigate the violence of
But, at the end of that period, the
oppression, a small
same
nutnbor of them proceeded to carry their purpose into
pious views that had prompted their original deure
from
effect
and a larger body were preparing to follow, par
England incited them to undertake a
when Bancroft, apprised of their intention, obtained a more distant migration. They beheld with deep con
proclamation from the king, commanding that none of cern the loose profane manners that prevailed very
his subjects should settle in
generally around them, and, in particular, the utter
Virginia without an ex
Thus harassed
jlcct among the Dutch of a reverential observance
press licence under the great seal.
and oppressed in England, and deprived of a refuge in of Sunday; and they reflected with apprehension on
to retire in considerable the danger to which their children were exposed from
Virginia, the puritans
the substance

;

began

numbers

to the protestant states of the continent ; and
the hopes of the still greater and increasing numbers
who remained at home were fixed on the House of

Commons.

In this assembly the puritan ascendancy

One of these victims is termed by Fuller, in his Church
The king, in
4), &quot;Our English Vorstiua.&quot;
History (B.x.
Imitation of Henry the Eighth s generosity to Lambert, held a
personal dispute with him, ami concluded u by delivering him
to the hands uf ihe executioner.
*

the natural contagion

manners so unfavorable

to jenous

piety ; their country too, still retained a hold on
their affections ; and they were loth to see their poste

melted into the Dutch population.
The fewness
of their numbers, and the ditference of language, for
bade the hope of propagating, in Holland, the principles
rity

*

Cardinal Bemiveglio, in his Account of the United ProdMCrlbw them as a body of English puritans, who Ut* l
resorted lo Holland for purposes of commerce.
inces,
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suffering and hazard, they had lyct they penetrated not into the whole counsel of God;
o- bat, were they now living, would be as willing to
and the state of the English go
vernment extinguished every hope of toleration in their 6 nhrace farther light, as thatwhich they first received
In these crcumstances, it occurred to [1620.]
I beseech
native land.
you remember it, tis an article of
them that they might combine the indulgence of their yourchurch covenant, that you be ready to recent what
attachment with the propagation of their reli- ever truth shall be made kmnrn to you fiom the written
patriotic
some te:ird of God. Remember that, and every other article
principles, by establishing themselves in
fious
istant quarter of the English dominions; and, after of your sacred covenant.
But I must herewithal ex
as truth. Ex
many days of earnest supplication for the counsel and hort you to take heed what you receive
!- ~ ;-u
-L
~
direction of Heaven, they unanimously determined to amine it, considerr it, and compare it with other scripfor tis not possi
fore you receive it
transport themselves and their families to the territory tures of truth befi
of America.
It was resolved that a
ble the Christian world should come so lately out of anpart of the con
gregation should go out before the rest, to prepare a lichristian darkness, and that perfection of knowledge
settlement for the whole and that the main body should should break forth at once.
till then, remain behind at
I must also advise
Leyden with their pastor.
you to abandon, avoid, and
In choosing the particular scene of their establishment, shake oli the name of Brownist
lisa mere nickname,
they hesitated, for some time, between the territory of and a brand for the making religion, and the profes
Guiana, of which Sir Walter Raleigh had published a sors of it, odious to the Christian world.&quot; Having said
most dazzling and fanciful description, and llie province thus much, he exchanged with them embraces and af
of Virginia, to which thuy latterly gave the prefe
fectionate farewells; and kneeling down wilh them all
rence
but the hand of Providence was exerted no on the sea shore, commended them. in a fervent prayer,

from Captain Hunt ; and the colonists had scarcely
succeeded in repulsing them, when disease occasioned

and protection of Heaven. Such were
the men, nobler than all his tribe, whom the English
monarch cast out of his dominions; and such were the
scenes of wisdom and piety, which the control of Pro

hausted a feeble body in laboriously discharging the
meanest offices of kindness and service to the sick.
When the distress of the colony was at its height, the
approach of a powerful Indian chief seemed to por
tend the utter destruction of the settlers but, happily,
in the train of this personage, was the ancient guest

hich, with so

much

hitherto maintained

;

by scarcity of provisions, and the increasing horror*
of the season afflicted them with a calamity, perhaps
less dangerous to their virtue, but more destructive to
their strength and numbers than the perils of war.
More than one half of their number, including John
Carver, their first governor perished of hunger or dis
ease before the return of spring; and, during the whole
of the winter, but few were capable of providing fov
themselves, or rendering assistance to the rest; bu

:

&quot;

;

;

hope and virtue survived, and rising into greater vi
gour beneath the pressure of accumulated suffering
surmounled and ennobled every calamity. [1621.
Those who retained their strength became the se:
vants of the weak, the sick, and the dying; and nor
distinguished himself more in this honourable du
than Mr. Carver, the governor. He was a gentlenu
he had spent i
of large estate, but larger heart
whole fortune on this project and now, willin- ^
contributing his life to its accomplishment, he ex

;

&quot;

;

;

;

;

less in the general direction of their counsels, than in
the control of their political proceedings, and their
residence was ordained to be established in New Eng

to the
blessing

land.

Through the medium of agents,

whom

vidence elicited from the
of a tyrant.

they deputed

interposition of the proper authorities,
represented to the English government, &quot;that

to solicit the

folly,

and bigotry,

insolence,

;

they
having been once driven back and friend of Ihe English, Squanto, who eagerly and
they were well weaned from the delicate milk of their bv a storm, and lost one of their vessels, finally em
successfully laboured to mediate a good understanding
mother country, and inured to the difficulties of a barked from Plymouth, in the other, on the sixth ol between them and his countrymen. He afterwards
that they were knit
strange land
together in a strict September, and, after a long and dangerous voyage, cancelled the merit of this useful service, and endea
and sacred bond, by virtue of which they held them reached the coast of America. Hudson s river had voured to
magnify his own importance by fabricating
selves bound to take care of the good of each other, been the
place of their destination, and its banks the charges of plots and conspiracies against some of the
and of the whole that it was not with them as with scene of their intended settlement; but ihe Dutch, who
same time he kept
neighboring tribes, while at the
other men, whom small things could discourage, or conceived that a
preferable right to this territory ac- these tribes in terror, by secret information that the
cause
to
small discontent
wish themselves at home crued to them from its discovery by Captain Hudson,
English were in possession of a cask filled with the
The king, wavering between his desire to had maintained there, for some years, a small coininfluence prevented them from
again.&quot;
plague, which only his
the
colonization
of
and
his
reluc
a
mercial establishment, and were actually projecting
of the Indians.
America,
promote
selling abroach for the destruction
tance to suffer the consciences of any portion of his scheme of more extensive
were
But, before he resorted to this mischievous policy, the
occupation, which they
to
be
from
his
refused
control,
neither disposed to forego, nor yet prepared to defend, colonists had become independent of his services.
subjects
emancipated
to grant them a charter assuring the free exercise of In order to defeat the
design of the English emigrants, Some of the neighbouring tribes, from time, to time,
their religion, but promised to connive at their practhey bribed the captain of their vessel, who was a made alarming demonstrations of hostility but they
tices, and on no account to molest them.
They were Dutchman, to carry them so far towards the north, were at length completely overawed by the courage
forced to accept this precarious security
but relied that the first land w hich they made was
Cape Cod, a and resolution of Captain Miles Standish, a gallant
with more reason on their distance from the Spiritual
region, not only beyond the precincts of their grant, and skilful officer, who, with a handful of men, was
Courts of England, and from the eye and arm of their hut
beyond the territories of the company from which always ready to encounter their greatest force, anil
Having procured from the Vir the grant was derived. But the lateness of the season, anticipate their most rapid movements.*
persecuting sovereign.
ginia Company a grant of a tract of land, lying, as and the sickliness occasioned by the hardships of a
With the arrival of summer the health of the colo
was supposed, within the limits of its patent, several
long voyage, compelled the adventurers to settle on nists were restored, and their numbers continued to
of the congregation sold their estates, and with the the soil to which their
destiny had conducted them, be reinforced from time to time, by successive emimoney equipped two vessels, in which a hundred and and which seemed to have been expressly prepared and grations of their friends from Europe. But these adof
their
number
were
twenty
appointed to embark from evacuated for their reception by a pestilential disease,
fell far short of their expectations ; and of the
jdilions
an English port for America.
which, in tlie former year, had swept away nine-tenths main reinforcement which they had looked for from
All things being ready for the departure of this de- o f its
savage and idolatrous population. &quot;After explo- the accession of the remainder of the congregation at
tachmetit of the congregation from Delft haven, where
The uncxring the coast, they chose for their station a place now Leyden, they were utterly disappointed.
took
of
leave
their
for
the
of
friends,
they
English port
belonging to the province of Massachusetts bay, to pected death of Mr. Robinson deprived his people at
embarkation, Mr Robinson held a day of solemn wor- which they
gave the name of New Plymouth, either Leyden of the only leader whose animating counsels
ship with his people, to itnplore a Messing upon the as a testimony of respect to the company within whose could have overcome the timidity inspired by the achazardous enterprise.
He preached a sermon to them (jurisdiction
they found themselves situated, or in com- counts of the distresses sustained by their friends in
from Ezra, vm. 21
7 proclaimed a fast there at the memoration of the
city with which their last recol- New England and, accordingly, upon thai event the
nver Ahara. that ue might afflict our souls before God, lections of
England were associated. To remedy in greater part of those who had remained behind at
to xck of him a. right way for us, and
for our little some measure, their defect of formal title, they com
Leyden now retired to join the other English exiles at
He concluded his posed and subscribed an instrument declaratory of the Amsterdam,
ones, atd for all our substance.
and very few had the courage to proceed
discourse with the following noble exhortation, to
purpose with which they had come to America, re- to New Plymouth. This small colony, however, had
all
its
with
intrinsic
which,
merits, our sentiments will
cognising the authority of tt.e English crown, and ex- evinced a hardy virtue that showed it was formed for
fail to do
justice, if we neglect to remember, that such pressing their own combination into a civil body poli
endurance and having surmounled its first misfora spirit of Christian liberty as it breathes was then tic, and their determination to enact all
tunes, continued to thrive in the cultivation of piely,
just and ne
in
the
known
world.
we
said
he,
Brethren,
hardly
cessary laws, and honour them by a due obedience-* and the enjoyment of liberty of conscience and politi
are now quick!y to part from one another, and whether
Here, then, remote from the scenes and paths ot hu
cal freedom.
A noble allachment was formed to the
I may ever live to see your faces on earth
any more, man grandeur, these men embarked on a career of soil which had been earned with so much virtue, and
the God of Heaven only knows
but whether the
life, which, if the true dignity of actions be derived
to the society whose continuance attested so manly a
Lord has appointed that or no, I charge you, before from the motives that
prompt them, the principles they contest and so signal a victory over every variety of
God and his blessed angels, that you follow me no
and
the
ends
While they demonstrated a proper respect for the
express,
they contemplate, I cannot terui ill.
farther than you have seen me follow the Lord Jesus otherwise than elevated
and admirable.
claims of the original inhabitants of the country, by
Christ.
The speedy approach and intense severity of their
over which the
purchasing from them the territory
If God reveal any
first winter in America
thing to you, by any other in
painfully convinced the settlers selllement exlended, they neglected no preparation to
strument of his, be as ready to receive it as ever you that a more unfavourable season of the
year could not defend by force whnl they had acquired with justice;
were to receive any truth by my ministry for I am have been selected for the formation of their
colony
and, alarmed by the tidings of Ihe massacre of their
I
Terilv persuaded,
am very confident, the Lord has and that the slender stores wilh which
they were pro- countrymen in Virginia, they erected a limber fort, and
more truth yet to break forth out of his holy word. For v jd ed were far snort of what was
requ s ite to com- adopted other prudent precautions for their defence.
mypart, I cannot sufficiently bewail the condition of forta ble subsistence, and constituted a very inade- This
purchase from savages, who rather occasionally
tha reformed churches, who are come to a period in
to meet the ri H our of the climate. traversed than
quate preparation
prepara
continually occupied the terrilory, is
will go at present no farther than the
and
religion,
Their exertions to provide themselves wilh suitable
perhaps the first instance on record of the full preva
instruments of their reformation.
The Lutherans
lence of Ihe principlesof justice in a treaty between a
dwellings were obstructed, for some time, by the hos
cannot be drawn to go beyond what Luther saw
tile attacks of some of the
neighbouring Indians, who civilized and a barbarous people. [1621 4]. The con
whatever part of his will our good God has revealed had not
forgotten the provocation they had received stitution of their church was Ihe same with that which
to Calvin, they will rather die than embrace it ; and
the Calvinists, you see, stick fast where they were
* Mather, Neal.
Peler Martyr declares ihal (he hardships
Mather, b. Cap. ii.^48. Neal, I 90 95. 87. 01 imixon,
left by that great man of God, who yet saw not all i. 29.
Hulchinson, ii. Append. 452. The fraud, by which ihe endured by ihe Spaniards in South Aineri. a were such as none
Dutch had comrived to divert lhee emigrants from Hudson s but Spaniards could have supported. Bui the hardships sus
things.
was discovered and staled in a memorial, which was tained by ihe first colonials of Plymomh appear in have ex,
This is a misery much to be lamented for though river,
published in England before the close of luia year, (1630). ceedeJ ihem Ixjth in liurauon and uileusity. See
they were burning and shining lights in their times. Prince s New England. Chronology, p. S3.
.Append. 477,
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Lcyden, and their one of their own number, to resume the solicitation
system of civil government was founded on those for a charter. He, appears not to have been able
ideas of the natural equality among men to which procure a patent from the crown, but he obtained,
their ecclesiastical policy, so long the main object of afV.r long delay, a grant of land and charter of
privi
The su leges from the council. It was directed to Wiilian
their concern, had habituated their minds.
was
all
the free
composed of
Bradford, the existing governor, and the immunities
preme legislative body
men who were members of the church, and it was it conferred were appropriated to him, his heirs,
1639
that
established
a
house
not until the year
but Mr. Bradford wil
they
associates, and assignees
of representatives. The executive power was com
lingly surrendered all that was personal in the
mitted to a governor and council annually elected grant, and associated the general court of the free
Their men to all tin; privileges it conferred. By this grant
by the members of the legislative assembly.
jurisprudence was founded on the laws of England, of the grand council of Plymouth, the colonists
with some diversity, however, in the scale of punish
were authorised to choose a governor, council, and
ments, which was more nearly approximated to the general court, for the enacting and executing all
Mosaic institutions* Considering the protection of laws which should be judged necessary for the pubmorals more important than the preservation of lie good. The colonial historians have mistakeu
wealth, they punished fornication with flogging, and this grant for a patent from the crown. But no
and the settlement
adultery with death, while on forgery they inflicted such patent was ever issued
only a moderate fine. The clearing and cultivation of New Plymouth was never incorporated into a
of the ground, fishing, and the curing of fish for ex
body politic, but remained a subordinate and volun
portation, formed the occupation of the colonists. tary association until it was united to its more
The peculiarity of their situation naturally led them, powerful neighbor the colony of Massachusetts
like the Virginians, for some time, to throw all their Bay.
Both before and after the reception of this
property into a common stock, and, like members charter, the colonists were aware of the doubts that
to
work
one
on
of
of
carry
every
family,
industry by
gilt be entertained of the validity of the acts of
their joint labor for the public behoof.
But the reli government which the) exercised. Perhaps this
zeal
which
enforced
this
self-denying policv defect was not altogether unfavorable to the in
gious
was unable to overcome the difficulties which must terests and happiness of the settlers, and may have
and
are
attend
which
it,
always
continually revived contributed to the moderate principles and concilia
and augmented in a society deriving its increase not tory strain by which their administration was hono
so much from its own internal growth as from the rably distinguished from that which afterwards un

which had been established

at.

l&amp;lt;

;

;

&amp;gt;

|

confluence of strangers. About three years after
the foundation of New Plymouth, it was judged pro
per to introduce separation of possessions, though
the full right of separate property was not admitted
and even that change is
till a much liter period
represented as having produced a great and manifest increase of the industry of the people.
The
slow increase which, for a considerable period of
time, the numbers of the colonists evinced, has been
ascribed to the prolonged operation of this system
of equality; but it seems more likely that the slow
ness of the increase (occasioned by the poverty of
the soil and the tidings of the hardships attending a
settlement in New England) was the cause of the
retardation of the complete establishment of the
In the first society of men
right of private property.
collected by the bond of Christianity, and addition
ally united by persecution, we find an attempt made
;

from the apos
work should not
conclude that the disadvantage which

to abolish individual property
and,
tolic direction that he who would not
;

eat,

we may

the operation of this principle is exposed to in a
society deriving its increase from the continual con
fluence of strangers of dissimilar characters, was
lu Paraguay, the Jesuits
pretty early experienced.
formed a settlement where this peculiar disadvan
tage was not experienced, and which afl ords the only
instance of the introduction and prolonged subsist
ence of a state of equality in a numerous society.
But there the great fundamental difficulty was rather
evaded than encountered by a system of tuition
adapted, with exquisite skill, to confound all diversi
ties of talent and disposition among the natives, in

an unbounded and degrading dependence on

their

fortunately

New

prevailed

their

among

neighbors

in

But the soil around New Ply
mouth was so meagre, and the supplies they re
ceived from Europe so scanty and infrequent, that
!

in

England.

the tenth year of their colonial existence tbeir

numbers did not exceed three hundred. But their
exertions were not destitute of great and important
consequences.
They held up to the view of the
oppressed puritans in the parent state, a scene
where persecuted virtue might retire to, and where
only the hardy virtue that could withstand persecu

undertaking, conducted by Captain Wollaitoo, was
attended with a repetition of the samr disastrous
issue.
Yet, all these unsuccessful plantations were
attempted on land more fertile, and at a situation
more commodious, than the settlers at New Ply

mouth enjoyed. The situation which they pitched
upon was that of Massachusetts Bay, where, a few
years after, a colony, which was formed on the same
principles that had founded New Plymouth, and
whose origin I now proceed to relate, afforded the
second example of a successful establishment in

New

England.
The reign of Charles the First was destined to pro
duce the consummation and the retribution of royal
and ecclesiastical tyranny. Charles committed the go
vernment of the church to men who openly professed
the most arbitrary principles, and whose inclinations
carried them much more strongly to enforce an ap
proximation to the church of Home, than to promote

agreement among the professors ol the protestanl
Abbot, the Archbishop of Canterbury, being
restrained by the moderation of his principles and
the mildness of hie temper from lending his instru
faith.

mentality to the designs of the court, was treated
with harshness, and, at length, suspended from his
office.f [1627] of which the functions were commit
ted to a board of prelates, of whom the most emi
nent was Laud, who afterwards succeeded to the
From this period, both in the civil and
primacy.
ecclesiastical administration of the realm, a systeirv
of deliberate and indolent invasion of whatever wasmost valued by freemen, or most revered by protestants, wa- pursued with stubborn pride and folly,
and enforced by cruelties that at length exhausted
the patience of mankind.
To the historian of Eng
land, the political abuses that distinguished this
period will probably appear the most interesting

ment.

features in its history
and, doubtless, they contri
buted at least as powerfullly as any other cause to
the production of the great convulsions that ensued.
But, as it was the ecclesiastical administration that

their first establishment at

mainly contributed to the peopling of America, it is
this branch of the English history that chiefly me
rits our attention, in
investigating the sources of

tion seemed fated to obtain a permanent establish
At the expense of the noblest sacrifices and
most undaunted efforts, this handful of men laid the
foundations of New England. A few years after

Plymouth, a messenger
arrived at this settlement from the governor of the
Dutch plantation on Hudson s river, with letters
congratulating the English on their prosperous and

commendable

enterprise, tendering the good will
and friendly services of the Dutch, and proposing a
commercial intercourse between the two settle
ments. The governor and council of Plymouth
returned a corteous answer to this communication,
expressing a thankful sense of the kindness which
they had received in the native country of the Dutch,
and a grateful acceptance of the proffered friend
Nothing farther seems to have ensued from
ship.
this overture than a scries of small commercial deal
and
an occasional interchange of similar civili
ings,
ties, which, but a few years after, gave place to the
most inveterate jealousy, and a continual reciproca
tion of complaints between the Dutch and the
Eng
lish colonists.

Various attempts had been made during this in
emulate the successful establishment of
New Plymouth hut they had all failed from in
whose numbers now amounted to a hundred and ability to emulate the virtues from which the success
of this colony was derived.
In the year 1622, a
eighty, employed one Pierce as their agent in Eng
land to solicit a grant of this nature from the rival colony was
planted in New England by one
English government and the grand council of Weston and a troop of disorderly adventurers, who,
Plymouth a new corporation by which James, in in spite of the friendly assistance of the settlers at
the year 1620, had superseded the original Ply
New Plymouth, quickly sunk into such helplessness
mouth company, and to which he had granted all that some of them condescended to become servants
the territory lying within the fortieth and forty- to the Indians, some perished of
hunger, others
This corporate turned robbers, and
eighth degrees of northern latitude.
by their depredations involved
subsist
for
a
continued
to
considerable
both
themselves
and
the
colonists of New Plymouth
time,
body
notwithstanding a vote of the House of Commons, in hostilities with the natives, and the rest were
in the year alter its creation, declaring its privi
find
to
their
back
to England.
In the fol
glad
way
Pierce pro
leges a grievance, and its patent void.
lowing year an attempt of greater importance was
cured a charter from the council, and caused it to made under the patronage of the grand council of
be framed in his own name, with the appropriation Plymouth, which bestowed on Captain Gorges, the
vf large territories and privileges to himself and hi?
leader of the expedition, the title of governor-general
family: but, having embarked with a uumerous of the whole country, with an ample endowment of
body of associates, whom he had collected in Eng arbitrary power, and on a clergyman whom he had
land, to accompany him, and assist in the enforce
brought with him, the office of bishop and superin
ment of his designs, his vessel was shipwrecked, tendent of all the churches. But New England was
so
with
the disastrous not in such a condition that an establishment of this
and Pierce himself
dismayed
issue of his injustice, that he confessed what he had description could take root in it
and the governor
his
The
and
and his bishop, deserting their charge, made haste
done,
patent.
resigned
colonists, in
formed of his treachery, sent over Mr. Winalow, to return to a climate more congenial to the &quot;rowlh
Jesuitical instructors.

[1624.] After having continued for some years
without a patent for their occupation, the colonists,

of temporal dominion and ecclesiastical dignity. Of
tin ir followers, some retired to
Virginia, and others
returned to England.*
At a later period a similar

;

the colonization of

New

England.

Not only were the ancient ceremonies, which
long oppression had rendered so obnoxious, enforced
with additional rigor on the incrcas.ng numbers of
the puritans, but new and more offensive rites were

A design seems to
troduced into the church.
have been formed of enabling the church of Eng
land to vie with the Romish see in the splendor of
its pageantry, the superstitious ceremonial of its
worship, and the power of its hierarchy.
Land,
indeed, boasted that he had refused the offer of a
cardinal s hat from Rome
but the offer was justly
considered a much more significant circumstance
than the refusal; and, having already assumed to
himself the papal title of His Holiness, which he
substituted in place of His Grace, his style would
have been lowered instead of elevated by the Rornish promotion which he rejected.
The commu
nion table was converted into an altar, and all per;

terval to

;

;

* The most
important act of Captain Gorges administration
[hat lias been transmitted to us, is one which affords an
expla
nation of a passage in Hudibras, where the New EngifmderB
are accused of hanging an innocent, but bedrid, weaver, ia
stead of a guilty, hut useful, cobbler
That sinners may supply the plaee
Of.-ufiering saints, is a plain case.
Our brethren of New England use
Choice malefactors to excuse,
And hang the g-iiltless in their plead,
Of whom the churches have less need
As lately happened. In a town
There lived a cobbler,&quot;
&c. Hudibras, Canto it

Rome
dians,

of Gortrcs people had committed depredations on the In
who insisted that the ringleader should be put to deaih.

Gorges satisfied and deceived them by hanginr up either a
dying man or a dead body. Hutchinson, p. 6. Butter s witty
malice, studious to defame the puritans, has rescued from
oblivion an act of which the whole mer:t or demerit is exclu
i.

sively flue to

liis

own

party.

f The pretext commonly assigned for Abbm s disgrace i,
that, in shooting at a deer wiih a cross-bow, he had accident
But he had been solemnly acquitted of
ally killed a man.
this charge, and declared exempt from all its consequences,

long before lie was sequestered from ecclesiastical functions;
and the real causes of his temporal disgrace seem ID have been,
that he opposed the persecution of the puritans, that hf refused
to license a sermon that had been prejcluHl in
support of the
king s right to tax the people without the intervention of par
liament, and that he could not he prevailed with in counte
nance the infamous proceedings for the divorce of thecountew
of Essex. Weldon 8 Court and Character of King Ja.mii*.
Kuller B Worthies.
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on entering the church. which injuries might not have sufficiently excited. A
All the week-day lectures, and all afternoon sermons clergyman having maintained in a sermon before the
on Sunday, were abolished, and, instead of them, king that his majesty s simple requisition of money
games and sports were permitted to all the people, &quot;ex from his subjects, obliged them to comply with it un
Charles at first ob
der pain of eternal damnation
cepting knintn recusants,&quot; who were thus with match
served that he owed the man no thanks for giving him
less absurdity debarred, as a punishment, from prac
tices which they regarded with the utmost detestation. his due
but a censure of the House of Commons
sons commanded to

bow

to

it

servants were despatched under Mr.
Endicot, one of
the leading projectors
who, arriving safely in Massa
chusetts, [1628,] were cordially greeted and kindly
assisted by the colonists of New
Plymouth, and laid
the foundations of a town, which
they denominated
;

&quot;

;&quot;

,
1

Salem, from a Hebrew word that signifies Peace.
But zealous as these projectors were to
accomplish
perceived their
possession of such
an extensive territory, without the aid of more
opulent
Of
the
influence and activity of
these, by
coadjutors.
Mr. White, they obtained a sufficient number in Loning hostility waged by the government against the peo
a sufficient duration to provoke from don,
ple, wanted only
among the commercial men who openly professed,
universal rage a vindictive retribution the more to be or secretly favored the tenets of the
These
puritans.
dreaded from the patience with which the heavy arrear auxiliaries brought an accession of
prudent precaution,
and
accumulated.
But be as well as of pecuniary resources, to the conduct of the
of injury had been endured
fore the system of oppression had time to mature the
design and, justly doubting the expediency of founding
and
to
extremities
so a colony on the basis of a
produce
growing discontents,
grant from a private comall
who
are
to
abide
to
the
virtue
of
called
perilous
pany of patentees, who might convey a right of prothem, it was destined to give occasion to efforts of perty in the soil, but could not confer jurisdiction, or
nobler energy and pnrer virtue
and much good was the
privilege of governing the society which it was pro
yet to be deduced out of all this scene of evil, and great posed to establish, they persuaded their associates to
and happy consequences were yet to be effected, by the unite with them in an
application to the crown for a
dominion of Providence over the passions of men.
The readiness with which this
royal charter.
The severities exercised on the puritans in England, tion was granted, and the terms in which the applica
charter
and the gradual extinction of the hopes they had so was framed, are
absolutely unaccountable, except on
a
of
entertained
of
ecclesiastical
the
long
mitigation
rigor,
supposition lhat Charles and his ecclesiastical coun
had for some time directed their thoughts to that dis
sellors were willing, at this time, to disencumber the
tant territory in which their brethren at New Plymouth church, in which
they meditated such extensive innova
had achieved a secure establishment and obtained the tions, of a
body of men, from whom the most unbend
enjoyment of civil and religious liberty. In the last ing opposition to their measures might be expected a
year of James s reign, a few non-conformist families line of policy which appear- ocrfectly credible
al
had removed to New England and taken possession of
though, at a subsequent pt.\3&amp;lt;i, they &quot;&quot;deavored to
a corner of Massachusetts Bay
but being disappointed counteract it, when
reflective
they were sensible of
in the hope they had entertained of the accession of influence exercised on the
puritan body in England by
numbers sufficient to found a permanent society, they the spread and predominance of their tenets in Ame
were on the point of returning to England, when they rica. It seems
impossible, on any other supposition,
received the agreeable intelligence of the approach of to account for the remarkable facts
that, at the very
a numerous and powerful reinforcement.
Mr. White, time when this monarch was
introducing despotic au
a non-conformist minister at Dorchester,had projected a
into
the
of
thority
government
Virginia, he extended to
new settlement at Massachusetts Bay, and by his zeal a colony of puritans a constitution
containing all the
and activity he succeeded in forming an association of immunities of which the
Virginians beheld themselves
a number of the gentry in his neighborhood who had so
unjustly deprived; and that, well aware of the pur
imbibed the puritan sentiments, for the purpose of con
pose of the applicants lo escape from the constitutions
The views and feel of the church of England, he
ducting a colony to that region.
granted them a charter
of
this enterprise were
ings that actuated the leaders
containing ample commendation of the religious ends
committed to writing, and circulated among their friends they had m view, without the
imposition of a single or
under the title of General Considerations for the Plan dinance
respecting the constitution of their church go
tation of New England.
The framers of this remarka vernment, or the forms and ceremonies of their wor
ble and characteristic document, began by adverting to
ship
nay, so completely in this instance, did he sur
the progress of the Jesuit establishments in South render the maxims of his colonial
policy to the wishes
America, and to the duty and advantage of counter of the projectors of a puritan colony, that, although he
acting their influence by the propagation of the gospel had recently declared, in a public proclamation, that a
in that quarter of the world.
They observed that all mercantile company was utterly unfit to administer the
the other churches of Europe had been
brought under affairs of a remote colony yet, on the present occasion,
desolations
that the same fate seemed to impend over he
scrupled not. in compliance with the wishes of the
the church of England
and that it might reasonably mercantile part of the adventurers, to commit the su
be supposed that God had provided this unoccupied
preme direction of the colony to be planted in the pro
vince of Massachusetts Bay, to a corporation
territory as a land of refuge for many whom he pur
consisting
to
save
destruction.
from
the
posed
England, chiefly of merchants resident in London. The new
general
of
her
inhabitants
insomuch
adventurers
were
they alleged, grew weary
and
incorporated as a body
;

Every minister \vas commanded to read the royal pro
clamation of games and sports from his pulpit, under
the pain of deprivation.
This ordinance, like all the
other novelties, was productive of the greater discon
tent and disturbance, from the extent to which puritan
sentiments had made their way into the church, and
the number of puritan ministers within the establish
ment whom habit had taught to fluctuate between the
performance and the evasion of the ancient obnoxious
canons, and trained to submit, without at al! reconciling
to the burden.
Nothing could be more ill timed than
an aggravation of the load under which these men were
laboring

reduced many to despair, provoked others

it

;

most vehement indignation, and deprived the
church of a numerous body of her most attached and
most popular ministers. Nor were these the onlv mea
sures that were calculated to excite discontents within
to uie

as well as without the establishment.
Three-fourths
of the English clergy were Calvinists
but Laud and
the ruling prelates being Arrninians, they caused a
royal
proclamation to be issued against the preaching of the
Calvinistic tenets
and while the Arminian pulpits re
;

:

sounded with the sharpest invectives against them, a
sentence that could be construed into their de
fence exposed the preacher to the pains of
contempt of
the king s authority.
In the reign of Elizabeth, the churchmen had been
eager to shift from themselves upon the courts of com
mon law as much as possible of the odium of enforcing
the ecclesiastical statutes.
But Laud* and his asso
ciates, inaccessible to fear, remorse, or shame, courted
the office of persecution, and in the court of commis
sion exercised such arbitrary power, and committed such
enormous cruelty, as procured to that odious tribunal
the name of the protcstant inquisition.
Fines, impri
sonment, banishment, the pillory, were among the most
lenient of the punishments inflicted
by this tribunal.
Its victims were
frequently condemned to have their
flesh torn from their bodies
by the lash of the execu
single

tioner, their nostrils slit, and their ears cut off, and in
this condition exhibited to the
as monuments of

people

what was termed the justice of their
sovereign and the
zeal of the prelates.
Of the extent as well as the
severity to which this

arbitrary

system was pushed,

some notion may be formed from

the accounts that

have been transmitted to us of the
proceedings within

Norwich alone. In the articles of im
peachment afterwards exhibited against Bishop Wren,
the diocese of
it is

stated, that during his possession of that diocese]
which lasted only for two years and a half,
fifty mini
sters were
for not
with the innova
tions,

deprived
complying
and three thousand of the
laity

abandon

the

compelled

to

In perfect
harmony with the
the civil policy of Charles s admini
ecclesiactical,
stration
Arbitrary impositions superseded the func
tions of parliament
the patents of judicial office had

kingdom. t

was

:

their tenure altered from the
good behavior of the
judges to the good pleasure of the king
every orgn
of liberty was
suspended or perverted and the king
dom at length subjected to the exclusive dominion of
a stern and uncontrolled
Insult was emprerogative.
;

;

ployed, as

if

to

purposely

stimulate

the

sensibility

* It is
impossible to

read the speeciies of tins prelate on the
trials of tiie puritans without astonishment at the
strange
medley of which his mind was composed. Learning and ele
gance are commixed with vulgar railing; and obscene ribaldry ;
aitd the most beautiful delineations of Christian mildness and
mercy, witli the proposition or approbation of vindictive
cruellies that would have disgraced an American
Siivage.
The lisjht within him was darkness; and his acquaintance
wrji thf theory of religion seemed only to give him assurance
of his.srifcly ciuTteclitudein practically
disregarding it. The
sentences proposed by the bishops in the Star Chamber were
always severer than the suggestions of the lay judges. The
bishops, no doubt, were frequently exasperated by the sar
casms ol their victims. Uastwick, before his trial, wrote a
letterlo Laud i.umbly petitioning for a pittance from the archiepiscopal treasure, to support him in prison, and concluding
thus:
IIowMiou hiircst
thy palace, demandeth, in limbo
patrum. John Bastwick.&quot; One of .he lay judges in the Star
Chamber, on one- occasion, addressed a puritan on his trkil
with a le.vt of which t.iie bibhops prubablydid not admire the
Be not righteous over much; neither make
application
thyself over \vi?e
why shouldst thuu destroy thvselt?&quot; See
llowell s State Trials. Vol. ni. Nos. 134, 135, 142,
Ac.
t Neal, 1.117 121. These bishops, said a member of the
Long Parliament,
placed the excellency of priesthood in
worldly pomp and greatness, and gave the glory of the in
visible (Jod to pictures, images, and altars
therefore God
gave them up to vile affections, to be implacable, unmerciful,
uid without natural affection.&quot; llowell s State Trials, iv. 27.
VOL. i.
15.

m

&quot;

:

&quot;145,

&quot;

;

having followed the discourse, the preacher was forth
with accounted a proper object of royal favor, and pro
moted, first to a valuable living, and afterwards to a
A system of such diffusive and exasperat
bishoprick.

|

|

their favorite
purpose, they very soon
total inability to maintain effectual

;

t

I

i

|

I

;

I

j

I

;

;

;

;

..*:

;

;

;

;

;

politic

;

most precious of all creatures, their right to the territory which
they had purchased
was there more vile and base than the earth he trod from the council of Plymouth
being confirmed by the
and children and friends (if unwealthy) were king, they were empowered to
upon
dispose of the lands,
accounted a burdensome incumbrance, instead of being and to
govern the people who should settle upon them.
hailed as the choicest earthly blessings.
A taste for The first governor of the company and his council were
the right of
expensive living, they added, prevailed so strongly, and named by the crown
electing their suc
the means of indulging it had become so exclusively cessors was vested in the members of the
corporation.
the object of men s desires, that all arts and trades The executive
power was committed to the governor
were tainted by sordid maxims and deceitful practices
and a couucil of assistants
the legislative, to the
body
and the seminaries of learning abounded with so many of
proprietors, who might make and enforce statutes
and
of
dissolute
that
and
orders
for
the
of
the
spectacles
temptations
irregularity,
good
community, not incon
vice was there more effectually communicated by ex
sistent with the laws of England.
They obtained the
same temporary exemption that had been granted to
ample, than knowledge or virtue were imparted by pre
The whole earth,&quot; they proclaimed, is the the Virginian company from internal taxes, and from
cept.
Lord s ga.-den, and he hath given it to the sons of duties on
and notwithgoods exported or imported
Adam to be tilled and improved by them Why, then, standing their migration to America, they and their de
should any stand starving here for places of habitation, scendants were declared to be entitled to all the
rights
and, in the mean time, suffer whole countries, as pro
of natural-born subjects.
fitable for the use of man, to lie waste, without any
The meaning of this charter, with respect to the re
improvement
They concluded by adverting to the ligious rightb of the colonists of .Massachusetts Bay,
situation of the colony of New Plymouth, and strongly has
given rise to a great deal of discussion.
By the
enforced the duty of supporting the infant church which
puritans, and the puritan writers of that a^e, it was
had there been so happily planted.
Actuated by such universally regarded as bestowing on them the amplest
views, these magnanimous projectors purchased from liberty to regulate their worship by the dictates of their
the council of Plymouth all the territory extending in own conscience.
And this, I think, is manifestly, its
The grantors were fully aware, and the granlength from three miles north of the river Merrimack to import.
that

man, which

is

the

;

;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

j

:

!&quot;

j

miles south of Charles river, and, in breadth,
from the Atlantic to the Southern Ocean.
Their acts
were as vigorous as their designs were elevated. As
the precursors of the main body of emigrants whom it
was intended to transport, a small body of planters and
three

!

i

tees had neither the wish nor the

was

make

power

to conceal, that

peaceable secession from a
church which they could no longer conscientiously ad
here to, and to establish for themselves, at Massachu
setts Bay, an ecclesiastical constitution similar to that
their object

to

a

THE HISTORY OP
measures were creating in the parent state, they
between the two
interposed to check the intercourse
countries, but tacitly acknowledged that the system
which they followed so rigidly in England was ex
cluded by positive agreement from the colonial ter
their

and maintained without
which was already established

A

silent

acquiescence
Plymouth.
molestation at
be ex
such designs was all that could reasonably
and when this
his ministers
pected from the king and
a point which is quite ludicrous to
emphatic silence on
the attention of cither
suppose could have escaped
such a ready departure from all
with
is
coupled
party,
the king was preparing to
the arbitrary principles which
domestic and colo
enforce in every other branch of his
seems impossible to doubt that
it

New

m

;

Soon

a colony

sense and universal equity, that, in all
lies
cases of doubtful construction, the presumption

whose office it was to speak, arid who
against that party
de
had the power to clear every ambiguity away. In
that the
fiance of this rule, these writers have insisted
ecclesiastical con
silence of the charter respecting the
on the colo
stitution of the colony, implies the imposition
of the church
nists of every particular of the constitution
has
of England.* The most eminent writer of this party
the colonists of
iaken&quot;occasion from hence to reproach
laid the foundations of
with
&quot;Without regard,&quot;

;

politic,

&quot;

.ie

;&quot;

truly, it
ter of

in civil policy

seems not

a

as well as in

little

to

make

it

resolute character of men who might hereafter be
to forsake their native habitations, and be

rompted

them, to recognize their country wherever
iiey could find the lineaments of truth and liberty,
did not postpone the practice of piety till the
&quot;hey
onclusion of their voyage
but, occupied continually
vith the exercises of devotion, they caused the ocean
resound
with unwonted acclaim
traversed to
which
willing, like

But,

religion.&quot;

unreasonable

association.
;

that none of
England, with which the charter required
be inconsistent, they
their acts or ordinances should
church that form of policy which
adopted in their infant
has since been distinguished by the name of indepen
He accounts for the silence of the charter on
dent.&quot;
a point which was unquestionably uppermost in the
the king
minds of both parties, by remarking, that
seems not to have foreseen, nor to have suspected, the
secret intentions of those who projected the measure
and he explains the conduct of the colonists, by pro
animated with a spirit of in
nouncing that they were

novation

obtain the object ol
qualified to

Behind them, indeed, was the land
hut it had long ceased to wear an astheir fathers
ect of parental kindness towards them, and, in forfrom the prisons and scaffolds to
iking it, they fled
hich its saints and patriots were daily consigned,
but they
efore them lay a vast and dreary wilderness
oped to irradiate its gloom by kindling and preserving
iero the sacred fires of religion and liberty, which so
ol
nany efforts were made to extinguish in the shrines
They
Jngland, whence they carried their embers.
senttand political
ontidently hoped that the religious
nents which had languished under such protracted
at
would
ersecution in Europe
now,
length, shine forth
i their full lustre in America.
Establishing an asylum
where the professors of their sentiments might at all
mes find shelter, they justly expected to derive coninual accessions to the vigor of their own virtue from

&quot;

body

I

1

nong men unequally

to the sentiments of that
says this distinguished author,
whose authority they
monarch, under the sanction of
derived right
settled in America, and from whom they
and in contempt of the laws of
act as a

to

;

;

icir

mat

the puritans, who were driven by
reproach
native land, that they did not
oppression from their
cross the Atlantic and settle in a savage desert for the
more perfect conformity to the
purpose of cultivating a
The provision in their
sentiments of their oppressor.
charter, that the laws to be enacted by them should not
to

be repugnant to the jurisprudence of England, could
never be understood to imply any thing farther than a
to the common law of England,
general conformity
suitable to the acknowledged dependence of the colony
on the main body of the British dominions. The un
is
imputed to the king
suspecting ignorance, too, that
and his counsellors, appears perfectly incredible, wher
we consider that the example of New Plymouth, where
a bare exemption from express restrictions had beet
followed by the establishment of the independent mo
that it was avo-.ve(
del, was fresh in their recollection
and notorious puritans who now applied for permissioi
to proceed to the land where that constitution was es
tablished
and, above all, that, in their application to
the king, they expressly desired leave to withdraw in
a
to whose ordinance
peace from the bosom of church

;

they

&amp;gt;f

to
praise and thanksgiving

its

great Creator.

The

their spirit, readily joined in all their
and expressed their
eligious exercises and ordinances,
the first sea-fasts that
had
belief that

eamen, partaking

they
practised
lad ever been kept in the world.

a duti

obedience to all who should be set over them in
church or commonwealth, to encourage them to a
aud they expressed
faithful performance of their duty
their resolution to approve themselves in their particu
lar callings, the stewards and servants of God, shun-

and despatched five ships for
New England, containing three hundred and titty emi
some
grants, chielly zealous puritans, accompanied by
eminent non-conformist ministers. The regrets
an eternal farewell to their native land was calculated
to inspire, the distressing inconvenience of a long voy
to the sea, and the for
age to persons unaccustomed
midable scene of toil and danger that confronted them
in the barbarous land where so many preceding adven
turers had found an untimely grave, seem to have
vanished entirely from the minds of these men, BUS
tamed by the worth and dignity of the purpose which
Their hearts were knit
they had combined to pursue
and
to each other by community of generous design
of those jealousies which inevithey experienced none
confederacies for ends meiely selfish,
bly spring up in

common

They engaged, by

ful

charter, they equipped

authority,
porary
these puritan petitioners, and that the interpretation
their charter was perfectly correct.
to
which they gave
And yet writers have not been wanting, whom enmity
a
to the puritans has induced to explain this charter in
manner totally repugnant to every rule of legal or equi
It is a maxim of law, and the dic
table construction.

having
Massachusetts Bay
their church establishment in fraud.

after the power of the adventurers to establish
had been rendered complete by the royal

remote from

to study a conversation

the very appearance of evil.

ritory.

nial administration,
to make a tem
Charles was at this time not unwilling
in order to rid himself of
sacrifice of

tate of

mass of mankind,

j

After a prosperous
of re-uniting
voyage, the emigrants had the happiness
hemselvas to their friends already established at Salem,
under Mr. Endicot, who had boen appointed deputyrovernor of the colony.
To the body of men thus collected together, the
nstitution of a church appeared the most interesting of

ning idleness as the bane of every community, and
dealing hardly or oppressively with none of the human
race.
The form of policy which they adopted was
that which distinguished the churches of the independ
ents, and which I have already had occasion to describe.
of public worship which they instituted,
rejected a liturgy and every superfluous ceremony, and
was adapted to tiie strictest standard of Calvmistic
They elected a pastor, a teacher, and an
simplicity.
elder,

whom

for their respective offices
they set apart

All who
hands of the brethren.
by imposition of the
were that day admitted members of the church signified
their assent to a confession of faith drawn up by their
teachers, and gave an account of the foundation of
and it was declared
their own hopes as Christians
that no person should thereafter be permitted to sub
;

scribe the covenant, or be received into communion
with the church, until he had given satisfaction to the
elders with respect to the purity of his faith and the

consistency of his conduct.
The constitution of which

we have now beheld an
and especially the covenant or social engage
ment so fraught with sentiments of genuine piety and
abstract,

enlarged benevolence, has excited the derision of some
writers, who refuse to consider the speculative liberal
of view than
ly which it indicates in any other point
s contrasted with the practical intolerance which the

But however agreeable
olonists soon after displayed.
aspect may be to eyes that watcli for the frailties

his

f the good and the weaknesses of the strong, this is
ot the only light in which it will present itself to hunane and liberal minds.
Philosophy admits that the
is
enlarged by the mere purpose of excellence ;
nd religion has pronounced that even those designs
which men are not deemed worthy to perform, it may
ie well for them to have entertained in their minds.

oul

The error of the inhabitants of Salem was the universal
the virtues they demonstrated were
age
In
themselves and their puritan brethren.
lie ecclesiastical constitution which they established
or themselves, and the sentiments which they intervove with it, they rendered a sincere and laudable
lomage to the rights of conscience and the requireand these principles, no doubt, exer
nents of piety
cised a highly beneficial influence on the practice which
nrror of their

;

icculiar to

;

The influence
unhappily they did not entirely control.
of principles that tend to the restraint of human fero
to mortal
city and intolerance is frequently invisible
eyes, because it is productive chiefly of negative con
sequences and when great provocation or alarm has
:

ed the professors of these principles to violate the re
straints they impose, they will be judged with little jus
tice, if charity neglect to supply the imperfection of
that knowledge to which we are limited while we see
secret and honorable
:nit in
part, and to suggest the
forbearance which may have preceded the visible action

and it occupied, accordingly, their
and most solemn deliberation.
They had been
In the very first in
advised before they quitted England to agree amon.tr which we condemn or deplore.
themselves on the form of church government which stance of intolerant proceeding with which the adver
saries of the puritans have reproached this American
was to be established in the colony but, neglectin
this advice, they had gone no farther than to expre*. colony, it appears to me that the influence of L enumo
is very
their general concurrence in the principle that the refor
strikingly
piety in mitigating human impatience
mation of the church was to he endeavored according to apparent. It is a notable fact that, although these emi
the written word of Gad.
They now applied to their grants were collected from a body embracing such di
\\ hether the
conform.
thoy could not conscientiously
brethren at Plymouth, and desired to be acquaints: versity of opinion respecting church government and
aware of the inten
king and Laud were, or were not,
with the grounds of the constitution which had there the rights of worship as then prevailed among the puri
tions of the puritans, they must surely be allowed to hi
tans of England, and though they lud landed in Ame
been established
and, having heard these fully explain
the best judges of what they themselves had intended
rica without having previously ascertained how far they
ed, and devoted some time to a diligent comparison ol
and their acquiescence iii the constitutio
to convey
the model with the warrants of scripture which were were likely to agree on this very point, lor the sake of
Massachusetts
which the colonists of
Bay proceede
cited in its vindication, and earnestly besought the which they had incurred banishment from England, the
forthwith to establish, demonstrates, in the stronges
constitution which was copied from the church of New
enlightening aid of Him who alone can teach his crou
o
violation
had
no
aware
that
were
manner,
tiiey
they
him with acceptance, they declare* Plymouth gave satisfaction to almost every individual
tures how to
When they afterwards be their entiie worship
the charter to complain of.
among them. Two brothers, however, ol the name of
approbation of the sister church, and pro
came sensible that the progress of puritan establish ceeded to
copy her structure in the establishment o Browne, one a lawyer, and the uther a merchant, both
ments in New England increased the ferment whic
their own.
They united together in religious society of them men of note and among the. number of the
* Chalmers
by a covenant, in which, after a solemn dedication o original patentees, dissented from this constitution, and
attempts to support this interpretation by citin
who adhered
That the oatli t
from the charter the following clause,
themselves to live in the fear of God, and to walk ii arguing with vehement absurdity that
supremacy shall he administered to everyone who shall pas
to it would infallibly become anabaptists, endeavored
his ways, so far as he should be pleased to reveal him
tu the Mlony to inlLabit there.&quot; Annals, p. MI.
J)r. Rober
self to them, they engaged to each other to cultivate to obtain converts to their opinion, and to establish a
son cites tile same words for the same piirjwse. Uut there
watchfulness atid tenderness m their mutual intercourse
no such clause in the charter. There is a clause, not rt
separate congregation on a model more approximated
The defectquiring, but empowering, the governor, if he think proper,
to the forms of the church of England.
to avoid jealousies, suspicions, and secret risings o
administer the oath of allegiance anj supremacy. Gha
and in all cases of offence to bear and forbear iveness of their argument they endeavored to supply
spirit
mers makes himself exceedingly merry with the enthusias
and they obtained
of the puritans, who
considered the charter as sacre
by the vehemence of their clamor
give and forgive, after the example of their Divin
because they supposed it to be derived from the providence
to repres
a favorable audience from a few who regarded with
pattern. They promised, in the congregation,
13H.
Dr. Robertson is loss charitable. lie su
heaven,
their forwardness to display their gifts
unfriendly eve the discipline which the colonial church
and, m thei
poses the puritans to have wilfully misinterpreted the ch art
which he himself misrepresents.
intercourse, whether with sister churches or with the was disposed to exercise upon offenders against the
ill

their concerns,

earliest

;

;

;

;

;
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NORTH AMERICA,
laws of morality. Mr. Endicott, the governor, called
these men. together with the ministers, before the peowho, after hearing both parlies, repeated their
pie
had consented to ; and,
approbation of the system they
as the two brothers still persisted in their attempts to
create a schism in the church, and even endeavored to

j

I

)

ble instance will very shortly occur in the
that the charter
progress of: determined, by general consent,
our narrative.
But very opposite sentiments prevailed should be transferred, and the government be settled in
among the hulk of the colonists of Massachusetts, who New England.&quot; To the members of tne corporation
:

j

I

were came
j

a mutiny against the government, they
judged unlit to remain in the colony, and sent back by
the vessels in which they had accompanied the other

Their abemigrants in the voyage from England.*
sence restored unity of sentiment to the colonists, who
were proceeding to complete their settlement and ex
tend their occupation of the country, when they were

and the ravages
interrupted by the approach of winter,
of disease, which quickly deprived them of nearly one
half of their number, but produced no other change on
their minds than to cause the sentiments of hope and
more steadily to the Author of their
fear to
converge

existence.

Notwithstanding the sarcastic comments which the
banishment of the two individuals whose case I have

some eminent writers,
just related has received from
the justice of the proceeding cannot fail, I think, to
commend itself to the sentiments of all impartial men
:

should hardly have thought it necessary to notice
of intolerance to which the colonists have
bten subjected, if their conduct had never given greater
occasion to it.
But unfortunately a great proportion

and

combined with them a set of person in the slightest degree conversant with legal
political opinions which it would not be easy to realize consideration, they received an opinion favorable to
without subverting civil society.
Of this, a remark*- the wishes of the emigrants ;* and accordingly it was
,

I

;

excite

I
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these liberal sentiments

|

J

America fresh from the influence of pcrsecution, and had not, like their brethren at New Plymouth,
the advantage of an intermediate residence in a land

j

where
)

&amp;gt;

j

j

j

a peaceful

co-existence of different sects

was

to transform

it

into a virtue.

was sharpened by

It

If
tended very strongly to enforce.
had suffered from persecu
it was
right that they who
tion, should themselves abstain from what their own
experience had feelingly shown to be so hateful and
odious, it was natural that flying to deserts for the sake
of particular opinions, they should expect to see these
The
opinions flourish unmolested and undisputed.
sufferings they had endured from their adversaries, they
of
the
regarded as one of the legitimate consequences
pernicious errors that these adversaries had imbibed

at

home, was reserved

a share

New

-|

communities were placed on a sure and respectable
basis.
When we consider the means by which this

;

j

was

|

effected,

doubts and
J

we

ourselves encompassed with
of which the only solution that

tind

difficulties,

I am able to discover is the
opinion I have already
expressed, that the king was at this lime exceedingly
desirous to rid the realm of the puritans, and had uuo-

j

quivocally signified to them, that if they would bestow
their presence on another part of his dominions, and

m

snme vicissitudes which in after years af
fected materially the prosperity both of New England
and of the other colonial establishments in the same
The war which the king so wan
quarter of the world.
tonly declared against France in 1627, and which pro
duced only disgrace and disaster to the British arms in
Europe, was attended with events of a very different

must be confessed, the treatment they received from

remain

employ their energies in peopling the deserts of Ame
copious infusions which the colony received of the feel
ings excited in England by the increased severity of rica, instead of disturbing his operations on the church
of England, they were free to arrange their internal
in
persecution, from which the victims began to fly
constitution, whether civil or ecclesiastical, according
creasing numbers to America.
The British dominion in America underwent, about to their own discretion. An English corporation,

puritans at this period were strongly infected
with the prevalent error of their age,t and regarded
the peaceable co-existence of different sects in the
ame community as nearly impossible a notion which,
their adversaries

j

the

this period,

it

to

trading, stock, and profits of the company, for
the term of seven years.
By this transaction, one of
the most singular that is recorded in the history of a
civilized people, the liberties of the
England
in the

i

|

demonstrated to be not only practicable, but eminently
conducive to the promotion of those excellent graces
ot Christian character, patience, charity, and a spirit of
forbearance.
Much might be urged and will doubtless
suggest itself, in extenuation of this error, which long
remained a root of bitterness to disturb their peace
and felicity. But the considerations which may be
allowed to mitigate our censure of the intolerant spirit
which these people displayed, can never be permitted

the charge

of the

who choose

to

appointed by its charter to reside in London, resolved
itself, by its own act, into an American corporation,
and transferred its residence to Massachusetts
and
this was openly transacted by men whose
principles
rendered them peculiarly obnoxious to their rules, and
under the eyes of a prince no less vigilant to observe.
than vigorous to repress every encroachment on the
limits of his prerogative.
So far was Charles from
:

Sir David Kirk having ob
complexion in America.
tained a commission to attack the American dominions
of France, invaded Canada in the summer of 1628
and so successful was the expedition, that in July.
1629, Quebec was reduced to surrender to the arms of
Thus was the capital of New France sub
England.
dued by the English, about one hundred and thirty

entertaining the slightest dissatisfaction at this pro
ceeding, or from desiring, at this period of his reign, to
obstruct the removal of the puritans to New England,
that about two years after tins change had been carried
into effect, when a complaint of arbitrary and illegal

;

years before they
sword of Wolfe.

achieved

its

rinal

was preferred against the colony by a
banished from it, and who was
supported by Sir Ferdmando Gorges, the king, after a
proceedings

conquest by the

papist

This signal event was unknown
Europe when peace was re-established between France
and England and Charles, by the subsequent treaty
of St. Germain, not only restored this valuable acqui
in

who had been

hearing of the case in the privy council, issued a
proclamation not only justifying but commending the
whole conduct of the colonial government, reprobating
and they customarily regarded their opponents as the
had no good opinion of
enemies of their persons as well as persecutors of their sition to France, but expressed the cession he made in the prevalent reports that he
The activity of government in support of terms of such extensive application, as undeniably in that plantation, and engaging not only to maintain the
opinions.
the national opinion, they were far from condemning in ferred a recognition of the French, and a surrender of privileges of its inhabitants, but to supply whatever
the abstract.
They admitted the legitimacy of such the British claims to the province of Nova tJcotia. else might contribute to their further comfort and
From the terms of this document (of
to This arrangement manifestly threatened no small pre
prosperity.!
interposition, and condemned it only when it seemed
them erroneously directed.
Even when oppressed judice to the settlements of the English and we shall which no notice is taken by the writers inimical to the
of the king s
themselves, they exclaimed against indiscriminate tole
speedily find that what it threatened, it did not fail to puritans,) and from the whole complexion
conduct towards the founders of this settlement, it
ration.
They contradicted so far their own principles
produce.
he
would
whatever
and maintained that human beings might and ought to
appear that,
designs
might secretly
cherish of adding the subjugation of New England, at
punish what God alone could correct and alter. t .Some
II.
a future period, to that of his British and Virginian
of them, no doubt, had already anticipated the senti
ments which at a later period came to be generally cha The Charter Government transferred from England to Mas- dominions, bis policy at this time was to persuade the
sachussetts Numerous Emigration Foundation of Bos
leaders of the puritans, that if they would peaceably
racteristic of the independents, and which induced
ton Hardships of the New Settlers Disfranchisement of
abandon the contest for their rights in England, they
them to reject all connexion between church and state,
Dissenters in the Colony Influence of the colonial clergy
John Cotton and his Colleagues and Successors Williams were at liberty to embody and enjoy them in whatever
and disallow the competence of the interposition of
he founds Providence Representative Assembly institutions
Schism
human authority to sustain one church or to suppress
they might think fit to establish in America.
established in Massachusetts Arrival of Hugh Peters
to tax
another.
and Henry Vane, who is elected Governor Foundation of And yet some writers, whom it is impossible
Unfortunately some of the early votaries of
Connecticut and New Haven War with the Pequod with ignorance, as they had access to all the existing
*
Indians Severities exercised by the victorious Colonists
.Mather, B. 1. cap. 4. sect 8. Xeal, i. 129. On their return
be
would
held
materials of information, whom it
justly
to England they preferred a heavy complaint against the
Disturbances created by Mrs. Hutchinson Colonization of
of discernment,
color.isis of oppressive demeanor to themselves and enmity
Rhode Island and of New Hampshire and Maine Jea presumptuous to charge with defect
to the Church oi England. The total disregard which their
lousy, and fluctuating Condnct of the King Measure-* and whom it may perhaps appear uncharitable to re
have not
complaint experienced (Chalmers, p. 146) strongly confirms
adopted against the Liberties of Massachusetts inter
proach with malignity towards the puritans,
the undemauring ofall parties
the opinion I have expressed
rupted by the Civil Wars State of New England Popu
of this colony of effect
with rt g trd lothe real import of the charter.
scrupled ro accuse the founders
Laws Manners.
lation
t Tin, riciiest endowment of reason could not exempt the
their ends by a policy not less impudent than
THE directors of the Massachusetts Bay company ing
greatest of philosophers from intolerance nor could the ex
fraudful, and by acts of disobedience little short of
its injustice
evince
to
,ven
its
of
utmost
fully
meanwhile
exerted
their
endeavors
in
persecution
perience
The colonists themselves, notwithstanding
rebellion.
own victims. Lord Bacon thought that uniformity in religious to England
reinforce the colony with a numerous body of addi
all the facilities which the king presented to them, and
sentiment and worship was essential to the support of govern
were
the
settlers.
Their
tional
toieraliun
could
with
be
designs
promoted by
ment, am that no
safety
granted to
*
There is not the slightest reason for supposing t hat the
sectaries.
of Laud s administration, which,
Bacon, De imitate ecclesiie. During the adminis
rigor and intolerance
on erroneous in
tration of Cromwuil, an eminent presbyterian minister, who
opinion was dishonest, or that it proceeded
all who
on
the
imposed
hardships
formation. Even at a subsequent period, the attorney-gene
nad himself felt the liaud of persecution, published a treatise daily multiplying
ordi
that the patent
this cursed intolerable
i _ ;iuist what he was please i to term.
ral, Sawyer, gave it as his orticial opinion,
scrupled entire conformity to the ecclesiastical
and their assigns, a body cor
Orme s Life of Owen.
toleration.&quot;
nances, proportionably diminished, in their estimation, having created the grantees
transfer their charter, and act in New
miaht
To the objection that persecution serves to make men the
they
porate,
to
Ame
danger and hardships attending a retreat
Chalmers, p. 173. He had not perused the
England.&quot;
hypocrites, an eminent minister in New England answered
rica.
Many persons began to treat with *he company charter with sufficient attention. It conveyed the soil to the
&quot;Better tolerate hypocrites and tares, than briars and thorns.&quot;
of
these
several
and
corporation and its assigns; but conferred the powers of
Another, in a work, published in 1015, thus expresses himself. for a settlement in New England,
But government on the corporation and its successors. His mis
It is saisUhal men ought to have liberty of conscience, and
were people of distinguished family and fortune.
I can rather stand
however, may well seem to acquit the patentees of in
that ii is persecution to debar them of it.
from the residence take,
tentional deviation from the terms of their grant.
amazed than reply to this. It is an astonishment that the foreseeing the misrule inseparable
as
demanded,
in
Tins proclamation is very artfully worded,
Neal
Britain,
t
be
in
should
such
of
the
ui
mt-n
they
i, 137, 8.
brains
parboiled
impious ignorance.&quot;
legislative power
contains indications n f deeper designs, which were kept
li^iknau s History of New Hampshire, voi. i. cap. 3.
a previous condition of their emigration, that the and
in reserve tit! the present policy had produced the etiect that
condemned them more strongly than the
j None have
charter and all the powers of government should be was expected from it. The ample inquiry that preceded the
popish tneulo^ians, who have insultingly urged that perse
to New England, and exercised within the proclamation, must have induced the puritans to believe, that
cution, however congenial to the Romau catholic principle, transferred
The company, who had incur- the whole proceedings of the colonists had received the royal
submitting aii private judgment to the regulation of an in- territory of the colony.
lailible church, was totally repugnant to the fundamental
approbation; and yet the pledge of protection and security is
red a considerable expense with little prospect of
dexterously qualified with the condition ol its appearingto the
principle of protestanisin, winch asserts the supremacy of
to obtain satisfaction of the
king that the charter had been in all things
speedy remuneration, were very well disposed
private judgment and individual opinion. But there is a fal
was
that
etlectuated according to its true meaning an indication that
aid
the
measure
lacy here for althoughthe particular dogmas of catholic faith such important
by embracing
for him
may be derived, not immediately from private judgment, but proposed to them but doubting its legality, they a day mishtcome when it would be more convenient he
sucHad un re
ui uuarrei
WIMI the
uie colony. iinu
to seek for
lo
ior a cause of
from the canons of the church, it must be to the private judg
quarrel with
f
.u
on the
ceeded iri extinguishing liberty in England, the freedom of
ment of every catholic that this church is indebted for the re thought proper to consult lawyers of eminence
it.
to
have
survived
not
must
Massachusetts
would
Unaccountable
as
it
of
to
enact
such
its
canons.
long
every
cognition
authority
appear
subject.
;
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the unwonted liberality and consideration with which he
showed himself willing to grace their departure, were
so fully awaro of his rooted enmity to their principles,
and so little able to reconcile his present conduct with
his favorite policy, that they openly declared they had
been led by Providence to a land of rest, through ways
that were unintelligible to themselves, and that they

could ascribe the blessings they obtained to nothing
else but the special interposition of that Being who
orders all the steps of his people, and holds the hearts
It is indeed a
of princes and of all men in his hands.
strange coincidence, that this arbitrary prince, at the
very time when he was exercising the sternest despo
tism over the royalists in Virginia, should have been
cherishing the principles of liberty
in

New

among

the puritans

England.

Having

effected this important revolution

in

their

system of government, the adventurers proceeded to
make the most vigorous exertions to realize the designs
In a general court, John Wmthey had undertaken.
and Thomas Dudley,
throp was appointed governor,
and
eighteen assistants were chosen
deputy-governor,
in whom, together with the body of freemen who should
;

New

settle in

rights of the

England, were vested all the corporate
company. With such zeal and activity

did they prepare for emigration, that, in the course of
the ensuing year, above fifteen hundred settlers, among
whom were several wealthy and high-born persons, both
men and women, who chose to follow truth into a de

and mutual dependence of church and state.
A law ing sense of it and continually inarching in front of
was passed, enacting that none should hereafter be his doctrine, he enforced its acceptance by the weight
admitted freemen, or be entitled to any share in the of his character and the animating influence of his ex
The kindness of his disposition, and the cour
government, or be capable of being chosen magistrates, ample.
or even of serving as jurymen, but such as had been or teous benevolence of his manners, enabled him, in all
his intercourse with others, to diffuse the influence ef
should hereafter be received into the church as mem
bers.
This law at once divested every person who did his piety no less sensibly than agreeably through tho
The loftiness oi the standard
not hold the prevailing opinions, not only on the great veins of his conversation.
points of doctrine, but with respect to the discipline of which he had continually in his view, and the assimi
the church and the ceremonies of worship, of all the lating influence of that strong admiration which he en
An uncontrolled power of ap tertained fur it, communicated to his character an eleva
privileges of a citizen.
;

proving or rejecting the claims of those who applied
for admission into communion with the church, being
vested in the ministers and leading men of each con
gregation, the most valuable civil rights were made to
depend on their decision with respect to qualifications

Even at a later period, when the
purely ecclesiastical.
colonists were compelled, by the remonstrances of
Charles the Second, to make some alteration of this
law,

they altered

only in appearance, and enacted

it

that every candidate for the privilege of a freeman,
should produce a certificate from some minister of the

established church, that they were persons of orthodox
a cer
principles, and of honest life and conversation
tificate which they who did not
belong to the established

church necessarily solicited with great disadvantage.
The consequence of such laws was to elevate the
clergy to a very high degree of influence and authority;*&quot;

sert, rather

and, happily for the colony, she was long blessed with
a succession of ministers whose admirable virtues were
calculated to counteract the mischief of this inordinate

On their arrival at
seventeen ships for New England.
Salem [1630] many of them were so ill satisfied with
the
they explored
country in quest of
better stations
and settling in different places around

good.

than to enjoy all the pleasures of the world
under the dominion of error, set sail aboard a fleet of

its situation, that
;

the bay, according to their various predilections, laid the
foundation of Boston, Charlestown, Dorchester, Roxbury, and other societies which have since expanded
In each of these a church
into considerable towns.
was established on the same model with that of Salem.
This, together with the care of making provision for
their subsistence during winter, occupied them entirely
The approach of winter was at
for several months.
tended with a repetition of those trials and distresses
the
ordeal
of
which every body of settlers in
through
New England was long fated to pass. Afflicted with
severe scarcity, which all the generous contributions of
the other settlements in the province were able but
feebly to mitigate, attacked with various distempers, the
consequence of hunger, cold, and the peculiarities of a
soil and climate uncongenial to constitutions formed in
Europe, and lodged for the most part in booths and
tents that afforded but imperfect protection from the
weather, great numbers of them were carried to the
But the noble determination of spirit which
grave.

and even to convert it into an instrument of
dissenters from the colonial church
were thus deprived of political privileges, it does not
appear that they were subjected to any other inconve
nience, except where their tenets were considered as
blasphemous, or when they endeavored by the propaga
tion of them to detach others from the established
influence,

Though

church, or by the practical realization of them to dis
turb the public peace.
The exclusion from political
privileges to which they were subjected, seems not at
first to have given them any annoyance
but to have
been felt to be the necessary consequence of that intertexture of church and commonwealth in which the
main end of political institutions was the preservation of
;

the church estate,

and the chief value of

political pri

vileges considered to arise from their subservience to
this end.
Various persons resided in peace within the

and
colony, though excluded from political franchises
one episcopal minister is particularly noted for having
when
he
his
to
of
refusal
the
said,
signified
join any
colonial congregations, that as he had left England be
cause he did not like the lord bishops, so they might
rest assured he had not come to America to live under
:

tion that commanded respect; while the continual
sense of his dependence on divine aid, and of his short
coming to his great pattern, graced his manners with a
humility that attracted love, and disarmed the conten
tious opposition of petulence and envy.
It is recorded
of him, that having been once followed from the church
where he had been preaching to his house, by an igno
rant disputatious mechanic, who tokl him with a frown
that his ministry had become dark and flat, he
replied,
u
let me have
Both, brother, it limy be both
your prayers
ikat if may be otherwise&quot;
On another occasion, being
accosted in the street by a pragmatical coxcomb, who
insolently told him that he was an old fool, Mr. Cotton,
with a mildness that showed he forgave his rudeness,
and a solemnity that evinced he was very far from dis
I con
regarding the opinion of his brethren, answered,
lite Lord make tkce and me U iser than
fess I am so
we are, even wise unto salvation.&quot; The character of
this excellent clergyman, and of many of his cotemporaries in the colonial ministry, seems to have been
formed by Providence for the express purpose of coun
;

&quot;

;

teracting, by strong individual influence, the violent,
divisive, and contentious spirit that long continued to
ferment among a community of men whom persecution

had rendered rigid and inflexible in following out their
whose sentiments had not been harmonized
by previous habits of union, who were daily receiving
opinions,

into their body a fresh infusion of dissimilar characters
and exasperated feeling, and among whom each natu
rally considered the opinions for which he had individu
ally suffered, as the most important features in the

cause.
When we recollect the presence of
such elements of discord, and the severe and lengthened
that
had
been given to that influence which
operation
tends to drive even the wise to frenzy, we shall be less
disposed to marvel at the vehement heats and acrimo
nious contentions that in some instances broke forth to
disturb the peace of the colony, than that in the midst
of such threatening symptoms so much coherence ai\d
stability was preserved, and so much virtue, happiness,
and prosperity attained.
Among the instruments which
the Divine Being adapted and employed to compose
the frenzy and moderate the fervor of his people, were

common

eminent individual John Cotton, Thomas Hooker,
very little inferior to him in worth, and, at a
Mather, who succeeded to
the estimation which Mr. Cotton had enjoyed, and
tion at having at least beheld with their eyes the ga
whose family supplied no less than ten of the most
thering of a church of Christ in these desolate ends of persecuted brethrenin England. [1633] Among the new popular ministers of their age to the church of Massa
the earth.
The continuance of the pestilence enforced settlers who arrived not
and produced the celebrated author of the
long after the transference of chusetts,
their devout supplications
and its cessation, which the seat of
ecclesiastical history of New England.
Had the colo
government to Massachusetts, were some
nial ministry been composed entirely of such or such
they recognised as the answer to their prayers, excited eminent puritan ministers, of whom the most remarka
their devotional gratitude.
like men, the agitated minds of the inhabitants
This calamity was hardly ble were Elliot and
might
Mayhew, the rirst protestant mis
removed when they were alarmed by the tidings of a sionaries to the
lave much sooner attained a settled composure
But,
Indians, and John Cotton, a man whose
universal conspiracy of the
worth procured, and long preserved, to him a unfortunately, the wild and impetuous spirit that was
neighboring Indians for
The colonists, instead of relying on singular
their destruction.
in
of
them
not
did
After working
many
long wait for leaders
patriarchal repute and authority in the colony.
their patent, had, on their first arrival,
to excite and develope its powers.
fairly purchased
ministering for twenty years in England to a congrega
from the Indians all the tracts of land which they after
Tlie
first
dissension
that
arose in the colony
tion by whom he was highly respected and beloved, Mr.
religious
wards possessed and in the hour of their peril, both Cotton had been summoned
before the Court of High was promoted by Kogcr Williams, [1634,] who had
they and the faithless vendors who menaced them, Commission on a charge of neglecting to kneel at the come over to New England in 1C30, and preached for
reaped the fruit of their concurrence or collision with sacrament.
Lord Dorset and other persons of distinc some years to the inhabitants of New Plymouth but,
The hostility of these tion
the designs of Eternal Justice.
not finding there an audience suitable to his purposes,
by whom he was known and valued, employed the
had solicited his dismission, and had recently been
savages was interrupted by a pestilential disorder that strongest intercession in his behalf with Laud
but
with
broke out among themselves, and
This man was a rigid
rapid desolation their exertions
appointed minister of Salem.
proving unavailing, Dorset sent to in
tribes
of
them
This
disorder
was
whole
away.
swept
form him,
that if it had been only drunkenness or Brownist, precise, illiberal, unforhearing, and passion
the small-pox, which has always proved a much more
ate
he began to vent from the pulpit which he had
adultery he hail committed, he might have found favor,
formidable malady to Indian than
but the sin of puritanism was
European constitu
Mr. trained by his substantial piety and fervid zeal, a singu
unpardonable.&quot;
In spite of the most charitable exertions on the Cotton, in
tions.
lar medly of notions; some wildly
speculative, some
consequence, retired to New England, and
found there a scene
part of the colonists to arrest the progress of the dis
calculated to develope Boldly opposed to the constitutions of civil society, and
peculiarly
temper by their superior medical skill, nine-tenths of and give efficacy to his piety and virtue. To an earnest some which, if unexceptionable in theory, wore highly
the neighboring savages were cut off, and many of the concern for
unsuitable to the place from which they were delivered,
religion he united a deep and ever prevailsurvivors flying from the infection, removed their ha
and the exercises and sentiments with which he en
*
instances of their influence in matters of
Many
import
bitations to more distant regions.
deavored to associate them.
He maintained that it
ance will occur m the further
of our narrative. An
progress
1631.] When the restoration of plenty, by the arrival instance of their control over public opinion on a point whicli, was not lawful for an unregenerate man to pray, nor
the
from
of
was
the more likely for cliristians to
of supplies
being quite beyond
province
reason,
England, and the abatement of the se
join in family prayer with those whom
to interest the most obstinate and unassailable prejudices, is
tint it was not lawful to
verity of winter, permitted the colonists to resume their mentioned
;
by Uutchinson, p. 152. Tobacco was at first pi o- they judged unregenerate
assemblies for the transaction of public business, their hibited under a penalty and in some
take an oath to the civil magistrate, not even the oath
writings that were po
demonstrated
ma
in
ihe
the
first
that
a
smoke
of
it
with
most
audacious
of
he
had
declined himself to take,
colony,
pular
is,
very
proceedings
groat
allegiance, which
were considerably leavened with a spirit absurdity, compared to the fumes of the bottomless pit. But and advised his congregation equally to refuse ; that
jority of them
some of the clergy having fallen into the practice of smoking,
of intolerance, and were determined in their practical tobacco was
to usurp the power of dis
set at King Charles had no right
instantly, by an act of government,
administration to exemplify a thorough intermixture, liberty.&quot;
posing of the territory of the Indians, and hence th

had impelled them to emigrate, preserved all its force
the survivors endured their calamities with unshaken
fortitude
and the dying expressed a grateful exulta
;

;

this

the lord brethren.

The diminution of their

numbers, which
the colonists had suffered from hardship and disease, was
soon much more than compensated by the ample re
inforcements which theycontinuallyreceived from their
1632.]

original

man

later period, Dr. Increase

;

;

;

;

:

&quot;

:

&amp;lt;o

;
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and preserved a friendly correspondence with Mr. Cot
The principles
ton and others of them till his death.
of toleration, which he had formerly discredited, by the
These rigidness with which he disallowed the slightest differ
for all religions was detestable persecution.
liberal principles of toleration he combined with a spirit ence of opinions between the members of his own com
BO rigid and separating, that he not only refused all munion, he now enforced by exercising that forbear
communion with any who did not profess every one of ance by which the differences that distinguish christhe foregoing opinions, but forbade the members of the tians are prevented from dividing them, and by culti
church at Salem to communicate with any of the other vating that charity, by which even, the sense of these
The great funda
churches in the colony and, when they refused to obey differences is often melted down.
this prohibition, he withdrew from them, and set up a mental principles of Christianity daily acquiring a more
Here he was at- exclusive and absorbing influence over his mind, he
separate meeting in his own house.
tended by a select assembly of zealous admirers, com- berran to labor for the conversion of the Indians and,
posed of men, in whose minds an impetuous temper, in addition to the benefits of which his ministry among
inflamed by persecution, had greatly impaired the sense them was productive to themselves, he acquired over
who entertained dispropurtioned them an influence which he rendered highly advanta
of moral perspective
ideas of those branches of the trunk of godliness, for geous to his old associates in Massachusetts, whom he
the sake of which they had endured such mighty suffer
was enabled frequently to warn of conspiracies formed
and comand piety so foully wronged
ings, and had seen worth
against them by the savages in their vicinity,
and
and who abhorred every symbol, badge,
practice, mnnicated to him by the tribes with whom he main
and
The
vehemence
that
that was associated with the remembrance,
spotted, tained relations of friendship.
as they conceived, with the iniquity of their idolatrous Endicot had displayed, was not less mellowed by time
One of his followers, Mr. Endicot, a and the ascendancy of sound wisdom and piety. He
oppressors.
held
magistrate of the place, and formerly deputy-governor remained in Massachusetts, and, at a later period,
patent was

colonial
utterly invalid ; that the magistrate
had no ri^ht to restrain or direct the consciences of
men ; and that any tiling short of unlimited toleration

;

|

;

1

;

j

j

,

;

;

j

of the colony, in a transport of zeal against supersti
for many years the chief office in its government with
and great advantage and general respect.
tion, cut the red cross out of the king s colors
The colony of Massachusetts had continued mean
many of the trained bunds, who had hitherto followed
these colors without objection, caught the contagion of while to attain stability and prosperity, and to extend
Endicot s zeal, and protested that they would follow its settlements
and this year an important and bene
them no longer, if the cross were permitted to remain. ficial change took place in its internal constitution.
;

;

riotous and violent conduct of Endicot was uni
versally disapproved, and the colonial authorities pun
ished iiis misdemeanor by reprimand and disability of

The

to
holding otlice for one year; but they were obliged
the dispute with the protesters among the
trained bands, and comply, to a certain extent, with
their remonstrances.
They were preparing to call
Williams to a judicial reckoning, when Mr. Cotton and
other ministers interposed and desired to be allowed to
reason with him, alleging that his violence was prompt
ed rather bv a misguided conscience, than seditious

The mortality that had prevailed among the Indians,
had vacated a great many of the stations which their
tribos had occupied, and as many of these were well
chosen, the colonists took possession of them with an
over
eagerness that dispersed their settlements widely
the province.
This necessarily led to the introduction

j

compromise

of representative government, and, accordingly, at the
of assembling the general court, the freemen,
period
instead of attending it in person, according to the
elected representatives in
prescription of the charter,
their several districts, whom they authorised to appear

i

principles ; and that there was hope they might gain,
You are ilccciccd in
instead of losing, their brother.
that rtmti, if you think kc will cutidesccud tu lca.rn of
of
the
governor, and the
any of you, was the prediction
Jesuit of the conference proving the justice of it,*

in their

themselves,

The

representa

and henceforward considered
conjunction with the governor and

in

supreme legislative assembly of the
The abstract wisdom of this innovation could
colony.
not admit of doubt, and, in defence of their right to
effect it, it was forcibly urged tUat the colonists were
of a right
only making a new way to the enjoyment
their assem
already extended to them, and preventing
blies from becoming either too numerous to transact

earnest and
paring to follow him into exile; when an
pious admonition, transmitted to them by Mr. Cotton
and the other ministers of Uo.ston, induced them to re
of
linquish their purpose, to acknowledge the justice

and partial to represent the inter
which they were intended to administer, and sup
The number of freemen had greatly
posed to embrace.

i

tiers

continued to (lock to

made

)

Xew

England. [16351

sct-

Among

the passengers, in a fleet of twenty vessels that arrived
in the
following year, were two persons who afterwards

distinguished figure on a more conspicuous
One of these was Hugh Peters, the celebrated
chaplain and counsellor of Oliver Cromwell, and the
other was Vane, whose father, Sir Henry Vane the
a

theatre.

elder,
credit

was

a privy councillor, and high in office

and

Peters became minister of
Salem, and, possessing a mind unusually active and
he
not
enterprising,
only discharged his sacred functions
with zeal and advantage, but roused the planters to
new courses of useful industry, and encouraged them
by his own successful example. His labors were
blessed with a produce not les? honorable than endur
The spirit which he excited Vtts continued to
ing.
and nearly two centuries
prevail with unabated vigor
after his death, the piety, good morals, and industry
by
which Salem has ever been distinguished, have been
traced to the effects of Pcters s ministry.
He remained
with

the

king.

;

New England till the year 1641, when, at the re
quest of the colonists, he went to transact some busi
ness for them in the mother country, from which he
was fated never to return.* Vane, afterwards Sir
Henry Vane the younger, had been for some time
restrained from indulging his wish to proceed to New
England by the prohibition of his father, who was at
in

length induced to wave his objections by the interfer
ence of the king. A young man of noble family, ani
mated with such ardent devotion to the cause of pure
religion and liberty, that, relinquishing all his hopes in
England, he chose to settle in an infant colony which
little more than a bare subsistence to
was received in New England with the
He was then little
fondest regard and admiration.
more than twenty-four years of age. His youth,
which seemed to magnify the sacrifice he had made,
increased no less the impression which his manners and
The awiul
appearance were calculated to produce.
composure of his aspect and demeanor stamped a serious
grace and grandeur on the bloom of manhood ; his
countenance appeared the surface of a character not
less resolute than profound, and whose energy was not
so
extinguished, hut concentrated into a sublime and
lemn calm. He has been charged with enthusiasm by
with
he
the
which
some who have remarked
intensity

as yet afforded
its inhabitants,

pursued purposes which to them have appeared worth
less and ignoble
and with hypocrisy by others who
have contrasted the strength and stretch of his resolu
But a juster
tion with the calmness of his manners.
;

that

was

tb_e ha*-

business, or too thin

consideration, perhaps,

bitual energy of his determination that repressed every
symptom of vehement impetuosity, and induced, an
of manner that scarcely appeared to exceed

;

at a distance
;

;

may suggest

it

equality
It is
the pitch of a grave composure and constancy.
the disproportion so frequently evinced between the
genius and the character of eminent men, that occasions

making with their own hands the tiicir irregular conduct and impetuous demeanor. But
was necessary to preserve their Vane, fully embracing the loftiest projects of his genius
to the government with all the faculties of his
being, was deeply im
existing rights, instead of applying
of England, which was steadily pursuing the plan of pressed with the vast and arduous nature of the work
to

blame them

improvement

for

that

mother country,
subverting the organs of liberty in the
and had already begun to exhibit an altered counte
nance towards the colony.* In consequence of this
the
important measure the colony advanced beyond
state of a corporation, and acquired by its own act the
condition of a society which was endowed with political
had framed for itself a government
liberty, and which
derived from the model of the English constitution.
Tlic representatives having established themselves in

of land from the Indians, and bestowed on their settle
ment the name of Providence. Had this man encoun
tered the treatment to which the publication of his

England,
peculiar opinions would have exposed
he would probably have been driven to madness the
he
and
kinder
treatment
wiser
experienced from the
Massachusetts authorities was productive of happier
and Mr. Cotton and Iiis associates were not
effects
in

;

;

supposing that they would gain
They gained him in a manner, indeed, less
than a triumphant issue of the
flattering to themselves
conference would have been, but much more beneficial
He concurred, as we
to the interests of America.

their

their otlice,

proceeded

to assert the

rights

which ne

that no law should
cessarily attached to it, by enacting
be passed, no tax imposed, and no public officer
appointed but by the general assembly.
Tue increasing violence and injustice of the royal
shall see, at a later period, in founding the state of
meanwhile co-operated so
government in England
bene
Rhode Island, and was one of its most eminent
that were circulated of the
powerfully with the tidings
soon
and
He lived to an advanced age
and the simple frame of
factors.
prosperity of Massachusetts ;
throwing off the wild and separating spuit with which ecclesiastical policy that had been established in the
so desirable, and rendered
his sentiments had been leavened, he regained the colony
presented a prospect
friendship and esteem of his ancient fellow colonists, the ffor^eous hierarchy and recent superstitious inno
vations in the ceremonies of the English church so
*
Though tie would not retract Uis dogmas, it seems that
that the flow of emigration seemed
some of the arguments that were employed with him sank additionally odious,
into his mind, and at least reduced him to silence. Mr. Hooker,
In the preceding year the privy council, alarmed by the
one of the ministers who was sent to deal with him, urged,
the intelli
If it lie unlawful for an unregistrong sensation which was excited in England by
among other rensoni ngs,
under their
nerate person to pray, it is unlawful for your nnrogenerate gence of the happiness enjoyed by the puritans
issued an
child to ask a blessing on his meat and if so, it is unlawful for ecclesiastical establishments in Massachusetts,
proceed
him to eat, since food is sanctified by prayer, and without order to stay certain vessels which were about
be equally thither with emigrants, Chalmers, p. 155 probably with tb
prayer unsanctified (1 Tim. iv. 4, 5) and it must
which
the
discussions
and
of
nor
to
view
since
agitations
suppressingthe
you ought
ur.lawful for you to invite him to eat,
was not car
To this he declined making any answer, projects of emigration engendered. The order
tempt him to
effect.
ried
into
Cotton Mather.

brother.

;

!

j

&quot;

;

i

and crowds of new

ests

increased since the charter was granted
many resided
from the places where the supreme courts
were held personal attendance had become inconve
nient
and, in such circumstances, it will not be easy

the proceeding, and abandon Williams to his fortunes.
He was not, however, abandoned by his more select
adherents, whose esteem and affection he had gained
to such a degree, that they resolved to incur every
hazard, in order to live and die with him.
Accompany
ing him in his exile, they directed their march towards
the south, and settling at a place beyond the jurisdic
tion of Massachusetts, they bought a considerable tract

deceived, in

act in their behalf.

admitted,

assistants, as the

sentence of banishment from the colony was forthwith
pronounced upon Williams. This sentence excited a
so successfully de
great uproar in Salem, and was
nounced as persecution by the adherents of Williams,
that the bulk of the inhabitants of the place were pre

him

name and

were

tives

rather to enlarge than subside,

|

ti&amp;gt;

.

;

|

he undertook, and devoted himself to U with such a
of his forces a: to the idle,
diligence and concentration
the careless, and the speculative part of mankind, ap

So much did his mind predominate
pears like insanity.
over his senses, and the nobler control the more ignoble
part of his being, that, though constitutionally timid
and susceptible, in no common degree, of impressions
of pain, yet his whole life was one contiuued course of
and when amidst the
great and daring enterprise
wreck of his fortunes and the treachery of his asso
ciates, death was presented to himself in the appalling
form of a bloody execution, he prepared for il with an
;

animated and even cheerful

and encoun

complimented

forcing his claims to respect, by the address and ability
which he showed in conducting business, he was elected
governor in the year subsequent to his arrival, by the
*
entlmsiastical bufBishop Burnet has termed this man
and reproached him with cowardice at his execution.
Hut his life (stained, no doubt, with moral imperfection)
evinced a piety that Burnet never knew, and his death was
him even among the
dignified by a courage that distinguished
After his fellow-sufferer Cook had been quartered
re?icides.
before his face, the executioner approached him, and, rubbing
Come, Mr. Peters, how do you like
his bloody hands, said,
I thank God I am not terri
Peters answered.
this
fied at it
you may do your worst.&quot; Trials and Deaths of tli#
&quot;an

foon,&quot;

&quot;

work&quot;?&quot;

;

sin.&quot;

j

intrepidity,

tered it with dignified composure. The man who could
so subdue himself, was formed to .exercise a strong in-He was instantly
fluence on the minds of others.
with the freedom of the colony ; and en

Regicides..
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universal consent of the colonists, and with the highest
administra
expectations of a happy and advantageous

external change, and which vainly urged a farther pur
suit of that spring of contentment which must rise up

These hopes, however, were disappointed.
Vane, not finding the political all airs of the colonists a
wide enough field for the excursion of his active spirit,

in the

tion. [IfiSG]

mind of him who would enjoy

encroachments threatened
one common destruction.

In the

gratification

their implacable
revenge, they

rejected the proposal
of accommodation, and determined to assist the
Eng
lish in the
prosecution of the war.

,

The

Pequods incensed, but not dismayed, by this
disappointment, proceeded by the vigor of their opera
tions to anticipate the
junction of the allied colonial
forces
and the Connecticut troops, while as yet they
h l received but a small
part .of the reinforcements
;

.

that their friends

were preparing to send them, found
The Pe
necessary to advance towards the enemy.
quods, commanded by Sassacus, their principal sachem,
it

occupied two fortified stations, against one of which
Captain Mason and the Connecticut militia, attended
by a body of Indian allies, directed their attack. Their

;

i

:

;

:

hereditary magistracy
much tiroe in ar^oing this important, point with the other set
tlers who were to be associated wiLh theiii, that at length their
ardor for emigration abated, and nearer ;n:d more interesting;
prospects opened to their aL-tivily in England. Chalmers
;

Mather,

I),

i.

cap.

6.

sect. 2,

3.

Hutchinson,

i.

43

4r&amp;gt;.

TriunbuH s History of Connecticut, vol. i. cap. 4. It appears
from Mather s Lives of Cotton and Hooker, that these men
were knit together in the firmest bonds of Christian friendship
and cordial esteem. Paul arid Barnabas (doubtless for wise
purposes) were separated from each other. So were Cotton
and Hooker, though by less unpleasimr instrumentality. These
men who forsook houses, lands, and country for the sake ol
the gospel, are described by Dr. Robertson as &quot;rival compefame and power
This is the only
t^tors in the contest for
light in which many eminent and even reverend writers are
capable of regarding the labors of the patriot, the saint, and
!&quot;

the sage

*

common

foe,

whose progressive

Neat, i. 152. The colonists of Massachusetts were very
desirous that Mr. Davenport and his associates should settle
among them. But it had been an observation of Mr. Da.v. Hint s, that whenever n reformation had been eliei u-d in
any tart oftlie world, it had rested where it had been lett by
the reformers. It could not be advanced another step. He
was now embarked in a design of forming a civil and religions
constitution as near as possible to scripture precept and exam
The principal gentlemen who had followed him to Ame
ple.
rica had the same views.
In laying the foundations of a new
colony, there was a fan probability that they might accommo
date all matters of church and commonwealth to their own
But in Massachusetts the principal
feelings and sentiments.
men were tUed in the chief seats of government, which ihey
were likely to keep, and their civil and religious polity was
already formed. &quot;Triimbull, l, 97.
&quot;

289, 290.
f

with them against a

approach was quickened by the information they ob
tained, that the enemy, deceived by a seeming retro
grade movement of the colonial forces, had abandoned
themselves to the conviction that the English dared not
encounter them, and were
celebrating in perfect secu
About
rity the supposed evacuation of their country.
while
slumber
and supine security,
in
daybreak,
deep
were
the
and
the
they
approached by
English
surprise
would have been complete, if they had not been alarmed
The war-whoop was immeby the barking of a dog.
The
diately sounded, and they flew to their arms.
and while some of
English rushed on to the attack
;

;

;

confound them both hi
the Naragansets had

But

long cherished a vehement hatred against the Pequods ;
and less moved by a distant prospect of danger to them
selves, than by the hope of an instant
of

it.

immediate neighborhood of this new settle
ment, another plantation was formed about two years
emharked his energy in their theological discussions
after, by a numerous body of emigrants who arrived
and, unfortunately, connecting himself with a party from England under the guidance of Theophilus Eaton,
who had conceived singularly just and profound views a gentleman of fortune, and John Davenport, an emi
Massachusetts Bay appearing
of doctrine, hut associated them with some dangerous nent puritan minister.
and being informed of a large
errors, and discredited them by the wildest vehemence to them overstocked,
and disorder, he very soon witnessed the abridgement and commodious bay to Che south-west of Connecticut
of his usefulness and the decline of his popularity.
river, they purchased (rom the natives all the land that
The increasing numbers of the colonists, causing the lies between that stream and Hudson s river, which di
inhabitants of some of the towns to fenl themselves vides the southern parts of New England from New
York.
straitened for room, suggested the formation of ad
Seating themselves in this bay, they spread
A project of founding a new along the coast, where they built first the town of
ditional establishments.
settlement on the banks of (he river Connecticut was Newhaven, which has given its name to the settlement,
now embraced by Mr. Hooker, one of the ministers of and then the towns of (Juilford, Milford, Stamford, and
After some time they crossed the bay, and
Brainford.
Boston, and a hundred of the members of his congrega
in all
tion.
After enduring extreme hardship, and encoun
planted several settlements in Long Island
churches on the
places where they came, erecting
tering the usual difficulties that attended the founda
When we perceive the in
tion of a society in this quarter of America, with the model of the independents.
usual display of puritan fortitude and resolution, they justice and cruelty exercised by the government of
at length succeeded in establishing a plantation, which Britain, thus contributing to cover the earth with cities
and to plant religion and liberty in the savage deserts
the flourishing state of Con
gradually enlarged into
Some Dutch settlers from New York, who of America, we recognise the overruling providence of
necticut.
had previously occupied a post in the country, were that great Being who can render even the fierceness of
and they soon after men conducive to his praise. Having no patent, nor
compelled to surrender it to them
obtained from Lord Brooko and Lord Say and Sele, an any other title to their lands than the vendition of the
natives, and not being included within the boundaries
assignation to a district which these noblemen had ac
the intention of Hying from of any colonial jurisdiction, these settlers entered into
quired in this region, with
the royal tyranny to America.*
They had at first car a voluntary association of the same nature and for the
me ends with that which the settlers in Connecticut
ried with them a commission from the government of
Massachusetts Bay, for the administration of justice in had formed for themselves and in this condition thev
their new settlement
but, afterwards reflecting that remained till the Restoration, when Newhaven and
Connecticut were united together by a charter of Kino
their territory was beyond the jurisdiction of the autho
Charles the Second.*
rities from whom this commission was derived, they
When the settlement of Connecticut was projected,
combined themselves by a voluntary association into a
it was hoped that it might conduce to overawe the hosbody politic, constructed on the same model with the
state from which they had separated.
They continued tility of the Indians ; but it produced a perfectly ppposite effect.
The tribes of Indians in the immediate
in this condition till the Restoration, when they ob
tained a charter for themselves from King Charles the vicinity of Massachusetts Bay were comparatively feehut the colonies of Providence and
ble and unwarlike
That this secession from the colony of Mas
Second.
sachusetts Say was occasioned by lack of room in a Connecticut were planted in the midst of powerful and
as yet so imperfectly peopled, has appeared so martial hordes.
Among these, the most considerable
province
ere tho Naragansets, who inhabited the shores of the
improbable to some writers, that they have thought it
which bear their name, and the Pequods, who ocnecessary to assign another cause, and have found none bay
so satisfactory as the jealousy which they conclude Mr. cnpied the territory which stretches from the river PeHooker must inevitably have entertained towards Mr. quod to the banks of the Connecticut. The Pequods
were a formidable people, who could bring into the field
Cotton, whose influence had become so great in Mas
sachusetts that even a formidable political dissension a thousand warriors not inferior in courage to any in
was quelled by one of his pacific discourses. But envy the new world. They had early entertained a jealous
was not a passion that could dwell in the humble and hatred of the European colonists, and for some time
past had harassed them with unprovoked attacks,
holy breast of Hooker, or be generated by such influ
ence as the character of Cotton was formed to exert. and excited their abhorrence and indignation by the
The sense of a redundant population was the more monstrous outrages to which they had subjected their
Unoffending men, women, and children, who
readily experienced at first from the unwillingness of captives.
had the misfortune to fall into their hands, were scalped
the settlers to remove far into the interior of the coun
and
sent
back
to their friends, or put to death with
try and deprive themselves of an easy communication
with the coast.
Another reason, indeed, appears to every circumstance of torture and indignity, while the
assassins with diabolical joy called aloud to them to
have enforced the formation of this new settlement
but it was a reason that argued not dissension, but invoke the God of the Christians, and put to the proof
his power to save them.
The extension of the Eng
community of feeling and design between the settlers
who remained in Massachusetts and those who re lish settlements excited their fury anew, and produced
moved to Connecticut. By the establishment of this a repetition of attacks, which Mr. Vane the governor
advanced station, a barrier, it was hoped, would be of Massachusetts, determined at length to encounter
erected against the troublesome incursions of the and punish by offensive operations.
Receiving intelli
been made bv the
Peqnod Indians.! Nor ia it utterly improbable that gence of a serious attack that had
some of the secedcrs to this new settlement were actu Pequods on the Connecticut scttleri, [1637,] he sum
ated by a restless spirit which had hoped too much from moned all the New England communities lo cmbodv
tbe strongest force they could spare, and march to de
*
Lord Hrooke and Lord Say and Snip had proceeded so far fend their brethren ard vindicate the common cause.
in their design as to send over an agent to lake possc.ssion of The Pequods, aware of the
impending danger, were
their terr toiy, and built a fort.
Happily for America, the sen
not wanting in endeavors to encounter and
repel it.
timents and habits that rendered them unfit members of a so
For this purpose, they sought a reconciliation with the
ciety where complete civil Ircc lorn and perfect sunrilir:!v of
manners were esteemed requisite to the general happiness, Naragansets, their hereditary enemies and rivals in
prevented tlit se noblemen from carrying their project iulo power, and requested these
people to forget their an
execution. They proposed to establish jvn order of nobility
and consumed so cient animosities, and for once to co-operate cordially
in America
and

to

;

them

on the Indians through the palisades, others
forced their way by the entrances into the fort, and setfire to the huts which were covered with
reeds,
involved their enemies in the confusion and terror of a
After a manly nnd resperate
general conflagration.
resistance, the Pcqnods were totally defeated with the
of
at
hast
five
hundred of their tribe. Many
slaughter
o f the women and children perished in the flames
and
the warriors, in endeavoring to escape, were either
s a n by the English, or, falling into the hands of the
h ndian a lli es who surrounded the fort at a distance,
were reserved for a more cruel fate.
Soon after this
fired

,

;

|

l

j

,

|

.

action, Captain Stoughton having arrived with the auxary i rou ps from Massachusetts, it was resolved to

m
-

j

|

Several engagements took place
pursue the victory.
which terminated unfavorably for the Pequods
and in
a s h ort time they sustained another
general defeat
w |,j c h pu t an end to the war. A few only of this once
powcr fu l nation survived, who, abandoning their country to the English, dispersed themselves among the
neighboring tribes, and lost their existence as a distinct
Sassocus had been an object of superstitious
people.
terror to the Naraganeets, who had endeavored to dis
suade the English from risking a personal encounter
with him, by the assurance that his person was divine
and invulnerable. After the destruction of his people,
when he fled for refuge to a distant tribe, the Naragan
sets, exchanging their terror for cruelty, solicited and
Thus ter
prevailed with his hosts to cut off his head.
minated a struggle more important in its consequences,
than from the numbers of the combatants, or the cele
On its issue there had been
brity of their names.
staked no less than the question, whether Christianity
and civilization, or paganism and barbarity should pre
;

j

j

New England.
This first military enterprise of the colonists was
conducted with vigor and ability, rind impressed on th^
vail in

aborigines a high opinion of their invincible courage
and superior skill.
Their victory, however, it must be
confessed, was sullied by cruelties which it is easy to
account for and extenuate, but painful to recollect.

The Massachusetts

1

militia had been exceedingly dili
gent before their march in purging their ranks of all
whose religious sentiments were thought to argue want
or weakness of faith.*&quot;
It had bren well if
they could

have purged their own bosoms of the vindictive feel
ings which the outrages of the savages were but too
powerfully calculated to inspire.
ers were tortured by the Indian

Some
allies,

of the prison

whose

cruelties

we can

hardly doubl that the English might have pre
vented
a considerable number were sold as slaves in
Bermudas,! and the rest were reduced to servitude in
the colonial settlements.
In aggravation of the viu:

1

Regimental chaplains accompanied the New England
forces in their campaigns ; and in circumstances of doubt or
danger, the chaplain was invited to pray for divine direction
and assistance. Trumbull, i.81. 69. When a commander-in
chief was appointed, hi.-* military stall was delivered lo him by
one of the clergy. Ib. 95.
t A similar punishment was inflicted many years liter in
England on some of the royaiisig who hud been implicated in
Penruddock s inenrrecliou. Hume, vii. -J44.

,

NORTH AMERICA.
has been

Jietive spirit displayed in these proceedings, it
with very little reason, that the Pequods
urged, but
were entitled to the treatment of an independent peo-

defend their property,
But in truth, the Fttheir rights and their freedom.
were the aggressors in a causeless quarrel, and
&amp;lt;juods
were fighting all along in support of barbarous outrage
The colonists had
and purposes of extermination.
conducted themselves with undeviating justice, civility
towards tlie Indians.
and
They had treated fairly
etl ort

a gallant
pie making

with them

for their teiritones

;

assisted

them by coun

;

;

,

to

piety
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stigmatized as a generation of unchristian vipers, oi
helpless bondslaves to a covenant of works.
The tenets which this faction, and a few minister*

sermons of the preced
weekly meetings
to debate, the doctrines they had heard
ing Sunday
to revive the impressions that had been produced by
and extend the sacred in
their Sabbatical exercises
Mrs.
fluence of the Sabbath throughout the week.
Hutchinson, the wife of one of the most respectable in
habitants of the colony, a lady of masculine spirit and
submitted
great subtlety and vivacity of apprehension,
with impatience to the regulation by which women at
these meetings were debarred from the privilege of
and at length, apprehending
joining in the debates
to repeat the

who

;

j

j

and help

:

nor any thing more powerfully operative than
gospel
Mrs. Hutch
the influence which it is fitted to exert.
inson and her adherents contended more earnestly for
the freedom, than for the constraining influence of
divine grace
and with the eagerness and impetuosity
of female feeling, were not slow to brand with terms of
heretical and contemptuous designation, every inhabi
tant of the colony, and particularly every minister,
whose views did not coincide with their own. The
doctrines which they gave forth, and the censures
which they propagated, were received with equal eager
ness by a considerable party ; and equally provoking
the displeasure of others, excited the most violent dis
sensions throughout the whole colony.
Mr. Cotton
endeavored to reconcile or moderate the heats that
arose, by representing to the parties that their strife
was prejudical to that which he firmly believed to be
the great object of both, the exalting and honoring of
the one (said he) seeking to advance the
divine grace
grace of God within us in the work of solidification, the
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

national acts, invited the avengers of blood to visit
them with national punishments. The mutual hostili
ties of civilized nations, conducted by dispassionate
mercenaries, and directed by leaders more eager for
fame than prompted by anger or personal apprehension,
may be administered on the principles of a splendid
But such hostilities as those which the Xcw
fune.
ngUnd colonists were compelled to urge with the
hordes of savage assassins who attacked them, will

always display human passions in their naked horror
The permission (for I suppose they
and ferocity.
could have prevented it) of the barbarity of their savage
allies, appears the least excusable feature in their con
And yet, in considering it, we must add to our
duct.
allowance for passion inflamed by enormous provoca
tion, the recollection of the danger and inexpediency
of checking that mutual hostility of the savages which
prevented a coiubiuation that might have proved fatal
to the European name.
The reduction of their cap

monstrated that its defects are not cured but fortified
by such irregular congregation. Mrs. Hutchinson,
their leader, had by her earnest zeai gained the cordial
esteem of Mr. Cotton, whose charity never failed to
recognise in every human being the slightest trace of
those graces which he continually looked for
and to
wards him she entertained and professed for some time
a very high veneration.
The friendship of Mr. Vane
and some others had a less favorable influence on her
mind and the admiration they expressed of the depth
and vigor of her ratiocination, seems to have elevated
in her apprehension the
gifts of intellect above the

;

other seeking to advance the grace of God without us,
in the work of justification.
But the strife was not to
be stopped and his endeavors to ancst it attracted
upon himself the fulmination of a censure of timorous
and purblind incapacity from the assembly of the wo
men and, as even this could not induce him to take a

;

;

;

graces of charractcr.

She acquired the

title

of

;

against them, he incurred a temporary
his popularity with the bulk of the inhabi
tants.
He could not consent to condemn the form of
sound words by which some of the tenets of the secta
but he viewed with
ries were peculiarly distinguished

strong

The

;

grief ar.d

;

;

;

the

fierce

and contemptuous

on some points) of the superior clearness, truth, and
simplicity of their system of doctrines, forgot to con
sider how far the opposition which it encountered might
be traced to the obscurity and imperfection with which
a considera
they themselves received and enforced it
tion which no human being is entitled to disregard,
and which is eminently fitted to render superior attain
ments more amiable and efficacious, by rendering them
more productive of candor and humility. The princi

who rejected or professed themselves unable to un
them.
scrutiny was instituted into the
characters of all the clergy and laity of the
province
and of those who refused to receive the doctrinal testi
of
the
few
found
it
to
stand the
conclave,
mony
easy
tc*t of a censorious
gaze, quickened by female petu
lance and controversial rancor.
Women, neither fitted
their
by the constitution of their nature, nor prepared
all

derstand

amazement

spirit with which they were maintained, and the wild
and dangerous errors with which they very soon came
The controversy raged with a vio
to be associated.
lence very unfavorable to the discernment and recep
Mrs. Hutchinson and her adherents,
tion of truth.
both male and female, persuaded (and justly so, I think,

;

servants than slaves.
It must be acknow
ledged at least that the colonists observed a mat/naniruous consistency in their international policy, and gave
the Indians the protection of the same stern
principles
of justice of which they had taught them to feel the
vindictive energy.
They not only offered a participa
tion of their own privileges and
territory to all civilized
and converted Indiana
but having ascertained the
stations which the savages most highly valued, and the

part

abatement of

nonsuch, which the admiration of her followers ha-1
eagerly derived from an anagrammatical transposition
of the letters of her name
and gave to her female
assemblies the title of goa&ipings a term at that time
of respectable import, but which the scandalous
repute
oi female conventions and debates has since
consigned
tives to servitude was unquestionably a great evil but to contempt and ridicule.
amiss
what
the
Doing
one for which it would not have b*eu easy to suggest Scriptures plainly forbade her to do at all, she consti
a substitute to men too justly alarmed to permit the tuted herself a teacher of orthodoxy, and a censor of
enemies whom, overcoming by force, they had but half the faith of all the ministers and inhabitants of the
Her canons of doctrine were received by her
subdued, to go free, and too poor to support them in colony.
idle captivity.
The captive Pequods were treated with associates as the unerring standard of truth, and a de
the utmost possible kindness, and regarded rather as famatory persecution was
industriously waged against
indented

adopted and inculcated, were de

the world at large, indicates no more than the reproach
which the gospel, from its first promulgation, has been
fated to sustain, and when advanced by Christians
against members of their own body, generally implies
nothing else than the deductions which they draw from
certain views of doctrine, but which the holders of
these views utterly reject and disallow.
Nothing can
be more perfectly antinomian than the system of the

agriculture, and

in their diseases

it,

their adversaries as constituting the heresy
a charge which, when preferred by
of antinomianism

and their
that she was authorised to exercise her qualifications
labored to communicate to them the blessings of religion. by the precepts of Scripture which enjoos the elder woThey disallowed all acquisitions of territory from the men to teach the younger, she established separate
Indians but such as should undergo the scrutiny oi the meetings of the Christians of her own sex, where her
and they offered a participation of all zeal and talent soon procured her a numerous and ad
general court
thrir privileges and property to every Indian who would miring audience.
These women, who had partaken
adopt the religion of a Christian and the manners of a the struggles and perils of the male colonists, had also
In return for these demon
civilized human being.
caught no small portion of the various hues of their
and as many of them had been accustomed U
strations of good-will, they were treated with outrage spirit
that
all
reverenced
a life more replete with external elegance and variety
a..J barbarity, directed against
they
with
the
con
of
were
interest
and employment than the state of the colony
and
or loved
forcibly impressed
couid supply, they found a listless craving for some
viction that they must extirpate these sanguinary idola
ters, or leave their fellow-christians. their wives, child
thing to animate and engage their faculties, and judged
ren, and brethren, exposed to a more horrid destruc
nothing fitter for this purpose than an imitation of those
Even in the course exercises for the promotion of the great common cause
tion from their barbarous hands.*
of the war, they made propositions of lenity to the which seemed to minister such comfort and supportment to the spirits of the men. The issue of their
savages on the condition of their delivering up the mur
derers of the English
but their oilers were uniformly design illustrated very signally some of the least esti
and the people who adopted the murders as mable peculiarities of female character, and amply de
rejected
sel

united with

nounced by

A

;

ples they discarded from their creed laid hold upon
their spirit ; and while they contended for the sove
truth,
reignty of divine grace in

by

communicating
they
attacked the sentiments of their adversaries with an
and
that
invective
have
been
acrimony
might
thought
to imply thut truth was easily and exclusively attainable
The most en
by the mere will and endeavor of men.
the European acquisitions.
short time after the
lightened and consistent Christian will ever be the most
termination of the Pequod war, an Indian
ready to acknowledge that he knoics nothing yet as he
having been
killed
some
the
wantonly
by
vagabond Englishman,
ought to kiww, and may have more cause than he can
murderers were solemnly tried and executed tor the sex, whose provinco they invade,
show
themselves yet discover, to blush for the defectiveness of a testi
they
crime
and me Indians beheld with astonishment the keenly susceptible and utterly
unforbearing, swift to] mony, which, exhibited with more clearness and sim
blood of three men deliberately shed for the
and
slow
to
in
conduct,
hear,
slaughter speak
headlong
prompt plicity, might have found greater acceptance with man
of one.
The sense of justice co-operating with the to accuse, intolerant of contradiction, acrimonious in kind.
But no such considerations suggested then&amp;gt;
In these female assemblies, there was- selves to
repute of valor, secured a long tranquillity to the Eng
reproach.
mitigate the vehemence, or soften t!ie aspe
lish settlements.
trained and exorcised a keen
of these busy, bold, and presumptuous spirits
pugnacious spirit and un
nor
rity,
Wiiile the military force of Massachusetts was thus bridled license of
tongue, of which the actings were did it ever occur to them that the truths they held forth
in
the
field, the commonwealth was shaken
employed
would be liable to be evil spi kcn of, from associatio
quickly felt in the serious disturbance, first of domes
and torn by intestine disputes, which had been excited tic happiness, and then of the
The ma with the deadly poison of that world of iniquity, an un
public peace.
and
trons
of
inflamed by the gall of
Boston were transformed into a synod of tamed, licentious
by theological discussions,
It is asserled that the hcnt
tongue.
unruly tongues and the bitterness of railing accusation. tatlers iiml busy Indies, whose bold decrees and slan- of their tempers gradually communicated itself to the
It was the custom at that time in Boston, that the u erous deliberations sent their influence into the inner
understandings of Mrs. Hutchinson and her party, and
members of every congregation should assemble in most recesses of society and the
spirits of men being that in addition to their original tenets, that believers
in that combustible state which the
application of a are personally united with the spirit of God. that com
* The colonists considered themselves in
some decree ac very feeble flash will kindle into a formidable confla
mands to work out salvation with fear and trembling
cessary 10 the crimes which they might fail lo prevent by ne
tile whole
was
set
on
fire
of
colony
glect
by the incon belong only to those who are under a covenant of works,
any of the means warranted uy strict justice. Belknap gration,
cites the following entry in a MS. Journal of events in
line of de
and that sanctitication is not the proper evidence of
New. tinence of female spleen and verbosity.
England, some years po.-teriur to this period,
The house of marcation was drawn between those whom Mrs. Christian
condition, they received that unhappy error of
John Keniston was burnej and he killed at Greenland. The
Hutchinson esteemed the sound, and those whom she the Quakers, that the
Indians are Simon, Andrew, and Peter. Those three we had
spirit of God communicates with
denominated the unsound and all who were included the miuds of believers
in prison and should have killed. The
juod Lord pardon US.
independently of the writtf n
-Vew
of
i.
flistory
Uj
in this latter
Hampshire,
duscriptipn heard themselves continually word
and, in consistency with this, received manv

range ol territory that seemed necessary to their com
fort and happiness, they prohibited and annulled
every
transaction by which these domains
might be added to

A

education and habits, for the rough contests and colli
sions of the world, demonstrate, in general,
great per
tinacity, severity, and impatience, when they assume
the direction of affairs, or
arrogate a jurisdiction over
those who conduct them.
Losing the gentle graces of
their own sex when they
step beyond the sphere of its
duties, without acquiring the hardy virtues of the other

;

;

i

(

:

A

&quot;

;

;
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revelations of future events announced to them by Mrs.
Hutchinson as equally infallible with tin; prophecies of
But the accounts that are transmitted to us
Scripture.

;

.

;

I

i

ministers adopting Mrs. Hutchinson s opinions,
began to enforce them from the pulpit with such vehe
ment invectives against all by whom they were reject
ed, as at length brought the disscnsicr.s to a crisis
and Mr. Vane being considered the confederate and
protector of Mrs. Hutchinson, his continuance in office,
or dismissal from it at the approaching annual election,
was the first test by which the parties were to try with
which of them resided the power of imposing silence on
the other.
So much had been done to gall and irritate
the feelings of the people, and to stimulate them to
mutual dislike and suspicion, that the utmost eflbrts of
the sober and humane could barely prevent the day of
A\\
election from being disgraced by a general riot.
the exertions of Vane s parlizans failed to obtain his
and, by a great majority of votes, the
re-appointment
government was conferred on Mr. Wintnrop. Vane
;

i

;

and the followers of Mrs. Hutchinson, regarding his
deprivation of olHce as a dangerous blow to themselves,

and a ge
dp this source of contention by the roots
neral synod of the churches of the colony having been
assembled, the new opinions were condemned as erro
;

this

proceeding seemed only

to provoke their professors to assert them with greater
vehemence than ever, the leaders of the party were
summoned before the general court. Mrs. Hutchinson

rebuked her judges

their

for

truth, compared herself to
cast into the den of lions,

the

wicked persecution of

when

prophet Daniel

and proceeded to complete
the comparison by venturing to exercise what she be
lieved to be the gift of prophecy, and
predicting that
her exile would be attended with the ruin of her adver
saries and all their posterity.!
To this punishment,

;

and partly

Vane

&quot;leaving

good men are not

From

quitted the colony and returned to
a caveat,&quot; says Mather,
that all
&quot;

England,

the

til

for government.&quot;

unpleasing contemplations

ligious dissensions,

we now

turn

to

the

of these

re

more agree

able survey of some of the consequences of which their
issue was productive.
considerable number of per-

That

College,

1

.

reiired to

quenily hi-eaiue a Quaker.
tH ii),

j.

New

Miiui)^

f-iilovvev.^

Rhode

hin&quot;;,

vol.

i.

cap.

ii.

Winthi up

s lli.story

(Savairc

.-,

Cambridge,

in

Massachussetts,

the

first

signally

punched.

the

c t !i-

The

same

r

;

;

punish capitally, or otherwise, all who should vio
late their ordinances.
The general body of the com
missioners were directed to examine ;.il existing co
to

and charters, and if tliei/ fmiud thai any
unduly obtained, or that (he liberties they
conferred were hurtful to the -prcrugatire royal, to rati&e
them to be revoked and quashed.* The English grand
council of Plymouth were easily persuaded to give the
first example of submission to this arbitrary
authority ;
lonial patents

been

ha.il

design, enabled

We

,

By this commission the archbishop of Canterbury
(Laud,) and a few others, were authorized to make
law s and constitution for the
to establish an
colony
order of clergy, and assign them a maintenance
and

and, accordingly, the same year they surrendered their
them now to enrich their useless patent to the king, under reservation of their
country vv;th an establishment whose operation has claims as individuals to the property of the soil.
proved as beneficial to their posterity, as its institution, These reserved claims gave occasion at an after period

I

was a woman nuintvl
where she snhse-

Island,

-&amp;gt;(]\.

Her presumption was very

at

ruin at so
early a period of their history, is honorable to
she
as the conaequeiK
f her exile foil on herself
predicted
and her family. She went to Rhi.de Nland, but not liking that themselves. t
Situation, removed to rue nf the Dmi li r*eiilemonld, where who
and all her family were murdered by the Indians.
* The
may
price paid to the Indians was fifty fathoms of white
hope that tin: error by whirh she darkened and t!i :cri
beads, ten coals, anil twenty shoes. Chalmers, 271.
the truth, were occasioned by a head over-heated with contro
t Gorges America painted to the Life. Part ii. Cap.
It.
versy, and rendered giddy by an undue elevation. Before she Netl i. 179, ISO.
Gorton went to England, anil, during the
fjuitted Massachusetts, she sigm-d a recantation of some of the .civil wars, involved the
colony in no small trouble by his
erroneous tenets she had propounded ; but maintained in the
complaints of the persecution lie had unuYreoi-e.
face ol the clearest evidence to the
contrary, that she had never
} Mather, B. iv. cap. 1.
Nutil, i. l.-tl, &C. Hntchinson i. 85.
entertained them. This was considered a
For some time the college labored under the defect of a library.
proof of dissimula
tion.
Perhaps it might rather have warranted the inference Tile efforts of the managers to accumulate one, were aided by
that the visionary and violent spirit which had laid hold of her considerable
donations of books made to them by that grca t
had departed or subsided, und that she no longer knew or un
and pious ecclesiastic Archbishop Usher, the celebrated
derstood the opinions which through its medium had
formerly [conformisl minister Richard Baxter, and that distinguished
presented themielvaa to her imagination.
^warrior and philosopher Sir Keneha Diijby. It is an iolerestf

;

;

So
seminary of learning erected in North America.
highly prized were the advantages of knowledge rind
the influence of education by these generous colonists,
that, as early as the close of the year 1630, and while
yet struggling with the first difficulties and distresses
of their arrival, the general court at Boston had
appro
priated four hundred pounds to the erection of a
The bequest of a colonial miseminary of learning.
mster, who desired his whole fortune to be applied to

;t.-*

\v!n&amp;gt;

i

I

;

:

;

Mary Dyer,

to

twenty ships, with three thousand
from England.
The same year witnessed the
establishment of an institution calculated to improve
the moral condition of the people.
This was Harvard

a certain extent, however, this error had
crept in
among them, strenirf undeniably manifest and it is remnrkahle
that the notion which united them with the fundamental tenet
ofthe Q,nnkera should have issued from a society which, with
further resemblance to the Quakers, admitted the
anti-scriptu
ral Irregularity of female teaching.
Captain Underbill, one of
Mrn. Hutchinson a followers, carried liiis error tn a monstrou.s
and
cornbineil
with
it
the
eruasesi
lentjih,
immorality of rou
tine t.
He gave great offence- by publicly maintaining (hat he
had received a special communication of hisererlaating safety
While he
Hi: w:n Irinished aluni, with
sin-ikiii^ n pipe.
his patroness: and, a lew years after, returned to Boston,
where ho niadi a imhlic confession of liypur,ri.sy, adultery, am!
delusion,
lielkiiiip s Hist, uf
Aimthfir (if MI-H. HUtchiinou s

at

settlers

io

\&amp;gt;

friends

arrival of a fleet of

A

*

his

;

for the seditious in

solence with which they hud treated the new
governor,
were fined and disfranchised. In consequence of these
proceedings,

some of these proceeded

;

nevertheless, she was condemned, together with her
brother \\ hceiwright, who was a preacher, and had
been the great pulpit champion of her doctrines and
some of the inferior members of the faction, partly on
account of the violence with which they still maintained
their theological tenets,

;

Roger Williams and

population of New England was now to be left
depend on its own resources and the impulse which
had been communicated to it
by the stream of emigration from the parent state was to cease.
For some

;

much

warmth as they had exerted in the propagation of their
tenets. The government was loudly declaimed against,
and Mr. Winthrop openly slighted and affronted. At
length it was determined by the prevailing party, to cut

As

forsook the colony

The

to

j

;

in the colony, professing his willingness
to serve the cause of God in the meanest capacity ;

neous and heretical.

OF

:

remained

ceasetl not to labor for his reinstatement with as

R V

;

Some

still

T

Providence
and, being soon after abandoned by Mrs. Hutchinson, time past, the policy of the
English government to
they fell under the guidance of that meliorated spirit wards the colony had been singularly irresolute and
which Williams bail now begun to display. By a trans- unsteady
many demonstrations had been made of
action with the Indians, these associated exiles obtained jealous dislike and
tyrannical design
but, never b?ina right to a fertile island in Naraganset Bay, which ac
carried into execution,
they had served merely to krr-p
of
Rhode
the
name
Island.*
the
Williams
colonists
remained
united
a
sense
of common
quired
by
danger, and
among them upwards of forty years, respected as the to endear the institutions of liberty by the destruction
father and director of the colony which he had planted, with which
were
menaced.
Tho
they
ineffectually
and of which he was several times elected governor. king appears to have doubted
pretty early the conIn the year 1643, he made a journey to England, and, geniality of his first
towards
the
proceedings
emigrants
by the interest of Sir Henry Vane, obtained and brought with the general policy of bis administration
the ex
back to them a parliamentary charter, by which Provi
perience of every year had confirmed his doubts, and
he
had
dence and Rhode Island remained united till the Resto
wavered in irresolute perplexity between bi
ration.
Others of the exiles, under the guidance of original wish to evacuate England of the puritans, an!
his apprehension of the
betook
themselves
to
the
north-east
Wheelwright,
parts
dangerous and increasing in
of New England
and, being joined by associates who fluence which their triumphant establishment in Ame
were allured by the prospects of rich fisheries and an rica was visibly exerting. The success of his
politic
advantageous beaver trade, they gradually formed and devices had appeared at first to answer all his expec
peopled the provinces of New Hampshire and Maine. tations, and he seemed likely to prevail over the puri
These provinces had been respectively purchased bv tans by the demonstration of a hollow good-will or
Mason and Gorges from the council of Plymouth, and lenity suspended on the condition of their abandoning
many ineffectual attempts were made by these two ad the realm. A considerable portion of the embers ol
venturers to colonise their acquisitions with advantage puritan and patriotic feeling had been removed from
Mason and Gorges were actuated by England, and seemingly cast away in deserts, where
to themselves.
as yet no colony had been able to survive.
But they
very different views from those which prevailed in ge
neral among the colonists of New England
and. en the con
they had neither languished nor perished
wished to become the proprietaries or hereditary chiefs trary, had kindled m America a conflagration so power
ful and extensive lhat all England was warmed and
of vast manors and seigniories, and to establish in Ame
rica the institutions which the emigrants to America enlightened by the blaze.
The jealous attention of
were generally seeking to escape from. They found it Laud was soon awakened to the disastrous issue of
this branch of the
totally impracticable to obtain a revenue from the set
royal policy, and while be meditated
tlers in New Hampshire and Maine, or to establish the means by which its effects might be counteracted,
among them a form of government suited to their own he maintained spies in New England, whose intel
Tiews.
These settlers, composed partly of adventurers ligence confirmed his misgivings, and who courted his
favor by traducing .he objects of his dislike.
from England, and partly of exiles and voluntary emi
The de
tection of this
from
Massachusetts, framed for themselves se
grants
correspondence served to animate the
resentment
and
enforce
the
under
which
continued
to
caution
and
the union of
parate governments,
they
So early as the year 1633, the English
subsist, till, wearif.d with internal disputes and divisions, the colonists.
thev petitioned the general court of Massachusetts to government, yielding to its first alarm, made a hasty
be taken under its protection, and were again associated and ill-considered attempt to repair its error bv
issuing
a proclamation
with the colony from which they had departed.
reprobating the designs that prompted
A schism, similar to that which Mrs. Hutchinson had emigration to New England, and ordering all ships
created, was fomented at Plymouth by one Samuel that were about to proceed thither with passengers to
but his career in this place was cut short bv be detained. It was quickly felt that this measure was
Gorton
a conviction for swindling.
Thence he went to Rhode premature, and that it could serve no other eml than to
Island, where he created such disturbaiKe, that even in irritate the impatience of the puritans to obtain either
at home or abroad the institutions which
this community, where unlimited toleration was
ihcy had
pro
Not only was
fessed, he was sentenced to be flogged and banished. made preparation to realize and enjoy.
the
suffered
to
to
he
had
remain
involved
the
nnenforccd. but
Providence,
proclamation
Proceeding
nearly
even, at a later period, Charles reverted to far to hia
people of this settlement in a war with the Indians
as
to
on
the
of
his
own
the
till, at
original policy
promote, by
length,
entreaty
Roger Williams,
interposition,
government of Massachusetts sent a party to apprehend the expatriation of young Vane, of whose political
and religious sentiments he was perfectly aware.
him, and, after imprisoning him and some of his adhe
rents in the workhouse, obliged them to depart the After an interval of hesitation, measures more de
liberate were adopted for
country.! [1638]
subverting the colonial liber
The losses, which the population of Massachussetts ties. In the year 1635, a commission was granted to
the
sustained by the various emigrations which we have
great officers of state and some of the nobility for
witnessed, were supplied, in the following year, by the the regulation and government of the plantations^
join

:

S

sons, highly dissatisfied with the proceedings of the
synod and the general court of Massachusetts, volunta
rily

of such theological dissensions are always obscured by
the cloud of contemporary passion, prejudice, and
error
hasty effusions of passionate zeal are mistaken
and the excesses of the zea
for deliberate sentiments
lots of a party held up as the standard by which the
whole body may fairly be tried.*

HI

:

i

n&amp;lt;m-

to much dispute, perplexity, and inconvenience.
The
only proceeding, however, which immediately ensued
against the New England colonists, was the institution
ol

the

a

process of quu warratito ag;iinst their charter in
Court of King s Bench, of which no intimation

fact, and which seem? to strengthen anil dignify tl e rela
nship between the two countries, that ut.iny of the most illus
men thai England has ever produced, coi:tiilHit&quot;&amp;gt;l to iay
Kiution of civilized society ii. America.
Tne enuinerai o! the
patentees in the Virginian charters, includes almost
time.
every distinguished individual in England at
* This
strongly corroborates the opinion I h;.\ e expressed of
the real meaning, understanding, ind intention ofthe kinj and
the puritan emigrants at the time when the
nirlanu char
ter Wits framed and granted.

trious

th&amp;gt;

^&amp;gt;e\v

&amp;gt;

NORTH AMERICA.
interested, and
I
never prosecuted to a judicial issue.*

was made

to

which was a contest with him

the parties

|

:

the present restrictions
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forcibly

[

is vain to
retained in the realm men of more during spirit and
the varying motives and purposes that trained in long habits of enmity to his person and opspeculate on all
from time to time directed and varied the policy of position to his measures.* He had now at length sueHe was formed to hate and oppress po ceeded in stripping his subjects of every protection
the king.
but fated that the law could extend to their rights
and was deslitical freedom and the rights of conscience
lined soon to experience how completely he had dito do them signal service by his unavailing and ill-di
a
com
1637
that
the
law
In
the
he
vested
them
of
restraint
could impose
rected hostility.
year
granted
every
From
mission to Sir Ferdinando Gorges, appointing him on the vindictive retribution of their wrongs.
this period till the assembling of the long parliament,
governor-general of New England, and issued a pro
clamation prohibiting all persons from transporting he pursued a short and headlong career of disgrace
themselves, or others, to that country without a special and disaster, while the cloud of calarnaties in which
warrant frozn the king, which, it was added, would be he had involved himself seemed to veil his eyes from
granted 10 none who could not produce credible certi- the destruction to which he was inlaihbly advancing.
In pursuance of the policy which the king at length
ricates of their having taken the oaths of supremacy
and allegiance, and fully conformed to the discipline of seetned determined openly and vigorously to pursue,
state
But the critical
of a requisition was transmitted by the privy council to
the church of England.
the governor and general court of Massachusetts, comaffairs at home prevented the adoption of measures re
and
to
to
commission
the
effect
Gorged
quisite
give
manding them to deliver up their patent and send it
irres -liuie impatience of the oppressed puritans and back by the first ship thai should sail for England, that
icarranto
it
friends of liberty to escape from impending rum, or ap
might abide the issue of the process of
To this requiproaching civil war, rendered the restrictions imposed that was depending against the colony.
have seen sition the genera! court returned for answer, a humble
on their emigration utterly unavailing.
and earnest petition that the colonists might be heard
that, in the year 1633, a numerous transportation of
addition*! emigrants was effected.
But, iti the course before they were condemned.
They declared that
of that year, ihe king at length was roused to a they had transported their families to America, and embarked their fortunes in the colony, in reliance on his
vigor which now alone was wanting to mature and ac
celerate his rum
and, after th:s long course of blun
majesty s licence and encouragement; that they had
and
failure,
he
a
measure
never willingly or knowingly otfcnded him, and now
adopted
dering, wavering,
for
was
effectual.
Hear
whicn, unfortunately
himself,
humbly deprecated his wrath, and solicited to be heard
If it were wrested
ing that another fleet was about to sail for Xew England with their patent in their hands.
with a budy of emigrants, among whom were some of froin them, they must either return to England or seek
the most eminent leaders of the patriots and puritans, the hospitality of more distant regions.
But they
he caused an order of council to be issued for their prayed that they might
be suffered to live in the wil
and the order being promptly enforced, the derness,* where they had as yet found a resting-place,
detention
and might experience in their exile some of that favor
voyage was prevented. On board this fleet there ap
pear to have been, among other eminent individuals, from the ruler of their native land, which they had
Hazlerig, llamnden, Pyin, and Oliver Cromwellt
largely experienced from the Lord and Judge of all the
men to whom, but a lew years after, he was fain to earth. Th&quot;y retained possession of their patent while
tender the highest offices in hit. realm, and whom his they waited an answer to this petition, which, in the
injustice no A de ainrd to avenge the tyranny by which shape wherein they looked for it, they were happily des
so many ol their brethren had been driven away. Va- tined never lo receive.
The insurrections which soon
TIOUS proclamations were issued the same year in re
after broke out in Scotland, directed the whole attention
straint of emigration to New England, which, from this of the king to matters which more
nearly concerned him
and the long gathering atorm which was now visibly
time, accordingly, appears to have been discontinued.
This proceeding naturally inflamed the public mind to
preparing to burst upon him from every corner of his do
the highest pitch of discontent.
Even the hospitality minions, forcibly induced him to contract as far as pos
of rude deserts, it was exclaimed, was denied to the sible the
sphere of hostility in which he found himself
and men were con
involved, t
The benefit of his altered views was ex
oppressed inhabitants of England
strained to inquire if the evils which could not be
perienced by the Virginians, [1639,] in the abolition of
evaded might not be repelled, and since retreat was im
the despotism to which he had hitherto subjected them,
practicable, if resistance might not be unavailing.
By and by the inhabitants of New England, in the cessa
at
the
had
a
tion of his attempts to supersede by a similar despo
first,
promoting emigration
king
opened
vein which it was eminently hazardous to close ; and tism the liberal institutions which
they had hitherto
the increased severity of his administration augmented
He would doubtless now have cordially con
enjoyed.
the riow of evil humours at the very time when he thus sented lo disencumber himself of his adversaries
by
imprudently deprived them of their accustomed vent. promoting the emigration which he had so imprudently
The previous emigration had already drained the puri obstructed but such a revolution of sentiment had
tan body of a great number of those of its members now taken
place in England, and such interesting
whose milder tempers and more submissive piety ren
prospects began to open to the patriots and puritans
dered them more willing than their brethren to decline at home, that the motives which had
formerly induced
them to migrate to the new world ceased any longer to
Chalmers asserts that judgment was given against the
,

;

,

,

j

.

I

;

J

Thd
families, including about a hundred ministers.
money that had been expended during that period in
equipping vessels and transporting emigrants, amounted
to nearly two hundred thousand pounds
a prodigious
sum in that age, and which nothing but the noble and

unconquerable principle that animated the puritans
could have persuaded men to expend on the prospect
of forming an establishment in a remote uncultivated
desert,

which offered

freedom and

I

1

commenced,

the colonists had already planted fifty
towns and villages; they had erected upwards of thirty
churches and ministers houses
and combining with
;

preponderating regard to the concerns of religion,
a diligent and judicious conduct of their temporal affairs, they had improved their plantations to a high deFor the nrst seven years after the
gree of cultivation.
foundation of the settlement that was made in 1630,
even subsistence was procured with difficulty, and
trade was not generally attempted ;* but soon after
that period, they began to extend their fishery and to
their

i

i

]

,

&amp;lt;

&amp;lt;/o

i

We

!

i

/

open a trade

in lumber,

which subsequently proved the

In the year
staple article of the colonial commerce.
1637 thcce were but thirty ploughs in the whole colony
of Massachusetts
and less than the third of that num;

!

ber in

Connecticut.

The

culture of the earth

was

generally performed with hoes, and was consequently
Every commodity bore a
very slow and laborious.
Valuable as money was at that period the
high price.
of
a
cow
was
Indian corn
thirty pounds
price
good
cost five shillings a bushel
labor and every other article of use was proportionably dear.
Necessity at first
introduced what the jurisprudence of the colonists af
terwards confirmed and desiring to perpetuate the
habits that had proved so conducive to piety and virtue,

;

;

;

&quot;

;

1

;

they endeavored by legislative enactments to exclude
\Vhen the assembling
luxury and promote industry.
of the long parliament opened a prospect of safety,
of
and even
triumph and supremacy to tiie puritans in
England, a number of those who had taken icfuge in
America returned 10 their native country but the great
majority of the settlers had experienced so much of
the life and happiness of religion in the societies that
had sprung up and the mode of living that had been
formed in the colony, that they felt themselves united
to New England by stronger ties than any that patri
otic recollections could supply, and resolved to remain
:

;

in the region which their virtue had converted from a
wilderness into a garden.
In an infant colony, wheip
all hearts were strongly united by community of feel

;

ing on subjects the
where the inhabitants

most interesting and important,
were in general very nearly on a
of
temporal condition, and where the
point
connexions of neighborhood were but extended family
ties, the minds of men were warmed and invigorated
by a freedom and simplicity of mutual communication
unrepressed by the restraints of ceremony, or the with
ering influence of that spirit of sarcasm, and that dread
of ridicule, which operate so powerfully in crowded
level

:

:

When the civil wars

difficult subsistence.

j

;

coluny but the reverse apjtears from ;he authorities iu which
he refers, ami still mur* clearly fry in the record of ihe proceediut s preserved in Hazard, p. 405.
f Thai Hampdeu and Cromwell were on board ihis fleet, or
thai they even intended to proceed to America, has been
ttnubLetl, but I itiink without any reason.
Hume has rather
confirmed than removed the doubt by the manner in which he
has referred tu a passage in Hutchin.--on, the meaning of which
he has evidently misunderstood. But Dr. Mather, who pre
ceded llui- hinsiin, expressly Lames all the individuals men
tioned in ihe text as having prepared for their voyage, and
been arrested by the order of council. Oldmixon recites the
grant of land in America in favor of Hainpden and others,
which the emigrants were proceeding to occupy. Mather s
statement is confirmed by Neal, Clare~ndon, Bales, and Dugdale.
The strong mind of Cromwell appears lone to have re
tained the bias it had once received towards emigration, and
.he favorable opinion of the settlers of
England from
which that bias had been partly derived. After the Remon
strance was voted in the Long Parliament, he told Lord Falk
land that if the question had been Jost he was prepared next
day to have converted Ids effects into ready money and left
the kingdom. When he was invented with the Protectorate
he treated Massachusetts with distinguished partiality. Hume
considered himself as levelling a most sarcastic reflection
against Hannpden and Cromwell, when he described them as
willing to cross the Atlantic ocean for the sake of saying their
prayers. Some writers, who partake the political, but not
the religious, sentiments of these eminent persons, have been
very willing to detenu them from so scandalous an imputation
* Mather, B. i. cap. 5.
Neal, i. 146, 149. 151. Hulchinson,

only a naked

to its inhabitants

j

in

and highly polished societies.

And

yet

some

tions of an aristocratical disposition, arising, not

indica

unna

turally, out of some of the peculiar circumstances in
the formation of the colony, did occasionally manifest
themselves.
Several of the first planters, particularly

prevail.

1640.] When the intercourse which had for twenty
years subsisted between the colony and the parent state
underwent this modification, the number of the inha
bitants of New England appears to have amounted to
about twenty-one thousand persons,J or four thousand

The commencement of resistance in Scotland originated
with some individuals of that country who had purchased an
allotment of territory in New England, and made preparation
to transport themselves thither, but were prevented (it does
not appear how) from carrying their design into execution.
They had obtained from the colonial assembly an assurance
of the free exercise of their presbyterian form of church go
vernment. Mather, B. i. cap. 5. sec. 7.
t Hutchinson.i. 87. and Appendix, No. v.
Chalmers, p. I C2.
This year (163!?) was distinguished by an earthquake iu New
h
whit
extended
ail
the
England,
settlements, and
through
shook the snips in Boston harbor and the neighboring islands.
Tne sound of it reminded some of the colonists of the rattling
of coaches in the streets of London. Wmthrop s Journal,
155.
Trumbull, i. 93.
Tnis work had been for s^me time in the press, when m
opportunity was afforded me (by the kindness of inv friend Mr.
Hershel) of examining a recent American publication entitled
&quot;The Hir-tcry of New England from 1630 to 164D,&quot; by Covernor Winthrop, of which a copy had been sent as a present to
the Royal Society of London. It is a republicati-jn of Winthrop s Journal (which I had already consulted at Gottmgen),
with the lately discovered continuation of it till 1649. Mr
j. 32. 42. H6. and Append. No. iv.
Oldmixon, i. 42, and in Pref. Savage, the editor, has bestowed much labor und learning
Chalmers, 15S. 159, 160, 161. Hazard, 421, 42-2.423. on the illustration of a work which I think hardly deserved
p. 12.
&C- 433, 434. The American historians of this period are ex
such care.
ceedingly careless, and rnostperplexingly discordant in their
f Joswlvn e Voyage to New England, p. 258.
Huichinson,
notation of dates, as I have frequently experienced, though i.93. Neat s error, in
computing the number of [he settlers:
never with so much inconvenience as in the arrangement of at only 4000, seems to have been occasioned bv the mistake
the events related in tins para^ra^h
or inaccuracy of Dr Mather in mentioning that number of
15*
&amp;gt;&quot;ew

:

,

;

!

,

Dudley, \Vinslow, Winthrop, Bradford, Bellingham,
and Bradstreet, were gentlemen of considerable for
tune, and besides the transportation of their own fami
lies, they had incurred the expense of transporting
many poor families who must otherwise have remained
in England.
Others were members of the original
body of patentees, and had incurred expenses in the

procurement of the charter, the formation of the com
pany, and the equipment of the first body of adventu
rers, of which they had now no prospect of obtaining
indemnification
It was probably owing to the preva
lence of the peculiar sentiments which these persons
may very well be supposed to have entertained, that in
the first general court that was held in the colony, the
election of the governor, the appointment of all the
other otiicers, and even the power of legislation, were

m

such terms as seem to com
planters or heads of families
prenendthe whole body of the inhabitants. It is amply refuted
by his own and tl.e other accounts oi the particulars of the
several emigrations. In the &quot;History of New England from
10 2a till 1632,&quot; (published in London in I654)it is stated that
prior to the year 1643 there had sailed for New England 296
ships und 21,200 emigrants, p. 31.
Josselyn, who visited New England more than once, was
intrusted t.y Quarles the poet with some of his metrical ver
siona of Scripture lobe submitted to the perusal and consideration of Mr. Cotton. Josselyn, p. 20.
* Yet in the
year 1636 a ship oi 120 tons was tuilt at MaiWehead by the people of Salem. Collections ot Uie Massachu
setts Hist. Soc. vi. 332.
1
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withdrawn from the Ireemcn, and vested in the counci.
and although the freemen reclaimed ant
of assistants
renewed their rights in the following year, yet the exer

middle of the eighteenth century, there were instances
of persons who after
undergoing this punishment, have
associated with the most
respectable circles of society
cise of legislation was confined almost entirely to the in Boston.
The economy of inns was regulated with
council of assistants, till the, introduction of the repre
a strictness that deserves to he noted as
explanatory
sentative system in the year J634.
From this time of a circumstance that has
frequently excited the sur
the council and the freemen, assembled together,
of
in
America.
The
European travellers
prise
formed one general court, till the year 1C44, when it
intemperance and immorality which these places are
was ordained that the governor and assistants should apt to promote, was
utmost
with
the
punished
rigor
sit apart
and thence commenced the separate ex
and all innkeepers were required, under the severest
istence of the, democratic branch of the legislature
penalties, to restrain the excesses of their guests, or to
or house of representatives.
Elections were con
For
acquaint the magistrates with their perpetration.
ducted by ballot, in vhich the balls or tickets ten
the move effectual enforcement of this law, it was
dered by the electors were appointed to consist of In
judged expedient that innkeepers should he divested of

tending that the deficiencies of their legislative code
should be supplied by the common or statute law of

i

;

it was
declared, that when the customs of
commonwealth were found defective, recourse
should be had to the word of God.*

England,

the

Like the tribes of Israel, the colonists of New
Eng
land had forsaken their native land after a
long and
severe bondage, and journeyed into the wilderness for
the sake of religion.
They endeavored to cherish a
resemblance of condition, so honorable and so
fraught
with incitements to piety, by
cultivating a conformity
between their laws and customs and those which had
Hence arose some
distinguished the people of God.
of the peculiarities which we have observed in their

;

;

dian beans.
Some notice of the peculiarities of legislation that
already prevailed in the various communities of New
England, seems proper to illustrate the state of society
and mariners among this singular people.
By a funda
mental law of Massachusetts it was enacted,
that all
&quot;

strangers professing the Christian religion, who shall
flee to this country from the tyranny of rheir persecu
tors, shall be succored at the public charge till some
Jesuits and popish
provision can be made for them.*

however, were subjected to banishment, and
of their return, to death.
This persecuting
and all
law was afterwards extended to the quakcrs
persons were forbidden, under the severest penalties, to
that cursed sect,&quot; or of their writings,
import any of
into the colony.
By what provocations the quakcrs of
that period excited these severities, we shall have an
priests,
in case

;

&quot;

These persecu
opportunity of considering hercafler.
ting edicts had no place in Hhodo Island, where none
were subjected to active molestation for religious opi
nions, and all were admitted to the full rights of citi
The usual punish
zenship except Roman Catholics.
ments of great crimes were disfranchisement, banish
ment and servitude but slavery was not permitted to
be inflicted upon any except captives lawfully taken in
the wars
and these were to be treated with the gen
tleness of chnstian manners, and to be entitled to all
the instigations of their lot enjoined by the law of Mo
ses.
Disclaiming all but defensive war, the colonists
considered themselves entitled and constrained in selfdefence to deprive their assailants of a liberty which
they had abused and rendered inconsistent with the
The practice, however, was
safety of their neighbors.
highly impolitic, and served to pave the way, at a later
period, for the introduction of negro slavery into New
:

;

England.
and fornication by
Adultery was punished by death
compelling the offending parties to marry (an absurd
device, which served to degrade the institution of mar
riage), or by fine and imprisonment.
Burglary or rob;

the temptation that poverty
presents to

its infraction,

and enjoy such personal consideration as would
tate the

exercise of their difficult duty

commencing

;

and hence arose also the practice of
observances on Saturday

their sabbatical

evening, and of accounting every evening the
mencement of the ensuing day. The same

and, accord

;

code

legislative

facili

none were permitted to follow this calling hut
persons of approved character and competent estate.
One of the consequences of this policy has been, that
ingly,

com

predilec

Jewish customs begot, or at least promoted,
among them the habit of be^uwing significant names
on children, of whom the first three that were
baptised
in Boston church received the names of
Joy, Recom
This custom .seems to have pre
pense, and Pity.
vailed with the greatest force in the town of Dorchester,
which long continued to be remarkable for such nameo
as Faith, Hope,
Charity, Deliverance, Dependence,
tion for

an employment very little respected in other countries,
has ever been creditable in the highest degree in New
England, and not un frequently pursued by men who
have retired from the most honorable stations in the
civil or military service of the state.
Persons wearing apparel which the grand jury should
account unsuitable to their estate, were to be admo
nished in the first instance, and if contumacious, fined.*
Idleness, lying, swearing, and drunkenness, were subocted to various penalties and marks of disgrace. f
Usury was forbidden and the prohibition was not con
fined to the interest of mone.y, but extended to the
:nrc of
laboring cattle and implements of husbandry.

Preserved, Content, Prudent, Patience, Thankful,
Hate-evil, Holdfast, and others of a similar character.

CHAPTER

III.

;

New

Enelaud embraces the cause of the Parliament Federal
Union between the IV ew England Suites Provincial coin
age of money Disputes occasioned by the Disfranchisement
ot Dlssentera in Massachusetts
Impeachment and trial of
Governor Winthrop Arbitrary proceedings airainst fhe
Dissenters Attempts to
uiicrt and civilize the Indiana
- Character and labors of Elliot ami Mavhew
Indian

Persons deserting the English settlements, and living
heathen freedom and profanity, were punished by
ine and imprisonment.
A male child above sixteen
years of age, accused by his parents of rebellion against
them and other notorious offences; was (in conformity
with the Mosaic code) subjected to capital punish
ment and any person courting a maid without the
sanction of her parents, was fined and imprisoned.
Vet the parental authority was not left unregulated.
All parents were commanded to instruct and catechise
their children and servants, whom the select men or
overseers were directed to remove from their authority
md commit to fitter hands, if they were found deficient
n this duty ;J and children were allowed to seek re
dress from the magistrate if they were denied con
The celebration of the ceremony
venient marriage.
of marriage was confined to the magistrate or such
allier persons as the
general court should authorize,
f heir law of tenures was exceedingly simple and con
cise.
The charter had conveyed the general territory
and it was very early
o the company and its assigns
**
that five years quiet possession shall be
enacted,

m

Bible printed in Massachusetts K fleets of the Missionary
labor A synod of the IVew England churches Dispute be
tween Massachusetts aiul the Long Parliament the Colony
foils the Parliament and is favored by Cromwell
The Pro
tector s administration bei.iTicial to IVew Knglaml
He con
quers Acadia HJs propositions to the inhabitants of Mas

;

themPersecution of the Anabaptists
*
Conduct and sulii-rings of the (Quakers
Address of Massachusetts to Charles the
Secnml Alarm of the colonists, and their declaration of
Rights The kind s Message to Massachusetts how far
complied wi h Royal charier of incorporation to Rhode
Island and Providence, and to Connecticut and Aewhaven
sachusetts

Restoration

THE coincidence between the principles of the colo
nists and the prevailing party in the Lon^ Parliament,
was cemented by the consciousness, that with the suc
cess of this body was identified the defence of the colo
nial liberties from the dangers that had so recently
menaced them. [1641.] As soon as the colonists were
informed of the convocation of that famous assembly,
they despatched Hugh Peters and two other persons
to promote the colonial interests in England.
The
mission terminated more fortunately for the colony
than for its ambassadors.
a
vole
of the House of
13y
Commons I in tlv following year, [1642 J the inhabi
tants of all the various
of
New England
plantations
were exempted from payment of any duties, eithti
upon goods exported thither, or upon those which they

;

hfrv was punished, for the first offence by branding,
for the second with supers tkiition of a severe
flogging, deemed a sufficient title.&quot;
Instead of enacting or ino:)d for the third with Hnmh: hut if either of these
while
not
a
crimes,
* Tiie
inferring
yet
capital punishment,
regulation o, apparel was considered a fit subject of
were coMnnitted on Sunday, an ear was to be cut off public police in England as late as the reign of Elizabeth, who*
must beware by a proclamation, appointed watches of grave citizens 10 be
in addition to the other inflictions.
stationed at the gates of London in orderto circumscribe with
of supposing that these penal enactments indicate the
their scissors all the ruffs of passengers that exceeded certain
existence, much less the frequency, of the crimes to legal dimensions. Stow. Chrori. 869. By an act passed in the
which they refer. In those communities where civili thirteenth year of the same sovereign s reign, hats were con
sidered as a luxury and all persons under a certain age com
zation has been a gradual attainment, penal laws de
manded to wear woollen caps. In the churchwardens ac
note the prevalence of the crimes they condemn. But counts of the parish o f Kulham is this item
1678, paid fur
in the colonial establishments of a civilized people, discharge of the parish for wearing hats, contrary to the sta
5s.
tute,
as
the
ex
many of tlic laws must be regarded merely
t That these laws were not allowed to be a dead letter,
and by no
pression of the opinion of the legislators,
appears from the following extracts from the earliest records
means as indicating the actual condition of society.
the colonial court.
Wedge wood, for being in the
of drunkards, to be set in Hie stocks. Catharine, the
Blasphemy and idolatry were punishable with death ; company
\vifeofRichardCornish.wasfoundsuspiciousofmcontinency,
and though it was acknowledged in the preamble to one and seriously admonished to take heed. Thomas Petit, for
of the laws, &quot;that no human power is lord over the suspicion of slander, idleness, and stubbornness, is censured
Captain Lovel admonished to take
faith and consciences of men.&quot; yet heresy, by this very *o *e severely whipped.
Josias Plaistowe, for stealing four
i.eeii of light carriage.
law, was punished with banishment from the province. basnets of corn from the Indians,is ordered to return thm eight,
Witchcraft, and perjury directed against humayi life, basket*, to be lined live pounds, and hereafter to be called by

declined by

Massachusetts

in

The

We

imported

into

the

mother country,

shall take further order therein to the

;

&quot;

until the

contrary.&quot;

House

The

colonists, in return, cordially embraced the cause of
their benefactors
and when the civil wars broke out

*

:

;

England, they passed an ordinance expressive of
approbation of the measures of parliament, and
denouncing capital punishment against iv who should
disturb the peace of the commonwealth bv endeavoring
in

2d.&quot;

their

&quot;

&quot;&quot;John

I

-

rtv U
for thp Kino- of FnwUnd or hv Hi*
a
Pf&quot;J
criminating between the king and the parliament, who
,
l

I

*

Abridgment of the Ordinances of New England, apud
li.
Tnmibuil, i. 1:24. Josseiyn,
Append, iv. p.
Burnaby s 1 ravele in America, 1-1G. Chalmers, 167,8.

Neal,
178.

&amp;lt;tc.

f&amp;gt;65,

ay
thnn wealth, that the distinctive appellations were
The strictness and scrupulosity of manners
affected by many of the inhabitants exceeded the standard of
the laws; snd associations appear to have been formed for
suppressing the dnnkingof healths, ami wearing of long hair
and of periwigs. Ibid. 151. In some instances, the purposes
of these associations were afterwards adopted and enforced
that
by theluws. It is rela.rd of some of the earlier settlers,
wilh a most absurd exaggeration of rigidity, they refrained
would
work
heer
Uie
from brewing on Saturday, becaase
up
Sunday. Douglas, Summary of the British settlements n
America, i. 371.
Sol
t Such regulations w-ve not unknown in Sciotland.
..... corporation
..~
a law was enacted
mu year 1078,
late as the
by
~j the
.,-,,.,of the town of Rut herglen,&amp;lt;:ommandinpall parents to send their
childrentn school, and adjudging thai the schoolmaster should
be entitled to his fees for every child in the parish, whether
sent to his school or not. Ure s History of Rutherglen, p. 79.
i

from the wisdom of

thfi

Creator and searcher of

human

j

hearts.

j

All gaming was prohibited ; cards and dice were
forbidden to be imported, and dancing in ordinaries
was proscribed. By a law enacted in lfH6, kissing a
woman in the street, even in the way of civil salute,

This law was executed
about a century afterwards, on the captain of an En
for saluting his wife, whom he met,
glish man of war,
after a long separation, in the streets of Boston.
Flog
an infamous punishment by
considered
ging was not
late
as
the
even
so
Magsachussetta
and
of
the people

was punished by Hogging.

i

]

I

i

!&amp;lt;:&amp;gt;

,.

!

vernor Winthrop
be permitted to notice as
being ur^ed to prosecute and punish a man who pillaged his
magazine of firewood in winter, declared he would soon cure
him at that mal-practice ; and, accordingly, sunuing for the
told him,
/ou have a large family, and I
delinquent, he
have a large magazine of wood; come as often to it as you
please, and take as much of it as yon need to make your
dwelling comfortable. And now,&quot; he added, turning to his
*
I defy dim to steal my fire-wood again
friends,
reasons assieiied by [he House far thw resolution, are,
f Theihaithe plantations of
England are likely* to conduce to
have by the
the propagation of the gospel, a i:J already
and prosperous success
blessing of the Almighty had good
without any public charge to the stale.&quot; Yet, a few years
after, the parliament expressed a different opinion of the obliea(i&amp;lt;ins of
Virginia to t c.e endowment ol the mother country,
though, in this respect, the situation ol Me iwo colonies waa
precisely the same.
&quot;

&quot;

Nw
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war with the declared intention of exterminating the parliament passed an ordinance carrying a most formi
This tribe, who were at peace with dable aspect, and fraught with consequences the most
his tribe.

the cause of the king as well as their
truly maintained
for themselves, they were unable to
own.

whole of

their predilection by more active interference
signalize
=
in the contest ; and, with a wise regard to their com
mercial interests, they gave free ingress into their har

of the Massachusetts colonists,

Happily

the English, sent their chief to implore the protection
who promised their in

TI.e Naragansets, apprised
terposition
the fate of the Pequods,
bors to trading vessels from the ports in possesions of of this proceeding, recollecting
how well they deserved to share it, were
the kini;.
They had likewise the good sense to de and aware
and throwing down their arms, coycline an invitation that was sent to thorn, to depute struck with terror,
When
Mr. Cotton, and others of their ministers, to attend, on eluded a peace dictated to them by the English.
blown over, they paid so little
Iheir behalf, the Assembly of Divines at Westminster. they found the danger
of their paction, that it
Encouraged by the privileges that had been conferred attention to the performance
of
on them, their industry made vigorous progress, and was not till the colonists had made a demonstration
the continent, they their readiness to employ force that they sullenly ful
From
increased.
population rapidly
indications of fickleness,
began to extend their occupation to the adjacent filled it. Alarmed by such
islands
and Mr. Mayhew, having obtained a grant of dislike, and furious passion, the government of Massa
con
Martha s Vineyard. Nantucket, and Elizabeth Isles, chusetts deemed it prudent to provide by a mutual
which they
laid the foundation there of settlements that afterwards cert of the colonies, for the common danger
the conversion and might expect to encounter at no distant day, when the
proved eminently serviceable to
But an attempt which they savages, instructed by experience, would sacrifice their
civilization of the Indians.
in

his

behalf.

I

[

;

|

appointed the Earl of War
lord high admiral of the
peers and twelve com
moners to assist him it empowered him, in conjunc
tion with his associates, to examine the state of affairs
to
in the colonies ; to send for papers and persons
injurious to their rights.

It

wick governor-in-chief. and
colonies, with a council of

five

;

;

remove governors and officers, and to appoint others
in their place, and delegate to them as much of the
power granted to himself by the ordinance as he should
think proper.
This appointment, which created an au
thority that might have new-modelled all the colonial
and
abrogated all thoir charters, was not
governments,

To some of
suffered to remain entirely inoperative.
the settlements the parliamentary council extended pro
tection, and even granted new patents.
Happily for
Massachusetts, either the favor which it was thought
to deserve, or the absorbing interest of the great con

feuds to combined hostility against a people test that was carrying on in England, prevented the
whose progressive advancement seemed to minister council from interfering with its institutions till a period
The colo occasion of incurable jealousy. Having conceived, for when the colonial assembly were able, as we shall see,
the continent, proved quite unsuccessful.
imitation of to
nists of Virginia were in general stanch royalists, and, this purpose, a plan which was framed in
employ defensive measures that defeated its unde
with comparatively little of the substance of religion, the bond of union among the Dutch provinces, and sirable interposition without disputing its formidable
their
to
some
of
itself
which readily suggested
leading authority.
united a strong attachment to the forms and constitu
Various disputes had subsisted between the inha
tions of the church of England.
Yet, as we have seen, characters who iiad resided with the Brownist congre
it
to
the
in
Holland, they proposed
neighboring bitants of New England and the French settlers in
they had received, even as early as the reign of James, gation
These were at length adjusted by a
an accession to their numbers, composed of persons settlements of Plymouth, Connecticut, and Newhaven, Acadia. [1644]
who had imbibed puritan sentiments, and had tied from by which it was cordially embraced. These four colo treaty between a commissioner for the king of France
A deputation nies accordingly entered into a league of perpetual con on the one part, and John Endicot.Esq. governor of New
ecclesiastical persecution in England.
It was
from tliis portion of the Virginian settlers had been federacy, offensive and defensive.
stipulated England, and the rest of the magistrates there, on the
that the confederates should thenceforth be distin- other.* The colonists had already debarred themselves
lately sent to Boston to represent their destitution of a

made

ments,

at the

same time

to extend, if not their settle
in another quarter of

private

at least their principles,

gospel ministry, and solicit a supply of ministers from
In compliance with this
the New England churches.
request, three clergymen were selected to proceed to
Virginia, and furnished with recommendatory letters
from the governor of Massachusetts to Sir William

by the title of the United Colonies of New
that each colony should remain separate and
distinct, and have exclusive jurisdiction within its own
that in every war, offensive or defensive,
territory
each of the confederates should furnish Us quota ot men,
money, and provisions, at a rate to be fixed from time
to the number of people in each
to time in
uuislied

England

;

;

On their arrival in Virginia, they began
Berkeley.
proportion
prench in several parts of the country, and the people
that an assembly composed of two com
tlocked to hear them with an eagerness that might have settlement
But the missioners from each colony should be held annually,
been productive of important consequences.
with power to deliberate and decide on all points of
puritan principles, no less than the political sentiments
of the colonists of New England, were too much the common concern to the confederacy ; and every deter
mination sanctioned by the concurrence of six of their
objects of aversion to Sir William Berkeley to admit
The state of
of his encouragement being extended to proceedings number, should be binding on the whole.
so calculated to propagate their influence among his Rhode Island, which was not included in this confe
to
be admit
after
own people. So far from complying with the desire of deracy, having petitioned a few years
ted into it, her request was refused, except on the con
his brother governor, he issued an order by which all
of merging her separate
persons who would not conform to tho ceremonies of dition, which she declined,
the church of England were commanded to depart from existence in an incorporation with the state oi Ply
The preachers returned to mouth. Thus excluded from the protection of the
Virginia by a certain day.
and thus was laid the foundation league or union, the inhabitants of Rhode Island and
their own settlement
of a jealousy whicli long subsisted between the two Providence endeavored to provide for their security by
and in the
oldest colonies of North America.
conciliating the friendship of the Indians
The failure of this endeavor to establish a friendly prosecution of their humane and courteous policy they
were eminently successful.
intercourse with the sister colony of Virginia, was am
The colonists have been reproached with arrogating
ply compensated to the New England settlements by
an important event in their history, which occurred the rights of sovereignty in this transaction, which truly
to indepen
during the following year; [1643,] the formation of a may be regarded as a considerable step
Yet it was a measure that could hardly be
league by which they were knit together in the frame dence.
of a confederacy that greatly increased their security avoided by a people surrounded with enemies, and
and power.
The Naraganset Indians had by this time abandoned to their own resources in a territory many
had ample leisure to reflect on the policy of their con
thousand miles removed from the seat of the govern
duct towards the Pequods
and the hatred which they ment that claimed sovereign dominion over them.
had formerly cherished against that tribe being extin
Every step that a people so situated made in enlarging
their numbers, combining their resources, or otherwise
guished in the destruction of its objects, had been suc
ceeded bv an an^ry jealousy of those strangers who had promoting their security, was a step towards indepen
obviously derived the chief antt Ally advantage of dence.
Nothing but some politic system, or a series
of events that might have kept the various settlements
which that event was productive. TTiey saw the terri
of
tories
their ancient rivals occupied by a much more continually disunited in mutual jealousy and weakness,
powerful neighbor and, mistaking their own inability could have secured their perpetual existence as a de
to improve their advantages for the effect of fraud and pendent progeny of England.
But whatever effects the
injustice on the part of the colonists, who were so transaction which we have considered may have secretly
rapidly surpassing them in number, wealth, and power, produced on the course of American sentiment and
they began to complain that the plunder of the Pequods opinion, and however likely it may now appear to have
had not been fairly divided, and proceeded to concert planted the seminal idea of independence in the minds
measures with the neighboring tribes for an universal of the colonists, it was regarded neither by themselves
insurrection of the Indians against the English.
Their nor by their English rulers as indicating pretensions
unsuitable to their condition.
Even after the Restora
designs had advanced but a little way towards matu
tion, the commissioners of the union were repeatedly
rity, when they were detected in consequence of a sud
den gust of that inordinate passion of private revenue noticed and recognised in the letters and official instru
which seemed fated to pervert and defeat their political ments of Charles the Second and the union itsull with
views.
The colonists, from the groundless murmurs some alterations subsisted till the year ItiSG, when all
they found themselves exposed to, and which proved the charters were in effect vacated by a commission
the rooted dislike of the savages, were sensible of from King James.
A few years after its establishment,
only
their own danger without yet being aware of its ex
the principal concern to which its efforts and delibera
tent, or feeling themselves entitled to anticipate some tions were devoted was the conversion of the Indians,
more certain indication of it when, happily, they were in co-operation with the society instituted by parlia
to

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

called

tnbes.

upon

to act as

umpires between two contending

The Narauansets having conceived some
failing

dis

employed an assassin
attempt, plunged into a

gust against a neighboring chief,
to kill him ; and
in this

ment

in

Britain for

propagating the gospel in

New

England.

While the colonists were thus employed in measures
calculated to secure and protect their institutions, the

from recognising the king as distinct from the parlia
ment ; and they probably found it diliicult to explain to
the other contracting parties to what denomination of
authority they considered themselves to owe allegiance.
This state of things, as it led to practices, so it may
have secretly fostered sentiments, that savoured of in
A practice strongly fraught with the cha
dependence.
racter of sovereign authority was adopted a few years
after, when the increasing trade of the colony with the

West

Indies, and the quantity of Spanish bullion that
this channel into
England,

New

was brought through

induced the colonial authorities, for

thi&amp;gt;

purpose of pre

oi the circulating
venting frauds in the employment
in this inconvenient shape, to erect a mint for
The coin was
the coining of silver money at Boston.
stamped with the name of New England on the one

medium

Massachusetts, as the principal settlement, on
and with a tree as an apt symbol of the pro
had evinced.
Mary
gressive vigor which the colony
land was the only other colony that ever presumed to
and indeed this preroga
coin
metal into money

side, of

the other,

any

:

been always regarded as the peculiar attribute
But it must be considered&quot; says
of sovereignty.
that at this time there
one of the colonial historians,
was no king in Israel.&quot; In the distracted state of
unsafe to send their
England it might well be judged
and from the uncertainty
bullion there to be coined
respecting the form of government which might finally
arise out of the civil wars, it might reasonably be ap
prehended that an impress received during their conti
nuance would not long retain its favor and currency.
The practice gave no umbrage whatever to the English
It received the tacit allowance of the
government.
even of Charles the
parliament, of Cromwell, and
tive has

&quot;

;

Second during twenty years of his reign.
The separation of the two branches of the legislature
of Massachusetts naturally gave rise to some disputes
of jurisdiction in a constitu
respecting the boundaries
But what precedent
tion not yet matured by practice.
could not supply, the influence and estimation ofthe cler
common
gy of the province was able to effect. [ 1G45J By
consent, all the ministers were summoned to attend the
session of the assembly, and the points at issue being sub
mitted to them, theii judgment was willingly embraced
and assented to.t But in the following year [1646] a
Journals of the House of Lords, vol. vi.p-391. Chalmers,
The people of Maine appear to have wlicited the pro
5J9.
tection of trie council in 1051. Hazard,
One oi the controversies that had
t llutchinson, 143, 4.
the
two
houses
between
originated in a
occurred at this lime
matter not more illustrious, than a (Inference of sentiment
from th.
which
was
claimed
a
of
sow,
respecting the identity
who pretended
herd of a richer neighbor hy a poor woman,
Behold
before.
some
how
her
i
roi.i
years
that it had strayed
Not the court only, but
.real a matter a Mile fire will kindle
this question, which, po
was
divided
by
whole
the
country
resentment of imposition on the one
verty concurrin&quot;
a charge that effected his character on
p-irt and indignation at
with the utmost rage
the other induced the parties to contest
and pertinacity. The identity of Martin Guerre was not
France,
in
tompr.sslon tor the
more keenly controverted
with the poorer class of people over
poor woman prevailed
*
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dissension

much more

nature, and

its

much

and satisfactory in its issue, was occa
state by the intolerance which we have

less creditable

sioned

violent in

in this

With the
already noted in its original institutions.
increasing prosperity and importance of the colony,
the value of its political franchises had been proporand the increasing opulence and
tionablv augmented
respectability of the dissenters seemed to aggravate the
;

hardship of the dt-sfranchisement to which they were
Some of these having violently assumed
subjected.
the privileges from which they were excluded by law,
and disturbed an election by their interference, were
punished by Mr. Winthrop, the deputy-governor, who
vigorously resisted and defeated their pretensions.
They complained of this treatment to the general court
by a petition couched in very strong language, demand
ing leave to impeach the depufy-governor before the
whole body of his fellow-citi/.ens, and to submit to the
Bamc tribunal the consideration of their general grie
vances, as well as of the particular severities they had

The

from Winthrop.

experienced
grievances under
which they labored were enumerated in the petition,
which contained a forcible remonstrance against the
injustice of depriving them of their rights as freemen,
and of their privileges as Christians, because they could
not join as members with the
churches,

congregational

when they

admission into them were arbi
by the ministers.
They petitioned that,
either the full rights of citizenship might be communi
cated to them, or that they might no longer be required
to obey laws to which they had not given assent,
to
contribute to the maintenance of ministers who denied
them titc benefit of their ministry, and to pay taxes im
posed by an assembly in which they were not repre
sented.
The court were so far moved by the petition,
or by the respectability of its promoters, that Mr. Win
throp was commanded to defend himself publicly from
or

solicited

trarily rejected

is
For this liberty you
just and pood.
are to stand with the hazard of your very lives ; and

that only

which

whatsoever crosses it
thereof.
This liberty

I

.

not authority hot a distemper
maintained in a way of sub
jection to authority; and the authority set over you
will, in all administrations for your good, be quietly
submitted unto by all but such as have a disposition to
sjjake off the yoke, and lose their true liberty by their
murmuring at the honor and power of authority.&quot;
The circumstances in which this address was deliv
ered, remind us of scenes in Greek and Roman history
while the wisdom, worth, and dignity that it breathes,
resemble the magnanimous vindication of a Judge of
Israel. Mr. Winthrop was not only honorably acquitted
by the sentence of the court and the voice of the public,
hut recommended so powerfully to the esteem of his
fellow citizens by this and all the other indications of
his character, that he was chosen
governor of the pro
vince every year after as long as he lived *
His
accusers incurred a proportional degree of public dis
pleasure: their petition was dismissed, and several of
the chief promoters of it severely reprimanded, and ad
judged to make confession of their fault in seeking to
subvert the fundamental laws of the colony.
Refusing
is

:

is

|

|

j

acknowledge that they had done wrong, and

still

j

As

their

New

;

considered indispensable.
It contributed also to
suggest and facilitate missionary labor among the heathens,
to whom the colonists had ascociated themselves
by
superadding the ties of a common country to those of

common

While the people

nature.

wero

at large

daily extending heir industry, and overcoming by cul
tivation the rudeness of desert nature, the
clergy
eagerly looked around for some addition to their pecu

sphere of usefulness, and at a very early period
entertained designs of redeeming to the dominion of
piety and civility, the neglected wastes of human
character that lay stretched in savage ignorance and
John Elliot, one of the ministers
idolatry around them.
of Koxbury, a man whose large soul glowed with the
intenaeat flame of zeal and charity, was stronjjly pene
trated with a sens.; of this duty, and for FOine tune had
liar

per

demands of an

several of these persons were known to be inclined
form of presbytery, and as that constitution was

to the
Iso

to

England, had opera
ted with particular force on the ministers of the
puritans
and so many of them had accompanied the other
settlers, that among a people who derived IPSS enjoy
ment from the exercises of piety, the numbers of the

a

alteration of the law,
with very indiscreet threats of complaining to the parament, they were punished with fine or imprisonment.
sisting in

promoted the emigrations

clergy would have been thought exceedingly burden
some and very much disproporlioncd to the wants of
the laity.
This circumstance was highly favorable to
the promotion of religious habits among the colonists,
as well as to the extension of their settlements, in the
plantation of which the co-operation of a minister was,

;

to

noble exertions for the conversion of the Indians that
originated in the same year that had witnessed so much
dissension and violence.
The circumstances that had

been diligently laboring to overcome the preliminary
difficulty by which its performance was obstructed.
He had now at length attained such acquaintance with
the Indian language as enabled him not only himself to

affected by the prevailing party in the English
of Commons, the menace of a complaint to par

House

liament excited general alarm and indignation
and
several of the petitioners having made preparations to
sail for
England, with very significant hints of the
;

speak it with fluency* but to facilitate tlu acquisition of
changes they hoped to effect by their machinations it to others, by the construction and publication of a
there, some of them were placed under arrest, and their system of Indian grammar.
Having completed bis
the charges which it advanced against him.
papers were violently taken from them.
Among these preparatory inquiries, he began, in the clusc of this
a
of
labor which has been traced \vith great
On the day appointed for his trial lie descended from papers were found petitions to Lord Warwick, urging year, scene
the tribunal, and placing hirn&f-lf at the bar in presence a forfeiture of the colonial charter, the introduction interest and accuracy by the ecclesiastical historians of
New
and
still more
code
of
and
of
the
whole
of a numerous assemblage of the inhabitants, be pro
a presbyterian establishment,
England,
minutely, I doubt not, m
ceeded to vindicate his conduct to his judges and fellow of English jurisprudence, into the colonial institutions, that eternal record where alone the actions of men at
citizens.
Having clearlv proved that his proceedings with various other innovations, which were represented tain their just, their tinal, and everlasting proportions.
It is a remarkable feature in his luna and arduous ca
had been warranted by law, and had no other end than as no less accordant with legislative wisdom and jus
end of securing and reer, that the energy by which he was actuated never
to maintain the existing institutions, by the exercise of tice, than adapted to the
important
sustained the slighest abatement, but, on the contrary,
the authority which had been committed to him for that
iffectuating the supreme dominion of the parliament
over the colony.
The discovery of the intolerance evinced a steady and vigorous increase. He appears
purpose, lie concluded an excellent harangue in the fol
but, constantly
meditated by these persons served to exasperate the never to have doubted its continuance
lowing manner*.
&quot;Though I be justified before men,
of us derivation
yet it may be the Lord hath seen so much amiss in my intolerance which themselves were experiencing from referring it to God, he felt assured
from
a
of
source incapable
administration as calls me to be humbled
and indeed the society of which they formed hut an insignificant
being wasted by the most
The contents of their papers excited so much liberal communication. He delighted to maintain this
for me to have been thus charged by men is a matter fraction.
communication by incessant prayer, and before hid mis
of humiliation, whereof I desire to make a right use resentment that not a voice was raised against the arbi
before the Lord.
If Miriam s father spit in her face, trary measure by which they had been intercepted
sionary labors commenced, he had been known m the
she is to be ashamed.&quot;
Then proceeding to enforce and the alarm was increased by the conviction of the colony by the name of praying Elliot&quot; a noble desig
some considerations calculated, he said, to rectify the utter impossibility of preventing designs so dangerous nation, if the noblest employment of a rational cieature
The warmth of the public be the cultivation of access to the Authur 01 his beaig.
from being still attempted.
opinions of the people on the nature of government
41
The questions,&quot; he observed, that have troubled the sentiment, as well as the peculiar nature of the subject Rarely, very rarely, I believe, has human nature br.rn
so completely rmbued, refined, and elevated by reli
that had excited it, introduced this all-prevalent topic
country have been about the authority of the magi
and even Mr. Cotton was so far over gion. Every thing he saw or knew occurred to him in
into the pulpit
It is you who have
stracy and the liberty of the people.
That a religious aspect every faculty, and every aeqms tion
called us unto this office
but being thus called we have taken with infirmity, as to declare, in a sermon,
or complaints against that he derived from the employment of his (acuities,
our authority from God.
Magistracy is the ordinance if any one should carry writings
the people of God in this country to England, he would was received by him as a ray let into his soul from that
of God, and it hath the image of God stamped upon it
As lie was
and the contempt of it has been undicated by God with find himself in the case of Jonas in the vessel.&quot; This Eternity for which he continually panlrd.
was a prediction which a long voyage was very likely one of tlie holiest, so was he also one of the hdppicst
terrible examples of his vengeance.
I entreat you to
of nit it
and his life for inaiiv years was a continual
In effect, a short time after, certain depu
consider that when you choose magistrates, you take to realize.
them from among yourselves, men subject unto like ties from the petitioners having embarked for England, outpouring of his whole being in devotion to God and
If you see our infirmities, were overtaken by a violent storm, and the sailors charily to mankind. *^^
passions with yourselves.
The kindness^tHfc. Elliot s manner soon gained
reflect on your own, and you will not be so severe cen- recollecting the prediction that had gone abroad, and,
surers of ours.
The covenant between us and you is happily, considering the papers, and not the bearers of him a favorable j^^kKttVoin many or the Indians [7]
the oath you have exacted of us, which is to this pur
them, as the guilty parties, insisted so vehemently on and both paitu-l^jwlf sensible of the expediency ol
altering the civil- aaufclo:nt!stic habits that counteracted
pose, That we shall govern you and judge your cause?, casting all obnoxious writings overboard, that the depu
the impressions wluc|r he attempted to produce, he ob
according to God s laws ami the particular statutes of ties were compelled to commit their credentials to the
the land, according to our best skill,
As for our skill, waves. When they arrived in England, however, they tained from the general court an allotment oi land in
the neighborhood of the settlement of Concord, in
you must run the hazard of it and if there be an error did not fail to prosecute their application but the at
time being Massachusetts, upon which a number of Indian families
only therein, and not in the will, it becomes you to bear tention of the parliamentary leaders at that
it.
Nor would I have you to mistake in the point of leeply engaged with more important matters, and Wins- [proceeded, by his directions, to build rixt-d habitations,
and where they eagerly received his instructions both
your own liberty. There is a liberty of corrupt nature, low and Hugh Peters, on behalf of the colony, actively
which is affected both by men and beasts, to do what labouring to counteract their purposes, they obtained spiritual and secular. -*t was not long before a violent
little attention and no rcdrnss.
This liberty is inconsistent with authority
opposition to these innovations was excited by the
they list.
From the painful contemplation of the intolerance of powaw, or Indian priests, who threalcned death and
impatient of all restraint (by this liberty sumus omncft
contentions about other inflictions of the vengeance of the r idols on all
deteriorrs :)
tis the firand
cnorny of truth and peace, the colonists, and their inordinate
who should embrace Christianity. The menaces and
it is
to turn to the sub
and all the ordinances of God are bent
it.
But the forme of
i

;

:

;

&quot;

:

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

against

there

is a civil,

a moral, a federal liberty,

proper end and object of authority

:

it is

which

is

the

a liberty for

stantial

religion,
fruits of Christian

pleasing
character evinced by those

*

This excellent magistrate (says Cutton Mather) conti
nually exemplified the maxim of Thoodosius, that
any
man speak evil of the ruler, if it Uo through lightness, tis to
he condemned if it be through madnees, tis to be pitied if
throuirh malice, Mis tnbe forgiven.&quot; One of the colonists who
had \QI\K manifested much ill will towards his person, at
Sir, your overcoming of yourself hath
length wrote to him.
overcome me.&quot; His death, in 1049, was deeply and univer
and all declared that he had been the father
sally bewailed
of the colony, and the first no less in virtue than in place.
Mather, B, iv
&quot;if

sense of equity: and, at length, even those magistrates
considered the defendant in the right, concurred in per
suading him to surrender the object of dispute, and to forbear
xo seek his own at thn expense of the tranquillity of the
colony.
* Various editions of this
speech have been published. It
appears now, from the continuation of Wmthrop a own jour
nal (edited by Mr. Savage), that all these were abridgments.
all

who

Mather

s

which

I

have followed,

is

the beat.

;

;

I

j

* He died in the
ynar 1000. As his bodily strength decayed,
the energy of his being seemed to retreat into his soul, and at
Unigth all ius faculties (he said) seemed absorbed in holylovo.
Being asked, shortly before his departure, Imw ho did, he re-

have lost every thing: my understanding leaves
me, iuy memory fails me, my utterance fails me bui 1 thank
God my charity holds out still, I find that rather grows than
fails.&quot;
Richard Baxter declared that these words had given
him inexpressible comfort, and that the account of Elliot s
was laboring under a danlife, which he read when he himself
gerous illness, had recalled him from the brink of the grave
piled,

&quot;1

;

&quot;

;

i

I

Mather, B.

iu.

Meal,

ii.

470.
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persons caused several of the seeming Both Elliot and Mayhew found great advantage in the when looking backwards, we trace the stream of event*
converts to draw hack, but induced others to separate practice ot selecting the most docile arid ingenious of to its first spring in the pride and cruelty that was let
themselves more entirely from the society and converse their Indian pupils, and by especial attention to their loose to fortify the zeal of the puritans, and finally, to
of their countryman, and seek the benefit and protec
instruction, qualifying them to act as schoolmasters drive them from their native land-to the scene appointed
we acknow
tion of a closer association with that superior race of among their brethren. To a zea l that seemed to increase for this great and happy achievement
men who showed themselves so generously willing to by exercise, they added insurmountable patience and ledge the unseen but eternal control of Miat Being who
the
end
from
the
who
alone
diffuse and communicate all the means and benefits of admirable
on
does the
projects
beginning,
and, steadily fixing their view
prudence
A considerable body of Indians re the glory of the Most High, and declaring that, whether good that is done in the earth, and beneath whose irre
their superiority.
sistible will, the depravity that opposes, no less than
sorted to the land allotted them by the colonial govern
outwardly successful or not in promoting it, they felt
ment, and exchanged their wild and barbarous habits themselves blessed and happy in pursuing it, they found the virtue that coincides with it, are but the instruments
that blindly or
for the modes of civilized living and industry.
Mr. its influence sufficient to
knowingly effect its fulfilment.
light them through every per
Elliot was continually among them, instructing, ani
conduct them to a degree
Among the various difficulties that obstructed the
plexity and peril, and finally
They felt his superior of success and victory unparalleled, perhaps, since that changes which the missionaries attempted to introduce
mating, and directing them.
and there era when the miraculous endowments of the apostolic into the habits of the Indians, it was found that the
wisdom, and saw him continually happy
human constitution had been deeply deteriorated by
was nothing in his circumstances or appearance that
They
ministry caused a nation to be born in a day.
sources
of
from
indicated
which they were were slow to
Habits of ajternate energy and
enjoyment
ages of savage life.
push the Indians vipon improved institu
debarred on the contrary, it was obvious that of every tions
sloth, indulged from generation to generation, seemed
they desired rather to lead them insensibly for
at
to
have
article of selfish comfort he was willing to divest him
length
given a character or bias to the ani
ward, more especially in the adoption of religious Ordi
mal faculties almost as deeply ingrained as the depraved
self in order to communicate to them what he esteemed nances. Those
practices, indeed, which they considered
:iue of the negro body, and to have
the only true riclkes of an immortal being.
He who
their beneficial effects
seriously impaired
likely to commend themselves by
gave him this spint, gave him favor in the eyes of the to the natural understanding of men, they were not the capacity of continuous exertion. In every employ
ment that demanded steady labor, the Indians were
and their affection restrained from
people among whom he ministered
their
to
early adoption
recommending
for him reminds us of those primitive
The first
ages when the and trial by jury very soon superseded the savage modes found decidedly inferior to the Europeans.
converts were willing, us it were, to pluck ont thuir of
missionaries, and their immediate successors, sustained
or
ascertaining guilt, and contri
determining right
this
if they could have
eyes
given them to their pastor. buted to
discouragement without shrinking, and animated
In
and refine the sense of equity.
The women in the new settlement learned to spin, the the dress improve
But, at a later
and mode of cohabitation of the savages, they their converts to resist or endure it.
men to dig and till the ground, arid the children were also introduced at an
period, when it was found that the taint which the
early period, alterations calculated
instructed in the English language, and taught to read
Indian constitution had received continued to be propa
to form and develope a sense of modesty, iti which the
and write. As the numbers of domesticated Indians Indians were found to be
gated among descendants educated in habits widely
grossly and universally defec
increased they built a town by the side of Charles river,
But all these practices which are, or ought to be, different from those of their forefathers, many persons
tive.
which they called Natick ; and they desired Mr. Kllioc
too hastily to apprehend that the imperfection
exclusively the fruits of renewed nature and Divine began
to frame a system of internal government for them.
was incurable; and missionary ardor was abated by
lirrht, they desired to teach entirely by example, and by
the very circumstance that most strongly demanded its
He directed their attention to the counsel that Jethro
diligently radicating and cultivating in the minds of
revival and enlargement.
In concurrence with this
gave to Moses and, in conformity with it, they elected their flocks the principles out of which alone such prac
tor themselves rulers of hundreds, of fifties, and of
cause
of decline in the progress of the great work
It was not
tices can lastingly and beneficially grow.
tens.
The colonial government also appointed a court till the
which
we
have
contemplated, the energetic gratitude
year 16fiO that the first Indian church was founded
which, without assuming jurisdiction over them, oifered bv Mr. I-Jliot and his fellow-laborers in Massachusetts. of the first converts from darkness to light had sub
and the consequence unhappily was, that a con
tin.- a&sistance of its
judicial wisdom to all who should There were at that time no fewer than ten settlements sided
be willing to refer to it the determination of their more
siderable abatement ensued of the piety, morality, and
within the province, occupied by Indiana comparatively
difficult or important subjects of controversy.
In en
industry, of the Indian communities that had been re
civilized.
But the work has not been
deavoring to extend their missionary influence among
Mr. Elliot had from time to time translated and claimed from savage life.
the surrounding tribes, Mr. Elliot and his associates
lost
its visible traces were never suffered to
perish
printed various approved religious works for the use of
encountered a variety of success corresponding to the
amidst, occasional decline and revival, it has always bea
the Indians, and, at length, in the yoar 1664, the Bible
visible varieties of human character and the invisible
was printed, for the first time in the language of the manifest, and the people gathered to God from this
predeterminations of the Divine will.
Many expressed new world, at Cambridge in Massachusetts.* This barbarous and deeply-revolted kindred have never been
the utmost abhorrence and contempt of Christianity:
permitted to disappear.
great achievement was not effected without the assist
some made a hollow profession of willingness to hear, ance of
I have been induced to
overstep very considerably
contributions from the mother coun
pecuniary
and even of conviction, with the view, as it afterwards
the march of time, in order to exhibit a brief but uutry. The colonists had zealously and gladly co-operated
view
of
this great sccue of
broken
appeared, of obtaining the tools and other articles of with their ministers, and assisted to
missionary labor.
defray the cost of
value that were furnished to those who proposed to
We now return to follow more leisurely the general
their charitable undertakings
but the increasing ex
-embrace the modes -of civilized living.
stream of the affairs of the colony.
In spite of
penses threatened at last to exceed what their means
and were able to
every discouragement the missionaries persisted
Shortly after the dissensions that had prevailed in the
of this
the
artifices of these

i

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

the diriicullies that at

first

mocked

their efforts

seem

ing at length to vanish under an invisible, touch, their
labors were blessed with astonishing success.
The
character and habits of the lay colonists tended to pro
mote the efficacy of these pious labors, in a in-inner
which will be forcibly appreciated by all who have ex
amined the history &il progress of missions. Simple
in their manners, devout, moral, and industrious in
their lives, they enforced the lessons of the missiona
ries by
demonstrating their practicability
.effects,

and presented a model which,

and beneficiaJ

in point of refine

ment, was not too elevated for Indian imitation.
While Mr. Elliot and an increasing body of associ
ates were thus employed in the Province of Massachu
setts, Thomas Mayhew, a man who combined in & won
derful degree an affectionate mildness that nothing could
disturb with an ardor and activity that nothing could
^overcome, together with a few coadjutors, not less dili
gently and successfully prosecuted the same design in
Martha s Vineyard, Nanlucket and Elizabeth Isles, and
within the territory comprehended in the Plymouth

Abasing themselves that they might elevate
and promote the Divine glory, they wrought
own hands among those Indians whom they
to
forsake savage habits
and zealously
persuaded
employing all the influence they acquired to the com
munication of moral and spiritual improvement, their
labors were eminently blessed by the same Power
which had given th*ra the grace so fully to devote thein,-sclves to his service.
1647.] The cbaracter and man
ners of Mayhew appear to have been singularly calcu
lated to excite the tenderness no less than the venera
tion of the objects of his benevolence, and to make them
feel at once how amiable and how awful true
goodness
His address derived a captivating interest from
is.
that earnest concern, and
aad
high
holy value, which he
patent.

their species

with their

;

:

manifestly entertained for every member of the family
of mankind. Many years ftfter his death the Indians
could not hear his name mentioned without
shedding
tears and expressing transports of grateful emotion.

supply.
Happily,
tidings
great work excited a kindred spirit in the parent
1649
was
and
in
the
formed
State,
there, liy act
y*ar
of parliament, a Society for Propagating the Gospel
in New England, whose co-operation proved of es
sential service to the missionary cause.
This so

year 1640, the general court recommended the assem
bling of a general synod of the churches in order to
frame an uniform scheme of church discipline for all the

The proposal was resisted by
which expressed great appre
ension
of
the
arbitrary purposes and superstitious de
ciety, having been dissolved at the Restoration, was
afterwards re-erected by a charter from Charles the vices which might be promoted by the dangerous prac
tice of convocation synods.
[1648. J But, at length, the
Second, obtained by the exertions of the pious Richard
Baxter and the influence of the crrcat Robert Boyle, who persuasion generally prevailing that an assembly of this
was thus the benefactor of New England as well as of description possessed no inherent authority, and that its
functions were confined to the tendering of counsel,
Supported by its ample endowments, and
Virginia.
the no less liberal contributions of their own fellow- the second synod of New England was called togethejr
at Cambridge.
The confession of faith thathati recently
colonists, the American missionaries exerted themselves
with such energy and success in the work of converting been published by the Assembly of Divines at West
was
and civilizing the savages, that, before the close of the minster,
thoroughly examined and unanimosuly
Three of the most eminent ministers of the
approved.
seventeenth century, there were in the province of Mas
sachusetts more than thirty congregations of Indians, colony, Cotton, Partridge, and Mather, were then ap
to prepare a model of
discipline for the instruc
comprising upwards of three thousand persons reclaimed pointed
The Pltitftsfm uf JCkv.rck
from a gross degrading barbarism, and advanced to the tion of the colonial churches.
Discipline, which they composed accordingly, and pre
comfort and respectability of civilized life, and the dig
sented to the synod, after many long debates, received
nity and happiness of worshippers of the true God,
the general approbation and universal acquiescence.
through the mediation of the only name by which men
164:9.]
can know or approach him.
There were nearly as many
dispute had for some lime eubsisted be
tween Massachusetts and Connecticut respecting a tax
and civility in the islands of Mas
converts to
colonial congregations.
several of the churches,

A

religion
there
sachusetts Bay
;

tions in the

were several Indian congrega

territories; and among same of
.adhered to their roving barbarous

Plymouth

the tribes that

still

was introduced a considerable im
provement in their ciril and moral habits. When we
that
these missionaries encountered,
reflect on the toils
on the vast and varied difficulties they were enabled to
overcome, and survey the magnificent expanse of hap
and,
piness and virtue that arose from their exertions

mode

of

life,

there

;

+

I

have seen

of the late

!e in the library
copy of this edition of the
It is a beautiful piece
George Chalmer
typo

a

t&amp;gt;f

graphy.

Many

earlier publications

had already Usnetl frnm the

fertile

press of New England. One of the first was a new metrical
translation of the Psalms very literal, ami very unpoetiral.
To this last imputation the New Englandern answered, that
God s altars needs not our polisbinga.&quot; Old: niton i. 1.09, 1 JO.
&quot;

which the

latter state

had imposed, and which Massa

chusetts considered with god reason to operate un
fairly on a portion of her people.
Having complained
to the confederacy, and not obtainining redress as spee
themselves
as
considered
entitled to expect,
they
dily
the legislative authorities of Massachusetts passed .an

imposing a retaliatory duty not only on goods from
Connecticut, but on importations from all the other
states of the confederation.
This unjust proceeding
could be supported only by an appeal to the privilege
a
of the strongest ;
privilege which Massachusetts was
ac well able to enforce, that the other confederates had
to
but
the usual, though often ineffec
nothing
oppose
tual, expedient of the weak.
Happily for them and
for herself, their ally, though lia jle to be betrayed into
error by resentment and partiali y, was not intoxicate^
act
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with conscious power.

The#

presented a remonstrance

se
to the general court of Massachusetts, desiring it
such proceedings agree
riously to consider whether
with the law of love, and the tenor of the articles of
&quot;

confederation.*

On

receiving

this

remonstrance, the
to

mean

the

government of Massachusetts, superior
shame of acknowledging a wrong, consented to sus
pend the obnoxious ordinance.* [1050.]
But Massachusetts, in the following year, [1651,]
was engaged in a dispute with a power stil! more formi
dable to her than she was to her confederates, and much
less susceptible of sentiments of moderation and for

Lord General

Cromwell,&quot; for the purpose of interesting
powerful mediation in their behalf, as well as of
dissuading him from the prosecution of certain mcasures which he himself had projected for their advanThe peculiar character which the New England
tage.
colonists had displayed, the institutions they had esta

his

blished, and their predilection for the independent
model of church government which he himself so highly
admired, had recommended them in the most powerful
manner to the esteem of this extraordinary man and
his favorable regards were enhanced by the recollection
of the plan he had formed, and so nearly realized, of
The Long Parliament having now esta uniting his destiny with theirs in America. Nor were
bearance.
blished its authority at home, was determined to exact they at all abated by the compassion and benevolence
an implicit recognition of it from all the dependencies with which the colonists received a considerable body
of the state, and even to introduce such recognition of unfortunate Scots whom Cromwell had caused to be
of Duninto all the charters and official proceedings ol subor
transported to Massachusetts after the battle
dinate communities.
A requisition was accordingly bar, and of which he was informed by a letter from Mr.
Cotton.*
He seemed to consider that he had been
transmitted to the governor and assembly of Massa
chusetts, to send their charter to London, to take out detained in England for their interests as well as his
a new patent from the keepers of the liberties of Eng
own, and never ceased to desire that they should be
land, and to hold all courts, and issue all writs, in the more nearly associated with his fortunes, and cheered
He had conceived an
with the rays of his grandeur.
This com
name of this description of authority.
mand excited the utmost alarm in the colony nor ardent desire to be the author of an enterprise so illus
;

;

the revocation of these men to the country
could all the attachment of the people to the cause of
and
the parliament! reconcile them to a surrender of the from which they had been so unworthily expelled
as an act of honorable justice to themselves, as well as
title under which their settlements and institutions had
for the advantage of Ireland, he had recently broached
been formed, and which had never obstructed their sub
the proposal of transporting them from America, and
ordination to the authorities that now proposed to re
voke it. The parliament had no more right to super establishing them in a district of this island, which was
In their letter to
sede the original patent of the colony, than to require to be evacuated for their reception.
the city of London, or any of the other corporations of him, the general court, which had been apprised of this
England, to submit their charters to similar dissolution scheme, acknowledged, with grateful expressions, the
and renovation. But the colonists were well aware kind consideration which it indicated but declined to
that the authorities which had issued this arbitrary avail themselves of it, or abandon a land where they
mandate had the power to enforce it and, accord had experienced so much of the favor of God, and were
blessed with such prospects of converting the heathen.
ingly, declining a direct collision, they reverted to the
at the same time recommended their petition
policy, which they had once successfully employed to They
counteract the tyrannical intentions of the king, and against the parliamentary measures to hi* friendly
succeeded in completely foiling this assembly, so re countenance, and beseeched &quot;his Excellence to be
trious

as

;

;

;

nowned

for its success, resolution,

and capacity.

The

general court, instead of surrendering the patent, trans
mitted a petition to the parliament against the enforce
ment of this mandate, setting forth, that these things
not being done in the late king s time or since, it was
not able to discern the need of such an injunction.&quot;
It represented the condition and
authority on which the
&quot;

had originally come to New England, their
adherence to the cause of the parliament
throughout the civil wars, and their present explicit
and prayed that the peo
recognition of its supremacy
ple might not now be worse dealt with than in the time
of the king, and instead of a governor and magistrates
annually chosen by themselves, be required to submit
to others imposed on them against their wilU.
The
settlers

stedfast

;

general court at the same time addressed a letter to
* Hutchinson

&quot;

the

Chalmers, 192, 3. Another dispute,
which occurred about three years after between Massachu
and the oilier confederated states, is related with great
minmeneas, ami I think with no small injustice ami par
i.

156.

setts

by the respectable historian of Connecticut. In 1653, a
discovery was supposed to have been made of a conspiracy
between Stuyvesiint, the governor of the Diur.h colnny, and
the Indiana, for the extermination of the RntTlish. The evi
dence of this sanguinary project (which Stuyvesant
indignantly
disclaimed) was held sufficient, and the resolution of a general
tiality,

To

abide by.

all the

remonstrances of thsir allies, they ansWered, that no articles of confederation should induce them to
undertake an offensive war which they considered unjust, and
on which they could not ask or expect the blessing of God.

The

historian of Connecticut,

not content with
reprobating

breach of the articles of union, vehemently maintains that
the scruples of Massachusetts were insincere. Truuibull, vol
i. cap. x.
But, in truth, the evidence of the Dutch plot labored
under very serious defect-!, which were much more coolly
weighed by the people of Massachusetts, than bv the iiilinhitants of Connecticut arid Newhaven,
exasperated by frequent
disputes with the Dutch, and, by thnr proximity, xpu-*d to
the greatest danger from Dutch hn-.ti!kii
In the beinnin&amp;lt;r
this

.s.

of the following century, the situation of the
pn&amp;gt;vince*~\v;is so
far reversed, that Nfasaachuseits
rosnpelfed to solicit Con
necticut for aid in a genera war with the Indians and. on thi*
occasion, Connecticut remote from thi: sct-ne of action, at first
refused her aid upon scruples, which sh.; afterwards ascertained
to be groundless,
respecting the lawfulness of the war. Truinbull, vol. ii. cap. 5.
f Though attached to the cause of the
parliament, the peo
ple of New England had HO far forgotten their own wrongs,
and escaped the contagion of the
passions engendered in the
civil war, that the
tragical fate of the king appears to have
excited general grief and conr.ern.
The public expression of
such sentiments would have been
equally inexpedient and un
but that they were entertained is
availing
very manifest.
Sea Hutchinson. i. 157. In this the
puritans of America were
not ring ular
No man in England made greater efforts to save
life thai. William
Prynn the puritan, than whom no
man bad suffered mo; t: severely from his
tyranny.
\v,i.-&amp;lt;

I

;

;

OnaiW

I

I

1

Charles the First, was compelled to receive the alterations of its official style which Massachusetts had
evaded; [1652]* and Rhode Inland beheld the very form
of government which it had received from the parliament
itself in 1643,
suspended by an order of the council of
state.
What might have ensued upon this order, and
what similar or further proceedings might have been

by the parliament relative to the other co-

adopted

were intercepted by its own dissolution, and
the convergence of the whole power of the English
commonwealth in the strong hands of Oliver Cromwell.
lonies,

The ascendancy

of the prolecLor proved
all the American colonies, except
on
account
of
the political tenets of its
Virginia, which,
inhabitants, he regarded even with greater displeasure

1653.]

highly beneficial to

than the catholic establishment

of Maryland.

Khode

elevation, resumed trm
form of government which the parliament had re
cently suspended ; and, hy the decisive vigor of his
after

Island, immediately

his

interference, the people of Connecticut and Newhaven
were relieved from the apprehensions they had long
entertained of the hostile designs of the Dutch colo

New York. All the New England states were
thenceforward exempted from the operation of the par
liamentary ordinance against trade wiih foreign nations;
and both their commerce and security derived a great
increase from the conquest which the protector s arms
achieved, of the province of Acadia from the French.
But it was Massachusetts that occupied the highest
and to the inhabitants of this set
place in his esteem
tlement he earnestly longed to impart a dignity of ex
ternal condition proportioned to the elevation which he
nists of

;

believed them to enjoy in the favor of the great Sove
The reasons for which they had
reign of all mankind.
declined his oiler of a settlement in Ireland, however
likely to

ple

commend themselves

more calculated

still

who

When

to

draw

to his approbation,

were

forth his rrgard for a

peo

the force of such generous considerations.
his arms had effected the conquest of Jamaica,
felt

he conceived the project of transplanting the colonists
of Massachusetts to that beautiful island
[1655,] and,
with this view, he strongly represented to them. tlt,
liament.&quot;
It may be presumed, that Cromwell s medi
by establishing themselves and their principles in the
ation was successfully employed, as th p requisition West Indies, they would carry the sword of the
gospel
that had been transmitted to the general court was riot into the
very heart of the territories of popery, and that
further prosecuted, t
consequently they ought to deem themselves as strongly
The successes of the Long Parliament had begotten called to this ulterior removal, as they had been to their
m its leading members a growing spirit of dominion, original migration, lie endeavored to incite them to
of which the colonies did not fail to experience the embrace this
project by promises of his amplest coun
In the history of Virginia we have beheld tenance and support., and of having the whole
operation.
powers
the laws by which the traffic of all the colonies with of
government vested entirely in their own hands, and
foreign nations was prohibited, and the ordinances and by expatiating on the rich productions of the torrid
proceedings by which the subjugation of that refractory zone, with which their industry would be rewarded in
settlement was enacted and enforced.
The state of this new settlement and with these considerations he
Massachusetts, which was desirous, as far as possible, blended an appeal to their conscience, in pressing them
to act in concurrence with the
to fulfil, in their own favor, the promise which, he said,
parliament, and was per
fectly sincere in recognizing its supremacy, co-operated the Almighty had given to make his people the head, and
with its ordinance against Virginia, by prohibiting all not the tail.
He not only urged these views upon the
intercourse with that colony till it had been reduced by
agents and correspondents of the colonists in England,
the parliamentary forces.
But it was not over those but despatched one of his own officers to solicit on the
settlements alone, which opposed its supremacy, that spot their compliance with his
But the colo
proposal.
the parliament was disposed to indulge the spirit of nists w ere exceedingly averse to abandon a
country
dominion
and though Massachusetts was protected where they found themselves
happy and in possession
from its designs by the interference of Cromwell, Ma
of a sphere of increasing usefulness
and the proposal
ryland, which had received its establishment from was the more unacceptable to them from the accounts
they had received of the sirkliness of Jamaica. [1656]
* Cromwell was far from
being incapable of appreciating
pleased to show whatsoever God shall direct him unto,
on the behalf of the colony, to the most honorable par

;

:

:

;

;

the merit or tolerating the praise cfa foe; and the finest tri
bute that was ever paid to the dignified courage with which
Charles the First encountered his fate, is contained in an ode
oy the patriot and poet, Andrew Marvell, addressed to the
protector.
f

Hntchinson

i.

176.

and Append. 516. 520.

Hutchinson

s

Collection of papers, 235. Chalmers, 184,5. The commis
sioners for New England, who were sent thither by Charles
the Second, asserted, in their narrative, that the colony solicite;d Cromwell to he declared a free slate.
Hut crimson s
Collection of papers, p. 420. This ia hight&amp;gt; unlikely, and was
suggested perhaps by misrepresentation or misapprehension
of the circumstances related in the text. The publication of
Governor Winthrop a Journal has now clearly proved that
the leading men in Massachusetts entertained frjrn the be
ginning a considerable jealousy
parliamentary jurisdiction.

The

court accordingly returned an address,
name of their fellow-citizens, to em
brace the protector s offer, and withal beseeching his
Highness not to impute their refusal to indifference to
his service, or to an ungrateful disregard of his concern
for their welfare. t
Thus, by the overruling influence
of that Power by which their steps had been so
signally

general

declining, in the

directed, were the colonists prevented, on two occa
sions, from availing themselves of the injudicious pro

motion which Cromwell was so ea?er to bestow.
Had
they removed to Ireland, they would themselves shortly
after have been subjected to
had they proslavery
:

ol&quot;

In

says Winthrop, &quot;some of our friends in England
wrote l.o us advice
send over some to solicit for us in the
parliament, giving us hopes that we might obtain much ; but,
consulting about it, we declined the motion for this considera
ion
that if we .should put ourselves under the protection of
_xiri ament, we must then be subject to all such laws as they
should make, or, at Least, such as they might impose upon
us;
in which course, though they should intend our
good,, yet it
might prov
prejudicial to us.&quot;
Wmthrop s .Journal,
IIc
obvious that the people of Now England,
p. 218.
.11
acknowledging the supremacy of parliament, had respect
to it not as a legislative body, but as
administering the func
tions of royalty.
They never willingly admitted that the mo
ther country possessed a legislative control over
them; or
that, in forsaking her shores, they had left behind them an
authority capable of sending after them the evils from which
they had fled.
1641,&quot;

t&amp;lt;

:

,

This year Massachusetts lost its eminent preacher, pa
triarch, and peace-maker, John Cotton.
Finding himself dy
ing, hi- sent for the magistrates and ministers of the colony,
and, wuli solemnity and tenderness, bade them farewell fora
while. Few men havo ever occupied so large room as tt is
man possessed in the hearts of his countrymen.
t Hutcmnson, i. 180. ]yO 192. Chalmers, 292. 192. ]88.
Hazard, 633. A similar answer was returned by Newhaven
to a similar application from Ihe protector.
Truiium!!, i. 228There were not wanting some wild spirits amuii? the colo
1

nists,

who

relished the protector s proposals.

The notorious

Vcnner, wiio he.ided the insurrection of the Fifth Monarchy
men in En-dauu after the Restoration, was tor some time an
inhabitant of Salem, and prevailed with a party of zealots there
to unite in a scheme
emigration to the West Indies. But
the design was discouraged by the clenry, and intercepted
by the magistrates. Oldrmxon,i. 47
o;&quot;

NORTH AMERICA:
needed

to Jamaica, they

would have been exposed

to a

of inflicting that in
strong and dangerous temptation
a vehe
upon others. In the mind of Ciouiwell,
ment ardor was singularly combined with the most pro

justice

and enthusiastic sentimunts were not (infrequently Mended with politic con
siderations, in proportions which it is little likely that
he himself was aware of, or that any spectator of his
It is obvious, on the one
actions can hopo to adjust.
to the colonists, on both
hand, that his
found and deliberate sagacity

;

propositions
occasions, were connected wilh the securer establish
ment of his own dominion in Ireland, and the preserva
But it is
tion of his conquest in the West Indie. *.
that the colonists in
equally certain, on the other,
curred neither displeasure, nor even abatement of his
cordial friendship, by refusing to promote the schemes
on which he was so strongly bent nay, so powerfully
had they captivated his rugged heart, that they were
able to maintain his favor, eve:i while their intolerance
discredited the independent principles which he and
and none of the com
they concurred iu professing
with which he was long harassed on their ac
1

:

;

plaints

count by the anabaptists and quakers, whose proceed
we are now to con
ings and treatment in the colony
sider, were ever able to deprive the people of the place
thev had gained in the protector s esteem.
The colonists had been of late years involved occa
sionally in hostilities with some of the Indian tribes,
and in disputes with the Dutch, by whose machinations
it was
suspected that these savages were more than
But these
once instigated to conspire against them.
events had been productive of greater alarm than in
and by far the most serious troubles with which
jury
the colonists were infested were those which arose from
:

Of all the instances of persecu
religious dissensions.
tion lhat occur in the history of
England, the most
censurable in its principle, though happily also the least

New

in the severities which it produced, was the
treatment inflicted on the anabaptists by the govern
ment of Massachusetts. The iirst appearance of these

vehement

was in the year 1651, when,
astonishment and concern of the commu
seven or ei^ht persons, of whom the leader was

sectaries in this province
10 the great
nity,

one Obadlah Holmes, all at once professed the baptist
tenets, and separated from the congregation to which
they had belonged, declaring tliat they could no longer
take counsel, or partake divine ordinances, with unbaptized men, as they pronounced all the other inhabitants
of the province to be.
The erroneous doctrine which
thus unexpectedly sprung up was at this time regarded
with peculiar dread and jealousy, on account of the
horrible enormities of sentiment and practice with which
the iirst. professors of it in Germany had associated its
and no sooner did Holmes and his friends set
repute
up a baptist conventicle for themselves, than complaints
of their proceedings, as an Intolerable nuisance, came
pouring into the general court from all quarters of the
;

From the tenor of these complaints, it appears,
colony.
that the influence of that infamous association, by which
the wretched Boccold and his frantic followers at Munster had stained

preserved

its

and degraded the baptist tenets, stilJ
minds of men, and lhat the

force in the

profession oftbt.se tenets was calculated to awaken sus
Holmes
picions of the grossest immorality of conduct.
was accused of having dishonored the Almighty, not

only by scattering his people and denying his ordinance,
but by the commission of profligate impurities, and the

shameful indecency wilh which

it

was administered.

was alleged

that his

admitted by
the colonial historians, that the evidence tbat was ad
distinctive

rite

It is

support of these latter charges was insufficient
them.
The court at tirst proceeded no
farther than to adjudge Holmes and his friends to desist

duced

in

to establish

their unchristian separation
ar.d
they were per
mitted to retire, having first, however, publicly declared

from

:

would follow out the leadings
their con
Some time
sciences, and obey (iod rather than man.
were
on
a
while
attend
after, they
apprehended
Sunday,
ing the preaching of one Clark, a baptist, from Rhode
Island, who had come to propagate bis tenets in .Mas
The constables who took them into cus
sachusetts.
tody carried them to church, as a more
place of
that they

x&amp;gt;i

proper

Christian worship
where Clark put on his hat the mo
ment that the minister began to pray. Clark, Holmes,
and another, were sentenced to pay small fines, or be
and thirty lashes were actually inflicted on
flogged
;

:

Holmes, who resolutely persisted in choosing a punish
that would enable him to show with what con
stancy he could suffer far what he believed to be the
A law was at the same time passed, subjecting
truth.

ment

to banishment from the colony every person who should
openly condemn or oppose the baptism of infants, who

I
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should attempt to seduce others from the use or appro
bation thereof, or purposely depart from the congregation when that rite was administered, &quot;or deny the
ordinance of the magistracy, or their lawful right or
From these last words it
authority to make war.&quot;
would appear, that the baptists either held, or were re
the proper tenets from
to
with
hold, along
ported

whence they have derived their denomination, princi
ples that might well be deemed adverse to the stability

,

I

]

I

;

|

i

j

|
1

In addition
of government and the safety of society.
to this, we are assured by Cotton Mather, that it was
the practice of the anabaptists, in order to strengthen
their party and manifest their contempt for the clerical
congregations, to receive at once into their body every
person whom the established church had suspended
from ecclesiastical privileges for licentiousness of con
duct, and even to appoint these persons administrators
of the sacrament among them.
Yet, even with these

singing psalms, and of what was bodily by smoking

tobacco.
Fox rejected both parts of the prescription
as unsuitable to his condition, because
disagreeable to
taste
and being now convinced that others were
incapable of understanding his case, he took it entirely
into his own hands, and resolved to cherish,
study, and,
if
possible, cultivate into distinctness the unintelligible
motions of his spirit in short, to follow the leadings of
his fancy as far as they would
carry him.
Unsnspicious of morbid influence, or of the deceitfulnesa of his
his

;

;

own

imagination, he yielded implicit credence to every
suggestion of his rnind, and was given up in an amazing
degree to the delusions which, by prayer to the Al
mighty he might have been enabled to overcome and
Yet the powerful hold which the Scriptures
dispel.
had already taken of his mind, and the strong determi
nation towards solid and genuine piety which his spirit
had thence derived, prevented him from wandering into

%

and other extenuating considerations, it is impossible the same monstrous extravagance which the conduct of
to acquit the government of Massachusetts of having many of his associates and followers very speedily
In his journal, which is one of the most re
violated in this instance the rights of conscience, and evinced.
made men offenders for the fidelity with which they markable and interesting productions of the human
adhered to what they firmly, though erroniously, be
rnind, he has faithfully related the influence which his
lieved to be the will of God, in relation of a matter tenets produced on the sentiments arid conduct both of
with which every himself and his followers.
It
displays in many parts a
purely ecclesiastical.* The eagernuds
collateral charge against the baptists was credited in wonderful insight into spiritual things, together with
the colony, and the vehement impatience with which numberless instances of that delusion by which he mis
their claim of toleration was rejected, forcibly indicate took a strong perception of wrong and disorder in hu
the illiberality and delusion by which their persecutors man nature and civil society, for a supernatural power
were governed and may suggest to the Christian philo to rectify what he saw amiss. He relates with perfect
sopher a train of reflections no less instructive than approbation many instances of contempt of decency and
order in Ins own conduct, and of most insane and dis
interesting on the self-deceit by which men so com
monly infer the honesty of their convictions, and the gusting outrage in that of his followers and though he
rectitude of their proceedings, from that resentful per
reprobates the extravagancies of some whom he denomi
nates Ranters, it is not easy to discriminate between
turbation which far more truly indicates a secret con
There is the extravagance which he sanctions and that which he
sciousness of injustice and inconsistency.
Amidst much darkness, there glimmers a
not a more common nor more pernicious error in the condemns.
world than that one virtue may be practised at the ex
bright and beautiful ray of truth
many passages of
Where sincerity without charity is Scripture are powerfully illustrated and labors of zeal
pense of another.
the profes
and piety, of courage and integrity, are recorded, that
professed, there LS always reason to suspect
sor of a dishonest disregard of the secret surmises of would do honor to the ministry of an inspired apostle.
That
his personal character was elevated and excellent
his own spirit.
It
is
mortifying to behold such tares growing up in in an unusual degree, appears from the impression it
thu field that was already so richly productive of mis
produced on the minds of all who approached him.
sionary exertion and other fruits of genuine and exalted I enn and Barclay in particular, who to the most emi
The severities that were employed proved in nent virtue added talents of the first order, regarded
piety.
the end totally ineffectual to restrain the growth of the Fox with the utmost fondness and veneration.
It was this man who first embraced and
though for the present the professors
promulgated
baptists tenets
of these doctrines appear to have either desisted Jrom those tenets which have ever since remained the dis
that the
holding separate assemblies, or to have retired from tinctive principles of quaker doctrine
Holy
Some of them proceeded Lo England, Spirit, instead uf operating (as the generality of chris*
Massachusetts.
and complained to Cromwell of the persecution they tiaus believe it in all ordinary cases to do) by insensible
but he rejected their complaint, und control oi the ordinary motions of the mind, acts by
had undergone
direct and sensible impulse on the spirit of man
that
applauded the conduct of the colonial authorities.
The treatment which the quakers experienced in Hs influence, instead of being obtained by prayer to
Massachusetts was much more severe, but, at the same Him who has promised to bestow it on those who ask
It is it, is procured by an introversion of the intellectual eye
time, undoubtedly much more justly provoked.
difficult for us, in the calm and rational demeanor oi
upon the mind where it already resides, and in the still
ness and watchful attention of which, the hidden
the quakers xif the present ag, to recognise the suc
spark
cessors of those wild enthusiasts wiio first appeared in will blaze into a clear inward light and sensible flame ;
the north of England, about the year 1644, and began and that the Spirit, instead of simply opening the
a lew years after to be distinguished by the name ol minds of men to understand the Scriptures arid re
In tin; mind of George Fox, the collector oi ceive their testimony, can and docs convey instruction
quakeis.
their system ot independently of the written word, and communicate
this sectarian body and the founder
doctrine, there existed a singular mixture of Christian knowledge which is not to be found in the Scriptures.
sentiment and gospel truth, with a deep shade of error These dangerous errors have never been renounced by
and delusion, profoundly pious and contemplative, the quakers, though their practical influence has long
but constitutionally visionary and hypochondnacal,! he since abated, and indeed had considerably declined
before the end of that century, about the middle of
appears at first to have suspected that the peculiarities
In proportion as they have been
oi his mental impressions might have arisen Jrom some which they arose.
cultivated and realized, has been the progress of the
malady which advice could remove and an old clergy
man, to whom he applied ior counsel, advised him to sect into heresy of ojnnjon or wild delusion of fancy
in proportion as they have
seek a cure of what was spiritual in his disorder by and irregularity of conduct
subsided, has been the ascendency which real piety or
*
The baptists who were exiled from Massachusetts were rational and philosophical principle has obtained over
allowed to settle in the colony of Plymouth (Hutchinson, ii. the minds of the quakers.
Even in the present day,
478), wheuce it maybe strongly interred, that they did not in
we behold the evil influence of these erroneous doc
reality profess (as they were supposed by the people of Mas
in
the
silent
frequently
meetings of the quakers,
sachusetts to do) principles adveise to the safety of society. trines,
The charge prob;tbly originated in the extravagance of a few in the licence which they give to WOUKMI to assume the
;

;

:

;

;

;

;

oi&quot;

;

:

of their own number, mid the impatience and injustice of
their adversaries.
t Several eminerU Christian teachers have been aflUaed wiUi
hypochomlri&Gttl affections, and in a greater or less decree de
luded by the strange impressions of which tli-jy render the

mind susceptible.

That great and good man, David Br;unerd,

in particular, labored under ihis disease all lus life
and
though it did noi affect his views of doctrine, it exercised o
most unhappy influence on his sentiments, and produced
much of what is gloomy aud visionary in the account which he
composed of his own experience. This is expressly avowed
by his biographer, President Edwards, who was intimately
acquainted with him. So delusive is this insidious malady,
that perhaps none of its victims has evt-r been aware how far
he was subject to its influence. Brainerd 8 partial conscious
ness of it, prevented it from extending its influence from his
;

feelings to his understanding.

of teachers in the church, and in the abolition of
sacraments so distinctly instituted aud enjoined in

otlj.ce

the

But when these doctrines were rjrst pub
which they produced on many of
exceeded the influence to which
modern history restricts them, or which the experience
of this cool and rational age finds it easy to conceive.
In England, at that time,
minds of men were in arj
Scripture.

lished, the effects
tli e ir votaries,
far

th&amp;lt;?

agitated

unsettled state,

inflamed with the rage

of

speculation, strongly endued with religious sentiment,
and yet strongly averse to restraint.
The bands that
had so long restrained liberty of speech being suddenly

broken,

many crude

thoughts were eagerly broache^
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ORY

1ST

whence they came, by the same vessels that When the quikers were committed to the house of
had brought them, and prohibited with threats of the correction,
when they were eubthey refused to work
severest penal inflictions from ever again returning to
In the hope
to fines, they refused to pay them.
the colony.
A law was passed at the same time sub jected
of enforcing compliance, the court adjudged two of
or
to
be
sold as slaves in the
quaker
hese contumacious persons
jecting every ship-master importing quakers
but as even this appalling prospect could
adjudging all quakers who West Indies
writings to a heavy fine
should intrude into the colony to stripes and labor in not move their stubborn resolution, the court, instead
ilie house of correction, and all defenders of their tenets
its inhuman threat, resorted to the unaof

h.id long been ferment
ing in the unwholesome silence of locked up bosoms,
were brought forth and all these were presented to
minds roused and whetted by civil war, kindled by great
alarms or by vast and indeterminate designs, and so ac
customed for a length of time to effect or contemplate
the most surprising changes, that the distinction be

and many peculiar notions that

;

:

tween speculation and certainty was greatly

JJ

the place

;

effaced.

;

The presbyterians alone, or nearly alone, appear to
have been generally willing to submit to, as well as to
impose, restraint on the lawless licence of speculation
an*I to them the quakers, from the beginning, were
objects of unmixed disapprobation and even abhorrence.
But to many other persons, this new scheme, opening
a wide field of enthusiastic speculation, and presenting

to line, imprisonment or exile. The four associated states
concurred in this law, and urged the authorities of Rhode
Island to co-operate with them in stemming the pro
but the assembly of that
gress of quaker opinions
island returned for answer, that they could not punish
with regard to religion
his
mind
any man for declaring
that they were much disturbed by the quakers, and by

without the restrictive accompaniment of a creed,
exhibited irresistible attractions, and rapidly absorbed
a groat variety of human character and fouling. Before
many years had elapsed, the ranks of the quakora were
recruited, and their doctrines, without being substan
tially altered, were moulded into a more systematic
shape, by snch an accession of philosophical votaries,
as, in the early ages of the church, Christianity itself
derived from the pretended adoption and real adulter
ation of its doctrines, by the disciples of the Platonic
But it was the wildest and most enthusi
philosophy.

the tendency of their doctrines to dissolve all the rela
tions of society ; but that they found that the quakers
to encounter persecution, quickly sickened of

dreamers iu the country, that the quaker tenets
counted among their earliest votaries, and to whom
they afforded a sanction and stimulus to the boldest ex
cursions of lawless and uncertain thought, and a prin
ciple that was thought to consecrate the most irregular
and disorderly conduct. And accordingly these sec
tarians, who have always professed and inculcated the

and the personsf who had been disappointed in their
lirst attempt returned almost immediately, and, dis
the colony, began to an
persing themselves through
nounce their mysterious impressions, and succeeded

;

;

;

itself

delighted
a patient audience, and had already begun to loathe
Rhode Island as a place where their talent of patient
was completely buried.* It is much to be
suffering

lamented that the advice contained

of inviolable peace, who not many years after
class of philosophical deists seeking
to pave the way to a scheme of natural religion, by
the
allegorizing
distinguishing articles of the Christian
faith, and who are now in general remarkable for a
calm benevolence and a peculiar remoteness from every

were accounted a

proselytes to

their

distinctive

tenets, were, in the infancy of their body, the most im
petuous zealots and inveterate disputers ; and in their

eagerness to proselytize the world, and to bear witness
from the fountain of oracular testimony, which they

supposed to reside within them, against a regular
ministry which they called a priesthood of Baal, and
against the sacraments which they termed carnal and

many of them committed the
most revolting blasphemy, indecency, and disorderly

idolatrous observances,

I

outrage.* The unfavorable impression that these actions
created, long survived the extinction of the frenzy and

I

produced them.
While in pursuance of their intentions to make
proselytes of the whole world, some of the quakers
proceeded to Rome, in order to convert the pope, and

foily_that

others to Constantinople, for the purpose of instructing
a party of them proceeded to Ame
the Grand Turk
rica and established themselves in Rhode Island, where
persons of every religious denomination were per
;

mitted to settle in peace, and none gave heed to the
sentiments or practices of his neighbors. From hence
they soon made their way into the Plymouth territory,
whore they succeeded in persuading some of the
people to embrace the mystical dispensation of an in
ward light as comprising the whole of religion, and to
oppose all order, both civil and ecclesiastical, as a vain
and judaizing substitution of the kingdom of the flush
for the

kingdom of

the spirit.

On

Massacnuseetts, where two

in

their first appearance
male and six female

quakera arrived from Rhode Inland and Barbddoes,
they found that the reproach which their sect had in
curred by the insane extravagance of some ot its mem
bers in England, had preceded their arrival, and that
they were objects of the utmost teiror and dislike to
the great body of the people.
They were instantly ap
prehended by the government, and diligently examined
for what were considered bodily marks of witchcraft.

None such having been
*

found, they were sent back to

The

frenzy that posseted many nfrhp quakers hnd reached
its height in the year 1B56, the very your in which the
qunkcri
first presented themselves in Massachusetts.
Seethe proceed
ings in the House of Commons a?nint .Tames Naylor, a quakcr,

for

blasphemy.

Howel-s State Trials,

vol. v.

p.

901.

This unhappy person represented himself ns the redeemer of

human

nice.
Some particulars of his frenzy are related in
He lived to recant his errors, and even write sen
defence of the quaker body, who were by this lime in
creasing in respectability, and were yet so magnanimous as to
acknowledge as a friend the man who had done such disservice
It is a remarkable and
to their cause.
significant fact, lhat at
the very time when the separate teaching of the spirit was
most strongly insisted on by the quakers, and the officr and
work of the Saviour of mankind of consequence least alluded
to, several of their own members (more or less insane, no
doubt) believed this office to be vested in themselves.

the

Note IX.

sibly in

good-humored

its
jurisdiction.
slight provocations, that the quakers atracted these and additional severities upon themselves.
t

was by no

Men

trembled

and

their

and morala of their families
they heard the blasphemous
enunciations that were uttered against
carnal
and when they beheld the frantic and inde
Christ
for the faith

when

friends,

&quot;a

;&quot;

cent outrages that were prompted by the mystical iiajressions which the quakers inculcated and profesed to
In public assemblies, and in crowded
guided by.
streets, it was the practice of some of the quakers to
&amp;gt;e

denounce the most tremendous manifestations of divinu
wrath on the people, unless they forsook their carnal sys
tem. Others interrupted divine service of the churches,
aloud that these were not the sacrifice*
ty calling

God would accupt and one ot them enforced this
assurance by breaking two bottles in the face of the
Thus will the Lord break
congregation, exclaiming,
They declared that the Scriptures
you in jiier.es.
were replete with allegory, that the inward light was
the only infallible guide to religious truth, and that all
were blind beasts and liars who denied it. Tin female
that

;

&quot;

&quot;

communicating them to some of the inhabitants of &amp;gt;rcachcrs far exceeded their male associates in folly,
One of them presented herself
Salem. They were soon joined by Mary Clarke, the renzy, and indecency.
wife of a tailor in London, who announced that she had to a congregation with her face begrimed with coal
left her husband and six children, in order to carry a
dust, announcing it as an emblem of (he black pox t
message from heaven, which she was commissioned to which heaven had commissioned her to threaten as an,
Instead of joining with the
deliver to New England.
approaching judgment on all carnal worshippers. Some
colonial missionaries in attempts to reclaim the savages of them in rueful attire perambulated the streets, de
and
from their barbarous superstition
prothgate immo
claring the immediate coming of an angel with a drawn
One woman entered
ralities, or themselves prosecuting separate missions of sword to plead with the people
raised
their
voices
these
stark naked into a church in the middle of divine ser
the same description,
people
most
was
and
that
the
to
take heed to her as a
and
desired
highly approved
vice,
people
against every thing
revered in, the doctrine and practice of the colonial sign of the times; and her associates highly extolled
churches.
Having been seized and ilogged, they were iier submission to the inward light, that had revealed to
a era in dismissed with severer threats from the colony, lier the duty of exposing the nakedness of others by the
Another was
and again they returned by the first vessels they could indecent exhibition of her own person.
The government and the great body of the arrested as she was making a similar display in the
procure.
The horror that these insane enor
olonists were incensed at their pertinacity, and shocked streets of Salem.
at the impression they had already produced on some mities were filled to inspire, was inflamed into the most
m inds, and which threatened to corrupt and subvert a vehement indignation, by the deliberate manner in
system of piety whose establishment and perpetuation which they were defended, and the disgusting profanity
SU ppli e d their fondest recollections, their noblest enjoy- with which Scripture was linked in impure association
[1657.] New with every thing that was odious, ridiculous, and con
mont, and most energetic desires.

in

maxims

make

was not adopted.

;

astic

active effort to

in this

The

penal enactments resorted
to by the other settlements, served only to inflame the
impatience of the quaker zealots to carry their teaching
into places that seemed to them so much in need of it
letter

executing
device of banishing them beyond

railing

into the legislative enact
punishments were introduced
ments against the intrusion of quakers and the profes
and in particular the abscission of
sion of quakerism
an ear was added to the former ineffectual severities.
[1658.] Three male quaker preachers endured the
;

rigor of this cruel law.
But all the exertions

;

declared that governors, judges, lawyers, and consta
bles were trees that must be cut down that the true
leave to tthine and space to rule alone
light might have
arid, forgetting to what diabolical ends quotation of
Scripture has been made subservient they freely indul
;

of the

colonial

authorities

seemed rather to stiinu
proved utterly unavailing, and
late the zeal of the obnoxious sectaries to encounter the
Clouds ol
danger and court the glory of persecution.
and, violent and
quakers descended upon the colony
;

provoking persecution, cairn, resolute, and
inflexible in sustaining it, they opposed their powers
of endurance to their adversaries power of infliction,

impetuous

Among their other singularities, the qua
temptible.
kers exemplified and inculcated the forbearance of
every mark of respect to courts and magistrates
they

in

their converts, but excited a
of favor and pity in the minds of

and not only multiplied

considerable degree
men whose own experience had taught them to respect
and sympathise with the virtue of suffering well t

Gordon and other writers have represented the letter from
Rhode TsUnd to Massachusetts as conveying a dignified rebuke of intolerance, and have quoted a passage to this effect,
which they have found somewhere else than in the letter
*

ged every contumacious whimsey, which they could
connect, however absurdly, with the language of the
One woman who was summoned before the
Bible.
court to answer for some extravagance, being desired
to tell where she lived, refused to give any other an
for in him we live,
swer than that she lived in God,
and move, and have our being.&quot; Letters replete with
coarse and virulent railing were addressed by others to
Such was
the magistrates of Boston and Plymouth.
a
the inauspicious outset of the quakers in America
country where, a few years after, under the guidance
of better judgment and feeling, they were destined to
extend the empire of piety and benevolence, and to
&quot;

;

found establishments that have been largely productive
of happiness and virtue.
Roger Williams, who contributed to found the state of
It has been asserted by some of the modern apo
Rhode Island, endeavored, some years after this period, to ex
of the quakers, that these frantic irregularities,
tirpate the quaker heresy, by challenging some of the leaders logists
of the sect, who had come nut on a mission to their brethren which excited so much indignation, arid produced such
hold
a
with
him
on
their
to
from England,
public disputation
trawical consequences, were committed, not by genuine
tenets.
They accepted his challenge, and their historians as
sure na that the disputation, which lasted for several days, quakers, but by the ranters or wild separatists from the
itself.

ended

&quot;

in

a clear conviction nf (he envy and prejudice of the
(lough and S&amp;lt;-wel, ii. 134. It is more probable,

these times com
of the singularity with which the qnakers
it emU:tl as it began.
bined all that was frantic in action with all that was dignified
Some
at Ilasinsion in
who
travelled
to
in
of
the
affecting
one
and
suffering.
quakers
women,
Fisher,
Mary
t Except
a minister employed in
Adrianople, and had an interview with the Grand Vizier, by Northumberland, having Interrupted
whom she was received with courteous respect. Bishop, the divine service, were severely beaten by the people. Instead
and falhne on their
quaker, in his&quot; New England Judged.&quot; observes that she of resisting, they went out of the church,
fared better among heathens than her associates did among knees, besought God to pardon their persecutors, who knew
afterwards
nnt
was
aware
that
the
did
and
not what they
addressing the people, so
perhaps
professing Christians. He
Turks reirard insane persons as inspired. But whether insane convinced them of the cruelty of their violence, that their au
and beat one ano
of
a
a
themselves,
not
divested
concern
fell
was
ditors
or not, she
quarrelling among
altogether
prudential
for
when they asked her what she ther more than they had formerly beaten the quakers. These
for her own safety
to
have
imitated
the prophets
would
she
made,
a
cautious
sectarians
indeed,
of
their
seem,
reply,
prophet Mahomet,
thought
of the Old Testament in provoking their faie, and the chrisiain
that she knew him not.&quot;
U.
in
and
told
illustrative
is
enduring
martyrs
by &quot;WhUelocke, p. 599, strongly
apostles
t A story

old

man.&quot;

ot&quot;

that, like other public disputations,

;

&quot;

;

NORTH AMERICA.
Of

these ranters, indeed, a
very largo

*juaker body.
proportion appear to have betaken themselves to
rica
attracted chiefly by the glory of persecution, but
in some instances, perhaps by the
hope of attaining
among their brethren in that country a distinction

Ame

;

from which they were excluded in England by the
established pre-eminence of George Fox.*
It is cer
tain, however, that these persons assumed the name of
and
traced
all
their
to
the
quakers,
frenzy
peculiar
quaker principle of seeking within themselves for sen
sible admoniiitions

written

word.

of the

And many

independent of the
scandalous outrages were

spirit,

committed by persons whose profession of qnaker prin
was recognized by the qnaker bodv. and whose
sufferings are related, and their frenzy applauded, by

the

England that made quakerism a capital offence,
court, however, overruled his plea, and the jury

in

played by this man,
superior in

mind

who seems

to

sectarian associ

produced an impression which could not be with
stood.
The law now plainly appeared to be unsup
ported by public consent, and the magistrates hastened
to interpose between the sentence and its execution.
Christison, and all the other quakers who were in cus
tody, were forthwith released and sent beyond the pre
cincts of the colony
and as it was impossible to
prevent them from returning, only the minor punish
ments of flogging and reiterated exile were employed.
Even these were gradually relaxed as the quakers be
came gradually a more orderly people and in the first
year after the restoration of Charles the Second, even

ment than

of the quakers, that effaced all recollection
sufferings
af the indignant disgust that their principles had here
tofore inspired.
The people began to flock in crowds
to the prisons, and load the unfortunate quakers with

and comparatively little in Connecticut and Newhaven.
It was only in Massachusetts that the law inflicting

,

;

The

magistrates
published a very strong vindication of their proceedings,
for the satisfaction of their fellow-citizens and of their
friends in other countries, who united in blaming them
but at length the rising sentiments of humanity and
;

wu

of the most noted of these separatists
John Perrot,
order to convert the Pope, hail made a journey 10
Italy, where he was confined for some time as a lunatic. This
endeared hi in to the quakers, and exalted
persecution greatly
him sn much in his own esteem that he beiran to consider him
self moreenjigbtend than George Fox.
He prevailed with a
considerable party in the sect to wear long beards, and to re
ject the practice of uncovering their heads in time of prayer as
a vain formality.
Fox having succeeded, by dint of great ex
ertion^, in stem mm? these innovations, Perrot betook himself
to America, wliere he appears to have multiplied his aosurdiin

and yet propagated them among the quakers to an
Various missions were undertaken by
amazing extent.
George Fox and other English quakers to reclaim their
brethren in America from the errors of Perrot, who finally
abandoned every pretence to Quakerism, and became a
strenuous assertor of the observances against which he had
formerly borne testimony. Gmigh and SewelPs Hist, of the

ties,

i. 163165 ; ii. 121, 122, &C.
quakers, instead of following the apostolic in
junction to Christians, that when persecuted in one city they
should flee to another, seem to have found strong attractions
mthe prospect of persecution. One of those who were put
to death declared, that as he was holding the plough in York
shire, he was directed by a heavenly voice to leave his wife
and children, and proceed to Barbadoes: but hearing of the
banishment of the quakers from New England, and of the
severe punishments inflicted on persons returning there after
banishment, he began to ponder on the probability of his re
ceiving a spiritual direction to proceed thither, and very soon
after received it accordingly. Tomkins and Kendal e Lives,
Services, and dying Sayings of the Quakers, vol. i.
The woman who was executed was Mary Dyer, who twenty
years before, had been a follower of Mrs. Hutchison, and a
d.sturber of New England.
VOL. I.
16.

The

{edit. 1799,)

first

length decisive intelligence was received that the
was firmly established in England, and
that complaints
against the colony of Massachusetts
had been presented by various
royalists, quakers, and
other adversaries of its institntions or administration, to
the privy council and the houses of
parliament.
general court was immediately convened, and an ad
dress voted to the king, in which, with considerable
ability, and with that conformity which they studied
to the language of Scripture, they
justified their whole
conduct, professed a dutiful attachment to their sove
reign, and entreated his protection and favor, which
they declared themselves the more willing to hope from
one who, having been himself a wanderer, was no
stranger to the lot and the feelings of exiles.
Having
defended their proceedings against the quakers, by a
of
the
heretical
doctrines
and
seditious
and
summary
indecent excesses which these sectaries had introduced
into the colony, they desired permission to be heard in
their own vindication
against every other charge that
Let not the king
might be preferred against them.
hear men s words,&quot; they said
your servants are true
fearers
of
God
and the king, and not given to
men,
change, zealous of government and order, orthodox and
in
Israel.
are not seditious as to the
peaceable
interest of Caesar, nor schismatics as to matters of re

A

;

These executions excited a great
piety.
clamor against the government many persons were
offended by the representation of severities against
which the establishment of the colony itself seemed
intended to bear a perpetual testimony
and many
were touched with an indignant compassion for the

I

At

royal authority

;

affecting

Quakers,

:

communication of this event was received,
and England was represented as
being in a very unscttied and distracted condition.
The colony had no in
ducement to imitate Virginia in a premature declara
tion for the
king: and while farther intelligence was
anxiously expected, Whaley and Goffe were freely per
mitted to travel through the states, and to accept the
friendly attentions which many persons tendered to
them, and with which Charles afterwards bitterly re
proached the colony.
or official

j

j

ates,

preach the quaker doctrines.

was suspended by a letter
from the king to Mr. Endicot/ and the other governors
of the New England settlements, requiring that no
degree of persecution

|

quakers should thenceforward undergo any corporal
punishment in America, but if charged with offences
that might seem to deserve such infliction, they should
be remitted for trial to England.
Happily the moder
ation of the colonial governments was more permathe policy of the king, who retracted his in
terposition in behalf of the quakers in the course of
the following year.

The persecution which was thus put an end to was
not equally severe in all the New England states
the
quakers suffered most in Massachusetts and Plymouth,
:

capital

punishment upon them was enacted.

At

all

vessel, on board of which were Generals Whalev and
Goffe, two of the late king s judges, announced the
restoration of Charles iha Second ^but no authoritative

|

have been greatly

to the bulk of his

this

One

I

;

swered by reciting the heavenly call to continue there,
which on various occasions, they said, had sounded in
their ears, in the fields, and in their dwellings distinctly,
syllabling their names, and whispering their prophetic
office and the scene of its exercise, t
When thev
were conducted to the scaffold, their demeanour evinced
the most inflexible zeal and courage, and their dying
declarations breathed in general the most sublime and

*

I

&quot;

In vain the court entreated them to accept a pardon on
condition of abandoning for ever the colony from
which they had been repeatedly banished.
They an

who,

|

&quot;

1660,] this law was carried into execu
separate occasions, when four quakers,
three men and a woman, were put to death at Boston.
Jt does not appear that any of these unfortunate
per
sons had been guilty of the outrages which the conduct
of many of their brethren had associated with the
pro
fession of quakerisrn.
Oppressed by the prejudice
which had been created by the frantic conduct of others,
they were adjudged to die for returning from banish

pity.

|

last

When sentence of death was profound him guilty.
nounced upon him, he desired his judges to consider
what they had gained by their cruel proceedings against
For the last man that was put todeath,&quot;
the quakers.
and if you
said he,
here are five come in his room
have power to take my life from me, God can raise up
the same principle of life in ten of his servants, and
send them among you in my room, that you may have
torment upon torment.&quot; The talent and energy dis

years, [1650,
tion on three

demonstration of kindness and

j

I

_

The

of the quakers, solemnly protested against the cruelty
It was at first
of shedding their blood.
rejected by
the deputies, and finally carried by the narrow majority
of a single voice.
In the course of the two following

to

j

desired to

law

was pro
colony, the magistrates of Masto arise

pagating itself in the
sachussettd at length, in the close of this year, intro
duced a law, denouncing the punishment of death upon
all qua iers returning from banishment.
This law met
with much opposition; and many persons, who would
have hazarded their own lives to extirpate the opinions

ment and continuing

others were constrained to
pay.
By the favor of Cromwell, too, the commercial
ordinances of the Long Parliament, of which the other
plantations had reason to complain, were not enforced
against them, and they continued to trade wherever
These particular causes, which had cornthey pleased.
bined to promote the
prosperity which New England
had attained at the Restoration, contributed
proportion
ally to overcast the prospects which that event
awakened. There was the
strongest reason to expect
an abridgement of commercial
advantages, and to trenible for the security of
religious and poTitical privileges.
Various other circumstances contributed to retard the
recognition of the royal authority.
On the death of
Cromwell, the colonists had been urged to recognise,
first his son Richard as
protector, afterwards the Long
Parliament, which fora short time resumed its authoand
rity,
subsequently the Committee of Safety, as the
sovereign authority of England.
But, doubtful of the
of
stability
any of these forms of administration, they
had prudently declined to commit themselves
by any
declaration.
In the month of July, the arrival of a

?
The goveruor very inappositively an
swered, that there was a law in England that appointed
But Christison replied, that they
Jesuits to be hanged.
did not even accuse him of being a Jesuit, but acto be a quaker,
and that there was no
him
knowledaed
T
P

the pens of quaker writers.
Exasperated by the repetition and increase of these
enormities, and the extent to which the contagion of

whence they seemed

know by what law they tried him. When
enactment against the quakers was cited lo
him, he asked. Who empowered them to make that law,
it were not
repugnant to the jurisprudence
andjwhether

from that custom which

i

of England

ciples

the principle

241

justice attained such general and forcible prevalence
as to overpower all opposition. On the trial of Leddra,
the last of the sufferers, another quaker named Wenlock Christison, who had been banished upon pain of
death, came boldly into court with his hat on, and renroached the magistrates for shedding innocent blood.
He was taken into custody, and soon after put upon
his trial.
Being called to plead to his indictment, he

&quot;

&quot;

;

a late

We

period, the laws relating to vagabond quakers were so
far revived, that quakers disturbing public assemblies,
or violating public decency, were subjected to corporal

We

distinguish between churches and their
between a living man, though not without
impurities
sickness and infirmity, and no man.
Irregularities
either in ourselves or others we desire may be amended.
ligion.

chastisement.
But little occasion ever again occurred
the wild excursions of
of enforcing these severities

;

;

quaker spirit having generally ceased, and the
quakers gradually subsiding into a decent and orderly
submission to all the laws except such as related to the
militia and the support of the ministry
in their scru
ples as to which, the legislature, with corresponding
the

We could

not live without the worship of

God: we

were not permitted the use of public worship without
such a yoke of subscription and conformity as we could
not consent unto without sin.
That we might, there

;

moderation, consented to indulge them.f
During the long period that had elapsed since the
of the English civil wars, the states of
New England had continued steadily and rapidly to ad
vance in the increase of their numbers, and the enlarge
ment of their territories. They were surrounded with
abundance of cheap and fertile land, and secured in the
possession of their religious privileges, and of civil and
The people were exempted from
political freedom.
the payment of all taxes except for the support of their
internal government, which was administered with

enjoy divine worship without human mixtures,
without offence either to God or man, or our con
sciences, we, with leave, but not without tears, de
parted from our country, kindred, and fathers houses,
into this Patrnos.&quot;
They assimilated their secession
from England to that of
the good old nonconformist
but declared that
the providen
Jacob,&quot; from Syria
fore,

commencement

&quot;

&quot;

;

exception of us thereby from the late wars and
temptation of either party, we account as a favor from

tial

Got\.

They

siastiral

and

solicited the king to protect their eccleinstitutions, declaring that they con
sidered the chief value of the lattei to consist
their
civil

m

and they enjoyed the extraordinary
great economy
privilege of importing commodities into England free
;

A

subservience to the enjoyment of religious libert.y.
similar address was made to parliament
and letters
were written to
Manchester, Lord Say and Sele,
and other persons of distinction, who were known to
be friends of the colony, soliciting their interposition in
.

;

Endicot was in an especial degree the object of dislike to
Charles the Second. Hutchinson relates that lie had seen a
from the Secretary of State sometime after tins period,
the king would take it well if
containing an intimation, that
the people would leave out Mr. Endicot from the place of go
*

Ix&amp;gt;rd

letter

&quot;

vernor,&quot;

Hutcliinson. vol.

i.

behalf.
Leveret, the agent for the colony, was in
structed, at the same time, to use every effort to pro
cure a continuance of the exemption from customs
its

p. 17.

t Mather, B. vii, Cap. iv. Neal, 1.291297. 302339. Hut
chinson, i. 169 o05, and Append, p. 526. Chalmers, 192.
Hazard, ii. 552. 558. 560. An explosion of the ancient frenzy

occurred among some professing quakers in Connecticut in
the beginni
beginning oiMie eighteenth century: but it a partial MU
short lived.

had hitherto enjoyed. But befere he had time
6urh valn a te mpt, the parliament had al
y.
ready established the duties of tonnage and poundage
which
to

I

it

make an
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and dominions ; and in
power, the king s person
of the king and
maintaining the peace and prosperity
the
nation, by punishing crimes, and by propagating

To make amends
over every dominion of the crown.
for this disappointment, a gracious answer to the colo
the
nial address was returned by
king, [1661.] accom
of Whaley and gospel.
panied by an order for the apprehension
These proceedings indicate very plainly th* alarming
This prompt display of favor excited general
Goffe.
was appointed, apprehensions that the colonists entertained of the de
satisfaction, and a day of thanksgiving
their new sovereign, and the resolution with
to acknowledge the favor of Heaven in moving the signs of
to the dear-bought rights of which
heart of the kino- to receive and incline to the desires which they clung
How
With regard to Whaley and Gofl e, the they suspected his intention to bereave them.
of the people.
to be considered as indicating a settled de
colonial authorities were greatly perplexed between the far they are
which it was impossible to de sign to resist tyrannical oppression by force, is a matperformance of a duty
It is not improbable, that
to a horrible fate two Ict of uncertain speculation.
cline, and reluctance to betray
by strongly expressing their
men who had lately been members of a government the framers of them hoped,extremities
which an attempt
who had fled rights, and indicating the
recognised in all the British dominions,
would legally warrant, and might even
to New England as an inviolable sanctuary from royal to violate them
to caution the king from awakening, in
to their kind
tually provoke,
vengeance, and had been recommended
of his reign, the recollection of a
ness by letters from the most eminent of the English the commencement
and which,
fatal to his father
It is generally supposed, and contest whicli had proved
independent ministers.
even to an extent so little formidable
is highly probable, that intimation was conveyed to if once rekindled,
must
with an infant colony
appear,
these individuals of the orders that had been received; us a controversy
become less unequal, by presenting an oc
nnd, although warrants for their apprehension were might soon
to
exercise
and
casion of revival
passions hardly yet
issued, and by the industry of the royalists a diligent
If such were the views of
extinguished in England.
search for their persons was instituted, they were ena
of
them would seem
soundness
the
colonial
the
leaders,
bled, by the assistance of their friends, by dexterous
event.
But, in the mean
evasion from state to state, and by strict seclusion, to to have been approved by the
time, the colonial authorities, in order to manifest their
end their days in New England.*
issued the strict
But the apprehensions which the colonists had ori
llingness to render a just obedience,
to their institutions in est injunctions to cause search to be made for Goffe
ginally entertained of danger
church and state were speedily revived by intelligence and Whaley, and intimated, by public, resolutions, that
of England, and flying
that reached them from England of the representations no persons obnoxious to the laws
from her tribunals, would receive shelter in a colony
made to their
of the counte
that were
their

;

daily
prejudice,
that these representations visibly received from
the king, and of the formidable designs that were be
It was strongly
lieved to be entertained against them.
rimored that their commercial intercourse with Vir

nance

West India Islands was to be cut off;
ginia and the
that three frigates were preparing to sail from England,
and that the ar
in order to enforce arbitrary authority
;

mament was to be accompanied by a governor-general]
whose jurisdiction was to extend over all the North
American plantations. Apprehensions of these and
other changes at length prevailed so strongly in Mas
sachusetts, as to produce a public measure of a very
remarkable character. The general court, having de
clared the necessity of promoting unity among the in
habitants in the assertion of their just privileges, and
the observance of due fidelity to the authority of Eng
land, appointed a committee of eight of the most emi
nent persons in the state to prepare a report, ascertain
ing the extent of their rights and the nature of their
obedience and, shortly after, the court, in conformity
with the report of their committee, framed and pub
lished a series of resolutions expressive of their solemn
and deliberate opinion on these important subjects. It
was resolved that the patent (under God) is the first and
main foundation of the civil policy of the
that
;

colony

the governor and
politic

company

are,

invested with power to

;

by the patent, a body

make freemen, and

that

these freemen have authority to elect annually their
governor, assistants, representatives, and all other of
ficers
that the government thus constituted hath full
power, both legislative and executive, for the govern
ment of all the people, whether inhabitants or strangers,
without appeal, save only in the case of laws repugnant
to those of England
that the government is
privileged
by all means, even by force of arms, to defend itself
both by land and sea against all who should attempt
;

;

injurv to the plantation or its inhabitants ; and that any
imposition, prejudicial to the country, and contrary to
its just laws, would be an infringement of the funda
mental rights of the people of
These
England.
strong and characteristic resolutions were accompanied
with a recognition of the duties to which the

New

people

were engaged by

their allegiance,

and which were de

that recognised her sovereign authority.

Having now

declared the terms on which they recognised the do
minion of the English crown, the general court caused
the king to be solemnly proclaimed as their undoubted
They issued, at the same
prince and sovereign lord.
time, an order of court, prohibiting all disorderly be
havior on the occasion, and in particular commanding
that none should presume to drink his majesty s health,
he hath, in an especial man
whicli,&quot; it was added,
an injunction very remote from the
ner, forbidden&quot;
thoughts and habits of the king, and imputed to him on
no better grounds, than that drinking of healths was
This
prohibited by the ordinances of Massachusetts.
&quot;

&quot;

unimportant that afforded occasion to exercise such
conformity, had at length prevailed to have the practice
of drinking healths interdicted by law ; and all were
now desirous that the revival of royal authority should
not be signalised by a triumph over any, even what
some might esteem the least important, of the colonial
institutions.
Intelligence having arrived soon after of
the progress of the complaints that were continually
exhibited to the privy council against the colony, and
an order at the same time being received from the
king, that deputies should be sent forthwith to Eng
land to make answer to these complaints, the court

committed

this important duty to Simon Bradstreet,
one of the magistrates, and John Norton, one of the
ministers, of Boston. These agents were instructed to
maintain the loyalty aud defend the conduct of the co

possible, what were the designs
which the king meditated, or the apprehensions that he
entertained ; and neither to do nor agree to any thing
prejudicial to the charter. They undertook their thank

lony

;

to discover,

if

to the

that the oath of allegiance should
that justice should
duly administered to every person
be distributed in the king s name ; that all who desired
l&amp;gt;

;

it

should be permitted to use the

book of

common

prayer, and to perform their devotions according to
the ceremonial of the church of England ; that, in the
choice of the governor and assistants of the colony, tho

only qualifications to

be regarded should be wisdom,

and

integrity, without any reference to the pecu
liarities of religious faith and profession ; and that all

virtue

freeholders of competent, estates, and not vicious in
their lives, should be admitted to vote in the electioi. ol

and military, whatever might be their opi
nion with respect to church-government.
can
not be understood,&quot; it was added, &quot;hereby to direct or
wish that any indulgence should be granted to quakers,
whose principles, being inconsistent with any kind of
government, we have found it necessary with the ad
vice of our parliament here, to make a sharp law against
them, and are well content you do the like there.&quot;
However reasonable some of these requisitions may
now appear, the greater number of them were highly
disagreeable to the colonists.
They considered them
selves entitled to maintain the form of policy in church
and state, which they had fled to a desert in order to
cultivate, without the intrusion and mixture of different
principles ; and they regarded with the utmost jealousy
the precedent of an interference with their fundamental
constitutions by a prince who, they were firmly per
suaded, desired nothing so much as to enfeeble the
system which he only waited a more convenient season
To comply with the royal injunctions
to destroy.
would be to introduce among their children the spec
tacles and corruptions winch they had incurred such
sacrifices in order to withdraw from their eyes, and to
officers, civil

&quot;

We

throw open every office in the state to papists, Socinians, and every unbeliever who might think power
worth the purchase of a general declaration, that he
was (according to his own unexamined interpetration

The king,
term) a believer in Christianity.
never observing, was never able to obtain credit with
his subjects for good faith or moderation
he was from
the beginning suspected of a predilection for
popery
and the various efforts which he made to procure a re
laxation of the penal laws against the dissenters in
England, were viewed with jealousy and disapprobation
of the

;

;

all

these dissenters themselves, except the qnakers,

who regarded the other protestants and the papists as
very much on a level with each other, and were made
completely the dupes of the artifices by which Charles
and his successor endeavored to introduce all the into
lerance of
popery under the specious disguise of uni
versal toleration.

Of all trie requisitions in the royal message, the only
one that was complied with was that which directed
the judicial proceedings to be carried on in the
king s
name. The letter had commanded that its contenti
should be published in the colony, which was accord
ingly done, with an intimation, however, that the requi
sitions relative to church and state were reserved for
the deliberation which would be necessary to
adjust
them to the existing constitutions. The
which the colonial agents experienced from

treatment
their

coun

The ill
trymen, it is painful but necessary to relate.
humor which some of the requisitions engendered was
and their merits,
unjustly extended to these men
;

though at first eagerly acknowledged, were quickly for
great reluctance, aud obtained before gotten.
Strongly impressed with the danger from
their departure a public assurance, that whatever
danger which the colony had obtained a present deliverance,
they might sustain by detention of their persons or but which still impended over it from the designs of a
otherwise, in England, should be made good by the prince who visibly abetted every complaint of its ene
less office with

general court.

Whether from

the vigor and resolution that the re

t&amp;gt;

&amp;lt;fec.

;

us.&quot;

one that might seem repugnant

royal authority

meaningless practice, on account of its heathen original,
had been offensive to the more scrupulous of the puri
tan settlers, who were desirous in all things to study
conformity to the will of God, and accounting nothing by

cent proceedings of the colony had displayed, or from
clared to consist in upholding the colony as
belonging
the moderation of the wise counsellors
of right to his majesty, and preventing its
by whom the
subjection to
any foreign prince ; in preserving, to the utmost of king was then surrounded, enforced by the influence
which Lord Say and some other eminent persons em
*
Mather, B. iii. Cap. ii. 20. Neal, ii. 332- Hutchmson, ployed in behalf of the colony, the agents were received
1.811,212. Chalmers, 251. 204,
Small a was tlie num
with unexpected favor, and were soon enabled to return
ber of royalists in Massachusetts, it was too great to enable
the people to shelter Goffe and Whaley, as they could have to Boston with a letter from the king, [1662] confirm
wished to do. But in Newhaven thero wore no royalists at ing the colonial charter, and
promising to renew it un
all; and even those who disapproved of the great action of the
der the great seal whenever this
formality should he
jegicides regarded it (with more of admiration than hatred)
desired.
The
letter
likewise announced an am
as the error of noble and generous minds. Leet, the
royal
governor
of Newhaven, and his council, when summoned by the
for
whatever
treasons
nesty
pur
might have been commit
suers of Coffee and Whaley to assi.-t in the
apprehension of ted during the late troubles, to all persons but those
them, first consumed abundance of time in deliberating on the
extent of their powers, and then answered, that, in a matter who were attainted by act of parliament, and might
of such importance, they could not act without the orders of
have fled to New England.
But it contained other
an assembly. The royalist pursuers, incensed at this answer matters
it re
by no means acceptable to the colony
desired the governor to siy at Mice whether he owned and
honored the king; to which he replied,
Wo do honor his quired that the general court should hold all the ordi
but
we
nances
it
had
enacted
have
tender consciences, and wish first to
majesty;
during the abeyance of royalty
whether he will own
as invalid, and forthwith proceed to renew them, and
Trumbull, i. SK 215
&quot;

to repeal every

mies, the agents increased their unpopularity by strongly
urging, that all the requisitions should be instantly

Mr. Norton, who, on the first inofficial
intelligence that had been received of the king s resto
ration, had ineffectually urged his fellow-citizens to
proclaim the royal authority, in now
complied with.

again pressing upon
them a proceeding to which they were still more averse,
went the length of declaring to the general court, that
if
they complied not with the king s letter, they must
blame themselves for the bloodshed that would ensue.
Such declarations were ill calculated to soothe the popu

arid
disquiet, or recommend an ungracious cause
the deputies, who had been actuated by the most disin
terested zeal to serve rather than flatter their fellowlar

;

now found themselves opprobriously identified
with the grievances of the colony, and the evils, which
it was not in their
power to prevent, ascribed to their
negleet or unnecessary concessions.
Bradstreet, who
was endowed with a disposition somewhat stoical, was
the less sensibly touched with this
but
ingratitude
citizens,

:
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Norton,

who

to great

meekness and
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within the colonial territory.
The charter was received
with great satisfaction by the colonists, who entered
immediately into possession of the democratical con

united keen

piety
sensibility, could not behold the eyes of his countrymen
with
him
turned upon
disapprobation, \\ithout the most

When he heard many say of him.
painful emotion.
that * he had laid the foundation for the ruin of our
he expressed no resentment, but sunk into a
liberties,
and while struggling with his
profound melancholy
and endeavoring to do his duty to the last, he
grief,
died soon after of a broken heart.
Deep and vehement
were then the regrets of the people ; and the universal

them, and continued to
appointed
pursue the same system of civil and ecclesiastical
policy that they had heretofore observed.
Though the inhabitants of Connecticut neither felt
nor affected the same rejoicing that Rhode Island had

that overspread the province expressed a late
but lasting remembrance of his virtue, and bewailed an
was now per
ungrateful error which only repentance
mitted to repair.
The colony nf Rhode Island had received the tidings
of the restoration with much real or apparent satisfac
tion.
It was hoped that the suspension of its charter
by the Long Parliament would more than compensate
demerit
of having accepted a charter from such
the
and that its exclusion from the confederacy,
authority
of which Massachusetts was the head, would operate
The king was
as a recommendation to royal favor.
and one Clarke was soon after sent
rarly proclaimed
as deputy from the colony to England, in order to carry
the dutiful respects of the inhabitants to the foot of the
throne, and to solicit a new charter in their favor.
Clarke conducted his negotiation with a baseness that
He not only
rendered ihe success of it dearly bought.
vaunted the loyalty of the inhabitants of Rhode Island,
while the only proof he could give of it was, that they
had bestowed the name of Kind s Province on a terri
from the Indians
but
tory which they had acquired
meeting this year the deputies of Massachusetts at the

nition of the royal authority, and to solicit a

stitution

;

expressed
fail to send

mourning

deputy to England to express their recog
new char

in the choice of the man to
they committed this important duty, John
throp, the son of the eminent person of the same name
who had presided with so much honor and virtue over
This gentleman deriv
the province of Massachusetts.
ing a hereditary claim on the kindness of the king, from
a friendship that had subsisted between his grandfather
and Charles the First, t employed it so successfully as
to obtain for his constituents a charter in almost every
to
respect the same with that which had been granted
Rhode Island. The most considerable differences were,

Wm-

whom

j

i

i

j

;

that by the Connecticut charter the governor was re
and supre
quired to administer the oaths of allegiance

;

a formality which was not
to the inhabitants
required by the charter of Rhode Island, where many
to
take
an oath and that, by the
of the people scrupled
last-mentioned charter, liberty of conscience was ex
pressly conceded in its fullest extent, while the other
made no express mention of the concerns of religion,
and no other allusion to them, than what might seem to
be implied in the requisition of the oath of supremacy.
By this charter, Newhaven was united with Connecti
cut
an arrangement which for some time did not ob
of Newtain the unanimous approbation of the
people
haven, although they afterwards heartily concurred in
and the description of the provincial territory was
it
But on the whole it gave so
indefinite and incorrect.

macy

;

;

;

j

court, he publicly challenged them to mention any one
act of duty or loyalty shown by their constituents to the
r his father, from their first establishment
Yet the inhabitants of Rhode Island
England.
had taken a patent from the Long Parliament in the
commencement of its struggle with Charles the First
while Massachusetts had declined to do so when the
parliament was at the height of its power and success.*
Clarke succeeded in obtaining this ycart a charter
which assured the inhabitants of Rhode Island and Providence of the amplest enjoyment of religious liberty,
and most entensive privileges with regard to jurisdic
and such as should be admitted
tion.
The

the restoration of the king, they did not

at
a

for

it

They were happy

ter.*

;

;

present king

in

which

New

;

j

much

;

satisfaction, that

his return, was
approbation of his fellow

Winthrop, on

received with the grateful
citizens, and annually chosen governor of the united
colony as long as he lived.
There was thus established by royal charters, both
in Connecticut and Rhode Island, a perfect model of
and the singular spectacle of
democratic government
subordinate political corporations almost wholly discon
patentees
free of the society were incorporated by the title of the nected by any efficient tie with the organ of sovereign
Governor and Company of the English Colony of authority. Every power, as well deliberative as active,
Rhode Island and Providence. The supreme or legis was invested in the freemen of the corporation or their
and the supreme executive magistrate of
lative power was invested in an assembly consisting of delegates
the governo:, assistants, and representatives, elected the empire was excluded from every constitutional
This assembly was em
from amono- the freemen.
means of interposition or control.
conformity to the
powered to make ordinances and forms of government laws of England, no doubt, was enjoined on the colo
and magistracy, with as much conformity to the laws nial legislatures ; and this conformity was conditioned
of England as the nature of the place and condition of as the tenure by which their privileges were enjoyed
to erect courts of justice ; to but no method of ascertaining or enforcing its observ
the people would allow
to all places of trust
At a later period, the crown
ance was established.
regulate the manner of election
and to exercise the lawyers of England were sensible of the oversight which
10 inflict all lawful punishments
A governor, deputy governor, their predecessors had committed, and proposed that an
prerogative of pardon.
and ten assistants were appointed to be annually cho- act of parliament should be obtained for obliging these
sen by the assembly ; and the first board of these colonies to transmit their laws for the inspection and
But this suggestion was never
officers, nominated by the charter, on the suggestion
approbation of the king.
of their agent, were authorised to carry its provisions carried into effect.
j

j
i

;

;

j

A

;

;

!

;

j

;

|

|

The governor and company were em
and persons as
powered to transport such merchandise
were not prohibited by any statute of the kingdom, pay
as are, or ought to be, paid for the
ing such customs
and
to exercise martial law when necessary
same
and destroy the native In
upon just causes to invade

into execution.

;

;

dians or other enemies.

The

and
governor and company,

territory granted to the
their successors, was de

scribed as that part of the dominions of the crown in
New England, containing the islands in Narraganset
which were
Bay, and the countries and parts adjacent,
declared to be holden of the manor of East Greenwich
The inhabitants and their children
in common soccage.
were declared to be entitled to the same immunities as
the realm.
if they had resided or been born within
This, I believe, is the first instance of the creation, by
a British patent, of an authority of that peculiar descrip
tion which was then established in Rhode Island.
created within the
Coporalions had been formerly
\calm, for the government of colonial plantations.
But now a body politic was created with specific
all the affairs of the colony
for

administering
powers
The Rhode Islanders Had

also presented an address to
the Rulers of England in 1659, beseeching favor to Humoutcast
an
people, formerly from
a poor colony,
selves,aj
our mother nation in the bishops days, and since from the
colonies.&quot;
Douglas Seminary,
New English over-Mlous
&quot;

&quot;

t Although the charier was framed in 1662, yet, in conse
luence of a dispute i/etween Connecticut and Rhode Island,
It was not finally paijcd till July, 1663.

[1663,] and assimilated by their religious tenets,

ric.a,

government, laws, and manners, a similar policy
all the colonies of New
England.
the English parliament
fit to
tended
still
further
to
confirm
this
thought
pursue
The
identity of interest and purpose in the colonies.
navigation acts which it framed, and which we have
their

naturally pervaded

The commercial system which

considered at much length in the history of Virginia,
created for a time more discontent than inconvenience,
and served rather to announce than to enforce the re
strictions with which it was intended to fetter the colo
nial trade.
These restrictions were a copious source
of displeasure and controversy between the two coun

The colonies had been accustomed in their in
fancy to a free trade, and its surrender was exacted
with the more injustice and yielded with the greater
reluctance, because England was not then a mart in
which all the pioduce of the colonies could be vended,
or from which all the wants of their inhabitants could
be supplied.
Even in the southern colonies, where
similar restraints had been enforced by Cromwell, the
act of navigation was executed very imperfectly
and
in New England, where the governors were elected by
the people, it appears, for a considerable time, to have
tries.

;

been entirely disregarded.
If the commercial policy of the English parliament
thus strongly tended to unite the colonies by commu
nity of interest and opposition to the parent state, the.
ecclesiatsical policy which now prevailed in England
was calculated in no slight degree to promote the re
membrance of the original causes of secession from her
territory, and at once to revive their influence, and en

sympathy with the vie
In consequence of the
act
of
enforcement
of
the
uniformity in the close
rigid
of the preceding year, about two thousand of the English
clergy, the most eminent of the order for piety, virtue,
and knowledge, were ejected from the church
and, to
the astonishment of the prevailing party, sacrificed
force the virtue of toleration by

tims of an opposite policy.

;

their interests

to their conscience.

They were

after

from every
died in pri
corporation in England, and many of them
son for privately exercising their ministry contrary to
aw.
While the majority of them remained in Eng-

wards banished

to the distance of five miles

to preserve by their teaching and their sufferings
decaying piety of their native land, a considerable
:iumberwere conducted to New England, there to in

and

:he

fresh example of con
vigorate the national virtue by a
scientious sacrifice, and to form a living and touching
ncmorial of the cruelty and injustice of intolerance.*
The merits and the sufferings of these men made a
of New England and
strong impression on the people
this year an invitation was despatched to the celebrated
Dr. John Owen, one of the greatest scholars and divines
that the world has ever produced, to accept an eccle;

lastical appointment in Massachusetts, and the designs
which he had reason to believe would be soon under
taken for the subjugation of its civil and religious liber
ties.
Other countries besides America contended for
the honor of sheltering this illustrious man from the
and the happi
persecutions of the church of England,
ness and advantage that might be expected from his
But he preferred suffering in a country where
sojourn.
nis language was understood, to enjoyment and honor
IV.
among a people with whom his communication must
more restricted. At a later
imigration of ejected Ministers to New England Royal necessarily have been
Commissioners sent to the Province Address of the As
period, when the presidency of Harvard college was
the
to
Massachusetts
King rejected Policy offered to
sembly of
him, he consented to embrace this sphere of
pursued by the Commissioners Their Disputes with the
Government of Massachusetts and Retnrn to England useful and important duty and having shipped his

CHAPTER

;

Policy of the Colonists to conciliate the King Effects
French Prosperous
of it Cession of Acadia to the
State of New England Conspiracy of the Indians
against
Philip s War The King resumes his designs
Massachusetts Controversy respecting the
Right to
Maine and New Hampshire Progress of the Dispute
between the King and the Colony State of Parties in
Massachusetts State of Religion and Morals Surrender
of the Charter of Massachusetts demanded by the King
refused by the Colonists Writ of Quo Warranto issued
against the Colony Firmness of the People Their Charter
adjudged to be forfeited.

New

England, was preparing to accompany
them, when his steps were arrested by an order from
Charles, expressly commanding him not to depart from
effects for

the

kingdom.

the inhabitants of Massa
chusetts had entertained all along of the hostile designs
of the English government, and which had been con
firmed by the reasons assigned by Dr. Owen for refus
which they had tendered to him,
ing the first invitation
were strengthened by all the intelligence they received
from
great number of the ejected non

The apprehension which

by people of the same nation
A
England.
same motives had conducted to Ameconformist ministers who had taken measures for pro
At Newhaven tile republican spirit was so strong, that
now declined to embark for
to

SETTLED
and

whom

originally

the

inhabitants declined to act as magis
Trumbull, i. 241. It was here that
the securest asylum, and ended their
royal officers were coming in pursuit
of them to Newhaven, Davenport, the minister of the peace,
in
favor
of the regicides, from the text
preached publicly
(Isaiah xvi. 3, 4.) &quot;Take counsel, execute judgment ; make
thy shadow as the night in the midst of the noonday ; liide the
outcasts; bewray not him that wandereth. Let mine outcasts
dwell with thee, Moab be thou a covert to them from the
face of the spoiler.&quot; Holmes American Annals, i. 342.
t Cotton Matherrelates, that when Winthrop presented the
king with a ring which Charles the First had given to his
the kinfi not only accepted his present but also
grandfather,

several o* the principal
trates under the king.
Goffe and Whaley found
days. When a party of

:

&quot;

,

Massachusetts,
ceeding
a country on which the extremity of royal vengeance
was daily expected to descend and at length the most
declared that he accounted it one of his richest jewels, which
indeed was the opinion that New England had of the hand
i.
See Note XI.
B. ii. Cap. xi.
that carried
:

it.&quot;

When

&amp;lt;!

the proceedings against the congregationalists in
told by an
eminent English prelate (Stillingfleet) that the severities
which they so much resented wese justified by the proceed
ing of their own brethren in New England against dissenters
from the established worship there. Stillingfleet s Mischiefs
*

were
England were complained of, these dissenters

of Separation.
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the king had de
positive information was received that
clared that, although he was willing to preserve the
determined to send out com
colonial charter, he
missioners to inquire and report how far the provisions
of the charter were legally complied with.
Tidings no
less indubitable arrived soon after of the rupture be
tween Great Britain and Holland, of the determination
of the king to despatch an expedition for the reduction
of the Dutch settlement of New York, and to send

ws

so shall we all yet have far
ligious enjoyments live
ther cause to say from our hearts, Let the king live foi

and recollecting the peculiar strictness of the
colonial laws, the court adopted at the same time the
most prudent precautions for preventing the necessity
of either a hazardous enforcement, or a dishonest and
diers,

:

ever.&quot;

Letters suing for favor and friendly mediation
at the same time to several of the

were transmitted

English nobility, and particularly to the chancellor,
Bat these applications were no
Lord Clarendon.
Lord Clarendon was n
longer attended with success.
he had instigated the
dentials to the governor and council, and demanded in friend to puritan establishments
the first instance, that a body of troops should be raised persecution that was then carrying on against the sec
and he wa?
to accompany the English forces in the invasion of taries of every denomination in England
along with it a body of commissioners who were em
too painfully sensible of his declining credit
powered to hear and determine (according to their own New York. [1CG4] The governor not being empowered at present
to
the
with
the
risk
farther
king,
provocation of his dis
discretion) all complaints in causes civil or military by the forms of the constitution to raise forces without
that might exist within New England, and to take every the consent of the general court, proceeded to convoke pleasure by opposing a favorite scheme of royal policy.
In
letter
to
ihc
he
defended
a
the commission
for
the
not
leisure
to
but
the
commissioners
that body
governor,
settling
having
step that they might judge necessary
wait its deliberations, proceeded. with the fleet against as a constitutional* exercise of royal power and wis
peace and security of the country on a solid founda
tion.
This information was correct and a commis
New York, desiring the colonial auxiliaries to follow dom, and strongly indicative of his majesty s grace and
and recommended to the colonists, by a
sion for these purposes, as well as for the reduction of as quickly as possible, and signifying to the governor goodness
New York, had been issued by the king to Sir Robert and council that they had many important communica prompt submission, to deprecate the indignation which
Carr, Colonel Nichols, George Gartwright, and Samuel tions to make to them on their return from New York, their ungrateful clamor must already have excited ia
Maverick.
These tidings, in concurrence with the and that in the mean time the general court would do the breast of the king. The answer of Charles, which
well to give a fuller consideration than they seemed yet was transmitted by Secretary Morrice, to the addrccs
reports that had long prevailed of the designs enter
tained by the court of England against the liberties of to have done to the letter which the king had addressed of the general court, excited less surprise.
It re
to them two years before. The vague mysterious terms proached that assembly with making unreasonable and
the colonists, were calculated to strike them with dis
may. They knew that plausible pretexts were not of this communication were powerfully calculated, and groundless complaints justified the commission as the
would seem to have been deliberately intended, to in only proper method of rectifying the colonial disorders
wanting to justify an inquiry into their proceedings
but they were also aware that the dislike and suspicion crease the disquiet and apprehensions of the colonists. and affected to consider the address as
the contriv
with which they were regarded by the king could never That they produced this impression in a very strong ance of a few persons who infuse jealousies into their
be satisfied by any measure short of the utter subver
degree is manifest from the proceedings that were fellow subjects as if their charter were in danger.&quot;
Various controversies had adopted by the
sion of their institutions.
On the assembling of
Having effected the conquest of New York, the comgeneral court.
missioners proceeded to the exercise of their civil funcarisen between the different settlements concerning that body it was declared
by an immediate and unani
the boundaries of their respective territories
and loud mous vote that they were &quot;resolved to bear true alle tions in New England. [1665] One of the first official
fomplaints were preferred by the representatives of giance to his majesty, and to adhere to a patent so acts that they were called on to perform, was the adjust
Mason, and by Gorges, and other members of the old dearly obtained and so long enjoyed by undoubted ment of a dispute respecting boundaries, that arose out
council of Plymouth, of the occupations of districts and
right.&quot;
They proceeded to render a prompt obedience of the occupation of the New York territory. A patent
sovereignties to which they claimed a preferable right. to the requisition of the commissioners, and had raised had been granted to the Duke of York of all the terri
The claim of Masoti to New Hampshire, derived from a regiment of two hundred men, who were
the Dutch, including large districts
preparing to tory occupied by
the assignment of the Plymouth council, had never
that had been already comprehended m the charter of
proceed for New York, when intelligence was received
been expressly surrendered
and Gorges title to from the commissioners that the place had
Connecticut.
controversy concerning limits had
already sur
Maine had been confirmed and enlarged by a grant rendered, and that the junction of the
thus been created by the deliberate act of the crown,
English and co
from the late king in the year 1639.
As Gorges had lonial forces was no longer necessary. The assembly between the state of Connecticut and the new province
adhered to the royal cause in the civil wars, the death next resumed the consideration of the
erected by the patent to the Duke of York.
Their
king s letter, which
of the king proved the temporary death of his
boundaries were now adjusted by the commissioners in
had been so emphatically commended to their delibera
patent
and he as well as Mason s heirs had long abBndone&amp;lt;] tion, and
a manner which appears to have been highly satisfactory
passed a law extending the elective franchise
their projects in despair of ever
to the people of Connecticut, but which entailed a
prosecuting them to a to all the inhabitants of English or colonial birth, pay
great
successful issue. But now the revival of royalty
inEng- ing public rates to a certain amount, and certified by a deal of subsequent dispute. Another controversy, in
them
with
an
of
which
Connecticut
was
arose
out of a claim
presented
involved,
opportunity
vindicating minister as orthodox in their principles and not immoral
their claims
and the establishment of inhabitants in in their lives, whether within or without the
to part of its territory preferred by the Duke of Hamilpale of the
the territories promised
ton
and
from
such
in
virtue
of
the
vindication.
that
had accrued
established
church.
others,
advantage
rights
They next proceeded to frame and
They had as yet got no return for the money they had transmit to the king an address strongly expressive of to themselves or their ancestors as members of the
expended on their acquisitions but they now embraced their present apprehensions and their habitual senti grand council of Plymouth. The commissioners de
the prospect and claimed the right of
entering upon the ments.
They set forth at considerable length the dan sirous of giving satisfaction to both parties, adjudged
labors of others, who in ignorance of their
pretensions gers and difficulties they had encountered in founding the property of the disputed soil to these individual
had occupied and colonized a vacant soil, and held it and
the explicit confirmation claimants, but declared the right of government to per
rearing their settlement
tain to Connecticut.
It appears
by the title of fair purchase from its native proprietors which their privileges had received both from the
manifestly to have
pre
In addition to this formidable controversy,
com
been their policy to detach the other New England
sent
many
and their own subjec
king and his predecessor
states
from
the
obnoxious
plaints had been preferred by the royalists, quakers, tion to the royal
province of Massachusetts.
authority, and willingness to testify
and episcopaliani, of abuses in the civil and ecclesias their
and to procure their co-operation by the
duty in any righteous way.
their
example of
expressed
They
tical administration of Massachusetts.
The adjustment concern at the appointment of four
submission on their own part, and the accumu
commissioners, one implicit
of these controversies and investigation of these com
lation of complaints
of whom, Maverick, was their known and
against that province, in the design
professed
plaints were the principal reasons assigned for the com
enemy, who were invested with an indefinite authority, of abridging her liberties and altering her institutions.
mission.*
the
main
But, doubtless,
object of concern in the exercise of which they were to proceed, not in In the prosecution of this policy they were but partially
to the English court was the suppression or essential
The people of Connecticut received the
conformity with any established law, but according to successful.
modification of institutions founded and administered their own discretion
and they declared, that although commissioners with the utmost coldness, and plainly
on principles that had so long waged war with monar as
showed that they regarded their proceedings with aver
yet they had but tasted the words and actions of
The colonists these persons, they had enough to
chy, and so lately prevailed over it.
sion, and considered the cause of Massachusetts as
satisfy them that the
So strongly impressed were the inhabitants
very readily believed the accounts they received from powers derived from the commission would be improved their own.
their friends in England of this hostile
of this itate with the danger to their liberties from the
disposition of to the complete subversion of the provincial govern
their sovereign
and the public orders by which they ment.
of such arbitrary
If any profit was
authority, that some dis
expected to be gained by the interposition
had cautioned the enemies of his government not to
imposition of new rules and the bereavement of their agreements, which had subsisted between Connecticut
shelter
in
had
and
been
intended
to
and
Massachusetts,
which had hitherto prevented their
expect
Newhaven,
liberties, the design, they protested, would produce only
remove or appease it. When intelligence was received
union under the late charter by which
they had been
disappointment for the country was so poor that it
of the visitation that must soon be
from
were
associated,
little
expected
more than a bare subsistence to its in
Eng- produced
entirely composed by the very tidings
of
the
gland, the general court of Massachusetts appointed a habitants, and the
visitation
of
the
commissioners
At Plymouth
people were so much attached to
day of fasting and prayer to be observed throughout its their institutions that, if
of them in America, the commissioners met with little opposition, the inha
deprived
bitants being deterred from the
jurisdiction, in order to implore the mercy of God under
expression of their sen
they would seek them in new and more distant habitatheir many distractions and troubles
and apprehend
lions
and, if they were driven out of the country, it timents by a consciousness of their weakness, and
it to be of the
concernment
that the patent would not be
from the apprehensions that
ing
greatest
prevailed
easy to find another race of inhabitants who being exempted
or charter should be kept
safe and secret,
in the more powerful states
would be willing to sojourn inn.* They
they or
by a sense of their insigni
appealed to
dered their secretary to bring it into court, and to deli
ficance.
In
Rhode
Island
alone was their insidious
God, that they came not into this wilderness to seek
ver it to four of the members of court, who were di
attended with success.
There, the people re
great things for themselves, but for the sake of a quiet policy
rected to dispose of it in such manner as
ceived
them
with
should
mark
of deference and atten
and
concluded
they
in the
every
life,
strains of earnest
following
tion
their inquiries were answered, and their mandates
judge most consistent with the safety of the country. anxiety: &quot;Let our
government live, our patent live,
Aware of the usual licentiousness of sailors and sol- our
* Even
magistrates live, our laws and liberties live, our reChalmers, though The panegyrist of Charles and
his policy, and animated with the
* In addition to these reasons, the
strongest dislike and con
commission sets fonh
It is curious to observe the
expression of a similar sent!- tempt of the colonists, expresses his surprise thai Clarendon
that complaints have boen made to his
of
arts
of
nrumt
majesty
by the Inhabitant* of the province of Arragon in the should defend the commission as a constitutional act ob
violence and injustice by the colonial authorities
against the days of their freedom. It is declared in the preamble to one serving, that
an act of parliament was assuredly necessary
natives of America, &quot;whereby not only our
government is of the laws of Arragon, that such was the barrenness of the in order to cut up
effectually those principles of independence
traduced, but the reputation and credit of Christian religion
;ounlry and the poverty of the inhabitants, that if it were not that had rooted with the settlement of New
England,&quot; p. 3j.
or the sake of the liberties by which
they were distinguished One of the articles of impeachment against Lord Clarendon
Voni other nations, the people would abandon it and
That he introduced an arbitrary government in his ma
go in quest was,
of a settlement to somo more fruitful
s
Robertson
s
region.
But this charge seems to have related
jesty
plantations.&quot;
View of
pusillanimous relaxation of its municipal ordinances.
The royal expedition having arrived at Boston in the
following year, the commissioners presented their cre
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NORTH AMERICA.
any demur to the autho
obeyed
and during their stay
rity from which they proceeded
in this settlement they were enabled to amplify their
the injustice
reports with numberless complaints against
and misgovernment alleged to have been committed in
Massachusetts. This people, as we have seen, had gained
their late charter by a display of subservience and devo
and the liberal institutions which it
tion to the crown
introduced had not yet had time to form a spirit that dis
dained to hold the enjoyment of liberty by so ignoble a
tenure.
The freedom thus spuriously begotten was
tainted in its birth by principles that long rendered its
existence precarious and we shall find the inhabitants
of Rhode Island, a few years afler, abjectly offering to
had gained
strip themselves of the privileges which they
so ill, and of which they now showed themselves un
worthy by their willingness to strengthen the hands thai
were preparing to oppress the liberties of Massachu
must not, however discard from our recolsetts.
or assented to without

;

;

;

We

It-clion that

Rhode

Island

was

yet but a feeble

commu

and that the unfavorable sentiments with which
many of its inhabitants regarded Massachusetts, arose
from the persecution which their religious tenets had
Their conduct to the
experienced in that province.
commissioners received the warmest approbation from
Charles, who assured them that he would never be un
mindful of the claims they had acquired on his good
ness by a demeanor so replete with duty and humility.
nity,

whose word was

proverbially the
observe that he

In justice to the king,
object of very little reliance, we may
docs not appear ever after to have withdrawn his favor
from Rhode Island and in justice to a moral lesson
that would be otherwise incomplete, we may here so
;
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who sought

nothing so much as to find or make
them offenders, the colonists awaited, with much anxiety,
the proceedings of the commissioners.
The temper and disposition of these commissioners
increased the probability of an unfriendly issue to their
discussions with the colonial authorities.
If concilia
tion was, as the king professed, the object which he
had in view in issuing the commission, he was singui.i
c.
r
larly unfortunate in the selection of the instruments to
whom the discharge of its important duties was confi
ded.
Nicholas was a man of sense and moderation
hut it was for the reduction and subsequent settlement
of the affairs of New York, that he had been
mainly

persons

...11..

.

i

.

tion

he remained at that place after its capitula
and when he afterwards rejoined his colleagues,

;

;

he found himself unable to control their proceedings, or
The other
repair the breach they had already created.
commissioners appear to have been remarkable for no
other qualities than insolence, presumption, and incapa
city,* to which Maverick farther added an inveterate
hostility to the colony which had induced him for years
to solicit the commission which he now
eagerly has
tened to execute.
On their return to Boston, the very
first
requisition which they made to the governor de
monstrated how little they were disposed to recognise
the colonial authorities
for they required that all the
inhabitants of the province should be assembled to re
ceive and reply to their communication
and when the
governor desired to know the reason for such a proceed
that the motion was so reasona
ing, they answered,
ble, that he who would not attend to it was a traitor.
They afterwards thought proper to make trial of a more
conciliating tone, and informed the general court that
;

;

&quot;

they had properly represented to the king the prompt
ness with which his commands had been obeyed in the
when Charles s successor proceeded
Rhode Island the destruction in which the liberties of raising of a colonial regiment but it afterwards apthe other New England provinces had been involved, peared that they had actually made a representation ol
and when th people endeavored to avert the blow by a a perfectly opposite import to the secretary of state.
The suspicions which the commissioners and the gene
repetition of the abjectness that had formerly availed
ral court
reciprocally entertained of each other, effectu
them, their prostration was disregarded, and their com
cordial co-operation between them.
plete subjection pursued and effected with an insolence ally prevented any
The communications of the commissioners display the
that feelingly taught them to detest oppression and des
most lofty ideas of their own authority as representa
pise servility.
tives of
It was in Massachusetts that the main object of the
crown, with a preconceived opinion that
there
was an indisposition on the part of the general
commission was to be pursued and from the differ
court
to
due
as
en
well
as
the
ence between the purposes
respect to that authority, as well as to
pay
opinions
The answers
tertained by the English government and the colonial the source from which it was derived.
of the general court manifest an anxious desire to avoid
authorities, it was undoubtedly foreseen that the pro
ontest with the crown, and to gratify his Majesty by
ceedings of the commissioners would beget the most
resolute opposition.
Among other communications professions of loyalty and submission, and by every
which the commissioners were charged by the king to change that seemed likely to meet his wishes, without
the fundamental principles of their insti
impress on the colonists, was, that he considered them compromising
tutions.
to stand in precisely the same relation to him as the in
They expressed, at the same time, a delibe
rate
of having done nothing that merited disconviction
dif
in
or
Yorkshire
habitants of Kent
England. Very
jlcasure or required apology, and a steady determinaferent was the opinion that prevailed among the colo
nists.
They considered that, having been forced by ion to abide by the charter. Under such circum
persecution to depart from the realm of England, and stances, the correspondence soon degenerated into an
altercation.
The commissioners at length demanded
having established themselves by their own unassisted
rom the court an explicit answer to the question, if
efforts in territories which they had purchased from the
no other political con
.hey acknowledged the authority of his Majesty s comoriginal proprietors, they retained
nexion with their sovereign than what was created by Tiission^ but the court desired to be excused from
sole
as
the
their charter, which they regarded
iving any other answer, than that they acknowledged
existing
compact between the parent state and themselves, and he authority of his Majesty s charter, with which they
were a great deal better acquainted.
as specifying all the particulars and limits of their obe
Finding that
heir object was not to be attained
dience. They acknowledged difference of sentiment in
by threats or expos
themselves and their an
tulations, the commissioners attempted a practical as
religion and politics between
cient rulers in which their settlement had originated, sertion of their powers
they granted letters of protec
and the habits of self-government that they had long tion to parties under prosecution before the colonial
court
and
in
a
civil
suit, which had been already de
been enabled to indulge, confirmed their prepossessions,
and had tended generally and deeply to impress the termined by the colonial judges, they promoted an ap
to
themselves
from
as
natives
of
the unsuccessful party, and
conviction that their original allegiance
peal
England and subjects of the crown was entirely dis summoned him and his adversary to plead their cause
The general court perceived that they
solved, and superseded by the stipulations which they before them.
had voluntarily contracted by accepting their charter. must now or never make a stand in defence of their
These opinions, however strongly cherished, it was not authority and, with a decision which showed the high
but their prevalence is value they entertained for their privileges, and the vigor
prudent distinctly to profess
with which they were prepared to protect them,
alleged by a respectable colonial historian, on the
they
authority of certain manuscript compositions of the pjoclaimed, by sound of trumpet, their disapprobation
of
this
and
at
this
which
declared
measure,
that, in discharge of their
period,
leading persons in Massachusetts
far anticipate

the order of time

as to

remark, that
to extend to

;

the&quot;

;

:

;

;

;

he had an opportunity of examining.

The

colonists

were not the

*

The senselessness

of their proceedings appears very

ma

less attached to these opinions, from the
apprehension that they would find as little favor in the
eyes of the English government as those which had led

nifestly
colonial

the persecution and emigration of their ancestors
they were indeed totally repugnant to the principles of
the English law, which holds the allegiance of subjects
to their sovereign, not as a local or provisional, but as
a perpetual and indissoluble tie, which distance of place
does not sunder, nor lapse of time relax.
Forcibly
aware of these differences of opinion, of the dangerous
collisions which they might beget, and of the disadvan
tage! with which they must conduct a discussion with

warned them not lo infringe the law, was beaten by them.
Hearing that Mason, anotl.er constable, had declared that he
- ..Id not have been deterred by their violence from
doing his
duty, they sent for him, and extorted from him an admission
thai he would have arrested the king himself if he had found
him drinking in a public-house after lawful hours. They insi.sted that tie should be tried for high treason, and
actually
prevailed to have this injustice committed. The jury returned a special verdict
and the court, considering the
offensive
words
and insolent, but not treasonable, mrficted
only a slight punishment. Hutchinson, i. 234, 255.

to

:

night in
all

from a case related at considerable length by the
historians.
They had been drinking one Saturday
a tavern after the hours when, by the colonial laws,

taverns

were ordered

;

to

be shut.

A

constable,

rep&amp;lt;

;

..-.i..
;

appointed

eed in
duty to God and the king, and of the trust
them by the king s good subjects in the colony, they
could not consent to such proceedings, nor countenance
those who would conduct or abet them.
They accom
panied this vigorous step with an offer to compromise
the matter by hearing the cause themselves in presence
of the commissioners
but this proposition was scorneffort to reunite these conflictfully rejected, and every
J

j

.

ing authorities proved utterly unavailing
Suspending for a time their proceedings at Boston,
the commissioners proceeded to New Hampshire and

Maine, and instantly giving judgment in favor of the
claims of Mason and Gorges against the government
of Massachusetts, they suppressed the existing au
thorities, and erected a royal government in each of these
On their return to Boston, the general court
provinces.
declared that these proceedings tended to the disturbance
of the public peace, and demanded a conference with
the commissioners, which was refused with a bitterness
oi expression that
put an end to all further communica
tion.
Sir Robert Carr even went the length of assur
ing the general court that the king s pardon for theii
manifold treasons during the late rebellion had been en

and was forfeited by their evil beha
and that the contrivers of their late measures
would speedily experience the punishment which their
tirely conditional,

vior

;

met with in England.
The king having been apprised of these proceedings,
and assured by the commissioners that it was fruitless
for them to continue a treaty with persons who were
determined to misconstrue all their words and actions,
issued letters, recalling the commissioners to England,
associates in rebellion had lately

[16GG,] expressing his satisfaction with all the colonies
except Massachusetts, and commanding the general
court of this province to send deputies to plead their
cause before himself.
But the inhabitants of Massa
chusetts were well aware that in such a controversy
could
not
have
most
remote chance of success,
the
they
and that it was not by the cogency of
argument they
could hope to pacify the displeasure of their sovereign.
Instead of complying with this injunction, the general
court addressed a letter to the secretary of state, in
which they hinted real or pretended doubts of the au
thority of the royal letter, and declared that the case
had already been so fully pleaded that the ablest among
them would be utterly unable to render it any clearer.
At the same time they endeavored to appease his ma
jesty by humble addresses expressive of their loyalty
and in order to demonstrate the sense they attached to
their professions, they purchased a ship-load of masts,
;

which they presented to the king and hearing that his
fleet in the West Indies was in want of provisions, they
promoted a contribution among themselves, and victu
;

The king accepted their
it at their own
expense.
and a letter under the sign
presents very graciously
manual having been transmitted to the general court,
declaring that their zeal for the royal service was taken
ell by his majesty,&quot; the cloud that had gathered over
the colony in this quarter seemed for the present to be
alled

;

&quot;

dispersed.

prosecuted

Nevertheless, the design that had been
such a length, of remodelling the institu

to

tions of New England, was by no means abandoned.
report of the commissioners had furnished Charles
with the very pretexts that were wanting to the accom
and the proceedings which at
plishment of his plans
a later period he adopted, evinced that it was not the
dutiful professions or liberalities, of the colonists that
would deter him from availing himself of pretexts which

The

:

But the great
le had made such effoits to obtain.
plague which broke out with such violence as in one
year to destroy ninety thousand of the inhabitants of
London, and to banish for a time the seat of govern
ment to Oxford the great fire of London,* the wars
and intrigues on the continent, and the rising discon
tents of the people of England, occupied so entirely the
attention of the king, as to suspend the execution of
of Massachusetts.
lis
designs against the government
After the departure of the royal commissioners, the
irovinces of New England enjoyed for some years a
The only disturbance
quiet and prosperous condition.
sustained, arose from
which their internal
tranquillity

he persecutions which in all the states, except Rhode
Island, continued lo be waged against the anabaptists,
as these sectaries from lime lo time attempted to propa
Lettheir ordinances.
gate their tenets and establish

who

!

|

t

;

* A liberal contribution was made by the people of Mas
of the suffer
sachusetts, and transmitted to London for relief
ers by the fire. Hiitchinson, i. 257. The people of New Eng
land have always been honorably distinguished by their charitable participation of the misfortunes of other communities,
the
In the
1703, they contributed 2000; for the relief of

year
inhabitants of Nevis and St. Christophers, which had been
ravaged by the French. Holmes, ii. 69.
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enforced by the establishment of :i custom-ho ise, and identification with their allies, that English names
tcrs wi re written in their behalf to the colonial magis
might
trates by the most eminent dissenting ministers in depending for its execution upon officers annually be given them
and, in compliance with their desire,
elected
their
fellow
was
the
elder
had
disrcreceived
the
the
but
it was
name
of
citizens,
and
the
by
entirely
Alexander,
strongly urged by
England
though
The people enjoyed a com- younger of Philip. But it very soon appeared that
writers of these letters, that the severe persecution garded. [1668
1672.]
which the anabaptists were then enduring in England nicrce as extensive as they could desire a consequent these demonstrations of good will were but the artifice
should recommend them to the sympathy of the colo increase of wealth was visible among the merchants that entered into their schemes of hostility
and they
------ i.-.i- -i
i_.
_i
and a spirit of industry and economy were both shortly after detected in an ineffectual attempt
nists,* and that their conversion was more likely to be and planters
effected by holding forth to them the peaceable fruits prevailing no less generally, the plantations were dili to involve the Naragansets in hostilities with the colo
The diappointment of that attempt overwhelmed
of righteousness than by pursuing their errors and in gently improved, and the settlements considerably ex nists.
From a document preserved in the archives the proud spirit of the elder brother with such intolera
firmities with penal inflictions, which could have no tended.
other effect than to ensnare or oppress their consciences, of the colonial office of England, and published by ble rage and mortification, that, in spite of, and per
the interposition of these persons, though respectfully Chalmers, it appears, that in the year 1073 New Eng haps still more deeply wounded by, the conciliating de
The colonial au land was estimated to contain one hundred and twenty meanour of the colonists, lie was unable long to sur
received, was utterly disregarded.
vive the detection of his villany and discomfiture ol
thorities persisted in believing that they were
doing thousand souls, of whom about sixteen thousand were
God service by employing the civil power with which able to bear arms iind of the merchants and planters his designs. Philip, after the death of his brother, re
they were invested, to guard their territories from the there were no fewer than five thousand persons, each newed the alliance between his tribe and the English,
intrusion of heresy, and to maintain the purity of thoso of whom was worlh 3000. .*
Three-fourths of the but intended nothing less than the observance of his
religious principles for the preservation of which their wealth and population of the country centred in the engagements.
Daring, cruel, and perfidious, he medi
its dependencies.
The tated a universal conspiracy of the Indians for the ex
settlements had been originally formed.
considera territory of Massachusetts
ble number of anabaptists were fined, imprisoned, and town of Boston alone contained fifteen hundred fami
tirpation of the colonists, and for several years carried
.

;

:

;

;

&amp;lt;t..-r.

;

;

A

and persecution produced its usual effect of
confirming and propagating the tenets which it at
tempted to extirpate, by causing the professors of them
to connect them in their own minds, and to exhibit them
to others in connexion with suffering for conscience
cake.
These proceedings, however, contributed more
to stain the character of the colonies than to disturb
their tranquillity.
Much greater disquiet was created
by the intelligence of the cession of Acadia, or as it
had come to be termed Nova Scotia, to the French at
the treaty of lircda.
[1GG7.] Nothing had contributed
more to promote the commerce and security of New
England than the conquest of that province by Crom
and tho inhabitants of Massachusetts, apprised
well
of the extreme solicitude of the French to regain it,
and justly regarding such an issue as pregnant with
banished

rare,

and beggary unknown

in

New

on

his designs as secretly and
effectually as the
rous difficulties that surrounded him would

Jossclyn, who returned about two years
before this period from his second visit to America,
commends highly the beauty and agreeabieness of the
towns and villages of Massachusetts and Connecticut,
and the substantial structure and comfort of all the pri
vate dwellings.!
During this interval of tranquil
prosperity, many of the most aged inhabitants of New
and interesting
EnglatyJ closed the career of a
the original race of settlers was now almost
life, and
The annals of this period are
enlirely extinguished.
tilled with accounts of their deaths, of the virtues
by
which they had contributed to the foundation of the
new commonwealth, and of the fondness with which

England.

quences they had produced, that the colonists were in
debted for their preservation from the ruin that would
have attended the success of Philip s machinations.
Some of Ihe tribes to whom he applied revealed hjs pro
and some who had en
positions to the missionaries
tered into his designs were persuaded by their converted
brethren to renounce them.
From time to time the
court of Plymouth had remonstrated with him on the
of
which
obtained
and by
designs
they
intelligence
renewed and more solemn engagements than before,
he had endeavored to disarm their vigilance and remove
their suspicions.
For two or three years before this
period he had pursued his treacherous hostility wilh so
much success that his proceedings appear to have been
wholly unsuspected; and he had succeeded in uniting
some of the fiercest and moat warlike tribes in a con
federacy to make war on the colonists to the point of
;

their closing eyes lingered upon its
To
prosperity.
our view, enlarged by the acquaintance which history
of
the
calamities
from
these
which
supplies
approaching
persons were thus happily removed, not the least envi
able circumstance of their lot appears to have been
that they died in scenes so fraught wilh serene enjoy
ment and agreeable promise, and bequeathed to their
descendants not only the example of their virtue, but
r-- thr
,e fruits of it, in a
prosperity as eminent as any people
was ever Messed with. Yet, so short-sighted and im
are
the
views
of men, so strongly are they led
perfect
by an instinctive and unquenchable propensity to figure
and desire something better than they behold, and so
apt to restrict to the present fleeting and disordered
scene the suggestions of this secret
longing after ori
ginal and immortal perfection, that many of the fathers
of the colony could not refrain from
lamenting that
they had been born too soon to see more than the first
faint dawn of New
England s glory. Others, with
greater enlargement of wisdom and piety, considered
that [he eye is not satisfied ivith seeing, nor the con
ceptions of an immortal spirit capable of being ade
quately filled by any thing short of the vision of its
Divine Author, for whose contemplation it was cre
ated
and were contented to drop like leaves into the
bosom of their adopted country, in the confidence of
being gathered into nobler and more lasting habitations.

agents to England to re
the influence of the French

danger
monstrate against it.
But
proved too powerful for the interest of the people and
the conduct of Charles on this occasion evinced as lit
tle concern for the external security of the colonies, as
his previous proceedings had shown respect for their
internal liberties.
The French regained possession of
their ancient establishment
and both New England
and the mother country had afterwards abundant cause
to regret the admission of a restless and litigious neigh
;

;

-*-&quot;

:

bor, who for years exerted her peculiar arts of intrigue
to interrupt the pursuits and disturb Ihe
repose of the

English colonists.

The government of Massachusetts was highly accep
table to the great body of the people
and even those
acts of its adminrstration that imposed restraints on
;

were respected on account of their mani
and their supposed efficiency to promote
an object which the people held dearer than liberty
itself.
A printing press had been established at Cam
and the general
bridge for upwards of twenty years
court had recently appointed two persons to be licensers
of the press, and prohibited the publication of any books
or papers that had not undergone their
supervision.
civil liberty
fest design,

;

extermination.

A

converted Indian, who was laboring as a mission
the tribes of his countrymen,
having at length
discovered the plot, revealed it to the governor of Ply
mouth, and was soon after found dead in a field, with,
appearances that stronglv indicated assassination. Susary

licensers having given their sanction to the publi
cation of Thomas a Kempis admirable treatise [1668.]
De Imitations Christi, the court interposed, and, de
the book was written by a popish minis
claring that
ter, and contained some things less safe to be infused
among the people,&quot; they recommended a more diligent
revisal to the licensers, and in the meantime
suspended
the publication.
In a constitution less popular, such

some neighboring Indians, they
were apprehended, and solemnly tried before a jury
half
of
consisting
English and half of Indians, who re
turned a verdict of guilty.
At their execution one of
them confessed the murder, and declared that they had
been instigated by Philip to commit it.
This crafty
chief, incensed at the execution of his friends, and apprehendiug the vengeance of the colonists, now threw oft
the mask, and summoned his confederates to his aid.
The states of Massachusetts, Plymouth, and Connecti
cut proceeded to arm for their common defence, having
first employed every means to induce
Philip to accom

of prosperous repose which New
for several years was interrupted
a
formidable
combination
of the Indian tribes,
by
that]
produced a war so general and bloody as to threaten
for some time the utter destruction of the
plantations.
This hostile combination was promoted by a young!
chief whose character and history reminds us of the
an act would have been esteemed an iniquitous abridg enterprises of Opechancanough in Virginia. He was
ment of the liberty of the subject. But the govern the second son of Massassoiet, a prince who had ruled
ment of Massachusetts expressed, and was supported a powerful tribe inhabiting territories adjacent to the
and so settlement of Plymouth at the time when the English
by, the sentiments and opinions of the people
The father had entered
acceptable was its administration, that the inhabitants first settled in the country.
of New Hampshire and Maine
into an alliance with the colonists, and, after his death,
rejecting the constitu
tion they had received from the
his two sons demonstrated an earnest desire to retain
royal commissioners,
again solicited and were received into the rank of and cultivate their friendship.
They even repaired to
All traces of the the court of Plymouth, and requested, as a mark of
dependencies on its jurisdiction.
visitation of these commissioners
having been thus
effaced, and the apprehensions that, their measures had might serve to introduce a body of divinity, commences in
To our beloved brethren and neighbours,
excited forgotten, the affairs of the colonies continued this manner
the inhabitants of Connecticut, the general court of that
for several years to
glide on in a course of silent but colony wish grace and peace in our Lord Jesus.&quot; It was
cheerful prosperity. f
The navigation act not being ordered that every householder should have a cops of the
code, and that the capita] laws s hould be read weekly in every
* The colonists
might have pondered, with advantage, an family
Trurnbull, i. 200. 322.
observation of their ancient friend, that eminent and
In Connecticut, by a law of 1607 (still existing,) three
greatly
man
misrepresented
Hugh Peters, while he was awiitin&quot; his years voluntary separation of married persons is held to dis
execution in Newgate. Some in the prison
speaking of the solve their matrimonial engagement.
differences in religion, Mr. Peters said,
* John
Dunton, who visited New England about twelve
Pray ta k not of con
troversies now we have but a little time to
live, and cannot years after tins period, mentions a merchant in Salem worth
it
in
such
discourses.&quot;
Trials
upend
and Deaths of the 30,000!. Dunton s Life and Errors, p. 171.
Regicides.
T Josselyn s Second Voyage.
Even at this early period
t In the year 1673, the laws of Connecticut (till then preJosselyn has remarked the prevalence of that inveterate but
erved in manuscript, and promulgated by public proclamation
e
y
in the respective towns) were collected into a
code, printed
et^ciUy vamm, Inl&rth America^
and published. The preface, written with a solemnity that
p. 185.

1674.]

The

modate

state

England had enjoyed

issue

!

now

&quot;

the quarrel by a friendly treaty.
But a friendly
Philip desired ; [1675] and being
assured that the season of secret conspiracy
fu

was not what
&quot;y

was over ne rejected all negotiation, and commenced a
general war, which was carried on with great vigor and
&amp;gt;

!

I

various success.
Though Philip s own tribe supplied
no more tnan nve hundred warriors, he had soincreascd
his force by alliances that he was able to
bring three

j

thousand men into the field.
This formidable body,
conducted by a chief who believed that the war must
terminate in the total rum of one or other of the con
flicting parties, made exertions of which the Indians
had been hitherto supposed incapable.
Several battles
were fought, and all the fury, havoc, and cruelty wh

;

were experienced in their
the enemy marched their
was marked with murder, fire, and desolation.
Massachusetts and Plymouth were the states that suf

distinguish Indian warfare
fullest extent.
Wherever

route

&quot;

fered principally from the contest.
There, especially,
the Indians were so interspersed among the European

:

colonists that there

was scarcely a part of the country
family which had not to bewail

in perfect security, or a
the loss of a relative or

;

&quot;

;

^vMM^a^^

among

picions having fallen on

;

The

nume

permit.
Next to the growing power of the colonial settlements,
nothing seemed to excite his indignation more strongly
than the progress of their missionary labors ; and. in
reality, it was to these labors, and some of the conse

1

;

to themselves, sent

Theft was

lies.

:

friend.
It is a truth that has
not been sufficiently adverted to, that in all the Indian
wars of this period the savages, from the condition of
the country, their own superior acquaintance with it,
and their peculiar habits of life, enjoyed
.
advantages
which might seem well nigh to counterbalance the suof
skill.
their
own selpenority
European
Changing
tlements with facility, and advancing upon those of the
colonists with the dexterous secrecy of beasts of prey ;
.

!

|

NORTH AMERICA:
with them there was almost always the spirit and auda
city of attack, and with their adversaries the disadvanand the consternation produced by
tages of defence
nor could the colonists obtain the means of
surprise
the savages
attacking in their turn without following
into forests and swamps, where the benefit of their su-

|

j

;

now
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re-established in Acadia.

The

inva
sion of these territories was distinguished by the usual
Many of the inferocity and cruelty of the savages.
habitants were massacred, and others carried into cap-

government,

and of the resumption of the king s former
designs had appeared before the conclusion of the war
While hostilities were still raging in the
with Philip.
province, the government of Massachusetts found it
royal dislike

Prompt assistance was rendered by Massachuafter a variety of severe engagements the
and the peculiarities Indians sustained a considerable defeat. They were
perior discipline was nearly lost,
The sa- still however both able nnd willing to continue the
of European warfare almost impracticable.
with fire-arms, and war and both their numbers and their animosity were
vages had long been acquainted
increased by a measure which the colonial government
were remarkably expert in the use of them.
For some time the incursions of the enemy could not adopted against them. It was proposed to the general

necessary to direct a part of

tivity.

j

setts

j

;

attention to the claims

its

of Mason and Gorges with respect to New Hampshire
and Maine.
In the summer of 1676 Randolph a mes

and

j

senger despatched by the king, announced to the generel court that a judgment would be pronounced by his

;

majesty in council against the pretensions of the pro
were sent to plead its cause
and as letters were received at the
be restrained, and every successful enterprise or skir court of Massachusetts to invite the Mohawk tribe, within six months
the
enemies
of same time from the friends of the
mish that they maintained increased the number of their who, from time immemorial, had been
colony in England,
The savage artifice, however, which Philip the eastern Indians, to make a descent on their territo- giving assurance that this resolution would be adhered
allies.
of
lawfulness
such
The
ries
at
this
of
instance
of contumacy on the part of
adonted in one instance for the purpose
using
recruiting
juncture.
to, and that any
ft f ir
TT
-1J L._
1
his forces, recoiled with injury on himself.
Having re auxiliaries was questioned by some but it was thought the general court would but accelerate the execution of
had
confederated
a
that
Abraham
of
the
to
the
the
more
formidable
of
his
adherents
some
answer,
territory
satisfactory
designs that were undoubtedly in
paired with
Mohawks, he caused some of their people to be sur- with the Amorites for the recovery of his kinsman Lot agitation at the English conrt, the royal message re
and then proceeding to the from the hands of a common enemy and messengers ceived immediate attention, and Stoughton and Bulkeand assassinated
Little
:riscd
cad quarters of the tribe, he declared that he had seen were accordingly despatched to the Mohawk?.
ley were despatched as deputies to represent and sup
the murder committed by a party of the Plymouth persuasion was necessary to induce them to comply port the colonial interests.
The respective titles and claims of the parties hav
soldiers.
The tribe in a flame of passion declared war with the proposal, and a body of Mohawk warriors
The ing been submitted to the consideration of the two
on the colonists
but their rage soon took another quickly marched against their hereditory foes.
the
from
so
far
direction
for one of the wounded men having re
slighest chief justices of England, [1677] the legal merits of
producing
expedition, however,
covered his senses, made a shift to crawl to the habita
benefit, was attended with serious disadvantage to the the question were at length extracted by their expe
The Indians who were their rienced eyes from the confused mass of inconsistent
tions of his countrymen, and, though mortally injured, cause of the colonists.
was able to disclose the real author of the murder be proper enemies, suffered very little from the Mohawk grants in which they were involved. It was adjudged
fore he died.
The Mohawks instantly declared war on invasion and some powerful tribes who had been that the jurisdiction of Now Hampshire was incapable
Hos hitherto at peace with them, exasperated by injuries or of being validly conveyed by the council of Plymouth,
Philip, and themselves the allies of his enemies.
affronts which they received from these invaders, now and had therefore reverted to the crown on the dissolu
tilities were protracted till near the close of the follow
declared war both against them and their English allies. tion of the council, with reservation, however, of Ma
ing year, when, at length, the steady efforts and invinci
and after a se At length, the intelligence of the defeat of Philip, and son s claims upon the property of the soil a reserva
ble bravery of ihe colonists prevailed
ries of defeats, and the loss of all his family and chief the probability of stronger forces being thus enabled to tion which for more than a century rendered all tho
was
killed
counsellors, Philip himself
by one of his own march against them, inclined the eastern Indians to property in New Hampshire insecure, and involved the
tribe whom he had offended.
Deprived of its chief hearken to proposals of peace. The war in this quatter inhabitants in continual uneasiness, dispute, and litiga
was terminated by a treaty highly favorable to the In tion. As Gorges, in addition to his original grant from
ab-Htor, the war was soon terminated by the submis
|

vince, unless deputies
;

|

-

-

.

.

.

I

;

;

;

:

:

!

;

;

dians, to whom the settlers became bound to pay a
certain quantity of corn yearly as a kind of quit-rent for

From some of the tribes, how
sion of the enemy.
ever, the colonists refused to accept any submissions,
and warned them before their surrender that their

the Plymouth council, had procured a royal patent for
the province of Maine, the full right both of seignorial

of this province was adjudged to be
him.
In consequence of this decision, the
jurisdiction of Massachusetts over New Hampshire
New
but it was preserved in the province of Maine
ceased
by an arrangement with the successful claimant. The
demonstration from this quarter had been added to the
king had been for some time in treaty for the purchase
Andros, who was then of Maine, which he designed to unite with New Hamp
dangers of the Indian war.
governor of this newly acquired British province, hav
shire, and to bestow on his favorite son the Duke of
but straitened for money, and expecting
ing claimed for the Duke of York a considerble part of Monmouth
the Connecticut territory, proceeded to enforce this no
this. Many houses and flourishing villages were reduced
competitor in the purchase, he had deferred the
the
t^ ashes
and in the course of the war six hundrsd per pretension by advancing with an armament against
This was not unknown to
completion of the contract.
and that colony being strongly urged
sona, composing the flower and strength of several of town and fort of Saybrook, which he summoned to sur
Massachusetts
to
at
first
alarmed
battle
or
murdered
in
render.
The
the districts, were either killed
inhabitants, though
by the inhabitants of Maine to prevent their territories
by the savages. The military efforts of the colonists behold the English flag unfurled against them, quickly from being dismembered from its jurisdiction, directed
and hoisting the same its
in these campaigns were thought, and justly perhaps, recovered from their surprise
agent to purchase the title of Gorges, which he very
to evince less of tactical skill than had been displayed flag on their walls, prepared to defend themselves
hundred pounds.
willingly sold to them for twelve
in the Pequod war.
They were indeed no longer com against the assailants. Andros, unprepared for such This transaction gave great offence to the king, who
manded by the experienced officers who had accompa resolute opposition, hesitated to fire upon the English peremptorily insisted that the authorities of Massachu
and they were op flag; and learning that Captain Bull, an officer of dis setts should wave their right and relinquish their connied their ancestors from Europe
but they, blending as a sufficient apology
posed to an enemy much more formidable than the Pe- tinguished bravery and determination, had marched tract to him
But the heroic courage and calm contempt of with a party of the Connecticut militia for the defence for what they had done, that it had been in compliance
quods.
abandon
the
enter
whose
it
to
that
was
of
men
of the place, judged
with the wishes of the people, retained the purchase and
worthy
expedient
danger
they displayed,
characters were formed under institutions no less favor
prise and return to New York.
governed the country as a subordinate province. The
able to freedom than virtue, and who fought in defence
The cessation of the Indian hostilities was not at people of New Hampshire were no less reluctant to be
of every thing that was dear and valuable to mankind. tended with a restoration of the happiness and tranquil
but they were com
separated from Massachusetts
The king had now
In the commencement of the war, the surprising lity which had preceded them.
a royal governor.&quot;
pelled to submit, and to receive
treachery that the Indians displayed, excited strong matured the scheme of arbitrary government which he One of the first acts of their legislature was to vote
of his inglorious an affectionate address to Massachusetts,
apprehensions of the defection of the Indian congrega
steadily pursued during the remainder
acknowledg
tions which the missionaries had collected and partly reign
and the colonist?, while yet smarting with the
ing the former kindness of that colony, and declaring
were
summoned
to
unfaith
civilized.
But not one of these people proved
sense of their recent calamities,
it to have been their general wish to retain their former
ful to their benefactors.
abide a repetition of their ancient contest with the connexion, had such been the
pleasure of their common
The Indian warfare in which New England had been crown, which they had vainly hoped was forgotten or sovereign. The government that had been forced upon.
Instead of :hem
thus involved, was not bounded by the hostilities with abandoned by the English government.
proved utterly incapable of preserving tranquillity
An attack was made at approbation for the bravery and vigorous reliance on or commanding respect. The attempts that were made
Philip and his confederates.
the same time on New Hampshire and Maine, by the their own resources with which they had conducted to enforce Mason s title to the
property of the soil, anil
tribes that \\ere situated in the vicinity of these settle
their military operations, without involving the mother to render the inhabitants
tributary to him for the pos
ments.
The Indians complained that they had been country in expenses, and repelled hostilities which were sessions which they had purchased from others and im
defrauded and insulted by some of the English traders partly owing to the disregard which the mother country
own labor, excited the most
proved into value by their
in tint quarter :* but suspicions were strongly enter
had shown for their interests in restoring Acadia to tlie violent ferments, and resulted in a train of vexatious
tained that their hostilities were promoted by the French French, they found themselves overwhelmed with re
but indecisive legal warfare. t
Cranfield, the governor,
for a seditious obstinacy in refusing to solicit after
and altercations
* One of these
involving himself in contentions
complaints was occasioned by the brutal act proaches
of some English sailors in overturning an Indian canoe in assistance from the king, and a sordid parsimony in the with the settlers and their legislative body, in. which tw
wnich they observed an infant child, in order to ascertain the
were
had
which
of
their
levies,
told)
(they
equipment
truth of a 4tory they had heard that swimming was as natural
* I:i the first commission that was issued for the government
caused the war to be so greatly protracted, and ren
to a young Indian as to a young duck. The child died in con
unfit to be longer intrusted with the of this province, tho king engaged to continue to the people
them
dered
of
the
immersion
and
its
it
who
utterly
father,
sequence
sustained;
unless by inconve
ancient privilege of an assembly
their
was highly respected as a necromancer by the Indians, became government of a country in which their sovereign pos
nience arising therefrom, he or his heirs should see cause to
tile inveterate enemy of tlic English.
Belknap, i. 132. An sessed so
a stake.
Indications of this revival of alter the same.&quot; Belknap, i. 172.
deep
action that excited slill greater resentment was committed
were sometimes provoked to oppose club law
t The people
by Major Waldron of New Hampshire during the war. He
An irregular judgment having been pro
law.
*
had made a treaty of friendship with a body of 400 Indians
Neal, ii. 400 406. Hutchinson, i. 307, 308. Belknap, i. to parchment
in favor of Masrm against some persons who refused
nounced
and
Belknaps
but on discovering that some of them had served ,n Philip s cap. 5. Hutchmson s History of Massachusetts,
I) submit to it, Cranfield sent a party of sheriff s officers to
ol the modern nisare
the
best
of
New
and
hold
of
a
sent
them
as
he
laid
Hampshire,
these,
History
army,
by
stratagem
serve a writ Oil them while they were in church. The congre
s History of
prisoners to Boston. Their associates never forgave this toncal productions of North America. TruinSull
was incensed at such a proceeding; a young woman
treacherous act and thirteen years after, a party of them Connecticut would have been esteemed superior to them gation
knocked down a she itf s officer with herbible and the attack
most
a
bestowed
not
had
author
if
the
(a clergyman)
house by a stratagem still both,
having surprised the major
was routed, li wdd
of the clergy and becoming general, the whole leeal army
lore artful than his own, put him to death by the most horridisproportioned attention on the biography
fi-ur.d necessary tj abandon the judgment.
Belkuap.
of ecclesiastical sy.iotls.
the
kle in3;ctionsof
Ibid. Mi. 145148.
their lands,*

and

New York

Although tho province of

treachery had been so gross and unprovoked, and their
outrages so atrocious and unpardonable, that they must
In pursuance of
abide the issue of criminal jnstice.
these declarations, some of the chiefs were tried and
and a number of their followers
executed for murder
were transported to the West Indies, and sold for slaves.
Never had the people of New England been engaged
in so fierce, so bloody, or so desolating a conflict as

territorial

was now a vested

British settlement, no assistance was obtained from it
by the
England states in this long and obstinate
On the contrary, a hostile
contest with the Indians.

in

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

I

&quot;

;

\

j

I

;

;
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cruelty.

proceedings
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an
found
prevail, transmitted
totally impossible
that while the
assurance to the British government,
true allegiance could
clergy were allowed to preach, no
He wreaked his vengeance
be found in those parts.&quot;
lo

it

&quot;

to whose preaching
upon some nonconformist ministers,
and whose
imputed the resolute spirit of the people,
he construed into
vice
general denunciations against
and
his
on
himself
favorites, hy ar
personal reflections
them to administer the sacrament
bitrarily commanding
to him according to the liturgy of the church of Eng
land, and committing them to prison on receiving the
His misgovcrnment at
refusal which he expected.
a few rash individuals hastily, and
length provoked

!

I

;

and afraid to carry
sentence into effect within the colony, he adopted
the strange and unwarrantable proceeding of sending
The English
the prisoners to be executed in England.
government actually sanctioned this irregularity, and
were preparing to execute the sentence of a colonial
governor, and to exhibit to the English people the tra
gical issue of a case, with the merils of which they were
totally unacquainted, when a pardon was obtained for
the unfortunate persons, by the solicitation of Cranfield
himself, who, finding it impossible to maintain order in
the province, or to withstand the numerous complaints
of his injustice and oppression, had solicited his own

which excited universal indignation

;

his

Shortly after his departure. New Hampshire was
again united to the government of Massachusetts, and
shared her fortunes till the period of the British revo

refcal.

i

I

ings which the king might adopt, either for the enforccment of the navigation acts, or the punishment of the

|

|

neglect they had hitherto experienced, were the more
with the sentiments of the English
people, from the interest of a considerable portion of
the mercantile class of society in the monopoly which it
was the object of these laws to secure.
petition had
been presented to the king and privy council by a num
ber of merchants and manufacturers, complaining of the
disregard of the navigation acts in New England, and
praying that they might hereafter be vigorously en
forced, for the sake of promoting the trade of England,
as well as of preserving her dominion over the colonies.
That a stronger impression might be made on the pub
lic mind, the
petitioners were solemnly heard in presence
of the council, and suffered to plead at great length in
support of their commercial complaints and political rea
The general court of Massachusetts, alarmed
sonings.
by these movements, at length intimated, by a letter to
their agents, that
they apprehended the navigation
acts to be an invasion of the rights, liberties, and pro
perties of the subjects of his majesty in the colony,
they not being represented in parliament and, accord
ing to the usual sayings of the learned in the law, the
laws of England being bounded within the four seas,
and not reaching to America.&quot; They added, however,
as his majesty had signified his pleasure that
that,
those acts should be observed in Massachusetts, they
had made provision, by a law of the colony, that
they should be strictly attended to from time to time,

;

I

,

A

time to time, his desire that new agents might be ap
but partly
pointed to represent the colony in London
from the apprehensive jealousy with which the colo
nists regarded such a measure, and
partly from the
reluctance that prevailed among their leading men to
undertake so arduous and perplexing an employment,
;

the king s desires on this
point were not complied wiih.
The short interval of independence which the colonists

were yet permitted

greatly discouraged trade, and

was

a great

These expres
majesty s plantation.&quot;
sions, and the recent colonial law to which they refer,
the
troubles
of
the
Plot
be
demonstrate
the
which
were enter
notions
1678.] Although
Popish
peculiar
gan now to engage the attention and anxiety of the tained by the people of Massachusetts of the connexion
that subsisted between themselves and the parent
king, he was no longer to be diverted from the resolu
tion he had adopted of efiecting the subjugat on of state.
[1679.] Their pretensions were the same with
Massachusetts
and though the concern of the Duke those which a few years after were advanced by the
of Monmouth with that celebrated imposture and the people of Ireland
that, although dependent on the
connexions he had formed with the profligate Shaftes- crown, and obliged by their patent to conform their
arid
its
other
diminish
tho
s
Dury
promoters, might
king
jurisprudence, as far as possible, to the law ot Eng
regret for the privation of the appanage he had meant land, the statutes of the British parliament did riot
to invest him with, the presumptuous interference of
operate in the colony, till re-enacted, or otherwise re
Massachusetts to defeat this transaction had inflamed
So strongly
cognized, by its own native legislature.
his displeasure and fortified his resolution.
That ad
did tins notion possess the minds of the people of New
ditional pretexts might not be wanting to justify his
England, and so obstinately did their interests resist
measures, every complaint that could be collected the enforcement of the commercial regulations, that
the
was
against
colony
promoted and encouraged. The even the submissive province of Rhode Island, although,
quakers who had refused, during the Indian war, either about this time, in imitation of Massachusetts, it took
to his

lution.*

;

;

to perform military service or to pay the fines imposed
by law on defaulters, complained bitterly of the perse
cution they had undergone by the enforcement of these

law which obliged them to con
maintenance of the colonial ministers.
the dangers of the Indian war were at their

fines, as well as of the

tribute to

When

the

some of the colonists apprehending that these
calamities were a judgment of Heaven upon the land
for tolerating such heretics as the
quakcrs within its
height,

bosom, procured the re-enactment of an old law, pro
and though
hibiting assemblies for quaker worship
it docs not
appear that this law was enforced, its en
actment was justly regarded as persecution, and
alienated the regards of many who had hitherto been
friends of the colony.
The agents who had been de
puted to manage the interests of Massachusetts in the
New
disputes respecting
Hampshire and Maine, were
detained to answer these complaints which were gravely
the
preferred by
quakers to a government which was
itself enforcing with far greater
rigor upon them the
very policy which it now encouraged them to impute to
one of its own provincial dependencies as the most
scandalous persecution.
Other and more serious com
plaints contributed to detain the agents and increase
;

their perplexity.

Rendolph, whom the people of New
going up and down seeking
devour,&quot; had faithfully complied with

England described as

whom

he might

&quot;

instructions to collect as much matter of com
plaint as he could obtain within the colony, and loaded
with the hatred of the people, which he
cordially reci
procated, he now returned to England and opened his
budget of arraignment and vituperation. The most
just and most formidable of his charges was that the
navigation act was utterly disregarded, and a free tiadc
maintained by the colonists with all
parts of the world.
his

This was a charge which the agents could neither
deny
Hutchinson, i. 312318. Chalmers, S96, 7. 492. 493 493
Belknap, i. cap. vi. vii. t viii. These events, and the parliru.

iar history of New Hampshire at this
period, are related in
considerable detail, with every appearance of
accuracy, and
with much spirit, good sense, and
Dr
liberality,

by

Belknap.

was very remote from a
Randolph, who had commended
and his ministers by the diligence
and activity with which he had co-operated with their
views, was appointed collector of the custom: at Bos
ton, and a custom-house establishment, which some
years before had beon erected without opposition in
Virginia, and Maryland, was now extended to New
But it was in Massachusetts that this
England.*
measure was intended to produce the effects which it
was easily foreseen would result from its own nature,
as well as from the temper and the unpopularity of the
The navi
person who was appointed to conduct it.
gation acts were evaded in Rhode Island, and openly
contemned and disregarded in Connecticut yet these
states were permitted to practice such irregularity with
out molestation.
It seems to have been less the en
forcement of the acts themselves that the king desired,
than the advantage which would accrue from the attempt to enforce them after such long neglect in the
obnoxious province of Massachusetts.
To this pro
vince he confined his attention
and justly considered
that the issue of his contest with it, would necessarily
to enjoy

state of tranquillity.
himself to the king

&quot;

it

;

;

;

although

should be issued in the king s name
and all laws re
pugnant to the English commerc al statutes abolished.
The general court, eagerly indulging the hopa that, by
a compliance with these moderate demands,
thy could
appease their sovereign and avert his displeasure, pro
ceeded instantly to enact laws in conformity with hi
requisitions.
They trusted that he had now aban

doned the designs which they had been la.ight to ap
and which, in reality^were merely suspended
prehend
by the influence of the proceedings connected with the
popish plot, and the famous bill for the excluiion of the
Duke of York. Although the requisitions which the
king had transmitted by tho hands of Stroughton and
Bulkeley were obeyed, he continued to intimate, from

&quot;

damage

with them a letter containing the requisitions of the
king, of which the most considerable were, that the
oath of allegiance should be rendered more explicit,
and should be administered to every person holding an
office of trust
that all civil and
military commission*

|

j

likely to coincide

lie

without concert, to revolt from his authority.
They
were instantly suppressed and having been arraigned
were
convicted
and
condemned.
But
of high treason,
Cranficld, aware of the unpopularity of his government,
had employed artifices in the composition of the jury,

nor extenuate, and they anxiously pressed their constituents to put end to the occasion of it.
Any proceed

;

;

I

;

fate of all the other settlements of New
Randolph proceeded to exercise Ins office
with the most offensive rigor, and very soon complained
that the stubbornness of the people defeated all his
to put the acls of navigation in execution.&quot;*
activity, and presented insuperable obstacles to the
The colonial agents, aware of the strong interests execution of the laws. Almost every suit that he in
that prevailed among their countrymen still to overstep stituted for the recovery of penalties or forfeitures was
He proceeded to England in
the boundaries of their regulated trade, furnished them decided against him.
with correct information of the threatening aspect of order to lay his complaints before his employers, and
their affairs in England, and assured them that only a returned invested with more extensive powers, in the
not more successful.
thorough compliance with the navigation acts could exercise of which he was
shelter them from the designs that were entertained by [1080.] He reproached the colonial authorities with in
the crown.
These honest representations produced justice and partiality and they denied the charge, and
the too frequent effect of unwelcome truths
they accused him of unnecessary and vexatious litigation.
diminished the popularity of the agents, and excited The requisitions and remonstrances which the king
continued to make, from time to time, were answered
suspicions in Boston that they had not advocated the
The peo by professions of loyalty, and by partial compliances
interests of the colony with sullicient zeal.
but the main subject
with what was thus suggested
ple were always too apt to suspect that their deputies
of contest still continued to subsist, and the colony,
in England were overawed by the state, and infected
still
desired,
with the subservience that prevailed at tiie royal court
delayed, to send depu
though repeatedly
The general court was at this tune
ties to England&quot;.
and they neglected to make due allowance for the dif
ferent aspect which a dispute with England presented divided between two parties, who cordially agreed
to men who beheld face to face her vast establishments their estimate of the value of their chartered privileges,
and superior power, and to those who speculated on but differed in opinion as to the extent to which it was
Bradstrect, the go
advisable to contend for them.
the probability of such dispute at the opposite ex
The agents at length vernor, at the head of the moderate party, promoted
tremity of the Atlantic ocean.
obtained leave to return
and though some impatience every compliance with the will of the parent state short
in the of a total surrender of their civil and ecclesiastical con
and ill humor had been excited
their

involve the

some steps towards a conformity with these regula
tions, never expressly recognized them till the year
1700, when its legislature empowered the governor

|

England.

&quot;

,

j

!

;

.

:

;

;

m

;

fidelity
by
discharge of an unwelcome office, the deliberate senti
ments of their countrymen were so little perverted,
that when tho king again intimated his desire of the
re-appointment of agents in England, they twice again
elected the same persons to resume their former duty,
which unfortunately, however, these persons could

never again be persuaded to undertake.

They

the
the deputy-governor, at
Danforth,
another party, impeded the appointment of
all submission to the acts of
deputies, and opposed
adhere to
trade
maintaining that the colony should
the strict construction of its charter, resist every abridg
ment of it as a
precedent, no less than an
stitution.

head of
;

dangerous
and standing on

carried

* Neal, ii. 385, 6.
Hutchinson, i. 319, 320. 3 22, 3. Chal
mers, ^77. 400. From Warden s population tables, it appears
;hal Connecticut At this period (I67f) contained twelve thou
sand five hundred intiahitants. having sustained a diiuimuim)
of two thousand five hundred since the year 1670 (Warden, ii.
a (act unexplained by the history of this state, which had
9.)
uttered comparatively little by ihe late Indian war.

injurious aggression,
*

As a measure, partly of

terror,

their right,

com-

and partly of punishment,

was determined by the English court, about this time, thai
no Mediterranean passes shall be granted to New England te
sesn what de
proud its vessels azah^l llie Turks, llll it is or whether
his
his majesty,
pendence it will acknowledge on
&quot;

it

i

cunm-hoiiM
Chalmers

:

402.

officers

are received

as

in other

colonies.&quot;
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Those parties conducted strength of their piety, the purity of their moral habits,
mil the event to Providence.
and and the still superior purity of their moral
iheir debates with warmth, hut without acrimony
aspirations.
as the sentiments of one or other respectively prevailed, T he strong sense, that religion inspires of the vicious
a greater or lesser degree of compliance with the de
inherent
in
human
causes
the ex
propensities
nature,
mands of the king was infused into the undecided pression of the moral sentiments of religions men to
policy of the genera! court.*
appear lo the world as the ravings ol hypocritical cant
The various misfortunes in which the colony had fur or fanatical delusion.*
a series of years been involved, did not fail to produce
The king had never abandoned his design of effect
a deep and solemn impression on the minds of mei
ing a complete alteration of the constitution of Massa
habituated to regard all the events of life in a religious chusetts
but his moderation had been enforced by the
aspect; and contributed to revive the piety for which more personal and pressing concern of resisting the
New England had been at first eo highly distinguished, attempts of Shaftesbuiy to re-enact the dc* p and daring
among the posterity of the original settlers. A short policy of the Duke of Guise, and control his sovereign
timfl before the commencement of their troubles.
by the formation and supremacy of a protesiant league
natural phenomenon that excited much awe and atten
in
&quot;While
England.
Shaftcsbury and his parly were
tion at the time, and was long recollected with solemn able lo retain their inrlence ou the
public mind by the
remembrance, was visible for several nights succes arliricc of the ]&amp;gt;opish plot, and to attack the monarchy
It was a bright meteor in the
sively in the heavens,
by the device of the exclusion bill, it might well be
ibrm of a spear, of which the point was directed to deemed unsafe to signalize the royal administration by
wards the setting sun. and which, with slow majesti
any public act of extraordinary tyranny in a province so
motion, descended through the n;-pcr regions of the eminent for zeal in the protestant cauio as Massachu
setts. [IC81.]
air, aud gradually disappeared beneath the horizon.
But Charles had now obtained a com
The inhabitants were deeply struck with this splendid plete victory over his domestic adversaries and,
of
that
sccmctl
to
unite
the
visi
personification
agency
among other excesses of retaliatory violence and arbi
ble and invisible world in its ratine
and the colonial trary power by which lie proceeded to improve his suc
without
to
it,
to
cess, he instituted writs of quo icarrtinto against the
magistrates,
yielded
expressly alluding
its influence on their own minds, and endeavored to
principal corporations in England, and easily obtained
improve its effects on the minds of others, by pro judgments from the courts of law that declared all their
moting a general reformation of manners. Circular liberties and franchises forfeited to the crown. About
letters were transmitted to all the
clergy, urging them two years before this period, he had deliberated on the
to greater diligence in
exemplifying anil inculcating possibility of superseding entirely the government of
the precepts of religion, especially on the young, and Massachusetts without the observance of any
legal
instructing their parishioners from house to house. solemnity , but, on consulting Jones and Wilmington,
The dupes of science falsely ^o c^lh d may deride these the attorney and solicitor general, he had learned that
impressions, and trace to ignorant wonder the piety his object could not be securely or effectually attained
which they produced but enlightened philosophy will except by the instrumentality of a writ of quo irarranto,
confess the worth and dignity of that principle which which at that time it was not deemed expedient to
But now every impediment was removed
recognizes in everv display of the great phenomena of employ.
nature, additional calls to serve and ijorifv ils Almighty and the colonUts received the most positive intclliCreator, and which elevates and reiines human facul
gence from their friends in England that the abrogation
ties by
placing every object that forcibly strikes them of their charter was finally resolved on, and was to be
in a noble and uraccful
Randolph, who spent much
light derived from connexion instantly accomplished.
with the interests of morality and the honor of God. of his time in making voyages between England and
The events of the Indian wjr, the losses sustained from America, and had lately affixed a protest on the exa train of unfavorable weather that ensued, and, lat
hangc of Boston against the acts of its government,
now brought from London a letter from the king,
terly, the disquiet occasioned by the contentions with
the English
dated
all the
the 26th of October, 1681,
in
like
manner, to
government, served,
recapitulating
humble the people beneath the Almighty Power which complaints against the colony, and commanding that
controls the passions of men as well as the elements deputies should instantly be sent to him, not only to
of nature, and were equally productive of increased answer these complaints, but
with powers to submit
to such regulations of government as his majesty
diligence in the observances of piety and the reforma
tion of manners.
which if they should fail to do, it
Deeply lamenting the imperfections should think fit
and deficiencies of themselves and others, many of the was intimated that a v.rit of quo trarranto would be
directed against them.
A new matter of charge, stigministers, magistrates, and leading men of the pro
vince earnestly besought their countrymen to consider, nested by the inquisitive hostility of Randolph, was at
if the
that tiiey coined
interruption of Divine favor did not betoken the same time preferred against them,
neglect of the Divine will, and by precept and exam
money within the province in c intcmpt of the king s
The general court, in answer to this sudple labored to eradk-a c every evil habit or licentious prerogative.
den arraignment of a practice which had been permitpractice that a state of war and an influx of commer
cial wealth were
to
Men eil so long
prevail without question, explained how
supposed to have produced.
were strongly exhorted to carry a continual respect to and when it had originated, and appealed to these cirthe Divine will into the minutest ramifications of their cumstances as decisively proving that no contempt had
jccn designed
but, withal, declared that if it were
affairs, and to ennoble whatever they did by doing it
to the Lord.
The general court published a catalogue regarded as a trespass on his majesty s authority, they
of the epidemical vices of the times, in which we tind lumbly entreated pardon for the ignorance under which
enumerated, neglect of the education of children, pride it had been committed. Among the other complaints
the king, were the presumptuous
displayed in the manner of culling and curling hnir, lhat were urged by
excess of finery and immodesty of apparel, negligent purchase of the province of Maine, which the colonists
were again commanded to surrender, and the disallow
carriage at church, failure in due respect to parents, a
sordid eagerness of shopkeepers to obtain high prices, ance of any other worship than that of the established
To the first of these they
within the colony.
churches
profane swearing, idleness, and frequenting of taverns.
Grand juries were directed to make presentment of answered by repeating their former apology, and still
of them ; and to the
offenders in these respects
bat either the happier in
declining what was required
fluence of example and remonstrance was sufficient to second, that liberty of worship was now granted to all
control the obnoxious practices, or they never attained denominations of Christians in Massachusetts.
The]
but they
such height and prevalence as to justify the infliction
oyal letter contained many other charges
of legal severities.
In many instances the scrupulous were all answered by solemn protestations that either
had been already fulfilled,
piety of the colonial authorities has reprobated existing the commands they imported
or the disobedience they alleged had not been commit
in lan
vices, and the extent to which they

ceed
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England, and Stoughton again declining lo
accept this office, it was conferred on Dudley and
Richards, two of the wealthiest and most respectable
citizens of the province.
But as the powers which the
royal letter required thai they should be invested with,
of submitting to whatever
regulations of government

i

i

I

:

I

to

the king should think lit, were
nothing else than powers
lo surrender all the
righls of the colony, the court was
careful lo grant no such
authority, and, on the conIrary, plainly expressed in their instructions that the

deputes were not

to do or consent lo any
tiling that
should infringe the liberties
granted by the charter, or
alter the
The dcpulies
existing form of government.
set sail for
England, whither they were soon followed
to
by Randolph,
confront, oppose, and counteract them.
A public fast was appointed to be observed throughout
the colony, to
pray for the preservation of their charter
and tire success o f the deputation. Means less
pure,
though I think by no means unjustifiable, were adopted,
or at least sanctioned, by the assent of the court of
assistants, for the

promotion of the colonial interests in
who was still the royal governor
New Hampshire, being ou a visit at Boston, sug
gested to these authorities lhat their agents should bo
directed to wait on Lord Hyde, and tender the sum of
two thousand guineas for the private service of tht;
king, which he assured them, from the notorious po
England.

Cranfield,

of

verty ai:d venialily of the court,* would infallibly pro
all hostile
They fell head
proceedings.
and having written letters lo ihis
long into the snare
erl ect to the
deputies, Crantk Id despatched letters at
the same time to the Ling, which lie assured them con

cure a stay of

;

tained the strongest recommendations of their interests
But though these men were willing, in
no interests but their own were involved,

to royal favor.
a cause where

Iheir money for their liberty, and to
buy
country out of the hands of a sordid and dissolute
tyrant, it was not the will of Providence that the liber
ties of Massachusetts should be
bought with gold, or
lhat the prayers whxh had been associated with such,
means should prevail. Letters soon arrived from the
deputies, informing that Cranfield had written a ludi
crous account of the whole proceeding to the king, and
vaunted his dexterity in outwitting the people of Bos
ton, whom he described as a crew of rasoaU and rebels,
and that the publication of the story had exposed them
lo the derision of the whole court. t
The di*puties found the king intoxicated with pros
perous tyranny, and incensed to the highest degree
against a province that had so long presumed to with
stand his will.
Their credentials, which they were
desired to exhibit to Sir Lionel Jenkins, the secretary
of state, w-erc at once declared to be insufficient; and
to sacrifice

their

they were informed, that unless other?, satisfactory in
every respect, were immediately obtained, it was hia
majesty s pleasure that a quo Karraato against their
charter should issue without delay.
The deputies com
municated this peremptory injunction to their constitu
ents
at
the
same
time, that the case
assuring them,
of the colony was desperate, and leaving them to deter
mine whether it was most advisable to submit them
selves unreservedly to his majesty s pleasure, or to
abide the issue of a process which would certainly be
fatal.
This important question, the determination of
which was to be the last exercise of their beloved
liberty, was solemnly discussed both in the general
court and, as was meet, by the inhabitants of the pro
vince at large
[1683,] and the general sentiment was
declared to be,
that it was better to die by other hands
than their own.&quot;
An earnest address to the king was
framed by the general court ; a corresponding one
w-as signed by the inhabitants
and the agents were
directed to present them or not, as they should think
;

;

&quot;

;

j

;

guage which, when compared

prevailed,
with the common tone

world, is apt to beget misapprehension ; and.
hence, a writer no less eminent than Chalmers has
fallen into the gross mistake of deriving a charge of
unusual immorality against the inhabitants of Massa
chusetts from the very circumstances tliat prove the
of

tile

Hutchinson, i. 319. 21. 310. 3-27. 330 331.331. Chalmcr--,
297. 409. From a report presci.lcd this year (16SO) to the
lords of trade, U appears tint Connecticut, then in llie fortyfourth year ol

its

settlement, contained twenty -one churches,

each of which had its minister a militia of 2500 men n very
few indented servants, ami thirty slaves. Holme?, i. 377.
;

J6

;

ted.

An

assembly of the general court having been held
for the purpose of electing deputies to pro-

&quot;1G82]

* Afler this manner the New England ministers were ac
It concerneth New En?customed to aiMrcss their hearers.
l-md always to remember that they are originally a plantation
Let merchants, and such
religious, hot a plantation of trada.

as are increasing cent per cent, remember this, lhat worldly
2ain was mil the end and design of the people of New Eng.
hind, but religion. And if any man among ns make religion
as twelve, and the world as thirteen, such an one hath nol the
a true New Englishman.&quot; Higginson s Election
spirit of

Sermon,

1663,

apud Belknap,

i.

69.

,

proper.

They were authorized to deliver up the titles of the
province of Maine, if by so doing they could preserve the
Every thing was venal lhat Charles the Second could ob
a pt;ce for. He sold his alliance to the king of France,
and the officers of government to his own ministers. From
the Memoirs of Sir William Temple, it appears that this emi
nent person was ohliged, in 1674, to decline the office of secre
tary of state from inability to advance 60001, which was the
price of it. Temple s Works (Dean Swift a edition, folio,)
*

tain

t

Hulchinnm,

450.

New

i.

333

Notwithstanding

335 337. Chalmers, 403. 439. 443.
the unpromising aspect of affairs in

England at this period, her population received frequent
additions from the emigration of English nonconformists.
Among a considerable body of those who about the year 1692
sought an asylum in Massachusetts was Ji.sias Franklin, tho
father of lhat distinguished philosopher and lx&amp;gt;iitician who in
the following century contributed so signally to effect the inde
pendence of the American states. See Franklin s Memoir?

of his

own

Life.

were finally in
charter; but otherwise not; and they
formed of the irrevocable determination of their consti
tuents (o adhere to the charter, and never to show
themselves unworthy of

lil-erty

by voluntarily disown

it.

ing

The communication of this magnanimous answer put
an end to the functions of the deputies; and a writ of
been issued forthwith against ihe
l/uo wurraiilo having

leave to retire from ihu spectacle
colony, they desired
of such proceedings, and were permitted to return to
Boston.
They were instantly followed by Randolph,
who had presented to the committee of plantations
articles of high crimes and misdemeanors against the
to carry the fjtal writ
colony, and was now selected

across the Atlantic.

The message was

perfectly suita

ble to the hand that conveyed it; and Randolph per
formed his office with a trimphant eagerness that added
insult to injury, and increased the detestation with
which he was universally regarded. The king at the
to induce the colonists
same time made a last

attempt

him the tedious formalities of legal process.
transmitted a declaration, that if before judgment
tl.T would make a full submission and entire resigna
tion to his pleasure, he would consider their interest as
well as his own service in composing the new charter,
and make no farther departure from the original consti
tution than should he necessary for the support of his
In order to enforce this suggestion, the
government.
colonists were apprised, that all the corporations in
England except the city of London, had surrendered
and copies of the proceed
to the king
their
to spare

He

privileges
against the

;

London were dispersed
that a con
through the province, that all might know
But the
test with his authority was utterly hopeless.
be moved from
people of Massachusetts were not to
their purpose by the threats of despotic power or the
example of general servility. They had acted veil, and
ings

had now

to

charter of

suffer well

;

and disdainfully refused

to

diminish the infamy of their oppressor by sharing it
with him.
The majority of the court of assistants,
overwhelmed by their calamities, voted an address of
submission to the king but the house of delegates,
animated with the general feeling of the people, and
the
supported by the approbation of the clergy, rejected
The
address, anil adhered to their former resolutions.
process of quo icarrunto was in consequence urged
forward with all the vigor that the formalities of law;

would admit. A requisition to the colony to make
but it was
appearance was promptly complied with
;

found that the legal period of appearance had elapsed
At length, in
before the requisition was tranamitted.
Trinity term of the following year, [1694,] judgment
was pronounced against the governor and company of
That their letters patent and the en
Massachusetts,
and in the year after,
rolment thereof be cancelled
[1685,] an official copy of this judgment was received
&quot;

;&quot;

by the secretary of the general court.
Thus the liberties of Massachusetts were overthrown
whose oppressions had
by the descendant of the princes
after being de
contributed to lay their foundations
fended by the children of the original settlers with the
same resolute unbending virtue that their fathers had
The venerable Bradexerted in establishing them.
;

who hail accompanied the first emigrants to
Massachusetts in 1630, was still alive, ai.d was go
vernor of the colony at the period of the subversion of
those institutions which he had contributed originaliy to
plant in the desert, ami had so long continued to adorn
and enjoy. Perhaps he now discerned the vanity of
those sentiments that had prompted so many of the
coevals whom he had survived, to lament their deaths
street,

us

H

Til K
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premature.

But

the

aged eyes that beheld

this

were not yet to
eclipse of New England s prosperity,
close till they had seen the return of hotter days.
That the proceedings of the king were in the highest
degree unjust and tyrannical, appears manifest beyond
1

decent denial; and that the legal adjudication by
his tyranny was never aninJled by the
English parliament, is a circumstance very little cre
The Ho.use of Commons,
ditable to English justice.
indeed, shortly after the Revolution, inflamed with in
at
the
of
the proceedings we have
first
recital
dignation
that those quo
seen, passed a resolution decliring
warrantos against the charters of New England were
but they were afterwards prevailed
illegal and void ;
with to depart from this resolution by the arguments of
all

which he masked

&quot;

Treby, Somers, and Holt, whose eminent faculties and
constitutional principles could not exempt ihem from
the influence of a superstitious prejudice, generated by
their professional habits, in favor of the aacrcdness of
legal formalities.

1
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new system, and that it deeply concerned both those
who introduced and those who were subjected to a sy&tern of this nature, to consider how far it was safe to
pursue it.
They added, that if the newly appointed

V.

Designs and Prnih of Charles the Second Goverr.ment of
Massachusetts under a irinponiry Commission from James
New E?T;md
i| Governor of
ilie Si-rond
Andro*
Sitlmiiifeion of Khodi! I^lsind -Hfolurc Effort lo preserve
(if
tin; Cluii UT
CmmiTtirul Oppressive Government of
Andro* Colnuiui polirv of the Ki. isr Sir Willium riiipps
:

ap|K&amp;gt;ii,r&amp;lt;

Indian

^ renewed

II&amp;lt;&amp;gt;*iiliti

[tie
h&amp;gt;

Jiitrtgnea of the

ple,

French

and the ancient
d Ill.odi- Island resume
Connecticut
svnh (lie
Willhtn ;md Mary proclaimed
ihuir Charura
French anil Indian- Sir WiDiani Phippa conquers Aradia
Ineffirctual Expedition rigtdn.st Quebec Impeachment of
AndruH by the Colony, discouraged by ihe i .ngli.-h MinNirri*
and d amioscu The King refuses to restore the
ancient Coii*iitniiiin ( .f Massachusetts Tenor nf the Ni-w
Inaurrtrciiun

Bn^itm

at

Aiidnw deposed

(iovernnuMt restored

meant to assume the government of the peo
though they would never give iist-ent to such pro
ceeding, they would nevertheless duuean themselves
aa loyal subjects, and
humbly make tht-ir at!dr:;sst s tu
God, and in due time to their prince for relief. Tl*e
was Mr. Dudley, wlvj
presidt-iiL mimed in the commission
fiad latrlv been one of the deputies of the province
England, and v\hosc conduct had justified m some degree
the jealousy with which the colonists ever regarded tlv
men whom they were conmclli c to intrust with the per
His patriotic virtue,
formance of that arduous duty.
without bring utterly dissolved, wds relaxed by the
oflitters

&amp;lt;i

War

t-.

i

i

Charter Sir William Phipp* Governor The New England
Witchcraft Death of rhipjw War with the French and
Indiana Lous nf Acadia Peare of Ryawick Moral uud
Stale of .New England.
p
&amp;gt;lilical

beams of

[1685.J So eager was Charles to complete the exe
cution of his long cherished designs on Massachusetts,
that in November, 1684, immediately after the judg
ment was pronounced, be began to make arrangements
for the new government of the colony.
Though not

|

royal influence.

Despairing of being abb.

1

to serve his country, he applitd himself with more suc
cess to cultivate his own interest at the English court

:

and in pursuing thi.H crooked policy, he would seem to
have been animated by the hope tba; the interest ol hi*
fellow-citizens might be more effectually promoted by
even a complaint had been urged against New Ply
his own advancement to office among them, than bv
mouth, he scrupled not to involve that settlement in the exclusion winch he would incur, in common with
the same fate
and as if he intended to consummate them, by a stricter adherence to the line of
integrity.
his tyranny by a measure that should teach the inhabi
Though he accepted the commission, and persuaded
tants of New England how dreadful the vengeance of those who were associated with him to imitate bis ex
a king could be, he selected for the execution of his
ample, he continued to show himself friendly to the
designs an individual, than whom it would not be easy rights of the people, and to those institutions whicii
in the whole records of human cruelty and wickedness
Not only was any immediate
they so highly regarded.
to point out a man who has excited to a greater degree alteration in tlie internal
arrangements of the coloii*
the abhorrence and indignation of bis fellow-creatures.
avoided, but the commissioners, in dtfcrenee to tinThe notorious Colonel A /Vtc, whose brutal and san public
feeling, transmitted a memorial to the English
guinary excesses have secured him an immortality of ministers stating that a well regulated assembly ot
infamy in the history of England, was appointed gover
the representatives of the people was extremely neces
nor of Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Maine, and
sary, and ought in their opinion to be established with
New Plymouth and it was determined that no assem out delay. This moderate conduct, however, gave lit
bly should be permitted to exist, but that the legisla
tle satisfaction to any of the parties whom they desired
tive and executive powers should be combined in a to
The people were indignant to behold a
please.
the
and
council
royal plea
governor
appointed during
system which was erected on the ruins of their liberty
sure.
This arbitrary policy waa approved by all the
promoted by their own fellow-citizens, and above all
ministers of Charles, excerit the Marquis of Halifax,
by the man whom they had lately appointed to resitwho espoused the cause o.f the colonists with a gene its introduction
among them; and nothing but the ap
rous zeal, and warmly Uut vainly urged that they were
prehensions of seeing him replaced by Kuke, whose
entitled to enjoy the same laws and institutions that massacres in
England excited tlie direst presage of th*were established in England.* Though Kirke had not fate of America,
prevented the strongest expression-?
yet committed the enormities by which he was destined of their displeasure.
The conduct of the commission
in the west of England, he had ers was no less
to. illustrate his name
unsatisfactory both to the abettors ot
already given such indications of his disposition in the
arbitrary government in England, and to the creatures
^ovcrnment of Tangier, that the tidings of Ins appoint of Uandolph within the province, who- were anxious
ment filled the inhabitants of the colony with hojror
pay court to. the king by prostrating beneath his power
and dismay.
But before Kirke s commission and in
Com
every obstacle to the execution of his will.
structions could be finally settled, the career of Charles
plaints were soon transmitted by these persons to the
and Kirkc was re
himself was interrupted by death
English ministers, charging the commissioners with
served to contribute by his atrocities in England to
conniving at former practices in opposition to the law*
s successor.
This
hatred
and
on
Charles
exile
bring
of trade, arid countenancing ancient principles in reli
successor, James the Second, from whose stern inflex
gion and government.
ible temper, and high toned opinions respecting govern
In addition to these causes of dissatisfaction with
ment, the most gloomy presages of tyranny had been the conduct of the commissioners, the king was now
drawn, was proclaimed in Boston with melancholy compelled to resume the prosecution of his plans by
pomp.
the imperfection of the temporary arrangement he hu-i
These presages were verified by the administration made. It was found that the acts of taxation were
of the new monarch.
s
to
the
Soon after lu accession
about to expire, and the commissioners being totally
throne, a commission was issued for the temporary devoid of
legislative authority, had no power to renew
of
New
Massachusetts,
government
Hampshire, Maine, them. They had employed this consideration to enforce
und New Plymouth* by a president and council se
their suggestion of a representative assembly ; but it
lected from among luc inhabitants o-f Massachusetts, determined the
king to enlarge the arbitrary authority of
whose powers were entirely executive and judicial, and his colonial officers, and at the same time to establish j
were to endure till the arrival of a permanent gover
permanent administration for New England. He had
nor. They were directed to allow
liberty of conscience consulted the crown lawyers respecting the extent of
to all, but to bestow peculiar
encouragement on the his poweis and they had given as their official opi
church of England
to determine all suits originating
that notwithstanding the forfeiture of the charter
nion,
within the colony, but to admit appeals from their sen
of Massachusetts, its inhabitants continued English
tences to the king in council
ami to defray the ex
a truth
subjects, invested with English liberties
penses pf their governiucnt by levying the taxes for
which, though it required little legal acuteness to di**
This
was
laid
before
the
commission
merly imposed,.
caver, seems to imply more honesty than we might be
the general court at Uoston, not as being any longer
prepared to expect from the persons selected by ibis
considered a body invested with political authority, but monarch from a bar which, in that
age, could supply
as being composed of individuals of the highest re
must
such instruments a.s Jeffries and Scroggs.
In answer recollect, however, that
spectability and influence i,n the province.
lawyers, though professionally
to the communication they had thus received, [1636,]
partial to the authority that actuates the system they
this assembly agreed unanimously to an address, in administer, cherish also in their
strong predilection for
which they declared that the inhabitants of Massachu those forms and
precedents that constitute their o\v:i
setts were deprived of the rights of freemen hy the influence
of their Science, a
and the
I

:

:

1

,
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;

&quot;

;

;

;&quot;

We

peculiar glory

*

couri .\ud the D,uk? of York renpuvitrated with
Charles on ihe impolicy of retaining in office a m^n who had
siurU
sen^inonu.
Bullion s Correspondence, in the
professed
*
KOA S History of James the SecouJ.
Even at
Appendix

prin

ciple that frequently protects liberty and befriends sub
But James was too much enamored
stantial justicQ.*

The French

*
Many remarkable rnstances iDufir&uve of ihis remark will
occur to all who are acquainted with the history of English
Mr.
a
rehilivc
to
Eox,
jurisprudence and ii is this which given 10 the English slat?
early period,&quot; says
question
North American liberty, and even to North Anglican taxation, mala, even in ihe worst of times, an interest which ihe atai?
was considered as the te*t of principle* friendly or adverse to prosecutions of no other country possess. Not the leaaisignul
instance of this principle was displayed by Chief Justico
arbitrary power at,Uouie.&quot;
i

I

U&amp;gt;

(In.-

&quot;
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NORTH AMERICA.
of arbitrary power, to be deterred from the indulgence
of it by any obstacle inferior to invincible necessity
and accordingly, without paying the slightest regard to
an opinion supported only by the pens of lawyers, he

;

and committed the most tyrannical violence and oppres
sive exactions.*
It was the
purpose of James to consolidate tin
strength of all the colonies in one united government
and Rhode Island and Connecticut were now to expe
riencc that their destiny was involved in the fate o
Massachusetts.
The inhabitants of Rhode Island, on
learning the accession of the king, immediately trans
milted an address congratulatory of that event, acknow

the execution of tyrannical
designs, advised the Eng
lish minister to
prosecute the quo ica.rra.nto to a judicial
issue
assuring them that the government of Connec
;

would never consent to do, nor
acknowledge that
complete tyranny
they had done what was equivalent to an express sur
.1render of the rights of the people.
It was matter of
England, by combining the whole legislative and
tive authority of government in the persons of a ;;iregret to the ministers and crown lawyers of a later
vernor and council to be named by himself.
Kirke had
But
age, that this politic suggestion was not adopted.
been found too useful as an instrument of terror in
the king was too
eager to snatch the boon that seemed
England, to be spared to America. But Sir Edmund ledging themselves his loyal subjects, and begging bis within his reach, to wait the tedious formalities of the
Andros, who had signalized his devotion to arbitrary protection of their chartered rights.
Yet the hmniliti law and no further proceedings ensued on the qu }
power in the government of New Yoik, was now ap of their supplications could not protect them from the icarranto. In conformity with his orders, Andros
and
vice-admiral
of
Massachu
effects
of
the plans he had resolved to adopt in the marched at the head of a body of troops to Hartford,
pointed captain-general
setts, New Hampshire, Maine. New Plymouth, and
government of New England. Articles of high misde the seat of the provincial government, where he de
certain dependent territories, during the pleasure of the meanor were exhibited
against them before the lord? manded that the charter should be delivered into his
He was empowered, with consent of a council of the committee of colonies, charging them will] hands. The people had been extremely desirous to
king.
to be appointed by the crown, to make ordinances lor breaches of their charter, and with
opposition to tht preserve at least the document of rights, which the re
the colonies, not inconsistent with the laws of England, acts of
and before the close of the year turn of hotter times might enable them to assert with
navigation
and which were to
submitted to the king lor his 1685, they received notice of tiie commencement ol effect.
The charter was laid on the table of the assem
a process of quo irarnntlo
With Ijly, and the leading persons of the colony addressed
approbation or dissent, and to impose taxes for the sup
against their patent.
was
of
mcnt.
directed
to
lie
port
goven
govern the out besitaiion they resolved that they would not stand Andros at considerable length, relating the exertions
people, according to the tenor of his comniii-sion, of a suit with the king, and passed an act, in full assembly, that had been made, and the hardships that had been
of
instructions
wi
letter
h
which
lie was at the
separate
formally surrendering the charter and all the powers it incurred, in order to found the institutions which he
same time furnished, and of the laws which were then contained
By a fresh address they
humbly pros was come to destroy entreating him yet to spare them,
in forccor might be afterwards enacted.
The governor trated themselves, their privileges, their all. al the gra
at least to leave the
people in possession of the
and council were also const:tn l(d a conrt of record
cious feet of his majesty, with an entire resolution to aatent, as a testimonial of the favor and happiness they
and front their decisions an appial lay to the. kitig in serve him with faithful heart?.&quot; These servile ex
lad formerly enjoyed.
The debate was earnest, but
The greater part of ;lie instructions that were pressions dishonored, but did not avail them and the orderly, and protracted to a late hour in the evening.
council.
given to Andros ore of a natrre that would do honor to king, judging all forms of law superfluous, yrccf ctlcd As the day declined, lights were introduced into the
the patriotism of the king, if the praise of that virtue without
ceremony, to impose the subjugation which ull, atid it was gradually surrounded by a considerable
were due to a barren dc-irc to pron.ote the welfare of the people sought to evade by deserving it. His eager
)ody of the bravest and most determined men in the
the people, accompanied v. nh the most effectual exer
province, prepared to defend their representatives
ness, however, to accomplish his object with rapidity,
tions to strip them of every security by which their wel
though it probably inflicted a salutary disappointment against the violence of Andros and his armed followers.
fare might be guarded.
Andros was instructed to pro on the people at the time, proved ultimately highly \t length, finding that their arguments were ineffectual,
mote no persons to ollices of trust but those of the best beneficial to their political interests, by
a measure that seems to have been previously concerted
preserving their
estates and characters, and to displace none w ithout suf
.-barter from a
and we shall find that )y the inhabitants, was coolly, resolutely, and successlegal dissolution
to continue ihc former laws of the coun
ficient cause
The lights were extinguished as if by
this benefit, which, with
adopted.
equal improvid ence, was ex
accident
and Captain Wadsworth laying hold of the
tended to the people of Connecticut, was sensibly ex
try, so far ae they were not inconsistent wilh his com
mission or instructions
to dispose of the crown lands
charter, disappeared with it before they could be rekin
In con
perienced at the era of the British revolution.
to take away or to harm no
at moderate qnit rents
sequence of the last address that had been transmitted dled. He conveyed it securely through the crowd,
nun s life, member, freehold, or goods, but by esta by Rhode Island, Andros had been charged to extend who opened to let him pass, and closed their ranks as
blished laws of the country, not
repugnant to those of his government to this province also and in the same le proceeded, and deposited it in the hollow of a veneto discipline and arm llie inhabitants for month that witnessed his arrival at
the realm
able elm tree, which retained the precious deposit till
Boston, he pro
the defence of the country, but not to impede their ne
he era of the English revolution, and was long re
ceeded to Rhode Island, where he dissolved the go
cessary affairs 10 encourage freedom of commerce bv vernment, broke its seal, and, admitting five of the. garded with veneration by the people, as the contemto hinder the excessive severity
inhabitants into his legislative council, assumed the
restraining ingrossers
orary and associate of a transaction so interesting to
neir liberties.
of masters to their servants, and to punish with death administration of all the functions of
Andros finding all his efforts ineffecgovernment.
ual to recover the charter, or ascertain the person by
the slayers of Indians or negroes
to allow no printing
Connecticut had also transmitted an address to the
vhom it had been secreted, contented himself with
and to give universal toleration in re
press to exist
king on his accession, and vainly solicited the preser
and asAt the same time when the
ligion, but special cnco irasrcment to the church of vation of her privileges.
cclaring the ancient government dissolved
uming the administration into his own hands, he creEngland.
Except the restraint of printing, there is articles of misdemeanor were exhibited against Rhode
two
tcd
of
the
inhabitants
none of these instructions that breathes a spirit of des
members
of his
Island, a similar proceeding was adopted against the
principal
and yet the whole system was silently per governor and
cneral legislative council.
potism
company of Connecticut, who were
vaded by that spirit
for as there were no securities
Having thus united the whole of New England uncharged with making laws contrary to those of Eng
cr one administration, Andros proceeded, with the asof extorting unreasonable fines
of enforcing an
provided for the enforcement of the king s benevolent land
istauce of his grand legislative council selected from
oath of fidelity to their own corporation, in opposition
directions, so there were no checks established to re
le inhabitants of the several provinces, to enact laws
strain the abuse of the powers with which the
of intolerance in religion
governor to the oath of allegiance
nd regulations calculated to fortify his government,
was intrusted. The. king was willing that his subjects and of denial of justice. These charges, which were
nd to effectuate the changes which he deemed necesshould be happy, but not that they should be free or supposed to infer a forfeiture of the charter, were reAn act reviving the former taxahappy independently of himself and this association of mittcd to Sawyer, the attorney-general, with directions sary to its security.
a desire to promote human welfare, with an
enmity to to issue a writ of quo u-arrznto against the colony, lion was obtained from the council and yet, even this
the means most likely to secure it,
The writ was issued, and Randolph, the general enemy necessary proceeding was obstructed by the reluctance
suggests the expla
nation, perhaps the apology, of an error to which king s and accuser of the free, offered his services to carry it with which these persons, though selected by himself,
are inveterately liable. Trained in habits of
The governor and the assembly consented to become the instruments of riveting the
indulgence across the Atlantic.
of their will, and in sentiments of
The only farther opposition
respect for its force of Connecticut had for some time beheld the storm shackles of their country.
and efficacy, they come to consider it as what not only approaching, and knowing that
which he experienced, proceeded from the inhabitants
courage alone was
and feel no less vain, and resistance impracticable, they endeavored, of the county of Essex, who, insisting that they were
ought to be. but must be irresistible
secure of ability to make men happy without their own with considerable address, to elude what
freemen, refused to appropriate the assessments of a
they were un
After delaying as long as possible to taxation which they considered unlawfully imposed.
concurrence, than of a right o balk the natural desire able to repel.
of mankind to commit their happiness to the
keeping make any signification of their intentions, the arrival of But their opposition was easily suppressed, and many
ol their own
The possession of Sir Edmund Andros at Boston, and his proceedings in of them severely punished. Andros very quickly found
courage and wisdom.
absolute power renders self-denial the highest effort of Rhode Island, seem to have convinced them that the that the revenues of the ancient government would.be
Tirtue
and the absolute monarch who should demon
measures of the king were to be vigorously pursued, insufficient to support the expenses of his more costly
strate a just regard to the
administration
and while he notified this defalcation
rights of his fellow creatures, and that they could not hope to be allowed to delibe
a dewould deserve to be honored as one of the most mag rate any
[1687.] They wrote, accordingly, to to the king, he intimated, at the same time, with
longer.
nanimous of human beings. Furnished with the in the
to be noticed,
secretary of state, expressing their strong desire to gree of humanity that at least deserves
structions which we have seen for the
but that the country was so much impoverished by the
mitigation of his be permitted to retain their present constitution
arbitrary power, and attended with a few companies of requesting, if it were the royal purpose to dispose effects of the Indian war and recent losses at sea and
soldiers for its enforcement, Andros arrived at Boston
otherwise, of them, that they might be annexed to Mas- scanty harvests, that an increase of taxation could with
and presenting himself as the substitute for the dreaded sachusetts, and share the fortunes of a
But the king had exhausted his
be borne.
people who difficulty
and detested Kirke, and commencing his administration were their former
in the letter of instructions, and returned
correspondents and confederates, and humanity
with many gracious expressions of
good will, he was whose principles and manners they understood and peremptory orders to raise the taxes to a level with
at first received more favorably than
might have been approved. This was construed by the British govern the charges of administration ; and Andros from this
expected. But his popularity was short lived. Instead ment into a surrender of the colonial privileges, and moment, either stifling his humanity, or discarding his
of conforming to the instructions, he
copied and even Andros was commanded to annex this province also to superfluous respect to the moderation of the king, proexceeded the arbitrary rule of hi* master in England. bis
cecded to exercise his power with a rigor and injustice
jurisdiction.
Randolph, who seems to have been
The
that rendered his government universally odious.
qualified not less by genius than inclination to promote
and
Jeffries hiiiHeir, who, after lie hail trampled on the
plainest
weight of taxation was oppressively augmented,
and
in
order
to
principles
ju/ticc
equity
procure the con
all the fees of office screwed up to an enormous height.
*
viction of a tlbjeilUng minister, suffered himself to be deterred
353 J55. Chalmers, 419 421. During the
Hutr.liinson,
The ceremonial of marriage was altered, and the cele
from passing sentence in conformity with the verdict, by a administration of
Andros, a new threat seaal was appointed for
technical objec.ion which is almost unintelHnble.
bration of that rite, which had been hitherto exercised
New England, with the motto Nunauam libertas
Case
li
pratoir extat.
Rosen-ell.
Howel n Stale Trials, vol. x. p. 147.
463.
Chalmers,
by the magistrates, was confined to the ministers c
determined
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the church of England, of whom there was only one in
Tho fasts and thanksthe province of Massachusetts.
churches were
givings appointed by the congregational

j

j

who gave no
such matters belonged en

He declared repeatedly in
tirely to the civil power.
council that the people would find themselves mistaken
of Englishmen
if they
supposed that the privileges
would follow them to the end of the world, and that
the only difference between their condition and that of
It
slaves, was that they were neither bought nor sold.
was declared unlawful for the colonists to assemble in

;

j

king, indeed, had

whom

pursued a seafaring life, and attained the station of
captain of a merchant vessel.
Having met with an
account of the wreck of a Spanish ship, loaded with
_reat treasures, near the Bahama islands, about fifty
years before, he conceived a plan of extricating the
i)uried treasure from the bowels of the deep
and,
transporting himself to England, he stated his scheme
o plausibly that the king was struck vvi.n it, and in
1683 sent him out with a vessel to make the attempt.
It proved unsuccessful
and all his urgency conld not
But
induce the king to engage in a repetition of it.
the Duke of Albcrmarlc, resuming the design, equipped
a vessel for the purpose, and gave the command of it

now encouraged

he governed as a
to consider the people
society of felons or rebels ; for he transmitted to him
directions to grant his majesty s most gracious

;

express

pardon to as

of the people as should apply for it.
meanness to ask for a grace that

many

But none had

the

a native of the province, and, not

mere vigor of his mind to a conspicuous rank,*and
gained a high reputation for spirit, skill, and success.
He kept sheep in his native province till he was eighteen
years of age, and was afterwards apprenticed to a ship
When he was freed from his indentures, he
carpenter.

;

The

was himself

withstanding a mean education and the depression of
the humblest circumstances, had raised himself by the

the punish
to complete the dis

and writs of intrusion were
defective titles to land
issued against those who refused to apply for such
the
enormous
fees that were charged
patents and to pay
them.

from Massachusetts, a new commission had been
New York and New Jer occasions, by the insidious artifices of the French, whose
unprincipled suppleness of character and demeanor
sey to his government, and appointing Francis Nichol
Andros effectuated this annexation always been inuc.h more acceptable to the Indians in
son his lieutenant.
wilh his usual promptitude
and, having appointed their native condition, than the grave unbending spirit
of the English, and has found it r isicr to cultivate and
Nicholson deputy-governor at New York, he admini
stered the whole of his vast dominion with a vigor that employ than to check or eradicate the
treachery and
rendered him formidable to the French, but, unhappily, ferocity of their I::dian neighbors.
J i.e
English sc-tto
whom
the
tlers
odious
offered
still more formidable and
to the Indians terms of accommodation,
people
which at first they secmrd
he governed.
but tin?
willing to accept
Sir William Phipps, who had employed his influence encouragements of their French allies soon
prevail) ,!
with them lo reject all
with the king in behalf of the deputation from Massa
ovcrlr.rcs, and thur
directed to Andros, annexing

chusetts,

own dependents from

Andros

;

The only act of the king that
only the guilty.
was favorably regarded by the inhabitants of the colony,
was his declaration of indulgence, which excited so
suited

even among the pro- to Phipps, who now realizing the expectations he had
benefit.
Notwith formed, succeeded in raising specie to the value of at
least SOO.OOfU. from the bottom of the ocean.
Of this
standing the intolerance that has been imputed to New
he obtained a portion sufficient to make his
England, this declaration produced general satisfaction treasure,
with a still larger meed of general considera
there, though there were not wanting some who had fortune,
discernment enough to perceive that the sole object of tion and applause. The king was exhorted by some of
ins courtiers to confiscate the whole of the
the king was the gradual rc-introdnction of popery.
specie thus
After many ineffectual remonstrances against his recovered, on pretence that a fair representation of the
had
not
been
made
to
him
but
he
declared
oppressive proceedings had been made by the colonists project
that the representation had been perfectly fair, and that
to Andjos himself, two deputies, one of whom was In
crease Mather, the most eminent divine and most popu
nothing but his own misgivings, and the evil advice and
mean suspicions of these courtiers themselves, had de
lar minister in Massachusetts, were sent over to Eng
him of the treasure that this honest man had
land, [16S8,] to submit the grievances of the colony to prived
He conceived a high regard
labored to procure him.
the humane consideration of the king.
Randolph, who
was revelling in the profits of the office of post-master- for Phipps, and conferred the rank of knighthood upon
him.
Sir William employed his influence at court for
general of New England, with which his servility had
been rewarded, labored to defeat the success of the the benefit of his country and his patriotism seems not
to have harmed him in the opinion of the king.
Find
deputation by writing to the English ministy that Ma
ther was a seditious and profligate incendiary, and that ing that he could not prevail to obtain the restoration
he
of
the
charter
solicited
and
received
the
his object was to pave the way to the overthrow of
privileges,
Yet the requests of the colonists appointment of high sheriil of New England in the
regal government.
were extremely moderate. Whatever they might de
hope that by remedying the abuses that were commit
ted in the irnpannellmg of juries, he might create a bar
sire, all that they demanded was that their freeholds
rier against the tyranny of Andros.
But the governor
might be respected, and that a colonial assembly might
be established for the purpose, at least, of adjusting and his creatures, incensed at this interference, made
The first of these points was conceded an attempt to have him assassinated, and soon compel
their taxation.
led him to quit the province and take shelter in Eng
by the king but as to the other, he. was inexorable.
When Sir William Phipps, who had gained his csleem land. James, shortly before his own abdication, among
he made to conciliate his subjects,
by his spirit and gallantry, pressed him to grant the the other attempts
colonists an assembly, he replied,
Any thing but that, ottered Phipps the government of New England bul,
for
h:s
and even the opinion of Powis, the happily
Sir William
pretensions to an office he so well
deserved, he refused to accept it from a falling tyrant,
attorney-general, to whom the application of the depu
ties had been submitted, and who reported in favor of and under a system which, instead of seeking any
no change in his determination. James longer to mitigate, he hoped speedily to see dissolved.
it, produced
The dissatisfactions of the people of New England
had now matured and extended his system of colonial
He had determined to reduce all the Ame continued meanwhile to increase to. such a height, that
policy.
rican governments, as well those which were denomi
every act of the government was viewed through the
medium of a strong dislike. In order to discredit the
nated proprietary as others, to an immediate depend
ence on the crown, for the double purpose of effacing ancient administration. Andros and Randolph had

much

dissatisfaction in Britain,

dissenters

tcstant

who shared

its

;

;

;

;

&quot;

;

;&quot;

the examples that might diminish the resignation of the
people of
England, and of combining the force of
all the colonies from the banks of the Delaware to the

New

shores of Nova Scotia, into a compact body that might
be capable of presenting a barrier to the formidable
encroachments of Franco.
A general aversion to

Dryden, whose servile muse faithfully re-echoed the sentiinentd of the coim, thus expresses himself ia a theatrical pro
logue written in the year 1G:?G
*

Sinr.e faction ebbs, anil rojues grow out of fashion,
Their penny scribes take care to mfurm the nation

How

well

liberal institutions,

How

poses

And Carolina

Pennsylvania s air agrees with quakers,
s with associates
e en too good tor madmen und for traitors.

;

no doubt, concurred with these pur
and the panegyrics that resounded from his

Both
1

The

of the proprietors of estates in New
England depended upon conveyances executed by the Indiana
but Andros declared that Indian deed* were no better than
the scratch of a bear s paw.&quot;
B&amp;lt;elknap, i. 233.
*

titles

of

graced by the furious hostilities of the Indians on the
eastern frontiers of New
England. The movements
of these savages were excited on this, as on former

;

content that such proceedings excited, he took occa
sion to question the validity of individual titles to land,
declaring that the rights acquired under the sanction of
the ancient government were tainted with its vices and
must share its fate.* New grants or patents from the
governor were declared to be requisite to mend the

for

;

them by gentleness and equity.* But
theory and- their policy were alike dis

ability to rule
this year their

;

&quot;

if

labored to propagate the opinion that the Indians had
hitherto been treated with a
cruelty and injustice, to
which all the hostilities with these
savages ought rea
and had vaunted their own
sonably to be imputed

ha.&amp;lt;-

boast in his letters that the rulers of New England
were as arbitrary as the great Turk.&quot; While An
dros mocked the people with the semblance of trial by
jury, he easily contrived, by the well-known practice
of packing juries, to convict and wreak his vengeance
on every person who offended him, as well as to screen

And, as

and, shortly before the arrival of the deputa

;

tion

|

;

ment they deserved.

Britian on the happiness that was
oppressed subjects
reported to be enjoyed in America, contributed, at this
period, in no slight degree to whet his dislike to Ame
rican institutions.*
With a view to the accomplish
ment of tins design, he had in the preceding year comof
mantled writs
quo irarranto to be issued for the pur
pose of cancelling all the patents that still remained
in force

one to quit the province
public meetings, or for any
without a passport from the governor and Randolph,
now at the summit of his wishes, was not ashamed to

the enormities of his

HISTORY OF

E
in

the governor,

arbitrarily suppressed by
tice that the regulation of

II

men

thrive in this or that plantation

:

;

many

;

Truth

is,

our land with saints

is

so run o er,

And every age produce? such a store.
That now there s need of two New England*

more.&quot;

friendly
native ferocity
prompted them to signalize this dcc!r.ition by a series of
unprovoked and unexpected massa
cres.
Andros published a proclamation requiring that
the murderers should be delivered
up to him but the
Indians treated him and his
proclamation with con
;

In the depth of winter he found himself obli
and though he succeeded
occupying and fortifying positions which enabled him
to curb their insolence, he made little or no
impression
on their numerical strength, and lost a
great many of
his own men in vain
to
follow
them
into thruattempts
fastnesses, in the most rigorous season of the rrjr.
So strong and so undiscrimiuating was the dislike he
had excited among the people of New England, that
this expedition was unjustly ascribed to a wish to tltstroy the troops, whom he conducted, by cold ar.;l
famine.
tempt.

ged

to

march against them

;

in

At

length the smothered rage of the people bur.- ,
In the following spring [1689,] some
vague
intelligence was received, by way of Virginia, of theof
the
of
proceedings
prince
Orange in England. Tho
old magistrates and leading men of the colony ardently
forth.

wished and secretly prayed that success might attcnj
but they determined in so great a cause to co:nmit nothing unnecessarily to hazard, and
quietly
await an evuit which they supposed that no movement
of theirs could cither accelerate or retard.
But New

him

;

\&amp;gt;

England was destined to effect, by her own efforts, IK r
own liberation and the inhabitants of Massachusetts
were now to exercise the brave privilege which nearly
a century after, and in a conflict still more arduous,
their children again were ready to assert, of
being the
;

first to resist

oppression, and showing their countrymen

The cautious policy and
independence.
prudential dissuasions from violence that were cmployed by the older inhabitants of the province, were
utterly disregarded by the great body of the people.
Stung with the recollection of past injuries, their impa
tience, on the first prospect of relief, could not be re
strained.
All at once, and apparently without any
pre
concerted plan, an insurrection broke forth in the town
the

to

way

of Boston

;

the

drums beat

to arms, the people flocked

and in a few hours the revolt became so
universal, and the energy of the people so overpowering, that all thoughts of resisting their purpose wero
abandoned by the government. The scruples of the
more wealthy and cautious inhabitants were completely
overcame by the obvious necessity of interfering to
culm and regulate the fervor of the populace. Andros
and about filty of the most obnoxious characters were
seized and imprisoned.
On the first intelligence of
the tumult, Andros had sent a party of soldiers to
ap
a measure that served only
prehend Mr. Bradstreet
together

;

;

to suggest lo the people who their leader
ought to be,
and to anticipate the unanimous choice by which this
venerable man was reinstated in the office he had held

when

his country

was deprived of her

now bending under

liberties.

Though

weight of ninety years, his in
tellectual powers seemed to have
undergone but little
abatement he retained (says Cotton Mather) a vigor
and wisdom that would have recommended a younger
the

:

man

to the government of a
As tho
greater colony.
tidings of the revolt spread through the province, tho
people eagerly flew to arms, and hurried to Boston to

co-operate wilh their countrymen in the cause which
they found already crowned with complete success.
To the assembled crowds a declaration was read from
the balcony of the Court House, enumerating the
* It appears that Randolph cultivated the good opinion of
William I eiin, by writing to him in this strain, as well as by
condemning the former persecution of the quakers in Mas
sachusetts. Hutcliinson, 364. Chalmer-, 423, 424.

\

NORTH AMERICA.
and tracing the whole to the
grievances of the colony,
committee of
of the charter.
tyrannical abrogation
and an as
safety was appointed by general consent
sembly of representatives being convened soon after,
this body, by an unanimous vote, and with the hearty
concurrence of the whole province, declared their anrecient charter and its constitutions to be resumed
who
appointed Bradstreet and all the other magistrates
and directed these
had been in otfice in the year 1686
persons in all things to conform to the provisions of
the charter,
that this method of government may be
found among us when order shall come from the higher
powers in England.
They declared thai Andros and
the counsellors who had been imprisoned along with
hiiu were detained in custody to abide the directions
that might be received concerning them from I. is high
ness the Prince of Orange and the English parliament.
What would be the extent of the revolution that was
in progress in the parent state, and to what settlement
of affairs it would finally conduct, was yet wholly un

A

;

;

[

&quot;

lowed by the other provinces of

New

England.

|

I

fol

When

from the
knowledge a governor
half of the colonies was now reduced
\vlv&amp;gt;

of one

to the situation

Their charter reappeared from
jail.
its concealment
and the chartered trovernment. which
hud never been either expresslv surrendered or legally

of a delinquent in
:

instantly resumed with universal satis
people of Rhode Island had never been
required to give up the charter whose privileges they
and they
had so solemnly and formnllv surrendered
now scrupled not to declare that it was still in force,
could
the
and to remove as well as they
only obstruc
tion to this plea, by repealing the act of surrender.
New Plymouth, in like manner, resumed instanta
In New
neously its ancient for;u of government
Hampshire, a general convention of the inhabitants
was called, and the resolution adopted, of re-annexing
In conformity with
the province to Massachusetts.
this resolution, deputies were elected to represent them
but King William
in tl.e general court at Boston
and
refused to comply with the wishes of the people,
r
faction.

The

mm

;

;

T

after appointed a separate governor for New
Hampshire.
Although the people of Massachusetts had at first
intimated very plainly their purpose to revive by their

some time

depredations originated in Canada and Acadia, the
general court of Massachusetts prepared during the
winter an expedition against both Port Hoyal and
Quebec. The command of it was intrusted to Sir
William Phipps, who, on the dissolution of the late arbitrary government, had come to New England in the
hope of being able ro render some service to his countrymen.
Eight smali vessels, with seven or eight hun
dred men, sailed under his command in the following
spring, and, almost without opposition, took possession
of Port Royal and of the whole province of Acadia ;
and, within a month after its departure, the fleet re
turned loaded with plunder enough to defray the whole
But the Count Frontiguac,
expense of the expedition.
the governor of Canada, retorted bv severe and bloody
attacks on the more remote of the colonial settlements
and, animating the hostilities of his Indian allies, kept
the frontiers in a state of incessant alarm by their con
tinued incursions.
Letters had been written bv the
general court to King William, urging the importance
of the conquest of Canada, and soliciting his aid to
wards that attempt
but he was too much occupied in
Europe to extend his exertions to America, and the
general court determined to prosecute the expedition
without his assistance.
New ^ ork and Connecticut
who should march by
engaged to furnish a body of
the way of Lake Champlain to the attac ; of Montreal,
while the troops of Massachusetts should proceed by
sea to Quebec.
The fleet destined for this expedition
consisted of nearly forty vessels, the largest of which
carried forty-four guns, and the number of troops on
board amounted to two thousand.
The command of
this considerable armament was confided to Sir Wil
liam Phipps, who, in the conduc! of it, demonstrated
his usual courage, and every qualification except that
military experience, without which, in warfaie waged
on so large a scale with a civilized enemy, alll the
others will prove unavailing. The troops of Connecticut
1
1_
...j
,
L
j r_
.!
and New York, retarded by defective arrangements,
and disappointed of the assistance of the friendly Indians
who had engaged to furnish them with canoes for cross

:

authorities in Canada, the conquest of this province beto be considered
by the people of
England

1

_

1.&quot;

&amp;gt;

_

_

_

New

gan

In the
indispensable to their safety and tranquillity.
hope of prevailing v.ith the king to sanction and em
brace this enterprise, as well as for the
purpose of aiding the other deputies in the no less interesting appli
cation for the restoration of the colonial charter, Sir
William Pliipps, soon after his return from Quebec, by
desire of his countrymen proceeded to
England.*
[1091.] In the discharge of the duties of their mission,

!

|

have employed every

the deputies appear to

effort that

patriotic zeal could prompt, and honorable policy could
admit, to obtain satisfaction to their constituents in the
punishment of their oppressors, and the restitution of

!

I

their charter.
But in both these objects their endeavors were unsuccessful
and the failure (whether justly
or not) was generally ascribed to the
unbending integrity with which Mather and Phipps rejected every art
and intrigue that seemed inconsistent with the honor of
their country.
It was soon discovered that the
king
and his minister were extremely averse to an inquiry
into the conduct of Andios and Randolph, and not less
so to the restitution of the anritnt charter of the colonv.
The proceedings of the British court on this occasion
present a confused and disgusting picture of intriguo
and duplicity.
The deputies were beset by pretended
counsellors a,;J partizans, some perhaps indiscreet, and

1

;

,

1

1

;

was

dissolved,

;

;

the tidings of the revolution at I3o?ton reached Con
necticut, the inhabitants determined no longer to ac

command

attended with a degree of success and
barbarity that
diffused general terror
and the colonists were
expect
ing in this quarter to be driven from their settlements,
when, all at once, these savages, of their own accord,
proposed a peace of six months, which was accepted
by the government with great willingness and devout
As it was perfectly ascertained that the
gratitude.
hostile proceedings of these
savages were continually
fostered by the intrigues, and rendered the more formidablc by the assistance and instructions of the French

;

!

;

known in the colonies.
The example of Massachusetts was immediately
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In concert
long to another portion of this history.
with them, various attacks were made by considerable
bodies of the Indians in the conclusion of this year on
the settlements and forts in New Hampshire and
Maine and in several instances being crowned with
success, they were productive of the most horrid exIremities of savage cruelty.
Fullv aware that these

j

1

!

|

some no doubt

insincere.

They were persuaded, bv

certain of their advisers, to present to the privy council
the charges against Andros unsigned, and assured by

had cut ike throat of their
When they attended to present their charges,
country.
they were anticipated by Andros and Randolph, who
came prepared with a charge against the colony for
rebellion against lawful authority, an ! the imprisonment
Sir John Somers, the
of their legitimate governor.
others, that in so doing they

|

\

;

|

_

;

counsel for the deputies consented that they should
abandon the situation of accusers and stand on the de
ing the rivers they had to pass, were compelled to retire fensive, and he tended the unsigned charges as an
own act their ancient charter, the cool consideration without attacking Montreal, and the whole force of answer to the accusations of Andros and Randolph.
that succeeded the ferment during which this purpose Canada was thus concentrated to resist the attack of The council demurred to the reception of a plea pre
His armament arrived before Quebec so late sented in the name of a whole people, and required
had been entertained, convinced them that it was ne
Phipps.
in the season, that only a coup de mam could have that some individuals should appear and make the plea
cessary to forego it, and that the restoration of a charter
but by unskilful delay, their own.
said the Lord President,
AVho was
to formally vacated by the existing authorities of the enabled him to carry the place
the time for such an attempt was suffered to pass un
that imprisoned Sir Edmund and the rest
you say
parent state could proceed only from the crown or le
worsted
in
various
se
and
that
it was the country,
they rose as one man. But
Hearing of the convention of improved. The English were
gislature of England.
make
a
us
at
to
Let
see
the
who
will
vere
and
make
that is nobody.
encounters,
estates that had been convoked by the Prince of Orange
persons
length
compelled
The deputies thereupon offered to
and the fleet, after sustaining con
it their own case/
in England, the provincial government of Massachu
precipitate retreat
setts called together a similar convention of the counties siderable loss in the voyage homeward, returned to sign the charges, and to undertake individually evenBut
and towns of the province and it was the opinion of Boston. Such was the unfortunate conclusion of an responsibility for the acts of their countrymen.
thev were deterred from this proceeding by the remon
the majority of this assembly that the charter could not expedition which had involved the colony in an enor
mous expense, and cost the lives of at least a thousand strances of Sir John Somers, who insisted (for no in
be resumed.
Intelligence having arrived of the settle
ment of England and the investiture of William and men. The French had so strongly apprehended that telligible purpose) on persisting in the course in which
not to ascribe they had begun. Some of the councillors too, protested
Mary with the crown, they were proclaimed in the co it would be successful, that they scrupled
its failure to the immediate interposition of Heaven, in
against the injustice and chicanery of encountering
lony with extraordinary solemnity and universal satis
and
of
the enemy,
depriving the complaint of a whole country with objections of
faction.
A letter was soon after addressed by the new confounding the devices
la not it plain,&quot; thev
them of common sense and, under this impression such a technical description.
sovereigns, To the Colony of Massachusetts, express
that the revolution in Massachusetts was car
the people of Quebec established an annual procession urged,
ing the royal allowance and approbation of the late pro
It is, how
ried on exactly in the same manner as the revolution
in commemorjtion of their deliverance.
ceedings of the people, and authorising the present
soiv.ed and imprisoned Chancellor
a strong proof of the good conduct of Phipps, that in England
magistrates to continue the administration of the public ever,
wh ) secured rlie garrison of Hull 1 These
a result so disastrous exposed him to no bl.ime, and Jelirics 1
affairs, till their majesties, with the advice of the privy
were the acts of the people, and not of private indiviin no degree of the favor of h s country
council, should settle them on a basis that would be deprived him
An men. And yet the disappointment, and the effects that daals.&quot; This difference of opinion on a point of form
satisfactory to all their subjects in the colony.
order was transmitted, at the same time, to send Andros resulted from it, were remarkably severe. The general setims to have hern the object which the ministry had
393 104. Governor
and the other prisoners to England, that they might court of Massachusetts had not even anticipated the
Naal, ii. 440170. lluu hinaon,
i!ie Kive Indian Nations of Canada, i.
answer the charges preferred against them. Additional possibility of miscarriage, and had expected to derive, Colden s History
Cojlen erro!.only supposes the expedition agaiuat
135.
the
same
reimburse
of
the
the success
expedition,
deputies were chosen by the colony to join Mr. Mather, from
Quebec lu have lake, pli-.ce in lite following year.
who still continued in England, and, in concurrence ment of its expenses, of which their former enterprise
r Philosophic oU ervei-a have been bU iKk with surprise at
the
tii-; contrast between tlrThe
l.iiisuajje ami the conduct (if the
been
had
with him, to substantiate the charges against Andros,
returning army, finding
productive.
L.iclish Whigs i: the llev-, Union of I63.M. Their conduct in
claims,
to
ttwir
government
restoration
satisfy
totally unprepared
and, above all, to endeavor to procure the
great c!mn!. e was liberal ami niunly. Their
,:llei-li.ig the
were on the point of mutinying for their pay and it
of the charter.
ii.gnase, confacted d,ni prejujicail, seamed intended to veil
But before the colonists were able to ascertain if was found necessary to issue bills of credit, which the :lie utrUicity of their iToceedings fn.ui the grossncas of pub.
Tile ,ic view. Tlioy asserted indefeasible hereditary right with
this favorite object was to be promoted by the English soldiers consented to accept in place of money.
* inliiled it wuh [heir bands
and retheir unique*, while they
a very depressed and siiflerin.; e isicled the ec-Kieinenl of the crown in the very words of that
revolution, they felt the evil effects of that great event, colony was now in
so deliberately set aside
state.
in
n the consequences of the war that had already brok
Endeavoring to improve the calamities wliicii act of settlement wliidi they hall ail
like the emailcr of
estate, to deprive their
The war between the they were unable to avoid, the government earnestly endeavoring,the.
out between England France.
and
liberty lli;it they themselves had enjoyed
iKisierky
two parent states quickly extended itself, to their pos- endeavored to promote the increase ol piety and the found it necessary to exercise. They seemed to have conas
ministers
the
some
such
in
and
Americans
they
tii-;
regarded
li^ht
reformation of manners
siilere
sessions in America and the colonies of New England
urged upon
ngl
with very litlje fevo|KHluruy, and to have looked
and New York were now involved in bloody and deso and the- people the duty of strongly resisting liut world- their o-vnexurcise
of liberty independent oftlicinselves. While
on everv
of
which
the
of
of
the
French
in
contending
semblance
o.
Ca liness
mind,
necessity
condin-t in the
lating hostihliep with the forces
they utuJied 10 cloilie their own
TeiuM
lllMla!Ulal
precetlcm
The hos- violently for the things of this world is apt to beget. precedent, they
nada, and their Indian auxiliaries and allies.
jiUU
wi-r j i.-jni tliuir s
dep.tilitic
tlut won: directed against New
be- The snacks of the Indians on the cjstit.-n frontiers
&quot;

;

it,&quot;

!

;

;
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!
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Without determining the point,
studied to promote.
the council interrupted the discussion by a resolution,
that the whole matter should be submitted to the king
;

The
Indians and of the French settlers in Canada.
situation of the states of Connecticut and Rhode Island,
which were permitted to reassume all their ancient
with which Massachu
privileges, rendered the injustice

his pleasure that
majesty soon af -r signified
setts was treated more flagrant and irritating.
Though
the complaints of both parties should be dismissed.
Thus terminated the impeachment of Andros, in a legal technicalities might seem to warrant the advan
it
was
utterly repug
manner very ill calculated to impress the people of tage which those states enjoyed,
Massachusetts with respect forthe justice of the British nant to the enlarged views of justice and equity which
of
a
to
the
fication
of
the
moit
Only mis
legislator.
policy
ought
regulate
government. They had soon after
and honored with take on the one hand, or their own artifice on the other,
seeing him add reward to impunity,
could be supposed to entitle them to a distinction that
the appointment of governor of Virginia.*
The deputies finding that the House of Commons, made the treatment of Massachusetts more invidious
on the and a very dangerous lesson was taught to the colonies
though at first disposed to annul the proceedings
when they were thus given to understand that it was
quo warranto against Massachusetts, had been persua
ded by the arguments of Somers and the other lawyers their own vigilant dexterity and successful intrigue, or
who had seats in the house to depart from this purpose, the blunders of the parent state, that they were to rely
The injustice of
and that the king was determined not to restore the on as the safeguards of their rights.
old charter, employed every effort to obtain at least a the policy of which Massachusetts now complained was
But rendered still more glaringly apparent by the very dif
restitution of the privileges it had contained.
William and his ministers, though deterred from imi ferent treatment obtained by the powerful corporation
The charter of this city, though
of the city of London.
tating the tyrannical proceedings of the former reign,
were heartily desirous of availing themselves of what annulled with the same solemnity, and on grounds as
ever acquisitions these proceedings might have made plausible, as the ancient charter of Massachusetts, was
and finding that the crown restored by a legislative act immediately after the revo
to the royal prerogative
Nor was any political advantage derived by
had acquired a legal pretext lo exercise a much stronger lution.
from this violation of just and
authority over the colony than had been reserved in its the English government
The patronage that was wrested
equitable principles.
original constitution, it was determined to take advant
the crown, was
age of this pretext without regard to the tyrannical na- from the people and appropriated by
lure of the proceeding by which it had been obtained. quite inadequate to the formation of a powerful royal

and

his

;

;

The

ancient privilege of electing
their own municipal officers was ardently desired by
the people, and contended for by the deputies with a
vehemence which the king would probably have re
sented as disrespectful to himself, if he had not felt
himself bound to excuse the irritation excited by his
restoration of their

He adhered inflexibly to his determina
of retaining, as far as possible, every advantage
and at length a
that fortune had put into his hands
new charter was framed, with changes that materially
affected the ancient constitution of the colony, and
transferred to the crown many valuable privileges that
own

injustice.

tion

:

to the people.
By this charter
the territories of Massachusetts, Plymouth, and Maine,
or
together with the conquered province of Acadia
Nova Scotia, were united together in one jurisdiction

had originally belonged

an arrangement that was by no means satislactory to
for Plymouth, which had
the parties included in it
;

earnestly solicited a separate establishment,

was

forci

and Hampshire, which
bly annexed to Massachusetts
had as earnestly petitioned to be included in this an
nexation, was erected into a separate jurisdiction.!
;

The appointment

of the governor, deputy governor,
secretary, and all the officers of the admiralty, was re
served to the crown.
Twenty-eight councillors were

directed to be chosen by the House of Assembly, and
The
presented to the governor for his approbation.
governor was empowered to convoke, adjourn, pro
to nomi
rogue, and dissolve the assembly at pleasure
;

nate, exclusively, all military officers, and (with the
consent of his council) all the judges and other officers

of the law.
To the governor was reserved a negative
on the laws and acts of the general assembly and coun
cil
and all laws enacted by these bodies and approved
by the governor were appointed to be transmitted to
and if disallowed
for the royal approbation
;

England

;

within the space of three years, they were to be utterly
void.

The innovations that were thus introduced into their
ancient constitution, excited much discontent in the
minds of the people of Massachusetts the mere so
because the extension of royal authority was not at
tended with a proportional communication of the royal
and the king, at the very time when he ap
protection
the people
propriated the most valuable privileges of
found himself constrained, by the urgency of his affairs
;

:

Europe, to refuse the assistance which the people
had besought from him to repel the hostilities of the
*
Randolph was not sent back lo America. He received,
however, an appoiuliuent in the West Indies, where he di.nl,
retaining, it is said, his dislike of the people of New Eni liind
in

to the last. Eliot s Biographical Dictionary of New England,
402, 3.
Cranfteld, the &quot;tyrant of New Hampshire, was ap
his conduct
pointed collector of Barbadoes. He repented

The appointment

t

The

i.

power

lo

alone for

it

by showing

all

iraders from lhal country.

2-. 2.

Indians were informed of the appoinment of Sir \V ilPhipps to the office of governor of Massachusetts,
they were struck with amazement at the fortunes of
iiarn

man whose humble

well knew,
origin they perfectly
a few
they had familiarly associated but
years before in the obscurity of his primitive condition.
Impressed with a high opinion of his courage and reso
lution, and a superstitious dread of that fortune that
seemed destined to surmount every obstacle and pre
the

and with

whom

over every disadvantage, they would willingly have
peace, but were induced to continue the war by
A few monthi
the artifices and intrigues of the French.

vail

made

after his arrival, the governor, at the
army, marched to Pemmaquid, on the

head of a small

Merrimack

river,

tion of the British empire in America, were in a great
degree promoted by the pernicious counsels and erro
neous information that the colonial governors of those
office was
provinces, in which the appointment to that
exercised by the king, transmitted to the English mi

was experienced
the Indians

by former wars, were not slow to embrace the first
of the dissatisfaction with which the new overtures of
and yet the utmost discontent was
peace
was regarded, the ministers of William judged excited bv the measure to which they were indebted
the
full exercise of the
to
wave
in
the
outset
The
fer the deliverance they had so ardently desired.
prudent

nistry.

Aware

:

charter
it

invidious prerogative, and desired the, deputies to name
the person whom they considered most acceptable to
and
their countrymen as governor of Massachusetts
:

the deputies having concurred in the nomination of Sir
William Phipps, the appointment to this office was be

stowed on him accordingly.

This act of courtesy was

attended with a degree of success in mollifying the ill
humor of the people, that strongly attests the high esti
mation in which Phipps was held for on his arrival in
Boston, [1692,] though some discontent was expressed,
and several of the members of the general court loudly
insisted that the new charter should be absolutely re
jected,* yet the great body of the people received him
with acclamations
and a large majority of the general
court resolved that the charter should be thankfully
accepted, and appointed a day of thanksgiving for the
safe arrival of their worthy governor and Mr. Mather,
whose services they acknowledged with grateful com
memoration.
The new governor hastened to approve
himself worthy of the favorable regards of his country
men. Having convoked a general assembly of the pro
vince, he addressed them in a short but characteristic
speech, recommending to them the preparation of a
body of good laws with all the expedition they could
:

;

&quot;Gentlemen,&quot; said he, &quot;yon may make your
as you will for ever.
Consider what
a tendency to
have
may
your welfare, and you may be
sure that whatever bills you offer to me, consistent with
the honor and interest of the crown, I 11 pass them
I do but seek
readily.
opportunities to serve you.
Had it not been for the sake of this thing, I had never
And whenever you have
accepted oi this province.
settled such a body of good laws, hat no person coming

exert.

selves as easy

I

1.115.

Belknap,

to the

more formidable calamity of that delusion which has
been termed the Ncu: England witchcraft. When the

in the following year, [1693, J when
sent ambassadors to the fort at Pemma
at
quid, and there
length concluded with English com
missioners a treaty of peace, by which they renounced
for ever the interests of the French, and pledged them
selves to perpetual amity with the inhabitants of New
The colonists, who had suffered severely
England.
from the recent depredations of these savages,* and
were still laboring under the hurdens entailed on them

governors
measures, and sufficient power to restrain them from
making anv serious inroad on the constitution. It is a
remarkable fact that Ihe dissensions between the two
countries, which afterwards terminated in the dissolu

JC98,

Knfland, and endeavored

claring their right to share all the privileges of Magna
Charta.
He found the province involved in a distress
ing war with the French and Indians, and in the still

and there caused to be constructed a fort of considera
ble strength, and calculated by its situation to form a
powerful barrier to the province, and to overawe the
neighboring tribes of Indians and interrupt their mutual
communication. The beneficial effect of this operation

union, so enrnoslly desired by ihe people of M;isBacfauseiu and New Hampshire, was overruled by the interest,
and for the convenience, of Samuel Allen, a merchanl in
London, to whom Mason s heirs had sold their claim lolhe
noil of New Hampshire.
He was appointed Ihe firsl governor
of the province; and employing his authority in vexations
but unsuccessful attempts lo effectuate his purchased claim,
rendered himself extremely odious to iho people. Belknap,
i.
cap ix. and xi. He was superseded by Lord Bellamonl in

New

;

of the governor
and other officers was regarded as a badge of dependThe popu
ance, instead of forming a bond of union.
lar assemblies retained sufficient influence over the
to curb them in the enforcement of obnoxious
party in the country.

* Mr. Mather and the other
deputies, when they found it im
possible lo obtain an alteration of the new charter, proposed
at first to reject it altogether, and to institute a process for
trying the validity of the judgment pronounced on the quo
warranto. They were deterred from this proceeding hy the
solemn assurance of I reby, Somers, and the two chief jus
tices of England, that if the judgment were re versnd, a new
quo warrninlo would lie issued, and undoubtedly followed by
a judgment exempt from all ground of challenge. These
learned persons assured the deputies that the colonists, by
erecting judlcaiories, constituting a house of representatives,
and incorporating colleges, had forfeited their charter, which
gave no sanction to sudl acts of authority. Hutchinson,

of&quot;

in

the kindness in his

after me may make you uneasy, I shall desire not one
His con
day longer to continue in the government.&quot;
duct amply corresponded with these professions.
The administration of Sir William Phipps, however,
was neither long nor prosperous. Though he might
give his sanction as governor to popular laws, it was
not in his power to guard them from being rescinded
by the crown and this fate soon befel a law that was
passed exempting the people from all taxed but such as
should be imposed by their own assemblies, and de

expense of building the fort and of maintaining its gar
rison and stores occasioned an addition to the existing
Tho
taxes, which was borne with much impatience.
party who had opposed submission to the new charter,
eagerly promoted every complaint against the administation of a system which they regarded with rooted
and labored so successfully on this occasion
aversion
to render the person and government of Sir William
Phipps odious to his countrymen, that his popularity sus
tained a shock from which it never afterwards entirely
;

The people were easily led to connect in
apprehension the increase of taxation with the
abridgment of their political privileges, and to believe
that if they had retained their ancient control over the
officers of government, the administration of their affairs
But
might have been more economically conducted.
another cause, to which I have already alluded, and
which we must now proceed more fully to consider,
rendered the minds of the people at this time unusu
recovered.
their

gloomy impressions, and suspicions
not less irritating than unreasonable.
witchcraft
was at this period almost
The belief of
universal in Christian countries; and the existence and
criminality of the practice were recognised in the penal
code of every civilized state. .Persons suspected of
being witches and wizards were frequently tried, con
demned, and put to death by the authority of the most
and m particular, but
enlightened tribunals in Europe
a few years before this period. Sir Matthew Hale, a
man highly and justly renowned for the strength of his
understanding, the variety of his knowledge, and the
ally susceptible of

;

eminent Christian graces that adorned his character,
had, after a long and anxious investigation, adjudged a
number of persons to die for this offence, at an assize
in Sulfolk-t The reality of witchcraft, as yet, had never

The situation of the people of New Hampshire, in par
had become so irksome and dangerous that at one
time they appear to have adopted the resolution of abandoningtho province. Belknap, 26fi.
*

ticular,

i

Even so late as the
t Howell s Slate Trials, vol. vi. p. 047.
middle of the eighteenth century, the conviction of the
witches of Warbois, in the reign of queen Elizabeth, was still
commemorated in annual sermon at Huntington. Johnson s
Works, Observations on the tragedy of Macbeth. The seceders in Scotland published an act of their associate presbyterv at Edinburgh in 1743 (reprinted at Glasgow in 17tXii
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been questioned, nor were there any

to

whom

it

ap

,

Mies

2*5

citraordmary prayer were held by the neighbonng clergy and the supposition of witchcraft, which
in reality had been previously assumed, was thus coufirmed aod consecrated
the apprehension of the pubfor

they inflexibly doomed to death every cccuscd person
wlio maintained his innocence
Thus, one accusation
produced a multitude of others, the accused becoming
accusers and witnesses, and hastening to
escape from
the danger by
From
involving other persons in it.

peared unimportant or incredible, except those won
regarded the spiritual world altogether as a mere spe
culation, vague, visionary and delusive.
Air.ong the
number of those who every where believed u. it, were lie. The fancy of the patients, perrcrted by disorsome of the unfortunate bt.r.gs who were put to death dered sensation, and inflamed hy the contagious terror Salem, where its main
fury was eierted. the evil
whico their supposed malady excited, soon dictated spread
as witches.
Instigated by fraud and cruelty, or posextensively over the province of Massachusetts
tc-aded hy demouical frenzy, some of these unhappy accusations against particular individuals as the authors aud whertever it was able to
penetrate, it effectually
persons professed more or lets openly to hold commu
nication with the powers of darkness ; and, by me ad
;

i

!

;

m

1
!

:

ministration of subtle poisons, by disturbing the ima
gination of their victims, or by an actual appropr ation
of tiiat mysterious ageacy which scripture assures us
did once exist, aud which no equal authority nas ever

;

The
he bodily symptoms of the prevailing natural epide-

The firs , and the favorite objects of accusation
ciety.
au-i had been iill-favored old
frequently revolved by jiersons of weak
wo.nen, whose dismal asriect,
susceptible frame, were prOfiagated with amazing rapi- [cxriiiutr terror and aversion, instead of pity and kinddity, aud having bceu once regarded as viijpu&amp;gt;!ii* of; r.css, was reckoned a proof of their
guilt, aad see med
witchcraft, were evtr after referred to li;e oainediaboli- to designate ihe proper ageitU of mysterious and nncal origin.
Tue usual and well kuo.vn contagion of earihly wickedness. Uul lite sphere of accusation was
nervous disorders was powerfully aided by lue dread 01
progressively enlarged to a-jch a degree, that at length
the mysterious agency irom which they were no A sup- neither aj.r e nor sex, neither
nor

proved to be extinguished, they committed crimes aud
i:idicted nijuncs winch were punished, perhaps, under
an erroneous name.
The colonists of New England,

.

mmJ

inic,
nic,

;

-

j

prtici(.aiing in the general belief of this practice, rega. dvii it with a degree of ai;.urrence and&quot; indignation
becoming the piety for which liiey were so remarkably

j

j

posed to arie

and this appalling dread, enfeebling
;
the reason of its vu-u.as, soju led iue:ii to coni .iuiid
the visions of their duturuc-d apprehension witu the re

Taeir experience in Ainc nca had tended
to str.i iigihe;i the sentiments 0:1 this subject which they
ad brought with them froin England
for they found

uisliuguiahed.
fr

;

alities

the belief of witchcraft tu.uiy rooicJ a.aoag the Indian
tnbcs, and the practice (ur v,:.-i; was so termed and
sleemed) prevailing extensively, and wi fl perfect iinpuuity, among those pto,Ie w.ioni as hea;iitns they*
j islly
regarded as the worshippers of demons. [13. J
.Their conviction of die reality of witchcraft in us; i.ecessaruy have been confirmed by this evidence of the
universal assent of mankitid
aiij ti;e;r resentment of
us ei.oruiity uroportionably incredstd i \ tiie honor and

of their experience.

Svuijiioins before unheard

and unusually terriac,* attended the cases of the
sufferers, and were supposed to prove beyond a doubt
that the ijiscifder was
supernatural, and no bodily ail- mutual confidence seemed
of,

|

j

j
|

inent

truth, they de-noted nothing else than
the extraordinary terror of the unhappy patients, wuo

i

;

while,

1.1

.

enhanced

tiie
malignity of then disease oy liie frightful
ageucy to ivhich tney ascribed it.
Every case o! nervous derangement was uoiv referred to this souice.
and
morbid
affection
of
the
every
spirits anil fancy diacceptance \\u.cii luey saw it enjoy under she shelter!
Accusations of
of sUjjtraiitiu;;:* that decicd aud dishonored the true verted iuto this dangerous channel.
Ti.e
trials for witcitcraii in New
England particular individual* easily suggested themselves to
occurred in tiie year 1645. when four persons charged the disordered niiinis of me sufferers, and were eagerly
with lh:s crime were put to death in Massachusetts. preferred by themselves and their leiatives. in the hope
Goffe, tiie regie ide, in u.$ di^ry. records lite conviction of obtaining deliverance from the calamity, by toe
These charges, however
of three others at II jr ford, in Connecticut, in 1662. and punishment of Ihe guilty.
remarks, that afur one of them was hanged, the young unsupported by proof, and however remote fro:n ptoj
with
fatal
influence
whcre\er they fell.
woman who had been bewitciicd was restored to health. bability, alighted
For more than twentv years after, we hear but little of The supernatural intimation by which they were supto be communicated, supplied and excluded all
But in the year 16S8, a posed
aiiy similar prosecutions.
i:
_/__
woman was executed for witchcraft at Boston, after an ordinary proof ; ami w hen a patient, under trie domi
nion of nervous affections, or in the intervals of epiconducted
of
with
a
investigation
solemnity
degree
tr.at made a
deep impression on the mitids of the peo- leptic paroxysms, declared that be had seen the appaAn
account
waa pub- riuou of a particular individual inflicting Ins sufferings,
of
the
whole
transaction
pie.
no consuieraLion of previous character could screen
i:shed, and so generally were the wise and good per
suaded of thejjstice of the proceeding, that Richard u.e accused from a trial, which, if the patient persisted
Baiter wrote a preface to the account, in which he m the charge, invariably terminated in a conviction
The charges were frequently admitted without any other
scrupled not to declare even- one who refused to be
lieve it an obdurate Sadducee.*
The attention of the proof, for the very reason for which they should
have been utterly rejected by human tribunals that
people being thus strongly excised, and their suspicions
were judged incapable of common proof, or of
thus powerfully awakened in this direction, the
charges they
known to any but the accuser and the accused,
of witchcraft began
gradually to multiply, till, at length, being
there commenced at Salem that dreadful tragedy which So powerful aud universal was the belief in the reality
rendered New England for many months a scene of of the supposed witchcraft, that none dared, even if
and even
bloodshed, terror, and madness, and at one time seemed they had been disposed, openly to deny it
the innocent victims of the charges were constrained to
to threaten the subversion of civil
society.
on the assumption that the apparitions of themIt was in the
beginning of the year 1C92 that this argue
malady seemed to originate in an epideu.ical complaint selves, described oy tneir accusers, had really been seen,
and
reduced to plead that their semblance had been as
resembling epilepsy, and which the physicians, finding
themselves unable to explain or cure, ascribed very sumed by an *vil spirit that sought to screen his proper
instruments
and divert the public indignation upon un
Some young
readily to supernatural machination.
women, and among others the daughters and niece of offending persons. It was answered, however, most
Mr. Pans, the minister of Salem, were first attacked gratuitously, but, unhappily to the conviction of the
by this distemper, and induced by the declarations of public, that an evil spirit could assume only the appear
their medical attendants to ascribe it to witchcraft. ance of such persons as had given up their bodies to
The delusion was encouraged by a perverted applica him, and devoted themselves to his service. The sem
tion of the means best fitted 10 strengthen and en- blance of legal proof, besides, was very soon added to
Solemn fasts and assem- the force of these charges, and seeming to establish
hghten the
;
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understanding.

some cases was thought to confirm them mall.
of the accused persons, terrified by their danger,
sought safety in avowing the charge, recanting their
supposed impiety, and denouncing others as their
In order to beget favor and
tempters and associ4tes.
verily their recantation, they now declared themselves
the victims of the witchcraft they tud formerly prac
were at Huntingdon to 1716, and in SutherUndti.re in 17-29. tised, counterfeited the nervous arTections of their acAmot.
cuser and imputed their sufferings to the vengeance
Cudworth declares that ait who disbelieve witchcraft
These artifices aikd the
uiiui be atheists. Jaines the First caused a book that ex- of their ancient accomplices.
the
of
some
instances
of
witch- general delusion were promoted by the conduct of the
poted
imposture
pretended
craft to be burned by the hands of the hanzman a favorite
with
a
monstrous
inversion cf equity
mode of reply whh his majesty to the works of his adver- magistrates, who,
aanes. He had written a work on deraonology. m which he and sound policy, offered impunity to all who would
thus described a part 01 the preparations for the invocation confess the charges ajid betray then associate!*, wiale
of eril spirt*,&quot; Circles are made, triangular, (|uadranu!^f,
*
round, doable or s:n?ie, according to the form of the appmSwelling of the throat, in particular. no\v well kuown *a
ntioo they crave.&quot; How the conjurors made triangular cir- abyafcencai symptom, was considered ii ihutime a horrible
The Umoug Sacheverel, prodigy. Medical science was still dcpmviti by an admixture
cles, he has omitted to expUin.
who told bis hearers from the pulpit, that the divine right of of gro-s superstition. Toe touch of a kin^ wa* believed to
kings, aad the divine origin of ciinstiauit), &quot;concur afce be capable of curing some diseases ; and astroio^y fon.ied a
parallel koes, meeting m one common centre,&quot; seems to hare part of the course of medical study, hecaoie the efficacy of
inherited, the malhematirs as well as the primes of this drugs was beLeved to bo promoted or iinpeded by planters
them

denouncing the repeal of the

Some

i

e&amp;lt;iict

J

I

&amp;gt;

!

in

to be destroyed, and the best
The
feelings of human nuture trampled under foot.
nearest relations became each other s accusers and one

in particular, was condemned and exetestimony of his wife and daughter, who
appear to have accused him merely for the saks of preserving themselves.
Many re-pectable persons fled
from the colony; others, maintaining their innocence,
were capiullv convicted, and died with a determined
courage and rie.y that affected, bnt could not disa-ctators.
The accounts tUdt have been
buse, the
preserved of the trials of these unfortunate persons.
present a most revolting and humiliating picture of
There were received in
frenzy, folly, and injustice.
evidence against the prisoners, accounts of losses and
mishaps that had befallen the accusers or their cattle
(in some cases, twenty years before the trial) recently

unhappy man.

cuted on

liie

s.i&amp;gt;

if

j

peita! law* aaiiist witchcraft as
a national sin. Amor s Criminal Trials in Scotland, 367.
In the rear 1672 (sixty ye-irs before the act z.sf.rr&amp;gt;t witchcraft in England; Louu the Fourteenth issued an
forDioJing the French tribunals to receive accusations of w:tchcraA. But this edict was ineffectual. Voltaire s Age of
Louis XIV. cap. J9.
The last executions for witchcraft in the British dominions

innocence

ignorance

neither Icuniin^ nor piety, nei .Tier
reputation nor office,
could afford the slightest safeguard against a
charge of
witchcraft.
Even irrational creatures were involved
in this fatal
charge ; and a dog belonging to a gentleman accused of &quot;witcncraft, was hanged as an accomof
its
master.
Under the dominion of terror, all
plice

.

aftrr

some meeting or some disagreement with the pri
Against others, it was de: oscd thjt the

soners.

had performed greater fcala of strength, and walked
from one place to another in a shorter space of time
than the accusers judged possible without diabolical
assistance.
But the main article of proof was the
spectral apparitions of tbe persons of
witches to the eyes of their accusers

the

supposed

during the pa

roxysms of

their malady.
l*he accusers sometimes declared that they could not see the prisoners at the bar
of the court ; which was construed into a
of the
proof
immediate exertion of Satanic influence in rendering
their persons invisible to the eyes of those who were to
The bodies of the prisoners were
testify against them.
commonly examined for the discovery of what were
termed witch-marks; and as tne examiners did not
kno;v what they were seeking for. and yet earnestly desired to find it, every little puncture or discoloration of
the skin was easily believed to be the impress of dia
bolical touch.
In general the accusers fell into fits, or
complained of violent uneasiness at the sight of the
On tne trial of .Mr. Burroughs, a clergyman
prisoners.
of the highest respectability, Mxne of the witnesses
being affected in this manner, the judges replied in
protestations of innocence, by asking if he would ven
ture to deny that these persons were then under the
influence of diabolical agency.
He answered that be
did not deny it. but th-il he denied having any concern
it.
If
a
with
friend of ine devil,&quot; re
you were not
*
he would not exert himself
plied the presiding judge,
hh&amp;gt;

&quot;

manner to prevent these persons from speaking
When a prisoner in his defence uttered
against you.&quot;
any thing [hat seemed to move the audience in his favor,
some of liie accusers were ready to exclaim that they
his
Raw the devil standing by and putting the words
mouth and everv feeling of haiuaruty was chased
*
exclamations.
Some
away by such abjurdand frantic
fraud and malignity unJoubtedly mixed with sincere
these
in
prosecutions. Th*
stimulating
misapprehension,
in this

m

;

!

i

1

;

I

prince

* ft

U

imDossibie to read these trials as they are reported
Mather
Next, without being struct with the?
i
Hie proceedings in England on
th
the in*l&amp;gt; of the persons accused of participation
Popt*h Plot. Li both cases, the grand engine of injustice
and destruction was the passion of fear ; a passion which,
M iien strongly excited, is capable of producing the most
enormous excesses of fury and cruelty. In both cou nines a
mixture of causes contributed to the production of the evil ;
but unq-iesuonaMy there was a much greaJer degree of a/tifice employed to excite and mawxaui the popular panic in
Ei.k raud i;ni in Ajneric*.

by

CM ton

ai*&amp;gt;l
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The same sentiment
of others should deal with them.
trat was practically enforced in the courts
principle
also beginning to prevail in the public mind, a resolute
incases of witchcraft, accusation was equi
justice, mat
subtle and and successful attempt was made by a respectable citi
valent to cjnviction, presented tile most
zen of Boston to stem the fury of these terrible pro
to the expression of natural fe
jiowerful allurements
of fantastic terror and sus
Having been charged with witchcraft by
scriptions.
rocity, and the indulgence
an arrest, by
and there is but loo much reason to believe some persons at Andover, he anticipated
picion
and laid
in
boldly arresting his accusers for defamation,
that rapacity, malice and revenge were not vainly
The effect of this
his damages at a thousand pounds.
vited to seize this opportunity of satiating their appe
So strong mean rigorous proceeding surpassed his most sanguine ex
tites in confiscation and bloodshed.
It seemed as if a spell that had been cast
while was the popular delusion, that even the detection pectations.
the people of Andover was dissolved by one bold
of manifest perjury on one of the trials proved utterly over
the frenzy vanished in a moment, and witch
touch
insufficient to weaken tho credit of the most unsup
The impres
Sir William Phipps the governor, craft was heard of in that town no more.
ported accusation.
and the most learned and eminent persons both among sion was rapidly propagated throughout the province
and the effect of it was seen at the very next court
the clergy and laity of the proving, partook and pro
of fifty
moted the general infatuation. Nothing but an out- that was held for the trial of witchcraft, when,
been
prisoners who were tried on such evidence as had
rao-eous zeal against witchcraft seemed capable of as
obtain
deemed
the
accusers
could
sufficient,
individual of the safety of his life ; and formerly
any
suring
human the conviction of no more than three, who were imme
temptations that but too frequently overpowered
These acquittals
the conviction impressed diately reprieved by the governor.
courage and virtue, arose from
on every person that he must make choice of the situa were doubtless in part produced by a change which
The jfflirtcil ;hc public opinion underwent as to the sufficiency of
tion of the oppressed or tho oppressor.
and their witnesses and what was denominated spectral ceulcmc of witchcraft.
(as the accusers were termed)
to form a numerous and united party An assembly of the most eminent divines of the pro
partizans, began
for the purpose by the governor, hid.
in every community, which none dared to oppose, and vince, convoked
which none who once joined or supported could forsake after due consideration, given it forth as their delibe
That the apparitions of persons atilictrate judgment,
with impunity.
magistrate who had for some time
taken an active part in examining and committing the ing others, was no proof of their being witches, and
was
no
means inconsistent with scripture or
that
it
these
by
supposed delinquents, beginning to suspect that
reason that the devil should assume the shape of a good
fatal mistake, showed
proceedings originated in sonic,
and was instantly man, or even cause the real aspect of that man to pro
an inclination to discourage them
assailed with a charge of witchcraft against himself. A duce impressions of pain on the bodies of persons boconstable who had apprehended many of the accused, witched. The ministers, nevertheless, united in strongly
was struck with a similar suspicion, and hastily declared recommending to the government the vigorous prose
cution of all persons still accused of witchcraft.
Dut
In
that lie would meddle in this matter no farther.
the judgment they had pronounced respecting the va
had provoked, he at
stantly aware of the danger he
of the customary evidence, rendered it almost
tempted to fly the country, but was overtaken in his lidity
of the accusers, and, having impossible to procure a conviction, and produced, at
flight by the vengeance
been brought back to Salem, was tried for witchcraft, the same time, so complete a revolution in tho public
Some persons whom self- mind respecting the late executions, that charges of
convicted and executed.
witchcraft were found to excite no other sentiments
nearest rela
preservation had induced to accuse their
than disgust and suspicion of the parties who preferred
tives, being touched with remorse, proclaimed the
The cloud that had so deeply overcast the
wrong they had done, and retracted ffieir testimony. them.
were convicted of relapse into witchcraft, and prosperity and happiness of the colony vanished entirnly
;

Mood on their native land. Mr. Paris, tho
clergyman who had instituted the first prosecutions,
and promoted all the rest, found himself exposed to a
resentment not loud or violent, but deep and general,
and was at length universally shunned by his fellow
He
citizens, and abandoned by his congregation.
appears, throughout the whole proceedings, to have
acted with perfect sincerity, but to have been trans
ported, by a vehement temper and a strong conviction
of the right fulness of the ends he pursued, into the
of innocent

adoption of means for their attainment) inconsistent
with truth, honor, or justice.
While the delusion
lasted, his violence was applauded as zeal in a righteous
cause, and little heed was given to accusations of arti
to
fice and
partiality in conducting what was believed
be a controversy will, chc devil.
But when it appeared
that all these efforts had in reality beer, directed to the
shud ling of innocent bleed, his popularity gave pUce

;

;

A

how

he hastened to

;

died the victims of their returning virtue.
Tho evil at length became too great to be borne.
About fifteen months had elapsed since the malady had
broke out, and so far from being extinguished or abated,
it was
growing every day more formidable. Of twentyeight persons who had been capitally convicted, nine
teen had been hanged ;* and one, for refusing to plead,
had been prfsscd todetUh : the only instance in which
this English legal barbarity was ever inflicted in North
The nunvbcr of the accusers and pardoned
America.
witnesses multiplied with alarming rapidity.
The sons
of Governor Bradstrcet, and other individuals of emi
nent station and character, had lied from a charge be
lied by the whole tenor of their lives.
An hundred
and fifty persons were in prison on the same charge,
and complaints against no less than two hundred others

Men began to
had been presented to the magistrates.
usk themselves, \Vhcre this would end ?
The con
with
which
the
and
unfortunate
victims
stancy
piety
had died, produced an impression on the minds of the
people which, though counterbalanced at the time by
the testimony of the pardoned witnesses, began to re
vive with the reflection that these witnesses had pur

chased

their lives

against

whom

own

by their testimony, while the persons
they had borne evidence had sealed their

It was happy, per
testimony with their blood.
the country, that while the minds of the

haps, for

people were awakening to reflections so favorable to
returning moderation and humanity, some of the ac
cusers carried the audacity of their arraignment to such
a pitch, as to prefer
charges of witchcraft against Lady
Phipps, the governor s wife, and against some of the
nearest relatives of Dr. Increase Mather, the most

pious minister and popular citizen of Massachusetts.
These charges at once opened the eyes of Sir William
Phipps and Dr. Mather so far, at least, as to induce
a strong suspicion that many of the late
proceedings
had been rash and indefensible. They felt that they
had dealt with others in a manner very different from
;

that in which they

were now reduced

make

a public profession

of repentance,

and solemnly boijgrd forgiveness of God and man. Hut
the people
at
declaring that they would never more
tend the ministry of o:ic who had been the instrument
of misery and niin to ao many of their ronntrvmeu, he
was obliged to resign hi* charge and drp;iri from Salem.*
Thus terminated a scene of delusion and cruelty that
justly excited the astonishment of the civilized world,
and hid exhibited a fearful picture of the weakness ol
human nature in the sudden transformation of a people
renowned over all the earth for pietv and virtue, into

1

They

odium ami disgust. Sensible, at length,
dreadfully erroneous his conduct b;id brt:n, [ tfiOl,]

to universal

the slaves or associates, the

tcrrilit

^

dupes or helpless
and assassins.

prey, of a band of ferocious lunatics
Among the various evil consequences

that

resulted

important was iho
eficct they produced on the minds of the Indian tribes,
who began to conceive a very unfavorable opinion of
ilia
people that could inflict such barbarities on their

from these

events, not

own countrymen, and

the least

tiie

religion that

seemed

to

arm

hands of its professors for their mutual destruction.
This impression was the more disadvantageous to the
t

le

colonists, as thnrc had existed for some time a compe
tition between their uiissioiuries and tiie priests ol the

French settlements, for the instruction and conversion
away, and universal shame and remorse succeeded to of the Indians :f and it v\ as always luund that the
the frenzy that, had lately prevailed.
Even those who tribes embraced he political interests oi that people
continued to believe in the reality of the diabolical in
whobc religions instructors were most popular among
fluence of which the accusers had complained, were them.
Tho French did not fail to improve to their own
that
if
satisfied
not all. of the unfortunate con
most,
advantage, the odious spectacle that the late frenzy ol
victs had been unjustly condemned, and that their ac
and to this
the people of New England had exhibited
cusers, in charging them, had been deluded by the same end thry labored with such diligence and success, tha,
which
their
were
occasioned.
agency by
in tiie following year, when Sir William Phipps paid a
sufferings
Many of the witnesses no\v came forward and pub visit to the tribes with whom he had concluded the
lished the most solemn recantations of the
testimony treaty of Pern ma quid, and endeavored to unite them in
they had formerly given, both against themselves and a solid and Listing friendship with the colonists, he found
others
apologizing for their perjury by a protestation, them more firmly wedded than over to the interests oi
of which all were constrained to admit the force, that the
French, and under the dominion of prepossessions
no other means of saving their lives had been left to unfavorable in the
highest degree to the formation oi
them.
These testimonies were not able to shake the
To his proposition
friendly relations with the English.
which
was still retained by a considerable of
opinion
renewing the treaty of peace, they agreed very
both
the
late
accusers
and the public at
party
among
but all his instances to prevail with them to
readily
large, that much witchcraft had mixed with the late desist from their intercourse with the French, proved
whether
the
real
had
been
detected
malady,
culprits
yet
They refused to listen to the mis
utterly unavailing.
or not.
This opinion was supported in treatises writ
sionaries who accompanied him
having learned from
ten at the time by Dr. Mather and other eminent
* Mather, H. ii.
But it was found imp ssible ever after to
divines.
Life of Sir William Paipps-. Increase
Malher Cases of Conscience concerning Evil Spirits. Neal,
revive prosecutions that excited such painful remem
ii. 496041.
Hutchinson, ii. 17 62. Calefs Wonders of the
Sir
brances, and had been so lamentably perverted.
I
find these entries in the MS. Diary of
Invisible World.
William I iiipps, soon after he had reprieved the three Judge Sewell
Went to Salem, where, in the meeting-house,
persons last convicted, ordered all who wore in custody the persons accused of witchcraft were examined a very
on charges of witchcraft to be released, and, in order to great assembly. Twas awful to nee how the afllicted persons
But in the margin is written, in a tremulous
were agitated
prevent the dissensions that might arise from the retri- hand, probably on a subsequent review, the lamenting Latin
the
accusers
and
their
wit
butory proceedings against
interjection, Vae, vae, vael&quot; Holmes, ii. 5, 6.
t It was a very depraved edition of Christianity that was
nesses, he proclaimed a general pardon to all persons
preached to the Indians by the French priests a system
for any concernment
they might have had with the pro
that harmonized perfectly well with the passions and senti
secutions for witchcraft.
The surviving victims of the ments winch trim Christianity most strongly condemns. It
delusion, however, and the relatives of those who had substituted the rites and superstitious inventions of the RoniNh
church in the place of their ancient witchcraft and idolatry
perished, were enabled to enjoy all the consolation they and
stigmatizing their enemies as heretics, afforded additional
could derive from the sympathy of their
countrymen sanction and incitement to hatred, fury, and cruelly. Neal
and the earnest regret of their persecutors. The house has preserved (Vol. I. p. 266) a specimen of the French Mis
a tissue of the most absurd
of assembly appointed a general fast and
that sionary Catechism, containing
prayer,
and childish fictions gravely propounded as the articles of
God would pardon all the errors of his servants and Christian
doctrine. The following anecdote is related&quot; by
people in a late tragedy raised among us by Satan and Governor Colden in his History of the Five Nations, Vol. 1.
About the time of the conclusion of the peace of
his instruments.&quot;
One of the judges who had presided p. 207.
Ryswick, Thcrouet, a noted Indian sachem, died at Montreal.
on the tfials at Salem, stood up in his place in church Tiie
French gave him Christian burial in a pompous manner
on this occasion, and implored the prayers of the people the priest that attended him at his death having declared that
he died a true Christian. For (said the priest) while I ex
that the errors he had been
guilty of might not be
plained to him the passion of our Saviour, whom the Jews
visited by the
judgments of an avenging God on the crucified, he cried out, Oh! had I been there, I would have
;

,

j

;

;

;

:

.&quot;

&quot;

:

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

to desire that

:

*Tliis is nothing to the slaughter that was inflicted in the
regular course of justice or injustice in England. Unwell, in
two letters, one dated February 3, 1646, tiie other Fci-ruary
20, 1647, says that in two years there were indited in Suffolk
and Essex between 200 hundred and 300 witches, of whom
more than half were executed. That tins was accounted no
very extraordinary number of executions in England, may be
inferred from a variety of similar facts collected by Harrington,
in Ins Observations on Stat. 20 Henry the Sixth.

country, his family, or himself.
Many of the jurymen
subscribed and published a declaration
lamenting and
the
delusion to which
condemning
they had yielded,
and acknowledging that they had brought the
reproach

revenged his death, and brought away their scalps.&quot; The
b rench priests who ministered amongst the Indians were
Jesuits: and their maxim, that it was unnecessary to keep
faith with heretics, proved but too congenial to the savage
ethics of their pupils.

NORT H AMERICA.
the French

English were

to believe that the

priests

and enemies to the true religion of Christ.
of them scrupled not to remark, that since they
had received the instructions of the French, witchcraft
heretics,

Some

from among them, and that
entirely disappeared
communication with
they had no desire to revive it by
a people among whom it was reputed still to prevail
more extensively than it had ever done with themselves.
Every thing, indeed, betokened the renewal of hos

had

between the colonists and

tilities

the Indians, which

and was perhaps
accordingly broke out very soon after,
accelerated by the departure of Sir William Phipps
from New England. The administration of this gover
had
nor, though in the main highly and justly popular,
not escaped a considerable degree of reproach. The dis
contents excited by the taxation that had been imposed

Pemmaquid, con

(or the support of the fortification at

to England, and peti
king and council for his renal and punish
The king having declared that he would hear
ment.
the cause himself, an order was transmitted to the go
vernor to meet his accusers in the royal presence at
in compliance with which, Sir William set
Whitehall
sail for England, carrying with him an address of the
assembly expressive of the strongest attachment to his

impeachment agam.st him

tioned

the

;

the king that they might not be
person, and beseeching
an
deprived of the services of so able and meritorious
On his appearance at court his accusers van
officer.

and having
ished, and their charges were withdrawn
rendered a satisfactorv account of his administration to
his
the king, he was preparing to return to
government,
when a malignant fever put an end to his life. [1695.]
of
a
He left behind him the reputation
pious, upright,
As a soldier, if not pre-eminently
and honorable man.
vkilful. he was active and brave ; as a civil ruler, faith
;

magnanimous, and disinterested it was remarked
he was never seen the
of him, as of Aristides, that
:

ful,

&quot;

any honor that was done him by his coun
and though the generous simplicity of his
manners added lustre to the high rank he had attained,
he was never ashamed to revert to the humility of the
In the midst of
condition from which he had sprung.
a fleet that was conveying an armament which he com
manded on a military expedition, he called to him some
young soldiers and sailors who were standing on the
deck of his vessel, and pointing to a particular spot on

prouder
trymen

for

;&quot;

the shore, said.
kept sheep a

Young men,
few years ago
&quot;

it

was upon

that

hill

that

and since you see that
Almighty (iod has brought me to something, do you
learn to fear God and be honest, and you don t know
what you may come
On the departure of Sir William Phipps, the supreme
authority in Massachusetts devolved on Mr. Stoughton,
I

;

to.&quot;

the lieutenant-governor, who continued to exercise it
during the three following years ; the king being so
much engrossed with his wars and negotiations on the
continent of Europe, that it was not till after the peace
of Ryswick that he found leisure even to nominate a
successor to Sir William Phipps.
During this period,
the happiness of the people was much disturbed by in
ternal dissension, and their prosperity invaded by the
The passions bequeathed by the
calamities of war.
persecutions for witchcraft continued long to divide and

and the factious opposition which
they had promoted to the government of Sir Willinm
Phipps, continued to increase in vigor and virulence
Ttie mutual animosities of the
after his departure.
colonists had attained such a height, that they seemed
and
to be ready to involve their country in a civil war
the operations of the government were cramped and
obstructed al the very time when the utmost vigor and
unanimity were requisite to encounter the hostile en
Incited by
terprises of the French and the Indians.
their French allies, the Indians recommenced the war
with the usual suddenness and fury of their military
Wherever surprise or superior numbers
operations.
enabled them to prevail over parties of the colonists, or
detached plantations, their victory was signalised by the
The colony ot
extremities of barbnrous cruelty t

agitate the people

Nova

Scotia,

now once more

257

reverted to the

It had been annexed, as we have
seen, to the jurisdiction of Massachusetts, and governed
hitherto by officers deputed from the scat of the. su

dominion of France.

at Boston.
But Port Royal (or Anna
was afterwards termed) having been now

preme authority
polis, as

it

Numerous cases

in

the colonial historians of
are related
the torture and slavery inflicted by the Indians on their cap
tives, and of the desperate effoits of many of the colonists to
defend themselves and their families, or to escape Irom the
bands of theirsavage enemies. Wherever the Indians could

17

t&amp;gt;y

commencement

of the following year, [1698,]
in America of the treaty of

was received

Ryswick, by which peace had been concluded between
Britain and France.
By this treaty it was agreed that
the two contracting powers should mutually restore to
each other all conquests that had been made during the
sustained by Massachusetts in the following year
war, and that commissioners should be appointed to
a
of
of
combined
attack
in
examine and determine the rights and pretensions of
[16 J*).] when,
consequence
the French and Indians, the fort erected by Sir William either monarch to the territories situated in Hudson s
The evil consequences of thus leaving the boun
Phipps at Pemmaquid was compelled to surrender to Bay.
This daries of growing settlements unascertained, were sen
their arms, and was levelled with the ground.
severe and unexpected blow excited the utmost dis
sibly experienced at no distant date.
Count Frontignac, the governor of Canada, on re
may and the alarming consciousness of the danger
that might be apprehended from the loss of a barrier of ceiving intelligence of this treaty, summoned the chiefs
such importance, rebuked in the. strongest manner the of the Indian tribes together, and informing them that
factious discontent that had murmured at the expense he could no longer support them in hostilities against
of maintaining it.
These apprehensions were but too the English, advised them to deliver up their captives,
well justified by the increased ravages of Indian war
and make the best terms for themselves that they could
insolence and fury with which obtain.
the
increased
The government of Massachusetts, on receiv
fare, and
Mr. Stoughton ing their pacific overtures, sent two commissioners to
this triumph inspired the Indian tribes.
and his council adopted the most vigorous measures to Penobscot to meet with their principal sachems, who
forces to endeavored to
repair or retaliate the disaster, and despatched
apologise for their unprovoked hostilities
but miscar
attack the enemy both by land and sea
by ascribing them to the artifice and instigation of the
riage attended both these expeditions, and, at the close French Jesuits.
They expressed, at the same time, the
of the year, the colonial forces had been unable, by the highest esteem, and even a filial regard, for Count
assaults of the enemy, Frontignac, and an earnest desire that, in case of any
slightest advantage, to check the
or to revive the drooping spirits of their countrymen. future war between the French and English, the Indians
In the following year,* [1697,] the province, after being might be permitted to observe a neutrality between the
revolted, and re-annexed itself to the French domin
ions -a change that was ratified by the subsequent
But a much more serious loss was
treaty of Ryswick.
;

;

was
severely harassed by the incursions of the Indians,
alarmed by the intelligence of a formidable invasion
to
its
which the French were preparing, with a view

After some conferences, a new
was concluded with them, in which they were
made to acknowledge a more formal submission to the
French crown of
England than they had ever before expressed.
belligerent parties.
treaty

The commander ot a
complete subjugation.
On the settlement of his affairs in Europe, the king
squadron which was cruising on the northern coasts of
America had concerted with the Count Frontignac, the at length found leisure to direct some portion of hia
and land, attention to America, and nominate a successor to the
governor of Quebec, a joint attack by sea
with the whole united force of the French and Indians office that had been vacant since the death of Sir
Bellamont was ap
on the colony of Massachusetts, and little doubt was William Phipps. The Earl
entertained of the conquest of the people, or the com
pointed governor of New York, Massachusetts, and
On the first in New Hampshire and, having selected the former of
plete destruction of their settlements.
of New these
own personal residence, he con
telligence of this design, the ancient spirit
places for his
England seemed again to awake, and, partial animosi tinued the immediate administration of the others in
ties being swallowed up in a more generous passion, the hands of Mr. Stoughton as deputy governor.
the people co-operated with the utmost vigor in the
Having traced the separate history of New England
to
energetic measures by which Stoughton prepared
up to this period, we shall now leave this interesting
forts
around
the
He
caused
repel the coming danger.
province in the enjoyment (unhappily, too short-lived)
Boston to be repaired, the whole militia of the province of a peace, of which a long train of previous hostility
to be embodied and trained with the strictest discipline, and
calamity had taught the inhabitants fully to appre
and every other measure conducive to an effectual de
ciate the value.
They were now more united than
In order to ascertain, ever
fence to be promptly adopted.
among themselves, and enriched with an ample
When
and, if possible, anticipate the purposed operations of stock of experience of both good and evil.
the enemy by land, he despatched a considerable force Lord Bellamont visited Massachusetts in the following
and this
to scour the eastern frontiers of the province.
heats and animosities had entirely sub
year, the recent
body encountering a detachment of the Indians, who sided, and general harmony and tranquillity appeared
had assembled to join the French invaders, after a short to
[1699.] The virtue that had so signally
prevail.
This un
settlers of New England wa
e-ngagement, gave them a complete defeat.
distinguished the original
expected blow, though in itself of little importance, so now seen to shine forth among their descendants with
deranged the plans of the French as to induce them to a lustre less dazzling, but with an influence in some
defer the invasion of Massachusetts by land till the foland humane, than had
respects more amiable, refined,
&amp;lt;if

:

;

attended

its

original display.

One

of the causes that undoubtedly contributed to
the restoration ol harmony, and the revival of piety

among

the people,

was

the publication, about this pe

monwealth, written with a
culated to

commend

New

England comand fidelity well cal
the minds of the colonists the

riod, of various histories* of the

to

spirit

The subject
national experience.
just results of their
was deeply interesting ; and, happily, the treatment of
undertaken by writers whose principal object
it was
was to render this interest subservient to the promotion
of piety and virtue.
Though the colony might be con
sidered as yet in its infancy, it had passed through a
It had been the adopted
great variety of fortune.
excellent men of the age
country of many of the most
in which it arose, and the native land of others who
had inherited the character of their ancestors, and trans

;

t

In the

intelligence

recaptured by a French armament, the whole settlement

;

* Hutchinson
that he was sued at London
(ii. 8-1, 5) says
an action of damages, but that it was withdrawn.

lowing year; and the French admiral finding his fleet
weakened by a storm, and apprised of the vigorous
preparations for his reception, judged it prudent, in like
manner, to abandon the projected naval invasion.

:

enmities that the
curring with the resentments and
left behind, produced a
prosecutions for witchcraft had
who labored on every occasion to
party in the province
thwart the measures and traduce the character of the
Finding their exertions in Massachusetts
governor.
insufficient to deprive him of the esteem of the great
bodv of the people, these adversaries transmitted arti
cles of

Acadia, or

was ieray

rr

of Massachusetts.

Dwijrht s Travels.

respected modesty in so tar as was consistent wiin me
fliction of torture.
Belknap, i. 1287. They had a stro
aversion to negroes, and generally killed them whenever th

i

mitted it to their successors in unimpaired vigor, and
The history of man never ex
with added renown.
hibited an effort of more vigorous and enterprising vir
tue than the original migration of the puritans to this
nor did the annals of colo
distant and desolate region
nization as yet supply more than one other instance of
the foundation of a commonwealth, and its advance
ment through a period of v. eakness and danger, to
;

one of the earliest in point of com-
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actors had
strength and security, in which the principal
left behind them a reputation at once so illustrious and
unsullied, with fewer memorials calculated to pervert
the moral sense, or awaken the regret of mankind.
The relation of their achievements had a powerful ten
to
to excite hope, and animate perseverance
impart courage to the virtuous, and to fortify the virtue
of the brave. They could not indeed boast, like the found
ers of the settlement of Pennsylvania, that by a reso
lute profession of rion-resistince of injuries, and a
faithful adherence to that profession, they had so real
ized the Divine protection by an exclusive reliance on
it, as to disarm the ferocity of barbarians, and conduct
the establishment of their commonwealth without vio
lencc and bloodshed.
But if they were involved in
numerous wars, it was the singular and honorable
characteristic of them all, that they were invariably the
offspring of self-defence against the unprovoked ma
lignity of their adversaries, and that not one of them
was undertaken from motives of conquest or plunder.
Though thcv considered these wars as necessary arid
and, more than
justifiable, they deeply deplored them
once, the most distressing doubts were expressed, at
the close of their hostilities, if it were lawful for christians to carry even the rights of self-defence to such
fatal extremity.
They behaved to the Indian tribes
with as much good faith and justice as thcv could have
shown to a powerful and civilized people.* and were
incited by their inferiority to no other acts than a series
of the most magnanimous and laudable endeavors to
instruct their ignorance, and elevate their condition.
If they fell short of the colonists of Pennsylvania in
the exhibition of chnstian meekness, they unquestion
ably excelled them in the extent and activity of Chris

dency

;

;

tian

labor.

Indians
chief, if

The quakers succeeded

in

disarming the

the puritans labored to convert them.
The
not the only fault, with which impartial history

;

must ever reproach the conduct of these people, is the
religious intolerance that they cherished, and the perse
cution which

them

in

more than one instance

to inflict.

Happilv

for

thuir

own

it

character, the

:

lished

it.

The

histories that

were the composition of the

were now pub

friends, associates,

fa&amp;gt;l

;

was a dereliction of these principles, and an impeach
ment of their country s cause.
Inspired with the
warmest attachment to the memory, and the highest

&quot;

&quot;

posterity.

p. 74.

every

The biographical portions in particular possess
the highest excellence, and are
superior in dignity and
interest to the compositions of Plutarch.
Cotton Ma
ther was the author of a great
other works,*
reader.

many

of which have been highly popular and
eminently
One of them bears the title of Essays to do
Good and contains a lively and forcible representation
(conveyed with more than the author s usual brevity)
of the
which every rank and every rela
opportunities
tion of life will present to a devout mind, of
promoting
the glory of God and the good of mankind.
The ce
lebrated Dr. Franklin, in the latter years of his active

many

useful.

&quot;

and useful life, declared that all the good lie had ever
done to his country or his fellow-creatures, must bo
ascribed to the impression that had been produced on
his mind by perusing that little work in his
It
youth.
is curious to find an infidel
philosopher thus ascribe all

works of Cotton, Hooker, the his practical wisdom to the lessons of a Christian divine,
England divines, have always and trace the stream of his beneficence to the fountain
enjoyed a very high degree of esteem and popularity, of the gospel.
not only in New England, but in every protestant
A traveller who visited Boston in the year 1636,
The annals of the colony, and the mentions a number of booksellers there who had already
countrv of Europe.
made fortunes by their trade. The learned and inge
biography of its founders and their immediate succes
sors, were written by cotemporary historians with a nious author of the History of Printing in America has
minuteness which was very agreeable and interesting given a catalogue of the works
published by the first
to the first generation of their readers, and to .vhich New
England printers in the seventeenth century.
were
they
prompted, in some measure at least, by the Considering ihe circumstances and numbers of the peo
conviction they entertained that their country had been ple, the catalogue is
One of the
amazingly copious.
honored with the signal favor and more especial gui printers of that age was an Indian, the son of one of
dance and direction of Providence. This conviction, the first Indian converts.
while it naturally betrayed the writers into the fault of
The education and habits of the people of New
prolixity, enforced by the strongest sanctions the ac
England prepared them to receive the full force of those
curacy and fidelity of their narrations.
Recording impressions which their national literature was calcu
what they considered the peculiar dealings of God with lated to produce
In no country have the benefits of
a people peculiarly his own, they presumed not to dis
knowledge been ever more highly prized or more ge
nor did they nerally diffused.
Institutions for the education of youth,
guise the infirmities of their countrymen
desire to magnify the Divine grace in the infusion of were coeval with the foundation of the first colonial
human virtue, above the Divine patience in enduring community, and were propagated with every accession
human frailty and imperfection. The errors and failings to the population and every extension of the settlements.
of the illustrious men whose lives they related, gave Education was facilitated in this
province by the pe
additional weight to the impression which above all they culiar manner in which its colonization was conducted.
desired to convey, that the colonization of New Eng
In many other parts of America, the planters dispersed
land was an extraordinary work of Heaven, that the themselves over the face of the
each residing
country
counsel and the virtue by which it had been carried on on his own farm, and
placing his house in the situation
were not of human origin, and that the glory of God most conducive to his own convenience as a
planter.
had been displayed no less in imparting the strength The
advantages resulting from this mode of inhabita
and wisdom than in overruling the weakness and per
tion were gained at the expense of such dispersion of
versity of the instruments which he deigned to employ. dwellings as obstructed the erection of churches and
The most considerable of these historical works, and schools, and the enjoyment of social intercourse. But
the most interesting performance that the literature of the colonization of New
England was conducted in a
New England has ever produced, is the&quot;Magnalia manner much more favorable to the improvement of
Christi Americana,&quot; or History of New England by human character and the refinement of human manners.
Cotton Mather.
The arrangement of this work is ex All the original townships were settled in what is termed
the inhabitants having originally
ceedingly faulty, and its vast bulk will ever continue to the village manner
render its exterior increasingly repulsive to modern
planted themselves in small communities, from regard
readers.
The continuity of the narrative is frequently to the ordinances of religion and the convenience of
broken by the introduction of long discourses, epistles, education.
Every town containing fifty householders
and theological reflections and dissertations biography was
obliged by law to provide a schoolmaster qualified
is
intermixed with history, and events of trifling or to teach
and every town contain
reading and writing
merely local interest related with intolerable prolixity. ing a hundred householders, to maintain a grammar
It is not so
But the generous ardor of the people con
properly a single or continuous historical school.
narration, as a collection of separate works illustrative tinually outstripped the provisions of this law.
We
of the various portions of New England history, under have seen Harvard
College established in Massachu
**
the heads of
Remarkable Providences, Remarkable setts but a few years after the foundation of the
colony
A plen was laid. The other states, for some time after, were
Trials, and numberless other subdivisions.
theological

New

intermixture of puns, anagrams, and othei barbarous

bad

taste,

and

a

peculiarity (the offspring, partly
partly of superstition) that was very

discourse which lie published some years after this
In this capital city
period, contains the following passage
of Boston, there are ten assemblies of Christians of different
persuasions, who live so lovingly and peaceably together,
doing all the offices of neighbourhood for DUB another in such
a manner, as may give a sensible rebuke to all the bigots of
uniformity, and .sh&quot;w them how consistent a variety of rites
in religion iniy he with the trammillii.}- of human
society;
and may demonstrate to the worU that persecution for con
scientious dissents in religion is an abomination of desolation,
a thin? whereof all wise and just men will say, Cursed be its
NeaPs
ancr, for tt is fierce ; and its wrath, for it is cruel.
Fresfiil State of New England, p. Oil. The first episcopal
society was formed in Massachusetts in 16Sfi (before the
arrival of AivJros ;) and the first episcopal chapel eroded at
Huston in 16:33. Collections of the Mass. Hist. Soc. iii. 259.
&quot;

They saw that the glory of their country was
associated with principles that could never coalesce
with or sanction intolerance
and that every instance
of persecution with which their annals were stained,

country, the lands wore subiort to quit-rents to the Indians,
which,&quot; says Belhnap, in &quot;1784,
are annually paid to their

The

Mathers, and other

*A

land.

* Not onlv were all the lands
occupied hy the colonists fairly
purchased from their Indian owners, hut, in some parts of tlib

the dedication of her literature to the interests of reli
gion.

conceits, exemplifies

to

had been found to afford no exemption.
From this
time the religious zeal of the people of New
England

Divine aid, must ever be the surest indication of the
acceptance of human purpose and the efficacy of hnrnan
endeavor to subserve the divine cause. Cotton Mather,
who lias recorded the errors of the first colonists, lived
to witness the success of his representations in the
charity and liberality of their descendants.*
New England having been colonised by men, not
less eminent for learning than piety, was distinguished
at a very early period by the labors of her scholars, and

tiful

Eng

respect for the virtue of their aticestors, they were
powerfully reminded, by the errors into which they had
fallen, to suspect and repress in themselves those in
firmities from which even virtue of so high an order

that, revealing

to every man his own corruption much more clearly
than that of any other human being, they were equally
adverse to confidence in himself and to suspicion of
others ; and that a deep sense of entire dependence on

of

sectaries, has expressed still stronger disapprobation of
the severities they encountered from the objects of his

on the peonle of Nc\v

;

utterly irre

;

which persecution had been provoked, they lamented the
infirmity that (under any degree of provocation) had
betrayed goo.l men into so unchrst anan ex rr.mitv.
Even Cotton Mather, the most encomiastic of the his
torians of New England, and who cherished very strong
prejudices against the quakers and other persecuted

These representations could not

concilable with violence and severity

were

among the prose writers, and especially the
theologians of that age.
Notwithstanding these de
fects, the work will amply repay the labor of
prevalent

;

;

a beneficial effect

tion, that the principles of the gospel

!

;

virtues with the defects of the character thev described
and while thev dwelt apologetically on the causes hv

produce

;

;

and successors of the original colonists, and written
with an energy of just encomium that elevated every
man s ideas of his ancestors nnd his country, and of
the duties which arose from these natural or patriotic
relations, and excited universally a generous sympathy
with the characters and sentiments of the fathers of
New England. These writers, nevertheless, were too
conscientious, and too enlightened, to confound the

encomium.

intolerance, or disgraced
and the influence of Christianity in
by persecution
mitigating enmity, and promoting kindness and indul
gence, derived a freer scope from the growing convic

;

prompted

provocation they received from the objects of their per
and
secution, tended stronglv to extenuate the blame
happily, no less, for the legitimate influence of their
character on the minds of their posterity, the fault
itself, notwithstanding every extenuation, stood so ma
nifestly contrasted and inconsistent with the very prin
ciples with which their own fame was for ever asso
ciated, that it was impossible for a writer of common
integrity, not involved in the immediate heat of con
troversy, to render a just t iV.ntn to their excellence,
without finding himself obliged to reprobate this signal

departure from

was no longer perverted by

&quot;

,

A quaker
meeting-house was
u
we

built at

Boston

in 1710.

If

but they frequently assessed themselves in the most
liberal contributions for the maintenance and enlarge
ment of Harvard College. The contributions, even at
a very early period, of Connecticut, Ncwhavrn, and

New

Hampshire, have been particularly and deservedly
for their liberality.
The close of the same cen
illustrated by the establishment of Yale Col
tury
noted

was

So high was the repute that the
lege in Connecticut.
province long continued to enjoy for the excellency and
efficiency of its seminaries of education, that many
respectable persons, not only in the other American
Great Britain, sent their children to

states, but even in
DC educated in

New

A

England.
for knowledge, and universal

general appetue

Ibid. 200.

look on the dark side, the human side, of this
much of human weakness and imperfection
in all that hath been done by man, as was ac
our
fathers before us. Neither was New Eng
knowledged by
land ever without some fatherly chastisements from God ;
showing that he is not fond of the formalities of any people
upon earth, hut expects the realities of practical godliness,
according to our profession and engagement unto him.&quot;
Higginson s Attestation, prefixed to Cotton Mather s History.
t

work, there is
hath appeared

destitute of the wealth and population necessary to sup
port similar establishments within thrir own territories ;

Mils biographers have given us a catalogue of his works,
amounting to no fewer than three hundred and eighty-two
many no doubt of small dimensions, but others of consider
He was a singular eco
able bulk, and some voluminous.
nomist of time, and at once the most voluminous and popular
the
most
zealous
and
active
minister of his age.
and
writer,
Above his study door was inscribed MiU impressive admoBe short.&quot; He was the son of Dr. In
nitionto his visitors,
crease Mather, born in Ifi63, and died in 1727.
&quot;

NORTH AMERICA.
was thus maintained from the
familiarity with letters,
The
iieninmne among the people of this province.
of frivolous amusements, and
general discouragement
of every recreation that bordered upon vice, tended to
devote their leisure hours to reading end the senti
ments and opinions derived through this avenue of
.ed
knowledge, sunk deeply into vigorous anJ undissipa
minds. &quot;The historical retrospections of this people
were peculiarly calculated to exercise a favorable in
fluence on their character and turn of thinking, by

I

i

J

;

a generous emulation and connecting them
with a uniform and progressive course of manly, pa
tient, and successful virtue.
diffusion of knowledge
Notwithstanding the general
among the people of New England, the lower classes
were not entirely exempt from some of the prevalent
In particular, the notion, then
delusions of the age.
of the efficacy
generally received in the parent state,
of the royal touch for the cure of the disorder called the

awakening

into New
king s evil, appears to have been imported
England, to the great inconvenience of those who were
so unhappy as lo receive it.
Belknap has transcribed
from the records of the town of Portsmouth in New
H-mpshire, the petition of an inhabitant to the court of
this province, in the year 1687, for assistance to under
take a journey to England, that he might be cured of his
disease by coining in contact with a king ;* a circum
stance which Heaven (it may be hoped) has decreed
should never be possible within the confines of North

America.
of the population of New England at
been very differently estimated by differ
ent writers.
According to Sir William Petty, the
number of inhabitants amounted, in the year 1691, to
one hundred and fifty thousand. A much lower com
putation is adopted by Neal, and a much higher by a
later historian.
The population, it is certain, had been

The amount

this period has

considerably augmented, both by the emigrations of dis
senters from various of the European stales, and by native
propagation in circumstances so favorable to increase.
Yet no quarter of North America has seen its own po

pulation so extensively drained by emigration as New
England, which, from a very early period of its history,
has nerer ceased to send swarms of hardy, industrious,

and educated

men

to recruit

and

improve every suc

resources to
The total restraint of licentious
energy and virtue.
intercourse the facility of acquiring property and main
the discouragement of idleness and
taining a family
and the prevalence of industrious and frugal
luxury
habits among all classes of people, concurred with pow
cessive

settlement that

his offered

its

;

;

;

render marriages both frequent and
Boston, the capital of Mas
England.
sachusetts, and the largest city in North America, ap
pears to have contained a population of about 10,000
erful

efficacy

prolific in

to

New

In the year 1720,
Every inhabitant
required by law to keep a stock of

persons at the close of

this century.
inhabitants amounted to 20.000.

its

province was
arms and ammunition

of the

in his house; and all males
above sixteen years of age were enrolled in the militia,
which was assembled for exercise four times every

The whole

New

England was compre
hended at this period in four jurisdictions, Massachu
setts, Xew Hampshire, Connecticut, and Rhode Island.
To Massachusetts there had been annexed the settle
ments of New Plymouth and Maine, and to Connecti
cut the settlement of Xewhaven.
The territories of
territory of

these governments were divided info constituted dis
tricts called townships, each of which was represented
by une or two deputies (according to the number of the

Besides this
freeholders) in the assembly of the state.
elective franchise, the freeholders of each township
enjoyed the right of appointing the municipal officers

denominated select-men, by whom the local adminis
tration of the
The qualiticatownship was exercised.
tion of a freeholder in Massachusetts was declared by
its charter to be an estate of the value of
forty shillings
per annum, or the possession of personal property to

the

amount of

1

fifty

pounds

;

communion with

the con-

*

Helknap. i. Append. No. 46. The following advertisement
occurs in the London Gazette of the 2!lth of May, 1682.
Tliese are to give notice that the weather growing warm,
any more for the evil till [owards
Michaelmas. And his majesty s chirurgeons desire, to pre
vent his majesty bc-inff defrauded, that greater care be taken
f irthe future in
regislering certificates given to such as come
to be touched.&quot; Atter the
Restoration, such multitudes
flocked to the palace to be touched that a number of
people
were crushed to death. Evelyn s Journal, ii. 571. This
su
perstition (which it is said that Cromwell vainly tried to
attach to his own person) survived in
till the reign
England
of Queen Anne-,wUo touched
{among otheis) the infant frame
of Dr. Johnson.

&quot;

his majesty will not touch

sued towards them, and of which their
incieasing re
sources rendered them
sensible

andpro-

increasingly

portionally impatient.
Rhode Island was no

The loyalty of Connecticut and
way promoted by the preserva

tion of their ancient charters
an advantage wnich they
which every man well knew had been conceded to them
by the British
was rated according to the value of his whole property
government with the utmost reluctance, and of which
but since the year 1645, excises, imposts, and poll numerous
attempts lo divest them by act of parliament
taxes had been in use.
The judicial proceedings in all were made by King William and hie immediate suc
the provincial courts were conducted with great expe
cessors.
Even the new charter of Massachusetts was
not exempted from such attacks
dition, cheapness, and simplicity of procedure.
and the defensive
Massachusetts and New Hampshire, the one enjoy spirit that was thus excited and
kept alive by the aggres
a
the
other
an
nnchartered
sive
chartered,
ing
jurisdiction,
policy of britain contributed, no doubt, to influ
were the only two states of New England in which ence, in a material degree, the future destinies of
the superior officers of government were appointed by America.
the crown, and from the tribunals of which an appeal
In return for the articles which
they required from
was admitted to the king in council. As New Hamp Europe, and of which the English merchants
monopo
shire was too inconsiderable to support the substance lised the
the
inhabitants
of
New England had
supply,
as well as the title of a separate establishment, it was no staple
which
not
be
obtained
commodity
might
the practice at thus period, and for some time after, to
cheaper in Europe by their customers. They possessed,
indeed, good mines of iron and copper, which might
appoint the same person to be governor of Massachu
setts and New Hampshire.
In Connecticut and Rhode have been wrought with
advantage but they were
Island, all the officers of government (excepting the restrained by the English
legislature from manufactur
members of the court of admiralty) were elected by the ing these metals either for home consumption or
foreign
inhabitants
and so resolutely was this highly-valued exportation.
The principal commodities exported from
that
New
when King William appointed
privilege asserted,
England were the produce and &quot;refuse of their
Fletcher, the governor of New York, to command the forests, or, as it was commonly termed, lumber, and
Connecticut forces, the province refused to obey him. the produce of their cod-fishery.
In the beginning of
The laws of these states were not subject to the nega the eighteenth century, the annual imports into the pro
vinces from England were estimated by Neal at
tive, nor the judgments of their tribunals to the review,
of the king.
But the validity of their laws was de 100,0001. The exports by the English merchants con
clared to depend on a very uncertain criterion
a con
sisted of a hundred thousand quintals (the
quintal
formity, as close as circumstances would admit, to the weighing 112 pounds) of dried cod-fish, which were
So perfectly democratic sold in Europe for 80.000/. and of three thousand tons
jurisprudence of England.*&quot;
were the constitutionsof Connecticut and Rhode Island, of naval stores. To the other American
plantations,
that in neither of them was the governor suffered to New
England sent lumber, fish and other provisions, tc
exercise a negative on the resolutions of the assembly. the amount of 50.000/. annually.
An extensive manu
The spirit of liberty was not suppressed in Massachu facture of linen cloth was established aho it this time
setts by the encroachments of
this was an
royal prerogative on the in the province
advantage for which New
ancient privileges of the people, but was vigorously England was indebted to the
migration of many thou
exerted through the remaining and important organ of sands of Irish presbyterians to her shores about the

nally

by temporary assessments,

to

;

j

;

;

;

:

the provincial assembly.
All the patronage that was
vested in the royal governor was never able to create a
royalist party in this state.

The

functionaries

whom he

appointed, depended on the popular assembly for the
emoluments of their offices and it was not till after
many unsuccessful efforts, that the British government
were able to free the governor himself from the same
;

dependence, atid to prevail with the assembly to annex
a fixed salary to his office.
The people and the popu
lar authorities of Massachusetts were always
ready
to set an example to the other colonies of a deter

mined resistance

to the

encroachments of royal prero

gative.

In all the colonies, and especially in the New Eng
land states, there existed at this period, and for a long
time afterwards, a mixture of very opposite sentiments
towards Great Britain. As the posterity of English
men, the colonists cherished a strong attachment to a
land which they habitually termed the Mother
Country,
or Nome,* and to a people whom, though

contempora
with themselves, they regarded as occupying an

ries

year.
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gregational churches having ceasri for many years to
be requisite to the enjoyment of political privileges. In
the other stales of New England, the qualification was
at this period nearly the same as in Massachusetts.
The expenses of government had been defrayed origi

ancestral relation to them.

As

Americatis, their liberty

and happiness, and even their national existence, were
associated with escape from royal persecution in Bri
tain
and the jealous and unfriendly sentiments engen
dered by this consideration were preserved more
parti
cularly in Massachusetts by the privation of the privi
which
had
to
and
which
it,
leges
originally belonged
Connecticut and Rhode Isbnd were still permitted to
enjoy, and maintained in every one of the states by the
oppressive commercial policy which Great Britain pur;

*There were no regular means of ascertaining; this con
formity these slates not being obliged, like Massachusetts,
to transmit their laws to England.
On a complaint from an
inhabitant of Connecticut, aggrieved by the operation of a
particular law, it was declared, by the king in council,
that
their law concerning dividing land-inheritance of an intestate
was contrary to the law of England, and void
but the
colony paid no regard to this declaration. Hist, of the British
;

&quot;

;&quot;

Dominions in North America, B. ii. cap. lii. Q 1.
tTh jy have left one indestructible mark o their origin,
and their kindly remembrance of it, in the British n^nies
which they transferred to American places. When NewLondon in Connecticut was founded in the year 1648. the as
sembly of the province assigned its name by an act com
Whereas it hath
mencing with Hit following preamble
been the comim ndable practice of the inhabitants of all the
colonies of these parts, that as this country hath its denomi
nation from our dear native country of England, and thence
is called New England; so the
planters, in their first settling
of most new plantations, have given names to these
planta
tions of some cities and towns in
England, thereby intending
to keep up ami leave to
posterity the memorial of several
this court, considering that there
places of note there,&quot; 4c.
hath yet no place in any of the colonies been named in
&quot;

:

&quot;

memory

of the city of

London,&quot;

A-c.

Trumbull,

i.

170.

beginning of the eighteenth century.
Ship-building
was from an early period carried on to a considerable
extent at Boston and other sea-port towns.
It was the

some merchants to freight their vessels as
they built them, with cargoes of colonial produce, and
to sell the vessels in the same
ports in which the car
A great part of the trade of the
goes were disposed of.
other colonies was conducted by the
shipping of New
practice of

At this period, and for many years after
England.
wards, specie was so scarce in the province, that paper
money formed almost exclusively the circulating me
dium in use among the inhabitants. Bills, or notes,
were circulated for sums as low as half a crown.

The

of a great part of the district of Maine

soil

was

erroneously supposed, by its first European colonists,
to be unfavorable to
agriculture, and incapable of yield
ing a sufficient supply of bread to its inhabitants. This
notion produced the deficiency which it
presupposed
and, injurious as it was to the increase and prosperity
of the inhabitants, it prevailed even till the
period of the
American revolution. Prior to that event, the inhabi
tants traded almost
exclusively in lumber, and the
greater part of the bread they consumed was imported
from the middle colonies.
All the states of New
Eng
land were long infested with wolves
and, at the close
of the seventeenth century, laws were still enacted
by
the New England assembles
ottering bounties for the
destruction of these animals.
;

;

Except

in

Rhode

Island, the doctrine

and form of the

congregational church that was established by the first
colonists prevailed generally in the New
England
stales.
Every township was required by law to choose
a minister, and to fix his
mutual
salary by
agreement of
the parties
in default of which a
salary proportioned
to the ability of the
township was decreed to him by
the justices of the peace.
In case of the
neglect of
any township to appoint a minister within the period
prescribed by the law, the right of appointment for the
occasion devolved to the court of
quarter sessions.
By a special custom of the town of Boston, the sala
ries of its ministers were derived from the
voluntary
contributions of their respective
congregations, col
lected every Sunday on their
for divine ser
;

assembling

it was
remarked, that none of the ministers
England were so liberally provided for as those
whose emoluments, unaided by legal provision, thus
represented the success of their labors and the attach
ment or conscientiousness of their people. In Rhode
Island there was no
legal provision for the observance
of divine
worship, or the maintenance of religious in
stitutions.
This colony was peopled by a mixed mul-

vice
of

:

and

New
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titude of sectarians, who, having separated themselves
from Christian societies in other places, had continued
in their
uivu |/iw
state iu
and uisuniieu
disunited maie
oroKen ana
present hwuiiaini a broken

able

equally
dangerous and infamous tc the perpetrator,
t
are assured by a respectable writer, that at this
in the whole
properiod there was not a single beggar
Labor was so valuable, land *o cheap, and the
vince.
elective franchise so extensive, that every industrious
man might acquire a stake in the sod, and a voice in
i

We

j

un-

In their political capacity, they admitted
con-. conscience, and disavowed all
oundrd liberty of
boi
In their Christian
nexion between church and state.
tioi
on

|

_,

relations, they

!

of the virtue of mutual
disowned the duty of sub-

made no account

forbearance, and absolutely

The general
the civil administration of his country.
diffusion of education caused the national advantages

whether essential
milting to one another on any point,
Few of them held regular assem
or circumstantial.
still fewer appear to have had
blies for public worship
and an aversion to
staled places for such asemblage
every thing that savored of restraint or Jurmaltty pre
the unlimi
vailed among them all.

which were thus vigorously improved, to be justly ap
and an ardent and enlightened patriotism
preciated
knit the hearts of the people to each other and to their

;

;

;

country.

Notwithstanding

ted

toletation that

was professedly established

cordially supported hy public opinion, they were
to render every vicious and prolific excess

The state of society in New England, the circum
stances and habits of the people., tended to form, among
their k-adiiic men, a character more useful than bril
not (as some have imagined) to discourage
liant
talent, but to repress its vain display, and train it to its

in ibis

settlement, it appears that the government, in the year
1665, passed an ordinance to outlaw (junkers and con
fiscate their estates, because they would not bear arms.

;

But the people, in general, resisted this regulation, and
would not suiter it to be carried into ctl ect. Cotton
Mather declares, that, in 1655, &quot;Rhode Island colony
was a colluvies of antinomians, fatalists, anabaptists,

legitimate and

to
respectable end, of giving efficacy

and on some occasions succeeded by their sons, whero

recommended inheritance of place.*
more than one of the settlements, the first codes o!
the peo
law were the compositions of single persons
ple desiring an eminent leader to compose for them a
body of law, aud then legislating unanimously in con
inheritance of merit
In

;

formity with his suggestions.
The most lasting, if not the most serious, evil with
which New England has been afflicted, is the institu

of slavery,

tion

but, otice introduced, it was fatally calculated to
perpetuate itself, and to derive accessions from various
other sources.
For some time, indeed, this was suc
and instances have been recorded
cessfully resisted
of judicial interposition to restrain the evil withiu its
In the year 1645, a negro fraudulently
original limits.
brought from Africa, and enslaved within the New
England territory, was liberated and sent home by the
ties

;

;

ters,

agreeably

There was never any law expressly
and such was the influence of
moral feeling in Xew England, that, even
while there was no law prohibiting ity continuance, it
was never able to prevail to any considerable exteni.
From In the year 1704, the assembly of Massachusetts im
this aristocratical distinction was unknown.
Uunton s account of his residence in Boston in IfiSG, posed a duty of 4/. on every negro imported into the
and eight years after, passed an act prohibit
it
appears that the inhabitants of Massachusetts were province
at that time distinguished in a very high degree hy the ing the importation of any more Indian servants or
In Massachusetts, the slaves never exceeded
cheerfulness of their manners, their hospitality, and a slaves.
in Connecti
courtesy the more estimable that it was indicative of the fiftieth part of the whole population
4
cut and Rhode Island, when slaves wore most numer
real benevolence.
ous (in the middle of the eighteenth century.) the pro
In the historical and statistical accounts of the vari
and m the territory that
ous states, we continually meet with instances of the portion was nearly the same
beneficial influence exercised by superior minds on the afterwards received the name of Vermont, when the
districts
number
of
inhabitants
amounted
to nearly nine thou
virtue, industry, and happiness of particular
In no country has the ascendency sand, there were only sixteen persons in a .state of
and communities.
The cruelties and vices that slavery tends to
of talent been greater or more advantageously exerted. slavery.
The dangers of Indian invasion were encountered and engender were repressed at once hy this great prepon
the dejection anil timidity produced by them, derance of the sound over the unhealthy part of the
repelled
overcome the feuds and contentions arising among body politic, and by the circumstances to which thia
The majority ol the inhabi
settlers of various countries, habits, and opinions, com
preponderance was owing.
anil numerous
the tern pt at ions to slothful and degenerate tants were decidedly hostile to slavery
posed
modes of living, resisted the self-denial requisite to remonstrances were addressed to the British govern
the endowment of institutions for preaching the gospel ment against the encouragement she afforded 10 it by
and the education of youth, resolutely practised. In maintaining the slave trade. t When America etlected
founding and conducting to maturity the settlements her independence, ihe New England states (with the
that from time to time extended ihcmselves over the single exception of New Hampshire) adopted measures
surface of the province, men of talent and virtue
which, in the course of a few years, abolished every
In New Hampshire, it
joyed a noble and arduous sphere of employment. trace of this vile institution.
They taught by action and example. They distin seems to have been rather a preposterous regard for
liberty, and the sacrcdness of existing possessions, than
guished themselves from the rest of mankind by excel
better a predilection for slavery, that prevented this practice
ling them in their ordinary pursuits, and thinking
than they on the ordinary subjects of reflection aud from being formally abolished by the principles hy which
The impression they produced, if cir it has been essentially modified and substantially con
consideration.
cumscribed in its limits, was intense in its efficacy the demned.^
fame they achieved, if neither noisy nor glaring, wa.s
*
I had intended here to have subjoined a list (extracted
They propagated their own moral from the New England Journals) of persons in whose fa
lasting and rtfmcd.
likeness around them, and rendered their wisdom anil milies the government of particular stales and imvns has
their own character on the been vested, with the consent of their follow citizens, for
spirit immortal by engrafting
considerable periods of time. But I find the list too long for
Mankind are more
minds
their fellow citizens.

Socmians, quakera, ran
and every thing hut Roman catholics and true
In ihe town of
Christians
buna terra, mn/a gens.&quot;
Providence, which was included in this colony, and
was inhabited by the descendants of those schismatics
who had accompanied Ro&amp;lt;rer Williams and Mrs. Hutchinson in their exile from Massachusetts, the aversion to
all establishments and every sort of subordination was
carried to such an extreme that, at this period, the in
habitants had neither magistrates nor ministers among
them.
They entertained an invincible aversion to all
rates and taxes, as the inventions of men to support
hirelings, hy which opprobrious term they designated
all magistrates and ministers who refused to serve them

surprised with the graceful and courteous
demeanor of the gentlemen and clergy of Connecticut,
and confessed that he found the aspect and address
that were thought peculiar to nobility, in a land where

;

which may be

attributed,&quot;

;

;

;

I

;

was enhanced

by the thinly peopled state of

the country, where none could screen his character or
pursuits from the observation of the public eye.
Perhaps no country in the world was ever more dis
tinguished than New England was at this time for the
general prevalence of those sentiments and habits that
render communities respectable and happy.
Sobriety
and industry pervaded all classes of the inhabitants.
The laws against immoralities of every description were
remarkably strict, and not less strictly executed ;i and
*

:

apt

ot&quot;

We

have an account of the religious
Neal, ii. 505, 590.
condition of Rhode Island, about thirty years after this
lie great and good Bishop Berkeley,
period, from the pen of
who resided some years in this colony. A general muitfcrencu
to religion, and a great relaxation of morality, had Income
the characteristics of the majority of the people. Several
churches, however, some on the congregational, and others
on the episcopal model, had been established; and through
iheir instrumentality, the blessings of religion were yet. pre
served in the colony. Berkeley s Work, vol. ii. p. 435, 430.
So late as the beginning of the nineteenth century, the
legislature of Rhode Island discouraged the project of a
turnpike road, alleging that turnpike duties and ecclesiastical
establishments wen English practices, and badges of slavery,
from which their people were distinguished over all ihe other
Americans by a happy exemption. It was not till the year
1805 that the advantages of turnpike roads prevailed over ihe
imaginary dignity of this exemption. D wight, vol. ii.
Letter 52.
t Josselyn, who visited New England, for the first time
1638, relate?, that in the village ofBoston there were then
two licensed inns.
An officer^ visits them/ he adds,

;

;

wealth and population, so were they the most distin
guished for piety, morality, and the cultivation and dif
fusion of knowledge.
At the close of the seventeenth
century there were an hundred religious assemblies in
Massachusetts, exclusive of the numerous congrega-

to virtue

to

copy characters than

is

much more

to practise

ellectually

precepts

recommended

;

and virtue

to their imita

and esteem by the life of zeal than by the weight
of argument.
Let the votaries of Fame remember that
tion

if

a

thus spent

life

patriot s

extend

name,
it

it

circumscribe the diffusion of the

seems

to distant

mous fame be any

to enlarge his very being, and
generations; and that if posthu

thing

more than a splendid

illusion,

from which the surest and
most lasting satisfaction will be derived.
The esteem of the community was considered so
it is

i

!

&quot;

i

such distinction as

this,

valuable a part of the emoluments of office, that the
salaries of all public officers, except those who were
appointed by the crown, were, if not scanty, yet ex
In Connecticut, it was remarked,
ceedingly moderate.
that the whole annual expenses of its public institutions
(about SOO/.) did not amount to the salary of a royal
The slender emoluments of public offices,
governor.
am i t lc tenure of popular pleasure hy which they were
held, tended very much to exempt the offices from the
|

soberly hear away, he countermands it, and appoints the
oportion, beyond which he can nut get one drop.&quot; Josselyn s
pro

pretensions of unworthy candidates, and the officers
from calumny and envy.
Virtue and ability were fairly
and wo frequently find the same men reappreciated
elected for a long series of years to the same offices,
;

tlpp^ers^nTriVunkards wit bin their &quot;districts&quot; and alehouse
keepers were forbidden to supply liquor to any person whose
name was thus posted. Holmes, ii. 18. The magistrates of
some of the towns of Scotland appear to have exercised
similar acts of authority. An instance occurred in the town
Of Rutherglen in 1668. Ure s Hist, of Ruthergleii, p. 71.

;

;

savs the historian from whom this testimony is derived,
&quot;to
their great veneration for the Holy Scriptures,
which they all read from the least to the greatest.&quot;*
Massachusetts and Connecticut, as they were the most
considerable of the New England states, in respect of

lions of Christian Indians.
The censorial discipline
exercised by those societies over their members was
eminently conducive to the preservation of good morals
and thft efficacy of this and of every other incitement

slavery

religious ancl

;

with their
they lived in great amity
seemed
neighbors, and, though every man did whatever
crime was
right in his own eyes, it was rarely that any
**

court.

authorising

;

Yet

;

a late period to

New Hamp

antisalibalarians, Arrninians,

committed among them

till

The practice, as we have seen, originated iu
shire.!
the supposed necessity created by the Indian hostili

wisdom and virtue. Yet this state of society was by
no means inconsistent either with refinement of man
Lord Bellamont was general
ners or with innocent hilarity.

for nothing.

which continued

pollute ali its provinces, and even now lingers, though
to a very slight extent, in the province of

i

i

*

Dunton s Life and Errors, Stage iv. Duntou, who had
good men s feasts in London, was yet struck with the
plenty and elegance of the entertainments he witnessed in
Boston.
sat at

J

insertion.
t The assembly of this province, as early as the reign of
il any man
George the Fust, passed a law, enacting, that
smile out the eye or tooth of his man or maid servant, or
otherwise maim or disfigure them, he shall let him or her go
free from his service, and shall allow such farther recompense
and that
as the court of quarter sessions shall adjudge
if any person kill his Indian or negro servant, he shall be
e
death.&quot;
slaves
in
this
are said
with
The
pro-.-im
punished
to have been treated in all respects like while servants
Warden s United States, i. 3&8.
t Vur&amp;gt; different in this respect were (at one period) the con
duct and sentiments of the Portuguese government and the
colonists of Brazil, where the royal authority was endangered
by the endeavors of the crown to second the policy of the
jesuits for extirpation or mitigating the evils of Indian aud
negro slavery. See Souther s History of Brazil, Part ii.
There is a strange, I hope not a disingenuous, indistinct
&quot;

;&quot;

&quot;

t)

ness in the statements of some writers respecting the negro
slavery of New England. Wintt-rbotham, writing in 1793,
If he
asserts, that &quot;there are no .slaves in Massachusetts.&quot;
that a law had been passed which denounced, and was
extinguishing slavery, he was right ; but the
sense of his words is contradicted by Warden s
Tables, which demonstrate that fifteen years after (the law
not yet having produced its full effect) there were several
thousand slaves in Massachusetts. Dwight relates Jus
travels, in the end of the eighteenth and beginning of the

meant

gradually
literal

nineteenth century, through every part -of New England,
without giving us the slightest reason to suppose that *uch
beings as slaves existed
any one of its slates, except
when he slops* to defend the legislature of Connecticut from
an imputation on the manner in which her share of th
Warden himself says,
one
abolition had been conducted.
slavery no longer exists in New England,&quot; even
page, that
while, in another, he indicates and seeks to palliate the uocurrence of its extrema vestigia in New Hampshire

m

m

&quot;

NURTH AMERICA;
BOOK

MARYLAND.

Wise Government of his Son and Suc
first Proprietary
cessor Law against importing Felons Establishment of
the Church of England suggested Dismemberment of the
Delaware Territory from .Maryland Arbitrary Projects of
the Second

granted to certain individuals within the realm in the
reign of Henry the Seventh, had been subsequently re
and his heirs and successors was described as
that pealed by act of parliament.
But to render this au
region bounded by a line drawn from Watktns Point thority conclusive, it would be necessary to suppose,
of
the
that
of Chesapeak Bay
to
that
act
of
thence
estuary
every
part
parliament that introduced a particular
of Delaware on the north which lies under the fortieth ordinance was also declaratory of the
general law and
even
where
New
is terminated
thence
in
then
the
degree,
England
application of this authority to the char
a right line, by the
to the meridian of ter of Maryland may very
be
aforesaid,
Colo
degree
fairly
questioned.
the fountain of Potowmack
thence following its course nies, in that age, were regarded entirely as
dependencies
of
the
In
honor
of
the
farther
bank
to
confluence.&quot;
monarchical
its
of
the
the
rule
by
of
part
government ;
the queen, the province thus bestowed on a nohleman their governance was the royal
prerogative, except
of the same faith with her majesty was denominated where it was specially limited or excluded
the
terms
by
and in honor, perhaps, of her majesty s of a royal charter and the same power that gave a
Maryland
po
faith, the endowment was accompanied with immunities litical being to the colony was considered adequate to
more ample than any of the other colonial establish determine the political privileges of its inhabitants. The
ments possessed. The new province was declared to colonists of Maryland undoubtedly conceived that their
be separated from Virginia, and no longer subordinate charter bestowed on them an exemption from all taxes
to any other colony, but immediately subject to the but .-uch as should be imposed by their own
provincial
crown of England, and dependant on the same for ever. assembly for it discharged them for ever from the
Lord Baltimore was created the absolute proprietary of taxation of the enly power that was considered com
it
Not the
saving the allegiance and sovereign dominion due petent to exercise this authority over them.
He was empowered, with the assent of least remarkable peculiarity of this charter is, that it
to the crown.
&quot;

Charter of Maryland obtained from Charles the First by
Lord Baltimore Emigration of Roman Catholics to the
Province Friendly Treaty with [he Indians Generosity
of Lord Baltimore Opposition and Intrigues of Oeyborne First Assembly of Maryland Representative Go
vernment established E. irly introductinn of Negro Slavery
An Indian War Cleyboriie s Rebellion Religious Tole
ration established in the Colony Separate Establishment
of the House of Burgesses Cleyborne declares for Crom
well and usurps the Administration Toleration abo
lishedDistractions of the Colony terminated by the
Restoration Establishment of a provincial Mint Happy
State of the Colony Naturalization Acts Death of the

James

26 1

leal for extending the Christian religion, and the ter
ritories of the empire ; and the district assigned to him

III.

Alarm of the Colonists

Rumor

of a

Popish Plot A Protestant Association is formed and
usurps the Administration The Proprietary&quot; Government
suspended by King William Establishment of the Church
of England, and Persecution of the Catholics State of the
Province Manners Laws.

;

;

:

;

;

:

;

|

;

FROM

New

the history of Massachusetts and of the other
England Btates, which were the offspring of its

we

now

proceed to consider the
establishment of a colony which arose from the settle

colonization,

ment

we

of Virginia.

are

to

In relating the history of this state,

have had occasion to

among

notice,

the causes

whom be was required
purpose, to make laws for ihe
province, not repugnant to the jurisprudence of Eng
land
and the acts of the assembly he was authorised
to execute.
For the population of the new colony,
licence was given to all his Majesty s subjects to trans
the freemen or their delegates,
to

assemble

for

that

;

affords the first

example of the dismemberment of a
colony, and the creation of a new one within its limits,
by the mere act of the crown.
Lord Baltimore having thus obtained the charter of
Maryland, hastened to execute the design of colonizing
the new province, of which he
appointed his brother,
Leonard Calvert, to be governor.
The first body of
of
about two hundred gentlemen
emigrants, consisting
of considerable rank and fortune, chiefly of the Roman

its
inhabitants during the govern
John Harvey, the diminution of their co- port themselves thither and they and their posterity
hy arbitrary grants from the crown, of were declared to be liegemen of the king and his suc
The cessors, and entitled to the liberties of Englishmen, as
country situated within its limits.
most remarkable of these was the grant of Maryland to if they had been born within the kingdom. Power was catholic persuasion, with a number of inferior adherents,
Lord Baltimore.
given to the proprietary, with assent of the people, to sailed from England under the command of Calvert in
Sir Gt-orge Calvert. afterwards Lord Baltimore, was impose all just and proper subsidies, which were November, 1632; and
after a prosperous
voyage,
and it was covenanted on the landed in Maryland, near the mouth of the river Potow
Secretary of State to Kins; James the First, and one of granted to him for ever
the original associates of the Virginian Company. Im
in the beginning of the
of
the
that
neither
he
nor
his
successors
mack,
part
king,
following year.
[1633.]
pressed with the value of colonial property, and the should at any time impose, or cause to be imposed, any The governor, as soon as he landed, erected a cross on
improvement that it seemed likely to derive from the tallages on the colonists, or their goods and tenements, the shore, and took possession of the country, for our
or on their commodities to be laden within the pro
Saviour, and for our sovereign lord the king of Eng
progress of colonization, he employed his political influ
ence to secure an ample share of it to himself and his vince. Thus was conferred on Maryland, in perpetuity, land. Aware that the first settlers of Virginia had
of
He was a strenuous asscrter the supremacy that exemption which had been granted to other given umbrage to the Indians by occupying their terri
family.
of that authority from the exercise of which he expected colonies for a term of years. The territory was erected tory without demanding their permission, he determined
to derive his own enrichment
[1620] and when a bill into a palatinate and the proprietary was invested to imitate the wiser and juster policy that had been pur
was introduced into the House of Commons for making with all the royal rights of the palace, as fully as any sued by the colonists of New England, and to unite the
new with the ancient race of inhabitants by the recipro
the Newfoundland fishery free to all British subjects, bishop of Durham had ever enjoyed
and he was au
}
opposed it, on the plea that the American territory, thorised to appoint officers, to repel invasions, and to cal ties of equity and good-will. The Indian chief to
having been acquired by conquest, was subject to the suppress rebellions. The advowsons of those churches, whom he submitted his proposition of occupying a
The first which should be. consecrated according to the eccle portion of the country answered at first with a sullen
exclusive regulation of the royal prerogative.
The indifference, the. result most probably of aversion to the
grant that he succeeded in obtaining was of a district siastical laws of England, were granted to him.
in Newfoundland named Avalon, where, at a considera
charter
in ease any doubt should measure and of conscious inability to resist it, that he
finally provided, that,
ble expense, he formed the settlement of Ferryland ;* arise concerning its true meaning, the interpretation would not bid the English go, neither would he bid
them stay, but that he left them to their own discre
[1622] but finding his expectations disappointed by the most favorable to the proprietary should be adopted
tion.
soil and climate of this inhospitable region, he paid a
The liberality and courtesy, however, of the
excluding, however, any construction derogatory to the
visit to Virginia, for the purpose of ascertaining if some
Christian religion, or to the allegiance due to the governor s demeanor succeeded at length in concili
of
its richer territory
not
be
rendered more cruwn.
part
might
ating his regard so powerfully, that he not only formed
subservient to bis advantage.
Observing that the Vir
Though the sovereignty of the crown was thus re a friendly league between the colonists and his own
served over the province, and a conformity enjoined people, but persuaded the other neighboring tribes to
ginians had not yet formed any settlements to the north
ward of the river Potowmack, he determined to obtain between its legislation and the jurisprudence of Eng accede to the treaty, and warmly declared, I love the
and easily pre
a grant of territory in that quarter
land, no means were provided for the exercise of the English so welt, that tf they should go about to kill me,
vailed with Charles the First to bestow on him the in
much breath as to speak, I would command
royal dominion or the ascertainment of the stipulated if 1 had so
vestiture ho desired.
With the intention of promoting conformity. The charter contained no special reserva the people not to revenge my death ; for I knew they
the aggrandisement of his own family, he combined the tion of royal interference in the government of the pro
would not do such a thing, except it were through my
more generous design of founding a new state, and vince, and no obligation on the proprietary to transmit own /Milt. Having purchased the rights of the abori
colonizing it with the persecuted votaries of the church the acts of assembly for confirmation or disallowance gines at a price which gave them perfect satisfaction,
of Rome, to which he had become a convert
but the by the king.
In erecting the province into a palatinate, the colonists obtained possession of a considerable dis
trict, including an Indian town which they immediately
design which he had facilitated by an act of injustice, and vesting the hereditary government of it in the fa
to
His
was
not
himself
realize.
he
permitted
project, mily of Ijord Baltimore, the king exercised the highest proceeded to occupy, and to which they gave the name
which was interrupted by his death, just when all was attributes of the prerogative of a feudal sovereign. A of St. Mary s.
It was not till their numbers had un
dergone a considerable increase, that they judged it
prepared for carrying it into effect, was resumed by his similar trait of feudal prerogative appears in the perpe
son and successor, Cecilius, Lord Baltimore, in whose tual exemption from royal taxation which was confirmed necessary to enact legislative regulations, and establish
favor the king completed and executed the charter by the charter, and which, at a later period,
gave rise to their political constitution. They lived some time
much intricate and elaborate controversy. It was under the domestic regimen of a patriarchal family, and
[1632] that had besn destined for his father.
If the charter which this monarch had granted a short maintained, when this provison became the
confined their attention to the providing of food and
subject of
time before to the puritan colonists of Massachusetts critical discussion, that it could never bo construed to habitations for themselves and the associates by whom
may be regarded as the exercise of policy, the investi import an exemption from parliamentary taxation, since they expected to be reinforced. The lands which had
ture which he now bestowed on Lord Baltimore was the king could not be
supposed to intend to abridge been ceded to them were planted with facility, because
not less manifestly the expression of favor.
This no the jurisdiction of the parliament, or to renounce a
they had already undergone the discipline of Indian
pri
and this circumstance, as well as the proximity
bleman, like his father, was a Roman catholic and his vilege that was not his own ;* and that even if such tillage
avowed purpose was to people the territory with colo construction had been intended, the immunity was of Virginia, which now afforded an abundant supply
nists of the same persuasion, and erect an asylum in illegal, and incapable of
the
necessaries
of life, enabled the colonists of
of
restraining the functions of the
America for the catholic faith. By the charter, it was legislature. In addition to the general
to escape the ravages of that calamity, which
reasoning that Maryland
declared that the grantee was actuated by a laudable has been employed to demonstrate this
had arHicted the infancy, and nearly proved fatal to the
illegality, refe
rence has be*?n made to the authority of a parliamentary existence of every one of the other settlements of the
His colonial policy is thus contrasted by an old writer,
in America.
The tidings of their safe and
with that of Chief Justice opham, the promoter of tlie first proceeding mentioned hy Sir Edward Coke, who, in a English
comfortable establishment in the province, concurring
attempts to Colonize New England
Judge Popham and debate on the royal prerogative in the year 1620, as
Sir George Calvert agreed not more unanimously in the pub
sured the Commons that a dispensation irom subsidies with the uneasiness experienced by the Roman catho
lic design of planting, than they differed in the private
way of
lics in England, induced considerable numbers of the
the first was for extirpating heathens, the second for
it
* Yet at an after
professors of this faith to follow the original emigrants
converting them. He sc-nt away the lewdest, this the
period, it was considered, that an ex
soberest people
the one was for present profit, the other for clusion of parliamentary taxation, whether
to Maryland
and no efforts of wisdom or generosity
effectually con
a reasonable expectation&quot;
the first set up a common stituted, would be at least imported by such a clause and
were spared by Lord Baltimore to facilitate the popnBtock, out of which the people should be provided by pro
in the Pennsylvaniaii charter when an exemption of this de
The
lation and promote the happiness of the colony
portions; the second left every one to provide for himsel/&quot; scription was conceded, it was qualified by an express
savin*
stores and
Lloyd s State WorthjM, 751, 752.
of the authority of the English parliament.&quot;
transportation of people, and of necessary
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THE HISTORY OF
him upwards Kent, and scattered jealousies among the Indian tribes,
The third assembly of Maryland, which was convoked
To every emigrant he as some of whom he was able to persuade that the new two years afteiwards, [1039], was rendered memora
of forty thousand pounds.
and with a settlers were Spaniards and enemies to the Virginians. ble by the introduction of a representative
in absolute fee
signed fifty acres of land
body into
The population of the
in that age, and altogether sur
[1034.] Lord Baltimore at length was sensible of the the constitution.
had
the
provisions, during

first

two

years, cost

;

unparalleled
united a general establishment
prising in a catholic, he
of Christianity as the common law of the land, with an
absolute exclusion of the political predominance or
one particular sect or denomination
superiority of any
This wise administration soon con
of Christians.
liberality

verted a dreary wilderness into a prosperous colony.
It is a proof at once of the success of his policy, and
the prosperity and happiness of the colonists, that a
very few years after the first occupation of the province,
a considerable sub
they granted to their proprietary
sidy of tobacco, as a grateful acknowledgment of his
Similar tributes continued,
liberality and beneficence.
from time to time, to attest the merit of the1 proprie
tary and the attachment of the people.
,

The wisdom and virtue by which the
new province was signalised, could

plantation of

not atone for
the arbitrary injustice by which its territory had been
wrested from the jurisdiction of Virginia and while it
is impossible not to regret the troubles which origin
ated from this circumstance, there is something not al
together dissatisfactory to the moral eye, in beholding
Such lessons are
the inevitable fruits of usurpation.
the

;

most agreeable, when the retribution which they repre
sent is confined to the immediate perpetrators of wrong

:

but they are not least salutary when the admonition
they convey is extended to the remote accessaries, who
are willing to avail themselves of the injustice of the
The king had commanded Sir
principal delinquents.
John Harvey, the governor of Virginia, to render the
utmost assistance and encouragement to Lord Balti
more, in establishing himself and his associates in
But though the governor and his council
Maryland.
readily agreed, in humble submission to his majesty s
to
observe
a good correspondence with their
pleasure,
unwelcome neighbors, they determined at the same
time to maintain the rights of the prior settlement.

The

planters of Virginia presented a petition against
the grant to Lord Baltimore
and both parties were
admitted to discuss their respective pretensions before
:

After vainly endeavoring to pro
mote an amicable adjustment, the council awarded that
his lordship should retain his patent, and the petitioners
their remedy at law
a remedy which probably had no
existence, and to which the Virginians never thought
For the preventing of farther diffe
proper to resort.
rences, it was ordered by the council that free and mu
tual commerce should be permitted between the two
colonies
that neither should receive
fugitives from the
other, or do any act that might provoke a war with the
natives
and that both should on all occasions assist
and befriend each other in a manner becoming fellow
subjects of the same empire.
the Privy Council.

;

:

But although the Virginian planters were thus com
pelled to withdraw their opposition, and the Virginian
to recognise

independence of Mary
land, the establishment of this colony encountered an
obstinate resistance from interests much less entitled
to respect
and the validity of Lord Baltimore s grant

government

the

;

was vehemently opposed by

the pretensions of a prior

This competitor was William Cleyborne, a
Sir John Harvey s council, and secretary of
the province of Virginia
and the friendship between
Harvey and this individiual may perhaps account for
a singularity in the conduct of that
tyrannical governor,
and explain why on one occasion at least he was dis

intruder.

member of

;

and
necessity of a vigorous defence of his rights
orders were transmitted to the governor to vindicate
the provincial jurisdiction, and enforce an entire subor
:

within

dination

limits.

its

Till

this

emergency, the

colony had subsisted without enacting or realising its
civil institutions
but the same emergency that now
called forth the powers of government, tended also to
;

organisation.
Accordingly, in the com
of the following year, [1635.] was con
vened the first assembly of Maryland, consisting of the
whole body of the freemen and various regulations
its

develope

mencement

;

were enacted

for the maintenance of good order in the
One of the enactments of this assembly
province.
was, that all perpetrators of murder and other felonies
should incur the same punishments that were awarded
an enactment which, besides
by the laws of England
its general
utility, was necessary to pave the way to
;

province
derived so large an increase from recent
emigrations,
that it was impossible for the freeholders to continue
any longer to exercise the privilege of legislation l:y
A law was therefore passed
personal attendance.
the introduction of representative:), and the modifica
tion of the house of
It was declared
assembly.
by thitf
act, that those who should be elected in pursuance of
writs issued should be called burgesses, and should
sup
ply the place of the freemen who chose them, in the
f&amp;gt;r

same manner

as the representatives in the parliament
of England, and, in conjunction with those called
by
the special writ of the
proprietary, together with the
governor and secretary, should constitute the general
But though the election of representatives
assembly.
was thus established for the convenience of the people,
they were not restricted to this mode of exercising
their legislatorial
rights

was provided,

;

for, by a very singular clause,
freemen refraining from voting

the judicial proceedings that were
contemplated against
This individual, accordingly, still per
Cleyborne.
in
was
his
indicted
soon after of mur
sisting
outrages,

it

and sedition.
Finding that those who had
encouraged his pretensions left him unaided to defend
his crimes, he fled from justice, and his estate was con

of the legislature were appointed to sit in the same
chamber, and all acts assented to by the united bod/
were to be deemed of the same force as if the propri
It
etary and freemen had been personally present.

der, piracy,

Against these proceedings he appealed to
and petitioned at the same time for the re
newal of his licence and the grant of an independent
territory adjoining to the isle of Kent.
By the assist
ance of powerful friends, and the dexterity of his repre
sentations, he very nearly obtained a complete triumph
over his antagonists, and eventually prevailed so far as
to involve Lord Baltimore and the colonists of
Mary
land in a controversy that was not terminated for seve
ral years.
At length the lords commissioners of the
colonies, to whom the matter had been referred, pro
nounced a final sentence, dismissing Cleyborne s ap
peal, and adjudging that the whole territory belonged
to Lord Baltimore, and that no plantation or trade with
the Indians should be established without his permis
fiscated.

the king

;

that

all

at the election of
burgesses, were at liberty to take their
seats in person in the assembly.
The several branches

was not long before

the people were sensible of the
advantage that the democratic part of the constitution
would derive from the separate establishment of its

but although this innovation was sug
burgesses very shortly afterwards, the
constitution that was now adopted continued to be re
tained by the legislature of Maryland till the year 1650,
Various acts were passed in this assembly for the secu
rity of liberty, and the administration of justice accord
All the in
ing to the laws and customs of England.
habitants were required to take the oath of allegiance
peculiar organ
gested by the

to the king

;

;

the prerogatives of the proprietary were

distinctly recognised ; and the great charter of Eng
land was declared to be the measure of the liberties of

To obviate the inconveniences that
colonists.
began to be threatened by the almost exclusive atterr-

sion within the limits of his patent.
Thus divested ol
every semblance of legal title, Cleyborne exchanged

the

and
hopes of victory for schemes of revenge
watching every opportunity of hostile intrigue that the
situation of the colony might present to him, he was

tion of the people to the cultivation of tobacco, it was
found necessary to enforce the planting of corn by law.

unfortunately enabled, at a future period, to wreak the
vengeance of disappointed rapacity upon his successful
competitors.

proprietary.

his

;

The colony meanwhile continued

A

tax

was imposed for the supply of a revenue to the
But notwithstanding this indication of

prosperity, and the introduction of representative go
vernment, that the colonists were not yet either nume
rous or wealthy, may be strongly inferred from the im

to thrive, and the
inhabitants to be augmented by copious position of a general assessment to erect a water-mill
from
With
the
increase of the for the use of the colony.
Slavery seems to have been
emigration
England.
people, and the extension of the settlements to a greater established in Maryland from its earliest colonization ;
distance from St. Mary s, the necessity of a legislative for an act of this assembly describes the people to con
code became apparent and Lord Baltimore having sist of all Christian inhabitants, slams only exccpted.
composed a body of laws for the province, transmitted That slavery should gain a footing in any community

numbers of

its

:

them to his brother, with directions to propose them to
the assembly of the freemen.
The second assembly of
Maryland was in consequence convoked by the go
vernor, [1637,] with the expectation no doubt of an
immediate ratification of the suggestions of the propri
But the colonists, with a cordial attachment to
etary.

Lord Baltimore, cherished a just estimation of their
and while they made a liberal pro
political rights

own

;

vision for the support of his government, they hesitated
not a moment to reject the code that he tendered to

of professing Christians, will excite the regret of every
one who knows what slavery and Christianity meaix
Some surprise may mingle with our regret when we
behold this baneful institution adopted in a colony of
catholics, and of men who not only were themselves
fugitives from persecution, but so much in earnest in
the profession of their distinctive faith, as for its sake

from their native country.
The unlaw
fulness of slavery had been solemnly announced by the
head
pontiff, whom the catholics regard as the infallible
of their church.
When the controversy on this sub
to incur exile

In the place of it, they prepared for
themselves a collection of regulations, which are credit ject was submitted to Leo the Tenth, he declared, that
posed to maintain the interests of the Virginian plant able to their own good sense, and from which some not only the Christian religion, but nature herself, cried
ers in opposition to the
But the good which an
arbitrary purposes of the king. insight may be derived into the state of the settlement out against a state of slavery.
\bout a year preceding the date of Lord Baltimore s at this period. The province was divided into baronies earthly potentate can effect, is far from being commen
When a pope
charter, the king had granted to Cleyborne a licence and manors, the privileges of which were now carefully surate with his power of doing evil.
under the sign manual to traffic in those parts of America defined.
Bills were framed for securing the liberties divided the undiscovered parts of the world between
not comprehended in any prior patent of exclusive of the people and the titles to landed
his arrogant division was held
property, and for Castile and Portugal,
trade
and for the enforcement of this licence Harvey regulating the course of intestate succession. A bill sacred when another levelled his humane sentence
hud superadded to it a commission in similar terms un
of slavery, his authority was
the
lawfulness
was passed for the support of the proprietary, and an against
der the seal of his own
The object of Cley act of attainder against Cleyborne. In almost all the contemned or disregarded.
authority.
borne and hie associates was to
The discontent with which the establishment of the
monopolise the trade laws where prices were stated or payments prescribed,
ol the Chesapeak
and with this view they had pro- tobacco, and not money, was made the measure of new colony had been regarded by the Virginians was
needed to establish a small trading settlement in the value. The colonists of
Maryland appear to have de heightened, no doubt, by the contrast be .ween the
isle of Kent, which is situated in the
very centre of voted themselves as vehemently as the Virginians did liberty and happiness that the planters of Maryland
at first to the cultivation of this valuable article.
In were permitted to enjoy, and the tyranny that they
Maryland, and which Cleyborne now persisted in claim
themselves were exposed to from the government of
ing as his own, and refused to submit to the newly their indiscriminate eagerness to enlarge their contribu
erected jurisdiction.
The injustice of a plea which tions to the market, and to obtain a price for the whole Sir John Harvey. The arguments by which the Mary
construed a licence to traffic into a
grant of territory, produce of their fields, they refused to accede to the land charter had been successfully defended against
did not prevent the government of
associate the loss of their liberties with
Virginia from coun
regulations by which the planters of Virginia improved them, tended to
for the complaint of dis
the existence of this colony
tenancing Cleyborne s opposition
and, encouraged by the quality by diminishing the quantity of their supply
the approbation which they
and this collision was productive of much dispute and memberment of their original territory had been en
openly gave to his preten
sions, he proceeded to enforce them by acts of
ill-humor between the colonies, and tended to keep countered by the plea, that the designation of that ter
profli
He in alive the original disgutt with which the establishment ritory had perished with the chartei which contained
gate intrigue, and even sanguinary violence.
fused his own spirit into the inhabitants of the isle of of
that by the dissolution of the company to which
it, and
Maryland had been regarded by Virginia.
their acceptance.

:

;

;

:

;

;

NORTH AMERICA
Ihe charter had belonged, all the dominion it could
claim over unoccupied territory had reverted to the
crown. From the company, or at least during its existence, the Virginians had obtained the liberties which
had been wrested from them at the time of its dissoluand hence their ardent wishes for the restoration
tion
of their liberties were naturally connected with the re-

I

were

without interruption, for a considerable period

sisted,

!

But

the colony

was not long permitted

to enjoy the
Scarcely had the Indian
war been concluded, when the intrigues of Cleyborne
exploded in mischiefs of far greater magnitude, and
more lasting malignity. The activity of this enterprising and vindictive spirit had been curbed hitherto by
the deference which he deemed it expedient to profess
to the pleasure of the British court, at which he had
continued to cultivate his interest so successfully, that,
in the year 1642, he had received from the king the apBut the
pointment of treasurer of Virginia for life.
civil wars which had now broke out in England, leaving him no longer any thing to hope from royal patronage, he made no scruple to declare himself a partizan
of the popular cause, and to espouse the fortunes of a
party from whose predominance he might expect at

;

|

its tranquillity.

them to re-annex Maryland to their territory.
change of circumstances and interests been deferred
but a short time, the most injurious consequences
[1640] for
might have resulted to both the colonies
the assembling of the Long Parliament, and the encouragement which every Complaint of royal misgovernment received from that assembly, inspired the propretors of the Virginia company with the hope of obtaining
Fortified by the opinion once the gratification of his ambition, and the mdula restitution of their patent.
of eminent lawyers whom they consulted, and who gence of his revenge.
In conjunction with his ancient
scrupled not to assure them that the ancient patents of associates in the isle of Kent, and aided by the contaVirginia still remained in force,* and that the grant of gious fervent of the times, he raised a rebellion in MaCalvert,
Maryland, as derogatory to them, was utterly void, they ryland in the beginning of the year 1645.
presented an application to the parliament complaining unprepared at first with a force suitable to this emertheir
had
underwas
to
of the unjust invasion that
constrained
privileges
gency,
fly into Virginia for protecand the vacant government was instantly appro
gone, and demanding that the government of Virginia tion
should be restored to them.
This application would priated by the insurgents, and exercised vvith a violence
undoubtedly have prevailed, if it had been seconded by characteristic of the ascendancy of an unpopular mino
the colony.
Its failure was mainly occasioned by the rity.
Notwithstanding the most vigorous exertions of
the governor, seconded by the well-affected part of the
vigorous opposition of the assembly of Virginia.
Under tlie constitution which was thus preserved to community, the revolt was not suppressr-d till the au
them by the efforts of its ancient antagonists, the colo tumn of the following year [1646]. The afflictions of
nists of Maryland continued to enjoy a great degree of that calamitous period are indicated by a statute of the
that the province had been
happiness and prosperity, [1641.] and to evince, by assembly, which recites
their unabated gratitude to the proprietary, that the wasted by a miserable dissension and unhappy war,
which had been closed by the joyful restitution of a
spirit of liberty rather enhances than impairs the attachment of a free people to its rulers, and that a j .ist sense ilessed peace.&quot; To promote the restoration of tran
of the rights of men is no way incompatible with a quillity and mutual confidence, an act of general par
The wise and friendly don and oblivion was passed, from the benefits of w hich
lively impression of their duties.
and all
policy which the governor continued to pursue towards only a few leading characters were cxcepted
the Indians, had hitherto preserved a peace which had actions were discharged for wrongs that might have
But the addi
proved highly beneficial to the infancy of the colony. been perpetrated during the revolt.
But unfortunately the intrigues of Cleyborne had in tional burdens which it was found necessary to impose
fected the minds of these savages with a jealous suspi
upon the people, were consequences of the insurrec
cion, which the increasing power of the colony had no tion that did not so soon pass away
and, three years
tendency to mitigate, and which the immoderate avidity afterwards, [1649] a temporary duty of ten shillings on
of some of the planters tended powerfully to inflame. every hundred weight of tobacco exported in Dutch
The rapid multiplication of the strangers seemed to bottoms was granted to the proprietary the one half
threaten their extinction as a people
and the augmen
of which was expressly appropriated to satisfy claims
ted value which the territory they sold to the colonists produced by the recovery and defence of the province
hjd subsequently derived from the industry nnd skill of and the other was declared to be conferred on him for
its new proprietors, easily
suggested to their envy and the purpose of enabling him the better to provide for
its safety in time to come.
ignorance the angrv surmise, that they had been de
frauded in the original vcndition.
This injurious sus
In the assembly by which the imposition of this duty
was
confirmed
the
conduct
of
various
indi
was enacted, a magnanimous attempt was made to pre
picion
by
viduals among the planters, who procured additional serve the peace of the colony by suppressing one of the
grants of land from the Indians without the authority of most fertile sources of human contention and animosity.
government, for considerations which were extremely It had been declared by the proprietary, at a very early
inadequate, and which, upon reflection, filled them with period, that religious toleration should constitute one of
the fundamental principles of the social union over which
anger and discontent. t These causes at length pro
duced he calamity which the governor had labored so he presided and the assembly of the province, com
An Indian war broke out in the posed chiefly of Roman Catholics, now proceeded, by a
earnestly to avert.
beginning of the year 1642, and continued for several memorable Act concerning Religion, to interweave this
This
years after to administer its accustomed evils, without noble principle into its legislative institutions.
the occurrence of any decisive issue, or the attainment statute commenced with a preamble, declaring that, the
Peace enforcement of the conscience had been of dangerous
of any considerable advantage by either party.
having been with some dillieulty re-established, [1644,] consequence in those countries wherein it had been
and thereafter enacted, that no persons pro
the assembly proceeded to enact laws for the preven
practised
tion of the more obvious causes of complaint and ani
fessing to believe in Jesus Christ should be molested
All acquisitions of land from the aborigines, in respect of their religion, or in the free exercise
mosity.
without the consent of the proprietary, were declared thereof, or be compelled to the belief or exercise of
so that they
derogatory no less to his dignity and rights, than to the any other religion against their consent
safety ol the community, and therefore void and illegal. be not unfaithful to the proprietary, or conspire against
the

,

|

;

I

;

1

j

might worship
might oppress, and where even protestants sought
If the dangers to
refuge from protestant intolerance.
which the Maryland Catholics must have felt themselves
exposed from the disfavor with which they were re
garded by all the other communities of their country
men, and from the ascendancy which their most zea
I

state, may be supposed to
in some degree for their enforcement of a
prin
of
which
they manifestly needed the protection,
ciple
the surmise will detract very little from the merit of
the authors of this excellent law.
The moderation of
mankind has ever needed adventitious support and it
is no
depreciation of Christian sentiment, that it is
capable of deriving an accession to its purity from the
It is by divine
experience of persecution.
grace alone
tiiat the fire of persecution thus sometimes tends to
refine virtue and consume the dross that may have ad
hered to it
and the progress of this history is destined
to show, that without such overruling agency, the
commission of injustice naturally tends to its own re
production, and that the experience of it engenders a
:

;

|

j

;

much stronger disposition to retaliate its severities
tlmi to sympathise with its victims.
It had been happy
the credit of the protestants, whose hostility per
haps enforced the moderation of the catholics of Mary
land, if they had imitated the virtue which their own
apprehended violence may have tended to elicit. But,
lor

unfortunately, a great proportion even of those who
were constrained to seek refuge among the catholic*

&quot;

from the persecutions of their
carried with

1

gation not only of the catholic worship, but of every
part of that system of toleration, under whose shelter
But
they were enabled to conspire its downfall.
though the catholics were thus ill requited by their pro
testant guests, it would be a mistake to suppose that
the calamities that subsequently desolated the province
toleration which her assembly

;

were produced by the

now

;

:

adversaries, and achieved for themselves a

more lasting and honorable than

the descendant of the catholics
tion in

This seems to corroborate the supposit on that the quo
warranto aaams . the Virginia company was not prosecuted to

i

!

*

fsun ihrTau ses of offence undoubtedly begot or promoted many of the wars between tfce Indians and the other

;

more than a century after. So early as the veai
1642. the burgesses who had been elected to the exist
mo- assembly, whether actuated by the spirit natural to
the example of the com
representatives, or animated by
that they
mons of England, had expressed a desire
might be. separated, and sit by themselves, and have a
Their desire was disallowed at that time
negative.&quot;
but now, in conformity with it, a law was passed,
for

!

New

colonies.
Such thinzs,&quot; says the historian of
llampsh.re
were indeed disallowed by the government, and

would always have been punished,

the Indians had made
complaint; but they knew only the law of retaliation, aid
when an injury was inflicted, it was never forgotten till leThe fraud, or supposed fraud, of an individual,
venged.&quot;
.might, at the distance of many years from its perpretalion,
involve the whole colony to which he belonged in an Iniian

war.

Belknap, L

128.

if

That any one speakino- reproachfully against
insulted
thc (,l esse j Virgin O! the apostles, should forfeit five
that blasphemy
hut
pounds
against God should be
:

|

i

I

j

That persons molesting any

&quot;

;

j

&amp;lt;h

&quot;

I

;

;

punished with death.

By

the

enactment of

j

i

;

j

i

-

the

first

of the

American

states in which toleration

was

enacting that members called to the assembly by spe
that those who
cial writ should iorm the upper house
were chosen by the hundreds should form the lower
:

;

this sta-

tote, the catholic planters of Maryland procured to
/ ,
thclr
P te country the distinguished praise ol being

established tolera

the constitution of this province received that structure
which, with some interruptions, it continued to retain

;

government

who

Maryland, than of the protestants who overthrew

From the establishment of religious freedom, the
assembly of Maryland proceeded to the improvement
and in the following year [1650]
of political liberty

|

civil

reputation

triumph or

ill

;

other in respect of his religious tenets should pay treble
damages to the party aggrieved, and twenty shillings
to the proprietary: That those who should reproach
ei 2 hbors
their
llamcs of Ie! 3 ious
PP obri u
k
distinction, snould forfeit ten shillings to the persons so

political

What Christian, however sensible
temporal elevation.
of the errors of catholic doctrine, would not rather be

:

the

really losers

of the other colonial settlements, the catastrophe that
overtook the liberties of the Maryland catholics could
and if the virtue they
not possibly have been evaded
now displayed was unable to avert their fate, it ex
from
the
them
at
least
reproach of deserving
empted
it ; it redoubled the
guilt and scandal incurrred by their

I

i

were

From the dispo
liberality.
sition of the prevailing party in England, and the state

I

___

established, or that the catholics

by this act of justice and

;

felony to sell or kidnap any

protestant brethren,

same intolerance of

interests of the original settlers ; and, with ingratitude
still more odious than their injustice, projected the abro

;

capital

own

into exile the

;

:

was made a

them

which themselves had been the victims and the pres
byterians and other dissenters who now began to flock
in considerable numbers from Virginia to Maryland,
gradually formed a proiestant confederacy against the

;

.

adversaries the presbyterians were
acquiring in

the councils of the parent

i

I

lous

account

&amp;gt;

It

New Eng

the episcopalians retorting the same severity on
;
the puritans in Virginia
and the catholics, against
whom all the others were combined, forming in Mary
land a sanctuary where all
and none
:

restoration of

appreciating the advantages they possessed, now regarded with aversion the revival of the patent, and
were sensible that their interests would be rather nnpaired than promoted by the event that would enable

overthrow.

land

of time.
]

to

It is a
conspiring
striking and
instructive spectacle to behold at this period the
puri
tans persecuting their protestant brethren in

proprietary government, the prace that was now
concluded between the colony and the Indians sub-

;

Had

established by law ;* and graced their
peculiar faith
with the signal and unwonted merit of
protecting that
religious freedom which all other Christian association!

;

the

I

establishment of a corporauon, whose patent, if revived,
It was fortuwould annul the charter of Maryland.
nate for both the colonies that the liberties of Virginia
were restored by the king without the appendage of the
ancient corporation ; and that the Virginians, justly

sea

and a high misdemeanor to supply
them with spirituous liquors, or to put them in posses
sion of arms or ammunition.
Partly by these regulations, and more by the humane and prudent conduct of
friendly Indians

* Rhr&amp;gt;de Island was at this time the only one of the pro
testant settlements in which the principle of toleration was
recognized and even there. Roman catholics were excluded
from participating in the political rights that were eujoyeU tf
the reat of th community:

;

THE HISTORY OP
house and that all bills which should be assented to by
the two branches of the legislature, and ratified by ihe
laws of the province.
governor, should be deemed the
An act of recognition of the undoubted right of Lord
Baltimore to the propnctaryship of the province, was
The assembly declared
passed in the same session.
itself bound by the laws both of God and man, to ac

to

;

by virtue of the grant of the
it submitted to his au
late king Charles uf England
and their posterity
its
constituents
thority, and obliged
for ever to defend him and his heirs in his royal righis
and pre-eminences, so far as they do not infringe the
and
just liberties of the free-born subjects of England

knowledge

Lord Baltimore, the

power was

legislative

the

more was attended with increased

his just title

;

j

lo

testimony to his

pealed, or by the government of the commonwealth
That such as professed faith in God by Jesus Christ,
though differing in judgment from the doctrine and

the mani
posterity, of its fidelity and thankfulness for
fold benefits which the colony had derived from him.
Blending a due regard to the righis of the people with

not be restrained
discipline publicly held forth, should
from the exercise of their religion
provided such
extended to popery or prelacy; or to
liberty be not

:

it

besought him to accept

this act as a

;

frame a law concerning
not less signally from the
credit of the protestant cause, than from the justice of
the protector s administration.*
By this law it was
declared, that none who professed the doctrines of the
could
be
church
Romish
protected in this province by
the laws of England formerly established, and yet unre-

and authority, proceeded
religion, which derogated

pose, and finding all their efforts unavailing to procure
the ahrogation of Lord Baltimore s tille, to which they

ascribed the unappeasable discontent of a great part of
the population, surrendered the administration of the
province into the hands of Fendai, who had been ap

But this
pointed* governor by the proprietary. [1G58]
measure, so far from restoring the public quiet, contri
buted to aggravate the mischiefs which had so long in
fested the province by giving scope to the machinations
of that unprincipled agitator, whose habitual resilesness and impetuosity had been mistaken for attachment
to the proprietary government.
No sooner had he
called together an assembly, [1G50] than with unblush
ing treachery he surrendered into the hands of the bur
gesses the trust which Lord Baltimore had committed
to him, and accepted from them a now commission as

:

&quot;

;

a just gratitude to the proprietary, the assembly at the such as, under the profession of Christianity, practise
same time enacted a law prohibiting the imposition of licentiousness.&quot; Thus the Roman catholics were de
taxes without the consent of the freemen, and declar
prived of the protection of law in the community which
that as the proprietary s strength their own industry and virtue had collected, and by
ing in its preamble,
them
of
his
on
doth consist in the affections
those protcstants to whom their humanity had granted
people
he doth rely for his supplies, not doubting of their duty a country and a home. This unworthy triumph was
it is
and assistance on all just occasions.&quot;
hailed
Perhaps
by the zealots against popery in London, where
only under such patriarchal administration as Maryland a book was published soon after under the title of
But the catholics
yet retained an admixture of in her constitution, and under
Babylon s Fall in Maryland.&quot;
such patriarchs as Lord Baltimore, that we can ever were not the only parties who experienced the severity
&quot;

;

and the burgesses, by his instigation, dis
solved the upper house, and assumed to themselves the
whole legislative power of the state. Fendal and his
associates were probably encouraged to pursue this
lawless career by the distractions of the English com
monwealth that followed the death of the protector.

governor

&quot;

hope to

find the rcaiization of the political philosopher s
a system that incorporates into politics the

dream of

sentiments that embellish social intercourse, and the
In prosecution
affections that sweeten domestic life.
of its patriotic labors, the assembly proceeded to enact
laws for the relief of the poor, and the encouragement
and a short gleam of
of agriculture and commerce
tranquil prosperity preceded the calamities which the
province was fated again to experience from the evil
genius of Oleyborne, and the interposition of tho parent
;

new government. The protestant episcopalians
were equally excluded from the protection of law and
of the

ment

as heretical vagabonds, and subjected to the

;

Their administration, which was chiefly distinguished by
the imposition of heavy taxes, and the persecution of
the quakers, was happily soon terminated by the resto
ration of Charles the Second
[16*69.] and Philip Calvcrt producing a commission to himseli from the pro
prietary, arid a letter from the king commanding all

;

number

of quakers having resorted soon after to the
province, and begun to preach against judicial oaths
and military pursuits, were denounced by the govern
a

severities from the coro-

miasinners and additional impositions on the people.
The affairs of the colony continued for two years
when at length tho
longer in this distracted condition
commissioners, disgusted with the disorder* which they
had contributed to produce, hut were unable to com

appropriated by the partizans of innova
The assembly having, as a preliminary measure,
tion.
passed an act of recognition of Cromwell s just title

unreservedly

;

pu

nishment of flogging and imprisonment.
As Lord Baltimore s right to the proprietary ship of

officers, arid others his subjects in Maryland, to assist
the re-establishment of Lord Baltimore s jurisdiction,
the province was still outwardly recognised, the com
missioners, either deeming it requisite to the formality found his authority universally recognised and peacea
Fendal was now tried for high trea
state.
of their proceedings, or more probably with the hope of bly submitted to.
The parliament bavmg now established its supremacy embroiling him with the protector, demanded his assent son, and found guilty but ihe clemency of the prpfieBut tary prevailed over his resentments, arid he granted him
in England, had leisure to extend its views beyond the
to tho changes which had been thus introduced.
Atlantic ; and if the people of Virginia were exposed he firmly refused to sanction either the de-position of a pardon on condition of a moderate fine, and under
by their political sentiments to a collision with this for his governor, or any one of the recent proceedings of declaration of perpetual incapacity of public trust. This
and declared lenity was very ill requited by its worthless object, whomidable power, the inhabitants of Maryland were not the commissioners and their adherents
less obnoxious to its bigotry from their religious tenets. in particular, lhat he never would assent to the repeal was reserved by farther intrigues and treacherv to dia
This latter province was not denounced by the par of a law which protected the most sacred rights of turb at an after period the repose of the province.
The commissioners did not fail to complain [lG(il.] His accomplices, upon a timely submission,
liamentary ordinance of 1650 as in a state of rebellion, mankind.
The recent
like Virginia
but it was comprehended in that part of of his contumacy to Cromwell, to whom they continued were fully pardoned without prosecution.
the
the ordinance which declared that
plantations were, from time to time to transmit the most elaborate repre
usurpations were passed over in wise silence, and
buried in a generous oblivion toleration was forthwith
and of right ought to be, dependent on England, and sentations of the tyranny, bigotry, and royalist predi
and the inhabitants of Maryland once more
restored
In prosecution of the views and lections of Lord Baltimore, and the expediency of de
subject to its laws.
purposes of this ordinance, certain commissioners, of priving him of the proprittaryship of the province.* experienced the blessings oi a mild government and

m

;

;

;

;

;

whom

Cleyborne was one, [1651,] were appointed to
arid govern the colonies within the bay of CheIn Virginia, whore resistance was attempted,
sapeak.
reduce

the existing administration was instantly suppressed
but as the proprietary of Maryland expressed his will
ingness to acknowledge the parliamentary jurisdiction,
;

the commissioners were instructed to respect his rights
[1652,] and he was suffered to rule the province as
of the
formerly, though in the name of the keepers
But Cloyborne was not to be
liberties of
:

England.*
so easily deterred from availing himself of an oppjrand un
so
favorable
for satiating his malignity
tunity
distractions
fortunately his designs were favored by the
;

England that preceded the elevation of Cromwell to
the protectorate, and by the disunion which began to

in

the province from the pretensions of the protestant exiles who had recently united themselves to
its population.
Ever the ally of tho strongest party,
Cleyborne hastened to espouse the fortunes of Crom
prevail in

whose triumph he easily foresaw; [1653.] and
inflamed the dissensions of the province, by encourag
own
ing the protestants to unite the pursuit of their
ascendancy with the establishment of the protectoral
two
were
The contentions of the
parties
government.
at length exasperated to the extremity of civil war
and after various skirmishes, which were fought with
alternate success, the catholics and the other pirtizans
of the proprietary government were defeated in a de
well,

;

engagement, [1C54.] the governor deposed, and
the administration usurped by Cleyborue and his asso

cisive

ciates.

Although the victorious party did not consider them
selves warranted expressly to disclaim the title of the
proprietary, they made haste to signalise their triumph

But all their representations were ineffectual.
[1G55.]
Lord Baltimore was allowed by Cromwell to retain
the rights which he was practically debarred from ex

internal tranquillity.

Happily for mankind, amidst the contentions of par
and the revolutions of government, there is a strong
and the commissioners remained in the pro under-current of peaceful and industrious life, which
ercising
vince to enact the tyianuy and bigotry of which they often pursues its course with very little disturbance
from the tempests that agitate the surface of society.
had falsely accused him. Their proceedings, as intem
perate as iheir councils, could neither preserve internal Notwithstanding the disorders to which Maryland had
so long been a prey, the province had continued to in
tranquillity in the colony, nor insure their own repose.
The people, lately so tranquil and happy, were now a crease in population, industry, and wealth and at the
prey to all those disorders which never fail to result epoch of the Restoration, it appears to have contained
from religious persecution embittered by the triumph of about twelve thousand inhabitants. The re-estabiishment of a humane government and general subordina
In this situation an insur
party in civil conteniien.
rection was easily raised by Josias Feudal, [1G5G.J a tion, however, had manifestly the effect of quickening
the inarch of prosperity
restless arid profligate adventurer, destined by his in
and, accordingly, about five
after this period, we rind the population increased
trigues to become the Cleyborne of the next generation, years
and who now sought occasion to gratify his natural to sixteen thousand persons. At this latter period, the
turbulence under pretence of asserting the rights of the number of ships trading from England and other parts
of the British dominions to Maryland, was computed at
proprietary and the ancient liberties of the province.
So great was the demand for labor in the
This insurrection proved eminently unfortunate to the an hundred.
It induced Lord Baltimore to repose a very
colony, and so liberal its reward, that even the intro
colony.
ill
grounded confidence in Fendal and its suppression duction of negro slavery had not been able to degrade
it in
Industry, amply recompensed,
public esteem.
* Cromwell is at least obnoxious to the
charge
having was animated and cheerful, and,
closely connected with
suffered the triumph of his own and of the protestant cause
to be signalized by ihe suppression of a toleration established independence and improvement of condition, was the
by Roman catholics. That he incited, or even approved this object of general respect.
Every young person waa
proceeding, is by no menus apparent. In thn records of this trained to useful labor; and
though a legal provision
province, there is a letter from him to Ins commissioners, de
made
for the support of the poor, pauperism and
was
siring them not to busy themselves about religion, but to
settle the civil government.
Chalmers, 236. But, the pro
beggary were unknown in the colony, and the public
tector was much more distinguished by the visor of his con
bounty, though sometimes delicately conveyed to the
duct than the perspicuity of his diction
and his corre
necessities ot proud poverty or modest misfortune, was
spondents were sometimes unable to discover the meaning
never known to be openly solicited. t
An account of
It appears that, during the distractions of
of his letters.
this period, Virginia evinced a disposition to resume her lost
the condition of Maryland was published at Ix&amp;gt;ndon in
over
This
was
checked
Maryland.
authority
instantly
design
the year 1666, by George Alsop, who had resided
by Cromwell and in one of his letters to the commissioners
on this aubiect, we find him reprimanding them for not the province both prior and subsequent to the Restora
ties

;

;

!

;

;

oi&quot;

;

ir&amp;gt;

;

From his representation it appears th.it a jjrest
by abolishing his institutions. Fuller and Preston, having understood his former communications. Chalmers, tion.
Hazard, 51*4. He seems, on many occasions, to
whom Cleyborne had appointed commissioners for 223, 224.
* Winterbotham
have studied an ambiguity of language that left him free to
erroneously ascribes this appointment
Cromwell.
directing the affairs of Maryland under his highness the approve or disapprove the proceedings of his officers, accord
The English civil wars appear
lord protector, proceeded to convoke an assembly of ing to tiie success that might attend them,
t Alsop s Maryland, 15, IS.
t Langfortl s Refutation of a scandalous parnphlet, named to have produced a considerable improvement in the condition
the province
and some of the persons wiio were
i&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

;

elected burgesses having refused to serve in a capacity
which they deemed inconsistent with their obligations

BabykmVs Fall in Maryland. Chalmers, p. 221. Hazard, p.
The only copy of Landlord s Tract that I
6$). 621.023. 628.

of laborers in Noilh, America, by iuterruutmg the
,.*
of additional competitors for employment.
Wmthi o^ s .\e

have ever met with was

England,

m the

horary of Mr. Chalmers.

&amp;lt;..:

li.

219.

i

j

NORTH AMERICA:
deal of the labor of the colony was performed by in
dented servants ; and that the treatment of those per
sons was so humane, and the allotment of land and
stock which they received from their masters at the
end of their quadriennial servitude so ample-, that the

26$

law on the jurisprudence of the colony for securinothe stability of possessions, and the observance of con
tracts
and for the encouragement of the sowing of
English gram, and the rearing and manufactory of
hemp and flax. [1G66.J As the agitations of the pa
author, who himself had served in this capacity, de
rent slate had ever been found to diffise their influence
clares he was much happier as an indented servant in through the colonial territories, and the
perturbing
Maryland than as an apprentice in London. It was spirit of rumor to gain force and falsehood proportioned
common for ruined tradesmen and indigent laborers in to the distance from which it was wafted, it was at
England to adopt this resource for retrieving or im tempted to protect the quiet of the colony by an act
though many were deterred against the divulgers of false news but this desirable
proving their condition
by the misrepresentations circulated by weak politicians object was much more respectably as well as effectually
who dreaded the depopulation of the realm, or by in promoted by the excellence and popularity of the go
terested employers who apprehended an augmentation vernor s administration.
The public tranquillity was
No emigrants, says Alsop, threatened with some disturbance from the encroach
of the wages of labor.
were more successful in bettering their condition than ments of the Dutch on the western banks of the Dela
female servants
ware, and from the hostile incursions of a distant tribe
they invariably obtained an immedi
ate and respectable establishment in marriage.
Money of Indians. But the vigorous remonstrances of Cal
appears to have been very scarce in the colonv. and vert obliged the Hollanders to desert the whole coun
qune unknown in its domestic transactions tobacco try around Cape Henlopen, of which lie instantly took
being the universal medium of exchange, the remune
possession ;* and his prudence, seconded by the friendly
ration of all services, civil, military, and ecclesiastical, demonstrations of the Indians who were in alliance with
the
measure
of
all
and
This au
the province, restored peace with the hostile tribe
penal amercements.
by a
thor, when he has occasion to mention the troubles treaty, which was confirmed
The
by act of assembly.
that preceded the Restoration, alludes to them
merely fidelity of ihe Indian allies was rewarded by settling on
as affairs of slate, and events of very inconsiderable them and their descendants a considerable
territory,
Of some of the personages who were which,
importance.
being assured to them on various occasions by
in
it
was
his
them,
culpably implicated
that successive acts of the assembly, continued in their
opinion,
their thoughts were not so bad at first, as their actions
All the Indian
possession for near a century after.
would have led them into in process of
tribes within the limits of the
now declared
;

;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

time.&quot;*&quot;

A

and,

great proportion of the inhabitants of Marvland
particular, all the catholic part of the

in

popula

were sincerely attached to the royal
government ;}
the gratification they derived from the restoration
of the king enhanced the satisfaction with which
tion,

and

they
returned to the patriarchal sway of their benevolent
proprietary.
During the general festivity that prevailed
in the province, the house of
was convoked

assembly
One of the first measures
by the governor.
adopted
was
an
this
by
body
attempt to provide a remedy for
the scarcity of money, which, it was
declared, formed

j

I

j

obstruction to the

a serious

advancement of trade.
this purpose they
besought the proprietary to
establish a mint in the province ; and enacted that the
money to be coinc-d should be of as good silver as
English sterling, and that the proprietary should accept
of it in payment of his rents and other debts.
This
act. and the
England ordinance in 1652, are the

;

For

A

I

habitants.
|

money

that occur in the colonial
jurisprudence.
coinage
accordingly- took place in Maryland ; and the measure
seems neither to have offended the British
government,
nor to have disappointed the
colony, for the law was

confirmed and declared perpetual
by the assembly in
Vet, in consequence perhaps of the
that Massachusetts incurred for a similar

blame

pro
ceeding, the practice of coining soon after fell into
and
the
acts
disuse,
that had introduced it were re
In the same session there was
pealed.
passed an act
for the imposition of
port duties, which conferred on
the

proprietary

a pound of powder and three
every ton of the burden of vessels

not belonging lo the province.
This act. as
afterwards find, gave lise to some

we

The happiness and prosperity of the colony were
promote; by the arrival, in the following year, [1B62.]
of Charles Calvert, the eldest son of the

[

1

,

his father
appointed the resident governor of:
Marvland, for the purpose of enabling him to form
acquaintance with the people over whom he was
destined to maintain the
hereditary jurisdiction. From
!

:

Charles Calvert appears to have followed, with suevirtue, the wise and
generous policy of his
father
and his administration, both as
governor, and
afterwards as proprietary,
proved no less honorable to
himself than beneficial to the
Legislation
province.
continued for a considerable
period to be the only publie proceeding in which the
were
called lo
people
share
and various laws were enacted
by the assembly
for the ascertainment of
public and private right, the
promotion of commerce, and the encouragement ofi
agricultural and manufacturing
Acts were
j

cessful

;

;

industry.

passed for engraft in; more perfectly the English statute
*

:

;

proprietary, by

&quot;An

act of

Albop

s

Maryland,

31. 35. 37. 3!y 101.

11)2.

The Advocates

628, G29.

17*

&quot;

to

-

the governor.
Cecilius, Lord Baltimore, the father of the province,
having lived to reap these happy and honorable fruits
of the plantation which he had founded and reared with
so much wisdom and virtue, died in the
forty-fourth
year of his supremacy, [1676.] crowned with venerable
It was his constant
age and unsullied reputation.
maxim, which he olten recommended to the legislative
that
assembly,
by concord a small colonv mav grow
into a great and renowned nation
but that by dissen
and
sion, mighty
glorious kingdoms have declined and
fallen into nothing.&quot;
Some observations on the statt
of the province at the period of his death occur in a let
;

-

same year by a clergyman

ter written in the

of the

church of England, resident there, to the
archbishop of
Man-land, it appears, had been then
Canterbury.
divided into ten counties, and contained
upwards of
The catholics, savs this
twenty thousand inhabitants.
writer, had provided for their priests
and the quakera
maintained their speakers but no care was taken to
;

;

build up a protestant church.
There were but three or
four ministers of the church of
England in Maryland
and from the want of a public establishment
them
the colony, he declares, had fallen into a most
deplora
;

for&quot;

having become a pest-house of iniqvity,
s day was
As a
openly profaned.
remedy for this evil, he suggests an endowment of the
church of England at the public expense, t The
remedy
discredits the representation, which, besides, is
totally
unconfirmed by any other account: and it seems
neither uncharitable nor unreasonable to
suppose, that
ble condition,
in

which the Lord

this writer contemplated the
existing condition of
the inverted medium of the same
opi
by the parliamentary acts of society, through
In Virginia, where the pressure of these nion that represented to him the future advancement
navigation.
of the spiritual interests of the laity,
restrictions was sooner and more severely felt, an at
originating from
the promotion of the temporal interests ol the.
clergy.
tempt was made to enhance the price of the staple
The
of
distant
brightness
hope tends to darken the
commodity, by prohibiting the growth of tobacco for a
realities
of
and the associations
limited time
but. as Maryland refused to concur in
present experience
that serve to dignify and illustrate the one, are able to
this proceeding, its efficacy was defeated, and the an
and
obscure
the
other.
The protestant part
cient animosity of the Virginians against the inhabi
degrade
tants of the neighboring colony unhappily revived.
To of the population of Maryland was less distinguished
by that Christian zeal which leads men to impose sacri
this animosity we must ascribe the various
complaints
fices on themselves, than
by that ecclesiastical zeal
against the colonists of Maryland which Virginia con
which prompts them to exact sacrifices from others
tinued from time to time to address to the
king all of
they were probably less wealthy from having been more
which, upon examination, proved to be utterly un
founded, t
As the inconvenience arising from the navi recently established in the piovincc, than the catholics;
and the erection of their churches had been farther re
gation laws began to be more sensibly experienced in
tarded by the state of dispersion in which the inhabi
Marvland, the policy that had been ineffectually sug
tants generally lived.
The church of England mini
and
gested by Virginia was more favorably regarded
sters, like the clergy of eveiy other order, depended on
at length a prohibitory act,
suspending the growth of
the
of
their
own
professors
particular tenets for support
tobacco, was passed this year by the assembly
but
and it is not easy to see the force of the
the dissent of the proprietary and governor, who
reasoning that
appre
the
of
other
sectarians to their clergy
hended that it might prove injurious to the poorer class assigns
liberality
as
an
for
them
with the sup
men,
of planters, as well as detrimental to the royal customs,
argument
burthcning
of the church of England ministers also,
or the
prevented this regulation from being carried into effect. port
The popularity of Lord Baltimore and his son appears existing incompetency of these ministers to control the
immoralities of their people, as an argument for endow
to have sustained no abatement from this
opposition to
them with a provision that would render them inde
the project of the assembly.
Though averse to impose ing
of the discharge of their duty.
This logic,
any direct restraint on the cultivation of tobacco, they pendent
willingly concurred in giving ever)- encouragement that
* Bacon s
was desired to other branches of industry and their
Laws, 1671, cap. II.
Reflecting with gratitude,&quot;
says the preamble of this enactment, on the unwearied care
efforts to alleviate the public inconvenience were
justly of the
and the vast expense that he has been put
proprietary,
appreciated, as well as actively seconded, by a people to in preserving the inhabitants in the enjoyment of their
and Ihe increase and improvement of their
lives and
*
A more particular account of the disputes and various estates.&quot; liberties,
History should delight to record the expressions
proceedings between the English and the Dutch m this of popular gratitude lor conspicuous service the public
quarter will occui in B. V. cap. I. post.
honors rendered to wisdom and virtue.
r One of these complaints, which the
proprietary was
The same year there was passed an act for encouraging
called upon tj answer, was for making partial treaties with the
Importation of neeroes and slaves.&quot;
the Indians, and contenting; himself with excluding their
t Chalmers, p. 362,
Yeo. apud Chalmers, p. 375. Thi
hostilities, irorn the Maryland territory, without extending
representation is as incredible as the statement that wai
the provision to the province of Virginia. The committee
cf plantations, to which the complaint was referred, on ex

inflicted

;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

;

*

&quot;

3&amp;lt;J3.

Library of Edinburgh contains a copy of ihis little work.
H was one of the charges preferred against the
propri
etary by Cromwell s commissioners, that Charles the Sncond
had linen proclaimed by the people of Maryland, without any
eieiulicatioii of displeasure from Lord Baltimore.
Hazard

[1674,] aa the
Charles Calvert,

gratitude,&quot;

assembly termed their ordinance,

;

proprietary,

the various ar.ls nf zratitutle
(as they were termed) that
were passed hy the
assembly during his administration,

improve the remaining advantases of
their situation, than to resent the
injustice by &quot;which
these advantages had been circumscribed.
While Vir
waa
a
to
discontent
and
ginia
prey
insurrection, Mary
land continued to enjoy the
of
blessings
peace arid
prosperity, and to acknowledge the patriotic superin
tendence of its generous
an
ac: pas
proprietary.
By
sed in the year 1671,* the
assembly imposed a duty of
two shillings sterling on
every hogshead of tobacco ex
the one-half of which wa? to be
ported
applied in
maintaining a magazine of anns, and discharging the
and the other half
necessary expenses of government
was settled on the proprietary, in consideration of his
receiving merchantable tobacco for his rents and aliena
tion fines, at twopence a
pound. This provision was
soon after continued
during the life of the heir of the

;

shall

political controversy
at the period of the British Revolution.

whom

to

;

half
for

The principal, if not the only, inconvenience of which
the people of Maryland were sensible at this
period,
was that which they shared with all the other colonies,
and which was

the year 1676.

pounds of shot

;

;

New

only instances of the assertion of a right to coin

province
themselves subject to the proprietary government, and
of
this
testimony
subjection, the inferior chiefs or
princes, on the death of their principal sachem, refused
to acknowledge the sway of his successor, till his
pre
tension to this dignity had been recognised by
governor
Calvert.
The removal of the Dutch from Cape Hen
lopen induced many of these settlers to unite them
selves to the colony of .Maryland, where
they were
received with the utmost kindness
and, in the year
1666, the assembly passed in their favor the first act
that occurs of any colonial legislature for the natu
ralization of aliens.
Many similar laws were enacted
in every subsequent session, till the British Revolu
tion
and, during that period, great numbers of
foreigners transported themselves to this province, and
became completely incorporated with the ancient in
in

more attentive

amining the treaties of both parties, reported to the king
that Maryland had included Virginia in all her treaties, but
that Virginia had demonstrated no such concern for the
interests of Maryland. Chalmers, 36fi.

longing to plunder.
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tracted into the province a multitude of protestants both
The tolerating
of French and of English extraction.
principles of the proprietary wi re. not able to disarm

of
however, proved quite satisfactory to the primate
the morals
England, who eagerly undertook to reform
of the people of &quot;Maryland, by obtaining a legal esta
endowment, to a protestant
blishment and

the French protestants of their enmity against a faith
whose perfidy and persecution they had so severely exand the English protestants, impressed with
perienced
the opinion which their friends in the mother country

wealthy
episcopal church in the province.
The deceased proprietary was succeeded by his son
Charles, Lord Baltimore, who had governed the provincc for fourteen years with a high reputation for virWith the religious tenets, he inherited
tuc and ability.
and one of the
the tolerant principles of his father
first acts of his administration was to confirm the re
markable law of 164 J, which established an absolute
Olitical equality among all denominations of Christians,
in
i laving convoked an assembly, in which he presided
what has
person, he performed, with their assistance,
often been recommended to other legislatures, but
a diligent revision of the whole
rarely executed by any
rode of provincial laws
repealing those that were

|

[

by a regulation more wisely, perhaps, than consti
opposed to the policy of the mother country.
morals of the colonists were much more seriously

tutionally

though

He was in
dissolute persons to be sent to Virginia.
debted for the suggestion to Chief-justice Popham, who
as a
being a proprietor of colonial territory, as well
the adminijudge, conceived the project of rendering
ktation of justice subservient to his colonial designs,
and had destined New England in particular to antici
The practice of trans
pate the uses of Botany Bay.
after
porting felons to the colonies was resumed soon
the Restoration, and received so far the countenance of
the legislature, that an act of parliament authorised the

punishment on convicted quakers.
proved so disagreeable to the people
of Maryland, that a law was now framed against the
importation of convicts into the province, and after
wards re-enacted at various subsequent periods till to
this
it

wards the commencement of the reign of Queen Anne.
notice was taken of this declaration of
resistance to a measnre of the British government or
what were the effects of it, I am unable to discover.
It is certain that at a later period, the evil was con
tinued and increased in spite of the remonstrances of

Whether any

and shortly prior to the
the respectable inhabitants
revolution, no fewer than three hundred and
into Maryland from
fifty felons were annually imported
all

;

American

the parent state.
At the conclusion of the session, the proprietary hav
announced his intention of visiting England, the as

last

instance of the expression of that reciprocal regard
which had done so much honor to the proprietary and
the people.
By a vote of the assembly in the year

i

had derived from the policy of the king, regarded tole
ration but as a cloak under which popish bigotry dis

1682, this body &quot;to demonstrate its gratitude, duty,
and affection to the proprietary,&quot; desired his accept
ance of a liberal contribution
which he acknowledged
ex
with many thanks, but declined to accept on account of
:ory was abundantly prolific, and which invariably
tended their influence to the minds of the people of the straitened circumstances of the colonv.
But, amidst all this seeming cordiality, and the mu
Maryland where a mixture of opinions unknown in
any other of the provinces gave a peculiar interest to tual endeavors of the proprietary and the people to pro
.he conflict of the same opinions that was carried on in mote fhc general interest, there lurked in the province
the seeds of present discontent and of future insurrec
the parent slate.
On his arrival in England, [1077.]* Lord Baltimore tion. The fiction of the popish plot extended its
was assailed with complaints preferred against him to baneful influence to Maryland, and was by som2 profli
the Committee of Plantations, by the colony of Vir
gate politicians within the colony made the corner
The accusations of stone of projects similar to those in which it originated
ginia and the prelates of England.
and Indian trca- in England.
The insurrections that had been pro
Virginia, which related to boundaries
but the controversy with voked by the oppression of the covenanters in Scot
:ies, were easily repelled
the vehement dis
discontents
in England
was
not
so
the
the prelates
Comp- land
satisfactorily adjusted.
ton, bishop of London, to whom the primate had tm- putes with regard to the exclusion of the Duke of
York from the throne the continued disagreement
larted his ecclesiastical project for the colony, repre
sented to the committee that religion was deplorably between the king and parliament; all transmitted
of rumor
neglected in Maryland that while the Roman catholic through the magnifying and uncertain medium
mests were enriched with valuable possessions, the to a country so remote from the opportunity of just
jrotestant ministers of the church of England were information, seemed to forebode a renewal of the con
A general ferment
vulsions of the preceding reign.
and that an universal im
utterly destitute of support
and in the sfrong expec
morality had consequently overspread the province. was excited in men s minds
Lord Baltimore, in justification of himself aud the co tation that prevailed of some great change, parties and
lonial legislature, exhibited the act of Ifi49, together individuals prepared with anxiety to defend their in
or intrigued with eagerness for the enlarge
with the recent confirmation of it, which gave freedom terests
and protection to ever/ sect of Christians, but special ment of their advantages. The absence of the proprie
He stated that four ministers of tary from the province during his visit to England
privileges to none.
the church of England were in possession of planta
probably served to promote the designs of the factious,
but which, however, received a seasonable check from his
tions which afforded them a decent subsistence
that from the variety of religious opinions that prevailed return.
Feudal, who had raised insurrection against
in the assembly, it would be extremely difficult, if not the administration of Cromwell, and afterwards be
to a law that trayed and resisted the government of the proprietary,
impossible, to induce this body to consent
should oblige any sect to maintain other ministers than now availed himself of the lenity he had experienced,
He
Satisfactory as this answer ought to have to excite a renewal of commotions in Maryland.
been, the impartial policy of the proprietary did not seems to have had no other view than to scramble for
meet with perfect acquiescence. The committee de
property and power amidst the confusion that he ex
and he encouraged Ins partisans with
clared that fhey thought fit there should be a public pected to ensue
maintenance assigned to the church of England, and the assurance, that, during the approaching civil wars
that the proprietary ought to propose some means for of England, they might easily possess themselves of
The whatever plantations they pleased to appropriate. But
the support of a competent number of her clergy.
a steady application of the
king s ministers at the same time signified to him the Lord Baltimore, partly by
of the
royal pleasure that immorality should be discouraged, laws, and partly by the influence of the tidings
and the laws against vice punctually executed in king s triumph over his opponents at the dissolution of
the Oxford Parliament, was able as yet to preserve,
Maryland.
This last, and probably the least seriously meant of even without a struggle, the tranquillity of the pro
the injunctions communicated to Lord Baltimore in vince.
Feudal was tried for his seditious practices in
and though the acts of the assembly
England, was the only one of them that received any the year 1G81
A had annexed the penalty of death to the offence of
attention from the colonial government. [1678.]
law was passed by the assembly for the more strict ob
which he was convicted, he was now only fined, and
But unfortu
and after the return of the pro banished from the province for ever.
servance of Sunday
were enacted for the nately his influence was not banished with his person :
prietary, [1681.] new regulations
more speedy prosecution of offences, and the stricter and one of his associates, John Coode, who was tried
definition of punishments.
As the more rigid enforce along with him but acquitted, remained behind, to ef*
ment of the navigation act began now to occasion an feet, at a fitter season, those designs winch were dis
of success that
increased depreciation of the staple produce of the co
sipated for the present by the last ray
A few
s
administration.
lony, numerous attempts were made by the proprietary attended the proprietary
and Coode
of
Fei.dal
to
coun
associates
and assembly during the two following years
others of the less guilty
teract or diminish this inconvenience, by giving addi
were convicted of sedition, and punished by line.
The last years of the proprietary government were
tional encouragement to provincial productions and
colonial commerce.
Laws were enacted for promoting embittered by the retribution of that injustice in which
for re
it
began and the wrong that had been done so long
tillage and raising provisions for exportation
before to Virginia, was now avenged by the abscission
straining fhc export of leather and hides ; for the sup
and for encouraging of a considerable portion of the territory that bad been
port of tanners and shoemakers
the making of linen and woollen cloth.
Thus early did allotted to Maryland. If the historian of ibis transac
the legislature endeavor to introduce manufactures into tion were permitted to adapt the particulars of it to his
and own wishes and conceptions of moral consistency, he
the province ; but the attempt was premature
would ascribe the requital of the Maryland usurpation
though domestic industry was able to supply some ar
ticles for domestic uses,
was found impracticable to other instrumentality than that of the venerable pa
even at a much later period to render Maryland a ma triarch of Pennsylvania.
Such, however, was the
For the encouragement of trade, mode of this occurrence and as the founder of Ame
nufacturing country.
various ports were erected, where merchants were en
rican toleration committed the encroachment on Vir
friend of the rights ol
joined to reside, and commercial dealings to be carried ginia, so another distinguished
conscience effected the retributory partition of Mary
on, and where all trading vessels were required to un
On the arrival of William Penn in America, a
lade the commodities of Europe, and take on board the land.
But from the situation meeting took place between him and Lord Baltimore
productions of the province.
(two of the most prudent and virtuous persons that
* Three or four of the inhabitants of
Maryland were mur
have ever ruled over mankind), in the hope of effecting
dered tins year by a tribe of Indians who were at war with
of thei re
the colonists of Virtriiiia, and a great deal of alarm was an amicable adjustment of the boundaries
Penn wasrece ved In Lord
created in the province. But the Indians soon perceived spective territorial grants.
that they had too hastily supposed that the Marylanders were Baltimore with that
distinguished respect due to lii.;.-.Oldtlifir enemies, and made satisfaction for the outrage.
a;:,i
trious character, and becoming Christian cour.c;y
1U2.
nnxon,
;

;

;

;

;

I

;

;

ing
sembly, in acknowledgment of the many signal favors he
had rendered to the people, and as a token ol their
love, and respect, unanimously desired his acceptance
of all the public tobacco which remained unappropriated
Lord Baltimore was un
in the stores of the province.
doubtedly worthy of these demonstrations of regard
and the experience of his own, together with the re
membrance of bis father s merits, might have been ex
pected to recommend the system of proprietary govern
ment to the lasting approbation of the colonists. 13 u
this species of magistracy was destined to enjoy a very
Allied to no similar insti
brief popularity in America.
tution, and surrounded by no kindred order in the pro
vincial establishments, it stood wholly unsheltered from
and
envy, a solitary specimen of hereditary grandeur
its objectionable features were exhibited in the most
offensive light, when, in the progress of succession, ex
clusive dignity became the instrument of wor .lilcssness,
These considerations, it
or the portion of incapacity.
must be acknowledged, afford no explanation of the
sudden decline which Lord Baltimore s popularity was
and we must seek elsewhere
destined to experience
for the causes of that revolution of public opinion in
which his merits were so ungratefully depreciated or
If he had lived in an age less subject to
forgotten.
jealousy and alarm, or presided in a colony composed
entirely of catholics, he would probably have enjoyed a
But the toleration
larger harvest of popular gratitude.
;

;

;

which

effect

;

;

inflict

little

occurred the

;

dangerous rogues and it was James the First who,
without any regard to this law, but in the plcntitudc of
his royal prerogative, adopted the measure of ordering

effects of

.his interval, that there

;

it
permitted the felon who chose rather to lose
It was a
his country than his life to abjure the realm.
statute of Elizabeth which first inflicted banishment on

The

was attended with vsry

regulation

was during

;

some

cases

king to

It

;

province to the clergy of the English national church.
To the common law of England, this punishment of
;

this

;

endangered by the transportation of felons to Maryland,
than by the want of a legislative endowment in the

in

I

;

;

transportation was quite unknown

]

These unhappy
guised the most dangerous designs.
the alarms and
impressions were deeply confirmed by
of English hisntrignes of which the ensuing period

judged superfluous or inexpedient, confirming the salu
In this assembly, an
tary, and explaining the obscure.
attempt was made to stem the progress of an existing

The

I

;

;

evil,

of the country, abounding with navigable rivers, and
from the great variety of ports that were erected in
conformity with the wishes of the planters, every one
of whom desired to have a port on his own plantation,

!

his father had established, and the naturalization
of foreigners which he himself had introduced, had at

;

;

;

;

it,

;

i.

,

NORTH AMERICA.
wishes of the colonists.
cessfully to maintain the
tion, he strongly charged
with wilfully disturbing

While he endeavored unsuc

warranto against Lord Baltimore ! charier.
The writ
was issued accordingly but from the dilator/ pace of
the requisite legal procedure, and the important events
that soon after diverted the monarch s attention to
the pretensions of the parties were so completely in
consistent with each other, that it proved impossible at colony by wanton interference and groundless com- nearer concernments, no judgment upon it was ever
It would appear that this recrimination was
the time to adjust them in a manner satisfactory to plaint.
Thus, with impartial tyranny, which
pronounced.
Penn had been authorised to appropriate, among well founded, and that the revenue officers, provoked even the predilections of the bigot were unable to con
both.
other districts, the whole of the peninsula lying be- to rind that the unpopularity of their duties prevailed trol, James, disregarding equally the feelings of tho
tween the bays of Chesapeak and Delaware, which over the respect they conceived due to their office, puritans of Massachusetts and the catholics of Mary
formed a considerable part of the territory included had labored to convert their own private disagreements land, involved both in the same undistinguishing pro
Whether the sin
within the charter of Maryland, and part of which had with individuals into the occasion of national dispute
ject of oppression and degradation.
been colonized by Dutch and Swedish settlers before for when a new surveyor-general of the customs in gular friendship which, in this monarch and William
was
he
had
the
Lord Baltimore s Maryland
the state of Maryland was formed.
appointed shortly after,
justice Penn, seemed to unite tbe two extremes of human
was certainly the more equitable claim but Penn ap to report that the province had been greatly misrcpre- nature, might have suspended for a while the destruc
with
to
its
to
the
acts
of tion of the constitutions of
stnted
regard
opposition
Pennsylvania, this consum
pears to have been encouraged to persist in his counter
trade.
The proprietary, however, incurred a severe mation would have infallibly followed in due time and
of the Committee of Plan
pretension by the declaration
of
rebuke
from
the
for
his
erroneous
construction
the
to
to
Lord
that
Penn
intended
shared with Judge Jeffries
been
tations, that it had never
king
royal regards
grant
Charles Utterly complained that he should and Colonel Kirke would have procured him no other
Baltimore any territory except such as was inhabited at the law.
the time by savages, and that the tract which he now obstruct his service and discourage his officers, after advantage than that of being, perhaps, the last of the
For
claimed having been planted by Christians antecedent the many favors that had been heaped upon him and American proprietaries that was sacrificed.
to his grant, was plainly excluded from its intendment, his father, and even threatened him with the visitation tunately for the interests of mankind, bigotry, infatu
of a writ of
It seems never to have ated by
warraiito.
tyranny, at length obtained the ascendancy
though it might be embraced by its literal construction.
The controversy between t!ie*e two distinguished men occurred to tlie English government, nor did Lord over the king s mind ; and depriving the bigot of the
was conducted with a greater conformity to the general Baltimore presume to urge, that the king, in proceeding adherents of the tyrant, involved even Jeffries in dis
I find it
grace, and constrained even the prelates of England
pleasant to to exact imposts in Maryland, violated the most ex
principles of human nature than
While the conflicting claims were yet unset press provisions of the royal charter, and appropriated to seek protection in the principles of liberty.
record.
to himself what truly belonged to the proprietary.
[1688.] The birth of a son to James the Second,
tled, Penn proceeded to appropriate the disputed terOn the accession of James the Second to the throne which was regarded with mingled scepticism and dis
ritorv
and as Lord Baltimore insisted that the inha
his
of
he
transmitted
a
the
to
the
colonies
bitants should either acknowledge
brother,
appointment by his English subjects, and contributed
jurisdiction of
procla
Maryland or abandon their dwellings, mutual procla mation of this event, which was published in Maryland to hasten the Revolution, was no sooner communicated
with lively and unaiFected demonstrations of joy.
The by the proprietary (who was still in England,) to his
mations were exchanged by the two proprietary govern
ments against each other s proceedings. A recent and Committee of Plantations had taken so much pains oliicers in Maryland, than it excited general joy through
out the province. In the assembly which was convoked
deservedly esteemed biographer of Penn, whose par
during the preceding reign to obtain accurate informa
tion of the affairs of the colonies and the temper of on this occasion, a law was passed for a perpetual
tial acquaintance with the grounds of the dispute ex
on the their inhabitants, that it was perfectly well known how commemoration and thanksgiving, every tenth day of
plains without excusing his partial judgment
much they were affected by reports from England, and June, for the birth of the prince. If this proceeding
merits of the parties, has termed Lord Baltimore s as
sertion of his rights an outrage, and characterized the what disturbances the prospect of confusion in the seem to indicate the prevalence of a feeling that may
On the inva- be supposed peculiar to the catholics, other parts of the
counter proclamation of Penn as a lenient remedy by mother country was apt to engender.
which chnstian patience encountered lawless violence, sions of Monmouth and Argyle, the king transmitted conduct of this assembly strongly evinced the existence
But Perm did not content himself with this remedy. Lie accounts ol these occurrences to the proprietary ; as of those jealousies with which the protestant* were
infected, which the mean injustice of the late king s
signing as the reason for this communication, the pre
complained to the English government, and by his in
terest at court procured it to be adjudged that the de- vention of any false rumors which might be spread ministers had sanctioned, and which the unfortunate
in
that
distant province of the empire, absence of Lord Baltimore now contributed to pro
bateable territory should be divided into two equal among his people
malicious insinuations of evil disposed men. mote.
The burgesses at first demurred to take tho
parts, one of which was appropriated to himself, and by the
This adjudication was He informed him at the same time with marks of pe
oath of fidelity to the proprietary
the other to Lord Baltimore.
and afterwards ex
and the territory which now com culiar exultation, that the parliament had cheerfully hibited to the deputy-governors a list of pretended
carried iuto effect
poses the state of Delaware was thus dismembered from granted him an aid, to be levied on the importation of grievances that indicated nothing so strongly as the illhumor and alarm of the parties who declared them
the provincial limits of Maryland.* [1635.]
sugars and tobacco, which he hoped would not be bur
for the articles are all so vague and
Meanwhile, the late proceedings against Kendal and densome to the inhabitants of Maryland, as the imposi selves aggrieved
his associates were made the foundation, in England, tion was not laid on the planter, but on the retailers so frivolous, and, if true, related only to such petty
of fresh complaints against Lord Baltimore for par- and consumers.
But the imposition could not be dis and easily remediable violations of law and usage, that
tialitv to papists.
It was in vain for him to represent
armed of its injurious influence by such royal logic and it is impossible to peruse them without perceiving that
that the laws of his province gave equal encourage
barren good wishes ; and both ill Virginia and in Mary
the coinplainers either sought a cause of quarrel, or had
ment to Christians of every sect, without dispensing land it served to augment the burdens and cool the already found one which they were backward to avow.
As the other impediments of A courteous and obliging answer was returned to the
peculiar favor to any; that ir. order to conform his loyally of the people.
administration to the principles of the constitution, he commerce were found to be aggravated in
Maryland list of grievances, by the deputy-governors and, as the
had always endeavored to divide the offices of govern by the continued prevalence of a scarcity of money, malcontents were not yet transported by passion be
ment as rquallv as possible among protestants and [163(i,] an attempt was now made to remedy this evil yond the limits of reason and common sense, they re
catholics
and that to allay the jealousy that had by a law for the ailcancctncnt of coins. French crowns, turned thanks for this issue. [14] arid the fljme of dis
taken possession of the protestants, he had latterly suf pieces of eight, and nx dollars were
appointed to be content and suspicion seemed to be extinguished. But
fered them to engross nearly the whole command of received in all
payments at six shillings each ; all the embers remained, and waited only the influence of
the militia, and the custody of the arms and military other coins at an advance of
threepence in the shilling; the coming events to show what a conflagration they
stores of the province.
From the record of Fendal s and the sixpences and shillings of New England, ac were capable of producing. The spirit of party in the
trial, he showed that the
As all province, excited and preserved bv religious differences,
proceedings against this in
cording to their denominations, as sterling.
dividual had been perfectly fair
nay, so indulgent, accounts at that time were kept in tobacco, and in all in an age in which to differ was to dislike and suspect,
that he had been allowed to except against all Roman contracts it was employed as the. admeasurement of had been hitiierto moderated
by the liberal spirit of the
catholics as jurymen.
Notwithstanding the satisfacto- value, the coins thus advanced were adjudged to be laws, and the prudent administration of the proprietary.
riness of this explanation, the ministers of the king, taken at the rate of six
But no sooner were the tidings of the Revolution in
shillings for every hundred
less detirous of doing justice to others than of shifting
weight of that commodity. This law first gave rise in England conveyed to tne province, than these latent
the
of popery from themselves, commanded Maryland to the
peculiarity of colonial currency, in dissensions, inflamed by fresh incentives, burst forth
imputation
that all the offices of government should in future be contradistinction to
in a blaze of insurrectionary violence
and those who
sterling money.
committed exclusively to the hands of protestants
At the same time that the king resolved to subvert had long been towing discontent in the minds of their
and thus meanly sanctioned the unjust suspicions un
the constitution of England, he determined to over
fellow citizens, now prepared to reap an abundant har
der which the proprietary government was already la
throw the proprietary governments of the colonies.
vest from the prevalence of public disorder. [1663.]
It
It was less
When the deputy-governors were first informed ol
boring.
easy for Lord Baltimore to defend was, he declared, a great and growing prejudice to his
himself against another charge which was now pre
the invasion of England by the Prince of Orange, they
affairs, both domestic and colonial, that such inde
ferred against him, and which,
and it hastened to take measures for preserving the tranquil
having some foundation pendent administrations should be maintained
in truth, involved him in considerable
He was due no less to his interest than his dignitv,
of the province, where as yet none could foresee,
difficulty.
s .... } to re- lity
was accused ot obstructing the custom-house officers duce them to more immediate
and none had been informed, ol the extraordinary use
subjection to the crow...
in the collection of the
and it Alarmed by the communication of this arbitrary
that was to be made of that memorable achievement.
parliamentary duties
purdid certainly appear that, biassed perhaps by the desire
pose, the proprietary of Maryland again proceeded to They proceeded to col ect the public arms that were
of alleviating as far as possible the pressure of the
England, and vainly represented to the inflexible dispersed in the various counties, and apprehended
commercial restrictions, he had construed them in some
despot that the administration of his province had been several persons who were accused of attempts to dis
in
a
manner
too
favorable
to
the
freedom
and
But these measures were com
at all times conducted in conformity with the terms of turb the public peace.
points
hat he had never knowingly failed in his pletely frustrated by the rumour of a popnk plut, which
Chalmers, 647. 648. 650. 651. GUI 660. Clarkson s Life ms Barter
nf Penn.
337.
409.
Mr.
s
and
408,
Cl.irkenn
disseminated
account
the alarming intelli
of this duty to his sovereign; and that neither he nor his suddenly
336,
rapidly
father had committed a single act which could infer gence that the dcputv-governors and the catholics had
oT^h^conduc^ol^ wd^tt
tne forfeiture of a patent which they had dearly pur- formed a league with the Indians, for the massacre of
erroneous, if he considered the merits of the
respective
iileas too
Confusion, dis
uninteresting to deserve his inquiry, he should chased, in adding, at their own great expense, a con- all the protestants in the province.
have refrained from pronouncing or insinuating any judgment
siderable province to the empire.
T1687.] These may, and indignation, instantly laid hold of lay minds
on the comparative merits of the parlH-.i. Tne controversy
between Lord Baltimore and Penn is resumed and farther if- rem nstrances were disregarded by the king and the of the people, and every exertion that was made to de
lustrated in the history of Pennsylvania, post, B. vii
of the report proved
cap. I.
attorney-general received orders to issue a writ of quo monstrate the folly and absurdity
ve may suppose that he entertained corresponding re
af
gards for a legislator whose institutions had long
But
forded a peaceful asylum for persecuted quakers.

legitimacy of his interpreta
the collectors of the revenue
the trade and peace of the

;
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THE HISTORY OF
Like the kindred

ineffectual.
tflle

fiction in

England, the

was corroborated by various unlucky circumstances,

that tended wonderfully to support the general delusion.

orders to proclaim

Though Lord Baltimore received

William and Mary, which he readily promised and pre
the
pared to obey, yet some fatal accident intercepted
commands which he transmitted to his deputies for
and they still awaited official orders
that purpose
respecting this delicate and important transaction, long
after the corresponding proclamation had been pub
:

It happened
in Virginia.
unfortunately too,
same conjuncture, they had to repeat the
of
the
confirmation
annual
existing treaty of peace with
These occurrences, distorted by the arts
the Indians.
of the factious, and the credulity of the timid, increased

lished

that, at the

the prevailing panic, and accelerated the explosion it
had Long threatened to produce. A protestant associa
tion was formed by John Coode, the former accom
plice of Feudal, and being soon strengthened by the
accession of numerous adherents, took arms under this
worthless leader for the defence of the protestant faith,
a*d the assertion of tho royal title of William and

Mary.

A

declaration or manifesto

was published by

the associators, replete with charges against the pro
dishonor on their own
prietary, that reflect the utmost
The reproaches of tyranny and wickedness, of
cause.
which Lord Balti
and
with
murder, torture,
pillage,
more is loaded in this production, are refuted not only

by the gross inconsistency between such heinoua enor
mities and the recent limitation of the public grievances

tion of this worthless

man was no less disgraceful than
the unjust deposition of the proprietary.
Lord Balti

after:

strongly attests the capricious distribution of fame, and
may probably have proceeded from dislike of his reli
gious tenets, which, it was feared, would share the

king, alleging, that although the provision had been
granted generally to the proprietary, the true intention
of the legislature had been to confer it
as a

but Lord Baltimore s deprivation continued
On his death in 1716, his successor
during his life.
more hiivmg exercised his power with a liberal regard being a protestant, was restored to the enjoyment of
to the freedom of other men s consciences, now parted proprietary powers.
These powers, however, had in
with it from a pious regard to the sanctity of his own. the interim sustained some abatement from an act of
Andros, who had formerly acquired promotion by active the English parliament,* which applied not only to this
subserviency to a catholic despot, now purchased its but to all the other feudatory principalities in North
continuance by becoming the no less active abettor of America, and rendered the royal sanction
necessary to
confirm the nomination of the proprietary governors.
protestant intolerance.
Thus fell the proprietary government of Maryland,
Immediately after his appointment to the office of
after an endurance of fifty-six years, during which it governor. Sir Edmund Andros
proceeded to Maryland,
bad been administered with unexampled mildness, and where he convoked an assembly, in which the title of
with a regard to the liberty and welfare of the people, William and Mary was recognised by a
legislative
that deserved a very different requital from that which enactment.
In this assembly an attempt was made to
I
have had the pain of recording. The slight notice divest the
of the port-duties that had been
proprietary
which the policy of this catholic legislator has received settled on Ins family in the year 1661.
The assembly
from the philosophic encomiasts of liberal institutions now made a vender of the produce of this tax to the

ommendation bestowed on

their votary.

It

was ap

prehended perhaps, that the charge of intolerance so
strongly preferred against catholic potentates and the

Romish church, would be weakened by
toleration

the praise of a

which catholics established and protestants

But

every deduction that is made
from the liberality of catholics in general, and every
imputation that is thrown on the usual influence of
their tenets in
contracting the mind, ought to magnify
the merit of Lord Baltimore s institutions, and enhance
overthrew.

the

in truth

praise by demonstrating the rarity of his virtue.
of the most respectable features of the pro

to the frivolous complaints exhibited to the deputy-go
vernors, but by the utter inability of the associators to

One

establish by evidence any one of their charges, even
when the whole power and influence of the provincial

prietary administration was the constant regard that
was had to justice, and to the exercise and cultivation

With matchless im
government was in their hands.
pudence and absurdity, the affronts that had been for
merly complained of by the custom-house officers were
now cited as an injury done to the province of Lord
Baltimore, who, if he had ever participated in them at
all, must have been induced to do so by resentment of
the real grievances with which the province was af
flicted.
A charge of this description, however artfully

of benevolence, in all transactions and intercourse with
the Indians.
But though this colony was more suc
cessful than the New England states (who conducted

calculated 10 recommend the cause of the associators
to the favor of the British government, would never

and it
itself to a passionate multitude
probable that the whole composition was the work of

have suggested
is

;

Coodc, whose subsequent conduct showed how little
he participated in the popular feelings which he was
able to excite and direct with such energy and success.
The deputies of Lord Baltimore endeavored at first to
oppose by force the designs of
the

were

catholics

the.

to

afraid

associators

justify

;

but as

prevalent

The

capitulationking, apprised of these proceedings,
hastened to express his approbation of them, and au
thorised the loaders of the insurgents to exercise in his
name the power they had acquired, until he should have
leisure to effr. ct a permanent settlement of the admi

Armed

with

this

commission,

asso

the

ciators continued for three years after to administer the

government of Maryland, with

a

insolence

tyrannical

that exemplified the grievances ihey had falsely imputed
to the proprietary, and produced loud and numerous

complaints from both the protestant and catholic inha
bitants of the province.

the
that

the tyranny of his predecessor bequeathed to him in
Massachusetts.
But, to persist in the iniquitous pro
and
cess of quo warrantor was no longer practicable
no other proceeding was left, but to summon Lord
Baltimore to answer before the Privy Council the
complaints expressed in the declaration of the asso
ciators.
After a tedious investigation, which involved
;

nobleman

sible

heavy expense, it was found impos
him of any other charge than that of

in a

to convict

holding a different faith from the men by whom he had
been so ungratefully persecuted and so calumninusly
He was accordingly suffered to retain the
traduced.
his charter to the cilice
patrimonial interest attached by
of proprietary, but deprived by an act of council of the
of the province, of which Sir
political administration
Edmund Andros was at the same time appointed go

vernor by the king.*
*

Oldmixon,

vol.

i.

;

proceeding

having

as his opinion that the duty truly belonged to
given
Lord Baltimore, and was intended for his own use, and
that it would be of
dangerous consequence to receive
parole proof of an intention in the legislature different
from the plum meaning of the words of the law. The
it

ingratitude which was thus evinced towards the propri
etary met with a just retribution from the administra
tion of Andros, who,
though he *s said to have

ap

proved himself a good governor in Virginia, appears to
have exercised no little severity and rapacity in Mary
land.
Not the least offensive part of his conduct was,
lhat he protected Coode against the
complaints he had
provoked, and enabled this profligate hypocrite a little

themselves no less unexceptionably to the Indians) in longer to protract the period of his impunity.
But
avoiding war with its savage neighbors, yet we have Coode s fortunes soon became more suitable to his de
himself
seen that it was not always able to avert this extremity. serts.
Colonel
Nichol
Finding
neglected by
In both these cases, no doubt, the pacific endeavors of son, the successor of Andros, he began to practise
the
the colonists were counteracted, not only by the natu
against
royal government the same treacherous in
ral ferocity of the Indians, but by the hostilities of other
trigues that he had employed with so much success
Inferior in
against the proprietary administration.
Europeans, by which that ferocity was additionally in
Yet the quakcrs of Pennsylvania who were talent to Bacon, the disturber of Virginia, and far infe
flamed.

exposed to the same disadvantage, escaped its evil con rior in sincerity to Leisler, the contemporary agitator
sequences, and were never attacked by the Indians. of New York, he was chiefly indebted for his success
Relying implicitly and entirely on the protection of to the daring reliance which he placed on the influence
God, they renounced every act or indication of self- of panic, and the extent of popular credulity. He had
defence lhat could provoke the antagonism of human an unbounded confidence in the power of patient and
nature, or excite apprehensive jealousy, by showing the persevering calumny, and endeavored to impress it as
power to injure. But the puritan and the catholic co a maxim on his confederates, that if plenty of mud be
lonists of New England and Maryland, while
In 1695,
thrown, some of it will undoubtedly stick.&quot;
they pro
fessed and exercised good-will to the Indians, adopted this president of the protestant association of Maryland
was
the hostile precaution of showing their power to
indicted for treason and blasphemy and, justly
repel
violence.
They displayed arms and erected forts, and apprehending that he would be treated with Jess lenity
thus suggested the suspicion they expressed, and under the protestant, than he had formerly experienced
under the catholic administration, he declined to stand
invited the injury they anticipated.
Before toleration was defended by Locke, it was a trial, and fled for ever from the province which he
realised by Lord Baltimore
and in the attempts had contributed so signally to dishonor.!
The suspension of the proprietary government was
which both of these eminent persons made to esta
blish the model of a wise and liberal government in accompanied with a total subversion of the principles
America, it must be acknowledged that the protestant on which Us administration had been uniformly con
ducted.
The political equality of religious sects was
philosopher was greatly excelled by tho catholic no
The constitutions of William Penn have subverted, and the universal toleration of every form of
bleman.*
Christian
The church of England
been the theme of panegyric no less just than general
worship abolished.
but of those who have commended them, how few have was declared to be the established ecclesiastical consti
been willing to notice the prior establishment of similar tution of the state and an act passed in the year 1692
institutions by Lord Baltimore.
Assimilated in their having divided the several counties into parishes, a
maxims of government, these two proprietaries were legal maintenance was assigned to a minister of this
assimilated in their political fortunes
communion in every one of these parishes, consisting
both having wit
nessed an eclipse of their popularity in America, and of a glebe, and of an annual tribute of forty pounds of
both being dispossessed of their governments by King tobacco from every Christian male, and every male or
The appointWilliam.
Penn, indeed, was restored a few years female negro above sixteen years of age.
;

;

;

;

King William, meanwhile endeavored to derive
same advantage to the royal authority in Maryland,

this

for

&quot;

the

rumours against themselves by taking anna, and as the
well-affected protcstanls showed no eagerness to sup
port a falling authority, they were compelled to deliver
up the fort, and surrender the powers of government by

nistration.

merely

the uses of the public.
The king however
declined to accept the offer, or sanction the assembly s
construction of the grant
Sir John Sorners, to whom
the legitimacy of the
was referred,
trust

[1692.]

p. 193.

*

I

The unmerited

know

not

how

elcva-

happened,
reign, Queen Anne s, &c.
it

but so it was that, in King William s
there were periods when the friends or tools of the abdicated
king were more hearkened to than the instruments of the revo
It is to the first edition
lution.&quot;
Ibid (2d edition) i. p. 244.

;

O .dmixton s work that
expressly designated.
of

I

refer,

when

the second

is

not

1 7 and 8 Will. III. cap. 22 ^ 16. This was tlte first instance
which the .English parliament assumed the right of modify
ing the charter and altunngthc constitution ol im American
province. In the course of the following century this power
in

* In

a company whore Sir Isaac Newton, John Locke and
William Reim happened to meet together, the conversation
turned on the comparative excellence of the governments

wc

reiins repuaion rom te interest
te quacn* ave
felt in promoting it, and the willingness of
philosophers to ac
knowledge him as an ally) has been much better protected
than that of Jxird Baltimore and to this perhaps may be
ascribed tiie very different treatment which the descendants
of these proprietaries experienced from their respective pro
vinces at the American revolution. The proprietary of
Maryland was then a minor; yet his estates were confiscated,
and no indemnification could evor be obtained. (Winterbolham, vol. iii. p. 4.) The descendants of Penn, after a
Ions series of quarrels with the people, embraced the cause
of Britain; yet the legislature of Pennsylvania indemnified
:

thorn in the must liberal manner for the loss of their property.
(Drissot s Travels, p. 329.)

was exercised on several OCCUMOHS, and very reluctantly
submitted to. The pretension toil formed one of the grounds
of quarrel that produced the American Revolution.
liy another clause in the same statute, it was enacted,
that on no pretence whatever any kind of goods from the
English American plantations shall hereafter be put on shore
either in the kingdoms of Ireland or Scotland, without being
the dune* there,
tirst landed in pnglaml, and having also
under the penalty of a forfeiture of the ship and cargo.&quot;
The Union in 1700 rendered this restriction void, in so far a*
&quot;

|&amp;gt;aid

related to Scotland.
t Oldrmxon, vol.

i.

p.

193.

Chalmers,

p. 24!?. 374.

3^3, 384.

other expressions that Coode s indictment laid to his
charge, under the count of blasphemy, he was accused of
&quot;that there
was no religion but what was in
said
having
Tully s Oflices.&quot; To make these words the more intelligible,
the indictment illustrated them by this innuendo,
that they
were spoken of one Tully, a Roman orator, meaning,&quot;

Among

&quot;

NORTH AMERICA:
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ment of the ministers was vested in the governor, and tenfold more inexcusable, in their determination to tioned to their popularity. The council consisted of
the management of parochial affairs in vestries elected withhold it.
An act of assembly passed in the year twelve persons, appointed by the proprietary, and dur
For the better instruc- 1715 declared that many people refused to permit their ing the abeyance of hig political rights, by the royal
by the protestant inhabitants.
[

i

i

each of whom received, during the session
governor
of the assembly, an allowance of one hundred and
collection of books was presented to the libraries as a and accordinglv, to overcome their reluctance, enacted eighty pounds of tobacco daily from the province. The
commencement of their literary stock, by the bishop of that no negro receiving the holy sacrament of baptism, house of representatives or burgesses consisted of four
London. But notwithstanding all these encourage- should derive therefrom any right or claim to be made members from each of the counties, and two from the
ments to the cultivation of knowledge, and the rapid free. It was the peculiar unhappiness of the lot of the capital the daily allowance to each of them being one
increase of her wealth and population, it was not till Maryland protestaats, that it surrounded them at once hundred and sixty pounds of tobacco.
From the deafter her separation from the parent state, that any con
with catholics, whom they were incited to persecute, cisions of the provincial courts, in all cases involving
siderable academy or college was formed in Maryland. and with slaves whom they were enabled to oppress
to
the
amount
of
three
hundred
property
pounds, an
All protestant dissenters were declared to be entitled and it was not till some time after the Revolution of appeal was admitted to the king in council.
The of
lion of the people, free-schools and public libraries were
established by law in all the parishes, and an ample

slaves to be baptized, in consequence of an apprehen
sion that baptism would entitle them to their freedom

;

;

|

j

i

j

j

;

|

i

i

:

to

tlie full

benefit of the act of toleration passed in the
of William and Mary s reign by the

1683, that they began to

commencement

But this grace was strictly with
English parliament.
and the protr slants
held from the Koman catholics
who thus enacted toleration to themselves, with the
mo=t impudent injustice and unchristian cruelty, denied
-it to the men
by uhose toleration they themselves had
been permitted to gtiin an establishment in the pro
vince.
Sanctioned by the authority, and instructed by

:

with

year

j

&quot;

less vivacity, their
ing less cheerfulness, their demeanor
dress less attention to neatness, and their whole exte

which they have given a name. But even those who
have reproached them with this defect have not failed
to recognize a more respectable characteristic of their
situation, in that hospitality by which they were uni

of

their protestant fellow-colonists

evinced a sentiment

CHAPTER

;

)

i

kindness and generous compassion.
During the suspension of the proprietary government,
the legislature of the
province consisted of three
the proprietary,
alter Us revival, of four
branches
:

;

and the burgesses. The
domain cultivated by him
proprietary,
of
two
rent
self, enjoyed a quit
shillings sterling yearly
This
for every hundred acres of appropriated land.
was increased at an after period to four shillings in
some disiricts; and an unsuccessful attempt was made
council,
besides a large

!

|

had

&quot;the

WE have seen

triumph and puritan ascendancy and Maryland founded
By
by catholics retiring from protestant intolerance.
;

the stability of that gratitude which had been acquired
The salaries of the go
their original moderation.

by
vernor and deputy-governor consisted of official fees,
and a tax on exported tobacco, enacted to them suc
their

appointment to

office,

a singular coincidence, the

we now proceed

and propor-

That pride
Wintertotham s America, vol. hi. p. 42.
whicli grows on slavery, amt is habitual to those who from
their infancy are taught to believe and feel their superiority,
is

&quot;

a visible characteristic of the inhabitant* of Maryland.

Ibid.

-

to

settlement whose history

examine, originally seemed to have

been destined to complete this series of revolutionary
and if the first colonists who were planted
persecution
in it had been able to maintain their establishment,
Carolina would nave been peopled by Hugonots flying
:

j

*

England colonized by puritan*
;

it

cessively on

New

eiiled by royal and episcopal tyranny
Virginia replen
ished by cavalier and episcopal fugitives from republican

The proprietaries
as high as ten shillings.
received but too little encouragement to rely on

to raise

i

I.

Early Attempts of the Spaniards and the French to colonize
First Charter of Carolina granted by Charles
this territory
the Second to Lord Clarendon and others Formation of
Aibemarle Settlement in North Carolina Settlement of
Ashley River ia South Carolina Second Charter of the
whole United Province Proceedings at Albenaarie The
Proprietaries enact Hie fundamental Constitutions of Caro
lina
Expedition of Emigrants to South Carolina John
Locke created a Landirrave Hostilities with the Spaniards
Indians Disputes between the
in Florida, and with
Proprietaries and the Colonists Culpepper s Insurrection
He is tried in England, and acquitted
in North Carolina
DiscorJ amonij the colonists-Sothel s tyrannical administra
tion He is deposed.

the governor, the

j

IV.

NORTH AND SOUTH CAROLINA.

;

persons

baptism unlsss these presents were repeated.
But if the catholics of Maryland were chargeable with
a superstitious forwardness to administer this rite, some

BOOK

with the establishment of American independence, the
varieties of doctrinal opinion among the people served
numerous colleges
but to illustrate religious charity
and the same people
and academies were founded
among whom persecution had lingered longest, became
of courteous
distinguished for i remarkable degree

the savages to receive the formalities, before they were
impressed with the substance of Christian doctrine, they
are said to have administered the rite of baptism to

their

authorities.

;

etill

who understood it eo little, that they con
sidered their acceptance of it us a favor they had done
to the missionaries in return for the presents they re
ceived from them, and used to threaten to renounce

were required to give public intimation of their depar
and obtain a formal passport from the municipal

ture,

An act was passed in the year 1698, in
vesting a large tract of land in Dorchester county, in
At a later period, the towns two Indian kings, who, with their subjects, were to hold
versally distinguished.*
of Maryland seemed to acquire a sudden principle of it as a tief from the proprietary, and to pay for it a
In common with the
increase
and Baltimore, in particular, has grown with yearly rent of one bear skin.
In other colonies, Maryland was much infested by wolves ;
a rapidity unexampled even in the United States.
none of the provinces, have the effects of a wise or and so late as the year 1715, a former act was renewed,
illiberal system of government been more plainly appa
offering &quot;the sum of three hundred pounds of tobacco&quot;
For nearly a century after the as a reward for evcrv wolfs head that should be
rent than in Maryland.
British Revolution, difference in religious opinion was brought by any colonist or Indian to a justice of the
made the source of animosity and oppression ; and peace. An act proposing a similar recompense had
but it was repealed in the
during all that period not one considerable seminary of been passed in Virginia ;
Within
few years year 1666.
learning arose in the province.
and
universal
laws
of
after the return
toleration,
equal

they were determined not

;

Irish papists into this province.&quot;

Ame

to

into the
fering prutestant persecution to follow them
its severity which they had been encour
aged to seek, and with labor.oua virtue had established.
Sensible of this injustice, or rather perhaps willing to

endeavors are represented as having been
neither judicious nor successful.
Eager to prevail on

number of

To prevent the evasion of provincial debts or other
obligations by flight to England, or to the other
rican states, all persons preparing to leave the colony

m

asvlum from

their

a

those colonies
rior less urbanity, than were found
where cities engendered and diffused the elegant virtue

;

but

I

!

1704 was passed, the assembly judged
expedient to suspend its enforcement so far as tj
admit of catholic priests performing their functions in
and the act of 171-1 was suspended in
private houses
a similar manner, in consequence of an express man
date to the assembly from Queen Anne.
Thus were the catholics of Maryland, under the pre
tence of vices which none realized more completely
than their persecutors, deprived of those privileges,
which fur more than half a century they had enjoyed
In addition to the
with unjiarrallelud moderation.
other odious features of the treatment they experienced,
there was a shameful violation of national faith m suf

maintained.
Before the overthrow of the catholic church in
Maryland, its clergy had signalized themselves by some
attempts to convert the Indians to the Christian faith

the public affairs of their dis

;

it

Maryland, the British government continued from time to time to set
bounds to the exercise of that colonial bigotry which
its own example had excited, and its own authority

all

I

after the act of

whom

of

I

conformity

to expatriate to

management

tricts,

;

jurisprudence of England, for actions committed in the
Though laws thus
province and not punishable there.
unjust and oppressive were enacted, it was found im
possible to car;y them into Complete execution. Shortly

home

the

England was performed
which engrossed

vestries,

I

But it was mani
the force of law within the province.
festly inconsistent with this pretended independence,
to declaie any of the colonists amenable to the peculiar

to tolerate at

New

;

this supposition, we find an act of assembly in the
1706, giving to certain English acts of parliament

induce the catholics

in

:

prolestants of Maryland truly subverted their own pre
tensions to independent legislation.
They maintained
that the statutes of the English parliament did not
in

men

;

portation of the offending priest or teacher to England,
that he might there undergo the penalties which the
Thus in
English statutes inflicted on such actions.
their eagerness to deprive others of their liberty, the

and

!

of the select

Maryland by the parochial

&quot;

;

;

in

;

year 1701, and renewed in the year 1715, it was pro
vided diet any catholic priest attempting to convert a
protestant, should be punished with line and imprison
ment and that the celebration of mass, or the educa
tion f youth by a papist, should he punished by trans

Maryland

fice

i

the example of the British government, the legislature
of Maryland proceeded, by the most tyrannical persecu
tion of the catholics, to fortify and disgrace the protest
ant ascendancy.
Not only were these unfortunate vic
tims of a conscience, which the actions of their oppo
nents contributed additionally to mislead, excluded
from all participation in political privileges, but they
were debarred from the exercise of their worship and
the advantages of education.
By an act passed in the

to

fruits of

and soon underwent a remarkable abatement of
the popular form of their original constitution
tion of Maryland amounted to thirty thousand persona
for
and whether from superiority of soil or industry, or though at first elected by the inhabitants, they held their
from the absence of laws restrictive of cultivation, this office for life, and very early assumed the privilege of
province is said to have exported at least as much to
supplying vacancies in their own number by the election
In the year 1704, it was provided by
bacco as the older and more populous province of \ ir- of the survivors.
was
An act for the advancement of the natives and resi
At a later period, a law
passed, prohibiting
ginia.
a
than
estate
of
dents
of
this
that no office of trust, except
the cultivation on any
greater quantity
province,&quot;
those that were conferred by immediate commission
six thousand plants of tobacco for every taxable indi
vidual upon the estate.
Maryland was the first of the from the crown, could be held by any person who had
provinces in which the right of private property was not previously resided three years in the colony.&quot;
The situation of slaves and of indented servants ap
from the beginning recognised in its fullest extent
and community of possessions had never even a tempo
pears to have been very much the same in Maryland as
This peculiarity, it is probable, in Virginia. Any white woman, whether a servant or
rary establishment.
contributed to promote the peculiar industry by which free, becoming pregnant from the embrace of a negro,
In the year whether a slave or free, was punished with a servitude
this people have been distinguished.
and the children of &quot;such unnatural
1699. Annapolis was substituted for St. Mary s as the of seven years
but the same causes that pre
and inordinate connexions/ were doomed to servitude
capital of the province
A white
vented the growth of towns in Virginia, also repressed till they should attain the age of thirty-one.
them in Maryland. There were few merchants or man begetting a child bv a negress, *as subjected to
and
it
was
also
as
a
white
the same penalty
woman committing the
planters
shop-keepers who were not
An indented servant, at the
the custom for every man to maintain on his plantation corresponding offence.
a store for supplying the usual accommodations of shops expiration of his servitude, was entitled to demand a
to his family, servants, and slaves.
Living dispersed liberal allowance of various useful commodities from
over the province, and remote from each other, the his master, some of which he was prohibited, under a
etfects of their comparative solitude are said to hare penalty, from selling for twelve months after his Uberabeen visible in the countenance, manners, and apparel tion. A tax was imposed on the importation of ser
their aspect express
to prevent the importing too great
vants from Ireland,
of the great body of the planters

;

necessarily extend

show more genuine

the tenets they professed, than the persecution of those
who differed from them in religious opinion.
At the close of the seventeenth century, the popula

i

!

from catholic bigotry.*
At a later period

we have seen

the descendants of one of

THE HISTORY OF
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w

did not extend to this territory, till the year 1022,
several English families, flying fnvii the. massacres cf tuft
Indians in Virginia ami NCA- England, sought
refuge
within its h:mts, and are said to have acted the noble
of
chnstuin
with
such
thai
missionaries,
success,
part

This territory has been the subject of a variety of protestants, Coligni employed the interval of repose,
at successive periods by and the unwonted favor that he seemingly enjoyed with
fretensicns, and distinguished
The claim of England to the first the king, in providing a refuge for his party from that
variety of names.
who tempest, which, though unhappily for himself, he did
discovery of it was disputed by the Spaniards,
maintained that Cabot never proceeded so far to the not cleurly foresee, his experience and sagacity yet in
i

Eu
South, ?nd that it had been yet unvisited by any
the Spanish governor of
ropean, when Ponce de Leon,
Porto Rico, arrived on its shores, [1512], as he was
of a land which was reported to contain
sailing in quest
a fountain endowed with the miraculous power of re
of youth to age and decre
storing the bloom and vigor
Believing that he had now attained the favored
pitude.
to take possession, in his sove
region, he hastened
valuable an acquisition. He
reign s name, of so rare and
bestowed on it the name of Florida, either on account
of the vernal beauty that adorned its surface, or be
cause he discovered it on the Sunday before Easter,
which the Spaniards call Pasqua deFlores but though

one of the Indian princes was converted frum idolatry tr
the
They suffered extreme hardship from
gospel.
scarcity of provisions, and were preserved from perish
ing by the generous contribution thcv received from

Three ships, equipped by
carrying out another detachment of
Hugunots, [15IH] were again despatched to Carolina,
and followed soon after by a more numerous llect with
additional settlers, and an ample supply of arms and
The assistance which the king of France
provisions.
thus vouchsafed to the Hugunots, reminds us of the
similar policy by which Charles the First promoted, in
the following century, the departure of the puritans
duced him

to anticipate.

king, and

the

from

England.

more

liberal

The French monarch was

..F&quot;i

government of Massachusetts, whose assistance
ri.id
An attempt was made to assume
implored.
jurisdiction over them by Sir Robert Heath, attorney-

the

they
a

general to Charles the First, who obtained from hi*
master a patent of the whole of this region by the name
of C-arolana.
But as he made no attempt to exccuto
the powers conferred on him, ihe patent was afterwards declared to have become void, because the con
ditions on which it had been granted had not been ful
*
filled
Much collision and dispute between claimants
and occupiers of colonial territory would have been
prevented, if the principle of this adjudication had been

a little

than the English, in the aid which he
but he was infinitely more perfidious and
granted
Be
cruel in the designs which he truly entertained.
he chilled his aged frame by bathing in every stream or friended by tho Indians, and vigorously applying
fountain that he could find, he had the mortification of themselves to the cultivation of their territory, the
to enjoy the prospect of a per
returning an older instead of a younger man to Porto colonists had begun
A few years afterwards, another Spanish offi manent and happy establishment m Carolina, when they
Rico.
cer, who was sent to make a more minute inspection were suddenly attacked by a force despatched against
them by the king of Spain. The commander of the
of the territory supposed to have been thus newly dis
covered, performed an exploit but too congenial with Spanish troops having first induced them to surrender
;

;

more generally extended, and more steadily applied.
The country which so many unsuccessful attempts
had been made to colonize, was indebted for its final
settlement to a project formed by certain courtiers of

Charles the Second for their own enrichment, but
Frenchmen, put them all to the sword as heretics
which they were pleased to ascribe to a generous desire
announcing by a placard, erected at the place of execu
Some researches for tion, that this butchery &quot;was not indicted on them as of propagating the blessings of religion and civility in a
he carried away into bondage.
subjects of France but as followers of Luther.&quot;
Nearly barbarous land. An application, couched in thee terms,
gold and silver, undertaken shortly after by succeed
been presented to the king by eight of the most
ing adventurers of the same nation, having terminated a thousand French protestants were involved in this having
massacre
and only one soldier escaped to carry tidings eminent persons, whose fidelity he had experienced in
unsuccessfully, the Spaniards appeared to have re
nounced the intention of any immediate settlement in to France, which charity does not oblige us to believe his exile, or whose treachery had contributed to his
this region, and left it to repose under the shadow of communicated any surprise to the projectors of the restoration, t easily procured for them a grant of that
extensive region, situated on the Atlantic ocean, be
the name they had bestowed, and to remember its titu
league of Bayonne and the massacre of St. Bartholo
The whole mew. Though the colony had beon planted with the tween the thirty-sixth degree of North latitude and tho
lar owners by their cupidity and injustice.
This territory was accord
of this coast was subsequently explored [1523 -1525] approbation of the French court, and peace subsisted at river Saint Matheo. [1663]
the time between France and Spain, the assault and ingly erected into a province, by the name of Carolina,
with considerable accuracy by Verazzan, an Italian na
and conferred on the Lord Chanceiler Clarendon,
vigator, in the service of the French, and whom Francis extirpation of the colonists produced no demonstration
the First* had commissioned to attempt the discovery of resentment from the French government, and would Monk Duke of Albemarle, Lord Craven, Lord Berke
of new territories in America for the benefit of the have been totally unavenged in this world, if De Gor- ley, Lord Ashley (afterwards Earl of Shaftesbury), Sir
crown.
But the colonial designs of the French go- gues, a French nobleman, incensed by such wicked George Carteret, Sir John Colleton, and Sir William
who (as the
vernment were suspended during the remainder of this ness, had not determined to vindicate the cause of jus
Berkeley, the governor of Virginia
Having charter set forth), being excited with a laudable and
reign, by the favorite game of kings, which was played tice and the honor of his country. [1507.]
with such eager and obstinate rivalry between Francis fitted out three ships at his own expense, he set sail lor pious zetl for the propagation of the gospel, begged a
and the Emperor Charles the. Fifth, t During succeed Carolina, where the Spaniards, in careless security, certain country in the parts of America not yet culti
vated and planted, and only inhabited by some barba
possessed the fort and settlement which they had ac
ing reigns, they were impeded by still more fatal ob
structions
and all the advantages that France might quired by the murder of his countrymen.
He easily rous people who had no knowledge of God.&quot; The
have derived from the territory explored by Verazzan obtained the zealous co-operation of the Indians, and territory was bestowed on these personages, and their
and neglected by the Spaniards, was postponed to the with their assistance overpowered and slew all the heirs arid assigns, as absolute lord proprietaries for
Spaniards who resisted his enterprise, and hanged all ever, saving the sovereign allegiance due to the crown ;
indulgence of royal and papal bigotry in a war of exter
The advantages, how whom he made prisoners on the nearest trees erect and they were invested with as ample rights and juris
mination against the Hugunots.
ever, thus neglected by the French court, were not ing, in his turn, a placard which announced, that this dictions within their American palatinate, as any bishop
and at execution &quot;was not inflicted on them as Spaniards but of Durham enjoyed within his diocese. This charter,
overlooked by the objects of its persecution
length the determination of appropriating a part of this as murderers and robbers.&quot;
Having thus accomplished doubtless, composed by the parties themselves who
received it, seems to have been copied from the prior
first
territory as a retreat fur the French protestants, was his purposed vengeance, he returned to France
embraced by one of their leaders, the Admiral Coligni. destroying every trace of the settlement which neither charter of Maryland, the most liberal in the communi
Two vessels which he equipped (or this purpose were Frenchmen nor Spaniards were destined ever again to cation of privileges and powers that had ever yet been
accordingly despatched with a body of protestant emi- occupy.*
Religious disputes excited a much greater granted.
A meeting; of such of the proprietaries as were in
grants to America, who landed at the mouth of Alb?- degree of mutual hatred and of public confusioin in
marie river, and in honor of their sovereign (Charles France than in England, and were proportionally un- England having been held soon after, for the purpose
a favorable to French colonization.
the Ninth), gave the country the name of Carolina
Canada, which was of concerting measures for carrying the purposes of
name which, by a singular coincidence, the English, the first permanent occupation of the French in Ame their charter into effect, a joint stock WES formed by
after obliterating
Though rica, was not colonized till six years after Henry the general contribution for transporting emigrants, and de
bliteratmg. were destined to revive.
these colonists nad only to announce themselves as Fourth had issued the celebrated edict of Nantes.
At the desire of the
fraying other necessary expenses.
About eighteen years after the expulsion of the New England settlers, who already inhabited ihe pro
strangers to the faith and the name of the Spaniards, in
order to secure the most friendly reception from the French colony of Coligni, there was settled in the isle vince, and had stationed themselves in the vicinity of
Indiana, they suffered so many privations in their new of Roanoak, in the same territory, the first plantation Cape Fear, they published, at the same time, a docusettlement, from the inability of the admiral to furnish effected by Raleigh, of whose enterprises I have g
himself on a projected town [see ante, B. I. cap. I.) was re
them with adequate supplies, that, after a short resi- an account in the history of Virginia. There was an vived and bestowed upon an actual city, more than two
deuce in America, they were compelled to return to analogy between the fortunes of their colonial settle- hundred years after when, by an ordinance of the legislature
North Carolina, the name of R:ileiijh was given to tho
A treacherous pacification having been ef- ments, as well as between the personal destinies of Co- of
France.
seat of government of this province.
* Coxe s
and transient as it proved, it was
fected, meanwhile, between the French court and the hgni and Raleigh
Description of Carolana, Append. 109 112. Hut
~
chinson s Hist., of Massachusetts,
22G.
329
still the most lasting trace of his exertions witnessed bv
Oidmixou,
fe
the most ilustrmus people of antiquity seeking a reluge in
,
515.
Heath had previously sold his patent to the
Chalmers,
America from Turkish oppression. In the latter part 01 the Raleigh, that the name of the country was changed by the Earl of Aruridel and Surrey, who is said to have made ex
a name of which we pensive preparations for founding a colony, but was diverted
eighteenth century, sir William Duncan, an eminent English English ftom Carolina to Virumia
physician conceived the project of founding a Giecian colony have already traced the final application and peculiar his- from his design by a domestic calamity. Daniel Coxe, a phy
the cotemporary achievements of his countrymen, in
kidnapping a considerable body of the natives, whom
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North America, and actually transported, for this purpose,
several hundred Greeks to East Florida. Gait s Letter*, from
the Levant, p. 318.
* The
st
kings of Spam and Portugal remonstrated against
the projects of Francis as a direct impugnation of ecclesi
siastical authority.
To this remonstrance the monarch is saic
id
to have pleasantly replied,
should be glad to see the
clause in Adam s will, which makes that continent their ex&quot;I

elusive inheritance.&quot; Uaynal.
t A slight demonstration was made by Francis in the year
1540 of an intention to colonize a duTerent quarter of Amsrica, by the letters patent which he then granted to Jacques
Quartier for the establishment of a colony in Canada. Hut
the French made no permament settlement even there till
the reign of Henry the Fourth. Escarbot s Hist, of New
France, p. 307. Champlam s Voyage, part i. In the commission to Quartier, the territory is described as
possessed
by savages, livmg without the knowledge of God or the use
of reason.&quot; Yet Pope Paul the Third had previously
by a
Bull declared the American Indians to be rational
creatures,
possessing the uatur,&quot;, and entitled to the rights of men.
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L Escarbot s Hist, of New France, 225. 401. Oldmixon
327329. Hewit s Account of South Carolina and Georgia
3
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Williamson s History of North Carolina, cap i!
French, however, retained their pretensions tothe
D Aubijny, the father of Madame Malntenon,
having formed the purpose of establishing himself in Carolina, found he had incurred the serious displeasure of the
French court for having solicited a grant from the English
government. Voltaire s Age of Louis the Fourteenth, cap.
26.
Voltaire is mistaken in supposing that the future queni
of France received her early education in Carolina, where as
there
were none but savage inhabitants It was to Maryet
timque that her father actually removed himself and his
family, and whence, at the age of twelve years, this extraordinary woman returned to become the queen of a country
where she had been born in a prison. Memoires el Lettres
do Mxintenon, vol. i. Viede M Maiutenon 13
t Tho denomination which he had bestowed in honor of
i.

!

p
U*ven

,

sician in London, who, at the close of the seventeenth
century, became an extensive purchaser of proprietary rights
in North America, contrived, among other acquisitions, to oh
tain an assignation to Sir Hubert Heath s patent ; and main
tained, with the approbation of King Wuham s ministers,
that this patent was still a valid and subsisting title, in so far
as it embraced territory occupied bv the Spaniards, and not
included in any posterior English patent. Ills son (the a-lthor
of the Description) resumed his father s claims, and made
various unsuccessful attempts to colonize the territory which
he persisted m denominating Carolana. Coxe, Pieface, p.
30, and Append, p. 113121.
t The two persons to

whom this least reputable claim of
merit chiefly belonged were Shaflesbury and Monk.
It
proved more available to them than the more honorable ser
vices of the others. Much more than his due share of it bus
been ascribed to Monk, wdose great service was not that ho
contributed signally to elfect the Restoration (which, in truth,
he withstood as long as lie could,) but that, by his artifices,
the Restoration was effected without the constitutional pre
caution of imposing conditions on the km^.

\

NORT H AMERICA.
of

Proposals to all that will
They proclaimed that all persons
plant in Carolina.&quot;
Charles river to the southward of Cape
settling on
Fear, and consenting to take the oath of allegiance to
ncnt under the

title

&quot;

the king, and to recognise the proprietary government,
should he entitled to continue the occupation they had
assumed, and to fortify their settlement ; that the set

of thir
present to the proprietaries a list
in order that they might select from

tlers should
teen persons,

little

community according

to the

|

271
had

powers granted by

i

i

\

gret,

the approbation of the proprietaries.
Berkeley was
requested to visit the colony, and to employ skilful persons to explore its bays, rivers, and shores
a duty
which he performed in the following year. [1661 ]
;

siderable quantity of military stores.
Having now obtained the most minute information
of the whole coast of Carolina, and discovered, on both
extremes of their territory, considerable tracts of land
that would form very desirable accessions to
it, the

them a governor and council of six, to be appointed for Having confirmed and granted lands to the settlers, in
that an assembly, composed of the go
three years
conformity with his instructions, he appointed Drum:

vernor, council, and delegates of the freemen, should
be called as soon as the circumstances of the colony

would allow, with power to mike laws which should be
neither contrary to the laws of England, nor of any va
of the dissent of the proprie
lidity after the publication
taries
that every person should enjoy the most per
;

freedom in religion that during five years every
freeman should be allowed an hundred acres of land
for himself and fifty for a servant, piying only an half
penny for every acre and that the same freedom from
customs which had been conferred by the royal charter
should be extended to all classes of the inhabitants.
Such were the original conditions oa which Carolina
was planted and surely it must strike every reflecting
mind with surprise, to behold a regular system of civil
and religious freedom thus enacted as the basis of the
colonial institutions by the same statesmen, who, in
the parent country, had framed the intolerant act of
uniformity, and were enforcing it with the most re
lentless severity.
While they silence 1 such teachers
as John O.vun, and filled the prisons of England with
such victims as Baxter, Banyan, and Alleme, thc^
offered freedom and encouragement to every variety of
thus forcibly impeaching the wis
opinion in Carolina
dom and good faith of their domestic administration by
the avowal which their colonial policy manifestly im
may
plies, that diversities of opinion and worship
peaceably co-exist in the sama society, and that implicit
fect

\
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;

;
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a man of sufficient prudence and abilities, their
governor, and then returned to Virginia, leaving
them all to follow their various pursuits in peace. The
colonists for so:ne time continued perfectly satisfied
with an arrangement that seemed rather to secure than
but
impair the advantages of their former condition
as the day appioached when the payment of quit-rents
was to commence, they began to manifest no small
dissatisfaction with the tenures by which they held their
lands.
In the year 1666 they constituted an assembly,
probably the first that was ever held in Carolina, and
from this body a petition was transmitted to the pro
prietaries, desiring that the people of Albemarle might
hold their possessions on the same terms that were
The proprietaries,
enjoyed by the people of Virginia.

mond,
first

proprietaries easily obtained from their sovereign a gift
of these additional possessions.
second charter,

A

which was accordingly executed in their favor, recited
and confirmed the former grant, and gave renewed
assurance and commendation of the pious and noble
purpose&quot; under which these insatiable courtiers judged
it
decent to cloak their ambition or rapacity.
It

;

who were exceedingly

solicitous to

lation of the province,
that might discourage

aud

acceded

to this request,

&quot;

granted, to the same patentees, that province situated
within the king s dominions in America

extending
and thence in a
straight
Wyonoke, which lies under the 36th
degree and 30th minute of north latitude, south-west
ward to the 29th degree and from the ocean to the
South Seas. They were vested with all the rights,
jurisdictions, and royalties, which the bishop of Dur
ham ever possessed, and were to hold the territory as
a feudal dependance of the manor of East Greenwich,
paying a rent of twenty marks, and one-fourth of the
All
gold and silver that should be found within it.
persons, except those wlto should be specialty forbid
den, were allowed to transport themselves to Carolina ;
and they and their children were declared to be deni
zens of England, who should always be considered as
the same people, and possess the same privileges, as
those dwelling within the realm.
They were em
powered to trade in all commodities which were not
north-eastward
line

and commanded the governor

in future to

p

;

;

Carahtuke-inlet,

prohibited by the statutes of England.
They were
authorised to lade the productions of the province, arid
to bring them into England, Scotland, or Ireland ; pay
And they were
ing the same duties as other subjects
exempted, for seven years, from the payment of cus
toms, on the importation, into any of the dominions of
the crown, of wines and other enumerated products of
the colony.
The proprietaries were enabled to make
:

laws for the province, with the consent of the freemen
or their delegates
under the general condition that
they should be reasonable, and as nearly conformed as
be
to
the
They were
might
jurisprudence of England.
empowered to erect ports for the convenience of com
to
a
should be
and
such
customs
merce,
appropriate
imposed by the assembly. They were allowed to create
an order of nobility, by conferring titles of honor, dif
fering, however, in style, from the titles conferred on
the people of England.
Carolina was declared inde
pendent of any other province, but subject immediately
to the crown
and the inhabitants were not compellable to answer to any cause or suit in any other part of
his majesty s dominions, except withm the realm.
The
proprietaries were authorised to grant indulgences to
those who might be prevented by conscientious scru
to
ples from conforming to the Church of England
the end that all persons might have liberty to enjojr
their own judgments and consciences in religious con
cerns, provided they disturbed not the civil order and
;

:

;

;

Such is the tenor of the last
peace of the province.*
of the Carolina charters, which conferred OB the noble
grantees a territory of vast extent, and right* which it
is not
By a strange
easy to discriminate from royalty.
anomaly, the king, in divesting himself, as it were, of a
part of his dominions, in behalf of a junto of his mini
sters, was maile to recommend to their observance a

:

system of ecclesiastical policy diametrically opposite to
the intolerance which, at the very time, the counsels of
these persons were breathing into his own administra
tion.
As Clarendon still held the office of Lord Chan

&quot;

by

to

to

;

promote the popu

avoid every proceeding
the resort of settlers, readily
to

grant the lands on the terms that had been
Notwithstand
prescribed by the colonists themselves.
ing the apostolical vievvs which the proprietaries had
professed, not the slightest attempt was made to pro
vide for the spiritual instruction of the colonists, or the
and the colony continued
conversion of the Indians
for a series of years to be conducted without even the
semblance of religious worship.
The proprietaries having thus endeavored to rear and
toleration is the surest political means of rmking a organise the feeble settlement of Albemarle, directed
commonwealth flourish, and a country appear desirable their chief regard to the finer region that extends along
the more southerly coast.
It is humiliating to observe a man
to its inhabitant*.
Having caused a survey to
like Lord Clarendon realize, in conformity with his be made of these shores, by a vessel which they de
from Virginia, for the purpose of ascertaining
private interest, the truth which his large experience spatched
and powerful understanding were insufficient to induce what rivers and countries were the most proper
for habitation, they proposed, among other projected
him, as an English statesman, to embrace.
Besides the settlers from New England who were settlements, to establish a new colony to the southward
seated at Cape Fear, there was another srnill body of of Cape Fear, along the banks of the river Charles, in
inhabitants already established in a different quarter of the district which was now denominated the county of
Several gentlemen of Barbadoes, dissatis
In the history of Virginia, Clarendon.
the proprietary domains.
we have seen that, as early as the year 1633 Captain fied with their present condition, and desiring to be
come the heads of a less considerable establishment,
Smith judged it expedient, for political reasons, to re
move a portion of the Virginian colonists to a distance had for some time projected to remove themselves to
With this view this region, and now submitted a proposition to that
from tke main body at James To-.vn.
he despatched a small party to form a plantation at eli ect to the proprietaries and though their first deNansemond, the most southern settlement of Virginia, nunds of being invested with a district thirty-two miles
where, notwithstanding the formidable obstructions square, and all the powers of a corporation within
were refused by the proprieties, their
they encountered from the hostility of the natives, they themselves,
succeeded in maintaining and extending their establish
application, on the whole received so much encourage
ment. As the Indians receded from the vicinity of these ment as determined them to undertake the migration.
[163.3.] In furtherance of a project so agreeable to their
intruders, the planters naturally followed their tracks, ex
bestowed on John Yeamans, a
tending their plantations into the bosom of the wilderness wishes, the proprietaries
and as their numbers increased, and tha most eligible respectable planter of Barbadoes, and the son of a man
situations were occupied, they traversed the forests in who had lost his life in tue king s service during the
reached the streams, which, civil wars, the appointment of commander-in-chief of
4 iest of others, till they
instead of discharging their waters into the Chesapeake, Clarendon county, stretching from Cape Fear to the
into the river Saint Matheo, and obtained for him, at the same
pursned a south-eastern course, and flowed
time, the rank of a baronel, and partly in recompense
Their numbers are saii to have been aug
ocean.
and partly in order to give
mented, and their progress impelled by the intolerant of the loyalty of his family,
laws that were enacted in Virginia against sectarians weight to his station, and some appearance of splendor
At the epoch of the Carolina to the colonial establishment. Tne same powers were
of every denomination.
charter of 16B3, a small plantation had been accordingly no.v conferred, and the same constitution established,
for some years established within its boundaries, on the as those which had given contentment to the inhabi
and Yeamans was particularly
north-eastern shores of the river Chowan, which now tants of Albemjfle
mike every thing easy to the people of
received the name of Albemarle, in complnnani to the directed to
New England,&quot; from which the proprietaries declared
which General Monk s services had been re
title

distinct assembly, customs,

plied

;

,

own

and laws, sup
them at a future period with ample cause of re
and contributed to the prolonged feebleness and
distraction* by which this province was
unhapoily
Meanwhile, however, their proceedings
distinguished.
were regarded with approbation by the king, who
pre
sented them with twelve pieces of ordnance, which
were despatched to Charles River, along with a con

the royal charter
to confirm former possessions, and
to grant lands to every one, allowing them three
years
to pay the quit rents
to make laws, with the consent
of the delegtes of the freemen, transmitting them for
;

-

its

j

expected more copious emigrations to Caro
from any of the other colonies. Tnis expecta
tion, more creditable to their discernment than to their cellor, this charter, as well as the former, in favor of
to believe that the planters of Albemarle were com
for conscience intcTitv, was obviously derived from the intolerance himself and his colleagues, was sealed by his own
posed entirely or even generally of exiles
and when we consider how liberally it enwhich yet lingered in New England, and the effects of hands
sake
yet that a number of conscientious men had
were thus distinctly recognised, and deliberately do.ved the proprietaries with privileges, at the expense
mingled with them may be inferred from the fact, that which
the same persons who indulged in it so of the prerogative of the crown, it seems the less sur
they purchased their lands at an equitable price from anticipated, by
Remote from the seat of unreservedly in the parent state. An order was made prising that he should not have suggested a similar
the aboriginal inhabitants.
the charters which Connecticut and Rhode
the Virginian government, they yielded little obedience at the saint time by the proprietaries, that the commis- objection to
to its authority, and for some time had lived without sion of Yeamans should not prevent the appointment
* Lawson s JJist. of
Carolina, S39 254. Williamson, i.
any perceivable rule ; when at length the governor of of another governor, for a new settlement which was
T.ie second charier of Carolina is printed in botrj
new capacity, a stricter and projected in a district to the southward of Cape Ro- 230,
these works at full length. Of the first, the only complete
Virginia assumed, in a
more legitimate superintendence of their affairs. In main, and which acquired soon after the name of Car- transcript I (lave seen occurs in a SHiaH collection of Caro
tcret.
The policy which the proprietaries were thus lina papers printed at London, without any date, but appa.
September, 1663, Sir William Berkeley was empow
There are
rently about the end of the seventeenth century
ered by the other proprietaries to nominate a governor pursuing, in the establishment of a variety of separate copies of it in the British Museum, in the library of Gottingeji,
and a council of six, who were authorised to rule this and independent colonies in Carolina, each of which aod in Ibe library of the late George .Chahuer.s.
ward.-. 1.
Notwithstanding the opinion of an intelli
I can see no reason
gent historian of North Carolina.

that they
lina than
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seal

was

in his keeping.

Island obtained while the great
The arbitrary commission for Massachusetts, which we
have seen him defend, shows that he entertained no
the royal prerogative in the
general design of abridging
colonial dominions.
this fresh acquisition, the proprietaries
Animated

by

exerted themselves, for several years, to attract adven
turers from Scotland, Ireland, the West Indies, and
the northern colonies but notwithstanding all their en
;

deavors, their province, partly from the unheakhiness
of the climate, but chiefly from the state of dispersion
in which the settlers chose to live, advanced but slowly
In the autumn of this year,
in population and power.
the emigrants from Barbadoes, conducted by Sir John
Yeamans, arrived at length at their place of destina
tion, on the southern bank of the river of Cape Fear,

where they had previously

fortified their legal title

from

toils that were requisite for
the wilderness which they had
undertaken to subdue, their leader ruled them with the
of a parent, and cultivated the good will of
in

the

rude

firs*

their establishment in

gentleness
the aborigines so successfully, that for some years they
were enabled to prosecute their labors without danger
Or distraction.

While

the forest,

the

planter? opened
to make room for the operations of tillage, they neces
uses of the cooper and
for
the
timber
sarily prepared

that

was now convened

at

;

limits

its

and that none of the inhabitants

;

grandeur, and the displav of all those distinctions, that
have ever been known to co-exist with the forms of
and the plumage which they had stripped from
liberty
;

the royal prerogative, it was their intention to employ
for tbe illustration of their own dignity, and the deco
ration of their provincial organs and institutions. With
this view, about a year before they ratified the enact
ments of the assembly of Albemarle, [March 1*] they

;

;

been

faithfully maintained,
would have greatly promoted the contentment and
Stevens was commanded to
prosperity of the people.
act altogether by the advice of a council of twelve, the
one half of which he was himself to appoint, and the
This was an
other six to be chosen by the assembly.

approach to a principle disallowed entirely in Virginia
and Maryland, but realized still more perfectly in the
New England governments, and by which the demo
cracy were admitted to a share in composing and con
constitutions
trolling that body, which in the colonial
formed equally the senatorial or aristocratical branch
of the legislature, the privy council of the supremo
The assembly
magistrate, and the court of appeals.
was to be composed of the governor, the council, and
a body of delegates, annually chosen by the free-holders.
interests were
legislature, in which democratic
admitted thus strongly to preponderate, was invested
not only with the power of making laws, but with a
with the
considerable share of the executive authority

The

;

convoking and adjourning itself, of appointing
Various regu
officers, and of presenting to churches.
and in
lations provided for the security of property
be
particular it was announced that no taxes should
the
and
imposed without the consent of the assembly
lands were confirmed and granted as now holden by the
Perfect freedom in religion
free tenure of soccage.
was offered to a people who were very willing to ac
cept the freedom without concerning themselves in any
way about religion and all men were declared to be

right of

;

;

;

the oath of

equal privileges, upon taking
to the proprieta
allegiance to the king, and of fidelity
ries.
As we have but too much reason to suppose

had no sincere intention of pre
to
serving the constitution which they thus offered
establish, it is due to the character of Lord Clarendon
to remark, that he had no share whatever in this trans
bis impeachment and exile having previously
action
sequestrated him from all farther concern with the go
vernment of Carolina. The system, however, which
was now tendered to their acceptance, was received by
the inhabitants of Albemarle with perfect satisfaction
to
gratitude, perhaps, it would have been unreasonable
expect towards proprietaries who had no way contribu
ted to their establishment in the province, but had fol
lowed them into the desert with the obvious intent of
reaping where they had not sown, and congregating a
that the proprietaries

;

:

scattered flock in order to shear it the more effectually.
It was not till two years after, [1669.] that an assem

new model was convened

By the assembly
Albemarle, it was declared
that sufficient
encouragement had not yet been afforded
to the resort of settlers and the peopling of the pro
vince
and to supply tins defect it was now enacted
that none should be sued during five years after his
arrival in the country for any cause of action arising
time, in the legislation of Virginia.

&quot;

the proprietaries appointed Samuel Stevens, a man
whose virtues and abilities were judged equal to the
trust, to succeed Drummond as governor of Albemarle
and at the same time bestowed on this settlement a

this

Carolina, it was not for the purpose of founding and
superintending institutions so homely and popular, thst
they had solicited the extraordinary privileges which
to obstruct the recovery of debts.
Of this disposition their charters conferred.
Their ambition aimed at
we have already seen some traces, about this period of making Carolina a theatre for .he exercise of all that

;

the materials of an inconsiderable traffic with
the merchant vessels of New England. About two years
after the acquisition of their second charter, [1067.]

bly constituted on

;

&quot;

tained

entitled to

siderable settlement, were ratified in the following year
by the proprietaries. As the colonists received little
augmentation from abroad, their numbers increased but
and it was not till sometime after this period,
slowly
that they extended their plantations to the southern
bank of the river Albemarle.
But although the proprietaries were willing to tender
every concession, and encourage every hope that
seemed calculated to fix or augment the inhabitants of

should accept a power of attorney to recover debts had subscribed that memorable instrument which bears
contracted abroad.*
These complaints of fewness of the name of
the fundamental constitutions of Caro
people continued long to be reiterated by the settlers lina,&quot; and the preamble of which assigns as the reason
of Carolina
for its adoption,
that the government of this province
though it was afterwards very justly re
criminated upon them by the proprietaries, that the in
may be made most agreeable to the monarchy under
convenience they complained of was promoted by their which we live
and that we may avoid erecting a nu
own aversion to settle in towns, and by the lazy rapa merous democracy,&quot; The task of composing this po
city with which each desired to surround himself with litical frame was devolved upon Shaftesbury by the
a large expanse of property, over the greater part of unanimous consent of his
colleagues, all of whom were
which he could exercise no other act of ownership than
trongly impressed with the resources of his capacity
that of excluding the occupants by whom it might be and the
depth of his penetration, and some of whom

;

it

land, for the benefit of her own resident subjects, a
defensive, or perhaps retributory spirit, was too readily
adopted by the colonial legislatures and if not an uni
versal, it was at least a general principle of their policy

beyond

builder, which they transmitted to the colony whence
a commencement of a commerce
they had emigrated
which, however feeble, served to kindle their hopes
and sustain their industry.
The inhabitants of Albemarle continued, meanwhile,
to pursue their original employments in peace, and
from the cultivation of tobacco and Indian corn, ob

constitution which, had

tained by the colonists, that their industry was fettered,
their profits impaired, by the legislature of Eng

and

provide the funds requisite for the expenses of the go
vernor and council during the sitting of assemblies ;
no course having yet been taken (says the act) for de
These laws, which proclaim the
fraying their charges.
weakness, and illustrate the early policy of this incon

;

the proprietaries by an equitable purchase of the terri
While they were
Indians.
tory from the neighboring

employed

enact laws for men, who being yet few in number seem
to have been governed chiefly by the customs they had
brought with them from their ancient establishment.
Their first efforts in legislation were strongly marked
with the character of persons who had been long ac
customed to live remote from the energy of govern
ment, and to shift their residence whenever it became
disagreeable, instead of seeking to alter and improve
its circumstances.
From the numbers of persons of
broken fortunes who resorted to tbe colonies, and from
the conviction that was early and most justly enter

to

The remedy, too, seems had experienced, in the intrigues that preceded the
advantageously cultivated.
to be defective in
If Restoration, with what consummate
policy, no les? than in justice.
dexterity he could
be
derive some encourage
to
effect his own purpose, and appropriate the instrumen
industry might
expected
from
that
its
were
not
to
the
assurance
be
ment,
gains
tality even of those who were not less able than inte
carried off by former creditors in a distant country, the rested to resist it.
The instrument, indeed, was at
nature of this encouragement, as well as its temporary first believed to have been
actually the production of
endurance, tended to attract neither a respectable nor Shaftesbury, f but is now recognised as the composition
a staple population
and accordingly this colony was of the illustrious John Locke, whom he had had the
long considered as the refuge of the criminal and the sagacity to appreciate and the honor to patronize, and
But a more proper and who was united to him by a friendship more creditable
asylum of the fugitive debtor.
natural mode of promoting population was at the same than beneficial to the statesman, and in no
way advan
time established, by an act concerning marriage ; by
tageous either to the character or the fortunes of the
which it was provided that as people might wish to philosopher. [15] The constitutions of Carolina con
tain a mixture as discordant as the characters ol these
marry, and as yet there were no ministers in the colo
ny, in order that none might be hindered from a work men
though in what proportions they represent the
so necessary to the preservation of mankind, any two
peculiar sentiments of either, it is not easy to guess, or
the
and
a
before
council
few
It lias been sa.ri (whether conpersons carrying
governor
possible to determine.
of their neighbors, and declaring their mutual purpose
jecturally or authoritatively) that Shaftesbury, smitten
to unite in matrimony, should be deemed husband and
alike with reverence for antiquity and admiration of
wife.
The circumstances indicated by this law forci Locke, desired to revive in his person tbe alliance that
tbe
wide
distinction
between
the
sentiments
to
once
subsisted between philosophy and legislation
bly suggest
and habits of the northern and the southern colonists restore the
practice of that age when communities ac
of America.
While all the colonial establishments of cepted their constitutions more willingly from the di
New England were conducted by clergymen, who long sciples of Pythagoras than from the descendants of
directed with almost equal authority in temporal and in
It is certain, however, that Shaftesbury, along
kings.
not a trace of the existence of such with a
spiritual concerns
very high value fur the genius and talents of
an order of men is to be found in the laws of Carolina, Locke, entertained
own abi
implicit connik-nre in his
and it was
s
during the first twenty years of its history
lity to excite the full vigor of Locke
understanding,
not till the dissenters had emigrated thither in consider
and yet inject into it regulating views that would enable
able numbers, that we hear of religious controversy, or himself
securely to anticipate and define the results of
of
with
indeed
its application.
What instructions were communicated
any thing connected
religion in the pro
vince.
Other regulations besides those which we have to Locke by his
but it
patron, cannot now be known
noticed
were
this
New
must he admitted that the philosopher was indulged
already
assembly.
adopted by
settlers were exempted from taxes for a year
and with so much liberty that he afterwards represented tbe
every one was restrained from transferring his lands constitution as his own performance, and himself as a
for two years.
The tirst of these laws was intended competitor with William l j cnn in the science of legisto invite settlers
the second appears to have been a
and statute law of England, the ascertainment of the pre
A duty of thirty pounds cise
politic device to detain them.
extent of this conformity in every rase was committed
of tobacco was imposed on every lawsuit, 1 in order to
to the discretion of the Judges.
Smith s New York, p. 316
:

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

* The same
policy was pursued to a much greater extent
by the ancient Romans, of whom Plutarch informs us that
not long after the first foundation of the city, they opened
a sanctuary of refuge for all fugitives, which they called the
teniple of the god Asylueus, where they received and pro
tected all, delivering back neither the servant to his master,
the debtor to his creditors, nor the murderer into the hands
of the magistrate.&quot; Life of Romulus.
t It is remarkable that the Carolinians, who thus obstructed
by a tax the legal adjustment of disputes, have always been
more addicted to duelling than the inhabitants of any of the
other states. In Connecticut, according to the representation
of Dr. Morse* there is more litigation than in any other quar
ter of North America: but a duel was never known to occur
in Connecticut.
Warden, vol. ii. p. 11. In most of the pro
vinces, legal controversy was promoted by the uncertainty of
the law for although a substantial conformity was pre
scribed between the colonial jurisprudence, and the common
&quot;

:

317.
* This is the date
assigned to the

instrument by Oldiaixon,
by Williamson, and by ihe anonymous author of the History
of the British Dominions in North America. It is the date
also attached to the 130th article of the constitutions in the
copy of them inserted in Locke s works. Chalmeis dales
the instrument in July of the same year ; but it appears from
the illustrations appended to this portion of his work, that
there were two editions of the instrument; ami I suppose
he has referred, in his notation of the date, to the
cond
edition, in which the proprietaries are reproached with harmg
introduced some changes derogatory to the HbciUe^ defined
in the first.
t It is so represented by Oldmixon, whose history was pub
But it was afterwards inserted in the
lished in 1798, i. 332.
collection published in 1719byDes Maiseaui, of the anony
mous and unprmted pieces of Locke, from a copy corrected
by his own hand, and which he had presented to a friend
one of his own works. Locke, folio edit, iil 632
&amp;gt;&amp;lt;.

u
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xclud-jd by trie luct, tuat at tins tine, and long after,
instrument, whatever may l;e
thought of its intrinsic merits, must ever be regirded there were no negroes in the province, except a very
small
number whom Sir John VeanunHand his followint
as
the
that
of
with
link
connects the genius
-rest,
jrs had brought with them from Burbadoes.
Locke with the history of America.
series of regulations that not only import the most
Bv these constitutions it was declared that the eldest
of the eight proprietaries should bt* palatine of the pro nnple toleration in religion, but manifestly infer the
vince during his life, and that his successor should al
political equality of all religious sects and systems
Seven other of tvhutever, was ushered by this remarkable article;
ways be the eldest of the survivors.
Since the natives of the place who will be concerned
the chief offices of state, namely, the offices of admiral,
chamberlain.* chancellor, constable,! chief-justice, high n our plantation are utterly strangers to Christianity,
steward, and treasurer, were appropriated exclusively whose idolatry, ignorance or mistake, gives us no right
and these, as well as ;o expel or use them ill and those who remove from
to the other seven proprietaries
the olfice of palatine, might be executed by deputies other parts to plant there, will unavoidably be of diHerwithin the province.
opinions concerning matters of religion, the liberty
Corresponding to these offices
there were to be (besides the oidinciry courts of every .v hereof they will expect to have alowed them, and it
county) eight supreme courts, to each of which was ivill not be reasonable for us on this account to keep
The palatine them out; that civil peace may be maintained amidst
annexed a college of twelve assistants.
was to preside in the palatine court, of which he and the diversity of opinions, and our agreement and com
a
of
the
made
three others
quorum and pact with all men may be duly and faithfully observed
proprietaries
this court represented t!i
king, ratified or negatived violation whereof, upon what pretence soever, cannot
without great offence to Almighty God, and great
the enactments of the legislature, and, in general, was
vested witlfc the administration of all the powers con scandal to the true religion which we profess; and al
ferred by the royal charter, except ill so far as limited so that Jews, heathens, and other dissenters from the
bv thes^ fundamental constitutions. By a complicated purity of Christian religion, may not be scared and kept
frame-work of counties, siguiories, baronies, precincts, at a distance from it, but by having an opportunity of
and colonies, the whole land of the province was divi acquainting themselves with the truth and reasonable
ded into five equal portions, one of which was assigned ness of its doctrines, and the peaceablenessand inoilento the proprietaries, another to the nobility, and the re siveness of its professors, may by good usage and per
maining three were; left to the people. Two classes of suasion, and all those convincing methods of gentle
hereditary nubility, with possessions proportioned to ness and meekness suitable to the rules and design of
their respective dignities, and for ever unalienable and the gospel, be won over to embrace and unfuignedly
therefore any seven or more persons
indivisible, were to be created by the proprietaries, receive the truth
undfr the titles of landgraves and caciques: and these, agreeing in any religion, shall constitute a church or
profession, to which they shall give some name to distogether with the deputies of tho proprietaries, and re
In the terms of commu
presentatives chosen by the freemen, constituted the :inguish it from others.&quot;
parliament of thf; province, which was appointed to be nion of every such church or profession it was re
and
to
form
one
that
three
biennially comoked,
when assembled,
following articles should expressly
quired
that God is publicly to
IS o appear; that there is a God
deliberative body, and occupy the same chamber.
matter or measure could IK* proposed to the parliament be worshipped and that it is the duty of every man
that had not been previously prepared and approved bv when called upon by the magistrate, to give evidence
the gruml council of the province, a body resembling to the truth, with some ceremonial or form of words,
the lords of the articles in the ancient constitution of
No
ndicating a recognition of the presence of God.
Scotland and consisting almost entirely of the proprie person who was not joined as a member to some church
taries officers and the nobility.
No man was eligibl or profession of this description was to be permitted
to be a freeman of Carolina, or to have any estate or
to any olficL unless he possessed a certain definite ex
tent of land, larger or smaller according to the dignity habitation within the province
and all persons were
or meanness of the office. Trial by jury was established forbidden to revile, disturb, or in any way persecute
in ea^h of the courts throughout the whole of the the members of any of the religious associations thus
T pri.- ^iction: but the olfine recognised by law.
What was enjoined upoi, freemen
Inn^ h Mied rani .ficatid
of liirrl or j.Tofcssin?!
plea.!* rs was- denounced a.s a was permitted to staves, by an artirle which d^-lared
since charity obliges us to wish well to the souls
base and sordid occupation j and no man was allowed that,
to plead til cause of another without previously depo of all men, and religion might to alter nothing in any
sing on oath that he neither had received nor would ac man s civil estate or right, it shall he lawful for slaves as
To well as others, to enter themselves, and be of what
cept the slightest remuneration for bis services
avoid the confusion arising from a multiplicity of laws, church or profession any of them shall think best, and
to
endure
thereof be as fully members as any freemen.&quot;
all acts of t
But the
parliament were appointed
only one hundred years, after which they ceased and hope of political equality that sectarians might derive
determined of themselves without the formality of an from thcso provisions was completely subverted, and
express repeal and to avoid the perplexity created by even the security of a linked tolerance was menaced by
a multiplicity of commentators, all comments what an article, which, though introduced into these constiluever on the fundamental constitutions, or on any part ions was neither
composed nor approved by Locke ,$and
of the common or staliii.3 law of Carolina were abso by which it was provided, that when the country should
was
I
have
freeholder
been
sufficiently peopled and planted, it should
livery
required
lutely prohibited.
pay a yearly rent of a penny for each acre of his land belong to the colonial parliament to take care for the
to the proprietaries
and all the inhabitants above building of churches ami the public maintenance of di
seventeen and under sixty years of age were obliged to vines, to be employed in the exercise of religion, ac
bear arms, and serve as soldiers, whenever they should cording to the canons of the church of England
which being the only true and orthotivx, and the nation
receive a summon* to that effect from the grand coun
cil.
Every froeman of Carolina was declared to pos al religion of all the king sdominions, is so also of Caro
sess absolute power and authority over his negro slaves lina; and therefore it alone shall be allowed to receive
of what opinion or religion soever. { The policy tha public maintenance by grant of parliament.&quot; Finally,
most readily suggests itself for such a regulation, is it was declared that these fundamental constitutions
lation

;

and hence

the people for

this

i

!

]

proprietaries, that good faith was violated, and existing
For a number of inhabitants had
rights disregarded.
already settled in the province, on conditions which
their rulers had no longer the power to qualify or abro

!

;

gate; and forms of government having been actually
established, tho people had acquired an interest in
them, which, without their own consent, could not be
sacrificed to these innovating regulations.
The pro-

&amp;gt;nt

1

;

might perhaps have been led to doubt the
soundness of their expectations, if not the equity of
their purposes, had they fairly considered the motives
which retained themselves in England and anticipated
the probable operation of similar sentiments on the
minds of the inhabitants of Carolina. It is reported of
prtctarics

;

&amp;gt;e

some ancient

th&amp;lt;i

;

;

1

;

j

j

,

*

,

1

j

i

propagate the suspicions which his patron professed to
the designs of the catholics against reliVet if we compare the
tfnnm and political freedom.
cuiLstitutip is of Maryland and Carolina, we cannot
hesitate to prefer the labors of. the catholic legislator to
those of the protestant philosopher and politician; and
to acknowledge that tho best interests of mankind were
far more wisely and effectually promoted by the plain

unvaunted capacity of Lord Baltimore, than by the
united labors of Locke s elevated and comprehensive
mind, and of Shaftesbiiry s vigorous, sagacious&quot;, and

i&amp;lt;i

;

experienced understanding.
The proprietaries, however, were so highly satisfied
with the fundamental constitutions, that they resolved,
without delay, to attempt their realization and, as a
preliminary step, exerted themselves to the utmost of
their ability to promote the transportation of additional
The Duke of Albemarlo
inhabitants to the province.
was installed into the olh ce of palatine, and the sum of
twelve thousand pounds expended on the equipment of
a 0eet, which set sail in the beginning of the follow
ing year[1070.] with a considerable body of emigrants,
Tliis expedition, which was destined to found a colony
at Port Royal, was conducted by Colonel William
Sayle, an experienced officer, who received the ap
(consisting of an hundred and twenty articles, and pointment of governor of that part of the coast lying
As these emi
forming a vast labyrinth of perplexing regulations) south-westward of Cape Cartcret.
should be the sacred and unalterable form and rule of grants appear to have consisted chiefly of dissenters,
it is probable that religious toleration was the object
government of Carolina for ever.
The defects of this system are so numerous, that to they had principally in view and that they had not
that article of the consti
particularize them would be a tedious labor and they been made acquainted with
are at the same time so gross and palpable, that they tutions by which the security of this important blessmust readily manifest themselves to every reader with inar was so seriously endangered. Indeed at a subse
out any auxiliary indication.
It may be remarked, quent period the colonists bitterly complained that the
however, in general, that the author of it, in collecting fundamental constitutions had been interpolated, and
materials for his composition, seems to have looked some of their provisions disingenuously warped to the
Sayle was accompanied
every where but to the actual situation and habits of prejudice of public liberty.
by Joseph West, who for upwards of twenty years
Art. 06.
&quot;This article was
not drawn i:p by Mr. Locke bore the chief sway in Carolina, and was now intrusted
but inserted by some of the chief of the proprietors, against
with the management of the commercial affairs of the
-is
Mr. Locke himself informed me of his
his judgment
whom the colonists continued for
friends tti whom he presented a copy of these constitutions.&quot; proprietaries, on
It
was probably devised by several years to depend exclusively for their foreign
Locke, vol. iii. p 676. note.
Lord Cornlmry (Clarendon s sons,) who inherited his father s
On the arrival of the settlers at their place
supplies.
i?otry for the church of England, and appears to have of
destination, they prepared with more good faith
i.
vol.
the
constitutions.
fundamental
Oldinixen,
signed
than good sense to realise the political system to which
p. 332.
!

;

i

;

&quot;

1

* The
;11 ceremonies
Chamberlain s court li;id the care of
and also &quot;powei
precedency, heraldry, and pedigrees.
to regulate all fashions, habits, badges, games, and sports.
Art. 45.
If the functions of this body resemble the cere
monial academy of China, the title at least of another bod\
of functionaries recalls the institutions of old Rome.
The
assistants of the
admiral bore the title of proconsuls
Art. 41.
t This was a military office, and the members of its rela
tive college of assistants were termed lieutenant-generals
Art. 39.
i It is humiliating to reflect that this regulation was com
posed by the hand tint wrote the Essay on the Human Un
derstanding. At a later period of his life, when the English
Revolution and the controversies it engendered had en
lightened Locke s ideas of the rights of men, we tind him
&quot;

&amp;lt;tc.

thus pronouncing his own condemnation, while he exposes,
confutes the servile sophistry of Sir Robert
Filmes
&quot;Slavery is so vile and miserable an estate of man, and so
directly opposite to the generous temper and courage of our
nation, that tis hardly to be conceived that an Englishman
much less a gentleman, should plead for
&quot;The perfecl
condition of slavery,&quot; he afterwards defines to be, &quot;the state
of war continued between a lawful conqueror and a captive.
Locke, u. 106, 173.
VOL. I
18.

and

it.&quot;

own

certain of

i

:

legislators, that they sacrificed their

order to secure the reception or the
perpetuity
of their constitutions.
But while these proprietaries
could not prevail on themselves to resign the comforts
and luxuries of England, and even deliberately antici
pated their non-residence, by providing for the vicari
ous discharge of their functions, they expected that an
infant colony of independent woodsmen and rough to
bacco-growers should at once renounce their manners
and their habits of life, enchain their liberties, abridge
their gains, and nearly metamorphose themselves into
a new order of beings, for the sake of accumulating
dignity on persons whom even the enjoyment of such
It is
dignity could not induce to live in the country.
hard to say whether there was a greater injustice or
a
of
where
such
in
state
society
absurdity
projecting
overweening concern was admitted hi the rulers, and
such utter disregard supposed in the people, of their
own respective interests; where the multitude were
expected to sacrifice their liberty and prosperity, in or
der to enhance the advantages of certain conspicuous
stations, which those for whom they were reserved
judged unworthy of their occupation. It is remarka
ble that Shaft i?slmry was at the head of the anti-catholic
party in England, and that Locke assisted with his pen to
lives in

;

.

he legislated. Legislators, who
any other source than the ap

pointment of the peop e, are so little accustomed in the
exercise of it to consider themselves obliged to do to
others as they would have others do to them, that the
partiality and
liberality of these institutions would
scarcely merit notice if Lock? had not been their author.
Il was a reproach more exclusively due to the

A

;

whom

derive their oiiice from

;

;

;
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indeed

their

to
great
they were required to conform; but,
at their actual situation con
BUrprise, the first glance
vinced them that Ibis design was perfectly impractica
t
ble and that the offices which were appointed

it

command over the
expedient to extend his
of Cape Carte,,.
lying south-westward
the streams, and the interior of the coun

1

SJSSt
The

shores,

now perfectly well known, in consequence
try iieing
the plan
01 ihe acurate siifveys they had undergone,
immbe,
the
to
unsuitable
less
established were no
and from Port Royal
scene ters from Clarendon on the north,
wide
A
the
of
people.
than to the occupations
to resort to the
obvious tint on the south, began about this period
of rough labor lay before them, ami it was
banks of Ashley-river: And here was laid,
for laborers must In convenient
for many years a pressing demand
Old Charlesof
foundation
the same year, the
diiriii&quot;
a state of things totally incompatible
some time, the capital of the
experienced
the pom limn which became, for
and
official
of
dignitaries,
with the avocations
The proprietaries, meanwhile,
Neither land- southern settlements.
pons idleness of an order of nobility.
characterised their former pro
the pro with the spirit that bad
been
had
by
nor
appointed
yet
Braves
caciques
laws which they
even the subordinate ceedings, promulgated temporary sufficient increase
prietaries; and to have peopled
till
by a
all the
appointed to be observed,
institutions, would have been to employ
be administered
could
drama, of inhabitants, the government
habitants of the colony in performing a political
One of
to the fundamental constitutions.
acccording
subsistence.
of
the
means
instead of providing
these laws, with equal policy and humanity, enjoined
colonists found themselves constr;
althou&quot;h the
the colonists to observe the utmost equity and courtesy
la execute II
at once to declare that it was imp-asiUe
afford them
(neir intercourse with the Indians: to
i
in their adherence
grand mu,ld, tlrey steadily persisted
redress o any wrongs they might
and
us
come
to
ample
rompt
to it and expressed their determination
whatever to
appen to sustain; and on no pretence
Writs were therefore immedi
s possMc.
it
ni&quot;H to
The
nslave or send any of them out of the country.
to elect five
freeholders
the
ately issued, requiring
was unfortunately defeated,
the proprieta
bject of this regulation
chosen
others
five
with
by
who
persons,
and
e ry soon after, by the intrigues of the Spaniards
without whose
ries were to form the grand council,
he other temporary laws received very little attention
tlice functions o
assent the governor could not perform
no
means
were
who
by
A parliament, composed of these function r respecttofrom the colonists,
his office
and irregular
acquiesce in such arbitrary
chosen by the same isposed
aries, and of twenty delegates,
that if the
who
and
thought,
overnment;
very justly
electors, was invested with legislative power,
stablishment of permanent laws was obstructed by the
difficulties attending the first occupa
the
were
great
months alter ircum.itances of their present condition, the temporary
tion of the settlement, that, only a few
were to be supplied
from the ex
rrangements by which such laws
their arrival, the colonists were relieved
to originate with themselves, to whom alone the
of pro
ught&quot;
tremities of distress by a seasonable supply
which were to be
circumstances
of
the
xact nature
the proprietaries.
visions transmitted to them by
onsulted was experimentally known.
Along with this supply, there were forwarded to the
The proprietaries were more successful in their
articles of instruction, called
governor twenty-three
ftorts to increase the numbers of the colonists of Ashto the distribution
tcmuarary librarian lnwi, relative
he ey-river, than in their experiments in the science of
of land, and the plan of a magnificent town, winch
To the puritans, persecuted in England
and
convenient
all
egislation.
with
build
to
despatch,
was dasiral
the existing laws, and ridiculed and insulted by the
To
to denominate Charles-town, in honor of the king.
and ample grants
an hun
avaliers, they offered a secure asylum
encourage the resort of settlers to Port-Royal,
if land in Carolina, on condition of their transporting
dred and fifty acres of land were allotted to every emi
Even
and clothes and provisions liemselves and their families to this province.
grant, at a small quit-rent,
churchmen in the king s council are
were distributed, from the store of the proprietaries, to lie most bigoted
The eported to have co-operated with great eagerness to
t!ios3 who were unable to provide for themselves.
severe labor a powwas
Indians
by iromote this project; considering
of
the
will
purchased
neighboring
good
tlms
rful remedy for enthusiasm, and enthusiasm an excelConsiderable presents to the native caciques, who
which that description of ent stimulus to novel and hazardous undertakings;
performed tli3 only service
ever to render to the colony. .nd judging it expedien to diminish, by every means,
dignitaries was destined
accumulation of puritan sentiments and
lie fartlier
the foundation
to
;

i

son should be permitted to abandon the coloiiy.-attended the first
which unavoiuaoiy
ITti J The distress wincn
,voidab,y ui
[ IJfi-J]
the
efforts of the colonists was severely aggravated by
who had
hostile intrigues and assaults of the Spaniards,
to
established a garrison at Augustine, in the territory
which the appellation of Florida was now restricted
from its original comprehensiveness. These proceed
which even their original preten
ings of the Spaniards,
sions would by no means have warranted, were adopt
ed in manifest violation of a treaty by which such pre
Prior to the
tensions had been expressly renounced.
had been made of America in
year H5(i7, no mention
and England; the former
my treaty between Spain her
ancient claims to the
contented to retain
whole country, and the other careful to preserve and
At
attained in it.
mprove the footing she had already
that epoch, however, which was but i few years poste-j
Godolrior to the occupation of Carolina, Sir William
a treaty with Spain, in which, among
phin, concluded
That the king of Great
other articles, it was agreed,
Britain should always possess in full right of sovereign
all the countries, islands, and colonies,
and
&amp;gt;eiii&quot;

&quot;

and situated in the West Indies, or any part of
and pos
America, which he and his subjects then held
can nor ought to be
sessed, insomuch that they neither
It was stipulat
contested on any account whatsoever.
ed at the same time, that the British government should
the
buccaneers, who had
withdraw its protection from
in Ame
for many years infested the Spanish dominions
and accordingly all the commissions that had been
rica
were recalled and an
formerly granted to these pirates
nations
nulled.
By the same treaty, the right of both
to navigate the American seas was formally recog
in
distress,
that
all
ships
nhips
nised; and it was declared
of en
it
t
whether from storms, or the
pursuit
either to
belon
in
belonging
ging eiter
and
places
taking refuge
pirates,
assist
Britain or Spain, should receive protection and
ance and be permitted to depart without molestation.
But notwithstanding this treaty, a certain religions
continued to assert a claim to the
society in Spain
whole territory to which the name of Florida had been
not only on the footing of prior dis
originally applied,
from the pope:
a
covery, but by virtue of special grant
and the garrison that was maintained at Augustine, re
as an encroachment on
garding the British settlement
their possessions, endeavored by every act of insidious,
and even violent molestation, to compel the colonists to
lying

;

i

&amp;gt;v

While

tha

lay

toiling

of civil society in the province, the proprietaries were
to erect tha superstruc
proceeding very unreasonably
ture of tho.se aristocratical institutions which they de
of Albemarle having
signed to establish. The Duke
the
died in the course of this year, was succeeded in

Lord Craven; and shortly after
wards John Locke was creat-d a landgrave, in recom
and the same elevation was
pense of his services;
bestowed on Sir John Yeamans, and on James Carteret, a relative of one of the proprietaries.
Perhaps il
miy excite som? elation in the mind of an American
citizen, that while the order of nobility, thus imported
into his country, continued to enjoy, even a nomiiia
anc
subsistence, John Locke was on3 of its members;
that when he was expelled from Oxford, and a fugitivi
as
from England, he continued to be acknowledged
noblamm in Carolina. But it is disagreeable to be
hold tins distinguished philosopher, and truly estimable
man, accept a title of nobility to himself in tha socieU
where Ii3 had contributed to sanction and introduce the
for
degrading institution of negro slavery. Happily
the country with which ha was thus connected, and foi
of
Caroliniai
the
rice
his own credit with mankind,
nobles was exceedingly short-lived and the attempt ti
institutions of Norll
engraft feudal nobility on tho
America proved utterly abortive.

dignity of palatine by

i!

;

had scarcely established the people in thei
settlement when he fell a victim to the nuwhole
eomeness of the climate. On his death, Sir John Yea
mans claimed tae ad ninistration of the vacant authority
as duo to the rank of landgrave, which no other inhabi
But th
tant of the province, except himself, enjoyed.
council, who were empowered to elect a governor ii
Sayle

new

such circumstances, preferred to appoint Joseph West
a popular man nr.ich esteemed among the colonists fo
his activity, courage, and prudence, until a special com
West s admini
mission should arrive from England.
stratum was but short-live:! for, notwithstanding thi
indication of his ace -pt iblene.ss to the colonists, th
proprietaries, desirous of promoting tha respectability
of their nobles, atr.l highly satisfied with the prudenc
and propriety that had characterised Yeamans govern
ruent of tho plantation around Cape Fear, j_1671,
;

They sent emissaries among
relinquish the country.
them
the settlers at Ashley river, in the hope of moving
aban
to revolt ; they encouraged indented servants to
don their masters, and fly to the Spanish territory and
to instil Into the savage
they labored so successfully
tribes the most unfavorable notions of British heretics,
of a peo
that these deluded Indians, at the instigation
and injustice they had so sensi
ple, whose treachery
too k arms to extirpate a race who had
bly experienced,
never injured them, and whose whole demeanor, as
indicated
well as the express instructions of their rulers,
The
a desire to cultivate friendly relations with them.
dan
colonists were now involved in a scene of labor,
which it is impossible to contemplate
ger, and misery,
without admiring th? energv and endurance which hu
few
a
exerti
of exerting.
man beings aree capable of
very

And although it was to this
Massachusetts.
avonrite scene that the strictest and the most numerous
lortion of the puritan emigrants still resorted, yet a
ousiderable number were templed by the flattering
Hers of the proprietaries to try their fortunes in Carothe
ina.
Unfortunately for the peace of the province,
labits in

;

i

and encouragements to emigrate thither
vere tendered indiscriminately to men of the most dis1
n
and gamRakes an
cordint characters and principles.
in riot an
their
substance
wasted
who
had
ilers,
md cavaliers who had been ruined by the civil wars,
i_.i,ii.^iutininc
stjiu uui
out in considerable
numbers, to associate
were
,vere sent
with disgusted puritans, and to a scene where only
s=vere labor, and the strictest temperance and frugality,
could save them from perishing with hunger. To the
officers, and oth?r unfortunate adherents
nvitations

^Except

.

who

The conjunction between

these cavaliers,
ascribed their ruin to the puritans, and the puritan

beggary.

who imputed

exile
emigrants,
could not reasonably be expected to
or tranqnility ; and the fends and
their

j.

:

!

i

,

The toil of felling the large and lofty trees,
the
bv which thev were surrounded, was performed by
to which
colonists under the dissolving heat of a climate
produce harmony
accustomed, and amidst the
their bodies were
to the

strength.

cavaliers,

distractions

that

afterwards sprung up from the seeds of division thus
the infant province, in
unseasonably imported into
flicted a merited retribution on the proprietaries for the
s3Hselessn&amp;lt;;ss and absurdity of the policy they had pur
sued.
The dangers and &quot;hardships, indeed, in which
tho emigrants found themselves involved on their arri
val in the province, contribute! for a time to repress
the growth of civil and religious dissension: but, on
circumstances tended to d3the other baud, the sam
worthless men,
velope the evil consequences of sen ling
whose habits were already completely fixed and cor
where only vigorous virtue was cal
rupted, to a
culated to thrive.
Accordingly, it was the effects of
the proprieta
tliis
part of their policy that afforded to
Of tha extent
ries the earliest matter of repentance.
to which disappointment and discontent prevailed among
ths settlers, we may judge from this circumstance, that
one of their earliest laws was au ordinance that no persc:&amp;gt;n;

his folliail been
uee., ..,,,,,,,
importecd by Yeamans
negroes, who iiaii
iigroes.wmi
or
lowers from Barbadoes, there were no otner
crea! m coul
Europeans m the colony the brute
till t
partak- or supply human labor
disencumbered of wood; and the weak
a forest,
lores!.
,,M,I ii-wl
in encounter
f.Ttcniintpr the
I ho hards hm of
had to
alone
hardship of clearing
whose thickness seemed to bid defiance to his utmost
1

mpoverished

of Ihe royalist party, for whom no recompense was provided in England, the proprietaries and the other minissters of the king offered estates in Carolina, which
.r.
rfrom
many of them were fain to embrace as a refuge

property,

ty

:

colonists were

I

[

totally

terrors of barbarous enemies, whose silent approaches
and abrupt assaults they could not otherwise repel, than
own number under arms, to
by keeping a part of their
who were working in the forest.
protect the remainder
or cultivating the spaces that had b?en cleared.
without
Howit, 1.51 50. fiO. Hi-wit s work was published others
and
his name which some writers have spelt flown,
Others h-ivo conclude J, from this variation, that there
Ilowit.
and
were two writers whose names were nearly the same,
Warden car
both of whom wroto histories of South Carolina.
of works reries this mistake still farther, and in his cat:ilone
litive

to this state,

three histories

enumerates

bearing

the

same title, one by Howit, one by Howal, and a third by an
a rare spe
anonymous author. Nor is this a solitary, or even
cimen of the inacuracv of his literary catalogues. Indeed
than the mannc
more slovenly or
ncr.hin&quot; can be
perplexing

works
which authorities have been cited in almost all the
Even the most correct o
that treat of American history.
one
same
author,
passage
thorn never scruple to cite the
work shares
his name, and in another hy the title which his
in

m

hy
with a host of other performances.

NORTH AM Elite A.
provisions olitaincd by dint of such hardships were freqiiently devoured or destroyed by their enemies; and
the recompense of a whole year s toil defeated in one
night by the vigor and celerity of Indian depredation.

!

j

!

were aggravated by the feebleness,
helplessness, and ill-humor, of some of the recently arrived emigrants, and
the mistakes and disappointments arising from ignorance of the peculiar culture
and produce appropriate to the soil of Carolina, to
which European gram and tillage proved utterly niisuitmuch discontent and insubordination was
able
produced by these calamities, that it was with the ut
most difficulty that the governor could prevent the
people from abandoning the settlement. An insnrrection was even excited bv t ulpepper, one of the pro v incjal officers, but it was easily suppressed by the &quot;over.1.
_._-i.._
._
-.1. r___
_ii__
_ j
_
nor; and the guilty were either mildly punished or
humanely forgiven in consideration of the misery to
which their violence was imputed. While YeaiiKius
was exer-ing himself to compose these disorders, the
Tlies:.-

ditresfe&amp;lt;

]

i

!&amp;gt;y

i

_

_

-i

L.

j

!
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cause whatever of complaint against them. Before the removed.
Little satisfaction was derived from the ex
end of the year 167:i, u debt ol many thousand pounds pectation of more
frequent attentions from those whose
had been incurred in this manner, by the colonists to policy had become the
object of incurable suspicion;
the proprietaries; and yet they solicited fresh
and
a
and
supplies.
jealous
relractoiy spirit, taking possession of
without being able to show how the late or the future the minds of the
people, was at length exasperated into
expenses were ever to be reimbursed; and in alluding sentiments as hostile to subordination, ns the policy of
to the severity of the hardships
From this
they had undergone, the proprietaries was repugnant to liberty.
they complained of neglect, and ins-muated reproach, period tho history of the northern province, for a series
The proprietaries were exceedingly provoked and di- of years, is involved in such confusion and contradic
and tneir
their oisappomi
Itsteu with this rcsull
result; ana
gusted
disappointment, con- tion, that it is impossible to render it interesting, and
urring with the Dutch war, rendered their
;pon- diilicnlt to make it even intelligible.
Chalmers, tho
dence with the colony much less frequent than before. most accurate of its historians, has been enabled,
by his
however
to
the
settlers
who had access to the most authentic sources of information, to
encourage
Willing
from
New
sen
the
York, [1674.] they
mistakes of other writers respecting the na
lately emigrated
rectify
another supply, and promised an annual one but witha ture and orders of the
following events ; but has found
warned -the planters to consider how these advance it utterly impracticable to account for them/
Tnhappily
L_
were to be repaid, since they were now determined they have been involved in the
deeper confusion, from
I
they declared, to make no more desperate debts.
being connected in some degree, with the violent hut
must be a bad soil,&quot; they observed,
that will no unsteady and
mysterious politics of Lord Slmftepbury.
maintain industrious men, or we must be very silly tha
Shortly after the remonstrance by the assembly of
would maintain the idle.&quot; They transmitted at th Albemarle, Miller, a person of some consideration in
same time a large assortment of vines and other usefu the province, was accused of sedition; and having been
plants, and sent out a number of men who were ac acquitted, notwithstanding the grossest
irregularity
quainted with the management of them but they re and injustice in conducting his trial, he proceeded
fused an application for a stock of cattle, observing tha to England to complain to the
proprietaries of the
they wished not to encourage graziers but planters treatment he had undergone.
KU*
Stephens the governor
and they strongly recommended the cultivation of to died soon after; and the asso inhly made ;hoice of
ho u Id be re
hacco, til! more beneficial staples could be introduced Cartwright to succeed him til order*
.Mutual jealously and dissatisfaction began now to arise ceived from Kn&amp;lt;rland; but this man, after a short at

;

;

I

|

i_

;

&quot;

&quot;

Spanish garrison at Auirustine, receiving information
from some fugitive servants of the colonists, of the state
of their affairs, judged this a proper opportunity tostrike
a decisive blow; and accordingly despatched a party,
who advanced as f;ir as the island of St. Helena, with
the p-irposs of dislodging or destroying the inhabitants
of Ashley river, lint either their courage was disproportioned to ih .-ir animosity, or they had overrated the
divisions among the English colonists: for being joined
by only one traitor of the iiani ofFitzpatrick, and learning that Yeamans was not only prepared to receive
them, but had sent Colonel Godfrey with a party of fifty
volnnteers to attack them in St. Helena, thev did riot
wail the encounter, but evacuating the island retreated

;

i

j

j

-

I

between the proprietaries and the colonists, and em- tempt to conduct the administration, was so disgusted
bittered the whole of their future intercourse.
But a with tho distractions that prevailed around him, that ho
useful lesson was conveyed to the people by the cir- ibandoned the colony altogether and returned to Eng

cnmstances which thus d iminished their reliance on fo- land, [167G,] whither he was accompanied by East*
hnrch, a man whose address and abilities had raised
reign support, and enforced their dependence on then
The more formidable own unassisted exertions. The proprietaries ascriber lim to the dignitv of speaker of the nssemhlv. and who
to their quarters at Augustine.
of
the
Indians
were
for
a
the
of
the
hostilities
time, partly
colony, and the poverty of was deputed to represent to the proprietaries the existquelled
unproductiveness
by the address and conciliation of Yeamans, but chiefly its inhabitants, to the misgovernment of Sir John Yea- ng state of the province. The proprietariess conceivby a war which broke out between two of their own mans, who in the commencement of this year had been ng a favourable opinion of F.aslchurch, appointed him
the
principal tribes, the Westoes and the Serenas, and which forced by ill health to resign his command, and try to governor of Albemarle and strongly disapproving
was crimed on with such destructive furv, that in the end repair his constitution in Barbadoes, where he quickly reatment that Miller bad received, gave him as a coinShaA
found a grave. The factions and confusion in which &amp;gt;ensation tho office of secretary, to which Lord
it proved fatal to them both.
functions.
[1673.] During the administration of Sir John Yea- the colony was shortly after involved, have rendered esbury added a deputation of his proprietary
nwm. the colony received a great addition to its strength the annals of thn period extremely pe plexing and in- The commissioners of the customs appointed Miller, at
froin the Dufh settlement of Nova Bolgia, which had consistent, and obscured, with an almost impenetrable he same time, the first collector of these duties in the
been conquered by Colonel Nichols and made subject cloud, the real characters of men, and the connection jrovince. The proprietaries had observed with disYet amidst conflicting testimonies, I am atisfaction how little their designs had been promoted,
to Fnirlaml. Charles the Second bestowed it on his bro- of events.
that these charges of the or their instructions respected by the provincial governth :r James, who chained its name to New York; and strongly inclined to
mildness
of
the
first governor
the
and
They had signified their desire to have settleproprietaries against Sir John Yeamans were unjust, nent.
by
prudence
whom t;! appoint -d. succeeded for a while in reconcil- and either the effusions of spleen and disappointment. npiitn formed to the southward of Alhemarle sound,
to the chanse of empire.
But vari- or (more probably) the artful suggestion
iu:i; the inSmbit tN
apHogy md a communication by land established with tho
ous circumstances had subsequently occurred to render for the bodv of the colonists, with whom it was not outhern colony. Bnt this scheme had been obstructed
The iy the governor and council of Albemarle. who had en(he Dutch discontented with their altered situation, and convenient for them to quarrel irreconcilably.
many of them bad formrd the intention of removing to real offence of Yemans seems to have been his eager- :rowed nearly the whole of the trade with the neighsoin other province; when the proprietaries ofCaro-lness to procure ample supplies from the proprieta- loring Indians, and justly apprehended that the extenion of the settlements would divert this profitable
ries to the colonists; a policy which, while the pro
lina, understanding, or anticipating their design, and
ever on the watch to promote emigration to their own prietaries were determined to discourage, they were r;irfic into other hands. The proprietaries had no less
to view and represent as the con
ainly endeavored to alter the channel of the foreign
palatinate, prevailed wiih thtin by encouraging offers naturally interested
When he rade of the colonists, and to substitute a direct interto direct their course thither, and sent two of their own sequence of his own mal-adiuinistration.
council
the
ourse
with Britain for the disadvantageous commerce
vessels, which conveyed a number of Dutch families to abdicated his office,
again appointed Joseph
on this occasion the palatine o which they had restricted themselves with New
Charle.4own.
Stephen Bull, the surveyor-general of West his successor; and
the colony, had instructions to allocate lands on the thought proper to confirm the popular choice, with &quot;nsbind, whose traders, penetrating into the interior
f the provinc:-, and bringing their goods to every
south-west side of Ashley-river for their accommoda- many compliments to the object of it, which, however
Dutch emigrants, having drawn lots gratuitous at the time, were amply justified by the pru- nan s door, had obtained a monopoly of the produce
tion: an:l here th
)f Albemarle, and habituated the planters to a traffic
tanned a town, which was called dence and success of his administration.
for t lfir
first
resort of Dutch settlers to
From the affairs of the southern colony, we must vhich they preferred, on account of its eae and simJamestown.
Th
for
a
little to the northern
of
to
the
our
attention
a
now
now
transfer
licity,to the superior emolument of more distant comemigration
Carolina, opened
copious
icrcial transactions.
It was hoped by the proprietaprovince (or, having surmounted incredible hardships settlement of Albemarlu. The same instructions which
an important alteration in both these particuny thi ir patient c and industry, the su^sessful establish- had been communicated to Sayle, in the year 1(579. ies that
t
which they obtained, induced many of their were transmitted to Stevens, the governor of Albemarle, irs would be effected bv the instructions which they
ow communicated to Tastnliurch and Miller. [1077.]
but a system, pregnant with
ountrvnir-u in ancient Belgia, at a subsequent period. at the same perio-J
The inhabitant* innovations so unfavourable to the interests of free ^hese officer* departed to tak-; possession of their reTo follow them to the western world.
icctivH offices; but .astchurch. rinding an oppo
of Jamestown, at length finding its precincts too nar dom, was received with disgust and even derision, by a
opportust Ind
row for their growing numbers, began to spread people who were no more disposed to give their con- nity of linking a wealthy inn mage in ths West
Indies,
themselves over the province, till the town by degrees sent to the fundamental constitutions than the propri thought it prudent to re-main there till his object was
The promulgation of Accomplished, and despatched his companion with di
etaries had been to demand it.
was entirely deserted.
The proprietaries had hitherto supplied the wants of this instrument produced no other effect than to excite rections to govern the colony ;is president till he him
of
the designs of the pro- self should arrive.
it
insomuch
that
the
most
invetrrate
the colonists with mi unsparing hand;
jealously
As cbipf magistrate ami collector of the royal cuswas by their ample and seasonable consignments of prietaries; till, in process of time, it came to be reported
provisions and other stores, that the settlement had and believed, that they had formed the purpose of par toiu.4. .Miller was received witli a hollow civility and
more than ones been snatched from the brink of de titioning the province, and bestowing Albemarle on Sir treachfruus acquiescence, of which he became the dupe
This ami the victim. .Not aware how unacceptable his au
struction,
lint their patience wa.s not proportioned to William Berkeley as his portion of the whole-.
in the expectations they formed, of apprehension, though perfectly groundless, prevailed so thority was to a considerable party among the settlers,
their liberality
that
at
the
omitted
to
of
Albeleugti
length
strongly, [1675,]
assembly
*
speedy emolument and grateful regard, they
is the early history of North
says this writer,
inonstrance to the proprietaries Carolina, which
consider the circumstances for which they had so liber marie presented a remonstrai.
is probably as important and instructive as the
which
and
the
and
a
measure
declared
to
be
no
less
states
of antiquity, if we de
annals
of
the
most
renowned
injustice
they
ally provided;
totally forgetting
duct from them the ajrrcn;ible fables with which their eloquent
great injurious, to individuals than degrading to the country.
imp rude uce with which they had hurried
authors have adorned them,&quot; 1*. 520. Hewit declares that tho
numbers of helpless shiftless men, to a scene where Though this remonstrance was auswered in a, conciliat transactions of common wealth s in their
infancy are as inte
they could only encounter, disturb, and encourage ing manner by the proprietaries, who graciously con resting to The moralist as the vegetation of plants in spring
to the natural philosopher; a sentiment which, whatever
the more useful members of the community, they fessed that they had been wanting in attention to the
were strongly and exclusively impressed with the large- people of Albamurla, -md solemnly promised to pre justice it may be thought to possess, is totally inapplicable to
Ihc annals of a period disturbed by civil commotions, destitulo
UP-;S of their own pecuniary sacrifices, which seemed serve, the integrity of the province, the discontents of of
letters, and obscured by inconsistent traditions, tho off
to givo them full ass-iranee that the colonists had no tiiu colonists were too deeply rootea to bo thus easily spring of contending factions and reciprocal rancor.
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he at once promulgated purposes and commenced inno
He round
vations that gave offence and alarm to all.
the colony to consist of a few insignificant plantations
bank of the river
dispersed along tlie north-eastern
Albemarle, and divided into four districts. The colo
nists were yet but an inconsiderable body; the titlmall
bUs, under which description were comprehended
the working hands from sixteen to sixty years of ape,
one third of
amounting only to fourteen hundred; and
these being composed of Indians, negroes, and women.
Exclusive of tin; cattle and Indian corn, eight hundred
thousand pounds of tobacco was the annual produce of
their labor, and formed the basis of an inconsiderable
commerce, which was carrieiion almost entirely by the
traders from New England, who enjoyed impounded
Remote from society, and
influence in the colony.
the planters were re
utterly destitute of instructions,
markable for ignorance and credulity, and were impli
the counsels of these traders, who re
directed

by
citly
garded with the utmost jealousy the commercial designs
which Miller had been instructed by the proprietaries
to pursue.
Unsupported by r.ny effectual power, and
of eminent ability nor
possessing neither the reputation

the advantage of popularity, this man commenced the
work of reformation with a headlong and impetuous
He was re
zeal that provoked universal displeasure.
proached, ami perhaps justly, with some arbitrary exer
his
tions of power but t le rock on which
authority
to promote a more direct
finally spl t was nn attempt
trade with Britain and with the other colonies,* in or
der to destroy the monopoly enjoyed by the traders
of New England, whom the proprietaries regarded as
iuaiduous rivals, and dangerous associates of the people
of Carolina. At length, on the arrestment of a New
;

England trader who was accused of smuggling, an in
surrection t broke forth among the settlers of Pasquelunke, one of the districts of Albemarle and the flame
The insur
quickly spread through the whole colony.
;

gents were chiefly conducted by C ulpepper, who had
formerly excited commotions in the settlement .of Ash
in some enterprises,
ley-river, and whose experience,

seems

to

have formed

his sole

recommendation

to the

As the government
regards of his present ussociat js.
possessed no power capable of withstanding them, they
BOOH acquired undisputed possession of the country
and having deposed the president, who was the chief
committed him and
object of their indignation, they
seven of the proprietary deputies to prison. They
seized the royal revenue, amounting to three thousand
pounds, which they appropriated to the support of the
revolt; they established courts of justice, appointed
officers, convoked a parliament, inflicted punishments
on all who presumed to oppose them, and, for several
an independent go
years, exercised the authority of
vernment. As there had been no example of a revolt
unaccompanied by a manifesto, the inhabitants of Pasquetanke, in conformity with this usage, had com
;

menced

their insurrectionary proceedings, by publish
ing a feeble frivolous composition, entitled a remon
strance to the pp,op!e of AUteinnrle, in which they com
plained of many oppressions, which they imputed to
Miller, and declared the object they had in view to be
the assembling of a free parliament, through whose in
strumentality the grievances of the country might be

represented to the proprietaries. The subsequent con
duct of the insurgents, however, demonstrated very
clearly, how little of real deference the proprietaries
enjoyed with them for, on the arrival of Eastchurch,
;

[167d,] to whose commission and conduct no objec
tion could be nvule, they derided his authority, and de
He applied for assistance to the
nied him obedience.
government of Virginia; but died of vexation before a
force sufficient or his purpose could be assembled.
After two years of successful revolt, the insurgent;
apprehensive of an invasion from Virginia, despatched
Culpepper and Holdeii to England, [107!),] to offer
Bubmission tn the proprietaries, on condition of theii
past proceedings being ratified, and Miller declared and
This unfortunate president,
treated as a delinquent.
I

*
Virginia, from her situation, might have absorbed tlie whole
of this traffic of which she then enjoyed only a very inconsi
derable portion. But so narrow were the commercial views
by which she was governed, that two years after this period
she passed an act prohibiting
the importation of tobacco
from Carolina; as it had been found very prejudicial.&quot; Laws
of Virginia, p. 127. In the yearlfiHl, the governor of Virginia,
writing to the English committee of colonies, declares that
44
Carolina (I mean the north part of it) always was and
is the sink of America, the refuse of our renegadoes, and
till in better
State papers, apud
order, dangerous to us.
&quot;

&quot;

Chalmers, 356.
t This insurrection,

it
wi .l be remarked, broke out but a
few months after the suppression of liacon s rebellion ill Vir
But no connection has been ever supposed between
ginia.
Vhese two events

and oth -r otiicers, who had languished, meauwl ile, declaring that he had done nothing that required it.*
Meanwhile the palatine, and the majority of the pro
in imprisonment, having found means to escape, ap
peared in 1 ngiand at the same time, [1680,1 and tilled prietaries, reduced to their former perplexity by the ac
the courts and the nation with complaints of their own quittal of Culprpper, pursued a temporising policy, that
If the degraded their own authority
and cherished the fac
sufferings, and accusations of their persecutors.
proprietaries could have ventured to act with decision, tious and ferments of -the colonists.
Fluctuating be
and in conformity with their own notions of right, it tween their resentments and their apprehensions, they
was the complaint of this latter partv that would doubt alternately threatened the insurgents and bhiir.ed their
less have
but while they hesi own partisans. The inevitable consequences of this po
prevailed with them,
[he

:

tated to embroil themselves irreconcilably with the co
lonists, their perplexity was increased by the encourage
ment which ^haftesbury thought proper to extend, in
he most open manner, to Culpepper. This enterprisng politician, who was now deeply engaged in his last
revolutionary projects, and whose resent espousal of the
popular cause in England had placed him at variance
with some of the brother proprietaries, plainly saw that
Culpepper possessing the confidence of the people of
Albemarle, was capable of becoming an useful instru
ment in the province, and that Miller, his ancient de
m any assistance.
puty, was utterly unlit to lend him
Culpepper, thus powerfully com iteiianced, seemed to
have prevailed over his opponents, and was preparing
to return to Carolina, when he was accused by the com
11

was, that they further exasperated all parties in the
against each other, without attaching any to
themselves, and at length found it too late either to
[iverawe the insurgents by vigor, or to conciliate them
by lenity. [16^-] ] They are said to have resolved at
last to abandon a hopeless vindication of their insulted
licy

&quot;olonv

1

and to govern in future according to what
ever portion of obedience the colonists might he disto
posed
yield to them.
Having established a tempo
rary administration, at the head of which thev placed
authority,

)

one Harvey as president, they announced, immediately
send out Selh Sothel, who had
purchased Lord Clarendon s share of the province, and
whose interest ;uid authority, they hoped, would powerfully conduce to tlie restitution of good order and
These measures, however, were produc
Irai^juihty.

after, their intention to

1

missioners of the customs (at the private instigation,
most probably, of the palatine, and others of the pioprietaries,) of the offences of acting as collector with
out their authority, and of embezzling the king s re

.

of additional
ual disapi
Little regard
disappointment.
nil
of Ha rvey, by men who were
already apprised that his government would have but a
venue.
He was
on board a vessel in the short duration; and the proprietaries, along with the
Downs, under a warrant from the privy council and tidings of his inefficiency, received intelligence of the
his case being referred to the committee of plantations, capture of Solhel on Ins voyage bv the Algerines.
the proprietaries no longer scrupled, nor indeed could Undismayed by so many disappointments, the proprie
in decency refuse, to come forward as his accusers; in taries, having now resolutely adopted a lenient and
incy pursued it with a commendable perconsequence of which, the report of the committee im conciliating policy,
a n
peached him not only of embezzlement of the customs, severance; and
Henry Wilkinson, a man from whose
but of having promoted a rebellion in the province. It prudence the most happy results were expected, was
was in vain for him to acknowledge the facts, and beg appointed governor of the whole o f that portion of Cafor mercy, or at least that he might be sent for trial to rolina stretching from Virginia to the river Pemlico,
The most earnest endeavors
Carolina, where the offences had been committed his and five miles beyond it.
powerful accusers were determined to wreak the ut were now employed by the proprietaries to heal the
former
termost vengeance oil so daring an opponent of legitidisorders.
To the governor and council, they
j
__-&quot;,..
.,
f
uate authority; and by virtue of a statute of Henry the recommended, in persuasive language, the enforcement
and
which
enacted
that
treasons
be
Eighth,
might
foreign
exemplification of mutual forbearance and indul
tried in England, he was brought to trial in the court gence: and, in compliance with their desire, an act of
of King s Bench, on an indictment of high treason com
oblivion was passed by the assembly of Albemarle in
mitted without the realm.
There is no defect of jus favor of the late insurgents, on condition of their re
tice in requiring a colonial governor or other public storing the money of which
they had plundered the
officer delegated by the parent state, to answer before royal revenue.
But it was found easier to enforce
her domestic tribunals, for betraying the trust, or per
of
conciliation
on
the
topics
parties who had suffered
verting the power which he derived from her appoint
wrong, than on those who had done the injury and the
ment.
But Culpepper had not been an officer of the late insurgents, who were still the strongest party, not
British government
and, however consonant with the only condemned the conditions of an act which they
statute law of Henry the Eighth, it was plainly repug- felt to be quite unnecessary to their
security, but, acnant to the spirit of the English common law, as well quiring the command of the assembly, proceeded, with
as to the principles of equity, to compel him to take triumphant insolence and injustice, to denounce and
his trial at such a distance from his witnesses, and in a punish the party which had so far mistaken its
situation,
nn- as to profer terms of pardon and forbearance to them.
community where-- the witnesses on both sides were
...
rp.
,)
known, and conflicting testimony could not probably They inflicted heavy fines, and severe imprisonment on
be adjusted. It must be confessed, however, that from their opponents, who were forced to fly to Virginia for
the actual state of the province, the British government protection;! and with whom every trace of justice and
was reduced to the alternative of either trying him in freedom took a long leave of this unhappy colony. The
England, or not trying him at all. His destruction at. lamentable scene of violence and anarchy that tints enfirst
appeared inevitable; for the judges pronounced, sued was no way changed, nor was the condition of the
that to take tip arms against the proprietary govern
colony in any degree meliorated, by the arrival of
ment was treason against the king and the amplest evi Sothel, the governor, in the year J(J83. The dangerous
dence was produced of every circumstance requisite to character of this man was displayed in the first acts of
constitute the crime. But Shaftesbury, who was then in his administration.
Though required hv the propriethe meridian of his popularity, appearing in behalf of taries to expel from the council all those who had been
the prisoner, and representing, contrary to the most nn- concerned in the late disorders to establish a court of
doubted facts, that there had never been any regular the most impartial of the inhabitants, for the redress of
government in Albemarle, and that its disorders were wrongs committed during the distraction of the times;
mere feuds between the planters, which at worst could and to assist the officers of the customs in collecting the
amount to no higher offence than a riot easily prevailed royal revenue, and executing the acts of navigation, lie
with the jury to return a verdict of acquittal. This was declined to comply with any of these mandates; and,
the last act by which Shaftesbnry signalised his partici
seeking onlv his own immediate enrichment, he disre
His attention, garded equally the happiness of the people, tlie interest
pation in the government of Carolina.
thenceforward, was absorbed by the daring cabals that of his colleagues, and the deep stake which he himself
preceded his exile; and, about three years afterwards, possessed in the future welfare of the colony. Newly
having ruined or dishonored every party with which he escaped from captivity on the coast of Barbary, he was
had been connected, he was obliged to fly from Eng so far from enlarging his own humanity, or fortifying
land, and implore the hospitality and protection of tlie his sense of equity, by the experience of hardship and
Dutch, whom he had formerly exhorted the English injustice, that he seemed to have adopted the policy of
The his late captors as tlie model of his own government
parliament to extirpate from the face of the earth.
ruin of this ablest of the proprietaries extended its in- nor have tlie annals of colonial oppression recorded a
Huence to the fortunes of the most distinguished of the name that deserves to be transmitted to posterity with
Locke had been so intimately connected
*
landgraves.
Life of I.ocko Clarkson s Life of Penn
Though Locke
with Shaltesbury, that he deemed it prudent to abandon refused to avail himself of Penn s gcod offices, he was not
from
was
he
same
but
so
remote
the
of
at
or
unmindful
them
and
time;
after
Revolution in
regardless
tlie
England
and, found an opportunity of amply repaying them. Post.
any accession to the guilt of his patron, that when En?
U. VII. cap. 2.
William Penn afterward* prevailed on James the Se
t Some of these unfortunate persons appear to liave trans
cond to consent to the pardon and recall of Locke, the mitted addresses and complaints to Charles the Second, and
a
to
pardon, vainly implored his protection. Chalmers, p. 563.
accept
philosopher resolutely refused
tive only

was paid

to the
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its
and raised the necessary funds by disposing of the cap
principles, eniulously exaggerated the distinctive fea
greater infamy than his. Rapacity, cruelty, and treach
traits of his tures of the demeanor it embraced
and a competition tives to the traders who frequented the colonies, and
ery, appear to have been the prominent
of
for
a
in
which
after
the
manners
and
habits
the
This
ensned,
administration, which,
ruling par who sold them for slaves in the West Indie
afflicting
colony
exhausted the patience ty gave countenance and encouragement to practices policy was productive of so much profit, and of enter
period of five years, at length
of all parties, and produced at least one good eifect, in very unfavourable to the prevalence of industry and ac prises so agreeable to the temper and habits of some of
suf quisition of wealth. The proprietaries, whose impru the planters, that the war was carried on with a vigor
uniting the divided people by a sense of common
Driven almost to despair, the in dence had begotten these divisions, were the first suf that soon enabled the government to dictate a treaty of
fering and danger.
the
took
arms
habitants universally
government ferers from their evil consequences, and found all their peace with the Indians. [!&?]. ] The proprietaries,
against
Ibrts unavailing to obtain repayment of the large ad- desiring that this pacification should rest oil a lasting
ill 16-H, and having deposed and imprisoned him, were
The and equitable basis, appointed commissioners who were
for trial, when, de
inces which they had made lor the settlement.
preparing to send him to England
jlonists who had undertaken to pay the small salary empowered to decide all complaints between the con
scending to the most abject supplications, he entreated
the governor, found thcm- tending parties in future, and declared that all the tribes
T ]00/. a
to be judged rather by the provincial assembly, whose
year allotted to
If the
Ives unable to discharge even this obligation : and the within four hundred miles of Charlestown were under
sentence ha declared himself willing to abide.
a
found
it
But the practice
this
necessary, in April, 1(177, to as- their protection.
practices that had been in
power roprietaries
colonists, in granting
request, arrogated
that did not constitutionally belong to them, they at
gn to him the whole stock of their merchandises and troduced during the war had est ablished themselves
This too strongly to he thus easily eradicated. Many of the
bts in Carolina, in liquidation of his claims.
least exercised it with a moderation that reflects honor
ansaction gave rise to the remark that West was per- colonists found it more profitable, as well as more agree
on themselves, and aggravates the guilt of the tyranni
The assembly declared him guilty of ips the only factor, who, at the end of ten years of able, to traffic in the persons of the Indians, than to
cal governor.
received, without anv clear the forests or ti] the ground: and not only the
all the crimes laid to his charge, and ordained that he
onfessedly prudent
management,
f
.,_
.1. _
i
i_
j
__f i r_
roduct of Ins principal inhabitants but the officers of government,
should abjure the country for twelve month*, and the npeachment of his morals, the whole product
Meanwhi
hile the fomented the spirit of discord that prevailed among the
arlic as the reward of his services.
government for ever. When the proprietaries received
it
proper opnlation of the province received considerable acces- savage tribes and promoted their mutual wars, with the
intelligence of these proceedings, they deemed
ons from the continued resort of English dissenters, design of procuring to themselves the captives whom
to signify that they did not altogether approve the irre
It was in vnin for the go
but they expressed the
id of protestant emigrants from the catholic states of they purchased as slaves.
gular justice of the colonists;
In the year 1079, the king, willing to gratify vernor and council to plead in justification of this in
urope.
deepest regret for their sufferings, and the utmost as
to
divert
the
tide
that
human policv,
le proprietaries, and hoping, perhaps,
tonishment and indignation at the conduct of the go
by occupying the tribes, and caus
Th- V summoned him stiil to answer for his f emigration from Massachusetts, ordered two small ing them to expend their force in mutual hostilities,
vernor.
easels to be provided at his own expense, to convey a they secured the colony against their attacks: iind that
crimes before t!ie palatine s court in England; and they
etachment of foreign protestants to Carolina, who pro- humanity sanctioned the purchase of prisoners who
protested to the people, that, if they would render a
11
!!_ .
it
_il
I
.L
_ 1
1
_.l
_1_
ml _
osed to add wine, oil, and silk, to the other produce of would otherwise have been put to death. The propri.
dutiful obedience to legal authority, no governor should
and he granted to the colonists an ex- etaries were by no means satisfied with these reasons;
le territory
in future be suffered to enrich himself with their spoils.&quot;
Such was the condition to which North Carolina was mption for a limited time from the payment of taxes and strongly declaring their conviction that it was a
n these commodities, in spite of the earnest remon- sordid thirst for private gain, and not a generous con
reduced at the epoch of the British Revolution.
trances of the commissioners of customs, who repre- cern for the public safety, that engendered a policy so
ented that England would be ruined and depopulated dastardly and dishonest, they ceased not to insist for
II.
Cut their humane interference
the colonies were rendered a more desirable resi- its entire abandonment.
ence.
Although these new settlers were not able to was long unavailing; and it was not till after the most
Indian War Practice of kidnap
A!Ta:rs of South Carolina
nrich the province with the valuable commodities persevering and vehement remonstrances, that they
ping Iii hans Emigrants from Ireland Scotland and Ens- vhich
they had so confidently promised, they preserved were able to procure the enactment of a law to regu
land I irates entertained in the colony Emigration of French
leir settlement in it, and formed a useful and respecta- late, and at length utterly prohibit, this profligate and
Protestants to Carolina Disputes created by the Navigation
Laws Progress of Discontent in the Colony Sotliel usurps le addition to its population. The proprietaries hav- ignoble practice. Its continuance was attended with
the government Endeavors of the Proprietaries to restore
ig learned that the agreeable district called Oyster- consequences both immediately and lastingly injurious.
good order Naturalization of French Refugees resisted by
The traders who carried the capti\es to the West In
loint. formed hy the confluence of the rivers Ashley
the Colonists The Fundamental Constitutions abolished
ml Cooper, enjoyed greater convenience than the sta- dies imported rum in exchange for them and a de
Wise Administration of Archdale Restoration of general
Condition
of
the
Ecclesiastical
Province
Intole
Tranquitity
structive habit of indulging to excess in this beverage
1011 that the first settlers had chosen, encouraged the
rant Proceedings of the Proprietaries State of the People
nclination of the people, who began to remove thither depraved the manners and relaxed the industry of many
Manners, Trade, ic.
bout this time: and here, in Ib SO, was laid the foun- of the colonists.
deep and mutual dislike was formed
now resume the progress of the southern pro ation of the modern Charlestown, a city which in the between them and the victims of their injustice, which
wh Ji, under the prudent adminis lext century claimed the highest consideration for the the lapse of many years was unable to allay and ill
vince of Ca^
legance of its streets, the extent of its commerce, and after times the Indians inflicted a severe retribution on
tration of Joseph West, whom we have seen appointed
It was instantly declared
the posterity of those who had been the authors of their
iie refinement of its society.
governor in H&amp;gt;74, enjoyed a much larger share of pros
:ie
port of the province for the various purposes of wrongs and the insidious abetters of their ferocity.
perity than fell to the lot of thi settlers of Albemarle.
Governor West held a parliament at Charlestown in
The governor has been highly celebrated for his courage rade, and the capital for the general administration of
For sometime, however, it proved ex- the close of the following year; [1683,] when laws
wisdom, and moderation: and the state of the province government.
which the late war
rem.-ly unhealthful insomuch, that from the month of were enacted for settling a militia,
over which he was called to preside, gave ample occa
une tilt October, the courts of justice were annually had shown to he necessary for making ways through
sion to the exercise of these qualities.
Strong symp
toms of mutual jealousy and dislike began to manifest hut; and during that interval no public business was the boundless forest that every where surrounded the
the pestilential atmos- capital; for repressing drunkenness and profanity, and
themselves between the dissenters and puritans, who rail-acted; and men fled from
The inconvenience at length was otherwise promoting the morality of a people who did
jhere of the place.
were the most niinurous party in the colony, and th
orders
were given to inquire not enjoy the instruction of n. public ministry. [1G83.]
to
so
that
be
great,
cavaliers and episcopalians who were favored by the bund
But happily (in Shortly after this proceeding, West, who had incurred
situations more friendly to health.
proprietaries in the distribution of property an 1 appoint
onsequence, it has been supposed, of the purification the displeasure of the proprietaries by introducing the
ni^n to o:li: e$ of trust: and although the finnnang and
culi- traffic in Indians, and by curbing the excesses of the
f the noxious vapor by
iy the smoke of numerous
good sens. of West prevented t .i.? discord of these par
nary fires) the climate gradually underwent a favorable cavaliers, who were accounted the proprietary party,
ties from rip;iiing into strife and confusion, it was be
Sid finally evinced so complete a revolution. was removed from his command; and the government
yond his power To eradicate the evil, or to prevent his change,
own council, which was composed of the leading cava hat Charlastown was considered to enjoy the most sa- of the colony was committed, by Lord Craven, to Jo
ubrious
air of Carolina.
seph Moreton, who had been recently created a land
tiers, from treating the purit.ms with insolence and con
Notwithstanding the earnest desire of the proprieta grave of Carolina. This was the commencement of a
TliL cavalier parly was reinforced by all thosi
tempt.
muers an 1 dissipated habits hat ries, that the colonists should cultivate the good will of course of rapid succession qf governors, and all tho
persons whom loo^-j
he Indians, a war that proved very detrimental to the other public officers in the colony: a system arising
carried to the province, [1074
1677] not fora cure but
settlement broke out in the year 1680, with a powerful partly from unexpected casualties, and partly from deshelter of their vices, and who regarded the rigid manner
The war fective policy; and which did not fail to produce the
of the puritans with as nrich dislike as the cavaliers enter tribj that nhabited the southern boundary.
from the insolence with consequences with
it
has been invariably at
laiued for their political principles. The adversaries o: seems to have originated, partly
which the idle and licentious emigrants behaved to the tended, in the degradation of government, and the pro
the
that it was in their
to shoe!
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power
puritans, fuiJUii.;
and offend them hy exhibition of manners opposed ti
their own, a .l ected an extreme of gay license and joi
Each party considering its manners as1 the test o
lily.
*

Williamson,

i.

130141.

Chalmers, 5385-10.

Hewit,

Hew it lias related these proceedings against Sothc
103, 104.
as having occurred in South Carolina. Nor is tins the onl
error with which he is chargeable.
He perpetually combine
events that are totally unconnected with each other. H
notation of dates is extremely scanty, and someti;nes vet
inaccurate. VViiile h? abstains from the dirtijult task of rela
ing the history of Norlh Carolina, he selects the most inte
resting features of iis annals, and transfers them to the histor
of the southern province.
His errors, though hardly hones
were probably not the fruit of deliberate misrepesentatioi
Almost all the prior historians of America have been betray
into similar inaccuracies with respect to the provinces
Carolina. Even that laborious and generally accurate Wjjt
Jeaediah Morse has been so far misled by defective rnatcna
sts to assert (Amerk-an CJazctejT, second edit. 1793.
p. 331) til.
thef.rst permanent settiement in North Carolina was elicju.
by certain German relates in 1710.

and partly from the depredations of straggling motion of party spirit and cabals. But, however much
of Indians, who being accustomed to the prac
the policy of tlie proprietaries might fluctuate in other
tice of killing whatever animals they found at large,
respects, it continued long to be steadily and strenuous
accounted the planters hogs, turkeys, and geese, lawful ly directed to the encouragement of emigration. At
and
them.
The
as
the desire of several wealthy persons, who proposed to
game,
freely preyed upon
planters
freely made use of their arms in defence of their pro, emigrate to the province, they once more revised their
fundamental constitutions, which, at the time of their
perty, and several Indians having been killed, the ven
geance of their kindred tribe burst forth abruptly in first enactment, had been declared unalterable now
general hostilities, which for some time threatened the again promulgating a similar declaration of their future
most serious consequences to the colony. So divided inviolability. The object of the present alteration was
were the colonist among themselves, that the governor to relax somewhat in favor of liberty, the rigor of the
found it dilfifult to unite them in measures requisite original constitutions: but it is the less necessary to
even for their common safety, or to persuade any to particularize them, as they were never acknowledged
undertaka an effort that did not promise to be attended or received by the people of Carolina, who were more
with advantage immediately and exclusively their own.
jealous of the power assumed to introduce such alteraThat he might address himself effectually to their pel- lions, than gratified with the particular advantages now
The alterations, howfish disposition, ha offered a
price for every Indian who tendered to their acceptance.
should be taken prisoner and brought to Charlestowu
ever, proving satisfactory to the parties who had soliIndians,
parties
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conducted to the advantage was due to their own superiority in number in them; and their orders, backed by a proclamation
of people; a circumstance which at least enabled them from the king, prevailed so far as to restrain the colo
to reali/e the pretension it suggested.
The proprieta nists froniindulgingan inclination which they had begun
to demonstrate of
ries, however, were highly displeased with thi.s con
sharing in the enterprises as well as
tempt of their instructions, which they were no sooner the gains of their piratical associates, lint they obsti
informed of, than they gave orders that the parliament nately continued to retain their connection with these
should be dissolved, and none other assembled in so adventurers, which, diffusing among them the infections
irregular a manner, lint their commands were unavail desire of sudden wealth and the spirit of dissipation,
ing; and this signal injustice, after maintaining its contributed to the formation of habits pernicious to
ground for some time, obtained the countenance and every community, but more particularly injurious to the
assent of the proprietaries themselves, and continued prosperity of an infant settlement.
Traces of these
to snb-iist, till, at a later period, its abettors were com
habits have continued long to be discernible in the cha
voice
and
to
to
the
unanimous
racter and manners of the inhabitants of Carolina.
Lord Cardross, pelled
indignant
yield
pelled to acknowledge gubmissiou,
whether disappointed with this result, or satisfied with of the people whom they had disfranchised. The pro The king at length aroused by the complaints of hid
with
were
and sensible how much the trade of his owu
the
settle
meanwhile,
forsook
allies,
displeased
exceedingly
what he had already accomplished,
prietaries,
ment and returned to Britain. The settlers whom he the reiterated disobedience of their deputies, and, in a subjects had been injured bv these lawless proceedings,
to the governor and transmitted to the
a law against
left behind, were sometime after dislodged from their remonstrance which they addressed
colony in April,
reminded them, in language which at pirates,&quot; which the proprietaries required their parlia
advantageous situation hy an expedition despatched council, they
of
the
that
ment to enact, and their executive officers rigorously
whom least expresses good intentions,
power
against them hy the Spaniards at Augustine,
The first part of thi.s requisition was rea
Indiana to magistracy is put into your hands for the good of the to enforce.
they had wantonly provoked by inciting the
as
we
turned
not
to
be
into
who
lint
the
but the evil had become so inve
prey,
make an irruption into the Spanish territory,
ought
dily complied with
iieople,
most valuable addition to its numbers which the colony loubt hath been too much practised.&quot; It was remark- terate, that the law, instead of being carried into ef
that the greatest dealers in Indian slaves were the fect, was openly violated even by those
nt this time received, arose from the emigration of a
by whom it
considerable body of pious and respectable dissenters, teenest opponents of the claim of Coileton county to had been enacted. It was not till three vears after
exemof
elective
franchise
the
this period, that -the evil received an ctt eclual check,
from Somersetshire in England. This body was con share in the exercise
ducted by Joseph Blake, the brother and heir of the jlifying how the indulgence of selfishness and oppres from an expedition which James the Second despatch
to
or
extends
ed
sion
one
relation
in
under Sir Robert Holmes, for the suppression of
the
now
devoted
pervert
renowned Admiral Blake, and who
entirely
any
Of this expedition the
moderate fortune which his disinterested brother had
,,uish in men s minds the sense of what is due to the piracy in the West Indies.
of others. The proprietaries, though at times proprietaries sent intimation to tin; governor and coun
bequeathed to him, to facilitate the retirement of a num rights
ber of dissenters, with whom he was connected, from hey expressed themselves, as on this last occasion, cil of Charlestown, and recommended to them a prompt
the persecutions they endured in England, and the with vigor and wisdom, seem to have been quite inca- submission to the authority, and co-operation in the
or irresolution, from pursuing designs and proceedings of Holmes; and their man
greater calamities they apprehended under the reign of &amp;gt;acitated, by ignorance
It was dates
Several persons of
the popish successor of the king.
enforcing a consistent course of policy.
bcingnow supported by a force sullicicnt to over
awe all opposition, these disgraceful proceedings sus
similar principles, and considerable substance, united found that some of the councillors, and even the com
themselves to this emigration; and the arrival of these missioners that had been appointed to watch over the tained a complete, though unfortunately onlv a tempo
the traffic in In
rary interruption.
people served to strengthen the hands of the puritan or interests of the Indians, encouraged
Meanwhile the obloquy and disrepute which the pro
sober party in tin colony, and to counteract, in a salu dian slaves and though Moreton was able to remove
ren
succeeded
in
from office, they
vince of South Carolina thus deservedly incurred, was
tary manner, the influence of circumstances unfavora these delinquents
that
he
to
situation
so
his
own
not
the only inconvenience that resulted from its con
him,
ble to the character and manners of the planters. From dering
disagreeable
nexion with the pirates. The Spaniards at St. Augus
Ihe exertions of the proprietaries, and the condition of was constrained to resign his authority, which was im
England at this period, there is little doubt that the mediately conferred on West, who suffered the people tine had always regarded the southern settlements of
and kidnapping the English with jealousy and dislike they suspected,
colony would have received a much larger accession to continue the practice of inveigling
The proprietaries then and not without reason, that the Scotch planters at
to its inhabitants, if the recent colonization of Penn the Indians without restraint.
to Sir Richard Kyrle, an Port Royal inflamed the Indians against them
and
sylvania had not presented an asylum more generally intrusted the government
attractive to mankind.
The liberality of William Irishman, who died soon after his arrival in the pro- they beheld with indignation the plunderers of their
chosen
was
Wb
commerce
vince.
at
Charlestown.
Penn s institutions; the. friendly sentiments with which
again
[J
[lo S4.] West, thereupon,
openly encouraged
.J
interim governor by the council, whose appointment, After threatening to avenge themselves by hostilities,
the Indians returned his kind and pacific demeanor
the greater salubrity of the climate of Pennsylvania, on this occasion, the proprietaries thought proper to they at length invaded the southern frontiers of the
however, shortly after superseded province, and laid waste the settlements of Piri Royal.
and superior adaptation of its soil to the cultivation of confirm. He
British grain, powerfully enforced the claim of this by Colonel Quarry, who retained the office only till the The Carolinians finding themselves unable to defend a
ii;
consequence of the wide extended boundary, resolved to carry their arms
province to the preference of emigrants; and such following year, [1635,] when,
multitudes resorted to it, both from England and the countenance he was found to have given to piracy, he, into the heart of their enemy s territory; and account
other states of Europe, as soon enabled it to outstrip in his turn, was dismissed, and Joseph Moreton rein- ing themselves authorised bv the t&quot;rms of the provin
cial charter to
the older .settlement of Carbbni, both in wealth and in statfd in the government.*
levy war on their neighbours, they made
The American seas had long been infested by a race preparations for an expedition ngainst St. Augustine.
population.
A few months after his elevation to the office of go of daring adventurers, privateers in time of war, pirates The proprietaries, informed of this project, hastened
success
to withstand it by their remonstrance and prohibition.
vernor, Moreton assembled a parliament, which estab in time of peace, whose martial exploits, and
lished a great variety of regulations, for (he remedy of ful depredations on the rich colonies and commerce of
Every rational
they declared, must have fore
or
to
conciliate
the
them
enabled
thine Hub inconveniences that are incidental to the Spain,
regard
pur seen that the Spaniards, provoked by such injuries as
of
the
of
the
inhabitants
of
chase
the
connivance
had
the
colonists
inflicted on them, would as
wantonly
was
of
all
A
law
tint
colonial
settlements.
many
infancy
now cnaeted for raising the value of foreign coins gave British settlement-;, am! even of the authorities supreme suredly retalliate. The clause of the charter which was
The relied on bv the colonists to justify their projected in
rise to the currency of Carolina, which, in after times, as well as subordinate, of the British empire.
In imitation of the king himself, for several years after his restoration, had vasion meant no more (they maintained) than a pur
incurred an extreme depreciation.
even
to
his
and
extended
them
granted the suit in the heat of victory, and never could authorise a
patronage,
early policy of the settlement of Aibemarle, all prosecu
But the pro- honor of knighthood to one of their nnmbiy, Henry deliberate prosecution of war against the king of
tions for foreign debts were suspended.
We our
now regarding with displeasure what they Morgan, a Welshman, who had plundered Portobello Spain s subjects within his own territories.
claim no such power; nor
selves,&quot;
(M-ietaries,
lad formerly confirmed without animadversion, inter and Panama, and acquired a vast booty by his achieve
they protested,
Thas recommended by the king to the favora can anv man believe that the dependencies of England
ments.
posed to negative this enactment, declaring that it was
ble regards of his subjects, these freebooters found it can have liberty to make war upon the king s allies,
contrary to the king s honor, since it obstructed the
v
course of jmtico, and that the colonial parliament had no less easy than advantageous to cultivate a friendly without his knowledge or consent.
They intimated,
no power to frame a law so inconsistent with the juris coiur xion with the people of Carolina, who willingly at the same time, their dissent from a law which had
of
and
furnished
their
been
for
men
and
to
mani
provisions
supplies
ports,
opened
raising
passed
money for the project
prudence of England and the more sensibly
in the ed
fest their displeasure, they issued orders that all officers to guests who lavishly sp-nt their golden spoils
expedition against the Spaniards; and the inhabi
The treaty of lfi!57, together with the in tants, either convinced by their reasonings, or disabled
vvlio had promoted tins enactment should 1)3 displaced. colony.
Another cause of dispute between the proprietaries and creasingly lawless character of the adventurers, had from raising the necessary supplies, abandoned the en
the province, arose from the manner in which thi* par withdrawn the king s protection from them ; but they terprise. On learningthis result, the proprietaries con
The province at this continued, nevertheless, to maintain, and even extend, gratulated the governor and council on their timely re
liament had been constituted.
lime was divided into the three counties of Berkeley. their intercourse with the planters and authorities of traction of a measure which, had it been carried into
Craven (including the district formerly called Claren Carolina. The governor, the proprietary deputies, and effect, the promoters of it, they declared, might have
the principal inhabitants, degraded themselves to a level answered with their lives.
They instructed them to
don), and Coileton. The proprietaries had desired,
crimes of addren.i n chit IrJtur to the governor of St. Augustine,
that of the twenty members of whom the lower house with the vilest of mankind, by abetting the
ac
of parliament was composed, ten should be elected by pirates, and becoming receivers of their nefarious
each of the counties of Berkeley and Coileton; th quisition*. The proprietaries strongly remonstrated
against practices that degraded the character Of the pro
third being reckoned as yet too inconsiderable to meri
who participated
a share of parliamentary representation.
Brk;lay, vince, and d ipraved the manners of all
which contained the metropolis, was the only one of
*
Oldrnivon.
331,310.
Hewil, 9!, 03. Chalmers, MS, 547
tile counties which as yet possessed a county court; From OKt:nixua s Lists, it
appears that Colonel liuirry held offi
and the provincial government hiving appointed the cial situitions under the crown in several of the provinces
On
Ilis
return to England in the year 1703.
same
time.
election to be held at Charlestown, tlu inhabitants of at the
he presence, to the lords of trid.j a meaiorial on the state of
Berkeley had combined to prevent the people of Coile the American col jnies, which is preserved amon:r the llarleian
ton from voting at all, and harl thennelve? returned the Collection in the British Museum. S jine notice of it occurs in
UUmixon s account of Virginia
whole twenty members. They maintained that t
cited them,

one Ferguson soon

after

colony sin ( migration from Ireland, which instantly
mingled with the mass of the inhabitants. Lord Carfr
dross, a Scottish nobleman, also led out a oniony
liis native country (then groaning under the barbarous
administration of the Duke of JLauderdale,) which set
tied on Port Royal island, and in pursuance of SOUR
agreement or understanding with the proprietaries
claimed for itself co-ordinate authority with the go
vernor and grand council of Charlestown. This claim
however, wo_s disallowed hy the colonial government;
and the new occupants of I ort Royal having been com
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at firs
gerous, as a plea involving such doctrines may
as we ex
sight appear it will be found, in proportion
amiiie it, that it is very far from being destitute of sup
I
port, cither from natural reason or legal principle.
was the charter alone that had added the colonial terri
When the governor and council received intelligence tory to the British empire and it was to the executioi
of thi; death of Charles the Second, they proclaimed and existence of that charter alone, that Great Hritaii
could refer for legal evidence ofthe connexion betweei
his successor with expressions of loyalty and joy, ap
The planters, possess
the effusions of mere levity and love of change, herself and the colonial people.
parently
but which gave so much satisfaction to James, that he ing the power of transferring their labors to any region
of his favor where they might please to settle, and the benefit of
conveyed to them, in return, the assurance
and protection. His sincerity herein was on a par with their allegiance to any sovereign whose stipulations in
for he already meditated the revocation of their favor might appear satisfactory to them, had, on
their own
observance in
the colonial charter, and the annihilation of all their the faith of this charter, and of its due
He was prevented, however, from com all points, formed and reared, nt great expense, their
privileges.
and his reign was productive of present colonial settlement and in all the courts of
pleting this intention,
events that proved highly advantageous to the colony. Great Britain the charter was undoubtedly held a valid
on the colo
Many of his English subjects, apprehending, from his paction in so far as it imposed obligations
to the church of nists.
There appears, then, to have been no want of
arbitrary principles and his bigotry
of
the
the
claim
fled
or
in
and
planters, that a
liberties,
justice
equity
Koine, the subversion of their religion
their original paction and
beyond the Atlantic, from the approaching rigors of per charter which had formed
secution: being determined rather to endure the seve bond of union with the mother country, on the faith of
Inch their subjection had been yielded and their set
rest hardships abroad, than to witness the establishment
of popery and tyranny in England. The population of tlement created, and which was, on all hands, acknow
America, recruited by these emigrations, derived even ledged to be strictly valid in so far as it imposed obli
n larger acquisition from the persecution of the pro- gations upon them, should be held no less sacred in re
testants in France, that followed the revocation, in spect of the privileges which it conceded to them.
Above half a million of While it was allowed to remain unannulled, it seemed
Ni^fi, of the edict of Nantz.
her most usefid and industrious subjects, expelled from to be entitled to entire and equal operation: and if it
France, carried with them into England, Holland, and were to be set aside, the grantees should have been
other European states, the arts and manufactures which lefl at liberty to attach themselves to some other domi
had chiefly tended to enrich their native country, nion, if they could not arrange with Britain new terms
It must be ac
to participate the indignation that was of a prorogated connexion with her.
/.line.&quot;, affecting
knowledged, however, that the legal force, if not the
expressed by his own subjects at the persecution exer
cised by the French monarch, hastened to tender the natural equity of this plea, is considerably abated by
most friendly assistance to the distressed Hugonots, the consideration, that it was disclaimed by the proprie
who .sought shelter in his dominions and besides those taries, and preferred exclusively by the resident colo
who established themselves in England, considerable nial population. The proprietaries vainly disputed the
numbers were enabled to transport themselves to the reasonableness of the colonial plea, and as vainly pro
British settlements in America.
Many, also, who hibited the continuance ofthe relative practices. Neither
needed not his assistance, and who dreaded his designs, awed by their authority, nor convinced by their rea
purchased colonial property with their own money, and sonings, nor yet deterred by the frequent seizures
retreated to the same distant region.
Among the other of their own vessels and merchandize, the colonists
continued to defend the legality and persist in the prac
colonies which thus reaped advantage from the oppres
tice of trading wheresoever and in whatsoever commodi
sions exercised in France, and the apprehensions enter
ac
a
considerable
ties they pleased.
Carolina
derived
While the proprietaries were labor
tained in England,
-Many of the protestant refugees, ing to prevail in this disagreeable controversy, they re
quisition of people.
ceived a new and more painful addition to their embar
in particular, having purchased lands from the proprie
rassments, from the alarming intelligence, that the king,
taries, who were ever on the watch to encourage emi
gration to their territories, embarked with their families having adopted the resolution of annihilating all pro
for this colony, and made a valuable addition to its in
prietary governments, had directed a writ of qua u-arranioto be issued against the patent of Carolina. Thus,
dustry, prosperity, and population.
made
small
the
colonists
had
as
hut
neither their submission to every royal mandate, nor
pro
Although
yet
gress in cultivating their territory, and still found tneir their readiness to aid, with their feeble power, in the
efforts impeded, and their numbers abridged, by the collection of the royal revenue, and the execution of
obstructions of the forest and the ravages of disease, the acts of navigation, could protect the chartered rights
they were obviously beginning to surmount the first of the proprietaries from the enmity and injustice of
Their the king. Yet prudently bending under the violence
diliieuhies an;l disadvantages of their situation.
which they were unable to resist,&quot; they eluded the force
cattle, requiring neither edifices nor attendance, found
sufficient shelter, and ample nourishment, in the woods, of an attack which proved fatal to the charter of Massa
and increased in an anu/.ing degree. They traded to chusetts; and by proposing a trealy for surrender of
Mi*. West Indies for rum and sugar, in return for their
their patent, they gained such delay as left them in pos
hv.nber and provisions; and England supplied them session of it, at the period of the British Revolution.
wi!h clothes, arm&amp;gt; iunmuuitio;i, anil utensils for budd
Governor Morelon, after his second appointment to
ing and cultivation, in exchange for their deer-skins, the presidency of the colony, was allowed to retain it
and irxval stores. This commerce, inconsidera little more than a year. Though endowed with a con
siderable share of wisdom and ability, and connected
ble as it was, ha\ ing begun to attract attention, a col
lector of the customs was established at Ch.irl estown, with several respectable families in the colony, so in
The consistent were his instructions from England with the
.soon after the accession of James to the; throne.
that he
their orders
proprietaries, on this occasion, transmitted
prevailing views and interests of the people,
show
a
to
to the governor an.l council,
becoming for- found it dilliciilt to execute the duties of his ofii.ce at all,
He
v/ardness in assisting the collection of the duty on to- and impossible to discharge them satisfactorily.
Lacco transported to other colonies, and in seizing ships had been described as a man of sober and religious tem
and having married the sister of Blake.it was
that presumed to trade contrary to the acts of mviga- per
fion.
Iiut,al;liough the proprietaries enjoyed in theory hoped by the friends of piety and good morals, that the
the most absolute authority within the province, and hands of government would ba strengthened by this

to inquire by what authority he had acted; and, in the
mean time, to put the province in the best position of
From this period, mutual dread and ani
defence.
mosity rarely ceased to prevail between the Spanish
and English colonists in Florida and Carolina.

;

;

;

;

|

1
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neemed, indeed, to have engrossed the whole powers
of government, they hail long been sensible ofthepractical iiielh cienry of every one of their mandates that
was opposed to the opinions or favorite practices ofthe
This last injunction was not only disobeyed
people.
bat openly and argumentatively disputed by the colo
nists and the colonial judges and magistrates, who in
sisted that they wen; exempted from the operation of
the navigation acts by the terms of the provincial char
ter, against trhici i, they plainly informed the collector,
that
they held an act of parliament to be of no force
&quot;

AS the charter was posterior in date to the
navigation act, this was in effect to contend for the
dispensing power of the crown ami to maintain against
the king himself, llie verv doctrine which he forfeited
liis throne by
attempting to realize.
Illegal and d.iuwhatever.&quot;

;

\

and an effectual check imposed on the more
and irregular party of the people. But the
majority of his council entertained opinions yery dif
ferent from his, with respect to the conduct of the pro
vincial administration, and claimed greater indulgences
for the people* than he had authority to grant.
Hence
there arose in the colony two political parties the one
attached to the prerogative and authority of the propri
etaries, tiie other devoted to the liberties of the people.
By the one it was contended that the laws and regula
tions transmitted from England, should be strictly and
implicitly obeyed: by the other, more exclusive regard
was had to the local circumstances of the colony; and
it was maintained that the freemen were obliged to ob
alliance,

licentious

;

dent population, and the prosperity of the settlement.
In this situation of affairs, no governor could long
maintain his authority among a number of bold and
restless adventurers, averse to all restraint, and active
in improving every opportunity to advance their own
interest; for whenever he attempted to control any of
their design;-, by the exercise of his authority, they in
sulted his person, and complained of his administration,
till they
prevailed in having him removed from his of
fice.
The proprietaries finding that Moreton had be
come obnoxious to a considerable party among the peo
ple, now resolved with their usual feeble policy to sa
crifice him to the enmity which his integrity had pro
voked and having accordingly dispatched him, they
appointed as his successor, James Colleton, a brother
of one of their own number, and on whose attachment
;

to the proprietary interest they thought themselves enti
His fortune and connections, it was hoped,
tled to rely.
would add influence to his office; and to lend him the

_Teatcr weight as he was created a landgrave of the
colony, with the appropriate endowment of forty-eight
thousand acres of land. A high opinion had been en
tertained by his constituents of his good sense and abibut either it was very ill-founded, or he was de
ity
prived of discretion and self-possession by the confu
sions and cabals in which he found himself involved.
I o his great mortification, he was quickly made sensi;

government had acquired very
and was continually declining in the reown imprudence contribuHis
ipect of its subjects.
ed maternity to increase the weakness and discredit
nto which it had fallen.
&amp;gt;le

that the proprietary

ittle stability,

The commencement of Colleton s administration
ave universal satisfaction. But his instructions reuiring him to attempt what his authority was unable
o effect, the punishment of almost all the other colonial
jlh cers for various instances of disobedience to tho
jroprietaries, and to execute with vigor the law against
irates, very soon embroiled him with a great body of
le inhabit. uts.
The form of the constitution, coniosed of a variety of jurisdictions, and investing the
arliament with the choice of members for the grand
i

council, gave rise to perpetual intrigue ; and a diver
as rampant,&quot; says Oldof factions sprung up,
&quot;

sity

mxon, as if
nany ages of
&quot;

been mAMe wanton by
people had
A parliament having been
prosperity.&quot;

the

Colleton, the majority of the member!
fundaopenly expressed their disapprobation of the
and having appointed a comnental constitutions
this
amend
nittee to revise and
them,
body proceeded
vithout delay to frame a new and very different schema
)f government, which they distinguished by the name
if the standing lims of Carolina, and transmitted to
imrland for the approbation ofthe proprietaries. The
have been
reception of such a communication might
The proprietaries hesitated not a moeasily foreseen.
to
issue tho
and
these
laws,
nent to reject
standing
nost positive orders for the due observance ofthe funlamental constitutions which had been so irreverently
andled.
But men who had deliberately undertaken
o bold a measure, were not to be deterred from the
irosectttioii of it by a consequence so obvious as tho
and a majority of tha
lispleasure of the proprietaries

summoned by

;

;

obstinately refused to acknowledge tha
fundamental constitutions.
They
uthority of the
vere thereupon expelled from the house by the go
vernor
and protesting* against the validity of any
aws that might be enacted by a minority of the coni-

issembly

still

:

nons. they retired into the country, anil eagerly eu!eavored to instil their own principles and discontents
nto the minds ofthe people. So successful were their
xertions for this purpose, that when a new parliament

convoked. [1G87,] the undisguised and unanimous
of the members was to thwart and contradict
be governor in whatsoever proceedings he might em
So
brace, recommend, or be supposed to approve.
line of policy, as
pertinaciously did they adhere to this
to refuse to settle a militia act, though the safety of tha
and their Indian
province, endangered by the Spaniards
such a measure
allies, seemed urgently to demand
sanction
to nothing
of
giving
and, in fine, to make sure
that could be agreeable to the Governor, they flatly de
A dispute in which
clined to pass any laws at all.
of quit re its,
they engaged with him about the pay raent
afforded them an additional opportunity of n dulging
their spleen, and increasing their popularity. Colleton
had attempled to enforce payment of the arrears of the
fas

itirpose

:

of the
* Their
protest, which is preserved in the archives
Plantation Otlicc, at London, is subscribed by one of the pro
write
lo
testors will* his mark, in respect of his inability
Chalmers, p. 56o a significant indication, it rnnsl be confessed,
serve tha injunctions of the proprietaries, only in so far of the extent of his political knowledge- apd legislation!! qua
as they were consistent with the interest of the resi lifications

.
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and popular food :md yielded prodigious increase. The governor
divided it between several of his friends, who agreed to
and make the experiment and planting their parcels in
[ItiDS.] It was in the midst of these disputes,
with the hope of appeasing them, that the proprietaries different soils, found the result to exceed their most
From this inconsiderable bent length determined to surrender to the general dislike sanguine expectations.
of the people, the fundamental constitutions which hail ginning, Carolina dates the rise of her staple conimobeen originally declared sacred and unalterable, hut dity, the chief support of her people, and the main
which an experience of twenty-three years had proved source of her opulence.
The proprietaries, disappointed in so many attempts
to be utterly worthless and impracticable.
Apprised
of the incurable aversion with which this instrument to establish a satisfactory aclministtation in the prowas now regarded by all classes of the colonists, and vince, determined the more readily to adopt the sugTheir first choice for this purpose
irestion of Smith.
despairing of ever establishing a stable or acceptable
the grandson of the notorious
government among them without making some consi fell upon Lord Ashley,
derable sacrifice to their inclinations,
Shaftesbury, and afterwards the author of The Cluirac-

wealthy planter, and
man.*

a prudent, upright,

inhumanity, and evinced the
favorable change of their disposition by
mitigating with
friendly assistance, the numerous disasters by which
the navigation of that coast was then
unhappily signal-

crews, renounced,

;i

j

;

they accordingly

\

I

|

ized.

In North

1

his

facility by the concurrence or a number of
who inhabited the northern province, and with
he enjoyed a large share of personal influence,
The esteem in which he wa.s held bv all ranks of mr a
may be inferred from the elation with which the his toriau of North Carolina has recorded, as a circumstance
redounding to the honour of this province, that Archdule
purchased an estate at Albemarle, and gave one of his
daughters in marriage to a planter at Pasqnetanke.
But it was not his intention to remain longer in Carolina than was necessary for the adjustment of the ex
and having effected this object in
isting controversies
a degree that had surpassed the expectations of all
par
he
returned
to
ties,
England in the close of the yeajr
Iti JC, loaded with the
benedictions
of
a
grateful
people
to whose peace and
prosperity he had been so highly
instrumental.
The only
portion of the inhabitants to
only po:
whom he had been unable to give complete satisfaction,

greater
qtiakers

|

whom

j

j

j

j

talents,

[

j

1

;

;

i

whom
,..,.., the
,. JV
uluu *,
jealous
j^
antipathy of the English settlers had not yet subsided,
Cut while he soothed the public jealousy&quot; by withholding civil rights from the refugees, he awakened public
generosity by an impressive recommendation of these
unfortunate strangers to the hospitality a.nd compassion
~&quot;of
his countrymen
and to the refugees themselves, he
recommended a patient perseverance in those virtues
that tend to disarm human enmity, and by the exercise
of which they were enabled shortly after to overcome
where the -French
.~..~.. refugees,
.^,,. fcv.v,.,, against
e *....,.

]

.

;

|
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&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

,

,

j
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Carolina, the administration of Archdale
success, and conducted with

was attended with equal

shining
enacted the following resolution; &quot;That, as the people tcrislics. It was supposed
have declared they would rather be governed by the agreeable manners, and elevated rank, would powerthe
of
conduce
to
the
without
to
the
colony.
Hapthe
pacification
fully
charter,
regard
powers granted by
fundamental constitutions, it will be for their quiet, and pily, however, for all parties, his lordship, either having
little inclination for the voyage, or being detained, as
the protection of the well-disposed, to grant their
he alleged, by the state of his private affairs in England,
Thus perished the legislative labors of J
quest.&quot;
Locke. Their abolition was unregretted by any party declined the appointment, which was then conferred on
for they had neither insured obedience to the govern a far more estimable person, John Archdale, another of
ment, nor afforded happiness to the people. AVhat is the proprietaries, a quaker, and a man of great prudeuce and sagacity, and endowed with admirable pastill more
singular, they seem to have perished un
and command of temper. Accepting the office,
heeded ;t their abolition exciting no sensation what
--- absolute and extensive,
vested with authority
j so
ever, and not being even noticed in any public act or. lie was
the
that
order within the province. The convocations that were
proprietaries thought fit to have it recorded in
formerlv termed parliaments, were now called assem-jhis commission, that such powers were not to be
blies; and this was all the visible change that took claimed in virtue of this precedent by future governors.
So perfectly impracticable had the great body Archdale proved himself worthy of the distinguished
place.
of these celebrated constitutions been found. All thai trust that bad been reposed in him. He arrived first:
1
n
n ~*
u
J
remained of them was the titles of nobility, which con- in South Carolina, [August, 1695,] where he formed a
tinned to drag on a iekly existence lor a lew years new council of moderate men; ?nd in a short time, by
remitting some arrears of rent, and by other concilialonger. t
This important measure
ch had been deferred tory measures, aided by a firmness and mild compothat

this

:

&quot;

;

till

(iovernor Smith, though he exerted himself with a zeiu
prudence that have not oeen impeached by any
pariv, to promote the peace and prosperity of the settk inVnts intrusted to his cure, found his endeavors so
unsuccessful, and bis situation so irksome, that he was
constrained to solicit his dismission from
proprieta
ries, [1WM] whom he
strongly urged, as the only means
of restoring order and tranquility, to ssnd over as go
vernor on.; of tiiL-ir own body, invented with full power to
hear and finally Ivt^rinins 0:1 i! *--nc: tli- com plaints and

aiul

tl&quot;;

&amp;gt;

ovcrsies -,y w lic
tin:
I;:-.JVIHCJ was distracted.
Th*? short administration of :J:nith was signalized by
an occur*&quot; ,-,uce thai produced lasting and extensive
effects on the
A vessel from
prosperity of Carolina.

com

;

Madagascar, on her homeward voyage to Britain, hap
pening to touch at Charle&amp;lt;town, the captain, in acknow
ledgment ofths civilities of Smith, presented him with
a bag of seed rice, which he said he had seen growing
eastern countries, where

in

it

was deemed

excellent

*

Hewii
Au-hd.,),;, It.
OklintxW, i. ~3427~T;iialmers,
list. 139,
140.
Wlllinnsnu, i. 100, I. in iha account
the
succession
of
governors, ihe annals of this period are
pf
involved in mmii.il, frequently in self co-.tradirtion, and conlusiun
Williams in says that Ludwelt retained the govern
ment for four years: but this is impossible us Arrhdale, the
successor ot Smith,
OMmixun render*
B[ipoii.t6il in lo J4,
confusion more confounded by his attempt to reconcile contrad .01 try accounts, and to explain satisfactorily the
of &quot;tiveniors.
The historian nf the British domin
North America
live
hi
count of the matter in the fl*
u-rms:
Thomas Smith, Ksq. succeeded Mr. Collet
lowing
properly as e ivcrnr&amp;gt;r, although Colonel Quarry, Mr. Sout
well, diid Colonel Ludweil, were intermediate fur a shou

first expression of such sentiments
had ever been uttered in Carolina) attests the wis[Iom o( Archdale s administration, and justifies the op inion lnat notwithstanding the inllammable materials
which the colonial society was composed, only a
good domestic government had been hitherto wanting
:o render the
colony flourishing and happy. Moreton,
Liuiwel!, and Smith, were, doubtless, meritorious go
vernors but they had heeii denied the power that was
requisite to give efficacy to their wisdom, and could
n ver grant the slightest indulgence to the people
without assuming the dangerous liberty of violating
their commission, or abiding the tedious hiterven ion of
correspondeiice wiili England. Though Archdale
was a quaker, and therefore opposed to military operations and the shedding of blood, yet he adapted his
regulations to the sentiments of the people whose
alVuirs he hud undertaken to administer; and consideraig that u small colony surrounded bv sav;ige enemies,
;uid exposed to the attacks of the Spaniards, should
&quot;

now

wa&amp;lt;

1

i

|

they had

The

repeal of the fundamental constitutions U noticed ir
it
ia
slight and r.mbigu.uis manner by Uewit (i. IdJ)
not noti.:c jit all either by Wynne or by l.he historian of tin
:

l

beheld the celebration of the

rit9

they gave the iininc of Dorchester.
other extr .ordinary privileges, there had
been granted to Archdule tl.e power of nominating
successor; and in the exercise of this power he propagated the benefit of his o wn, admin Miration, by coiilerring the office of governor on Joseph Blake (nephew of
the English admiral, a man of virtue, prudence, ant!
moderation, acceptable to the people, and u proprietary
of the province. Blake governed the colony wisely
and happily for a period of four years. Shortly after
elevation to oihce, there was sent out to Caiolina a
new code of fundumniitul constitutions, subscribed by
the Earl of Bath, who wus tiicn palatine, and the oilier
but it was never recognisetl
proprietaries in Knglaud
or confirmed by
Blake ap
provincial assembly.
pears to have exerted th j most laudable endeavors to
promote the religious instruction of the people, and to
taciliutte the exercise of worship to all denominations
of Christian professors.
In the year 1G9B, ho had the
satisfaction to see John Cotton, a son of the celebrated
minister of Hoston, remove from Plymouth, in New
England, to Charlestown, in fcfnutli Carolina, where he
gathered a church, and enjoyed a short, but happy and
successful ministry.
Though Blake was himself a dis
senter, yet from regard to the spiritual interests of tho
of
the inhabitants of Charlestowu,
episcopalian portion
he caused a bill to be inlroduced into the assembly for
left,

Among

;

time.&quot;

first tiin.-

Lord s supper. Proceeding to a spot on the
north-east hank of Ashley river, about eighteen miles
from Chark stown, the pious emigrants founded there a
settlement, to which in commemoration of the pi ico

|

I

;

ee&amp;lt;

for ihe

of the

hold itself in a stale of constant defence, he promoted
a militia law, which, however, exempted all persons
restrained by religious principles from bearing arms.*
He was, at Lie same lim, more desirous of preserving
peace than of ensuring victory and to &quot;this purpose exerted himselfso successfully, by the exercise of courtesy
and liberality, to cultivate the good will both of the
civilized and savage neighbors of the province, that the
Spaniards at St. Augustine expressed a cordial desire
to maintain a good correspondence with the English
and various tribes of Indians embraced their friendship,
and placed themselves under the protection of the go
vernment of Carolina. The Indians around Cape Fear
in particular, who had long pursued the practice of

;

t

&quot;

;

UH

a very

dnced the New Englanders, in the preceding year, to
form an association at Dorchester in Massachusetts,
which was designed to be removed to Carolina,
to
encourage the settlement, of churches and the promo
tion of religion in t!r? southern plantations.&quot;
1 he per
sons thus associated, having placed at their head a dis
tinguished inini-ter of the ^ew England chuiche?,
arrived in thfl beginning of thisyear in Carolina, uhrch

.

.&quot;&amp;gt;52T~

i.

Carolina by the friendly aid of the colonists of New
England.
Intelligence of the destitute stale of the
province, in this respect, seconded by the earnest appli
cation-* of some of the more religions planters, had in-

proprietaries (the

that

(

&quot;

&quot;

-

;

:

th&amp;lt;-

Amerira
and Oldm xn, wh
wrote 1.1 1 .OS, nays
The fundamental constitution.-* ketrj plundering shipwrecked vessels,* and murdering their
*
their ground to this day.&quot; i. 34 2.
Yet Oldmixon a work, its
The following clause, by which this exem
itnpuon wad exia the earliest,
next to the Political Annuls of dial- pressed, strongly atte ts the confidence that AIrchdalc enjoyed.
rnera, the most ehburau, as well H3 ingenious and interesting, with the colonists.
And whereas there be several tnhabila
of the general histories nf the North American Settlements Ciil ted qmikcrs, wli
upon u conscientious principle of rrli.Tio
A remarkable inatai
ol
I lie
not bear arm.-, and because in Jill other civil matters they liuvs
ignorance that prevail:
specting Locke s connexion with .America occurs in the wurk i-eeu pcrsuns obedient 10 government, and ever ready to disbur&amp;gt;e
of a traveller wlio visited the Uiiit.-d States t.i 171)4, und wht their monies
Be it thereither necessary and public duties
asserts (on the authority of the America;! Gem-.r.
Gates,) fire enacted, that all such whom tlie predei.t governor John
Ihat Locke was the lesislalorof Connecticut.
Wansey-s Journal, Archdale, Ksq. shall j Ji se that they reluse to bear jjrms on a
p. 53.
conscientious pri luple cf religion only, shall, by a certificate from
_
s system
_, Locke
t The
operaiion and fate of
^_._
Williamson, i.
strikingly ex- him, be excused.&quot; Archdale 3 Preface, p. 3.
emplify the observation of an eminent American Btategmaii, Append. 272.
that
A man may defend the principles of liberty, and the
Oldmixon. i. 342345. Hewit, f.
It
remarked by a statistical writer (Warden ii. 373,}
f
Arrhdale, 17. 21,
rights nt mankind, with great .biliiios and sm-ce.ss, ,-md yei
notwithstanding the temptations pi est: nied by the fre- I2J-137. Williamson, i. 15^-163, and Append. 270. Snma
after all, when called
to
oduce a plan of legislation, he
cy of shipwreck on the coast of Carolina, no insuince yi-ars alter li\ return tu England, Arclnlalc pimlithed his Staiitti
may astonish the world with
absurdity.&quot;
Adam s
_ jver occurred of the
plunder of a wreck by the colonists. ::il and Hi-loriral Description of Carolina, a work replete with so
Deli nee of the American
oi:sui ,it
Vet some writer? In th.s respect they have b-jen dislinmiishe I, not indeed from much good sense, benevt leuct, und piety, thbt it is surprising it
IB, p. 3G.
(and among others the author of a va lnable litilo bic),rra[)hirjtl th:
of the other provinces, bnt from the
habitMi.w fhould never iiave heen reprinted. One or two vf-ry inlprein&amp;lt;
p;,ple
wok lately
la
work
volniiifs tiii?lii be composed by n-pubiirat ion of JOSBC Jyn s ana
published at Edinburgh) have n-u scrupled
pro- of the parent date, in which this inhumanity obtained so lon
nounce the cotistitutions ufCarotinaa mode! of legislative wisdom. an
Denu.irojirov;d a prevalence, th-i in the midd e of the eigh- Duntnn s Travels in New England, Archdwle Carolina.
So dangerous is it to judge works without
o^nlli century, Pope repredents the t .e enrichment &quot;of a ciii/.en io $ New York, p:m of Smith s Vircinia, Aslop s MaryUnri,
reading- them,
end to judume their merit from the general character of their nf
T fume&quot; as originating in two rich shipwrecks on his lands Wii3ley Journal in Georgia, and other tracts relative IQ the early
authors
in
histjry uf America.
British
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THE HISTORY OF
282
of 15(. a year, will
minister
house and other advantages, on the episcopal
Marshall, (Be perron who then oceupiei
ofthatcitv.
universal rega
this ininis torial situation, had gained
and the dissenters
his piety and prudence
liy
to this
from
house acquiescing in the measure,
regard
those Wbl
into a law.
individual, the hill was passed
eettling a perpetual provision

;

worship erected within
con.aimng respectively an episand a quaker congregation; and
r, slvter a
the town of Charlestown.
of tl em -^ tiated
of the province, there were
oughou
schools for

tion at the tyrannical insolence of

tlie.se desrotic pro
and their provincial officers and forthwith
address to Queen Anne, praying her roya
presented an
and recommending that
repeal of the obnoxious laws,
the authors of them should be brought to condign puuThe lords commissioners of trade, to
ishment.

edifices for divine

1

,

I

i

I
1

1,

res&quot;

.,;,

\

leliner mstiiui

wowhip nor

;

prietaries

roving

Southern

|

ia __.

.

i

,

~~A

c..

that the

&quot;

i

v,.t*i,*tnA wlipin
tn

K., .,...,....

..

lir&amp;gt;r

making such laws was an abuse of

majesty,
eded not from the proprietaries,
:em,u
i
ICUH procee
mese
and stretched
a for
of Canterbury, Comp- the power granted by the charter, and inferred
think that the dissenters acted amiss,
jut from Tennison. Archbishop
confine* of this virtu.
their humble advice that
for
the
the
their liberality beyond the proper
nd
propa- feiture of the same;&quot; adding
society
011, Bishop of Londo
church
a
ol
forfeiture
the
for
having
most of these attempts judicial steps should be adopted
in thus promoting the national establishment
-ation of the gospel; but as in
resumed by the
to multiply adherent* legally declared, and the government
from whirl, they dissented, will regard the persecution
object was plainly
as a
paramount
an order, de
issued
the
from
party
sustained
The
episcopal
were
crown.&quot;
queen, thereupon,
of England, they
church
they soon after
the
of
institutions
the
dishad been complained of null and
merited retribution for their practical negation pi
a people of whom many had claring the laws that
successful
he
less
among
to institute a quo icarranto against
Those who judge more leniently,
jntin
principles.
the persecution ol this church, void, and promised
reason to lersonally experienced
It
but this promise was never fulfilled. t
the charter
to it.
mi error (i it be such) which there is little
ind more entertained a hereditary dislike
will
in
the
world,
regret
was alleged that the forfeitfnre of the charter was ob
of the gospe
suppose will ever be frequent
for
the
propagation
ear 1707,
society
the dissenters
and had structed by legal difficulties arising from the minority
and condemn the ungrateful return which
Maintained six episcopal ministers in Carolina,
made
for whose advantage they bad
be distributed of some of the proprietaries, who could not be
experienced from a party
ent two thousand volumes of books to
ilv
)lv

tt

&amp;lt;iei

I&quot;

i

u&amp;gt;-

&quot;he

;

of

if the inability
In the northern pro- responsible for the acts of the rest as
(treat a sacrifice.
who died ratuitously among the people.
these hereditary rulers of mankind to afford protection
ri700 I With the administration of Blake;
iuce which was thinly peopled by colonists professing
of
interval
the
short
been
tranquility
strongest reason why
there was as yet to their subjects, had not
in the year 1700, ended the
of Archdale. 1 great diversity of religious opinions,
should be deprived of the power of exacting obe
its assembly
which had originated with the government
was
act
they
An
all.
by
at
passed
church
James ,o
dience from them. While incessant attempts were
Under the rule of his immediate successors,
n the
17f, imposing an assessment of Ml. per.
to deprive the New
Moore and Sir Nathaniel Johnson, the colony-was innumyear
for the maintenance of a made by the British government
on
every
precinct,
debt
a
by
states of the charters by which popular rights
hanaased with Indian wars, involved in heavy
and in 1705 and 1700 the first two religious England
Minister;
the
occasion was
this fair and legitimate
,.__,_--.-....northern were preserved,
This
lins noruiern
an ill conducted and fruitless expedition against
erected.
pre
HiMB of North Carolina were erected,
ma from
and agitated by religious dis edifices
the proorie- neglected, of emancipating the people of Caro
from
received
Spaniards at Augustine,
for
nee
had
many years
series of persecuting laws against
in a patent which had confessedly been made subservient
putes originating in a
the an pell&quot;Zi of the county of AlteLrie
taries
the proprietary govern
included to the most odious oppression and intolerance and
the dissenters. Henceforward
Carolina and was onetimes, but not always,
after the proprietaries had publicly declared (as
ment continued (with the exception of one returning
sTon of the governor of the southern set- even
from
derived
it
which
after constrained to do) that ,t was not
fo be termed the colony of they were soon
gleam of success and popularity
w came
ua.uju
I
11 HUVV
icincni.
ement
afflict
to
Inin
Craven
1712)
,. .i..,,i:.^i,,,;,,,,nr,l,P,,roori
.tarv in their
ibeir power
Dower to defend the province against the In
of the proprietary
the administration of Charles
dissolution
at
the
and
North Carolina;
of misrule, and to Hi
it was menaced, the proprietary
the province with every variety
a separate province with a dians by whose attacks
made
was
of its subjects, government,
with the
ate between the aversion and contempt
government was suffered to subsist, perhaps
listinct jurisdiction.
it
its dissolution in the year 1721),
eccle- view of bringing colonial charters into discredit until
till they were relieved by
after Lying so long disregarded the
le,!. Ml
At
was
sold
interest
and
incapain the sunk under the weight of its own weakness
when the chief part of the chartered
iast c-d cone r n, ot the colony, the proprietaries
that
the
intolerable
policy
It was in the year 170(5,
to the crown.
of b e^heeml century, turned their atten- city.
Granville received this signal check and. from
The first Indian war by which this period was signa
obtect with
spWt tha caused the cessa- of Lord
occasioned
to enjoy, not
was
and
were
dissenters
the
the
this period,
permitted
year [1701!,]
lized, broke out in
of Thei prior 7ndifferci.cc to be deeply regretted;
over the tribes that
winch they had originally been enby the influence of the Spaniard,
made he r first and last effort to signalize indeed the equality,
me&quot;
In the
a simple toleration.
but
to
Exasperated by the
demonstration
expect,
the
inhabited the region of Apalachia.
couraged
r boasted zeal for Christianity, by
in South
were instigated
in the highest following year, an act of assembly was passed
insults and injuries which these savages
of a tern er and he adoption of measures
deter
Moore
of
Governor
religious worMip acThe office of pala- Carolina for the establishment
by the Spaniards to commit,
and tgree unc ,r ian and tyrannical.
church of England by tins
mined by one vigorous effort to break their power,
of Lord Granville, who en- cording to the forms of the
hands
the
v
n
,10
on all the Indian
for dissen- act the province was divided into ten parishes, an, proIn- a sanguinary example to impress
the utmost aversion and contempt
name. At the head of ertoined
Ins vision made for budding a church m each parish, and lor
tribes tha terror of the English
f
all descriptions, and had already signalized
reinforced
I he churches were
and the endowment of its minister.
a stron detachment of the colonial militia,
o If c irch of England, by the zealous
,ieo?ry
hostile
the
into
he inarched
hill
after built, and supplied with ministers by the
by a body of Indian allies,
s nport he had given in parliament to the
eiierne,
of
loss
the
with
*
eight
the
for
the
propagation ot the gospel,
settlements; defeated
enemy
His acquisition of the English Society
na conformity
cc
or taken prisoners
of
The progress of population is, if not the most cerliuiulred men, who were cither killed
e preseiiled liim with an opportunity
ol
luce
Trih
between the rivers Alaof the most interesting tests of the prosperity
laid waste all the Indian towns
rhihriiJ hi favorite sentiments in the regulation of the tain, one
whole dis
a test not easily applicable to comMinah and Savannah; and compelled the
of Carolina. Contemning the re- ofa state but it is
ttceScal
polity
y
a
to the English government.
like all the American colonies ,
trict of Apalachia tosubmit
nonsra ces, and overru!i,,g the opposition of Arch- munitics subject,
fourteen
he
transported
to exer- continual but irregular influx and efflux of people.
To effectuate his conquest,
occasion
an
so
fair
of
hold
laid
winch lale heeWrly
on whom The population of North Carolina appears to have snshundred of the Apalacliian Indians to the territory
bfctrj- and in Moore and Johnson,
es an,
where they were com cise
from the
is now denominated Georgia,
the government of the pro- t:li ,,ed a severe check
bestowed
s,
e
cessively
trpu
nd *
a state of dependence on Ins govern
Cu peppers insurrection
pelled to dwell in
able and willing instruments lor the that attended
he
found
ince,
the
way
ment a measure which appears to have paved
These men, not- tyranny; msoiim-h that, in the jc.ir
xecution of his arbitrary purpose.
about
arose
which
was found to contain only seven
to the settlement of the English colony
wih nmn liegeatniiin erical superiority of the dis- taxable inhabitants seven
thnt region.
names, about half the
and eighty
hundred
violent
thirty years after in
and
illegal
of
a
series
proceedings
ers
by
se
at the commencement
When the proprietaries of Carolina first undertook
a party of the episcopalian her that had been in the colony
and
themselves
for
and caused
emigrations were
r r
\f iller
!*
i...,,.,, rti-or til**
ii
\i it rial
nf
illf
r s administration.
administration,
ers
Frequent
o M
of
te provincial
their colonial project, they solemnly declared,
over the
provnca
a
ascendancy
on,
coplete
that they were moved
made from the northern to the southern province; and
it to be recorded 111 their charters,
in the enactment of
exercised
e
wh
ic
,es
they
for the Christian faith,
&amp;gt;&amp;gt;
of r.ngianu,
to embrace this great design by zeal
church ol
of the chnrcli
England, we must conclude that
advancement ofTe
the Indian laws for the adtme&quot;
been etiected in tl
ajid especially for its propagation among
md the onnressiou of every other Christian association ascertained in 1004 hadI7IH.
ol
favor
in
two persons (a Turk
only
Yet a general provision
s ,,,ce pro
which under the snce
tribes of America.
prior to the year
.iv j measures,
V ill IUII-o us jm:
aratory
1C
e var
p erjni
had been
to insert as an \\l
woman for witchcraft) hnd
,i, r der, and an old woniaii
of (Jod, had f
or n
murder,
! of
for
r ,
n , the glory
irlorv o
toleration, which they permitted Locke
promoting
constitutions, and which the) impudent pretence
of peace and good- executed in North Carolina a fact which, considering
article of the fundamental
of
effect
the
every
banishing
to thai
had undertook care to nnlify by another article adjected
of bis rational crea the violent convulsions that the province
anioiin will from a numerous community
creditable to the humanity of the
instrument by themselves, constituted the wholo
faction at length, in the year 1/04, cone. appears highly
first forty tures, the episcopal
the
the
of
were people. In the beginning
eighteenth century,
of their ecclesiastical operation during
enacfd two laws, by on;: of which the dissenters
to its inhabitants,
They irjver a
and by the other an arbi North Carolina received an accession
years of the proprietary government
deprived of every civil right,
fulfil their pled
who removed to
to
French
of
the
a
refugees,
of evil import first from
im time made
slightest attempt
name
body
commission
of
court
(a
high
Indians: and this trary
afterwards from a colony of (jerit tiom Virginia&quot;, and
of communicating instruction to the
for the trial of ecclesiasti
was
erected
to
Englishmen)
labor was completely n
who many years befor,-, had been expelled from
important field of Christian
cal matters and the preservation of religious uniformity inans,
of the eighteenth century
desolation of the palatinate, and
cupied till t!ie beginning
The society for propagation of the gos- their homes by tlie
in Carolina.
tin
Carolina
to
sent
by
.,
..
:..,.M; .,..
nf ,(,. letter ot these since experienced a great variety of wretchedness and
when a few missionaries were
on
receiving
for the propagation of pel,
e year
n
send no more exe.
society incorporated in England
S nt., declared their resolution to sen,,
enactments,
ere Uxal d,s
No visible fruit* ol e,,.,ct,n
GOOD persons, bu, of these no t JO M
the &quot;ospel in foreign countries.
should be repealed.
it
till
Carolina
to
missionaries
,n Nort,
have ever been mention
tb,- labors oflhosj missionaries
been ratified by the There was no court-house
,.th 1tin acts, however, haying
oi
i
Bin
court.u_ .1:, ....i un
the assemblies and general
Prior to this, the only European instructions
ed.
the complaints of the dissenters ye-irl722;
iiropristaries, and
was 1111----in privat- houses.
Printing
!!*
the Indians received under tile auspices of the propnc LrCdfcCU
:sed and insulted men DLIil&quot;
t
being convened
^
11.
treated with
VV1LII UUIU1VI1,
derision, these
oppre
Wflf...
danc
a
French
of the provinces, and the laws vver(
were communicated by
tary government,
the merchants of London who traded known in either
advis.-d
hv
were
and acquire
of their grievances ~*
ing master, who settled in Craven county,
that of Prior ll.c poef
and phn to the province, to ssek redress
This report, among othe^r signatures has
lo
a Urge estate by teaching the savages to dance
unir.
from the snprem; power of the state. A petition
who was e ol the ci,,,missin,,cis of irailc at the
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On the flute.*
At the close of

the seventeenth century, there

were

Olrimixon vs struck
379.
* Hewil, i. 2.27.
Olihnixnn,
with the singularity of French tlmr.im masters mi. musician*
at the same tune by
enriched
anil
ruiTssfd,
ailmirecl,
tein
u!
the nnbilily and gcjtiy of LoaJcm and ills sivagu aborigines
i.

I

America.

&quot;,

was accordingly presented to the House
who were struck
surprise and indign

this p-.irpos,
of Loi-Js,

whn
Thii was a bill imposing ae.jro pcraltieson any person,
cmi
conformsa rofar to the chnrcli ol EnglsiM
hnvi-i&quot;
dis
a
uutnd
ever after
hi-n in hold a civil oflir.c, sh ,ul,l
a law
It Ji.l
u; worship.
V&quot;
IK&quot;

&quot;&quot;&quot;

-

i

:M7_364.

Hewil,

their i.Kiress in the queen, the

i.

IfiS-ITT. 1-reparntory
t,l a rf.oLor.ls p a

House of

Sj^SKHr^Sm^i.; s

an.l lire ,B,O.,, ,!eencotiniir.-inenl to aihci-m
ilonv
and depopulation of the pro
slrueiivo to trade, and lends lo run,

M

.

place

Oklmixnn
t,,

&quot;with

&quot;&quot;&quot;an

1

vince.&quot;

NORTH AMERICA.
Debts and rents were
published by oral proclamation.
in bides, tallow, furs, or other
;cnerally made payable
In
the
of
the
reductions
year 1705, it was
country.
prod
enacted by law that marriages should be celebrated by
the ministers of religion; but magistrates were pennited to perform this office in parishes unprovided with
The executive power within the province
ministers.
was feeble and iiu tlicient; partly in consequence of

Carolina

fled the colony,
In the year 1712, this
partisans dispersed.
and dangerous blow from
province sustained a severe
a conspiracy of the Coree and Tuscorora tribes of In
dians, who, resenting a real or supposed encroachment
on their bunting lands, formed an alliance and project,
and guile, for the total destruction
with

|

their hoslility
Happily, The alarm was given before
the work of destruction had proceeded farther; and.
after an obstinate resistance, the colonists were abb to
k-ep the eii-niy in check till a powerful force was de-

I

I

j

by the governor and assemsouthern province. An expedition was then
untlertakt ii by the combined forces of the two proto their assistance

ih

j

defeated

vinc^s against the hostile Indians,
with great slaughter, and compelled to abandon Ihe
The assmblv of South Carolina voted 4000/.
for the service of this war; and, during the continuance
of it, the assembly of the northern province was comA few months
pslled to issue &amp;gt;ilWl. in bills of credit.
after its termination, North Carolina showed her wil!iii&quot;iius
to repay the seasonable aid she had derived

|

I

country

\

i

|

:

from the sister province, and despatched a body of
troops to herassistauc3 against a hostile movement of
...~ war
North
-..
t:.e Indians in that quarter.
During the
uuring
Carolina, the people flad from the province in such

numbers,
passed,

that to

prevent

:

;

m

its

total desertion, a l.uv

prohibiting any on-- from

qnittin&quot;

it;

in Carolina had

proved
has been greatly promoted by the progress of industry
and con tile designs of the neighbouring Spaniards, who were
in opening the woods, draining the marshes,
not wanting in endeavors to turn it to their aclvanthe
Yet
chaimel.
certain
a
within
fining the streams
After the American revolution the farther im
influence of cultivation has been by no means uniformly ,age.
portation of slaves into South Carolina was forbidden
favorable to health in the Carolinas; and much of the
law;t and the proportion between the freemen and
disease with which they are afflicted at certain sea
tlie slaves underwent a change highly pro motive of tho
sons is ascribed to the periodical inundations which
and of the comfort
security and humanity of the one,
the culture of the rice lands requires.*
and consideration enjoyed by the other. t Neither here
During the infant state of the colony, the proprie
whose
with
other
him nor in any
history I am ac
country
taries sold the land at twenty shillings for every
have the protestant episcopal clergy ever disdred acres, and sixpence of quit rent. They raised tin quainted,
to mitigate the evils
inguished themselves by exertions
to thirty shillings; and in 1711.
price in the year 16J4
and one shil- of slavery- Wherever a protestant episcopal church
:o forty shillings for every hundred acres,
the only ministers of the
rent.
-- quit
Lawson, who travelled through Ca- ias been established by law,
-,
......
ing of
who have shown themselves the friends of the
rolina in the year 1700, celebrates the courtesy and 2ospel
mteasts of the human race, have been methodists,
but represents an aver,
hospitality of the planters;
Moravians, or dissenters of some other denomination.
to labor, and a negligent contentment with present
t
has not been so in countries where the catholic
t,
vantages, as qualities very prevalent among
were ed :hnrch has prevailed. Th- priests of this persuasion
Fruit, he says, was so plentiful that the hogs
constituted themselves the defenders mid
with peaches. t The Carolinians have always been cha- mve always
rttrons of Indians and negro slaves.
Perhaps this has
racterised by a taste for idleness, and a strong preil
from the peculiarities of sentiment and
bction for the sports of tha fijld. Tne disposition that arisen in part
are separated from
was evinced at a very early period of the history ol lahit by which the catholic priests
he rest of mankind, and which may lessen in their eathese provinces, to treat insolvent debtors with extre
of temporal condition by
inuition the differences
to be a feature in
indulgence, has continued ever since
the laity are distinguished.
their legislation, and has been thought to encourage a which
It does not appear from the earlier annals of Caroloose and improvident aptitude to contract debts,
assemblies were
most serious evils with which the two provinces have ina in what manner the provincial
of property political
been afflicted have arisen from the abuse ol spirituous onstituted, or to what amount
All the executive officers
franchises were attached.
and One existence
liquors, the neglect of education,
vere nominated by the proprietaries, who specified tho
It was long before instil
n-.-gro slavery.
-vere generally established in Carp- mount of the salaries in the warrants of appointment
education of
^
youth
Sucli was the difficulty of collecting money or produce,
Una; th; benefits of knowledge were confined entirely
that the proprietaries
specially in the northern colony,
to the son., of wealthy planters, who were sent to the
in the more vere frequently obliged to grant assignations of lands
colleges of Europe, or to the seminaries
r quit rents to their officers in order to secure thsi pernorthern states; and the consequent ignorance of the
Sir Nathaniel Johnson, who
of nrurmce of their duties.
great bulk of the people, together with the influence
vas appointed governor of Carolim in the year i70*2,
a warm climate, and the prevalent aversion to industry
Tho
for
a
a
warrant
eceiveJ
salary of 2007. a year.
by the pride which the possession ot slaves
(increased
__
.1
i!_* -__l.!_u
_1
_.- 1.,.;..
ther cotemporary officer* had salaries of which tho
on la
inspires, and the discredit which slavery brings
The goighest was (507., and the lowest 4C/. a year.
bor), promoted an intemperate use of ardent spirits,
ernor s salary was doubled in the year 1717.
which contributed additionally to deprave their sentiCarolina, by its amazing fertility in animal and veand manners. It was in North Carolina
-

..

j

vva-,

territory

,

without a passport from the governor. In confirmation
of this edic 1 the governor of Virginia issued a proclaniation, commandin&quot; that all fugitives from Carolina
should be apprehended and comwithout a passport
r

i

,

;

1

.

pelled to return.

The

population of South Carolina, in the year 1700,
Is s:iid to h:ive amounted to no more than 5500 person^
In the
a computation prob.ibly short of the truth.
year 17:W, it amounted to 32&amp;lt;K)0, including 1KJOO
slaves.
Tor several years after the colonization of

first settlers

&amp;gt;y

amazing secrecy
A general attack, in
of tin European settlement.
which a hundred and thirty seven of the colonists were
massacred in one night. t gave the first intelligence of

i

i

these,

his

who were

established

and the registers of mor
yet the statistical accounts
that the climate ol the whole
tality amply demonstrate
conducive to the preserva
region is in the main highly
of life. The salubrity
tion, as well as Ihe production
as well as of the other colonial settlements
of

of a small party of these forces, Cary

of

was

attending the establishment o
been in some degre
soil, the cheapness of pro
overcome, the fertility
and general salubrit.
visions, and the agreeableness
of the climate, afforded the higher encouragement u
Families of ten and twelve cluldrei
national increase.
were frequently seen in the houses of the colonists
sou
the close of the seventeenth century; and though
were for a time mfectec
parts of both the provinces
with severe epidemical diseases, and others still con
tinue to be unfavorable to health at particular seasons

to it; and the go
proceeding, offered no resistance
vernor, unable to reduce him to obedience, made appli
cation for assistance from Virginia, where some regular
On the approach
troops were quartered at the time.

lily

press

after.

of the

a few idle and dissolute partisans, to maintain himself
in a state of opposition to the proprietary government,
and suspend the operations of justice. The people,
his lawless
though they neither approved nor abetted

suatc!i&quot;d

printing

thirty years
the difficulties
till

When

the

the state of dispersion and the lazy plenty in which the
bulk of the inhabitants lived, and partly from the worthleas or insignificant characters of many of the executive
In the year 170U, Cary, the collector of the
officers.*
to appropriate the
proprietary quit-rents, resolving
amount of his collections, found it easy, with the aid of

and

i\o

the province.

283
or more provocative
apprehension can be more aclvish
of inhumanity, than that wiiich is inspired in men s
bosoms by the danger of retaliation lor the injustice
which they are continuing to inflict, la South Caroli
the number of the
na, for a very considerable period,
slaves bore a greater proportion to that of the whole
other of the North American
population than in any
From the year 17^0 till the year 17C5, the
colonies.
(laves in this state continued greatly and increasingly
The conse
inhabitants.*
to outnumber the white
the slaves of
quence of this state of things was. that
the South Carolina planters were treated with extreme
formed a conspi
severity; and, in the year 1739, they
racy for a general massacre of their masters, and pro
ceeded to carry their design into effect by a dangerous
utmost
insurrection, which was suppressed with the
an exacerbation of the cru
difficulty, and punished by
it.
The discontents of the slaves
elty that had provoked
a formidable auxiliary to the hos
11 this state

!

j

j

i

.

msnto, habits,

that all the evils which I have enumerated (except inow
arising from negro slavery, and which are more deplorable perhaps than all the rest) prevailed longest and

the territory, there were very few negro slaves in CaThe improvement that after tunes
rolina; but the demand for them was increased by the most extensively. t
have witnessed in all these respect&quot;, has been consideincreasing cultivation of rice, which was thought too
rable in both the provinces: and the inhabitants of
unhealthy and laborious for Knropean constitutions;
and the sl.ivc ships of Great Britain, encouraged the South Carolina, in particular, have long been distin
demand bv the readiness with which they supplied it. guished for thn cultivation of literature, the elegance of
At the close of the seventeenth century, Charlestown their manner, and their polite hospitality.
In every community where slavery exists, the treat
was already a flourishing town, containing several
handsome edifices, a public library, and u population of ment which the slaves experience will be regulated in
UOOO souls more than half of the total population of no small degree by the proportion which they bear to
the numbers of the free, and the apprehensions which
1

i

i

|

*

In 1701, Porter indicted a rrian fur railing him
cheating
he capable of inspiring.
*
The defrndant justified the words, and, proving that they may consequently
rogue.
has a more dreadful or insatiable appetite, or
they were properly applied, WAS acquitted, and allowed his coat* passion
Irorn the prosecutor.
Yet, a few years after, Pi) ter was appoint
prompts to more unrelenting cruelty, than fear; and no
ed a proprietary deputy ami member ol roiiiicil. Williamson,
*
In 17:46, Burriiirimi, w ho had previously held the
j.
Warden, ii. 374. 415. Or. Williamson (vol. ii. cap. 13) has
203, :MO.
office of sjoverunr, and afterward* held it again, was indicted clearly proved that the immediate effects of the extirpation of
for dufa malic
saying of the exiting governor, Sir Richard wood in Carolina bara always been unfriendly to health, from
he was* no mure fit fur u governor than Sincho the exposure to the sun of a surface of fresh land covered with
Everard, that
hts d
d thick vegetable produce in a state of decay.
Fanza,&quot; and for riotously tlireatenii g
*oa!p
19.
Two years afu-r, the grand jury present
164.
Ib. ii.
Archdafe (p. 7.) speaks in nearly
scull.&quot;
| Lawson, p. 63. 33
Bloorne (p. 1J3]
Sir Richard the governor fur having with his cane twice or the same ternn of the fertility of Carolina.
Ihrire struck George Allen.&quot; Ib. 241.
states, that (he province, in 1635, contained many wealthy per
t The Indians took a number
prisoners on this occasion, sons, who had repaired to it in a state ol great indigence.
among whom were John Laws&amp;lt;m, author of a descriptive ac
I In Mirch, 17-.M), the grand jury of Alboaurta presented thir
count, which lias been improperly termed a History of Carolina, ty-six persons, viz. seven for drunkenness, eight for prof,) IK
and wlio hud been appointed surveyor-general of the province, swearing, seven fur breaking the sabliath, four f r adultery, fivi
and
Gniffenried, the leader of the palatine emigrants. for stealing or mism -rkiriii hoes, three for breaking the peace,
Law BOH was murdered at leisure by the savages; but GrufTeti* and two fur selling liquor without licence.&quot; Williamson, i. 211.
ried extricated himself from the same fate, for which he had It was an unfortunate supposition (whether well or ill founded)
been designed, by declaring rhat he waa the king of a distinct that ,,!.- at one time entertained, that the wider of Carolina
tribe, lately arrived in ihe province, and Totally unconnected
possessed dfhicrious qualities which an infusion of rum wait
with the English.
was necessary t counteract.

No

&quot;

&quot;

ot&quot;

Bar&amp;gt;&amp;gt;n

&amp;gt;

produce, was enabled, from an early period,
carry on a considerable trade with Jamaica, Barbaoes, and the leeward islands, which, at the close of
le seventeenth century, are said to have depended in
great measure on this colony for their means of subetable
&amp;gt;

* From Warden s
population tables, it appears ihtfl, in the
year 1734, they outnumbered the freemen in the proportion of
1
a relative proportion ii&quot;\eratany other time known in
an *merican province) though far short of what prevails in many
of the British We^t India settlements.
as
t Indeed, a law to the same effect haJ been enacted by the
sembly of South Carolina several years before the revolution j
but it was disallowed by the royal governor as contrary to thd
policy, and injurious to the trade of Great Britain.
t
Wynne, ii 541. 543. Hewit. ii. 14. 7274. 9397. War
den, ii. 413. 4:16. Traces of the cruelty with which slaves wera
anciently treated in South Carolina have lingered, it must be
laws ot this pro
confessed, till a very late period, both in th
vince and the manners of its inhabitants.
Slave * are, or till
very lately were, burned alive fur murder, burglary, or lira
In tht year 1808, two negroes were Actually burned
raiding.
alive over a slow fire in the market place in Charleetown.
1
Bristed s
America and her Resources, p. 155.
I he
grand
jury of Charlestown, for ihu term of January, 1916, reported,
as a most serious evil, that instance.* of negro homicide were
the
the
common within
city lor many years;
parties exercising
ui,
M.I nl control as
masters and misire^fled indulging their
TUI
passions in the barbarous treatment of slave*, &c.
thereby bringing on the community, ihe slate, and ihe city
ihe contumely and reproach of the civilized world.&quot;
Warden,
ii. 437.
hey who entertain such a i-ense of the evil, wJU, i(
mav be Coped, in time mid a cure fur it.
What strange inconsistencies may coexist with evftn fhe worst
evils of slavery, is strikingly evinced in the l.fe of th;tl di.-tinRoniitn who united nil the Abstractions and refinement?
jui-ln
of Piiha, ijrertn philosophy with the must odious inhumanity to
his slaves.
Plutarch n Lifc of Marcus Cato.

4 to
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&quot;
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&quot;
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The

prior right of Kngland (yet unrecognized by the
of the \\otld) had produced no other permanent
lished in the year 1708, observes, that the trade ol the occupation than a feeble settlement on the distant ter
h; d now subcolony with Kiifilaiid had of late obtained a great in ritory of James Itiver in Virginia which
crease &quot;lor notwithstanding all the discouragements (listed for two years, when Henry Hudson, an Englishseventeen ships came man, employed by the East India Company of Hoitin: people lie under,&quot; he adds,
last year laden from Carolina with rice, skins, pilch, ar.d hind, set sail [ItiC J] from the Texcl for the discovery
of a north-went passage to India,
lluviii^ attempted
tar, in the Virginia fleet, besides straggling ships.&quot;
By an act that was passed in the year 17J5, every in vain to BCComplinl tbe object of bis voyage, be
and
entered
tbe bay of Cbesasteered
for
to
and
en
Cape Cod,
purchase
planter of Carolina waa ordered
close a burial ground for all persons dying on his peake, whore he remarked the infant settlement of the
1-1
T 1 _
f.
JT
He afterwards anchored 1his _vessel off
the
estate and, before interment of any corpse, to call in English.
thence to Long Island,
at least three or four of his neighbours to view it, for Delaware, and
proceeding
the purpose of further eiicjuiry in case of any suspici sailed up the river Manhattan, on whose banks the
ous appearance. It has been noted, from an early pe chief fruit ol his enterprise were destined to grow.
riod, as a peculiarity in the manners of many of the Some authors have asserted that he sold his right to
American provinces, that funerals are conducted with this territory to the Dutch : but the assertion \a equally
a degree ol pomp and expense unknown to the usages unproved and improbable as he could convey to them
of Europe, In some of the states, laws were enacted no rifiht which the voyage did not vest by a much betfrom time to time to restrain this vain and ill-timed pro tcr title in themselves.
Several voyages were afterdigality. In none of them has it been carried to a great wards made from Holland to the river Manhattan,
er extreme than in South Carolina, where the interment which, at first, was called the North River, but, in pro
ol the dead has been
generally combined with a luxuri cess of time, received the name of tbe able and enter
ous entertainment and a profusion of good cheer to the prising navigator, by whom, if not originally discover
ed, it had been introduced for tbe first time to the ac
living.*
quaintance of the Dutch. This people now conceived
that they had acquired a sufficient title to the adjacent
BOO
V.
NEW YORK.
territory, which they distinguished by the name of Nova Belgia, or New Netherlands.* The depending or
T E R I.
recent conflicts of rival provinces, and even rival naHudaon a Voyage of Discovery First Settlement of the Dutch
at Albany
Thr Province granted by the Slates-General to the lions, lent at one time to all the circumstances attendWest India Company of Holland Tlie Dutch Colonists extend ing the first occupation of this territory, an interest
their Srlllemcnls into Connenicni
Disputes with tlie New which they have long ceased to possess, except in the
Kngland Colonies De aware first-Colonized hjr the Swedes
War between tlie Dutch ar.it Indians Farther disputes with estimation of antiquarians.
The favorable report that Hudson had given of the
New England Deni-ins of Charles the Second Alarm and
ol
lilt
Dutch Governor The Province granted tiy
country having been confirmed by subsequent .voyages,
Charter to tin; Duke of York Invaded by an English Fleet
a body of Dutch merchants embraced the resolution of
BarraiH en Wise Government of Colonel Nichols Holland
cedes New York to Knijianu recaptures it finally cedes it; establishing a trading settlement within its confines;
again New Charter granted to the Duke nf York Arbitrary [1614,] and the States General promoted the enterGovernment ol Andros Discontent ol the Colonists The
prise by granting them a patent for tbe exclusive trade
Djke consents to give New York a Free Constitution.
of Hudson s river. Encouraged by this act of favor
NEW YORK is distinguished from the other colonial they proceeded, in the course of the same year, to apsettlements whose history we have already considered, propriate a small portion of ground on the western bank
both by the race of its first European settlers, and the of the river near Albany, where they erected a fort,
mode of its annexation to the dominion of Britain. In and intrusted the government of the place to one
Cbristiaens. This feeble settlement had scarcely
all the other provinces, the first colonists were
English Henry
men, and the several occupations of American terri been established, when it was invaded by a Virginian
commanded by Captain Argal, and returning
tory and corresponding extensions of the British em squadron,
from the conquest of the French possessions in the
pire, were the enterprises of English subjects, impelled
of
Fundy. Argal claimed the territory occupied
oy the spirit of commercial adventure, inflamed with bay
the Dutch, as appertaining of right to the British
religious zeal, or allured by ambitious expectation. by
The people of England had derived, in all these in dominion in America; and the governor was compelled
to obey a summons of surrender, and to
stipulate allestances, an increase of their commercial resources, and
tlie crown an enlargement of its dominion, from tbe giance to England, and tribute anil subordination to the
of
The
states
of
Holland had
Virginia.
acts of private individuals, sanctioned no doubt by the government
too recently established an independence promoted by
appropriation of public authority, but wholly unaided by
the funds or forces of tbe community.
But the terri the aid, and recognised by the mediation of Great
to make this outrage the cause of quarrel with
tory of New York was originally colonized, not from Britain,
a powerful ally, whose assistance they could not yet
England, but from Holland; and the incorporation of
deem
themselves
it with the re st
strong enough to dispense with,
of the British dominions was elfected,
not by settlement, but by conquest; not by the enter
They forbore, therefore, to take any notice of Argal s
hostile proceedings: and it is even asserted by some
It
prise of individuals, but by tbe forces of the state.
is a
singularity still more worthy of remark, and illustra
Ch irlevoix. Hist, of New
ichas, lit. 5SI,
tive of the slender influence of human views and
Dnu
Sllth s Virginia, 75.
pur
117.
)ldmixon,
..
Smith s History
poses in the pre-adjitstmenl and connection of events, mary,
.,
,, i,231.
..._,,, ol New ITork, p. 2.3
that this military conquest proved the means of esta writers, txcepl tbe first two, represent Hnd.son s Voyage as havbeen performed in ICOs, and under the authority of a British
and the commission.
blishing a colony of quakers in America;
But
are all mistaken. They seem not to have
sword of Cliarhs the Second, in conquering an appa been aware of the they
existence of any other authority, for ihe acnage for bis bigot brother, prepared a tranquil esta count which I have preferred, but that of Charlevoixj nnd
blishment in New Jersey and Pennsylvania, for the vo Smith s opinion is obviously not a liulr, influenced by the circunistance of Charlevuix being a French Jesuit, while Sikh, who
taries of peace, toleration, and
philanthrophy.
contradicts him. was an English, or at least a Virginian protestant
The pretensions of the Dutch to this territory were minister. But the journals
ofall the voyages of Hudson are pre
from
the
more
with
first,
consistent
natural served in Piirchas 3 collection and they confirm CharJevuix,
certainly,
and contain the account I have adapted. From these journals
than
with
the
law
of
and
the
justice
nations,
privilege
which it attaches to priority of discovery. For if, on
by Oldmixon, and from him transmitted to Siith and the others.
the one hand, the voyage of Cabot, and bis
general and Hudson s second Voyage, in which he visited Nova Zcntbla, was
indefinite visitation of the North American continent, made from London in 1603, and with an English commission.
This has evidently bc-en confounded with his third voyaire. in 1609
preceded by more than a century the occurrence from from the Texel.
and tlii; date of
which the Dutch occupation originated, there seems, his voyage, are The employment ofin Hudson,
a new work, of which
correctly represented
on the other baud, a monstrous disregard of the rights the first part has ln-en very recently published. The History of
New York, by J.ihn Yatea and Joseph Moulton, vol, part i.
of human nature, in niaiiitaininr that a claim, so
pre
cariously constituted, could subsist so longiinexercised,
This point has been tlie more
that some
staple commodities were rice, tar, and,
nl terwards, indigo.
Oldmixon, whose history was pub

sistauce.

Its

writers, that, in answer to a complaint by the British
conrts, of their intrusion into America, they denied that
the settlement had been established
by their authority,
and represented it as the private act of a
company of

|

rest

;

merchants. The same writers have alleged, that the
Dutch, at the same time, besought the king to permit
a few trading bouses to be erected within his territo
ries on 1 mi-mi * river, and that a
permission to this
extent was actually obtained.
Whatever truth or
falsehood there may be in these statement**, it is certii
that, in the year following [ HilCil
J Ar&quot;al s invasion a
1
.,..
V
new governor, Jacob Klkiu, having arrived at the fort
with an additional complement of settlers, the claim of

;

j

&quot;

1...

_

_.

I.

...._&amp;gt;_.

I

1

.

j

1

i

.

I

;

the F.nglish to the stipulated dependence was forthwith
defied, and the payment of tribute successfully resisted.
For the better protection of their independence, the
colonists now erected another fort on the south-west

point of Lonjr Island

and two others were afterward:
river, and at Nan
sau, on tlie east side of Delaware Bay. They continued
for a series of years, in unmolested
tranquility, to inature their settlement, enlarge their numbers, and,
by
the exercise of their national virtues of patience and in
to subdue the first difficulties and
dustry,
hardships of
an infant colony.*
The states of Holland finding their commerce en
large with the continuance of freedom and the enjoy
meiit of peace, and
observing that their&quot;subjects Tiad
succeeded in preserving the footing they bad gained on
Hudson s river, began to form the project of improveing this settlement, and renderine it the basis of more
geiieral and extended colonization in America.
With
this purpose was combined the scheme of their celebrated West India Company, which was established in
the year 1020, and to which, in
pursuance to their invariable policy, of colonizing
by the agency of exclusivn companies, it was determined to commit the ad-
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New

Netherlands.

They seemed

to

have watched, with an attentive eye, the proceedings
of tbe English puritan exiles at
Leydcn, and viewed
with alarm their projected migration to tbe banks of
Hudson s river. [10] Unable or unwilling to obstruct
the design by an opposition which would have involved an immediate collision with the pretensions of
Britain, they defeated it by bribing tbe Dutch
captain,
with whom the emigrants sailed, to convey them so
far to tbe northwaid, that their
plantation was tinallv
formed in the territory of Massachusetts. This fraudfill
proceeding, though it prevented a rival settlement
from being established on Hudson s river discredited
their own title to this
territory, and proportionally
enforced the title of Great Britain, which, in tbe same
year, was again distinctly asserted and exercised by
the grant of king James s patent to the
grand council
of Plymouth. The Plymouth
patent, however, which
was declared void in the following year by the English
House of Commons, and surrendered a few years
after by the
patentees, seemed as little entitled to respect abroad as to favor at home
for. even if its dieof
the
Dutch occupation should not be supposregard
ed to infringe the law of nations, it
unquestionably
merited this reproach by
appropriating territories where
the French, in virtue of
previous charters from their
sovereign, had already established the settlements of
Acadia and Canada. The nullity of the
Plymouth pa
;

j

i.

,

of

f

&amp;lt;i:c.

...

:

Good Hope, on Conneticnt

,

:

&quot;

j

last particular, was tacitly
acknowledged by
Charles the First, ill KKifl, when, at the treaty of St.
Germain, he restored tbe *French provinces
v .m^ D which
.,.,,,i, ,,,.!irills lmd
conquered in the preceding year. Whether
the States of Holland considered the
patent equally
unavailing against their rights or not, they appear to
have made a grant of the country which was now
called New Netherlands to their West India
Compa-

tent.

111

this

&quot;

|
!

&quot;&quot;

&quot;Y&quot;

i

I

j

i

;

(

ny, in the

i

.&quot;&quot;

following year,

[K) 2I]

the

very year in

against a similar patent of the same territory hy their
own monarch, as inconsistent with the general rights of
their
countrymen, and the true interests of trade. If
the States General, nr the colonist-! of Hudson s
river,

were acquainted with this parliamentary proceeding,
they made more account of the benefit that might ac-

i.

from it tn their territorial claim, than of the reeagerly contested,
kUe it might bo thought to convey to their commercial
and that a navigator, by
,v,,u 3 c indeiimecasually approaching North timid or servile civilians have doubted, if Hl!and, whose
America, in a vain and erroneous search of a passage pendence was not acknowledged by Spain lid tha beginning of policy. Under the management of the West India
150J, roulil lie ivganleil as previously admiuted into the cniumu- Company, the settlement was soon both consolidated
the Indies, should
acquire, for his countrymen, a
nicy nf sovereign Rtiilea, and capable of deriving rtjrlus from the and extended.
The city of New Amsterdam, after
right to prevent tlie \\-\ni\e continent from being inha laws nl natinri!). Sounder
juri-is, ami more nunily thinkers, hiive
wards called New York, was built on York Island,
bited for more tlian an hundred
adjudged, indeed, thut this privilege arcnies to a people from
years.
crur:

....

t&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

j

llie lime when they publicly assert a claim to imtepentleure,
which, though partKilly denied fur a while, they finally succeed
253.
&quot;la
short, the scripture observa
In causing in be generally n-ro^nizcd.
Bui tins doctrine is not
tion, U is better to en lo the lions,, id mniirniit? than
the house necessary in Lhe support nf ilie~ii.iere*t ol the Di-trh in Hudson s
Of feasting, 3 uuinn Iliaihle, and wholly
Eume niuiiiha posterior 10 ihe treaty wiili
inapplicable here, as it iltoroveiy, which
19 dllQCUtt to distinguish the one from the other.&quot;

*

Winwrbotham,

iii.

t.&amp;gt;

WU

\

Spain.

*

170.
Oldmixnn, i. 1H. Stith, 133. Wynne,
Smith, 2, 3.
Sen Ni tn 16, :;t the rnd nf he volume. In ilie yt-jtr 16^4, the cxfrom Niv ftrthcrlamls were
fi nr ihnufiind
be.ivcrp and
port&quot;
Bftven huudri d otteft estimated at 27.15U iruilders.
Hazard,
1

i.

I

&quot;

i

397.

NOR T

II

AM EK

I

C

A.
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This ^tate airorded no materials for hi.sthen known by the name of Manhattan; ami at the tonous ease.
hundred and lifly miles higher up tlie torv, and served but indiii erently to prepare them for
distance of
Hudson, was laid the foundation of the city of their impending contentious with men whose frames
and spirits h:i:l undergone the discipline of those
Albany.*
What was the precise extent of territory claimed by severe trials that beft-l the first settlers ill New Eng
their colony of land.*
the Dutch, as comprehended
New Netherlands,
[103 i] It was near the close of VanTwiller s ndmilands, has been differently repres
represented
even by their own writers, some of whom have not nistration, tliat the Eni lish colonist&quot; extended their setscrupled to maintain that it embraced the whole country tlements beyond the boundaries of Massachusetts into
Whatever was its titular the territory of Connecticut: an intrusion which the
from Virginia to Canada.
extent, which was probably unknown to the colonists Dutch governor resented no farther than by causing his
themselves, they proceeded to enlarge their occupation commissary, Van Curlet, to intimate a harmless protest
He was succeeded in the following year
far beyond their immediate use, and, by their intrusion against it.
into the Connecticut and Delaware territories, laid the [1637] by William Kiert, a man of enterprise and abi
foundation of their future disputes with the colonies of lity, but choleric and imperious in temper, unfortunate
New England. While these powerful neighbours as in conduct, and more fitted to encounter with spirit
than to stem with prudence the sea of troubles that now
yet possessed no other establishment but the small set
tlement of Plymouth, to which the artifice of the Dutch began on all sides to invade the possessions of the
These colonists now experienced a total
had consigned the English emigrants from Lcyden, the Dutch.
local authorities of New Amsterdam attempted to culti
change in the complexion of their fortune and their
vate a friendly, or at least a commercial correspondence history for many subsequent years is little else than a
with the English colony; and for this purpose despatch chronicle of their struggles and contentions with the
ed their secretary Rosier with a congratulatory commu English, the Swedes, and the Indians. [1C3S] Kk-ft s
nication to the governor of Plymouth.
[16z7.] The administration commenced, as his predecessor s had
English, from whose memory the fraud that had de concluded, with a protest against the advancing settle
prived them of a settlement at Hudson s river had not ments of Connecticut and New Haven, accompanied by
banished the recollection of Dutch hospitality at Ley
a prohibition of the trade which the Kiiglish were carden, received with much courtesy the felicitations of rvinaonin the neighbourhood of the fort of Good Hope.
Iheir successful rivals on the courageous struggle they His reputation for ability, and the vigor of his reinona&quot;

I

;

j

had maintained with the difficulties of their situation
strance, excited at first some alarm in the English inbaaud as some years had vet to relapse before Massachu- bitants of Connecticut, who had originally made their
setts became populous, and before the English establish- advances into this territory in equal ignorance of the
ments in Connecticut were begun, the Dutch colonists proximity and the pretensions of the Dutch; but,
were enabled to flatter themselves that their stratagem quickly convinced that their imperious rival had no
would not be resented, nor their settlements disturbed. title to the country from which he pretended to exclude
They seem to have been aware of the reluctance of them, and encouraged by promises of assistance from
their government to exhibit publicly a title derogatory the other New England colonies, they disregarded
to the pretensions of Britain, and to have endeavoured remonstrance, and not only retained their settlements,
to counteract the restraint which this policy might im- but two years after [1G40] compelled the Dutch garnpose on Iheir future acquisitions by the energy of their son to evacuate the fort of (jood Hope, and oppropriimmediate occupation.
Their first settlement was ated this plantation to themselves. This aggression
effected, apparently, without any equitable remnnera- though passively endured, was loudly lamented by the
tion to the Indian proprietors of the laud; and hence Dutch, t who, notwithstanding the increase of their num
____ ____
.!_
!
___ ___
-.1
.L _
____ ___
perhaps arose those dissensions with the Indians which hers, and the spirit of their governor, displayed a help
afterwards produced a great deal of bloodshed.
But lessness in their contentions with the English, which it
when they extended their appropriations to Connecticut partly occasioned by the enervating influence of a long
and Delaware, thev were careful to facilitate their ad
period of tranqnility, seems also to have been promotet
mission by purchasing the territory from its savage by secret distrust of the validity of their claim to the ter
owners. t If their policy really was (as we may rea ritories thev had most recently occupied. It is certain
sonably suppose, though we cannot positively assert), atlaa-st, that the Dutch were not always so forbearing
to supply a defective, or at least non-apparent title, bv and an encroachment which their title enabled them
extent aud priority of occupation, it was completely dis
more conscientiously to resist, was soon after repellec
appoint? by the event: and when .New England and by Kieft, with a vigor and success which he was no
appointed
Marvlani
nd began to be filled with inhabitants, the often enabled to display. Lord Stirling, who had ob
Dutch at length discovered that the early and imme tained a grant of Long Island from the Plymouth Com
diate extent of their occupation only served to bring
pany, transferred a considerable portion of it to certaii
their rights the sooner into collision with the preten
of the inhabitants of New England, who had removec
sions of neighbours more powerful than themselves and to their new
acquisition in the year 1639, aud, uiiuio
;

j

j

|

hi&amp;gt;

j

I

.

_

L&quot;

J&quot;

I

;

to direct a severer scrutiny into a title which they were
unable to produce, which their detected stratagem had
contributed to discredit, and which the length of their

possession

was

yet unable to supply.

lasted by the Dutch, whose settlements were confine
to the opposite quarter, they had peaceably inhabite
the eastern part of the island.
Having received a con
siderable accession to their numbers, they at lengt

i

These disagree-

able results were not experienced till after the lapse of
several years of nnint ;rriipta-l peace; and during the
administration of Wout?r Van Twiller, [IG 29] who
arrived at Fort Amsterdam as the
governor appointed by the West India Company.! the Dutch colonisti appear to have enjoyed a stats of calm and mono-

I

Twilicr

directors

Baltic-

a; rliniitic.s

cited

liy

i

Smith

i

its

the

members

ol

the

West

India

Company.

t The Dutch
preserved, for a eeries of years, a very mtnut
and formal record of the grievances which they laid to the chars
of the Knglidh Colonists. The insignificance&quot; of many of thes
complaints, and the homeliness of tlic subject-matter of others
contrast somewhat ludicrously with the pompousness of the t
The following are soin
ties and the buter gravity of the style.
2Hh April, 16-10. Thus
extracts rnin this smsular chronicle
of Hertford have mu only usurped and taken in the lands of Cot
nPClicut, &c. but have also bertten the servants of the Hich
Mishiv and Honored Company ; with sticks and plongh-&amp;gt;i;
in hostile manner lainiii&quot; them : and. among the rest, struck Eve
Duckiiius a hole in his head with a stick so th^t the blood ra
Some r
very strongly down his body.&quot; &quot;24th June, 1641.
Hartford have t-iken a hog out of the comm-in, and shut it up 01
causing it 10 starve for hung&quot;
of mere
nitre hate or other prejudice, causiu-j
hung
&quot;29th May, 1642.
The English ..f Hartlord hav
in lha FIT.&quot;
&ICHH
violently cut loose a horse of ihe Honored Company thai
&quot;

:

t

&quot;

wards incorporated

&quot;

p. 3.

.

mixon suppose-* ClirKianes also to have been appointed&quot; by this
which di.i notexi l until Mcrertl years after the
corpnnui
appointment of them both. This may be easily explained by
suppo-Vuu , that it wns the same m-rchann originally associated
as patentees of ihs trade of Hudson s river, who were after-

i

We
which commenced after this manner.
and council, residing in New Netherlands, on the lst;m
if Manhattan,
{York Island), under the government of the
-,
Hi?h Mightinesses, the Lords States General nl the United Ne
Sm.th
iherlands, and the privileged West India Company.&quot;

1

w

s

ct that

his patents of land,

(&amp;gt;f

ill&quot;.

has been recorded, as illustrative of Va
adodni-tration, is the style of government evinced

only f

ukoceiher. Tht.irgh frequently referred to by
New N t [her lands, ii has
Dutch writers, and by the &amp;lt;roverin.i-s
never been published ; anil it wad not until riclu years after,
that the West India Company sent nut VunTwiNer in assume the

Company

with various ciicuin?tiiices in the subsequent
me to re tier Chalmers doubts unreasonable.
That the principal deed of iriMiit was not at fir*t transmitted to
Ainerir
more than from its nalura we fchonld be led to experr hs proper depository w.is in the archives of the Company
in Holland
That no authenticated copy was sent, seems to have
proceeded from the timorous am) temporizing policy nfllie Statesgeneral.
f Smith, p. 3.
This is the assertion of the Dutch writers ; and
though Kiel!, ibe sovernor of New Netherlands in 16*?. dtcUred
in his remonstrance aeainstthe Swedish occupaim of Delaware,
that tiie possessions claimed by the Dutch there
had been sealed
by [heir Nood.&quot; (Smith, p. 4J the two statements may be per
fect! v consistent with eacli oilier.
*
Wynne (vol. i. p. 173 ) ascribe* the appointment of Elkin. the
predecessor of Van Twillen to the West India Company. Old-

iu

New York

on the

North America.*

Charles the

roni

First.

As

number of

the

these emi-

Maryland was inconsiderable, and they were
unprepared to defend their possession against
ii
unexpected attack, they were easily dislodged by
ic forces of Kieft.
But there still remained in anoler quarter of Delaware a different race of settle
vho, without any legal claim whatever to the territory
icy occupied, possessed a strength that proved of more
rants from
&amp;gt;tiilly

mem than the formal title of the English,
was a colony of Swedes, of whose settlements in
corner of North America verv few particulars have
ecu transmitted by history. Their enterprise appears
o have originated in the year 1626, when Gustavus
\dolplui9. king of Sweden, having received a magnificnt account of the country adjacent to the Dutch setlement of New Netherlands, issued a proclamation ex
porting his subjects to associate for the establishment
fa colony in that region. Considerable sums are said
o have been raised accordingly by contribution : and a
lumber of Swedes and Fins emigrated in the year
627 to America. They first landed at Cape Heiilo*
ien, at the entrance of Delaware Bay, and were so
nuch charmed with its aspect that they gave it the
name of Paradise Point. Some time after, they pur
chased from the natives all the land between that cape
and the falls of Delaware
and maintaining little coulexion with their parent state, but addicting themselves
exclusively to agricultural occupations, they had pos
sessed their new settlement without challenge or inter
ruption, till Kieft assumed the government of New
Netherlands.!
Several of the Swedish colonists were
vail to
^his
iis

;

scalped and killed, and in

some

instances, their children

were stolen from them by the Indians. Yet, in gene
ral the two races lived on
friendly terms together, and
no war seems ever to have arisen between them. The
Indians sometimes attended the religious assemblies of

Swedes

the

;

but with so

little

edification, that they ex*

one man should detain
with such lengthened harangues without offer
One of the earliest
ing to entertain them with brandy.
of Kieft s proceedings bad been to protest against the
intrusion of the Swedes, and vainly to urge their depar
ture from a, territory which he assured them his coun
trymen had purchased with their blood. But as the
Dutch discovered no inclination to purchase it over
pressed their

amazement

that

his tribe

again at the same expense, the Swedes, unawed by this
governor s power, paid no regard whatever to his re
monstrances.
A war, as it has been called, subsisted
between the two communities for several years; but
though attended with a plentiful reciprocation of ran
cor, it was unproductive of bloodshed.
At the treaty
of Stockholm, in 1650, Sweden and Holland forbore
to make any allusion to colonial disputes or American
territory ;t and the two colonies being left to adjust
their pretensions between themselves, $ their animosities
i.

Trumbuli la
particular, is remarkably careless.
always distinguished by the accuracy of his statements, but
not lesa duiinguishedby his p.iitiality
Here, in particular, he

chronology,

The

Oldmixrm, i. 113. Smith, 3. Chalmers, 36.1, -570. Chal
mers questions the existence of the &quot;rant o. the Dutch Wot

in their IjHi.

state of

same year, equipped two sloops, which
e despatched on an expedition against a bodv of
Kngsh who had penetrated from the settlements in
Maryaud into a district within the Delaware territory, the
vhole of which was claimed by tlie Dutch, but h:td been
icluded in the charter obtained by Lord Baltimore

i.

*

(p. 11), together
history, seem to

were

of the Dutch dominion

rt

i

*

government

they
1

Kieft, in the

proceeded to take possession of the western quarter
*
but from this station they were promptly dislodged b
Oldini.von, vr.i.
Smith, p. 3 o. Chainier*. p 570.
p. 121.
Kieft. who drove them back to the other end of the 571. Tnmibutl Connecticut, vol.
The his
p. 113, 114, MS.
tories of these events, by Oldmixon, Smith, and Chalmers, are
island, where they built the town of Southampton
and in some points erroneous. Their
confused,
exceedingly
[1642] and subsisted as a dependency of Connecticut
in

:

fir&amp;gt;t

India

II

united to the

1

!

bound

upn

drive the
j

the common.&quot;

Company

s

hogs from

IGth September, 1542
Again they
pmmried i!ifm.
young pi. which had poured on the Co ID pa uy 8 land.
&quot;

j

)
I

The said English did a-i
the common int ihe vill^g;. an

&quot;23.

zard, vol.

ii.

p. 934, 265, 2SG.

relates with great fidelity all the offences of the Dulcji, but
pas
ses over in total silence every charge of this people against the

English.

to obtain a recognition of its

to

have made some

rieht to the territory.

at

An ap

was made by Oxenstiern. the Swedish am
bassador to the court of England: but though the Swede* a
Urged
(hat the application was successful, and the validity of their occupuion admitted, no proof of this averment was ever produced,
NIH less improbable was a pretence they ?eemed to have u-geif,
of having purchased the claim of the Dutch. Samuel Smith s
H story of New Jersey, p. -23. This is a work of extreme rariety,
arid has been confounded by some writers with Sm th s
History
of New York. The copy of which I have been enabled to peruse
is in the library of George Dillwyn, Esq.
It contains much cu
rious inaitei, but is written in a very contused, tiresome manner,
Smith, 5. Holmes s American Annals,
199.
;
Professor
plication to tlds effect

i.

s travels m North America, v.d. ii.
Pniis aa, it,
p. 113, US.
Chiilmer?. 72, 631, 6;2. Chalmers unfortunately Mrnw id
relax his usual Accuracy when he considers his topics insigninand from this defect, as well as the peculiarities of hii
c mi
* sometimes difficult to discover Ids meaning, or recon
style,
cile hi. inconsistency in diflVrent passages.
SumDmiglaV*
mary,&quot; which is
replete with prejudice and partiality when i(
treats of fie ft England states, is very frequently inaccurate wl.en

K*ltn

i2l.

;

1

i

i

&quot;

it

travpls

sold

Ha

The Swedish government appears

t

tempt

yoiid them.
represcr.ts the l)i-trh and Swedish eovemnni In
uniting in a rra!iy design* to exclude an inhabitai.t

1&quot;

Trumbr.H
1642. as

of

&quot;

New Haven

from trailing

at

Delaware.

THE HISTORY OF
Kven this degree
mi unfriendly peace.
of good neighborhood did not subsist for nriny years.
Meanwhile, numberless causes of dispute were con
tinually occurring between New Netherlands and the
colonies of Connecticut and Now Haven ami the
English, who had formerly been the parties complained
of, now became the complainers.
They charged the
Dutch with disturbing, kidnapping, and plundering

nun

his predecessor.
grievances had latterly
(

|

One of the most

serious of the*

lo their

been the frequent seizure* a

in

request by despatching a squadron to undertake,
concurrency with the colonial troops an invasion of

New Netherlands. The design was, however, arrested
by intelligence of the peace that had been concluded
between the protector and the States-general, and hi*
squadron having fortified the spirits of the Knglish colo
nists by demonstrating to themselves and th ir adver
saries the vigor with which a powerful government
with enticing servants to roll and desert
would resent their wrongs, proceeded hlitl farther to
their traders
from their uinsters and with selling arms and ammuni of New Netherlands, and in particular demanded a re augment their security, by fleeting the conquest of the
The unfriendlv relations that sub storation of the territories of Connecticut and Nev French province of Acadia.* It is remarkable, that
tion to the natives.
the treaty of peace that was executed at this time be
sisted between the Dutch themselves and the Indians, Haven this was a hopeless demand; and Stuyvesan
would render this last charge against them extremely soon perceiving that the state of his title and of hi? tween England and Holland contained no t\\ pres
further
invasioi
the claims or possessions of either in North
improbable, if it were not known that their countryman force would barely suffice to prevent
in Kurope have, on various occasions, manufactured of the Dutch pretensions, was too prudent to persist ii America; but a.s it was stipulated that war should
and sold to their enemies the cannon balls which they it. After various negotiations, [1650. J a treaty was ai cease, and peace and friendship prevail between all the
knew were to be fired back into their own towns. To length concluded between the commissioners of the dominions and possessions of the two countries in all
KirLs of the world, and as the .nglish expedition agninst
all these complaints, the Knglish could obtain no other United English Colonies and the governor of New Ne
answer from Kieft but haughty reproaches and angry therlands, by which the settlements of the respective Vew Netherlands was thereupon countermanded, the
InIsland
were
secured
to
nations on Long
them, validity of the Dutch claim to this territory seems to
recriminations; and it was partly from suspicion of
mutually
designs, and for the purpose of defending themselves and a boundary ascertained between the Dutch suttle- lave been manifestly implied, and practically acknowtheir
own
and
Newhaven
for
mentam!
the
Connecticut
no
them,
doubt,
occupations on edged.
against
though chieHy,
It was in the Delaware
[Ifiol] This treaty was not productive
Security ajrainst Indian hostility, that the New Eng- the main land.
territory that Stuyvesant most
induced to form the scheme of the of the good consequences that
land colouif
expected from it. csolntt. ly and successfully defended the claims of his
federal union, which they carried into effect in the year The English had passed a law prohibiting the Dutch
ountrymen against the invasions of the New Knglnnd
I6t;t.
That the complaints of the English against from trading within their territories a restriction that olonists and the Swedes. As the war between the
)utch and the Swedes during Kieft s administration
Kieft were by no msaiu unfounded, may be strongly was highly resented by the Dutch; and the dt?
iad in some respects resembled a peace, so the peace
inferred from the fact, that the succeeding governor of that arose concerning the observance of this law, toge
New Netherlands though warmly attached to the canst; ther with the competition of the two nations, to eugros.- hat ensued bore no Tittle resemblance to a war. To
heck the encroachments which these settlers were
of his countryman, declined to make any answer to the profits of Indian trade, engendered a degree of mu
these charges, and desired that he might not be held tual jealousy and ill humor tint caused them to regard
fort a
ontimially attempting, Stuyvesant had creeled
s
their
each
other
and
a
un
for
them.
And
very
yet notwithstanding
proceeding
policy through
responsible
place then called New Amslel, and afterwards Newmutual disagreements, the Dutch and English colonists favorable medium. The treaty seems not to have em
astle.
This proceeding gave umbrage to tin: Swedes,
never suffered themselves to forget entirely either the braced any arrangement with regard to the Delaware vbo expressed their displeasure in a protest, whit:}),
forms of courtesy, or the more substantial rights of tt. rritory, and Stuyvesant was determined to preserve
ith the usual fate of such document**, was totallv disAbout a year afterwards, Kisingh. the
gardcd.
humanity. Kief!, perhaps with more politeness than entire all that yet remained nninvuded of the Dutch
colonies
on
the
In
sincerity, congratulated the united
pretensions in this quarter.
support of these pre- Swedish governor, proceeded with an arnird vessel
course
of
make
such
effort*
in
the
lisions
was
soon
constrained
to
h:id
form
3d
and
he
ainst
the
Dutch
when,
fort, and obtaining admission into it
leagiu they
resist a trading settlement which the colony of
,lhe s.im year he applied to New Haven for assistance
y a stratagem somewhat discreditable to his own honVew Haven attempted to establish on the borders of ;ty, as well as to the vigilance of its defenders,! he
flgain-it th: Indians, with whom he was engaged in a
bloody and dangerous war, the government of this Delaware, as completely effaced every appearance of asily overpowered th? garrison, and expelled them
vith violence, but without cruelty, not only from their
colony, though precluded by the federal union as well good understanding between the Dutch and the Eng
Thi; bread] belwc-eu them
as by doubts of the ju-ttic-j of the Dutch cause, from lish provincial governments.
Delaware.
rong hold, but from the confines
During
in
settle
a
excited
the
in
the
was
widened
le short time that the fortress remained in his
tendered
hostilities,
panic
English
amp
by
embarking separately
pnssesments of Connecticut and Ntw Haven, where u number
on. it received the name of Christina, in compliment
lest contribution they could afford of provisions for
the Cineun of Sweden.
man air.l cattle, to supply the scarcity that might have of Indians volunteered a confession of a projected mas
Stuyvesant was not of a
So nnwarlikf sacre of the English, to which tlr-y declared that they imposition
submit tiimirtv to such a;, outrage, or to
nrisou from the In.lian devastations.
were the Dutch colonists in general, that they found it had been instigated by the governor of New Nether- content himself with a simp] recapture of the fort. lie
of
their
thai
the
of
The
confirmation
to
hire
services
to
invade and subdue the whole Sw&amp;lt;-d;-h,
determined
necessary
Captain Underbill, lands, [l(i;V2.]
only
story
who hud bean banished from Boston as one of the a-- -o- they rnjiM produce, \\:\- the ammunition which th*: settlement; but destitute of a force sufficient i. iiiis
Dutch had bi(Mi always in the practice of selling 4o enterprise, and fullv occupied at the time, with a con
ciatt:s of Mrs. Hutchinson, and who at the head of a
them, and which the English now believed the more troversy more dangerous to his government as well as
troop of Knjjlish and Dutch whom he com
and
manded opposed tho Indians with a skill
bravery r.radily to have been supplied for their destruction, a.- more interesting to his honor, he was constrained to ap
that proved fatal to great numbers of them both in the Indians had frequently employed it for this purpose. ply for reinforcement to the West India company,
Long Island and on the main land, and was thought to Notwithstanding the confident assertions of a respect This corporation, however, was then laboring under
have saved the colony of New Netherlands from utter able historian of Connecticut, this confession uppear.- such embarrassments, that it was only by a friendly
destruction.
Notwithstanding the mod he hud thus to ma to have derived the credit it received chiefly fron contribution of the city of Amsterdam, that its admin
experienced of English assistance, and the benefit he the fears and prepossessions of the English, who suffered istrators were at length able lo supply Stuyvesant with
had derived from it, Kieft continued, during the fol themselves to be uiiido the dupes of perfidious savages, a small body of vroops. Thus reinforced, he marched
lowing years, to exchange with the colonies of Con whose enmity would have been gratified by the de into Delaware, [1G55.] where the Swedes had employed
necticut and New Haven, not only the most vehement struction of either of the races of their powerful neigh- their leisure in erecting another fort, a.H if they bad in
What may ha thought, indeed, to place this be tended lo defend their pretensions lo the lost extremity.
bora.
remonstrances and vituperations, but m^n-ices of hos
he was no less unable yond a doubt is, that no future confirmation of the But no sooner did they find themselves about to be
tility, which happily for himself,
He con charge was ever obtained, even after the fall of the attacked in earnest by a warrior, whose hostilities were
than they were unwilling to carry into effect.
tinued all this tinia to b;, involved in hostilities with the Dutch dominion had placed every facility for the pro not confined to stratagems and protests, and perceived
Indiana, between whom and the Dutch there was curement of evidence in the hands of the English. The that their forts failed to answer their true object of in
fought, towards the conclusion of the administration, governments of Connecticut, New Haven, and Plymouth timidating the enemy from approaching, than they
a great and general battle on Strickland s however, blinded by apprehension and resentment, gave peaceably surrendered them, together with the whole
[1645,]
This
Plain, where, after an obstinate conflict and great implicit faith to a statement discredited no less by the of their settlements, to the forces of Stnvves
slaughter on both sides, the Dutch with much difficulty habitual fraud and treachery of the Indians, than by the conquest of Delaware was effected without bloodshed;
To
bis a circumstance the more
and
the
the
Indians
withdrew
honorable
character
of
and
as
it
field,
Stuyvesant.
unpursued.*
manly
kept
extraordinary,
certainly
Kieft was succeeded, in the following year, [1G47] by indignant denial of the charge they answered by remind did not arise from absence of the passion* from uhich
This was ing him of the massacre of their countrymen by the this fatal extremity might be expected to ensue; for
the last of thegovernors of New Netherlands.
Peter Stuyvesant, a brave old officer, and one of those Dutch in Amboyna. about thirty years before; and to many of the Swedes detested the Dutch so cordially,
magnanimous spirits of which the republican service of his just exceptions to the value of the Indian testimony, that they chose to return lo Kurope and to abandon a
Holland was in the age unusually productive. By his they replied that the Dutch governor of Amboyna had country they had called a paradise, rather than submit
sought a pretext for his cruelty in the charges against to a union with the colony of New Netherlands. To
justice, prudence, and vigor, he appears to have suc
ceeded in restoring peace with the Indians, and pre the English which he extorted by torture from the Ja- this extremity, however, the rest were reduced, and tho
whole
of
it
the
his
adiniserving
uninterrupted during
panese. The absurdity of this reasoning forcibly de- settlement for some years continued to be ruled in
nistrution.
His arrival was honored by an address of monstrates the intensity of passion by which they were peace by a lieutenant-governor appointed by Stuyvecongratulation from the commissioners of the united transported; and the repeated introduction of the topic
119 Chalmers, 574.
OMmixon,
Trun.bnll, 1. 163. 171.
colonies of New England, accompanied with an earnest of Amboyii:i shows as clearly the strong, but uncon
ISX 191 3. li7. -202. 204. 21*. :il9, 2^0. 267. Smith, 6. The
entreaty for redress of the grievances they had endured scious, dominion of national resentment and antipathy whole voluminous correspondence that tncik place, boih on
In Massachusetts, the evi
hi.-*
occasion and afterwards, between the governors of the
*~^rumbull, i. 114. 191 123. !:. I88.I40. 1M 157. 161. on their minds.
50.
)utch and English colonies, is preserved in Hazard s Collection,
Yet the greater number of thtvwriters of Ame
dence of the conspiracy was not considered satisfactory
Celkrmp.
rican history (copying each others statements without ex- nor could all the instances of their confederates
prevail
t
animation) have asserted that the Dutch were never once involved
Kisingh, under the disguise of friendship, came before,
with this state to join with them in a war against the he works,
fired two salutes, and landed ihiny men, who were
In a quarrel with the Indiana. O.ie old writer, indeed, whose
wurk id very scarce, hag stated that the Dutch were rontinuilly Dutch. Judging their own forces along inadequate to ntertitined by the commandant an Iriends; but he had no sooner
liscovered the weakness of the garrison than he made himself
harraased and endangered by the Indi ms.
Brief Description such an
for
assist
tha
colonies
other
enterprise,
applied
n.istirr of
-izinir also upon ah the ammunition houses, and
of New York, formerly called New Netherlands, by Daniel ance to Oliver
Cromwell, who was then engaged in (her t fleet*it,olilie West Indian
company, and romjwllm* several
Demon, p. lo. In SnrmiH Smith s History of New Jersey,
two
war
with Holland, which the lon^ par
the
tu3we;ir
reference
is
made
to
some
years
conlei.13
between
the
allegiance to Christina, Queen of Sweden.&quot;
people
(p. 64.)
bloody
butch and Indiana.
liament had Ixigun, [1654.] and who promptly acceded Smith.
confiscation of the English trading vessels, on the
tence of infraction!) of the custom-house regulations o
New Netherlands, which thf; Dutch, with insolent ii
justice, refused to explain, and yet proceeded to er
force,
istiiyvewant, though he declined to justify som
of the acts of bis predecessor, returned, as might hav
been expected, a counter claim of redress for thn wrong
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unassisted by the parent state, fell the only as brave, he caused the territory which he occupied to
ant.
he fuirlv purchased from the Indians.
But his success
The
bus possessed.
colony tint Sweden ever
was now drawing to a close. i Vmla!
torian would have little pretension to piety or virtue in this quarter
of
chiimed
the
the
territory occu
governor
Maryland,
who would deride a bloodless adjustment of national
But in timorous hostilities, a new feature ot pied bv the Dutch and Swedes, as included within
disputes
of war. Wliei. Lord Baltimore s grant: and finding that Stflvvenanl
opprobrium is added to the moral aspect
worecollectthatthe.se Swedes wen- either the subjects was determined to retain the possession and defend the
of Gustavus Adolphus, or the immediate descendants supposed title of his country, he procured a rrmonof his subjects, and when we set; thorn provoke c war France to be transmitted in the name of Lord Balti
it
by tamely more to the States General and the West India
by fraud and outrage, and then decline
it
pany, who, with an inversion of their usual policy, pub
submitting to the object of their insult and hatred,
must be acknowledged that they have enlarged the ca licly denied tho pretensions of the English, but at the
same time transmitted private orders to Stuyvcsant to
talogue of those nations whose spirit has degenerated
The Dutch have been avoid hostilities, if they should seem likely to ensue, by
in their colonial settlements.
and
their
conduct
retiring beyond Lord Baltimore s alleged boundary.
generaHy obnoxious to this remark;
This injunction was complied with, though not to the
ill New Netherlands will n^ver be cited as an exception
AH their colonies have been the extent of an entire evacuation of Delaware, when
to its application.
Charles Calvert a few years after assumed the govern
the thirst of com
offspring of motives no higher than
Stuyvesant deeply deplored the
mercial gain and the same sentiments which engaged ment of Maryland.*
feeble
them to extend their dominions, have* gradually oblite
policy of those whose mandates lie ft It it his
and
sensible
of the total discredit in
to
to
their
defence
was
rated the energy that
obey
duty
requisite
and preservation. The valor of Stuyesant* rather re which the Dutch title would be involved by thus prac
proached than animated the sluggish spirit of his fellow- tically avowing that its maintenance depended on the
solicited that a
colonists, whom his example conld never teach either !brbear;mce of the Fnglish, he earnestly
ormal copy of the grant bv the Suites General to tinto repel injustice with spirit, or to bear it with dignity.
to New
India
be
transmitted
West
Yet Holland waa now in the meridian of her fame; and
Company might

speedily dissipjted by the intelligence of designs en
tertained by the king of England.
Charles, though ha
had received, during the exile, more friendship and
civility from the Dutch than from any other loreigii

Thus

power, even regarded this people with enmity and aver
and he was the more disposed, at present, to
embrace any measure that might humble the ruling
sion

;

by the interest he felt in a weaker
head of which was his nephew, the young
Prince of Orange, whom he desired to see reinstated in
the office of Stadtholder, which his ancestors had pos
sessed; an otiice which the ruling party had pledged
themselves to Cromwell never again to bestow on the
Orange family. [1663.] These sentiments were en
forced by the interest and urgency of the Duke of Vork,
who had placed himself at the head of a New African
company,* and found its commerce impeded by the
more successful traffic of the Dutch. In imitation of
the other courtiers, the Duke had also cast his eyes oil
party in Holland,
faction, at the

Com

;

American

the

territory,

which

his brother

the ageof Tromp and De Ruytrr.
attention which tiad been awakened in the
mother country to the state of the colony of New
Netherlands, was maintained by the prosperous result
of her recent interposition, and further evinced itself in
the following year [1656] by a constitution which was
enacted by The West India company and the burgomasters of Amsterdam, und approved by the StatesThis instrument provided that the colonists
general.
of New Netherlands were to be ruled in future by a
governor nominated by the deputies of Amsterdam
and by burgomasters und a town council elected by the
people themselves; the council thereafter enjoying the

was

this

The

!

its own body.
Some
appears to have been already
and the attention of
established in New Netherlands
the mother country beginning soon to relax, with the
s
decline of the colony
prosperity, no further attempt
seems to have be ii made to introduce the projected
alteration.
The West India company, however, trans
mittf.-d about this time to Stuyvesaat. a ratification they
had procured from the States-general of his treaty in
men
-.:.i_ .L_
1650 with the ctminnDinners of the united English
colonies.
Tho Dutch governor gave notice of this cir
cumstance to the commissioners, in a letter replete
wiih Christian benevolence and pietv
and proposed to
them that a friendly league and sincere good- will
might thenceforward unite the colonies of England and
Holland.
But the English were averse to believe the
sincerity of a man whom tiiev had recently accused of

power offillina

1

(

;

\

New

]

.

plotting

ginning

to

the Indians
and, be
occupation as altogether

witii

regard the Dutch

;

tere civility;

.-;

them in regarding the Dutch settlors in America, as
mere intruders who could dorive no cl.iiin of forbearanre from the peace with Holland, and whom it would
no k ss just than expedient to expel or subdue.
Their fri. ncls i:i England succeeded ii
those views upon Kiclj;ird Cromwell; [1059.] and tinthe protectorate, he ad
ring his
enjoyment
dressed instructions to hi commanders for an invasion
of New Netherlands, und wrote 1-jtters to the English
colonial governments, desiring the concurrence of their
forces in tin* enterprise.
But his speedy deposition
spared him the actual guilt of attacking an unoffending
b&quot;

&amp;gt;hort

whom

hud plainly considered as com
Holland.
prehended
Meanwhile, Stuyvesant had made attempts to im
prove his conquest of the Swedes by extending the
people,

his father

in his pacification with

Dutch settlements

in

Delaware; and equitable as well

*

This gallant veteran
not fail to attract a poriion of that
idle rumor and absurd exaggeration to winch solitary superi
Tu the English he was a subject of continual
ority is exposed.
marvel and apprehension. He had lost a leg in fighting for the
independence of Holland and the English believed that his ar
tificial lirnb w:ts made
silver (Josselyn, 153); and with still
greater credulity, that he restrained the Dutch colonists from
immediate hostilities with them, that he might destroy them
more cruelly by liie hands of the Indians (Tnnnbull, 202) so
well did he cover the deficiency of ins countrymen s military
ardor. Ttie fable uf the silver los is also related by Blome,
&amp;lt;jid

;

of&quot;

;

502.

ambassadors with

Henry Moody

to

much

a commercial treaty
expression that might seem either to acknowledge, o
even apply, assent to the territorial pretensions of tlr
;

|

courtesy, and despatched S
Netherlands, with the terms o
but he took care to decline ever

New

Dutch.
authorities whose dominion in England was te
minuted by the Restoration, had been regarded wit
continual uneasiness and apprehension by the colonist

of New Netherlands. The long parliament had a
tacked their countrymen in Kurope; Cromwell ha
once been on the point of subduing the colony an
only the deposition of his successor had again snatche
them from a repetition of the same danger. Of th
government of Charles the Second they were dispose
to entertain more favorable hopes, which might, per
haps, derive some confirmation from the well-know]
that their rivals, the

fact,

New

much

disliked by the kin
bly regarded by the protector.
;i

I

$

English colonists, wer
they had been favoni

Accordingly, when
pursuers of GofFenml Whalley, bullied in their attempt
to recover the retreat of these fugitive regicides ii

New

Kngland, besought Stuyvesant

to

deny them

hi

protection in New Netherlands, [1GG1] he readilj
seized ihe opportunity of ingratiating his colony will
the Knglish court, by undertaking to give instant notice
of the arrival of any of the regicides within his juris
diction, and to prohibit all vessels from transporting
them beyond the reach of their pursuers.! But thi
policy, which, it must be confessed, is not the most ho
norable trait of his administration, proved utterly un
availing and every hope that the Dutch might have en
tertained, of an amelioration of their prospects, was
;

* See
One cause of the neglect which New
ante, B. iii.
Netherlands experienced from the Dutch West India Com
pany, seems to have been that the attention and resources
of the Company were absorbed by the efforts they made to
maintain the rich settlement they had wrested from the Por
tuguese in South America. See Southey s History of Brazil,

Part
t

I.

Trumbnll.

i.

545

It

was

notorious,

at the time,

that

Whalley were sheltered within the territory of
Haven, where the local authorities and the inhabitants,

GorTe and

New

employed against the liberties of the English colonists
Stuyvesant, whose anxious eye explored the darkening
.

horizon of his country

s fortune,

discerned these

symp

toms of dissatisfaction in the New England settlements,
and conceived from them the bold project of obtaining
securing the neutrality, of his
ncient enemies.
With this view (apparently,) he un
dertook, first, a voyage to Massachusetts, where he was
entertained by the governor and magistrates with
the alliance, or at least

The

;

lawless and intrusive, they were determined not to
sanction it bv any new recognition.
The commission
ers answered the governor s communication with aus

recommending ihe continuance of peace,
but declining either to ratify ths former treaty or to ex
ecute a new one.
They had begun to entertain strong
1
hop, that the English government would unite with

When

New
New

vacancies in

their destruction

I

;

this,

;

dis

;

;

|

j

;

such constitution as

was now

und. accordingly, in
tributing with FO liberal a hand
addition to the other reasons which lie employed to
promote a rupture with the Dutch, he solicited a grant
of their -North American plantations, on the prevailing
plea that they had been originally usurped from the ter
The influence
ritory properly belonging to Britain.
Netherlands, to enable him to assert, with proper form of these motives on the mind of the king was doubtand dignity, the interest he was intrusted to defend. less aided bv the desire to strike a blow thai would en*
But his applications proved ineuectnal. The Statess force the arbitrary commission ho was preparing to
General were now more anxious than ever to avoid a
to New England, and teach the puritan colonists
rupture with Kngland and the West India Company, :here that it was in the power of their prince to subdue
either concurring with their policy, or controlled by his enemies in America.
their orders, refused to exhibit a title [1000] of whi
The rumor of the king s intentions appears to have
reached America before it was generally prevalent in
they feared that Stuyvcsant would make such an use
would infallibly provoke that extremity. Perhaps th
Europe; owing to the vigilance and activity of the
numerous friends of the English colonist*, who watch
thought that his prudence would be enforced by ti
consciousness of a defective title
and such was
ed and apprised them of the designs of the court.
least the effect that their policy actually produce
the association of the royal commission, with the expe
means
to
honorable
by
dition
Netherlands, was known to the in
Stuyvesant, willing
pro]
any
against
tiate the English, and hoping to obtain a recognition
habitants of
England, the first piece of intelligence
the title which he was unable to produce, sent an e
appeared to them much more unwelcome than the
other was satisfactory. In Massachusetts, particularly,
bassy to Sir William Berkeley, the governor of Virg
nia, to propose a treaty of mutual trade between tli
the proceedings of the general court seemed to indicate
and
and
an
alliance
a strong apprehension that the military, no less than the
Netherlands,
again
colony
the Indian enemies of both.
civil department of the expedition, was intended to be
Berkeley received tl
;

so far from assisting, had, with very little disguise, obstructed
and defeated the attempts to apprehend them. This conduct
of a people who had peculiarly distinguished themselves by
citmitv to the Dutch, had probablv some weight, in inducing
Stuyvesant to pledge himself to a proceeding which, he seems
not to have been aware, would have compromised the honor
and independence of his country.

state and solemnityFormer rivalship was forotten in the season of common danger, or remember
to enhance the respect with which Endicot and
aged,
Stuyvesant recognised, each in the other.
rave, and virtuous champion of his country s cause.
*erhaps some traces of the effect of this conference
nay be discerned in the slowness with which Massahusetts obeyed the requisition of the royal commanders
o raise a body of men in aid of the invasion of
But it was impossible that eStiiwewuit s
Netherlands.
egociation could succeed, or ins proposals, even to

nnch

ed only

New

:ie

extent of neutrality, be acceded

to.

Notwithstund-

ng this disappointment, however, he proceeded after
wards to Connecticut, where he was engaged in vainly
tlempting to bring a similar negociation to a more
uccessful issue, when the intelligence of the approach
f the British fleet recalled him to the immediate de-

ence of his province.

The

king,

who was

eason for going

to

totally

unable

to assign a just
after trying in

war with Holland,

ain to provoke the resentment of the States General
y the most insulting memorials, and the most groundthe
tss complaints, determined, at length, to embrace
igge.stion of his right to the province of New Nethernds expecting, with good reason, that, from the asertion of this pretended right, the cause of quarrel
Inch he was industriously seeking would infallibly
In pursuance of this purpose, a royal charter
rise.
as executed in favor of the Duke of Vork, containa
g grant of the whole region extending from the westti
banks of Connecticut to the eastern shore of the
;

elaware, [1664,] together with the adjacency of

Long

This company was formed with the view of extending and
Under ihc pntronage of iho
propriating the slave trade.
uke of Vork. it treated every commercial rival with a vjoice and injustice worthy of the purpose of its institution,
return for the protection of the English government, it lent
aid to harass the colonies by promoting a ri-Fid enforcement
the acts of navigation. See Oldmixon, Vol. II. cap. i.
i
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kindred, their city, and themselves, to the certainty of
powers ol governing, civil and military, within these .apture by storm, and the extremity of military vio
boundaries.
more
notice
of
This
tool;
no
lence, seemed to them an inversion of all the dictates
ample
grant
the existing possession of the Dutch, than it showed of wisdom, happiness and virtue.
respect to the recent charter of Connecticut, which,
idely different were the sentiments, the views, and
whether from ignorance, or from carelessness in
even tite determinations of Stuyvcsant; and for several
definition of the boundaries, it tacitly hut entirely su days Ins undaunted spirit upheld the honor and
pro
No sooner did the Duke of York obtain longed the dominion of his country, in despite both of
perceded.
this grant, than, without waiting to take possession of [he desertion of her nnwallike children, and the im
his investiture, he proceeded to exercise Ins proprietary pending violence of a stronger foe.
On the arrival of
powers in their fullest extent, by conveying to Lord the English aniirwiient, be sent a deputation to its com
Berkeley and Sir George Cartcret all that portion of mander, consisting of one of tho ministers of New
the territory that forms the province of New Jersey. Amsterdam, one of the city councillors, and two other
Hut, an it was manifest that tiiis title of the dnku him inhabitants, with a courteous letter desiring to know
self, no less than of his assignees, would require to be the reason and purpose of this hostile approach. Nichols
effectuated by a military fores, an armament had been answered, with equal politeness,* that he was com
prepared for this purpose, with sonia attention to se- manded by his royal master to take possession of the
cresy; a precaution which, if it proved ineffectual, was llritish territory which had been usurped by the Dutch,
no less unnecessary; as the stales of Holland reckoned whom, though uenrlv allied to him, the king could not,
it
impossible that the king would attack their posses consistently with his honor, allow to invade and occupy
that he must therefore
sions, without the formality of a previous declaration, the dominions of his crown
anil were averse to
provoke his injustice by seeming to now demand tho instant surrender of the place; that
expect it. So little, indeed, was the hostile enterprise the king being tender of the effusion of Christian
against New Netherlands credited in Europe, that, bill blood, bad authorised him to oiler security of life,
a few months before it sailed, a vessel arrived at the ilx. rtv, and estate, to all who would readily submit to
colony from Holland, bringing a further supply of plan this requisition but that such as should oppose his
ters, and of implements of -husbandry.
Stuyvesam majesty s gracious intentions must prepare themselves
Governor Winthrop,
earnestly pressed upon the West India Company the or the worst miseries of war.
alarming intelligence which he had received; but the who was connected by acquaintance and mutual es
only defensive step to which they were moved by his teem with Stuvvesant and tiie principal Dutch citizens,
urgency was, to send him now, when it was too late. enforced this summons by 11 letter, in which he strongly
Ihu original grant from tile States General, which, a! pressed the
prudence of doing soon what must una
the period when it might have availed him, he had soli
Stuyvesant, on receiving the
voidably be done at last.
cited in vain.
iummons of the I .nglish commander, was sensible of
The command of tho English troops that embarked no other consideration than of the insolence and injus
for this expedition, and the government of the province tice with which his
country was treated; and still ear
fig ainst which it was directed, were intrusted to Colo
nestly hoping that her honor would ha preserved unnel Nichols, who had studied the art of war under Mar
even
inished,
though her dominions should he over
shal TuremiG, anj who, with Car, Cartwright, and thrown, IK; invited the
burgomasters and council to at
Maverick, also lielJ a commission to vis .t the colonies tend him, and vainly labored to impart a portion of his
of New England, an:l investigate and determine, ac f.H-lings to this nrinicip il body. Tiny coolly desired
cording to their discretion, all disputes and controver to see the letters he had received but as he judged
sies within the various colonial jurisdictions.
After with good reason that the easy terms of surrender
touching ut Boston, where an arm :d force was ordered that were pron&quot;,-red would not contribute to animate
to be raised and sent to join the expedition, the ridel their ardor or further his own martial designs, he de
proceeded to Hudson s river, and took its station before clined to gratify them in this particular; and simply
the capital of Now Netherlands.
The requisition of a issured them that the English had declared their pur
subsidiary forc2 from Boston was so tardily obeyed, pose of depriving 1 1 oil mil of its sovereignty, and them
that
was
over
before
the Massachusetts selves of their independence.
enterprise
Suspecting tho truth,
troops were ready to march: but, o;i tha transmission they became more importunate l their (il
request;
of .i Himilar requisition to Connecticut, Governor Win- whereupon the governor, in a transport of indignation,
throp, with several of the principal inhabitants of the :ore the htters in pieces, and scattered them on the
province, immsdiptely repaired to the English arma ground whiL* the burghers, in ama/emen! an;! dismay,
ment, and joined the standard of their king.
proljsted against bis conduct, and all the consequences
The veteran governor of New Netherlands, and the that might attend it. But Stuvvesant s courage needed
d
of
to
Turonue.
not
ideas,
the aid of sympathetic bravery to sustain it: and
were, according
pnp
military
enemies worthy of each oth^r though doubtless it is a nore incensed to see his country s honor deserted than
manifest profanation of language to assert the worthi ippalled to find himself its only defender, he determined
ness of two brave and honest men to shed each others to try the effect of an
appeal to the justice and gene
l)lood, or to represent Nichols aa worthily employed in rosity of a gallant enemy
and to express in his reply
the
lawless
and
of
a
to
the
summons
of
the
executing
rage
rapacity
tyrant upon
English commander, not what
an unoffending people. But the two commanders were he painfully saw, bat what he magnanimously wished,
He ex
very unequally supported.
Stuy vesant had vigorously to be the sentiments of his fellow-citizens.
cxKrtad himself to put the city and fort in the best atti hibited to a deputation sent to him by Nichols, the ori
tude of defence : but he found il totally impossible to ginal grant of the States General, and his own com
man the hearts of its defenders. It must indeed be mission from the West India Company; and in a long
confessed in favor of these unfortunate Dutchmen, that and manly letter, maintained that a province thus for
the superior artillery and disciplined forces of the ene mally
incorporated with the Dutch dominion could not
my rendered successful resistance utterly hopeless. lawfully be attacked while peace subsisted between
Their residence in the country had been too short to England and the republic. He represented the long
connect them with it by patriotic ties; and their 1111- possession of the territory which bis countrymen had
wnrlike habits rendered them utterly unsusceptible of enjoyed, and the ratification which the English colonial
impressions which their governor derived from the pros governments had given to the Dutch claim, by the treaty
pect of a contest, where the harvest of glory was pro they concluded with him in the year 1650: and he pro
portioned to the hopelessness of victory. They felt tested that it was impossible that the English monarch
themselves unjustly attacked and their resentment of could have
despatched this hostile armament, in the
this injury was so strong, that
many of them were deter knowledge of these facts, or would hesitate to counter
mined not to remain the subjects of a tyrannical usur mand it if they were submitted to his consideration.
per; but it was not strong enough to overcome the ra To spare the effusion of blood, he offered a treaty for a
tional conviction, that
safety and independence were the provisional arrangement, suspended on the issue of a
only worthy objects of battle, and that where indepen reference to the two parent states; and he concluded
dence could not ba gained by fighting, safety should with this calm and undaunted
reply to the threat of
not be risked by it. To add
unnecessary combat to
*
Chalmers betrays his usual partiility in describing this in
unavoidable defeat, appeared to them a driftless and
tercourse. While he derides the affected civility of Stuyvesant.
fool-hardy waste of lili: ; and if they must surrender he commends in Nichols the politeness that softens the rigors
the image they had built of their native Holland in the of war. Once for all
must remark on this writer, that ttie
wilderness, they would rather surrender it entire to the composition of his work had one great point in view the apo
logy of the kings and government of England in all their Ame
of
hostile
than
defaced
pollution
occupation,
by the rican transactions. He steadih pursues thi:s object and though
cannon of the enemy. They were willing to become too honorable wilfully lo misrepresent
facts, he is often too pre
exiles with their wives and children, or laborers for judiced to appreciate them fairly. Yet his Annals are a valua
ble
source
of
information
to
those
who
them to encounter, in short, every evil that
carefully consult them
hope comparing one portion with another, and the whole with colla
Could alleviate or virtue subdue.
But to
their teral author!. ies.

Island; anil conferring

his royal highness all the

upon

execution in the event of a refusal to sur
As touching the thr- ats in your conclusion,
we have nothing to answer, only that we fear no
but
what God (who
ua ju*t as merciful)
thing,
shidl lay
us; all things being in his L racious dis
posal and we may as well be preserved bv him with
small forces as bv a great armv; which makes us to
wish you all happiness and prosperity, and recommend
yon to his protection.&quot; But Stuvvesant found it more
easy to refute the pretensions than to resist the force
of his opponent.
Even after the English bad begun
to invest the place, and Ind occupied posts, from which
attack seemed immediate and capture inevitable, he
military

render.

U

nf&amp;gt;ou

th&amp;lt;

;

clung to the hope that his fellow-citizens would
not surrender the rights of their country till they had
defended them with their lives, and shed the blood of
the invaders.
But Nichols who had learned bow little
the great hbdv of the Dutch partook the martial ardor
of their governor, caused a proclamation,&quot; reiterating
his original offers, to he circulated through the
country
and introduced into the town; a measure which so
completely disarmed the spirit of the besieged, and ex
tinguished the authority of Stuyvesant. that this stub
born veteran, after one more fritilh ss attempt to effect
still

:

a provisional treaty, was at length obliged to capitu
late for surrender, in order to prevent th* prople from
giving up the place without the fonnalitv of capitula

;

By the treaty which ensued it was provided that
Dutch garrison should march out with all the ho
nors of war, and that the States General and West
India Company should preserve their itmmnnilion and
public stores, and be allowed within six months to trans
port them to Holland: that the inhabitants should be
tree to sell their estates, and return to Holland, or re
tain them and reside in the settlement; that all who
chose to remain should enjoy their ancient customs
with respect to inheritance of property, liberty of con
science in divine worship and church order, am! per
All Dulchpetual t.veinplion from military service.
men, either continuing in the province, or afterwards
reporting to it, were to be allowed a fiv?e trade w iih Hol
land a privilege which, as it was totally repugnant to
tion.

the

;

;

the navigation act, neither Nichols nor even the king
could confer, and which accordingly was withdrawn from
them very soon after. As a concession to the inflexi
ble obstinacy of the old ffovernor, it was \ery superffuouslv provided, tiiat if at any time thereafter the king
of England and the States General should concur in
desiring the province to be re-delivered to its former
owners, t their desire &quot;hould he promptly complied with.
These, and var.ous other articles, of additional advan
/uouratage to the Dutch, forming perhaps
sa
hie terms that a capitulating city ever
pbtaineiTwere
to
whose
tisfactory to every one except the individual
and
a
tribute
in
some
valor
were
degree
solitary
they
it was not till two
days after they had been signed by
the commissioners on both sides, that he could be per
suaded to ratify them. Yet the Dutch West India
pany, whose blunders and imbecility had promoted the

tti&quot;

i

-

tl&amp;gt;e

;

&amp;gt;i]os&quot;,

:

:

Com

fall

;

of a dominion which they were unworthy

to

ad

minister, had the mean ingratitude to express dissatis
faction with the conduct of this magnanimous man.
The fall of the capital, which now received the name
of
York, (a name also extended to the whole
provincial territory,) was followed by the surrender of
and
the general submission of the province
Albany,

New

with its subordinate settlement of Dutch and Swedes
in Delaware.
The government of Britain was ac
knowledged over the whole in the beginning of Octo
ber, 1(354.

Thus by an

act of the most flagrant injustice and
was overthrown the Dutch do
North America, after it had subsisted for
more than half a century, and absorbed the feebler set
tlements of Sweden.
H is impossible for a moment
to suppose that the kinir was prompted to undertake
this enterprise by an honest conviction of his right to
the province
and that he was actuated by no concern
for the interest of his other colonies was proved (if

tyrannical usurpation,

minion

;

in

;

I

;

;

;

expose

&quot;

[

* It
declared that all who would &quot;submit to this his majesty s
government, as his good subjects, shall be protected in his
majesty s laws and justice, and peaceably enjoy whatsoever
God s blessing and their own honest industry have furnished
them with.
Smith, p. 25. To the Swedish settlers in Dela
ware, it was specially represented, that it would be an hono
rable change for them to return from a republican to a mo
narchical government. S. Smith s New Jersey, p. 13.
t According to Hume, it would appear that this improbable
condition did actually occur; for he states that on the com
plaint of Holland, the king disavowed the expedition, and im
prisoned the admiral. Hist, of England, v-nl. vn. p. 3!*9. 400. But
he has confounded the invasion of New York with the expediti:ui against Goree, which took place two years before, and
which Charles after despatching, affected to disavow.

NORTH AMERICA:

;

not to sell as
pensioner, and tn whom he scrupled
much of the honor of England as was capable of being
conveyed by his hands. His object, in so far as it
embraced the English colonies, was rather to intimidate

&quot;

of art ;* and the unsubdued state of nature appears
from the proposition of rewards for the destruction of
wolves in Long Island. The city of New York which
had enjoyed extensive privileges under the old govern

:

New

New

sicians, and midwives, from
presuming to exercise or
put forth any act contrary to the known approved rules

claims of the latter of these provinces in Long!
Island were disallowed, and the whole of that insular
but in
region annexed to the new British jurisdiction
the arrangement of the boundries on the main land, so
little disposition was entertained to take advantage of
the erroneous appropriation in the Duke of York s
grant, so ignorant also of the localities of the country

entreaties of ihe
England colonies could not prevent the king from restoring it to France, though a
neighbor much more dangerous than Holland to his

But Acadia was not, like
Netherlands,
subjects.
a settlement of protestant republicans, but of the subwhom Charles became a
jects of a brother despot to
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The

such proof were wanting) by his subsequent conduct!
This territory, to which the
with regard to Acadia.
as to New York,* had
English had as fair a claim
been conquered from its French occupiers by tha
manly hostilities of Cromwell and yet the earnest

now incorporated and placed under the ad
ministration of a mayor, aldermen, and sheriff; tne
ment, was

!

were the commissioners, and so much inclined, at the
same time, to gratify the people of Connecticut, in
order to detach them from the interest of Massachusetts, that they undoubtedly received an allotment of
A more corterritory far more liberal than equitable.
rect adjustment of limits was found necessary at a subsequent period, and was not effected without creating
the most vehement disputes between the two colonial

I

!

|

I

1

-

j

!

i

j

;

Yet eventu- governments.

them, than to promote their advantage.
ally it was they who derived the chief advantage from
and this, as well as
the acquisition of New York
every other conquest of American territory achieved
by Great Britain, only tended to undo the bands by
which she retained her colonies in a state of dependence.
As they ceased to receive molestation or alarm
from the neighborhood of rival settlements, their

i

1665.] Leaving the other commissioners to proceed
execution of their functions in New England,
Nichols betook himself to .he discharge of his own peculiarduty in the province, which he had been deputed
to govern.
The Duke of York, who considered himself invested by his patent with regal authority, had
made an ample delegation of his powers to his deputy
and the prudence and humanity of Nichols rendered
strength and their jealousy converged against the
his administration creditable to the proprietary and ac
power and pretensions of the mother country.
To confirm the acquisition
Colonel Nichols, who had been appointed the first ceptable to the people.
British governor of New York, probably with the hu- that his arms had gained, and to assimilate, as far as
mane view of persuading his master to refrain from possible, the different races of inhabitants, he judged it
Burdening or irritating the people by fiscal impositions, expedient to introduce among them all, an uniform
and with a. prudent conformity
seems to have depreciated, somewhat unjustly, the frame of civil policy
actual condition of the settlement, in his letters to the to the institutions that had already been established by
Dake of York. But all the earlv writers and travel- the Dutch, he erected a court of assizes, composed of
the governor, the council and the justices of the peace
k-r? unite in describing the Dutch colonial metropolis
as a handsome well built town
and Josselyn declares which was invested with every power in the colony, le|

to the

I

;

I

I

1

;

English official nomenclature serving additionally to
link the provincial institutions with English jurispru
dence.
One of the highest acts of power that was re
served to the court of assizes was the imposition of
taxes ; and this it soon had occasion to exercise in
order to meet the exigencies of the war which Charles
the Second had at length succeeded in provoking with
Holland.
But even the most ungracious acts of Ni
chols were disarmed of their offence by the conciliating
demeanor that caused the Dutch to forget he had been

and by the modcretion and integrity
which he uniformly evinced, and the personal sacrifices
their conqueror,

An

that he readily incurred for the
public advantage.
assembly of deputies from the Dutch and English plan
tations in Long Island, which he summoned to adjust
the boundaries of their respective settlements, took the

opportunity of their congregation to transmit an address
to the Duke of York, acknowledging their dependence

on

his sovereignty according to his patent ; engaging
defend his rights, and to submit cheerfully to what
ever laws might be enacted by virtue of his authority ;
and requesting that their declaration might be accepted
to

I

j

;

as a

;

the

meanest house

in

i

was worth 100?.
were introduced

it

Indeed,

--* --

into the
provisions that
articles of surrender, lo guard the comforts of the in
habitants from invasion, attest the orderly and plentiful
estate which these colonists had attained, as well as
If the
explain the causes of their nrmarlike spirit.

the various

/.

.1

-,-i

,

,

.

-

T

.

i

I

executive,

The

and

liberal

judicial.
only
he was allowed to introduce was trial
by jury and to this admirable check on judicial iniquity,
He enall causes and controversies were subjected.

gislative,
institution that

I

manners of the Dutch colonists corresponded with
those of their countrymen in tho parent state, they
were probably superior in elegance to the manners
which the English colonists could derive from similar

.

]

;

among
Long Island suggested to him
a salutary regulation which continued long to obtain in
the province.
The controversy had arisen out of some
and to prevent a recurrence
conflicting Indian deeds
of it as well as of the more fatal dissensions which were
apt to arise from these transactions with the natives, it
was ordained that henceforward no purchase from the
Indians should he valid, unless the vendilion were au
thorised by the license from the governor, and executed
The strength and numbers of the
in h s presence.
the inhabitants of

1666.] The intelligence of the declaration of war
with Holland, which was communicated by the Lord
Chancellor (Clarendon) to Colonel Nichols, was ac
companied with the assurance that the Dutch were pre
paring an expedition for the. recovery of their American
settlement, and that De Ruyter had received orders to
sail immediately for New York.t
Nichols exerted
himself, with his usual energy, to resist the hostility of
and though it appeared eventually,
so formidable a foe
that either the chancellor s information had been erro
neous, or that the expedition was suspended by De

William Temple was surprised to find
in Holland that he was expected not to
spit upon the
floors of gentlemen s houses. [17]
Ol the colonists
who had latterly resorted to the province, some were
persons who had enjoyed considerable affluence and
respectability in Holland, and who imported with them,
and displayed in their houses, costly services of family
plate, and well selected productions of the Dutch
school of painting.
No account has been preserved natives rendered it necessary to treat them with unim
of the total population of the province and its depend
peachable justice and to prevent their frequent sales
but the metropolis, at this time, seems to have of the same land to different persons (a practice in
encies
contained about 3.000 persons, t
More than half of which they had been encouraged by the conflicting pre
tensions and occupations of the Dutch, Swedes, and
this number chose to continue in the place after its
annexation to the British empire
the rest abandoned English), it was expedient that the bargains should be
The friendly
a settlement which was no longer to retain its Dutch signalized by some memorable solemnity.
relations that were now established between the Euro
and their habitations were soon occu
aspect or name
pied by a supply of emigrants, partly from Britain, but pean colonists of this province, and the powerful Indian
The Duke of York, to tribes known by the title of the Five Nations, and
chiefly from New England.
allure the New England planters to settle in his pro
which will afterwards demand a considerable share of
our attention, were greatly promoted by the harmony
vince, published what he termed conditions for planta
which had subsisted between the Dutch and Indians
tions, by which (among other provisions) it was de
Sir

imitation.

;

;

:

Ruyter s more important employments in Europe, tne
expense that attended the preparations for his reception,
and the other consequences of the war, reduced the

;

As the
province to a state of considerable distress.
people were destitute of shipping, their trade, which had

:

been carried on by Dutch vessels, was totally lost no
supplies were sent from England to alleviate this ca
and, in addition to other concomitant burdens
lamity
of war, a general rate was imposed on the estates of
;

;

clared that the inhabitants of every township should
elect their own minister, and arrange his emoluments

during the government of Stuyvesant, whose prudence
thus bequeathed a wise lesson and a valuable opportu

by private agreement between themselves and him.
Among the Dutch who remained at New York, was

nity to the administration of his successor.
The court of assizes applied itself, without delay, to
collect into one code the ancient customs of the pro

the venerable

wreck of the

Stuyvesant,

who

still

adhered

to

the

and community over which
he had presided, and to the scenes that reminded him
of the exploits of his old age.
Here, for a few years
more, he prolonged the empire of Dutch manners and
the respect of the Dutch name, till full of days and
institutions

honor, he

breathed his last amidst the tears of his
His descendants inherited his worth
countrymen.

and popularity, and,

in

the following century, were fre

quently elected into the magistracy of New York.
One of the first proceedings in which Nichols was
employed, was in determining with the other commis
sioners the boundaries of New York and Connecticut.
*
It was included in the claim derived from Cabot s voyace,
and had been made tlie subject of various arrants by Jame* the
First and diaries the First, to the Plymouth council in the
This noblefirst instance, and afterwards to Lord Stirling.

__

share; and Acadia, under the name of
Nova Scotia, was granted to him (most irregularly), by a
seal of Scotland.
the
under
great
patent
t I found this calculation on a Report to lite Board of Trade
a few years after, published by Chalmers, p. 598. together
lory, he applied

I.

;

Still there was
the inhabitants by the court of assizes.
every reason to apprehend that the supply that was
raised would be insufficient, and the preparations con

sequently inadequate to repel the expected invasion.
In this extremity, the governor, without, pressing the
people for further contributions to defeat an enterprise
which many of them must have contemplated with
secret satisfaction, wisely and liberally advanced his
interposed his credit to supply the
Happily for the prosperity of the
public exigencies.
settlement, which Nichols, with the aid of the other
colonies, would have defended to the last ex-

improvements as the change

own money and

of empire seemed to render necessary, and as served to
introduce the supremacy that was ascribed to the juris
prudence of England. In this code, which was after

wards ratified by the Duke of York, there occur some
laws that seem to denote the influence which the New
England settlers in Long Island* no doubt exercised in
its composition.
Any child above sixteen years of age,
striking his father or mother (except in defence of his

English

* Doth medicine and surgery were then in a very rude slate
in England, where the efficacy of royal touch for the king s
evil was still believed and tried, and Sydenham s career had

Notwithstanding a legal determination
England, two centuries before this, that a
cut off one member to save the rest&quot; (State
Trials, iii. 027), it was in France alone that a manufacture of
surgical instruments existed till the end of the seventeenth
century. Cheselden told Voltaire that he first introduced this
manufacture into England in 1715. Age of Louis the Four
teenth, cap. 30. In Spam, as late as the year 1766, the treat
ment of fever was regulated by law. Townsend s Travel*,
but recently begun.

&quot;

life),

19.

llie

intervening events.

in

pronounced

complaint of the said father and
mother, and not otherwise, they being sufficient wit
Tra
nesses thereof,&quot; was adjudged to surfer death.
and fornication was
velling on Sunday was forbidden

own

at the

chirurgeon

;

punished by marriage, fine, or corporal punishment, ac
The barbarous
cording to the discretion of the court.
state of medical science and practice was indicated by
an ordinance, strictly prohibiting all surgeons, phy-

iii.

t

140142,

Hume

&quot;

in ay

&amp;lt;tc

(vii.

400) says that

De Ruyter

New

them than to the Dutch that
a letter to the Duke of York he
now even the most factious repub
expressed his hope that
licans must acknowledge themselves satisfied with the way
Chalmers. 599.
liiev are
*

It

was more

Nichols alluded,

probably to

when

in
&quot;

in.&quot;

actually cominktcJ

hostilities on Long Island before the declaration of war, in
York: but De Ruyter
revenge for the capture of

for a

with a consideration uf

VOL.

vince, with such additional

they

even arbitrary power is seldom resisted when it is hu
manely employed and that popular discontent evinces
much less frequently a promptitude to assert just rights,
than impatience of accumulated sufferings.

;

1

if

;

couraged the colonists to make purchases of land from
the natives
and these purchases he made the founda_ r ...
.. r.
ir
._.!
_1_ t_ _
_
:*
tion of grants from himself, in which he reserved a quit
rent of a penny an acre.
A dispute which occurred
.

heirs,

cently been united lo the liberal institutions of New
England. So strongly does the universal story of
mankind confirm the truth of Sully s observation, that
where the people are not deceived by factious leaders,

;

i

their

fail in the
performance of their
of these people had but recently
duty.
submitted to Nichols as the conquering leader of the
troops of a foreign usurper and the others had as re

Yet one portion

]

;

ttiat

memorial against them and

should ever be found to

\

wa

not accustomed so imperfectly to avenge the wrongs of hi
country and Hume has been misled by an erroneous account,
or inaccurate recollection, of a more serious and successful
attack on New York by the Dutch about seven years af .er
this period, and in ilie course of a subsequent war.
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West
tremity, neither the States-general, nor the Dutch
India Company, made any attempt to repossess them
selves of New York during this war; and at the peace of
Breda it was ceded to England, in exchange for her colo

saken.

for it was impossible that
son to regret the exchange
they could long have preserved New York against the
increasing strength and rivalry of the inhabitants of
New Kngland, Maryland, and Virginia. It was by this
treaty that Acadia was ceded to France, which had
acted as the ally of Holland during the war, and was
the only party that reaped advantage from it.
England
saw her character dishonored by the injustice of the

duced. to

more of

war, should be restored to the power that had pos
sessed them at its commencement.
The events of this war, both in Luropp and America,
were attended with important consequences to that
small squadron had been portion of the North American population that derived
ny of Surinam, which had been conquered by the Dutch. ness of their situation.
This exchange was no otherwise expressed, despatched from Holland, under the command of its origin from Holland. The elevation to the dignity
[1667.]
than by a general stipulation in the treaty that each of Binkea and Evertzen, to destroy the commerce of the of StadthoKlcr, which the Prince of Orange had now
and having performed this service derived from the fear and danger of his countrymen,
the two nations should retain what its arms had ac
English colonies
The Dutch had no rea with great effect on the Virginian coast, they were in and from their desire to propitiate the king of Eng
quired since hostilities began.

countrymen projected a simi
was suspended by an event
which occurred the same year, and invited them to em
brace a more gratifying deliverance from the irksomeIf

their

migration, their purpose

lar

A

;

;

war the glory of her arms tarnished by the disgrace at
Chatham the conquest achieved for her by Cromwell
:

;

and every one of the purposes for which
surrendered
the contest had been provoked, rendered utterly abor
;

*
tive.

the British

dominion in

New

treaty of Breda, occurred very
seasonably to supply the useful services of Colonel
Nichols, who, finding the pecuniary burdens of the war
pressing too heavily on himself, was forced, in the be
this year, to resign an appointment which,
one time, seems to have rendered him as elate and
happy as it had enabled him to make himself useful and

ginning of
at

The

king, as a testimony of the approbation

eminent services were entitled, sent him a
present of two hundred pounds ; and this brave and
modest loyalist was more gratilied with the expression
of royal favor than disappointed with the meanness and
to

which

New

land, paved the way to his advancement to the English
throne, and consequently to a reign under which the
Dutch colonists, though disunited from Holland, ceased

York.
Repairing with secresy and expedition to
ancient possession of their country, they had the to regard the British sovereignty as a foreign domina
elfectual re-conquest of the
province by
good fortune to arrive at the metropolis while Love-, tion. The
lace was at a distance, and the command was exercised the Dutch arms, and the final cession of it to England,
and
conventional
a
pacific
arrangement, cured the
by Colonel Manning, whose own subsequent avowal, by
added to the more credible testimony of his conduct, wound that had been inflicted by the injustice of Eng
has recorded his character as a traitor and poltroon. land s original acquisition.
Many of the Dutch colo
Vow was reversed the scene that took place when nists, besides, apprehensive of molestation, or, at least,
\ew York was invaded by Nichols. The English in- despairing of favor from a government whose suspen
labitants prepared to defend themselves, and offered sion had excited their undisguised triumph, were the
hut he obstructed their more readily induced to follow iheir former com
their assistance to Manning
who had emigrated to Carolina and this dis
^reparations, rejected their aid, and, on the first intel- panions,
igence of the enemy s approach, struck his flag, before persion of the Dutch tended at once to promote their
As
the
Dutch
fleet
their vessels were even in sight.
friendly association with the English, and to divest
advanced, his garrisou could not forbear to demonstrate New York of a distinctive character which might have
their readiness to fight
but, in a transport of fear, he obstructed the harmony between her and the other
and provinces, with which she was now to be for ever
forbade a gun to be fired, under pain of death
surrendered the place unconditionally to the invaders.* united.
The Duke of York, understanding that some doubts
The moderation of the conquerors, however, showed
:hem worthy of their succees and, hastening to as had been suggested of the validity of his original grant,
sure all the citizens of the security of their rights and which had been executed while the Dutch government
of the country, and which,
possessions, they inspired the Dutch colonists with was in peaceable possession
this

;

The security which
York derived from the

beloved.

attempt a more important enterprise, by in
telligence of the negligent security of the governor of

his

He was long remem
inadequacy of the remuneration.
bered with respect and kindness by a people whom he
had found hostile and divided and whom, notwith
standing that he had been constrained to deprive them
of liberty and independence, he. left friendly, united,
and contented, t The benefit of his successful exer
tions, together with the signal advantage of peace, and
of the recognition by Holland of the British dominion,
devolved on his successor, Colonel Lovelace, a man of
quiet temper and moderate disposition, which in tran
quil times so well supplied the absence of vigor and
;

capacity, that the colony, during the greater part of six
years that he presided over it, enjoyed a noiseless tenor

and the most memorable

;

;

;

;

triumph, and left the English no cause of resentment
Tho same
jut against their pusillanimous commander.
moderation being tendered to the other districts of the
province, on condition of their sending deputies to
swear allegiance to the States General, the inclinations
of one party, and the fears of the other, induced the
the Dutch dominion was restored,
whole to submit
and
still more suddenly than it had been overthrown
the name of New Netherlands once more revived. But
the
of
one
nor
the
mortifica
the
neither
parly,
triumph
tion of tho other, was destined to have a long endu
rance.
Great was the consternation that these events ex
cited in the adjoining colonies of the English.
The
government of Connecticut, with astonishing absur
dity, sent a deputation to the Dutch admirals, to re
;

;

even though originally valid, seemed to have been
vacated by the intervening conquest, thought it pru
dent to remedy this defect, and signalise the resump
tion of his proprietary

functions by obtaining a

new

This deed, which was readily granted to his
solicitation, recited and confirmed the former grant of
It empowered him to
the province.
govern the inhabi
tants
by such ordinances as he or his assigns should
and to administer justice according to tho
establish
laws of England, with the admission of an appeal to
It prohibited all persons from
the king in council.
patent.

&quot;

;

and, though it
trading thither without his permission
allowed the colonists to import merchandises, it sub
;

jected them to payment of customs, according to tho
Under the authority of this charter,
laws of the realm.

dnke continued to rule the province (diminished
however by the New Jersey territory which he had

of content and prosperity ;t
occurrence that signalised his administration, was the monstrate against their usurpation of dominion over
unfortunate event that brought it to a close,
the territory of England, and the property of her sub
1672. J The second war with Holland, which the
to desire them to explain the meaning of their
jects
in subservience to the ambition of
undertook
and to warn
king
conduct, and their further intentions
Louis XIV., was calculated no less to injure the trade them, that the united colonies of New England were
of New York, than to disturb the harmony of its mixed intrusted with the defence of their
sovereign s do
inhabitants, and alienate the regards of the original minions in America, and would be faithful to their
The false and frivolous reasons that were trust. To ihis ridiculous
colonists.
the Dutch com

the

assigned by the English court for this profligate war,
rendered it more offensive to every Dutchman by add
and the gallant achievements of
ing insult to injury
De Ruyter, that extorted the admiration and applause
even of his enemies, must have awakened in the most
languid bosoms of the Dutch colonists some sympathy
with the glory and danger of their country, and a reluc
tance to the destiny that had associated them with her
enemies.
The intelligence of the Duke of York s re
cent profession of the catholic faith contributed to in
crease their discontent, which at length prevailed so
far with a considerable body of them, that they deter
mined to abandon New York, and either return to
Holland, or seek out another settlement in the new
world.
Happily for English America, they were re
tained within her territory by the address of the pro
prietaries of Carolina, who prevailed with them to di

ing on the greatness of his connexion and his prospects,
the duke was probably very little solicitous to share the
dignities and immunities which these other proprieta
ries had procured for themselves
and, while as countspalatine they exercised every act of government in
their own names, he contented himself with ruling hia
The misfortunes
territory in the name of the king.
and evident incapacity of Lovelace precluded his reoffice of governor, which was con
to
the
appointment
ferred on Edmund Andros, a man who disgraced supe

m

;

previously
not a

little

;

;

their footsteps towards this province, [1673,]
where, remote from foreign war, and surmounting hard
ships by patient industry, they formed a settlement that
recompensed them for the habitations they had for-

rect

*

The

elevation that had been projected for the Prince of
Orange, in particular, was defeated ; the states engaging to
bestow a considerable appointment upon him when he should
attain the age of twenty-two, but declaring their determina
Sir William Temple s
tion not to make him stadholder.

application,
a soldierlike answer, expressing their
terms of it, but declaring that they

manders returned
surprise at

the

were commissioned by

their country to do all the
power to her enemies by sea and land
while
that,
they applauded the fidelity of the
English colonies to their sovereign, they would imi
tate so good an example, and endeavor to approve
themselves not less zealous and faithful in the service
of the States General.
The most active preparations
for war were forthwith made in ^Connecticut and the
other confederated colonies
but as each party stood
on the defensive, awaiting the invasion of the other,
only a few insignificant skirmishes had taken place,
when the arrival of winter suspended military opera

damage

in their

;

and

:

Early in the following spring, [1G74J the con
troversy was terminated without further bloodshed, by
the intelligence of the treaty of peace concluded at
London, and of the restoration of New York to the
English, by virtue of a general stipulation, that what
soever countries might have been taken during the
tions.

*

Manning, after all this extraordinary and unaccountable
conduct, bad the impudence to repair to England whence he
;

The attempt was defeated without bloodshed, and Coningsmark was condemned to be sold as a slave in Barbadoes.

returned, or was sent back, whon the province was again
given up by the Dutch in the following year. He was then
tried by court martial on a charge ol treachery and cowardice,
expressed in the strongest and most revolting terms. Con
fessing this charge to be true, he received a sentence almost
as extraordinary as his conduct
that though he deserved
death, yet because he had since the surrender been in Eng
the
and
the
and
seen
land,
king
duke, it was adjudged that his
sword should be broke over his head in public, before the cityhall, and himself rendered incapable of wearfltg a sword, and
of serving his majesty for the future in any public trust.&quot;
Smith, p. 42, 43. The old maxim that was respected on this
occasion, that grace is dispensed by the mere look of a king,
was denied a few years after to the unfortunate Duku of Mon-

Samuel .Smith

mouth.

Works (folio), vol. p. 74.
From Ins monument in Ampthill church, Bedfordshire, it
appears that Nichols was killed on board the Duke of York s
i.

t&quot;

W

ilhin the pedi
hip in a sca-6ght with the Dutch in 1672.
is fixed the cannon-ball that killed him, surmounted
by
tins inscription
Iiislruinentum mortis et immortalitatis.
feeble attempt was made, indeed, in the year 1069, byt
a
one Coningsinark,
Swede, to excite an insurrection of his
countrymen in the Delaware territory against the English.

ment

:

A

s

Hist, of

New

Jersey,

p. 53, 5-1.

&quot;

:

assigned to others)

was merged

in his regal

till

It

title.

his proprietary right
seems at first sight

surprising, that neither in this nor in the
territory, did the brother of the

former charter of the

king obtain a grant of the same extraordinary powers
and privileges that had been previously conferred on
But rely
the proprietaries of Maryland and Carolina.

;

by the unprincipled zeal and activity with
which he rendered them subservient to the arbitrary
This oflicer, whose subse
designs of a tyrant. [18]
quent proceedings in New England have already intro
duced him to our acquaintance, now commenced that
career in America which has gained him so conspicu
ous a place in the annals of almost every one of her
rior talents

He was
for twenty years after this period.
ordered to disturb no man s estate while he received
possession of the province from the Dutch, and to dis

states

tribute justice in the king s name according to the
forms that had been observed by his predecessors.
in order to raise a revenue and defray the ex
penses of government, a great variety of rates were at
time imposed by the sole authority of the
same
the
duke and one Dyer was appointed the collector of
these odious and unconstitutional impositions.
The duke, in his instructions to Andros, had recom
mended to him the exercise of gentleness and hu
but his selection of him to administer the more
inanity
arbitrary policy which he now began to pursue towards
the colonists, gave more reason to suppose that the
admonition was necessary than that it would prove
effectual
and accordingly the new governor had not

But

;

;

:

been long

in the

province, when, besides embroiling

-,
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himself with the neighboring government of Connecti- orders with the rigor that was necessary to carry such a man of integrity, moderation, and agreeable manners,
But circum- and, though a professed papist, which perhaps was his
obnoxious measures into execntion.
cut, he excited the murmurs and remonstrances of the
and the whole body of the peo- stances which occurred in the colony, during the ab- chief passport to the duke s favor, yet in the main acmagistr.ites, the clergy,
The pressure of the arbitrary rates, suggesting scence of Andros, determined the duke to forbear for ceptable, and justly so, to a people who regarded pople.
The instructions that
the benefit of the present to re-employ so unpopular an officer, or to pery with suspicion and dislike.
especially to the seulers in Long Island
a representative assembly, they began at length to risk his own authority in a farther contest with the de- were communicated to Dongan, required him to con
be
strengthened voke an assembly, which was to consist of a council
broach this proposition as a matter of constitutional sires of the people, till his hand should
of ten, and a house of representatives, not
but these first emotions of liberty were checked by the grasp of a sceptre.
exceeding
right
had
continued eighteen, to be elected by the freeholders.
the
the
collector
of
Like the
revenue,
Dyer,
by Andros, with a vigor and decision for which he rehis
functions
to
other
ever
since
his
this
was
Dutch
ceived the thanks of his master.
perform
provincial legislatures,
appointment
body
empowered
clergyman,
named Ilcnslaer, who had been recommended by the with great odium, but little opposition. Latterly, to make laws for the people, under the requisition of
duke to the patronage of Andros, proved unacceptable however, the people had begun to question the lawful- conformity to the general jurisprudence of the empire,
to the people, and was punished by the magistrates of ness no less than the liberality of a system of taxation and of subjection to the assent or dissent of the pro
and when they prietary.
with the duke alone
Thus the inhabitants of New York, after
Albany for some language that was deemed improper. originating
The governor interfereiT with his usual energy in the learned that their doubts were sanctioned by the opi- being treated as a conquered people for nearly twenty
their
in
&quot;ions
of
the
most
eminent
and
insult a popular
lawyers
England,
years,
governed by the arbitrary will of the Duke
disp.ite, and havino- first loaded with
broke forth with a violence that had nearly of York and his deputies, were promoted by their own
clergyman, whom llenslaer considered his rival, pro- indignation
of
still
them
to
the
commission
and
injustice
ceeded to adjudge all the magistrates to find bail to transported
spirit
vigor to a participation in legislative rights ;
answer Renslaer s complaints, to the extent of 5.000/. more outrageous than the wrongs they complained of. and by a singular coincidence obtained a free consti
accused Dyer of high treason, for having col
tution at the very time when their old rivals, the co
each, and threw Lcisler, one of their number, into They
But finding that he had, lected taxes without the authority of law; and the lo lonists of New England, were deprived of it. Nothing
prison for refusing to comply.
on this occasion, stretched his authority farther than he cal magistrates seconding the popular rage, appointed could be more acceptable to them than this interest
and the ardent gratitude of their acknow
could support it, he was compelled to recede barely in a special court to try him on this absurd and unwar
ing change
It was pretended that although he ledgments expressed much more
time to prevent a tumult that might have dissolved the rantable charge.
justly their sense
in
had
not
of
the
offences
committed
one
of
the
specified
benefit, than the merit of their nominal bene
any
government. Apparently somewhat daunted with this
the
statute
it
was
lawful
to
of
factor.
treasons, yet
subject
defeat, he conducted himself with greater regard to
him to the penalties of this statute, for the ancient
The most interesting monument of the tyrannical
prudence, and was able for a while to lead a quiet ad
and
one
of administration which was thus
crime
of
had
discontent
but
the
seeds
of
encroaching
ministration
exploded
power
suspended, is a report
popular
those vague and unintelligible charges, which it had prepared by Andros, in reply to certain inquiries of the
been sown, and a strong desire for more liberal insti
But English committee of colonies in the year 1678; from
tutions took silent but vigorous root iti the colony. been the very purpose of the statute to abolish.
which, and from a similar communication by the mu
This disposition, which the contagious vicinity of reason and humanity returned in the short interval be
tween the impeachment and the trial and when the nicipality of New York to the board of trade a few years
in New
doubtless tended to
j

j

1

(

;

;

;

A

i

j

!

;

!

|

[

I

;

;

;

:

keep alive,
which the gove
governor
resorted, to supply the inadequate returns from the
colonial rates [1676] the practice of soliciting pecuniary
benctoltnccs from the various communities and town
This badge of bad limes,
ships within his jurisdiction.
as a colonial historian has termed it, is sometimes the
promoter of those rights which it attacks indirectly and

England
a measure

liberty

was fomented by

prisoner demanded to know how his judges came to be
invested with their functions, and if they did not act
under an authority derived from the same prince,
whose commission he himself enjoyed, the court inter
posed to suspend farther proceedings in the colony,
and ordered him to be sent with an accuser to Eng
land.
[1681] He was of course discharged immedi

to

;

and no accuser thought proper
But if this prosecution was
appear against him.
any thing more than a bold undcsigning expression of
popular displeasure and impatience, it completely
effected the farthest purposes of its promoters ; and to
their spirited though irregular measures, New York was
indebted for the overthrow of an odious despotism, and
her first experience of systematic liberty,
\\hile the
duke regarded with astonishment the violent proceed
which
his
collector
had
nearly perished as a
ing by
traitor, and had been banished from the colony without
a voice being raised in his favor, he was assailed with
expressions of the same sentiments that had produced
this violence, in a more constitutional, and therefore,
ately after his arrival

In the close of the following
yet strongly suggests.
lb
ear L[1677]
Andros was compelled to pay a visit to
J
year
Englard. in order to obtain farther instructions adapted
to the new scene that was about to open.
The revenue which the Duke of York had imposed
on the province, had been limited to the duration of
three years
and as this period was on the point of
expiring, the interest both of the government and the
people was fixed on the issue to v.hich this emergency
;

lead.
The people anxiously hoped that the very
inadequacy of the present system of finance would in
duce their proprietary to consent to the desires thev
had expressed, and to seek the improvement of his re
venue from the establishment of a representative as
But the duke was obstinately determined
sembly.
and thought that he made a
against this measure

would

The governor s
perhaps, more disagreeable shape.
council, the court of assizes, and the corporation of
the city of New York, concurred with the whole body

;

sacrifice to the advantage of the colonists,
by simply enacting that the former rates should con
tinue for three years longer.
[1678] AVhen Andros
returned to his government with this unwelcome edict,
the province was pervaded by universal discontent
and
when a new edict, in the following year, [1679] an
nounced an increase of the tax on the importation of
liquors, the public indignation was expressed so vehe
mently, and so many complaints were transmitted to

sufficient

No

account
ships, eight sloops, and seven boats.
ap
pears to have been collected of the population of the

whole province, which contained twenty-four towns,
About fifteen vessels, on an ave

villages, or parishes.

New

York, import
rage, traded yearly to the port of
ing English manufactures to the value of 50,000/. and
the
of
the
exporting
productions
colony, which con
sisted of land produce of

England, that the duke, in much surprise, recalled his
governor to give an account of an administration that
plainly appeared to be universally odious. [1680] This
prince was determined that his subjects should he en
slaved, and at the same, time very willing that they
should be happy;* and seeing no incompatibility be
tween these circumstances, he supposed the more rea
dily that Andros might have committed some enor
mities unconnected with his official functions, and
called him home to ascertain if he had really so dis
credited legitimate tyranny.
The inquiry, as might be
expected, terminated in the honorable acquittal of the
governor, who proved that he had committed no breach
of trust
that he had merely evinced a temper suitable
to his arbitrary functions, and enforced his master s

all

sorts,

among which

are

particularised beef, pease, lumber, tobacco,* peltry pro
cured from the Indians, and 60,000 bushels of wheat.

Of

number was

small, and they were much
unfrequent and inconsiderable impor
tations of slaves were made from Barbadoes
and there
were yet but very few of these unfortunate beings in
the colony.
was
more
Agriculture
generally followed
than trade.
A trader worth 1,000;., or even 500/.,
was considered a substantial merchant and a planter

sen-ants the

wanted.

Some

:

;

worth half that sum in moveables was accounted rich.
All the estates in the province were valued at 150,0001.
are scarce, and
Ministers,&quot; says Andros,
of the inhabitants in soliciting the duke to permit the
The duke maintained a chaplain at
religions many.&quot;
to
in
the
and New York which was the only certain endowment of
people
participate
legislative power
while their conduct enabled him to interpret these ad
the church of England.
There were about twenty
dresses into a formal declaration that they would no churches or
meeting places, of which half were vacant.
to
taxes
continue
without
an
as
All
districts
were
liable
longer
pay
possessing
by law to the obligation of
sembly, he was given to understand, by his confidential building churches and providing for ministers, whose
advisers, that the laws of England would support them emoluments varied from 40(. to 70/. a year, with the
in this pretension.
Overcome by the united force of addition of a house and garden. But the
presbyteriall these circumstances, and not
yet advanced to the ans and independents, who formed the most numerous
height whence he was afterwards enabled to regard the and substantial portion of the inhabitants, were the only
suggestion of legal obstructions with a smile,* the classes who showed much willingness to procure and
duke first paused in his arbitrary career, and then gave support their ministers.
Marriages were allowed to
a reluctant and ungracious assent to the demands of
be solemnized either by ministers or by justices of the
the colonists.
Directions were sent to the deputy-go
There
were
no
and
peace.
beggars in the province
vernor on whom the administration had devolved in the
poor, who were few, were well taken care of. The
the absence of Andros,
to keep things quiet at New number of the militia amounted to
2,000 ; compre
York in the mean time;&quot; and shortly after, [1682] it hending 140 horsemen and a
standing company of
was intimated to him that the duke could condescend soldiers was maintained, with
gunners and other offi
to grant the desires of the people on condition of
cers for the forts of Albany and New York.
Such
their raising money sufficient for the
was the condition of the province about four years pre
support of govern
ment, and of the principal inhabitants consenting to ceding the period at which we have now arrived.
grant a written engagement that this should be done. Four years after (in 1686,) it was found to have im
At length, after wavering a little longer between fear
proved so rapidly, that the shipping of New York
and aversion, the duke gave notice of his final deter
amounted to ten three masted vessels, twenty sloops,
mination to establish in New York the same frame of and a few ketches of intermediate bulk.
The militia
government that the other colonies enjoyed, and par had also increased to 4,000 foot, 300 horse, and a com
a
The governor pany of dragoons. The augmentation of inhabitants,
ticularly
representative assembly.
whom he nominated to conduct the new administra indicated by this increase of military force,
appears the
tion was Colonel Dongan, afterwards Earl of Limerick, more considerable, when we
keep in view, that some
time prior to this last mentioned period, the Delaware
* See
ante, B. II. cap. 5. One mieht almost be tempted to
territory had been partly surrendered to Lord Balti
suspect Chalmers of an intention to satirize the duke by exand partly assigned to William Penn.
travagance of unmerited praise, when he suggests as the more,
&quot;

;

;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

;

;

* Such were also the seniiments of
Charles the Second.
William Temple, who conversed intimately with him,
*
says that he wished that every body should be easy, and
would have been glad to see the least of his subjects pleased.&quot;
Works, vol. i. p. 449. Yet when Temple and others entreated
aim to alleviate the misery of the Scotch, by restraining the
bloody hands of the duke of Lauderdr.le, they found it utterly
Impossible to prevail. Ib. 336. Lauderdala a conduct, in
deed, at f.ne time ui.derw.jnt a .similar scrutiny to that which
we have seen Aniro* abide. The result was nearly the
ac.e Us king (si/s Bishop Burnet) declaring, after a full
I perceive that Lauderdate has been guilty of many
inquiry,
bad thinjs against the people of Scotland but I cannot find
tha* he his acted aiy thing contrary to my interest

;

some insight may be obtained into the condition
of the province about this period.
The city of New
York, in 1678, appears to have contained 3,430 inha
bitants, and to have owned no larger navy than three
after,

Sir

:

|

reason for his acquiescence on this occasion, that
the continued adversity which had so long embittered his life, made
him regard the rights and feel for the sufferings of others.
&quot;

;

&quot;

*

Denton states that the

&quot;

i

equal

in quality to

New

York tobacco was considered

the finest produce of Maryland, p.

J.
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CHAPTER

II.
Colonel Dongan s Administration Account of the Five In
Their
Hostility to the Frenchdian Nations of Canada
James the Se
Missionary Labors of the French Jesuits
York commands Don
of
New
the
Liberties
abolishes
cond
Andros
gan to abandon the Five Nations to the French

The

warrior.&quot;

people of the several nations,

again appointed Governor War between
the Five Nations Discontents at New York Leixler de
clares for King William, and assumes the Government
The French attack the Province, and burn Schenectadyot Leisler
his
,..-,.,.
Governor siouguier-rerp.e^,
of governor
Sloughter Perplexity ...
Arrival ot
Trial and Execution Wars and mutual Cruelties of the
French and Indians Governor Fletcher s Administration
Peace of Ryswick Piracy at New York Captain Kidd
Factions occasioned by the Fate of Leisler Trial of Bay
ard Corrupt and oppressive Administration of Lord Cornburry State of the Colony at the Close of the Seventeenth

and especially the Mohawks, were distinguished by the
usual Indian qualities of attachment to liberty, fortitude
in the endurance of pain, and preference of craft and
stratagem to undisguised operation in war,* and by a
more than usual degree of perseverance, resolution and
Almost all the tribes around this
active intrepidity.
people, and even many at a great distance, who were

the French and

&quot;&amp;gt;

,

|

included in their confederacy, acknowledged a subit, paid a tribute, which two
aged sachems

:

English

at

national body.

mon

were firmly compacted into one
They saw the daughter of their com

New York

Stadtholder of Holland,
proprietary married to the

cemented their own union by frequent
There was
intermarriage and the ties of consanguinity.
act declaring the liberties
passed, at the same time, an
of the people, and one for defraying the requisite charges

and

willingly

These, with a few
of.governm.ent for a limited time.
other laws regulating the internal economy of the pro
into
vince, and, in particular, enacting its division
counties, were transmitted to the Duke of Y ork, and re
ceived his confirmation, as proprietary, in the following
An amicable treaty, which the governor
year. [1684]
effected, about the same time, with the provincial au
thorities of Connecticut, terminated, at length the longboundaries of
Bubsisting dispute with regard to the

Connecticut and

New

York.

the administration of Colonel Dongan was chiefly
which he bestowed upon
distinguished by the attention
Indian affairs, and by the increasing influence which

But

now began
by the

to be exerted on the fortunes of the province
state of its relations with the tribes composing

celebrated confederacy of The Five Nations of
This federal association is said to have de
rived its origin from the most remote antiquity ; and,
as the name imports, it comprehended five Indian na
most
tions, of which the Mohawks have obtained the
united on terms of the
lasting name, and which were
strictest equality, in a perpetual alliance, for united
and mutual defence. The members of this
the

Canada.

conquest

united body reckoned themselves superior to all the
rest of mankind, and the distinctive appellation which
But the
they adopted* was expressive of this opinion.
far more policy
principles of their confederacy display
and refinement than we might expect from the arrogance
of their barbarous name.
They had embraced the
Roman maxim, of increasing their strength by incorpo
themselves.
rating the people of other nations with
After every conquest of an enemy, when they had in
cruel
some
executions, they
dulged their revenge by
exorcised their usual policy in the adoption of the re
so much advan
with
and
frequently
maining captives
sachems
tage, that some of their most distinguished
and captains were derived from defeated and adoptei
foes.
Each nation had its own separate republican
constitution, in which rank and office were claimet
;

only by age, procured only by merit, and enjoyed by
and each was divided into
the tenure of public esteem
three tribes, bearing respectively for their ensigns, am
distingnished by the names of, the Tortoise, the Bear
;

In no community was age graced will
or youth endowed with greater beauty
efficacy of their mode of life in develop
ing the fine proportions of which the human frame i
susceptible, that, when the statue of the Apollo Bclvi
dere was beheld, for the first time, by the America

and the Wolf.

more respect,
Such was the

Apelles, Benjamin West, he started at the unexpecte
How like it is to a youn
recognition, and exclaimed,
&quot;

&quot;

Ongue-honwe&quot;

that

is, &quot;Men

surpassing

all

others.

,

A

party despatched in the winter of 1665,
by Courcelles, the governor of Canada, to attack the
Five Nations, lost their way among wastes of snow,
and after enduring the greatest misery, arrived, witnout knowing where they were, at the village of Schenectady, near Albany, which a Dutchman of considcraThe
tion, named Corlear,* had recently founded.
French, exhausted and stupified with cold and hunger,
resembled rather an army of beggars than of hostile

pedmons.

;

|

I

jection to

were annually deputed to collect,! and were restrained
from making war or peace without the consent of the
Five Nations.
It was the policy of all the chiefs to
affect superior poverty, and to distribute among the
Century.
people the whole of their own share of tribute and
COLONEL Dongan did not arrive at the seat of his ,,| uu j er
\U matters of common concernment were
of Iv
his appoint
ansacted in general meetings of the sachems of each
government till a year after the date
ment; [1683.] a delay which appears to heive created
ation
and the influence of time, aided by a, long
some uneasiness, and was probably beneficial to the ourse of judicious policy and victorious enterprise, had
an
illardor of
people, in affording time for the first
ompletely succeeded in causing the federal character
merited loyalty to cool, and suggesting the precautions
nd sentiments to prevail over tbc peculiarities of their
first
the
for preserving liberty that should signalise
op
In the year 1677,
ubordinate national associations.
the public ap
it.
To
relieve
of
When
le confederacy possessed 2150 fighting men.
portunity
exercising
at once to issue
the
we have seen,
10. Tuscorora tribe was vanquished, as
prehensions,
governor proceeded
writs to the sheriffs, to convene the freeholders, for the
its
from
and
t a
territory
expelled
subsequent period,
purpose of electing their representatives in the assembly;
and this legislative body soon afterwards held its first
meeting at New York, to the great satisfaction of the
whole province. One of the first ordinances which it
framed naturally arose from the mixture of nations of
which the population was composed, and was an act of
general naturalization, securing and extending equal
From this period the Dutch and
privileges to all.

originated the mutual dread and enmity that so long
subsisted between the French and the confederated
Indians, and entailed ao many calamities upon both,
The French, les accustomed to the climate, and less
acquainted with the country, than their savage enemies,
attempted vainly to imitate their rapid and secret cx-

,

,

,

!

j

i

invaders, and would have fallen an easy prey to a body
of Indians who were in the village, if Corlear, touched

with compassion at their miserable appearance, had
not employed both influence and artifice witli tlie Indians, to persuade them to spare their unfortunate enemies, and depart to defend their own people against a

I

|

more formidable attack in a different quarter, which he
When the Indians were gone,
led them to expect.
Corlear and his townsmen brought refreshments to the
famishing Frenchmen, and supplied them with proto carry them home
y the colonists of Carolina, the fugitives proposed, visions and other necessaries
their broken estate by having taught them by a sensible lesson, that it is the
nd were permitted, to
and as (in mutual duty of men to mitigate by kindness and cha
ngrafting it on this powerful confederacy
ambition and ferocity,
onsequence of a supposition derived from similarity rity, instead of aggravating by
the ills that arise from the rigors of nature, and the
f language, of their original derivation fiom the same
The French governor expressed
lock to which they now returned), they were associated frailty of humanity.
Indians
s a new member of the
union, instead of being much gratitude for Corlear s kindness, and the
I

:

;

;

general

hut their
never resented his benevolent stratagem
mutual warfare continued unabated. At length, after
a long period of severe but indecisive hostilities, both
exhausted of animoparties, wearied of war, but not
which was concluded
sity, agreed to a general peace,
in the year 1667, and had subsisted ever since with-

itertninglcd with any particular portion of it, the conederacy soon after obtained the name of the Six Namns.
Both the French and the English writers, who

:

ave treated of the character or affairs of this people,
ave concurred in describing them as at once the most
idicious and politic of the native powers, and the most
erce and formidable of the native inhabitants of Ame[

There was only wanting to their fame, that
terary celebration which they obtained too soon from
tie
neighborhood of a race of civilized men, who were
estined to eclipse, and finally extinguish, their greatless
and particularly from the pen of a highly-accomjlished writer, Cadwalader Colden, one of the go
vernors of New York, they have received the same
listoric service which his own barbarian ancestors deivcd from the writings of Cassar and Tacitus.
When the French settled in Canada, in the beginica.

out any considerable interruption, at the period when
Colonel Dongan was made governor of New York.
Of the relation that subsisted between the Dutch and
the Five Nations, only confused and uncertain accounts
The writers who have asserted
nave been preserved.

Dutch were continually in close alliance and
seem to have derived their
friendship with the Indians,
statements entirely from their own ideas of what was
that the

;

mistaken for an expression of
probable, and to have
the indiscriminate readiness of
particular friendship,
It is certain
the Dutch to traffic with friend or foe.

one time they were engaged in a bloody war
with the Indians
though with what particular tribes,
rondacks ; in which, after having been themselves so there are no means of ascertaining and that during
a peace with
Stuyvcsant s administration they enjoyed
severely pressed, that they were driven from their pos
sessions round Montreal, and forced to seek an asylum them, of which the benefit was transmitted to the
on the south-east coast of Lake Ontario, the Five Na- English. When Colonel Nichols assumed the govern
ions had latterly succeeded in gaining a decided ad
ment of New Y ork, he entered into a friendly treaty
which, however, till the arrival
vantage, and had in turn constrained their enemies to with the Five Nations
abandon their lands situated above the Three Rivers, of Dongan, seems to have been product! c of no farther
and fly for safety behind the strait where Quebec was connexion than an extensive commercial intercourse,
juilt.
The tide of succes?, however, was suddenly in which the Indians supplied the English with peltry
turned by the arrival of Champlain, who conducted the in return for arms and ammunition, of the use of which,
French colony, and who naturally joined the Adiron- as long as they were not employed against themselves,
The the venders were entirely, and, as it proved, unfor
dacks, because he had settled on their lands.
The Indians adhered to the treaty
conduct, the bravery, and espicially the fire-arms, of tunately, regardless.
these new allies of the enemy, proved an overmatch with strict fidelity
but always showed a scrupulous
for the skill and intrepidity of the Five Nations, who niceness in exacting the demonstrations of respect due
were defeated in several battles, and reduced to the to an independent people and in particular when any
It was at this critical juncture that of thetr forces had occasion to pass near the English
greatest distress.
with military honors.
:he first Dutch ship arrived in Hudson s river, with the forts,
they expected to be saluted
colonists who established themselves at Albany.
The In the mean time the French Canadians were not roFive Nations, easily procuring from these neighbors a miss in availing themselves of their deliverance from
of arms to which alone their ene
They ad
the hostilities of these formidable Indians.
supply of that
en
ling of this century, they found the Five Nations
in a bloody war with the powerful tribe of AAi-

that at

gaged

;

;

;

;

;

species

mies had been indebted for their superiority, revived
the war with such impetuosity and success, that the
nation of the Adirondacks was completely annihilated
and the French too late discovered, that they had
Hence
espoused the fortunes of the weaker people. t
;

In this peculiarity most of the Indian tribes resembled the
anrient Spartans ; as they did also in the diligence with which
they cultivated conciseness of speech.
I have often hud opportunity to observe what anxiety
t
the poor Indians were under, while those two old men re
mained in that part o f the country where I was. An old Mo
hawk sachem, in a poor blanket, and dirty shirt, may be seen
issuing his orders with as arbitrary an authority as a Roman
&quot;

dictator.&quot;

t

Colden,

To amuse

i.

4.

the French, the Five Nations, at one time,

vanced their settlements along the river St. Lawrence,
and in the year 1672 built Fort Frontignac on its north
west bank, where it rushes from the vast parent waters
of Ontario.

With

a policy proportioned to the vigor of

with

their advances, they filled the Indian settlements
and
their missionaries, who laboring with great activity
converts to their doctrines, and al
success,

multiplied

as the

The praying Indians,
countrymen.
French termed their converts, were either^ncutral,

lies to their

or,

The
in war.
frequently, their auxiliaries
auditors the doctrines that
preached not to their Indian
nor a
human
nature,
most deeply wound the pride of
which the conduct of the bulk ol
Jesuit:

more

i

lofty

morality

them a proposal of peace, to which the French readily nominal professors practically denies and disgraces.
inclining, requested them to receive a deputation of Jesuits,
of their converts but a superficial change
whose exertions, they expected, would sincerely conciliate They required
in place of anoThe Five Nations willingly agreed, and an embraccment of one superstition
their friendship.

sent

;

desired to see the priests Immediately; but the instant they
got hold of them, they marched to attack the Indian allies of
the French, and taking the priests with them as hostages, to
enforce the neutrality of their countrymen, gave the Adirond
acks a signal defeat. Colden, i. %$.

Indians who
This man enjoyed great influence with the
ol NewYork
always addressed the governors
ol
wiih the title of Corlear, as the name most expressive
i.
3*.
respect that they could employ. Colden,
after his death,

NORTH AMERICA.
ther;

and they entertained

their imaginations,

their senses, and impressed
a ceremonial at once picturesque

by
Yet as, from the weakness of man,
an admixture of error is inseparable from the best sys
tem of doctrine, so, from the goodness of God, a ray of
truth is found to pervade even the worst.
The in
structions of the Jesuits, from which the lineaments of
Christianity were not wholly obliterated, may have con
tributed, in some instances, to form the divine image
in the minds of the Indians
and the good seed, unchoked bv the tares, may, in some places, have sprung
to
life.
The
moral
and domestic pre
up
everlasting
cepts contained in the Scriptures were communicated,
in some instances, with a happy effect
and various con
gregations of Indian converts were persuaded by the

and mysterious.

;

:

Jesuits to build villages in Canada in the same style as
the French colonists, to adopt European husbandry,

and

to renounce spirituous
The visible sepa
liquors.
ration ol the catholic priests from the family of man
kind, by a superstitious renunciation of conjugal and

parental

ties,

gave no small sacredness

to their charac

and a strong prevailing power to their addresses.
In the discharge of what they conceived their duty,
their courage and perseverance were
equalled onlv by
their address and activity.
They had already com
passed sea and land to make proselytes, and the threats
of death and torture could not deter them from exe
cuting their commission.
Many of them, though com
manded to depart, continued to remain among tribes
that were at war with their
countrymen and some of
them, on the principle of becoming all thino-s to all
men. embraced Indian habits of living. One of these
last, established himself so firmly in the affections of
one ol the tribes of the Five Nations, that although they
continued faithful to the national enmity
against the
French, they adopted him as a brother, and elected
ter,

;

him

a

sachem.

With such

industry, resolution, and
French Jesuits &quot;exert themselves
to recommend their faith and their
country to the af
fections of the Indians.
The French laity, too, and
especially their civil and military officers arid soldiery,
succeeded better th.m the generality of the English, in

insinuation, did the

recommending themselves tu the good graces of the
French vanity was productive of more po
savages.
liteness and accommodation* than English
and
pride
even the displeasure that the French sometimes ex
cited by the commission of injuries, was less intolerable
;

than the provocation that the English too frequently
The stubborn dis
inspired by a display of insolence.
position of the English was best fitted to contend with
the obstructions of nature
the pliancy and vivacity
of the French, to prevail over the
jealousy of the na
tives.
There were as yet no protestant missions in
this quarter of America, which, in the
following cen
tury, some New England clergymen, aided by a reli
gious society in Scotland, were destined to illustrate
by noble and successful exertions of missionary labor.
;

Colonel Dongan, who was not, like his predecessors,
encumbered with a monopoly of all the functions of
vernmeut, nor absorbed in struggles with popular dis
content, had leisure for a wider survev of the state of
his countrymen s relations with the Indians, and
very
soon discovered that the peace which was so advan
&amp;lt;*o-

tageous to the French Canadian colonists, by enabling
them to extend their fortifications and their commerce
over a vast extent of country, was
productive of
severe inconvenience to some of the colonies of
Britain, and threatened serious danger to them all.
The Five Nations, inflamed by their passion for war,

and finding a pretext

for its gratification in the recol
insults that had been offered to
in the season of their
adversity, had turned their

lection of

numerous

them
arms southward, and conquered

the country from the
Mississippi to the borders of Carolina
exterminating
numerous tribes and nations in their destructive pro
of
the
Indian allies of Virginia and Magress.
Many
ryland sustained their attacks and these colonies themjelves were frequently involved in hostilities both in
defence of their allies, and in defence of themselves
;

;

against allies incensed by discovering that their in
vaders derived their means of
annoying them from the

But this year, Colonel Don
English at New York.
gan, in conjunction with Lord Effiugham, the governor
of Virginia, concluded with the Five Nations a defini
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tive treaty of peace,
embracing all the English settle&quot;
ments, and all tribes in alliance with them.
Hatchets,

were prevented from
exhibiting to public
odium,
and English sympathy, through the medium of the

proportioned to the numbers of the English colonists, press.
were solemnly buried in the ground and the arms of
Dongan, having been a soldier all his life, seems to
the Duke of York, as the
acknowledged supreme head have been fitted rather by habit to regard with indif
of the English and Indian confederacy, were
enforce with rio-or, a sys
suspended ference, than by disposition
along the frontiers of the territories of the Five Na- tem of arbitrary power and, accordingly, the remain
tions.*
This treaty was long inviolably adhered to
der of his administration,
though less favorable to his
and the fidelity of its observance was powerfully aided popularity, was not discreditable to his
character, which
by a renewal of hostilities between the Five Nations continued to evince the same moderation, and the
and their ancient enemies the French.
It was at this
same regard to the public weal, as before.
Though a
time that the merchants of New York first adventured Roman catholic, he had beheld with
alarm, and re
on the great lakes to the westward, hoping to participate sisted with energy, the intrusion of the French
priests
in the trade which the French were
and even
carrying on with into the settlements of the Five Nations
much profit in that quarter, and which they endeavored when his bigoted master was persuaded
the
court
by
to guard from invasion by prejudicing the Indians of France to command him to desist from thus ob
;

U&amp;gt;

;

j

;

|

(

!

|

I

I

;

seemed likely
Dongan perceiving the disadvantages to which his countrymen were
solicited
the
to
take meaexposed,
English ministry
against the English, and by every art that
to obstruct the advances of their rivals.

sures for preventing the French from navigating the
lakes which belonged to the Five Nations, and, conBut he
sequently, as he apprehended, to

England.

was informed that it was preposterous to ask, or expect,
that France would command her subjects to desist from
an advantageous commerce for the benefit of their
rivals
and he was directed rather by acts of kindness

:

!

!

!

I

{

;

and courtesy to encourage the Indians to retain their
adherence to England, and to make it the interest of
all the tribes to trade with the
English in preference to
the French
observing withal such prudence as might
So far were
prevent offence to European neighbors.
these views from being realised, that from this time
there commenced a series of disputes between the two
nations, which for the greater part of a century engaged
them in continual wars and hostile intrigues that threat
ened the destruction of their colonial settlements, cost
the lives of many of the European colonists, and wasted
the blood, and prolonged the barbarism, of those unfor
tunate Indians who were involved in the vortex of their

[

|

On the death of Charles the Second, the
York ascended his brother s throne, and tho
of
which he had been proprietary devolved,
province
1085.]
of

Duke

with
of

its

all

The people
dependencies, on the crown.
received, with improvident exultation, the

New York

accounts of their proprietary s advancement to rovaltv,
and proclaimed him as their sovereign with the liveliest
demonstrations of attachment and respect.
They had
been for some time past soliciting with much eagerness
a formal grant of the constitution that was now esta
blished among them
and the duke had not only pro
;

them in this particular, but had actually
proceeded so far as to sign a patent in conformity with
their wishes, which, at his accession to the throne, re
mised

to gratify

some trivial solemnity to render it complete
and irrevocable. But James, though he could not pre
tend to forget, was not ashamed to violate, as King of
England, the promise which he had made when Duke
of York
and a calm and unblushing refusal was now
returned to the renewed solicitations of all the
incorpo
rated bodies, and the great bulk of the inhabitants of
the province.
Determined to establish the same arbi
trary system in New York which he designed for
New England, so far from conferring new immuni
ties, he withdrew what had been formerly conceded.
[1686.] In the second year of his reign he invested
Dongan with a new commission, empowering him, with
consent of a council, to enact the laws, and impose the
taxes
and commanding him to suffer no printing
press to exist.
Though he now sent Andros to New
England, he paused a while before he ventured to re
store the authority of that obnoxious
governor in New
York.
But the people beheld in his appointment to
govern the colonies in their neighborhood, an additional
indication of their princes character and their own dan
ger, and with impatient discontent! endured a yoke
which they were unable to break, and which
they
quired only

;

;

*

When

this treaty

was renewed some

years after, tlie
as orator for Hie Indians thus addressed
make fast the roots of the tree of
peace and tranquillity, which is planted ia this place. Its
roots extend as fai as the utmost of youi colonies if the
French should come to shake this tree, we would feel it by
the motion of its roots, which extend into our countrv.&quot; Col-

sachem who acted

the colonial envoys.

&quot;

We

:

den,

i.

109.

+ So great was the change produced in the sentiments of
the colonists by this change of treatment, that we find Don
gan writing this year to the English ministry, I wish for
more fortifications, as the people everyday ijruw more nume
rous, and are of a turbulent disposition.&quot; Stale Papers, apud

This censure seems to be as unjust as liie
retort which his own character experienced at the Revolu.
tion, when a hody of the inhabitants denounced him as
a
wicked popish governor.&quot;

Chalmers, 601.

&quot;

fatal to their

the English.

own

He

prove

interests, and to their friendship with
still insisted that the French should

not treat with the Indians in alliance with his
colony,
without his privity and intervention
but the French
court again employed their interest with his master
;
and he accordingly received orders to depart from this
The Five Nations, however, seemed more
pretension.
likely to need the assistance of his forces than the sug
Their untutored sagacity had
gestions of his policy.
ministers of the court of
long perceived what
Eng
land were not skilful enough to discern, that the ex
tensive projects of France both threateneo&quot; themselves
with subjugation, and involved, to the manifold dis
advantage of the English colonies, a diminution of
their trade, and a removal of the
powerful barrier that
etill
separated them from the rival settlement of Ca
nada.
The treaty that excluded the Five Nations from
:

&quot;the

|

;

hostility.

structing the progress of popish conversion, he con
tinued nevertheless to warn his Indian
allies, that the
admission of the Jesuits among them would

!

hostile expeditions against the more distant tribes allied
to the other English colonies,
them leisure to

gave

attend

with less distraction to their nearer interests

;

and finding themselves inconvenienced by the supplies
which their numerous enemies derived from the French,
they had of late chosen to consider this as a hostile
act which they were entitled to chastise and obstruct,
and had constantly attacked the Canadian traders who
any tribe with whom they
war.
The French, under the conduct of two
successive governors, De la Barre and Nouville, had
carried military stores to

were

at

vainly endeavored, partly by treaty and partly by force,
to repress proceedings so
injurious to their commerce,
their reputation, and their political views
when Don
gan perceiving that a war would probably ensue be
tween the rivals and the allies of his
;

countrymen,

prevailed, by the most urgent entreaties, on the Eng
court to invest him with authority to assist the
Five Nations in the contest that menaced them. But
the French ministers gaining information of these in

lish

structions, hastened to counteract

them by a repetition
of artifices which again proved successful.
They had
already more than once, by their hypocrisy and cunning,
succeeded in outwitting the sincere bigotry of the Eng
lish king; and they had now the address to conclude
with him a treaty of neutrality for America, by which
it was
stipulated that neither party should give as
sistance to Indian tribes in their wars with the other.
Armed with so many advantages, the French authori

Canada resumed, with increased vigor, their en
deavors to chastise by force, or debauch by
intrigue,
the Indian tribes who had preferred the
English alli
ance to theirs ; while Dongan was compelled to sacri*
fice the honor of his countrv to the mistaken
politics of
his master, and to abandon her allies to the
hostility,
and her barrier to the violation, of an insidious and en
He could not, however, divest himterprising rival.
ties in

of the interest he felt in the fortunes of the Five
Nations, and seized every opportunity of imparting to
them advice no less prudent than humane, for the con
duct of their enterprises, and the treatment of their
selt

But his inability to fulfil former engage
ments, and afford them farther aid, greatly weakened
the efficacy of his councils. Though the remonstrances
of Dongan enabled the ministers of James to discover,
in the following year, [1687] that the treaty of neu
prisoners.

trality for

America was

prejudicial to the interests of

England, it was impossible to prevent the king from
renewing, in the close of the same year, this impolitic
arrangement with France.
But the king had no intention of relinquishing his

empire

in

America

;

and

his

mind, though strongly

was not unsusceptible of politic
though he seems rarely to have mingled these

tinctured with bigotry,

views

;

considerations together.
As his bigotry had prompted
to give up the Indians to the French, his
policy

him
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his northern
suggested the measure of uniting all
colonies in one government for their more effectual de
It must be confessed, indeed, that lie seems to
fence.
have been at least as strongly prompted to this design
by the desire of facilitating his own arbitrary govern
ment in the colonies, as by concern for their safety, or

now

As his scheme in
for the integrity of his dominions.*
cluded
York, and as he thought the people of this

New

province

now

sufficiently prepared

to abide the extre

his will, he indulged the more readily the dis
him by obstructing the
pleasure that Dongan had given
French Jesuits, which had been a subject of continual

mity of

vigorous act of interposition by the English colonists tion to concur with, the general revolution of the em
would have sufficed to terminate for ever the rivalry of pire.
Nicholson, the lieutenant-governor, and hi
France and England in this quarter of the world.
council, not only refrained from proclaiming William

1689.] While this war between the French and the
Indians was prolonged by indecisive hostilities, a scene
of the utmost importance was preparing to open at

New York. A deep and general disaffection to the
government prevailed there among all ranks of men
and as the public discontents had been for some time
;

plainly gathering to a head,

some

violent convulsion

and Mary, but despatched a letter to governor Bradstreet, at Boston, commanding with haughty menace,
the immediate release of Andros, and the suppression
of the insurrectionary rabble* who had presumed to put
him in confinement. Nolwitstanding this demonstra
tion of opposition to the revolution, the more reflecting
part of the inhabitants clearly perceived that their local
must follow the fate of the rest of the

was fearfully anticipated and perhaps was suspended government
em
by divisions in sentiment arising from the different as pire, and were disposed calmly to wait for the sponta
times
itself
to
in
which
the
state
of
the
of
Nicholson
and
his
council
to
submission
neous
pects
presented
To the wealthy and the discerning, William and Mary, or the arrival of orders or help from
of this meritorious officer was accordingly superseded different minds.
But the impatience of a con
by a royal command to deliver up his charge to Sir the privation of liberty and the degradation of the pro Britain to reduce them.
Edmund Andros and New York not only reverted to vince, appeared with justice the only public disadvan siderable body of the people, and especially of those who
were panic struck with the terrors of popery, could not
the dominion of its ancient tyrant, but beheld its exist
tages which they had occasion to deplore, or were in
But a dread of popery had seized abide this tedious issue, and was inflamed with the ap
ence as a separate province completely merged in its terested to remove.
annexation to the government of New England. Andros the minds of many of the poorer inhabitants, and not prehension of some notable piece of craft from Nichol
lemained at Boston as the metropolis of his jurisdic only diminished real and substantial evils in their es son and his associates in office t
tion
This party found a chief in Jacob Leisler, a man of
committing the administration of New York to teem, but gone far to extinguish common sense in their
Nicholson, his lieutenant-governor [1683.] and though understandings and common justice in their senti
eager headlong temper and narrow capacity, and whose
by the vigor of his remonstrances, and his reputation ments. The king s well known bigotry, his attempts zeal against popery and former ill treatment by Andros,
for ability, he compelled the French to suspend some to introduce popery in England, and his tyrannical sup
seemed to designate him the proper leader of the oppo
encroachments which they were making or threatening pression of liberty among themselves, inculcated this sition to the political and religious enemies of the pro
and vince. He had already committed the first act of re
to make on the English territories, he could lend no additional apprehension on their irritated minds
assistance to the Five Nations in the hostilities that the servile apostasy of some of the officers of govern
sistance, by refusing to pay customs on some goods he
were now carried on between them and the French with a ment at New Yoik who endeavored to court royal had imported, alleging that the collector was a papist,
s
to
favor
to
the
obliterate
mutual fury and ferocity that seemed totally
by professing
adopt
king religion, appeared and that there was no legitimate government in the co
The strongly to confirm it. Some angry feelings that had lony. Nicholson having begun to make preparations
the distinction between civilized and savage men.
people of New York, deprived of their liberties, and been excited in the commencement of Colonel Don- for defending the city against a foreign invasion, and
mortified by their annexation to New England, felt gan s administration were now seen to revive and at summoned the trained bands to garrison the fort, a re
themselves additionally ill used by the policy which once augment and diversify the prevailing ferments. port was circulated that the papists were preparing to
compelled them to stand aloof and behold the fate of At that period, notwithstanding the exertions of a former massacre the protestants and Leisler, who commanded
the allies to whom they had promised protection, to
governor to adjust the boundaries of property in Long a company of the trained bands, instantly marched at
Island, a great many disputes on this subject prevailed the head of a detachment of this body, and making his
gether with their own most important interests sus
pended on the issue of a contest in which they were not in the same quarter between different individuals and way into the fort, assumed the command of it in de
different townships
suffered to take a share
while all the while their coun
and on Dongan had devolved the fence of the protestant cause, and in attendance on the
trymen in the eastern part of New England were ha thankless office of adjusting these controversies by judg orders of the king and queen of England. The pre
rassed by a dangerous Indian war which was believed ments which could hardly fail to engender a great deal cautions of the late king had deprived the people and
on strong reasons to have been excited by the intrigues of enmity against him. In such cases it too commonly their leaders of the power of diffusing their sentiments
But though deserted by the English, happens that the, arbitrator by seeking to gratify both by the agency of the press but a written declaration
of the French.
the Five Nations maintained the struggle with an parties, disappoints them both, and is taxed on all sides was subscribed by Leisler and his followers, importing
with partiality
or that studying only to enforce strict that, although they had suffered many grievances from
energy that promised the preservation of their indepen
a wicked popish governor, Dongan,&quot; they would have
dence, and finally with a success that excited hopes justice, he excites extreme discontent in those whom
even of the subjugation of their civilized adversaries. his award both deprives of the property they had hoped patiently awaited redress from England, if the violence
to
or
and
as
an
with
twelve
hundred
of
their
and
unrea
and oppression of Nicholson and the schemes of the
unjust
expedition
keep
gain,
stigmatizes
Undertaking
Most men possess sufficient ingenuity
warriors against Montreal, they conducted their march sonable men.
to take arms and secure
papists had not forced them
with such rapidity and secrcsy as to surprise the French to supply them with plausible reasons for imputing the the fort, which they were ready to deliver up to such
The suddenness and disappointment of their expectations to the dishonesty prolastant officer as the king and queen might send to
in almost unguarded security.
fury of their attack proved irresistible.
They burned of those who obstruct or withhold them and disap receive it. Leisler, finding that at first he was not
the town, sacked the plantations, put a thousand of the pointed litigants have in all ages been notorious for the
of consideration in the province,
joined by any persons
and
carried
a
French to the sword,
number of vehemence and acrimony of their spleen.* A great despatched a messenger to King William, and by ne
away
alive
who
whom
burned
to
accounted
themselves
their
many persons
they
prisoners
returning
wronged by gotiations with Massachusetts and Connecticut, suc
friends with the loss of only three of their own number. Dongan s adjudications, had made no scruple to impute ceeded in interesting the governments of these colonies
It was now that the disadvantage arising from the neu
their disappointments to the darkness and obliquity of on his side.
But a report arising that an English fleet
his popish understanding.
trality of the English was most sensibly felt, both in
They conceived a violent was approaching to assist the insurgents, they were in
the cruelties with which the Indians stained the triumphs jealousy of popish designs, which the recollection of stantly
of people in New York ;
joined by all classes
they obtained, and which the influence of a humane ally their wrongs preserved unimpaired by the lapse of time and Nicholson, afraid of sharing the fate of Andros, fled
These to England. Unfortunately for Leisler, the command
might have contributed to moderate,! and also in the and the character of Dongan s administration.
inability of the savages to improve their victories into feelings were revived and inflamed by recent events which priority of resistance and the favor of the lower
and
strained
nerve
the
of
some
of
the
indeed
to
They
every
appearances
apostasy
lasting conquest.
public orders enabled him, his natural temper equally prompted
follow up tncir advantage, and shortly after the attack officers confirmed the apprehensions of popery and the him to retain,
though surrounded by men who dreaded
on Montreal possessed themselves of the fort at Lake painful stroke inflicted by the establishment of civil bis violence and reluctantly submitted to his elevation.
Ontario which the garrison in a panic abandoned to tyranny was chiefly felt as aggravating the smart of a These new adherents had influence enough to cause a
them and being now reinforced by the desertion of former and totally different injury. This class oi per second proclamation to be issued, in which the unwor
numerous Indian allies of the French, they reduced sons esteemed popery the most terrible feature in the thy censure on Dongan was omitted, and no stipula
every station that this people possessed in Canada to a aspect of the times, and themselves as eminent victims tion whatever inserted as to the religion of the royal
state of the utmost terror and distress.
It had
Nothing could of popish persecution and considered these as by far the officer to whom the fort would be surrendered.
nave saved the French from utter destruction but the fittest considerations to unite the general resentment, been
happy for all parties if the jealousy of Leisler s
which
disabled
the
and
Indians
from
its
vindictive
reaction.
wise
and
with
this
moderate
satisfied
rivals had been
ignorance
justify
attacking
fortified places
and it was evident to all that a single
While the minds of men were thus agitated by com control over his measures. But Courtlandt. the mayor
mon
but
restrained
from
cordial
union
resentment,
of
the city, Colonel Bayard, Major Shuyler, and a
by
* Ctmlmer s account of this
project of the king and of the
measures which it produced (wherever the subject engages difference of opinion and variety of apprehension, the number of other gentlemen, unable to brook the supe
rank and talents were inferior
Ilis attention, !mt especially in cap. 16) is strangely erroneous.
public expectation was awakened and elevated by in
riority of a man whose
He quotes, as words used by the king in explanation of his telligence from Europe of the
designs of the Prince of to their own, retired to Albany, and, seizing the fort
fiews fp. 425), expression.! employed by a different person,
there, declared that they held it for King William, and
and not ascribed at all to the king (Hutchinson,i. 371). lie Orange. Yet no commotion had ensued, when the im
Each
asserts also that Andros made an advantageous peace for the portant tidings arrived of the accession of William and would maintain no connexion with Leisler.
Five Nations with the French. Here indeed he is so far sup
to
the
throne
of
and
of
the
successful
Mary
England,
*
ported by an author to whom incorrectness is very unusual, insurrection at Boston which had terminated the
Chalmers, in strains of equal arrogance, imputes the sub
go
and who Rays merely that the Mohawks made peace with
proceedings at New York to the rabble of this place.
Even the contagious ferment sequent
the French under the influence of Sir Edmund&quot; (Hutchinson, vernment of Andros.
But a country where beggary and dependence are unknown,
i. 370).
But the fact is, that the Five Nations were at war excited by this last intelligence
no class to which such an epithet can justly belong,
have
subsided
produces
might
with the French during the whole of And ros s administration: without
The whole account he has given of the proceedings at this
producing an cxplosiou of popular violence, if
and so totally unconnected was he with their aftairs, thttt
is defaced by the grossest partiality.
period
neither Smith nor Colden was aware of his having ever been the conduct of the local authorities of New York had
t Thucydides thus characterizes the proceedings of the
a second time governor of New York.
Such as had
not indicated an intention to resist, or at least a hesita- populace in one of the revolutions of Corcyra
t The conduct whinh we have already witnessed in some
for both their own defect
the least wit had the best success
*
into a great
of the Indian allies of the New England states, in their joint
them
adversaries
be
their
and the subtlety of
putting
May they
perpetually defeated in judicial controver
wars, may seem to render this a vain speculation. Hut the sies,&quot; was thought by the Greeks a curse worthy of being in
fear to be overcome in words, or ai loast in preinsidation by
Five Nations were a far more reasonable and intelligent race serted in the denunciation they published against such as their enemy s great craft, they therefore went roundly to
of beings than the IVquods and Narraghansets. Colonel Don- should violate the Amphictiomc engagement. It is an obser
with them with deeds. B. iii. Hobbes Translation. Hobbes
In sedi
jan, whom they greatly loved and respected (Colden, i. 53), vation of Thucydides that men arc much more exasperated own summary of this passage and the context is,
;

The commission

complaint from the court of France.

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

:

;

&quot;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

wor&amp;lt;

&quot;

might have mollified their hostilities by his example, as he
frequently and not altogether ineffectually attempted to do by
his counsels

by a supposed injustice of which the benefit accrues to their
equals, ihan by the most violent usurpation committed by

tions and confusion, they that distrust their wits suddenly use
their hands, and defeat the stratagems ?f the more subtle

their superiors.

fcort
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from the animated horror of the scene.
Not only
were all the mule inhabitants they could reach put to

now

professed adherence to the same sovereign,
and denounced the other as rebels to his authority.
Lei&ler, though intrusted by the militia with the sole
command, judged it prudent to associate some respectable citizens along with him in a station that was likely

with so

much envy

was exceedingly afraid, to
surrender it
This ill-fated adventure] seems to have
death, but pregnant women were ripped up, and their hoped to the last that the king would either continue
infants dashed on the walls of the houses.
But either him in his office or expresslv sanction and reward his
the delay occasioned by this elaborate
and when he found himself no otherwise no
cruelty, or the services
to prove 90 dangerous.
Having fortified his own power more merciful haste of the flames to announce the ca- ticed than by a summons from Colonel Sloughter to
by the appointment of a committee of safety at New larnity to those who might still fly from the assassins, deliver up the fort, he answered in the language of
York, he despatched his son-in-law, Milbourn, against enabled many of the inhabitants to escape. The folly and despair, that he would not give it up but to
Courtlandt and his efforts of the assailants were also somewhat impeded an order under the
the adverse faction at Albany.
Such a resolu
king s own hand.
associates, burning with resentment, but averse to shed by a sagacious discrimination which they thought it ex- tion it was unfortunately possible to utter, though quite
party

that he

:

I

;

.

|

j

j

blood in such a quarrel, were relieved from their perplex
by a hostile irruption of French and Indians, [1690]
which, by the desolation it inflicted on the surrounding
nuc
either rennereu
rendered their
eir post
country, eier
couurv,
pos untenable, or induced

pedient to exercise.
Though unmindful of benefits,
they were not regardless of policy, and of a number of
Mohawk Indians who were in the village not one sus

and he only sealed his fate
impracticable to maintain
this last frantic effort to evade it, and furnished his
enemies with a legal pretext lo destroy him, which
tained an injury.
e masmas otherwise they would have found it no easy matter to
jury.
Sixty
ixy persons penseu
perished in the
them to sacrifice their pretensions, for the purpose off sacre, and twenty-seven were taken prisoners. Of th adduce. The new governor s ears were now readily
enabling their countrymen to unite al the force of the fugitives who escaped half naked, and made their way opened to all the charges that Leisler s enemies has
Abandoning the through a storm of snow to Albany, twenty-five lost tened to prefer against him and though he quickly
province against the common enemy.
The French abandoned the despurate purpose of defending the fore,
fort to their rival, they took refuge in the neighboring their limbs from the intensity of the frost.
colonies
and Leisler, with vindictive rashness, pro having totally destroyed Sihenectady, retired loaded he was denounced as a rebel, and committed to prison
ceeded to confiscate their estates. To add strength with plunder from a place where I think it must be ac
with his kinsman and Miibourne various others of his
adherents on a charge of high treason.
and reputation to his party, a convention was summoned knowledged that even the atrocities of their country
Colonel Sloughter having thus established his au
by Leisler of deputies from all the towns and districts men in the Palatinate had been outdone.
The intelligence of this event excited the utmost thority in the province, proceeded to convoke an assem
arid this assembly, in
to which his influence extended
Forces bly which voted addresses in reprobation of Leisler s
which two deputies from Connecticut were admitted to consternation in the province of New York.
assist with their advice, enacted various regulations for were quickly raised to repel or retort the hostility of rebellious conduct, in holding out the fort against the
the
French
on
the
But
the
of
of
the
and,
A general act of annulment was passed, not
the temporary government
Leisler, the governor.
application
province.
acts of this body, and especially its financial imposi
colony of Connecticut sent a body of auxiliaries to his only against all the regulations that had been esta
found
aid.
It
was
difficult
to
the
excite
the
Five
Nations
a
blished
former
were
tions,
by
disputed by
powerful party among
royal governors and their counsels,
to join actively with allies who had once desened them
but even against the Uws that had been enacted by the
colonists, whose indignation against Leisler was con
and many but they declared that no arts of the French should popular assembly in 1C33, on the strange and unintcllifined with difficulty to insults and menaces
of the English inhabitants of Long Island, while they ever prevail with them to take the part of an ancient bie pretext, that having never been observed by the late
an ancient friend.
As the province of king, they had ceased to be binding on the people.
expressed a reluctant submission to this chief, privately enemy against
to Massachusetts was severely harassed at the same time As some doubt had arisen, whether, in the absence of
applied to Connecticut, and solicited this state
Indian
hostilities
annex their insular settlements to its jurisdiction.
by
instigated and aided by Count a charter, the assembling of a representative body was
In this unhappy state of animosity and contention Frontignac, a scheme was projected between the New an inherent right of the people, or a mere grace from
the colonists of New York continued altogether nearly England states and New York for a general invasion the king, this assembly passed a remarkable law, de
two years, notwithstanding a revolution which, by ele of Canada. An expedition, commanded by Sir William claring that this and all the other liberties of English
of Holland to the English throne, Phipps, sailed from Boston against Quebec ; and the men belonged of right to the colonists ; but this act
vating the stadtholder
Leisler
had promised to unite, them together more (irmly than united forces of Connecticut and New York, under was afterwards annulled by King William.
ever.
Happily, the quarrel exhibited no symptoms of the command of General Winthrop, were to march and Milhourne were now brought to trial, and, vainly
national antipathy between the Dutch and English, who against Montreal. ButLcisler s son-in law, Milboume, pleading their meritorious services in originating the
revolution of the province, were convicted, and received
without discrimination of races, embraced respectively who acted as commissary-general, had made such im
The governor still hesitated to de
the party to which their political sentiments attached perfect provision for the expedition, that, partly from sentence of death.
this
and
Indians
much
evil
and
from
the
of
the
and
them
defect,
malignity
stroy the two persons, who, of all the inhabitants, had
though
passion
inability
partly
were engendered between the two factions, no blood to supply as many canoes for crossing the rivers and first declared themselves in favor of his sovereign and,
was shed bv either while their commotions lasted. But, lakes as it had been hoped they would furnish, the shortly after the trial, wrote to the English ministers to
unfortunately, the miseries of foreign war and hostile general was obliged to call a council of war, and, by direct him in what manner the convicts should be dis
The ex posed of: but he had hardly taken this step, when tha
ous opu
invasion were soon added to the calamity of internal their unanimous
opinion, to order a retreat.
discord.
The condition of the French in Canada had pedition aga inst Qu,ebec was equally unsuccessful. renewed instances of their enemies induced him to
been suddenly raised from the brink of ruin by the ar Leisler, transported with rage when he was informed alter his purpose, and issue the warrant of death, which
The adherent*
rival of a strong reinforcement from the parent state, of the retreat, caused Winthrop to be arrested, but was instantly carried into execution.*
under the command of a skilful and enterprising officer, was instantly compelled by universal indignation to of Leisler and Miibourne, who had been much enraged
thp old Count de Frontignac, who now assumed the release him.
Infatuated by his dangerous elevation, at the sentence, were filled with terror and astonish
government of the French settlements, and quickly this man began to display the spirit that goes before a ment when they saw it carried into effect, and began
fall.
The government of Connecticut, incensed at the to fly in such numbers from the province, that it was
gave a different complexion to the affairs of his country
men. He set on foot a treaty with the Five Nations, affront by which he had revenged the result of his own found necessary to pass in haste a general act of in
Leisler s eon complained to the king of the
and succeeded, meanwhile, in obtaining a suspension incapacity on the best officer and most respected in
demnity.
of their hostilities.
War had already been declared habitant of their province, signified in very sharp terms execution of his father, and the confiscation of his pro
between France and England and the dissensions their astonishment and displeasure at his presumption, perty and the privy council reporting that, although
among the inhabitants of New York seeming to invite arid warned him, with prophetic wisdom, that his state the trial and execution weie legal, it was advisable,
an attack upon this province, he determined to revive the needed rare prudence, and that he had urgent occasion under all the circumstances of the case, to restore the
ity

un,

;

by

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

|

;

;

drooping spirits of his people by availing himself of
A considerable
templing opportunity of success.
body of French and Indiana was accordingly collected,
and despatched in the depth of winter a gainst New
York.
By a strange coincidence, which seemed to
have been decreed for the purpose of staining the
French name in America with the blackest ingratitude
and dishonor, this party, like their predecessors in 1665,
this

twenty-two days through deserts
wandering
rendered trackless by snow, approached the village of
Schenectady in so exhausted a condition that they had
determined lo surrender themselves to the inhabitants
as prisoners of war.
But, arriving at a late hour on
an inclement night, and learning from the messengers
had
sent forward that the inhabitants were all in
they
bed, without even the precaution of a public watch,
they exchanged their intention of imploring mercy to
themselves for a plan of nocturnal attack and massa
cre of the defenceless people, to whose charity their
own countrymen had once been so highly indebted.
This detestable requital of good with evil was exe
cuted with a barbarity which of itself must be ac
after

for

to form one of the most revolting and
pictures that have ever been exhibited of human
cruelty and ferocity.
Dividing themselves into a num
ber of parties, they set fire to the village in various

knowledged
torirfic

places,

and attacked the inhabitants with

fatal

advan

tage when, alarmed by th conflagration, they endea
vored to escape from their burning houses.
The
exhausted strength of the Frenchmen appeared to rewith
the
work of destruction, and to gather
five

energy

was

forfeited estate, this

for friends.

all

the grace that could for

a compensation more
messenger with some time be obtained. But
the most flattering encouragement, and admitted him honorable and satisfactory was awarded to them soon
of the same king, the Eng
to the honor of kissing his hand, as a testhnon
lony of his after; and, under the reign

King William had received

Leisler

s

New Y

at
fork.
But
satisfaction with the *proceedings
o
Nicholson, on his arrival in England, found means to
make his party good with the king, and instil into his

|

;

j

mind

a prejudice, of which royalty rendered it very
susceptible, aga
against the insurgents both at Boston and
York.
He returned thanks, indeed, to the people

New

;

and he demonstrated

to the in

how

very lightly he re
spected their complaints against Andros and Nicholson,
by subsequently promoting these men to the govern
ment of others of the American provinces. He would,
doubtless, have contiued to unite New York and Mas
sachusetts in the same government
but plainly fore
seeing that he must inevitably grant a charter to Bos
and
that
to
evade
a
he might hope
similar conceston,

]

and to renew
and defensive, with the English.
the
deceit and
We remember,&quot; they declared,
the belt they have sent us is
treachery of the French
we spew it out of our mouths and are re
poison
solved lo make war with them as long as we live.&quot;
On his return from this conference, a sudden death put
it,

a league,

their ancient belt uffriendship,

offensive

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;

New York, which had never yet possessed this
advantage, he consented to the separation which both
desired, and in August, 1689, committed the separate
government of this province to Colonel Sloughter. In
SIOD to

WM

York.

;

termed

;

consequence, however, ol the embarrassed situation of
his master s affairs in England, this otticer did not arrive at New York .ill the second year [169, ] after hi.
appointment, and Ull Leiiler had possessed power so
extremely unwilling, and exercised it
long that he

New

respectable act of Sloughter s short admi
nistration was a conference which he held with the
chiefs of the Five Nations, who admitted that they had
so far relaxed their hostile purposes against the French,
as to entertain propositions for a lasting peace with
them but now willingly consented to brighten, as they

The most

;

people had appointed

tainder.

of the inhabitants of

of New York, by Leisler s messenger, for their fidelity
but in none of his communications with either Boston
or New York did he recognise the governors whom the
habitants of both these places

parliament enacted a reversal of the colonial at
The passions which Leisler&quot; a administration
had excited in one party, and which his execution had
communicated to the other, continued long to distract
the public councils, and embitter the private intercourse,
lish

_

a period to Sloughter s administration.
To animate the Indians in the purposes they

when

i

j

j
:

had

H with the governor
no other mMsures could
tradition informs us that a sumptuous feast was prepared, to
which Colonel Slougliter was invited. When his excellency s
e Covered
104.

|J

,

husensei tte pruoneri were

executed.&quot;

Snutfc.
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tution, and the utter absence of restriction on the to aid them, that they were prevented from embracing
powers with which he might invest its governor, to Frontignac s offers of peace. They could not help
attempt an encroachment on the envied privileges of observing however that it was too frequent with the

exercise their hos
professed, and to sharpen by
who had ac
against the French, Major Schnyler,
with the Five Nations by
quired extraordinary influence
his courage, good sense, and friendly attention to their
this year, an expe
interests, undertook, in the close of
dition against Montreal at the head of a considerable
the inva
body of colonial and Indian forces. Though
to retreat, the French sus
ders were

now

tility

Colonel Fletcher, a man of sordid dis
and shallow capacity, yet en

English to defer their succors till they had become
and that while the whole of the power of
unavailing
dowed with a considerable share of activity, was the France in America was concentrated in simultaneous
governor who next arrived to represent the king at efforts to maintain the French dominion, the English
New York, and to him was intrusted the execution of colonies acted with partial and divided operation, and
finally compelled
tained great loss in several encounters, and the spirit the design that William had conceived against the Maryland and Delaware in particular (though the quar
and animosity of the Five Nations were whetted to neighboring colony. For this purpose he had been in rel was said to be a national one) took no share in the
such a pitch, that even when their allies retired, they vested with plenary powersof commanding, not merely hostilities at all.
But the vigor of Governor Fletcher was more fre
continued during the winter to wage incessant and the militia of New York,* but all his majesty s militia in
Count Frontig- the colonies of that quarter of America. His first step quently and strenuously exerted in contentions with
harassing hostilities with the French.
was
to
send
a
tins
encroachment
towards
the
house of assembly, than in aiding the Indians ;
effectuating
nac, whose sprightly manners and energetic character
amidst every commission to governor Trent, who already com
though it was to his services in this last department
supported the spirits of his countrymen
to the in
that he owed what little popularity he
reverse, [1692] was at length so provoked with what manded the militia of Connecticut according
enjoyed in the
A bigot himself to the church of England,
he deemed the ingratitude of the Five Nations for his stitutions of the provincial charter and the reception province.
he labored incessantly to introduce a model of her
of this, even in the light of a mere superogatory confir
kindness to them at Schenectady, that, besides encou
bum their prisoners mation, it was probably hoped would pave the way to a establishment in New York, and naturally encountered
raging his own Indian allies to
more more thorough establishment of the king s pretensions. much resistance to this project from the opposite pre
alive, he at leugth condemned to a death still
dreadful two Mohawk warriors who had fallen into his But Connecticut had then, both in the offices of her dilections of the Dutch and other presbyterian inhabi
At length his efforts succeeded in procuring a
hands.
In vain the French priests remonstrated against government and the ranks of her people, abundance of tants.
this sentence, and urged him not to bring so foul a men, who, thoroughly appreciating the privileges they bill to be carried through the lower house, or assembly
to
to
and
sense
that
had
of
declared
the
count
resist,
name
see,
spirit
every
stain on the Christian
enjoyed,
representatives, for settling ministers in the sevcrdl
and the tender of Fletcher s parishes but when the council adjected to the clause
and de
attempt to violate them
every consideration must yield to the safety
fence of his people, and that the Indians must not be commission was not only iltilly refused but made the which gave the people the privilege of electing thur
Incensed at such own ministers, a proviso that the governor should xthe ex
subject of a vigorous remonstrance.
encouraged to believe that they might practise
treme of cruelty on the French without the hazard of contumacy, as he was pleased to regard it, Fletcher ercise the episcopal power of approving and collating
usual impetuosity to Hartford, the incumbents, this amendment was directly
If he had been proceeded with his
nt-gahaving it retorted on themselves.
tived by the assembly.
The governor, exasperated at
[lti J.3.] and commanded the assembly of the state, who
merely actuated by politic considerations, without be
under
his
as
their
militia
were sitting, to place
their obstinacy, called the house before him, and
have plainly per
orders,
pro
ing stimulated by revenge, he might
lie even proceeded rogued their sitting with a passionate
You
ceived, from the conduct of all the Indian tribes in they would answer it to the king,
harangue.
issue
a
to
threaten
to
to
a
as
take
of
retort
had
such
said
as
if
the
fear
were
that
dictators.
he,
I
their wars with each other,
proclamation
length
upon you,&quot;
you
no efficacy whatever to restrain them from their barba calling on all who were for the king to join him, and sent down to you an amendment of but three or four
words in that bill, which though very immaterial,* yet
rous practices, which he now undertook to sanction as denouncing all others as guilty of disloyalty and sedi
The priests, tion. Finding his menacing injunctions received with was positively denied. I must tell you, it seems very
far as his exemple was capable of doing.
It is the
intercession was ineffectual, a calm but firm refusal, he presented himself with one unmannerly.
sign of a stubborn, ill temper.
finding that their humane
to persuade them of his council, Colonel Bayard, to the militia, at their You ought to consider that you have but a third share
repaired to the prisoners, and labored
to embrace the Christian name, as a preparation for the parade, and expecting that a royal warrant would find in the legislative power of the government; and ought
You
dreadful fate which they were about to receive from greater favor with the men than it had done with the not to take all upon you, nor be so peremptory.
Christian hands; but their instructions were rejected civil rulers, he commanded Bayard to read his commis
ought to let the council have a share. They are in the
of
the
of
as
an
act
of
House
of
Lords
the
sion
nature
the
or
found
House
but you
with scorn and derision, and they
aloud,
declaratory possession
upper
prisoners
But Captain Wads- seem to take the whole power in your hands, and sot
determined to dignify, by Indian sentiments and de authority to which he pretended.
the
liberties
of
when
con
was
for
Y
had
been
who
ou
have
sat
a
time
which
to little
the
Indian
death
worth,
meanor,
always present
up
every thing.
they
long
demned to undergo. Shortly before the execution, his country were in danger, and who had once before purpose, and have been a great charge to the country.
foinc Frenchman, less inhuman than his governor, saved the charter of Connecticut from invasion, now Ten shillings a day is a large allowance, and you punc
threw a knife into the prison, and one of the Mohawks stepped forward to prevent the privileges it conveyed tually exact it. You have been always forward enough
from being abridged or insulted, and commanding the to pull down the fees of other ministers in the govern
immediately despatched himself with it the other, ex
drowned the obnoxious ac ment. Why did not you think it expedient to correct
pressing contempt at his companion s mean evasion drums to beat, completely
deathcents.
When Fletcher attempted to interpose, Wads- your own to a more moderate allowance
The mem
from glory, walked to the stake, singing, in his
with such an energy of de
that
all
the
his
orders
worth
bers of assembly endured his rudeness with invincible
supported
chant, that he was a Mohawk warrior,
of
his
meaner
that
the
but
also
obstructed
his
an
indecent
extort
antagonist patience ;
genius
they
expression termination,
pretensions with
power of man could not
was completely rebuked and seeing the countenances immoveable resolution. In the following year, [1694]
of suffering from his lips, and that it was ample conso
of all around kindling into sympathy with their patriot s their disputes were so frequent that all business was
lation to him to reflect that he had made many French
men suffer the same pangs that he must now himself fervor, he judged it best to consult his safety by a hasty interrupted and the governor seemed to have em
When attached to the stake, he looked departure to New York, where his spleen, at least, braced the determination of convoking the assembly
undergo.
no more.
But though his own emoluments were se
round on his executioners, their instruments of torture, could not be obstructed by any exceptions to his com
and the assembled multitude of spectators, with all the mission. The king, with the view of covering his de cured by an act that had established the public revenue
could
repair it, for several years yet to come, the necessity of raising
complacency of heroic fortitude and, after enduring feat, or of trying whether legal chicane
for some hours, with composed mion and triumphant ordered this matter to be submitted to the opinion of further supplies to make presents to the Indians, and
of
too
atrocious
and
dis
and
solicitor
the
barbarities
England and on the arrival of a body of troops from Britain, obliged him
general
attorney
language, a series of
in favor of the plea of to alter his determination.
He had been required also
gusting to be recited, his sufferings were terminated their reporting without hesitation
by the interposition of a French lady, who prevailed Connecticut, an order of council was passed in confor by the king to lay before the assembly an assignment
with the governor to order that mortal blow, to which mity with their report as if the matter at issue had which his majesty had framed of the quotas to be re
human cruelty has given the name of coup de grace, or involved a mere local dispute between two provincial spectively contributed by the colonies for the mainte
stroke of favor.
jurisdictions, in which the king was to exercise the dig- nance of an united force against the French, t [1695.]
iicd functions of supreme and impartial arbitrator, t
The assembly could not be prevailed with to pay the
It was with great reluctance that King William had
of
the
It was fortunate for New York that the incapacity
But they
surrendered to the American colonies any
acqui
slightest attention to this royal assignment.
so
detrimen
from
from
the
was
derived
of
her
had
made a liberal grant of money for the support of the
sitions which regal authority
being
ty
prevented
governor
and
added
that
had
a
to
ihe go
rannical usurpations of his predecessors; and his reign tal as it might otherwise have proved to her Indian in
arrived,
troops
present
was signalised by various attempts to invade the pri terests, by the confidence he reposed in Major Schuy- vernor who now perceiving that the people of New
had been compelled to respect ler, whose weighty influence was employed to preserve York were totally unmanageable by insolence and pas
vileges which at first he
He was informed by the English lawyers the affections and sustain the spirit of the Five Nations. sion, but might be made subservient to his avarice,
at to restore.
Y ct so imperfectly were they assisted by the colony, ceased to harass himself and them by farther pressing
that he could not refuse te recognise the charter of Con
obnoxious schemes, and maintained a good correspond
necticut with all its ample privileges, and he was hdf- that Frontignac, even while occupied with other hostili
of
to
ties in New England, was able by his vigor and activity ence with the assembly during the remainder of his
fled in his attempt to procure an act
parliament
this
intelli
a
charhad
to
them
a
defeat.
Housed
never
severe
In this respect he was more success
administration.
annul it.
But as New York,
by
having
give
to demand gence, Fletcher assembled the militia of New York, ful than some of the future governors of the
tei, was judged to be not legally entitled
province,
and abruptly demanding who was willing to march to whose remarkable unpopularity during many years of
one, he determined not only to deprive it of this advan
threw
the
men
undefined
constitheir
allies
the
its
the
aid
ef
exertion
of
and
has
excited
some
medium
honest
sur
the
French,
against
praiseworthy
tage, but, through
their hats in the air and answered unanimously
* Golden, i. 135, 6. 139145.
prise in those who have not examined with sufficient
Smith, 107, 8. Such fortitude up
The march was effected with a ra
One and
was no unusual display in an American savage and the sub
* It is
surprising that he was not sensible of thft inapproand though it
sequent execution of Darnien at Paris renders the act of pidity that highly gratiiied the Indians
mateness ui this observation, which had it been true, would
Frontignac at least no solitary instance in tlte history of civi
no substantial advantage to them, it was so nave rendered his own passion exceedingly ridiculous. But
produced
In
of
the
The execution
llifiO,
lised France.
English regicides
was at all times an indifferent reasoiter: and
and of the Scottish rebels in 1745. exhibited scenes little less favorably regarded as a demonstration of promptitude the governor
anger, with which he was very subject to bo overtaken, hai
disgraceful to humanity. Probably, in all such cases of the
* He was
been
more
the
also
Governor
of
always
promotive of rhetoric than of logic.
Pennsylvania by
appointed
addition of torture to death, cruelty completely overreaches
t The list of the respective quotas was as follows
from the one king who had deprived William Penn of his proprietary funcitself, and, diverting the mind of the sufferer
801.
Rhode Island and Providence 491.
Pennsylvania
last enemy whose attack he cannot repel, relieves it by in
Connecticut
120
545.
Massachusetts 350
t Smith, 110. Trumbull, i. 390
395, and Appendix, 511
volving him in the animation of a contest where victory is in
160
200
New York
to
Sir
Danvers
from
the
Second
commission
the
Maryland
In
George
the
mortal
act
is
made,
his own power. The more simple
240
the
of
Virginia
right
and thfl more melancholy respect that is shown to life even Osborn (recited at length by Smith, p. 321, 4c.)
Tliis assignmerT seems nowhere to have received much
on
in taking it away, the more impressive and formidable an commanding the Connecticut imhtia was again conferred
attention or any respect.
the governor of New York.
execution
Connecticut.

position, violent temper,
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NORTH AMERICA.
minuteness the whole

official career.
Like
Fletcher, these officers conceiving themselves vested
uncircumscribed
chartered
with regal power
by
rights,
looked on the provincial inhabitants as an inferior peo

New

their administration with insolent deple, and began
like him they learned
tneanor and arbitrary pretensions
wisdom from experience but their wisdom camo a day
too lato ; the people had ceased to be as placable as in
former times ; and the spirit of liberty, thoroughly ex
ercised, had become prompt to repel as well as firm in
:

;

compose
predeces
had proved a very unfaithful steward of the public
revenue, and had gratified his avarice and his parti
alities
by unjust and exorbitant appropriations and
Lord Bellamont, on investigating the
grants of land.
governor took no actual share ill the war, and left the particulars of Fletcher s administration, openly de
most important interests of his countrymen to be up nounced him as a
corrupt and profligate magistrate;
held against the efforts of a skilful and inveterate foe, and not only caused
judicial proceedings to be instituted
by the unaided valor of their Indian allies. [1697.] against him and the favorites whom he had enriched
The peace of Ryswick, which interrupted the hostilities with a share of the public spoil, but at one time
pro
of the French and English, threatened at first to be posed to send him as a
criminal, to undergo a public
attended with fatal consequences to the allies, to whose trial in England.
The expense and difficulty of pro
exertions the English had been so highly indebted
curing what the law would deem requisite evidence,
and if Fletcher had been permitted to continue longer together with other obstructions which
always oppose
in the government of New York, this result, no less themselves to
every scheme for effecting the exposure
dangerous than dishonorable to his countrymen, would or compelling the restitution, of official plunder, pre
most probably have ensued. A considerable part of vented any of these
proceedings from attaining a satis
the forces of Count Frontignac had been employed
factory issue.
hitherto in warlike operations against Massachusetts
An attempt that was made to correct another abuse
and New
in conjunction with the numerous
proved at first eminently unfortunate, and was attended
Hampshire,
Indian allies whom he possessed in that quarter. [1698.] with very singular circumstances in its
progress, and
But the peace of Ryswick, of which he now received very remarkable consequences in
England. The late
enabled
htm
to
concentrate
his
whole
diswar
had
intelligence,
given rise to a great deal of privateering,
poseable force against the only foe that remained to which in many instances had degenerated into piracy
him
and refusing to consider the Five Nations as and the evil was greatly increased by the readiness
identified with the English, he prepared to invade them with which James the Second, in his exile,
granted
with such an army as they never before had to cope commissions for
privateering to adventurers adhering,
with, and overwhelm them with a vengeance which or professing adherence, to his cause, and who ex
But Fletcher had pected that these commissions would entitle their rob
they seemed incapable of resisting.
now been very seasonably succeeded by the Earl of beries to be regarded as acts of legitimate warfare.*
Bellamont, who was appointed governor both of New From New York, in particular, many English piratical
York and Massachusetts and this nobleman being cruisers were known to have sailed and. indeed, there
endowed with a considerable share both of resolution was strong reason to suspect that Fletcher s
hunger for
and capacity, clearly perceived the danger and injustice
gold had been too voracious to scruple the receiving of
of suffering the French project to be carried into effect, it from the hands of these robbers as the
price of his
and promptly interposed to counteract it. He not only connivance at their depredations. The
suppression of
furnished the Five Nations witti an ample supply of this nuisance had been
strongly recommended by the
ammunition and military stores, but notified to Count king to Lord Bellamont, who, easting about in his mind,
Frontignac, that if the French should presume to and consulting his friends in what manner this design
attack them, he would march with the whole forces of would be most
efficaciously conducted, was advised to
his province to their aid.
The count thereupon aban take the assistance of one Kidd, who was represented
doned his enterprise, and complained to his sovereign to him as a man of honor and
intrepidity, and well ac
(Louis the Fourteenth) of the interruption it had re
quainted with the persons and the haunts of the pi
ceived
while Lord Bellamont, in like manner, ap
rates.
who
was
in
Kidd,
England at the time, was in
The troduced to Lord Bellamont by the person who had so
prised King William of the step he had taken.
two kings commanded their respective governors to characterised him, and readily offered to undertake the
lend assistance to each other, and evince a spirit of suppression and apprehension of the
pirates, if the king
accommodation in making the peace effectual to both would grant him a commission for the
purpose, and
nations, and to leave all disputes concerning the de
place at his disposal a good sailing frigate of thirty
of
the
Indian tribes to the determination of guns.
The earl laid the proposal before the king, who
pendency
the commissioners who were, to be named in pursuance was
strongly disposed to embrace any feasible plan for
of the treaty of Ryswick.
after
the
but some difficulties
Shortly
reception extirpating piracy
having been
of these mandates, a peace was concluded between the started
by the admiralty, the scheme was dropped, and,
French and the Five Nations but not till English in unfortunately for the character of all parties, a
private
solence and French cunning had nearly detached these adventure, to be conducted by Kidd
against the pi
tribes entirely from the alliance they had so
steadily rates, was suggested in its stead, and finally embraced.
maintained, by leading them to believe that the English The king himself was concerned in the enterprise, and
and the Lord Chan
interposed in their concerns for no other reason than had a tenth share reserved to him
that they accounted them their slaves.
The French cellor (Somers,) the Duke of Shrewsbury, the Earls of
endeavored to take advantage of their ill humor by pre
Romney and Oxford, Sir Edmund Harrison, and vari
vailing with them to receive an establishment of Jesuits ous other persons of distinction, were associated in the

;

supplies, and angry complaints that he fought all his
battles by the instrumentality of the Indians.
Indeed,
except repelling some insignificant attacks of the
French on the frontiers of the province, the English

was

Their government
impeded
resisting injustice.
which having
by the total want of a public confidence,
oiice deservedly forfeited, they found that even a com
was insufficient to regain.
plete change of measures
or disregard of such considerations as
From

ignorance
these (which a very attentive perusal of colonial con
it has often been
troversy has impressed upon me,)
of this province was em
thought that the government
barrassed by the factious obstinacy of a perverse and

&amp;lt;u

the British governors, and
quently, the proceedings of
and Britain,
the complexion of their administrations
it must be confessed, by employing such functionaries
:

83td promoting such policy, took infinite pains to edu
cate the principles of liberty in those of her colonial
flependencies, where they seemed least likely to attain

;

;

flourishing growth.

of Fletcher

administration
16a5.]
was not distinguished by any occurrence that deserves
The war between
to be particularly commemorated.
s

the French and the Five Nations sometimes languished
the address of Frontignac s negotiations, and was
oftener kindled into additional rage and destruction by

bv

Neither age nor decrepi
enterprise and activity.
tude could chill the ardor of this man s spirit, or impair
On the threshold of his
the resources of his capacity.
own fate, ^ and supported in a litter, he flew to every
animate
the havoc of war,
to
or
of
attack
defence,
point
His own
and contemplate the execution of his plans.
bis

;

bodily situation had as little effect in mitigating his
and as their hos
as in diminishing his activity
rigor,
tilities were prolonged, the French and the Indians
seemed to he inspired with a mutual emulation of
crueltyt in victory, no less than of prowess in battle.
;

The prisoners on both sides were made to expire in
and the French, less prepared by education
tortures
and physical habits for such extremities of suffering,
endured a great deal more evil than they were able to

On one

[1696.]

succeeded

in

capturing a

occasion,

Mohuwk

when Frontignac
fort,

it

was found

inhabitants except a sachem in ex
treme old age, who sat with the composure of an an
cient Roman in his capital, and saluted his civilised

deserted of

all

its

in age and infirmity, with dignified courtesy
venerable address.
Every hand was instantly
raised to wound and deface his time-stricken frame
knives were plunged into
Indian
while
French
and
and
his body, he recommended to his Indian enemies rather
to burn him with fire, that he might teach their French

compeer

;

and

;

;

how to suffer like men.
Never, perhaps,&quot; says
was a man treated with more cruelty
Charlevoix,
nor ever did any endure it with superior magnanimity
The governor of New York, meanand resolution.
&quot;

allies

;

&quot;

;

&quot;t

*

He

settlements.
But although the Indians at
entertained the offer, and listened with their usual
gravity and politeness to the artful harangue of a Jesuit
who had been sent to enforce it, [19] their habitual
into their
first

died very soon after the restoration of peace by the

treaty of Ryswick. Smith, 133.
f In truth, this emulation was more than amere semblance.
On one occasion a deliberate competition was made between
the French and a tribe in alliance with them, to ascertain
which people covild insist the most ingenious cruelty on a
Mohawk prisoner. Of the horrid tragedy that ensued, I shall
give no further account than that the Indians greatly excelled
their competitors, and threw the French into transports of
laughter by the fantastic variety of the tortures they inflicted.
The French soldiers appear to have been prompted to this

sentiments soon prevailed over a transient discontent,
and they declared their determination to adhere to the
English, and to receive, instead of the French priests,
a ministry of protestant pastors which Lord Bellamont

had proposed

brutality by mere revenge and ferocity. Tiieir commander s
object on this occasion was to create irreconcilable enmity
between a tribe newly allied to him and the Five Nations.
Golden, i. 194, 5. It may surprise a philosopher to consider,
that these Frenchmen were the conntrytnen and coternporaries of Pascal, Fenelon, and Arnauid.
It will edify a Chris
tian to remember, that these eminent saints were beings of
the same nature with the civilized and the savage perpetra
tors of such atrocities in Canada.

liberty,

tants of

New

among them.*

live in greater plenty,

New

York

do.&quot;

Colden,

than the
i.

common

inhabi

212.

&quot;

living (1749)
*

that

19*

and

to establish

So many English prisoners have remained and married in
the Indian settlements (says Professor Kalrn), and so many
French traders have spontaneously united themselves to the
the Indian blood in Canada is very much mixed
Indians, that
with European blood, and a great part of the Indians now

t Neither the French nor the Indians, however, slew all
A great many remained to lie exchanged at
their prisoners.
the end of the war: and on this occasion it was remarked,
all the Indians returned with great alacrity to their
friends, but that in many cases it proved very difficult, and in
some utterly impossible, to induce Frenchmen, who had lived
a few years with the Indians and embraced their habits, to
return to civilized life. The English found it no less difficult
to prevail with their friends who had been taken prisoners by
the French Indians, and lived for any considerable time with
Yoik ; &quot;though no people enjoy more
them, to return to

;

;

;

inflict.

sor,

;

unreasonable people, when in truth the governors were
out reaping what themselves had sown, and struggling
with the just suspicions that their original misconduct
In the nuchartered province of Virginia,
had created.
well as in New York, such also were, not (infre
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Some abuses that prevailed, and some disorders that
while, encouraged the Five Nations, from time to time,
to persevere in the contest, by endeavoring to nego
were likely to arise at
York, had induced King
tiate alliances between them and other tribes, and
by William to bestow the government of the province on
sending them valuable presents of ammunition and of Lord Bellamont, who, it was hoped, would be easily
the European commodities which they principally able,
by the influence of his elevated rank, added to the
esteemed
and their intercourse with him fluctuated resolution and integrity of his character, to redress the
between grateful acknowledgments of these occasional one and
the other.
Fletcher, his

of their

|

owe

their origin to

Europe.&quot;

Travels,

iii.

153.

Smith, 114 125. Colden, i. 159 210. The fulfilment of
the promise of sending protestant pastors to the Five Nations
seems to have been de urred till the year 1712, when one An
drews was sent among them by the English Society for propagating the Gospel. The Indians at first received him with
joy, but peremptorily refused to suffer him to teach the Eng
lish language to then children.
After preaching and teaching
among ihem, in the Indian tongue, for several years, lie was
universally forsaken b) his auditors and scholars, and closed
a fruitless mission in 1713. Humphrey s Hist. Ace. of the
Society for propagating the Gospel, 290-^310.

adventure as partners with their sovereign.
Kidd re
ceived an ordinary commission from the crown as a
with
directions
from
the
privateer,
special
royal and
noble owners of his vessel, to proceed against the
pi
rates, and to hold himself particularly responsible to
Lord Bellamont, Embarking on this important enter
prise, with so much illustrious character intrusted to
his keeping, Kidd arrived at New York
long before

Lord Bellamont, whose assumption of his government
till more than two
years after his

did not take place

When his lordship subsequently reached
appointment.
New York, he learned, to his no small confusion
and resentment, that by his patronage of Kidd be
had been accessary to an enormous aggravation of
* Unreasonable as

we may

think the expectation of these

who denied James regal right to
govern them, should recognise the same right to the more
formidable extent of making war on them, this plea was ac
tually maintained by certain of King William s crown lawyer*.
Some pirates commissioned by James having been apprehended in 1693, Dr. Oldish, the king s advocate, refused to
prosecute them, and along with Sir Thomas Pinfold, Tindall,
and other lawyers, supported this refusal by a learned argu
ment before the privy council. Tindall s Essay on the Law
of Nations, p. 25 30. But other lawyers were found willing;
to prosecute the prisoners, who were convicted and executed.
Uuwel, xil. No. 378.
pirates, that the English,
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the evil he had hoped to extirpate, and to the dishonor
of his king and of all the distinguished persons who
had been associated in the privateering adventure and
;

that

Kidd had already rendered himself more infamous

and formidable than any other

pirate that infested the
seas, by the extent of his naval robberies and his num
berless murders.
Lord Bellamont vigorously exerted

himself to repair, by better agency, the consequences
of this unhappy error; and having fortunately suc
ceeded in apprehending Kidd, [161)9] who had re
paired on a trafficking speculation to Boston, where
he hoped not to be recognised, he wrote lo the secre
tary of state, desiring that a warrant might be sent
for transmitting this daring offender to

England, where

already considerable interest had been excited in
the public mind by the tidings of the freebooter s des
perate enterprises, and vague rumors of the share

personages in the state had taken in
supplying him with the means of performing them.

which the

first

A

war was sent out

ship of

and repel

to

bring

home

the prisoner,

any attempt that might be made

for

his

rescue
but, unfortunately, the vessel was disabled
on her passage, and obliged to return to port.
strong suspicion now arose of collusion between Kidd
and the ministry, who it was thought were determined
not to have him brought home at all, lest in his own
defence he should discover their infamous confederacy.
This suspicion was inflamed by the artifices of the tory
;

A

who were opposed to King William s govern
ment, and who vehemently pressed a motion in the
House of Commons, that all persons who had been
concerned in Kidd s adventure might be dismissed from
their employments.
Though this motion was rejected,
they prevailed with the House to have Kidd examined
at the bar, when the exertions of the ministers and Lord
Bellamont to vindicate their characters had at length
succeeded in bringing him to England
and though
disappointed at first in their hope of obtaining any va
luable disclosures from him, yet either honestly suspect
ing what they professed to believe, or trusting that he
would be induced to become a useful instrument of
their purposes (which he discovered more inclination
than ability to do), they endeavored to have his trial de
ferred, and prevailed with the house to call him again
to the bar, even after an address had been voted to
the crown recommending that he should be speedily
remitted to an English jury.
Kidd was brought to
trial at the Old
Bailey in the year 1701, and being to
tally unable either to criminate the ministers or to de
fend himself, was convicted, with several of his ac
complices, of piracy and murder, and soon after under
party,

;

business of the province was se
and in the very first assembly that
impeded
Lord Bellamont convoked at New York, except an
unanimous address of thanks to himself for his speech
on the state of the province, there was scarcely a single
measure proposed, about which the members of assembly
found it possible to agree.
The character and manners
of Lord Bellamont were happily adopted to compose
these dissensions
a task which perhaps, if he had
longer enjoyed the government, he would have wisely
but unfortunately
attempted and successfully effected
the circumstances in which he found himself placed on
his first arrival at New York, and the sentiments which
he was thence led to entertain, tended rather to inflame
than to mitigate the evil.
His just displeasure against
Fletcher, animated by the discovery of that profligate
it,

that the public

riously

;

;

:

governor s encouragement of the pirates, at first ex
tended itself to every person who had held office along
with him, or been distinguished by any appearance of
his regard
and as in this class were comprehended the
;

principal adversaries of Lcisler, the spirits of this party
were additionally revived, and their numbers augmented

by the near prospect of .supremacy and triumph.
Leisler s solicitations in

Young

at length so far
pre

England

vailed, that a letter was addressed by the Secretary of
State to Lord Bellamont, [1700] declaring that his

majesty, from

a gracious sense of the father s services
desired that the son s claims of indem
nification might be entertained by the general
assembly
of New York.
No sooner was the royal letter laid
before the assembly, of which a great majority now con
sisted of the friends of young Leisler, than a vole was
passed, appointing the sum of 1000/. to be levied im

and

&quot;

sufferings,&quot;

mediately on the province for his advantage.
Lord Bellamont had now succeeded in acquainting
himself with the state of the province
and the resent
ment and disturbance he had suffered from the piratical
transactions in which his own and his
sovereign s honor
had been so deeply involved, seemed to have had time
to subside.
But the influence which his good sense and
moderation were confidently expected to produce in
:

which he presided,
unexpected death in the beginning
of the year 1701. This event was attended with the most
unfortunate consequences.
The faction that had ap
peared likely to be totally defeated, received intelligence
that Lord Cornbury, who was expected soon to arrive
as the successor of Bellamont, was prepossessed in
their favor, because they were accounted the partizans
of the church of England, and began already to antici
pate a favorable change in their relations with the ad
went the just punishment of his crimes. The violence verse party while this party, at the head of which
of the Tory faction in England prevented this matter was Nanfan, the
lieutenant-governor, made haste to
from proving as injurious as, more moderately handled, use their
power with an energy enforced by the probable
it would, and
to
have
to
been
Lord
Bel
of
its
shortness
duration.
The most strenuous exer
perhaps ought
lamont and the Whig ministers of the king.
Kidd s tions were made by both, to increase their strength in
conduct previous to his employment as a privateer had the assembly and the most furious animosities were
in reality been such that a proper
investigation of it created by the theoretical respect which both professed
would have subjected him to punishment, instead of for the same fundamental principles by the
practical
recommending him to an important trust. A charge respect which each, accordingly, required for these
derived from this gross and culpable neglect, and di
and by the practical
principles from their adversaries
rected against all who had been concerned in procuring disregard of them into which both were hurried
by the
Kidd s commission, was introduced into the articles of violence of their passions. The faction
opposed to
soon
after
the
commons
Leisler
s
impeachment preferred
by
friends, being generally defeated in these con
The name and character of the tests, vented their indignation, and exercised the only
against Lord Somers.
Earl of Bellamont, in particular, were expressly involved policy that seemed to remain to them, in vehement
in this charge, though his recent death at New York
complaints of their adversaries to the king, the parlia
prevented him from being included in the impeachment. ment, and, above all, to Lord Cornbury, on whose favor
But the managers of the impeachment associating this their hopes of victory and vengeance now exclusively
Colonel Bayard, in particular, having pro
charge with other weightier imputations which they depended.
were unable to prove, and involving themselves (pur moted some of these addresses, in which the most scan
in
a
with
the
House
of Lords, dalous charges of bribery, public
dispute
posely, perhaps)
plunder, and oppres
the impeachment ended in an acquittal, without pro
sion, were preferred against the lieutenant-governor,
a
trial.
the
and
the
ducing
chief-justice,
assembly, [17 02J was com
But the most afflicting disorders that threatened to mitted to prison as a traitor, by Nanfan, under a law
assail the government and community of New York, which
and
his
friends
had caused to be enacted
Bayard
were portended by the increasing animosity of two nu in 1691, to curb their own adversaries, and which sub
merous factions, consisting of [he friends and the ene jected to the pains of treason every person
endeavoring,
mies of the unfortunate Leisler. The son of this man, by force of arms, or otherwise, to disturb the
peace,
incapable of forgetting or forgiving the tragical fate of good, and quiet of the king s government.
Though the
his father, had labored
incessantly for the re-establish
attorney-general of New Vork gave a written opinion,
ment of his character and the retribution of his wrong?
that the addresses contained nothing criminal or illegal,
and having obtained, by the assistance of the province Nanfan,
finding the solicitor-general differently minded,
of Massachusetts, an act of parliament to reverse his
urged on the charge ; and, after a trial more fair, per
father s attainder, and now
with
like
than
in such a state of public feeling could have
proceeding,
every
haps,
lihood of success, to urge a claim for indemnification been
reasonably expected, Bayard was dragged to the
on account of his family s sufferings and losses, the brink of the pit which ho himself had
dug, by a verdict
of guilty, and sentence of death.*
Alderman Hutchins
spirits of his partizans in New York were powerfully
excited by the hope of a triumph so humiliating to their
* The
adversaries.
The mutual animosity of the two factions
proceedings on this trial, which are reported at some
was roused and whetted to such a degree by the occur length in llovvoll s Collection, arc credilnble to the lesal know
ledge, ability, and spirit of the lawyers employed lo conduct
rence and the prospect of fresh opportunities to
ani
of the counsel for the
tranquillizing the angry factions over

was intercepted by

his

;

;

;

;

;

1

indulge

them,

e^peeially

prisoner

Elliot,

was immediately after tried, and convicted on a similar
But here the adversaries of the prisoners
charge.
thought proper to pause.
Though the law on which the
convictions had been founded was an arbitrary one, it
had been enacted by the prisoners themselves and their
and though the convic
party, and never yet repealed
tions proceeded on a somewhat strained construction of
or
had
been
no
undoubted departure
there
it,
signal
;

from the ordinary principles of criminal justice. The
prosecutors, therefore, had not incurred such guilt as to
confound altogether their sense and humanity, or impe
riously to urge them to complete what they had begun,
and destroy their victims while they were yet in their
power.
Happily for themselves, and for the province,
they consented to reprieve the prisoners till the king s
But long before the appli
pleasure should be known.
cation on which the fatal issue was thus suspended
could be made, Lord Cornbury arrived at New York ;
and not only caused the attainders of Bayard and
Hutchins to be reversed, but placing himself at tl.e
head of their party, conducted his administration with
such violence and partiality, that the late chief justice,
and several other considerable persons of the opposite
faction, thought it prudent to depart from the province.
Lord Cornbury, the grandson of Lord Chancellor
Clarendon, possessed not one of the qualities for which
his distinguished ancestor had been celebrated, except
an exaggeration of his bigotry to the church of Eng
land, and his intolerance of all other religious com
munions.
The rest of his character would have dis
graced more estimable qualities and seems to have
formed a composition no less odious than despicable,
of rapacity and prodigality, voluptuousness and cruelty,
the meanest chicane.
the loftiest arrogance, and
Whether from real difference in sentiment, or from a
policy which in these days was not uncommon, while
his father had adhered to the cause of James the Second,
;

the son declared himself, at a very early period, for
King William, and was one of the first officers who

deserted with his troop to him
and having now d;ssipated his substance in riot and debauchery, and being
;

in England, it had been
obliged to fly from his creditors
one of the last acts of his royal patron s administration,
to reward his services with the government of

New

This appointment was confirmed by his kins
woman Queen Anne, who added to it the government
of New Jersey, which had been recently surrendered
The public events
by the proprietaries to the crown.
that belong to the period of Lord Cornbury s adminis
tration* do not fall within the compass of the present
work and I allude to its general complexion, for the
purpose of explaining how the factions which we have
seen carried to such a height in New York came to
York.

;

if

not

entirely suppressed, yet greatly mitigated
This desirable end, which was more
obstructed than advanced by the only respectable go
vernor that had been sent to New York since the revo
lution, was now signally promoted by the administration of a successor, who robbed even Andros of his
evil eminence, and rendered himself more universally
detested than any officer to whom the government ol
For a while the ma
this province was ever intrusted.
of the assembly, composed by his influence of the
be,

and reduced.

jority

which had hut recently smarted under the
power of a triumphant rival, adhered with unscrupulous
loyalty to him as its leader and protector; and even

faction

he began to exert against the pressect, except the
of his first
protestant episocpahans, had alienated many
their
loss
he found
nearly compen
political adherents,
who now
of
those
thu
increased
sated by
regards
boasted him their ecclesiastical ally.
Though the
the most ancient
great body of the inhabitants, including
families in the province, were prcsbyterians, he refused
after the intolerance

byterians, and

evi-ry other religious

permit the ministers of this persuasion to preach
without a license from himself, which implied that they
On one
officiated, not of right, but by indulgence.
to

occasion, finding that in a township in Long Island
there were a few episcopalians interemixed with the
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who formed

the great majority of the in
presbyterians
habitants and had built a parsonage for their minister,
he fraudulently contrived to get possession of the house,

Hear
to the episcopal party.
time after, that two presbyterian ministers
in
Newhad preached to a congregation

and then delivered
ing

some

it

and

that

B99

essential alike to their tranquillity
The lesson was not lost upon them

up

themselves subject immediately to the
bishop of Lon
and independence. don, who maintained a commissary at New York. They
and though former made an attempt at an after period to
the

;

animosities were not entirely extinguished for many
years, they never again reached the height which
they had attainad at the commencement of Lord CornThis worthless personage con
bury s administration.
tinued for a considerable period to remind the peo
ple by his presence of the salutary lessons they
had derived from his administration, even after they
had obiained a deliverencc from its burden.
In the

from Virginia

threw them both into
York without his license,
and afterwards brought them to trial for a mis
prison
demeanor but although the judge advised the jury to
return a special verdict, that the law on this subject
might be finally ascertained, the jury were too prudent
he.

;

:

to put the liberties of their country so far out of their
own keeping, and without hesitation acquitted the

Queen Anne was at length compelled by the
reiterated and unanimous complaints of New York and
New Jersey (where he was equally odious), to super
built
and to the disgrace of some of the zealots for sede his commission, and appoint Lord Lovelace to
and no sooner was he deprived of his
episcopacy, this offer was in several instances accepted, succeed him
and produced a wide scene of riot, injustice, and con- office, than his creditors threw him into the same prison,
f-ision.
But happily for the unfortunate people who where he had unjustly confined many worthier men.
were exposed to the mischief of his administration, his Thus degraded from office by his public crimes, and
conduct in other departments of government soon deprived of liberty by his private vice and dishonesty,
weakened his influence with all parties, and gradually this kinsman of his queen remained a prisoner for debt
deprived him of the power of instigating any portion of in the province he had governed, till the death of his
the society to harass or oppress the rest.
It was dis
father, by elevating
ing him to the peerage, entitled him to
He then returned to Europe, and died
covered, that not content with the liberal grants of his liberation.*
1
*:!^
money which the assembly had made to him for his in the year 1723.
Both before and after the British Revolution, the pro
private use, he had embezzled large sums appropriated
to the erection of public works, and the defence of the vince of New York had received large additions to the
[170C
1709] and that unable to subsist on number of its inhabitants from all the various sources of
is lawful emoluments, even with the addition of enor
;rovince
emigration which European hardships and regal mishe
had
contracted debts to every trades
mous pillage,
government contributed so copiously to supply. The
man who would trust him, and employed the powers of poor found here a country where their services were
his office to set his creditors at defiance.
Even after highly valued, and their rights enjoyed peculiar consi
this discovery was made, he contrived to have some of deration
where, instead of being compelled to vie
the public money intrusted to his hands, by
with each other for the boon of ill-rewarded labor, [20]
alarming
the assembly with pretended intelligence of an
their industry was eagerly courted by the rich, and con
ap
and this farther trust was exe
ducted them with certainty to ease and independence.
proaching invasion
cuted with as little fidelity as the preceding ones.
In Among the later accessions of people, were a number
of protestant refugees from France, and of presbyterians
vain the assembly proposed to establish a body of func
tionaries to control the public expenditure, and account from Ireland. t
The metropolis of the province, which,
and with as little success did they in the year 1678, contained about three thousand four
for it to themselves
transmit a remonstrance to the queen.
hundred inhabitants, was found to contain nearly double
Their applica
and the port which, at the former
tion to her majesty met with no other attention than that number in 1696
some private instructions, which were said to have period, owned no more than three ships and eight sloops,
been sent to the governor their proposition
to con- possessed, in the last mentioned year, forty ships, sixtyr
.1
.1.
VIj:_
1,
trol the, public disbursements was disallowed;
and two sloops, and the same number of boats. The shipwhen they insisted on a scrutiny of his accounts, he ping of New York, was promoted, not merely by the
warned them in an angry speech, not to provoke him growth of its proper population, but by the
advantages
to exert
certain powers which the queen had com- of its situation, which enabled it to command
nearly the
tnitted to him, and advised them to let him hear less whole trade of Connecticut and New
The total
Jersey.
about the rights of the house, as the house had no
the
of
province amounted, in 1701, to about
rights population
but what the grace and good pleasure of her
thousand
of
the
first
persons.}:
Many
majesty thirty
English
permitted it to enjoy.
By such declarations, and a colonists who repaired to this province, after the con
line of policy pursued in strict
of
it from the Dutch, are said to have remained
with
them,
conformity
quest
he succeeded in alienating all his adherents, and
time in it, and to have sought a
finally but a short
refuge in
in uniting all classes of the people in one common in
New Jersey from the hostilities of the French and their
terest of opposition to himself.
When he dissolved an Indian allies. At the end of the seventeenth century
assembly for its attention to the public interests, he the people consisted of various races, English, Scotch,
found his influence no longer able to affect the
compo Irish, French, and chiefly Dutch the great majority
sition of the assembly which he called to succeed it.
The Dutch
being presbyterians and independents.
It was forlunate for the
that
were
com congregations continued at this time, and for long after,
people
they
pelled to endure this slate of things for several years, to acknowledge subjection to the ecclesiastical authori
and till the lessons which it was well calculated to ties of Holland and from them, their ministers, in
ge
teach them were deeply impressed on their minds. neral, derived their ordination to sacred functions. The
The governor had leisure to repeat the expedient of Scotch presbyterians, after repeatedly soliciting a char
dissolving intractable assemblies, and the mortification ter incorporating their congregation, and being continu
of finding every succeeding one more stubborn than ally disappointed by the interest and opposition of the
its predecessor
till he at
length convoked assemblies episcopal party, in the beginning of the eighteenth cen
which absolutely refused to vote the smallest supply tury, made a grant of their church, and the ground at
for the public service, till he should account for all his tached to it, to the general assembly of the church of
The episcopalians, though the least nume
past receipts and applications of money, and perform Scotland.
the impossible condition of refunding all the sums he rous class, enjoyed a charter of
incorporation from the
had embezzled preferring even an extremity so incon
assembly and the minister of their church in New
venient to themselves, to the continuance of so corrupt York had a salary of 1001. a year levied by a tax on all
and profligate an administration.
The dissolute habits, the inhabitants of the city. For this privilege they were
and ignoble tastes and manners of the man, completed indebted to the exertions of Governor Fletcher
and
and embittered the disgust with which he was now they were elated by it to such a degree of
presumption,
and when he was seen rambling as to maintain that the ecclesiastical establishment of
universally regarded
abroad in the dress of a woman, the people beheld with the church of England extended to this
province, and
that theirs was the religion of the state
a pretension
indignation and sharne the representative of their sove
that excited much jealousy among all the dissenters, and
reign, and the ruler of their country.
The inhabitants of New York had now ample leisure,
*
and strong inducements to reflect, with little satisfac
Smith, 141, 145, 146164. History of the British Domi
nions in Amer.ca, B. HI. cap. 1. Tii:s work, winch
have
tion, on the folly and mischief of those divisions that
frequently referred to. i* an anonymous publication in quarto.
such
a
enabled
man
to
once
had
enjoy influence ainonw It contains more ample and precise information than the com
them, and successfully to incite them to harass and position of Wynne, and, like it, brings down the history and
maltreat each other, thit he might the more security state of the colonies to the middle of the eighteenth century.
It is more of a statistical than a historical work.
His administration forcibly
t Smith. 150.
pillage and insult them all.
In 1710, three thousand palatines, flying from
taught them the important lesson that divisions among persecution in Germany, settled m New York. Ib. 174.
t Holmes, ii. 246.
In 1731 it amounted to more than sixty
themselves were profitable only to the party who ought
thousand persons, of whom seven thousand were slaves,
10 be the object of their constitut:o:n! jealousv. the lui l. ii.
114.
Warden, 41W.
In every quarter of the province his lord
prisoners.
ship offered his assistance to the episcopalians, to put
them in possession of the churches that other sects had

year 1709,

;

;

!

;

;

;

;

;

;
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&amp;gt;

was peremptorily disputed by them. When the
epis
copal clergy became more numerous, they accounted

union

royal governor
among themselves,
founded on a sense of common interest, and maintained
by the exercise of mutual forbearance and charity, was
;

1

I

|

&quot;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

1

i.

engross
pri
all
marriages in the province, but
found themselves unable to carry this pretension into
effect.
Though all law proceedings were conducted in
English, and an English free school was established in
1702, the Dutch language continued long to prevail
among a considerable portion of the people. For many
years public worship was celebrated in Dutch in some of
the churches and in several counties the sheriffs often
found it difficult to collect as many persons
acquainted
with English as were necessary to
compose the juries
in the courts of law.
The English that was
vilege of solemnizing

;

I

generally

spoken was much corrupted by intermixture of the two
languages.*
The subsistence of the Dutch language was less
advantageous to the province than the permanence of
Dutch manners, which continued long to be visible in
the sobrietry of deportment, and the peculiar attention
to domestic cleanliness, order, and
economy, by which
the descendants of the
orignal colonists of New York

were eminently distinguished, and which their
example
succeeded in communicating, in no small degree, to
the

other races of European settlers with whom
they
It was remarked, several
latterly associated.

were

years after this period, that the style of living was less
gay and expensive, and that there was less inequality
of fortune at New York than at Boston.
printing
press was established at New York in the year 1693, by
a printer flying from the very unwonted occurrence of

A

quaker persecution in Pennsylvania ; and a library was
founded under the government of Lord Beilamont in
the year 1700.
But the schools in this province were
inconsiderable
and although the wealthier families
obtained valuable instructors for their children
;

the
the

among

numerous protestant refugees from France, even
elements of knowledge were very
generally

first

neglected by the bulk of the people till the era of the
American Revolution. t
If Britain had pursued a wiser
policy towards this
and her other American provinces, she
might have
obtained from their resources a
very great, if not a
total, deliverance from the burdens of her
poor laws.
But various circumstances contributed to screen or
diminish the attractions which the colonial territories
were calculated to present to the resort of the industri
ous poor.
The practice of transporting felons to Ame
rica brought this country into
disrepute with many
whose information was not sufficientlv extensive to ac
quaint them with the real amount of the evil, and the
great preponderance of the advantages by which it was
counterbalanced.
The historian of New York has as
cribed to this cause the dearness of labor, and the in
creased importation of slaves which began to take place
about this period.
Another obstruction to the coloni
zation of this province by the free poor arose from the
of
of
the governors, who, to promote the
practices
many
royal interest in the assembly, were permitted to make
large grants of land to their partisans and dependants,
by whom it was again farmed out at exorbitant rates
to the cultivators, or retained in a vacant and
unpro
ductive state in the hope of a future lise in its value
from the general progress of population. t
*
Smith, 150. 156. 563, 264, 265. 267 294. 296. 304, 306, 307
The English, French, and Irish colonists seem to have
acquired pretty early an uniform character. The stronger
nationality and more rigid manners of the Scotch, aided by
frequent accessions from Scotland, preserved their national
peculiarities longer unimpaired.
They preserve unaltered,&quot;
the character which they brought with them.
says Dwight,
They are industrious, frugal, orderly, patient of hardship, per
severing, attached to government, reverential to religion,
generally moral, and often pious. At the same timetliey are
frequently unwarrantably self complacent, rigid in their dis
positions, unbending in their opinions, sequestered, avaricious,
ready to unchurch those who d.ffer from them, and to say,
doubtless we are the people.&quot; President Dwight s Travels

319.

&quot;

&quot;

iii.

513.

Even when intermarriages and the common influence of
free institutions and national associations shall have produced
uniformity of character among all the races of American co
lonists, the national pedigrees of many particular districts
will be
by their names. In one county of

New
preserved
York, almost every place bears the name of an Irish saint,
counly, or mountain. A neighboring district, originally
planted by New En^lnnders, is all mapped out under the
names of Unanimity, Frugality, Sobriety, Enterprise, and the
like (Dwight, iv. 27.)
It may be hoped that the recollection
of such names as these last will impress a corresponding bias
on the sentiments and character of the inhabitants of the
city,

region.
t

Oldmixon,

Grant

s

i.

128.

Smith, 395, 296.

Thomas

s

ii. 10.
Winterbotham, ii, 33S. Warden,
Memoirs of an American Lady, Ac. vol. i.

Printing,

History ef
l.

500. 52*.

The governors were, many fcf them,
Smith, 290. 294.
land jolben.-, bent on making their fortunes ; and being int

THE HISTORY OF

300

The

government of the province was^vested in
The gothe governor, the council, and the assembly.
Ternor, appointed by the kin&quot;, was commander-in-chicf
by sea and land, and received from the provincial reve
nue a salary of about 1.500/. together with perquisites
amounting to as much more. The councillors were
local

appointed by the crown, but might be suspended by the
governor.
They enjoyed no salaries, and acted as a
privy council to the governor, besides performing the
legislative and judicial functions belonging to the Eng
The members of assembly (elec
lish House of Lords.
ted by freeholders possessing lands or tenements im
proved to the value of forty pounds) had a daily allow
ance for their attendance
and to them, in concur
rence with the council and the governor, was commit
ted the privilege of enacting the provincial laws, which
were required to be analogous to the jurisprudence of
The laws were transmitted to England
England.
within three months after their enactment, and might, at
any time after, be annulled by the king. The governor
;

was empowered

to prorogue or dissolve assetnblies at
his pleasure
to appoint the judges ; to collate to all
vacant benefices
and, with the advice of the council,
to make grants of land, to be held ol the crown by socBesides subordinate courts of law, there
cage tenure.
was a supreme court at New York, of which the chiefustice had a salary of 30(M. a year.
From its judg
ments an appeal might be made, in causes involving
more than 10(M. to the governor and council, and in
causes above 300/. to the king and the privy council of
England. Much uncertainty prevailed in the admini
;

;

cornmonwealth of Israel*) which can boast ol an origin
as illustrious as that winch belongs to the provinces of
North America. Almost all these provincial settle
ments have been founded by men whose prevailing mo
tives were, zeal for the advancement of religious truth,

nicncc to themselves, tlint sooner or later they were
glad to bargain with liie crown for a surrender of theil
Junctions
and both in Carolina and in New Jersey, the
exercise of the right of assignation
materially contri
buted to abridge the duration of the proprietary govern

freedom, or for the enlarge
their country
and all have been indebted for a very considerable share
of their early population to the shelter which they af
forded from civil or ecclesiastical tyranny. The success
ful establishment of every one of them is a noble nionu
mcnt of human energy and fortitude for it was not
accomplished without an arduous conflict with the
most powerful habits of human nature, and the most
formidable obstructions of difiicultv, danger and cits
tress.
The colonists of New Jersey, indued, from their
proximity and friendly relation to older colonial settle
ments, and from other advantageous peculiarities ii
their situation, were exempted from many of the hard
ships which elsewhere attended, in so many instances,
the foundation of society in North America.
But the
motives which conducted a great proportion of them to
this territory were such as must be held to reflect thj
highest honor on their enterprise, and to ennoble the

ment.

for the security of political

ment of the resources and renown of

The

New

Jersey.

territory to

which

this

appellation belongs

was

appropriated by the Dutch, of whose settlements I
have given an account in the history of New York
It
was included in the province to which this people gave
the name of New Netherlands, and had received a
few Dutch and Swedish settlers at the period of the
stration of civil justice from ignorance and difference of conquest of the Dutch colony by the English.
Pre
as
to
in
the
extent
which
statutes
and
opinion
English
paratory to this enterprise, as we have already seen,
decisions were to be admitted to operate as rules or Charles the Second granted a charter of American ter
precedents.
ritory, including the whole of the Dutch occupation to
By a law passed in 1700 for the purpose of checking his brother James, Duke of York [166-1] and, as the
the missions of the Jesuits among the Indians, it was king, in conformity with his pretension to an antecedent
enacted, that every Jesuit or other popish priest, coming right, which the intrusion of the Dutch could neither
voluntarily into the province, should be subjected to extinguish nor suspend, had thought himself entitled to
bestow this grant before the territory was actually re
pwpetual imprisonment, and in case of escape and re
Slaves (by a law duced to his dominion, the duke, in like manner, seems
capture, to the punishment of death.
first

;

passed

except when assembled for labor,
meet together in greater number than
regulation which proved insufficient to pre

in

1702),

were forbidden
three

;

a

to

vent a formidable

insurrection of these

unfortunate

Masters were enjoined by
law to baptize their slaves, and encouraged to do so by
a provision that their baptism should not entitle them
to freedom.
Indeed, manumission of slaves was dis
beings in the year 1712.

Slaves were disqualified
couraged by a heavy fine.
from bearing evidence against any body but slaves
and no negro, Indian, or mulatto, even though free,
could hold or possess lands, tenements, or heredita
ments.
Any negro or Indian conspiring the death of
a white man was capitally punished.
Even though
baptized, slaves were not considered to be properly
in
the
denomination of Christians for
comprehended
by an act passed in 1702, and confirmed in 1708, there
was offered a reward of twenty shillings to every
Christian, and half that sum to every Indian or slave,
Various
killing a wolf in the provincial territory.*
laws were passed from time to time against
selling
;

;

ardent spirits to the Indians.
The extortions of usurers
were repressed by an act passed in 1717, restricting
lawful interest to six per cent.
This was repealed in
the following year, when eight per cent, was allowed
to

be taken.

BO OK V[
NEW

is none
(except the fallen
vested with power to do this, they either
engrossed forthemlves, or patented away to their particular favorites a very

Pis?
la

1&amp;gt;roport

on of the whole

lome of the

province.&quot;

Winterbotharn,

colonial settlements of the

Dutch

(parti-

a sale of proprietary rights and
the Duke of York, in his con

to Lord Berkeley and Sir
George Carteret, of
portion of the territory comprehended in the royal
charter which he had recently procured for himself.
If
he had deferred the exercise of his ownership till he had
attained possession of the country, and procured a re
port of its condition from Colonel Nichols, whom he
had nominated the governor of it, this partition would
But, before he was yet
probably not have taken place.
in possession of any part of it, or had obtained the in

veyance

a

formation requisite to enable him to conclude such a
transaction with advantage cither to himself or the
he consented to sell one of the finest district*
country,

which it embraced, to two persons who appear to have
been much belter acquainted with it.
Berkeley and
Carteret were already proprietaries of Carolina
and
not contented with this ample investiture, nor yet cer
tified by experience of the tardy returns from colonial
possessions, they had been induced, liy the representa
tions of a projector acquainted with the domain assigned
to the Duke of York, to believe that a
particular portion
of this domain would form a valuable acquisition
:

u&amp;gt;

themselves.

How

far the disjunction of this portion
likely to affect the interest and value of the re
was
a
mainder,
point, which, for the honor of the

was

pur

we must suppose them

to have overlooked as
But,
completely as it was misunderstood by the seller.
at a subsequent period, Colonel Nichols did not
scruple
to assert that the
by whose advice Berkeley

chasers,

person*
and Carteret were induced to make the purchase had
himself been an unsuccessful candidate for the patent
which the Duke of York had obtained, and that he
revenged his disappointment by instigating these cour
tiers to an acquisition which he was aware would
greatly

hd

tual possession of the province.
His charter, though
much less ample in its endowments than the charters

gaged in it, proved
them both.

which had been previously granted to the proprietaries
of Maryland and Carolina, resembled these others in
conferring the province, and the powers of government,
on the proprietary and &quot;his assigns.&quot; Various in
stances, both in the history of the Carolinas and of
New Jersey, sufficiently demonstrate that, in conformity
with this expression, the proprietaries regarded their
functions less as a trust than as an absolute property,
subject to every act of ownership, and in particular to
mortgage and alienation and, accordingly, the govern
ment of large provinces of the British empire was
;

repeatedly assigned by pioprietaries to their creditors,
or sold to the highest bidder.
It was not till after the
British revolution, that the
legality of these transac
tions was disputed
but although the ministers of
;

William the Third maintained that they were totally
repugnant to the law of England, which recognised a
hereditary but not a commercial transmission of office
and power, the point was never determined by any
formal

The evil, in process of time,
own remedy. The succession and multi
so much inconvc-

adjudication.
its

JERSEY.

have ever been united, there

example of

was afforded by

Be
depreciate the remainder of the duke s investiture.
this as it may, the transaction that ensued, as it wa
very little creditable to either of the parties who en

plication of proprietaries occasioned

Said of the Territory by the Duke of York to Berkeley and
Carteret Liberal frame of government enacted by the Pro
prietariesEmigration from Long Island to New Jersey
Arrival of the first governor and Settlers from EnglandDiscontent and Disturbance in the Colony Renovation of
the Titles to New Jersey Equivocal Conduct of the Duke
of York Situation of the Quakers in England Sale of
Berkeley s Share of the Province to Quakers Partition of
the Province between them and Carteret Emigration of
Quakers from England to West Jersey Encroachments of
the Duke of York Memorable Remonstrance of the Qua
kers causes the Independence of New Jersey to bo
recog
nised First Assembly of West Jersey The Quakers
pur
chase East Jersey Robert Barclay appointed Governor
Emigration from Scotland to East Jersey Designs of James
the Second against the Proprietary Governments defeated
by the Revolution Inefficient State of the Proprietary Go
vernmentSurrender of the Colonial Patent to the Crown,
and Re-union of East and West Jersey Constitution of the
Provincial Government Administration of Lord Cornburv
State of the Colony.
OP all the national communities in which mankind

first

functions

to have regarded his investiture as completed
by the
charter, and proceeded to exercise the powers it con
ferred on him, without waiting till he had attained ac

produced
.

The

;

;

origin of

;

were softened among the Dutch sctllers at Albany, is deli
neated by Mrs. Grant in her
Memoirs of an American Lady,&quot;
vol. 1.
Letter VII. Extreme severity was indicted only
at second hand, by selling unruly and troublesome
negroes to
&quot;

&amp;lt;fec.

thfl planters
ntantprs Of
nf Jamaica.
-T.-imaii-n
the
From we
tlie Travels of that
ui;u accurate onserver
observer and mquin
inquire
rofessor Kalm, it appears that Mrs. Grant has
given a in
of the
licture ui
me treatment 01
of me
the slaves
pjuitue
but that her descri
descri
inn of the mrtim/
i-s
nf
hn
ndiiTiln
t\f
\,,...,...
...
.-.!,....
lion
manners of the people of Albany in other respet
is entirely fanciful nml cn-nnrmn;
Vul ii ,1 onn ofir.
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nwm

release,

&quot;

conveyed to Lord Berkeley and Sir George
Cartnret, and their heirs and assigns, that tract of land
adjacent to New England, lying westward of Long
Island, and bounded on the east, south, and west, by
the river Hudson, the sea, and the Delaware
on the
north by the forty-first degree and fortieth minute of
latitude.
In compliment to Cartaret, who had de
money,&quot;

;

fended the island of Jersey against the Long Parlia
ment in the civil war, he bestowed on this region the
name of Nova-Cesaria, or New Jersey ; and he
transferred to the grantees every right and royalty, and
all the powers of government, which he himself
pos
sessed in virtue of his charter from the crown.
in this manner, the sovereignty of/
Jersey, the first care of the proprietaries was to
invite the resort of inhabitants to the province, and
their exertions for this purpose,
though pursued with
more eagerness than perseverance, evinced no incon
siderable share of political sagacity.
In those colonial
territories which are destitute of the means of attract
ing adventurers by the prospect of speedy enrichment,
and which must owe their cultivation to the steady en
terprise and industry of permanent settlers, the most
powerful attractions are supplied by liberal provisions
for the security of the civil and religious rights of;
mankind.
The recent history of New England had
plainly demonstrated, that those attractions, of all

Having obtained,

New

most prevailingly

to that

de

human

character which is best fitted to
contend with the difficulties of colonization, and that
their operation is so forcible as to overpower the
;cmptations even of very superior climate and soil.
That the useful lesson thus afforded to the founders of
colonies was not disregarded by the courtiers of Charles
the Second, has already appeared from some parts of
the history of Carolina, and is still more strongly mani-

..*. i-v...
f (i uiviiie lavor
it \v_
early adopted by the New England divines, and was main
tained, with much learning and ability, in a treatise by one
Thorowsrood, published at London in 11150, and entitled &quot;Jcwcs
Pr-&quot;-

only three months after the date of his own
Duke of York, by deeds of lease and
consideration of
a competent sum of

in

scription of

t

in America.&quot;
It was afterward* embraced
by William
the quaker, and supported by him, and
by many olherdist
guishcd writers.

was

disadvantageous to

charter, that the

others, address themselves

&amp;lt;j!

;

fll*&amp;gt;

It

in the sequel

1

The name of
same person,

this individual was Scot.
Whelher it was
or another with the same name, who after
New Jersey, I am unable
to ascertain.
Colonel Nichols gratuitously acquits Berkeley
and Carteret of any accession to the design of defrauding the
duke. But OirU-rct did not always enjoy an unspotted repualion.
In lOHl, lie was expelled the Ilouse of Commons foj
cuiii useU accounts as chamberlain.

the

wards published an account of East

i

NORTH AMERICA.
fested by the

first

measures

New

were pursued by the
They hastened to con

that

Jersey.
proprietaries of
cert and make public a body of institutions for the go
vernment of the province ; and, as their object was to
flhibit a political fabric that should appear desirable

I

,

i

and regarded by them as

301

their great charter,

u

and as

possessing a higher authority than even the acts of
assembly, from not being subject to alteration or reAn important addition was suggested by the
peal.
prudence and equity of Philip Carteret, who was the

,

j

the powerful confederacy of the Five Nations ; and,
the influence of this
confederacy extended to all th
tribes in the vicinity of the new settlement, its inhabitants enjoyed the felicity of an entire exemption from

Indian war.
Recommended by the salubrity of its cliand advantageous to mankind, they succeeded in pro first governor appointed by the pioprietaries, and who, mate, in addition to so many other advantages, it will
re
without any directions from his constituents to respect not appear surprising that New
ducing a project which obtained a very favorable
Jersey was soon conif the
the rights of the aboriginal inhabitants of the province, sidercd a
very desirable residence, and that its attracception, and would have better deserved it,
it
to
the
an
to
consent
settlefor
obtain
their
tions
had
been
were
celebrated by early writers with higher comjudged
existing popu
proper
legislating
proprietaries
mendation than any of the other settlements obtained.
lation.
It was indeed a singular competition which ment, by purchasing their titles to the several districts
The proprietaries had the wis- The proprietaries, still buoyed up with the hope of a
these proprietary governments produced, in which so- which were occupied.
fereigns and legislators found it their interest to vie dom to approve this proceeding, and some years after gainful revenue from their province, were not wanting
with ear.h other in the production of models of liberty, established the rule, that all lands should be purchased in exertions to circulate the intelligence of its a-lvantand in tendering to the acceptance of their subjects the from the Indians by the governor and council, who ges both in Europe and America, and from time to
most effectual securities against arbitrary government. were to be reimbursed by the settlers, in proportion to time despatched from England vessels freighted with
settlers and stores to reinforce the numbers and
Whatever doubts may be entertained of the dignity of their respective possessions.
supply
The conquest of New Netherlands had now been the wants of their people. But the period to which
their motives, or the sincerity of their professions, the
measures which the various proprietaries adopted in achieved by Colonel Nichols, who assumed the admini- they had looked for the fulfilment of their hopes, WOT
pursuance of this policy proved highly beneficial to the stration of the whole territory as governor for the Duke fated to demonstrate their fallacy and the scene of
While yet unacquainted with the grant to felicity which the province had hitherto presented wae
provinces of North America, and cherished in the of \ ork.
minds of their inhabitants an attachment to liberty, Berkeley and Carteret, he formed the design of colo- disagreeably overcast by the arrival of the day when the
and a conviction of their right to it.
nizing the district which they had acquired, and for payment of quit rents had been appointed to conv
The instrument* which was now published by this purpose granted licenses to various persons to mence. [1660 1G70 ] The first demand of this tribute
Berkeley and Cartaret gave assurance to all persons make purchases of lands from the aboriginal inhabitants excited general disgust among the colonists, who seem
who should settle in New Jersey, that the province of New Jersey. Three small townships were speedily to have expressed more unwillingness than inability to
should be ruled only by laws enacted by an assembly formed in the eastern part of the territory, by emigrants comply with it.
A party among them, including the
in which the people were represented, and to which chiefly from Long Island, who laid the foundation of oldest settlers, who had occupied their lands under tho
the power of making peace or wart, and many other Elizabeth Town, Woodbridge, and Piscataway
and authority of Colonel Nichols, refused to acknowledge
In particular, it Nichols, who entertained a very favorable opinion of the title of ihe proprietaries, and, in
important privileges, were confided.
opposition to it,
was stipulated by the proprietaries, ** for the better this region, bestowed on it the name of Albania, in set up titles which they had obtained for themselves
It was easier for the
security of the inhabitants in the said province, that commemoration of one of the titles enjoyed by his from the Indiana.
governor to
But the hopes which he had conceived of demonstrate the illegality of these pretensions, than to
they are not to impose, nor suffer to be imposed, any master.
tax, custom, subsidy, tallage, assessment, or any other rendering the district a valuable appendage of the prevail with the
For two
people to abandon them
duty whatsoever, upon any color or pretence, upon the duke s possessions, were soon interrupted by intelli- years he maintained an ineffectual struggle to enforce
aid province, and inhabitants thereof, other than what gence of the title of iU new proprietaries
and the the claims of the proprietaries, till at length the popular
(hall be imposed by the authority and consent of the measures he had already taken gave rise to disputes discontent broke forth in an insurrection
[1672] which
By another clause, of no less im respecting the property of the soil between the settlers, he found it impossible to withstand. He was
general assembly.&quot;
no person, at any whose establishment he had promoted, and the proprie pelled to return to England,
of
his
portance, it was provided, that
functions,
stript
wliich the colonists forthwith conferred on a natural
time, shall be anyways molested, punished, disquieted, taries who now claimed their allegiance, which dis
or called into question, for any difference in opinion or turbed the repose of the province for more than half a son of Sir George Carteret, by whom their
pretensions
He transmitter! an earnest remonstrance to had been abetted. Disappointing as this result must
practice in matters of religious concernment, who does century.
the Duke of York, on the impolicy of thus
not actually disturb the civil peace of the province
multiplying have been to the proprietaries, it was impossible foi
but all and every such person and persons may, from statistical divisions, and of disjoining from his own them to impute the blame of it to their
governor, or to
time to time, and at all times, freely and fully, have province a portion distinguished above all the rest by hesitate to replace him in the station from which ha
and enjoy his and their judgments and consciences in the fertility of its soil, the commodiousness of its rivers, had been expelled. This measure, however, was re
and while he urged tarded by the unexpected events of the
matters of religion, they behaving themselves peacc- and the richness of its minerals
following year,
the duke to revoke a grant so prejudicial to his own [1673,] when New York
ai)lv and quietly, and not using this liberty to licentious
again reverting to the domi
ness, nor to the civil injury, or outward disturbance of interest, he predicted, what really happened, that the nion of Holland, New Jersey was once more reunited
others
any law, statute, or clause, contained, or to be undertaking of Berkeley and Carteret, to colonize a to the province of New Netherlands.
Contained, usage or custom, of the realm of England, vacant territory, would disappoint their expectations of
[1674.] The Dutch, as we have already seen, did not
the
to
contrary thereof in any wise notwithstanding.&quot; profit, and involve them in expenses, of which only long retain their acquisition, which was restore*! to Great
The import of these expressions could not be misun their remote posterity could hope to gather the fruits. Britain by the treaty of London. But the re-establish
This remonstrance appears to have produced some im
derstood
and as they were publicly promulgated, with
ment of the proprietary governments into which tha
out censure or disallowance from any quarter, it must pression on the mind of the duko
but cither it failed territory had been previously divided, was
thought to
be admitted, that the colonization of this province was to suggest to him a sufficient inducement to revoke require some additional
formality, and was not effected
undertaken on an assurance, which the settlers were the grant he had executed, or he judged such revoca
without a renovation of the titles by which these juris
and Nichols was reluctantly dictions had been originally created. Some doubts had
very well entitled to credit, of thtir being completely tion beyond his power
exempted from the jurisdiction of the English parlia compelled to surrender the government of New Jersey already been suggested of the validity of the royal
to Philip Carteret, who arrived with a company of charter, which had been
ment, both in the imposition of taxes and the regula
granted to the Duke of York
tion of ecclesiastical affairs.
The administration of the thirty settlers from England, and established himself at at a time, when the Dutch Government was in quiet
executive power, togethei with the right of a negative Elizabeth Town, which was regarded as the capital of possession of the
and, however, unwilling to
country
or, the enactments of the
the infant province.
Here for some years he ruled in acknowledge the force of this objection, and recede
provincial assembly, were re
served to the proprietaries.
To all persons resorting peace over a desert which was gradually replenished from a pretension that had been deliberately embraced
to New Jersey with the intention of settling in it, there with people from the provinces of New York and New
by his brother and himself, the duke was prompted by
were offered allotments of land, proportioned to the England, attracted by the qualities of the country and his own interest to remove from men s minds a doubt
earlineM of their arrival in the province, and to the the repute of the liberal institutions which its inhabi
so likely to obstruct the resort of settlers to this
pro
numbers of their indented servants and slates; and for tants were to enjoy. It was a happy peculiarity of the vince. Another cause seems also to have contributed
this tiiey were required to pay a quit rent of an half
lot of those colonists that, establishing themselves in to turn his
thoughts to the procurement of a new inves
penny per acre after the year 1670, and to maintain the vicinity of countries already cultivated, they escaped titure. The remonstrances of Colonel Nichols had led
one aMe male servant for every hundred acres in their the disasters and privations which had afflicted so him to regard the grant he had made of New
Jersey to
As the quit rents were deemed the pri severely the first inhabitants of most of the other pro- Berkeley and Carteret with feelings of dissatisfaction,
possession.
vate estate of the proprietaries, it was declared that all vinces.
Their neighborhood to the commerce of New which were not diminished by the liberal institution*
expenses should be defrayed by general contri- York, in particular, was considered a circumstance of which these proprietaries had conferred on their pto;ublic
ution.
Such was the first constitution of New Jersey. no small advantage during the infancy of their settle- vince, and the number of inhabitants who had been ar
New provisions were added to it from time to time, by ment though, in process of time, it was less favorably traded to it from his own dominions. Whatever were
subsequent proclamations, and the whole code was de
regarded, as having contributed to prevent the rise of the motives that withstood the gratification of his
nominated by the people the Laics of the Concessions a domestic mart, which would have afforded still more wishes, whether he scrupled to commit the injustice and
Like the other incur the dishonor of robbing two of tho firmest adhe
Writers are not agreed upon the date of tins instrument. effectual encouragement to their trade.
The copies printed by Scot and Smith bear the date of Febru colonists of North America, they enjoyed the advantage rents of his family, or doubted the support of the law oj
which is manifestly erroneous, except on the very of
ary, 1664
the
arts
and
habits
of
transporting
industry from an the king in such a transaction, it is manifest from his
improbable supposition, that the document was trained by old
country, where they had been carried to a high conduct that he entertained a desire to repossess him
Berkeley and Carteret, not only before they had obtained their
own grant from the Duke of York, but before the duke him state of perfection, into a new land which afforded self of the New Jersey territory, withont making any
self had obtained hi* charter from the king.
Chalmers sup- them more liberal encouragement and more unre
Th
compensation to the parties who had acquired it.
biu this is
pokes the date to have often February-, 1663
Their exertions for the raising of cat Dutch conquest seemed to furnish him with an oppostricted scope.
inconsistent with the clause which tenders certain advantato settlers
who shall transport themselves before the tle and grain were speedily and amply rewarded by a tunily of removing the objections to which his own titla
Kst of January, 16o5,&quot; Chalmers was prevented from observ grateful soil and their relations with the Indians ena- was subject, without seeming to confess its original
ing this inconsistency by mistaking this last mentioned date bled them to
and to afford him, at the same time, a
prosecute their labors in undisturbed Iran- defectiveness
(or 19S3.
t The assembly was empowered, not merely to levy forces quillity, and to add to them a beneficial traffic in peltry decent pretext for divesting Berkeley and Carteret of
Arid declare war as they should sea cause, but
with the roving tribes by whom the neighboring forests their property, without disowning the grant by which h*
to pursue an
enemy as well by sea as by land (if need be), out of the limits were inhabited. Their connexion with the sister co- had bestowed it upon them, or incurring any obligation
and jurisdictions of the aid province, with the particular con
It was pretended thai
sent of tiie governor, and under tus conduct, or of our com- lony of New York communicated to them the benefit to indemnify them for its loss.
of the alliance which subsisted between this colony and the Dutch conquest had extinguished the
msjider-iB-chief.&quot;
proprietary
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rights, and that the country, unencumbered by them,
had no .v reverted to the crown.
In conformity with
tlii.-i view, the duko
applied for a new investiture, and
found no difficulty in obtaining from the king a second
charter, which recited the former grant, and confirmed
to him the whole of the territory which that grant had
He now appointed Andros his lieutenant
embraced.
over the whole reunited province and, investing all
the functions of legislative and executive power in the
governor and council, established the same arbitrary
government in New Jersey that he had all along main
tained in New York.
But, although he could thus me;

tlilato thfa meanness of despoiling his friends of a pro
perty which he had sold to them, he wanted either reso
lution or authority to effectuate his iniquitous preten
sions
and, on the application of Sir George Carteret,
scrupled not to promise a renewal of the grant of New
;

Yet, though ashamed to acknowledge his in
Jersey.
tentions, he was unwilling to abandon them and while
the execution of the grant was delayed, he transmitted
orders to Andros to maintain his prerogative over the
;

whole

[1675]

territory.

Even when he

New

finally

con

ever

it,

which Andros seized every opportunity of as

serting.
In the beginning of the year 1675, Philip Carteret
returned to Ne .v Jersey, and resumed the government

of the settlements which had been formed in the eastern
part of the province, and from which he had been ex-

The inhabitants, who
polled about two years before.
had experienced the rigors of conquest and the arbitrary
rule of Andros, now received their old governor very
and, as he postponed the payment of their
willingly
quit rents to a future day, and published a new set of
concessions by Sir George Carteret that confirmed all
their privileges, a peaceable and contented subordina
tion was once more re-established in the colony.
The
;

only subject of disquiet that occurred for several year*,
arose from the arbitrary proceedings by which Andros
from time to time enforced the unjust pretensions of
the Duke of York.
Governor Carteret, in the hope of
procuring to his people a share of the advantages which
the neighboring colony derived from her commerce, at
tempted to establish a direct trade between England

New Jersey. But Andros warmly opposed this
proceeding, as an injury to the commerce and the cus
toms of New York; [1676] and by confiscating the
vessels that traded in opposition to hi mandates, put
and

an end to the

New

Jersey commerce in its infancy. In
addition to this outrage, he endeavored by various ex
actions to render the colonists tributary to his
govern
ment and even proceeded to such extremity of inso
lence as to arrest Governor Carteret and convey him
When complaints of these
prisoner to New York.
proceedings of his deputy were carried to the duke, he
evinced the same indecision and duplicity that had
characterized alt his recent demeanor.
He could not
consent, he said, to depart from a prerogative which
;

had always belonged to him
yet he directed that the
exorcise of it should be relaxed, as a matter of favor to
liU friend Sir George Carteret.
But the province had
now been divided into two proprietary jurisdictions
aii l it was in the western
of
it, in which Carteret
part
hud ceased to have any interest, that the duke attempted
;

;

to appropriate the largest share of his

pretended prero
circumstances that attended this partition

The
gative.
of the territory,

compose the most

and the exaggera
gratification that the quakers combustible spirits in ihe kingdom
were permitted to derive from the abolition of the pro- tion of his own
which he beheld in the de
principles,
tectoral government.
In the interval between lhat meanor of many of his own followers,
together with
event and the restoration, they experienced such addi
numberless examples among the other sects and fric
tional severity aa again elicited from one of their num- tions of which the times were so
prolific, had forcibly
ber the prophecy of another political revolution. These taught him by what insensible gradations the minds of
severities, partly occasioned by the aversion which the men, when thoroughly heated by religious or political
;

presbyterian ministers and magistrates entertained for zeal, are carried from the disapprobation of hostile in
the doctrines of the quakcrs, were also in part provoked stitutions into the conviction of an especial call, or of
It was
by the frenzy and indecency with which many of the a clear moral duty, to attempt their subversion.
professors of those doctrines thought proper to signalise therefore with no small alarm that Fox had heard of the
their contempt for the worship of their adversaries. projects that the millenarians entertained some time
21] To the committee of safety, in whoso hands the prior to the restoration, of effecting by force of arms
supreme power was lodged, the quakers were rendered the establishment, or at least the recognition, of the
and he had pub
additionally obnoxious by the progress which their Messiah s personal reign upon earth
tenets had made among the veteran soldiers of the lished, at the time, an earnest remonstrance to all hi?^
commonwealth, and the success with which George followers on the unlawfulness of designs, which, how
Fox interposed to prevent a body of these converts ever remote from their distinctive principles, would
from joining the parliamentary forces who were inarch
prove, he feared, but too congenial to the spirit with
ing to suppress the insurrection of the royalists in Che- which, in many instances, these principles were asso
to
ciated.
But his endeavors, whatever effect they may
birr.
refused
for
the
liberation
of
interpose
They
have produced on his own followers, foiled to convince
those quakers who had benn imprisoned bv the magis
trates as vagabonds and disturbers of the peace or the public that there was any radical or solid distinc
even to restrain the outrages of the populace, who tion between the qnakers and the millenarians and
in many places began to insult and disturb tho quaker what probably contributed to sharpen his own appro
assemblies.
The advancement of General Monk to hensions, as well as to increase the public preposses
the supreme direction of alTairs, not only gratified these sion, was, lhat the quakerg were encumbered with 3
number of partial and temporary adherent*, the limits
;ectdnes with the accomplishment of another predic
tion, but encouraged them to expect a favorable change ef whose fdiih they were unab .o to ascertain by refe
in their own situation.
Monk issued an order that no rence to a creed, arid who, fluting from sect to sect,
further disturbance should be given to the peaceable according to the ebbs and flows of their own humor and
caprice, remained only long enough with any one to
meetings of the quakers, and ho listened to their com
infect it with their own levity, and dishonor it with a
plaints with a respect and attention which they had not
The insurrection that
been able to procure from bis predecessors in authority. share of their own reputation.
The hopes which this altered treatment gave rise to, broke forth among the millenarians, in the first year of
the
restored
were realised at the restoration. To the favorable re
monarchy, proved i.ighly prejudicial to the
interests of the quakcrs, not only from the common
gards of the king, the quakers were recommended by
the complaints they preferred against every description opinion that the principles of the two sects were sub
of authority that had subsisted in England during the stantially the amc, but from the plausible grounds lhat
and the
suspension of monarchy, and by the peculiar enmity were afforded to the adversaries of toleration
pledges which the government, no less alarmed than
they expressed against those who were also, in an emi
Their ac
nent degree, the objects of his own dislike.
provoked, determined to exact from ex-cry description
of its subjects.
The quakers now became the objects
cusations of the government of New England, in par
of
ticular, met with a gracious acceptance, and produced
peculiar jealousy, from their refusal to give assurance
an order for the suspension of all further seventies of fidelity to the king by taking tho oath of allegiance,
against them in that quarter.
Upwards of seven bun- and were assailed with a rigor and reality of persecu
died quakers were released from various prisons in tion which as yet they had never experienced in Eng
They were at first included along with the mil
England, and an assurance was given that a complete land.
toleration of quaker worship would be established by lenarians in a royal proclamation which forbade either
law.
The fulfilment of this assurance, however, was of these classes of sectaries from assembling under pre
obstructed by certain of the king s ministers, who, tence of worship elsewhere than in parochial churches,
though willing by delusive pretences to tranquillise all but were soon after distinguished by the provisions of
the dissenters till the newly-restored monarchy might an act of parliament that applied exclusively to them
selves.
By this statute it was enacted, lhat sll qua
appear to be firmly established, were secretly deter
mined to enforce a strict uniformity of religious worship kers refusing to take the oath of allegiance, and assem
in England
and, before many months of the new bling to the number of rive persons above sixteen years
of age for the purpose of divine worship, should, for the
reign had elapsed, their purpose was effectually pro
moted by a circumstance which suddenly and com rirst and second offences, incur the penalty of fine and
pletely extinguished whatever of court favor the quakers imprisonment, and, for the third, should either abjure
had really or seemingly enjoyed.
Meanwhile, the sect, the realm or be transported beyond it. Nay, so cordial
like all others, was indulged with an actual toleration, was the dislike now entertained by the court against
which was diligently improved by its founder and his the quakers, that, instead of employing the complaints
of this sect as the handle for a quarrel with the obnox
wiser associates in multiplying their converts, and in
ious province of Massachusetts, it was determined to
troducing into tiicir society a system of order and disci
pline thai tended to curb the wild spirit which had stir up the enmity that had been expressed in this pro
transported so many votaries of quakcrism beyond the vince against the quakers, and to invite the provincial
bounds of decency and sobriety, and exposed their pro- government to a repetition of the severities that had
For this purpose, it was
fession, in so many phices, to reproach and persecution. been so recently prohibited.
But this state of unmolested tranquillity, together signified to the governor and assembly of Massachu
with the hope of seeing it perpetuated by law, were setts, by a letter under the hand of the king, thit his
loickly destroyed by a violent explosion of fury and majesty, though desirous that liberty of conscience
fanaticism from a different body of sectarians.
In should be granted to all other religious professors in the
some points, both of doctrine and practice, the Fifth province, would be glad to hear that a severe law were
Millenarians/ bore a strong re- passed against the quakers, whose principles lie reckon
Monarchy men,&quot; or
semblance to the quakers a temporal hierarchy, in ed incompatible with the existence of government.
particular, was equally odious to both, and both re- These unfavorable sentiments were very shortly after
jccted, on all occasions, the ceremonial of an oath. exchanged by the king for a justcr estimate of quaker
The millenariiins, however, went a step further than the principles. In a conference which he granted to somequakers, and held themselves entitled to employ force of the leading members of the sect, he received assu
for the overthrow of every temporal supremacy that rances which satisfied him not only that this people had
usurped the place, and obstructed the advent, of that been unjustly confounded with the millenarians, but
spiritual dominion which tlu-y eagerly expected to be- that their principles with respect to government, includ
hold.
George Fox, on the contrary, had taught, from! ing an absolute renunciation of the right of resistance,
the beginning of his ministry, that it was absolutely were such as he had reason to wish more generally dif
unlawful to employ any other than spiritual weapons fused through his dominions.
But this alteration in
for the promotion of spiritual ends, or, indeed, of any his sentiments produced no relaxation of the legal tieveends whatever.
J3ut he was well aware thai he had riues to winch the quakers were subjected, and was
collected around him many of the wildest and most attended with no o .hcr consequence than a familiar and
when presiding in parliament by a. quaker, who called out apparently confidential intercourse between him and
that he had a message from the Lord
the protector. Ibid. some of their more eminent leaders,
together with many
79 and ho had seen a female quaker enter stark n iked into a
of regard and good will on his part which
church where IIP was sitting with his officers at divine wor- expressions
he was un-.villinQ or unable to substantiate.
In the
Hu:nc, vii. 33(5.
;

i

Jersey, he endeavored to evade
die complete performance of his engagement, and pre
tended to have reserved certain rights of sovereignty

sented to restore

however, was the only

interesting portion

of the early history of New Jersey.
Among the various sectaries who had reason to com
plain of the ecclesiastical policy pursued by the minis
ters of Charles the Second, the quakers incurred an
ample share of persecution
During the last years of
the protectorate of Cromwell, a number of quakers,
charged with offending against public order and decenry,

had been committed to prison in various parts of Eng
land
and because the protector refused or delayed to
pass an order for their release, one of thu leaders of the
*ect rebuked him publicly in an angry
harangue, which he
concluded by tearing his own cap in two, and
prophesy
that
the
would
be
rent
from Cromwell
ing
government
and his family.* The accomplishment of this
:

predictio
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Cromwell, though in general he treated ths qu.ikers with
which the impunity of thu prophet may he adduced
as an instance), could not entirely subdue his jealousy of a
sect in which some of his own most determined adversaries
had enrolled themselves. That restless auif.Uor, John I.ilburn, in the midst of his opposition to Cromwell, made a pro
fession of quakwrUm. and yet not only continued to write
against the protector s government, but lony refused to pro
mise that he would not employ his sword in aid of his pen
Go-igh and Sewell, i 70. Cromwell had personally witnessed
a jreat deal of quaker extravagance. Ho was
interrupted.
lonily (of
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that was now commenced against all
classes of dissenters, the quakers were exposed to a
more than equal share of severity from the unbending

persecution
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characterized.
Yet, it was long before the wild and was the more naturally led to desire that its administra
enthusiastic spirit which had distinguished the rise of tion should be confided to the same eminent person
and whose good offices had so recently contributed to as
the society was banished entirely from its bosom
William Penn, after some
while it continued to exert its influence, a considerable certain and preserve it.
:

which they refused to conform even in ap
pearance to any one of the obnoxious requisitions of diversity of sentiment and language prevailed among
This diversity, in particular, was
the law, and the eagerness with which they seized the quakers. [22]
entertained with
every opportunity of making manifest their forbidden manifest in the sentiments that were
While
practices, and signalizing their peculiar gifts of patient regard to the duty of confronting persecution.
In every all considered it unlawful to forsake their ordinances
suffering and unconquerable perseverance.
their
on
of
account of the prohibition
oppressors, there
part of England the quakeis were harassed with fines
and imprisonments, and great numbers were trans were many who esteemed it no less a dcrelcction of
sake of a peaceful
ported to Barlwdoes and to the American settlements,* duty to abandon their country for the
Con
where they formed a valuable addition to the English enjoyment of their ordinances in another land.
population, and quickly found that their persecutors in sidering quakerism as a revival of primitive Christianity,
and themselves as fated to repeat the fortunes of the
cipelling them from their native land, had uncon
over the world
sciously contributed to the melioration of their lot. first Christians, and to gain the victory
Instead of the wild enthusiasts who had formerly by evincing the fortitude of martyrs, they had associated
rushed with headlong zeal to New England in quest of the success of their cause with the infliction and endu
persecution, there was now introduced into America a rance of persecution, and deemed the retreating from a
numerous body of wiser and milder professors of qua- country where this evil impended over them, to one
kerisrn, whose views were confined to the enjoyment where they might be exempted from it, equivalent to
of that
of worship, for the sake of which they the desertion of the contest in which the prevalence of
had been driven into exile. In several of the American truth or of error was to be decided. The toleration of
provinces, as well as in the island of Barbadoee, they their principles seemed to be less the object of their de
and the suc
sire than the victorious spread of them
experienced an ample toleration and a friendly recep
tion from the governments and the inhabitants
and, cess of quakerism in England appeared to be incomplete
even in those provinces where they were still the ob without the downfall of the established hierarchy.* But
jects of suspicion and severity, they contributed to there were others of more moderate temper, who, though
render their principles less unpopular, by demonstrat
willing to sustain the character of the primitive Chris
ing with what useful industry and peaceful virtue the tians deemed this character no way inconsistent with
Contented the exercise of that liberty which was expressly con
profession of them might be ccmbined.
with the toleration of their worship, and diligently im
ceded to the objects of their imitation in the apostolic
proving the advantages of their new lot, many of their direction that when persecuted in one city they should
exiles attained, in a few years, to a plentiful and pros
flee to another.
Disturbed in their religious assemblies,
and so far did they carry their willing
harassed and impoverished by fines aud imprisonments,
perous estate
ness to reconcile their own tenets with the existing in
and withal continually exposed to a violent removal from
stitutions and practices of the countries in which
they their native land, as the consequence of a line of con
found themselves established, that in many instances duct which they held it their duty to pursue, they were
seal

with

agreed to undertake this duty, and, in
conjunction with Gawen Laurie and Nicholas Lucas,
two of the creditors of Byllinge, assumed the direction
of their constituents share of the New Jersey
territory.
The first care of Penn and his associates was to ef
fect a partition of the province between themselves and
Sir George Carteret
and u? all parties were sensible
of the disadvantage of a joint
property, the division was
accomplished without difficulty. The eastern part of
consideration,

;

The

;

;

*

In one vessol alone, which was despatched from
England
in March 1064, aixty quaker convicts were
shipped for Ame
Williamson s North Carolina, i. 82.
rica.
Hubert
the
author
of the
t
Barclay,
Apology for the Qua
of a treatise on
the Anarchy of the Ranters
kers,&quot; and
has perhaps done more than any other writer of his persua
sion to render quakerism a methodical and rational
system
Yet this eminent person, though remarkably distinguished for
the strength and soundness of his understanding and the sedaleneas of his temper, soon after his conversion to quakeriani, betrayed in his conduct a strong taint o F enth i.siastic ex
travagance. Ife himself mentions, that on one occasion
having experienced a very vivid impression of tile duty of
walking through the streets of Aberdeen in sackcloth and
ashes, he could not be easy till he had obeyed tli2 divine cail
ti he conceived it to have been. AJkin s Genera! BuHrnDhv
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

vol. u.

who named

to Carteret, under the name
western, to Byllinge s as-

the

their

;

which they assigned

Fenwick, and the remaining

to

ninety they reserved for sale for the benefit of the cre
ditors of Bvllinge.
Their next and most important pro
ceeding was to frame a political constitution for the
purchasers and future inhabitants of the land, which was
promulgated under the title of concessions,&quot; or terms
of grant and agreement, to be mutually signed by the
venders and purchasers of the territory. This instrument
adopted the provisions that had been previously enacted
by Berkeley and Cartcret for the exemption of the pro
vincials from all taxes but such as their own native as
semblies should impose on them, and for the security
of religious freedom
the clause by which this latter
provision was introduced being prefaced by a general
that no men, nor number of men, upon
declaration,
earth have power to rule over men s consciences in
;

It was appointed
religious matters.&quot;
should meet annually to choose one
each propriety to sit in the provincial
these elections be not determined by
confused way of cries and voices, but
into balloting boxes to be provided for

;

;

;

to divide

;

from the furious disputes and vindictive struggles that
civil wars
and while the quakers were
distinguished by exemption from this reproach, they
were no less advantageously distinguished bv a severity
of persecution which enabled them to
display in an
eminent degree the primitive graces of Christian cha
racter.
was
It
now that their cause was espoused and
their doctrines defended by writers who
yielded to none
of their co emporaries in learning, eloquence, or ino-eand
who
have
never
been
nuity,
equalled, or even ap
proached, by any succeeding authors in the ranks of
the q lakcrs.
The doctrines that had floated loosely
through the quaker body were now collected and re
duced to an orderly system the discipline necessary
to preserve from anarchy, and restain the fantastic sal
lies which the genuine principle of quakerism is
pe
culiarly apt to beget, t was explained and enforced
and, in the midst of a persecution which drove many of
the presbyterians of Scotland to despair ar.d rebellion,
the quakers began to add to their zeal and resolution
that mildness of address and tranquil
propriety of
thought and conduct by which they are now universally

Jersey

moiety West New Jersey.
administrators of tins latter territory then
proceeded
it into a hundred lots, or
ten of
proprieties

signess,

;

attended the

New

of East

lit&amp;gt;erty

they united a profession of quakerism with the purchase
and employment of negro slaves. Perhaps the deceitfulness of the human heart was never more
strikingly
exhibited than in this monstrous association of the cha
racters of exiles for conscience sake and the
principles
of universal peace and philanthropy, with the condition
of slave owners and the exercise of
arbitrary power.
Yet, in process of time, much good was educed from
this evil; and the inconsistency of one
generation of
quakers enabled their successors to exhibit to the
world a memorable example of disinterested
regard for
the rights of human nature, and a magnanimous sacri
fice to the requirements of piety and
justice.
The principles of the sect continued meanwhile to
propagate themselves in Britain, to an extent that more
than supplied the losses occasioned by the banishment
of so many of their professors.
Almost all the other
sects had sum/red an abatement of
piety and reputation

was assigned

the province

honest

meditate the advantage of a voluntary expatria
with their families and their substance, and natu
rally cast their eyes on that country which, notwith
standing the severities once inflicted on their brethren
in some of its provinces, had always presented an asy
lum to the victims of persecution. Their regards were
led to

man

assembly

;

for

that

common and
by putting balls

the

&quot;

tion

the people

that

that purpose, for

all
partiality, and whereby every man
choose according to his own judgment and
and that every member of assembly
honest intention
should be allowed a shilling a day during the session,
that thereby he may be known to be the servant of
farther directed to this quarter by the number of their
fellow sectaries who were now established in several the people.&quot;
Every man was to be capable of choosing
and
of the North American states, and the freedom, comfort,
being chosen to sit in these assemblies, which were
and tranquillity which they were there enabled to vested with the power to make, alter, and repeal laws,
and to elect, from time to time a committee of assist
enjoy.
Such was the situation of the quakers at the time ants to carry the laws into execution. Without the
when Lord Berkeley, alarmed by the insubordination of verdict of a jury, no man could be arrested, confined,
the planters of New Jersey, and dissatisfied with an ac
or deprived of life, liberty, or estate.
Imprisonment
and a bankrupt, after surren
quisition which seemed likely to realize the predictions for debt was disallowed
of Colonel Nichols, offered his share of the province dering his estate to his creditors, was set at liberty to
for sale.
He soon received the proposal of a price work again for himself and his family. Such is an out
that was satisfactory from two English quakers named line of the composition that forms the first essay of
Fenwick and Byllinge, and in the year 1674, in confor quaker legislation, and entitles its authors to no mean
mity with their desire, conveyed the subject of the share in the honor of planting religious and political
There, said Penn and his col
purchase to the first of these persons in trust for the liberty in America.
other.
Fenwick appears to have been unworthy of the leagues, in allusion to this fruit of their labors, we lay
confidence implied in this arrangement.
dispute a foundation for after ages to understand their liberty as
soon arose between Byllinge and him with regard to men and Christians, that they may not be brought in
their respective proportions of interest in the territory
bondage but by their own consent ; for we put the

the prevention of

may

freely

;&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

A

;

and, to avoid the scandal of a law-suit, the two parties
agreed to submit their pretensions to the judgment of
the celebrated William Penn, who now began to occupy
a conspicuous place among the leaders and champions
of the quaker cause.
Pcnn found it easier to appreciate
the merits of the case than to terminate the contro
and, after, he had pronounced an award in favor
versy
of Byllinge, it required the utmost exertions of his ad
dress and authority to prevail upon Fenwick to recog
nise it.
Yielding at length to the solemn and earnest
remonstrances of Pcnn, Fenwick forbore to press his
unjust demand any farther and, in the year 1(375, with
vife and family, and a small troop of quaker associ
ates, he set sail from England, and established himself
ill the western
But Byllinge was
part of New Jersey.
now no longer in a condition to profit by the adjustment
of the dispute.
He had sustained such losses in trade
that it became necessary for him to divest himself of!
the whole of his remaining property for the indemnification of his creditors; and as the most valuable part of
this property consisted of his New Jersey purchase, he
:

I

;

j

j

I

|

j

!

M

Nel

s

History of the Puritans (vol.

iv.)

there
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The debate was sliort, and soon degenerated into a rcciprocation of abuse, in winch the bishop, finding himself by no
neaus a match for liia opponents, to
to flight, and was pursue.l to his hunt; a by a mob of
qu;ikt,-rs, vociferating at his
The hireling flitih, the hireling tiietli. 1
iieeis,
-&amp;gt;k

&quot;

&quot;

the people
publication of this instrument, which its authors
accompanied with a special recommendation of the pro
vince to the members of their own religious fraternity,
produced an immediate display of that diversity of sen

power

timent which had begun to prevail among the society
of quakers.
Many prepared with alacrity to embrace
the proposals of the trustees, and expressed the most
exaggerated expectations of the liberty, prosperity, and
repose that awaited them in the new settlement while
others regarded with jealousy, and even vehemently opposed a secession which they considered pusillanimous
and discreditable. To moderate the expectations of
the one, and to appease the jealousy of the other of
these parties, William Penn and his colleagues addressed a circuler letter to the members of their sect,
in which they solemnly cautioned them against leaving
their country from a timid reluctance to bear testimony
to their principles, from an impatient unsettled temper,
or from any motive inferior to a deliberate conviction
that the God of all the earth opened their way to New
and sanctioned their removal thither. They
;

&quot;

i

.

!

in

The

*

.

preservation

;

i

i

i_

i-

i

and, in particular, that the religious tolc-

which was to be established must depend
pen for it
ontinuance on the aid of that Being with whose will
never be defended
they believed it to concur, and could

ration
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by force or violence against the arm of an oppressor.
To this admonitory letter there was annexed A De
scription of West New Jersey,&quot; for the better informa
tion of intending colonists, in which some trivial exag
gerations that had gone abroad respecting the excel
lence of the soil and climate were corrected, but in the

was equally clear. They had never ceased to impor law, and thereby excluded our English right of common
tune the duke for a redress of this grievance
and were assent to taxes, what security have we of any thing we
at length provoked to additional vehemence of com
possess! We can call nothing our own, but are tenant*
at will, not only for the soil, but for all our
plaint and urgency of solicitation, by a tax which An
personal
dros, in the exercise of his master s pretended sove
estates.
This is to transplant, not from good to better,
but from good to bad.
This sort of conduct has de
reignty, imposed on the importation of European mer
Wearied at length with stroyed government, but never raised one to any tru
main, a most inviting representation of the settlement chandize into West Jersey.
was conveyed. This publication was certainly not in the continual importunity of these suitors, rather than greatness.&quot; &quot;Lastly, the duke s circumstance*, am]
tended to repress the ardor of quaker emigration nei moved with a sense of honor or equity, this unjust the people s jealousies considered, we humbly submit
&quot;

;

;

Numerous purchases of
any such effect.
colonial land were made by quakers in various parts of
England and, in the course of the year 1677, upwards
of four hundred persons of this persuasion transported
themselves lowest New Jersey. Many of these were
persons of considerable substance and respectability,
who carried with them their children and servants and
long with them were sent a board of commissioners
appointed by Penn and his colleagues to make partition
of the lands, and purchase the acquiescence and friend
ther had

it

;

;

While the ship that carried out
ship of the Indians.
the first detachment of these emigrants was lying in
the Thames, and preparing to sail, it happened that
Charles the Second was passing by in his pleasure
barge.
Observing a number of quakers on board, the
king came alongside the vessel, and inquired whither
Informed of their purpose, he asked
dioy were bound.
If they were all quakers, and, being answered in the
affirmative, he gave them his blessing and departed.*
On their arrival in America, the quakers very soon
discovered that the danger of a lawless encroachment
on their privileges had not been suggested to them in

prince consented to refer the matter of their complaint
to certain commissioners, by whom it was finally re

mitted [1680] to the legal opinion of Sir William
Jones.
The argument employed in behalf of the colo
nists of West Jersey on this occasion, was
prepared by
William Penn, George Hutchinson, and several other
of
the
coadjutors, chiefly
quaker persuasion, and
breathes a firm undaunted spirit of liberty, worthy of
the founders of a North American commonwealth.
&quot;Thus then,&quot;
they insisted, after a narrative of the
titles by which the
territory had been transmitted to
we come to buy that moiety which belonged to
them,
Lord Berkeley, for a valuable consideration and in
the conveyance he made us, powers of
government are
for that only could have induced us
expressly granted
to buy it ; and the reason is
because
to all pru
plain,
dent men the government of any place is more
inviting
than the soil.
For what is good land without good
laws? the better the worse.
And if we could not
assure people of an easy, and free, and safe
govern
ment, both with respect to their spiritual and worldly
&quot;

:

;

that is an uninterrupted
property,
liberty of
science, and an inviolable possession of their

it, if there can be in their opinion, a greater evidence of
a design to introduce an unlimited
government, than
both to exact an unterminated tax from English plan
ters, and to continue it after so many repeated com

and on the contrary, if there can be any thing
so happy to the duke s present affairs, as the
opportu
nity he hath to free that country with his own hand,
and to make us all owers of our liberty to his favor
plaints

;

and

So will Englishmen here know what to
justice.
hope for, by the justice and kindness he shows to Engand all men see the just model of hit
glishmen there
government in New York to be the scheme and draught
in little of his administration in Old
England at large,
if the crown should ever devolve
upon his head.&quot; Ui*as
this
must
doubtless
have been to
palatable
argument
the British court, and the counsellors of the Duke of
York at this period, it was attended with the most
The commissioners to whom the
triumphant success.
case had been refeired were constrained to pronounce
;

judgment in conformity with the opinion of Jones,
that as the grant to Berkeley and Cartcret had reserved
no profit or jurisdiction, the legality of the taxes could
their

v

&quot;

con
In compliance with this adjudica
civil not be defended.&quot;
and
tion, the duke without farther scruple resigned all hie
affirming rights
freedoms, by a just and wise government,
that his own life would be endangered if he should ven
a mere wilderness would he no
claims
on
West
Jersey, and confirmed the province ilencouragement for it
ture to recognize their independence without an ex
were a madness to leave a free, good, and
self in the amplest terms to its new proprietaries.
And
improved
When they remonstrated country, to plant in a wilderness, and there adventure as the same procedure was evidently due to East Jer
press order from the duke.
against this usurpation, Andros cut short the contro
many thousands of pounds to give an absolute title to sey, he granted soon after a similar release in favor of
and as this was an another person to tax us at will and
versy by pointing to his sword
Hav the representatives of his friend Sir George Carteret.
pleasure.&quot;
argument, which the quakers were precluded from re
ing adverted to the argument in support of the duke s Thus the whole of New Jersey was promoted at once
Natural right and from the condition of a conquered country to the rank
torting, they submitted for the present to his violence, usurped authority, they continued
and acknowledged themselves and their territory sub human prudence oppose such doctrine all the world of a free and independent province and made the ad
to
the
an
Duke
of
till
the
issue
of
over
instead of the dependency, of the British empire.
for what is it but to
York,
ject
applica
say, that people free by law junct,
tion for redress, which they transmitted to England. under their
prince at home, are at his mercy in the The powerful and spirited pleading, by which this bene
They were compelled for some time to endure the plantations abroad. And why because he is a con fit was gained, derives additional interest from the rbut still at the hazard of the lives of his collection of the conflict that was then carrying on in
hardships inseparable from the occupation of a desert queror there
land.
But these hardships were surmounted by in own people, and at the cost and
between the advocates of liberty and the abet
charge of the public. England
and their first settlement, to We could say more, but choose, to let it
dustry and patience
But tors of arbitrary power. I question if it be possible to
drop.
which they gave the name of Burlington, quickly exhi our case is better
for the king s grant to the Duke point out, in any of the writings or harangues of which
yet
bited a thriving appearance, and was replenished with of York is
that period was so abundantly prolific, a more impres
plainly restrictive to the laws and govern
inhabitants by successive arrivals of additional quaker ment of
sive or magnanimous effort for the preservation of
England. Now the constitution and govern
from
the
slate.
It was ob
ment of England, as we humbly conceive, are so far liberty, than is evinced in this first successful vindica
emigrants
parent
[1678]
served in this, as in most of the other infant settle
One of the most re
tion of the rights of New Jersey.
from countenancing any such
authority, that it is made
ments in America, that the success of individual colo a fundamental in our
markable features of the plea which the provincials had
constitution, that the king of Eng
nists was in general
was the strong and deliberate assertion
land cannot justly take his
proportioned to the original humi
subjects goods without their maintained,
This needs no more to be proved than a that no tax could be justly imposed on them, without
lity of their condition, and the degree of reliance which consent.
their own consent and the authority of their own gene
they placed on the resource of their own unassisted in
it is an home-born
principle
right, declared to be law
dustry.
To give up this,&quot; they added, ral assembly. The report of the commissioners in
Many who emigrated as servants were more by divers statutes.&quot;
the power of
prosperous than others who imported a considerable
making laws, is to change the govern their favor, and the relief that followed, were virtual
substance along with them.
Inured to industry, they ment, to sell, or rather
concessions in favor of this principle, which in an after
resign ourselves to the will of
derived from it a return so ample, as soon enabled them another; and that for
was destined to obtain a more signal triumph in
nothing; For, under favor, we age
to rise above a state of servitude, and cultivate land on
the independence of North America.
of
the duke, if not the right of an undis
buy nothing
their own account; while the. others, subsisting too turbed
West Jersey now filled apace with inhabitants, by
colonizing, and that as Englishmen with no
long on their imported stock, and relying too far upon diminution, but rather expectation of some increase of the accession of numerous settlers, of which the greater
the hired labor of the poor, were not unfrequently re
still continued to be
those freedoms and
quakers.
Byllirige,
privileges enjoyed in our own proportion
duced to indigence. The first exertions of the colo
who was appointed the first governor by the other pro
for the soil is none of his
tis the natives
country
nists to procure themselves a livelihood had been facili
and it would prietaries, not finding it convenient to leave England,
by the jus gantium, the law of nations
tated by the friendly assistance of the Indians
but a be an ill argument to convert them to
a deputation of his functions to Samuel Jen
Christianity, to granted
hostile attack was soon threatened by these
savages, expel instead of purchasing them out of those countries. nings, by whom the first representative assembly of
on
that
a
had
broke
If
West
In this assembly,
who,
then the country be theirs, it is not the duke s; he
finding
dangerous epidemic
Jersey was convoked. [1681]
out among them, accused their neighbors of having cannot sell it; then what have we
there was enacted a body of Fundamental Constitutions,
&quot;To
bought!&quot;
The danger, conclude this point, we humbly say that we have not and a number of laws for the protection of property and
treacherously sold them the small-pox.
however, was averted, by the influence of an Indian lost any part ol our liberty by
for the punishment of crimes.
By the Fundamental Con
leaving our country
chief, who assured his countrymen that similar diseases we leave not our
the assembly was empowered to appoint and
king, nor our government, by quitting stitutions,
had afflicted their forefathers, while as yet they had no our soil
all persons holding offices of trust in the pro
but we transplant to a
place given by the displace
intercourse with strangers, and that such calamities same
and the governor was precluded from making
king, with express limitation to erect no polity vince
were not of earthly origin, but came down from heaven. contrary to the same established
or doing any act that should be obligatory on the
government, but as war,
IG70] Sir George Carterct, the proprietary of Kast near as may be to it and this variation is allowed but state, without the assembly s concurrence, and from
died
in
1679
so
As
derived
little
benefit
for the sake of emergencies
Jersey,
and that latitude bounded withholding his assent to any of its enactments.
having
from his American territory, that he found it necessary
no as
by these words, for the good of the adventurer and semblies were to be annually convoked and
to bequeath it
by his will to trustees, who were in- planter.&quot; In a subsequent part of their pleading,* sembly was to have power to impose a tax which should
etr_uclcd to dispose of it for the advantage of his credi
there is no end of this power
for endure longer than a year. In the laws that were passed
they remark, that
tors.
The exemption which this district had been per since we arc by this
the most remarkable feature is a pro
precedent assessed without any on this occasion,
mitted to enjoy from the jurisdiction of the Duke of
vision, that in all criminal cases, except treason, murder,
* Tills curious
document, which (like most quaker produc
York, had not contributed to moderate the discontent
and theft, the person aggrieved should have power to
with which the inhabitants of West Jersey submitted tions) is somewhHt tedious, and enriched witli some display
after condemna
of legal knowledge, is printed at full length in S. Smith s His
pardon the offender, whether before or
to an authority from which their
a provision of very questionable expediency, but
right to be exempted tory, it is remarkable that Chalmers has taken no notice of tion
Winterbotham (vol. ii. p. 287.) has given an abridged and
it.
the
Christian
to
duty of for
prevent
probably intended
S. Smith, 8803.
Frond s History of Pennsylvania,
very inadequate version of it. That Penn concurred in the
138144. This is a very scarce work. I am indebted to the presentation of this pleading, is undeniable and hence it may giveness from being evacuated, as in most countries is
kindness of Dr. Sims, of Cavendish Square, London, for a pe
be fairly presumed, that he assisted in its composition. But practically done, by the supposed municipal duty which
rusal of one of the very few copies of it that are to be founi that he was the sole author of
the wrong which
it, as some of his modern bio
engages a man to avenge as a citizen
It is a work of
in
and
ain.
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oreriegnty of his master, the
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;
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Europe.
valuable matter

;

great research,
abounding witli
but one of the most confused and tedious

expositions that ever tormented human patience.

graphers have insinuated, is strongly refuted by its style, in
which not the slightest resemblance is discoverable to any of
his acknowledged productions.

as a Christian he

is

pledged to forgive.

inhabitant
property of every

was made

The landed

liable

for his

NORTH AMERICA.
debst

marriages were appointed to be solemnized by

;

for the prevention of dispute.-,
justices of the peace ;
with the Indians, the sale of spirituous liquors to them
was strictly prohibited ; and for the encouragement of
but industrious laborers, who obtained the means

poor
of emigrating from Europe by indenting themselves as
servants to more wealthy settlers, every servant was
entitled to claim from his master, at the expiry of his
indenture, a set of implements of husbandry, certain
To prevent
articles of apparel, and ten bushels of corn.
the resort of worthless and depraved men to the pro
vince, a law was soon after passed, requiring every new
settler, under pain of a pecuniary fine, to give satisfac
of the peace, that his change
tory evidence to a justice
of residence was not the effect of crime, nor an act of
fraud, but that he was reputed a persou of blameless
From this period till the dis
character and sober life.
solution of the proprietary government, the provincial
It did
assembly continued to be annually convoked.
not always confine itself to the exercise of the ample
it was
constitutionally endowed.
powers with which
For when Byllinge soon after proposed to deprive Jen
of his office, the assembly
nings, the deputy-governor,
declaring that
interposed to prevent this proceeding
Jennings gave satisfaction to the people, and desiring
The
and ordinary
rule
him to retain his situation.
was that the
practice of the constitution, however,
council of assistants to the governor were nominated
while the proprietaries appointed the
by the assembly
and he, with the consent of the proprieta
governor
;

;

;

his own deputy.
success of their experiment in West Jersey en
couraged the quakers of Great Britain to avail them
selves of the opportunity that was now afforded of en
ries,

named

The

larging the sphere of their enterprise by the acquisition
The close of Philip
of the eastern half of the territory.
Carteret s administration of East Jersey was embittered

by a revival o( the disputes thathad once rendered him a
fugitive from his government. Even the concession that
had been recently obtained from the Duke of York served
but to afford additional materials of discord between
the proprietary government and the people and instead
of mutually enjoying the important benefit which it con
ferred, the two parties set themselves to debate with
the utmost vehemence and pertinacity, whether this in
strument or the proprietary concessions in 1664- should
be regarded as the foundations of their government.
Disgusted with these disputes, and perceiving that they
;

were not
tion from

likely to derive either

emolument

or satisfac

a prolonged administration of the proprietary

government, the trustees and executors of Sir George
Larteret offered the province for sale to the highest
and closing with the proposals of William
bidder
Penn,* conveyed their rights over East Jersey to him,
to eleven other persons of the quaker
and
[1682]
per
;

The territory comprehended in this convey
ance contained already a variety of settlements, inha
bited by seven hundred families, or about three thou
sand five hundred persons, exclusive of the inhabitants
of certain remote and scattered plantations, who were
computed to amount to at least half as many more. The
and
great majority of the settlers were not quakers
whether with the view of allaying the jealousy with
which these persons might have regarded a government
wholly composed of men whose principles differed so
widely from their own, or for the purpose of fortifying
their own interest at the British court, by the associa
tion of persons of influence in their
undertaking, the
twelve purchasers made haste to assume twelve other
partners in their proprietary rights, and among others
the Earl of Perth, Chancellor of Scotland, and Lord
suasion.

;

Drummond
kingdom, t
the

Duke

of

East Jersey

of Gitston. the Secretary of State for that
In favor of these twenty-four
proprietaries,

York executed

his third

and

last

grant of

on receiving which, they proceeded to
appoint a council or committee of their own number, to
whom all the functions of the proprietary

were

;

intrusted.

To

government

facilitate the exercise of their do-

*
Though Penn thus became a proprietary of East Jersey,
connexion both with its concerns, and with those of West
Jersey, was henceforward almost merely nominal. He had
now acquired for himself the province of Pennsylvania, which
occupied all his interest, and diverted his attention from New
Jersey.
t From the dedication of Scot s Model, &c. of East
Jersey,
It appears that Viscount Taibet and Lord
Leod, two other
powerful Scotch nubles, became very shortly after proprieta
ries of this province.
In onfl of Otdmiion s lists of the
pro
prietaries (vol. i. p. 143), we find the name of Sir George
Mackenzie, the Lord Advocate of Scotland, whom his contem
poraries justly denominated the bloody Mackenzie : and in
one of his subsequent lists we find the names of Archdale the
quaker proprietary of Carolina, and of West the lawyer, who
obtained so much infamous distinction as a witness for the
crown on the trial of Lord Russel. 2d Edit, vol i p 291
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Robert Barclay was appointed the first governor of
East Jersey, under the new proprietary administration.
ants of the province, stating the title of the proprietaries
highly was he esteemed by his colleagues, and such
to the soil and jurisdiction, and requiring all to yield advantage was anticipated from his superintendence of
the colony, that his commission bestowed the office on
obedience to their government and the laws.
At the time when East Jersey thus became subject him for life, and while it dispensed with his personal
to quaker administration (for the quakers still formed a residence,* authorised him to nominate his own deputy.
great majority of the proprietary body) the inhabitants, But the expectations which produced or attended his
elevation, were disappointed by the result ; his govern
by a diligent improvement of their advantages, had at
tained a flourishing and prosperous estate. The greater ment (like that of Sir Henry Vane in Massachusetts)
number of them had emigrated from New England, or was brief and ill fated, and calculated rather to lower
The most
and their than to advance his illustrious reputation.
were the descendants of New Englandmetj
laws and manners in some particvdarsbore trie traces of signal and beneficial event of his presidency, was the
this origin.
The punishment of death was denounced emigration of a considerable number of his own coun
a measure which,
by law against children striking or cursing their parents. trymen the Scotch to East Jersey
however congenial it may appear to the situation of that
Adulterers were liable to flogging or banishment. For
nication was punished, at the discretion of the magis
oppressed and persecuted people, was not recommended
to their adoption but by dint of a
trate, by marriage, fine, or flogging.
good deal of importu
Nightwalking, or
and persuasion. For although the great bulk of
revelling abroad, after the hour of nine, subjected the nity
offenders to a discretionary punishment.
A thief, for the people of Scotland were dissatisfied with the epis
the first offence, was to make threefold restitution ; in copal establishment which their kings had forced upon
case of frequent repetition, he might be capitally pu
them, and vast multitudes were enduring the utmost
There was no law for rigors of tyranny for their resistance to it, it was found
nished, or reduced to slavery.
the public support of religion
but every township no easy matter to persuade them to seek a relief from
their sufferings, in a distant and perpetual exile from
maintained a church and minister.
&quot;The
people,&quot;
to emi
said the first deputy who came
among them from their their native land. In addition to the motives
Lord Perth
quaker sovereigns, &quot;are generally a sober, professing gration which the severities exercised by
wise in their
ministers contributed to supply, the
courteous in their be- and the other
million, they obtained from Charles the Second a royal
addressed to the governor, council and inhabit

letter,

So

;

;

;

generation,

:eople,
avior,

and respectful to us

in

office.&quot;

So

happily ex

empt were they from the most ordinary and

forcible

royal
influence of Barclay and

other Scottish quakers

more successfully employed

in

was

prevailing with their

and
temptation to violence and dishonesty, that according countrymen to seek an asylum in East Jersey
to the same testimony there was not an industrious man thither accordingly a body of emigrants, chiefly from
among them whose own hands could not procure him Barclay s native county of Aberdeen, soon after re
a state of honest competence, and even of ease and sorted. [1684]
For the purpose of rendering the
Scotch more generally acquainted with the state of the
If we might rely
plenty.*
implicitly on the opinion of
this observer, we should
impute the dissensions that colonial territory and the nature of its institutions, and
of inciting them to remove thither, it was determined
had lately prevailed in the province to the folly and mis
management of Carteret and his associates in the go by the proprietaries to publish a historical and statisti
vernment. But there is reason to believe that the blame cal account of it, with a preliminary treatise in which
of these dissensions was more equally divided between the prevailing objections to emigration should be com
the people and their rulers.
bated, and this resource presented in a more desirabl^T
headstrong and turbu
lent disposition appears to have
some view than that in which, Jhe Scotch were generally dis
prevailed
;

A

among

classes at

least of the inhabitants
various riots and
disturbances broke forth even under the new
govern
ment and the utmost exertions of quaker prudence
and patience were required to compose them.
law
which was passed about four years after this period re
probates the frequent occurrence of quarrels and chal
;

;

A

and

lenges,

interdicts

the

inhabitants

from wearing

swords, pistols, or daggers.

Among

the

new

proprietaries of East Jersey was the
celebrated Robert Barclay of Urie, a Scottish
gentle
who
had
been converted to quakerism, and in
man,

defence of his adopted principles had published a series
of works that elevated his name and his cause in the

esteem of

all

Europe.

Admired by

scholars and philo

sophers for the stretch of his learning and the strength
and subtlety of his understanding, he was endeared to
the members of his religious
fraternity by the liveliness
of his zeal, the excellence of his character, and the ser
vices which his pen had rendered to
These services consisted rather of the

their

cause.

to regard it.
From undertaking the authorship
of this performance, Barclay was probably deterred by
as
a
that,
knowing
quaker, his estimate of the popular

posed

objections, some of which were founded on religious
considerations, would find little favor with the bulk of
his countrymen
as well as by unwillingness to entan
;

gle himself with allusions to the existing persecution,

which he could hardly have characterised in a manner
satisfactory at once to his own conscience and to Lord
Perth and others of his proprietary associates.
To the
work which was now composed and published, in fur
therance of his and his colleagues design, it is probable
that he contributed some assistance ; and indeed the
inequality of the performance strongly attests that it
was not wholly the composition of a single author. It
was published as the production of a Scotch gentleman,

George Scot of Pitlochie, and bore the title of The
Model of the Government of the Province of East New
&quot;

Jersey

in

America.&quot;

From

various passages in this

it would
appear that many of the Scotch were
literary celebrity work,
which he had given to the quaker doctrines, than of
any prepossessed with the notion, that to emigrate from
wider diffusion of their influence
their
native
land
without some extraordinary sanction
among mankind. For
his writings in general are much more calculated to from the Divine will, was an
impious dereliction of the
dazzle and confound the
lot
which
the
than
to pro
understanding,
Almighty had assigned to them. In op
duce conviction or sink into the heart. To the
to
this
view
a
and
large
ingenious commentary
King position
and the Duke of York, he was recommended not less was made on the Divine command to
replenish and
by his distinguished fame, and his happy genius and subdue the earth and it was argued that as this was
address, than by the principles of passive obedience an eternal law, the duty to fulfil it was of continual
professed by that sect of which he was considered a obligation, and required no extraordinary manifestation
leader
and with both the royal brothers as well as with from Heaven. Among other incitements to emigra
several of the most
We see by nature trees
distinguished of their Scottish tion, it is remarked that
favorites and ministers, he maintained the most
flourish fair, prosper well and wax fruitful in a large
friendly
and confidential intercourse.
Inexplicable, as to many orchard, which would otherwise decay if they were
such a coalition of uncongenial characters
may appear, straitened in a little nursery. Do we not see it thus
it seems at least as
a
moral
strange
phenomenon to be fall out in our civil state, where a few men flourish
hold Barclay and Penn, the votaries of universal tole
best, furnished with abilities or best fitted with oppor
ration and
philanthropy, voluntarily associating in their tunities, and the rest wax weak and languish, as want
labors for the education and
Now, that the
ing room and means to nourish them?
happiness of an infant com
munity, such instruments as Lord Perth and other spirits and hearts of men are kept in better temper by
abettors of royal tyranny and ecclesiastical
persecution spreading wide, will be evident to any man who con
in Scotland. [23]
siders that the husbanding of unmanured ground and
the
unanimous choice of his colleagues shifting into empty lands, enforceth men to frugality
1683] liy
and the settling of new
*
This testimony is confirmed by Gawen Laurie, who was and quickeneth invention
estates requireth justice and affection to the common
the second deputy-governor under the
quaker administration.
There is
he says,
in all the province a poor body, or
good and the taking in of large countries presents i
that wants.&quot;
The servants work not so much by a third as natural
remedy against covetousness, fraud, and viodo m
;

;

&quot;

;

1

&quot;

not,&quot;

;

&quot;

England, and I think feed much better for they
have beef, pork, bacon, pudding, milk, butter, and good beer
and cider to dnnk. When they are out of their time, they
have land for themselves, and generally turn farmers for
themselves. Servants wages are not under two shillings a
they

day, besides

;

victuals.&quot;

S.

Smith,

p. 177. 181.

* Oldmixon is
mistaken in asserting that Barclay himself
repaired, and carried his family with him to the province
Barclay never was in New Jersey. Soon after his appoint
ment, he sent thither his brother David, some of whose let
ters from the province are printed in S. Smith s History,
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enjoy enough without
The heads of an

when every man may
wrong or injury to his neighbor.&quot;
lence,

to embrace
particularly exhorted
this opportunity of cheaply endowing their younger sons
in America than the laws
with a more liberal

cient families were

provision

and usages of Scotland enabled them to bestow at
home. In reply to an objection that had been urged
thtt a province governed by quakers would be left un
it was stated
provided of the means of military defence,
that several of the proprietaries and many of the inhabi
tants did not belong to the quaker persuasion, and that
East Jer&ey already numbered six hundred armed men.
The argument derived from the severities inflicted by
government on the presbytcrians, is handled in a very
&quot;You see it is now
courtly style.
judged the interest
of the government altogether to suppress the prcsbyteand that in order thereto, the whole
rian principles
force and bensil of the law of this kingdom are levelled
that the rigorous
at the effectual bearing them down
;

;

a great part
putting these laws in execution hath in
ruined many of these, who notwithstanding thereof (ind
to
retain these princi
themselves in conscience obliged
while, on the other hand, episcopacy is by the
ples
same laws supported and protected. I would gladly
kr.ow what other rational medium can be proposed in
these circumstances, than either to comply with the
;

government, by going what length is required by law,
or to retreat, where by law a toleration
in conforming
Such a retreat doth at
is by his majesty allowed.
to
present offer itself in America, and is nowhere else
What an enco
be found in his majesty s dominions.&quot;
mium on America, at the expense of every other por
The work contains a mi
tion of the British empire
nute account of the climate, soil, institutions and exist
ing settlements of the province, and an elaborate pane
As a
gyric on its advantages in all these particulars.
;

!

farther

recommendation of the province

to the favor of

the Scotch, Barclay, displacing a deputy whom he had
conferred
appointed, of his own religious persuasion,
this office on Lord Neil Campbell, uncle of the Marquis

and remained
flBArgyle, who repaired to East Jersey,
there for some time as its lieutenant-governor.*
1685] The efforts of Barclay and his colleagues
inhabitants
were crowned with success.
great many
of Scotland emigrated to East Jersey, and enriched Ame
rican society with a valuable accession of virtue that
had been refined by adversity, and piety that was invi
The more wealthy of the
gorated by persecution.
Scotch emigrants were noted for bringing with them a
some instances for
great number of servants, and in
whom they
transporting whole families of poor laborers
established on their lands for a term of years, and en
stock
dowed with a
receiving in return

A

competent
one half of the agricultural produce. t
But James the Second had now ascended the British
throne: and practically inverting the magnanimous
eentiment that has been ascribed to a French monarch,
he deemed it unnecessary for a King of England to re
nor could
spect the engagements of the Duke of York ;
all his seeming friendship for Barclay, together with all
the influence of Lord Perth and the other courtier pro
deter him from involving New Jersey in the
prietaries,
and
design he had formed of annulling all the charters
constitutions of the American colonies.
[1686] Area]
;

or pretended complaint was preferred to the English
court against the inhabitants of the Jerseys for evasion
and the ministers of James
of custom-house duties
;

eagerly seizing this handle, without farther ceremony
caused writs of quo warranto to be issued both agains
East and West New Jersey, and directed the attorneyjeneral to prosecute them with the utmost stretch
f
h.egal expedition
assigning as the reason for this pro*
ceeding, the necessity of checking the pretended abuses
in a country which ought to be more dependent 01
Alarmed at this blow, the proprietaries
his majesty.&quot;
of East Jersey presented a remonstrance to the king, in
which they reminded him that they had not received
o&quot;

;

&quot;

* Oldmixon and S. Smith concur in
relating that Lord Nei
Campbell succeeded Barclay as governor. But this seems t
nave been a blunder of Oldmixon, which Smith has incau
tiously copied. Barclay, as we have seen, was appointei
for life in 1683
he did not die till 1690 and from
Sovernor
ocument preserved by Smith himself (p. 190) it appears tha
Barclay in 1G88, as governor of East Jersey, subscribed a
agreement of partition between it and West Jersey.
S
t Scot, 24 27. 35. 38. 45. 48. 101. 217. Oldmixon, i. 145.
;

:

Smith, 160, 167. 181, 2. The convulsions that preceded th
assassination of De Witt and the triumph of the Priiico o
Orange in Holland, drove many respectable Dutch familie
from their native land. Most of these exiles retired to Nort
America. Sonmans, a member of the States General, ha
proceeded to England with this view, when he was overtake
by the sanguinary fury of the Orange faction, and murdere
by their emissaries as hfi was riding with Hubert Barclay, th
quaker, in the neighborhood of London. His family, ho wove
S. Smith, 425.
finally reached New Jersey.

province as a benevolence, but had purchased it at
many thousand pounds, and had bpori enouragcd to do so by the assurances of protection which
ley had received from himself; that they had already
ent thither several hundreds of people from Scotland
nd that, if it would be satisfactory to his majesty, they
ould immediately propose to the New Jersey assembly

nience occasioned by this state of matters, were ad
dressed by the inhabitants of the Jerseys to the British
court ; and the proprietaries themselves, finding that
their seignoral functions tended
only to disturb the peace

lis

ic

price of

of their territories, and to obstruct their own emolu
ments as owners of the soil, hearkened willingly to an

;

overture from the English ministers for a surrender ol
o impose the same taxes there that were paid by the their
powers of government to the crown. This sur
eople of New York.
They entreated that if any render was finally arranged and effected in the com
langc should be made in the condition of their pro- mencement of the reign of Queen Anne, who proceeded
nee, it might be confined to an union of East and forthwith to reunite East and West Jersey into one
Vest Jersey in one jurisdiction, to be ruled by a go- province, and to commit the government of it, as well
:rnor whom the king mifjlit select from the body of as of New York, to her kinsman, Edward Hyde, Lord

[1687.*] But James was inexorable,
oprietaries.
nd to their remonstrance gave no other answer than
lat he had determined to unite the Jerseys with
ork and the
England states in one general go-

[1702]
Cornbury.
The commission and instructions which this noble
received on his departure from England, present
New
an abstract of the constitution and civil state of New
ernment dependent on the crown and to be adminis- Jersey from the resumption of its charter till the period
ered by Andros.
Finding it impossible to divert him when it ceased to be a British province. The local
om his arbitrary purpose, the proprietaries of East government was appointed to consist of a governor and
so
deserted
of spirit and dignity, as not twelve councillors nominated
far
crsey were
by the crown, and of a
nly to abandon a hopeless contest for the privileges of house of assembly, consisting of twenty-four members,
icir people, but even to facilitate the execution of the
to be elected by the people.
The sessions of this as
ng s designs against them, as the price of his consent- sembly were to be held alternately in East and West
their own private property in the colonial
None were capable of voting for representa
ig to respect
Jersey.
oil.
They made a formal surrender of their patent on tives in the assembly but persons possessing an hundred
and as James agreed to accept it, the acres of land, or personal property to the value of fifty
iis condition
and none were eligible but persons possessing
roceedings in the quo warramo process were no longer pounds
icded for. East Jersey, and were even suspended with a thousand acres of land, or personal property worth
Seeing no resistance five hundred pounds. The laws enacted by the council
egard to the western territory.
,)posed to his will, the king was the less intent on con- and assembly were subject to the negative of the go
his
and
while
the grant of the vernor
but if passed by him. they were to be imme
acquisition;
ummating
oil to the proprietaries, which was necessary for this
diately transmitted to England, where they were to be
still remained unexecuted, the
of
The go
affirmed
or disavowed by the crown.
completion
urpose,
finally
design was abrubtly intercepted by the British revo- vernor was empowered to suspend any of the members
ution.
of council from their functions, and to fill up vacancies
Although the proprietary governments in New Jersey occurring among them by death; and, with consent of
vere preserved for a time from dissolution by this event, this body, to constitute courts of law, to appoint a l
ley never afterwards attained a state of vigor or effi- civil and military officers, and to employ the forces of
Robert Barclay, who seems never to have been the province in hostilities against public enemies. To.
iency.
ivested of the government of East Jersey, died in the assembly there was to be communicated the royal
690 but no traces of his administration are to be desire, that it should impose sufficient taxes to afford a
ound after the year 1688 and from thence till 1692, competent salary to the governor, to defray the salaries
is asserted by Chalmers that no government at all
t
of its own members and of .he members of council, and
The peace of the country was to support all the other provincial establishments aiul
xisted in New Jersey.
the prescribed style of all money bills
reserved, and the prosperity of its inhabitants promoted expenditure
Almost being, that the sums contained in them were granted
y their own honesty, sobriety, and industry.
lithe original proprietaries of both provinces had in to the crown, with the humble desire of the assembly,
ne mean time disposed of their interests to recent pur- that they might be applied for the benefit of the pro
hasers ; and the proprietary associations had become vince
and all monies so raised were to be paid into
numerous and so fluctuating, that their proceedings the hands of the receiver of the province till the royal
and
with regard to their dis
were deprived of proper concert and steadiness,
pleasure should be signified
heir authority possessed neither the respect nor the tribution.
The former proprietaries of the province
The appointment of new pro- were confirmed in their rights to the estates and quit
flection of the people.
of rents which they had formerly enjoyed
and none but
irietary governors in 1693, was the commencement
series of disputes, intrigues, and vicissitudes of office, they arid their agents and surveyors were to be suf
which in a society more numerous or less virtuous fered to purchase land from the Indians. Liberty of
would probably have been attended with civil war and conscience was assured to all men, except papists
The government of New York, which from Quakers were declared to be eligible to every office,
aloodshed.
ts dependence on the crown, was encouraged
by King and their affirmation accepted in lieu of the customary
William to arrogate a pre-eminence over the neighbor- oaths. The governor was invested with the presenta
a tion to all ecclesiastical benefices.
He was required
ng chartered colonies, seemed to have thought this
of
&quot;avorable
opportunity of reviving, and even extending, to give particular encouragement to all ministers
with the church of England, and
,ts ancient
pretensions in New Jersey, whose inhabit
religion in connexion
ants learned with equal surprise and indignation that to &quot;take especial care that God Almighty be devoutly
the assembly of New York had included them in a tax
and duly served.&quot; It is deserving of regret rather than
This of surprise, to find combined with, and almost in im
ation which it imposed on its own constituents.
successful than the mediate sequence to this display of royal zeal fnr the
attempt, however, was not more
other instances in which New Yojk made similar efforts interests of religion aud the honor of God, a requisition
to usurp an undue authority. A complaint to the English to the governor, that, in encouraging trade, he should
African Com
government on this subject was referred to tho crown give especial countenance to the Royal
an
that had been instituted
lawyers, who delivered an opinion that produced
pany of England a company
or
of
New
of
York.t [1697] for the piratical purpose
abandonment of the pretensions
buying ne
kidnapping
At length the disagreements between the various pro groes in Africa, and selling them as slaves in the Ame
It was declared
and their respective adherents attained such a rican and West Indian plantations.
prietaries
to recommend unto
height, and were productive of so much schism and to be the intention of her majesty
confusion, that it was sometimes difficult, if not impos
the said company, that the said province may have a
sible, for the people to tell in which of two or more rival constant and sufficient supply of merchantable negroes
and the governor was required to
pretenders to authority the legal administration was at moderate rates

New man

;

|

;

|

;

;

;

;

;

;

1

&quot;

;

truly invested. t

Numerous complaints

of the inconvc-

king; to a third (notwithstanding the precedent of Lord Neil
* This
it was
year the assemblyof East Jersey, convened at Perth Campbell s appointment) because, being a Scotchman,
Amboy, granted a tax of a penny in the pound on estates to questioned if he were legally capable of holding offici in an
inva
enable the governor of New York to repel a threatened
English colony.
*
Oldmixon, i. 147. S. Smith, 207220, and Append. 55S
sion, &quot;because the king had instructed him to call on other
622. State Papers, apud eund. 626. Although
provinces for aid in case he was invaded.&quot; State Papers apud 573. Chalmers,
the proprietaries persisted in terming this surrender a volun
Chalmers, 629.
t Sir John Hawles and Sir Cresswell Leyinz were the law
tary act, aad asserting their right to have retained the govern
had pleased so to do, they appear to have been
yers consulted on this occasion. The opinion they delivered ment if they
was &quot;that no customs could be imposed on the people of the swayed in some measure by the threat of an. expensive suit
the
with
crown, which hao determined to bring the validity
Jerseys, otherwise than by act of parliament or their own
of their pretensions to trial. In the instrument of surrender,
assemblies.
the
a
to
ono
was
refused
considerable
Obedience
queen, while she declares her gracious acceptance of the
by
party
p
rc.signed to hor by the proprietaries, expressly refuses
governor, because it was doubled if a majority o/tlte proprie- powers
.o
to
hecftnwe
concurred
in
his
nomination
:
had
tdries
acknowledge that these powers evr legally belonged tu
aiK&amp;gt;thi?r,
them.
it was denied that hi* aprxmitmtMil had been ralttiud by the
9

:

:

t&amp;lt;

NORTH AMERICA.
character

compel the planters duly to fulfil whatever engagements
He was further
they might make with the company.
instructed to cause a law to be passed for restraining
inhuman severity to slaves, and attaching a capital pu
nishment to the wilful murder of them and to take

I

.

I

I

|
1

power
promote the conversion of
these unhappy persons to the Christian faith.
All print
ing was prohibited in the province without a license
from the governor.
In all law-suits where the sum in
to

in his

dependence exceedel an hundred pounds, an appeal

was admitted from the provincial courts to the governor
and council and when the sum exceeded two hundred
pounds, a further appeal was competent to the privy
:

council of England.
The instructions to Lord Cornbury contain reiterated
intimations of the queen s sincere desire to promote
peace, tranquillity and contentment, among her Ame
rican subjects
but this desire accorded as ill with the
disposition and qualifications of the individual to whom
she remitted its accomplishment, as her anxiety to mi
tigate the evils of slavery will be thought to do with
her earnest endeavor to diffuse this mischievous insti

more widely

in

her dominions.

Of

the character

Nw

;

But

all

;

;

he had

very effectually, though most unintentionally,
contributed, by a wholesome discipline, to awaken and
fortify a vigorous and vigilant spirit of liberty, in two
of the colonies which were most
immediately subjected
to the influence of the crown.
He was
in

;

;

:

superseded,
1709, by Lord Lovelace, who was at the same time
appointed his successor in the government of New

York.*

The attractions which the neighboring province of
Pennsylvania presented to the English quakers, and the
cessation which the British revolution
produced of the
severities that had driven so
many proteatant dissenters
from both England and Scotland,
undoubtedly pre
vented the population of New
Jersey from advancing
with the rapidity which its increase at one
period seemed
to betoken.
Yet, at the close of the seventeenth cen
tury, the province is said to have contained twenty
thousand inhabitants, of whom twelve thousand be
longed to East, and eight thousand to West Jersey.!
more probable that the total population amounted
to about fifteen thousand
The great bulk of
persons
It is

them were quakers, presbyterians, and
anabdptists.
The militia of East Jersey amounted, at this period, to
1,400 men.
There were two church of England mini
sters in the province
but their followers were not suf
ficiently numerous and wealthy to provide them with
;

I confess,&quot;

gives

me

says Oldmixon

in

writing this history, to see what
in the plantations.&quot;
t Warden s estimate of the population is mucli lower. He
lays (ii. 42), thamntil the peace of Utretcht in 1713, the pro
vince never possessed more than 16,000 inhabitants. But
liis account of this
province evinces great negligence and
Holmes (i. 45) reports the population to have
inaccuracy.

with

amounted

to 15,000 in 1701.

life,

of agricultural labor.

the

a great deal of pain in
sort of governors I meet

and particularly in their system rians, and especially by all the quaker writers, that this
This reproach is said to ^iave lisaster was occasioned by the fault of Venables, who
been more especially merited by the descendants of the
*
Warden, ii. 50. Whether this usage was the effect or th
Dutch settlers. Yet the college of Princeton was cause
of the remarkable healthiness of the people of New
founded so early as the year 1738
the people have Jersey, will admit of a doubt. But it may be regarded as the
always enjoyed a high reputation for piety, industry, symptom of a remarkable degree of respect for the female
sex. Of this sentiment another very singular testimony was
economy, and good morals; md no community, even afforded even so late as the commencement
of the nineteenth
in North America, has witnessed a wider diffusion,
century, by a law which extended the elective franchise in
New Jersey to women. The New Jersey women, however,
among all classes of its inhabitants, of the comforts and showed
themselves worthy of the respect of their country
conveniences of life.
It has been noted as a
singular
merit in the arts of

,

j

&quot;

&quot;it

first

;

After repeated com
application of the public money.
plaints, the queen was compelled to sacrifice him to the
universal indignation which he had
but not

* S.
Smith, 275. 352.
Zd edition of his work,

;

;

;

resisted his arbitrary violence, condemned his
partial
distribution of justice, and exposed his fraudulent mis

Jersey is said to have witnessed an
subsistence of varieties of national

The king answered, It is
according to their doings.
there are two ways, a broad and a
very true, it is so
strait way
there are two paths, a broad and a strait
path ; the worst and the greatest number go in the
broad, the best and fewest in the strait path.&quot;
This
king dying soon afterwards, was attended to his grave,
in the quakers
burial-place in Burlington, with so
lemnity, by the Indians in their manner, and with great

BOOK
CHAPTER

;

unusually long

;

:

speedily dispelled by acquaintance
with his character, and experience of his administration.
the period of his appointment till his
deprivation
of office, the history of New
Jersey consists of little
else than a detail of the miserable
squabbles in which
he involved himself with the colonial assemblies
and
a picture of the spirit and resolution with which
they

New

;

;

From

churches.

&quot;

;

the illusions that attended his outset

provoked

have always engrossed a considerable shire in the prac
tice of the medical art, and,
except in cases of great
difficulty and importance, have been the only physicians
whom the inhabitants have had recourse to.*
It was a fortunate circumstance for Ihe inhabitants of
this province, that the Indian tribes in their
neighbor
hood were far from numerous, and were almost always
to
cultivate
a
relation
with
the
Euro
willing
friendly
The gravity, simplicity, and courtesy of quaker
peans.
manners, seem to have been particularly acceptable to
these savages.
An historian of New Jersey has pre
served an account of a visit paid by an old Indian
king
to the inhabitants of
Burlington, in the year 1682.
Being attacked with a mortal disorder, the old man
sent for the heir of his authority, and delivered to him,
a charge replete with
prudent and reasonable maxims.
Thomas Budd, a quaker, and one of the proprietaries of
the province, being present on this solemn occasion,
took the opportunity to remark, that there was a
that he gave man
great God who created all things
an understanding of what was good and bad and after
this life rewarded the
good with blessings, and the bad

respect by many of the English settlers.
In the year 1695, the governor s salary in East Jer
foundation of political society in New Jersey. sey was 150/.
in West Jersey 2QO/.
In 1704, when
It is
to
that
this
these
two provinces had been united into one state, a
disagreeable
remember,
manly appre
ciation of their own
was
not
bill
was
for
tax
20001. per annum for
rights
always accompanied
passed
raising by
with a proportionate consideration of the
but it does not appear what
rights of the support of government
others.
Negro slavery was established in New Jersey proportion of this sum was allotted to the governor.
though at what precise period, or by what class of the
planters, it was first introduced, I have not been able
VII.
to ascertain.
In spite of the royal
patronage which we
PENNSYLVANIA AND DELAWARE.
have beheld this baneful system receive, it never
I.
attained more than a very
insignificant extent of preva
and Character of Wlliiam Penn He solicits a Grant of
lence throughout the territory.
Even the quakers in Birth
American Territory from Charles the Second Charter of
this province, as well as in
Pennsylvania, became pro
Pennsylvania Object and Meaning of the Clauses peculiar
to this Charter English and American Opinions thereon
but their treatment of them was
prietors of slaves
Penn s Eiforts to people his Territories Emigration of
always distinguished by a humanity that rendered
Quakers to the Province Letter from Penn to the Indians
and so early as the
slavery little else than a name
Penn s first Frame of Government for the Province Grant
of Delaware by the Duke of York to Penn who sails for
year 1696, the quakers of New Jersey united with
America his joyful reception there Numerous Emigra
their brethren in
Pennsylvania in recommending to
tions to the Province
First Legislative Assembly Penn
the members of their own sect to desist from the em
sylvania and Delaware united Controversy with Lord Bal
timore Treaty with the Indians Second Assembly new
ployment, or at least from the farther importation, of
Frame of Government adopted Philadelphia founded
slaves.
This interesting subject will demand more
Penn s Return to England and Farewell to his People.
particular consideration in the history of Pennsylvania.
New Jersey had been for some time in possession of
WILLIAM PENN, so renowned as a patriarch and
an increasing trade but of its extent at this
of the quakers, and a founder of civilized
period no champion
accurate estimate can be formed.
Its exports con
society in North America, was the son of that naval
sisted of agricultural produce
commander who, under the protectorate of Cromwell,
(including rice), with
which it supplied the West India islands furs, skins, enlarged the British dominions by the conquest of Ja
and a little tobacco for the
and oil, maica. This was the first colony which had been ac
English market
New York was the next
the English arms.
fish, and other provisions, which were sent to
Spain, quired by
Portugal, and the Canary isles.
Blome, whose account for Acadia, though conquered in the interim by Crom
then become an English settle
of the American
provinces was published in 1686, says, well s forces, did not
surrendered by Charles the Second,
that the town of
Burlington even then gave promise of ment, and was
restoration.
It is another example of the
soon
after
his
becoming a place of considerable trade. The stateliness of the public edifices, and the comfort and ele
strange concatenation of human affairs, that the second
gance of the private dwellings that composed this instance of the acquisition of a colony by the British
town, are highly commended by a writer whose account arms, should have been the means of introducing the
of the province was published about ten years later son of the first conqueror, as a quaker colonist and a
than the work of Blome.
It possessed already a thriv
preacher of peace, in America.
His father, who afterwards attained the dignity of
This
ing manufactory of linen and woollen cloth. [24]
knighthood, and the station of an admiral, was the
manufacture, which was also introduced into Pennsyl
descendant
of a respectable English family.
vania by some of the earliest colonists of this province,
Devoting
began so soon to excite the jealousy of the parent state, himself to the naval service of his country in the com
that in the year 1699 an act of parliament was passed mencement of the civil wars, he embraced the cause
of the parliament, and subsequently adhered to the for
prohibiting the exportation of wool and woollen manu
tunes of Cromwell.
From an inferior rank in the ser
factures from the American colonies, under a
penalty
of five hundred pounds for each offence, in addition to vice of these authorities, he was promoted to a digni
fied and important command, and
the forfeiture of the ship and cargo.
enjoyed a considera
It is alleged
by some writers, that, till a very late ble degree of favor with the Protector till the failure of
period, the inhabitants of New Jersey evinced a general the expedition which he conducted against St. Do
It is asserted very
neglect of education, and indifference to all improve- mingo.
decidedly by some histo
the

among them were

till

and mutual convenience had generally induced the emigrants from different countries to settle in distinct
bodies a circumstance which strongly promoted
among
them the preservation of their peculiar national manners
and customs. Kalm, the traveller, has preserved a very
agreeable picture of the manners and habits of his coun
trymen, the early Swedish colonists of New Jersey and
Delaware. They seem to have been less tenacious of
their national peculiarities than the Dutch, and to have
Not
copied very early the manners of the English.
withstanding some symptoms of a turbulent and refrac
tory disposition which were evinced by a portion of the
East Jersey population during the subsistence of the
proprietary government, a much more reasonable and
moderate temper seems to have generally characterised
the people of both parts of the united
province whereof
a strong testimony is afforded in the
harmony that
attended their union by the act of the crown in 1702,

and which even the policy of such a promoter of dis
cord as Lord Cornbury was unable to disturb.
Though
separated from each other by differences of religious
the
inhabitants
of
the eastern and western
denomination,
territories were
strongly assimilated by the habits of
and
to
the national character
industry
frugality peculiar
of the Scotch, and the sectarian
discipline of the qua
kers; and the prevalence of these habits, doubtless,
contributed to maintain tranquillity and harmony
among
the several races, of
Yet they were always
people.
distinguished by the steadiness and ardor of their
attachment to liberty, and a promptitude to assert those
generous principles which had been incorporated with

and conduct of I-ord Cornbury we have already seen a
If the people of
specimen in the history of New York.
Jersey had less reason to complain of him, it was
only because his avocations at New York compelled
him generally to delegate his functions in the other pro
vince to a deputy
and because the votaries of his
favorite institution, the church of
England, were too
few in New Jersey, and perhaps too honest and unam
to
afford
him
the materials of a faction whose
bitious,
instrumentality he might employ in oppressing and plun
the
rest
of
the
His distinguished
dering
community.
name and rank, his near relationship to the queen, and
the advantage he derived from
appearing as the substi
tute of a government which hail become
universally un
popular, gave him at first an influence with the people
of New Jersey, which a man of
greater virtue might
have rendered highly conducive to their felicity, and a
man of greater ability might have improved to the sub
jugation of their spirit, and the diminution of their
liberty.
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commanded

be

and resolute expression of his adherence to the tenets
and usages of the quakers.
In vain were his father s
instances once more repeated, and the temporal digni
ties which seemed
to
wait
his acceptance pressed
only
with fond and pathetic earnestness on his regard.
It
was even in vain that the admiral, in despair, restricted
This circumstance, perhaps, contribu
his solicitation to such a slender compliance with the
public employ.
ted to the favor which he enjoycil at court after the usages of the world, as that his son should uncover his
when he scrupled not to accept honor head in the presence of the King, the Duke of York,
Restoration
Penn s eye was now elevated to the
and employment from a government that stigmatized and his parents.
the service in which he had been previously engaged, contemplation of objects so glorious, that the lustre of
the
of
It
it
on
Blake.*
heaped
memory
earthly dignities grew dim before them ; and his reso
by the insults
lution (fortified by an early experience of imprisonment,
is alleged by Bishop Burnct, that he obtained the friend
Duke of York, with whom he commanded and other legal severities) was wound up to such a
ship of the
at sea in the Dutch war of 1665, by enabling him to pitch of firmness and intensity, that he refused to lay
avoid a renewed action with the enemy s fleet, without even a single grain of incense on what he deemed an
He
Other writers, and espe
unhallowed altar of human arrogance and vanity.
having seemed to decline it.
who have embraced the tenets, or felt now devoted all the large resources of his capacity to
cially those
the defence and propagation of the quaker tenets, and
themselves inierested in the fame of his son, have as
serted that the admiral owed his favor with the king sacrificed his temporal case and enjoyment to the illus
those
with a success that has
tration of the quaker virtues,
and the duke to no other recommendations than
He was impeached, gained for him a renown more illustrious and imperish
of his eminent valor and abilities.
iu 1668, by the House of Commons, for embezzling able than the ambition of his father ever ventured to
but, from some unexplained circum
hope, or the utmost favor of his sovereign could have
prize money
been able to confer. It would not be easy to figure a
stance, the impeachment was permitted to drop.
Whatever was the cause of the court favor which he more interesting career thari is exhibited in the greater
as to authorise the most portion of his subsequent life.
He travelled over
enjoyed, it was so considerable
ambitious hopes of the advancement of his son, and many parts of Europe, and even extended his personal
labors to America
and every where, from the courts
embitter his disappointment at behold
proportionally to
of German princes to the encampments of Indian sava
a profession of faith which sub
ing that son embrace
the
we
official
but
to
find
him
to
ges,
disability,
overcoming evil by good, and disarm
jected him not only
derision of courtiers, and the ing the wrath of man by gentleness, patience, and faith.
severity of penal law, the
Young Penn s predilection In his exterior appearance and address, there were
displeasure of the great.
for the quakers, first excited by the discourses of one of combined, in an unusual degree, a venerable dignity
their itinerant preachers, was manifested so early, and and gravity of aspect, with a frank cheerful simplicity
with so much warmth, as to occasion his expulsion from of manner, and a style of expression fraught with plain
His ness, vigor, and good humor. His face was a very un
Ihc university of Oxford at the age of sixteen.
common one, and its lineaments, though by no means
father endeavored to prevail with him to abandon prin
so ill calculated to promote his fine, were far from unpleasing, and derived from their
ciples and manners
ineffec
peculiarity something impressive and rememberable.
worldly grandeur; and, finding his arguments
With the general corpulence which his frame attained
tual, resorted to blows, and even banished him from his
as
he advanced in years, his countenance expanded to
with
the
peculiari
home, with no better effect. Along
ties of quakerism, the young convert had received the a considerable dimension ; and while his eye expressed
first profouud impression he had ever experienced of considerate thought, and strength of understanding, the
and both amplitude and regularity of the rest of his features
the truth and importance of Christianity
were for ever inseparably blended together in his mind. seemed to indicate a habitual tranquillity of spirit. A
The treatment he received from his father, tended to mind so contemplative, and a life so active such a
of patience and
that quakerism was a revival of mixture of mildness and resolution
fortify his conviction
of industry and genius
of lofty piety arid prothat pure and primitive Christianity which was fated to energy
ound sagacity, have rarely been exemplified in the
occasion the division of households, and the dissolution
The admiral, records of human character. The most pious and the
of the strongest ties of natural affection.
nost
the
at length, devised a method of sapping
voluminous, he was also, next to Robert Barclay,
principles
which he could not overthrow ; and, for this purpose, the most learned and ingenious writer in defence of
sent his son to travel, with some young men of quality, quakerism ; and, at the same time, next to George Fox,
in France, then the gayest and most licentious country the most indefatigable minister that the quakers have
This device, which reflects little credit on ever possessed. He contrived to exhibit at once the
of Europe.
active and passive virtues suitable to a champion and a
the purity of that natural affection by which it was sug
attended with apparent success.
Quaker confessor of quakerism and the same prisons that
gested, was
ism and Christianity were checked alike, for a time, in were the scene of his patient suffering for the rights of
the mind of Penn, who returned to his gratified father his brethren, were also the scene of his most elaborate
with the manners of an elegant gentleman, and the iterary efforts for their instruction.
Among other qua(he

land forces, and could not
Penn but Cromwell,

attributed to Admiral

:

fairly

quaker society.

who un

was extended

nor was its efficacy impaired
visible influence over a numerous body of men,
whose absolute renunciation of tlie rights of resistance

consider either as the expression of this sentiment,
or the apology for indulging it, that anxiety to claim the
praise of faultless perfection for the objects of our es-

may

teem, which may truly be thought to indicate a secret
consciousness that it is only to excellence above the
reach of humanity that our admiration can ever be justly
due.
This error !.as never been evinced in a more
signal degree than by the biographers of Penn, and the
historians of his labors and institution* in America.

The unmixed and unmerited encomium which

exaggerated by writers of

propagate
enjoyed, with some infidel
which no other professors
of Christianity have been permitted to share
partly
because they were accounted the friends of unlimited
toleration, and partly from an erroneous idea that their
Christian name was but a thin mystical covering whicb
veiled the pure and simple light of reason and philosophy
from eyes yet too gross to receive it.
Refusing to de
fine their doctrinal tenets by a creed, and having already
evacuated, by allegorical interpretation, some of tlie

The quakers have always
philosophers, a reputation

;

plainest precepts of the gospel, the quakers were ex
pected, by their philosophical panegyrists, to pave the
way for a total dissolution of Christianity, by gradually
allegorizing the whole of the Scriptures.
By the united
efforts of these several tributaries to his fame,

preacher
His former sentiments were
years before, at Oxford.
now revived, with deeper conviction and increased zeal
and energy and quickly produced a public, solemn,
;

to the eyes of mankind as a
character nearly, if not entirely, faultless as tlie author
of institutions not less admirable for their wisdom than
;

their originality, and not less amply than instanta
neously productive of the gratitude and happiness of
mankind. [25] How exaggerated is this picture of the
merit and the effects of his institutions, will appear bat
That the daz
too clearly from the following pages.
zling light with which his character has been invested,
was sullied with the specks of mortal imperfection in
also a truth which it is more easy than agreeable to de
But excellence, the more credibly it is re
monstrate.

more

effectually recommended to
presented, is the
human imitation: and those who may be conscious of
such infirmities as William Penn evinced, receive an
important lesson when they are taught that these im
nor satisfactorily
perfections neither inevitably obstruct,
apologise for, deficiency of even the most exemplary

by a

yet not much more so than the pro
most celebrated cotemporary authors.

virtue.

In the commencement of his career, Penn evinced&quot;,
towards his opponents, an arrogance of disdain, and a
coarseness of vituperation, very little consistent with
the mildness of quaker manners, or even with common
decency and propriety.* It redounds to his credit
that he corrected this fault, and graced his wisdom by
But
an address replete with courtesy and kindness.
another change which his disposition appears also to
have undergone, presents him in an aspect which it is

replete alike

with the finest eloquence and the most forcible reason
He was
ing, engaging benevolence, and fervent piety.
deeply infected with the doctrinal errors of the quakers
yet more deeply cmbucd with the spirit of the truth
than many who profess to hold it devoid of such appen
dages and, notwithstanding the tendency of these doc
trinal errors to lead those who have
thoroughly em
Recommended to
braced them into frantic and indecent excesses, there less agreeable to contemplate.
were none of the quaker leaders who contributed more Charles the Second and his successor, by a hereditary
signally than Penn to the establishment of a system of claim of regard, by the principles of passive obedience,
This was a which, as a quaker, he professed, and as a writer he
orderly discipline throughout the society.
work of such difficulty, and so repugnant to the senti contributed widely to disseminate, and by the willing
ments of many who regarded discipline as an attempt ness with which he and his fellow sectaries alone, of all
to control the sovereignty, and obstruct the freedom of the British protestants, recognized the royal prerogative
of Penn s of suspending laws, he was admitted to a degree of
spiritual communication, that all the influence
character and address, and all the weight he derived favor and intimacy with these perfidious snd tyrannical
its suc
princes, which laid a dangerous snare for the integrity
froju his labors and sufferings, were requisite to
;

;

cess,

Ho was a strong Independent, and
so continued till the Restoration ; when finding religion and
of their enemies, he very quickly made
liberty at the mercy
his peace with King Charles and the Duke of York.&quot; Second
:terizes the admiral

edition,

i.
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&quot;

William

Penn has been presented

;

They abound with numerous passages

and

impartiality has contributed, in a rornarkable degree, to fortify and
the illusion.

;

peculiarities, his writings are distinguished

;edious prolixity
ductions of the

a totally different class,

whose seeming

;

icr

cha

;

;

But, having re

his

racter and labors have received, originated, no doubt,
with the writers of his own religious persuasion
but,
so far from being confined to them, it has been even

;

of pleasure.!

to interest the regards
ni&amp;gt;-

;

man

fail

There exists, in all mankind, a propensity to
bounded admiration, arising from an indistinct glimpse
and faint remaining trace of that
image of infinite ma
jesty and purity with which their existence connects
them, and to which their nature once enjoyed a more
ample conformity than it has been able to retain. We

:

sentiments of a

;

and self-defence could not
of arbitrary princes.

j

to Ireland, to
inspect an
paired, in the year 16fi6,
estate that belonged to his father in this country, it was
here again his fate to meet with the same itinerant
who had impressed his mind so powerfully ten

the services of th

which they were thought to infer

to his son

by his

;

;

Whatever were

admiral, the claim

derstood military affairs better than those writers can
be supposed to have done, was so far from acquitting
the admiral of blame, that he imprisoned him in the
Tower, and never afterwards intrusted him with any

and barely sufficed

to effect

it.

Except George

Fox, no other individual has ever enjoyed so much
the
authority in this society, or realized so completely
character of a patriarch of the quakers.

Though

his

which
principles excluded him from the official dignities
his father had coveted for him. they did not prevent
him from attaining a remarkable degree of favor and
consideration, both with Charles the Second and his
successor; which he improved, to the utmost of his
for the relief of the suffering members of the

power,

,
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porarics should have generally regarded him as a secret
abettor of all the monarch s designs for the establish
ment of popery and the destruction of liberty. It was
perhaps fortunate for his fame that the public displea
sure vented itself in this injustice
[2G] the detection
of which has contributed to shelter him even from the
milder but more merited censure of an infatuated cre
dulity, fortified by the vanity of supposing that he would
ultimately render the royal authority entirely subser
vient to the accomplishment of his own religious and
philanthropic views.
The character of William Penn has not escaped the
tyrant, and seeking a shelter under his power from the
a charge which admits of such
laws, Pcnn occupied a situation regulated by no ordi
charge of ambition*
nary duties or ascertained principles;* and becoming variety of signification, that perhaps no human being
gradually familiarized with arbitrary power, hescrupleii was ever absolutely exempt from it.
Assuredly, he
not to beseech its interposition in the behalf of his own was neither conscious nor susceptible of that vile and
private concernments, and to employ, for the enlarge
vulgar ambition that courts a personal distinction and
ment of his American territory, at the expense of the elevation derived from the depression and impoverish
of
Lord
the
same
ment
of mankind.
Of the desire to derive a reflected
which
Baliimore,
prior right
authority
he had accustomed himself lo respect as an engine ol lustre from the happiness and improvement which others
Dazzled, rather might owe to him, it is neither so easy nor so desirable
public good, and religious toleration.
than corrupted, by royal favor and confidence, he beheld to absolve him.
Nor, perhaps, was he wholly exempt
nothing in the character of the princes that reproved his from the influence of a temptation which this refined
the desire of magnifying
friendship with them, or prevented it from becoming ambition is very apt to beget
even more intimate and confidential, when their tyran and extending the power by wjiich such benefits might
nical designs were already fully developed, their cha
continue to be conferred by himself and his posterity.
racters unmasked to every other eye, and the hands William Penn, among the quakers, and that no less
from which he solicited favors were embrued with the estimable man, John Wesley, among the methodists,
blood of men whom he had loved as friends, and re
have not been the only benefactors of the human race,
verenced as the most illustrious characters in England. who, confident of their good intentions, and habituated
While as yet the struggle between the popular leaders to power, have seemed to covet it somewhat too eagerly
and the abettors of arbitrary power had not terminated as a peculiarly efficient instrument of human welfare.
in favor of the crown, Pcnn appeared to participate in But it is time to proceed from these prefatory observa
the sentiments that were cherished by the friends of tions on the character of this illustrious man, to a con
He addressed his applications for repeal of sideration of that portion of his life, which is identified
liberty.
with the rise of Pennsylvania and the history of De
the penal laws against dissenters to the House of Com
mons he attached himself to Algernon Sidney, and laware.
endeavored to promote his election in a contest with a
The circumstances that first attracted the attention
and we of Peun to the colonization of North America, have
court candidate for the borough of Guildford
have seen how he concurred in the magnanimous vin already been unfolded in the history of New Jersey.
dication of the rights of West Jersey against the en
While he was engaged with his quaker associates in
croachments of the Duke of York. Yet when the administering the government of that territory, he re
cause of liberty seemed for ever to have sunk beneath ceived such information of the fertility and resources of
the ascendancy of royal prerogative, he applied to the the country situated to the westward of the Delaware,
crown for the relief which he had already practically as inspired him with the desire of acquiring a separate
he be
estate in this quarter.
For this purpose he presented
recognized as the province of the parliament
held his friend Sidney butchered on the scaffold without a petition to Charles the Second, [16SO]
stating his
of
between
himself
and
the
to
the
deceased
admiral, and his claim for
any interruption
cordiality
relationship
and when James the Second committed a far a debt incurred by the crown to his father, when
court
of Magdalen college of
greater outrage on the rights
Shaftebury s memorable devicfi was adopted, of shutting
Oxford than the encroachment he had attempted on the the exchequer soliciting, on these accounts, a grant
liberties of New Jersey, Penn s advice to the fellows of land to the northward of Maryland, a nd westward of
of the college was to appease the king by concessions the Delaware
and adding, that by his interest with
for their past conduct, which, at the same time, he ac
the quakers, he should be able to colonize a province,
knowledged to have been honorable and praiseworthy. which might, in time, not only extinguish his claims,
Nay, as if to render the change of his disposition still but enlarge the British empire, augment its trade, and
more eminently conspicuous, he concurred with the promote the glory of God by the civilization and con
other
of East Jersey in tamely surrender
version of the Indian tribesf
This petition was re
proprietaries
ing the liberties of this province to the same prince, ferred to the Duke of York and Lord Baltimore, that
against whom, when supported by the spirit of better they might report how far its object was compatible
Both signified their ac
times, he had so strenuously defended the liberties of with their prior investitures.
its sister colony.
Penn was present at the execution quiescence in Penn s demand, provided his patent
o/ Mrs. Gaunt, an aged lady, renowned for her piety should be so worded as to preclude any encroachment
and charity, who was burnt alive for having given shel on their territories and the Duke of York added his
ter to a person in distress, whom she knew not at the recommendation of the
petition to the favor of the
time to have been a fugitive from the rebel army of the crown.
Successful thus far, Penn transcribed from
Duke of Monmouth and at the execution of Alderman :he charter of Maryland, the sketch of a patent in his
but the attorney-general, Jones, to whose
Cornish, who was hanged before the door of his own own favor
bouse, for a pretended treason, of which nobody believed opinion it was remitted, declared, that certain of
him to be guilty. The only sentiment that he is re clauses were not agreeable to the laws here, though
ported to have expressed, on this occasion, was that they are in Lord Baltimore s patent,&quot; and, in particular,
the king was greatly to be pi ied for the evil counsels
pronounced that the exemption from British taxation,
that hurried him into so much effusion of blood.&quot; When which Penn had
proposed to confer on his colony, was
it is considered that,
after all this, Penn s eves were
utterly illegal.
Compton, Bishop of London, at the
not openedt to the real character of James, and, on the same time, understanding that Penn, in soliciting his
contrary, his friendship with the barbarous tyrant con
jatent, had described himself as the head of the quatinued to subsist, and even to increase, till the very qe.vj, interposed in the proceedings, for the protection
it seems by no means
last
After some
surprising that his contein- of the interests of the church of E.igland.
* That Perm did not
acknowledge the same duties, as a po discussion of the points that had thus arisen, the com
litical character, which he prescribed to him-elf as a quaker,
mittee of plantations requested chief-justice North,
appears from hi* withdrawing from a state warrant that was
1681] a personage of considerable eminence, both as
Issued for his imprisonment on a politica) charge by King Wil
liam (Proud, i. 348 350.) an evasion which lie never stooped
An acute, but very partial writer, has characterised him
was
for
his
when
he
to,
persecuted
religious practices.
LS
a man of great depth of understanding, attended by equal
t He published a book in favor of lite king s attempts to
of extreme interestedness, accompanied with
establish toleration, even after James had so far disclosed his dissimulation
nsatiable ambition
and of an address in proportion to all
real views as to h;tve thrust, papists into thj government of
,he&e.&quot;
the university of Oxford. He hail recently before undertaken
Chalmers, 633. JedeJiah Morse, the American geoa secret embassy from the king to the Prin -e of Orange, in jrapher, has expressed an opinion equally unfavorable of the
:haracter of Peun.
the hope of prevailing with the prince to give his sanction to
t In a letter to a friend, about the same time, he declares
the measures in behalf of toleration, Clarkson, i. 474. 509
fi.5.
Though unable to discern the designs of the king, lie lis purpose in the acquisition of American territory to have
so to serve the truth and people of the Lord, that an
insensible
tj
the
of
been
bad not alwayit been equally
dangers
there may be
adding,
popery and in the days of ins patriotis fer/our. had written example may be set to the nations
room
the
animate
the
to
national
there,
a pamphlet
though not ttere, for such an holy experiment.&quot;
rage against
pretended

of his character and the rectitude of his conduct.
It
was natural that he and his friends, oppressed by the
parliamentary enactments, should regard with more fa
vor the arbitrary power which was frequently interposed
for their relief, than the constitutional authority which
was directed to their molestation. But none of the
other protestant dissenters beheld otherwise than with
disgust, the boon of a temporary mitigation of legal
rigor, which implied a power in tbe crown subversive
of every bulwark of British liberty.
As the politica
agent of his society, cultivating the friendship of a

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

th&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

:&quot;

;
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a statesman and a lawyer, to undertake the revision of
the patent, and to provide, by fit
clauses, for the reservation of the king s sovereignty, and the observance of
acts of parliament.
With his assistance, there was
prepared an instrument which received the royal con
firmation, and afterwards acquired so much
celebrity
as the charter of Pennsylvania,.*

By this charter, which professed to be granted in con
sideration of
the merits of the father, aud the
good
purposes of the son,&quot; there was conferred on William
&quot;

Penn, and his heirs and assigns, that vast region bounded
on the east by the river Delaware
extending west
ward five degrees of longitude
stretching to the north
from twelve miles northward of Newcastle, (in tho
Delaware territory) to the forty-third
degree of latitude
limited on the south by a circle of twelve miles drawn
round Newcastle to the beginning of the fortieth de
Penn was constituted the absolute
gree of latitude.
proprietary of the whole of this territory, which was
erected into a province by the name of
Pennsylvania,!
and was to be held in free and common
soccage by
two
bear
skins
fealty only, paying
annually, and onefifth of all the
and
silver
that
be
discovered
gold
might
to the kingHe was empowered to make laws, with
the advice and assent of the freemen of the
territory
assembled, for the imposition of taxes and other public
uses, but always in conformity to the jurisprudence
of England; to appoint judges and other officers
and
to pardon and reprieve, except in the cases of wilful
murder and high treason. In these cases, reprieve
might be granted only till the signification of the
;

;

;

;

sure of the king, to whom there
privilege of receiving appeals.

was

plea
also reserved the

The

distribution of
property, and the punishment of felonies, were to be
regulated by the laws of England, until different or

dinances should be enacted by the proprietary and free
men. Duplicates of all the provincial laws were to be
transmitted to the privy council, within five
years
after they were passed
and if not declared void by
;

the council within six

months

after transmission,
they
be considered as having been approved of, and
to become valid ordinances.
That the colony might
increase by resort of people, liberty was
given to Eng
lish subjects (those
only excepted who should be spe

were

to

vania

;

remove

to and settle in
Pennsyl
to import the productions of the
but
into
no other country
England,

cially forbidden) to

and thence

province into

whatsoever,&quot; and to re-export them, within one year,
paying the same duties as other subjects, and observing
the acts of navigation. The proprietary was empowered

to divide the province into towns, hundreds,
ties ; to erect and incorporate towns into

and coun

boxoughs, and
boroughs into cities and to constitute ports for the
convenience of commerce, to which the officers of the
customs were to have free admission. The freemen
in assembly were empowered to assess reasonable du
ties on the commodities loaded or unloaded in the har
;

bors of the colony ; and these duties were
granted to
Penn, with a reservation, however, to the crown of
such customs as then were, or in future might be, im
He was to appoint, from,
posed by act of parliament.
time to time, an agent to reside in or near London, to

any misdemeanor he might commit against
and, in case of such
misdemeanor, he was to make satisfaction within a
of
which
the
in
the
default
year
king was to seize the
government of the province, and retain it till due satis
He was not to maintain corres
faction were made.
pondence with any king or power at war, nor to make
war against any king or power in amity, with England,
[n case of incursion by neighboring barbarians, or
by
pirates or robbers, he had power to levy, muster, and
.rain to arms all tne inhabitants of the
province, and to
act as their captain-general, and to make war on and
He was enabled to alienate the
jursue the invaders.
soil to the colonists, who might hold then; lands under

answer

for

the laws of trade and navigation

:

;

*

Proud, 169 171. Chalmers, 635,
Oldmixon,
149, 159.
Uillwyn (see note 12.) apud Wintesbotham, ii, MS. Both
Oldmixon (who was a personal friend of Penn) and Mr. Clarkson have asserted that Penn s efforts to obtain his charter
were greatly obstructed by his profession of quakerism. Of
i.

i.

636.

Penn himself, writing to
I can find no evidence at all.
1 return
the lords of trade in 1683, says,
my most humble
thanks for your former favors in the passing of my patent,
this

&quot;

and pray God reward you.&quot; Chalmers, 666.
t Penn s account of this denomination is creditable to liis
modeaty. Finding tiiat the king proposed that the name of
Penn should form a part of the appellation of the province, he
requested leave to decline an honor that might be imputed.
,o his own vanity, and
proposed the name of New \VaIes,
which was opposed ly the under secretary of state, who was
a Welshman. Penn then suggested Sylvania, on account of

woody surface ; birt the king declared that the norninaioii belonged to him, and that in honor of Admiral Penn, trie
ast suggested name should be enlarged into Pennsylvania.
J.arkson, i. 279.
ts
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his grants, notwithstanding the English statute prohi
It was stipulated by the
biting such subinfeudations.
&quot;that no custom or
king for himself and his successors,
other contribution shall be levied on ihe inhabitants or
their estates, unless by the consent of the proprietary,
and assembly, or by act of parliament in
or

governor

England.&quot;

It

was provided

(in

compliance with the

desire of Bishop Compton) that it any of the inhabitants,
to the number of twenty, should signify their desire to
tin:
Bishop of London to have a preacher sent to

them, the preacher so appointed by that dignitary should
be allowed to reside and perform his functions without
If any doubt should arise with
denial or molestation.
regard to the true construction of the charter, it was

commanded

that an interpretation favorable to the pro
prietary should always be made ; with the exclusion,
however, of any thing that might derogate from the al

legiance due to the crown.*
Such is the substance of a grant on which was esta
blished the fabric of the Pennsylvanian government and
laws, so renowned for their wisdom, their moderation,
and the excellence of their provisions in favor of liberty.

The

cautious stipulations for guarding and ascertaining
the British ascendancy, by which this charter was dis

preceding patents, were manifestly
the offspring of the disputes in which the court hail
been for some time engaged with the colony of Massa
tinguished from

all

chusetts. There, the provincial government had deemed
the acts of navigation inoperative within its jurisdiction,
till they were
But the
legalized by its own ordinance.

immediate and uninterrupted observance of them in
Pennsylvania, was enforced by the stipulated penalty
of a forfeiture of the charter.
Laws had been passed
in Massachusetts for the coining of money and other
purposes, which were deemed inconsistent with the
For the prevention
prerogative of the sovereign state.
of similar abuse, or, at least, the correction of it, be fore
inveterate prevalence could have time to beget habits
of independence, it was required that all the laws of the

now

province should be regularly transmitted to Eng
land for the royal approbation or dissent.
The inerlicacy of this requisition was very soon made apparent.
To obviate the difficulty that had been
by

experienced
the English government in conducting its disputes with
the people of Massachusetts, who could never be pre
vailed with to accredit an agent at the court, without
the utmost reluctance and delay, it was now required
that a standing agent should be appointed to reside in
London, and be responsible for the proceedings of his
colonial constituents.
But the most remarkable provi
sion, by which this charter was distinguished from all
the other American patents, was that which expressly
reserved a power of taxation to the British parliament.
Of the import of this much agitated clause, very dif
ferent opinions were entertained from the first, by the
lawyers and statesmen of England, and the colonists
of Pennsylvania.
In England, while it was denied that
the novel introduction of such a clause into the charter
of this province afforded to any of the other colonies an
argument against parliamentary taxation, it was with
more appearance of reason maintained that its actual
insertion in this charter precluded even the possibility
of an honest pretension to such immunity on the part
of the Pennsylvanians.
Of the very opposite ideas,

taxed but by their
fore, relied

common

consent

;

they have, there

great,

it

from

&quot;

preserved.&quot;
t This is

a mistake. The Pennsylvanian charter differs
all the others in not communicating an
express assu
rance to the colonists of the rights and character of English
men. The reason for this omission is said by Chalmers (p.
639) te have been, that the eminent lawyers, who prepared
the charter, considered such declarations as superfluous, and
tUeji import sufficiently inferred by law.
&amp;gt;

from

disagreeable and unexpected
applications for land were
chiefly of the quaker percus

made by
persons,
London, Liverpool, and especially in Bristol,
where one trading association alone became the pur
chasers of twenty thousand acres of the territory, and
prepared for embarking in various branches of com
merce related to their acquisition. The prospect thua
afforded of an early replenishment of his province, en
forced the immediate attention of Penn to the form and
of its political constitution
in the composition
of which, there could be room for little other labor than
the exercise of a judicious selection from the .admirable
fabric

;

which had employed the pens, and
exhausted the invention, of contemporary writers, and
the excellent institutions, by which the several propriei
taries of American provinces had vied with each other
for the approbation of mankind, and the attraction of
inhabitants to their vacant territories.
In undertaking
an employment so congenial to his disposition, as the
work of legislation, Penn appears to have been im
pressed with, equal confidence in the resources of his
capacity and the rectitude of his intentions, and touched
at the same time with a genereus sense of the value of
those interests that were involved in his labors, and the
expanse of liberty and happiness that might result from
them.
As my understanding and inclinations,&quot; he
declared, &quot;have been much directed to observe ai:d
theoretical models,

communication of Penn himself, the

right of the colo
nists to elect representatives to the British parliament
is distinctly asserted
It was only in the year
[27]

^receding the date of the Pennsylvanian charter, that
Penn, in reclaiming for the colonists of New Jersey the
exclusive right of imposing taxes on themselves, had
protested that no reasonable men would emigrate from
England to a country where this right was not to be enand, as the argument which he maintained on
loyed
that occasion, was founded entirely on general princi
and what he regarded as the constitutional rights reprove mischiefs in government, so it is now put into
ples,
For the matters of liberty and
inseparable from the character of English subjects, my power to settle one.
without reference to any peculiarities in the charter of privilege, I purpose that which is extraordinary, and
New Jersey, it seems highly improbable that he be leave myself and successors no power of doing mis
lieved the clauses peculiar to his own charter to admit chief, that the will of one man may not hinder the good
The liberal institutions that
of an interpretation that would have placed his favorite of a whole country.&quot;
province beyond the pale of the English constitution, arose shortly after in Pennsylvania, and the happiness
of which they were so abundantly productive, attested
and deterred reasonable men from resorting to it.
must either believe him to have entertained the same the sincerity and rewarded the virtue of thismagnanimous design while the partial disappointment whicli
opinion on this point, that appears to have been preva
lent among the colonists of his territory, or adopt the it sustained, and particularly the mischief and dissen
illiberal supposition of an historian.* who charges him sion that arose from the power that was actually re
served to the proprietary and his successors, forcibly
with making concessions, in theory, which he never in
tended to substantiate in practice.
exemplified the infirmity of human purpose, and the
Having obtained this charter, to which the king gave fallacy incident to all human expectations.
As several of the purchasers of land, in their eager
additoinal authority, by a royal letter, commanding all
intending planters in the new province to render due ness to commence the new settlement, were prepared
obedience to the proprietary, the next care of Penn was to embark before Penn had yet completed his legirlaTo this torial composition, it was necessary that they should
to attract a population to his vacant territory.
end, he published an account of the soil and resources be previously acquainted with the purport of a work of
to
A rough sketch of
of the province, together with advices
those who so much concern to their interests.
were inclined to become adventurers, and a sketch of its principal features was accordingly prepared and
the conditions on which he was willing to deal with mutually signed by the proprietary and these adventu
them.
The advices are almost precisely the same with rers, who being now assured of unlimited toleration,*
and satisfied with the structure of the political consti
those which he had previously addressed to the intend
and enjoin all persons, tutions, no longer hesitated to bid adieu to a scene of
ing emigrants to West Jersey
&quot;

;

We

;

;

who were

tyranny, contention, and persecution, and set sail in
Three
quest of freedom and repose for Pennsylvania.
vessels from London and Bristol carried out those first
Pennsylvanian settlers, and along with them, Colonel

deliberating, to have an eye, above all things,
to the providence of God ; to balance present inconve
nience with future ease and plenty ; and to obtain the

consent of their near relations, that natural affections
might be preserved, and a friendly and profitable cor
respondence between the two countries maintained.
It was intimated to all, who were disposed to become
planters, that land would be sold at the price of forty
shillings, for a hundred acres, together with a perpetual

avenge, at his own hands, any wrong he might receive
from them
but that, in case of disputes between the
two races, the adjustment of them should, in every in
stance, be referred to twelve arbitrators, selected
The
equally from the Europeans and the Indians.
reservation of quit-rents, in addition to the payment of
a price, which proved ultimately so fertile a source of

It is remarka
Proud, i. 171. 187. Chalmers, 638, 657.
says Dr. Franklin, in his Historical Review of the Con
stitution of Pennsylvania, &quot;that such an instrument, penned
with all the appearance of candor and simplicity imaginable,
and equally agreeable to law and reason, to the claims of the
crown and the rights of the subject, should be the growth of
Vi arbitrary court. Perhaps it is no loss singular, that the
national righti, the authority of the laws, and of the supreme
legislature, should have been so carefully attended to and

this

Numerous

sion, in

;

clause, reserving to parliament the privilege of impos

ble,&quot;

outweigh

speedily

correspondence between the royal functionaries in
America and the court of London, it appears that be
fore the Pennsylvanians had existed as a people for
seventeen years, the English ministry were apprised of
the general prevalence of these sentiments among them
and in the work of a contemporary historian of this pro
vince, who derived his ideas with regard to it from the

It was required that, in disen
quit-rent of a shilling.
cumbering the ground of wood, care should be taken to
leave one acre of trees for every five acres cleared, and

:

his description of the province so inviting, as

to

requisition.

;

however, that were entertained on this subject by the
colonists, an account was rendered about a century
afterwards by Dr. Franklin in his celebrated examina
tion, as the representative of America, at the bar of the
British House of Commons.
Being asked, how the
Pennsylvanians could reconcile a pretence to be ex
from
with
the
taxation,
empted
express words of a
ing this burden upon them; he answered, &quot;They un
derstand it thus
By the same charter! and other
wise, they are entitled to all the privileges and liberties
of Englishmen.
They find in the great charters, and
in the petition and declaration of rights, that one of the
of
privileges
English subjects is, that they are not

and

more than

the first settlement

of the pro
vince, that the parliament never would nor could, by
color of that clause in the charter, tax them tilt it had
qualified itself to exercise such right, by admitting re
presentatives from the people to be taxed.&quot;
That this
reasoning was not (as some have suggested) the mere
production of Franklin s own ingenuity, nor even the
.minediate growth of the era of American indepen
dence but that it expressed the opinion of the earliest
race of the Pennsylvanian settlers, is a point susceptiFrom the offioial
jle of the clearest demonstration.

upon

William Markharn, the kinsman and secretary of Penn,
who had also appointed him deputy-governor and
certain commissioners who were appointed to confer
;

with the Indians respecting the purchase of their lands,
and to endeavor to form with them a league of perpetual
peace.

to them, accompanied by suitable presents. The
Indians were given to understand by the letter of Penii,
that the great God and Power who had created all men
and commanded them to love and do good to one ano

Penn

especially to preserve oaks and mulberries, for the con
struction of ships and the manufacture of silk.
It was

no planter would be permitted

declared, that
reach or otherwise

injure

the

Indians,

to over

or even

to

ther,

*
Chalmers, who, in corroboration of his opinion, remarks
that not one of the laws and constitutions, enacted by Peun,
or under his auspices, was ever submitted, according to the
terms of the charter, to the English court.
t The apology suggested by Mr. Clarkson for this imposi
tion, that &quot;Whereas William Ponn held of the king, by a
small annual rent, others were obliged to hold of him in the
same manner,&quot; (Life of Penn, i. 282,) is quite unsatisfactory.
It was merely an elu^iry duty to the crown, to which Penn
was subjected, for the whole province. He would have

gained both in character and happiness,

if

he could have

had been pleased

Penn and America

;

discord between the proprietary family and the colo
nists, was the only feature in this scheme that appeared
objectionable to the religious fraternity, of which Penn
was a member ;t but his influence among them was so

These commissioners were solemnly enjoined

to treat the Indians with all possible candor, justice, and
humanity, and were made the bearers of a letter from

to

make

a

connexion between

king of England had be
stowed on him a province there, but that he desired to
enjoy it with the goodwill and consent of the Indians
that many evil disposed Europeans, he was aware, had
used the Indians very ill, but that he was a person of
different disposition, and bore great love and regard to
them ; that the people he now sent among them were
similarly disposed, and wished to live with them a*
;

that the

;

I

neighbors and friends.
avoided to mingle the acquisition of & private estate with the
purpose of making a holy experiment, and setting an example
to the nations.
* It detracts not

from the wisdom of Penn, but merely from
the accuracy of those writers who have deemed originality
indispensably requisite to the praise of virtue, that tlusequita
ble principle of toleration had been already realised in Ame
rica by Lord Baltimore and the catholics of Maryland, and
employed as a politic device by Lord Clarendon and his asso
chiles iu Carolina, and by Lord Berkeley and Sir George Car
Mr. Clarkson is the only historian of
tcret in New Jersey.
Penn who has conceded to Lord Baltimore the honor of origi
nating toleration in America.
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head of one of these detachment 8 never want good laws nor suffer ill ones.* That, there
Markham,
of adventurers, proceeded, on his arrival in America, to fore, which makes a good constitution, must keep it
Uke possession of an extensive forest, situated twelve namely, men of wisdom and virtue qualities that be
miles northward of Newcastle on the western side of cause they descend not with worldly inheritances, must
the Ddaware, whose waters contributed with other he carefully propagated by a virtuous education of
*
In conclusion he declares that, -Wet have,
streams of lesser note lo the salubrity of the air and the youth.
As this situation enjoyed the ad with reverence to God and good conscience to men, to
fertility of the soil.
south
and
the
best
of
our skill contrived and composed the frame
on
the
of
a
settled
neighborhood
vantages
cast, the colonists were not embarrassed with the dif- of this government to the great end of all government,
ticultics which depressed so many of their predecessors to support power in reverence with the people, and to
in similar pursuits
ind, animated with hope and a [secure the people from the abuse of power, that they
be free by their just obedience, and the magistrates
spirit of steady activity, they set themselves diligently may

there

at the

;

;

I

.

I

i

;

I

prepare for the reception of the numerous emigrants
who were expected to join them in the following
Greater hardships were endured by another de
year.
tn

tachment of the first adventurers, who, arriving later in
went on shore at the place where Chester
now stands and the river having suddenly frozen be
fore they conld resume their voyage, were constrained
A discovery
to pass the remainder of the winter there.
was now made by Colonel Markham which had a ma
terial influence on the future proceedings of Penn, who
had hitherto supposed that the whole of the Delaware
and its ap
territory except the settlement of Newcastle
the season,

:

pendages (occupied by the Duke of York as a depen
dency of his own province of New York), was really
a supposition
included in the Pennsvlvanian charter
which he seems to have entertained with a great deal of
satisfaction.
For he was aware that this territory al
ready contained a number of Swedish and English set
tlers
and though doubtless he proposed to people his
domain chiefly withquakers, it was far from undesirable
to obtain for himself an immediate accession of tribu
taries, and for his people a social connexion with a
race of hardy settlers already inured to colonial life and
habits.
He knew that Lord Baltimore claimed the
allegiance of a number of those settlers whose planta
tions he supposed to be included within the domain of
Pennsylvania, and had instructed Markham to demand
from that nobleman a relinqnishment of his pretensions.

honorable for their just administration for liberty with
out obedience is confusion, and obedience without
liberty is

slavery.&quot;

will

;

;

;

ceiving (says OMmixon) that the perfection of his insti
tutions was not in accordance with the
imperfect nature
of human beings, consented to assimilate the
Per.nsylvanian to the English mode of election.
To the frame, there was appended a code of forty
conditional laws which were said to have been con
certed between the proprietary and divers of the
planters
before their departure from England,* and were to be
aubmitted for confirmation or modification to the first

;

This production, which

j

puritans, and subsequently adopted by
quaker legislation by which we have seen it esta
blished in New Jersey, and now transferred to Penn
This latter repetition of the experiment
sylvania.
The planters soon de
proved very unsatisfactory.
clared that they felt it
repugnant to the spirit of Eng
that they scorned
lishmen, to go muzzled to elections
to give their
that they would do
opinions in the dark
which
durst
not
own
and that they
nothing
they
wished the mode of election lo be so constituted as to
show that their foreheeds and their voices agreed
toge
ther.
In consequence of these
objeclions, Penn, per

by the

always

command

respect for its intrinsic merits, excited the
greater interest at the time from its being regarded as
the political manifesto of the party that had now be

come

the most numerous and powerful among the quaand whose ascendancy continued gradually to in
crease till at length the whole society, by dint of con
kers,

version or expulsion, was moulded to a conformity with
Another parly still existed, but was daily
opinions.
diminishing, which regarded with equal aversion the
establishment of sectarian discipline, and the recogni
tion of municipal government as a legitimate ordinance.
The adherents of this party were willing to forbear
from all forcible resistance to human violence but were

This code is a production very
provincial assembly.
superior to the constitutional frame, and highly credita
ble to the sense, the spirit, and the benevolence of its
authors.
Among other regulations propounded in it,

its

was declared that the character of freemen of the
province should belong to all purchasers or renters of a
hundred acres of land to all servants or bondsmen
who at the expiring of their engagements should culti
vate the quota of land (fifty acres) alloted to them by
law, and to all artificers and other inhabitants or resi
dents who should pay scot and lot to ihe government ;
that no public tax should be levied from the
people
it

;

;

no less resolutely bent against any voluntary co-opera
tion with human authority
and reproached the rest of
their brethren with degenerating from original quaker
principles, and substituting a servile obedience to the
dead law without, in place of a holy conformity to the
but by a law for lhat purpose made,&quot; and that who
living law within.
By the frame which followed this preface, it was de ever should collect or pay taxes not so sanctioned,
clared that the government of the province should be should be held a public enemy of the province and a
administered by the proprietary or his deputy as go
betrayer of its liberties: &quot;that all prisons shall be
that a thief should restore twice the
vernor, and by the freemen formed into two separate workhouses
bodies of a provincial council and a general assembly. value of his theft, and in default of other means ade
The council was to be elected by the freemen, and to quate to such restitution, should work as a bondsman
Markham accordingly applied to the proprietary of consist of seventy-two members, of whom twenty-four in prison for the benefit of the party injured that the
to
com were annually to retire, and be replaced by the same lands as well as the personal property of a debtor should
Maryland, and eagerly accepted his proposal
number of new ones. Here the governor was to preside, be responsible for his obligations, except in the case of
pare the titles of the two provinces and adjust their
boundaries
but discovering very speedily that Penn invested with no other control than a treble vote. Thus his having lawful children, for whose use two-thirds of
had in reality no other claim than what might be de composed, the council was to exercise not only the the landed estate were appointed to be reserved
that
rived from the confused designation which his charter whole executive power, but the peculiar privilege which all factors and correspondents in the province wronging
hid given to the limits of his province, and that a literal had been annexed to the fnnctions of the same state their employers, should, in addition to complete resti
construction of Lord Baltimore s prior charter, where organ in the Carolinian constitutions, J of preparing all tution, pay a surplus amounting to a third of the sum
the limits were indicated with great precision, would the bills that were to be presented to the assembly. they had unjustly detained that all dramatic entertain
evacuate at once the pretensions both of Penn and the Not less than two-thirds of the members of council ments, games of hazard, sports of cruelty, and what
Duke of York, he declined all further conference, and were necessary to make a quorum and the consent of ever else might contribute to promote ferocity of tem
was indispensable in all per or habits of dissipation and irreligion, should be
acquainted Penn with a discovery that threatened so two-thirds of such quorum
matters of moment.
The general assembly was to discouraged and punished ; and
that all children
much obstruction to his views.
In the spring of the following year, [1682] Penn com
consist, the first year, of all the freemen ; the next, of within this province of the age of twelve years shall be
two hundred elected by the rest ; and afterwards to be taught some useful trade or skill, to the end none may
pleted and delivered to the world a composition of much
The Frame of the Govern augmented in proportion to the increase of population. be idle, but the poor may work to live, and the rich, if
thought and labor, entitled
ment of the Province of Pennsylvania.&quot; It was intro This body was not permitted to originate laws, but was they become poor, may not want.&quot; This regulation,
duced by a noble preface containing his own thoughts restricted to a .simple assent or negation in passing or so congenial to primitive quaker sentiment and to re
an the origin, nature, and objects of government
rejecting the bills that might be sent to them by the publican spirit and simplicity, was admirably calculated
wherein he deduces from various texts of Scripture the governor and council.
They were to present sheriffs not less to promote fellow-feeling than to secure inde
and justices of the peace to the governor ; naming dou pendence. It contributed to preserve a sense of the
derivation of all power from God, the utter unlawful
ness of resisting constituted authority, and, in short, ble the requisite number of persons, for his choice of natural equality of mankind, by recalling to every man s
half.
the divine right of government, and that for two ends
They were to be elected annually ; and alt elec remembrance his original destination to labor and
tions, whether for the council or the assembly, were to while it tended thus to abate the pride and insolence
first, to terrify evil doers, secondly, to cherish those that
be conducted by ballot.
Such was the substance of of wealth, it operated no less beneficially to remedy
do well which,&quot; he continues,
gives government a
hfe beyond corruption, and makes it as durable in the the charter or frame of government, which was further the decay of fortune peculiarly incident to wealthy
world as good men shall be, so that government seems declared to be incapable of alteration, change, or di
settlers in a country where the dearness of all kinds
minution in any part or clause, without the consent of of labor rendered idleness a much more expensive con
to me a part of
religion itself, a thing sacred in its insti
the
in
seven
of
or
his
and
six
It was further declared, that
tution and end.&quot;
dition than in Europe.
he afterwards
heirs,
parts
proprietary
&quot;They weakly err,&quot;
who think there is no other use of govern the freemen both in the provincial council and general no persons should be permitted to hold any office, or
observes,
such as pro*
ment than correction, which is the coarser part of
to exercise the functions of freemen, but
assembly.
The mode of election by ballot, which has since be fess faith in Jesus Christ, and are not convicted of ill
Declining to pronounce any opinion on the comparative
and
merit of the various political models which had been come so general in North America, was first introduced fame, or unsober and dishonest conversation
the one almighty and
adopted by states or suggested by theorists, and re
How they could refuse to suffer bad laws, under a frame that all persons acknowledging
marking that not one of these had ever been realised of government that excluded them from a share in legislation, eternal God to be the creator, upholder, and ruler of
without incurring some alteration from the lapse of is a difficulty which he has not undertaken to solve, and the world, and professing to be conscientiously engaged
time or the emergency of circumstances, he advances which, indeed, his general anathema against all resistance to to live peaceably and justly in society, should be wholly
constituted authority renders perfectly insoluble. It is true
tills
position, that
any government is free to the peo
that he reproaches a government so framed with the charac
exempted from molestation for their more particular
at any time
ple under it, whatever be the frame, where the laws ter of tyranny; but tins reproach merely gives additional opinions anil practices, and should never
rule and the people area party to these laws
and more sanction to discontent, without giving any to resistance. In be compelled to frequent or maintain any religious place,
we
harmonise
his
with
order to
his political creed,
rengious
whatever.
than this is tyranny, oligarchy, or confusion.&quot; &quot;Govern
must regard the forms which he depreciates, as essential to ministry, or worship
rather depend upon men, than the efficacy of the virtues which he exalts with exclusive
ments,&quot; he insists,
*
and secretary of Penn, and after,
kinsman
the
Markham,
men upon governments. Let men be good and the praise.
ascribed the greater part
t Some of the planters had cooperated with Penn in the wards governor of the province, has
cannot
be
bad.
If it be ill, they will cure
frame
itself to the suggestions and
3
of
the
ihe
constitutio
of
government
composition of the frame.
it.
But if men be bad, let the government be never so
boasted th;ii his legislative production excelled the importunity of these persons, in opposition lo the original in*
t Penn
frum tenlions of Penn. In 3 letter to Fletcher, the governor of New
good, they will endeavor to warp and spoil it to their performance of Locke yet hare he seems to have copied
I
very well know that
it a very illiberal feature
doubtless wiih some improvement, York (in May, 1S96), Markhfcn savs,
turn.
I know some say,
Let us have good laws, and inasmuch
him by friends,
as the Carolinian council, which exercised this re- it frhe frame of government] was fo/ced from
whatever
and
no matter for the men that execute them.
Ihey demanded.
But let Btriction of the topics to be discussed by the general assembly, when tinless pleased
granted
State Papers, apod
them consider that though good laws do well, good was far less liberally constituted ihau the council of Pennsyl- th.y would n-.t have settled his country.&quot;
Chalmers, C60. It is plain from the preface, that Penn conmen do better for good laws may want good men. and Tania- Penn had more occasion to boasi the superior excel- sii
ered a future alteration of the constitutions as far from
fence than the better f-.:te of these constitutions, which enjoyed
be invaded or abolished by ill men but
men will even a siurier duration thai; the
of Locke.
unlikely.
;

;
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;&quot;
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;
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;
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;
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This composition having been published, the next
care of Penn, enforced by bis experience of the Duke
of York s proceedings in New jersey, was to obtain,
from this prince, an express release of every claim^ or
nor Tlid
pretence of jurisdiction over Pennsylvania
the Duke refuse a concession so manifestly just to
the son of a man for whose memory he professed the
It was stronger proof of this regard,
highest regard
and the fruit of much more importunate solicitation, that
Penn obtained at the same time, in a grant of the De

The

will.

English rejoiced in their deliverance from modifications, the frame of government that had previously been made public was solemnly recognized and
An act of union was passed, annexing the
accepted.
Delaware territory to the province of Pennsylvania ;
and the rank of naturalized British subjects was con
ferred on the Dutch, the Swedes, and all other foreigners
within the boundaries of the province and territory.
This arrangement, which, at the time, was both the
effect and the cause of mutual harmony, unfortunately
contained within itself the seeds (if future dissension
and discontent for Pcnri held the Delaware territory,
not by a grant from the crown, but by an assignation
from the Duke of York and when the efficacy of such
a title, to convey the rights of government, came to be
questioned, the people reprobated with resentful blame
I

sway of the Duke of York; and the Dutch and
Swedes were glad to renounce a connexion that had
originated in the conquest first of the one and after
wards of both their races. It was flattering to their
importance to be united to a state that seemed then
much less likely to overshadow them by superior great
and what
ness, than either New York or Maryland
ever they might think of the justice of Lord Baltimore s
pretensions, or the equity of his administration, it was
laware territory,* whose thriving plantations he had manifest that his power was unequal to wrest from the
Duke of York what had now been granted to the soli
but
uncul
immense
anxiously desired to annex to his
tivated domains of Pennsylvania.
Yielding to the citations of William Penn.
Proceeding to Newcastle,
in some degree, where the Dutch had a court-house, the proprietary con
urgency of Penn, and probably swayed
and, after
both by sentiments of friendship, and by indifference voked here a meeting of his new subjects
about a territory which he held by a defective and un the formalities requisite to ascertain his legal posses
certain title, and had never been able to render pro sion of the country, he explained to them the objects ol
the Duke now conveyed to him, his coming among them, exhorted them to live in so
ductive of a revenue
town of Newcastle, briety and mutual amity, and renewed the commissions
by two separate deeds of gift, the
The number of his colo
with a territory of twelve miles around it, together of the existing magistrates.
from it upon nists meanwhile was fast increasing around him.
I
southward
with the tract of land extending
This convey the course of this year, no fewer than two thousand
the river Delaware to Cape Henlopen.
ance included not only the settlements originally formed persons, chiefly quakers, arrived from England on the
the Dutch, banks of the Delaware.
Many of them were persons
by the Swedes and afterwards conquered by
of which the early history is blended with the annals of of rank and substance, and all were men of some edu
New York, and to which Lord Baltimore possessed a cation and great respectability, and with whom devo
the

;

I

|

:

;

;

;

claim which he had never been able to render effectual, tion to religious liberty had been the principal induce
but a large district which this nobleman s title equally ment to forsake their native land.
They needed all the
embraced, and his activity and remonstrance had ac influence of this noble principle, to animate them to a
and
Swedish
brave
endurance
of
the
Dutch
occupation.
hardships they were compelled
tually reclaimed from
&quot;Without adopting the harsh censure of a writer who to
undergo during the rigorous winter that followed
Their sufferings were mitigated as far
maintains that this transaction reflected dishonor both their arrival.
on the Duke of York and William Penn, we can hardly as possible by the hospitality of the Swedes but many
of them were compelled to pass the winter in temporary
fail to
regard it as a faulty and ambiguous proceeding,
or to regret the proportions in which its attendant huts or sheds, and the greater number had no better
blame must be divided between a prince distinguished lodging than caves, which they dug for themselves on
even among the Stuarts for perfidy and injustice, and a the banks of the river. These hardships neither abated
for hu
their zeal, nor were represented by them in such a for
patriarch renowned even among the quakers
The Duke s patents as midable light as to repress the ardor of their friends in
manity and benevolence.
what he Europe, who, in the course of the following year, con
suredly did not include within his boundaries
now pretended to convey and it was only to a part of tinued, by successive arrivals, to enlarge the population
valuable addition,
it that he could transfer even the dubious title arising of Delaware and Pennsylvania.
from occupancy, in opposition to the legal claim of in particular, was derived soon after from a numerous
Lord Baltimore!
emigration of German quakers, who had been converted
All things having been now prepared for his own to this faith by the preaching of Penn and his associ
sail
set
ates, and whose well-timed removal from their native
personal presence in America, Penn himself
from England to visit his transatlantic territory, in com land happily enabled them to escape from the desola
had
deter
who
tion of the Palatinate.
The eminent piety and virtue
pany with a hundred English quakers,
mined to unite themselves to their friends already re by which these German colonists were distinguished in
moved to that quarter of the world. Arriving on the America, formed an agreeable sequal to the happy in
banks of the Delaware, he beheld with great satisfac tervention of Providence by which they were snatched
tion the thriving settlements comprehended in his late from the desolating rage of a tyrant, and the impending
of ruin of their
There arrived also about this
acquisition, and the hardy, sober, and laborious race
country.
men by whom they were inhabited. The population time, or shortly after, a number of emigrants from Hol
a country in which Penn had already preached
of that part of the Delaware territory which he ulti land
mately succeeded in retaining against Lord Baltimore, and propagated his doctrines.*
thousand
to
three
amounted already
persons, chiefly
Seeing his people thus gathering in augmenting num
Swedes and Dutch ;t and by them, as well as by the bers around him, Penn hastened to bind them together
and
with
intermixed
were
settlers
who
some common act of social arrangement. Having
them,
English
by
by the quakers whom Markham had carried out in the distributed his territory into six counties, he summoned,
preceding year, the proprietary was received on his at Chester,! the first general assembly, consisting of
arrival with a satisfaction equal to his own, and greeted seventy-two
Here, according to the frame
delegates.
with the most cordial expressions of respect and good that had been concerted in England, the freemen might
have attended in their own persons.
But both the
* Only a month before this favor was granted, Sir John
and the inhabitants in petitions
Wurden, the Duke s secretary, signified to Penn a repetition of sheriffs in their returns,
time
wrote
to
former refusals of it, and at the same
Dongan, which they presented to the proprietary, declared that
the governor of New York, cautioning him to beware of the the fewness of the
people, their inexperience in legisla
encroachments of Penn, whom he describes as
very intent
State tion, and the pressing nature of their domestic wants,
on his own interest in these parts, as you observe.
of
660.
The
effect
the
scenes
of
in
rendered
it
Papers, apud Chalmers,
inexpedient for them to exercise their privi
trigue and altercation, which his views on the Delaware terri
and expressed their desire that the deputies they
leges
still further to prolong,
and
seemed
had
likely
produced,
tory
One of his letters had chosen might serve both for the provincial council
is sufficiently visible on the mind of Fenn.
to a friend, at this period, expresses an evident abatement of and the general assembly, in the proportions of three
of
the
the fervor of his first impressions
degree in which his out of every county for the former, and nine for the lat
colonial designs might be rendered conducive to spiritual ends.
ter of these bodies.
In the circumstances of the pro
in
for a share in this
God
will
come
he
says,
Surely,&quot;
work, and that leaven shall leaven the lump in time, vince, the session of this first assembly was necessarily
Flanting
do not believe Ihe Lord s providence had run this way to short
but it was distinguished by proceedings of con
wards me, but that he has a heavenly end and service in
The proprietary having expressed
siderable moment.
Clarkeon, i. 339.
his approval of the representations that had been con
to
an
act.
him,
of settlement was passed, intro
veyed
ducing a corresponding and permanent change into the
constitution.
With this and a few othe r
entirely either with the views of the others or with my own. provincial
To explain, in every such instance, how I liave been led, from
* In this [1632] and the two next succeeding years, arrived
of
the
view
that
I
have
to
the
comparison
whole,
adopted,
would encumber every chapter of my work with a long series ships with passengers or settlers, from London, Bristol, Ireof subsidiary disquisitions.
Much of the labor of an honest and, Wales, Cheshire, Lancashire, Holland. Germany, &c.
.0 the number of about fifty sail.&quot;
historian can never he known to his readers.
Proud, i. 219.
to distinguish by a new name the place at
t Penn, resolving
t In one of Penn s letters, the Dutch and Swedish inhabi
ants of Delaware are thus described: &quot;They are a plain, which he called his first assembly, said to Thomas Pearson, a
Thou
strong, industrious people^ who have made no great progress quaker, who had accompanied him from Kngland,
vhat wilt thou that I
last been the companion of my peril*
Pearson siur^e- pil the name cf his
should call this place
own native city of Chester. This frienr f Penn was the ma
ternal grandfather of Benjamin West.
, ill s Life of Wea
;

;

A

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

(&amp;lt;

;

it.&quot;

the

wanton rashness, as they deemed

it,

of building

and privileges on a foundation
so precarious.
All the laws that had been concerted
in
England, together with nineteen others, were propo
sed and enacted by the assembly, which, in three days,
closed a session no less remarkable for the importance
of its labors, than for the candor and harmony that pre
their constitutional rights

among men so diversified by variety of race,
and religious opinion.
All concurred in express
the
ing gratitude and attachment to the proprietary
.Swedes, in particular, deputing one of their number to
assure, him,
that they would love, serve, and obejthim
with all they had, and that this was the best day they
had ever seen*
Among the many praiseworthy features of the code
of laws that was thus enacted for Pennsylvania and
Delaware, we have already remarked the particular
vailed

habit,

;

&quot;

wisdom of the provision for educating every nativeborn colonist to some useful trade or employment.
But the points on which this code most justly claims
the praise of original excellence and enlightened hu
manity, are its provisions for the administration of

Nor was Inert) any point on which its
penal law.
regulations have been more efficacious, or more pro
ductive of lasting and extensive benefit to mankind.
It was reserved for quaker wisdom to discover, and for
quaker patience and benevolence to prove, that, in the
treatment of criminals, justice and mercy were not my
consistent virtues, nor policy and humanity incompati
ble objects of pursuit.
Only two capital crimes, trea
son and murder, were recognised by this code ; and,
all other cases, the reformation of the offender was
esteemed a duty not less imperative than the punish
ment of the offence. 7 o this end it was enacted, that
all prisons should be work-houses, where offenders
might be reclaimed, by discipline and instruction, to
habits of industry and morality, and political benefit
educed from the performance of Christian duty. The
institutions that resulted from this benevolent enter
prise in legislation, have reflected honor on Pennsylva
in

advantages extensively in Ame
Notwithstanding the strict injunc
tions in the royal charter, neither the code of laws
which was now enacted, nor the alteration and enlarge
ment which it subsequently underwent, was ever sub
mitted to the royal revision.
No sooner was the assembly adjourned, than Penn
hastened to Maryland to vindicate that part of its pro
ceedings which was necessarily offensive to Lord Bal
nia,
rica

and diffused
and Europe.

their

if possible, effect with this nobleman ati
amicable adjustment of their respective boundaries.
But he seems, from, the beginning, to have been aware
that such a termination of the dispute was not to be
expected ; and, notwithstanding all the respect he must
have felt for Lord Baltimore s tolerant policy, and the
protection which the quakers had experienced from U
in Maryland, he plainly regarded him with a suspicion
and aptitude to surmise wrong and anticipate resist
ance, not very creditable to his own candour and mo
deration
finding matter of evil import even in the de
monstrations of honor and respect which he received
from his brother proprietary.* Lord Baltimore, relied
on the priority and distinctness of his own title ; while
Penn defended a later and more indistinct grant, on a
plea that had been furnished to him hy the Committee
that it had never been in
of Plantations in England
tended to confei on Lord Baltimore any other territory
but such as was inhabited by savages only, at the
of his charter ; and that the language of his charter was
therefore inconsistent with its intendment, in so far if
t seemed to authorise his claim to
any part of the tei-

timore, and,

;

&amp;lt;l*t

&quot;

;

&quot;

Pan I. p.

2.

In an account of their conference, which Fenn transmitted
I met the
o England, he says,
proprietary of Maryland, at
tended suiuiJy to his character, who look theoccaawa, by hit
&quot;

civilities,

K t*w.

* (iuru

i&amp;lt;~

lu fewer

&quot;

rrttJ,

i.

N
by the Swedes or the Dutch.
Each of them tenaciously adhered to what, with more

ritory previously colonized

considered his

own

and neither

or less reason, he
could suggest any mode of adjustment save a total reTo avoid the
linquishment of the other s pretensions.
con
necessity of recurring again to this disagreeable
events to
troversy, I shall here overlook intervening
relate, that it was protracted for some years without
;

mutual accommodation
that King Charles, to whom both parties had complained,
the other
vainly endeavored to prevail with the one or
and that James tl.u IF., soon after his acces
to yield
sion to the throne, caused an act of council to be issued
for terminating the dispute by dividing the subject mat
ter of it equally between them.
By this arrangement,
which had more of equitable show than of strict justice,
Penn obtained the whole of the Swedish and Dutch
the

slightest appproach

to

;

;

settlements, and, in effect, preserved all that he or the
Duke of York had ever been in possession of. These
districts, annexed, as we have seen, to h s original acqui
sition, received the name of the Three Loircr Counties,
or the Territories, in contradistinction to the remain
der of the union, which was termed the Three Upper
;

Counties or Province of Pennsylvania.*
This busy year was not yet to close without an im
in which the character
portant and memorable scene,
of Penn has shone forth in a very different light from
with
Lord
Baltimore reflects
that which his controversy
on it. The commissioners who had accompanied the
first detachment of emigrants, had, in compliance with
their instructions, negotiated a treaty with the neigh
boring Indian tribes, for the purchase of the lands
which the colonists were to occupy, and for the preser
The time
vation of perpetual friendship and peace.
appointed for the ratification of this treaty was now
arrived
and, at a spot which is now the site of Ken
Indian
sington, one of the suburbs of Philadelphia, the
sachems, at the head of their assembled warriors,
;

arms the approach of a quaker deputation.
William Penn repaired, at the head of
an unarmed train of his religious associates, carrying
various articles of merchandise, which, on their ap
to the sachems, were spread on the ground.
proach
Distinguished from his followers by no other external
appendage than a sash of blue silk, and holding in his
hand a roll of parchment that contained the confirma
tion of the treaty, Penn exchanged salutations with the
Indians, and taking his station under an elm tree,t ad
dressed them through the intervention of an interpre
He assured them that the Great Spirit who
ter.
created all men, and beheld the thoughts of every
heart, knew with what sincerity he and his people de
sired to live in friendship and a perpetual commerce of
good offices with the Indians. It was not the custom
of his friends, he said, to use hostile weapons against
their fellow creatures, and for this reason they came to
meet the Indians unarmed. Their object was not to
do injury, and thus provoke the Great Spirit, but to do
and in this and every transaction, to consider
good
the advantage of both people as inseparable, and to pro
ceed with all openness, brotherhood, and love. Having
read from the parchment record the conditions of the
purchase, and the articles of compact, by which it was
agreed that all disputes between the colonists and the
Indians should be adjusted by arbitrators mutually cho
sen, he delivered to the sachems the stipulated price, t
and farther desired their acceptance, as a friendly gift,
of the additional articles of merchandise that were
He then invited them to consi
spread before them.
der the land which he had purchased, as common to the
two races, and freely to use its resources whenever
He added, that
they might have occasion for them.f
he would not do as the Mart/landers did, that is, call
awaited

in

To

scene&quot;

this

;

&quot;

* Proud, i. 208.
Chalmers, 647, 8. 650, Ac. The
293, &c.
of York, who supported Penn s pretensions, finding it
impossible otherwise to prevail over the title of Lord Balti
more, solicited from the King a new charter of the Delaware
territory to himself, in order to reconvey it with more effect
to his friend; and this was on the point of being done, when
the Duke s accession to the throne enabled him to gratify
Penn by a proceeding no less arbitrary in its import, but more

Duke
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them children or brothers only for often parents were
apt to whip their children too severely, and brothers
sometimes would differ neither would he compare
;

:

between him and them to a chain, for the
might sometimes rust it, or a tree might fall and
but he should consider them as the same
break it
flesh and blood with the Christians, and the same as if
one man s body were to be divided into two parts.
He concluded by presenting the parchment to the sa
chems, and requesting, that, for the information of their
the friendship

rain

;

would carefully preserve it for three
The Indians cordially acceded to these
generations.
propositions, and solemnly pledged themselves to live
in love with William Penn and his children as long as
the sun and moon should endure.
Thus ended a treaty of which Voltaire has remarked,
posterity, they

with sarcastic exhultation, that it was the only one be
tween the Christians and the Indians that was not rati
In one
fied by an oath, and that never was broken.
respect, indeed, the forbearance of Penn on this occa
sion to introduce Christianity in any other way than as
a namo, into his harangue, may have contributed to the
cordiality with which his propositions were received.
He seduously forbore every allusion to distinctive pe-

addressing men
whom he considered as benighted heathens,* he de
their
scended to adopt
religious nomenclature, and
more than insinuated, that the Great Spirit of the In
dians, and the True God of the chnstians, were not
But a much more respectadifferent, but the same.
ale peculiarity of quakerism than abstinence from oaths,
formed the most remarkable feature in this treaty with
the Indians, and mainly contributed to ensure its durabi
Nothing could be more magnanimous than the
lity.
explicit declaration of a race of civilised men, sur
rounded by a nation of warlike barbarians, that they
cularities or offensive truths

:

and

in

renounced all the advantage of superior military skill,
and even disclaimed the employment of every weapon
of violence for the defence of their lives, or the vindi
cation of their wrongs
trusting the protection of their
persons and possessions against human ferocity and
cupidity, to the dominion of God over the hearts of his
;

and his willingness to signalize this
dominion in behalf of all such as would exclusively
it.
on
The
rely
singular exemplification of Christian
character in this respect, which the Pennsylvanian
rational creatures,

the denomination they gave to the quakers), as persons
whom it was impossible for them to include within the
The friendship that was
pale of legitimate hostility.
created by Penn s treaty between the province and the
Indians, refreshed by successive acts of courtesy and

humanity, endured for more than seventy years, and
was never interrupted while the quakers retained the

Un
nf the government of Pennsylvania.
doubtedly, the feature of quaker manners which proved
most efficient in guarding them against Indian ferocity,
was their rigid abstinence not only from the use, but
even from the possession, of offensive weapons, arising
from their conviction of the sufficiency of divine aio!,
and their respect to the scriptural threat, that all who
take the sword shall perish by it.
It was a totally dif
ferent feature of Christian character that was exhibited
by the puritan colonists of New England in their inter
course with the Indians.
They felt less indulgence for
the frailty of the savages than concern for their spiritual
blindness, and abhorrence of their idolatrous supersti
tion
they displayed less meekness of wisdom than the
quakers, but more of active zeal and missionary ardor.
command

:

The

puritans were most concerned to promote the reli
the quakers to gain their
gious interests of the Indians
good will. The puritans converted a number of their
heathen neighbors
the quakers conciliated them all.
It was unfortunate for the colonists of New England,
that, asserting the lawfulness of defensive war, they
were surrounded by numerous bold and warlike tribes,
stimulated to acts of aggression, at first by their own
ferocity and jealousy, and latterly by the intrigues of the
French.
It was a happy contingency for the planters
of Pennsylvania, that the Indian tribes around them
wcie inconsiderable in number, and either belonged to
the confederacy or were subjected to the influence of
the Five Nations, who were themselves in alliance with
the sister colony of New York.
Nothing can be more exaggerated or inapplicable
than the encomiums which numerous writers have be
stowed on this celebrated transaction between Penn
and the Indians. They have, with unhappy partiality,
selected as the chief, and frequently the sole object of
commendation, the supposed originality of the design
of buying the lands from the savages, instead of appro
which last they re
priating them by fraud or force,
present as the only methods of acquisition that had been
employed by the predecessors of Penn in the coloniza
;

;

quakers continued uniformly to exhibit, was attended
This is at once to reproach
tion of North America.*
with an exemption no less singular, from those conten
tions and calamities which Indian neighborhood entailed every one of the other Christian founders of North Ame
to com
on every other description of European colonists. The rican society with injustice and usurpation
intentional injury of a quaker by an Indian is an event pliment the Indians with the gratuitous supposition that
was re
colonists
of
the
unknown in Pennsylvanian, and very rare in American only bare justice on the part
The probity of dealing, and courtesy of de quisite to the preservation of peace between the two
listory.
meanor, by which the quakers endeavored to maintain races and to ascribe to Penn a merit which assuredly
this good understanding, were powerfully aided by the did not belong to him, and which he himself has ex
The example of that equitable
distinctions of dress and manners by which they were pressly disclaimed.
consideration of the rights of the native owners of the
visibly disconnected with other men, and thus ex
soil, which has been supposed to have originated with
empted, as a peculiar or separate tribe, from responsi
in the quarrels of their him, was first exhibited by the planters of New Eng
bility for the actions, or concern
countrymen. The inhabitants of many of the other land, whose deeds of conveyance from the Indians
and was suc
colonies were no less distinguished than the quakers were earlier by half a century than his
for the justice and good faith that characterised their cessively repeated by the planters of Maryland, Caro
lina, New York, and New Jersey, before the province
transactions with the Indians ; and the catholic inhabi
Penn was introduced
tants of Maryland are said, in addition, to have graced of Pennsylvania had a name.
to an acquaintance with American colonization, by
with the most conciliating de
these estimable
;

;

;

qualities

meanor. Yet none were able wholly to exempt them succeeding to the management of New Jersey, in
selves from Indian attack, or to refrain from retaliatory which Berkeley and Carteret had already established
The people of Maryland were sometimes in this equitable practice and his own conformity to it
hostility.
volved in the indiscriminate rage with which certain of in Pennsyhania had been expressly recommended by
the Indian tribes pursued the hostilities they had com
Bishop Compton (whose interference in the compo
menced against the colonists of Virginia. But what sition of the charter we have already witnessed) and
ever animosity the Indians might conceive against the was publicly ascribed by himself to the counsels of that
European neighbors of the Pennsylvanians, or even prelate. t
;

against Pennsylvanian colonists who did not belong to
the quaker society, they never failed to discriminate the
followers of Penn, or children of Onas,* (which was

were always considered as having a right to dwell and to
hunt wit Inn the lands which they had sold.&quot; Travels in New
England, &c. i. 312.
*In one of his letters to his friends in England, he says of the
These poor people are under a dark night in things
Indians
equitable in its appearance.
The following adven
t This tree was long regarded with universal respect. relating to religion.&quot; Proud, i. 266.
communicated
was
war
of
General
who
com
ture
by Penn himself to Oldmixon. He
independence,
Simcoe,
During tne
manded a British force stationed at Kensington, when his was visiting an Indian sachem, and had retired for the night,
when a young woman, the sachem s daughter, approaching
soldiers were cutting down all the trees around them fortirowood, placed a sentinel under this elm to guard it from injury his bed lay down beside him. Penn was much shocked but,
a singular tribute from a man who was engaged in violat
unwilling to offend by rejecting an intended compliment, he
lay still without taking any notice of her, till she thought pro
ing the very principk-s of equity and peace of which the ob
per to return to her own couch. Vol.1 p. 308, 2d edition. A
ject of his consideration was respected as a memorial.
to
has
nowhere been recorded. New England patriarch in such circumstances, would proba
t What this price amounted
Ponn, writing in the following year to some friends in Eng- bly have excited the enmity of the whole Indian tribe by his
llnd, represents it as dear; and adds, &quot;He will deserve the expressions of disgust and reprobation.
name of wise that outwits them (the Indians) in any treaty
t Onas, in the Indian tongue, signifies a pen. It came to
be the Indian appellation of the governors of Pennsylvania,
about a thing they understand.&quot; Proud, ir 258.
214.
as corlear was of the governors of New York. Proud,
$ The same liberality was shown by the colonists of New
John Wesley, in the close of his life, was forcibly impressed
England, where, as we leam from Dr. Dwight, &quot;the Indians
&quot;

:

;

i

i

with the influence of the peculiar dress of the quakers, as at
once a segratmg principle, and a bond of sectarian union and
to
regretted that he had not prescribed a distinctive apparel
the methodists. Wesley s Journal.
* The Abbe
that
in
Penn,
purchasing a
Raynal declares,
;

in addition to his charter from
is entitled to the glory of having given
the king of England,
an example of moderation and justice in America, never
so much as thought of before by the Europeans.&quot; Noble, in
He occupied his domains
his Continuation of Granger, says,
by actual bargain and sale with the Indians. This fact does
has
thus
Penn
taught us to respect the
him infinite honor.
lives and properties of the most unenlightened nations.&quot; It
would be eas-y to multiply similar quotations. Even Mr.
Clarkson, who acknowledges that Lord Baltimore at least
refrain from com
preceded Penn in this act of justice, cannot
above th
plimenting Penn for soaring, in this instance,
customs
of
his t.me.&quot; The most modest and
and
prejudices
I
have
s
which
seen, is thai
moderate account of Penn treaty
which claims Mr. Dillwyn (See note 25 for its author).
Committee
at
the
of
Penn
to
the
Lords
from
+ In a letter
Trade and Plantations in England (in 1683), he declares, that
s counsel by buyinf
I have followed the Bishop of London
and not taking away the natives land.&quot; Proud, i. 274. Th

conveyance from the Indians,
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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sensed by the governor and council.
The only alteration in the distribution of power that was effected
by
this new charter was, that the governor, with his treble
more
control
in
a
council
vote, necessarily possessed
of eighteen, than by the original frame he could have
in
;i
council
of
members.
Th
enjoyed
seventy-two

1683.] The continual arrival of vessels, transport
the British
all
parts of
ing settlers to the colony from
dominions, afforded ample occasion to Penn for the ex
his
ercise of the agreeable labor of surveying
territories,

and appropriating

to the purchasers their

respective
of these allotments, consist

allotments of land.
One
a
ing of a thousand acres, was

the proprietary
gift from
to his friend George Fox, and formed the only estate
which that venerable quaker patriarch was ever pos
The greater number of the emigrants still
sessed of.*
continued to he quakers, with the addition of some
other dissenters, withdrawing from the severities of
vices and
persecution, and the contagion of European
their behavior in the colony corresponding with the
;

noble motives that had conducted them to it, [28] the
domains of Penn exhibited a happy and animated scene
of active industry, devotional exercise, and thankful en
joyment of civil and religious liberty. It appeared,
however, that some worthless persons had already in
truded themselves among the more respectable settlers

;&quot;

of his proprietary functions to the
provincial council, of
which he appointed Thomas Lloyd, a quaker, to be
president, and his own kinsman, Markham, to be secre
and committed the execution of the laws to
tary
Nicholas Moore and four other planters whom he con
stituted the provincial judges.
On the eve of his de;

accepted by the representatives of the people, who
closed their second assembly with expressions of undiand having already embarked, he addressed,
ninished attachment to the proprietary.
This assembly had been held at the infant city of JArtnre,
Joyd and others of his more intimate associates a
3
hiladelphia.
Shortly after his arrival in the province, valedictory letter, which he desired them to communi
enn had selected a commodious situation, between the cate to all his friends in Pennsylvania and Delaware.
ivers Schuylkill and Delaware, for the erection of the &quot;Dear friends,&quot; he declared to them,
my love and
and having regulated the my life is to you, and with you and no water can
metropolis of Pennsylvania
model of the future city by a map,* he bestowed on it quench it, nor distance wear it out, or bring it to an
name expressive of that brotherly love which he hoped end. I have been with you, cared over you, and
vould ever characterise its inhabitants.
To many of served you with unfeigned love and you are beloved
he streets he gave names descriptive of the varieties of of me, arid dear to me beyond utterance.
I bless you
the name and power of the I,ord
brest trees that had been cut down to make room for
and may God
bless
with
his
lie structures of civilized life
and
and which still continue
you
righteousness, peace,
plenty, all
.0 commemorate the
The the land over. Oh that you would eye him in all,
sylvan origin of the place.
all
and
above
the
works
of
hands.
of
the
a
of
was
favorite
your
all,
through
&amp;gt;rogress
buildings
Philadelphia
After admonishing those to whom he had committed
object of his care, and advanced with such rapidity,
the rule, to consider it as a sacred function and hea
hat, in less than a year from the time when it was be
gun, a hundred substantial houses overlooked the caves venly trust, he thus apostrophizes his favurite city
And thou, Philadelphia, the virgin settlement of thii
hat had sheltered their owners but a few months bcbre
and, in the course of the following year, [1684] province, named before thou wert born, what love, what
the population of the city amounted to two thousand care, what service, and what travail, lias there been to
ive hundred persons.
bring thec forth, and preserve thee from such as would
Oh that thou mayest be kept
The remainder of the time occupied by the proprie abuse and de-file thee
thai, faithful
ty s first visit to his colony was spent in conducting from the evil that would overwhelm tht
in extending his to the God of thy mercies in the life of righteousness,
controversy with Lord Baltimore
treaties with the Indi-m tribes, to whom his presents thou mayest be preserved to the end.
My soul prays
to God for thee, that thou mayest stand in the day of
&quot;rom time
to time amounted in value to several thou
sand pounds in acting as a minister among the quaker trial, that thy children may be blessed of the Lord, and
My love to thee ha.s
colonists, and arranging the frame of their sectarian thy people saved by his power.
been great, and the remembrance of thre affects mine
usagns and discipline; and in impelling and directing
heart
and
mine
The
God
of eternal strength
the progress of his favorite city of Philadelphia.
He
eyes
*
saw his religious society and principles established in a keep and preserve thee to his glory arid thy peace.
:and where they were likely to take a vigorous root,
So, dear friends, he thus concludes,
my love acjain,
and expand with unbounded freedom and institutions salutes you all, wishing that grace, mercy, and peace,
with all temporal blessings, may abound richly among
rising around him that promised to illustrate
So Kays, so piays, your friend and lover in the
with a lasting and honorable renov
In fine, he be- you
;

;

!

cause, underwent at first much greater and more fre
quent fluctuations than the history of any of the other
colonial settlements evinces.
William Penn having
demanded of the members of council and assembly,
*
Whether they desired to preserve his first charter, or
to obtain a new onel&quot; they unanimously adopted the
latter part of the alternative.
With the assistance of a
committee of these two bodies, a new frame or charter
the proprie

s

;

;

!

1

1

&quot;

session of the assembly.
It
a charter emanating
from the proprietary, that the provincial council should
consist of eighteen persons, three from each county,
and the assembly of thirty-six by whom, in conjunction
first

was accordingly now provided, by

;

laws were to be made, and public
still no laws could be
proposed
in the assembly but such as had been prepared and preall

But

perhaps,
Bishop of London.
* Fox
disposed of this estate by his will. But hcnever wai
in Pennsylvania.
t This seems to refute the allegation of Dr. Franklin, in hi!
*
Historical Review of the Constitution of Pennsylvania,
&quot;that Penn prevailed with his first colonists to submit to hi;
quit rents, by holding out the delusive hope, that they woul&amp;lt;
supersede aft &quot;public impositions for the support of govern
Franklin having engaged on the side of the Pennsyl
ment.&quot;
vanian assembly in their disputes with the descendants o
Penn, endeavored to increase the discredit of his adversarie
by the harshest censure of their illustrious ancestor. Yet
that Franklin really esteemed Penn, is apparent from rnan
passages in Jus writings; and that he even regarded him witi
no common admiration maybe inferred from a curious lette
of his (relative to a supposed portrait of Penn), preserved i
.

*

;

!

:

:ield

the people

who acknowledged

his

and prosperous, and seemed himself

William

truth,

supremacy happy

Penn.&quot;

At

the period of the proprietary s departure from the
province. Philadelphia already contained three hundred

enjoy his trans
The only sources of uneasiness
atlantic, retirement t
that had yet arisen from his colonial labors, were, his
dispute with Lord Baltimore, and the failure of all his
efforts to guard the Indians from that destructive vice
which the vicinity of Europeans has always contributed
to diffuse among them.
law had been passed against
but
supplying these savages with spirituous liquors
the practice had been introduced by the colonists ol
Delaware, long before Perm s arrival, and his attempts
to

houses, and the population of Pennsylvania amounted
Of the increase
altogether to six thousand souls.
which the inhabitants of the Delaware territory had
undergone, no memorial has been preserved.

A

CHAPTER

;

to

have been to legalize (according to Penn s ideas) the
alteration that had been effected hy the &quot;act of settle

The Euro
suppress it proved utterly ineffectual.
peans acknowledged the cruelty and injustice of this
traffic, and the Indians confessed their experience oi
its baneful effects
but neither could be persuaded to
It was attended with the additional
refrain from it.
evil of confirming the Indians in their roving habits of
;

as the peltry they acquired in hunting was the
;
only commodity they were able to exchange with the
colonists for rum and brandy.
The more valuable
possessions and advantages by which the colonists were
distinguished, were either lightly esteemed by the In
dians, or reckoned unworthy of the laborious habits
that were requisite to procure them.
In answer to the
advice of the Europeans, that they should betake them
selves to a life of regular industry, one of the Indians
begged to hear some satisfactory reason why he should
labor hard all his days to make his children idle all
life

Renewal of the Disputes be
tween Delaware and Pennsylvania Fourth and J,a&t I rame
of Government Perm returns to England Union of Penn
sylvania and Delaware dissolved Complaints of the As
sembly against Perm Misconduct of Governor Evans IIo
Penn s Remonstrance to his Peo
is superseded by Gookin
State o| Pennsylvania and Delaware at the Close cf
ple
relative to N*;gro Slavery

the Seventeenth Century.

BIDDING adieu

to the peaceful scenes of Pennsylvatransferred his exertions to the very
dissimilar theatre of the court of England.
Here the
interest which he possessed was soon increased to such

nian

theirs.

_&amp;gt;.**

In the

&quot;

Connection of the History of the Old and New
hy Dean Prideatix, (here is a plan or model of
_.

.

.

th
he cily of ancient Babylon.
Much according to this model,&quot;
.ays thfi dean, &quot;hath William Penn the quaker laid out the
ground for his city of Philadelphia, in Pennsylvania ; and were
it all built according; to that design, it would De the fairest

|

in all

America, and not

much

:

world.&quot;

t In a letter to a friend in England, he says,
Oh how
is the quiet of these parts, free from the anxious and
troublesome solicitations, hurries, and perplexities, of woeful
Europe and God will thin her; the day hastens upon her.&quot;
Proud, i. 209.
:

Penn

* Tiie unfortunate
consequences that attended Penn s withat this period from the quiet of America, to plunge
again into the solicitations of woeful Europe, have rendered
the cause of this step a subject of some importance. O.*l-

mixon, who derived his information from Penn himself, s
that he was determined, much against his will, to retur.i, by
of the quakers and other dissen ers
tidings of the persecution
**
He knew Ke had an interest in tho
in England; and that
court of England, and was willing to employ it for the sa ety,
ease, and wel are of his Irieuds,&quot; i. 171- But Proud, whu is
en points of early Penns) tvanian 1nsby far the best authority
li
the dispute between him and the Loid,
lory* declares Uiut
I&amp;gt;H

j

behind any other
&quot;

sweet

life,

drawmenl

&quot;

and best city
in the whole

s

ol&quot;

&quot;

Testament,&quot;

II.

Favor at the Court of James the Second Dissensions
among the Colonists their Disagreement with Penn about
lie appoints Five Commissioners of State
his Quit Rents
Rumour of an Indian Massacre Penn dissatis tied with
his Commissioners
appoints Blackwelt Deputy Governor
Arbitrary Conduct of Blackwell Displeasure of the Assem
Dissension
bel
ween
the People of Delaware and Penn
bly
sylvania Delaware obtains a .separate Executive Govern
ment George Keith s Schism in Pennsylvania Penn de
prived of his Authority t-y King William Fletcher appointed
Governor Penn s Authority restored Third Frame
Go
vernment Quaker Accession to War Penn s Second Visit
to his Colony Sentiment* and Conduct of the Quakers

Penn

to

1

Lord Kalmes.

the penal laws against non-conformists.*
In prepara
tion for this measure, he entrusted the administration

:

acted in this session was an alteration in the constitu
tion of the state, which, unquestionably, from whatever

s Life of

in all

&quot;

goods imported and exported was Toted to the proprieetary.t who acknowledged the kindness of the assem
bly, but wisely and generously remitted the proposed
burden on the province and the traders who resorted to
it.
But the most important business that was trans

Woodhouselee

to fish

*

called to invigorate exertion by an extensive diffusion
An impost upon
of interest and property in the soil.

...........

and

!

feudal principles, to bestow the fief undiminished
upon him who was first able to defend it, this policy
was manifestly unsuitable to colonists who had a wil
derness to cultivate, and were the more especially

affairs transacted.

l.inds,

;

to

with the governor,

in uriiiiclo.j t:d

of

;

;

passed in the

hunt

*
that they may be accommodated with such
waters,
food and sustenance as God in his providence hath
afforded
and aliens were encouraged by a
rcely
case of their dying without having
&amp;gt;rovision, that, in
)cen previously naturalized, their lands should neverheless descend to (heir heirs.
This charter was thank-

number

;

More wisdom was displayed
very properly rejected.
in an ordinance which abrogated the common law with
regard to the descent of lands, and enacted, that, in the
succession of children to a father dying intestate, the
eldest son should have no farther preference than a
However consonant it might have been
double share.

ment&quot;

liberty to

as for the relief of a

quaker brethren who were suffering in the parent
state from an increased strictness in the execution of

his

&quot;

;

seems

all

possessed at the English court, and which he
in aid of his controversy with

:

Shortly before this judicial proceeding, the second
session of the assembly of Pennsylvania and Delaware
In this assembly, some new laws were
had been held.
at
passed, and certain singularities in legislation were
It was proposed that all young men should
tempted.
be compelled by law to marry before a certain age and
that no inhabitant of the province should be permitted
to have more than two suits of clothes, one for summer,
and the other for winter but these propositions were

chief purpose of this proceeding

grant, to

hf:

i

vania!] justice.

The

of freedom were, however, promoted by a
the inhabitants of the province, of unlimited

interests

which

was desirous to employ
Lord Baltimore, as well

U&amp;gt;

;

tary.

1

ully

and three men, who were now brought to trial and con
victed of coining adulterated money, gave occasion to
the first practical display of the mildness of Pennsyl

was accordingly prepared and executed by

i

In the midst of a scene of felicity as uqmixcd,
perhaps, as any community of human beings has ever exPenn
resolved
hibitcd,
upon returning to England, in
order to enforce, by personal solicitation, the interest

:

*

NORTH AMERICA:
advancement of his own patron and
the Duke of York, to the throne,
of
hope
employing it to his own advantage,
general promotion of religious liberty, he
abandoned all thoughts of returning to America, and
continued to reside in the neishhorhood, and even to
employ himself in the service, of the court, as long a?
James the Second was permitted to wear the crown
a degree, by
father s

liis

ihc

&quot;

friend,

j

that, in the
and to the

J

j

|

first fruit

of his

enhanced influence

&amp;gt;

court

at

|

was

the adjudication that terminated his controversy
with Lord Baltimore, and secured to him the most valu
Fruits of a
able portion of the Delaware territory.*
liberal description were evinced in his successful
efforts to procure a suspension of the legal severities to

that they thought fit
to humble that corrupt and aspiThe corrcsring minister of state, Nicholas Moore.&quot;
&quot;

i

i

pondence between the proprietary and this body, as
well as the council, gradually assumed an increasingly

which the members of his own religious society were
obnoxious, and for the discontinuance of which he had
the satisfaction of presenting an address of thanks to
the king from all the quakers in England. t

To other causes of displeadisagreeable complexion.
sure, were added reports of the increased consumption
of spirituous liquors among the colonists
the intemperanee in this respect which they propagated among tinIndians thus recoiling upon themselves and complaints
of various abuses and extortions committed by the
officers whum he had entrusted to conduct the sales of
land.
But nothing seems to have mortified him
more sensibly than the difficulty he experienced in obtaimng payment of his quit rents, arid the universal re
luctance that was shown to comply with, or even pay
any attention to, his applications for remittances on
that account.
The people in general had rather sub
mitted to than approved the imposition of quit rents
and, though prospering in their circumstances, and conscious of the expenses that the proprietary had incurred

i

This&quot;
year was signaled by an attempt, that originated with the annual meeting of the quaker society

|

&quot;at

I

Penn deter

nent which he conceived had been inflicted on an able
and honorable man, he hesitated not to
appoint Nicholas
Moore to be one of the persons by whom this important
function was to be exercised^ To
Lloyd, the former
president of the council, and three other quakers, in
with
Moore, he accordingly granted a war
conjunction
rant or deputation
investing them with their office
under the title of commissioners of stale. He com
manded them, at the very first assembly that should be
holden after their instalment in office, to
in

;

more

applications,

to

solved to confine the executive power to five persons,
and, in order to mark his sense of the injurious treat-

;

|

preceding

withdraw from that body the management of
is interests and the
possession of the executive power,
which he had committed to its keeping on his departare
f
rom the province. Expecting more activity from
&quot;ewer, and more integrity from different
hands, he re

In vain he wrote to the authors of these proceedings,*
entreating them to restrain their tempers, and forbear
from the indulgence of animosities so discreditable to
the colony
to value themselves a little less, and to
honor other men a little more than they appeared to
him to have done. The assembly answered by professions of the highest reverence foi himself, accompanied
by entreaties (unfortunately ineffectual) that he would
return to live among his people
but declared withal

I

:

The

mined

;

,

a policy that, in the sequel, proved equally prejudicial
England and his interests in Ame-

effectual as his

Moore not a trace has been preserved but it is manifesl that Penn considered them frivolous or unfouuded.

,

to his reputation in
rica.
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This remonstrance, which was more especially adIresscd to the provincial council, having proved as in

answering the questions of the assembly, was not only
committed to custody, hut voted a puhlio enemy to
the province and territories.&quot;
Of the charges against

abrogate,

the proprietary s

name, every act that had been passed
He charged them to be particularly
careful to repress every tendency to disorder,
dispute,
or collision of powers between the several
organs of
for
this
to
government, and,
purpose,
permit no parley
ing or open conference between the council and the
but
to
confine
the
one
to
the
exercise of its
assembly,
privilege of proposing laws, and the other to a simple
He admonished them
expression of assent or dissent.
in his

absence.

Burlington, in New Jersey, to communicate the knowThese savages
ledge of Christian truth to the Indians.
readily acceded to the conferences that were proposed
to them, and listened with their usual gravity and decorum to the first body of missionaries who, in professing
to obey the d.vme command to teath and baptise all na
tions, ever ventured to teach that baptism was not an
to act with vigor in
ordinance of Christian appointment.
Of the particular
suppressing vices without respect
of persons or persuasions,
communications between these quaker teachers and the
adding, &quot;Let not foolish
but the result,
Indians, no account has been preferred
pity rob justice of its due, and the people of proper ex
I know what malice and
as reported by a quaker historian, was, that the Indians
amples.
prejudice say ; but
in general acknowledged at the time lhat what they
I know how to allow for new
they move me not.
heard was very wise, weighty, and true, and never for their advantage, they were only now beginning to colonies, though others do not.&quot;
He advised them, be
afterwards thought farther about it.
The first success reap the first fruits of the far greater expenses incurred fore ever letting their spirits into any affair,&quot; to lift up
themselves in purchasing their lands from him, and their thoughts to Him who is not far from
ful attempts to
evangelize the Indian inhabitants of by
every one of
New Jersey, Delaware, and Pennsylvania, were not in transporting themselves and their families, servants, us, and to beseech from that only source of intelligence
and
substance
to
the province.
Much labor and ex- and virtue, the communication of a good understanding
made till towards the middle of the following century,
when this work was undertaken by the celebrated Da- pense was yet wanting to render more than a small por- and a temperate spirit. He recommended to them a
ion of their lands productive of
vid Brainerd, of New Knglind, and by a body of Mora
advantage to them: diligent attention to the proprietary s interest, and a
nd to be now called on to pay quit rents for the whole, watchful care to the
vian brethren who h.id emigrated from Germany.
preservation of their own dignity.
Meanwhile, the emigrations from England to Penn- and for this purpose to surrender the first earnings oi
I beseech you,&quot; he said,
draw not several ways ;
their own hazard, hardship, and toil, to be
svlvania continued to proceed with undimiinshed vigor
expended by have no cabals apart, nor reserves from one another ;
heir proprietary in a distant
the stimulus that had been previously afforded by the
treat with a mutual
country, was a proceeding
simplicity, an entire confidence, in
ill calculated to obtain their favorable
one another and if at any time you mistake, or mis
regard, ant
r.gors of ecclesiastical law, being amply supplied by the very
which
the
of
the
that
ren- apprehend, or dissent from one another, let not that
dislike and suspicion with which the king s civil policy
very generosity
proprietary,
was regarded, by the accounts which had been circu- dered it the more unavoidable on his part, had by m appear to the peopl
show your virtues but conceal
people
Penn had, doubtless, your infirmitiess thi
this will make yo
lated of the prosperity enjoyed by the colonists of this means prepared them to expect.
you awful and reverent
that the council to whom he had
his
with
the
and
the
belief
that
s
interest
Penn
hoped
delegated
Love, forgive, help, and serve one
by
people.&quot;
province,
general
with the king would protect its liberties from the gena- proprietary functions, would have spared him the Immi- another,&quot; he continued
and let the people learn by
ral wreck in which his tyranny had involved the other liating necessity of descending to a personal altercation your example, as well as by your
power, the happy life
colonial constitutions.
In the course of this year, with liu people on this subject.
But, so far were the of concord.&quot;*
council
from
about a thousand emigrants appear to have resorted to
demonstrating any such regard for his
1687.] This appointment proved more conducive
But this increase in the popula delicacy or his interest, that they would give him no than might have been expected to the peace of the
Pennsylvania alone.
pro
assistance
whatever
in
the
of
his
his
was
tion of
territories
now the only source of satis
prosecution
unpopular vince, which appears for some time to have sustained
no other interruption than what arose from the rumor
faction that they were to afford to the proprietary, and demand, and even forbore to take any notice of the re
monstrances which he addressed to them on the neglect of an Indian massacre. In the midst of the consterna
the remainder of his connexion with them was over
Astonished and indignant to find him
clouded by disappointment, and embittered by mutual of their duly.
tion which his report excited, Caleb
Pusey, a quaker,
self treated in a manner which he deemed so
It was but a few months after his
volunteered to go to the spot where the Indians were
ungrate
dispute.
departure
from the province, that a spirit of discord began to ful and unjust, Penn felt himself constrained at length said to have assembled in preparation for their
bloody
manifest itself among the planters.
Moore, the chief to reproach his people in a letter, [1686J which forms design, provided the council would appoint five other
a melancholy contrast to the beautiful valediction with
justice, and Robinson, the clerk of the provincial court,
deputies to accompany him, and who would agree, like
neither of whom belonged to the quaker persuasion, which he had taken his leave of them, scarcely two him, to
present themselves unarmed to the Indiana.
He complained that the provincial coun On the arrival of this magnanimous
had rendered themselves disagreeable to the leading years hefore.
deputation at the
cil had neglected and slighted his communications
of
this
in
the
The
first
was
which
had been indicated to them, they found only
persons
society
colony.
spot
that the labor which he had religiously consecrated to an Indian
the
of
crimes
and
misde
with
a
small
retinue
impeached by
assembly
high
prince
engaged in their
meanors, and for refusing to answer the charge was his people s good was neither valued nor understood by usual occupations.
The prince, on being apprised of
suspended from his functions by the council while a them and that their proceedings in other respects had the cause of their visit, informed the deputies that the
vcrv disnrouortioned censure was oassed on the other, been so unwarrantable as to have put it in his nower Indians hal indeed been disappointed to find that the
who, for what was deemed contemptuous behavior in more than once to annul the charter he had bestowed price of a recent occupation of land had not yet been
on them, if he had been disposed to take advantage of
but that, having perfect confidence
fully paid to them
Baltimore
altimore before-mentioned was what mainly
mainl
occas cried
ri
*t
ir
P
sconduct.
He
declared that he was suffering in the
erm s return to England,&quot; i. 288. In a letter written shortly thelr
integrity of the English, they were by no meant
ter his arrival io England. Peon says, that
lie had seen mucii embarrassment by the failure of the remittances
he
declared
that the story of the projected
impatient
the king and the Duke of York. Tney and their nobles had he had
expected from America, and that this was one massacre was a wicked fabrication, and that some In
been very kinJ lo lain, and he hoped the Lord would make
f ,i
r^
j
TI8 detention in
His quit dian women who had contributed to
England.
way for him in their hearts lo serve his suffering people, as f 1C cauics of
give it currency
also his own interests as it related to his American concerns.&quot; rents, he said, amounted then, at the very least, to five deserved lobe burned alive.
One of the deputies hav
Clarkson, i. 420.
hundred pounds a year but he could not obtain paying reminded the prince that the Indians and the Eng
mem f a P
f
God i. my witness&quot; lish were the creatures of the same God, and
heprue
equally
u
T
&quot;&quot;V-o* le not
* am above six thousand
Delaware and Maryland, which continued to distract the inlm- savs e
pounds the objects of his impartial love, which he showed by
bitants on the borders of these provinces, till it was finally out of
more
than
ever
I
saw
the
pocket
by
province
y *&quot;*
d
* Proud, i. 295
&quot; f
ay
&quot;&quot;*
In a letter to these com
P3
300, 303307.
nLm 765irv^v&quot;Re^tti.
f.?
V&quot;
They that live
Nothing was more common for a long tiine in the American n e arl
leaving of my family and friends to serve missioners, some time after, he tells them,
will
live
near
to
far
from
themselves; and, from the
provinces than disputes arising from uncertain boundaries. them.&quot;
According to this statement, it would appear sense God, have of his nearness
and majesty, have a low
they
that
had
sld a
of la d
v
opinion of themselves; and out of that low and humble frame
was decided by a solenm pugilistic combat between four ;P rovmcc and devoted twenty thousand pounds (the of spirit it is that true charity grows. Oh that the people of
;
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my

speech wiiu which he accompanied the pre
sentation of the quaker address, u an illustrious example in
hi* own person; for while he was a subject he
pave Crcsar
his tribute, and now he is Cssar he gives God his
due,
narae.y, the sovereignty over consciences.&quot;

*
For the love of God, rr.e, and the pour countrv,&quot; he says
one of these letters,
be not so governmentish, so noisy,
and open in your dissatisfactions. Some folks love hunting
m government itself.&quot; Proud, i. 237.
&quot;

:

in

&quot;

province felt this gracious quality abounding in them My
work would then be done, and their praise and my joy un
speakably abound. Wherefore, in the name and fear of God,
let all old sores be forgotten as well as forgiven.&quot;
Ihid. 333.
This letter is dated from a mansion which politics and litera
ture have since contributed to distinguish, Holland House,
which Penn had made his residence en account of its vicinity
to Keimiugton, where King James held his court
!
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This miserable manoeuvre
sendiug dew from heaven alike on their lands,
had no other effect than to provoke the assembly to
urged that the two races ought therefore to love one
What you have said is declare that the secession of these members was a
another, the prince replied,
and as God has given you corn, I would advise treacherous desertion of the public service. They
true
at the same time, a series of resolutions, im
you to get it in, for we intend you no harm.&quot; This passed,
That the proprietary s absence, as it may
amicable assurance, repeated by the deputies to their porting,
BO it was extremely to the
friends, delivered the province from an apprehension be to his disappointment,
that had excited general dismay.
peoples prejudice that as to the project of abrogating
But Penn was far from deriving the satisfaction which all the laws, he had no right so to do, because every
he had expected from his commissioners of state and law was in force that had not been declared void by
the king
that, even with the consent of the freemen,
his letters continued to repeat, though in a milder man
ner than before, his complaints of the detention of his the proprietary could make no laws to bind the pro
and the vince, except in the way prescribed by the charter ;
quit rents, the neglect of his communications,
an&amp;lt;

selves from its sittings.

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

;

;

believe I may say,&quot; was
disregard of his services^
I am one of
on one of these occasions,
the unhappiest proprietaries with one of the best peo
From the numerous apologies contained in
ple.&quot;*
these letters for his continued residence in England,
and his protestations that he found attendance at court
as burdensome and disagreeable as a state of slavery in
Turkey could be, it would seem that the people of
Pennsylvania regarded his absence from them with
much dissatisfaction. At length, Lloyd and some of
&quot;I

&quot;

his expression

the other quaker commissioners desiring that he would
to him
discharge them from their functions, it appeared
that some farther change was necessary in the form of
his provincial administration

;

and, having determined

commit his powers and his interests to the more ac
tive management of a single individual, who should be
to

invested with the rank of deputy governor, he selected
for this purpose Captain John Blackweli, one of Crom
well s officers, who had married the daughter of General
Lambert, and was residing at this time in New Eng
The consequences of this appointment were,
land.
in truth, the reverse in all respects of those which had
resulted from the preceding one ; but, unfortunately,
they were much more disagreeable and pernicious.

Blackweli appears to have been very highly esteemed
by Penn, and he probably exerted himself much more
than his predecessors in the executive authority had
done to vindicate the patrimonial interest of the pro
prietary ; but he provoked the general indignation and
disgust of the people by his arbitrary and illegal pro
Rule the meek meekly,&quot; was the instruc
ceedings.
and those that will not be
tion of Penn to him
&quot;

&quot;

;

But meekness was no
of Blackweli and violence and
part of the disposition
ruled, rule with

authority.&quot;

;

intrigue were the chief engines of his policy. t

commenced

He

administration by endeavoring, not
without effect, to sow discord among the freemen, and
the
timid
to overawe
by a display of power. But he
had mistaken the real character of the people over
whom he presided ; and was taught, by the issue of
an obstinate struggle, that the profession of quaker
meekness and submission is not inconsistent with the
exhibition of unbending firmness and determined re
solution.
Finding that White, the individual who
had given most displeasure to Penn, by urging the
impeachment of Moore, had been chosen a delegate to
the assembly, he resolved to debar him from attend
ance there ; and for this purpose caused him to be
thrown into prison on the most frivolous pretences.
A writ of habeas corpus was procured in behalf of
White but the execution of it was long impeded by
Other practices, no less
the devices of Blackweli.
his

;

arbitrary

and

illegal,

men whom he

were employed by him

for dis

disliked or suspected, from per
forming the duties of members of the provincial coun
To give the assembly time to cool, after the com
cil.
mission of these outrages, he deferred the convocation
of it as long as possible, and at length opened its ses
sion [1689] with a haughty and insolent harangue.
His predecessors in authority had not considered it
expedient to comply with the proprietary s desire of
abrogating all the laws that had been made in his ab
but this measure was now announced by the
sence
deputy governor, with an insolence that would have
discredited a more acceptable communication.
The
first proceeding of the assembly was a remonstrance
against his arbitrary proceedings ; and all that his
utmost influence could effect on some of the members
of this body, was to prevail with them to absent them

abling

;

* &quot;It is none of the emlearingcst considerations,&quot; he adds
in the same letter,
that I have not had the present of a skin,
or a pound of tobacco, since I came over.&quot; Proud, i. 334.
&quot;

f Penn appears to have been deceived into this appointment
by a repute of which Blackweli proved to have been totally undeeerving. He apologized to the people of Pennsylvania for
the unhappy consequences that resulted from it, by statin:, that
he had acted for the best, anil had not selected Blackwell till
he had found it impossible to prevail with any quaker to accept
the office of deputy governor yet, he added withal,
must
say, I fear his peevishness to some friends (qnakers) has not
rueu out of the dust without occasion/ Proud, i. 34u.
;

&quot;I

and that as it was desirable, so it was also to be
hoped, that no laws of any other make would be im
posed upon the people.&quot; After a vain struggle with
an opposition thus vigorously supported, Blackweli
was compelled to abandon his office, and depart from
the province, leaving the executive authority once
more in the hands of the provincial council, of which

was resumed by Thomas Lloyd.
ferment which had been excited during Black-

the presidency

The

well s administration, whatever evil influence it may
have exercised on the tempers of some of the colonists,
was not permitted to retard in the slightest degree the
rapid pace with which the general prosperity was ad
On the contrary, a more vigorous spring
vancing.
seemed to have been imparted to the industry and
general progress and improvement of the community,
as if the energy that was excited by t.he provocation
en to the public spirit of the people, had dilfused
its influence
through every occupation and department
f life.
It was in this year that the first institution
for the education of youth wa
established in Penn
This was called
The Friends Public
sylvania.
School of Philadelphia
at the head of which was
placed George Keith, a celebrated quaker writer and
&quot;

The increasing greatness of Pennsylvania had gra
dually excited the jealousy of the people of Dataware,
who beheld with impatience their more ancient settle
ment dwindling into comparative insignificance, and
verging into a mere fraction of a younger but more
The members deputed to the
thriving community.
from Delaware
provincial council at Philadelphia
complained that they were deprived of a just share in
the appointment of public officers, and at
length en
deavored by intrigue to counterbalance the preponde
rance of their associates.
Privately assembling, with
out the usual formality of an official summons, in the
council-room, they proceeded to exercise the executive
functions vested in the whole body, and issued war
rants for displacing a number of public officers, and
This proceeding
appointing others to fill their places.
was almost instantantly declared illegal and void
a
council
more
convoked
but the waters
by
regularly
of strife had now been let out, and could no
longer be
Penn, alarmed at the account of these dis
stayed.
;

sensions, endeavored to mediate between the par*
ties, and desired them to make choice of any one
of the three forms of executive administration which

He was willing,
they had already respectively tried.
to invest the executive power either in the
or
in
five
or
in a
council,
commissioners,
deputy go
and their choice would be determined by the
vernor
recollection of which of these they had found the most
impartial in the distribution of public offices. [1691]
The Pennsylvanians at once declared themselves
in favor of a deputy governor, and, anticipating the
proprietary s approbation of their wishes, desired
Lloyd to perform the duties of this office. The Dela
he said,
i

ware

counsellors, on the contrary, protested against
and declared their own preference of a

this choice,

board of commissioners.
They refused to submit to
the government of Lloyd, and, withdrawing from the
which was subsequently incorporated and enlarged by council, they returned to Delaware, where their coun
charters from the proprietary.
trymen were easily prevailed on to approve and sup
In vain Lloyd endeavored, by
It had been happy for Penn, if he had sooner dis
port their secession.
covered how detrimental to all his interests this long the most liberal and generous offers to the Delaware
absence from the colony, and residence at the English colonists, to prevail with them to submit to an admi
The revolution that nistration which he had reluctantly assumed in obe
court, must inevitably prove.
iad occurred in the close of the preceding year, had dience to the urgent and unanimous desire of the
and,
they rejected all his offers
abruptly destroyed that precarious favor of a tyrant, Pennsylvanians
for the sake of which he had risked his popularity in countenanced by Colonel Markham, the kinsman of
England and his influence in Pennsylvania, and which the proprietary, declared that they were determined to
lad infatuated his understanding to such a degree, have an executive government separate from that of
hat he even continued to correspond with the fugitive Pennsylvania.
Stung with vexation and disappoint
monarch after his expulsiou from the throne. That he ment at this result, Penn was at first inclined to impute
blame
of
it to Lloyd;
but soon ascertaining how
was engaged in any of the plots, that were carrying on the
at this period for the restoration of James, there is truly perfectly disinterested and well meaning the conduct
no reason to believe but as he voluntarily lingered in of this worthy man had been, he transferred his oenEngland for some time after the revolution had been sure to the Delaware counsellors, and bilterlv re
accomplished, and never transmitted any instruction proached them with selfish ambition and ingratitude.
for proclaiming William and Mary in Pennsylvania, it Hoping, however, by gratifying them in their present
to prevent the rupture from
is not improbable that he looked with some
extending any
expecta desire,
tion to the success of these attempts.*
To return farther, he granted separate commissions for the ex
to America was soon after put out of his power, by the ecutive government of Pennsylvania and Delaware to
the functions of the legislature
consequences of the general suspicion which his con Lloyd and Markham
duct had excited in England.
He was compelled to still remaining united in a council and assembly com
mon to the two settlements. By the friendly co-ope
;ive bail for his appearance before the privy council
^1690] and though he more than once succeeded in ration of Lloyd and Markham, this singular machinery
was conducted with much greater har
ustifying himself from the charges adduced against of government
lim, yet, rinding that farther accusations continued to mony and success than the peculiarities of its struc
)e preferred, and that a warrant had at length been ture, and the causes from which they had arisen,
ssued for committing him to prison, he thought pro would have prepared us to expect.*
The following year [1692] was signalised in a man
per to sequester himself from public view, and to live
or some time in a state of concealment.
His name ner still more discreditable to the province, and disa
was occasionally inserted in the proclamations for the greeable to the proprietary, by a violent dissension
This has been
apprehension of suspected persons, that were issued, among the quakers of Pennsylvania.
rom time to time by the English ministers
who represented, by the party that proved weakest in the
were, however, too deeply engaged in more pressing struggle, as a purely ecclesiastical quarrel, in which
and important affairs, to have leisure as yet to attend their adversaries, worsted in spiritual, had resorted to
and by the stronger, as a political
carnal weapons
.o
the concerns of his Pennsylvanian
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

sovereignty.

During this retirement, his repose was invaded very
disagreeably by tidings of factious disputes and dis
sensions among his people, and particularly by the
rupture that took place between Pennsylvania and Deaware, and separated from each other two communi
ties, for the conjunction of which he had labored with a
zeal that outstripped his usual equity and moderation.
* In a
letter, written by him to his friends in Pennsylvania
n January, 1639, he says,
Great revolutions have been of
ate in this land of your nativity, and where they may period
he Lord knows.&quot; He adda, that &quot;to improve my interest
Jameg for tender consciences&quot; hud been the main
ith Kin
cause of his detention so long in England. Proud, i. 341. From
a letter of Leisler, who at this period acquired so much cele
rity at New York (ante, B. v. cap. ii), to Bishop Burnet, it
&quot;

;

effervescence which the power of the magistrate was
The disturbance
rightfully employed to compose.

originated with George Keith, a man eminently dis
tinguished by the vigor and subtlety of his apprehen
sion, by an insatiable appetite for controversy, a co
To his re
pious eloquence, and a vehement temper.
ligious associates, the quakers, he was recommended

by his numerous writings in defence of their tenets,
and more particularly endeared as the champion of
their quarrel with the churches, ministers and magis* Proud, i. 346
6i.
Clarkson, II. 61. Penn seems to have
expressed no disapprobation whatever of the conduct of MarkProud
indeed
he had the
whom
of
reports {I. .236) that
ham,
s confidence and esteem till his death
whenca
proprietary
it maybe inferred that the real purpose of Markham,
perhaps
in placing himself at (he head of [be factious counsellors of De
lawnns was to retain over them an influence favorable U) the
authority of the proprietary.
&quot;

;&quot;

NORTH AMERICA.
New

by a numc
rous body of the quakcrs, was long regarded with
to
which
it is difficult to
nam
other
feeling
give any
than that of a vindictive dislike. [2 J] He had travellei
in that country as a quaker preacher
and, adding
the smart of personal controversy with the peopl
to a resentment of the well-remembered wrongs which
thcv had wreaked on his religious fraternity, he hat
accumulated against them a hoard of animosity, which
all the prolixity of his publications seemed to be in
With an animated vitupera
capable of exhausting.
tion. which was (bought very savoury by the quakers
trates of

England

a country which,

;

:

was directed against their adversaries,
he had condemned the government of New Englani
for the severities inflicted by it heretofore upon en
thusiasts. with whose extravagance, as well as whose
sufferings, it appeared that he himself was too much
inclined to sympathise.
Even those quakers, who
were possessed of that moderate spirit which was
as long as

it

gradually leavening the whole of their society, and
utterly opposed t,o the wild exrravagance by which
their brethren in New England had provoked their

was

were

by publications which artfuil
turned the shame of quakerism into its glory, and
added the honors of martyrdom to the other evidences
of their claim to a revival of primitive Christianity.
His eminent repute with his fellow sectaries had re
commended him iirst to the appointment of surveyorgeneral of East Jersey, and more recently to the mas
tership of the quaker seminary of education esta
blished at Philadelphia.
From real conviction, from
an inveterate habit of controversy, or from ambitious
desire to gain a still higher eminence among the qua
kers than he had already attained, he began at length
to utter censures upon various particulars in the con
duct and usage of his fellow sectaries in Pennsyl
vania.
He complained that there was a great deal
too much slackness in the system of quaker discipline,
and that very loose and erroneous doctrine was taught
fate,

by

many

flattered

of the quaker preachers.

He

insisted that,

as the infliction and even the violent resistance of
vil was inconsistent with Christian meekness and
brotherly love, no quaker ought to be concerned in
&quot;the
compelling part of government,&quot; and much less
ought any such to retain negroes in a state of slavery. t
His censures had in some respects a substantial reality,
and in others at least a reasonable show, of just appli
cation, that rendered them only the more irritating to
the minds of those whom he rebuked yvjthout being able
to convince.
Supported by a respectable company of
adherents, and particularly in some of his views by the
German emigrants, who from the first had protested
against negro slavery as utterly inconsistent with qua
ker Christianity, Keith appears to have encountered the
opposition which his new doctrines received from the
majority of the quakers, with as much vehemence as
he had displayed in his previous contests with their
common enemies.
regular trial of strength ensued
between the two parties in the quaker society and the
adversaries of Keith, finding themselves supported
by
a majority, published a declaration or
testimony of de
nial against him.
In this curious production they ex
the tedious exercise and
pressed their deep regret of
vexatious perplexity&quot; which their late friend,

A

;

&quot;

Keith, had brought upon them.
and lamentation do
they declared,

&quot;

&quot;

this

mighty

man

fallen

How

is his

George

With

mourning&quot;

How

we

say,
shield cast

is

away
How shall it be told in Gath
Will not the daugh
IffO
tens of the uncircumeised
triumph
They proceeded
lo accuse him of
such un
uttering against themselves
!

!

!

1&quot;

&quot;

savoury words and abusive language, as a person of
common civility would loath;&quot; and in particular with
and upon
having assured tliein on various occasions.
small provocations, if any, that they were fools,
ignorant
heathens, silly souls, rotton ranters, and Muggletonians,
&quot;

*

On
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with other names of that infamous strain, thereby to
our grief, foaming out his own shame/
They accused
him of asserting that quakerism was too often a cloak
of heresy and hypocrisy
and that more diabolical doc

death-blow

to the influence of that party, which had hi
therto espoused his sentiments
and which hencefor
ward, either gradually coalescing with a more powerful
or
majority,
peaceahlv submitting to a sentence of ex
pulsion, contributed alike to the ascendancy of princi
ples which originally it had hoped and intended to sub
vert.
When Keith finally declared himself the antago
nist of quakerism, be encountered the most active
op
but till then, the treat
position from William Penn
ment which he had experienced in Pennsylvania, had
been a source of the utmost regret and disapprobation

:

trine

current

passed
among
quakers than among
As
any other description of Protestant professors.
the climax of his contumacy, they alleged, that when
they had
tenderly dealt&quot; with him for his abusive lanjuage and disorderly behavior, he had insultingly an
that, he
swered,
trampled their judgment under his
feet as dirt
and that he had since set up a separate
whose
meeting,
proceedings had rendered the religious
scorn to the
reputation of the bulk of the quakers
and
the
profane,
song of the drunkard.&quot;
Keith who had by this time collected around him a
numerous concourse of adherents, whom he styled
&quot;Christian quakers,&quot; while he bestowed on all the rest
of the quaker community the opprobious title of
apos
tates,&quot; did not fail to answer this declaration by an ad
dress which contained a defence of himself and his prin
ciples, and an illustration of the various acts of apostacy

;

tlin

&quot;

&quot;

;

;*&quot;

&quot;a

&quot;

committed bv

his adversaries.
This publication pre
sented so ludicrous a contrast between the sectarian
and the magisterial conduct of these persons,
&amp;gt;rinciplcs
hat it fairlv transported them beyond the bounds of
quaker patience, and convinced them that what had

mem

hitherto regarded as a
ecclesiastical dispute,
now to be resented as a political quarrel. They
that
a
tender meekness should un
declared,
though
&amp;gt;een

ought

doubtedly characterize their notice of offences comtnited against them in their capacity of quakers, yet a
magisterial sternness was no less incumbent upon them,
n the visitation of offences that tended to
lesson the
awful authority of the magistracy in the view of the
laser sort of the people.&quot;
Keith, the author of the
.ddress, and Bradford, the printer of it, were both (after
m examination which the other magistrates refused to
hare with their quaker brethren) committed to prison
Bradford s printing press was seized, and both Keith
&quot;

;

nd he were denounced, by proclamation, as seditious
enemies of the royal authority in Penn&amp;gt;ersons, and
Bradford, who relied on the protection of
ylvania.
Snglish constitutional law, compelled his prosecutors
o bring him to trial for the offences
they had laid to
is
but though he was acquitted by the verdict
charge
f a jury, he had incurred such
and
pecuniary
ound himself the object of so much active dislike, that
;

loss&amp;gt;

was compelled

remove his printing establishment
roin Pennsylvania.
Keith was brought to trial shortly
fter, along with Francis Budd, another quaker, for
aving, in a little work which was their joint producion, falsely defamed a quaker magistrate, whom they
ad described as too high and imperious in worldly
ourts.
They were found guilty, and sentenced to pay
e

to

fine of five pounds. t
Retiring soon after to Engand, Keith published an account of the whole pro-

eedings against him, in a pamphlet which he entitled
New England spirit of persecution transmitted to
ennsylvania, and the pretended quaker found perseSo extensive was his iiifluuting the true quaker.&quot;
nce, both in England and America, that for some time
was doubted whether he and his friends, or the party
pposed to them, would succeed in eclipsing the others,
nd securing to themselves the exclusive possession of
ic quaker name.
But the career of Keith, as a qua

was suddenly abridged, and his influence in the
society completely overthrown, by a consequence which
it is
probable that neither he nor his opponents antici
In
pated from the commencement of their disputes.
the course of his labors in that wide field of contro
versy, which the attacks of his various adversaries in
ker,

Pennsylvania and New England spread before him,
Keith succeeded (to his own satisfaction at least) in re
futing all the peculiar tenets, thai had ever been com
mon to himself and the quakers and scorning to con
ceal the desertion of his original opinions, he hesitated
;

a retrospect of his character, however, after they them
selves had become his adversaries, the quakers discovered
thai, even before his schism with them, and even in his treat
* These very words, long before addressed
by William Penn
ment of the people of New England, he had &quot;had loo much to an
English magistrate, who was committing him to Newgate
life in argument,&quot; had
exhibited an unbecoming vanity on
(Clarkson, i. 100) for refusing to take an oath, had been hitherto
victory thereby obtained hv him over his opponents,&quot; and alto- current and respected
among- the quakers, as importing no
ether conducted himself
in a very extravagant manner.&quot; more than a
magnanimous contempt, or decent disdain. How
?iroud, i. 364.
ever deficient in meekness and courtesy, they were certainly
f It is less remarkable that this latter feature of his doctrine
much loss so than a great deal of Uie
language that,, about this
should have been unnoticed by Proud, than that it should have
period, was exchanged between many of the quaker writers
scaped the observation of Clarkson, who. in his life of Penn, and their adversaries. One
Bugg, a quaker, having about this
of
Keith
with
unmixed
peaks
contempt: and in his history of the lime deserted the society and quarrelled with his friends, main
Abolition of the Slitve Trade refers to a period four
years later, tained a literary warfare with them that tended much more to
as the era of the first effort of the American
quakers to miti
promote the mirth than the edification of mankind- I have
gate the evil of negro slavery. Gabriel Thomas, a quaker, sen an address to
Bugg, from hia ancient associates, in which
contemporary with Keith, the friend of Penn, and the earliest they greeted him with numerous abusive allusions to the uusahistorian of Pennsylvania, expressly ascribes to Keith the
ouriness of his name.
par
ticular doctrine to which 1 allude ; and Dr.
Franklin, in one of
t Penn, writing to a friend in America, declares that the re
his letters, mention? thai he h d seen the
protestation against port of this trial had excited much disgust in England, and in
neero slavery, that was i-su*d at tin s period by Keiih aud his duced
many to exclaim against the fitness of uuakera to admi
&quot;

followers.

not to declare himself a convert from the
quaker so
This secession was a
ciety, to the church of England.

nister

municipal authority.

Proud,

i.

370.

to the proprietary.*

1693.] The government that had been formed in
England by the revolution, having now completed the
arrangements that were necessary for its establishment
and security at home, had leisure to extend its cares to
the colonial communities at the
extremity of the empire.
In the histories of the other American settlements, we
have seen instances of the eagerness which
King Wil
liam and his ministers evinced to appropriate to the
crown the appointment of the provincial governors.

The

situation of the proprietary of Pennsylvania,
toge
ther with various circumstances in the recent history of
this province, presented a favorable
opportunity of re

peating the same policy, and, indeed, furnished a much
more decent pretext for it than had been deemed suf

warrant an

invasion of the rights of the pro
Penn was generally suspected
prietary of Maryland.
by the English people of adherence to the interests of

ficient to

its ancient patron James the Second
and in conse
quence of a charge of this nature (though supported only
by falsehood and perjuryt) he had absconded from ju
dicial inquiry, and was living in concealment.
In
Pennsylvania the laws had been administered in the
;

name

of the banished king, long after tlie government
of William and Mary had been recognised in the other
colonies
and the dissensions which Keith s schism
had excited were magnified into the appearance of dis
orders inconsistent with the honor of the British crown.
Fortified with such pretexts for the royal interposition,
King William issued a commission, depriving Penn of
;

authority in America, and investing the government
of his territories in Colone4 Fletcher, who had also
been appointed the governor of New York. Penn, who
regarded this proceeding as a tyrannical usurpation of
his rights, adopted the strange defensive
precaution of
writing to Fletcher, beseeching him, on the score of
private friendship, to refuse compliance with the king s
commission
but an effort of this irregular description
could not possibly avail him, and (he government was
quietly surrendered to Fletcher, who appointed, first
Lloyd, and afterwards Markham, to act as his deputy.
In the commission to Fletcher, no manner of regard
had been expressed to the charter of Pennsylvania ,
and the main object of his policy was to obtain a recog
nition of the dependence of the province an the crown.
This involved him in a series of disputes with the as
all

;

that
sembly, who passed an unanimous resolution,
the laws of this province, which were in force and prac
tice before the arrival of this present governor, are still
in force
but afterwards judged it expedient to acqui
esce in the arrogation, that the liberty of conscience
&quot;

;&quot;

which they owed to the wisdom and virtue of William
Penn and themselves, was bestowed on them by the
Farther than this, the
grace and favor of the king.
governor found it impossible to bend them to his wishes.
One object to which he strenuously labored to obtain
their concurrence, [1G94] was a general contribution
in aid of the defence of the frontiers of New York
against the arms of the French.
Finding it necessary
to. reinforce,
by argument, the authority of a royal letter
which he produced for this purpose, he reminded them
that the military operations carried on at this frontier

contributed to the defence of the other colonies as well
as

New

province

York, and that
with the

was unjust

it

to

burden this
which

sole charge of proceedings

* G. Thomas Hist, of
Pennsylvania, 5-2, 1. Proud, i. 345.
376. Clarkson s Hist, of the Abolition of the Slave Trade,
361.
Thomas Hist, of Priming in Ameiica, ii. 10. 2-1. Freud s
i. 136.

account of these proceeding s bears evident marks of partiality.
!t is amusing to observe his grudge against Keith and Bradford
having dated a paper, which they published, from the pri
son to which th&y had been committed.
George Keith, after his embracement of the doctrines of lha
Church of England, was sent back again as a missionary to
\incrica, by the English Society for the Propagation of the
arid in his labors to convert the Indians, la said to
ispel
ve been much more successful than any of the votaries of
&quot;or

;

lis

luruier teiu-ts.

Oldmixon,

i.

146,

The

author of the charge from which Penn withdrew him
the notorious Fuller, who waa afterwards condemned
o the pillory, for the detected falsehood of the charges which
t

self,
if

was

had preferred agaiast other

distinguished persona.
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were indispensihle

to

He was

the

general safety.
awaro, he said, that the qn;iki:r principles which pre
vailed among them forbade not only the carrying of
arms, hut the levying of money even for the support of
defensive war
but he hoped they would not refuse to
feed the hungry and clothe the naked, which were cer
tainly Christian virtues, and which the hunger and na
kedness of the Indian allies of New York now presented
them with a favorable opportunity of exercising. This
;

ingenious casuistry, which the quakers might well Jiave
regarded rather as an affront to their understandings
than a concession to their principles, proved on the pre
to the no small dis
sent occasion, quite unavailing
pleasure of William Penn, who, on being reinstated in

Pennsylvania, meanwhile, continued to increase its
population with such rapidity, that, about this period,
[1695] ihc nmnher of inhabitants (exclusive of negro
A consislavey), was estimated at twenty thousand.
derahle change was observed soon after the English
Revolution in the character of the emigrants, who,

though generally respectable persons, yet showed very
plainly, in many parts of thuir conduct, and especially
in thoir reluctance to embrace the measures that were
for mitigating the evils of

of manners peculiar to the constitutions of the quakers,
served to purify their body by confining its attractions
to sober-minded men
and enforced the example of indesired that a sum of money for this purpose should dustrv
by increasing its efficacy in conducting to a
forthwith be levied and remitted to New York.
)lentiful estate.
But the temporal advantages thus
In addition to the other disappointments and misfor
closely associated with quaker manners had latterly
tunes that had recently befallen the proprietary of ended to produce a practical relaxation of the strictness
and spirituality of qmker principle!, and to adulterate
Pennsylvania, he had now to lament a sensible diminu
tion of the esteem he had enjoyed with the members of the motives from which the profession of these princihis religious society in England.
They reproached )les was embraced. The attractions of Pennsylvania
him with having meddled more with politics, and the as a sanctuary of liberty of conscience had been comthe
of
concerns
English government, than became a jarativcly diminished to the English dissenters by the
member of their Christian body and would not admit Devolution; but its attractions, in other respects, con
the benevolent motives of his conduct, or tho benetit tinued unabated, and, by the widely-diffused influence
which they themselves had personally reaped from it, and correspondence of Penn, were circulated through
as a sufficient apology for the scandal it hud created, all parts of the British empire.
Already many persons
In the midst of who in England bad found it diflicult to gain a liveli
and the evil example it had afforded.*
so many adverse circumstances, involving the desertion
hood, had in Pennsylvania amassed estates, to the
of ancient friends, and the disappointment of almost value, some, of many thousands, more of many hunof
satisfaction
which
had
Ireds of pounds.
he
The accounts that were published in
temporal
pro
every object
posed to himself, his retirement was penetrated by the England of the wages of labor in the province attracted
;hithcr a considerable number of persons in the hum
grateful kindness of that illustrious man, whom once,
blest walks of life, who had the expenses of their trans
in circumstances resembling his own present situation,
ho had endeavored to befriend. John Locke, who was portation defrayed by the wealthier individuals, to whom
now in the enjoyment of considerable favor at the Eng ibr a series of years, they engaged themselves as ser
vants.
But the improvement in the condition of these
lish court, convinced of Penn s innocence, and mindful
of ihe friendly intercession which Penn had made in people was so rapid, that a want of laborers, and the
when
he
was
an
exile
in
his behalf with King James,
exorbitancy of the wages that were necessary to retain
men in that condition, were continual subjects of
Holland, offered to employ his interest to procure him a
These circumstances, concurring with the
pardon from King William. But the dignity of Perm s complaint.
virtue was rather elevated than depressed by adversity
example of the neighboring colonies, had originally intro
and emulating the magnanimity by which his own simi
duced, and now continued to prolong, the subsistence of
and this vile institution,
lar kindness had been formerly rejected by Locke, he negro slavery in tho province
declared, that, as he had done nothing blameworthy, he by degrading servitude, and rendering it a condition
would not consent to stain his reputation bv accepting still more undesirable to free men, promoted the causes
The retirement thus virtuously preserved, from which itself had arisen. It required more virtue
a pardon. t
contributed no less to the refinement of his character than even the quakers were yet capable of exerting to
and was signalised defend themselves from the contagion of this evil, and
than to the extension of his fame
by the publication of a series of literary performances to induce them to divide the produce of their lands with
replete with learning, genius, and mild benevolence. their laborers, in such proportions as might have enabled
In a short time, the clouds that had gathered around them to employ only free labor in their cultivation.
his fortunes began to disperse ; the quakerS became
During the interval that elapsed between the resto
completely reconciled, and as much attached as ever ration of Penn to his proprietary authority, and bis
and the good offices of Lord Soincrs, Locke, second visit to bis people, [1696] some change was in
to him
and other friends, concurring with the justice of his troduced into the form of the provincial constitution.
cause, and the detection of impostures committed by Markham had repeatedly pressed the assembly to au
thorise the levy of a sum of money, to be remitted to
one of his accusers, succeeded in undeceiving the Eng
the governor of New York, for the support of the war
lish court, and obviated every pretence for continuing
to exclude him from the enjoyment of the privileges con
or, as it was decently declared, for the relief of the
and Penn, in his letters from England,
ferred on him by the charier of Pennsylvania.
royal poor Indians
issued
for reinstating him in had reinforced this application by declaring, that the
warrant was accordingly
in
the
of
functions
exercise
which
he
the
his proprietary
;
proprietary government would again
preservation of
This
preceded forthwith to invest his kinsman, Markham, be endangered by their refusal to comply with it.
with the office of deputy-governor, of his whole territo
appeared to the assembly a favorable opportunity of
thus again re-uniting the executive administra
ries
obtaining a change which they had long desired to
tion of Pennsylvania and Delaware. J
effect, in the distribution of the legislative functions
* Lower, a quaker, the friend of Peun, and in good repute between themselves and the governor and council
with the rest of the society, undertook to mediate a reconcilia
and showing plainly that, without this equivalent, they
tion between them, and for this purpose drew up the following
were determined not to wave their scruples to a con
apology, which was to be subscribed and distributed by Penn
*
tribution for hostile purposes, they compelled Markham
If any things, during these late revolutions, I have concerned
words
either
or
or
(in
writings
by
lovo, pity,
myself,
good-will to consent to the passing of a new act of settlement,
to any in distress), farther than consisted with truth s honor or
which formed the third frame or charter of the Pennthe church s peace, I am sorry for it; and the government
constitution.
By this new compact, it was
having passed it by, I desire that it may be by you also.&quot; sylvanian
Clarkson, i. 93. Whether this apolngy was presented or not, provided, that from each county there should be chosen
a
but
reconciliation
took
is unknown;
place shortly after be
only two persons to represent the people in council,
tween Penn and the quakers.
and four as their representatives in assembly
the
t This was not the only point of similarity in tho histories of
these distinguished persons. Both had been the dupes of very council being thus reduced in number from eighteen to
bad men (Shaftesbury and James tho Second), and both suf
twelve, and the assembly from thirty-six to twenty-four.
Both were exfered unjustly for their connexion with them,
It was farther stipulated, that the assembly
should
peilcd from the university of Oxford.
i.
400404.
Clnrkson, 277. 97. Mr. Clarkson s regulate its own adjournments, and should bo no longer
J Proud,
statements that this warrant was expressed in a m inner parti
confined to a simple assent or negation to legislative
cularly creditable to William Penn, is erroneous. The abstract
with the governor and council,
he has given of its import is equally so, and shows him to have propositions originating
been misled by some defective copy of the instrument, which but should share with them the privilege of preparing
in reality commenced in this manner
Whereas upon infor and proposing laws. On receiving ibis boon, the as
mation, that, by reason of great miscarriages in the govern
an order for raising the sum of three
ment of our province of Pennsylvania, in America, and the ob- sembly passed
eence of the proprietor, the same was fallen into disorder and hundred pounds, to be remitted to the governor of New
ate.
The
reason
for
of the distressed Indians on the
him
relief
confusion,
assigned
restoring
is,
York, for the
that he
haspiven us good assurance that he will take care oi frontiers of his
Governor Fletcher wrote
province.*
the government of our said province mid territories, and pro
It was almost at the same time that Archdale, the quaker
Tide for the safety and security thereof.&quot;
his

;

;

;

;

&quot;ree

;

;

:

;

;

A

;

;

:

;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

j

j

ing and clothing of the Indians, and desiring a fresh
The assem
supply for the same benevolent purpose.
bly, in reply to this proposition, desired that their
thanks mi^-ht be conveyed to Fletcher for
his regard
and candor to them in applying their former remit
tance to the vise they had intended
adding, that
although, for the present, they must decline to impose
farther burdens on the province,
they would always be
ready to observe the king s farther commands,
accord
to
their
and
abilities
ing
Thuc
religious persuasions
early did the quakers experience the difficulty of recon
ciling their religious principles with thn administration
of political power.
It was but a few
ypurs after, when,
in answer to a
requisition from William Penn, in the
s
king name, fora sum expressly intended for the erection of forts and batteries at New York, the
Pcnnsylvanian assembly assigned their
poverty, and the partiality
which imposed upon them so many exactions from
which other and older colonies were
exempted, as the
only reasons for deferring to comply with the king s
&quot;

&quot;

ully influenced them in resorting to America than reThe formality of apparel and simplicity
igious zeal.

government, reproached the assembly with their
refusal to coulrihute towards the common defence, and

Markham in the following year, [1697]
declaring
money had been faithfully applied to the feed

that the

;

slavery, that

proposed
negro
views of temporal enrichment had much more power-

;

to
|

commands,

their abilities and
religious per
suasions shall permit.&quot;
This salvo, which was always
inserted on such occasions, for the honor of
quaker con
sistency, never prevented the quakers of
&quot;so

far as

Pennsylvania
from contributing, as the subjects of a
military govern
ment, their full contingent to the sinews of war.
In
voting grants of money which were expressly de
manded, and which they well knew would be employed
to impel the rage of war, and reward the
ferocity of
savages whom they had professed their anxious desire
to convert and civilize, it was
always attempted by the
substitution of

some

other alleged purpose, to shift the

from themselves to their military
superiors, or til
least to draw a decent veil over concessions which
they
could neither withhold nor avow.*
This veil was not
without its use, if it contributed to maintain
among the
Pennsylvania!! quakers that respect for iheir pacific
sin

tenets which they displayed in the
following century,
when the English government,
to

them

into a

endeavoring

more

pusn

active and unequivocal
co-opera
measures, they sacrificed to their
To the
principles the possession of political power.
real dereliction of these
principles, however, \\hich was
suffered to gain admission
among them under the cover
of this veil, may perhaps, in
be ascribed that schism
still

tion with military

part,

which produced the sect or party of Free Quakers, who.
during the war of independence, took arms against
Great Britain, and have since continued to
profess the
lawfulness of defensive war.
1698 99.] The colony continued to
on for
glide

some time

in a course of
tranquil prosperity, int errupted at length by an event which had been now too
long deferred to be capable of producing the beneficial
consequences which at one time were fondly expected
to ensue from it
the return of the
proprietary to hie
American dominions. On this second occasion, ac

companied by his family, and professing his intention to
spend the remainder of his life in Pennsylvania, his
arrival was hailed with general, if not universal satis
of which the only visible abatement was
faction,
created by the first visitation of that dreadful
epidemic
the yellow fever (since so fatally
prevalent) at Phila
Some
men
delphia.!
young
having ventured, in oppo
sition to the commands of the
magistrates, to salute
the proprietary on his arrival with a
discharge of artil
lery, performed this operation so awkwardly, as to
occasion a severe injury to themselves
which the qua
kers seem to have regarded as a providential rebuke of
a tribute so unsuitable to a member of their
fraternity.
The very first transactions that took place between
Penn arid his provincial assembly were but ill calcula;

governor of Carolina, introduced into

this

province a law for

the formation of a militia.
* Dr. Franklin mentions an instance some
years after, of a
requisition addressed to the assembly of Pennsylvania, of a
grant of of 2000 for the purchase of gunpowder to which the
assembly replied, that, consistently with quaker principles,
they could not grant a farthing for such a purpose, but had
2000 for the purchase of grain. Various instances of
voted
accession to war, still more unambiguous, on the part of the
American quakers, are related in Kalm s Travels in North
;

America,

vol.

i.

f Thomas Story, an eminent preacher among the quakeri,
and afterwards recorder of Philadelphia, thus decribes the im
&quot;Great
pression produced by the prevalence of this epidemic
was the majesty and hand of the Lord great was the fear that
I saw no lofty or airy
fell upon all flesh
countenance, nor
heard any vain jesting to move men to laughter nor eitravagant leasiing to excite above measure the lusts of the flesh; but
every face gathered paleness, and many hearts were humbled,
and &quot;countenances fallen and sunk, as such that waited every
moment to be summoned lo the bar.&quot; Proud, vol. i. p, 42a.
How diflerent this from Thucydids description of the iacreed gaiety and profligacy produced by the plagn* at
;

;

;

;

Athena.

*

NORTH AMERICA.
rest,

;

]

j

this reproach, which Penn had communicated in lettnts
to the assembly ; by whom, while laws were rea-ldy
enacted
the
imputed to them, procla

j

j

practices

against
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preventing frauds upon them in their commercial dealings with the white population.
Thus was cherished in the qnaker society a principle
By his acquisition of the Delaware territory, it is
probable that Penn, on coming to the possession of his which about fifty years after obtained the signal triumph
American domains, found the system of negro slavery of procuring emancipation to all the negroes in Ame
already established within them.
During his first visit, rica belonging to quakers and thus, meanwhile, was
it
appears that a few negroes were imported into Penn- [cherished in the general body of the inhabitants of
sylvania, and were purchased by the quakers, as well Pennsylvania a sense of what was due to the claims of
as the other settlers.
While the scarcity of laborers human nature, which obtained for the slaves in this proenforced the temptation to this praciice, the kindness vince a treatment far kinder and more equitable than
ofquaker manners contributed to soften its evil and they enjoyed in any other of the American states.
veil its iniquity
and it was not till the year 1688, Notwithstanding the encouragement afforded by the
that the repugnance of slavery itself, however disguised British government to the importation of negroes into
the contagion of general example, and the influence of habit in blunting the feelings of humanity.

In the his
ted to promote their mutual satisfaction.
settlements (and particularly
tory of some of the other
of Carolina and New York,) we have seen that, the
American seas were at this time infested by pirates,
whose prodigal expenditure of money among their en
the
tertainers, aud whose readiness to assist in evading
obnoxious acts of navigation, recommended thorn too
of many of the North
successfully to the countenance
American colonists. Pennsylvania had not escaped

;

mations had at the same time been issued, declaring in
tiie strongest terms that these imputations were un
founded.
This disagreeable subject was resumed im
and though the
mediately after the arrival of Penn

was first suggested to the all the American settlements, the slaves in Pennsylva
Pennsylvanians by the emigrants who had resorted to nia never formed more than a very insignificant fraction
them from Germany. Whatever taint the practice of the whole population of the province. Slavery sub
the re
of the quakers might have derived from human infir
sisted longer in Delaware
and the slaves in this set
assembly still complained of the injustice of
it was found necessary to expel from it one of
mity, they were still anxious us a body to maintain the tlement, though not numerous, were rather more so
proach,
and accordingly, than in ihe larger province of Pennsylvania.*
theoretical purity of their principles
its members, the son-in-law of Colonel Markham, who
In addition to the other disagreeable impressions of
was suspected of participating, or at least countenanc in compliance with the suggestion of the Germans, a
Still more productive of uneasiness were resolution declaratory of this undeniable truth was which his second visit to America had been productive,
ing piracy.
of
the
William Penn had now the mortification of witnessing
the applications which Penn was compelled by the passed in the same year, by the annual meeting
The effect of this generous a revival of the jealousies between Delaware and Penn
British government to address to his assembly for levy
quakers of Pennsylvania.
of all his efforts to promote
ing monev to be expended on military operations at homage to religious truth and the rights of human na- sylvania, and the inefficjcy
New York and which were answered only by com turc, however, was not carried beyond a practical ex- a cordial union between the inhabitants of these counemption of the slaves of the quakers, from evils not in- tries. As a remedy for their mutual dissatisfaction, he
plaints of the hardship of these exactions, and protesta
tions of the inability of the province to comply with evitably inherent in the system of bondage.
George had prepared a change in the frame of government:
them.
But the most signal and unhappy disagreement Keith, as we have seen, made an attempt, in 1692, to but the adjustment of this compact tended rather to inHe endeavored
that occurred between Penn and the assembly, arose bring the practice of his fellow-sectaries into a closer flame than allay the existing disputes.
Hut his violence and to defer the extremity to which their disputes manifrom the measures which he now suggested for improv accommodation to their theory.
feslly tended, by various acts of conciliation towards
ing the treatment of negro slaves, and correcting irregularity were not calculated to recommend his dic
and the increasing number of the weaker and more jealous party, and particularly by
abuses that had occurred in the intercourse between tates to general esteem
the
diversities
of
character
the
with
the colonists and (he Indians.
slaves, together
convoking at Newcastle, the metropolis of Delaware,
It was impossible lhat the evils of slavery, and the among the colonists (to which I have already adverted), another assembly, which was held in the close of this
But although he succeeded after many efforts
repugnance of such an inhuman institution to the duties rendered the emancipation of the negroes increasingly year.
In the year 1696, the annual meeting of in obtaining from this assembly a subsidy for the sup
of Christianity, which Baxter, Tryon, anil other writers improbable.
and made some progress in ar
had already pressed upon the attention of the protestant the Pennsvlvanian quakers repeated their former de
port of his government,
inhabitants of Christendom, could escape the sense ol claration, adding to it an earnest admonition to the. ranging with them the terms of a new charter or frame
of government, the mutual jealousies between the two
those benevolent sectaries, who professed to exhibit a members of their society, to refrain from all farther im
but no other immediate ef settlements were displayed with such unreserve, that in
to the mildest and most self deny
portations of negro slaves
peculiar conformity
than
an
almost every topic of consideration, the Delaware re
When George Fox, the fect seems to have resulted from this measure,
ing precepts of the gospel.
founder of this sect, paid a visit to Barbadoes in 1671, increased concern for the welfare of the negroes, who presentatives, tu a man, voted exactly the reverse of
in some instances were admitted to attend divine wor
whatever was proposed or approved by the Pennsylva
lie found the
quakers. as well as the other white inhabi
The subsidy amounted to 20001. of which
tants, in possession of slaves.
Respecting their ne ship in the same meeting-houses with their quaker nians.
1573/. was the proportion imposed upon Pennsylvania,
he relates among his other admonitions to the masters.
groes,&quot;
On his second arrival in America, [1700] Penn and the remainder upon Delaware. It was unwise, per
I desired them to endeavor to train
qnaker planters,
them up in the fear of God, as well those that were seems very soon to have perceived, that from the varie haps, of Penn to invite his people to the acceptance of
bought with their money, as those that were born in ties of character among his colonists, and the inevitable a new social compact, at a time when they were so
their families.
I desired also that they would cause
tendency of absolute power to abuse, the negro slavery much heated by mutual jealousy, and when the union
of Pennsylvania too much resembled, in some instances, between the two settlements was evidently so preca
their overseers to deal mildly and gently with their ne
It afforded a pretext not long after for taxing
groes, and not use cruelty towards them, as the manner the features of the same institution in other places. rious.
of some hath been and is
and that after certain years He was mortified with the discovery, at the same time, him wilh converting the public distractions to his own
of numerous frauds and abuses that disgraced the cha
of servitude, they should make them free.*&quot; How con
advantage, and effectuating devices for the enlargement
with the Indians. of his own power, while the minds of his people were
scientiously the quakers complied with this admonition racter of the colonists in their traffic
With the view of providing a remedv for both these too much occupied [1701] with their mutual dissen
i?
apparent, from a law passed by the legislature of
liarbadoes five years after, commanding them to desist evils, he presented to the assembly three bills which he sions to perceive the drift of his propositions.
irom giving instruction to negroes, and in particular had himself prepared the first, for regulating the morals
But Penn had now determined again to leave Ame
from admitting them to their religious assemblages ;t and marriages of the negroes the second, for regulat rica, and return to England and while he naturally
the
of
the
and
the
trials and punishments
and how magnanimously they persisted to do their duty ing
desired to have some frame of government finally esta
negroes
in the face of this unchristian command,
may be infer third, for preventing abuses and frauds upon the Indians. blished before his departure, his recent experience had
The assembly instantly negatived the first and last of doubtless impressed him with the conviction, that an
red from an enactment of the same
legislature in the
these bills
acceding only to lhat which related to the extension of his own authority would render the consti
following year, imposing a penalty on any shipmaster
who should bring a quake/ to the island. The prose trial and the punishment of their slaves. No account is tution more subservient to the welfare of the people,
transmitted of any discussion or debate on the bills aud afford a freer scope to the promotion of views, and
cution of such measures, and the
adoption of a similar
which were rejected
and indeed it is probable that the the exertion of influence, which must always be impar
policy in others of the West India plantations, suc
in this instance, were glad to confine them
to the general advantage.
ceeded in banishing from these settlements an
tially directed
example assembly,
selves to the ancient formula of simply approving or
which might have been attended with the most bene
In the last assembly, which he held before his deparit
is
said
the bills presented to them.
But
ficial consequences to the interests of the
by tuie, he had occasion to exert all his authority and ad
planters and rejecting
liie
and compelled many one of the biographers of Penn, that the feelings of the dress to prevent the representatives of Delaware and
happiness of the negroes
qnaker planters to emigrate to America, where they proprietary received a convulsive shock on the occasion. Pennsylvania from coming to an open rupture, and also
brought with them their modified opinions on the sub- He had indeed been unanimously supported by his to guard his own interests m the sale and lease of vacant
Ct of slavery.
ji
Many of them probably entertained the council, which consisted entirely of quakers, in pro lands, from an attempt of the assembly to exercise a
but he had seen them decisively ne
intention of an entire compliance with the admonition posing the bills
* Proud, vol. i. p. 423. 4 J9
432.
Clarkson s Abolition of the
an assembly, of which a great majority con
of Fox, by setting their
negroes at liberty after certain gatived by
Slave Trade, vol
p 136, 137. Ibid. Life of Penn. vol. ii. p.
sisted of persons of the same religious persuasion.
but this purpose was easily over
Wimei-botham, vol. ii. p. 417. Warden, vol. ii.
years of servitude
aitf, 219. 22a.
cf his ministerial labors ai this time,
powered by the sophistry and temptation of seif-inte- Though disappointed of the more extensive influence, p. 69. Uo. In the coursebrethren in
Maryland, and appears to
which as a political legislator he had hoped to exercise, Penn visited hia quaker
have been received in a friendly manner by his ancient adver
Fox s Journal (3il edit.) 411 An earlier and more un he was yet able, in his ecclesiastical ministry among sary Lord Baltimore, who with* his lady accompanied him to a
compromising resisonce to slavery was made by some of the the quakers, to introduce into their discipline regula
qnaker meeting. Penn regretted, for ihe aal:e of his noble
At St. Luiz, in [he year 1053, tions and
clergy of [lie church of Rome
companions, thai the fervor of the meeting had subsideil before
practices relative to the purposes of the re
Ilie celebraled Jesuit Vieyrit scrupled nolfr.im the
their entrance; and lady Baltimore declared herself disap
pulpit to doclare, in a cougrealimi of slave owners, that no man could jected bills, the spirit of which, at least, was by the ex
pointed of the diversion she had expected. He had a!=o va
h.ild a nogro in slavery, without
of this powerful sect forcibly recommended to rious interviews with the Indians, who listened to him wil
devoting his own soul to eter
ample
nal slavery in hell.
as long ai he confined himself to general allusions to
Southey 3 History ofBrazil. Partll. cap
general imitation.
Monthly meetings were enacted lingly
23.
But when he desired on one occasion to direct their
djecuune, which Mr. Southey has preserved at fill]
religion.
lensth, is, perhapp, the most eloquent and powerful denuncia
among the quakers, for the religious ami moral educa
ds to the search of an internal manifestation of the Retion of the by&amp;lt;iem of slavery [hat ever was uttered or
and regular conferences deen.er o ie human race, his interpreter declared tiiat there
written tion of their negro slaves
bf priest or layman.
were arranged with the Indians, for communicating to were no words in the ind,ian tongye that were capable of conThe preamble of this law seta
t Oldinixon, vol. ii. p. 33.
Whereas many negroes have been suffered to re them whatever instruction they could be prevailed on
forth, that
him&quot;elUiie Indrnns very readily paid a degree of
main at ihe meming of quakers as hearers of their
to accept.
Penn finally obtained leave, or at !ea*t, re spect, which they refused to extend to his religious tenets,
doctrine,
aud taught in their principles, whereby the
safety of this island took it upon himself to make a treaty with the Indians, Many 01 tliembe ieveu him abeii got ahigher order ihan thereat
may be much hazarded,&quot; Sec. We find the legislature of BarIlia
which they acknowledged themselves subjects of the
f
badoes, an hundred and fifty years after, enactine similar laws by
|j ^ot^ehe viiie hmi subvert&quot; to ih^ac cident^o f^naagainst the rnethodist teachers and preachers, and
British crown, and amenable to the provincial laws; ju, e
Farmer s View of the Policy of Gj-ea.t Britain, AC,
declaring
Uiu ihcir dootrlnos were fitted to turn the wofld
and by which certain rugubiUuna \vtre prescribed, for (A. IX 1V64.J p. 60.
upside dqwil,
to the tenets of Christianity,
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A

control over them.
great many laws were passed
of which the most remarkable were, for the establishment of a post-office, for the punishment of the vices of
;

for restraining the practice
scolding and drunkenness
of drinking healths, and for the destruction of wolves.
But the most important proceeding on this occasion
was the enactment of the now charter or frame of go
vernment, which Penn finally tendered to the assembly,
and prevailed with six parts in seven of that body to
By this
accept, and even thankfully acknowledge.
charter, it was provided (in conformity with the frame
that
of 1696)
an assembly should be annually chosen
by the freemen, to consist of four persons out of each
county, or of a greater number, if the governor and as
sembly should so agree that this assembly should
choose its own officers, and be the sole judges of the
that it
qualifications and elections of the members
should prepare bills, impeach criminals, and redress
grievances and possess all the other powers and privi
leges of an assembly, according to the rights of the
freeborn subjects of England, and the customs observed
The go
in any of the king s plantations in America.
vernor was empowered to summon, prorogue, and dis
to dis
solve the assembly
to nominate his council
charge singly the whole executive functions of govern
ment, and to share the legislative, by affirming or re
;

;

;

;

;

;

jecting the bills of the assembly.*

It

was declared

that

liberty of conscience should be inviolably preserved ;
that Christians of every denomination should be quali

c c j v ed of a
project of the English ministers to abolish
all the
in North America, and
proprietary jurisdictions
the
of his own
in
to

necessity
appearance
England
op
pose a proceeding so derogatory to his interest but as
he found on his arrival in this country, that the measure
had been abandoned, and yet never again returned to
America, it seems very unlikely that this was the sole
or even the chief reason for his conduct.
The disagree
ments that had taken place between himself and his
colonists, had rendered their intercourse far less satis
factory than he could have desired, and induced him to
supply the inadequacy of his own personal influence by
a large addition to his political
power; and from the
numerous demands of the British government for con
tributions, in aid of military purposes, it was manifest
that this power must be
frequently exerted for the at
tainment of objects which, as a professor of quakerism,
he could pursue with more decency and more vigor by
the intervention of a deputy, than by his own personal

ters granted at the first settling of the province had
been defeated
that he had violated his original com
;

:

I

pact by the recent stretch of his authority so far beyond
the limits within which he had engaged to confine it ;
and that he had received large sums of money during
his last visit to the
province, in return for benefits
which he had promised to procure, but had never yet
obtained for the people from the English government.
They censured the original annexation of Delaware to

reminding him that his title to the go
vernment of Delaware, not having been founded on a
and
royal grant, was from the first very precarious
Pennsylvania

;

;

lamenting with great grief that the privileges granted
to the
Pennsylvanians by his first charters, had been
exposed to perish with the baseless fabric of the Dela

ware

which he had associated them.
extortions of his officers were at the same
time complained of; and these were attributed to his
refusal, in the year 1701, to affirm a bill that had been
framed by the assembly for the regulation of official
institutions with

Numerous

The disagreeable tidings that pursued him
from America must have increased his aversion to re fees. Probably some of these complaints were founded
turn thither; and the favor he enjoyed with queen in misapprehension, or suggested by factious malignity
Anne on her accession, [1702] perhaps reawakened the and doubtless the discontent, which both on this and
views and hopes that had led him once before to prefer other occasions was expressed towards the proprietary,
agency.

;

the courtly shades of
Kensington, to the wild woods of owed in some degree its origin to the peculiar relation
His attendance at court, however, was which he held with the members of his own religions
Pennsylvania.
soon interrupted by the perplexity and embarrassment society in the province. They had always regarded
of his private affairs
as
(arising from the fraud of his the civil and political institutions of Pennsylvania

subordinate to the establishment and liberal encourage
steward), which compelled him to mortgage his Ame
fill the officers of
government and that no act rican territory and the same cause, concurring with ment of quakerism, and expected a degree of equality
or ordinance should ever be made to alter or diminish increased dissensions between him and the colonists, to result from the legislation of a quaker minister,
the form or eifect of this charter, without the consent induced him subsequently to bargain with the British which they would never have looked for from a law
of the governor for the time being, and six parts in government for a sale of his proprietary functions.* giver of any other persuasion.
His own assurances,
seven of the assembly.
But as it was now plainly fore The completion of the bargain, however, was preven at the beginning, that in acquiring the province, his
seen that the representatives of the province, and those ted by his death, which transmitted the proprietary go
main purpose was to serve the truth and people of
and
of the territories, would not long continue to unite in vernment to his descendants, by whom it was
enjoyed God, (which they understood to signify quakerism
the quakers,) contributed to exaggerate their expecta
legislation, it was provided that they should be allowed till the period of the American revolution.
to separate within three years from the date of the char
Penn had scarcely quitted America when the dis tions in this respect.
ter; and should enjoy the same privileges when sepa
putes between the province and the territories broke
Indignant at these charges against himself, and, pre
rated as when connected.
In the exercise of the new forth with greater bitterness than ever.
The Delaware judiced by this feeling against the accusers of Evans,
thus
invested
in
Penn
to
Penn
continued to maintain this worthless individual in
the
re
himself,
authority
representatives protested against
charter; and,
proceeded
nominate a council of state, to consult with and assist fusing to sit in the same assembly with the Pcnnsylva- the office lie had conferred on him, till his conduct had
nian representatives, chose a separate place of meet
the governor or his deputy, and to exercise his func
gone far to excite the people of Delaware to actual hos
tions in case of his death or absence.
The office of ing for themselves in Philadelphia. After continuing tilities against their Pennsylvanian neighbors, in pro
deputy-governor! he bestowed on Colonel Andrew for some time to indulge their jealous humor, and to secution of an unjust demand for a toll on the naviga
Hamilton, who had formerly been governor of New enjoy whatever satisfaction they could find in separate tion of the Delaware, which Evans had suggested to
them.
legislation, [1703] they were persuaded by the suc
Jersey.
Receiving complaints of this, as well as of other
One of the last acts which he performed before his cessor of Hamilton, Governor Evans (who was much nstances of official malversation, on the part of his dea deliberate
departure, the incorporation, by charter, of the city of more agreeable to them than to the people of Pennsyl
)uty-govcrnor, and having ascertained, by
examination of them, that they were too well
Philadelphia, has been justly charged with great illibe- vania,) to evince a more reasonable temper, and to pro
But founded, Penn hesitiated no longer to supersede Evans,
rality
though, according to the apology that has been pose a reunion with the Pennsylvanian assembly.
suggested for it, the blame must be divided between this body, provoked with the refractoriness which the and appointed in his place Charles Gookm, a gentleman
himself and others.
By this charter, he nominated the Delaware representatives had alreadv displayed, now of ancient Irish family, sometime retired from the army,
refused to listen to their overtures of reconciliation. in which he had served with repute ; and who seemed
first mayor, recorder, aldermen, and common councilmen of the city and among other privileges and fran- The breach thus became irreparable, and in the follow- qualified, by his ge, experience, and the mildness of
chiscs, empowered them to elect their successors in ing year [1704] the separate legislature of Delaware his manners, to give satisfaction to the people over
was permanently established at Newcastle. In addi whom he was sent to preside. Gookm carried out
office, and even to increase their own number at plea
sure.
The
to them,
lands were
the tion to the
of these
with him an affectionate letter from Penn to the as
fied to

:

;

:

1

;

by
city
granted
tidings
prolonged disagreements
mayor and commonalty of the city of Phila- and final rupture between the two settlements, Penn
but
was
the
no
share
in
harassed
had
the
delphia
commonalty
go
by complaints against the government of
vernment or estate of the city the civic functionaries Evans, whose exertions to promote a militia, though
being self-elective, and not accountable to their fellow- they rendered him popular in Delaware, made him
odious in Pennsylvania.
citizens in any respect.
It has been said that this mu
Deriding the pacific scruples
nicipal constitution, which was copied from the charter of the quakers, [1706] Evans falsely proclaimed the ap
of the town of Bristol in England, was accorded by proach of a hostile invasion, and invited all who were
Penn to the desires of certain of his colonists who were willing to join him to take arms against the enemy.
natives of that place and it is admitted that the func
few individuals, and
g these, four quakers,
tionaries whom he himself named, were men of
duped by this stratagem, flew to arms, and prepared to
integ
But the possession of power, dives repel the threatened attack. But the chief effect of the
rity and abilities.
ted of control and responsibility, produced its usual proclamation was to cause
many persons to bury their
effect on this corporate body
and the abuses engen plate and money, and to fly from their homes and the
dered by its administration, were from a very early detection of the falsehood was followed
by an impeach
period a continual theme of discontent and complaint ment of the governor, and of Logan the secretary of
to the inhabitants of the city and the provincial assem
the province, who
though innocent of accession to the
bly.
Having finished these proceedings, and once fraud, made himself suspected, by endeavoring to pall:more renewed a friendly league with the Indians, Penn ate the guilt of it. Penn, however, supported these
communicated to his people an adieu, friendly and be accused officers, and thereby increased the displeasure
that was
nevolent, but far less affectionate than his former vale
beginning to prevail in the province against
diction
and embarking with his family, returned to himself.
He was now very little disposed to look with
favor on the
England.
proceedings of the inhabitants of Pennsyl
The only reason that Penn assigned to his people for vania who, no longer engrossed with their disputes
this second departure was the
with the people of Delaware,
intelligence he had rebegan to scan with very
dissatisfied eyes the whole course of his
* Mr. Clarkson
proceedings
has omitted to notice this important innova
with
The assembly of Pennsyl
respect to themselves.
tion, in his abstract of their charter.
Dr. Franklin (in his
vania not only assailed him with
Historical Review, &c.) comparing it with the
repeated demands,
corresponding
innovation in favor of the assembly, admits, that,
upon the that the quit-rents, which he deemed his own private
whole there was much more reason for acknowledgments
should
be
to
the
estate,
appropriated
than complaints.&quot;
support of the pro
vincial
t No mention is made of the royal approbation of this
government, but transmitted to him a remon
ap
pointment, which is expressly referred to in the appointment strance, entitled Heads of Complaint, in which they
of Evans, the successor of Hamilton. By an act of
parlia
that it was
by his artifices that the several charment, already noticed in the history of Maryland, it was re alleged
style of the

]

;

;

A

;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

quisite now that all the acting governors in the proprietary
jurisdictions should bo approved by the king.

*

!

*

He demanded

agreed to accept

as the price of this surrender
12,000

20,000, but

were passed
sembly, in which their recent disagreements
over without any othornotice than what may be inferred
from a recommendation to his people as well as him
to remem
self, of that humility with which men ought
and that charity with which
ber their own

imperfections,
But the
others.
they ought to cover the infirmities of
While they con
assembly were not so to be pacified.
revived
gratulated Gookin on his arrival, [1709] they
in their address every topic of complaint that they had
ever before preferred.
Their ill-humor was augmented
was from
by the number of applications which Gookin
time to time compelled to make, in the queen s name,
for contributions in aid of the various military opera
tions

more immediately

that related

colonies.

To

all

to the

American

these applications, the assembly in

would
variably answered, that their religious principles
not suffer them to contribute to the support of war ;
hut they voted the sums that were demanded as pre
sents to the queen.

intreated to concili
Finding his people not so easily
ation as he had hoped, Penn, now in his sixty-sixth
in a
year,* for the last time addressed the assembly,

and dignified con
replete with calm solemnity,
It was a mournful consideration to him, he said,
that he was forced by the oppressions and disappoint
ments which had fallen to his share in this life, to speak
once
to the people of that province in a language he
[1710] In a
never to have occasion to
letter

cern.

hoped

employ.

he appealed to them, if,
style of serious remonstrance
he
at the expense of his own fortune and personal care,
had not conducted them into a land where prosperity
*

Mr. Clarkson has miscalculated

in

supposing that Penn

was in his seventieth year when he wrote
was born on the 14th October, 1644.

tnis letter.
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Little remains to be added to the view that has al-; manufactures would probably hive been
and liberty, far beyond the common lot of mankind, had
larger, but that
been made their portion and if this work of his hand, Iready been exhibited of the civil and political institutions the German colonists had imported with them into
had yielded him aught else than the sorrow, disquiet of Pennsylvania and Delaware, at the close of the se-lPennsylvania, the manufactures of paper, linen, and
1 vcntecnUi
and poverty, that now depressed his old aye.*
Pennsylvania continued to relain woollen cloth.
century.
in a serious and, the constitution enacted by Pcnn s last charter, in 1701,
he proceeded,
must desire you
According to Oldmixon, whose history wan published
true weightiness of mind, to consider what you are, ortill the era of American independence ; and Delaware in 1703, the total number of inhabitants within the do
have been doing; why matters must be carried onlcontinued to enjoy its own assembly, and to be subject mains of William Perm then amounted to 35,000 a
with these divisions and contentious; and what real.to the executive administration of the governor of Penn- computation which the author himself terms a modest
causes have been given on my side for that opposition sylvania till the year 1755, when it was formally erect one, and which, as it includes Indians and negroes, is
The town of Philadelphia,
to me and my interest which I have met with, as if I ed into a separate state, and endowed with a separate probably short of the truth.
were an enemy, and not a friend, after all I have done. government. No fixed salary seems to have been allot in 1696, contained two thousand houses, most of which
ted
Were
to the governor of Pennsylvania but sums of money are described as stately structures of brick
and New
I am sure I know not of any cause whatsoever.
]
sensible you really wanted any thing of me, in the were voted to him, from time to time, to defray the ex- castle, the metropolis of Delaware, in the beginning of
relation between us, that would make you ha[{&amp;gt;ier, I jpenses of his government and the amount of these was the eighteenth century, possessed 2500 inhabitants.
could readily grant it, if any reasonable man would sayiproportioned, in a great degree, to the favor he enjoyed For many years after its first occupation by the English,
He entered into a with the representatives of the people. At the asscm- Pennsylvania continued to witness a rapid growth of its
it were fit for you to demand.&quot;
long deduction of the various alterations that the con-ibly which was held by Penn at Newcastle in the close people, not only from a constant resort of emigrants,
stitution of the province had received, and endeavored (of the year 1700, the remuneration allotted to thelnem- whom its attractions invited from all parts of Europe,}
to show that every one had arisen out of inconvc-|bers consisted of six shillings a day for attendance, and but from a native increase more vigorous than any
niences of which all had been sensible at the time, andithreepence per mile for travelling charges. Thespeaker s society since the infancy of the world, has ever exhi
which all had willingly united in thus correcting. Itldaily allowance was ten shillings. The meeting of the bited. Gabriel Thomas, who published his account of
was right, he contended, that the proprietary, who was assembly was indicated by the ringing of a bell and this province in 1696, declares that barrenness among
personally responsible to the crown, for an administra- any member entering half an hour after the appointed women was unknown in Pennsylvania, and their celition conformable to the, provincial charter, should be time, was fined tenpence.
The humane code of crimi-jbacy, after twenty years of age, not less so adding,
He nal law, that was coeval with the first instance of with quakcr plainness, that it was impossible to meet
vested exclusively with the .executive power.
could no longer, he said, impute the treatment he had Pennsylvanian legislation, continued* in force till the a young married woman there who had not a child in
met with, to mistakes in judgment, seeing that he
when it was abolished by Queen Anne as her body or one in her arms. The children born in the
hadjyear 1705,
better natured,
such injuries to complain .of as repeated attacks on his too little consonant with the spirit of English jurispru- province he describes as in general
numerous indignities offered to him in dence. But it was soon after re-established by the same milder, and more tender hearted than those born in
reputalion
The fertility of the soil, the general healthi
England.&quot;
papers sent over to England, by the hands of men who princess, on the intercession of William Penn.
could not be expected to make the. most discreet and
Although quakerism continued long to be the mosl ness of the climate (notwithstanding the severe epide
charitable use of them
insinuations against his inte- prevalent religious profession in Pennsylvania, yet from mics occasionally prevalent at Philadelphia), the liberal
grity
attempts upon his estate and disfavor shownla very early period the province had been resorted to by reward of labor, and the frugal, industrious, and regular
tu individuals (particularly Logan, the secretary of the sectaries of various other denominations, and a churcl: habits diffused by the powerful example of the qnakers,
province) on account of their well known attachment had already been built in Philadelphia for the reception contributed to the promotion of this large increase, and
to him.
the
a
cannot but mourn,&quot; he added,
o 700 persons attached to the tenets rendered the people of Pennsylvania distinguished, even
un-jof congregation
Some dis- among the North American communities, as a moral
happiness of my portion dealt to me from those, ofjand discipline of the church of England.
whotn I had reason to expect much better and duTcr-jpleasurc is said to have been evinced by the quakers at and a happy race. The manners of a great proportion
ent things
nor can I but lament the unhappiness that the first proposal of this episcopal party to erect an or- of the first race of quaker settlers, and of their imme
too many are bringing on themselves, who, instead of gan in their church.
The episcopalians, and all the diate descendants, are said to have formed a pleasing
the amicable ways of peace, love, and unity, lother sectaries unconnected with the quakers, made fre- exhibition of courteous benevolence, corresponding to
vvhich 1 at first hoped to find in that retirement, are quent propositions for the establishment of a militia ; the purpose with whick their removal to America had
a spirit of contention and opposition, and, but the quakers steadily refused to sanction such a pro- been undertaken,
of facilitating the enjoyment of that
blind to their own interest, are oversetting that founda- cccding, by an act of the provincial government though affectionate intercourse which their tenets peculiarly
tion on which yo
your happiness might be built. Friends !|all who deemed the use of arms lawful, were permitted enjoined. Some of the leading persons among the earthe eyes of many are upon you the people of many na-:to train themselves, and to adopt every military precau liest quaker settlers were men who traced their lineage
tions of Europe look on that country as a land of ease tion for their defence that should riot be inconsistent to the stock of the most ancient nobility of England,
and quiet, wishing to themselves in vain the same with the peace of the province. Most of the offices ol and in whom a sense of ancestral distinction was so
njoy: but to see theigovcrnment were filled by quakers; and neither the tempered with the meekness of genuine quakerism, as
blessings they conceive you may
use you make of them, is no less th e cause of surprise.&quot; duties of the bar, nor the functions o:
of the bench, were to impart only a patriarchal dignity to their manners,
that
the
He concluded by declaring,
opposition he had deemed incompatible with their religious profession. t Their hospitality, in particular, was conducted with a
The people
received from them, must at length force him to con- So early as the year 1686, a printing press was esta- grace and simplicity entirely patriarchal. $
sider more closely his own private and declining cir- blished at Philadelphia and an almanac, for the follow- of Delaware appear to have been, in general, a less
refined and enterprising, but not a less virtuous race.
cumstanees in relation to the province. He was will- ing year, was printed at this press by Bradford,
When the Swedish colonists first occupied Dela- Penn himself has celebrated the good morals and so
ing to continue his kindness to them, if they should
If it shouldiware, they found the country infested with wolves, briety of deportment of the Swedish and Dutch agri
think him deserving of reciprocal regard.
The Swedish church at Wilmington is re
be otherwise deemed by a majority among them, letjwhose ferocity was soon after inflamed to an extraor- culturists.
and he would know what he had,dinary pitch, by the mortality which the small-pox occa- futed one of the oldest churches in North America.
theni say so at once
to rely on.
And yet he would hope that God might so sioncd among the Indians, and the increased quantity Among the first race of Pcnnsylvanian settlers wero
direct them by the impartment of heavenly wisdom andiof prey that they derived from the unburied corpses of many persons whose attainments in science and litera
Both in Pennsylvania ture would have done honor to the most enlightened
holy fear, that &quot;we may once more meet good friends.jthe victims of this pestilence.
and live so to the end.&quot;
and Delaware, bounties continued to be paid for the communities. James Logan, a quaker, and secretary
This letter is said to have produced a deep and pow- destruction of wolves
wol
so late as the middle of the of the province, was the correspondent of the most
earned men in Europe and several of his works,
erful impression on the more considerate part of the eighteenth century,
The province and the territories, but especially the written in the Latin tongue, (particularly a treatise on
assembly, who now began to feel for the father of his
of
country, and regard with tenderness his venerable age former, appear to have enjoyed very soon a thriving the generation of plants, and one on the properties
to remember his long labors, and to appreciate their trade with England, with the southern colonies of Ame- ight,) were published with much applause at Leyden.
own interest in his distinguished fame. These senti- rica, and with the West India settlements. Their ex- le enriched Philadelphia with a valuable library and,
mcnts were rapidly propagated throughout the province ;jporu consisted of corn, beef, pork, fish, pipe staves; n his old age, executed an admirable translation of
and their effect was apparent at the next annual elec hides, tallow, and wool to the West India settlements ; Cicero s treatise De Senectute, which was afterward
irinted with an encomiastic preface by l)r. Franklin.
tion, when not one of the persons who had demonstrated horses and other live cattle to the southern plantations
the earliest
enmity to Penn, and excited the rest of their country-land peltry to England. Their direct trade with Eng- Thomas Makin, another quaker, and one of
men to think unfavorably of him, was returned to the land was afterward increased by the cultivation of to- settlers in Pennsylvania, produced, in the beginning of
But it is more than doubtful if baceo, which was begun under Blackwell s adminis the eighteenth century, a descriptive and historical
provincial assembly.
this change of sentiment was ever known to its illus tration, and so rapidly extended, that in the beginning account of the province, in a Latin poem, entitled,
trious object, who was attacked shortly after by a suc of the eighteenth century, fourteen ships sailed annually Desr.riptio Pennsylvania, exhibiting with great force of
cession of apoplectic tits, which suspending in a great with that commodity from Pennsylvania.
Their ex :hought, and beauty of language, one of the most deof national virtue and happiness, that
degree the exercise of his memory and understanding, ports, however, were abridged in the year 1699, by an ightful pictures
to the admiration of mankind.
prevented him alike from completing an arrangement he act of parliament (already noticed in the history of New ever was presented
had made with the crown for the sale of his proprietary Jersey) which prohibited the exportation of wool, whet In the year 1729 alone the number of emigrants from va
rights, and from receiving the intelligence that would ther raw or manufactured, from the American colonies. rious
parts of Europe to Pennslyvania amounted to G^Oti.
at the same time, imported the produce
have induced him to consider such an arrangement
The greater part of these were Germans and Irish. Douglas s
un-jThc province,
various
of
about
to
the
value
jof
necessary. [30.]
English manufactures,
Summary.
18,000 a year, and yielded a revenue of
3,000 to
Warden, ii. 98. Gait s Life of West, Part I. p. 11-14
In the houses of the principal families, the patricians of the
the customs of the crown. The consumption of English
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Notwithstanding this desponding strain, it is manifest
from Penn s competition with LocWe for the praise of superior
legislation (see a note to Ii. III. ante), that he was by no
means insensible to the imperishable fame assured to him as
t In the case of Kinsey, a quaker lawyer (afterward attor
the founder of Pennsylvania. The services of Penn were not ney-general, and finally chief-justice of Pennsylvania,) it was
only more liberally remunerated, but more gratefully remem determined, after solemn debate, by the provincial govern
bered by his people, than were those of Lord Baltimore by the ment, that quaker lawyers should not be obliged to uncover
colonists of Marvland.
Itheir heads in addressing the judges. Proud, ii. 196, 197, 231
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says Mr. Gait, &quot;unlimited hospitality formed a part
It was the custom among those
their regular economy.
vho resided near the highways, after supper, and the last reli
in the hall,
gious exercises of the evening, to make a large fire
and to set out a table with refreshments for such travellers
and when
is might have occasion to pass during the night
he families assembled in the morning, they seldom found
hat their tables had been unvisited.&quot;
country,&quot;
if

;

THE HISTORY OF
and to unite them by a strong sense of common interest
and common injury in a confederacy fatal to the preten
sions
of the parent slate.
e ami Prospects of the North American Provinces at the
Every added year tended no
and
Sentiments
of the Seventeenth Century
Opi- less to weaken the divisive influence of ihe distinctions
mint* of th Colonists respecting the Sovereignty and the mportrd by the original colonists into their settlements,
1 olicy of Great Britain, iVc.
than to enhance the sense of a common interest, and
AT tUc close of the seventeenth century, the British to fortify the power by which that interest might be
The character of
settlements in North America contained a population defended.
undertaking
of more than three hundred thousand persons, distri which Hume very justly accords to these colonial
buted among the various colonial establishments, whose establishment-, expresses a praise which the English
endeavored to illus government had no pretensions to share with the private
origin ami early progress I have
trate.*
The formation of these colonies is by far the individuals by whom they were founded ;+ and the mild
most interesting event of that remarkable age.
policy, whether voluntary or not, which permitted the
.Speculative reasoners during that age,&quot; Bays a great liberal institutions erected for themselves by these men
raised many objections to the planting of to continue in existence, tended rather to abridge than
historian,
those remote colonies, and foretold that, after draining to prolong the British dominion, by cherishing in the
their, mother country of inhabitants, they would soon colonies a spirit and habit of liberty repugnant to the
her yoke, and erect an independent govern unjust and oppressive tenor of the English commercial
bhalie
ment iu America ; but time has shown that the views restrictions. Q The colonial empire of Spain would not
rutertaincj by those who encouraged such undertak have boasted a longer duration than that of England if
mild government, her settlements in South America had enjoyed as liberal
ings, were, more just and solid.
still constitutions as the North American colonies.
:;tul great naval force, have preserved, and may
The
preserve, during some time, the dominion of England policy of Europe,&quot; says a writer who perhaps equalled
And such advantages have com- Hume in political sagacity, and certainly excelled him
uver her colonies.
i.iercc and navigation reaped from these establishments, in acquaintance with colonial history,
has very little
titat more than a fourth of the English shipping is at to boast of, either in the
original establishment, or, so
(resent computed to be employed in carrying on the far as concerns their internal government, in the sub
itMlfic with the American settlements.&quot; The apprehen
sequent prosperity of the colonies of America.&quot;
Folly
sions of depopulation, alluded to by this author, are and injustice, he pronounces, were the principles that
noticed at greater length in the prior work of OKimixon, presided over the formation of all the colonial establish
1% ho asserts, that
on this argument are founded all ments ; avarice of gold impelling the adventurers to the
the reasons to excuse the ill-usage the plantations have southern, and tyranny and persecution promoting the
and after demonstrating the absurdity of emigrations to the northern parts of America. The
luet with
inch a notion, appeals to the large increase which the governments of the several parent states, he observes,
trade and the revenue of England had already derived contributed little or nothing towards effectuating the
irom the colonies, as affording a justerand more pow establishments of their colonies, and yet invariably
erful argument for repairing this ill-usage, and introduc
attempted to enrich their own exchequers, and secure
ing more liberal provisions into the English commercial to themselves a monopoly of the colonial commerce.
The
of
American
rocK-.t
apprehensions
independence [31,] by regulations injurious to the freedom ant
were no leas the object of ridicule to the best informed prosperity of the colonists a procedure, in which the
in
the
of
that,
writers,
beginning
century which was particular policy of England was only somewhat less
destined to witness the
It will illiberal and oppressive than that of the other Euro
Americ^irevolution.
le impossible,&quot; says Neal,
forTVew England to sub pean states.
In what way, therefore,
he demands
sist of itself ibr some centuries of years ; for,
has the policy of Europe contributed either to the firs
though
they might maintain themselves against their neigh establishment, or to the present grandeur of the cclo
bors on the continet, they must starve without a free nies of America? In one way, and in one way only, i
trade with Europe, the manufactures of the country has coutributcd a great deal. Mugna mater rirum
Ii
being very inconsiderable so that if we could suppose bred and formed the men who were capable of achiev
them to rebel agatiist England, they must throw them ing such great actions, and of laying the foundations oi
selves into the arms of some other potentate, who would so great an empire
and there is no other quarter o
protect them no longer than he could sell them witli he world of which the policy is capable of forming, o
So slightly were the colonies connected las ever actually and in fact formed such men.
advantage.&quot;
with each other, and so much of mutual repugnance olonies owe to the policy of Europe the education an
had been created by religious and political distinctions rreat views of their active and enterprising founders
between them, that the probability of their uniting toge
md some of the greatest and most important of them
ther for common defence against the parent state never 10 far as concerns their internal government, owe to i
occurred to this author. Nor will this be thought any scarce any
thing else.&quot;
In the colonial establishments of the French, th
great impeachment of hU sagacity, when we consider
that seventy years afterward, the prospect, which had Spaniards and the
Portuguese, the royal govcrnmen
then begun to dawn, of an effectual confederacy of vas stronger and more arbitrary, and subordina ior
these colonies against England, was declared by a nore strictly enforced, than in the
Illi
parent stales.
philosophical historian to be perfectly delusive and
institutions, remote from the power and splendo
chimerical.
of the thrones to which they were allied, required to b
If Hume had studied the history and condition of the
;uarded with peculiar strictness from the intrusion o
colonies, or if Neal and OUlmixon had added to this
It wa
ipinions and practices that savored of freedom.
the
acquirement
sagacity of Hume, it is probable that otherwise in the British colonies, where the grafts o
he would not have adduced the mildness of the English constitutional liberty that had been
transplanted fror
government as one of the causes that were likely to the parent state, expanded with a vigor proportioned t
retard the independence of America, which he
their
distance
from
the
rival
shoots
of
perceived
royalty ami aris
must ere long ensue ; and that they would have discerned, :ocracy with which they were
theoretically conncctec
in the policy of the English government, an influence Not
did
these
colonies
domestic
constitution
only
enjoy
that powerfully tended to counteract the
principles that favorable to liberty, but there existed in the minds o
separated the American communities from each other, the great bulk of the people, a democratic spirit and re
solution that practically reduced the
*
power of the pa
From a comparison of the calculations of various writers,
eaeh of whom, almost invariably, contradicts all the
others,
t The colonization of Georgia which was not efff::cted ti
and not unfrequently contradicts himself, I am inclined to
1732,
32, was the only instance in which the English governmen
think the following estimate of the
population of the coloniei contributed to the foundation of any of the^North America
at this period nearly, if not
entirely correct. Virginia, 60.000
states.
.Massachusetts (to which Maine was then
attached), betwecr
$ See an account of the commercial restrictions that wer
70,000 and &amp;gt;SO,00(); Connecticut, 30,000; Rhode Island, 10,000
imposed prior to the English Revolution, and an examinatio
New Hamiishire, 10,000 Maryland, 30,000 North and South of
their policy, ante, B. I. cap. 3.
To the restrictions thrr
Carolina, 10,000; New York, 30,000; New Jersey, 15,OOO; am
described, there was added, before the close of the sevei
Pennsylvania. 35,000. Even writers so accurate and saga teenth century, a
prohibition (noticed in the histories of N e
clous as Dwight and Holmes have been led to underrate the
Jersey and Pennsylvania) of the exportation of wool from tl
early population of North America, by relyiuetoo fur on the colonies.
estimates which the local governments furnished to Ihe Britisl
I have some doubts of the
accuracy of a statement (derive
ministry for the ascertainment of the numbers of men whom from
in B. IF. cap v. ante, of the colonists
having hee
were to be required to supply for the purposes of nava at oneNeal)
time restrained from working mines of iron and
they
and limitary expeditions,
coppe
Till the year 1750. the exportof American iron was re-straine
t Oldmixon, Introduct. 19,&c, This author refers to a stil
duties, Raynal, B. IV. cap vii.
by
heavy
and
even
tho
man
earlier work in which the same
topics had been enforced facture
appears to have been subject to some ineonvenic
entitled &quot;Groans of the Plantations,&quot;
by Judge Littleton, o regulations, Oldmixon, (2d Edit.) vol. i.
286.
But
even
the
iJarbadoes.
A still more distinguished writer on the same both iron and
p.
copper mines were worked in several oft!
lde of the question was Sir Dalby Thomas, an
eminent mer states
siaics and
success of these undertakings seems to hr
1 tbe Risc aii
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nl state even below ihe Htarular-l ut it:* theory.
Many
uses seein to have contribute;! to the formation
H spirit, and to the production of sentiments and
abit conducive to its efficacy.
All the colonial charot&quot;

were extorted, by interest or importunity, from
incps noted for arbitrary designs or perfidious chacters ; and tio sooner had these charters produced
effect of collecting numerous and thrivinsr cornunities in America, tban s:&amp;gt;me of them we re, and
rs

of them would have been, annulled, if the dynasty
the Stuarts had been much farther
prolonged.
he designs of these princes were not entirely abanat
their
successors
the
.British
Revolution,
by
or many years after, the American colonists were
mscd to continual contests in defence of their charrs, which the English court made successive attempts
These defensive efforts, and th(|
qualify or annul.
uccess with which thry were generally crowned, tendI

&amp;gt;ned

i

powerfully to keep alive an active and vigilant spiof liberty in America.
The ecclesiastical const iutions and the religious sentiments that prevail* :! in
le
of
the
majority
provinces, were no lets favorable to
ic nurture of liberal and independent sentiments.
In
irginia, Maryland, and South Carolina, alone of all the
ates
in the first, from its earliest settlement, and
n the two others bv a most unjust usurpation
tlu:
lurch of England was possessed of a legal pre-t inience, and maintained at the expense, not only of its
wn adherents, but of all the other inhabitants, of whatver Christian denomination.
In all the other staU-s
icre existed, about the close of the seventeenth crueither
an
entire
ury,
political equality of religious sects,
r at least a very near approach to if ; and in all
ot only were the inhabitants, by their general char u-r of protestants, the votaries of a system founded mi
ie rights of private judgment, but the rnnjoritv of them
1

t

1

v

:

;

I!

thi&amp;gt;.-,

ll.r
elonging to that class which in England
a me of protestunt dissenters, professed tenets whic!
rr&amp;lt;&quot;eivc&amp;lt;]

been termed the protestantism of the protcxtant
and which peculiarly predisposed to a jealousy uf
and a promptitude to repel every arbitrary
xertion of authority.
Kven the episcopal church whrrt existed, whether as the
pre-eminent establishment,
,s one
among many co-tqual associations, was stript t.-f
ts aristocratical
appendages, and exhibited neither
itlcd hierarchy nor a gradation of ranks among t!:
T.VC

a?//z,

ivil liberty,

-&amp;gt;r

t

ministers of religion.
In civil life, a similar equality
f ranks universally prevailed.
No attempt was CM r
nade to plant the proud distinction of nobility in an\
)fthe provinces, except in Carolina, where
int-tiution soon withered and died. If
Unaccustomed to that
distinction of ranks which the policy of Europe h-.^
stablisheJ, the people were generally impressed \viih
an opinion of the natural equality of all freemen an.l
even in those provinces where negro slavery had tno
greatest prevalence, the possession of this tyrannical
mvilege seems rather to have adulterated the spirit of
&quot;reedom with a considerable tinge of arrogance, than ID
lave contributed at all to mitigate or depress it.
Ex
&quot;the

;

cept this inhuman institution, every circumstance in (lie
domestic or relative condition of these provinces had a

endency to promote industry, good morals, and impres
sions of equality.
The liberal reward of labor and the
cheapness of land, placed the enjoyment of comfort,
and the dignity of independence, within the roach ot
all
the luxuries and honors of England attracted the
wealthy voluptuary and the votary of ambition to that
;

more inviting sphere of enjoyment and intrigue;

ini

the vast wasttt or uncultivated districts attached lo
every province served as salutary outlets by which the
population was drained of those restless disorderly ad
venturers who were averse to legal restraint and pa
tient labor, and who, in the roving occupation of hunters

and backwoodsmen (as they have been termed,) found
a resource that diverted them from more lawless and
dangerous pursuits, and even rendered them useful as
a hotly of pioneers,

who paved

the

way

for

an extension

H The most remarkable dispute that occurred during tineighteenth century between England and Virginia, pnorto th/*
Revolution, was occasioned by an attempt of the English go
vernment to support the; episcopal clergy of the province in a
pretension which was disagreeable to the bulk of the people.
The English government interfered to prevent the operation
of a law prejudicial to the emoluments of the clergy; but lh
provincial tribunals refused to pay any attention to its man
( -

date.
1T Yet the mysterious nonsense of free masonry seems to
hqve been introduced pretty early, and has continued to main
tain a footing among the Americans.
This is perhaps the

only instance of the successful importation into America of
one of these institutions so frequent in European states, which
have become absurd by surviving the manners and principle*
in which they originated, but which are consecrated by timu

and the passion

that

selves with antiquity.

mankind have

fur

connecting them

NORTH AMERICA.
ami multiplication of the colonial settlements. No
the freetrailing corporations or monopolies restrained
ilo.n with which every man might employ his industry,
no forest laws nor gam9 laws
iMpital, and skill; ami
routine. 1 the sports of the Held to a privileged class of
t .ie community.
entails were admitted to give ad

No

ventitious aid to natural inequalities, and perpetuate,
in the hands of idleness and folly, Ihe substance that

had been amassed by industry and ability.* Happily
for the stability of American freedom, it was impossible
for the first generation of colonists to succeed in ef
secure and
fectuating their settlements, and attaining a
the exercise of vir
prosperous establishment, without
tues, and the formation of a character, that guaranteed
the preservation of the blessings to which they had eonducted.
Even the calamities of French and Indian
war with which some of the provinces long continued
lo lie harassed, contributed to preserve a spirit and
habits without whii.h their people might have been un
able in the eighteenth century to achieve their indeIf the latter settlements of
Jersey and
fenJence.
xempteu* in some degree from the
V:insylvania were
which
discipline of those hardships and duncuHirs
llie commencement of all the other settlements was at
tended, ihey were happily peopled, in a great degree,
&amp;gt;iew

i

&amp;lt;vith

by a c!a*s of sectaries whose habits and manners are
peculiarly favorable to industry and good morals, and
The
coiigen; i! Lo the spirit, ofrepublican constitutions.
q lakers, iudeed, have been much more- successful in
h uveniirg American society with manners favorable to
liberty, tlian with principles allied to their own political
doctrines.

To England,
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The
iterposition in their behalf.
England states a continual apprehension ol being levelled in this reepcct
one seem to have perceived from the first the advan- with the condition of their
The manner in
neighbors.
ge they might one day derive from adhering to the which this branch of the royal p!rogative was too often
that
were
connected
with
laxim,
they
politically
only
exercised, tended to render it additionally disagreeable.
le king, and not at all with the parliament ; and with It was the
general practice of the English ministers tu
ngular prudence forbore to ask favors from a parlia- commit the royal governments to needy dependent**,
ient by which they were regarded with especial favor,
hose chief aim was to repair a shattered fortune ami
st they should seem to sanction
parliamentary inter- o recommend themselves to their patrons by a head:rencc with their concerns.
the parliament enjng zeal for the assertion of every real or pretended
iyed but an occasional existence, and was frequently,
rerogative of the crown. IT The transportation of Engidecd generally, opposed to the court, the English
sh felons to America, was also a practice of the British
lonarchs resolutely maintained their exclusive jurisdicovernment, which the lapse of time rendered increason over the colonies.
the parliament acquired ngly offensive to the. colonists.
have seen the

When

When

We

reater power and permanence it enforced, both on the
ourt and the colonies, the acknowledgment of its
iprcme Icgi.slatorial jurisdiction. The colonies murmrcd against the trade laws they often evaded them
:

;

nd

many persons still maintained that the parliament
ad no right to impose them.
This opinion kept its
round, and would have been more generally and
if
the
colonies
been able to enforce
had
penly asserted,
or had received encouragement from the crown.
But
10 English ministers were now
always (by a necessity
f the constitution) in possession of a
majority in paramcnt, and found it easier and safer to act on all
ccasions through the instrumentality of this organ,
lan through a prerogative employed on a number of
istant provincial assemblies.
The revolution of 1638
stablished firmly the supreme power of the
parliament,
nd enforced the submission of America to its legislave control
and from this period, all the measures by
vhich the British government proposed to affect the
ublic interest of the colonists, were
pursued through
ie medium of
No taxation
parliamentary enactments.
f the colonies was
practically attempted by the parlianent, except what arose from the regulation of cotnicrco ; but a power was assumed to alter the Amerian charters, or at least to modify the constitutions
vhich these charters had created.
There was one
oint, indeed, in which the relation of the colonies to
he royal prerogative, seemed still to be
acknowledged,
t
was not to the House of Lords, or to any of the
ordinary tribunals of England, that appeals were carried
rom the judgments of American courts, but to the
king
n council ; and it was the same organ that
enjoyed
he power of modifying and rescinding the provincial
,

;

the acquisition of these colonial settle
ments v.-iis highly advantageous. They enlarged her
trade and revenues
they afford a vast field in whicl
h -r necilv and superfluous population might improve
their discontent ; and
tlieir C )!:;lition and dissipate
finally, they created for her a new nation of friends inlerented in her happiness and glory, and of customers,
.vhuse growing wants and wealth excited and rewarded
:he manufacturing industry of her people.
All the na.ions of Europe derived advantage from the formation
of these establishments, which disburdened their terrilorles of great numbers of men, whom the pressure oi
poverty, aggravated by defective civil institutions, anil
.n evfrsiou to the systems of their national churches
inflamed by ecclesiastical intolerance, must have ren- aws which were deemed repugnant to English jurislicred either martyrs or rebels in their native land.
The irudcnce.t
Yielding not to conviction but to necessity, overawcc
emigration from the continent of Europe, and especially
the
from (lermany to America, during
ly the strength of Britain, and encumbered by the dangreater part o:
erous vicinity of the French in Canada, the colonists,
the eighteenth century, was much more copious than
To the colonists, the submitted to the power of parliament, and rendered to
the emigration from England.
t even that
subsistence of their peculiar connexion with Englan
degree of voluntary acknowledgment which
was likewise attended with some advantages. The nay be inferred from numerous petitions for the redress
)f grievances.^
Yet the submission that was actually
acknowledged right and implied protection of Englan
deterred all other European powers who were not al enforced, was yielded with manifest reluctance, and the
retentions by which that submission
war with her from molesting them ; while their char
might in after
lines be extended, were
tered or traditionary constitutions opposed (after the
regarded with the most jealous
So
as
the
ipprehension.
early
year 1696, a pamphlet
English Revolution) a barrier to gross and open en
in England,
croachments of the parent state herself on colonia
yas published
recommending the imposi
ion of a parliamentary tax on one of the colonies
their
own
ami
and
liberties.
As
resources
rights
strength
This was immediately answered by two other
increased, the benefit of English protection was propor
publica
the
inconvenience of her ions, in which the power of taxing the colonies was
while
diminished,
tionally
commercial restrictions, and of participation in her poli utterly denied to a parliament in which they were noi
;

was more sensibly experienced.
A considerable variety and indistinctness of opinion
prevailed both in England and America, respecting the

tics

and

\vars,

precise import of the political relation subsisting be.
tween the two countries. It wa^ at first the maxim o
the English court, that the crown was the only membe

of the British constitution which possessed jurisdictioi
AH the charters were framed it
over the colonies.!
conformity with this maxim, except the charter of Pcnn
The colonies were by no means uniform in
sylvania.
the sentiments which-they expressed on this subject

They complained

very generally of an unjust usurpatioi

power over them by the British parliament, when th
and openly maintainei
navigation laws were passed
of

;

occasions, that an act of the British parliamcn
Yet they scrupled not t
complain of their grievances to the houses of parlia

*&amp;gt;n

many

was not binding on America.

ment, and to invoke, from time to time, parliamentary

represented.il

There were various particulars in the supremacy tha
and the policy that, was pursued
by thi
parent state, that were offensive to the
colonists, an
cgarded by them as huinilating badges of dependence
.as exercised

The appointment

of certain of the provincial
governor
by the crown, not only created discontent in the pro
i-inces which beheld this
privilege enjoyed by the in
habitants of the other states, but excited in these other

ssembly of Maryland, as early as the year 1070, endeauur to stem the torrent of vicious and
profligate example

hich was thus directed by the parent state
among the
The as semaboring classes of her colonial subjects.
ly of Pennsylvania made an attempt to obstruct th-:
nportation of convicts into that state by imposing a
uty of five pounds on every convict that should be
But it was not till a later period that the
nported.

was generally objected to by the colonists,
o pressing in most places was the demand
forlaborers,
lat their moral characters and the terms on which
they
fere obtained, were considerations to which the
plantrs had not leisure to attend.
Nay, in some instance?,
elons were not tho only involuntary emigrants from
It became at
England whose labor they appropriated.
ractice

ne time a common practice for captains of vessels to
ntice ignorant persons, by flattering promises of wealth
nd preferment, to accompany them to America, where

hey had no sooner

arrived, than they were sold a-s
defray the cost of their passage and
ntertainment.
So early as the year 168G an
[32 ]
rdcr of council** was issued for the prevention of
his practice.
In process of time all the local govern
ments and all the respectable inhabitants of the
proinces united in petitioning the English government to
the
iscontinne
practice of sending felons to America :tt
mt their complaints of this evil, as well as of the coninued importation of additional negro slaves, expeienced the most contemptuous disregard.
One conse;ucnce that is said to have resulted from this arbitrary
reatment, was the existence of very general ignorance
ir
very illiberal prejudices, with regard to the condition
if North America, in the minds of all classes of
people
n England. Though persons connected with the cololies, by commerce or otherwise, might entertain jnster
deas of their condition, it is certain that till a very late
these territories were generally regarded in En;land as wild inhospitable deserts, infested by savages
and beasts of prey, and cultivated only by criminals or

ondsmen

to

&amp;gt;eriod

kidnapped negroes and Europeans. Though Bishop
Serkeley had prophesied a destiny of unequalled splen
dor to this region, in his
Verses on the prospect cf
&amp;gt;y

&quot;

planting arts

and

literature in

Thomson had

America,&quot;

and though

celebrated the happiness of the colonies,
subservience to the greatness of the British
the
encomiastic strains of these writers were
it
empire,
more than counteracted by the sarcastic and opprobrious
mputations which were sanctioned by others and more

and

their

IT Sir William Keith s Hist, of Virginia, 181. Williamson s
orth Carolina, ii. 16.
have already seen abundant coiiirmation of the testimony of these writers in the histories of
Virginia,
York, and New Jersey. See the observations
on the general effect of the English Revolution on the Ame
rican colonies, at the close of the history of Virginia, B. I.
cap. 3, ante.
In some instances, the government was bestowed as a sine
cure office on a courtier who resided in England, whilrhis de
puty (appointed also by the crown) performed the duty, and
received a part of the salary. The Earl of Orkney, in parti
cular, who was appointed governor of Virginia in 1704, held
this appointment so long that he received 42,0001. of satarv

We

New

from a people who never once beheld him among them. OldLord Mansfield repeatedly pronounced that it was within
mixon, (3d Edit.) vol. i. p. 400. His place in the province,
competency of the English court of King s Bench to senc however, was very well supplied for nearly twenty years bv a
j writ ol habeas
into
America
but
he declared tha distinguished officer and man of science, Colonel Alexander
corpus
this was a power which could
rarely if ever be exercised wit
Spottiswoode, (of the Scotch family of that name,) to whom,
propriety. Stokcsonthe Constitution of the British Colonies
among other benefits, the colonists were indebted for the expe
p. 5, fi.
dition in
by which a passage overthe Apalachian moun
When they became more wealthy aud powerful, and foun tains was1714,
first ascertained. Ibid. p. 401, 402. In honor ol his
the

;

i)

parliament was about to usurp their domestic tax
ation, they refrained from sending petitions to it, and
presente
them only to the king See Franklin s
iii. 330
and a
that the

Works,
ancient maxim, &quot;that

length boldly revived the
the king, an
not the king, lords, and commons
collectively, is their sove
and that the kins with their
reign
respective assemblies i
their only legislator.&quot; Ibid. 381. Thus the Americans in con
;

tending for their independence, finally took their stand on
principle originally introduced by despotic princes, and in
tendeil to secure their
subjection to arbitrary government an
royal prerogative.
Gordon s Hist, of the United States, vol. i. Letter i
The pamphlets against taxation (said Lord Camden in hi
speech in the House of Lords, April, 17Gfi) were much reac
I!

and no answer was given to them, no censure
passed
them nor were men startled at the doctrine.&quot; Ibid. upo
;

services,one of the counties of Virginia is calledSpottsylvania.
** This document is
preserved in the British Museum. The
system of inveigling and kidnapping was not confined tn En
gland. It was carried on to a great extent in Suabia and other

German cantons by Dutch factors, whom Raynal asserts to
have been hired by the British government. British Settle
ments in America, B. IV. cap. 9.
tt An American patriot humorously proposed that a recipro
cal transportation of American felons to England should in
equity be indulged to the colonists. Franklin s Memoirs.
Lo swarming o er the new-discover d world,
Jt
Gay colonies extend the calm retreat
Of undeserved distress
Bound by social freedom, firm they rise
Of Britain s empire the support and strength.&quot;
&quot;

!

;

;

THOMSON.
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328
only passed their

own

lives in flothl ul

indulgence, but
retained the poor in factious idleness, by
neglecting to
provide them with safe and useful employment ; and
strongly urges the wealthy capitalists of England to
provide for their own security, by facilitating every
foreign vent to the energies of active and indigent
men.
He enlarges on the pleasures incident to a
planter s life, and enforces his description by the testi
of
his own experience.
I have not been so
mony
ill bred,&quot;
ho declares,
but 1 have tasted of plenty
and pleasure, as well as want and
And lest
misery.
any should think the toil might be insupportable, I
assure myself there are who
delight extremely in vain
pleasure, that take much more pains in England to
enjoy it, than I should do there to gain wealth sufficient ; and yet I think
they should not have half such
sweet content.&quot; B. VI. To
gentlemen he proposes,
other
among
inducements, the pleasures of fishing,
and
to
an
unbounded
extent ; and
fowling,
hunting,
to laborers, the
blessings of a vacant soil, of unequalled
&quot;

&quot;

that exists, exercises the
strongest influence on man
kind.
The colony conducted by Lord Selkirk to Prince
Edward s Island consisted of Highlanders, a race of

men

peculiarly distinguished by, what
the proud submission and

Burke

&quot;

&quot;a

has

&quot;

termed,

generous loyalty
countrymen in the Hebrides
beheld Dr. Johnson, they made little account of the
intellectual superiority which had
gained him a sort
of monarchical influence in
to
England; but
to

When

rank.&quot;

know what were

li

their

desiring

his claims to respect, inquired of

|

NOTE

[!]

203.

p.

The

surprising

,

errors

that

.

uu.

^.

;

him

he could recount a long genealogy.

We

reformed church to communion with them
ever placed,&quot; he continues,
large difference between
those that grounded their practice on the word of
God,
though differing from us in the exposition and under
standing of it, and those that hated such reformers
and reformation, and went on in anti-christian
oppo
sition to it, and persecution of it.
It is true we
profess
and desire to practise a separation from the world an.l
the works of the world , and as the churches
B
of v/nru
ui
Christ
are all saints by calling, so we desire to sec the grac
-ff-i .,_;._.
r .,
of God shining forth (at least
seemingly, leaving secret
things to God) in all we admit into church fellowship
with us, and to keep off such as openly wallow in the
mire of their sins, that neither the holy things of God
nor the communion of saints may be leavened or
pol
luted thereby.&quot;
He adds, that none of the new
settle^
who are admitted into the church of New Plvmouln
are encouraged, or even permitted, to insert in the de
claration of their faith a renunciation of the Church of
England or any other reformed establishment. (Mather.
B. I. cap. iii.)
It does not
appear to me that these
sentiments warrant the charge of unsocial
principles in
any sense which a Christian will feel himself at all
concerned to disclaim.
Whether the adversaries of
these men were dintinguished for principles more ho
,

Robertson has committed in his account of Sir Thomas
Dale s administration
may well seem to detract, in no
small degree, from the credit of
He not only
history
imputes to the Company the enactment and introduc
tion of the.
arbitrary code transmitted by Sir Thomas
Smith, but unfolds at length the (imaginary) reasons
that prevailed with them to
adopt a measure so harsh
cheapness and unsurpassed fertility. He promises no and
of this measure itself they
;
mines to tempt sordid avarice, nor conquests to allure are sanguinary though
expressly acquitted by Stith, the only authority on
profligate ambition; but the advantages of a tempe
the subject that exists, and the
very authority to which
rate clime, and of a secure and exhaustlcss subsist
Robertson himself refers.
Among the other reasons
ence ; the wealth that agriculture
may extract from which he assigns, is the advice of Lord Bacon, which
the land, and fisheries from the sea.
Therefore,&quot; he he unhesitatingly
charges this eminent person with norably social or more eminently charitable, may be ga
honorable and worthy
concludes,
countrymen, let having communicated, and the Company with having thered from a
passage in Dowel s Familiar Letters,
not the meanness of the word fish distaste
you, for it eagerly approved.
In upport of a charge so decided where this defender of church and state thus
will afford as good
expresses
gold as the mines of Guiana or and so remarkable, h refers
to a passage i
the sentiments of his party respecting
merely
religious dilii-rPotosi, with less hazard and charge, and more certainty Lord Bacon s
on Plantations.
It would
well
ences
between
Essay
mankind.
I
rather
than
hate
pity
and facility.&quot;
for the fame of Bacon if all the
charges with which Turk or infidel, for they are of the same metal and
I have given but a
very general outline of Smith s his chancier is loaded were
supported by such evi bear the same stamp as I do, though the inscriptions
The details with which he dence. For
exposition of tliis subject.
If I hate any, it is those schismatics that
supposing (which is doubtful) that this differ.
lias tilted it
puzzle
up are highly interesting, and well de essay was published before the collection of Sir Tho- the sweet
of our church
.... so^that
I could be conr
peace
.^.
1 think there can be no doubt mas Smiths
serving of perusal.
of
martial
and
tent to see an Anabaptist go to hell on a Br
system
law,
suppusin&quot; it
that he has treated the
subject of colonization with to have been read by the compiler of that
system, it is back.&quot; (vol. i. lot. 31.) The policy of the ecclesiastic:;!
more both of the skill of a politician and the
profound surely more than doubtful if the passage alluded to administration of England
gave a premium to the pro
.sagacity of a philosopher, than Lord Bacon has shown would
yet support Dr. Robertson s imputation.
It duction of such sentiments.
Howel s fervor for the
in cither or both of his
productions, the
Essay on merely recommends that a colonial government should church party did not survive the power of that party to
Plantations,&quot; and the &quot;Considerations touching the
nave commission to exercise martial
have
rew-ard him.
After the fall of the English church and
laws, with soi
Plantation in Ireland.&quot;
limitation
a power inseparable from
such, and indeed monarchy, he became the defender and penegyrist of
The name of Smith has not yet
all
its
from
gathered
every system of government.
The twenty-fourth the administration of Cromwell ; though, like \VaKer
fame.
The lustre it once possessed is somewhat ob section
of King James second charter to the Com and
Dryden, he returned in the train of Fortune, when
scured by time, and
by the circumstances that left pany had already invested the colonial
governors with she returned to his original friends.
America so long to depend on
full
and
England for the senti
to use
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

be&quot;

,
;

,

&quot;

&quot;

;&quot;

&quot;

power

and exercise martial
authority
cases of mutiny or rebellion
and the preced

ments and opinions that
duces, and consequently

literature preserves or
pro law, in
led her to rate her eminent
ing section of the same charter authorizes them,
in
rather by the importance of their achievements case of
necessity,&quot; to rule, correct, and punish, accord
in the scale of British than of American
But ing to their own good discretions.&quot; No blame can
history.
I think I can foresee its revival.
It will
grow with attach to the bare authorization of an extraordinary
the growth of men and letters in America
and whole power, reserved in
every society, for extraordinary occa
nations of its admirers have
As the sions. What alone seems
yet to be born.
deserving of blame is Sir
stream becomes more illustrious, the
springs will be Thomas Smith s violent and illegal substitution of the
come more interesting. Romulus, I doub?
not, was most sanguinary code of martial law that was ever
an object of greater interest in the
Augustan Era than framed, in the room of the former constitution, and
in the preceding
ages of Rome. The age of Smith s for the purposes of the
ordinary administration of the
fame has in like manner yet to come ; an
age when colony ; and Dr. Robertson s very hasty and unfounded
there will be inscribed by the
on
tablets imputation of this
Americans,
proceeding to the act of the Council
more lasting than Carthaginian gold,
and the advice of Lord Bacon. It had been well if the
Fortia facta patruni, series lorigissima
Council
had
rerum,
paid more attention to the maxim of this
Per tot ducta viros prima ab engine gentis
tliose who
great man, that
plant colonies must be
and he will then be thought as far to excel Romulus endued with great patience.&quot;
in true glory, as America has
The
and
and
is yet
excelled,
inaccuracy
misrepresentation in which Dr.
Robertson has indulged, in his
likely to excel old Rome in happiness and virtue.
of South Ame
He was born in the year 1579, and died on the 21st rica, has been detected by Mr. history
Southey, and exposed
of June, 1631.
in the History of
Brazil, Part I. note 58.
Nothing can be more erroneous or unjust than Winterbotham s Chronological
NOTE [5] p. 224. Chalmers and Robertson have
Catalogue of the American
States, in which Lord Delaware is recorded as the
imputed the slow increase of the colonists of New
founder of Virginia. If this honor
belong to any in Plymouth to the unsocial character of their religious
dividual, it is to Captain Smith.
As the charge of entertaining anti
confederacy.&quot;
social
was preferred against the first Chris
NOTE [3] p. 203. The history of Lord Delaware s tians principles
by men who plumed themselves on exercising
government, and the more recent example of the set hospitality to the
gods of all nations, it is necessary to
tlement formed by Lord Selkirk in Prince Edward s ascertain
the precise
meaning of this imputation, if
Island, demonstrate very strengly the beneficial influ
we would know whether it be praise or blame that it
ence, to which noblemen may render their rank sub
involves,
&quot;jives.
in
a truly blameworthy
Whether,
acceptaservient, in the promotion and support of such esta
tioni, the
charge of unsocial principles most properly
blishments.
The mass of mankind bear very little
belongs to these people or to their adversaries, may be
resemblance to the original colonists of Massachusetts collected from
the statements they have
respectively
and Pennsylvania.
They are utterly incapable of made of the terms on which they were
willing to hold
appreciating superior piety, and yield (especially in a companionable intercourse with
their fellow men.
small bodies) a very reluctant deference to the
Mr. Winslow, who was for some time
preten
governor of Newsions of superior wisdom and
The claims of Plymouth, in his account of the
ability.
colony declares that
superior birth and hereditary elevation have the advan
the faith of the
people was in all respects the same
tage of being more certain and manifest, more adapted with that of the reformed churches
of Europe, from
to their habits, and less offensive to their
self-compla which they differed only in their opinion of church
Lord Bacon observes, that
cency.
plantations are government, wherein they pursued a more
thorough
most frequent in the earlier
stages of society* that reformation.
They disclaimed, however, any uncha
is, in the period when superior birth, united
(as it then ritable separation from those with whom
they differed
commonly is) with a monopoly of the little knowledge on this point, and
freely admitted the members of every
;&quot;

&quot;

men

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;&quot;

&quot;

NOTE [6] p. 229. The introduction of this feature
into the portrait of Sir Henry Vane rests
entirely mi
the authority of Burnet and Kennet, (followed

by

Hume,) who speak from hearsay. Ludlow, who knew
Vane personally, bestows the highest praise on bis im
and, with
perturbable serenity and presence of mind
the glowing sympathy of a kindred spirit, describes the
;

magnanimity with which

resolute
his

own

fate

at his trial

he sealed

to plead, like Lambert, far
his life, and gallantly pleading for the dying liberties of
his country.
his
At
execution, when some of his

by scorning

friends expressed resentment of the injuries that were
heaped upon him, &quot;Alas!&quot; said he, &quot;what ado thev
keep to make a poor creature like his Saviour. I bios*
the Lord I am so far from being affrighted at death,
that I lind it rather shrink from me than I from it

Ten thousand

deaths for me, before I will defile the
and purity of my conscience; nor would 1 fur
ten thousand worlds part with the peace and satisfac
tion I have now in my heart.&quot;
Even Bnrnet admit?
that the resolution he summoned up at the last
prompt
ed him
some very extraordinary acts, though they
cannot be mentioned.&quot;
less
Oldmixon,
scrupulous,
has satisfied the curiosity that Burnet excited, by re
lating that
Lady Vane began her reckoning for her
son, the Lord Barnard, from the night before Sir Henry
lost his head on Tower Hill.&quot;
Perhaps the deep piety
and constant negation of all merit in himself, by which
the heroism of Vane was softened and ennobled, mav
have suggested to minds unacquainted with these prin

chastity

&quot;to

&quot;

At all
ciples the imputation of constitutional timidity.
events this cloud, whether truly belonging to his cha
racter, or raised by the envious breath of his detractors,
has, from the admirable vigor of his

mind and the un

questioned courage of his demeanor, served rather to
embellish than to obscure the lustre of his fame.

NOTE [7] p. 236. The accounts of the first conver
sations which the missionaries held with various bodies
of these heathens, abound with curious questions anil
observations that proceeded from the Indians in rela
tion to the tidings that were brought to their ears.
One man asked, Whether Englishmen were ever so ig
norant of Jesus Christ as the Indians 1
second,
Whether Jesus Christ could understand prayers in the

A

Indian

language

7

A

third

proposed this question,

.

NORTH AMERICA.
How

there could be an image of Got!, since it was for
bidden in the second commandment
On another oc

Fox adds,
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could not hold, but was made
opinions,
o cry out,
Oh no ; it is not the Scriptures ; it is the
On another occasion, having entered a
casion, after Mr. Elliot had done speaking, an aged Holy Spirit.&quot;
Indian started up, and with tears in his eyes asked, church, and hearing the preacher read for his text, Ho !
Whether it was not too late for such an old man as hqf very one that thirtieth, come ye to the waters, &c.,
who was near death, to repent and seek after God 1 A^ Fox called out to him, Come down, thou deceiver
second askeil, How the English came to differ so much lost thou bid people come freely and take of the water
f life freely, and yet thou takest three hundred pounds
from the Indians in their knowledge of God and Jesus
A a year of them for preaching the scriptures to them
Christ, since they had all at first but one Father \
third desired to be informed, How it came to pass that Approaching the town of Litchfield, he declares he
sea water was salt, and river water fresh \
Several in
bund himself directed to cast off his shoes, and in that
ondition walked through the streets, exclaiming, &quot;Wo
quired, How Judas could deserve blame for facilitating
o the bloody city of Litchfield
the end which it was the purpose of God to effect
which he accordingly
One woman asked, Whether slie was entitled to consi
lid.
These examples are selected almost at random
der herself as having prayed, when she merely joined rom numberless instances of similar proceedings re
in her mind with her husband who prayed by her side ?
corded in his voluminous journal. Yet he strongly
Another, If her husband s prayer signified any thing condemns those whom he terms ranters, and relates in
while he continued to beat his wife ?
arious places the attempt! he had made to convince
Many of the con
verts continued to believe that the gods whom they had
hem of their delusion. Journal, 3d edit. 1765, pp. 16.
formerly served had in reality great power, but were 24. 27. 34. 49. 50.51.
and
William Penn, in the beautiful Preface which he
spirits subordinate to the true and only God
when threatened with witchcraft by tho Powaws for vrote for this Journal, informs us that these ranters
do not deny your power, were persons who
their apostacy, they said,
for want of staying their minds in
but we serve a greater God, who is so much above an humble dependence upon him that opened their unyours that he c:n defend us from them, and enable .erstandings to see great things in his law, ran out in
even us to tread upon them all.
One sachem sent for heir own imaginations, and mixing them with these
an Indian convert, and desired to know how many gods ivine openings, brought forth a monstrous birth, to the
When he heard they had but candal of those that feared God.&quot;
the English had
he
Divers,&quot;
I have
fell into gross and enormous
one, he replied scornfully, Is that all !
thirty- adds,
practices, preI
seven
Do they suppose
would exchange so many ending in excuse thereof that they could without evil
one ?
:ommit the same act which was sin in another to do.&quot;
&quot;

he himself regarded these as the exertions of mirajif
but from many pa- sages it is
[culous power
plain that
rewarded by his followthey were, to his knowledge,

I

&quot;

!

;

|

I

!

|

!&quot;

in the

,

&quot;

&quot;

!

&quot;

!

f.&amp;gt;r

I

say,&quot;

he

irought them

His writings are so voluminous, and there is such a
mixture of good and evil in them, that every reader
finds it easy to justify his preconceived opinion, and to

letter sort

eternal state

NOTE [9] p. 240. Besse, in his voluminous Col
lection of the Sufferings of the
People called Quakers,&quot;
relates that Lydia Wardell, of
Newbury in
Eng
this
ensnared
continues,
divers, and land, a convert to quakerisni, at length found herself
to an utter and lamentable loss as to their concerned to
appear in a public assembly
in a very
and they grew very troublesome to the unusual manner, and such as was
hard

New

;

&quot;

of people, and furnished the looser with an
(Preface, p. 7.)
blaspheme.&quot;
himself relates some horrid immoralities of the

iccasion to

Fox

by appropriate quotations. His works arc anters, and that he had found it necessary to publish
read by few, and wholly read by still fewer.
Many addresses to give assurance to the people that these
form their opinions of him from the passages which are ieluded persons were qnakers only in name (Journal,
from his writings by his adversaries and of the
399.) He applies the epithet of ranters to many of
hose who called themselves quakers in America (443.)
y.akers there are many who derive their opinions of
hi;:i from the
passages of a very different complexion Some of Fox s chief associates and coadjutors appear
which are cited in the works of the modern writers of o have become in the end ranters, or something worse.
their own sect.
I shall here subjoin some extracts from
}f these was James Nayler, who was long the fellowhis Journal, which will verify some of the remarks I
aborerand fellow-sufferer of Fox, and whom Fox still
have made iu the text premising this observation, erms a quaker, at the same time when he was in prison
that the book itself was lirst put into my hands by a
or his horrible enormities.
Fox alludes vaguely and
zealous and intelligent quaker, for the purpose of prov
sorrowfully to Nayler s errors and disobedience to him
it contained no such
that
as
some
of
those
self.
When
he
found
that
ing
passages
Nayler would not give heed
which I am now to transcribe from it.
o his rebukes, Fox told him that
the I/ord moved me
Fox relates, that in the yc.ir 1648 he found his na
o slight him, and to set the power of God over him.&quot;
ture so completely new-modelled, that
I
knew no
le adds, that it soon after happened to Nayler that
his resisting the power of God in me, and the truth of
thing but purencss, innoct-ncy, and righteousness,
Jod that was declared to him by me, became one of
being renewed up into the image of God by Christ
Jesus
so that I was come up to the state of Adam, lis
Navler had
(Journal, p. 205 )
greatest burdens.&quot;
which he was in before he fell. The creation was open ridden naked into Bristol with a crew of insane foled to me
and it was showed me how all things had owers making the most blasphemous proclamations
their names given them according to their nature and
Before him, and had committed the most
profligate
virtue.
I was at a stand in
my mind whether I should mmoralities. On his trial he produced a woman, one
[)orcas Earberry, who deposed that she had been dead
practice physic for the goo-l of mankind, seeing the na
ture and virtues of the creatures were so opened to wo
days, and was recalled to life by Navler.
Me bv the Lord. But I was immediately taken up in
It is impossible to discover what part of the extra
or
more
to
sec
another
steadfast
state
than Adam s vagance of Nayler was condemned by Fox and the pro
spirit
in innocency, even into a state in Christ Jesus that
per body of the quakers.
find Fox relating with
The Lord showed me that such as ;reat approbation many wild and absurd exhibitions by
should never fall.
were faithful to him in the power and light of Christ which quakers were moved, as they said, to show them
Fhoald come up into that state in which Adam was be selves as signs of the times.
have
Some,&quot; he says,
fore he fe ; in which the admirable works of the cre
}een moved to go naked in the streets, and have de
ation and the virtues thereof may be known through clared amongst them that God would
strip them of
the openings of that divine Word of wisdom and pow
:heir hypocritical professions, and make them as bare
er by which they were made.&quot;
In manv of the disputes and naked as they were.
But instead of considering
which he afterward held with ministers and doctors, it, they have frequently whipped, or otherwise abused
he maintained that lie was, and that every human being them.&quot; (Journal, p. 388.)
Many such instances he
by cultivation of the spiritual principle within him might relates in the Journal (p. 323, &c.,) with cordial appro
become like him, perfectly pure and free from all dregs bation of the conduct of the quakers, and the strongest
of sin.
He relates with complacency and approbation, reprobation of the persecutors who punished them for
that having one day addressed a congregation of
people walking naked.
at Beverley in Yorkshire, the audience declared after
Fox taught that God did not create the devil, (Jour
ward that it was an angel or spirit that had suddenly nal, p. MO.) Yet though the
reasoning by which he
them
and spoken to them. He con defends this gross heresy would plainly seem to imply
appeared among
ceived himself warranted by his endowments to tram that the devil was a self-created
being, there is another
One Sunday as he ap passage, ( p. 345,) from which we may perhaps conclude
ple on all order and decency.
I
s
that
Fox
real
was
that
the devil was created
proached the town of Nottingham, he tells,
espict
opinion
he great stecpU-hoase ; and the Lord said ur.to me
by God a good spirit, but transformed himself by his
thou must go cry against yonder great idol, and agains own act into a wicked one.
He sets down every mis
the worshippers therein.&quot;
He accordingly, entereil the fortune that happened to any of his adversaries or per
church, and hearing the minister announce the text secutors as a judgment of Heaven upon them.
He
We have also a more sure word of prophecy, and tel relates various cures of sick and wounded persons that
the people that by this was meant the Scriptures ensued on his
and
on more ordinary means
prayers,
whereby they were to try all doctrines, religions, am that he used for their relief. It is not easy to discover
it

clu&amp;gt;J
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&amp;gt;.
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&quot;

&quot;

;

;

We

&quot;

1

&quot;

&quot;

i

&quot;

NOTE [8] p. 239. The character of George Fox is
bv no means generally understood in the present day.

t

them

think it not unreasonable to consider
quakerism the
growth of a protestant country, and quietism, which
arose among catholics, as branches of a
system essen
and Madame Guyon anil Molinos as
tially the same
the counterparts of Fox and
The moral re
Barclay.
semblance is plainer than the historical connexion but
the propagation of sentiment and
opinion may be pow
erfully effected when it is not visibly indicated.
Quiet
ism was first engendered in
Spain, by a sect called the
Illuminati or Alambrados, who
about
the
sprung up
year
1575.
They rejected sacraments and other ordinances
and some of them became notorious for indecent and
immoral extravagances.
This sect was revived in
France in the year 1034, but
quickly disappeared under
a hot persecution.
It
re-appeared again with a system
of doctrine considerably purified,
yet still inculcating
the distinctive
principle of exclusive teaching by an
inward light and sensible direction,. towards the close
of the seventeenth century, both at Rome in the writ
ings of Molinos, and in Franco under the auspices of
Madame Guyon and Fenelon. Encyclopaedia Britan
nic i, vol. ix.
p. 156, and xv. p. 766.
I

;

;

fortify

to

;

!&quot;

We

;

&quot;

!

&quot;

!

&quot;so

and the editor of his journal refers
index under the head of
Miracles.&quot;
crs

&quot;

and
exceeding
self-denying to her natural disposition, she being a
woman of exemplary modesty in all her behavior. The
duty and concerns she lay under was that of going into
their church at Newbury naked, as a token of that
miserable condition which she esteemed them
But they, instead of religiously
reflecting on their
own condition, w hich she came in that manner to
to
them, fell into a rage and presently laid
represent
lands on her,&quot; &c.
Vol. ii. p. 235.
He also notices
the case of Deborah Wilson, a
young woman of very
nodest and retired life, and of a sober
conversation,
having passed naked through the streets as a sign
against the cruelty and oppression of the rulers.&quot; 236.
George BUhop, another quaker writer, thus relates
the case of Deborah Wilson.
She was a modest
woman, of a retired life and sober conversation and
a
burden
for
the
hardness and cruelty of
great
learing
tho people, sho went through the town of Salem naked
as a sign
which she having in part performed, was
aid hold on, and bound over to appear at the next court
of Salem, where the wicked rulers sentenced her to be
New England judged, p. 388. The writing)
whipt.&quot;
of Besse, Bishop, and some others, who were foolish
enough to defend the extravagance that they had too
much sense to commit, were the expiring sighs of
quaker nonsense and frenzy. They are still mentioned
with respect by some modern quakers, who praise in
stead of reading them ; as the sincere but frantic zeal
of Loyola and Xavier and still commended by their
sly
successors, who have inherited the name and the man
ners, without the spirit that distinguished the original
in.&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

Jesuits.

had been well

if the government of Massachusetts
punishment on the disgusting violations of
decency avowed by these writers, without extending its
This
severity to the bare profession of- quakerism.
injustice was occasioned by the conviction that these
outrages were the legitimate fruits of quaker principles
a conviction which, it appears the language even of
those quakers who were themselves guiltless of such
\l is only such
outrages, tended strongly to confirm.
language on the part of the quakers that can acquit their
It

had

inflicted

;

adversaries of the inhuman absurdity that pervades the
reasoning of persecutors, and holds, men responsible
for all the consequences that may be logically deduced

from their principles, though rejected and denied by
themselves.
The sentiments of the people of New
England are thus strongly expressed by Cotton Ma
ther
I appeal to all the reasonable part of mankind
whether the infant colonies of New England had not
cause to guard themselves against these dangerous vilIt was also thought that the very
lains.
quakers them
selves would say, that if they had got into a coiner of
the world, and with immense toil and charge made a
wilderness habitable, on purpose there to be undisturb
ed in the exercises of their worship, they would never
hear to have New Englanders come among them and,
&quot;

:
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m

othhl1

that exists, exercises the
strongest influence on man- reformed church to communion with
etfiiHh
indulgence, but,
eta,
ed the poor in ffactious f
them.
&quot;We
idleness, by neglecting to kind.
The colony conducted by Lord Selkirk to Pince ever
placed,&quot; he continues,
prov.de them with safe and useful employment; and Edward s Island
difference between
consisted of Highlanders a ne
those that grounded their
on
the
word
strongly urges the wealthy capitalists of England to men
of God
practice
what Burke has
peculiarly distinguished by
though differing from us in the exposition and under
.
y facilitating every termed,
the pVoud submission
, ^&quot;&quot;V^
generous loyaW standing of it, and those that hated such reformer^
foreign vent to the energies of active and mdigent to rank.&quot;
When their countrymen fn the Hebrides
res and reformation, and went on in anti-christiaii
men.
He enlarges on the pleasures inc dent to a h,.h,,l,l
!!,
beheld in.
Dr. Jolmson,
oppo
Johnson, they made little account of the sition to it, and
i,l-,,,tnr&amp;gt;
lit
r
It is true we
persecution of it.
profits
and desire to practise a
separation from the world and
the works of the world ; and as the churches
of Chri.H
are all saints by
calling, so we desire to see the grace
of God
least
forth
any should think the toil might be insupportable, I
shining
(at
seemingly, leaving secret
to God) in all we admit into church
assure myself there are who
IS OTE
delight extremely in vain
fellowship
203.
The surprising errors that things
p.
with us, and to keep off such as
pleasure, that take much more pains in England to
openly wallow in the
obertson has committed in his account of Sir Thomas
mire of their sins, that neither the
enjoy it, than I should do there to gain wealth suffi Dale s
holy things of God
administration may well seem to
cient ; and yet I think
detract, in no nor the communion of saints
be leavened or po*
they should not have half such small
degree, from the credit of history
He not only luted thereby.&quot; He adds, that may
sweet content.&quot; B. VI. to
none of the new settlers
gentlemen he proposes, imputes to the
the enactment and introduc who are
Company
other
admitted
into
the church of New
among
inducements, the pleasures of fishing, tion of the
Plymouth
arbitrary code transmitted by Sir Thomas are
fowling, and hunting, to an unbounded extent
encouraged, or even permitted, to insert in the de
and Smith, but unfolds at
the (imaginary) reasons claration of their faith a
to laborers, the
length
of
a
renunciation of the Church of
vacant soil, of unequalled that
blessings
prevailed with them to adopt a measure so harsh
cheapness and unsurpassed fertility. He promises no and
England or any other reformed establishment. (Mai her,
sanguinary
though of this measure itself they B. I. cap. iii.) It does not
mines to tempt sordid avarice, nor
appear to me that thcsr
conquests to allure arc expressly acquitted
by Stith, the only authority on sentiments warrant the
profligate ambition; but the advantages of a
charge of unsocial principles in
the subject that
tempe
and
the
exists,
to
rate clime, and of a secure and
which any sense which a Christian will feel himself .-it ail
very authority
exhaustless subsist
Robertson himself refers.
ence the wealth that
Among the other reasons concerned to disclaim. Whether (he adversaries ,agriculture may extract from winch lie
assigns, is the advice of Lord Bacon, which these men were
the land, and fisheries from the sea.
dintinguished for principles more
Therefore,&quot; he he
unhesitatingly charges this eminent person with
honorable and
concludes,
notably social or more eminently charitable, may be caworthy countrymen, let having communicated, and the
with haviiw thered from a
not the meanness of the word fish
Company
distaste you, for it
passage in Dowel s Familiar Letters,
In support of a
eagerly aj.proved.
will allord as
charge so decided where this defender of church
...
good gold as the mines of Guiana or
so remarkable, he refers
I otosi, with less hazard
merely to a passage in the sentiments of his party respectin .......,
and charge, and more certainty Lord Bacon
e
s
J
Essay on Plantations. It would be well ences between mankind.
and facility.&quot;
rather
or the fame of Bacon if all
pity than hate
the charges with which Turk or
I have
for
are
of
the
given but a very general outline of Smith s
infidel,
same metal and
they
is
is loaded were
supported by such evi- bear the same stamp as I do, though the
character
opposition of this subject.
The details with which he
mce.
ror supposing (which is
inscriptions
lias filled it
If I hate any, it is those schismatics that
doubtful) that this differ.
up are highly interesting, and well de essay was
puzzle
published before the collection of Sir Tho the sweet
I think there can be no
serving of perusal.
I could be con
peace of our church
so^that
doubt mas brmths
system of martial law, and svpposm&quot; it tent to see an
that he has treated the
to hell on a Urownist s
Anabaptist
go
subject of colonization with to have been read
by the compiler of that system, it is back.&quot; (vol. i. let. 31.
Otl 0l tl e ski
of a c^.i. iiv,ij.u linn the
The policy of th.. ecclesiastical
LUC profound
uruiuuiii
!, _
?
.P
surely more than doubtful if the passage alluded to administration of En )_
sagacity oi a philosopher, than Lord Bacon has shown would
;tve a
premium to the pro
yet support Dr. Robertson s
either or both of his
It duction of such sentiments.
imputation
Howel s fervor for the
productions, the
Essay on merely recommends that a ^uwjiwM
colonial government snouiu
should
church
and the
did
not
survive
lantations,&quot;
the
party
Consideration* touching the
power of that partv t,j
have commission to exercise martial
1 lanlation in
laws, with some reward him.
After the fall of the
Ireland.&quot;
church and
imitation
a
power inseparable from such, and indeed monarchy, he became the defenderEnglish
The name of Smith has not
and penegvrint of
yet gathered all its tro n every system of
inc.
government. The twenty-fourth the administration of Cromwell ;
Ihe lustre it once possessed is somewhat
like
Waller
ob secti
though,
lion ot King
n James second
mn/vuu bUOJ
charter
bOl to
IU the
scured by time, and
Lilt? V/OlllCom- and Dryden, he returned in the train ofFortune, when
by the circumstances that left pany had
already invested the colonial governors with she returned to his
America so long to depend on
original friends.
England for the sentifull power and
:nts and
authority to use and exercise martial
opinions that literature preserves or pro
aw, in cases of mutiny or rebellion
and
and
the
NOTE
duces,
The introduction of this fe-iturc
preced[6] p. 229.
consequently led her to rate her eminent
. section of the same charter authorizes
men rather by the importance of their
them, in into the portrait of Sir Henry Vane rests
achievements case of
entirely ..n
necessity,&quot; to rule, correct, and
e scale oi British than of
accord
the
of
punish,
Burnet
and Kennet, (followed by
American history
authority
But ing to their own
No
think I can foresee its revival.
&quot;good discretions.&quot;
blame
can
who
from
Hume,)
It will
speak
hearsay.
Ludlow, who knew
grow with
the bare authorization of an
the growth of men and letters in
extraordinary Vane personally, bestows the highest praise on his im
America; and whole Jower, reserved in
nations ot its admirers have
every society, for extraordinary occa perturbable
and
to
of
be
born.
serenity
As the sions. What alouc seems
yet
presence
mind; and, with
stream becomes more
deserving of blame is Sir the glowing sympathy of a kindred
illustrious, the springs will be
I homas Smith s violent
spirit, describes the
and illegal substitution of the resolute
come more interesting.
with which at his trial he sealed
magnanimity
Romulus, I uoubt not, was most
sanguinary code of martial law that was ever his own fate
an object of
by scorning to plead, like Lambert, for
greater interest in the Augustan ajra than trained,
the room of the former
the preceding
constitution, and his life, and gallantly pleading for the
The
ages of Rome.
of Smith s for the
dying liberties of
of the
purposes
lame has in like manner
administration
of
the
his
ordinary
At his execution, when some of his
country.
yet to come; an age when
olony ; and Dr. Robertson s very
there will be inscribed
and
unfounded
friends
hasty
by the Americans, o5 tablets imputation of this
expressed resentment of the injuries tli.it wenmore lasting than
proceeding to the act of the Council heaped upon him, &quot;Alas!&quot; said he, &quot;what ado they
Carthaginian gold,
and the advice of Lord Bacon. It
had been well if the
to
make a poor creature like his Saviour. I bless
&quot;Fortia facta
keep
patruiu, series longissima rerum,
Juncil had paid more attention
to the maxim of this the Lord I am so far from
.Per tot ducta viros
prima ab engine gentis
real man, that
being affrighted at death,
fhose who plant colonies must be that I find
it rather shrink from me than I from
and he will then be
it
thought as far to excel Romulus indued with great patience.&quot;
Ten thousand deaths for me, before I will defile tl,e
true glory, as America has
The inaccuracy and
excelled, and is yet
in
which Dr chastity and purity of
misrepresentation
likely to excel old Rome in happiness and virtue
my conscience ; nor would 1 for
.obertson has
indulged, in his history of South
la Ame
Ame-~ ten thousand worlds part with the
He was born in the year 1579, and died on the
peace and satislac&quot;f
21st rica has-been ,
SCd
ot June, 1G31.
eXP
E n Uurnet ad
my heart
note 58
9 Part
that
the
resolution he summoned up at the last nrommNothing can be more erroneous or unjust than Win,1
1,:;,- ** ied
1
hiin &quot;to some very
terbotliam s
extraordinary acts, though thcv
Chronological Catalogue of the American
NOTE
224.
---[5]
not
be
Chalmers
mentioned.&quot;
p.
and
Robertson haye
States, in which Lord Delaware is recorded as
Oldmixon, less scrupulou-S,
the imputed the slow increase of
the colonists of New has satisfied the curiosity that Burnet excited,
founder of Virginia. If this honor
by re
belong to any in i lymouth to
the unsocial character of their
that
Vane
it
is
to
lating
religious
Lady
dividual,
began her reckoning tor her
Captain Smith.
As the charge of
confederacy.&quot;
the
Lord
son,
from
the
anti
Barnard,
before
Sir
entertaining
night
Henry
social
principles was preferred against
NOTE [3] p. 203. The
rs Chrisrs lost his head on Tower Hill.&quot; Perhaps the deep piety
gans thee first
inns lv men
,,-!.,.
^
_
^1
history of Lord Delaware s tians
by ii,, .n who
plumed themselves on exercisinir and constant negation of all merit in himself, by which
government, and the more recent example of the set
hospuakty to the gods of all nations, it is
the heroism of Vane was softened and
tlement formed by Lord Selkirk in
necessary to
ennobled, mav
Prince Edward s
-rtain the
precise meaning of this imputation, if have suggested to minds unacquainted with these
Island, demonstrate very str.ngly the beneficial influprin
we
would
know
whether
it
the
be
of
constitutional timidity.
praise or blame that it ciples
imputation
At all
ice, to which noblemen
er rank
ran
may render their
sub- nvnlv..
su
nvolves.
in
a
events
this
**
I
Whether,
litmiTw
unii
whether
v
,
cloud,
the promotion and
truly blameworthy Hccppiarvient,
truly belonging to his cha
acceptasupport of such esta
ion, the charge of unsocial
lishments.
Ihe .mass of mankind bear
principles most properly racter, or raised by the envious breath of his detractors,
very little
tongs to these people or to their adversaries, may be has, from the admirable
resemblance to the original colonists of
vigor of his mind and the un
Massachusetts collected from the
statements they have respectfvely questioned courage of his demeanor, served rather to
and
Pennsylvania.
They arc utterly incapable of nade of the terms on which
they were willing to hold embellish than to obscure the lustre of his fame.
appreciating superior piety, and yield
in
i
companionable intercourse with their fellow men.
null bodies) a very reluctant deference (especially
to the preten
Mr.
who
was
mslow,
for
some time governor of Newsions of superior wisdom and
NOTE [7] p. 236. The accounts of the first conver
The claims of Plymouth,
ability.
his account of the
tions which the missionaries held with various bodies
superior birth and hereditary elevation have the advan
colony declares that
the faith of the
was
in
all
of
people
respects the same of these heathens, abound with curious questions and
tage
being more certain and manifest, more adapted with that of
the reformed churches of
to their habits, and less offensive
Europe, from observations that proceeded from the Indians in rela
to their
which they differed only in their
self-compla
Lord
Bacon observes, that
cency
opinion of church tion to the tidings that were brought to their ears.
plantations arc government, wherein
a more thorough One man
most frequent in the earlier
they
pursued
asked,, Whether
were ever s o ig
stages of society-; that reformation.
They disclaimed, however, any uncha norant of Jesus Christ asEnglishmen
is, in the period when
the Indians !
superior birth, united (as it then ritable
second,
separation from those with whom they differed Whether Jesus Christ could understand
commonly is) with a monopoly of the little
prayers in the
knowledge on this point, and freely admitted the members of
third proposed this
every Indian language ?
question,
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NORTH AMERICA.
How

there could be an image of God, since it was for
On another oc
bidden in the second commandment
casion, after Mr. Elliot had done speaking, an aged
Indian started up, and with tears in his eyes asked,
Whether it was not too late for such an old man as hqp
!

A

near death, to repent and seek after God ?
second asked, How the English came to differ so much
from the Indians in their knowledge of God and Jesus
A
Christ, since they had all at first but one Father 1
third desired to be informed, How it came to pass that
?
in
fresh
Several
was
and
river
water
sea water
salt,
quired, How Judas could deserve blame for facilitating
the end which it was the purpose of God to elTect
One woman asked, Whether she was entitled to consi
der herself as having prayed, when she merely joined
in her mind with her husband who prayed by her side ?
\nother, If her husband s prayer signified any thing
while he continued to beat his wife ?
Many of the con
verts continued to believe that the gods whom they had
served
had
in
reality great power, but were
formerly
and only God and
spirits subordinate to the true
when threatened with witchcraft by the Powaws for
do not deny your power,
their npostacy, they said,
but we serve a greater God, who is so much above
yours that he can defend us from them, and enable
One sachem sent for
even us to tread upon them all
an Indian convert, and desired to know how many gods
When
he
heard they had but
had
the English
I have
one, he replied scornfully, Is that all?
thirtyseven
Do they suppose I would exchange so many
--r one ?

who was

!

;

We

!

!
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p.

The

239.

character of George

Fox

is

no means generally understood in the present day.
His writings are so voluminous, and there is such a
i.iixture of good and evil in them, that every reader
mds it easy to justify his preconceived opinion, and to
His works are
fortify it by appropriate quotations.
read by few, and wholly read by still fewer.
Many
form their opinions of him from the passages which are
and of the
c:ted from his writings by his adversaries
l.v

I

:

there are many who derive their opinions of
from the passages of a very different complexion
which are cited in the works of the modern writers of
I shall here subjoin some extracts from
their own sect.

qi .akers

hi;n

which

his Journal,

have

made

will

verify

the text

some of the remarks

I

premising this observation,
that the book itself was lirst put into my hands by a
zealous and intelligent quaker, for the purpose of prov
ing that it contained no such passages as some of those
which I am now to transcribe from it.
Fox relates, that in the ye.ir 1648 he found his na
in

:

I
ture so completely new-modelled, that
knew no
thing but pureness, innocency, and righteousness,
into
the
of
God
renewed
up
image
by Christ
being
Jesus so that I was come up to the state of Adam,
which he was in before he fell. The creation was open
&quot;

;

was showed me how all things had
it
names given them according to their nature and
I
at a stand in my mind whether I should
virtue.

ed to me; and
their

v*&quot;as

practice physic for the good of mankind, seeing the
ture and virtues of the creatures were so opened

by the Lord. But
spirit to see another or
hie

innocency, even
should never fall.

into

in

na
to

was immediately taken up in
more steadfast state than Adam s
I

a

state

in Christ Jesus thai
that such as

The Lord showed me

faithful to him in the power and light of Chrisl
should come up into that state in which Adam was be
in which the admirable works of the cre
fore he fell
ation and the virtues thereof may be known through
the openings of that divine Word of wisdom and pow
In many of the dispute:
rr by which they were made.&quot;
which he afterward held with ministers and doctors
he maintained that he was, and that every human bein^
bv cultivation of the spiritual principle within him migh

were

;

become
of sin.

pure and free from all di
complacency and approbation

like him, perfectly

He

relates with

that having one day addressed a congregation of pcopl
at Beverley in Yorkshire, the audience declared after
\vard that it was an angel or spirit that had sudden!
appeared among ttiem and spoken to them. He con

ceived himself warranted by his endowments to tram
One Sunday as he ap
pie on all order and decency.
preached the town of Nottingham, he tells,
espic
the great steeple-hnnse; and the Lord said unto mi
&quot;I

thou must go cry against yonder great idol, and agains
He accordingly, entered th
the worshippers therein.&quot;
church, and hearing the minister announce the tex
We have also a more sure word, of prophecy, and te
the people that by

whereby they were

this

was meant the Scripture

to try all doctrines, religions,

an

Fox adds,

327

could not hold, but was made! if he himself regarded these as the exertions of miraOh no ; it is not the Scriptures it is the (culous power ; but from many pa- sages it is plain that
cry out,
On
another
occasion, having entered a they were, to his knowledge, so regarded by his followoly Spirit.&quot;
mrch, and hearing the preacher read for his text, Ho ! ers ; and the editor of his journal refers to them in the
one that thiryteth, come ye to the waters, &c., index under the head of
Miracles.&quot;
ox called out to him, u Come down, thou deceiver
I think it not unreasonable to consider
quakerism the
ost thou bid people come freely and take of the water growth of a
protestant country, and quietism, which
f life freely, and
yet thou takest three hundred pounds arose among catholics, as branches of a system essen
year of them for preaching the scriptures to them
tially the same ; and Madame Guyon and Molinos as
pproaching the town of Litchfield, he declares he the counterparts of Fox and Barclay. The moral re
iund himself directed to cast off his shoes, and in that semblance is plainer than the historical connexion
but
ondition walked through the streets, exclaiming, &quot;Wo the propagation of sentiment and
opinion may be pow
3 the
which
he
of
Litchfield
effected
when
it
is
not
bloody city
accordingly erfully
visibly indicated.
Quiet
d.
These examples are selected almost at random ism was first engendered in Spain,
by a sect called the
om numberless instances of similar proceedings re- Illuminati or Alambrados, who sprung up about the year
orded in his voluminous journal. Yet he strongly 1575.
They rejected sacraments and other ordinances
ondemns those whom he terms ranters, and relates in and some of them became notorious for indecent and
arious places the attemp
he had made to convince immoral extravagances.
This sect was revived in
iem of their delusion.
Journal, 3d edit. 1765, pp. 16. France in the year 1634, but quickly disappeared under
1. 27. 34. 49. 50.51.
a hot persecution.
It re-appeared
again with a system
William Penn, in the beautiful Preface which he of doctrine considerably purified, yet still
inculcating
rote for this Journal, informs us that these ranters the distinctive
of
exclusive
principle
teaching by an
ere persons who
for want of staying their minds in inward light and sensible direction,.towards the close
i humble dependence upon him that opened their un- of the seventeenth
century, both at Rome in the writ
erstandings to see great things in his law, ran out in ings of Molinos, and in Francs under the auspices of
icir own imaginations, and mixing them with these Madame
Guyon and Fenelon. Encyclopaedia Britanvine openings, brought forth a monstrous birth, to the nica, vol. ix. p. 156, and xv.
p. 766.
:andal of those that feared God.&quot;
he
Divers,&quot;
fell
into
and
enormous
NOTE
240.
dds,
gross
practices, preCol
Besse, in his voluminous
[9] p.
ending in excuse thereof that they could without evil lection of the Sufferings of the People called Quakers,&quot;
ommit the same act which was sin in another to do.&quot; relates that Lydia Wardell, of Newbury in New
Eng
I say,&quot; lie
ensnared divers, and land, a convert to quakerism, at length found herself
continues,
in a very
rought them to an utter and lamentable loss as to their concerned to appear in a public assembly
;ernal state ; and they grew very troublesome to the unusual manner, and such as was
exceeding hard and
etter sort of people, and furnished the looser with an self-denying to her natural
disposition, she being a
to
ccasion
woman of exemplary modesty in all her behavior. The
(Preface, p. 7.)
blaspheme.&quot;
Fox himself relates some horrid immoralities of the duty and concerns she lay under was that of going into
that
to
and
he
had
found
it
anters,
necessary
publish their church at Newbury naked, as a token of that
ddresses to give assurance to the people that these miserable condition which she esteemed them
eluded persons were quakers only in name (Journal, &quot;But they, instead of religiously
reliecting on their
.399.) He applies the epithet of ranters to many of own condition, which she came in that manner to
lose who called themselves quakers in America (443.)
epresent to them, fell into a rage and presently laid
ome of Fox s chief associates and coadjutors appear lands on her,&quot; &c. Vol. ii. p. 235. He also notices
)
have become in the end ranters, or something worse.
IB case of Deborah Wilson, a young woman of
very
If these was James Nayler, who was
long the fellow- nodest and retired life, and of a sober conversation,
borer and fellow-sufferer of Fox, and whom Fox still laving passed naked through the streets as a sign
erms a quaker, at the same time when he was in prison .gainst the cruelty and oppression of the rulers.&quot; 236.
or his horrible enormities.
Fox alludes vaguely and
George Bishop, another quaker writer, thus relates
She was a modest
orrowfully to Nayler s errors and disobedience to him- he case of Deborah Wilson.
elf.
When he found that Nayler would not give heed (voman, of a retired life and sober conversation ; and
o his rebukes, Fox told him that
the Lord moved me jearing a great burden for the hardness and
cruelty of
o slight him, and to set the power of God over him.&quot;
he people, she went through the town of Salem naked
le adds, that it soon after happened to Nayler that as a sign
which she having in part performed, was
his resisting the power of God in me, and the truth of
aid hold on, and bound over to appear at the next court
that was declared to him by me, became one of of Salem, where the wicked rulers sentenced her to be
lis greatest burdens.&quot;
(Journal, p. 205.)
Nayler had whipt.&quot; New England judged, p. 388. The writinga
idden naked into Bristol with a crew of insane fol- of Besse, Bishop, and some others, who were foolish
owers making the most blasphemous proclamations enough to defend the extravagance that they had too
iefore him, and had committed the most profligate much sense to commit, were the expiring sighs of
On his trial he produced a woman, one quaker nonsense and frenzy. They are still mentioned
mmoralities.
Jorcas Barberry, who deposed that she had been dead with respect by some modern quakers, who praise in
as the sincere but frantic zeal
wo days, and was recalled to life by Nayler.
stead of reading them
of Loyola and Xavier and still commended by their sly
It is impossible to discover what part of the extra
was
condemned
who
have
inherited
of
Fox
the
the name and the man
and
Nayler
by
pro- successors,
vagance
find Fox relating with ners, without the spirit that distinguished the
body of the quakers.
original
rreat approbation many wild and absurd exhibitions by Jesuits.
which quakers were moved, as they said, to show them
It had been wc .l if the government of Massachusetts
selves as signs of the times.
have had inflicted punishment on the disgusting violations of
Some,&quot; he says,
moved to go naked in the streets, and have de decency avowed by these writers, without extending its
clared amongst them that God would strip them of severity to the bare profession of. quakerism.
This
heir hypocritical professions, and make them as bare injustice was occasioned by the conviction that these
and naked as they were. But instead of considering outrages were the legitimate fruits of quaker principles ;
abused a conviction which, it appears the language even oj
it, they have frequently whipped, or otherwise
:hem.&quot;
(Journal, p. 386.)
Many such &quot;instances he those quakers who were themselves guiltless of such
relates in the Journal (p. 323, &c.,) with cordial appro
It is only such
outrages, tended strongly to confirm.
bation of the conduct of the quakers, and the strongest language on the part of the quakers that can acquit their
reprobation of the persecutors who punished them for adversaries of the inhuman absurdity that pervades the
walking naked.
reasoning of persecutors, and holds men responsible
Fox taught that God did not create the devil, (Jour for all the consequence* that may be logically deduced
the
Yet
nal, p. 140.)
though
reasoning by which he from their principles, though rejected and denied by
defends this gross heresy would plainly seem to imply themselves.
The sentiments of the people o_f New
that the devil was a self-created being, there is another England are thus strongly expressed by Cotton Ma
I appeal to all the reasonable part of mankind
passage, ( p. 345,) from which we may perhaps conclude ther
that Fox s real opinion was that the devil was created whether the infant colonies of New England had not
by God a good spirit, but transformed himself by his cause to guard themselves against these dangerous vil
own act into a wicked one. He sets down every mis lains. It was also thought tnat the very quakers them
fortune that happened to any of his adversaries or per selves would say, that if they had got into a coiner of
He the world, and with immense toil and charge made a
secutors as a judgment of Heaven upon them.
relates various cures of sick and wounded persons that wilderness habitable, on purpose there to be undisturb
ensued on his prayers, and on more ordinary moans ed in the exercises of their worship, they would never
that he used for their relief.
It is not easy to discover [bear to hiive New Englanders come among them and,
linions,
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blessing, than

interrupt their public worship, and endeavor to seduce
their children from it ; yea and repeat such endeavors
to
after mild entreaties first, and then just banishments
oblige their

VII. cap.

15.

departure.&quot;

iv.

fallen

[10]

p.

Upon

this

occasion

all

and

that inheritance which
for which this may stay

his

powi

hitherto, yon and yours may certainly expect a liber
portion in the prosperity and blessing thereof hereaftel
and the rather, because it was not forced from you b
a father s power, but freely resigned by yourself, out c

sition

of our

&quot;

Such has been

New

fend themselves, but putting himself at their head, he
rallied, instructed, -and led them on to encounter the
enemy,
by this means were repulsed. As sudden

a loving and filial respect unto me, and your own read
From whence, as I c
ness unto the work itself.
often take occasion to bless the Lord foryou, so do
also

Cotton

commend you and yours

to

who

Hadley disappeared; and the people
of perplexity and amazement, and
for this singular phenomenon.
to
account
unable
utterly
After his death it was known to have been Goffe
ly

the jealous dispo

th|
regicide, who resided somewhere in the neighborhood^
but in such deep sequestration that none but those who
were intrusted with the secret were ever able to make
the remotest approach to a dicovery of his retreat.

their dearly-bought

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

:

;

;

&quot;

;

;

;

;

[

the deliverer of

ivere left in a state

his fatherly blessing

An
for a plentiful reward to be rendered unto you.
doubt not my dear son, but let your faith be built upo
Knglanders about
been the various under his promise and faithfulness, that as he h;ith carried yo
privileges, and such ajso has
hitherto through many perils, and provided liberally fo
those pri
standing of the puople about the extent of
have sent over you, so he will do for the trfte to come, and will neVe
vileges, that of all the agents which they
unto the court of England for now forty years together, faiTyou nor forsake you. My son the Lord know
art to me, and that my care has bee
I know not any one who did not at his return meet how dear thou
more for thee than for myself. But I know thy pros
with some very fro ward entertainment among his coun
not on my care, nor on thine own, hi
trymen: and there may be the Wisdom of the Holy perity depend
and Righteous God, as well as the malice of the Evil on the blessing of our heavenly Father: neither dot
it on the
things of this world, but on the light of God
One, acknowledged in the ordering of such tempta
countenance, through the merit and mediation of ou
tions.&quot;
Lord
Jesus
Christ.
It is that only which can give u
Mr. Norton, before his departure for England, ex
of conscience with conteiitation; which can a
pressed a strong apprehension that the affair he was peace
ivcll make our lives happy and comfortable in a mea
required to engage in would issue disastrously to him
But if you weig
In the spring before his going estate as in a great abundance.
Mather adds,
self.
for England he preached an excellent sermon unto the things aright, and sum up all the turnings of divin
irovideuce together, vou shall find. great advantage
representatives of the whole colony assembled at the
Court of Election, wherein I take particular notice of The Lord hath brought us to a good land a lam
where
we enjoy outward peace and liberty, and abov
Moses was the meekest man on earth,
this passage
for their sakes.
ill, the
blessing of the gospel, without the burthen o
yet it went ill with Mosas. tis said,
How long did Moses live at Meribali ? Sure I am, it mpositions in matters of religion. Many thousand
a man of as good a temper here are who would give great estates to enjoy on
killed him in a short time
condition.
Labor, therefore, my good son, to iucreas.
as could be expected from a mere man.&quot;
our thankfulness to God for all his mercies to thee, es
It might have been thought that Mr. Norton, whose
for
that
he hath revealed his everlasting goot
death was thus in a manner the fruit of his exertions to pecially
extend religious liberty in the colony, would have es will to thee in Jesus Christ, and joined thee to the visi
ble body of his church, in the fellowship of his people
caped the reproach of persecution. But he had given
and hath saved thee in all thy travels abroad from being
great offence to some ofthe quakers, by writing and
And after his death, infected with the vices of these countries where thoi
preaching against their tenets
certain of that body published at London, A rcprcsen- hast been, (a mercy vouchsafed but unto few youn
tat um to the King and Parliament, wherein, pretending to
gentlemen travellers.) Let Him have the honor of i
who kept thee. He it was who gave thee favor in tin
report some Remarkable judgments upon their Perse
John eyes of all with whom thou hadst to do, both by set
cutors, they inserted the following passage
Norton, chief priest in Boston, by the immediate pow and land He it is who hath given thee a gift in under
er of the Lord, was smitten and as he was sinking standing and art; and he it is who hath provided thee a
down by the fireside, being under just judgment, he blessing in marriage, a comfortable help and many
And therefore I would have yon to
confessed the hand ofthe Lord was upon him, and so sweet children.
he died.
Mather, B. III. cap. ii. sect. 2J, 22, 23. love him again, and serve him, and trust him for th
time
to
come.&quot;
of
Cal
the
deaths
fables
Tlhe popish
Mather, B. II. cap. xi. sect. 9.
Luther,
respecting
The wife ofthe writer ofthe foregoing letter, and the
in, Bncer, and Beza, are hardly moje replete with
than some of these qua- mother of the person to whom it was addressed, was a
folly, untruth, and presumption,
ker interpretations of providence. Their authors, like daughter ofthe celebrated Hugh Peters. Savage sNotes
many other persons involved in religious contentions, to Winthrop s Hist. vol. i. p. 65.
or exposed to persecution for religion s sake, mistook
Winthrop the elder not only performed actions wor
an ardent zeal for God, for a complete subjection of thy to be written, but produced writings worthy to be
mind to his will, and an entire identification of their read. Yet hie Journal, or History as it has been term
views and purposes with his practically regardless of ed, in the late edition by Mr. Savage, is, I think, very in
their own remaining
mmg infirmity and corruption, and of ferior in spirit and interest to his letters. I hope that Mr.
that important truth, that while we continue in this Savage has expressed rather his own editorial partiali
veil of flesh we know only in part, and can see but ty than the prevalent taste of New England, in prefer
through aglass darkly. Among other evil consequences, ring this performance to the work of Cotton Mather.
this error begets a contracted or perverted view of the It would seem indeed that Winthrop s Journal has not
administration of divine justice. It was when the royal derived much support from its own popularity, since
the liberal aid&quot; of the legislature of Massachusetts is
psalmist, impatient of his own sufferings, and of the
p/osperity of oppressors, perplexed himself with endeav acknowledged to have been requisite to its publication.
I must regret that I had not an earlier opportunity of
ors to find within the compass of this life a visible display
of the whole scene of divine justice, that he uttered the perusing the performance of Mr. Savage, to whose sa
words of folly and ignorance, and offended against the gacity I owe the detection of an error into which I
have been betrayed by the authorities on which I have
generation of the children of God.
hitherto relied.
At present it is not in my power to
NOTE [11] p. 243. Mr. Winthrop the younger was correct it otherwise than by noticing (in conformity
with Lt. Savage s note, vol. ii. p. 159), that although
in the bloom
om of manhood, accomplished
acco
by learning an
Sir John Harvey was displaced from the office of Go
nd the heir of a large estate, when he readil
travel, and
dily
with
his
father
in
and
joined
promotin
accompanying vernor of Virginia in 1639, Sir William Berkeley, whom
an emigration to New England. Cotton Mather has I have supposed to have been hisimmediate successor was
preserved a letter written by Winthrop the elder to his not appointed till 1641. Thegovernmeutin the interim
son, while the one was governor of Massachusetts, and was held by Sir Francis Wyatt.
the other of Connecticut.
I shall be excused for tran
NOTE [12] p. 247. Among many interesting and
scribing some part of an epistle so beautiful in itself,
and so strikingly characteristic of the fathers of New romantic adventures and escapes related by Mather,
You
are
the
of
chief
two
families.
I
had
England.
Neal, Hutchinson, Dwight, and other New England
itinuance of
by your mother three sons, and three daughters and writer, as having occurred during the contin
I had with her a large portion of outward estate. Philip s war, there is one incident which exci ted much
These now are all gone mother gone brethren and marvelling at the time, and has since derived an in
sisters gone; you only are left to see the
vanity of crease of interest from the explanation which it receiv
these temporal things
uiese
and learn wisdom thereby
alter the death ot
of the party principally concerned in
inings ana
thereby; ed after
which may be of more use to you, through the Lord s it. In 1675 the town of Hadley was alarmed by the
Mather observes

sudden approach of a body of Indians in the time of
public worship, and the people were thrown into aeonSud
fusion that betokened an nnresisted massacre.
denly a grave elderly person appeared in the midst of
Whence he came or who he was, nobody could
Jhetn.
tell.
In his mein and dress he differed from the rest
ofthe people. He not only encouraged them to de

might have b
and quiet yoi

which has here prospered so well through

&quot;

243.

:

heart, that God is able to give you more than this; ar
that it being spent in the furtherance of his wor

Yet Mather

the extreme severities which
deplores and condemns
upon the
were ultimately inflicted by his countrymen ur
It was one of the privileges of Israel that
quakers.
of
the
enjoying
hope
the people skull dwell alone; and
a similar privilege was one ofthe motives that led the
native
land
of
their
the
pleasures
puritans to exchange
for the labors of desolate wilderness.

NOTE

you

resided with him and they had some years
before been joined by another ofthe regicides, Colonel
Dixwell.
They frequently changed their place of
abode, and gave the name of F*benezer to every spot
that afforded them shelter.
They had many friends
both in England and in the New England states, and
a
with some they maintained
pretty close correspon
dence.
They had constant and exact intelligence of

Whaley

;

every thing that passed in England, and were unwilling
to give up all hopes of deliverance.
Their greatest
expectations were from the fulfilment ofthe prophecies
of scripture, which they had intently studied. They
lad no doubt that the execution of the judges was the
of the witnesses; and were much disapointed
,vhen the year KitJG had passed without any remnrka)le event, but still flattered themselves with the hope
hat common chronology might be erroneous.
The
strict inquisition that was made for them by the royal
ommissioners and others, renders their concealment
&amp;gt;ltiyin&amp;lt;r

n a country so thinly peopled, and where every straner was the object of immediate and curious notice,
It appears that they were befriended
rnly surprising.

md much

esteemed for their piety by persons who re;arded the great action in which they had participated
vim the strongest disapprobation. Hutchinson, 215
219.
requires less sense and humanity than were comin New England to perceive that the capital trial
)f a king must ever be a mockery of justice, and prarically refutes the plea of necessity that is sometimes
nade the apology for defect of justice. No man will
.ccept a commission to sit as judge of his king without,
ireviously determining for his own safety to convict
It

non

im, and to guard the sentence from being infringed
y pardon; and the authority that is powerful enough
bring the king to trial has nothing to apprehend from
is
How different was the situation
hostility in exile.
f Charles and his persecutors, from the relations which
ourts of justice commonly imply, was strongly exjressed by Cook, the Solicitor for the People of En-

who declared, that although in ordinary trials he
ad often trembled to think how much easier it would
e to account to God for mercy and indulgence than
or justice and rigor, yet now it was meat and drink to
im to ask judgment against the king. Howell s State
land,

&quot;Vials,

iv.

1045.

In such, as in
le safest

course.

all

cases, to be brave
the deposed

While

and generous is
king lives, the

emerits that have procured his deposition attach to his
anse but when his blood is shed, his faults seem to be
ashed away, and the cause which he maintained, puried from much of his odium by compassion, is transmitted
o his unoffending descendants.
;

NOTE
,

,

[13] p. 255.

In every state of

and under every form of

human

faith, the belief

socie-

of witch-

has prevailed. Heathens, who are represented
scripture as serving demons, have respected and
ought to propitiate the powers of witchcraft. Chrisans, or persons professing the service of the true God,
ave condemned and punished the practice. It has
revailed from time immemorial in Africa, which is
Brytnerally considered by the learned as its cradle.
1 Edwards has
given a curious account of the witchraft or Obeah practices believed and cultivated among
e negroes in the West Indies.. He states that the
rm Obeah, Obiah, or Obia (for it is variously written).
the adjective, and Obe or Obi the noun substantive
nd that by the terms Obia men, and Obia women.
e meant those who practise Obi or witchcraft.
HisJacob Brvry of the West Indies, vol. ii. p. 107.
it, in his commentary on the word
Oph, remarks that
a serpent in the Egyptian language was called 04 or
raft

;
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nent from his performance.
Probably my discern
ment of the unsuitableness of Mr. Irvmg s mirth, is
juickened by a sense ol personal wrong; as I cannot
lelp feeling that he has by anticipation ridiculed my
If Sancho Panza
:opic and parodied my narrative.
iiad been a real governor, misrepresented by the wit of
Cervantes, his future historian would have found it no
easy matter to bespeak a grave attention to the annals
of his administration.
.

divinator or

&quot;

sorcilegus.&quot;

The woman

at

Endor,&quot;

a virtue to which his talent lent such a degree of efficacy as commanded universal admiration. When he
was appointed to preside in the Court of Chancery, he
was unacquainted with law, and had grown grey in the
Yet in the discharge
practice of fraud and intrigue.
of the functions of this otfice, he is acknowledged to
have combined the genius of Bacon with the integrity
of More and the satisfaction that was derived from the
legal soundness of his decrees, was surpassed only by the
respect that was entertained or the lofty impartiality of
his conduct.
Among other marks of confidence bestowed by
Sliaftesbury on Locke, he employed him to choose a
wife or his son, whom he was anxious to marry early;
as the feebleness of the young man s constitution gave
him cause to apprehend the extinction of his family,
Locke, undismayed by the nice and numerous requi-

he
|

called Ouli or Ob, translated Pythonissa ; and
Oulmuis was the name of the basilisk or royal serpent,
ancient oracular deity of
cni!&amp;gt;lcm of the sun, and an
Africa.&quot;
Bryant s Ancient Mythology, vol. i. p. 48,
&quot;

adds,

is

i

I

475 and 47?.

The following may serve as a
p. 267.
specimen ol these articles of grievance, and of the anIV. As no laws can be re
swers they received
to know if the
pealed but by the assembly, it desired
intended to annul a clause in the act for

NOTE [14]

;

-

&quot;

I

:

proprietary
&quot;The
probringing tobacco to towns?&quot; Answer.
not intend to annul the clause mentioned
prietary doea
V. The attorney-general
without an act of repeal.&quot;
If such proceedoppresses the people.&quot; Ansicer.
is
open against the
ings have been practised, the law
offender, who is not countenanced by government.&quot;
VI. Certain persons, under a pretended authority
from some militia officers, have pressed provisions in
such
&quot;We know of no
Ansicer.
time of peace.&quot;
but when informed of them we shall prooffend
law and matter of
...ist them according to
need against

I

&quot;

j

&quot;

-

which Shaitesbury desired him to combine in the
object of his choice, fulfilled this delicate office to his

sites

!

&quot;

j

patron s satisfaction and afterwards accepted the office
of tutor to the eldest male offspring of the marriage,
Life of Locke, prefixed to the folio edition of his
Works. Like Philip of Macedon, Shaftesbury seems
to have determined to extract as much advantage
possible to his posterity from the genius of the great
Neiphilosopher who proved to be his contemporary.
ther the tutors, however, derived much credit from
his tuition, or received much gratitude from his pupil.
Alexander sneered at the sophisms of Aristotle, (Plularch s Life of Alexander;) and the author of the
Letters written by a NobleCharacteristics,&quot; in his
;

j

|

;

i

&quot;&quot;

fact.&quot;

court

&quot;&quot;VII.

to

The

the last

adjournment of the provincial
Tuesday in January* is a time most
late

&quot;At
the
Aiisiccr.
to the people.&quot;
request of the lower house, they will adjourn the pro381.
vincial court by proclamation.&quot;
Chalmers,
Chalmers, who is generally displeased even with

incommodious

3*l&amp;gt;,

Why

the

more moderate

assertors of American liberty, should

i

NOTE

&quot;Dining one day at Monsieur
a great cold, I observed, everytime
spit, a tight handsome wench, that stood in the room
with a clean cloth in her hand, was presently down

Hoeft

[17] p. 289.

and having

s,

.

o wipe it up, and rub the board clean.
Somebody at
able speaking of my cold, I said the most trouble it
me
was
to
see
the
wench
take
so
much pains
;ave
poor
about it. Monsieur Hoeft told me, twas well I es
I
caped so; and that if his wife hud been at home,
were an ambassador, she would have turned me out of
for
her
loors
house.&quot;
Sir William Temple s
fouling
tho&quot;

Works,

i.

472.

NOTK [IS]

90.

p.

The

charitable attempt of dial-

vindicate the character of this man from the
inpeachment and abhorrence, not of one, but of every
)rovince over which he exorcised tiie functions of go.ernment previous to the British Revolution, is totally
msuccessful.
The main topic of apology is, that he
nerely executed the orders of his master, and some-

ners to

recommended more humane and
an apology which- might be, as in
Tact it was equally pleaded to justify the atrocities of
Kirke and Jeffries in England, and of Graham of Claverhouse and Sir James Turner, in Scotland. It is an
man to a Young Man at the University.&quot; 1716, severely ipology that may sometimes exempt from punishment,
censured the writings of Locke, as giving countenance jut can never redeem character, or avert reprobation..
to infidelity.
When Turner was taken prisoner by the persecuted
Shai tesbury was able to infect Locke with all his Scottisli peasantry in Dumfriesshire, they were pro
of
the
catholics; ceeding to put him to death for his cruelty but obser
own real or pretended suspicions
and even when the philosopher could not refrain from ving from the written instructions found on his person,
the
of
and
intolerance
the
protest- that he had actually fallen short of the severity which
severity
censuring
ants, he expressed his regret that they should be found lie had been ordered to commit, these generous men ar
capable of such popish practices.&quot; Not less unjust rested their uplifted hands, and dismissed him with im
That Andrps,
and absurd was Lord Russel s declaration, that mas- punity, but not without abhorrence.
sacreing men in cool blood was so like a practice of the from some of his private suggestions to the duke,
and
Sir
Edward
not
but
abhor
to
have
been
to
alleviate
seems at times
the bur
it;
willing
papists, that he could
Coke s remark, that poisoning was apopish trick. When dens of the people, only renders him the more culpable
Locke undertook to legislate for Carolina, he produced for so actively effectuating a contrary policy, the mis
It
ecclesiastical constitutions not more, and political regu chief and odium of which he plainly discerned.
lations far less favorable to human liberty and happiness, might have been argued, with some appearance of pro
than those which had been previously established by a bability, that the unanimous dislike he excited in New

i

i

i

a spirited representation of grievances,&quot;
term this
discover.
But perhaps no
(p. :!72,) I am at a loss to
oilier writer has ever combined such elaborate research
of facts with such temerity of opinion and such glaring
Political Annals&quot;
inconsistency of sentiment, as the
The American provinces, though
of this writer display
little indebted to his favorable opinion, owe the most
important illustration of their history to his industrious
Some of the particulars of his own early
r
-arches.
history nriv perhaps account for the peculiarities ofhis
American politics. A Scotsman by birth, he had emi
grated to Maryland, and was settled at Baltimore as a
lawyer, when the revolutionary contest, (in which he
adhered to the royal cause.) blasted all his prospects,
and compelled him to take refuge in England, where
his unfortunate loyalty and distinguished attainments
procured him an honorable appointment from the Board
The first (and only) volume of his Annals
of Trade.
was composed while he hoped that the royal cause catholic legislator in Maryland.
r. Fox is much puzzled to account for Locke s friend
would yet prevail in America, and was intended to be
His labors were discontinued ship with Shaftesbury, and has attempted it, I think, very
ihc apology ofhis party.
when the cause and party to which they were devoted unsuccessfully.
It is strange that we should be obliged to prefer the
had evidently perished. Though a strong vein of Tory
ism pervades all his pages, he is at times unable to testimony of an unprincipled satirist to that of an
restrain an expression of indignant contempt at parti- upright philosopher. \*et Dryden s character of Achicular instances of the conduct of the kings and ministers, tophel&quot; is undoubtedly the justest and most masterly
vhose general policy he labors to vindicate.
representation of Shai tesbury that has ever been pro
duced by friend or foe. So much more powerful is
NOTE [15] p. 27-2. That a gift will blind the affection than enmity in deluding the fancy and seducing
discernment even of the wise, and pervert the words the understanding!
even of the just, is an assurance conveyed to us by
NOTE [16] p. 234. Founders of ancient colonies
unerring wisdom, and confirmed by examples among
which even the name of Locke must be enrolled. If have sometimes been deified by their successors. New
no gift could be more seducing than the deference and York is perhaps thee only commonwealth whose foundadmiration with which Shaftesbury graced his other ers have been co vered with ridicule from the same
It is impossible to read the ingenious and
bounties to Locke, no blindness could well be greater quarter.
than that which veiled the eyes, and perverted the diverting romance entitled Knickerbocker s History of
sentiments of the philosopher with respect to the con New York, without wishing that the author had pui
duct and character of his patron. In his memoirs of either a little more or a little less truth in it, and that
his talent for humor and sarcasms had found another
this profligate politician, not less insiduousin his friend
and virtues, of the
ships than furious in his enmities, and who alternately subject than the dangers, hardships,
infiamed and betrayed every faction in the state, lie ancestors ofhis national family. It inust be unfavor
has honored him as a mirror of worth and patriotism; able to patriotism to connect historical recollections
of Mr.
declaring that, in a mild yet resolute constancy, he was with ludicrous associations; but the genius
is difficult tc
equalled by few and exceeded by none and tiiat while Irving has done this so effectually, that it
of
names
of
Corlear, anc
WouterVanTwiller,
liberty endures, his fame will mock the elforts of envy read the
of Peter Stuyvesant, without a smile; or to see the
and tiie operations of time. Locke, folio edit. III.
&c. While Locke reprobates the unprincipled ambi free and happy colonists of New York enslaved by the
forces of a despot, without a sense of ridicule that
tion and inveterate falsehood, with which Monk endea
vored to the last to obtain for himself the vacant dignity abates the resentment which injustice should excite
of Cromwell, he is totally insensible to any other fea and the sympathy which is due to misfortune. Yet
ture than the ability of the more successful mana uvres Stuyvesant was a gallant and generous man ; and Cor
the
by which Shaftesbury outwitted the less dexterous lear softened the miseries of war and mitigated
knave, and at length forced him to concur in the Res wrath of man by his benevolence. If this writer hat
toration.
Locke bus vaunted the profound sagacity confined his ridicule to the wars, or rather bloodless
with which Shaftesbury could penetrate the character, bufferings and squabbles of the Dutch and the Swedes
und avail himself ol the talents and disposition, of every his readers would have derived more unreproved enjoy
VOL. I. -21.
I

,

j

&quot;

.

|

j

j

!

&quot;

ineffectually

measures;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

lines

iberal

;

&quot;

M

i

j

!

;

4~&amp;gt;(i,

,

;

less of reproach to his personal char
of the repugnance between the previous
people and the structure of that arbitrary
system which he was appointed to administer among
But the detestation he excited in New York.
them.

England inferred

acter, than
habits of the

the
people had been habituated to arbitrary go
which, even
vernment, admits not of this suggestion
with regard to New England, we have already seen
James the Se
to be very slightly, if at all admissible.
cond evinced a sagacity that approached to instinct, in
the employment of fit instruments to execute injustice
and cruelty; and his steady patronage of Andros, and
constant preference of his to any other instrumentality,

where

;

in the subjugation of colonial

liberty, is

the strongest

could be given of the aptness of this
officer s disposition for the employment for which he
was selected. His friend and compeer Randoph boast

certificate that

ed, that,

ill

New England,

Andros was as arbitrary

the Great Turk.
After the British Revolution.

Audros

as

have
conducted himself irreproachably as governor of Vir
entrusted
had
not
him
and
William
But
Mary
ginia.
with tyrannical power; and the Virginians would not
have permitted him to exercise it. His appointment
to this situation, however, was an insult to the Ameri
can colonies, and a disgraceful proceeding of King Wil
liam,

is

said to

friend to American liberty.
in 1715, at a very advanced

who assuredly was not a

Andros died

at

London

age.

[19] p. 297. This Jesuit accompanied the
to the head quar
the
Five Nations to treat for peace.
ters of
the commissioners approached the Indian station, they

NOTE

French commissioners who repaired

When

were met by a sachem who presented them with three
to wipe
separate gifts, strings of wampum the first,
away their tears for the French that had been slain
that
their
to
the second,
mouths,
they might
open
speak freely; and the third, to clean the mat on which
;

;
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II F,

I sat mythey were to sit, while treating Of peace, from the blood opportunity, made his wav into the pulpit.
The Jesuit, who self down upon the cushion, and my feet upon the seat
that had been spilt on both sides.
acted as the orator of the embassy, endeavored to pay where the priest, when he hath told out his lies, doth
&quot;The
sit down, and, having my work ready, I pulled one or
court to th j Indian* by imitation of their style.
two stitches.&quot; When the people began to persecute
boil.-d so long, that it woulc
said
war k
had
it
continued
Nations
scalded
nil
tli
Five
have
him, i. e. to pull him down, he cared not if they had
for I was full of joy, and they were full
killed him,
hut now it is overset, and turned upside-down, and
He recommended to thorn the pre of wrath and madness.&quot; He was carried before the
firm peace made.&quot;
Wherefore did you
&quot;Then said he tome,
servation of amity with Curtear, tin; Indian name for mayor.
In ob^difuee to the Lord s comI said,
the governor of New York; and having thus atlempt work there?
was
a
false
said
it
II
ed to disarm their suspicions, uttered many injurious mandnient.
spirit: and said he,
offer myself to yon,
Where are yonr sureties? I said, the Lord was my
insinuations against this ally.
to live with you at Onondaga, to in
he continued,
Accordingly, hiis persecution was consnm
security.&quot;
struct you in the Christian religion, and to drive away mated by a commitment to Newgate.
Now, let all
sickn ;ss, plagues, nud the diseases of your coun sober people juilge, whether I did this thing out of envy
nil
Though this proposition, which the French against either priest or people. Yea, farther, I say,
were much bent on effectuating, was absolutely re the Lord lay it not to their charge who have said that I
jected, the peace brought them a deliverance from so did it in malice, devilishness, and envy,&quot; &c. &c. This

;

&quot;

:ttle,&quot;

!

hi;,&quot;

&quot;

i

;

j

:

&quot;I

&quot;

&quot;

try.&quot;

that, when a deputation of the singular narrative is republished in the State Trials,
Five Nations arrived at Montreal to vol. vi. p. 99*.
ratifv the treaty, they were received with general ac
clamations of joy, and a salute from tho artillery on
NOTE [22] p. 303. Of this diversity the following
The Indian allies of the French were instance may serve as a specimen. VVhen the statute
the ramparts,
with
this
demonstration
o/
oll
eiided
respect. against the quakers began to be generally enforced,
highly
11
that fear
\Ve perceive,&quot; they angrily observed,
George Bishop, a man of some eminence among them,
To the king
makes t!io French show more respect to their ene remonstrated against it in these terms
mies, than loue can make them do to their friends.&quot; and both houses of parliament, Thus saith the Lord,
Golden, i. 2Q J 213.
Meddle not with my people because of their conscience
to me, and banish them not out of the nation because
NOTE [20] p. 2DO Dcnton,, whose description of of their conscience for if you do I will send my plagues
New York was published in 1702, gives n very agree among you, and you shall know that I am the Lord.
able picture of the state of the province and its inhabit
Written in obedience to the Lord, by his servant, G.
ants at this period :I must needs say, that if there be
Gough and Sewell, i. 249. Very different
Bishop.&quot;
a tcrrestial Canaan, tis surely here.
The inhabitants was the remonstrance which William Penn addressed
are blessed with peace and plenty blessed in their
the same subject to the king of Poland, in whose
country, blessed in the fruit of their bodies, and the dominions a severe persecution was instituted against
fruit of their grounds; blessed in their basket and
(live
us poor Christians,&quot; says he,
the quakers.
their store
in n word, blessed in whatsoever they tak.
leave to expostulate with thee.
Suppose we are
in hand, or go. about; the earth yielding plentiful in
tares, as the true wheat hath always been called, vet
crease to all their painful labor.&quot;
it
s
who
Were
not to pluck us not up for Christ sake,
saith, Let the
avoid prolixity, I could say a great deal more, and yet tares and the wheat grow up until the harvest, that is,
too
of
have
his due as
to
show
how
free
are
these
the
world.
Let
God
the
end
of
the
until
little,
say
parts
world from that pride and oppression, with their mise well as Ca-sar. The judgment of conscience bulongrable effects, which many, nay almost all, parts of the eth unto him and mistakes about religion are known to
world are troubled with. There, a wagon or cart gives him alone.&quot; Clarkson s life of Penn, i. 189.
as good content as a coach; and a piece of their home
made cloth better than the finest lawns or richest silks;
NOET [23] p. 305. It is not difficult to understand
and though their low-roofed houses may seem to shut how a friendly intercourse originated between the lead
their doors against pride and luxury, yet, how do they
ing persons among the quakers and Charles the Second
stand wide open to let charity in and out, either to as and his brother.
The quakers desired to avail them
sist each other or to relieve a stranger! and the dis
selves of the authority of the king for the establishment
tance of place from other nations doth secure them of a general toleration, and their own especial defence
from the envious frowns of ill-affected neighbors, and against the enmity and dislike of their numerous adver
the troubles which usually arise thence.&quot; Demon, 19,20. saries.
The king and bis brother regarded with great
What a contrast there is between this happy picture benevolence the principles of non-resistance professed
and the state of Kuropean society about the same pe jy these sectaries, and found in them the only class of
riod, as depicted by De Foe in the most celebrated of protestants who could be rendered instrumental to their
his romances!
saw the world bnsy aronnd me; :lesign of re-establishing popery by the preparatory
one part laboring for bread, and the other squandering measure of a general toleration. But how the
friendly
it in vile excesses
or empty pleasures
&quot;The men
relation thus created between the royal brothers and
of labor spent their strength in daily strngglings for such men as Penn and Barclay should have continued
bread to maintain the vital power they laboured with; to subsist
uninterrupted by all the tyranny and trenchso living in a daily circulation of sorrow; living but to
cry which the reigns of these princes disclosed, is a diffi
and
but
to
as
if
bread
were culty which their contemporaries were unable to solve
work,
live,
working
daily
the only end of a wearisome life, and a wearisome life
any other manner than by considering the quakers
the only occasion of daily bread.&quot;
as at bottom the votaries of popery and arbitrary power.

much misery

sachems

anil fear,

ol the

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

m

;

&quot;

i

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;I

:&quot;

m

The more modern and juster, as well as more charitaFrom the writings of the modern Je censure is, that they were the dupes of kingly cour
p. 302.
and apologists of qnakerism,we might be led
tesy, craft, and dissimulation.
They endeavored to
to suppose that none of the
quakers who were imprison make an instrument of the king; while he permitted
ed by tlw magistrates of England at this period had them to natter themselves with this
hope, that he might
been accused of anght else hut the profession of their avail himself of their instrumentality for the accom
NOTE

[21]

warnings and advertisements, thon (lost not turn unto
Lord with all thv heart, but forget him who remembered thee in thy distress, and give thyself up to follow
lust and vanity, surely great \vill be thy condemnation.
Yet Charles gave himself up to lust and vanity, without apprehending or experiencing any diminution of
and the tyranny and
the regards of his quaker friends
oppression that stained the conduct of both Charles and
James rendered them hateful to all men except the catholics and the quakers.
The horrible cruelties indieted by the orders, and in the presence of James himself on the Scottish covenanters must have been per
But perhaps his sympa
fectly well known to Barclay.
thy with the sufferers was abated by the lamentable in
tolerance which many of these unfortunate victims of i
There were few of them
bigotry themselves evinced.
who, even in the midst of their own afflictions, did
not bequeath a dying testimony to their countrymen
against the sin of tolerating the blasphemous herepy
of the quakers. See The Cloud of Witnesses, Woodrow s History, and other works illustrative of that
the

[

i

period.
Of the cajolery that was practised by King James
upon the quakers, I think a remarkable instance is
npor
hi-*
afforded, very unintentionally, by Mr. Clark?
In the year
Memoirs of
if William
WT&quot;
Peiin, vol. ii. cap. 1.
1G88, Gilbert Latey, an eminent quaker minister, hav-

ing

been presented by Penn

him

fur his

to this prince, thankfd
Declaration (if Indulgence in favor ufqunkers and other dissenters, adding an expression of his
hope, that, as the king had remembered the quake rs in
their distress, so God might remember him in his dis
tress.
Some time after when James, expelled from

England, was endeavoring to make head against his
adversaries in Ireland, he sent a message to Latey, con
fessing that the revolution had approved him so far a
prophet, inasmuch as the king had fallen into distress.
But Latey was not satisfied with this partial testimony,
and reminded James, that as his life had been saved

of the Boyne, the prophecy thai had
addressed to him was entirely fulfilled.

at the battle

NOTE [24]

been

Gabriel Thomas, the author of
work, which is dedicated to Sir John
Moore and Sir Thomas Lam;, aldermen of London,
and at that time two of the principal proprietaries of
West Jersey, was a quaker, and the friend of Penn-

this

pleasing

p.

307.

little

whom at the sumo time lie dedicated a correspond,
His
ing history of the province of Pennsylvania.
chief aim in writing he declares to have been to inform
tlie labouring poor of Britain of the opportunity ail ordto

ed to them by these colonial settlements, of exchanging
a state of ill-rewarded toil, or of beggarly and burden
some dependence, for a condition at once more useful,
Now. reader,&quot;
honorable, prosperous, and happy.
he thus concludes,
having no more to add of any
moment or importance, I salute thee in Christ; ami
whether thou stayest in England, Scotland, Ireland, or
Wales, or goest to Pennsylvania, West or East Jersey.
I wish thee all health and happiness in this, and ever
Fare
lasting comfort, in God, in the world to come.
-

&quot;

thee well

&quot;

.

NOTE [25] p. 308. The following instance of uV
sensitiveness of the quakers to the reputation of Wil
liam Penn and his institutions. I believe has never be
fore been published, and I think deserves to be made
known.

When

Winterbotham undertook the compil-iHistorical, Geographical. Commercial, and
Philosophical View of the American United States,&quot; he
was encouraged to pursue his labors by the assurance

historians

tion of his

peculiar doctrinal tenets, or attendance at their peculiar plishment of his own designs.
But very different accounts of the
places of worship.
Perhaps since the days when the prophets of Israel
causes of their imprisonment have been transmitted
by tvere divinely commissioned to rebuke their offending
some of the sufferers themselves; and, from the tenor tnonarchs, no
king was ever addressed in terms of more
of these it is manifest that the only
wrong they sustain dignified admonition thai Robert Barclay has employed
ed from the magistrates was, that they were committed in
concluding the dedication of his famous Apology for
to prison, instead of
being confined in lunatic hospitals. he Quakers to Charles the Second.
There is no king
The most remarkable of these compositions is the Nar n the world,&quot; he bids him remember, &quot;who can so
rative of the Persecution of Solomon
Kccles, in the experimentally testify of God s providence and goodyear 1659, written by himself, and dated from New
less; neither is there any who rules so many free peo
gate, where he describes himself as
prisoner for the ple, so many true Christians; which thing renders thy
testimony of the Lord.&quot; This man, who was a quaker, rovernment more honorable, and
thyself more consi
and a tailor in London, relates, that
It was
clearly derable, than the accession of many nations filled with
showed to me that I should go to the steeple-house in slavish and
Thou has tasted of
superstitious souls.
Aldermanbury the first day of the week then following,
and adversity thou knowest what it is to he
and take with me something to .work, and do it in the &amp;gt;rosperity
lanished thy native country and to be overruled, as
pulpit at their singing time.&quot;
So, after much musing, well as to rule and sit upon the throne and being op1
purposed to carry with me a pocket to sew.&quot; He )ressed, thou hast reason to know how hateful the oprepaired to Edmund Calamy s chapel, and watching his )ressor is both to God and man.
If after all these

of numerous subscriptions, a great part of which were
The authorities which
obtained from English qnakers.
he consulted on the subject of Pennsylvania, gave him
an insight into the lamentable dissensions that had
occurred between the founder of this province ;ind his
quaker colonists, and induced him to form an opinion
unfavorable to the equity of Penn, and to the modera
The historical part of his account
tion of both parties.
of this province was accordingly written in a strain
calculated to convey this impression.
Unfortunately
for him this came to be known just when his work
was ready for publication and delivery to the sub
scribers. The quakers instantly withdrew their subscrip
tions, a step that involved Winterbotham in the most
Alarmed at this unexpected
serious embarrassment.
blow, the unfortunate author, then a prisoner in New
gate for seditious expressions of which he is now gegurally acknowledged to have been innocent, applied
to the late William Dillwyn, of
Walthamstow, and
throwing himself on the humanity of that venerable

&quot;

&quot;a

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

NORTH AMERICA.
and
manifold damages, not only in their lands, goods,
but in the civil and politic governance and
bodies
said
county ;
maintenance of the commonwealth of their
and that while they had been always bound by the acts
same
the
of
court
and statutes of the said
parliament,
and boroughs, that had
other
cities,

his powerful intercession with the mem
bers of his religious fraternity.
By his advice, Wintrrbothara consented to cancel the objectionable poruon of the work, and, in the place of it, there was sub
the
stituted a composition on the same subject from
few copies of the work in its
pen of Mr. Uillwyn.
into circulation, there was
original state having got
added to, the preface in the remaining copies an apology
that he had
for the error into which the author declared
-~
of Penri and
.
...
the character
v.ui ,^a,u
been betrayed with
regard to
The Quakers, on beino- apprised of this,
colonists,

man, implored

A

as

^

|

M r.
10 me by ms*
i.xn u to
nis anecdote
itHTuoie was rt
related
This
contribution which this excelTie
x uc uu-unniwu
himself
Smwvn
Uillwyn mmseu.
s History of the
lent person, celebrated in Clarkson
Abolition of the Slave Trade, thus made to Winterbomildness and
his
usual
is characterised by
tharn s
I

counties,

ii&amp;lt;&quot;

u&amp;gt;

&quot;~

m

,

lhi&amp;gt;

;

work,

Without denying the existence of unhap
indulgence.
he suggests reasons for
py dissensions in Pennsylvania,
in mutual misapprehen
supposing that they originated
An apoloviolent nor lasting.
sion, and were neither
the whole composition, of which
kgetical vein pervades
of Quaker
Mary,
the only fault is, that, unlike the generality
Mr. Dillwyn twenty-four new boroughs in England.
it is a great deal too short.
productions,
a
was a native of New Jersey, and had devoted great
NOTE [28] p 314 In the year 1684, there was pubdeal of attention to the history of America.
The Planter s
lished, by
by one of these emigrants,
of PennsylNOTE [26] p. 309. Bishop Burnet relates that Penn, Speech to his Neighbors and Countrymen
a composition which reminds us of some of
Alder vania
in alluding to the executions of Mrs. Gaunt and
New
of
England,
man Cornish, at which he had attended as a spectator, the productions of the early colonists
The motives of your retreating to these new habita
the king was greatly to be pitied!&quot;. and
said, that
I
apprehend, measuring your
by ascribing his parti tions,&quot; says this writer,
endeavored to palliate his
to have been,
these and other atrocities, to the influence sentiments by my own,
cipation in
a
of
desire
The&quot;
1st.
peaceable life, where we might
Unfortunately
that Jeffries had acquired over his mind.
the king was worship God and obey his law, with freedom, according
for the credit of this wretched apology,
and to the dictates of the divine principle, unincumbered
not under the influence of Jeffries when he ordered
with the mouldy errors occasioned by the fierce inva
witnessed the infliction of torture on the covenanters
ambi
fell
sions of tradition, politic craft, and covetous or
Jeffries
which
into
the
and
in Scotland ;
disgrace
tious cruelty.
for refusing to gra
the
before
Revolution,
immediately
2d. That we might here, as on a virgin Elysian
and pretending to
tify the king by professing popery,
or improve, such an innocent course
his conscience sacred from the royal shore, commence,
of
a
corner
keep
how limited the of life, as mi ht unload us of those outward cares,
dominion, shows how voluntary and
we were always
It is vexations, and turmoils, which before
kind s pretended subjection to him truly was.
and un
that subject unto from the hands of self-designing
related in the diary of Henry Lord Clarendon,
nobleman at reasonable men.
Jeffries expressed his uneasiness to this
&quot;3d.
When
That, as Lot, by flying to little Zoar, from
the king s impetuosity and want of moderation.
the
Revolu
at
the
Tower
company of a more populous and magnifi
the
ungodly
in
Jeffries&quot; was imprisoned
with the
of his victims, who came cent dwelling, we might avoid being grieved
one
assured
he
Tutchin,
tion,
of
his sight of infectious, as well as odious, examples,
to visit and exult over him, that on returning from
snubbed at horrid swearings, cursings, drunkenness, gluttony, unhe had been
the
in
circuit
west,
bloody
kinds of debauchery, continually
all
merciful.&quot;
Kirke, in like manner, cleanness, and
court&quot; for being too
with greediness ; and also escape the judg
when reproached with his cruelties, declared, that they committed
threatened to every land polluted with such abohad greatly fallen short of the letter of his instructions, ments
r or the credit of Penn s humanity, it may be proper minations
r
ti ^*u
4th. That as trees are transplanted from one soil
to observe, that it was common, in that age, for persons
more thriving and better
*i
to itm-nyi
render them
to
for
another,
AllirilJli)
others,
of the highest respectability, and, among
arers so we here, in peace and secure retirement,
noblemen and ladies of rank, in their coaches, to attend bea:
ider the bountiful protection of God, and in the lap of
See va unde
executions, especially of remarkable sufferers.
the least adulterated nature, might every one tthe better
rious passages in that learned and interesting work,
forth more plenteous
Hmvell s State Trials
improve his talent, and bring
fruits to the glory of God, and public welfare of the

.

t

t

i

A

;

&quot;

r

on the honesty of any

At that
of the persons who were implicated in it
time, I-ord Cornbury, the royal governor of New \ ork,
in conjunction with the royal governor of Massachusetts,
and various enemies of colonial liberty in England,
were endeavoring to supply Queen Anne s ministers
with some pretext for annulling the charter of Connec
To this end, they preferred against the govern
ticut.
ment of this province a great variety of charges, some
of which were so manifestly incapable of abiding par
liamentary scrutiny, or judicial investigation, that they
could not have been intended to serve any other pur
pose than that of discrediting the colonial government
in the opinion of the English public, and abating the
i
i_
j
sympathy by which the colonists were auled ,n the dcfpnrf of
nf their liberties.
ibertics.
Amonir other proceedings
nroccedmpo of
fence
Among
this description, the enemies of the colony laid hold of
one of the laws that had been passed by the Connecti
cut assembly, more than fifty years before, against the
Quakers, at the time of the general persecution of these
sectaries in New England ; and which, as it had been
enacted before the last Connecticut charter was grant
ed, could never imply an abuse of the powers which

!

&quot;

friend,

K.\thai
botham.

which
j

in said court, they had often
knights and burgesses
been touched and grieved with acts and statutes, made
within the said court, as well derogatory unto the most
of the
ancient jurisdictions, liberties and privileges
said county Palatine, as prejudicial unto the commons subject.
wealth, quietness, and peace of his majesty
that it would please his
They proposed as a remedy,
i* be w
enacted, with the assent of the lords
UIKUUCOO*
highness, that it
commons
parliatemporal, and by the
spiritual and
_,,_., A... r
tk.
J r th* uuinn.
ment assembled, that, from the end of the session, the
two knights for the said
county Palatine shall have
to be burgesses for
county and likewise two citizens,
The complaint was thought just
the city of Chester.&quot;
and reasonable, and the petitioners were accordingly
admitted to send representatives to parliament.
Various instances of similar proceedings occurred in
Edward the
the reigns of this monarch s successors
and Elizabeth the latter of whom created this charter conferred.
Sixth,

his

e with the solicitation^ their respected
complied at one
and fulfilled their engagements with Wmte r-

33
reflects very little credit

i

complaint against this law-

queen in council, describing it as
an ordinance recently enacted, and beseeching her mathe injustice which it
jesty s interposition to prevent

was presented

to tfte

In
from being
carried into effect.
threatened Irom
Being ca
yam the
colonial agents endeavored to prevent
s
royal order from being given to this charge by offering
cted half a century
that the law had been enact
to
prove,
before ; that it had never been carried into effect even at

i

|

1

;&quot;

&quot;

that time, and was long since deemed obsolete, and
that no suspicion could now have been reasonably en
tertained of an attempt to revive it, as there was not a
order of coun
single Quaker living in the colony.

&quot;

&quot;

An

issued, nevertheless, stating the complaint ex
which it had been presented, and
annulling the law as a recent enactment, and contrary
To give greater efficacy to this
to the colonial charter.

cil

was

actly in the terms in

proceeding, the Quakers of l,ondon, who had been instigated to support the complaint, and must, therefore,
have known the explanation which it had received, pre
sented a public address of thanks to the queen for her
in
gracious interposition in behalf of their brethren
New England ; taking especial care so to word their
representation of what she had done, that the public
should not be undeceived as to the date of the law that
had been repealed.
Nay, more than seventy years

&quot;

Robert Proud, p Quaker, and American historian,
with astonishing ignorance, or shameful partiality, pub
lished a copy of the queen s order in council, and of the
Quaker address, with the preliminary remark, that
&quot;About this time, (anno 1705,) the Quakers, in Ame
a sin
rica, seem to have had reason to be alarmed by
in the colony of Connecgular act of Assembly, passed
ticut ; the substance or_.purport of which appears by the
!
*!. A
order of Queen Anne
council, made upon that occaTrumbull s Connecticut,
sion.&quot;
Proud, 1. 465, 6.

after,

&quot;

-,

i.&quot;

|

i.

m

_1

420.

!

i
1

Colonel Nicholson, an active
an-ent of the crown, both before and after the English
of
Revolution, who held office successively in many
the colonies, and was acquainted with the condition of
them all, in a letter to the Board of Trade, in 1698,
A great many people of all thr colo
observes, that
think that
nies, especially in those under proprietaries,
no law of England ought to be binding on them, without their own consent ; for they foolishly say, that they
have no representatives sent from themselves to the
and they look upon all laws
parliament of England ;

NOTE

&quot;

1708 p 34
An extension of the right of electing members of
of the realm which had not been
parliament, to a part
occurred in the thirty-fifth
previously represented there,
The inhabitants
of the reign of Henry the Eighth.
year
J
_
^*
i
_* fL
of
county&quot;Palatine and city of Chester complained,
that, for want of knights
tion to the king,
in a petition
king &quot;that,
.
.L
?_..,
and burgesses in the court of parliament, they sustained
i

,

.

&quot;the

&quot;

&quot;to

by his fellow sectaries against the
it is certain that he car
people of New England ; and
who
hat in order hereunto, by our ried on a friendly correspondence with Randolph,
&quot;5th.
And lastly, th;
of our exem- had rendered himself so odious to that people, and done
the
and
teachings
doctrine,
practical
holy
so much to destroy their liberties (ante, b. ii. cap. iv.
hurn Jity, sc
transacted in
plary abstemious lives^
I add, that
aU^
and
honesty, we and v.) But it is with sincere pleasure,
briety, plainness, self-denial, virtue,
had no concern whatever with this
those thousands of poor dark souls he appears to- have
.
.
~ .
,~n*
light gain upon
London Quakers, in 1705. In
Indeed,
altered round about us, and commonly, in way of proceeding of the
vol. ii. cap.
called heathens, and bring it appears (from Clarkson s Life of him,
contempt and repro
in great perplex
them not only to a state of civility, but real piety; xvi.) that he was at this time involved
his circumstances, and
which effected, would turn to a more satisfactory ac- ity by the embarrassed state of
the
Fleet prison.
of
rules
the
ount than if, with the proud Spaniards, we had gained compelled to reside within
These thoughts, these designs It is the more necessary to note this, as two years he-

whole creation,

310.

[27.] p.

William Penn, probably, partook of the general preju
dice entertained

I

&quot;

on v
animal
Proud,

and con
against themselves offences against goodness,
vinced of their own good intentions, they have forgot
to make
or
ten to believe in their own imperfections,
of others; and so have
NOTE [29] p. 317. Of the long prevalence of this allowance for the infirmities
cherished passions and prejudices that obscured their
innumerable
feeling among the Quakers,
rendered
the most remarkable, is a moral discrimination, and on some occasions,
OnTof
migr^adducedr
in 1705, and their general honesty of little avail.
tra sac tion which occurred in England,
but a total abstinence from ar
226, &c.

life,
i.

j
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the State Papers (published by Macpherson) of Nairne, tended and enforced; the freedom of
Tlic quakers have always delighted
entry into Ui
An illustri- an under secretary at the Pretender s court although port of Carthage is continued, and into the ports of
persecutions that they have encountered.
oils French traveller has been so far deceived by their the statements in these papers are founded entirely on Sicily also, the Romans granting to the Cartliaginians
vague declamations on this topic, us to assert that qua- the reports sent to France by two obscure Jacobite like privilege* at Rome, lint the Romans are debarred
from plundering, trading, or settling (a singular con
kers were, at one time, put la the torture in New Eng- spies in England.
William Penn lingered in this condition till the 30tl junction) upon the coast of Africa I
Rochefoucault s Travels, i. 525.
Innd.
ropria, which was
of July, J71H, when he closed his long and laborious
peopled by Carthaginian colonies, and furnished large
ge
life.
This
was
which
J
Penn
enu
in
becondition
Ol
Of
the
event,
of
and
331.
NOTK [:!0] p. Xtl.
though long expected,
deeply
supplies
money to the city? The
provisions
conti
ntinued to linger fora number of years before his wailed in Pennsylvania and the worth of Penn ho nor- same restriction is extended to Sardinia; and trading
de ath, an interesting account is given by Thomas Sto-| ably commemorated by the tardy gratitude of his peo vessels are only permitted to enter the harbour of that
the yellow fever at ple.
Proud, ii. 105. 1M. 122.
colony for the space of live days, to refit, if driven
ry tho quaker, (whose account of
ar
thither by stress of weather.
A singular clause is in
Philadelphia in l(i J9 I have already noticed,) who,
&quot;It
is
a
visit
NOTE
322.
a
dis
remarkable,&quot; says
[31] p.
serted, to which close analogies may be traced in the
riving from America in 17K!, proceeded to pay
and
modern
statesman
He
was
how
of
his
venerable
friend.
that
of
to all
remained
modern questions
neutral rights and contraband of i
tinguished
philosopher,
under the lamentable effects of an exactly the history of the Carthaginian monopoly re war; if any Roman troops shall receive stores from a
then,&quot; says Story,
sembles that of the European nations who have colo
fit which he had had some time before; for
or
a port in the provincial territories
Carthaginian port,
apoplectic
At first, the distant settlement cotdd of the state, they are bound not to turn them against
Ins memory was almost quite lost, and the use of his nized America.
understanding suspended, so that he was not so con admit of no immediate restraints, but demanded all the either the republic or her allies.
versable as formerly, and yet as near the truth, in the encouragement and protection of the parent state; and
&quot;The substance of this verv singular document will
love of it, as before; wherein appeared the great mer the gains of its commerce were neither sufficiently al- suggest various reflections to my readers.
I shall
only
to
the
merchant
from
For
their
f; ivour of
who
looks
not
as
man
looks.
own
and
Cod,
luring
Carthaginian
observe, that we find in it the principles of the modern
cy
him
from
nor
to
the
like
of
to
some
this
accident
look
magnitude,
and
colonial.
that
necessary
themselves;
though
might
judgment,
difficulty
system clearly unfolding
and no doubt his enemies so accounted it, yet it will finding employment for bis capital in other directions, we have every reason&quot; to rezret the scantiness of our
bear quite another interpretation, i it be considered At this period, the colony was left to itself, and was knowledge of the Carthaginian story, which, in so far
how little time of rest he ever had from the importuni allowed to manage its own affairs in its own way, tin- as relates to the commerce of that people, breaks off
ties of the affairs of others, to the great hurt of his own, der the superintendance and care of Cartharge, which here, and leaves us no trace of the farther restrictions
and .suspension of all his enjoyments, till this happen protected it from foreign invasion, but neglected its most probably imposed by succeeding statesmen
upon
In this favourable predicament, it soon the growing trade of the colonies.&quot;
ed to him, by which he was rendered incapable of all commerce.
s luBrougham
ugh;
business, and yet sensible of the enjovment of truth as grew into importance some of the Carthaginian mer quiry into the Colonial Policy of the European Powers.
at any time in all his life.
When I went to the house, chants most probably found their way thither, or pro
moted the colonial speculations by loans
i thought myself strong enough to see him in that con
at any
NOTE [32] p. 323. A good deal of irritation seems
dition but when I entered the room, and perceived the rate, by furnishing a ready demand for the rude pro
to have been excited in America, in the beginning of
duce.
defect
of
his
from
want
of
the
great
memory,
expressions
eighteenth century, by some discussion that look
In this stage of its progress, then, we find the colo
it
greatly bowed my spirit under a consideration of the
place in parliament with reganl to a project for the em
uncertainty of all human qualifications, and what the ny trade left free for the first of the two treaties, pro ployment of felons in the royal dock-yards of England.
finest of men are soon reduced to by a disorder of the hibiting all the Roman ships of war to approach within A bill for this
purpose was passed bv the House of
organs of that body with which the soul is connected and a certain distance of the coast, allows the trading ves Commons, but rejected by the House of Lords as tend
acts during this present mode of being. When these are sels free access to all the harbors, both of the continent ing to discredit his Majesty s service in the dock-yards.
but a little obstructed in their various function a man of and the colonies. This intercourse is even encouraged This was commented on with just
displeasure in an
witli the port of Carthage, by a clause freeing the ves
the clearest parts and finest expression becomes scarce
American periodical work, of which some passages
Nevertheless, no insanity or lunacy at sels entering, from almost all import duties. The treaty have been preserved in Smith s History of New York.
ly intelligible.
all appeared in his actions; and his mind was in an includes the Roman and Carthagenian allies; by which
By making felony a passport to the advantages of an
innocent state, as appeared by his very loving deport were probably meant theircolonies, as well as the friend establishment jn America, says this writer, the number
and
the
which
ment to all that came near him. And that he had still ly powers;
clause,
expressly includes the of criminals is multiplied in England; and the misery
a good sense of truth, is plain by some very clear sen colony of Sicily, gives the Romans all the privileges in of the industrious poor is aggravated
by the discredit
tences he spoke in the life and power of truth in an that island which the Carthaginians themselves enjoyed. attached to the only certain means of
improving their
There are thousands of honest men,&quot; he
evening meeting we had together there, wherein we At this period, it is .probable that the commerce of condition.
were greatly comforted so that I was ready to think Rome excited no jealousy, and the wealth of the colo continues, labouring in Europe at fourpence a day.
this was a sort of sequestration of him from all the nies little avarice; although a dread of the military
starving in spite of all their efforts, a dead weight to the
concerns of his life, which so much oppressed him. prowess of the former seems to have given rise to the respective parishes to which they belong; who, without
not in judgment, but in mercy, that he might have rest, negotiation.
any other qualifications than common sense, health, ami
and not be oppressed thereby to the end.&quot; ClarUson,
Some time afterwards another treaty, conceived in strength, might accumulate estates among us, as manv
ii. 335.
Yet some writers have believed that, at this a different spirit, and formed exactly upon the princi have done already.
These, and not the felons, are the
very time, Penn was engaged with the Jacobites in con ples of the mercantile system, was concluded between men that should be sent over for the better peopling the
The restrictions upon plantations.&quot; 268, 9.
This alle those celebrated rival powers.
certing plots in behalf of the Pretender.
gation appeared the more plausible, as proceeding from the navigation of the Roman ships of war are here exti&amp;gt;
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HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES.
closed the two volumes of Grahame s
History of North America, which comes down only to 1688, we shall continue the chain of events from matter drawn
from respectable sources, and such as are considered standard histories.
The numbers for a single year will give the reader a larger amount of American
history than has been written by any single author in this or in any other country.

HAVING

CHAPTER

New

Carteret established a port of entry at AmAiidros seized and condemned the vessels which
traded there.
New York then claimed the right of tax
ing the Jerseys but when her collector ventured to
prosecute a vessel, judgment was almost invariably given
A quo wtirranlo issued against East Jer
against him.
sey: the proprietors surrendered their patent, and it was
in New York
Boundary settled between Massachusetts and not long after, that both Jerseys were annexed to New
Connecticut Yale College.
England.
I.

Disputes between New York and New Jersey Overthrow of
the Royal Government in New York Settlement of Penn
sylvania Now Charter for Massachusetts Restoration of
tho Royal Government in New York War with the French
and Indians Fort Pamaquid built Comparative Force of
the Colonies in 1695 War with Canada With the
Spanish
Colonies Between Carolina and the Indians Dissensions

York.

t&amp;gt;oy.

;

their mutual animosities.
Mr. Dongan was the governor who succeeded AnIn 1681 William Penn obtained a charter for the
The French had undertaken to exclude territory of Pennsylvania; in April, 1682, he formed a
the people of New York from the fur trade in Canada
code of laws for his intended colony; In August he ob
and as the Fve Nations were then at war with the tribes tained from the Duke of York a
grant of Newcastle,
of that country,
with the country southward to Cape Heulopen, and in
obtaining
Dongan sought revenge by
permission to assist them. The permission was recalled October of the same year he landed on the banks of
in 1686, and under Andros, New York was
Philadel
shortly after the Delaware with two thousand emigrants.
annexed to New England. James II. had ordered the phia was
immediately founded, and within twelvo
discontinuance of assemblies the colonists were greatly months nearly one hundred houses demonstrated the

A

IN 1674, William Penn obtained an assignment of
Lord Berkeley s interest in the Jerseys; and in 1676
he released East Jersey to Carteret. About 1680, after
settling a controversy with the Duke of York, he, with
eleven otheis, obtained a transfer of Carteret s part;
and immediately conveyed one half of their interest to
the Earl of Perth and others.
Continual efforts were

made

in the

meantime

for re-annexing the
Jersoys to

exasperated at the proceeding; and as soon as they
heard of the revolution at Boston, they took possession
of the fort in King William s name, and drove the
lieutenant-governor out of the country.
Captain Ja
cob Leisler, who was the leader of the insurrection,
conducted afterwards with so little prudence or mode
ration, that the province was divided into two factions,
and for a long time suffered much inconvenience from

dros in 1683.

;

:

NORTH AMERICA.
The proprietor, though ap-| captured twenty-five. In the spring and summer of
rapidity of its growth.
and Maine were subject to siniipointed &quot;captain-general&quot; of his territory, and invested 1680, New Hampshire
with power to raise, equip, and lead his forces when- lar inroads. Massachusetts fitted out seven small yesabout
with
ever it should be necessary, did not come to the coun-lsels
eight hundred men, who under Sir
the William Phipps had the poor revenge of taking Port
try as a conqueror, and instead of exasperating
of May, with hardly
natives by forcing them to quit their lands, conciliated Royal, and returned on the
their good will by paying them a satisfactory equiva- plunder enough to pay the expense of equipment.
lant.
He experienced considerable difficulty, however, About the same time Count Frontignac made an attack
in settling a dispute with Lord Baltimore about the upon Salmon Falls and Fort Casco, where he killed and
boundaries of his grant, and after some fruitless alter captured about one hundred and eighty persons.
New York, Connecticut, and Massachusetts now re
cation the question was submitted to the committee of
formed by solved to join in a united attack upon the common
plantation.--, who decided that the peninsula
the bays of Chesapeake and Delaware should be equally enemy.
The troops of the former set out by land for
divided between the two claimants by a meridional Montreal. Those of the latter, consisting of about two
line, drawn from the fortieth degree of north latitude to thousand, set sail from Nantucket on the ttth of Au
Cape Henlopen. Penn s code of laws was founded on gust, in a fleet of forty vessels, some of which carried
The land forces did not receive the
the enlightened principle, that
liberty, without obe- forty-four guns.
1
Their
dieuce, is confusion and obedience without liberty, is aid they expected from the Five Nations.
provieturii.
The
but its complicated provisions were much sioiis fell short, and they wore obliged to re
slavery
better in theory than in practice, and after many unsuc-, naval expedition did not reach Quebec till October;
cessful attempts to make it fit the circumstances of the the energy of Sir William Phipps was by no means calcolony, it was finally abandoned for a more simple form ciliated to counterbalance the inclemency of the season,
of government. Pennsylvania was dilatory in acknow and after holding several councils of war, and parading
ledging tile Prince of Orange. The government was about the place for two or three days, it was deemed
administered in the name of James for some time after most expedient to return, and the fleet arrived safely at
The colony being
his abdication; and when at last the proprietor was! Boston on the Kith of November.
obliged to recognise William and Mary, he did not unable to pay off the troops, they threatened to mutiny,
lack address to make satisfactory apologies for his delay, and as a last resource the general court issued bills of
Nor did Massachusetts derive so much benefit from credit, and at the same time imposed a tax payable in
The paper for a
the Revolution as she had at first anticipated.
In June, those bills at five per cent, above par.
1680, tile assembly met at Boston, and until orders time was wordi only fourteen shillings in the pound,
u ere received from England the council were requested but it rose above par when the tax was about to be
to administer the government according to the original collected.
charter.
The king sent for Sir Edmoud Andros, and the
The Indians now renewed their hostilities. Sir Wil
other prisoners: the general court deputed two assist liam Phipps went to England for aid, but returned
fort was built at
Mr.
and
Mr.
to
aid
the
other
Cooke
ants,
Oakes,
agents without effecting his purpose.
in procuring a confirmation of their beloved charter
Pamaquid. Iberville and Villebone appeared before it
at u new one was issued in 1691, and the colony with two ships of war, and some French ami Indians;
found with no little dissatisfaction, that in future the but to the no small dissatisfaction of the latter the late
king was to appoint their governor, deputy-governor, ness of the season and the want of a pilot, necessitated
and secretary, and that the governor was to have the them to return. In the slimmer of 1693, king Willhm

|

1

j

|

&quot;30th

French possessions in America. The subject furnished
ample room for controversy; and, when ivtws WHS
brought, that hostilities had been re-couiineuccd in
Europe, it found the colonies in a lit disposition to wel
come the event. They mutually flew to arms; and, as
New York had secured herself from danger, by assist
ing to conclude a treaty of neutrality, between the Five
Nations and the Governor of Canada. New England
was obliged to endure the whole brunt of the war. Pro
positions were, indeed made for a general neutrality ;
but Dudley, the governor of Massachusetts and New
Hampshire, was in hopes of subduing Nova Scotia, and,

perhaps, Canada; and, in the spring of 1707, he ap
to Connecticut and Rhode Island to assist his
colonies in raising, for the purpose, a body of one
thousand men. The former declined to contribute her
quota the troops were raised by the other three and
on the 13th of May, the expedition set sail from Nau-

plied

own

&quot;

:

;

|

were jealous of each other: all were mistaken
as to the state of the fort and it was soon concluded
to re-embark the troops.
They were led back again by
the vicegerents of the governor
hut after spending ten
lays in fruitless parade about the fort, they again re-em
officers

;

I

;

]

j

,

barked and came home.

The

A

j

adjournment, prorogation, and dissolution at
well as the sole appointment of all
military, and with the council, of all political officers.
By another provision Plymouth and Nova Scotia were
annexed to Massachusetts
while, contrary to the
wishes of both parties, New Hampshire was left to a
In May, 169i2, Sir William
separate government.
Phipps, the first governor, arrived with the new charter,
which after all was, in the following Julie, joyfully ac
cepted by the general assembly.
Now York was reduced to its former allegiance in
Mar- h. ItV. l. The conduct and character of Leisler
had determined some of the most respectable men ill
the colony to settle at Albany, where a convention of

the assemblv, as

;

the
le people resolved to retain the fort and country for
Leisler sent against it a small
the
le king and queen.
queen
lieutenant.
Jacob Mel
force, under his wort)
bourne, who, though on his first attack, he found the

James and
subdue them on the second by
popery, was enabled
of
the
Indians.
Their
tiie co-operation
property was
But
confiscated, and Leisler s authority re-established.
He
both himself and his authority were short-lived.
had the foliy to resist the new governor, Colonel Henry
r laii!rittVr, who soon obtained possession of the fort,
and ordered Leisler and Melbourne to be executed for
Nor was it with internal enemies alone
:!i treason.
contend. In 1688
:lrit New Yolk hud at this time
uis XIV. despatched some ships of war, under

garrison impregnable to his sermons against
to

!

despatched two thousand one hundred sailors
and two thousand four hundred soldiers, for the reduc
tion of Quebec, but they were first to capture Mar
a contagious
tinique and before they reached Boston
fever had carried off more than haff of their numbers.
The rest were incapable of service, and the expedition
was abandoned. Ill 1696 the conquests which Massahusetts had made in the French territory refused their
taken by Iberville, and
bedience.
Pamaquid
\ew Hampshire was obliged to secure herself from
ttack, by putting a body of five hundred men under
lie
command of Colonel Church. But Iberville reired and though Church made in turn a successful
nroad upon the French territory, nothing of conseIn the course of the
[iience took place on either side.
-ame year a plan was matured at the court of Versailles
for laying waste all the English possessions in America,
ind it is said that the plan would probably have suceeded had not the forces appropriated for the purpose
been e mployed in other service, till the season of ope

at length

;

:

,

ration

was

past.

be
put an end to hostilities
tween the French and English on both sides of the
\tlantic.
All the New England colonies had suffered
New York
severely from the Indians during the war.
was protected by the Five Nations: and yet, so little

The peace of Riswick

did the English ministry know of the respective situaions of the colonies, or so partial were they to that of
the Duke of York, that they formed a design, in 1695,
of
Cartiniere, in order to assist Count Fromigriac, general of uniting the forces of all the others for the defence
Massachusetts was to furnish three hundred and
of the land forces, in a project for the conquest of that this.
Count Frontiguac was indefatigable in his fifty men; Rhode Island, forty eight: Connecticut,
province.
efforts to gain over the Five Nations, who had made one hundred and twenty; New Y ork, two hundred:
two attacks upon Montreal, and murdered a great num Pennsylvania, eighty; Maryland, one hundred and
He held a great council with them sixty Virginia, two hundred and fifty in all. eleven
ber of iuhutiitiiuts.
mndred and ninety-eight. But the plan was
at Onondiiga, and as they seemed to be somewhat in
Such of the colours as were
clined to peace, he resolved to give their favourable dis carried into execution.
for change, and at the same time to attacked themselves, coidd not spore troops to defend
position no time
them
others
and
those
that
were still at peace, could not
o\vn drooping countrymen, by finding
inspirit his
immediate employment against the English colonies. tell how long they should be. As Virgim a was pecu
of
ill, she furnishes little matter for the pen
On the 19th of January a party of about two hundred liarly peacelfill,
the historian.
n.
Th
The college of William and Mary ob
I rench and souv- Cahnuaga Indians, set out in the deep
snow for Schenectady they arrived on the 8th of Fe tained a charter, in 169; had a liberal endowment,
bruary, eleven o clock at night, and the first intimation soon after ; and was established at Williamsburgh, iu
In 169S, the state-house at Jamestown was con
the inhabitants had of their design was conveyed in tht 1693.
The village was sumed by tire and, in the following year, the seat ot
noise of their own bursting doors.

were resolved not to give tip the enter
In the fall of 1708, Massachusetts plied the
queen with on address; which, with the assistance of
the colony s fiiends in England, at length obtained
from the ministry a promise of five regiments of regu
lar troops.
These, with twelve hundred men raised
in Massachusetts and Rhode Island, were to sail from
Boston and proceed to Quebec&quot;, while a second division
of fifteen hundred men, from the colonies south of
Rhode Island, were to march against Montreal, by tl itroute of Lake Champlain.
Pennsylvania did not raise
her quota of troops; and those furnished by die other
colonies did not penetrate beyond Wood Creek.
The
Boston troops waited for the English army from the
20th of May to the llth of October, 1709, when the
news that it had been ordered to Portugal, obliged die
But their pa
provinces to abandon the undertaking.
tience was not yet exhausted.
Another application
was made to the queen; and in July, 1710, Colonel
Nicholson, who commanded the troops destined for
Montreal, the year before, came over with five frigates
and a bomb-ketch, for the purpose of attacking Port
He was joined by three regiments of New
Royal.
England troops; sailed from Boston the 18th of Sep
tember; and on the 24th was before Port Royal,
which surrendered on the 5th of October; and being
called Annapolis, in honour of the queen, was put un
der the government of Samuel Vech, a Nova Scotian
trader.
Nicholson returned to England and pleading
the success of his first expedition, obtained from me new
ministry an army of seven regiments, who had grown
veteran under the Duke of Matlborongh. The colonies,
too, made every exertion to bear the expenses and bur
thens of the expedition.
Troops were soon raised
Massachusetts issued forty thousand pounds in bills of
and on the 30th of
credit; provisions were impressed
July, 1711, the whole armament left Boston harbour for
Quebec. On the .U of August the wreck of ten trans
ports on Egg Island, in the St. Lawrence, determined
the squadron to put about.
A debate was held at Spa
nish River, in Cape Breton, upon the expediency of
but the w hole expeannoying
j __^ the French at Placentia
dition sailed for England, without annoying them there,
or anv where else.
The frontiers of the colonies were
;

;

;

,

i

left

exposed

to

^

depredation; nor was

it till 1713,
Scotia to England prevented
the French from instigating the Indians to hostihtv.
While these things were taking place in the north,

again

that the cession off

:

;

colonies

prise so.

;

calling,

;

tasket in twenty-three transports, under the
convoy of
the Deptford man of war, and the Province galley.
It
arrived at Port Royal in a few days; but, as Colonel
March, though a brave Ulan, was unfit to head so dif
ficult an enterprise, lithe was done beyond the
burning
of some houses, and the killing of a few cattle. The

;&quot;

Nova

Carolina Wiis alternately engaged in disputes with its
A
proprietors, and in quarrels with its neighbours.
rnnior of the war against France and Spain, in 1702,
induced Governor Moore to anticipate the event, by
proposing an immediate attack upon St. Augustine.
In vain did the more temperate incur the epithet of
There were
traitor, by protesting against the measure.
six thousand white inhabitants of the colony; two
thousand pounds were voted to defray all expenses
and in September of the same year, Mr. Moore sailed,
burnt; sixty persons were butchered, twenty -sevei government was removed to Williamsburg.
suffered the worst fate of captivity, and the rest made
By the treaty of Riswick, there was to be a recipro- with a part of six hundred militia and six hundred InA party cal surrender of all conquests made during the war. jdians; while Colonel Daniel set out by land with the
their way naked through the snow to Albany.
of young men and some Mohawk Indians set out frou But no specific arrangement was entered into, for as- remainder. The Spaniards, apprised of the undertaking
the
and
killed anr certaiuing tlie respective boundaries of the English and had stored the castle with four months provisions; and,
the latter place, pursued
enemy,
;

:

;

;

j

.
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when their invaders arrived, they found it
dislodge the garrison, without battering artillery.

impossible to

While

Colonel Daniel was gone to Jamaica to procure it, the
appearance of two small Spanish vessels at the month
of the harbor so terrified the Governor, that he aban
doned his own ships, and fled precipitantly to Carolina.
and
Daniel escaped the enemy with great difficulty
the only result of the enterprise was a debt of six thou
sand pounds; which the colony was obliged to discharge
by bills of credit redeemable in three years, out of a duty
on liquors, skins, and furs. Hut the ignominy of this

ing of any moneys upon her majesty s subjects of th
colony, under any pretence or colour whatsoever, wit
ont their consent in general assembly, is a grievane
and a violation of the people s property.&quot; Afl early;
1692, it is worthy of observation that Massachuset
published a still stronger assertion of the same principl
No aid, tax, tnllagc, assessment, custom, loan, bene
olence, or imposition whatsoever,&quot; (says the act, an
the words remind us of Magna Charta,) shall be laic
assessed, imposed, or levied on any of their majestysubjects, or their estates, on any pretence whatsoeve
but by the act and consent of the governor, council, an
representatives of the people assembled in genert
&quot;

;

expedition was shortly alter wiped off, by a successful
gainst the Appalachian Indians; who, after wit
nessing the conflagration of all their towns between the court.
New York had entered with much zeal into the pn
Altamaha and the .Savannah, were fain to solicit peace,
and to acknowledge the British government.
Peace jectof conquering Canada, which we have before men
with external enemies was soon followed by a revival tioned as having failed for the want of the promise
of the old dispute with the proprietors.
They added support from England. To defray the expenses of th
new fuel to the controversy, by attempting to establish army under Colonel Nicholson, New York voted twei
New Jersey at
the episcopal church; and the flame at length mounted ty thousand pounds, in bills of credit
so high, that, had not another foreign war withdrawn ded three thousand pounds and Connecticut eight thoi
After the enterprise had failed, Colone
the attention of the colony, they must, have shortly fall sand more.
en under a writ of quo w/irmnto.
Schnyler, a gentleman of great influence in New York

war

:

;

Spain, through the Governor of Havanna, despatch
ed M. Le -Febourc, captain of a French frigate, with
four other armed vessels, and eight hundred men, to
make a practical assertion of her right, by first discoThe News was no sooner
very, to all North America.
brought to Charleston, than the appearance of the squadroil was announced by sigi
signals from Sullivan s Fort,
J3ut the enemy consumed one day in sounding Soutf
Bar and Sir Nathaniel Johnson, who had succeeded
Mr. Moore, and who had well employed the military
skill he acquired in Europe, in erecting works of de
fence about the harbor, made good use of the twentyfour hours, in calling out the militia, and procuring
the aid of the Indians. The enemy landed three times
three limes they were successfully repulsed; and they
w-L ighed anchor for Havanna, under new impressions
of the strength of Carolina.
The invasion cost the
colony about eight thousand pounds no tax had ever
yet been imposed on lands or persons; and a continu
ance of the duty on liquors, skins, and furs, was
as plec
pledged
to redeem an additional amount of bills of credit.
Commodities imniediatelyro.se in price; and the pa
per currency soon fell thirty-three and a third per cent,
;

;

;

!

j

undertook a voyage to England at his own expense, i
order to enlist the ministry once more in the cause
The presence of five Indian Sachems, who sailed wit
lira, added considerably to the weight of his negotia
tion; and he has the merit of having been a chief pro
moter of the expedition, which was so successfii
When Massachusetts un
against Port Royal in 1710.
dertook that, which terminated so differently, agains
in
New
York
issued
ten thousand pound
Quebec,
1712,
in bills of credit, and incurred debts to still greater ai
amount, in order to co-operate with Connecticut ant
New Jersey, in putting Mr. Nicholson at the head o
four thousand men, for a corresponding attack upoi
Montreal. But some of the ships which had been sen
to co-operate in the plan, were wrecked in the St. Law
rence and the return of the fleet having left the Frcncl
;

governor at liberty to direct his whole force against the
army, Colonel Nicholson was apprehensive of discom
flture, and commenced a retreat.

the charter provided that the trustees should be none
but clergymen and of the forty-six graduates, between
1702 and 1713, thirty-four became ministers.
;

The growth of

the school, though slow, at length ren
inconvenient to accommodate all the students
atSaybrook; and both they and their parents were dis
satisfied to see a part transferred to Milford.
The evil

dered

it

grew worse every day

and as the trustees did not seem
;
inclined to apply the proper remedy, by removing the
institution to a more adequate place, the several towns
of the colony undertook to force the measure, by sub
scribing different sums for its establishment in different

Seven hundred pounds sterling were sub
it at New Haven
five hundred for its con
tinuance at Saybrook and less sums for its removal to
other places.
Still there was much difference of
opin
ion among the trustees; nor was it till October. 1710,
that they agreed to establish the college at New Haven.
In 1714, Governor Yale had made it a present of
forty volumes and in 1716. he added three hundred
situations.

scribed to

fix

;

;

;

more.
Two years afterwards, he gave the trustees
goods to the value of two hundred pounds sterling,
prime cost; and a similar donation of one hundred
&amp;gt;ounds in
1721, induced them to call the institution
after his

name.

:hirty-one.
ten-fold.

In 17)7, the

A

century

after,

number of
it

CHAPTER

students

was

had increased nearly

II.

Massachusetts Quarrel between the Gover
nor and Representatives Inroads of Ihe Indians Deputa
tion to the French Peace Alterations in the Charter
Renewal of the Dispute between the Executive anil Legis
lature Mr. Burnet s Instructions for a Fixed Salary Ad
journment of the Court Mr. JJurnet s Death Mr. Belcher

apcr

Money

in

renews the Discussion

Association for issuing more Hills

Mr. Shirley Adjustment of the Dispute between
and New Jersey concerning Boundaries Con
troversy between New York and Canada Prosperity of the
Northern Colonies The Parson s Cause in Virginia Pro
ceedings in Carolina Settlement of Yamasee Territory
Paper Money Disposition of Hie Proprietors Disputes be
of credit

New York

tween the Governor and the Assembly

Dissolution of thn
Charter and Division of the Province Settlement of Geor
Ineffec
CJnarrel with the Spaniards
gia Mr. Oslethorpe
tual Attack&quot; upon St. Augustine Abortive attempt upon

Here concludes the history, down to this period, o;
Georgia.
every important event in the colonies, if we except the
order of Cineen Anne, issued in 1712, to discontinue the
THE rise in exchange produced bv imprudent issues
f paper money in Massachusetts, was idly attributed
presents with which the inhabitants hat! been accustom
ed to conciliate their governors; and the adjustmen
o a decay in trade and the colony was almost nnabelow par.
In 1707, the death pf the palatine, Lord Granville, a of boundaries between Rhode Island and Connecticut
limously of opinion, that trade could only be revived.
and
between
Connecticut
to
Lord
a
and
Massachusetts.
The
tw
Cravan, more
bigoted churchman, gave place
iy an additional quantity of bank notes. A few saw the
latter agreed that the towns which they had respectively
eal evil, and were for calling in the bills, that were
liheral and tolerant member of the same sect. In 1712,
the neighbouring Indians formed a secret plan for the settled should still remain under their former jurisdiction
but it was determined by the gre.-tt
Ireadv abroad
extermination of the North Carolinians.
They fell and that if either party should be found to have en najority, that either by a private, or a public bank, the
rovince should be supplied with more money, or rather.
suddenly upon the inhabitants and in the single settle croached on the territory of the other, the loss should bt
ment of Roanoke, one hundred and seventy-seven per made gootl by an equal grant of lands in some other vith more paper. The general
court at length resolved
^
sons fell victims to their cruelty.
Some
Massachusetts
had
to
o
feo
give Connecticut one hun
elty.
fugitives car- place.
place bills for fifty thousand pounds in the hands of
ried the intelligence to Ch arleston.
The assembly dred and seven thousand seven hundred and ninety- rustees who were to lend them at five per cent in
voted four thousand pounds to raise troops for their de
three acres; which were sold by the latter chiefly fortht erest, with a stipulation, that one-fifth of the principal
liould be repaid annually.
Still trade would not inifence, and a Colonel Barnwell was soon detached, support of Yale College.
with six hundred militia, and about three hundred and
As early as 1655, New Haven made an appropriation rove. Mr. Shute, who had just succeeded Mr. Dudley,
In the first engagement, three of three hundred, and Milforcl of one hundred pound?, ttributed the fact to a scarcity of money; amfrecomsixty friendly Indians.
hundred of the enemy fell, and one hundred were cap for the support of a grammar school and college. The aended, that some effectual measures should be taken
tured.
The rest took shelter in a wooden breast-work former, soon after, added a donation of lands and in
The specific was therefon[nake it more abundant.
at Tuscarora; but were so vigourously pressed, that 1659, the legislature voted forty pounds
oubled.
But an additional emission of one hundred
annually, and
and one hundred pounds for the purchase of books.
In lousand pounds so greatly depreciated the value of the
they soon sued for peace
quitted the country
joining with the Iroquois, formed what has since been 1660, a donation was received from Governor Hopkins.
urreucy, that the general court were, at last enabled lo
called the Six, instead of the Five, nations.
The addi The general court agreed to establish both institutions ee the true cause of the difficulty and the governor,
tion made by this war to the debt of the colony, in
at New Haven; and the project had just begun to showo, when his salary came to be voted in fhe depreciated
duced the assembly to institute a bank; and to issue its fruits, when the troubles of the colony so impover noney, according to its nominal amount, began to be
notes for forty thousand pounds; which should he lent ished their resources, that thev could not
omewhat sceptical of his policy.
pay for instruct
on interest, and made a legal tender. In the first year, ors.
When the New England colonies formed the This was the small beginning of a long and rancorthe exchange rose to one hundred and eighty
in the union in 1665, the grammar school was revived and
us quarrel between the governor and the general court.
1 1719, it
was now 1720, the former had incurred the
second, to two hundred per cent. And what was an the funds, which had been raised for both institutions,
additional vexation to the colonists, Queen Anne made being appropriated
ensure of the ministry, by assenting to a bill for the
exclusively to this, it has been ena
a desperate attempt to settle, by proclamation, the no
bled to continue in existence to the present time.
of
duties upon English tonnage, and upon
npositiou
minal value of their foreign coin.
In 1698, the clergy began again to talk upon the sub
nglish manufactures: when a similar bill was sent up.
About the year 1702, a contagions fever was brought ject of a college in the following year ten of their lis year, it was negatived in the council a warm alfrom the West Indies, into several of the North Ame number were chosen to found, erect, and govern one
rcation ensued
and it was not till the next session,
rican sea ports.
It raged
lat the act passed without the offensive clauses.
In
violently in New York, and and in 1700 they met at Branford, each bringing three
was mortal in almost every instance. To increase the or four lage books, and laying them upon the table, ic same session, the governor claimed the right of
calamities of the colony, it was in the same year put with,
I give these books for the
of
a
a
which
the
house
had
of
a
choice,
made,
college
founding
egativing
under the government of the needy and profligate Lord in this colony.&quot; As it was doubtful whether they could
&amp;gt;eaker;
and, when they refused to recognize the
Cornbury who joined the Anti-Leislerian party, be hold property, it was agreed to petition for a charter.
aim, he dissolved the court, and issued new writs of
cause it was the strongest; flattered the assembly in a To promote the design, Mr. Fitch, of Norwich, gave
ection.
Nearly the same persons were re-elected
set speech
them
to
raise
fifteen hundred pounds six hundred acres of land, and
id the only effect of the measure, was. to make them
got
all the glass and nails
lor erecting batteries at the Narrows ami
which
should
be
to
a
and
build
house
less
appropriated
necessary
college
disposed to accommodate Mr. Shute. Thev
the money to his own use.
A quarrel ensued between hall.&quot; The charter was granted in October, 1701
iposed him in every thing, whether it was right or
himself and the Legislature. But he continued to charge and on the l]th of November, the trustees held a meet
rong, insignificant or important. They neglected to
enormous fees, and to demand and misapply money,
ote him his salary, as was usual, at the beginning of
ing; chose a rector; passed some rules for the govern
till in 1706., the united
complaints of New York and ment of the institution, and concluded to fix it at Saysession; and not only postponed the business till
One good brook. The first commencement was held at that
Jersey induced the queen to recall him.
day of adjournment, but reduced the amount from
The college x to five hundred pounds. The depredations of some
consequence attended his administration. The assem place on the ]3th of September, 1702.
That the imposing and levy- was originally designed for the education of ministers
astern Indians made it necessary to call the representbly passed a resolution,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

:

;

;

;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

:

NORTH AMERICA.
They
together again, before the stated time.
immediately passed an act, which amounted to a decla
accused
them
when
the
ration of war ; and,
governor
of usurping his prerogative, they docked off another
hundred pounds from his salary. He laid before them
instructions from the crown, to give him a fixed and
desired the court might rise
adequate sum ; they
.ilives

&quot;

:&quot;

and

it

rose accordingly.
;

and little else, indeed, was
neglected by the court
done, during the session, but to continue the emission
cf bank bills, and to drive the gold and silver from the
country, by ordering that it should be passed at a higher
rate than that which had been established by an act of
The next general court very early ap
parliament.
pointed a committee to vindicate their predecessors from
The committee jus
the aspersions of the governor.
tified the house ; and their report was ordered to be
The court postponed the vote for the gover
printed.
nor s salary he laid by their list of appointments
they deputed a committee to inquire into the matter
he told them, he should take his own time for it ; the
house resolved, to make no grants or allowances ; the go
vernor made an angry speech ; and the court was dissol
A new legislature soon manifested the same tem
ved.
In spite of the governor s protest,
per with the old.
that the charter had placed the militia solely at his own
disposal, they proceeded to make regulations for car
leaving his excellency no
rying on the Indian war
ether power, than that of approving the measures,
which might be adopted by a committee of their ap
;

:

;

;

;

He embarked

suddenly for England

;

and

representatives and council, though generally op
posed on all other questions, were united in resolving
In send after him instructions to their
agent, to take
(he best measures for defending the interests of the colonv against his representations.
These internal dissensions gave the Indians a good op
portunity to make their inroads upon the frontiers.
They were set on by the French in Canada ; particu
Some
larly by one father Ralle, a Jesuit missionary.
but he
troops were sent to capture this holy personage
received the intelligence in time to escape ; and the
party could only get possession of his papers
among
which were letters of authorization from M. Vaudreuil
thu governor of Canada.
War was now formally de
clared against the Indians ; and, as it was abundantly
evident that they were instigated by the French, a de
putation was sent to M. Vaudreuil, in 1726, in order
to remonstrate against a conduct so
incompatible with
the peace, which then subsisted between France and
He
first
disclaimed
all
interference
;
England.
but,
when his letters to Ralle were produced, he could deny
He assured the deputation, that he would
it no longer.
thenceforth exert himself to effectuate a peace
and a
the

;

;

;

peace was accordingly soon after concluded at Boston.
Parliament, in the mean time, was condemning,
question after question, the whole proceedings of the
It was
general court in the case of Mr. Shute.
thought
expedient to issue a

new

charter for

*

explaining&quot;

the

two

points, which respected the powers
of choosing a speaker, and of adjourning the court.
The last was entirely &quot;explained&quot; away from the house

old op.e, in the

;

and the former was so modified, as to leave the governor
his negative.
Rather than have the whole subject
brought before parliament, which was the penalty
of refusal, the general court concluded it was most
advisable to adopt both of these alterations.
Its at
tention was next turned to the loud complaints about
the decay of trade and the scarcity of money.
bill
passed both houses for issuing more notes ; and when
it was negatived by thu lieutenant-governor, they
agreed
to postpone the consideration of salaries.
The lieu
tenant had said, that his instructions would not let him
absent to such bills, except they were for the charges
of government ; a bill for issuing sixty thousand pounds
was, therefore, headed, &quot;An. act for defraying the ne
and the influence of
cessary charges of government
an uncertain salary necessitated his excellency to give

ag;iin

A

;&quot;

hi.s

it was their
privilege, as Englishmen, to raise Another company of eight hundred persons set on foot
and apply their own money; and, when the governor a plan for issuing one hundred and fifty thousand pounds
that
he
would
never accept such a grant as in bills of credit, which should be lent on good sccuanswered,
had been made, the council were for establishing a fixed ritv, at three per cent, interest, the principal, as in all
but the representatives requested, that the these schemes, being redeemable by annual instalments
salary,
court might rise.
Mr. Burnet would not grant the of a certain per cent.
The authors of the project beIt was again made
and again refused.
The gan in season to secure the good opinion of the next
request.
house then sent up a long message in which they de- general court, and so successful were they in the busitailed their reasons for refusing to establish a fixed ness, that the house was found to be chielly composed
and once more reiterated their wishes, that of subscribers, and was for a long time distinguished
salary
Small traders,
they
might not be kept sitting there,&quot; to the manifest by the name of the Land Bank Hmise.
The governor answer and small traders only, would accept the company s
prejudice of their constituents.
ed them promptly enough
but it continued to issue them without end,
but not at all to their satis notes
faction
and, after resolving to adhere to their old and the governor was finally obliged to petition parlia
method of appropriating moneys, they drew up a state ment for an act to suppress the institution. Mr. Shirley
ment of the controversy, and transmitted it to the seve superseded Mr. Belcher in 1740, and one of the first
ral towns.
Many spirited messages were exchanged bills passed under his administration, declared that all
in quick succession between his excellency and the contracts should be considered as payable in silver,
house.
The latter again repeated a request, that the at six shillings and eight pence the ounce, or its equi
Notes for so many ounces of silver
court might rise
he told them they could not expect valent in gold.
to have their own wishes gratified, when they paid so were also issued, and made receivable in payment of
little attention to those of his majesty
and the alter debts, the debts being augmented as the notes should

ed, that

!

|

i

j
I

;

j

;

The governor opened the next assembly with recom
mending many wise measures which were totally

pointment.
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assent.

1

j

;

&quot;

;

;

;

:

;

cation was waxing so high, that the council thought it depreciate.
best to interfere,
A long peace had enabled New York and New Jer
and to propose that some certain
sum should be fixed upon, as a salary for the governor. sey to adjust, in some measure, an unpleasant dispute
The representatives voted three thousand pounds in about boundaries. It gave the former an opportunity,
their own money,
equal to about one thousand pounds also, to take advantage of her geographical facilities
but as the act contained no provision for the for trading on the northern lakes, and in 1722, Mr
sterling
continuance of the same sum, Mr. Burnet refused his Burnet, the governor of that province and of New Jer
assent ; and, apprehending, that the house was some sey, greatly excited the jealousy of the French, by
what influenced by the people of Boston, who had building a store-house at Osweiro.
M. Longneil, the
unanimously voted against a fixed salary, he adjourned governor of Canada, retaliated bv launching two ves
the court to the town of Salem.
At Salem it met, on sels on Lake Ontario, and sending materials to erect a
the 30th of October, 1728.
The battle of messages trading-house, and to repair the fort at Niagara. The
recommenced as briskly as ever. The representatives Seneca Indians were greatly incensed at this measure,
appointed agents to plead their cause in England the and Mr. Burnet remonstrated against it ; but M. Loncouncil would not concur in the act, because they had gueil proceeded to complete his fort, and the former
not been consulted ; and the project must have failed could only get revenge by erecting, at his own
expense,
for want of money, had not the people of Boston sub- a like fort at Oswego.
M. Bcauharnois, the successor
scribed for the necessary sums.
The agents soon of M. Longueil, sent the commander a written sumtransmitted a report of the board of trade ; in which mons to evacuate it.
The summons was disregarded.
the conduct of the house was entirely disapproved. He warmly remonstrated against
proceeding to
were
Mr.
Burnet.
Mr.
Burnet
as warmly remonstrated
told, also, that, unless they fixed a salary,
They
the parliament would ;
the
at
It is better,&quot;
and
here
the dispute
they answered, against
proceeding
Niagara,
that the liberties of the people should be taken from ended for the present.
It was not
long afterward, that
Both parts of the French acquired the control over Lake Champlain,
them, than given up by themselves.&quot;
the administration went all this time without pay ; for, by seizing and fortifying Crown Point.
as the representatives would vote no salaries, the go
Uuring the regency of the Duke d Orleans, in France,
vernor would assent to no drafts upon the treasury and the administration of Sir Robert Walpole, in Eng
At length there was a recess between the 20th of De. land, all the colonies to Virginia, inclusive, had little
when the to distract their attention from their own private all ui-,
cember, 1728, and the 2d of April, 1729
court assembled at Salem ; and, after several fruitless and could scarcely help becoming prosperous,
Land
were
to
Marmeetings,
adjourned
They met was cheap, and subsistence easily obtained,
Cambridge.
on
the
21st
of
of
were
a
few
and
and
there,
course,
August ; and,
early
frequent,
days after, riages,
popula
Mr. Burnet died of a fever at Boston.
tion soon began to extend itself over the vacant parts
Mr. Belcher, his successor, came over, in the be of the country.
Such a process is attended with no
ginning of August, 1730, with a fresh packet of in eclat, and perhaps there is nothing to relieve the mono
The. king said tony of a long and felicitous period, in the internal
structions, to insist upon a fixed salary.
it was the &quot;last
signification of the royal pleasure on economy of the colonies, if we except the dispute in
this subject
and he threatened to bring the whole Virginia respecting ecclesiastical salaries.
In 1GUO, when the price of tobacco was sixteen shil
history of the province before parliament, if it were
not immediately complied with.
The house voted one lings and ightpence per hundred, an act of the assem
thousand pounds currency, to defray the charges of his bly, which was re-enacted and assented to by the king,
excellency s voyage, and a sum equal to one thousand in 1748, conferred upon each parish minister an annual
pounds sterling, to aid him in managing public affairs. stipend of sixteen thousand pounds of tqjjaceo. In
The council added an amendment, to make the appro 1755, the crop was scanty, and the legislature, by ano
Th e amendment was rejected. The ther act, which was to continue in force ten months,
priation annual.
council modified it, by confining the yearly allowance and not to wait for the royal assent, provided that
to the duration of Mr. Belcher s government.
The those who owed debts, in tobacco, might either pay
representatives again refused their assent, and the re them in the specific article or in money, at the rate of
was
solution
The controversy continued for sixteen shillings and eight pence perhundred. Though
dropped.
some time longer, but the governor was at length the price was then from fifty to sixty shillings, the
wearied out, and leave was in the end obtained of the measure created no disturbance, and three years after
king to let the legislature take its own way in the regu ward, when it was surmised that the crop would again
lation of his salary.
be short, the same expedient was resorted to.
But the
The termination of this dispute was only the begin ministers now began to see its operation, and one of
An unusual scarcity of money was them, in a pamphlet^ entitled The Twopenny Act, con
ning of another.
complained of all over New England. The governor vinced the legislature that he understood precisely how
of Massachusetts and New Hampshire, had been in they were defrauding his order of its just dues,
Ho
structed to suffer the emission of no more bills in those was attacked by two Colonels, whom he answered
colonies.
Connecticut was employed in agriculture, with The Goloncts Disino -tnfcd, and the war of pam
and did not stand in need of much money.
But the phlets soon grew so hot, that the printers of Virginia
commerce of Rhode Island demanded an abundant cir were afraid to continue it.
The subject was next taken up b.y the king in coun
culating medium, and one hundred thousand pounds in
bills of credit were accordingly loaned to the inhabi
cil, who declared that the act of 1758 was a mere usur
tants for twenty years.
An association of merchants, pation, and could have no force. Backed by such
in Boston, undertook to prevent the circulation of this authority, the ministers brought the question before a
money, by issuing, themselves, one hundred and ten county court, and, after a formal argument, it was
thousand pounds of the same sort ; but the bills of all decided in their favor.
By the laxity of practice, the
;

;

1

i

I

&quot;

j

&quot;

;

;&quot;

i-

Mr. William Burnet, the new governor of Massa
chusetts and New Hampshire, had received express
instructions from the king, to see that the general court
fettled upon him a fixed and certain salary.
Soon after
his arrival, the assembly voted seventeen hundred
pounds for defraying the expenses of his voyage, and
for supporting him in the discharge of his office.
He
said he could not assent to such a vote.
They then vo
three
for
the
first
hundred
ted,
purpose,
pounds which the New England colonies soon became current silver subject was permitted to be once more discussed, and
were accepted ; and, for the last, fourteen hundred rose from nineteen to twenty-seven shillings the ounce, when all supposed that the first judgment could never
The legislature assert and the nojes of the association entirely disappeared, be shaken, the unexpected eloquence of Mr.
pounds ; which were refused.
I

I

;

;

I

I

j
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Henry is frit to have changed
rhe clergy took their revenge
,

in

and here the
controversy seems

to

nn angry pamphlet
have terminated.

E
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which Mr. Johnson had set apart for the review of the
militia.
He had the review postponed; but, when he
-ime to Charleston, on the appointed
day, he found

the opinion of the court.
;

sembly of South Carolina they voted one hundred and
twenty thousand pounds for the service a regiment of
four hundred men was raised in
and the Ca;

;

Carolina, in the mean time, was rapidly undergoing
a revolution of
In 1715, the colony had
government.
e
incurred considerable
expenses, in a war with nbont forts to stop the proceedings were ineffectual.
The
six thousand Yamassee,
Creek, and Apalaehian In
theii
own
-mbly proclaimed
governor; chose their
dians, who were met at a place called the Salt Catchers,
by twelve hundred men, and so completely routed, that tion of pi
hey were obliged to make a new settlement in Florida, and their Dowar
nflA*
mnl&amp;gt;.tj
j
power\v7s unit
soonVfteVcp7rohoraied and fixed!
The proprietor! not only ordered the reduction of the nnd^lheir
by the vigorous preparations which they made to repel
which the
saw tit to
paper

E2i =
c^rlT^^^^\^ ^^^^J^^
.

i

Virginia

.

-

K3ir-^=fe&quot;ii==
WM
_j
&quot;&amp;gt;

on

jonn s niver, hy tlie
-!
Carolina regiment,
Virginia and Carolina&quot;
Virginia
resunerit and a rnitiminii
c
and
was
enabled
Highlanders;
shortly after to n
pear before St. Augustine, with about two moused
effV-ctlvn
A ,
f
w.

&quot;&quot;&quot;&quot;&quot;

money,

our wenty-gun

ships and two sloops of war.
On the 9th of May
1740, the general entered Florida, with four hundred

empla ed attack from Havanna. Their agent in
id obtained a de
decision in the council, that th
England
proprietor, had forfeited their
oa
issued agamst it: the
A regular investment vvas ieternmiJur on
proprietors surrendered their in- storm.
terests; and Mr. rrancis Nicholson was soon after and the
s were
troop
disposed n iK *,,.tTdv^m&quot;Jeo
welcomed to the colony, as governor under the
king, positions for beginning
the approac
s
The
fe
e
to bombard the town from
fr,t,
.!
the
of tie
me crown,
crmvn w.i greatlj increasedIIby a
treaty, which Island of Auastatia
but a few shots
hots
roi
convinced
him
was soon after concluded will, the Cherokee Indians, that a
breach, at so great a distance
ce, was impractica
Security made the colonists industrious; and industry ble. It was next resolved to
attack the six half &quot;allies
soon raised them sufficiently above their former cii-cu
then in the harbor,
by one of the twenty -gun shinscolony,
stances, to arrest the depreciation of their paper cur
but the bar was found to be so shallow that she
could
single town of Charleston. The increase of population rency; which had fallen about
eighty-six per cent be
not get over it.
In the mean time the
now rendered the practice extremely inconvenient low
Spaniards had
Increase of wealth made boundaries a mat
par.
received supplies and reinforcements
..^,.,
and the legislature had enacted, that for the
and
a
partv
?
future, ter of importance: and, in 1732 the province
t
C
each parish should assemble in its own
Othe
pieces
church, and it convenient to divide itself into NortlS
OU hCa nlforn uc fJl^T
&quot;owed
wed in quick
anick succession.
succes
choose ite own representatives.
The proprietors or- rolina
Captain
Price
withdrew
his
-l.-red the act to be
ships; the dispirited troops htan
repealed and Ciovcrnor Johnson,
About
ou thee same time, the
~
was
iirv
to desert in
territory of Georgia
son or
n-nvnvii/n* of that
fl..it .1.
K...I
u -.
^_ j
son
of me
the fnrmtsY
former governor
large bodies: and General Oglethorpe wus
name, had to use all granted to twenty-one trustees, for tiie
of b
at length,
his influence to
reluctantly compelled to abandon the enter
keep the colonists from breaking into ing parcelled out to such of the
would
uiu prise.
A ne colonies attributed
English
aur muted the tauur
&-,&quot; r&quot;
priw. The
failure to the
j
n, at this wanton and outrageous
o,,.r;, m ,,,,s
...... 1.
open rebellion,
gene
Ca
I
r
proceed
a
A
Bnd
Barl in ral
*
tlle S c eral
il to the charge
ing. But they were compelled to bear yet more
e insults.
TTi Mr.
M James&quot;r
nsus. l/.U,
r
one of the trustees, ar- We
Oglethorpe,
think neither was to blame.
Th
Some expeditions against a band of pirates, who had
ce
was
oo
a
nved at Charleston with one hundred and
He small at the outset; and, before a
sixty.
~,necessitated the OOBCUIUI y as
long
r ra infested the
const,
part of it reached
soon afterwards, to the intended
.rtMlUU, nOOll
assembly, a proceeded,
,,,
the
of
placi
the
place
arrival of supplies had
rendezvous,
settlement- erecte
n
they imagined, to issue another quantity of paper mo- settlement;
^t,,(J n sma
fofi
(he sp te of g a _
greatly and unexpectedly increased the strength of tho
ney and the governor carried an additional bill for re- vanna and obtained
ed a cession of lands from the Creek
Creel enemy.
it
in
three
decunng
years, by a tax upon land and ne-| tribe of Indians.
The first company was followed
But, at any rate, the expenses entailed by the ex
by
groos. Hut the tax was oppressive to the planters and several others
-but the progress of the
colony was pedition, joined to the still greater calamity of seeing
Ihey had influence enough to obtain another act, for
to put it under a feugreatly obstructed, by an attempt
feu
,.their
the emission of more bills.
capital reduced to ashes, determined the people
As soon as thee propreors
proprietors dal system. The lauds were to be held in tail-mail
by of Carolina to raise no forces in future,
heard of these
;,
the
llle
transactions, they sent
the leniire
except for
tenure 01
of knight-service
governor in- me
guvemor
knignt-se rvice and to revert to the trustnis- their own defence; and, when an
^^.^,
struc urns to approve
o no legislative measures, until
expedition of thirly
tees, either if the male issue should become artrnct^
and
three
thousand
t had been la,d before
men
ships
sailed
them.
Another order soon after or if the grounds were not enclosed anda
against Georgia.
cultivated in 1742,
followed. to
,o take
,,!,
,,ft a
, ,,
,,.,.1. .,.
.-,
u., ,_:_,
they imagined it would not be for their own
followed,
duty which the colony had laid, withil) eig lteen vears
TQ comp et(; the p
v the defence, to aid General
of five per cent, on British
in preventing the
Oglethorpe
and
as
if
manufactures;
importation of rum and of negroes was prohibited:
these outrages were not sufficient,
enemy from getting possession of a province, which
they deemed it meet and all commerce with the Indians was restricted to was so
effectual a barrier to their own.
to show another instance of their
About tindespotism, by giving those, who could obtain a license. The natural con end of
June the enemy anchored off Simon s Baran arrogant and abusive answer to a memorial, which
soon followed. A great many of the settlers and General
sequences
the assembly had presented,
found
he
had
to
Oglethorpe
him
oppose hi
against their right to revoke emigrated to Carolina; where
they could hold lands in with only seven hundred men,
the laws of the province.
consisting of the re
fee simple
could trade freely with the West Indies
giment he led against St. Augustine, and of a few
The rupture between Spain and Great Britain in and be
permitted to employ negro slaves in the cultiHighlanders, rangers, and Indians.
But the thicket*
fresh opportunities for the
171!), afforded ---.--!.,..
ion 01
of their
uieir lands.
lanus.
prosecution &quot;ation
1 nose who staid
Those
said behind,
be hind were and morasses of the
r .,
this dispute.
The rumor of an expedition, fitting
country stood him in the place cf
perpetually complaining of their fetters: and though
soldiers and, retiring to Frederica, he resolved
at
la vanna, for the invasion of South
many
Carolina, Mr. Oglethorpe erected a battery, to command Se to
act, as long as he could, upon the defensive.
mduced Governor Jo inson to attempt the
By
reparation mouth of the Savanna, and built forts at Augusta ,, I an
of
01 the forts in the harbor of
English prisoner, who had escaped from the Span
of Charleston,
hv
the
volnnF m A*,;^ the
j,i civil
_:..:i _
J
volun Frederica,
Charleston, by
needed
colony
more
than iards, he learned that the
privileges
from Cuba, and those
A subscription was set on
tary aid of the inhabitants.
troops
defences, and their general concerns were soon from St.
foot; and he placed a liberal sum opposite to his own military
Augustine, agreed so ill with each oilier, that
in a ruinous condition.
Under a different system, Ca
name. The assembly disapproved of the measure or rolina
they had taken up their encampments apart.
On
was so prosperous as to double
in
tei
rather asserted that the receipts from the duties would
herexports
to airender it
j
governor wanted to know
duties had not been taken off?
They told him
they intended to pay no attention to the repeals, which
1
&quot;-.
A warm altercation
they had been forced to make.
;:;,
ft
followed; and though nothing decisive took place, the
representatives seem to have formed a determination
to rid themselves of the
proprietary government. Pri
vate meetings were held, to concert measures of resist
ance.
The militia unanimously subscribed an instru
ment of association; and the
pan
people engaged to stand
how defenceless Frederica was; to
by each other, in the assertion of their rights and privi here. A
urge an immedae
large number of negroes assembled at Stono; attack: or, at
At the first meeting of the new
leges.
rate, to persuade them to remain at
any
all
forced
a
assembly,
warehouse of arms and ammunition
open
Simon s Fort three days longer when his
former repeals were repealed the
were de- murdered all the white men whom
expected
proprietors
an
and
rl;ii*f
tr
In i-ji forfeited
i.it ,i,l
_* _.
they met
reinforcement of two thousand men and six
clared
to
have
their rights of
ueu the
government wuv
u e black,
,,m.
ships of
or
compelled
to
come un- war would arrive.
willing
unwilling.
and the honourable Robert Johnson was desired to acHe
cautioned
him
particularly
der their standard.
But it was a brief
against dropping even a hint about the
cept the office of governor
the name of the king. A the
contemplated
attack
of
Admiral Vernon upon St.
ssage from himself and the council requested a conA
Augustine.
Spanish prisoner, who had been taken in a skiimish.
dancing. There happened to be a religious meeting was bribed to deliver the
letter
into
the
deserter s own
in the neighborhood; and the
congregation, armed as hands hut he, of course, delivered it into the hands of
---Ale fiellL Illl ll) all usual set
OTMM-MUa
upon the thoughtless rabble; killed reat General Don Antonio I)i Radondo.
The
latter wa#,
expostulatory speech; they would take notice of no numbers on the
spot; and so frightened the rest, that at first, not a little
paper, sent by the governor in conjuction with the
perplexed, whether to consider it as
never afterwards dreamed of insurrection. There
they
a
mere
iiltlemen
he called his council and
stratagem, or as a real and serious letter of in
they informed were now about forty thousand slaves in
Carolina; and struction; but the
him, in a second address, that
appearance of some ships, which
they intended to cast off the occurrence just mentioned had the
the proprietary
effect of had been
good
despatched with supplies by the assembly of
government, and to obey him no longer making the colonists
keep vigilant watch over their con South Carolina,
unless he would consent to exercise
his office, as vice
appeared to put the seriousness of the
duct, during the approach of the war between England
of the king. He proclaimed the
The panic-struck army set
naper beyond all doubt.
dissolution of and Spain.
gerent
the
to the fort, and hurried on board of their vessels
assembly, and retired into the country
The pro
When it actually broke out, in 1739, Admiral Ver- fire
clamation was torn from the officer s hands
and thus a circumstance, which, at first, seemed to
Colonel non was detached to the West
John Moore was elected chief
Indies, and General threaten the certain
conquest of the
served,
magistrate; and the as Oglethorpe was ordered to
He in the hands of a skilful commander,province,
annoy the Floridas
sembly agreed to inaugurate him, on the
as perhaps the
very day immediately communicated his instructions to the as
only means of its preservation.
assembly

issue,

account of this expedition, but when applied to for as
sistance by the agents of the
colony, they declared their
inability to protect it, unless his majesty would inter
The assembly had also undertaken to make a
pose.
barrier ag.linst the Indians,
by offering the Yamassee
territory to all pel-sons who would come over and settle
in it,
Five hundred Irishmen accepted the offer, and
had actually taken up the ground, when the
proprietors
ordered the law to be repealed, and the lands to bo laid
out in baronies for themselves.
It had been the custorn to elect all the
in the
representatives of the
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chimnies without smoke. An Indian was hired, were beaten at Minas ; and promised not to bear
III.
fora bottle of rum, to crawl in at an embrasure, and arms ibr one year, against the French in Nova
the gate ; and, though a detachment of the Scotia. Governor Shirley next directed his attenopen
and
their
Colonies
War between France and England
was then coming to retake the fort, thejtion to Crown Point. Massachusetts and New
enerny
The
an
Attack
for
Louisbourg
upon
Preparation
Attack Surrender D Anville g Expedition Abortive thirteen retained possession, till the arrival of a York engaged to furnish theirrjuotas of troops the
reinfo. cement from the main body.
winter was no obstacle to the governor s enthusi
Attempt upon Nova Scotia Upon Crown Point
Peace Paper Money in Massachusetts Discovery o
Fourteen nights were the troops engaged in asm and the enterprise was only prevented by the
Louisiana and Foundation of Now Orleans Situation
the cannon overa morass to the place of discreet resolution of Connecticut, to withhold her
of the English and French Colonies Origin of the drawing
a distance of about two miles ; and, co-operation. The treaty of Aix-la- Chapelle
was
pelle w
Rupture between them Colonel Washington s Em encampment,
when the account of the expedition was sent (o concluded in October, 1748; and New England
bassy Project of /w/i Plan of the rirsl campaign
Defeat
General
Braddock
s
of
Nova Scotia
Capture
England, they were not a little indignant at seeing deemed it but a poor return Ibr the expenses which
Expedition against Crown Point That against Nia no mention of their
having worked like oxen, with she had inciirred.that an article of stut us ante bcllum
gara Second Campaign Capture of Oswego Third
their shoulders, and up to their knees in compelled her to relinquish Louisbourg. Massa
Campaign Disputes between Lord London and Mas- straps over
As this expedition had been planned by a chusetts, in particular, had issued immense quanti
Fourth Campaign Second Capture ol mud.
sac, lusells
Louisbourg Unsuccessful attack upon TicondcrogaWas there a call upon the
lawyer, and was to be executed by a merchant, at ties of paper-money.
Of
Du
Fifth
of
Fort
Uuesne
Frontignac
Capture
the head of husbandmen and mechanics, any thing treasury.
Bills of credit must answer it.
\\ as
Death
of
Wolfe
At
of
Uuebec
Campaign Capture
like a regular siege was not to have been expected. trade decaying?
It could only be revived by bills
tempt to retake Quebec Surrender of New France
The soldiers laughed atsuch words as zig-zag, and of credit. Was there any disorder in the internal
General Peace.
epaidement ; and thought, the most eligible mode economy ofthe province? Bills of credit were the
WHILE France and England were engaged in if approaching was that of a straight line. In only remedy. And bills of credit were issued in
actual war, under the pretence of supporting re
:xecutionof this new principle of tactics, 400 men such quantities,thatthey had sunk to eleven lor one;
spectively thequeen of Hungary an the elector ol assaulted the island battery; were repulsed ; and when the arrival of the specie, which parliament
Bavaria, the colonies of the two nations preserved many of them taken prisoners. They all concur had promised, was the means not only of stay ing the
a sort of hostile peace; but as soon as the news red in representing the besiegers as much more depreciation, but of destroying paper-money alto
reached Cape Breton, that the controversy had be numerous than they were though all was frolic in gether. After some opposition, the general court
come open and a vowed in Europe, Duvivier attack the rear of the army, the front did, indeed, look passed an act for redeeming bills of credit, at their
ed and took the English fishing settlement at Can- brmidable; and the impression made by these re- real value, or, in other words, for silver at fifty
seau ; and soon alter made a similar, though un
Not an evil, which had been
xirts and appearances, together with the intelli
shillings the ounce.
Governor gence, which was conveyed into town, that the predicted, was seen to attend the measure ; and,
successful, attempt^ upon Annapolis.
Shirley immediately formed the design of taking supply ship, the Vigilant, of sixty-four guns, had on the contrary, it is said to have given commerce
Cape Breton. It was well situated for annoying jeen taken, induced Duchambon, the governor, a very perceptible impulse Ibr the better.
the English Fisheries and thirty millions of francs to tendera capitulation. This was the only advan
As the importance of America was dailyincreasemployed upon its fortifications, had made it the tage gained over France, during the whole war ing in the eyes of Europe, the question of boundaDunkirk of America.&quot; The governor requested and, when accounts of it reached England, the riesbctween thecoloniesof different nations began
the secrecy of the court, upon a project, which he crown made baronets of Pepperel and Shirley, to be discussed more frequently and in
greater
was aboutto communicate. They readily promised and the parliament readily undertook to defray the earnest. Spain had pretensions to the whole of
them
with
the
of
and
he
of
Flori
laidclaimto
and
it;
proposal
surprised
apart
Georgia;
expenses.
England
sending four hundred men to take Louisbourg by
France and England now mutually resolved to da. By the treaty of Utrecht, Nova Scotia, or
storm. The vcondemned the undertaking as vastly make a complete conquest of each other s posses- Acadia, was, indeed, ceded to the English
but
too hazardous and expensive but, unfortunately,
ions in America and, in the spring of 1746, circu- there was still room enough for controversy,in de
ar letters were sent to the English colonies as far termining what were the boundaries of that coun
or, perhaps, fortunately, one of the members hap
pened to pray lor blessings upon it, in the family de as Virginia, to have in readiness as many troops as try. The French asserted, that its eastern line
The
was
soon
votions at hia lodgings.
known, each might be able to spare. The plan of thecam- was the Kennebec ; the English made it embrace
plan
all.
er Massachusetts the people were generally paign, was, to sail against Quebec, with some ships the whole territory south of the St. Lawrence and
in favour of it; and an influx of petitions, from of war and the New
England troops ; while those the commissioners appointed by the two nations,
every quarter induced the council to change their ofthe other colonies should be collected at Albany, under the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle, were equally
determination.
They invited the co-operation of and march against Crown Point and Montreal. laborious and equally obstinate in maintainingtheir
but none, Thes n psof war made seven vain attempts to leave respective claims. Nor was this the only conflict.
all the colonies as far as Pennsylvania
except those of New England would furnish their England, and the first part ofthe scheme was ne- As if these two nations were fated to cross each
quotas of troops. There was no military character cessarily abandoned. Thecolonists were diverted other s path, in every thing, while the English
of note in the country; and th ; command ofthe ex- from the last, by a threatened attack of the enemy colonies were advai
ancing indefinitely from east to
was given to one Colonel Pepperel who upon Annapolis; and, before they could despatch west, the French hbegan to extend their own set
pedition
II ..
!?(?__.*.;
jl._._il__i,,*I
TkT
TX
had little other qualification than that of being a troops for the protection of that place, NewEng- tlements transversely from north to south. In
A general em- land, in particular, was greatly alarmed by the in- 1673, they explored the Mississippi as far as the
rich merchant and a popular man.
bargo was laid: more b.lU of credit were issued, telliarence, that a formidable armament, under the S3d decree of north latitude ; and some time after
Anville,had arrived in Nova Scotia. Eve- wards, its mouth was discovered by one La Salle, a
notwithstanding the express prohibition of the Duke
crown a variety of advice, (s,iys Mr. Belknap,) rv effort was made to put the country in a state of Norman, who subsequently obtained the patron
was given from allquarters
private property was. defence. The militia were joined to the troops al- age of the French court, in an attempt to make a
impressed, and, by the 4th of April, 1745, three ready raised; and, for six weeks, all stood in hourly settlement on its banks. He set sail with a few
thousand two hundred and fifty troops from Mas- expectation of an attack ; when some English pri- followers, in foursmall vessels; arrived 100 leagues
sachusetts arrived safely at Canseau. The quota soners, who had been set at liberty, brought the west of the river ; was soon assassinated by his
of three hundred and four, from New Hampshire, welcome news, that the French soldiers were in too own men ; and they, in turn, were murdered, or
had landed four days before; that of five hundred much distress themselves to think of distressing dispersed, by the Spanish and Indians. Several
and sixteen, from Connecticut, came in on the; others. The armament originally consisted of other expeditions were undertaken, for the same
25th ofthe same month but the troops from about forty ships of war, and about fifty-six trans- purpose, but none were fortunate enough to land
i
/
j TI _
*:n i omn
Rhode Island did not arrive in time to be of any; ports; carrying 3000 troops, and 40,000 mus-!at the wished for place; and it was not till 1722,
service to the expedition.
kets for the Canadians and Indians. Many ships that a joint removal of these scattered settlements
Governor Shirley had written to England for as- were lost and wrecked on the voyage; and a sweep- to New Orleans laid the foundation of a flourish
The country was called Louisiana;
sistance, some tims before the disclosure of his pro- \t\(r mortality prevailed on board of those, which ing colony.
a detachment from had reached the place of destination. To increase and, as settlements now began to extend up the
ject to the general court; and
Admiral Warren s fleet in the West Indies, appear- their calamities, they learned, by an intercepted Mississippi, a plan wns formed to unite them with
ed o!F Canseau, the day before the arrival of the letter from Governor Shirley to the commander at Canada, by a concatenation of forts. England
Massachusetts troops: the admiral himself soon Louisbourg, that their own squadron would pro- claimed the country to the South Sea France was
The ad- resolved to bound her by the Alleghany moun
followed, in the Superb, of sixty guns ; and, every bably be followed by an English fleet.
thinir being now ready, the land forces embarked miral shortly died: the vice-admiral killed him- tains ; and, as usual, the controversy soon ended
for Chapeaurouge ; while the fleet, (in all, about: self: and, when M. Le Jonquiere undertook to in a reciprocal determination of fighting it out.
one hundred sail,) manosuvred before Louisbourg. lead the fleet against Annapolis, a violent storm There was a great disparity of numbers between
The landing was effected with little difficulty; and, dispersed the ships; and those, that did not suffer the French and English colonies. Nova Scotia
in the course of the ensuing night, a party of four wreck, returned singly to France,
contained fivethousandinhabitants; New Hamp
hundredmen marched aroundto the northeastpart
Governor Shirley now resumed the project of shire, thirty thousand Massachusetts, two hun
ofthe harbour, and set fire to some warehouses of dislodtringthe French and Indians from Nova Sco- dred and twenty thousand Rhode Island, thirtyhundred thousand:
spirituous liquors and naval stores. The smoke was tia. The troops of Rhode Island and New Hamp- five thousand: Connecticut,one
blown directly into the grand battery ; and it did shire were prevented from joining the expedition ; New York, one hundred thousand: the Jerseys,
such signal execution, that, when thirteen of the and the enemy was not only more numerous than sixty thousand: Pennsylvania, includinsr Delaware,
party were returning;, nextday, they saw, with sur- those of Massachusetts, but had the advantage of two hundred and fifty thousand: Maryland.eightyThe English five thousand Virginia, eighty-five thousand: the
prise and joy, that the flagstaff was bare, and the .beino- provided with snow-shoes.
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THE HISTORY OF
thousand:

Georgia,
thousand: in all, one million fifty-one thousand.
Canada contained but orty-five thousand: Louisi
total,fifty- two thousand.
ana, butscven thousand
To compensate in part for this numerical inferi

Carolinas, seventy-live
1

Frenchhad theadvantageof being guided
by one and the same hand ; whereas the English
were divided into separate clans, and unacc ustomtd
to act in concert. All the Indians, except the Five
Nations, were on the side of France; and, what
was of still greater service to her cause, the gover
nors of Canada had all been military men had
ority, the

;

employed the inhabitants in erecting fortifications
to command Lake Champluin, and the River St.
Lawrence; and were now proceeding to complete
the chain, by extending the links along the other
western lakes, and down the Mississippi.
The circumstance, which served to open the
quarrel, was the alleged intrusion of the Ohio Com
influential men from Engpany; an association of
landand Virginia, who had obtained a grant of (iOO000 acres of land, in order to drive a fur trade with
The governor of Canada wrote to
the Indians.
the governors of New York and Pennsylvania,
that, unless these intruders were removed from
the territory of his most Christian majesty, he
should be underthe necessity of seizing them. The
threat was disregarded; and the traders were
seized. A communication was immediately opened
along French Creek and Alleghany River, be
tween the Ohio and Fort Presqu Ile ; and troops
stationed at convenient distances, were secured,
by temporary works, against any attack of small
arms. The Ohio company made loud complaints
Lieutenant-Governor Dinwiddie laid the subject
before the assembly of Virginia ; and despatched
Major Washington, with a letter to the French
commander ; in which he was required to quit the
dominions of his Britannic majesty. M. Legardeur de St. Pierre transmitted the letter to the
governor of Canada; whose orders, he said, he
should implicitly follow. Early in the spring of
1755, Major Washington, on the death of ids colo
:

nel, took the command of a regiment, raised in Vir
de
ginia, for the protection of the frontiers.

H

feated a party of French and Indians, under Dijonville ; and was proceeding to occupy the post, at
the fo rk of the A lleghany and Monongahela Rivers,
when he was met, at the Little Meadows, by a su
perior force ; and, after a gallant defence, was
compelled to surrender. The French had already
erected the strong fort of Du Quesne,ontheground
of which he had intended to take possession.
The provincial governors received orders from
the secretary of state, to repel force by force ; and,
if practicable, to form a Union among the several

Delegates had already been appointed
to meet at Albany, for the purpose of conferring
with the Five Nations: and Governor Shirley re
commended, that the subject of union should, also,
be discussed at the convention. The commission
ers from Massachusetts had ample powers to co
operate in the formation of a plan those from Ma
ryland were instructed to observe what others did;
and those from New Hampshire, Rhode Island,
Connecticut, Pennsylvania, and New York, had no
As soon, how
instructions at all on the subject.
ever, as the friendship of the Indians was thought
to be secured by a distribution of presents, the de
legates appointed a committee, to devise some
scheme for the proposed confederation; am) the
committee recommended the adoption of a govern
ment analagousto that of the individual colonies.
There was to be a grand council, composed of
and a presi
deputies from the several provinces,
dent-general, appointed by the crown, with the
power of negativing the acts of the council. The
Connecticut delegates alone dissented from this
:

all

th&amp;lt;

:

colonies.
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necessary bums: which parliament ing them beyond the reach of the enemy s muskeis,
would undertake to repay, by imposing a general where their ranks might easily have been formed
tax upon the colonies. It was now resolved, there anew, undertook to rally
m on the very ground
fore, to carry on the war with British troops; and of attack, and in the midst of a most incessant and
leave the provincial legislatures to supply such re
deadly lire. He pers-isttd in these efforts until
inforcements as each was willing or able to aflbrd. three horse.-- had been shot under him, and every
Early in 1755, General Biaddock set sail from one of his olhccts on horseback, except Colonel
England, with a respectable body of troops ; and Washington, was either killed or wounded. The
about the same time, Admiral Boscawcnwas des general at length fell, and the rout became univer
patched to this country, in order to intercept a sal.* The troops fled precipitately until they met
French armament, which was then fitting out for the division under Dunbar, then forty miles in tne
Canada. The provincial governors met General rear. Sixty-four officers out of eighty-five, and
Braddock, in Virginia, on the 14th of April; and it about half of the privates were killed or wounded.
was resolved to divide the campaign into three General Braddock died in Dunbar&quot;s camp ; and thd
the first aga inst Du Quesne, whole army, which appears to have been panic
separate expeditions;
with the British, Virginia, and Maryland lorces, struck, marched back to Philadelphia. The pro
the second against Fort vincial troops, whom Braddock had so lightly es
under General Braddock
Frontignac, with the Massachusetts regulars, un teemed, displayed during the battle the utmost
der Governor Shirley, the third against Crown calmness and courage. Though placed in the rear,
Point, with New England and New-York troops, they alone, led on by Washington, advanced against
under General William Johnson, one of the New the Indians, and covered the retreat ; and had they
York council. Massachusetts, in the mean time, at first been permitted to engane the enr my in their
undertook, singly, to drive the French from Nova own way, they would easily have defeated them.
Scotia ; and, on the 20th of May, three thousand
The two northern expeditions, though not so
troops were despatched for the purpose, under disastrous, did not either of them succeed in attain
Lieutenant-Colonel Winslow. They arrived at ing the object proposed. In that against Crown
Annapolis Royal, on the 28th ; anchored, soon af Point much delay was occasioned by the distracted
and it
ter, before Fort Lawrence, in Chenecto, with a councils of so many different governments
fleet of forty sail
and, being joined by three hun was not till the last of August, that General John
dred British troops, with some artillery, marched son, with three thousand seven hundred men, arri
immediately against Beau Sejour. A block house, ved at the fort of lake George, on his way to Tiwith a few cannon, and a breast-work, with a few conderoga. Meanwhile the French squadron bad
troops behind it,opposed the passage of the Mussa- eluded Admiral Boscawcn; and, assoonas it arri
guash ; which, according to the French, was the ved at Quebec, Baron Diepkau, the commander,
western limit of Nova Scotia. The passage was resolved to march against Oswego, with his own
forced, with the loss of one man ; and entrench
twelve hundred regulars, and about six hundred
ments were immediately opened before Beau Se Canadians and Indians. The news of General
The garrison surrendered on the fifth day Johnson s movement determined Dieskau to change
jour.
Fort Gaspereau soon followed the example ; the his plan, and to lead his forces directly agrninst the
appearance of three twenty-gun ships induced the American camp. General Johnson called for rein
enemy to set fire to his works at St. Johns ; and forcements: eight hundred troops, raised as a
thus, in the single month of June, with the loss ol corps of reserve by Massachusetts, were imme
but three men, the English gained possession ol diately ordered to bis assistance: and the same co
Nova Scotia, according to their own definition ol lony undertook to raise an additional number of
the term.
two thousand men. Colonel Williams was sent
As soon as the convention of governors was dis forward with one thousand men to amuse and re
He met them four miles
solved, General Braddock proceeded to the post at connoitre the enemyWell s Creek, whence the army commenced its from the camp, offered battle, and was dcfented.t
march about the middle of June. Their progress Another detachment shared the same fate: nnd
was very much retarded by the necessity of cutting the French were now within one hundred and fifty
a road; and, lest the enemy should have time t
yardsof the camp, when a halt fora short time ena
collect in great force, the general concluded to.sei bled the Americans to recover their alarm, and to
forward with 1200 select men, while Colonel Dunbar should follow slowly in the rear, with themain
*
Braddork was mortally wounded, and taken on
body and the heavy bagijage. Colonel Washing sashes, ot fir^t, from the field, and thrn n litter
made
ton s regiment had been split into separaie compa for him, on which he was carried
the batforty mile*
nies, and he had only joined the army as aid to the tin ground, where he expired on the evening of the fourth
The roughness of the country prevented dny after his defeat. iSevrn hundred of his men were
general.
whom were William Shirley, of the staff,
the advanced corps from reaching the Mononga killed, union*;
and Colonel Sir Peter Halket. Among the wounded,
hela till the 8th of July.
It was resolved to attack were Robert
Orme, Ro^er Morris, Sir John St. Cluir,
Du Quesne the very next day; and lieutenant- and several others of the stnff, and Lieutenant-Colonels
colonel Gage was sent in front with three hundred Button and Gage. Braddock was n hrave and excel
mistake was in not studying the cha
British regulars, while the general himself followed lent officer. His
Frnnklin advised him to pro
racter of the enemv.
at some distance with the main body.
He had ceed with the utmost caution; hut the proud general
been strongly cautioned by Colonel Washington thought the adviser was a much hetler philosopher than
treasury for

six

;

;

:

:

wa&amp;lt;=

fron&amp;gt;

to provide against

ward some
woods; but

an ambuscade, by sending for
to scour the

provincial companies
lie held the provincials

&amp;lt;rrass,

its

;

;

t

among the six nations. His fume extended
to Mussar huselts, for the commissioners, in 1751, consulted
hint on the great question of instructing certain youths
was friendly to the English nnd in
of his nation.
this battle with Dieskau, he commanded three hundred
Mohawks. He was crave and sententious in council,
distinguished

He

;

and hrave in ficht. Some of his aphorisms are as wise
When it wus proposed to send a
the com- an those of Solon.
detachment to meet the enemy, and the number being
and a cessation
are to fight, they are too
he

support

:

mander-in-chief of the enemy fell;
of the fire led General Braddock to suppose that
the assailants had fled but he was soon attacked
plan ; because, as they said, it put too much power with redoubled fury. Concealed behind trees, loas,
into the hands of the crown.
It was rejected in and rocks, the Indians
poured upon the troops a
England for the very opposite reason ; and, in lieu deadly and incessant fire officers and men fell
of it, the minister proposed, that the several gover thickly around, and the survivors knew not where
nors, with one or twoof their counsellors, should to direct their aim to revenge their slaughtered
meet and adopt such measures as the common safely comrades. The whole body was airain thrown int
might demand. But this scheme was defeated by confusion ; but the general, obstinate and coura
a provision, that they might draw upon the British geous, refused to retreat and instead of withdraw
;

Ilcnclrick, a Mohawk chief, was killed in this brittle.
He was the son of a Mohefjun chief, by n Mohawk wo
He married into a Mohawk family, and became

and the enemy man.

in equal contempt. The
Monongahela was cross
ed the second time, about seven miles from Du
Quesne; and the army was pressing forward in an
when the
open wood, through hi^h and thick
front was suddenly thrown into disorder by a volley
from small arms. The main body was formed

three deep, and brought to

soldier.

mentioned,
they
replied:
few if they are to be killed, they are too many.&quot; When
it was proposed to send out the detachment in three par
Put &quot;hem to
lies, Hendrick took three sticks, and said,
gether, and you cannot break them take them one by
one. and youWill break them easily.&quot;
They followed the
advice of the old warrior in this; and had they regarded
the precautions he suggested, in scouring the field
by a fl,ink guard, Williams would not have fallen into
&quot;If

;

&quot;

;

the

ambuscade.

dians.

in

Hendrick

is

remembered

men, who now and then
the different ages of our history,

of white

friends

found

among

the

have been

among
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make good

use of their artillery through the fallen
Dieskau
trees, behind which they were posted.
advanced lothe charge; but he was so firmly re
ceived, thai the Indians and militia gave way arid
fled: he was obliged to order a retreat of the regu
lars; and, in the ardent pursuit which ensued, he
was himself mortally wounded and made prisoner.*
scouting party had, in the mean time, taken the
enemy s baggage; and when the retreating army
came up, they attacked it so successfully from be
hind the trees, that the panic-struck soldiers drop
ped all their accoutrements, and fled in the utmost
confusion for their posts on the lakes. t This vic
tory revived the spirits of the colonists, depressed
by the recent defeat of General Braddock, but. the
success was not improved in any proportion to their
expectation. General Shirley, now the command
er in chief, urged an attempt on Ticonderoga; but
a council of war judging it unadvisable, Johnson
employed the remainder of the campaign in fortify
ing his camp. On a meeting of Commissioners
from Massachusetts and Connecticut, with the go
vernor and council of New- York, in October, it
was unanimously agreed, that the army under
General Johnson should be discharged, excepting
six hundred men, who should he engaged to garri
son Fort Edward and Fort William Henry. The
French still retained possession of Ticonderoga,

A
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so much retarded, that nearly four weeks elap
sed before he could commence any further opera

was

and from a continued succession of adverse
;
circumstances, in a council of war called on the
26th of September, it was unanimously resolved to
defer the expedition to the succeeding year; to
leave Colonel Mercer at Oswego, with a garrison
tions

of seven hundred men, and to build two additional
forts for the security of the place; while the gene
ral should return with the rest of the army to Alba
Thus ended the campaign of 1755 it opened
ny.
with the brightest prospects; immense preparations
had been made, yet not one of the objects of the
three principal expeditions had been attained; and
by this failure the whole frontier was exposed to
the ravages of the Indians, which were accompa
nied by their usual acts of barbarity.
The colonies, however, far from being discoura
ged by the misfortunes of the last campaign, deter
:

among them one hundred and

thousand
rounds for the last year s expenses, they were ena
bled to answer the call with
perhaps more prompti
tude than was anticipated. The rtcruits were on
their way to the camp, when
intelligence of the
small-pox at Albany frightened them home again.
The oilier provincials were equally alarmed and
ill, except a. New York regiment, were dismissed.
Thus terminated the secoiid campaign. The ex
pedition up the Kennebeck had been abandoned;
;

that against Niagara was not commenced; and
not even a preparation had been made for thai

against Du Qr.esne.
At the commencement of the
following year a
council was held at Boston, composed of Lord Loudon, and the governors of the New England pro
vinces and of Nova Scotia. At this council his
lordship proposed that New England should raise
four thousand men for the ensuing
campaign ; and
that a proportionate number should be raised

to renew and increase their exertions. Ge
York and
neral Shirley, to whom the .superintendence of all
the military operations had been confided, assem were complied with ;
bled a council of war at New-York to concert a plan found himself at the

mined

New

The plan adopted by the
embraced expeditions against Du Quesne,
Niagara, and Crown Point, and the despatching a
body of troops by the way of the rivers Kenntbeck
and Chaudiere, to create alarm for the safety of
Quebec. Major-Genera! Winslow* was appointed

for the

council

ensuing year.

fifteen

New

by
These requisitions
Jersey.
and in the spring his lordship
head of a very considerable

Admiral Holbor.rn at riving in the begin
ning of July at Halifax with a powerful squadron,
and a reinforcement of five thousand British
troops,
under George Viscount Howe, Lord Loudon wil
ed from New York with six thousand
regulars, to
join those troops at the place of their arrival. In
stead of the complex operations undertaken in
pre
vious campaigns, his lordship limited his
plan to a
single object.
Leaving the posts on the lakes
strongly garrisoned, he resolved to direct his whole
disposable force against Louisbourg;
Halifax
having been detei mined onasthe place of rendez
vous for the fleet and army destined for the
expe
dition.
Information was, however, soon received,

army.

and fortified it.
General Shirley, | who was to conduct the expe to lead the expedition against Crown Point. He
dition against Niagara and Fort Frontignac, expe
was a popular officer, and the colonists felt a deep
rienced such delays, that he did not reach Oswogo interest in the expedition; but, for want of an esta
until the 21st of August. On his arrival, he made blished financial system, (their only taxes were
all
necessary preparations for the expedition to upon lands and polls,) the requisite funds were raised
Niagara; but, through the desertion of batteau- with difficulty, and the recruiting service made very
men, the scarcity of wagons on the Mohawk river, slow progress. Only seven thousand men assem
and the desertion ofsludgemen at the great carrv- bled at the posts on Lake George. General Winsng place, the conveyance of provisions and stores low declared, that, without more forces, he could that a French fleet had lately sailed from Brest;
not undertake the expedition; and it would proba that Louisbourg was garrisoned by six thousand
exclusive of provincials ; and that it was
John- Hurmand Dieskau, baron, was a lieutenant- bly have been abandoned, had he not been reinfor regulars,
In 1755, lie left Montreal ced by the timely arrival of some British troops. also defended by seventeen line of battle ships,
general in the French army.
with twelve hundred regulars, nnil six hundred Canadi
They came over with General Abercrombie, wl which were moored in the harbour. There being
ans anil Indians. General Johnson, with three thousand had
no hope of success against so formidable a force,
superseded General Shirley, and who soon
seven hundred men, arrived at the fort of Luke George,
These the enterprise was deferred to ho next year; the
on his way to Tieonderoga. Uitron Dieskau, hearing after gave place to the Earl of London.
some unpleasant contests for general and admiral on the last of August proceed
of this movement of General Johnson, instead of
pro changes producer!
and the provincials were dis
ceeding to Albany, as was his original intention, re priority of rank. General Winslow asserted frank ed to New York
solved to attack ilie American camp. A reinforcement
that the provincials would never be commanded missed.
of eight hundred troops was sent to General Johnson s ly,
The Marquis de Montcalm, availing himself of
the Earl of London seri
assistance
and Colonel Williams, willi one thousand by British officers; and
the absence of the principal
men, was ordered to reconnoitre the enemv. He met ously propounded the question, whether the colo
part of the British
the enemy hut was defeated, and left union; the slain. nial
troops, with his majesty s arms in their hands, force, advanced with an army of nine thousand
The loss of the French wns also considerable; M. St. would refuse obedience to his
and
laid
to
Fort William Henry. The
siesre
majesty s command men,
Pierre, commander of the Indians, was mortally wound
ed.
On the same day, the Stli of September, liarun ers? He was answered in the affirmative; and o-arrison at this fort consisted of between two and
Dieskau appeared in view of General Johnson s arniv, when he understood that the New England troops three thousand regidars, and its fortifications were
which was encamp?.! on th
banks of Lake George, in particular, had enlisted under the condition ol strong* and in very good order; and for the addi
defended on each side by a woody swamp. The Ame
led hy their own officers, he agreed to let tional security of this importantpost, General Webb
ricans having recovered from (he alarm which their being
was stationed at Fort Edward with an army of four
those troops act separately.
first disaster had thrown them
into, and being stationed
While the English were adjusting these differ thousand mpn. The French commander, however,
behind some fallen trees, their superior situation ena
his approaches with such
bled them to make good use of their
vigour, that with
Dieskau, ences, and debating whether it would be expedient urged
artillery.
encouraged by bis previous success, advanced boldly to attack
in six days after the investment of ilie
fort,Coloi.ei
FortNiagara.or FortDu Quesne, Montto till charse; but his Indians, more accustomed to the
the commandant, having in vain solicited
tomahawk and scalping knife, than to the roar of cdnnon, calm, the successor of Dieskau, marched against Monro,
succour
from
General
thousand
found
it
with
about
five
Cana
fled in dismay.
Web!),
French,
His auxiliary troops being so dispersed, O.swego
necessary to
lie was obliged to ordor a retreat of tile regulars.
The garrison was to
In the dians, and Indians. His artillery played with such surrender by capitulation.
be allowed the honours of war, and to be
pursuit which followed, he was himself wounded. A sol
effect upon the fort, that it was soon declared unte
protected
dier, seeking for plunder, found Dieskau alone, deserted
nable and to avoid an assault, the garrison, whc a&amp;lt;?ainst the Indians until within the reach of Fort
by his troops, leaning on the stump of a tree, unable- to
but
Edward
the
next
a
in
and
had
stores for
move from a wound in his leg. While he was search were sixteen hundred
number,
morning, great number of
five months, surrendered themselves prisoners ol Indians having been permitted to enter the lines,
ing for his watch, to deliver to him, the soldier suppos
ing he was seeking for a pistol, poured n charge through war. The fort had been an object of considerable bprran to plunder; and meeting with no opposition,
his hips.
He was conveyed to New York, where he was
fell upon the sick and Bounded whom
they
attended by Dr. Jones.
He never entirely recovered from jealousy to the Five Nations; and Montcalm made they
Their appetite for car
a wise use of his conquest by demolishing it in their immediately massacred.
the wound, which gradually impaired his
constitution,
the
and he died in consequence of it, at Surene, in France, presence.
defenceless troops were
The English and American army was nage being excited,
September 8th, 1767. He wan unquestionably a general now thrown upon the defensive.
Instead of at attacked with fiend-like fury. Mnnro in vain im
of military skill.
Montcalm
to
General Winslow was or plored
provide the stipulated guard,
t General
Phineas Lyman was second in command tacking Ticonderoga,
in this battle.
He was a brave man, of far superior abili dered to fortify his own camp: Major-General and the massacre proceeded. All was turbulence
and horror. On every side savages were butcherties to Johnson; and when the Commander-in-chief was Webb, with fourteen hundred regulars, took
post
wounded, General Lyman took the command, and fought near Wood Creek; and Sir William Johnson, with
*
out the battle most gallantly.
Lvman was a munof one thousand militia, was stationed at the German
This is a great mistake the fort was built
merely
first rate talents and education, a
as a defence against Indians, nnd was entirely unfit for
lawver, and a staresman. He sustained himself for five ho urs, on that dav, Flats. The colonists were now called upon for a siege,
by a power who had the command of ordnance.
and gave his orders like a veteran soldier; hut Johnson reinforcements ; and, as parliament had distributed The fort was not abandoned till the last
shot they had
never mentioned his name in hit account of the
was fired. The conduct of the brave and gallant Mont
battle,
from a most despicable feeling of jealousy. Lvmsn con*
Winslow waa a grandson of the second governor of calm, is inexplicable. Could not such a general, with
tinned for several campaigns to command the Connecti
Plymouth, of that name. He wns engaged as a captain so many regular troops, have restrained the Indians?
cut troops, und won laurels in every situation. The close in
the expedition to Cnbn, in 1740; as a major-general in His reputation was without stain until that hour.
Some
of his life was dark and sad ; but his honour was uever
the expeditions to Kenncheck, Nova Scotia, and Crown of the disarmed and wretched
were compelled
troops
tarnished.
The bold stand he took in to make resistance, and wrenched the arms from their
Point, in the Spanish wars.
&quot;

I

;

;

;

;

;

J Shirley was a good lawyer, and a brave officer.
He favour of the militia at that time, has been quoted as a assailants, and defended themselves with desperation.
was a man of literary taste nnil acquirements. He
pub precedent since, and endeared his name lo every lover of There are blood-stained pages in history we could wisll
lished a u-agedy, and some other dramatic works.
were not there. 1 his is one of them.
military honour.
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wretched victims. Thei
ing and scalping
hideous yells, the groans of the dying, and the fran
tic shrieks of others shrinking from the upliftei
tomahawk, were heard by the French unmoved
The fury of the savages was permitted to rag
without restraint until fifteen hundred were killed

!

The dai
or hurried captives into the wilderness.
after this awful tragedy,
tragedy Major Putnam was sen
with his rangers t o watch the motions of the enemy
When he came to the shore of the lake, their rea
was hardly beyond the reach of musket shot. The
the fort de
prospect was horrible in the extreme
molished the barracks and buildings yet burning
innumerable fragments of human carcasses stil
and dead bodies
broiled in the decaying fires
mangled with tomahawks and scalping knives, in
all the wantonness of Indian barbarity, were every
where scattered around. Who can forbear ex
claiming with the poet,
;

;

;

&quot;

Man ia

to

man

ihe surest, sorest

ill!&quot;

Thus ended

the third campaign* in America
happily forming the last series of disasters result
ing from folly and mismanagement, rather than
from want of means and military strength. The
successes ofthe Frencli left the colonies in a gloomy
state.
By the acquisition of Fort William Henry
they had obtained full possession ofthe lakes Chamand by the destruction of Osweplain and George
go, they had acquired the dominion of those othei
lakes which connect the St. Lawrence with the
waters of Mississippi.
The first afforded the ea
siest admission from the northern colonies into
Canada, or from Canada into those colonies; the
last united Canada to Louisiana.
By the continued
possession of Fort Du Quesne, they preserved their
ascendency over the Indians, and held undisturbed
control of all the country west of the Allegheny
mountains. The British nation was alarmed and
indignant, and the king found it necessary to change
his councils.
At the head of a new ministry, lie
placed the celebrated William Pitt, afterwards Earl
of Chatham, who was raised by his talents from the
humble post of ensign in the guards to the control
of the destinies of a mighty empire under his ad
ministration public confidence revived, and the na;

;

*

While the army was in winter quarters, a circum
occurred, which exhibits the watchful jealousy

stance

OF

seemed inspireil with new life and vigour. f a formidable squadron of ships, and an army of
He was equally popular in both hemispheres; and twelve thousand men. Lord Loudoun was replaso promptly did the governors of tho northern colo- ced by General Abcrcombie, who,
early in the
nies obey the requisitions of his circular letter of spring of 1758, was ready to enter
upon the camthat
1757,
by May, in the following year, Massa paign at the head of fifty thousand men, the most
chusetts, had seven thousand, Connecticut five powerful army ever seen in America.
Three points of attack were marked out for this
thousand, and New Hampshire three thousand
The zeal of campaign the first, Louisbourg the second, Titroops, prepared to take the field.
Massachusetts was particularly ardent. The peo conderoga and Crown Point and the third, Fort
On the first expedition Admiral Bosple of Boston supported taxes which took away two Du Quesne.
thirds of the income on real estate
one half of the cawen sailed from Halifax on the 2Sth of May,
effective men in the province were on some sort of with a fleet of twenty ships of the line and
eighteen
and the transports for carrying the frigates, and an army of fourteen thousand men.
military duty
troops to Halifax were ready to sail in fourteen under the command of General Amherst. and arri
days from the time of their engagement. The ved befote Lonisbourg on the 2d of June. The
mother country was not less active. While her garrison of that place, commanded by the Chevalier
fleets blockaded or captured the French armaments, de Drucourt, an officer of courage and
experience,
she despatched Admiral Boscawen to Halifax with was composed of two thousand five hundred
regu
The harbour,
lars, aided by six hundred militia,
secured
five
ofthe
one
line,
being
ships
by
fifty gun
William Pitt, Earl of Chatham, one of the most ship, and five frigates, three of which were sunk
able and successful ministers that England ever pos across the mouth of the basin, it was found neces
sessed, was born November 15, 17U8, aud was the son sary to land at some distance from the town.
This
tion

their

;

;

;

&quot;

t

of Robert Pitt, Esq. of Jioconnock, in Cornwall,
His
education he received at Eton, and at Trinity College,
Oxford. His entrance into public life was as a cornet
of horse ; and in 1735, through the influence of the
Duchess Dowager of Murlborough, he was returned to
He subsequent
imrliuiuent, as member for Old Stirum.
ly sat for Seaford,
Aldborough, and lialh. Aa a sena
he
soon
rendered
so
to Walpole,
himself
obnoxious
tor,
lliat the minister, with equal
injustice find impolicy, de
prived him of his commission.
This unconstitutional
ict only enhanced
his
popularity, and sharpened his
reseat men t.
After having been ten years iu opposition,
le was, early in
appointed joint vice-treasurer of
174(&amp;gt;,

Ireland ; and, in the same year, treasurer and paymas
ter general of the army,
and a privy counsellor. I)uing his treasurership, he invariably refused to benefit

colonists ever exercised

;eneral

court

had

&quot;

provided
providec

being effected, and the artillery and stores brought
on shore, General Wolfe was detached with two
thousand men to seize a post occupied hv the enemy
at the Lighthouse Point, from which the
ships in
the harbour, and the fortifications in the town,
might be greatly annoyed. On the approach of
that gallant officer, the post was abandoned
by the
enemy, and and several strong batteries were
erected there by their opponents.
Approaches
were also made on the opposite side of the town,
and the siege was pressed with resolution and vi

A very heavy
gour, though with great caution.
cannonade being kept up against the town and the
vessels in the harbour, a bomb was at
length set on
fire and blew up one of the
largest ships, and the
cretnry of state, and was again dismissed
but, in 1757, flames were communicated to two others, which
defeat and disgrace having fallen on the country, the shared the same fate.
The English admiral now
inanimoufl voice of tho people compelled the sovereign sent six
hundred men in boats into the harbour, to
o place him at the head of the administration. Under
make an attempt on two ships ofthe line whieh still
iis
auspices, Britain was, during four years, triumphant
one of which, being aground,
n every quarter of the globe. Thwarted in his mea remained in the basin
sures, after the accession of tieorge III., he resigned, in was destroyed, and the other was towed off in tri
October, 1761, an olrice which he could no longer hold
This gallant exploit, putting the English
viih honour to himself, or advantage to the nation.
A umph,
&amp;gt;cnsion
was granted to him, and his wife was created in complete possession of the harbour, and several
breaches being made practicable in the works, the
a baroness. On the downfall of the Kockingham ad
ministration, Pitt was appointed lord privy seal, and was place was deemed no longer defensible, and the
aised to tho peerage, with the title of Eurl of Chatham.
governor offered to capitulate. It was required
He acquired no glory as one of the new and ill-assorted that
the garrison should surrender as prisoners of
ministry, and he withdrew from it in November, 17uS.
war.
These humiliating terms, though at first re
Though suffering severely from gout, he countinued to
peak in parliament upon all important questions. The jected, were afterwards acceded to
and Louis
American war, in particular, he opposed with all his
bourg, with all its artillery, provisions, and military
vonted vigour and talent. On the Sth of April, I77tf,
as
also
Island Royal, St. John s, and their
stores,
virile rising to speak in the house of lords, he fell into
were placed in the hands ofthe Eng
i convulsive
fit, and he
expired on the llth of the fol- dependencies,
owing May. He was interred, and a monument raised lish, who, without farther difficulty, took possession
o him, in Westminster Abbey, at the public
expense of the island of Cape Breton. &quot;The conquerors
ml a perpetual annuity of 40001. was granted to
found two hundred and twenty-one pieces of can
Some short j.orms, and a volume of letters to his
have appeared in print. The character of Lord non, and eighteen mortars, with a very large quan
ephe
C
Chatham
ins ahlv summed
The inhabitants
bvGrnttan:
There tity of stores and ammunition.
vas in this man something that could
reate, subvert, or of Cape Breton were sent to France in English
eform; an understanding, a spirit, and an eloquence,
but the garrison, sea officers, sailors, and
o summon mankind to society, or to break the bonds ships
f slavery asunder, and to rule
the wilderness of free marines, amounting collectively to nearlv six thou
linds with unbounded authority; something that could sand men, were carried prisoners to England.
stablish or overwhelm empire, and
strike a blow in
The armies destined to execute the plans against
large balances of money which necessarily reimined in his hands. In 1755, ho was di missed ; in
he obtained a brief reinstatement in power, as sethe

&amp;gt;y

i75(&amp;gt;,

;

;

over their liberties.
The
barracks on Castle Island,
which
had
been
Ior a regiment of Hi
lers,
Sighlam
expected at Boston. Some recruiting officers soon afterwards
arrived at Nova Scotia; and, protesting that their re
giments would never be filled up if the men must he
lodged in these barracks, they required the justices of
the pence to furnish quarters, according
lording to the act of
bat th
the act of parlia
parliament. The justices denied that
ment extended to this country. Lord Loudoun wrote
/he court a letter, and asserted roundly that it did; that,
used gentleness and patience Ion&quot;
moreover, he had
enough; and that unless the requisitions were complied
with in forty-eight hours from the receipt of this letter,
he should be
under the
into
necessity of ordering
Boston the three battalions from New York, Long
Island, and Connecticut; and if more were wanting, he
had two in the Jerseys at hand, besides those in Penn
The general court now passed an act very
sylvania.
similar to that of parliament, on the subject of recruits; he world that should resound throuzu the universe.
but it did not fully answer Lord Loudoun s expectations,
In America, his name was held in the highest estinor did he fail to let them know it in a second epistle. nation. Every patriot ilid him honour. Country
signs
The answer of the general court was merely a reitera
ore his semblance, or something
the people thought
tion of what we have fin often heart! from the same
ke his noble features. In the town of Dedham, in
body. They asserted their rights as Englishmen ; said
lassschtieetts, Nathaniel
Ames, the father of the great
Fisher
__
they had conformed to the act of parliament as nearly
rator, _
Ulll
maAmes, a physician,
,
,..,,,., and
philosopher,
--ms the cose would admit; and declared that it was their themat.cinn, erected a
granite column to his memory,
a
to
if
strict
adherence
their
should
and
misfortune,
surmounted it bva bust ofthe great friend of liberduty
the

;

;

;

;

I

&amp;lt;

;

Ticonderoga and Fort Du Quesne were appointed
rendezvous respectively at Albany and Philadel
The first was commanded by General Aberphia.
crombie, and consisted of upwards of fifteen tliou
sand men, attended by a formidable train of artille
On the 5th of July, the general embarked his
ry.
troops on Lake George, on board of one hundred
and twenty-five whale boats, and nine hundred
batteaux, and commenced operations against Ti

&quot;

,

,,

,

,

to

,-

|

offence to Lord Loudoun.
the zeal of the province in the

J

He, in turn, applauded ty. It was thrown down by time, and suffered to lie in
service of his majesty, neglect for in
any years; but it has since been renova
affected to rely on its compliance with his wishes, and ted, and stands now a monument to
departed genius and
After debarkation at the landing place
countermanded his orders for the march of the troops. patriotism.
His eloquence formed an era in our lan conderoga.
The general court sent hia excellency a conciliatory guage
and the fire IIR breathed into the soul of free in a cove on the west side of the lake, the troops
message, in which they asserted that they were entirety dom, has not, and we trust never will, he extinguished. were formed into four columns, the British in the
dependent on parliament; that its acts were the rule of Genius, united to letters and patriotism, can never die. centre, and the
In this
provincials on the flanks.
all
their judicial
proceedings ; that its authority had
forgive bis last act ; it wan one of feeling and of order
marched toward the advanced guard of
they
never been questioned; and that if they had not made national pride. Lord Chatham aided the
*
projectors of t he
\
% t^
t
h
this avowal
in times
which, consisting of the battalion onpast, it was because there had Cftnaliwith his whole soul, while politicise
thought he
been no occasion for it.
Judge Marshall seems to had better have been doing almost any thing else; bat IV* posted in a logged camp, destroyed what uas in
think that this language was sincere, but Mr. Minot at
his sagacity bos been proved
the
their
and
wonderful advanmade a precipitate retreat. While
by
power,
tributes it to the desire of the court to keep friends with tatres which have resulted
to the nation from cnnals. Abercrombie was
continuing his inarch in the
parliament till they were reimbursed for the expenses
the columns were
which they had incurred during the war. The truth is
!
1
thrown lnto contusion, and in some degree entnnSandford s Hist. rhetorical, it would have been
probably between the two opinions.
literally true; and even
of the United Stales, p. 145, 146.
the beauty of prophecy is its fulfilment.
At this
Lord
|gled with each other.
irive

&quot;

;&quot;

We

Frem

&amp;lt;

|

?3^JKykWJ&ft irSd? *

w

^
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juncture,

NORTH AMERICA.
Howe, at the head of the right centre column, fell
in with a part of the advanced guard of the enemy
which had been lost in the wood in retreating from
Lake George, and immediately attached and dis
persed it, killing a considerable number, and taking
one hundred and forty-eight prisoners. This suc
cess was, however, dearly purchased, by the loss
of the gallant nobleman who fell in leading the at
tack.&quot;
The English army, without farther oppo
sition took possession of a post within two miles ol
Ticonderoga. Abercrombie, having learned from

j
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was the key to the communication between Canada, and the enemy spell-bound, the whole of this brrland Louisiana. It served also to keep the Indians liant plan could not have helped
This
succeeding.&quot;
in subjection, and was the general
repository of sentence, however, betrays a very limited view of
stores for the enemy s western and southern posts. a plan that was well
worthy of the mind of Pitt. In
Late in the evening of the 25th of August, Colonel this arrangement immediate advantage was not sac
Bradstreet landed within a mile of the place, with rificed
while the more remote results exhibited a
three thousand men, eight pieces of cannon, and prospect highly calculated to excite the ambition oJ
three mortars.
The French had not anticipated the leaders, and to arouse all the energies of the
an attack at this point, and the garrison consisted troops.
It is in thus affording motives which tend
of only one hundred and ten men, with a few Indian to bring physical force into most eli ective and
per
auxiliaries.
It was impossible to hold out long. severing action, that intellectual
superiority becomes
;

the prisoners the strength of the enemy at that for Colonel Bradstreet posted his mortars so near the
and from an engineer the condition of their fort, that every shell took ell cct ; and the comman
works, resolved on an immediate storm, and made der was very soon obliged to surrender at discretion.
The troops hav The booty consisted of sixty pieces of cannon,
instant disposition for an assault.
ing received orders to march up briskly, rush upon great numbers of small arms, provisions, military
the enemy s fire, and reserve their own till they had stores, goods to a large amount, and nine armed
Colonel
passed a breastwork, marched to the assault with vessels of from eight to eighteen guns.
Unlocked for impediments, how Bradstreet destroyed the fort and vessels, re-cross
great intrepidity.
In front of the breastwork, to a ed the Ontario, and returned to the army.
ever, occurred.
Had it not been for this fortunate enterprise, the
considerable distance, trees had been felled with
their branches outward, many of which were sharp unaccountable delay in preparing the expedition
ened to a point, by means of which the assailants against
Quesne would probably have left that
were not only retarded in their advance, but, be fort a third time in possession of the enemy. It was
coming entangled among the boughs, were exposed not until June that the commander, General Forbes,
to a very galling fire.
Finding it impracticable to set out from Philadelphia ; it was September before
Colonel Washington, with the Virginia regulars,
pass the breastwork, which was eight or nine feet
was ordered to join the main body at Ray s Town ;
high, and much stronger than had been represented,
General Abercrombie, after a contest of near four and owing to the difficulties of cutting a new road,
hours, ordered a retreat, and the next day resumed it was as late as November when the army appear
The garrison, deserted by
his former camp on the south side of Lake George. ed before Du Quesne.
In this brave but ill-judged assault nearly two thou the Indians, and without adequate means of defence,
sand of the assailants were killer! and wounded, had escaped down the Ohio the evening before the
while the loss of the enemy, who were covered du arrival of the British, who had only to take posses
Gene- sion, therefore, in the king s name. The fort was
ring the whole action, was inconsiderable.
Lake supplied with a new garrison, and the name chan
eral Abercrombie immediately re-crossed
George, and entirely abandoned the project of cap ged to Pittsburgh. The Indians, as usual, joined
the strongest side.
peace was concluded with all
turing Ticonderoga. f
The campaign was not destined, however, to the tribes between the Ohio and the lakes and the
Colonel Bradstreet frontier inhabitants of Pennsylvania, Maryland, and
close with such ill success.
proposed an expedition against Frontignac ; a fort Virginia, were once more relieved from the terrors
which, by being placed on the north side of the St. of fire and scalping knives.
tress,

Du

A

;

Lawrence, just where
*

it

issues

from Lake Ontario,

George Howe, lord-viscount, was commander of

five

thousand British troops in America, and was the most
popular of all the leaders of the British Annies, in the
When Abercrombie made his at
conflicts with France.
tack on Ticonderuga, he led the van-guard, and Cell at
He was admired by all the provincials. Old
the first fire.
Stark, the hero of Bennington, who knew him well, fear
ed that he should not have been a true whig in the rev
His death was
olution, if Lord Howe IKK! been alive.
mourned as a public calaniitv, and ihe Americans seem
ed to lose their spirit in liis fall. The good people of Mas
sachusetts caught the infection of grief from the soldiers,
and erected a monument, by permission for their admired
General, in Westminster Abbey, at their own expense, of
two hundred and fifty pounda sterling. It is still standing
in Westminster Abbey.
t Major Rogers, with his rangers, was in this battle, and
asked permission to scour the woods before the regular
Slajor
troops were led on ; but this was not granted.
Robert Rogers \va.i a native of Londonderry, or IhinbarHe
waa
known
state
of
in
the.
New
early
ton,
Hampshire.
as a brave soldier, and was authorized by the British Gov
ernment to raise five companies of rangers, as ihey were
called.
They were kept on the frontiers for winter as
well as summer service, to watch the hostile Indians, who
often, in the most inclement season, made attacks on the
This body
the frontiers.
defenceless inhabitants of
of troops was taken from the. boldest and hardiest of the
were
doubly armed, and
yeomanry of the land. They
carried with them enow-shoes and skates for service.
They generally made their heiul-quarters at the south
ern &quot;extremity of Lake George. Their snow-shoes put
them on an equality with their foes, and with their skates
thev had greatly the advantage of the Indians.
Stark,
Putnam, and several others, who were distinguished af
terwards in the revolutionary war, were trained in this

Some

authenticated exploits of this
hardv hand, seem like romance to us in the present day.
All along the borders of Lake George, spots are shown
where the rangers fought desperate battles, in the win
der season, sometimes with more than twice their num
bers.
This corps fought from seventeen hundred and fiftvfive to the fall of Quebec, in seventeen hundred and fiftynine.
They were put foremost in battle by Abercrom
bie and A mherst, ana some of them were sent to assist
Wolfe. Rogers states in his journal of these campaigns,
that their packs were generally of twice the weight of
those commontv carried by soldiers. IVIanv of this hand
For some parlicuerished in their frontier campaigns.
Ciirs in the life of this most singular man, see Allen s Bioschool.

eraphv.

22*

of the well

manifest,

minds.

confounding the calculations of ordinary

Early in the winter, General Amherst commen
ced preparations for his part of the enterprise ; but

was not
assembled

the last of May that his
troops were
and it was as late as the 22d
Albany
of July, when he appeared before
Ticonderoga. As
the naval superiority of Great Britain had
preven
ted France from sending out reinforcements, none
of the posts in this quarter were able to withstand so
Ticon
great a force as that of General Amherst.
the example
deroga was immediately abandoned
was followed at Crown Point and the only way in
it

till

at

;

;

;

which the enemy seemed
their province

to

think

of preserving

was by retarding the English army

with shows of resistance till the season of operation
should be past, or, till by the gradual concentration
of their forces, they should become numerous
enough to make an effectual stand. From Crown
Point they retreated to Ile-aux-Noix, where Gen
eral Amherst understood there was a
body jof be
tween three and four thousand men, and a fleet of
several armed vessels. .The English made
great
exertions to secure a naval superiority and had it
not been for a succession of adverse storms
upon
the lake, they would most probably have accom
the
of
a
plished
original design
forming junction al
mter
Quebec, instead of being
_ obliged to go into winter
at
Crown
Point.
In
quarters
prosecution of the en
General
Prideaux
had
terprise against Niagara,
embarked with an army on Lake Ontario and on
the 6th of July landed without opposition within
about three miles from the fort, which he invested
in form.
While directing the operations of the
siege, he was killed by the bursting of a cohorn, and
the command devolved on Sir William Johnson.
That General, prosecuting with judgment and vi
gour the plan of his predecessor, pushed the attack
nf Niagara with an intrepidity that soon
brought the
besiegers within a hundred yards of the covered
Meanwhile, the French, alarmed at the danway.
;er of losing a post which was a key to their interior
empire in America, had collected a large body of
regular troops from the neighbouring garrisons of
Detroit, Venango, and Presqu Isle, with which, and
a party of Indians, they resolved, if possible to raise
:he siege.
Apprised of their intentions to hazard a
battle, General Johnson ordered his light infantry,
supported by some grenadiers and regular foot, to
take post between the cataract of Niagara and the
fortress
placed the auxiliary Indians on his flanks j
and, together with this preparation for an engage
ment, took effectual measures for securing his lines,
;

;

The campaign of 1758 was highly honorable to
the British arms, and the results of it very
impor
tant
Of the three expeditions, two had completely
and
the
leader
of
the
third
had
made
succeeded,
an
important conquest. To the commanding talents
of Pitt, and the confidence which they inspired, this
change of fortune must be chiefly attributed and
in no respect were these talents more
strikingly dis
played than in the choice of men to execute his
;)lans.
The advantages of this campaign had, how
ever, been purchased by an expensive effort and
corresponding exhaustion of provincial strength
tnd when a circular letter from Mr. Pitt to the se
veral governors induced the colonies to resolve
upmaking the most vigorous preparations for the
next, they soon discovered that their resources were
ay no means commensurate with their zeal.
Notwithstanding these difficulties, it was resol
ed to signalize the year 1759 by the complete con
quest of Canada. The plan of the campaign was,
:hat three powerful armies should enter the French
possessions by three different routes, and attack all
:heir strong holds at
At the and bridling the garrison. About nine in the mor
nearly the same time.
lead of one division of the army, Brigadier-Gene
ning of the 24th of July, the enemy appeared, and the
ral Wolfe, a young officer who had
signalized him horrible sound of the war hoop from the hostile In
self at the siege of Louisbourg, was to ascend the dians, was the
The French char
signal for battle.
St. Lawrence and lay siege to
Quebec, escorted by ged with great impetuosity, but were received with
a strong fleet to co-operate with his
The firmness and in less than an hour were completely
troops.
central and main army, composed of British and routed.
This battle decided the fate of Niagara.
Sir William Johnson the next morning opened neprovincials, was to be conducted against Ticonde
roga and Crown Point by General Amherst, the new gociations with the French commandant
and in a
commander in chief, who, after making himself few hours a capitulation was signed. The
garri
master of these places, was to proceed over Lake son, consisting of six hundred and seven men, were
and
the
of
the
Richelieu Rivet- to march out with the honors of war, to be embar
Champlain
by
way
to the St. Lawrence, and descending that river, form ked on the lake, and carried to New- York
and the
a junction with General Wolfe before the walls of women and children were to be carried to Montreal.
The
third
Quebec.
army, to be composed princi The reduction of Niagara effectually cut off the
pally of provincials, reinforced by a strong body of communication between Canada and Louisiana.
was
to be commanded by General
The expedition against the capital of Canada was
friendly Indians,
Prideaux, who was to lead this division first against the most daring and important. Strong by nature,
Niagara, and after the reduction of that place, to and still stronger by art, Quebec had obtained the
embark on Lake Ontario, and proceed down the St. appellation of the Gibraltar of America; and every
Lawrence against Montreal. It has been observed attempt against it had failed. It was now com
Had the elements been laid, manded by Montcahn, an officer of distinguished
by a recent author,
;

;

m

;

;

;

;

&quot;
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reputation; and

capture must have appeared ch,-,
mencal to any one but I ltt. lie judged rightly,
however, that the boldest and most dangerous enterpnses are often the most successful, and especially
when committed to ardent minds, glowing with enhuch a mind h.thusiasm, and emulous of glory,
had discovered in General Wolfe, whose conduct at
its

Louisbourg had attracted his attention.
pointed him to conduct the expedition,

He

from the

rench

OF

and many gallant officers, exposing their persons in attempting to form the
troops, were killed, the whole loss amounting to
nearly five hundred men. The plan of attack being
effectually disconcerted, the English General gae
orders for rcpassing the river, and
returning to the
lire

isle

1-

j

lar fire

;

the St. Charles would present a new, and
perhaps
an insuperable barrier. With every obstacle
fully
in view, Wolfe,
victori
heroically observing that
ous army finds no difficulties,&quot; resolved to pass the
Montmorency and bring Montcalm to an engage
ment. In pursuance of this resolution, thirteen com
panies of English grenadiers, and part of the second
battalion of royal Americans, were landed at the
mouth of that river, while two divisions, under Ge
nerals Townshend and Murray, prepared to cross it
higher up. Wolfe s plan was to attack first a re
doubt, close to the water s edge, apparently beyond
reach of the fire from the enemy s entrenchments,
in the belief that the French, by
attempting to sup
port that fortification, would put it in his power to
bring on a general engagement; or, if they should
submit to the loss of the redoubt, that he could af
terwards examine their situation with coolness, and
advantageously regulate his future operations. On
the approach of the British troops, the redoubt was
evacuated, and the general, observing some confu
sion in the French camp, changed his original
plan,
and determined not to delay an attack. Orders
were immediately despatched to the Generals
Townshend and Murray to keep their divisions in
readiness for fording the river
and the grenadiers
and royal Americans were directed to form on the
beach until they could be properly sustained. These
troops, however, not waiting for support, rushed
impetuously towards the enemy s entrenchments
but they were received with so strong and
steady a
fire from tho French
musketry, that they were in
thrown
into
disorder, and obliged to seek
stantly
shelter in the redoubt which the
enemy had aban
doned. Detained here awhile by a dreadful thun
derstorm, they were still within reach of a severe
&quot;a

;

;

Baffled and harrassed in all his previous assaults,
General Wolfe seems to have determined to finish
the enterprise
by a single bold and desperate effort.

The

admiral sailed several leagues up the river,
making occasional demonstrations of a design to

land troops; and, during the night, a
strong detach
ment in flat-bottomed boats fell silently down with
the stream, to a point about a mile above the
city.
The beach was shelving, the bank high and preci
pitous, and the only path by which it could be sca
led, was now defended by a captain s
guard and a
Colonel Howe, with the van.
battery of four guns.
soon clambered up the rocks, drove away the guard,
and seized upon the battery. The
army landed
about an hour before day, and by daybreak was mar
shalled on the heights of Abraham.
Montcalm could not at first believe the intelli
gence but, as soon as he was assured of its truth,
he made all prudent haste to decide a battle which
it
was no longer possible to avoid. Leaving his
camp at Montmorency, he crossed the river St.
Charles with the intention of attacking the English
army. No sooner did Wolfe observe this move
ment, than he began to form his order of battle. His
troops consisted of six battalions and the Louisbourg grenadiers. The right wing was command
ed by General Moncton, and the left
by General
Murray. The right flank was covered, by the LouHowe s
isbourg grenadiers, and the rear and left
The form in which the French ad
light infantry.
vanced indicating an intention to outflank the left
of the English army. General Townshend was sent
with the battalion of Amherst, and the two battal
ions of royal Americans, to that part of the line, and
they were formed en potence, so as to present a double
front to the enemy.
The body of reserve consisted
;

&quot;by

it

The army,
the

not dis
action under

Monckton, on whom the command now devolved,
but who, receiving a ball through his
body, soon
yielded the command to General Townshend.
Montcalm, fighting in front of his baUalions, receiv
ed a mortal wound about the same time
and Geneiiiinj,mi&amp;lt;ivit*MKral Sene/.ergus, the second in command, also fell,
Tlie British Grenadiers, pressed on with their bayo
nets.
General Murray, briskly advancing with the
troops under his direction, broke the centre of the
French army. The Highlanders, drawing their
broadswords, completed the confusion of the ene
;

,

so bold and rocky as to render a
landing in the descent, and come on the back of the city of Que
face of an enemy impracticable.
If an attempt were bec, detached M. de
Bouganville with fifteen hun
made below the town, the river Montmorency, pass dred men, to watch their motions, and
prevent their
and
the
Frencli
driven from their entrenchmen ts, landing.
ed,

British officers, but

many

a third ball pierced his breast.*
concerted by his fall, continued

;

is

fatal to

;

;

;

proved

was soon silenced by the steady fire of the
English.
About nine in the morning the main body of the
French advanced briskly to the charge, and the ac
tion soon became general.
Montcalm having takefc
post on the left of the French army, and Wolfe on
the right of the English, the two Generals met each
other where the battle was most severe.
The En
glish troops reserved their fire until the French had
advanced within forty yards of their line, and
then,
by a general discharge made terrible havoc among
their ranks.
The fire of the English was vigorous
ly maintained, and the enemy every where yielded
to it.
General Wolfe, who, exposed in the front
of his battalions, had been wounded in the wrist, be
traying no symptom of pain, wrapped a handker
chief round his arm, and continued to encourage his
men. Soon after, he received a shot in the groin
but, concealing the wound, he was pressing on at
the head of his grenadiers with fixed
bayonets, when

;

;

The

.Flench
and left wings were composed about equally of Fu
ropean and colonial troops. The centre, consisted
of a column, formed of two battalio ns of
regulars.
Fifteen hundred Indians and Canadians, excellent
marksmen, advancing in front, screened by sur
rounding thickets began the battle. Their irregu

of Orleans.

Compelled to abandon the attack on that side,
an: gave Wolfe deemed that
advantage might result from at
him for assistants Brigadier Generals Moncton, tempting to
destroy the French fleet, and by dis
like
Townshend, and Murray
all,
himself, young tracting the attention of Montcalm with continual
and ardent. Early in the season he sailed from descents
upon the northern shore. General Mur
Halifax with eight thousand troops, and near the
ray, with twelve hundred men in transports, made
last of June, landed the whole
on
the island of two vigorous but abortive
army
attempts to land ; and
From this po though more successful in the third, he did nothing
Orleans, a few miles below Quebec,
sition he could take a near and distinct view of the more than burn a
magazine of warlike stores. The
obstacles to be overcome.
These were so great, enemy s fleet was
effectually secured against at
that even the bold and sanguine Wolfe
perceived tacks, either by land or by water, and the comman
more to fear than to hope, In a letter to Mr. Pitt, der in chief was
again obliged to submit to the mor
written before commencin operations, he declared tification of
At this juncture,
recalling his troops.
that he saw but little prospect of reducing the
place. intelligence arrived that Niagara was taken, that
Quebec stands on the north side of the St. Law Ticonderoga and Crown Point had been abandoned,
rence, and consists of an upper and lower town. The but that General Amherst, instead of
pressing for
lower town lies between the river and a bold and ward to their assistance, was
preparing to attack
lofty eminence, which runs parallel to it far to the the Ile-aux-Noix,
While Wolfe rejoiced at the
westward. At the top of this eminence is a plain,
triumph of of his brethren in arms, he could not avoid
on which the upper town is situated. Below, or contrasting their success with his own disastrous
east of the city, is the river St. Charles, whose chan efforts.
His mind, alike lofty and susceptible, was
nel is rough, and whose banks are steep and broken.
deeply impressed by the disasters at Montmorency
At a short distance farther down is the Montmoren and his extreme
anxiety, preying upon his delicate
cy and between these two rivers, and reaching from frame, sensibly affected his health. He was ob
one to tne other, was encamped the French army, served
and, as if life was only
frequently to sigh
strongly entrenched, and at least equal in number to valuable while it added to his glory, he declared to
that of the English.
General Wolfe took posses his intimate friends, that he would not survive the
sion of Point Levi, on the southern bank of the St.
disgrace which he imagined would attend the fail
Lawrence, and there erected batteries against the ure of his enterprise. Nothing, however, could
w
_
i.
town.
The cannonade which was kept up, though shake
the resolution of this valiant commander, or
it
made
but
little
induce
houses,
him
to
destroyed many
abandon the attempt. In a council
impression
on the works, which were too strong and too remote o( his
principal officers, called on this critical occa
to be materially affected their elevation, at the same
it
was resolved, that all the future operations
sion,
time, placing them beyond (he reach of the fleet. should be above the town.
.The camp at the isle
Convinced of the impossibility of reducing the place, of Orleans was
and the
accordingly abandoned
unless he could erect batteries on the north side of whole
army having embarked on board the fleet, a
the St. Lawrence, Wolfe soon decided on more da part of it was landed at Point
Levi, and a part high
The northern shore of the St. er up the river. Montcalm,
ring measures.
apprehending from this
to
a
considerable
distance
Lawrence,
above Quebec movement that the invaders
might make a distant

in eight divisions with
dispositions made bv the
General were not less masterly
The riaht

intervals.

large

ap-

,

of one regiment, drawn
up

;

I

&quot;

my

and

;

after

having

and second

lost their first

in

the right and centre of the French were
and the left was fol
entirely driven from the field
lowing the example, when Bouganville appeared
in the rear, with the fifteen hundred men who had
been sent to oppose the landing of the English.
Two battalions and two pieces of artillery were de
tached to meet him; but he retired, and the British
troops were left the undisputed masters of the field.
The loss of the French was much greater than that
of the English. The corps of French regulars was
almost entirely annihilated.
The killed and wonnled of the English army did not amount to six hun
dred men.
Although Quebec was still strongly de
fended by its fortifications, and might possibly be
relieved by Bougainville, or from Montreal,
yet
General Townsend had scarcely finished a road in
the bank to get up his heavy artillery for a siege.
when the inhabitants capitulated, on condition that
during the war they might still enjoy their own civil

command,

;

On receiving his mortal wound, Wolfe was conveved into the rear, where, careless about himself, he discovered, in the agonies of death, the most anxious solicitude concerning the fate of the day. From extreme
faintness, he had reclined his head on the arm of tin of
ficer, hut was soon aroused hv the cry of &quot;Thev flv,
&quot;Who
exclaimed
they fly!&quot;
fly
dying hero.
&quot;

&quot;the

&quot;

The

French,&quot;

*

answered

his attendant.

&quot;

Then,&quot;

said

A
immediately expired.
death more full of military glory has seldom lieen recorded by the pen of the historian, or celebrated hv tl
General Wolfe was only thirlvpencil of the painter.
three years of age.
He possessed those milit&amp;lt;irv talents,
with
the
which,
advantage of years and opportunity of
moderate his ardour, expand 019 faculties,
action,
and give to his intuitive perception and scientific know
ledge the correctness of judgment perfected by experi
would have &quot;placed him on a level with the
ence,&quot;
most celehrated generals of any age or nation.&quot; Mont
calm was every way worthy to he a competitor of
Wolfe. He had the truest military genius of :uiv offiwhom the French had ever employed in America.
he had received his mortal wound, he was ear
ried into the city ; and
when informed ihut it was mor
I am
On heing tnld that
tal, his reply was,
glad of
he could survive but a few hours, &quot;So much the better,&quot;
he replied,
shall not then live to see the surrender
he,

I

die

contented,&quot;

and

&quot;to

&quot;

it.&quot;

&quot;I

of

Quebec.&quot;

NORTH AMERICA.
A

and religious rights.
garrison of five thousand
men was left under General Murray, and the fleet
Bailed out of the St. Lawrence.
The fall of Quebec did not immediately produce
The main body of the
the submission of Canada.
French army, which, after the battle on the plains
f Abraham, retired to Montreal, and which still
consisted often battalions of regulars, had been re
inforced by six thousand Canadian militia, and a
body of Indians. With these forces M. de Levi,
who had succeeded the Marquis de Montcalm in the
chief command, resolved to attempt the recovery

A

Quebec. He had hoped to carry the place by a
roup de main during the winter but, onreconnoitering, he found the outposts so well secured, and the
governor so vigilant and active, that he postponed
o!

;

In the month of April,
the enterprise until spring.
the upper part of the St. Lawrence was so
open as to admit a transportation by water, his ar

when

military stores, and heavy baggage, were
embarked at Montreal, and fell down the river un
and M. de Levi, after a
der convoy of six frigates
march of ten days, arrived with his army at Point
au Tremble, within a few miles of Quebec. Gene
ral Murray, to whom the care of maintaining the
English conquest had been entrusted, had taken
but his troops had
every precaution to preserve it
suffered so much by the extreme cold of the winter,
tillery,

;

;

;md by the want of vegetables and fresh provisions,
that instead of five thousand, the original number
of his garrison there were not at this time above
three thousand men fit for service.
With this small
but valiant body he resolved to meet the enemy in
the field ; and on the 28th of April, marched out to
the heights of Abraham, where, near Sillery, he at
tacked the French under M. de Levi, with great im
He was received with fiimness ; and
petuosity.
after a fierce encounter, finding himself outflanked,
and in danger of being surrounded by superior num
bers, he called off his troops, and retired into the
In this action the loss of the English was
city.
near a thousand men, and that of the French still

CHAPTER

The French general lost no time in im
proving his victory. On the very evening of the
battle he opened trenches before the town, but it
was the llth of .May before he could mount his bat
teries, and bring his guns to bear on the fortifica
tions.
By that time General Murray, who had coast of
greater.

been indefatigable

in his exertions,

some outworks, and
lery on his ramparts,
to that

manner

.

j
I

the:

isle

of

Cape Breton.

By the fourth article, Great Britain cedes to France, to
serve as a shelter for the French fishermen, the islands of
.St Peter and .Miquelon
and his most Christian Majestv
sol utely engages not to fortify the said islands, nor to erect
other
any
buildings thereon, hut merely for the convenience
of the fishery ; ami to keep only a guard of fifty men for the

had completed

p! tnted so numerous ail artil
th.it his fire was very superior

of the besiegers, and in a
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mingle the politics of Spain and of Ger- France ceded to Great Britain, all the conquests
many with the disputes between France and Great which the latter had made in North America ; and
Britain.
A. secret family compact between
the it was stipulated between the two crowns, that the
Bourbons to support each other through evil and boundary line of their respective dominions in Ihe
good, in peace and in war, had rendered Spain de new hemisphere should run along the middle of the
sirous of war, and induced France once more to try Mississippi, from its source as far as the Iberville,
her fortune. As the interests of the two nations and along the middle of that river, and of Lakes
were now identified, it only remained for England Alaurepas and Pontchartrain.
to make a formal declaration of
Thus terminated a war, which originated in an
hostility against
The colonies of New England being chiefly attempt ou the part of the French to surround the
Spain.
interested in the reduction of the West India Islands, English colonists, and chain them to a narrow
strip
furnished a consideiable body of troops to carry on of country along the coast of the Atlantic ; and ended
the war.
large fleet was dispatched from Eng- with their giving up the whole of what was then
land ; the land forces amounted to sixteen thousand : their only valuable
territory in North America. The
and before the end of the second year, Great Bri immediate advantage the colonies derived from the
tain had taken the important city of Havana, the successful issue ol the contest was
great and appa
key of the Mexican Gulf, together with the French rent. Although, for a short period after the con
provinces of Martinique, Grenada, St. Lucia, St. quest of Canada had been effected, they were sub
Vincent, and the Caribee Islands.
ject to attacks from the Indian tribes attached to the
The progress of the British conquests, which French, and also from the Cherokees on their south
threatened all the remaining colonial possessions of western borders,
they were soon enabled to visit
their opponents, was arrested by preliminary articles their cruelties with severe retribution, and to
pro
of peace, which, towards the close of 1762, were cure a
lasting repose, as the Indians had no forts to
at
Fontaiubleau
between
the
ministers
which to repair for protection or aid. But the in
interchanged
of Great Britain, France, and Spain.
On the 10th direct results, though almost unperceivable at first,
of February, in the following year, a definitive treaty were far more
important, and prepared the way for
of peace was signed at Paris, and soon after ratified.* Ihose momentous efforts which issued in the loss to
Great Britain of the fairest portion of her colonies,
and the establishment of her vassal as a rival. The
* &quot;The
acquisitions of Great Britain, both from France colonists became inured to the habits and hardships
and Spain, on thr continent of North America, established of a
military life, and skilled in the aits of European
by this treaty, whether they he considered in relation to the warfare ; while the desire of
revenge for the loss of
political or commercial interests of the parent country, or in
did not fail to harbour, was
relation to die entire interests of the American colonies, Canada, which France
merits particular attention.
Every article, therefore, which preparing for them a most efficient friend, and mak
has respect to America, is subjoined in the words of the ing way for the anomalous exhibition of a
despotic
treaty.
sovereign, exerting all his power in the cause of li
By the second article, France renounces and guarantees lo
and
independence.
berty
firent Britain all .\ova Scotia or Acadia, and likewise Can
ada, the Isle of Cape Breton, and all other Islands in tile
nlf and river of Sll. Ltnvrence.
IV.
By the third article, it is stipulated that the French shnll
have the, liberty of lishin^nnd drying on a part of the island
of Newfoundland, aa specified in the thirteenth article of
the treaty of I trrcht , and the French may also iish in History of the Colonies from the
peace of Paris, 1763, to 1774.
the gulf of St. Lawrence, so as they do not exercise the same
but ut the di-tance of three leagues from all the coasts be
Immediately after the peace of Paris, 1763, a
longing to Great Britain, as well those of the continent, a*
The national debt of Great
of the islands in the said gulf. As to&quot;what&quot;rciatea to new scen(* was opened.
fishery out of the said gulf, the French shall exercise Britain then amounted to one hundred and fortysame, but at the distance of fifteen leagues from the
sailles to

silenced

A

the second article for those of Canada ; and the partition of
the islands called neutral, is
and fixed, BO thut those
of St Vincent, Dominieo, and Tobago, shall remain in full
to
ftnd
that
of
St.
l,4tia
shall be, delivered
right
England,
to France in full right, ihe two crowns reciprocally guaran
teeing to each other the partition so stipulated*
By the sixteenth article, it is stipulated, that his Britttnic
Majesty sh.il! cause all the fortifications to be demolished,
which his subjects shall have erected in the bay of Hon
duras and other places of thn territory of Spain, in that
And his Ca
purl of the world.
Majesty shall not, for
the future, permit his Britanic Majesty, or their workmen,
to be disturbed or molested under any pretence whatsoever,

aewd

al&amp;lt;-

;

British fleet most opportunely
their batteries.
arriving a few days after, M. de Levi immediately police. the sixth article it
is stipulated, that the confines
By
raised the siege, and precipitately retired to
between the dominions of Great Britain and France, on
treal.
Here the Marquis de Vaudreuil, governor- the continent of North America, shall be irrevocably fix
general of Canada, had fixed his head quarters, and ed, by a line drawn along the river Mississippi, from its
determined to make his last stand. For this pur source, as far as ihr river Iherville, and from thence by a line
drawn along the middle of this river, and of the lakes Maupose he called in all his detachments, and collected repasand Pontchartrain, to the sea; and to this purpose the
around him the whole force of the colony.
mo*t Chistian Kiiur cedes in full right, arid guarantees to his
The English, on the other hand, were resolved Britanic Mnjestv, the river and port of Mobile, and everv
that he possesses on the left side of the river Missis
upon the utter annihilation of the French power in tiling
except ihe (own of New Orleans, and the island on
Canada ; and General Amherst prepared to over sippi,
which it is situated, which shall remain to France,
whelm it, with an irresistible superiority of numbers. that the navigation of (ho river shall be equally freaprovided
to the
Almost on the same day, the armies from Quebec, sulnVrts
subject! of Great Britain and France, in its whole breadth
and
Jen
from
its
source
to
the
and
that
ngth,
sea,
part
from Lake Ontario, and from Lake Champlain, were
which is between thn said island of New Orleans and the
concentrated before Montreal : a capitulation was ly
ri^lit bank of that river, as well as ihe passage both in and
immediately signed Detroit, Michilimackinac, and out of its mouth and the vessels beloneinsr to the subjects
indeed, all New France, surrendered to the English. of either nation shall not be stopped, visited, or subjected to
The French troops were to be carried home ; and the payment of any duty whatsoever. The stipulation in
favour of the. inhabitants of Canada, inserted in ihe second ar
the Canadians to retain their civil and religious pri
ticle, shall also take place with regard to the inhabitants of
vileges.
the countries ceded by this article; that is, that the French
The history of modern Europe, with whose des in Canada may freely profess the Romnn Catholic religion,
as far as the luws of Great Britain permit
that llicv may
tiny that of the colonies was closely interwoven,
their civil rights, retire when they please, and may
may be designated as the annals of an interminable enjoy
estates
to
of
their
British
subjects,
war.
Her sovereigns, ever having the oily words disposethe seventh article, it is
By
stipulated that Britain shall
of peace on their lips, have seldom had recourse to restore lo France ihe islands of Guadaloupe, Marigalanl
the olive branch but as the signal of a truce, the du D&quot;sirado,and Martimco, in the \Vit Indies, and of BelleHe,
provided that
ration of which should be coeval with the reinvigo- un the coast of France, with their fortresses
the lerm of eighteen months be granted to his Britanic
ration o military strength. It was thus with France
s
settled
nd
in
oilier
subjects
there,
Majesty
places hereby
on the present occasion. Equally unsuccessful on restored to Franco, to settle their estate*, recover their
both continents, and exhausted by her strenuous and debts, and to transport themselves and effects, without
Continued efforts, flhe was at length induced to make being restrained on account of their religion, or any prep &quot;cept for debts
lo
or criminal prosecution*.
ovt-rtures of peace; ant! every
J thins: seemed to be inj
J
n Britain
me
Bv
the riiiui
iii
Greni
oniitin t!ie
i- rancn cede^ iu
to uneighth ui
IH-IP, France
article,
fair train for adjustment, when tne treaty was srulaine
Grenada
aniis
of
and
the Grenadines, with the
;is
denly broken off by an attempt of the court of Ver- stipulations in favor of ihe inhabitants as are inserted in

Mon

occupation of culling-, loading, and carrying away
log-wood ; and for this purpose they may hnild, without hinthe houses -and
and occupy, without interruption,
erruptio
f
their families, and for
magazines necessary for ihom, for
their effects ; and his said Catholic Majesty assures to them,
by this article, the entire enjoyment of what is above stipuin their

deranc.

|

1

,

laled.

Hv

the seventeenth

article, bis Catholic Majesty desists
pretensions which he may have formed to the right
of fishing about the island of Newfoundland.
By the eihteenth article, it is stipulated, that the
all that he has con
ore lo
to Spain
of Great Britain shall restore
Spi
iilm, with the fortress of Havana;
quered in the Island of Cuba,
and that fortress, as well as all the other fortresses of the
said island, sb:i]l be restored in the same condition they
were in when they were conquered by his Britanic Ba-

from
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;

all

&quot;

jes-ty s
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the twentieth
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CP&amp;lt;IP

his

Catholic Majesty

cedes

&amp;lt;tre

I

-

article,

full ri.sht, to
bis Britanic Majesty,
in
Florida, with the Fort of St. Augustine, and the bay
of Pensacolst, us well as all that Spain possesses on
the continent of North America, to the east, or to the
southeast of the river Mississippi; and in general,
cry thin? that depends on ihe said countries and
Inndn, with ihe sovereignty, power, and possession, and
or otherwise, which the
all rights acquired by treaties,
Catholic kins and the crown of Spain have had (ill
vol. iii. p. 339
said
countries.&quot;
over
the
Anderson,
DQW
the pr liminary a nicies of ihe treaty
serted emir: ; pud vol. iv.p. 1, 2, where the most material
or explanations of those articles, as settled by
rbr d^mtiv treaty, are inserted.
American Annals, vol.
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or body of men, possessed a right to take it
The nature and extent of the connexion betweei
eight millions, for which an interest nf nearly live man,
While the British from him, without his consent. Precedents in the Great Britain and America, was a great constitu
millions was annually paid.
of
minister was digesting plans, for diminishing Ihis history
England justified this mode of reasoning tional question, involving many interests and thi
amazing load of debt, he conceived the idea of rais The love of property strengthened it and it had a general principles of civil liberty. To decide this
force on the minds of colonists, three thgus- recourse was, in vain, had to parchment authorities
ing a substantial revenue in the British colonies, peculiar
when neither the grantor
from taxes laid by the parliament of the parent state. and miles removed from the seat of government, made at a distant time
On the one hand it was urged, that the late war ori and growing up to maturity, in a New World, where, nor grantees, of American territory, had in contem
from the extent of country, and the state of society, plation any thing like the present state of the twc
ginated on account of the colonies and that it was
reasonable, more especially as it had terminated in even the necessary restraints of civil government countries.
On the other hand, the
Great and flourishing colonies, daily increasing
a manner so favourable to their interest, they should weie impatiently borne.
contribute to defraying the expenses it had occa people of Great Britain revolted against the claims in numbers, and already grown to the magnitude of
Thus far both parties were agreed but of the colonists. Educated in habits of submission a nation, planted at an immense distance, and go
sioned.
Great Britain contended, that her parliament, as to parliamentary taxation, they conceived it to be verned by constitutions, resembling that of the coun
the supreme power, was constitutionally vested with the height of contumacy, for the colonists to refuse try from which they sprung, were novelties in me
an authority to lay them on every part of the em obedience to the power, which they had been taught history of the world.
To combine uolonies so cir
This doctrine, plausible in itself, and confor to revere. Not adverting to the common interest, cumstanced, in one uniform system of government
pire.
mable to the letter of the British constitution, which existed between the people of Great Britain with the parent state, required a great knowledge
when the whole dominions were represented in one and their representatives, they believed, that the of mankind, and an extensive comprehension of
It was an arduous business, far beyond the
assembly, was reprobated in the colonies, as con said community of interests was wanting. The things.
trary to the spirit of the same government, when pride of an opulent, conquering nation, aided this grasp of ordinary statesmen, whose minds were
What
said they,
shall narrowed by the formalities of law, or the trammels
the empire became so far extended, as to have many mode of reasoning.
The colonists we, who have so lately humbled F ranee and Spain, of office. An original genius, unfettered with pre
distinct representative assemblies.
Shall our sub cedents, and exalted with just ideas of the rights of
believed, that the chief excellence of the British be dictated to by our own colonists ?
constitution consisted in the right of the subjects to jects, educated by our care, and defended by our human nature, and the obligations of universal be
grant, or withhold taxes and in their having a share arms, presume to question the rights of parliament, nevolence, might have struck out a middle line,
in enacting the laws, by which they were to be to which we are obliged to submit?&quot; Reflections of which would have secured as much liberty to the
this kind, congenial to the natural vanity of the hu
bound.
colonies, and as great a degree of supremacy to the
They conceived, that the superiority of the Brit man heart, operated so extensively, that the people parent state, as their common good required but
ish constitution, to other forms of goverment, was, of Great Britain spoke of their colonies and of their the helm of Great Britain was not in such hands.
not that their supreme council was called parlia colonists, as a kind of possession annexed to their The spirit of the British constitution, on the one
ment but that the people had a share in it, by ap persons. The love of power, and of property, on hand, revolted at the idea, that the British parlia
pointing members, who constituted one of its con the one side of the Atlantic, were opposed by the ment should exercise the same unlimited authority
stituent branches, and without whose concurrence, same powerful passions on the other.
over the unrepresented colonies, which it exer
The disposition to tax the colonies was also cised over the inhabitants of Great Britain. The
no law, binding on them, could be enacted. In the
mother country, it was asserted to be essential to strengthened, by exaggerated accounts of their colonists, on the other hand, did not claim a to
the unity of the empire, that the British parliament wealth.
It was said,
that the American planters tal exemption from its authority.
They in gene
should have a right of taxation, over every part of lived in affluence, and with inconsiderable taxes ral allowed the mother country a certain undefined
the royal dominion.
In the colonies, it was be while the inhabitants of Great Britain were borne irerogative over them, and acquiesced in the right
lieved, that taxation and representation were in down, by such oppressive burdens, as to make a of parliament, to make many acts, binding them in
subsistence, a matter of extreme difficulty.&quot; many subjects of internal policy, and regulating
separable and that they could neither be free nor
happy, if their property could be taken from them, The officers who had served in America, during the their trade. Where parliamentary supremacy end
without their consent. The common people in late war, contributed to this delusion. Their ob ed, and at what point colonial independency began,
America reasoned on this subject, in a summary servations were founded on what they had seen in was not ascertained. Happy, for the English em
I
a British parliament,&quot; said they,
in cities, and at a time, when large sums were spent pire, would it have been, had the question never
way
which we are unrepresented, and over which wo
government, in support o fleets and armies, and been agitated but much more so, had it been pomhave no control, can take from us any part of our when American commodities were in great demand. promised by an amicable compact, without the hor
property, by direct taxation, they may take as much To treat with attention those who came to fight for rors of a civil war.
as they please and we have no security for any thing them, and also to gratify their own pride, the colo
The English colonies were originally established
While
that remains, but a forbearance on their part, less nists had made a parade of their riches, by frequent on the principles of a commercial monopoly.
likely to be exercised in our favour, as they lighten ly and sumptuously entertaining the gentlemen of England pursued trade, her commerce increased at
themselves of the burdens of government, in the the British army. These, judging from what they least four-fold. The colonies took the manufac
same proportion that they impose hem on us.&quot; saw, without considering the general state of the tures of Great Britain, and paid for them with pro
They well knew, that communities of mankind, as country, concurred in representing the colonists as visions, or raw materials. They united their arms
well as individuals, have a strong propensity to im very able to contribute, largely, towards defraying in war, their commerce and their councils in peace,
without nicely investigating the terms on which ihe
pose on others, when they can do it with impunity the common expenses of the empire.
The charters, which were supposed to contain connexion of the two countries depended.
and especially when their is a prospect, that the
A perfect calm in the political world is not lung
imposition will be attended with advantage to them the principles on which the colonies were founded,
The Americans, from that jealousy of became the subject of serious investigation on both to be expected. The reciprocal happiness, both of
selves.
One clause was found to run through the Great Britain and of the colonies, was too treat to
their liberties, which their local situation nurtured, sides.
and which they inherited from their forefathers, whole of them, except that which had been granted be of long duration. The calamities of the war nf
that the
had scarcely ended, when the germ of another
viewed the exclusive right of laying taxes on them to Mr. Penn. This was a declaration,
war was planted, which soon grew up and produced
selves, free from extraneous influence, in the same emigrants to America should enjoy the same privi
had remained, or had been born deadly fruit.
light, as the British parliament views its peculiar leges, as if they
but such was the subtilty of dis
ithin the realm
At that time, sundry resolutions passed the Bri
privilege of raising money, independent of the
crown. The parent state appeared, to the colo putants, that both parties construed this general tish parliament, relative to the imposition of a stamp
nists, to stand in the same relation to their local le
principle so as to favour their respective opinions. duty in America, which gave a general alarm. By
the policy, and even the
gislatures, as the monarch of Great Britain to the The American patriots contended, that as English them the right, the equity,
His prerogative is limited by freeholders could not be taxed, but by representa necessity of taxing the colonies, were formally
British Parliament.
These resolutions, being considered as
that palladium of the people s liberty, the exclusive tives, in choosing whom they had a vote, neither avowed.
While this could the colonists but it was replied, that, if the the preface of a system of American revenue, were
privilege of granting their own money.
introduction to evils of much greater
right rests in the hands of the people, their liberties colonists had remained in England, they must have deemed an
been bound to pay the taxes imposed by parliament. magnitude. They opened a prospect of oppres
are secured.
In the same manner reasoned the colonists
In It was therefore inferred, that, though taxed by sion, boundless in extent, and endless in duration.
order to be styled freemen, our local assemblies, that authority, they lost none of the rights of native They were nevertheless not immediately followed
elected by ourselves, must enjoy the exclusive pri Englishmen, residing at home.
The partizans of by any legislative act. Time, and an invitation,
They contend ihe mother country could see nothing in charters, were given to the Americans, to suggest any other
vilege of imposing taxes upon us.&quot;
The mode of taxation that might be equivalent in its pro
ed, that men settled in foreign parts, to better their but security against taxes, by royal authority.
condition, not to submit their liberties to continue Americans, adhering to the spirit more than to the duce to the stamp act but they objected, not only to
the equals, not to become the slaves of their less ad letter, viewed their characters as a shield against all the mode, but the principle: and several of their as
venturous fellow-citizens
and that, by the novel taxes not imposed by representatives of their own semblies, though in vain, petitioned against it. An
doctrine of parliamentary power, they w.ere degra choice.
This construction they contended to be American revenue was, in England, a very popular
ded from being the subjects of a king, to the low expressly recognised by the charter of Maryland. measure. The cry in favour of it was so strong, as
condition of being subjects of subjects.
They ar In that, king Charles bound both himself and his to silence the voice of petitions to the contrary.
gued, that it was essentially involved in the idea of successors, not to assent to any bill subjecting the The equity of compelling the Americans to contri
property, that the possessor had such a right there inhabitants to internal taxation, by external legis bute to the common expenses of the empire, satis
fied
other lation.
who, without inquiring into the policy or
in, that it was a contradiction to
,
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NORTH AMERICA.
ustice of taxing their unrepresented fellow subjects,
readily assented to the measures adopted by the
parliament for this purpose. The prospect of easing
their own burdens, at the expense of the colonists,
dazzled the eyes of gentlemen of landed interest,
so as to keep out of their view the probable conse
quences of the innovation.
The omnipotence of parliament was so familiar a
phnise, on hoth sides of the Atlantic, that few in

America, and

still

fewer

in

Great Britain, were im
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ever they should be violated but the subject is
I will say no more.&quot;
too delicate.
During the debate on the bill, the supporters of it
insisted much on the colonies being virtually repre
sented in the same mariner as Leeds, Halifax, and
recurrence to this plea
some other towns were.
was a virtual acknowledgement, that there ought not
It was re
to be taxation without representation.
plied, that the connexion between the electors and
non-electors of parliament, in Great Britain, was so
if

every attempt, to vest

A

interwoven, from both being equally liable to pay
the same common tax, as to give some security of
property to the latter but with respect to taxes
laid by the British parliament, and paid by the Ame
which passed in March, 176i, met with no opposi ricans, the situation of the parties was reversed.
In the course of the year which intervened Instead of both parties bearing a proportionable
tion.
between these resolutions, and the passing of a law share of the same common burden, what was laid
grounded upon them, the subject was better under on the one, was exactly so much taken oil from the
jther.
stood, and constitutional objections against the mea
The bill met with no opposition in the house of
sure, were urged by several, both in Great Britain
and America. This astonished and chagrined the ords and, on the 22d of March, 176-5, it received
hut as the principle of taxing he royal assent.
The night after it passed, Dr.
British ministry
The
America had bei-n, for some time, determined upon, franklin wrote to Mr. Charles Thomson
Impelled by sun of liberty is set ; you must light up the candles
they were unwilling to give it up.
Mr. Thomson answer
partiality for a long cherished idea, Mr. Urenville, of industry and economy.&quot;
I was apprehensive, that other lights would
in March 176.5, brought into the house of commons ed
and he foretold the opposition
his long expected bill, for laying a stamp duty in )e the consequence
America. By this, after passing through the usual which shortly took place. On its being suggested
rom authority, that the stamp officers would not be
forms, it was enacted, that the instruments of wri
ting, in daily use among a commercial people, should sent from Great Britain, but selected from among
be null and void, unless they were executed on the Americans, the colony agents were desired to
out proper persons for that purpose.
stamped paper or parchment, charged with a duty
They
imposed by the British parliament.
generally nominated their friends, which affords a
bill
was
Mr.
that
Charles presumptive proof,
When the
brought in,
they supposed the act would
In this opinion, they were far
Townsend concluded a speech in its favour, with have gone down.
words to tlie following effect &quot;And now will these from being singular. That the colonists would be,
Americans, children planted bv our care, nourished ultimately, obliged to submit to the stamp act, was
up by our indulgence, till they are grown to a de at first commonly believed, both in England and
The framers of it, in particular, flatter
gree
strength and opulence, and protected by our America.
arms, will they grudge to contribute their mite to ed themselves, that the confusion, which would arise
relieve us from the heavy weight of that burden upon the disuse of writings, and the insecurity of
To which colonel Barre property, which would result from using any other
which we lie under?&quot;
No, your than that required by law, would compel the colo
replied: &quot;They planted by your care!
oppressions planted them in America.
They lied nies, however reluctant, to use the stamped paper,
from tyranny to a then uncultivated and inhospitable and consequently to pay the taxes imposed thereon.
country, where they exposed themselves to almost They, therefore, boasted that it was a law, which
all the hardships to which human nature is liable
would execute itself. By the term of the stamp act,
and, among others, to the cruelly of a savage foe, it was not to take effect till the first day of Novem
the most subtle, and, I will take upon me to say, the ber a period of more than seven months after its
most formidable of any people upon the face of passing. This gave the colonists an opportunity
God s earth! and yet, actuated by principles of true of leisurely canvassing the new subject, and examIn the first part of this
English liberty, they met all hardships with plea
ling fully on every side.
sure, compared with those they sulfered in their interval, struck with astonishment, they lay in si
own country, from the hand of those that should lent consternation, and could not determine what
have been their friends.
They nourished up by course to pursue. By degrees they recovered their
Virginia led the way in opposition
They grew by your neglect of recollection.
your indulgence
them. As soon as you began to care about them, to the stamp act. Mr. Patrick Henry, on the 29th
that care was exercised in sending persons to rule of May, 176.5, brought into the house of burgesses
them, in one department and another, who were, of that colony, the following resolutions, which were
perhaps, the deputies of deputies to some members substan-i lly adopted.
in this house, sent to spy out their liberties, to mis
Resolved, that the first adventurers, settlers of
represent their actions, and to prey upon them men, this his majesty s colony and dominion of Virginia,
whose behaviour, on many occasions, has caused brought with them, and transmitted to their postethe blood of those sons of liberty to recoil within ri y, and all other, his majesty s subjects, since in
them: men promoted to the highest seats of justice habiting in this, his majesty s said colony, all the
some who, to my knowledge, were glad, by going liberties, privileges, and immunities, that have at
to a foreign country, to escape being brought to the any time, been held, enjoyed, and possessed by the
bar of a court of justice in their own.
They pro people of Great Britain.
tected by your arms
Resolved, that, by two royal charters, granted
They have nobly taken up
arms in your defence, have exerted a valour amidst by king James the first, the colonists aforesaid are
their constant and laborious industry, for the de declared entitled to all liberties, privileges, and imfence of a country whose frontier was drenched in nmnities of denizens, and natural subjects, to all in
pressed, in the first instance, with any idea of the
illegality of taxing the colonists.
The
Illumination on that subject was gradual.
resolutions in favor of an American stamp act,

:

;

such power

any other per&quot;
son or persons, whatsoever, than the general assem

:

in

bly aforesaid, is illegal, unconstitutional, and unjust,
and hath a manifest tendency to destroy British, aa
well as American liberty.
&quot;Resolved, that his majesty s liege people, the
inhabitants of this colony, are not bound to yield
obedience to any law, or ordinance whatever, de
signed to impose any taxation whatever upon them,
other than the laws or ordinances of the general as
sernbly aforesaid.
Resolved, that any person, who shall, by speak
ing or writing, assert or maintain, that any person,
or persons, other than the general assembly of this
colony, have any right or power, to impose, or lay
any taxation on the people here, shall be deemed an
enemy to this his majesty s colony.*&quot;
Upon reading these resolutions, the boldness and
novelty of them affected one of the members to such
a degree, that he cried out,
treason
treason
They were, nevertheless, well received by the
&quot;

&quot;

!

people

:

;

!&quot;

and immediately forwarded to the other

provinces.
They circulated extensively, and gave
a spring to the discontented.
Till they appeared,
most were of opinion, that the act would be quietly
Murmurs, indeed, were common, but
adopted.
they seemed to be such, as would soon die away.
The countenance of so respectable a colony, as Vir
ginia, confirmed the wavering, and emboldened the
timid.
Opposition to the stamp act, from that pe
The fire of liberty
riod, assumed a bolder face.
blazed forth from the press.
Some well-judged
publications set the rights of the colonists, in a plain,
but strong point of view. The tongues and the pens
of the well-informed citizens laboured in kindling
the latent sparks of patriotism.
The flame spread
from breast to breast, till the conflagration became
In this business, New England had n
general.
The inhabitants of that part of
principal share.
America, in particular, considered their obligations
to the mother country, for past favours, to be
very
inconsiderable.
They were fully informed, that
their forefathers were driven, by persecution to the
woods of America, and had there, without any ex
pense to the parent state, effected a settlement on
bare creation.
Their resentment, for the invasion
of their accustomed right of taxation, was not so
much mitigated, by the recollection of late favours,
as it was heightened by the tradition of grievous
sufferings, to which their ancestors, by the rulers
of England, had been subjected.
The heavy burdens, which the opei&amp;lt;uion of the
stamp act would have imposed on the colonists, to
gether with the precedent it would establish of fu
ture exactions, furnished the American patriots
with arguments, calculated as well to move the
passions, as to convince the judgments of their fel
low colonists.
In great warmth they exclaimed :
If the parliament have a right to levy the stamp
duties, they may, by the same authority, lay on us

&quot;

;

&quot;

:

;&quot;

!&amp;gt;oint

:

ol&quot;

;

;

!

&quot;

imposts, excises, and other taxes, without end, till
their rapacity is satisfied, or our abilities are ex
hausted.
cannot, at future elections, displace
these men, who so lavishly grant away our proper
Their seats and their power are independent
ty.
of us, and it will rest with their generosity, where
to stop, in transferring the expenses of government,

:

We

from their own, to our shoulders.&quot;
It was fortunate for the liberties of America, that
newspapers were the subject of a heavy stamp duty.
Printers, when uninfluenced by government, have
generally arranged themselves on the side of liber
tents and purposes, as if they had been abiding and ty, nor are they less remarkable for their attention
A stamp duty,
to the profits of their profession.
born within the realm of England.
&quot;Resolved, that his majesty s liege people, of which openly invaded the first, and threatened a di
this his ancient colony, have enjoyed the rights of minution of the last, provoked their united zealous
being thus governed, by their own assembly, in the
* Patrick
and that the
article of taxes, and internal police
Henry, whose eloquence was of the same fa
introduced these re
same have never been forfeited, or yielded up but mily with the poetry of Shakspenre,which
is unfortunately
solutions, with an animated speech,
have been constantly recognised by the king and
was never written.
Tradilion informs
&quot;

!

blood, whilst its interior parts yielded all its little
And, believe me, that
savings to your emolument.
same spirit of freedom, which actuated these people
at

first,

forbids
I

do

will

me

not,

still

:

but prudence

deliver the genuine sentiments of my
However superior to me, in general know

party heat.
heart.

accompany them

to explain myself farther.
God knows,
at this time, speak from any motives o
I

;

:

ledge and experience, the respectable body of this people of Britain.
house may be, yet I claim to know more of America
Resolved, therefore, that the general assembly
than most of you having seen and been conversant of this colony, together with his majesty, or his sub
in that country.
The people, I believe, are as truly stitutes, have in their representative capacity, the
im
loyal as any subjects the king has but a people jea only exclusive right and power, to lay taxes and
and that
lous of their liberties, and who will vindicate them, posts, upon the inhabitants of this colony
22*

or, perhaps,
that, while he was pourins: out his whole
brilliant extemporaneous effusions of the
dent patriotism, he broke off abruptly, or was
lost,

us,

the

&quot;

;

:

;

!

ioul,

in

most ar

silenced
by a call to order, in the middle of a sentence, whi--h be
Caesar had his Brutus
Charies his
ffan as follows.
Oliver ; and if king George go on as he has begun he will
&quot;

:

find&quot;
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dages to Great Britain

daily presented to the public ori
opposition.
to prove, that, if the
ginal dissertations, tending
stamp act were suffered to operate, the liberties of
Americans were at an end, and their property virtualtransferred to their trans- Atlantic fellow subjects,

;
that, confining their trade
for the exclusive benefit of the parent state, was an

They

the Americans, seriously alarm
ed for the fate of their country, came forward with
to prove, that, agreeably to the British con
writers

among

essays,

stitution, taxation

and representation were insepar

able; that the only constitutional mode of raising
money from the colonists, was by acts of their own
that the crown possessed no farther
legislatures;
and that the parlia
poVer, than that of requisition ;
mentary right of taxation was confined to the mo
ther country, where it originated from the natural
rlo what he pleased with his own,
right of man, to
transferred by consent from the electors of Great

Britain, to those whom they chose to represent them
in parliament. They also insisted much on the mis
of public money, by the British ministry.

(

;

&quot;

application
Great pains were taken to inform the colonists of
the large sums annually bestowed on pensioned fa
vourites, and for the various purposes of bribery.
Their passions were inflamed by high coloured re
of being obliged to
presentations of the hardship
pay the earnings of their industry into a British
to be a fund for corruption.
treasury, well known
The writers on the American side were opposed proceedings but they were encouraged by person
by arguments, drawn from the unity of the empire of rank and character.
As opportunities offered, the assemblies general!
.he necessity of one supreme head; the unlimited
power of parliament and the great numbers in the passed resolutions, asserting their exclusive righ
mother country, who, though legally disqualified to lay taxes on their constituents. The people, in
from voting at elections, were, nevertheless, bound their town meetings, instructed their representa
For a specimen of
to pay the taxes imposed by the representatives of lives to oppose the stamp act.
To these objections it was replied, the spirit and style of their instructions, see Appen
the nation.
that the very idea of subordination of parts, excluded dix. No. I.
The expediency of calling a continental congress
the notion of simple undivided unity that, as Eng
land was the head, she could not be the head and to be composed of deputies from each of the pro
the members too; that, in all extensive empires, vinces, had early occurred to the people of Massa
where the dead uniformity of servitude did not pre chusetts. The assembly of that province passed a
resolution in favour of that measure, and fixed on
vent, the subordinate parts had many local privi
between these privi New York as the place, and the second Tuesday of
leges and immunities; that,
the line October, 1765, as the time, for holding the same
leges and the supreme common authority,
was extremely nice and that, nevertheless, the su They sent circular letters to the speakers of the se
premacy of the head had an ample field of exercise, veral assemblies, requesting their concurrence.
without arrogating to itself the disposal of the pro This first advance towards continental union,
subordinate parts.
To seconded in South Carolina, before it had been
perty of the unrepresented
the assertion, that the power of parliament was un agreed to by any colony to the southward of New
The example of this province had a con
limited, the colonists replied, that before it could England.
it must be con
siderable influence in recommending the measure tc
constitutionally exercise that power,
and that, therefore, it must at others, divided in their opinions as to its propriety.
stitutionally formed
The assemblies of Virginia, North Carolina, am
least, in one of its branches, be constituted by (he
unlimited power; Georgia, were prevented, by their governors, from
people, over whom it exercised
sending a deputation to this congress.
that, with respect to Great Britain, it was so con
t&amp;lt;

;

;

;

;

;

;

and with respect to America, it was not.
;
therefore inferred, that its power ought not to
be the same over both countries.
They argued al
so, that the delegation of the people was the source
of power, in regard to taxation; and, as that dele
concluded the
gation was wanting in America, they
stituted

They

their property,
right of parliament, to grant away
could not exist ; and that the defective representation
in Great Britain, should be urged as an argument
for taxing the Americans, without any representa
tion at all, proved the encroaching nature of power.

Instead of convincing the colonists of the propriety
of their submission, it demonstrated the wisdom of
one invasion of
their resistance ; for, said they,
natural right is made the justification of another,
&quot;

much more injurious and oppressive.&quot;
The advocates for parliamentary taxation,

laid

to have accrued
great stress on the rights supposed
to Great Britain, on the score of her having reare d
up and protected the English settlements in Ame
It was, on the other hand,
rica, at great expense.

contended by the colonists, that, in all the wars
which were common to both countries, they had
but in all their own dangers,
belonging separately to their
situation, which did not immediately concern Great
Britain, they were left to themselves, and had to
and in particular,
struggle through a hard infancy ;
to defend themselves, without any aid from the pa
taken their

in all the

them,

it

share

;

numerous savages in their
when France had made war upon
was not on their own account, but as appen-

rent state,
vicinity;

full

difficulties

against the

that,

eight deputies from Massachusetts,

state-house, attended with two unbraced drums.
While the inhabitants who followed the coffin were

motion, minute guns were fired, and continued
the coffin arrived at the place of interment Then
an oration, in favour of the deceased, was pronoun
ced.
It was scarcely ended, before the coffin was
taken up
it having
been perceived that some re
mains of life were left on which the inscription was

jin

till

;

ly

The

for her protection, and a suffi
cient equivalent for their exemption from parliarnenand that the taxes imposed on the in
tary taxation
habitants of Great Britain were incorporated wit
their manufactures, and ultimately fell on the co
lonists, who were the consumers.
The advocates for the stamp act also contender
that, as the parliament was charged with the de
fence of the colonies, it ought to possess the mean
f defraying the expenses incurred thereby.
Th
same argument had been used by king Charles th
and it was now an
first, in support of ship-money
swered in the same manner as it was by the patriot
of that day ;
that the people, who were defended o
protected, were the fittest to judge of and to provid
the means of defraying the expenses incurred o
that account.&quot;
In the meantime, the minds of tin
Americans underwent a total transformation. In
stead of their late peaceable and steady attaehmen
to the British nation, they were daily advancing
the opposite extreme.
The people, especially ii
the large cities, became riotous, insulted the per
sons, and destroyed the property of such as wer
known or supposed to be friendly to the stamp act
The mob were the visible agents in these disorder!)

ample compensation

:

;

|

;

:

immediately altered to
Liberty revived.&quot; The
bells immediately exchanged their melancholy for
a more joyful sound
and satisfaction appeared in
The whole was conducted
every countenance.
with decency, and without injury or insult to
any!
&quot;

;

man s person or
The general

property.
aversion to the stamp act was, by
similar methods, in a variety of places, demonstra
ted.
It is remarkable that the proceedings of the
populace, on these occasions, were carried on with
decorum and regularity. They were not ebullitions of a thoughtless mob ; but, for the most part,
planned by leading men, of character and influence,
who were friends to peace and order. These,
knowing well that the bulk of mankind are more

by their senses, than by their reason, conducted
the public exhibitions on that principle, with a view
of making the stamp act, and its friends, both ri
diculous and odious.
Though the stamp act was to have operated from
the 1st of November, yet legal proceedings, in the
Vessels entered
courts, were carried on as before.
led

and departed without stamped papers. The printers
boldly printed and circulated their newspapers, and
found a sufficient number of readers
though they
used common paper, in defiance of the acts of par
liament. In most departments, by common consent,
business was carried on, as though no stamp act had
;

existed.
This was accompanied by spirited reso
lutions to risk all consequences, rather thnn submit
to use the paper required
by law. While these
matters were in agitation, the colonists entered in-

associations against importing British manufac
till the
stamp act should he repealed. In this
manner, British liberty was made to operate against
tures,

British tyranny.
Agreeably to the free constitution
of Great Britain, the subject was at liberty to buy,
or not to buy, as he pleased.
By suspending their
&quot;uture
purchases on the repeal of the stamp act, the
colonists made it the interest of merchants and

manufacturers, to solicit for that repent. They had
.isually taken so great a proportion of British iiianiiactnres, that the sudden stoppage of all their 01-

amounting, annually, to two or three millions
threw some thousands, in the mother
Twenty- country, out of employment, and induced thorn, from
ders,

sterling,

Rhode Island, a regard to theii own interest, to advocate the mea
Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsyl sures wished for by America. The petitions from the
vania, Delaware, Maryland, and South Caiolina, colonies were seconded by petitions from the mer
met at New York and, after mature deliberation, chants and manufacturers of Great Britain. What
he former prayed for as a matter of right, and conagreed on a declaration of their rights, and on
statement of their grievances. They asserted, in lected with their liberties, the latter also solicited
Vom motives of immediate interest.
strong terms, their exemption from all taxes not im
In order to remedy the deficiency of British good*,
posed by their own representatives. They also
concurred in a petition to the king, a memorial to he colonists betook themselves to a variety of ne
the house of lords, and a petition to the house of
In a little time,
cessary domestic manufactures.
commons. The colonies prevented from sending firge quantities of common cloths were
brought to
their representatives to this congress, forwarded narket
and these, though dearer, and of a worse
petitions similar to those adopted by the deputies quality, were cheerfully preferred to similar arti
who attended.
That wool might not
cles, imported from Britain.
While a variety of legal and illegal methods were
wanting, they entered into resolutions to abstain
Vom eating lambs. Foreign elegancies were laid
adopted, to oppose the stamp act, the first of No
vember, on which it was to commence its operation, iside. The women were as exemplary as the men,
approached. At Boston, the day was ushered in n various instances of self-denial. With great
by a funeral tolling of bells. Many shops and stores eadiness they refused every article of decoration
were shut. The effigies of the planners and friends
their persons, and luxury for their tables. These
of the stamp act, were carried about the streets in estrictions, which the colonists had
voluntarily im
and
then
torn in pieces by the en
posed on themselves, were so well observed, that
public derision,
It
was remarkable, that, though nultitudes of artificers, in England, were reduced
raged populace.
a large crowd was assembled, there was not the
o great distress, and some of their most
flourishing
[east violence or disorder.
nanufactories were, in a great measure, at a stand.
At Portsmouth, in New Hampshire, the morning An association was entered into,
by many of the
was ushered in with tolling all the bells in town. Sons of Liberty, the name
given to those who were
In the course of the day, notice was
given to the
pposed to the stamp act, by which they agreed,
friends of Liberty, to attend her funeral.
A coffin, to march with the utmost expedition, at their own
neatly ornamented, and inscribed with the word
roper costs and expense, with their whole force, to
LIBERTY, in large letters, was carried to the lie relief of those that should be in danger from [he
The funeral procession began from the tamp act, or its promoters and abettors, or
grave.
any
:

;

&amp;gt;e

&amp;gt;r

NORTH AMERICA.
it, on account of any thing that may with an idea, that the immoderate joy of the colon
have been done, in opposition to its obtaining.&quot; ists was disproportioned to the advantage they had
This was subscribed by so many, in New York and gained.
The stamp act, though repealed, was not repeal
New England, that nothing but a repeal could have
prevented the Immediate commencement of a civil ed on American principles. The preamble assigned

thing relative to

From

the decided opposition to the stamp act,
which had been adopted by the colonies, it became
necessary for Great Britain to enforce, or to repeal
it.

at

most, spent themselves in
words, had not a ruinous policy, untaught by recent
experience, called them into serious action. Though
the stamp act was repealed, an American revenue
was still a favourite object with many in Great
as the reason thereof,
that the collecting the se Britain.
The equity and the advantage of taxing
veral duties and revenues, as by the said act was di
the colonists, by parliamentary authority, were
very
rected, would be attended with many inconvenien
apparent to their understandings; but the mode of
ces, and productive of consequences, dangerous to effecting it, without hazarding the public trauquilithe commercial interests of these kingdoms.&quot; ty, was not so obvious.
Mr. Charles Townsend, afterwards chancellor of
Though this reason was a good one in England, it
was by no means satisfactory in America. At the the exchequer, pawned his credit to accomplish
same time that the stamp act was repealed, the ab what many so earnestly desired. He accordingly,
solute unlimited supremacy of parliament was, in in 1767, brought into parliament a bill, for
granting
words asserted. The opposers of the repeal con duties in the British colonies on glass, paper, pain
tended for this as essential. The friends of that ters colours, and tea, which was afterwards enact
measure acquiesced in it, to strengthen their party, ed into a law. If the small duties, imposed on these
and make sure of their object. Many of both sides articles, had preceded the stamp act, they might
thought, that the dignity of Great Britain required have passed unobserved but the late discussions,
something of the kind, to counterbalance the loss of occasioned by that act, had produced among the co
authority, that might result from her yielding to the lonists, not only an animated conviction of their ex
clamours of the colonists. The act for this purpose emption from parliamentary taxation, but a jealousy
was called the declaratory act and was, in princi of the designs of Great Britain.
The sentiments of the Americans, on this subject,
ple, more hostile to American rights than the stamp
act
for, it annulled those resolutions and acts of bore a great resemblance to those of their British
the provincial assemblies, in which they had asser countrymen, of the preceding century, in the case
ted their right to exemption from all taxes not im of ship-money.
The amount of that tax was very
posed by their own representatives and also enac moderate, little exceeding twenty thousand pounds.
that the parliament had, and of right ought to It was distributed upon the people with equality,
ted,
have, power to bind the colonies, in all cases what and expended for the honour and advantage of the
soever,&quot;
kingdom; yet all these circumstances could not re
The majority of the Americans intoxicated with concile the people of England to the imposition. It
the advantage they had gained overlooked this was entirely arbitrary.
By the same right,&quot; said
statute, which, in one comprehensive sentence, not they,
any other tax may be imposed.&quot; In like
nly deprived them of liberty and property, but of maiiner, the Americans considered these small du
every right incident to humanity, They consider ties, in the nature of an entering wedge, designed
ed it as a salvo for the honour of parliament, in re to make way for others, which would be greater
pealing an act, which had so lately received their and heavier. In a relative connexion with late acts
sanction
and flattered themselves it would remain of parliament, respecting domestic manufactures
a dead letter; and that, although the
right of taxa and foreign commerce, laws, for imposing taxes on
tion was in words retained, it would never be exer British commodities exported to the colonies, form
cised.
Unwilling to contend about paper claims ed a complete circle of oppression, from which there
of ideal supremacy, they returned io their habits of was no possibility of escaping.
The colonies had been, previously, restrained
good humour with the parent stnte,
The repeal of the stamp act, in a relative connex from manufacturing certain articles, for their own
ion with all its circumstances and
consequences, consumption. Other acts confined them to the ex
was the first direct step to American independence. clusive use of British merchandise. The addition
The claims of the two countries were not only left of duties put them wholly in the power and discre
undecided but a foundation was laid for their ex tion of Great Britain.
are not,&quot; said they,
tending, at a future period, to the impossibility of a
permitted to import from any nation, other than
compromise, Though, for the present, Great Bri our own parent state, and have been, in some cases,
tain receded from enforcing her claim of American restrained by her from manufacturing for ourselves
revenue, a numerous party, adhering to that system, and she claims a right to do so, in every instance,
reserved themselves for more favouraable circum which is incompatible with her interest.
To these
stances to enforce it; and, at the same time, the co restrictions we have hitherto submitted
but she
lonists, more enlightened on the subject, and more now rises in her demands, and imposes duties on
fully convinced of the rectitude of their claims, were those commodities, the purchasing of which else
encouraged to oppose it, under whatsoever form it where, than at her market, her laws forbid, and the
should appear, or under whatsoever disguise it manufacturing of which for her own use, she may,
should cover itself.
any moment she pleases, restrain. If her right be
Elevated with the advantage they had gained, valid, to lay a small tax, it is equally so to lay a large
from that day fonvard, instead of feeling themselves one ; for, from the nature of the case, she must be
dependent on Great Britain, they conceived that, in guided exclusively by her own opinions of our abi
respect to commerce, she was dependent on them, lity, and of the propriety of the duties she may im
It inspired them with such
high ideas of the import pose. Nothing is left for us to do, but to complain,
ance of their trade, that they considered the moth and pay.&quot;
er country to be brought under greater obligations to
The colonists contended that there was no real
them, for purchasing her manufactures, than they difference, between the principle of these new duties
were to her for protection and the administration of and the stamp act. They were both designed to
civil government,
The freemen of British Ameri raise a revenue in America, and in the same manner.
The payment of the duties, imposed by the stamp
ca, impressed with the exalting sentiments of pa
triotism and of liberty, conceived it to be within their act, might have been eluded by the total disuse of
power, by future combinations, at any time to con stamped paper and so might the payment of these
vulse, if not to bankrupt the nation, from which they duties, by the total disuse of those articles on which
spning.
they were laid but in neither case, without great
Opinions of this kind were strengthened by their difficulty. The colonists were, therefore, reduced
local situation, favouring ideas, as extensive as the to the hard alternative of being obliged, totally, to
unexplored continent of which they were inhabit disuse articles of great utility in human life, or to
ants.
While the pride of Britons revolted at the pay a tax without their consent. The fire of oppo
thought, of their colonies refusing subjection to that sition, which had been smothered by the repeal of
parliament, which they obeyed ; the Americans, the stamp act, burned afresh against the same prin
Mr.
with equal haughtiness, exclaimed
Shall the ciple of taxation, exhibited in its new form.
petty island of Great Britain, scarce a speck on the Dickinson, of Pennsylvania, on this occasion, pre
map of the world, control the free citizens of the sented to the public a series of letters, signed a
Farmer,&quot; proving the extreme danger which threat
great continent of America?&quot;
These high-sounding pretensions would have ened the liberties of America, from their acquiesor,

&quot;

war.

The
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been harmless,

Both methods of proceeding had supporters.
opposers of a repeal urged arguments, drawn

from the dignity of the nation, the danger of giving
way to the clamours of the Americans, and the con
sequences of weakening

parliamentary authority
over the colonies. On the other hand, it was evi
determined
from
the
dent,
opposition of the colonies,
that it could not be enforced without a civil war, by
which, in every event, the nation must be a loser.
In the course of these discussions, P)r. Franklin
was examined at the bar of the house of commons,
and gave extensive information on the state of Ame
rican affairs, and the impolicy of the stamp act,
which contributed much to remove preiljudices, and
to produce a disposition that was friendly to a repeal.
Some speakers of great weight, in both houses
of parliament, denied their right of taxing the colo
nies.
The most distinguished supporters of this
opinion were Lord Cainbden, in the house of peers,
and Mr. Pitt, in the house of commons. The for

:

;

;

;

&quot;

My

mer, in strong language, said :
position is
this; I repeat it; I will nriintain it to my last hour.
Taxation and representation are inseparable. This
&quot;

founded on the laws of nature. It is
itself an eten:a! law of nature.
For
whatever is a man s own is absolutely his own. No
man has a right to take it from him, without his con
sent.
Whoever attempts to do it. attempts an in
Whoever does it. commits a robbery.&quot;
jury.
Mr. Pitt, with an original boldness of expression,
justified the colonists, in opposing the stamp act.
You have no right,&quot; said he, to tax America, I
position

more;

it

&quot;

is

&quot;

is

;

&quot;

&quot;

Three millions
rejoice that America has resisted.
of our fellow-subjects, so lost to every sense of vir
tue as tamelv to give up their liberties, would be fit
He con
instruments to make slaves of the rest.&quot;
cluded with giving his advice, that the stamp act be
repealed absolutely, totally, and immediately; that
the reasons for the repeal be assigned that it was
:

At the same
the sovereign authority of this
country over the colonies, be asserted in as strong
terms as can be devised, and be made to extend to
every point of legislation whatsoever, that we may
bind their trade confine their manufactures and
exercise every power, except that of taking their
money out of their pockets without their consent.&quot;
The approbation of this illustrious statesman,
whose distinguished abilities had raised Great Brituin to the highest pitch of renown, inspired the
Americans with additional confidence in the recti
tude of their claims of exemption from parliamen
and emboldened them to farther op
tary taxation
position, when, at a future day, as shall be hereafter
related, the project of an American revenue was re
sumed. After much debating, two protests in the
for securing
house of Lords, and passing an act,
the dependence of America on Great Britain,&quot; the
repeal of the stamp act was carried, in March,
17GG.
This event gave great joy in London.
Ships in the river Thames displayed their colours
and houses were illuminated, all over the city. It
was no sooner known in America, than the colonists
rescinded their resolutions, and recommended their
mercantile intercourse with the mother country.
They presented their homespun clothes to the poor
and imported more largely than evet. The churches
resounded with thanksgivings and their public and
By letters, ad
private rejoicings knew no bounds.
dresses, and other means, almost all the colonies
showed unequivocal marks of acknowledgment and
So sudden a calm, after so violent a
gratitude.
storm, is without a parallel in history.
By the ju
dicious sacrifice of one law, the parliament of Great
Britain procured an acquiescence in all that re
founded on an erroneous principle.
time,&quot;

said he.

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

let

;

;

;

:

:

&quot;

;

;

:

;

;

mained.

There were enlightened

patriots, fully

impressed

We

&quot;

I

&quot;

:

&quot;
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cence in a precedent, which might establish the
claim of parliamentary taxation. They were writ
ten wilh great animation and were read with un
common avidity. Their reasoning was so convin
cing, that many of the candid and disinterested citi
zens of Great Britain acknowledged, that the
American opposition to parliamentary taxation was
The enormous sums, which the stamp
justifiable.
act would have collected, had thoroughly alarmed

their constitutional rigtu of
petitioning To threat disclaimed all legislative authority; advised (he
en a new house of assembly with dissolution, in people to
pay the greatest deference to govern
case of their not agreeing to rescind an act of a ment ; and to wait
patiently for a redress of their
former assembly, which was not executory, but grievances, from his
majesty s wisdom and modera
executed, clashed no less with the dictates of com tion. Having stated to the world the causes of
mon sense, than the constitutional rights of Brit their meeting, and an account of their
proceedings,
ish colonists.
The proposition for rescinding was they dissolved themselves, after a short session, aud
a
of
to
seven went home.
negatived, by
majority
ninety-two
teen.
The assembly was immediately dissolved,
Within a day after the convention broke up, the
as had been threatened.
This procedure of the
arrived, and were

;

the colonists for their property.

was now demonstrated by several writers, es
pecially by the Pennsylvania Farmer, that a small
lax, though more specious, was equally dangerous:
as it established a precedent, which eventually an
nihilated American property. The declaratory act.
which at first was the subject of but few comments,
was now dilated upon, as a foundation for every
Bpecies of oppression; and the small duties, lately
imposed, were considered as the beginning of a

new

secretary was considered, by the colonists,
an attempt to suppress all communication of
sentiments between them; and to prevent their uni
ted supplications from reaching the royal ear.
The bad humour, which, from successive irrita
tion, already too much prevailed, was about this
time wrought up to a high pitch of resentment and
violence, on occasion of the seizure of Mr. Han
cock s sloop Liberty, June 10th, 1768, for not ha
ving entered all the wines she had brought from
Madeira. The popularity of her owner, the name
of the sloop, and the general aversion to the board
of commissioners, and parliamentary taxation, con
curred to inflame the minds of the people. They
used every means in their power to interrupt the
officers, in the execution of their business
and
numbers swore that they would be revenged. Mr.
Harrison, the collector, Mr. Hallowetl, the comp
troller, and Mr. Irwine, the inspector of imports
and exports, were so roughly handled, as to bring
their lives into danger.
The windows of some of
their houses were broken
and the boat of the col
lector was dragged through the town, and burned
on the common. Such was the temper and dis
position of many of the inhabitants, that the com
missioners of the customs thought proper to retire
on board the Romney hum of war; and afterwards
to Castle William.
The commissioners, from the first moment of
their institution, had been an
eye-sore to the people
of Boston.
This, though partly owing to their ac
tive zeal in detecting
smugglers, principally arose
from the association which existed in the minds of
the inhabitants, between that board and an Ameri
can revenue.
The declaratory act of 17G6, the re
venue act of 1767, together with the pomp and ex
pense of this board, so disproportionate to the small
income of the present duties, conspired to convince
not only the few who were bene/itted by smuggling.
but the great body of enlightened freemen, that far
ther and greater impositions of parliamentary taxes
were intended. In proportion as this opinion gained
ground, the inhabitants became more disrespectful
to the executive officers of the revenue, and more
disposed, in (he frenzy of patriotism, to commit out
The constant
rages on their persons and property.
bickering that existed between them and the inha
bitants, together with the steady opposition given
by the latter to the discharge of the official duties
of the former, induced the commissioners and
friends of an American revenue, to solicit the
pro
tection of a regular force, to be stationed at Boston.
In compliance with their wishes, his
majesty order
ed two regiments, and some armed vessels, to re
pair thither, for supporting and assisting the officers
of the customs in the execution of their
duty. This
restrained the active exertion of that turbulent
spirit
which, since the passing of the late revenue laws,
had revived but it added to its
pre-existing causes.

It

train of

as

much

greater evils.
Had the colonists admitted the propriety of raising
a parliamentary revenue among them, the erection
of an American board of commissioners, for mana
it, which was about this time instituted at Bos
would have been a convenience, rather than an
but united as they were in sentiments, of the
injury
contrariety of that measure to their natural and con

ging
ton,

;

stitutional rights, they

;

brooked the innovation.

ill

was coeval with the new duties, they consider
as n certain evidence, that the project of an ex
tensive American revenue,
notwithstanding the
repeal of the stamp act, was still in contemplation.
dislike to British taxation naturally produced a

As
ed

it

it

;

A

dislike to a board, which was to be instrumental in
that business ; and occasioned many insults to its

commissioners.
The revenue

of 1767, produced resolves,
and remonstrances, similar to
those, with which the colonists opposed the stamp
act.
It also gave rise to a second association, for
acts,

petitions, addresses,

suspending farther importations of British manu
factures, till those offensive duties should be taken
off.
Uniformity, in these measures, was promoted
by a circular letter from the assembly of Massachu
This
setts, to the speakers of the other assemblies.
stated the petitions and representations, which they
had forwarded against the late duties, and strongly
pointed out the great difficulties, that must arise to
themselves and their constituents, from the ope
ration of acts of parliament, imposing duties on the
unrepresented American colonies and requesting
a reciprocal free communication, on public affairs.
Most of the provincial assemblies, as they had op
portunities of deliberating on the subject, approved
the proceedings of the Massachusetts assembly,
and harmonised with them in the measures, which
They stated their rights, in
they had adopted.
and prayed for a repeal
firm but decent language
of the late acts, which they considered as infringe
ments on their liberties.
It is not unreasonable to suppose, that the mi
;

;

nister,

who planned

these duties, hoped, that they

would be regarded as regulations of trade. He
might also presume, that, as they amounted only
to an inconsiderable sum, they would not give any
alarm.
The circular letter of the Massachusetts
assembly, which laid the foundation for united pe
titions against them, gave therefore great offence.
Lord Ilillsborough, who had lately been appoint
ed secretary of state, for the American department,
wrote

&quot;

turb the public peace,&quot; appeared to the colonists a
very injudicious application of harsh epithets, to

&quot;

The latter regard
strong distrust could umpire.
ed the former as instruments ot power,
wishing
to pay their court to the mother
country, by curb
the
of
American
freedom
and
the for
ing
spirit
mer kept a strict eye on the latter, lest they might
smooth the way to independence, at which thev
were charged with aiming. Lieutenant governor
Hutchinson, of Massachusetts, virtually challeng
ed the assembly to a dispute, on the ground of
the controversy between the two countries.
This
was accepted by the latter; and the subject dis
cussed with all the subtilty of argument which
the ingenuity of cithei party could suggest.
The war of words was not confined to the col
onies.
While the American assemblies passed
resolutions, asserting their exclusive right to tax
their constituents, the
parliament, by resolves,
asserted their unlimited supremacy in and over
the colonies.
While the former, in their public
acts, disclaimed all views of independence, they
;

were successively represented in parliamentary
resolves, royal speeches, and addresses from lords
and commons, as being in a state of disobedience
to law and government; as having proceeded to
measures subversive of the constitution and man
ifesting a disposition to throw off all subordination
to Great Britain.
In February, 1769, both houses of parliament
went one step beyond all that had preceded.
They
concurred in a joint address to his majesty, in
which they expressed their satisfaction in the
measures his majesty had pursued
gave the
strongest assurances, that they would effectually
support him in such farther measures, as might
be found necessary, to maintain the civil
magis
trates in a due execution of the laws, in Massa
chusetts Bay
beseeched him,
to direct the
governor to take the most effectual methods for
procuring the fullest information, touching all
treasons or misprisons of treason committed with
in the government, since the 30th
day of Decem
When it was reported in Boston, that one or more ber, 1767 and to transmit the same,
together
were
ordered
there, a meeting of the in
regiments
with the names of persons, who were most active
habitants was called, and a committee
appointed to in the commision of such offences, to one of the
request the governor to issue precepts for conven secretaries of state,
in
order that his majesty
a
that he could might issue a special commission for
ing general assembly. He replied,
inquiring of,
not comply with this request till he, had received his
hearing, and determining, the said offences, with
majesty s commands for that purpose.&quot; This an in the realm of Great Britain, pursuant to the pro
swer being reported, it was voted, that the select vision of the statute of the
thirty-fifth of King
men of Boston should write to the select-men of
Henry the eighth.&quot; The latter part of this ad
other towns, to propose, that a convention of de- dress, which
proposed the bringing of delinquents
putics from each, be held, to meet at Faneuil Hall, from Massachusetts, to be tried at a tribunal in
in Boston.
Great Britain, for crimes committed in America,
Ninety-six towns, and eight districts, agreed to underwent many severe animadversions.
the proposal made by the inhabitants of Boston, and
It was asserted to be totally inconsistent with
appointed deputies to attend a convention; but the the spirit of the constitution for, in England, a
town of Hatfield refused its concurrence. When man,
charged with a crime, had a right to he tried
ithe deputies met, they conducted with moderation
in the country in which his offence was
supposed
;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

sending a circular letter, to invite the assemblies
of the neighbouring colonies to communicate to
gether, in the pursuit of legal measures to obtain a
a flagitious attempt to dis
redress of grievances,

there was, particularly in Massachusetts, a spe
cies of warfare carried on between the royal aothe
vernors, and
Each
provincial assemblies.
watched the other with all the jealousy, which

;

to

measure was both injudicious and irritating. To
require a public body to rescind a resolution, for
sending a letter, which was already sent, answer
ed, and acted upon, was a bad specimen of the
wisdom of the new minister. To call a vote, for

;

;

the governors of the respective
provinces, urging them to exert their influence, to
prevent the assemblies from taking any notice of
and he called on the Massachusetts assembly,
it
to rescind their proceedings on that subject.
This
letters

expected regiments
peaceably
received.
Hints had been thrown out by some,
that they should not be permitted to come on shore.
Preparations were made, by the captains of the
men of war in the harbour, to fire on ihe town, in
case opposition had been made to their landing
but the crisis for an appeal to arms was not yet ar
rived.
It was hoped by some, that the
folly and
rage of the Bostonians would have led them to this
rash measure, and thereby have afforded an opportunity for giving them some naval and military
correction; but both prudence and policy induced
them to adopt a more temperate line of conduct.
While the contention was kept alive, by the
successive irritations, which have been mentioned,

:

:

:

;

&amp;gt;

NORTH AMERICA.
Justice is regularly
to have been committed.
and impartially administered in cmr couits,&quot; said
and yet, by direction of parlia
the colonists
ment, offenders are to be taken by force, together
with all such persons as may be pointed out as
witnesses, and carried to England, there to be
tried in a distant land, by a jury of strangers, and
which result from
subject to all the disadvantages
want of friends, want of witnesses, and want of
&quot;

;

,

grined.

of burgesses of Virginia met, soon
accounts of the joint address of lords

The house
after official

The

colonists

men, both in
these untoward

349
associated with it, naturally present them
In the course ot inquiries on the subject
)f parliamentary taxation, the restriction on the
racle of the colonists, and the necessity that was
mposed on them, to purchase British and other
nanufactures, loaded with their full proportion of
11
taxes, paiil by those who made or sold them,

others,
selves.

events, and beheld with concern an
those, who were
&amp;gt;ound
by interest and affection, to be friends to
;ach other.

ncreasing

ill

humour between

In consequence of the

a renewal of the distresses, which folowed the adoption of similar resolutions, in the
The repeal of these duties was therevear 1765.
&amp;gt;erienced

While American

ecame more generally known.

American non-importa-

founded in opposition to the duties
17G7, the manufacturers of Great Britain ex-

ion agreement,
)f

money.&quot;

American revenue, were cha
were irritated.
Good
England and America, deplored

other friends to an

&quot;

vriters

were vindicating their country from the

harge of contributing nothing to the common exof the empire, they were led to set off to
heir credit, the disadvantage of their being conined exclusively to purchase manufactures in
ritain,
They instituted calculations, by which
hey demonstrated, that the monopoly of their
rade drew from them greater sums, for the supof government, than were usually paid by an
equal number of their fellow-citizens of Great
in; and that taxation, superadded to such a
nonopiily, would leave them in a state of perfect
The investigation of
mcompcnsated slavery.
hese subjects brought matters into view, which
he friends of union ought to have kept out of
These circumstances, together with the
iil ht.
lenses

and commons, on this subject, reached America,
their exclusive* ore solicited by the same iniluence, which had
passed resolutions, asserting
The rulers
irocured the repeal of the stamp act.
their right to pe
right to tax their constituents
if Great Britain acted without decision.
Instead
tition their sovereign for redress of grievances
the lawfulness of procuring the concurrence of of persevering in their own system of coercion,
r, indeed, in any one uniform system, they struck
the other colonies, in praying for the royal inter
of Amer Tut a middle, line, embarrassed with the conseposition, in favour of the violated rights
that all trials for treason, or for any crime piences, both of severity and of lenity, and with,
ica
Soon after
whatsoever, committed in that colony, ought to jut the complete benefits of either.
be before his majesty s courts, within the said he spirited address to his majesty, last mentioned,
and that the seizing any person, residing tad passed both houses of parliament, assurances
colony
ere given for repealing all the duties, imposed
in the said colony, suspected of any crime what
n 1767, excepting that of three pence per pound
xtensive population of the eastern states, and
soever, committed therein, and sending such per
heir adventurous spirit of commerce, suggested
son to places beyond the sea to be tried, was highly on tea.
some bold spirits, that not only British taxation,
Anxious on the one hand to establish parlia
derogatory to the right of British subjects.&quot; The
and on the other al raid
British navigation laws, were unfriendly to the
next day, lord Boletourt, the governor of Virginia, mentary supremacy,
sent for the house of burgesses, and addressed o stem the torrent of opposition, they conceded nterests of America.
Speculations of this mag
tin in as Callows: &quot;Mr. Speaker, and gentlemen enough to weaken the former, and yet not enough nitude suited well with the extensive views of
Had Great Britain gene some capital merchants but never would have
of the houf&amp;gt; of burgesses, I have heard of your o satisfy the latter.
You have rously repealed the whole, and for ever relin roused the bulk of the people, had not new matter
resolves, and augur ill of their effects.
the dispute between the two countries to
dissolve you; and you are quished all claim to the right or even the exer
if
,iie it mv duty to
&amp;gt;rought
cise of the right of taxation, the union of the
dissolved accordingly.&quot;
point, in which every individual was interested.
On reviewing the conduct of the British minisThe assembly of North Carolina adopted reso- two countries might have lasted for ages. Had
ry, respecting the colonies, much weakness, as
huions, similar to those of Virginia, for which she seriously determined to compel the submis
a succession of years,
Tryon, their governor, dissolved them. The sion of the colonies, nothing could have been more well as folly, appears. For
me inhers of the house of burgesses in Virginia, unfriendly to this design, than her repeated con here was a steady pursuit of American revenue ;
and of the assembly of North Carolina, after their cessions to their reiterated associations. The de
great inconsistency in the projects for obtainIn one moment, the parliament was for
dissolution, met as private gentlemen, chose their claratory act, and the reservation of the duty on ng it.
the next, for repealing them.
late speakers, moderators, and adopted resolutions tea, left the cause of contention between the two enforcing their laws
The non-impor countries in full force but the former was only Doing and undoing, menacing and submitting,
against importing British goods.
claim on paper, and the latter might be evaded, straining and relaxing, followed each other, in altation agreement was, in this manner, forwarded
to purchase any tea, on which the
ernate succession.
The object of administration,
by the very measures intended to curb the spirit by refuseing
The colonists, though twice relinquished, as to any present ef
cf American freedom, from which it sprung.
parliamentary tax was imposed.
but without any
Meetings of the associations were regularly held, therefore, conceiving that their commerce might ficacy, was invariably pursued
Committees were ap he renewed, without establishing any precedent, unity of system.
in the various provinces.
On the 9th of May, 1709, the king, in his speech
pointed to examine all vessels arriving from Bri injurious to their liberties, relaxed in their asso
tain.
Censures were freely passed on such as ciations, in every particular, except tea, and im to parliament, highly applauded their hearty con
refused to concur in these associations, and their mediately recommenced the importation of all currence, in maintaining the execution of the laws,
names published in newspapers, as enemies to other articles of merchandise. A political calm in every part of his dominions. Five days after this
more took place. The parent state might peech, lord Hillsborough, secretary of state for the
t!:cir country.
The regular acts of the provin
cial assemblies were not so much respected and now have closed the dispute for ever, and honour
colonies, wrote to lord Botetourt, governor of Vir
I can take upon me to assure you, not
ably receded, without a formal relinquishment of ginia
obeyed, as the decrees of these committees.
Neither the reservation of the dutj withstanding informations lo the contrary, from
In Boston, lieutenant-governor Hutchinson en her claims.
deavoured to promote a counter association but on tea, by the British parliament, nor the excep men, with factious and seditious views, that his
without effect. The friends of importation ob tions made by the colonists, of importing no tea majesty s present administration have at no time
made provision for the on which a duty was imposed, would, if they hac entertained a design to propose to parliament, to
jected, that, till parliament
punishment of the confederacies against importa been left to their own operation, have disturbed lay any farther taxes upon America, for the pur
tion, a counter association would answer no other the returning harmony of the two countries.
pose of raising a revenue; and that it is, at pre
their wounds might have sent, their intention to propose, the next session
purpose, than to expose the associators to popular Without fresh irritation,
of parliament, to take off the duties upon glass,
healed, and not a scar been left behind.
rage.
The Bostonians, about this time, went one step
Unfortunately for the friends of union, so paltr\ paper, and colonrs, upon consideration of such du
farther.
They re-shipped goods to Great Britain, a sum as three pence per pound on so insignifican ties having been laid contrary to the true princi
This was an article as tea, in consequence of a combinatior ples of commerce.&quot; The governor was also in
instead of storing them as formerly.
resolved upon, in a town meeting, on the informa between the British ministry and East India com formed, that &quot;his majesty relied upon his prudence
tion of an inhabitant, who communicated a letter pany, revived the dispute to the rending of the and fidelity, to make such an explanation of his
he had lately received from a member of parlia empire.
majesty s measures, as would tend to remove pre
These two abortive attempts, to raise a parlia judices, and to re-establish mutual confidence and
that shipping back
ment, in which it was said,
ten thousand pounds worth of goods would do mentary revenue in America, caused a fermenta affection, between the mother country and the co
more, than storing a hundred thousand.&quot; This tion in the minds of the colonists, and gave birth to lonies.&quot; In the exact spirit of his instructions,
turned the scale, and procured a majority of votes many inquiries respecting their natural rights lord Botetourt addressed the Virginia assembly as
It may possibly be objected, that, as
Not only in this, but in many Reflections and reasonings on this subject pro follows
for re-shipping.
other instances, the violence of the colonists were duced a high sense of liberty, and a general con his majesty s present administration are not im
A num viction, that there could be no security for their mortal, their successors may be inclined to at
fostered by individuals in Great Britain.
ber of these were in principle with the Ameri property, if they were to be taxed at the discre tempt to undo, what the present ministers shall
and to that objection
cans, in denying the right of parliament, to tax tion of a British parliament in which they were have attempted to perform
them but others were more influenced by a spir- unrepresented, and over which they had no con jl can give but this answer: that it is my firm
A determination not only to oppose this opinion, that the plan, I have stated to you, will
il
of opposition to the ministerial majority, than trol.
by a regard to the constitutional liberties of either new claim of taxation, but to keep a strict watch, certainly take place, and that it will never be delest it might be established in some disguised form, parted from; and so determined am I for ever to
country.
abide by it, that I will be content to be declared
The non-importation agreement had now lastec took possession of their minds.
It commonly
sr.me time, and by degrees had become general
happens, in the discussion of infamous, if I do not to the last hour of my life,
Several of the colonial assemblies had been dis doubtful claims between states, that the ground at all times, in all places, and upon all occasions,
When exert every power, with which I either am, or
solved, or prorogued, for asserting the rights of of the original dispute insensibly changes.
their
The royal governors, and the mind is employed in investigating one subject, ever shall be, legally invested, in order to obtain
constituents.
&quot;
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favourable verdict.
The result of the trial reflect
ed great honour on John Adams and JosiahQuincy,
the counsel for the prisoners
and, also, on the in
tegrity of the jury, who ventured to give an up
right verdict, in defiance of popular opinions.
deceit.&quot;
The events of that tragical night sunk deep in
part with his crown, than preserve it by
These assuiances were received with transports the minds of the people, and were made subser
of joy, by the Virginians.
They viewed them as vient to important purposes. The anniversary of
pledging his majesty lor security, that the late de it was observed with great solemnity. Eloquent
sign for raising a revenue in America was aban orators were successively employed, to deliver an
doned, and never more to be resumed. The as annual oration, to preserve the remembrance of it
sembly of Virginia, in answer to lord Botetourt, fresh in their minds. On these occasions the bles
are sure our sings of
of slavery, the dangers
expressed themselves thus :
liberty, the horrors
most gracious sovereign, under whatever changes of a standing army, the rights of the colonies, and
may happen in his confidential servants, will re a variety of such topics, were presented to the pub
main immutable in the ways of truth and justice, lic view, under their most pleasing and alarming
and that he is incapable ol deceiving his faithful forms. These annual orations administered fuel
subjects ; and we esteem your lordship s informa to the fire of liberty, and kept it burning with an
tion not only as warranted, but even sanctified by incessant flame.
the royal word.&quot;
The obstacles to returning harmony, which have
How far these solemn engagements with the already been mentioned, were increased, by mak
Americans, were observed, subsequent events will ing the governor and judges, in Massachusetts, in
In a perfect reliance on them, dependent of the province.
demonstrate.
Formerly they had
most of the colonies returned to their ancient ha been paid by yearly grants from the assembly ; but
bits of good humour, and flattered themselves that about this time provision was made for paying their
%o future parliament would undertake to give or salaries by the crown. This was resented as a
grant away their property.
dangerous innovation ; as an infraction of their
From the royal and ministerial assurances given charter ; and as destroying that balance of power,
in favour of America, in the year 1769, and tin- essential to free
governments. That the crown
subsequent repeal in 1770, of five-sixths of the should pay the salary of the chief justice, was re
duties which had been imposed in 1767
together presented by the assembly as a species of bribery,
with the consequent renewal of the mercantile in tending to bias his judicial determinations.
They
tercourse between Great Britain and her colonies, made it the foundation for impeaching Mr. Justice
the
contention
between
the
two
that
he
but
before
the governor;
Oliver,
exccpted to
many hoped,
In all the provinces, their proceedings as unconstitutional.
countries was finally closed.
The as

and maiutaiu for the continent of America, that
satisfaction, which I have been authorised to pro
mise this day, by the confidential servants of our
gracious sovereign, who, to my certain knowledge,
rales his honour so high, that he would rather

&quot;

;

We

;

excepting Massachusetts, appearances seemed to
favour that opinion. Many incidents operated
there to the prejudice of that harmony, which had
begun, elsewhere to return. Stationing a mili
tary force among them was a fruitful source of
The royal army had been brought
uneasiness.
thither with the avowed design of enforcing sub
mission to the mother country.
Speeches from
the throne, and addresses from both houses of par
liament, had taught them to look upon the inhabi
tants as a factious, turbulent people, who aimed at
throwing oft all subordination to Great Britain.
They, on the other hand were accustomed to look
upon the soldiery as instruments of tyranny, sent
on purpose to dragoon them out of their liberties.
Reciprocal insults soured the tempers, and mu
tual injuries embittered the passions of the opposite
Some fiery spirits, who thought it an in
parties.

dignity to have troops quartered among them, were
constantly exciting the townspeople to quarrel with
the soldiers.
On the second of March, 1770, a fray took place
near Mr. Gray s ropewalk, between a private sol
dier of the twenty-ninth regiment, and an inhabi
tant.
The former was supported by his comrades,
the latter by the rope-makers, till several on both
sides were involved in the consequences.
On the
The
5lh, a more dreadful scene was presented.
soldiers,

when under

sulted and pelted by a

arms, were

pressed upon,

in

mob, armed with

clubs, sticks,
and snow-balls covering stones. They were also
dared to fire.
In this situation, one of the soldiers

who had

received a blow, in resentment fired at the
supposed aggressor. This was followed by a single
Three of the inhabi
discharge from six others.
tants were killed, and five were dangerously wound
ed.
The town was immediately in commotion.
Such were the temper, force, and number of the
inhabitants, that nothing but an

move

engagement

to re

the troops out of the town, together with the
advice of moderate men, prevented the townsmen
from falling on the soldiers. Preston, Ihe captain
who commanded, and the party, who fired on the
inhabitants, were committed to jail, and afterwards
tried.
The captain and six of the men were ac
Two were were brought in guilty of man
quitted.
It appeared on the trial, that the sol
slaughter.

respectability, and high literary character of the
subject of Mr. Wedderburne s philippic, turned the
attention of the public to the transaction.
The
insult offered to one of the public agents, and es
pecially to one who was both the pride and orna
ment of his native country, sunk deep in the minds
of the Americans.
That a faithful servant, whom
they loved, should be insulted for discharging his
official duty, rankled in their hearts.
Dr. Frank-i
lin was immediately dismissed from the office of
deputy postmaster general, which he held under
the crown.
It was not only by his transmission
of these letters, that he had given offence to the
British ministry, but by his popular writings in fa
vour of America. Two of his pieces, in particular, had lately attracted a large share of public at
tention, and had an extensive influence on both
sides of the Atlantic.
The one purported to be
an edict from the king of Prussia, for taxing the
inhabitants of Great Britain, as descendants of
emigrants from his dominions. The other was
.Rules for reducing a great empire to a
entitled,
small one.&quot;
In both of which he had exposed the
claims of the mother country, and the proceedings
of the British ministiy, with the severity of poig
nant satire.
For ten years there had now been little inter
mission in the disputes between Great Britain and
her colonies. Their respective claims had never
&quot;

;

About five
following circumstances.
when, as minister plenipotentiary of
of
a
alliance
on their
the United Slates, lie signed
treaty
with Ihe king of France, he intentionally w ore
l&amp;gt;ehalf,
tho same coal he had on when he was insulted by
derburnc. See Dr. Priestly s Life. Vol. II. page 464.
visible

&quot;

&quot;*

sage, that, being the agent of Massachusetts,
it his
duty to inform his constituents
of letters, written on public affairs, calculated to
overturn their chartered constitution.
The age,

he conceived

been compromised on middle ground. The calm
which followed the repeal of the stamp act, was
sembly, nevertheless, gained two points. They in a few months disturbed by the revenue act of
The tranquillity which followed
rendered the governor more odious to the inhabi the year 1767.
the repeal of five-sixths of that act, in the
tants, and increased the public respect for them
year
The re
selves, as the counter part of the British house of 1770, was nothing more than a truce.
commons, and as guardians of the rights of tin- servation of the duty on tea, as an avowed evi
dence of the claims of Great Britain to tax her co
people.
A personal animosity between governor Hutch- lonies, kept alive the jealousy of the colonists
inson and some distinguished patriots in Massa while, at the same time, the stationing of an army
chusetts, contributed to perpetuate a flame of dis in Massachusetts, the continuance of a board of
content in that province, after it had elsewhere commissioners in Boston, the constituting the go
This was worked up, in the year vernors and judges of that province independent
visibly abated.
1773, to a high pitch, by a singular combination of of the people, were constant sources of irritation.
circumstances.
Some letters had been written, in The altercations which, at this period, were com
the course of the dispute, by governor Hutchin- mon between the royal governors and the provin
son, lieutenant governor Oliver, and other royal cial assemblies, together with numerous vindica
servants in Boslon, to persons in power in Eng tions of the claims of America, made the subject
The ground of the con
land, which contained a very unfavourable repre familiar to the colonists.
The
sentation of the state of public affairs, and tended troversy was canvassed in every company.
to show the necessity of coercive measures, and more the Americans read, reasoned, and conversed
of changing the chartered system of government, on the subject, the more they were convinced of
These their right to the exclusive disposal of their pro
to secure the obedience of the province.
This was followed by a determination to
letters fell into the hands of Dr. Franklin, agent perty.
of the province, who transmitted them to Boston. resist rfil encroachments on that palladium of li
The indignation and animosity which were excited berty. They were as strongly convinced of their
on the receipt of them, had no bounds. The house right, to refuse and resist parliamentary taxation,
of assembly ;igreed on a petition and remonstrance as the ruling powers of Great Britain of their right
to demand and enforce their submission to it.
to his majesty, in which they charged their gov
The claims of the two countries beinsj thus ir
ernor, and lieutenant governor, with being betray
ers of the people they governed, and of giving reconcilably opposed to each other, the partial
They al calm, which followed the concession of parliament,
private, partial, and false information.
so declared them enemies to the colonies, and in 1770, was liable to disturbance, from everv in
cident.
Under such circumstances, nothing less
prayed fur justice against them, and for their
speedy removal from iheir places. These charges than the most guarded conduct, on both sides, could
were carried through by a majority of eighty-two prevent a renewal of the controversy. Instead of
to twelve.
following these prudential measures, which would
The petilion and remonstrance being transmit have kept the ground of the dispute out of sight, an
ted to England, their merits were discussed before impolitic scheme was concerted, between the Brit
his majesty s privy council.
After a hearing be ish ministry and the East India company, that
fore that board, in which Dr. Franklin represent placed the claims of Great Britain and her colonies
ed the province of Massachusetts, the governor in hostile array against each other.
In the year 1773, commenced a new era of the
and lieutenant governor were acquitted. Mr.
Wedderburne, who defended the accused royal
their grievances; and as it could not be in the power
servants, in the course of his pleadings, inveighed of
the mother country to oppress (item long.&quot;
With
against Dr. Franklin, in (lie severest language, as that command of countenance, which is peculiar to
two
the fomenter of the disputes between the
great minds, lie bore Wedderhurne s ahuse without any
countries.*
It was no protection to this venera- visible emotion; but thai he felt, and remembered it, it

* This
charge ia now known to he false. Dr. Frnnkdiers were abused, insulted, threatened, and pelt
in his power to prevent a rup
lin took every method
It was also proved, that
ed, before they fired.
ture between
Great Britain ami America. His advice
to bt-ar every thine for t!ie
only seven guns were fired by the eight prisoners. to his countrymen was,
circumstances induced the jury to give a present; as they were sure, in time, to outgrow all.
Tin
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picious of the designs of Great Britain to bo impo pany, while it remains subject to the payment of a
sed upon.
duty here, is an enemy to his country.
S. That a committee
The cry of endangered liberty once more excited
immediately chosen,
The to wait on those gentlemen, who, it is reported, ara
an alarm, from New Hampshire to Georgia.
first opposition to the execution of the scheme, appointed by the East India company, to receive
adopted by the East India company, began with the and sell said tea, and request them, from a regard
American merchants. They saw a profitable branch to their own character, and the peace and good or
of their trade likely to be lost, and the benefits of it der of the city and province, immediately to resign
to be transferred to the people in Great Britain. their appointment.&quot;
As the time approached, when the arrival of the
felt for the wound, that would be inflicted on
ing them a total repeal would be a virtual acquies They
cence in their claims; and that, in order to preserve their country s claim of exemption from parliamen tea ships might be soon expected, such measures
the rights of the mother country, it was necessary tary taxation; but they felt, with equal sensibility, were adopted, as seemed most likely to prevent
The tea consignees,
to retain the preamble, and at least one of the taxed for the losses they would sustain, by the diversion the landing of their cargoes.
It was rejoined, that a partial repeal of the streams of commerce, into unusual chan
articles.&quot;
appointed by the East India company, were, in
would be a source of endless discontent ; and that nels. Though the opposition originated in the several places, compelled to relinquish their ap
the tax on it would not defray the expenses of col selfishness of the merchants, it did not end there. pointments; and no others could be found, hardy
The motion in favour of a total repeal The great body of the people, from principles of enough, to act in their stead. The pilots, in the
lecting it.
was rejected by a great majority. As the parliament the purest patriotism, were brought over to second river Delaware, were warned not to conduct any
tea ships into their harbour.
In New
hought fit to retain the tax on tea, for an evidence their wishes. They considered the whole scheme of the
of their right of taxation, the Americans in like man as calculated to seduce them into an acquiescence York, popular vengeance was denounced against
all who would contribute, in any measure, to for
ner, to be consistent with themselves in denying that with the views of parliament, for raising an Ameri
can revenue. Much pains were taken to enlighten ward the views of the East India company. The
right, discontinued the importation of that commo
While there was no attempt to introduce tea the colonists on this subject, and to convince them captains of the New York and Philadelphia ships,
dity.
into the colonies, against this declared sense of the of the imminent ha/.ard to which their liberties were being apprized of the resolution of the people, and
fearing the conseqence of landing a commodity,
inhabitants, these opposing claims were in no dan
exposed.
The provincial patriots insisted largely on the charged with an odious duty, in violation of their
In that case, the mother country
ger of collision.
might have solaced herself, with her ideal rights, persevering determination of the parent state, to declared public sentiments, concluded to return di
and the colonies, with their favourite opinion of a establish her claim of taxation, by compelling the rectly to Great Britain, without making any entry
at the custom house.
total exemption from parliamentary taxes, without sale of tea in the colonies, against the solemn re
It was otherwise in Massachusetts.
The tea
This mode of com solutions and declared sense of the inhabitants;
disturbing the public peace.
promising the dispute, which seemed at first design and that, at a time, when the commercial inter ships, designed for the supply of Boston; were
ed as a salvo for the honour and consistency of both course of the two countries was renewed, and consigned to the sons, cousins, and particular
The pro friends of governor Hutchinson. When they were
parties, was, by the interference of the East India their ancient harmony fast returning.
that it was
company, in combination with the British ministry, posed venders of the tea were represented as re called upon to resign, they answered
venue officers, employed in the collection of an out of their power.&quot; The collector refused to
completely overset.
The expected revenue from tea failed, in conse unconstitutional tax, imposed by Great Britain. give a clearance, unless the vessels were dis
quence of the American association to import none The colonists contended, that, as the duty and the charged of dutiable articles. The governor re
on which a duty was charged. This proceeded as price of the commodity were inseparably blended, fused to give a pass for the vessels, unless pro
much from the spirit of gain, as of patriotism. The if the tea were sold, every purchaser would pay perly qualified for the custom house. The go
merchants found means of supplying their country a tax imposed by (he British parliament, as part vernor likewise, requested admiral Montague to
men with tea, smuggled from countries to which of the purchase money. To obviate this evil, and guard the passages out of the harbour and gave
the power of Britain did not extend.
They doubt to prevent the liberties of a great country from jrders to suffer no vessels, coasters excepted, to
less conceived themselves to be supporting the rights being sacrificed by inconsiderate purchasers, sun
pass the fortress from the town, without a pass
From a combination of these
of their country, by refusing to purchase tea from dry town meetings were held in the capitals of igned by himself.
Britain; but they also reflected, that if they could the different provinces, and combinations were form circumstances, the return of the tea vessels, from
The inhabitants,
bring the same commodity to market free of duty, ed to obstruct the sales of the tea, sent by the East Boston, was rendered impossible.
India company.
their profits would be proportionally greater.
then, had no option, but to prevent the landing of
The love of gain was not peculiar to the Ameri
The resolutions adopted, by the inhabitants of the tea; to suffer it to be landed, and depend on
can merchants. From the diminished exportation Philadelphia, on the 18th of October, 1773, afford the unanimity of the people not to purchase it; to
to the colonies, the warehouses of the British East a good specimen of the whole.
These were as destroy the tea or to suffer a deep laid scheme
India company had in them seventeen millions of follow :
The
against their sacred liberties to take effect.
1. That the disposal of their own property is first would have required incessant watching, bj
pounds of tea, for which a market could not be pro
cured.
The ministry and East India company, un the inherent right of freemen ; that there can be no night, as well as by day, for a period of time, the
The
willing to lose, the one, the expected revenue from property in that which another can, of right, take luration of which no one could compute.
the sale of the tea in America, the other, the usual from us without our consent; that the claim of par =econd would have been visionary to childishness,
commercial profits, agreed on a measure by which liament to tax America, is, in other words, a claim by suspending the liberties of a growing coun
of right to levy contributions on us at pleasure.
try, on the self-denial and discretion of every teathey supposed both would be secured.
2. That the duty, imposed by parliament upon drinker in the province.
The East India company was, by law, authori
They viewed the tea as
zed to export their tea free of duties, to all places tea landed in America, is a tax on the Americans, the vehicle of an unconstitutional tax, and as inse
whatsoever. By this regulation, tea, though load or levying contributions on them, without thoir parably associated with it.
To avoid the one, they
ed with an exceptionable duty, would come cheap consent.
resolved to destroy the other. About seventeen
3. That the express purpose, for which the persons, dressed as Indians, repaired to the tea
er to the colonies, than before it had been made a
source of revenue : for the duty taken off it, when tax is levied on the Americans, namely, for the ships, broke open three hundred and forty-two chests
exported from Great Britain, was greater than that support of government, administration of justice, of tea, and, without doing any othei damage, disand defence of his majesty s dominions in Ame charged their contents into the water.
to be paid on its importation into the colonies. Con
fident of success, in finding a market for their tea, rica, has a direct tendency to render assemblies
Thus, by the inflexibility of the governor, the
fhus reduced in its price, and also of collecting a useless, and to introduce arbitary goverment and issue of this business was different, at Boston, from
dutv on its importation and sale in the colonies, the slavery.
what it was elsewhere. The whole cargoes of tea
4. That a virtuous and
East India company freighted several ships with
ere returned from New York and Philadelphia.
steady opposition, to
teas, for the different colonies, and appointed agents this ministerial plan of governing America, is ab
That which was sent to Charleston was landed and
for its disposal.
This measure united several in solutely necessary to preserve even the. shadow of stored; but not offered for sale. Mr. Hutchinson
terests in opposition to its execution.
The pa liberty and is a duty which every freeman in bad repeatedly urged government to be firm and
triotism of the Americans was corroborated by se
America owes to his country, to himself, and to persevering. He could not, therefore, consistent
veral auxiliary aids, no ways connected with the his posterity.
.vith his honour, depart from a line of conduct, he
cause of liberty.
5. That the resolution,
lately entered into by liad so often and so strongly recommended to his
The merchants in England were alarmed at the the East India company, to send out their tea to uperiors. He also believed, that the inhabitants
losses, that must accrue to themselves, from the America, subject to the payment of duties on its would not dare to perfect their engagements; and
exportations of ihe East India company, and from being landed here, is an open attempt to enforce flattered himself, that they would desist, when the
the sales going through the hands of consignees. this ministerial plan, and a violent attack upon the critical moment arrived.
Letters were written to colonial patriots, urging liberties of America.
Admitting the rectitude of the American claims
their opposition to the project.
G. That it is the duty of every American to op
of exemption, from parliamentary taxation, the de
The smugglers, who were both numerous and pose this attempt.
struction of the tea, by the Bostonians, was war
7. That whoever shall, directly or indirectly, ranted by the great law of self-preservation
for it
powerful, could not relish a scheme which, by un
derselling them, and taking a profitable branch of countenance this attempt, or, in any wise, aid or was not possible for them, by any other means, to
business out of their hands, threatened a diminu abet in unloading, receiving, or vending the tea discharge the duty they owed to their
country.
tion of their gains.
The colonists were too sus- sent, or to be sent out by the East India comThe event of this business was very different

To

understand this in its
when
origin, it is necessary to recur to the period,
the solitary duty on tea was exempted, from the
When
of 1767.
partial repeal of the revenue act
the duties which had been laid on glass, paper, and
a respectable mi
painters colours, were taken off,
nority in parliament contended, that the duty on tea
should also be removed. To this it was replied
that, as the Americans denied the legality of tax

American controversy.
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duty m.posed. thereon, was overlooked,

colonists acted with so much union and
of Great Britain
system, that and the public
solely fixed
there was not a single chest, of any of the cargoes on the obstruction
given to commerce, by the tursent out
the Kast India company, sold Cor their buJent colonists
i he spirit ra.sed
against the
benefit.
Amencans became as high and as strong, as their
most mvetcrate enem.es desired.
I his was
not;
confined to the common people but took
posses
sion of legislators, whose unclouded minds
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INTELUGEXCK
stated

in

the

of the events, which have been
chapter, was, on the 7th of

last

March, 1774, communicated, in a message from
the throne, to both houses of parliament.
In this
communication, the conduct of the colonists was
represented, as not only obstructing the commerce
of Great Britain, but as subversive of its constitu
tion.

number

The message was accompanied

with

a

of papers, containing copies and extracts
of letters, from the several royal governors and
others
from which it appeared, that the opposi
tion to the sale of tea was not peculiar to Massa
chusetts
but common to all the colonies. These
papers were accompanied with declarations, that
nothing short of parliamentary influence could re
establish order,
among the turbulent colonists;
and that, therefore, decisive measures should be
If the
right of levying
immediately adopted.
taxes on the Americans were vested in the parent
these
inferences were well-founded; but if
state,
it were not, their conduct, in
resisting an invasion
of their rights, was justified, not only
by many
examples in the history of Britain, but by the spirit
of the constitution of that
country, which they were
;

;

opposing.

By the destruction of the tea, the people of Bos
ton had incurred the sanction of penal laws. Those
Great Britain, who wished for an
opportunity
to take vengeance on that town,
commonly suppo
sed by them to be the mother of sedition and rebel
lion, rejoiced, that her inhabitants had laid them
in

selves
It

open to castigation.
was well known, thai the throwing of the tea

the river did not originate with the persons,
the immediate instruments of that act
of violence and that the whole had be.en con
hi to

who were

;

meeting, and was, in a quali
The universal
sense, the act of the town.
indignation, which was excited in Great Britain,
against the people of Boston, pointed out to the
ministry the suitableness of the present moment for
humbling them. Though the ostensible ground
certed,

at

a public

fied

of complaint was nothing more than a trespass on
private property, committed by private persons;
yet it was well known to be a part of a long digest
ed plan of resistance to parliamentary taxation.
Every measure, that might be pursued on the oc
casion, seemed to be big with the fate of the em
To proceed in the usual forms of law, ap
pire.
peared to the rulers, in Great Britain, to be a
It was urged
departure from their dignity.
by the
ministry, that parliament, and parliament only,
was capable of re-establishing tranquility among
these turbulent people, and of bringing order out
of confusion.
To stifle all opposition from the
merchants, the public papers were filled with
writings, which stated the impossibility of carrying

on a future trade to America, if this flagrant outrage
on commerce should go unpunished.
It was in vain urged, by the minority, that no
good could arise from coercion, unless the minds
of the Americans were made easy on the subject
of taxation.
Equally vain was a motion for a retro
spect into the conduct of the ministry, which had
provoked their resistance.
The parliament confined themselves solely to
the late misbehaviour of the Americans, without any
inquiry into its provoking causes.
The violence of the Bostonians, in destroying
an article of commerce, was largely insisted upon,
without any indulgence for the jealous spirit of
in
the descendants of Englishmen.
liberty,
The connexion between the tea, and the uncon-

Both parties viewed the case on a much
larger
scale than that of
The
municipal law.
peo,,le*oi

Boston alledged,

in vindication of their
conduct,
that the tea wn., a
weapon aimed at their liberties ; and that the same
principles of self-preservation, which justify the breaking of the assassin s

sword, uplifted for destruction, equally authorized

ought the destruction of that

tea, which was the vehicle
be exalted above the mists of
prejudice or par of an unconstitutional tax, subversive of their
Such, when they consult on public affairs, liberties.
The parliament of Great Britain con
be free from the impulses of passion for sidered the
act of the people of Boston, in de
it
rarely happens, that resolutions, adopted in anger,
stroying the tea, as an open defiance of that coun
arc founded in wisdom.
The parliament of Great try.
The demerit of the action, as an offence^
Britain, transported with indignation against the
against property, was lost in the supposed supepeople of Boston, in a fit of rage resolved to take rior demerit of treasonable
intention, to emanci
legislative vengeance on that devoted town.
pate themselves from a state of colonial depen
the
forms
of
her
own
Disregarding
constitution, dence.
The Americans conceived the case to be
by which none are lo be condemned unheard, or
intimately connected with their liberties; the in
punished without a trial, a bill was finally passed, habitants of Great
Britain, with their supremacy.
by which the port of Boston was virtually blocked The former considered it as a
duty they owed
for
it
was
up
legally precluded from the privilege their country, to make a common cause with the
if
and
or
of lading and ship
landing
discharging,
people of Boston; the latter thought themselves
ping of goods, wares, and merchandise.
The under equal obligations, to support the
privileges
who
minister,
proposed this measure, stated, in of parliament.
support of it, that the opposition, to the authority
On the third reading of the Boston port bill, a
ol parliament, had
always originated in that colo petition was presented by the lord ma\or, in the
ny, and had always been instigated by the sedi
name of several natives and inhabitants of .North
tious proceedings of the town of
Boston; that it America, then residing in London.
It was drawn
was, therefore necessary to make an
example of with gre.it force of language, and stated that,
:hat town,
which, by an unparalleled outrage,
the proceedings of parliament against Boston
liad violated the freedom of commerce
and thai were
repugnant to every principle of law and jus
Great Britain would be
wanting in the protection tice, and established a precedent,
by which no
she owed to her peaceable
if
she
did
not
subjects,
man in America could enjoy a moment s securi
punish such an insult, in an exemplary manner
The friends of parliamentary supremacy
He, therefore, proposed, that the town of Boston had
long regretted the democratic constitutions
should be, obliged to pay for the tea, which had
of the provinces, as adverse to their schemes.
been destroyed. He was farther of
opinion, that They saw, with concern, the steady opposition
making a pecuniary satisfaction, for the injury that was
given to their measures, by the Ameri
committed, would not alone be sufficient but that, can
These constitutions were plan
legislatures.
in addition thereto,
must
be given in fu ned, when Great Britain neither
security
feared nor care
ture, that trade might be safely carried on;
pro- for her colonies.
Not suspecting that she was lay
laws
and duties paid.
perty protected
obeyed
ing the foundation of future states, she granted char
He urged, therefore, that it would be proper
to ters that
gave to the people so much of the powers
take away from Boston, the
privileges of a port, of government, as enabled them to make, not
only
until his
majesty should be satisfied, in these partic a formidable, but a
regular, constitutional opposi
ulars, and publicly declare in council, on a
tion
to
the
proper
country from which they sprung.
certificate of the good behaviour of the
town, that
Long had her rulers wished for an opportunity
he was so satisfied. Until this should
lie
to
happen,
revoke these charters, and to new-model these
proposed that the custom-house officers should be
The present moment seemed
removed to Salem. The minister hoped, that this governments.*
favourable to this design.
The temper of the
act would execute itself; or, at
that
a
fi
most,
nation was high
and the resentment against the
frigates would secure
its
execution.
He also province of Massachusetts general and violent.
hoped, that the prospect of advantage to the town The late
outrages in Boston lurnisl.c;! a pretence
of Salem, from its
being made the seat of the for the attempt. An act of the Britisli
pariiarticu:
custom-house, and from the occlusion of the port
speedily followed to the one for shutting up the port
of Boston, would detach the inhabitants from
the of .Boston, entitled. An act for better
regulating
interest of the latter, and
dispose them to support the government of Massachusetts.
The object of
a measure, from which
they had so much to expect. this was to alter the charter of the
province, in the
It was also
presumed, that the other colonies
following particulars.
would leave Boston to suffer the
punishment due
The council, or second branch of the legisla
to her demerits.
The abettors of parliamentary
ture, heretofore elected by the general court, was
supremacy flattered themselves, that this decided to be, from the first of
August, 1774, appointed by
conduct of Great Britain would, for ever
extinguish the crown.
The royal governor was also, by the
all opposition of the
refractoty colonists to the same act, invested with the
power of appointing
claims of the mother
country; and the apparent and removing all
judges of the inferior courts of
equity of obliging a delinquent town to make re common
pleas, commissioners of oyer and tenniparation, for an injury occasioned by the factious
ner, the attorney general, provost marshal, justi
spirit of its inhabitants, silenced many of the friends
The town meetings, which
sheriffs,
of America.
The consequences, resulting from ces,
were sanctioned by the charter, were, with a few
this measure, were the reverse of what were
wished
exceptions, expressly forbidden to be held, withby the first, and dreaded by the last.
By the operation of the Boston port act, the
*
preceding situation of its inhabitants, and that of
The three last kings of the Stuart line laboured hard,
the East India
company, was reversed. The for to annihilate the charters of ihe English colonies in Ame
mer had more reason to complain of the
and nothing but the revolution of 1C8S, in England,
dispro rica;
the accomplishment of their designs.
The
portionate penalty, to which they were indiscrim prevented
four first sub-revolutionary sovereigns of Knglnnd dis
inately subjected, than the latter of that outrage continued the
it was
but
ill
the
revived,
attempt;
reign
their property, for which
punishment had been of the fifth. This abrogation of the charter of Massachuinflicted.
setts wns the
IH eniering
Hitherto the East India
if successiui,
would
anil, u
wenge, ami,
successful, wouia
entering wedge,
company were doubtless
have been followed, by a prostration of the
the injured party but, from the
passing of this barters of the other
provinces, to make room for a more
act, the balance of injury was on the
opposite ourtly system, less dependent on Iho people. The Aineside.
If wrongs received entitled the former to iean revolution saved the
colonies, in the last case, as
so necessary aro
reparation, the latter had a much stronger title on the English revolution had in the first
the same ground.
For the act of seventeen or occasional revolutions, to bring governments back lo first
to
that
and
teach
ihe
rulers,
principles,
people are the
eighteen individuals, as many thousands were in fountain
of all legitimate power, nnd their happiness the
volved in one general
calamity.
object of all its delegations.

to

Proceedings of Ilie British Parliament* in consequence of tiality.
the destruction of tin: tea, by tin: Itostunmiu.
Jlo.-ton should
port act,
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oul the leave of the governor or lieutenant gover
nor in writing, expressing the special business of
said meeting, tirst had and obtained; and with a
farther restriction, that no matter should be treat
ed of at those meetings, except the election of
public officers, and the business expressed in the
leave given by the governor or lieutenant goveri:or.
Jurymen, who had been before elected by
the freeholders and inhabitams of the several
towns, were to be, by this new act, all summon
ed and returned, by the sheriffs of the respective
counties.
The whole executive government was
taken out ofilie hands of the people; and the no
mination ot all the important officers vested in the

353

Britain to be tried.

This law was the subject of America, and lost them friends in Great Britain.
severe comments.
It was considered as an act The general clamour in the
provinces was, that
indemnity to those, who should embrue their the proceedings in parliament was arbitrary and
lands in the blood of their fellow-citizens. It unconstitutional. Before
they completed their
was asked, how the relations of a murdered man memorable session, in the
beginning of the year
could effectually prosecute, if they must go three 1774,
they passed an act rejecting the govern
thousand miles to attend that business. It was! ment of
Quebec, which, in the opinion of their
contended, that the act, by stopping the usual; friends merited these appellations. By this act
course of justice, would give rise to assassina government of that province was made to extend
tions, and dark revenge among individuals
and southward to the Ohio, westward to the banks of
encourage all kinds of lawless violence. The the Mississippi, and northward to the boundary of
charge of partiality was retorted. For, said they, the Hudson s Bay company. The principal obif a
party spirit, against the authority of Great lect of the act was to form a legislative council,
lor all the affairs of the
Britain, would condemn an active officer, in Mas
province, except taxation,
sachusetts, as a murderer, the same party spirit, which council should be appointed by the crown ;
king or his governor.
This act excited a greater alarm than the port
r preserving the
the
office
to
of
Great
be
held
Britain,
authority
during pleasure his majes
act.
The one affected only the metropolis the would in that country, acquit a murderer as a spi ty s Roman Catholic subjects to be entitled to a
The one had the ap rited performer of his duty.&quot; The case of Captain place therein to establish the French laws, and
other the whole- province.
as it was well known, Preston was also
pearance of being merited
quoted, as a proof of the impar a trial without jury, in civil cases; and the Eng
that an act of violence had been committed by its tial administration of justice in Massachusetts.
lish laws, with a trial by
and to
jury, in criminal
The same natives of America, who had peti secure, to the Roman Catholic clergy, except the
inhabitants, under the sanction of a town meeting
reason
had
no
tioned against the Boston port bill, presented a regulars, the legal enjoyment of their estates, and
but the other
stronger justifying
than that the proposed alterations were, in the second one against these two bills.
With uncom tlieir tythes, from all who were of their own re
in
mon energy of language, they pointed out many ligion. Not only the spirit, but the letter of this
opinion of the parliament, absolutely necessary,
order to the preservation of the peace and good constitutional objections against them and con act were so contrary to the English constitution,
&amp;gt;f

!

;

&quot;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

order of the said

province.

In support of this

the minister who brought it in, alleged, thai
an executive power was wanting in the country.
The very people, said he, who commit the riots,
are the posse comitatus. in which the force of the
[|e farther mged the futil
civil power consists.
bill,

of making laws, the execution of which, under
the present form of government in Massachusetts,
and therefore contend
misrht be so easily evaded
ed lor a necessity to al erthe whole frame of their
constitution, as far as related to its executive and
ity

:

In opposition, it was urged, that
(he- civil constitution of a whole

judicial powers.

be taking away
people, secured by a solemn charier, upon general
charges of delinquencies and detects, was a stretch
of power of the most aibitrary and dangerous nature.
By the English constitution, charters were sa
oii y by a due course of law, and
cred&quot;, revocable
on a conviction of misconduct. They were solenm compacts between the prince and the people
and without the constitutional power of either part
The abettors of the British schemes reasoned
y.
the colonies,
Said they,
MI a summary way.
Massachusetts, by their circular lett

cluded with fervently beseeching, &quot;that the pariament would not by passing them, reduce their
countrymen to an abject state of misery and hu
miliation or drive them to the last resource of
The lords of the minority entered also
despair.&quot;
a protest against the passing of each of these bills.
It was fortunate for the
people of Boston, and
those who wished to promote a combination of the
colonies against Great Britain, that these three
several laws passed nearly at the same time.
They were presented in quick succession, either
in the form of bills, or of acts, to the considera
tion of the inflamed Americans, and produced
effects on their minds, infinitely greater than could
have been expected from either, especially from

&quot;

town meetings, have for
the measures of govern
years past, thwarted all
This
ment, and are meditating independency.
turbulent spirit of theirs is fostered by their con
stitution which invests them with too much pow
subordina
er, to be consistent with their state of
Let ns therefore lay the axe at the root
tion.
new model their chatter; and lop off those privi
leges which they have abused.&quot;
the human mind is agitated with passion,
but faintly
it rarely discerns its own interest, and
Had the parliament stop
foresees consequences.
the motive to
ped short with the Boston port act,
union and to make a common cause with that me

When

been feeble, perhaps ineffec
tropolis, would have
tual to have roused the other provinces ; but the
mutilation of the important privileges
contained in a solemn charter, without a trial, and
without a hearing, by the will of parliament, con
vinced the most moderate, that the cause of Mas
sachusetts was the cause of all the provinces.
It readily occurred to those who guided the helm
of Great Britain, that riots would probably take
the execution of the acts just
place, in attempting
mentioned
They also discerned, that such was
the temper of
people, that trials for murders,
committed in suppressing riots, if held in Massa
chusetts, would seldom terminate in favour of the
who were engaged on the side of govern

;

arbitrary

;

th&quot;

parties,

To make

necessary to go

or for any capital offence, committed in aiding
send the
magistracy, that the government might
or to Great
person so indicted, to another colony,
No. 23.

diminished the popularity of the measures,

nada.
tration,

They supposed,

the

meant,

same

;

;

their system complete, it was
one step farther, and to screen
their active friends from the apprehended partial
It was therefore provided by
trials.
ity of such
law, that if any person was indicted for murder,

it

which had been adopted against the Americans.
Among the more southern colonists, it was con
ceived, that its evident object was to make the in
habitants of Canada fit instruments, in the hands
of power, to leduce them to a state of slavery.
They well remembered the embarrassments oc
casioned to them, in the late war between France
and England, by the French inhabitants of Ca

I

j

that the British adminis

use these people in
their subjugation.
As Great Britain had new modelled the chartered
government of Massachusetts, and claimed an au
thority to so do in every province, the colonists
were apprehensive, that, in the plenitude of her
the Boston port act alone.
\Vhen the fire of indignation, excited by the power, she would impose on each of them, in their
first, was burning intelligence of these other acts, turn, a constitution, similar to the one projected for
operated like fuel, and made it flame out with in the province of Canada.
They foresaw, or thought they foresaw, the an
The three laws were con
creasing vehemence.
sidered as forming a complete system of tyrannv, nihilation of their ancient assemblies, and their
from the operation of which, there was no chance whole legislative business transferred to creatures
of the crown.
The legal parliamentary right to a
of making a peaceable escape.
the first,&quot; said they, &quot;the property of un- maintenance, conferred on the clergy of the Roman
&quot;By
ffending thousands is arbitrarily taken away, for Catholic religion, gave great offence to many in
the act of a few individuals.
By the second, our England but the political consequences, expected
chartered liberties are annihilated: and by the to result from it, were most dreaded by the colonists.
They viewed the whole act as an evidence, that
third, our lives may be destroyed with impunity.
hostilities were intended against them, and as calcu
Property, liberty, and life, are all sacrificed on the
altar of ministerial vengeance.&quot;
This mode of lated to make Roman Catholics subservient to the
purposes of military coercion.
reasoning was not peculiar to Massachusetts.
The session of parliament, which passed these
These three acts of parliament, contrary to the
memorable acts, had stretched far into summer. As
expectation of those who planned them, became a
cement of a firm union among the colonies, from it drew near a close, the most sanguine expectations
New Hampshire to Georgia. They now openly- were indulged, that, from the resolution and great
unanimity ofparliament, on all American questions,
said, &quot;Our charters and other rights and immu
nities, must depend on the pleasure of parliament.&quot; the submission of the colonists would be immediate,
They were sensible that they had all concurred, and their future obedience and tranquility effectu
more or less, in the same line of opposition, which ally secured. The triumphs, and congratulations,
had provoked these severe statutes against Mas of the friends of the ministry were unusually great.
In passing the acts which have been just men
and they believed, that vengeance,
sachusetts
though delayed, was not remitted and that the tioned, dissentients in favour of America, were un
The ministerial majority, believing
only favour, the least culpable could expect, was usually few.
to be the last that would be devoured.
The friends that the refractory colonists depended chiefly on the
of the colonies contended, that these laws were in countenance of their English abettors, were of opi
direct contradiction to the letter and the spirit of the nion, that as soon as they received intelligence of
Their opposers could sup the decrease of their friends, and of the decisive
British constitution.
conduct of parliament, they would acquiesce in the
port them on no stronger grounds than those of
of
They acknow will of Great Britain. The fame and granduer
political necessity and expedience.
were such, that it was never imagined,
ledged them to be contrary to the established mode the nation
so form
of proceeding; but defended them, as tending ul they would seriously dare to contend with
idable a people. The late triumphs of Great Britain
timately to preserve the constitution, from the
had made such an impression on her rule rs, that
meditated independency of the colonies.
Such was the temper of the people in England they believed the Americans, on seeing the ancient
A ge spirit of the nation revive, would not risk a trial of
that the acts hitherto passed were popular.
fleets and armies, which the
neral opinion had gone forth in the mother coun prowess with those
were unable
their combined forces of France and Spain
try, that the people of Massachusetts, by
By an impious confidence in their supe
violent opposition to government, had drawn on to resist.
rior strength, they precipitated the nation into rash
themselves merited correction.
the world
The parliament did not stop here but proceeded measures, from tlie dire effects of which,
lesson.
one step farther, which inflamed their enemies in mav learn a useful

particularly
teis, associations, and

ment.

that

;

line

at this time, to

of attack,

for
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that much-injured province.
It was inculcated on
VI.
the people, that, if the ministerial schemes were
suffered to take effect in Massachusetts, the othe
in consequence of
colonies must expect the loss of their charters, an
Proceedings of the colonies, in 177 1,
the Boston port act.
that a new government would be imposed upon
THE winter which followed the destruction of them, like that projected for Quebec. The king
and parliament held no patronage in America suf
the tea in Boston, was fraught with anxiety to those
ficient to oppose this torrent.
The few who ven
of the colonists, who were given to reflection.
tured to write in their favour, found a difficulty ii
line of con
ny conjectures were formed about the
their sentiments to the public. Nr
duct Great Britain would probably adopt for the communicating
of the most pensions or preferments awaited their exertions
support of her dignity. The fears
were their usual portion
timid were more than realized, by the news of the Neglect and contempt
Boston port bill. This arrived on the 10th of May, but popularity, consequence, and fame, were th
rewards of those who stepped forward in the caus
1774 and its operation was to commence the 1st
Various town meetings were of liberty. In order to interest the great body ol
of the next month.
the people, the few, who were at the helm, dis
called, to deliberate on the state of public affairs.
On the 13th of May, the town of Boston passed claimed any thing more decisive, than convening
the inhabitants, and taking their sense on wha
the following vote
In the meantime, grea
That it is the opinion of this town, that, if the was proper to be done.
other colonies come to a joint resolution, to stop all pains were taken to prepare them for the adoptior
Britain and the West In of vigorous measures.
importation from Great
The words whigs and lories, for want of better
dies, till the act, for blocking up this harbour, be
will prove the salvation of North were now introduced, as the distinguishing names
repealed, the same
of parties. By the former, were meant, those who
America, and her liberties. On the other hand, if
were for making a common cause with Boston
they continue their exports and imports, there is
the most and supporting the colonies in their opposition to
high reason to fear that fraud, power, and
the claims of parliament. By the latter; those wht
odious oppression, will rise triumphant over justice,
and freedom. And, more- were, at least, so far favourers of Great Britain
right, social happiness,
the modera that they wished, either that no measures, or only
that this vote be transmitted

CHAPTER

Ma

;

:

&quot;

by

over,

tor, to all

our

sister colonies, in the

name and be

half of this town.&quot;
Copies of this vote were transmitted to each of
the colonies. The opposition to Great Britain had
hitherto called forth the pens of the ingenious, and,
ill some instances, imposed the self-denial of non
:
but the bulk of the people
importation agreements
had little to do with the dispute. The spiiited con
duct of the people of Boston, in destroying the tea.

and the alarming precedents set by Great Britain,
in consequence thereof, brought subjects into dis
cussion, with which every peasant and day labour
er was concerned.
The patriots who had hitherto guided the helm,
knew well, that, if the other colonies did not sup
must be crushed
port the people of Boston, they
and it was equally obvious, that in their coercion
a precedent, injurious to liberty, would be estab
It was therefore the interest of Boston to
lished.
draw in the other colonies. It was also the interest
;

of the patriots, in all the colonies, to bring over the
mass of the people, to adopt such efficient measiues
as were likely to extricate the inhabitants of Bos
ton from the unhappy situation in which they were
To effect these purposes, much pru
involved.
dence as well as patriotism was necessary. The
other provinces were but remotely affected by the

Massachusetts.
They had no particular
own account, to oppose the gov
ernment of Great Britain. That a people so cir
cumstanced, should take part with a distressed
neighbour, at the risk of incurring the resentment
of the mother country, did not accord with the
fate of

cause, on their

that it was the common cause of
and, therefore, necessary, in their opin
ion, that a congress of deputies from the several
colonies should be convened, to devise means for
in consideration

America

;

;

restoring harmony between Great Britain and the
colonies, and preventing matters from coming to
extremities. Till this could be brought about, they
recommended firmness, prudence, and moderation
to the immediate sufferers ; assuring them, that the
people of Pennsylvania would continue to evince
a firm adherence to the cause of American liberty.
In order to awaken the attention of the people,
a series of letters was published, well calculated to
rouse them to a sense of their danger, and point
out the fatal consequences of the late acts of par
liament.
Every newspaper teemed with disser
tations in favour of liberty ; and with debates of
the members of parliament, especially with the
speeches of the favourers of America, and the pro
tests of the dissenting lords.
The latter had a
particular effect on the colonists, and were consid
ered by them as proofs, that the late acts against
Massachusetts were unconstitutional and arbitrary.
The minds of the people being thus prepared,
the friends of liberty promoted a petition to the
governor, for convening the assembly.
They
knew that this would not be gianted, and that the
refusal of it would smooth the way for calling the
inhabitants together.
The governor having re
fused to call the assembly, a general meeting of
palliative measures, should be adopted in opposi
tion to her schemes.
the inhabitants was requested.
About eight thou
These parties were so nearly balanced in New sand met, on the 18th of.Iune, 1774 and adopted
York, that nothing more was agreed to, at the first sundry spirited resolutions. In these they declar
meeting of the inhabitants, than a recommendation ed, that the Boston port act was unconstitutional ;
to call a congress.
that it was expedient to convene a continental
At Philadelphia, the patriots had a delicate par congress ; to appoint a committee for the city and
to act.
The government of the colony being pro county of Philadelphia, to correspond with their
piietary, a multitude of officers, connected will sister colonies and the several counties of Penn
that interest, had much to fear from convulsions,
sylvania ; and to invest that cornmmittee with pow
and nothing to expect from a revolution.
er to determine on the best mode for collecting
stil
greater body of the people, called Quakers, denieii the sense of the province, and appointing deputies
the lawfulness of war ; and therefore could not
Under the sanc
adopt to attend a general congress.
such measures, for the support of Boston, as natu tion of this last resolve, the committee appointed
rally tended to produce an event so adverse to their for that purpose, wrote a circular letter to all the
counties of the province, requesting them to ap
system of religion.
The citizens of Boston not only sent forward point deputies to a general meeting, proposed to
their public letter to the citizens of
Part of this letter
Philadelphia, be held on the loth of July.
iut accompanied it with private communications, was in the
following words :
to individuals of known
would not offer such an affront to the
patriotism and influence,
n which they stated the
impossibility of their well-known public spirit of Pennsylvania, as to
Our
standing alone, against the torrent of ministerial question your zeal on the present occasion.
vengeance, and the indispensible necessity, that very existence in the rank of freemen, and the
the leading colony of
Pennsylvania should afford security of all that ought to be dear to us, evidentthem its support and countenance. The advocates y depends on our conducting this great cause to
in Philadelphia, for
making a common cause with its proper issue, by firmness, wisdom, and mag
Boston, weie fully sensible of the state of parties nanimity. It is with pleasure we assure you, that
in Pennsylvania.
They saw the dispute with all the colonies, from South Carolina to New
Great Britain brought to a crisis, and a new scene
Hampshire, are animated with one spirit, in the
opening, which required exertions different from common cause, and consider this as the proper
any heretofore made. The success of these they crisis, for having our differences, with the mother
well knew, depended on the wisdom, with which
country, brought to some certain issue, and our
berties fixed upon a permanent foundation. This
they were planned, ar.d the union of the whole

A

We

maxims by which states, as well as indivi people, in carrying them into execution.
They lesirable end can only be accomplished by a free
The ruled are, for saw the propriety of proceeding with the greatest communication of sentiments, and a sincere and
duals, are usually governed.
the most part, prone to suffer as long as evils are circumspection; and therefore resolved, at their ervent regard for the interests of our common
tolerable
and, in general, they must feel before first meeting, on nothing more than to call a gen- country.&quot;
~ral meeting of the inhabitants, on the next eve
The several counties readily complied with the
they are roused to contend with their oppressors
At the second meeting, the patriots had so request of the inhabitants of
but the Americans acted on a contrary principle.
ning.
Philadelphia, and apThey commenced an opposition to Great Bri much moderation and policy, as to urge nothing rointed deputies; who metal the time appointed,
hemselves with taking the nd passed sundry resolves, in which they reprobatain, and ultimately engaged in a defensive war, decisive, contenting
on speculation.
They were not so much moved sense of the inhabitants, simply on the propriety ed the late acts of parliament expressed their
by oppression, actually felt, as by a conviction that )f sending an answer to the public letter from ympathy with Boston, as suffering in the common
a foundation was laid, and a precedent about to be Boston.
This was universally approved.
The ause ; approved of holding a congress; and deTo convince etter agreed upon was firm but temperate. They lared their willingness to makeanysacrifices, that
established, for future oppressions.
the bulk of the people, that they had an interest in acknowledged the difficulty of
offering advice on might be recommended by a congress, foi securforegoing a present good, and submitting to a pre the present occasion
sympathized with the peo
ng their liberties.
sent evil, in order to obtain a future greater good, ple of Boston in their distress ; and observed that
Thus, without tumult, disorder, or divided counand to avoid a future greater evil, was the task all lenient measures, for their relief, should be els, the whole
province of Pennsylvania was, by
to
the
colonial
It
called
first
for
the
tried.
assigned
patriots.
They said, that, if the making resti midenf management and temperate proceedings,
exertion of their utmost abilities.
tution
for
the tea destroyed, would put an end to
They effected
irought into the opposition, with its whole weight,
it in a great measure by means of the
the unhappy controversy, and leave the
press.
nd influence.
This is the more remarkable, as it
people of
and
phlets, essays, addresses,
newspaper disserta Boston upon their ancient footing of constitutional s probable, that, if the sentiments of individuals
were
to
the
tions,
daily presented
public, proving liberty, it could not admit of a doubt what part they
ad been separately taken, there would have been
that Massachusetts was suffering in the common should art ; but that it was not the value of the
majoiity against involving themselves in the concause ; ami that interest and policy required the tea; it was the indefensible
right of giving and
equences of taking part with the destroyers of the
united exertions of all the colonies, in support of granting their own
money, which was the matter ea, at Boston.
selfish

:

:

;

;

Pam
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NORTH
While these proceedings were

carrying on

in

Pennsylvania, three of the most distinguished pa
of Philadelphia, under colour of an excursion
of pleasure, made a tour throughout the province, in
order to discover the real sentiments of the com
mon people. They were well apprized of the con
sequences of taking the lead in a dispute, which
every day became more and more serious, unless
they could depend on being supported by the yeo
manry of the country. By freely associating and
conversing with many of every class and denomi
nation, they found them unanimous in the funda
mental principle of the American controversy,
&quot;that the
parliament of Great Britain had no right
to tax them.&quot;
From their general determination
on this subject, a favourable prognostic was form
ed, of a successful opposition to the claims of
Great Britain.
In Virginia, the house of burgesses, on the 26th
of May, 1774, resolved, that the first of June, the
day on which the operation of the Boston port bill
was to commence, should be set apart by the mem
bers, as a day of fasting, humiliation and prayer
devoutly to implore the divine interposition, for
averting the heavy calamities which threatened
destruction to their civil rights, and the evils of a
civil war
and to give them one heart and one
mind, to oppose, by all just and proper means, eve
On the publication
ry injury to American rights.&quot;
of this resolution, the royal governor, the earl of
Dunmore dissolved them. The members,, not
triots

;

&quot;

;

withstanding their, dissolution, met in their pri
vate capacities, and signed an agreement, in which,
among other things, they declared, that an at
tack made on one of their sister colonies, to com
pel submission to arbitrary taxes, was an attack
made on all British America, and threatened ruin
to the rights of all, unless the united wisdom of
ihe whole be applied.&quot;
In Soulli Carolina the vote of (he town of Bos
ton, of the 13th of May, being presented to a num
ber of the leading citizens of Charleston, it was
unanimously agreed to call a meeting of the in
&quot;

habitants.

communicated from
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and a flame obedience to the laws were so far
restored, in the
town of Boston, thai the trade of Great Britain
kindled, in almost every breast, through the wide
extended
ly
provinces.
might be safely carried on there, and his majesty s
In order to undeistand the mode by which this customs
duly collected.&quot; The latter part of this
flame was spread
with such rapidity, over so limitation,
the due collection of his
majesty s
^reat an extent of country, it is necessary to ob [customs,&quot; was understood to comprehend submis
serve, that the several colonies were divided into sion to the late revenue laws.
It was therefore in
counties, and these again sub-divided into districts, ferred, that payment for the tea
destroyed, would
distinguished byjhe names of towns, townships, produce no certain relief, unless they were
state to

state

;

&quot;

;

willing

In New Eng to give operation to the law, for
hundreds or parishes.
raising a revenue
land the sub-divisions, which are called towns, on future importations of that
commodity, and also
were, by law, bodies corporate ; had their regular to acquiesce in the late mutilation of their char
precincts,

ter.
As it was deliberately resolved, never to
submit to either, the most lukewarm of well-in
formed patriots, possessing the public confidence,
neither advised nor wished for the
adoption of that
measure. A few in Boston, who were known to
be in the royal interest,
proposed a resolution for
that purpose
but they met with no support.
Of the many, who joined ihe British in the course
of ihe war, there was
scarcely an individual to be
found in this early stage of the
controversy, who
advocated the right of pariiamenlary laxalion.
There were doubtless many timid persons, who
fearing the power of Britain, would rather have
submitted to her encroachments, than risked the
vengeance of her arms but such, for the most
Zeal for liber
part, suppressed their sentiments.
ty being immediately rewarded with applause,
the patriots had every inducement to come for
ward, and avow their principles
but there was
something so unpopular in appearing to be influ
enced by timidity, interest, or excessive caution,
when essential interests were attacked, that such
persons shunned public notice, and sought the
shade of retirement.
In the three first months, which followed ihe
shutting up of the port of Boslon, the inhabitants
of the colonies in hundreds of small circles, as
well as in their provincial assemblies and con
gresses, expressed their abhorrence of the late
proceedings of the British parliament against Mas
sachusetts their concurrence in the proposed mea
sure of appointing deputies for a general congress
and their willingness to do and suffer whatever
should be judged conducive to the establishment

meetings; and might be occasionally convened by
The advantages derived
proper officers.
from these meetings, by uniting the whole body
of the people, in the measures taken to oppose the
stamp act, induced other provinces to follow the
example.
Accordingly, under the association
which was formed to oppose the revenue act of
1767, committees were established, not only in the
capitals of every province, but in most of the sub
ordinate districts.
Great Britain, without design
ing it. had, by her two preceding attempts at Ame
rican revenue, taught her colonies, not
only the
The system
advantages, but the means of union.
of committees, which prevailed in 1765, and also
in 1767, was revived in 1774.
By them there was
a quick transmission of
intelligence, from the cap
ita) towns,
through the subordinate districts, to the
whole body of the people, and an union of coun
sels and measures was effected, among
widely dis
seminated inhabitants.
their

It is

perhaps

impossible for

human wisdom,

;

;

;

to

contrive any system more subservient to these
purposes, than such a reciprocal exchange of in
From the want of
telligence, by committees.
such a communication with each other, and con

sequently of union among themselves, many slates
have lost their liberties, and more have been un
successful in their attempts to regain them, after

they were lost.
What the eloquence and talents of Demosthenes
could not effect among the states of Greece, might
have been effected by the simple device of com
mittees of correspondence.
The few have been
enabled to keep the many in subjection, in every
of iheir liberties.
age from the want of union among the latter.
A patriotic flame, created and diffused by sym
Several of the provinces of Spam complained of
oppression, under Charles the fifth, and in trans pathy, was communicated to so many breas ts, and
but they reflected from such a variety of objects, as to be
ports of rage took arms against him
never consulted or communicated with each other. come too intense to be resisted.
While the combination of the other colonies, to
They resisted separately, and were therefore sepa
support Boston, was gaining strength, new matter
rately subdued.
The colonists sympathizing with their distress of dissension daily look place in Massachusetts
ed brethren in Massachusetts, felt themselves call The resolution for shutting the port of Boston,
ed upon, to do something for their relief; but to was no sooner taken, than it was determined to
General
determine what was most proper, did not so obvi order a military force to that town.
It was a natural idea, that, for har
Gage, the commander in chief of the royal forces
ously occur.
in
North
America
was
also
sent
thither, in the ad
monising their measures, a congress of deputies
from each province should be convened.
This ditional capacity of governor of Massachusetts.
He
arrived at Boston on the third day after the
early occurred to all; and, being agreed to, was
the means of producing union and concert among inhabilants received the first intelligence of the
inhabitants, removed several hundred miles from Boston port bill.
Though the people were irri
each other. In times less animated, various ques tated by that measure, and though their republi
can jealousy was hurt by the combination of the
tions about the place and legality of their meet
civil and
military character in one person, yet the
ing, and about the extent of their power, would
have
a
of sentiments
general was received with all the honours which
;

;

That (his might be as general as possible, letters
were sent to every parish and district in the pro
vince, and the people were invited to attend, either
personally, or by their representatives, at a gene

meeting of the inhabitants. A large number
assembled, in which were some, from almost
The proceedings of
every part of the province.
the parliament against the province of Massachu
setts were distinctly related to this convention.
Without one dissenting voice, they passed sun
ral

dry resolutions, expressive of their rights and of
their sympathy with the people of Boston.
They
also chose five delegates to represent them, in a
continental congress, and invested them &quot;with
full powers, and authority, in behalf of them and
their constituents, to concert, agree to, and effec
tually prosecute such legal measures as, in their
opinion, and the opinion of the other members,
would be most likely to obtain a redress of Ameri

can

grievances.&quot;

The

events of this time may be transmitted to
but the agitation of the public mind can
never be fully comprehended, by those who were
not witnesses of it.
In the counties and towns of the several pro
vinces, as well as in the cities, the people assem
bled and passed resolutions, expressive of their
rights, and of their detestation of the late acts of
These had an instantaneous effect
parliament.
on the minds of thousands. Not only Ihe young
and impetuous, but the aged and temperate, joined
in pronouncing them to be unconstitutional and
posterity

;

They viewed them as deadly wea
pons aimed at the vitals of that liberty, whichthey
adored and as rendering abortive the generous
pains taken by their forefathers, to procure for
them in a new world, the quiet enjoyment of their
rights.
They were the subjects of their meditation
when alone, and of theii conversation when in
oppressive.
;

company.
Within

little

bill

|

produced
great diversity
but on this occasion, by the special agency of
there
was the same universal bent of
Providence,
A
inclination, in the great body of the people.
sense of common danger extinguished selfish pas
sions.
The public attention was fixed on the
Local attachments and
great cause of liberty.
partialities were sacrificed on the altar of patriot
ism.
There were not wanting moderate men, who
would have been willing to pay for the tea des
troyed, if that would have put an end to the con
for, it was not for the value of the tea,
troversy
nor of the tax, but the right of giving and grant
ing their money, that the colonists contended.
The act of parliament was so cautiously worded,
as to prevent the opening of the port of Boston,
even though the East India company had been
;

;

until it was made
a month, after the news reimbursed for all damages,
reached America, it was appear to his majesty in council, that peace and

more than

of the Boston port

;

&quot;

Soon
had been usually paid to his predecessors.
Iwo regiments of foot, with a de
tachment of artillery, and some cannon were land
These troops were by degrees rein
ed at Boston.
forced, with others from Ireland, New York, Ha
lifax and Quebec.
The governor announced that he had the king s
after his arrival,

particular

command,

for

holding the general court

Salem, after the first of June. When that evenlthe port
ful day arrived, the act for shutting up
It was de
of Boston commenced its operations.
as a day of fasting
voutly kept at Williamsburg,
and humilialion. In Philadelphia, il was solem

at

nized with every manifestation of public calamity
The inhabitants shut up their houses.
grief.
over the
After divine service, a stillness reigned
exhibiied an appearance ofthe deepest
city, which

and

distress.

In Boston, a

new scene opened on

the mbabi-
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means, the designs of the governor weie disap- gust, and was accompanied by a list of thirty-six
His situation in every respect was truly new counsellors, apppointed by the crown, and in a
pointed.
It was his duty to forward the exe- mode variant from that prescribed
disagreeable.
by the charier,
cution of laws, which were universally execrated, Several of these, in the first instance, declined an
Zeal for his master s service prompted him to en- acceptance of the appointment. Those, who acThe citizens were polite deavour, that they should be carried into full el cepted it, were every where declared to be ene
cultivated among them.
and hospitable. In this happy state they were feet; but his progress was relarded by obstacles mies to their country. The new judges were ren
He had to transact his offi- dered incapable of proceeding in their official duty.
sentenced on the short notice of twenty-one days, from every quarter.
Icial business with a people, who possessed a high Upon opening the courts, the juries refused to be
to a total deprivation of all means of subsisting.
The blow reached every person. The rents of the sense of liberty, and were uncommonly ingenious sworn, or to act in any manner, either under them,
It or in conformity to the late regulations.
In some
landholders either ceased, or were greatly dimin in evading disagreeable acts of parliament.
ished.
The immense property, in stoies and was a part of his duty, to prevent the calling of places, the people assembled, arid filled the court
and
to
avenues
the town meetings, after the 1st of August, 1774. houses,
them, in such a manner,
wharves, was rendered comparatively useless.
Labourers, artificers, and others, employed in the These meetings were nevertheless held. On his that neither the judges, nor their officers, could
numerous occupations created by an extensive proposing to exert authority, for the dispersion of obtain entrance and, upon the sheriff s command
trade, pariook of the general calamity.
They who the people, he was told by the selectmen, that ing them to make way to the court, they answer
that they knew no court independent of the
depended on a regular income, flowing from pre they had not offended against the act of parlia ed,
vious acquisitions of property, as well as they, who, ment; for that only prohibited the calling of town ancient laws of (heir country, and to none other
with the sweat of their brow, earned their daily meetings and no such call had been made a would they submit.&quot;
In imitation of his royal master, Governor
former constitutional meeting, before the 1st of
subsistence, were equally
Gage
iqnally deprived of the means
for the
of support and the chief clifference between them August, having only adjourned themselves from issued a proclamation,
encouragement of
Other evasions, equally founded on piety and virtue, and for the prevention and punish
was, that the distresses of the former were render time to time.
ed more intolerable, by the recollection of past en the letter of even the late obnoxious laws, were ing vice, profaneness, and immorality.&quot;
In this
proclamation, hypocrisy was inserted as one of the
joyments. All these inconveniences and hard practised.
As the summer advanced, the people of Massa immoralities.against wh x-h the people were warned.
ships were borne with a passive, but inflexible for
Their determination to persist in the same chusetts received stronger proofs of support, from This was considered by the inhabitants, who had
titude.
line of conduct, which had been the occasion of the neighbouring provinces.
They were, there often been ridiculed for their strict attention to th;
fore encouraged to farther opposition.
The in forms of religion, to be a studied insult, and as
heir suffering, was unabated.
The authors and advisers of the resolution, for habitants of the colonies, at this time, with regard such was more resented than an actual injury.
The proceedings and apparent dispositions of
destroying the tea, were in the town, and still re to political opinions, might be divided into three
tained their popularity and influence.
The exe classes. Of these, one was for rushing precipitately the people together with the military preparations,
which were daily made through the province, in
crations of the inhabitants fell not on them, but on into extremities. They were for immediately stop
the British parliament.
Their countrymen ac ping all trade, and could not even brook the delay of duced General Gage to fortify thai neck of land,
He also
quitted them of all selfish designs, and believed waiting, till the proposed continental congress which joins Boston to the continent.
Another party, equally respectable, seized upon the powder lodged in the arsenal at
that in their opposition to the measures of Great should meet.
Britain, they were actuated by an honest zeal for both as to character, property, and patriotism, was Charlestown.
constitutional liberty.
The sufferers, in Boston, more moderate but not less firm. These were
This excited a most violent and universal fer
had the consolation of sympathy from the other averse to the adoption of any violent resolutions, till ment. Several thousand of the people assembled
colonists.
Contributions were raised, in all quar all others were ineffectually tried. They wished that at Cambridge
and it was with difficulty,
they
Letters and addresses came a clear statement of their rights, claims, and griev were restrained from
ters, for their relief.
marching directly to Bos
to them from corporate bodies, town meetings, and ances, should precede every other measure.
A ton, to demand a delivery of the powder, with
provincial conventions, applauding their conduct, third class disapproved of what was geneially going a resolution, in case of a refusal, to attack the
on a few from principle, and a persuasion that troops.
and exhorting them to perseverance.
The people of Marblehead, who, by their prox they ought to submit to the mother country some
The people, thus assembled, proceeded to Lieu
others from self-interest
tenant Governor Oliver s house, and to the houses
imity, were likely to reap advantage from the dis from the love of ease
tresses of Boston, generously offered the mer but the bulk from fear of the mischievous conse
of several of the new counsellors, and obliged
chants thereof, the use of their harbour, wharves, quences likely to follow.
All these latter classes them to resign, and to declare, that
they wcmld
ware-houses, and also their personal attendance for the most part, lay still, while the friends of li no more act under the laws
In
lately enacted.
on the lading or unlading of their goods, free of all berty acted with spiiit.
If they, or any of them, the confusion of these transactions, a rumour
ventured
to
expense.
oppose popular measures, they were went abroad, that the royal fleet and
were
The inhabitants of Salem, in an address to Go not supported, and therefore declined farther ef firing upon the town of Boston. Thistroops
was proba
vernor Gage, concluded with these remarkable forts. The resentment of the
people was so strong bly circulated by the popular leaders, on purpose
words
By shutting up the port of Boston, some against them, that they sought for peace by remain to ascertain what aid they might expect from tlie
imagine that the course of trade might be turned ing quiet. The same indecision, that made them country in case of extremities. The result ex
but nature, in the for willing to submit to Great Britain, made them
hither, and to our benefit
ap ceeded their most sanguine expectations.
In less
mation of our harbour, forbids our becoming rivals parently acquiesce in popular measures which
they than twenty-four hours there were upwards of
in commerce, of that convenient mart
The spirited part of the commu&quot;- thirty thousand men in arms
and, were disapproved.
marching towards
it otherwise, we must
be dead to every idea of nity, being on the side of
Other risings of the people took
liberty, the patriots had the capital.
justice, and lost, to all the feelings of humanity, the appearance of unanimity
though many either place in different parts of the colony and their
could we indulge one thought to seize on wealth, kept at a distance from
public meetings, or voted violence was such, that in a short time the new
and raise our fortunes, on the ruins of our suffer against their own
opinion, to secure themselves counsellors, the commissioners of the customs,
ing neighbouis.&quot;
from resentment, and promote their present ease and all who had taken an active
part in favour
The Massachusetts general court met at Salem, and interest,
of Great Btitain, were
obliged to screen them
Under the influence of those who were for the selves in Boston. The new seat of
according to adjournment, on the 7th of June.
government
Several of the popular leaders took, in a private immediate
adoption of efficacious measures, an at Salem was abandoned
and all the officers con
way, the sense of the members, on what was pro agreement, by the name of the solemn league and nected with the revenue we
obliged to consult
per to be done.
Finding they were able to carry covenant, was adopted by numbers. The subscri their safety, by taking up their residence in a
place,
such measures, as the public exigencies required, bers of this bound
themselves, to suspend all com which an act of parliament had proscribed from all
they prepared resolves, and moved for their adop mercial intercourse with Great Britain, until the trade.
tion
but before they went on the latter business, late obnoxious laws were
About this time delegates from
repealed, and the colony
every town and
their door was shut.
of Massachusetts restored to its chartered
rights. district, in the county of Suffijk, of which Boston
One member, nevertheless, contrived means of
General Gage published a
proclamation, in is the county town, had a meeting at which they
sending information to Governor Gage of what which he styled this solemn
league and covenant, prefaced a number of spirited resolutions, con
was doing. His
an unlawful, hostile, and traitorous combina
secretary was sent off, to dis
taining a detail of the particulars of their intended
solve the general court ; but was refused admis tion.&quot;
And all magistrates were charged to ap opposition to the late acts of
parliament, with a gen
sion.
As he could obtain no entrance, he read
prehend, and secure for trial, such as should have eral declaration,
that no obedience was due from
the proclamation at the door, and
immediately af any agency in publishing or subscribing the same, [he province to either, or
any part of the said acts:
terwards in council and thus dissolved the
similar covenant.
This proclamation had aut that they should be
gene or
rejected as the attempts
ral court.
The house, while sitting with theii no any
other eflect, than to exercise the
of
the
ol
a
wicked
administration to enslave America.&quot;
pens
doors shut, appointed five of the most
in showing that the association did not The resolves of
respectable
this meeting were sent on to Phil
members as their committee, to meet committees lawyers,
come within the description of legal treason and adelphia, for the information
and opinion of the
from other provinces, that might be convened the
that, therefore, the governor s proclamation was
congress, which as shall hereafter be related, had
1st gf September at
voted them not warranted
Philadelphia
the
of
the
constitu
met there about this time.
by
principles
seventy-five pounds sterling each
and recom tion.
The
of Massachusetts
mended, to the several towns and districts, to raise
rishfly judged,
The late law, for regulating the government of that frompeople
the decision of Congress on these
tlie said sum
reso
by equitable proportions. By these the province, armed near the
beginuing of Au- lutions, they would be enabled to determine what
Hitherto, that town had been the seat of
business,
transacted therein, afforded a comfortable subsis
tence to many thousands. The necessary, the
useful, and even some of the elegant arts were

tants.

commerce and of plenty. The immense
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NORTH AMERICA.
New
Notwithstanding
support they might expect.
present appearances, they feared thiit the other
Men
colonies, which were no more than remotely con
cerned, would not hazard the consequence ot in making up an army of twenty thousand men. among the most active opposers of Great Britain.
making a common cause with them, should subse Committees from these several colonies, met a While municipal laws ceased to operate, the laws
quent events make it necessary to repel force by committee from the provincial congress of Mas- of reason, morality, and religion, bound the people
The decision of Congress exceeded their sachusetts, and settled their plans.
The proper to each other a* a social band, and preserved as
force.
expectations.
They &quot;most thoroughly approved period for commencing opposition toGeneralGage s great a degree of decoi minis had at any timepreKven those who were opposed to the
the wisdom and fortitude, with which opposition troops, was determined to be, whenever they vailed.
marched out with their baggage, ammunition, and proceedings of the populace, hen they were pruto wicked ministerial measures had been hith
The aid of the clergy was called in dent and moderate, for the most part enjoyed safeerto conducted in Massachusetts; and recom
artillery.
mended to them perseverance in the same firm upon
upou this occasion; and a circular letter was ad- ty, both at home and uliroad.
diessed to each of the tevrral ministeis in the pro
aijii temperate conduct, as expressed in the reso
Though there were no civil, there was an abunlutions of the delegates, from the county of Suf vince, requesting their assistance,
These were chosen
avoiding the dance of military officers.
folk.&quot;
By lliis approbation and advice, the peo dieadful slavery with which they were threatened.&quot; by (he people; but exercised more authority than
A the winter approached, General Gage ordered any who had been honoured with commissions
ple of Massachusetts were encouraged to icsisthe oilier colonies became bound to barracks for his troops to be erected; but such from the governor. The, inhabitants in every place
(:!!!?,
The former more in need of a was the superior influence of the popular lenders, deuuted themselves to arms. Handling the mushupi ort them.
bruiie ihan a spur, proceeded as they had begun
that, on their recommendation, the workmen de- ket, and training, were the fashionable amusements
but wi;h additional confidence.
sisted from fulfilling the general s wishes, though! of the men; while the women, by their presence,
Governor (rage had issued writs for holding a the money for their labour world have been paid encouraged them to proceed. The sound of drums
land fifes were to be heard in all directions. Thebutsubseqiient events, by the crown.
pi neial assembly at Salem
An application to New York was equally unsuc- young and tin* old were fired with a martial spirit,
ihe heat and violence which every where pre
vailed, made him ti;ink it expedient to counteract cessftil
and it was with difficulty that the troops On experiment, it was found, that to force on the
he writs by a proclamation for suspending the could be furnished with winter lodgings. Similar ir.habitants a form of government to which they
meeting of the members. The legality of a pro- obstructions were thrown in the way of getting were lotall^averse, was not within the fancied omrl-tmai:un for that purpose was denied
and, in de- winter covering for the soldiery.
The merchants nipoiencc of parliament.
Ii:M,ce il;&amp;lt;-reof, ninety of the newly-elecled mem- of New York, on being applied to, answered.
that
During these transactions in Massachusetts, ef
htii met, at the time and place appointed.
They they would never supply any article for the bene fectual measures had been taken, by the colonies,
su jii afterwards resolved themselves into a pro- fit of men who were sent as enemies to the coun for convening a continental congress.
Though
vi::c-i.il congress, and
The inhabitants of Massachusetts encour there was no one entitled to lead in this business,
adjourned to Concord, about try.
tv. p irv miles from Charlestown.
On their meeting aged the desertion of the soldiers; and acted sys yet, in consequence of the genera! impulse on the
liii-ve ;i;ey chose Mr. Hancock president, and protematically in preventing their obtaining any other public mind, fiom a sense of common danger, not
i:-e;Srt! to business.
One of iheir first acts was to supplies but necessary provisions. The farmers only the measure itself, but the time and place of
appoint a committee to wait on the governor, with were discouraged from selling them straw, timber, meeting were, with surprising unanimity, agreed
a rem ,-!&amp;gt;trai!ce, in which they apologized for their boards, and such like articles of convenience. upon.
The colonies, though formerly agitated
with local prejudices, jealousies, and aversions,
.Straw, when purchased for their seivice, was fre
Meeting, from the distressed state of the colony
tii Gained of their
and, after slating quently burnt.
Vessels, with bricks intended for were led to assemble together in a general diet, and
grievances
their apprehensions, from the hostile preparations their use, were sunk
carts with wood were over- to feel their weight and importance in a common
on Boston neck, concluded with an earnest re turned; and the king s property was daily de- [union. Within lour months from the day, on
that he would desist from the construction stroyed.
which the first intelligence of the Boston port bill
quest,
A proclamation had been issued by the king, reached America, the deputies of eleven provinces
of the fortress, at the entrance into Boston, and
resiore that pass to its natural state.&quot;
had convened in Philadelphia
and in four days
prohibiting the exportation of military stores fro
The governor found some difficulty in giving Britain, which reached America in the latter end more, by the arrival of delegates from North Ca
them an answer, as they were not, in his opinion, of the year ]77-l. On receiving intelligence there rolina, there was a complete representation ol
a legal body
but (lie necessity of the times over of, in Rhode Island, the people seized upon, and twelve colonies, containing three millions of peo
Me replied, by expressing his removed from the public batrery, about forty pieces ple, disseminated over two hundred and sixty thouruled his scruples.
of cannon
that the lives, li
and the. assembly passed resolutions sand square miles of territory. Some of the ds!eindignation at the supposition,
berties, or property of any people, except enemies, for obtaining arms and military stores by every gates were appointed by the constitutional assemcould be in danger from English troops.&quot; He re means. and also for laisiag and arming the inha
In other provinces where they were embnrjbiies.
minded them, thiii. while they complained of al bitants. About this time, December loth, acorn- rassed by royal governors, the appointments we re
terations, made in their charter, by acts of parlia
pany of volunteers, headed by John Sullivan and made in volunta-y meetings of the people. Perment, they were by tlieir own acts subverting it John Langdon, beset his majesty s caslie at Ports- haps there never was a body ol delegates,
He, theieforc, warned them of the mouth. They stormed the fort, and secured and faithful to the interests of their constituents, than
altogether.
confined the garrison, till they broke open the the congress of 1774.
locks they were upon, and !o desist from such il
The public voice, elevated
The go powder house, and took the powder away. The none to a seat in that august assembly, butsuch as,
legal and unconstitutional proceedings.
The pro powder being secured, the garrison was released in addition to considerable abilities, possessed thai
vernor s admonitions were unavailing.
vincial congress appointed a committee, to draw from confinement.
ascendency over the minds of their fellow citizens,
up a plan, for the immediate defence of the pro
Throughout this whole season, civil govern which can neither be acquired by birth, nor pur
vince.
Tt was resolved to enlist a number of the ment, legislation, judicial proceedings, and com
chased by wealth. The instructions given to
inhabitants, under the name of minute men, who mercial regulations were, in Massachusetts, to all these deputies weie various ; but, in general, they
were to be under obligations to turn out at a mi appearance annihilated. The provincial congress contained strong professions of loyalty, and of con
nute s warning. Jedediah Fribble, Artemas Ward, exercised all the semblance of government which stitutional dependence on the mother country.
and Setli Pomeroy. were elected general officers existed. From their coincidence with the prevail The Cramers of them acknowledged the pierogato command these minute men and the militia, in ing disposition of the people, their resolutions had tive of the crown, and disclaimed every wish of
A com the weight and efficacy of the laws. Under the separation from the parent state. On the other
case they should be called out to action.
mittee of safely, am! a committee of supplies weie simple style of recommendation, they organized hand, thev were firm in declaring, that they were
These consisted of different persons, the militia, and made ordinances respecting public entitled to all the rights of British born subjects,
appointed.
and weie intended for diffeient purposes. The monies, and such farther regulations as were ne and that the late acts respecting Massachusetts
first were invested with an authority to assemble cessary for preserving order, and for
defending were unconstitutional and oppressive.
the militia, when they thought proper, and were themselves against the British troops.
Thev particularly stated their grievances, and
In this crisis, it seemed to be the sense of the for the most part concurred, in authorizing their
ton-commend to the committee of supplies the
purchase of such articles as the public exigencies inhabitants of Massachusetts to wait events. They deputies to concert and agree to such measures,
The last were limited to the small sum dreaded every evil that could flow from resistance, in behalf of their constituents, as, in (heir joint
required.
of 15.627/. los. sterling, which was all the money less than the operation of the late acts of parlia opinion, would be most likely to obtain a redress
at first voted, to oppose the power and riches of ment
but, at the same time, were averse to be of American grievances, ascertain American rights,
Undei this authority, and with the aggressors, in bringing on a civil
(Jieal Britain.
They on constitutional principles and establish union
these means, the committee of safety and of sup chose to submit to a suspension of regular gov and harmony between Great Britain and the colo
laid in a quantity of stores, ernment in preference to
Of the various instructions, on this occa
plies acting in concert,
permitting the streams nies.
at Concord.
The of justice to flow in the channel prescribed by the sion, those which were drawn up, by a convention
partly at Worcester, and partly
late acts of parliament, or to
fcarue congress met agnin, and soon afterwards re
conducting them for- of delegates, from every county in the province of
solved, to get in readiness twelve thousand men, cibly in the old one, sanctioned by their charter. Pennsylvania, and presented by them, in a body,
and that a fourth From the extinction of the old, and the rejection (o the constitutional assembly, were (he most preto act on any given emergency
By these it appears, that
part of the militia should be enlisted as minute of the new constitution, all regular government cise and determinate.
ilwas, for several months, abolished.
men. and receive pay. John Thomas and
Some him- the Pennsylvania s were disposed 10 submit to Ihe
lijin Heath were appointed general officers. They dred thousands of people were in a state of nature, acts nf navigation, as they then stood, and, also
also sent persons to
Hampshire, Rhode Is- without legislation, magistrates, or executive offiThere was. nevertheless, a surprising deland, and Connecticut, to inform them of the steps cers.
of the purest morals were
they had taken, and to request their co-operation gree of order.
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to settle a certain annual revenue on his majesty, compacts, were entitled to life, liberty, and pro
his heirs, and successors, subject to the control o( perty ; and that they had never ceded, to any so
done to the vereign power whatever, a right to dispose of
parliament ; and to satisfy all damages,
That their ances
East India company, provided their grievances either, without their consent.
were redressed, and an amicable compact was set tors, who first settled the colonies, were entitled
in the to all the rights, liberties, and immunities of free
tled, which, by establishing American rights,
and natural-born subjects, within the realm of
charta, would have pre
manner of a new
|

magna

cluded future disputes.
Of the whole number of deputies, which formed
the continental congress, of 1774, one half were
Gentlemen of that profession had ac
lawyers.
their
quired the confidence of the inhabitants, by
exertions in the

common

cause.

The

j

1

acts complained of, were as follow : the several
acts of 4 George III. ch. 15. and ch.
Geo.
1 II. ch. 25
6 Geo. III. ch. 52 7 Geo. III. ch. 41,
and ch. 4G 8 Geo. III. ch. 22. which imposed du

355

the purpose of raising a revenue in Ameextended the power of the admiralty courts,

ties for
I

rica,

beyond their ancient limits, deprived the American
England, and by their migrating to America, they subjects of trial by jury, and authorized the judge s
by no means forfeited, surrendered, or lost any of certificate to idemnify the prosecutor from dam
those rights that the foundation of English liber ages, that he might, otherwise, be liable to
re
a right, in the quiring oppressive security from a claimant of ships
ty, and of all free government, was
people, to participate in their legislative council; and goods seized, before he was allowed to defend
and that as, the English colonists were not, and his property.
An act for
could not be properly repiesented in the Hritish
Also, 12 Geo. III. ch. 24 entitled,
parliament, they were entitled to a free and ex the better securing his majesty s dock-yards, ma
clusive power of legislation, in their several pro gazines, ships, ammunition, and stores,&quot; which de
clares a new offence in America, and deprives the
vincial legislatures, in all cases of taxation and in
t

;

;

previous

measures, in the respective provinces, had been
planned and carried into effect, more by lawyers
than by any other order of men.
Professionally
taught the rights of the people, they were among
the foremost, to descry attacks made on their liber ternal
I

&quot;

American subjects of a constitutional trial by jury
of the vicinage, by authorizing the trial of any
person, charged with committing any offence, de
scribed in the said act, out of the realm, to be in
dicted and tried for the same, in any shire or coun
ty within the realm.
Also, the three acts passed in the last session of
parliament, for stopping the port and blocking up
the harbour of Boston; for altering the charter
and government of Massachusetts Bay and that
An act for the better adminis
which is entitled,
tration of justice,&quot; Sec.
Also, the act passed in the same session, for
establishing the Roman Catholic religion, in the
without their consent.&quot;
province of Quebec, abolishing the equitable svstem of English laws, and erecting a tyranny there.
This was the very hinge of the controversy.
The absolute, unlimited supremacy of the British to the great danger, from so total a dissimilarity
parliament, botli in legislation and taxation, was of religion, law. and government of the neighbour
contended for on one side while, on the other, no ing British colonies, by the assistance of whose
blood and treasure the said country had been con
farther authority was conceded, than such a limit
ed legislation, with regard to external commerce, quered from France.
as would combine the interests of the whole em
Also the act passed in the same session, for the
In government, as well as in religion, there better providing suitable quarters for officers and
pire.
are mysteries, from the close investigation of which soldiers, in his majesty s service, in North Ame
little advantage can be expected.
From the unity rica.
of the empire, it was necessary that some acts
Also, that the keeping a standing army in se
should extend over the whole.
From the local veral of these colonies, in time of peace, without
situation of the colonies, it was equally reasonable the consent of the legislature of the colony, in

polity, subject only to the negative of their
the habits of public speaking, fliey sovereign.
They then ran the line, between the
made a distinguished figure in the meetings of the supremacy of parliament, and the independency of
to explain to the colonial legislatures, by provisos and restric
people, and were particularly able
tions, expressed in the following words
But,
them the tendency of ihe late acts of parliament.
from the necessity of the case, and a regard to the
Exerting their abilities and influence, in the cause
of their country, they were rewarded with its con mutual interests of both countries, we cheerfully
consent to the operation of such acts of the British
fidence.
On the meeting of Congress, they chose Peyton parliament, as are, bona fide, restrained to the re
Randolph their president, and Charles Thomson gulation of our external commerce, for the pur
their secretary.
They agreed, as one of the rules pose of securing the commercial advantages of
of their doing business, that no entry should be the whole empire to the mother country, exclud
made on their journals of any propositions discuss ing every idea of taxation, internal and external,
ed before them, to which they did not finally as- for raising a revenue on the subjects in America

Bred

ties.

in

&quot;

:

Bent.*

This august body, to which all the colonies
looked up for wisdom and direction, had scarcely
convened, when a dispute arose about the mode of
conducting business, which alarmed the friends of
union.
It was contended by some, that the votes
of the small provinces should not count as much
This was argued with
as those of the larger ones.
some warmth and inviduous comparisons were
made between the extensive dominion of Virginia,
and the small colonies of Delaware and Rhode
Ishnd. The impossibility of fixing the compa
rative weight of each province, from the want of
proper materials, induced Congress to resolve,
The mode that their legislatures should, at least in some mat
that each should have one equal vote.
Where the supremacy of
of conducting business being settled, two commit ters, be independent.
tees were appointed
one, to state the rights of the first ended, and the independency of the last
the colonies; the several instances in which these began, was to the best informed a puzzling ques
A different state of things would exist at
and the means most tion.
rights had been violated
proper to be pursued for obtaining a restoration of this day, had the discussion of this doubtful point
them the other, to examine and report the seve never been attempted.
ral statutes which affected the trade and manufac
Congress also resolved, that the colonists were
The first committee were entitled to the common law of England, and more
tures of the colonies.
farther instructed, to confine themselves to the especially to the privilege of being tried by their
that they were entitled to
consideration of such rights, as had been infringed peers of the. vicinage
the benefit of such of the English statutes as ex
since the year 1763.
Congress, soon after their meeting, agieediipon isted at the time of their colonization, and which
a declaration of their rights, by which it was, they had found to be applicable to their local cir
among other things, declared, that the inhabitants cumstance:), and also to the immunities and privi
of the English colonies, in North Ameiica, by the leges, granted and confirmed to them by royal
immutable laws of nature, the principles of the charters, or secured by provincial laws that they
or had a right peaceably to assemble, consider of their
English constitution, and the several charters
grievances, and petition the king; that the keeping
a standing army in the colonies, without (he consent
* This rule was
adopted from policy. The firmness of the legislature of the colony where the army was
of two or three of the delegates was doubted by some kept, was
against law that it was indispensably ne
of their more determined associates. It was appre
cessary to good government, and rendered essen
hended, that these would bring forward some tempo
thnt it would tial, by theEnglish constitution, that the constituent
rising scheme of accommodation, in hopes
branches of the legislature be independent of each
case the country was con
operate in their favour, in
more equal, that, in other; and that, therefore, the exercise of
quered. The majority thought it
legisla

;

&quot;

;

:

which such army was
Congress declared,
to

:

countries found happiness and prosperity, they re
solved, for the present, only to pursue the follow ing peaceable measures

;

:

;

power, in several colonies, by a council, ap
pointed during pleasure by the crown, was uncon
stitutional, dangerous, and destructive to the free
dom of American legislation. All of these liber
ties Congress, in behalf of themselves and their
constituents, claimed, demanded, and insisted up
on, as their indubitable rights, which could not be
legally taken from them, altered, or abridged, by
any power whatever, without their consent.

enter into

a Don-importation,

noi: -con

sumption, and non-exportation agreement or asso
ciation.

To

2.

prepare an address to the people of G -ca
memorial to the inhabitants of Bri

Britain, and a
tish

;

tive

To

1.

;

every event, all should stand or full together, without
for
separate subterfuges. Joseph Gallawav brought
ward such a scheme, which wus rejected, and, of course,
not entered on the journals hut he obtained a certifi
cate of his having done so. After he had joined the
British, in the low ebb of American affairs, which took
place early in December, 1776, he produced those do
cuments, to prove, that he had always been a true and
s schemes
loyal subject. The outlines of Galloway
were a neutral government, to be instituted in America,
for regulating all the common concerns of the colonies,
and to be administered by a president-general, of royal
appointment, with executive powers, and a negative on
all proposed acts of legislation ; together with a coun
the provincial assemblies.
The
cil, to be appointed by
with the British par
legislative bod v to be incorporated
liament, so far that the assent of both should be requi
site to the validity of all general acts and statutes, which
were intended to operate over both countries.

hopes

that their fellow-subjects in Great Britain would
restore the colonies to that state, in which both

;

;

these grievous

kept, was against law.
that they could not submit
acts and measures.
In

|

America.

3.

To

By

the

prepare a loyal address to bis majesty.
association they bound themselves and
their constituents, &quot;from and after the Is;
day of
December next, not to import into Hritish A 11:011from
Great
Britain
or
ca,
Ireland, any gcimh.
wares, or merchandise, whatsoever; not to pur
chase any slave, imported after the said 1st d-iy
of December: not to purchase or use any tea. im
ported on account of the East India company, or
any on which a duty hath been or shall be paid;
and, from and after the 1st day of the next ensu
ing March, neither to purchase or use any East
India tea whatever; that they would not, after
the 10th day of the next September if their griev
ances were not previously redressed, export any

commodity whatsoever,

to

Great Britain. Ireland,

or the West Indies, except rice to Europe ; that
the merchants should, as soon as possible, write
to their correspondents in Great Britain and Ire
land, not to ship any goods to them on any pretence
whatever ; that, if any merchant there should ship
Congress then resolved, that sundry acts which any goods for America, in order to contravene the
had been passed in the reign of George the Third, non-importation agreement, they would not after
were infringements and violations of the rights of wards have any commercial connexion with such
the colonists ; and that the repeal of them was es merchant; that such as were owners of vessels,
sentially necessary, in order to restore harmony should give positive orders to their captains and
between Great Britain and the colonies.
The masters, not to receive, on board their vessels,

any
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NORTH AMERICA.
goods prohibited by the said non-importation agree
ment that they would use their endeavours to
improve the breed of sheep, and increase their
number to the greatest extent that they would
encourage frugality, economy and industry, and
promote agriculture, arts and American manufac
tures
that they would discountenance and dis
courage every species of extravagance and dissi
that, on the death of relations or friends,
pation
they would wear no other mourning than a small
piece of black crape or ribbon; that such, as were
venders of goods, should not take any advantage
;

;

;

;

of the scarcity, so as to raise their prices
that,
if
any person should import goods after the 1st
day of December, and before the 1st day of Feb
ruary, then next ensuing, the same ought to b
immediately re-shipped, or delivered up to a coir
mittee to be stored or sold and that, in the
case, all the clear profits should be applied to
wards the relief of the inhabitants of Boston; thai
if
any goods should be imported alter the 1st da
of February, the next ensuing, they should b
sent back without breaking any of he packages
that committees should be chosen in every coun
ly, city, and town, to observe the conduct of a
persons touching the association, and to publish
in ga/.ettes, the names of the violaters of it, a
foes to the rights of British America; that tin
committees of correspondence, in the respective
colonies, frequently inspect the entries of thei
custom-houses, and inform each other, from timi
to lime, of the true state thereof; that all Ameri
can manufactures should be sold at reasonable
pi ices, and no advantages to be taken of a future
and lastly, that they woul(
scarcity of goods
have no dealings or intercourse whatever, with
any province or colony of North America, whicli
should not accede to, or should violate the afore
;

hii&amp;gt;

;

the colonies to choose deputies as soon as posaible, to be ready to attend at that time and place,
should events make their meeting necessary.&quot;
On the publication of the proceedings of Congress, the people obtained that information which
Zealous to do something for iheir
they desired.
country, they patiently wailed for the decision of
their most strenuous efforts in granting supplies, ihat body, to whose direction they had resigned
we ask but for themselves. Their determinations were no sooner
and raising forces. They said,
wish not a diminu known, than cheerfully obeyed. Though their
peace, liberty and safety.
tion of the prerogative
nor do we solicit the power was only advisory, yet their recommenda
Your royal tions were more generally and more effectually
grant of any new right in our favour.
authority over us, and our connexion with Great carried into execution, than the laws of the best
Britain, we shall always carefully and zealously regulated states.
Every individual felt his liber
istration of justice, and the support of civil governineut, as had been judged just and suitable to
their respective circumstances; and that, for the
defence, protection, and security of the colonies,
their militia would be fully sufficient in time of
peace ; and, iu case of war, they were ready and
willing, when constitutionally required, to exert

!

j

&quot;

We

;

endeavour

to

support and

They

maintain.&quot;

then

redress of their grievances, which
they had enumerated ; and, appealing to thai Be
ing, who searches thoroughly the hearts of his
that their
creatures, they solemnly professed,
councils had been influenced by 110 other motives,
than a dread of impending destruction.&quot; They
for ihe
concluded with imploring his majesty,
hoDOUl of Almighty God, for his own glory, for
the inlerests of his family, and for the safety of
his kingdom and dominions, that as the loving
lather of his whole people, connected by the same
bonds of law, loyalty, faith, and blood, though
dwelling in various countries, he would not suffer
the transcendent relation, formed by these ties, to
be farther violated, by uncertain expectation of
solicited for a

&quot;

&quot;

effects, that, if attained, never could compensate
for the calamities, through which they must be

endangered, and was impressed with an idea,
that his safety consisted in union.
common in
terest in warding off a common danger, proved a
ties

A

poweiful incentive to the most implicit submission.
Provincial congresses and subordinate committees
were every where instituted. The resolutions ol
the continental congress were sanctioned with the
universal approbation of these new representative
bodies
and institutions were formed under their
directions to carry them into effect.
;

The

regular constitutional assemblies, also, gave
their assent to the measures recommended.
The
assembly of New York was the only legislature,

which withheld its approbation. Their metropo
had long been head quarters of the British ar

lis

and many of their best fami
were connected with the people of influence in
Great Britain. The unequal distribution of their
in the colonies

my

;

lies

land fostered an aristocratic spirit. From the ope
congress also addressed the French inhabi ration of these and other causes, the party for roy
tants of Canada; to whom they staled ihe righl al government was both more numerous and re
hey had on becoming English subjects, to th( spectable iu New York, than in the other colo
&amp;gt;enefiis
of the English constitution.
They ex nies.
The assembly of Pennsylvania, though com
ilained what these rights were; and pointed on
said associations.&quot;
he difference between the constilulion imposec posed of a majority of Quakers, or of those who
These several resolutions they bound themselves on them by act of parliament, and that to which were friendly to their interest, was the first legal
and their constituents, by the sacred ties of virtue, is British subjects, they were entitled. They in body of representatives, that ratified unanimously,
reduced their countryman Montesquieu, as repro- the acts of the general congress. They not only
honour, and love of their country, to observe till
their grievances were redressed.
their parliamentary constitution, and ex- voted theii approbation of what that body had
In their address to the people of Great Britain,
lorting them to join their fellow colonists, in sup done, but appointed members to represent them
thev complimented them for Iriving, at every port of their common rights.
They earnestly in- in the new congress, proposed to be held on the
and took sundry
Li,i/,ard maintained their independence, and trans
ited them to join, with the other colonies, in one 10th day of May next ensuing
mitted the rights of man, and the blessings of lib
ocial compact, formed on the generous prin
steps to put the province in a posture of defence.
To relieve the distresses of the people of Bos
erty to their posterity, and requested them not to be
equal liberty, and to this end recommended, that
surprised, that they, who were descendants from
hey would choose delegates to represent them iu ton, liberal collections were made, throughout Ihe
the same common ancestors, should refuse to sur
colonies, and forwarded for the supply of their
Jongress.
Domestic manufactures
render their rights, liberties, and constitution.
All these addresses were written with uncom- immediate necessities.
They proceeded to state their rights and their non ability, Coming from the heart, they were were encouraged, that the wants of the inhabitants,
alculated to move it.
grievances, and to vindicate themselves from the
Inspired by a loveo liber- from the non-importation agreement, might be di
and the greatest zeal was discovered by
charges of being seditious, impatient of govern
y, and roused by a sense of common danger, the minished
atriots of that day spoke, wrote and acted, with a large majority of the people, to comply with the
ment, and desirous of independency.
They sum
med up their wishes in the following words
n animation unknown in times of public tran- determination of these new made representative
Place us in the same situation in which we were,
but it was not so much, on the probable bodies. In this manner, while the forms of theold go
uility
at the close of the last war, and our former har
Ifect of these addresses, that Congress founded vernment subsisted, a new and independent authori
It was so
ieir hopes of obtaining a ledress of their griev- ty was virtually established.
mony will be restored.&quot;
universally
In the memorial of Congress to the inhabitants
nces, as on the consequences whicli they expec- the sense of the people, that the public good re
of the British colonies, they recapitulated the ed from the operation of their non-importation, quired a compliance with the recommendationsof
nd non-exportation agreement.
The success Congress, that any man who discovered an anxiety
them,
proceedings of Great Britain against
since the year 1763, in order to impress them
lat had followed the adoption of measures, simi- about the continuance of trade and business, was
with a belief that a deliberate system was formed
r to the former, in two preceding instances, had considered as a selfish individual; preferring pri
for abridging their liberties.
They then proceed
ncouraged the colonists to expect much from a vate interest to the good of his country. Under
ed to state the measures they had adopted, to
petition of it.
They indulged in extravagant :he influence of these principles, the intemperate
counteract this system, and gave the reasons
pinions of the importance of their trade to Great ,eal of the populace transported them, frequently,
which induced them to adopt the same. They
ritain
The measure of the non-exportation of so far beyond the limits of moderation, as to apieir commodities was a new expedient
encouraged them to submit to the inconveniences
and, from )ly singular punishments to particular persons,
nf non-importation and non-exportation, by desir
who contravened the general sense of the com
lat, even more was expected, than from the non
to weigh, in the opposite balance, the
ing them,
nportation agreement.
They supposed, that it munity.
endless miseries, they and their descendants must
ould produce such extensive distress among the
One of these was forcibly subjecting the obnoxmerchants and manufacturers of Great Britain, ous persons to a stream of cold water, discharged
endure, from an established arbitrary power.&quot;
They concluded with informing them, that the nd, especially among the inhabitants of the Bri- on them from a spout of a pump. Another and
schemes agitated against the colonies, had been
sh West India Islands, as would induce their nore serious one was, after smearing their bodies
so conducted as to render it prudent to extend
eneral co-operation, in procuring a redress of vith tar, to roll them in feathers, and expose
their views to mournful events, and to be, in all
merican grievances. Events proved that young hem, thus covered with tar and feathers, to the
gained.&quot;

The

;

&amp;gt;ating

;

&amp;gt;f

;

:

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

respects, prepared for every contingency.&quot;
In the petition of Congress to the king, they
begged leave to lay their grievances before the

After a particular enumeration of these,
they observed, that thev wholly arose from a de
structive system of colony administration, adopt
ed since the conclusion of the last war.
Thev
assured his majesty, that they had made such
provision for defraying the charges of the admin
throne.

ations, like
ieir

young people,
own importance.

are prone to

overrate

Congress having finished all this important buness, in less than eight weeks, dissolved themIves, on the 26th of October, after giving their
that another congress should be held on
pinion,

idicule

was

A more common mode
them with contempt and scorn, aris

of spectators.

to treat

ing in particular cases, to such a height, as to
abstain from all social intercourse with them
Frequently their names were stuck up in public

places, with the appellation of lories, tiaitors,
10th of M:iy. next ensuing, at Philadelphia, cowards, enemies to the country. &c.
nless the redress of their grievances should lie
The British ministry were not less disappointed
combination of
reviously obtained,&quot; and recommending, &quot;to all than mortified, at this unexpected
&quot;

le
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measures they would adopt. The ministry, ap-; dience, that they rtgaitied the boldest resolutions
prehending that this event, by distressing the trad- of Congress, as the idle clamours of an unruly
ing and manufacturing towns, might influence! multitude, which proper exertions on the part of
votes against the court, in the election of a new Great Hritain would speedily silence.
So much
parliament, which was of course to come on in the had been asserted and contradicted by both parties,
succeeding year, suddenly dissolved the parlia that the bulk of the people could form no certain
ment, and immediately ordered a new one to be opinion on the subject.
chosen.
It was their design to have the whole
The parliament adjourned for the Christmas
business of elections over, before the inconveni holidays, without coming to any decision on Ame
mon cause, in supporting so intemperate a colony: ences of a non-importation agreement could be rican affairs. As soon as they met, in January,
but should even that expectation fail, they con felt. The nation was thus surpiised into an elec 1775, a number of papers, containing information,
These were mostly let
ceived that their association must be founded on tion, without knowing that the late American acts were laid before them.
interests and feelings had driven the colonies into a firm combination, to ters from governors, and other servants of his*
principles so adverse to the
of individuals, that it could not be of long duration. support, and make a common cause with, the peo majesty, which detailed the opposition of the co
They were encouraged in these ill-founded opi ple of Massachusetts. A new parliament was re lonists, in language calculated to give a bad im
which met in thirty-four days after the pression of their past conduct, and an
nions, by the recollection, that the colonies were turned
alarming
frequently quarrelling about boundaries, clashing proceedings of Congress were first published in one of their future intentions.
It was a circumstance unfavourable to the lov
iu interests, differing in policy, manners, customs, Philadelphia, and before they were known in Great
forms of government, and religion, anil under the Britain. This, lor the most part, consisted, either ers of peace, that the rulers of Great Britain re
influence of a variety of local prejudices, jealou of the former members, or of those who held simi cieved almost the whole of their American
Isies, and aversions.
They also remembered the lar sentiments.
ligence from those, who had an interest in deceiv
On the 30th of November, the king, in his ing them. Governors, judges, revenue officers,
obstacle*, which prevented the colonies from act
of schemes, planned speech to his new parliament, informed them, and other royal servants, being both
ing together, in the execution
appointed and
that a most daring spirit of resistance and diso- paid by Great Britain, fancied that zeal, for the
for their own defence, in the late war against the
The
failure
of
in
the
interest
and
Indians.
the
bedience
to
the
of
that
French
laws, unhappily prevailed
expected
country, would be the most likelyThey
rn-operation of the colonies, in one uniform sys province of Massachusetts, arid had broken forth way to insure their farther promotion.
tem, at that time, was not only urged by the Bri- in fresh violences of a very criminal nature; that were therefore, in their official despatches to go
tish ministry, as a reason for parliamentary control these proceedings had been countenanced and en
vernment, often tempted to abuse ihe colonists,
over the whole, but flattered them with a delusive couraged in his other colonies that unwarrantable with a view of magnifying their own watchfulness,
hope, that they never could be brought to combine attempts had been made to obstruct the commerce and lecommending themselves to Great Britain.
their counsels and their anus.
Perhaps the colo of his kingdom, by unlawful combinations and The plain, simple language of truth was nu
that he had taken such measures, and given such ceptable to courtly ears.
nists apprehended more danger lom British en
Ministers received
id
croachments, on their liberties, than from French orders, as hejudged most proper and effectual, for caressed those and those only, whose rcpie
encroachment, on Indian territories, in their neigh carrying into execution the laws, which were pass tions coincided with their owu views and wishes.
or more probably, the time to part be
ed in the last session of the late parliament, rela They, who contended that, by the spirit of the Eng
bourhood
lish constitution, British
ing come, the Governor of the Universe, by a se tive to the province of Massachusetts.&quot;
subjects, residing on one
An address, proposed in the house of commons, side of the Atlantic, were entitled to equal privi
cret influence on their mind s, disposed them to
it
de
cause
it
is
a
warm
with
those
From whatever
in answer to this speech, produced
who resided on the other, were
union.
leges,
proceeded,
The minister was reminded of the great unnoticed while the abbettors of ministerial mea
certain, that a disposition to do, to suffer, and to bate.
accommodate, spread from breast to breast, and effects, he had predicted from the late American sures were heard with attention.
In this hour of national infatuation, lord Chat
from colony to colony, beyond the reach of human acts
They were to humble that whole conti
It seemed as though one mind in
calculation.
nent, without farther trouble and the punishment ham, after a In
retirement, resumed his seat in
The merchants put far behind of Boston was to strike so universal a panic in ali the house of In
and exerted his umivalled elo
spired the whole.
them the gains of trade, and cheerfully submitted the colonies, that it would be totally abandoned, quence, in sundry attempts to dissuade his count ryfrom attempting to subdue the Americans by
to a total stoppage of business, in obedience to the and, instead of obtaining relief, a dread of the
the other provinces, to a foice of arms.
The native digui ty of his superior
recommendations of men. invested with no legis same fate would
The cultivators of the soil, with most respectful submission.&quot; An addiess, re-echo genius and the recollection
lative powers.
important
His
great unanimity, assented to the determination, ing the royal speech was, nevertheless, carried by vices entitled him to distinguished notice.
address
was
A
similar
and
that the hard-earned produce of their farms should
voice,
were
carried, language,
calculated to
great majority.
jesttire,
of
a
in
case
free
ex
a
iu
the
conviction
on
after
house:
but
his
remain unshipped, although,
hearers.
upper
Though venera
spirited debate,
ble for his age he spoke with the fire of
portation, many would have been eager to have the loids Richmond, Portland, Rockingham, Stam
youth. He
introduced
himself with some general cib.-ervaiiiii!-;
purchased it from them, at advanced prices. The ford, Stanhope, Torrington, Ponsonby, \Vycombe,
sons and daughters of ease renounced imported and Camden entered a protest against it, which on the importance of the American quarrel.
He
What enlarged on the dangerous events that w e com
conveniences: and voluntarily engaged to eat, concluded with these remarkable words
ever may be the mischievous designs, or the incon ing on the nation, in consequence of the present
drink, and wear, only such articles as their coun
These sacrifices were made, not siderate temerity which lead others to this despe dispute. He arraigned the conduct of miui^irrs.
try afforded.
from the pressure of present distress, but on the rate course, we wish to be known as persons, who with great severity repiobated their whole svsgenerous principle of sympathy with an invaded have disapproved of measuies so injurious in their tem of American politics and moved thai an hum
sister colony, and the prudent policy of guarding past effects, and future tendency, and who are not ble address be presented to his majesty, must
against a precedent which might, on a future day, in haste, without inquiry or information, to com humbly to advise and beseech him, to de--i&amp;gt;.itch
mit ourselves i.i declarations, which may precipi orders to General Gage, to remove his majest\ s
operate against their liberties.
This season of universal distress exhibited a tate our country into all the calamities of a civil forces from the town of Boston. Ilis lordship
supported this motion in a pathetic animated
striking proof, how practicable it is for mankind war.&quot;
to sacrifice ease, pleasure, and interest, when the
Soon after the meeting of the new parliament, speech; but it was rejected by a great majmiiv.
mind is strongly excited by its passions. In the the proceedings of the congress reached Greal From this and other circumstances, it soon be
midst of their sufferings, cheerfulness appeared in Britain. The first impression, made by them, was came evident, that tl e Americans could expect no
the face of all the people.
They counted every in favour of America. Administration seemed to more favour from the new parliament, than they
A majority
thing cheap in comparison with liberty, and rea be staggered and their opposers triumphed, in the had experienced from the late one.
to endanger it.
A eventual truth of their prediction, that an univer in both houses were against them, and lesolved to
dily gave tip whatever tended
noble strain of generosity and mutual support was sal confederacy, to resist great Britain, would be compel them to obedience: but a respectable mi
A great and powerful diffusion the consequence of the late American acts. The nority in their favoui was strongly seconded by
generally excited.
The animation of the secretary of state, after a day s perusal, during petitions, from the merchants and manufacturers,
of public spirit took place.
times raised the actors in these scenes above which a council was held, said that the petition of throughout the kingdom, and particularly from
As these were
themselves, and excited them to deeds of self-de- Congress, to the king, was a decent and proper one. those of London and Bristol,
He also cheerfully undeitook to present it and well appiised of the consequences, that must fol
uial, which the interested prudence of calmer sea
sons can scarcely credit.
afterwards repoited, that his majesty was pleased low from the prosecution of coercive measures,
to lay and deeply interested in the event, they made un
very graciously to receive it and to promise
From common exertions to prevent their adoption. They
his two houses of parliament.
it before
these favourable circumstances, the sanguine pointed out the various evils, that would result
VI.
friends of America concluded, that it was intend- from them, and warned their countrymen of the
ed to make the petition a foundation of a change danger to which their commercial interests were
in
Transaction 8 in Great Britain
consequence of the pro
bnt these hopes were of short dura- exposed.
of measures
ceedings of Congress, iu 1774.
When the petition from the merchants of Lon
lion.
The partizans of administration placed so much don was read in the house of commons, it was
SOME time before the proceedings of Congress
reached England, it was justly apprehended, that confidence in the efficacy of the measures, they moved to refer it to the committee appointed to
but
a noo-importulion agreement would be one of the had lately taken, to bring the Americans to obe- take into consideration the American papers

the colonies.
They had fluttered themselves
with a belief, tlr.it the malcontents in Huston were
a small party, he;iilcd by a few factious men, and
that the majority of llie inhabitants would arrange
themselves on the side
government, as soon as
they found Great Britain determined to support
her authority and, should even Massachusetts
take part with its offending capital, they could not
believe that the other colonies would maUe a com
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NORTH AMERICA.
was moved by way of amendment, on the min- peeled no more
but lord Sandwich ruse, and, in
istenal side, that it should be referred to a separate a pMTilant speech, opposed its
being received at all,
comm.uer, to meet on the 27th, the day succeed- and gave his opinion,
thai it ought immediately
inglhat appointed for the consideration of Ame- to be rejected, wi th the contempt it deserved
rican papers.
This, though a dishonourable eva- that he could not believe it to be the production
that it appeared to him rasiou, was carried by a majority of more than two of any British peer
it

:&quot;

.

1

;

;

A

from Bristol, Glasgow, Norwich, Liverpool, Manchester,
Birmingham, Wooiverhampton, Dudley, and some
other places.
These, on their being presented,
were iu like manner consigned to, what the op
position humourously termed the committee of

ther the work of

some

American;&quot;

Great Britain,

e&amp;lt;s

1

I

in

l&amp;gt;v

;

one.

produce of these immense ca-

which ultimately centered

would be deranged and endangered
the con
tinuance of the American troubles. The petitionwere admitted to a hearing when Mr. Glover,
as their agent, ably demonstrated the
folly and
danger of persevering; in the contest but without
any effect. The immediate coercion of the colo
nies was resolved upon ; and the
ministry would
not suffer themselves to be diverled from its exe
cution.
They were confident of success, if they
could once bring the controversy to the decision

&quot;

to

that the profits and
pitals,

|

and, turning

;

towards Dr. Franklin, who was leaning on
&quot;he fancied he
had in his eye the
person who drew it up one of the bitterest and
most mischievous enemies this country had ever
known.&quot;
This turned the eyes of many lords on
the insulted American, who with that self com of arms.
They expected muse frcnn conquest,
oblivion.
mand, which is peculiar to great minds, kept his than they could promise themselves by negociation
Several other lords of or compromise.
About the same time, a petition was offered from countenance unmoved.
The free constitutions of the coMr. Bollan, Dr. Franklin, and Mr. Lee, stating the administration gave their sentiments, also, louies, and their rapid progress in population, were
that they were authorized by Congress to present for rejecting lord Chatham s conciliatory bill ; beheld with a
jealous eye, as the natural means of
their petition to the king, which his majesty had urging that it not only gave a sanction to the trai
independence. They conceived the most effectual
that they were enabled to torous proceedings of the congress already held, method, of
referred to that house
retaining them long, would be to reduce
throw great light on the subject and praying to but legalized their future meeting. They enlarged them soon. They hoped to be able to
extinguish
bt heard at the bar in support of the said petition. on the rebellious temper, and hostile disposition remonstrance and debate, by such a
speedy and
The friends of the ministry alleged, that as Con of the Americans; and said, &quot;that, though the decisive conquest, as would give them an oppor
gress was not a legal body, nothing could be re duty on lea was the pretence, the restrictions on tunity to new-model the colonial constitutions, on
It was in vain replied, that their commerce, and the hopes of throwing them such
ceived from them.
principles as would prevent future alterca
off, were the real motives of their disobedience; tions, on the
the congress, however illegal as to other purpo
subject of their chartered rights.
and
that
to
concede BOW, would be to give up the Every representation, that tended to retard or ob
ses, was sufficiently legal for presenting a petition
for
ever.&quot;
struct the coercion of the colonies, was therefore
that, as it was signed by the individual members point
The dukes of Richmond and Manchester, lord considered as tending only to prolong the contro
of Congress, it might be received as a petition
from individuals that the signers were persons Camden, lord Lyttleton, and others were for re versy. Confident of victory, and believing that
and that it was ceiving lord Chatham s conciliatory bill
some nothing short of it would restore the peace of the
of great influence in America
the right of all subjects to have their petitions from approbation of its principles; but others only empire, the ministry turned a deaf ear to all peti
from a regard to the character and dignity of the tions and representations.
heard.
They even presumed,
that the petitioners, v.-hen they found Great Britain
In the course of the debate on lord Chatham s house.
Lord Dartmouth, who, from indecision, rarely determined on war, would assist in
motion, for addressing his majesty to withdraw
carrying it on
had any will or judgment of his own, and who, with with
Ills troops from Boston, it had been observed, by
vigour, in order to expedite the settlement of
some lords in administration, that it was common dispositions for the best measures, could be easily the dispute. They took it for granted, that when,
and easy to censure their measures; but those prevailed upon to join in support of the worst, find the petitioning towns were convinced, that a re
who did so proposed nothing better. Lord Chat ing the opposition from his coadjutors in adminis- newal of the commercial intercourse, between the
ham answered, that he should not be one of those (ration unexpectedly strong, turned round, and two countries, would be sooner obtained by going
idle censurers; that he had thought long and gave his voice with them for immediately reject- on, than turning back, the same interest, which led
closelv upon the subject: and purposed soon to ing the plan. Lord Chatham, in reply to lord Sand them at first to petition, would lead them after
the result of his medita wich, declared, &quot;the bill proposed by him to be wards to support coercive measures, as the most
lay beYore their lordships
his own; but he made no scruple to de effectual and shortest
tions, in a plan for healing the differences between entirely
way of securing commerce
Great Britain and the colonies, and for restoring clare, that, if he were the first minister of the coun from all future interruptions.
When he had matured his try, and had the care of settling this momentous The determination of ministers, to persevere,
peace 10 the empire.
it into the house, in the form
business, he should not be ashamed of publicly was also forwarded by hopes of the defection of
pian, he introduced
In failing to his assistance a person, so perfectly ac New York from her sister colonies.
of a bill, for settling the troubles in America.
They flat
ted with the whole of the American affairs tered themselves, that, when one link of the con
this he proposed, that the colonists should make a
as the gentleman alluded to, and so injuriously re- tinental chain
full acknowledgment of the supremacy of the le
gave way it would be easy to make
the superintending power of the Hected upon (Dr. Franklin :) one whom all Europe an impression on the disjointed extremities.
gislature, and
The bill did not absolutely held in high estimation for his knowledge and wis
British parliament.
Eveiy attempt to close the breach, which had
but partly, as a dom, and ranked with the Boyles and Newtons, been opened by the former parliament, having fail
rlecide on the right of taxation
matter of grace, and partly as a compromise, de who was an honour not only to the English nation ed, and the ministry having made up their mi:ids,
on the mode of proceeding with the colonisls,
clared and enacted, &quot;that no tax, or other charge, but to human nature.&quot;
The plan proposed by lord Chatham was reject their proposed plan was briefly unfolded. This
should be levied in America, except by common con
and was to send a greater force to America, and to
It asserted the ed, by a majority of sixty-four to thirty-two
sent in their provincial assemblies.
without being admitted to lie on the table.
That bring in a temporary act, to prohibit all the foreign
right of the king, to send a legal army to any part
that a bill on so important a subject, offered by one of trade of the New England colonies, till they shou .i 3
of his dominions at all times; but declared,
no military force could ever be lawfully employed, the first men of the age, and who, as prime minis- imake proper submissions and acknowledgments,
ter of the nation, had, but a few years befoie, ta- An address to his majesty was, at the same time,
to violate or destroy the just rights of the people.&quot;
ken up Great Britain, when in a low despondency, moved,
to beseech him to take the most effectual
a congress, in the en
It also legalized the holding
&quot;of
recogni and conducted her to victory and glory, through a measures, to enforce due obedience to the laws
suing May, for the double purpose,
war with two of the most powerful kingdoms of land authority of the supreme legislature.&quot;
and
zing the supreme legislative authority,
superover the colonies; Europe, should be rejected without any consideraTruly critical was the moment to the union of
intending power of parliament
and for making a free grant to the king, his heirs, lion, or even a second reading, was not only a the empire. A new parliament might, without the
and successors, of a certain and perpetual reve- breach of decency, but a departure from that pro- charge of inconsistency, have repealed acts, pass
nue subject to the disposition of parliament, and priety of conduct which should mark the proceed- ed by a former one, which had been found incon
but pride and passion, un
It venient on experiment
a41eviation of the national debt.
ings of a branch of the national legislature.
applicable to the
On these conditions the bill proposed, to restrai could not but strike every thinking American, that der the specious names of national dignity and
for the supremacy of parliament, induced the
the powers of the admiralty courts to their ancient such legislators, influenced by passion, prejudice, zeal
and party spirit, many of whom were totally igno adoption of measures, for immediately compelling
limits and suspended, fora limited time, those acts
of the colonies.
which had been complained of by Congress.&quot;It pro rant of the subject, and who would not give them the submission
The repeal of a few acts of parliament would,
in America, on the same selves an opportunity, by a second reading, or far
the
to
judges,
place
posed
Though she
of their salaries and offices, ther consideration, to inform themselves better at this time, have satisfied Ameiica.
footing.as to the holding
and secured to the colo were very unfit to exercise unlimited supremacy had been extending her claims, yet she was still
with those in England
three millions of virtuous, sensible people, in willing that Great Britain should monopolize her
nies all the privileges, franchises, and immunities, over
trade, and that the parliament should regulate it
charters and constitutions. habiting the other side of the globe.
granted bv their several
On the day after the rejection of lord Chatham s for the common benefit of the empire. Nor was
Bis lordship introduced this plan with a speech, in
of com she disposed to abridge his majesty of any of his
which he explained, and supported every part of bill, a petition was presented to the house
re
usual prerogatives. This authority was sufficient
When he sat down, lord Dartmouth rose, and mons, from the planters of the sugar colonies,
it.
as to siding in Great Britain, and the merchants of Lon- for the mother country, to retain the colonists, in
it contains matter of such magnitude
said
In this they stated; a profitable state of subordination, and yet not so
and therefore hoped, that don, trading to the colonies.
require consideintion
the British property in the West India islands! much as to be inconsistent with their claims, or
the noble earl did not expect their lordships to de that
to upwards of thirty millions; that ajthe security of their most important interests,
cide upon it, by an immediate vote; but would be amounted
was employed in Britain viewed the matter in a different light. To
lie on the table for considera- farther property of many millions
willing it should
that he ex- the commerce,&quot; created&quot; by the said islands; and recede, at this time would to be acknowledge.
Lord Chatham answered,
tion.
similai fate attended the petitions
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they were legislatively forbidden to fish, or to car
It was
presumed, that the
ry on foreign trade.
wants of a large body of people, deprived of em
ployment, would create a clamour in farour of re

that the ministry had hitherto been
wrong of the supreme legislature; and begged, ff\ the
a concession rarely made by private persons, and most solemn manner, to assure his majesty, that
more rarely by men in public stations. The lead it was their fixed resolution, at the hazard of their
the lives and properties, to stand by his majesty against
ing members in parliament, not distinguishing
all rebellious attempts, in the maintenance of the
opposition of freemen to unconstitutional innova
tion, from the turbulence of licentious mobs break
just rights of his majesty, and of the two houses
of parliament.&quot;
ing over the bounds of law and constitution, sup
The lords, Richmond, Craven, Archer, Aberposed that to redress grievances was to renounce
in the

;

This inference, in some degree, re
sovereignty.
sulted from the broad basis, which they had as
Jf,
signed to the claims of the mother country.
as was contended, on the part of Great Britain,
they had a right to bind the colonies, in all cases
whatsoever, and the power of parliament over
them were absolute and unlimited, they were pre
cluded from rescinding any act of theirs, however
oppressive, when demanded as a matter of right.
They were too highly impressed with ideas of
their unlimited authority, to repeal any of their
laws, on the principle, that they had not a consti
tutional power to enact them, and too unwise to
adopt the same measure on the ground of political
expediency.

for

Unfortunately

both

countries,

two opinions were generally held, neither of which
was, perhaps, true in its utmost extent, and one
of which was most assuredly false.
The ministry
and parliament of England proceeded on the idea,
that the claims of the colonists amounted to abso
lute independence, and that a fixed resolution to

conciliation.
The British ministry expected to

excite

the

same temper in the unemployed New England
men, that Congress meant to raise by the non-im

gavenny, Rockingham, Wycombe, Courtenay,
Torrington, Ponsonby, Chohnondely, Abingdon,
Rutland, Camden, Efnogham, Stanhope, Scarbo
rough, Fitzwilliam, and Tankerville, protested
**
as founded on no proper
against this address,
parliamentary information, being introduced by
refusing to suffer the presentation of petitions
against it ; as following the rejection of every
mode of conciliation as holding out no substan
tial offer of redress of
and as promis
grievances
ing support to those ministers, who had inflamed
America, and grossly misconducted the affairs of
Great Britain.&quot;
By the address against which this protest was
entered, the parliament of Great Britain passed
the Rubicon
In former periods, it might be al
leged, that the claims of the colonies were unde
fined, and that their unanimous resolution to defend
them was unknown
but after a free representa
tion from twelve provinces had stated their rights,
and pledged themselves to each other to support
them, and their determinations were known, a re
solution that a rebellion actually existed, and that
at the hazard of their lives and
properties, they

portation agreement,

and manufacturers.

among the British merchants
The molion for this bill,

brought into view the whole o( the American con
The opposersof it said, that its cruelty
exceeded the examples of hostile rigour with
avowed enemies; for that, in the most dangerous
wars, the fishing craft was universally spared.
They desired the proposer of tbe bill to recollect,
that he had often spoken of the multitude of
friends he had in those provinces, and that now he
confounded the innocent with the guilty friends
with enemies; and involved his own partizans in
one common ruin wilh his opposers. They al
leged farther, that the bill would operate against
the people of Great Britain: as the people of New
England were in debt to them, and had no oilier
means of paying that debt, but through the fishe
It
ry, and the circuitous trade depending on ii.
was observed, that the fishermen, being cut oft
from employment, must turn soldiers; and that,
therefore, while (hey were provoking the Ameri
cans to resistance, by one set of acts, they were
furnishing them with the means of recruiting an
army by another.
The favourers of the bill denied the chaise of
severity, alleging that the colonists could not com
plain of any distress the bill might bring on them,
as they not only deserved it, hut had set the ex
ample and that they had entered into unlawful
combinations to ruin the merchants and mam;f;&amp;gt;oturers of Great Britain.
It was said, that, if
any
foreign power had offered a similar insult or inju
the
whole
nation
would
have
demanded
satis
ry,
faction.
They contended that it was a bill of hu
for, said they, the colonists
manity and mercy
have incurred all the penalties of rebellion, and

troversy.

;

;

;

;

renounce the sovereignty of Great Britain was
concealed under the specious pretext of a redress
The Americans, on the other hand,
of grievances.
were equally confident, that the mother country would stand by his majesty, against all rebellious
not only harboured designs unfriendly to their in attempts, was a virtual declaration of war.
Both
terests, but seriously intended to introduce arbi
parties were now bound, in consequence of their
Jealousies of each other were own acts, to submit the controversy to a decision
trary government.
of arms.
Issue was joined, by the approbation
reciprocally indulged, to the destruction of all con
fidence, and to the final dismemberment of the Congress had given to the Suffolk resolves, and by
this subsequent joint address of both houses of par
empire.
It is probable that neither
In discussing the pleasures proposed by the liament to his majesty.
minister, for the coercion of the colonies, the party, in the beginning, intended to go thus far
whole ground of the American controversy was but by the inscrutable operations of Providence,
The comparative merits of concession each was permitted to adopt such measures as not
traversed.
and coercion weie placed in every point of view. only rent the empire, hut involved them both, with
Some of the minority, in both houses of parliament, their own consent, in all the calamities of a long
The answer from the throne, to
pointed out the dangers that would attend a war and bloody war.
with America; the likelihood of the interference the joint addresses of parliament, contained assur
of other powers and the probability of losing, and ances of taking the most speedy and effectual mea
the impossibility of gaining any thing more than sures, for enforcing due obedience to the laws,
was already possessed. On the other hand, the and authority of the supreme legislature. This
answer was accompanied with a message to the
friends of the ministry asserted, that the Ameri
that commons, in which they were informed, that some
cans had been long aiming at independence
they were magnifying pretended grievances, to augmentation to the forces by sea and land would
cover a premeditated revolt; that it was the busi be necessary. An augmentation of four thousand
ness and duty of Englishmen, at every hazard, to three hundred and eighty-three men to the land
prevent its completion, and bring them back to a forces, and t f two thousand seamen to be employ
remembrance that their present greatness was ed for the ensuing year, was accordingly asked
owing to the mother country and that even their for, and carried without difficulty. With the first,
it was stated, that the
existence had been purchased at an immense ex
force at Boston would be
pense of British blood and treasure.
They ac ten thousand men, a number supposed to be suf
it
ficient for enforcing the laws.
Other schemes, in
knowledged the danger to be great but said
must be encountered that every day s delay in addition to a military force, were thought advisa
creased the evil and that it would be base and ble for promoting the projected coercion of the co
cowardly to shift off, for the present, an unavoida lonies. With this view a punishment was proposed,
ble contest, which must fall with accumulated so universal in its operation, that it was
expected
weight on the heads of their posterity.&quot; The the inhabitants of the New England colonies, to
of
interference
denied.
was
It obtain a riddance of its
foreign
danger
heavy pressure, would in
was contended, that an appearance of vigorous terest themselves in procuring a general submis
a
farther
reinforcement of troops sion to parliament. Lord North moved for leave
measures, with
at Boston, would be sufficient to quell the disturb
to bring in a bill
to restrain the trade and com
It was also urged, that the friends of go
ances.
merce of the provinces of Massachusetts Bay and
vernment were both strong and numerous, and only New Hampshire, the colonies of Connecticut, and
waited for proper support, and favourable circum
Rhode Island-and Providence Plantations in North
stances, lo declare themselves.
America, to Great Britain, Ireland, and the Bri
After long and warm debates, and one or two tish islands in the West Indies, and to
prohibit
protests, the ministerial plans were carried by such provinces and colonies from carrying on any
In consequence thereof, on the fishery on the banks of
great majorities.
or
other
Newfoundland,
9th of February, 1775, a joint address, from both places therein to be mentioned, under certain con
loids and commons was pesented to his majesty, ditions, and for a limited time.&quot;
The motion for
in which,
they returned thanks for the commu this bill was supported, by declaring, that, as the
nication of the papers, relative to the state of the Americans had refused to trade with the mother
British colonies in America; gave it as their opi
country, they ought not to be permitted to trade
nion that a rebellion actually existed in the pro wilh any other.
It was known that the New
vince of Massachusetts
besought his majesty, England colonies carried on a circuitous trade
that he would take the most effectual measures, and
fishery, on the banks of Newfoundland to ai
to enforce due obedience to the laws and authority great extent.
To cut them off from this resource,
;

;

;

;

&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

|

;

;

are liable to the severest

In
military execution.
stead of inflicting the extent of what thov deser
the
bill
ved,
only proposes to bring them to tinir
senses, by restricting their trade.
They iniM-d
farther, that the measure was necessary
tor, said
;

Americans have frequently imposed on
us, by threatening to withdraw their trade, hoping
through mercantile influence to bend the legisla
ture to their demands; that this was the third time,
they had thrown the commerce of Great Britain
into a stale of confusion
and that both colonies
they,

&quot;the

;

and commerce were better lost, than preserved on
such terms.&quot; They added farther, that they must
either relinquish their connexion with America,
or fix it on such a basis, as would prevent a return
of these evils.
They admitted the bill to be coer
cive
but said,
that ihe coercion, which pul ihe
speediest end to the dispute, was eventually the
&quot;

;

most

merciful.&quot;

In the progress of the

the
bill, a petition from
merchants and traders of London, who were inte
rested in the American commerce, was
presented
against it.
They were heard by their agent, Mr.
IJavid Barclay
and a variety of witnesses were
examined before the house. In the course of their
;

evidence

it
appeared, that, in the year 17G4, the
four provinces of New England
employed, in their
several fisheries, no less than
thousand

forty-five

eight hundred and eighty ton of shipping, and six
thousand and two men and that the produce of
;

their

fisheries

amounted

that

year,

in

foreign

maikels

to 322,2-20l,

16s. sterling.
It also ap
peared, that the fisheries had very much increas
ed since that time; that all the materials used in

them, except salt, and the timber of which the
vessels were built, were purchased from Great
Britain; and that the net pioceeds of the whole
were remilted thither. All this information was
disregarded. After much opposition in both houses,
and a protest in the house of lords, the bill was,

by a great majority, finally ratified. So intent
were the ministry and parliament ou the cocr-

NORTH AMERICA.
cion the colonists, that
every other interest was
sacrificed to iu accomplishment.
They conceived
the question between die io countries to be, sim
ply, whether they should abandon their claims,
and at once give up all the advantages arising
from sovereignty and commerce, or resort to vio

measures for their security.
Since the year 1769, when a secretary of

lent

disclaimed

officially

all

views ol

ail

state,
re
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They animadverted on the inconsistency of hold
ing forth the same resolution as a measure of con
cession, and as an assertion of authority.
They
remarked, that, hitherto, it had been constantly
that
had
contest
denied,
about an Amer
they
any
ican revenue; and that the whole had been a dis
pute about obedience to trade-laws, and the gene
ral legislative
but now
authority of parliament
ministers suddenly changed their language, and
proposed to interest the nation, and console the
manufacturers, and animate the soldiery, by persuadii .g them, that it is not a contest for
empty
honour, but for the acquisition of a subtantial re
venue. It was said, that the Americans would be
as effectually taxed, without their consent
by be
ing compelled to pay a gross sum, as by an aggre
gate of small duties to the same amount; and that
this scheme of taxation exceeded, in oppression,
any that the rapacity of mankind had hitherto de
vised.
In other cases, a specific sum was demand
ed
and the people might reasonablv presume that
the remainder was their own
but here they were
wholly in the dark, as to the extent of the de
;

American

mention had been made of that sub
venue,
ject ; but the decided majority, who voted with
the ministry on this occasion, emboldened lord
North once more to present it to the view of his
little

countrymen. He, therefore, brought into parlia
ment, a scheme, which had the double recommen
dation of holding forth the semblance of concilia
tion, and the prospect of an easement of British
taxes, by a productive revenue from the colonies.
This resolution passed on the 20th of
February,
and was as follows:

Resolved, that, when the governor, council,
and assembly, or general court, of
any of his majesty s provitices or colonies in America, shall
propose to make provision according to the con mand.
dition, circumstances, and situation of such pioThis
&quot;

;

:

This plhu of conciliation, which promised
immediate peace to the whole empire, and a
tions.

lasting

obedience of the colonies, though recommended
by the charms of the most persuasive eloquence,
and supported by the most
convincing arguments,
was by a great majority rejected.
Mr. D. Hartley, not discouraged by the nega
tive, which had been given to Mr. Burke s scheme,
came forward with another for the same purpose.
This proposed, that a letter of requisition should
be sent to the colonies,
by the secretary of state,
on a motion from the house, for a contribution to
the expenses of the whole
He meant to
empire.
leave, to the

provincial assemblies, the right to

judge of the expedience, amount and application of
the grant.
In confidence that the colonies would
give freely,

when

called on, in this constitutiona

way, he moved, to suspend the acts complained of
by the Americans. This was also rejected.
Another plan was, digested in private, by Dr.
Franklin, on the part of the Americans, and Dr.
Fothergili and David Barcley, on behalf of the
British ministry.
There appeared a disposition
to concede something considerable on both sides
but the whole came to nothing in
consequence of
an inflexible determination to refuse a
repeal of
the act of parliament for
altering the chartered
Dr. Franklin
government of Massachusetts.
agieed, that the tea destroyed should be paid for ;
the British ministers, that the Boston
port act
should be repealed; but the latter contended, &quot;that
the late Massachusetts acts, being real amend
ments of their constitution, must, for that reason,
be continued, as well as to be a
standing example
of the power of parliament.&quot; On the other hand,
it was declared
Dr.
Franklin,
that, while the
by
parliament claimed and exercised a power ofinternal legislation for the colonies, and of
altering
American constitutions at pleasure, there could
be no agreement ; as that would render the Ame
ricans unsafe in every privilege they
enjoyed, and
would leave them nothing in which they could be
;

proposition, however, for conciliation,
vince or colony, for
contributing their proportion though disrelished by many of the friends of min
for the common defence, such
proportion to be istry, was carried, on a division of two hundred
raised under the
On its trans
authority of the general court or and seventy-four to eighty-eight.
general assembly of such province or colony, and mission to the colonies, it did not produce the ef
It was unani
disposable by parliament; and shall engage to fects of disunion expected from it.
make provision, also, for the support of the civil mously rejected.
Other plans for conciliation with the colonies,
government, and the administration of justice in
such province or colony, it will be proper, if such founded on principles very different from those
proposal shall be approved by his majesty, and the which were the basis of lord North s conciliatory
two houses of parliament, and for so long as such motion, were brought forward, in the house of
provision shall be made accordingly, to forbear, commons; but without receiving its approbation.
in respect of such
province or colony, to levy any The most remarkable of these was proposed by
duty, tax, or assessment, except only such duties Mr. Edmund Burke, in a speech, which, for
as it may be expedient to continue to
of information, and
levy or to strength of argument, extent
impose for the regulation of commerce the net sublimity of language, would bear a comparison
produce of the duties last mentioned, to be carried with the most finished performance that ancient or
to the account of such province or
In his introduction
colony respec modern times have produced.
to this admirable speech, he examined and ex
secure.&quot;
tively.&quot;
This obstinate adherence to support parliament,
This was introduced by the minister, in a long plained the natural and accidental circumstances
speech, in which he asserted, that it would be an of the colonies, with respect to situation, resour in a power of altering the laws and charters of the
&quot;

;

ces, number, population, commerce, fisheries, and provinces, particularly to enforce their late laws for
founded on the agriculture and from these considerations showed new-modelling the chartered constitution of Massa
chusetts, was the fatal rock, by dashing on which
principles which they pretend, they must agree their importance. Hethen inquired into their uncon
for every other point,
with this proposition; but if they have designs in querable spirit of freedom which he traced to its the empire broke in twain
From these circumstances, he in dispute between the two countries, seemed in a
contemplation, ditl erent from those they avow, original sources.
(air way (or an amicable
their refusal will convict them of duplicity,&quot; The inferred the line of policy which should be pur
compromise.
The fishery bill was speedily followed by ano
opposition to the minister s motion originated sued with regard to America. He showed that all
of
must
be
to
for
the ther,
government
adapted
restraining the trade and commerce of (he
among those who had supported him in previous proper plans
They objected to the proposal, that, feelings, established habits, and received opinions colonies and provinces of New Jersey, Pennsylva
(|uestions.
On these principles, Mr. Burke nia, Maryland, Virginia, and South Carolina. The
in effect, it was an acknowledgment of something of the people.
reasons assigned for this were the same with those
grievous in the idea ot taxing America by parlia reprobated all plans of governing the colonies by
ment; and that it was, therefore, a departure from force; and proposed, as_the ground-work of his offered for the other. These provinces had adop
their own principles.
They contended, that it was plan, that the colonists should be admitted to an ted the continental association. The British min
He then went into ister thought it proper, that, as they had volunta
improper to make concessions to rebels, with arms interest in the constitution.
in their hands; or to enter into any measures for an historical detail of the manner, in which the rily interdicted thelnselves from trade with Great
a settlement with the Americans, in which they British privileges had been extended to Ireland, Britain, Ireland and the West Indies, they should
did not, as a preliminary, acknowledge the supre Wales, and the counties palatine of Chester and be restraineil from it with all other parts of the world.
macy of parliament. The minister was likely to Durham the state of confusion before that event He contended, that the inhabitants of the colonies
he deserted by some of his partisans, till others and the happy consequences which followed it.
might render this act a dead letter, by relinquish
that a communication, to the mem
ing their own resolutions, as then they would meet
explained the consistency of the scheme with their He contended,
It was said,
what shall bers, of an interest in the constitution, was the with no restraint in carrying on trade in its ancient
former declarations.
It is remarkable, that three of the
great ruling principle of British government. He, leg:il channel.
parliament lose by acceding to this resolution ?
Not the right of taxing America for this is most therefore, proposed to go back to the old policy associated colonies, viz. New York, Delaware, and
He was for a parlia North Carolina, were omitted in this restiaining
Not the profitable cxeicise for governing the colonies.
expressly reserved.
Whatever might be the view of the British
for it proposes to enforce the only- mentary acknowledgment of the legal competency bill.
of this right
essential part of taxation, by compelling the Amer of the colonial assemblies, for the support of their ministry for this discrimination, it was considered
icans to raise not only what they, but what we, government in peace, and for public aids in time in the colonies as calculated to promote disunion
He maintained the futility of parliamen among them. It is certain, that the colonists, ex
are not going to war for of war.
think reasonable.
He stated, empted from its operation, might have reaped a
of supply.
trifles, and a vain point of honour; but for substan
tary taxation, as a method
The minister farther declared, that much had been given in the old way of colo golden harvest from the exemplion in their favour,
tial revenue.&quot;
had they been disposed to avail themselves of it;
that he did not expect his proposition to be gener nial grant; that, from the year 1748 to 1763, the
ac
but
such was the temper of he times, that a renun
of
house
commons
of
the
said
if
the
repeatedly
Americans.
relished
But,
he,
journals
by
ally
of immediate advantage in favour of the
it do no good in the colonies, it will do good here.
knowledged, that the colonies not only gave, but ciation
The selfish passions,
time to time, in public was fashionable.
It will unite the people of England, by holding out gave to satiety ; and that, from
He added which parliamentary imposition had superceded the which, in seasons of peace, are too often the cause
to them a distinct object of revenue.
there was much discon of quarrels, were hushed by the pressure of com
farther, as it tends to unite England, it is likely to free gifts of the provinces,
He, therefore, moved mon danger.
disunite America; for if only one province accept tent, and little revenue.
The exempted colonies spurned the proffered
and
the offer, their confederacy, which only makes six resolutions, affirmatory of these facts;
the favour, and submitted to the restraints imposed on
them formidable, will be broken.
grounded on them resolutions, for repealing
to their less favoured neighbours, so as to be equal
The opposers of ministry attacked the proposi acts complained of by the Americans, trusting
The indulgence granted to
the liberality of their future voluntary conlribu- sharers of their fate.
tion, with the combined force of wit and argument.
infallible

said he,

touchstone

&quot;

to try

the Americans.

&quot;

If,&quot;

their opposition be only

;

;

;

j

;

&quot;

:

;

We

;
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New York, in being kept out of this restraining Britain determined to enforce, did they determine
as a premium for. to oppose.
Intelligence of the rejection of lord
bill, was considered by some
her superior loyalty. Her asseiub y had refused Chatham s bill, of the address of both houses of
,

j

and parliament to the king on the 9th of February, and
approve the proceedings of the congress,
had, in some other instances, discovered less of the fishery bill, arrived among the colonists,
warmth than the neighbouring legislatures. Much about the same time, and diminished what rewas expected from her moderation. At the very mained of their first hopes of a speedy accommoThe fishery bill excited a variety of
tirne the British parliament was framing the res-ldalion.
The obvious tendency of it was to
training acts just mentioned, the constitutional emotions.
of! starve thousands.
The severity of it did not
assembly of New York petitioned for a redress
Great stress had been laid on strike an Englishman, for lie viewed it as a meritheir grievances.
But
the circumstance, that Congress was not a legal ted correction for great provincial offences.
assembly and the want of constitutional sanction it appeared in the blackest colours to an Ameri
had been assigned as a reason for the neglect, with can, who felt no consciousness of guilt, and who
which their petition had been treated. Much praise fancied that heaven approved his zeal in defence
had been lavished on the colony of New York, for of liberty. It alienated the affections of the colo
its moderation
arid occasion had been taken, from nists, and produced in the breasts of thousands, a
their refusing to approve the proceedings of the hatred of Great Britain.
The penal acts of parliament, in 1774, were all
congiess, to represent the resolutions and claims
but the fishery
levelled against Massachusetts
of that body to be more the ebullitions of incendi
aries, than ihe sober sentiments of the temperate bill extended to New Hampshire, Connecticut,
and Rhode Island. The reasons assigned for this
citizens.
It was both unexpected and confound
the by lord North were, that they had aided and abet
ing to those who supported these opinions, that
representation and remonstrance of the very loyal ted their offending neighbours, and were so near
that an exemption to them that the intentions of parliament would
assembly ofNew York stated,
from internal taxation, and the exclusive right of be frustrated, unless they were in like manner
The
providing for their own civil government, and the comprehended in the proposed restraints.
administration ofjustice in the colony, were esteem extension of this penal statute, to three additional
ed by them as their undoubted and unalienable provinces, operated powerfully in favour of union,
and convinced the most moderate, of the increas
rights.&quot;
A motion being made, in the house of commons, ing necessity for all the provinces to make a com
mon cause in their opposition. Whatever might
for bringing up this representation and remon
strance of the assembly of New York, it was be the designs of parliament, their acts had a na
amended, on the suggestion of lord North, by ad tural tendency to enlarge the demands of the
in which the assembly claim to themselves Americans, and to cement their confederacy,
ding,
byAt first they only claim
rights derogatory to, and inconsistent with, the firm principles of union.
but by ihe
legislative authority of parliament, as declared by ed exemption from internal taxation
the declaratory act.&quot;
The question, so amended, combination of the East India company and th
The fate of British ministry, an external tax was made to
being put, passed in the negative.
this representation extinguished the hopes of those answer all the purposes of a direct internal tax.
moderate persons, both in the parent state, and the They, therefore, in consistence with their own
colonies, who flattered themselves, that the dis
principles, were constrained to deny the right of
putes, subsisting between the two countries, might taxing in any form for a supply.
Nothing could
be accommodated by the mediation of the consti contribute more to make the colonists deny the
Two conclusions were drawn parliamentary claim of internal legislation, than
tutional assemblies.
from this transaction both of which were un the manner in which it was exercised, in depriv
friendly to a reconciliation. The decided language ing them of their charters, and passing an act re
with which the loyal assembly of New York claim lative to trials, which promised indemnity to mur
ed exemption from parliamentary taxation, proved derers.
This convinced them that an opposition
to the people of Great Britain, that the colonists, to so
injurious a claim was essentially necessary
in
modes
of
however they might differ
But they still admitted the
opposition, to their security.
or in degrees ofwarmlh, were, nevertheless, united power of
This
parliament to bind their trade.
in that fundamental principle.
The rejection of was conceded by Congress only a few months be
their representation proved, that nothing more fore an act
passed, that they should have no foreign
was to be expected from proceeding in the consti trade, nor be allowed to fish on their own coasts.
tutional channel of the legal assemblies, than from The British
ministry, by their successive acts,
the new system of a continental congress.
Solid impelled the colonists, to believe, that while the
revenue and unlimited supremacy were the objects mother
country retained any authority over them,
of Great Britain
and exemption from parliamen that
authority would, in some shape or other, be
tary taxation, that of the most moderate of the co
exerted so as to answer all the purposes of a pow
lonies.
So wide were the claims of the two coun er to tax.
While Great Britain stretched that
tries from each other, that to reconcile them on
portion of conlroling supremacy which the colo
middle
seemed
to
be
ground
nists were disposed to allow her to such an extent
impossible.
any
as covered oppression equally grievous with that
which they would not allow, the way was fast
opening for a total renunciation of her sovereign
VIII.
The coercive measures adopted by the parent
ty.
state, produced a disposition in the colonies to ex
Consequences m America, resulting from the preceding
and the extension of their claims
transm-tinns of Parliament and of the commencement of tend their claims
hostilities.
produced an increasing disposition in Great Bri
tain to coerce them still more.
The jealousy of
THE year 1774 terminated with an expectation liberty on one side, and the desire of supremacy on
in America, that a few months would
bring them the other&quot;, were reciprocally cause and effect ; and
a redress of their grievances.
But the probability urged both parties, the one to rise in their demands,
of that event daily diminished.
The colonists had and the other to enforce submission. In the con
indulged themselves in an expectation that the test between Great Britain and her colonies, there
of
Great
Britain, from a consideration of had been a fatal progression from small to greater
people
the dangers and difficulties of a war with their
grounds of dissension. The trifling tax of 3d. per
in
their elections, have
colonies, would,
preferred pound on tea, roused the jealous inhabitants of Bos
those who were friends to peace and reconcilia ton to throw 340 chests of it into the ocean. This
tion.
But, when they were convinced of the fal provoked the British parliament to shut up their
lacy of these hopes, they turned their attention to port, and to new-model their charter.
Statutes
the means of self-defence.
It had been the reso- so unconstitutional and
alarming, excited a oombiof
lution
many, never to submit to the operation of nation in twelve of the colonies, to stop all trade
the late acts of parliament.
Their number daily with Great Britain, Ireland, and the West Indies,
increased
and in the same proportion that Great Their combination
gave birth to the restraining

to

;

j

j

|

;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

;
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:

;

;

acts of parliament, by which nine of the colonies
were interdicted all other trade but that from which

they had voluntarily excluded themselves and
four of these nine were further devoted to famine,
by being forbidden to fish on their own coasts.
Each new resolution on the one side, and new act
on the other, reciprocally gave birth to something
from the opposing parties, hat was more irritating
or oppressive, than what had preceded.
The beginning of strife, between the parent state
and her colonies, was like the letting out of wa
ters.
From inconsiderable causes love was chang
ed into suspicion, which gradually ripened into
-will, and soon ended in hostility.
Prudence,
;

I

policy, and reciprocal interest, urged the expedi
ency of concession ; but pride, false honour, and
misconceived dignity, drew in an opposite direc

Undecided claims and doubtful rights, which,
under the influence of wisdom and humility, might
have been easily compromised, imperceptibly wi
dened into an irrecom Unable breath. Hatred at
length took the place of kind affections, and the
calamities of war were substituted, in lieu of the
tion.

,

benefits of

commerce.

From

the year 176^, in which a military force
had been stationed in Boston, there was a constant
succession of insulting words, looks and gestures.
The inhabitants were exasperated against the sol
The for
diers, and they against the inhabitants.
mer looked on the latter as the instruments of
tyranny, and the latter on the former as seditious
In this irrita
rioters, or fraudulent smugglers.
ble state, every incident,

sensible

however

The

trifling,

made

a

citizens

apprehended
constant danger from an armed force, in whose
power they were. The soldiers, on the other
hand, considered themselves in the midst of ene
mies, and exposed to attacks from within and
from without. In proportion as the breach be
tween Great Britain and her colonies widened,
the distrust and animosity between the people and
the army increased.
From the latter end of 1774,
impression.

hostile appearances daily threatened that the flames
of wat would be kindled from the collision of such
inflammable materials.
Whatsoever was done

by either party by way of precaution, for the pur
poses of self-defence, was construed by the other
as preparatory to an intended attack.
Each dis
claimed all intentions of commencing hostilities,
but reciprocally manilestedsuspicion of the other s
As far as was practicable without an
sincerity.
open rupture, the plans of the one were respec
From every ap
tively thwarted by the other.
it became
daily more evident that arms
must ultimately decide the contest. To suffer an
army that was soon expected to be an enemy,

pearance

quietly to fortify themselves, when die inhabitants
were both able and willing to cut them off appear
ed to some warm spirits the height of folly.
But
the prudence and moderation of others, and es
pecially the advice and recommendation of Con
It was a for
gress, restrained their impetuosity.
tunate circumstance for the colonies that the royal

aimy was posted

at

New

England-

The

people

of that northern country have their passions more
under the command of reason and interest, than
those in the southern latitudes, where a warmer
sun excites a greater degree of irascibility. One
rash offensive action against the royal forces at
this early period, though successful, might have
done great mischief to the cause of America. It
would have lost them European friends, and weak
ened the disposition of the other colonies to assist
them. The patient and the politic New England
men, fully sensible of their situation, submitted to
insults, and bridled their resentments.
In
wars or revolutions it is a matter of much
consequence who strikes the first blow. The
compassion of the world is in favour of the attack
ed, and the displeasuie of good men on those who
are the first to imbrue their hands in human blood.
For the space of nine months after the arrival of
General Gage, the behaviour of the people of
Boston is particularly worthy of imitation, by those
who wish to overturn established governments
They conducted their opposition with exquisite

many

civil

NORTH AMERICA.
every kind of outrage
and violence, preserved peace am! good order
among themselves, .successfully engaged the othei
colonies lo make a common cause with them, and
counteracted General Gage so elFectually as to
his royal master,
prevent his doing any thing for
while by patience and moderation they screened
themselves from censure.
Though resolved to
hear as long as prudence and policy dictated, they
were all the time preparing for the last extremity.
They were furnishing themselves with arms and
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A
retreating fire on the militia and minute men.
little after sunset the
regulars reached Bunker s-

avoided

he admitted the departure of others, he would not
allow them to remove their families and effects.
hill, worn down with excessive fatigue, having
The provincial congress of Massachusetts, which
marched that day between thirty and forty miles. was in session at the time of the Lexington battle,
On the next day they crossed the Charlestown ferry, despatched an account of it to Greal Brilain, ac
and returned to Boston.
companied with many depositions, to prove that
There never were more than 400 provincials en the British tioops were the aggressors. They also
gaged at one lime, and often not so many. As made an address to the inhabitants of Great Bri
some tired and gave out, others came up and took tain, in which, after complaining of their suffer
their places.
There was scarcely any discipline ings, they say
These have not yet detached us
observed among them. Officers and privates fired from our royal sovereign.
profess tobehisloyal
when they were ready, or saw a royal uniform, and dutiful subjects, and (hough hardly dealt with,
a,-i iinn. inn. and training their militia.
riivisinns were also collected and stored inj without waiting for the word of command. Their as we have been, are still ready with our lives and
diilVrBtit places, particularly at Concord, about knowledge of the country enabled them to gain fortunes, to defend his person, crown and dignity.
twenty miles from Boston, General Gage, though! opportunities by crossing fields and fences, and to Nevertheless, to the persecution and tyranny of
/.I .iiuiis for his
royal master s interest, discovered act as flanking parties against the king s troops, his evil ministry, we will not tamely submit.
Ap
a prevailing desire of a peaceable accommodation. who kept to the main road.
pealing to heaven for the justice of our cause, we
The regulars had sixty-five killed, one hundred determine to die or be free.&quot; From the com
IK- v.ishf.l to prevent hostilities by depriving the
mencement of hostiliiies, the dispute between
i.,ii.ibiia:i;s of tiie means necessary for carrying and eighty wounded, and twenty-eight made pris
them on. Vv ith this view he determined to des oners. Of the provincials fifty were killed, and Great Britain and the colonies took a new direction.
troy tic stores which he knew were collected for thirty-eight wounded and missing.
Intelligence that the British troops had marched
As arms were lo decide the controversy, it was out of Boston into the country on some hostile
ihv support of a provincial army.
Wishing lo acc-nniniish this without bloodshed, lie took every fortunate for the Americans that the first blood purpose, being forwarded by expresses from one
eii ect it by surprise, and without .was drawn in New England.
r, -caution to
The inhabitants of committee to another, great bodies of the militia,
At eleven o clock at night, that country are so connected with each other bv not only from Massachusetts, but the adjacent co
i\l. .lining tho country.
infan- descent, manners, religion,
April S .h, 177), 600 grenadiers and light
politics, and a general lonies, grasped their arms and marched to oppose
them. The colonies were in such a state of irri
try, the :lower of the royal army, embarked at the equality, that the killing of a single individual in
marched for terested the whole, and m:ide them consider it as tability, that the least shock
a
uiunrin, landed ai Ptiipp s farm,
n^ any part was, by
The blood of tlio.se who were powerful and sympathetic affection, instantaneous
.itu-ord, under the fom.-iiand of Lieutenant Co- a common cause.
;H .Smith. Neither ihe secrecy with which this killed at Lexington and Concord proved the firm ly felt throughout the whole. The Americans who
fell were levered by their countrymen, as martyrs
expedition W;H planned, the privacy with which the cement of an extensive union.
To prevent the people within Boston from co who had died in the cause of liberty. Resentment
iurchr.il out, nor an order that no one in[;
:ld leave Boston, wt-ru sufficient to operating with their countrymen without, in case against the British burned more strongly than ever.
ii:i.ri:aii,
from being sent to the coun- of an assault, which was now daily expected. Ge Martial rage took possession ofthe breasts of thou
j..vvc.ii intelligence
ii-.
Aboutj neral Gage agreed with a committee of the town, sands. Combinations were formed, and associa
militia, of what was going forward.
tions subscribed, binding the inhabitants to one
t-.vo in ihe morning 130 of the Lexington militia that upon the inhabitants lodging their arms in
but intelligence Faneuil hall, or any other convenient place, under another by the sacred ties of honour, religion, and
L;.ii a.isi-m jii d to oppose them,
ihe regulars being uncertain, they were ;he care of the selectmen, all such inhabitants as love ofcountry, to do whatever their piiblic bodies
iv-.|&amp;gt;i:ciing
beat of were inclined, might depart from ihe town, with directed for the preservation of their liberties.
d:&amp;gt;iii!s=cd, with orders to appear again at
In five days alter the Hitherto the Americans had no regular army.
.It uiii.
Tlicy collected a second lime, to the num iheir families and effects.
ber of TO, between four and live o clock in llie ratification of this agreement, the inhabitants Prom principles of policy they cautiously avoided
of the 1 Jih, anil the British regulars lodged 177S musquets, 634 pistols, 273 bayonets that measure, lest they might subject themselves to
ssi -rn-ni,
The agreement was well the charge of being aggressors. All their military
ai ierniiitle. tlieir appearance.
^Major Pitcairn, and 3S blunderbusses.
k-d ihe. Hilv.mced corps, rode up ihem ai:d observed in the beginning; but after a short time regulations were carried on Ly their militia, and
For
Disperse, you rebels; throw down obstructions were thrown in the way of its fun under the old established laws of the land.
vailed out
ir arms and disMerse.
They siiil continued completion, on the plea that persons who w tnl the defence of the colonies, the inhabitants had
yo
on wiiit-h he advanced nearer, dis from Boston to bring in the goods of those who been, from their early years, enrolled in companies,
i.i a body
were not pro and taught the use of arms. The law s for this
charged his pistol, an.l ordered his soldiers to tire. chose to continue within the town,
This was done with a hu/./.a. A dispersion of the perly treated. Congress remonstrated on the in purpose had never been better observed than for
but tlie firing of the fraction ofthe agreement, but without effect. The some months previous to the Lexington battle.
militia was the consequence
These military arrangements, which had been
Individuals general on a farther consideration of -these conse
regulars w-.is nevertlieiess continued.
ii.ed upon, though dispersing, quences of moving the whigs out of Boston, evaded previously adopted for defending the colonies from
,iidi:ig lli -y were
reinnn d the lire. Tiiieu or four of the militia it in a manner not consistent with good faith. He hostile French and Indians, were on this occasion
were Killed on the green. A few m-ire were shotj was in some measure compelled to adopt this dis turned against the troops of the parent state.
The royal de- honourable measure, from the clamour of the lories, Forts, magazines, and arsenals, by the constitu
alter they had begun to di^peise.
tachment pioceeded to Concord, and executed who alleged that none but enemies to the- British tion of the country, were in the keeping of his
Immediately after the Lexington battle,
thi-ir commission. Thoy dlsaiiied two 24 pounders, government were disposed to remove, and that majestythrew fiilOib of ball into welis, and slaved about when they were all safe with their families and ef these were for the most part taken possession of
Mr. John Butlerick, of fects the town would be set set on fire. To prevent throughout ihe colonies, by parties of the pro
of flour.
sixty barrels
in which was a small
Concord, major of a minute regiment, not know- the provincials from obtaining supplies which they vincial militia. Ticonderoga,
his men much wanted, a quibble was made on the meaning royal garrison, was surprised and taken by adven
i;us-ttii.u had passed atLe*ington, ordered
public money which
the first lire, that ihey might not be of the word effects which was construed by the turers from different states,
not in
in consequence of previous
the. aj ressors.
U;xin his approaching near the general as not including merchandise. By this had been collected
ami kilh-il Captain Isaac Da- construction, unwarranted by cveiy rule of genuine grants, was also seized for common services. Be
iv;n!;n&amp;gt;, liley lireii,
men. interpretation, many who quitted the town were de fore the coinmmencemenl of hoslilities, these mea
vis, and one private uf the provincial minute
T ie, lire was relmiittc!, and a skirmish ensued. prived of their usual resources for support. Pass sures would have been condemned by the moderate
be- ports were not universally refused, but were given even among the Americans: but that event justi
The king s troops having ilnue t iicir
Tins was con out very slowly and the business was so con fied a bolder line of opposition than had been adopt
ll .eh relreal towards Boston.
been put lo death by
ducted with expedition, foi the a jiscent inhahi- ducted that families were divided; wives were ed. Sundry citizens having
self preservation dictated measures
mtits ii;id assembled in arms, and lis-r-an to attack separated from their husbands children from their British Iroops,
them in every direction. In their return to Lex- patent; and the aged and infirm from their rela which, ifadopted under other circumstances, would
both by tions and friends.
The general dicovered a dis have disunited the colonists. One of the most im
insi .on ihe.y were exceedingly annoyed,
of this kind was the raising an armyMen
!;iu.iO who pressed on their rear, and others who inclination to part with the women and children, portant
of warm tempers whose courage exceeded their
in from all sides, fued from behind stone thinking that, on their account, the provincials
had for months urged the necessity of
coverts, which supplied the would be restrained from making an assault on the prudence,
walls and such
The selectmen gave repeated assurances raising troops but they were restrained by the
-Lire of lines and redoubts. At Lexington theregu- town.
more moderate, who wished that the colonies
were ioiued by a detachment ofDOOmen, under that the inhabitants had delivered up their arms
or at least that they
but, as a cover for violating the agreement, Gene- might avoid extremities,
I iercy, which had been sent out by General
ii.r
This iral Gage issued a proclamation, in which he as might not lead in bringing them on. The provin
to support Lieutenant Colonel Smith.
in session at
enforcement having two pieces of cannon, awed serted that he had a full proof to the contrary. A cial congress of Massachusetts being
the time the battle of Lexington was fought, voted
secreted some favourite arms
few
have
at a greater distance
them
and
might
kept
provincials,
an army of 30,000 men be immediately
but they continued a constant, though irregular but nearly all the training arms were delivered up. that
that 13,600 be of their own province
and scattering fire, which did great execution. On this flimsy pretence the general sacrificed his raised
the seveThe close firing from behind the walls by good honour to policy and the clamours of the lories. and that a letter and delegate be sent to
to jjood faith, he detained many, though ral colonies of New Hampshire, Connecticut and
no
intosmall
the
Contrary
marksmen, put
regular troops
In consequence of this vote, the
confusion : but they nevertheless kept up a brisk fairly entitled by agreement to go out and when Rhode Island.&quot;
address.
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and ui a short
business of of recruiting was begun
time a provisional army was paraded in tlie vici
far below what had
nity of Huston, which, though
been voted by the provincial congress, was much
The com
superior in numbers to the royal army.
mand of this force was given to General Ward.
Had the British troops conlined themselves to
Boston, as before the Ifeith of April, the assembling
an American army, though only lor the purpose of
:

soon be carried on vigorously in Massachusetts,
and also to apprehend that, sooner or later, each
province would be the theatre of war.
more speedily therefore,&quot; said they, &quot;we

&quot;

The

are pre

pared for that event, the better chance we have
Previous to this period,
defending ourselves.&quot;
or lather to the 19th April, J77o, the dispute had
been carried on by the pen, or at most by associa
tions and legislative acts
but from this time for
The crisis
observation and defence, would have appeared in ward it was conducted by the sword.
the nature of a challenge and would have made was arrived when the colonies had no alternative,
many less willing to support the people ol Massa but either to submit to the mercy, or to resist the
An unconquerable love
chusetts
but alter the British had commenced power ol Great Britain.
hostilities, the same measure was adopted without of liberty could not brook the idea of submission
subjecting the authors of it to censure, and with while reason, more temperate in her decisions,
out giving offence or hazarding the union. The suggested to the people their insufficiency to make
Lexington battle not only furnished the Americans effectual opposition. They were fully apprized of
with a justifying apology for raising an army, but the power of Britain
they knew that her fleets
inspired them with ideas of their own prowess. covered the ocean, and that her flag waved in tri
Amidst the most animated declarations of sacri umph through the four quarters of the globe; but
It is bet
the animated language of the lime was,
ficing fortune, and risking life itself lot the secu
ter to die freemen, than to live slaves.&quot;
Though
rity of American rights, a secret sigh would fre
quently escape from the bieastsof her mosi deter the justice of their cause and the inspiration of
mined friends, for fear that they could not stand liberty gave, in the opinion of disinterested judges,
before the bravery and discipline of British troops. a superiority to the writings of Americans, yet in
Hoary sages would shake their heads, and say the latter mode of conducting their opposition, the
Your cause is good, and I wish you success candid among themselves acknowledged an infe
but I fear that your undisciplined valour must be riority.
Their form of government was deficient
overcome, in the fmequai contest. After a few in that decision, despatch and coercion, which are
thousands of you have fallen, the provinces must necessary to military operations.
Europeans, from their being generally unac
ultimately bow to that power which has so repeat
So confident quainted with fire arms, are less easily taught the
edly humbled France and Spain.&quot;
were the British of their superiority in arms, that use of them than Americans, who are from their
they seemed desirous that the contest might be youth familiar with these instruments of war; yet
brought to a military decision. Some of the dis on other accounts they are more susceptible of
The proportion of necessitous
tinguished speakers in parliament had publicly as military habits.
serted that the natives of America had nothing of men in the new world is small compared with that
in the old.
the soldier in them, and that they were in no re
To procure subsistence is a powerful motive with
European
spect qualified to face a British army.
philosophers had published theories, setting forth an European to enlist and the prospect of losing it
but these in
that not only vegetables and beasts, but that even makes him afraid to neglect his duty
men degenerated in the western hemisphere. De citements to the punctual discharge of military ser
parting from the spirit of true philosophy, they over vices, are wanting in America. In old countries the
looked the state of society in the new world, and distinction of ranks and the submission of inferiors
charged a comparative inferiority, on every pro to superiors, generally takes place but in the
The colonists them new world, an extreme sense of liberty and equal
duction that was American.
selves had imbibed opinions from their forefathers, ity indisposes to that implicit obedience which is
that no people on earth were equal to those with the soul of an aimy.
The same causes which
whom they were about to contend. Impressed nurtured a spirit of independence in the colonies
with high ideas of British superiority, and diffident were hostile to their military arrangements.
It
of themselves, their best-informed citizens, though was not only from the different state of society in
willing to run all risks, feared the consequence of the two countries, but from a variety of local cau
an appeal to arms. The success that attended ses, that the Americana were not able to contend
in arms, on equal terms, with their parent state.
their first military enterprize, in some degree ban
ished these suggestions.
Perhaps in no subse From the fust settlement of the British colonies,
quent battle did the Americans appear to greater agriculture and commerce, but especially the for
advantage than in their first essay at Lexington. mer, had been the favourite pusuils of their inha
It is almost without parallel in military history, bitants.
War was a business abhorrent from their
for the yeomanry of a country to come forward usual habits of life.
They had never engaged in
in a single disjointed manner, without order, and it from their own motion, nor in any other modi
most
for the
than as appendages to British troops, and under
part without officers, and by an irre
gular fire, to put to flight troops equal in discipline British establishments.
By these means the mili
to any in the world.
In opposition to the bold as
tary spirit of the colonies had had no opportunity
sertions of some, and the desponding fears of others, of expanding itself.
At the commencement of
experience proved that Americans might effectually hostilities, the British troops possessed a knowl
The diffident grew bold in edge of the science and discipline of war, which
resist British troops.
their country s cause, and indulged in cheerful could be acquired only
by a long series of applica
hopes that heaven would finally crown their la tion, and substantial establishments. Their equip
bours with success.
ments, their artillery, and every other part of their
Soon after the Lexington battle, and in conse apparatus for war approached perfection. To these
quence of that event, not only the arms, ammuni important circumstances was added a high nation
tion forts and fortifications in the colonies were al spirit of pride, which had been
greatly augment
ed by their successes in their last contest with
secured for the use of the provincials: but regu
lar forces were raised, and money struck for their France and Spain.. On the otherhand the Ame
These military arrangements were not ricans were undisciplined, without experienced
support.
confined to New England, but were general officers, and without the shadow of military estab
throughout the colonies. The deteimination of lishments. In the wars which had been previous
the king and parliament to enforce submission to ly carried on, in or near the colonies, the provin
their acts, and the news of the Lexington battle, cials had been, by their respective
legislatures,
came to the distant provinces nearly about the frequently added to the British troops: but the
same time. It was supposed by many that the pride of the latter would not consider the former,
latter was in consequence of the former, and that who were without uniformity of dress, or the
pertGeneral Gage had recent ordeis to proceed imme ness of military airs, to be their equals. The
provincial troops were therefore for the most part,
diately to subdue the refractory colonies.
From a variety of circumstances the Americans assigned to services which, though laborious, were
Lad good reason to conclude that hostilities would not honourable.
for

;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

:

;

;

;

1

The

ignorance of British generals commanding
woods of America, sometimes involved
them in difficulties from which they had been
more than once relieved by the superior local
in

the

knowledge of the colonial troops. These services
were soon forgotten and the moment the troops
who performed them could be spared they were dis
banded.
Such like obstacles had hitherto depress
ed military talents in America
but they were
now overcome by the ardour of the people.
:

;

In the year 1775, a martial spirit pervaded all
ranks of men in the colonies.
They believed their
liberties to be in danger, and were generally disposed to risk their lives for their establishment.
Their ignorance of the military art, prevented
their weighing the chances of war with that exact
ness of calculation, which, if indulged, might have
damped their hopes. They conceived that there
was little more to do than fight manfully for their
country.
They consoled themselves with the
idea, that though their first attempt might be un
successful, their numbers would admit of a repe
tition of the experiment, rill the invaders were
finally exterminated. Not considering, that in mo
dern wars the longest purse decides oftener than
the longest sword, they feared not the wealth of
Britain.
They both expected and wished that
the whole dispute would be speedily settled in a
few decisive engagements.
Elevated with the
love of liberty, and buoyed above the fear of con
sequences, by an ardent military enthusiasm, una
bated by calculations about the extent, duration, or
probable issue of the war, the people of America
seconded the voice of their rulers, in an appeal to
heaven for the vindication of their rights. At the
time the colonies adopted these spirited resolu
tions, they possessed not a single ship of war, nor
so much as an armed vessel of any kind.
It lind
often been suggested that their seaport towns lay
at the mercy of the navy of Great Britain
this
was botli known and believed, but disregarded.
The love of property was absorbed in the love of
The animated votaries of the equal rights
liberty.
of human nature, consoled themselves with the
idea that though their whole sea coast should be
laid in ashes, they could retire to the wesiein wil
on
derness, and enjoy the luxury of being free
this occasion it was observed in
Congress, by Chris
topher Gadsden, one of the South Carolina dele
Our houses being constructed of brick,
gates:
stone, and wood, though destroyed, maybe icbuilt
but liberty once gone is lost for ever.
The sober discretion of the present nse will
more readily censure than admire, but ran more
easily admire than imitate the fervid /.ealofthe
patriots of 1775 and 177(5, who in idea sacrificed
property in (he cause of liberty, with the e;ise that
they now sacrifice almost every other considera
tion for the acquisition of
property.
The revenues of Britain were immense and
her people were habituated lothe payment of larae
sums in every form which contributions to govern
ment have assumed. But the American colonies
nor were
possessed neither money nor funds
their people accustomed to faxes equal to the exi
gences of war. The contest having begun about
;

:

&quot;

;

:

;

taxation, to have raised

money by

taxes for carry

The temper
ing it on, would have been impolitic.
of the times precluded the necessity of attempting
the dangerous expedient
for such was the enthu
siasm of the day, that the colonists gave up both
their personal services and their property to the
public , on the vague promises that they should at
a future time be reimbursed.
NVilhopt inquiring
in the solidity of funds, or the precise period of
payment, the resources of the country were de
manded on general assuiances, that uU expenses
of the war should ultimately be equalized.
The
;

parent

abounded with experienced states
officers; but the dependent form of go
exercised in the colonies, precluded

state

men and
vernment

from gaining that practical knowl
acquired from being at the head of
There were very few in the
public departments.
colonies who understood the business of providing
for an army, and still fewer who had
experience
their citizens

edge which

is

;

,
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The dis- rent state, on terms constitutional and honourable
to direct its operations.
The forces which had been collected
position of the finances of the country, and the to both.&quot;*
most effectual mode of drawing forth its resour-jin Massachusetts, were stationed in convenient
ces, were subjects with which scarce any of the places, for guarding the country, from farther
Arnisaiid ammunt- excursions of the regulars from Boston.
Breastinhabitants were acquainted.
and though the works were also erected indifferent places, for
tion were almost wholly deficient
and knowledge

;

;

j

country abounded with the materials of which they
are manufactured, yet there was neither time nor
ai lists enough to supply an army willi the means
of defence.
The country was destitute both of
fortifications and engineers. Amidst so many discouragements, there were some flattering circumstances.
The war could not be carried on by
Great Britain, but at a great disadvantage, and

same purpose.

While both

parties were atfrom the several islamis, with, which the bay of Boston is agreeably
These
diversified, sundry skirmishes took place.
were of real service to the Americans. They

the

j

tempting

j

;

j

to carry

off stock

habituated them to danger; and, perhaps, much
of the courage of old soldiers, is derived from
an experimental conviction, that the chance of

j

|

|

immense expense. It was easy for ministers, escaping unhurt from engagements, is much greabut hard was the ter than young recruits suppose.
at St. James s, to plan campaigns
About the latter end of May, a great part of the
fate of (he officer, from whom the execution, of
in the woods of America, was expected. reinforcements ordered from Great Britain, arrivtl
countrv was so extensive, and abounded so ed at Boston. Three British generals, Howe,
will, defiles, that, by evacuating and retreat
Burgoyne and Clinton, whose behaviour in the
ing, tire Americans, though they could not conquer, preceding war had gained them great reputalion,
General Gage, thug
vet might save themselves from being conquered. ariived about the same time.
The authors of the acts of Parliament, for restrain reinforced, prepared for acting with more deci
at

,

:

j

:

i

ing the trade of the colonies, were most excellent
recruiting officers for Cpngress.
They imposed a
All
necessity on thousands to become soldiers.
oilier business being suspended, the whole resour

but before he proceeded to extremities, he
it due to ancient forms, to issue a
pro
clamation, holding forth to (he inhabitants the al
ternative of peace or war.
He therefore offered
pardon, in the king s name, to all who should forth
with lay down their arms, and return to their res
pective occupations and peaceable duties: except
ing only from the benefit of that pardon, &quot;Samuel
Adams, and John Hancock, whose offences were
said to be of too flagitious a nature, to admit of
any other consideration, than that of condign pun
ishment.&quot;
He also proclaimed, that not only the
persons above-named and excepted, but also, all
sion

:

conceived

ces of the country were applied in supporting an
annv.
Though the colonists were without disci
native valour.
Though
pline, they possessed
they hail neither gold nor silver, they possessed a
enthusiasm
of
their
mine, in the
Paper,
people.
upwards of two years, produced to them more
solid advantages, than Spain derived from her suThough they had
peraboundirig precious metals.
no ships to protect their trade or their towns, they
had simplicity enough to live without the former,
and enthusiasm enough to risk the hitler; rather
than submit to the power of Britain.
They believ
ed their cause to be just, and that heaven approv
ed iheir exertions in defence of their rights. Zeal
originating from such motives, supplied the place
f&amp;lt;&amp;gt;!

their adherents, associates, and correspondents,
should be deemed guilty of treason and rebellion
and treated accordingly. By this proclamation,
;

was also declared, &quot;that as the courts of judi
cature were shut, martial law should take place,
till a due course of
justice should be re-establish
it

he detached Major General Howe and Brig
General Pigot, with the flower of his army, con
sisting of four battalions, ten companies of the
grenadiers and ten of light infantry, with a pro
portion of field artillery, to effect this business.
These troops lauded at Moreton s point, and form
ed after landing
but remained in that position,
till
they were reinforced by a second detachment
of light infantry and grenadier companies, a bat
talion of land forces, and a battalion of marines,
making in the whole nearly 3000 men. While
the troops, who first landed, were waiting for this
reinforcement, the provincials for their farther
security, pulled up some adjoining post and rail
fences, and set them down in two paralell lines, at
a small distance fiom each other; and filled the
space between with hay, which, having been late
ly mowed, remained on the adjacent ground.
The king s troops formed in two lines, and ad
vanced slowly, to give their artillery time to de
molish the American works. While the British
were advancing to the attack, they received orders
to burn Charlestown.
These were not given, be
cause they were fired upon from the houses in that
town, but from the military policy of depriving
enemies of a cover in their approaches. In a
short time, this ancient town, consisting of about
500 buildings, chiefly of wood, was in one great
blaze.
The lofty steeple of the meeting house
formed a pyramid of fire above the rest, and struck
the astonished eyes of numerous beholders, with
a magnificent but awful spectacle.
In Boston, the
heights of every kind were covered with the citi
zens, and such of the king s troops, as were not
on duty. The hills around the adjacent country,
which afforded a safe and distinct view, were oc
cupied by the inhabitants of the country.
Thousands, both within and without Boston,
were anxious spectators of the bloody scene. The
honour of British troops, beat high in the breasts
of many: while others, with a keener
sensibility,
felt for the liberties of a treat and
growing coun
The
British
moved
on
which
try.
slowly
gave
the provincials a belter opportunity for taking aim.
The latter, in general reserved themselves, till
their adversaries were within ten or twelve rods;
but then began a furious discharge of small arms.
The stream of the American fire was so incessant,
and did so great execution, that the king s troops
retreated in disorder and precipitation.
Their of
ficers rallied them, and pushed them forward with
their swords: but they returned to the attack with

fore,

;

and inspired a confidence and mili ed.&quot;
It was supposed that this proclamation was
of discipline
;
a prelude to hostilities ; and preparations were
tary ardour, which overleaped all difficulties.
made
the
Americans.
.Resistance being resolved upon by the Ameri
A
consid
accordingly
by
cans, the pulpit, the press, the bench and the bar, erable height, by the name of Bunker s hill, jusl
them.
lo
unite
and
at
the
entrance of the peninsula of Charlestown,
severally laboured
encourage
The clergy of New England were a numerous, was so situated as to make the possession of it a
learned and respectable body, who had a great matter of great consequence, to either of the con
Orders were therefore issued,
tending parties.
ascendancy over (he minds of their hearers.
They connected religion and patriotism ; and in by the provincial commanders, that a detachment
their sermons and prayers, represented the cause of a thousand men should intrench upon this
The synod height. By some mistake, Breed s hill, high and great reluctance. The Americans again reserved
of America, as the cause of heaven.
of New York and Philadelphia also seat forth a large like the other, but situated rearer Boston, their fire, till their adversaries were near; and
General
pastoral letter, which was publicly read in their was marked out for the intrenchmems, instead of then put them a second time to flight.
churches. This earnestly recommended such Bunker s hill. The provincials proceeded to Howe and the officers redoubled their exertions,
sentiments and conduct, as were suitable to their Breed s hill and worked with so much diligence, and were again successful
though the soldiers
situation.
Writers and printers followed in the that between midnight and the dawn of the morn discovered a great aversion to going on. By this
rear of the preachers
and. next to them, had the ing, they had thrown up a small redoubt about time the powder of the Americans began so far to
eight rods square.
greatest hand in animating their countrymen.
They kept such a profound tail, that they were not able to keep up the same
Gentlemen, of the bench and of the bar, denied the silence, that they were not heard by the British, brisk fire. The British then brought some cannon
charge of rebellion, and justified the resistance of on board their vessels, though very near. These to bear, which laked the inside of the breast
A distinction founded on law, be having derived their first information of what was works from end to end. The fire from the ships,
the colonists.
tween tliu king and his rnini^lry, was introduced. going on, from the sight of the works, nearly com batteries, and field artillery was redoubled the
The former, it was contended, could do no wronii- pleted, began an incessant firing upon them. The soldiers in their rear were goaded on by their of
The crime of treason was charged on the latter, provincials bore this with firmness; and, though ficers. The redoubt was attacked on three sides
at once.
Under these circumstances, a retrea
fur using the royal name, to varnish their own they were only young soldiers, continued to la
The phrase of a min bour till they had thrown up a small breast-work from it was ordered but the provincials delay
slitutional measures.
isterial war became common ; and was used, as extending from the east side of the redoubt to the ed and made resistance with iheir discharged mus
bottom of (he hill. As this eminence overlooked kets, as if they had been clubs, so long, that the
a medium for reconciling resistance with alle
Boston, General Gage thought it necessary to king s troops, who easily mounted the works, hai
gr.mre.
Coeval with the resolutions for organizing an drive the provincials from it. About noon, there- half filled the redoubt, before it was given up to
them.
army, was one appointing the 20th day of July,
While these operations were going on at the
a day of public humiliation, fasting and
*
perhaps there has not been one, which was more breast-work and ledoubt, the British
=
pr,iv.-r to VhmVhtv God: &quot;to bless their rightful
light infantry
Iv
o
,.
with
suitable
.
-..I genera
kept,
dispositions, than that
were attempting to force the left point of the for
sovereign king George: and to inspire him with J uh ., ; lr7
was no forn
The wllole
servi( e
take
that
the
interest
of
American
line in
wisdom to discern and pursue the true
noc |y O f tn e people felt the importance, the weight and (he mer,
they might
that the British nation might be in- danger of the unequal contest, in which they were about flank. Though (hey exhibited the most undaunted
his subjects
that
Was
at
to
dear
lo
them
thine
met
an
every
slake; courage, they
with
engage;
line-need, to regard the things that belonged to her
opposition which called
,f .
,,
.u_, and that a divine blessing only could carry them through for its
The provincials re
greatest exertions.
peace, before they were hid from her eyes; that it sm cessfllllv
Thifl ,,,&quot;with their
,, 10V imp r()1 e(
pfo
the colonies might be ever under the care and whole souls, poured forth in ardent supplications, issu served their fire, till their adversaries were near ;
and then poured it upon the light infantry, with
protection of a kind providence, and be prospered ing from hearts deeply penetrated with a sense of their
thiit America might soon unworlbine*s, their dependence and danger; and at the such an incessant stream, and in a direction so
in all their interests
confidence
in
the
same
with
an
humble
time,
The engage
true, as mowed down their ranks.
behold a gracious interposition of heaven, for the mercies andimpressed nf that
,
goodness
Iteing, who had planted
redress of her many grievances, the restoration of
,, preserve ,i ,h em hitherto, amid many dangers, in the ment was kept up on both sides with great resolu
tion.
The persevering exertions of the king s
a reconciliation with the pa- wilderness of a new world.
her invaded
;
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;

:
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induced his countrymen to pluce him in the mili
Within four days after he was appointed
tary line.
a major general, he fell a noble sacrifice to a cause,
which he had espoused from the purest principles.
Like Hampden he lived, and like Hainpden he
died
universally beloved, and universally regret
ted.
His many virtues were celebrated in an ele
sant fire kept up across this neck, prevented any gant eulogium, written by Dr. Rush, in language,
considerable reinforcement from joining their eq.ial to the illustrious subject.
The burning of Charlestown, though a place of
countrymen who were engaged but the lew who
fell on their retreat, over the same ground, proved great trade, did not discourage the provincials. It
but not any
that the apprehensions of those piovincial officers, excited resentment and execration
who declined passing ovet to succour their com disposition to submit. Such was the high-toned
state ot tiie public mind, and so great the indiffer
panions, were without any solid foundation.
The number of Americans engaged, amounted ence of property, when put iu competition with
It was apprehended that the con
only o 1500.
liberty, that military conflagrations, though they
querors would push the advantage they had gain distressed and impoverished, hud no tendency to
head
.subdue the colonists.
ed, and march immediately to American
They might answer iu the
but they advanced no far old world: but were not calculated foi the new,
quarters at Cambridge
There they threw up where the war was undertaken, not for -\ change
ther than Bunker s hill.
works for their own security. The provincials of masters, but for securing essential rights. The
did the same, on Prospect hill, in front of them. action at Breed s-hill or Bunker s hill, as it has
Both were guarding against an attack; and boih been commonly cailed, produced many and very
were in a bad condition to receive one. The luss important consequences. It taught the British so
of the peninsula depressed the spirits of the Ame
much respect fortiie Americans, intrenched behind
ricans
and the great loss of men produced the works, that their subsequent operations were re
same effect on the British. Their have been few tarded with a caution, that wasted away a whole
battles in modern wars, in which, all circumstances campaign, to very little purpose.
It added to the
considered, there was a greater destruction of men, confidence the Americans began to have in their
The loss of the owu a!)i!i:ies; but inferences, very injurious to
than in this short engagement.
as acknowledged
British,
by General Gage, the future interests of America, were drawn do in
amounted to 1054. Nineteen commissioned of the good conduct of llie new troops, on the memo
ficers were killed and 70 more were wounded. rable day. It inspired some of the leading membeis
The battle of Quebec, in 1759, which gave Great of Congress, with such high ideas of what mi&amp;lt;;ht
Britain the province of Canada, was not so destruc
be done by militia, or men engaged for a short
tive to British officers, as this affair of a slight iu- term of enlistment, that it was long before
they
tvenchment, the work only of a few hours. That assented to the establishment of a permanent army.
the officers suffered so much, must be imputed to Not distinguishing the continued exertions of an
None of the provincials in army, through a series of years, from the gallant
their being aimed at.
this engagement were rifle men
but, they were efforts of the yeomanry of the country, led
directly
The whole of their previous to action, they were slow in admitting the neces
all good marksmen.
from
hunt
derived
had
been
of
military knowledge
permanent troops. They conceived the
sity
of sportsmen.
ing, and the ordinary amusements
country might be defended, by tht occasional ex
The dexterity which, by long habit, they had ac ertions of her sons, without the expense and dan
In the pro
quired in hitting beast, birds, and marks, was fa ger of an army, engaged for the war.
of British officers. gress of hostilities, as will
tally applied to the destruction
appear in the sequel,
was
From their fall, much confusion
expected. the militia lost much of their first ardour; while
They were therefore particularly singled out. leading men in the councils of America, trusting to
Most of those, who were near the person of Gene its continuance, neglected the proper time of re
but the
ral Howe, were either killed or wounded
From the want of
cruiting, for a series of years.
general, though lie greatly exposed himself, was perseverance in the militia, and the want of a dis
unhurt.
The light infantry and grenadiers lost ciplined standing army, the cause for which arms
Of one company, not were at first taken up, was more than once
three-fourths of their men.
brought
more than five, ancf* of another, not more than to the brink of destruction.
troops could not compel (lie Americans to retreat,
the
till
they observed that their main body had left
hill.
This, when begun, exposed them to new
dangers ; for, it could not be effected, but by
marching over Charlestown neck; every part of
which was raked by the shot of the Glasgow man
The inces
of war, and of two floating batteries.

Congress, on the tenth of May, which was
\

;

:

:

fourteen escaped.
The unexpected resistance of
the Americans was such, as wiped away the re
proach of cowardice, which had been cast on them,

by their enemies

before them a variety of depositions, proving,
that the king s troops were the aggressors, in the
late battle at Lexington, together with sundry pa

in Britain.

The spirited conduct

CHAPTER

IX.

:

;

;

;

;

:

:

|

pers relative to the great events, which had lately
taken place in Massachusetts.
Whereupon Ccmgiess resolved itself into a committee of the whole,
to take into consideration the state of America.
They proceeded iu the same line of moderation^
arid firmness, which marked the acts of their pre
decessors in the past year.

The

and county of

New

York, having ap
how they should con
duct themselves with regard to the troops ihev
expected to land there; they were advised,
act on the defensive, so long as might be consist
ent with their safety ; to peimit the troops to irmain in the barracks, so long as they behu-i!
but not to suffer fortifications to b.=
peaceably
erected, or any steps to be taken lor rutting
the communication between the town anil c.-onucity

plied to Congress, for advice

&quot;10&quot;

:

&amp;lt;,,!

try.&quot;

Congress also resolved

:

&quot;That

exporta

to all parts of British America, which 1 i.d
not adopted their association, should immediately

tion

nr
cease;&quot; and
that, &quot;no provision of any
other necessaries, be furnished to the British fi-lierics, on the American coasts
and.
that mi
hill of exchange, draft, or order, of
any officer in
the British army or navy, their agents or cotiti; .,:!ors, be received or negotiated, or any monev sup
ki;i&amp;lt;l,

;&quot;

plied

them, by any person

in

America;

th:&amp;lt;t

i,&amp;lt;i

provisions or necessaries of any kind, be furnishor supplied, to ot for the use of the l!ri:ish am y
or navy, in the colony of Massachusetts
Bay dial
no vessel employed in transporting British trnm
to America, or from one part of North Ameiii \,
to another, or warlike stores or
provisions for s;; id
troops, be freighted 01 furnished with provisiu: s :.r
&amp;lt;l

;

:,

:

necessaries.&quot;
The.se resolutions m::y
considered as the counterpart of the British ;\c

any

!,

-.i

for restraining the commerce, and
prohibiting ti-.
fisheries of the colonies.
They were caV-ula:. il
1

on the British islands, in the Wi -i
Indies; whose chief dependence for subsistence,
was on the importation of provisions from the A
rican continent.
They also occasioned new c!:;
cullies in the support of the British
aiiny ai/d ii: !.eries.
The colonists were so much intirhiei! !,-i
to bring distress

..

-

Great Britain, tint government bills f.jr (he nin--i
A v. r
part found among them a ready market.
.-.

in the colonies

of the British officers, merited and obtained great
applause: but, the provincials were justly entitled The second Congress meets jorfrnnizea a regular Continen
to a large portion of the fame, for having made the
tal Army
makes sundry public uddresses: petitions the
utmost exertions of their adversaries necessary, to
King, &c. Transactions in Massachusetts.
work
were
the
dislodge them from lines, which
IT has already been mentioned, that
Congress,
only of a single night.
The Americans lost five pieces ofcannon. Their previous to its dissolution, on the 26th of October,
recommended
to
1771,
the
killed amounted to one hundred and thirty-nine
colonies, to choose
their wounded and missing to three hundred and members for another; to meet on the 10th of
1775
unless the redress of grievances
fourteen.
Thirty of the former fell into the hands May,
A circular letter had
ofthe conquerors. They particularly regretted the was previously obtained.
death of General Warren. To the purest patriot been addressed by lord Dartmouth, to the several
ism and most undaunted bravery, he added the colonial governors, requesting their interference, to
but
virtues of domestic life, the eloquence of an ac
prevent the meeting of this second congress
ministerial requisitions had lost their influence.
complished orator, and the wisdom of an able
statesmen. A regard to the liberty of his country Delegates were elected, not only for the twelve
colonies, that were before represented, but also for
of go
only, induced him to oppose the measures
vernment. He aimed not at a separation from, the parish of St. John s, in Georgia; and, in July
He took following, for the whole province. The time of
but a coalition with the mother country.
an active part in defence of his country ; not lhat the meeting of this second congiess, was fixed at
he might be applauded, and rewarded for a patri so distant a day, that an opportunity might be af
otic s|Kiit
but, because he was, in the best sense forded for obtaining information ofthe plans adopt
of the word, a real patriot.
Having no interested ed by the Rri ish parliament in the winter of 1774,
Had these been favourable, the delegates
or personal views to answer, the friends of liberty 177,%
confided in liis integrity.
The soundness of his would either not have met, or dispersed after a
but as the resolution was then fixed,
jnd -ment, and his abilities as a public speaker, short session
enabled him to make a distinguished figure in pub to compel the submission of the colonies, and hos
lic councils
but, his intrepidity and active zeal, tilities had already commenced the meeting of

Peyton Randolph,

their president, and Charles Thompson, for
their secretary.
On the next day Mr. Hancock
laid

;

;

at first

for
I

;

;

eventual, became fixed.
On their meeting, they chose

was therefore made subservient

in

commerce, by increasing the sources of remit
tance. This enabled the mother country, in a nn ;.i
degree, to supply her troops without shipping PMney out of the kingdom. From the operation c!
these resolutions, advantages of this na mv wi-i
not only cut off, but the supply of the Bri;i-li ;.i-

was rendered both precarious and expem.v.
In consequence ofthe interdiction of the Ameri
can fisheries, great profits were expected,
iJiitisli adventurers, in tkat line.
Surh frequent
found it most convenient to obtain supplies in
rica, for cr.rrying on their fisheries: but, as
Britain had deprived the colonists of all beneliN

my

b&amp;gt;

-.-

AmGr&amp;lt;

.

!

fiom that quarter, they now, in their turn, inti-rdieted all supplies from being furnished to Brin-h
fishermen.
To obviate this unexpected embar
rassment, several of the vessels employed in this
business, were obliged to return home to bring out

These restrictive
provisions, for their associates.
resolutions were not so much the effect of resent
as
of
The colonists conceived that
ment,
policy.
by distressing the British commerce, they would
increase the number of those who would interest
themselves

The new
when

in their behalf.

congress had convened hut

a

few days,

their venerable president,

Peyion Randolph,
was under the necessity of returning home. On
his departure, John Hancock, who had lately been
proscribed, by General Gage, was unanimously
chosen his successor. The objects of delibera
tion,

presented to this

new

congress, were,

if

pos-
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more important than those which, in the ately necessary: and these were confouned, as but this, worthy citizen, a friend to both countries,
preceding year, had engaged the attention of their near as possible, to the spirit and substance of the and devoted to a reconciliation on constitutional

Kible,

The colonists had now experien- charter; and were only to last, till a governor, of
predecessors.
c
the inelTicacy of those measures, from which his majesty s appointment, would consent to gov
eliefhad been formerly obtained.
They found a ern the colony according to its charter.
On the same principles of necessity, another
new parliament disposed to run all risks in com
They also understood, assumption of new powers became unavoidable.
pelling their submission
The great intercourse that daily took place through
tli.it administration was united against them, and
its
members firmly established in their places. out the colonies, (jointed out the propriety of estab
1

&amp;lt;

commenced. Reinforcements lishing a general post-office. This was accord
Hostilities were
had arrived; and more were daily expected. Ad ingly done and Dr. Franklin who, had by royal
ded to this, they had information, that their adver authority, been dismissed from a similar employ
saries had taken measures to secure the friendship ment about three years before, was appointed by
his country, the head of the new department.
and co-operation of the Indians and Canadians.
While Congress was making arrangements for
The coercion of the colonists being resolved
their proposed continental army, it was thought
upon, and their conquest supposed to be inevitable,
the British ministry judged, that it would be for expedient, once more to address the inhabitants of
the interest of both countries, to proceed in that Great Britain and to publish to the world a decla
vigorous course, which promised the speediest at- ration setting forth their reasons for taking up arms
lainment of their object. They hoped, by press- to address the speaker and gentlemen of the as
of Jamaica, and the inhabitants of Ireland
ing the colonists on all quarters, to intimidate sembly
and also to prefer a second humble petition to the
opposition, and ultimately to lessen the effusion of
In their address to the inhabitants of Great
human blood.
king.
In this awful crisis, Congress had only a choice Britain, they again vindicated themselves, from
of difficulties.
The New England states had al the charge of aiming at independency professed
ready organized an army, and blockaded General their willingness to submit to the several acts of
Gage. To desert them would have been contra trade and navigation, which were passed before
the year 1763; recapitulated their reasons for re
to sup
ry to plighted faith, and to sound policy
port them, would make the war general, and in jecting lord North s conciliatory motion; stated
volve all the provinces in one general promiscu- the hardships they suffered, from the operations
ous state of hostility, The resolution of the peo- of the royal army in Boston and insinuated the
and only danger that the inhabitants of Britain would be in,
pic in favour of the latter was fixed
sanction for its operation.
Con- of losing their freedom, in case their American
&quot;that
for the express brethren were subdued.
fircss therelme resolved
In their declaration, setting forth their causes and
purpose of defending and securing the colonies
;

:

;

;

:

;

;

:

preserving them in safety, against all attempts
the late acts of parliament into execution
by force of arms, they be immediately put in a
slate of defence
but, as they wished for a resto
ration of the harmony, formerly subsisting between
liie mother country and the colonies, to the pro
motion of this most desirable reconciliation, an
:id

In carry

:

humble and

be presented to his
To resist, and to petition, were coeval
majesty.&quot;
As freemen, they could not tamely
resolutions.
submit but as loyal subjects, wishing for peace
as far as was compatible with their rights, they
once more in the character of petitioners, humbly
dutiful petition

:

stated their grievances, to the common father of
To dissuade the Canadians from co
tire empire.

operating with the British, they again addressed
them representing the pernicious tendency of
the (Quebec act, and apologizing for their taking
Ticonderoga. and Crown Point, as measures which
were dictated by the great law of self-preserva
:

tion.

About the same

time, Congress took measures
warding of the danger, that threatened their
Commis
frontier inhabitants from the Indians.
and a
sioners to treat with them, were appointed
A talk
supply of goods for their use was ordered.
was also prepared by Congress, and transmitted to
them, in which the controversy between Great
Britain and her colonies was explained in a famil
iar Indian style.
They were told, that they had
no concern in the family quarrel and were urged
by the ties of ancient friendship, and a common
birth place, to remain at home; keep their hatchet
buried deep; and to join neither party.
The novel situation of Massachusetts, made it
for

:

;

necessary for the ruling powers of that province,
on a very interest
the taking up and exercising the
ing subject
powers of civil government.&quot; For many months

to ask the advice of Congress,
&quot;

:

they had been kept together, in tolerable peace
and order, by the force of ancient habits under
the simple style of recommendation and advice
from popular bodies, invested with no legislative
But, as war now raged in their borauthority.
Hers, and a numerous army was actually raised,
;

some more efficient form of government became
At this eaily day, it neither comportneccssary.
wiih the wishes, nor the designs of the colo:ivs. to erect forms of government independent
.:
Great Britain. Congress, therefore, recotnI

!

ended only such regulations,
No. 21

33

were immedi-

urged the expediency and policy of
an humble, decent,
common head of the em
The high opinion that was conceived of his
pire.
patriotism and abilities, induced the members to
assent to the measure, though they generally con
ceived it to be labour lost.
The petition agreed
upon, was the work of Mr. Dickinson s pen. In
this among other things, it was stated
That,
notwithstanding their sufferings, they had retained
too high a regard for the kingdom, from which
they derived their origin, to request such a recon
ciliation, as might, in any manner, be inconsistent
with her dignity and welfare.
Attached to his
majesty s person, family, and government, with all
the devotion that principle and alfection can in
connected with Great Britain by the stron
spire
and deploring
gest ties that can unite society
principles,

try ing, once more, the effect of
arid firm petition to the

&quot;

:

;

;

every event that tended, in any degree, to weaken
them, they not only most fervently desired the for
mer barrnony, between her and the colonies, to be
restored, but that a concord might be established
between them, upon so firm a basis, as to perpet
uate its blessings, uninterrupted by any future dis
sensions, to succeeding generations, in both coun
tries.
They, therefore, besought, that his majes
ty would be pleased to direct some mode, by which
the united applications of his faithful colonists to
the throne, in pursuance of their common councils,
might be improved into a happy and permanent

By this last clause, Congress
meant, that the mother country should propose a
plan for establishing by compact, something like
necessity of their taking up arms, they enumera
Magna Charta, for the colonies. They did not
ted ihe injuries they had received, and the methods aim at a total exemption from the control of
par
taken by the British ministry to compel their sub liament nor were they unwilling to contribute in
mission and then said
we are reduced to the their own way, to the expenses of government
alternative of choosing an unconditional submis
but they feared the horrors of war less than sub
sion to the tyranny of irritated ministers, or resis
mission to unlimited parliamentary supremacy.
tance by force.
The latter is our choice.
They desired an amicable compact, in which
have counted the cost of this contest, and find doubtful, undefined points should be ascertained,
nothing so dreadful as voluntary slavery.&quot;
They so as to secure that proportion of authority and
asserted
that foreign assistance was undoubtedly
liberty, which would be for the general good of
attainable.
This was not founded on any private the whole empire. They fancied themselves in
information, but was an opinion derived from their the condition of the barons at Runnymede
with
knowledge of the principles of policy, by which this difference, that, in addition to opposing the
states usually regulate their conduct towards each
king, they had also to oppose the parliament.
other.
This difference was more nominal than real for,
In their address to the speaker and gentlemen in the latter case, the king and
parliament stood
of the assembly of Jamaica, they dilated on the
precisely in the same relation to the people of
America, which subsisted in the former, between
arbitrary systems of the British ministry; and in
formed them, that in order to obtain a redress of the king and people of England. In both, popular
their grievances, they had appealed to the justice, leaders were contending witli the
sovereign, for
humanity, and interest, of Great Britain. They the privileges of subjects.
Tliis well-meant petition was presented on Sep
stated, that to make their schemes of non-impor
tation and non-exportation, produce the desired tember 1st, 177.},
by Mr. Penn, and Mr. Leo;
effects, they were obliged to extend them to the and, on the 4th, lord Dartmouth informed them,
islands.
From that necessity, and from that
that to it, no answer would be given.&quot;
Thin
alone, said they, our conduct has proceeded.&quot; slight contributed, not a little, to the union and
the peculiar situ- perseverance of the colonists.
When pressed by
They concluded with saying
atlon of your island forbids your assistance; but the calamities of war, a doubt would sometimes
we have your good wishes. From the good wish arise, in the minds of scrupulous persons, that they
es of the friends of liberty and mankind, we shall had been too
hasty in their opposition to the pro
To such, it was usual to
always derive consolation.&quot;
tecting, parent state.
In their address to the people of Ireland, they present the second petition of Congress to the
stated their hum
observing thereon, that all the blood, and all
recapitulated their grievances
king
ble petitions, and the neglect with which they had the guilt of the war, must be charged on British,
been treated.
In defence of our persons and and not the American counsels.
Though the co
properties under actual violations,&quot; said they, lonists were accused, in a speech from the throne,
we have taken up arms. When that violence as meaning only &quot;to amuse, by vague expres
shall be removed, and hostilities cease on the part sions of attachment to the parent stale,
and the
of the agressors, they shall cease on our part strongest protestations of loyalty to their kins,
also.&quot;
while they were preparing for a general revolt;
These several addresses were executed in a and that their rebellious war was manifestly car
masterly manner, and were well calculated to ried on, for the purpose of establishing an inde
make friends to the colonies. But their petition pendent empire:&quot; yet, at that time, and for months
to the king, which was drawn up at the same time. after a redress of grievances was their ultimate
produced more solid advantages in favour of the aim. Conscious of this intention, and assenting,
American cause, than any other of their produc- in the sincerity of their souls, to the submissive
tions.
This was in a great measure carried language of their petition, they illy brooked the
through Congress by Mr. Dickinson. Several contempt, with which their joint supplication was
members, judging from the violence with which treated and still worse, that t-hey should be charjfl
parliament proceeded against the colonies, were from the throne, with studied duplicity.
of opinion, that farther petitions were nugatory
Nothing contributes more to the success of
reconciliation.&quot;

;

:

;

:

We

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

;

&quot;

;

:
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revolutions, than moderation.
Intemperate zealots overshoot their object, anil soon spend their
;r. and
force; while the
dispassionate persevere
to the end.
The bulk of the people, in civil com
motions, are influenced to a choice of sides, by the
general complexion of the measures adopted
ihe respective parlies.
When these nppear to be
dictated by justice and prudence, and to be unin
fluenced by passion, ambition, or avarice, they are
Such was the effect of
disposed to favour them.
this second petition, through a long and trying war,
in which, men of serious reflection were often call
ed upon to examine the rectitude of their conduct.
Though the refusal of an answer, to this renew
ed application of Congress to the king, was censur
ed by numbers in Great Britain, as well as in the
colonies
yet, the partizans of the ministry vainished the measure, as proper and expedient.
They contended, that the petition, as it contained
no offers of submission, was unavailing, as a ground
work of negociation. Nothing was farther from
the thoughts of Congress, than such concessions
as were expected in Great Britain.
They con
ceived themselves more sinned against than sin
ning.
They claimed a redress of grievances, as a
matter of right but were persuaded, that conces
sions, for this purpose, were acts of justice, and
not of humiliation
and therefore, could not be
disgraceful to those by whom they were made.
To prevent future altercations, they wished for an
amicable compact, to ascertain the extent of par
liamentary supremacy. The mother country wish
ed for absolute submission to her authority; the
colonists, for a repeal of every act, that imposed
&amp;gt;!

\&amp;lt;y

;

:

;

Mountain air, abundant exercise in the open connBut, lest some unlucky event should happen,
try, tiie wholesome toils of the chase, and the de- unfavourable to my reputation, I beg it mav lie relightful scenes of rural life, expanded his limbs to nlembered by every gentleman in the room, that f
an unusual, graceful arid well proportioned size. this day declare, with the utmost sincerity,
do
His voulh was spent in the acquisition of useful [not think myself equal to the command I am lion&quot;

|

1

1

!

I

I

knowledge, and in pursuits, tending to the improvement of his fortune, or the benefit of his
Fitted more for active, than for specucounrry.
lalive life, he devoted the greater portion of his
time to the alter: but this was amply compensa
ted by his being frequently in such situations, ,is
called forth the powers of his mind, and strength
ened them by repeated exercise. Early in life,
in obedience to his country s call, he entered ihe
military line, and began his career o( lame, in op

oured with.

beg leave to assure the ronno pecuniary consideration could
have tempted me lo accept this arduous employment, at the expense of my domestic ease
happiness, 1 do not wish to make any profit from
it.
1 will Keep an exact account of
my expenses.
Those, I doubt not, they will discharge, and that
&quot;As

gress,

1

is all I desire.&quot;

A special commission was drawn up, and |ifl-sented to him, and at the same time, a un:i
resolution was adopted by Congress: &quot;that they
would maintain and assist him, and adhere
him, with their lives and fortunes, in the cause of
American liberty.&quot; Instructions were also given

posing that power, in concert, with whose troops,
he acquired his last and most distinguished ho
nours.
He was aid-de-camp to General Braddock in 1755; when that unfortunate officer was
killed.
He was eminently serviceable in cover
ing the retreat, and saving the remains of the routed armyFor three years after the defeat of

i

him

government, by which,

after

reciting

&quot;

:

chief of the forces of Virginia, against the in
cursions of the French and Indians, from the Ohio.
He continued in service, till the reduction of Fort
Duquesne, 1758, gave peace to the frontiers of
in

&quot;

his native colony, Virginia.
Soon after that event,
he retired to his estate, Mount Vernon, on the

it had been raised
making it his special care, in
banks of the Potomac, and with great industry discharge of the great trust committed to him, thai
the liberties of America received no detriment.&quot;
and success pursued the arts of peaceful life.
;

About the same

time, twelve companies of rifle
to be raised in
Pennsylvania,
Maryland, and Virginia. The men, to the amount
of 1430, were procured, and forwarded with great
expedition.
They had to march from 1 to 700
miles; and yet, the whole business was completed,
and they joined the American army at Cambrid&quot;
in less than two months, from the day on \\\\\
the first resolution for raising them was agreed ti
Coeval with the resolution for raising
was another for emitting a sum, not exceeding
two million of dollars, in bills of credit, for iLe
defence of America; and the colonies were pledg
ed for their redemption.
This sum was increased
from time to time by farther emissions. The co
lonies, having neither money nor revenue at their
command, were forced to adopt this expedient :
the only one which was in their power for sup

men were

;

ordered

;

:

,

No one delegate opposed the
porting an army.
measure. So great had been the credit of the for
mer emissions of paper, in the greater part of il.e
colonies, that every few at that time foresaw or ap
prehended the consequences of unfunded paper
emissions : but had all the consequences which re
suited from this measure, in the course of the wai.
been foreseen, it must, notwithstanding, have lieen
adopted ; for it was a less evil, that there should
be a general wreck of property, than that the es
sential

should
events,

rights and liberties of a growing

be

lost.

A

country

happy ignorance of future

combined with the ardour of the

times.

prevented many reflections on this subject, :uid
gave credit and circulation to these bills of credit.
Brig.
General Washington, soon after his appointment
1st, Artemas Ward.
1st, Seth Pomeroy.
3d, Charles Lee.
2d, Richard Montgomery. to the command of the American army, se! out MOn his way thither, he
3d, Philip Schuyler.
the camp, at Cambridge.
3d, David Wooster.
4th. William Heath.
was treated with the highest honours, in every
4th, Israel Putnam.
5th, Joseph Spencer.
Large detach
place through which he passed.
ments of volunteer s, composed of private gentle
tith, John Thomas.
Adjt. General,
Horatio Gates.
7th, John Sullivan.
men, turned out to escort him.
On his arrival at Cambridge, July
] /
8th, Nath. Greene.
he
General Washington replied, to the president was received with the joyful acclamations of the
of Congress, announcing his appointment, in the American army.
At the head of his troops, he
;

attach so respectable a colony to the aid of
Massachusetts, by selecting from it a commander
in chief, was not less warranted
by the great mili
tary genius of one of its distinguished citizens,
than dictated by sound policy. George Washing
ton was, by an unanimous vote, appointed com
mander in chief of all the forces raised, or to be
raised, for the defence of the colonies.
It was a
fortunate circumstance
attending his election, that
it was accompanied
with no competition, and fol
lowed by no envy. That same general impulse on
the public mind, which led the colonists to agree
in many other particulars, pointed to him as the
most proper person for presiding over the
military
arrangements of America. Not only Congress,
but the inhabitants, in the east and the west, in
thn north and the south, as well before as at the
time of embodying a continental
army, were in a
great degree unanimous in his favour.
General Washington was born on the 22d of
February, 1732. His education favoured the pro
duction of a solid mind, and a vigorous
body.

for his

.

various particulars, he was directed
to
destroy
or make prisoners, of all persons who now are, or
who hereafter shall appear in arms against the
good people of the colonies.&quot; The whole VMS
summed up in authorising him, to order and dis
pose of the army under his command, as might be
most advantageous for obtaining the end, for which

Braddock, George Washington was commander

When the proceedings of the British parliament
alarmed the colonists with apprehensions, that a
blow was levelled at their liberties, he again came
forward into public view, and was appointed a de
taxes, or that interfered in their internal legisla
tion.
The ministry of England, being determin legate to the congress, which met in September,
ed not to repeal these acts, and the congress equal 1774. Possessed of a large proportion of common
the claims sense and directed by a sound judgment, he was
ly determined not to submit to them
of the two countries were so wide from each other better fitted for the exalted station to which he
as to afford no reasonable ground to expect a com
ivas called, than
many others, who, to a greater
It was, therefore, concluded, that any brilliancy o parts,
promise.
frequently add the eccentricity
notice taken of the petition would only afford an of original genius.
Engaged in the busy scenes
opportunity for the colonies to prepaie themselves of life, he knew human nature, and the most prop
for the last extremity.
er method of accomplishing proposed objects. His
A military opposition to the armies of Great passions were subdued and kept in subjection to
reason.
His soul, superior to party spirit, to pre
Britain, being resolved upon by the colonies, it be
came an object of consequence to fix on a proper judice, and illiberal views, moved according to the
person to conduct that, opposition.
Many of the impulses it received from an honest heart, a good
colonists had titles of high rank in the militia, and understanding, common sense and a sound
judg
several had seen something of real service, in ment.
He was habituated to view things on every
the late war between France and England
but side to consider them in all relations, and to trace
there was no individual of such superior military the possible and probable
consequences of propos
ed measures.
Much addicted to close thinking,
experience, as to entitle him to a decided pre-emi
nence; or even to qualify him, on that ground, his mind was constantly employed. By frequent
to contend, on equal terms, with the British mas
exercise, his understanding and judgment expandters of the art of war.
In elevating one man, by ed, so as to be able to discern truth, and to know
the free voice of an invaded country, to the com
what was proper to be done, in the most difficult
mand of thousands of his equal follow citizens, no conjectures.
consideration was regarded but the interest of the
Soon after General Washington was appointed
community. To bind the uninvaded provinces commander in chief, four major generals, one ad
more closely to the common cause, policy direct jutant general, with the rank of a brigadier, and
ed the views of Congress to the south.
eight brigadier generals, were appointed, in sub
Among the southern colonies, Virginia, for ordination to him who were as follows
numbers, wealth, and influence, stood pre-eminent.
Generals.
Maj. Generals.
To

to pay, sir, I

that as

:

I

&amp;lt;:

&amp;lt;!,

&amp;lt;,

following words :
Mr. President,

published a declaration, previously drawn up l.y
Congress, in the nature of a manifesto, setting
Though I am truly sensible of the high honour forth the reasons for taking up arms. In this, af
done me, in this appointment, yet, I feel great dis ter enumerating various grievances of the colonies,
&quot;

tress

from

a consciousness, that
my abilities and
experience may not be equal to the
extensive and important trust.
However as the
congress desire it, I will enter upon the momentous
duty, and exert every power I possess in their
service, and for the support of the glorious cause.
I beg they will accept
my most cordial thanks, for

military

and vindicating them from a premeditated design,
of establishing independent states, it was added
In our own native land, in defence of the freedom
which is our birthright, and which we ever enjoy
:

&quot;

ed

till

the late violation of

it

;

for the protection of

our property, acquired solely by the industry of
our forefathers, and ourselves, against violence
this distinguished
testimony of their approbation. actually offered, we have taken up arms we, shall
;

NORTH AMERICA.
&amp;lt;ay

them down when

hostilities shall cease

on the delays were occasioned.

of the aggressors, and all danger of their be
part
ing renewed, shall be removed, and not before.&quot;
When General Washington joined the American
army, lie found the British intrenched on Bun
ker s hill, having also three floating batteries in
Mystic river, and a twenty gun ship below the

ferent colonies

came
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The

troops of the dif of Massachusetts. Captain Moet, in the Canccaux (
into service, under variant of sixteen guns, on the 13th of
October, 1775,

Some were enlisted with theex- destroyed 139 houses, aud 278 stores, and othei
[establishments.
The buildings in that town.*
press condition of choosing their officers.
rations furnished by the local legislatures, varied
This spread an alarm on the coast, hut produ
both as to quantity, quality, and price. To form ced no disposition to submit.
Many moved from
one uniform mass of these discordant materials, the sea ports, with their families and effects but
;
between
Boston
and
Charleslown.
and
to
the
licentiousness
of
lurry,
subject
They
independent no solicitations were preferred to obtain British
had also abaltery on Copse s hill, and were strong fieemen to the control of military discipline, was
protection.
The Americans were a delicate and difficult business.
In a few days after the
ly fortified on the neck.
burning of Falmonth,
intrenched at Winter hill, Prospect hill, and RoxThe continental army, put under the command the old south meeting house, in Boston, was taken
liury communicating with one another by small of General Washington, amounted to 14,500 men. into possession by the British: and destined fora
There were These had been so judiciously stationed around riding school, and the service of the
posts over a distance of ten miles.
light dragoons.
also parties stationed in several towns,
along the Boston as to confine the British to the town, and These proceedings produced, in the minds of the
sea coast.
They had neither engineers to plan to exclude them from the forage and provisions, colonists, a more determined spirit of resistance,
suitable works, nor sufficient tools for their erection. which the adjacent
country and islands in Boston and a more general aversion to Great Britain.
In the American camp, was collected a
This force was thrown into three
large bay afforded.
body of men but without those conveniences, grand divisions. General Ward commanded the
which ancient establishments have introduced for right wing, at Roxbury. General Lee, the left,
the comfort of regular armies.
Instead of tents, at Prospect hill ; and the centre was commanded
X.
sails, (now rendered useless by the obstructions of by General Washington.
In arraying the army.
Ticonderoga taken; Canada invaded, and evacuated.
commerce,) were applied for their covering : but, the military skill of Adjutant General Gates was of
even of them, there was not a sufficiency. The great service. Method and punctuality were in
IT early occurred to many, that if the sword
American soldiers, having joined the camp, in all troduced. The officers and privates were taught decided the
controversy between Great Britain
that variety of clothing, which
they used in their to know their respective places, and to have the and her colonies, the possession of Ticonderoga
daily labour, were without uniformity of dress. mechanism aud movements, as well as the name would be essential to the security of the latter.
To abolish provincial distinctions, the hunting of an army.
Situated on a promontory, formed at the junction
shirt was introduced.
When some effectual pains had been taken to of the watersof Lake George and Lake Champlain ;
They were also without
those heads of departments, in the line of commis discipline the
army, it was found that the term, it is the key of all communication between New
saries, or quartermasters, which are necessary for for which enlistments had taken place, was on the York and Canada.
Messrs. Deane, Wooster,
the regular and economical
supply of armies. In point o expiring. The troops from Connecticut Parsons, Stephens and others, of Connecticut,
dividuals, brought to camp their own provisions, and Rhode Island, were engaged only, till the 1st planned a scheme to obtain possession of this
on their own horses. In some parts committees day of December, 1775 ; and no part of the army valuable post.
Having procured a loan of 1800
ol supplies, were appointed, who
purchased ne longer than the 1st day of January, 1776. Such dollars of public money, and provided a sufficient
cessaries at public expense, sent them on to camp, mistaken apprehensions respecting the future con
quantity of powder and ball, they set off for Ben;iiid distributed them to such as were in want, with
duct of Great Britain prevailed, that many thought nington, to obtain the co-operation of Colonel Al
out any regularity or system.
The country af the assumption ofa determined spirit of resistance, len, of that place. Two hundred and seventy men,
forded provisions; and nothing more was wanting, would lead to a redress of all grievances.
mostly of that brave and hardy people, who are
than proper systems for their collection, and dis
The Massachusetts assembly and the continental called green mountain boys, were speedily collect
tribution.
Other articles, though equally neces congress, both resolved in November, to fit out ed at Castleton ; which was fixed on as the place
sary, were almost wholly deficient ; and could not armed vessels, to cruise on the American coast, of rendezvous. At this place. Colonel Arnold, who,
be procured, but with difficulty. On the 4th of for the purpose of intercepting warlike stores and though attended
only with a servant, was prose
August, the whole stock of powder in the Ameri supplies, designed for the use of the British army. cuting the same object, unexpectedly joined them.
can camp, and in the public magazines, of the four The object was at first limited ; but as the pros He had been
early chosen captain of a volunteer
New England provinces, would make little more pect of accommodation vanished, it was extended company, by the inhabitants of New Haven, among
than nine rounds a man.
to
all
The continental army
British property afloat, on the high seas. whom he resided.
As soon as he received news
remained in this destitute condition, for a fortnight The Americans were diffident of their ability to do of the Lexington battle, he marched off with his
or more.
This was generally known among any thing on the water, in opposition to the great company foi the vicinity of Boston, and arrived
themselves, and was also communicated to the est naval power in the world ; but from a combi there, though 150 miles distant, in a few days.
British, by a deserter : but they, suspecting a plot, nation of circumstances, their first attempts were Immediately after his arrival, he waited on the
would not believe it.
Massachusetts committee of safety, and informed
supply ofa few tons was successful.
sent on to them from the committee of ElizabethThe Lee privateer, Captain Manly, took the ihem that that there were, at Ticonderoga, many
town : but this was done privately, lest the adja brig Nancy, an ordnance ship, from Woolwich, pieces of cannon, and a great
quantity of valuable
cent inhabitants, who were equally destitute, containing a large brass mortar, several pieces of stores: and that the fort was in a ruinous condi
should stop it for theirown use. The public rulers brass cannon, a large quantity of arms and ammu tion, and garrisoned
only by about forty men.
in Massachusetts issued a recommendation to the nition ; with all manner of tools, utensils, and ma
They appointed him a colonel, and commissioned
Had
inhabitants, not to fire a gun at beast, bird, or tnark
chines, necessary for camps, and artillery.
in order that they
might husband their little stock, Congress sent an order for supplies, they could not
*
Ciiptain Moet had U-en frequently at Falmouth, and
for the more
necessary purposes of shooting men. have made out a list of articles, more suitable to was there hospitably entertained. After hostilities had
A supply of several thousand pounds weight of their situation, than those. :hus providentially commenced, but before serious war was contemplated,
he landed as formerly; liut not as an enemy. Brigadier
powder, was soon after obtained from Africa, in thrown into their hands.
with va Thompson, under no orders ot government, look him
rum. This was
In about nine
after, three
exchange for New
!

i

:

!

:

CHAPTER

;

A

;

England

ships,
days
rious stores, for ihe British army, and a brig from

so much address, that every ounce
for sale in the British Forts on the African coasts,
was purchased up. and brought off for the use of
the Americans.

managed with

Antigua, with rum, were taken by Captain Manly.
Before five days more had elapsed, several other
store ships were captured.
By these means, the
Embarrassments, from various quarters, occur distresses of the British troops, in Boston, were
red in the formation ofa continental
army. The increased, and supplies, or the continental army,
appointment of general officers, made by Congress, were piocured. Naval captures, being unexpect
was not satisfactory. Enterprising leaders had ed, were matter of triumph to the Americans, and
come forward, with their followers, on the com of surprise to the British. The latter scarcely be
mencement of hostilities, without scrupulous at lieved, that the former would oppose them by land,
tention to rank.
When these were all blended with a regular army but never suspected, that a
together, it was impossible to assign to every offi people so unfurnished as they were, with many
cer the station which his services merited, or his tilings necessary for arming vessels, would pre
A spirit
Materials for a good army sume to attempt any thing on the seas.
vanity demanded.
:

j

were collected. The husbandmen who flew to
arms, were active, zealous, and of unquestionable
courage but to introduce discipline and subordi-:
nation, among freemen who were habituated to
think for themselves, was an arduous labour.
The want of system and of union under proper!
:

of enterprise, invigorated by patriotic zeal, prompt
ed the hardy New-England-men to undertake the
hazardous business: and their success encouraged
them to proceed. Before the close of the year.
Congress determined to build five vessels of 32
About this
guns, five of 28, and three of 21.
the time, an event took place, which would have dis
|

heads, pervaded every department.
From
circumstance, that the persons employed in pro- posed a less determined people to desist from pro
This
viding necessaries for the army were unconnect-i voking the vengeance of the British navy.
ed with each other, much waste and
unnecessary was the burning of Falmouth, in the northern part
|

j

The
prisoner.
tives of justice

inhabitants

interposed

;

and,

from

mo

and policy, urged and accomplished

his
affront rankled in the
unconditional discharge.
heart of the captain.
He soon after returned with a
small naval, torce, and gave notice, that he was under
orders to reduce the town to ashes, and lhat he should
begin the business nt sun rise, the next morning. No

The

wns mnae.
The inhabitants emploved
themselves, during (he night, in removing their effects.
next morning, the town was in flames. Aloet s
irmed imvnl force lay all day before it, and, without
essation. threw shells, carcasses, and hot shot into it
This being done,
till
its destruction was completed.
Captuin .Moet. with his fleet, drew off. Thus the pride
of the province of Maine was laid desolate, in one day:
and 139 families, who, 24 houra before, lived in ease and
comfort, were reduced to want, and had no shelter
Torn the autumnal storms, and approaching winter.
Kahmmth had formerly been twice sacked by Indians,
nnil some of its inhabitants had been killed by them
but no act of theirs, was to be compared to this confla
The Indians scalped women and children to
gration.
obtain a bounty. They robbed houses, for the sake of
plunder; Imt Captain Moet, without the hope of gain,
and without provocation, destroyed the subsistence
and hlastL-d the hopes of a whole community. A ne\v
town, like the pho-nix, has arisen from the ashes of the
old
and is now in flourishing circumstances. See
Sullivan s History of the District of Maine, page 205,
resistance

The

;

.

208,
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was in its progress
to take
which had previously pronounced both moderate and expedient.
rendezvoused at Caslleton, admitted Coluiiel Ar
SirGuy Carleton, the king s governor in Canada
nold to join them.
It was agreed that Colonel no sooner heard that the Americans had surprised
Allen should be the commander in chief of the Ticonderoga, and Crown-Point, and obtained the
expedition, and that Colonel Arnold should be his command of lake Champlain, than he planned a
assistant.
They proceeded without delay, and scheme tor their recovery. Having only a few
arrived, in the night, at lake Champlain, opposite regular troops under his command, he endeavoured
Allen and Arnold crossed over to induce the Canadians and Indians, to co-operate
to Ticonderoga.
He establish
but they both declined.
with 83 men, and landed near the garrison. They with him
contended who should go in (irst: but it was at ed martial law, that he might compel the inhabi

him

to raise

The

leaders of the

Ticonderoga. deemed

400 men, and

violent and dangerous,

bitants of Canada, except the noblesse anil ihe cler
gy, were as much discontented with their presen
Jt
system of government as the British settlers.

party,

seemed therefore probable,

that they would con
sider the provincials, rather as friends, than as ene
mies.
The invasion of that province was there
fore

agreed, that they should both go in together.
abreast, and entered the fort at
the dawning of day.
sentry snapped his piece
at one of them, and then retreated, through the
covered way, to the parade. The Americans
last

A

The com
followed, and immediately drew up.
mander, surprised in his bed, was called upon to
He asked, by what authority ?
surrender the fort.
I demand it in the name
Colonel Allen replied :
of the Great Jehovah, and of the continental con
&quot;

gress.&quot;

No resistance was made and the fort, with
100 pieces of cannon, other valuable stores, and
48 prisoners, fell into the hands of the Americans.
The boats had been sent back, for the remainder
of the men but the business was done before they
Col. Seth Warner was sent off with a
got over.
party to take possession of Crown-Point, where a
sergeant and twelve men performed garrison duty.
This was speedily effected.
;

:

The

next object, calling for the attention of the
to obtain the command of lake

Americans, was

Champlain

:

but, to

accomplish

this,

it.

was neces

sary for them to get possession of a sloop of war,
lying at St. John s, at the northern extremity of
the lake.
With the view of capturing this sloop,
it

was agreed

to

man and arm

a schooner, lying at
should command her, and

South Bay ; that Arnold
that Allen should command

some batteaux on the
A favourable wind carried the
expedition.
schooner ahead of the balteaux, and Colonel Ar
nold got immediate possession of the sloop by sur
The wind again favouring him, he return
prise.
ed, with his prize, to Ticonderoga, and rejoined
Colonel Allen. The latter soon went home ; and
the former, with a number of men, agreed to re
main there in garrison. Jn this rapid manner, the
possession of Ticonderoga, and the command of
lake Champlain, was obtained, without any loss,
by a few determined men. Intelligence of these
events was in a few days, communicated to Con
gress, which met, for the first time, at ten o clock
of the same day, in the morning of which, Ticon
deroga was taken. They rejoiced in the spirit of

same

but
enterprise, displayed by their countrymen
feared the charge of being aggiessors, or of doing
:

any thing to widen the breach between Great Bri
tain and the colonies
for an accomodation was,
;

unanimous wish. They there
fore recommended to the committees of the cities
and counties of New York and Albany, to cause
the cannon and stores to be removed from Ticon
at that time, their

deroga to the south end of lake George, and to
take an exact inventory of them
order tint
they might be safely returned, when the restora
tion of the former harmony between Great Britain
and the colonies, so ardently wished for by the lat
ter, shouJd render it prudent, and consistent with
:

&quot;in

the overruling law of self-preservation.&quot;
Colonel Arnold having begun his military ca
reer with a series of successes, was urged by his
native impetuosity to project more extensive ope
rations.
He, on the 13th of June, wrote a letter
to Congress, -strongly urging an expedition inlo
Canada, and offering with 2000 men to reduce the
whole province. In his ardent zeal to oppose
Great Britain, he had advised the adoption of
offensive war, even before Congress had orga
nized an army, or appointed a single military offi
cer.

His importunity was

shall hereafter be related

at last

but not

successful, as

till

found practicable, and not

management of

de
partment, lo Generals Schuyler and Montgomery.
tants to take arms.
They declared themselves While the former remained at Albany, to attend
ready to defend the province but refused to march an Indian treaty, the latter was sent forward to Ti
out of it, or to commence hostilities on their neigh conderoga, with a body of troops from New York
bours.
Colonel Johnson had, on the same occa and New Kngland. About this time, General
sion, repeated conferences with the Indians, and Schuyler addressed the inhabitants,
informing
that the only views of Congress were to
endeavoureil to influence them to take up the them,
In order to restore to them those rights, which every subject
hatchet; but they steadily refused.
gain their co-operation, he invited them lo feast of the British Kmpiie, of whatever religious senti
on a Bostonian, and to drink his blood. This, in ments he may be, is entitled to and that, in the
the Indian style, meant no more than to partake of execution of these trusts, he had received the
a roasted ox and a pipe of wine, at a public enter
most positive orders to cherish every Canadian,
tainment which was given to induce their co and every friend to the cause of liberty, and sacred
The colonial ly to guard their property.&quot; The Americans,
operation with the British troops.
patriots affected to understand it in its literal sense. about 1000 in number, effected a landing at St.
It furnished in their mode of explication, a con
John s which, being the first British post in Ca
venient handle for operating on the passions of the nada, lies only 115 miles to the northward of Ti
people.
conderoga. The British picquets were driven
These exertions in Canada, which were princi into the fort. The environs was then reconnoipally made with a view to recover Ticonderoga, tered, and the fortifications were found to be much
Crown-Point, and the command of lake ( ham- stronger than had been suspected. This induced
the calling of a council of war, which recommend
plain, induced Congress to believe that a formida
ble invasion of their northwestern frontier was ed a retreat to Isle aux Noix, twelve miles south
The evident tenden of St. John s, to throw a boom across the chan
intended, from that quarter.
Be nel, and to erect works for its defence. Soon afcy of the Quebec act favoured this opinion.
lieving it to be the fixed purpose of the British terthis event, a bad state of health induced Geneial
and the com
ministry, to attack the united colonies on that side, Schuyler to retire to Ticonderoga
they conceived that they would be inexcusable if mand devolved on General Montgomery.
This enterprising officer, in a few days, relumed
they neglected the proper mean? of warding off
so terrible a blow.
They were also sensible that to the vicinity of St. John s, and opened a battery
was
the only praticable plan to effect this purpose,
Ammunition was so scarce, that the
against it.
to make a vigorous attack upon Carrada, while it siege could not be carried on, with any prospect of
was unable to resist the unexpected impression. speedy success. The general detached a small
Their success at Ticonderoga and Crown-Point, body of troops, to attempt the reduction of fort
had already paved the way for this bold enterprise, Chamblee, only six miles distant. Success attend
and had broken down the fences which guarded ed this enterprise. By its surrender, six tons ot
On the other gunpowder were obtained, which enabled the gene
the entrance into that province.
hand, they were sensible that by taking this step, ral to prosecute the siege ofSt. John swiih vigour.
they changed at once the whole nature of the war. The garrison, though straitened for provisions,
From defensive it became offensive and subjected persevered in defending themselves with unabating
them to the imputation of being the agressors.
While General Montgomery was prose
fortitude.
They were well aware that several who had es cuting this siege, the governor of the province col.
poused their cause in Britain, would probably be lected, at Montreal, about 800 men, chiefly militia
and charge them with and Indians. He endeavoured to cross the river
offended at this measure
heightening the mischiefs occasioned by the dis St. Lawrence, with this force, and to land at Lonpute.
They knew that the principles of resistance, quiel, intending to proceed (hence lo attack the be
as far as they had hitherto acted upon them, were siegers
but Colonel Warner, with 300 green
abetted by a considerable party in Great Britain
mountain boys, and a four pounder, prevented the
:md that to forfeit their good opinion, might be of execution of the design. The governor s party
Considerations of this kind was suffered to come near the shore
but was then
great disservice.
made them weigh well the important step, before fired upon, with such effect as to make them re
they ventured upon it.
They, on the other hand, tire, after sustaining great loss.
reflected that the eloquence of the minority in par
An account of this affair being communicated to
liament, and the petitions and remonstrances of the the garrison in St. John s, Major Preston, the
merchants in Great Britain, had produced no solid commanding officer, surrendered, on receiving
advantages in their favour and that they had no honourable terms of capitulation. About 500 regu
chance of relief, but from the smiles of heaven on lars and 100 Canadians became prisoners to the
their own endeavours.
The danger was pressing. provincials. They also acquired 39 pieces of
War was not only inevitable, but already begun. cannon, seven mortars, two howitzers, and about
To wait till they were attacked by a formidable 800 stand of arms. Among the cannon were many
force at their backs, in the very instant when their brass field
pieces; an article of which the Ame
utmost exertions would be requisite, perhaps insuf ricans weie nearly destitute.
ficient, to protect (heir cities and sea coast, against
While the siege of St. John s was pending. Co
an invasion from Britain, would be the summit lonel Allen, who was
returning with about SG men
of folly.
The laws of war and of nations justified from a tour on which he had been sent by his gene
the forestalling ofan enemy.
The colonists main ral, was captured by the British ne:ir Montreal.
tained that to prevent known hostile intentions, Though he had surrendered in action, wilh arm-;
was a matter of self-defence. They were also in his hands, under a verbal capitulation that IIH
sensible they had already gone such lengths, as should receive
good treatment, he was loaded with
could only be vindicated by arms; and that, if a irons, and in that condition sent to Kngland.*
certain degree of success did not attend their re
sistance, they would be at the mercy of an irritated
government, and iheir moderation in the single in
stance of Canada, would be an unavailing plea for
;

&quot;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

I

;

:

two months
had elapsed, subsequent to his first proposition of
conducting an expedition against Canada. Such
was the increasing fervour of the public mind in indulgence. They were also encouraged to pro
1775, that what, in the early part of the year, was ceed, by certain information, that the French inha
:

if

their military arrangements, in this northern

;

They advanced

determined upon,

disagreeable to the Canadians.
Congress had committed the

!

NOHTH AMERICA.
After the reduction of St. John s, General Montgomery proceeded towards Montreal. The few
.British forces there, unable to stand their ground,
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Montreal, anil sending detachments into dilferent parts of the province, advanced towards the
His little army arrived with expedition
capital.
in

had

|

j

i

[

|

way,

for miles together,

through

so embarrassed, that their progress was
The constant fatigue
only four or five miles a day.
before Quebec.
Success had hitherto crowned caused many to fall sick. One third of the num
of
General
but
his
ber
which set out, was from want of necessaries,
every attempt
Montgomery;
situation was nevertheless very
embarrassing, obliged to return ; the others proceeded with una
Much to be pitied is the officer, who, having been bated fortitude and constancy. Provisions grew
bred to arms, in the strict dicipline of regular at length so scarce, that some of the men eat their
armies, is afterwards called to command men, who dogs, cartouch boxes, breeches, and shoes. When
carry with them the spirit of freedom into the field. they were an hundred miles from any habitation,
The greater part of the Americans, officers, as or prospect of a supply, their whole store was di
well as soldiers, having never seen
any service, vided, which yielded four pints of flour to each
were ignorant of their duty, and feebly impressed man. After
they had baked and eaten their last
with the military ideas of union, subordination and morsel,
they had thirty miles to travel, before they
The army was continental in name could expect any farther supply. The men bore
discipline.
and pay but in no other respect. Not only the up under these
complicated distresses, with the
troops of different colonies conceived themselves greatest fortitude.*
They gloried in the hope of
independent of each other ; but, in some instances, completing a march, which would rival the fame
the different regiments of the same
colony were of similar expeditions undertaken by the heroes of
backward to submit to the orders of officers in a antiquity. Having spent
thirty-one days, in tra
higher grade of another line.
They were soon versing a hideous wilderness, without ever seeing
tired of a
life,
and
the first im- any thing human, they at length reached the in
military
Novelty
pulse of passion had led them to camp; but, habited parts of Canada. They were there well
the approaching cold season, together with the received, and
supplied with every thing necessary
fatigues and dangers incident to war induced a for their comfort. The Canadians were struck with
general wish to relinquish the service.
Though, amazement, when they saw this armed force emer
by the terms of their enlistment, they were to be ging from the wilderness. It had never entered
discharged in a few weeks, they could not biook their conceptions, that it was possible for human
an absence from their homes, for that short
The most
space beings to traverse such immense wilds.
of time.
The ideas of liberty and independence, pointed instructions had been given to this
corps,
which roused the colonists to oppose the claims of to conciliate the affections of the Canadians. It
forests

repaired for safety on board their shipping, in hopes
of escaping down the river; but they were prevented.
General Ptescot, who was on board
with several officers, and about 120 privates, having no chance of escape, submitted to be prisoners
on terms of capitulation. Eleven sail of vessels,
with all their contents, consisting of ammunition,
provisions, and intrenching tools, became the pro(Jovernor Carleton was
perty of the provincials.
about this time conveyed in a boat with muffled
paddles, by a secret way 10 the Three Rivers, and
thence to Quebec in a few days.
When Montreal was evacuated by the troops,
the inhabitants applied to General Montgomery for
a capitulation.
He informed them as they were
defenceless, they could not expect such a conces
sion
but, he engaged, upon his honour, to main
tain the individuals and religious communities of
the city, in the peaceable enjoyment of their prop
In
erty, and the free exercise of their religion.
all his transactions, he spoke, wrote, and acted
with dignity and propriety; and treated the inha
bitants with liberality and politeness.
Montreal which at this time surrendered to the
provincials, carried on an extensive trade, and
contained many of those articles, which from the
operation of the resolutions of Congress, could not
be imported into any of the united colonies.
From
Great Britain, operated against that implicit obe
these stores, (he American soldiers, who had hith
erto suffered from the want of suitable clothing, dience, which is necessary to a well regulated
obtained a plentiful supply.
army.
I

to cut their

;

:

General Montgomery,

after leaving

some

Even

troops

that he

Imck.

A

O

&quot;

;

1

1

*&quot;

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;f

T^

&quot;!

visionV, &quot;wUli&quot; wh idi |liey \ere
states, that till the defeat of the

&quot;LrvTd

l

December,

177(i,

by General Washington, which had been sent froin
Cambridge with this, detachment was circulated

among

the inhabitants of Canada.

In this, they
arrange themselves under the
standard of general liberty; and were informed
that the American
army was sent, not to plunder
but to protect them.
While General Montgomery iay at Montreal,
Colonel Arnold arrived at Point Levy, opposite to
Quebec. Such was the consternation of the gar

were invited

to

rison and inhabitants, at his
unexpected appear
ance, that had not the river inlervened, an imme
diate attack, in the first surprise and confusion,

might have been successful. The bold enterprise
of one American army,
marching through the wil
derness, at a time when success was crowning

every undertaking of another, invading in a diffe
rent direction, struck terror into the breast of those
Canadians, who were unfriendly to the design* of
Congress. The embarrassments of the garrison
were increased by the absence of Sir
Guy Carleton.
That gallant officer on hearing of Montgo
s
to
invasion, prepared
mery
oppose him in the
much prudence, as to make it doubtful, whether extremes of the province. While he was collect
we ought to admire most, the goodness of the man ing a force to attack invaders in one direction, a
-_ tlie addrpi* nf flip trpnpral
different corps, emerging out of the
3 Ot
g en e ral
depths of an
,
About the
same tune that Canada was invaded unexplored wilderness, suddenly appeared from
in the usual route from New York, a considerable another.
In a few days Colonel Arnold c.rosserj
the river St. Lawrence but his chance of suc
.

&quot;

I

;

&quot;

icr

Hessians at Trenton,
conquest of the country was
considered aa certain; that the forfeiture of estates,
and the execution of the leaders of the rebellion, were
spoken of, as events near at band; and that the severe
treatment of the prisoners was founded on the idea, that
everything siiort of immediate execution, wns better
in

to treat him with all
possible attention, in
return for the great exertions of his farther, in be
half of American liberty. A manifesto, subscribed

where long habits hands,

,

j

&quot;

^&quot; fiirt

states,

;
contro1 the licentiousness o( his
soldiery ; while
ie appearance of
harshness
was dangermilitary
ous, lest their good will might be forfeited.
Iu
l
S clloice of difficulties, the
genius of Montgomery surlnoun ted many obstacles. During his
8nort - b
glorious career, he conducted with so

:

i

A

European

have established submission to
superiors, as a
primary duty of the common people, the difficulty
of governing lecruits, when first led to the field
from the civil occupations, is great : to exercise
discipline over freemen, accustomed to act only
from the impulse of their own minds,
required not
only a knowledge of human nature, but an accom
modating spirit, and a degree of patience, which
are rarely found
among officers of regular armies.
The troops under the immediate command of Gene
ral
Montgomery, were, from their usual habits,
averse to the ideas of subordination, and had sud
denly passed from domestic ease, to the numberJess wants and distresses, which are incident to
marches through strange and desert countries.
Every difficulty was increased by the short term,
fot which
they were enlisted. To secure the af
fections of the Canadians, it was
necessary for the
American general to restrain the appetites, and

could not lie down otherwise than on his
chest was bis seat by day and his bed bv
In letters to the British general Prescot, he urged
night.
lus claim to better treatment, on the ground of his hu.and
politeness to all the prisoners he had taken;
lliawty
lint no answer ever came to his hands.
After he had
been sent i:i irons as a state prisoner to Englaml, he was
sent back as a prisoner of war to America.
hjs re
turn, when the fleet, on board of which he wae coDnathe Cove of Cork, he received
ed, rendezvoused at
from the kindness of the inhabitants of that city, a
plentifirl
supply for all his wants; but their benevolence
was intercepted by Captain Svmonds, of the British
the damned Amcrie-UB rebels
iiavy, who swore that
should not be so feasted by the damned rebels of Ire
land.&quot;
After Pinch bad usage in a circuitous voyage
lie was
landed at Halifax, sick with ihe scurvv, and
there put in prison. Thence he was sent to ,\ew&quot; York,
and for a few months was admitted to his parole hut
in August, 1777, on pretence of breaking it, was confin
ed in the provost jail. During his resjjence there, he
was witness of the most horrid scenes of oppression
and cruelty, to the American prisoners; and declares,
that, from his own knowledge, he had BO doubt, that upwards of 2000 of hem perished with hunger, cold, and
C kB 8
CM n i
th
1V k
e w *rec
and
n d nn
nt
&amp;lt;-d,

in

was particularly enjoined upon them, if the son of
Chatham, then an officer in one of the British
regiments in that ptovince, should fall into their
lord

&quot;t

the

!

j

-

&quot;&quot;.

.

;

ceeding by acoupde main, was
elease; that
the early periods of
oft.-,,
war,
presented to his own view, as the oonscuence of his obstinacy and rebellion: but, afterwards
igh command, and a large tract of the conquered
.country was offered him on&quot;condition he would join the
To the last he replied: that he viewed their
British.
offer, of conquered United Stale.
land, to be similar to
that which the devil offered to Jesus Cluist; to give
him all ihe kingdoms of the world, if lie would fall
ic halter

and the gallows were,

w

greatly diminished.

successfully conducted this bold undertaking,
thereby acquired the name of the American Hannibal.
He w,,s detached, with a thousand men,

in

c

&amp;gt;

-i
from /Cambridge,
to penetrate into Canada,
by asthe
river Kennebeck, and descending
^ending
by
the Chaudiere, to the river St. Lawrence. Great
were the difficulties these troops had to encounter,
in marching by an u nexplored route, three hundred
down and worship him, when at -the same time, the miles, through an uninhabited country. In ascend
poor devil bad not one foot of land upon earth.&quot; A re
ing the Kennebeck, they were constantly obliged
view of this narrative naturally excites speculations on to work
upwards, against an impetuous current.
.the numerous executions, and extensive confiscations
were often compelled, by cataracts or other
which, probably, would have been the consequence of They
the frtilure of rhe revolution, and ought to excite grati
impediments, to land, and to haul their batteaux up
tude in the breast of every American, that these ruinous rapid streams, and over falls of rivers.
Nor was
measures were prevented, by rhe final success of their their march bv land more
eligible, than this pas
arms. Colonel Allen was confined hi the provost jail,
sage by water. They had deep swamps, thick
of New York, till .May, 1778, when he was exchanged
and, to the great joy of his country restored to activity woods, difficult mountains, and craggy precipices
io its service.
At some places, they
alternately to encounter.
j

&quot;

;

j

i

The

The

in that

critical

panic occasioned by his

short space

moment was

first

past.

appearance had

abated, and solid preparations for the defence of
the town were adopted.
The inhabitants, both

English and Canadians, as soon as danger pressed,

common defence. Alarmed for
they were at their own request,
embodied for its security. The sailors were taken
from the shipping in the harbour, and put to the
batteries on shore.
As Colonel Arnold had no
artillery, after parading some days on the heights
near Quebec, he drew off his troops, intending
nothing more until the arrival of Montgomery,
than to cut offsupplies from entering the garrison.
So favourable were the prospects of th united
united for their

their

property,

*AAKON BURR,

afterwards vice-president of the Uni
his party.
He was then abouc
twenty years old, and had broken off from bis IcgaJ sju,dies that he might serve on his expedition.
ted States,

was one of
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colonies at this period, that General
set

on foot a regiment of Canadians,

Montgomery
to be in

the

a native of
pay of Congress. James Livingston,
New York who had long resided in Canada, was
and several
appointed to the command thereof;
recruits were engaged for the term of twelve
months. The inhabitants, on both sides of the
Ex
river St. Lawrence, were very friendly.
went
presses in the employ of the Americans,
without molestation, backwards and forwards, be
tween Montreal and Quebec. Many individuals

performed signal services, in favour of the invad
Among a considerable number, Mr.
ing army.
Price stands conspicuous, who advanced 51KXM
in specie, for their use.
Various causes had contributed to attach the
inhabitants of Canada, especially those of the in
ferior classes to the interest of Congress, and to
alternate their affections froin the government of
Great Britain. The contest was for liberty ; and
there is something in that sound captivating to
the mind of man, in a state of original simplicity.
It was for the colonies; and Canada was also a
colony. The objects of the war were therefore

]

a military force was col
liberty anil happiness,
which in a
lecting and training to oppose him,

short time put a period to his valuable life.
At the time the Americans were before Mon
treal, General Carleton, as has been related, es
caped through their hands, and got safe to Que
bec.
His presence was itself a garrison. The
confidence reposed in his talents inspired the men
under his command, to make the most determined
resistance.
Soon after his arrival, he issued a

That all persons
proclamation, setting forth
liable to do militia duty, and residing in Quebec,
who refused to arm in conjunction with the royal
army, should, in four days, quit Quebec, with their
families, and withdraw from the limits of the dis
trict, by the first of December, on pain of being
All who
treated afterwards as spies or rebels.&quot;
were unwilling to co-operate with the British ar
my, being thus disposed of, the remaining inhabi
&quot;

:

though unused to arms, became, in a little
time, so far acquainted with them, as to be very
useful in defending the town.
They supported
fatigues, and submitted to command, with a pa
tants,

tience and cheerfulness, that could not be exceed
the hardships and sub
supposed to be for their common advantage. The ed by men familiarized to
form of government, lately imposed on them by ordination of a military life.
General Montgomery, having effected at Point
act of parliament, was far from being so free, as
the constitutions of the other colonies, and was in aux Trembles a junction with Colonel Arnold, com
many respects particularly oppressive. The com menced the siege of Quebec. Upon his arrival
mon people had no representative share in enact before the town, he wrote a letter to the British
governor, recommending an immediate sunender,
ing the laws, by which they were to be governed
and were subjected to the arbitrary will of per to prevent the dreadful consequences of a storm.
Distinc
sons, over whom they had no control.
Though the flag which conveyed this letter was
tions so degrading were not unobserved by the fired upon, and all communication refused, General
native Canadians
but were more obvious to those Montgomery found other means to convey a let
who had known the privileges enjoyed in the ter of the same tenor into the garrison but the
Several
individuals, firmness of the governor could not be moved,
neighbouring provinces.
educated in New England and New York, with either by threats or dangers. The Americans
the high ideas of liberty, inspired by their free soon after commenced a bombardment with five
In a
constitutions, had, in the interval between the small mortars; but with very little effect.
peace of Paris, 1763, and the commencement of few days General Montgomery opened a six gun
Such battery, at the distance of seven hundred yards
the American war, migrated into Canada.
from the walls; but his metal was too light to
sensibly felt the difference between the govern
ments they had left, and the arbitrary constitution make any impression.
The news of General Montgomery s success in
imposed on them and, both from principle and
affection, earnestly persuaded the Canadians to Canada had filled the colonies with expectations,
make a common cause with the united colo that the conquest of Quebec would soon add fresh
;

:

:

;

motives of this kind induced the pea
santry of the country to espouse the interest of
Congress, yet sundry individuals, and some whole
orders of men, threw the weight of their influence

Though

into

the

which the

them

He knew
to his already brilliant fame.
well the consequences of popular disappointment,
and was of opinion that unless something decisive
was immediately done, the benefit of his pievious
lustre

nies.

opposite

Koman

scale.
The legal privileges
catholic clergy enjoyed, made

averse to a change, lest they should be en
dangered, by a more intimate connexion with their

acquisitions would, in a great degree, be lost to
the American cause.
On both accounts, he was
strongly impelled to make every exertion, for sa
tisfying the expectations and promoting the inte
rest of a people, who had honoured him with so
The govern
great a share of their confidence.
ment of Great Britain, in the extensive province
of Canada, was at that time reduced to the single
town of Quebec.
The astonished world saw

protestant neighbours.
They used their supposed
influence in the next world, as an engine to ope
rate on the movements of the present.
They re
fused absolution to such of their flocks as abetted
the Americans.
This interdiction of the joys of peaceable colonists, suddenly transformed into
heaven, by those who were supposed to hold the soldiers, and these inarching through unexplored
keys of it, operated powerfully on the opinions wildernesses, and extending themselves by con
and practices of the superstitious multitude. The quests, in the first moment after they had assumed
seigneurs had immunities unknown in the other the profession of arms.
Towards the end of the year, the tide of fortune
colonies.
Such is the fondness for power in eve
began to turn. Dissensions broke out between
ry human breast, that revolutions are rarely fa
voured by any order of men, who have reason to Colonel Arnold and some of his officers, threaten
apprehend that their future situation, in case of a ing the annihilation of discipline. The continen
tal currency had no circulation in Canada, and all
change, will be less pre-eminent than before.
The sagacious General Montgomery, no less a the hard money furnished for the expedition was
man of the world than an officer, discovered great nearly expended. Difficulties of every kind were
address in accommodating himself to these clash
The extremities of fatigue were
daily increasing.
The American
ing interests.
Though he knew the p;irt the po constantly to be encountered.
pish clergy had acted, in opposition to him, yet he geneial had not a sufficient number of men to
conducted towards them, as if totally ignorant of make the proper reliefs, in the daily labours they
the matter ; and treated them and their religion underwent; and that inconsiderable number, worn
with great respect and attention. As far as he down with toil, was constantly exposed to the
was authorised to promise, he engaged that their severities of a Canada winter. The period for
ecclesiastical property should be secured, and the which a great, part of his men had enlisted, being
free exercise of their religion continued.
To all, on the point of expiration, he apprehended Ihat
he held forth the flattering idea of calling a con they who were entitled to it, would insist on their
vention of representatives, freely chosen, to in
On the other hand, he saw no pros
discharge.
stitute, by its own will, such a form of govern
pect of staggering the resolution of the garrison.
ment as they approved. While the great mind They were well supplied with every thing neces
of this illustrious man, was meditating schemes of sary for their defence, and were
daily acquiring

additional firmness.
fast

The

extremity of winter was

approaching.

these combined circumstances, General
with a conviction, that
the siege should cither be raised, or brought to a
To storm tlm phice, wa
summary termination.
the only feasible method of effecting the latter
But this was an undertaking, in which
purpose.
Great minds are
success was but barely possible.

From

Montgomery was impressed

seldom exact calculators of danger. Nor do they
minutely attend to the difficulties which obstructhe attainment of their objects.
Fortune, in con
tempt of the pride of man, has ever had an influ
ence in the success or failure of military enter

Some

prises.

kind, have

of

of the greatest achievements, of thai
their success to a noble contempt

owed

common forms,
The upper part of Quebec was surrounded

with
very strong works, and the access from the lower
town was excessively difficult, from its almost per
pendicular steepness. General Montgomery, from
a native intrepidity, and an ardent thirst for glory,
overlooked all these dangers ; and resolved at
once, either to carry the place or perish in the at
tempt.
Trusting much to his good fortune con
their
fiding in the bravery of his troops, and
readiness to follow whithersoever he should lead ;
and depending somewhat on the extensivcness of
the works, he determined to attempt the town by
escalade.
The garrison of Quebec at this time consisted of
about 1-520 men, of which 800 were militia, anil
450 were seamen belonging (o the king s frigates
or merchant ships in the haibour.
The rest were
marines, regulars, or Colonel Maclean s new-rais
ed emigrants.
The American army consisted of
;

about 800 men. Some had been left at Montreal,
and near a third of Arnold s detachment, as has
been related, had returned to Cambridge.
General Montgomery, having divided this litile
force into four detachments, ordered two feints to
be made against the upper town
one by Colonel
Livingston, at the head of the Canadians, against
St. John s gate
and the other by Major Brown,
against Cape Diamond
reserving to himself and
Colonel Arnold the two principal attacks, against
the lower town.
At five o clock in the morning,
General Montgomery, advanced against the lower
town.
He passed the first barriei, and was just
opening to attack the second, when he was killed,
Pherson, Captain
together with Captain John
Cheesman, and some others. This so dispirited
the men, that Colonel Campbell, on whom the com
mand devolved, thought proper to draw them off
In the mean time Colonel Arnold, at the head of
about 3f)0 men, passed through St. Roques, ami
approached near a two gun battery, without being
discovered. This he attacked, and, though it was
well defended, carried it; but with considerable
loss.
In this attack, Colonel Arnold received a
wound, which made it necessnrv to carry him
the field of battle. His
party nevertheless continu
ed the assault, and pushing on. made themselves
masters of a second barrier.
These brave men
;

;

;

M

.

oil&quot;

sustained the force of the whole garrison for three
hours but finding themselves hemmed in, nml
without hopes either of success, relief or retreat,
they yielded to numbers, and the advantageous
situation of their adversaries.
The loss of the Americans, in killed and wntinif;

was about 100, and 300 were taken prisoners.
the slain weie Captain Kcndricks. Lieute
nant Humphries, and Lieutenant
The
Cooper.
behaviour of the provincial ttoops was such, as
might have silenced those who had reproached
them, for being deficient in courage.
The most
experienced veterans could not have exceeded tin:
ed,

Among

firmness they displayed in their last attack.
issue of this assault relieved the garrison uf
bec, from

The

all

apprehensions for

its

The
Que

safety.

provincials were so much weakened, as to
be scarcely equal to their own defence. However
Colonel Arnold had the boldness to encamp within
three miles of the town, and had (headdress, even

with his reduced numbers, to impede the
convey
ance of refreshments and provisions into the
gar-
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His situation was extremely difficult. He cil of war, by which it was resolved: &quot;That as,
was at an immense distance from those parts, no troops could be spared from Cambridge, the
whence effectual assistance could be expected. colonies of Massachusetts, Connecticut, and New
On his first entrance into the province, he had ex Hampshire should be requested to raise three regiperienced much kind treatment from the inhabi ments, and forward them to Canada.
Congress
lison.

Indians unfavourable to their views.
A woman,
infected with the small-pox, had either been sent
out, or voluntarily came out of Quebec, and, by
mixing with the American soldiers, propagated
that scourge of the new world, to the
great dimialso resolved to forward the reinforcements previ- milieu of the effective force of their
army. The
and
to
raise
four
battalions
in
New
soldiers
inoculated
voted,
ously
themselves, though their ofYork, for the defence of that colony, and to garri- h cers issued positive orders to the contrary. By
son Crown Point, and the several posts to the the first of May, so many new troops had arrived,
southward of that fortress. That the army might lhat the American army, in name, amounted to
be supplied with blankets for this winter expedi-;3000 but from the prevalence of the small-pox,
tion, a committee was appointed to procure from there were only 900 fit for duty.
The increasing
householders, such as could be spared from their number of invalids retarded military operations,
families.
To obtain a supply of hard money, for while the opposite party was buoyed up, with the
the use of the army in Canada, proper persons expectation lhat the advancing season would soon
were employed to exchange paper money for spe- bring them relief. To these causes of the decie.
Such was the enthusiasm of the times, thatlcliuing interest of Congress, it must be added that
many thousand Mexican dollars were frequently the affections of the Canadians were alienated,
exchanged at par, by individuals, for the paper bills They had many, and well-founded complaints
of Congress.
It was also resolved, to raise a corps against the American soldiers.
Unrestrained by
of artillery for this service, and to take into the the terror of the civil law, and refusing obedience
pay of the colonies, one thousand Canadians, in to a militaiy code, the hope of impunity, and the
addition to Colonel Livingston s regiment. Moses love of plunder led many of the invading
army
Ha/en, a native of Massachusetts, who had resi to practices not less disgraceful to themselves,
lhan
ded many years in Canada, was appointed to the
injurious to the cause in which they had
laken arms.
command of this new corps.
Not only llie common soldiers, but
Congress addressed a letter to the Canadians, in ihe officers of the American army deviated ia
which they observed
Such is the lot of human their intercourse with the Canadians, from the
Several of them, hav
nature, that the best causes are subject to vicissi maxims of sound policy.
tudes
but generous souls, enlightened and warm ing been lately taken from obscure life, were
giddy
ed with the fire of liberty, become more resolute as with their exaltation. Far from home,
they were
unawed
difficulties increase.&quot;
those
to
stated
that
which
restrain
them,
checks,
by
They
commonly
eight battalions were raising to proceed to their the ferocity of man.
that
The
reduction
it
of
more
force
were
province, and,
Chamblee, St. John s, and
necessary,
it should be sent.&quot;
They requested them to seize, Montreal, together with the exposed situation of
with eagerness, the favourable opportunity then Quebec, being known in England, measures were
offered to co-operate in the present glorious en without delay adopted by the British
ministry, to
and advised them to establish associa introduce into Canada, as sooaas possible, a force
terprise
tions in their different parishes
to elect deputies sufficient for the double purpose of
recovering
for forming a provincial
assembly, and for repre what they had lost, and of prosecuting offensive
1

The Canadians, besides being fickle in their
resolutions are apt to lie biased by success. Their
disposition to aid the Americans, becume daily
more precarious. It was even difficult to keep
the provincial troops from returning to their re
Their sufferings were great.
spective homes.
While their adversaries were comfortably housed
in Quebec,
they were exposed in the open air, to
ihe extreme rigour of the season. Tiie severity
tants.

Canada winter wag far beyond any thing with
which they were acquainted. The snow lay about
four feet deep on a level.
This deliverance of Quebec may be considered
its a proof, how much
juay be done by one man, for
of a

the preservation of a country.
It also proves,
lhat soldiers may in a short time be formed out of
he mass of citizens.

The

being over, the ill will which had
during the siege, between the royal and
provincial troops, gave way to sentiments of huma
The Americans, who surrendered, were
nity.
conflict

.subsisted,

tie. ited

made

with

for their

kindness.
Ample provision was
wounded, and no unnecessary seve

was shown toany.

Few men

have ever fallen
in battle so much regretted
by both sides as Ge
neral Montgomery.
His many amiable qualities
had procured him an uncommon share of private
;ill&amp;lt;!ctioji, and his great abilities an
equal proportion
of public esteem. Beingasincere lover of liberty,
lie had engaged in the American cause from
prin
and quitted the enjoyment of an easy for
ciple
and
the
domestic
to
take
an
tune,
highest
felicity,
.active share in the fatigues and
dangers of a war,
instituted for the defence of the community, of
which he was an adopted member. His well known
character, was almost equally esteemed by the
friends and foes ol the side which he had espoused.
In America, he was celebrated as a martyr to the
Jiberties of mankind
in Great Britain, as a mis
guided good man, sacrificing to what he supposed
be the rights of his country.
His name was
mentioned in parliament with singular respect.
.Some of the most powerful .speakers in that illusirious assembly, displayed their eloquence in sound
rity
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:

:

&quot;

;

;

them in Congress.
cause of the Americans had received such
powerful aid from many patriotic publications in
their gazettes, and from t he fervent exhortations
of popular preachers, connecting the cause of li

operations from that quarter against the revolted
colonies.
The van of this force made good its

senting

The

passage, very early in May, through the ice, up
the river St. Lawrence.
The expectation of
their coming had for some time damped the
hopes

berty with the animating principles of religion, lhat of tlie besiegers, and had induced
was determined to employ these two powerful in- of a retreat. The day before the

them

it

first

to think
of the Bri

stiuments of revolutions, printing and preaching, tish reinforcements arrived, the measure ivas re
solved upon by a council of war, and
to operate on the minds of the Canadian. A com
arrangeThose in plete apparatus for printing, together with a prin ments were made for carrying it into execution.
ing his pjaise, ;uid lamenting Jiis fate.
Governor Carleton was too great a proficient
particular, who hwi been his fellow soldiers in the ter and a clergyman, were therefore sent into Ca
late war, expatiated on his many virtues.
in the art of war, to
The nada.
delay seizing the advantages
minister himself acknowledged his worth, while
Congress also appointed Dr. Franklin, Mr. which the consternation of the besiegers, and the
lie reprobated the cause for which he fell.
He Chase, and Mr. Carrol, the two first of whom were arrival of a reinforcement, afforded. A small
concluded an involuntary panegyric, by saying: members of their body, and the last a respectable detachment of soldiers and marines from the
.._.]_.
r
f
_u
.1,
Ij
Curse on iiis virtues tliey have undone his coun gentlemen
of the Roman Catholic persuasion, to ships, which had just ascended the river St,
view
and
to
Canada
with
the
of
over
Lawrence,
landed,
try/
proceed
gaining
being
joined to the gar
Though the invasion of Canada was finally un ihe )&amp;gt;eople of that colony to the cause of America rison in Quebec, he marched out at their head
successful, yet the advantages which the Ameri
and authorized them to promise, on behalf of the lo attack the Americans. On his approach, he
cans gained in the months of September and Oc
united colonies, that Canada should be received found every thing in confusion.
The late betober, gave fresh spirits to Uieir arms&quot; and people. into their association on equal terms; and also siegers, abandoning their artillery and military
The boldness of the enterprise might have taught that the inhabitants thereof should enjoy the free stores, had in great precipitation retreated, Io
Britain the folly of persisting in the design exercise of their leligion, and the peaceable pos this manner, at the expiration of five months,
the mixed siege and blockade of Quebec was
ol subjugating America.
But instead of preserv session of all their ecclesiastical property.
The desire of effecting something decisive in raised. The fortitude and perseverance of the
ing the union, and restoring the peace of the em
Canada, before ihe approaching spring would per- garrison reflected honour ou both officers and pri
pire, by repealing a few of her laws, she, from mis
taken dignity, resolved on a more vigorous prose mil relief to ascend the river St. Lawrence, added vates.
The reputation acquired by General Carleton in
cution of the war.
lo the enthusiasm of the day, encountered diffi
The tide of good fortune, which, in the autumn culties, which, in less animated times, would be his military character, for bravery and judiciously
Arthur St. Clair. who defending the province committed lo his care, wag
of 1775, flowed in upon General Montgomery, in reckoned insurmountable.
duced Congress to reinforce the army under his was appointed colonel of one of the Pennsylvania exceeded by the superior applause merited from
command. Chamblee, St. John s, and Montreal regiments, received his recruiting orders on the his exercise of the virtues of humanity and gene
having surrendered, a fair prospect opened of ex 10th of January; and, notwithstanding the short rosity. Among the numerous sick jn the Ameri
pelling the British from Canada, and of annexing ness of the period, his regiment was not only rais can hospitals, several incapable of being moved
tlmt province to the united colonies
While they ed, but six companies of it had, in this extremely were left behind. The victorious general proved
were in imagination anticipating these events, the cold season, completed their march from Pennsyl-! himself worthy of success, by the treatment of
armv in which they confided was defeated, and the vania to Canada, a distance of several hundred these unfortunate men he not only fed and clolhmiles; and, on the eleventh of April following ed them, but permitted then when recovered to
general whom they so highly esteemed slain.
return home. Apprehending that fear might make
The intelligence transmitted from General Mont joined the American army before Quebec.
Though Congress and the states made great some conceal themselves in the woods, rather
gomery, previous to his assault on Quebec, encour
aged Congress to resolve that nine batalions exertions to support the war in Canada, yet fiomj than, by applying for relief, make themselves
should be kept up and maintained in Canada. the fall of Montgomery their interest in that co-j known he removed their doubts by a proclamaThe repulse of their army, though discouraging, lony daily declined. The reduction of Quebec lion, in which he engaged: lhat as soon as their
did not extinguish the ardour of the Americans. was an object to which their resources were in- health was reslored, they should have free liberty
Their unsuccessful assault on Quebec of returning to their respective provinces.&quot; This
It was no sooner known at head quarters in Cam
adequate.
made an impression both on the Canadians and (humane line of conduct was more injurious
bridge, than General Washington convened a coun
.
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children and immoveable effects.
They general council convened on this occasion. It was also
two evils, to by thuir advice resolved to move lower down, and
ly concluded, that it was the least of
cast themselves on the mercy of that government, to make the principal work on the strong ground
east of Ticonderoga, and especially by every
against which they had offended.
The distresses of the retreating army were means to endeavour to maintain a naval superi
libei iilly supplying their wants, with a recommen
The British were close on their rear, and ority on lake Champlain. In conformity to these
to go home, mind their farms, and keep great.
dation,
The unfur resolutions, General Gates, with about J 2,000 men,
themselves and their neighbours from all partici
threatening them with destruction.
nished state of the colonies in point of ordnance, which collected in the course of the summer, was
pation in the unhappy war.&quot;
The small force which arrived at Quebec early imposed a necessity of preserving their cannon. fixed in command at Ticonderoga, and a fleet was
This was carried
in May, was followed by several British regiments, The men were obliged to drag their loaded bat- constructed at Skenesborough.
teaux up the rapids by mere strength, and when on with so much rapidity, that in a short time there
a
together with the Brunswick troops, in such rapid
The retreating were afloat, in lake Champlain, one sloop, three
succession, that in a few weeks the whole was they were to the waist in water.
estimated at 13,000 men.
army was also encumbered with great numbers schooners, and six gondolas, carrying in the whole
The Americans retreated forty-five miles be labouring under the small pox, and other diseases. 58 guns, 86 swivels, and 440 men. Six other
Two regiments, at one time, had not a single man vessels were also nearly ready for launching at
After a short halt, they pro
fore they stopped.
The fleet was put under theceeded to the Sorrel, at which place, they threw in health. Another had only six, and a fourth the same time.
he was instructed to
up some slight works for their safety. They were only forty, and two more were in nearly the same command of Arnold, and
there joined by some battalions coming to reinforce condition.
proceed beyond Crown Point, down lake ChamTo retreat in face of an enemy is at all times plain to the Split Rock but most peremptorilythem. About this time General Thomas, the com
mander in chief in Canada, was seized with the hazardous: but, on this occasion, it was attended restrained from advancing any farther ; for secu
with an unusual proportion of embarrassments.
rity against an apprehended invasion was the ulti
small-pox, and died; having forbidden his men to
General Sullivan, who conducted the retreat, mate end of the armament.
inoculate, he conformed to his own rule, and re
The expulsion of the American invaders from
On his nevertheless, acted with so much judgment and
fused toavail himself of that precaution.
death, the command devolved at first on General propriety, that the baggage and public stores were Canada, was only a part of the British designs in
saved and the numerous sick brought off.
It
The that quarter. They urged the pursuit no farther
Arnold, and afterwards on General Sullivan.
soon became evident, that the Americans must American army reached Crown Point on the first than St. John s: but indulged in a hope of being
of July, and at that place made their first stand.
soon in a condition for passing the lakes, and pe
abandon the whole province of Canada.
A short time before the Ameiicans evacuated netrating through the country to Albany, so as to
From a desire to do something which might
The ob
counterbalance, in the minds of the Canadians, the the province of Canada, General Arnold convened form a communication with New York.
unfavourable impression which this farther retreat the merchants of Montreal, and proposed to them jects they had in view were great, and the obsta
would communicate, General Thompson projected to furnish a quantity of specified articles for the cles in the way of their accomplishment equally
While so. Before they could advance with any pros
an attack upon the British post at the Three Rivers. use of the army in the service of Congress.
This lies about half way between Quebec and they were deliberating on the subject, he placed pect of success, a fleet, superior to that of the
Montreal, and is so called from the vicinity of one sentinels at their shop doors, and made such ar Americans on the lakes, was to be constructed.
of the branches of a large river, whose waters are rangements, that what was at first only a request, The materials of some large vessels were, for this
but their trans
the St. operated as a command.
great quantity of purpose, brought from England
discharged through three mouths into
Lawrence.
goods were taken on pretence that they were portation, and the labour necessary to put them
A plan of operations was agreed upon, in which wanted for the use of the American army, but in together, required both time and patience. The
their number were many articles only serviceable spirit of the British commanders rose in propor
it was determined to make the attack, in four dif
His nephew tion to the difficulties which were to be encoun
ferent places, at the same time ; and very early in to women, and to persons in civil life.
of surprising the enemy. soon after opened a store in Albany, and publicly tered.
Nevertheless, it was late in the month of
the morning, in the
hope,
Much resolution was discovered in its execution disposed of goods which had been procured at October, before their fleet was prepared to face the
American naval force, on lake Champlain. The
tut the concurrence of too many circumstances Montreal.
The possession of Canada so eminently favour former consisted of the ship Inflexible, mounting
was necessary to ensure success. The expecta
tion of simultaneous operations failed ; the chance ed the plans of defence adopted by Congress, that 18 twelve pounders, which was so expcditiously
The assailants were the province was evacuated with great reluctance. constructed, that she sailed from St. John s 28
of a surprise was lost.
a deep The Ameiicans were not only mortified at the dis
days after laying her keel ; one schooner mount
repulsed and driven some miles through
swamp. General Thomson and Colonel Irvine, appointment of their favourite scheme, of annex ing 14, and another 12 six pounders; a flat bot
tomed radeau, carrying six 24 and six 12 pound
with 200 men, were taken prisoners, and about 25 ing it as a fourteenth link in the chain of their con
ers, besides howitzers, and a gondola with seven
were killed. The loss of the British was incon federacy but apprehended the most serious con
siderable.
sequences from the ascendency of the British pow 9 pounders. There were also twenty smaller
The British forces having arrived, and a con er in that quarter. Anxious to preserve a footing vessels, with brass field pieces, from 9 to 24 poun
Some long boats were
siderable body of them having rendezvoused at there, they had persevered for a long time, in ders, or with howitzers.
furnished in the same manner.
An equal number
the Three Rivers, a serious pursuit of the Amer
stemming the tide of unfavourable events.
General Gates was appointed to command in of large boats acted as tenders. Besides these
Had sir Guy Carleton
ican army commenced.
but on coming to the vessels of war, there was a vast number destined
taken no pains to cut off their retreat, and at once Canada, J une 17th, 1776
attacked their post, or rather their fortified camp knowledge of the late events in that province, he for the transportation of the at my, its stores, artil
at Sorel, it would probably have fallen into his concluded to stop short within the limits of New lery, baggage and provisions.
The whole was
hands but either the bold, though unsuccessful at York. The scene was henceforth reversed. In put under the command of Captain Pringle. The
naval force of the Americans, from the deficiency
tack at the Three Rivers had taught them to respect stead of meditating the recommencement of offen
sive operations, that army, which had lately ex
of means, was far short of what was brought
them, or he wished to reduce them without blood
shed.
In the pursuit he made three divisions cited so much terror in Canada, was called upon against them.
Their principal armed vessel was
of his army, and arranged them so as to embrace to be prepared for repelling an invasion threatened a schooner, which mounted only 12 six and four
from that province.
the whole American encampment, and to com
pounders; and their whole fleet, in addition to this,
The attention of the Americans being exclu consisted of only fifteen vessels of inferior force.
mand it in every part. The retreat was delayed
so long that the Americans evacuated Sorel, only sively fixed on plans of defence, their general offi
No one step could be taken towards accom
about two hours before one division of the British cers, commanding in the northern department, plishing the designs of the British, on the northern
were convened to deliberate on the place and frontiers of New York, till
made its appearance.
they had the command
While the Americans were retreating, they were means, most suitable for that purpose. To form of lake Champlain. With this view, their fleet
a judgment on this
daily assailed by the remonstrances of the inhabi
subject, a recollection of the proceeded up the lake, and engaged the Ameri
events of the late war, between France and Eng
tants of Canada, who had either joined or befriend
cans.
The wind was so unfavourable to the Bri
ed them.
Great numbers of Canadians had tnken land, was of advantage.
The same ground was tish, that their ship Indexible, and some other ves
a decided part in their favour, rendered them essen
to be fought over, and the same
posts to be again sels of force, could not be brought into action.
tial services, and thereby incurred the
contended for. On the confines of lake George This lessened the
heavy pen
inequality between the contend
alties annexed to the crime of supporting rebellion.
and lake Champlain, two inland seas, which stretch ing fleets so much, that the
principal damage sus
had
almost
assured them but a
from the sources of Hudson s river to the tained by the Americans, was the loss of a schoon
These, though Congress
few months before,
that they would never aban
St. Lawrence, are situated the famous posts of er and
At the approach of ni^ht, the
gondola.
don them to the fury of their common enemies,&quot; Ticonderoga and Crown Point. These are of action was discontinued. The
vanquished took
were, from the necessity of the case, left exposed primary necessity to any power which contends the advantage which the darkness afforded, to
to the resentment of their provincial rulers.
Se for the possession of the adjacent country ; for make their
This was effected hv Gene
escape.
veral of them, with tears in their eyes, expostula
they afford the most convenient stand either for its ral Arnold, with great judgment and ability.
!!y
ted with the retreating army, and, bewailing their annoyance or defence.
In the opinion of some the next morning, the whole fleet under his CIHIIhard fate, prayed for support. The only relief the American officers, Crown Point, to which the tnand was out of
The British pursued with
sight.
Americans could offer, was an assurance of con army on the evacuation of Canada had retreated, all the sail
they could crowd. The wind having
tinued protection if they retreated with them : but was the most
for
works
of
become
more favourable, they overtook the Ame
proper place
erecting
this was a hard alternative, to men who had wives, defence ; but it was otherwise
them to action near Crown
determined, by the ricans, and
the leaders in the American councils,
British com
severity practised by oilier
manders. The truly politic, as well as humane
General Carleton dismissed these prisoners after
M-&quot;vs
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A smart engagement ensued, and
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was well ordinary prudence was observed, the public peace
about two hours, was undisturbed. In other cases, the intemperate
Some of the American vessels which were most! zeal of governors, and the imprudent warmth of
ahead escaped to Ticonderoga. Two gallies and the people, anticipated the calamities of war. Virii\e gondolas remained and resisted an unequal ginia, though there was not a single British soldier
force, with a spirit approaching to desperation, within its limit, was, by the indiscretion of its
One of the gallies struck and was taken. General governor, lord Duumore, involved for several
Arnold, though he knew that to escape was im- months in difficulties, little short of those to which
possible, and to resist unavailing, yet, instead of the inhabitants of Massachusetts weie subjected,
surrendering, determined that his people should His lordship was very unfit to be at the helm, in
His passions predomincjt become prisoners, nor his vessels a reinforce- this tempestuous season.
inent to the British.
The spirited resolution was nated over his understanding, and precipitated him
executed with a judgment, equal to the boldness into measures injuiious both to the people whom
with which it had been adopted.
He ran the Con- he governed, and to the interest of his royal masThe Virginians, from the earliest stage of
gress galley, on board which he was, together with ter.
the five gondolas, on shore, in such a position as the controversy, had been in the foremost line of
enabled him to land his men and blow up the ves- the opposition to the claims of Great Britain but.
sels.
Fn the execution of this perilous enterprise, at the same lime, treated lord Dunmore with the
he paid a romantic attention to a point of honour, attention that was due to his station. In common
He did not quit his own galley till she was in flames, with the other provinces, they had taken effectual
lest the British should board her and strike his flag. measures to prepare their militia, for the purposes
The result of this action, though unfavourable to of defence.
While they were pursuing this object, his lord
the Americans, raised the reputation of General
In addition to the fame ship engaged a party, belonging to a royal vessel
Arnold, higher than ever.
of a brave soldier, he acquired that of an able sea in James s river, to convey some public powder
from a magazine in Williamsburgh, on board their
officer.
Point.

supported

on both

sides,

,

for

!

|

j

j

j

j

;

The American

The value or quantity of the powder was
inconsiderable; but the circumstances attending

naval force being nearly destroy

ship.

had undisputed possession of lake
Champlain. On this event, a few continental
troops which had been at Crown Point, retired to
their main body at Ticonderoga.
General Carleton took possession of the ground from which they
had retreated, and was there soon joined by his
army. He sent out several reconnoitering par
ties, and at one time pushed forward a strong de
tachment on both sides of the lake, which ap
ed, the British

Ticonderoga. Some British
same time within cannon
shot of the American works at that place.
It is
probable he had it in contemplation, if circumstan
ces favoured, to reduce the post; and that the ap
parent strength of the works restrained him from
making the attempt, and induced his return to Ca
nada.
Such was the termination of the northern cam
paign, in 1776.
Though after the surrender of
Montreal, evacuations, defeats and retreats had
almost interruptedly been the lot of the Ame

proached near

its

removal begat suspicions, that lord

meant

Dunmore

deprive the inhabitants of the means of
They were, therefore, alarmed, and as
sembled with arms to demand its restitution.
By the interposition of the mayor and corpora
tion of Williamsburgh, extremities were prevented.
Reports were soon afteiwards spread, that a se
cond attempt to rob the magazine was intended.
The inhabitants again took arms and instituted
nightly patroles, with a determined resolution to
The governor was irritated at these
protect it.
commotions, and in the warmth of his temper,
threatened to set up the royal standard, enfran
chise the negroes, and arm them against their
masters.
This irritated, but did not intimidate.
Several public meetings were held in the different
counties, in all of which, the removal of the pow
der from the magazine, and the governor s threats,
we entirely condemned. Some of the gentle
men ot Hanover, and the neighbouring counties,
assembled in arms, under the conduct of Mr. Pat
to

defence.

to

vessels appeared at the

&quot;&quot;e

I

with respect to the great object of
defence on the one side, and of conquest on the rick Henry, and marched towards Williamsburg.
other, a whole campaign was gained to them and with an avowed design to obtain restitution of the
lost to their adversaries.
powder, and to take measures for securing the
The British had cleared Canada of its invaders public treasury. This ended in a negotiation, by
and destroyed the American fleet on the lakes; which it was agreed, that payment for the powder,
the receiver general of the colony, should be
yet, from impediments thrown in their way, they by
failed in their ulterior designs.
The delays, con accepted in lieu of restitution and, that, upon the
trived by General Gates, retarded the British, for engagement of the inhabitants of Williamsburg to
so great a part of the summer, that, by the time guard both the treasury and the magazine, the
armed parties should return to their habitations.
they had reached Ticonderoga, their retreat, on
The alarm of this affair induced lord Dunaccount of the approaching winter became imme
On the part of the Americans, more to send his lady and family on board the
diately necessary.
some men and a few armed vessels were lost; but Fowey man of war, in James s river. About the
time was gained
their army saved
and the same time, his lordship, with the assistance of a
frontier of the adjacent states secured from a pro- detachment of marines, fortified his palace, and
On the part of the British, the surrounded it with artillery. He soon afterissued
jected invasion.
object of a campaign, in which 13,000 men were a proclamation in which Mr. Henry and his associates were charged with rebellious practices;
employed, and nearly a million of money expended
and the existing commotions were attributed to a
was rendered in a great measure abortive.
desire in the people, of changing the established
form of government. Several meetings were held
in the
neighbouring counties, in which, the con
XI.
duct of Henry and his associates was applaud
ricans, yet,

:

:

;

j
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ed; and resolutions were adopted, that, at every
he and they should be indemnified. About
time, copies of some letters fiom governor
Transaction! in Massachusetts; evacuation of Boston.;
Dunmore, to the minister of the American deThese, in the opinipa rtment, were made public.
IT has already been mentioned that the colo- ion of the Virginians, contained unfair and unnists, from the rising of Congress, in October, just representations of facts, and also of their tem1774, and particularly after the Lexington battle; per and disposition.
Many severe things were
were attentive to the training of their militia, and said on both sides, and fame, as usual magnified
making the necessary preparations for their de or misrepresented whatever was said or done.
fence.
One distrust begat another. Every thing tended
The effects of their arrangement, for this pur- to produce a spirit of discontent, and the fever of
pose varied with circumstances.
;the public mind daily increased.
Where there were no royal troops, and where
In this state of disorder, the governor convened

Transactions
fff.-neral

in

Virginia

;

the

Carolinas

state of public atlairs, in

;
Georgia ; the risk,
the colonies in 1775.,

I

\

the general assembly.

The

leading motive, for

unexpected measure, was to. procure their ap
probation and acceptance of the terms of the con
ciliatory moiion, agreed to in parliament, on the
20th of the preceding February.
His lordship
this

introduced this to their consideration, in a
long
and plausible speech. In a few days, they pre
sented their address in answer; in which, among
other grounds ot rejection, they stated, that &quot;the
proposed plan only changed the form of oppres
sion, without lessening its burden
but, they re
ferred the papers fora final determination, to Con
r
For themselves they declared
e
gress.
have exhausted every mode of application, which
our invention could suggest, as proper and promis
T
e have
ing.
decently remonstrated with par
liament; they have added new injuries to the old.
have wearied our king with supplication he
has not deigned to answer us.
have appealed
to the native honour and justice of the British na
tion; their eflbits in our favour have been hither
;&quot;

W

&quot;

:

W

We

:

We

to

ineffectual.&quot;

The

assembly, among their first acts, appointed
a committee to inquire into the causes of the late
disturbances and particularly to examine the state
ol the magazines
they found most of the remain
;

the muskets deprived of their
ing powder buried
locks; and spring guns planted in the magazine.
These discoveries irritated the people, and occa
sioned intemperate expressions of resentment.
;

Lord Dunmore
retired on

quitted the palace privately, and

board the Fowey man of war, which
then lay near York Town. He left a
message for
the house of burgesses,
that
acquainting them,
he thought it prudent to retire to a
place of safety,
having reason to believe that he was in constant
danger of falling a sacrifice to popular fury. He,
nevertheless, hoped that they would proceed in
the great business before them; and he
engaged
to render the communication between him and the
as
house,
He as
easy and as safe as possible.
sured them that he would attend, as
heretofore, to
the duties of his office; and that he was well dis
posed to restore that harmony which had been un
happily interrupted.&quot;
This message produced a joint address from the
council and house of
burgesses in which, they
represented his lordship s fears to be groundless,
and declared their
willingness to concur in
&quot;

;

any
measure he would propose for the
security of him
and family and concluded,
by entreating his
return to the palace.
Lord Dunmore, in reply,
justified his apprehensions of danger, from the
threats which had been
repeatedly&quot; thrown out.
He charged the house of burgesses with counte
nancing the violent proceedings of the people, and
wiih a design to usurp the executive
power, and
subvert the constitution.
This produced a reply
fraught with recrimination and defensive argu
ments. Every incident afforded fresh room for
altercation.
There was a continued intercourse
by addresses, messages, and answers, between the
house of burgesses and the
Fowey; but little of
the public business was
completed. His lordship
was still acknowledged as the lawful governor of
self

;

the province: but did not think
proper to set his
foot on shore, in the
country over which his func
tions were to be exercised.
At length, when the necessary bills were
ready
for ratification, the council :.nd
burgesses jointly
entreated the governor s presence, to
give his as
sent to them and finish the session.
After several

messages and answers, lord Dunmore peremptorily
refused to meet the
assembly at the capitol. their
usual place for deliberation
but said, he would be
ready to receive them on the next Monday at his
present residence on board the Fowey. for the pur
pose of giving his assent to such bills as he should
:&quot;

approve of. Upon receiving this answer, the house
of burgesses passed resolutions, in which
they de
clared, that the message, requiring them to attend
the governor on board of a ship of war, was a
high
breach of their rights and privileges that
they
had reason to fear a dangerous attack was medi
tated against the colony; and it was, therefore,
their opinion, that they should prepare for the
pre;
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After
of llieir rights and liberties.
strongly professing loyalty to the king, and amity
to the mother country, they broke up tlieir session.

servation

The

government in Virginia, from that (lay,
Soon afterwards, a con
177o, censed.
vention of delegates was appointed to supply the
As these had unlimited
place of the assembly.
confidence reposed in them, they became at once
possessed of undefined, discretionary powers, both
legislative and executive.
They exercised this
authority, for the security of their constituents.
They raised and embodied an armed force, and
took measures for putting the colony in a state of
defence.
They published a justification of their
conduct, and set forth the necessity of the mea
sures they had adopted.
They concluded with

July

royal

lOtli,

professions of loyalty, and

they were determined

at

declared, that

though

every hazard to maintain

their rights and privileges, it was also their fixed
resolution to disband such forces as were raised
for

the

defence of the

colony,

danger was removed.
The headstrong passions of lord

him

cipitated

into farther follies.

whenever

their

Dunmore pre
With the aid of

the loyalists, run away negroes, and

some

frigates

that were on the station, he established a marine

num

lorce. l?y degrees he equipped, and armed a
ber of vessels, of different kinds and sizes, in

of which he constantly resided, except

went on shore, in a
was calculated only

hostile

manner.

one

when he

This force

for depredation, and never be
any essential service. Obnoxious
persons were seized and taken on board. Negroes
were carried oil plantations ravaged and houses
burnt. These proceedings occasioned the sending
of some detachments, of the newly-raised provin

came equal

to

;

;

This produced
cial forces, to protect the coasts.
a predatory war, from which neither honour nor
benefit could be acquired, and in which, every

sup

burn

Hampton

:

but the crews

of the

royal

employed in that business, though they
had begun to cannonade it, were so annoyed by
riflemen from the shore, that they were obliged
vessels

In a few days after this re
pulse, Nov. 7th, 1775, a proclamation was issued
by the governor dated on board the ship William,
off Norfolk, declaring that, as the civil law was
at present insufficient to punish treason and trai
tors, martial law should take place, and be exe
and requiring all
cuted throught the colony
persons capable of bearing arms, to repair to his
majesty s standard, or to be considered as trai
He also declared all indented servants, ne
tors.
to quit their station.

;

groes and others, appertaining to rebels, who were
able and willing to bear arms, and who joined his
majesty s forces, to he free.
Among the circumstances which induced the
rulers of Great Britain to count on an easy con
quest of America, the great number of slaves had
On the sea coast of five
a considerable weight.
of the most southern provinces the number of
It was suppos
slaves exceeded that of freemen.
ed that the proffer of fieedom would detach them
from their masters interest, and bind them by
strong

ties to

support the royal standard.

Perhaps,

under favourable circumstances, these expecta
tions would in some degree, have been realized

it
acquired by his lordship, was considerable,
nevertheless produced some effect in Norfolk and

the adjoining country, where his lordship was joined
by several hundreds, both whites and blacks. The
governor, having once more got footing on the
main, amused himself with hopes of acquiring the
glory of reducing one part of the province by means
of the other.
The provincials had now an object,
An
against which they might direct their arms.
expedition was therefore concerted against the
force which had taken post at Norfolk.
To protect his adherents, lord Dunmore con
structed a fort at the great bridge, on the Norfolk
side and furnished it with artillery.
The provin
cials also fortified themselves, near to the same
In
place with a narrow causeway in their front.

both parties continued quiet for some
royalists commenced an attack.
Cap
tain Fordyce, at the head of about GO British gre
the
and
marched
nadiers, passed
causeway,
boldly
up to the provincial intrenchments with fixed bay
onets.
They were exposed, without cover, to the
fire of the provincials in front, and enfiladed by
another part of their works.
The brave captain
and several of his men fell. The lieutenant, with
and all who survived were
others, was taken
this state,

days.

The

;

wounded. The
more prejudicial

slaves in

this

engagement were

emplovers than
Captain Fordyce was interred
by the victors, with military honour. The English prisoners were treated with kindness; but
the Americans, who had joined the king s stan
dard, experienced the resentment of their country
to their British

to the provincials.

men.

;

but lord Dunmore s indiscretion deprived his royal
master of this resource. Six months had elapsed
since his lordship first threatened its adoption.
The negroes had in a great measure ceased to
]t excited
believe and the inhabitants to fear.
less surprise, and produced less effect, than if it
had been more immediate and unexpected. The
country was now in a tolerable state of defence,
and the force for protecting the negroes, in case
they had closed with his lordship s oiler, was far
short of what would have been necessary for their
security.

The injury, done the royal cause by the bare
proposal of the scheme, far outweighed any ad
The colonists were
vantage that resulted from it.
struck with horror, and ( died with detestation of a
the
government, which was exercised in loosening

and the West Indies. The hopes which lord Dunmore had entertained ofsubduing Virginia, by the
co-operation of the negroes, terminated with this
movement. The unhappy Africans, who had en
gaged in it, are said to have almost universally
perished.

While these transactions weie carrying on, an
other scheme, in which lord Dunmore was a party
in like manner miscarried.
It was in contempts
tion to raise a considerable force at the back of the
colonies, particularly in Virginia, and the Carolirias.
Connelly, a native of Pennsylvania, was the
framer of the design.
He had gained the appro
bation of lord Dunmore, and had been sent to him
by General

Gage

at

Boston, and from him he re

ceived a commission to act as colonel commandant.
It was intended that the British garrisons at De
troit, and some other remote spots, with their ar
tillery and ammunition, should be subservient to
this design.
Connelly also hoped for the aid of
the Canadians and Indians.
He was authorized
to grant commissions, and to have the supreme
As soon as they were
direction ot the new forces.
in readiness he was to penetrate through Virginia,
and to meet lord Dunmore near Alexandria, on the

Potomac. Connelly was taken up on suspi
one of the committees in Maryland, while
on Iris way to the scene of action.
The pa
river

cion, by

pers found in his possession betrayed the whole.
Among these, were a general sketch of the plan,
and a letter from lord Uumnore to one of the In
dian chiefs.
He was imprisoned, and the papers
So many fortunate escapes induced a
published.
belief among serious Americans, that their causo
was favoured by heaven. The various projects

which were devised, and put

in

operation against

them, pointed out the increasing necessity of union;
The royal forces on the ensuing night, evacu while the havoc made on their coasts, the proffer
ated their post at the great bridge
lord Dunmore of freedom to their slaves, and the encouragement
shortly afterwards abandoned Norfolk, and retired proposed to Indians, for making war on their fron
with his people on board his ships.
Many of the tier inhabitants, quickened their resentment against
Great Britain.
lories, a name which was given to those who ad
hered to the royal interest, sought the same asy
North Carolina was more fortunate than Virgi
lum, for themselves and moveable effects. The nia. The governors of both were perhaps equally
and the zealous for the royal interest, and the people of
provincials took possession of Norfolk
both equally attached to the cause of America ;
fleet, with its new incumbrances, removed to a
The people on board, cut off but the former escaped with a smaller portion ot
greater distance.
from all peaceable intercourse with the shore, were public calamity. Several regulations were at this
distressed for provisions and necessaries of every lime adopted by most of the provinces.
Councils
kind.
This occasioned sundry unimportant con of safety, committees, and conventions, were com
mon substitutes for legular government. Similar
tests, between the provincial forces and the armed
At length on the arrival of the plans for raising, arming and supporting troops,
ships and boats.
Liverpool man of war from England, a flag was and lor training the militia, were, from north to
In like manner, royal
sent on shore, to put the question, whether they south, generally adopted,
would supply his majesty s ships with provisions? governors, throughout the provinces, were exeit
An answer was returned in the negative. Jt was ing themselves in attaching the people to the
then determined to destroy the town.
This was schemes of Great Britain. Governor Martin, ol
carried into effect; and .Ian. 1, 1776, Norfolk was North Carolina, was particularly zealous in his
reduced to ashes. The whole loss was estimated business. He fortified and armed fiis palace at Ncwat 300,0001. sterling.
The provincials, tn deprive bern, that it might answer the double purpose of
AVhile he was thus em
the ships of every source of supply, destroyed the a garrison and magazine.
houses and plantations near the water, and obliged ployed, such conrrncsions were excited among
the people to movs their cattle, provisions, and ef the people, that he thought it expedient to retire
on board a sloop of war in Cape Fear river.
fects, further into the country.
Lord Dunmore, with his fleet, continued for The people found powder and various military
several months on the coast and in the rivers of stores, which had been buried in his garden and
His unhappy followers suffered a com vard
Virginia.
Governor Martin, though ho had abandoned his
The scarcity of water
plication of distresses.
and provisions, the closeness and filth of the small usual place of residence, continued his exertions
Ho
vessels produced diseases which were fatal to for reducing North Carolina to obedience.
many, especially to the negroes. Though his particularly addressed huusHt to the regulators
whole force was trilling when compared with the and Highland emigrants. The former had ac
vet the want of suitable quired this name from attempting to regulate the
resources of V irginia
armed vessels made its expulsion impracticable administration of justice, in the remote scttleThe experience of that day evinced the inadequa nents, in a summary manner, subversive of the
They had suffered the consequen
cy of land forces, for the defence of a maritime public peace.
country; and the extensive mischief which may ces of opposing royal government, and. from obvi
be done, by even an inconsiderable marine, when ous principles of human nature, were disposed to
unopposed in its own way. The want of a navy support the authority, whose power to punish they
Some arrangements had recently experienced. The Highland emi
was both seen and felt.
Either the grants had been only a short time in America, and
to procure one were therefore made.
expectation of an attack from this quarter, or the were vet more under the influence of European
ideas, than those which their new situation was
sufferings ol the crews on board, induced his lord
calculated to inspire.
ship, in the summer of 1776, to burn the least va
Governor Martin sent commissions among these
luable of his vessels, and to send the remainder,
amounting to 30 or 40 sail, to Florida, Bermuda, people, for raising and commanding regiments ;
;

ply from the shore was purchased at the risk of
Mood. The forces under his lordship attempted
to

bands of society, and destroying domestic security.
union and vigour, which were given to their
opposition, was great, while the additional force,

The
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;
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to act as superioi -numbers that opposed them.
They every
to fly or
proclamation where gave way, and were obliged either
commanding all persons, on their allegiance, to re- feign submission. Solicitations had been made
This was erected by about this time for royal forces to awe the southpair to the royal standard.
General
Donald. about the middle of February. ern provinces; but without effect, till the proper
Upon the first intelligence of their assembling. season was over. One scheme for this purpose
was frustrated by a single device. Private intellirigadier General Moore, with some provincial
an express being sent
troops and militia, and some pieces ot cannon, ligence had been received of
matched to oppose them. He took possession of from sir James Wright, governor of Georgia, to
He General Gage. By him, the necessity of ordering
Iltirk-fish bridge, and threw up some works.
Donak a part of the royal army to the southward was fully
had not been there many days, when
approached and sent a letter to Moore, enclosing stated. The express was waylaid, and compelled
One to
the governor s proclamation and advising him and by two gentlemen to deliver his letters.
General Gage was kept back, and another one
liis
party to ioin the king s standard; and adding,
The seal and hand-writing
that in case of a refusal, they must be treated as forwarded in its room.
enemies.
To this Moore replied, that he and his were so exactly imitated that ihe deception was
The forged letter was received and
officers considered themselves as engaged in a not suspected.
It is stated the degree of peace and
cause, the most glorious and honourable in the acted upon.
world, the defence of mankind; and in his turn! tranquility to be such as induced an opinion, that
Donald s party laid down their there was no necessity of sending royal tioops to the
offered, that if
arms, they should be received as friends; but, southward.
While these states were thus left to themselves,
otherwise they must expect consequences, similai to those which
they threatened. Soon after! they had time and opportunity to prepare for exthis, General
Donald, with his adherents, push- tremities and, in the mean time, the friends of
A
ed on to join Governor Martin
but Colonels Lil- royal government were severally crushed.
lington and Caswell, with about 1000 militia men, series ot disasters followed the royal cause in the
General Gage s army was cooped up
took possession of Moore s creek bridge, which year 1775.
In the southern
lav in their way, and raised a small breast work in Boston, and rendered useless.
to secure themselves.
states, where a small force would have made an
On the next morning, the Highland emigrants impression, the royal governors were unsupport
ed.
Much was done to irritate the colonists, and
attacked the militia posted at the bridge
but
Cleod, the second in command, and some more of to cement their union; but very little, either in the
their officers being killed at the first onset, they way of conquest and concession, to subdue their
fled with precipitation.
General
Donald was spirits or conciliate their affections.
In this year the people of America generally
taken prisoner, and the whole of the party broken)
and dispersed. The overthrow produced conse-l ook the side of the colonies. Every art was
quences very injurious to the British interest. A made use of, by the popular leaders, to attach the
ruval fleet and army was expected on the coast. inhabitants to their cause; nor were the votaries
A junction formed between them and the High- of the royal interest inactive: but little impresland emigiants, in the interior country, might sion was made by the latter, except among the
have made a sensible impression on the province. uninformed. The great mass of the wealth, learnFrom an eagerness to do something, the insur- ing, and influence, in all the southern colonies, and
gents prematurely took arms, and being crushed in most of the northern, was in favour of the
Some aged persons were ex
before the arrival of proper support, their spirits American cause.
were so entirely broken, that no future effort could ceptions to the contrary. Attached to ancient
be expected from them.
habits, and enjoying the fruits of their industry,
While the war raged only in Massachusetts, they were slow in approving new measures, sub
each province conducted as if it expected to be versive of the former, and endangering the latter.
the next attacked.
Georgia, though a majority A few, who had basked in the sunshine of court
of its inhabitants were at first against the mea favour, were restrained by honour, principle, and
sures, yet, about the middle of this year, joined interest, from forsaking the fountain of their en
the other colonies.
Having not concurred in the joyments. Some feared the power of Britain, and
otheis doubted the perseverance of America ; but
petitions from Congress to the king, they petition
ed by themselves and stated their rights and a great majority resolved to hazard every thing,
grievances, in firm and decided language.
They in preference to a tame submission. In the be
also adopted the continental association, and sent ginning of the year 1776, the colonists were far
but in its close,
on their deputies to Congress.
mers, merchants, and mechanics
So
In South Carolina, there was an eagerness to be they had assumed the profession of soldiers.
prepared for defence, which was not surpassed sudden a transformation of so numerous, and so
in any of the provinces.
Regiments were raised dispersed a people, is without a parallel.
This year was also remarkable for the general
forts were built; the militia trained; and every
This was efnecessary preparation made for that purpose. termination of royal government.
Lord William Campbell, the royal governor, fected without any violence to its executive ofii-
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royal government still existed in name and
but the real power, which the people obeyeil.
was exercised by a provincial congress,
of safety, and subordinate committees,
conciliate the friendship of the Indians, the
popular leaders sent a small supply of powder into

The

frirm

ilit-ir

gress,

They who were opposed to Conembodied, and robbed the wagons which

country.

were employed in its transportation. To inflame
the minds of their adherents, they propagated a
report that the powder was intended to be given to
the Indians, for the purpose of massacreing the
The inhabitants
friends of royal government.
took arms, some to support royal government, but
support the American measures.
The royalists acted feebly, and were easily
overpowered. They were disheartened by the

more

to

to destroy.

As the year

177/5 drew near to a close, the friends
of Congress were embarrassed with a new difficul
The army was temporary, and only engaged
ty.
to serve out the year.
The object, for which they
had taken up arms, was not obtained. Every rea
son, which had previously induced ihe provinces to
embody a military force, still existed and with in
creasing weight. It was therefore resolved to form
a

new army.

The same

flattering

hopes were

indulged, that an army lor the ensuing year would
answer every purpose. A committee of Congress,
consisting of Dr. Franklin, Mr. Lynch, and Mr.
Harrison, repaired to head quarters at Cambridge
and there, iu conjunction with General Washing
ton, made arrangements for organizing an army
for the year 177G. It was
presumed that the spirit,
which had hitherto operated on the yeomanry of
the country, would induce most of the same indi
viduals to engage for another twelvemonth; but,
:

on experiment, it was found that much oftheir mi
The first
litary ardour had already evaporated.
impulse of passion, and the novelty of the scene,
had brought many to the field, who had great ob
jections against continuing in the military line.
They found, that to be soldiers, required sacrifices,
of which, when they assumed that character,
they
had no idea. So unacquainted were the bulk of the
with
the
mode
of carrying on modern war,
people
that some of them flew to arms, with the delusive
expectation of settling the whole dispute, by a few
decisive and immediate engagements. Experience

soon taught them, that to
was but a part of a soldier

risk life in

open fighting

Several of the
duty.
inferior officers retired; the men
frequently refused
to enlist, unless
they were allowed to choose their
officers.
Others would not engage unless they
were indulged with furloughs. Fifty would
apply
together for leave of absence; indulgence threaten
ed less ruinous consequences than a refusal would
probably have produced. On the whole, enlist
ments went on slowly. Though the recruits for
the new army had not arrived
yet, the Connec
ticut troops, whose time expired on the first of De
cember could not be persuaded to continue iu ser
vice.
On their way home, several of them were
stopped by the country people, and compelled to
s

;

When every thing seemed to be exposed,
by the departure of so great a part of the late
army, the militia were called on for a temporaiy
return.

A

new difficulty obstructed, as well the re
cruiting of the army, as the coming in ol the mili
tia.
Sundry persons, infected with the small-pox,
were sent out of Boston and landed at Point Shir
Such was the dread of that disease, that the
ley.
British army scarcely excited
So
equal terror.
many difficulties letarded the recruiting service,
that on the last day of ihe year, 1775, the whole
aid.

American army amounted
men. Of the remarkable

to

no more than 9650

events, with

which the

The new system was not so much
imposed, or designedly adopted, as introduced ther enlisted.
All this time the British
through necessity, and the imperceptible agency
troops at Boston were
of a common danger, operating uniformly on the suffering the inconvenience ofa blockade.
From
mind of the public. The royal governors, for the the 19th of April, they were cut off from those
most part voluntarily abdicated their governments, refreshments which their situation required. Their
and retired on board ships of war. They assigned supplies from Britain did not reach the coast, for
a long time after they were expected. Several were
for reason that they apprehended personal dan
but this, in every instance, was unfounded. taken by the American cruisers, and oihers were
ger
This was in particular the fate ot
Perhaps, these representatives of royalty thought. lost at sea.
that as they were constitutionally necessary to the many of their coal ships.
The want of fuel was
administration of justice, the horrors of anarchy particularly felt, in a climate where the winter is
would deter the people from prosecuting their op- both severe and tedious. They relieved them
If they acted from this principle, they selves, iu part, from their sufferings on this ac
position.
were mistaken. Their withdrawing from the count, by the timber of houses, which they pulled
Vessels were despatched to the
exercise of their official duties both furnished an down and burnt.
West Indies to procure provisions but ihe islands
apology, and induced a necessity for organizing a
system of government, independent of royal au- were so straitened, that they could afford little as
By encouraging opposition to the popu- sistance. Armed ships and transports were order
thority.
but
lar measures, they involved their friends in dis- ed to Georgia, with an intent to procure rice
tress.
The unsuccessful insurrections, which the people of that province, with the aid ofa party
they fomented, being improperly timed, and un- from South Carolina, so effectually opposed them,
supported, were easily overthrown and actually that of eleven vessels, only two got off safe with
cers.

endeavoured

j

[

meant

subsequent important year was replete, it was not
the least, that, within musket shot of
twenty Bri
tish regiments, one
forcibly
army was disbanded and ano

!

to form a party for the support
of government, and was in some degree suecessi ul.
Distrusting his personal safety on shore,
about the middle of September, he took up his
residence on board an armed vessel, then in the
harbour.

strengthened the popular government, winch they

I
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;

;

:
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on the British linos. The proposition was nega
tived
but it was recommended to take possession
To conceal this design,
of Dorchester heights.
and to divert the attention of the garrison, a bom
bardment of the town from other directions com
menced, and was carried on for three days, with

It was not till the slock of the gar
cargoes.
was nearly exhausted, thai the transports
from England entered the port of Boston, and re
lieved the digresses of the garrison.
While the troops within the lines were appre
hensive of sud eiing from want of provisions, the

llieir

:

rison

|

men, from New
or Connecticut.
This number, added
to the regular army before Boston, would have
made an operating force of about 17, 000 men.

mended to
Hampshire

in

call

7280

militia

The provincials laboured tinder great inconve
niences from the want of arms and ammunition.
Very early in the contest, the king of Great Bri
tain, by proclamation, forbade the exportation of
Great exertions
warlike stores to the colonies.
had been made to manufacture saltpetre and gun
powder but the supply was slow and inadequate.
A secret committee of Congress had been appoint
ed, with ample power to lay in a stock of this ne
Some swift sailing vessels had
cessary article.
been despatched to the coast of Africa, to purchase
what could be procured in that distant region. A
party from Charleston forcibly took about 17,000
Ibs. of powder, from a vessel near the bar of St.
:

Some

time after, Commodore Hop
kins stripped Providence, one of the Bahama is
lands, of a quantity of aitillery and stores; but
the whole, procured from all these quarters, was
In order to supply the
far short of a sufficiency.
new army before Boston, with the necessary means
of defence, an application was made to Massachu
setts for arms
but, on examination, it was found
Orders
that their public stores afforded only 200.
were issued to purchase firelocks from private per
sons: but lew had any to sell, and fewer would
In the mouth of February, there
part with them.
were 2000 of the American infantry, who were
destitute of arms.
Powder was equally scarce,
and yet daily applications were made for dividends
of thesmall quantity which was on hand, for the
defence of various parts threatened with invasion.
The eastern colonies presented an unusual sight.
A powerful enemy safely entrenched in their first
city, while a fleet was ready to transpoit them to
any part of the coast. A numerous body of hus
bandmen was resolutely bent on opposition but
without the necessary arms and ammunition for
self-defence.
The eyes of all were fixed on Gene

Augustine.

:

;

ral

and

was unreasonably expect

Washington
ed, that he would, by a bold exertion, free the
town of Boston from the British troops. The
dangerous situation of public affairs led him to
conceal the real scarcity of arms and ammunition
and, with that magnanimity which is characteris
;

it

;

tic

of great minds,

to

suffer his character to be

assailed, rather than vindicate
There
sing his many wants.

much briskness as a deficient stock of powder
would admit. In this first essay, three of the
mortars were broken, either from a defect in their
construction, or, more probably, from ignorance
of the proper mode of using them.
The night of the 4th of March was fixed upon
for taking possession of Dorchester heights.
A
covering party of about 800 men led the way.
as

troops without were equally uneasy (or want of
Used to labour and motion on their
farms, they could not brook the inactivity and confn.-ment of a camp life.
Fiery spirits declaimed
in favour of an assault.
They preferred a bold
passive fortitude,
spirit of enterprise, to that
which bears up under present evils, while it waits
To be in readiness for
for favourable junctures.
an attempt of this kind, a council of war recom

employment.

himself,

by expo
were not wanting

persons, who, judging from the superior numbers
of men in the American army, boldly asserted,
that, if the commanderin chief were not desirous
of prolonging his importance at the head of an

army, he might, by a vigorous exertion, gain pos
session of Boston.
Such suggestions were report
ed and believed by several, while they were uncontradicted by the general, who chose to risk his
fame, rather than expose his army and his country.
Agreeably to the request of the council of
war, about 7000 of the militia had rendezvoused

These were followed by the

carts, with the in
trenching tools, 1200 of a working party, com
manded by General Thomas. In the rear, there
were more than two hundred carts, loaded with
While the cannon
fascines, and hay in bundles.
were playing in other parts, the greatest silence

was kept by this working party. The active y.ealofthe industrious provincials completed lines of
defence, by morning, which astonished the garri
son.
The difference between Dorchester heights
on the evening of the 4th, and the morning of the
5th, seemed to realize the tales of romance. The
admiral informed General Howe, that if the Ame
ricans kept possession of these heights, he would
not be able to keep one of his majesty s ships in
the harbour.
It was therefore determined in a
council of war, to attempt to dislodge them.
An
engagement was hourly expected. It was intend
ed by General Washington, in that case, to force
his way into Boston with 4000 men, who were to
have embarked at the mouth of Cambridge river.
The militia had come forward with great alertness
each bringing three days provision, in expecta
tion of an immediate assault.
The men were in
high spirits, and impatiently waiting foi the appeal.
They were reminded, that it was the 5th of
March, and were called upon to avenge the death
of their countrymen killed on that day. The many
eminences in and near Boston, which overlooked
the ground on which it was expected that the con
tending parties would engage, were crowded with
numerous spectators but General Howe did not
;

intend to attack until the next day.
In the night,
most violent stoim, and, towards morning, a
heavy flood of rain, came on. A carnage was
a

thus providentially prevented, that would probably
have equalled, if not exceeded, the fatal 17th of

June

at

Bunker

:

;

In this situation,

it

was

great number of the inhabitants, attached to their
sovereign, and afraid of public resentment, chose
to abandon their country.
From the great multi
tude about to depart, there was no possibility of
neither
procuring purchasers for their furniture
was there a sufficiency of vessels for its conve
nient transportation.
Mutual jealousy subsisted
between the army and navy each chaiging the
other as the cause of their common distress. The
army was full of discontent. Reinforcements,
though long promised, had not arrived. Both officers
;

:

and soldiers, thought themselves neglected. Fii e
months had elapsed since they had received any
advice of their destination.
Wants and inconve
niences increased their ill humour.
Their intend
ed voyage to Halifax subjected them to great dan
The coast at all times hazardous, was
gers.
imminently so at that tempestuous equinoctial sea
son.
They had reason to fear, that they would
be blown off to the West Indies, and without a
sufficient stock of provisions.
They were also
going to a barren country. To add to their diffi

dangerous voyage, when completed,
was directly so much out of their way. Their
business lay to the southward and they were going
culties, this

;

Under all these difficulties, and with
these gloomy propect, the fleet steered for

northward.
all

Halifax.
Contrary to appearances, the voyage
thither was both short and prosperous.
They re

mained there some time, waiting for reinforce
ments and instructions from England.
When the royal fleet and army departed from
Boston, several ships were left behind, for the
but
protection of vessels coming from England
the American privateers were so alert, that they
;

nevertheless
vessels

made many

prizes.

Some

of the

which they captured, were laden with arms

and warlike stores. Some transports, with troops
on board, were also taken. These had run into
the harbour, not knowing that the place was evacu
ated.
The boats employed in the embarkation of
the British troops, had scarce completed their bu
siness, when General Washington, with his army,
inarched into Boston, He was received with
marks of approbation more flattering than the

The inhabitants, released
a triumph.
from the severities of a garrison life, and from the
various indignities to which they were subjected,
The evacuation of
hailed him as their deliverer.
Boston had been previously determined upon, by
the British ministry, from principles of political
expediency. Being resolved to carry on the war.
lor purposes affecting all the colonies, they con
pomps of

agreed by the British, in council of war, to evacu
ate the town as soon as possible.
In a few days after, a flag came out of Boston,
with a paper signed by four selectmen, informing,
that they had applied to General Robertson, who, ceived a central
position to be preferable to Bos
on an application to General Howe, was authoris
ton. Policy of this kind had induced the adoption
ed to assure them, that he had no intention of of the measure
but the American works on Roxburning the town, unless the troops under his bury expedited its exec-ation.
command were molested, during their embarcation, or at their departure, by the armed force with
out.&quot;
When this paper was presented to General
XII.
that as it was an unauWashington, he replied,
thenticated paper, and without an address, and not
Tbo Proceeding* of Parliament, np:ninpt tbe Polonies,
obligatory on General Howe, he could take no no
Operations in Soulli Carolina, New York, and
tice of it
but at the same time intimated his good
New Jersey.
wishes for the security of the town.
A proclamation was issued by General Howe,
THK operations, carried on against the united
ordering all woollen and linen goods to be deliver
colonies, in the year 1775, were adapted to cases
ed to Crean Brush, Esq.
Shops were opened and of criminal combination, among subjects not in
A licentious plundering arms. The military arrangements for that year,
stripped of their goods.
took place.
Much was carried off, and more was were therefore made on the idea of a trilling addi
wantonly destroyed. These irregularities were tion to a peace establishment. It was either not
forbidden in orders, and the guilty threatened with known, that a majority of the Americans had de
death but, nevertheless, great mischief was com
termined to resist the power of Great Britain,
mitted.
rather than submit to the coercive laws, or it was
The British, amounting to more than 7000 men not believed that they had spirit sufficient to act
The propen
evacuated Boston, March 17th, 1776
leaving in conformity to that determination.
their barracks standing; a number of pieces of sity in human nature, to believe that to be true,
cannon spiked four large iron sea mortars and which is wished to be so, had deceived the royal
stores to the value of 30,000^.
They demolished servants in America, and the British ministry in
the castle, and knocked off the trunions of the England, so for as to induce their general belief
cannon. Various incidents caused a delay of nine that a determined spirit on the part of govern
days after the evacuation, before they left Nan- ment, and a few thousand troops to support that
&quot;

;
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;

February. General Washington stated to his
officers, that the troops in camp, together with
the reinforcements which had been called for,
and were daily coming in, would amount nearly
to 17,000 men
that he had not powder sufficient
for a bombardment
and asked their advice,
whether, as reinforcements might be dailv ex
pected to the enemy, it would not be prudent
before that event took place, to make an assault tasket road.
in

s Hill.

This embarcation was attended with many cir
cumstances of distress and embarrassment. On
the departure of the royal army from Button, a

;

;

;

determination, would easily compose the troubles

NORTH AMERICA
Their military operations, in the
were therefore calculated on the small
scale ofstrengtheoingthe civil power, and not on the
huge one of lesisting an organized army. Though
it had been
declared by parliament in February,
1775, that a rebellion existed in Massachusetts,
Ainoric.i.

iii

to their allegiance.&quot;
in this speech, and the

.

!

I

colonists would
dare to abet their opposition by an armed force.
The resistance made by the militia at Lexing
ton, the consequent military arrangements adopted,

by Massachusetts, and afterwards by Congress,
together with the defence of Bunker s hill, all con
spired to prove that the Americans were far from
The nation, find
being contemptible adversaries.
ing itself, by a fatal progression of the unhappy
dispute, involved in a civil war, was roused to re

i

j

that the

first

sentiments expressed

heavy charges therein laid
against the colonists, were re-echoed in addresses dred, friends and country, and, after being plunder
to the king from both houses of parliament, but not ed themselves, to become accomplices in plunder
without a spirited protest in the house of lords. ing their brethren, was unexampled, except among
In this, nineteen dissenting members asserted the pirates, the outlaws and enemies of human society.
American war to be
To all these high charges the ministry replied,
unjust and impolitic in its
that the measure was an act of grace and favour ;
principles, and fatal in its consequences.&quot;
They
also declared, that they could not consent to an
said they,
the crews of American vessels,
which might deceive his majesty and instead of being put to death, the legal punishment
address,
the public into a belief of the confidence of their of their demerits, as traitors and rebels, are by this
bouse in the present ministers, who had disgraced law to be rated on the king s books, and treated as
if they were on the same footing with a great body
parliament deceived the nation lost the colo
nies
and involved them in a civil war against of his most useful and faithful subjects.&quot; It was
their clearest interests, and, upon the most un
also said,
that their pay and emoluments, in the
blood service of their lawful sovereign, would be a com
justifiable grounds, wantonly spilling the
of thousands of their fellow subjects.&quot;
pensation for all scruples that might arise frcui the

jC,\t 177.5,

\etitwasnot believed
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obliged to serve as a citizen; and that compelling
captives to bear arms, against their families, kin

&quot;

&quot;

for,&quot;

&quot;

:

;

;

;

&quot;

collection. Though several corporate bodies, and
The sanction of parliament being obtained fora
sundry distinguished individuals in Great Britain
were opposed to coercive measures, yet there was vigorous prosecution of the American war, esti
a majority for proceeding.
The pride of the nation mates for the public service were agreed to, on the
was interested in humbling the colonists, who had idea of operating against the colonies, ;s an hos
tile armed
dared to resist the power which had lately triumph
To this end. it was
foreign power.
ed over the combined force of France and Spain. voted to employ 28,000 seamen, and 55,000 land
The prospect of freeing their own estates from a forces; and authority was given to engage for
No ministry had, in any pre
part of the heavy taxes charged thereon, induced eign mercenaries.
numbers of the landed gentlemen in Great Britain ceding war, exerted themselves more to prosecute
to support the same measures.
They conceived military operations against alien enemies, than the
the coercion of the colonies to be the most direct present, to make the ensuing campaign decisive of
mode of securing their contribution towards sink the dispute, between the mother country and the
colonies.
One legislative act was still wanting,
Influenced by these opi
ing the national debt.
nions, they not only justified the adoption of rigor

to

ous measures, but cheerfully consented to present
additional taxes, with the same spirit which indu

hostilities.

;

;

The

know
known and ad

great abilities and profound legal

ledge of lord Mansfield, were both

efficacy to the intended prosecution of
This was brought into parliament, in

bill

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

said,

principles.&quot;

the

&quot;

interdicting all trade and intercourse with
the thirteen united colonies, Nov. 20th, 1775.

Lor&amp;lt;)

who were

full

their

progress of the debates on this bill,
that the questions of
lord Mansfield declared,
original right and wrong were no longer to be
considered
that they were engaged in a war, and
must use their utmost efforts to obtain the ends
proposed by it that they must either fight or be
pursued; and that th justice of the cause must
Perhaps no
give way to the present situation.&quot;
speech, in or out of parliament, operated more ex
tensively on the irritated minds of the colonists
than this one.
In

mired in America. That this illustrious oracle
of law should declare from the seat of legisla
By tion, that the justice of the cause was no lon
it, all property of Americans, whether of ships or
ger to be regarded,&quot; excited the astonishment,
goods on the high seas, or in harbour, was de and cemented the union of the colonists. A
clared
to be forfeited to the
captors, being the number of lords, as usual, entered a spirited pro
officers and crews of his
majesty s ships of war.&quot; test against the bill but it was carried by a great
It farther enacted,
that the masters, crews and majority in both houses of parliament, and, Dec.
other persons found on board captured American 21, 1775, received the royal assent.
This law arrived in the colonies in March, 177Gvessels, should be entered on board his majesty s
vessels of war, and there considered to be in his The effects resulting from it were such as had
It not only uni
majesty s service, to all intents and puiposes, as been predicted by its opposers.
if
they had entered of their own accord.&quot; This ted the colonies in resisting Great Britain, bu.t
bill also authorised the crown to
appoint commis
produced a favourable opinioa of independence in
sioners, who, over and above granting pardons to the miuds of thousands, who previously reproba
It was considered from .New
individuals, were empowered to
inquire into ted that measure.
general and particular grievances, and to deter
Hampshire to Georgia, as a legal discharge from
mine whether any colony, or part of a colony, had allegiance to their native sovereign. What was
returned to that state of obedience, which might wanting to produce a decided majority of the par
entitle it to be received within the
king s peace and ty Cur breaking off all connexion with Great Bri
protection.&quot; In that case, upon a declaration from tain, was speedily obtained from the irritation ex
the commissioners,
the restrictions of the pro
cited, by the hiring of foreign troops to fight against
the colonists. This measure was nearly coincident
posed law were to cease.&quot;
It was said in favour of this bill,
that as the with the ratification of the prohibitory law just
Americans were already in a state of war, it became mentioned ; and intelligence of both arrived in the
necessary that hostilities should be carried on colonies about the same time.
The treaties, which had been lately concluded
against them, as was usual against alien enemies
that the more vigorously and extensively military with the landgrave of Hesse Cassel, the duke of
operations were prosecuted, thesoonerwould peace Brunswick, and the hereditary prince of Hesse
and order be restored that as the commissioners Cassel, for hiring their troops to the king of Great
went out with the sword in one hand, and terms of Britain, to be employed in the American sej-yice,
conciliation in the other, it was in the power of being laid before the house of commons, a motion
the colonists to prevent the infliction of any real was made thereon for referring them to the com
or apparent severities, in the proposed statute.&quot;
This occasioned a very inte
mittee of supply.
In opposition, it was said,
that treating the resting debate, on the propriety of employing fo
Americans as a foreign nation, was chalking out reign troops against the Americans. Tile mea
the way for their independence.&quot;
One member sure was supported on the necessity of prosecu
observed, that as the indiscriminate rapine of pro
ting the war, and the impracticability of raising a
sufficient number of domestic levies.
It was also
perty authorised by the bill, would oblige the colo
nists to coalesce as one man, its title ought to be
that foreign troops, inspired with the
urced,
&quot;A bill for
military maxims, and ideas of implicit submission,
carrying rnoie effectually into execu
tion the resolves of Congress.&quot;
The clause, for would be less aptlo be biased by that false lenity,
a

ces litigants in private life, to advance money for
forwarding a lawsuit, from the termination ofwhich
great profits are expected.
North, the prime minister of England, find
ing himself supported by so many powerful inte
rests, was encouraged to proceed. He had already
subdued a powerful party in the city of London,
and triumphed over the Eastlndia company. The
submission of the colonies was only wanting to
complete the glory of his administration. Previ
ous success emboldened him to attempt the ardu
ous business,
lie flattered himself, that the ac
complishment of it would not only restore peace to
the empire, but give a brilliancy to his name, far
exceeding that of any of his predecessors.
Such was the temper of a great part of the na
tion, and such the ambitious views of its prime min
ister
when the parliament was convened, on the
2 1th of October, 1775. In the speech from the
throne, great complaints were made of the leaders
in the colonies,

give

supposed violation of

&quot;

by their misrepre

minds of the
deluded multitude, opinions repugnant to theirconsfitulionxl subordination
and afterwards to have
proceeded to the commencement of hostilities, and
the usurpation of the whole powers of government.
His majesty ilso charged his subjects in America,
with
meaning only to amuse, by vague expres
sions .of attachment to the parent state, while they
were preparing for a general revolt.&quot; And be
farther asserted,
that the rebellious war now
levied by them was become more general, and
manifestly carried on for the puipose of establish
and that it had be
ing an independent empire
come the part of wisdom, and, in its effects, of
clemency, to put a speedy end to these disorders,
by the most decisive exertions.&quot;
Information was also given, that
the most
friendly otters of foreign assistance had been re
and that his majesty s electoral troops
ceived
were sent to the garrison of Gibraltar, and Port vesting the property of the seizures in the captors,
Mahcn. in order that a large number of the estab was reprobated as tending to extinguish in the

sentations, to have infused into the

;

.

;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

lished forces of the

kingdom might be applied

to

the maintenance of its authority.&quot;
The severity
of these assertions was mitigated by the declaration,
that when the unhappy and deluded multitude,
against whom this force should be diiected, would
&quot;

become

sensible of their error, his majesty would
be ready to receive the misled with tenderness and
and
that to prevent inconveniences, he
mercy
should give authority to certain persons on the
spot, to grant general or particular pardons and
indemnities to such as should be disposed to return
&quot;

;&quot;

of
breasts of seamen the principles of patriotism
national pride and glory; and to substitute in their
room, habits of cruelty, of piracy and robbery.
But of all parts of this bill, none was so scvj-ely

which

:

condemned

as

that

clause,

by which persons,

native soldiers

might indulge, at the expense
it was a3ked
ar
we to
sit still and suffer an unprovoked rebellion to ter
minate in the formation ofan independent hostile
Are we to suffer our colonies, the
empire
object of great national expense, and of two bloody
wars, to be lost for ever to us; and given away to
strangers, from a scruple of employing foreign
of national

j

interest.&quot;

&quot;

.

&quot;

!&quot;

taken on board the American vessels, were indis
criminately compelled to serve as common sailors troops to preserve our just rights over colonies
for which we have paid so dear a purchase ?
in British ships of war.
As
This was said to be
refinement of tyranny worse than death.&quot;
It was the Americans, by refusing the obedience and tax
also said,
that no man could be despoiled of his es of subjects, deny themselves to be a part of the
goods as a foreign enemy, and at the same time British empire, and make themselves foreigners,,
&quot;a
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to keep possession of Hudson s river,
they cannotcoritplam that foreigners are employed powerful
and form aline of communication with the royal
against them.&quot;
On the other side, the measure was severely army in Canada, or to overrun the adjacent country.
The partial success of the first part of this plan,
condemned. The necessity of the war was denied, and the nation was represented as disgraced has been, in the preceding chapter, explained.
second part was committed
by applying to the petty princes of Germany, for The execution of the
succour against her own rebellious subjects. The to General Clinton, and sir Peter P:irker. The
tendency of the example, to induce the Americans former, with a small force, having called at New
to form alliances with foreign powers, was strong
York, and also visited in Virginia lord Duntnore,
hitherto the colonists the late royal governor of that colony, and finding
It was said,
ly urged.
have ventured to commit themselves singly in that nothing could be done at either place, proAt that place, he
this arduous contest, without having recourse to ceeded to Cape Fear river.
issued a proclamation from on board the Pallas
but it is not to be doubted,
foreign aid
future they will think themselves fully justified, transport, offering free purdonto all such as should
both by our example, and the laws of self-pre lay down their arms, excepting Cornelius Harnett,
but the recent defeat of the
servation, to engage foreigners to assist them in and Robert Howe
opposing those mercenaries, whom we are about regulators and Iliglandcrs, restrained even their
Nor is it doubt friends from paying any attention to this act of
to transport for their destruction.
ful, that in case of their application, European grace.
At Cape Fear, a junction was formed between
powers of a rank far superior to that of those pettyprinces to whom we have so abjectly sued for aid, sir Henry Clinton and sir Peter Parker; the lat
will consider themselves to be equally entitled to ter of whom had sailed with his squadron directly
interfere in the quarrel between us and our colo- from Europe.
They concluded to attempt the
reduction of Charleston, as being, of all places
The supposition of the Americans, receiving aid within the line of their instructions, the objects at
from France or Spain, was, on this and several which they could strike, with the greatest pros
other occasions, ridiculed, on the idea that these pect of advantage.
They had 2,800 land forces,
powers would not dare to set to their own colonies which, they hoped, with the co-operation of their
the dangerous example of encouraging those of shipping, would be fully sufficient.
Great Britain, in opposing their sovereign. It was
For some months past, every exertion had been
also supposed, that they would be influenced by made to put the colony of .South Carolina, and
considerations of future danger to their American especially its capital, Charleston, in a respectable
In subserviency to this view,
possessions, from the establishment of an indepen posture of defence.
dent empire in their vicinity.
works had been erected on Sullivan s Island, which
In this session of parliament, between the 26th is situated so near the channel leading up to the
of October, 1775, and the 23d of May 177G, the town, as to be a convenient post for annoying ves
ultimate plan for reducing the colonies was com sels approaching it.
The Americans were declared out
On the 28th of June, 1775, sir Peter Parker at
pletely fixed.
and 16,000 foreign mer tacked the fort on that island with two fifty gun
of the royal protection
cenaries employed by national authority, to effect ships, the Bristol and Experiment; four frigates,
their subjugation. These measures induced Con
the Active, Acteon, Solebay, and Syren, each of
gress, in the following summer, to declare them 2S guns; the Sphynx of 20 guns, the Friendship
selves independent, and to seek for foreign
armed vessel of22 guns Ranger sloop and Thunevents which shall be hereafter more fully ex derbomb, each of 8 guns.
On the fort were
mounted 26 cannon. 26, 18 and 9 pounders, The
plained.
Parliamentary sanction, for carrying on the war attack commenced between ten and eleven in the
against the colonists, as against alien enemies, forenoon, and was continued for upwards often
The garrison, consisting of 374 regulars
being obtained, it became necessary to fix on a hours.
commander of the royal forces to be employed on and a few militia under the command of Colonel
this occasion.
This, as a matter of right, was, in Moultrie, made a most gallant defence.
They
the first instance, offered to General Oglethorpe, fired deliberately
for the most part took aim, and
the founder of Georgia
as being the first on the seldom missed their object.
The ships were torn
list of general
officers
To the surprise of the almost to pieces and the killed and wounded on
The loss of the gar
minister, that respectable veteran readily accept board exceeded 200 men.
ed the command, on condition of his being proper rison was only ten men killed, and 22 wounded.
A numerous, well-appointed army, The fort, being built of palmetto, was little dama
ly supported.
to which
iind a powerful fleet were promised him
The shot which struck it were ineffectually
ged.
he replied
I will undertake the business with
buried in its soil wood.
out a man, or a ship of war, provided you will au
General Clinton, had, some time before the en
thorise me to assure the colonists on my arrival gagement, landed with a number of troops on Loni
amongthem, that you will do them justice.&quot; He Island: and it was expected that he would have
know the people of America co-operated with Sir Peter Parker, by crossing
added farther:
well, and am satisfied, that his majesty has not in over the narrow passage, which divides the two
any part of his dominions, more obedient, or more islands, and attacking the lort in its unfinished
You may secure their obedience rear; but the extreme danger, to which he must
loyal subjects.
by doing them justice but you will never subdue unavoidably have exposed his men, induced him
them by force of arms.&quot;* These opinions, so fa to decline the perilous attempt.
vourable to the Americans, proved General Ogle
Colonel Thompson, with 7 or 800 men, was
thorpe to be an improper person for the purpose stationed at the east end of Sullivan s island, to
He was there- O |,|,,
intended by the British ministry.
their crossing.
No serious attempt was
fore passed over, and the command given to Sir made to land, either from the fleet, or the detach
!

I

&quot;

j

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

:

&quot;I

:

William Howe.
It was resolved

ment commanded by

to

open the campaign, with such ing ceased

n powerful force, as &quot;would look down all opposi
tion, and effectuate submission without bloodshed;&quot;

operations to the accomplishment
The first was the relief of Que of three objects.
which also inbee, and the recovery of Canada
eluded a subsequent invasion of the north-western
The second
frontiers of the adjacent provinces.
was, a strong impression on some of the southern
colonies.
The third and principal, was to take
possession of New Yory, with a force sufficiently

and

to direct its

;

Oglctborpe.

in

sir Henry Clinton.
The fir
the evening, and the ships slipped

Before morning, they had retired
about two miles from the island.
Within a few
days more, the troops re-embarked, anil the whole
sailed fur New York.
The thanks of Congress
were given to General Lee, who had been sent on
and
JV Congress to take the command in Carolina
;i so to Colonels Moultrie and
Thompson, for their
In complioot conduct on this memorable day.
j,
ment to the commanding officer, the fort was from
|,|,j s t me called Fort Moultrie.
their cables.

j

experience proved that America might effectually
resist a British fleet and army.
Those who, from
interested motives, abetted the royal government,
ashamed of their opposition to the struggles of an
infant people for their dearest rights, retired into

obscurity.

The effects of this victory, in animating tliB
Americans, were much greater than could be war
ranted by the circumstances of the action.
As it
was the first attack made by the British navy, its
unsuccessful issue inspired a confidence, which a
more exact knowledge of military calculations
would have corrected. The circumstance of
its
happening in the early part of the war. and in
one of the weaker provinces, were happily in
strumental in dispelling the gloom which over
shadowed, the minds of many of the colonists, on
hearing of the powerful fleets and numerous ar
mies which were coming against them.
The command of the force, which was designed
to operate against New York in this campaign,
was given to admiral lord Howe, and his brother
sir William, officers who, as well from their per
sonal characters, as the known bravery of theii
family, stood high in the confidence of the British

To this service, was allotted a very pow
army, consisting of about 30,000 men. This
force was far superior to any thing that America
had hitherto seen. The troops were amply pro
vided with artillery, military stores, and warlike
materials of every kind
and were supported by a
numerous fleet. The admiral and general, in ad
dition to their military powers, were appointed
commissioners for restoring peace to the colonies.
General Howe, having in vain waited t\vo
months at Halifax, for his brother, and the expect
ed reinforcements Irom England, impatient ol far
ther delays, sailed fiom that harbour, with the
force which he had previously commanded in Bos
ton, and directing his course towards New York,
arrived in the latter end of .Tune, off Sandy Hook.
Admiral lord Howe, with part of the reinforce
ment from England, arrived at Halifax, soon after
his brother s departure. Without dropping anchor,
he followed and joined him near Staten Island.
The British general, on his approach, found every
part of New York island, and the most exposed
parts of Long Island, fortified and well defended
nation.

erful

;

About filty British transports an
by artillery.
chored near Staten Island, which had not been so

much the object of attention. The inhabitants
thereof, cither from fear, policy, or affection, ex
pressed great joy on the arrival of the roval forces.

General Howe were there met by Tryon, late gov
ernor of the province, and bv several of th^ lovalists, who had taken refuge with him, in an armed
vessel.
He was also joined by about sixty per
sons from New Jersey
and 200 of the inhabitants
of Staten Island were embodied, as a roval militia.
During this engagement, the inhabitants stood From these appearances, great hopes were indulg
with arms in their hnnds, at their respective posts, ed that as soon as the army was in a condition to
prepared to receive the enemy wherever they might penetrate into the country, and protect the loyal|

|

land; impressed with high ideas of British prow
ess and bravery, they were apprehensive that thr
foit would be either silenced or passed, and that
They
they should be called to immediate action.
were cantoned in the various landing places near
Charleston, and their resolution was tixed to meet
the invaders at the water s edge, and dispute every
inch of ground, trusting the event to heaven.
By the repulse of this armament, the southern
states obtained a respite from the calamities oi
The defeat the
war, for two years and a half.
British met with at Charleston, seemed in soint;
measure to counterbalance the unfavourable im
pression, made by (heir subsequent successes, to
the northward.
Throughout the whole summer,
and till the close of the year, Congress had little
else than the victoiy on Sullivan s island, to con
sole them under the various evacuations, retreats,
and defeats, to which, as shall hereafter be iclated,
their armies were obliged to submit, in every other
The event of the expedition con
part of the union.
tributed greatly to establish the cause, which it was
intended to overset. In opposition to the bold asser
tions of some, and the desponding fears of others,

;

j

i

|

[

j

i

;

NORTH AMERICA
such numbers would flock to tlieir standard,
as would facilitate ihe attainment of Ihe object of
the campaign.
On the fourth day after the British transports
appeared off Sandy Hook, Congress, though fully
informed of the numbeis and appointments of the
force about to be employed against the colonies,
ratified their famous declaration of independence.
This was publicly read to the American army,
and received by them with unfeigned acclamations
of joy.
Though it was well known that Great
Britain had employed a force of 55,000 men, to
war upon the new formed stales, and that the con
tinental army was not nearly equal to half that
number, and onlv engaged for a few mouths, and
that Congress was without any assurance of for
eign aid; yet both the American officers and pri
ists,

vates gave every evidence of their hearty appro
bation of the decree, which severed the colonies
from Great Britain, and submitted to the decision
of the sword, whether they .should be free states
or conquered provinces. &quot;Now,&quot; said they, &quot;we
know the ground on which we stand. Now we are
a nation.
No more shall ihe opprobrious term of
rebel, with any appearance of justice, be applied to
us.
Should the fortune of war throw us into the
liuuds of our enemies, we may expect the treatment
of prisoners, and not the punishment of rebels. The

which we contend
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were new levies, and had not yet learned to stand
uncovered before the instruments of death. Ha
bituating them to the sound of fire arms, while they
were sheltered from danger, was one step towards
inspiring them with a portion of mechanical cour
The British remembered Bunker s hill, and
age.
had no small reverence for even slight fortifica
With views
tions, when defended by freemen.
of this kind, works were erected in and about New
York, on Long Island, and the heights of Harlem.
These, besides batteries, were field redoubts, form
The for
ed of earth, with a parapet and ditch.
mer were sometimes (raised, and the latter palisadoed
but they were in no instance formed to

for

is

;

&quot;

:&quot;

;

;

sustain a siege.
Slight as they were, the cam
paign was nearly wasted away, before they were
so far reduced, as to permit the royal army to pe
netrate into the country.
The war having taken a more important turn

The two

royal commissioners, Admiral and

Ge

Howe, thought proper, before they com
menced their military operations, to try what

neral

might be done

in their civil
capacity, towards ef
fecting a re-union between Great Britain and the
It was one of the first acts of lord
colonies.
Howe, to send on shore, a circular letter, to seve
ral of the royal governors in America, informinc

than in the preceding year had been foreseen,
Congress at the opening of the campaign, found
themselves destitute of a force sufficient for their
defence.
They, therefore, in June, determined
on a plan to reinforce their continental ai my, by
biinging iuto the field, a new species of troops.
that woulJ be more permanent than the common
militia, and yet more easily raised than regulars.
With this view they instituted a Hying camp, to
consist of an intermediate corps, between regular

of such magnitude,
that we may freely risk our lives to obtain
soldiers and militia. Ten thousand men were call
It had
early occurred to General Washington, ed for from the states of Pennsylvania, Maryland,
that ihe possession of New York would be with and Delaware, to be in constant service to the
die British a favourite object.
Its central situa
first day of the ensuing December.
Congress at
tion, and contiguity to the ocean, enabled them to the same time called for 13,800 of the common
catry, with facility, the war to any part of the sea militia from Massachusetts, Connecticut, Newcoast.
The possession of it was rendered still York, and New Jersey. The men, for forming
more valuable, by the ease with which it could be the flying camp, were generally procured but
maintained.
Surrounded on all sides by water, it there were great deficiencies of the militia; and
vas defensible by a small number of British ships, many of those who obeyed their country s call, so
against adversaries, whose whole navy consisted far as to turn out, manifested a reluctance to subHudson s river, being na mil to the necessary discipline.
only of a few frigates.
The difficulty of providing the troops with arms,
vigable for ships of the largest si/.e to a great dis
while before Boston, was exceeded by the superi
tance, afforded an opportunity of severing the east
ern from the more southern states, and of prevent
or difficulty of supplying them in their new posi
tion.
ing almost any communication between them.
By the returns of the garrison atfort Mont
From these well-known advantages, it was pre gomery, in the Highlands, in April, it appeared
sumed by the Americans, that the British would that there were 208 privates, and only 41 mus
make gieat exertions to effect the reduction of kets fit for use. In the garrison at fort Constitu
New York. General Lee, while the British were tion, there were 136 men, and only 68 muskets
Lead
Flints were also much wanted.
yet in possession of the capital of Massachusetts, fit for use.
had been detached from Cambridge, to put Long would have been equally deficient, had not a sup
Island and New York into a posture oi defence. ply for the musrjueiry been obtained by stripping
As the departure of the British from Boston be dwelling houses.
came more certain, the probability of tlieir instant
The uncertainty of the place wlieie the British
added much to
ly going to New York increased the necessity of would commence their operations,
Not
It had been there
the embarrassment of General Washington.
collecting a force for its safety.
fore agreed in a council of war, that five regi
only each colony, but each sea-port town, supposed
ments, together with a rifle battalion, should itself to be the object of the British, and was ar
march without delay to New York; and that the dent in its supplications to the commander in chief,
The people of Massa
states of New York and New Jersey should be for his peculiar attention.
with an idea, that
requested to furnish, the former two thousand, and chusetts were strongly impressed
the evacuation of Boston was only a feint, and that
the latter one thousand men, foriis immediate de
(jeneral Washington soon followed, and the British army would soon return.
fence,
They were
that the continental
early in April fixed his head quarters in that city. for that reason very desirous,
A new distribution of the American army took troops should not be withdrawn from their state.
Part was left in Massachusetts. Between The inhabitants of Rhode Island urged, in a long
place.
them
two and three thousand were ordered to Canada
petition, that their maritime situation exposed
to uncommon danger, while their great exertions
but the greater part rendezvoused at New York.
Eperience had taught the Americans the dif in fitting out armed vessels, had deprived them of
an armv, after it had effected many of their citizens.
They therefore prayed
ficulty of attacking
a lodgment.
They therefore made strenuous ex for a body of continental soldiers, to be stationed
So vari
ertions to prevent the British from enjoying the for their constant and peculiar defence.
advantages in New York, which had resulted from ous were the applications for troops, so numerous
their having been permitted to land and fortify the calls for arms, that a deciiled conduct became
themselves in Boston. The sudden commence
necessary to prevent the feeble American (orce,
ment of hostilities in Massachusetts, together with and the deficient stock of public arms, from being
the previous undisturbed landing of the royal army, divided and subdivided, so as to be unequal to the
allowed no time for deliberating on a system of proper defence of any one place.
In this cs isis of particular danger, the people of
war.
A change of circumstances indicated the
Though they knew
propriety of fixing on a plan, for conducting the New York acted with spirit.
defence of the new formed states. On this occa
they were to receive the first impressions ot the
sion. General Washington, after much thought, British army, yet their convention resolved, &quot;that
determined on a war of posts. This mode of con all persons, residing within the state of New York,
ducting military operations gave confidence to the and claiming protection from its laws, owed it al
Americans, and it both retarded and alarmed their legiance; and that any person owing it allegiance,
adversaries.
The soldiers in the Americans army and levying war against the state, or being an ad
j&amp;gt;ri/.e

herent to the king of Great Britain, should be
deemed guilty of treason, and sufferdeath.&quot;
They
also resolved, &quot;that one fourth of the militia of
West Chester, Dutchess, and Orange counties,
should be forthwith drawn out for the defence^jf
the liberties, property, wives and children of the
good people of the state to be continued in ser
vice to the last day of December
that as
and,
the inhabitants of King s county had determined
not to oppose the enemy, a committee should be
appointed to inquire into the authenticity of these
reports, and to disarm and secure the disaffected
to remove or destroy the stock of grain, and, if
necessary, to lay the whole country waste.&quot;

them of the

late act

of parliament,

&quot;

for

restoring

peace to the colonies, and granting pardon to such
as should deserve mercy;&quot; and desiring them to
publish a declaration which accompanied the same.
In this, he informed the colonists of the power with
which his brother and he were intrusted of grant
ing general or particular patdons to all those, who.
though they had deviated from their allegiance,
were willing to return to their duty
and of de
claring,
any colony, province, county or town,
port, district or place, to be in the peace of his ma
jesty.&quot;*
Congress, impressed with a belief, that
;

it.&quot;

:&quot;

&quot;

*

With these

circular letters to the governors, lord
to which a
sent a private one to Dr. Franklin
most interesting answer was returned, worthy of ever
The letter a/id answer were a
lasting remembrance.
follow :

Howe

;

:

Lord Hoice to Dr. Franklin.
cannot, mv worthy friend, permit the letters and
parcels which I Iiave sent, to be landed, without adding
a word upon the subject of ihe injurious extremities hj
which our unhappy disputes have engaged us.
You will learn the nature of my mission from ill*
have recommended to be
official despatches, which I
&quot;

I

&quot;

Ibrwarded by the same conveyance.

Retaining J1 the
ever expressed, to see our differences ac
1 shall conceive, if I meet
commodated,
dispo
sition in the colonies, which 1 was once taught to ex
pect, the most fluttering liuf*. * of proving serviceable in
the objects of the king s paternal solicitude, bv promot
ing the establishment of lasting peace and union with
the colonies
but, if the deep-rooted prejudices of Ame
rica, and the necessity of preventing her trade from pas
iitio
foreign channels, must keep us still a divided
sing
people, I shall, from every private as well as public mo
the momeut
tive, most hearu lv lament thai (his iwherein those great objects of my ambition are to be at
tained
and that 1 am to be longer deprived of an op
portunity to assure you, personally, of the regard will)
earnestness

I

i&amp;lt;h

&amp;lt;he

:

n&amp;lt;H

;

which

I

am,&quot;

&c.

Dr. Franklin answered
I received safe the letters your lordship so kindljr
forw arded to me, and beg yon to accept my thanks.
The official despatches, to which you refer me,
contain nothing more than what we had seen in ihe act
offers of pardon
of parliament;
upon tabaiaaoaf
which 1 am sorry to find, as it must give your loniobip
a
business.
on
so
so
far
be
sent
to
hopeless
pain,
&quot;

&quot;

Directing parduus to bfc offered to tlie colonies, who
are the very parties injured, expresses indeed that opin
ion of our ignorance, baseness, and insensibility, which
vour uninformed and proud nation has long been pleas
ed to entertain of us; but it can have no other effect
than that of increasing our resentments. It is impossi
ble we should think of submission to a government
that has, with the most wanton barbarity and erafihy,
burned our defenceless towns in the midst of winter,
&quot;

;

our peaceful farmers,
their masters; and is even
to deluge our settle
mercenaries
bringing foreign
ments with blood. These atrocious injuries have extiuEruishcd every spark of affection for that parent countrv. that we once held so dear; but were it possible lor
us to forget and forgive tla-in, it is not possible fur you,
I mean the British nation, to forgive the
people you have
so heavily injured. You can never coufiile again in
those, as fellow subjects, and permit them lo enjoy
kno.w you have (riven
ei|unl freedom; to whom yon
such just causes of lasting enmity; and this must impel
vou, were we again under your government, to endea.
vour to break our spirit, by the severest tyranny, ancj
obstructing, by every means ia your power, our grow
and prosperity.
ing: strength
excited the savages to massacre

and our slaves

now

&amp;lt;

to

murder
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emain suspended by a hope, founded either in the Kast river ; but those which sailed up the IbriiiT
ustice or moderation of their late king, may now speedily returned ; and by their return, a free comthe valour alone of mutiication was opened through the upper part
it length be convinced, that
heir country is to save its liberties.&quot;
[the state.
The American aimy, in and near New York,
About the same time, flags were sent ashore by
ord Howe, witha letter directed to George Wash- amounted to 17225 men.
These were mostly
ngton, Esq. which he refused to receive, as not new troops, and were divided, in many small anil

the proposals of the commissioners, instead of dis
uniting the people, woulil have a contrary effect,
ordered them to be speedily published in the se
Had a redress of
veral American newspapers.

of&quot;

grievances been at this late hour offered, though
the honour of the states was involved in support
ing their late declaration of independence, yet the
love, of peace, and the bias of great numbers to

i

unconnected posts, some of which were fifteen
The British force
Congress, on this subject, miles removed from others.
York was increasing, by frerfuent
wrote as follows
1 would nol, on any occa- before New
but, in this successive arrival from Halifax, South Caroli:
sion, sacrifice essentials to punctilio
nstance, I deemed it a duty to my country and Florida, the West Indies and Kurope: but so
ippointment, to insist on that respect, which, in many unforseen delays had taken place, that the
my other than a public view, I would willingly month of August was fur advanced, before they
lave waived.&quot;
Congress applauded his conduct were in a condition lo open the campaign.
When all tilings were ready, the liritish com
n a public resolution, and atlhe same time directletter or message should be received, manders resolved to make their first attempt on
el that no
any occasion whatever, from the enemy, by Long Island. This was preferred to New York,
he commander in chief, or others the comman- as it abounded with those supplies which their
forces required.
lers of the American army, but such as were di
The British landed without opposition, be
rected to them in the characters they severally
tween two small towns, Utrecht, anil Gravesend.
sustained.
Some time after, Adjutant General Patterson The American works protected a small peninsula,
wassenlto New York, by General Howe, with a having Wallabout bay to the left, and stretching
etter addressed to George Washington, &c. &c. over to Red Hook on the right
the Kast river be
On an interview with the adjutant general, ing in the rear. General Sullivan, with a strong
etc.
Washington declared that he would decline re force was encamped within these works at Brook
From the east side of the narrows, runs n
ceiving any letter directed to him as a private lyn.
A ridge of hills covered with thick wood, about five
jerson, when it related to his public station.
ong conference ensued, in which the adjutant or six miles in length, which terminates near Ja
There were three passes through these;
the commissioners were maica.
general observed, that
irmed with great powers, and would be very hap- hills one near the narrows, a second on the FlatHe received bush road and a third on the Bedford road and
oy in effecting an accommodation,&quot;
The Americans had 800
or answer,
that from what appeared, their pow
they are all defensible.
that they who had men on each of these roads; and Colonel Miles
ers were only to grant pardon
committed no fault, wanted no pardon.&quot; Soon was placed with his battalion of riflemen, to guard
after this interview, a letter from Howe, lespect- the road from the south of the hills, to Jamaica,
ng prisoners, which was properly addressed to and to watch the motions of the British.
General de Heister, with his Hessians, took
Washington, was received.
post
While the British, by their manifestoes and de atFlatbush, in the evening, August 2G, 177G. In
clarations, were endeavouring to separate those the following night, the greater part of the British
who preferred a reconciliation with Great Britain, army, commanded by General Clinton, marched to
torn those who were the friends of independence
gain the road leading round the easterly end of the
Congress, by a similar policy, was attempting to hills to Jamaica, and to turn the left of the Ame
detach the foreigners, who had come with the ricans. He arrived about two hours before day,
with half a mile of this road.
One of his partiesroyal troops, from the service of his Biitanic maBefore hostilities had commenced, the fell in with a patrol of American officers, and tools
icsty.
following resolution was adopted and circulated them all prisoners, which prevented the early
among those on whom it was intended to operate transmission of intelligence. Upon the first ap
Resolved, that these states will receive nil such pearance of day, General Clinton advanced, and
foreigners who shall leave the armies of his Britan took possession of the heights over which the roaiJ
General Grant, which the left wing, ad
nic majesty in America, and shall chose to become passed.
members of any of these states; and they shall be vanced along the coast by the west road, neir the
protected in the free exercise of their respective narrows; but this was intended chiefly as a feint.
The guard which was stationed at this road,
religions, and be invested with the rights, privile
A few
ges, and immunities of natives, as established by fled without making any resistance.
the laws of these states
and moreover, that this them were afterwards rallied, and lord Stirling
congress will provide for every such person, fifty advanced with 1500 men, and took possession of
acres of unappropriated lands, in some of these a hill, about two miles from the American
camp,
states, to be held by him and his heirs, as absolute and in front of General Grant.
&amp;gt;eing

their parent state, would in all probability, have
made a powerful party lor rescinding the act of
separation, and for re-uniting with Great Britain:
but, when it appeared that the power of the royal

ll.

addressed to him with the

title

due

to

his;

In his letter to

&quot;

:

1

:

commissioners was little more than to grant par
dons, Congress appealed to the good sense of the
people, for the necessity of adhering to the act of
independence. The resolution for publishing the
circular letter, and the declaration of the royal
that
commissioners, assigned as a reason thereof,
the good people of the United States may be in
formed of what nature are the commissioners, and
what the terms, with expectation of which the in
sidious court of Great Britain had endeavoured to
amuse and disarm them ; and that the few who still
&quot;

Your lordship mention** the king s paternal soli
citude for promoting the establishment of lasting peace
and union with the colonists. If, hy peace, be here meant
a peace, to be entered into by distinct states, now at war,
&quot;

and his majesty has given your lordship powers to treat
with us, of such a peace, I may venture to say, though
without authority, that I think a treaty for that purpose
not quite impracticable before we enter into foreign
alliances
but I am persuaded you have no such pow
ers.
Your nation, though by punishing those Ameri
can governors, who have fomented the discord ; re
building our hiirnt towns; and repairing, as far as pos
sible, the mischiefs done us, she might recover u great
share of our regard, and the greatest share of our
growing commerce, with all the advantages of that ad
ditional strength to be derived from a friendship with
us ; yet, I know too well her abounding pride and defi
cient wisdom, to believe she will ever lake such salu
tary measures. Her fondness for conquest, as a war
like nation
her lust of dominion, as an ambitious one
and her thirst for a gainful monopoly, as a commercial
none
of them legitimate causes
one,
war, will join to
hide from her eyes every view of her true interest, and
continually goad her on, in these ruinous distant expe
ditions, so destructive both of lives and of treasure, that
they must prove as pernicious to her in the end, as tbe
rroisttdes formerly were to most of the nations of Eu
:

;

Til K

;

&quot;of

rope.
I have not the vanilv, mv lord, to think of intimida
ting by thus predicting the effectl of this war ; for I know
that it will in England have the fate of all my former
predictions, not to be believed till the event shall verify it.
Long did I endeavour, with unfeigned and unwea
ried zeal, lo preserve from breaking, that fine and noble
porcelain vase, the British empire; for, I knew, that
being once broken, the separate parts could not retain
even their share of the strength and value that existed
in the whole, and that a perfect reunion of those parts
&quot;

&quot;

be hoped for. Your lordship may
remember the tears of joy that welted my
cheek, when at your good sister s, in London, vou

conld scarce ever
possibly

me expectation that a reconciliation might
I had the misfortune to find these
take place.
expecta
tions disappointed, and to be treated as the enuse of the
mischief I was labouring to prevent
My consolation,
tinder that groundless mid malevolent treatment, was,
that I retained the friendship of many wise and good
men, in that country, and among the rest some shnfe in
the regard of lord Howe.
&quot;The well-founded
esteem, and permit me to say,

once gave

&amp;gt;n

;

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

;

;

:

o(&quot;

:

An

attack was made very early in the morn
August 27, 1776, by the Hessians from Flatbush, under General de Heister, and by General
Grant on the coast, and was well supported for a
considerable time on both sides.
The Americans,
who opposed General de Heister, were first in
formed of the approach of Geueral Clinton, who
had come round on their left. They immmediately
began to retreat to their camp, but were inter
that neither (he obtaining or retaining any trade, bow
of consequence, though fired upon cepted by the right wing under General Clinton,
damage
any
valuable soever, is an object for which men may justly
from the batteries of New York, Paulus-Hook, who got into the rear of their left, and attacked
that the true and sure means
spill each other s blood
An attempt them with his light infantry and dragoons, whileof extending and securing comu erce are the goodness Red-Bank, and Governor s Island.
find cheapness of commodities; and that the
profits of was made, with two fire ships, to destroy the Bri
returning to their lines.
They were driven back
no tmde can ever be equal to the expense of compel tish vessels in the North River: but without ef till
they were met by the Hessians.
They were
ling it, and holding it by fleets and armies.
I consider
thus alternately chased and intercepted, between
fecting any thing more than the burning of a ten
this war against us, therefore, as both unjust and un
wise: and I am persuaded that cool and dispassionate der.
They were nlso attacked with row gallies. General de Heister and General Clinton. Some
with little effect.
After some time, the PhocnU of their regiments, nevertheless, found their
posterity will condemn to infamy those who advised it
way
and that even success will not save from some
and Rose men of war cnme down the river, anil to the camp. The Americans under lord Stirling,
of dishonour those who have
voluntarily engaged t
the
fleet.
effort
of
the
Colonel
Miles
stwo
batalions.
Colonel
Americans, consistingof
joined
Every
conduct it.
from their batteries on land, as well as their exer Alice s, Colonel Smallwood s, and Colonel Hatchc s
I know your
great motive in coming hither was the
of
instrumental
in
tions
on
a
the
The Bri regiments, who were engaged with General Grant,
being
reconciliation
hope
water, proved ineffectual.
and,
believe, when you find that to be impossible, on an\ tish
with less loss than was generally fought with great resolution for about six hours.
ships
passed
terms given yon to propose, you will tnen
relinquish so
but, nevertheless, the damage they re They were unimformed of their movements made
odious a command, and return to a more honourable expected
ceived was such as deterred them from frequently by General C linlon, lill some of the (roops under
private station.
With the greatest nnd most sincere respect, I have repeating the experiment.
In two or three instan his command had Iraversed the whole extent of
the honour to be
&c.
Their retreat thus was
ces, they ascended North river, and in one or two the country in their rear.
property.&quot;

The numbers which were

prepared to oppose
the British, when they should disembark, made
them for some time cautious of proceeding to their
projected land operations but the superiority of
I
which
slmll
have
for your lordship,
flffurlion,
always
their navy enabled them to go by water whither
irtakc it painful to me to see you engaged in conducting a
soever they pleased.
war, the great ground of which, as described in your let
A British forty gun ship, with some smaller
the necessity of preventing the American trade
ter, is,
from passing into foreign channels. To me, it seems vessels,sailed
tip the North river, without receiving
:

;

degre&amp;gt;

&quot;

:

]

:

&quot;

ing,

UNITED STATES.
but several, notwithstanding, broke
When every tiling except some heavy cannon
Intercepted
through and got into the woods. Many threw was removed, Gen. Mimin, who commanded the
themselves into the marsh, some were drowned, rear guard, left the lines and under the cover of
and others perished in the mud
a considerable the fog got off safe.
In about half an hour, the
number escaped to their
fog cleared away, and the British entered the
The king s troops displayed great valour through- works which had &quot;been just relinquished. Had the
out
it the
me whole
The
of the
nit; giuuuu
wmu not snmea,
oc- wind
the nan
half 01
of tne
the American army
niiuieud).
day.
ground uushifted, me
luctuiiuiji
variety ui
casioned a succession of small engagements, pur- could not have crossed; and even as it was, if
suits and slaughter, which lasted for many hours. the fog had not concealed
their rear, it must
British discipline, in every instance, triumphed have been discovered, and could
hardly have escapover the native valour of raw tioops, who had ne ed. General Sullivan, who was taken
prisoner
ver been in action, and whose officers were unac on Long Island, was
immediately sent on parole,
of
with
the
war.
with
the
verbal
from
stratagems
lord
Howe
quainted
following
message
The loss of the British and Hessians was about to congress
that though he could not at present
450.
Tiie killed, wounded and prisoners of the treat with them in that character,
yet he was very
Americans, including those who were drowned, or! desirous of having a conference with some of the
in
the
woods
or
exmud, considerably
members, whom he would consider as private genperished
ceeded a thousand. Among the prisoners of the tlemen that he, with his brother, the General, had
er were two of their general officers, Sulli- full power to
compromise the dispute between
an and lord Sterling
3 colonels, 4 lieutenant co- Great Britain and &quot;America, upon terms advantalonels, :J majors, 18 captains, 43 lieutenants, and geous to both
that he wished a compact might
11
Smallwood s regiment, the officers be settled, at a time when no decisive blow was
of which were of the best families in the state of struck, and neither
party could say it was com
Maryland, sustained a loss of 2o9 men. The Bri pelled to enter into such agreement that were
tish alter their victory were so impetuous, that it
they disposed to treat, many things which they
was with difficulty they could be restrained from had not yet asked, might and ought to be granted;
and that if upon conference they found any proattacking the American lines.
In the time of, and subsequent to, the engage- bable ground of accommodation, the
authority of
mem, General Washington drew over to Long Is- congress would be afterwards acknowledged to
After he had render the treaty complete.&quot;
land, III greatest part of his army.
;

:

I

i

1

!

I

&quot;

:

;

;

;

;

I

1

1

-

collected his principal force there, it was his wish
and hope, that Sir William Howe would attempt
to storm the works on the Island.
These, though
iiisurfick iit to stand a regular siege, were strong
enough to resist a coup de main. The remem
brance of Bunker s-hill, and a desire to spare his
men, restrained the British General, from making
an assault. On the contrary he made demonstrations of proceeding by siege, and broke ground
within three hundred raids to the left, at Putnam s redoubt. Though General Washington wished for ail assault, yet being certain that his works
would be untenable, when the British batteries
should be fully opened. Vie called a council of war,
to consult on the measures proper to be taken.
It
was then determined, that the objects in view were
in no decree proportioned to the dangers, to which,
by a continuation on the island, they would be ex-

Three days
General

after

Sullivan

this

was

message

received,

was

rejoiced at less beneficial terms than they obtained
about seven years after : but Great Britain count
ed on the certainty of their absolute conquest, or

unconditional submission.
Her offers, therefore,
cojnported so little with the feelings of America,
that they neither caused demur nor disunion,
among the new formed states.
The unsuccessful termination of the action on
the 27th led to consequences moreseiiously alarm
ing to the Americans, than the loss of their men.

The army was

The mili
universally dispirited.
ran off by companies.
Their example infected
the regular regiments.
The loose footing on
which the militia came to camp, made it hazardous
to exercise over them that
discipline, without
which, any army is a mob. To restrain one part
tia

of an army, while another claimed and exercised
the right of doing as they pleased, was no less im
practicable than absurd.
A council of war recommended to act on the
defensive, and not to risk the army for the Bake of
New York. To retreat, subjected the commander
in chief to reflections painful to bear, and
yet im
To stand his ground, and, by
politic to refute.
suffering himself to be surrounded, to hazard the
fate of America on one decisive
engagement, was
contrary to every rational plan of defending the

wide-extended states committed to his care. A
middle line, between abandoning and defending,
was therefore for a short time adopted. The pub
lic stores were
removed to Dobbs s ferry, about
Twelve thou
twenty-six miles from New York.
sand men were ordered to the northern extremity
of New York island, and 4,500 to remain for the
Jefence of the city
while the remainder occupied
the intermediate space, with orders, either to sup

requested to inform lord
Howe: &quot;that congress, being the representatives
of the free and independent states of America,
cannot with propriety send any of their members
to confer with his lordship in their
private charac
ters; but that ever desirous of establishing peace port the city, or Kingsbridge, as exigencies might
reasonable terms, they will send a committee require.
of their body, to know whether he has
IJefore the British landed, it was impossible to
any authoThis made
rity to treat with persons authorised by congress, tell what place would be first attacked.
for that purpose, on behalf of America, and what it
necessary to erect works for the defence of
that authority is
and to hear such propositions as
of
as
well
as of New York.
places,
variety
he shall think fit to make respecting the same.&quot; Though every thing was abandoned, when the
elected
Dr. Franklin, John Adams, and Ed crisis came that either the city must be relinquish
They
ward Rutledge, their committee for this purpose. ed, or the army risked for its defence yet from
In a few days they met lord Howe, on Staten the delays occasioned by the redoubts and other
Island, and were received with great politeness. works, which had been erected on the idea of
On their return they made a report of their confer- making the defence of the states a war of posts,
it
ence, which they summed up by saying
did a whole campaign was lost to the British, and
not appear to your committee that his lordship
The year began with
Jship s saved to the Americans.
commission contained any other authority than that hopes that Great Britain would recede from her
expressed in the act of parliament
namely, that demands, and therefore every plan of defence was
of granting pardons, with such exceptions as the on a temporary system.
The declaration of inde
commissioners shall think proper to make, and of pendence, which the violence of Great Britain
declaring America, or any part of it, to be in the forced the colonies to adopt in July, though neither
For, as to the power foreseen nor intended at the commencement of the
king s peace, on submission.
of inquiring into the state of America, which his year, pointed out the necessity of orgaui/,ing an
lordship mentioned to us, and of conferring and army, on new terms, correspondent to the enlarg
consulting with any persons the commissioners ed objects for which they had resolved to contend.
might think proper, and representing the result of Congress accordingly determined to raise 88 bat
such conversation to the ministry, who, provided talions, to serve during the war.
the colonies would subject themselves, after all,
Under these circumstances, to wear away the
might, or might not, at their pleasure, make any campaign, with as little misfortune as possible, and
alterations in the former instructions to governors, thereby to gain time for raising a permanent
army
01 propose in parliament any amendment of the against the next year, was to the Americans a mat
acts complained of
we apprehend any expec ter of the last importance. Though the comman
tation, from the effect of such a power, would have der in chief abandoned those works, which hud en
been too uncertain and precarious, to be relied on grossed much time and attention, yet the advan
the delays they occasioned,
liv America, had she
still continued in her state of tage resulting from
Lord Howe had ended the con- far overbalanced the expense incurred by their
dependence.&quot;
;

!

;

;

Conformably lo this opinion, dispositions
were made for an immediate retreat. This comred soon after it was dark, from two points,
the upper and lower ferries on the East river.
Gen.
Dougal regulated the embarkation at one, and
Colonel Knox at the other.
The intention of evacuating the island had
been so prudently concealed from the Americans,
that they knew not whither they were going, but
supposed to attack the enemy. The field artillery,
tents, baggage, and about 9000 men, were con
veyed to the city of New York, over the East liver,
more than a mile wide, in less than 13 hours, and
posed.

;

;

M

without the knowledge of the British, though not
GOO yards distant. Providence, in a remarkable
For some time
manner, favoured the retreat
after the Americans began it, the state of the tide,
and a strong northeast wind made it impossible for
them to make use of their sail boats and their
whole number of row boats were insufficient for

;

:

completing the business, in the course of the night
but about eleven o clock, the wind died away, and
soon after sprang up at south-east, and blew fresh, ference on his part, by expressing his regard for
which rendered the sail boats of use, and at the America, and the extreme pain he would suffer in
same time made the passage from the Island to tin being obliged to distress those whom he so much
Dr. Franklin thanked him for his re
[regarded.
city, direct, easy and expeditious.
Towards morning, an extreme thick fog came gards, and assured him that the Americans would
mi. which hovered over Long Island
and, by con- show their gratitude, by endeavoring to lessen as
feel on their
csaliiis: the Americans, enabled them to complete much as possible, all pain he might
their n-treat without interruption, though the day account, by exerting their utmost abilities, in tak
had begun to dawn some time before it was fmish- ing good care of themselves.
r l.
The committee in every respect, maintained the
15v a mistake in the transmission of orders,
the American lines were evacuated for about three dignity of congress.
Their conduct and sentiments
The friends
quarters of an hour before the last embarkation were such as became their character.
but the British, though so near that to independence rejoiced that nothing resulted
look place
their working parties could be distinctly heard, be- from this interview, that might disunite the peoCongress, trusting to the good sense of theirj
ing enveloped in the fog. knew nothing of tin- mat- pic.
The lines were repossessed, and held till six countrymen, ordered the whole to be printed for
ter.
their information.
All the states would have
o clock in the morning.
No. 25
:

j

;

i

:

j

I

erection.

The same short sighted politicians, who had
before censured General Washington, for his cau
tious conduct, in not storming the British lines at
Boston, renewed their clamours against him, for
adopting this evacuating and retreating system.
Supported by a consciousness of his own integrity,
and by a full conviction that those measures were
best calculated for securing the independence of
America, he, for the good of his country, volunta
fame to be overshadowed by a
rily subjected his
temporary cloud.
General Howe, having prepared every thing for
a descent on New York island, began to land his
men under cover of ships of war, between Kopp s
bay and Turtle bay. A breast work had hern
erected in the vicinity, and a party stationed in it
:
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attempting those who were behind, and to defend the removal
and stores of his army.
appearance of danger, of the sick, the cannon,
commander in In this manner his troops made a line of small de
they ran oft in confusion. The
chief came up and in vain attempted to rally them. tached and entrenched camps, on the several heights
Valentine s hill, on the
Though the British in sight did not exceed sixty, and strong grounds from
he could not, either by example, intreaty, or autho right, to the vicinity of the White Plains, on the left.
The royal army moved in two columns, and took
on a superior force to stand their
rity, prevail
ront
a position with the Bronx in
number.
upon which
ground, and face that inconsiderable
On the day after this shameful flight of part of the Americans assembled their main force at
A general
the American army, a skirmish took place between White Plains behind intrenchments.
two battalions of light infantry and Highlanders, action was hourly expected, and a considerable one
commanded by Brigadier Leslie, and some detach- took place, in which several hundreds fell. The
Douments from the American army, under the com Americans were commanded by General
mand of Lieutenant Colonel Knowlton, of Connec gal, and the British by General Leslie. While
The colonel they were engaged, the American baggage was
ticut, and Major Leitch, of Virginia.
was killed, and the major badly wounded. Their moved off in full view of the British army. .Soon
men behaved with great bravery, and fairly beat after this, General Washington changed his front,
Most of these his left wing stood fast, and his right fell back to
their adversaries liom the field.
were the same men, who had disgraced themselves some hills. In this position, which was an admi
Struck with a rable one. in a military point of view, he both desir
the day before, by running away.
but General Howe de
sense of shame for their late misbehaviour, they had ed and expected an action
offered themselves as volunteers, and requested clined it, and drew olT his forces towards Dobbs s

oppose the British,
But on the
land.

to
to

in

I

;

M

;

The Americans afterwards retired to
them an oportu- ferry.
Their good conduct, North Castle.
General Washington, with a part of his army,
at this second engagement, proved an antidote to
the poison of their example on the preceding day. crossed the North river, and took post iu the
A force of about
It demonstrated that the Americans only wanted neighbourhood of fort Lee.
resolution and good officers to be on a footing with 7500 men, was left at North Castle, under General
the British; and inspired them with hopes, that a Lee.
The Americans having retired, Sir William
little more experience would enable them to assume
not only the name and garb, but the spirit and firm Howe determined to improve the opportunity of
the

commander

in chief to give

honour.
nity to retrieve their

reduction of fort Washing
This, the only post the Americans then held
New York, a brigade of the British army marched on New- York island, was under the command of
into it.
They had been only a few days in pos Colonel Magaw. The royal army made four at
The first on the north side, was
session, when a dreadful fire broke out and con tacks upon it.
The second
sumed about a thousand houses. Dry weather, led on by General Kniphausen.
and a brisk wind, spread the flames to such an ex on the east by General Matthews, supported by
The third was under the di
tent, that, had it not been for great exertions of the lord Cornwallis.
troops and sailors, the whole city must have shared rection of Lieutenant Colonel Stirling, and the
The troops
After the Americans had evacu fourth was commanded by lord Percy.
the same fate.
ated New York, they retired to the north end of under Kniphausen, when advancing to the fort,
In about had to pass through a thick wood, which was oc
the island on which that city is erected.
four weeks, Geneial Howe began to execute a plan cupied by Colonel Rawling s regiment of riflemen,
for cutting off General Washington s communica and suffered very much from their well-directed
tion wilh the eastern states, and enclosing him so fire.
as to compel a general engagement on the island.
During the attack, a body of the British light
With this view, the greater part of the royal army infantry advanced against a party of the Ameri
passed through Hellgate, entered the sound, and cans, who were annoying them from behind rocks
and trees, and obliged them to disperse. Lord Per
landed on Throg s neck, in Westchester county.
their absence, for the

ness of soldiers.

The Americans, having

evacuated the

city of ton.

Two

days after they made this movement, Gene
arrived from his late successful command
He found that there was a
to the southward.
prevailing disposition among the officers in the
American army for remaining on New York island.
A council of war was called, in which General Lee
gave such convincing reasons for quitting it. that
they resolved immediately to withdraw the bulk
He also pressed the expediency of
of the army.
evacuating fort Washington but in this he was
opposed by General Greene, who argued that the
ral

in

in general adopted, an exception
favour of fort Washington, and 3000
men were assigned for its defence.
The royal army, after a halt of six days, at
Throg s neck, advanced near to New Rochelle.
On their march they sustained a considerable loss
by a party of Americans whom General Lee post
ed behind a wall. After three days, General
Howe moved the right and centre of his army,
two miles to the northward of New Rochelle on
the road to the White Plains there he received
a large reinforcement.
General Washington, while
retreating from
New York island, was careful to make a front to
wards the British, from East Chester, almost to
White Plains, in order to secure the march of

all

s

persons assembled in arms against
to disband
and all ge

government

:

neral or provincial congresses to desist from their
treasonable actings, and to relinquish their usurp
that every
ed power.&quot;
They also declared,
&quot;

j

person who within sixty days should appear before
the governor, lieutenant governor, or commander
in chief of any of his majesty s colonies, or before
the general or commanding officer of his majesty s
forces, and claim the benefit of the proclamation
and testify his obedience to the laws, by subscrib
ing a certain declaration, should obtain a full anil
free pardon of all treasons by him committed, arid
of all forfeitures and penalties for the same.&quot;
The term of time for which the American sol
diers had engaged to serve, ended in November or
December; with no other exception, than that of
two companies of artillery, belonging to the state
of New York, which were engaged fur the war.
The army had been orgarii/ed at the close of tin:
preceding year, on the fallacious idea, that an ac
commodation would take place within a twelve
;

month. Even the flying camp, though instituted
after the prospect of that event had vanished, was
enlisted only to the first of December, from a pre

sumption that the campaign

would terminate by

that time.

When

was

expected that the conquerors
winter quarters, they commenced
a new plan
of operations more alarming than all
their previous conquests.
The reduction of tort
Washington, the evacuation of fort Lee, and the
diminution of the American army, by the depar
ture of those whose term of service had expired,
encouraged the British, notwithstanding the seve
rity of the winter, and the badness of the roads,
to pursue the remaining inconsiderable continen
tal force, with the
prospect of annihilating it.
Jiy
this turn of affairs, the interior country was sur
prised into confusion, and lound an enemv within
its bowels, without a sufficient
army to oppose it.
To retreat was the only expedient left. This hav
ing commenced, lord Cornwallis followed, and
was close in the rear of General Washington, as

would

it

retire to

he retreated

successively to Newark, to Bruns
wick, to Princeton, to Trenton, and to the Penn
The pursuit was
sylvania side of the Delaware.
urged with so much rapidity, that the rear of the

one army, pulling down bridges, was often within
sight, and shot of the van of the other, building

column of Kniphausen s attack, pushed for Americans had lost 2700 men in (bit Washing
and lodged his column within a hundred ton. In fourteen days after that event, the whole
This was
yards of the fort, and was there soon joined by (lying camp claimed their discharge.
the left column
the garrison surrendered on terms followed by the almost daily departure of others,
of capitulation, by which the men were to be con whose engagements terminated nearly about the
sidered as prisoners of war, and the officers to same time.
A farther disappointment happened
keep their baggage and side arms. The number to General Washington. Gates had been ordered
of prisoners amounted to 2700.
The loss of the by congress to send two regiments from TicondeTwo Jersey regi
British, in killed, wounded, and missing, wa.s about roga, to reinforce his army.
1200.
Shortly after fort Washington had sur ments were put under the command of General St.
right

ward,

;

possession of that post would divert a large body
of the enemy, from joining their main force, and,
would be of great
in conjunction with fort Lee,
use in covering the transportation of provisions
and s ores up (he North river, for the service of the
American troops. He added farther, that the gar
rison could be brought off at any time, by boats
from the Jersey side of the river. His opinion
Though the system of evacuating and
prevailed.

was

majesty

;

;

was made

(his

cy earned an advance work on his side and Lieu them up.
tenant Colonel Sterling forced his way up a steep
This retreat into, and through New Jersey, was
Their outworks attended with almost every circumstance thnt
height, and took 170 prisoners.
being carried, the Americans left their lines, and could occasion embarrassment and depression of
crowded into the fort. Colonel Kahl, who led the spirits. It commenced in a few days after the

Lee

retreating

commanded

case of their

first

considerable (lair, and forwarded in obedience to this order
on the op but the period for which they were enlisted was
expired, and the moment they entered their own
The garrison was saved by an immediate evac state, they went off to a man.
A tew officers,
uation, but at the expense of their artillery and without a single private, of these two regiments,
stores.
General Washington, about this time, were all that General St. Clair brought to the aid
retreated to Newark.
Having abundant reason, of the retreating American army. The lew, who
from the posture of affairs, to count on the neces remained with General
Washington, were in a most
They consisted mostly of the
sity of a farther retreat, he asked Colonel Reed; forlorn condition.
&quot;should
we retreat to the back parts of Pennsyl troops which had garrisoned fort Lee, and had
vania, will the Pennsylvanians support us
The been compelled to abandon that post so suddenly,
Colonel replied, if the lower counties be subdued, that they commenced their retreat without tents
and give up, the back counties will do the same. or blankets, and without
any utensils to dress their
The General replied
we must retire to Augusta] provisions. In this situation
they performed a
county in Virginia. Numbers will be obliged to march of about ninety miles, and had the address
must try what we can to prolong it to the space of nineteen days.
repair to us for safely.
do in carrying on a predatory war and, if over
As the retreating Americans, marched through
the country, scarcely one of the inhabitants joined
powered, we must cross the Allegany mountain.&quot;
While a tide of success was flowing in upon them; while numbers were daily
flocking to the
General Howe, he and his brother, as
royal com royal army, to make their peace, and obtain pro
missioners, issued a proclamation, in which they tection.
They saw on the one side a numerous.
rendered,

lord

Cornwallis,

force, passed over to attack
posite Jersey shore.

with

fort

a

;

Lee,

?&quot;

&quot;

:

;

:

|

We

;

t

UNITED STATES.
well-appointed, and lull clad army, dazzling their
eyes with the elegance of uniformity ; on the other,
a tew poor fellows, who, from their shabby cloth
ing, were called ragmuffms, fleeing for their
Xot only the common people changed
safety.
sides in this gloomy state of public affairs : but
some of tlie leadiug men in New Jersey and Penn
Among
sylvania adopted the same expedient.
these Mr. (ialloway, and the family of the Aliens

38?

vernment, had in a fit of passion, abolished that
of Great Britain, and established in its room, free
constitutions of their own
but these new estab
lishments, from want of wisdom in their rulers, or
of spirit in their people, were no sooner formed
than annihilated.
The leading men in their res
pective governments, and the principal members
;

of Congress, for by this name the insurgents dis
tinguished their supreme council, were hanged,
in Philadelphia, were most distinguished.
The and their estates confiscated. Washington, the
former, and one of the latter, had been members gallant leader of their military establishments,
of Congress.
In this hour of adversity, they came worthy of a better fate, deserted by his army, aban
within the British lines, and surrendered them doned by his country, rushing on the thickest bat
selves to the conquerors, alleging in justification talions of the foe, provoked a friendly British
of their conduct, that though they had joined with bayonet to deliver him from an ignominious death.
To human wisdom it appeared probable, that
their countrymen, in seeking for a redress of
grievances in a constitutional way, they had never such a paragraph would have closed some small
approved of the measures lately adopted, and were section in the history of England, treating of the
in particular, at all times averse to independence. American troubles.
There is in human affairs
On the day General Washington retreated over an ultimate point of elevation or depression, beyond
the Delaware, the British took possession of .Rhode which they neither grow better nor worse
but
Island, without any loss, and at the same time turn back in a contrary course.
blocked up Commodore Hopkins squadron, and a
In proportion as difficulties increased. Congress
redoubled its exertions to oppose them. They
number of privateers at Providence.
In this period, when the American army was addressed the states in animated language, calcu
the people giving up lated to remove their despondency, renew their
relinquishing its General
the cause
some of their leaders going over to hopes, and confirm their resolutions.
the enemy and the British commanders succeed
They, at the same time, despatched gentlemen
ing in every enterprise, General Lee was taken of character and influence, to excite the militia to
General Mifflin was, on this oc
prisoner at Baskenbridge, by Lieutenant Colonel take the field.
llarcourt.
This caused a depression of spirits casion, particularly useful. He exerted his great
among: the Americans, far exceeding any real in abilities, in arousing his fellow citizens, by anima
He had ted and affectionate addresses, to turn out in de
jury done to their essential interests.
been repeatedly ordered to come forward with his fence of their endangered liberties.
division, and join General Washington: but these
Congress also recommended to each of the Uni
to appoint a day of solemn fasting
orders were not obeyed.
This circumstance, and ted States,
the dangerous crisis of public affairs, together with and humiliation, to implore of Almighty God the
his being alone, at some distance from the troops
orgiveness of their many sins, and to beg the coun
which lie commanded, begat suspicions that he tenance and assistance of his providence, in the
chose to fall into the hands of the British. Though jrosecution of the present just and necessary war.&quot;
In the dangerous situation, in which every thing
those apprehensions were without foundation, they
produced the same extensive mischief, as if they lear to the friends of independence was reduced,
;

;

:

:

&quot;

realities.
The Americans had reposed congress transferred extraordinary powers to Geextravagant confidence in his military talents, and iieral Washington, by a resolution expressed in the
experience of regular European war.
Merely to ollowing words
The unjust, but determined purpose of the
have lost such an idol of the states, at any time,
would have been distressful but losing him under British court, to enslave these free states, obvious
circumstances, which favoured an opinion that. hrough every delusive insinuation to the contrary,
despairing of the American cause, he chose to be laving placed things in such a situation that the
taken prisoner, was to many an extinguishment of very existence of civil liberty now depends on the
right execution of military power and the vigorevery hope.
decisive conduct of these being impossible to
By the advance of the British into New Jersey,

had been

:

&quot;

;

;

&amp;gt;us,

the neighbourhood of Philadelphia became the
seat of war.
This prevented that undisturbed at
tention to public business which the deliberations
of Congress required.
They therefore adjourned
themselves to meet in eight days at Baltimore, re
that General Washing
solving at the same time,
ton should be possessed of full powers to order
and direct all things, relative to the department,
and the operations of war.&quot;
The activity of the British at the close of the

In this hour of extremity, the attention of Con
gress was employed in devising plans to save the
states from sinking under the heavy calamities
which were bearing them down. It is remarka
ble, that, neither in the present condition, though
trying aud severe, nor in any other since the de
claration of independence, was Congress influen
ced either by force, distress, artifice, or persuasion,
to entertain the most distant idea of
purchasing
peace, by returning to the condition of British
So low were they reduced in the latter
subjects.
end of 1776, that some members distrustful of
their ability to resist the power of Great Britain,
proposed to authorise their commissioners at the
court of France, (whose appointment shall be
hereafter explained,) to transfer to that country
the same monopoly of their trade, which Great
Britain had hitherto enjoyed.
On examination, it
was found, that concessions of this kind would de
stroy the force of many arguments heretofore used
in favour of independence, aud
probably disunite
their citizens.

was next proposed to offer a monopoly of
enumerated aiticles of produce. To this
the variant interests of the different states were
so directly opposed, as to occasion a speedy and
decided negative. Some proposed offering to
France, a league offensive and defensive, in case
he would heartily support American indepen
dence but this was also rejected. The more en
lightened members of Congress argued &quot;though
the friendship of small states might be purchased,
that of France could not.&quot;
They alleged, that if
she would risk a war with Great Britain, by open
ly espousing their cause, it would not be so much
from the prospect of direct advantages, as from a
natural desire to lessen the overgrown power of a
dangerous rival. It was therefore supposed, that
the only inducement, likely to influence France
to an interference, was an assurance that the Uni
ted States were determined to persevere in refu
Instead
sing a return to their former allegiance.
of listening to the terms of the royal commission
ers, or to any founded on the idea of their resuming
the character of British subjects, it was therefore
again resolved, to abide by their declared indepen
dence, and proffered freedom of trade to every
It

certain

:

:

trusting the event to providence.
consequences. Copies of these
resolutions were sent to the principal courts of
Europe, and proper persons were appointed to

foreign nation

and risking

;

all

solicit their friendship to the

new-formed

states.

These despatches fell into the hands of the Bri
Congress, having maturely considered the present tish, and were by them published. This was the
numerous, and deliberative bodies;

listant,

this

and having perfect reliance on the wisdom, very thing wished for by Congress. They well
and uprightness of General Washington, \new that an apprehension of their making up all
do hereby
differences with Great Britain was the principal
&quot;Resolve that General
Washington shall be, objection to the interference of foreign courts, in
and he is hereby vested with full, ample, and com what was represented to be no more than a domes
A resolution adopted ki the deepest
plete powers, to raise and collect together, in the tic quarrel.
most speedy and effectual manner, from any or all distress and the worst of times, that Congress
of these United States, sixteen battalions of in would listen to no terms of re-union with their
those who wished for the
campaign, seemed in some measure to compensate fantry, in addition to those already voted by Con parent state, convinced
to appoint officers for the said battalions of dismemberment of the British empire, that it was
for their tardiness in the beginning of it.
gress
Hitherto they had succeeded in every scheme. infantry to raise, officer, and equip 3000 light sound policy to interfere, so far as would prevent
They marched up and down the Jersey side of horse, three regiments of artillery, and a corps of the conquest of the United States.
These judicio.us determinations in the cabinet
to establish their pay
to apply to any
the Delaware, and through the country without engineers
he shall were accompanied with vigorous exertions in the
any molestation. All opposition to the re-estab of the states for such aid of the militia as
field.
In this crisis of danger 1500 of the Pennto form such magazines of pro
lishment of royal government seemed to be on judge necessary
The Americans had visions, and in such place:; as he shall think pro svlvania militia embodied, to reinforce the conti
the point of expiring.
The merchant, the farmer, the
to displace and appoint all officers under the nental army.
thus far acted without system, or rather feebly ex per
ecuted what had been injudiciously adopted. rank of Brigadier General; and to till up all vacan tradesman, and the labourer, cheerfully relinquish
Though the war was changed from its first ground, cies in every other department in the American ed the conveniences of home, to perform the
uties of private soldiers, in the severity of a
to take, wherever he may be, whatever
armies
a redress of grievances, to a struggle for sove
in iv w.mt for the use of the army, if the inha- winter campaign.
Though most of them were
reignty, yet some considerable time elapsed, before
arrangements conformable to this new system, l.iitants will not sell it, allowing a reasonable price accustomed to the habits of a city life, they slept
to arrest and confine persons who in tents, barns, and sometimes in the open air, du
and a much louger, before they for the same
were adopted
refuse to take the continental currency, or are ring the cold months of December and January.
were carried into execution.
With the year 1776, a retreating, half-naked otherwise disaffected to the American cause and There were, nevertheless, only two instances of
are citizens, sickness, and only one of death, in that large body
army was to be dismissed, and the prospect of a return to the states of which they
new one was both distant and uncertain. The re their names, and the nature of their offences, to of men. in the course of six weeks. The dlay,
that the so judiciously contrived on the retreat through
with the witnesses to prove them
cently assumed independence of the states, was gether
It was foregoing powers be vested in General Washing
Jersey, afforded time for these volunteer rein
apparently on the verge of dissolution.
from forcements to join General Washington. The
supposed by many, that the record of their exist ton, for, and during the term of six months,
ence would have been no more than, that a tickle the date thereof, unless sooner determined by number of troops under his command at that time,
To
fluctuated between two and three thousand.
people, impatient of the restraints of regular go Congres:
crisis,

vigour,

&quot;

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

ii&amp;lt;-

;

;

;

:

&quot;
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turn round and face a victorious and numerous
was risking
foe, with this inconsiderable force,
much hut the urgency of the cape required that
something should be attempted. The recruiting
business, for the proposed new continental army,
was at a stand, while the British were driving the
Americans before them. The present regular
soldiers could, as a matter of right, in less than a
week, claim their discharge, and scarce a single
Under these
recruit offered to supply their place.
circumstances, the bold resolution was formed, of
rccrossing into the state of Jersey, and attacking
that part of the enemy which was posted at Tren
:

ton.

When the Americans retreated over the Dela
ware, the boats in the vicinity were moved out of
this arrested their pro
the way of their pursuers
but the British commanders, in the securi
gress
in Burlington,
ty of conquest, cantoned theirarmy
Bordenlon, Trenton, and other towns of New
enabled to
Jersey, in daily expectation of being
cross into Pennsylvania, by means of ice, which is
generally formed about that time.
;

:

Of all

none seemed to them more im

events,

probable, than that their late retreating, half-na
ked enemies, should, in this extreme cold season,
face about and commence offensive operations.
They indulged themselves in a degree of careless
inattention to the possibility of a surprise, which,
in the vicinity of an enemy, however contempti
It has been said that
ble, can never be justified.
Colonel Kahl, the commanding officer in Trenton,

being under some apprehension for that frontier
post, applied to General Grant for a reinforcement,
and that General returned for answer :
Tell the
&quot;

I will undertake to keep
very safe.
the peace in New Jersey, with a corporal s guard.&quot;
In the evening of Christmas day General Wash
ington made arrangements for re-crossing the
at
Delaware in three divisions
Konkey s fer
at Trenton ferry
and at or near Bordenton.
ry
The troops which were to have crossed at the two

colonel, he

is

;

;

M

;

last places, were commanded by Generals Ewing
and Cadwalader, who made every exertion to get
over
but the quantity of ice was so gieat, that
they could not effect their purpose. The main
body which was commanded by General Washing
:

M Konkey s ferry

ton, crossed at
the river retarded

:

but the ice in

passage so long, that it was
three o clock in the morning, before the artillery
could be gotten over. On landing in Jersey, it

was formed

into

its

two

nerals Sullivan

commanded by Ge
vho had under their

divisions,

Green,

command Brigadiers lord Stirling, Mercer and St.
Clair.
One of the divisions were ordered to pro
ceed on the lower, or river road, the other on the
Colonel Stark, with
upper, or Pennington road.
some light troops, was also directed to advance
near to the river, and to possess himself of that
The
part of the town which is beyond the bridge.
divisions

having

nearly

the

same distance

to

march, were ordered, immediately on forcing the
out guards, to push directly into Trenton, that they
might charge the enemy before they had time to

Though they marched different roads, yet
they arrived at the enemy s advanced post, within
three minutes of each other.
The out guards of
the Hessian troops at Trenton soon fell back but
kept up a constant retreating fire. Their main
body, being hard pressed by the Americans, who
had already got possession of half their artillery,
attempted to file off by a road leading towards
Princeton but were checked by a body of troops
thrown in their way. Finding themselves sur
rounded, they laid down their arms. The num
ber which submitted was 23 officers and 886 men.
Between 30 and 40 of the Hessians were killed
and wounded. Colonel Raid was among the for
mer, and seven of his officers among the latter.
Cap. MI Washington, of the Virginia troops, and
five or six of the Americans, were wounded.
Two
were killed, and two or three were frozen to death.
The detachment in Trenton consisted of the regiraentsnf Itahl, Losberg, and Kuiphausen, amount
ing in the whole to about 1/500 men, and a troop!
All these were killed orl
of British light horse.
form.

:.

:

the
captured, except about 600, who escaped by
road leading to Bordenton.
The British had a strong battalion of light in
near
fantry at Princeton, and a force yet remaining
the Delaware, superior to the American army.
General Washington, therefore, in the evening of
the same day, thought it most prudent to recross
into Pennsylvania with his prisoners.
The effects of this successful enterprise were
speedily felt in recruititig the American aimy.
About 1400 regular soldiers, whose time of ser
vice was on the point of expiring, agreed to serve
six weeks longer, on a promised gratuity of ten
paper dollars to each. Men of influence were
sent to different parts of the country to rouse the
militia.
The rapine and impolitic conduct of the
British operated more forcibly on the inhabitants,
to expel them from the state, than either patriot
ism, or persuasion to prevent their overrunning it.
The Hessian prisoners taken on the
being
secured, General Washington re-crossed the De
The
and
took
of
Trenton.
laware,
possession
detachments, which had been distributed over
New Jersey, previous to the capture of the Hes
sians, immediately after that event, assembled at
Princeton, and were joined by the army from
Brunswick, under lord Cornwallis. From this
position, Jan. Hd. 177(3, they proceeded towards
Trenton in great force, hoping by a vigorous onset
to repair the injury their cause had sustained by
the late defeat.
Truly delicate was the situation
of the feeble American armyTo retreat was to
hazard the city of Philadelphia, and to destroy
every ray of hope which had begun to dawn from
their late success.
To risk an action, with a su
2(&amp;gt;lh

that of course the remainderin the rear at PrinceIon was not more than equal to his own.
The
j

I

I

event verified this conjecture.
The more effectu
ally to disguise the departure of the Americans
from Trenton, fires were lighted up in front of
their camp.
These not only gave appearance
of going to rest, but, as flame cannot be seen
through, concealed from the British what was
In this relative position
transacting behind them.
they were a pillar of fire to the one army, and a
pillar of a cloud to ihe other.
Providence favoured this movement of the Ame
ricans.
The weather had been for some time so
warm and nioi.it, that the ground was soft, and the
roads so deep as to be scarcely passable
but the
wind suddenly changed to the north-west, and the
ground in a short time was frozen so hard, that
when the Americans took up their line of march,
they were no more retarded, than if they had been
:

a solid pavement.
General Washington reached Princeton early in
the morning, January 3, and would have complete
ly surprised the British, had not a party, which
was on their way to Trenton, descried his troops
when they were two miles distant, and sent back
couriers to alarm their unsuspecting fellow sol

upon

diers in their rear.
These consisted of the l?th
the 40lh, and oath regiment of British infantry,
some of the royal artillery with two field pieces,

and three troops of light dragoons. The centre of
the Americans, consisting of the Philadelphia mi
litia, while on their line of march, was briskly charg
ed by a party of the British, and gave way in dis
order. The moment was critical. General Wash
ington pushed forward, and placed himself between
with his horse s
perior force in front, and a river in rear, was dan his own men and the British
gerous in the extreme. To get round the advan head fronting the latter. The Americans, encou
ced party of the British, and, by pushing forwards, raged by his example and exhortations, made a
to attack in their rear, was deemed preferable to stand, and returned the British lire.
The general,
either.
The British, on their advance from though between both parties, was providentially
Princeton, about 4 P. M. attacked a body of Ame uninjured by either.
ricans posted with four field pieces, a little to the
A party of the British fled into the college, and
northward of Trenton, and compelled them to were there attacked with field pieces which were
retreat.
The pursuing British, being checked, fired into it. The seat of the muses became for
at the bridge over Sanpink creek, which runs some time the scene of action.
The party, which
through that town, by some field pieces, posted on had taken refuge in the college. after receiving a few
the opposite banks of that rivulet, fell back so far discharges fiom the American field pieces, came
as to be out of reach of the cannon, and kindled out and surrendered themselves
prisoners of war.
their fires.
In the course of the engagement sixty of the
The Americans were drawn up on the other British were killed, a greater number wounded
side of the creek, and in that position remained and about 300 of them taken
The rest
prisoners.
till
night, cannonading the enemy and receiving made their escape, some by pushing on towards
their fire.
lu this critical hour, two armies, on Trenton, others by returning towards Brunswick.
which the success or failure of the American re The Americans lost only a few but Colonels Has
volution materially depended, were crowded into let and Potter, and
Captain Neal of the artillery,
the small village of Trenton, and only separated were among the slain.
General Mercer received
by a creek, in many places fordable. The Bri three bayonet wounds, of which he died in a short
tish, believing they had all the advantages they time.
He was a Scotchman by birth but from
could wish for, and that they could use them when principle and affection had
engaged to support the
they pleased, discontinued all farther operations, liberties of his adopted country, with a zeal equal
and kept themselves in readiness to make the at to that of any of its native sons. In
private life
tack next morning.
Sir William Erskine is re he was amiable, and his character as an officer
to
have advised an immediate attack, or stood high in the public esteem.
ported
at least to place a
While they were fighting at Princeton, the Bri
strong guard at a bridge over
Sanpiuk creek, which lay in the route the Ameri tish in Trenton were under arms, and on the point
cans took to Princeton
giving for a reason that, ol making an assault on the evacuated camp of
otherwisa, Washington, if a good general, would the Americans.
With so much address had the
make a move to the left of the royal army, and at movement to Princeton been conducted, that
tack the post at Princeton in the rear.
though from the critical situation of the two armies
The next morning presented a scene as brilliant every ear may be supposed to have been
open,
on the one side, as it was unexpected on the other. and every watchfulness to have been
employed,
Soon after it became dark, General Washington yet General
moved
Washington
completely off the
ordered all his baggage to be
silently removed, ground, with his whole force, stores, baggage and
and having left guards for the purpose of decep
unknown
to.
and
artillery,
unsuspected by hisadtion, marched with his whole force, by a cirtui- versaries.
The British in Trenton, were so
tous route, to Princeton.
This manoeuvre was entirely deceived, that when they heard the
determined upon in a council of war, from a con report of the
artillery at Princeton, though it was
viction that it would avoid the
appearance of a in the depth of winter, they supposed it to be
and
at
the
same time the hazard of an ac. thunder.
retreat,
tion in a bad position and that it was the most
That part of the royal army, which, having
likely
way to preserve the city of Philadelphia, from escaped from Princeton, retreated towards New
General Brunswick, was pursued for three or four miles.
falling into the hands of the British.
Washington also presumed, that from an eagerness Another party which had advanced as far as
to efface the impressions, made
by the late capture Maidenhead, on their way to Trenton, hearing the
of the Hessians at Trenton, the British cominan- frequent discharge of fire arms in their
rear,
ders had pushed forward theirprincijjal force, and wheeled round and marched to the aid of their
;

:

:

;

;

;
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destroying movements, were concerting private insurrections,
to revenge themselves on the plunderers.
The
dispute originated about property, or in other
iu good order, to Pluckemiu.
From the
words, about the right of taxation.
So great was the consternation of the British at same source, at this time, it received a new and
these unexpected movements, that they instantly forcible impulse. The farmer, who could not trace
evacu.iti-J both Trenton and Princeton, anil re- the consequences of British taxation, nor of Ame
treatetl with their whole force to New Brnogwick. rican independence, felt the injuries he sustained
Tlie American mililia collected, aud, forming from the depredation of licentious troops.
The
them selves iuto parties, waylaid their enemies, militia of New Jeisey, who had hitherto behaved
whensoever an opportunity pre most shamefully, from this time forward redeemed
and cut lliem
sented,
in a lew days they overran the Jerseys, their character, and, throughout a tedious war,
(ionerul Maxwell surprised Klizabethtown, and performed services with a spirit and discipline, in
roi.k near 100 piisoners.
Newark was abandon many respects, equal to that of regular soldiers.
ed
and the late conquerors were forced to leave
The victories of Trenton and Princeton seemed
Woodbridge. The royal troops were confined to to be like a resurrection from the dead, to the des
Ambuy ai.d Brunswick, which held a water com ponding friends of independence. A melancholy
munication with New York.
Thus, iu the short gloom had. in the first twenty-five daysofDecem
but, from the
space of a month, that part of Jersey, which lies ber, overspread the United States
between New Brunswick and Delaware, was both memorable era of the 26th of the same month,
overrun bv the British, and recovered by the Ame their prospects began to brighten. The recruiting
ricans.
The retreat of the continental army, the service, which for some time had been at a stand,
tnuid policy of the Jersey fanners, who chose ra was successfully renewed
and hopes were soon
ther to secure their property by submission, than indulged, that the commander in chief would be
defend it by resistance, made the British believe enabled to take the field in the spring, with a per
tjieir work was done, and that little else remained. manent regular force.
General Washington re
lint to reap a harvest of plunder as the reward of tired to Morristown, that he might afford shelter to
Unrestrained by the terrors of civil liis suffering army.
The American militia had
thtir labouis.
law, uncontrolled by the severity of discipline, and sundry successful skirmishes with detachments of
Within four days after the afelated with their success, the soldiers of the royal :heir adversaries.
at Princeton, between forty and
iirmv. and particularly the Hessians, gave full scope
fifty Waldeck;rs were killed, wounded, or taken, at
to tiie seliish and ferocious passions ol human na
Springfield,
ture. A conquered country and submitting inhabi
]y an equal number of the same New Jersey mitants presented easy plunder, equal to their un
itia, which, but a month before, suffered the Bribounded rapacitv. Infants, children, old men and ish to overrun their country without opposition.
women, were stripped of their blankets aud cloth This enterprise was conducted by Colonel Spen
Furniture was burnt or otherwise destroyed. cer, whose gallantry, on the occasion, was reward
ing.
Domestic animals were carried olf, and the people ed with the command of a regiment.
robbed of their necessary household provisions.
During the winter movements, which have been
Tlie rapes and brutalities committed on women, ust related, the soldiers of both armies underwent
and even on very young girls, would shock the great hardships; but the Americans suffered bv
These ar the greatest. Many of them were without
ears of modesty if particularly recited.
violences were perpetrated on inhabitants who had shoes, though marching over frozen ground, which
remained iu their houses, and received printed so gashed their naked feet, that each step was
There was scarcely a tent
protections, signed by order of the commander iu narked with blood.
n the whole army.
chief.
The city of Philadelphia
It was in vain that they produced these
The Hessians could lad been twice laid under contribution, to provide
protections as a safeguard.
and the British soldiers thought hem with blankets. Officers had been appointed
not read them
they were entitled to a share of the booty, equally :o examine every house, and, after leaving a scantv
with their foreign associates.
covering for the family, to bring off the rest, for
Such, in all ages, has been the complexion of he use of the troops in the field
but, notwith
the bulk of armies, that immediate and severe standing these exertions, the quantity procured
punishments are indispensibly necessary, to keep was far short of decency, much less of comfort.
The officers and soldiers of the American army
them from flagrant enormities. That discipline,
without which an army is a band of armed plun were about this time inoculated in their canton
As very few of them had
derers, was, as far as respected the inhabitants, ment at Morristown.
either neglected, or but feebly administered in the ever had the small pox, the inoculation was nearlyThe soldiers finding they might take universal. The disorder had previously spread
royal army.
with impunity what they pleased, were more among them in the natural way, aud proved mor
but after inoculation was introduced,
strongly urged by avarice, than checked by policy al to many
Had every citi/.en been secured in his hough whole regiments were inoculated in a day,
or fear.
here was little or no mortality from the small
rights, protected in his property, and paid for his
x and the disorder was so slight, that, from the
supplies, the consequences might have been fatal
to the end of it, there was not a
to the hopes of those who were attached to inde
&amp;gt;eginning
single
pendence. What the warm recommendations of lay in which they could not, and, if called upon,
Congress, and the ardent applications of General rould not have turned out and fought the British.
Washington could not effect, took place of its own To induce the inhabitants to accommodate officers
accord, in consequence of the plunderings and de and soldiers in their houses, while under the small
vastations of the royal army.
they and their families were inoculated graThe whole country became instantly hostile to :is by the military surgeons. Thus, in a short
the invaders.
Sufferers of all parties rose, as one time, the whole army, and the inhabitants in and
man, to revenge their personal injuries. Those, near Morristown, were subjected to the small pox,
who, from age or infirmities were incapable of and with very little inconvenience to either.
Three months, which followed the actions of
bearing arms, kept a strict watch on the move
ments of the royal army, and, from time to time, Trenton and Princeton, passed away without any
communicated information to their countrymen in mportant military enterprise on either side. Maj.
arms. Those who lately declined all military op Lien. Putnam was directed to take post at Prince
position, though called upon by the sacred tie of ton, and cover the country in the vicinity. He had
honour pledged to each other on the declaration of only a few hundred troops, though he was no more
independence, cheerfully embodied, when they han eighteen miles distant from the strong garri
found submission to be unavailing for the security son of the British at Brunswick. At one period
This was not done originally ill :ie had fewer men for duty, than he had miles of
of their estates.
consequence of the victories ol Trenton andPrince- &quot;rentier to guard. The situation ol General Wash{on.
In tire very moment of these actions, or be
ngton at Morristown was uot more eligible. His
brce was trifling, when compared with that of the
fore the news of them had .circulated, sundry in
but the enemy, and his own countrymen,
dividuals, unknowing of General Washington s British

companions.

Americans,

by

bridges, ictarded these, though close in their rear,
so long as to gain time for themselves to move off,

oil&quot;

:

;

:

&quot;air

;

;

;

;

&amp;gt;ox,

;
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Their deception was che

believed the contrary.

rished, and artfully continued by the specious pa

rade of a considerable army.

The American

of

ficers took their station in positions of difficult ac
cess, and kept up a constant communication with

This secured them from insult and
While they covered the country, they

each other.
surprise.

harassed the foraging parties of the British, and
often attacked them with success.
Of a variety
of these, the two following are selected as most
worthy of notice. General Dickinson, with four
hundred Jersey militia, and fifty of the Pennsyl
vania riflemen, crossed Millstone river, near So
merset court-house, and attacked a large foraging
party of the British, with so much spirit, that they
abandoned their convoy and fled. Nine of them
were taken prisoners. Forty wagons, and upwards
of one hundred horses, with a considerable booty,
fell into the hands of the geneial.
While the Bri
tish were loading their wagons, a single man be
gan to fire on them from the woods. He was soon
joined by more of his neighbours, who could not
After
patiently see their property carried away.
the foragers had been annoyed for some time by
these unseen marksmen, they fancied, on the ap
pearance of General Dickinson, that they were at
tacked by a superior force, aud began a precipitate
flight.

In about a month after the affair at Somerset
court-house, Colonel Nelson, of Brunswick, with
a detachment of 150 militia men, surprised and

captured

at

Lawrence

s

Neck, a major and

fifty-

nine privates of the refugees, who were in British
payThroughout the campaign of 1776, an uncom
mon degree of sickness raged in the American
army. Husbandmen, transferred at once from
the conveniences of domestic life, to the hardships
f a field encampment, could not accommodate
themselves to the sudden change. The southern
troops sickened from the want of salt provision*.
Linen shirts were generally worn, in contact with
the skin.
The salutary influence of flannel, in
preventing the diseases of camps, was either un
known or disregarded. The discipline of the army
was too feeble to enforce those regulations which
experience has proved to be indispensably necessv.ry, for preserving the health of large bodies of
men collected together. Cleanliness was also
too much neglected.
On the 8th of August, the
whole American army before New York, consist
ing of 17,225 men ; but of that number only 10,514
were fit for duty. The numerous sick suffered
much from the want of necessaries. Hurry and

confusion added much to their distresses. Theie
was besides a real want of the requisites for their
relief.

A

proper hospital establishment was beyond the
of Congress, especially as the previous
arrangements were not entered upon till the cam
paign had begun. Many, perhaps some thousands,
of the American army, were swept
in a few
abilities

oft&quot;

months by sickness. The country every where
presented the melancholy sight of soldiers suffer
ing poverty and disease, without the aid of medi
cine or

attendance.

Those who survived gave

such accounts of the sufferings of the

siek, a
really discouraged the recruiting service.
rage for plundering, under the pretence of taking
lory ]&amp;gt;roperty, infected many of the common sol-

A

The army
liery, and even some of the officers.
had been formed on such principles, in some of the
states, that commissions were, in several instances,
bestowed on persons who had no pretensions to
the character of gentlemen.
Several of the offi
cers were chosen by their own men ; and they of
ten preferred those from whom they expected the
In other cases, the choice
greatest indulgences.
the men was in favour of those who had con;ented to throw their pay into a joint stock with
the privates, from which officers and men drew
:jual shares.
The army, consisting mostly of new recruits
and inexperienced officers, and be ins only enga
ged for a twelvemonth, was very deficient in that
&amp;gt;f

merhauism and

discipline,

which time and

exjie-
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rience

on

bestowed

veteran

Washington was unremitting

troops.

to Congress, tavouring such alterations as promised
in the army:
permanency, order, and discipline
but his judicious opinions on these subjects were

CHAPTER
Of ludependencP;

.State

XIII.

Constitutions, and

tlte

Conffde-

rtition.

IM former ages, it was common for a part of a
The sentiments of liberty which
slowly adopted.
then generally prevailed, made some distinguished community to migrate, and to erect themselves
members of Congress o distrustful of the future into an independent society. Since the earth has
been more fully peopled, and especially since the
power and probable designs of a permanent domes
tic army, (hat they had well nigh sacrificed their principles of union have been better understood, a
different policy has prevailed.
fondness lor
country to their jealousies.
The unbounded freedom of the savage, who planting colonies has, for three preceding centu
roams the woods, must be restrained, when he ries, given full scope to a disposition for emigra
and, at the same time, the emigrants have
.becomes a citi/.en of orderly government and, tion
from the necessity of the case, must be much been retained in a connexion with their parent state.
more so, when he submits to be a soldier. The By these means Europeans have made the riches,
individuals, composing the army of America, could both of the east and west, subservient to their
riot at once pass over from the full enjoyment of avarice and ambition.
Though they occupy the
civil liberty to the discipline of a camp, nor could smallest portion o( the lour quarters of the globe,
the leading men in Congress for some time be per they have contrived to subject the other three to
God their influence or command.
suaded to adopt energetic establishments.
The circumstances, under which New England
that the citizens should
forbid,&quot; would such say,
be so far lost in the soldiers of our army, that they was planted, would, a lew centuries ago, have enshould give over longing for the enjoyments of tilled them, from their first settlement, to the pri
Let frequent furloughs be vileges of independence.
They were virtually
domestic happiness.
exiled from their native country, by being denied
granted, rather than the endearments of wives and
children should cease to allure the individuals of the rights of men
they set out on their own ex
Our army from camps to farms.&quot; The amiable- pense, and, after purchasing the consent of the
ness of this principle veiled the error of the senti native proprietors, improved an uncultivated coun
ment. The minds of the civil leaders in the coun try, to which, in the eye of reason and philosophy,
the king of England had no title.
cils of America were daily occupied, in contem
If it be lawful for individuals to relinquish their
plating the rights of human nature, and investiga
ting arguments on the principles of general liberty, native soil, and pursue their own happiness in other
regions, and under other political associations, the
to justify their own opposition to Great Britain.
Warmed with these ideas, they trusted too much settlers of New England were always so far inde
to the virtue of (licit countrymen, and were back
pendent, as to owe no obedience to their parent
ward to enforce that subordination and order in state, but such as resulted from their voluntary
The slavish doctrine of the divine right
their army, which, though it intrenches on civil assent.
the military line un of kings, and the corruptions of Christianity, by
liberty, produces effects in
equalled by the effusions of patriotism, or the ex undervaluing heathen titles, favoured an opposite
ertions of undisciplined valour.
What, for several centuries after the
system.
The experience of two campaigns evinced the Christian era, would have been called the institu
tion of a new government, was by modern refine
folly of trusting the defence of the country to mili
tia, or to levies raised only for a few months, and ment denominated only an extension of the old, in
had induced a resolution for recruiting an army for the form of a dependent colony
Though the pre
the war.
The good effects of this measure will vailing ecclesiastical and political creeds tended
to degrade the condition of the settlers of New
appear in the sequel.
The campaign of 177C did not end till it had England, yet there was always a party there which
been protracted into (he first month of the year believed in their natural right to independence.
1777.
The British had counted on the complete They recurred to first principles, and argued, that,
and speedy reduction of their late colonies but as they received from government nothing more
they found the work more difficult of execution, than a charter, founded on idle claims of sovereign
than was supposed. They wholly failed in their ty, they owed it no other obedience than what was
In Canada, they derived from express, or implied contract. It was
designs on the southern states
recovered what, in the preceding year, they .had not till the 18th century had more than half elaps
lost ; drove the Americans out of their borders, ed, that it occurred to any number of the colonand destroyed their fleet on tin; lakes but they fail is s, that they had an interest in being detached
ed in making their intended impression on the from Great Britain. Their attention was first
northwestern frontier of (he states.
They obtain turned to this subject, by the British claim of tax
ed possession of Khode Island bin the acquisition ation. This opened a melancholy prospect, bound
was of little service perhaps was of detriment. less in extent, and endless in duration. The Bos
For nearly three years, several thousand men ton port act, and the other acts, passed in 1774
stationed thereon, for its security, were lost to and 17?.), which have been already the subject of
every purpose of active co-operation with the royal comment, progressively weakened the attachment
forces in the field, and the possession of it secured of the colonists, to the birth place of their foreno equivalent, advantages. The British completely lathers. The commencement of hostilities on the
succeeded against the city of New Vork, and the li)th of April, 177;&quot;), exhibited the parent state in
but when they pursued their an odious point of view, and abated the
adjacent country
original
victories into New Jersey, and subdivided their dread of separating from it.
But nevertheless, at
army, the recoiling Americans soon recovered the that time, and lor a twelvemonth after, a majo
rity of the colonists wished for no more than to be
greatest p?irt ot what they had lost.
Sir William Howe, after having nearly reach re-established as subjects, in their ancient
rights.
ed Philadelphia, was confined lo limits so nan.iw. Had independence been their object, even atT the
that the fee simple of all he commanded would commencement of hostilities, they would have re
not reimburse the expense incurred by its con scinded the associations, which have been
already

A
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;

;

it had been
apparently relinquished.
favourers of separation also urged, that Great
Britain was jealous of their increasing numbers,
that she would not exercise
and rising greatness
government for their benefit, but for her own and
that the only permanent security for American
happiness was, to deny her the power of interfer
To ef
ing with their government or commerce.
fect this purpose, they were of opinion, that it was
necessary to cut the knot, which connected the two
countries, by a public renunciation of all political

ation, after

The

;

:

&quot;

&quot;

connexions between them.
The Americans about this time began to be in
fluenced by new views.
The military arrange
ments of the preceding year their unexpected
union, and prevailing enthusiasm, expanded the
minds of their leaders, and elevated the sentiments
Decisive measures, which would
of the people.
have been lately reprobated, now met with appro

;

:

bation.

The favourers of subordination under the former
constitution urged the advantages of a supreme
head, to control the disputes of interfering colonies,
and also the benefits which flowed from union : that
independence was untried ground, and should not
be entered upon, but in the last extremity.
They flattered themselves that Great Britain
was so Cully convinced of the determined spirit o(

America, that if the present controversy were
compromised, she would not, at any future period,
resume an injurious exercise of her supremacy.
They were therefore for proceeding no farther
than to defend themselves in the character of sub
jects, trusting that ere

time in 177(J, when intelligence reached the colo
nists of the act of parliament passed in December,
177;). for throwing them out of British protection,
and of hiring foreign troops to assist in affecting
their conquest.
Respecting the first it was said,
that protection and allegiance were reciprocal,
and that the refusal of the first was a legal ground

;

;

probable

:

:

:

their ar

of Great

certainly of intelligence to the contrary, gave ad
ditional force to the arguments of the opposite
Though new weight was daily thrown into
party.
the scale, in which the advantages of independence
weighed, yet it did not preponderate till about that

;

war, on the part of the Americans, was
but barely begun.
Hitherto they had engaged
with temporary forces, for a redress of grievances
but towards the close of this year they made ar
rangements for raising a permanent army, to con
tend with Great Britain for the sovereignty of the
To have thus far stood their ground.
country.
with their new levies, wasa matter of great impor
tance.
To them delay was victory and not to
be conquered was to conquer.

harmony
favourers

hope of a speedy repeal ol a few acts of parliament
would have greatly increased the number of those
who were advocates for reconciliation but the

;

The

long the present hostile

measures would be relinquished, and the
of (he two countries re-established.
The
of this system were embarrassed, and all
guments weakened, by the perseverance
Britain in her schemes of coercion.
A

;

quest.

This not only lessened
they ceased to import.
the debts they owed to Great Britain, but furnish
ed additional means for carrying on the war against
themselves.
To aim at independence, and at the
same time to transfer their resources to theii ene
mies, could not have been the policy of an en
It was not till some time in
lightened people.
1776, that the colonists began to take other ground,
and contend that it was lor their interest to be for
ever separated from Great Britain.
In favour of
this opinion, it was said, that, in case of their continning subjects, the mother country, though she
redressed their grievances, might at pleasure re
peat similar oppressions ; that she ought not to be
trusted, having twice resumed the exercis t; of tax
ter

General

in his representations

of justification for withholding the last.&quot;
They
considered themselves to be thereby discharged
from their allegiance, nnd that to declare them
selves independent, was no more than lo announce
to the world the real political state in which Great

Britain had placed them.
mentioned, and imported more largely than ever.
This act proved that the colonists might consti
sense revolts at the idea, that colonists, tutionally. declare themselves
independent but the
unfurnished with military stores, and wanting hiring of foreign troops to make war upon them,
manufactures of every kind, should, at the time of demonstrated the necessity of their doing it imme
their intending a serious struggle for
independence, diately.
They reasoned that if (treat Britain
by a voluntary agreement, deprive themselves of called in the aid of strangers to crush them, they
the obvious means of procuring such
foreign sup- must seek similar relieffor their own preservation.
pliesastheircircumstances might make necessary, They well knew that this could not be expected,
Instead of pursuing a line of conduct, which might while
they were in arms against their acknowledg
have been dictated by a wish for independence, ed sovereign.
They had therefore only a choice
they continued their exports for nearly a year af of difficulties, and must either seek foreign aid ag
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independent states, or continue in the awkward that decision which grasps at great objects, and
and hazardous situation of subjects, carrying on influenced by that timid policy, which dots its
war from their own resources, both against their work by halves. Most of them dreaded the power
of Britain.
A few, on the score of interest or an
king, and sucli mercenaries as he chose to employ
for their subjugation.
Necessity, not choice, expectancy of favours from the royal government,
Submission without refused to concur with the general voice. Some
forced them on the decision.
obtaining a redress of their grievances was advo of the natives of the parent state, who, having
cated by nonewho possessed the public confidence. lately settled in the colonies, had not yet ex
Some of the popular leaders may have secretly changed European for American ideas, together
wished for independence from the beginning of with a few others, conscientiously opposed the
the controversy but their number was small, and measures of Congress: but the great bulk of the
their sentiments were not generally known.
people, and especially of the spirited and indepen
While the public mind was balancing on this dent part of the community, came with surprising
eventful subject, several writers placed the advan unanimity into the project of independence.
The, eagerness for independence resulted more
tages of independence in various points of view.
Among these, Thomas Paine, in a pamphlet under from feeling than reasoning. The advantages of
the signature of Common Sense, held the most an unfettered trade, the prospect of honours and
The style, manner, and lan emoluments in administering a new goverment,
distinguished rank.
guage of this performance were calculated to in were of themselves insufficient motives for adopt
But what was wanting
terest the passions, and to rouse all the active ing this bold measure.
powers of human nature. With the view of ope from considerations of this kind, was made up by
rating on the sentiments of a religious people, the perseverence of Great Britain, in her schemes
The determined reso
scripture was pressed into his service; and the of coercion and conquest.
powers, and even the name of a king, were ren lution of the mother country to subdue the colo
dered odious in the eves of the numerous colonists, nists, together with the plans she adopted for ac
who had read and studied the history of the Jews, complishing that purpose, and their equally deter
as recorded in the Old Testament.
The folly of mined resolution to appeal to heaven rather than
that people in revolting from a government, insti submit, made a declaration of independence as
tuted by heaven itself, and the oppressions to necessary in 1776, as was the non-importation
which they were subjected in consequence of their agreement of 177-1, or the assumption of arms in
The last naturally resulted from the first.
lusting after kings to rule over them, afforded an 1775.
excellent handle for prepossessing the colonists in The revolution was not forced on the people byfavour of republican institutions, and prejudicing ambitious leaders grasping at supreme power; but
them against kingly government.
Hereditary every measure of it was forced on Congress, by
The absurd the necessity of the case, and the voice of the
succession was turned into ridicule.

measures

differences.

After a full discussion, the measure of
declaring
the colonies free and independent was approved,
1th, by nearly an unanimous vote. The anni
versary of the day, on which this great event took
place, has ever since been consecrated by the

July

Americans to religious gratitude, and social plea
sures.
It is considered by them as the
birth-day
of their freedom.
The act of the united colonies, for separating
themselves from the government of Great Britain,
and declaring their independence, was expressed
in

human

events,

it

be

laws of nature, and of nature s God entitled them,
a decent respect to tha opinions of mankind, re
quires that they should declare the causes which
impel them to the separation
hold these truths to be self-evident that
all men are created
equal that they are endowed
by their Creator with certain unalieuable rights ;
that among these are life, liberty, and the pur
suit of happiness
that to secure these rights,
governments are instituted among men, deriv
ing their just powers from the consent of the
governed; that whenever any form of government
becomes destructive to these ends, it is the right
of the people to alter or to abolish it, and to insti
tute new government, laying its foundation on
:

&quot;

We

;

;

;

such principles, and organizing its power in such
form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect
their safety and happiness.
Prudence, indeed,
will dictate that governments
long established
should not be changed for light and transient
and
all
causes;
experience hath shown,
accordingly,
that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while
than to right themselves,
by
abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed.
But when a long train of abuses and usurpations,
pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a de
sign to reduce them under absolute despotism, it
evils are sufferable,

is

their right,

it is

government, and

their duty,

to provide

to

throw off such

new guards

for their
future security.
Such has been the patient suf
ferance of these colonies, and such is now the ne
cessity which constrains them to alter their for
mer systems of government. The history of the
present king of Great Britain is a history of re

I

peated injuries and usurpations : all having in di
rect object the establishment of an absolute tyranny

over these states. To prove this, let facts be sub
mitted to a candid world.
He has refused his assent to laws, the most
wholesome and necessary for the public good,
He has forbidden his governors to pass laws
of immediate and pressing importance, unless
suspended in their operation till his assent should
be obtained and when so suspended, he has
&quot;

:

;

utterly neglected to attend to them.
&quot;He
has refused to pass other laws for
accomodation of large districts of people,

;

.tlie

ua-

people would relinquish the right of re
presentation in the Legislature, a right inestima
ble to them, and formidable to tyrants only,.
He has called together Legislative bodies at
places unusual, uncomfortable, and distant from
the depository of theii public records, for the sol*
purpose of fatiguing them into compliance with his
less those

;

&quot;

:

;

:

comes necessary for one people to dissolve the
political bands which have connected them with
another, and to assume among the powers of the
earth, the separate and equal station to which the

ica,

were forcibly demonstrated.
Nothing could be better timed than this per independent, was first made in Congress, June 7,
formance. It was addressed to freemen, who had 1776, by Ivichard Henry Lee, of Virginia. He
warranted in making this motion by the par
just received convincing proof, that Great Britain was
had thrown them out of her protection, had en ticular instructions of his immediate constituents,
gaged foreign mercenaries to make war upon and also by the general voice of the people of all
them, and seriously designed to compel their un the states. When the time for taking the subject
conditional submission to her unlimited power. It under consideration arrived, much knowledge, in
found the colonists most thoroughly alarmed for genuity and eloquence weie displayed on both
their liberties, and disposed to do and suffer any sides of the question. The debates were continued
In union for some time, and with great animation. In these
thing that promised their establishment.
with the feelings and sentiments of the people, it John Adams and John Dickinson took leading and
produced surprising effects. Many thousands opposite parts. The former began one of his
were convinced, and were led to approve and long speeches, by an invocation of the god of eloquence,
for a separation from th^ mother country. Though to assist him in defending the claims, and enfor
He strongly
that measure, a few months before, was not only cing the duty of his countrymen.
foreign from their wishes, but the object of their urged the immediate dissolution of all political
abhorrence, the current suddenly became so strong connexion of the colonies with Great Britain,
in its favour, that it bore down all opposition. from the voice of the people, from the necessity
The multitude was hurried down the stream but of the measure in order to obtain foreign assist
some worthy men could not easily reconcile them ance, from a regard to consistency, and from the
selves to the idea of an eternal separation from a prospects of glory and happiness, which opened
country, to which they had long been bound by beyond the war, to a free and independent people.
the most endearing ties.
They saw the sword Mr. Dickinson replied to this speech. He began
drawn
but could not toil when it would be by observing, that the member from Massachu
sheathed.
They feared that the dispersed indi setts, Mr. Adams, had introduced his defence of
viduals of the several colonies would not be brought the declaration of independence by invoking a
but that he should begin his objec
to coalesce under an efficient government, and heathen god
that after much anarchy some future Cfcsar would tions to it, by solemnly invoking the Governor of
grasp their liberties, and confirm himself in a the universe, so to influence the minds of the mem
throne of despotism.
They doubted the perse bers of Congress, that if the proposed measurewere
verance of their countrymen in effecting their in forthe benefit of America, nothing which he should
dependence, and were also apprehensive that, in say against it might make the least impression.
case of success, their future condition would be He then urged that the present time was improper
that the war
for the declaration of independence
less happy than their past.
Some respectable individuals, whose principles might be conducted with equal vigour without it;
were pure, but whose souls were not of that firm that it would divide the Americans, and unite the
He then
texture which revolutions require, shrunk back people of Great Britain against them.
from the bold measures proposed by their more proposed that some assurance should be obtained
adventurous countrymen. To submit without an of assistance from a foreign p&amp;gt;wer. before they
appeal to hearen, though secretly wished for by renounced their connexion with Great Britain
some, was not the avowed sentiment of any; but and that the declaration of independence shoukUie
to persevere in petitioning and resisting was the the condition to be offered for this assistance. He
existed between
system of some misguided, honest moo. The fa likewise stated the disputes that
vourers of this opinion were generally wanting in several of the colonies, and proposed that some

the following words
When in the course of

&quot;

The change of the public mind of Amer
people.
respecting connexion with Great Britain, is
without a parallel.
In the short space of two
years, nearly three millions of people passed over
from the love and duty of loyal subjects, to the
hatred and resentment of enemies.
The motion for declaring the colonies free and

of subjecting a great continent to a small
on the other side of the globe, was repre
sented in such striking language, as to interest the
honour and pride of the colonists, in renouncing
The necessity,
the government of Great Britain.
die advantages, and practicability of independence
island,

them should be de

termined upon, before they lost sight of that tribu
nal, which had hitherto been the umpire of all their

;

ity

for the settlement of

measures.
has dissolved representative houses re
&quot;He
peatedly, for opposing, with manly firmness, hjs
invasions on the rights of the people.
He has refused. Cor a longtime after such dis
solutions, to cause others to be elected
whereby
the iegisjative powers, incapable of annihilation,
have returned to the people at large for their exer
cise
the state remaining in die meantime expos
ed to all the dansKr of invasion fi.om without *9.4
convulsions within.
&quot;

:

:

;

II i
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has endeavoured to prevent the population and correspondence.
They too have been deaf to
of these states; for that purpose obstructing the the voice of justice and of consanguinity.
laws of naturalisation of foreigners
refusing to must, therefore, acquiesce in the necessity, which
denounces our separation, and hold them, as we
pass others to encourage their migration hither
and raising the conditions of new appropriations hold the rest of mankind, enemies in war, in peace,
friends.
of lands.
We, therefore, the representatives of the
He has obstructed the administration of jus
United States of America, in general Congress
tice, by refusing his assent to laws for establish
assembled, appealing to the Supreme Judge of the
ing judiciary powers.
He has made judges dependent on his will world for the rectitude of our intentions, do, in the
of these
alone, for the tenure of their offices, and the name, and by authority, ol the good people
colonies, solemnly publish and declare, that these
amount and payment of their salaries.
He has erected a multitude of new offices, united colonies are, and of right ought to be,
STATES: that
and
and sent hither swarms of officers to harass 0111
they are absolved from all allegiance to the Bri
people, and eat out their substance.
and that all political connexion be
&quot;He has kept among
us, in times of peace, tish crown
Britain is and
standing armies, without the consent of our le tween them and the state of Great
ought to be totally dissolved and that as free and
gislatures.
He has affected to render the military inde independent states, they have full power to levy
war, conclude peace, contract alliances, establish
pendent of, and superior to, the civil power.
He has combined with others to subject us to commerce, and to do all other acts and things
which independent states may of right do. And,
a jurisdiction foreign to our constitution, and un
acknowledged by our laws; giving his assent to for the support of this declaration, with a firm re
liance on the protection of Divine Providence, we
their acts of pretended legislation
For quartering large bodies of armed troops mutually pledge to each other our lives, our for
tunes, and our sacred honour.
among us
JOHN HANCOCK, President.
For protecting them, by a mock trial, from
Josiah Bartlett,
punishment for any murders which they should &quot;NEW HAMPSHIRE,
William Whipple,
commit on the inhabitants of these states
Matthew Thornton.
For cutting off our trade with all parts of the
MASSACHUSETTS BAY, Samuel Adams,
world
John Adams.
For imposing taxes onus without our consent
Robert Treat Paine,
MASSACHUSETTS,
For depriving us, in many cases, of the be
nefits of trial by jury
Elbridge Gerry.
RHODE ISLAND, &c. Stephen Hopkins,
For transporting us beyond seas to be tried
William Ellery.
for pretended offences
CONNECTICUT,
For abolishing the free system of English laws
Roger Sherman,
Samuel Iluntington,
in a neighbouring province, establishing therein
&quot;He

We

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

INDEPENDENT

FREE

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

an arbitrary government, and enlarging its bounda
so as to render it at once an example and fit
instrument for introducing the same absolute rule

William Williams,
Oliver

ries,

&quot;

William Floyd,

NEW

Philip Livingston,
Francis Lewis,
Lewis Morris.
Richard Stockton,
John Witherspoon,
Francis Hopkinson,

into these colonies:

For taking away our

&quot;

charters, abolishing our

and altering fundamentally the
forms of our governments:
For suspending our own legislatures, and de
claring themselves invested with power to legislate
for us in all cases whatsoever.
He has abdicated government here, by de
claring us out of his protection, and waging war
tnos( valuable laws,

JERSEY,

&quot;

John Hart,

Abraham

&quot;

PENNSYLVANIA,

against us.

He

has plundered our seas, ravaged our
coasts, burnt our towns, and destroyed the lives of
cur people.
He is, at this time, transporting large armies
of foreign mercenaries, to complete the work of
death, desolation and tyranny, already begun with
circumstances of cruelty and perfidy, scarcely
paralleled in the most barbarous ages, and totally
unworthy the head of a civili/.ed nation.
He has constrained our fellow citiy.ens, taken
captive on the high seas, to bear arms against
the ir country to become the executioners of their
friends and brethren, or to fall themselves by their
hands.
&quot;He has excited domestic insurrections amongst
us, and has endeavoured to bring on the inhabitants
of our frontiers the merciless Indian savages,
whose known rule of warfare is an undistinguished
destruction of all ages, sexes and conditions.
&quot;In
every stage of these oppressions, we have
petitioned for redress in the most humble terms:
our repeated petitions have been answered only by
A prince, whose character is
repeated injury.
thus marked by every act which may define a ty
&quot;

&quot;

DELAWARE,

MARYLAND,

;

is

unfit to be the ruler of a free people.

Nor have we been warning

in attention to our
have warned them from
British brethren.
time to time of attempts made by their legislature,
to extend an unwarrantable jurisdiction over us.
have reminded them of the circumstances of
have ap
our emigration and settlement here.
pealed to their native justice and magnanimity
&quot;

We

We

We

;

acts of parliament ; but for a new organisation of
government, that would for ever put it out of the
power of Great Britain to oppress them. The
flattering prospects of an extensive commerce,
freed from British restrictions, and the honours

and emoluments of offices in independent states,
now began to glitter before the eyes of the colon
ists, and reconciled them to the difficulties of their
situation.
What was supposed in Great Britain
to be their primary object, had only a
secondary
influence.
While they were charged will) aim.
at
from
the
of
avarico
ing
independence
impulse
and ambition, they were ardently wishing for a re
conciliation.
But, after they had been compelled
to adopt that measure, those powerful
principles
of human actions opposed its retraction, and sti
mulated to its support. That separation which
the colonist at first- dreaded as an evil,
they soon

While the ruleis
gloried in as a national blessing.
of Great Britain urged their people to a vigorous
prosecution of the American war, on the idea that
the colonists wers aiming at independence, they
imposed on them a necessity of adopting that very
measure, and actually effected its accomplishment.
By repeatedly charging the Americans with aim
ing at the erection of a new government, and byproceeding on that idea to subdue them, predic
which were

M Kean,

George Read.
Samuel Chase,
William Paca,
Stone,

George Wythe,
Richard Henry Lee,

Thomas

Jefferson,

Benjamin Harrison,

Thomas

Nelson, junr.
Francis Lightfoot Lee,
Carter Braxton.

William Hooper,
Joseph Hewes,
John Prim.

Edward Rutlcdge,

Thomas Heyward, junr.
Thomas Lynch, junr.
GEORGIA,

were no longer to risk their lives lor the tiit injj
purpose of procuring the repeal of a few oppressive

true.

ton.

SOUTH CAROLINA,

which would be an ade
quate recompense for the toils and dangers of war.
They were animated by the consideration that they
object, the attainment of

came

Charles Carroll of Carroll-

NORTH CAROLINA,

it

tions,

Benjamin Franklin,
John Morton,
George Clymer,
James Smith,
George Taylor,
James Wilson,
George Ross.
Caesar Rodney,

Arthur Middleton.
Button (Iwinnett,
Lyiiian

George

I

hill,

Walton.&quot;

From the promulgation of this declaration,
and we have conjured them, by the ties of our
common kindred, to disavow these usurpations-, every thing assumed a new form. The Ameri
which would inevitably interrupt our connexions cans no longer appeared ill the character of sub

As

with particular satisfaction.

it

had

validity, so far it secured them from
suffering as rebels, and held out to their view an
far as

Clark.

Thomas

VIRGINIA;

army received

Robert Morris,
Benjamin Rush,

Thomas

&quot;

rant,

Wokott.

NEW YORK,

arms agaiust their sovereign, but as an
independent people, repelling the attacks of an in
The propositions and supplications
vading foe.
for reconciliation were done
The dispute
away.
was brought to a single point, whether the late
British colonies should be comjaered provinces, or
iree and independent states.
The declaration of independence was read pub
licly in all the states, and was welcomed with
many demonstrations of joy. The people were
encouraged by it to bear up under the calamities
of war, and viewed the evils they suffered, only as
the thorn that ever accompanies the rose.
The

jects in

originally false, eventually be

When the declaration of independence

reached Great Britain, the partisans of ministry
The measure,&quot; said
triumphed in theirsagacity.
we have long foreseen, is now come to
they,&quot;
&quot;

inverted the natural order of thing :.
reflecting that their own policy had force-1

They

pass.&quot;

Without

a revolution contiary to the original design of the
colonists, the declaration *of independence, was
held out to the people of Great Britian as a justi
fication of those previous violences,
efficient cause.

The act

ol

which were

its

Congress, for dissevering the colonies

from their parent

state,

was the subject

of

many

animadversions.

The

colonists were said to have been precipitate
adopting a measure, from which then? was no
honourable ground of letreating. They replied
thai, for eleven years, they had been incessantly
petitioning the throne for a redress of their griev
ances
since the year 1705. a continental Congress
had, at three sundry times, staled their claims,
and prayed for their constitutional rights: that
in

:

each assembly of the thirteen colonies had also-,
in its separate capacity, concurred in tin; same
measure; that from the perseverance ol Great
Britain in her schemes lor ihs ir coercion,
they had
no alternative, but a mean submission, or a vigor
ous resistance; and lhat, us she was about ;. in
vade their coasts with a large botlv ol incrcei!;u
they were compelled to declare them.-civcs inde
pendent, that they might be put into an uuincdi.ue

i&quot;s,

capacity of soliciting foreign aid.
The virulence, of ihoe who had been in oppo
sition to the claims of rhc colonists, was incir-ised
by their bold act, in breaking off all subordination
to the parent state.
Great Britain,&quot; said they,
has founded colonies at great expense ; has in&quot;

&quot;

UNITED STATES.
curred a load of debts by wars on their account;
has protected their commerce, and raised them to
and now, in the
all the consequence they possess
insolence of adult years, rather than pay their
proportion of the common expenses of govern
ment, they ungratefully renounce all connexion
with the nurse of their youth, and the protectress
The Americans acknow
of their riper years.&quot;
ledged that much was due to Great Britain, for the
protection which her navy procured to the coasts
and the commerce of the colonies but contended

i

;

;

much was

&quot;

have been just,&quot; said they, had allegiance been
renounced while protection was given but when
the navy, which formerly secured the commerce
and seaport towns of America, began to distress
the former, and burn the latter, the previous obli
gations to obey, or be grateful, were no longer in
&quot;

;

force.&quot;

colonists paid nothing, and

would not

support of government, was confidently
and no credit was given for the sums
indirectly levied upon them, in consequence of
their being confined to the consumption of British
manufactures. By such ill-founded observations,
were the people of Great Britain inflamed against
The latter were
their fellow subjects in America.
to the

asserted

:

any change in their political constitution. The
checks and balances, which restrained the popular
assemblies under the royal government were part
ly dropped, and partly retained, by substituting

something of the same kind. The temper of the
people would not permit that any one man how
ever exalted by office, or distinguished by abili
ties, should have a negative on the declared sense
of a majority of their representatives; but the ex
perience of all ages had taught them the danger
of lodging all power in one body of men.
A second branch of legislature, consisting of a
few select persons, under the name of senate, or
council, was therefore constituted in eleven of the
thirteen states, andtheirconcurrence made neces

would have been scarcely possible. Any feasible
Great Britain could
plan, by which subjection to
have been reconciled with American safety, would,
at any time previous to 1776, have met the appro
of the colonists.

But while

gain, blinded the

power and of

the lust of
rulers of Great

Britain, misstated facts, and uncandid representa
tions brought over the people to second the infatu

A lew honest men, properly authorised,
the acts of a
might have devised measures of compromise, sary to give the validity of law to
which under the influence of truth, humility, and more numerous branch of popular representatives.
New York and Massachusetts went one step
moderation, would have prevented a dismember
ment of the empire but these virtues ceased to farther. The former constituted a council of re
influence, and falsehood, haughtiness and blind vision, consisting of the Governor and the heads
of the judicial departments, on whose objections
zeal usurped their places.
Had Great Britain, even after the declaration to any proposed law a reconsideration became
two thirds
of independence, adopted the magnanimous reso
necessary unless it was confirmed by
A
of both houses; it could have no operation.
lution of declaring her colonies free and indepen
dent states, interest would have prompted them to similar power was given to the Governor of Massa
form such a connexion as would have secured to chusetts.
the mother country the advantages of their com
Georgia and Pennsylvania were the only states
merce, without the expense or trouble of their go whose legislatures consisted of only one branch.*
vernments. But misguided politics continued the Though many in these states, and a majority in
Several, all the others, saw and acknowledged the propri
fatal system of coercion and conquest.
on both sides of the Atlantic, have called the de ety of a compounded legislature, yet the mode of
a bold, and acciden
claration of independence,
creating two branches, out of a homogeneous
No
but subsequent events ;nass of people, was a matter of difficulty.
a lucky speculation
tally,
is acknowl
distinction of ranks existed in the colonies, and
proved that it was a wise measure. It
friends from none were entitled to any rights, but such as were
edged, that it detached some timid
Some possessed more wealth
supporting the Americans in their opposition to common to all.
but it increased the vigour and than others but riches and ability were not al
Great Britain
union of those, who possessed more fortitude and ways associated. Ten of the eleven states,
would iv hose legislatures consisted of two branches, orperseverance. Without it, the colonists
have had no object adequate to the dangers, to lained that the members of both should be e ectwhich they exposed themselves, in continuing to (! by the people. This rather made two co-orcontend with Great Britain. If the interference ;linate houses of representatives, than a check on
of France were necessary to give success to the a single one, by the moderation of a select few.
resistance of the Americans, the declaration of in
Maryland adopted a singular plan for consti-j
dependence was also necessary for the French tuting an independent senate. By her constitu
for
expressly founded the propriety of their treaty tion the members of that body were elected
with Congress on the circumstance, &quot;that they five years, while the members of the house of dele
found the United States in possession of indepen gates held their seats only for one. The number
dence.&quot;
of senators was only fifteen, and they were all elecAll political connexion between Great Britain ed indiscriminately from the inhabitants of any
und her colonies being dissolved, the institution of part of the state, excepting that nine of them were
ation.

;

;

&quot;

;&quot;

;

;

:

not immediately by the people, but
by electors,
two from each county, appointed
by the inhabi
tants for (hat sole purpose.

chosen once every seven years, and were autho
rised to inquire whether the constitution had been
whether the legislative and executive
preserved
branch of government, had performed their duty,
;

assumed to themselves, or excercised other or
greater powers, than those to which they were
constitutionally entitled ; to inquire whether the
public taxes had been justly laid and collect
ed, and in what manner the public monies had
been disposed of, and whether, the laws had been
duly executed. However excellent this institu
tion may appear in theory, it is doubtful whether
in practice it answered any valuable end. It most
certainly opened a door for discord, and furnished
or

abundant matter for periodical altercation. Either
from the disposition of its inhabitants, its form of
government, or some other cause, the people of
Pennsylvania have constantly been in a state of
fermentation.
The end of one public controversy
has been the beginning of another.
From the
collision of parties, the minds of the citizens were
but
sharpened, and their active powers improved
internal harmony has been unknown.
They who
were out of place, so narrowly watched those who
were in, that nothing injurious to the public could
be easily effected
but from the fluctuation of
power, and the total want of permanent system,
:

:

nothing great or lasting could with safety be un
Under all these
dertaken, or prosecuted to effect.
disadvantages, the state flourished, and, from the
industry and ingenuity of its inhabitants, acquired
an unrivalled ascendency in arts and manufactures.
This must in a great measure be ascribed to the
influence of the habits of order and industry that

had long prevailed.
The Americans agreed in appointing a supreme
executive head to each state, with the title either
of governor or president.
They also agreed in
deriving the whole powers of government, either
In
mediately or immediately, from the people.
the eastern states, and in New York, their gover
nors, were elected by the inhabitants, in their re
spective towns or counties, and in the other state*
by the legislatures ;f but in no case was the small
est title of power exercised from hereditary right.
New York was the only state which invested its
governor with executive authority without a coun
cil. t
Such was the extreme jealousy of power
&quot;

I

*
of government became unavoidable.
Altered by subsequent conventions; both states havu
necessity of this was so urgent that Congress, now a senate.

new forms

The

on the west, and six on the cast
Chesapeake bay. They were elected

:

represented as an ungrateful people, refusing to
bear any part of the expenses of a protecting go
vernment, or to pay their proportion of a heavy
debt, said to be incurred on their account.
Many of the inhabitants of Great Britain, de
ceived in matters of fact, considered their Ameri
can brethren as deserving the severity of military
So strongly were the two countries
coercion.
riveted together, that if the whole truth had been
known to the people of both, their separation

bation

side ol the

;

That the
pay

to be residents
|

By these regulations
the senate of Maryland consisted of men of influ
ence, integrity and abilities, and such as were a
real and beneficial check on the
hasty proceedings
mendations. The impropriety of proceeding in ol a more numerous branch of
popular represent
courts of justice by the authority of a sovereign, atives.
The laws of that state were well digest
against whom the colonies were in arms, was self- ed, and its interest steadily pursued with peculiar
evident.
The impossibility of governing, for any unity of system, while elsewhere it too often hap
length of time, three millions of people, by the ties pened, in the flunctuation of public assemblies, and
of honour, without the authority of law, was equal
where the legislative department was not sufficient
The rejection of British sovereignty ly checked, that passion and party predominated
ly apparent.
therefore drew after it the necessity of fixing on over principles and public good.
some other principle of government. The genius
Pennsylvania instead of a legislative council
of the Americans, their republican habits and sen or senate,
adopted the expedient of publishing bills
after the second reading, for the information of the
timents, naturally led them to substitute the ma
This had its advantages and disad
jesty of the people, in lieu of discarded royalty. inhabitants.
The kingly office was dropped but in most of the vantages. It prevented the precipitate adoption
ancient
subordinate departments of government,
of new regulations, and gave an opportunity of
forms and names are retained. Such a portion
ascertaining the sense of the people on those laws
of power had at all times been exercised by the
by which they were to be bound but it carried
people and their representatives, that the change the spirit of discussion into every corner, and dis
of sovereignty was hardly perceptible, and the le- turbed the
peace and harmony of neighbourhoods.
rolutiontook place without violence or convulsion.
By making the business of government the duty
Popular elections elevated private citizens to the of every man, it drew off the attention of many
same offices, which formerly had been conferred from the steady pursuit of their respective busi
by royal appointment. The people felt an unin nesses.
The state of Pennsylvania also adopted another
terrupted continuation of the blessings of law and
government under old names, though derived from institution peculiar to itself, under the denomina
a new sovereignty, and were scarcely sensible of tion of a council of censors.*
These were to be

paid by the latter, in consequence
of the restrictions imposed on their commerce by
The charge of ingratitude would
the former.
that

before the declaralion of independence, had re
to the respective assemblies and con
ventions of the United States, to adopt such go
vernments as should, in their opinion, best conduce
to the happiness and safety of their constituents.
During more than twelve months, the colonists
had been held together by the force of ancient ha
bits, and by laws under the simple style of recom

commended
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Abolished by a subsequent convention.
Pennsylvania has since adopted the popular mode

.f

a governor.
i Several stales have since abolished councils as purl
of the executive.
e3 :ctin
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which pervaded the American states, that they of government, that all religious establishments
Some retained a constitutional
did not think proper to trust the man of their were abolished.
choice with the power of executing their own de- distinction between Christians and others, with resterminations, without obliging him in many cases pect lo elegibility to office : but the idea of supportI

j

,

I

the advice of such

counsellors as they
The disadvantages
thought proper to nominate.
of this institution far outweighed its advantages.
Had the governors succeeded by hereditary right,
a counsel would have been often necessary to sup
but when an indi
ply the real want of abilities,
vidual had been selected by the people, as the fit
test person for discharging the duties of this high
department, to fette.rhim with a council was either
to lessen his capacity of doing good, or to furnish
him with a screen for doing evil. It destroyed
the secrecy, vigour and despatch, which theexcutive power ought to possess ; and, by making govermental acts the acts of a body, diminished in
In some states it greatly
dividual responsibility.
enhanced the expenses of government, and in all
retarded its operations, without any equivalent ad
ID take

I
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ing one denomination at the expense of others, or
of raising any one sect of Christians to a legal pre
The alli
eminence, was universally reprobated.

ance between church and state was completely
broken, and each was left to support itself inde
pendent of the other.
The far-famed social compact between the peo
ple and their rulers, did not apply to the United
States.
The sovereignty was in the people. In
their sovereign capacity, by their representatives,
they agreed on forms of government for their own
security, and deputed certain individuals as their

agents to serve them
to

constitutions

in

public stations, agreeably

which they prescribed

for their

conduct.
The world has not hitherto exhibited so

fair

an

opportunity for promoting social happiness. It is
hoped for the honour of human nature, that the re
New York in another particular, displayed poli sult will prove the fallacy of those theories, which
tical sagacity, superior to her neighbours.
This suppose that mankind are incapable of self-govern
was in her council of appointment, consisting of ment. The ancients, notknowing the doctrine of
one senator from each of her four great election representation, were apt in their public meetings
but in America this mode
districts, authorised to designate proper persons to run into confusion
for filling vacancies in the executive departments of taking the sense of the people, is so well under
of government.
Large bodies are far from being stood, and so completely reduced to system, that
the most proper depositories of the power of ap its most populous states are often peaceably con
The assiduous attention of vened in an assembly of deputies, not too large for
pointing to offices.
candidates is too apt to bias the voice of individ orderly deliberations, and yet representing the
uals in popular assemblies.
Besides, in such ap whole in equal proportions. These popular branch
pointments, the responsibility for the conduct of the es of legislature are miniature pictures of the com
officer is in a gieat measure annihilated. The con
munity, and, from the mode of their election, are
currence of a select few in the nomination of one likely to be influenced by the same interest and
seems a more eligible mode, for securing a proper Feelings with the people whom they represent.
choice, than appointments made either by one, or As a farther security for their fidelity, they are
by a numerous body. In the former case, there l)ound by every law they make for their constitu
would be danger of favouritism; in the latter, that ents. The assemblage of these circumstances
modest unassuming merit would be overlooked, gives as great a security that laws will be made,
and government administered, for the good of the
in favour of the forward and obsequious.
A rotation of public officers made a part of most people, as can be expected from the imperfection
of the American constitutions. Frequent elections of human institutions.
In this short view of the formation and establish
were required by all but several refined still far
ther, and deprived the electors of the power of ment of the American constitutions we behold our
continuing the same office in the same hands, af species in a new situation. In no age before, aud
ter a specified length of time.
Young politicians in no other country, did man ever possess an elec
suddenly called from the ordinary walks of life, tion of the kind of government, under which he
The constituent parts of
to make laws and institute forms of government, would choose to live.
turned their attention to the histories of ancient the ancient free governments were thrown to
The freedom of modern Eu
republics, and the writings of speculative men on gether by accident.
the subject of government. This led them into ropean governments was, for the most part, ob
many errors, and occasioned them to adopt sundry tained by the concessions, or liberality of monarchs
In America alone, reason and
opinions, unsuitable to the state of society in Ame or military leaders.
rica, and contrary to the genius of real republi
liberty concurred in the formation of constitutions.
It is true, from the infancy of political knowledge
canism.
The principle of rotation was carried so far, that in the United States, there were many defects in
but in one thing they
in some of the states, public officers in the several their forms of government
departments scarcely knrw their official duty, till were all perfect. They left to the people the
they were obliged to retire and give place to others power of altering and amending them, whenever
In this happy peculiarity they pla
as ignorant as they had been on their first appoint they pleased.
ment. If offices had been instituted for the benefit ced the science
politics on a footing with the
of the holders, the policy of diffusing those bene- other sciences, by opening it to improvements
fits
een proper
nstituted as they from experience, aud the discoveries of future
were for the convenience of the public, the end ages. By means of this power of amending Amewas marred by such fiequent changes. Hy con rican constitutions, the friends of mankind have
fondly hoped that oppression will one day be no
fining the objects of choice, it diminished the pri
and that political evil will at least be pre
vileges of electors, and frequently deprived them more
of the liberty of choosing the man who, from pre vented or restrained with as much certainty, by a
vious experience, was of all men the most suitable. proper combination or separation of power, as na
The favourers of this system of rotation contend tural evil is lessened or pieveuted, by the applica
ed for it, as likely to prevent n perpetuity of of tion of the knowledge or ingenuity of man to do
fice and power in the same individual or family, mestic purposes.
No part of the history of an
and as a security against herediturv honours. To cient or modern Kurope can furnish a single fact
vantages.
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was re-plied, that free, fair
frequent
elections were !he inost natural and proper secu
liberties
for
the
of
the
It
rities,
people.
produced
a more general diffusion of political knowledge
this

but

it

made more

smatterers than adepts in the sci

ence of government.

As a farther security for the continuance of re
publican principles in the American constitutions
they agreed in prohibiting all hereditary honours
and distinction of ranks.
It was one of the peculiarities of these new forms
,

that militates against this opinion ; since, in none
of its governments, have the principles of equal
representation and checks been applied, for the
On these two pivots are
preservation of freedom,
suspended the liberties of most of the states,
Where they are wanting, there can be no security

the sake of the governors; and that the interests
of the many were to be postponed to the conveni
ence of the privileged few, had filled the world with
bloodshed and wickedness; while experience had
proved, that it is the invariable and natural cha
racter of power, whether intrusted or assumed, to
exceed its proper limits, and, if unrestrained, to di
vide the world into masters and slaves.
They
therefore began upon the opposite maxims, that
was
not
for
the
instituted,
society
governors, but
:he governed; that the interest of the few, should
in all cases, give way to that of the
many; that
exclusive and hereditary privileges were useless
and dangerous institutions in society
and that en
trusted authorities should be liable to frequent and
With them the sovereignty of
periodical recalls.
the people was more than a mere theory.
The
characteristic of that sovereignty was displayed
by
;

their authority in written constitutions.
The rejection of British sovereignty not only in
volved a necessity of erecting independent consti

but of cementing the whole United States
common bond of union. The act of in
dependence did not hold out to the world thirteen
sovereign states, but a common sovereignty of the
whole in their united capacity. It therefore be
came necessary to run the line of distinction, betwen the local legislatures, and the assembly of
states in Congress.
A committee was appointed
for digesting articles of confederation, between
the states or united colonies, as they were then
called, at the time the propriety of declaring inde
pendence was under debate, aud some weeks pre
but the
viously to the adoption of that measure
plan was not for sixteen months after so far di
gested, as to be ready for communication to the
states.
Nor was it finally ratified by the accession
of all the states, till nearly three years more had
In discussing its articles, many dif
elapsed.
One was, to ascertain
ficult questions occurred.
the ratio of contributions from each state.
Two
principles presented themselves; numbers of peo
The last was pre
ple, and the value of lands.
ferred, as being the truest barometer of the wealth
of nations; but from an apprehended impractica
tutions,

by some

:

carrying it into efi ect, it was soon relin
That
quished, aud recurrence had to the former.
the states should be represented in proportion to
their importance, was contended by those who had
extensive territory but those, who were confined
to small dimensions, replied, that the states con
federated as individuals in a state of nature, and
The large
should therefore have equal votes.
states yielded the point, and consented that each
state should have an equal suffrage.
It was not easy to define the power of the state
bility ot

:

legislatures, so as to prevent a clashing between
their jurisdiction, and that of the general govern

ment. It was thought proper, that the former
should be abridged of the power of forming any
other confederation or alliance of laying on any
;

impost or duties that might intefere w ith treaties
made by Congress, of keeping up any vessels of
war, or granting letters of marque or reprisal.
The powers of Congress were also defined. Of
these the principal were as follow: To have the
sole and exclusive right of determining on peace
or war; of sending or receiving ambassadors; of
entering into treaties aud alliances; of granting
letters of marque and reprisal in times of peace ;
to be the last resort on appeal, in disputes be
tween two or more states to have the sole and
exclusive right of regulating the alloy and value
of coin
of fixing the standard of weights and
measures regulating the trade and managing all
affairs with the Indians; establishing and regu
to borrow money, or emit bills
lating post offices
on the credit of the United States to build and
equip a Navy; to agree upon the number of land
forces; and to make requisitions from each state
for its quota of men, in proportion to the nuinbei
of its white inhabitants.
No coercive power was given to the general
government, nor was it invested with any legis
lative power over individuals, but only over states
;

;

;

;

where they exist, they render any far
ther security unnecessary.
From history the citizens of the United States
had been taught, that the maxims, adopted by the
rulers of the earth, that society was instituted for in their corporate capacity.
for liberty:

;

A

power

to

regulato
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levies.
A commission of
Brigadier General had been conferred on Oliver
Delancy, a loyalist of great influence in New York,
and he was authorised to raise three battalions.

who were stationed as a guard at
trade, or to raise a revenue from it, though both Americans,
were essential to the welfare of the union, made Peekskill, on the approach of Colonel Bird, fired
no part of this first federal system. To remedy the principal store-houses, and retired to a good
The loss of
tliis and all other defects, a door was left open for position, two or three miles distant.
future provisions, forage, and other valuable articles, was
introducing further provisions, suited to

Every effort had been made, to raise (lie men,
both within and without the British lines, and also
Major General Tryon, with a detachment of from among the Ameridan prisoners but with all
2000 men, embarked a* New York, 26th April these exertions, only 597 were procured. Courtand passing through the Sound, landed between land Skinner, a loyalist well known in Jersey, was
Fairfield and Norwalk.
They advanced through also appointed a brigadier, and authorised to raise
Great efforts were made to pro
the country without interruption, and arrived in five battalions.
On their ap cure recruits for his command but their whole
about twenty hours at Danbury.
proach, the few continentals who were in the town number amounted only to 517.
Towards the latter end of May, General Wash
withdrew from it. The British began to burn and
but abstained from injuring the ptoperty ington quitted his winter encampment at Morrisdestroy
of such as were reputed lories.
Eighteen houses, town, and took a strong position at Middlebrooli.
800 barrels of pork and beef, 800 barrels of flour, Soon after this movement, the British marched
2000 bushels of grain, 1700 tents, and some other from Brunswick, and extended their van as far as
but in a few days returned
Generals Somerset court-house
articles, were lost to the Americans.
Wooster, Arnold, and Silliman, having hastily to their former station. This sudden change was
collected a few hundred of the inhabitants, made owing (o the unexpected opposition which seemed
arrangements for interrupting the march of the to be collecting from all quarters for the Jersey
but the arms of those who militia turned out in a very spirited manner, to
royal detachment
came forward on this emergency were injured by oppose them. The same army had lately march
excessive rains, and the men were worn down ed through New Jersey, without being fired upon
with a march of thirty miles in the course of a ?nd even small parties of them had safely patrolled
Such dispositions were nevertheless made, the country, at a distance from their camp; but
day.
and such posts were taken, as enabled them to experience having proved that British protections
annoy the invaders when returning to their ships. were no security for property, the inhabitants ge
General Arnold, with about 500 men, by a rapid nerally resolved to try the effects of resistance, in
movement, reached Ridge-field in their fiont, bar- preference to a second submission. A fortunate
licadoed the road, kept up a brisk fire upon them, mistake gave them an opportunity of assembling
and sustained their attack, till they had made a in great force on this emergency. Signals had
lodgment on a ledge of rocks on his left. After been agreed on, and beacons erected on high
the British had gained this eminence, a whole pla places, with the view of communicating, over the
toon levelled at General Arnold, not more than country, instantaneous intelligence of the approach
His horse was killed but of the British. A few hours before the royal army
thirty yards distant.
he escaped. While he was extricating himself began their march, the signal of alarm, on the
from his horse, a soldier advanced to run him foundation of a false report, had been hoisted.
through with a bayonet but he shot him dead The farmers, with arms in their hands, ran to the
with his pistol, and afterwards got off safe.
The place of rendezvous from considerable distances.
Americans, in several detached parties, harassed They had set out at least twelve hours before the
the rear of the British, and from various stands British, and on their appearance were collected in
kept up a scattering fire upon them, till they reach formidable numbers. Whether Sir William Howe
intended to force his way through the country to
ed their shipping.
The British accomplished the object of the ex the Delaware, and afterwards to Philadelphia, or
but it cost them dearly. They had, by to attack the American army, is uncertain but
pedition
computation, two or three hundred men killed, whatever was his design, he suddenly relinquished
wounded, and taken. The loss of the Americans it, and fell back to Brunswick. The British army,
was about twenty killed, and forty wounded.
on their retreat, burned and destroyed the farm
Among the former was Dr. Atwater, a gentleman houses on the road nor did they spare the build
of character and influence.
Colonel Lamb was ings dedicated to the worship of the Deity.
Sir William Howe, after his retreat to Bruns
among the latter. General Wooster, though se
venty years old, behaved with the vigour and spirit wick, endeavoured to provoke General Washing
of youth.
While gloriously defending the liberties ton to an engagement and left no mano3iivre un
of his country he received a mortal wound. Con tried, that was calculated to induce him to quit his
At one time, he appeared as if he in
gress resolved, that a monument should be erected position.
to his memory, as an acknowledgment of his merii tended to push on, without regarding the army op
and services. They also resolved, that a horse, posed to him. At another, he accurately examin
properly caparisoned, should be presented to Gen. ed the situation of the American encampment,
Arnold, in their name, as a token of their appro hoping that some unguarded part might be found,
bation of his gallant conduct.
on which an attack might be made, that would
Not long after the excursion to Danbury, Colo open the way to a general engagement. All these
nel Meigs, an enterprising American officer on hopes were frustrated. Gen. Washington knew the
the 24th of May transported a detachment of about full value of his situation. He had too much pene
170 Americans, in whale boats, over the Sound, tration to lose it from the circumvention of mili
which separates Long Island from Connecticut tary manoeuvres, and too much temper to be proburned twelve brigs and sloops, belonging to the voked to a dereliction of it. He was well ap
British
destroyed a large quantity of forage and prised that it was not the interest of his country,
other articles, collected for their use in Sag-liar- to commit its fortune to a single action,
killed six of their soldiers,
Sir William Howe suddenly relinquished his
hour, on that Island
and brought oft ninety prisoners, without having position in front of the Americans, and retire!
a single man either killed or wounded.
The Colo with his whole force to Amboy. The apparently
nel and his party returned to Guilford in
were pursued by a considerable
twenty- retreating British
five hours from the time of their
departure, having detachment of the American army, and General
in that short space not
only completed the object Washington advanced from Middlebrook to Qui jof their expedition, but traversed by land and wa bletown, to be near at hand for the support of his
The British general, on the
ter, a space not less than ninety miles.
Congress advanced parties.
ordered an elegant sword to be qresented to Colo- 24th June, marched his army back from Ambov,
nel Meigs, for his good conduct in this expedition, with great expedition, hoping to bring on a geneAs the season advanced, the American army, ral action on equal ground but he was disappoint*
in New Jersey, was reinforced by the successive ed.
General Washington fell back, and posted
arrivals of recruits
but nevertheless, at the open- his army in such an advantageous position, as
ing of the campaign, it amounted only to 7,272 compensated for the inferiority of his numbers,
Sir William Howe was now fully convinced of
men,
Great pains had been taken to recruit the British the impossibility of compelling a general engage^
considerable.

circumstances.

The articles of confederation were proposed at
a time when the citizens of America were young
in the science of politics, and when a commanding
sense of duty, enforced by the pressure ofa common
danger, precluded the necessity of a power of com
The enthusiasm of the day gave such
pulsion.
credit and currency to paper emissions, as

made

the raising of supplies an easy matter. The sys
federal government was, therefore, more
calculated for what men then were, under those
circumstances, than for the languid years of peace,
when selfishness usurped the place of public spirit

tem of

and when credit no longer assisted, in providing
government.
The experience of a few years, after the termi
nation of the war, proved, as will appear in its pro
per place, that a radical change of the whole sys
tem was necessary to the good government of the
United States.
for the exigencies of

CHAPTER
The Campaign

XIV.

of 1777, in the Middle States.

Sooy after the declaration of independence, the
authority of Congress was obtained for raising an
army, that would be more permanent than the
temporary levies, which they had previously
brought into the field. It was at first proposed to
recruit for the indefinite term of the war
but it
being found on experiment, that the habits of the
people were averse to engagements for such an
;

uncertain period of service, the recruiting officers
were instructed to offer the alternatives of enlisting
Those who
either for the war, or for three years.
engaged on the first condition, were promised a
hundred acres of land, in addition to their pay and
bounty. The troops raised by Congress, for the
service of the United States, were called continen
tals.
Though in September, 1776, it had been
resolved to raise, 88 battalions, and in December
following, authority was given to General Wash
ington to raise 16 more, yet very little progress
had been made in the recruiting business, till after
the battles of Trenton and Princeton.
So much
time was necessarily consumed, before these new
recruits joined the commander in chief, that his
whole force, at Morristown and the several out
posts, for some time did not exceed 1500 men.
Yet these 1500 kept many thousands of the Bri

up in Brunswick. Almost every
was sent out by the latter, was success
fully opposed by the former, and the adjacent coun
try preserved in a great degree of tranquility.
It was matter of astonishment, that the British
suffered the dangerous interval, between the dis
banding of one army and the raising of another, to
tish closely pent

parly, that

pass away without doing something of conse
quence, against the remaining shadow of an armed
force.
Hitherto, there had been a deficiency of
arms and ammunition, as well as of men but in
the spring avessel of 24 guns arrived from France,
;

at Portsmouth, in New Hampshire, with upwards
of 11,000 stand of arms, and 1000 ban-els of
powder. Ten thousand stand of arms arriver
about the same time, in another part of the United

States.

Before the royal army took the field, in prose
cution of the main business of the campaign, two
enterprises for the destruction of American stores
were undertaken. The first was conducted
by
the second by Major General TryColonel Bird
on.
The former landed 23d March with about
500 men at Peekskill, near 50 miles from New
;

York.

army with American

General Washington had repeatedly cau
tioned the commissaries, not to suffer large quan
tities of provisions to be near the water : but his
prudent advice had not been regarded. The few
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The British fleet, after
nient on equal terms, and also satisfied that it relief of Philadelphia.
would be too hazardous to attempt passing the De leaving the Capes of the Delaware, was not heard
laware, while tin: country was in arms, and the of for nearly three weeks ; except that it had once
main American army in lull force in his rear. He or twice been seen near the coast steering south
A council of officers convened, 21st of
therefore returned to Amboy, and thence passed wardly.
over to Staten Island, resolving to prosecute the August, at Neshaminy, near Philadelphia, unani
another route.
mously gave it as their opinion, that Charleston,
objects of the campaign by
real in South Carolina, was most
probably their ob
During the period of these movements, the
were iuvolved in obscu ject, and that it would be impossible for the
designs of Gnicral Howe
army
Though the season for military operations to march thither in season for its relief. It was
rity.
his
therefore
of
the
month
to
as
as
far
to
concluded,
was advanced
July, yet
repair the loss of
try

llth of September.

This took place at Chadd s
on the Brandy wine a small stream which
empties itself into Christiana creek, near its con
flux with the river Delaware.
The royal army advanced at day break in two
columns, commanded by lieutenant general KnipThe first took the
hauseri, and lord Cornwallis.
direct road to Chadd s ford, and made a show of
passing it, in front of the main body of the Ameri
ford,

;

At the same time, the other column moved
up on the west side of the Brandy wine to its fork,
Charleston, which was considered as unavoidable, crossed both its branches, and then marched down
determinate object could not be ascertained.
Nothing on his part had hitherto taken place, but either by attempting something on New York on its east side, with the view of turning the right
cans.

Washing island, or, by uniting with the northern army, to wing of their adversaries. This they affected,
alternately advancing and retreating.
ton s embarrassment on this account was increased, give more effectual opposition to Burgoyne.
A and compelled them to retreat with great loss.
was coming in great small change of position, conformably to this new
General Kniphausen amused the Americans with
by intelligence that Burgoyne
force towards New York from Canada.
Appre system, took place. The day before the above the appearance of crossing the ford, but did not
resolution was adopted the British fleet entered attempt it until lord Cornwallis,
hending that Sir William Howe would ultimately
having crossed
move up the North River, and that his movements the Chesapeake. Intelligence thereof in a few above, and moved down on the opposite side, had
which looked southwardly were feints, the Ameri days reached the American army, and dispelled commenced his attack. Kniphausen then crossed
can general detached a brigade to reinforce the that mist of uncertainty, in which General Howe s the ford, and attacked the troops posted for its de
Successive advices movements had heretofore been enveloped. The fence.
northern division of his army.
These, after a severe conflict, were com
of the advance of Burgoyne favoured the idea, American troops were put in motion to meet the pelled to give way. The retreat of the Americans
Their numbers on paper amounted soon became general, and was continued to Chester.
that a junction of the two royal armies near Albany British army.
The final issue of battles often depends on small
was intended. Some movements were therefore to 14,000 ; but their real effective force, on which
made by Washington towards Peekskill, and on dependence might be placed in the day of battle, circumstances, which human prudence cannot con
while the main did not much exceed SOOO men. Every appear trol. One of these occurred here, and prevented
the other side towards Trenton
army was encamped near the Clove, in readiness ance of confidence was assumed by them as they General Washington from executing a bold design,
to march either to the north or south, as the move
passed through Philadelphia, that the citizens to effect which his troops were actually in motion.
This was, to cross the Brandywine, and attack
ments of Sir William Howe might require. At might be intimidated from joining the British.
About the same time numbers of the principal in Kniphausen, while General Sullivan and lord Stir
length, the main body of the royal army, consist
habitants of that city, being suspected of disaffec
ling should keep Earl Cornwallis in check. In the
ing of thirty-six British and Hessian battalions, with
a regiment of light horse, a loyal provincial corps, tion to the American cause, were taken into cus most critical moment, Washington received intel
called the queen s rangers, and a powerful artillery, tody and sent to Virginia.
ligence which he was obliged to credit, that the
Soon after Sir William Howe had landed his column of lord Cornwallis had been only making
amounting in the whole to about 16,000 men, de
in Maryland, he put forth a declaration, in a feint, and was
returning to join Kniphausen.
parted from Sandy-hook, and were reported to troops
which he informed the inhabitants, that he had This prevented the execution of a plan, which, if
steer southwardly.
About the time of this embarcation, a letter from issued the strictest orders to the troops, &quot;for the carried into effect, would probably have given a
SirWilliam Howe to General Burgoyne was in preservation of regularity and good discipline, and different turn to the events of the day.
The killed and wounded, in the royal army,
This contained intelligence, that the that the most exemplary punishment would be in
tercepted.
The loss of the Ameri
British troops were destined to New Hampshire. flicted upon those who should dare to plunder the were near six hundred.
The intended deception was so superficially veiled, property, or molest the persons of any of his ma cans was twice that number. In the list of their
He seemed to wounded were two general officers, the Marquis
that, in conjunction with the intelligence of the jesty s well disposed subjects.&quot;
British embarcation, it produced a contrary effect. be fully apprised of the consequences, which had de la Fayette* and General VVoodford.
Within one hour after the reception of the inter resulted from the indiscriminate plunderings of *As we intend to scatter
through this work some
cepted letter, Washington gave orders to his army his army in New Jersey, and determined to adopt
notices of those distinguished men
biographical
a more polite line of conduct.
Whatever his
to move to the southward ; but he was neverthe
who took an active part in the revolutionary
less so much impressed with a conviction, that it lordship s intentions might have been, they were
war, and who assisted in the councils of our
was the true interest of Howe to move towards by no means seconded by his troops.
The royal army set out from the eastern heads
nation, we shall here introduce the great and
Burgoyne, that he ordered the American army to
of the Chesapeake, September 3d, with a spirit
halt foi some time, at the river Delaware, sus
good La Fayette, from the pen of that eminent
which promised to compensate for the various
pecting that the movement of the royal army to
statesman and scholar, John Quincy Adams.
the southward was a feint, calculated to draw him delays, that had hitherto wasted the campaign.
oration was delivered before the congress
The
Their
tents
and
were
left
River.
The
British
farther from the North
fleet,
behind, and
baggage
of the United States, on the 31st of December,
having sailed from Sandy-hook, was a week at sea they trusted their future accommodation to such
At this time quarters as their arms might procure. They ad
before it readied Cape Henlopen.
1834, at their request, and exhibits the finest
and place, for reasons that do not obviously occur, vanced with boldness, till they were within two
view, that either country has produced, of the
General Howe gave up the idea of approaching miles of the American army, which was then
patriot and warrior of both hemispheres, whose
Washington soon changed
Philadelphia, by ascending the Delaware, and re posted near Newport.
name is given to immortality on every hour that
solved on a circuitous route by the way of the his position, and took post on the high ground
ED.
flies:
near
s ford, on the Brandy wine creek, with
Chadd
counted
on
he
Perhaps
being
joined
Chesapeake.
an intention of disputing the passage.
It was the
by large reinforcements, from the numerous tories
in Maryland or Delaware, or perhaps he feared wish, hut by no means the interest of the Ameiithe obstructions which the Pennsylvanians had catis to try their strength in an engagement.
Their regular troops were not only greatly infe
If these were his rea
planted iu the Delaware.
From the tories rior in discipline, but in numbers, to the royal
sons, he was mistaken in both.
he received no advantage and from the obstruc army. The opinion of the inhabitants, though Fellow-citizens of the Senate and
House of Representatives of the United States :
tions in the river, his ships could have received no founded on no circumstances more substantial
IF the authority by which I am now called to
detriment, if he had landed his troops at Newcas than their wishes, imposed a species of necessity
tle, which was 14 miles nearer Philadelphia, than on the American General, to keep his army in address you is one of the highest honours that
front of the enemy, and to risk an action for the could be conferred upon a citizen of this Union
the head of Chesapeake bay.
by
dissemble to myself that
The British, after they had left the Capes of the security of Philadelphia. Instead of this, had he his countrymen. I
Delaware, had a tedious and uncomfortable pas taken the ridge of high mountains on his right, the it embraces at the same time one of the most ar
entered the British must have respected his numbers, and pro duous duties that could be imposed.
Grateful to
sage, be ina; twenty days before they
you for the honour conferred upon me by your in
Capes of Virginia. They ascended the bay, with bably would have followed him up the country.
a favourable wind, and on the 25th of August By this policy the campaign might have been vitation, a sentiment of irrepressible and fearful
The circumstance of wasted away in a manner fatal to the invaders diffidence absorbs every faculty of my soul in conlanded at Turkey-point.
the British putting out to sea, after they had looked but the majority of the American people were so templatiug the magnitude, the difficulties, and the
into the Delaware, added to the apprehension be
impatient of delays, and had such an overweening delicacy of the task which it has been your pleaconceit of the numbers aud prowess of their army, sure to assign to me.
fore entertained, that the whole was a feint calcu
I am to speak to the North American states
lated to draw the American army farther from the that they could not comprehend the wisdom and
North River, so as to prevent their being at hand policy of mauueuvres, to shun a general engage and people, assembled here in the persons of their
ment.
honoured and confidential lawgivers and repreto oppose a junction between Howe and Bur
On this occasion necessity dictated, that a sacri- sentativus. lam to speak to them, by their own
goyne. Washington therefore fell back to such a
middle station, as would enable him, either speedi fice should be made on the altar of public opinion, appointment, upon the life and character of a man
to the North River, or advance to the
general action was therefore hazarded ou the J whose life was, for nearly threescore years, the hUly to return
;
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of

whose and, when James the Second had been expelled

tory of the civilized world ;
character, to say that it is indis.-.olubly identified
with the revolution of out independence, is little
more than to mark the features of his childhood ;
of a man, the personified image of self-circum
scribed liberty.
Nor can it escape the most su
perficial observation, that, in speaUing to the fathers
of the land upon the life and character of LAFAY
ETTE, I cannot forbear to touch upon topics which
are yet deeply convulsing the world, both of opi
I am to walk between burn
nion and of action.
ing ploughshares; to tread upon fires which have
cot yet even collected cinders to cover them.
If, in addressing their countrymen upon their
most important interests, the Orators of Antiquity
i

man, of

were accustomed to begin by supplication to their
gods that nothing unsuitable to be said or unworthy
to be heard might escape from their lips, how

much more forcible is my obligation to invoke the
who touched Isaiah s hallowed
favour of Him
&quot;

not only to extinguish in the mind
every conception unadapted to the grandeur and
sublimity of the theme, but to draw from the bo
som of the deepest conviction thoughts congenial
to the merits which it is the duty of the discourse
to unfold, and words not unworthy of the dignity
of the auditory before whom I appear.
In order to form a just estimate of the life and
character of Lafayette, it may be necessary to ad
vert, not only to the circumstances connected with
his birth, education, and lineage, butto the political
condition of his country and Great Britain, her
national rival and adversary, at the time of his
birth, and during his years of childhood.
On the sixth day of September, one thousand
seven hundred and fifty-seven, the hereditary Mon
arch of the British Islands was a native of Ger
many. A rude, illiterate old soldier of the wars
for the Spanish succession
little versed even in
the language of the nation over which he ruled;
educated to the maxims and principles of the feu
dal law of openly licentious life, and of moral
he styled himself,
character far from creditable
by the grace of God, of Great Britain, France,
and Ireland, King but there was another and
real king of France, no better, perhaps worse, than
himself, and with whom he was then at war. This
was Louis, the fifteenth of the name, great grandsou of his immediate predecessor, Louis the Four
teenth, sometimes denominated the Great. These
two kings held their thrones, by the law of heredi
lips

with

fire,&quot;

;

;

;

;

tary succession, variously modified, in France by
Roman Catholics, and in Britain by Protestant

the

reformed Christianity.
They were at war, chiefly for conflicting claims
to the possession of the western wilderness of

North America

;

a prize, the capabilities of

which

are now unfolding themselves with a grandeur and
magnificence unexampled in the history of the
but of which, if the nominal possession had
world
remained in either of the two princes, who were
;

3i)7

and to reflect upon the cause of his father s
there was no drop of consolation mingled in
of his people, revolted against his tyranny, and the cup from the consideration that he had died
when his two daughters, who succeeded him, had for his country. And when the youthful mind was
died without issue, George the First, the son ol awakened to meditation upon the rights of man
the Electress of Hanover, became King of Great kind, the principles of freedom, and theories of
Britain, by the settlement of an act of parliament, government, it cannot be difficult to perceive, in
blending together the principle of hereditary sue the illustrations of his own family records, the
cession with that of Reformed Protestant Christi source of that aversion to
hereditary rule, perhaps
the most distinguishing feature of his political
anity, and the rites of the Church of England.
opi
The throne of France was occupied by virtue of nions, and to which he adhered through all the
the same principle of hereditary succession, dif vicissitudes of his life.
In the same war, and at the same time,
ferently modified, and blended with the Christianity
George
of the church of Rome.
From this line of suc Washington was armed, a loyal subject, in sup
cession all females were inflexibly excluded.
of
his
port
king; but to him that was also the cause
Louis the Fifteenth, at the age of six years, had of his country.
His commission was not in the
become the absolute sovereign of France, because army of George the Second, but issued under the
he was the great grandson of his immediate pre authority of the colony of Virginia, the province
decessor.
He was of the third generation in de in which he received his birth. On the borders of
scent from the preceding king, and, by the law of that province, the war in its most horrid forms was
primogeniture engrafted upon that of lineal succes waged not a war of mercy, and of courtesy, like
sion, did, by the death of his ancestor, forthwith that of the civilized embattled legions of Europe ;
succeed, though in childhood.to an absolute throne, but war to the knife ; the war of Indian savages,
in preference to numerous descendants from that terrible toman, but more terrible to the tender sex,
same ancestor, then in the full vigor of manhood. and most terrible to helpless infancy. In defence
The first reflection that must occur to a rational of his country against the ravages of such a war,
being, in contemplating these two results of the Washington, in the dawn of manhood, had drawn
principle of hereditary succession, as resorted to his sword, as if Providence, with deliberate pur
for designating the rulers of nations, is, that two pose, had sanctified for him the
practice of war,
persons more unfit to occupy the thrones of Britain all-detestable and unhallowed as it is, that he
and of France, at the time of their respective ac might, in a cause, virtuous and exalted
by its mo
cessions, could scarcely have been found upon the tive and its end, be trained and fitted in a conge
face of the Globe ; George the Second, a foreigner, nial school to march in aftertimes the leader of he
the son and grandson of foreigners, born beyond roes in the war of his
country s independence.
the seas, educated in uncongenial manners, igno
At the time of the birth of Lafayette, this war,
rant of the constitution, of the laws, even of the which was to make him a fatherless child, and in
language of the people over whom he was to rule : which Washington was laying broad and deep, in
and Louis the Fifteenth, an infant, incapable of the defence and protection of his native land, the
discerning his right hand from his left. Yet, strange foundations of his unrivalled renown, was but in
as it may sound to the ear of unsophisticated rea
its
It was to continue five
early stage.
years
son, the British nation were wedded to the belief longer, and was to close with the total
extinguish
that this act of settlement, fixing their crown upon ment of the colonial dominion of France on the
the heads of this succession of total strangers, was continent of North America.
The deep humilia
the brightest and most glorious exemplification of tion of France, and the
triumphant ascendancy
their national freedom ; and not less strange, if on this continent of her rival, were the first results
aught in the imperfection of human reason could of this great national conflict. The complete ex
seem strange, was that deep conviction of the pulsion of France from North America seemed to
French people, at the same period, thai their chief the superficial vision of men to fix the British
glory and happiness consisted in the vehemence power over these extensive regions, on founda
of their affection for their king, because he was tions immovable as the
everlasting hills.
descended in an uubroken male line of genealogy
Let us pass in imagination a period of

from his throne and his country by the indignation

fered,

fate,

;

from

Louis.
of the fruits of this line of hereditary suc
cession, modified by sectarian principles of reli
gion, was to make the peace and war, the happi
ness or misery of the people of the British em
pire, dependent upon the fortunes of the Electo
rate of Hanover
the personal domain of their im
This was a result calamitous alike
ported king.
to the people of Hanover, of Britain, and of
France but it was one of the two causes of that
dreadful war then waging between them
and as
the cause, so was this a principle theatre of that
disastrous war.
It was at Minden, in the heart of
the Electorate of Hanover, that the father of La
fayette fell, and left him an orphan, a victim to
that war, and to the principle of
hereditary suc
St.

One

;

;

only
twenty years, and alight upon the borders of the
river

Brandywine.

Washington

is

commander-

in-chief of the armies

of the United States of
is again
raging in the heart of his
hostile armies of one and the same

America; war
native land

;

name, blood, and language, are arrayed for battle
on the banks of the stream; and
Philadelphia,
where the United States are ia Congress assem-

bled, and whence their decree of
independence
has gone forth, is the destined prize to the conflict
of the day.
Who is that tall, slender youth, of
foreign air and aspect, scarcely emerged from the
years of boyhood, and fresh from the walls of a
college fighting, a volunteer, at tin; side of Wash

;
staking their kingdoms upon the issue of the strife,
the buffalo and the beaver, with their hunter, the
Indian savage, would, at this day, have been as
they then were, the only inhabitants.
In this war, GEORGE WASHINGTON, then at the
ington, bleeding, unconsciously to himself, and
age of twenty-four, was on the side of the British
rallying his men to secure the retreat of the scat
German King, a youthful, but heroic combatant cession from which it emanated.
tered American ranks?
It is GILBERT MOTIER
Thus, then, it Wits on the 6th of September, DE LAFAYETTE ; the son of the victim of Minden ;
and, in the same war, the father of Lafayette was
r
on the opposite side, exposing his life in the heart 17- )7, the day when Lafayette was born. The and he is bleeding in the cause of North American
of Germany, for the cause of the King of France. kings of France and Britain were seated upon their ^dependence and of freedom.
( hi that day, the sixth of
September, one thou thrones by virtue of the principle of hereditary
what was this
pause one moment to
;

:

We

sand seven hundred and fifty-seven was born GIL succession, variously modified and blended with
BERT MOTIER DE LAFAYETTE, at the Castle of different forms of religious faith, and they were
Chavaniac, in Auvergne, and a few months after waging war against each other, and exhausting
the blood and treasure of their people for causes
his birth his father fell in battle at Minden.
Let us here observe the influence of political in in which neither of the nations had any beneficial
stitutions over the destinies and the characters of or lawful interest.
In this wai the father of Lafayette fell in the
men. George the Second was a German Prince
he had been maiie king of the British Islands by cause of his king, but not of his country. He
that is to say. because was an officer of an invading army, the instru
the accident of his birth
his great grandmother had been the daughter of ment of his sovereign s wanton ambition and lust
James the First that great grandmother had been of conquest. The people of the Electorate of
married to the King of Bohemia, and her youngest Hanover had done no wrong to him or to his
daughter had been married to the Elector of Han country. When his son came to an age capable
over.
George the Second s father was her son, of understanding the irreparable loss thathe had suf-.
;

:

:

enquire
cause of North American independence, and what
were the motives and inducements to the
youthful
stranger to devote himself, his life, and fortune to it.
The people of the British colonies in North
America, after a controversy of ten years dura

tion with their sovereign
beyond the seas, upon
an attempt by him and his parliament to tax them
without their consent, had been constrained

by

necessity to declare themselves independent ; to
dissolve the tie of their
allegiance to him ; to re

nounce

their right to its protection, and to assume
their station among the
independent civilized na
tions of the earth.
This had been done with a

deliberation and solemnity

unexampled

in the

hw.
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midst of a civil impulses which influence and control the conduct
tory of the world ; Hone in the
war, differing in character from any of those of men, would have sided in sentiment with the
which for centuries before had desolated Europe. British or royal cause.
The war had risen upon a question between the
Lafayette was born a subject of the most absoInte and nrost splendid monarchy of Europe, and
the powers of their gov
rights of the people and
ernment. The discussions, in the progress of the in the highest rank of her proud and chivalrous
the contemplations of nobility.
He had been educated at a College of
controversy, had opened to
men the first foundations of civil society and of the University of Paris, founded by the royal mu
nificence of Louis the Fourteenth, orof his minis
government. The war of Independence began by
and a tax ter, Cardinal Richelieu. Left an orphan in early
litigation Upon a petty stamp on paper,
of three pence a pound on tea ; but these broke childhood, with the inheritance of a princely for
up the fountains of the great deep, and the deluge tune, he had been married, at sixteen years of age,
ensued. Had the British parliament the right to to a daughter of the house of Noailles, the most
tax the people of the colonies in another hemis
distinguished family of the kingdom, scarcely
to that
phere, not represented in the imperial legislature ? deemed in public consideration inferior
They affirmed they had the people of the colo which wore the crown. He came into active life,
There were ten years at the change from boy to man, a husband and a
nies insisted they had not.
of pleading before they came to an issue ; and all father, in the full enjoyment of every thing that
the legitimate sources of power, and all the primi avarice could covet, with a certain prospect before
him of all that ambition could crave. Happy in his
tive elements of freedom were scrutinized, de
domestic affections, incapable from the benignity
bated, analyzed, and elucidated, before the light
a life
ing of the torch of Ate, and her cry of havoc up of his nature, of envy, hatred, or revenge,
of
on letting slip the dogs of war.
ignoble ease and indolent repose&quot; seemed to
When the day of conflict came, the issue of the be that which nature and fortune had combined to
The people of piepare before him. To men of ordinary mould
contest was necessarily changed.
the colonies had maintained the contest on the this condition Would have led to a life of luxurious
Such was the
principle of resisting the invasion of chartered apathy and sensual indulgence.
rights ; first by argument and remonstrance, and, life into which, from the operation of the same
But with the causes, Louis the Fifteenth had sunk, with his
finally, by appeal to the sword.
:

&quot;

then foresaw. It was then identical with the star?
and stripes of the American Union, floating to the
breeze from the hall of independence, at Philadel
Nor sordid avarice, nor vulgar ambition,
phia.
could point his footsteps to the pathway leadin!*
to that banner.
To the love of ease or pleasure
nothing could be more repulsive. Something may
be allowed to the beatings of the youthful breast,
which make ambition virtue, and something to (hespirit of military adventure, imbibed from his pro
fession, and of which he felt in common with many
others.
France, Germany, Poland, furnished to
the armies of this union, in our revolutionary strug
gle no inconsiderable number of officers of hi . li
rank and distinguished merit. The name of Pulaski and de Kalb are numbered among the martyrs
of our freedom, and their ashes repose in our soil
side by side with the canonized bones of Warren
and of Montgomery. To the virtues of Lafayette,
a more protracted career and happier earthly desti
nies were reserved.
To the moral principle of po
litical action, the sacrifices of no other man were

comparable to his. Youth, health, fortune the fa
vour of his king the enjoyment of ease and plea
sure
even (he choicest blessings of domestic feli
he gave them all for toil and danger in a dis
city
tant land, and an almost hopeless cause
but it was
the cause ofjustice, and of the rights of human kind.
The resolve is firmly fixed, and it now remains
:

;

;

;

;

war came the necessary exercise of sovereign household and court, while Lafayette was rising to be carried into execution. On the 7th of De
powers. The Declaration of Independence justi to manhood, surrounded by the contamination of cember, 1776, Silas Deane, then a secret agent of
their example,
Had his natural endowments been the American Congress at Paris, stipulates with
fied itself as the only possible remedy for insuffer
even of the higher and nobler order of such as ad the Marquis de Lafayette that he shall receives
It seated itself upon the first foun
able wrongs.
dations of the law of nature, and the incontestable here to virtue, even in the lap of prosperity, and commission, to date from (hat day, of major gene
There was no longer in the bosom of temptation, he might have lived ral in the army of the United States and the
doctrine of human rights.
in return, to depart when and
any question of the constitutional powers of the and died a pattern of the nobility of France, to be Marquis stipulates,
Biitish parliament, or of violated colonial charters. classed, in aftertimes, with the Turennes and the how Mr. Deane shall judge proper, to serve the
Thenceforward the American nation supported its Montausiers of the age of Louis the Fourteenth, United States with all possible zeal, without pay or
existence by war; and the British nation by war, or with the Villavs or the Lamoignons of the age emolument, reserving to himself only the libei y
of returning to Europe if his family or his king
was contending for conquest. As, between the immediately preceding his own.
But as, in the firmament of heaven that rolls should recall him.
two parties, the single question at issue was In
Neither his family nor his king were willing
dependence but in the confederate existence of over our heads, there is, among the stars of the
nor had Mr. Denne the
not only first magnitude, one so pre-eminent in splendour, that he should depart
the North American Union, liberty
their own liberty, but the vital principle of liberty as, in the opinion of astronomers, to constitute a power, either to conclude (his contract, or to fur
class by itself; so, in the fourteen hundred years nish the means of his conveyance to America.
to the whole race of civilized man, was involved.
of the French monarchy, among the multitudes of Difficulties rise up before him only to be dispers
It was at this stage of the conflict, and imme
and obstacles thicken only to be surmounted.
diately after the Declaration of Independence, that great and mighty men which it has evolved, the ed,
it drew the
attention, and called into action the name of Lafayette stands unrivalled in the solitude The day after the signature of the contract. Mr,
Deane s agency is superseded by the arrival of
moral sensibilities and the intellectual faculties of of glory.
In entering upon the threshold of life, a career Doctor Benjamin Franklin and Arthur Lee as his
Lafayette, then in the nineteenth year of his age.
The war was revolutionary. It began by the was to open before him. He had the option of colleagues in commission: nor did they think
the conrt and the camp.
An office was tendered themselves authorized to con/inn his engagements,
dissolution of the British government in the colo
the people of which were by that operation, to him in the household of the king s brother, the Lafayette is not to be discouraged. The commis
nies
left without any government whatever.
They count de Provence, since successively a royal exile sioners extenuate nothing of ihe unpromising con
were then at one and the same time maintaining and a reinstated king. The servitude and inaction dition of their cause. Mr. Deane avows his inabi
he preferred a lity to furnish him with a passage to the United
their independent national existence by war, and of a court had no charms for him
States.
The more desperate the cause,&quot; says
forming new social compacts for their own gov commission in the army, and, at the time of the
The construction of declaration of independence, was a captain of dra Lafayette, &quot;the greater need has it of my ser
ernment thenceforward.
vices; and if Mr. Deane has no vessel for my
the extent and the limitations of goons in garrison at Metz.
civil society
There, at an entertainment given by his relative, passage, I shall purchase one myself, and will tra
organized power; the establishment of a system
the Marechal de Broglie, the commandant of the verse the ocean with a selected company of my
of government combining the greatest enlarge
ment of individual liberty with the most perfect place, to the duke of Gloucester, brother to the own.&quot;
Other impediments arise. His design becomes
preservation of public order, were the continual British king, and then a transient traveller through
known to the British ambassador at the court of
occupations of every mind. The consequences that part of France, he learns, as an incident of
of this state of things to the history of mankind, intelligence received that morning by the English Versailles, who remonstrates to the French go
and especially of Europe, were foreseen by none. prince from London, that the congress of rebels, vernment against it. At his instance, orders are
Europe saw nothing but the war; a people strug at Philadelphia, had issued a declaration of inde issued for the detention of the vessel purchased bv
and the pendence. A conversation ensues upon the causes the Marquis, and fitted out at Bordeaux, and for
gling for liberty, and against oppression
the arrest of his person. To elude the first ofthese
people in every part of Europe sympathized with which have contributed to produce this event, and
the people of the American colonies.
upon the consequences which may be expected to orders the vessel is removed from Bordeaux to
With their governments it was not so. The flow from it. The imagination of Lafayette has the neighbouring port of passage, within the do
caught across the Atlantic tide the spark emitted minion of Spain. The order for his arrest is
people of the American colonies were insurgents
his heart executed
he
but, by stratagem nnd disguise
all governments abhor insurrection
they were re from the declaration of independence
volted colonists.
The great maritime powers of has kindled at the shock, and before he slumbers escapes from the custody of those who have him
Europe had colonies of their own, to which the upon his pillow, he has resolved to devote his life in charge, and before a second order can reach
him he is safe on the ocean wave, bound to the
example of resistance against oppression might be and fortune to the cause.
land of independence and of freedom.
You have before you the cause and the man.
The American colonies were stig
contagious.
It has been necessary to clear out the vessel for
matized in all the official acts of British govern The self-devotion of Lafayette was twofold. First,
ment as rebels; and rebellion to the governing to the people, maintaining a bold and seemingly an island for the West Indies but, once at sea he
The desperate struggle against oppression, and for na avails himself of his right as owner of the ship, and
part of mankind is as the sin of witchcraft.
;

;

;

;

;

;

&quot;

;

1

;

;

;

;

;

,

;

governments of Europe, therefore, were, at heart,
on the side of the British government in this war,
and the people of Europe were on the side of the
American people.
Lafayette, by his position, and condition in life,
was one ol those who, governed by the ordinary

existence.
Secondly, and chiefly, to the compel&quot; his captain to steer for the shores of eman
He lauds with his com
cipated North America.
principles of their declaration, which then first un
furled before his eyes the consecrated standard of panions, on the 25th ot April, 1777, in South Ca
human rights. So that standard, without an in rolina, not far from Charleston, and finds a most
Where it would cordial reception and hospitable welcome in the
stant of hesitation, he repaired.

tional

lead him,

it

is

scarcely probable that he himself, house of Major Huger.

UNITED STATES
of this adventurous expedition,
Every
full of incidents, combining with the simplicity of
liistorical truth all the interest of romance, is so
well known, and so familiar to the memory of all
who hear me, that 1 pass them over without far
ther notice.
From Charleston he proceeded to Philadelphia,
where the Congress of the revolution were in ses
sion, and where lie offered his services in the
cause.
Here, again, he was met with difficulties,

gone the trial of the same alternative. None ol
them, save Lafayette, had brought the same tribute, of his life, his fortune, and his honour, to a
cause of a country foreign to his own. To La
His
fayette the soil of freedom was his country.
His fire
post of honour was the post of danger.
side was the field of battle.
He accepted with joy
the invitation of Washington, and repaired forth
with to the camp.
The bond of indissoluble
the friendship of heroes, was sealed
friendship
which, to men of ordinary minds, would have been from the first hour of their meeting, to last throughiiisiiriiiountable.
Mr. Deane s contracts were so out their lives, and to live in the memory of maniy
_/_._ 1_
_.!_
J /
numerous, and for offices of rank so high, that it kind for ever.
was impossible they should be ratified by the Con
It was, perhaps, at the
suggestion of the Ame
He had stipulated for the appointment rican commissioners in France, that this invitation
gress.
of other Major Generals; and, in the same con- was given by Washington. In a letter from them,
tract with that of Lafayette, for eleven othei of the 25th of May, 1777, to the committee of
officers, from the rank of a Colonel to that of Lieu- foreign affairs, they announce that the Marquis
tenant.
To introduce these officers, strangers, had departed for the United States in a ship of
scarcely one of whom could speak the language his own, accompanied by some officers of distincofthe country, into the American army, to take tion, in order to serve in our armies. They observe
rank and precedence over the native citizens that he is exceedingly beloved, and that every
whose ardent patriotism had pointed them to the body s good wishes attend him. They cannot
standard of their country, could not, without but hope that he will meet with such a reception
great injustice, nor without exciting the most as will make the country and his expedition agree
fatal dissensions, have been done; and this answer able to him.
They further say that those who
was necessarily given as well to Lafayette as censure it as imprudent in him, do nevertheless
to the other officers who had accompanied him applaud his spirit
and they are satisfied that eifrom Europe. His reply was an offer to serve asjvilities and respect shown to him will be servicedetail

i

I

;
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know
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a volunteer, and without pay- Magnanimity, thus
disinterested, -could not be resisted, nor could the
sense of it be worthily manifested by a mere
acceptance of the offer. On the 31st of July,
1777, therefore, the following resolution and pre

;

able to our cause in France, as pleasing not
only
to his powerful relations and to the court, but to
the whole French nation.
add, that

j

They

he had

a beautiful

finally

and

for her sake,
particularly, they hoped that his bravery and ardent
amble are recorded upon the journals of Congress : desire to distinguish himself would be a little re
Whereas, the Marquis de Lafayette, out of his strained by the general s [Washington s] prudence
great zeal to the cause of liberty, in which the so as cot to permit his being hazarded much, but
United States are engaged, has left his family upon some important occasion.
The head-quarters of
and connexions, and, at his own expense, come
as
left

young

wife,

Washington, serving

over to oiler his service to the United States,
without pension or particular allowance, and is
anxious to risk his life in our cause
Resolved, That his services be accepted, and
that, in consideration of his zeal, illustrious family,
and connexions, he have the rank and commis
sion of Major General in the aimy of the United

with the rank and commission of a
Major General without command, was precisely
the station adapted to the development of his cha
racter, to his own honour, and that of the army,
and to the prudent management of the country s
cause.
To him it was at once a severe school of
But it
experience, and a rigorous test of merit.
was not the place to restrain him from exposure
.States.&quot;
He had the rank and commission, but no com to danger. The time at which he joined the camp
mand as a Major General. With this, all per was one of pre-eminent peril. The British govern
sonal ambition was gratified; and whatever ser ment, and the commander in chief of the British
vices he might perform, he could attain no higher forces, had imagined that the possession of Phi
rank in the American army. The discontents of ladelphia, combined with that of the line along the
officers already in the service, at being supersed
Hudson river, from the Canadian frontier to the
ed in command by a stripling foreigner, were dis city of New York, would be fatal to the American
armed nor was the prudence of Congress, per cause. By the capture of Burgoyne and his army,
haps, without its influence in withholding a com that portion of the project sustained a total defeat.
mand, which, but for * judgment premature &quot;be The final issue of the war was indeed sealed with
yond the slow advance of years,&quot; might have haz the capitulation of the 17th of October, 1777, at
arded something of the sacred cause itself, by Saratoga
sealed, not with the subjugation, but
with the independence of the North American
confidence too hastily bestowed.
The day after the date of his commission, be union.
In the southern campaign the British com
was introduced to Washington commander-inIt was mander was more successful.
chief of the armies of the confederation.
The fall of Phila
The delphia was the result of the battle of Brandythe critical period of the campaign of 1777.
British army commanded by lord Howe, was ad wine, on the llth of September.
This was the
vancing from the head of Elk, to which they had first action in which Lafayette was engaged, and
been transported by sea from New York, upon the first lesson of his practical military school
Philadel
Washington bv a counteracting wag a lesson of misfortune. In the attempt to
movement bad been approaching from his line of rally the American troops in their retreat, he re
E
He was scarcely
defence, in
Jerseys, toward the city, and ceived a musket ball in the leg.
It was a conscious of the wound till made sensible of it
arrived there on the 1st of August.
by
meeting of congenial souls. At the close of it, the loss of blood, and even then ceased not his
Washington gave the youthful stranger an invita exertions in the field till he had secured and cov
tion to make the head-quarters of the Commander- ered the retreat.
that he should establish him
This casualty confined him for sometime to his
in-chief his home
at Philadelphia, and afterwards detained him
self thereat his own time, and consider himself $1
It was natural that, some
all times one of his family.
days at Bethlehem but within six weeks he
in giving this invi-ation. he should remark the rejoined the head-quarters of Washington, near
contiast of the M .uatioii in which it would place Whitemarsh.
He soon became anxious to obtain
him. wiili tint of ease, and comfort, and luxu-;a command equal to his rank, and, in the short
rimis enjoyment, which he had left, at the splen-j space of time that he had been with the commanthe Sixteenth, and of his beau- der-in-chief, had so
did court of
thoroughly obtained his confiliful ;iiu! accomplished, but ill-fated queen, then at dence as to secure an earnest solicitation from him
to
t!;e very Mi:mr. .: of,-.! which constitutes the comCongress in his favour. In a letter to Conaress,
mon estimate of fe icity. How deep and solemn wag; of the 1st of November, 1777, he says; &quot;The
Na
American had under- Marquis de Lafayette is extremely solicitous of
thjs ro:::i&quot;!st
a volunteer,

:

;

;

;

:

be&amp;lt;J

;

|

Loiii&amp;lt;

i

:

!

nu.:.vi&amp;gt;

]

command

equal

to

his rank.

1

do not

what

light Congress will view the matter,
but
appears to me, from a consideration of his
illustrious and important connexions, the attach
in

it

ment which he has manifested for our cause, and
the consequences which his return in disgust might
produce, that it will be advisable to gratify him in
his wishes; and the more so, as several gentlemen
from France, who came over under some assur
ances, have gone back disappointed in their expec
tations.
His conduct with respect to them stands
in a favourable point of view ; having inteiested himself to remove their uneasiness, and urged
the impropriety of their making any unfavour
able representations upon their arrival home ;
in all his letters he has placed our affairs
the best situation he could.
Besides, he is

and
in

j

|

a

sensible,

discreet

his

in

manners

has

;

made

great proficiency in our language ; and, from the
disposition he discovered at the battle of Brandywine, possesses a large share of bravery and mili
ardour.&quot;

tary

Perhaps one of the highest encomiums ever
pronounced of a man in public life, is that of a
historian

eminent

for his

profound acquaintance

with mankind, who, in painting a great character
by a single line, says that he was just equal to all
the duties of the highest offices which he attained,
and never above them. There are in some men
qualities which dazzle and consume to little or no
valuable purpose.
They seldom belong to the
great benefactors of mankind.
They were not the
The
qualities of Washington, or of Lafayette.
testimonial offered by the American commander
to his young friend, after a probation of several
months, and after the severe test of the disastrous
day of Brandywine, was precisely adapted to the
man in whose favour it was given, and to the ob
What earnest
ject which it was to accomplish.
ness of purpose! what sincerity of conviction!
what energetic simplicity of expression
what
The merits of
thorough delineation of character
Lafayette, to the eye of Washington, are the can,dour and generosity of his disposition the indefaticable industry of application, which in the
course of a few months, has already given him
the mastery of a foreign language; good sense;
discretion of manners, an attribute not only un
usual in early years, but doubly rare in alliance
with that enthusiam so signally marked by his
self-devotion to the American cause
and, to
crown all the rest, the bravery and military ardour
so brilliantly manifested at the Brandywine.
Here
is no random praise
no unmeaning panegyric.
This cluster of qualities, all plain and simple, but
so seldom found in union together, so
generally
incompatible with one another, these are the pro
perties eminently trustworthy, in the judgment ot
Washington and these are the properties which
his discernment has found in Lafayette, and which
urge him thus earnestly to advise the gratification
of his wish by the assignment of a command equal
to the rank which had been granted to his zea|
and his illustrious name.
The recommendation of Washington had its
immediate effect and on the first of December,
1777, it was resolved by Congress, that he should
be informed it was highly agreeable to Congress,
that the Marquis de Lafayette should be appointed
to the command of a division in the continental
!

!

;

;

;

;

:

army.

He

received accordingly such an appointment ;
plan w as organized in Congress for a second
invasion of Canada, at the head of which he was

and

a

This expedition, originally projected
without consultation with the commander-in-chief,
might be connected with the temporary dissatis
faction in the community and in Congress, at the
endeavours to defend Philadel
ill success of his
placed.

phia, which rival and unfriendly partisans were
too ready to compare with the splendid terminan. by the capture of Buraoyne and his army, of
the northern campaign, under the command of
General Gates. To foreclose all suspicion of a par
ticipation in these views, Lafayette proceeded to
the seat of Congress, and, accepting the important
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charge which

was proposed

him,
obtained at his particular request that he should
be considered as an officer detached from the
army of Washington, and to remain under his or
He then repaired in person to Albany, to
ders.
take command of the troops who were to assemble
at that place, in order to cross the lakes on the
but on arriving at Al
ice, and attack Montreal
the promised preparations
bany, he found none of
Con
in readiness
they were never effected.
the design, and
gress some time after relinquished
the Marquis was ordered to rejoin the army of
it

;

;

to assign

to

As

continued he,
long,&quot;
dispose of myself, 1 made it

thought 1 could of a land and naval force in the aid of the Ameri
&quot;the
pride and pleasure can cause,
Maiquis de Lafayette,&quot; says
to fight under American colours, in defence of a Doctor Franklin, in a letter of Ihe4th of
March,
cause which I dare more particularly call ours, 1780, to the president of Congress,
who. during
because I had the good fortune of bleeding for his residence in France, has been
extremely zea
her.
Now, sir, that France is involved in a war, lous in supporting our cause on all occasions, re
I am urged,
by a sense of my duty, as well as by turns again to fight for it. He is infinitely esteem
the love of my country, to present myself before ed and beloved here, and I am
persuaded will do
the king, and know in what manner he judges every thing in his power to merit a continuance of
proper to employ my services. The most agree the same affection from America.&quot;
able of all will always be such as may enable me
Immediately after his arrival in the United Slates,
to serve the common cause
among those whose it was, on the 17th of May, 1780, resolved in Con
&quot;

&quot;

as I

my

&quot;

friendship I had the happiness to obtain, and whose gress, that they consider his return to America
the succeeding month of May, his military fortune I had the honour to follow in less smiling to resume his command as a fresh proof of the dis
That reason, and others, which I leave to interested Zealand persevering attachment which
talent was displayed by the masterly retreat ef times.
fected in the presence of an overwhelming supe the feelings of Congress, engage me to beg from have justly recommended him to the public con
fidence and applause, and that they received with
s force from the position at them the liberty of going home for the next win
riority of the enemy
ter.
Barren Hill.
pleasure a tender of the farther services of so gal
As long as there were any hopes of an active lant and meritorious an officer.
He was soon after distinguished at the battle of
From this time until the termination of the
Monmouth&quot;; and in September, 1778, a resolution campaign, I did not think of leaving the field ;
of Congress declared their high sense of his ser now that I see a very peaceable and undisturbed campaign of 1781, by the surrender of lord Cornvices, not only in the field, but in his exertions to moment, I take this opportunity of waiting on wallis and his array at Yorktown, his service was
of incessant activity, always signalized by mili
conciliate and heal dissensions between the offi
congress.&quot;
In the remainder of the letter he solicited that, tary talents unsurpassed, and by a spirit never to
cers of the French fleet under the command of
Count d Estaing and some of the native officers of in the event of his request being granted, he might be subdued. At the time of the treason of Arnold,
These dissentions had arisen in the be considered as a soldier on furlough, heartily Lafayette was accompanying his commander-inour army.
first moments of co-operation in the service, and wishing to regain his colours and his esteemed chief to an important conference and consultation
and beloved fellow-soldiers. And he closes with with the French General, Rochambeau and then,
had threatened pernicious consequences.
In the month of April, 1776, the combined wis a tender of any services which he might be ena as in every stage of the war, it seemed as if the
dom of the Count de Vergenues and of Mr. Tur- bled to render to the American cause in his own position which he occupied, his personal charac
financier of Louis country.
ter, his individual relations with Washington, with
got, the Prime Minister, and the
On the receipt of this letter, accompanied by the officers of both the allied armies, and with the
the Sixteenth, had brought him to the conclusion
that the event the most desirable to France, with one from General Washington, recommending to armies themselves, had been specially ordered to
in terms most honourable to the Mar
promote and secure that harmony and mutual
regard to the controversy between Great Britain congress,
and her American colonies, was that the insurrec quis, a compliance with his request, that body im good understanding indispensable to the ultimate
tion should be suppressed. This judgment, evinc
mediately passed resolutions granting him an un success of the common cause. His position, too,
limited leave of absence, with permission to return as a foreigner by birth, a European, a volunteer
ing only the total absence of all moral considera
to the United States at his own most convenient in the American service, and a person of high
tions, in the estimate, by these eminent statesmen,
of what was desirable to France, had undergone a time ; that the president of Congress should write rank in his native country, pointed him out as
the year 1777.
The him a letter returning him the thanks of Congress peculiarly suited to the painful duty of deciding
great change by the close of
Declaration of Independence had changed the for that disinterested zeal which had led him to upon the character of the crime, and upon the fate
The popular feel America, and for the services he had rendered to of the British officer, the accomplice and victim
question between the parties.
the United States by the exertion of his courage of the detested traitor, Arnold.
side of the Ameri
ing of France was all on the
In the early part of the campaign of 1781
cans.
The daring and romantic movement of and abilities on many signal occasions ; and that
the government itself, the minister plenipotentiary of the United States when Cornwallis, with an overwhelming force,
Lafayette, in defiance of
then highly favoured by public opinion, was fol at the court of Versailles should be directed to was spreading ruin and devastation over the
lowed by universal admiration. The spontaneous cause an elegant sword, with proper devices, to be southern portion of the union, we find Lafayette,
itself even made, and presented to him in the name of the with means altogether inadequate, charged with
spirit of the people gradually spread
over the rank corruption of the court ; a suspicious United States. These resolutions were commu the defence of the territory of Virginia. Always
and deceptive neutrality succeeded to an ostensi nicated to him in a letter expressive of the sensibi equal to the emergencies in which circumstan
ces placed him, his expedients for encountering
ble exclusion of the insurgents from the ports of lity congenial to them, from the president of Con
and surmounting the obstacles which they cast
France, till the capitulation of Burgoyne satisfied gress, Henry Laurens.
He embarked in January, 1779, in the frigate in his way are invariably stamped with the pecu
the casuists of international law at Versailles that
The troops placed un
the suppression of the insurrection was no longer Alliance, at Boston, and, on the succeeding 12th liarities of his character.
the most desirable of events ; but that the United day of February, presented himself at Versailles. der his command for the defence of Virginia,
States were, de facto, sovereign and independent ; Twelvemonths had already elapsed since the con were chiefly taken from the eastern regiments,
and that France might conclude a treaty of com clusion of the treaties of commerce and of event unseasoned to the climate to the south, and preju
merce with them, without giving just cause of of ual alliance between France and the United States. diced against it as unfavourable to the health of
On the 6th of They had, during the greater part of that time, the natives of the more rigorous regions of the
fence to the step-mother country.
been deeply engaged in a war with a common north. Desertions became frequent, till they
Februrary, 1778, a treaty of commerce between
France and the United States was concluded, and cause against great Britain, and it was the cause threatened the very dissolution of the corps. In
with it, on the same day, a treaty of eventual de in which Lafayette had been shedding his blood : stead of resorting to military execution to retain
fensive alliance, to take effect only in the event of yet, instead of receiving him with open arms, as his men, he appeals to the sympathies of honour.
Great Britain s resenting, by war against France, the pride and ornament of his country, a cold and He states, in general orders, the great danger and
the consummation of the commercial treaty. The hollow-hearted order was issued to him not to pre difficulty of the enterprise upon which he is about
war immediately ensued, and in the summer of sent himself at court, but to consider himself under to embark ; represents the only possibility by
1778, a French fleet under the command of Count arrest, with permission to receive visits only from which it can promise success, the faithful ad
This ostensible mark of the royal herence of the soldiers to their chief, and his
d Estaing was sent to co-operate with the forces his relations.
He
of the United States for the maintenance of their displeasure was to last eight days, and Lafayette confidence that they will not abandon him.
manifested his sense of it only by a letter to the then adds, that if, however, any individual of the
independence.
By these events the position of the Marquis de Count de Vergennes, inquiring whether the inter- detachment was unwilling to follow him, a pass
liction upon him to receive visits was to be con
It became
port to return to his home should be forthwith
Lafayette was essentially changed.
as extending to that of Doctor Franklin.
It is to a cause
granted him upon his application.
necessary for him to reinstate himself in the good sidered
graces of his sovereign, offended at his absenting The sentiment of universal admiration which had like that of American independence that resources
himself from his country without permission, but followed him at his first departure, greatly increas like this are congenial. Alter these general orders,
The very
with the distinction whfth he had ac ed by his splendid career of service during the two nothing more was heard of desertion.
gratified
of his absence, indemnified, him for the in cripples of the army preferred paying for their own
quired by gallant deeds in a service now become years
At the close of the cam dignity of the courtly rebuke.
that of France herself.
transportation, to follow the corps, rather than to
He remained in France through the year 1779, ask for the dismission which had been made so
paign of 1778, with the approbation of his friend
and patron, the commander-in-chief, he addressed and returned to the scene of action early in the easily accessible to all.
He continued in the French ser
But how shall the deficiencies of the military
a letter to the president of Congress, representing ensuing year.
The want of money was hea
his then present circumstances with the confidence vice, and was appointed to command the king s chest be supplied ?
awn regiment of dragoons, stationed during the vily pressing upon the service in eveiy direction.
of affection and gratitude, observing that the sen
timents which bound him to his country could year in various parts of the kingdom, and holding Where are the sinews of war ? How are the troops
never be more properly spoken of than in the pre an incessant correspondence with the minister of to march without shoes, linen, clothing of all des
sence of men who had done so much for their own. foreign affairs and of war, urging the employment criptions, and other necessaries of life ? Lafayette

Washington.
In

&quot;

;
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has found them all. From the patriotic merchants ease, his domestic bliss, his treasure, his blood, to
of Baltimore he obtains, on the pledge of his own the relief of a suffering and distant land, in the
personal credit, a loan of money adequate to the hour of her deepest calamity; baring his bosoiri
purchase of the materials and from the fair hands to her foes and not at the transient pageantry of
of the daughters of the monumental city, even a tournament, but for a succession of five years
then worthy to be so called, be obtains the toil of sharing all the vicissitudes of her fortunes always
eager to appear at the post of danger tempering
making up the needed garments.
The details of the campaign, from its unpromis the glow of youthful ardour with the cold caution
of a veteran commander; bold and daring in ac
ing outset, when Cornwallis, the British comman
der, exulted in anticipation that the boy could tion: prompt in execution; rapid in pursuit; fer
tile in
not escape him. till the storming of the twin re
expedients; unattainable in retreat; often
doubts, in emulation of gallantry by the valiant exposed, but never surprised, never disconcerted
Frenchmen of Viomesnil, and the American fel eluding his enemy when within his fancied grasp;
low-soldiers of Lafayette, led him to victory at bearing upon him with irresistible sway when of
Yorktown, must be, left to the recording pen of force to cope with him in the conflict of arms ?
Both redoubts were carried at the point And what is this but the diary of Lafayette, from
history.
of the sword, and Cornwallis with averted face the day of his rallying the scattered fugitives of
the Brandywine, insensible of the blood flowing
surrendered his sword to Washington.
This was the last vital struggle of the war, from his wound, to the storming of the redoubt at
which, however, lingered through another year \. orktown ?
rather of negotiation than of action. Immediately
Henceforth, as a public man, Lafayette is to be
considered as a Frenchman, always active and
after the capitulation at Yorktown, Lafayette ask
ed and obtained again a leave of absence to visit ardent to serve the United States, but no longer
his family and his country, and with this closed his in their service as an officer.
So transcendent
had been his merits in the common cause, that,
military service in the field during the revolu
But it was not for the individual en to reward them, the rule of progressive advance
tionary war.
joyment of his renown that he returned to France. ment in the armies of France was set aside for
The resolutions of Congress accompanying that him. He received from the minister of war, a
;

;

;

;

;

which gave him

that from the day of his retirement
from the service of the United States as a Major
General, at the close of the war, he should hold
the same rank in the armies of France, to date
from the day of the capitulation of Lord Cornwallis.
Henceforth he is a Frenchman, destined to per
form in the history of his country a part, as pecu
liarly his own, and not less glorious than that
which he had performed in the war of independ
ence.
A short period of profound peace followed
the great triumph of freedom.
The desire of La
fayette once more to see the land of his adoption
and the associates of his glory, the fellow-soldiers
taking was already assembled at Cadiz; and La- who had become to him as brothers, and the friend
lavette, appointed the chief of the staff, was there and patron of his youth, who had become to him
as a father
sympathizing with their desire once
ready to embark upon this perilous adventure,
when, on the 30th of November, 1782, the pre more to see him to see in their prosperity him
who had first come to them in their affliction, in
liminary treaties of peace were concluded between
his Britannic majesty on one part, and the allied duced him, in the year 1784, to pay a visit to the
powers of France, Spain, and the United States United States.
On the 4th of August, of that year, he landed
of America, on the other. The first intelligence
of this event received by the American Congress at New-York, and, in the space of five months
was in the communication of a letter from La from that time, visited his venerable friend at
Mount Vernon, where he was then living in re
fayette.
The war of American Independence is closed. tirement, and trav ersed ten states of the union, re
The people of the North American confederation ceiving every where, from their legislative assem
are in union, sovereign and independent.
Lafay blies, from the municipal bodies of the cities and
ette, at twenty-five years of age, has lived the life towns through which he passed, from the officers
of a patriarch, and illustrated the career of a hero. of the army his late associates, now restored to
Had his days upon earth been then numbered, and the virtues and occupations of private life, and
had he then slept with his fathers, illustrious as eveu fiom the recent emigrants from Ireland who
for centuries their names had been, his name, to had come to adopt for their country the self-eman
the end of time, would have transcended them cipated land, addresses of gratulation and of joy,
Fortunate youth fortunate beyond even the the effusions of hearts grateful in the enjoyment
nil.
measure of his companions in arms with whom he of the blessings for the possession of which they
had achieved the glorious consummation of Ame had been so largely indebted to his exertions and,
His fame was all his own
rican independence.
finally, from the United States of America in Con
His fel gress assembled at Trenton.
not ignobly won.
not cheaply earned
On the 9th of December it was resolved by that
low-soldiers had been the champions and defenders
of their country.
They reaped for themselves, for body that a committee, to consist of one member
their wives, their children, their posterity to the from each state, should be appointed to receive, and
latest time, the rewards of theii dangers and their in the name of Congress take leave of the Marquis.
should be instructed to assure him
(oils.
Lafayette had watched, and laboured, and That they
not for his family, that Congress continued to entertain the same high
fought, and bled, not for himself,
In sense of his abilities and zeal to promote the wel
not, in the first instance, even for his country.
the legendary tales of chivalry we read of tourna fare of America, both here and in Europe, which
ments at which a foreign and unknown knight, they had frequently expressed and manifested on
former occasions, and which the recent marks of
suddenly presents himself, armed in complete
his attention to their commercial and other inter
steel, and with the vizor down, enters the ring
ests had perfectly confirmed.
That, as his uni
to contend with the assembled flower of knight
hood for the prize of honour, to be awarded by the form and unceasing attachment to this country has
bears it in triumph away, and resembled that of a patriotic citizen, the United
hand of beauty
multitude of com States regard him with particular affection, and will
disappears from the astonished
But not cease to feel an interest in whatever may con
of the feats of arms,
petitors and spectators
where in the rolls of history, where, in the fictions cern his honour and prosperity, and that their best
of romance, where, but in the life of Lafayette, and kindest wishes will always attend him.&quot;
And it was farther resolved, that a letter be
has been seen the noble stranger, flying with the
to be signed
tribute of his name, his rank, his affluence, his written to his most Christian Majesty,
No. 26

a discretionary leave of absence,
while honorary in the highest degree to him,
were equally marked by a grant of virtual cre
dentials for negotiation, and by the trust of confi
dential powers, together with a letter of the warm
est commendation of the gallant soldier to the fa
vour of his king. The ensuing year was con
sumed in preparations for a formidable combined
French and Spanish expedition against the Bri
tish Islands in the West Indies, and particularly
the Island of Jamaica thence to recoil upon New
York, and to pursue the offensive war into Cana
da.
The fleet destined for this gigantic under

notification

;

;

;

1

;

;

;

&quot;

;

by his excellency the pre-ident of Congress, ex
pressive of the high sense which the United States
in Congress assembled entertain of the zeal, talents,
and meritorious services of the Marquis de La
fayette, and recommending him to the favour and
patronage of his majesty.
The first of these resolutions was, on the next
At a solemn inter
day carried into execution.
view with the committee of Congress, received in
their hall, and addressed by the chairman of their
committee, John Jay, the purport of these resolu
tions were communicated to him.
He replied in
terms of fervent sensibility for the kindness mani
fested personally to himself; and, with allusions
to the situation, the prospects, and the duties of
the people of this country, he pointed out the great
interests which he believed it indispensible to their
welfare that they should cultivate and cherish. In
the following memorable sentences the ultimate
objects of his solicitude are disclosed in a tone
deeply solemn and impressive
:

&quot;

May

immense temple of

this

freedom,&quot;

said

ever stand, a lesson to oppressors, an ex
ample to the oppressed, a sanctuary for the rights
of mankind and may these happy United States
attain that complete splendour and prosperity which
will illustrate the blessings of their government,
and for ages to come rejoice the departed souls of
&quot;

he,

!

its

founders.&quot;

Fellow-citizens! Ages have passed away since
these words were spoken ; but ages are the years
of the existence of nations.
The founders of this
immense temple of freedom have all departed,
save here and there a solitary exception, even
The
while I speak, at the point of taking wing.
prayer of Lafayette is not yet consummated.^
Ages upon ages are still to pass away before it

can have

and, for its full
hovering over our
heads, in more than echoes talks around these
walls.
]t repeats the prayer, which from his lips
fifty years ago was at once a parting blessing and
a prophecy; for, were it
possible for the whole
human race, now breathing the breath of life, to
be assembled within this hall, your orator would,
in your name, and in that of your constituents, ap
peal to them to testify for your fathers of the last
generation, that, so far as has depended upon
them, the blessing of Lafayette has been prophecy.
Yes this immense temple of freedom still stands,
a lesson to oppressors, an example to the oppress
ed, and a sanctuary for the rights of mankind.
Yes with the smiles of a benignant providence,
the splendour and prosperity of these happy United
States have illustrated the blessings of their gov
ernment, and, we may humbly hope, have rejoiced
the departed souls of its founders.
For the past
your fathers and you have been responsible. The
charge of the future devolves upon you and upon
The vestal fire of freedom is in
your children.
your custody.
May the souls of its departed
founders never be called to witness its extinction
by neglect, nor a soil upon the purity of its keep
its full

accomplishment,

accomplishment
his

;

spirit,

!

!

ers!

With

this valedictory,

Lafayette took,

as

he

and those who heard him then believed, a final
He re
leave of the people of the United States.
turned to France, and arrived at Paris on the 25th
of January, 1785.
He continued to take a deep interest in the con
cerns of the United States, and exerted his influ
ence with the French government to obtain re
ductions of duties favourable to their commerce
and fisheries. In the summer of 178C, he visited
several of the German courts, and attended the
last great review by Frederic the Second of his
a review unusually splendid, and
veteran army
attendance of many
specially remarkable by the
of the most distinguished military commanders of
of Vir
Europe. In the same year the legislature
recollection of his
ginia manifested the continued
services rendeied to .he jwople of that common
wealth, by a complimentary token of gratitude not
less honourable than it was unusual.
They re
solved that two busts of Lafayette, to be executed
should be
by the celebrated sculptor, Houdon,
;
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and a representative assembly
that one of them religious liberty
procured at their expense
should be placed in their own legislative ball, and of the people. These were his demands.
niuniciThe first and second of them produced, per
the other prese
presented, in their name, to the
of Paris. It was accor- haps, at the time, no deep impression upon the
pal authorities of the city
then minister assembly, nor upon the public. Arbitrary imprison
dingly presented by Mr. Jefl erson,
States in France, ment, and the religious persecution of the proplenipotentiary of the United
They
and, by the permission of Louis the Sixteenth, was testants had become universally odious.
were worn-out instruments, even in the hands of
accepted, and, with appropriate solemnity placed
There was none to dein one of the halls of the Hotel de Ville of the those who wielded them.
end them.
metropolis of France.
But the demand for a national assembly startled
have gone through one stage of the life of
see him acting upon the prince at the head of the Bureau. What! said
Lafayette we are now to
in a cause still essentially the the Count d Artois, do you ask the states gene
another theatre
Yes, sir, was the answer of Lafayette, and
same, but in the application of its principles to his ral ?
for something yet better. You desire, then, replied
own country.
The immediately originating question which the prince, that I should take in writing, and report
occasioned the French revolution, was the same to the king, that the motion to convoke the states
with that from which the American revolution had general has been made by the Marquis de La
and the name of Lafayette
?
Yes, sir
sprung: taxation of the people without their con fayette
For nearly two centuries the kings of was accordingly reported to the king.
sent.
The assembly of notables was dissolved. De
France had been accustomed to levy taxes upon
But it was ne Colonne was displaced and banished, and his suc
the people by royal ordinances.
cessor undertook to raise the needed funds, by the
cessary that these ordinances should be registered
and these authority of royal edicts. The war of litigation
in the parliaments or judicial tribunals
with the parliaments recommenced, which termi
parliaments claimed the right of remonstrating
nated only with a positive promise that the states
against them, and sometimes refused the registry
of them itself. The members of the parliaments general should be convoked.
From that time a total revolution of govern
held their offices by purchase, but were appointed
in progress.
It has been a
by the King, and were subject to banishment or ment in France was
Louis the Fif solemn, a sublime often a most painful, and yet
imprisonment, at his pleasure.
teenth, towards the close of his reign, had abo in the contemplation of great results, a refresh
I cannot follow
lished the parliaments, but they had been restored ing and cheering contemplation.
it in its
at the accession of his successor.
overwhelming multitude of details, even
The finances of the kingdom were in extreme as connected with the life and character of La
The minister, or comptroller general fayette. A second assembly of notables succeed
disorder.
de Calonne, after attempting various projects for ed the first and then an assembly of the states
obtaining the supplies, the amount and need of general, first to deliberate in separate orders of
which he was with lavish hand daily increasing, clergy, nobility, and third estate but, finally
bethought himself, at last, of calling for the coun constituting itself a national assembly, and form
He prevailed upon the king to con ing a constitution of limited monarchy, with an
sel of others.
voke, not the states general, but an assembly of hereditary royal executive, and a legislature in a
There was something ridiculous in the single assembly representing the people.
notables.
but
Lafayette was a member of the states general
very name by which this meeting was called
from all the grandees first assembled. Their meeting was signalized
it consisted of a selection
The two bro by a struggle between the several orders of which
and dignitaries of the kingdom.
thers of the king; all the princes of the blood; they were composed, which resulted in breaking
all down into one national
assembly.
archbishops and bishops, dukes and peers; the them
The convocation of the states general had, in
chancellor and presiding members of the parlia
ments; distinguished members of the noblesse, one respect, operated, in the progress of the
and the mayors and chief magistrates of a few of French revolution, like the declaration of inde
the principal cities of the kingdom, constituted pendence in that of North America. It had chang
It was, on the
It was a representation of every ed the question in controversy.
this assembly.
interest but that of the people.
They were ap part of the king of France, a concession that he
iiad no lawful power to tax the people without
pointed by the king; were members of the highest
their consent.
The states general, therefore, met
aristocracy, and were assembled with the design
that their deliberations should be confined exclu with this admission already conceded by the king.
their consider In the American conflict the British government
sively to the subjects submitted to
These were certain plans never yielded the concession. They undertook
ation by the minister.
devised by him for replenishing the insolvent trea to maintain their supposed right of arbitrary tax
ation by force
and then the people of the colonies
sury, by assessments upon the privileged classes,
the very princes, nobles, ecclesiastics, and magis renounced all community of government, not only
with the king and parliament, but with the British
trates exclusively represented in the assembly it
nation.
self.
They reconstructed the fabric of govern
Of this meeting, the Marquis de Lafayette was ment for themselves, and held the people of Bri
tain as foreigners
friends in peace
enemies in
It was held in February, 17S7, am
a member.
terminated in the overthrow and banishment of
The concession by Louis the Sixteenth, im
In
the minister by whom it had been convened.
the fiscal concerns which absorbed the care and plied in the convocation of the states general, was
attention of others, Lafayette took comparatively la virtual surrender of absolute power; an acHis views were more comprehen knowledgmont that, as exercised by himself ant
little interest.
his predecessors, it had been usurped.
It was, in
sive.
The assembly consisted of one hundred and substance, an abdication of his crown. There was
thirty-seven persons, and divided itself into several no power which he exercised as king of France,
sections or bureaux, each presided by a prince of the lawfulness of which was not contestable on the
the blood.
Lafayette was allotted to the division same principle which denied him the right of tax
;

;

We

;

;

&quot;

;&quot;

;

;

;

;

;

;

I

under the presidency of the Count d Aitois, the
younger brother of the king, and since known as
The propositions made by
Charles the Tenth.
Lafayette were
;

1.

The

suppression of lettres de cachet, and the

abolition of

all arbitrary imprisonment.
2 The establishment of religious toleration,
and the restoration of the protestauts to their civil

rights.

3 The convocation of a national assembly, re
presenting the people of France personal liberty ;
;

;

ind nobility to

merge

their separate existence id

he general mass of the popular lepresentation.
Thus the edifice of society was to be recon
structed in France as it had been in America.
The king made a feeble attempt to overawe the
issembly, by calling regiments of troops to Ver
and surrounding with them the hall of their
But there was defection in the army it
meeting.
self, and even the person of the king soon ceased
On the llth of July,
to be at his own disposal.
1789, in the midst of the fermentation which had
succeeded the fall of the monarchy, and while the

sailles,

assembly was surrounded by armed soldiers,

La

them

his declaration of rights;
declaration of human rights ever proclaim

fayette presented to

the first
ed in Europe.
It was adopted, and became the
basis of that which the assembly promulgated with
their constitution.

was

It

in this

hemisphere, and incur own coun
had been imbibed. At

try, that all its principles

the very moment when the declaration was pre
sented, the convulsive struggle between the-expiring monarchy and the new born but portentous
anarchy of the Parisian populace was taking place.
The royal palace and the hall of assembly were
surrounded with troops, and insurrection was
In the midst of the popular
kindling at Paris.
commotion, a deputation of sixty members, with
Lafayette at their head, was sent from the assembly
to tranquillize the people of Paris, and that inci
dent was the occasion of the institution of the na
tional guard throughout the realm, and of the ap
pointment, with the approbation of the king, of

Lafayette as their general commander-in-chief.
This event, without vacating his seat in the as
sembly, connected him at once with the military
and the popular movement of the revolution. The
national guard was the armed militia of the whole
kingdom, embodied for the preseivation of order,
and the protection of persons and property, as well
as for the establishment of the liberties of the peo
ple. In his double capacity of commander general
of this force, and of a representative in the consti
tuent assembly, his career, for a period of more
than three years, was beset with the most immi
nent dangers, and with difficulties beyond all hu

man power to surmount.
The ancient monarchy of France had crumbled
into ruins.

A

national

assembly, formed by an

irregular representation of clergy, nobles, and
third estate, after melting at the fire of a revolu
tion into one body, had transformed itself into a con

assembly representing the people, had
all the powers of govern
ment, extorted from the hands of the king, and un
dertaken to form a constitution for the French nntion, founded at once upon the theory of human
rights, and upon the preservation of a royal here
ditary crown upon the head of Louis the Sixteenth.
Lafayette sincerely believed that such a system
would not be absolutely incompatible with the na
ture ol things. An hereditary monarchy, surround
ed by popular institutions, presented itself to his
imagination as a practicable form of government ;
nor is it certain that even to his last (lavs he ever
abandoned this persuasion. The element of he
reditary monarchy in this constitution was indeed
The prototype from which
not congenial with it.
the whole fabric had been drawn, had no such
element in its composition. A feeling of genero
of commiseration with the un
sity, of compassion,
fortunate prince then upon the throne, who had
been his sovereign, and for his ill-fated family,
stituent

assumed the exercise of

mingled itself, perhaps unconsciously to himself,
with his well-reasoned faith in the abstract princi
ation.
When the assembly of the states general ples of a republican creed. The total abolition
met at Versailles, in May, 1780, there was but a of the monarchical feature undoubtedly belonged
shadow of the royal authority left. They felt to his theory, but the family of Bourbon had still
the power of the nation was in their hands, and a strong hold on the affections of the French peo
they were not sparing in the use of it. The re ple
history had not made up a record favourable
a strong
to the establishment of elective kings
presentatives of the third estate, double in num
bers to those of the clergy and the nobility, con
executive head was absolutely necessary to curb
stituted themselves a national assembly, and, as the impetuosities of the people of France; and
signal for the demolition of all privileged orders the same doctrine which played upon the fancy,
refused to deliberate in separate chambers, and and crept upon the kind-hearted benevolence of
thus compelled the representatives of the clergy Lafayette, was ad opted by a large majority of
;

;
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(he national assembly, sanctioned by the suffrages sembly.
In the numerous insurrections of ihe
of its most intelligent, virtuous, and patriotic people, he saved the lives of multitudes devoted
members, and was finally embodied in that royal as victims, and always at the most imminent ha
democracy, the result of their labours, sent lorth zard of his own. On the 5th and Gth of October,
lo the woild, under the guaranty of numberless 1789, lie saved the lives of Louis the Sixteenth,
He escaped, time after time,
oaths, as the constitution of France for all after- and of his queen.
time.
the daggers sharpened by princely conspiracy ot,
But, during the same period, after the firs! one hand, and by popular frenzy on the other. He
meeting of the states general, and while they witnessed, too, without being able to prevent it,
were in actual conflict with the expiring energies the butchery of Foulen before his
eyes, and the
of the crown, and with the exclusive privileges ol reeking heart of Berthier, torn from his lifeless
the clergy and nobility, another portentous power trunk, was held up in
exulting triumph before him.
had arisen, and entered with terrific activity into On this occasion, and on another, he threw up his
the controversies of the time.
This was the commission as commander of the national guards
power ot popular insurrection, organized by volun but who could have succeeded him, even with
tary associations of clubs, and impelled to ac
equal power to restrain these volcanic excesses ?
tion by the municipal authorities of the city of At the earnest solicitation of those who well knew
Paris.
that his place could never be
supplied, he resumed
The first movements of the people in the state and continued in the command until the solemn
of insurrection took place on the 12th of July, proclamation of the constitution, upon which he
1789, and issued in the destruction of the Bastille, definitively laid it down, and retired to private life
and in the murder of its governor, and of several upon his estate in
Auvergne.
other pcisons, hung up at lamp-posts, or torn to
As a member of the constituent assembly, it
pieces by the frenzied multitude, without form of is not in the detailed organization of the govern
ment which they prepared, that his spirit and co
trial, and without shadow of guilt.
The Bastille had long been odious as the place operation is to be traced. It is in the principles
of confinement of persons arrested by arbitrary which he proposed and infused into the
system.
orders for offences against the government, and its As, at the fust
assembly of notables, his voice had
destruction was hailed by most of the friends of been raised for the abolition of
arbitrary imprison
liberty throughout the world as an act of patriot
ment, for the extinction of religious intolerance,
ism and magnanimity on the part of the people.
aud for the representation of the people, so, in the
The brutal ferocity of the murders was overlooked national assembly, besides the declaration of
rights,
or palliated in the gloty of the achievement of razing which formed the basis of the constitution
itself,
to its foundations the execrated citadel of despot
he made or supported the motions for the estab
ism,
liut, as the summary justice ofinsurrectiou lishment of trial by
jury, for the gradual emanci
can manifest itself only by destruction, the exam pation of slaves, lor the freedom of the
press, for
ple once set, became a precedent for a series of the abolition of all titles of nobility, and for the
years, for scenes so atrocious, and forbutcheiies so declaration of equality of all the citizens, and the
merciless and horrible, that memory revolts at the suppression of all the
privileged orders, without
task of recalling them to the mind.
exception of the princes of the royal family.
It would be impossible, within the compass of Thus, while as a
legislator he was spreading the
this discourse, to follow the details of the French
principles of universal liberty over the whole sur
revolution to the final dethronement of Louis the face of the state, as commander-in-chief of the
Sixteenth, and the extinction of the constitutional armed force of the nation, he was
controlling, re
monarchy of France, on the 10th of August 1795. pressing, and mitigating, as far as it could be ef
that
the
two
distinct
were
fected by human power, the excesses of the
During
period,
powers
people.
in continual operation ; sometimes in concert with
The constitution was at length proclaimed, and
at
each other, sometimes
irreconcilable opposition. the constituent national assembly was dissolved.
Of these powers, one was the people of France, In advance of this event, the sublime
spectacle of
represented by the Parisian populace in insurrec the federation was exhibited on the 14th of July,
the other was the people of France, repre
tion
1790, the first anniversary of the destruction of
sented successively by the constituent assembly, the Bastille.
There was an ingenious and fanciful
which formed the constitution of 1791, and by the association of ideas in the selection of that
day.
The Bastille was a state prison, a massive struc
legislative assembly, elected to carry it into exe
cution.
which
had
stood four hundred years, every
ture,
The movements of the insurgent power were stone of which was saturated with
sighs and tears,
convulsive
and
without
cruel,
mitiga and echoed the groans of four centuries of op
occasionally
tion or mercy. Guided by secret springs; prompt
It was the
pression.
very type and emblem of
ed by vindictive and sanauinary ambition, directed the despotism which had so
long weighed upon
hands
unseen
to
of
individual
France. Demolished from its summit to its foun
by
objects
aggran
like
the
its
fell
and
dizement,
thunderbolt,
dation at the first shout of freedom from the
agency
peo
swept like the whirlwind.
ple, what day could be more appropriate than its
The proceedings of the assemblies were deli anniversary for the day of solemn consecration of
berative and intellectual. Thev began by grasping the new fabric of
government, founded upon the
at the whole power of the monarchy, and they
rights of man ?
finished by sinking under the dictation of the Pa
1 shall not describe the
magnificent and melan
risian populace.
The constituent assembly num choly pageant of that day. It has been done
by
bered among its members many individuals of abler hands, and in a
style which could only be
and
of
but
were
weakened
and diluted by repetition.
pure principles,
they
great ability,
The reli
overawed and domineered by that other represen gious
solemnity of the mass was performed by a
tation of the people ol France, which, through the
prelate, then eminent among the members of the
instrumentality of the jacobin club, and the muni
still
assembly and the dignitaries of the land
disconcerted
the
wisdom
of
the
of
Paris,
cipality
eminent, after surviving the whole circle of sub
scattered
to
the
winds
the
counsels
of
the
wise, and
sequent revolutions. No longer a father of the
It was impossible that, under the per
prudent.
church, but among the most distinguished laymen
turbations of such a controlling power, a constitu anil most celebrated statesmen of
France, his was
tion suited to the character and circumstances of the voice to invoke the
blessing of heaven upon
the nation should be formed.
this new constitution for his liberated
country
Through the whole of this period, the part and he, and Louis the Sixteenth, and Lafayette,
performed by Lafayette was without parallel in and thirty thousand delegates from all the con
The annals of the human race exhibit federated national guards of the kingdom, in the
history.
no other instance of a position comparable for its
presence of Almighty God, and of five hundred
uuimermitted perils, its deep responsibilities, and thousand of their
countrymen, took the oath of
its providential issues, with that which he occupi
*
ed as commander general of the national guard,
In the Address to the young men of Boston, by Kdand as a leading member of the coustituent as ward Everett.
;

;

;

;

fidelity of the nation, to the constitution, and all
save the monarch himself, to the king.
His cor
responding oath was, of fidelity to discharge the
duties of his high office, and to the people.

Alas and was it all false and hollow ? had these
oaths no more substance than the breath that
ushered them to the winds ?
It was impossible to
look back upon the short and turbulent existence
of this royal democracy, to mark the
frequent
paroxysms of popular frenzy by which it was as
sailed, and the catastrophe by which it perished,
and to believe that the vows of all who swore to
support it were sincere. But, as well might the
sculptor of a block of marble, after exhausting his
genius and his art in giving it a beautiful human
form, call God to witness that it shall perform all
the functions of animal life, as the constituent as
sembly of France could pledge the faith of its
members that their royal democracy should work
as a permanent organized form of
government.
The declaration of rights contained all the princi
The frame of govern
ples essential to freedom.
ment was radically and irreparably defective. The
hereditary royal executive was itself an inconsis
The legis
tency with the declaration of rights.
lative power, all concentrated ina
single assembly,
was an incongruity still more glaring. These were
both departures from the system of organization
which Lafayette had witnessed in the American
constitutions
neither of them was approved by
In deference to the prevailing opinions
Lafayette.
and prejudices of the times, he acquiesced in
them, and he was destined to incur the most im
minent hazards of his life, and to make the sacrifice
of all that gives value to life itself, in faithful ad
herence to that constitution which he had sworn
!

:

to support.

*

Shortly after his resignation, as cotnmandet
general of the national guards, the friends of liber
ty and order presented him as a candidate for elec
tion as mayor of Paris ; but he had a
competitor
in the person of Pethion, more suited to the
party,
with
inexorable
rancour
the
abolition of
pursuing
the monarchy and the destruction of the
king
and, what may seem scarcely credible, the remna nt
of the party which still adhered to the
king, the
king himself, and, above all, the queen, favoured
tbe election of the jacobin Pethion, in
preference
to that of
Lafayette.
They were, too fatally for
themselves, successful.
From the first meeting of the legislative assem
bly, under the constitution of 1791, the destruc
tion of the kiug and of the
monarchy, and the es
tablishment of a republic, by means of the
popular
passions aud of popular violence, were the deli
berate purposes of its leading members.
The
spiiit with which the revolution had been pursued,
from the time of the destruction of the
Bastille,
had caused the emigration of great numbers of the
and
nobility
clergy; and, among them, of the two
brothers of Louis the Sixteenth, and of several
other princes of his blood.
They had applied to
all the other
great monarchies of Europe for as
sistance to uphold or restore the
crumbling monar
chy of France. The French reformers them
selves, in the heat of tbeir political fanaticism,
avowed, without disguise, the design to revolu
;

tionize all Europe, and had emissaries in
every
country, openly or secretly preaching the doctrine
of insurrection against all established governments.
Louis the Sixteenth, and his queen, an Austrian
princess, sister to the Emperor Leopold, were in
secret negociatiou with the Austrian
government
for the rescue of the king and
royal family of
France from the dangers with which they were
so incessantly beset.
In the Electorate of Treves,
a part of the Germanic empire, the
emigrants

from France were assembling, with indications of
a design to enter France in hostile array, to effect
a counter-revolution
and the brothers of the
king, assuming a position at Coblentz, on the bor
ders of their country, were holding councils, the
;

march

object of which was to
to release the king

the ancient

power.

from

monarchy

to

arms to Paris,
and to restore
the dominion of absolute
in

captivity,
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The king, who, even before his forced accept- meetings by force. He proposed also to the king
ance of the constitution of 1791, had made an un- himself to furnish him with means of withdrawing
to Compeigne, where he would
successful attempt to escape from his palace pri-;with his family
to the humilia- have been out of the reach of that ferocious and
son, was, in April, 1792, reduced
war against the very so- blood-thirsty multitude. The Assembly, by a great
ting necessity of declaring
nations to rescue majority of votes, sustained the principles of his
vereigns who were arming their
z
him from his revolted subjects. Three armies, letter, but the king declined his proffered assrstthousand men, were levied to meet the ance to enable him to withdraw from Paris; aand of
each of fifty
fifty
were placed under hose upon whom he called to march with him,
emergencies of this war, and
and shut up the hall where the jacobins held their
the command of Luckner, Kochambeau, and La
As he passed through Paris to go arid meetings, not more than thirteen persons presentfayette.
d themselves at the appointed time.
take the command of his army, he appeared before
He returned to his army, and became thencethe legislative assembly, the president of which,
brth the special object of jacobin resentment and
in addressing him, said that the nation would op
On the 8th of August, on a preliminary
the constitution and La revenge.
pose to their enemies
measure to the intended insurrection of the 10th,
fayette.
But the enemies to the constitution were within he question was taken, after several days of deAt this distance of time, when most of )ate, upon a formal motion that he should be put
the walls.
the men, and many of the passions of those days, n accusation and tried. The last remnant of free
have passed away, when the French revolution, dom in that assembly was then seen by the vote up
and its results, should be regarded with the search on nominal appeal, or yeas and nays, in which four
as lessons of lundred and forty-six votes were for rejecting the
ing eye of philosophical speculation,
experience to after ages, may it even now be per charge, and only two hundred and twenty-four for
Two days after, the Tuilleries were
mitted to remark how much the virtues and the sustaining it.
crimes of men, in times of political convulsion, are stormed by popular insurrection. The unfortunate
modified and characterized by the circumstances sing was compelled to seek refuge, with his family,
n the hall of the legislative assembly, and escaped
in which they are placed ? The great actors of the
tremendous scenes of revolution in those times rom being torn to pieces by an infuriated multiwere men educated in schools of high civilization, :ude, only to pass from his palace to the prison, in
and in the humane and benevolent precepts of the :iis way to the scaffold.
This revolution thus accomplished, annihilated
A small portion of them were
Christian religion.
vicious and depraved
but the great majority were the constitution, the government, and the cause for
wound up to madness by that war of conflicting in which Lafayette had contended. The people of
terests and absorbing passions, enkindled by a great France, by their acquiescence, a great portion of
convulsion of the social system.
It lias been said them by direct approval, confirmed and sanctioned
the abolition of the monarchy.
The armies and
by a great master of human nature
their commanders took the same victorious side
In ponce, there s nothing so becomes a man
not a show of resistance was made to the revolu
As modest stillness and humility
tionary torrent, not an arm was lifted to restore the
J5ut when the hlnst of war blows in your ears,
&quot;alien monarch to his
Then imitate the action of the tiger.&quot;
thtone, nor even to rescue or
protect his person from the fury of his inexorable
and
the
of
did
the
France,
Too faithfully
people
Lafayette himself would have marched to
leaders of their factions, in that war of all the po
Paris with his army, for the defence of the conthat
that
litical elements, obey
Who,
injunction.
ititution, but in this disposition he was not second
lived in that day, can remember ? who, since born,
ed by his troops.
After ascertaining that the efCan read, or bear to be told, the horrors nf the 20th rort would be
vain, and after arresting at Sedan
of June, thfl 10th of August; the 2d and 3d of Sep the members of the
deputation from the legislative
tember, 1792, of the 31st of May, 1793, and of a
assembly, sent, after their own subjugation, to ar
multitude of others, during which, in dreadful suc rest
him, he determined, as the only expedient left
cession, the murderers of one day were the victims liimto save his
honour and his principles, to with
of the next, until that, when the insurgent popu draw
both from the army and the country to pass
lace themselves were shot down by thousands, in
into a neutral territory, and thence into these Uni
the very streets of Paris, by the military legions of
ted States, the country of his
early adoption and
the convention, and the rising fortune and genius his fond
partiality, where he was sure of finding a
Who can remember, or safe
of Napoleon Bonaparte ?
asylum, and of meeting a cordial welcome.
read, or hear, of all this, without shuddering at the
But his destiny had reserved him for other and
in
the
drunkenness
his
of
man,
fellow-creature,
sight
severer trials.
have seen him struggling for
of political frenzy, degrading himself beneath the
the support of principles, against the violence of
beneath
even
cannibal
?
of
the
condition
savage
raging factions, and the fickleness of the multi
the condition of the wild beast of the desert ? and
tude; we are now to behold him in the hands of
who, but with a feeling of deep mortification, can the
hereditary rulers of mankind, and to witness
reflect, that the rational and immortal being, to the
the nature of their tender mercies to him.
race of which he himself belongs, should, even in
It was in the neutral
territory of Liege that he,
his most palmy state of intellectual cultivation, be
together with his companions, Latour Maubourg,
capable of this self-transformation to brutality?
Bureau de Puzy, and Alexander Lameth, was ta
In this dissolution of all the moral elements which
ken by the Austrians, and transferred to Prussian
in
their
social
condi
the
conduct
of
men
regulate
Under the circumstances of the case, he
in this monstrous, and scarcely conceivable guards.
tion
could not, by the principles of the laws of nations,
of
a
head
of
a
at
the
nation,
spectacle
king,
mighty
be treated even as a prisoner of war.
He was
in secret league with the enemies against whom
treated as a prisoner of state.
Prisoners of state
he has proclaimed himself at war, and of a legisla
in the monarchies of
Europe arc always presumed
ture conspiring to destroy the king and constitution
and are treated as if entitled as little to
to which they have sworn allegiance and support, guilty,
as
to
mercy
justice.
Lafayette was immured in
Lafayette alone is seen to preserve his fidelity to
dungeons, first at Wesel, then at Magdeburg, and,
the king, to the constitution, and to his country,
at
in Moravia.
what
?
|

:

1

!

j

;

:

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;oes.

;

We

;

finally,

&quot;

&quot;

On

That has never been avowed.

By

By what

right

authority?

For what cause
Taken by Austri

this imprisonment, aggravated
by every indignity that could make oppression bit
ter.
That it was intended as imprisonment for
lite, was not only freely avowed, but significantly
made known to him by his jailors and while,
;

with affected precaution, the means of terminating
his sufferings by his own act were removed from
him, the barbarity of ill usage, of unwholesome
food, and of pestiferious atmosphere, was applied
with inexorable rigour, as if to abridge the days
which, at the same time, were rendered as far as
possible insupportable to himself.
Neither the generous sympathies of the gallant
soldier, General Fitzpatrick, in the British house
of commons, nor the personal solicitation of Wash
ington, president of the United States, speaking
with the voice of a grateful nation, nor the per
suasive accents of domestic and conjugal affection,
imploring the monarch of Austria for the release
of Lafayette could avail.
The unsophisticated
feeling of generous nature in the hearts of men, at

outrage upon justice and humanity, was mani
fested in another form.
Two individuals, private
citizens, one, of the United States of America,
Francis Huger, the other, a native of the Electo
this

Hanover, Doctor Erick Bollmann, under
imminent hazard of their lives, to strpply
means for his escape from prison, and their per
sonal aid to its accomplishment.
Their design
was formed with great address, pursued with un
tiring perseverance, and executed with undaunted
It was frustrated by accidents beyond
intrepidity.

rate of

took, at

the control of human sagacity.
To his persecutions, however, the hand of a wise
and just Providence had, in its own time, and in its
own way, prepared a termination. The hands of
the Emperor Francis, tied by mysterious and in
visible bands against the indulgence of mercy to
the tears of a more than heroic wife, were loosen
ed by the more prevailing eloquence, or, rather,
were severed by the conquering sword of Napoleon
Bonaparte, acting under instructions from the exe
cutive directory, then swaying the destinies of

France.
Lafayette and his fellow-sufferers were still un
der the sentence of proscription issued by the fac
tion which had destroyed the constitution of 1791,
and murdered the ill-fated Lotiis and his queen.

But revolution had followed upon revolution since
the downfall of the monarchy, on the 10th of
August, 1792. The federative republicans of the
Gironde had been butchered by the jacobin repub
licans of the mountain.
The mountain had been
subjected by the municipality of Paris, and the

sections of Paris, by the reorganization of parties
in the national convention, and with aid from the
armies.
Brissot and his federal associates. DanIon and his party, Robespierre and his subaltern
demons, had successively perished, each bv the

measure applied to themselves which thev had
meted out to others and as no experiment of po
litical empiricism was to be omitted in the
medley
of the French revolutions, the hereditary execu
tive, with a single legislative assembly, was suc
ceeded by a constitution with a legislature in two
branches, and a five-headed executive, eligible,
annually one-fifth, by their concurrent votes, and
bearing the name of a directory. This was the go
vernment at whose instance Lafayette was finally
liberated from the dungeon of Olmutz.
But. while this directory were shaking to their
deepest foundations all the monarchies of Em ope
while thay were stripping Austria, the most potent
;

;

of them

all. piecemeal
of her territories
while
they were imposing upon her the most humiliat
ing conditions of peace, and bursting open her
;

their illustrious countryman
day and the blessing of a personal
an soldiers upon a neutral
territory, handed over freedom, they were themselves exploding by in
to Prussian jailors
and, when Frederic William ternal combustion, divided into two factions, each
of Prussia abandoned his Austrian
of the other. Lafayette
ally, and made conspiring the destruction
his separate peace with republican France, he re- received his freedom, only to see the two mem
transferred his illustrious prisoner to the Austri- bers of the directory, who had taken the warmest
ans, from whom he had received him, that he interest in effecting his liberation, outlawed and
might be deprived of the blessing of regaining his proscribed by their colleagues: one of them, Carsuppressing their liberty, even from the hands of peace. Five years not, a fugitive from his country, lurking in banish-

the IGlh of June, 1792, four days before the
first violation of the palace of the Tuilleriesby the
populace of Paris, at the instigation of the jaco
bins, Lafayette, in a letter to the legislative assem
bly, had denounced the jacobin club, and called up
on the assembly to suppress them. He afterwards
repaired to Paris in person, presented himself at the
bar of the assembly, repeated his denunciation of
the club, and took measures for

Olmutz,

By none known among men.

Unshaken, unseduced, unterrified,
His loyalty be kept, bis love, his zeal.&quot;

was the duration of

None

has ever been assigned.
;

|

.

dungeons

to restore

to the light of
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and the other Barthelemy, taking, what he
already saw, and what
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was easy royal throne.
his character
what is
[then

escape pursuit
deported, with fifty members of the legislative as
sembly, without form of trial, or even of legal pro
All
cess, to the pestilential climate of Guiana.
this was done with the approbation,
expressed in
the most unqualified terms, of Napoleon, and with
co-operation of his army.
Upon being informed
of the success of this Pride s
purge, he wrote to
the directory that he had with him one hundred
;

it

(

to foresee, it did not seem suitable to
to enter into an order of things
contrary to his
principles, and in which he would have to con

;

mankind more

Such was their relative position
it now ?
Has history a lesson for

instructive than the contrast and
the parallel of their fortunes and their fate 1 Time
tend without success, as without public
utility, and chance, and the finger of Providence, which,
against a man to whom he was indebted for great in every deviation from the path of justice, re
serves or opens to itself an avenue of
obligations.&quot;
return, has
Not long afterwards, when all republican prin brought each of these
mighty men to a close of
ciple was so utterly prostrated, that he was sum
to
the
life, congenial
character with which he
moned to vote on the question whether the citizen travelled over its scenes. The consul for
life,
be
should
consul
for
the
Napoleon Bonaparte
life,
hereditary emperor and king, expires a cap
added
to
his
vote
the
com
tive
on
a
barren rock in the wilderness of a dis
Lafayette
following
ment :
I cannot vote for such a
magistracy until tant ocean ; separated from his imperial wife ;
the public liberty shall have been sufficiently separated from his son, who survives him
only to
guarantied ; and in that event I vote for Napoleon pine away his existence, and die at the moment of
Bonaparte.&quot;
manhood, in the condition of an Austrian
He wrote at the same time to the first consul a The apostle of liberty survives, again toprince.
come
letter explanatory of his vote, which no republi
forward, the ever-consistent champion of her cause,
can will now read without recognizing the image and,
finally, to close his career in peace, a repub
of inordinate and triumphant ambition cowering lican, without
reproach in death, as he had been
under the rebuke of disinterested virtue.
without fear throughout life.
The 18th of Brumaire, (said this letter) saved
But Napoleon was to be the artificer of his own
France and I felt myself recalled by the liberal fortunes, prosperous and adverse. He was
rising
professions to which you had attached your ho by the sword ; by the sword he was destined to
nour.
Since then we have seen in the consular fall. The counsels of wisdom and of virtue fell
power that reparatory dictatorship which, under forceless upon his ear, or sunk into his heart only
the auspices of your genius, has achieved so to kindle resentment and hatred.
He sought no
much ; yet not so much as will be the restoration farther personal intercourse with Lafayette ; and
of liberty.
It is impossible that you, General, the denied common
justice to his son, who had entered
first of that order of men who, to
compare and and distinguished himself in the army of Italy,
seat themselves, take in the compass of all ages, and from whom he withheld the
promotion justly
that you should wish such a revolution ; so many due to his services.
The career of glory, of fame, and of power, of
victories, so much blood, so many calamities and
prodigies, should have for the world and for you which the consulate for life was but the first step,
no other result than arbitrary government. The was of ten years continuance, till it had reached
French people have too well known their rights its zenith ; till the astonished
eyes of mankind
iltimately to forget them ; but perhaps they are beheld the charity scholar of Brienne, emperor,
now better prepared, than in the time of their ef- king, and protector of the confederation of the

thousand men, upon whom they might rely to
cause to be respected all the measures that
they
should take to establish liberty upon solid foundations.

&quot;

Two

years afterwards, another revolution, direclly accomplished by Napoleon himself, demo
lished the directory, the constitution of the two
councils, and the solid liberty, to the support of
which the hundred thousand men had been pledg
ed, and introduced another constitution, with Bona
parte himself for its executive head, as the first of
three consuls, for live years.
In the interval between these two revolutions,
Lafayette resided for about two years, first in the
Danish territory of Uolstein, and, afterwards, at
Utrecht, in the Batavian republic.
Neither of
them had been effected by means or in a manner
which could possibly meet his approbation. But
the consular government commenced with broad
professions of republican ptiuciples, on the faith of
which he returned to France, and for a series of
years resided in privacy and retirement upon his
estate of La Grange.
Here, in the cultivation of
his farm, and the enjoyment of domestic
felicity,
embittered only by the loss, in 1807, of that angel
the
upon earth,
partner of all the vicissitudes of
his life, he employed his time, and witnessed the
upward flight and downward fall of the soldier and
He had
sport of fortune. Napoleon Bonaparte.
soon perceived the hollowness of the consular pro
fessions of pure republican principles, and withheld
himself from all participation in the government.
In 1S02, he was elected a member of the general
council of the department of Upper Loire, and, in
declining the appointment, took occasion to pre
sent a review of his preceding life, and a pledge
of his perseverance in the principles which he had

&quot;

;

recover them usefully; and you, Rhine, banqueting at Dresden, surrounded
by a
circle of tributary crowned heads,
among whom
was seen that very Francis of Austria, the
keeper,
in his castle of Olmutz, of the
republican Lafay
ette.
And upon that day of the banqueting at
Dresden, the star of Napoleon culminated from
the equator.
Thenceforward it was to descend
with motion far more rapid than when
rising, till
it sank in endless
night. Through that long period,
Lafayette remained in retirement at La Grange.
jefore giving my vote, until liberty shall have Silent amidst the deafening shouts of
victory from
jeen settled upon foundations worthy of the nation Marengo, and Jena, and Austerlitz, and Friedland,
and of you. I hope, general, that you will here and Wagram, and Borodino silent at the confla
at the
find, as heretofore, that with the perseverance of gration of Moscow
passage of the Beremy political opinions are united sincere good sina at the irretrievable discomfiture of Leipzig ;
wishes personally to you, and a profound sentiment at the capitulation at the gates of Paris, and at the
of my obligations to you.&quot;
first restoration of the Bourbons, under the au
The writer of this letter, and he to whom it was spices of the inveterate enemies of France as
addressed, have, each in his appropriate sphere, little could Lafayette participate in the measures
been instalments of transcendent power, in the of that restoration, as in the usurpations of
Napo
hands of Providence, to shape the ends of its wis leon. Louis the Eighteenth was quartered upon the
dom in the wonderful story of the French revolu French nation as the soldiers of the victorious ar
tion.
In contemplating the part which each of mies were quartered upon the inhabitants of Paris.
them had acted upon that great theatre of human Yet Louis the Eighteenth, who held his crown as
destiny, before the date of the letter, how strange the gift of the conquerors of France, the most
was at that moment the relative position of the humiliating of the conditions imposed upon the
two individuals to each other, and to the woild vanquished nation, affected to hold it by divine
Lafayette was the founder of the great movement right, and to grant, as a special favour, a charter,
then in progress for the establishment of freedom or constitution, founded on the avowed principle
in France, and in the European world; but his that all the liberties of the nation were no more
agency had been all intellectual and moral. He than gratuitous donations of the king.
had asserted and pioclaimed the principles. He
These pretensions, with a coiresponding course
had never violated, never betrayed them. Napo- of policy pursued by the reinstated government of
Icon, a military adventurer, had vapoured in pro- the Bourbons, and the disregard of the national
clamations, and had the froth of jacobinism upon feelings and interests of France, with which Eu
his lips
but his soul was at the point of his sword, rope was re-modelled at the Congress of Vienna,
The revolution was to Lafayette the cause of hu- opened the way for the return of Napoleon from
man kind to Napoleon it was a mere ladder of Elba, within a year from the time when he had
been relegated there. He landed as a solitary ad
ambition.
Yet, at the time when this letter was written, venturer, and the nation rallied round him with rap
He came with promises to the nation of
Lafayette after a series of immense sacrifices and ture.
The allies of
unparalleled sufferings, was a private citizen, freedom as well as of independence.
called to account to the world for declining to vote Vienna proclaimed against him a war of extermifor placing Napoleon at the head of the French; nation, and re-invaded France with armies exceednation, with arbitrary and indefinite power for life
ing in numbers a million of men.
Lafayette had
and Napoleon, amid professions of unbounded de- been courted by Napoleon upon his return. He
votion to liberty, was, in the face of mankind, was again urged to take a seat in the house of
ascending the steps of an hereditary imperial and peers, but peremptorily declined, from aversion tt)
&quot;ervescence,

to

your character, and of the public
confidence, by the superiority of your talents, of
our position, of your fortune, may, by the re-es
tablishment of liberty, sui mount every danger, and
relieve every anxiety.
I have, then, no other than
patriotic and personal motives for wishing you this
last addition to
your glory a permanent magistra
said he,
from cy but it is due to the principles, the engageFur,&quot;
previously sustained.
of
the scene
public affairs, and devoting myself at nents, and the actions of my whole life, to wait,
&quot;

jy the force of

&amp;gt;

;

&quot;

;

last to

the repose of private

live,

are, that external peace should
fruit of those miracles of glory

my

ardent wishes

soon prove the
which are even

;

now

surpassing the prodigies of the preceding
campaigns, and that internal peace should be con
solidated upon the essential and invariable foun

;

;

dations of true liberty.
Happy that twenty-three
years of vicissitudes in my fortune, and of con
stancy to my principles, authorize me to repeat,
that, if a nation, to recover its rights, needs only
the will, they can only be preserved by inflexible

;

fidelity to its obligation.&quot;

When the first consulate for five years was in
vented as one of the steps of the ladder of Napo
leon s ambition, he suffered Sieves, the member of
the directory whom lie had used as an instrument
for casting off that worse than worthless institution, to prepare another constitution, of which he
took as much as suited his purpose, and consigned
One of the wheels of this
the rest to oblivion.
new political engine was a conservative senate,
forming the peerage to sustain the executive head.
This body it was the interest and the policy of
Napoleon to conciliate, and he filled it with men,
wlui, through all the previous stages of the revolution, had acquired and maintained the highest
Lafayette was urged
respectability of character.
with great earnestness, by Napoleon himself, to
lake a seat in this senate; but, after several con
ferences with the first consul, in which he ascer
tained the extent of his designs, he peremptorily
His answer to the minister of war
declined.
tempered his refusal with a generous and delicate
compliinent, alluding at the same time to the position which the consistency of liis character made
To the first consul himit his duty to occupy.
self, in terms equally candid and explicit, he said,
that, from the direction which public affairs were

!
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He had refused to re commodation, for his conveyance to this counhereditary character.
his title of nobility, and protested against the tiy.
Ten years have passed away since the occurrence
constitution of the empire, and the additional act
crown upon the of that event. Since then, the increase of popu
entailing the imperial hereditary
But he offered himself as a lation within the borders of our union exceeds, in
family of Napoleon.
candidate for election as a member of the popular numbers, the whole mass of that infant community
and was to whose liberties he had devoted, in early youth,
representative chamber of the legislature,
His companions and fellow
electoral college of his hi.s life and fortune.
the
chosen
by
unanimously
soldiers of the war of independence, of whom a
station.
to
that
department
The battle of Waterloo was the last desperate scanty remnant still existed to join in the universal
fallen fortunes, shout of welcome with which he landed upon our
struggle of Napoleon to recover his
and its issue fixed his destiny forever. He escaped shores, have been since, in the ordinary course of
almost alone from the field, and returned a fugitive nature, dropping away pass but a few short years
to Paris, projecting to dissolve by armed force the more, and not an individual of that generation with
a dictatorial which he toiled and bled in the cause of human
legislative assembly, and, assuming
his first appearance on the field of hu
power, to levy a new army, and try the desperate kind, upon
chances of another battle. This purpose was de man action, will be left. The gallant officer, and
feated by the energy and promptitude of Lafayette distinguished representative of the people, at whose
At his instance the assembly adopted three resolu motion, upon this floor, the invitation of the nation
the chief magistrate by whom, in com
tions, one of which declared them in permanent was given
session, and denounced any attempt to dissolve pliance with the will of the legislature, it was ten
dered the surviving presidents of the United
them as a crime of high treason.
After a feeble and fruitless attempt of Napoleon, States, and their venerable compeer signers of the
through his brother Lucien, to obtain from the as declaration of independence, who received him to
sembly itself a temporary dictatorial power, he ab the arms of private friendship, while mingling their
dicated the imperial crown in favour of his infant voices in the chorus of public exultation and joy,
son ; but his abdication could not relieve France are no longer here to shed the tear of sorrow upon
from the deplorable condition to which he had re his departure from this earthly scene.
They all
duced her. France, from the day of the battle of preceded him in the translation to another, and,
Waterloo, was at the mercy of the allied monarchs we trust, a happier world. The active, energetic
and, as the last act of their revenge, they gave manhood of the nation, of whose infancy he had
her again to the Bourbons. France was constrained been the protector and benefactor, and who, by the
to receive them. It was at the point of the bayonet, protracted festivities of more than a year of jubi
The legislative lee, manifested to him their sense of the obliga
and resistance was of no avail.
assembly appointed a provisional council of govern tions for which they were indebted to him, are al
The
ment, and commissioners, of whom Lafayette was ready descending into the vale of years.
children of the public schools, who thronged in
one, to negociate with the allied armies then rapid
double files to pass in review before him to catch
ly advancing upon Paris.
The allies manifested no disposition to negoti a glimpse of his countenance, and a smile from his
ate.
They closed the doors of their hall upon the eye, are now among the men and women of the
They land, rearing another generation to envy their pa
representatives of the people of France.
reseated Louis the Eighteenth upon his throne. rents the joy which they can never share, of having
Against these measures Lafayette and the mem seen and contributed to the glorious and triumphant
bers of the assembly had no means of resistance reception of Lafayette.
left, save a fearless protest, to be remembered
Upon his return to France, Lafayette was re
ceived with a welcome by his countrymen scarce
when the day of freedom should return.
From the time of this second restoration until ly less enthusiastic than that with which he had
From his landing
liis death,
Lafayette who had declined accepting been greeted in this country.
at Havre till he arrived at his residence at La
a seat in the hereditary chamber of peers, and in
flexibly refused to resume his title of nobility, Grange, it was again one triumphal march, ren
though the charter of Louis the Eighteenth had dered but the more striking by the interruptions
restored them all, was almost constantly a member and obstacles of an envious and jealous govern
Threats were not even spared of arresting
of the chamber of deputies, the popular branch ment.
of the legislature.
More than once, however, the him as a criminal, and holding him responsible for
influence of the court was successful in defeating the spontaneous and irrepressible feelings mani
his election.
At one of these intervals, he em fested by the people in his favour. He was, very
ployed the leisure afforded him in revisiting the soon after his return, again elected a member of
the chamber of deputies, and thenceforward, in
United States.

Charles the Tenth, by a gradual intro
tirpated.
duction into his councils of the most inveterate ad
herents to the anti-revolutionary government, wag
preparing the way for the annihilation of the char
ter and of the legislative representation of the peo

its

sume

In proportion as this plan approached to its
maturity, the resistance of the nation to its ac
complishment acquired consistency and organ
ization.
The time had been, when, by the restric
tions upon the right of suffrage, and the control
of the press, and even of the freedom of debate in
the legislature, the opposition in the chamber of
deputies had dwindled down to not more than
ple.

:

members. But, under a rapid succession of
incompetent and unpopular administrations, the
majority of the house of deputies had passed from
the side of the, court to that of the people. In
August, 1829, the king, confiding in his imaginary
strength, reorganized his ministry by the appoint
ment of men whose reputation was itself a pledge
of the violent and desperate designs in contempla
tion.
At the first meeting of the legislative assem
bly, an address to the king, signed by two hundred
and twenty-one out of four hundred members, de
clared to him, in respectful terms, that a concur
rence of sentiments between his ministers and the
nation was indispensible to the happiness of the
people under his government, and that this con
currence did not exist.
He replied, that his deter
mination was immovable, and dissolved the assem
A new election was held and so odious
bly.
throughout the nation were the measures of the
court, that, of the two hundred and twenty-one
members who had signed the address against the
ministers, more than two hundred were le-elected.
The opposition had also gained an accession of
thirty

;

elapsed since he had visited and
Forty years
taken leave of them, at the close of the revolution
The greater part of the generation for
ary war.
and with whom he had fought his first fields, had
Of the two millions of souls to
passed away.
whose rescue from oppression he had crossed the
ocean in 1777, not one in ten survived. But their
places were supplied by more than five limes then
numbers, their descendants and successors. The
sentiment of gratitude and affection for Lafayette,
far from declining with the lapse of time, quicken
ed in spirit as it advanced in years, and seemed to
multiply with the increasing numbers of the people.
The nation had never ceased to sympathize with
ha&amp;lt;l

his fortunes, and, in every vicissitude of his life,
had manifested the deepest interest in his welfare.
He had occasionally expressed his intention to visit
once more the scene of his early achievements,
and the country which had requited his services by
a just estimate of their value.
In February, 1824,

;

numbers in the remaining part of the deputations,
it was
apparent that, upon the meeting of the

and

assembly, the court party could not be sustained.
At this crisis, Charles the Tenth, as if resolved
to leave himself not the shadow of a pretext to
complain of his expulsion from the throne, in de
fiance of the charter, to the observance of which
he had solemnly sworn, issued, at one and the same
the first of which suspend
time, four ordinances
ed the liberty of the press, and prohibited the pub
lication of all the daily newspapers and other peri
odical journals, but by license, revokable at plea
the se
sure, and renewable every three months
cond annulled the elections of deputies, which had
the third changed the mode of
just taken place
election prescribed by law. and reduced
nearly by
one-half the numbers of the house of deputies to
be elected and the fourth commanded the new
elections to be held, and fixed a day for the meet
ing of the assembly to be so constituted.
These ordinances were the immediate occasion
of the last revolution of the three days, termina
ting in the final expulsion of Charles the Tenth
from the throne, and of himself and his
family
from the territory of France. This was effected
by an insurrection of the people of Paris, which
burst forth, by spontaneous and unpremeditated
movement, on the very day of the promulgation
of the four ordinances.
The first of these, the
suppression of all the daily newspapers, seemed as
if
studiously devised to provoke instantaneous re
sistance, and the conflict of physical force.
Had
Charles the Tenth issued a decree to shut up all
the bakehouses of Paris, it could not have been
more fatal to his authority. The conductois of
the proscribed journals, by mutual
engagement
among themselves, determined to considerthe or
dinance as unlawful, null, and void; and this was
to all classes of the people the
signal of resistance.
The publishers of two of the journals, summoned
immediately before the judicial tribunal, were jus
tified in their resistance
by the sentence of the
court, pronouncing the ordinance null and void. A
marshal of France receives the commands of the
king to disperse, by force of arms, the population
of Paris
but the spontaneous resurrection of the
national guard organizes at once an
army to defend
the liberties of the nation.
Lafayette is again
called from his retreat at La Grange, and,
by the
unanimous voice of the people, confirmed
by such
;

;

;

;

that honourable and independent station, was the
soul of that steadfast and inflexible party which ne
ver ceased to defend, and was ultimately destined
to vindicate the liberties of France.
The government of the Bourbons, from the time
of their restoration, was a perpetual struggle to
return to the Saturnian times of absolute power.
For them the sun and moon had stood still, not, as
in the miracle of ancient
story, for about a whole

day, but for more than a whole century. Reseated
upon their thrones, not, as the Stuarts had been in
the seventeenth century, by the voluntary act of
the same people which had expelled them, but by
the arms of foreign kings and hostile armies, in
stead of aiming, by the liberality of their govern

ment, and by improving the condition of their peo
ple, to make them forget the humiliation of the
yoke imposed upon them, they laboured with un

yielding tenacity to make it more galling.
They
disarmed the national guards; they cramped and
a solemn legislative act, unanimously passed by crippled the right of suffrage in elections ;
they
both houses of Congress, and approved by the pre perverted and travestied the institution of
juries ;!
sident of the United States, charged the chief ma
they fettered the freedom of the press, and in their
external policy lent themselves, willing instrments
gistrate of the nation with the duty of communica
to crush the liberties of Spain and
ting to him the assurances of grateful and affection
Tlaly. The spi
ate attachment still cherished (or him by the gov
rit of the nation was curbed but not subdued. The
ernment and people of the United States, and of principles of freedom proclaimed in the declaration
tendering to him a national ship with suitable ac of rights of 1789 had taken too deep root to be ex
I

;
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meiit was accordingly conferred upon him, and the in the hearts of mankind was attested
by the forsecond day afterwaids Charles the Tenth and his mal resolution of the house of
deputies, sent to
make inquiries concerning his condition ; and,
faimly were fugitives to a foreign laud.
dy
France was without a government. She might ing, as he did, full of yeais and of
tional guard as their coiumauder-in-chief.
He
glory, neve r, in
assumed the command on the second day of the then have constituted herself a republic, and such] the history of mankind, has a private individual
conflict, and on the third Charles the Tenth had was, undoubtedly, the aspiration of a very large departed more universally lamented
by the whole
ceased foreign. He formally abdicated the crowu, portion of her population. But with another, and generation of men whom he has left behind.
and his son, the duke d Angouleme, renounced his yet larger portion other people, the name of re
Such, legislators of the North American Con
pretensions to the succession.
But, humble imi public was identified with the memory of Robes federate Union, was the life of Gilbert Motier de

deputies of the legislative assembly as were able
to meet for common consultation at that trying
emergency, is aguiu placed at the head of the na

j

j

I

{

Napoleon, even in submitting to their pierre. It was held in execration there was im
degradation, they clung to the last gasp of minent danger, if not absolute certainty, that the
to organize a republic would have been
hereditary sway, by transmitting all their claim of attempt
dominion to the orphan child of the duke de Berri. the signal for a new civil war. The name of a
At an early stage of the revolution of 1789, La republic, too, was hateful to all the neighbours of
France; to the confederacy of emperors and kings,
fayette had declared it as a principle that insur
which had twice replaced the Bourbons upon the
rection against tyrants was the most sacred of du
ties,
fie had borrowed this sentiment, perhaps, throne, and who might be propitiated under the
from the motto of Jefferson &quot;Rebellion to tyrants disappointment and mortification of the result, by
is obedience to God.&quot;
The principle itself is as the retention of the name of king, and the substitu
sound as its enunciation is daring. Like all gene tion of the semblance of a Bourbon for the reality.
The people of France, like the Cardinal de Retz,
ral maxims, it is
susceptible of very dangerous
abuses: the test of its truth is exclusively in the more than two centuries before, wanted a descend
correctness of its application.
As forming a part ant from Henry the Fourth, who could speak the
of the political creed of Lafayette, it has not been language of the Parisian populace, and who had
nor can it be denied that, in known what it was to be a plebeian. They found
severely criticised
the experience of the French revolutions, the him in the person of Louis Philippe, of Orleans.
tators of

Lafayette, and the record of his

;

own

tion of his character.

man

From that
Lafayette appeared among them.
the die was cast.
They had till then no
Louis Philippe of Orleans, had
military leader.
not then been seen among them.
In all the changes of government in France,
from the first assembly of notables, to that day,
there never had been an act of authority present
ing a case for the fair and just application of the
till

moment

duty of resistance against oppression, so

clear, so

The violations
unquestionable, so flagrant as this.
of the charter were so gross and palpable, that the
most determined royalist could not deny them.
The mask had been laid aside. T-he sword of
despotism had been drawn, and the scabbard cast
away. A king, openly forsworn, had forfeited
every claim to allegiance and the only resource of
the nation against him was resistance by force.
This was the opinion of Lafayette, and he declar
ed himself ready to take the command of the Na
tional Guard, should the wish of the people, already
declared thus to place him at the head of this
spontaneous movement, he confirmed by his col;

leaguesofthe

legislative assembly.

The

appoint-

the delinea

;

;

cases in which popular insurrection has been re
sorted to, for the extinction of existing authority,
liave been so frequent, so unjustifiable in their
causes, so atrocious in their execution, so destruc
tive to liberty in their consequences, that the
friends of freedom, who know that she can exist
only under the supremacy of the law, have some
times felt themselves constrained to shrink from
the developemcnt of abstract truth, in the dread of
the danger with which she is surrounded.
In the revolution of the three days of 1830, it
was the steady, calm, but indexible adherence of
Lafayette to this maxim which decided the fate of
the Bourbons.
After the struggles of the people
had commenced, and even while liberty and power
were grappling wilh each oilier for life or death, the
deputies elect to the legislative assembly, then at
Paris, held several meetings at the house of their
colleague, Laffitte, and elsewhere, at which the
question of resistance against the ordinances was
warmly debated, and aversion to that resistance by
force was the sentiment predominant in the minds
of a majority of the members. The hearts of some
of the most ardent patriots quailed within them at
the thought ol another overthrow of the monarchy.
All the horrible recollections of the reign of terror,
the massacre of the prisons in September, the
butcheries of the guillotine from year to year, the
headless trunks of Brissot, and Danton,and Robes
pierre and last, not least, the iron crown and scep
tre of Napoleon himself, rose in hideous succes
sion before them, and haunted their imaginations.
They detested the ordinances, but hoped that, by
negotiation and remonstrance with the recreant
king, it might yet be possible to obtain the revoca
tion of them, and the substitution of a more liberal
This deliberation was not concluded
ministry.

life is

Consider him as one hu

being of one thousand millions, his cotemporaries on the surface of the
terraqueous globe.
Among that thousand millions seek for an object
of comparison with him
assume for the standard
of comparison all the virtues which exalt the cha
racter of man above that of the brute
creation;
take the ideal man, little lower than the
angels ;
mark the qualities of the mind and heart which
entitle him to this station of pre-eminence in the
scale of created beings, and
inquire who, that
lived in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries
of the Christian sera, combined in himself so
many
of those qualities, so little
alloyed with those
which belong to that earthly vesture of decay in
which the immortal spirit is enclosed, as

Lafay

Lafayette himself was compelled to compromise
with his principles, purely and simply republican,
and to accept him, first as lieutenant general of
the kingdom, and then as hereditary king. There
was, perhaps, in this determination, besides the
motives which operated upon others, a considera
tion of disinterested delicacy, which could be appli
cable only to himself.
If the republic should be
claimed, he knew that the chief magistracy could
be delegated only to himself.
It must have been
a chief magistracy for life, which at his age, could
only have been for a short term ol years. Indepen
dent of the extreme dangers and difficulties to

ette.

Pronounce him one of the first men of his age,
and you have yet not done him justice.
Try him
by that test to which he sought in vain to stimu
late the vulgar and selfish spirit of
Napoleon
class him among the men who, to compare and
;

must take in the compass of all
ages ; turn back your eyes upon the records of
time; summon from the creation of the world to
this day the mighty dead of every age and
every
clime and where, among the race of merely mor
tal men, shall one be found, who, as the benefac
tor of his kind, shall claim to take precedence of
seat themselves,

;

himself, to his family, and to his country, in which
the position which he would have occupied might
have involved them, the inquiry could not escape
his forecast, who upon his demise, could be his
successor? and what must be the position occupied
If, at that moment, he had but spoken
by him
the word, he might have closed his career with a
crown upon his head, and with a withering blast
upon his name to the end of time.
With the duke of Orleans himself, he used no
concealment or disguise. When the crown was
offered to that prince, and he looked to Lafayette
for consultation,
you know (said he) that I am of
the American school, and partial to the constitu
tion of the United States.&quot; So, it seems, was Louis
think with you,&quot; said he.
&quot;It
is
Philippe.
impossible to pass two years in the United States,
without being convinced that their government is
the best in the world. But do you think it suited to
our present circumstances and condition
No,
replied Lafayette.
They require a monarchy sur

Lafayette

?

There have doubtless been, in all ages, men,
whose discoveries or inventions, in the world of
matter or of mind, have opened new avenues to
the dominion of man over the material creation
have increased his means or his faculties of enjoy
ment; have raised him in nearer approximation
to that higher and happier condition, the
object
of his hopes and aspirations in his present state of
;

.

existence.

Lafayette discovered no new principles of poli
or of morals.
He invented nothing in science.
He disclosed no new phenomenon in the laws of
Born and educated in the highest order
nature.
of feudal nobility, under the most absolute mo
narchy of Europe, in possession of an affluent for
tune, and master of himself and of all his capabili
ties at the moment of attaining manhood, the
principle of republican justice and of social equali
ty took possession of his heait and mind, as if byHe devoted himself, his
inspiration from above.
tics

&quot;

&quot;1

?&quot;

&quot;

rounded by popular institutions.&quot; So thought also, life, his fortune, his. hereditary honours, his low
Louis Philippe and he accepted the crown under ering ambition, his splendid hopes, all to the cause
He came to another hemisphere to
the conditions upon which it was tendered to him. of liberty,
He became one of the most effective
Lafayette retained the command of the national leiend he
but, that once
guard so long as it was essential to the settlement champions of our Independence
of the new and old things, on the basis of order achieved, he returned to his own country, and
thenceforward took no part in the controversies
so long as it was essential to con
and of freedom
In the events of our re
which have divided us.
trol the stormy and excited passions of the Pari
so long as was necessary to save the volution, and in the forms of policy which we have
sian people
ministers of the guilty but fallen monarch from the adopted for the establishment and perpetuation ol
rash and revengeful resentments of their conquer our freedom, Lafayette found the most perfect
lie wished to add nothing
ors. When this was accomplished, and the people form of government,
had been preserved from the calamity of shedding to it. He would gladly have abstracted nothing
Instead of the imaginary republic ol
in peace the blood of war, he once more resigned from it.
his command, retired in privacy to La Grange and Plato, or the Utopia of Sir Thomas More, he took
resumed his jxtst as a deputy in the legislative as- a practical existing model, in actual operation
and never attempted or wished more than to
sembly, which he continued to hold til the close here,
;

;

;

;

of

apply

life.

it

faithfully to his

own

country.

was not given to Moses to enter the promised
but lie saw it from the summit of Pisgah.
phalanx, supporters of liberal principles and of; land;
constitutional freedom.
In Spain, in Portugal, in It was not given to Lafayette to witness the concause of liberty summation of his wishes in the establishment of a
Italy, and, above all, in Poland, the
has been struggling against the hand of power, republic, and the extinction of all hereditary rule
and to the last hour of his life, they found in La- in France, His principles were in advance of the
age and hemisphere in which he lived. A Bour
layette a never-failing friend and patron.
which he held ,bon still reigns on the throne of Fiance, and it is
In his last illuess^the

His

station there

was

still

at

the head of the

It

J

j
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not for us to scrutinize the title by which he reigns. he had embarked from France, intelligence arri
The principles of elective and hereditary power, ved in Europe, that the American insurgents, re
blended in reluctant union in his person, like the duced to 2000 men, were fleeing through Jersey,
ted and white roses of York and Lancastei, may! before a British force of 30,000. Undei these cir
at Paris
postpone to aftertime the last conflict to which they cumstances, the American commissioners
must ultimately come. The life of the patriarch thought it but honest to dissuade him from the pre
was not long enough for the development of his sent prosecution of his perilous enterprise. It was
whole political system. Its final accomplishment in vain that they acted so candid a part. His zeal,
to serve a distressed country, was not abated by
is in the womb of time.
The anticipation of this event is the more cer her misfortunes. Having embarked in a vessel,
tain, from the consideration that all the principles which he purchased for the purpose, he arrived at
for which Lafayette contended were practical. He Charleston, early in 1777, and soon after joined the
in
never indulged himself in wild and fanciful specu American army.
Congress resolved, that,
The principle of heieditary power was, consideration of his zeal, illustrious family and con
lations.
in his opinion, the bane of all republican liberty in nexions, he should have the rank of major gene
Europe. Unable to extinguish it in the revolution ral in their army.&quot; Independent of the risk he ran
of 1830, so far as concerned the chief magistracy as an American officer, he hazarded his large for
of the nation, Lafayette had the satisfaction of see tune in consequence of the laws of France, and
ing it abolished with reference to the peerage. An also the confinement of his person, in case of cap
it
ture when on his way to the United States, with
hereditary crown, stript of the support which
may derive from an hereditary peerage, however out the chance of being acknowledged by any na
compatible with Asiatic despotism, is an anomaly tion; for his court had forbidden his proceeding to
in the history of the Christian world, and in the America, and had despatched orders to have him
theory of free government. There is no argument confined in the West Indies if found in that quarter.
This gallant nobleman, who, under all these dis
producible against the existence of an hereditary
peerage, but applies with aggravated weight against advantages, had demonstrated his good will to the
the transmission, from sire to Son, of an hereditary United States, received a wound in his leg at the
crown. The prejudices and passions of the people battle of Brandywine but he nevertheless contin
of France rejected the principle of inherited power, ued in the field, and exerted himself both by word
Other
in every station of public trust excepting the first and example in rallying the Americans.
and highest of them all but there they clung to foreigners of distinction also shared in the engage
Count Pulaski, a Polish nobleman, the
it, as did the Israelites of old to the savory deities ment.
of Egypt.
same who a few years before carried off king Stan
This is not the time or the place for a disquisi islaus from his capital, though surrounded with a
tion upon the comparative merits, as a system of numerous body of guards, and a Russian army,
government, of a republic, and a monarchy sur fought with the Americans at Brandywine. He
rounded by republican institutions. Upon this sub was a thunderbolt of war, and always sought for
and the post of danger as the post of honour. Soon af
ject there is among us no diversity of opinion
if it should take the people of France another half ter this engagement, Congress appointed him com
century of internal and external war, of dazzling mander of horse, with the rank of brigadier.
and delusive glories; of unparalleled triumphs,
Howe persevered in his scheme of gaining the
This was no less
humiliating reverses, and bitter disappointments, to right flank of the Americans.
settle it to their satisfaction, the ultimate result steadily pursued on the one side, than avoided on
can only bring them to the point where we have the other.
Washington came forward in a few
stood from the day of the declaration of indepen days with a resolution of risking another action.
dence to the point where Lafayette would have He accordingly advanced as far as the Warren
brought them, and to which he looked as a con tavern, on the Lancaster road. Near that place,
summation devoutly to be wished.
on the 18th September, both armies were on the
Then, too, and then only, will be the time when point of engaging, with their whole force but were
the character of Lafayette will be appreciated at prevented by a most violent storm of rain, which
its true value throughout the civilized world.
continued for a whole day and night. When the
When the principle of hereditary dominion shall be rain ceased, the Americans found that their am
Before a proper
munition was entirely ruined.
extinguished in all the institutions of France
when government shall no longer be considered as supply was procured, the British marched from
property transmissible from sire to son, but as a their position near the White Horse tavern, down
trust committed for a limited time, and then to re
towards the Swedes ford. The Americans again
turn to the people whence it came as a burdensome took post in their front but the British, instead of
duty to be discharged, and not as a reward to be urging an action, began to march up towards Read
abused when a claim, any claim, to political ing. To save the stores which had been deposited
power by inheritance shall, in the estimation of in that place, Washington took a new position,
the whole French people, be held as it now is by and left the British in undisturbed possession of
the whole people of the North American union; the roads which lead to Philadelphia.
His troops
then will be the time for contemplating the cha were worn down with a succession of severe du
in
the
events
of
his
not
racter of Lafayette,
ties.
There was in his army above a thousand
merely
life, but, in the full development of his intellectual men who were barefooted, and who had performed
of
the
la
all their late movements in that condition.
conceptions, of his fervent aspirations,
bours and perils and sacrifices of his long and
About this time, the Americans sustained a con
eventful career upon earth; and thenceforward, siderable loss by a night attack, conducted by Gen
till the hour when the trump of the archangel shall eral
Grey, on a detachment of their troops, which
sound to announce that time shall be no more, the was encamped near the Paoli tavern. The out
name of Lafayette shall stiind unrolled upon the posts and pickets were forced without noise, about
annals of our race, high on the list of the pure and one o clock in the morning of the 20th of Septem
disinterested benefactors of mankind.
ber.
The men, when they turned out, unfortu
This di
Lafayette* was a French nobleman of high nately paraded in the light of their fires.
rank, who, animated with the love of liberty, had rected (he British how and where to proceed.
&quot;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

mantown. Sir William Howe, with

made

a small part,
his triumphal cntiy into Philadelphia, on thK

26th of September, and was received with the
hearty welcome of numerous citizens, who, either
from conscience, cowardice, interest, or principle,
had hitherto separated themselves from the class
of active whigs.
The possession of the largest city in the United
States, together with the dispersion of that grand
council which had heretofore conducted their pub
lic affairs, were reckoned
by the short-sighted as
decisive of their fate.
The submission of coun
tries after the conquest of their capital, had often
been a thing of course but in the great contest for
the sovereignty of the United States, the question
did not rest with a ruler, or a body of rulers
nor
was it to be determined by the possession or loss
of any particular place.
It was the
public mind,
the sentiments and opinions of the yeomanry of the
country which were to decide. Though Philadel
phia had become the residence of the British army,
yet as long as the majority of the people of the
United States weie opposed to their government,
the country was unsubdued.
Indeed it was presu
med by the more discerning politicians, that the
luxuries of a great city would so far enervate the
British troops, as to indispose them for those ac
tive exertions to which they were prompted, while
inconveniently encamped in the open country.
To take off the impression the British successes
might make in France, to the prejudice of Amer
ica, Dr. Franklin gave them an ingenious turn, by
that instead of saying Sir William
observing,
Howe had taken Philadelphia, it would be more
proper to say, Philadelphia had taken Sir William
:

:

&quot;

Howe.&quot;

One

of the

first

objects of the British, after they

had gotten possession, was to erect batteries to com
mand the river, and to protect the city from any
assault by water.
The British shipping were pre
vented from ascending the Delaware, by obstruc
tions hereafter to be described, which were fixed
near Mud-Island.
Philadelphia though possessed
by the British army, was exposed to danger from
the American vessels in the river. The American
frigate Delaware of 32 guns, anchored within 500
yards of the unfinished batteries, and, being sec
onded with some smaller vessels, commenced a
heavy cannonade upon the batteries, tower; but
upon the falling of the tide, she ran aground. Be
ing briskly fired upon from the town, while in this
The
condition, she was compelled to surrender.
othei American vessels, not able to resist the fire
from the batteries, after losing one of their number,
retired.

General Washington having been reinforced by
men from Peekskill and Virginia and
having been informed, that General Howe had de
tached a considerable part of his force, for redu
cing the forts on the Delaware, conceived the de

2500

;

sign of attacking the British post at Germantown.
Their line of encampment crossed the town at
The left wing ex
right angles near its centre.
tended to the Schuylkill, and was covered in front
by the mounted and dismounted chasseurs. The
queen s American rangers and a battalion of light
The 40th
infantry were in front of the right.
regiment, with another battalion of light-infantry,
were posted on the Chesnut-hill road, three quar
ters of a mile in advance.
Lord Cornwallis lay
at Philadelphia with four batalions of
grenadiers.
A few of the general officers of the American
whose
advice
was
on
the occa
army,
requested
sion, unanimously recommended an attack
and
;

it was
agreed [hat it should be made in different
upon them,
put about 300 to places, to produce the greater confusion, and to
Congress. While in France, and only nineteen death, in a silent manner, by a free and exclusive prevent the several parts of the British forces
use of the bayonet. The enterprise wns conducted from affording support to each other.
From an
years of age, he espoused the cause of the Ame
with so much address, that the loss of the assail apprehension, that the Americans, through the
ricans, with the most disinterested and generous ar
to
he
com
determined
dour.
want of discipline, would not persevere iu a long
ants did not exceed eight.
Having
join them,
municated his intentions to the American commis
Congress, which after a short residence at Bal attack, it was resolved that it should be sudden
sioners, at Paris.
They justly conceived, that a timore, had returned to Philadelphia, were obliged and vigorous and if unsuccessful to be followed
The divisions of Sul
patron of so much importance would be of service a second time to consult their safety by flight.
by an expeditious retreat.
to their cause, and encouraged his design. Before
They retired at first to Lancaster, anil afterwards livan and Wayne, flanked by Conway s brigade,
were to enter the town by the way of Chesnutto Yorktown.
The bulk of the British army being left in Ger- hill, while General Armstrong with the PennsylSee page 396.

left

his native country, and offeied his services to

They rushed

in

arid

:
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ed together, in the manner usual for making the lad with great gallantry defended the fort from the
foundation of wharves, in deep water.
Several alter end of September, to the llth of November,
With
large points of bearded iron projecting down the jeing wounded was removed to the main.
n five days after his removal, Major Thayer, who
river, were annexed to the upper parts of the chevaux-de-frise, and the whole was sunk with stones, as a volunteer had nobly offered to take charge of
under Generals Smalhvood and Furman, were to so as to be about four feet underwater at low tide, his dangerous post, was obliged to evacuate it.
march by the old York load, and to fall upon the Their prodigious weight and strength could not fail This eveut did not take place till the works were
to effect the destruction of any vessel which came entirely beat down,
tear of their right.
every piece of cannon dis
Lord Stirling, with Xash s and Maxwell s bri-jupon them. Thirty of these machines were sunk mounted, and one of the British ships so near, that
The Ame- about three hundred yards below fort Mifflin, so as she threw grenades into the fort, and killed the
gade, were to form a corps of reserve.
men uncovered in the platform. The troops, who
ricans began their attack about sunrise, on the 4th to stretch in a diagonal line across the channel,
The only open passage left was between two bad so bravely defended Fort Mifllin, made a safe
of October, on the 40th regiment, and a battalion
of light infantry.
These two corps, being obliged piers lying close to the fort, and that was secured retreat to Red-Bank. Congress voted swords to be
On by a strong boom, and could not be approached but iven to lieutenant colonel Smith and commodore
to retreat, were pursued into the village.
their retreat, Lieutenant Colonel Musgrove, with, in a direct line to the battery. Another fortification Hazlewood for their gallant defence of theDelaware
Within three days after Mud-Island was evacu
six companies, took post in Chew s strong stone: was erected on a high bank on the Jersey shore,
house, which lay in front of the Americans. From called Billingsport. And opposite to this, another ated, the garrison was also withdrawn from Redan adherence to the military maxim of never leav- range of chevaux-de-frise was deposited, leaving Bank, on the approach of Lord Cornwallis, at the
a narrow and shoal channel on the one side, head of a large force prepared to assault it. Some
ii.g a fort possessed b) an enemy in the rear, it was only
There was also a temporary battery of two heavy of the American gallies and armed vessels, esca
resolved to attack the party in the house.
In the mean time General Greene got up with cannon, at the mouth of Mantua creek, about half ped by keeping close in with the Jersey shore, to
Colonel way from Red-Bank to Billingsport.
liis column, and attacked the right wing.
but seven
places of security above Philadelphia
The British were well apprised, that, without teen of them were abandoned by their crews, and
Mathews routed a parly of the British opposed to
him, killed several, and took 110 prisoners; but the command of the Delaware, their possession of fired. Thus the British gained a free communi
from the darkness of the day, lost sight of the bri- Philadelphia would be of no advantage. They cation between their army and shipping.
This
gade to which he belonged and, having separated therefore strained every nerve, to open the navi- event was to them very desirable. They had been
from it, was taken prisoner, with his whole regi- gaiion of that river. To this end lord Howe had previously obliged to draw their provisions from
and the prisoners, whom he had previously early taken the most effectual measures for con- Chester, a distance of fifteen miles at some risk,
merit
A. number of the troops in ducting the fleet and transports round, from the and a certain great expense.
The long protracted
taken, were released.
Greene s division were stopped by the halt of the Chesapeake to the Delaware, and drew them up defence of the Delaware, deranged the plans of
Near one half of the on the Pennsylvania shore, from Reedy-Island to the British, for the remainder of the campaign,
partv before Chew s house.
and consequently saved the adjacent country.
American army remained for some time at that Newcastle,
About this time, the chair of Congress became
In the mean time, General Grey
place inactive.
Early in October, a detachment from the British
led on three battalions of the third brigade, and army crossed the Delaware, with a view of dis- vacant, by the departure of Mr. Hancock, after he
attarked with vigour.
A sharp contest followed, lodging the Americans from Billingsport. On its had discharged the duties of that office to great ac
Two British regiments attacked at the same time approach the place was evacuated. As the season ceptance, two years and five months. Henry Lauun the opposite side of the town. General Grant advanced, more vigorous measures for removing rens, of South Carolina, was unanimously elected
moved up the 40th regiment to the aid of those the obstructions were concerted between the ge- his successor on the 1st of November.
He had
neral and the admiral.
Batteries were erected on been in England for some years, antecedent to the
wlm were engaged with Greene s column.
to
in
assist
The morning was foggy. This, by concealing the Pennsylvania shore,
dislodging the hostile determinations of parliament against the
At the same time, colonies; but finding the dispute growing serious,
the true situation of the parties, occasioned mis- Americans from Mud-Island.
takes, and made so much caution necessary as Count Donop with 2000 men. having crossed into he conceived that honour and duty called him to
gave the British time to recover from the effects! New Jersey, opposite to Philadelphia, marched take part with his native country. He had been
of their first surprise. From these causes, the! down on the eastern side of the Delaware, to at- warmly solicited to stay in England; and offers
earlv promising appearances on the patt of the as- tack the redoubt at Red-Bank, which was defended were made him not only to secure, but to double
sailants were speedily reversed.
The Americans by about 400 men, underthe command of Colonel his American estate, in case of his continuing to
The attack immediately commenced reside there but these were refused. To a par
left the fields hastily, and all efforts to rally them Greene.
were ineffectual. Lord Cornwallis arrived with by a smart cannonade, under cover of which the ticular friend in London, dissuading him from com-,
This place was ing out to America, he replied on the 9th of No
a party of light horse, and joined in the pursuit. count advanced to the redoubt.
This was continued for some miles. The loss of intended for a much larger garrison than was then vember 1774, when at Falmouth, on the point of
It had therefore become necessary to run embarking,
I shall never forget
the royal army, including the wounded and prison-! in it.
your friendly at
ers, was about 500.
Among their slain were a line through the middle and evacuate one part of tention to my interest but I dare not return. Your
Brigadier General Agnew, and Lieutenant Colonel it. That part was easily carried by the assail- ministers are deaf to information, and seem bent
Bird.
The loss of the Americans, including 400 ants, on which they indulged in loud huzzas for on provoking unnecessary contest. I think I have
prisoners, was about 1000.
Among their slain! their supposed victory. The garrison kept up a acted the part of a faithful subject. I now go re
were General Nash and his aid-de-camp Major severe and well-directed fire on them by which they solved still to labour for peace at the same time
Withers poon.
were compelled to retire. They suffered not only determined in the last event to stand or fall with
Soon after this battle the British left German- in the assault, but in the approach to, and retreat my country.&quot;
Their whole loss in killed and
When Sir William Howe was succeeding in
town, and turned their principal attention towards from the fort.
epening a free communication between their army wounded was about 400. Count Donopwas mor- every enterprise in Pennsylvania, intelligence ar
and their shipping.
Congress re- rived, as shall be related in the next chapter, that
tally wounded and taken prisoner.
Much industry and ingenuity had been exerted (solved, to present Colonel Greene with a sword General Burgoyne and his whole army had sur
An attack. rendered prisoners of war to the Americans.&quot;
for the security of Philadelphia on the water side. for his good conduct on this occasion.
General Washington soon afterwards received a
Thirteen gallies, two floating batteries, two zebecks, made about the same time on Fort Mifflin, by
one brig, one ship, besides a number of armed men of war and frigates, was not more success- considerable reinforcement from the northern army
The Augusta which had accomplished this great event. With
ftil than the assault on Red-Bank.
boats, fire ships and rafts, were constructed or em
ployed tor this purpose. The Americans also had of 64 guns, and the Merlin, two of the vessels this increased force, he took a position at and near
The Whitemarsh. The royal army, having succeeded
built a fort on Mud-Island, to which they gave the which were engaged in it, got around.
name of Fort Miftlin. and erected thereon a con former was fired, and blew up. The latter was in removing the obstructions in the river Delaware,
were ready for new enterprises.
Sir William
siderable batterv.
This island is admirably situ evacuated.
ated lor the erection of works to annoy shipping on
Though the first attempts of the British, for Howe, on the 4th of December, marched out of
(heir way up the Delaware.
It lies near the mid
opening the navigation of the Delaware, were un Philadelphia with almost his whole force, expect
dle of the river, about seven miles below Phila- successful, they carried their point in another way ing to bring on a general engagement.
The next
No vessels of burden can come up but that was unexpected. The chevaux-de-frise, ha- morning he appeared on Chestnuthill in front of.
delpliia.
by the main ship channel, which passes close to jving been sunk some considerable time, the current and about three miles distant from, the right wing
Mud-Island, and is very narrow for more than a; of the water was diverted by this great bulk into of the Americans. On the day following, the Brit
In consequence thereof, the pas- ish changed their ground, and moved to the right.
mile below. Opposite to Fort Mifrlin there is ainew channels.
height, called Red-Bank. This overlooks not only sage between the islands and the Pennsylvania Two days after, they moved still farther to the
the river, but the neighbouring country.
On this shore was so deepened as to admit vessels of con- right, and exhibited every appearance of an inten
eminence, a respectable battery was erected. Be- siderable draught of water. Through this passage. tion to attack the American encampment. Some
tween these two fortresses, which are half a mile the Vigilant, a large ship, cut down so as to draw skirmishes took place, and a general action was
distant from each other, the American naval arma- but little water, mounted with 24 pounders, made hourly expected but instead thereof, on the morn
inent, for the defence of the river Delaware, made her way to a position from which she might enfi- ing of the next dnv, December 9th, after various
its harbour of retreat.
Two ranges of chevaux- lade the works on Mud-Island. This gave the marches and countermarches, the British filed off
le-frise were also sunk in the channel.
These British such an advantage, that the post was no from the right, by two or three different routes, in
consisted of large pieces of timber, strongly fram- longer tenable.
Lieutenant Colonel Smith, who full march for Philadelphia.
26*
vania militia should fall down the Manatawny
road and gain the left and rear of the British,
Tue divisions of Greene and Stephens, flanked by
Dougal s brigade, were to enter by the limekiln road.
The militia of Maryland and Jersey,
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The position of General Washington,
He was so
tary point, of view, was admirable,
sensible of the advantages of it, that the manumvres of Sir William Howe for some days could not
In consequence of the rein
allure him from it.

accompanied by about forty volunteers,
passed by night, on the 9th of July, from War
wick neck to Rhode Island, surprised General
Prcscott in his quarters, and brought him and one
of his aids safe off to the continent.
Though they
had a passage of ten miles by water, they eluded
the ships of war and guard boats, which lay all
round the Island. The enterprise was conducted
with so much silence and address, that there was
no alarm among the British, till the colonel and
his party had nearly reached the continent with
their prize.
Congress soon after resolved, that an
elegant sword should be presented to Lieutenant
Colonel Barton, as a testimonial of their sense of
his gallant behaviour.
It has already been mentioned, that Congress, in
the latter end of November, 1775, authorized the
capture of vessels, laden with stores or reinforcmrnts for their enemies. On the 23d of March,

in a mili

lately received, he had not
ceding period of the campaign been

forcement

in

any pre

in

an equal

condition for a general engagement.
Though he
evidently wished to be attacked, yet he would not
relinquish a position, from which he hoped to re
He could
pair the misfortunes of the campaign.
not believe, that General Howe with a victorious
army, and that lately reinforced with four thou
sand men from New York, should come out of
He
Philadelphia, only to return thither again.
therefore presumed, that to avoid the disgrace of
such a movement, the British commander would
from a sense of military honour, be compelled to
attack him, though under great disadvantages.

When

he found him cautious of engaging, and in 177(3, they extended this permission so far, as to
to his left, a daring design was formed authorize their inhabitants to fit out armed vessels,
which would have been executed, had the British to cruise on the enemies of the United colonies.
either continued in their position, or moved a little The Americans henceforth devoted themselves to
This privateering, and were very successful. In the
farther to the left of the American army.
was to have attempted in the night to surprise course ofthe year, they made many valuable cap
Philadelphia. The necessary preparations for this tures, particularly of homeward bound West Inpurpose were made ; but the retreat of the British diamen. The particulars cannot be enumerated
but good judges have calculated, that within nine
prevented its execution.
Soon after these events, General Smallwood months after Congress authorized privateering, the
with a considerable force, was posted at Wilming British loss in captures, exclusive of transports
and government, store ships, exceeded a million
ton, on the banks of the Delaware and Washing
ton, with the main army, retired to winter quarters sterling.
They found no difficulty in selling their
at Valley forge, 16 miles from Philadelphia.
The ports of France were open to them,
prizes.
This position was preferred to distant and more both in Europe and in the West Indies. In the
comfortable villages, as being calculated to give latter they were sold without any disguise
but in
the most extensive security to the country.
The the former a greater regard was paid to appear
American army might have been tracked, by the ances. Open sales were not permitted in the har
blood of their feet, in marching without shoes or bours of France at particular times
but even then
stockings over the hard frozen ground, between they were made at the entrance, or offing.
Whitemarsh and Valley Forge. Some hundreds
In the French West India Islands, the inhabit
of them were without blankets.
Under these cir ants not only purchased prizes, brought in by the
cumstances, they had to sit down in a wood, in American cruisers, but fitted out privateers under
the latter end of December, and to build huts for American colours and commissions, and made
This mode of procuring captures of British vessels. William Bingham, of
their accommodation.
winter quarters, if not entirely novel, has been Philadelphia, was stationed as the agent of Con
The gress, at Martinico and he took an early and ac
rarely, if ever practised in modern war.
cheerfulness with which the general and his army tive part in arming privateers in St. Pierre, to an
The fa
submitted to spend a severe winter, in such cir noy and cruise against British property.
clining

;

;

;

;

:

cumstances, rather than leave the country ex
posed, by retiring farther, demonstrated as well their
patriotism as their fixed resolution to suffer every
inconvenience, in preference to submission.
Thus ended the campaign of 1777. Though
Sir William Howe s army had been crowned with
the most brilliant success, having gained two con
siderable victories, and been equally triumphant in
smaller actions, yet the whole amount of
good fortune was no more than a good
winter lodging for his troops in Philadelphia whilst
the men under his command possessed no more
of the adjacent country, than what they immedi
ately commanded with their arms. The Congress,
it is true, was compelled to leave the first seat of
their deliberations
and the greatest city in the
United States changed a number of its whig inha
bitants for a numerous royal army but it is as true
that the minds of the Americans were, if possible,
more hostile to the claims of Great Britain than
ever, and their army had gained as much by dis

vourable disposition of the inhabitants furnished

him with an opportunity, which he

To

of 1777.

communication between Newto maintain the navigation of
the intermediate lakes, were principal objects with
the British, in the campaign of 1777.
The Amer
icans presuming on this had been early attentive
to their security in that quarter.
They had re
solved to construct a fort on Mount Independence,
an eminence adjoining the strait on which Titoneffect a free

York and Canada, and

deroga stands, and nearly opposite to that

They had

;

for its di

The

events of this campaign were adverse to the
which had been entertained of a
speedy conquest ofthe revolted colonies. Repeat
ed proofs had been given, that though Washing
ton was very forward to engage when he thought
.sanguine hopes,

to his advantage, yet it was
impossible for the
royal commander to bring him to action against
his consent.
By this mode of conducting the de
fence of the new formed states, two
it

also resolved, to obstruct the navigation

strait

;

;

13,600 men, as necessary for the security of this
The adjacent states were urged to fill up
their recruits, and in all respects to be in readiness&quot;
for an active campaign.
district.

The British ministry were very sanguine in their
calculations, on the consequences of form ing a line of

New York and Canada.
They considered the NewEngland people the soul ol
the confederacy ,and promised themselves much by
communication between

severing them from all free communication with
the neighbouring states.
They hoped, when this
was accomplished, to be able to surround them so
effectually with fleets, armies, and Indian allies, as
to compel their submission.
Animated with these
expectations, they left nothing undone, which bid
fair for insuring the success of their plans.
The regular troops, British and German, allotted
to this service, were upwards of 7000.
As artil
lery is considered to be particularly useful in an
American war, where numerous inhabitants are to
be driven out of woods and fastnesses, this part of
the service was particularly attended to.
Tho
brass train sent out was perhaps the finest, and the
most excellently supplied, both as to officers and
men, that had ever been allotted to second tho
In addition to the
operations of an equal force.
regulars, it was supposed that the Canadians and
the loyalists, in the neighbouring states, would add
large reinforcements, well calculated for the pecu
liar nature of the service.
Arms and accoutre

ments, were accordingly provided to supply them.
Several nations of savages had also been induced to
take up the hatchet, as allies to his Britannic ma
Not only the humanity, but the policy of
jesty.
employing them was questioned in Great Britain.
The opposers of it contended that Indians were
their rapa
fore the war had been usually procured from the capricious, inconstant, and intractable
city insatiate, and their actions cruel and barba
neighbouring continent.
The American privateers, in the year 1777, in rous. At the same time, their services were rep
creased in numbers and boldness.
They insulted resented uncertain, and their engagements without
On the other hand,
the coasts of Great Britain and Ireland, in a man the least claim to confidence.
Such the zeal of British ministers for reducing the re
ner that had never before been attempted.
was their spirit of adventure, that it became ne volted colonies was so violent, as to make them, in
excessive wratli, forget that their adversaries
cessary to appoint a convoy for the protection of their
The Ge were men. They contended, that in their circum
the linen ships from Dublin and Newry.
neral Mifflin privateer, after making repeated cap- stances every appearance of lenity, by inciting to
disobedience, and thereby increasing the objects
tuies, arrived at Brest, and saluted the French ad
miral.
This was returned in form, as to the ves of punishment, was eventually cruelty. In their
Lord Stormont, opinion, partial severity was general mercy, and
sel of an independent power.
the British ambassador, at the court ofVersailles, the only method of speedily crushing the rebellion
was to envelope its abettors in such complicated
irritated at the countenance given to the Ameri
cans, threatened to return immediately to London, distress, as by rendering their situation intolera
unless satisfaction were given, and different mea ble, would make them willing to accept the prof
An order was is fered blessings of peace and security. The senti
sures was adopted by France.
sued in consequence of his application, requiring ments of those who were for employing Indians
Presents were
all American vessels to leave the ports of his most against the Americans prevailed.
Induced by
but though the order was posi liberally distributed among them.
Christian majesty
these, and also by their innate thirst for war and
tive, so many evasions were practised, and the exe
cution of it was so relaxed, that it produced no per- plunder, they poured forth their warriors in such
tnanent discouragement of the beneficial inter abundance, that their numbers threatened to be an
incumbrance.
course.
:

!

fortress.

by caissoons, to be sunk in the water,
and joined so as to serve at the same time for a
bridge, between the fortifications on the east and
west sides of it that, to prevent the British from
drawing their small craft over land into Lake
George, the passage of that lake should be ob
structed
that Fort Schuyler, the same which haii
formerly been called Fort Stanwix, should be
strengthened, and other fortifications erected near
the Mohawk river.
Requisitions were made, by
the commanding officer in the department, for
of the

;

i

:

campaigns
had been wasted away, and the work which was
allotted
for
was
still
one,
originally
unfinished,
An account of some miscellaneous transactions
will close this chapter.
Lieutenant Colonel Bar
ton, of a militia regiment of the state of Rhode

The Northern Campaign

;

this tide of

compensated

successfully

improved, not only to distress the British com
merce, but to sow the seeds of discord between
The American priva
the French and English.
teers also found countenance in some of the ports
but not so readily nor so universally as
of Spain
The British took many ofthe
in those of France.
American vessels. Such of them, as were laden
with provisions, proved a seasonable relief to their
West India Islands, which otheiwise would have
suliered from the want of those supplies, that be-

many

cipline and experience, as
minution by defeats.

CHAPTER XV.

Island,

i

UNITED STATES.
The vast force destined for this service was put
Under the command of Lieutenant General Burjroyne, an officer whose abilities were well known,
ami whose spirit of enterprise and thirst for milita
ry fame could not be exceeded. He was supported
by Major General Philips of the artillery, who had
established a solid reputation by his good conduct
during the late war in Germany, and by Major Ge
neral lleidesel, and Brigadier General Speecht, of
the German troops, together with the British Gene
rals Fia/.er,

Powel and Hamilton,

all

officers of

distinguished merit,

The British had also undisputed possession of
the navigation of Lake Champlain.
Their marine
force thereon, with which in the preceding cam
paign they had destroyed the American shipping
on the lakes, was not only entire, but unopposed.
A considerable force was left in Canada for its
internal security
and Sir Guy Carleton s military
command was restricted to the limits of that pro
vince. Though the British ministry attributed the
preservation of Canada to his abilities in 1775 and
1776, yet, by their arrangements for the year 1777.
;

he was only called upon

to

actasecondary part, in
subserviency to the grand expedition committed to
General Burgoyne. His behaviour on this occa
sion was conformable to the greatness of his mind.
Instead of thwarting or retarding a service which
was virtually taken out of his hands, he applied
Limself to support and forward it in all its parts,
with the same diligence as if the arrangement had
been entirely his own, and committed to himself
for execution.
The plan of the British, for their projected ir
ruption into the north-western frontier of New
York, consisted of two parts. General Burgoyne
with the main body was to advance by the way oi
lake Champlain, with positive orders, as has been
,

said, to force his way to Albany, or at least so far
as to effect a junction with the royal army from

New York. A detachment was to ascend the riv
er St. Lawrence, as far as lake Ontario, and, from
that quarter, to penetrate towards Albany, by the
way of the Mohawk river. This was put under
the command of Lieutenant Colonel St. Leger,
and consisted of about two hundred British troops,
a regiment of New York loyalists, raised and com
manded by Sir John Johnson, and a large body of
Lieutenant General Burgoyne arrived in
savages.
Quebec on the Gth of May, and exerted all diligence
to prosecute in due time the objects of the expedi
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was made

to appear, that, though 13,600 men had
leen early called for, as necessaiy to defend the
northern posts, yet, on the approach of General
Burgoyne, the whole force collected to oppose him

he issued orders, of which the following words are
a part
The army embarks to-morrow to ap
proach the enemy. The services required on this
expedition are critical and conspicuous.
During
our progress occasions may occur, in which no
:

was only 2546 continentals, and 900 militia, badly
nor labour, nor life, are to be regarded. supplied and worse armed. From the insufficiency
This army must not retreat.&quot; From Crown-Point, of their numbers, they could not possess them
the royal army proceeded to invest Ticonderoga. selves of Sugar-hill, nor of Mount-Hope, though
On their approach, they advanced with equal cau the former commanded the works, both of Ticon
tion and order on both sides the lake, while their deroga, and Mount Independence, and the latter
Within a few days, was of great importance for communication with
naval force kept in its centre.
they had surrounded three-fourths of the Ameri lake George, and had been fortified the year be
can works, at Ticonderoga and Mount Independ fore with that view. To the question which had
ence and had also advanced a work on Sugar-hill, been repeatedly asked
why was the evacuation,
so far towards completion, that in twenty-four hours if really necessary, delayed till the Americans
it would have been
ready to open. In these cir were so nearly surrounded, as to occasion the loss
cumstances, General St. Clair, the commanding of such valuable stores?&quot; it was answered that
but con
from various circumstances it was impossible for
officer, resolved to evacuate the post
ceiving it prudent to take the sentiments of the General St. Clair to get early information of the
The savages, whom
general officers, he called a council of war on the numbers opposed to him.
occasion.
It was represented to this council, that the British kept in front, deterred small recontheir whole numbers were not sufficient to man one noitering parties from approaching so near as to
half of the works
that, as the whole must be on make any discoveries of their numbers.
Large
constant duty, it would be impossible for them to parties, from the nature of the ground, could not
sustain the necessary fatigue for any length of have been supported without risking a general ac
time and that, as the place would be completely tion. From the combined operation of these cir
invested on all sides within a day, nothing but an cumstances, the numbers of the approaching royal
immediate evacuation of the posts could save their army were effectually concealed from the garri
The situation of General St. Clair was son, till the van of their force appeared in full
troops.
eminently embarrassing. Such was the confidence view before
The retreating army embarked as much of their
of the States in the fancied strength of this post,
and in the supposed superiority of force for its de baggage and stores as they had any prospect of
fence, that to retreat without risking an action could saving, and despatched it under convoy of five
Their main
not fail of drawing on him the execration of the armed gallies to Skenesboiough.
multitude.
To stand still, and, by suffering him body took its route towards the same place by
The British were no sooner
self to be surrounded, to risk his whole army for a way of Castleton.
single post, was contrary to the true interests of apprized of the retreat of the Americans than they
General Frazer, at the head of
the States.
In this trying situation, with the una pursued them.
nimous approbation of a council of his general the light troops, advanced on their main body.
officers, he adopted the heroic resolution of sacri
Major General Reidesel was also ordered, with
the greater part of the Brunswick troops, to march
ficing personal reputation to save his army.
The assumption of confident appearances, by in the same direction. General Burgoyne in per
The ob
the garrison, had induced their adversaties, to pro son conducted the pursuit by water.
ceed with caution. While from this cause they structions to the navigation, not having been com
were awed into respect, the evacuation was com pleted, were soon cut through. The two frigates
pleted with so much secrecy and expedition, that a the Royal George and the Inflexible, together
considerable part of the public stores were saved, with the gun boats, having effected their passage,
and the whole would have been embarked, had not pursued with so much rapidity, that in the course
a violent gale of wind prevented the boats from of a day the gun boats came up with and attacked
the American gallies, near Skenesborough Falls.
reaching their station.
The works, abandoned by the Americans, were On the approach of the frigates, all opposition
Two of the gallies were taken, and three
chiefly the old French lines constructed in the ceased.
difficulty,

&quot;

;

;

;

;

;

;

it.&quot;

tion. He proceeded up lake Champlain, and land
ed near Crown-Point. At this place he met the late war between France and England, which had
Indians, 20th June, gave them a war feast, and been repaired the year before, and were in good
made a speech to them. This was well calcula order. New works were began on the mount but
ted to excite them to take part with the royal there was neither time nor strength of hands to
army; but at the same time to repress their bar complete them. A great deal of timber had been
He pointedly forbade them to shed blood felled between the east creek and the foot of the
barity.
when not opposed in arms, and commanded that mount, to retard the approaches of the British. All
were abandoned,
aged men, women, and children, and prisoners the redoubts on the low ground
should be held sacred from the knife and the hatch for want of men to occupy them. These works,
A reward together with ninety-three pieces of ordnance, and
et, even in the heat of actual conflict.
was promised for prisoners, and a severe inquiry a large collection of provisions, fell into the hands

blown up. The Americans set fire to their works.
mills, and batteaux.
They were now left in the
woods, destitute of provisions. In this forlorn

;

made

their escape up Wood-creek
Brigadier Ftazer pursued the re
treating Americans, and on the 7th July, came up
with and attacked them.
They made a gallant
resistance, but, after sustaining considerable loss,

situation, they
to fort

Anne.

were obliged to give way.
Lieutenant Colonel Hall, with the 9th British
regiment, was detached IVom Skenesborough by
General Burgoyne, to take post near fort Anne.
An engagement ensued between this regiment and
a few Americans but the latter, after a conflict
of two hours, fired the fort, and retreated to fort
Edward. The destruction of the gallies and bat
teaux of the Americans at Skenesborough, and
the defeat of their rear, obliged General St. Clair,
in order to avoid being between two fires, to
change the route of his main body, and to turn off
from Castleton to the left. After a fatiguing and
distressing march of seven days, he joined General
Schuyler at fort Edward. Their combined forces
inclusive of the militia, not exceeding in the whole
4,400 men, were, on the approach of General Bur
goyne, compelled to retire farther into the coun
try, bordering on Albany.
Such was the rapid torrent of success, which,
in this period of the campaign, swept away all op
The officers
position from before the royal army.
and men were highly elated with their good for

threatened for scalps
though permission was of the British.
The evacuation of Ticonderoga, July 6, was the
granted to take them from those who were previ
These restrictions subject of a severe scrutiny. Congress recalled
ously killed in fair opposition.
their general officers in the northern department,
were not sufficient to restrain their barbarities.
The Indians having decidedly taken part with the and ordered an inquiry into their conduct. They
British army, General Burgoyne issued a procla also nominated two gentlemen of eminence in the
mation, calculated to spread terror among the in law, to assist the judge advocate in prosecuting
habitants.
The numbers of his Indian associates that inquiry, and appointed a committee of their
were magnified, and their eagerness to be let loose own body to collect evidence in support of the
to their prey described in high sounding words. charges, which were on this occasion brought
The force of the British armies and fleets, prepa against them, General St. Clair, from the ne
red to crush every part of the revolted colonies, cessity of the case, submitted to this innovation
was also displayed in pompous language. Encour in the mode of conducting courts martial but in
agement and employment were promised to those behalf of the army protested against its being
who should assist in the re-establishment of legal drawn into precedent. Charges, of no less magni
government, and security held out to the peace tude than cowardice, incapacity and treachery,
were brought forward in court against him, and
able and industrious, who continued in their habi
The pxiblic mind, sore with
tations.
All the calamities of war, arrayed in their believed by many.
most terrific forms, were denounced against those the loss of Ticonderoga, and apprehensive of gene
who should persevere in a military opposition to ral distress, sought to ease itself by throwing blame
their toils to be nearly at
the royal forces.
upon the general. When the situation of the tune. They considered
General Burgoyne advanced with his army, on army permitted an inquiry into his conduct, he was an end
Albany to be within their grasp and the
the 30th of June, to Crown Point.
At this place honourably acquitted. In the course of his trial, it conquest of the adjacent provinces reduced to a
;

;

;

;

,

1

;
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In Great Britain, intelligence of the George, to the first navigable parts of Hudson s
As River. This is a distance of 15 miles, and the
progress of Burgoyrie diffused a general joy.
The intricate combina
to the Americans, the loss of reputation, which roads of difficult passage.
their European tion of land and water carriage, together with the
they sustained in the opinion of
admirers, was greater than their loss of posts, ar insufficient means of transportation, and excessive
They were stigmatized as rains, caused such delays, that, at the end of fif
tillery and troops.
there were not more than four days pro
wanting resolution. Their unqualified subjuga teen days,
ten batteaux in
tion, or unconditional submission was considered vision brought forward, nor above
An opinion was diffused, that the the river. The difficulties of this conveyance, as
near at hand.
war in effect was over, or that the farther resist well as of the march through the wilderness from
ance of the colonists, would serve only to make Skenesborough to Fort Edward, were encountered
the terms of their submission more humiliating. and overcome by the royal army, with a spirit and
The terror which the loss of Ticonderoga spread alacrity which could not be exceeded. At length,
throughout the New Kngland states was great; on the 30th of July, after inc redible fatigue and
but nevertheless no disposition to purchase safety labour, General Burgoyne, and an army under his
by submission, appeared in any quarter. They command reached Fort Edward, on Hudson s Riv
did not sink under the apprehension of danger, but er.
Their exultation, on accomplishing, what for
acted with vigour and firmness.
a long time had been the object of their hopes,
The royal army, after these successes, contin was unusually great.
While the British were retarded in their ad
ued for some days in Skenesborough, waiting for
In the mean
vance by the combined difficulties of nature and
their tents, baggage and provision.
time, General Burgoyne put forth a proclamation, art, events took place, which proved the wisdom
and propriety of the retreat from Ticonderoga.
in which he called on the inhabitants of the adja
cent towns, to send a deputation often or more The army, saved by that means, was between the
This abated the
persons, from their res]&amp;gt;ective townships, to meet inhabitants and General Burgoyne.
Colonel Skene at Castleton, on the 15th of July. panic of the people, and became a centre of rendez
The troops were at the same time busily employed vous for them to repair to. On the other hand,
in opening a road, and clearing a creek, to favour had they stood their ground at Ticonderoga, they
their advance, and to open a passage for the con
must, in the ordinary course of events, either have
or surrendered themselves
veyance of their stores. A party of the royal ar been cut to pieces,
either case, as General St.
my, which had been left behind at Ticonderoga, prisoners of war. In
Fear
was equally industrious in carrying gun boats, pro Clair represented in his elegant defence
the inhabitants
visions, vessels, and batteaux over land into Lake and dismay would have siezed on
An immensity of labour in every quar from the false opinion that had been formed of the
certainty.

othei instances, the murder of MisS
universal horror.
This young
lady, in the innocence of youth, and the bloom ol
beauty the daughter of a steady loyalist, and en
gaged to be married to a British officer, was, on
the very day of her intended nuptials, massacred
by the savage auxiliaries, attached to the British
Occasion was thereby given to inflame
army.*
the populace, and to blacken the royal c; use.^
The cruelties of the Indians, and the c luse in
which they were engaged, were associated toge
ther, and presented in one view to the alarmed in
habitants.
They, whose interest it was to draw
forth the militia in support of American independ
ence, strongly expressed their execrations of the
army, which submitted to accept of Indian aid;
and loudly condemned that government which
could call such auxiliaries as were calculated not
to subdue, but to exterminate a people whom they
affected to reclaim as subjects. Their cruel mode
of warfare, putting to death, as well the smiling
infant and the defenceless female, as the resisting
armed man, excited an universal spirit of resist
ance.
In conjunction with other circumstances,
it
impressed on the minds of the inhabitants a
general conviction that a vigorous determined op
position was the only alternative for the preserva
tion of their property, their children and their
wives.
Could they have indulged the hope of se

rities.

M

Among

C rea excited an
;

curity and protection while they remained peace
ably at their homes, they would have found many
;
excuses for declining to assume the profession of
soldiers ; but when they contrasted the dangers of
a manly resistance, with those of a passive inac
and moping tion,
strength of these posts; wringing grief,
they chose the former, as the least of two un
melancholy, would have filled the habitations of avoidable evils.
those whose dearest connexions were in that ar
All the feeble aid, which the royal army receiv
and a lawless host of ruffians, set loose from ed from their Indian auxiliaries, was
;
&quot;

George.

was necessary; but animated as they were
with past successes and future hopes, they disre
garded toil and danger.
From Skeuesborough, Gen. Burgoyne directed
ter

my

would have roamed at large
every social principle,
through the defenceless country, while bands of
savages would have carried havoc, devastation and
Great part of the State of
terror before them.
New York must have submitted to the conqueror,
that neaily as many days were consumed as the and in it lie would have found the means to prose
He would have been able ef
distance passed over in a direct line would have cute his success.
measured in miles. The Americans under the fectually to have co-operated with General Howe,
direction of Gen. Schuyler, had cut large ttees and would probably soon have been in the same
on both sides of the road, so that they fell across it country with him that country where the illus
with their branches interwoven. The face of the trious Washington, with an inferior force, made so
who must have been obliged
country was likewise so broken with creeks and glorious a stand, but
marshes, that they had no less than forty bridges to retire, if both armies had come upon him at
or he might have been forced to a general
to construct, one of which was a log-work over a once
This difficult march and decisive action, in unfavourable circumstances,
inoiass, two miles in extent.
of
might have been avoided, had General Burgoyne whereby the hopes, the now well-founded hopes
fallen back from Skenesborough to Ticonderoga, America, of liberty, peace and safety might have
and thence proceeded by Lake George but he de been cut off for ever.&quot; Such, it was apprehended,
clined this route, from au apprehension that a ret would have been the consequences, if the Ameri
abate the panic of can northern army had not retreated from their post
rograde motion on his part would
He had also a suspicion that some at Ticonderoga. Very different events took place.
the enemy.
the American garri
In a few days after the evacuation, General
delay might be occasioned by
son at Fort George as in case of his taking that Schuyler issued a proclamation, calling to the
route, they might safely continue to resist to the minds of the inhabitants the late barbarities and
last extremity, having open in their rear a place of desolations of the royal army in Jersey; warning
On the other hand it was presumed, that them that they would be dealt with as traitors, if
retreat.
as soon as they knew that the royal army was they joined the British, and requiring them with
their arms to repair to the American standard.
in a direction which was likely to cut

his course across the country to Fort Edward, on
Hudson s River. Though the distance in a right
line from one to the other is but a few miles, yet
such is the impracticable nature of the country, and
such were the artificial difficultiesthrown inhis way,

;

;

;

;

marching

oft&quot;

Numerous parties were also employed in bringing
off public stores, and in felling trees, and throwing
seasonable evacuation.
sons, he had the advice and persuasion of Colonel obstructions in the way of the advancing royal ar
Skene. That gentleman had been recommended my. At first, an universal panic intimidated the
His inhabitants; but they soon recovered. The laws
to him as a person proper to be consulted.
land was so situated, that the opening of a road be of self-preservation operated in their full foice, and
tween Fort Edward and Skenesborough, would diffused a general activity through the adjacent
This circumstance states. The formalities of convening, drafting
greatly enhance its value.
might have made him more urgent in his recom and officering the militia were in many instances,
mendations of that route, especially since, being the dispensed with, Hundreds siezed their firelocks,
shortest, it bid fair for uniting the royal interest and marched on the general call, without waiting
with private convenience.
for the orders ot their immediate commanders.
The opinion formed by General Burgoyne of the The inhabitants had no means of security, but to
effect of his direct movement from Skenesborough abandon their habitations, and take up arms.
to Fort Edward, on the American garrison, was Every individual saw the necessity of becoming a
for being apprehensive of temporary soldier.
The terror excited by the In
verified by the event
having their retreat cut off they abandoned their dians, instead of disposing the inhabitants to court
The navigation of British protection, h:id a contrary effect.
fort, and burnt their vessels.
lake George being thereby left free, provisions and
The friends of the royal cause, as well as its
ammunition were brought forward from Fort enemies, suffered from their indiscriminate barba
their retreat, they

would consult

their safety by a
In addition to these rea

;

,

infinitely

overbalanced by the odium it brought on their
cause, and by that determined spirit of opposition
which the dread of their savage cruelties excited.
While danger was remote, the pressing calls of
Congress, and of the general officers, for the in
habitants to be in readiness to oppose a distant foe,
were unavailing, or tardily executed but no soon
er had they recovered from the first impression of
the general panic, than they turned out with un
exampled alacrity. The owners of the soil came
forward with that ardour, which the love of dear
connexions and of property inspires.
An army
was speedily poured forth from the woods and
mountains. When they who had begun the re
treat were nearly wasted away, the spirit of the
country immediately supplied their place, with n
much more formidable force. In addition to these
incitements, it was early conjectured, that the
royal army, by pushing forward, would be so en
tangled as not to be able to advance or retreat on
Men of abilities and of eloquence,
equal terms.
influenced with this expectation, harangued the
inhabitants in their several towns, and set forth in
high colouring the cruelties of the savage auxilia
ries of Great Britain, and the fair prospects of
capturing the whole force of their enemies. From
the combined influence of these causes, the Ame
rican army soon amounted to upwards of 13,000
:

men.

While Burgoyne was forcing his way down to
wards Albany, St. Leger was co-operating with
him in the Mohawk country. He had ascended
the River St. Lawrence, crossed Lake Ontario, and
commenced the siege of Fort Schuyler. On the
*

This, though true, was not premeditated barbarity.
as follow: Mr. Jones, her lover,
from nn anxiety for her safety, engaged some Indians
to remove her from among the Americans, and promised
to reward the person who should bring her safe to him,
Two of the Indians, who had
with a barrel of rum.
conveyed her some distance, on the way to her intend
ed husband, disputed, which of them should present
Hoth were anxious for the reward.
her to Mr. Jones.
One of them killed her with his tomahawk, to prevent
the other from receiving; it.
lUirgoyne obliged the
Indians to deliver up the murderer, and threatened to
His
life was only spared,
death.
him
to
upon the
put
Indians agreeing to terms, which the general thought
efficacious
than
an
be
more
in
would
execution,
prevent

The circumstances were

ing similar mischiefs.
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of them instantly decamped, and the remainder piece of artillery, attacked and routed 500
regular
threatened to follow, if the Biitish did not imme troops,
advantageously posted behind intrenchretreat.
This
measure
was
furnished
with the best arms, and defended
diately
adopted, and, ments,
on the 22d of August, tfie siege was raised. From with two pieces of
The field pieces
artillery.
the disorder, occasioned by the precipitancy of the were taken from the
party commanded by Colonel
the
tents
and
much of the artillery and Baum, and the greatest part of his detachment
Indians,
stores of the besiegers, fell into the hands of the was either killed or
son, with some lories and Indians, to lie in am
captured.
The discontented savages, exasperated
bush, and intercept the advancing militia. The garrison.
[Major General, JOHN STARKE, the son of Archi
s rstagem took effect.
The general and his mi by their ill fortune, arc said, on their retreat, to bald S., a native of Glasgow, who married in Ire
but se have robbed their British associates of their bag land, was born at
litia were surprised on the 6th of August
Londonderry, N. II., Aug. 28,
veral of the Indians were nevertheless killed by gage and provisions.
1728.
In 1736 his farther removed to
Derryfield,
While the fate of Fort Schuyler was in suspense, now Manchester on thcMerriruac. While on a
their fire.
A scene of confusion followed. Some
of Herkimer s men ran off; but others posted them it occurred to General Burgoyne, on hearing of its hunting expedition he was taken
prisoner by the
selves behind logs, and continued to fight with bra
being besieged, that a sudden and rapid movement St, Francis Indians, in 1752, but was soon re
The loss on the side of the forward would be of the utmost consequence. As deemed at an expense of 103 dollars, paid by
very and success.
Americans was 160 killed, besides the wounded. the principal force of his adversaries was in front Mr. Wheelwright of Boston. To raise this
money
Among the former was their gallant leader, Gene between him and Albany, he hoped by advancing he repaired on another hunting expedition to tho
ral Herkimer.
Several of their killed and wound- on them, to reduce them to the necessity of fight Androscoggin.
He afterwards served in a com
eJ were principal inhabitants of that part of the ing, or of retreating out of his way to New Eng pany of rangers with Rogers,
being made a cap
Colonel St. Leger availed himself of land. Had they, to avoid an attack, retreated up tain in 17-56. On hearing of tire battle of
country.
Lexing
ton
he
the terror excited on this occasion, and endeavour the Mohawk River, they would, in case of St. Lerepaired to Cambridge, and, recieving a co
ed by strong representations of Indian barbarity, to ger s success, have put themselves between two lonel s commission, enlisted in the same
day 800
intimidate the garrison into an immediate surren fires.
Had they retreated to Albany, it was sup men. He fought in the battle of Breed s hill,
der.
He sent verbal and written messages, de posed their situation would have been worse, as a June 17, 1775, his regiment forming the left of
manding the surrender of the fort, and stating the co-operation from New York was expected. Be the line, and repulsing three times by their
impossibility of their obtaining relief, as their sides, in case of that movement, an opportunity deadly fire the veteran
rhsileers, who had
friends under General Herkimer were entirely cut would have been given for a junction of
Burgoyne fought at Minden. His only defence was a rail
To have retired from the scene fence, covered with hay, to resemble a breastoff, and as General Burgoyiie had forced his way and St. Leger.
through the country, and was daily receiving the of action by filing off for New England, seemed w^ork. In May 1776 he proceeded from New
submission of the inhabitants.&quot; He represented to be the only opening left for their escape. With York to Canada. In the attack on Trenton he
**
the pains he had taken to soften the Indians, and such views, General Burgoyne promised himself commanded the van of the right wing.
He was
also engaged in the battle of Princeton.
to obtain engagements from them, that in case of great advantages, from advancing
Dis
rapidly towards
mi immediate surrender every man in the garrison Albany.
at
The principal objection, against this pleased
being neglected in a list of promotions,
he
.should be spared
and particularly enlarged on the project, was the difficulty of furnishing provisions
resigned his commission in March 1777 and re
that the Indians were determined to his troops.
To keep up a communication with tired to his farm. In order to impede the progress
circumstance,
of Burgoyne, lie proposed to the council of New
in case of their meeting with further opposition, Fort George, so as to obtain from that
garrison,
to raise a
to massacre not only the garrison, but every man, regular supplies, at a distance
daily increasing, Hampshire
body of troops, and fall upon
woman or child in the Mohawk country.&quot; Colo was wholly impracticable. The advantages, which his rear. In the battle of Bennington, so called,
nel Gansevoit, who commanded the fort, replied, were expected from the proposed measure, were though fought six miles north west from B., in the
that being by the United States entrusted with too dazzling to be easily relinquished.
Though borders of New York, Saturday Aug. 10, 1777, he
defeated Colonel liaurn, killing 207 and
tlie charge of the garrison, he was determined to the
impossibility of drawing provisions from the
making 750
The place was near Van Schaack s
defend it to the last extremity, against all enemies stores in their rear was known and acknowledged, prisoners.
for
the
without
concern
a
was
that
mills,
be
whatever,
else
(denominated by Burgoyne Stantcoick mills,)
any
consequen yet hope
indulged
they might
ces ol doing his duty.&quot;
where obtained.
plan was therefore formed to on a branch of the Hoosuck called by Dr. Holmes
Walloon
the
threats
creek
It
of
Indian
resources
from
the plentiful farms of Ver
open
being resolved, maugre
by others Walloomsack, and
harbaiities, to defend the fort. Lieutenant Colonel mont.
Every day s account, and particularly the Wallomschaick, and Looms-chork, This event
awakened
Willet undertook, in conjunction with Lieutenant information of Colonel Skene, induced
confidence, and led to the capture of
Burgoyne
Of those who fought in this battle,
Stockwell, to give information to their fellow-citi to believe, that one description of the inhabitants Burgoyne.
These two ad in that country were panic struck, and that another, the names of T. Allen, J. Orr, and others are re
zens, of the state of the garrison.
venturous officers passed by night through the be and by far the most numerous, were friends to the corded in this volume. In Sept. he enlisted a new
In 1778 and
siegers works, and, at the hazard of falling into British interest, and only wanted the appearance and larger force and joined Gates.
1779 he served in Rhode Island, and in 1780 in
the hands of savages, and suffering from them the of a protecting power to show themselves.
Rely
severity of torture, made their way for fifty miles ing on this intelligence, he detached 500 men, 100 New Jersey. In 1781 he had the command of the
through dangers and difficulties, in order to pro- Indians, and two field pieces, which he supposed northern department at Saratoga. At the close of
rure relief for their besieged associates, in the would be fully sufficient for the expedition. The the war he bid adieu to public employments. In
meantime, the British carried on their operations command of this force was given to Lieutenant 1818 Congress voted him a pension of 60 dollars
with such industry, that in less than three weeks Colonel Baum
and it was supposed that with it per month. He died May 8, 1822, aged, 93.
he would be enabled to seize upon a magazine of He was buried on a small hill near the Merrithey had advanced within 150 yards of the foit.
The brave garrison, in its hour of danger, was supplies which the Americans had collected at mac a granite obelisk has the inscription
Maj,
General Arnold, with a brigade of Bennington, and which was only guarded by mili Gen. Stark.&quot;
memoir of his life was publish
not forgotten.
annexed to reminiscences of the French war,
It was also intended to
continental troops, had been previously detached tia.
try the temper of the ed,
12. 1831.
Allen s Biog.]
by General Schuylerfor their relief, and was then inhabitants, and to mount the dragoons.
Colonel Breyman arrived on the same
Lieutenant Colonel Baum was instructed to keep
near at hand. Tost Schuyler, who had been taken
ground,
up by the Americans, on suspicion of being a spy, the regular force posted, while the light troops felt and on the same day but not till the action was
was promised his life and his estate, on considera their way; and to avoid all danger of being sur over. Instead of meeting his friends, as he ex
tion tbat he should go on and alarm the Indians, rounded, or of having his retreat cut off.
But he pected, he found himself briskly attacked. This
with such representations of the numbers march proceeded with less caution than his perilous situ was begun by Colonel Warner, who, with his con
ing against them, as would occasion their retreat. ation required.
Confiding in the numbers and pro tinental regiment, having been sent for at Man
He immediately proceeded to the camp of the In mised aid of those who were depended upon as chester, came opportunely at this time, and was
On approaching well supported by Starke s militia, which hadjusl
dians, and, being able to converse in their own friends, he presumed too much.
language, informed them that vast numbers of the place of his destination, he found the American defeated the party commanded by Colonel Baum.
hostile Americans were near at hand.
He Breymau s troops, though fatigued with their pre
They were militia stronger than had been supposed.
thoroughly frightened, and determined to go off. therefore took post in the vicinity, entrenched his ceding march, behaved with great resolution but
were at length compelled to abandon their
retain rhem
but party, and despatched an express to General Bur
St. Leger used every art to
artillery,
It is goyne, with an account of his situation.
Colonel and retreat.
nothing could change their determination.
In these two actions, the Americans took four
the characteristic of these people on a reverse of Breyman was detached to reinforce him. Though
fortune, to betray irresolution, and a total want of every exertion was made to push forward this re- brass field pieces, twelve brass drums, 250 dragoon
that constancy, which is necessary to struggle with inforcement, yet from the impracticable face of the swords, 4 ammunition wagons, and about 700 pri
difficulties.
They had found the fort stronger ountry and defective means of transportation, soners. Their loss, inclusive of the wounded, was

approach of this detachment of the royal army, on
1 he !jd of A
ugust, General Herkimer collected about
?00 of the whig militia of the parts adjacent, for
the relief of the garrison.
St. Leger, aware of the consequences of being
attacked in his trenches, detached Sir John John

;

&quot;

Wehh

;

&quot;

A

;

;

&quot;

;

A

;

;

;
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and better defended than was expected. They thirty-two hours elapsed before they had marched
had lost several head men in their engagement twenty-four miles.
with General Herkimer, and had gotten no plunder.
General Starke, who commanded the American
These circumstances, added to the certainty of the militia at Bennington, attacked Colonel Baum, be
approach of a reinforcement to their adversaries, fore the junction of the two royal detachments
which they believed to be much greater than it could be effected.
On this occasion, about 800
really was,

made them

quite intractable.

Part

about 100 men.

that their thanks be pre
Congiess resolved,
sented to General Starke, of the New Hampshire
militia, and the officers and troops under his com
mand, for their brave and successful attack upon,
and signal victory over, the enemy, in their lines
undisciplined militia, without bayonets, or a single; at Benington, and also, that Brigadier Starke bft
&quot;
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He depended on its being able to force it
in the army of the md Mount Hope, the French lines, and a block- York.
appointed a brigadier general
Never were thanks more de liouse, 200 batteaux, several gun boats, and an way to Albany, and to join him there, or in the vi
United States.&quot;*
rmed sloop, together with 290 prisoners, and at cinity. This co-operation, though attempted, fail
The overthrow of these de
servedly bestowed.
tachments was the 6rsl link in a grand chain of the same time released 108 Americans. His own ed in the execution, while the expectation of it conributed to involve him in some difficulties, to which
whole loss was trifling.
events, which finally drew down ruin on the
Colonels Brown and Johnson, the latter of whom ic would not otherwise have been exposed.
with which the
confidence
The
arrny.
royal
Geneial Burgoyne, on the 21st of September,
Americans were inspired, on finding themselves had been detached with 500 men, to attempt Mount
able to defeat regulai troop, produced surprising Independence, on examination found that the re received intelligence in cypher, that Sir Henry
Jlintou, who then commanded in New York, in
It animated their exertions, and filled duction of either that post or of Ticonderoga was
effects.
them with expectation of farther successes.
beyond their ability. When the necessary stores, tended to make a diversion in his favour by attackThat military pride which is the soul of an ar for thirty days subsistence, were brought forward, 11 g the fortresses which the Americans had erect
and from lake George, General Burgoyne gave up all ed on Hudson s river, to obstruct the intercourse
my, was nurtured by the captured artillery,
In answer to
In proportion to the communication with the magazines in his rear, Between New York and Albany.
other trophies of victory.
elevation of the Americans, wa the depression of and, on the 13th and 14th, ciosscd Hudson s river, this communication, he despatched to Sir Henry
their adversaries. Accustomed to success, as they This movement was the subject of much discus Clinton some trusty persons, with a full account of
had been in the preceding part of the campaign, sion. Some charged it on the impetuosity of the his situation, and with instructions to press the im
from this unexpect general, and alleged that it was premature, before mediate execution of the proposed co-operation ;
they felt unusual mortification
ed check.
Though it did not diminish their cour he was sure of aid from the royal forces posted in and to assure him, that he was enabled in point of
but he pleaded the peremptory orders provisions, and fixed in his resolution, to hold hU
It is not easy to New York
age, it abated their confidence.
enumerate all the disastrous consequences which of his superiors. The rapid advance of Burgoyne, present position till the 12th of October, in the
The reasonable ex
resulted to the royal army, from the failure of and especially his passage of the North river, hopes of favourable events.
These were so added much to the impracticability of his future re pectation of a diversion from New York, founded
their expedition to Bennington.
treat
and, in conjunction with subsequent events, on this intelligence, made it disgraceful to retreat,
extensive, that their loss of men was the least con
It deranged every plan for pushing the made the total ruin of his army in a great degree and at the same time improper to urge offensive
siderable.
In this posture of affairs, a delay of
operations.
advantages which had been previously obtained. unavoidable.
Burgoyne, after crossing the Hudson, advanced two or three weeks, in expectation of the promi
Among other embarrassments, it reduced General
Burgoyne to the alternative of halting, till he along its side, and in four days encamped on the sed co-operation from New York, became neces
brought forward supplies from fort George, or of heights, about two miles from Gates s camp sary.
In the meantime, the provisions of the royal
The
advancing without them at the risk of being which was three miles above Stillwater.
starved.
The former being adopted, the royal Americans, elated with their success at Benning army were lessening, and the animation and num
army was detained from August 16th, to Septem ton and fort Schuyler, thought no more of retreat bers of the American army increasing. The New
ber 13th. This unavoidable delay gave time and ing, but came out to meet the advancing British, England people were fully sensible, that their all
opportunity for the Americans to collect in great and engaged them with firmness and resolution. was at stake, and at the same time sanguine, that,
The attack began a little before mid-day, Septem by vigorous exertions, Burgoyne would be so en
numbers.
The defeat of Lieutenant Colonel Baum, was the ber 19th, between the scouting parlies of the two tangled, that his surrender would be unavoidable.
The commanders on both sides supported Every moment made the situation of the British
first event which for a long time, had taken place, armies.
From and reinforced their respective parties. The con more critical. From the uncertainty of receiving
in favour of the American northern army.
December, 1775, it had experienced one misfor flict, though severe, was only partial for an hour further supplies, General Burgoyne on the 1st ol
tune treading on the heels of another, and defeat and a half; but after a short pause, it became October lessened the soldiers provisions. The
Every movement had been general, and continued for three hours without 12th of October, the term till which the royal army
succeeding defeat.
The subsequent any intermission. A constant blaze of fire was had agreed to wait for aid from New York, was
cither retreating or evacuating.
For kept up, and both armies seemed to be determined fast approaching, and no intelligence of the ex
transactions present a remarkable contrast.
The Americans and British pected co-operation had arrived. In this alarm
tune, which, previous to the battle of Bennington on death or victory.
had not for a moment quitted the British standard, alternately drove, and were driven by each other. ing situation, it was thought proper to make a move
seemed after that event, totally to desert it, and Men, and particularly officers, dropped every mo ment to the left of the Americans. The body of
Several of the Ameri troops employed for this purpose, consisted of 1500
ment, and on every side.
go over to the opposite party.
cans placed themselves in high trees, and, as often chosen men, and was commanded by Generals
After the eradiation of Ticonderoga the Ame
ricans had fallen back from one place to another, as they could distinguish an officer s uniform, took Burgoyne, Philips, Reidesel, and Frazer. As they
Soon him oft by deliberately aiming at his person. Few advanced, they were checked by a sudden and im
till
they at last fixed at Vanshaic s Island.
but Major
after this retreating system was adopted, Congress actions have been characterized by more obstina
petuous attack, on the 7th of October
The British repeatedly Ackland, at the head of the British Grenadiers,
recalled their general officers, and put Geneial cy in attack or defence.
Gates at the head of their northern army. His tried their bayonets, but without their usual suc sustained it with great firmness.
At length, night
The Americans extended their attack along the
arrival, on the 19th of August, gave fresh vigour cess in the use of that weapon.
The militia, put an end to the effusion of blood.
whole front of the German troops, who were posted
to the exertions of the inhabitants.
The British lost upwards of 500 men, including on the right of the grenadiers and they also
flushed with their recent victory at Bennington,
collected in great numbers to his standard.
They their killed, wounded and prisoners. The Ameri marched a large body round their flank, in order lo
soon began to be animated with a hope of captur cans, inclusive of the missing, lost 319. Thirty-six cut off their retreat. To oppose this bold enter
A spirit of adven out of forty-eight British matrosses weie killed or prise, the British light infantry, with apart of the
ing the whole British army.
wounded. The 62d British regiment, which was 24th regiment, were directed to form a second line,
ture burst forth in many different points of direc
While General Burgoyne was urging his 500 strong, when it left Canada, was reduced to and to cover the retreat of the troops into the
tion.
camp. In the mean time, the Americans pushed
preparations for advancing towards Albany, an 60 men, and 4 or 5 officers.
This hard-fought battle decided nothing and forward a fresh and strong reinforcement, to renew
enterprise was undertaken by General Lincoln to
recover Ticonderoga, and the other posts in the little else than honour was gained by either army: the action on Burgoyne s left. That part of his
He detached Colonel but nevertheless it was followed by important con army was obliged to give way but the light infan
rear of the royal army.
Brown with 500 men to the landing at lake George. sequences. Of these, one was the diminution of try, and 24th regiment, by a quick movement came
The colonel conducted his operations with so much the zeal and alacrity of the Indians in the British to its succour, and saved it from total ruin.
ad dress, that on the 13th September, he surprised army. The dangerous service, in which they were
The British lines being exposed to great danger,
all the out-posts between the landing at the north engaged, was by no means suited to their habits the troops which were nearest to them returned for
end of lake George, and the body of the fortress of war. They were disappointed of the plunder their defence. General Arnold, with a brigade of
at Ticonderoga.
He also took Mount Defiance they expected, and saw nothing before them but continental troops, pushed for the works, possessed
hardships and danger.
Fidelity and honour were by lord Balcarras, at the head of the British light
* In an
too feeble motives in the minds of savages, to re infantry
but the brigade, having an abbatis to
arrangement of general officers, mnile by Con
gress, in the preceding yenr, a jmiiur officer had been tain them in such an unproductive service.
By cross, and many other obstructions to surmount,
promoted while Starke was neglected. He hail writ deserting in the season when their aid would have was compelled to retire.
Arnold left his brigade,
ten to Congress on this subject, and his letters were laid
been most useful, they furnished a second instance and came to Jackson s regiment, which he ordered
on the tuhle. He quitted the army, and retired to his
farm: hut on the approach of Burgoyne, accented a of the impolicy of depending upon them.
Very instantly to advance, and attack the lines and re
doubt in their front, which were defended by Lieu
brigadier s commission find a separate command from little more perseverance was exhibited by the Ca
New Hampshire. As their officer he achieved this nadians, and other British provincials. They also tenant Colonel Breyman at the head of the German
victory, and transmitted an official account of it to the abandoned the British
The assailants pushed on with rapid
standard, when they found, grenadiers.
executive of that state. Congress, hearing of it, inqui
that, instead of a flying and dispirited enemy, they ity, and carried the works.
Arnold was one of the
red, why they were uninformed on the subject? Starke
Lieutenant Colonel Brey
answered, that his correspondence with their bodv was had a numerous and resolute force opposed to them. first who entered them.
;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

They
much

These desertions were not the only disappointments man was killed. The tioops commanded by him
which General Burgoyne experienced. From the retired firing. They gained their tents about 30
commencement of the expedition, he had promised or 40 yards from their works but on finding that

stake.

himself a strong reinforcement from that part of the assault was general, they gave one fire, after
the British army, which was stationed at New which some retreated to the British camp, but oth-

as they bad not attended to bis last letters.
took the hint, and promoted him. Starke was too
of a patriot to refuse his services, though his mili
tary feelings were hurt; and Congress was too wise to
stand on etiquette, when their country s interest was at
closed,

;

UNITED STATES.
ere threw down Ihcir arms.
to the action.

The

[Major General BENEDICT ARNOLD, in the

Ame

rican army, and infamous for deserting the cause
of his country, is supposed to have been a descend
ant of Benedict Arnold, governor of Rhode Island,
who succeeded Roger Williams in that office in

j

j

He

was bred an apothecary witli a Dr.
Lathrop, who was so pleased with him, as to give
him ;300 sterling. From 1763 to 1767 he com
1657.

&amp;lt;i

bined the business of a druggist with that of a
bookseller, at New Haven, Con.
Being captain
of a volunteer company, after hearing of the battle
of Lexington he immediately marched with his
company for the American head quarters, and
reached Cambridge, April 29, 1775. He waited
on the Massachusetts committee of safety and in
formed them of the defenceless state of TicondeThe committee appointed him a colonel,
roga.
and commissioned him to raise four hundred men,
and to take that fortress. He proceeded directly
to Vermont, and when he arrived at Castleton was
attended by one servant only. Here he joined Col.
Allen, and on May 10th the fortress was taken.
In the fall of 1775 he was sent by the com
mander in chief to penetrate through the wildercess of the District of Maine into Canada.
He
commenced his march Sept. 16, with about one
thousand men, consisting of New England infan
try, some volunteers, a company of artillery, and
three companies of riflemen.
One division, that
of Col. Enos, was obliged to return from Dead
river from the want of provisions
had it pro
ceeded the whole party might have perished.
The greatest hardships were endured and the most

to relinquish one post after another, nold, without discovering much solicitude, repair
the Ibth of June, when he quitted Canada. Af ed to camp in the beginning of August, and re
ter this period he exhibited great bravery in the newed in person the solicitations, which had been
command of the American fleet on Lake Cham- before indirectly made. He was now offered the
command of the left wing of the army, which was
plain.
In August 1777 he relieved fort Schuyler under advancing against New York ; but he declined it
the command of Colonel Gansevoort, which was under the pretext, that
consequence of his
invested by Colonel St. Leger with an army of wounds, he was unable to perform the active
from fifteen to eighteen hundred men. In the bat duties of the field. Without a suspicion of his
tle nearStillwater, Sept. 19th, he conducted him
patriotism he was invested with the command of
self with his usual intrepidity, being engaged in
West Point. Previously to his soliciting this sta
In the action of Octo
tion, he had in a letter to Colonel Beverly Robin
cessantly for four hours.
ber 7th, after the British had been driven into the son signified his change of principles and his wish
to restore himself to the favour of his prince by
lines, Arnold pressed forward and under a tremen
dous fire assaulted the works throughout their some signal proof of bis repentance. This letter
whole extent from right to left. The intrench- opened to him a correspondence with Sir Henry
ments were at length forced, and with a few men Clinton, the object of which was to concert the
he actually entered the works; but his horse being means of putting the important post, which he
killed, and he himself badly wounded in the leg, commanded, into the possession of the British ge
he found it necessary to withdraw, and, as it was neral. His plan, it is believed, was to have drawn
now almost dark, to desist from the attack. Be the greater part of his aimy without the works un
ing rendered unfit for active service in consequence der the pretext of fightiug the enemy in the defiles.
of his wound, after the recovery of Philadelphia he and to have left unguarded a designated pass,
was appointed to the command of the American through which the assailants might securely ap
T
hen he entered the city, he made the proach and surprise the fortress. His troops he
garrison.
house of Gov. Penn, the best house in the city, his intended to place, so that they would be compelled
head quarters. This he furnished in a very costly to surrender, or be cut in pieces. But just as his
manner, and lived far beyond his income. He had scheme was ripe for execution the wise Disposer
wasted the plunder, which he had sei/.ed at Mon of events, who so often and so remarkably inter
treal in his retreat from Canada ; and at Philadel
posed in favour of the American cause, blasted hi?
till

m

appalling difficulties surmounted in this expedition,

;

M

Nov. 14th, of ll26 men, did not
inarch out and destroy the small force of Arnold.
After parading some days on the heigths near the
town, and sending 2 flags to summon the inhabit
ants, he letired to Point aux Trembles, twentymiles above Quebec, and there waited the arrival
of Montgomery, who joined him on the first of De
cember. The city was immediately besieged, but
the best measures had been taken for its defence.
The able Gen. Carleton had entered the city with
60 men Nov. 20lh. On the morning of the last
day of the year an assault was made on the one
son, consisting,

spirit

was compelled

of which Major Meigs kept a journal, and Mr.
Henry also published an account. The army was
in the wilderness, between fort Western at Au
gusta and the first settlements on the Chaudiere
in Canada, about 5 weeks.
In the want of pro
visions Capt. Dearborn s dog was killed, and eaten,
even the feet and skin, with good appetite.
As

canoes having been collected, it was still found
necessary to delay crossing the river for 3 nights
on the account of a high wind. On the 14th the
wind moderated
but this delay was very favour
able to the city, for on the 13th Col.
Lean, an
active officer, arrived with SO men to strengthen
the garrison, which already consisted of more than
a thousand men, so as to render an assault hope
less.
Indeed Arnold himself placed his chief de
pendence on the co-operation of Montgomery.
On the 14th of Nov. he crossed the St. Law
rence in the night; and, ascending the precipice,
which Wolfe had climbed before him, formed his
small corps on the height near the plains of Abra
ham. With only about seven hundred men, one
third of whose muskets had been rendered useless
in the inarch through the wilderness, success could
not be expected.
It is surprising, that the
garri

Lower town by Montgomery, who was

;

;

the army arrived at the first settlements, Nov. 4th,
the intelligence necessarily reached Quebec in
one or two days; but a week or fortnight before
this, Gov. Cramahe had been apprised of the apArnold had imprudently
proach of this army.
sent a letter to Schuyler, enclosed to a friend in
Quebec, by an Indian, dated Oct. 13, and he was
himself convinced, from the preparations made
lor his reception, that the Indian had betrayed
him.
Nov. 5th the troops arrived at St. Mary s,
10 or 12 miles from Quebec, and remained there
3 or 4 days.
Nov. 9th or 10th they advanced
to Point Levi, opposite Quebec.
Forty birch
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revolted from the cause of America.
He
killed.
At the same time Col. Arnold, at the head turned his eyes to West Point as an acquisition
of about three hundred and fifteen men, made a des which would give value to treason, while its loss
perate attack on the opposite side.
Advancing would inflict a mortal wound on his former friends.
with the utmost intrepidity along the St. Charles He addressed himself to the delegation of New
through a narrow path, exposed to an incessant fire York, in which state his reputation was peculiarly
of grape shot and musketry, as he approached the high and a member of Congress from this state re
first barrier he received a musket ball in the left commended him to
Washington for the .service,
He was compelled which he desired. The same application to the
leg, which shattered the bone.
to retire on foot, dragging
one leg after him, commander-in-chief was made not long after
near a mile to the hospital, having lost 60 men wards through Gen. Schuyler. Washington ob
killed and wounded, and three hundred prisoners. served, that as there was a prospect of an active
Although the attack was unsuccessful, the blockade campaign he should be gratified v/ith the aid of
of Quebec was continued till May 1776, when the Arnold in the field
but intimated at the same
army, which was in no condition to risk an assault time, that he shonld receire the appointment re
was removed to a more defensible position. Arnold quested, if it should be more pleasing to him. Ar

night put an end side of the

W

phia he was determined to make new acquisitions.
He laid his hands on every thing in the city, which
could be considered as the property of those, who
were unfriendly to the cause of his country. He
was charged with oppression, extortion, and enor
mous charges upon the public in his accounts, and
with applying the public money and property to his
own private use. Such was his conduct, that he
drew upon himself the odium of the inhabitants not
only of the city, but of the province in general. He
was engaged in trading speculations and had shares
in several privateers, but, was unsuccessful. From
the judgment of the commissioners, who had been
appointed to inspect his accounts, and who had
rejected above half the amount of his demands,

designs.

Maj. Andre, after his detection, apprized Ar
nold of his danger, and the traitor found opportu
nity to escape on board the Vukure, Sept. 25, 1780,
a few hours before tbe teturu oi Washington, who
had been absent on a journey to Hartford Con,
On the very day of bin escape Arnold wrote a let
ter to Washington, declaring, that the love of his
country had governed him

in his late conduct, and
Mrs. Arnold. She was
conveyed to her husband at New York, and his
clothes and baggage, for which be had written,
were transmitted to him. During the exertions,
which were made to rescue Andre from the de
struction, which threatened him, Arnold had the
he appealed to Congress and they appointed a hardihood to interpose. He appealed to the hu
committee of their own body to examine and settle manity of the commander in chief, and then sought
the business.
The committee confirmed the re to intimidate him by stating the situation of many
port of the commissioners, and thought they had of the principal characters of South Carolina, who
allowed him more than he had any right to expect had forfeited their lives, but had hitherto been
or demand.
By these disappointments he became spared through the clemency of the British gene
irritated and he gave full scope to his resentment. ral.
This clemency, he said, could no longer in
His invectives against Congress were not less vio justice be extended to them, should Major Andre
lent, than those, which he had before threwn out suffer.
Arnold was made a brigadier general in the
He was however soon
against the commissioners.
which rank he preserved through
obliged to abide the judgment of a court martial British service
upon the charges, exhibited against him by the ex out the war. Yet he must have been held in con
ecutive of Pennsylvania, and he was subjected to tempt and detestation by the generous and honour
It was impossible for men of this descrip
mortification of receiving a reprimand from able.
jthe
Washington. His trial commenced in June 1778, tion, even when acting with him, to forget that he
but such were the delays occasioned by the move was a traitor first the slave of his rage, then pur
ments of the army, that it was not concluded until chased with gold, and finally secured by the blood
January 26th, 1779. The sentence of a reprimand of one of the most accomplished officers in the
was approved by Congress, and was soon after British army. One would suppose, that his mind
could not have been much at ease but he had
wards carried into execution.
Such was the humiliation, to which General proceeded so far in vice, that perhaps his re
I am mis
Arnold was reduced in consequence of yielding to flections gave him but little trouble.
it
the temptations of pride and vanity, and indulging taken.&quot; says Washington in a private letter,
himself in the pleasures of a sumptuous table and at this time Arnold is undergoing the toiments
From this time his proud of a mental hell. He wants feeling. From some
expensive equipage.

requesting

him

to protect

,

;

I

j

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

.
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of his character, whicli have lately come to officer of the conquering troops, asked, who com
I did,&quot; answeied Colonel Ledyard,
to have been so hacknied manded ?
but you do now,&quot; and presented him his sword,
in crim, so lost to all sense of honour and shame,
that while his faculties still enable him to continue whicli was instantly plunged into his own bosom.
A merciless slaughter commenced upon the brave
liis sordid pursuits, there will be no time for re
morse.&quot;
garrison, who had ceased to resist, until the greater
Arnold found it necessary to make some exer part were cither killed or wounded. After burn
tions to secure the attachment of his new friends. ing the town and the stores, which were in it, and
With the hope of alluring many of the discontent thus thickening the laurels, with which his brow
ed to his standard, he published an address to the was adorned, Arnold returned to New York in 8

battle.

which he endeavoured
He had encountered the
to justify his conduct.
dangers of the field, he gaid, from apprehension,
that the rights of his country were in danger. He
Lad acquiesced in the declaration of independence,
though he thought it precipitate. But the rejec

feints,

traits

j

my

knowledge, he seems

&quot;

&quot;

His measures were therefore principally
calculated to cutoff their retreat, and prevent their
receiving any farther supplies.

While General Burgoyne was pushing on towards
Albany, an unsuccessful attempt to relieve him was
made by the British commander in New York.
For this purpose, October 5th, Sir Henry Clinton
conducted an expedition up Hudson s river. This
consisted of about 3000 men, and was accompanied

After making many
by a suitable naval force.
he landed at Stony Point, marched over
From the conclusion of the war to his death the mountains to fort Montgomery, and attacked
General Arnold resided chiefly in England. In the different redoubts. The garrison, commanded
1786 he was at St. John s, New Brunswick, en by Governor Clinton, a brave and intelligent offi
gaged in trade and navigation, and again in 1790. cer, made a gallant resistance but as the post had
For some cause he became very unpopular in 1792 been designed principally to prevent the passing of
tion of the overtures, made by Great Britain in or 1793, was hung in effigy, and the mayor found ships, the works on the land side were incomplete
When it began to grow dark on
1778, and the French alliance had opened his eyes it necessary to read the riot act, and a company and untenable.
to the ambition* riewg of those, who would sacri of troops was called to quell the mob.
Repairing the 6th, the British entered the fort with fixed
The loss on neither side was great.
fice the happiness of their country to their own to the West Indies in 1794, a French fleet anchor
bayonets.
aggrandizement, acd had made him a confirmed ed at the same Island he became alarmed lest he Governor Clinton, General James Clinton, and
He artfully mingled assertions, that the should be detained by the American allies and most of the officers and men effected their escape
loyalist.
He under cover of the thick smoke and darkness that
principal members of Congress held the people in past the fleet concealed on a raft of lumber.
This was followed in about died in Gloucester place, London, June 14, 1801. suddenly prevailed.
sovereign contempt.
The reduction of this post furnished the British
a fortnight by a proclamation, addressed
to the He married Margaret, the daughter of Edward
with an op]K&amp;gt;rlunity for opening a passage up the
officers and soldiers of the continental army, who Shippen of Philadelphia, chief justice, and a loy
North river: but instead of pushing forward to
have the real interest of their country art heart, alist. General Green, it is said, was his rival.
and who are determined to be no longer the tools She combined fascinating manners with strength Burgoyne s encampment, or even to Albany, they
and dupes of Congress or of France.&quot; To induce of mind. She died at London Aug. 24, 1804, spent several days in laying waste the adjacent
His sons were men of property in Ca country. The Americans destroyed fort Consti
the American officers and soldiers to desert the aged 43.
His character presents little to be tution, and also set fire to two new frigates, and
cause, which they had embraced, he represented, nada in 1829.
that the corps of cavalry and infantry, which he commended.
His daring courage may indeed ex some other vessels.
General Tryon at the same
was authorized to raise, would be upon the same cite admiration but it was a courage without re time destroyed a settlement called Continental Vil
He fought bravely lage, which contained barracks for 1500 men, be
flection and without principle.
footing with other troops in the British service
that he should with pleasure advance those, whose for his country and he bled in her cause ; but his sides many stores.
Sir James Wallace with a fly
valour he might witness
that the private men, country owed him no retuins of gratitude, for his ing squadron of light frigates, and General Vaugwho joined him, should receive a bounty of three subsequent conduct proved, that he had no honest han with a detachment of land forces, continued
guineas each, besides payment at the full value regard to her interests, but was governed by sel on and near the river for several days, desolating
for horses, arms, and accoutrements.
His object fish consideiations. His progress from self-indul the country near its margin. General Vaughan on
was the peace, liberty, and safety of America. gence to treason was easy and rapid. He was the ISthOctober so completeIyburnedEsopus,a fine
&quot;You ate promised liberty,&quot; he exclaims, &quot;but is vain and luxurious, and to gratify his giddy desires
flourishing village, that a single house was not left
there an individual in the enjoyment of it, saving he must resort to meanness, dishonesty, and extor standing, though on his approach, the Americans
had left the town without making any resistance.
your oppressors? Who among you dare speak or tion. These vices brought with them disgrace
write what he thinks against the tyranny, which and the contempt, into which he fell, awakened a Charity would lead us to suppose that these devas
has robbed you of your property, imprisons your spirit of revenge, and left him to the unrestrained tations were designed to answer military purposes.
Thus from Their authors might have hoped to divert the at
persons, drags you to the field of battle, and is de influence of his cupidity and passion.
tention of General Gates, and thus
What,&quot; the tiigh fame, to which his bravery had elevated
luging your country with your blood
indirectly re
Thus too he fur lieve General B urgoyne but if this were intended,
he exclaims again,
is America now, but a land him, he descended into infamy.
of widows, orphans, and beggars?
As to you, nished new evidence of the infatuation of the hu the artifice did not take effect.
who have been soldiers in the continental army, man mind in attaching such value to the reputa
Tbe preservation of property was with the
Can you at this day want evidence, that the funds tion of a soldier, which may be obtained, while the Americans only a secondary object. The captur
of your country are exhausted, or that the mana heart is unsound and every moral sentiment is en ing of Burgoyne promised such important conseAllen s Biog. Die.]
qtiences, that they would not suffer any other con
gers have applied them to their private uses ? In tirely depraved.
cither case yon surely can no longer continue in
This day was fatal to many brave men. The sideration to interfere with it. General Gates did
their service with honour or advantage.
Yet you British officers suffered more than their common not make a single movement that lessened the pro
have hitherto been their supporters in that cruelty, proportion. Among their slain, General Frazer, bability of effecting his grand purpose. He wrote
which with equal indifference to yours as well as ou account of his distinguished merit, was the sub an expostulary letter to Vaughan, part of which
Sir James Clark, Bur- was in the following terms
to the labour and blood of others, is devouring a ject of particular regret.
Is it thus your
king s
country, that from the moment you quit their co goyne s aid-de-camp, was mortally wounded. The generals think to make converts to the royal cause ?
a
shot
a
narrow
It
is
no
less
lours will be redeemed from their tyranny.&quot; general himself had
escape
pass
surprising than true, that the measures
These proclamations did not produce the effect de ed through his hat and another through his waist they adopt to serve their master have a quite con
Their cruelty establishes the glori
signed, and in all the hardships, sufferings, and ir coat.
Majors Williams and Ackland were taken trary effect.
ous act of independence upon the broad basis of
ritations of the war, Arnold remains the solitary the latter wounded.
instance of an American officer, who abandoned
The loss of the Americans was inconsiderable. the resentment of the people.&quot; Whether policy
the side first embraced in the contest, and turned General Arnold, to whose impetuosity they were or revenge led to this devastation of property is
his sword upon his former companions in arms.
much indebted for the success of the day, was uncertain but it cannot admit of a doubt, that it
He was soou despatched by Sir Henry Clinton among theirwounded. They took more than 200 was far from being the most effectual method of
to make a diversiop in Virginia.
With about 1700 prisoners, besides 9 pieces of brass artillery, and relieving Burgoyne.
men he arrived in the Chesapeake in Jan. 1781, the encampment of a German brigade, With all
The passage of the North river was made so
and being supported by such a naval force, as was their equipage.
practicable by the advantages gained on the Gth
suited to the nature of the service
The royal troops were under arms the whole of of October, that Sir Henry Clinton, with his whole
he committed
extensive ravages ou tbe river and along the un the next day, in expectation of another action but force, amounting to 3000 men, might not only have
protected coasts. It is said, that while on this nothing more than skirmishes took place. At this reached Albany, but General Gates s encampment,
expedition Arnold inquired of an American cap time, General Lincoln, who reconnoitering, reciev- before the 12th, the day till which Burgoyne had
an
event which was agreed to wait for aid from New York.
ed a dangerous wound
While
tain, whom lie had taken prisoner, what the Ame
ricans would do with him, if he should fall into greatly regretted, as he possessed much of the es
the British were doing mischief to individuals,
their hands.
without serving the cause of their royal master,
The officer replied that they would teem and confidence of the American army.
cut off his lame leg and bury it with the honours
The position of the British army, after the ac they might, by pushing forward, about 130 miles
of war, and hang the remainder of his body in tion of the 7th, was so dangerous, that an imme in six days, have brought Gafes s army between
After his recall from Virginia he con diate and total change became necessary.
This two fires, at least twenty-four hours before Bur
gibbits.
ducted an expedition against his native state, Con [hazardous measure was executed without loss or goyne s necessity compelled his submission to ar
necticut,
lie took fort Trumbull Sept. Gth with disorder.
The British camp, with all its appurte ticles of capitulation. Why they neglected this
inconsiderable loss.
On the other side of the har nances, was removed in the course of a single opportunity of relieving their suffering brethren,
bour Lieut. Col. Eyre, who commanded another night. The American general now saw a fair about 36 miles to the northward of Albany, when
detachment made an assault on fort Griswold, and prospect of overcoming the army opposed to him, they were only about 100 miles below it, has nev
with the greatest difficulty entered the works. An without
exposing his own to the dangers of another er yet been satisfactorily explained.
inhabitants of America, in

days.
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America. He was a scholar, well
the funls of Saratoga, anil 2000 mine in the rear, versed in history ami the La.in classics.
While
to prevent a retreat to fort Edward, and 1500 at lie was just hospitable, ami geneions, and
possessa Cord higher up. Burgoy tie, receiving intelligence
a feeling heart, his manners and depuitineiit
Jed
of these movements, concluded thai Gates, meant yet indicated his militaiy character.
to turn his right.
This, il effected, would have
Allen s Biog. Die.]
To avoid being hemmed
To prepare the way fora re reatio lake George,
entirely enclosed him.
in, he resolved on an immediate retreat to Sarato- Bnrgoyne ordered a detachment of artificers, with
His hospital, with the sick and wounded, a strong escort of British anil provincials, to rega.
were necessarily left behind; but they were re- pair the bridges, and oped the load
leading thither.
commended to the humanity of General Gates, and Part of the escort was withdrawn on other duty
received from him every indulgence their situation and the remainder, on a slight attack of an inconWhen General Htirgoyne arrived at Sa siderablc parly of Americans, ran away. The
reqnired.
ratoga, he found that the Americans had posted a workmen, Ihus left without support, were unable
considerable force on the opposite heights, to im to effect the business on which they had been sent.
The onlv ptacticable route of tetreat, which now
pede his passage al that ford.
[Major General HORATIO GATES, a major gene remained, was by a night march to fort Edward.
ral in the army of the United Stales, was a native Before this
attempt could be made, scouts reiurnof England.
In eaily life he entered the British |ed with intelligence, that the Americans were in
armv, and laid the foundations of his future military trenched opposite to those fords on the Hudson s
excellence.
He was aid to Gen. Mnnkion at the river, over which it was proposed to pass, and
capture of Mariinico and afier the peace of Aix that they were also in force on the high ground
la Chappelle he was
among the first troops, which between fort Edward and fort George. Thev hail
landed at Halifax under (ieneral Cornwallis.
He at the same lime parties down the whole shore.
was wiih Bi addock at the lime of his defeat inland posts so near as lo observe every motion o
1675 and was shot through the body. When the royal army. Their position extended nearly
round the British, and was by the nature of the
peace was concluded, he purchased an estate
Virginia, where he resided until the commence ground in a great measure secured from attacks.
mem of the American wai in 1775, when he was The royal army could not stand its ground where
appointed by Congress adjutant general, with the it was, liom the want of the means necessary for
rank of brigadier general. He accompanied Wash- subsistence
nor could it advance towards Albany,
inglou to Cambridge, when he went to take com- without attacking a fotce greatly superior in nummandoflhe army in that place. In June 1776 her; nor could it retreat without making good its
Gates was appointed 10 the command of thearmy way over a river, in the face of a strong party, ad
of Canada. He was superseded by GeneialSchnyler vantageously posted on the opposite side.
In
in May 1777, but in August following he took the case of either attempt, the Americans were
place of the officer in the northern department, near as to discover every movement and by means
The success, which attended his arms to the cap- of their bridge could bring their whole force to
ture of Bnrgoyne in October, filled America with operate.
joy. Congress passed a vote of thanks and order
Truly distressing was the condition of the royal
ed a medal of gold to be presented to him by the army. Abandoned in the most critical moment by
His conduct towards his conquered their Indian allies, unsupported by their brethren
president.
enemy was marked by a delicacy, which does him in New York, weakened by the timidity and dethe highest honour.
He did not permit his own sertion of the Canadians, worn down by a series
troops 10 witness the mortification of the British of incessant efforts, and greatly reduced in their
in depositing their arms.
After Gen. Lincoln was numbers by repeated battles, they were invested
taken prisoner, lie was appointed June 13, 1780 by an army nearly three times their number, with
to the command of the southern department. Aug. out a possibility of retreat, or of
replenishing their
16, he was defeated by Cornwallis at Camden. exhausted stock of provisions.
A continual canHe was superseded Dec. 3, by Gen. Greene; nonade pervaded their camp, and rifle and grape
but was in 1782 restored to his command.
shot fell in many parts of their lines.
They neAfler the peace he retired to his farm in Berkeley vertheless retained a great share of fortitude.
In the meantime, the American army was hour
county, Virginia, where he remained until the year
Volunteers came in from all quar
1790, when lie went to reside at New York, hav ly incteasing.
ing first emancipated his slaves, and mule a pe ters, eager to share in the glory of destroying or
cuniary provision lor such as were not able to pro capturing those whom they considered as their
vide for themselve
Some of them would not most dangerous enemies. The 12th of October
leave him but continued in his family.
On his at length arrived. The day was spent in anxious
arrival at New York the freedom of the city was expectation of its producing something of conse
In 1800 he accepted a seat in quence.
But as no prospect of assistance appearpresented to him.
the legislature, but he retained it no longer, than led, and their provisions were nearly expended, the
he conceived his services might be useful to the hope ol receiving any, in due time for their relief,
cause of liberty, which he never abandoned.
His could not be farther indulged. General Burgoyne
political opinions did not separate him from many thought proper in the evening, to take an account
It was found on inquiry,
respectable citizens, whose views differed widely of the provisions left.
He died April 10, 1SOG, aged 77. that they would amount to no more than a scanty
from his own.
His widow died Nov. 20, 1810. A few weeks be subsistence for three days. In this state of dis
fore hi.s death he wrote to his friend, Dr. Alitchill, tress, a council of war was called, and it was made
then at Washington, on some business, and closed so general, as to comprehend both the field officers
his letter, dated Feb. 27, 1806, with the following and the captains.
Their unanimous opinion was,
I am
words:
very weak, and have evident signs that their present situation justified a capitulation
of an approaching dissolution. But I have lived on honourable terms. A messenger was there
long enough, since I have lived to see a mighty fore despatched to begin this business. General
people animated with a spirit to he free, and gov- Gates in the first instance demanded, that the royal
erned by transcendent abilities and honour.&quot;
He; army should surrender prisoners of war. He also
retained his faculties to the last.
He took plea- proposed, that the British should ground their
sure in professing his attachment to religion and arms but General Burgoyne replied, &quot;Thisartihis firm belief in the doctrines of Christianity. cle is inadmissible in every extremity; sooner
The will, which was made not long before his than this anny will consent to ground their arms
In an in their encampment, they will rush on the enemy,
death, exhibited the humility of his faith.
article, dictated by himself he expressed a sense determined to take no quarters.&quot;
of his own unworthiness, and his reliance, solely
After various messages, a convention was seton the intercession and sufferings of the Redeemer, tied, by which it was substantially stipulated as
In another paragraph he directed, that his body follows
The troops under General Burgoyne, to
should be privately buried, which was accordingly inarch out of their camp with the honours of war,
General Gates was a whig in England and and the artillery of the entrenchments to the verge
done.
in

led.

from their own

;

.

;

1

|

;
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&quot;
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march
and
anil
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&quot;
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No.

27.

:

be

I

lo

Lieuienanl General Burgoyne to
Massachusetts Bay, by the easiest route,
Oe
be quartered
in or near to Boston.
The
qu

lo

irjops lo be provided wiih provisions by (ieneral
Gates s orders, at the same rate of rations as the
All officers to retain
troops of his own army.
their carriages, b-it-horses, and no baggage to be
molested or searched.
The officers not to be
The officers to be
separated from their men.
quartered according to their rank. All corps what
ever of Lieutenant General Burgoyne s army.
be
included in the above arlicles.
All Canadians,
and persons belonging lo the Canadian establish
ment, and other followers of the armv, to be per
mitted to return to Canada ; to be conducted to
the first British post on lake George : to be sup
plied wiih provisions as the other troops, and to he
bound by the same condition of not serving diirin*
the present contest. Passports to be granted to
three officers, to cany despatches to Sir Wilham
Howe, Sir Guy Carleton, and to Great Britain.
The officers to he admitted on their parole, and to
be permitted to wear their side arms.&quot;
Such were the embarrassments of the royal ar
my, incapable of subsisting where it was, or of
making iis way to a better situation, that these
terms were rather more favourable than they had
a right to expect. On the other hand, it would not
have been prudent for the American general at the
head of an army, which, though numerous, con
sisted mostly of militia or new levies, to have pro
voked the despair of even an inferior number of
brave, disciplined, regular troops. General Gates
rightly judged, that the best way lo secure his ad
vantages was to use them with moderation. Sono
after Ihe convention was signed, the Americans
marched into their lines, and were kept there till
Ihe royal army had deposited their arms at the
The delicacy, with which this
place appointed.
business was conducted, reflected honour on the
American general. Nor did the politeness of
Gales end here. Every circumstance was with
held, that could constitute a triumph in the Ameri
can army.
The caplive general was received by
his conqueror with respect and kindness.
A num
ber of the principal officers, of both armies, met
at General Gates s quarters, and fora while seem
ed to forget, in social and convivial pleasures, that
The conduct of General
they had been enemies.
Burgoyne in this interview wiih General Gates
was truly dignified; and the historian is at a loss
whether to admire most, the magnanimity of Ihe
victorious, or the fortitude of ihe vanquished

I

u&amp;gt;

general.
The British troops partook liberally of the plenty
that reigned in the American armv.
It was the
more acceptable to them, as thev were destitute of
jread and flour, and had only as much meat left,
as was sufficient for a day s subsistence.
By ihe convention which has been mentioned,
5790 men were surrendered prisoners. The sick
and wounded left in camp, when the British re
treated to Saratoga, together with the numbers of
the British, German and Canadian troops, who
were killed, wounded or taken, and who had desertd in the preceding part of the expedition, were

reckoned

The whole royal force, ex
was probably about 10,000.
which the Americans acquired, were

to be

46S9.

clusive of Indians,

The

|

j

to

The army under

;

i

passage

;

!

f

free

sent contest
and ihe port of Boston to be assigned
for the entry of (he transports lo leceive the
troops, whenever General Howe shall so order.

j

1

:

A

officers.

army under Lieutenant General Burgoyne to Great Britain, upon condition of not
serving again in North America during the pre
{granted to the

i

;

where the aims and artillery are In be
The arms to be piled by word of command

ot Uie river,

stores,

considerable.
The captured artillery consisted of
35 brass field pieces. There were also 4657 musand a variety of other useful and much want&amp;lt;els,

id articles,
inentals in

which

fell

into their hands.

General Gates

s

The

con-

army were nine thou-

and and ninety-three, the militia four thousand one
in ml red and twenty-nine; but of the former two
housand one bundled and three were sick, or on
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which brought
hundred and sixty-two of the adduce his previous notice to justify his future con nations. That pride and insolence
the American war, had long disgusted her
emon
the
resolved
That
therefore
duct.
of
number
The
same
situation.
They
latter were
barcation ol Lieutenant General Burgoyne, and the
leighbours, and made (hem rejoice at her misfor
the militia was constantly fluctuating.
The general exultation ollhe Americans, on re troops under his command, be postponed, till a dis tunes, and especially at the prospect of dismem

furlough, and
in

five

&quot;

the

;

of the convention
ceiving the agreeable intelligence
of Saratoga, disarmed them of much of their resentnif.nt.
The burnings and devastations which
had taUen place were sufficient to have inflamed

minds but private feelings were in a great
measure absorbed by the consideration o( the many
advantages, which the capture of so large an army
promised to the new-formed states.
la a short time after the convention was signed,
General Gates moved forward to stop the devasta
but on
tions of the British on the North river
healing of the fate of Burgoyne, Vaughan and
their

:

;

Wallace, retired

to

New

York.

About the same time, the

British,

who had been

and explicit ratification of the convention of bcring her overgrown empire.
Saratoga be pioperly notified by the court of Great

tinct

Britain to

Congress.&quot;

Burgoyne explained the intention and construcion of the passage objected to in his letter, and
ledged himself, that his officers would join with
liin in
signingany instrument that might bethought

CHAPTER
Tbe

lecessary for confirming the convention ; but Con
would not recede from theii resolution. They
illeged, that it had been often asserted by their adersaries, that faith was not to be kept with rebels;
ind that therefore they would be deficient inaitenion to the interests of their constituents, if they
did not require an authentic ratification of the con
tention by national authority, before they parted
with the captured troops. They urged farther, that

XVI.

Alliance between ihe France mid the United States.
The Campaign of 1778.

Soon after intelligence of the capture of Burgoyne s army reached Europe, the court of France
concluded at Paris, treaties of alliance and com
merce with the United Stales. The circumstan
ces, which led (o ihis great event, deserve to be

gress

particularly unfolded.

The colonists having

taken

up arms, uninfluenced by the enemies of Great
Britain, conducted their opposition for several
Canada. The whole country, after experiencing )y the law of nations, a compact, broken in one ar- months after they had raised troops, and emitted
for several mouths, the confusions of war, was in a
icle, was no longer binding in any other.
They money, without any reference to foreign powers.
jiade a distinction between the suspension and ab
moment restored to peifect tranqiiility.
They knew it to be the interest of Europe, to pro
Great was the grief and dejection of Britain, on rogation ofthe convention, and alleged, that ground mote asepaiation between Great Britain and her
o suspect an intention to violate it was a justitying colonies; but as they began the contest with no
receiving the intelligence of the fate of Burgoyne.
The expedition committed to him had been under reason forsuspending its execution on their part, other view than to obtain a redress of grievances,
The desired ratifica they neither wished, in the first period of their oppo
ill it was
taken with the most confident hopes of success.
properly ratified.
The quality of the troops he commanded was such, tion, if Great Britain was seriously disposed to that sition to involve Great Britain in a war, nor to promeasure, might have been obtained in a lew months, cuie aid to themselves by paving court to her
that from their bravery, directed by his zeal, ta
enemies.
The puhcy of Great Britain, in attempt
lents and courage it was presumed that all the and Congiess uniformly declared themselves will
northern parts of the United States would be sub
ing to carry it into full effect, as soon as they were ing to deprive the Americans of arms, was the first
dued before the end of the campaign. The good secured of its observance, by proper authority on event which made it necessary for them to seek
At Ihe lime she was urging
the other side.
foieign connexions.
fortune, which for some time followed him, justi
About eight months afterwards, certain royal military preparations to compel their submission,
fied these expectations: but the catastrophe proved
the folly of planning distant expeditions, and of
onimissioners, whose official functions shall be she forbade the exportation of arms, and solicited
Hereafter explained, made a requisition respecting the commercial powers of Europe to co-operate
projecting remote conquests.
The consequences of these great events vibrated these troops; offered to ratify the convention and with her by adopting a similar prohibition. To
On frustrate the views of Great Britain, Congress, be
round the world. The capture of Jurgoyne was required permission for their embarcation
the hinge on which the revolution turned. While
nquiry it was found, that they had no authority to sides recommending the domestic manufacture of
it
encouraged the perseverance of the Ameiicans, do any thing in the matter, which would be obli the materials for military stores, appointed a se
by well-grounded hopes of final success, it increa gatory on Great Britain. Congress therefore re- cret committee, with powers to procure on their
that no ratification of the convention, account arms and ammunition, and also employed
sed the embarrassment of that ministry, which had
iolved,
which may be tendered inconsequence of powers, agents in foreign countries for the same purpose.
so ineirectually laboured to compel their submis
sion.
Opposition to their measures gathered new which only reach that case by construction and The evident advantage, which France might de
strength, and formed a stumbling block in the road implication, or which may subject whatever is rive from the continuance ofthe dispute, and the
This prevented Great Britain from transacted relative to it, to the future approbation countenance which individuals of that country daily
to conquest.
gave to the Americans, encouraged Congress to
acting with that collected force, which an union of or disapprobation of the parliament of Great Bri
send a political and commercial agent to that king
sentiments and councils would have enabled her to tain, can be accepted by Congiess.&quot;
exert.
Hitherto the best informed Americans had
Till the capture of Burgoyne, the powers of dom, with instructions to solicit its friendship, and
doubts of success in establishing their independ
Europe were only spectators of the war, between to procure military stores. Silas Deane, being
ence but henceforward their language was: &quot;That Great Britain and her late colonies, bul, soon alter chaser, for this purpose, sailed for France early in
whatever might be the event of their present strug
In 1776, and was soon after his arrival at Paris in
that event, they were drawn in to be parties.
gle, they were forever lost to Great Britain.&quot; Nor every peiiod ofthe controversy, the claims ofthe structed to sound Count de Vergennes, the French
were they deceived. The eclat of capturing a large Americans were patronized by sundry respectable minister for foreign affairs, on the subject of the
American controversy. As the public mind, for
army, of British a:id German regular troops, soon foreigners. The letters, addresses, and other pub
lic acts of Congiess were admired by many who
reasons which have been mentioned closed against
procured them powerful friends in Europe.
Immediately after the surrender, Burgoyne s had no personal interest in the contest. Liberty Great Britain, it opened towards other nations.
On the llth of June. Congress appointed a com
troops were marched to the vicinity of Boston. is so evidently the undoubted right of mankind,
the rear of the royal army, destroyed their
cannon, and, abandoning Ticonderoga, retreated to
left in

;

&quot;

:

|

On

their arrival, they were quartered in the bar
racks on Winter and Prospect hills.
The gene
ral court of Massachusetts passed proper resolu

suitable accommodations for
the prisoners; but from the general unwillingness
of the people to oblige them, and from the feeble
ness of that authority which the republican ruleis
had at that time over the property of their fellow
tions for procuring

citizens,

it

was impossible

to

provide immediately

number of officers and soldiers,
manner as their convenience required,

for so large a

such a
as from the

articles

of convention they

The

i

or

might

remonstrated to
General Burgoyne, that six or seven of them were
crowded togethet in one room, without any regarc
reasonably expect.

officers

to their respective ranks, in violation of the seventl
article of the convention.
Burgoyne, on the 14U

of

November, forwarded this account to Gates
and added,
the public faith is broken.&quot;
This
letter, being laid before Congress, gave an alarm.
It corroborated an apprehension,
previously enter
tained, that the captured troops, on their embarcation, would make a junction with the British
The declaration of the
garrisons in America.
the public faith was broken,&quot; while
general, that
in the power of Congress, was considered
by them
as destroying ihe security which
they before had in
his personal honour; for in
every event he might
&quot;

&quot;

they who never possessed it, feel the
propriety of contending for it; and whenever a
people take up arms, either to defend or to recover
it, they are sure of meeting with encouragement
or good wishes from the friends of humanity in
every part ofthe world.
From the operation of these principles, the
Ameiicans had the esteem and good wishes of
multitudes in all parts of Europe. They were re
puted to be ill used, and were represented as
a resolute and brave people, determined to re
that even

oppression.
Being both pitied and ap
plauded, generous and sympathetic sentiments
were excited in their favour. These circum
stances would have operated in every case; but
in the present, the cause of the Americans was
An universal
patronised from additional motives.
Her
jealousy prevailed against Great Britain.
navy had long tyrannised over the nations of Eu
rope, and demanded, as a matter of right, that the
ships of all other powers should strike their sails
to her as mistress of the ocean.
From her eager
ness to prevent supplies going to her rebellious
colonists, as she called the Americans, the vessels
of foreign powers had lor some time past been
subjected to searches and other interruptions,
when steering towards America, in a manner that
could not but be impatiently borne by independent

sist

mittee, to prepare a plan of a treaty to be propo
sed to foreign poweis.
The discussion of this no
vel subject engaged their attention till the hitter
end of .September. While Congress was delibera
ting thereon, Air. Deane was soliciting a supply of
arms, ammunition, and soldier s clothing for their
service a sufficiency for lading three vessels was
soon procured. What agency the government of
France had in furnishing those supplies, or whether

they were sold, or given as presents, are questions
which have often been asked, hut not satisfactorily
answered for the business was so conducted that
the transaction might be made to assume n variety
of complexions, as circumstances might render ex
;

pedient.
It was most evidently the interest of France to
encourage the Americans, in their opposition to
Great Britain and it was true policy to do this by
degrees, and in a private manner, lest Great Brit
ain might take the alarm.
Individuals are some;

limes influenced by considerations of friendship
and generosity
but interest is the pole star by
;

which nations are universally governed. It is cer
tain that (treat Britain was amused with declara
tions ofthe most pacific dispositions on the part of
France, at the time Ihe Americans were liberally
and it is
supplied with the means of defence
;

equally certain, that this was Ihe (rue line of policy

UNITED STATES.
for

tliat

dismemberment of ihe

promoting
empire, which Fr.tuce hail an interest in
plishing.

Congress knew, that a diminution of the over
Britain, could nut but be desirable
lo France.
Sore with the loss of her possessions
on (he continent of North America, by the peace

grown power of
of Paris

in

1763, anil also by the capture of

many

thousands of her sailors in 1755, antecedent to a
declaration of war, she must have been something
more than human, not to have rejoiced at an oppor
tunity of depressing an ancient and formidable ri
val.
Besides the increasing naval superiority of
Great Britain, her vast resources, not only in her
ancient dominions, but in colonies growing daily
in numbers and wealth, added to the haughtiness
of her flag, made her the object both of terror and
It was the interest of Congress to apply lo
envy.
the court of France, and it was the interest of

France
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British Franklin wrote a number ol essays for ihe Courant
accom which were so well received, as lo encourage him,

to listen to their application.

Congress, having agreed on the plan of the trea
ty, which they intended lo propose to his Most
Christian Majesty proceeded to elect commission
L)r. Franklin, Silas
ers to solicit its acceptance.
Deane, and Thomas Jefferson were chosen. The
latter declining to serve, Arthur Lee, who was then
in London, and had been serviceable to his coun
his room.
try, in a variely of ways, was elected in
Jtwas resolved, thai no member should be at lib
erty lo divulge any thing more of these transac
tions than
that Congress had laken such steps as

hat truth, probity, and
sincerity, would promote
lis interest, aud be useful to him in
the world, and
to continue his
labours.
To
Iris
re
resolved
lo
literary
improve
respeci them in bis conduct.
The
he
resolved
to
imitate
Addisorr
s
of
his
slyle,
establishment in business, notwithSpecla- expenses
or.
The method which he took, was to make a tanding his industry and
economy, brought him
urnmary of a paper, after he had rend it, and in a nlo embarrassments, from which he was relieved
w days, when he had forgotten lire expressions y the generous assistance of William Coleman
f the author, lo endeavour lo reslore il lo its orind Robert Grace.
In addition lo his other eminal form.
By this means he was taught his er- iloyments, he now opened a small stationer s
ors, and perceived lire necessity of being more
hop. But ihe claims of business did not extin
for literature and science.
.illy acquainted with the synorrimous words of the guish his tasie
He
anguage. He was much assisted also irr acquiring orrned a club, which he called
The Junto,&quot;
facility and variety of expression by writing pourrposed of the most intelligent of his acquainmce. Questions of
iry.
morality, politics, phrlosoAt this early period the perusal of Shaftsbury
were discussed every Friday
evening, and
nd Collins made him completely a sceplic, he inslitution was continued almost
forty years.
ird he was fond of
disputing uporr the subject of As books were frequently quoted in the club, and
This
circustance
caused
him
s
to
be
rethe
members
had
eligion.
brought their books together
arded by pious men with abhorrence ; ami on this or mutual advantage, he was led to form ihe
plan
as
well
as
on
f
a
account
of
lire
ill-treatment
ccount,
public library, which was carried inlo effect
Inch he received from his brother, he determined rr 1731, and became ihe foundation of that noble
leave Boston.
His departure was facilitated nslitution, the present library company of Philay the possession of his indenture, which his bro- lelphia. In 1732, he began to publish Poor Richrer had given him about the year 1723, not from
rd s Almanac, which was enriched with maxima
t
riendship, but because the general court had pro- )f frugality, temperance, industry, and integrity.
ibited him from publishing the New England So great was its reputation, thai he sold ten thouand annually, and it was continued
/ourant. and in order that it might be conducted
by him about
nder the name ol Benjamin Franklin. He private- wenty-five years. The maxims were collected
went on board a sloop, and soon arrived at New n the last almanac in the form of an address call
fork.
Finding no employment here, he pursued ed the Way to Wealth, which has appeared inv
is
way to Philadelphia, and entered the cily with- ious publications. In 1736, he was appointed
ut a friend, and with only a dollar iir Iris pocket,
lerk of the general
assembly of Pennsylvania, and
urchasing some rolls at a baker s shop, he put n 1737, postmaster of Philadelphia. The first fire
r.e under each arm, and
a
walked
third,
eating
ompany was formed by him in 1738. When the
rrough several streets in search of a lodging, rontier of Pennsylvania were endangered in 1744,
here were at this lime Iwo printers in Phrladelnd an ineffectual atlernpt was made to procure a
nil ilia law, he
hia, Mr. Andrew Bradford, and Mr. Keimer, by
proposed a voluntary association
re latter of whom he was
employed. Sir William or the defeuce of the province, and in a short
ime obtained ten thousand names. In 1747, he
ieitlr, the governor, having been informed that
&quot;

&amp;gt;hy,

i

&quot;

they judged necessary for obtaining foreign allian
ces.&quot;
The secret committee were directed to
make an effectual lodgement in France, of ten
thousand pounds sterling, subject to the order of
Dr. Franklin, who was
these commissioners,
employed as agent in the business, and afterwards
as minister plenipotenliary at the court of France,
was in possession of a greater proportion of foreign
fame, than any other native of America.
By the
dint of superior abilities, and with but few advanla
ges in early life, he had attained the highest emi
nence among men of learning, and in many instan
His genius
ces extended the empire of science.
was vast and comprehensive, and with equal ease
the
investigated the mysteries of philosophy, and
His fame as a philosopher
labyrinths of politics.
had reached as far as human nature is polished or
His philanthropy knew no bounds. The
refined.
were
prosperity and happiness of the human race
atten
objects which at all times had attracted his
tion.
Disgusted with Great Britain, and glowing
with the trrost ardent love for the liberties of his

ankliir

ivited

was

him

young man of promising talents, was chosen a member of the assembly, and conhouse, and treated him in the inued in this station ten years.
In all important
manner.
He advised him to enter liscussions, his presence was considered as indisa

to his

lost friendly
nto business for himself, and, to accomplish this &amp;gt;ensable.
He seldom spoke, and never exhibited
bject, to make a visit lo London, in order that he my oratory ; but by a single observation he someIn the
night purchase the necessary articles for a print- irnes deternrined the fate of a question.
ng office, Receiving the promise of assistance, ong controversies with the proprietaries or their
&quot;ranklin
himself
for
the
and
on
he
took
the
most active part, and dis
governors,
prepared
voyage,
pplying or letlers of recommendation, previously played a firm spirit of liberty.
o sailing, he was told, that they would be sent oir
He was now engaged for a number of years in a
oard.
When the letter bag was opened, there course of electrical experiments, of which he pubivas no packet for Franklin ; and he nowdiscoverished an account.
His great discovery was the
;d, thai lire governor was one of those men, who
This
dentity of the electric fluid and lightning.
ove to oblige every body, and who substitute the discovery he made in the summer of 1752. To
uost liberal professions and offers in the place the upright stick of a kite, he attached an iron
)f active, substantial kindness.
the part
Arriving in Lon point ; the string was of hemp,
1

oppressed native country, he left London, where
he had resided some years in ihe character of agenl
for several of the colonies, early in 1775; returned don in 1721, he was obliged to seek employment
and immediately afterwards was is a journeyman printer. He lived so economically,
to Philadelphia
hat he saved a great part of his wages.
Instead
elected by the legislature of Pennsylvania, a mem
After his appointment, to solicil jfdrinkiirg six pints of beer in a day, like some of
ber ofCongress.
the inlerestsof the United Slates in France, he lis fellow labourers, he drank only water, and he
sailed for that country on the 27th of October
persuaded some of them to renounce the extrava
He was no sooner landed, 13th of Decem gance of eating bread and cheese for breakfast,
1776.
nd to procure a cheap soup.
His fame hat
As his principles
ber, than universally caressed.
smoothed the way for his reception in a public it this lime were very loose, his zeal to enlighten
the world induced him to publish his dissertation
character.
m liberty and necessiiy.in which he contended tha
[BEXJAMI:* FRANKLIN, a philosopher and states
.man, was born in Boston, Massachusetts, January virtue and vice were nothing more than vain dis
His father, who was a native of Ens tinctions. This work procured himthe acquaint
17, 1706.
ance of Mandeville, and others of the licerr
land, was a soap-boiler and tallow-chandler in lira
class.
town.
At the age of eight years, he was sent to
He returned to Philadelphia in October, 1726
grammar school, but al the age of teir, his lathe
a clerk to Mr. Denharn, a merchant, but the
required his services to assist him in his business as
Two years afterwards, he was bound an apprentic leath of that gentleman in the following year, in
In this employ duced him lo return to Mr. Keimer, in the capa
to his brother, who was a printer.
He was very irsefu
ment he nrade great proficiency, and having
city of foreman in his office.
to his employer, for he gave him assistance as a
taste for books, he devoted much of his leisur
So eager was he in the pursui letter founder. He engraved various ornaments
time to reading.
He soon began busines
of knowledge, that he frequently passed the greate and made printer s ink.
He became ex in partnership with Mr. Meredith, but in 1729, h
part of the night in his studies.
askin
dissolved the connexion with him.
Having pur
pert in the Socratic mode of reasoning by
chased of Keimer a paper, which had been con
questions, and thus he sometimes embarrassed pei
I
ducted in a wretched manner, he now conducted
sons of understanding superior to his own.
it in a
At
1721, his brother began to print the New EngUn
style which attracted much addition.
this time, (hough destitute of those religious prinCourant, which was the third newspaper publishe
The two preceding papers were th ci pics, which give stability and elevation to virtue
in America.
Boston News Letter and Boston Gazette. Youn he yet had discernment enough to be convinced,
;

;

.

excepting

which he held in his hand, which was of silk ;
a key was fastened where the
hempen string
terminated. With this apparatus, on the approach
of a thunder storm, he raised his kite.
A cloud
passed over it, and no signs of electricity appear
ing, he began to despair; but observing the loose
fibres of his string to move
suddenly toward an
erect position, he presented his knuckle to the key,
and

and received a strong spark. The success of this
experiment completely established his theory. The
praclical use of this discovery in securing houses
from lightning by pointed conductors, is well known
in America and Europe.
In 1753, he was ap
pointed deputy postmaster general of the British
colonies, and in the same year, the academy of
Philadelphia, projected by him, was established.
In 1754, he was one of the commissioners, who at
tended the congress at Albany, to devise the best
means of defending the country against Ihe French.
He drew up a plan of union for defence and gene
ral government, which was adopted by the con
It was however rejected by the board of
gress.
Irade in England, because it gave too much power
to the representatives of the people
and it was re
jected by the assemblies of the colonies, because
:

gave too much power to the president general.
After the defeat of Braddock he was appointed
colonel of a regiment, and he repaired to the fron

it

tiers,

and built

a fort.

Higher employments, however, at length called
him from his country, which he was destined lo
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comumcaied
Fiiiuhljn early conjecturfd that it would become
England, incut, and defiance, that lie privately
The strain of me papers respect- necessary lor America to apply to some foreign
by with Europe.
ami iiiiiiou, which he, power lor assistance. To prepare the way for
which the British ministry wished to familiarize ing the British government
prepared fur Congress, was deemed by his col this step, and ascertain the probability ol its suc
the Americans to pay taxes to the mother coun
and vituperative
to such cess, he hiiil, towards the close of 1775, opened,
that love of liberty which had led leagues too indignant
try, revived
a pitch were his feelings excited by the injuries under the sanction of Congress, a correspondence
their forefathers to a country at that time a de
and the colonies formed a Congress, the firs and sufferings of his country, and so anxious was with Holland, which he managed with admirable
sert
he that the strongest impetus should be given lo judgment, as may be percerved by his letter to Air.
idea of which Ir.ul been communicated to them b
ol Amsterdam of December, 1776, conHis auger and his abhorrence Dun
the national spirit.
Dr. Franklin, at the conferences at Albany, i
The war that was just terminated, and th were real they endured without abatement dur lamed in the fifth volume of the American edition
1754.
When at the end of 1776, our af
ing the whole continuance of the system which of his works.
exertions made bj them to support it, had give
them a conviction of their strength they oppose
provoked them; they wore a complexion which fairs had assumed so threatening an aspect, the
rendered it impo ssible to mistake them for the off hopes oi Congress were naturally turned to Europe,
tills measure, and the minister gave way, but h
reserved the means of renewing the attemp
spring of personal pique or constitutional irritabi and to France particularly, the inveterate and most
Oiirc cautioned, however, they remained on thei
Every eye rested on
they had aviudictive power, a corrosive en powerful rival of Englai.d.
lity
ergy, proportioned to the weight of his character, Franklin as a providential instrument for sustain
guard; liberty, cherished by their alarms, too
and though he
and the dignity of the .sentiments from which they ing the American cause abroad
deeper root; and the rapid circulation of idea
had repeatedly signified from London, his deter
sprung.
by means of newspapers, for the introduction o
It was in (his year that Dr. Franklin addressed mination to revisit Europe no more, yet, having
which, they were indebted to the printer of Phi
that memorable and laconic epistle to his old friend consecrated himself anew to the pursuit of nation
ladeipliia, united them together to resist ever
and companion, Mr. Stiahan, then king s printer, al independence, he accepted without hesitation,
In the year
this printer
fresh enterprise.
and member of the British parliament, of which in his seventy-first year, the appointment of com
.called to the bar of the house of commons, under
the following is a correct copy, and of which a missioner plenipotentiary to the court of France.
went that famous interrogatory, which placed th
He wished, partly with a view to protect his
name of Franklin as high in politics, as in natura fac-simile is given in the last and most
addition of his works:
person, in case of capture on the voyage across
philosophy. From that time he defended the cau
the Atlantic, lo carry with him propositions for
of America, with a firmness and moderation be
1775.
peace with England, and submitted to the secret
Philadelphia, July
coming a great man, pointing out to the minis
committee of Congress, a series of articles, which
and the con MR. STRAHAN,
try all the errors they committed,
You are a member of parliament, and one of that his grandson has published. We are especially
sequences they would produce, till the perio
when, the tax on lea meeting the same opposi majority which has doomed my country to destruc struck with that one of them which asks the ces
tion.
You have begun to burn our towns, and sion to the United States, of Canada, Nova Sco
tion as the starrrp act had done, England blind
murder our people. Look upon your hands
and the explanation an
tia, the Floridas, &c.
ly lancied herself capable of subjecting, by force
three million of men determined to be free, at
They are stained with the blood of your relations! nexed to the article by this long sighted statesman,
You and 1 were long friends
You are now my is not a little remarkable.
distance of one thousand leagues.
It is worth our while
to offer such a sum
for the countries to be
In 1796, he visited Holland and Germany, am enemy, and I am, Yours,
B. FRANKLIN.
received the greatest marks ol attention from
ceded, since the vacant lands will in time sell for
a great part of what we shall
men of science. In his passage through Holland
give, if riot more
In October, 1775, Dr. Franklin was appointed and if we are to obtain them by conquest, after
he learned from the waterman, the effect which
the diminution of the quantity of water in canals by Congress, jointly with Mr. Harrison and Mr. perhaps a long war, they will probably cost us
has in impeding the progress of boats. Upon his Lynch, a committee to visit the American camp more than that sum. It is absolutely necessary
return to England, he was led to make a number at Cambridge, and, in conjunction with the com for us to have them for our own security
and
of experiments, all of which tended to confirm the mander in chief, (General Washington,) to endea though the sum may seem large to the present
vour to convince the troops, whose term of enlist generation, irr less than half tire term of
observation.
years al
In the following year, he travelled into France ment was about to expire, of the necessity of their lowed for their payment, it will be to the whole
in
the
and
iu
the
United
States a mere trifle.&quot;
where he met with no less favourable reception than continuing
Who does not, on
field,
persevering
he had experienced in Germany. He was intro cause, of their country.
leading this passage, recollect with gratitude, and
He was afterwards sent on a mission to Canada, feel disposed to honour as a master-stroke, the pur
duced to a number of literary characters, and to
to endeavour to unite that country to the common chase of Louisiana,
the king, Louis XV.
accomplished by Franklin s
He returned to America, and arrived in Phila cause of liberty. But the Canadians could not be successor in the mission to France.
In the month of October. 1776, our
delphia in the beginning of May, 1775. and was prevailed upon to oppose the measures of the Bri
philosopher
set sail on this eventful mission,
*ceiveil with all those marks of esteem and af tish government.
having first de
It was directed that a printing apparatus, and posited in the hands of
fection, which his eminent services merited. The
all
the
Congress,
money he
lands competent to prim in French and English, could raise, between three and four thousand
day after his arrival he was elected by the legis
should accompany this mission. Two papers were pounds, as a demonstration of his confidence in
lature of Pennsylvania, a member of Congress.
vritten and circulated very extensively through their cause, and an incentive for those who
Almost immediately on his arrival from Eng
might
Janada but it was not until after tire experiment be able to assist it in the same way. His
land, he wrote letters to some of his friends ir
passage
that country, in a strain fitted to inspire lofty ideas ind been tried, that it was found not more than one to France&quot; was short, but
extremely boisteroris.
jerson in five hundred could read.
Dr. Franklin During some part of the month of December, he
of the virtue, resolution, and resourcess of the co
vas
accustomed
lonies.
&quot;All America.&quot; saiil he to Dr.
to
make
the
best
of
occurremained
at the
every
Priestley,
country seat of an opulent friend
is exasperated, and more
:nce, and suggested, that if it were intended to of America, in the neighbourhood ofNantz, in or
firmly united than ever.
Great frugality and great industry are become end another mission, it should be a mission corn- der to recover from the fatigues of the
voyage, and
serve

more

effectually an

whither he was sent

in

its

1757.

agent

in

The stamp act,

;

;

;

;

;

;

17(&amp;gt;6,

corr&amp;lt;

&quot;&amp;gt;,

!

;

&quot;

!

;

;

;

&quot;

fashionable here.
to ascertain the posture of American affairs at
Britain, 1 conclude, has lost )osed of schoolmasters.
She is now giving us such
He was, iu 1776, appointed a committee, with Paris, before he approached that capital. With
her colonies for ever.
miserable specimens of her government, that we
ohn Adams and Edward Rutledge, to inquire his usual sound discretion he forebore to assume,
shall ever detest and avoid it, as a complication
nto the powers with which lord Howe was invest- at the moment,
any public character, that he might
of robbery, murder, famine, fire, and pestilence.
d in regard to the adjustment of our differences not embarrass the court which it was his
province
If you flatter yourselves with beating us into sub
nth Great Britain.
When his lordship expressed lo conciliate, nor subject the nrission lo the hazard
lis concern at
mission, you know neither the people nor the
being obliged to distress those whom of a disgraceful repulse.
From the civilities with which he was lo aded by
country. You will have heard, before this reaches le so much regarded, Dr. Franklin assured him,
liat the Americans,
out of reciprocal regard, the
;md the surrounding country,
you, of the defeat of a great body of your troops
gentry ofNaniz,
by the country people at Lexington, of the action would endeavour to lessen, as much as possible, and the lively satisfaction with which they appear
at Bunker s hill. &c.
Enough has happened, one :ie pain which he might feel on their account, by ed to view his supposed errand, he drew auguries
would think, to convince your ministers, that the aking the utmost care of themselves. In thedis- that animated him in the
discharge of his first du
Americans will fight, and that this is a harder nut ussion of the great question of independence, lie ties al Paris. The reception
given to him and his
to crack than they imagined.
at
as
the ex
Britain,
decidedly in favour of the measure.
colleagues, by M. de Vergennes, the minister for
of
three
In July, 1776, he was called to add to his fede- Foreign affairs, at the
millions, has killed one hundred
pense
private audience to which
and fifty Yankees this campaign. During the al duties, those of president of a convention held ihey were admitted, towards the end of
December,
same time, sixty thousand children have been born t Philadelphia, for the purpose of giving a new was of a nature lo strengthen his patriotic
hopes,
in America.
From these data, the mathematical onstitution to the stale of Pennsylvania,. The and eminently to gratify his personal
feelings.
head of our dear good friend, Dr. Price, will ea
abounded confidence reposed in his sagacity a
The particular policy of the French cabinet did
wisdom, induced the convention to adopt his fa- not admit, at this period, of a formal recognition
sily calculate the time and expense necessary to
kill us all, and conquer our whole
ourite theory of aprnral executive and single le- if the American commissioners.
Franklin abterritory. Tell
him, as he sometimes has his doubts and despon
islature, which the experience of modern times [stained from pressing a measure for which circumdencies about our firmness, that America is deter
as justly brought into disrepute.
It
may be said stances were not ripe, but urged, without delay, in
mined and unanimous.&quot;
o be the only instance in which he cherished aspe- an argumentative memorial, the
prayer of Congress
[t was in this varied tone of exultation, resentulaiion that experiment would not coufirm.
for substantial succours.
;

UNITED STATES
the
History presents no other case in which
intPiests of a people abroad derived so much es
sential, direct aid from the auspices of an indivi
there is no other instance of a concurrence
dual
of qualities in a national missionary, so lull and
opportune.
Foreign assistance had become, as it
was thought, indispensable for the rescue of the
colonies France was the only sufficient auxilary
and by her intervention, and the influences of her
capital, alone, could any countenance or supplies
be expected from any other European power.
Her court, though naturally anxious for the dis
memberment of the British empire, shrunk from
the risks of a war; and could be picvented from
;

:

;

stagnating in irresolution only by a strong current
of public opinion: Her people, already touched
by Ihe causes and motives of the colonial struggle,
required, however, some striking, immediate cir
cumstance, to be excited to a clamorous sympathy.
It was from Paris, that the impulse necessary to
foster and fructify this usefnlenthusiasm was to be
received, as well by the whole European continent,
At the
as by the mass of the French nation.
time when Franklin appeared in Paris, the men
of letters and of science possessed a remarkable
ascendancy over all movement and judgment
they gave the tone to general opinion, and con
tributed to decide ministerial policy. Fashion, too.
had no inconsiderable share in moulding public
sentiment, and regulating events; and at this
epoch, beyond any other, it was determined, and
liable to be kindled into passion, by anamalou?, or
fanciful external appearances, however trivial in
themselves, and moral associations of an elevated
or romantic cast.
;

the prediction of the people of
France for the American cause, the rapid diffusion
of a lively sympathy over the whole continent, the
devotion of the literary and fashionable circles of
Paris to his objects, the diligent preparations for
war made daily in France, and the frozen vnein ol
all the continental powers towards Great Britain,
Franklin did not allow himself to be discouraged
by the reserve of the mint of Vrsaiiles and. in
ordf to counteract ii natural effect, and that of
other advf-seappear;,!U es upon thu resolution ol
defiled those
his countrymen, he emnhnticah

Observing

&amp;gt;

;

tinguished
his

him through

all
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the various events

01

life.

He
gress

was interred on the 21st of April, and Con
ordered

a

general

mourning

for

hiir

throughout America, of one month. In France
the exptessioti of public grief was scarcely les
enthusiastic.
There the event was solemnized
under the direction of the municipality of Paris
by funeral orations, and the national assembly
his death being announced in a very eloquent, an
pathetic discourse, decreed, that each of the rnem
bers should wear mourning for three days,
ii
commemoration of the event
and that a lette
;&quot;

of condolence, for the irreparable loss they lir
sustained, should be directed to the American con
gress. Honours extremely glorious to his memory
and such, it has been remarked, as were never be
fore paid by any public body of one nation, to th
citizen of another.
He lies buried in the north-west corner 01
Christ church-yard
distinguished from the snr
rounding dead, by the humility of his sepulchre
He is covered by a small marble slab, on a leve
with the surface of the earth
and bearing
single inscription of his name, with that of hi
;

;

th&amp;lt;

A

monument sufficiently corresponding ti
the plainness of his manners, little suitable to th
splendour of his virtues.
wife.

He had two children, a son and a daughter, am
several grand-children, who survived him.
Th
son, who had been governor of New Jersey, un
der the British government, adhered, during th
revolution, to the royal parly, and spent the re
mainder of his life in England. The daughte

married Mr. Baehe, of Philadelphia, whose de

scendantsyet reside in that city.
Franklin enjoyed, during the greater part of hi:
life, a healthy constitution, and excelled in exer
cises of strength and activity. In stature, he wa
above the middle size, manly, athletic, and wel
His countenance, as it is repre
proportioned.
sented in his portrait, is distinguished by an air o
the natural consequen
serenity and satisfaction
cet of a vigorous temperament, of strength of
mind
consciors integrity
It is also marked
in usibie characters, by deep thought and iriflexi
;

:

&amp;lt;nd

ble

r;

solution.

Doctor Fianklm,

Silas Dearie, and Arthur Lee,
having rendezvoused at Paris, on the 2Sih opened
their business in a private audience with count de

The congress could not have applied
the court of France under moie favourable cir
cumstances. The throne was filled by a prince in
the flower of his age, and animated with the de
sire of rendering his reign illustrious.
Count de
Vergennes was not less remarkable for extensive
political knowledge, than for true greatness of
mind. He had grown old in the habits of govern
ment, and was convinced that conquests are neither
he surest nor the shortest way to substantial fame.
Vergennes.

to

i

He knew full well that no success in war, how
ever brilliant, could so effectually promote the se
curity of France, as the emancipation of the colo
nies of her ancient rival.
He had the superior
wisdom to discern, that there were no present ad
vantages to be obtained by unequal terms, that
would compensate for those lasting benefits which
were likely to flow from a kind and generous be
Instead of grasping at too much, or ta
ginning.
king any advantages of the humble situation of the
invaded colonies, he aimed at nothing more than,
by kind and generous terms to a distressed coun
try, to perpetuate the separation which had already
taken place between the component parts of an
empire, from the union of which his sovereign had
much

to fe;ir.

difficult was the line of conduct, which the
real interest of the nation
required of the ministers of
his Most Christian
reserve

Truly

A haughty
Majesty.
would have discouraged the Americans. An open
reception, or even a legal countenance of their depu
ties might have alarmed the rulers of Great Brit
ain, and disposed them to a compromise with their
colonies, or have brought on an immediate rupture
between France and England. A middle line, as
preferable to either, was therefore pursued. Whilst
the French government
(1777) prohibited, threat
ened, and even punished the Americans
pri
vate persons encouraged, supplied, and
supported
them. Prudence, as well as policy required, that
France should not be over-hasty, in openly espous
She was by no means fit for war.
ing their cause.
From the state of her navy, and the condition of
her foreign trade, she was vulnerable on every side.
Her trading people dreaded the thoughts of a war
with Great Britain, as they would thereby be ex
posed to great losses. These considerations were
strengthened from another quarter. The peace of
Europe was supposed to be unstable, from a pre
;

ith \ir.r
The whole .fe of Franklin, his meditations am
correspondence
rica; addin;7, at the same time, accounts of the his labours, have all been directed to public utili
domestic emharrassmi nts, and growing despair of ty but the grand object that he had always in
the enemy.
view, did not shut his heart against private friend
When the news of the surrender of Burgoyne ship he loved his family, and his friends, and was
In society he was senten
reached France in October, 1777, and produced extremely beneficent.
vailing belief, that the speedy death of the elector
( Bavaria was an event
there an explosion of public opinion, he seized tious, but not fluent a listener rather than a talk
extremely probable. But
upon the auspicious crisis, to make his decisive er an informing rather than a pleasing companion tire principal reason which induced a delay, was an
effort, by urging the most peisuasive motives for impatient of interruption, he often mentioned the opinion that ihe dispute between the mother coun
a formal recognition and alliance.
The epoch of custom of the Indians, who always remain silent try and the colonies would be compromised. Withthe thirteen years immediately preceding, twice
the treaty concluded with the court of Versailles, some time before they give an answer to a ques
on the 6th of February, 1778, is one of tlie mast tion, which they have heard attentively; unlike uad the contested claims of the two countries

circumstances

in his

I

;

;

;

:

;

some of the politest societies in Europe, where a m&amp;gt;nght matters to the verge of extremity. Twice
splendid in his dazzling career.
uad the guardian genius of both interposed, aud re
In conjunction with Mr. John Adams, Mr. Jay, sentence can scarcely be finished without inter
and Mr. Laurens. he signed the provisional arti ruption. In the midst of his greatest occupations united them in the bonds of love and affection. It
the liberty of his country, he had some physi was feared by the sagacious ministry of France,
cles of peace, Nov. 30, 1789, and the definitive
While he was in cal experiments always near him in his closet ; hat ihe present rupture would terminate in the
trfaly, September 30, 17b3.
ind the sciences, which he rather discovered than iame manner.
These wise observers of human
Fiance, he was appointed one of the commission
In studied, afforded him a continual source of pleasure. lature apprehended, that their too early tnterers to examine Mesmer s animal magnetism.
17S4, being desirous of returning to his native hie made various bequests and donations to cities, erenee would favour a reconciliation, and that Ihe
econciled parties would direct their united force
rtmiiirv, he r( que.sied that an ambassador might &amp;gt;ublic bodies, and individuals.
The following epitaph was written by Dr. Fr.mk- igainst the French, as the disturbers of thir dobe appointed in his place, and on the arrival of his
nestic tranquility.
It had not
in, for himself , when he was only twenty-three
suci:o.--sor, Mr. Jefferson, he immediately sailed
yet entered into the
leartsof the French nation, that it was possible
for Philadelphia, wheie he arrived in September, years ofnge, as appears by the original (with va
the British American colonists, to join with their
178,5.
He was teceived with universal applause, rious corrections) found among his papers, and
ncient enemies against their late friends.
and was soon appointed president of the supreme from which this is a faithful copy.
At this period, Congress did not so much expect
The body of
In 1787, he was a delegate to
executive council.
the grand convention, which formed theconstituFRANKLIN,
ny direct aid from France, as the indirect relief
f a war between that country and Great Britain.
PRI.N TKR,
tion of the United States.
In this convention he
To subserve this design, they resolved that &quot;their
had differed in some points from the majority, but
(Like the cover of an old book.
Its contents torn out,
commissioners at the court of France should be
when the articles were ultimately decreed, he said
furnished with warrants and commissions, and au
And slript of its lettering and gilding,)
to his colleagues,
ought to have but one
thorised to
and fit for war in the French ports,
Lies here, food for worms :
opinion ; the good of our country requires that the
But the work shall not be lost,
and he signed.
resolution should be unanimous
any number of vessels, not exceeding six, at the
On the 17th of April. 1700, in the eighty-fourth For it will (as he believed) appear once more, expense of the United States, to war upon British
Phila
In a new, and more elegant edition,
properly ; provided they were satisfied this mea
year of his age, he expired, in the city ol
sure would not be disagreeable to the court of
Revised and corrected
delphia; encountering this last solemn conflict,
Fiance.&quot;
This resolution was carried into effect ;
with the same philosophical tranquility and pious
by
dis
and in the year 1777, marine officers, with Ameri~
AUTHOR.&quot;]
resignation to the will of heaven, which had
&quot;or

&quot;or

&quot;

BENJAMIN

&quot;

We

&quot;ini

;&quot;
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can commissions, both sailed oulof French purls,
and carried prizes of Brilisli property into tliein.
They could not procure tlicir condemnation in the
but they
courts of France, nor sell them publicly
nevertheless found ways and means to turn them
;

money. The commanders of these vessels
were sometimes punished by authority, to please
the English but they were oftener caressed from
another quarter, to please the Americans.
While private agents on the part of the United
States were endeavouring to embroil the two na
tions, the American commissioners weie urging
the ministers of his most Christian Majesty to ac
into

;

cept the treaty proposed
ceive.! assurances of the

by Congress. They re
good wishes of the court
ol France ; but were from time to time informed,
that the important transactions required farther
consideration, and were enjoined to observe the
most profound secrecy. Matters remained in this
fluctuating state from .December 177G, till Decem
Private encouragement and public dis
ber 1777.
countenance weie alternated but both varied accoiding to the complexion of news from America.
The defeat on Long Island, the reduction of New
York, and the train of disastrous events in 1776,
which have already been mentioned, sunk the cre
dit of the Americans very low, and abated much
of the national ardour for their support.
Their
subsequent successes at Trenton and Princeton ef
faced these impressions, and rekindled active zeal
;

The capture of Burgoyne fixed
wavering politics. The success of the
Americans, in the campaign of 1777, placed them
on high ground. Tneir enmity had proved itself
formidable to Britain, and their friendship became
desirable to France.
Having helped themselves,
they found it less difficult to obtain help from oth
The same interest, which hitherto had di
ers.
in their behalf.

these

How far this interference of the court of France
by the separation ol the colonies Irom its govern
ment. The only condition he should require, and can be justified by the laws of nations, it is not the
Measures of this
rely on, would be, that the United States, in no province of history to decide.
peace to be made, should give up their indepen kind are not determined by abstract reasoning.
dence and return to the obedience of the British The present feelings of a nation, and the probable
At any lime previously to the 16th! consequences of loss or gain, influence more than
government.&quot;
of December, 1777, when Mr. Gerard made the! the decisions of s|&amp;gt;eculative men.
Suffice it to
foregoing declaration, it was in the power of the mention, that the French exculpated themselves
British ministry to have ended the American war, Irom the heavy charges brought against them,
by
and to have established an alliance with the United this summary mode of reasoning :
have
to
said
that
service
the
would
have
been
of
late
colonies
of
found,&quot;
Great
Bri
Stales,
great
they,
both
but from the same haughtiness which for tain in actual possession of independence, and in
some time had predominated in their councils, and the exercise of the prerogatives of sovereignty. It
blinded them to their interests, they neglected to is not our business to inquire, whether they had, or
had not, sufficient reason to withdraw themselves
improve the favourable opportunity.
Conformably to the preliminaries proposed by trom the government of Great Britain, and to erect
Mr. Gerard, his most Christian majesty Louis the an independent one of their own.
are to con
16lh, on the 6th of February, 1778, entered into duct towards nations, agreeably to the political
treaiies of amity, commerce, and alliance with the state in which we find them, without
investigating
Uniied States, on the fooling of the most perfect how they acquired it. Observing them to be inde
in fact, we were bound to
the
latter
of
these,
pendent
equality and reciprocity.
By
suppose they
that illustrious monarch became the guarantee ol were so of right, and had the same liberty to make
their sovereignty, independence and commerce. treaties with them, as with any other
sovereign
On a review of the conduct of the French minis power,&quot; They also alleged, that Great Britain
could
not
to
to
the
the
former
have
of
their
Americans,
complain
interference, since she
appear
try,
acted uniformly from a wise regard to national in had set them the example only a few years before,
terest.
Any line of conduct, dillerent from that in supporting the Corsicans in opposition to the
which they adopted, might have overset the mea court of France. They had besides many wellsures which they wished to establish.
Had they founded complaints against the British, whose arm
pretended to act from disinterested principles of ed vessels had for months past harassed their
generosity to the distressed, the known selfishness commerce, on the idea of preventing an illicit trade
of human nature would have contradicted the ex with the rcvohed colonies.
The marquis de la Fayette, whose letters to
travagant pretension.
By avowing the real mo
tive of their conduct, they furnished such a proof France had a considerable share in
preparing the
rration to patronise the Uniied Slates, was
of candour as begat confidence.
among
The terms of reciprocity, on which they con lire first in the American army who received the
tracted with the United Slates, were no less re welcome tidings of the treaty.
In a transport of
commended by wise policy than dictated by true joy, mingled wiih an effusion of tears, he embraced
the king rny
magnanimity. As there was nothing exclusive in General \V as!&amp;gt;ington, exclaiming,
the treaty, an opening was left for Great Britain master has acknowledged your
independence, and
to close the war when she pleased, with all the entered into an alliance with
you for its establish
&quot;

We

&quot;

;

We

r

rected the court of France to a temporising policy,
now required decisive conduct. Previous delay had
favoured the dismemberment of the empire : but

&quot;

farther procrastination bid fair to promote at least advantages for future commerce that France had
such a federal alliance of the disjointed parts of the stipulated for herself. This judicious measure
British empire, as would be no less hostile to the made the establishment of American independence
interests of France, than a re-union of its several the common cause of all the commercial powers
The news of the capitulation of Saratoga ol Europe; for the question ihen was, whether the
parts.
reached France very eaily in December, 1777. trade of the Uniied States should, by the subver
The American
took that
to sion of their independence, be again monopolised

deputies
opportunity
press for an acceptance of the treaty, which had
been under consideration for the preceding twelve
months. The capture of Burgoyne s army con
vinced the French, that the opposition of the Ame
ricans to Great Britain was not the work of a few
men who had gotten power in their hands, but of
the great body of the people; and was likely to
be finally successful. It was therefore determined
to take them by the hand, and publicly to espouse
their cause.
The commissioners of Congress on the 16th De

;&amp;gt;=t

ral

but as great a tribute is due to the slatesman, who, from a more elevated station, determines
on measures in which the general safely and wel
fare of empires are involved. This
glory, in a par
ticular manner, belongs to the count de
Vergennes,
as
his Most Christian Majesty s minister for
who,
foreign affairs, conducted the conferences which
terminated in these trealies.
While the ministers
of his Britannic Majesty were pleasing themselves
with the flattering idea of permanent peace in

med

Long live the king of France,&quot; poured
Irom the breast of every private in the
army.
The Americans, having in their own strength for
three years weathered the storms of war, fancied
ihe port of peace to be in full view.
Keplete with
&quot;

forth

the sanguine hopes of vigorous
youth, they presu
that Britain, whose northern
army haJ been
educed by their sole exertions, would not continue
ic unequal contest wiih the combined force of
Fiance and America. Overvah
tliei own importance and undervaluing the resources ol their
adversaries, ihry were templed to indulge a dan
gerous confidence. That they might not be lulled
into carelessness, Congress made an animated aildress to them, in which, after reviewing the lead

:

i

of the war, they informed them t
that
yet expect a severe conflict
though foreign alliances secured their indepen
dence, they could not secure their country from
ing
&quot;

;

features

They must

;

devastation.&quot;

The

alliance

between France and America had

not been concluded three days, before it was known
to the British ministry; and in less than five

weeks more, March 13th, it was officially commu
nicated to the court of London, in a rescript, de
by the French ambassador, to lord Weymonth. In this new situation of affairs, there
were some in Great Britain who advocated the
measure of peace with America, on the footing of
independence but the point of honour, which had
livered

;

;

;

\

;

I

heart-felt joy,

to breast,

huzzas.

cember, 1777, were informed by Mr. Gerard, one
of the secretaries of the king s council of state
&quot;that it was decided to
acknowledge the indepen
dence of the United States, and to make a treaty
with them that in the treaty no advantage would
be taken of their situation, to obtain terms which Europe, they were not less surprised than provo
otherwise, it would not be convenient for them to ked by hearing of the alli-ince, which had taken
agtee to that his Most Christian Majesty desired place between his Most Christian Majesty and the
This event, though often foretold,
the treaty once made should be durable, and their Uniied States.
amity to subsist forever, which could not be ex was disbelieved. The zeal of the British ministry
pected, if each nation did not find an interest in its to reduce the colonies, blinded them to danger
It from every other quarter.
continuance, as well as in its commencement.
Forgetting that inter
was therefore intended, that the terms of the treaty est governs public bodies, perhaps more than pri
should be such as the new formed states would be vate persons, they supposed that feebler motives
willing to agree to, if they had been long since would out-weigh its all-commanding influence. In
established, and in the fullness of strength and tent on carrying into execution the object of their
power, and such as they should approve when that wishes, they fancied that, because France and
time should come that his mosl Christian majes Spain had colonies ol their own, they would refrain
from aiding or abetting the revolted British colo
ty was fixed in his determination not only to ac
nies, from the fear of establishing a precedent
knowledge, but to support their independence
that in doing this he might
probably soon be en which at a future day might operate against themgaged in a war yet he should not expect any selves. Transported with indignation against their
compensation from the United States on that ac late fellow subjects, they were so infatuated with
count.
Nor was it pretended that he acted wholly the American war, as to suppose that trifling evils,
for their sakcs, since besides his real good will to both distant and uncertain would induce the court
them, it was manifestly the interest of France, of France to neglect an opportunity of securing
that the power of England should be diminished,
great and immediate advantages.
;

bit

by Great Britain, or, by the establishment of it,
laid open on equal terms to all the world.
In national events, the public attention is gene
rally fixed on the movements of armies and (feels.
Mankind never fail to do homage to the able eeneial, and expert admiral.
To this they are jusily
entitled

The

which spread from
exceeded description. The sevebrigades assembled by order of the commander
in chief. Their
criaplains ofl ered up public thanks
to Almighty God, and delivered discourses suitable
to the occasion. A
feu-de-joie was fired, and, on a
proper signal being given, the air resounded with

ment.&quot;

i

|

before precipitated the uaiion into the war, predominated over the voice of prudence and interest.
The king and parliament of Great Britain resolved
to punish the French nation for treating wiih their
subjects, which they termed &quot;an unprovoked aggression on the honour of the crown, a,:d essential interests of the kingdom.&quot;
And at ihe same

time, a vain hope was indulged, that ihe alliance
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that union.
between France and the United Slates, which was
Wheiefore any man or body of
supposed to have originated in passion, might be men, who should presume to make any separate or
dissolved.
The national prejudices against the partial conveniion or agreement with commissionFrench, had been so instilled into the minds of rs under the crown of Great Britain, or any of
Englishmen, and of their American descendants, them, ought to be considered and treated as open
that it was supposed practicable, by negotiations and avowed enemies of these United States.
and concessions, to detach the United States from
And farther, your committee beg leave to re
their new alliance, and re-unite them to the parent port it as their opinion, that these United States
state.
cannot, with propriety, hold any conference witli
Eleven days after the treaty between France any commissioners on the part of Great Britain,
and America had been concluded, 17th February, unless they shall, as a preliminary thereto, either
the British minister-introduced into the house of withdraw their fleets and armies, or e!se, in posi
commons a project for conciliation, founded on the tive and express terms, acknowledge the indepen
leu ol obtaining a re-union ol the new states with dence of the said states.
Gieat Britain. This consisted of two bills, with
And inasmuch as it appears to be the design
(lie following; titles
&quot;A bill for
declaring the in of the enemies of these stales to lull them into a
tention of Great Britain, concerning the exercise fatal security to the end that they may act with a
of the right of imposing taxes within his majesty s becoming weight and importance, it is the opinion
colonies, provinces and plantations in North Ame- of your committee, that the several states be called
ic
and a bill
to enable his majesty to appoint upon to use the most strenuous eAciiions, to have
commissioners with sufficient powers, o treat, their respective quotas of continental troops in the
consult and agree upon the means of quieting the field as soon as possible, and that all the militia of
disorders liow subsisting in certain ot the colonies, the said states be held in readiness to act, as occa
lantations and provinces of North America.&quot; sion may require.&quot;
The conciliatory bills were speedily followed by
These bills were hurried through both houses of
p. n ii. HI-MI, and before they passed into acts, were royal commissioners, deputed to solicit their re
Governor Johnstone, lord Carlisle and
copied and sent across the Atlantic, to lord and ception.
(j eneral Howe.
On their arrival in America, they Mr. Eden, appointed on this business, attempted to
were sent by a flag to congress at Yorktown. open a negociation, on the subject. They re
&quot;When
they were received, Tilst April, congress quested General Washington, on the 9th of June,
was uninformed ol the treaty which their commis to furnish a passport for their secretary, Dr. Fer
For up guson, with a letter from them to Congress but
sioners had lately concluded at Paris.
wards of a year, they had not received one line of this was refused, and the refusal was unanimously
information from them on any subject whatever. approved by Congress.
They then forwarded, in
One packet had in that time been received but the usual channel of communication, a letter ad
all the lefteis therein were taken out, before it was dressed,
To hisExcellency Henry Laurens, the
put on board the vessel whirh brought it from president, and other the members of Congress,&quot;
-France, and blank papers put in their stead. A in which they communicated a copy of their com
committee of Congress was appointed to examine mission, and of the acts of parliament, on which it
these bills, and report on them.
Theirreport was was founded and they offered to concur in every
brought in the following day, and was unanimously satisfactory and just arrangementjowards the fol
adopted. By it they rejected the proposals of lowing among other purposes
To consent to a cessation of hostilities, both by
Great Britain.
The vigorous and firm language in which Cou- sea anH lind;
To restore free intercourse to revive mutual
expressed tiieii rejection of these offers cou
of affection
sidered in connexion witii tlie ciic.i.-usc
and iene v the common benefits of na&amp;gt;f

i

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

i

i

;

i,

;

:

&quot;

;

:

;

r

-&amp;lt;^\,c

I

;

their being wholly igr.orant of the late treaty wi;
the several parts of this emi| turaiization, through
France, exhibits the glowing serenit) of fortifude. ptie ;
While the royal commissioners were industriously
To extend every freedom to trade that our re
circulating these bills in a paitial and secret man spective interests can require:
To agree that no military forces shall be kept
ner, as if they suspected an intention of conceal
ing them from the common people, Congress trust up in the different states of North America, with
ing lo the good ense of their constituents, ordered out the consent of the general Congress, or parti
them to be forthwith printed for the public infor cular assemblies ;

To concur in measures calculated to discharge
Having directed (he affairs of their coun
an honest reference to its welfare, they the debts of America, and to raise the credit and
had nothing to fear from the people knowing and value of the paper circulation
To perpetuate our union by a reciprocal depu
judging for themselves.
They submitted the
whole to the public. Their report, after some gen tation of an agent or agents from the different
eral remarks, on the bill, concluded as follows:
states, who shall have the privilege of a seat and
tl
From all which it appears evident to your voice in the parliament of Great Britain or
committee, that the said bills were intended to ope sent from Britain, in that case to have a seat anc
rate upon the hopes and fears of the good people voice in the assemblies of the different stales to
of these states, so as to create divisions among which they may be deputed respectively, in order
iid a defection
thei!
from the common cause, to attend the several interests of those by whom
no\v, by the blessing of Divine Providence, draw
they are deputed
that they are the
In short, to establish the powerofthe respective
ing near to a favourable issue
to settle its
sequel of that insidttons plan, which, from the days legislatures in each particular state
of the stamp act, down to the present lime, hath revenue, its civil and military establishment
and
involved this country in contention and bloodshed; to exercise a perfect freedom of legislation and in
and tint, as in other cases, so in this, although ternal government, so that the British states
circumstances may force them at times to recede throughout North America, acting with us in peace
from their unjustifiable claims, there can be no and war under one common sovereign, may have
doubt they will, as heretofore, upon the first fa the irrevocable enjoyment of every privilege, that
vourable occasion, again display that lust of domi is short of a total separation of interests, or con
nation, which hath rent in twain the mighty em sistent with that union of force, on which the safe
pire of Britain.
ty of our common religion and liberty depends.
A decided negative having been already given,
Upon the whole matter, the committee beg
leave to report it as their opinion, that as the Ame- previous to the arrival of the British commission
ricans united in this arduous contest upon principles ers, to the overtures contained in the conciliatory
of common interest, for the defence of common bills, and intelligence of the treaty with France
rights and privileges, whic.h union hath been ce having in the mean time arrived, there was no
mented by common calamities, and by-mutual good ground left for farther deliberation. President
offices and affection, so the great cause for which Laurens, therefore,
by order of Congress, on the
they contend, and in which all mankind are inter 27th o( June, returned the following answer:
ested must derive its success from the continuance
I have icceived the letter from
your excellen
mation.

try with

;

;

;

;

;

:

&quot;

cies,

of the

l)ih

instant, with the enclosures,

and

them

before Congress. Nothing but an earnest
desire to spare the farther effusion of human blood
could have induced them to read a paper, contain
ing expressions so disrespectful to his Most Chris
tian Majesty, the good and great
ally of these
states ; or to consider propositions so
derogatory
to the honour of an independent nation.
The acts of the British parliment, the com
mission from your sovereign, and your letter, sup
pose the people of these slates to be subjects of the
crown of Great Britain, and are founded on the
idea of dependence, which is
utterly inadmissable.
I am farther directed to inform
your excellen
cies, that Congress are inclined to peace, notwith
standing the unjust claims from which this war
originated, ynd the savage manner in which it hath
been conducted. They will, therefore, be ready
to enter upon the consideration of a
treaty of peace
and commerce, notinconsistent with tieatiesalready
subsisting, when the king of Great Britain shall
iemenstrate a sincere disposition for that purpose.
The only solid proof of this disposition will be, an
explicit acknowledgment of the independence of
these states, or the withdrawing his fleets and
laid

&quot;

armies.&quot;

Though Congress could not, consistently with
national honour, enter on a discussion of the terms
proposed by the British commissioners, yet some
individuals of their body
ably proved the propriety
of rejecting them.
Among these Gouverneur
and William Henry Drayton, with great
force of argument and
poignancy of wit, justified
the decisive measures adopted
their
men.
Morris

by

country

As the British plan for conciliation was wholly
founded on the idea of the states returning to their
allegiance, it was no sooner known than rejected
In addition to the sacred ties of plighted faith and
national engagements, the leaders in Congress and
the legislative assemblies in America had tasted
the sweets of power, and were in full possession of
its
blessings, with a fair prospect of retaining them
without any foreign control:
The war, having
originated on the part of Great Britain fiom a lust
of power, had in its progress compelled the Amecans in self-defence to assume and exercise its
The passionsof human na
highest prerogatives.
ture, which induced the former to claim power,
operated no less forcibly with the latter, against
the relinquishment of it.
After the colonies had
declared themselves independent states, had re
peatedly pledged their honour to abide by that de
claration, had under the smiles of heaven main
tained it for three campaigns without foreign aid,
after the greatest monarch in Europe had entered
into a treaty with them, and guaranteed their in
dependence after all this to expect popular leadeis. in the enjoyment of power, voluntarily to re
tire from the helm of government, to the languid
indifference of private
and while they violated
:

life&amp;gt;

the same time to depress their
country from the rank of sovereign states to that
of dependent provinces, was not more repugnant
to universal experience, than to the
governing
principles of the human heart.
The high-spirited ardour of citizens in the
youthful vigour of honour and dignity, did not so
much as inquire, whether greater political happi
ness might be expected from closing with the
proposals of Great Britain, or by adhering lo their
new allies. Honour forbade any balancing on the
subject nor were its dictates disobeyed. Though
peace was desirable, and the offers of Great Britain
national

faith, at

;

if proposed in due time, they would
have been acceptable yet for the Americans, af
ter they had declared themselves independent, and
at their own solicitation obtained the aid of France,
lo desert their new allies, and leave them exposed
to British resentment, incurred on their account,
would have argued a total want of honour and
The folly of Great Britain, in expect
gratitude.
ing such conduct from virtuous freemen, could
only be exceeded by the baseness of America, had
her citizens realised that expectation.

so liberal, that,

;

These offers of conciliation in a great measure
originated in an opinion that the congress was sup-
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a faction, and thai the great body of the
ported by
anil well dispo
people was hostile lo independence,
sed lo re-unite wild Great Britain. The latter of
these kssertioiis was true, till a certain period of
With
but lhat period was elapsed.
the contest
their new situation, new opinions and attachments
had taken place. The political revolution ol the
of
government was less extraordinary than that
the style anil manner of thinking in the Uniled
:

The independent Americans

States.

citizens

saw

other eyes, and heard with other ears, than
in the condition ol British subjects.
The narrowness of sentiment, which prevailed in
England lowaids France, no longerexisted among
The British commissioners unthe Americans.
apprised of ihis real change in the public mind, ex
pected to keep a hold on the citizens of the United
will)

when they were

no hour have been haughty but what had been alleged against him.
Lord Car
suppose that their minds are less firm at (he lisle, sir Henry Clinton, and Mr. Eden denied hav
present, than they were when destitute of all for ing any knowledge of the mailer charged on Goeign aid, and even without expectation of an al vernor Johnstone.
when upon a day ol general public lasting
The commissioners, failing in iheir attempts to
liance
their house of worship, and in iieguciate wilh Congress, had no resource left, but
[and humiliation in
hold no con lo persuade the inhabitants to adopt a line of con
presence ol God, (hey resolved,
ference or (reaty with any commissioners on duct, counter to lhat of iheir representatives.
To
this purpose they published a manifesto and procla
(he part of Ciea( Britain, unless they shall, as
preliminary thereto, either withdraw their Heels mation addressed lo Congress, the assemblies, and
and armies, or in positive and express terms ac all olhers, the free inhabitants of the colonies, in
The policy as well as ihe
knowledge the independence of ihese stales,&quot; which they obseived
benevolence ol Great Britain have so far checked
would be irrational.
&quot;At a
proper time, sir, I shall ihink myself the extremes of war, when they (ended to disiress
highly honoured by a personal attention, and by a people still considered as our fellow subjects, and
contributing to render every part of these sta(es (o desolate a country shortly lo become a source of
agreeable (o you; but until the basis of mutual BHUual advantage; but when lha(coumry professes
&quot;Congress in

;

to

)

;

&quot;to

&amp;gt;i

&quot;

;

States, by that illiberally which they inherited confidence shall be established, I believe, sir,
from (heir forefathers. Presuming that the love of neither former private friendship, nor any other
cnn influence Congress to consent,
peace, and the ancient national aniipalhy to Fiance considenttion
would counterbalance all other lies, they flattered that even Governor Johnstnne, a gentleman who
themselves that, by perseverance, an impression has been so deservedly esteemed in America, shall
I have but one voice, and that
favourable to Great Britain might yet be made on see the country.
the mind of America.
They theiefoie renewed shall be against it. But let me intreat you, my
a negotiation with Congress dear sir, do not hence conclude that 1 am deficient
their efforts to

open
As they had been in affection lo my old friends, through whose kind
answer
lo their preceding letter of the ness I have obtained the honour of the present
informed,
10th ol June, that an explicit acknowledgment of correspondence, or that I am not, with very great
the independence of (he United Slates, or a with
personal respec( and esteem,
&quot;Sir, your most obedient,
drawing of their fleets and armies, must precede
&quot;And most humble servant,
an entrance on the consideration of a treaty of
&quot;HENRY LAURENS.
peace, and as neither branch of (his alternative had
&quot;The honourable GEO. JOH.NSTOMK, Esq.
been complied with, it was resolved by Congress
that no answer should be given to their reiietaled
Philadelphia.&quot;
in a letter

of the llth of July.

in

&quot;

application.
In addition to his public exertions as a commis
sioner, Governor Johnstone endeavoured to obtain
the objects on which he had been senl, by opening
a private correspondence with some of the
bers of Congress, and other Americans ol influence,

mem

lie

in particular

addressed

himself by letter

to

In a letter to Joseph Reed, of April the llth,
Governor Johnstone said,
The man who can be
instrumental in bringing us all to acl once more in
harmony, and to unite together the various powers
which this contest has drawn forth, will deserve
more from the king and people, from patriotism,
&quot;

Henry Laurens, Joseph lieed, and Robert Morris. humanity, and all the lender (ies that are affected
His letter to Henry Laurens was in these words; by the quarrel and reconciliation, than ever was
yet bestowed on
&quot;

DEAR

June, he wrote

SIR,
to transfer to

human

(o

kind.&quot;

Robert Morris

On
:

the
I

l(jth

of

believe the

my friend Dr. Ferguson, men who have conducted the affairs of America
tlie private civilites which my friends Mr. Man
-incapable ot being influenced by improper motives
He but in all such transactions there is ilsk. And, I
ning, and JVlr Oswald, request in my behalf.
&quot;

1

beg

;

man

of the utmost probity, and of the highest
of letters.
If you should follow the example of Britain, in
the hour of her insolence, and send us back with
out a hearing, I shall hope, from private friendship,
that I may be permitted to see the country, and the
worthy characters she has exhibited to the world,
upon making the request in any way you may point
is

a

esteem

in the republic

&quot;

think, thai

the

naturally follow the fortune of those, who have
steered ihe vessel in the storm, and brought her
I think Washington and the presi
safely to port.

dent have a right to every favour, that grateful
nations can bestow, if they could once more unite
our interest, and spare the miseries and devasta
tions ol

out.&quot;

The following answer was immmediately
&quot;

DKAH

York Town,

June,

war.&quot;

To Joseph Reed, private information was com
municated, on (he 21st June, that it had been in
1/78. tended by Governor Johnsfone, to offer him, that

wiitten

H,

whoever ventures should be secured, al
that honour and emolument should

same lime

SIR,

in

wald and Mr. Manning.

Had Dr. Ferguson been

the bearer of these papers, I should have shown
that gentleman every degree of respect and atten
tion, that times and circumstances admit of.
&quot;

It

is,

sir,

for

Great Britain

whether her commissioners

to

determine,

shall return

unheard

by (he representatives of the Uniled S(ates, or re
vive a friendship with (he citizens a(
large, and re
main among us as long as they please.
You are undoubtedly acquainted with the only
terms upon which Congress can treat for accom
plishing this good end; leims from which, al
though writing in a private chancier, I may ven
ture lo assert with great assurance,
(hey never
will recede, even admitting the continuance of
hostile attempts, and (hat, from the
rage of war,
the good people of these states shall be driven to
commence a treaty westward of yonder mountains.
And permit me to add, sir, as my humble opinion,
the true interest of Great Britain, in the present
advance of our contest, will be found in confirm
ing our independence.
&quot;

;

may, by every means in her power, destroy,
or render useless a connexion connived for her
ruin, and for ihe aggrandizement of France.
Un
der such circumstances, the laws of sell-preserva
tion miisl direct the conduct of Great Britain; and
ain

the British colonies shall become an accession to
will direct her to render that accession of
as litile avail as possible to her
enemy.&quot;
Congress, upon being informed of the design of
the commissioners to circulate these papers, decla
red thai the agents,
employed to distribute the
manifestos and proclamation of the commissioners,
were not entitled lo protection (Voni a flag.
They
also recommended to the several states (o secure
and keep them in close custody but thai
they
might not appear to hood-wink their constituents,
ordered
the
manifestos
and
they
p:o&quot;hmationto be
The proposes of ihe
printed in the newspaper*.
commissioners were not more favourably received
by the people than they had been hy Congress. In
some places, the flags ci^ laininj; hem were not
but ordered
instantly to depart; in oth
ers, they were received and forwarded to Con
gress, as ihe only proper tribunal lo take cogni
zance of them. In no one place, not
immediately
commanded by the British army, was there any attempt lo accept, or even lo deliberate on ihe proprietry of closing wilh ihe offers of Britain.
To defer the British from executing their threats
of laying waste the country. Congress, on the 30th
of October, published lo ihe world a resolution and
manifesto, in which they concluded wilh these
if

France,

:

&amp;gt;ed,

words

:

&quot;We, therefore, (he
Congress of (he Uniled
Stales of America, do solemnly declare and
pm-

cliiim, lhat,

if

:

case of his exerting his abilities to promote a
&quot;Yesterday, I was honoured with your favour re-union of the Iwo countries, if consistent with
of the 10th, and thank you for ihe transmission of his principles and judgment, ten thousand pounds
those from my dear and worthy friends, Mr. Os sterling, and any office in the colonies, within his
&quot;

the unnatural design, not only of estranging her
self from us, but of
mortgaging herself and her re
sources to our enemies, the whole contest is
changed and the question is, how far Great Brit

their threats,

our enemies presume to ext i-jjle
or persist in their present career of

barbarity, we wilrMake such exemplary venge.uK-c
as shall deter others from
like conduct.

\W

ap

peal to that God who searcheih ihe hearts of men,
for (he reclitude of our intentions; and in liis

holy
presence we declare, ih:it, as we are not moved by
and
majesty
replied:
any light
hasty suggestions of anger and ream not worlh purchasing but such as I am, the revenge, so, through every possible change of for
of
Britain
is
not
Greal
rich
tune, we will adhere to this our determination.&quot;
king
enough to do
Congress on the 9th July, ordered all letters, re
ceived by members of Congress from any of the
This was the last effort of Great Britain, in ihe
British commissioner, or their agents, or from way of negociation, to
It
regain her colonies.
any subject of the king of Great Britain, of a pub originated in folly and ignorance of the real state
lic nature, to be laid before them.
The above let of affairs in America. She had begun with wrong
ters and information being communicated, Congress measures, and had now
Her
gol into wrong time.
that the same cannot but be considered, concessions, on this occasion, were an
resolved
implied jus
as direct attempts to corrupt (heir integrity, and tification of the resislance of the colonists.
By of
lhat it is incompatible with (he honour of Congress, fering to concede all that
they at first asked fc
to hold any manner of correspondence or inter
she virtually acknowledged herself to have been
course with Ihe said George Johnstone, Esquire
the aggressor in an unjust war.
Nothing could
especially to negociate with him upon affairs in be more favourable to Ihe rememing of the friend
which (he cause of liber(y is interested.&quot; Their ship of Ihe new allies, than this unsuccessful nego
ciation.
The stales had an opportunity of evin
determination, with (he reasons, was expressed ex
pressed in the form of a declaration, a copy of cing ihe sincerily of lheirengagemems,and France
which was signed iy the president, and sent by a abundant reason lo believe that, by preventing
This was their being conquered, her favourite scheme of les
(lag to (he commissioners at New York.
answered bv Governor Johnstone, by an angry pub sening the power of Great Britain, would IK- s-culication, in which he denied, or explained away red beyond the reach of accident.
s gift.

To which Mr. Reed

&quot;1

;

it.&quot;

&quot;

;

,

;

,

UNITED
CHAPTER
The Campaign

XVII.
of 1778.

AFTER the termination of the campaign of 1777,
the British army retired to winter quarters in Phil
to Valley Forge.
adelphia, and the American army
The former enjoyed (1778) all the convenience-*
which an opulent city afforded, while the latter,
not half clothed, and more than once on the point
of starving, were enduring the severity of a cold
It was well for them,
winter in a hutted camp.
that the British made no attempt to disturb them,
while in this destitute condition.
The winter and spring passed away without any
more remarkable events in either army, than a few
successful excursions of parties from Philadelphia
to the neighbouring country, for the purpose of
In
bringing in supplies, or destroying property.
cue of these, a party of the British proceeded to
Bordenton, and there burned four store-houses full
of useful commodities. Before they returned to
nine ships,
Philadelphia, they burned two frigates,
six privateer sloops, twenty-three
brigs, with a
number of sloops and schooners.
Soon afterwards, an excursion from Newport
was made
500 British and Hessians, under the

by
of Lieutenant Colonel Campbell. These,
landed
in the night of the 25th of M;iy,
having
marched next morning in two bodies, the one for
Warren, the other for Kickemuit river. They
destroyed about 70 Hat bottomed boats, and burned
a quantity of pitch, tar and plank.
They also set
house at Warren, and seven
fire to the

command

meeting

the
dwelling houses. At Bristol, they burned
church and 22 houses. Several othei houses were
plundered and women were stripped of their shoebuckles, gold rings and handkerchiefs.
A French squadron, consisting of 12 ships of the
line and 4 frigates, commanded by CountD Estaign,
sailed from Toulon for America, soon after the
between the United
treaty had been agreed upon
States and the king of France. After a passage ol
87 days, the count arrived July 9th, at the en
From an apprehension
trance of the Delaware.
ofsomething of this kind, and fiom the prospect ol
Britain,
greater security, it was resolved in Great
forthwith to evacuate Philadelphia, and to concen
trate the royal force in the city and harbour of New
York. The commissioners brought out the orders
for this movement but knew nothing of the mat
ter. It had an unfriendly influence on their propo
sed negociations but it was indispensably neces
the
sary, for if the French fleet had blocked up
Delaware, and the Americans besieged Philadel
phia, the escape of the British from either, would
;

;

;
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hat Sir Henry was proceeding in that direction,
owards Monmouth court-house, despatched 1000
men under General Wayne, and sent the Marquis
de la Fayette to lake command of the whole adunced corps, with orders to seize the first lair opGeneral
)ortunity of attacking the enemy s rear.
Lee, who, having been lately exchanged, had joined
he army, was offered this command but lie decli
ned it. as he was in principle a^inst hazarding an
attack.
The whole army followed at a proper
distance, for supporting the advanced corps, and
reached Cranberry the next morning. Sir Henry
jlinton, sensible of the approach of the Ameri:aus, placed his grenadiers, light infantry and chas
seurs in his rear, and his baggage in his front.
General Washington increased his advanced
corps with two brigades, and sent General Lee,
who now wished for the command, to take charge
of the whole arid followed with the main army to
orders were
;ive it support. On the nexr morning,
sent to Lee, to move on and attack, unless there
should be powerful reasons to the contrary. When
Washington had marched about five miles to sup
port the advanced corps, he found the whole of ii
etreating by Lee s orders, and without having
nade any opposition of consequence. Washingion rode up to Lee, and proposed certain questions
o him, which implied censure.
Lee answered
with warmth and unsuitable language. The com
nander in chief ordered Colonel Stewart s and
ieuienant colonel Ramsay s battalions to form on
A piece of ground, which he judged suitable lor
giving a check to the advancing enemy. Lee was
-n asked, if he would command on that ground
o which he consented, and was ordered to take
to
jroper measures for checking the enemy
which he replied, &quot;your orders shall be obeyed,
;

;

ii

:

&quot;

ti&amp;gt;

?&quot;

;

Washington,
27*

or in a letter to the president of Congress he in
onus him, that he h.id taken the liberty at Newiiui to administer to a number of the lories a
very
itrong oath, one article of which was, that they
hou Id lake arms in defence of their country, if
:allfd upon by Congress, and lie recommends, that
his measure should be adopted in reference to all

America. Those funatics, who might
it he
thought should be carried into
he interior. Being sent into the southein colonies,
as commander of all the forces, which should there
raised, he diffused anardouramong the soldiers,
vhich was attended by the most salutary conse
In Oct. by the direction of Congress he
quences.
As he wasmarchrepaired to the northern army.
ng from the Hudson through New Jersey to form
a junction with Washington in Pennsylvania, he
quitted his camp in Morris county to reconnoitre.
:ii this
employment he went to the distance of three
niles from the camp and entered a house lor
he lories

in

refuse 10 take

&amp;gt;e

&amp;gt;reakfast.
A British colonel became acquainted
with his situation by intercepting a countryman,
barged with a letter from him, and was enabled
He WHS instantly mounted
to take him prisoner.
a horse without his cloak and hat, and carried
He was detained till April
safely to New York.

r May 1778, when he was exchanged for Geneial
He was very soon
Prescott, taken at Newport.
engaged in the battle of Monmouth. Being de
tached by the commander in chief to make an at
tack upon the rear of the enemy, Washington was
when
pressing forward to support him June 28(h,
to his astonishment he found him retreating with

made

to maintain his
these circumstances,
ithout any previous notice of his plans, Wash
md I will not be the first to leave the field.&quot; ington addressed him in terms of some warmth.
Washington then rode to the main army, which Lee, being ordered to check the enemy, conducted
was formed with the utmost expedition.
himself with his usual bravery, and, when forced
[CHARLES LEK, a major general in the army of from the ground on which he had been placed,
the United States, was born in Wales and was brought off his troops in good order.
But his
the son of John Lee, a colonel in the British ser haughty temper could not brook the indignity,
vice.
He entered the army at a very early age which he believed to have been offered him on the
but though he possessed a military spirit, he was field of battle, and he addressed a letter to Wash
ardent in the pursuit of knowledge.
He acquired ington, requiring reparation for the injury. He
a competent skill in Greek and Latin, while his was on the 30th arrested for disobedience of or
fondness for travelling made him acquainted with ders, for misbehaviour before the enemy, and for
Of these
the Italian, Spanish, German, and French langua disrespect to the commander in chief.
In 1756 he came to America, and was en charges he was found guilty by a court martial, at
ges.
gaged in the attack upon Ticonderoga in July which lord Stirling presided, and he was senten
In 17(32 ced to be suspended for one year. He defended
1758, when Abercrombie was defeated.
he bore a colonel s commission, and served under himself with his accustomed ability, and his re
Burgoyne in Portugal, where he much distinguish treat seems to be justified from the circumstance
ed himself.
Not long afterwards he eoteied into of his having advanced upon an enemy, whose
the Polish service. Tiiough he was absent when the strength was much greater, than was apprehend
:

out having

ground.

a single effort

Meeting him

in

;

act passed, he yet by his letters zealously
supported the cause of America. In the years
1771, 1772, and 1773 he rambled over all Europe
During this excursion he was engaged with ai:
officer in Italy in an affair of honour, and he mur
dered his antagonist, escaping himself with the
Maxwell s brigade, to co-operate with the Jersey loss of two fingers. Having lost the favour of the
militia, for obstructing their progress. The British ministry and the hopes of promotion in conse
were incumbered with an enormous baggage quence of his political sentiments, he came to
which, together with the impediments thrown in America in Nov. 1773. He travelled througl
Tlu the country, animating the colonies to resistance
their way, greatly retarded their march.
American ar iiy, having, in pursuit of the British In 1774 he was induced by the persuasion of his
crossed the Delaware, six hundred men were itn- friend, General Gates, to purchase a valuable trac
in Berke
mediatelydetached under Colonel Morgan, to rein of land of two or three thousand acres
Here he resided till the
force General Maxwell. AVashington halted his ley county, Virginia.
a commission
troops when they had marched to the vicinity of following year, when he resigned
Princeton. The general officers, in the American which he held in the British service, and accepted
army, seventeen in number, being asked by the a commission from Congress, appointing him ma
commander in chief: Will it be advisable haz jor general. He accompanied Washington to the
fifteen of them answered ir camp at Cambridge, where he arrived, July 2,
ard a general action
of re
the negative but recommended a detachment of 1775, and was received with every mark
1500 men, to be immediately sent, to act as occa spect. In the beginning of the following year he
the Bri
sion might serve, on the enemy s left (lank am was despatched to New York to prevent
This was immediately forwarded undei tish from obtaining possession of the city and the
rear.
Hudson. This trust he executed with great wis
General Scott.
When Sir Henry Clinton hadadvanced to Allen- dom and energy. He disarmed all suspicious per
drew up a test to be of
town, he determined, instead of keeping the direct sons on Long Island, and
course towards Staten Island, to draw towards the fered to everyone, whose attachment to the Ame
His bold measures car
sea coast, and to push on towards Sandy Hook. rican cause wasdoubted.
on receiving intelligence ried terror wherever he appeared. He seems to
General

have been scarcely possible.
The royal army, on the 18th of June, passed
over the Delaware into New-Jersey.
Washing
ton, having; penetrated into their design of evacua
ting Philadelphia, had previously detached Genera

lave been very food of this application of a test;

stamp

ed, and from his being in a situation with a morass
in his rear, which would preclude him from a re
treat, if the British should have proved victorious.
But his disrespectful letters to the commander in

His suspension
chief it is not easy to justify.
gave general satisfaction to the army, for he was
suspected of aiming himself at the supreme com
mand. After the result of his trial was confirm
ed by Congress in January 1780, he retired to his
estate
style

in

Berkley county, where he

peculiar

to

himself.

lived

Glass windows

in

a

and

have been extravagances in his
plaster would
house. Though he had for his companions a few
select authors and his dogs; yet, as he found his
situation too solitary and irksome, lie sold his
farm iu the fall of 1782, that in a different abode
He
he might enjoy the conversation of mankind.
went to Philadelphia and took lodgings in an inn.
After being three or four days in the city he was
seized with a fever, which terminated his life Oct.
The last words, which he uttered, were,
2, 1782.
stand by me, my brave grenadiers.&quot;
In his person General Lee was rather above
the middle size, and his remarkable aquiline nose
rendered his face somewhat disagreeable.
He
was master of a most genteel address, but was
rude in his manners and excessively negligent in
His appetite was
his appearance and behaviour.
so whimsical,

that

troublesome guest.

he was every where a most
Two or three dogs usuallv

-
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followed him wherever

lie

went.

As an

officer

he

was brave and able, and did much towards disci
With vigorous powers
plining the American army.
correct and
of mind and a brilliant limey he was
both wrote and
elegant classical scholar, and he
spoke his native language with propriety, force,
and beauty. His temper was severe. The his
else than the history of
tory of his life, is little
duels in every part of the
disputes, quarrels, and
world.
He was vindictive, avaricious, immoral,
His principles, as would be
impious, and profane.
abandon
expected from his character, were most
He
ed, and he ridiculed every tenet of religion.
on the
published about the year 1760 a pamphlet
importance of retaining Canada. After his death,
memoirs of hi life, with his essays and letters,
were published, ]2mo. 1792. Lee s memoirs.]

A warm cannonade immediately commenced be
tween the British and American artillery, and a
of the
heavy firing between the advanced troops
British army, and the two battalions which GeneThese stood their
lal Washington had halted.
gionnd. till they were intermixed with a part of
Lieutenant Colonel Ramsay,
the British army.
the commander of one of them, was wounded and
taken prisoner.
Genera! Lee continued till the
last on the field of battle, and brought off the rear
of the retreating troops.
The check the British received gave time to
make a disposition of the left wing, and second
line of the American army in the wood, and on the

eminence to which Lee was retreating. On this,
some cannon were placed by lord Stirling, who
commanded the left wing; which, with the co
operation of some parties of infantry, effectually
stopped the advance of the British in that quarter.
General Greene took a very advantageous posi
The British
tion, on the light of lord Stirling.
attempted to turn the left flank of the Americans,
but were repulsed. They also made a movement
for Greene
to the right, with as little success
with artillery disappointed their design.
Wayne
advanced with a body of troops, and kept up so se
vere and well-directed a fire, that the British were
soon compelled to give way, They retired and
took the position, which Lee had before occupied.
Washington resolved to attack them, and ordered
General Poor to move round upon their right and
General Woodford to their left; but they could not
These reget within reach, before it was daik.
remained on the ground, which they had been di
rected to occupy during the night, with an inten
tion of attacking early next morning
and the
main body lay on their arms in the field, to be
ready for supporting (hem.
General Washington reposed himself in
cloak, under a tree, in hopes of renewing the ac
tion the next day
but these hopes were frustrated
The British troops marched away in the night, in
such silence that General Poor, though very nea
them, knew nothing of their departure. Thev lef
behind them, 4 officers, and about 40 privates, all so
badly wounded, that they could not be removed
The British, June 30, pursued their march withou
farther interruption, and soon reached the neigh
bourhood of Sandy Hook without the loss ofeithe

ons used by the former ai their first meeting, and
rote him two passionate letters. This occasiond his being arrested, and brought to trial.
The
harges exhibited against him were
1st. For disobedience of orders, in not attackng the enemy on the 2Sih of June, agreeable to
epeated instructions.
2dly. For misbehaviour before the enemy, on
he same day, by making an unnecessary, disorderv, and shameful retreat.
M\y. Fur disrospect to the commander-in-chief
n two letters.
After a tedious hearing before a court martial,
ee was found guiltv, and sentenced to be sus&amp;gt;ended from
any ccommand in the armies of the
niled States, for the term ot one year
but the
second charge was softened by the court martial
who in their award only found him guilty of mis&amp;gt;ehaviour before the
enemy, by making an unne
cessary, and in some few instances, a disorderly
etreat.
Many were displeased with this sentence.
:

:

by the tenor of Lee s orders
whether to at:ack or not and also, that the time and manner
*ereto be determined by his own judgment : that
it onetime he intended to attack, but altered his
pinion on apparently good grounds; that the pro-

They argued,

&quot;that

was submitted

the united supplications of the colonists, praying
peace, liberty and safety, they should, as an independent people, be honoured with the residence
of a minister from the court of France, exceeded
the expectation of the most sanguine Americans.
The patriots of the new world revolved in their
minds these transactions, with heart-felt, satis
faction ; while the devout were led to admire
that Providence, which had, in so short a space,
stationed the United States among the powers
ol the earth, and clothed them in robes of sove
for

reignty.

The

British had barely completed the removal
army, from the Delaware and
Philadelphia, to the harbour and city of New

of their fleet and

York, when they received intelligence, that a
French fleet was on the coast of America. This
was commanded by Count D Kstaign, and consised of twelve ships of the line and three frigates.
Among the former, one carried 90 guns, another,
Their first object was
SO, and six 74 guns each.
the surprise of lord Howe s fleet in the Delaware ;

but they arrived too late.
In naval history, there
are few more narrow escapes, than that of the
It consisted
British fleet, on this occasion,
only
of six 64 gun ships, three of 50, and iwo of 40,
Most of these
with some frigates and sloops.
had been long on service, and were in a bad con
iriety of an attack, considering the superiority ol
the British Cavalry, arid the opennessofthe ground, dition.
Their force, when compared with that of
was very questionable and that, though it might the French fleet, was so greatly inferior, that had
lave distressed the enemy s rear in the first in the latter reached the mouth of the Delaware, in
t

to his discretion)

;

;

stance, it would probably have brought on a gene 75 days from its leaving Toulon, their capture, in
ral action, before the advanced ^corps could have the
ordinary course of events, would have been
5een supported by the main body, which wassome inevitable.
This was prevented by the various
miles in the rear.&quot;
said they,
Lee s judg- hindrances which retarded
Estaign in his voyuent were against attacking the enemy, he could age to the term ot 87 days ; in the last eleven of
not be guilty ol disobeying an order for that pur- which lord Howe s fleet not only quitted the Dela

D

&quot;

&quot;

If,&quot;

iose,

which was suspended on the condition of

own approbation

of the

his ware, but

reached the

harbour of

D

They also
from command was

New

York.

Estaign, disappointed in his first scheme, pur
contended, that a suspension
sued, and, July llth, appeared off Sandy Hook.
Dot a sufficient punishment for his crimes, if really American pilots of the first abilities, provided for
juilty.
They therefore inferred a presumption of the purpose, went on board his fleet. Among them
nis innocence from the lenient
sentence of his were persons, whose circumstances placed them
idges though there was a diversity of opinion above the ordinary rank of pilots.
relative to the first and second charges, all were
The sight of the French fleet roused all the ac
agreed in pronouncing him guilty of disrespect to tive passions of their adversaries.
Transported
trie commander-in-chief.
The Americans had for with indignation against the French, for interfer
merly idolized General Lee but some of them now ing in what they called a domestic quarrel, the
went to the opposite extreme, and without any British displayed a spirit of zeal and bravery which
foundation pronounced him treacherous, or defici could not be exceeded.
A thousand volunteers
ent in courage.
His temper was violent, anil his were- despatched from their transports to man their
The masters and mates of the merchant
impatience of subordination had led him often to fleet.
quarrel with those whom he was bound to respect men and traders at New York, took their stations
and obey but his courage and fidelity could not at the guns with the common sailors. Others put
be questioned.
to sea in light vessels, to watch the muttons of
.Soon after the battle of Monmouth, the Ame their enemies.
The officers and privates of the
rican army took post at the White Plains, a few British army contended, with so much eagerness,
miles beyond
and the British, to serve on board the men of war as marines, tint
Kings-bridge
though only a few miles distant, did not molest i! became necessary to decide the point of honour
them. They remained in this position, from an by lot.
The French fleet came to anchor, and con
early day in July, till a late one in the autumn:
and then the Americans retired to Middle Brook tinued without the Hook for eleven days. During
in Jersey, where
they built themselves huts in the this time, the British had the mortification of seesame manner as they had done at Valley Forge.
ing the blockade of their fleet, and the capture of
Immediately on the departure of the British from about 20 vessels under English colours. On the
Philadelphia, Congress, after an absence of nine 22d, the French fleet appeared under weigh. It
their covering party or baggage.
The American months, returned to the former seat of their de was an anxious moment to the British. They
all
farther
declined
of
the
liberations.
general
pursuit
Soon after their return, 6th, August, supposed that Count
royal ar
Estaign would force Iris
my, and soon after drew off his troops to the border they were called upon, to give a public audience way into the harbour, and that an engagement
loss
of
the
of the North river.
The
Americans, in to a minister plenipotentiary from the court of would be the consequence.
Every thing with
killed and wounded, was about 250.
The loss ol France. The person appointed to this office was them was at stake. Nothing less than destruction
the royal army, inclusive of prisoners, was abou
M. Gerard, the same who had been employed in
If the
ctory would have ended the contest.
$50.
Lieut. Colonel Monckton, one of the Brit the
The first had been their lot, the vast fleet of transports
negociations, antecedent to the treaty.
ish slain, on account of his singular merit wa
arrival and reception of a minister from France, and victuallers, and the
army, must have fallen.
Colonel Bonner of Penn made a strong
universally lamented.
impression on the minds of the Theyilots on board the French fleet, declared it
r
Americans. They felt the weight and importance, to be impossible to
sylvania, and Major Dickenson of \ irginia, offi
carry the large shtps thereof
cers highly esteemed by their country, fell in to which
That over the bar, on account of their draught of water.
they were risen among nations.
this engagement.
The emotions of the mind, the same spot which in less
than a century, had I) Estaign, on that account, and by the advice of
added to fatigue in a very hot day, brought on been the residence of
savages, should become the General Washington, left the Hook and sailed for
such a fatal suppression of the vital powers, that theatre
iclr, the representatives of a new, Newport.
By his departure the British fleet had
some of the Americans, and 59 of the British free, and ctvili/ed nation,
gave a public audience! a second escape; for had he remained at the
were found dead on the field of battle, without
any to a minister plenipotentiary, from one of the old- Hook but a few days longer, the fleet of Admiral
marks of violence upon their bodies.
-I and most
powerful kingdoms of Europe, atl ord- Byron must have fallen into his hands.
That ofIt is probable, that Washington intended to take ed r
ample materials for philosophic contemplation, ficer had been sent out to relieve lord Howe, who
no farther notice of Lee s conduct in the day of That in less than three
and the fleet under
years from the day, on had solicited to be recalled
action
but the latter could not brook theexpres- which an answer was refused
by Great Britain to his command had been seut to reinforce that which
measure.&quot;

;

;

;

;

;

;

D
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;
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After his ships had suffered both from battle and
had been previously on the coast of America.
Admiral Byron s squadron had met with bad wea the storm, the letter of his instructions, the impor
It tunity of his officers, and his
ther, and was separated in different storms.
anxiety to have his
now arrived, scattered, broken, dismasted, or ships speedily refitted, might have weighed with
Within eight days after the him to sail directly for Boston. Whatever were
otherwise damaged.
departure of the French fleet, the Renown, the the reasons which induced him to adopt that mea
Kaisonnable, the Centurion, and the Cornwall ar sured, the Americans were greatly dissatisfied.
rived singly at Sandy Hook.
They complained that they had incurred great ex
The next attempt of Count D Estaign was pense and danger, under the prospect of the most
against Rhode Island, of which the British had effective co-operation; that depending thereon,
been in possession since December, 1776. A they had risked their lives on an island, where,
combined attack against it was projected, in which without naval protection, they were exposed to
it was
agreed that General Sullivan should com particular danger that in this situation, they were
mand the American laud forces. Such was the first deserted, and afterwards totally abandoned, at
eagerness of the people to co-operate with their a time, when, by persevering in the original plan,
new allies, and so confident were they of success, they had well-grounded hopes of speedy success.
chat some thousands of volunteers engaged in the Under these apprehensions, the discontented mili
service.
The militia of Massachusetts was under tia went home in such crowds, that th.e regular ar
The royal my which remained, was in danger of being cut off
the command of General Hancock.
In these embarrassing circumstan
troops on the island, having lately been reinforced, from a retreat.
were about 6000.
Sullivan s force was about ces, General Sullivan extricated hirnsell with judg
Lord Howe followed Count D Eslaign, ment and ability. He began to send off his heavy10,000.
and came within sight of Rhode Island, the day artillery and baggage on the 26lh, and retreated
from his lines on the night of the 28th. It had
after the French fleet entered the harbour of New
The British fleet exceeded the French in been that day resolved in a council of war, to re
port.
point of number, bui was inferior in effective force move to the-trorth of the island, fortify their ramp,
and weight of metal. Ou the appearance of lord secure a communication with the main, and hold
Howe, the French admiral put out to sea wiih his the ground till it could be known whether the
whole force to engage him. While the two corn- French fleet would return to their assistance. The
uiandets were exerting their naval skill to gain re Marquis de la Lafayette, by desire of his associates,
;

.

spectively the advantages of position, a strong gale set off for Boston, to request the speedy return of
of wind came on, which greatly damaged the ships the French fleet.
To this Count d Estaign would
on both sides. In this conflict of the elements, not consent ; but he made a spirited offer to lead
two capital French ships were dismasied. The the troops under his command, and co-operate with
Estaign s own ship, aftei the American land forces against Rhode Island.
Languedoc of 90 guns,
Sullivan retreated with great order ; but he had
losing all her masts and rudder, was attackeil by
the Renown of 50 guns, commanded by Captain not been five hours at the north end of the Island,
Dawson. The same evening, the Preston of SO when his troops was fired upon by the British, who

D

guns, fell in with the Tonnant of 80 guns: with had pursued them, on discovering their retreat.
only her mainmast standing, and attacked her with The pursuit was made by two parlies and on two
but night put an end to the engagement. roads; to one was opposed Colonel Henry B. Liv
spirit
to the other John Laurens, aid-de-camp
Six sail of the French squadron came up in the ingston
night, which saved the disabled ships from any to General Washington, and each of them had a
farther attack,
There was no ship or vessel lost command of light troops. In the first instance
on either side, The British suffered less in the these light troops were compelled by superior num
storm than their adversaries; yet enough to make bers to give way ; but they kept up a retreating
it
necessary to return to New- York, for the pur fire. On being reinforced, they gave their pur
pose of refitting. The French fleet cnme to an suers a check, and at length repulsed them. Bychor, on the 20th of August, near to Rhode Island
degrees the action became in some respects gen
but sailed on the 22d, to Boston. Before they eral, and near 1200 Ameiicans were engaged.
mailed, General Greene and the Marquis de la Fay- The loss on each side was between two and three
elte went on board the Languedoc, to consult on hundred.
measures proper to be pursued. They urged
Lord Howe s fleet, with sir Henry Clinton and
Estaign to return with his fleet into the harbour; about 4000 troops on board, lieing seen ofT the
but his principal officers were opposed to the mea coast, General Sullivan concluded immediately to
He had been in evacuate Rhode Island. As the sentries of both
sure, and protested against it.
structed to go to Boston, if his fleet met with any armies were within 400 yards of each other, the
misfortune.
His officers insisted on his ceasing to greatest caution was necessary. To cover the de
prosecute the expedition against Rhode Island, sign of retreating, the show of resistance and con
lhat he might conform to the orders of their com tinuance on the island was kept up.
The retreat
mon superiors.
was made in the night, and nearly completed byUpon the return of General Greene and the Mar twelve o clock. Towards the last of it, the Mar
He had
quis de la Fayette, and their reporting the de quis de Lafayette returned from Boston.
termination of Count D Estaign, a protest was rode thither from Rhode Island, a distance of 70
drawn up and sent to him, which was signed
miles, in seven hours, and returned in six and a
John Sullivan. Nathaniel Greene, John Hancock half. Anxious to partake in the engagement, his
I. Glover, K/.ekiel Cornel, William
Wliipple, John mortification was not little at being absent on the
They day before. He was in time to bring oil the picTyler, Solomon Lovell, Jon. Fitconnel.
protested against the count s taking the fleet to quets, and other parties that covered the retreat of
This he did in excellent or
Boston, as derogatory to the honour of France, the American army.
Not a man was left behind, nor was the small
contrary to the intention of his most Christian Ma der.
jesty, and the interests of his nation, destructive in est article lost.
the highest degree to the welfare of the United
The bravery and good conduct which John Lau
States, and highly injurious to the alliance formed rens displayed on this occasion, were excelled by
between the two nations. Had
Estaign prose his republican magnanimity, in declining a milita
cuted his original plan within the harbour, either ry commision, which was conferred on him, by
before or immediately after the pursuit of
the representatives of his country.
Congress relord]
Howe, the reduction of the British post on Rhode solved, that he should be presented with a conti
Island would have been probable but his depar nental commission, of lieutenant colonel, in testi
:

;

;

D

1&amp;gt;\

D

:

ture in the

instance to engage the British fleet,
and in the second from Rhode Island to Boston,
frustrated the whole.
Perhaps Count
Estaign
first

brilliant toefl ace the

impres
his late failure at New York. Orhe
have
it
to
his
stake
whole
might
thought imprudent
lleet, within an harbour possessed by his enemies.
sions

made by

(

!

would have afforded him, could he

it

lave accepted

it

without injuring the rights of the
army, and doing an evi

officers in the line of ihe

dent injustice to his colleagues, in the
family of the
commander in chief. That having been a specta
tor of the convulsions occasioned in the
army by
disputes of rank, he held the tranquillity of it too
dear, to be instrumental in disturbing it, and thereore intreated Congress to suppress their resolve,
udering him the commission of lieutenant colonel
and to accept his sincere thanks for the intended
honour.&quot;

With the abortive expedition to Rhode Island,
there was an end to the plans, which were in this
campaign projected by the allies of Congress
The Americans had been in
co-operation.
toxicated with hopes of the most decisive advan
first

for a

but

every instance they were disappoint
inferiority of force, not
only preserved his own fleet, but counteracted and
defeated all the views and attempisof Count
EsThe French Heel gained no direct advan
taign.
tages for the Americans; yet their arrival was of
Besides deranging
great service to their cause.
the plans of the British, it carried conviction to
their minds, that his most Christian Majesty was
tages
ed.

;

in

Lord Howe, with an

D

The
seriously disposed to support them.
will of their new allies was manifested to the
ricans; and

though

it

effecls expected from

good

Ame

had
it,

failed in producing the
the failure was charged

winds, weather, and unavoidable incidents.
Estaign ; but while they
attempted to console themselves by throwing
lo

Some censured Count
blame on him, they
obligation to the

aged

D

felt

French

and acknowledged their
nation, and were encour

persevere in the war, Ironr the hope lhat
would attend their future co-opera

to

better fortune
tion.

Sir

had

Henry Clinton, finding that the Americans
Rhode Island, returned to New York but

left

;

directed General Grey to proceed to Bedford and
the neighbourhood, where several American
pri
vateers resorted.
On reaching the place of their
destination, the general s party landed, and in a
few hours destroyed about seventy sail of ship
ping, besides a number of small ctaft.
They also

burnt

wharves, stores, warehouses,
on the stocks, and a considerable number
of dwelling houses. The building burned in Bed
ford, were estimated to be worth jt 20,000 sterling.
The other articles destroyed were worth much
more, The royal troops proceeded to Martha s

magazines,

vessels

Vineyard. There they destroyed a few vessels,
and made a requisition of the militia arms, the
public money, 300 oxen, and 2000 sheep, which
was complied with.

A similar expedition, under the command of
Captain Ferguson, was about the same time under
taken against Little Egg-Harbour, at which place
the Americans had a number of privateers and pri
Several of the
zes, and also some salt-works.
vessels got
but all that were found were de
Previous to the embarcationof the Bri
stroyed.
tish from Egg Harbour for New York, Captain Fer
guson with 250 men, surprised and put to death
about 50 of a party of the Ameiicans, who were
The attack being made in
posted in the vicinity.
the night, little or no quarter was given.
ofl&quot;;

The

loss sustained by the British in these seve
excursions was trifling: but the advantage was
considerable, from the supplies they procured, arid
the check which was given to the American priva
ral

teers.

One of the most dis-islrous events, which occur
red at this period of the campaign, was the sur
prise and massacre of an American regiment of

commanded by Lieutenant Colonel
While employed in a detached situation,
Baylor.
to intercept and watch a British foraging party,
they took up their lodging in a barn near Tappan.
mony of the sense which they entertained of
patriotic and spirited services, and of his brave The officer who commanded the party which sur
conduct in several actions, particularly in that of prised them, was Major General Grey. He acqui
red the name of the &quot;No flint General,&quot; from his
Rhode Island, on the 29th of August.
)n the n :xt day he wrote to Congress a letter, common practice of ordering the men under his
his gratitude for the unexpected hon- command to take the flints out of their muskets
expressing
our which they were pleased to confer him, and the that they might be confined to the use of their bayhi&amp;gt;

D

hoped by something

satisfaction

light dragoons,
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which had been stationedternptcd by proceeding from north

onets A party of militia,
on the road, by which the British advanced, quitted
- f..itheir posts, without giving any notice to Colonel
conduct was the occasion
This
disorderly
Baylor.
of the disaster which followed.
Grey s men pro
ceeded with such silence and address, that they
cut off a sergeant s patrol without noise, and surrounded old Tappan without being discovered.
They then rushed in upon Baylor s regiment, while
of de
they were in a profound sleep. Incapable
fence or resistance, cut off from every prospect of
the surprised dragoons sued
selling their lives dear,
- :

1

Unmoved by their supplications,
quarters.
their adversaries applied the bayonet, and contin
ued its repealed thrusts, while objects could be
for

life appeared.
A few
and others, after having received from
five to eleven bayonet wounds in the trunk of the
body, were restored in a course of time, to perfect
health.
Baylor himself was wounded but not dan
He lost in killed, wounded and taken,
gerously.
67 privates out of 101. About 40 were made pris
oners.
These were indebted, for their lives, to
ihe humanity of one of Grey s captains, who gave
quarters to the whole fourth troop, though contra

found

which any signs of

in

escaped

;

The cir
ry to the orders of his superior officers.
cumstance of the attack being made in the nighl,
when neither order nor discipline can be observed,
may apologise in some degree with men of a cer
It cannot
tain description, for this bloody scene.
be maintained that the laws of war require that
quarters should IK? given in similar assaults; hut
the lovers of mankind must ever contend, that the
laws ofhumanity are of superior obligation to those
of war. The truly brave will spare when resist
ance ceases, and in every case where it can be
done with safety. The perpetrators of such ac
tions mayjustly be denominated the enemies of re
As far as their example avails, it
fined society.
tends to arrest the growing humanity of modern
times, and to revive the barbarism of Gothic ages.
these principles, the massacre ofColonel Bay
regiment was the subject of much complaint.
The particulars of it were ascertained, by the oaths
of sundry credible witnesses, taken before Gover
nor Livingston, of Jersey and the whole was sub
mitted to the judgment of the public.
In the summer of this year, an expedition was
undertaken against East Florida. This was re
solved upon, with the double view of protecting the
state of Georgia from depredation, and of causing

On

lor s

;

General Robert Howe, who con
diversion.
ducted it, had under his command about2000 men,
a few hundred of whom were continental troops,
and the remainder militia of the states of South
Carolina and Georgia.
They proceeded as far as
St. Mary s river, and without any opposition of
a

to south but paved the way for the re-establishment of a
royal
that order was henceforth inverted, and the south- legislature.
Georgia, soon after the reduction of
ern states became the principal theatre, on which its capital, exhibited a singular spectacle.
It was
the British commenced their offensive operations. the only state of the Union, in which, after the

Georgia, being one of the weakest states in the
union, and at the same time abounding in provis
ions, was marked out as the first object of renewed
warfare. Lieutenant Colonel Campbell, an officer
of known courage and ability, embarked from New
York for Savannali, 27lh November, with a force
of about 2000 men, under the convoy of some ships
of war, commanded by Commodore Hyde Parker.
To make more sure of success in the enterprise,
Major (ieneral Prevost, who commanded the royal
forces in East Florida, was directed to advance
with them into the southern extremity of Georgia.
The fleet that sailed from New York, in about
three weeks effected a landing near the mouth of
the river Savannah.
From the landing place, a
narrow causeway of six hundred yards in length,
with a ditch on each side, led through a swamp.
A body of the British light infantry moved for
ward along this causeway. On their advance,
they received a heavy fire from a small parly un
der Captain Smith, posted for the purpose of im

declaration

The

erected

a

fort,

years of the war, forced
iu the year 1778.
The insufficiency of the provision made for the
of
the officers of their army had induced
support
many resignations. From a conviction of the jus
tice and
policy of making commissions valuable,
first

and from respect

to the warm, but disinterested re
commendations of General Washington, Congress

resolved:

&quot;that

half-pay should

be allowed to

their officers, for the term of seven
years, after
the expiration of their service.&quot;
This was, after
wards, extended to the end of their lives : and
finally, ihat was commuted for full pay, for five

peding their passage. Captain Cameron was killed ; years. Resignations were afterwards rare and
but the British made their way good, and com- the states reaped the benefit of experienced offi
;

General Howe, cers continuing in service, till the war was ended.
pelled Captain Smith
A system of more regular discipline was in
the American officer to whom the defence of
Georgia was committed, took his station on the troduced into the American army, by the industry,
main road, and posted his little army, consisting abilities, and judicious regulations of Baron de
of about 600 continentals, and a few hundred mi Sletiben, a most excellent disciplinarian, who hid
litia, between the landing-place and the town of served under the
A very im
king of Prussia.
Savannah, with the river on his left and a morass portant reform took place in the medical departin front.
This disposition announced great diffi nrent, by appointing different officers, to discharge
culties to be overcome, before the Americans could the directing and purveying business of the mili
be dislodged.
While Colonel Campbell was mak tary hospitals, which had been before united in the
ing the necessary arrangements for this purpose, same hands. Dr. Rush was principally instrumen
he received intelligence from a negro, of a private tal in effecting this beneficial alteration. Some
path through the swamp, on the right of the Ame regulations, which had been adopted for limiting
ricans which lay in such a situation, that the Bri the prices of commodities,
being found not only im
tish troops might march through it unobserved. practicable, but injurious, were abolished.
Sir James Baird, with the light infantry, was di
The Randolph, an American frigate of 36 guns
rected to avail himself of this path, in order to turn and three hundred and five men, commanded
by
the right wing of the Americans, and attack their Captain Biddle, having sailed on a cruise from
rear.
As soon as it was supposed that sir James Charleston, fell in with the Yarmouth, of 64 guns,
Baird had cleared his passage, Ihe British in front and engaged her in the night. In about a
quarter
of the Americans, were directed to advance and of an hour, the Randolph blew
Four men
up.
were
attacked
in
the
himself
saved, upon a piece of her wreck.
engage. Howe, finding
only
rear as well as in the front, ordered an immediate These had subsisted four
days on nothing but rain
relreat.
The British pursued with grent execu water, which they sucked from a piece of blanket.
tion
theii victory was complete.
Upwards of On the 5th day, Captain Vincent of the Yarmouth,
100 of the Americans were killed. Thirty-eight though in chase of a ship, on discovering them,
officers, 41/5 privates, 48 pieces of cannon, 23 suspended the chase, and took them on board.
mortars, the fort, wilh its ammunition and stores, Captain Biddle, who perished on board the Ran
the shipping in the river, a large quantity of pro dolph, was universally lamented.
He was in the
visions, with the capital of Georgia, were all, in prime of life, and had excited high
expectations
the space of a few hours, in the possession of the of future usefulness to his
country, as a bold and
skilful
broken
remains
of
the
American
officer.
The
conquerors.
to retreat,

;

;

:

errors of the

on Congress same useful reforms,

At this place the British had
which in compliment to Tonyn,
governor of the province, was called by his name. army retreated up the river Savannah for several
On the approach of General Howe, they destroyed miles, and then took shelter by crossing into South
Carolina.
this fort, and alter some slight skirmishing, re
The season was
treated towards St. Augustine.
Agreeably to instructions. General Prevost had
more fatal to the Americans, than any opposition marched from East Florida, about the same time
Sickness that the emharcation took place from New York.
they experienced from their enemies.
After encountering many difficulties, the king s
and. death raged to such a degree, than an imme
but before this troops from St. Augustine reached the inhabited
diate retreat became necessary
was effected, they lost nearly one-fourth of their parts of Georgia, and there heard the welcome
whole number.
tidings of the arrival and success of Colonel Camp
The royal commissioners having failed in their bell. Savanna-h having fallen, the fort at Sunbury
General Prevost marched to Sa
attempts to induce the Americans to resume the surrendered.
character of British subjects, and the successive vannah, and took the command of the combined
forces from New York and St. Augustine.
Pre
plans of co-operation between the new allies hav
Jt would vious to his arrival, a proclamation had been is
ing also failed, a solemn pause ensued.
seem as if the commissioners indulged a hope, that sued, to encourage the inhabitants to come in and
the citizens of the United States, on finding a dis submit to the conquerors, witli promises of protec
appointment of their expectations from the French, tion, on condition that with their arms they would
would re-consider and accept the offers of Great support royal government.
Full time was given, both for the circuLieutenant Colonel Campbell acted with greit
Britain.
latian of their manifesto, and for observing its ef- policy, in securing the submission of the inhabit
but no overtures were ants. He did more iaashort time, and with comtecls on the public mind
made to. them from any quarter. The year was paratively a few men, towards the re establish
Jrawing near to a close, before any interesting ex ment of the British interest, than all the general
With this new era, a officers who had preceded him. He not only ex
pedition was undertaken.
new system was introduced.
tirpated military opposition, but subverted for some
Hitherto the conquest of tlve states bad
time every trace of republican government,, and.

consequence.

of

independence, a legislative body
was convened under the authority of the crown of
Great Britain. The moderation and
prudence of
Lieutenant Colonel Campbell were more successful
iu reconciling the minds of the citizens to their
former constitution, than the severe measures
which had been generally adopted by othei British
commanders.

1

!

[NICHOLAS BIDDLE, captain in the American
navy, during the revolutionary war, was born in
the city of Philadelphia, in the year 1750.
Among
the brave men who perished in the glorious
strag
gle for the independence of America, Captain Biddie holds a distinguished rank.
His services, and
the high expectations raised by his
military genius
and gallantry, have left a strong impression of his
merit, and a profound regret that his early fate
should have disappointed, so soon, the hopes of
his country.

Very early in life lie manifested a partiality for
the sea, and before the age of fourteen he had
made a voyage to Quebec. In the following year,
1765, he sailed from Philadelphia to Jamaica, and
the Bay of Honduras.
The vessel left the bay inthe latter end of December, 1765, bound to Anti
gua, and on the second day of January, in a heavy
gale of wind, she was cast away on a shoal, called
the Northern Triangles.
After remaining two
nights and a day upon the wreck, the crew took
the long-boat having been lost, and,
yawl&quot;,
with great difficulty and hazard, landed on one of
the small uninhabited islands, about three
leagues
distant from the reef upon which
they struck.
Here they staid a few days. Some provisions
were procured from the wreck, and their boat was
to their

UNITED STATES.
As

was too small to carry them all off, jCamden galley, fitted for the defence of the Dela
they drew lots to determine who sho\ild remain, ware. He found this too inactive a service, and
and young Biddle was among the number. He, when the fleet was preparing, under Commodore
and his three companions, suffered extreme hard Hopkins, for an expedition against New Provi
and, dence, he applied for a command in the fleet, and
ships for want of provisions and good water
although various efforts were made for their relief, was immediately appointed commander of the An
drew Doria, a brig of 14 guns and 130 men. Paul
it was
nearly two months before they succeeded.
Such a scene of dangers and suffering in the Jones, who was then a lieutenant, and was going
commencement of his career, would have discou on the expedition, was distinguished by Captain
raged a youth of ordinary enterprise and perseve Biddle, and introduced to his friends as an officer
rance.
On him it produced no such effect. The of merit.
Before he sailed from the capes of Delaware, an
coolness and promptitude with which he acted, in
the midst of perils that alarmed the oldest seamen, incident occurred, which marked his personal in
gave a sure presage of the force of his character, trepidity. Hearing that two deserters from his
and after he had returned home, he made several vessel were at Lewistown in prison, an officer was
European voyages, in which he acquired a thorough sent on shore for them, but he returned with infor
mation that the two men, with some others, had
knowledge of seamanship.
In the year 1770, when a war between Great armed themselves barricadoed the door, and swore
that the militia of the
Britain and Spain was expected, in consequence they would not be taken
of the dispute relative to Falkland s Island, he went town had been sent for, but were afraid to open
to London, in order to enter the British navy. He the door, the prisoners threatening to shoot the first
took with him letters of recommendation from man who entered. Captain Biddle immediately
Thomas Willing, Esq. to his brother-in-law, Capt. went to the prison, accompanied by a midshipman,
Sterling, on board of whose ship he served for and calling to one of the deserters, whose name
some time as a midshipman. The dispute with was Green, a stout resolute fellow ordered,
Spain being accommodated, he intended to leave him to open the door; he replied that he would
the navy, but was persuaded by Captain Sterling to not, and if attempted to enter, he would shoot
remain in the service, promising that he would use him. He then ordered the door to be forced,
His ardent and entering singly with a pistol in each hand, he
all his interest to
get him promoted,
mind, however, could not rest satisfied with the called to Green, who was prepared to fire, and
now. Green, if you do not take good aim,
inactivity of his situation, which he was impatient said,
to change for one more suited to his disposition.
you are a dead man.&quot; Daunted by his manner,
their resolution failed, and the militia coming in
In the year 1773, a voyage of discovery
undertaken, at the request of the Royal Society secured them. They afterwards declared to the
officer who furnishes this account, that it was
in order to ascertain how far navigation was prac
ticable towards the North Pole, to advance the Captain Biddle slook and manner which had awed
had determined
discovery of the north-west passage into the south them into submission, for that they
seas, and to make such astronomical observations to kill him as soon as he came into the room.
as might prove serviceable to navigation.
Writing from the capes to his brother, the late
Two vessels the Race Horse and Carcase, were Judge Biddle he says, I know not what may be
be it, however, what it may, you may
fitted out for the expedition, the command of which our fate
was given to Captain Phipps, afterwards lord Mul- rest assured, I will never cause a blush in the
The peculiar dangers to which such an cheeks of my friends or countrymen.&quot; Soon
prave.
undertaking was exposed, induced the government after they sailed, the small-pox broke out and ra
to take extraordinary precautions in fitting out and ged with great violence in the fleet, which was
The
preparing the vessels, and selecting the crews, and manned chiefly by New England seamen.
a positive order was issued that no boys should be humanity of Capt. Biddle, always prompt and ac
received on board.
tive, was employed on this occasion to alleviate
To the bold and enterprising spirit of young the general distress, by all the means in its power.
lliddle, such an expedition had great attractions. His own crew, which was from Philadelphia, be
Extremely anxious to join it, he endeavoured to ing secure against the distemper, he took on board
vessels.
procure Captain Sterling s permission for that pur great numbers of the sick from the other
the long
pose, but he was unwilling to part with him, and Every part of his vessel was crowded,
would not consent to let him go. The temptation boat was fitted for their accommodation, and lie
He resolved to go gave up his own cot to a young midshipman, on
was, however, irresistable.
and laying aside his uniform, he entered on whom he bestowed the greatest attention till his
When he first death. In the mean while he slept himself upon
board the Carcase before the mast.
went on board he was observed by a seaman who the lockers, refusing the repeated solicitations of
had known him before, and was very much attach his officers to accept their births. On their arri
The honest fellow, thinking that he val at New Providence, it surrendered without op
ed to him.
must have been degraded and turned before the position. The crew of the Andrew Doria, from
must in disgrace, ws greatly affected at seeing the crowded situation, became sick, and before she
him, but was equally surprised and pleased when left Providence, there were not men enough capa
refitted.

it

;

;

&quot;

&quot;was

&quot;

;

lie learned the true cause of the young officer s
disguise, and he kept his secret, as he was reto do.
Impelled by the same spirit, young
&amp;lt;iuesied
Horatio, afterwards lord Nelson, had solicited and
obtained permission to enter on board the same
adventurers are bath said
vessel.
These

youthful

been appointed cockswains, a station atwajs assigned to the most active and trusty sea
men. The particulars of this expedition are well
In have

These intrepid navigators
to the public.
latitude of eighty-one depenetrated as far as the
and thirty-nine minutes, and they were, at
ffit-f.t
one time, enclosed with mountains of ice, and their
vessels rendered almost immoveable for five days
at the hazard of instant destruction
Captain Bid-

known

.

die kept a journal of his voyage,

wards

lost

which was

after

with him.

The commencement of the revolution

gave a new

turn to his pursuits, and he tepaired without delay
When a rupture
to the standard of his country.

j

|
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the

in

manner they

treated Lieutenant Josiah.

He also applied to his own government in be
half of this injured officer, and
by the proceedings
of Congress, on the 7th of August, 1776. it
ap
that a letter from Captain Nicholas Bidpears,
die to the marine committee, was laid before Con
gress and read : whereupon, Resolved, That Gene
&quot;

Washington be directed to propose an exchange
of Lieutenant Josiah, for a lieutenant of the
navy
of Great Britain ; that the general remonstrate o
lord Howe on the cruel treatment Lieutenant Jo
siah has met with, of which the
congress have re
ceived undoubted information.&quot;
Lieutenant Jo
siah was exchanged, after an
imprisonment of ten
months. After the capture of the ships with the
ral

highlanders, such was Captain Biddle s activity
and success in taking prizes, that when he arrived
in the Delaware, he had but five of the crew with
sailed from New London, the rest hav
ing been distributed among the captured vessels,
and their places supplied by men who had entered
from the prizes. He had a great number of
pri
soners, that, for some days before he got in, he
never left the decki

which he

While he was thus indefntigably engaged in
weakening the enemy s power, and advancing his
country s interest, he was disinterested and gener
ous in all that related to his private
advantage.
The brave and woithy opponent, whom the chance
of war had thrown in his power, found in him a
patron and friend, who on more than one occasion,
was known to restore to the vanquished the fruits
of victory.
In the latter end of the
year 1776, Capt. Biddle
was appointed to the command ol the Randolph,
a frigate of
With his usual ac
thirty-two guns.
tivity, he employed every exertion to get her rea
for
sea.
The difficulty of procuring American
dy
seamen at that time, obliged him, in order to man
his ship, to take a number of British seamen, who

were prisoners of war, and who had
requested
leave to enter.

The Randolph
bruary,

1777.

sailed from Philadelphia, in Fe
after she got to sea, her

Soon

lower masts were discovered to be unsound, and,
a heavy gale of wind, all her masts went
by the
board. While they were
bearing away for Charles
the
ton,
English sailors, with some others of the
crew formed a design to take the ship. When all
was ready, they gave three cheers on the gnadeck. By the decided and resolute conduct of
Captain Biddle and his officers, the ring leaders
were seized and punished, and the rest submitted
without farther resistance.
After refitting at
Charleston, as speedily as possible, he sailed on a
cruise, and three days after he left the bar, he fell
in

in

to

with four sail of vessels, bound from Jamaica
London. One ofthem, called the True Briton,

mounted twenty guns.

The commander of her,
frequently expressed to his passengers his
hopes of falling in with the Randolph, as soon as he
perceived her, made all the sail he cowld from her,
but finding he could not escape, he hove to, and
ble of doing duty to man the boats; Capt. Biddle kept up a constant fire, until the Randolph had
bore down upon him, and was
visited them every day, and ordered every neces
preparing for a
when he hauled down his colours. By
sary refreshment, but they continued sickly until bromJside,
her superior sailing, the Randolph was enabled to
they arrived at New London.
After refitting at New London, Captain Biddle capture the rest of the vessels, and in one week
from the time he sailed from Charleston, Cap
received orders to proceed off the Banks of New
foundland, in order to intercept the transports tain Biddle returned there with his- prizes, which
and storesliips bound to Boston. Before he reach proved to be very valuable.
ed the banks, he captured two ships from Scotland,
Encouraged by his spirit and success, the state
with 400 highland troops on board, destined for of South Carolina made exertions for fitting out
Boston. At this time the Andrew Doria had not an expedition under his command.
His rrame
100 men. Lieutenant Josiah, a brave and excel and the personal attachment to him, urged for
lent officer, was put on board one of the prizes, ward a crowd of volunteers to serve with him,
with all the highland officers, and ordered to make and in a short time, the ship General Moultrie,
the first port.
Unfortunately, about ten days af the brigs Fair American, and Polly, and the Notre
A detachment of
terwards, he was taken by the Cerberus frigate, Dame, were prepared for sea.
and on pretence of his being an Englishman, he fifty men from the first regiment of South Caro
was ordered to do duty, and extremely ill used. lina continental infantry, was ordered to act as
Such was the
Captain Biddle hearing of the ill treatment of Lieu- marines on board the Randolph.
tenant .Tosiah, wrote to the admiral at New York, attachment which the honourable and amiable de
who had

between England and America appeared inevita that, however disagreeable it was to him, he would portment of Captain Brddle had impressed during
and soon after his treat a young man of family, believed to be his stay t Charleston, and such the confidence in
ble, he returned to Philadelphia,
of (he :son of lord Crastoo, who was then his prisoner, spired by III.H professional conduct and valour, thai
arrival, he was appointed to the command
1
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have Randolph for a sail to windward, in consequence
a general emulation pervaded the corps
The of which the squadron hauled upon a wind, in or
the honour of serving under his command.
It was four o clock before she
tour of duiy, after a generous competition among der to speak her.
the officers, was decided to Captain Joor, and Lieu could be distinctly seen, when she was discovered
tenants Grey and Simmons, whose gallant conduct, to be a ship, though as she neared and came before
and that of their brave detachment, did justice to the wind, she had the appearance of a large sloop
As soon as with only a square sail set. About seven o clock, the
the high character of the regiment.
the Randolph was refitted, and a new mainmast Randolph being to windward, hove to the Moul
obtained in place of one which had been struck trie, being about one hundred and fifty yards astern,
About eight
with lightning, she dropt down to Rebellion Roads and rather to leeward, also hove to.
Their intention was to o clock the British ship fired a shot just ahead of
with her little squadron.
attack the Carysfort frigate, the Perseus twenty- the Moultrie, and hailed her; the answer was,
four gun ship, the Hichinbrook of sixteen guns, the Polly, of New York
upon which she imme
and a privateer which had been cruising off the diately hauled her wind, and hailed the Randolph.
They She wus then, for the first time, discovered to be
bar, and had much annoyed the trade.
were detained a considerable time in Rebellion a two decker. After several questions asked and
Roads, after they were ready to sail, by contrary answered, as she was ranging up alongside the
winds, and want of water on the bar for the Ran Randolph, and had got on her weather quarter,
This
Lieutenant Barnes, of that ship called out,
dolph. As soon as they got over the bar, they
stood to the eastward, in expectation of falling in is the Randolph,&quot; and she immediately hoisted
with the British cruisers. The next day they re her colours and gave the enemy a broadside.
took a dismasted ship from New England as she Shortly after the action commenced, Capt. Biddle
had no cargo on board, they took out her crew, received a wound in the thigh and fell. This oc
six light guns, and some stores, and set her on casioned some confusion, as it was first thought
fire.
Finding that the British ships had left the that lie was killed. He soon, however, ordered a
coast, they proceeded to the West Indies, and chair to be brought, said that he was only slightly
cruised to the eastward, and nearly in the latitude wounded, and being carried forward encouraged
ofBarbadoes, for some days, during which time the crew. The stern of the enemy s ship being
they boarded a number of French and Dutch ships, clear of the Randolph, the captain of the Moultrie
and took an English schooner from New York, gave orders to fire, but the enemy having shot
bound to Grenada, which had mistaken the Ran &amp;lt;head, so as to bring the Randolph between them,
dolph for a British frigate, and was taken posses the last broadside of the Moultrie went into the
sion of before the mistake was dicovered.
Randolph, and it was thought by one of the men
On the night of the 7th of March, 1778, the fatal saved, who was stationed on the quarter-deck near
accident occurred, which terminated the life of this Capt. Biddle, that he was wounded by a shot from
For some days previously he the Moultrie. The fire from the Randolph was
excellent officer.
had expected an attack. Captain Blake, a brave constant and well directed. She fired nearly three
broadsides to the enemy s one, and she appeared,
officer, who commanded a detachment of the se
cond South Carolina regiment, serving as marines while the battle lasted, to be in a continual blaze.
on board the General Moultrie, and to whom we In about twenty minutes after the action began,
are indebted for several of the ensuing particulars, and while the surgeon was examining Captain
dined on board the Randolph two days before the Biddle s wound on the quarter deck, the Ran
engagement. At dinner Captain Biddle said, &quot;We dolph blew up.
The enemy s vessel was the British ship Yar
have been cruismg here for some time, and have
spoken a number of vessels, who will no doubt mouth, of sixty-four guns, commanded by Captain
give information of us, and I should not be sur Vincent. So closely were they engaged, that Cap
As tain Morgan, of the Fair American, and all his
prized if my old ship should be out after us.
to any thing that carries her guns upon one deck, crew, thought that it was the enemy s ship that
I think myself a match for her.
About 3. P. M. had blown up. He stood for the Yarmouth, am]
of the 7th of March, a signal was made from the had a trumpet in his hand to hail and inquire how
to

;

;

&quot;

;

END OF THE FIRST VOLUME.

Captain Biddle was, when he discovered his mis

Owing to the disabled condition of the Yar
mouth, the other vessels escaped.
The cause of the explosion was never ascer
tained, but it is remarkable that just before he
sailed, after the clerk had copied the signals and
orders for the armed vessels that accompanied
him, he wrote at the foot of them, &quot;In case of
coming to action in the night be very careful of
your magazines.&quot; The number of persons on
board the Randolph was three hundred and fifteen,
who all perished except four men, who were toss
ed about for four days on a piece of the wreck liefore they were discovered and taken up.
Krom
the information of two of these men, who were af
take.

terwards in Philadelphia, and of some individuals
in the other vessels of the squadron, we have been
enabled to state some particulars of this unfortu
nate event, in addition to the accounts given of it
by Dr. Ramsay in his History of the American
Revolution, and in his History of the Revolution
of South Carolina.
In the former work, the his
torian thus concludes his account of the action :
Captain Biddle, who perished on board the Ran
He was in the
dolph, was universally lamented.
prime of life, and had excited high expectations
of future usefulness to his country, as a bold and
skilful naval

officer.&quot;

Thus prematurely

fell, at

the age of twenty-se

gallant an officer as any country ever
boasted of.
In the short career which Providence
en, as

allowed to him, he displayed
.vhich constitute a great soldier

all
;

those qualities
brave to excess,

and consummately skilled in his professsion.
4mer. Bio??. Die.]
Major Talbot took the British schooner Pigot,
of 8 twelve pounders, as she lay on the eastern

Rhode Island. The major, with a number
of troops on board a small vessel, made directly
for the Pigot in the night, and sustaining the fire
of her marines, reserved his own till he had run
his jib-boom through her fore shrouds.
He then
fired some cannon, threw in a volley of
musketry,
loaded with bullets and buckshot, and
immediately
side of

boarded her. The captain made a gallant resist
ance but was not seconded by his crew. Major
Talbot soon gained undisturbed possession, ami
cariied off his pri/.e in safety.
Congress, as n
reward of his merit, presented him with the com
mission

ol

lieutenant colonel.
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